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SAN FRANCISCO. SATURDAY, JULY 2, 1887.

Sporting Topics.

The latest sersation on the Oakland track is a bay gelding

by Gibraltar, his dam by Volunteer and his grandam by

American Star. He was one of the queerest-gaited horses

imaginable, twisting his legs about as though all the joints

had a rotary motion. Part of the time the forelegs would

have an inclination to fly off at a sort of outward circular

motion, and then the hind legs would wallop about in an

unaccountable manner. When Dastin took him, some two
months ago, a forty gait appeared to be his full limit, when,

to the surprise of everyone, he trotted half a mile, one day

last week, in 1:07. That he can go a long way inside of 2:20

is conceded by all who saw him make this fast move, and as

he has no record he is apt to be troublesome in nearly any
of the classes. His dam was one of the most perplexing ani-

mals that ever troubled a trainer. She would trot a hundred
yards or so very fast, and then indulge in a hard gallop, and,

it might be, refase to strike a trot for the rest of the afternoon.

Dick Barnes would occasionally keep her on the track from
breakfast time until the horn sounded for dinner, and when
her owner, Mr. Salisbury, got seated in the skeleton wagon
the limit was only reached when he became too tired to sit

longer. Gibraltar was the antitheton of the mare. Sluggish

does not express his peculiarity, He was so thoroughly

imbued with a determination not to go faster than was nec-

essary that a chain was used to overcome the inertia of his

muscles. The chain was attached to a short handle, and hard

blows showered on his buttocks did not appear as effective as

the rattling of the links. If any horse could correct the idio-

syncrasy of the dam it was "old Gib." When forced to a

break he had no .desire to task his muscles 6o severely as a

fast gallop demanded, and the blending of rattle brain and

lymphaticism has resulted in another phenomenon.

"What two-year-old trotted a half mile in l:12i," has been

a frequently repeated query since the fact was published.

There is no secret in relation to the performance, as there

were several watches "held" on the youngster, and therefore it

is no breach of con6dence in stating that it was Grandee. Itis

out of the question to keep trials secret with animals which
are trained on a public track. The education of trotting

colts cannot be carried on without fast work, and the older

horses must be sent along to prepare them for races in which
they will have to exert their utmost powers. There are so

many good ones now a days that fast trials have little effect

in influencing the betting, or interfering with the entries,

especially when green horses are the subjects of comments.

Until a horse has shown in races his capacity cannot be esti-

mated. Should the Gibraltar colt pattern after his mother
under the excitement of a public race, it will be of small

importance how fast he went in his work. Thore have been
numbers of horses which showed admirably in private com-

pletely upset by the crowd, bustle and confusion of a race

day, whereas sluggards in private have been stimulated to

exertions which no one deemed them capable of exhibiting.

"Public running is the only real test," was promulgated long

before the advent of chronographs, and though the watch is

a better measure of trotters than any other touchstone, it is

not infallible. Colts, too, are proverbially uncertain, and
hence, when implicit confidence is placed on the result of

trials, oftentimes misplaced, a sort of will-o'-the-wisp illusorv,

and liable to end in "getting in a hole."

The American Derby won by a California-bred colt, and his

sire and dam also a home production. It is an easy thing

after the race has been decided to tell how much C. H. Todd
was thought of, and yet it did not require a great deal of

sagacity to foresee that he had a good chance. Whenever in

condition he ran well; more than that, he ha3 made some great

races. Albert Cooper stands very high as a trainer of colts,

and hence it was fair to infer that he woald run a good race.

It is true that he had a lame leg, though the injurywas so slight

as not to awaken serious misapprehension. His winning

races last year were very good. With eighty-one pounds—rule

weights—he beat a good tield at Stockton, running the mile

in the very fast time of 1:4H. At San Jose the following

week he carried 110 pounds, and ran seven furlongs in 1:28J,

and with one day intervening he carried 113 pounds and ran

a mile in 1-ASh At the Blood Horse meeting he won a purse

for two-year-olds which necessitated the carrying of 110

pounds, and beat Jim Duffy, Laredo, Voltigeur, Safe Ban
and Robson a mile in 1:42£. Had it been otherwise than his

rnnning in the lead at a clipping pace for a mile in the Park

Stakes, he might have won that, and as it was he was not

beaten very far in 2.-08J. Most assuredly his two-year-old rac-

ing was sufficiently good to warrant naming him in Chicago,

and we were instrumental in inducing his owner to make the

engagement.

As will be learned from the report it was a close thing

between him and Miss Ford, and had "the stable" thought

as much of her chances as it did of Goliah's good thing, the

finish might have been still closer. When on her good

behavior Miss Ford is good company for anybody's horse,

thougn the Derbys appear to be trying places for fillies, though

once in a while that sex is victorious. The allowance in

their favor of from three to five pounds does not seem to be

concession enough, though the main cause is foreign from

pounds carried.

Apart from the working of trotters young and old, it is

ratner a dull time on the tracks ot California. An occasional

trot on the Bay District and Oakland tracks, and "semi*

occasionally" a brush for money in other places. San Jose

presents rather an attractive bill for the Fourth, and the

match which will come off on the Bay District to-day, Satur-

day, 2d of July, between Chapman and Lot Slocum, should

draw out a big crowd. So far Chapman has been invincible,

and no matter what he was matched against he has won
though apparently hard pressed at times. Some who have

watched him closely claim that he has not yet shown what

he can do, while others are of the opinion that had Barney

Horn been contented to move slower the middle half mile of

the third heat, be would have won. Some of the sharps

have contended that Chapman should have been beaten in

several of his races, and if he wins against the fleet-footed Lot

there will be any amount of conjecture regarding the cause.

There is also a good deal of curiosity about his breeding and

where he came from. So far we believe his owner has not

gratified the enquiries.

The following is the speed programmme of the Petaluma

Fair. It is certainly a liberal bill, and should draw plenty of

entries:
Tuesday, Aug. 30«li.

No. 1. Bu;rNi>'G-Two-year-oId stake, five-eighths mile dash. $25

entrance. $10 forfeit, S150 added, $50 to second noise. Winners of any
two-year-old stake this year to carry three pounds extra; of two or
more five pounds extra.

No. 2. Trotting, District -For two- year-olds: mile and repeat
Purse 8250. Closed May 1st with fourteen entries.

No. 3. Trotting—2:25 Class. Purse 37c0.

Wednesday, Aug. 31st.

No. i. Running— For all ag°s. Free purse $200; ?50 to second
Mile and repeat.
.No. 5. Trotting—2 :38 Class. Purse S600.

No. 6. Trotting—2 :20 Class. Parse $1,000.

riinrsday, Sept. 1st.

No. 7. Running—For three -year-olds ; one and one-eighth mile dash.
350 entrance, 325 forfeit, $250 added, $100 to second, third to save
stake. Winners of any race this year to carry five pounds extra; of two
or more ten pounds extra, maidens allowed five pounds.
No. tt. Pacing— Free for all Purse $400.
No. 9. Teotting -For foals of 1886, mile dash. $25 stake, $150 added

Closed Feb. 1st with fifteen entries.
No. 10. Teotting—For three-year-olds. Purse $6(0.

Friday, Sept. *d.
No. 11. Running, District — For all ages; mile dash. (25 entrance,

$10 forfeit, ?150 added, $50 to second.
No. 12. fsorriNG. District-For three year olds. Purse?300. Closed

May 1st with five entries.
No. 13. Tbotting—For foals of 1885; mile and repeat. $50 stoke,

$210 added. Closed Feb. 1st with eleven entries.
No. 14. Trotting—2:23 Class. Purse $800.

Saturday, Sept. 3d.
No. 15. Running—For all ages; one and one-half mile dash. Fre

purse $250, S50 to second.
No. 16. Teotting. District-2:40 Class. Purse $4C0.

No. IT. Teotting—2:27 Class. Purse $700.

No. 18. Teotting—Free for all. Purse $1,200.

A better understanding now prevails in relation to the

speed drive in Golden Gate Park, and those who conld see

nothing in it but a race track have modified their views since

the publication of the article in the Bbeedeb and Sportsman

on that engrossing topic. The indications are now favorable

for a "speedy" construction, and we trust that when the

balmy winter days come it will be a fixed fact. There is

likely to be another speed mile contiguous to San Francisco,

some portion of the Bay being selected for the course. A
petition from the Union Iron Works was presented to the

Harbor Commissioners, the object being to have an exact

mile where the speed of the new steamers can be tested*

The reply can scarcely be otherwise than favorable.

Now there may be dinners, bottles of wine and occasionally

coin ventured on the time that one of these new cruisers will

make over this aqueous race track, but he who argues that

the United States should be without war vessels on this

account wonld be nearly as logical as those who opposed the

speed drive for analogous reasons. A majority of men wil

bet when there is a chance for differences of opinion, and
this (what may be termed) universal passion must have been

implanted for some good purpose. Were the passion to be

eradicated there would follow a lack of enterprise, and man-
kind degenerate into a mere animal existence.

Conde's Maiden Win.

The following is the summary of the race won by Conde at
•Tanesville, Wis., on June 18th. The eastern papers appear
to have some difficulty in arriving at the pedigree" of this colt.

One calls him a son of Sultan. Anothergives him as by Nut-
wood, but the Chicago Horseman, from which paper the
appended summary is cut, gets him right. Conde ii by
Abbotsford, out of that rare trotter and brood-mare Katy
Tricks, dam of Empress, 2:24*. He was foaled March 6. 18S2,
and purchased at the Cook Farm Sale in February, 1883, by
Mr. C. C. Coleman, of this city, who still owns him.
Janesyille, Wis., June 16. 1887.—2:45 trotting clasi: purse $5C0.

Conde, ch g, by Abbotsford—A. Hicsok 7 7 111
Piano Boy, bg—F.H. Ball 4 12 4 4
Benefactor, cb h—W. A.Sanborn 1 3 3 3 3
Sharper, ch h—W.H.Wilson 3 4 4 2 2
Lady Adela. b m— J. W.Voglesong 2 2 5 6 6
Daisy Wilkes. bm—W. H. McCarthy 5 6 6 5 6
Hoodwink, b m—Forest City Farm 6 6 7dr

Time. 2:29*. 2:31, 2:301,2:31i, 2:33.

Winners at St. Louis.

The following are the owners who were the principal win
ners at the St. Louis meeting:

J. W. Guest $10,950
J. B. Haggin 8,656

E. J.Baldwin 5.110

E. Corrigan 3.540

Chion & Hankies 3,235

J. Ullman 2,610

T. H.Stevens 2,360

Treacy & Leavy 925

A. G. McCampbell 900

A. M. Boyer 850

J. T. Williams 850

R. W. Thomas.... 850

L. H. Todbunter 550

Curtis & Nepper 500
D. A. Honig 500

C. L. Hass 500

J. D. Patton 500
M. Young 450

J. & J.Swigert 400

Ed. Wiley
W, McGoigan. .

.

E. W. Price
Geo. Withers...
Al Caskey
L. A. Legg
W. O. Scully...
W. Mulkey
R. J. Lucas
F. L. Jones
C. Nelson
Bradley Bros. . .

.

R. A. Swigert. .

.

A. Wingardt....
W. C. Sbelton...
H. E. Smith
L. J. Yore
W. S. Letcher..
S. E. Crouse

400
400
400
400
400
400
400
350
300
150
100
100

100
100
100
100
100
100
10

Although Abbotsford reached Kentucky in the back end
of the breeding season, he made a book of twenty-fire mares, a

fact very complimentary to the brown horse.

Pocatello has appeared at Sheepshead Bay. A report ?

he has been sold to Walter Gratz.
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General Topic's.

"A flying visit" can be made, toXnearly any place not too

far from San Francisco nowadays as trains are timed bo that

quite a journey can be made, a few boars to transact business

and return before the sun goeB down. Saturday last we

crossed the bay On' Xhz '6 :30 a. m. boat, and found that a delay

of half an hooi would still have brought us in ample time

for the 8:30 imin on the Southern Pacific. The country is

hardly m Us most attractive garb, green having given way to

more sombre shades, though there is evidence of a rich har-

vest on every hand. That is when San Francisco has been

left some distance behind, though before reaching Sau Mateo

there are waving grain fields and hay in profusion. As we paBS

through Mr. Corbitt's land there are mares and colts on both

sides of the railway, and even the oursory glance through the

car window shows that they are in good plight. Mr. Corbitt

seemB fully impressed with the Yorkshire motto, that "the

main halt of the horse goes down his throat." as there are

feeding troughB in profusion and the foals are sleek and full

of gleeful spirit. Blood is the basis, good keeping rears a

structure in accordance with the foundation. There are

tantalizing glimpses of Mr. Haywards track through the gaps

in the trees, but these show that it is in good order, and as

we pass a horse is jogging along as though it enjoyed the

quiet sunshine of the morning. But the breeze was gaining

force, and when the object of our journey was reaohed there

was a furious wind from the west. It swept through the

ravine in steady force, and raised clouds of dust on the track at

Palo Alto.

Marvin was laid up, a horse having bitten his thumb

severely so that in all probability it will be some time before

he oan resume his seat in the sulky. So far as fast driving

went, however, the day was so unfavorable that it is not

likely that any of the rapid division would have been driven

fast enough to sweat much. It was certainly the worst

day for "speeding" that we ever saw at Palo Alto, and so the

track doings were limited to moving some of the yearlings to

and fro on the stretch, while the spectators sat in the lee of

the big building which was fortunately on the sunny side

Nearly everyone exhibited glided along with frictionless

action, though the one that impressed us the most favorably

was the filly by Norval from Elaine. It is early in the sea-

son for a yearling to show a forty gait, though this filly can

manage it quite handily. There were Piedmonts, too, which

are not far behind, and fine looking youngsters as well as giv-

ing indications of speed. Marvin still sticks to Boxborn,

and he has grown 60 much since we last saw him in January,

that it is hardly possible we would have recognized him had

it not been for the glitter in Marvin's eye as the door of the

box was opened.

As we will skip this week in replying to the article in Wal-

lace's Monthly, the interval will be utilized in presenting a

fev/ more of the lessons Palo Alto is giving on the advantage

of racing blood in trotterB. Here are practical demonstra-

tions of the truth of Fannie Kemble's remark, ' 'that none but

thoroughbreds do quite well," and though the famous actress

had the course in view when she uttered the proverb, it is,

with some modification, equally applicable to the tracks.

Hitched to Governor Stanford's carriage were a pair of stylish

bays 16 hands one inch in height, and in form nearly per-

fect models of oarriage horses. The pair were by Electioneer

from Blarney, by Blarney Stone out of Geneura by Lexington,

and Emma Robson by Woodburn, her dam Lady Bell by

Belmont. There is another one which "hitches up well"

with the pair mentioned, also by Electioneer, from Esther

by Express, her dam by Colossus. The latter and the Blar-

ney Marvin "trotted to the pole" a quarter in thirty-eight

seconds, and either one of the trio can show a quarter in har-

ness in thirty-six seconds. There are no "unknown" crosses

in the dams of these big fast trotters until we get far beyor.d

the requisite number of generations to entitle them to regis-

try in the Stud Book, though, by the way, it is just as proper

to claim that "unknown" is highly bred as to assume that

they were dunghills.

To digresB for a time. In a conversation on this topic not

long ago, one of the company advanced the argument that

as thoroughbreds were comparatively scarce fifty and more

years ago, there was a greater likelihood of them belonging

to the prevailing class. At first this appears to be a strong

argument, but any one who will take the trouble to look over

the old-time records will find that the popular stallions were

ntarly related to the celebrities of the course. !New York

and the Eastern Statbs were supplied from the breeding

farms of New York, Maryland, Pennsylvania and Virginia.

Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and the northwestern territory, from

Kentucky, Tennessee, and others of the Southern States,

while there were direct importations in many of the States

mentioned from England. Not until the craze came for Mor
gan and Vermont Black Hawks, was the blood of the tbor

oughbred slighted, and previous to that there were numbers

of "country stallions" of clear and undoubted pedigrees.

After seeing the youngsters show their paces on the traok,

a move was made to the Btables. The first visited was the

moBt eastern of "Marvin's row," Palo Alto, Ansel and

/ zmoor being in adjoining boxes. Here are sons of JDame

Winnie by Planet, Annette by Lexington, and Mamie C. by

imp. Hercules. Dame Winnie and Annette are also like

tfcCleish's dochterof Clavershawlea wi lang pedigrees. Mamie
C. has three undisputed crosses of blue blood, and the next

said to be" a thoroughbred mare. From what Ansel and

Azmoor have shown in their work, the public form of Palo

Alto, supplemented with trials which show a va&t improve-

ment, it iB within bounds to assert that these three are the

superior to the same number of stallions ever bred at Palo

Alto. Not far from the three mentioned was a more than

ordinarily handsome filly. As we were admiring her Gov-

ernor Stanford quietly remarked: "Marvin expects to beat

the record with her." From her appearance she must either

be a three-year-old or a year more, though it might be that

she was one of the precocious sort and a year younger than

three. In either case it was a "hard stint." Two twenty-

one, 2:19£, 2:16. Four years old, so that the fastest is the

mark, and should she accomplish it she will well deserve the

highest rank. There was no necessity for the information

that she was from a highly bred mare, as her looks were a

guarantee of that, but when it became known that she was a

"full sister" to Palo Alto, it was further evidence of the value

of racing blood. Had he been the only one in the family

which showed fast trotting aotion, it might have been held

sporadic. With others of high excellence it must be acknowl-

edged a family characteristic. There were several others of

high breeding in this line of boxes. Mamie by Eambletonian

Jr., from Gilda, by imp. Mango, her second dam by imp. Sov-

ereign, third dam imported Jane Shore, has some fast repre-

sentatives; and then there is a sister to Azmoor and a whole

lot which would be thought of extraordinary promise if dom-

iciled on Eastern breeding farms.

MaDzanita is looking wonderfully well. That she is doing

well is manifest from showing a quarter in 30J seconds a few

days ago. It is not an over-sanguine expectation whichproph-

esies that she will rank with Jay Eye-See, in her five-year-

old form, perhaps better. With so much speed as 2:02 gait, it

is a reasonable anticipation that 2 :10| will be beaten. Not

loDg ago we gave a synopsis of her performances of last year,

among them her great race at St. Louis when she beat Patron

and Eagle Bird in straight heats, 2:171, 2:19f, 2:20. We have

conversed with a number who saw that race, and their

opinion is unanimous that there was no heat in which she

was extended, in fact, as nearly as could be told by observa-

tion, several seconds outside of her capacity. Her sister,

Floweret, is a grand-looking filly bearing a marked resem-

blance to others of the family. A peculiar accident threw

her out of training, though she is recovering rapidly and in a

short time will be able to go to work. She wore a "hoof

expander" which became unfastened, and one prong pierced

the sole. Of all the many contrivances for spreading the

hoof this appears to be the least calculated to effect the object.

A piece of curled steel with two prongs, the anterior portion

being held in place by the shoe in front of the point of the

frog, the prongs extending between the bars and frog and

carried backward to the heel. The horn is cut away at the

beel so as to permit the prongB to press against the outer

part, the steel being fashioned so that there is a point made

by turning the extreme end to nearly a right angle with the

prong. Judging from the cut this part which is to expand

the foot is not over a quarter of an inch, and as the Bpring is

quite strong there must be a tendency to bruise. When the

natural spring of the quarters is fettered by a rim of iron, it 1b

manifestly preposterous to imagine that such a contrivance

can remedy the difficulty. It is somewhat singular that

when the evils of shoeing are so well understood that a

hundred or more contrivances have been invented to remedy

the trouble, that Nature's method should be so completely

overlooked. Veterinarians order the shoes to be pulled off

and as soon as the Good Mother effects a cure on they must

go again to repeat the injury.

Rexford has grown in height and "lengthened"6incehe won
the Stanford, and should he improve in speed in accordance

with increase in size, he will be troublesome, indeed, to the

four-year-olds. Ella has also grown and spread without

losing any of the high-bred look, but the animal which has

improved the moBt since our visit in January last is Electric-

ity. He is bo large that he will not arrive at his full propor-

tion until he is at least five years old. He is a remarkably

fine looking colt now, when matured he will be a magnificent

specimen of the American trotter, or we shall be much disap-

pointed. Should Miss Russell, remain another year at Palo

Alto, what a combination there would be to breed her to

Electricity! The dam of the fastest trotter in the world

coupled with one that iB three-quarters of the same blood as

the second on the list. Mother of 2:08$, brother (nearly) in

blood to 2:10, and then the Hambletonian and Green Moun-
tain Maid to add to that. Electricity shows very fast now,

and of all the youugsters on the place he is the most likely

to be benefited by age. We will venture the prediction that

he emulates Jay-Eye-See's mark in his four-year-old form,

and there is nothing to hinder him going on. The early

afternoon train leaves Menlo at 3:11. By taking the cable line

at Valencia street we reach the wharf in time to board the

five o'clock ferry-boat and a quarter of an hour before six,

post meridian, at home.

A correspondent at Tulare sends a short account of some
late importations to that part of the State, and their breeding

is such as to warrant the highest expectations. One is named
Free Trade, bred by R. S. Veech, St. Matthews, Kentucky.

He is by Woodford Mambrino, his dam by Belmont (Alex-

ander's), his grandam Midnight, the dam of Jay-Eye-See.

He is a big horse, 16} hands, and weighs 1,200 pounds. He
is a steel grey, and was foaled in 1881. His owner, Thomas
Rochford, has kept him out of the stud, intending to trot him
this fall, and should he perform in accordance with his form
and breeding, it will tuke a clipper to beat him. Another late

importation is Rysdyk Chief, bred by J. C. McFerran, Louis-

ville, Kentucky. He is by Strader's Hambletonian, his dam
Lady Alice, who trotted in 2;31 when, four years old, and bis

grandam by Hayden's Pilot. He is 15J hands, weighs 1,070

pounds, and won all the races he was engaged in when three

years old. Both of these horses are in training on the Visa-

lia traok, and our correspondent adds that Emma Temple is

showing well, and that there are three colts which are also of

promise, one each by Anteeo, Guy WilkeB, and Electioneer.

In all probability the Anteeo mentioned is from a mare by
Owen Dale, her dam Musidora by Belmont, bred by Judge
Williamson, of San Jose.

There were tricks in the old days of racing as well as at the

present time, though some could not have been accomplished
under our rules. With platform scaleB the sharp jockey
could not have dug his spur into the ground, and the clerk

of the scales who did not detect the imposition would not be

worthy of the place. Then the rules here forbid weighing

on or off with a whip, so that fraud could not be carried ou t

in that way. The neatest attempt to swindle by change of

weight occurred in Chicago in 1873. Limerick Boy was in a

race of 1} miles, which he won with plenty to spare. The
party in charge was prone to rascality and noted for slight-of-

hand in the shifting business. In place of coming near the

judges' stand to unsaddle, he was stopped some distance

away. The jockey stood on the "off" side when he pulled

the saddle off, and as the groom threw the blanket over the

horse, we pushed the rider back and run our hand under the

blanket. The groom, thinking that it waB the jockey's, placed

the fraudulent weight in our hands without being aware of

what he was doing. It was a neat roll of canvas weighing

13i pounds, and was held under the saddle when the jockey

weighed on. All parties were expelled, the money, including

bets, given to the second, and in place of a "clean-up"

of several thousand dollars, had to borrow money to get

home. Limerick Boy, with others belonging to the stable,

was sent to California, one of the string being Demirep, who
figureB in some of our pedigrees, both running and trotting.

There never was a more magnificent contest than that
witnessed in 1863 for the Ascot Cup, when Tim Whiffler,
belonging to the Duke ot Cleveland, and Buckstone, belong-
ing to Mr. Merry, ran a dead heat. Buckstone had run
a third for the Derby in the previous year with Caractacus
and the Marquis in front of him, and had been defeated by
the Marquis for the St. Leger by a head. Tim Whiffler had
been an extraordinary performer as a three-year-old, and was
made favorite for the Ascot, and there can be little doubt he
was the better horse of the two; yet, when the race waB run a
second time Buckstone won easily by a length and a half.

The result was a mystery to most sporstsmen, for the secret
was known but to few. The facts of the case are these: Both
horseB were four-year-olds, and the weights were Sst. 71bs.;

the normal weight of the jockey who roda Tim Whiffler was
9st. 71bs., and for some time previous he had had great diffi-

culty in scaling at a much lower weight. Now, without any
fraudulent intention, he was too lazy to waste, and had
such a high opinion of his horse that he thought he could
win even thus severely handicapped. And now it will be
asked, how did he manage to deceive the sharp clerk at the
scales? Well, Master Jock was sharper than he, for on the
instant the dial touched Sst. 7 lbs. he cleverly dug his spurred
heel into the giound and lifted himself out of the chair.

After that it has always been insisted upon that jockeys
should be weighed with their feet in the air. Bat this was
not the only time the scales have been tricked. The rider of
Musjid, the winner of the Derby of 1859, is said to have
weighed in and weighed out with a whip of 7 lbs. or 9 lbs.

and to have exchanged it for a lighter one during the race.

We have known the following wasting exploit of Dick
Christian exceeded on two occasions. Bill McLaughlin took

off more than twenty pounds in less than twenty-four hours

at Davenport, Iowa, in 1857, one of the aids to redaction

being a decomposing manure heap nearly hot enough to

roast an egg. He rode Ginger against Maria Hamilton in a

three-mile race and was so weakened that he would have

fallen off had it not been for his spurs locking in tbe horse's

shoulders. He had to be carried to the scales being too

much exhausted to walk. Billy Johnson in nearly as short a

time took off IS pounds to ride Hock-Hocking in the memor-
able race which ended the Pacific Jockey Club, but the only

effect on the second Billy was to change his clear black com-

plexion to that of an old ash heap.

Old Dick Christian, the famous rough rider, used to tell a
story of "wasting" that it would be difficult to parallel. We
cannot do better than give it in his own graphic words:"!
am good'un to waste; you wouldn't thiuk it though to look

at me; I'm so thick across, and there's not much to come off

my legs. Well, I once got off twelve pounds in about as
many hours. 1 waB at it one way or another from half past
four one afternoon till six next morning. I was at Birming-
ham, and Captain Fendel he wauted me to ride list, on his

grey horse at Alcester next day, and ne had to be there at

eight o'clock to enter him, and I turned the scale at list.

11 lbs. So he would have me go into a hot vapor bath. I

went in usual time—twenty minutes—and a man comes:
'How do you feel?' 'I feel very well,' I says; 'I'll be in a bit

longer.' Then he com.s back with a tray, and begins: 'Gen-
tlemen sometimes has coffee when they're in a bath.' So I

puts my head out of the little hole; I was tied in, you see, and
I says: 'D n your coffee; I am hot enough outside and in;

take it away.' In five minutes he comes again, and I says:

'I am doing uncommon nicely; just you wait.' It was pour-
ing off me then. Well, when that rive minutes was over, he
didn't ask me what I'd do, but he whips the curtains away,
wraps me in a blanket, and has me off across the passage to

another room under a reg'Iar pile of blankets for halt an hour.
My heart, how it did bump to be sure! I'd just been and
overdone it. Then the Captain he'd been and got the physic,

and a precious stiff dose they'd mixed for me. They dreBsed

me and the Captain ana I went off' in a chaise. When I was
two miles off Alcester I got out and walked, and the Captain
he went on to get me a bedroom ready. When I got to the

inn Mason and Beecher and Powell were all there in the

coffee-room; they'd ooiue down to ride. When I went in they

says: 'How are you, old cock?' and then theCaptaln he comes
iu with his, 'Well, Dick, how are you after your boiling?'

At six uext morning he knocks at my bedroom and up I gets.

I went into a grocer's shop and asks them to weigh me. I

said, 'Put 'm eleven stone.' The captain he says: 'Nonsense,

Dick, you'll be six pounds more than that,' I said; 'I know
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I'm right,' and it's as true as I sit here alive I could scarcely

pall the eleven stone down— the weights had the best of me.
The Captain he wanted me to have some breakfast, but I

said: 'No, a very little will fetch me up.*- So I had a cnp of

coffee and a bit of boiled bacon and a shaving of bread and
batter, and just two glasses of sherry; that made list. 4lbs.;

it's a ticklish thing is weight—but I rode the race and won
it."

Mares Bred to Antevolo, 1887.

No. 1. J. B. Maboney, Sail Francisco, chestnut, by General McLellan.
Dates of services Feb. 1st, Feb. 18th, March 22d, April 28th.

No. 2. Bancho del Paso bay, Mabel, by The Moor, her dim Miene-
haha by Bald Chief (sister to Beautiful Bells). Dates of services Feb.
25th, April 7lh.

No. 3. Jos. Cairn Simpson, Oakland, chestnut,I-ady Del Sur by Del Sur,
her dam by Clark Chief, grandam thoroughbred mare by Captain Beard.
Date of sarvice Feb. 27th.

No. i. J. B. Mahoney, San Francisco, grey, Catchup by Rustic, her
dam by Don Victor. Dates of services Feb. 28th, April 2d.

No. 5. A. Waldstein, chestnut (dam of Albert W.), by John Nelson.
Dates of services March 1st, March aOth, May 3d, June 24th.

No. 6. R. Hopps' bay, by Nutwood, her dam uracie. This pedigree
has to be verified, though from the statement of her breeder and a
letter from J. W. Knox it is nearly certain that she is by Nutwood.
Dales of services March 2d, March 21st.

No. 7. Bancho del Paao, bay, by Nutwood, her dam the dam of Vol-
tair. Date of service March 5tb.

No. 8. Mr. Lamoureax, San Pablo, brown, by Billy Roberts. Date of
service March 7tb.

No. 9. D. T. Sexton, San Francisco, chestnut, by Captain Webster,
her dam by Argyle, Date of service March 11th.

No 10. Wm. HugteB, Searsville, brown. Dates of services March
12th, April lyth. May 17th
No 11. Martin Carter, Newark, chestnut, by Steinway. Dates of

services March 14th. April 18th, May 7th.

No. la. Martin Kemper, S. Vallejo, cheBtnut, by Admiral, her dam by
John Nelson. Dates of services March 15th, April 6th, May 4th, May
24th. June 13th.

No. 13. J. McDonough, San Francisco, bay. Date of service March
16th.
No. 1*. Henry Pierce, San Francisco, by Ethan Allen, (Hamilton's)

Dates of services March 16th, April 25tb.

No. 15. Henry Pierce, San Francisco, brown, by her dam the dam
of Lou Whipple. Dates of services March 17th. May 28th, J line 8 th.

No. 16. J. B. Chase, San Francisco, black, by Venture. Date of serv-
ice March 19th.
No. 17. Suel Harris, Yuba City, bay, by Brigadier, her dam by Cali-

fornia Dester. Dates of services March 23d. April 12th, May 5th,
No. 18. E. Newland, Oakland, chestnut, by Whipple's Hanible-

tonian. Dates of services March 25tb, April 14th, May 2d.

No 19. R. O. Newman, Visalia, brown, Elizabeth Basler by Bill Arp,
her dam by Warfield. Date of service March 26th.

No. 20. William Ballingall, bay. Dates of services March 27th,
April 14tb.

No. 21. Judge Spencer, Susanville, bay, Belle Spencer, by Black
Ralph, her dam by Langford. Date of service March 28th.
No. 22. Mr. Berryman, Berkeley, black, by Fred Low. Dates of serv-

ices March 2yth, April 22d.

No. 23. Captain Frank Drake, Vallejo, chestnut, by Admiral. Dates
of services March 31st, April 23d.

No. 24. A. Patterson, Alvarado, bay, Belle Patterson by Belmont.
Date of service April 1st.

No. 25. Henry Mayer, San Francisco, black, by Whippleton. Date of
service April 3d.

No. 26. C. R. Lewis, Oakland, bay, by Winthrop, her dam by Chief-
tain. Date ot service April 3d.
No. 27. Rancho del Paso, black, Walla-Walla Maid, by Milliman's

Bellfounder. Dates of services April 4tb, May 10th.
No. 28. Henry Pierce, San Francisco, brown, sister to Poscora Hay-

ward. Date of service April 6th.

No. 29. J. McM. Shafter, San Francisco, gray. Sister to Nightime by
Rustic. Date of service April 5th.

No. 30. J. H. Strotridge, Haywards, chestnut, of St. Clair blood.
Dates of services April 9tb, May 1st, May 28th.

No. 31. J. C. Smith, Oakland, bay. Dates of services April 9th
April 27th.

No. 32. Mr. Morley, Oakland, chestnut. Date of Bervice April 10th.
No. 33. Wm. Gifford. Oakland, gray, by Mayboy, her dam by Huff's

Shakespeare. Date of service April 11th.

No. 34. H. I. Thornton, San Francisco, bay, by Geo. M. Patchen. Jr.,

Dates of services April 13th, May 16th.

No. 35. F, K. Shattuck, Oakland, brown. Dates of services April
loth. May 3d.

No. 36. J. B. Cole, San Francisco, brown, by Signal Chief. Dates of
services April 15th, May 15th.

No. 37. R. Haley, Alameda, chestnut, Queen by Erwin Davis.
Dates of services April 16th, May 13th, May 31et, June 27th.
No. 38. T. J. Lowney, Vallejo, bay, Maggie L. by a Hambletonlan

horse, her dam Vashti by Chieftain. Dates of services April 17th
May 11th.

No. 39. Cook ifarm, Danville, roan, Steinola by Steinway, her dam
Phaceola. Date of service April 18tb.

No. 40. Dr. Lilliencrantz, Oakland, bay. Date of service April 19th
No. 41. A. C. Dietz, Oakland, bay, by Sam Purdy. Date of service

April 20th.

No. 42. P. J. Matthews, San Leandro, bay, by Speculation. Dates of
services April 21st, June 1st, June 26th.

No. 43. E. H. Miller Jr. , Alameda, black, sister to Pansy and Thap-
sin, by Berlin, her dam Lady Hubuard. Dates of services April 22d
May 20th.
No. 44. Mr. Galinda, Oakland, bay. Date of service April 23d.
No. 45. R. Haley, Alameda, bay. Date of service April 24th.
No. 46. Geo J. Hugbston, 8an Francisco, black, by Geo. M. Patchen

Jr. Date of service April 2oth.

No. 47. Mr.Emley, Oakland, grey. Dates of services April 26th
Mayl9tb.
No. 48. Mr. Stoddart, Oakland, brown. Dates of services April 27th

May 19th.

No. 49. R. Haley, Alameda, bay, Guenn by Echo. Dates of services
April 27th, May 24th, June 12th.

No. 50. A. D. Starr, Oakland, brown. Date of service April 29tb.
No. 51. H. L Thornton, San Francisco, bay, by Happy Medium. Date

of service April 29th.

No. 52. I. Requa, Piedmont, bay, by Nutwood, her dam by Alexan-
der's Abdallah. Date of service April 30th.

No. 53. L. Vellegia, Oakland, chestnut, by . Date of service
May 1st.

No. 54. J. £. Newton, San Francisco, bay, by Whippleton. Dates of
services May 2d, M*y 22d, June 11th.

No. 55. J. Hughes, San Francisco, bay, by Buccaneer. Dates of serv-
ices May 4th, May 23d.

No. 56. A. B. SpreckleB, bay, Sister to Crow Point by Speculation.
Date of service May 5th.

No. 57. W. R. Merrill, Willows, brown, Belle A. by Tilton Almont.
Date of service May 6th

.

No. 58. Henry Pierce, San Francisco, bay, by Abbotsford. Date of
service May 6tb.

No. 59. J. H. Strobridge, Haywards, chestnut, by John Nelson. Date
of service May 8th.

No. GO. S. Hewlitt, Stockton, chestnut, by Priam, her dam by Ken-
tucky Hunter. Dates of services May 9th, June 1st, June 23d.
No. 61. Senator Whitney, Stockton, chestnut, dam of Honesty. Date

of service May 9th.

No. fi2. Mr. Haines, Oakland, bay. Date of Bervice May 13th.
No. 63. N. R. Karris cheBtnut, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. Date of serv-

ice May 14th.

No. 64. L. Barriere, Oakland, bay. Date of service May 17th June
14th.
No. 65. Martin Carter, Newark, gray, by Nutwood. Dates of servicer

May 18th, June 6th.

No. 66. Milton French, Willows, bay, by TiltonAlmont. Dateof serv-
ice May 20th.
No. 67. D. J. Murphy, Gilroy, chestnut. Date of service May 21et.
No. 68. A. Chabot, Oakland, bay. Dateof service May 21st, June

29th.
No. 69. Dr. Young, Oakland, brown. Date of service May 25th.
No. 70. M. D. Boruck, San Francisco, bay. Date of service May

25tb.
No. 71. J. P. Dunn, Berkeley, chestnut by . Dates of services

June 2d, June 25th.

No. 72. James Hart, San Jose, chestnut; by Nutwood. Date of serv-
vice June 3d.

No. 73. J. P. Dunn, Berkeley, brown, by . Date of service June
4tb.
No. 74. E. Newland, Oakland, chestnut, by Bell Alta, dam by Lang-

ford, grandam by Belmont. Date of service June 6th.
No. 75. P. J. Matthews, San Leandio, chestnut, by Venture, her dam

by Speculation. DateB of services June 7th, June 25th.
No. 76. H. R.Meeks, San Lorenzo, bay, by Chieftain, her dam Bonnie

Belle by Belmont. Date of service June luth, June 28th.
No. 77. Ira Ramsdell, San Francisco, black, Luella by Sultan, her dam

Ella Lewis, Date of service June J6tb,

No. 78. L. D. Sbippee, Stockton, bay by Nutwood. Date of service
June 28th.

There are four more which we have agreed to serve, so
that there will.be at least 80 in the season, extending from
1st of February to 1st of July. This would be equivalent to
4S in a season of three months, and so far as can be tuld
trom appearance there has been no injury resulting. The
horse has gained in flesh, though restricted to sis quarts of
oats a day. But as we feed the very best wheat hay obtain-
able, the amount of oats is not a proper criterion. There
is a good deal of grain in the hay, some of the heads being
tilled with kernels of wheat which are very little shrunken.
Fed nothing but hay and oates, never missing his daily exer-
cise irom 7-to 10 miles, he has been in robust health all through
the season.
As will be seen from the above list there are mares of cap-

ital breeding, and several of those of which the strains are
not given are of good blood.

Treatment of Mares in Foal.

Breeder and Sportsman:—I have received several letters
this spriDg, asking me many questions about brood mares'
treatment when in foal and after the age for weaning the foal,

etc. I never thought that one man's opinion wus better
than another, and I do not place myself as reliable authority
on these points, bat I will answer through your paper, as I
know all are readers of it, and freely give them all my opin-
ion on the subject.

When you have decided to breed your mare yon have let

up on her work. It will be better to cool her out well before
breeding her, by turning her out to grass, and take away all

her grain before she is bred. There is a wonderful differ-

ence in opinion. Some believe in keeping a mare at speedy
work. Some mares will get upset if kept at too hard a strain
at work and refuse to feed, lose their condition, and cannot
be depended on for their usual exertions. At all events it is

found in practice that though the majority of maiden mares
will become stinted while at work, yet that a large number
require°a run oat to grass before they will become in foal.
There are many mares which their owners desire to work on
for some months ^fter being bred and wish to avoid the
expense of keeping from the spring when bred to the
horse to the next spring. I believe all mares are better for
slow work up to within two months of foaling, but they
should not be ridden or driven so fast as to occasion exhaus-
tion. Farm or truck mares are generally ased to within a
few days of their time. You must see that the work is grad-
ually let up on your mare, and avoid straining her. If her
legs keep sonnd a mare may be made to earn her keep for
nine months. The time of sending your mare to the horse
will vary with the purposes for which her produce is intended
If for racing, it is desired that she will foal as aoon as
possible after the Brst of January, and as she carries her foal
about eleven months, the first time of her being in use, after
the first of February is the period chosen for her. All race
ing colts take their ages from the first of January, and other-
classes from the first of May; and as about March 1st is the
time when the youDg grass begins to be forward enough for
the use of the mare, the breeder is not anxious to have his
foals dropped much before March 1st. As mares are very
uncertain animals he will do well to take advantage of the
first opportunity after March, as by patting off the visit to
the horse you may be disappointed altogether, or the foal may
be dropped so late that the grass is all gone. All valuable brood
mares are often sent to foal at the place where the sire stands,
who is intended to be used next time. The travelling the
foal too soon after foaling would be injurious to both dam
and her foal, and hence the precaution I have named is
adopted. The mare then remains to be tried at interval
days, some in nine days and others in seven days, and in
others in fourteen days, and others in eighteen days. Mares
are not the same. By the time your mare is stinted the foal
is strong enough to stand a journej of about fifteen miles a
day which is quite as much as a nine-days-old foal can travel to
a horse without injury, and that done very quietly, the mare
being led at a slow walk all the way. When the mare is in
foal, if not intended to be kept at work, she should be
turned out in good pasture, but ic should not "be so rich and
succulent as to disagree with her stomach or make her
unwieldy from fat. This mistake is a constant cause of mis-
carriage, the bowels becoming relaxed from the improper
nature of the grass, and sometimes the mare will become thin
and starve her foal in its growth. Mares that have been grained
highly all their lives should have, if possible, one ortwo feeds
daily of ground oats or barley with bran and a few carrots,
after they are sixmonthsgone and a free use of their'paddocks.
Excessive fat is a state of disease and interferes with the due
nutrition of the foetus, while it is very dangerous in foaling
time when it not only interferes with the process but also
produces fever. Supposing yours is at work; she should
have some kind of green food, any kind of green grasses, or,
after the grass is gone, carrots are fine sliced in a bran mash
every night. By adopting this food the mare is kept free from
inflammation, and yet the foal is well nourished. Excitement of
every kind should be avoided if possible. Slipping the foal is

sometimes caused by the smell of blood or excitement, and
my experience teaches me that one mare miscarrying will
sometimes affect others. If a mare has "slipped" a foal in a
previous pregnacy, double care should be taken as she will
be far more likely to do so again. When it happens about
the fourth to sixth months gone care should be taken at
that time. It is better to keep her by herself, in a small
paddock where she will get exercise. Physic or purging
should not be given unlessit is really necessary. If the bowels
are bo confined as to require some stimulus of this kind, and
if bran mash or other changes in the food fail to produce any
effect, choice should be made of the mildest aperient which
is likely to answer the purpose. With regard to the manage-
ment of the mare in parturition, I shall leave its consideration
to my readers, and to some of them, who will agree with me,
my advice is, if they shou'd have a case of this kind and
assistance is needed, it is safer to have recourse at once to a
properly educated veterinary surgeon. Stud grooms who have
had much experience will sometimes be able to aid Nature with
advantage, but in the long run will probably do more harm than
good if they attempt any serious interference. Treatment after
foaling in a healthy state, the mare very soon recovers from
the efforts she has made tn bringing forth the foal, and in
fine weather she may be allowed to enter the field the fourth
day, which is soon enough to suit the Btrength of the foal,

though the young foal is very active within a few hours
after it is born. Until the foal is strong and straight on its

limbs, it is better in my opinion, to keep it from running too
much. Until the mare can get plenty of grass, she should have
carrots and a mash of ground oats, with bran, which should
be made at first in the shape of gruel. The water in which
this is made should have the chill taken off. The proper time
of putting the mare to the horse your readers all know; with me
I prefer the ninth day. During the remainder of the time of
suckling no special treatment is required, except to see that the
maregets well fed and protected from bad weather. At weaning

,

time, she sometimes requires a dose or two of cooling med-
icine, but generally she is so nearly dry that no interference
is required. If the yLung foal is well formen and healthy it
will require no attention beyond that which I said is nec-
essary for the dam. Those accidents which are liable to hap-
pen, such as rupture either in the navel or flank, abscess
in the hernia, or inversion of the feet, etc., can all
be treated in the proper time and places. In Borne cases
about the time of the mare being "in'use" the foal is gener-
ally purged a good deal, and a warm drench will often be
required. At three months or so the fual will eat a little
ground oats, which is required for all high'y bred young
stock if you require to race them young. Alt work horse colts
would be better for this. But if it is begun it should be con-
tinned. Bat unless the foal is bred and shows such promise
that it is expected to turn out well, the extra expense will not
be reimbursed. Now, between a trotting bred or a thorough
bred for racing purposes fed a little grain and one confined
to hay the difference in value would be a thousand per
cent., but among inferior bred horses, on the average, it
would scarcely pay. Shelter from the bad weather should,
however, be afforded to colts of all classes during the winter
season, and unless they have this they soon grow out of form
and lose flesh however well they are fed. A colt neglected in
the winter never recovers its proper shape, nor doeB it grow
into the size and strength of body and limbs which naturally
appertain to its breed. Therefore, the cruelty of exposing
the young colt to a climate for which it is not dtted does not
pay, and on the latter account if not on the former, even the
most heartless who consider their own interests will make
suitable arrangement for protecting their yonng colts from
the bad winter climate. The colt should be handled from
the very first week of its life, but there 1b no occasion to use
it roughly. The pressure of the hand on all parts of its body
and limbs, and in a short time the foal will allow its feet to
be picked up and its head and eara to be rubbed without tak-
ing offense. Grooms are sometimes in the habit of showing
off their powers in this way by taking the foal up in their
arms. But this can do no good for it may do some injury to
the walls of the abdomen. About the fourth month during
weaning a light halter should be put on, and after the colt is
accustomed to its pressure by repeatedly handling in a few
days a leading rein may he put on and the colt enticed to fol-
low. At the same time it must be made to feel that
resistance is useless, and if it begins tu pull it must on no
account be allowed to get away. By no means pull straight
back on him, but coerce him gently. With a side strain and
carefully handling the colt will rarely give any trouble in this
way. But there are variations in the power which
different men have over the animal creation; some will
control without using the slightest violence, while others will
be always fighting with the colt. This class should never be
allowed to have anything to do with the baby colt. Set, if a
man is found resorting to violence with a young foah' he
should be removed or he should be carefully watched, and if

he repeats his offense yon ought to say to him "Here, vou
take a long walk from here; you are getting too fat," etc.
The usual age for weaning the foal is about the end of the
fifth or five and a half months because the dam is generally
about half gone with her next foal and cannot bear the
double drain upon her system, nor does the foal benefit much
by the milk after this age, the teeth and stomach being quite
strong enough to crop and digest its food. For a youngster
like this if the fall is dry and no green feed, a few steamed
turnips or carrots should be mixed with bran and given to
foal night and morning. Two foah? placed together in the
same stall or paddock for company miss their mothers sooner
than when confined by themselves. Care should be taken
that nothing is left within their reach which can do injury,
every fence being carefully examined so that no nails or rails'
are likely to get to their bodies or limbs as they gallop and
p/ay about. Foals of all ages are mischievous and are inclined
to lay hold of anything which attracts their notioe. Besides
the shelter which I have insisted on, the foal reouires
throughout the first winter good feeding proportioned to its
breeding and the purposes for which it is intended. .Let the
breeder bear in mind that a check given to the growth in the
first winter is never afterwards entirely recovered, and that if

the colt which has experienced it turns out well, he would
have been still better without it. Youtb,
Cook Farm, Danville, June 26, '87. Bam'l. Gamble.

Colors Claimed,

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—The Laurelwood Stable
claims as colors, Blue Jacket, White Sash, Blue Cap. My
colors are Crushed Strawberry. W. L. Applebt.

To soak or not to soak is a question that was started in a
coterie of horsemen the other day, on being informed that
Harry Wilkes has not stood in a tub for two years. An out-
spoken extremist delivered himself as follows: "Some old
plater or sore-toed trotter, whose legs have been soaked to
death and whose feet have been cut to pieces, may be relieved
for the time by this process, but none of that sort of thing is
needed by a sound horse. My horse was given three FaBt
heats yesterday; we cooled him out slowly, washed his feet
and legs, applied liniment and bandages. This morning we
showered or sprayed them and repeated the liniment with
bandages. This treatment left his feet and legs as cool as ice
without puffs or filling around the cords, and the horse free
from soreness. I also object to the practice of scooping out
the sole of the foot. A few days ago I picked up the foot
of afour-jear-old team horse, in the habit of drawing heavy
loads over hard, stony, rutty roads. Not a shoe on her foot
and yet the sole was shedding as required and the crust firm
and unbroken. That animal will remain all right unless she
shows speed and Borne one begins to soak her feet and legs in
hot water, and tbe average horse-shoer carves her feet; then
she will cripple up and become a fit su bject for hoof expand-
ers, spriDg heel shoes, padB and all sorts of inventions."

HEKD AND SWINE.
American Devon Cattle Club—Transfers.

Trim '061, A. F. Bronson to Luther Frost, Kasoag N YE'luaH^ Display 3633, M. C.Brookovcr to Wm. Forsyth ASon.Rlx
Trowbridge Lass 7311, H. W. UalkUns to R. G. Hart, Lapeer. Mich.
Prince ot D*lton33S3; Queen of Scots 1061; Sophia Colvln 4177 Bright

Promise 5th 4473, Stranger 6343, H. H. Colyln to M. W. Oliver.Con-
neautviUe, Pa. ™.»ww«

Rena 25th 72S8, Mrs. A. C. Howard to Miss Margaret Ludv Zanesrllle O
•"'Ottos

i
3557. Edward Hungerford to E. A. Barling, x« York clt,'.

M«rV37S5^Prima Donna 6438, 8. S. Jamen toM.ll. Shumway, Spring

L,<
n
r

el

Wa
ct>'

Det0n 7502, Charles Merriman to Wm. B. Orsbon, Litch.

Red Jack 4072. John M. Miller to S. H. Oberholtzer. Evandale PaDick Puritan 2l08.John M. Miller to s. c. Work A SoiJ. Bnfialo KAnthony 3336, P. Palmer A Son to S. Bonar A Son, Coon Islan'i
Loin Hodkmson 7235. P. Palmer .4 Son to Hiram True, Lower'«„l.Trowbridge Lass 7311. J. w. Reed to H. W. Calkins. Alleean^^;^ri»'?^;^v>^.^^ns,oG,E

;
rK;^\S.^;Red Jack JOTS, S, C. Wurk 4 Sons to John II. Miller, Htckorr, Pa
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To Regulate Stock Breeding.

The following is thi law now in force in Illinois for the

protection of stock breeders.
.

Sec 1 In order to protect farmers in this State against

damage resulting from breeding to sires advertised with bogus

or fraudulent pedigrees, and to secure to the owner of sires

payment for service, the following provisions are enacted:

That every owner of a sire charging a service fee, in order to

have a lien upon the get of any snob sire under the provi-

sions of thiB act for said service, shall file a statement, veri-

fied by oath or affirmation to the best of bis knowledge and

belief with the Secretary of the State Board of Agriculture,

giving the name, age, description, and pedigree, as well as

the terms and conditions upon which such sire is advertised

for service. _ , , . . .,

Sec 2. The Secretary of the State Board of Agriculture,

npon the receipt of the statement as specified in section one

of this act, duly verified by affidavit shall issue a certificate

to the owner of said sire, a copy of which certificate shall be

forwarded to the clerk of the county court in which said sire

is stationed or located, and another copy furnished the

applicant which shall be posted by the owner in a conspicu-

ous place where said sire mav be stationed, which certificate

shall state the name, age, description, pedigree, and owner-

ship of said sire, the terms and conditions upon which the

sire is advertised for service, and that the provisions of this

act so far as relates to the riling of the statement aforesaid

have been complied with.
_ _

Sec. 3. The owner or owners of any sire receiving such

certificate, by complying witb section one of this act, shall

obtain and have a lieu upon the get of any such sire for the

period of four months from date of birth of get: Provided

said owner or owners shall, within sis months of the time of

the rendition of such service by such certified 6ire, file for

record a statement of account verified by affidavit or affirma-

tion with the recorder of the county wherein the service has

been rendered, of the amount due such owner or owners for

said service, together with a description of the female served.

Sec. 4. So get of an; such sire shall be exempt from levy

and sale under execution issued upon a judgment obtained in

any court of competent jurisdiction for said service: Provided

that the court rendering such judgment shall find and certify

in the record of the same that the plaintiff or plaintiffs have

complied with the provisions of this act, and that the prog

eny sought to be levied upon is subject to the lien herein

created; and, providedfurther that said finding, together with

a description of the dam of tbe progeny so liable to such lien,

shall bs indorsed upon the execution.

Sec. 5. For filing certificate, making copy of such affidavit

or affirmation, the certificate of the date of such filing, tbe

clerk or recorder shall be entitled to the same fees as are pro-

vided by law for like service in regard to chattel mortgages.

Sec. 6. The Illinois State Board of Agriculture shall have

the power to make such charge for certificates as may be

necessary to cover the expense of executing the law, and the

treasurer of the State Board of Agriculture, after paying the

office expenses, printing, etc., incident to executing the provis-

ions of this act, shall pay into the treasury of the State any

surplus remaining in his hands on account of fees received

under the provisions of this act.

Sec. 7. The commissioners of State contracts shall have

such a number of the annual reports printed and bound in

flird-elass bioding as may be deemed advisable by the

State Boardof Agriculture to obtainthe greatestbeaefils to the

breeders of improved stock in this State, under the provisions

of this act, said reports to contain copies of certificates issued

and such other dalaot especial interest to live-stock breeders

as said Board of Agriculture may designate for publication

therein.

Prom San Diego.

THE KENNEL.
Doc owners are requested to send for publication tbe earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dams

and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Kennel Name Claimed.

Elcho Kennels, by Mr. A. B. Truman, San Francisco.

Names Claimed.

Bv James E. Watson, San Francisco.

Gyp, by Spice 2d—Vixen, white black and tan fox-terrier

bitch puppy, whelped April 16, 1887. ,
, . ,

Jerry, by Dorr—Dorris, black, tan and white setter dog

pnp, whelped April 20, 1887.

Pacific Kennel Club.

The regular monthly meeting of the club will be held on

Wednesday evening, July 6th, at the clubroom, No. 7 Mont-

gomery Avenue, Room 17.

Elsewhere Mr. Truman, of this city, claims the name

"Elcho Kennel" for his stud of red setters, pointers, and

Irish waier spaniels. If we are not mistaken that namehas

San Diego, June 27th.—There haB been something of a re-

vival in sporting interest duriog the past few days here. An
athletic club is Seine organized, and already nearly one hun-

dred and fifty members have been obtained. The proposi-

tion is to organize a stock company and bnild a fine club

house. We have plenty of young men here who are inclined

to athletics, and if snch a move is fairly started it will

not lack support. The class of men who are taking hold

of this matter gives assurance that it will be properly con-

ducted. There is a line between sport and brutality, and the

gentlemen now interesting themselves in this ciub will see to

it that they stay on the side of sport.

But a fact of greater general interest was made known
to-day when it was stated as coming from good authority that

the Coronado Beach Company had finally determined to

devote what we locally know as North Island, but which, in

fact, is the end of Coronado Peninsula, to a race ground. A
better place for racing does not exist on earth. There is

ample room for a good mile track, and a splendid place for

stables. It will require some money to bnild a good track,

for the ground there is simply loose sand. The track will

all have to be made, but money will do that easy enough,

and the Coronado Beach Company has plenty of money. The
Coronado people are pushing the work of building their great

hotel, and expect to have it ready for guests by the first Novem-
ber. The race track is to be completed about the same time,

and we shall probably have an early spring meeting on Cor-

onado. The grounds will be reached by a steam motor line,

which is already in operation over portions of the peninsula.

Baseball grounds are also to be laid out on the beach, and

when the hotel is ready to receive guests a professional club

will be engaged and application made to enter the California

League. There is unquestionably a large sporting constit-

uency down here, and it will only be necessary to complete

organizations and get projects started to insure great sue-

been used by Doctor Jarvis for some years, and if Mr. Tru

man ascertains such to be the fact, he will avoid confusion

by selecting some other title.

The letter about fox terriers printed last week, unsigned,

was by Mr. J. B. Martin, o f this city.

Clubs Confounded.

"Every week now brings notice of new dates selected for the

San Francisco show. I had positive information from the

Secretary, two weeks ago, that the dates were the first week

in April of 18S7. Now I note in a San Francisco paper that

August is to be tbe month. If the last is the right date, I do

not see what chance there is of dogs being sentfiom the East.

Seven days in a baggage car in August would be tough on the

dogs. I should have thought the end of October would have

been' about right, but I suppose it is impossible to suit every-

body."—Philadelphia Sporting Life.

1 The Sporting Life may note that the Pacific Kennel Club

will give a doe show in San Francisco on April 5th, 6th, 7th

and 8th, 188S. An organization known as the California Kennel

Bench Show and Field Trial Club is said to intend giving a

show in August next, but from observations made here we

conclude that it will not do so. The date selected by tbe

Pacific Kennel Club was that best suited to local conditions.

All or nearly all, of Californian owners of sporting dogs use

them. There is no class of benchers purely. The antnmn

and winter months are thoBe in which field dogs are used,

and few owners would suspend preparation of their dogs for

the field simply to place them on the bench, as would be

neeesBary if a show was held in October or November. In

April all classes will be in good coat, and showing them will

in no wi6e interfere with using them in coursing, deer bunt-

ing, or on birds. It is the wish of the Pacific Kennel Club

to have a good entry from crack eastern kennels, and some

dogs are expected, but local demands must first be met.—Ed.]

American P. T. C. Running Rules.
[Continued.]

Role 26. No one shall be allowed to talk to a handler

while his "dog is under judgment, unleBB what is said is

spoken openly in the presence of the judgeB, and nothing

shall be said at such time that may prove advantageous to

the handler in working his dog. If the judges know that any

information has been given to a handler while his dog is

under judgment, that may help him to locate birds, the

judges may require the handler to draw off his dog from the

birds so located, or they may decline to give any credit for

the work of the dog upon birds so located, or may enforce

Eule 18.
, ,

In case a dog is lost while on point or he haB gone astray,

the judges shall appoint those who may assist in finding the

dog so lost. No person other than those appointed shall be

permitted to take part in any search. In case anv unauthor-

ized persons take part in the search, any credit which might

otherwise come to the dog so lost, shall, on account of their

interference, not be credited to him if the judges so decide;

and any demerit due to the competing dog, on account of

the interference of such persons shall not be scored against

Role 27. If in the order of running there shall be but

three dogs in a series, so that one would run a bye. then,

while the competing dogs are running their heat, the third

dog shall run a Bide heat without competition. The judges

shall appoint (or if they prefer may request the Board of Con-

trol or their representative, to appoint) an extra judge to see

that the dog running tbe bye shall, while the competing dogs

are running their heat, be run and handled the same as if in

a competitive heat. The side heat so run is for the purpose

of bringing together the winning dog of the heat and the dog

running the bye upon an equality for the final heat determin-

ing first place. _

If the dog running the bye would not compete for urst

place the same day he would run the bye, the side heat need

not be run.

INSTRUCTIONS TO JUDGES.

the judges for a dog to secure a back, he shall not incur any
penalty for results.

7. The number of times a dog points, baoks, etc., shall 1

not necessarily give him the preference, but the judges shall

consider the quality of the performance rather than the fre-

quency of tbe occurrence.

8. VVhen the handler calls a point, it shall be considered

only as calling the attention of the judges to the dog.

Backing.—The judges are requested to give no credit for

backing unless it appears to be voluntary. Any assistance

from the handler shall deprive the dog of credit for his per-

formance.
Ranging.—The judges are requested to give greater credit

to the dog that maintains the fastest and moBt killing range

throughout, wide or close, as the necessity of the case

requires; that works his ground with judgment; that observes

his handler's course and position as a base of operations, and

that hunts to the gun.
Obedience and Disposition.—The judges are requested

to give much greater credit to the dog that works promptly,

without noise or severity, and is obedient, promp', cheerful

and easily handled.
The rules are based upon the principle that each heat is a

complete race, and the winner of the trial is the unbeaten

dog which has directly or constructively beaten every other

dog in the stake.

The judges are requested to observe that the scale of

points given below is set forth as the scale of the club. They
are requested to use this scale, but they shall not consider

the keeping of a score obligatory. Any scores so keep shall

be solely for their use in determining each heat as scored,

and said scores cannot under any circumstances be required

of them.
MERIT.

Nose 251

Pointing Staunchness 10 /
'

Style in Pointing

Ranging..
J5

i

Pace 10 !• .

Quartering 5)
Style in same
Obedience in Disposition 10

j

Backing Ijj

j

Retrieving *>
'

DEMERIT.

False pointing, breaking in, breaking shot, chasing.

These faults shall be gauged by the judges in their discre-

tion.

The third chase, however, loses the heat.

DEFINITIONS.

Breaking in, is where a dog, through imperfect breaking or

from excitement, leaves his position when the birds rise,

whether the gun is fired or not, and starts to chase, but stops

within a few feet from where he Btarted, of his own accord

or by command. .

Breakinc shot, is where a dog runs in when a shot is bred

with the intention of getting to the bird, and does not stop

promptly at command.
Chasing is where a dog follows the birds, either when a gun

is fired or not, to an extent beyond the control of his handler

for the time being.

Pointing.—The judges will rate a dog's merit under this

head by the display of nose and judgment in finding and

pointing birds and his aconracy and quickness in locating

birds after he has caught scent of them. False pointing,

flushing or uncertainty will detract from a dog's score under

this head.

.35)

"Li" to C N. Post.

Baja.

Answers to Corresoonaents.

Questions answered only through tbeBfi columns. No replies by

mail or telegraph. The name of tbe writer should accompany all

questions, not for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith .
Let-

ters received without the writer's name cannot recei.e attention.

W. P. H., Vacaville.

Was the track muddy or dusty when Ten Broeck ran

against Mollie McCarthy?
Answer—The track wbb very heavy with mud.

H. W. Peck, Healdsburg.

The stallion John .Nelson was described by his owner

twenty-five years ago. of a bright chestnut, both hind feet

white, fifteen and a half hands high, and of fine form.

George Forbes, who brought out Oliver K., has forsaken

tbe trotters and gone to bookmaking at the running

tracks. He says: "I would probably never have the good

luck to get another Oliver K,; and then tbe boys would get

my money, so I think I am better here,

1. The judges ehall order up the dogs as soon as they

have determined which is the better. Unless a dog shows

suoh a low order of merit that, in the opinion of the judges,

he cannot show creditably, he shall, if time permit, have at

least two chances to show his behavior on birds. Either or

both dogs may be ordered up by the judges for want of

merit. , . ,

2. Pointing fur, feather, reptile, or soent of game birds

shall not be considered a false point.

3. Retrieving shall not be required or recognized as a

merit in the Derby.
4. The judges shall give a dog ample opportunity to

discover whether he iB on a true or false point.

5. No assistance shall be given by the handler to enable a

dog to discover whether he iB on a true or false point.

6. Judges shall avoid, as far as possible, holding a dog so

long on a point, for the purpose of securing a back or other-

wise, as to enable the birds to run. Dogs should be brought

np to back only when opportunity offers, without interfering

with the pointing dog, and a dog drawing on or pointing

game which he has found independently, shall be afforded

ample opportunity to locate the game without competition,

and the handler ample time to flush the bird, it being left to

the discretion of the judges to direct when the opposing dog

shall be held in check. A dog shall not be held an unreason-

able time upon a point, and if held on a point by order of

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—In your issue of June

18th appears an article fromC. N.Poat, headed "'L' Scarified."

I am aware that the writer haB never been noted for possess-

ing any too much of that amiable quality called modesty,

and the fact of his styling his own article "a scarifier" shows

that he has not much improved in that respect. Well, as

Bcarification in surgery goes only as far as the Bkin and

makes no serious wound, neither does Mr. Post's scarifying

article. He makes one or two mistakes which I wish to cor-

rect. He says—and puts it rather poetically, for which I

give' him credit--"lt was probably my poetic aversion to the

association of vulgar 'coin' with Bport that prevented my
initiation fee and dues to the Paoific Coast Field Trial Club

from materializing, and compelled that organization to finally

'drop' me from the roll of members." Mr. Post is iu error.

I paid 55 yearly subscription—as I understood it there were

no initiation fees at that time—when elected a member. At

the end of the year I was notified that another §5 was due.

As I did not like the way the club was being managed, I did

not respond, and dropped myself from the roll6. He further

says, "In justice to a great dog, he wishes to correct an error

in which I stated that Gladstone broke down in a two-days'

race." Mr. Post replies, "It was not Gladstone bnthis antag-

onist that broke down." The real facts are that they both

broke down. "Guido"—who saw the race—Bays, "About 11

o'clock Tuesday morning, while going at race-horse speed,

Joe Jr. wrenched his bind leg on rocky ground and was

instantly lame." Mr. Campbell says, "It was done in jump-

ing a gulch," That might happen to any dog at any time.

I once had a dog who put his hip out in jumping a gulcn.

But Gladstone, according to the same writer, "slowed down

so that the gun was fired over him to urge him on when no

game was up." As to the cause, whether broken tail or

otherwise, is impossible to say. But my objects in mention-

ing Gladstone's failure was to show the folly of theBe three-

days' challenges. If I remember rightly, Mr. Post himself out-

Heroded Herod by putting outa challenge to run his Irishsetter

for six consecutive days from Bun to sun. Itisapity theohal-

lenge has not been accepted, so that the sportsmen of the world

and go-as-you-please men might have been edified with a de-

scription of the wonderful six-duys.' tramp, tramp, tramp of 0.

N Post and his dog. He also complains that I called the Paolfio

Coast Field Trial Club, for which he has labored so hard, ' 'Post's

side show." I said "Post's private theatricals," and the faot

of the meetings getting worse every year aud culminating in

the melancholy fizzle of last year's Derby, when only two

dogs contended, and not a point obtained, after dragging

natrons and spectators two hundred miles, shows that I was

tolerably correct. That the meeting will be better attended

this year thrre is every promise, as Beveral valuable additions

have been made to its membership. Mr. Post concludes by

saying I must let the Pacifio Coast Field Trial Club alone.

If the club is not an institution open to the public for entry

or criticism, give it its proper name, "Post's Private

Theatrical Company," and say further that all.the star parts

will be monopolized by C.N. Post, while the other actors

will be allowed to revolve round the great luminary. "L.

[Judge Post is in nowise responsible for the caption pre.

fixed to his letter—Ed.]
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Kindness to Animals. Fish Commission.

Professor Woodroffe Hill, F. E. C. V. S., recently delivered

a lecture in London on "Kindness to Animals, "irom a report

of which we extract a few sentences which might, with advan-

tage, be preserved and often read. The professor said:

"Last year I had the privilege of addressing a few words
to you on the subject of cruelty to animals, bringing to your
notice the various and most prevalent forms of torture. The
subject, though not a pleasant one, was very necessary, and
I hope its discussion was the cause of some little good. This
evening I propose reversing the title of that address, and to

show you a little of the silver-lining of the black cloud of

cruelty by speaking of kindness to animals. Do animals

appreciate kindness? In reply, I can say, in addition to the

proofs hereafter to be adduced, that during a long profes-

sional career amongst them, I have never yet met with a

creature not amenable to kind treatment. I have had equine,

canine, feline and avine patients, and also purchased animals

described as savage and dangerous, which, ere leaving my
custody, have displayed the reverse characters. I have not

the least hesitation in asserting that real kindness, tempered
with its judicious exercise, will tame and win a response

from the most intractable dog, horse, and eveD forest

animals. Between animal character (especially canine) and
mental action there are the same uniformities to be traced

which exist in the human being. It may be argued that

"ferocity is an order of nature," and that snch a trait being

natural to the animal we cannot or should not attempt to

reverse it. Butjnstas we can divert th6 natural course of

the rivulet, so, also, by well-directed efforts, may we alter

the disposition of a savage animal. The character of a

domesticated creatnre is most frequently whit man makes
it, either bad, good, or indifferent. Expected cruelty influ-

ences the mind of a dog in a variety of way?. He may rebel

with anger and exhibit a savage resentment, he may turn

sullen and disobedient, or he may become terror struck and
lose all energy and desire for notice. In fact, I have even

known death" occur from sheer fright. Expected kindness,

on the contrary, opens every font of responsive affection in

the animal, and, if unexpected, still more so. One kind

w ird, one pleasant look to a dog will bring him crouching to

your feet with a face full of gratitude and joy, and he will

demonstrate in nis affectionate licking of your feet and
hands how much he appreciates human kindness, and
return ten-fold, in his own dumb but expressive way, one

trifling act of goodness on the part of his master and friend.

Again picture to yourselves two horses, one kindly treated,

the other neglected and ill-used, both aged servants, both

naving endured the battle of life under opposite conditions

The kindly-treated one,
•' •

, . .in whose years are seen
A youthful vigor and autumnal green,"

bears about them an air of quiet contentment. The neglected,

ill-used one,
" .... in whose years are portrayed

A shipwrecked frame, prematurely decayed,"

shows signs of lung-suffering and hardship. It is a spirit-

less creature, dragging oat its existence under the blight of

slavery and abuse. For just as unkindness roughens and

darkens human life, so does it cloud and depress animal

life. Sensations, perceptions, ideas, and emotions are

equally conditions of the animal as they are of the human
mind—being especially prominent in the canine and equine

race. The sensations may be pleasant or unpleasant. A
dog's perceptive powers are remarkably strong. He quickly

perceives an angry or unkind attitude on the part of his

master, and his idea of approaching punishment acts corre-

spondingly on his emotional faculty. And a dog's memory
is so retentive, that if he should be ill-used, notwithstanding

his generous disposition, he never forgets his punisher. It

is from these sensational and intellectual ideas that the

power of reasoning derives its origin. I do not propose to

trouble you with a scientific discourse on the functions of the

nervous system of animals, otherwise I should be giving a

lecture on physiology. I merely wish jou to understand

that the members of the lower creation, especially the higher

grades of domesticated creatures, are not so many objects of

dull, inanimate mechanism as some individuals would have

you believe. Not only can they feel, but they can suffer;

and, alas! how often do they suffer for want of a little

kindness. __^_

Shooting and Fishiner Rights.

In an article headed "Sporting Eights in Scotland" a writer
The Board of Fish Commissioners met at 220 Sutter St. in this

city last Friday. Present, Messrs. Routier and Sberwood. in ThILondon "jF7e7d~givesThe following "interesting "fibres
The report of the Cnief of Patrol, J. W. Willage. stated that in an artic ie in defense of the existing game laws of Great
a number of Chinese nad been arrested for taking and selling the -

ROD.
St. May Fly.

The May fly is np, and each fat trout that lies

By bank, weed, or willow, is now on the rise.

From the deeps to the shallows Sockdollagers roam,

And their broad, waving tails churn the water to foam.

The big ones have settled to work with a will.

And of fat-bodied May flies are taking their fill;

So come with your rod, and your tackle ao fine.

Your smooth-running winch, and your gossamer line.

Let your gut be fine, long, and transparent and round,

Your landing-net large, your hooks thoroughly sound;

Let your flies all float better than natural flies;

Choose natural colors—don't bother with dyes:

And when you have spotted some big rising trout.

Get well down below him, and quick pull him out

.

Pull him out ? But perhaps the old rascal won't come
But treat your kind offers with that sort of hum-
Bugging, nalf-bearxed rise which we all so much hatfl,

And. which big Kennet trout have affected of Jate

.

They come to the surface, ana anglers bewail

The fact that they see not the snout but the tail;

Don't worry him long, just leave him awhile—
Hell have his weak moment; with triumph you'll smile

"When your fly floating o'er him, you holding your breath,

See him suck in the well-feathered, sharp-barbed death.

Don't strifce him with any approach to a jerk,

But steadily tighten your line in a work-

Manlike manner. You reel him? He's quiet?

Then be sure he's a big one—look out for a riot.

There he goes with a rush—your winch merrily sings;

He's found tbat some May flies have very sharp stings.

If he's more than five pounds you may be overmatched.

So don't count your chickens I efore they are batched;

Look well for the weeds, mark each treacherous snag.

Or you'll not bring this cunning old fellow to bag.

There ! now you have got him. he's well in the net.

Let's weigh him. Five pounds ! Now his capture we'll w«t.

When a big one like this has played long and friskily,

Tis well just to lubricate our own throats whiskily.

Xow, just down below is an excellent place;

Good luck to you I May you kill many more brace.

—P. O. E. T., in Fishing Gazette (Eng.).

A. Ladies Catch.

young of fish. Some had been Heed and had paid, and others
were in jail working out fines. The Chinese at Monterey
were taking 6sh illegally and the Italians and Portuguese were
quite as bad. Several communications about violations of

the fish law on the upper Sacramento were read. The report
of the Secretary of the Commission, Mr. Sherwood, for the

month, is as follows:

Since our last meeting much work has been done looking
to the suppression of illegal fishing and to the preservation
and propagation of b'sh. The Commission has been busy
all the time they could spare, and have been unable to meet
all the demands. On the 26th, 27th, 2Sth, 29th and 30th of

May Commissioners Routier and Sherwood visited Trnckee,
Donner Lake, Tahoe Lake and examined the dams and
other obstructions along said stream. We ordered some
obstructions removed from the outlet to Tahoe Lake, at an
old milldam, now abandoned. The work we contracted with
J. F. Moody, of Trnckee, to be paid by this commission. We
found four or five dams in the Trnckee River that entirely

obstruct the passage of fish np that beautiful stream. We
saw the owners or agents in each case and served notice that

a fishway or ladder must be built soon, and in each case they
promised to comply with the request, and we believe they
will without our being required to resort to law. We
appointed John F. Moody of Trnckee a Deputy Fish Com-
missioner, and he has promised to see that the laws there
relative to fish will be obeyed. We visited the private trout

hatchery of Capt. J. A. Todman, at Tahoe City, and found it

in good condition and in charge of a competent and exper-
ienced man. He had then about 150,000 trout eggs on the
trays, and was daily increasing the number, and intends
hatching at least one million and turn them into Lake Tahoe.
We gave him a written permit to catch trout for the purpose
of propagation only, and we believe he will not abuse it, as

he is interested in the fish supply for said lake, he owning
and is running a pleasure steamer daily around the lake.

We consider that if he did take and kill a few hundred fish

for spawning, that the addition of a million of young fry

would more than compensate for it; therefore we gave him
full permit to run his hatchery to full limit. Further south
on the lake, at McKinney's, we found oor superintendent of

the Shebley Hatchery busy taking fish for spawn. He had
then some 175,000 eggs in process of eyeing and some fifty or

more fish in floats to ripen. Since then he has secured all

the eggs of the silver trout there that we can hatch this sea-

sou, and as soon as they will do to ship he will bring them
down to the Shebley Hatchery and finish their propagation.
We met J. M. Cary, Fish Commissioner for the State of

Nevada, and concluded an exchange of trout eggs with him,
giving us a chance to get a snpply of Connecticut River trout,

which are abundant in Marlett Lake, near Carson. June 2d
we visited San Francisco, and on the 3d called on S. P. Tay-
lor & Co., relative to a dam made by them in Paper-mill
Creek. Mr. Taylor said he would bnild a ladder at said dam
that would answer for high water, but could promise no more.
We promised to see him again after the next regular meet-

ting and to examine said dam. On the 4th we went early to

the piers and found many fishing boats—perhaps 1C0—with
no indication of having paid a license. We found that the
collection uf licenses at this point had been progressing slowly,

and went to work to try and remedy it. We hunted up a
man, Joseph Catania, who, we thought, would attend to tha
work, and W6 appointed him a Deputy Fish Commissioner,
with authority to collect the tax or boat license. He filed a
bond the same day in the sum of $2,000. We gave him
license blanks and the necessary tags and put him at work,
and we came home the nest day. June 5th.

J. G. Woodbury was appointed keeper of the State Salmon
Hatchery at Hat Creek, where about 6,000,000 fish will be
hatched during the year to come. Mr. John Richardson was
appointed a Deputy Commissioner.

Effect of Shadow on Fish.

With reference to the interesting observations of your Der-
went and Wye correspondent, am I correct in supposing he
means something else, when he advocates taking a position

low and close to the water's edge whilst fishing, as by so do-
ing "your reflection is not shown nearly so much ?" Reflec-
tion being, so far as we know in this case, connected entirely

with the surface of the water, beneath which the fish are

situated, can they see our reflection at all ? If shadow is

meant this would be projected through the water on to the
ground below when it might become visible to the fish, prob-
ably to an unimportant degree. However, I have often found
that I seemed to disturb fish less when near the water's edge
than when standing on a bank above them, the general
reason for which I have always understood to be, partly,

because, from the relative positions, the fish would see a fig-

ure at a height, or against the sky, more readily than one
less relieved against a local background of bank, trees, etc.,

and partly because of the fish being in the habit of looking
upward. Hence a man wading would not, if moving slowly,

attract much attention.

—

Ex.

Britain:

There are about three thousand shootings and deer forests
in Scotland. The number of persons perpetually employed
in connection with these may be moderately estimated at

6,000, allowing an average of two to each. During the sea-
son the number is considerably increased, and may be stated
at 18,000, or six individuals to each sporting ground. To
escape the charge of exaggeration the numbers are much
understated.
There are, however, many more classes which derive a con-

siderable revenne, directly or indirectly, from the exercise of
sporting rights. Any one who has traveled by rail for a fort-

night prior to the 12th could not nave failed to observe how
much the goods and passenger traffic is augmented. An
incessant flood of sportsmen, accompanied by their wive3
and children, servants and dogs, accoutrements and luggage,
pours into Scotland, the mBin current diverging northward at
Stirling, while minor affluents flow westward. That living
freight spreads to the remotest limits of the north, takes up
residence for six weeks or two months, purchases mutton and
beef, milk and butter from the farmers; groceries from the
shopkeepers, bread from the baker. Many reside in inns
and hotels, and so encourage and provide remunerative occu-
pation for hundreds.
So varied and extensive are the interests involved that even

the national exchequer is under very substantial obligations
to the innocent and exhilarating pastime of dog and gun.
Shootings are now rated, dogs are heavily taxed; game seller's

and gamekeeper's licenses are both numerous and expensive,
and income tax returns are individually enlarged.

Figures are generally stubborn facts, and as assertions
without proof are worthless, the following schedule has been
compiled from authentic sources. The values in all cases are
given as returned by the owner or occupier of shootings and
deer forests, and, whenever the rent could not be ascertained
in this manner, the value is calculated on a proportional
basis. Though the figures for these can only be approximate,
it is quite as probable that the aggregate so determined is

below the real value ps above it.

Shire.

Editor Breeder akd Sportsmas: Misses Howe, Euling,

Franks and Brow visited California City on Sunday last, and

were rewarded by a catch of a tine string of rock cod, some

scaling five pounds each. It is reported they are the first of

the season. However, they'll run high in August, when some

tall fishing can be done. C. G. Brows.

Sax Francisco, June 16th, 1S87.

A Row Among the Dead Languages.

Some of the newspapers having perpetrated jokes on the
travels and exploits of "Sic Transit," when "Nikiljit" and
"noctzs" head off, the Yale Courant retorts as follows:

"Oh! 'Unum Sculls,' you 'Damnum Sculls.' He didn't

either. 'Sic Transit' drove a 'tu pone tandem temo ver' from
the East. He is visiting his 'ante.' Mrs. 'Die Terra,'' in this

city, and will stay till 'Ortem.' Dr. 'Dignos' and the 'terretC

(Terrys) also 'et super' with ns last evening. He 'eta beta

pi.' The pugilist also 'cum' with him and 'lambda' man badly
in the street. He 'cutis nos' off and 'noctem fiat urna'
flounder."

—

Anon.

Mr. W. E. Shaw, of 1621 Market St., is the builder of Shaw's
"Improved Cart," which is rapidly becoming very popular

amongst experienced horsemen. The merits claimed for it are

that it is easier, stronger and lighter than any cart built, and
that no mud can be thrown on the driver. Every inch of

material in this cart is carufully selected by the builder and
put to a severe test for absolute soundness before being used.

The cart can be seen in process of construction and complete

at W. E. Shaw's carriage factory, 1621 Market Street, S. F.

Rent.
Aberdeen £77.241
Areyil 72,957
Ayr 15,370
Banff 11.635
Berwick 5,828
Bute. 1,113
Caithness 13,827
Clackmannan 643
Dumfries 11,850
Dumbarton 6,608

Edinburgh 4.847

Elgin or Moray 18,034

Fife 10,756
-1-orfar 58,665
Haddington 7.314
Inverness .... 145,302
Kincardine 14,692

|
Total ann. value £304,817

The smaller shootings, which would probably amount to

£20,000 a year, are not included. The annual revenue thus
given would represent an immense purchase price.

Shire. Rent.
Kinross £320
Kircudbright 19,015
Lanark 8 704
Linlithgow 4, 000
Nairn 1,110
Orkney 2,280
Peebles 3.670
Perth 116.729
Renfrew 4. 104
Ross 106,249
Roxburgh 7,703
Selkirk 3.S79
Stirling 12,466
Sutherland 28,627
Wigtown 8.774

TRAP.
Seattle Gun Club.

The sixth regular meeting of the Seattle Rod and Gun Club
was held on June 23d, and, as is usual, at the stated meetings
of that very vigorous organization, a large number of members
appeared. Both Mr. Wm. Robertson and Mr. W. A. Perry
kindly send scores and descriptions of the meeting, which
was lively. The shooting averaged high, although Messrs.
Hunter, Newlin and Smith made scores which quite resemble
those made by some members of the Blue Rock Club. It

seems that in Seattle, as elsewhere, there is more space than
target.

At 10 single American clay birds and 5 pairs. National rules. Five
traps.

W. Robertson 1

S. Hnnter
W. McNatt 1
W. H. Harris
E. R. Clark
W. R. Tbornell 1

W. McDonald 1

A. A. Smith
H. H.Lewis
J. West 1

W. W. Newlin
T. D. Brown 1

L. S. Booth 1

J. F. McNangbt
W. A. Hardy 1

T.D. Brown
W. Robertson 1

A. A. Smith 1

H. H.Lewis

1 1

01011111

10 11111
1 1 1 J

L 1 1 1 1 111110 1

1 1 1 c

EACE SCORES.

1111110 0-

1 01 II PI 10 11—15
00 01 01 10 11— 7

1 11 H 11 00 11-13
1 01 11 11 10 11—12
1 11 01 U 11 11—17
1 to 11 10 11 11—12
1 11 II 11 11 10-17

io 00 00 00 10— 4
1 01 00 11 11 II—10

11 tl II 10 10-14
00 10 00 10 10— 5

1 10 II 11 11 On—15
1 10 10 It 10 11-17
1 II 11 II 11 11—18

00 10 11 00 11—10

111110-
10 0-
1 10 110-

-10 00 10 CO 00— 9
-11 11 1 1 11 01-16
-00 01 00 00 00— 3
-00 00 01 10 10- 9

Alameda County Sportmens Club.

The regular meeting of the club at Bird's Point on Satur-

day last was the smallest of the year. Many of the mem-
bers are away, other* are ill, and sickness in the families of

two prevented attendance. Three gentlemen appeared, how-
ever, and shot at a good lot of birds, under very trying con-
ditions as to wind.

At twelve live birds, Harlingham style, for club medal.
Slade 2 2121110011 1—10
Mayhew 2 200110222
Adams 100021122

At six birds, 82.50 entrance, same conditions. Won by Mr.
in the tie shoot.
Slade 10 10 11-41 Smada 1 1 1—3
Pixley 2 1 f 1 2-4

|

U sis birds, S2.J0 entrance. Won by Mr. "Pixley."

Siade 1 2 1 w I Smada 2 1 1 1 w
Pixley 1 1112 1-G| Kartan 1 1 2 1 W
At six birds, 22.50 entrance. Won by Mr. "pixley."

Blade 1 2 10 2 0-4 I Smada 2 2 2—3
Pixley 2 110 1 2-5|

2 1—9
2 2—8
Pixley"

To suit the season special importations of summer under-
wear for gentlemen, in silk, wool, merino, viciuna and cotton.

The latest styles of scarfs, neckties, and handkerchiefs;
driving gloves for road and track use. Shirts made to order.

Collars and cuffs of the most fashionable shapes. A most
complete stock of gentlemen's furnishing goods of every

description. Prioes invariably reasonable at Beamiah's, Nuc-
leus Block, Market and Third Streets, San Francisco.

The Secretary of the Blue Rock Club informs us that the
meeting of the club, which would have occurred this afternoon

in regular course, is postponed until the third ^

July.

The California Wing Shooting Club will meet .

on tomorrow, July 3d. Take the 8.30 a. si.

Fourth and Townsend streets.
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Courtesies Acknowledged.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—As a member of the

Walla Walla team which attended the tournament recently

concluded at Seattle, and speaking, I am snre, for all the visit-

ing sportsmen, I desire to say that the visitors were delighted

at the courteous and friendly manner in which they were

received and entertained by the Seattle Gun Club. The

journey from Walla Walla to Seattle was a most pleasant one,

while the pleasure in meetiug such sportsmen as Messrs.

Eobertson, Perry, Moore, West, McMicken, McNaoght,

Dodge, Close, Harker, Hudson, Muir, Brooks, Lamberson,

Hardy, and hosts of others, is more than compensation in full

for the trouble and expense incident thereto. The tourna-

ment was well managed throughout, while the shooting of

the Walla Walla infant, Mr. Johnnie Foster, with his little

Parker gun, was very tine. The array of Parker guns used

at the tournament was extraordinary, and the quantity of

"Standard" Chamberlin cartridges used amazing. It seemed

to be the general impression, as it is in most places where

they have been thoroughly tested, that the Peoria blackbird

as a flyer and breaker has no equal, with the Cleveland Blue

Bock a good second. The American Clay bird, however, is

much cheaper, as it can be thrown many times when not

broken by Buot, besides carrying by freight for long distances

with very little breakage. It was generally conceded as an

offset that the latter targets were pretty tongh customers,

many being retrieved that showed shot marks that would

have shattered a Peoria bird into fragments. The Parker

gun, as usual, took to itself two out of the three prizes offered

forindividual matches, besides looming up well in the sweeps.

It would be ungenerous to close without making speoial

mention of the brilliant marksmanship of Mr. Harker, of

Seattle, a man who certainly has few equals at live bird

shooting. Under Hurlinrham ruleB he is a hard man to

beat, delivering his first rive with lightning rapidity and ter-

rific execution, while his ever-ready second comes crashing

apace, hastening, as it wers, to correct any error that may

have been made by its predecessor. All in all, Mr. Marker

and his Parker as twins form a most interesting and

formidable couple, while the shooting ot Messrs. Eobert-

son McNaught,"West, Collins, Dodge, liraus and Moore was

very fine. Mr. West is entitled to a vote of thanks

from the entire community for the indefatigable manner

in which he labored, and the happy results he achieved

in the management of so successful a tournament.

Walla Walla.
_

Guacho.

Golden Gate G. O. Tournament.

The open meeting of the club held on Sunday last, at

McMahon's Station, was not largely attended, but those who
did go down kept up the poppiDg all day. The club haB been

using clay pigeons, but has discarded them, and now uses

Peoria black birds and will soon use Blue Rocks also.

At It single clay pigeons, 18 yards rise, SI. 50 entrance. MeBSrs. Cate

and Hellish divided first and second, and Mr. Campbell won third.

C. Cate 1 11110 1110—8 A. Allen... .1 1 1 1 w
C. Hellish. .1 111110 10 1—6
D. Campbelll 1U101010 0-5
F.Cate 1 1 00 1) 0—

2

At 10 single clay pigeons, SI. 60 entrance. Mr. Cronin first, Mr
Cate second, Mr. Dunshee third.

O. Cate 10111101 11-8
C. Hellish ....1101001 1 1—6
E. Dunshee. . ..100101111 1—7
C. Campbell ...0001101100-4
W. Ashcroft ..101011100 1-6

At 15 single clay pigeons, 52.50 entrance. Mr. Hellish first, Messrs.

Crontn and Fanning divided second and third.

D. Cronin 1 1

C. Cate 1
C. Hellish 1 1 1

E. Dunshee 1 1 1

J. Fanning 1 1

"W. Ashcroft 1 1

M.Campbell 1 1

F. Cate
"Lee" 1

Schlueter 1

R. Schlueter 1 1 U 1 1 0—1
w. Ashcroft 100010000 0—2

F. Cate 0000110000-2
D. Cronin 111110 1111-9
R. Schlueter. . 1 1 u 1 1 1 1-6
J. Fanning ....1 1 1 1 1 0—

5

1111110
1

10 10 11
10 1

10 1101001100111010011111

0—11
1- 8
0—11
1—11

II11000110 0-

110 1

10 1 1—11

110 110-
w

TieB at three pairs, 15 yards rise.

Cronin 10 10 1 1—4 I Fanning 11 10 10-4
Hellish 11 01 1 1—5 Campbell 10 10 10—3
Dunshee 10 10 1—3

[

At 10 Peoria black birds. 18 yards. SI. 50 entrance. MeBsrs. Mellisb

and Fanning divided first and second; Mr. Dunshee won third.

Mellisb ...111110111 1—9 I Ashcroft 001000101 1—4
J. Fanning.... 11110 111 11-9 C. Cate 110 11101 01—7
E Dunshee ...111110111 0—8 R. Schlueter ..000011000 1—3
Lee 0001 111 111-7 F. Cate 0000001100-2
Campbell 1 1 n 1 1—4

|

At 10 Peoria black birds, same conditions. SI. 50 entrance. Hr.
''Lee" first. Mr. Cate second.

J. Fanning ....0 110011 11—6
O. Cate 011111111-8
W. Asbcroft....l001 01111 0—6
M. Campbell ..01110 0010 0—4

E. Dunshee ....0 1 0001001-3
"Lee" 1 1 1111111-9
F. Cate 000110000 0—2

THE GUK
Ein October Morgen.

Once more had the painter Antnmn drawn his brash of frost

over the forest, and bright were the colors he had painted

the trees. To the maple he gave a tint of yellow and red.

Over the ash he spread the russet and brown. The cedar and
fir he tiuged with a fresher green. From the Cottonwood and
willow he stripped the leaves and the north wind had
gathered them in heaps in the hollowB of the glades, or else

Cdtit them in the stream to discolor its pore bright waters. It

is Indian summer. Not the Indian summer of the Missis-

sippi Valley, where the snn, a great golden ball goes sailing

throngh the smoky air—but the Indian summer of the west,

where, from a sky of the deepest blue, the dazzling sun
smiles upon the rainbow-colored forest, the green-robed,

snow-capped mountains, and the shining sunset sea.

Freed from his prison of brick walls, released from his

vigil by the nickle-plated charge, the engineer walks a free

man on his own domain, his own master for two weeks, then
again to don the badge of a city servant. But in the two
weeks he had more sport by wood and stream than his less

favored brother of the East—who earns his living in the factory

or machine shop—could have in every vacation during his

natural life.

In the Sumas Valley and the Sumas Mountains there is no
lack of game, from the lordly elk to the tiny swamp rabbit, iu

animals, and from the elusive snipe to the majestic swan, ir

bids. Should the hunter desire Bport in which there is a

s^ice of danger, he can lind it in the pursuit of the great
' ^alius" bear in the foothills of the mountains, or his milder
> other the black bear, in the valley near at hand, and at any
me he may meet the shy, cowardly, cruel cougar— the ban-

*
**. of the woods.
The first morning after his arrival the engineer set off on

a hunt. As pheasants (raffed grouse) are very numerous in

the Sumas Valley, he determined to devote this day to them,

and at the same time pay a visit to his brother who lived in

British Columbia about seven miles distant. The easiest

route to his ranch was a trail made throngh the dense forest

that bordered the valley by the prospector and engineer years

before. This trail led to the discarded Caribou road, the

once great thoroughfare of British Columbia. By following

this road good shooting might be had, as pheasants love to

congregate in the open places at this season of the year.

Taking his cartridge belt and fifty cartridges, and throwing

his gun over his shoulder, the engineer and his dog departed

on their excursion, with many well wishes for their success

from the inmates of the house. When he had crossed the

meadow he entered the woods. Here he stoppedand inserted

two buckshot cartridges in the chambers of his gun, for he
was liable to meet deer, elk or bears at any moment. In the

sporting journals there are many warnings against the use of

buckshot in choke bore guns. Perhaps it may damage the

guns of certain makerB whoee guns are muzzle choked by
shooting this size shot, but it never will injure an honestly

made gun. After hundreds of charges of buck and BB's had
been shot out of this gun it made the highest score in the

Selby Chamberlin Contest, scoring ninety-six (96) out of

one hundred blue rocks at eighteen (18) yards rise, and when
targeted a few weeks tgo made a better pattern than the fac-

tory guaranteed. I need hardly add that it bore the legend

"Parker Bro's., Meriden, Conn., stamped on its rib.

That was one of the mornings that makes a chap glad that

he lives in this fair bright world. There was not a cloud in

the sky. A gentle wind was sighing throngh the tree lops

with amnrmer like the sea. A tinge of frost, just enough to

send the blood tingling through the veins, was in the air.

Odorous as the scent of roses came the breath of the balsams

to the nostrilB. It seemed that nature had sent the spirits

of color and wind and light to cast a spell upon the engineer,

and to captivate and hold his heart and brain willing pris-

oners.
A brisk walk for twenty minutes brought the engineer to a

place where an iron pillar stood bearing this inscription:

"Treaty of Washington, A. D., 1846." This pillar marked the

boundary between British Columba and the United States.

When the engineer crossed the line he raised his hat and
made a respectful bow. Perhaps Queen Victoria, that estimable

old lady, vexed by dynamite plots, may never know of this

act of politeness done at so great a distance, with no witness

except a spotted dog; bnt it was done, and done in the spirit

of courtesy, too. How strange it is when a man sets foot on
foreign soil how virtuously patriotic he feels. Such was the

engineer's patriotic mood that it would have fared badly with

a British Columbia deer that morning had it undertaken to

stop his progress. But there was bnt little hope of encoun-
tering a deer that morning. There had been a drought for

months, and everything was bo dry and brittle as to render
still hunting an impossibility.

In half an hour the engineer emerged from the trail into a

road now unused and famous— the Caribou road. Beginning
at New Westminster it skirts along the Matsqua Sumas and
Chillawhack prairies. Then it winds along the canyon of the

Frazer River for hundreds of miles, and then branches off

into the rugged hills of Carihoo. It is a Bplendid piece of

engineering, and cost the Canadian Government more than
six millions of dollars, and is one of the finest roads in the

world. Still it is abandoned, and the reason is that the Can-
adian Pacific Railroad has set up opposition on the other side

of the river and has proved that the stage coach cannot com-
pete with the palace car.

Seating himself on a moss-covered log, the engineer fell into

a reverie concerning the past. How expressive of human
hopes had been that deserted road! Once the king of high-

ways, now deserted and forgotten like a fallen human
monarch. How many tragedies of real life had been acted

upon it. Many a tired, disheartened foot had passed over it,

and many a free, bounding one, light with the thought of

wealth gained in a few weeks. Sometimes the stealthy Snmas
or Chillawhack Indian had crept up behind the tired or elated

wayfarer, and a sudden blow or stab ended all joys or fears,

as many a skeleton found in the dense thickets that bordered
the road testified. The acting on the stage of real life is more
vivid and thrilling than that on the mimic boards, and the

forest has its romance as well as the palace.

The engineer was suddenly awakened from his day dream
by his dog rushing against him, his hair turned the wrong
way with fright. Looking down the road, the cause of the

dog's alarm was apparent in the shape of a big black bear
standing in the road about a hundred yards distant, snuffing

the tainted air. Springing to his feet the engineer fired one
barrel at the shaggy marauder. It fell at once and made a

slap at its side as if stnng by a hornet, then it was on its feet

in an instant, and went lumbering down the road at an awk-
ward yet fast gallop. The engineer fired the other barrel at

it, which seemed only to accelerate its speed, He then
endeavored to set his dog after it, but that dog had no desire

to chase bears, so the fugitive soon disappeared around a

bend in the road.
The engineer, continuing his walk, descended a hill and

reached the Sumas Valley again. Groves of alder and maple
and crab-apple bushes formed an avenue of the road. He
soon discerned a number of objects in the road that proved
to be a covey of grouse taking a dust bath. The dog, who
was in advance, had scented them, and was standing on a

staunch point. The engineer advanced to within a few yards
of the dog, and ordered him to hie on. He went cringing
along until within a few yards, and then made a rush and
endeavored to catch one. When they rose they were saluted
with both barrels, and two birds fell. Instead of flying away
the flock alighted in the branches of an alder near at hand,
What a chance that would have been for a pot hunter! Eight
glossy birds sitting within a few yards of the shooter, staring
Ht him with their bright bead-like eyes. In shooting grouse,
if the shooter selects the bird that sits lowest on the limb, the
others will watch the fallen ones fluttering in death until

tne flock is exterminated; but if he shoots the one
on the highest branch the noise it makes as it falls fluttering

alarmB the others and they take wing at once. As it was a
question of sport, not game, with the engineer he did not
molest this flock farther. When the dog retrieved the birds

they were found to be torn to shreds and not worth carrying
home. That's the fault of the Parker gun in shootinc inthick
brush. Shooting so terrifically close and hard; any bird that
falls before them at a less distance than thirty yards is rid-

dled and torn so as to be unfit for the table. Yet the guD that
will spoil a bird at that distance is par excellence the buck
gun, and will kill a mallard fifty to seventy yards off as if it

was struck by a flash of lightning. The engineer now uses a
Parker, the right barrel cylinder bore, the left closely choked,
aud believes that there is not a better gun in the territory for
all purposes.

Flinging the birds from him with a pious ejaculation, (he
never swears) he journeyed on down the road and had not
gone more than two hundred yards before he saw another
covey dusting themselves. When within thirty yards he

sent the dog forward, and when the flock took to wing he
grassed his pair. Reloading as soon as possible, he sent the
dog forward to retrieve the fallen. When he had arrived
within a few feet of the bird he stopped and pointed, and
when ordered to hie on a grouse rose and flew down the
road, but at the flash of the right barrel it folded its wings
in eternal rest, and the dog soon brought it to bag. It

seemed that all the grouse in the Somas Valley had chosen
that road for a Btamping ground. In less than twenty min-
uteB the engineer had twelve in his game bag, and, had he
wished to pot his birds, could have had more than that num-
ber.

The Sumas river was now reached. Here it is a stream
about thirty yards wide. On one side lay the Sumas prairie
and the side the road followed thickly wooded. As he went
softly along there arose a loud a-nieen a-meek, and a flock of
wooddncks flew above the bank fifty yards away. Then
came the rapid detonations of the Parker, and two of the
flock fell on the land and one in the water. With the aid of
the dog the three docks were placed in thegame bag that now
was filled to its utmost capacity.
This was game enough for one day; beside the load was

growing heavy, and it wasyet two miles to his brother's ranch,
so the engineer vowed that he would not add more to hiB
burden, but would refaBe to shoot even if he met a deer in
the road; yes, he was firmly resolved that he would not shoot
at anything under any circumstance. Firm in this resolve he
was walking along when he saw two objects swimming in the
river and coming rapidly toward him. He could not deter-
mine what they were at first, and stepped to the bank to get a
better view, when they disappeared under the water. The
engineer stood watching the stream when the head of
an otter emerged from the water. Almost instantly the Par-
ker rang out, and just at the same instant the other otter rose
to the surface and the left barrel rang the knell of death.
Throwing off the game bag and his coat, the engineer Bprang
into the water, which was only waist deep, and seizing the
otter nearest him threw it on the shore, and then quickly
secured the other, the dog refusing to go near them. They
had a fine coat of fur, and as the engineer gazed on his vic-

tims, the light of a promise made to a yonng Jady dawned
upon bim. The furs promised jears before were at hand at
last.

The engineer fancied that he heard a noise like the sound
of jolly voices, down the road, 60 he gave a wild western war-
whoop that sounded like a locomotive whistle that had a
bad case of croup. A loud clear yell came in response, and
soon two barefoot boys came rushing up the road as fast as
the few wet clothes they wore would permit. One of them the
engineer recognized at once as the Indian boy who had been
his guide and companion in many a hnntiDg trip when he was
a resident of the valley, five years before. The other was a
bright-eyed little fellow wearing that look of honesty on hiB
handsome face that nature gives to the untutored children of
the frontier.

The boys then informed the engineer that the settlers were
congregated at a creek a short distance below; that the day
before the annual run of salmon had begun, and they were
catching their winter's supply.
Each shouldered an otter, and in a short time they reached

the creek, where the engineer was welcomed by the fisher-

men both white and Indian.
It was a wonderful sight to look upon. The creek was a

living mass of fishes madly forcing their way up Btream.
The banks of the creek were piled up with salmon that had
been captured the night before. These salmon were of the
species called "tahoes, " and would average about eight
pounds in weight. Occasionally among them could be seeD a
**tyee" or king salmon that would weigh twenty-five or thirty
pounds. This annual run of salmon is an item of no email
interest to the settlers in every well regulated family, on the
Sumas. Salt salmon and potatoes form the staple breakfast
and a good breakfast it is. The engineer, however, is a person
of depraved tastes and prefers trout.

What a jolly morning that was! What running and splash-
ing and struggling with the king of fishes! Some of the set-

tlers had pitchforks, some had spears, others had gaffs.

Those who were young and active disdained the use of imple-
ments and caught their prey with their hands. The stream
was a small brook with a clear, sandy bottom, and the water
was not over a foot deep, except in places where a deep hole
had been washed out beneath the roots of some great cedar.
It was in the capture of a "tyee" about three feet long, in
one of these pools, that the engineer caused more mirth for
the assembled fishers than ever clown of Forepaugh's delighted
an enlightened audience with. This scaly old villain had
heretofore evaded all attempts to capture him, and had taken
up his abode under the roots of a cedar in a deep pool, safe
beyond the reach of gaffs and pitchforks, and from his place
of concealment would every now and then poke forth his
head and open his mouth derisively at the fishers on the
bank.

After viewing this boss of the pool, the engineer deter-
mined to capture him, and accordingly planged into the
pool. The water came just up to his neck and was ice cold.
Locating the place where the salmon was concealed, he made
a plunge beneath the water. Reaching his hand under the
root he tried to find the head of the salmon, in order to insert

his fingers in its gills. But that salmon had his own pecul-
iar views on this question, and when he felt violent handB
laid upon him with malice intent, he vacated his quarters
and sought to escape, but not before the engineer had seized
him with both bands by the tail.

Then the circus began. The fiph darted upward and a
moment later both engineer and fish were struggling in the
water before a delighted audience, who applauded the con-
testants heartily. It was not a prejudiced audience either.
First there were cheers for the engineer when he had the
advantage, and cheers for the salmon when it appeared that
he might escape. They went whirling aud splashing in the
water, sometimes on the surface and sometimes at the bot-

tom of tbe pool. After a straggle of two minutes the salmon
made a quick dart sideways, threw the engineer off his feet,

dragged him under water and escaped, and again sought his

retirement under the cedar root.

Continued laughter and renewed applause greeted the
engineer when he rose to the surface and blew the water out
of his nostrils. Bets of two to one were freely offered on the
salmon, bnt as these bets consisted of salmon, it couM not
affect the financial standing of these frontier sports. "Time"
was called, and down went the engineer for the second round,
and he succeeded in catching his opponent as he had done
before. The salmon had not weakened, in fact he seemed
to relish the fray. The ring of red aud white spectators
on the bank grew wild and uproarious; for a time it seemed
that victory was with the salmon, but, in an unguarded
moment, ho ran into the shoal water at the end of the pool.

The engineer threw himself prostrate on the fish" and held
it down with his whole weight and inserted his right band in
its gills, and a moment later, amid load cheers in English
and Chinook, drew his victim od shore, SiLALicr/M,
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THE RIFLE
Shell Mound-

A. mild, pleasant day with just breeze enough across the
range to carry smoke, made favorable conditions, as is shown
in the very tine scores make on Sunday last.

Being the last Sunday in the month, the Nationals' Shoot-
ing Club met and contested for class medals, with the follow-
ing result—the first-named in the two classes carrying off the
prizes

:

CHAMPION CLASS.

A. Johnson 200yards—5- 5 5
500 yards—

5

4 6
C. F. Waltham 2»0yards-4 6 5

500 yards—

5

3 3
Capt. J. E. Klein 2u0 yards—

5

5 4
500 yards—

5

5 4

T.E.Carson 200 y&ads—

5

4 4
600 yards - 5 6 5

P. E. Bobertson 200 yards—

4

4 4
500 yards—

5

4 5

FLBSX CLASS.

A.J. Bnddock 200 yards—4 4 5
5:0 yards—5 5 3

A. H. Brod 200 yards -5
5u0 yards—

3

C. Meyer 200 yards—

4

500 yards—2

5—47
5—16—93
5—16
5-44—90
5-44
5_44_88
4—41
5—46—87

45553544 4—4353555332 5—11-44444445 3-4134654445 5^42 -45444455 5-44
38-82

The champion class averaged 89 per cent., number one
shooting anywhere.

O. Company, Second Artillery, San Francisco Fusileers,
Captain Adolph Huber, held their monthly medal contest,
and did some shooting the participants may well feel proud
over. Following are the best scores in the several classes,

the first mentioned being the winners of the class medals:
CHAMPION CLASS.

Lieut. O. J>mcke 200 yards—4 555454454— 45
Lieut. F. A. Euhls 200yards-4 55545445 4—15

FZBST CLASS.

Capt. A. Huber 200 yards-4 55544444 4—43
Lieur. Wilburn 2u0 yards-445 444 544 4—42

Corp. G, Bingen 210 yards—4 44554444 4—42

SECOND CLASS.
H. Perrie 200 yards—4 44434434 2—36

THIRD CLASS.
Corp. J. Slebe 2C0 yards—5 45344455 4—13

The Fusileers shot with regulation Springfields, and
the records made in the several classes were excellent. The
result in the Champion class, between Lieutenant Lemcke and
Lieutenant Kuhls, Inspector of Rifle Practice, Second
Artillery, was an exact tie, something that rarely occurs in

ninety per cent, scores.

B Company's (City Guard, First Infantry) Rifle Club shot
for monthly medals, with the following result: First class

medal, A. F. Ramm, 43 out of a possible 50 points; second
class, E. C. Lundquist 34; third class, C. Bone 2S.

A. F. Ramm and Mr. Wesson, of the City Guard Rifle Club,
will, on the 17th pros., shoot a fifty-shot match at the short
range, to determine which is the better man at the 200-yard
target.

Frank P. Poulter, recently one of the crack shots of the
Fifth Infantry, and who is now one of the best marks-
men in the First Artillery at Sacramento, put in an appear-
ance at his old stamping grounds yesterday. He borrowed
R. C. Morris' gun, and in two strings, at 200 yards, made the
following score:

Ponlter 200 yds—4 454454444445556554 4—88

A. Johnson and Ed. Hovey had a 25-sbot match at the 100-

ioot target with revolvers, Johnson winning with the annexed,

score:
Johnson .100 ft-5 45555555555455555544555 4-120
Hovey 100 ft—5 45545555455545555545455 5—119

A catch-team match was arranged by R. E. Robertson and
A. Johnson, four men on a side, to shoot ten shots at the
double distance, which resulted as follows:

ROBEBISON's TEAM.
200 yds. 600 yds. Totals.

P. E. Bobertson 47 45 92

C. F. Waltham 40 49 89

A. H. Brod 43 45 8b
C.Meyer 39 42 81 350

Johnson's team.
T. E. Carson 45 46 91
Capt. J. E. Klein 45 45 9U
A.J. Raddocfc 4', 43 84
A. Johnson 46 34 80—350

Ed. Hovey shot two strings from his Sharp's, and a like

number of shots from his Hotchkiss, averaging ninety-one
shots as follows:

Sharps 200 yds—4 545454555554555554 4—93
Hotchkiss 200 yds—1 555444454454555454 4-182

A pool was arranged, the best four scores at the short

range to take a divided pot. Annexed are the best records:

A.Johnson 200 yards—

5

45455455 5—17

T. E. Carson 200 yards—

5

44554545 5—46
P. F. Bobertson 200 yards—

5

54454454 5—45
C. D. Waltham 200 yards—

5

44444454 4-42

Ed. Martin and Sam Leavitt, two youngsters, aged 16 and
14 years respectively, had a match at the short range, ten

shots each, both using Ed. Hovey's Sharps-Borchardt rifle,

the first time either of the young gentlemen ever fired a regu-
lation military rifle. The match resulted as follows:

Martin 200 yards—4 45443456 5—41
Leavitt 20O yards—3 44452344 4—35

August 14th and loth the California Schnetzen Club will

hold its fall meeting. Over $2,000 will be held up in prizes.

Frank Carroll makes a mistake in losing his temper at the
decisions of the umpire.

Denny continues to play great ball in the East, his batting
being remarkably heavy of late.

The poolseller who tried to influence the umpire of the
California League overreached himself.

Perrier, of the Pioneers, with practice, will obtain more
control over the ball, when the catcher wears the mask.
Next Saturday the Greenhood & Morans and Pioneers play

here. On Sunday the G. & M's also play the Haverlys here.

The umpires and captains should compel the players to

move about more rapidly when they change sides and go to '

bat.

The Cinoinnatis were compelled to re-instate Tony Mullam
their black-listed pitcher, being unable to find a substitute
for him.

The nines of the California League can be made no stronger.
'

The best players on the Coast are now in one or other of the
four clubs.

|

The attempt to sell pools on the California League games
in opposition to its officers has proven a failure, as might
have been expected.

Next Sunday all passes will be called in by the California
League. Many are now in the hands of parsons for whom
they were not issued.

The Pioneers with the Altas will open the new grounds in
Sacramento next Sunday. Excursion trains within a radius
of forty miles will be run in all directions.

Detroit is trying to make arrangements to play with the
California League this winter. It is said that the New York's
have a little the advantage, having been earlier in the field.

Tbe umpire is master of the field during a game, neverthe-
less the captains of the nines have a right to question the
correctness of the decisions of the umpire, provided they do
not unnecessarily delay the game.

Tommy Childs, of Hayes Valley, has placed a handsome
gold medal and pendant in the hands of the President of the
California League, to be given to the player having the best
genuine average at the end of the season.

On the 4th of July the Pioneers play the Stocktons in
Stockton, and at 3:15 p. m. tbe Haverlys play the Greenhood
& Morans here, when a magnificent flag and pole, the gift of
the 4th of July Committee, will be raised.

In response to the petition and the request of several
hundred patrons of the game in the down town houses, the
California League will call game Saturday afternoon at half

past three o'clock, and on Sunday reserve a thousand seats in
the stands.

There are three requisites for a city outside of San Fran-
cisco to possess to secnre admission into the California

League, and they are: Enclosed grounds, a club strong
enough to make a respectable showing against a visiting club,

and a gate large enough to pay a reasonable amount above
the expenses of the visiting club, all of which is business-like
and reasonable.

Messrs. Bethune and Bascom were at the Haight street

grounds, last Sunday, in the interest of baseball in San Jose.

In an interview with the president of tbe California League,
he assured them that if they could organize a strong club,

next season San Jose would be admitted into the League.
As the fever has reached the Garden City, the probabilities

are that that city will be embraced in the League circuit.

BASE BALL.
Random Shots.

The Altas first, with the

Haverlys a close second.

The G. & M's take third place.

Hayes is well placed in right field.

Bennett bids fair to win Child's medal.
The Atlas idolize Manager Wilber George.

Mclntyre has retired from the baseball arena.

Purcell shows a lack of vim in his base running.

The Altas are still in the lead for the championship.

H. and J. Smith need more practice in batting and fielding.

Van Court was in error in calling Taylor out in first last

Sunday.

The grass is coming up rapidly on the Haight street

grounds.

Creegan seems hardly heavy enough to handle Borcher's

delivery.

Van Haltren's first appearance in Chicago was a pro-

nounced success.

John Patrick Cahill practices assiduously every day, and is

confident that he will soon attain notoriety as a twirler.

Good luck to him.

Haverlys vs. Pioneers.

The game between these clubs at the Haight-Street Grounds
last Sunday was not as interesting as the one on the previous
Sunday, although the audience was large, and appreciative
of good plays, and left the game satisfied. The Pioneers lost,

as usual, but their defeat was almost wholly due to a combi-
nation of untoward circumstances and Perrier's somewhat
uncertain delivery. He was indifferently supported, by Car-
roll, who, nevertheless, made some tine throws to second.
The Haverlys were unable, however to find the ball to any
extent when Perrier did get it over the plate, and if he
had been steady the Pioneers would have obtained a much
needed victory. Incell pitched well, although he was batted
at times, and Stein backed him up in good style, having no
errors and only one passed ball charged against him. The
fielding of both clubs was fair, not many difficult opportuni-
ties presenting themselves. In the first inning Moore made
one of his great catches of a long and high fly from Bennett's
bat. In the fourth inning Meegan, who was troubled with a
lame leg, vacated second in favor of Hanley, L^wton going
to left and Meegan to right field. Meegan retired from the
game in the sixth inning and Dave Levy played left and
Hanley second for the balance of the game. Umpire Van
Court displeased the crowd by declaring Donahue safe at the
plate on his attempting to come home on a passed ball,

Carroll endeavoring to put him out, and Van would have
been justified in reversing it as it was apparently erroneous
and against the club that could bear it least.

This victory places the Haverlys a very close second in the
League race.

HAVEELTS
TB. H. BH.Ba.PO.A -T",

Donabne, a s .. 4 3 1 2 1 r

Lawton, r f 2 1 n 10
S-n-eeney, 3 b.. 4 1 1 4
Bennett, lb ..421 110 l

Hanley, 2 b, 1 £ 2 I 3 2 l
Incell, p 2 1 12 l

Meegan. rf, 2b 2 .t

K. Levy, c f 4 3 2 i

Stein, c 3 11
D. Levy, If 2 10

FIONTFES,
TB. B.BH.BS.TO.

Moore, cf 6 10 3
Gagus, 2b 4 2 10 6
J. Smith, lb... 3 1 a 6
Taylor. If 4 10
Perrier. c 4
H. Smith, 3 b..4
N. Smith, a s.. .4 12 2
Carroll, c 4 7
Haye3, r f 4 1 3 2 1

Totals 36 5 8 4 24 16 7

1

3 1

1
n

7 1

1 2
1
3 2

Totals 29 8 4 3 27 17 7

BUNS BY INNINGS.
Haverlys 20 004 1 1 *-8 | Pioneers 20 21 0—6
Two hase hit—Gagas. First base on error—Haverlys 3. Pioneers 4.

Left on hases—Haverlys 3, Pioneers 5. Base on called halls -Haverlys
6, Pioneers 1. Struck oat— By Incell 11, Perrier 7. Double plays

—

Sweeney, Moore, Gagus and J. Smith, Carroll and Gagus. Passed balls
—Stein'l, Carroll 3. Wild pitches—Perrier 6. Incell 3. Time of game
—One hour forty-five minutes. Umpire—Van Court.

The morning game between the Alcazars and the Franklins,
reorganized, with several new players, under the name of Will
& Finck, was easily won by the Franklins by the annexed
score

:

Cooney. 1 b 5

Toomey. 3 b...5
Corbett, 2 b 6
Williams, s 6 ..6

Stanly, c 5
Grant, 1 f 4

Riley, cf 2

Mahoney, r f...4
Corcoran, p 4

1 .0

1 2

13

1

2

1 18

Van Haltren at Chicago-

The game between the Chicagos and Bostons last Monday
was tbe occasion of the debut of Van Haltren as a member of

the National League. It was eagerly looked for by California

admirers and the baseball loving public generally, who hoped
that he would pitch a winning game. A first glance at the

score would indicate that he had been batted out of the bos.

A more careful survey, nowever, showed that of the twenty-

six hits charged against him sixteen were "phantoms, " leaving

a total of only ten actaal hits. The idea of his giving sixteen

men base on balls is ridiculous. He is, without doubt, the

steadiest and most accurate pitcher that ever left this coast,

and has repeatedly struck batters out (after havinggiven them
five bad balls in succession) with three good balls, one after

the other, his control of the ball being one of his best features.

Up to the fourth inning the Bostnns had not obtained a hit,

and would probably have been held down to very few if the

umpire, by his erroneous decisions and calling of balls, had
not rattled him. As it was, the Chicagos are satisfied that

they have a good man, and do not regret their new acquisi-

tion. He batted and ran the bases well. His next game will

show what he can do before an umpire who can or will accu-

rately pass upon balls and strikes.
*.

Saturday Game.

The G. & M's last Saturday played their first game since

Van Haltren's departure for the East. The loss of Van was a

severe blow to the chances of the Oaklauders of winning the

pennant. The end of the season is, however, a long way off.

Purcell did not do as well as in his previous game, giving six

of the Haverlys bases on balls and allowing them to make
eleven hits. This is accounted for by his having a sore arm,

and he would not have attempted to pitch had he not been
billed to do so. A chapter of accidents befell the Haverlys
during the game. Lawton's lip was badly split, and the Levy
family also suffered—Rube injuring his knee on a slide to

second and Dave being struck on the finger by the ball.

Meegan pitched a good game but was rather weakly sup-

ported by D. Levy. Bennett played perfectly, accepting four-

teen chances without an error. McCord's short-stop work
was not up to his usual standard, and Blakiston was some-
what off.

The Saturday games are drawing fast, increasing audiences

and growing steadily into popular favor.

Totals.. ) 11 8 4 27 19 7

FKANKLINS.

LeveqTie, 1 b...5
Farrell.rf ....6
Riley, c f 6
English, p 5
Durkin, s s -..- .6
Swett, c 4
Bradley, 2b... 4
Gray, 1 b 2
Gormley, 1 f...4

I.PO.i. E.

2 12

1
12

19 3 4

9
2 2

Totals., 8 24 18 14

Long, cf ..

McCord, s s 6
Blakiston, 3d. 6

McDonald, c .. 4

Ryan, 1 b 4

Purcell, p 4
Gurnett, r f 4

Shea. 2b 2

Donovan, 1 f ., .4

G. & m's
TB. B.BH. BS. PO.A.E..5110101

1114 2

10 2 3 3 2

Totals 37 8 8 4 24 19 10

Donahue, 39 i

Lawton. r f 6

Sweeney, 3 b— 6

Bennett, 1 b 5
Hanley. 1 f 4

Meegan, p 5

R. Levy, c f 6

Stein. 2b 3
D. Levy, c 4

Totals.

110 2 1

2 2 3 111
3 1112
3 2 1 13 1

1 1

1 1 10
3 1111

2 2 11
10 9 2

BUNS BY INNINGS.
Franklins ....01000133 0—8

| Alcazars 3131120 0-11
Two.base hit—Williams. First base on errors—Franklins 7, Alca-

zars 7. Left on bases—Franklins 6, Alcazars 8. Base on called balls
—Alcazars 3, Franklins 3. Struck out—By Corcoran 14, by English 8.

Passed balls—Swett 5, Stanley 5. Wild pitches—Corcoran 1. English
5. Time of game—One hour fifty minutes. Umpire—J. Sheridan.

At Sacramento.

The Capitol City's inhabitants turned out almost in a body
on Sunday last to witness the home club defeat the represen-
tatives from Oakland. The Altas justified their expectations,
and added another victury to their fast increasing list. The
noticeable features of the game were a triple play by McLaugh-
lin, Mullee, Anderson, Powers and Robertson, a double play
by Blakiston, McDonald and McCord, a home run by Blakis-

ton, and the large number of bases granted by Mullee and
Borchers, both seeming to lose control of the ball after the first

few innings. McLaughlin's backstop work was very poor—in
striking contrast to his usual fine playing. Creegan's support
will improve alter he ha3 become accustomed to Borcher's
delivery. Following is the score:

. BH.BS.PO A. E.

Cavenny, rf 4 2 1

Powers, 1 b 4

Anderson, 3 b...4

Mnllee, p 4

McLaughlin, C..3

Kewbert, s s... 4

Flint, cf 4

Robertson, 2 b. .2

Lovett, If 4

1 1 1 10 1

2 2 2 3 4 2

GREENHOOD * MOHAN'S.

Long, r f .

McCord, s s .

Blakiston. 3 b..5 1

McDonald, lb. .5 1

Borchers, p 4
Gurnett, rf 4
Shea. 2b 2 1
Donovan, 1 f .. .4

.4203000
2 111
3 2 10 1

I 14
10

2 13 2

2
Oreegan, c 4 11 2

Totals 33 9 10 8 27 21 7 Total3 36 8 7 1124 24 3

EUS3 BY INNINGS.
Altas 00044000 1-9 \Q.k M's 0040200 2—8

Earned runs—Altas 2, G. & M's 1. Two-base hits—Newbert, Flint.

First base on errors—Altas 't, G. & M's 5. Left on bases—Altas 6. G. &
M's 9. Bases on called balls—Altas C, G. M's 8. Struck out—Mullee 5,

Borchers 9. Doable plays—Blakiston. McDonald and McCord. Passed
balls—McLaughlin 5. Creegan 6. Wild pitch—Borchers 1. Home rua
—Blakiston 1.

CALIFORNIA

BASEBALL LEAGUE GROUNDS
End "I Jlai-ht-Mrrei Cable Road.

.40 11 11 8 27 20
G

BUNS BY INNINGS.
Q. fcM's 3 2 2 1 0—3 | Haverlys 2 4 2 110 1 *-ll

Earned runs—Haverlys 1. Two base hit—McDonald, Sbea, R. Levy.

First base on error—Greenhood is. Morans 2, Haverlys 7. Left on bases

—Greenhood & Morans 2, Haverlys 7 . Base on called balls—Green-
hood & Morans 2, Haverlys 6. Struck out—By Purcell 6, Meegan 7.

Double plays—Lawton and Stein. Passed balls—McDonald 2, Levy 5.

wild pitch—Meegan 2, Purcell 2. Time of ame—Two houra. Umpire
—Sheridan.

CHAMPIONSHIP 4. \MI>.

Saturday, July 2d., at 3:15 P. M.

GREENHOOD & MORANS vs. PIONEERS.

SUNDAY, JULY 3d, 1887.
At 1 1 O'clock A. 31.

FRANKLINS, vs. CLEV3LA.NDS

.

At 8 tVclock P. M.

GREENHOOD & MORANS. vs. HAVERLYS

JULY 4th, at 3 P. M.
OCR NATIONAL GAME.

HAVERLYS vs. GREENHOOD & Mr
aikhission as asd to tests, ladie-.

Boys and teams will enter from Waller Street.
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Dates Claimed.

Bay District Association, San Francisco, Aug. 6th to 13th.

Santa Clara Valley Association, San Jose, Aug. 15th to 2uth.

Sonoma County, *. P. Association, Santa Rosa, Aug, 22d to 27th.

Sonoma and Marin District, Asso. Petaluma, Aug. 29th to Sept. 3d

State Fair, Sacramento, Sept. 12tb to 24th.

Nevada State Fair, Reno. Sept. 21st to Oct. 1st.

Stockton, Sept. 27th to Oct. 1st.

Sixth District Agricultural Asso., Los AngeleB, Oct 10th to 16th.

MontereyA gricultural Asso., District No. 7, Salinas, Oct. 4th to 8th.

Chico Fair, Chico, Sept. *th to 10th.

Mount Shasta Agricultural Asso.. Yreka, Sept. 28tb to Oct. 1st.

Thirteen District Agricultural Society, Marysville, August 30th to

September 3d.

Plumas. LaBsen, Sierra and Modoc Counties, Susanville, October 1st

to 5th inclusive.
Seventeenth Agricultural District, at Olenbrook Park, Sept. 6th to

10th.
Golden Gate Fair Association, Oakland September 6th to 10th.

Splints.

Veterinarians are unanimous that horses become affected

with spavinB, splints, ringbones, etc, from being shod and

from travelling on hard roads; and they are almost equally

unanimous that these injuries are transmitted. Formerly,

horses were not shod in North Carolina, and it has been

asserted that they did not then suffer from these diseases of

the legs and feet.

The above is quoted from Darwin's Animals and

Plants under Domestication, and while there is no doubt

thatalarge majority of splints and diseases of the extrem-

ities come from shoeing, it is not the sole cause. "We

have seen yearlings which had never been shod, with

splints, but in these there were predisposing causes out-

side of shoeing. At the same time we have not been

troubled with any kind of abnormal osseous growth

since shoes were discarded, though previous to that we

had our share of these troublesome ailments. But it is

not the purpose of this article to consider the cause of

splints, further than is necessary to discuss the treat-

ment, and feeling somewhat confident that the usual

course is wrong, present our views at the request of a

reader of the Breeder and Sportsman. It may be con-

sidered presumptuous to offer opinions which are contrary

to those of men who have gained distinction in veterinary

science, but inasmuch as there appears to be a rigid

adherence to practices which prevailed a hundred years

ago, it may be that in this age of progression, veterinary

Bcieuce has not kept up with the requirements of the

times. We have a work on "Farriery" nearly a hun-

dred years old, and the treatment reoommended for

splints is much the same as in the latest works. Irrita-

tion the basis, and whether by friction, excessive friction,

blistering or firing the aims are the same. In the old

work Mr. TapHn is quoted: "the only expectation of

cure, without anxiety and difficulty, is to be careful iu

observing such appearances in their earliest state; and

then seeing that frequent frictions are used for a consider-

able timn, twice every day, with the utmost force of the

operator's hands, letting the part be well moistened after

each time of rubbing, with a proportion of the following

liniment, leaving a pledget of tow wet with the same

bound on pretty firmly with yards of wide tape as a roller:

"Take camphorated spirits of wine and spirits of tur-

pentine of each 4 ozs. (a quarter of a pint). Mix
together. Or oil of origanum and spirits of turpentine

each £ oz., camphorated spirits of wine, 2 ozs. Mix."

Severe as this treatment is it does not vary much from

that of some of the practioners of the present day, in fact,

we know of instances where the actual cautery has been

employed at the first or acute inflammatory stage. Still

there has been progression. Stonehenge recommends a

.iore rational method whichj we will give in his own
pords. "Numberless are the instances in which I have

•nown splints go on for years without causing lameness,

a > long as they were left unmolested; but no sooner were

they treated by some ignorant person who promised a

cure, than they became inflamed and lamed the horse

for many months. The cure can only be effected by

rousing inflammation in them so as to cause absorption;

but this action is always incapable of control, and when

the fire is once lighted there there is no knowing how
far it will go. For this reason it is that I advise every

one to let well alone, and not to tamper with an innocent

disease which always works its own cure in time if left

to itself; but if the splint is really causing lameness it is

time to interfere, and the best mode of treatment is as

follows: In the first place the horse should be cooled

down a little by a dose or two of physic, and by mashes,

or, with a loss of half his corn. Next when the legs are

cool, rub in Borne of the mercurial blistering ointment

No. 6, over the splint previously cutting off the hair;

this will cause the skin to swell and discharge, after

which the arnica wash—tincture of arnica, 1 oz , water

12 to 15 ozs , mix—is to be painted on with a brush daily

for a fortnight, or until the swelling of the skin is entirely

gone, when the ointment may again be rubbed, followed

as before by the arnica wash, and this routine being

repeated until the splint is wholly gone, after which the

horse should have nearly a month's rest to get rid of all

the inflammation, and during which time wet bandages

may be applied, aud then the leg may be considered

perfectly cured, though sometimes a degree of lameness

will remain only to be removed by steady exercise and

light work."

The latest work wa have is that of F. O. Kirby, pub-

lished in 1883. He recommends: "If the splint does

not cause lameness it should be left alone. The nature

and cause of splint very clearly indicate the treatment

required—namely rest. This powerful sedative may be

assisted by the application of a bandage, wet in cold

water, around the part affected. In most cases these

remedies will be sufficient. If, however, after an inter-

val of a month or six weeks' rest the horse continues

lame, and the seat of the splint under manipulation is

very sensitive, it may be advisable to apply a blister.

Cantharides and lard or the biniodide of mercury oint-

ment, one part of biniodide to eight of lard, or a seton.

In some cases if a splint is treated by rest in the very

early stages, the lameness rapidly disappears; bnt the

lameness recurs as soon as the horse is put to work. If

this occurs several times the better plan is to give the

animal exercise enough to moderately develope the

splint."

Williams strongly recommends: "Subcutaneous peri-

ostiotomy or cutting with a knife into the new bony for-

mation, or in obstinate cases the use of the actual cautery

;

such measures, however, are not often necessary."

The lameness arisiug from splints ia from one or more

of three causes. First, acute pain from inflammation of

the membrane which covers the bone; from contiguity

to the tendon irritating the sheathing, or from being

located so high that the joint is involved. Best and cool-

ing applications would appear to us to be the first treat-

ment. In order that the application may not be lost by

rapid evaporation it is necessary that a bandage should

be applied, but this must be put on so loosely as not to

press upon the diseased part. Fastened above the knee

and the wrappings so loose as merely to touch the skin

there will be scarcely any pressure. In soft enlarge-

ments moderate pressure will aid in absorption, when

there is violent inflammation even moderate pressure

will aggravate. We have a strong partiality for hot

water and invariably use it in preference to cold when

there is much pain. As an emollient we hold it superior

to anything else, and when the inflammatory action is

in a measure subdued, combine the extract of witchhazel

with the hot water.

Should the splint continue to cause lameness after the

violent inflammation is overcome, biniodide of mercury

and lard in the proportion given by Kirby, we have found

of great benefit. It appears to excite the absorbing

vessels more actively than any other application we have

used, and when our horses had splints or curbs we never

had a failure after using hot water, when the ailment

was taken in time. Double Cross was peculiarly prone

to throw out bony excrescences, and when a four-year-

old had two splints on one fore leg and one on the other.

One was neglected until it got quite large, the others were

treated when comparatively small. There is not a trace

of the latter while the former was much reduced in size.

He had a habit of springing into a fast gallop when turned

for home, jerking the wagon clear from the ground

when he first started, and the result was a big curb on

each hock. The above treatment effected a perfect cure,

leaving the joint as straight as it possibly could be, and

he was entirely free from lameness in a short time.

There was a slight protuberance on the lower part of one

hock, and, imbued at the time with the prevailing idea of

the efficacy of firing, we had Dr. Wier cauterize it.

It not only increased the trouble when the operation

was performed, but for years afterward the joint was

stiff. Although we have had several horses "fired," we

cannot recall an instance where benefit resulted, though
the same ailments when let alone, or treated more
mildly, were cured or ameliorated.

The "permanent bandage" theory we haye lost all faith

in. Had it been necessary to confine the tendons

nature would have given a thicker skin, and in place of

being highly elastic endowed it with the rigidity of

oak-tanned leather. Neither do we believe in bandaging
legs when there are no ailments. The artificial support
must surely weaken and be a predisposing cause of ex-
traneous osseous formations. Hereafter we will compare
the treatment of surgeons with that of veterinarians-
In analogous caseB there roust be analogous treatment,
and what has been proved of the greatest benefit to man
be equally applicable to the horse.

Arrival of Anteeo.

Thursday last Anteeo reached the Oakland track,

where he will join Dustin's string, and he is looking in

good condition to take the work necessary to take part

in the fall campaign. The opening is not far off, as the

Bay District meeting will open on August 6th, but from
what we hear Anteeo has had a good deal of preparatory

work, and "sharpening up" can be commenced forthwith .

As Goldsmith will have Guy Wilkes and Dawn, it is a

good thing that Dustin will pilot Anteeo, ensuring the

filling of purses which wculd lapse if all were in the

same stable. Goldsmith has the strongest stable ever

known on the Pacific Coast. In addition to the two
named there is Sister, Mamie Comet, Mt. Yernon, Peri-

helion, Sable Wilkes, Grandee, and a number of others.
It is understood that Dick Havey will resume the tutor-
ship of Mr. Valensin's horses, so that there are now three
formidable "strings" exercising on the Oakland track.

Chapman.

Elsewhere there is an allusion to this sidewheeler who
is now exciting any amount of interest among the trotting

fraternity. There are nearly as many conflicting opin-

ions regarding him as there are commentators. One will

have it that all of his races have been won handily, and
that there is a big margin held in abeyance, while another

is equally as contideut that he could not do better, and
that in his last race his party hedged their bets after

losing two heats. If we are not greatly mistaken the

race to-day with Lot Slocum will determine which is

right. With a good day (the track is sure to be good) he

will have to pace faster than he has yet shown to win
and though Lot is handicapped to a cart the race at
OaKland proved that he could handle it with comfort.
It will be a race worth seeing, and we advisa all of our
readers who are not too far off not to miss it.

The Defeat of Todd.

The defeat of C. H. Todd on Wednesday last,at Chicago,

was not unexpected by those who knew the most about the

great colt. He had a leg which was liable to trouble

him at any time when he left home, and two races so

close together as Saturday and Wednesday must neces-

garily work to his disadvantage. Then again, he had

been especially prepared for the big race, "keyed up" to

the highest pitch for that one effort. It is well known,
that after a horse makes his greatest exertion he is not

capable of repeating it until some time has elapsed, aud
that there are few indeed who can run frequently with-

out a falling off in their speed. That he was not the

Todd of Saturday is evident from the telegraphic account.
That he will "come again" is as nearly certain as any-
thing in the future can be foretold. That is if nothing
more serious than exhaustion is in the way.

Another High Bred One.

There is a likelihood that another son of a thorough-

bred mare will make a big mark on the trotting tracks.

This is Longfellow by Whipple's Hambletonian. 1st

dam Revere by imported Glencoe. 2d dam by imported

Harkforward. 3d dam imported Yaga by Lismahago,

etc. Longfellow obtained a record of 2:26 list year, but

he is showing so much better in his work that it is not out

of the way to look for "close to twenty," and it may be

that he will reach the teenn before the season closes.

Bevere is also the dam of Priam, the sire of Honesty,

2:25f, and several other trotters. Wallace has it that
the pedigree of Bevere is "not traced," though this is an
error. She is in the Stud Book, property of S. B. Whip-
ple, and she can be traced from time of birth until all of
her colts were foaled.

Change of Date.

The Eighth District Fair Association, which includes

Plumas, Lassen, Sierra, Modoc and Butte Counties in

California, Washoe County in Nevada, Lake and Grant
Counties in Oregon, for racing purposes, has changed the

date of opening to Oct. 3d. This alteration has advanoed
the date for closing, entries for the raceB to Thursday,
Sept. 1st. The fair will extend over five days.

Two weeks ago Mr. M. Storn's mare Seraphine, by Wheat-
ley, dam by Joe Daniels, died of luug fever at Oakland.
She was in foal to Shamrock, and her owner had been very
recently offered $1,000 for her.
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Pacific Board of Appeals.

A meeting of this Board was held at the Palace Hotel, last

Tuesday evening. Present, Hon. J. D. Carr, Capt. N. T.

Smith and Secretary Frank Sharp.

Several communications from the San Joaqnin Valley

Agricultural Association were read. The first was relative

to the suspension of the horse Vengeance for non-payment

by its owner, A. Patterson, of $100, the amount of the

entrance to a race. Though this amount had never been

paid, the hoise had been allowed to run in a race at the Bay

District track, although Mr. Hinchman had been notified of

his suspension. The association, therefore, claims $122 from

the Bay District track.

It was decided to write to W. J. Eden, of Oakland, in whose

name the horse had been entered.

Another communication from the San Joaquin Association

claimed that certain penalties charged against the association

by the National Trotting Association were all wrong. The

records of the office do not show the reinstatement of Mon-

arch nor the suspension of Albert W. The association fur-

ther claims that" the other reinstatements charged against

them are on runners, and are therefore not under the juris-

diction of the National Trotting Association.

A communication to the San Joaquin Association from the

National Trotting Association at Hartford was read. It

stated that the San Joaquin Association was in default sev-

eral hundred dollars on account of their having only paid to the

National Association the fees due by a society of the fourth

class, whereas their business, which had considerably

exceeded the $5,000 during the last four years, the limit of

the fourth class, entitled them to pay the lees belonging to

the third class. It was decided, after a short discussion, to

refer the matter back to the Secretary of the National Trot-

ting Association.

A communication was received from the San Joaquin Asso-

ciation in which it accused the San Jose Association of hav-

ing collected on its behalf the sum of $200 on reinstatements

which the San Jose Association had failed to pay over.

The Secretary was instructed to notify the Santa Clara

Valley Association to pay the money immediately, and in

default to show cause why they should not be suspended.

The Embryo Stakes matter then came up for discussion and

settlement.
Captain Smith said there bad been much misunderstand-

ing in reference to the Embryo Stakes, all of which was due

to the fact that they had been made up in the manner of run-

ning stakes and not in that of trotting stakes. In consequence

of this many owners who were unacquainted with the condi-

tions were caught. The conditions of entering had

been that any owner wishing to withdraw could do so by a

payment, to the Secretary of the stakes, Mr. Harris, of $10.

In the event of a failure to pay the horse was suspended.

A number of owners had entered colts which, when the time

came, they decided not to trot. Being under the impression

that a failure to appear meant simply a forfeiture of the

entrance fee, the majority failed to notify Mr. Harris, in con-

sequence of which a large number of horses throughout the

State were suspended. The owners ought to have known
better, but the fact that so many had been caught showed

that there must have been a complete misunderstanding. He
believed the beBt course would be to declare released all those

thus suspended. When the matter had come up previously

the Board, he said, had been disinclined to take action

because of the Secretary's contingent interest.

Mr. Harris, Secretary of the Embryo Stakes, agreed with

Captain Smith as to the advisability of relieving the suspended

horses. Ample notice, however, had been given the owners

and their failure had been their own fault. As far as his con-

tingent interest was concerned he was willing to forego it.

It was resolved, on motion of Captain Smith, that all per-

sons and horses connected with the Embryo Stakes, who had

been suspended in consequence of a failure to declare out, be

reinstated.

A letter was read from N. Steiner asking to have the horse

Gaston reinstated. Gaston took part in a put-up trotting

race at the Bay District track last year. The judges detected

the fraud and expelled the horse, his owner and the driver.

The matter was held over.

The matter of the suspension of Daniel McCarthy then

came up. McCarthy, together with George Rupert, bad been

suspended by the San Joaquin Association in 18S1, for fail-

ure to pay the entrance fee on Castoria. An affidavit was

read from Geoige Rupert, declaring that previous to the race

he was the owner of Castoria, and that he entered him in a

distriot trotting race of the San Joaquin Association. On the

day of the race, however, he sold the horse to Daniel McCarthy,

paying him at the same time the sum of ©40, the entrance

fee, under the agreement that McCarthy would go immedi-

ately and pay the same to the judges. Instead of doing so,

however, McCarthy kept the $40 and withdrew the horse

from the race, in consequence of which Castoria, McCarthy

and Rupert were suspended.

By reason of this suspension McCarthy was precluded

from running any horses under the San Joaquin Association.

In August, 1881, however, the horse Billy Wilkes was

entered for the September meeting of the association under

the name of J. M. Goldman of Merced.

An affidavit was read from Goldman denying that he had

ever entered any horse, much less Billy Wilkes, and stating

that his name, if it had been signed by anyone, had been

done so without his knowledge or authority.

A communication was also read from L. U. Shippee, stat-

ing that Goldman refused for a long time to sign an affidavit

to the above effect, having said that McCarthy, whom he

characterized as a dangerous, man, would do him personal

injury.
In view of the affidavits the San Joaquin Association de-

mand from McCarty the Bum of $263.25. Mr. Shay said he

had notified Mr. McCarthy of the charges against him, and

requested him to be present.

It was decided by the board that unless McCarthy showed

cause why he should not pay up he should be suspended by

the National Trotting Association. The board then ad-

journed. _

appropriation from the State. We are members of the National
Trotting Association, aud will protect all societies working
under above rules. The reporter of the Call no doubt got
our society misconstrued with the San Mateo and Santa Clara

County Agricultural Association No 5. We are sorry to say
that they have been a little unfortunate the past few years.

The above society is, no doubt, the one that is indebted to the

San Joaquin Association. By publishing the above in your
valuable paper you will greatly oblige

G. H. Bragg, Sec'ty.

SanJosr, June 29. Santa Clara Valley Agr'l Society.

The Derby at Chicago.

Wrongfully Accused-

Editor Breedeeand Sportsman:—We see by the San

Francisco Morning Call that our Society, Santa Clara

Valley Agr'l society, is indebted to the San Joaquin Asso-

ciation. Such is not the case. We are not indebted to that

society, or any other society, neither do we owe any bills

except what we can pay upon presentation. Our society was

very successful last year. We paid all our bills, and had over

& thousand dollars in the hands of the Treasurer on Jan-

uary 1st, 1887. We have built forty new box stalls this year

at an expense of about twelve hundred dollars. We are now

building a new box and entry clerk's office, which will be a

great ornament, and convenience to our grounds.

Our society owns our grounds (of over 70 acres) and gets no

^Telegram to the Examiner,]

Out of the 10,000 men who struggled to the bookstands and
poolboxes when the Derby candidates were posted, 9,000
unmistakably believed Baldwin's Goliah was going to win.

They thought so mainly because jockey Isaac Murphy, the

winner of three Derbys, was his rider. Nine hundred and
ninety others thought Miss Ford aud Terra Cotta might win,

while the remaining ten evidently had heard that Haggin
said in St. Louis that C. H. Todd would be first, and they
laid their money accordingly.

Such a Btruggle to get to the bookB has rarely been seen at

any race track in thiB country. It began with a rush and
ended in a rush, which for a time threatened serious results.

Hats were smashed indiscriminately, coats were torn, and a

half dozen noses were hit.

The struggle was at its highest when the cry, "They're off"

sounded through the quarter. Immediately a furioussqueez-

ing backward movement commenced in the direction of the

stretch. Without was such a sea of heads, numbering, in the

aggregate, a crowd seldom looked upon inside a raca-course.

Every fool of ground from the betting inclosure to the club-

house and beyond was occupied, reminding one of an ice jam
in the St. Lawrence.
The sound of the gong had hardly died away when the

Derby candidates issued from the stables, one by one, and
lazily picked their way through the tall grass of the field to

the saddling paddock. Here the toilets were carefully pre-

baied, extra precautions being taken to prevent a loss of the

great $14,000 prize through insecure fastenings.

Hindoo Hose breezed down the stretch in blankets, and
the predictions were free that a good run would be made by
the "Snapper's" mount.

Snapper, it was remarked, had been brought a thousand
miles expressly to ride Hindoo, while Shau&r had come all

the way from Sheepshead Bay to bestride Fenelon.
It was not till a dozen starters were on their way to the

post that Baldwin's Goliah and Miss Ford came into view.
Johnny McClelland himself adjusted the saddles and whis-
pered the final words of advice in the ears of the two crack
riders, Murphy and West, under the protecting sheds of his

own stable.

As soon as the crowd saw the black jackets with the Mal-
tese cross coming they cheered heartily.

The "colored Archer" made an acknowledgement by lift-

ing his cap.

Starter Sheridan had been at the half mile pole some time
when the Baldwin team joined the wailing held, and the little

red dag was already high in the air.

As soon as Jim Gore beheld this signal of warning and
became aware that it was about time to move up, he adopted
the tactics for which he has now become famous, and abso-
lutely refused to budge. The jockey, Link Jones, had about
exhausted himself in endeavoring to ride Gore, and the
starter Sheridan's face was fast assuming an ominous scowl,
when the 35,000 spectators were not a little surprised to see
the ill-tempered brute turn about and canter up to Jub mates.
At the same instant the starter shouted a warning to the
jockeys. The entire platoon moved up in a bunch.
The little red flag fell and the Derby journey was begun.
Fenelon was the first to show his aristocratic Eastern nose

across the starting line. Carey was just after him, and Mon-
trose in the next best position, with no daylight discernible
between the three. Jim Gore led the next division, with
Terra Cotta alongside, the balance being well up. This sort

of running was exactly suited to Fenelon's disposition, and
he galloped merrily in front of his antagonists. Fourteen
flyers veered around the stretch.

Behind the leader, however, matters had not gone so
smoothly, for in that short distance Carey had exchanged his
place with Terra Cotta, which McCarthy hustled along from
the first jump.
The hope of the Corrigan stable was moving one notch to

the rear.

Jim Gore was running freely in fourth position, Montrose
having dropped behind the rogue, while Clarion, C. H. Todd
and Goliah were all in soft places. Down the straight and
past the crowd Fenelon held his own, but Terra Cotta was
getting dangerously close, though McCarthy was driving his

mount at what Beemed a suicidal pace too early in the race.

A neck only separated the two as they dashed by the ladies
on the clubhouse verandah, where the waving of handker-
chiefs and treble voice shouting plainly signified the excite-

ment.
Carey still clung to third position, but Jim Gore allowed

him only a length's advantage, while Todd was right after the
maroon jacket and running a great race under Hamilton's
guidance.
From this on the changes from behind the leaders became

kaleidescopic, the most noticeable being the appearance of the
Baldwin team for the first time in the fray, and side by side
the flyers from the "glorious climate" raced in fifth and sixth
positions respectively.

Carey was just before the Baldwin pair, and had slid back
another notch, and in front of the green jacketed rider. Jim
Gore and Terra Cotta were having a head-to-head struRgle,
while ahead of all, and tearing up the back stretch, that had
now become red-hot, was Gratz' champion Fenelon.
The great little horse had still the speed of the party, and

was cutting through space and a full length ahead of his com-
petitors.

The forcing that the leader had received from the time the
flag fell till now showed its effects, and the plucky leader
partly shot his bolt as the great turn was approached for the
last time.

Terra Cotta headed him aud stayed there longer than was
to have been expected with the pilotage given him by McCar-
thy, who had been driving his horse, as though he feared get-

ting iu too late for his train home.
It could be hard to parallel this young man's riding of Jim

Gnst'e really game colt, nor his absolute unadulterated idiocy
He may, however, have been riding to orderB, in which caBe
the orders were unmitigated insanity.
When the turn was struck, C. H. Todd had some show and

sneaked ahead of a few more and was still running with
remarkable freedom, and was now in the third place, with
Carey and Goliah.
Miss Ford and Libretto were leading the balanoe, and

Murphy's urging of the Baldwin crack at this point made
very evident the fact that Goliah was almost hopelessly
beaten.
Clouds of dust obscured the horses from the view for a

time, but the straight run for home was first touched by Terra
Cotta.
Plucky Fenelon was yet second, and Miss Ford, who had

come with a great burst of speed, third, but with Todd lapped
to her girth.

When the real struggle began Terra Cotta no longer flattered

his backers, for he was already receiving whalebone and iron
in liberal doses, and was too far exhausted to respond.

Goliah was carrying on a useless Btruggle behind the cen-
tral division, but Murphy had not yet quit trying. His teeth
were shut hard and every crack of his whip rung out like a
pistol shot. The final burst having disposed of Terra Cotta
and Fenelon, C. H. Todd now made for Miss Ford and under
Hamilton's mighty rush passed the Baldwin filly. Here
Haggin 's rider displayed his excellent horsemanship by keep-
ing hard at work on his mount. Miss Ford had again come
awav with one mighty, final effort, and as they swept under
the wire C. H. Todd took the §13,940, and the odds of 25 to

1 by only a head from Miss Ford.
Wary finished third, coming from no one knew where, and

in her wake there was an asvful tribe extending half way
down the stretch.

The Sale at Sacramento.

The Combination sale held at Sacramento, Thursday of last

week, did not attract the attention the quality of the stock
deserved. Mr. Killip worked hard to do full justice to his
clients, but the scarcity of buyers made a good sale impos-
sible. Many of the animals did not elicit a single bid. The
animals sold and prices realized were as follows:

Property of Tkeo. Winters.

1. Bay colt (Mar. 22, 1S86) by Norfolk, dam Irene Har-
ding by Jack Malone; B. S Terry, Fresno, §120.

2. B,iy colt (May 3, 18S6) by Joe Houker, dam Addie O'Neal
by Leinster; L. U. Shippee, Stockton, ©115.

3. Chestnut colt (May 12, 1SS6) by Duke of Norfolk, dam
Black Mare by Langford; D. MeBride, Sacramento, §135.

4. Bay colt (Mar. 3, 1886) by Duke of Norfolk, dam Lou
Spencer bv Norfolk; T. Lynch, Sacramento, $255.

5. Bay Jolt (Apr. 24, 1886) by Three Cheers, dam Question
by Joe Hookei; W, M. Murray, Sacramento, $245.

6. Bay filly (Apr. 29, 1836) by Joe Hooker, dam Kitten by
imp. Eclipse; L. D. Shippee, rr245.

7. Chestnut filly (Jau 6, 18S6) by Joe Hooker, dam Puss by
Norfolk; H. Stover, Marysville, $220.

8. Chestnut filly (Marcb 31st, 1886) by 'Ihree Cheers, dam
Nellie Collier by Joe Hooker; H. Stover, $180.

Property of W. L. Pritckard.

12. Comanche, chestnut mare (1S79) by Leinster, dam
Vivian by imp. Leamington; J. B. Haggin, $405.

17. Bay gelding (1S85) by imp Kyrle Daly, dam Comanche
by Leinster; W. McCormick, $510.

20. Bay colt (1886) by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam Mamie B. by
Leinster; J. B. Haggin. S140.

21. Chestnut filly (1SS6) by imp Kyrle Daly, dam Little

Flush by Leinster; L. U. Shippee, $75.

22. Chestnut colt (1886) by Leinster, dam Tibbie Dunbar
by imp. Bonnie Scotland; B. E. Bybee, Portland. Or., SSOO.

24. Chestnut filly (1886) by Joe Hooker, dam Hattie Ball by
Leinster; J. S. Clark, New York, $600.

Properly of J. NcH. Shafter.

27. Napa Queen, bay mare (1872) by Norfolk, dam Sweet-
water by Volscian; L. U. Shippee, $350.

29. Bonita, bay maTe (1880) by Shannon, dam Napa Queen
by Norfolk; Theo. Winters, $325.

Property of W. B. Todhunter,

38. John A., black horse (18S1) by Monday, dam Lady
Toare by Norfolk; L. U. Shippee, $1,450.

41. Sister to Jim Douglas, bay mare (1877), by Wild-
idle, dam Yolone by Norfolk; J. B. Haggin, $1,000.

42. Glendair, chestnut mare (1881) by Norfolk, dam Glen-
dew by imp. Glengarry; J. B. Haggin, $1,500.

43. Augusta E., bay mare (ISS0) bv Monday, dam Yolone
by Norfolk; J. B. Haggin, $1,500.

45. Alameda, chestnut mare (1882) by Springbok, dam
Aline by Planet; L. U. Shippee, $665.

46. Tricksy, bay filly (1885) by Joe Hooker, dam Abbie W.
by Norfolk; C. H. Eldred, Sacramento, $850.

47. Kock, chestnut gelding (18S2) by Boh Woolley, dam
Miss Stoner by Joe Stoner; W. McCormick, $200.
— . Chestnut feelding (1884) by Wildidle, dam Lizzie Mar-

tin by Norfolk; J. W. Wilson, Sacramento, $125.

Property of J. B. Haggin.

54. Terah, bay gelding (18S4) by imp. Glenelg, dam Anna
Bu3h by Lexington; M. Storn, Oakland, $370.

57. CheBtnut gelding (1884) by imp. Young Prince, dam
Frou Frou by Asteroid; Dr. C. E. Farnum, San Francisco,

$140.
— . Chestnut gelding (1884) by Joe Hooker, dam Puss by

Norfolk; McCormick & Gannon, $255.
After the sale closed Col. H. I. Thornton bought from

Bancho del Paso the brown colt Mono, 3. (No. 55 in the com-
bination catalogue) by imp. Muscovy, dam Imperatrice by
imp. Warminster, for $250.

Dan McCarthy is, of course, more than happy over tb6

result of the American Derby, and advises us that he has
bought the full brother to C. H. Todd. This advice comes
by wire and the price is not given. The colt is a yearling

and one of the finest and most promising on Mr Winters'

place. If there is anything in looks this youngster is the

making of a great race-horse—greater than even his elder

brother. We wish his new owner all possible good fortune

over his latest purchase.

Pacific Yacht Club Excursion to Santa Cruz.

Orders No. 1.—The yachts of the Pacific Yacht Club will

rendezvous at Meiggs' Wharf, on the morning of Saturday,
July 2d, 1887.

First gun will be fired at 1:15 a. m., preparatory. At 1:30

a. m. a second gun will be fired, at which signal the yachts
will get under way and sail direct to Santa Cruz.
Time will be taken from firing of second gun.
Prizes will be awarded by the citizens of Santa Cruz to

yachts in Classes A and B making the beBt time with time
allowance.
Yachts will observe gun fire from flag-ship for hauling

down and hoisting colors, at sundown and at 8 a. m.
Other vessels accompanying the fleet are requo-

expected to comply with these orders.

Orders No. 2 will be issued at Santa Cruz.

San Francisco, July, 1887. Philip Caduc, Go
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ATHLETICS.
Mr. Lawlor Protests.

Doctor O. B. Barns, of the Olympic Clab, won the pool

tournament recently concluded at the clnb, bnt it seems that

he is not to be permitted to wear his honors in peace. H>.

W. P. Larfor, a member usually in good seating some-

where about the billiard room, disputes the Doctor's right to

be considered champion, and has tiled a protest, which appears

below. Of the merits of the case, we feel some delicacy in

writing, Mr. Lawlor we consider a protege. When he

appeared 6rst in the club with the fine flush of youth and

sarsaparilla mantling cheeks which cannot blush because of

defective nerve supply, we detected in him many of the

attributes essential to proficiency at pool, and began teaching

him systematically. After a very few months he learned to

distinguish between a cue and an Indian club, and within a

year had pocketed no less than three balls, one in each of

three practice games. His persistency in studying the intri-

cacies of the noble game has been notable, and he can to-day

play a better g;ime of pool than any man who does not play

at all. As Doctor Burns only puts down all the balls from

the break once or twice in an evening's practice, it appears

that Mr. Lawlors protest is entitled to grave consideration or

burial of some other sort.

The protest is in these words.

Me. Chaelis R. Havess, Chairman House Committee,

Olympic Club, San Francisco:—As the Club's champion

selected to play the first-prize winner in the pending pool

tournament, and in conformity with the posted notice stat-

ing the time and other terms of the match between Mr. O. B.

Burns, such first-prize winner, and myself, I was present at

the billiard room at S p.m. on Saturday evening, the 25th inst,

ready and willing to play the game, and remained there for

the next succeeding four hours; and Mr. Burns having failed

to put in an appearance I now claim the medal by default.

Realizing that the getting up of such prizes is the source of

no little labor and annoyance, and desiring that in the asser-

tion of my claim your convenience may not be lost sight of, I

respectfully suggest that the amount of the probable cost of

the medal will be amply gratifying to me.

In view of the season, and a great many other things that

are not in sight, it would be just as well to pay the money

before the 4th of July, and to pay it in silver.

Respectfully yours,

Sa>" Fbascisco, June 27th, 18S7. W. P. Lawt-ok.

Proposed Out-Door Handicaps.

We learn that sufficient entries have been secured to insure

the success of the contributory handicaps mentioned last

week. The fact is gratifying, and a revival of interest in out-

door sports may be expected to result from the efforts of Mr.

W. A. Scott and the other notable experts in out-door games.

A meeting of those interested will be held at the Olympic

Club, 120 OTarrell street, on Tuesday evening, July 5th, at

8:30 o'clock P. M., to appoint handicappers, select the time

and Dlace for the competitions, and to effect an organization.

All amateur athletes are invited to be present, and it is hoped

that a great many will be present prepared to lend active

encouragement to the movement to re-establish and popu-

larize out-door sports. The entry list is still open and entries

may be addressed to Mr. Scott, Box 2.605, City. There are

fine athletes in all of the clubs of the city, and among them

many who couLd easily reach tirst-rate form and make all the

usual games listed at an out-door meeting, exciting. We
shall be glad to publish suggestions from any who may desire

to nse these columns in forwarding the movement.
.©-

Messrs. Dewitt C.Davis, of the Olympic Club, and W.Brown

of the Mission Athletic Club, are matched to wrestle in Graco

Roman style at the Olympic Club, about July 20th. The

match is to be for the light weight amateur championship and

a medal.

An Otter Killed on a Rod.

A few days ago, while a local fisherman, named Maurice

Gleeson, a mere lad, and brother to the conservator, Michael

Gleeson! was trolling for salmon near that part of Ross Island

known as Fail Cille, in the lower lake, his bait at the time

being the natural minnow, he was suddenly roused by a

plunge in the water, followed by a running out of line until

his wheel was all but stripped, before he could collect his

scattered senses . His first impression, of course, was that

he was fast in a monster salmon, and he immediately set to

work to play it, bnt could see nothing, while a tremendous

strain was kept on the line, and himself and hi3 boat literally

towed about at the will of what, at the time, he considered his

captor. When at last he found his way into Ross Bay.he

was surrounded by four boats and eight fishermen, who were

expecting to be in for the death of the largest salmon ever

taken in the Lakes of Killarney. To the astonishment of all,

the prize proved, however, to be a large otter, which was

finally gaffed in the hiad leg by Captain Leary. The animal

turned round and savagely seized the gaff handle, which he

only let go on receiving his coup tie grace.—J. C. Courtney, m
English Fhhing Gazelle.

The trout rise to the fly in the bright and dry atmosphere

of Idaho about three weeks earlier than in this dark and
cloudy western Oregon of oars; but we decline to rise and
swallow that story about one, Warren Helm, catching a

thirty-three-pound trout in the south fork, as narrated by a

sagebrush contemporary. If that man will take it back and
call it a sturgeon or a salmon he may have our forgiveness,

but a thirty-three-pound trout "dou't go," do you hear?

Tom Ochiltree and Ananias both had many grievous sins to

answer for, but neither of them ever claimed to have caught a

thirty-three-pound trout. Nobody knows the woe we feel

when we hear of young men telling yarns like the above, after

having been born in a free country and receiving the benefits

of Christian education. This angler must have had some of

Fred Werner's famous grape brandy. Old Seneca Daniels

drank two glasses of it the day of Jerome Davis' sale and
walked up to where Killip was selling off a lot of razor-backed

hogs that had been running wild in the tules for three or four

years.
"How much am I offered for this lot of hogs ?" says

Kjwt.
" Five hundred dollars," says the old man.
" Ah. drop on yourself," says Harris Covey.
'* Bedad, they're worth it."

"How many are there of 'em? " asked Covey, angrily.
" A hundred," says Daniels.

There were just thirty-two of them, but the old man's bid

[ =500 waE the only one made. He got them.

—

Portland
Mercury.

BICYCLING.
Cycling Form-

Form may be broadly said to consist in a good style of rid-

ing, and this is a very good definition when we have arrived

at what a good style of riding means. Thus it must be clear

to anyone that, as far as parade performances go, the man
who sits easiest, with his chest well out, his legs straight,

and his arms in a graceful position, is the embodiment of

good form. But these points may be easily exaggerated, and

good form may degenerate into absolute Arryism, and the

rider has to carefully guard against snobbishness in his 6tyle.

But wben we leave the parade, and get on to the racing path,

we are brought face to face with yet another consideration.

The first and foremost consideration for a racing man is, of

course pace, and we unhesitatingly pronounce form as far

and away inferior to Dace. Thus, if a man has the pace, no

one cares one cent what his form is; and for that reason, 1

whilst we wish to encourage the young idea to cultivate form

as much as possible, or, rather, as much as may be conven-

ient, yet we would most emphatically urge on him the maxim

that' he is to get along as fast as he can, and the best way he

caD, irrespective of style or form.

Form, which is eqnally applicable to the road or the path,

is hardly likely to be very successful on the latter. The

form of the road, as hinted above, should be an upright pose,

but without too much of the swallowed-a-poker style of pro-

gression. The body should be straight, with a slight forward

inclination, just enough, in fact, to enable the rider to rise

on the lowest pedal when at rest; the hands should have the

knuckles thrown a little to the outside, so as to throw back

the shoulder blades and open the chest, and the weight

should be thrown primarily on the descending pedal, then on

the saddle, and finally slightly on the arms and wrists. Ii

the saddle be so inclined as to necessitate a strong effort on

the part of the rider to keep himself theron, it is improperly

placed, and, as we have often stated, the position of the

saddle' is best gauged by sitting on the machine at rest, and

then letting go of the handles and lifting the feet from the

pedals. If, when in this position (maintaining the nprigbt,

of course) there is little or no tendency to slip forward, then

the saddle may be considered as properly placed. The fact

cannot be too strongly emphasized that the position on the

saddle, either on the road or the path, must not be one of con-

straint in any direction. The saddle should be so placed as

to afford the maximum of rest when rest is possible, and yet

at the same time to allow of the application of the maximum
power when power is required. To secure this important

desideratum, it is absolutely necessary that the saddle should

be most carefully adjusted; and, when this has been satisfac-

torily accomplished; one of the greatest aids to securing good

form" has been acquired. The saddle being rightly placed,

the next point is the position of the handles, which should

not be toe far away. It is a mistake to ride with a stretched

arm which pulls down the shoulders and hampers the free

movement of the body; but the handles should be placed just

inside the arm reach, which will be found quite enough, as

the slightest effort will retract the arm sufficiently to give the

necessary purchase for up hill or for spurting, whilst the

tiring and dragging sensation will be avoided.

Thus far we have discussed the pose of the upper part of

the body as far as the road work is concerned, and we have

pointed out that it should be easy—nearly upright, and not

pulled forward or downward by low handles. For racing

purposes the same position may be obtained by practice, and

may suit some riders. Thus, we have seen men—like Fred

Cooper and John Keene—who affect a really taking upright

style—a style which found much favor in the earlier days of

racing. There is, however, another position which is more

favored than the older style, and one which, we think, is

better for pace than the upright, and which is thus more

suitable for a racing man, and for those who go in for pace on

the road. It is familiarly known as "the grasshopper style."

We have occasionally heard some of the would-be know-

alls of the cycling world running down the grasshopper style

of racing for what appeared to them a very pertinent reason.

Said one of these gentlemen, "Why, you see, it cramps the

chest so that they can't breathe." Well, we venture to differ

for we have ourselves done a considerable amount of breathing

under these conditions, and we confidently assert that, when

properly taken up, no position allows freer play for the lungs.

To illustrate our meaning clearly, we will ask our readers to

make the following experiment: Stand against a table or

dresser and place the hands on the edge of it, with the thumbs

on the upper side of the table and the fingers underneath;

then bend down until the nose nearly touches the table, the

hands being some twenty-six inches apart. Now, having

observed the feeling as far as breathing goes, keep the arms

quite rigid in the position they have assumed, take one step

back and raise the body from the hips, keeping the hands,

elbows and shoulders still. The position will be found to be

a particularly open-chested one, and most favorable for the

full action of the lungs, whilst in actual practice it has the

additional advantage of presenting little surface to the wind.

The only warning which we have to give is that the rider

should avoid belts or tight bands to the pants round the

waist. Moat men loosen the top button of the nether gar-

ments after mounting. We may take it, therefore, that good

form may be either of the above-mentioned two styles, as far

as the upper part of the body is concered, and it may be

taken as a general thing that the upright is most favored

whilst touring and on the road, and the "grasshopper" when

on the oath, for proof of which we may note that, although

C'ortis used to "grasshopper" in most approved fashion on

the racing path; he, unless, very much hurried, rode remark-

ably uprignt on the road; and the same remark applies to a

good many more well-known men on the path.—G. DeLacy

Hillier.

Cook Stock Farm.

SEASON OF 1887.

Standard Bred Trotting and Cleve-

land Bay Stallions.

First dam Abbess (the dam of Soprana, the dam of C. F. Clay, five-

year-old stallion record 2:18, and Solo, four-year-old record 2:28i), by
Albion (sire of Vanity Fair, record 2:24i, and the dam of Favorita
2:25$-?.

Second dam by Imp. Emancipation.
Third dam by Bertrand, a son of Sir Archy.
Steiuway belongs to one of the greatest speed producing families,

opportunities considered, in the whole country, and he himself is fast,
showing that he produces speed of high rate. His daughter Steinette
the dam of Col. H. G. Stoner's remarkable and promising young stallion
Bourbon Bussell, and A. C. Beckwith's Ned Wilkes. Steiuway is own
brother to Solo, four-year-old record 2:28*, and Soprana, the dam of C.

F. Clay, five-year-old stallion record 2:18. Hi3 darn Abbess is also the
dam of W. H. Kerr & Co., Cable, Ohio, the fast and promising young
stallion Currency, now in the stud (he trotted a mile as a yearling in
2:46i, and also the dam of Jersey Lily, burned when a two-year-old In
the stable of W. H. Wilson, said by those who saw her work to have
been able to beat 2:30, having trotted quarters in 34 seconds and
halves in 1 J.O. Steinway has but 47 living foals, out of Norman and
farm mares; three six-year-olds now in the stud as brood-mares, nine
five-year-olds, ten four-year-olds, nine three-year-olds, ten two-year-
olds and five one-year-olds: and served six mares last season, and five

we known are in foal. He never served but twelve trotting-bred
mares in this State, and some of them are dead or lost their colts, so
we don't consider that Steinway has had a fair show in the stud in
serving trotting-bred mares, and we know that some of his colts are
showing great speed both trotting and pacing, and with gool luck.
This will be the last season he will be allowed to serve mares at this
price.
Steinway, bay horse, hind ankles white, 15*. hand3 high weight

1,175 pounds. His disposition and also his colts' is kind, and
imparting to his get beauty and style. Terms, $?5 for the
Season.

CLOVIS, 4909.
By Sultan 1513, sire of Euby 2:19$; Sweetheart, three years old. 2:223;

Eva, 2:23^; Kismet, three year old, 2:25$; Stamboul, 2:23; Alcazar,
three-year-old stallion, 2:23J, and five others better than 2:29*.
First dam by rhorndale, 3;05, record 2:22*. sire of Edwin Thome,

2d6i; Daisydale,2.19i.
Second flam Ulster Queen the dam of Valmer, record 2:22j, by

Kysdyk's Hambletonian lU: third dam by Mambrino Paymaster, Jr.;
fourth dam by Mambrino Paymaster, he by Mambrino, son of Imp
Messenger.
Thorn dale by Alexander's Abdallah, Sirs of Goldsmith Maid, 2-J.4.

First Dam Dolly, (the dam of Director, 2:17, and Onward 2:25*J by
Mambrino Chief.
Clovis has no colts yet, but he served 6 mares last season, and

all of them in foal—two trotting-bred mares and the rest half
Morgan mares. He is a black horse, foaled in 1882, l&i hands high,
weight 1.125 pounds, best of feet and legs. He met with a slight mis-
hap which placed him out of training, but he can speed a 2:3Ugaitat
iny time, he being by such sire of speed, and the sire of his first and
second dams being by such sires, and being producers themselves.
Clovis must be a grand producer of size, style and speed, and ought
to be considered a young horse of great promise. Terms, §5© tor
the season.

YOSBMITE, 4906.
By Egbert, 1,136, sire of Superior, four-year-old record 2:2SJ, E,jmont

four-year-old record 2:28*. Emma, 2:19$ (pacer).

First dam by Woodford Mambrino, 3 :45. record 2:21*, sire of Abbots-
ford 707, 2J9*; Mambrino Dudley 967, record 2:20$; Pancoast 1,439,
record 2.-213, and he the sire of Patron, three-year-old record 2:19*.
Second dam Maud, the dam of King Jim, 2:20*,, Pacer by Alexandra

Abdallah 15, sire Goldsmith Maid, 2:14.

Third dam by Bobert Bruce, he by Clinton, he by Sir Archy.
Fourth dam by Muckle John, he by Sir Archy, a son of imp. Diomed.
Fifth dam by Trumpetor, he by Stamboul Arabian.
Sixth dam by Stamboul.
Bay horse, formerly called Cook's Hambletonian, foaled September

(0, 1881, near fore and near hind legs white, 15.2 hands high, weight
1.050 pounds. He has a very handsome, heavy, flowing mane and tail,

and imparts them to his few colts. He has got speed, style and finish,
and we look for him to produce great speed and the best of roadsters,
and being from, such a family of producers of speed he can't help
oeing a producer of speed and great staying powers. He has but five

Living foals. Terms, $35 lor the Season.

CRBSCO, 4908.
By Stratumore. 408, sire of Santa Clans 2:17fr, Tucker 2:19, Secre

2:20*, sire of the dam of C. F. Clay. 2:18.

First dam Alia, record 2:33, by Almont, 33 (sice of Fanny Wither-
3poon;2:16i, Piedmont; 2:17$ Westmont; 2:13J Pacer.)
Second dam by Brignoli 77. record 3:29iisire of the dam of King

Wilkes.record 2;22$, he the sire of Oliver K., record 2:16ii, by Mambrino
Chief, sire of Lady Thorne, 2:I8J.

Third dam by Cripple, son of Medoc. by American Eclipse; fourth
dam by American Eclipse, he by Duroc, he by imp Diomed.
Bay hors*1

, 15.1 height; weight 1,125, foaled 1881. His breeding is

royal; he has but seven living foals out of all kinds of mares, and all

show some speed and pluck enough to go a hard race to its bitter end.
and last all day on the road and comeback the next day. Terms,
$35 for the Season.

CLEVELAND BAYS,

BARONHILTON.
No. 584, Vol. J.. English Stnd Book.

By Lucks All, No. 189.

First dam by Sportsman 291.

Second dam by Lucks All 188.

Third dam by Cardinal 47.

Fourth dam bv Emulator 103.

Baron Hilron.'bay, foaled 1883. 16.1 hands high, weight 1,380 pounds,
best feet and legs, and a very stout back; good bead and neck, good
mane and tale, and a very handsome finish, surpassing that of any
other large stallion in the land. His disposition is of the very best.
This family is noted for size, style and rich color. He is one of the
very best of roadsters. Terms, $ - 5 for the Season.

ROYAL STUDLBY.
No. «8. American Cleveland Stud Book, Vol. I.

Sire by Young Candidate, winning grand prize, Great Tork, beating 20
otters.

First dam by Whalebone 355, winner first premium at the great
Yorkshire.
Second dam by Lucks All, No. 188.

Third dam by Summercock 302.

Royal Studley is very handsome, 16*. hands high: weight 1.435 pounds,
black points.wtth a reputation of imparting to his colts beauty and style
surpassing all large stock of horses. His disposition is of the best; he
Is an attractive horse. This family Is noted for style, size and color.

Terms, $35 for the season.

STEINWAY, 1808.
Turo-year-old record, fourth heat, 3;3I 1*3-

Three-year-old record, fourth beat, 3:35 1-3.

ByStrithmore408, aire of Santa Clius, 2:17*.; Tucker, 2:19, and six-

teen more with records of 2:20i to 2:19.

SAXON PRINCE.
No. 83, foaled 1884. Imported Inly, 1886, recorded In

Vol. 1, A, C, B. Stud Book.

Sired by Sportsman, 299; gr Bire Brilliant, 42; g gr sire Yatton Lad;
g g gT sire Wonderful Lad, 361; g g g gr a're Cleveland Lad, 69; g g g
g gr sire Cleveland, 60.

Saxon Prince is a very handsome and attractive young horse; he Is

symmetrical in fcrm, beauty, style and finish of thai of a thorough-
bred, and will be allowed to serve ten mares at Term*, $35 tlie
Season.
The Standard Bred and Cleveland Bay stallions will serve mares the

present aeason.commencing February 1st, and ending Sept. 1st, 1887, at

Cook Farm, Danville, Contra Costa county, all bills payable invariably
before the animal Is removed. Mares nor proving In foal will have the
money returned or mares served the next season free, that is If tbe same
parties who bred the mare still owns her, and the _above named
stallions are owned by tbe Cook Farm or the present owner Seth
Cook. Esq. Pasturage 94 per month; bay and grain 810 per month,
but no liability for accidents or escapes. Mares sent "Fashion
Stable," Oakland, S. J. Bennett, Martinez, or Sinalley's Stable, Haywards
will be forwarded to the farm free of charge. Address,

22jan Cook Slock Farm, Dan villi-,
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Nevada State Fair
Or 1887 "WILL BE HELD

AT EENO,
Commencing September 2 1st and Ending

October 1st.

35 RACES, TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS
LIBERAL PREMIUMS

live Stock Department and Exhibits in Pavilion.

Indian Pony Maces! Bahon Ascensions! Bicycle

Races! Stock Parades!

LADIES* TOURNAMENT.
Friday, September 23, "Wednesday, September^ and

September 30. Friday.

THE PRESIDENT'S GOLD MEDAL.
President Powning oilers a Special Premium, a

GOLD HEDiL, value $100, for the best
Exhibit in Any Department.

Trials of Speed to be Conducted under the
auspices of the Directors ol the State Agri-
cultural Society.

The State Agric ultural Society was established in
accordance with an act of the LeEislnture of the State
of Nevada, entitled "An Act to provide for the man-
agement and control ot the State Agricultural Society
of the btate," approved March 7, 16»5.

ITEi-'EEKB OF THE STATE EOAED OF AGBICUXTTJEE
L. J. FLINT, of "VTaBboe Connty; B. F. LEET£, of

Washoe County; P. H. MULCAHY, of "WaBhoe
County; AL. WHITE, of Washoe County; JOHN
SWEENY, of Ortnsbv County; T. B. BICKET, of
Douglas County; C. C. PO*WNING. of Washoe
County; ALVABO EVANS, of Washoe County;
THEU. W1NTEBS. of Washoe Countv; F. DANG-
BEBG, of Douglas Countv; W. B. BAILEY, of
Chnrchill County; JOS. MAEZES, of Humboldt
County.

PROGRAMME.
First Day—Wednesday, September IS 1 st.

No. 1.-INTBODDCTOBY—Three-quarter daBh, for
District horses; giuo added; entrance S'JO; declaration
$5, on or before September 1st.

No. 2.—BTJNNTNG—Five-eighths mile dash. Dis-
trict horses; two-year-olds; $11)0 added; entrance $20;
declaration §5 , on "or before September l6t.

Nob. 8, 4 and 5 will be made and announced on Sat-
urday, Sept. 17th.

Second Day—Thursday, September Md.
No. 6.—TROTTING—2:50 class for District horses;

three in five, purse SSOO; first horse $150; secondhorse
(100; third horse $50.
No. 7.—TBOTTING—Mile heatB, three in five; free

for all; purse MOD; STODto first horse; $200 to second
horse; SJOOto third horse.

Third Day—Friday, September 2 3d.

No. 8. — RUNNIKG—Selling purse for District
horses; dash of a mile; $150 added; $25 entrance, half
forfeit; $5 declaration, on or before September 1st,

HorBes to be sold for $1 ,000 to carry entitled weight.
Two pounds allowed for each §10D under the $1,000.

No. 9.—RUNNING—Half-mile dash; entrance free;
purse $100.
Three other races for this day will be announced

on Thursday. September 23d.

Fourth Day—Saturday, September 24tli.

No. 13.—TROTTING—Mile and repeat; free for all
three-yeai-oldB and under in the District; purse $300;
first horse $150; second horse $100; tliird horse ¥50,

No. 14.—PACING—Mile heats, three in five ; free for
all; purse $800; first horse $300; second horse $200;
third horse 5100.

Fifth Day—Monday, September 26th.

No. 15.—HANDICAP—Mile and a half daBh; $300
added; $50 entrance; half forfeit; $10 declaration, on
or before September lDth. Weights to be announced
Sept. 1st,

No. 16.—SELLING PURSE—Closes the same time
as stake?: one mile and a quarter dash: $200 added.
Tbree other races for this day will be made Septem-

ber 24th.

Sixth Day—Tuesday. September 27th.
No. 20.—TROTTING.—Three-minute class for Dis-

trict horses; purse $300; first horse $150; second
horse $100: third horse $50.

No. 21.—TROTTING.—Mile heats, three in five; free
for all; parse $300; first horBe $400; secondhorse $250;
third horse £150.

SeventhDay—Wednesday, September 2Sth.
No. 22.—RUNNING—Three-quarter mile dash; two-

year-olds; J150 added; $25 entrance; half forfeit; five
or more to enter.
No. 23.—BUNNING—Mile and three-eighths; three-

year-olds; $200 added; $50 entrance; half forfeit; $10
declaration, on or before September 1st; three or
more to start.

No. 24.—BUNNING—Purse $"TO; dash of two miles;
ten per cent, entraucs; me or mire to enter; three or
more to start.
Two other races for this day will be made Septem-

ber 27th.

FJsrhth Day—Thursday, September 29th.
No. 27.—PACING—Mile heats, three in five; free

for all; puree SriOO; first horse $300; secondhorse $200;
third horse $mo.
No. 23.—TROTTING—Mile heats; three in five;

free for District horses; purse $600; first horse $300;
second rTBe $200; third horse $100.

Ninth Day- Friday, September 30th.
No. 29.—RUNNING—Mile dash for two-year-olds;

$200 added; entrance $20; declaration $5; on or before
September 1st.

No. 30.—RUNNING—Mile and five-eighths dash for
three-year-olds; $300 added; $50 entrance; half for-
feit; $10 declaration, on or before September 1st;
three or more to start.
Three other races for thiB day will be made np Sep-

tember 29th.

Tenth Day—Saturday, October 1st,

No. 34.—2:35 Class; mile heats, three in five; free foT
all; parse $800; first horse $500; second horse $200;
third horse $100.
No. 35.-2:25 OlasB; mile heats; three in five; free

for all; purse $1,000; first horse $500; Becond horse $300;

third horse $200.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Nominations to stakes must be made to the Secre-

tary on or before the first day of August, 1837. En-
tries for the purseB mast he made: For Monday's
races on the Saturday preceding; for "Wednesday's
races, on Monday, and for Friday's races, on Wednes-
day, at the Tegular time for closing entries as desig-

nated by the rules, TboBe who have nominated in
stakes must name to the Secretary, in writing, which
thev will start, the day before the race, at 6 p. m.
BorBeB entered in purses can only be drawn by con-
sent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Associa-

tion will govern running races.
AH horses entered for State purses must be owned

and kept in Nevada and California east of the Sierra
Nevadas for six months prior to day of race.
Entries to all trotting races will close September

1st with the Secretary.
Five or more toenter and three or more to start in

all foi pnrBes.
National TrottinR Association rules to govern trot-

ting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association
rules to govern running races, iexcept as above.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, eunless otherwise specified; five to enteT and
three to start. But the Board reserves the right to

hold a less number than five to fill, by the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance
fee ten per cent, on purse, to accomany {nomina-
tion.
National Trotting Association Rules tn govern trot-

ting but tht( Board reserves the right to trot heats
of anv two cl-isaes alternately, if necessary to finish

any day's dicing, or to trot a special race between
heats. A hfrse making a walk-over shall be entitled

only to the entrance money paid in. When less than
the required number of starteTs appear they may
dontest for the entranc money, to be devided as fol-

lows- 6% to'-tbe first and 33'ii to the second.
In all the f, regoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accom 'aided by the money.

Please observe that, In the above stakes, declara
tnons are permitted for a small forfeit,
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to Btart-
Where there is more than one entrv by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horBe they are to
start must be named by p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps df distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Each dav's raceB will commence promptly at one

o'clock p.m.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stoddard, See.

retarv of the Society.

WA

i

tESTKI A. NTS9I.
Ladies' Grand Tournament for the most accom-

plished and graceful ladv riders, Fridav, Sept. 23,
Wednesday, Sept. 28, and iTidav, Sept. 30. at 10 o'clock
A. M.
The Society offers four premiums, valued respect-

ively at $100, $70, $40 and $20,
The lady who is adjudgedfixst shallhave her choice

of all premiums offered. The Becond ladv shall have
secmd choice, and so on.
All ladies must ride with saddles.
It is expected that other special premiums will be

addedto this list by private contribution. Noonebut
ladies of the highest respectability will be allowed to
compete for prizeB.
Ladies wishing to compete for prizes will please

Bend name to Secretary, indorsed by two members of
the Society.

JNDLAN PONT RACES.
On Thursday, Sept. 22d, Monday, Sept, 26th, and

Thursday, Sept. 2trth, the novelty of an Indian pony
race will be provided, and the amusing sight of
twenty or thirty noble red men of the forest, mounted
on the wildest and most unmanageable cayuBes imag-
inable, galloping around the track at break-neck
speed, will, as they say at the circus, be alone worth
the price of admission.

f'LVDESDALE MEDALS.
The American ClydeBdale Association will give a

valuable medal, of suitable design, for the best re-
corded Clydesdale stallion.anda similar medalfurthe
best recorded Clydesdale mare bred in Nevada and
exhibited at the State Fair of 1BBT.

BALLOON ASCENSIONS.
Arrangements have been made for a series of bal-

loon ascensions during the Fair, alike novel and excit-
ing. Ascensions will be made daily from the race
track.

BICYCLE RACES.
Two or three bicycle races will take place between

the fastest wheelmen in the State, and ten contests
are counted upon.

C, C. POWNING. President,
C. H. STODDARD. Secretary,
C. T. BENDER. Treasurer. 28my3B

Stockton Fair.
BEGINNING

September 27, and Con-

tinuing five days.

$15,000.
IN PURSES OFFERED,

SPEED PROGRAMME
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purses to accom-

pany nominations.
In all raees four moneys, viz: 50,25. 15 and 10 per

cent.

Tuesday. September 2S, 1888.
1. RUNNING—CISTBICT. Two-year-old stake,

$6b each, $150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 8
entries). One mile.

2. BUNNING-DISTRICT. Freefor all. $400. Mile
and repeat.

8. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 8:00 Class,
$1,000.

4. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Free for alL $B00.

Wednesday, September 28, 1887.
5. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Free for all.

Race hereafter to be namedforthe winner. $100. One
mile.

TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:24 Class, $1,00D.
7. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Three-year-old stake;

$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February 1st with fl

entries).
8. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake $65

each. $150 added: best 2 in 5. tClosed February 1st,
with 8 entries).

Thursday, September 1B9, 188?
9. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. $50D. Mile and

repeat.
10. TROTTTNG-PACIFIC COAST. 2:35 ClasB

f1,000.
11. TROTTING—PACIFIC OOAST. 2:1B Class,

$1,000.

12. PACING—PACIFIC COAST. 2;28 ClaBB, $500.

Friday, September 30, 1889-
13. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Handicap;

weights named 10 days before race; $400. One mile and
repeat.

14. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Novelty race;
2 miles; $1,000; first half mile, $150; first mile, $225;
first mile and a half, $275; first to finish, $350. All
Said np entries over seven to be added, equally divided
etween each winner.
15. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Free for all.

$1,200.
16. TROTTING- PACIFIC COAST. Tbree-vear-

old stake, $65 each. $250 added. (.Closed February 1st,
with 10 entries.)

17. TROTTING — PACIFIC COAST. 2:29 Class.
$1,000.

Saturday, October 1st- 1887.
IB. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Three-year-

old stake. $65 each. $250 added. (.Closed February 1st,
with 5 entries, j

19. TROTTING —PACIFIC COAST. 2:22 Class.
$1 .000.

20. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Two-vear-old
stake, $65 each. $250 added. (Closed February 1st,
with 8 entries.)
21. PACING—PACIFIC COAST. Free-for-all. $700.

CONDITIONS.
All races best Sin 5, except as otherwise specified.
The Stockton track is one of the fastest in the world.
Stables, bay and straw free to competitors.
EntrieB close August Jst, 18ST. witl] the secretary.
Stockton Fair. San Joaquin Valley District for

races comprise the counties of San Joaquin, Taol-
nmne, Mariposa, Fresno, Calaveras. Stanislaus,
Merced, Tulare and Kern, State of California.

Board of Director*! for lt.87: L.U. SHI PPEE, JOHN
E. MOORE, JAMES A. LOUTTIT, B.C. SARGENT,
B. F. LAKGPORD, JAS. A. SHEPHERD, FRED
ARNOLD. W. H. SNOW.

L. I SHIPPEE, President.
For programmes and fall conditions ap-

ply to the Secretary, J. M. LAKtX
1 P. O. Box 1 88, Stockton, California. lljuB

Santa Clara Valley

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

SPEED CONTESTS,
. : FROM THE :

15th to 20th of August;
Inclusive, 1887.

SAN JOSE.
PROGRAMME.

First I>ay -Monday. August 15in.
1. STALLION RACE1 Trotting Stahe—$l0fi entrance,

half forfeit, ?15u added- Closed April Jet, with five
entries.
2. TBOTTING, for two-year-olds—Putbc $2a0. The

get of the following stallions, viz: Erown Jug, Jim
Mnlyenna Kea's Nutwood NutwoodEoy. Woodnut
Baywood, Fleetwood, Commodore Nutwood, Kiug
"William Grosvenor, Bismarck, Menlo, Elmo, Stran-
ger. Hamiltonian George, J.R. Weller's horse and
Captain Ham's horBe, Mile and repeat.

Second Day—Tuesday, August 16th.
3. TROTTING STAKE, for-thre e-year-olds—$25 t-,

accompany nomination, $2o uudtioiial lor starters;
failure to make second payment forfeits first; S25U
added. Stakes and added money divided tiO, w and 10
per cent.

4. TROTTING—PuTBe fl,00D. 2:17 ClasB.
5. TROTTING—Purse $au3. 2:40 Class.

Third Day—Wednesday, August 1 9
6 RUNNING STAKE for two-yeaT-oldB. $Ed

entrance, SlOforfeit; $200 added; Sou to second, $21 to
third; non-winners this vear allowed 5 lbs. three-
quarters of a Mile.

7. RUNNING STARE, free for all-S2S entrance; $10
forfeit; S2ud added: SoD to second; Third to save en-
Vane. Maidens allowed five pounds. One and one-
half miles.

B. RUNNING!—Free purBe, 82i0, for all ages; ?uDto
Becond horse. Mile and repeat.

Fourth Day—Thursday, Aug. 18th.
S. TROTTING—Purse 5500. 2:27 CIubs.
10. TROTTING—Purse |7o0. l^bClasB.
11. PACING—PurBe $50U. Eree for aU.

Fifth Day—Friday. Aug. 19th.
12. RUNNING, For three-year-oldB.— 825 entrance,

?10 forfeit; £200 added; $10;» to second; third to Bave
entrance. One and one-quarter mileE.

IS. RUNNING—For all ages—6d(j entrance; 825 for-
feit; $250 added; $50 to second; third to save entrance.
Two miles.

14. RUNNING—Free purse $200. $50to secondhorse.
One mile and repeat.

Sixth Day -Saturday, Aug. %Oth.
15. TROTTING—PurBe S60D. 2:25 Class.
16. TROTTING—Puree 81.000. 2:20 ClaBB.
17. TROTTING STAKE— For two-year olds; SiD to

accompany nomination; 815 additional for starters.
non-payment of Becond forfeits first; 8200 added:
StakeB and added money divided, Go, 30, lo per cent.
Mile and repeat.

CONDITIONS.
In all Trottinc and Pacing Races, pnrBes divided as

foll"Ws: 60 percent, to first h.oTBe,aoper cent, to sec-
ond, 10 peTcent.to third.
All Trotting or Pacing RaceB best 3 in 5, except aE

otherwise specified.
National Association RuleB to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural to govern running.
except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the light to trot or run heats of

anv two races alternately, or to call a special raee
between heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only

except when distancing the field, then to first and,
third moneys.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied hy the money.
Non-starters in running races will he held tor en-

trance, under Rule 3.

If, in the opinion of the Judges, hefore starting a

race the race cannot be finished on the closing day of
the Fair, it may be continued.
In all trotting and pacing races five or more paid-up

entries required to nil and three or more horBes to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold a less
number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse.
Trotting and raeing colors to be named with all

entries.
When less than the required number of Ftarters

appear thev may contest lor the entrance money,
divided as follows: Bo^fi to first horse and 333b to Bec-

ond.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

nnlesB accompanied by the mone\.
Races to commence each dav at two F. s£.

Entries to close July 20th, 18S7,

is. B. EDWARDS, President,
ti. H. BRAGG. Secretary. Hjn8

FOR SALE,
IMPOKTED THOBOUGHBBED ST ATTJON

HORIZON,
Foaled 1877.

Sired by Landmark, out of Malt Tax, Landmark by
Cathedral out of Miss Agnes (the g. gr. dam of

Ormonde winner of 2,000 Guineas Derby, and St. Leger
1886). Cathedral by Newminster (sire of Hermit,

winner of the Derby and now standing at $1,250 per

mare. Malt Tai is by Saccharom^tti, "winner of

numerous races including the July States at New-
market, in 1862, and Chesterfield States, 1862. He
also ran second to his half brother Macaroni (winner

of the Derby 1P63) for the 2,000 Guineas in 1868.

Horizon won several races as a two and three

year-old, as will be seen on reference to the English

racing calendar. He also ran third in a field of 21 to

the great Isonomv. when he won the Manchester
Cup in 1BB0. Horizon is nine years old (past), is a

rich black brown in color, stands 1&.1 hands, has

immense shoulders, deep girth and heavy bone and
perfect disposition.

For further particulars addresB,

STEMCKER BROS,
febistt

Springfield, HI.

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

So. 8 Summer St., near California Market.

The only place in the City where sporting gentle-

men can Bee the English

Daily Sporiius Chronicle. IBsept

S.B.WHITEHEAD&C0,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

A UCT10NEERS.

AEE PKEPAEED TO CONDUCT BALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters

And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Our Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for fifteen

years BTicceBsfuily managed all the principul
sales of high-class stock on this Coast.

REFERENCES
(Ey permission).

ARTEL LATHEOP, ESQ. , SETH COOK. ESQ.

,

J. e. haggis, esq., theo. tvhs'teks, esq ,

H. P. ASHE, ESQ., TTM. COEEIXT, ESQ.,

and others.

S- B. "WHITEHEAD & CO.,
SO LeidesdorlT Street.

19martf San Francisco.

KILLIP & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS,

TV Montgomery Street, San Francisco

SncCTTAT. ATTKSTTIOK PAID TO s.T.Tra OF

Higli-Brcd Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

wm Sell In AH Cities and Coturties of
the Slate.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Gkeis,
Sacramento.

J. P. Saesist, Esq..
Sargents.

Hok. L. J. Eoke,
Lus Angeles.

Hon. J- U. Caeb.,
aalinas-

Hok. John Bosge
Colusa.

Hon. A. Waleath,
Nevada.

J. B. Haggxn, Esq., San Francisco.

Being thB oldest established firm in the live-stock
Dusiness on tliis Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to tme-hiili a million of
dollars, Te feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-
ties for disposing of lire stock of every description
either at auction or private sale. Our last of corres-
pondents embraces every breeder and dealer ofprom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling ns to
fve full publicity to animals placed vrjth ns for Bale.
rivate purchases and sales of live stock of all

descriptions 'will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. "We are author-
ized to refer to the "gentlemen whose nameB are
appended.

EILUP A CO . 22 Montgomery street.

am j

Bay District.

Association.

Entries! Entries! Entries!

Commencing Aug. 6th to 1 3th.
Saturday, Aug. 6. 2:21 Class, Pnrse. S6«0

'

Tuesday. • », 3:00 - •• 500

.

Wednesday, • lO, 2:24 •• " 5UO.
Thursday, "11.2:40 " •• 5O0.
Friday. -12, 2:35 -• " 5O0.
Saturday. "13, Free-for-all " 750

t»SI>ITl«SS.
All trottinc Taces 1 mile heats liest S in 6, fire to

enter 3 or more to start, bnt the Association reserves
the right to hold a less nnrober than eve to till hv the
withdrawal of a proportionate amonnt of the p'nrse.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of pnrse, to accompany
nomination. Purse divided—5D per cent, to first horst-

;

25 per cent, to second; la per cent, to third, and ][i

per cent, to fourth horse .

Entry blants and TuleB will he furnished npon appli.
cation to the Secretary.
Entries lo close MOXDAT, AIGFST 1st.

with the Secretary, 1435 California Street.

W. H. HXNCHMAN, Secretary.

SPECIAL
10

Blacksmiths.
Cumberland Coal,

Lehigh Coal and
English Coke.

COtTSTBT OEDERS PROMPTLY riLIXn.

J. MACD0N0UGH
41 Market Street, San Ft,

UfeMJ
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CAUSTIC

BALSAM!
\s undoubtedly the most val-

uable and reliable Veteri-

nary Remedy ever discover-

ed. It has superseded the Actual Cautery

or hot iron; produces more than four times

the eiiect of a blister ; takes the place of all

liniments, and is the safest application ever

used, as it is impossible to produce a scar

or blemish with it. It is a powerful, ac-

tive, reliable and safe remedy that can be

manipulated at will for severe or mild ef-

fect. Thousands of the best Veterinarians

and Horsemen of this country testify to its

many wonderful cures and its great practi-

cal value. It is also the most economical

remedy in use, as one tablespoonful of

Caustic Balsam will produce more actual

results than a whole bottle of any liniment

or spavin cure mixture ever made. Price

$1.50. Sold by druggists, or sent, charges

paid, by LAWRENCE, WILLIAMS &
CO., Sole Importers and Proprietors, Cleve-

land, Ohio.'"; fl^sT" None genuine witbo'it

it has our signature on the label. -.$jj

For sale in San Francisco by
LAN(>m:y A MICHAELS.

Wholesale Druggists.
apr23 J. ©'KANE. Horsemen's Supplies

"McKoon's Improved 'A' Tent.''

OK

Campers' favorite Tent.
(Patented Feb. 8th, 1887.)

fiffl$$%W^~ r^^Mi^S^^^
MpSjmIL ! W\\ i

.*Jid%^V^^a£rQ

\ \ :" ''"' '^&SM
\ \~~ ~ AMirV

\ ^mmfB.
w V)N^/JH ^jK^ygjis
KjHpttMBJfeB^pF^^<^ksi

-^^SpWSBJSIBggi-a-i^^SgS^WBS

iJ^®J.r™^
Also all <<i in-r.-iv les and sizes of tents -in nee, and

camping outfits of every description. For tents, state
style; size-about-upon "ground, and whether Drill 8

oz. or 10 oz. Duck is wanted and prices for s ime
complete, will be given, California patrons supplied
from San Francisco aud El Cajon, and Eastern pa-
trons from New York and Chicago.

Address NEKRITf P. MCKOOW.
4jntf El 4 iijon. San Diego Vo. Cal.

The "Weekly

Breeder
and

Sportsman.
One Year, $5.00
Six Months, 3.00
Three Months, - - 1.50

Advertising Rates made known
on application.

No. 508 Montgomery St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
P. O. Box 2K1I3-

FOURTH ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

THIRTEENTH DISTRICT

Agricultural Society,

HIM. be held at

Marysville,Gal.
COMMENCING

Tuesday, August 30th
AND CONTINUING FIVE DAYS,

$2,000 In Premiums for Farming, Me-
cli amcnl . Mercantile and Manufac-

turing Exhibits.

$2,000 In Premium for Live-Stock

$4,000 In Premiums for Speed
and Walking Contests.

Special Premiums for Ladies' Equestrian

Tournament and other Amusements.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Tuesday, Aiiciist 30th.

1. TROTTING—Two-year-old Class. Purse »150.

Free to all horses in the Thirteenth District.

2. RUNNING—Half mile dash. Puree $100. Free
for all horses in the Third, Thirteenth and Seveuteeth
Districts.

3. TROTTING—Three-minute Class. Puree $200.

Free for all.

Second Day—Wednesday, August 31st-

i. TROTTING—2:35 Class. Purse 9300. Free for all.

6. TROTTING—Four-minute Class. Free for all to

as they please. Purse, $50. Thehorse nearest to four
minuteB to win the heat. First horse $20, second $10,

third $5, fourth $5, fiEth $5, sixth $5.

6. RUNNING-Half mile and repeat. Purse, $200.

Free for all.

7. RUNNING—Three-fourths of a mile and repeat.

PurBe $250. Free for all.

Third Day—Thursday, September I st

8. TROTTING-2:27 Class. Puree $400. Free for all.

9. WALKING—Best walking team, $30; best walk-
ing stallion $30; Becond best of either $20. One mile.
Purse $100. For horses owned in this district.

10. PACING—Puree $400. Free for all.

Fourth Day—Friday, September 2d.

11. TROTTING—2:45 Class. Purse $200. Free for
all.

12. RUNNING—Two mile dash. Parse $300. Free
for all.

LADIES RIDING—Free to all in the District. No
entrance fee. Several elegant premiums have been
contributed for the occasion, and will be given, includ-
ing one cash premium, $20, by the Society.

18. RUN NINU-One mile dash. Purse $200. Free
for all.

* ifth Day—Saturday, September 4th.
14. TROTTING—2:30 Clase. Purse $100. Free for all.

15. PACING—2:30 ClaBS. Purse $300.

CONDITIONS AND REMARKS.
National Trotting Association rules to govern all

trotting races. All trotting and pacing raceB are the
best three in five, unless otherwise specified.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern all

all running. Four to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to hold a lesB number than
four to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten per cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting, pacing
and running premiums divided at the rate of fifty per
cent, for the first horBe, twenty-five percent, to the
second, fifteen per cent, to the third, and ten per cent,
to the fourth.
All horseB entered for trotting, pacing or running

races, for which entrance haB been paid and who go in
the race designated and fail to win any part of the
purse, will have their entrance money returned to
them after decision by Judges.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats ; also to change the day and hour of any
race, if deemed necessary. For awalk-over a horse
Is only entitled to Its entrance fee and one-half of the
entrance retained by the Society from the other
entries for said race, and to no added money. Ahorse
winning a race entitled to first money only, except
when distancing the field, then to first and fourth
moneys.
Non-starters must be declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in by 8 o'clock p. m. , or
they shall be required to start or forfeit the entrance
money.
All purses or premiums paid as soon as a decision Is

rendered.
Entries to the races, except No. 6 and No. 9, will

close with the Secretary, August 10, 1886.

Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. w. Bharp.
The Society furnish hay and straw free to competi-

tors.
JGSB"No season tickets will be issued, and persons

contesting for a purBe or premiums offered by the
Society will be required to pay regular admission fee
Admission to Fair grounds $.50; children under 12

years, 25 cents. To the Pavilion, 25 centB; children
under 12 years 16 cents.

D. E. KNIGHT, President,
T. JT. SHERWOOD. Secretary.
£3TPostofllc>i Address, Marysville, C«l."«*

For the Fall Circuit, 1887.
Track Harness,

Horse Boots,

Clothing,

Trainers' Outfits in

Training Saddles,

Racing Saddles,

Galloping Boots,

Clothing.
Great Varieties. '"^=9BSS3Bffi@H8SSHB Jockeys' Outfits.

EVERY ARTICLE NEEDED 1!V TRAINERS OF

TROTTERS and THOROUGHBREDS.
The above goods kept in Stock and Manufactured to Order of Specially selected Material

by the mi

i

mi. Skillful Workmtn.

JOHN O'KANB,
?67 Market Street, - - San Francisco.

Aur.N r for

Dr. Dixon's Condition Powders. Gombault's Caustic Balsam.

Golden Gate
FAIR

SPEED PROGRAMME,
DISTRICT NO. 1.

Sept. 5th to Sept. 10th, 1887.

Monday—First Day, Trotting.
No.l. Purse S-S00. 2:40Class. Four moneys.
No. 2. PurBe $300. Two-ye^r-olds. Three moneys.
No. 3. Purse $1,000. 2:25 Class. Four moneys.

Tuesday -Second Day, Running.
No. 4. TITE ALAMEDA STAKE—For allaeesiSSO

entrance; half-forfeit, ot only $15 if declared on or
before August 20th, with 8300 added; 3'00 to second;
third to save stake. Maidens, if three years old,
allowed five pounds; if four years old or over, seven
pounds. Three-quarters of mile.

No. 5. THE CALIFOENrA, STAKE-For three-year-
olds; S50 entrance; half forfeit, S400 added; $100 to
second, $50 to third. One mile and a quarter.
No. 6. THE JUVENILE STAKES—For two-year-

olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; £400 adde*: $100 to
second, third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race, after August 1st, to carry three pounds; of
two or more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters of
a mile.
No. 7. FREE PURSE—$300. 'Winners of any race,

after Angust 1st, of the value of $300, to carry five

pounds. Maidens allowed, if three years old, to

carry five pounds; if four years old or upwarda, fif-

teen pounds. Mile heats.

"Wednesday—Third Day, Trotting.
No. 8. Purse $800. 2:27 Class. Four moneys.
No. 9. Purse SI, 000. 2:2Q01iss. Four moneys.

Thursday—Fourth Day, Trotting.
No. 10. Purse 3500. Three-year-oldB. Four moneys.
No. 11. Purse $1,000. 2:23 Class. Four moneys.

Friday—Filth Day, Running.
No. 12. SELLING PURSE, S;00, of which S50 to

second. Fixed valnation, $1,0011; two pounds for each
$100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. Oue mile and an eighth.
No. 13. THE OAKLAND STAKE—For all ages: $50

entrance; half forfeit; $400 added; second horse $100,

third $50. One mile and a half.

No. 14. THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For two-year-
olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $400 added; $110 to

second, third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race, after August 1st, lo carry three pounds; of
two or more, five pounds extra. Of Juvenile Stake at

this meeting, three pounds additional penalty.
Seven-eighthB of a mile.
No. 15. FREE PURSE, $400. For all ages; S50 to

second. Horses not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds; horses that have not run sec-
ond or better allowed ten pounds. Three-quarter-
mile heats.

Saturday-Sixth Day, Trotting.

No. 16. Purse $1,200. Free for all. Four moneys.

Same Day—Pacing.
No. 17. Purs* $750. Free for all. Four moneys.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are ;the best three

in five, except the two-year-old trot, unless other-
wise specified. Five to enter and three to start in
all the above races. But the Board reserves the
right in all the races in the above programme to

hold a Ibbs number than five to fill by the with-
drawal of a proportionate amount of the purse. En-
trance fee ten per cent, on purse to accompany nomi-
nation. PurseB of four moneys divided at the rate of
fifty per ceut. to the first horse, twenty-five per cent,

to Becond, fifteen per cent, to third, and ten per cent,

to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the rigbt to trot beats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary, to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows:
66£ to the first and n3J to the second.
In case any named race for a certain day does not

fill, the Board reserves the right to change the date
of any other event on the programme if deemed nec-
essary, due notice being given to the parties inter-

ested at any time previous to August 15th.

If in the opinion of the judges, before starting a
race, that it cannot be finished on the closing day of
the Fair, it may be continued or declared off, at the
option of the judges.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

When there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named at 6 p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Association

will govern running races.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their

entries.
Entries to all of the above races to close with the

Secretary on Monday, August 1st, 1887.-

JAfflES ADAMS, President,
JOS. I. DIMOND, Secretary.

Office 1 09 Front Street, S. F. 2jy

EOR SALE.

English Beagle Hounds.
Both old and young stock, very small, and hand-

Bomely marked white, black and tan. The best doge in

the world for keeping rabbits out of vineyards and
orchards. Warrant all d->gs to give perfect satisfac-

tion, or refund the money with pleasure. Address

JOHN KNIGHT,
Placervllle, California.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Franolsco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

P. HEALD President. 0. 8. HALEY, Seo'y.

•®-6end lor Circular. urn J

Seventeenth
Agricultural District

FAIR
Counties of Neyada and Placer-

Commencing Tuesday, Sept. 6th, 1887,

and continuing five days

KaciDg and stock exhibits at Glenbrook Park,
Pavilion at Grass Valley

$10
;
000 in Purses & Premiums!

FIVE DAYS RACING
Tuesday, Sept. 6th.

¥ ' h TROTTING-District. 3:00 Class. Purse «250.

?5£J0.2.
TKOTTIXe-a:30ClM8. Free for all. Purse

No. 3. TROTTING-For two-year olds owned in theCounties of Nevada, Jfiacer, Yuba, Sutter, Colusa,
Butte, 1 ehama, Plumaa and sierra. Mile and repeat
Purse $100.

*

Wednesday. September Jth.
BOYS' TOURNAMENT, at 11 a. u., for varlouB

*
N
<°*«i-

KUNNING-Pree for all. $50 entrance, 825
forieit, }JU(J added; second horse $75, third S50. One
mile aud repeat.

No. 6. RUNNING-Free for all. For two-year olds.
?2o entrance^ lu forfeit, $loo idded; second horse Sou.
third $2j. Five-eighths of a mile.
,^" -*>- RUNNING—For three-year oldB. Free for

all $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $200 added. One mileand a quarter.
No. 7. PACING-2:32 Class. Free for all. PurBeS500.

Thursday, September 8th.

-i£Sd£Fx?£?t£K PARADE at 10 a.m.; BICYCLETOURNAMENT, for Gold uedal, at 11 a m
£°-£' S5£EEJN£~D"trlct

-
-M Class. Purse $2.50.

No.9. TROTTING—2:25Class. Free for alL Purse

No. 10. TROTTING—Three-year oldB or under. Dis-
trict. Mile aud repeat. eurse?2d0.

Friday, September 9th.
LADIES' TOURNAMENT, for various Prizes, at

No.l'l RUXNING-Open to alL $50 entrance, $25
forfeit, $00 added; second horse $75, third S5o Two
miles.
No. 12 RUNNING—Open to all. $25 entrance. $10

torleit $150 added; second horse $50, third $J5 Three
fourths of a mile and repeat.
No. 13. RUNNING—Free purse $150. Entrance free

to all beaten horses. Those not having run second
durinx the meeting allowed lo pounds. $30 to Becond
horse. One mile and repeat.
No. 14. PACING -2: 23 Class. Free for all. $500
No. 15. RUNNING-Saddle HorBe btake. District.

Catch weights. $5 entrance, $50 added. Four moneys,
50. 25, 15 and 10 per ceut. One mile.

Saturday, September flOth.
GRAND STOCK PARADE and award of Premiums

at 11 a. M.
No. 16. TROTTING-District. One-year-olds. Half

mile and repeat. Purse $100.
No. 17. TROTTING-2;40 Class. Open to all. Purse

$500.

No. 18. TROTTING-2:2i Class. Open to all. Purse

In races designated as "District" all horses are eli-
gible that were owned in the counties of Nevada and
Placer, comprising the 17th Agricultural District,
prior to June 1, 1887, unless otherwise specified.

COMDITIOJSS-
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter and Ihree to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee In per cent on purse, to
accompany nominations. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of CO per cent, to first horse bO
per cent, to second, and 10 per cent, to third.
National Association rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if Decessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a Bpecial race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows-
66g to the first, and 33J to the second.
In all entries not declared out by 6 p.m. of the day

preceding the race shall be required to start.
"Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or In one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p.m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races driveis will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in
their entries.

Entries to close with the Secretary on August 1st,

sAMl'Ff. GRANGER, President.
P. O. AddresB Grass Valley, Cal.

GEORGE FLETCHER, Secretary,
P. O. Address Grass Valley, Oal. 2 jy 10

Outing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, rioel

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OCR FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLET.
DUBING THE TEAR THEBE WILL BE ABTICLES UPON
EiplomtloB, Travel and Adventure. Mountain

Climbing, Camping, Popular Forestry, Hunting and
Fishing, Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting, Rowing
Canoeing, Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tennie, Archery, Oricket
Lacrosse, Snowshueing, Tobogganing and Skating.

Conducted bt POVLTNEY Itn.iiovt

THREE DOLLARS A TEAR.
Single ii umbers twenty-live cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York
S9Jol2
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CALIFORNIA ANNUAL

State Fair
Will be held at

SACRAMENTO,
Sept. 12 to 24 inclusive, 1887.

TWO WEEKS FAIR!

NINE DAYS RACING!

SPEED rROGRA.UUE.
There Bhall be awarded to the owner of the Bire

whose get shall make the best average performance
in the races for trotting foals, two, three and four-
year-olds, in 1887, 1888 and 13S9, the Grand Gold Medal
of the California State Agricultural Society, the
actual cost of which shall not be less than 9200.

First «'M -.- -Thursday, September J 5th.
TROTTING.

No. 1.—THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1885,

with twenty-nine nominations. Value of stake Jan-
uary 1, 1887. $1,045.

No. 2.-T ROTTING PURSE, $1,000—2:23 Class.
No. 3.—PACING PURSE, $600-2:30 Class.

Second Day—Friday, September 16th.
RUNNING.

No. 4.—THE INTRODUCTION STAKE-For two-
year-olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $250 added; $50 to
second; third to Bave stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race this year to carry three pounds; of two or
more 5 pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile,
No. 5.—THE CALIFORNIA BRREDE RS' STAKE.

—For foals of 1884; $i0entranco: p. p.; $300 added; $100
to second; $50 to third. Closed in 1886 with twelve en-
tries. One mile and a quarter.
No. 6.—THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-

year-olds; $50 entrance; h. f., or only $15 if declared
on or before September 1st. $300 added, of which $!00
to the second horse; $50 to the third. Weights five
pounds below the scale. Winner of any race over one
mile this year to carry rule weights. One mile and
five-eighths.
No.7.-FREE PURSE, 3250—Winners of any race,

this year, of the value of $300 to carry five pounds;
maidens allowed, if three years old, five pounds; if

four yearB or upwards fifteen pounds. Mile heats.

Third Day—Saturday, September 17th.
TROTTING.

No. 8.—TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE.—
$50 entrance, of which $10 must accompany nomina-
tion; $15, payable July 1st, and remaining $25 payable
Aug. 10th, 1S87; $300 added by the Society. Closed
April 15th, with eighteen nomination. Mile heats.
No. 9.—TROTTING PORSE, $1,000—2:27 Class.
No. 10.—TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—2:17 Class.

Fourth Day—Monday, September 19 Hi.

RUNNING.
No. 11.—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages.

$50 entrance; h. f.;oronlyil5 if declared onor before
September 1st, with $.100 added; $100 to second; third
to save stake. Horses that have started and not won
this year allowed five pounds; maidens if three years
old allowed five pounds ; if four years old or over seven
poundB. Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 12.—THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—

Forfoalsof 1885: $100 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added,
second horse $100; third horse $50. Closed in 1886

with twenty-four nominations. One mile.
No. 13.—THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all

ages; $100 entrance; $50 forfeit, with $500 adued, of
which $150 to second- $100 to third. Weights an-
nounced September 10th. Declaration, $20, to oe made
with the Secretary by eight o'clock p.m., September
12th. In no event will declaration be received unless
accompanied with the amouot fixed. Two and one-
quarter miles.
No. 14.-SELLING PURSE, $250.—Of which $50 to

second. Fixed valuation $l,U00; two pounds for each
$100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

Filth Day—Tuesday, September 20th.
TBOTTING.

No. 15.—THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE
—For all colts (except Ella, Soudan, Shamrock and
Sable Wilkes). $100 entrance, of which $25 must accom-
pany nomination; $25 payable Jnly 1st, and remaining
$50 pavable August 10th, 18S7; $400 added by the Soci-
ety. Closed April 15th, with fourteen nominations.
Mile heats, three in five.

No. lfi.—TROTTING PURSE. $800—3:00 Class.
No. 17.—TROTTING PURSE, $1,200-2:20 Class.

Sixth Day—Wednesday, September Sist.
RUNNING,

No. 18.—THE SUNNY" SLOPE STAKE—For two-
year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $15 forfeit, or only $10 If

declared on or before September lBt; $150 added; $25
to second. Those that have started and not run first

or second in any race this year allowed five pounds.
Five-eiehths of a mile.
No. 19—THE SHAFTER STAKE—For three-year-

olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared
before September 1st, with $300 added; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Winner of any race this year to
carry five pounds extra; of two or more ten poundB;
maidenB allowed five pounds. One mile and a quarter.
No. 20.—THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ageB;

$50 entrance; 925 forfeit, or only $15 if declared onor
before September 1st, with $300 addei; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Three-year-olds to carry 100 pounds

;

four-year-olds, 110 pounds; five-year-olds, 112 pounds.
Sex, but not heat, allowances. Three-quarter mile
heats.
No. 21.—FREE PURSE, $300—$50 to second. Horses

that have started and not won thiB year allowed ten
pounds. WinnerB this year of any race of the value
of $4u0 to carry five pounds extra ; winner of No. 7, ten
pounds extra. One mile.

Seventh Day—Thursday, September 22d.
TROTTING.

No 22—TROTTING PURSE, $1.000—2:25 ClasB.

No". 23.—FODR-YEAR OLD TROTTING STAKE—
(Conditions same aB No. 15.1 Closed April 15th, with
ten nominations.
No. 24.—PACING PURSE, $800—Free for aa
Eighth Day-Friday, September TB3d.

RUNNING.

No 25 —THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—
For foals of 1884. $50 entrance; p. p.; $30'

'
added;

second horse $100 ; third $50. Closed in 1885, with sev-
enteen nominations. One mile and a half.

No 26.—THE PALO ALTO STAKE—For two-
vear-olda. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 If

declared on or before September 1st; with $250 added;
$75 to second; third to save stake. Winner of any
two-year-old Btake this year to carry five pounds
extra of two or more, ten pounds. One mile.

No 27.—THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For three-
year-olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if

declared on or before September 1st; with $350 added;
Becond horse $100; third to Bave Btake. Winner ofany
three-year-old race at this meeting to carry 5 ponnds
extra; colts not 1,2,3, in No. 19, allowed live pounds.
One mile and three-quarters.
No 28 -THE NlGHTHAWK STAKE-For all

ages" $50 entrance; $15 forfeit; $300 added; $100 to

second- $50 to third; $200 additional to the wiDner if

I-4IW is' beaten. Stake to he named after the winner
if Nichthawk'stime, (1:42'4) is beaten. One mile.

No? 29.—FREE PURSE, $250—For all ages. $50 to

second. HorBes not having won at this meeting
allowed five ponnds. Horses that have not run Bec-

ond or better at this meeting allowed, ten pounds.
One mile and a sixteenth and repeat,

Xinth Day.—Saturday September 94th.
TROTTING.

No. 30— SPECIAL THREE-YEAR-OLD TROT-
TING STAKE-For Ella, Soudan, Shamrock, Sable
Wilkes and others. (.Conditions, same as Regular
Stake No. 15.) Closed April fifteenth, with six nomi-
nations.
No. 31.—TROTTING PURSE. $I.200-Free for all.
No. 32.—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000-2:40 Class.
Entries for the following running events for 1888-89

were ordered to be closed at the same time as the
races on the regular programme.
No. 1-CALIFORNlA BREEDERS' STAKE-For

foals of 1885. to be run at the State Fair of 1888. $50
entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January
1st, 1888; $300 added of which $100 to second, and $50 to
third. One mile and a quarter.
No.2—CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For foals

of 1886, to be run at tiie state Fair of 1883. $100 entrance;
$25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1st, 1888;
$250 added; second colt $100; third $50 One mile.
No. 3-CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE-For foals

of 1886, to he run at the State Fairof 1889. $100 entrance;
$50 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1st, 1888;
$15 if declared January 1st, 1S*j9 ; or $25 if declared May
1st, 1889; $300 added; second horse $100, third horse
$50. One mile and a half.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purBes
divided at the rate of 5u per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per ceut. to third, and 10 per cent,
to fourth.
The National Association Rules to govern trotting.

But the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any
two classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a Bpecial race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less tnan the
requirednumberof starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66%
to the first, and 33^ to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the above stakes declarations

are premitted for a small forfeit.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 P. M. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p. M. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished

upon application to the secretary. Entries in all,
except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary
Monday, August 1, 1887.

E. C. SH1PPEE, President.
EDWIN F. SMITH, Secretary. 21myl7

Petaluma Fair.

SPEED PKOGRAMME
Open for the State,

Sonoma County
Agricultural Park Association,

TO BE HELD AT

SANTA ROSA,
August 22d to 27th Inclusive.

First Day. Tuesday, An?. IS3rd,
RUNNING—Five-eighths mile, for two-year-olds;

maidens allowed 6 lbs; $25 entrance; purse $100; $10
forfeit: $1 added; $25 to second colt.
TROTTING—Two-year-olds; purse $200.
TROTTING—2:27 class; purse $450.

Second Day, Wednesday, Aug. 24th.
RUNNING—One mile and repeat, free for all; $25

entrance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; $59 to second horse;
purse $20t).

TitOIT ING—Three-year olds (except Ella, Soudan,
Shamrock and Sable Wilkes); purse $300.
TROTTING—2:20 class purse; $500.

Third Day, Thursday, Aug. 25th.
RUNNING—One and a fourth miles, for three-vear-

olds ; $50 entrance ; $25 forfeit ; $200 added ; $50 to second
horse; maidenB allowed 8 lbs ; purse $200.

RUNNIMi—Three-fourths mile, free for two-year-
olds; $25 entrance; $10torfeit; $150 added: winner of
five-eighthB mile to carry 5 lbs extra; purse $150.

TROTTING—Four-year-olds; purse $400.
TROTTING—Three minute Class; purse WO.
FOURTH DAIf-Friday, Aug. 26th.

RUNNING—Three-fourths mile heats; free for all;
$25 entrance: $10 forfeit; $200 added; $50 to second
horse; purse $200.
TROTTING — Th.ee-year-oldB, including Soudan,

Ella, Sable Wilkes and Shamrock; purse $300,
TROTTING—2:25 Class: purse $450.
PACING—Free-for-all; purse $350.

FIFTH DAY-Saturday, Aug. 2 7 Hi.

RUNNING—One and one-half mile dash, for all

ages; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $200 added; $50 to second
horse; purse $200.
TROTTING—2:23 Class: purse $500.

TROTTING—Free for all; purse $700.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old trot, nnlesB otherwise
specified; five to enter and three to start. But the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
five to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee ten per ct-nt. on
purse to accompany nominations. Trotting and pac-
ing purses divided at the rate of sixty per cent, to the
nrst horse, thirty per cent, to the second and ten per-
flent. to the third.
National Association rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day'B
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear, they may contest for the
entrance money to be divided as follows: 66% to the
first, and 33}$ to the second.
In all races entrieB not declared out by 6 p. M. of the

day precedingthe race shall be required to Btart.

When there is more than one entry by one person, or
in one Interest the particular horse they are to start

must be named at6 p. M, of the day precedingthe race.
No added money paid for a walk-over, except aa other-
wise specified. r'unningraceB will be conducted under
the rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association.
Non-starters In running races will be held for an

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to qe named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of diBtinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races (except fixed events)

to close with the Secretary on Monday, August 1,1887.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished
upon application to the Secretary-

B. M. SPEWER. President.
N. WINANTS, Secretary. Santa Rosa, Cal.

Jjn6

From Aug. 30 to Sept. 3, 1887,
INCLUSIVE

Over $.0,000 in Purses.

Agricultural District No. 1, « omprlsfng
the (» untie*, of Sonoma, .Marin,

Napa and Solano.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
District Races open for the Counties of

Sonoma, Marin, Napa and Solano.
Tuesday, August 3(»ih.

No. 1. RUNNING — Two year-old Stake. Flve-
eighthB mile dash. $25 entrance

; $10 forfeit; $150
added; $50 to seconrl horse. Winners of any two-year
old stake this year to carry three pounds extra; of two
or more, five pounds extra.
No. 2. TROTTING- District. For two-year-olds

Mile and repeat. Purse $250. Closed May 1st, with
fourteen entries.
No. 3. TROTTING—2:25 Class. Purse $700.

Wednesday, Augu-t 31st.
No. 4. RUNNING—For all ages. Free purse $200;

$50 to second. Mile and repeat.
No. 5. TROTTING-2:3S Class. Purse $600
No. 6. fROTTING-2:20 Class. Purse $1,000.

Thursday, September 1st.
No. 7. RUNNING—For three-year-olds. One and

one-eighth mile dash. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit- $250
added ; $101 to second ; third to save stake. Winners of
any race this year to carry five pounds extra; of two
or more, ten pounds extra; maidens allowed five
pounds.
No. 8. PACING—Free for all. PurBe $400.
No. 9. TROTTING-For foals of 1886. Mile dash.

$25 stake; $150 added. Closed February 1st, with fif-
teen entries.
No. 10. TROTTING-For three-year-olds. Purse

$600.

Fridav, September 2d
No. 11. RUNNING—District—For all ages. Mile

dash. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added; *50 to sec'
ond.
No. 12. TROTTING—District. For three-year-olds.

Purse $300. Closed May 1st with five entries.
No. 13. TROTTING-For foals of 1885. Mile and

No. 14. TROTTING-2: 23 Class. Purse $800.

Saturday, September 2d
No. 15. RUNNING—For all ages. One and one-half

mile dash. Free purse ?250. $50 to second
No. 16. TROTTING-District. 2:40 Class. Purse

$400.
No. 17. TROTTING-2:27 Class. PurBe $700.
No. 18. TROTTING—Free-for-all. Purse$l,200.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse to accompany

nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races, four moneys, viz.

50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent, except Trotting Stake
Races Nos. 9 and 13, in which money to be divided and
races trotted according to published conditions.
All races, best three in five, except aB otherwise

specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run'
ning, except as herein slated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats, also to change the day and hour ofany
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money onlv

except when distancing the field, then to first and
third moneys.
In all races, entries not declared out bv 6 p. w. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p. M. of the day preceding
the race.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned in the district six months prior to
the day of the race, and any entry by any person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the
entrance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall he held liableto penalties pre-
scribed by the National Association and Rules of the
State Agricultural Society and expulsion from the
Association.

Tf, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
finished on the closing day of the Fair, it may be con-
tinued or declared off, at the option of the judges

.

In all races noted above, five or more paid-up entries
required to fill and three or more hordes to Btart, but
th** Board reserves the light to hold entries and start
a race with a less number and deduct a proportionate
amount of the purse.
The Petaluma track is one of the fastest and safest

in the world

.

Trotting and racing colors to be named with all

entrieB and used in all heats.
Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p.m. sharp
StableB, hay and straw free to competitors.
EntrieB close Aug., 1887, with Secretary.

J. H. WHITE, President.
W.E COX, Sec'y, P. O. Box 27C, Petaluma, Cal

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,
onorary Graduate ol

*»rlo Veterinary Col

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S.
VETERINARY SURGEON,

Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh.
Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies,
Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
and Histology. The Williams' Prize, '84-'85, for high-
est works in professional examinations, and six first-

class certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinoia
State Veterinary Medical Association.
OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
d. Mccarty, prop.

1129 Market St. S. F., Bet. 7 th and 8th.
telephone No. 3117.

K-ije, Toronto, Canada,

Veterinary Infirmary 371 Natoma 8t
Residence, 966 Howard St„ Ban Francisoo.

lzna53

CORRIN'S GREAT

HORSE LINIMENT.
Sure cure for Swinney, weakness of the spine,

sprains, strains, etc. It neither bliBters nor causes
the hair to fall off, and does not incapacitate the horse
from work during treatment. Though there have
been many drugs on the market which are claimed
uood.the observer will readily Bee their deficiency,
from the number of lame horses which he everywhere
meets, and that are mostly suffering from that
scourge, Swinney: which not only causes the shoulder
to gradually shrink away, but also the body to ema-
ciate. Now where is the horseman so blind to bis own
interest as to refuse this new remedy a fair trial.

For sale by all druggists. Mrs. A, C Joseph.
Prop., Ran Francisco. All rights secured in U. 8.

Patent Office. Price, $1,00 per Bottle. ICapria

EIGHTH ANNUAL
FAIR

$7,000! $7u00!
OF

PtrMAS. LASSEN, SIERRA. ASD MODOC

AGRICULT11AL ASSOCIATION
(Washoe «"o.. Nevada, Lake and Grant

Counties. Orpgoii, and Bulle l'o , Cal ,admitted lo District lor
Racing purposes)

AT

Susanville, Cal.
COHHENUUtCI

Monday, October 3. '87,

And Continuing Five Days.

Purses $5,000.

Premiums $2,000.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Money in all races to be divided as follows: First

horse, 60 percent,; second, 30 per cent.; third, 10 per
cent, unless when otherwise specified. All races free
for all, unless otherwise designated,

First Day.
1. TROTTING—2:50 Class, 3 in 5; purse $200.
2. RUNNING-Three-year-olds, mile dash: purse

8125.

3. RUNNING-Mile heats, 2in3; purse $250.
4. RUNNING— s4 mile and repeat; purse 5100.

Second Day.
5. TROTTING—3 in 5; purse $1,000
6. RUNNING—^ miledaBh; purse$100.
7. RUNNTNG-li* mile dash; purse $200.
8. TROTTING -One-year-olds (District) &mile

dash; purse $100.

Third Bay
9. TROTTING-2H0Class,3in5; purse $250.
10. RUNNING—Miled:ish; purse 5150.
11. RUNNING—1-X mile dash; purse $250.
12. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to

4 :30. Entiles to close at time of race
; purse $50.

Fourth Day.
13. TROTTING—2:35 Class, 3 in 5; purse $300.
14. RUNNING— Yi mile and repeat; purse $160.
15. RUNNING—Ik' mite rlash; purse $150.
16. TROTTINw-Single buggy (District), 2 in3, own-

er to drive; purse $50. Entries close at 3 P. M., day be-
fore race. Trained horses barred.

Filth Day.
17. TROTTING-2:3) Class,3in5; purse ?3oO.
18. RUNNING—two mileB and repeat: purse $1,000.
19. TROTTING-Double teams (District), mile and

repeat. Untrained teams m ist pull buggy, owners to
drive. Entrance to close at 9 o'clock evening before
the race; purse $75.

RULES OF THE TRACK.
Entrance to all trotting and running races to close

witn the Secretary at 9 o'clock p. «., on Friday, Au-
gust 12, 1887.

All entries to be made in writing, to give sex, color-
and marks of horses. Also name and residence of
owner, and in running races colors to be worn by rider,
and any other particulars that will enable the audi-
ence to distinguish the horse in the race.

Entrance fee 10 per cent, of purse, to accompany
entries.
In all races five or more to enter and three or more

to start.
National Association rules to govern trotting, but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
raciug. or to trot a Bpecial race between the heats.
Unless otherwise ordered )>y the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned and kept in the District six (6) months
prior to the day of the race; and anv entrv bv any per-
son of any disqualitied horse shall he held liable for
the entrance fee contracted, without any right to
compete for a purse, and shall be t_eld liable to pen-
alties prescribed by the National Association and
Rules of the State Agricultural Society and expulsion
from the Association.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
completed on the closing day of the Fair, Itmavbe
continued or declared off at the option of the Judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up en-

tries required to fill, and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold entries
and start a race with a less number, and deduct a pro-
portionate amount of the purse.
When less than the required number of starters ap-

pear, they may contest for the entrance monev, to be
divided as follows; 66>j to the first, and 33;-.; to the sec-
ond.
R"les of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running raceB except where conditions named are
otherwise,
Anv person not intending to start his horse m"6t no-

tify the Secretary in writing on or before 10 o'clock the
evening previous to the day of the race.
KorBes entered iu raceB can only be drawn by con-

sent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be en-

titled to hiB own entrance fee and one-half of the en-
trance received from the other entries for Bald purse;
and a horse winning a race entitled to first money
only, except when distancing the field, then entitled
to first and third moneys only. A horse wins but one
monev under any other circumstances.
The"attention of all parties interested is particularly

called to the rules of the National Trotting Associa-
tion, under the provisions of which, except as other-
wise specified, all matters appertaining to the trotting
races will be conducted.
Races to begin each day at one o'clock p. si. sharp.

J W THOMPSON, President.
J. D. Dyers, Vice-President.

R. E. DAVI**. Secretary, Kusanville. Cal.
J. R. MURRAY, Assistant Secretary.
25jnll Greenville, Cal.

FOR SALE.
No. 1.—Bay Mare, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Mnsidora's dam by
son of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodburn, lBt dam by Owen Dale; 2d
dam Musidorn, by Belmont, etc.

No. *5. -Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1883,

by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musldora, by
Belmont.

Ware's BiBmarck. by "Jack Trimble "(Son of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of Imp. Poche.

These are extra fine young mares of rap H >r trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood o

No. 1 is in foal to a son of Geo. M. Patch' d

For farther information address

W. M. WILLIAME
ao27t( San .lo
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To prevent delay in ordering, O. Rodgers & Co. submit the following abstract from their '87 Catalogue:

THE "CUNABJ)" CONVERTIBLE TANDEM.
Weight 100 J be.

Double Steerlna. I'oldlue Handle-bar for Easy Access to

May be Ridden by Two Ladies. Front Saddle.

Double Break Power.

Seat and Handles Adjustable. when converted. Front Saddle Isbrougnt

Reduces to 3 J Incites In width to Pass ack OTfr lne Axle
'
thereby securlns

throush Narrow Doorway. Proper Distribution of Wheel Load.

Price $250.

The Cunard Non-Convertible Tandem, for riders who do not wish to con-

vert their machines. Price $240. Weight 85 lbs , as ordered by H. E. Ducker, Esq.,

President 4. C. U., and Editor "Wheelmen's Gazette."

THE "CUNARD" SAFETY BICYCLE.
Weiffht 45 pounds.

Made of best materials, and on the most approved principles, Ball Bearings to both Wheels
Cranks, and Pedals; all bright parts plated and rest enameled. Thoroughly fitted and
finished. Complete with Suspension Saddle, Bag, Spanner and Oil Can. No extras-
Standard gear 30 inches, geared to 57 inches; any gear to order. Price $140.

THE GREATEST HIT OF THE SEASON.

Copy of Testimonial from T. J.Kirkpatrick, Esq., Vice-President of the L.A.W.
Springfield, O,, January 11th, 1887.

D. KOGEES&Co.
Gentlemen:—Respecting the Cunard Tandem, I have to say that it is beyond question the besttandem yet produced. Its compactness, ease of handling, light running, safety,

and the ease with which it may be mounted or dismouDted, by either a lady or gentleman, lseve nothing to be desired. Its folding handle bar, and the fact that it can be quickly and
readily taken through a common door, are features which make the machine a pleasure. I have owned other tandemB, but this is the only one that is worth house-room as a convertible

machine. I find it a perfect machine, in perfect balance, either as a single or a tandem. I have sought carefully for some three years now for the best tandem, and have given the matter

a great deal of thought and attention, and if asked to day to suggest an improvement in the design and arrangement of the Cunard, I would be free to say that it is as nearly perfect as this

type of machine ever will be. Tours truly,

[Signed] T. J. KIRKPATRICK.

THE "CUNARD" BICYCLE No. 1.

LIGHT ROADSTFR. Weight 32 Ibfl.

Patent weldless steel backbone, handle bar, and round edge forks. The wheels are mads with double
hollow runs, steB] hubs, and improved straight-laced spokes, which do not stretch or become loose.

Adjustable ball ^bearings to both wheels and pedals. Easy three-curl spring, cranked handle-bars and
long centrebend! Handles, head, bubs, cranks, step, aud all nuts and bolts plated, remaindei enameled In

two colors. Thoroughly fitted and splendidly finished, complete with suspension saddle, bag, spanner
and oil can. Mo Extras. Price $1 35.

THE "CUNARD" FULL ROADSTER BICYCLE.
"Weight 38 lbs. Same as Ho 1, but direct spokes, V rims, and plated gun-metal hubs. Finished as No. 1.

No Extras. Price S* £5.

THE AMERICAN "CUNARD BICYCLE".
"Weight 42 lbs. Finished in enamel, with plated parts. Fuilt especially for rough roa-ls and heavy

riders. Price, SI IO. Ko Extras. Ball bearings all over.

THE "CUNARD" BICYOLE No. 4.
V sight 45 lbs. A high grade, good, serviceable, string inachint> at a moderate price. Price 885.

No Extras. Ball bearings all over.

THE "CUNARD" ItACER.
tandard weight of a 54-incb, 22 lbs. Lighter to order. No Extras. Price SI 40.

CUNARD TRICYCLE NO. 6.
Weight 59 lbs.

Suitable for Ladies or Gentlemen.

This machine is specially designed for ladies, the frame being formed so as to allow the
dress to fall easily, as in a walkiog position. By moving a lever the handle-bar hinges for-

ward and allows the rider to get in and out of the machine in the front, without the difficulty

of mounting from the back over the saddle. If made with f in. hollow rims and light tube
the weight can be reduced to 55 lbs.

Price $180.

CATALOGUES FREE.

Freight paid on all orders and machines shipped the day after

receipt of order. Ever}' machine guaranteed for one year.

D. RODGERS & Co., Sole Importers Cunard Cycles.
75 CT.TNTON AVF... NEWARK. N. J: "
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave, and are due to arrive at
San Francisco.

From fane *7, 1887. (

AKEIV
(FEOM)B

8:00 A M
4:00 P M
6-30 F M
6:00 p M
3 :30 P m
9:30 a M

10:30 a m
•6:00 a M
12:00 M
8:30 A m
4:00 p M
•6:00 P M
9:30 A m

3:30 P M
8:00 a >i

t3:30 pm
3:00 P M
7:30 A M
7:30 a u
7:30 a m
7:!

8 :30 a m
3:00 p m
4:00 P m
6:30 P m
•1:00 P si

8:30 A m
(10:30 a
12:00 si

3:00 P M
•5:00 P M
8 (30
3:30 f M

c. .Haywards c

..Calistoga and Napa..

..Coles A Portland
.Decoto c

...Gait via Martinez «-.'

..Haywards and Niles c

.lone via Livermore
..Knight's Landing
..Livermore and Pleasanton...
..Los Angeles, Doming, El

.... Paso and East
..Los Angeles and Mojave
..Martinez „ „ .

..Milton.

..Ogden and East
Red Bluff via MaryBvllle

...Redding via Willows —......

...Reno andTmckee „

...Sacramento, via Benicia
" via Livermore.." via Benicia" via Benicia..
" via Benicia

...Sacramento River Steamers.,

...San Jose

UMOam
6:10 f m
7:40 a si

8:10 p M
10:40 a m
12 :40 p M
3:40 p h
8:10 a si

2:40 P si

5:40 p m
10:10 a M
*8:40 a M

4:40 P M
10:40 a m
6:10 P m
*5:4u P M
11 10 a SI

5:40 P m
6:40 F U
6:10 F m
6-40 P si

5:40 F M
11:10 a M
10:10 A M
7:40 a SI

•6:00 a M
•3:40 P M
13 :40 P m
8 :40 P M
9:40 a m

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1887,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send four cents in stamps, to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in nse at Fairlawn.

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTTERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.

OUTHERNrWl 1

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
San Francisco.

In effect July 1, 1887.

12:01 p 2:30 P

tS :10 a
8 JO A

10:30 a
•3:30 p
4:30 P
•5:10 F
6:80 p

111 :45 P

J San Mateo, Redwood and '

6:30 A
•8:00 a
9:03 a

•10:02 a

I- J

+5:35 P
6;40P
J7:50f

8:30 a 1

f
0:30a(J £
3:30 pi
4:30 pl I

.Santa Clara, San Jose, and.,.. . ! *10 -02 a
Principal Way Stations f 4 361

J I 6:40 1

} p
I

Almaden and Way Stations..,

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS.

From San Francisco Dally.

TO EAST OAKLAND— »6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2*0—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5:30— fi:00— «:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00-11:00—12:00

TO 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same aB "TO
EAST OAKLAND" until 6:30 P.M., inclusive, also
at 9:0Op. M.

TO FRUIT VALE—•6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00 8:30—
•2 :30 —3 :30 -4 *0—4 :30- -5 :00—5 :30-6 flO- 6 :30—9 :00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—7:00-12:00.
TO ALAMEDA—•6:00—*6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00—»8:30-

9:00—9:30—10:00—$10:30—11:00—111:30—12:00—112:30—
1 :00—$1:30—2:00—J2 :30-3 :00—3 :30—i :00— i :30— 5:00 -
5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—£:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—"6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—*8:30
9:00— 9:30— 10:00— $10:30—11:00—tll:30— 12:00—112:30
1 :00 -It :30 -2:00—J2 :30—3 :00— 3 :30—4:00— 4 :30—5:00—
5:30—6:00—fi:3f'—7:iK)—S:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY-Saroe as "To Berkeley."

To San Francisco Dally.

FROM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20—7:50- 8:20-8:50—
9 50—*10:19— 4:20—4:W—5:20—5:50-6:^0-6:50—7-47—
9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— "5 22 - B:52-
"6:22—$9:14—*3:22.

FROM 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7:25
7:55—8:25—8:55—9:25—9:55— 10:25— 10:55- 11:25— 11-55
12:25—12 :55— 1 :25-l :55-2 :25—2 :55—3:25— 3 :55— 4 ;25—
4:55—5:25-5:55—6:25—6:55—7:50—9:53

FROM EAST OAKLAND— «S:30-6:00- 6:30— 7:0J
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11 -30

12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00—
4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57— 9:67—
10:57.

PROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 mlnutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—"5:30-6:00—'6:30—7:00 -*7:30-8:00

•8:30—9:00-9:30—10:00— $10:30—11:00- $11:30—12:00—
$12:30—1:00— $1:30—2:00-12:30-3:00-3:30—4:00—1:30
5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00.

?"ROM BERKELEY— •5:25—5:55—•6:25—6:55—*7:25—
7:55—•8:25—8:55— 9:25-9:55— $10:25-10:55- $11 :25—
11:55— $12:25— 12:55— $1 :25- 1:55- $2:25-2:55-3:25-
3:55—4:25— 4:55-5:25—5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "Fkom Berk-
ELEY."

THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or further information, address

lock Box 320. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.
Ijan52

I :30 a 1 ( Gilroy, Fajaro, Castroville, ..

3:3Qp |-
i Salinas and Monterey

$7:50 a. s Monterey, Loma Prieta and Santa, f

I \ Cruz (Sunday Excursion) I ( $8:35 p

)Ai( Watsonville, Aptos.Soquel ) ,*I0:02_
1) p' I (Capitola)and Santa Cruz.. J 6:40 P1 iuw r ( .,....vvat'"u»o ;»i*u '.'H.i^'-i'i, 1 u.tut

i.*n .
I S Soledad, Paso Robles, Temnleton } 1 c ,„ „3 -JUA
l USanLuisObispolAWay Stations. \\ b:4U g

Morning p.—Afterno*
•Sundaysexcepted. tSundaysonly $Theatre train Sat-
urdays only.

Trains run on Pacific Standard Time.

Nearly all rail line to San Luis Obispo. Only 24
mileB staging between Templeton and San Luis
Obispo. Time from San Francisco 12 hourB.

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA, CAL.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These Warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smntty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in "Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current rates.

Special Round-trip Tickets, at reduced rates—to
Monterey, Aptos.Soquel, Santa Cruz, Gilroy and Par
also Springs.

Special Notice—Round-trip tickets to the famous
Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton) can be had at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Francisco
Rate ,37.00.

EX€CRSION TICKETS.
For Sundays only,^^,^^ MoBKrs-o; good

ForSatuiday, ( Sold Saturday and Sunday only;
Sunday and < good forretarn until following Mon-
Monday, f day,inclusive , at the following rates

:

Round Trip
from San

Franc'sco to

San Bruno
Millbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood
Fair OakB
MenloPark..
Mayfield

latto
Mon.
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

*2 00
225
2 50
250
4 00
50C

Mount 'n View \

Lawrences,..,
Santa Clara..
San Jose
Gilroy
AptoB ...

Loma Prieta...
Sequel
Santa Cruz..
Monterey

Ticket Officeb.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station. No. 613 Market street.
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwin Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Snperintendent. Asst. Pass, k Tkt. Aet

SI so

1 50
175

at t

5 0U
5 0l

5 GO

CREEK. ROUTE.

FROM 8AN FRANCISCO—*7:15-9:15—11:15-1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND-"6 ;16—8:15—10 J5 —12 :15— 2: 15 -
4:15.

•SnndayB excepted. tSaturdaya excepted; JSundays
only
C—Take ferry train and change cars at EaBt Oakland.

Standard Time furnished by Lick Obsebvatoby.

A. S. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager.

T. H. «OODi)IAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk Ant.

Information 1 egarding Storage or other business can he ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER,

President.
ALEXANDER WATSON.

Secretary.

THE PARKER GUN
Leads litem all In hard.

liitting qualities.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAfc.

FIRE AND MARINE.
OAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 410 FINE STREET
G. L. BRANDEB President
J. L. FLOOD Vice-President
0. P FARNETELD Secretary
1. S. ANGUS Assistant Manager
Bankers. Nevada Bank of San Francisco.
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LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

MIxx's instantly with cold "Water

.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing five Imperial gallons

equals nearly 6 American galloDS. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly ISO
sheep at a cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nourisher of wool, a certain core

for scab.
ALSO

IXTIXITS PATENT POWDER DIP.
Poisonous, mixes instantly with cold water. Sold in

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; in a
seven-pounds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per ponnd.

CATTON, BELL & CO.
SUCCESSORS

FALKNER, BEIX A CO.,
12mnf 406 California Street. AtiEiVrS.

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Cbamberlin Cartridge
Co.'s.beldat Cleveland, Ohio, September H, 18fl6, out of eighty-seven
entries from representative shots, representing fourteen States, the
Parker Gun won first and third money, winning S900 out of the SI,200 purse offered, a iding ,another
victory to 1885, which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament for th« championship of the
World, held at New Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to lfith. Among the contestants shooting other guns were such
champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Smbbs, Erb and others.

Xciv York Salesroom, 9? Chambers St.,
2julyl6

PARKER BROS., Makers,
Sleriden, ct.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of (ielcl Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISH ttD

1846. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

25dec52

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.

WlS-'I SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES

REDWOOD DUKE 13368.
P'ize winners at all the fairs in California and the

ent ^e list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair
Sac. .mento, 1886.

I Iur -tations made direct from England every year
fro-

lhe most noted Breeders, selected from the
bet "">.! and most fashionable families of Dish-
fac lerksbires, regardless of cost, and all re-

!
corde English and Ameriran Berkshire records.

I
Young pigs from these importations, male and

femal from entirely different families for sale at

reasonable prices, and every pig guaranteed, Address.
V 25dec52

ASDREW SMITH, Itniu-ooel,.('i( v.

Or at 281 California Street, SJan Francisco,

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO 1KB

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Snooting and Fishing.
TBAXN8 LEAVE SAN FEANCISCO 3>AlLT FOK

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHABMXNO

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast.

with its beanaful Groves and delightfnl Drives. Trout
In abundance can be obtained from the several Btreann
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the beBt of Bhooting
may )« had in season.

' THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of flsh which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bai-
aenda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for Bport"-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL. DEL MON TE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contain?

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to thoBe well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQtTCX AND SANTA CKIZ
IB VTA THE SOBTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara. San Benito, Santa Crur
and Monterey, each of which abounds in game In great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck. Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by thiBllne. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo for those well-known Retreats, PURIS.
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO fcnd McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer Bpecial Inducements to the lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOGS
when carried in Baggage Care and put In charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received In Baggage
Care.
0»~lii order to guard against accidents to T> n»

while In transit, it is necessary that they be urovlrtPd
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and FMiirz
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Guns
and securely packed in wood or leather cases
taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Doom

A O. BA88ETT.
.i, Superintendent,

H. R. JUDAH,
AB3t.FaB3,»tHl I
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GLOVER'S ALBUM.
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL,
Hindsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PEICE 50 CENTS, POST-P -ID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

DOG MEDICINES.
3fa*»se Cor*1

. - 5t)«* Distemper Cure. SI -OO
Blood Purifier, 50c. Vermliaae, - - 5©<?
ranker W;»sn. aOc. Fye 'Alios, - 50c
IMarrnceaCnre, 50c. (.'are lor i-'its, - 50c.
Tonic, - - 5«c. Liuimeat. - aOc.

Kennel and Stable Soap, best dog soap known, price
25c.

These remedies are sold by druggists and dealers
in sportsmen's goods.

ALL DOG DISEASES TREATED
H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian tee Westminster Eennel Club, New
Jersey Kenne' Club, Rhode Island Eennel Club,
Hartford Eennel Club, Hemstf-ad Farm Company, etc.

*8$ol9 1*9* Brnadway. W«*w York

THE

K Bestand Cheapest

| DOG POOD.

"'FEEDYOURDOOS
OS

SPRATTS PATENT
Dog Biscuits.

THESE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW THHFK USE:
Immuniiy From Disease! Thick. Gloss)

Coat: Sweet Breath: Clean. Sound
Teeth! Reffiilar Habit!

Spratt's Patent Poultry, Pigeon and Cattle
Foods, Horse Constitution Powders, Prairie Meat
Crissel, Cat Food, Prepared Bone Heals, and Calcined
Oyster Shells.

The Original English Dog and Poultry Medicines
The Common Sense of Dog Doctoring; post free, 2fi

cts.
The Common Sense of Poultry Eeeping; poetfree,

12 cts.

The Common Sense of Pheasant Rearing; post free,
12 cts.

Our goods may be obtained frora
Clabronsrh A Golener. 630 Montgomery Street.
E. T. Alleu. ±16 Market Street.
laddie A Kaedin^, 55S Washington Street.
Goldberg. Bowen & Co- 428 Pine Street.
51. Ehrman & Co.. 104 Front Street 10 jul 52

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and all

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc

for illustration purposes, furnished.
K. Boyd. Artist.

Ooe+f lfi Post Street

SUBSCRIBE FOB THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

0. D. Taylor,
VeCeri:iary Dentist.
(Late of Chicago, 111.)

THE KING OF OMIT?.

DR. W.M.CRAIG.
Having located permanently in San Francisco and

being a gradute of the Veterinary Dental School of
Prof. W. M Craig, of Chicago. 111., and having the
finest and most complete set of Veterinary Dental
instruments west of the Rucky Mountains, I am
prepared to treat the teeth of the horse in a scientific
manner. Prof. Craig's system of Veterinary Dentistry
is admitted by eastern horsemen to be the only
scientific method of treating the many disorders of
the teeth of the horse.

More horses are blind from diseased and sharp-edged
and irregular moUrs than from all other causes. By
my operation ua theirteeth I have saved many horses
from going blind.
Many diseases can be cured and disagreeable habits

overcome by my operation on the horse's teeth. I

have cured them of coughing, drooling, stopping short,
starting suddenly, frothing! loss of iiesh, weak eyes
and especially from driving on one r^inand pulling.

I will visit any point when a sufficient number of
horses are ready to be operated upon, and am always
ready to explain my method to anyone interested inthe
welfare of his horses. My prices are reasonable, and
my operation prolongs the life of the horse.
I am not a Veterinary Surgeon. I operate exclu-

sively on horses' teeth. All educated veterinaries
advocate Veterinary Dentistry.

OFFICE AT

NEVADA STABLES,
1336 A 1338 Market Street,

NEAR SEW CITY HALL. SAN FRANCISCO.
JiltROY A FIDDES.

Telephone No. 3159. Proprietors.
I will make Professional visits to any part of the

City. 30arrtf

A perfect b?auty in appearance.

We manufacture this cart with sing

and double seat.

Wo. 550 —Single Se.it, A Gr.de
Wheels. £ inch Axle 550 00

No. 55flA—Double Stat, A Grj.de

Wheels, 1 inch Axle 55 00

Weight 93 lbs. It is tie larges* draught
cart in the market.
Guarantee positively nn horse motion.

It balances perfectly.

THE CORTLAND SPIRAfc-SPKEXG CART.
Thi-; wonderful Cart has no e«inal! It '.s the only cart manufactured that can be adjusted to suit the weight

of the rider. The springs can be changed to suit the load or road in five seconds, which is a very valuable
feature and one that no other e-.rt is possessed of. The springs consist of twenty-four U4) feet of steel,
which secures greater elasticity tl tan it is possible to attain from any other in existence.

It has no sent-bars to climb over whei> getting ii. or out. which* makes it very convenient for the use of
'adies jnd children, and renders them less liable to accident.

The actifn of the springs is such as to destroy all that unpleasant horse-motion which is found in all

>ther scyles of car. s.and whi' h makes them so disagreeable to ride in.

The bottom is solid, in preference to si its so commonly used, which protects the driver from dust a d
rand. Where other carts have fi jm two tc three foot springs, the Spiral has twenty-four foot springs, giving
more e'asticiry than any other cart made.

TROTTING- SULKIES and SPEEDING WAGONS in Great Variety.

VEMIC1.ES OF E1ERI DESCRIPTION.

We liave tlie finest Carriage Repository on tlie Pacific Coast.

eSESD FOB CATALOGUE ,"5»

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421 to 427 MARKET ST. S. P., CAL. mj7

ST. BERNARDS
Of purest b'wiss strains, from Mr.
Hy. Schumacher's Kennels, Bern,

Switzerland, on sale, fine puppies

by my Champion "Apollo" my
newly imported dog, "Victor

loseph", and by the immense
rough coat "Sir Charles," also

grown stock from Switzerland aud
England. Mr. Schumacher selects

exclusively for me in Switzer-

land. My facilities for import-

ing are of the best. "Apollo"'

and " Victor Joseph" at stud.

Correspondence from all inter-

est ed in the St. Bernard solicited.

W. W. TUCKER,
P.O. Eon 1338. N. T. City. 23apr26

Studebaker Bros. M'fg. Co.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

FRAZihiK (CHICAGO) CARTS.

Full Lines of BREAKING, EXERCISING, DRIVING and ROAD
CARTS,

P aggies, Carriages, Buck-boards and Wagons
o:o-

201 &203 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
E. E. AMES,MANAGER.

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R. Es., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Coximodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances ill i jag
the Ime.

:o:

Over 6.000 miles of first-class road running West.JSortn. and North-west fromCble-ax©.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE."

For further information apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD,
myT General Agent, San Francisco, Cal.

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!
PURE AND UNADULTERATED.

We offer for sale on favorable terms to the Trade.

CATHER WOOD'S CIIXBRATED FINE OJ0D WHISKIES
of the following brauds, namely;

Cranston's Cabinet, Centur-7, A. A. A., Old Stock, Henry Bull,
Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.

Also, in cases of 1 doz. q\iart bottles each,

Rrunswiek Club (Para Old Bye) and Upper Ten (Very Old and Choice).

£2T Forexeellence, puri'y and evenness of quality the above axe unsurpassed by any whiskies imported.
The only objection to be miwie to them by tne manipulating dealers being that they cannot be Improved"
npon.

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO,
SOIJE AGENTS. SAM FRAJitTCO, CALIFORNIA

HORSE BOOTS,
New Styles Great V_4riety McKerron'a Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

RACING OUTFITS.
Race and Exercising SaddLes, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, Whips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Riding Pants,

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister, Cole's Ossidine, Kitonel's Liniment, Dilon'a, Going's and DeBoise'B Horse Eemedies

TRACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION.

J. A. McKERRON,
230 and 232 Ellis Street, San Francisco

Gnaw
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Sporting Topics.

James A. Dustin, a noted driver and trainer of trotters,

came here from the East some two months ago nnder a con-

tract with Mr. Salisbury. This contract has been candied

by Mr. Salesbury and it is the purpose of Mr. Dnstin to

open a public stable. He has now Anteeo, and an Almont

stallion belonging to Mr. Simms, of Phcenix, Arizona, will be

under his charge in a day or two. It is understood that

Daisy S. will be one of the string. Mr. Dustin has had long

experience with trotters, and he stands in the front ranks

both as educator and driver. He has trained and driven sev-

eral of the notables of the tracks, among them such stars as

Masy Ccbb and Charley Ford. He came here with testi-

monials from eastern men conversant with track affairs which

are highly laudatory, and for the short time he has been on

this coast he has given ample proofs that the encomiums were
deserved. Those of Mr. Salisbury's horses which he handled

showed marked improvement, the bay by Gibraltar exhibit-

ing phenomenal speed for the time Mr. Dnstin had him.

Last winter Mr. Salisbury offered him for $400 and the high-

est offer was $200. As was stated in the paper of last week,

Dustin drove him a half a mile in 1 :07 and he was likely to

improve on that. After that display an offer of $5,000 was

refused, so that there was an appreciation akin to Southern

California lands. Another public stable with a first-class

trainer and driver in charge was greatly needed in California,

and it is fortunate that the want has been so well supplied.

There is no doubt that the coming trotting season will

show a whole lot of good ones, many of them whioh are

at present unknown to fame. Thore is scarcely a training

ground that does not send reports ofgreat doings. The South-

erners aTe reported to be outdoing themselves, and should that

be the case those on this side will have to be ready and

without a weak spot. Sunny Slope has battled valiantly for

a long time and, with the exception of a few others, has had

to bear the brunt of the fray. Should our informants be

correct it will not be without auxiliaries in the coming

campaign. There is a chance for several Biehmonds in the

field, and should they have the proper quantum of speed

they will be troublesome customers indeed.

A writer in Tht Epoch recommends that an association be

organized to promote Sfteen miles an hour driving, but this is

far too slow for even the old men of the United States, and

that the "Cob" be takeD as the standard. We will let him tell

his story in his own wnrds:

These trotting machines, as they may be called, are the

result of breeding entirely for speed, regardiesB of beauty or of

endurance. People in the Middle and Eastern States, at least,

have almost forgotten that a horse ought to be round-bodied,

that his neck should be curved, his head small, his ears well cut,

his nostrils full and his chest broad. Of late years, and within

a small circle, the popularity of the cob has done something

to improve what might be described as the horse of daily life.

It is hardly necessary to say that by "cob" is meant, not an
animal of any particular breed, but a horse of a round,

chunky, solid pattern, somewhat short in the legs and neck.

It is a very indefinite term, and cobs are of all sizes, and of

considerable variety in shape. The ordinary cob, though not

a brilliant, is a very respectable beast, and if moderately well

turned and properly curtailed, he is reckoned extremely gen-

teel. In England he has long been a favorite, both for saddle

and harness. Readers of English novels will remember that

a Bishop invariably rides upon a cob. In some old verses a

quaint writer enumerates the possessions that he thinks would
secure his happiness, including among them, and not without
reason:

An Arabic book to read, a Norfolk cob to ride,

A bouse to live in shaded with trees, and near a river side.

In certain breeds of our trotting horses we have the mate-

rial for a race of cobs superior, perhaps, to the English, as

being more speedy. The ordinary road horse trotter is by no
means a fair representative of the horses that have have suc-

ceeded upon the track. To contest seven or eight fast heats

certainly requires strength, and some families that have dis-

tinguished themselves by endurance, add to endurance speed,

and to speed beauty.

There are trotters and trotters. Jay-Eye-See, besides great

muscular power, has bottom and courage, but he is under-
sized and ugly. Mand S., on the other hand, is beautifully

shaped, and her head and ears, although somewhat large, are
finely cut and extremely aristocratic. France's Alexander, a
horse lately exported to Germany after a successful career
upon the track, is a big, slashing animal of the heroic type,

fit to serve a painter as a model of a war horse. Wedgewood,
again, his old cometitor, has the essential qualities of the
cob, with the addition of great speed, for he is strong, gentle,

courageous, and of a well-rounded shape.
Clearly the American cob waits but the man and the hour.

Our trainers are better than the English horse-breakers, for

they appreciate more keenly the nervous, sensitive, docile

nature of the animal. To horsemen of the old school, and
even of the present English school, an account of the long
and patient process by which Maud S. was converted from a
wild and ungovernable to a safe and gentle disposition, would
read like a sentimental tale. What can be done to hasten the
development of the American cob? Tnere is in New York a
flourishing club of amateurs devoted to the trotter, and a sim-
ilar one has just been started in Boston. Why should there
not also be an association of those numerous horse lovers who
prefer a buggy or a dog cart to a side-bar wagon, and who
would rather drive fifteen miles in an hour than 1,300 feet in
thirty seconds.

There are plenty of trotting-bred horses which have the

cob form, but it is rare, indeed, when one of that shape has

speed enough to meet the demands of those who drive for

pleasure. A compact, round-bodied, short-legged horse may
answer to pull Btreet cars or work in light delivery wagons,

but they lack style, range and the kind of beauty that our

horse fanciers want. For a sedate English clergyman, a

retired tradesman or others of the slow-moving population of

the British Isles, they answer very well. Not a point about

them, however, which will suit the road-drivers of this

country.

That the trotters had not a friend in the writer of The Epoch
article is shown in the opening paragraphs and in order that

our readers may see how little is known by foreigners of oui

national horses these are also copied:

The turn out ("team" is beneath and "equipage" above the
subject) most characteristic of an American city or town
consists of an undersized horse harnessed to a spindling,
"side bar" wagon, and driven by a self-confident person,
holding, in all probability, a big cigar in his month. Besides
being small, the steed is commonly waspish about the waist,

glove-necked and narrow-chested. Moreover, he is apt to
have a coarse head and coarse ears, and it is almost certain
that he cannot be driven fast in safety to himself without
wearing a more or less varied assortment of "boots" upon his

legs. Not seldom also he carries heavy shoes or toe-weights
on his fore feet to keep him steady and level in his gait, and
these incumbrances unfit him for a long drive.
His good points are chiefly powerful muscles, especially in

his long and vigorous hind legs, which give him a capacity
for great speed over a short distance, and as a rule he is

intelligent. At first sight he would strike any horseman
unaccustomed to the breed as an ugly, misshapen little beast,

and this appearance is intensified by the overdraw check
which pulls up his head and points his nose straight outward,
thus depriving his neck of whatever slight curve it may have
had by nature. Three years ago a commission of cavalry
officers was sent to this country by the French Government
to investigate the character of our horses, perhaps with a
view to importation for the use of their army. In the elab-
orate report which their officers made, although they spoke
very highly of our Houyhnhnms in general, and declared
that one, a member of the Mambrino family, was the most
beautiful horse they had ever seen, yet they were much
impressed by the undersized and defective animals just
described, and they condemn them in vigorous terms.

How an undersized horse can be furnished with long and

vigorous hind legs is something of a puzzle. "Glove-necked"

iB a new phrase to us, and it may be a term of reproach of

vast significance. As mares and geldings are chiefly used for

road-driving, it cannot be expected that they will show thefull

and arched crest of a pampered stallion. As to general

appearance the road and truck horses of America will com-

pare favorably with any race of horses, and we have often

times heard Englishmen and other foreigners speak highly of

their good looks, the former likening them to the weight-

carrying hunters of their native land. As a rule road-horses

do not wear many boots, though owners are loth to risk val-

uable animals without these adjuncts. As boots for trotting

horses are rarely seen in Europe, they strike the eye of a vis-

itor as au incongruous part of the "turn out." The French
Commissioners alluded to were on a critical campaign, and if

they did not find fault imagined their judgment would not be

valued. Mambrino King was the horse to which the crown
of beauty was awarded, and while unquestionably a very

handsome horse, we have seen many trotting-bred animals

equally as good looking, thoroughbreds which were superior.

Winners at Gravesend.

The following are the owners and largest winners at the
meeting of the Brooklyn Jockey Club which closed on the
17th ult.

Dwyer Bros, [Hanover, $8,080 $14,057 50
J. B. Haggin, Guarantee, $5,455 13,' 810 00
A. J. Cassatt, The Bard, £3,625 *7io90 00
Emery & Co., Drv Monopole, $6,600 7*030 00
D. D. Withers, Fitzroy, S2.895 5*025 00
G. B. Morris, Favor, $3,575 4*475 00
M. L. Scott, Tea Tray, $2,765 ...[ 3^990 00
S. W. Street, Maroon, $1.7S5 3,335 00
W. Jennings, Glenmound, $2,695 3* 195 00
E. Heffner, Maikland, $1,832.50 2*512 50
S. S. Brown, Mona, $600 2 200 00
W. B. Jennings, Boaz, $1,080 2*165 00
B. Kahn, Saxony, $2,120 2,'l20 00
Fund for Disabled Jockeys, Winona, $600 1*.697 50
Excelsior Stables, Alaric, $1,440. , oc 1*6S0 00
Blohm &, Co., Adrian, gl,600 1^600 00
W. C. Daly, Florence M., $720 1*510 00
J. McMahon, Swift, $1,010 1*510 00
D. Campbell, Berlin, $880 1)450 00
H. J. Woodford, Barnum, $1,225 1,225 00
W. Stoops, Tornado, $1,130 .) l) 130 00
J. W. Sogers, Orlando, $500 1000 00
T. McCaull, Choctaw, $1,000 i'ooO 00
F. Grill, Wickham, $910 '910 00
Fairfax Stables, Oriflamme, $600 * 870 00
L. Martin, Tipsy, $820 820 00
Both & Co., Kichmond, $820 820 00
R. W. Walden, Specialty. $600 720 00
J. A. Morris, Britannic $600 qqq qq
C. Cornelhsen. King Crab, $600 600 00
K. Tucker, KermeBse, $600 600 00
Le Masney Bros., Climax, S600 600 00
W. P. Burch, TellieDoe, $590 .„"."

590 00
W. Gratz, Fenelon, $500 500 00
W. H. Timmons, Miller, $500 500 00
L. C. Behman, Broughton, $340 490 00
T. N. Miller, Harry Bussell, $440 440 00
O.Bowie, Vance, $300 350 00
Brannon & Co., Bio Grande, $305 305 00
W. H. McMahon, Letretia, $302.50 30^ 50
Roe & Co., War Eagle, ©200

\ 200 00
Jeter Walden, Sea Fog, $200 200 00
Hayden & Barry, Gleaner, $200 200 00
P. Lorillard, Jr., Subaltern, $160 160 00
N. W. Kittson, Rataplan, $100 100 00
Appleby & Johnson, Crichton, $S0 80 00

Total $95,795 00
* Also 81/00 in plate, not included in this amount.
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Answers to CorresDondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. Ko replies by
rcail or telegraph. Tbe name of the writer should accompany all
questions, not for publication, bat as a guarantee of goad faith. Let-
ters received without the writer's name cannot receive attention.

C. H. T., Downey, Cal.

What was the breeding of the dam and grandam of Judge
Salisbury? 2—Also the breeding of a chestnut sorrel mare
kDown as Panline; was shipped to this county about 1S75
with California Hunter by S. L. Dewey. Has she a record
made at Los Angeles?
Answer— 1 . Judge Salisbury's dam was Kate (sister to Powers,

2:21) by Volunteer; grandam Jennie by Seeley's American
Star. 2—Pauline was by Nanbuc, son of Toronto Chief. The
breeding of her dam iB unknown to us. She is credited with
a record of 2:49 made at Los Angeles, May 7, 1S75, in a race
with Rubber Boy and Los AngeleB Maid. She may have
t
rotted at other times, as many Los Angeles races are not :

the records.
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General Topics.

At the late trotting meeting at Hartford, Connecticut, the

favorite in the 2:37, Compeer, was distanced the first heat by

the loss of a shoe which thrown off near the quarter ploe.

In the 2:19 class Libbie S. was the favorite, and Bhe had the

same mishap, which is commented on as follows in The

fforesman:

Strange to say the favorite in the2:19 class was beateniu the

same way as Compeer, that is by the loss of a shoe. Libbi6

S. was a hot favorite at $50 to S40for the field. She won the

first heat with the greatest of ease, beating Billy Button an

open length then she was made a favorite at §20 to S8. She
broke jnst as the word was given and came almost to a stand

still. She squared away but soon broke again, showing signs

that something had gone wrong with her. J. B. Thomas took

the lead near the three-quarter pole, with Billy Button a close

second, and so they finished, Libbie S. being distanced. It

was found that she had grabbed her quarter badly and pulled

off ashoe.

Had tips been worn in place of shoes this could not have

happened, as we have worn one to be thrown unless

the heads of the nails were worn completely away. The

fast pacing mare Cortette had a habitof knocking her shoes off,

and even if set so close at the heel as not to offerany chance to

catch, would strike them hard enough on the side to displace

them. Shod with tips there was, of course, an end to that

Wuble, But Compeer and Libbie S. were not the only Buf-

ferers at Hartford. In the 2:21 class, The Horseman says;

" Many expected Mambrino Dudley to make tne issue uncer-

tain until the last quarter of the last heat, but he threw a

shoe the fourth heat and waB distanced. "Three times and

out," but thirty-three times or ten times that number of in-

stances would not lift the old machine out of the old ruts.

The following iB going the rounds, and is plausible enough

to gain credence:

A little group, largely composed of the genus tout, was sit-

ting in front of a stable out at the track swapping yarns, sayB

the Chicago Inter-Ocean t
when one of them said:

"Did you ever hear how Irish Pat was given a gallop at

Louisville?"

"No," come in a chorus from his interested listeners.

"Well, then, I'll tell you. One morniDg Mr. Corrigan came
out to the track bright and early, and after having seen that

several of his string had been given their morning exercise, he

put a darky upon Irish Pat with orders togive him a slow gal-

lop, and off the darky started. In the meantime some
gentlemen came along to wnom Sir. Corrigan got to talking,

and so interested was he that he forgot all about Irish Pat.

Keeping up the conversation, they finally adjourned to the

Btable, and there they sat and chatted for over an hour,

Suddenly a little darky coon came rushing excitedly from

the track, and without waiting to catch his breath said:
" 'Mr. Corrigan! Mr. Corrigan! Dat boy he like to know

like he haben't done gibben Irish Pat gallop nuffV
"You can bet there was a rush for the track about that

time, and Irish Pat was taken to the stables in a hnrry.

The boy when questioned, said he 'didn't keep no 'count ob
how many times de horse gone 'round, but he reckoned dat

he done gone and gallop him eighteen miles for suah. 1

"The story comes without guarantee. I give it to you as it

was given to me."

We know of a gallop at Chicago, in 1869, that was fully as

trying as the twenty-mile canter of Irish Pat. Timothy

Moshier of Galesburg, Illinois, bred a number of colts from

Zero by Boston. Among them were two brothers, Bob Lee and

Long John. During the race meeting Mr. Moshier took them

out of their stalls at daybreak to graze, holding the elder, Bob

Lee, by the halter, while Loug John was permitted to go free.

He fed for a short time contentedly, when something attracted

his attention from the succulent grass, and he started off with

head and tail erect, snorting and putting on ail the airs of

Job's warhorse. He circled about for a few times and away

he went through the gate, over the planking to the Transit

House, and we could hear the clatter of his feet on the hard

Macadam of Halsted street, until the sound died away in a

faint echo. We had cautioned the owner about leaving a

four-year-old stallion to himself, but he responded that it

was a common practice, and when he "cut loose" his only

remark was that he did not think he would leave Bob.

There was at least an interval of half an hour, when the return

was signalled by the faint, at first, clatter of the hoofs on the

pavement, and then came the rattle like that of a hundred

bas drums on the planks. He swept through the gate with

grand action, gave a whinny of recognition to his com-

panion, and resumed his grass cropping. "I knew he would

not leave Bob," quietly remarked the owner, though in the

meantime he had indulged in some fast work, as the sweat

was streaming down his sides and trickling down the limbs.

Mr. Moshier had introduced rather a unique method of

training. His track was some distance from the stables, and

his favorite plan of galloping was to harness two at a time to

a skeleton wagon, driving himself. He was a large man,

over two hundred pounds, and his method elicited the usual

amount of ridicule which a departure from old grooves pro-

vokes. John Ford and Matt Allen were training at Spring-

field, and when they came to Chicago portrayed in vivid lan-

guage the idioByncracies of "Uncle Tim.' 1
It was doubly a

dead sure thing in their estimation that not a race would be

placed to the credit of the Zeros, and fortunate for the owner

if the red flag was not flaunted in their faces. The harness-

trained horseB won more than their share of the purses;

among the contests a "3 in 5" won by Bob Lee, which was

one of the hardest-fought battles ever witnessed. Gilroy

won a heat, the first, Bob Lee the second, Columbia—the

grandam of Aateeo and Antevolo—the third, when Bob came

in the victor in the others. He alBO ran a grand race against

Bonita, if our memory is correct it was three miles, and she

did not beat him to exceed Bix inches.

Dr. Weldon was partial to turning his horses loose to gallop,

nd on one of his trips to St. Louis, when the track was too

muddy for exercising, utilized a field. The blue-grass sod

gave a tolerably firm footing, though there were puddles of

water, and when the colts'had made a circuit or two it was
difficult to know what their natural color was. The doctor

was a stanch advocate of working race-horses barefooted, aad

wrote many sensible articles in relation thereto. We are

informed by Australians that in their country if a race-horse

was started with any metal on his feet there would be

grave suspicions in regard to the integrity of owners, as even

racing plates are held to be detrimental to a high rate of speed

at the gallop. Theodore Winters held that plates were an

advantage over "barefooted" of one second in a mile, though

the difference in our race-horses and those of Australia may
cause the contrary opinions. There turf covers the soil,

here the top soil is kept loose by the harrow and the sharper

edge of the plate may be necessary to give a firm held. The
racing tip gives a better catch than the whole plate, and this

advantage can be obtained without hampering the foot.

Some months ago we copied from "Horse and Man," the

author of which, Bev. J. G. Wood, presents a great many
instances where barefooted horses were used and with mani-

fest advantages over those that were shod. The book has so

much in it that should be of interest to everyone who owns a

horse that we are tempted to infringe on the copyright by

publishing copious extracts. But as it can be purchased for

$2 50 of Joseph A. Hoffman, 20S Montgomery street, there

is no necessity for drawing on it to an extent that would be a

serious infringement. It gives the unpopular side of the

question, though by unpopular we mean that it presents

views which are directly contrary to moss-covered opinions,

and not only that, but in direct opposition to the moneyed
interests of smiths and veterinarians. Were it proved to a

majority of horse owners that thoir animals could perform

all the labor required without shoes, Bhoeing smiths would

be curtailed iu their profits. Were it known to a majority

of owners that the present system of shoeing was mainly

instrumental in producing nearly all the ailments of the feet

and limbs, and a course parsued which would obviate the

difficulty, the bills of veterinarians would be greatly reduced.

We will quote a few paragraphs from "Horse and Man" to

illustrate. "I certify that for five and a half years the horse

(whose hoof is here photographed) has done my work (a doc-

tor's) barefoot, that is to say, without iron ot any kind on

his feet. This work he has done singlehanded, for I keep

but one horse. MoBt of his work has been done over

Macadamized roads in the east of London. He has often

worked seven days a week, and has frequently had a heavy

brougham behind him. In the five and a half years he must

have traversed some 13,000 miles. Daily work, three or four

hours. Though barefoot, he has worked sound, and his

hoofs show no signs of undue wear.

"Only, 20, 1883. (Signed) R. Ralph Llewwellyn."
The cut taken from the photograph shows the sole, frog

and lower part of the wall all in capital shape.

The smith had reasons to find fault with a system which,

at the best, could only furnish him with the work necessary

to round the edges, occasionally, of the horn, and it is some-

what contrary to human nature to concur in the propriety of

that which is contrary to their interest. But the veterin-

arian, who has an eye to the profits of his profession, cannot

look with equanimity on the abrogation of a system which so

seriously interferes with his business. To quote again from

Mr. Wood: "It is not only asserted and surmised, but proved,

that the shoe is the direct or indirect cause of every disease

to which the hoof is liable. It causes corns, which could no
more exist in the hoof of a shoeless horse than in the foot of

an Australian savage who never saw a shoe in his life. The
shoe causes laminitis, quittors, thrush and navicular dis-

eases, all being inflammatory in their nature. Contracted

hoof, grease heels and sand-crack, are equally attributable

to the shoe, and make the very name of farrier a terror to all

who care for the welfare of their horses. Then the unpleas-

ant habits of cutting, brushing, interfering and clicking can-

not be contracted by horses which do not wear shoes. The
profession is so well aware that the faults are due to the shoe

that a whole class of shoes has been constructed, each of

which was supposed to have the merit of obviating one or

other of these defects." Do away with the ailments of fee,

and limbs of horses, and three-quarters of the work of the

veterinarian could be dispensed with.

We are firm in the belief that a great proportion of horses

can perform all the labor that is required of them without

any metal on their feet, but there may be cases where
"protection" is necessary. It maybe, too, that the fast trot-

ting action entails the wearing of weight on the hoofs,

although even that we are not prepared to grant. But should
there be greater wear of horn than there is growth, ninety-lve

cased iu a hundred the toe will be the part which is worn,
especially in track and road horses. Visit a blacksmith shop
where this class of horses are shod, and the cast-off shoes
will establish the point, many of them worn entirely through
at the toe, the heels no thinner than when put on. As the

sunken tip will gnard that without entailing the injuries noted

by the author of "Horse and Man," there can be protection, if

necessary, immunity, from the diseases which follow shoeing.

The action of trotters, or rather, How shall it be controlled?

is not yet fully understood. Weight has been considered an
absolute necessity. At first ponderous slioeB, then, in con-

junction with metal nailed to the foot, rolls of shot, quarter-

boots filled with lead, and finally toe-weights. The dnui of

Wildflower and Manzanita was ladened with shoes of two
pounds, and rolls of shot nearly as heavy, and the first toe-

weights we ever saw were worn by Jennie, and these were
upwards of twenty ounces each, with shoes which were of

the same gravity as those worn by Mayflower. But she was of

large size, whereas the St. Clair was under fifteen hands. Jen-

nie was one of the celebrities of her year, and the singular

number is appropriate in this case, as the season of 1S72 was
the only one in which she figured. She obtained a record of

2:22! when that was a big mark for a green one, but the

pedal loading was too great for legs to stand, and she went
to pieces. She was bought by M. Salisbury, and died in

Oakland in 1881, then sixteen yearB old. The success which
followed the use of weights on Jennie, and the conversion of

pacers into fast trotters by the same methods, stimulated peo-

ple to adopt them, and there was a veritable toe-weight craze.

In.a few years some fifty patents were granted, besides many
patterns which were not covered by government letters. With
study and practice came more rational designs. The discovery

was made that less weight on the outside was bb effective as the

huge lumps of metal when the shoe was lighter, and a shoe

of twelve ounces with a weight of from three to eight ounces
afforded the desired result without nearly so great a danger

to feet and legs. Still more recently the tendency has been
to do away with them and depend on breeding and boots to

accomplish the desired result.

Breeding and Boots. Rather alliterative, and yet these

three words express volumes. The brief sentence would
be sufficient text for a volume of essays on the trotter,

and therefore it may appear out of place in this column.

The breeding part especially, and right here we desire to

amend by introducing another desideratum, viz., early and
proper training. Youth is ductile; age stubborn. There is

plasticity in young muscles, the young brain is ready to be
impressed. The colt is bred to trot, early educatiou inten-

sifies the bent, boots permit of giving lessons without the

accompaniment of acu^e pain. The fast, or rather the very

fast trotting step is not entirely a natural inheritance. The
pace being partially artificial, there is a tendency to get off the

track, as it may be termed, when the action goes wrong.
Every intelligent trainer will coincide in the claim that the

greatest difficulty to overcome arises from the pupil hurting

itself, the injury in a large majority of cases being to the

hind feet and legs. That is the injuries which are the most
likely to throw the pupil off of a true gait. The knee or shin

of the forelegs may be struck so hard as to cause lameness
and yet the animal "go square." But if the coronet, the

horn directly below the coronet, the pastern, ankle or hind shin

receive a succession of blows, it is a hundred to one that there

will be hobbling, hitching, single-footing, or some other repre-

hensible "way of going" follow. The heavy weight in vogue
from ten to fifteen years ago, doubtless induced higher and
quicker action of the fore feet so that they were out of the

way of the hind extremities. By protecting the parts struck

so that no pain followed the blow, the animal is not forced to

a gait which is inimical to speed, and as the education pro-

gresses the action is accelerated as the colt learns that to go
fast there must be a more rapid stroke.

With proper handling, by far the most important being

uniform kindness to the pupil, the colt soon learns what the

desire of his mentor is, and will endeavor to make a proper

return. In the endeavor he will naturally adopt the proper
course. He has learned that in place of galloping when urged
the requirement is a still faster trot. If in a position to

make the effort without suffering, he will find that he can
trot faster by stepping quicker and lengthening his stride.

Every time that he succeeds in trotting faster he has reduced
the danger of fore and bind extremities coming together

violently. The boots give him confidence. In place of sid-

ling about, running behind or adopting the usual methods
of escaping tne blow he does not not fear it. The
hind feet are thrust under the fore with impunity, the buffer

receiving the stroke in place of the sensitive tissues, and the

true action is sustained. In course of time, in all probability

the boots can be dispensed with. With their aid his gait

has been formed and there is no longer any necessity for the

guards, although the safest course is to wear them.

"An ounce on the heel more than a pound on the back" iB

an old time saying, and as true as it is ancient when gallop-

ers are the theme. Somewhat modified it will apply to trot-

ters. It may be that it will take longer to bring colts, and old

horses especially, to their speed, though the strain" on their

legs is greatly lessened and the feet not so liable to injury.

That trotters can be bred which will trot faster without
pedal incumbrances than with them we firmly believe, and
few will deny that an animal which can dispense with shoes
and perform satisfactorily, is superior to one which has to

carry even moderately heavy shoes. If a horse can trot bare-

footed as fast or faster than when he wears shoes, he will not
only sive expense but will escape a tendency to the many
ailments which shoes are known to be the cause of. It will

be a succeeding generation of trainers, however, who will have
the nerve to run counter to popular prejudice, and these, too,

with employers who cannot be driven from their course by
adverse criticisms. Owners and trainers will have to be
proof against ridicule, as ridicule, not argument, is the
weapon employed.

Notwithstanding the marvelous results of the system of
training observed at Palo Alto, those who criticised it still

cling to the charges. It is easy to say that under different

methods there would have been still greater progress but
when the fastest records from yearliugs to four-vear-olds have
been obtained, there is more potent support than volumes of

talk can demolish. Nevertheless they still denounce what
they have not the brains to comprehend,

JM
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E. Baldenero's ch g Scamper clow

Racine: at Los Angeles-

We are under obligations to Secretary De Camp of the Los

Angeles Tnrf Club for the record of the races run on the 1st

and 2d insts.

July 1st.—Weather tine; track slow; attendance fair.

First Race.-Introduction Stake, for all ages; 310 entrance; half for-

feit; $10 added, of which $S) to second; maidens allowed three pounds.

Thos^tratton's btk f Minnie Strattnn, 4, by Reveille, 1031bs...Herity 1

Owen Bros.' gc Johnnie Gray, aged, bv Sliiloh dam Margery, llolbs.
, Appleton 2
bv Jim Douglas, 112 lbs.

....: Welch 3

Time, :50.L4-

Pools: Minnie Stratton 520; field Slo. Value to winner $65.

The starter experienced considerable trouble in getting the

trio together, Scamperdown and Johnnie Gray being very

fractious. After about a dozen false attempts the horses were

dispatched on even terms. Scamperdown soon went to the

head of affairs, closely pressed by Minnie Stratton and the

grey gelding. The Bame order was maintained till past the

quarter post, when Herity shook up the black tilly and

assumed the lead. A furlong from home Johnnie Gray came

with a big rush and it was anybody's race, all three being

under whip, but the favorite succeeded in winning by less

than a length. Time :50£.

Second Race—Charity Stake, for all ages; 510 entrance; half forfeit;

575 added, of which 825 to second. Five-furlong heats.

E. Baldenero's ch g Manzamta, aged, pedigree unknown, 11° lb s.

i

j K""Kittson's"cK'"g'Bi'iiy"Johnson, aged, by imp. "uienelg. dam
" PlnTiPtarium 111* lbs Clifford J -

nweuBYos ' 1) c Oro. 3, bv Norfolk, dam Golden Gate. 106 lbs..
"

_ Appleton 2 3

Time. 1:0:;-, 1:03}*.

Pools: Orof-0; Manzanita $12; Billy Johnson S5. "Value to winner $85.

First Heat-After several false starts they were dispatched

together, Billy Johnson making the running, Manzanita

soon challenged him and a very pretty neekand-neck race

ensued at the back stretch, but the Fresno horse proved un-

deniable and entered the straight with a slight lead which

he held till the finish. Oro the favorite, who was last all the

way, came with a rush near the end, and almost snatched

second position. .

Second Heat—A capital start was effected, Oro being sent

to the front at a great gait. Welch now sent Manzanita

after the lead and soon collared him and coming away won

by several lengths. Billy Johnson challenged Oro at the

head of the straight, and after a severe struggle the Fresno

horse wen second money.

Third Race—Los Angeles Maiden Handicap.free for all; ?10 entrance;

half forfeit: 560 added, of which 525 to second. One mile.

D E Sheehan's ch g Fred Collier, aged, by Joe Hooker, dam Pass,
' {iQits Clifford 1

H L ~Samu"i*3 b c Ed. McGinnis, 2, by Grinstead, dam Jennie G..90
*

jbg _ _u Durfee 2

H. E. Rose's"bg —
*, i, by Leinster, 85 lbs Stewart 3

Scamperdown, 5, 105 lbs., ran unplaced.
Time, 1:46.

Pools: Ed. McGinnis 20; Fred Collier 20; field 6. Value to win-

After several breakaways, in which Ed McGinnis v>ent a

couple of furlongs before his jockey could pull him in, the

quartette were sent on their journey to another splendid

start. After setting down to work the order was: Fred

Collier, Ed McGinnis, the Leinster and Scamper-down.

The horses passed the quarter in the same order, save that

the field had opened up. From this on Ed McGinnis and

the Leinster gradually overhauled Fred Collier, but the Joe

Hooker gelding entered the straight with a clear lead and

landed the race. Ed McGinnis came up with a rush near

the end and looked all over a winner, but was beaten by

less than half a length.

July 2d. Weather fine; track good.

First Bace—San Diego Stake, all ages: 810 entrance; half forfeit; $40

added- second horse to receive $15. Five-eighths of a mile.

J E. Kittson's ch g Billy Johnson, agea, by imp. Glenelg, dam
Planetarium. 115 lbs Clifford 1

Owen Bros.' g g Johnny Gray, aged, by Shiloh, dam Margery, llo lbs.,

Appleton 2

B p'BUli's ch g Adain, 5, by Beveille, 115 lbs Herity 3

Time, 1:034.

Pools : Adam $40; Johnny Gray $25; Billy Johnson 55. Value to win
ner $70.

L the third attempt they got away together. Billy John-

son sumed the lead and was never headed winning from

John Gray by a length, Adam two lengths behind. Adam
and Jl nny Gray changed places at the lower turn, but

could ni. catch Johnson.

Second Bace—The Perfection Climate State; $25 entrance; half for-

feit; S100 added, of which ?40 to second horse. Mile Heats. "Winners

of one or more races in 18 6 penalized five pounds.

E. Baldenero's ch g Manzanita. aeed. 110 lbs Welch 1 1

Owen Bros.' b c Oro. 3, by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate, 106 lbs.

Appleton 2 2
Time, 1:44*. 1:46.

Pools: Manzanita 520; Oro 8. Value to winner $127.50.

First Heat—Both got away on good terms, with Manzanita

slightly in the lead, which he had increased to a length

before the half mile was reached. The gelding swept into

the straight with a clear lead, and won handily by half a

length. Time, 145}.
Second Heat—Manzanita got slightly the best of the send-

off, and led by a length and a quarter at the half which was
reached in 52£ seconds. From this point the race was
never in doubt," MaDzanita winning by several lengths in

1:46.
Third Bace.—Blonde Beauty Stake; S10 entrance; half forfeit; $50

added; $20 to second horse. Seven furlongs.

D E Sheehan's ch g Fred Collier, aged, by Joe Hooker, dam Puss,

117 lbs Clifford 1

J E Kittson's ch g Billy Johnson, aged, by imp. Glenelg, dam Plan-

etarium, 117 lbs Welch 2

B P Hill's ch g Adam, 5, by Reveille, 117 lbs Herity 3

Time, 1:30}.

Pools : Collier $50; field $15. Value to winner $70.

At the third attempt they got away together. Johnson cut

out the work to the half-mile post, Adam close up. At the

head of the stretch Collier assumed the lead and won two

lengths from Johnson. Adam three lengths behind. Time

1:30£.
NOTES.

The following items are extracted from the Los Angeles

papers

:

" Mr. M. F. Tarhle, of Los Angeles, offered prizes of an ele-

gantly mounted whip and a pair of spurs to winning jockeys.

Both were won by Jimmy Welch, the veteran, who is prob-

ably the oldest active jockey in the United States.

Secretary E. A. DeCamp officiated as starter, and did it to

perfection.

Los Angeles has a jockey best known as Sunday School

Jack.
A match race has been made between Fred Collier and Ed.

McGinnis for §1,000 a side.

Midsummer underweir in great variety from recent importa-

tions; camping 6hirts to suit the season; English, Scotch,

French and Domestic hose, in cotton, merino, wool and silk;

driving gloves for the track and road; every description of

gentlemen's furnishing goods at most reasonable prices.

Orders from the country should be addressed "Beamish,

Nucleus Block, Market and Third Sts., San Francisco,"

Derby Day at Chicago.—Scenes and Incidents
of the Great Race.

'Chicago Inter-Ocean.]

As in all other grand racing events the fourth American
Derby furnishes food for much speculation as to what favor-

ing circumstances aided the winner or retarded this and that
competitor which finished behind him. The great bulk of

dissent as to the verdict comes in all cases from those who
backed the second horse. When in 1SS5, Joe Cotton won by
a head finish the Kentucky Derby thousands of persons
charged that had Bersan been properly piloted he most cer-

tainly would have won. So yesterday tbere were many
that can see in Miss Ford a superior animal to the chestnut
colt which finished first. There can be no doubt that Lncky
Baldwin wished to win with Goliah, but such wish in no
way prevented West's being closer up with Miss Ford, and
there could certainly have been no objection to the tilly's

finishing second even had Goliah won. When the horses
were one mile advanced upon their journey Fenelon showed
clear, Terra Cotta second, the rest well bunched and close

behind, with the exception of Safe Ban and White Nose,
which were quite out of the race.

If Miss Ford sulked she lost but little ground, for as into

th6 stretch they came no horse was within striking distance.

Then it was that West, noting Goliah in distress, cut out
and after the leaders. At the eighth post Miss Ford was Id

the front rank—Fenelon and Terra Cotta going to the whip
at this point—and yet the winner coming fast upon the out-

side outran her home. Therefore, while the filly may be the

better race-horse, no one can be certain on this point, as the
winner in his two-year-old form demonstrated speed of the
highest order. It is more than probable that such gift

enabled Hamilton to send his mount first past the post by a
determined effort. The race was the best since the inaugura-
tion of the American Derby.
The time, 2:36 J, is the same as that made last year by

Ben Ali at Louisville, but a better performance is shown by
reason of the start for the Kentucky Derby being made from
the shute. The public, which cares not for time test or,

indeed, merit of horseflesh, was better suited than by any
Derbysave the first, when Modesty, Kosciusko and Bob Cook
finished "heads on," as Yolante and Silver Cloud only
"led the procession." This year's Derby is the most valuable
of any ever contested in America, the owner of C. H. Todd
pocketing the sum of $13,940.
The public made Goliah the favorite, and it3 money nat-

urally was placed upon a horse upon whose back was seen
the great Isaac Murphy, the jockey who has landed all of the
former winners. The bookmakers therefore cut the Grin3tead
colt's price to 2 to 1, and held Miss Ford at 4. The race
being such a concededly open one caused the backing of

every horse. The heavy bettors held aloof, but here and
there one of the talent ventured a few hundreds. Terra
Cotta was the choice of the inner ring, and even the almost
infallible Simons of Louisville staked his reputation and his

gold upon the success of the Harry O'Fallon colt. The Board
of Trade contingent kept Charley Stiles bnsy. It looked
pretty easy for them to "buy the field against Baldwin" at

even money, and as there was undoubtedly an order in the

bos from "Lucky B." himself, speculation was bns£. The
henchmen of Corrigan sifted in their coin upon his King
Alphonso colt; Amos McCampliell's friends insisted on Jim
Gore; the Hebrews stuck to the Kentucky Derby winner,
and each bookmaker could but exult in anticipation of that

profoundest blessing to the fraternity, "a round book." But
alas! the agents of -the Haggins dropped into the ring. But-
ting on small money here and there at the odds of 20 to 1

the price was sustained, and last night it was said that Mx.
Haggin had won $20,000.
The winner, C. H. Todd (Joe Hooker—Rosa B.), is a big,

lusty chestnut colt about 15.3, with a blaze fice, three white
legs, and not a particularly racing outline. His work at

Washington Park was deemed far from satisfactory, at least

by those who pride themselves npon ability as to judging
horses 1

merits. The result of the Derby demonstrates a
"coup" upon the part of a very astute turfman.
The starters for the Derby were: White Rose, Libretto,

Fenelon, Clarion, Carey, Goliah, Miss Ford, Jim Gore, C. H.
Todd, Montrose, Terra Cotta, Wary, Safe Ban and Hindoo
Bose. Pools sold: Baldwin's pair, $225; Terra Cotta, $SS;
Carey. $70; the field, $220. Bookbetting: Goliah, to 5 2;

Miss Ford, 4 to 1; Terra Cotta, 6 to 1; Carey, 5 to 1; Jim
Gore, 7 to 1; Fenelon, 8 to 1; Wary, 10 to 1; Hindoo
Eose, 10 to 1; Libretto, 12 to 1; Clarion, 15 to 1; C. H. Todd,
20 to 1; Montrose, 25 to 1; White Nose, 50 to 1; Safe Ban,
50 to 1.

The horses went to the post at 4:40 and were there twenty-
five minutes before the flag fell. Jim Gore made one break
in the first ten minates, but stood still the rest of the time,

refusing to move an inch. After he had delayed the start

fifteen minutes Miss Ford began displaying her temper, and
while she pranced shook her head spitefully, and occasion-

ally plunged about the track in front of the field; Gore stood

behind it an example of equine stubbornness. Finally they

got off. Safe Ban was nearly left at the post, and White Nose
and Hindoo Bose got away in the rear of the others, who
were well bunched. Terra Cotta was the first to show in

front, closely attended by Carey and tendon. In a furlong's

run Fenelon took up the running, lapped by Terra Cotta,

while Blaylock dropped Carey back and took sides with Jim
Gore. At the heels of the second pair Montrose, C. H. Todd,
Goliah and Libretto took positions, Wary, Clarion, and Miss
Ford being in close attendance. Fenelon set the pace into

and through the homestretch the first time witnout any note-

worthy change occurring. Passing the stand Terra Cotta

and Fenelon were head and head showing the way, with Carey
and Gore as closely paired in third and fourth positions, and
the others, excepting Hindoo Kose, White Nose, and Safe

Ban, in a bunch. Going around the turn Fenelon drew
away from Terra Cotta, but the latter moved up again on the

back stretch and they ran lapped to the half, nearing which
Todd worked through between Gore and Carey. Meanwhile
Montrose, Goliah, Wary, Libretto, and Clarion ran in close

order, and Miss Ford sulked and fell back to the rear of the

bunch. Bounding the last turn Todd moved into third

place and Murphy called on Goliah. The big son of Grin-

stead was able to hold his position but not improve it, and
did nothing beyond holding Montrose tight against the rails

and giving him no opportunity to get out. Taking in the

situation West began his move. As he advanced to the front

Withers called on Libretto, and Kiley sent Wary along. At
the head of the home stretch Fenelon still led, with Terra

Cotta second, Todd third, and eight others in a cluster

behind them. Straightening into the home stretch Montrose
got an opening and joined in the final struggle. Fenelon,

Terra Cotta, Todd, Carey, Gore, Misa Ford, Montrose,

Libretto and Wary raced almost in a solid column to the fur-

long pole. Then Miss Ford and Todd began to draw out of

the ruck. A hundred yards from the wire they had the race

to themselves, and Hamilton and West were riding as if for

their lives. A desperate finish resulted in a victory for the
colt, with the tilly only a throat-latch behind. Wary finished
third, an open length behind Miss Ford, and nobody could
say which was the fourth. Fenelon, Terra Cotta, Montrose,
Libretto, Carey and Gore were "bang up." Arnold and Mur-
phy took their mounts in hand when they found persever-
ance useless, and yet they were well up at the finish. Hin-
doo Bose, Safe Ban, and White Nose were beaten off in the
order of naming. The finish was generally pronounced one
of the best ever seen, the fact that eleven out of a field of
fourteen came home in fast time and such close order, caus-
ing almost endless comment. The time was :27i, :52, 1:17
l.m, 2:10* and 2:36|.

People who know a good deal nbout horse-racing, and who
had their money upon some one of the eight favorites in the
Derby, are still enquiring who C. H. Todd is and what unlucky
wind it was thatblew him to Chicago. Fifteen horses started.
Eight of them, according to the best sporting authorities, had
a good fighting show. The other seven were no good. But
it was one of these seven that won—the worst one of the lot.

A modest little chestnut colt that doesn't seem to have spunk
enough to switch his tail at the mosquitoes browsing on his
hide—that is C- H. Todd. He comes to Chicago from Cali-

fornia; nobody knows much about him; there's 50 to 1

against him here, and 100 to 1 against him there—he has
no show at all. It is hard to explain how it all happened,
but somehow or other the chestnut was first at the finish, and
carelessly cantered off with the $14,000 prize. His owner
won some $20,000 additional on the side, but hardly anyone
knew even who his owner was until the race was over. Mr.
Haggin, of San Francisco, was setting up the champagne for

the boys last night, but that was no consolation to the thou-
sands of wise young men who walked home from the race-

track.

It was not only the most successful day's racing ever given
by the Washington Park Club, but by far the most success-
ful ever heid in the West. It is said there were 50,000 peo-
ple on the grounds, but probably 30,000 would be a nearer
estimate. Certainly there novor before was such a crowd at

the track. The usual accommodations were useless, and the
management had to throw open the centre field for the over-

flow af vehicles and people—something that never had to be
done before. The events, too, were deserving of the attend-
ance. There were six magnificent races, all hotly contested,
and some of the crack blood horses of the country in every
event.
The money that changed hands during the day would

probably foot up into the hundreds of thousands. The bet-

ting privileges for the day netted over $10,000—that is, the

space allowed the betting men under the grand stand rented
for that amount. Forty little clusters of men stood around
forty blackboards offering odds against every horse. This was
"bookbetting." From a dozen or more little pulpits loud-
voiced men sold tickets on every horse at $5 each. This
was "French mutuals." From other pulpits were sold horses
at auction—this was "auction pools." From still another
pulpit were offered odds against two or more named horses

—

this was "combinations." At every betting box there was a

roaring trade. Men fought, and jostled, and elbowed, and
scrambled, and swore in their haste to get their money up on
some horse or other. As soon as each race was finished there

was a scramble to get winning tickets cashed, and then
another scramble to reinvest the money.
But all the people did not come to bet money. Probably

10,000 men made bets, and probably 9,500 of these were
afterwards sorry that they did not have more sense. But the

20,000 people who did not bet—they were the people who
had fun. It was a delightful day to begin with. Bright sun-
shine and balmy breezes—breezes from across the lake—

a

temperature of 75° in the Bhade; clear blue sky, flecked here
and there with gold and amber cloudlets; green fields, blue
lakes, and an exhilarating atmosphere—what more could one
ask? With one's girl on one's arm, and a mutual on C. H.
Todd in one's pocket, never brighter day came to mortal
man. And there was a very large sprinkling of girls on the

grand stand—girls just as good-looking as their more aristo-

cratic sisters over at the clubhouse, and maybe better look-

ing if it came to that. It was a day for pretty women and a

day for new gowns, and there were plenty of both. There
were five women to one man at the clubhouse, and the

women sat around in state and looked bored and hid little

yawns behind big fans. There were five men to one woman
on the grand stand, and the women laughed and chatted and
flirted and held little levees and received compliments and
made little bets and had a jovial time. Some of the club-

house ladies did a little betting too, but it was serious betting.

Several young men were kept flying back and forth buying
Paris mutuals. Women never buy anything but Paris

mutuals. Betting more complicated than that leaves them in

a fog. The girls on the grand stand bet gloves,

and candy, and lemonade, and never lost a bet. Sometimes,
of course, they did not win, but then they never lost. That
is where the fun came in.

It is not known how many hundred barrels of beer were
consumed, but there were a good many. Men stood

packed six deep around the big bar after every race, waiting

their turn for a speck of froth, only five cents a speck, but

there was no drunkenness whatever, at least, none to be

seen. One man was taken away by the police in an ambu-
lance, but it was only a case of sunstroke. The story that

this was the one man who won on Eva K., and that the win-

ning paralyzed him, was not true; it was a legitimate sickness.

Name Changed.

Editor Breeder asd Sportsman-

:—We wish to change our

bay stallion's name, John Goldsmith, to Del Wood, as we see

that there is a horse called John Goldsmith.
Del Wood, bay horse, foaled June 20th, 18S3, by Del Sur,

1094, son of The Moor, S70, dam Imogene by Norwood 522;

second dam by American Star, 14; third dam by Harry Clay,

8. This colt broke his leg below the stifle the day he
was foaled.

Damyille, July 4th. S. Gamble axd Wm. Meese.

A racing club was organized at Greenville, last week, with
the title of Plumas Horse Association. The officers are:

D. L. Haun, President; C. H. Lawrence, first vice-President;

D. Mclntyre, second vice-President; J. S. Bransford, Secre-

tary, and Geo. Standart, Treasurer. H. E. McClellan, E. P.

Smith, J. Lovell and Dr. J. S. Carter, Directors.

Mr. C. W. Aby, manager of the horso department of Mr.
Baldwin's Santa Anita Ranch, says they have there this sea-

son "nineteen of the greatest yearlings in the world."

The Manhattan Jockey Club proposes to bar horses that

run at such meetings as Brighton Beach and Clifton.

It is rumored that Mr. Cassatt is to buy Hanover and
him to England with The Bard,
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THE KENNEL.
Death.

Mr. Thomas Potter lost by puerperal peritonitis, pointer-

bitch Bridget, of the "Taft Stock."

Whelps-

sympathetic fanciers of good dogs of all sorts to send them to

its shuw, guaranteeing suitable care, competent judging,
invariable justice, intelligent oversight, proper classification,

and all the other inducements which influence owners. That
its reward will be the first really good dog show given in Cal-

ifornia there seems no reason to doubt.

Mr. Thomas Potter's pointer Bridget whelped, June 25th

eleven, four dogs, to Mr. David Thorn's Sport. Five living, two

Names Claimed.

By J. B. Martin, San Francisco, Cat.

Buffalo Bill, for fox-terrier pup by Fiogal (Tennyson

—

Merry) out of Sunbeam (Rustic Royston—Silverdale), whelped
June 6, 1887.

_

Mr. M. Price of cutlery fame, received a few days ago from
Captain McAllister, a fox-terrier dog, said to be of thorough
breeding. The dog is a little coarse in head, and was not
docked short enough, but in body, legs and feet is good
and as a whole compares favorably with specimens already
owned here.

The terrier interest is growing to surprising mngnitude
when it is considered that dogs of that sort of indisputable
terrier breeding have been cultivated on the roast for but a

few years. Mr. L. J. Rose, Jr., at San Buenaventura has a
good stud of them, purchased from Mr. August Belmont'B
kennel of very fashionable breeding and high quality.

Mr. J. B. Martin, of this city, who divides his liking

between shooting-dogs and fox-terriers, has a number of good
ones. Mr. Jas. E. Watson also owns several of avouched
breeding. The list of owners might be prolonged indefin-

itely, but it may suffice to say that good classes of fox-terriers

can be gathered for a dog show in San Francisco.

Local kennel interests are in a thriving way generally.
Numbers of good dogs have recently been brought to the state

and more are on the way. The pointer men seem to be most
active among sporting dog fanciers. Three or four rarely

bred old fashioned young pointers from Mt. Vernon,
Virginia, have come to local owners, which we expect soon
to see. A brace of black pointers iB soon due fiom Liver-
pool, to Mr. Jas. E. Watson, who has also some clumbers
and some fox-hounds coming from England.

Considerable effort is being made by members of the Cali-

fornia Kennel Bench Show and Field Trial Club to secure
the assent of the Pacific Kennel Club to a coalition of the
organizations in conducting the April dog show announced
by the latter club. It really does seem that one kennel
club and one show in each year are enough for San Fran-
cisco, but there seem to be insuperable obstacles in the way
of such a conjoined show as that proposed. The Pacific

Kennel Club is a member of the American Kennel Club,
and is bound by all the limitations imposed by that
excellent organization. It must conduct its shows in
the spirit and under the rules prescribed by the central body.
If the C. K. B. S. & F. T. C, should be permitted to take
part in giving the show, no penalties could be enforced
against it or its members if any should be incurred, nor
could it be made amenable to discipline in any event. If

questions requiring arbitrament should arise, the C. K. B.
S. <fc F. T. C, could not be entitled to representation, nor
could it have any standing in the council of the American
Kennel Club.

If infractions of doggy rules by members of the C. K. B.
S. & F. T. C, should call down the anathemas of Secretary
Vredenburgh, their force would necessarily be spent upon
the unoffending heads of Col. Taylor and Mr. Watson, and
the Pacific Kennel Club would bear the onus. Wo do not
believe that the members of the C. K. B. S. and F. T. C.,

would intentionally involve the show in complications and
we regard the members of the organization as being thorough-
ly in earnest in their efforts to promote doggy interests, but
we do not see how any commingling of authority in giving
a show could be permissible. There is but one way open to

members of the C. K. B. S. and F.|T. C, if they wish to share
in the responsibilities and the pleasures sure to beincident to

the Pacific Kennel Club show, and that is to make applica-
tion for membership in the latterinstitulion, and if accepted,
take their places in the ranks of the workers. Many of them
we know would hesitate before doing so, because of personal
dislikes or apprehension of harm because of former strained
relations, but to such we think it proper to say that the
Pacific Kennel Club stands on broad and deep foundations.
It is not a clique, nor can cliques be successful in it. Its

members are carefuliy selected, are wholly independent and
not afraid to be out spoken. It is not a "one-man-club" nor
does it represent the views of any dozen or twenty men, but
it is in the highest and best sense a democratic body. Its

officers are expected to do their duty without favor, and the
remarkable success of the club is the best pioof of their
efficiency.

Knowing the members of the Pacific Kennel Club
thoroughly, we feel assured that no one who desires to join
it and who is not conscious of unfitness, need delay in filing

an application with the Secretary. All applications are con-
sidered by a carefully selected Committee on admission and
nothing but patent undesirability can induce an unfavorable
report upon a applicant.

There are in the California Kennel Bench Show and Field
Trial Club many gentlemen who would lend dignity and
influence to any organization, and we know the efforts they
are making to keep the club alive and to make it all it should
be; but their efforts do not seem to be rewarded in measure
full enough to justify continuance. It must be unsatisfactory
to them to nod their well-meant and good schemes for the
benefit of the clnb emasculated by the inconsiderate opposi-
tion of those who permit Tancor to guide them. That the
club is barely viable we believe is admitted by many of its

members. Is it worth while to expend further time and
money in its behalf when both can be economically utilized
through the Pacific Kennel Club?

That anybody or any club can organize some sort of dog
show is probably true, but that anything like a fair repre-
sentation of the best dogB of the coast can be drawn together
except at a show given by the Pacific Kennel Club may be
doubted. The experience of last July, flattering though some
may consider it, is, in our opinion, a matter for regret. The
show was without competent and energetic management, and
as a consequence its entry list was notable, more because of
its failure to include many good dogs than for any other rea-
son. In April next all couditions will be quite different. A
regularly organized, properly constituted Kennel Clnb with
the best affiliations and a first-rat© membership will appeal to

Mr. K. B. Morgan, who lives at Akron, Ohio, and owns
many excellent dogs, among which are Mandan, Bishop
Mandan, Rose and Pearl, writes us this week a chatty letter

from which extracts are made which may serve the interest

of some of onr readers.

Mr. Morgan is a handler of great experience and good
methods and has attended pretty much all American field

trials, facts which make his opinions abont setters worth a

great deal. He sends photographs of Bishop, Rose and
Pearl. Bishop appears to be a young dog of good size, good
form and great substance. He is not unlike famous old

Mandan, which iB high praise. Mr. Morgan writes:

"I have been having some photos struck of my dogs, and
thinking you would like, may be, to have copies for yonr
collection, I send them. Rose and Pearl Mandan are my
Derby entries, and good ones, too, they are. I think they
will be in the money at the finish. I have never handled
better than they are at their age. They are for Bale, to be
delivered at conclusion of the Derby. So well do I think of

them I will run them at my own expense I, to have win-
nings, which is a very fair proposition, I think, and it will

enable some one to get a first-class fielder at a fair figure. I

shall run Mandan against Lillian very soon, and I will want
to make "provision" for the race, as I do it all on my own
means. I think Mandan can win the race, and I will try

and demonstrate to the public that Mandan is a fielder. On
four or five different days, after the trials last Fall, I

hunted Dan in North Carolina, all day with some of the best-

posted gentleman I have met, and they think him a wonder
on game. I made the match on the working of Lillian at

High Point last year, and if that is a sample of her work Dan
can do her, I think. Rose and Pearl have just recovered
from a case of very bad distemper, and it has left them with
no bad results. So, should any of your western sportsmen
wish an entry for the eastern trials and have it run, I think
this a good chance. Bishop Mandan is a young dog just

one year old, and the coming show dog of the country, too.

He has grand legs, feet, body, neck, head, etc. When the

picture was taken he was brought straight -from the kennel
to the gallery. He has never had a comb or brush put on
his coat. He is all hunt and point. I would sell him pro-

vided the purchaser will allow me to break him. I will sell for

§100 here. Should any of your western fanciers want a

winner at the coming bench show of the Pacific Kennel Club,

Bishop will be near the top."

Several valuable additions have recently been made to the

American pointer stud. Capt. C. E. McMurdo has just

returned from England where he was commissioned to buy
what suited him in the way of pointers. He secured King
Kent, by Priam—Kent's Baby, and Pontiac, formerly Clan-na-
Gael, by Milton Bang II—Price's Climax, for Mr. Edward
Dexter, of Boston. Shandygaff, by Mike—Romp, he bought
for Mr. J. T. Perkins who owns Mainspring.
Shandygaff ran up for the English Derby this year, and is

said *o be a good field dog and moderately good as a bencher.
Pontiac is reported a strong, weli-proportioned, able dog, hard
to find fault with, and likely to correct the weediness which
characterizes so many pointers on this side of the water. King
Kent is of royal breedirg, and is pronounced by competent
judges to be all over a workman. The blood of these recent

additions is not very dissimilar to that which has been at

command of breeders hitherto, but it has certain peculiarities

which are likely to become manifest in the improved field

quality of youngsters owning these dogs as sires.

The Charlottesville Kennel, ol which Captain McMurdo has
charge, will have a strong stud, both in setters and pointers.

The actual owner of the kennel, Mr. Edward Dexter, of Bos-
ton, is quite the type of the sportsman, and happens to be in

a position to gratify every desire. He shoots a great deal,

works his own dogs and works them well. He is removed
from temptation to misjudge his dogs, and, in fact, subjects

them to criticism more severe than that offered by anyone
else. Such an owner, in combination with a trainer of such
soundness and experience as are possessed by Captain
McMurdo, cannot but advance the kennel to a leading posi-

tion, at least in a field-trial way, and it may safely be said

that field trial superiority is the standard by which the breed-
ing done at the kennel will be measured.

One of the most level-headed and thoroughly good dogs of
'86 was bred by Mr. Dexter, in Gloster, winner of the E. F. T. C.
Members' Stake, afterward sold to Mr. Jas. L. Breeze.
Gloster was a good looker as well, but failed on the West-
minster bench to secure a place, possibly because he is not of

the type to which most American judges seem to incline, i. e.,

of the heavyish sort, with loaded shoulders, coarse quarters,

and coats of such length and weight as to be extravagant.

The mean, in coat, which shall afford warmth and protec-
tion to the setter and yet not be a source of annoyance and a
hindrance to efficiency in the field, does not seem to be
reached in dogs of the breed as now shown. For benching
alone there is, perhaps, no reason why feather and flag should
not be monstrous, as they often are, but in most countries
the setter, unless frequently clipped, becomes unsightly
because of the burrs and dirt which gather in the coat. Nor
is the unsightliness the only argument against the coat. The
dogs, unless groomed oarefully, must spend hours which
should be given to resting m freeing themselves from prickly

things which not only annoy but which, if neglected, will give

rise to ulcers and abrasions. Every one who shoots over dogs
must recall the restlessness and feverishness of the setter

which is put on chain after a day's work in burrs, wild oats
or like cover, without being carefully freed from the dirt

which has worked into the coat during the day.

Whether it is possible by selection to produce a com-
promise coat somewhat thicker than that of the pointer and
a little longer, while yet very much closer and shorter than
the common setter coat, remains to be seen. The wiry
character of the pointer coat adds much to its effectiveness

as a protection from bruises and soratches. just as the coat

of the deer protects that animal from iujunes to which the
horse or the domestic ox would be subject if similar exposed.
It has often been a matter of surprise to note the ireedom i

from scratches, brruises or abrasions in deer which have beel

killed after running hard pressed, through sharp chemisal
and chapparal, which cut the followiug horse and rider in

scores of places, and made the game hardly "worth the
candle." It iB probable that the coats of the Betters of

twenty years ago, except in the Laveracks, were not so fine

as now after years of in-breeding which has about done
away with all the qualities which should appear in the dog
used for rough work Buch as covert shooting is. The clipper,

as improved within a few years is a god-send to setter owners.
It is possible, without danger of nicking the skin, to free
the dogs from all long hair, a precaution which should
always be taken before turning them into dirty cover,
such as most of that in which work is done on the
Pacific coast.

A recent suggestion is, that setters shall be bred into
greater hardiness by addition of a pointer cross. The idea
is one well calculated to startle setter adhereuts but they may
profit by not rejecting it without trial. The cross might
develope a coat, such as that which has been discussed.
The ultimate dog to come from persistent admixture of
pointer and setter blood, cannot well be imagined. It would
probably strain out entirely as otbers mongrels do, but there
seems no reason why the addition of fresh blood from some
source should not benefit Euglish setters.

Readers will remember that some months ago, the advisa-
bility of out-breeding English setters was discussed in these
columns. At that time Doctor Rowe through the American
Field, excepted strongly to our statement that Euglish setter
commonly bred, lacked many qualities essential tu irst rate
field dogs, but, with much deference to the brilliant editor,

we must admit we were not convinced and we suspect in the
light of recent events his own views have undergone modi-
fication. That there is a fast growing belief that setters
breeders must secure out-crosses will not be disputed by
those who read closely the articles contributed to various
papers by practical breeders. It is true that no clearlv
defined doctrine in relation to the matter has yet been
enunciated, but experiments are being made daily and u
sound theory may soon be developed; the sooner, the better.

_

Pacific Kennel Club.

The monthly meeting of the club, was held in its rooms
at No. 7- Montgomery Avenue, on Wedneseday evening last.

Fourteen memberB present. The President was unavoid-
ably absent and Mr. Briggsacted as Chairman. The Treasurer
reported S227.40 in the treasury, after paying for the club
furniture, printing and all other bills. The Secretary, Mr.
Watson, read letters received from well-known eastern
experts in answer to inquires aB to whether they could
judge the show to be given by the club in April next, and
upon what terms. Mr. John H. Naylor, of Chicago, could
not tell definitely whether his engagements would permit
him to be present at the show.
Mr. Jas. Watson, of Philadelphia, would undertake to

judge all classes for a moderate sum. Mr.Chas. H.Mason, of
New York, could not absent himself from Eastern show work
in April.

Major J. M. Taylor of Cleveland, O., would gladly judge
the show, and leave the matter of compensation with the
club. Dr. H. Clay Glover, of New York, wonldlike to visit
California, and would judge the show without compensation,
Hon. John S. Wise, in characteristic frank style, expressed

full willingness to judge for the club if it was satisfied with
his ability to do so, without compensation. He should
enjoy visiting the coast, and would be glad to do so during
the spring months. The letters were placed on tile with
thanks to the writers.

The club discussed various ways of fitting np and decorat-
ing its rooms, and finally decided that members be invited
to present pictures, enrios, and trophies of hunting trips,

together with books and anything else of interest. Such
articles as were not given outright to the club would be well
cared for and returned to owners when desired. It was
thought that the rooms might easily be made very attractive
if a little interest was shown. Upon motion of Mr. Fritch it

was ordered that the next monthly meeting be made a sort
of house warming or reception for members and others. Tne
Executive Committee was instructed to prepare some fitting

entertainment, and the Secretary requested to issue special
invitations for the affair.

Dr. Dawson intimated a desire to read an article upon
"Instinct and Reason" in dogs, and was invited to present
his views at the next meeting, at which time other essays
will be read.

Qualified Business Men.

Heald's Business College, of this city, sends the names of
the young gentlemen who have passed through the curricu-
lum of the institution during the year ending June 30th.
The faculty recommends the graduates as competent and
worthy of confidence:
B. F. Varney, Jr., San Quentin; George H. Jansen,

Alameda; Frank R. E. Weber, Oakland; Geo. W. Hendry,
City; C. E. Margrave, City; Wm. H. Eagle, City; T. H. Santa
Cruz, La Paz, Mexico; A. C. Schley, E. Oakland; V. E. Ole-
son. City; Adolph Geering, Honolulu; J. Loiseau, City; H.
C. Ingram, Irving, Cal.; Wm. Woolsey, lone, Cal.; W. H.
Hazel, Lower Lake; Jennie Stone, Gilroy, Cal.; E. H. Moore,
Oregon; Wm. W. Morgans, Black Diamonds, W. T.; T. B.
Paddock, Tombstone, A. T.; R. H. Hussey, Reno, Nev.'; T.
P. McDonald, Virginia City, Nev.; W. Barnes, City; Edward
T. Sterling, City; Chas. B. Fish, Santa Barbara, Cul; Wm.
T. Heald, Cloverdale, Cal.; John A. Nealiog, City; Jack H.
Skinner, City; Frank Isadore, Liverciore, OtL; Fred. Kruse,
Mark West, Cal.; Norman Phillips, City; Morris F. Clafliuj
Altnras, Cal.; Wm. F. Cordes, City; Thos. Ryan, City;
James B. Barker, Santa Paula, Cal.; H, Butcher, Santa
Paula, Cal.; M. J. Crow, Berkeley, Cal.; Thos. F. Pollard,
City; George Marshall, City; Geo. C. Zeyu, Anaheim, Cal.;
John Williams, Comptonville, Cal.; T. H. Gilbert, Eureka,
Cal.; A. J. Lang, Manchester, Eog.; A. C. Lassen, City;
Henry L. Peterman, Mount Eden. Cal.; Edward A. Blum,
Martinez, Cal.; C. H. Norman, Alameda, Cal.; J. W. Kruse,
Oregon; F. F, Dustin, Alameda, Cal.; E. J. Gorman, Los
Angeles, Cal.; P.J. Binet, Clipper Mills, Cal.; T. J. Mc-
Devitt, City; T. W. Hobron, H. I.; Frank O'Brien, Alviso,
Cal.; J. D. Danner, Kern County, Cal.; Maria Oasassa, City;
H. L. Gilkey, W. T.; S. L. Norton, Winters, Cal.; John Hogs-
head, Meudocino Co., Cal.; Thomas Hodge, Cayucos, Cal.;
Alice Luce, Haywards, Cal.; G. B. Carter, Sonora, Cal.; Harry
Anderson, City; E. A. Watkius, San Leaudro, Cal; A. P.
Kundert, Gilroy, Cal.; W. H. Browniug, Woodland. Cal.; W.
T. Merchant, Oregon; John Legate, Nevada; H. E. Carter,
Sugar Pine, Cal.; W. F. Dickson, Eureka, Cal.; R. L. HalL
Maxwell, Cal.; William D. Ladd, Sau Leandro, Cal.; S. H.
Cheda, San Rafael, Cal.; A. A. Arrambide, Ci*y; B. Blach,
City; Maurice Abraham, Oregon; Delmar Dolbier, Oakland,
Cal.; Albert L. Schaufele, Monterey, Cal.; B. H. Mitchell,
Colusa, Cal.; Rose Wheeler, Bath, Cal.; Annie Gullixou, City;
Carl Cnhn, Downieville, Cal.; J. H. McEvoy, City; W. Bun-
nell, Oakland, Cal.; L. Van Dusen, Ukiah, Cal.; William H.
Sule, Elk Creek, Cal.; R. E. Robinson, Alameda, Cal.; John
Gibb, San Bueuaventura, Cal.; Geo. Morris, Chinese Camp,
Cal.; Henry F. Buhrmeister, Suisun, Cal.; P. F. Schumacher,
Los Angeles, Cal.; W. J. Porter, City; L. Blanche Powell,
Oakland, Cal.; J. F. Brommer, City; James Hunter, City.

u
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ROD.
Angling about San Francisco 13 abont done. The dozen

or more brooks which afford good catches for four or five

weeks in April and May, have run low and been fished out.
But there is a compensation in the fact that the really good
trout fishing is just reaching its best condition. The moun-
tain lakes and rivers, to which all must go for fish of decent
size, are now in tit condition and the trout take the fly.

At Webber Lake Professor Allen, Mr. T. EUard Beans and
Captain 0. H. Maddox, all of San Jose, Messrs. John M.
Adams, Ramon E. Wilson, Judge Hunt, Joseph Shain and
others from San Francisco, are having fair sport. The best

takes to date have been had by Messrs. Adams and Wilson.

To the pair, on one day, sixty-two trout raisiog the half

pound accrued and on another day fifty-three. The fish are

lean and long as yet, but are fattening fast. Before Mr.
Wilson's arrival at Webber, the old-time coarse tackle was
being used, and the luck ran poor. With the advent of that

enthusiast tine tackle was the order, with good results.

Two weeks ago Messrs. Will Golcher, J. M. Bassford Jr.,

Henry Bassford, Frank Bassford, Beecher Bassford, Wyman
and another visited Cisco. They found the river high and the

fish Bhy, but by careful fishing, none of it with bait, killed

about two hundred fish, weighing in bulk over two hundred
pounds. The fish had done spawning, but were not in first-

rate condition.

Prosser Creek, near Truckee, affords good fishing now.
The American River, on both North and South Forks, is

reported in good condition and full of trout. The Little

Sacramento has been so whipped by the train loads of excur-

sionists which have visited Sisson's that only the highest

skill and finest tackle will insure a good basket, unless the

angler goes to a remote part of the stream. The Klamath ib

Baid to be low enough to make a trip to its wonderful trout

pools remunerative in the way of sport.

Messrs. F. S. Moody, Secretary of the Olympic Club and Mr.

Ed. Bosqui, tell of rare big trout taken on a recent trip to

Johnsville, Sierra County, in Borne lakeB. In one thing all

of the successful fishermen agree, and that is that Retina

leaders and small flies are to be credited with what sport has

been had. The day is not far distant when all who care to

kill trout in California will use something beside the "whale
tackle" to which many now fondly cling.

proper harmony of the details of the cast were three in num-
ber. First, the action of the two hands from the butt was
suggestive rather of whipping than of casting, the hands not
maintaining throughout the cast their proper relative posi-

tions, so that in the back or upward movement the lower
hand became unduly raised towards the front.

Secondly, my friend failed to grasp that, in order to achieve
my method of casting, he must of necessity always turn his

head a little to watch the line behind, to see tnal it was sent
in the right direction, and to be able to seize the exact instant
at which to make the return.
And, thirdly and finally, in the aforesaid back-cast, he did

not check the rod top soon enough.
Now, I dwell with confidence on this lesson, not orly

because it is recent, and, therefore, vividly impressed on my
mind, but also because I regard the case as a typical one.
The faults enumerated were just those of the average trout
fiBher, who, relying on his experience, tries his hand for a
change at bigger game. And, though I have my friend's per-

mission to call him a "duffer," I must do him the justice to

say that the term should be limited to the occasion recorded;
for he lacked neither enthusiasm nor intelligence, and was
dextrous enough in the end to please both himself and me
with the fruits of the short lesBon he received.

How true it is that the most speedy and thorough way of

teaching oneself is to instruct others. Of course, by this I

mean nothing else than to express the hope that having
instructed my now no longer duffer friend will have qualified

me to impart all the more plainly to some of my readeri a
hint or two as to the faults to avoid in making the cast most
commonly used amongst us. —Geo. M. Kelson.*

TAdditional Rod on Page 26.]

Some Faults in Casting".

ATHLETICS.
Pacific Coast Harriers.

How many of the multitudes who "go salmon fishing"

have received any instruction in the art of e. g. the overahnd

cast? How many go flogging on, getting out line somehow,

and being content with that, so long as they get a fish here

and there? True, the first time or two they essayed to cast

the line did come back in disdainful coils at their feet ; but

then, by dint of perseverance, the angler, "somehow or other,

got into the way of it, you know, because, you see, I

wasn't exactly such a duffer after all; I have had a pretty

good experience of trout fishing with the fly beforehand."

When a cast, extra long for this angler, is attempted, snap

goes the top or away cracks the fly, like a released Ariel off

on some little fun of its own. If the angler had turned his

head and watched his back-cast, he would have seen at once

that, in spite of the good space behind him, clear of bushes,

trees, or other obstructions, his line had swept the lowly

grass instead of poising aloft in the "circumambient air,"

and hence these tears.

It is just those long casts that press home upon all but the

unobservant the fact that there must be a right way and a

wrong way in the method adopted. Nor is it so difficult for a

practised trout fisherman to get out a certain length of lice

somehow, say, by a mongrel cast between the overhand and

the underhand; but it is when this certain length is required

to be exceeded that the lack of instruction tellsupon the per-

formance. More than once, already, I have tried to impress

on such of my readers as it may concern, that the build and

action of a good salmon rod is altogether different from those

of a perfect trout rod; but it is evident that this doctrine will

be of little service unless the angler bears in mind also, when
using his salmon rod, that the two styles of casting &Te

equally dissimilar.

1 think that we are now thoroughly prepared to review prof-

itably the little incident which will point my moral.

The lesson took place where a duck generally takes its

place when out of water—on the greensward, and with a

pretty little toy of fourteen feet, recently made for me by

Farlow after my own pattern. By my direction my "duffer"

friend proceeded to mako a plain overhand cast, and in

doing so was not long in betraying his antecedents.

"A trout cast, sir," ejaculated I, at this his first effort.

"Kindly show me the practical difference," he replied,

handing me the rod.

Toy, as I called it, I complied with his request by casting

easily over thirty yards with it. The wind being slight, and

at right angles to the direction of the cast made, did not

influence the experiment. My trouty friend then reeled up
to about twenty-five yards of line, and yet he was not happy

in his effort.

"Just turn your head and look at your line," said I, as he

was preparing for another right hand attempt. "There it

goes, not away to your right rear up towards that cloud, but

sweeping all round behind you and mowing the grass."

"Thanks. Fault No. 1," was the expression he used, with

a look on his face as if he expected other corrections to fol-

low, "and I suppose you don't quite approve of the thrash

down?"
"I was coming to that; you don't thrash down at all; you

give a sort of side cut with the rod and at the same time com-

mit what, though proper to trout fishing, is a cardinal error

in salmon casting, by trying to make the top joint do the

work."
"Then you wish me, as it were, not only to work from the

butt but also to thrash downward, if I understand rightly,

in the same place as the destined direction of the cast?"

"Exaotly so; and in no other way will you be able to get

the full length of line out in front of you."

I then proceed to correct his attitude, getting him to

advance his left leg sufficiently forward to secure firmness^ of

balance, and to warn him to avoid laboring and swaying

backwards and forwards, as he was doing, instead of preserv-

ing a soldierly, erect position. This is not a mere question

of appearance, or, to use the phrase of the day, of mere cor-

rect form, but it is a question of a practice which, grown
into habit, becomes to the angler a source of ease in action

and economy in force.

"But," I resumed to my friend, "there is something radi-

cally wrong beyond this, which I don't quite detect yet.

Continue casting, please."

Then, patiently pursuing the course of instruction, it

-became at length evident that the "Diaruptionists" in the

A new organization, under the title which head6this report,

was effected at the Olympic Club on Tuesday evening last.

Those present were Messrs. Eagan, Kenealy, Thompson,
Flynn, Geo. Hill, Lawlor, W. A. Scott, Horace Coffin,

McArthur, Cooley, Code, Gilhuly, Schefferstein, Jordan,
Rouse, McConnell, Sexsmith, Landmaun and Plowden. Mr.
W. A. Scott was elected President, and Mr. Horace Coffin

Secretary. Mr. Scott said the object of the meeting was to

promote out-door sports by organizing a club which should
have for its central idea the arranging of such competitions
as would attract all classes of athletes, and would induce care-

ful preparation by intending competitors. He was satisfied

there was abundant material of high quality in the athletic

clubs of the city to sustain "cross-country" runs and similar

recreations if it could be gathered into such a club as it was
proposed to form, and he felt assured, by the large attend-
ance at the initial meeting and the character of those present,

that the soheme would meet general acceptance. Many names
were suggested, but the title "Pacific Coast Harriers" was
finally selected Mr. J. W. Flynn was elected Treasurer.
Messrs. McArthur, McConnell, and C. B. Hill were appointed
an Executive Committee to arrange for grounds and other
details of the first open meeting.

All officers of the club were made ex-officio members of the
Executive Committee. Upon suggestion of President Scott

it was ordered that the Pacific Coast Harriers hold their first

out-door meeting on the first Saturday in August, at the
Berkeley track, on the campus of the University of Califor-

nia, leaving the city by the 4 o'clock P. m. boat on that day.
Entries to close on July 30th, with the Secretary. The
events to be brought off at that time are a 220-yards run, a
half-mile walk, and a mile run.
As handicappers, the Harriers selected Mr. J. W. Jordan

to handicap the 220-yards run; Mr. J. J. Theobald, the half-

mile walk, and Mr. Peter Mclntyre the mile run.
It was ordered that it either of the handicappers could not

serve, substitutes should be selected by those entering for

the events. In each event two medals are to be given, to

cost not more than ten dollars; the amount to be contributed
by those entering. The entrance fee will be one dollar, and
if more money accrues from entries than is needed to pay for

the medals, the excess wnll be returned to contributors. Mr.
George Davidson, widely known as an expert starter, was
selected to start in all the events of the first meeting. Mr.
R. P. Doolan was elecled referee, and Messrs. John A. Ham-
mersmith and H. H. Briggs judges. The interest shown by
those present on Tuesday evening forecasts a bright future

for the Harriers. The officers of the club are well known
and active young gentlemen who will certainly make the ven-
ture a success.

cannot be given for handicaps. The other starters were A.
M. Brown, Alameda Scorchers, R. W. Turner, B. C. W., F.
Hood, unattached.
The 100-yards slow race followed, and was won by M. R.

Gibson, of the S. F. Bi. C, from C. J. Schuster, B. C. W.
For the Half- Mile Scratch race but two competitors appeared,

and was won by C. A. Biederman from F. W. Gibson. For
the Five-Mile handicap there were four entries, but only W.
G. Davis, of the S. F. Bi. C. appeared. He rode from scratch
to beat the record, and did it handsomely, covering the dis-

tance in 15:49.

For the One-Mile handicap three started, C. A. Biederman
taking the position of scratch, R. A. Smy the 50 yards, F. Hood
75 yards. Biederman soon had the Tace in hand and won in
fine style; Smythe second. Time, 2:50 1 5, which beats the
previous record for the State. The closing event of the
meeting was the Ten-Mile State Championship, for which four
started. H. C. Finkler, S. F. B.i C, went off with the lead,

closely followed by his club-mate, L. R. Larzelere, Geo. H.
Adams third, and C. E. Adcock, B. C. W.

t
bringing up the

rear. Finkler set a rattling pace, doing the first mile in 3:06,

the second in 6:19, third 9:34, fourth 12:50 1-5, fifth 16:06,

sixth 19:25, seventh 22:404, Finkler Btill in the lead and being
loudly cheered as he passed the stand for each mile. When
seven and a half miles had been covered, Adams went to the

front and held the lead for a quarter of mile, when Finkler

put on a spurt and went again to the front. The eighth mile

was covered in 25:53£, when Adcock made a rush to the

front and Finkler gave way, but pushed the leader hard for

every inch of the ground. When eight and a half mileB had
been covered Larzelere fell, and this mishap, which was the

second h6 had during the day, put him out of the race. Up
to this point the four,men were never twenty yards apart, and
all going for all that was in them. The ninth mile was called

at 29:58£, with Finkler in the lead, Adcock close at his

wheel. Finkler held the lead until the home stretch was
reached, when the pair raced aide by side for fifty yards, but

Adcock had the best of it, and inch by inch drew away and
finished with a lead of three yards, Adams being thirty yards

behind. Time, 32:00 2-5, the Bay City Wheelmen making
the air ring with cheers at this brilliant victory of their

champion. ^_____^^^^___

Outing for July is full of interesting matter, inaverage qua-
ity superior perhaps to any which has hitherto appeared in

that sterling magazine. The editorial remarks about the last

Angler's Fly-Casting Tournament are particularly well worth
reading.

BICYCLING.
This year Santa Cruz was selected as the gathering ground

for the California Division of the League of American Wheel-

men. About one hundred riders from the leading clubs in

the State met there duriDg Saturday and Sunday, and on

Monday paraded the streets early in the morning. The San
Francisco and Bay City Clubs sent the largest number of

riders and made the most conspicuous figure in the process-

ion. San Jose, Watsonville, Gilroy, San Mateo, Alameda

and Oakland were represented. Early and late the streets of

the pretty little town were kept busy by flying wheelmen who
appeared to come like shadows and so depart. The races

were held on the Fourth at the Kace Track. The place is

not easy to reach, but the track was in splendid order for

making fast time. There was a good attendance, the racing

was splendid, and the spectators greatly enjoyed the sport.

The management of the events was unexceptionable, and

everything passed off as smoothly as clock work. The first

event was the One-Mile Novice race for which six started.

It was won by G. H. Adams of the S. F. Bi. Club, K. A. Smythe
of the BayCitv Wheelmen second. The other starters were: F.

Wood, unattached, Aphonse Col, G. C. W., L.K. Larzelere, S.

F. Bi. C. Time, 2:55 2-5. The second event was the One-Mile

StateChampionship, for which three started: W. G.Davis. S.F.

Bi. C; C. A. Biederman, unattached, C. E. Adcock, B. C. W,
This was a splended race from start to finish, and was won by

Davis in 2:52, which is now the record for the coast. Adcook

was a good second. The two victories won by the San Fran-

cisco club, and one of them a best on record for the coast, nat-

urally stirred the boys to a high pitoh of enthusiasm. The
Three-Mile handicap had five starters: A.S.Ireland, 50 yds, of

the Alameda Scorchers, won, with C. B. Wheaton S. F. Bi. C,
100 yds second. Time9:28 3-5. This was announced as another

record-breaking race, which is doubtleBaa mistake, as records

AQUATICS.
The fourth annual cruise of the Pacific Yacht Club to Mon-

terey Bay, began on last Saturday morning. The start was
not absolutely satisfactory. The sailing orders were rather

late in making an appearance, and two of the yachts did not

receive a copy. The" rendezvous fixed for the start was off

Meiggs' wharf, the hour 1:30 a. m. The yachts that

responded to the orders were Annie (flag ship), Lurline, Aggie,

Casco. Nellie and Virginia. They all came to anchor within

hailing distance of Meiggs' wharf, on Friday night. Before

midnight a heavy fog settled in the channel, and the starting

hour was postponed until 4, and the signal to be by gun
tire. Virginia did not wait for the fleet, but left about mid-

night. Nellie was the first to get off. Capt. Murphy claims

that he did not get under way antil 4 a. m. The gun tire

was not prompt according to several chronometers in the

fleet, hut there is no question that Nellie secured a good lead

of Lurline, Aggie, Casco and Anuie; but Capt. Murphy dis-

claims all intention of stealing a march on the rest of the

fleet, and states positively that he knew nothing of any prizes

to be Bailed for until he reached Santa Cruz when he was
informed that prizes had been purchased by the people of

Santa Cruz, and that two prizes were offered for class A and
one for class B. Nellie being class A and the second boat to

reach Santa Cruz, her owner made a formal demand for sec-

ond prize. Up to the hour when this report was written the

matter had not been announced as decided. The race down
was absolutely barren of interest or excitement. When the

gun was fired there was a piping breeze in the channel. Aggie

got off with a good lead, but Lurline passed her before she

cleared the Heads. Nellie, with her long start, had from two

to three miles the best of it when the fleet got outside. She

headed for the Farallones and was followed by Lurline, Aggie,

Annie and Casco hugged the shore. The breeze was very

light outside and the sea smooth. Nellie and Lurline made a

long leg to south Farallones on the port tack. Both went

about at nearly the same time. From the Farallones to

Pigeon t*oiut there was a steady six-knot breeze, and Nellie

held her own against Lurline in fine style, but when clear of

Pigeon Point, on Saturday afternoon, the breeze dropped to

about three knots, and Lurline at once showed her light-

weather qualities. She came up to and passed Nellie like a

witch, going eight miles to Nellie's four. The pair had the

rest of the fleet ten miles astern when Lurline passed Nellie.

From sunBet until midnight there was a flat calm, then came
light airs and Lurline fanned along like a phantom ship and
reached her anchor at 5:53 A. m. on Sunday. Nellie let go

her ground tackle about five hours later. Aggie was third,

an hour behind Nellie, Lolita came fourth, Virginia followed

next, the latter pair coming to anchor about 2 p. m. Two
hours later the flag ship appeared, but it was nearly 8 o'clock

when Casco put in an appearance, and Ripple came to an

anchor at the same time.

Lolita sailed from Sausalito and left that point at 1:30 a.m.,

so that she made an excellent trip down. Ripple started

fromTiburon, but did not clear the Heads until noon on

Saturday, she alBO made good sailing. Ariel arrived late

on Sunday afternoon, so that on Monday morning the follow-

ing fleet dressed ship when the signal for colors was fired.

Annie (flag-ship), Lurline, Nellie, Casco, Aggie, Lolita, White-

wings, Virginia, Ripple, Ariel, Neptune. About noon Pearl

arrived, making twelve in all, the largest fleet that has met in

Monterey Bay since these cruises were Btarted four years ago by
Commodore Caduc. That most genial, efficient and enthusi-

astic officer was congratulated upon all hands over the suc-

cess of the gathering. During the afternoon of the Fourth

large parties visited the fleet where they were entertained in

royal style by the gallant yachtsmen. In the evening lanterns

were hung from the rigging of several of the boats and a fine

display of fireworks made which wonld have had a really

brilliaut effect but for the heavy fog which came up just as

the first rockets were sent up.

Lurline started on Wednesday for San Diego. She had on

board Messrs. J. D. Sprockets, William Center and ft few

other gentlemen.
The dates of the return trips of the fleet are uncertain.

Ripple was to have left last night. Nellie will doubtless be

away several weeks.

Thistle's sailing is remarkable. It is a rare thing for a

yacht to come from the ways and start out with a succession

of victories. That has been ThiBtle's good fortune. It 1b safe

to assert that no yacht ever launched has had such n

of victories in such a space of time. Her light-weatb.

ties are beyond question, but she has not been as the

tested when only plain canvas Bhould be carried. Ne>

she will refit for her trip across the Atlantic.
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CANOEING.
Oakland Canoe Club.

The OaklaDd Board of Trade having invited the Canoe

Club to hold a regatta on Lake Merritt, on July 4th, it wbb

resolved to make a three days' affair of it and camp ont on

the lake. On Saturday morning, canoes Mystic, Gypsy,

Agnes, Zoe Mou and KoTmac arrived on the scene and

pitched their tents on Adams' Point on the north shore of

the lake. They spent the day in sailing around and getting

the hang of the various baffling points of wind peculiar to

the lake. On Sunday morning the rest appeared, consisting

of Alista, Flirt, Bonita, Echo, Snolligoster and Water Lily.

In the evening guests were invited to a "camp fire" and a

pleasant two hours were passed inspecting the canoes and

speculating on the results of the racing. Nest day, by 12

o'clock on the 4th, final arrangements of the Regatta Com-
mittee were completed and the shores were rapidly covered

with spectators and at 10 o'clock the first race was started.

The first event for the canoes was a paddling race, open to

all single paddling canoes. There were several small can-

vas boats on the lake which had announced their intention

of entering, but they failed to come to time and the skin

canoe Snolligoster, paddled by Mr. Harrison, had a walk-

over. There were eleven entries for the first-class sailing

canoes. The wind was light and very variable. To the first

buoy all kept pretty even, rounding it close together, Bonita

first; Zoe won second.

In the beat to the westerly buoy the canoes were scattered

around, each taking the course which seemed most favorable

for getting what little wind there was. Mystic and Bonita

turned it together, closely followed by Alista, Echo and Flirt.

In the home stretch Mystic drew awaj, and won by some
thirty yards from Bonita. Alista and Flirt came right

along side by Bide to the finish, the former getting third place

by about a foot. Flirt fourth. Echo fifth, Gypsy sixth, the rest

being a long way behind. This race was noted as by far the

prettiest one of the day. In the second-class race Water Lily

scored an easy victory, Agnes second. The canoeists returned

well pleased with their entertainment, but assured that the

sailing on Lake Merritt bears no comparison to that on the

estuary. Commodore Blow leaveB on Friday to take in the

Western Canoe Association meet on Lake Erie, and possibly

that of the American Canoe Association, if time permits.

TRAP.
California Wing Shooting Club.

The July meeting on Sunday last, at San Bruno, attracted

ten participants, but no spBctators. The counter attractions

in the way of excursions were too strong to be resisted. The
day was a perfect one, warm, sunny and with little wind.
Messrs. Bogart and Shaff of the city, and Day of Los

Angeles, were present as visitors and shot by invitation,

Mr, Day making the best score of the meeting. Mr. John
DeVaull Jr. and Uncle Kobert Liddle tied for first place and
decided the tie in the pool shoot which followed, the first

four birds shot at by each to count. Mr. Liddle killed the

four and won. Dr. "Slade" killed nine good birds and lost

the last three, a very unusual thing for him to do. They
were all cut by Bhot, but managed to get out of bounds.
Mr. Haas had eitraordinarily bad luck in loosing three

hard-hit birds; one of hiB birds a loitering in-comer was
missed cleanly. Mr. Fay shot his smashing old ten-bore

Scott with which he has made many high scores, but for

some reason he did not centre his birds and five were scored
against bim.
Mr. Osgood's seven were all quick flyers, and as the gen-

tleman is out of practice, his score is creditable. Mr. Bogart
was a member of the clnb some years ago, but for seven or

eight years has not used the traps. He preserves much of

his old-time quickness, however, and knocked over some
ugly ones.
Mr. Briggs was using a new gun, the "Winchester repeater,

and the only shells available were so long as to make it im-
possible to get in the second shot quickly enough to do
execution. Mr. Fay gave the gun a trial and did very fine

work with it.

The shooting averaged much lower than is usual in the

California Club.

At 12 live pigeons, Hurlingham style. Handicap. For club tro-

phies.
Fay 30 yards— 1111011000 1—7
Haas ?8yaras— 11110101110—8
DeVaull 30yarda—1 0111111111 0—10
Slade 30yards—1 1111111100 0—9
Osgood 28yards-l 10111000110—7
Briggs 28 yards-0 110 1101010 1—7
Liddle 30 yards—1 1110110111 1—10
Bogart 26 vards-0 10101101111—8
Day SOvards—1 1011111111 1-11
Shaft" 30yardB-l 10111011011—9
At 12 birds, same conditions. §2.50 entrance. Divided hy Messrs.

Day and Hats.
Fay 30—111 11 01 0111 w I Osgood . . 28—1 n l HlOlOllw
Haas 28-1 1111111110l| Liddle.. .30—1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 10
DeVaull ...SO-0111 llllOllwl Day. 30—1 111111110 11
Blade 30—1 01 1 1 1 1 1 w | Shaft ... .30—1 1 1 1 1 1 lw

Blue Rock Club.

The regular day for the club meeting was last Saturday,
hut as moBt of the memberB were away from the city the
meeting was postponed until the third Saturday in July.
Three members, however, appeared and did some practice

work on the "Rocks," with the usual unsatisfactory outcome
in the way of scores.

The birds Beem to be easy breakers when hit, and the fact

that such wretchedly bad scores are made argues great diffi-

culty in getting "on" to them. During the afternoon Mr.
Maynard had great sport with a floeii of pigeons which was
Bailing about the trees near the shooting ground. Mr. May-
nard secured permission to kill some of them, and did some
very fine shooting, selecting singles and downing many at

very long ranges. He scored thirty-four kills in forty shots
at the live birds, but at the "Blue Bocks" hiB score was
not remarkably good as it should be if the artificial targets

are no harder to hit than live birds. It is possible that the
traps might be set to throw the birds less Bwiftly with advan-
tage.
At 20 Blue Rocks ; 16 yardB rise.

Maynard 10000 11010 00000 01011-7
Gould liono OlitOO 01001 01(100—

6

Briggs HUlO 0001)0 00110 00100-6

At 8 Blue Rocks : 16 yards rise.

Maynard 00110000-21 Briggs 10 10 1—3
Gould .0 i> 1 0—1

|

At 8 Blue RockB j 16 yards rf s«.

Maynard 1 10 10 1—4
|
Briggs 1110 1 1—6

Mr. Ed. Fay, Grand Hotel, is trying to matoh Mr. Mar-
tinez Chick to shoot Mr. Crittenden Robinson for $1,000 a
side. Mr. Bobinson and his stake are ready.

Parker Gun Club Shoot-

There was a large crowd attended the second monthly shoot
of the Parker Gun Club at Alameda, on last Friday. The
shoot was for the club medal, also 100 cartridges offered by
the Selby Smelting Works to the shooter scoring the highest

using their shells. Mr. W. D. Howe didn't show his ability

as a marksman this time. Perhaps it is due to his ill-health or

the new gun he shot with. However a good day's sport was
enjoyed and the members returned home happy. D. J.

Mather carries the club's honors. Following runs the score:

Howe 28 yards—1 10011101111—9
Franks S0yards-1 1110011111 1—10
L. Ettling 30yards—1 11110010000—6
Hayes 30 yards—1 01110101011—7
Mather 30 yards—1 1111111111 1-12
Dodge 30 yardB—1 10000101111—7
Johnson .30 yards— 1001111000 0-6
Brown 30 yards—1 0111111111 1-11
Mathew 30 yards—1 10101101110—

S

Alameda, July 1st. C. G. Brown.
«

A Team Match.

On Saturday last, Birds' Point was the scene of as jolly and
lively a match as has been shot this season. Messrs. Char-
ley Dall and Frank La Coste competed with Dick Brooka
and John Bergez, at fifteen birds each, for a dinner produced
in the best style, for which Mr. Bergez is famous. Neither
Mr. La Coste nor Mr. Bergez is accustomed to trap shooting,

though both are fine quail shots. Mr. Brooks is an old hand
at the trap and nearly always scores high. Mr. Dall has
done a little match shooting in which he has been uniformly
successful. The birds happened to be lively and the novices
deserve great credit for their excellent performances. Mr.
Bergez was particularly quick and stopped most of his birds

close to the traps. The Dall-La Coste team lost, but is yet

unconvinced and willing to repeat the trial. The score:

F. LaCoste 28-1 1101111111100 0)_, q
C. Dall 30-1 0011111000110 01
R.Brooks 30—1 lllOlOllllOlUli ox
J. Bergez 28—1 1011111000011 If

*

Kerrigan vs. Walsh.

Messrs. John Kerrigan and P. J. Walsh shot a25-bird race,

at Birds' Point on Sunday last, for $100 a side. Mr. Kerri-
gan had the worst of the luck, loBing several birds dead out
of bounds. Both shot well and the birds were good. Mr.
Walsh won with something to Bpare. The score:

Walsh 1 11111111111100111001111 1-21
Kerrigan 1 10110110111110011011110 0-17

THE RIFLE
The Bullard Competition.

Editor Breeder axd Sportsman :—I send you total score of

series 2, match 3, of the competition instituted by the Bullard
Repeating Arms Company of this city. The prize was one
of their fine interchangeable and detachable 32 and 38 cal.

rifles with fancy checked P. G. stock, Swiss butt plate, wind
guage and Vernier rights. The highest score was made by
the National Shooting Clab of your city, whose score of 1,099
and 75 points handicap, brings their grand total to 1,174.

The Massachusetts Rifle Association, of Boston, score cards
and targets did not agree. Their targets Bhowed 150 shots,

while the score cards only showed 148. The value of shots on
targets was 1, 189, while on score cards it was but 1,170. The
error occured no doubt by the scorer failing to score the
shots when made, and this technically lost them the match.
When it is known that the National Shooting Club of your
city used military rifles, with trigger pull of sis pounds, it

will be seen at once that the shooting is extraordinarily fine,

in fact it has never been equalled to the knowledge of the
writer, and shows conclusively that California has some of

best military rifle shots as well as sporting shots that there
are in the country. There were thirty-eight individuals who
made 80 points or over in one of the ten-shots strings.

Messrs. Richardson and Jewell, of the Lawrence Massachu-
setts Rifle Club, making 89 points each. There were only
four marksmen who made 250 or better in the thirty-shot
strings, which were: E. F. Richardson, Lawrence, Mass., 258;
F. J. Rabbetti, Boston, Mass., 254; G. H. Wentworth, Dover,
N. H., 252; O. M. Jewell, Lawrence, Mass., 251. It is safe

to say that so much fine shooting was never done before
since rifle Bhooting commenced. The nest match, No. 4, an
individual match of 50 shots each, for the Bullard Champion-
ship Gold Badge, takes place July 11th to 16th, for which
there are over 250 entries representing nearly every State in

the Union, and some very fine scores are expected to be
made, as the riflemen of the country are shooting better to-day
than ever. The Bullard Repeating Arms Company are to be
congratulated on their success in endeavoring to promote the
interest in rifle shooting. Several Massachusetts militia

companies could not shoot, which had entered, owing to the
companies being at the annual State encampment. The
totals were:
National Shooting Club, San Francisco (Cal.) 1174
Mass. Rifle Association, Boston (Masd.) 1170
Cincinnati Rifle Association, Cinn. (Ohio) 1159
Lawrence Rifle Club, Lawrence (Mass.) 1153
Co. F, 1st Reg't, N, N. G., Carson City (Nev.) (2d Team) 1137
Chautauqua Sportsman's Association, Jamestown (N, Y.) 1117
Pittsburgh Rifle Club, Pittsburgh (Penn.) 1115
Nevada Rifle Association, Virginia City (Nev.) 1114
Canton Rifle Club, Collmsville (Conn.) 1113
Brattleboro Rifle Club, Bratileboro (Yt.) 1109
Co. F, 1st Reg't, N. N. G„ Carson City (Nev.) 1st (Taam) 1106
Bridgeport Rifle Club, Bridgeport (Conn.) 1093
Manchester Rifle Association, Manchester (N. H ) 1091
Cocheo Rifle Club, Dover (N. H) 10B1
Leominster Rifle Club, Leominster, (Mass.) 1079
Co. B. 2d Md Infantry, Oakland (Md.) 10G3
Onondaga Rifle Association, Cinn. (Ohio) 10G0
Tacoma Rifle Club, Tacoma iW. T.) 1037
Waverly Sbort Range Rifle Club, Waverly, (N. Y.) 1030
Topeka Rifle Club, Topeka (Kan.) 1029
Wheeling Scbuetzen Verein, Wheeling ("W. Va.) 1028
Central Valley Rifle Association, Central Valley (N. Y.) 1(102

Co. C, iBt Reg't Minn. W. G.,St. Paul (Minn.) 958
Balem Independent Rifle Association, Salem (Mass.) 917
WilmiDgton Independent Rifle Club, Wilmington (Del.) 895
KeDt County Rifle Club, Wyoming (Del.) 603
Morrellvllle Rifle Club, Morrellville (Penu.) 769
Sandy Sprinc Rifle Club, Sandy Spring (Md.) 774
Cberryfield Rifle Club, Cherryneld (Me.) 742
Eagle Rifle Club, Passadumkeag (Me.) 417

Messrs. T. T. Cartwright, of Springfield, Mass., and J. A.
Huggins, of Pittsburg, Penn., will leave New York July 2d, for

England, where they will shoot at Wimbledon, after which they
will attend the International Tournament at Geneva, Switzer-
land . Both will use the new single shot Bullard rifle, and it is

safe to say that in regard to prizes they will not come home
empty-handed.
At the Spring rifle tournament of the Mass. Rifle Associ-

ation, Mr. £. F. Riohardson won Grot prize, with a total of

319 points out of a possible 350, at 200 yards off-hand, Mr.
Geo. F. Ellsworth being second, with 310. Both used the
new detachable Bullard single shot.
The Springfield Bicycle Club will hold a one-day's tourna-

ment July 2d for amateurs.
Baseball is dead here. The teams played so poorly that

they would not draw, and were disbanded.
The U. S. Government officers are experimenting with a

new 40-calibre rifle, and have done some very fine shooting.
While at camp with the M. V. M., some of the Springfield

boys did some g:od shooting, T. T. Cartwright making 45
and 45, J. Kimball 46 and 42. Springfield.

Shell Mound.

Tiie sharpshooters being nearly all away at Healdsburg, or
in the woods after deer, or on the plains after doves, the
attendance at Shell Mound was lighter than usual on Sunday
last.

A few members of the Independent Rifles, Captain Schmal-
holz, practiced at the short range. They shot with the 50-
calibre Remington. Lieutenant Kuhlke made 38; C. Meyer
34; J. Stadtmann 31; J. Worthmaun 28; Louis Goldhammer
16. Nest Sunday the quarterly shoot of the company comes
off.

To-morrow the San Francisco Schuetzen Verein holds its

monthly medal shoot at Shell Mound.
The Eintracht Schuetzen Section holds out over $200 in

prizes at Harbor View on the 17th inst., at their summer
meeting.
Word has been received from the Bullard Rifle Company

that the Nationals team won the Bullard match, and ask-
ing them to select a rifle. This match was open to teams
from any part of the United States orCanada. The Nationals
team scored as follows: Ed. Hovey 230, C. F. Waltham 227,
P. E. Robertson 222, Capt. J. E. Klein 217, and A. Johnson
203; total, 1,099 points. This is quite an honor for Califor-
nia, especially in view of tbe fact that the shooting was done
with Sharps-Borchardt military rifles, while most of the
Eastern clubB used target rifles. The next highest score in
the contest was made by the Bridgeport, Conn., team, which
scored 1,093 points with sporting rifles. The Carson Guard
team came next with 1,062 points, with military rifles.

Harbor View.

The regular monthly medal shoot of the Eintracht Verein
Schuetzen Section took place at Harbor View last Sunday,
and although the wind was rather higb, some good scores
were made. The champion medal was won by Captain Kuhls
with a score of 412 rings, and the first class medal by H.
Ropcke with 366 rings. The second class medal was taken
by L. Schmidt with 314 rings, and the third class medal fell

to Mr. Patt, who made 282 rings.

The best centre shot was made by Leo Klotz.
The Germania Rifle Club also held their monthly medal

shoot, the first class medal being taken by L. H. Kauffung
with 378 rings; the second class medal by H. F. Ropcke with
375 rings, and the third class by F. Krug with 234 rings.
This latter is said to have been the poorest score ever

made by a member of the club at a medal shoot.
The first best centre shot was made by L. H. Kauffung, and

the last by Leo Klotz.
-»

Sacramento.

The usual weekly practice of G Company, on Sunday last,

resulted in very fine scores to most of the participants. The
day was clear and warm, And the breeze not strong enough to
affect the shooting. The scores follow:

CaptainHall 4 44435455 4-42
Lieutenant Flaherty 4 G 4 5 5 4 4 5 5 4—45
Corporal Shee ban 4 53444444 4 41
Private Poulter 4 4554555"4 5-46
Private Stearns 3 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 3—39
PrivateBoase 4 44444455 5—43
Privato Dunphy 4 3 4 6 4 3 4 3 4 4—38
Pri vate McKenuedy 2 3 3 4 4 5 4 4 3 3—35
Private Nulie 4 53443244 4-37
Private Klein 4 5 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 3—41
Score of honorary members at the same range:

Sergeant O. E. Hughes 5 54454455 4—45
Sergeant J. L. Hughes 5 5 4 4 5 4 5 4 4 4—44
Corporal Paulaell 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 5—43

BASE BALL.
California League Record.

Altas
,

Greenhood & Morans.,
Haverlys
Pioneers..:

Total lost.,

Random Shots.

Sacramento!
Another victory.

Champions again!

When will they be downed.
The Haverlys advance to first place.

The Haverlys show their heels to the G. & M's.
The recent fielding of the Haverlys has been wretched.
The Pioneers and G. & M's on the war path and fighting

bard for the target.

As predicted by many, Perrier's only fault is wildness, and
wildness, too, of the rankest kind.

Borchers did not fool his old cronies as badly as the G. <fe

M's manager expected he would.

McDonald is looming up as the heavy batter of the G. &
M's. He hit Mullee last Sunday harder than anyone else
this season.

Another second basemen has shown his uselessness, and
has had to be retired. This time "steady" Pete is snowed
under. Next.

Lon Hardie is doing excellent work for the La Crosse Clnb,
both as catcher and at the bat. The club has several pitchers
and he catches in turn the delivery of each.

McLaughlin is allowing a good many passed balls to be
scored against him lately. Five in last Sunday's game is
something which he cannot feel very proud over.

The new rules are still running in full force in the East, but
they are ruining so many good pitchers that they must neces-
sarily be repealed before next season opens, or sooner.
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Manager Finn has not yet fonnd his Jonah, although dili-

gent search has been made therefor.

Charlie Sweeney, who has been laid off so lone by the
Cleveland Clnb, has at last been called into active service
again, and the chances now are that he will behave himself.

Purcell's second appearance worse than his Hrst. As an
amateur he was a great soccess, bnt as a professional—wellwe reserve onr opinion and throw around him that mantle
of chanty known as silence.

Mike Kelly never played poorer ball in his life than that
of last Friday and Saturday for the Bostons against his old
clnb at Chicago. His costly errors lost one game, and went a
long way towards losing the other.

The difficulty between Manager Gumpertz and Pitcher
Lorngan has been amicably settled, and the yonng twirler
made his re-appearance with Ihe club July 4th in the
game between the A. & G's and Pioneers.
We have had tho pleasure of meeting Mr. Moore the

Stockton umpire, and found him a pleasant, fair-minded' and
affable gentleman, and think the gentlemen of the press have
done wrong in abusing him as they have.
The Altas are in hard luck. The management have

another protested game on their hands to struggle with
This seems very strange, and it looks as thongh something is
radically wrong at that end of the line. Investigate.
Some ball players cannot achieve a reputation in the East

so they come out here and gain that which is necessary to
give them standing in the East, namely, a California reputa-
tion, and then their future is assured. Burke, for instance.
When the California League send clubs to Stockton in the

future, it will be well for the manager thereof to present their
strongest team, and not Ell in with players of inferior
calibre, for the A. & G's ot Stockton are by no means a
"pudding" nine of players.

"McGinty" most emphaticallv denies that an Eastern
yellow jacket is bnzzing in his little hat, and says he would
much rather remain here and coach the lazy men with snail-
like proclivities who form the stalwart Pioneer nine than to
go East and join the best club to be found.
Manager Gumpertz, of the A. &. G's, never gives any orders

to hie men. Anything he has to say to them or anything he
wants done, he gives notice of the same to the captain of the
club—De Pangher, and he gives all orders to the players
and they, one and all, obey him to the letter.

The A. & G. Club of Stockton has organized as a stock
company which is composed of tive directors, each one ofwhom has agreed to contribute fiftv dollars a month for the
support of the club. Mr. Gumpertz has been elected presi-
dent, and will continue to manage the clnb as heretofore.
Pope, Fisher and afewothers wish it distinctly understood

once and for all time, that it would be utterly useless for
Director Appleton or any other Eastern baseball magnate to
offer them inducements to go East, as they prefer remaining
here to going East and raking their reputations with the
"pnnk" players beyond the Eoekies

Manager Harris, having called our attention to the fact
that the Haverlys are credited with no earned runs in Sun-
day's game, in justice to the Haverlys we will say, that upon
a close and careful scrutiny of the score it will be found that
they made earned runs as follows: one in the third one in
the fifth and two in the thirteenth inning.

President Mone is to be congratulated upon his m-ompt-
ness in dealing with the gamblers and poolsellera as'he did
He is undoubtedly right in taking such a firm stand against
this crowd of men who stand ready to kill the sport if by so
doing they could make a few paltry dollars. Down with
them, one and all, and keep them down.

It would be quite the proper thing for the California
League Directors to charge for ladies on Sunday The
Saturday games are given for their benefit at which they are
admitted free, but on Sundays they flock there in great num-
bers and capture the best seats, while those who- pay have to
stand. This change should be inaugurated.

Van Haltren met with an enthusiastic reception upon his
arrival at Chicago. He pitched his first game last week,
and, although he was batted freely and lost the game, he
created a favorable impression, and it is verily believed by all
that he will do a great deal better in the future, and aid
materially in lifting the Chicagos out of the hole they are in.
The Eastern League race has narrowed down to four clubs

in the following order: Detroit, Boston, Xew York and
Chicago. The latter club started out with the poorest show-
ing of all the clubs, but has been playing such good ball of
late that it is right on the heels of New York, and it now
looks as though it will be either first or second when the
season closes.

It might be well for Mr. Umpire Foreman to study up a few
of the rules laid down for the guidance of an umoire in his
rulings before he poses too often before the public as a judge
of plays on a ball field. Any five-year-old school boy in San
Francisco knows enough to decide a man out when he is
forced off a base, and knows it is not necessary to touch him
in order to put him out.

The greatest fool that ever went unhung is the weak-kneed
and sensitive ball player who takes to heart and broods
over articles appearing in the columns of the public press
which do not speak of him in terms of praise. Of this sort
there are many here in onr midst, and the sooner thev over-
come this ohickenheartedness and settle down to business
the better it will be for them and the game itself.

Van Haltren pitched his Erst game for the Chicagoa last
week and did most remarkably well, and would have
made a record for any pitcher to be proud of, and would have
won the game beyond all doubt, had it not been for the rank
unfairness of a gambling and idiotic umpire who had his
money bet on the Bostons and was determined that they
should win at all hazards, and to accomplish this end he sac-
rificed Van Haltren. The Chicago papers, the manager of
the club, and the public in general are loud in their praises
of the Californian, and his future is assured.

lone has a baseball club, says the Echo, composed of
youths averaging sixteen or eighteen years of age, which is a
model organization, and has (in striking contrast to the aver-
age baseball club) the well wishes of all the mothers and mor-
alists of our town. "True Blues" is the name of the club,
and its members have all pledged themselves not to drink!

The Women's

i Ya f Du??'°r Appleton witnessed Perrier's pitching
last Sunday, ana if he did, whether or not he has yefsecured
the wila gascon s signature to one of his New York contracts'Lay low, Hypolite. or you, too, will be lassoed and taken
bast to meet your doom.
In the handsome City of Stocktonmanygood people reside

:

Out there is one young gentleman among them worthy of
mention^ and he is the subject of this item. His name is
Cate. He stands over six feet in height, with a "lean and
hungry look. He is a man of such polished grace and
gentle mien, and such an affable manner and easy wavs that
Lord Chesterfield, were he to hear of him, would turn over
in his coffinand die again of envy. He has aver ready afuud of

[

humor at once rich and great, in fact, he is a man of most
infinite jest.' He is the petted darling of the Stockton

|public. He is an innocent victim of idle praise and false
flattery, which nas made hiB nature far more sensitive than
the plant of that name. As a ball Dlayer he stands uuequaled

I

before all the world. Last week the ball reporter of this
jonrnalwas forced, by observation of what he saw, to sDeak
of him in terms of the strictest truth, which had a tendency
to fire his wrath and excite his deep-dyed indignation and he
started out on the war path "with his bowie knife in belt."
There is in our midet a dear old, good natnred, fossilized

lump of humanity, who long since outlived his usefulness
but his imbecile weakness of intellect will not allow him to
appreciate the situation, and he still continues to thrust his
presence upon the good-natured ball players and public
alike, only to be laughed at. He is egotism itself. He is full
of vain glory which begins at the soles of his dainty feet and
terminates at the crown of his buoyant head. It lately
asserted itself within him when he was about to start upon
his annual dead-head country jaunt, by leaving a letter behind
him requesting that all communications be addressed to him
with the prefix of "Hon" to his musical name. His wishy-
gushy bits of phraseology have no meaning and carry no
weight. He has done more, by his senseless gush and false
praise, to rum the prospects of many a rising young plaver
than any other baseball writer living or dead. But enough
Baid. Kail on, dear old man, continue to parade your elo-
quent utterances and we will pass tbem bv like the "idle
wind which we heed not," and throw about your drooping
shoulders in graceful folds that sweet mantle of charity called
silence.

G. & M's vs. Pioneer.

The G. & M's experienced no trouble whatever in defeat-
ing the poor old Pioneers. The mighty Perrier pitched the
hrst inning for the tail enders, but so wild and uncertain
was his delivery that the Oaklanders piled up nine runs
before they could be checked, which virtually won them
the game. Hayes was substituted for Perrier in the second
inning, and did remarkably well considering he has not
pitched for more than a year.
Borchers occupied the box for the G. & M's, and his

good work and freedom from wildness surprised everyone
He has a habit of turning his back to the batter, bending
his body very low and hesitating some seconds before deliv-
ering the ball, which, while it annoys the audience, tends
to try the patience of and deceive the baiter. This manner
of delivery worried the Pioneers not a little, and many of
them struck wildly at the ball when it came, especially
Gagus. Creegan's backstop work was much better than on
any former occasion, and with a little practice they will
form a very formidable battery. The best feature of the
game was the playing of Shea at second for the G. & M's.
The score*

they had accepted the chances offered the Haverlys wouldhave been retired without a run in each instance. Shea
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cCord P'y^ splendidly. The backstop workof McDonald was all that could be desired, not having an
error or passed ball Incell pitched a good steady game andheld his opponents down well, but when the fiftteenth inningbegan his countenance wore a very tired look, which seemed to

53E h t^V/i "" thl8eQd
' \nd how?" ^support renderedhim by the fielders was wretched in the extreme. Donohueearned off the honors but was closely pressed by Sweenev
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nr rnns in the thir<i '-"--ng and onein the fifth, and the G. & M's made one each in the third andfourth innings, and forged ahead in the fifth by piling up fourmore runs on errors of Lawton, Donahue and Sweeney andsingles by Gurnett and McDonald. The Haverlys tied thescore in the eighth inning on Levy's single, Lawton's baseon balls, Sweeney's sacrifice and Donovan's error In thehirteenth inning the G. & M's made three runs on McCord'stwo-bagger, Blakiston and Kyan's singles, and errors of Meegan and Donahue. The Haverlys were determined™* to beoutdone in this manner when three runs were all that werenecessary to tie a score, and the famous Haverly luck oncemore asserted itself, for with two men out they tied the scoreon Blakiston's error, Bennett's two-bagger, Hanly. Incel and
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snMeed <=d m adding another one to their scorein the fifteenth inning on singles of Blakiston and Kyan andStein's passed ball The Haverlys made "Home howl"°ntheir half of the fifteenth inning. They succeeded in mat
,n! r° T?t,°

n TgleS ^ Sweeney, Bennett and Incell, earn-ingthem both and winning the game, after the hardest-fought
contest ever witnessed on a California ball field bv the f„ilowing score: J

Sweeney, 3 b
Lawton, r f .. .5 3
Donahue, ss 4 1
Hanly, if 5 1

Bennett, 1 b ..5 1
Ueegan, p 5
Stein, 2 b 3
R. Levy, c f 4 1
D.Levy, c 4

HAVEBLTS.
TB.R.BH.BS.PO.

3 2

GBEENHOOD A AtORANS.
TB.B.BBT.BS.FO.

1 2

10
1

2 3
3

8

Totals 40 7 11 6 27 14

Long, c f 5
McCord. s s 6 1
Boictaers, r f 6
Blakiston, 3 b..

6

1
Ryan, 1 b 5 1
Shea, 2 b 5 2
Putcell, p 4 2
Donovan, I f...5 2
Creegan, c 5 2

5 2 3
2

n

1 II

14
1 u 10
10

1 10 2

Totals 47 15 17 1127 19 3

GBEENHOOD 4 IIORANS.
TB. B.BH.BS.PO.

Long, Cf 2
McCord, ss 4
McDonald, r f..fi

Blakiston, 3 b..4
Ryan, 1 b 5
Borchers, p 5
Shea, 2 b 5
Donovan, 1 f ...4
Creegan, e 4

2 10 10
2 2 3 1
13 110 1

11 1

1 1 U
2 3 5

1 10 2

Totals ?8 15 11 5 27 52

N1

. Smith, s a. 4
.4

.4
J. Smith, lb. 4
Tavlor. If.... 4
H. Smith, 3 b 4
Perrier, v. . .

.

,3

Hayes, p & r f .4

8

PIONEFBS.
TB. E.BH.BS.rO.A.E.

1
1

2

1
10

10

Totals 34.3 7 4 24 16 5

BUSS BV THINGS.
G. 4M's 9 0001 500«—15

I
Pioneers 020100 000-3

Earned runs—G. & M's 1, Pioneers 1. Three base hit—CreeoanTwo base hit—McCord. First base on error—G. & M's 4, Pioneers 2
Left on bases—G. & M's 8, Pioneers 6. Base on called balls—G. & M's
8, Pioneers 2. Struck out—By Borchers 9, Hayes 8, Perrier 1. Passed
balls-Carroll 3, Creegan 2. Wild pitch—Perrier 2, Hayes 1. Time ofgame—Two hours. Umpire—Jack Sheridan.

Haverlys vs. G-. & M's.

swear, use tobacco, nor play ball on Sunday.
Christian Temperance Union and the "Ys" have assumed a
fostering care over the boys, and have presented them with
handsome uniforms of blue cloth, ornamented with white
braid and the initials "T. B." If any of the young clnbs of
the county think the True Blues too good to play ball they
will be sadly mistaken, for the young fallows play a fine game
for ball-tossers of their age. They will play their first match
contest at Sutter Creek next Monday, when they will meet a
club composed of young players from Amador City.

Never before in the history of baseball in California has
the public witnessed such a long and exciting game of ball
as was played by these clubs last Sunday. It was from start to
finish a most stubborn contest. When the Haverlys tied the
score in the eight inning and each club was blanked in the
ninth, which necessitated the playing of another inning, the
excitement ran high and enthusiasm knew no bounds. Cheer
after cheer rent the air, and everyone appeared to have gone
wild, for if there is anything the patrors of a game love to
see, more than anything else, it is an extra inning contest,
but when it became necessary to play six additional innings
before the game could be decided, the vast assemblage went
fairly crazy with excitement. When in the thirteenth inning
the G. & M's made three runs, it looked as though the game
was over and the Haverlys doomed to defeat, and many
people left the grounds feeling satisfied the Oakland boys had
carried the day. Bnt not so, for the ever-lucky Haverlys came
in for their half of the inning, and with two men out suc-
ceeded in making three runs and again tleing the score, Hats
went into the air by the hundreds; the ladies tied their hand-
kerchiefs to their parasols, rose to their feet, waved them over
their heads, and many of them actually cheered, so great was
their enthusiasm. The game rightfully belonged to the G. &
M's, and they woold have won it without the playing of any
extra innings had the empire given them their just dues, but
this he did not do, and the Haverlys pulled out of another
tight place with the luck that never forsakes them when they
are in close quarters.
The decisions of the umpire at critical times during the

game were very rank and unfair toward the G. & M's; in
fact, in the fifth inning they were so manifestly unjust that
Manager Robinson has entered a protest, claiming that the
G. & M's were entitled to the game on account of the unfair
rulings of the umpire.
The G. & M's pat in their new left-handed pitcher, Knell,

for the first time, who, by his exceedingly clever work in the
box, and daring base-running at once became a favorite. He
is possessed of a number of deceptive curves and good
speed, and when he has overcome his present wildness and
gets a better control of the ball, he will' be a valuable acqui-
sition to the nine. The support rendered him was good
throughout. The only costly errors made were those of
Donovan and Blakiston when two men were out, where, if

„ ._ ... EUNS BT H.T.TA-GS.
G. & Ms ....1 5 3 2 3 1-15

| Haverlys 2 110 10 10 1-7
Earned runs—Greenbood 4 Morans 3. Two-base hit—!,«„„ jr,„iBennett. One base on error-Haverlvs 1 Greenh^t ?f '
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Sacramento.

The event of the week in ball circles was the opening ofthe new ball field called Snowflake Park, at 28th and K streets
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SpaC6 '°r Stand aDd Pla?ers h»s ^ensecured, and comfortable seats erected. The diamond hasnot hardened into first-rate condition, but is being watered
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hP st°l ' Tb p"wa few weeks wm be as S°°d 83 »»J £the State. The Park Association is made up of young menwho will spare neither money nor labor to make the place
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nday the orowd™ the largestwhich has gathered at a ball game outside of San FranciscoThe seating capacity waswholly inadequate, and hundredsstood through the game, which was a lively one The Pio
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hotIy contested

.
°°t should have been wonby the Altas, who were a run ahead at the close of the seventh inning but errors of Lovett and Flint in the eighthinning and the success of the Pioneers in "finding" Mulleegave the visiting nine a lead which they maintained to theend Lovett is not a success in left field, though a hard-working, honest player. He did much better in right Flintwas not 'at himself" yesterday either. Mullee was wildgiving five bases on balls and having four wild pitches. Hesent the balls in with terrific speed, however, and only tenhits were secured by the opposing batters, while the Altasmade fourteen off of Gagus. The most noticeable feature ofthe game, and one to which, after all, the Altas may wellat nbnte much of their lack of success, was Moore's wonder-
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made lnnnin8 ca"*es of fourvery diffacu flies, which wonld have escaped almost anyone
else, and after catching one of them made a long throw tohome, shutting off a runner in fine style. And yet, during
the first part of the game he was noisy, and the Secord- Union
says, seemed to be "half full." The score:

Cavenny, r f.
Powers, lb 5
Anderson, 3 b...5

Mullee, p 4
McLaughlin, c. .4

Newbert, s s... 4
Flint, c f 4
Robertson, 2 b. .4

Lovett, If 4

ALTAS.
TB. E. BH.BS.PO A.

.

It
1

3 2 2 1 12
13 16 4 1

13 2 3'
110 2 2

2

Moore, c f . . .

,

J. Smith, 1 b.
Gagus, p ....
Taylor. If..
Perrier, r f .

4 3 4 10

Hayes, s s 5 2
Sheridan, 2 b ..c 1
Buckley, 3 b ..3 1
Carroll, c 4 fl

2 2 3
12 2

2 2

8 3 C

Total3 39 8 14 4 27 22 6 Totals 41 12 10
"

8 27 19 3
BUSS BT INNINGS.

Pioneers ....1 10 3 2 4 1-12
I
Al'as 5001020(1 9Earned runs-Pioneers 3, Altas 5. Home runs Newbert and Buckley

Three-base hit-Smith. Caveny, Flint, Lovett. Two-base hit_Pra™
Taylor Smith. First base on errors-Pioneers 6 A?S 2 'flSt ba?eon balls-Pioneers 5, Alias 1. Struck out-By Gagus 5, by MulleTfiLeft on bases-Pioneers 8, Altas 4. Double plays- Moore and Carroll

'

Passed balls-McLaughlin 2. Carroll 2. Wild
P
pifcbes_5Iul?ee 4?fSgus

2. Umpire-McKune. Official ecorer-W. H. Young Time-Twohours and fifteen minutes. vu

CALIFORNIA
BASEBALL LEAGUE GROUNDS

End of Halgiit.Street Cable Road.

CHAMPIONSHIP GAMES.

Saturday, July 9th., at 3:30 P. M.
HAVERLYS vs. PIONEERS.

SUNDAY, JULY 10th, 1887.
At 1 1 O'clock A. M.

CLEVSLANDS vs. ALCAZARS.
At 1 O'clock P. M.

GREENHOOD & MORANS vs. PIONEERS
Admlaalon U5 and IO cents. Ladles Free R«a.,-seats as cents extra on Sundays. Bovs and teams -nil'from Waller Street. Reserved sea's for games no Sundays are

*
m

at Gunst'e cigar store, junction of Market and O'FarrellstreAt.

'

noon on day of game.
*•*««! ->,
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Dates Claimed.

Bay District Association, San Francisco, Aog. 6th to 13th.

Santa Clara Valley Association, San Jose, Aug. 15th to 20th.

Sonoma County, *. P. Association, Santa Rosa, Aug, 22d to 27th.

Sonoma and Marin District, Asso. Petaluma, Aug. 29th to Sept. 3d
State Fair, Sacramento, Sept. 12th to 24th.

Nevada State Fair, Beno. Sept. 21st to Oct. 1st.

Stockton, Sept. 27th to Oct. iBt.

Sixth District Agricultural Asso., Los Angeles, Oct 10th to 16th.

MontereyA gricultural Aseo., District No. 7, Salinas, Oct. 4th to 8th.

Chico Fair. Chico, Sept. 6th to 10th.

Mount Shasta Agricultural Asso., Yreka, Fept. 28th to Oct. 1st.

Thirteen District Agricultural Society, Marysville, August 30th to

September 3d.

Plumas. Lassen, Sierra and Modoc Counties, Susanvitte, October 1st

to 5th inclusive.
Seventeenth Agricultural District, at Glenbrook Park, Sept, 6th to

10th.
Golden Gate Fair Association, Oakland September 5th to 10th.

Splints.

It must be borne in mind that we do not write from

the standpoint of a veterinarian. In the first place

there is a lack of a scientific education; in the second

we are becoming impressed with the idea that much
which is called scientific is contraiy to common sense,

deductions from false premises. There is apparently a

tendency to accept as truths old ideas, a determination

not to recede from the teachings of the books, and in

place of studying Nature and Nature's methods, stick

pertinaciously to old customs, cling to old nostrums.

The most remarkable instance of this propensity is

the stubbornness with which professionals hang to the

erroneous idea of the method of progression in a fast gal-

lop. Instantaneous photography has demonstrated,

beyond a shadow of a doubt, the manner in which the

legs and feet of horses are used in all of the paoes.

The portrayal of a racing pace was so contrary to the

teachings of the schools, the lessons in books and the

ideal of artists, that it was pronounced a humbug—"too

absurd for belief or comment." What was as true as a

simple multiplication of figures was pronounced false,

and it is safe to assert that if a hundred veterinarians

were questioned, ninety-nine of them would answer that

the forelegs carried the weight while the hind were the

active agents in propelling the living machine.

Before veterinary colleges come up to the standard of

institutions which teach the proper and latest methods

of treating the human family, a mass of rubbish must be

oleared away. Notwithstanding that great progress has

been made, there is room for further improvement,

and among these the discarding of the actual cautery,

or, at least, restricting the use of the hot iron to

extreme cases. "What such cases really are we cannot

imagine, conceding that much with reluctance, as we

firmly believe the scorching of skin and flesh a remnant

of barbarism which should be banished, remembered

onlv in tradition, a relic of ancient days.

In one stable we have seen the marks of the firing iron

in widely different ailments. For splints, curbs, spavins,

strains of tbe tendons, for ringbone, navicular disease, for

bursal enlargements, for capped hocks and elbows, in

fact for nearly all the troubles which the feet and limbs

of horses are subject to.

Not many years ago it was the practice in England

to fire hocks and tendons of racing colts when they were

in a natural state, the claim being that it would

strengthen them when put into training. "We knew a

"root doctor" who gave a dose of lobelia for a splinter in

the knee, claiming that the emetic would facilitate a

cure. More reasonable was the treatment of a traveling

bone-setter when he poured scalding water on an ulcer

which was beyond his skill, with the remark that he

knew all about burns, and could handle them to the sat-

isfai ion of his patient. The vet burns, but in place o

treating it with cooling applications the fire is increased

by clapping on a blister, and after a series of powerful

vesicants a "charge" is resorted to, the animal turned

out for Nature to do what the scientist cannot effect.

Now, in the case of splints. From some cause the

bone has been injured. It may be a blow from the shoe,

a twist of the leg, or a boot or bandage drawn too tightly.

At all events, there is an injury which Nature endeavors

to repair by an increase of osseous deposit. The perios-

teum is inflamed, and this ultra-seDsitive membrane
gives acute pain to the sufferer, so acute that if the horse

were left *o his own will, little use would be made of the

ailing leg. Rest and cooling applications would mani-

festly be the proper treatment, that is, to the man who

had not read scores of veterinary works, or been hood-

winked by the lectures of eminent professors.

The firing iron would seem an anomalous, unless rea-

soning from the standpoint that the burning would check

the inner inflammation, and that an outer scald was

easier to manage lhan that which is deeper seated.

Diseases of the bone are not thus handled in human
practice, and what is proper for man is surely adapted to

man's best servant. Since the publication of the article

in the paper last week, we have conversed with three

physicians and every one of them agreed that firing,

especially in the first stage of splints, was erroneous

treatment. Cooling applications, the efficacy of which

is increased by loose wrappings, and after the heat is

subdued an irritant to promote absorption. "We have

heard the claim advanced that our favorite remedy, one

part of biuiodide of mercury to seven or eight of lard or

vaseline, was one of the most virulent of blisters, but as

after many years of use there has been nothing to indi-

cate that it was nearly as severe as cantharides, or other

blisters in favor, we cannot accept the claim although

"laid down in the books." It has never left a blemish

never made the slightest scar, and the best evidence

that it does not burn so intensely as other applications

horses will not gnaw the parts if even they are given a

chance. Slightly rubbed in at night, the next morning
there would be a little swelling, which, on pressure,

would eject water in small quantities, the outer skin

would peel off, and we never knew an instance where
the hair was destroyed or came in white. It is a num-
ber of years since we were troubled with splints or curbs,

though when both were of frequent occurrence we can-

not recall an instance where a cure was not affected by
following the treatment we now recommend.

Another Short Visit to Palo Alto.

Saturday last we made another flying visit to Palo

Alto, and was fortunate enough to have the weather

clerk present a beautiful day for the trip. The morning
was beautiful, as the day progressed it continued so, and
without anything to disturb the harmony of the atmos-

phere until the sun sank. In place of the harsh wind
which swept through the ravine at our former visit,

raising clouds of dust and making the protection of an
overcoat at noonday decidely agreeable, there was
scarcely a zephyr, and though the rays of the sun were
unobscured by cloud or mist, there was warmth with-

out being iu the least degree oppressive. It is true that

the perspiration ran down the cheeks of Dr. Bowhiil as

we led him a tour of the paddocks, though the pace was
rapid and had there been time to saunter leisurely among
the brood-mares and foals the air and sunshine would
have been none too fervid.

When we first reached the stable Marvin was directing

the harnessing and hitching to the sulky of Gertrude

Russell, and, of all others, this was the one we most
desired to see. She is the full sister to

i
Palo Alto, and

though he is a very highly formed horse in point of

beauty, the sister must be awarded the preference. With
her tail banged and with saddle in place of harness, no
one would dispute her claim to thoroughbred, so evi-

dently the form is not "smothered" by mixture of blue

blood with at least one trotter. There is a new wrinkle in

harnessing which we did not fail to "smoke." In place

of depending upon breeching to keep the sulky from pres-

sing too close, a strap went back of the saddle there being

two cups at the extremities to receive the points of the

shafts. Thus, the holding back was mainly effected by
the crupper, and the pressure on the quarters obviated.

We were not disappointed in the handsome filly. She
stepped off a mile in 2:24;|-, the last quarter in 3o seconds,

and that so easily that we shall not be surprised to hear

of wonderful doings by her before she is full in the

mouth. There were so many colts on the track at the

same time that it was troublesome to keep track of them,
and as no notes were taken, it was only the most striking1

exploits which were fixed on the memory. Manzanita
and Clifton Belle worked in company. A good stiff mile

was finished at a 2:12 gait, that is, the last quarter was
made in 33 seconds, Manzanita going along as though it

were a jog. It was a great quarter for this four-year-old I

stallion, especially, wheu it is taken into consideration

that he is 16 hands one inch in height, and massive in

proportion. Clifton Belle is inbred to both Hamblntonian

and American Star, having two crosses of each. He is

by Electioneer, his dam by Abdallah Star, his second

dam by Rysdyk's Hambletonian, and his third dam by

Seeley's American Star. A black, three -year-old by
Electioneer from Fatina, by Berlin, pleased us exceed-

ingly. He trotted a mile in 2:31 and so handily, too,

that we will be greatly disappointed if he does not take

high rank hereafter. The Blackbird cross does not set

him back any in our estimation, and,* from his form and

what we saw him do feel confident that no road will be

too long for him". Three colts by Piedmont prove that

this great son of Almont is going to perpetuate the

family characteristics. Not only showing a great deal

of trot, but of such size and form as to be desirable with-

out possessing speed. There is no question, however,

that this quality will be found, in fact, they are fast

now even when measured by the Palo Alto rule. The

finest of the trio was a big bay, and quite a trotter as

well, though our fancy is a grey from the dam of Sallie

Benton. He is a trotter "sure." Rexford moved as

though he intended to deduct several seconds from the

record obtained in the Stanford, though all we saw out

handled themselves in a way that must be satisfactory

to owner and trainers. Electricity strengthened the

favorable impression heretofore gained by seeing him. in

the stall when he was brought out. He had all the

requisites for a fast trotter, and it will be strange if he

does not prove such and that before long.

There was less time than on the preceding Saturday

.

The train, owing to a rush of people at the depot was

some twenty minutes behind time, and that much loss

in a few hours tells. The hurry can be understood when
we record that neither Columbine nor Lady Amanda and

their colts were seen. Expecting to find them in the

paddocks we "toted" Dr. Bowhiil through all of the

small inclosures, and when it was learned that they were

in the field to the north of the stables, there was not

time to pay them a visit. Dr. Bowhiil in the mean
time pulled off his coat and performed a dental operation

on a horse belonging to Mr. Bradbury of San Francisco.

He was driving on one rein, and the efficacy of the job

was apparent as he was driven to the track. A Pied-

mont from Prima Donna whirled us to Menlo in time

for the 3:17 train, and the sun was still high above the

ocean, when home was reached.

The Fairs-

Whoever will peruse the ten columns of advertise-

ments of the fairs in this number of the Breeder and

Sportsman1 must come to the conclusion that this is a great

country for these popular institutions, and 1SS7 a great

year, in this respect, for even the Pacific Coast. The
two State Fairs, California and Nevada, are sure to

eclipse those held heretofore. There never have been such

grand bills offered, never such a variety of stakes and

purses. The same can be said of the District Fairs, and
it will be a Buper-ultra hypercritical "cuss" who can find

fault. There is less clashing in dates than one would

think from the number, and when two are held the same
week, the localities are so far apart that little trouble

will 'arise. So manyr horses are now in training in this

State and Nevada that enough can be counted upon to

make large fields, if epen there were three places of sport

in the same week.

Talcing the advertisements in the order in which they

appear, and the first on the list is the Nevada State Fair,

thirty-five purses and stakes on the programme. Stock-

ton has twenty-one, San Jose seventeen, Bay District six,

Marysville fifteen, Golden Gate seventeen, Nevada and
Placer eighteen, California State Fair thirty-two, Santa

Rosa seventeen, Petaluma eighteen and Susanville nine-

teen. A grand total of two-hundred and fifteen races to

be decided in less than three mouths. The racing portion

of the programmes are well arranged, and the trotting

clauses fixed so as to give all kinds of horses a chance.

A prominent feature of our fairs, and one which is not
|

found iu those of the East in the same degree, is the I

encouragement to breeders afforded by premiums for
|

colts. The stakes and purses for two, three and four-

year-olds are likely to be as interesting to the public as

the contests between the older horses, much more so to
J

breeders, as it gives them an opportunity to see what I

their stock can do in competition with that of others. I

For more than twenty years we have advocated races for
|

trotting-colts. At first associations were loth to appro-

priate money for this class, claiming that there was not 1

speed enough in the youngsters to attract, and, conse- I

quently the money could be used to better advantage.

Now two-year-olds must trot very close to 2:30, and, J

perhaps, better, to stand any chance to win. Three-year-M

olds knock off a number of seconds from tho standard ji

gauge, and it is only necessary to refer to what Cali-j

ibrnia colts have done to illustrate how fast the four-.

year-old must be to cope with others of that age. Then I
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there is the advantage of a succession of stars. An old

horse must be exceptionally fast to retain his position.

"When it comes to the "free-for all" there must b& extra-

ordinary speed to interest before the time of the race, for

though a close contest will always awaken the enthu

siasm of the spectators, there must be recognized merit to

bring people from a distance to witness the performance.

There will always be a desire to see the crack two and

three-year-olds of the preceding year come together, and

any amount of speculation regarding their future. In

another respect, the Fairs on this slope are in advance of

those of the East, and, in fact, in nearly every respect.

Such an exhibition of farm products, fruits and vegeta-

bles is a sight which does not meet the eyes of those on

the other side. The stock display at even the smallest

district fairs is more than creditable, and we do not hesi-

tate to characterize the management as decidedly superior.

Then there are race and trotting meetings combined.

"Back home" the jockey clubs take nearly entire

control of racing affairs, and not a wheel is permitted to

revolve on their courses. The grand circuits are entirely

given up to trotting, so that the fancier of both methods

of rapid progression can only gratify the propensity for

one at a time. In the two State Fairs advertised racing

and trotting take place on alternate days, and though at

some of the district fairs both occur in the same after-

noon, the course is first prepared for running, when the

smoother rapidly fits it for the harness division.

Tourists, and those in search of homes, can learn more

of the resources of California and its adaptability to vari-

ous pursuits by attending the fairs than they could in a

year's sojourn and thousands of miles of travel at another

season. Practical men will obtain a better insight;

pleasure seekers be satisfied, with more to interest them.

From Reno to Mount Shasta, from the northern limit of

the State to San Diego there are continued changes. The

opening week on the Bay District, when the metropolis

can be thoroughly "done," and then San Jose, Santa

Rosa, Petaluma, Oakland, Maryaville, Sacramento, Reno,

Stockton, Salinas, Los Angeles, Chico, Glenbrook, Susan-

ville, a world to see and a world that will excite admira-

tion in the most stolid.

The closing of entries is not far off. The first of

August will soon arrive, and there is little risk in proph-

esying a longer list of nominations than has appeared

in any previous year. There will be lively times on all

of the tracks, and the next three weeks, or, rather, what

twenty-one days disclose, be anxiously anticipated.

There is one piece of advice which it will be no harm to

reiterate. Parses cannot be won without engagements,

and if a man has a fairly good horse in its class, there is

little necessity to stand in awe of those which are credited

with phenomenal powers, especially in the glower classes.

From free-for-all to 2:25, the animals which are likely to

be named are well known,and a horse to have a reasonable

chance to contend successfully against Manzanita, Guy

Wilkes, Anteeo, Adair, etc., must have plenty of speed,

and with a reasonable assnrance of being a good actor

and undisputed "bottom." It may be some guide to

take the time of the various classes at the State Fair of

last year. The fastest heat in three-minute class was

won by Lot Slocum 2:23£, the first. He won the second

in 2:25, when Daisy S. got third, fourth and fifth in 2:24,

2:26£, 2:28£. There were six heats in the 2:36, as

follows: 2:35, 2:31, 2:28% 2:27, 2:29, 2:31f Four heats

in 2:30, 2:26f, 2:27, 2:28, 2:29£. The 2:27 was won in

straight heats, 2:28£, 2:24£, 2:24£. The 2:24 in 2:21f

,

2:22, 2:21£. The 2:20 in 2:22, 2:2l£, 2:28, 2:23, 2:22£.

The free-for-all in 2:19, 2:17£, 2:32, 2:16£, and in the

stallion free-for-all 2:20-£, 2:20, 2:17§. The track at Sac-

ramento, while a shade slower, perhaps, than the Bay

District, Stockton and San Jose courses, cannot by any

means be termed slow, and horses which show a certain

figure at home are likely to reduce it more or less at

Sacramento.

$1,000 on Mr. Haggin's Zuleika. The double victory of

Emperor of Norfolk, in Chicago, was exceedingly grati-

fying to us, though whenever California is in the lead,

especially with colts which have been bred and reared

here, there iB always gratification.

Our colts are doing bravely at Chicago. Lucky B.

winB the Washington Park Cup again, though that vic-

tory was by sufferance of his stable companion, Volante,

and this takes away all the glory. Rosalind had an

easy thing of it in her race on Thursday, in Chicago, and

Hidalgo, on the same day won a good race at Monmouth
Park.
Conde appears to be gaining the most of the laurels

for the trotting division, though Arab has done well.

Toucher has not yet got the hang of the climate, and has
not come up to the form he showed here last season.

Chapman vs. Sister.

One week from to-day will be decided whether this

victorious Chapman can capture Sister in their travels

over the Bay District course. As he goes to a cart, while

Sister has a lighter vehicle to haul, the chances appear

favorable that he will meet with his first reverse, that is,

if Sister is fully at herself. The mystery regarding him
has been cleared away. His owner, Mr. Green, informs

us that he was bred in Alameda County, and that his sire

was a thoroughbred, his dam by Belmont. His whole

history is known to Mr. Frank Chapman, of the Norfolk

Stables, and when we have leisure will obtain it from
him and publish it in full. It is certain that he was never

on a track till he came into Lee Shaner's hands, and, so
far as we know, he will rank as another California phe-
nomenon.

Our Horses in the East.

California horses are making a good showing on the

courses and tracks of the East. The race-horses have

done admirably; the trotters have earned brackets on

several occasions. It is somewhat difficult to keep pace

with the thoroughbreds, as there is rarely a morning

when the telegraph fails to announce victories for the

CalifornianB. The aensational event was the winning of

the American Derby by C. H. Todd, and from the full

accounts which appear elsewhere in this paper, it was a

great race. It is singular how good horses are over-

looked at times. Had those who betted the long odds

against Todd studied the record of last year, they would

have thought better of his chances. But the betting

public have more to do with fixing the odds than the

bookmakers. The anxiety to bet on favorites has a ten-

dency to keep those which are not backed to any extent

at long odds. We are pleased to learn that our good

friend, L. H. Titus, of Dewdrop, Los Angeles County,

stood on Todd, winning S 1,950 with an investment of

.$55, and supplemented this by winning on the same day

Californians at Chicago.

June 25th.—Purse $500, of which $100 to the second horse; for all
ages; maidens allowed, if three years old, 5 lbs,; if four years old, 10
lbs.; if five years or upwards 15 lbs. Entrance free. One mile.
Chinn & Hanbin'a br c Jacobin, 3, by Jils Johnson—Agnes, 103 lbs.

Harris 1
J. B. Haggin's ch f Aurelia, 3, by Algerine—imp. Santa Lucia, 98 lbs.

Winchell 2
S. S. Brown's br c Duke of Bourbon, 3, by Duke of Magenta, 103 lbs.

Vincent 3
Ira E. Bride, 3, 103 lb3. (Overton); Allie, 6, 102 lbs. (Moieland); Tillie

S., aged, 117 lbs. (Malone), also ran.
Time, 1:404-.

Pools: Jacobin $80; Aurelia §30; field $20.

Duke of Bourbon led to the head of the stretch, with
Aurelia second all the way. At the first quarter Tillie S. was
third, with Jacobin fourth, and fully six lengths behind the
leader. He began to close up very rapidly in the back stretch

and was third at the half. As they turned into the stretch

he waB nearly on even terms with Aurelia, and the two came
to the stand locked, but Jacobin was too good for the filly,

and won by a neck, with Duke of Bourbon third, four lengths
away.
Same Day—The American Derby, a sweepstake for three-year-olds

(foals of 1884), at S250 each; SlOu forfeit ; or ouly J20 if declared out on
or before February 1st.; or 510 April 1st. 1887; with S7, 600 added; the
second to receive $1,001), the third $500 out of the stakes; a winner of
any three-year-old stake race of the value of $2,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of
three or more three-year-old stake races of any value, 5 lbs. extra.
Maidens allowed 7 lbs. Sixty-five nominations. One mile and a half.
Value to winner, $13,940.

D. J. McCarty's ch c C. H. Todd, 3, by Joe Hooker—Bosa B., 118 lbs.

Hamilton 1

Santa Anita Stable's b f Miss Ford, 3, by Enquirer—Bribery, 113 lbs.

West 2

Stevans & Thomas' b f Wary, 3, by Warwick—Mary Anderson, 116
lbs Kiley 3

J. W. Guest's ch c Terra Cotta, 3, by Harry-O'Fallon—Laura B., 121

lbs McCarthy i

E. Corrigan's b c Carey, 3, by King Alfonso—Miranda, 118 lbs.

Blaylock 5

Labold Bros.' b c Montrose, 3, by Duke of Montrose—Patti, 121 lbs.

Lewis 6

W. Gratz's b c Fenelon. 3, by Reform—Me gara, 118 lbs Shauer 7

F. B. Harper's b c Libretto, 3, by Longfellow—Allegretto, 121 lbs.

WitherB 8

L. H. Todhunter's b c Safe Ban, 3, by King Ban—Herzegovina, 118

lbs Schlutius 9

A. G. McCampbell's be Jim Gore, 3, by Hindoo—Stile, 121 lbs.

L. Jones 10
Fleetwood 3table's ch c Clarion, 3, by Whisper—Claretta, 121 lbs,

Arnold 11

Santa Anita Stable's b c Goliah, 3, by Grinstead —Maggie Emerson,
1 18 lbs Murphy 12

M. A. Walden's br f Hindoo Rose, 3, by Hindoo—Delight, 113 lbs.
Garrison 13

8. L. & O. H. Kenworthy's b c White Nose, 3, by Lee Paul—Crosslet,
118 lbs Stoval 14

Time, 2:36i.

[A graphic description of the race will be found in another
column.—En.]

Same Day—The Lakesido Stakes, a sweepstake for fillies two years

old (foals of 1885); $50 each, bait forfeit; or only S10 if declared out on
or before Feb. 1st, or $15 by April 1st, 1887; all declarations void unless
accompanied with the money; with 81,000 added, the second to receive
S20C, and the third $100 out of the stakes; a winner of any stake race of
the value of $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of three or more such races of any
value, 7 lbs extra; maidens allowed 5 lbs; 02 nominations. Value to

winner $2,450. Five furlongs.
J. B. Haggin's b f Zuleika, by Enquirer—Bribery, 102 lbs. .Winchell 1

Santa Aniia Stable's b f Winona, by Grinstead—Clara D, 102 lbs.We at 2

Ohinn & Hankins' ch f Huntress,by Springbok—Edith.110 lbs. Harris 3

Frederica, 102 lbs. (Gerbardy); AimeB, 102 lbs. (Stoval) Miss Ruth,
102 lbs. (Johnston); Silver Thread, lu2 lbs. (Atkinson); The Crow, 107

lbs. (A. Cooper); Ocean Wave, 102 Its. (Cunningham); Los Angeles, 114

IDs. (Murphy); Anna H, 102 lbs. (J.Cooper); Duitt D, 102 lbs. (Hatha-
way); Outstep, 1U2 lbs. (Moore), also ran.

Time, l:U2j.

Pools: Baldwin's pair, Winona and Los Angeles $14; Huntress $14;

Ocean Wave $9; field 25,

Frederica led away, Huntress second, Zuleika third. The
last named went to the front at once, and Betting a fast pace

she led on to the wire, winning a pretty race by a length,

Winona second, the same in front of Huntress, third.

June 28th.—Purse $500, of which $100 to the second horse. For all

ages. Winner of any race of the value of $1,000 to carry 5 lbs.; of

*2,C00, 7 lbs.; of $3,000, 10 lbs. extra. Winner ol the first race the first

day of the meeting lo carry 5 lbs. additional. Maidens allowed, if

three years old, 5 lbs.; if four years or upwards, 10 lbs. One mile and
half a furlong.
J. B. Haggin's b f Rosalind, 3, by Billet—WaltiDg, 98 lbs.. . Winchell 1

J. & J, Swigert's b c Procrastinator, 3, by Bulwark—Bessie Lee, 10J

lbs : West 2

Ohinn & Hankin's b h Spalding, 5, by Billet-Epple L., 122 lbs.
Harris 3

Pearl L., 3, 98 lbB. (Moore); Allie, 0, 107 lbs. (Turner); Gold Flea, 4,

113 lbs. (Gerhardy), also ran.
Time, 1:49.

Pools: Rosalind $25; Spalding $18; field $11.

Procrastinator was first off, but Rosalind took the lead at

once and was not headed, winning easily by two lengths, Pro-

craBtinator second, two in front of Spalding.

Same Day—Purse $500, of which S100 to the second horse. For
maiden three-year-olds. Horses not having run Becond this year for a
sweepstakes of the value of $1,000, allowed 5 lbs.; entrance free One
mile.
J. B. Haggin's br f Miss Motley, by Billet—Lady Motley, 108 lba.

E. Leigh's ch f Lucy Johnson, by Jils Johnson-Lulu Johnson, i°08
lba Gerhardv 2

R. H. Swigert's ch c Insolence, by Gltmelg— Impudence. 11a lbs.

Galatea, 108 lbs. ( W. Jones); Paragon. 113 lbs. (CurtiVi Councilor 110
lbs. (Haggins); PendenDis, 113 lbs. (West); Valuable, los lbs (Hath-
away); Cassie, 10a lbs. (Lewis); Clay Sexton, 110 lbs. (Stoval, aiso ran

Time, 1 :44.

Pools: Miss Motley $100; Valuable $29; Insolence $15; field $57

Luoy Johnson led away and held front place, with Miss
Motley second, until well into the stretch, when the latter
came away and won by two lengths, same between second
and third.

Same Day—The Oakwood Handicap, a sweepstake for all aces' S50
each; half forfeit, or only $10 if declared out on or before May 1st
1887; declarations void unless accompanied with the money «8-

6

added; the second to receive $200, and the third $100 out of the stakes-
weights to be announced April 1st. 1887; a winner of any race after the
publication of weights, of the value of $1,000, to carry 5 lbs extra-
77 nominations. One mile and a furlong.
Santa Anita Stable's b 1 Estrella, 4, by Rutherford -Sister Anne 107

109
V?est 1

Geo. Withers' b g Fosteral, aged, by Foster—Minnie T. Morgan, 105

Curtis & Nepper's b h Egmont, 4, by Enquirer—Meli'ta. lOu'lbs!
^

J.;B. Haggin's ch f Daruna, 3, by Mortemer -Explosion! 98 lbs.

Wood & Boyer's ch h Font, 5, by Fonao -Planetarium," 110 lbs.

S. S. Brown's brf Katie A., 3, by Hyder ill—Jennie Rowett, *95 lbs.

Whitten Bros.' b c Woodcraft, 4, by Feliowcraf't-folona,' 97 lbs?
•. Hogan 7
Time,l:64J.

Pools: Daruna $69; Egmont $35; Font $17; field $40.

Daruna was first off to a good start, Egmont second, Fos-
teral third, Estrella fourth. Egmont was in the lead as they
passed the stand, with Font second, Darnna third. At the
quarter Font had a neck the best of Egmont, but the latter
forged to the front again before reaching the half, and led on
to the head of the stretch, with the others well bunched. As
they turned into the straight Estrella was lapping Egmont,
with Font third, Fosteral fourth and Daruna fifth, but nil
well up together. At the eighth pole Estrella ' brought
Egmont to the whip, and coming away she won hands down
by a length and a half, Fosteral finishing two in front of
Egmont.
June 29th—Purse $500, of which $100 to second ;for three-year-olds and

upwards; maidens allowed, if three years old, 5 lb3; if four years old
10 lbs.; if five years or upwards, 15 lba. Seven furlongs.

*

Chinn & Hankins' bh Little Minch, aged, by Glen6l" -Goldstone
120 lbs Harris j

J. B. Haggin's ch c Dynamite, 3, by Joe Hooker-Chestnat Belle, 107
l°s Hamilton 2

P. Mack's blk c Poteen, 3, by Pohattan—Misa Carter, 107 lbs.
-•. Stoval 3
Time, 1:28A.

Pools: Minch $25; Dynamite $22; Poteen $3.

"Won by a length and a half, a neck between second and third.

Same Day—Purse $500. For two-year- olda. Winner of iny stake
race of the value of $1,000 to carry 5 pounds extra. Maidens allowed
5 lbs. Five furlongs.

D. A. Honig's br f Leo H., by Rapture -Carrie Watson, 107 lbs.

Turner 1
J. B. Haggin's ch g Oscar, by Onondaga — Fanfare, J 07 lbs.

Hamilton 2
Chinn & Hankins br f Rita R., by Raptuie—Bryonia, 107 lbs.

Erma H., 107 lbs. (Vincent); Bertha, 107 lbs. (Stoval); Elrnira, 107 lbs
(West); Dukenta, 110 lbs. (L. Jones); Sally Warren, 107 lbs. (Golliday);
Lady Taylor, 107 lbs. (Overton). Liantha, 107 lbs. (Johnston), also ran

Time, 1:02*.

Pools: Leo H. $16; Rita R. $9; Oscar $7; field $30.
Won handily by two lengths, one between second and third.

Same Day—A sweepstakes lor colts three years old (foals of 1884);
$100 each, h f, or only $10 if declared out on or before February 1st'
or $20 April 1st, 1887. All declarations void unless accompanied with
the money; with $1,000 added, the second to receive $200, and the third
$100 out of the stakes. A winner of any three-year-old stake race of
the value $1,000 to carry 5 lbs. extra.

J. W. Guest's ch c Terra Cotta, by Harry O'Fallon -Laura B., 123 lbs.
West 1

A. G. McCampbell's b c Jim Gore, by Hindoo—Katie, 123 lba.
- L. Jones 2

E. Corrigan's be Carey, by King Alfonso—Miranda, 118 lbs. Blaylock 3
Safe Ban, 118 lbs. (Holloway); C. H. Todd, 123 lbs. (Hamilton). Duke

of Bourbon, 118 lbs. (Lewis); Goliah, 118 lbs. (Murphy), also ran
Time, 1:43.

Pools: Goliah $50; C. H. Todd $42; Terra Cotta 332; field $64.
Won hands down by two lengtha, three parts of a length between

second and third.

Romero's Early Days.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Having noticed several
articles in yoar paper concerning Romero, all of which
were full of inaccuracies, it occurred to me that perhaps the
true history of Romero's early life might be acceptable to
you, the exponent of the sporting news of the West.
Romero was bred by Hancock M. Johnston, of Loa Angeles.

When be was seven months old I brought him out to my
place, Hunmet Valley Stud Farm, San Jacinto Moan tains,

San Diego Co. He was kept in a box stall during the follow-
ing winter, and in the spring was turned into a good pasture.
During the next autumn I sent him to Los Angeles to be
exhibited at the Agricultural Fair. He remained in Los
Angeles during that winter and was wintered by Mr, H. M.
Johnston. In the spring, when he was a two-year-old, he
was sent out to Hunmet Valley with a boy who led the
colt seventy-five miles in one day, and when he
reached Mr. Esludillo's ranch, in San Jacinto, Romero was
unable to stand on his fdet. He lay there for three days
before he could get np. If it had not been for the kind and
assiduous care taken of Romero by Dave Sheehan he would
have died then and there. It was two weeks before I was
able to remove him to my place in Hunmet Valley, twenty
miles away. On his arrival he was turned into a good pas-
ture and ran ther9 during that summer. He was well win:

tered, being kept in a box stall and turned out on pleasant
days. In the following spring he was again sent to Lob An-
geles, and was worked too bard from the beginning. Daring
that time I saw him driven so hard that he was unable to get
up for eight hours after he went to the stable. He was bred
to only two mares up to the time when he last left Hunmet
Valley, and during that time did not run loose for a single
day with any mares.
Pope Leo and a grey filly that I have were his only produce.
Now, Mr. Editor, you have the true history of Romero up

to the time when he was three years old.

Hunmet Valley, July 4th, 1887. Charles Thomas.
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Mares Bred at the Cook Farm.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Herewith find a list of

the mares bred at the Cook Farm this season, and their breed-

ing as far as known to me.

To Steinway, 1S08.

1. Brown mare Princess, five-year-old trial 2:26, by Administrator'
2:29;'dam Priceless sister to Driver, 2:19, by Volunteer; second dam by
American Star. Cook Farm.

2. Brown mare Katie G., by Electioneer. Cook Farm.
3. Chestnut filly, 3, by Steinway, dam Old Dove. Cook Farm
4. Roan mare Pbaceola, by a son of The Moor, dam Minnehaha.

Cook Farm.
5. Brown filly Romance, by Anteeo, 2:163, dam a pacing mare by

Capt. Webster. Cook Farm.
6. Black saddle mare by Denmark. R. H. Lloyd, San Francisco.

7. Bay mare, breeding unknown to me. Mr. Lapham, Alameda.
8. Brown mare, sister to Abe Edgington, 2:23fc. O. Derby, 3an Fran-

cisco
9. Brown mare. C. Derby.
10. Roan mare. 0. Derby.
11. White mare. C. Derby.
12. Bay mare. C.Derby.
la. Black mare, 2:34. W. Wood, San Francisco.
14. Brown mare. Mr. Dickson, Concord.
15. Grey mare, s t b by Pinole Palchen. C. Griffin, Walnut Creek.

16. Grey filly, 3, by Elmo. O. A. Wiley, Danville.
17. Chestnut mare. Mr. Whitman, residence unknown to me.
18. Bay mare, by James Lick, dam by Belmont. Albert Glass, 8an

Ramon,
To Clovis, 4909.

1. Bay mare Leah by Woodford Mambrino, dam Maud, dam of King
Jim, pucer, 2:20 by Alexander Abdallah. Cook farm.

2. Chestnut mare Old Dove, breeding unknown. Cook farm.
b. Bay mare Mittie, five-year-old trial 2:29,by Elmo.dam by Swigle (?)

Cook farm.
4. Grey mare by Nutwood, dam s t b by Stockbridge Chief Jr. Cook

farm.
6. Bay mare by Abbotsford 2:195, dam Lady Budd, s t b by Bel-

mont. Cook Farm.
6. Bay mare Annie Lawrie, three-year-old record 2:30, by Echo.

Cook Farm.
7. Grey mare Carries, by Steinway, dam Carrie Clay by Coaster, 2:26.

Cook Farm.
8. Bay mare Mattie, four-year-old; trial 2:36, by Whipple's Hamble-

tonian. Cook Farm.
9. Brown mare Maud H. by The Moor, dam by Fireman. Cook Farm.
10. Chestnut filly Calypso by Steinway, dam by Almont; second

dam by Mambrino Prince, 2:29. Cook Farm.
11. Black saddle mare, s t b by Denmark. Cook Farm.
12. Saddle mare Miss Arner. Cook Farm.
13. Bay mare, s t b by Electioneer. Mr. Meese, San Ramon.
14. Brown filly, 3, by Belnor. Samuel Gamble.
15. Brown mare by Geo. M. Patchen Jr., dam by Belmont. Mr. Ban-

croft, San Francisco.
16. Brown mare. Mr. Olive, Fish Ranch.
17. Brown mare, s t b by Norfolk. Wm. Hammey, Danville.
18. Grey mare. S. E. Bennett, Martinez.
19. Brown mare by Conductor, dam by Belmont, Mr. Cants, Con-

cord.

To Cresco, 4908.

Cresco served at Walnut Creek, Concord and Martinez, forty mares
of all classes. No standard bred or trotting bred mares in the list.

To Yosemite, 4906.

One mare s t b by Old Belmont. Samuel Gamble, (Mare afterwards
served by Steinway).

The Cleveland Bays.

Baron Hilton, Royal Studley and Sexton Prince, served in all about
fifteen mares for the Cook Farm.
Baron Hilton, on the road at Danville, San Ramon and Dublin, about

fifty mares.
Royal Studley, on the road at Walnut Creek, Concord and Martinez,

sixty mares.
Sexton Prince stood at the Cook Farm and served twenty-seven

mares, seven belonging to the place.

Danville, July 3d, Samuel Gamble.
—

State Fair Colt Stake's.

In the trotting colt stakes of the State Board of Agriculture,

to be decided during the fair of 1887, second payments have
been made as follows:

Trotting. Two-year-old sweepstakes.

L. J. Rose, Nehushta.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, Cedric, Lowell and Arodi.
Ariel Lathrop, Grace Lee.

San Mateo Stock Farm, Grandee.
Harry Whiting, MoseB S.

G. Valensin, Memo.
Trotting. Three-year-old sweepstakes. (Regular).

Palo Alto StockFarm, Maiden, Sport and Nemo.
J. B. Iverson, Mambrino Boy.
Harry Whiting, John C. Shelley.

L. A. Richards, Flora M.
Trotting. Four-year-old sweepstakes.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, Clifton Bell, Gertrude Russell and
Rexfcrd.

G. M. Woodward, Roeie Mack.
G. Valensin, Valensin.

Harry Whiting, Tempest.
Trotting. Special three-year-old sweepstakes.

L. J. Rose, Soudan.
Palo Alto, Ella.

San Mateo Stock Farm, Sable Wilkes.

G. Valensin, Shamrock,
Harry Whiting, GloBter.

The Pedigree of Imogene.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I have received letters of

late, from Sam D. Prather, of Yreka, Mr. Hatch, of Suisun, and
others in regard to the breeding of the bay mare Iniogene. She
has had colts by Del Sur, Steinway, Direotor, and other

stallions.

Imogene, bay mare, foaled June 9, 1876, bred by
Judge Wilkins, of Middletown, Orange County, New York,

and purchased by me Sept. 24, 1880, of Messrs. Wilkins

& Irwin, of Middletown, New York, for the late Daniel Cook,

Cook Farm, and sold by the estate of the late Daniel Cook,

Feb. 28, 1883, by Killip & Co., to A. T. Hatch, of Suisun,

and by him to Sam D. Prather aod brother, of Yreka.

Imogene, by Norwood, 522, sire of Tommy Norwood, 2:26;

dam by American Star, 14, sire of four in the 2:30 list, and
sire of the dams of Dester, 2:17£, Driver, 2:19£, Robert
McGregor, 2:17A, etc.; Becond dam by Harry Clay, 8, sire of

Black Douglas, 2:30, Jericho, 2:30, and sire of the dams of

George Wilkes, 2:22, Carrie C, 2:24, and Clay, 2:25.

Norwood, 522, (brother to Socrates) by KyBdyk's Hamble-
tonian, 10, dam LadyFallis by Seeley'B American Star; second
dam by Long Island Black Hawk, 24, he by Andrew Jack-

son, 4,

Please publish this letter received by me from D. B. Irwin,

Middletown, New York. Sah'l Gamble.
Cook Farm, July 4th.

Saw jel Gamble, Esq. : Dear Sir—I have had an interview

with .<udge Wilkins, the man who bred the filly Imogene.
He si.yB that this filly is by Norwood. Her dam was by Old
Atup loan Star; second dam or grandam was a Clay and a

pret, roadster. The man whom Wilkins got thiB mare from,
r i g estate he was executor of, Joseph Davis, died fifteen

ire nnce. At that time we did not look so cloBe to pedi-

j,?ue. Davis* only son also died twelve years since. Mr.
Davis was President of the Middletown National Bank of this

plaoe, and was a very reliable man. Judge Wilkins was

vice-President of the same bank, also counsel. That was the

reason he bought the Star mare at the sale, knowing what he
did of her breeding. There is no doubt of her breeding.
Middletown, N. Y,, Sept. 23, 18S6. D. B. Irwin.

Ten Broeck Dies.

The mighty Ten Broeck, famous alike on the race-course

and in the stud, died on June 28th, at the celebrated Harper
Farm, of brain fever, after a very short illness. He dies sur-

rounded by all the glory of a great career, and his loss will

be deeply felt by the breeding interests, and to his owner,
Mr. Harper, it is irreparable.

Ten Broeck was foaled in 1872 by imp. Phaeton, dam
Fanny Holton, by Lexington; second dam Nantura, by Braw-
ner's Eclipse; third dam Quiz, by Bertrand; fourth dam Lady
Fortune, by Brimmer; fifth dam Woodpecker's dam, by imp.
Bnzzard; sixth dam The Faun, by Craig's Alfred; seventh
dam Shepherdess, by King Herod.
Imp Phaeton, by King Tom, son of Harkaway and Poca-

hontas, out of Merry Sunshine, by Storm, was, with but lim-

ited opportunities in the stud, a most successful sire.

Fannie Holton, the dam of Ten Broeck, was also the dam
of Lyttleton, a good race-horse, and of Little Girl and Little

Fanny, both valuable brood-mares. Her dam, Nantura, was
a first-class race mare, and the dam of Longfellow, Extra,

Exchange, Excel and Express. Fanny Holton, foaled in 1882,

was the first of her produce, and the only one by the great

Lexington. She died in 1873.

Ten Broeck was bred by the late John Harper, of

Midway, Ky., and was owned by his nephew and successor
Frank B. Harper. He was the idol of his owner, and
with good reason. When a yearling, the late John Harper
determined to alter him, and the operation was about to be
performed, when Frank Harper interceded so strongly on the

colt's behalf that he was preserved entire. He had unlimited
faith in the future career of the colt, and he was not deceived.
Ten Broeck was a horse of almost faultless conformation,

a blood bay, 16£ hands high, good head, strong neok, back
and loins, large roomy barrel, and as muscular, well devel-

oped legs as were ever placed under a race-horse; he retired

from the turf perfectly sound, and free from defects in wind,
body or limbs. For pedigree, individual form, public per-

formance, and proved merit as a sire, he must certainly be
acknowledged the peer of any American thoroughbred.
Of the turf career of Ten Broeck the public are well

informed. It is sufficient to say here that he started thirty

times and won twenty-three events, and was never beaten but
by a first class race-horse . Bill Bruce, by Enquirer, and Chesa-
peake, by imp. Leamington, were both good horses; Aristides,

the mighty "Red Horse, "winner of the first Kentucky Derby;
King Alfonso, regarded as the best three-year-old of 1875;

Bob Wooley, one of the fastest race-horses ever foaled, and
Parole, the winner of great races in two hemispheres, were
equine giants, and to be beaten by them was misfortune but
not disgrace; with the exception of Parole, whom he never

met but once, Ten Broeck beat every one of the horses
mentioned, as many or more times than they beat him; and
he retired from the turf with the best on record for one, two,

three and four miles; and three of these records are still

unbeaten; the other, that for three miles, standing to the

credit of his son, Drake Carter,

The first appearance of the get of Ten Broeck was in

1882, when he had three starters, Lord Raglan, Cardinal

McCloskey, and Rena B. The last named only started once,

but the others showed nearly or quite firBt-class form,

winning several important stakes, and going into winter

quarters with sufficient reputation to make them favorites

for the Kentucky Derby.
In 1883 Ten Broeck assumed a leading place among the

winning sires, his best representatives being Drake Carter,

Tolu, Lord Raglan, Rena B. and Cardinal McCloskey.
Drake Carter was quite first-class; he ran second to the

great Leonatus for the Kentucky Derby, and won eight

valuable stakes: the Pickwick and Cottrell, at New Orleans;

the Cotton Exohange, at Memphis; the Champion, at Chi-

ago; the Sequel and United States Hotel, at Saratoga; the

Omnibus, at Monmouth Park, and the Potomac, at Washing-
ton. Tolu and Lord Raglan were also winners of valuable

stake events.

In 18S4 Ten Broeck's position was still improved, Drake
Carter being his largest winner, Ten Stone, winner of the

great Eastern Handicap, second, and Tolu, Bob Cook,
Swiney, W. R. Woodward, Ten Strike and Endymion all

good and usefull race-horses.

In 1885 he had twenty-seven starters, winners of fifty-four

races, and Bersan was one of the best three-year-olds of the

year. Ten Booker was a winner in good company, securing

a number of valuable stakes; Jim Gray ranked high among
the two-year-old performers, and Swiney, Ten Strike and
Drake Carter were creditable performers.
For the past year Ten Broeck has had few first-class per-

formers, Jim Gray, one of the best three-year-olds of the year
when in good form was first. Free Knight waB alBO nearly
first-clasB until he went amiss early in the season, and Ten
Booker, Ten Strike, Bersan, Tolu and Test were good repre-

sentatives of their sire. Tennessee, both last year and this,

has proved himself almost invincible in steeplechases and
hurdle races.

The total winnings of Ten Broeok's get to the end of 1886

are as follows:

1882 8 5,950
1883 39,502
1884 47,660|

Total 3202,626

Really great Bires are few and far between, and the death of

Ten Broeck is a great loss.

—

Chicago Horseman.

118*5 864,164

1886 45,360

Many of the celebrated turf performers in the past have
been animals which possessed remarkably strong wills with
fast records. Flora Temple, the first trotter to trot in pub-
lic in 2:19f, was one of that kind. Goldsmith Maid, winner
of 332 heats in 2:30 or better, 114 of whioh were trotted in

2:20 or faster, was another of the same sort, and her most
successful rival, Lady Thome (2:18£), gained considerable

notoriety on account of her having a mind of her own. The
famouB trotting mare Princess, dam of Happy Medium,
must be classed in the same category, judging from a testi-

monial given by Robert Bonner to the well-known horse

tamer, D, Magner, in 1872, from which the following is an
extract: *

'I have myself handled Princess, the famous old

competitor of Flora Temple, on your new system, and
although she was at one time so vioious as to be almost
unmanageable, my joungest boy, a lad of fifteen, has, dur-

ing the past week, been driving her daily in Central Park."
A strong will is generally assooiated with unflinching game.

B. C. Holly has sold to Pat Corrigan the bay colt Del
Norte, three years old, by Flood, dam Esther, by Express,
and to J. Langfeldt the bay gelding Argo, four years old, by
Pataey Duffy, dam Neva Winters.

ROD.
The New Fishine Waters.

Anglers will enjoy reading some notes from one of the

most sensible while most enthusiastic sportsmen of the State,

about the Beulah land opened to lovers of the angle by
the California & Oregon R. R. Sisson's, Bailey's, the Kla-

math, the little Sacramento, the Pitt, the McCloud, and a
dozen other streams are made accessible to fishermen by the
ever out-reaching enterprise of the great railroud-building
genii of California, Messrs. Stanford, Crocker & Co.
No better water was ever opened for fly- fishermen, and the

railroad people are meeting sportsmen half way by reducing
fares to point which permitB almost any one to cast a fly in
virgin waters. The correspondent to whom reference is

made, says:

"The completion of the Cal. & Oregon branch of the S. P.
R. R. will open up a grand country for sportsmen and summer
tourists. Trains leaving SanFrancisco in the morning will be
steaming through the mountains of Shasta, Trinity and Siski-
you by nightfall.and far into the web-foot realm in twenty-four
hours. The line of this road, from the great Sac. Valley north,
follows the windings of the Sacramento river for many miles
towards its mountain source and renders easily accessible a
vast scope of mountainous country heretofore uutraversed
save by the children of nature, theanimals of the forest wilds,
or the occasional pioneer or scout of civilization.

"From Shasta through to Oregon the road winds np the
canyon of the Sacramento, here a clear, cold and sparkling
mountain river, skirting the sides of great savage mountains,
spanning roaring cataracts, and trout-streams, winding in and
out of long tunnels, crossing and re-crossing the river, lead-
ing across little valleys and through dark miles of forest, and
on and away to the land "where rolls the Oregon" which
now knows other sounds "save its own dashings." Doubt-
less the most popular resorts for some time will be at or in
the neighborhood of Sisson's and the Soda Springs, in the
actual shadow of the great snowy mountain to whoBe grand-
eur John R. Ridge rendered that inspired tribute which will
live as long, perchance, as the great mountain stands. But
from Redding north for a hundred miles the sportsman or
tourist can scarcely miss in selecting a stopping place if his
object be recreation, rest, sport with rod or rifle or gun or but
to breathe theinvigoratingmountain air and drink the bestand
pureBt water in the world. Trails have yet to be blazed out
to the best camping places, hunting grounds, and trout
streams, and points that will be famous in a very few years
are as yet unnamed and scarcely visited. There are maoy
mountain streams swarming with trout, little valleys and
undisturbed miles of forest and juDgle full of game, and
mountain lakes o'er whose clear depths no keel has ever
rippled. There is no grander scenery than that of northern
California, and no purer air, water or more healthful and
invigorating climate, and the one thing lacking at present is

accommodation for visitors and tourists. The scant popula-
tion along this route have not aB yet awakened to the impor-
tant advantages and the attractions offered by their natural
surroundings. The mountains of Shasta, Trinity and Siski-

you will be to the coast of the Pacific what the Adirondacks
are to that of the Atlantic, and we venture to say their
attractions are more varied and beautiful.

One Species Only of Trout.

A correspondent of the English Fishing Gazette opens a

field for inquiry on a line which has engaged some attention

from certain of our readers. It is indisputable that trout

characteristics change with the water and cover in and about

which they live. We have often heard it stated by anglers

that there is but one trout on the Pacific Coast, but have
never been able to experiment to such an extent as to justify
a positive opinion in the premises. We should be glad to
receive the opinion of those who have facts bearing upon the
point raised. "J.D. M."bas observed closely the peculiari-
ites of trout, and may be able to enlighten us. The Oazetlt
writer says:
"The subject I prefer taking up is of far more interest and

importance, and it is whether or not our river and brook-
trout and the sea-trout are the same species and same race.
My contention is, and has been for upwards of twenty years,
that there is no difference; that the common trout is a migra-
tory trout, and when it does reach and enter the sea it soon
becomes a whitling or finnock, and ultimately a sea-trout,
that, as a salmon parr may be a brother or sister of a ten-
ponnder salmon, so a small yellow trout may be a brother or
sister of a three-pounder sea-trout; that if the silvery scales
of a Balmon smolt of 6£in. are rubbed off a parr remains,
which clearly proves that a parr is a young Balmon. In like
manner, if the scales of a trout smolt, or "orange fin," free of
any spots, are rubbed off, the result is a common yellow
trout, dotted all over in the usual manner with red and black
spots, which, in my opinion at least, establishes the identity
of this smolt with the common trout; and, further, were a
batch of trout netted in October in a river frequented by sea-
trout, and a dozen or two small fellows selected of the same
size, I venture to assert that there is not an ichthyologist in
the kingdom who could separate the common trout from the
sea-trout, or tell which of tbem would to a certainty become
smolts in the month of April or May following. And, further
still, the natural color of the common trout is not a brown or
a yellow, but a silvery, and this color occurs among a portion
of the small trout in most rivers periodically, and chiefly in
the mouths of April, May and June, and* is a result not
arising from a distinction of species, but invariably ocours
from an abundant supply of suitable food not obtainable in
Buch plenty at any other season of the year. There are
several other items, such as the progress made by a small
trout after entering tidal and salt water, and the preponder-
ance of one sex among the whitlings, and a like preponder-
ance of the opposite Rex among common trout, all which
require to be discussed did time permit. My time is limited;
but, on the whole, I think I have discussed sufficient for the
past twelve mouths, quite enough to draw attention to the
problem of one species, one race only, of trout indigenous to
the British Isles, and for several months past headed my com-
munications accordingly; and I have the further satisfaction
of seeing in your columns recently a letter from an ichthy-
ologist of high and, I believe, deserved repute follow my
example.

" 'Coming events cast their shadows before,' as the saying
is, and iohthyologists are evidently putting their ho.uses in
order, preparing for a change, Pressure is brought'to bear
against them, if not from America, at least by a practical
angler in the Fishing Gazette, and already an experiment is

being carried out at Howietouu with the young of sea-trout,
which, in my opinion, will end in utter failure, for reasons
to be explained on a future occasion."
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Nevada State Fair
OF 1887 WILL BE HELD

AT RENO,
Commen fin"; September ™ 1st and Ending

October 1st.

35 EACES, TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS
LIBERAL PREMIUMS

Live Stock Department and Exhibits in Pavilion.

Indian Pony Races! BaToon Ascensions/ Bicycle

Races! Stock Parades!

LADIES' TOURNAMENT.
Friday, September 23, Wednesday, September 28 and

September SO. Friday,

THE PRESIDENT'S GOLD MEDAL.
President Po-wning offers a Special Premium, a

GOLD MEDAL, value 5100, for the best
Exhibit in Any Department.

Trials of Speed to be Conducted under the
auspices of the Directors of the State Agri-
cultural Society.

The State Agricultural Society was established in
accordance with an act or the Legislature of the State
of Nevada, entitled "An Act to provide for the man-
agement and control of the State Agricultural Society
of the state," approved March 7, lt»5.

MEUBEES OF THE STATE EOAED OF AGRICULTUBK
L. J. FLINT, of Washoe County; B. F. LEETE, of

"Washoe County; P. H. MULUAHY, of Washoe
Couutv; AL. WHITE, of Washoe County; JOHN
SWEENY, of Ormsby County; T. B. RICKEY, of
Douglas County; C. C. POWNING, of Washoe
County; ALVARO EVANS, of Washoe County;
THEU. WINTERS, of Washoe County; F. DANG-
BERG, of Douglas County; W. S. BAILEY, of
Churchill County; JOS. MAR2EN, of Humboldt
County.

PROGRAMME.
First Day—Wednesday, September 31st.

No. 1.-INTRODUCTORY—Three-quarter dash, for
District horses; ?1U0 added; entrance $20; declaration
$5, on or before September 1st.

No. 2.—HUNNING—Five-eighths mile dash. Dis-
trict horses; two-year-olds; 3100 added; entrance §20;
declaration $5, on or before September 1st.

Nos, 3, 4 and 5 will be made and announced on Sat-
urday, Sept. 17th.

Second Day—Thursday, September 33d.
No. 6.—TROTTING—2:50 class for District horses;

three in five, purse S30Q; first horse $150; second horse
$100; third horse $50.

No. 7.—TROTTING—Mile heats, three in five; free
for all; purse $600; $1500 to first horse; $200 to second
horse

;
$100 to tbird horse.

Third Day—Friday, September 33d.
No. 8. — RUNNING—Selling purse for District

horses; dash of a mile; $150 added; $25 entrance, half
forfeit; $5 declaration, on or before September IbL
Horses to be sold for $1,000 to carry entitled weight.
Two pouudB allowed for each $100 under the $1,000.

No. 9.—RUNNING—Half-mile dash; entrance free;
purse $100.
Three other races for this day will be announced

on Thursday, September 23d.

Fourth Day—Saturday, September 24th.
No. 13.—TROTTING—Mile and repeat; free for all

three-yeai-olds and under in the District; purse $300;
first horse §150; second horse $100; third horse 550.

No. 14.—PACING—Mile heats, three in five; free for
all; purse $600; first horse $300; second horse $200;
third horse $100.

Fifth Day—Monday, September 26th.

No. 15.—HANDICAP—Mile and a half dash; $300
added; $50 entrance; half forfeit; $10 declaration, on
or before September 10th. Weights to be announced
Sept. 1st,

No, 16.—SELLING PURSE—Closes the same time
as stakes; one mile and a quarter dash; $200 added.
Three other races for this day will be made Septem-

ber 24th.

Sixth Day—Tuesday, September 2 3th.

No. 20.—TROTTING.—Three-minute class for Dis-
trict horBes; purse $300; first horBe $150; second
horse $100: third horse $50.

No. 21.—TROTTING.—Mile heats, three in five; free
for all; purse $600; first horse $100; second horBe $250;

tbird horse $150.

SeventhDay—Wednesday, September 28th.
No. 22.—RUNNING—Three-quarter mile dash; two-

year-olds; $150 added; $25 entrance; half forfeit; five

or more to enter.
No. 23.—RUNNING—Mile and three-eighths; three-

year-olds; $200 added; $50 entrance; half forfeit; $10
declaration, on or before September 1st; three or
more to start.

No. 24.—RUNNING—Purse $"*); dashof two miles;
ten per cent, entranca; nve or mire to enter; three or
more to start.
Two other races for this dav will be made Septem-

ber 27th.

Eighth Day—Thursday, September 29th.
No, 27.—PACING—Mile heats, three in five; free

for all; purse$t>00; first horse $300; second horse $200;

third horse $100.

No. 23.—TROTTING—Mile heats; three in five;

free for District horses; purse $600; first horse $300;
aecond rrse $200: third horse $100.

Ninth Day- Friday, September 30th.
No. 29.—RUNNING—Mite dash for two-yeaT-olds

;

$200 added; entrance $20; declaration $5; on or before
September 1st.

No. 30.—RUNNING—Mile and five-eighths dash for
three-year-olds; $300 addtd; $50 entrance; half for-

feit; $10 declaration, on or before September 1st;

three or more to start.
Three other races for this day will be made up Sep-

tember 29th.

Tenth Day—Saturday, October 1st,

No. 34.—2:35 Class; mile heats, three in five; free for

all; purse $800; first horse $500; second horse $200;

third horse $100.
No 35.-2:25 Class: mile heats; three in five; free

for all; purse $1,000; first horse $500; secondhorse$300;
third horse $200.

BEKARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Nominations to stakes must be made to the Secre-

tary on or before the first day of August, 1887. En-
tries for the purses must be made : For Monday's
races on the Saturday preceding; for Wednesday's
races on Mondav.and for Friday's races, on Wednes-
day at the regular time for closing entries as desig-

nated by the rules. Those who have nominated in

stakes must name to the Secretary, in writing, which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p. M.

Horses entered in purses can only be drawn by con-

sent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Associa-

tion will govern running races.

All horse3 entered fur State purseB must be owned
and kept in Nevada and California east of the Sierra

Nevadas for six mouths prior to day of race.

Entries to all trotting races will close September
1st with the Secretary.
Five or more to enter and three or more to start in

all for purses. . „ , ,

National Trotting Association rules to govern trot-

ting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association

rules to govern running races, .except as above.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five eunless otherwise specified; five to enter and
three to start. But the Board reserves the right to

hold a less number than five to fill, by the withdrawal

of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance
fee ten per cent, on purse, to accomany nomina-

National Trotting Association Rules to govern trot-

tine but the Beard reserves the right to trot heats

of any two clasaes alternately, If necessary to finish

anv day's racing, or to trot a special race between
heats Ahorse makinga walk-over shall be entitled

only to the entrance money paid in. When less than
the required number of starters appear they may
dontestfor the entranc money, to be devided as fol-

lows: 6% to the first and 33>£ to the second.
Tnall the forecning stakes the declarations are void

unleas accompanied by the money.

Please observe that, in the above stakeB, declara
tions are permitted for a small forfeit.
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p.m. of the

day precedingthe race shall be required to start-
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
Btart must be named by 6 p. u. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colorB, which must be named in their
entries.
Each dav's races will commence promptly at one

o'clock p. m.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stoddard, Sec.

retarv of the Society.

EQUESTRIA N ISM.
Ladies' Grand Tournament for the most accom-

plished and graceful lady riders, Friday, Sept. 23,
Wednesday, Sept. 28, and i ridav, Sept. 30, at 10 oxlock
a. M.
The Society offers four premiums, valued respect-

ively at $100, $70, $40 and $20.
The lady who is adjudged first shall have her choice

of all premiums offere fl. The Beeond lady shall have
second choice, and so on.
All ladies must ride with saddles.
It is expected that other special premiums will be

added to this list by private contribution. No one but
ladies of the highest respectability will be allowed to
compete for prizes.

L.a<ties wishing to compete for prizes will please
Bend name to Secretary, indorsed by two members of
the Society.

INDIAN PONY RACES.
On Thursday, Sept. 22d, Monday, Sept. 26th, and

Thursday, Sept. 29th, the novelty of an Indian pony
race will be provided, and the amusing sight of
twenty or thirty noble red men of the forest, mounted
on the wildest and most unmanageable cayuses imag-
inable, galloping around the track at break-neck
speed, will, as they say at the circus, be alone worth
the price of admission.

«X VDFSDAUE MEDALS.
The American Clydesdale Association will give a

valuable medal, of Buitable design, for the best re-
corded Clydesdale stallion, and a similar medal for the
best recorded Clydesdale mare bred in Nevada and
exhibited at the State Fair of 1S87.

BALLOON ASCENSIONS.
Arrangements have been made for a series of bal-

loon ascensions during the Fair, alike novel and excit-
ing. Ascensions will he made daily from the race
track.

BICTCLE RACES.
Two or three bicycle races will take place between

the fastest wheelmen in the State, and ten contests
are counted upon.

C. C. POWNING, President,
C. H. STODDARD, Secretary,
C. T. BENDER. Treasurer. 28myl8

Stockton Fair.
BEGINNING

September 27, and Con-

tinuing five days.

SantaClaraVaUe
y Seventeenth

$15,000.
IK PURSES OFFERED.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purses to accom-

pany nominations.
In all races four moneys, viz: 50,25, 15 and 10 per

cent.

Tuesday, September 2a, 188J.
.. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake,

$66 each. $150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 8

ciitri-s). One mile.
RUNNING—DISTRICT. Free for all, $H10. Mile

and repeat.
3. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 3:00 Class,

$1,000.

4. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Free for all. $300.

Wednesday, September 28, 188?.
5. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Free for all.

Race hereafter to be named for the winner. $100. One
mile.

TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:24 Class, $1,000.

7. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Three-year-old stake

;

$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February 1st with 9

entries).
8. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake $65

each. $150 added; best 2 in 5. (Closed February lBt,

with Sentries).

Thursday, September 189, 188 7 .

9. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. 8500. Mile and
repeat.

10 TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:35 Class,
$1,000.

11. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:18 Class,

12. PACING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 Class, $500.

Friday. September 30, 188S.
13. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Handicap;

weights named 10 days before race; $100. One mile and
repeat.

14. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Novelty race;
2 miles; $1,000; firBt half mile, $150; first mile, 9225;

first mile and a half, $275; first to finish. $350. All

Eaid up entries over seven to be added, equally ulvided
etweeneach winner.
15. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Free for all.

$1,200.
16. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. Turee-year-

old stake. $65 each. $250 added. (Closed February 1st,

with 10 entries.)
17 TROTTING — PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 Class.

$1,000.

Saturday, October 1st. 1883.
18. RUNNING—.DISTRICT. Three-year-old Btake,

$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 6

entries.)
19. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:22 ClasB.

$1,000.
20. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Two-year-old

stake, $65 each. $250 added. (Closed February 1st,

with 8 entries.)
21. PACING—PACIFIC COAST. Free-for-all, $700.

CONDITIONS.
All races best 3 In 5, except as otherwise specified.
The Stockton track is one of the fastest In the world.
Stables, hay and straw free to competitors.
Kutrles close August 1st, 1887, with the Secretary.
Stockton Fair. San Joaquin Valley District for

races comprise the counties of San Joaquin, Tuol-
umne, MaripoBa, Fresno, Calaveras, Stanislaus,

Merced, Tulare and Kern, State of California.

Boardof Directors, for 1-^7: L.U. SHIPPER, JOHN
E. MOORE, JAMES A. LOUTTIT, R . C. RARGENT,
B.F LANGFOKD. JAS. A. SHEPHERD, FRED
ARNOLD, W. H.SNuW.

X,. V. SHIPPEE, President.
For programmes and full eondltlon** ap-

ply to the secretary, J, M. LAKl'E.
I*. O. Box 1 88. Stockton, California. Ilju8

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,

SPEED CONTESTS,
: FROM THE :

15th to 20th of August;
Inclusive, 1887.

SAN JOSE.
PROGRAMME.

First Day -Monday. August lain.
I, STALLION RACE, Trotting Stake-$100 entrance

half forfeit, $150 added- Closed April 1st, with five
entries.

3. TROTTING, for two-year-olda—Purse $250. The
get of the following stallions, viz: Brown Jug, Jim
Mulyenna Kea'B Nutwood Nutwood Boy, Woodnut
Bay wood, Fleetwood, Commodore Nutwood, King
William Grosvenor, Bismarck, BEenlo, Elmo, Stran-
ger, Hamiltonian George, J. R. Weller's horse and
Captain Ham's horse. Mile and repeat.

Second Day—Tuesday, August 1 6th.
3. TROTTING STAKE, for-three-year-olds-$25 to

accompany nomination, $25 audtional for starters;
faUffire to make second payment forfeits first; $2-50

added. Stakes and added money divided \ ,:.n i 10

per cent.
4. TROTTING—Purse $1,000. 2:17 Class.
5. TROTTING-Purse$ou0. 2:40 Class.

Tbird Day—Wednesday, August 13
6 RUNNING STAKE for two-year-olds,

entrance, $lu forfeit ; ?200 added; ?5u to second, $25 to
third; non-winners this year allowed 5 lbs. three-
quarters of a M ile.

7. RUNNING STAKE, free for all-$25entrance; $10
forfeit; $^i0 added: $50 to second; third to save en-
irane. Maidens allowed five pounds. One and one-
half miles.

8. RUNNING—Free purse, $2C0, for all ages; $50 to
second horse. Mile and repeat.

Fourth Day—Thursday, Aug. 1 8th.

9. TROTTING—Purse $500. 2:27 Class.
10. TROTTING—Purse $7iu. 2:24 Class.
II. PACING—Purse $500. Free for all.

Fifth Day—Friday, Aug. 19th.
12. RUNNING, For three-year-olds.— $25 entrance,

$10 forfeit; $200 added; $10i> to second; third to save
entrance. One and one-quarter miles.

13. RUNNING—For all ages—$50 entrance; $25 for-
feit ; $250 added; $50 to second ; third to save entrance.
Two miles.

14. RUNNING—Free purse $200. $50 to second horse.
One mile and repeat.

Sixth Day-Saturday, Aug. 30th.
15. TROTTING-PurBe$600. 2:25 Class.
16. TROTTING—Purse 31,000. 2:20 Class.
17. TROTTING STAKE— For two-year olds; $10 to

accompany nomination: $15 additional for starters,
non-payment of second forfeits first; $200 added;
Stakes and added money divided, 60, 30, lo percent.
Mile and repeat.

CONDITIONS.
In all Trotting and Pacing Races, purses divided as

follows: 60 percent, to first horse, 30 per cent, to sec-

ond, 10 percent, to third.
All Trotting or Pacing Races best 3 in 5, except as

otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural to govern running,
except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the light to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
Ahorse winninga race entitled to first money only

except when distancing the field, then to first and,
third moneys.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the money.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance, under Rule 3.

If, in the opinion of the Judges, before starting a
race the race cannot be finished on the closing day of
the Fair, it may be continued.
In all trotting and pacing races five or more paid-up

entries required to fill and three or more horses to

start, but the Board reserves the right to holda lesB

number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all

entries.
When less than the required number of starterB

appear they may contest for the entrance money,
divided as follows: 6o% to firBt horse and 33M to sec-

ond. .,
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the monev.
Races to commence each day at two P. M.
Entries to close July 20th, 1887,

N. B. EDWARDS, President.
«. H. BRAGG, Secretary. lljnS

Bay District

Association.

Agricultural District

FAIR
Counties of Neyada and Placer.

Comniencius Tuesday, Sept. 6th, 1887,

and continuing five days

Racing ond stock exhibits at Glenbrook Park,
Pavilion at Grass Valley

$10,000 in Purses & Premiums!

FIVE DAYS RACING
Tuesday. Sept. 6th.

No. 1. TROTTING—District 3:00 Class. Purse $250.
No. 2. TROTTING—2:ii0 Class. FreeforalL Purse

3600
No. 3. TROTTING—For two-year olds owned in the

Counties of Nevada, Placer, Yuba, Sutter, Colusa,
Butte, Tehama, Ptuuia3 and Sierra. Mile and repeat.
Purse fc:oo.

Wednesday. September Jth.
BOYS' TOURNAMENT, at 11 a. m., for various

Prizes.
No. 4. RUNNING—Free for all. ?50 entrance, $25

forteit 33U0 added; second horse $75, third {50. One
mile and repeat
No. £. RUNNING-Free for all. For two-year oldB,

$25 entrance, 10 forfeit, $15o added; second horse ?5o,
tbird §2 j. Five-eighths of a mile.
No. 6. RUNNING—For three-vear olds. Free for

all. $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $200 added. One mile
and a quarter.
No. 7. PACING—2:32 Class. Free for all. Purse $500.

1hi rsday, September 8th.
GRAND STOCK PARADE at 10a. m.; BICYCLE

TOURNAMENT, for Gold .Medal, at 11 A.M.
No. B. TROTTING-DL-itrtct. 2:40 Class. Purse $250.
No. 9. TROTTING—2:25 Class. Free for all. Purse

$500.

No. 10. TROTTING—Three-year olds or under. Dis-
trict. Mile aod repeat. Purse $250.

Friday, September 9th.
LADIES' TOURNAMENT, for various Prizes, at

11 A. M.
No 11. RUNNING—Open to all. $50 entrance, $25

forfeit, $_00 added; second horse $75, third $50. Two
miles.
No. 12. RUNNING—Open to all. $25 entrance $10

forfeit $150 added; second horse $50, third $25. Three
fourths of a mile and repeat.
No. 13. RUNNING—Free purse $150. Entrance free

to all beaten horses. Those not having run second
during the meeting allowed lo pounds. $50 to second
horse. One mile and repeat.
No. 14. PACING-2:23 Class. Free for all. $500.
No. 15. RUNNING—Saddle Horse fctake. District.

Catch weights. $5 entrance, $50 added. Four moneyB,
50 25, 15 and 10 per cent One mile.

Saturday, September lOth.
GRAND STOCK PARADE and award of Premiums

at 11 a. m.
No. 16. TROTTING—District. One-year-olds. Half

mile and repeat. Purse $100.

No. 17. TROTTING—2:40 Class. Open to all. Pur6e
$500.

No. 18. TROTTING-2 :24 Class. Open to all. Purse
$500.
In races designated as "District" all horses are eli-

gible that were owned in the counties of Nevada and
Placer, comprising the 17th Agricultural District,
prior to June l, 1687, unlesB otherwise specified.

conditions-
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter and three to start. Rut the Board
reserves the right to bold a less number than five to

fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee lo per cent on pnrse, to

accompany nominations. Trottingand pacing purses
divided at the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 30
per cent, to second, and 10 per cent, to third.

National Association rules to govern trotting; but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall he entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows:
6tlJ to the first, and 33J to the second.
In all entries not declared out by 6 p.m. of the day

preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must he named by 6 p.m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required lo wear
caps of distinct colors, which must he named In
their entries.

Entries to close with the Secretary on August 1st,

1887.

SAMUEL GKAXOER, President.
P. O. AddresB Grass Valley, Cal.

GEOBGE FLETCHER, Secretary,
P. O. Address Grass Valley, Cal. 2 jy 10

"McKoon's Improved 'A' Tent."
OK

Campers' favorite Tent.
(Patented Feb. 8th, 1687.)

Entries! Entries! Entries!

Commencing Aug. 6th. to 13th.

Saturday, Aug. 6, 2:21 Class, Purse, $611©
Tuesday. " ». 3:0© " " 50©.
Wednesday, - 1©, 2:24 " » 500.
Thursday, "11.2:4© » •' 5«».
Friday. "12.2:35 " " 500.
Saturday, " 13, Free-for-all " a SO

The Association also offers

Purse of S50O for I lie 2:3©Clasx.
Purse of $50© lor llie 2:2a Claw.

Purse of $5©0 'or the Irec-I. r.all pacers

CONDITIONS.
All trotting races 1 mile heats best 3 In 5, five to

enter 3 or more to start, but the AhshcUHoii reserves

the right to bold a less number thin live lo till by the
withdrawal of a proportionate amount of th" purBe.

FjitiMiii-e fee 10 per cent of purse, to accompany
nomination. Purse divided—50 p.-r cei.t. to first horse ;

25 per cent to second; IS percent, to third, and 10

per cent, to fourth horse. ,„,,,, . ,.

Entry blanks and rules will be furnished uponappli-

cation to the Secretary.

Entries to close MONDAY, AUGUST 1st

with the Secretary, 143S California Street.

W. H. HINCHMAN, Secretary.
UJu8

Also all other styles and Blzes of tents i

camping outfits of every description l

Btyle; Bize-about-upon ground, and
oz. or 10 oz. Duck is wanted and
c mplete, will he given, California
from San Francisco and Kl Cftjon,
irons from Now York and Ohica

Address MEKK1TT P.
ijnU* El Cajon, San
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EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR.

OF

THE SIXTH DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

AT

Los Angeles,
CALIFORNIA.

SIX DAYS.
Oct. 10,11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.

First Day—Monday, October iOtli.

No I. District, Trotting—Three-minute Class.

Purse 9300. Vnez, Geronlmo and L. J. Rose's Stable

No. 2.' Running—Half-mile dash. "Weight for age.

Purse $150. 3 „ , ,

No 3. Running—One and a quarter mile dash.

Weight for age. PuTse 3250.

Iso. 4. Santa Anita Stakes—For two-year-olds.

Closed Dec. 1, 1886, with nine entries

.

Second Day—Tuesday, October 11th.

No. 5. Trotting—2:23 Class. Purse $600.

No 6. Trotting—sunny slope Stake—Two-year-
olds Closed Dec. 1.1836. Eleven entries.

No. 7. Running—Half mile and repeat Weight
for age. Purse S2O0.

Third Day—Wednesday, October 12th.

No. 8. Trotting—2:35 Class. Purse §100.

No. 9. Ladies' Grand Equestrian Entertain-
ment—For the most accomplished and graceful lady

riders. Four cash prizes—?50, *2s, 315, $10. All names
to be handed to the Secretary on or before October 8th,

at 12 m. „
No. 10. Trotting—Southern California Stake

—For three -year-olds. Closed Dec. l, 1886. Six en-
tries.
No 11. Running Dash, one and one-sixteenth

miles. Weight for age. Purse 3209.

fourth Day—Thursday. October a 3th.
No. 12. Pacing—Free for all. Purse 3300.

No. 13. Running—Two-mile dash. All ages. Purse
3300.

No. H. Rumn'INQ—Thirty mile California Long Dis-
tance Riding; change horses each mile. Six horses
allowed each contestant. Four or more riders to en-
ter and start. Purse 3500.

Filth Day—Friday, October i 4th.

No. 15. Trotting—2:27 Class. Purse 3500.

No. 16. Running—Three-quarters of a mile and re-
peat. All ages. Purse 3250.

No. 17. Running—Five-eighthB mile dash. For two-
year-olds. Winner of any two-year-old race to carry
71bB. extra. Purse8l50.

sixth Day—Saturday, October f 5th.

No. 18. Trotting—2:45 Class. Pnrse 3350.

No. 19. Trotting—For Adair, Allan Roy, Arab,
Manzanita, Lot Slocum, Antevolo, Anteeo and others
having no better record than 2:16. Purse $1,000.

No. 20. Los Angeles Derby Stake—Closed Dec,
l f l8SG. Five entries.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified, five to enter and three to start. But the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
five to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to
accompany nominations. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of sixty per cent, to the first horse,
thirty per cent, to the second, and ten per cent, to the
third.
National Association rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a Bpecial race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear, they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided aB follows: 66?£ to the
first, and 33J-6 to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
When there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named at 6 p. u. of the day preceding the
race. No added money paid for a walk-over, except as
otherwise specified. Running races will be conducted
under the rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse As-
sociation.
Non-starters in running races will be held for an

entrance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races (except fixed

•vents) to close with the Secretary on Monday, August
1, 1887.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished upon
application to the Secretary.

J. C. NEWTON, President,
E. A.DeCAM**, Secretary, Box 210. jy9

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

FOURTH ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

THIRTEENTH DISTRICT

Agricultural Society,

Golden Gate
FAIR

SPEED PROGRAMME,
DISTRICT NO. 1.

Sept. 5th to Sept. 10th, 1887.

WILL HE HELD AT

Marysville, Gal.
COMMENCING

Tuesday, August 30th
AND CONTINUING FIVE DAYS,

$2,000 fn Premiums for Farming. Me-
chanical, Mercantile and Manufac-

turing Exhibits.

$2,000 In Premium for Live-Stock

$4,000 In Premiums for Speed
and Walking Contests.

Special Premiums for Ladies' Equestrian
Tournament and other Amusements.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Tuesday, August 30th.

1. TROTTING—Two-year-old Class. Purse $150.
Free to «ll horses in the Thirteenth District.

2. RUNNING— Half mile dash. Purse $100. Free
for all horses in the Third, Thirteenth and Seventeeth
Districts.

3. TROTTING—Three-minute Class. Puibo $200.
Free for all.

Second Day—Wednesday, August 31st.
4. TROTTING—2:35 Class. Purse 3300. Free for all
6. TROTTING—Four-minute Class. Free for all to

as they please. Purse, $50. The horse nearest to four
minutes to win the heat. First horse $20, second ?10,
third $5. fourth $5, fifth $5, sixth $5.

6. RUNNING—Half mile and repeat. Purse, 5200.
Free for all.

7. RUNNING—Three -fourths of a mile and repeat.
Purse $250. Free for all.

Third Day—Thursday, September 1st
8. TROTTING-2:27 ClasB. Purse $400. Free for all.
9. WALKING—Best walking team. S30; beBt walk-

ing stallion $30; second best of either $20. One mile.
Purse $100. For horses owned in this district.

10. PACING—Purse $400. Free for all.

Fourth Day—Friday. September 2d.
11. TROTTING—2:45 ClaBS. Purse $200. Free for

all.

12. RUNNING—Two mile dash. Purse $300. Free
for all.

LADIES RIDING- Free to all in the District. No
entrance fee. Several elegant premiums have been
contributed for the occasion, and will be given, includ-
ing one cash premium, $20. by the Society

18. RUNNING-One mile dash. Purse $200. Free
for all.

fifth Day—Saturday, September 4th.
14. THOTTING-2:30 ClasB. Purse $100. Free for all.

15. PACING—2:30 ClasB. Purse $300.

CONDITIONS AND REMARKS.
National Trotting Association rules to govern all

trotting races. All trotting and pacing races are the
best three in five, unless otherwise specified
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern all

all running. Four to enter and three to'start - hut the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
four to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionateamount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten per cent on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting pacing
and running premiums divided at the rate of fifty per
cent, for the first horse, twenty-five percent to the
Becond, fifteen per cent, to the third, and ten per cent
to the fourth, *
All horses entered for trotting, pacing or ronnine

races, for which entrance has been paid and who go in
the race designated and fai; to win any part of the
purse, will have their entrance money returned tothem after decision by Judges.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heatB of

any two races alternately, or to call a special racebetween beats; also to change the day and hour of anv
race, if deemed necessary. For awalk-over a horse
iBonly entitled to its entrance fee and one-half of the
entrance retained by the Society from the other
entries for said race, and to no added monev A horse
winning a race entitled to first monev only exceptwhen distancing the field, then to first and fourth
moneys.
Non-starters must he declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in by 8 o'clock p n 7>t
they shall be required to start or forfeit the entrancemoney.
Ah purses or premiums paid as soon as a decision isrendered. uu "
Entries to (he races, except No. 5 and No 9 win

close with the Secretary, August 10 1886
'

'

Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p v shamThe Society furnish hay and straw free to competi-

CS-NoBeason tickets will be toned, and persons
contestingfor a purse or premiums offered by theSociety will be required to pay regular admission feeAdmission to Fair grounds $.50; children under 12
years, 25 cents To the Pavilion, 25 cents; childrenunder 12 years 15 cents. '

*-"*"" «*u

». E. KNIGHT, President.
T. J. SHERWOOD. Secretary.

rresiaenl<

jfSTPostofllce Address, Marysville, Cnl.'ro

For the Fall Circuit, 1887.
Track Harness,

Horse Boots,

Clothing,

Trainers' Outfits in

Training Saddles,

Racing Saddles,

Galloping Boots,

Clothing.
Jockeys' Outfits.Great Varieties-

EVEBY ARTICLE NEEDED BY TBAI.VERS OF

TROTTERS and THOROUGHBREDS.
The above goods kept in Stock and manufactured to Order of Specially seleeiVd T\i n to-t,.i

by the most akillful Workin. n
«»«ea Material

JOHN O'KANB,
1x1 Market Street, - . San Francisco

A«ENT FOR

Dr. Dixon's Condition Powders. Gombault's Caustic Balsam.

Monday—first. Day, Trottin
No. 1. Purse $S00. 2:40 Class. Four moneys.
No. 2. Purse §300. Two-veir-olds. Three moneys
No. 3. PurBe 31,000. 2;25 Class. Four moneys.

Tuesday -Second Day, Running.
No. 4. THE ALAMEDA STAKE—For all ages; 350

entrance; half-forfeit, or only 315 if declared on or
before August 2t)th, with $400 added; SiOO to second;
third to save stake. Maidens, if three years old,
allowed five pounds; if four years old or over, seven
pounds. Three-quarters of mile.
No. 5. THE CALIFORNIA STAKE- For three-year-

olds; So \) entrance; half forfeit, 3400 added; 3100 to

second, $50 to third. One mile and a quarter.
No. 6. THE JUVENILE STAKES—For two-year-

olds; S25 entrance; 310 forfeit; 5400 adde^ ; S1C0 to
second, third to save stake. Winner of anytwo-year-
old race, nfter^August 1st, to carry three pounds; of
two or more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters of
a mile.
No. 7. FREE PURSE—S300. 'Winners of any race,

after August 1st, of the value of SaOO, -to carry five

pounds. Maidens allowed, if three years old, to

carry five pounds; if four years old or upwards, fif-

teen pounds. Mile heats.

Wednesday—Third Day, Trotting.
No. 8. Purse 3800. 2:27 Class. Four moneys.
No. 9. Purse 31,000. 2:20 01188. Four moneys.

Thursday—Four III Day, Trotting.
No. 10. Purse S500. Three-vear-oldB. Four moneys.
No. 11. Purse 31,000. 2:23 Class. Four moneys.

Friday—Filth Day, Running.
No. 12. SELLING PURSE, S300, of which S50 to

second. Fixed valuation, $l,00'i; two pounds for each
3100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.
No. 13. THE OAKLAND STAKE—For all ages: 350

entrance; half forfeit; 5400 added; second horse S100,
third 350. One mile and a half.

No. 14. IHEGOLDEN GATE STAKE—For two-year-
olds; 325 entrance; S10 forfeit; 3400 added; 5H0 to

second, third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race, after August 1st, io carry three pounds; of
two or more, five pounds extra. Of Juvenile Stake at

thiB meeting, three pounds additional penalty.
Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 15. FREE PURSE, 5400. For all agef; 550 to

second. Horses not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds; horses that have not run sec-
ond or better allowed ten pounds. Three-quarter-
mile heats.

Saturday-Sixth Day, Trotti"g.
No. 16. Purse 51,200. Free for all. Four moneys.

Same Day—Pacing.
No. 17. Purse 3750. Free for all. Four moneys.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are ;the best three

in five, except the two-year-old trot, unless other-
wise specified. Five to enter and three to start in
all the above races. But the Board reserves the
right in all the races in the above programme to
hold a less number than five to fill by the with-
drawal of a proportionate amount of the purse. En-
trance fee ten per cent, on purse to accompany nomi-
nation. Purses of four raont ys divided at the rate of
fifty per cent, to the first horse, twenty-five per cent,
to second, fifteen per cent, to third, and ten per cent,

to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to tr->t heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary, to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race uetween he^ts. A
horse making a walk-over shall he entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows;

66jf to the Brst and «3A to the second.
In case any named race for a certain day does not

fill, the Board reserves the right to change the date
of any other event on the programme if deemed nec-
essary, due notice being given to the parties inter-

ested at any time previous to August 15th.

If in the opinion of the judges, before starting a
race, that it cannot be finished on the closing day of

the Fair, it may be continued or declared off, at the
option of the judges.
In all races entries not declared out by p. m. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start,
jWhen there is more than one entry by one person, I

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named at 6 p. M. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse association '

will govern running rices.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their

'

entries.
Entries to all of the above races to close with the

Secretary on Monday, August 1st, 1887.-

JAMES ADAMS, President,
JOS. I. DIMOSfD, Secretary.

office « U9 Front Street, S. F. 2jy

S.B.WHITEHEAD& CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS.

ARE PREPARED TO CONDUCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters

And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Onr Mr. S. E. Whitehead has for fifteen

years successfully managed all the principal
sales of high-class stock on this Coast.

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARTEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOK, ESQ.,

J. R. HAGGIN, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ ,

R. P. ASHE, ESQ., TOL CORBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.,
SO Miilesilorfl" Street.

19martf Sau Francisco.

KILLI.P & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS,

99 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

8PKC1AL ATTENTION PAID TO BALES OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will sell In All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Green, Hon. J. D. Cabb,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. Sabgent, Esa., Hon, John Boees
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. I*. J. Rose, Hon. A. Walbath,
Los Angeles. Nevada.
J. B. Haggin, Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm in the live-Btock
business on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction Bales in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-
ties for disposing of live stock of every description
either at auction or private sale. Our fist of corres-
Fiondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
nence upon the Pacific CoaBt, thus enabling ns to
gi ye full publicity to animals placed with us for Bale.
Private purchases and sales of live stock of all
descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

K1IXIP A CO.. 22 Montgomery street
am j

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S.
VETERINARY SI RGEON,

Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh.
Awarded tbe Highland and Agricultural Societies,

Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
and HiBtology. The Williams' Prize, '84-'8!i, for high-
est works in professional examinations, and six first-

class certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois
State Veterinary Medical Association.
OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
». Mccarty, Prop.

1129 Market St. S. F., Ret. 7Ui and 8in.
Telephone No. 3113.

IMPORTANT TO ,

HORSE OWNERS!
The

Great French

Veterinary

Remedy for

past Twenty

Tears.

Recommend-

ed and F*ed

by the Beat 1

Veterinary %

Surgeons of

this country.
|

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

P. HEALP President. C. 9. HALEY, Sec'y.
B"Bend lor Circular.

Glemeut Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No. 8 Summer St., near California market.

The only place in the City where sporting gentle-
men can see tbe English

Dally Sporting Chronicle. lBaepL

GOMBAULT'S

CAUSTIC balsam:
Prepared exclusively by J. E. Gombault, ex-Veterinary

Surgeon to French Government Stud. ^ >

Supersedes all Cautery or Firing.
Impossible to Produce any Scar or Blemish?
For Curb, Spllnt,Sweeny. Capped Hock, Strained Ten-
dons, Founder, wind Puffs, all Skin Diseases or Para-
sites, ThruBh, Diphtheria, Pinkeye, all Lameness from
Snavln, Ringbone and other Bony Tumors. Removes
bD Bunches or Blemishes from Horses and Cattle. *^

It has been tried as a Human Remedy lor
Rheumatism. Sprains, &c, &c, with very satisfac-
tory results.

WE GUARANTEE t&£S&'32E£L£
trr-. mmr i i Will jirt "1'ICO IllMTO lU 111 111

results than a whole bottle of any liniment or Bparin cars
mixture ever made. - - »—*••«(
Every botlle of CAUSTIC BALSAM sold is war^

ranted to give sat Lafnotion. Price #1.50 per
t
bottle.

Bold by druggists, or sent by express, charges paid,'
with full directions for its use. Send for descriptive cm
colors, testimonials, &c Address

k

LAWRENCE, WILLIAMS & CO. Cleveland, 0_4

A Safe. Sjeed? aM Positive Cure

For sale In S.m Francisco by
IAM;|,r;V .V MI< HAEI.V

Wholesale DrustKiNiN,
apr23 J, Oliist. Horsemen's supplies
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CALIFORNIA ANNUAL

State Fair
Will be held at

SACRAMENTO,
Sept. 12 to 24 inclusive, 1887.

TWO WEEKS FAIR!

NINE DAYS RACING!

SPEED i-ROUK.OLME.

There shall be awarded to the owner of the sire

whose get shall make the hest average performance
in the races for trotting foals, two, three and four-
year-olds. in 1SS7, 1S8S and 1S*9. the Grand Gold Medal
of the California State Agricultural Society, the
actual cost oi which shall not be less than $200.

First D«y.—Thursday, September 15ili.

TROTTING.

No. 1.—THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in I&S5,

with twenty-nine nominations. Value of stake Jan-
uary 1, 1887, $1,045.
No. 2.-T ROTTING PURSE, 31,flOO-2:23 Class.
No. 3.—PACING PDRSE, 5600-2:30 Class.

Second Day—FrMay, September 16tli.

EFNNING.
No. 4.—THE INTRODUCTION STAKE—For two-

year-olds: $2o entrance; $10 forfeit; $250 added; $50 to
second; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race this year to cany three pounds; of two or
more 5 pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.
Nn 5—THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' bTAKE.

—For foals of 1S84; $i0entrance: p. p.; ?;)00 added; $100

to second; $50 to third. Closed in 1886 with twelve en-

tries. One mile and a quarter.
No. 6.—THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-

year-olds; $50 entrance; h. f., or only 315 if declared
on or before September 1st. $300 added, of which $!00

to the second horse; ?50 to the third. Weights five

pounds below the scale. Winner o? any race over one
mile this year to carry rule weights. One mile and
five-eighths.
No.T.-FBEE PURSE, 3250—Winners of any race,

this year, of the value of $300 to carry five pounds;
maidens allowed, if three years old, five pounds; if

four years or upwards fifteen pounds. Mile heats.

Third Day—Satn rday, September 17th.
TBOTTING.

No. 8.—TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE.—
$50 entrance, of which $10 must accompany nomina-
tion; 315, payable July 1st. and remaining $25 payaMe
Aug. 10th, 1887; 3300 added by the Society. Closed
April 15th, with eighteen nomination. Mile heats.

No 9—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000—2:27 Class.

No." 10.—TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—2;17 ClaBS.

Fourth Day—Monday. September f 9tb.
EUXN1SO.

No 11.—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages.

350 entrance ; h. f . ; or only H5 if declared onor before
September 1st, with $3u0 added; 3100 to second; third

to save stake. Horses that have started and not won
this year allowed five pounds; maidens if three years
old allowed five pounds ; if four years old or over seven
pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.
No 12—THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—

Forfoalsof 1&85: $100 entrance ; $25 forfeit; $250 added
second horse $100; third horse $50. Closed in 1881

with twenty -four nominations. One mile.
No. 13.—THE LA RUE STAKE—Hanaieap for all

ages; $100 entrance; $50 forfeit, with $500 adcied, of
which $150 to second; $100 to third. Weights an.

nnunced September 10th. Declaration, $20, to ne made
with the Secretary by eight o'clock p. ii., September
12th. In no event will declaration be received unless
accompanied with the amount fixed. Two and one
Quarter miles.
No li-SELLING PURSE, 3250.—Of which $50 to

second. Fixed valuation $t,U00;two pounds for each
S100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

Fifth Day—Tuesday, September 20th
TROTTING.

No 15.—THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAXE
—For all colts i except Ella, Soudan, Shamrock and
Sable Wilkes). S100 entrance, of which $25 must accom-
pany nomination; $25 payable July 1st, and remaining
350 pavable August 10th, 1887; $400 added by the Soci-

ety. Closed April 15th, with fourteen nominations.
Mile heats, three in five.

No is—TROTTING PURSE. $800—3:00 Class.

jj _ 17—TROTTING PURSE, $1.200—2:20 Class.

Sixth Day—Wednesday, September Sist.
RUNNING.

No 18 —THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-
year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $15 forfeit, or only 310 If

declared on or before September 1st: 3150 added; $25

to second. Those that have started and not run first

or second in any race this year allowed five poundB.
Five-eichths of a mile.

No 19.—THE SHAFTER STAKE—For three-year-

olds S50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared
before September 1st, with $300 added ; $103 to second

;

third saves stake. Winner of any race this year to

carry five pounds extra; of two or more ten pounds;
maidens allowed five pounds. One mile and a quarter.

No 20 —THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages;

350 entrance ; $2-5 forfeit, or only $15 if declared on or
before September 1st, with $300adde i; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Three-year-olds to carry 100 pounds;
four-year-olds, no pounds; five-year-olds, 112 pounds.
Sex, but not heat, allowances. Three-quarter mile

No. 21.—FREE PURSE. $300—$50 to Becond. Horses
that have started and not won this year allowed ten
pounds. Winners this year of any race of the value

of 3400 to carry five pounds extra ; winner of No. 7, ten
pounds extra. One mile.

Seventh Day—Thursday, September Sfcd.

TROTTING.

No 22 —TROTTING PURSE, 31.000—2:25 Class.

No. 23.-FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE-
(Conditicns same as No. 15.1 Closed April loth, with
ten nominations. _ _ _ ,,

No. 24.—PACING PURSE, 3800—Free for all.

Eighth Day-Friday, September TB3d.

RUNNING.

No 25.-THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—
For foals of 1884. $50 entrance; pp.; $30:' added;

second horBe 3100; third $50. Closed in 188o, with sev-

enteen nominations. One mile and a half.

No 26 -THE PALO ALTO STAKE-For two-
year-olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only 315 If

declared on or before September 1st; with $2o0 added;

$75 to second: third to save stake. Winner of any
two-year-old stake this year to carry five pounds
extra- of two or more, ten pounds. One mile.

No 27.-THE GOLDEN GATE ST *KE—For three-

year-olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only 315 if

declared on or before September 1st ; with ?d50 added;
second horse $100; third to save stake. Winner of any
three-year -old race at this meeting to carry 5 pounds
extra; colts not 1,2, 3, in No. 19, allowed five pounds.

One mile and three-quarters.
No 2* -THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE-For all

ages' 350 entrance; $15 forfeit; $300 added; $100 to

second'- $5u to third: $200 additional to the winner if

j -41 J.r is beaten. Stake to be named after the winner
if Nightliawk'stime, a :-42'-

4
'> is beaten. One mile.

No 29.—FREE PURSE, $250—For all ages. 3o0 to

second Horses not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run sec-

ond" or better at this meeting allowed ten pounds,

One mile and a sixteenth and repeat.

Ninth Day-—Saturday September 34th.
TROTTING.

No. 30— SPECIAL THREE-YEAR-OLD TROT-
TING STAKE— For Ella, Soudan, Shamrock, Sable
Wilkes and others. (.Conditions, same as Regular
Stake No. 15.) Closed April fifteenth, with six nomi-
nations.
No. 31.—TROTTING PURSE, $I.200-Free foralL
No. 32.—TROTTING PUKSE, $1,000—2 HO Class.
Entries for the following running events fur 188S-89

were ordered to be closed at the same time as the

foals of 1885. to be run at the State Fair of 1883. $50
entrance; $25 torfeit. or only$10 if declared January
1st, 1886: $3U0 added of which $100 to second, and $50 to
third. One mile and a quarter.
No.2—CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For foals

of 1886. to be run at the state Fair of 1S8S, $h'0 entrance:
$25 forfeit, cr only $10 if declared January 1st, 1888;

$250 added; second colt $ion
; third $50. One mile.

No. 3-CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For foals
of 188G, to be run at the State Fair of 1889. $iuO entrance;
$50 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1st, 1888;
$15 If declared January 1st, 1S81); or $25 if declared M.ay
1st, 1889; $300 added; second horse $100, third horse
$50. One mile and a half.

REMARKSAND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
dividea at the rate of 5u per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent,
to fourth.
The National Association Rules to govern trotting.

But the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any
two classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less tnan the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows; 66%
to the first, and 3'i'A to the second.
In alltheforegoingstakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
flease observe that in the ahove stakes declarations

are premitted for a small forfeit.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. M. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more ihan one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are lo
start must be named by 6 p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Nou-Btarters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of disrinctcolors, which must be named intheir
entries.
Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished

upon application to the Secretary. Entries in all,

except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary
Monday, August 1, 1887.

JL, C. SHIPPEE, President.
EDWIN F. SMITH. Secretary. 21myl7

Petaluma Fair.

SPEED PROGRAMME
Open for the State,

Sonoma County
Agricultural Park Association,

TO BE HELD AT

SANTA ROSA,
August 22d to 27th Inclusive.

First Day, Tuesday, A us- -3rd,
RUNNING—Five-eighths mile, for two-year-old b;

maidens allowed 5 lbs; §25 entrance; purse $100; §10
forfeit; $1 0added;?25to second colt.
TROTTING—Two-vear-olds; purse $200.
TROTTING—2:27 class; purse $450.

Second Day, Wednesday, Ang. 24th.
RUNNING—One mile and repeat, free for all; $25

entrance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; $5'J to second horse;
purse $200.
TROTTING—Three-year olds (except Ella, Soudan,

Shamrock and Sable Wilkes}; purse $'JO0.

TROTTING—2:20 class purse; $500.

Third Day, Thursday, Ang. 95th.
RUNNING—One and a fourth miles, for three-vear-

olds; $-50 entrance; $25 forfeit ;$200 added; $50to second
horse; maidens allowed 8 lbs ; purse $200.
RUNNI.Mi—Three-fourths mile, free for two-year-

olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added; winner of
five-eighths mile to carry 5 lbs extra; purse $150.
TROTTING—Four-vear-olds; purse $100.

TROTTING—Three minute Class; purse SJo.

FOURTH DAT-Friday, Ang. 36th.
RUNNING—Three-fourths mile heats; free for all;

$25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; $50 to second
horse; purse $200.
TROTTING — Th.ee-year-olds. including Soudan,

Ella, Sable Wilkes and Shamrock; purse $300.
TROTTING—2:25 Class: purse $450.
PACING—Free-for-all; purse $350.

FIFTH DAY-Saturday, Aug. 33th.
RUNNING—One and one-half mile dash, for all

ages; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $200 added; $50tOBecond
horse; purse $200.
TROTTING—2:2: Class: purse $500.

TROTTING—Free for all; purse $700.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in
five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified; five to enter and three to start. But the
Roard reserves the right to hold a less number than
five to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amountof the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent, on
purse to accompany nominations. Trotting and pac-
ing purBes divided at the rate of sixty percent, to the
nrst horse, thirty per cent, to the second and ten per-
cent, to the third.
National Association rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear, they may contest for the
entrance money to be divided as follows: 66*3 to the
first, and 33J^ to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by G p. it. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to Btart.

Whe n there ia more than one entry by one person, or
in one intereet the particular horse they are to start
must be named at G p. Iff. of the day preceding the race.
No added money paid for a walk-over, except as other-
wise specified. ~t> unning races will be conducted nnder
the rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association.
Non-startetB In running races will be held for an

entra see, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to qe named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races (except fixed events)

to close with the Secretary on Monday, August 1, 1887.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished
uponapplication to the Secretary.

JJ. .11. SPES4ER, President.
SB. TVESANTS, Secetary. Santa Rosa, Cal.

JjnG

From Aug. 30 to Sept. 3, 1 887,

INCLUSIVE

Over $i0,000 in Purses.

Agricultural District No. 4, * omprisfng
the counties of Sonoma, Marin.

Napa and Solano.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
District Races open for the Counties of

Sonoma, Marin, Napa and Solano.

Tnesday. August 30th .

No. 1. RUNNING — Twoyear-old Stake. Five-
eighths mile dash. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150
added; $50 to second horse. Winners of any two-year
old stake tliis year to carry three pounds extra; of two
or more, five pounds extra.
No.2. TROTTING- District. For two -year-olds.

Mile and repeat. Purse $250. Closed May 1st, with
fourteen entrieB.
No. 3. TROTTING—2:25 Class. Purse$700.

Wednesday, Anga-t 31st.
No. 4. RUNNING—For all ages. Free purse $2C0;

$50 to second. Mile and repeat.
No. 5. TROTTING—2:3S Class. Purse $500-
No.6. fROTTING-2:20 Class. Purse $1,000.

Thursday, September 1st.

No. 7. RUNNING—For three-year-oldB. One and
one-eighth mile dash. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250
added ; $101 to second; third to save stake. Winners of
any race this year to carry five pounds extra; of two
or more, ten pounds extra; maidens allowed five
pounds.
No. 8. PACING—Free for all. Purse $400.
No. 9. TROTTING— For foals of 1886. Mile dash.

$25 stake; $150 added. Closed February 1st, with fif-

teen entries.
No. 10. TROTTING—For three-year-olds. Purse

$600.
Fridav, September 2d.

No. 11. RUNNING—District—For all ages. Mile
dash. $25entrance; $l0forfeit; $150 added; $50 to sec-
ond.
No. 12. TROTTING—District. For three -year-olds.

Purse $30J. Closed May 1st with five entries.
No. 13. TROTTING—For foals of 1885. Mile and

repeat $50 stake; $200 added. Closed February 1st,
with eleven entries.
No. 14. TROTTING-2:23 Class. Purse$800.

Saturday, September 2d
No. 15. RUNNING—For all ages. One and one-half

mile dash. Free pnrse ?250. $50 to second.
No. 16. TROTTING-District. 2:40 Class. Purse

$400.
No. 17. TROTTING—2:27 Class. Purse $700.

No. 18. TROTTING—Free-for-all. Parse $1,200.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse to accompany

nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races four moneys, viz:

50, 25, 15 and n per cent, except Trotting Stake
Races Nos . 9 a nd 13, in which money to be divided and
races trotted according to published conditions.
All races, best three in five, except as otherwise

specified,
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-np entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only

except when distancing the field, then to first and
third monevs-
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. M. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p. m. of the day preceding
the race.
UnlesB otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned in the district six months prior to
the day of the race, and any entry by any person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the
entrance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre-
scribed by the National Association and RuleBof the
'State Agricultural Society and expulsion from the
Association.

If. in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
finished on the closing dav of the Fair, it may be con-
tinued or declared off , at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up entries

required to fill and three or more horses to start, but
th" Board reserves the tight to bold entries and start

a race with a less number and deduct a proportionate
amount of the purse.
The Petaluma track is one of the fastest and safest

in the world.
Trotting and racing colors to he named with all

entries and used in all heats.
Races commence each dav at 1 o'clock p. si, sharp
Stables, hav and Btraw free to competitors.
Entries close Aug., 1887, with Secretary.

.1. H. WHITE. President.
W.E COX, Scc*y> R° Poic ?

"
fi Fetaluma. Cal

Harry E. Carpenter, V.S.,
onorary Graduate ol

»rlo Veterinary Col

lt^fc, Toronto, Canada,

Veterinary Infirmary, 391 Natoma St
Residence, 966 Howard St., Ban Francisco.

lnuG9

Outingr
Tfie Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, rivel

and Physical BecreatUm.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OUR FIELD 19 THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD
DUBING THE YEAR THERE WILL BE ARTICLES UPON

Exploration, Travel and Adventure, Mountain
Climbing, Camping. Popular Forestry, Hunting and
Fishing, Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting, Rowing
Canoeing, Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-

raphy, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.

Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing, Tobogganing and Skating.

Conducted by POCXTAEY JBICiEEOW

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
Single number** twemr-flve cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York.
ttjaia

EIGHTH ANNUAL
FAIR

$7,000! $7000!
OF

PUMAS, LASSEN, SIERRA, A>I) MODOC

L WCIATM
(Washoe Co.. Nevada, Lake and Cram

Counties. Oregon, n ml Bulte Co , Cal.,
admitted to District lor

Racing purposes)

AT

SusanviHe, Cal.
tOMJIES(I>G

Monday, October 3. '87,

And Continning Five Days.

Purses $5,000.

Premiums $2,000.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Money in all races to he divided as follows: First

horse, 60 per cent.; second,3u per cent.; third. 10 per
cent, unless when otherwise speciSed. All races tree
tor all, unless otherwise designated.

»'irst Day.
I. TROTTING—2:50 Class, 3 in 5; purse $200.
2._ RUNNING—Three-year-olds, mile dash; purse

S.'RUNNING-Mile heats, 2 in 3: purse $250.
4. RUNNING—11 mile and repeat; purse 3100.

Second Day.
5. TROTTING—3 in 5; purse $1,000.
6. RUNNING— \ mile dash; nurse $100.
7. RUNNING—1% mile dash; purse $200.
8. TROTTING — One-year-olds (.District) % mile

dash; purse $100.

Third Day
9. TROTTING-2:10 Class, 3ino; purse $250.
10. RUNNING—Mile dash; purse $150.
II. RUNNING—rv mile dash; purse $250.
12. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to

4:30. Entiies to cIobc at time of race; purse $50.

Tourth Day.
13. TROTTING—2:35 Class, 3 in 5; pnrse $300.
H. RUNNING— M mile and repeat; purse $160.
15. RUNNING—IK mile dash; purse $150.
16. TROTTINl,- Single buggy (Districtl.2 in 3, own-

ertodrive; purse $50. Entries close at 9 p.m., day be-
fore race. Trained horses barred.

Fifth Day.
17. TROTTING-2;3) Class, 3 in 5; pnrse $350,
18. RUNNING—two mileB and repeat; pnrse 91,000.
19. TROTTING—Double teams (District), mile and

repeat. Untrained teams m ist pull buggy, owners to
drive. Entrance to close at 9 o'clock evening before
the race; purse $75.

REXES OF THE TRACK.
Entrance to all trotting and running races to close

witn the Secretary at 9 o'clock p. m., on Friday, Au-
gust 12, 1887.

All entries to be made in writing, to give sex, color-
and marks of horses. Also name and residence of
owner, and in running races colors to be worn by rider,
and any other particulars that will enable the audi-
ence to distinguish the horse in the race.
Write "Entries to Races" on outside of envelope,

and seal.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of purse, to accompany

entries.
In all races five or more to enter and three or more

to start.
National Association rules to govern trotting, but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of anv two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish anv day's
racing, or to trot a special race between the heats.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned and kept in the District sis(6) months
prior to the day of the race ; and anv entry bv any per-
son of any disqualified horse shall be held liable for
the entrance fee contracted, without any right to
compete for a purse, and shall be Leld liable to pen-
alties prescribed by the National Association and
Rules of the State Agricultural Society and expulsion
from the Association

.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
completed on the closing day of the Fair. It may be
continued or declared off at the option of the Judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up en.

tries required to fill, and three or more horses to
start, bnt the Board reserves the right to hold entries
and start a race with a less number, and deduct a pro-
portionate amount of the purse.
When less than the required number of starters ap-

pear, they may contest for the entrance monev, to be
divided as follows: 66>; to the first, and 33^ to the sec-
ond.
Riles of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start his horse :n«st no-

tify the Secretary in writing on or before 10 o'clock the
evening previous to the day of the race.
Horses entered in races can only be drawn by con-

sent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be en-

titled to his own entrance fee and one-half of the en-
trance received from the other entries for said purse;
and a horse winning a race entitled to first money
only, except when distancing the field, then entitled
to first ami third moneys only. A horse wins but one
monev under any other circumstances.
The" arte nrlun of all parties interested is particularly

called to the rules of the National Trotting Associa-
tion, under the provisions of which, except as other.
wise specified, all matters appertaining to the trotting
races will be conducted.
Races to begin each riav at one o'clock p. m. sharp.

J W THOMPSON. President,
J. D. Byers. Vice-President.

R. I,. DAVE*. Secretary. Susan ville. Cal.
J. R. 1IVKK.VY, Assistant Secretary,
25jnll Greenville, Cal.

FOR SALE.
No. 1.—Bay Mare, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Musidora's dam by
Bon of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodbnrn, 1st dam hy Owen Dale; 2d
dam Musldora, by Belmont, etc.

No. S.-Cbestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882,

hy Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam hy Owen Dale; 2d dam Musldora, by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "iSon of Bel-
moot and mare by Limber John, son of Eosclnsko by
Sir Arcbyt dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of Imp. Pocbe.

These are extra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well In-bred to the blood oi

No. 1 Is in foal to a son of Geo. M. Paleli

For further Information address

W.M.WILLIAMS
D037tf San J'
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To prevent delay in ordering, O. Rodgers & Co submit the following abstract from their '87 Catalogue:

THE "CUNARD" CONVERTIBLE TANDEM.
Weight 100 lbs.

Double Steering. Foltliue Handle-bar for Easy Access to

May be Bidden by Two ladies. Front Saddle.

Double Break Power.

Seat and Handles Adjustable. WncD col<verted , Front Sadaie Isbrongnt

Reduces to !! indies In width to Pass ack °™- tlie Axle, thereby securing

tlit oucli Narrow Doorway. Proper Distribution of Wheel load.

Price $250.

The Cunard Non-Convertible Tandem, for risers who do not wish to con-

vert their machines. Price $240. Weight 85 lbs , as ordered by H. E. Dnoker, Esq.,

President i. C. U., and Editor "Wheelmen's Gazette."

THE "CUNARD" SAFETY BICYCLE.
Weieht 45 pounds.

Made of best materials, and on the most approved principles, Ball Bearings to both Wheels
Cranks, and Pedals; all bright parts plated and rest enameled. Thoroughly fitted and
finished. Complete with Suspension Saddle, Bag, Spanner and Oil Can. No extras .

Standard gear 30 inches, geared to 57 inches; any gear to order. Price $140-

THE GREATEST HIT OF THE SEASON.

Copy of Testimonial from T. J. Kirkpatrick, Esq., Vice-President of the L. a.W.
Springfield, O., Jauuary 11th, 18S7.

T) "ROPT^R^ A*1" On
Gentlemen:—Bespecting the Cunard Tandem, I have (o say that it is beyond question the best tandem yet produced. Its compactness, ease of handling, light running, safety,

and the ease with which it may be mounted or dismounted, by either a lady or gentleman, laive nothing to be desired. Its folding handle bar, and the fact that it can be quickly and

readily taken through a common door, are features which make the machine a pleasure. I have owned other tandems, but this is the only one that is worth house-room as a convertible

machine. I 6nd it a perfect machine, in perfect balance, either as a single or a tandem. I have sought carefully for some three years now for the best tandem, and have given the matter

a great deal of thought and attention, and it asked to day to suggest an improvement in the design and arrangement of the Cunard, I would be free to say that it is as nearly perfect as this

type of marine ever will be.
*>u» truly, ^^ ^ ^ KIRKpATRICK _

THE 'CUNARD" BICYCLE No. 1.

LIGHT ROADSTFB. Weight 32 lbH.

Patent weldless steel backbone, handle bar, and round edge forks. The wheels are mado with double

hollow rilns, steel hubs, and improved straight-laced spikes, which do not stretch or become loose.

Adjustable ball ^bearings to both wheels and pedals. Eisy three-curl spring, cranked handle-bars and

long centrehead! Handles, head, hubB, cranks, Btep, aud all nuts and bolts plated, remaindei enameled in

two colore. Thoroughly fitted and splendidly finished, complete with suspension saddle, bag, spanner

and oil can. No Extras. Price S* 35.

THE "CUNARD" FULL. ROADSTER BICYCLE.
Weight 38 lbs. Same as ITo 1, but direct spokes, C rims, and plated gun-metal hubs. Finished as No. 1.

No Extras. Price S

1

15

.

THE AMERICAN "CUNARD BICYCLE".
Weight 42 lbs. Finished in enamel, with plated parta. Puilt especially for rough roa Is and heavy

riders. Price, Si tO. No Extras. Ball bearings all over.

THE "CUNARD" BICY0LE No. 4.

"Weight 45 lbs. A high grade, good, serviceable, strong machine, at a moderate price. Price 885.

Nf Extras. Ball bearings all over.

THE "CUNARD" RACER.
Standard weight of a 64-inch, 22 lbs. Lighter to order. No Extras. Price $140.

CUNARD TRICYCLE NO. 6.
Weight 59 lbs.

Suitable for Ladies or Gentlemen.

This machine is specially designed for ladies, the frame being formed so as to allow the
dress to fall easily, as in a walking position. By moving a lever the handle-bar hinges for-

ward and allows the rider to get in and out of the maohine in the front, without the difficulty

of mounting from the back over the saddle. If made with £ in. hollow rims and light tribe

the weight can be reduced to 55 lbs.

Price $180.

CATALOGUES FREE.

Freight paid on all orders and machines shipped the day after

receipt of order. Every machine guaranteed for one year.

D. RODGERS & Co., Sole Importers Cunard Cycles.
To CLINTON AVE., NEWARK, N; J:
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rrains leave, and are due to arrive at
San Francisco.

From June 27, 1887.

6:00 p M
3:30 PM
9:30 A M C.-Haywards and Nilea c

8:40 p si

10:40 A M
12:40 pm

•6:00 a M 8:10 A m

•5:00 P M
9:30 A M

Livermore and Pleasanton...
Los Angeles, Doming, El

•8:40 am

3:30 P M
8:00 a m

Los Angeles and Mojave ....

Milton.

10:40 A M
6:10 p m

3:00 p m
7 ;30 A M
7:30 a m

-. ..Ogden and East
. Red Bluff via Marysvllle

11 -10 A M
5:40 P m

7 :30 am
7:30 A M
8:30 am
3:00 p m
4:00 P m
6:30 P M

•1:00 P M
8:30 A M

110:30 a si

Reno andTruckee
Sacramento, via Benicia— " via Livermore..

" via Benicia

" via Benicia.
Sacramento River Steamers..

6:10 p M
6-40 p M
5 :40 p M
11:10 a M
10:10 a M
7:40 a M
•6:00 a m
•3:40 P M
13:40 p M

3J10PM 9:40 A M

B :30 A M
3:30 p M

Stockton via Livermore 5:40 p a
10:40 a m

tOCAI, PERRY TRAINS.

From San Francisco Dally.

TO EAST OAKLAND— •6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8-00-
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—i2-30
—1:00-1:30—2 00-2:30-3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5 00
5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00-11-00—12-Ot.TO 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TOEAST OAKLAND" until 6:30 p.m., inclusive also
at 9:00 p.m.

TO FRUIT VALE—•6:00—6:30-7:00—7:30-8:00 - 8-30-
•2:30—3:30-4 &0—4:30- -5:00—5:30—6 -00-6 -30—9-00

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—7 -00 -12 -DOTO ALAMEDA—•6:00—*6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00— "8-30-
9:00—9:30—10:00—tl0:30—ll:00-tll:30—12:00—tl2 :30-
l:00-tl:30-2:00-fi:30-3:00-3:30-l:00-4:30-5-00-
5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12-00

TO BERKELEY—*6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30~8-00—•8 ;30
9:00— 9:30— 10:00— J10:30—11:00—{11:30-12-00— 112 : 30
1:00-11:30-2:00—$2:30—3:00-3:30-4:00— 4-30—5-00—
5:30—fi:00—fi:3C—7:ii0—8:00—9:00—10:00—11-00—12-00

TO WEST BERKELEr-Same as "To Berkeley "

To San Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20—7:50- 8:20-8-50—
9:20-*10:19— 4:20—4:50—5:20—5:50-6:20-6:50—7-47—
9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— »5 32 -652-
•6:22-19:14—*3:22.

'

FROM 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7-25
7:55—8:25—8:55—9:25—9:55—10:25—10:55- 11:25— li'ss
12:25—12:55-1:25-1:55-2:25-2:55-3:25—3:55-4-2o-
4:55—5:2.5-5:55—6:25—6:55—7:50—9-53

FROM EAST OAKLAND- •5:30-6:00- 6:80— 7-0J
7 :30-8 :00—8:30—9 :00—9 :30—10 :00—10 :30 —11 :00— 11 -3b
12:00—12:30—1 :00—l :30—2:00—2:30—3:00- 3 -30— 4 -00

—

4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57— 9';57_

FROM "BROADWAY, OAKLAND-7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—'5:30-6:00—•6:30—7:00 -"7:30—8-00

•8:30—9:00-9:30-10:00— $10:30—11:00- l]l:30-12-uo—
tl2:30—1 :00— $1 :30—2:00- $2:30-3:00-3 :30-4 :00^ -30
5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11-00FROM BERKELEY — •5:2-5—5:55—•6:25—6-55—*7 -25—
7:55—•8:25— 8:5.5— 9:25—9:55— 110:25—10:55- 111 :25—
11:55- $12:25- 12:55- $1:25- l:55-i2:25-2:55-3 :25-
3:55— 4:25— 4:55-5:25— 5:55- 6:Z5-«;55—7:55—8:55—

FROM WEST BERKELEY-Same as "From Berk-
eley."

CREEK ROUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO-*7:15-9:15—Ua5-ld5-
3:15-5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—•6^5—8:15—10:15—12:15—2:15-
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. tSaturdays excepted; $Sundaye
only
C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland.

Standard Time furnished by Lick Obbebvatory.

*. iH. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager,

T. H. UOODHAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk Act.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 410 PISE STREET
G. L. BRANDER President
J. L. FLOOD Vice-President
O. p FARNFIELD Secretary
J. S. ANGUS Assistant Manager
Bankers. Nevada Bank of San Francisco.

16apl

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

Mixes instantly wftli cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold In iron drums containing five Imperial gallons

equals nearlv 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 180
sheep at a cost of lesB than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nourisher of wool, a certain cure

for Bcab.
ALSO

OTIXE'S PATESI POWDER »IP.
Poisonous, mixes instantly with cold water. Sold in

a two-pound package sufBcient to dip 20 Sheep; in a
seven-pounds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per pound.

OATTON, BELL & CO.
SUCCESSORS

FALKNEB, BELL .'. CO.,
12mitf 406 California Street. AGEKTS.

'SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1887,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send four cents In stamps, to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in use at Fairlawn.

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTIERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN TEE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or farther information, address

Lock Box 320. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.
Ijan52

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA, CAL.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Prodizce Exchange

Call Board.
These "Warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current rates.

Information i egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER, ALEXANDER WATSON.

President. Secretary.

THE PARKER GUN
Leads diem all in bard,

bitting qualities.

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Chamberlin Cartridge
Co.'s.heldat Cleveland, Ohio, September 14, 1886. out of eighty-seven
entries from representative shots, representing fourteen States, the
Parker Gun won first and third money, winning ?9D0 out of the 81,200 purse offered, a iding another
Victory to 1885, which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament for th« championship of the
World, held at New Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to lfith. Among the contestants shooting other guns were such
champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Stubbs, Erb and others.

Kew York Salesroom, 97 Chambers St.,

2julyl6

PARKER BROS., Makers,
Meriden, Ct.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Geld Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettea were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIEST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO 'WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

25dec52

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize winners at all the fairs in California and tho
entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair
Sacramento. 188G.

Importations made direct from England every year
;

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the '[

best blood and most fashionable families of Dish-

faced Berkshires, regardless of cost, and all re-

corded in English and American Berkshire records.

Young pi ga from these importations, male and
female, from entirely different families for sale at

reaaonaoie priceB, an.d every pig guaranteed, Address
35dfic63

AM>KEW SMITH. Redwood city.
Or at 281 California Street, San Francisco,

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo
Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streeta
>an Francisco.

jEAVEI
s. F. I

In effect July 1, 1887.

12:01 p | Cemetery ;md ^an Mateo...
I*

•5:10 P
6:30 p

tllriSp

..San Mateo, Redwood and.,
Memo Park

8 :30 a i (
10:30a I 6
•3:30 p \
4:30 P I

6:30 A
•8:00 A
9:03 a

•10:02 a
4:36P
tfi:35P
6:40 P
t7:50P

..Santa Clara, San Jose, and...
.Principal Way Stations..,±::.:}j*

4 :30 P
|

Almaden and Way Stat ions..

8:30 a| ( Gllroy, Fajaro, CaBtroville. ) i*10 02~a
*3:30F't Salinas and Monterey j I 6 :40

p

. j Monterey, Loma Prieta and Santa, (
1

< Cruz (Snnday Excursion)
1 j

..(Capitola)and riautaCrnz..

t8:35r
•10:02 a

6 HO P
•10:02 A
6:40 p

8-30aU Soledad. Paso Robles, Templeton )
, ,„"•*"*! USanLuiBObiapo) A Way Stations. H 6 -i0 *

a—Morning p.—Afternoon.
•Sundayaeicepted. tSundaysonly {Theatre train Sat-
nrdays only.

Trains run on Pacific Standard Time.

N early all rail line to San Luis Obispo. Only 24
miles staging between Templeton and San Luig
Obispo. Time from San Francisco 12 hours
Special RoONn-TBrp Tickets, at reduced rateB—t oMonterey, Aptos, Soquel, Santa Cruz.Gilroy and Par

aiBo Springs. J

T1
S
?
EĈ L 1S0T1CE-P-ound-trip tickets to the famous

Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton) can be had at any
°> t

tne Company's Ticket Offices in San FranciBCo
Rate, §7.00*

EXCURSION TICKETS.
For Sundays only,} f

Sold Sunday Mobning; goodJ J
' I for return same day.

ForSaturday, f Sold Saturday and Sunday only:
Sunday and-^ good for return until following Mon.
Monday, ( day,inclusive, at the following rates:

|atto" Round Trip „ Sat tMon. from San |»n - Mon
Tkt. Francisco to 1Kt - Tkt,

Round Trip
from San

Franc'.sco to

San Bruno....
Millbrae.
Oak Grove....
San Mateo....
Belmont
Redwood.. ..

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park,
Mayfleld

% 50 Monnt'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
AptOB...
Loma Prieta...
Soqnel
Santa Cruz,
Monterev

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot

$1 50
1 50

«2 00
225
250
2 50
4 00
5 00

5 00
5 0>

6 00
Townsend

street, Valencia-street station. No. 613 Market street
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwin Hotel
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JTTDAHf,

Superintendent. Asst. PaBS. A Tkt. Agt

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
BKSPECTFULLY CAZ.LS ATTENTION TO IKE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
beBtnlaceB in the State for

Sea Bath in*;, Sbootlng and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE BAN FBANCISCO DATXY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHAEMTNS

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast,

with Its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
In abundance can he obtained from the several stream
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shootine
may 1-e had In season.

THE BAY OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notablv Salmon, Rock Cod, Bai-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish'Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DELMONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

AJtE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm Bait water plnnge and swim
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connectingfor
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, S<WHEX AND SAHTTA CBXZ
IS VTA THE NORTHERN MVTSION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gange)

The Northern DlviBion runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Crnz
and Monterey, each of which abounds in game in great
variety Notably ^
Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, l>iick, Geese, »eer

and Bear.
Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are

reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo for those well-known Retreats, PURIS
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PEbCAD^RO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex.
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO Mid AIcMA*
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE. -m/joji.

These resorts are but a short distance from San
Francisco and offer special Inducements to the lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tlcke

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOOH

OSr"Iii order to guard against accidents to D <-
while in transit, it is necespitry that thev be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and FIhiS
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Guns taken apar
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may btaken in Passenger Cars,
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot. T.

. BASSETT.
Superintendent,

H. R. JtTDAH,
Asst.Paae. md
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GLOVER'S ALBUM.
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-P ID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

DOG MEDICINES.
Hfa*»se <nr*. - SO«- Distemper Cure, Sft.OO
ailood Purifier, 50c. Veruuiinse, - - 50e.
Canker W»sh, 50c. Fye »iion, - 5»c
IMarrlioealure, 50c. Cure lor Fits, - flOe.

Tonic, - - 5<lc Lininient, - 50c.

Kennel and Stable Soap, best dog soap known, price

25c.
These remedies are sold by druggists and dealers

in sportsmen's goods.

ALL DOG DISEASES TREATED

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian the Westminster Kennel Club, New
Jersey Kennel Club, Rhode Island Kennel Club,
Hartford Kennel Club, Hemstead Farm Company, etc.

'8jul2 1293 Krnsirtway. New York

FOR SALE.

English Beagle Hounds.
Both old and young stock, very small, and hand-

somely marked white, black and tan. The best dogs in
the world for keeping rabbits out of vineyards and
orchards. Warrant all d'igs to give perfect satisfac-
tion, or refund the money with pleasure. Address

2ju6

JOHN KMBHT.
Placerville, California.

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and alJ

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc

for illustration purposes, furnished.
K. Boyd, Artist.

Pocif 18 Pout Street.

SPECIAL
TO

Blacksmiths.
Cumberland Coal,

Lehigh Coal and.

English Coke.
t'OTSftRI ORDERS PROJIPTI/X FILLED.

J.MACDONOUOH&CO,
41 Market Street, San Franciso.

12ffibtf

0. D. Taylor,
Veteiiuary Dentist,

(Late of Chicago, 111.)

DR. W. M. CHAIG.
Having located permanently in San Francisco and

being a gradute of the Veterinary Dental School of

Prof. W. M Craig, of Chicago, III., and having the
finest and most complete s^t of Veterinary Dental
instruments west of the Rocky Mountains, I am
prepared to treat the teeth of the horse in a scientific

manner. Prof. Craig's system of Veterinary Dentistry

is admitted by eastern horsemen to be the only
scientific method of treating the many disorders of
the teeth of the horse.

More horses are blind from diseased and sharp-edged
and irregular molars than from all other causes. By
my operation uii their teeth I have saved many horses
from going blind.
Many diseases can be cured and disagreeable habits

overcome by my operation on the horse's teeth. I
have cured them of coughing, drooling, stopping short,
starting suddenly, frothing, loss of flesh, weak eyes
and especially from driving on one rein and pulling.
I will visit any point when a sufficient number of

horses are ready to be operated upon, aDd am always
ready to explain my method to anyone interested in the
welfare of his horses. My prices are reasonable, and
my operation prolongs the life of the horse.
I am not a Veterinary Surgeon. I operate exclu-

sively on horses' teeth. A.11 educated veterinaries
advoeate Veterinary Dentistry.

OFFICE AT

NEVADA STABLES,
1336 A 1338 market street,

NEAR NEW CITY HALL. SAN FRANCISCO.
MII.ROit a fiddes.

Telephone No. 3159. Proprietors.
I will make Professional visits to any part of the

City. 30aprtf

ST. BERNARDS
Of purest Swiss strains, from Mr.

Hy. Schumacher's Kennels, Bern,

Switzerland, on sale, fine puppies

by my Champion "Apollo" my
newly imported dog, "Victor

Joseph", find by the immense
rough coat "Sir Charles," also

grown stock from Switzerland and
England. Mr. Schumacher selects

exclusively for me in Switzer-

land. My facilities for import-

ing are of the best. "Apollo"

and " Victor Joseph" at stud.

Correspondence from all inter-

ested in the St. Bernard solicited.

W. W. TUCKER,
P.O. Box 1338. K. Y. City. 23apr26

DO YOU WANT A DOG'lj
DOC BUYERS GUIDE,
Colored plates, 100 engravings «.
of different breeds, prices thBy are

.
1

worth, and where to buy them.
J!

Mailed for 15 Cents. a 4
ASSOCIATED FANCIERS, H
S37 S. Eighth St, Philadelphia, Fa, Jg

9apr

Studebaker Bros. M'fg. Co.
SOLE AGENTS FOE

FRAZiiJiii* (CHICAGO) CARTS.

Full Lines of BREAKING, EXERCISING, DRIVING and ROAD
CARTS.

Euggies, Carriages, Buck-boards and Wagons.

THE KING OF CARTS.

THE COKTLANB SPIRAI.-SPRING CART.
Thli wonderful Cart has no etiual! It '.s the only cart manufactured that can be adjusted to suit the weicnt

of the i-ider The springs can be changed to suit th« load or road in five seconds, which is a very valuable

feature and' one that no other curt is possessed of. The Bprings consist of twenty-four (14) feet of steel,

whi'-h -ei'ures greater elasticity than it is possible to attain from any other in existence.

It has no seat-bars to climb over when getting in or out. which makes it very convenient for the use of

ladies and children, andrenders them less liableto ai-cident.
. ...,-».,,

The action of the springs is such as to destroy all that unpleasant horse-motion which is found in all

ither styles of car. s, and which makes them so disagreeable to ride in.

The bottom is solid, in preference to si -its so commonly used, which protects the driver from dust a a
mud. Where other carts have fi-jm two to three foot springs, the Spiral has twenty-four foot springs, giving

more elasticity than any other cart made.

TROTTING SULKIES and SPEEDING WAGONS in Great Variety.

tghici.es of e^ery description.

We liaTe tlie finest Carriage Repository on tlie Pacific Coast.

0SEND FOR tATAIOGCE.^S

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421 to 427 MARKET ST. S. P., CAL. my7

ttrCA^O

HI
^Railway,

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & TJ. P. R. Rs., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequoled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or .Freight Trains.

Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances ill I'.aag

the line.
;0'

Oxer 6,000 miles offirst-class road running West.Nortli and North-west fromthlcaso.

Tue Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT IINE."

For further information apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD,
my7 General Agent, San Francisco, Cal.

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!

PURE AND UNADULTERATED

Sull.

We offer for salo on favorablo terms to the Trade.

CAIHER WOOD'S CEJJEBRATED FINE OLD WHISKIES
of the -ollowing brands, namely:

Cranston's Cabinet, Centurz, A. A. A., Old Stock, Henry-
Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.

Also, in cases of 1 doz. quart bottles each,

Brunswick Clnb (Pure OKI Bye) and TJ)»per Ten (Very Old and Choice).

42? For excellence, purity and evenness of quality the above are unsurpassed by any whiskies imported
Th'i only objection to be mud e to them by tne manipulating dealers being that they cannot be improve
upon.

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.
SOLE AGENTS, SABi FRAJVCieO, CALIFORNIA

ju»

201 & 203 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
E.E.AMES,MANAGEE.

HORSE BOOTS,
New Styles Great Y.iriety McKerron's Patent Improvement.

CLOTHING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND MATERIAL.

RACING OUTFI T S.
Race and Exercising Saddles, Bridles, Stirrup Webs, "Whips, Spurs, Stirrups, Jockey Boots and Biding Pants,

VETERINARY NECESSARIES.
Stevens' Blister, Cole's Ossidine, Kitchel's Liniment, Dixon's, Going's and DeBoise's Horse Kemedies

TKACK HARNESS MADE TO ORDER.

CORCORAN'S HARNESS COMPOSITION.

J, A. McKERRON,
230 and 232 Ellis Street, San Francisco
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication tbe earliest posse

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and damsa
in the: r kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dtisb
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Visits-

Mr. Jas. E. Watson's fox-terrier Lady, to Mr. S. C. Alexan-

der's Don, July 16th, 1SS7.

Mr. James Lawlor's early retriever Juno to Captain

Hughes' early retriever Royal, July 17tb, 1887.

Tbe next monthly meetingof the Paci6c Kennel Clnb prom-
ises to be one of especial interest. At that time the recently fit-

ted room of the clnb will beformally opened. DoctoT Bowhill
will read an article on Birth Fever, a trouble which, has
carried off several good dogs within a few months. Dr. Daw-
son will present a paper on "Instinct and Reason in Animals. ,:

Full reports of the work done by the clnb will be
presented by Secretary and Treasurer Watson. ThG Presi-

dent, Colonel Taylor, will make an address sure to breathe
eloquence in every Tounded period. Several prominent mem-
bers of the club from other cities will be present, among them
Judge Post and Mr. J. Martin Barney, from both of whom
remarks well worth remembrance maybe expected. The meet-
ing will be partly for social intercourse, and the executive
committee will provide suitable refreshment after the labor of

the evening. It is expected that the members who attend will

bring or send something suitable for preservation either in

the library or museum of the club, and it is hoped that many
fanciers, who are not now members, will be present.

A bench show will be one of the attractions at the Los
Angeles Fair, to be held from October 10th to 15th inclusive.

Mr. Ds Camp, the secretary, informs us that premiums will

be offered in about twenty classes, including the sporting
classes and a few others. The idea is an excellent one, and
the expenditures in behalf of the show will be repaid by the
increased attendance. Mr. H. T. Payne and Messrs. Taggart,
Viguolo, Yandevort, Kose and others will lend active support

.

Mr. Payne will probably manage the show.

A visit was made last week to the kennel of Mr. John
Neild, in Alameda, to see the spaniel puppies of which Mr.
Neild's brood-bitch recently whelped nineteen in a litter.

The youngsters kept are all well formed, healthy and good-
looking. They should make tirst-rate marsh dogs.

Several inquiries about terriers, Chesapeake dogs, pugs and
other sorts have come to the Breeder and Sportsman*. Those
owning dogs of the breeds mentioned may find their profit in

giving information about them to tbe paper.

Mr. Jas. E. Watson, of the Kennel Club, received last

Tuesday, a fine back killed by Mr. Homer Fritch. A loin

sent to this office was appreciated.

A Valuable Accession.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Mr. Geo. L. Wilms, of

Jersey City, has presented to me a fine pointer bitch, whelped
the last of April. She is out of Lady Snow, by Brackett.

Mr. Wilms says of Lady Snow: "She is a rattler in the field,

and can hold her own on the bench with the best of them."
I suppose you have seen Brackett and know the kind of

dog he is. Mr. C. H. Mason says, "He is the best small
pointer in America," and Mr. Wilms says, "He is a first-class

field dog." I shall leave her there for the present, as I don't
think it advisable to give her such a long trip as the journey
to California necessitates, while so young, unless some one
is with her to give her proper care. If nothing bappens her
she will be entered in next year's Derby.
Dutch flat, July 19, 1887. -T. Marten- Barney.
[Mr. Barney is right in thinking that he has a pointer of

excellent breeding. The sire, Brackett, 4,032 A. K. S. B., is

by Giaphic—Bloomo, and is a rare, good, medium-sized, white
and liver dog, which has been placed at the Crystal Palace
and Birmingham shows in England. He is a good field dog,
moving freely, sustaining pace well and having good nose.
The dam of Mr. Barney's bitch, Lady Snow, 3.651 A. K. R.,
also white and liver, is by Mark—Birdie; Mark by Henry
Clay—Dream; Birdie by King Bow—Chess. Lady Snow won
first aa a pappy, Milwaukee, 1885; first, Newark, 18S6; first,

Pittsburg, 1886. Through Mark she strains to Bow, Slea-
ford and Wadd ell's Fan. Mr. Barney is in a way to
own a first-rate kennel of pointers, having Tom Pinch for
stud uses and Galatea and this latter bitch as breeders. Both
of them should stint well to Tom Pinoh.—Ed.]

From the notes of Land and Water about the English Ken-
nel Club Jubilee Dog Show, we mace several extracts which
seem to indicate that even in the counsels of so augast a

body of fanciers there may be errors. The paper says:

"It seems that after the first day the true state of the case

got abroad, so that, with the exception of members of the two
clubs and a few personal friends, all the nice people were
conspicuous by their absence. It is clear that pettyfoggiog

doggy transactions are not in fashion just now, and the ten-

dency of the times is to leave tbe well-dressed and ill-dressed

successors of Filthy Lucre to the admiring company of their

own dogs.

"From the point of view we take as a newspaper devoted to

English Institutions in general and sport in the best sense of

the term, in particular, we cannot pretend to regret the unpop-
ularity of dog shows. We confine ourselves to the single

question—are they doing good or harm to the breed of sport-

ing dogs? The answer has lately been recorded in the most
striking manner under the hammer of the auctioneer, where
it has proved a rare occasion to obtain a single bid for a draft

from a dog show kennel, even if that kennel has also occa-

sionally been heard of at field-trials, the general opinion
seems to be that breeders who would keep up dog-show form
as it is at present understood, must sacrifice every other

quality to it, and in this we have no doubt that the public is

right.

"That dog-show form inmost classes and powers in the

field are opposed to each other, we have every opportunity of

knowing. But we will refer to this subject again in our
report of the setters.

"A great deal of delay occurred at times in bringing out the

dogs to be judged, two or three animals being first brought

and paraded round, and then a few others would make their

appearance, the class to be adjudicated upon sometimes being

brought to the scratch in a very hap-hazard sort of way.
Then, again, as to the persons who led the dogs into the ring,

although the Kennel Club, adoDting a suggestion made by us
in our report of the Crystal Palace Show, have established a

rule that such persons should carry the labels bearing the

numbers legibly written in a conspicuous position, more than
half of them put them in their pockets or elsewhere where
they could not be seen. Hence, an excellent provision was
rendered nugatory, and, what made matters worse, the win-

ning numbers were often not hoisted on the telegraph board.

These may seem small details, but they are very important

ones, and might be easily remedied. With regard to the

housing of the dogs, so far as we could jadge, there was
nothing to be desired. They were admirably benched in a

number of fine, lofty and roomy marquees with plenty of

space between the benches. These arrangements and the

feeding were all, as usual, planned and carried out by Spratts'

Patent, in the person of Mr. Cruft, who proved himself quite

equal to the task. Indeed, that company not only catered

for the canines, but on the opening day provided a most
excellent lunch in a marquee on the ground, sending out

complimentary tickets of invitation to their friends, exhrtiors

and others, in a most open-handed manner. The entries of

dogs obtained amounted to 2,012, the largest number, we
believe, ever yet obtained, but it must be pointed out that

the actual number of animals entered was considerably below
this number, many dogs being entered in three or four differ-

ent classes. In our criticisms we have, as usual, confined

our remarks almost exclusively to those breeds of sporting

dogs which have not become practically obsolete for sporting

purposes. *
*

"The 'German or Spanish' pointer class was an interest-

ing one, but the chief characteristic of which was lumber.

If bulk of head and bloodhound character of eve and expres-

sion are criterions of sagacity, these foreigners must be

canine Solons indeed. Doubtless, as the genial judge, Herr
Ton Schmiddeberg informed ns, some of them have rare

good noses; but that is not everything wanted in a pointer, a

fact that Herr evidently was also clearly persuaded of, for

—

and we hope we are not committing a breach of confidence in

saying so—he admitted, with a sly twinkle of the eye, that

he used English pointers himself. Broad heavy heads, large

flat ears and mastiff- like proportions, with weak hind quarters

seemed to prevail in this class. They were of all colors, and

we doubt their becoming popular in this country, or gaining

ground in their own, now the Germans have imported some
of the best English blood. Doubtless these animals have

their good points, and we believe many Germans still prefer

them to our own breed; but, from an English sportsman's

point of view they are not at all "the cheese."

"We are constantly being told we are prejudiced against

the Kennel Club; on the contrary, we are only disappointed

by its repeated refusal to treat sporting dogs as sportsmen's

dogs, and to demand some sort of guarantee on that point

before entry in their shows is permitted. It is onr duty to

criticize, not to suggest. The club rules the shows, but

happily it has no influence outside of them. We are also

told that our judgment about setters is biassed, but suppose
we look elsewhere. Take greyhounds, for instance. Have
the Kennel Club appointed an experienced courser to judge?

If so, then he is unknown to the gentleman who has charge

of the department in our columns."
[Additional Kennel on Page 52.]

Breeding Mares.

In some countries it is the custom for owners of brood-
mares to have them covered biennially, in the expectation of

obtaining stronger and better developed foais. In England,
however, such a course is unnecessary and unprofitable, as

it is always desirable for mares to be supplied with auxiliary

food support during the period of lactation, and when the

foals are weaned, as they should be at five or six months old,

the foetus in utero has not become sufficiently developed to

create an inordinate drain upon the mare's nutritive func-
tions. The profit of yearly foal-bearing is not only aa a rule
greater, but also more certain; for it is a recognized fact,

though subject to exceptions, that those mares which are
annually served become more surely fecundated than those
covered every alternate year. In this respect, as in many
others, the owner must exercise his discretion, and be guided
by the circumstances peculiar to his individual situation. If

the demands for team work upon the farm are likely to ren-
der it impractibable for him to allow the rest needful for the
well-being of all his mares when it is required, it will be bet-

ter to adopt the biennial system, and employ only half his
mares as breeders at one time, but under most other circum-
stances the annual method will be more advantageous and
profitable.

Sterility in the mare may be due to age or prolonged contin-
ence, especially where associated with high condition; or it

may arise from abnormal conformation, or disease of the
womb, or the existence of painful wounds, or disease of the
feet. It is, however, usually induced in mares prone to
accumulate fat, by a superabundant supply of highly stimu-
lating food and the absence of sufficient work.

—

Reynolds, on
Draught Horses*

The Badger Mare.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Can you or any of vour
readers tell me anything of a mare, that trotted some races
at Oakland or San Francisco, called the Badger Mare or Badger
Girl? The mare I am looking for was a small bay mare with
a light brand of H. on the left hip. Did she gain a record,
and what was it? G. W. Hancock.
Sacramento, Jnly 20th.
We have no trace of this mare. If any of oar readers

remember her they will confer a favor by furnishing us what
information they have;

Important to Horsemen.

Secretary DeCamp of Los Angeles announces a Trotting
Purse 2:20 Class, $600. and

Free-for-all Pacing, $600, which, added to the 253 trot,

$600, and Free-for-all trot, S1.000, will provide classes for
all to visit the south end of the State, to attend the Los Ange-
les Fnir which begins on October 10th.

The S. P. R. P. will carry race stock on passenger trains
at freight train rates.

A one-half rate, round-trip fare will be made for passengers.

Answers to Correspondents.

Qneations answered only tbrongh these columns. No replies by
mail or telegraph. The name of the writer should accompany all
questions, not for publication, bat as a guarantee of good faith . Let-
ters received witbout the writer's name cannot recei . e atteniion.

J. C. B,, Santa Barbara.
Will you please be so kind as to publish the pedigree of

Lady Tiffany and he r record ?

Answer.—Lady Tiffany is by Gibraltar, her dam by A. W.
Richmond. She has no record that we know of.

Ten Broeck was buried in a coffin in front of his stable
door. His grave was strewn with flowers and the stables and
front gate of Nantura were draped in mourning. The horse's
grave is to be fenced in and a monument erected on his :

resting place.

A social will be given by the Olympic Club on the ev
of July 29th, and on August 10th an evening of bcxi
wrestling will be given, particularly with the hope oi i

eating business men of the city in the clnb and inducing xl
to join it,
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General Topics.

Training is one of those words which have a vast signifi-

cance. It is applied in so many cases that numerous defini-

tions are necessary. One of Webster's is, "The act of

preparing men for athletic exercises, or horBes for the race."

The following, from The Lancet, treats of the preparation of

men, and it may be that something can be learned from it

in the care and management of horses for the race:

The victory of Cambridge this year in the boat race has

given rise to many comments as to the mode of training best

adapted to get crews into condition. It has been stated that

Mr. Bristowe, the President of the Cambridge University

Boat Club, allowed fish, entrees, puddings and desert for din-

ner through the whole course of training, and did not insist

upon the monotonous and excessive flesh dietusuallyenforced.

For some years past there has been a growing tendency
to adopt a more rational plan of feeding, and to permit a

greater range of carbohydrates and hydrocarbons in the diet.

Indeed, the more varied the food the better the health of the
individual, and, as training was defined by Professor Parkes
as a method of obtaining the highest degrees of vitality, a

scientific mixture of the varions principles of diet is called

for. With hard muscular work at a quick pace more animal
food is necessary than for ordinary work, but this should
never be given in excess, and beyond what the digestive

secretions are able to dispose of, one pound and a half is

certainly as much as is required. In giving carbohydrates
care should be taken that they are well cooked and are of a
digestible character. Rice, sago and tapioca puddingB are
excellent; but potatoes should not be indulged in in any
quantity, as they are apt to cause flatulence—that bugbear of

the trainer knownas "iuwardful." The hydrocarbons Bhould
be supplied by a liberal allowance of butter; the men should
be encouraged to eat the natural fit on the chops and steak,

and not cut it off as they have been directed to do; whilst
meat with plenty of fat on it is usually more tender than
lean. FreBh fruit should also form part of the daily dietary,

since these supply the alkaline sorts so useful in keeping the
blood in a healtby state. The chief article to be avoided in
training is sugar, especially sugar with pastry; it tends to

cause acidity and promotes "biliousness." The question
amongst trainers is the amount of fluid permitted. Under
the old system great cruelty was often practiced by keeping
men, especially during hot weather, on a strict allowance;
this was a mistake. On the other hand, men Bhould not be
allowed too much feeding in this respect for fear of diluting

the digestive fluids; it is well, therefore, to keep this within
physiological limits. A man of 12st. under ordinary circum-
stances eliminates about three pints and a half from the body
daily by the skin, lungs, and kidneys; with strong and anick
work he probably gets rid of one pint and a half more. "Five
pints of fluid would therefore be sufficient for most men. As
training advanced and the elimination became less, the
quantity might gradually be reduced. At the beginning of

training slight excess of the physiological requirements might
be permitted, as it would help tissue metabolism and carry
off the waste products formed in consequence of increased
muscular activity.

There is a vast difference, however, between the quadrn-

ped and biped in respect to food. Men have the choice of

such a variety of articles that it is troublesome to make a

selection, whereas the stable larder contains only a few things.

Hay and oats stand in the same relation to the equine as

bread and meat to man. It is nearly certain that a man
could not be got into anything like condition if deprived of

meat and bread; and hay and oats, or something which is

analogous, is a supreme necessity for the horee. The ques-

tion is how to combine other things with the main pabulum

so as to make the diet subservient to the desired result. In

the old days of training horses great dependence was placed

on drugs, on cordials and balls of various kinds. While not

discarding these entirely, trainers of a later day, American

trainers, thought that corn and dried corn blades (fodder)

were a necessity, while still later grass has come into use and

with the best results. The last innovation, especially when
the animals were allowed to pick it for themselves, raised the

ire of oldtimers, and when Van Leer, in his trip to the South

with Commodore Stevens' horses, pursued that system, it was
thought he had little knowledge of the art. He would order

the horses to be led out of their boxes at night to graze, and

to those who were accustomed to see a stable closely shut up
to exclude the night air, it seemed a crazy proceeding.

"Carrying" the horBes to a warmer climate than they were

accustomed to, it was probably better for them that the heat

was tempered, and then there was the "dew on the grass" to

make it still sweeter.

"Tissue Metabolism, " by which we understand that the

change of the tissues incident to active exercise is meant,

unquestionably is aided both by food and drink. That cur-

tailment of water is often carried to an injurious extreme is

beyond question in training hurses, the better practice, whioh

now prevails, being to give a full supply at all times except

immediately before sharp exercise. When a horse has been I

much heated, and especially when he has sweated copiously,

it is necessary to guard against giving too much at a time.

The violent thirst must be asBuaged gradually, and it was

formerly a favorite practice of ours to acidulate the drinkjand

aerate the fluid before it was given. Green food in the shape

of grass, freshly cut oorn blades, alfalfa, etc., can be used

advantageously, and a email quantity given when "cooling

out" will overoome the intense desire to drink. When the

water is much less than is desired, there is nearly a certainty of

febrile indications and a wasting of muscular as well as adi-

pose tissue.

The Pillarcitos correspondent of the San Mateo Gazette says

:

One of our enterprising stockmen, wishing to make a wire
.ence and not wishing to go to the expense of buying redwood
posts, used green willow po&ts instead, to which he attached
the wire. The trees, like all things planted in Pillarcitos

soil, soon began to grow, and very naturally the wire grew
-ip too. Now the ranohman 1b devising means to get his wire
'own from mid-air.

Some one must have been guying that correspondent

unmercifully. There are few country-bred folk who are not

cognizant of the fact that the upward growth of trees does

not affect the trunk. Height is obtained from new shoots

springing from the top bud, and wires fastened to the body

of the tree would retain the same altitude so long as the tree

stood. It migbt be that the increase of the size of the roots

would push the body up a trifle, but even in that case so

little as not to have any practical effect. As we have seen

the above paragraph in several papers, it is probably "going

the rounds" with many readers chuckling over the quandary

of the ranchman. We have traced "lines" which were

"blazed" on trees nearly a century previous to the resurvey,

and found the marks no higher than when made by the

original axeman. Were "Pillarcitos" correct the old blazes

would have necessited a platform in order to obtain a

"block."

While making corrections we may as well straighten out

the American Cultivator in regard to the stallion record. It

claims:

The fastest two-mile stallion record, to harness, 4:51A,

stands to the credit of the famous stallion George M. Fatchen
(2:23£), by Cassius M. Clay, dam by Head'em, he by imported
Trustee, from a daughter of American Eclipse, by Dnroc, by
imported Diomed.

There are two stallions in California which have made a

lower mark—Monroe Chief, who stands at the head, with 4:46

to his credit, and Albert W., who trotted in 4:51, when four

years old. We are firm in the belief that there are two and

perhaps more California-bred stallions whioh can knock quite

a hole in the 4:43 of Fannie Witherspoon, and it may be that

this year will see the fulfillment of the prophesy.

The following is also cut from the American Cultivator,

and, by the way, that journal i3 one of the best of agricul-

tural papers:

The driver of the pacer Woodmont (2:22|) received a whole-
some lesson at Jackson, Mich.. June 23d. In the free-for-all

pacing rice there were but two contestants, Puritan and
Woodmont. The driver of the latter, knowing that it was
impossible to beat Puritan, evidently thought to give his

horse an easy race, as indicated by the time of the second
heat. 2:31£. The judges thought that the spectators, who had
paid their money to see the contest, were entitled to a race

rather than a tame exhibition, and declared Woodmont dis-

tanced, thus depriving his manager of any part of the purse.

Judges of that stamp will always be popular with those who
are in favor of honest racing. No driver is required to mur-
der his horse when contesting against horses that out-class

his own, but it should be demanded that he make a reasonable
effort to win under all circumstances.

The judges erred in their decision, as the rules do not jus-

tify distancing a horse on such a showing. They could have

changed the driver of Woodmont and punished the man who
;,pulled" him. No matterhow apparently futile the attempt, a

driver is compelled to do all he can to beat his competitors,

and the only way he can carry that out is to make every

endeavor, no matter how hopeless the task appears to be.

Eesidents of this section of California can only form a small

estimate of the plague of insect pests in other sections oE the

country. Those which torment horses are comparatively

scarce all over this State; in Oakland the only trouble is from

the common blaok fly. Still these are bad enough at times to

annoy horses exceedingly, and a simple remedy may be wel-

come. The following we copy from an English exchange:

Mr. Rupert Graham, of Sunbury, writing to the West Mid-
dlesex Times, says, as to the plague of flies which teaBe
horses almost to death in hot weather: "All owners and
drivers of horses know the pain they inflict upon these ani-

mals in July and August, goading them almost to madness,
and many accidents are the result. In the interest of the
poor animals, I would recommend grooms to wash their

horses in the morning with water in which are one or two
sliced onions; this will keep off the flies and give the horses a
day's immunity from their persistent attacks. Another rem-
edy, although a little more trouble, is far more pleasant.
Take a good handful of walnut leaves, and infuse them all

night in two or three quarts of cold water; boil the whole
next morning for fifteen minutes. When cold, it is tit for use,
and may be applied with a sponge to those parts most irri-

table, between the ears, neck and flanks. Not only will the lady
or gentleman who rides out derive pleasure from the walnut
leaves thus prepared, but the coachman, waggoner, and all

others who use horses during the hot months, will be delighted

with the fragrance." We have frequently tried with effect a
decoction of walnut leaves, but as they are not always to be
had, we strongly advise our readers to make their grooms try

the onion water.

In the Western States insects which torment horses are

worse than the winged plagues of Egypt. At the first settle-

ment of Iowa, and many years thereafter, buffalo gnats would

literally devour horses, and the only remedy, or rather pre-

ventive, was to smear the parts most liable to attack with ran-

cid grease. Small, only a trifle larger than the "punkies"

of the East, they would settle in myriads and eat the skin

and flesh until the animal was tortured to death. Then

there were sand flies and greenheads, the former in the tim-

ber, the latter on the prairies, and especially near streams.

Nearly as large as a honey-bee and with an implement as

effective on a small scale as a diamond drill, they would sap

the life out of a horse in short order. We lost several when
living near Chicago from that cause, though it was some

time before the trouble was located. VetB, and we had more

than one, were at a Iobs, though all agreed it was some

kind of blood-poisoning. A horse would be apparently well

in the morning; in the afternoon he would stand without

making an effort to get rid of the tormentors. After the vet-

erinarians had such poor success we resolved to try different

treatment. The patient had a high fever, respiration greatly

accelerated. He was swathed in blankets and deluged with

water for several minutes. The pulse moderated and the

respiration became easier. After a while there were speokB

of blood on the lower part of the blanket which increased in

volume until dropB fell from the blauket. The explanation

of that was that the punctures had been dosed with coagu-

lated blood, and when soaked off the excessive action of the

heart forced the blood out. For a time we thought the horse

would recover, but he went with the others and only a few

of those taken were saved. The greenheads were particularly

virulent that summer, and horses which worked in the fields

had to he protected with sheets.

Greenheads and sandflies were daylight marauders. Night-

time brought other cohorts fully as annoying if not so

numerous. Hordes, millions, billions, quadrillions all the

illions in arithmetics, powerless to compute them. Mos-
quitos, gallinippers, vampires, which sucked the life blood

and in place of emulating the ghouls whioh fanned with

dreamy wings the slumber of their victims, pealed forth a

piean of victory as they bored and pumped. "The west" could

boast of bigger specimens though we doubt if the Mississippi

bottom raised a hungrier swarm than the salt marshes of Long
and Staten Islands, or the Jersey shores. Mr. Cameron was
forced to move his thoroughbred mares and foals from

Clifton to a place where the mosquitos were not so plentiful,

and we have seen the people riding along the roads of Long
Island with faces covered, hands protected by gloves, and
this when the sun was shining brightly and when there

was something of a breeze. Western pipers were not fond

of sunshine, and they clung to shelter when there was any
wind; but there were too many of them on the lands famous
for great horses half a century ago, and these of a breed

altogether too hardy to care for sunshine, however fervent,

or to mind a breeze which would disperse those of the great

valley.

The absence of insect pests is a boon not properly appre-

ciated here. In some sections wood ticks are troublesomo

and on the ranches which lie on and beyond the Contra

Costa .Range they do a great deal of damage. It is late in

the season, however, before they commence their depreda-

tions, &nd John Olive, who is the lesBee of the Fish Ranch,

informed us a few days ago of a certain preventive. He
uses the ordinary sheep dip, reducing it with water, and
sponges the coat of the animals, repeating the operation as

often as necessary. Since pursuing that course he has had
no further trouble, and even poor horses, which are the

favorite subjects of attack, escape. Greenheads would no

more stop for a wash of that sort than they would for a

spray of rosewater, and the only effective guard is an envelope

which they cannot pierce.

The bookmakers of Australia are "some punkins" on lay-

ing long odds. Ten thousand to one—not one thousand, but

a solitary number, is somewhat startling, and should the

whirligig of luck bring out a wioning ticket, it would lead the

record. Captain T. G. Moore formerly carried an old pica-

yune which he wagered one thousand dollars against and
which he only won by a short head. He kept it as a memento
of his folly, a monitor whioh was always heeded when he

was tempted to make wagers which involved a chance to lose

heavily with trivial winnings. The following was the betting

after the nominations in the Melbourne Cup were published:

On Monday night, on the publication of the nominations, a
good deal of fancy betting to place on the Melbourne Cup,
five hundred to five being laid against each of about thirty
horses. I saw £500 to £5 laid against Silvermine, and £500
to £2 10s against Whitebait, the taker of both wagers being
the owner of the last-named horse. £500 to £10 was laid
against Bravo, £500 to £5 Bohemian, £500 to £5 Lord Wil-
ton, £1,000 to £30 Trident, and £1,000 to £20 Matador.
The fancy wagers of $1,000 to half a crown (cash), and

£1,000 to 2s (also "ready") were laid against Fair Saxon for
the Melbourne Cup. The taker in case being the owner.
Mr. J. H. GileB has laid £5,000 to £25 about some eighty

combinations of Derby and Cup horses, Abercorn, Niagara,
Sumatra, Tranter and Aberdeen being the principal picks for
the Derby, coupled with a host of Cup horses, fcir. J. I.

Saqui, amongst other wagers, has laid £2,000 to £80 i'rident,

straight out; £2,000 to £60 Niagara; and £1,000 to £20 Fer-
nandez, each, for the Melbourne Cup. Most of the wagers
booked so far have, I need scarcely add, been booked to
the public, and no stable move is likely to be made uutil after
the handicaps appear. There is, however, a very stroDg ten-
dency evinced to back Trident, about whom the best prize
forthcoming last night was £1,000 to £50.

There is a great difference between jockeys in the wasting

process. Some time ago we gave an account of a rapid melt-

ing of flesh in Bill McLaughlin and Billy Johnson, and chap-

ters have been written on the subject. The appended is the

latest we have seen:

Hard, indeed, iB the life of a jockey who has to battle with
increasing weight (says a writer in the London Illustrated
Sporting and Dramatic News). He has not only to take hard
exercise and physic, but he has to do it on a diet that iuuBt
be as spare as he can possibly do with. It is well known,
however, that Archer tried to reduce himself without walk-
ing. He took physio often, but instead of walking had
recourse to the Turkish bath. In wasting there is no rule
save one, viz., eat and drink as little as you can live on,
while at the same time you get weight off as rapidly as possi-
ble in other ways. Ever since thQ. necessity first arose for
men to ride at the weight of boys, the jockey's life during the
racing Beason haB been an arduous one. John Day never
missed his two hours' wasting walk after his frugal breakfast
of a few spoonfuls of tea and a piece of bread and sorape.
When he first began to get ready for riding he drew the scale
at 136 pounds, but with a three-pound Baddle, oould ride 112
pounds when the season had fairly set in. "This playing
tricks with the constitution, however, often brought on ill-

ness, and, could the lives of jockeys be written, some very
piteous tales would have to be recounted. Sam. Chifney,
meant by nature for a 140 pounds man, used to 'boil himself
by ounces' to 114. Frank Butler only got down to 116
pounds on great occasions by dint of the most strenuous
exertions. 'Tiny Wells', in 1863, fainted on a. Malton race
morning when trying to got down to 75 pounds, while in
later years Constable, French, Archer, and others have fallen
victims to the rigor with whioh they pursued their wasting.
They did not, or could not, act up to *Uncle Sam's' rule for
wasting. 'No man, ' he would say, 'can work if he can't eat;
you can't get light without eatingj have a good mutton
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chop that's my style; it gives a tone to the stomach.'
la his own case his maxims answered well enough,
for after he had given up riding for the first time he
went in for farming, and under the influence of homely fare

he soon weighed 160 pounds. Then he took to the racing

saddle again so that he was in a position to guarantee the

truth of one his sayings, viz.: 'Depend upon it, a man doesn't

enjoy the comforts of life unless he knows tne wasting
part of the business.'"

o

Californiane at Chicago.

July 8th — Purse ;500;S400 io second. Three-quarters of a mile.
Chinn & Hankins' b h Spalding, 5, by Billet-Effie L., I2Q lba.,

Lewis 1

E.Martin's b m Blue Eyes' Belle, 6, by Blue Eyes—Miss "Womack,
113 lbs Turner 2

Woods & Boyer's cb h font, 5, by Fonso— Planetarium, 120 Ids.,

Murphy 3

Voltigeur, 3, 109 lbs. (Hatbaway); Dynamite, 4, 109 lbs. (Hamilton);
Allegany, 3,101 lbs. (Warmick); Olney Dare, 4, 118 lbs. (Compton);
False Alarm, 3. 101 lbs. (Wincbell); Hatto, i, 113 lbs. (Kenny); Poteen,
3, 109 lbs. (Blaylock); Harry Glenn. 3, lu9 lbs. (TompkinB), also ran.

lime, 1:15.

Pools : Font £19 : Dynamite $11 ; Poteen S9 ; field S25.

"Won easily by one length, two between second and third.

July 9th—Purse 3500, of which S100 to the second horse. Non-win-
ning and maiden allowances. One mile.
J.B. Haggin's ch f Aurelia, 3, by Algerine—Santa Lucia, 100, "Wincbell 1

D. A. Honig's b f Mamie Hunt, 4, by Frogtown—Betty, 108.. Turner 2
Chinn & Hankies' br c Jacobin, 3, by Jila Johnson—Agnea, 105

Ward 3

P. McCauley's b c Carnegie, 3, 100 A. Cooper 4

L. J. Garrett's ch g Tom Upthegrove, 4, 100 Steele 5

S. S. Brown's br f Katie A., 3, 95 Hathaway 6

C. W. Stearns' b g Verner, a, 112 Mahone 7

C. F. Clark'a b c Fred Zeibig, 3, 95 Monaban 8

C. H. (iage, ch c Col. Harwood, 4, 101 Watson 9

Time, 1:41.

Pools: Aurelia 3115; Jacobin SCO; Mamie Hunt S40; field 335.

Books: 5 to 3 on Aurelia, 2 to 1 Jacobin, 5 to 1 Mamie Hunt, and
from 30 to 300 to 1 each of the others.

There was but little delay at the post, and at the third

breakaway the drum tapped, Mamie Hunt leading off, fol-

lowed by Katie A., Tom Upthegrove, Verner, and the bunch,
Jacobin being pulled back so that he was apparently out of

it right from the start. Tom Upthegrove took the lead on
the clubhouse turn, and entering the back stretch he was
first by half a length, with Katie A. second, lapped by Mamie
Hunt third, Aurelia fourth, the others strung out. Carnegie
fronted as they ran through the back stretch, and entering
the upper turn Carnegie showed first by a neck, with Tom
Upthegrove second, Mamie Hunt third, Aurelia fourth and
Jacobin coming. Aurelia fronted when opposite the stables,

and entering the stretch she was first by a length, with Tom
Upthegrove second, lapped by Mamie Hunt third, Jacobin
fourth and the otherB out of it. Aurelia, coming right along
through the straight, won in a gallop by two lengths from
Mamie Hunt, who beat Jacobin by three lengths for the place.

Time, 1 :41. Mntuals paid on Aurelia, straight, $9.30; for a

place S7.90; on Mamie Hunt for a place §6.30.

The Maiden Stakes, for three year-olds that have not won a race
previous to Jan. 1, 1887; $50 entrance; $15 forteit; with §750 added, of
which §200 to the second horse. Maidens at time of starting allowed
five pounds. One mile.
J. B. Haggin's ch f Daruna, by Mortemer—Explosion, 113 lbs.

Hamilton 1

J. B. Haggin's b or br f Miss Motley, by Billet—Lady Motley, 113 lbs.
Winchell 2

Griffin & Bradbury, b g Sailor Boy, by St. MartId -Minnie Bradley,
110 lbs Stoval 3

Fleetwood Stables' be fcugato, 113 lbs Arnold 4

Carroll & Co.'s bf Pearl L., 113 lbs Lewis 6

E. Corrigan's ch c Ten Times, for. Hard Time3, 113 lbs Blaylock 6
Time, 1:43.

Pools: Daruna 350; Miss Motley 320; field 313.

Books: 2 to 1 on Daruna; 2 to 1 against Miss Motley; 8 to 1 against
Sailor Boy ; 10 to 1 Hard Times; 20 to 1 Pearl L., and 50 to 1 Fugato.

To a good start Fugato led away, followed by Sailor Boy,
Ten Times, Daruna, Pearl L. and Miss Motley in the order
named. Sailor Boy raced to the front on the clubhouse
turn, and entering the back stretch he was first by eleven
parts of a length, with Ten TimeB second, lapped by Daruna
third, Pearl L. fourth, Fugato fifth and Miss Motley sixth

Going along the back stretch Mis3 Motley moved into the sec-

ond place and Pearl L. into the third, Sailor Boy Jeading by a
half-length as they entered the upper turn. Opposite the Bta-

bles Duruna moved into the second place, and entering the
stretch Sailor Boy showed first by a length, with Daruna second
lapped by Miss Motley third. A furlong from home Daruna
fronted, and moving away she won just as she pleased by ten
lengths, her stable companion, Miss Motley, beating Sailor

Boy by three lengths for the place. Time, 1:43. MutualB
paid on Daruna, straight, $7.80; for a place, $7. On Miss
Motley, for a place, §6.20; Net value of stake to winner,
$1,715.

The Lakeview Handicap.—A sweepstakes for two-year-olds, 850 each.
S15 forfeit, with $80 i added; the second to receive $150 and the third
350. Three-quarters of a mile.
Santa Anita Stable's b c Emperor of Norfolk, by Norfolk—Marian,

118 Murnhy 1

Santa Anita Stable's ch f Los Angele3, by Glenelg—Lapolka, 112,
West 2

J. B. Haggin's b f Sentiment, by Sensation—Minerva, 100.. Winchell 3

J. B. Haggin's ch f Allanab, 106 Hamilton 4

J. Cllman's b c Baceland, 115 Lewis 5
F. E. Corrigan's ch f Quindaro Belle, 95 Johnson 6
S. S. Brown's cb c The Dutchman, 95 Hathaway 7

T. H Stephen's b f We-Wa, 92 Watson 8
Carroll tz Co.'s bf Falerna,95 Breckenridge 9

E. Corrigan's ch f Emporia, 100 Hogan 10
Tioae, 1:16^.

Pools; Raceland $100; BaldwiQ's pair $45; Haggin's piir 335; field 317.
Betting: 10 to 7 on Raceland; 2 to 1 Emperor of Norfolk; 5 to 1 tach

Sentiment and Allanah; 12 to 1 Los Angeles; 20 to 1 We-Wa; and from
40 to 100 to 1 each of the others.

To a good start at the fifth time of breaking away Emperor
of Norfolk led away, followed by We-Wa, The Dutchman,
Los Angeles, Sentiment, and the bunch. Los Angeles ran
into the third place before the half was reached, and, enter-
ing the upper turn, the Emperor led by a neck, with We-Wa
second, lapped by Los Angeles third, The Dutchman fourth,
and Baceland fifth. Kaceland ran into the third place oppo-
site the stables, and The Dutchman fronted. Entering the
stretch The Dutchman showed first by a neck, with Emperor
of Norfolk second, Baceland third, and Los Angeles
fourth. Both Baceland and The Dutchman died away
in the stretch, and the Emperor of Norfolk coming on
won by a neck from his Btable companion, Lob Angeles, who
beat Sentiment, who came with a great rush at the finish by
three parts of a length for the place. Time, 1:16£. Mutnals
paid on Emperor of Norfolk, straight, $15.30; for a place, $12.-

20; on Los Angeles for a place, $20.40. Net value of stake to
winner $2,285.

July 11th—Purse 3500, of which 3100 to the second horse; for all ages

;

winner to be sold for 32,000; if for less, 1 lb. allowed for each $100
down to $1,500; then 2 lbs. for each $100 down to $1,000, and 5 lbs. for
each $100 below that price down to $200. Winners at this meeting
excluded; entrance free. Six farlongs.
P. McCauley's b g Carnegie, 3, by Dalnacardoch—Bobadilla, $1,500,

102 lbs Cooper 1
J. R. McKee's ch g Cardinal McClosky, aged, by Ten Broeck—Water-

witch, $1,200, 108 lbs stoval 2
Santa Anita Stable's blk c Pendennis, 3, by Virgil—Persia, SI, 300,

lOOlbs West 3
Luke Alexander, 3, 92 lba. (Fox); Yiolin, aged, 92 lbs. (Winchell);

ProbuB,4, |100 lbs. (Hogan): Volatile, 3, 94 lbs. (Scott); Reverse, 4,9,
lbs. (Welch); Euphony, 5, 90 lhs. (Watson); Lord Lyon, aged, 80 lbs.
(Overton); Long John, aged, 85 lbs. (Brown), also ran.

Time, 1:16}.
Pools: Carnegie 310; Pendennis and Violin S8 each; field 355.
Won after a sharp finish by half a length, a neck between second and

third.

July 12th—Purse $500, for two year-olds. Selling allowances. Three-
quarters of a mile.
E. Corrigan's ch c Persimmons, by King Ban—Aureola, 98 Corn 1

J. UUman's br f KitaR., by Raptuje—Bryonia, 1U7 Vincent 2
Guest & Co.'s ch c Jack Cocks, by Harry O'Fallon—Virginia B., 108,

West 3
J. B. Haggin's cb g Oscar, 97 Winchell 4
J. Mnlkey's bl c Vattell, 90 Atkinson 5
P. McGuigan'a br c Colamore, 94 Breckenridge 6
A. G. McCampbell's b f Mirth, 102 Johnson 7
D. Waldo's ch g Henry L., 91 Cunningham 8
J. W. Orawford's ch c Col. Goro, 100 Boyd 9

Time, 1:15.

Pools; Rita R. 325; Oscar $10; Jack Cocks $7; field 312.
Books : Even money Rita R.; 5 to 1 each Jack Cocks and Oscar; 6 to 1

Mirth; 10 to 1 Persimmons; and from 20 to F0 to 1 each of the others.

To a good start Persimmons led away, closely followed by
Henry L., Eita K., Colamore. and the bunch. Persimmons
taking the track in the 6rst few Btrides, ahowed first by a
length us they entered the upper turn, Henrj L. being second,
lapped by Jack Cocks third, Oscar fourth, and the others all

in a cluster, with Vattell bringing up the rear. Henry L.
dropped out of the hunt while opposite the stables, and Eita
R. ran into the second place. Persimmons, drawing further
away at every stride, was fiist by two lengths as they entered
the stretch, with Rita R. second, lapped by Oscar third, he
having Jack Cocks at his saddle-girths, the others no longer
dangerous. Persimmons, attending strictly to his own busi-

ness in the stretch, came right along and won by four lengths
from Rita R., who beat Jack Cocks by a half length only for

the place after a driving finish, Oscar a close fourth. Time,
1:15. Mutuals sold on the field paid, straight, $7.60; on
Persimmons, for a place, $19; on Rita R., for a place, $S.50.

The Great Westees Handicap.—A sweepstakes for all ageB; $50 each
h. f., or only 310 if declared out on or before May 1st, 1887; Sl.00'1

added, the second to receive $200 and the third $100. Winning penal-
ties. One mile and a half.

Santa Anita Stable's br f Bonita, 4, by Grinatead—Maggie Emerson,
103 Hathaway 1

Wooding & Puryear's ch c Knight of Ellerslie, 6, by Eolus—Lizzie
Hazlewood,103 Vincent 2

Whitten Bros.' b cWoodcraft, 4, by Fellowcraft—Tolona, 98, Johnson 3

Santa Anita Stable's b f Mollie McCarthy's Last, 4, 110 West 4
Geo. Withers' b g Fcsteral.a, 105 L. Jones 5

D.J. McCarty's ch c C. H. Todd, 3, 107 Winchell 6

Time, 2:37J.
Pools: Fcsteral 325; C. H. Todd $18; field S25.
Books: 8 to 5 Fosteral; 2 to 1 Mollle's Last; 1\ to 1 Knight of Ellers-

lie; 5 to 1 C. H. Todd, and 15 to 1 each of the others.

To a good start Bonita led away, followed by Knight of

Ellerslie, Woodcraft, C. H. Todd, Fosteral and Mollie's Last
in the order named. C. H. Todd took command of the party
on the upper turn, and entering the stretch for the first time
he was first by a neck, with Knight of E'lerslie second, lapped
by Fosteral third, Woodcraft fourth, and the others all

bunched. At the stand C. H. Todd Bhowed first by a neck
with Fosteral second, lapped by Knight of Ellerslie third,

Bonita fourth, Mollie's Last fifth, and Woodcraft last. Going
around the clubhouse turn Fosteral carried the blue with
white sash and orange sleeves of his jockey owner to the front,

and entering the stretch he showed first by a neck with Knight
of Ellerslie second, lapped by C. H. Todd third, Woodcraft
fourth, Mollie's Last fifth and Bonita last. The Derby win-
ner gave it np as they rushed along the back stretch and fell

back to the rear, while the Knight of Ellerslie headed Fosteral

upon whom Jones was already hard at work. Entering the
upper turn Knight of Ellerslie showed first by a neck with
Woodcraft second, lapped by Fosteral third, Mollie's Last
fourth, Brmita fifth and C. H. Todd last. Opposite the sta-

bles Woodcraft shot out of the bunch like a rocket, and fairly

running away from his followers be was first by four lengths

as they entered the stretch, with Knight of Ellerslie second,
lapped by Bonita third, Fosteral fourth under the whip, and
the others out of it. A hundred yards from the wire Wood-
craft looked like a sure winner. He quit badly at the distance,

however, and Bonita and Knight of Ellerslie coming on joined

issue with him, all three being under the whip. Bonita had a

little the most left, however, and won amid great cheering by a
head from Knight of Ellerslie, who beat Woodcraft by a neck
for the place. Mntuals paid on Bonita, straight, $23.10, for

a place, $48-80; on Knight of Ellerslie $1S 80.

Purse $500 —For horses which have run and not won at this meeting;
those not having been placed second allowed five pounds. Three-
quarters of a mile.
Bell k. Waldo's b c Lewis Clark, 4, by Buckden—Mrs. Grigsby, 113,

Blajlock
Curtis & Nepper's b c Egmont, 4, by Enquirer—Melita, ll^,, Lewis
J. B. Haggin's ch c Dynamite, H, by Joe Hooker—Chestnut Belle,

109 Winchell 3

L. H. Todhunter's bh Safe Ban. 3, 104 Akinison 4

J. B Davis br g Glen Hall, 5, 112 West 5

E. P. Porter's ch g Only Dare, 3, 113 Sloan 6

A. L. Cassidy's b f Mamie Hay, 4, 108 Hathaway 7

L. B. Field's b g Cassie, 3, DO Breckenridge 8

C. A. Clark's be Fred Zeibig, 3,104 Kilgore 9

S. J. Fleming's b g Hard Times, a, 112 L. Jones 10
Time, 1:14$.

Pools : Egmont $3 I ; Dynamite 38; Lewis Clark 35; field $15.

Books: 10 to 7 on Egmont; 6 to 1 Dynamite; 7 to 1 Lewis Clark; 10 to

1 Glen Hall; 15 to 1 Safe Ban, and from 20 to 50 to 1 each of the others

To a fair start they were sent away at the third attempt,

with Only Dare, Cassie and Egmont leading the bunch.
Going to the half Cassie's purple jacket showed the way, with
Egmont second, lapped by Only Dare third, Lewis Clark

fourth, and the others strung out. As tLey swept by the

stableB Only Dare dropped back beaten, and Lewis Clark ran

into the second place. Entering the Btretch Egmont showed
first by half a length, with Lewis Clark second, Cassie third,

Dynamite fourth, and others bunching. A furlong from
home Lewis Clark reached the leader's throat-latch and a

driving finish followed, the verdict being a dead heat, Dyna-
mite third, four lengths away, Safe Ban fourth. Time, 1:14J
MutualB paid, straight, S6.90 and S6.90,for a place $6.90 and
$9.60. The owners agreed to divide the money sooner than
run the race off.

Trotting at the Bay District.

July 16th—Match for $1,000.

SiBter, bm-J. A. Goldsmith 1 2 12 1

Chapman, b g (pacer, to cart) -Chas. Green 2 12 12
Time, 2:21i. 2:27*. 2:21i, 3:22i, 2:27.

Same Day—Parse S300.
Grosvenor, b 6—J. W. Donatban 2 1 1 1

Cinderella, ch m -L. Shaner 1 3 2 3

Little Fred, b g—H. McConn 3 2 3 3

Time, 2:35, 2:36, 2:39*, 2:38.

Abe Edgington's Daughter.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:— I noticed in your issue

July 9th, in the list of mares served by Steinway, that you
have the brown mare No. 8 as being a sister to Abe Edging-

ton, 2 :23£. This is a mistake. See is by Abe Edgiogton,

record 2:23£. Sam'l. Gamble.
Danville, July 17th,

Match Trot in Oregon.

[Portland Mercury.J

The great trotbetween Jane L. and Fred Hambleton took
place yesterday on the .half-mile track at the White House,
and was largely attended, every vehicle in the city being in
attendance on the ground.

.
The veteran Ackor had prepared

the track in most escel'eui ,order for a fast race, and there
was a great diversity of opinion as to the merits of the horaes.
Hambleton had improved mere than any horse in Oregon
during the past month, and was reportad to have done a mile
in private in 2:24 at Hillsboro. On the other hand, Lindsey
reported the old mare as "never better frx her life, " so she
became thefavoriteat 10 to 7, at which ratts moneywent rap-
idly into the pool box. The first heat was a magniticeut display
of speed on the part of Hambleton, but the old-naare waB aa
steady as your grandfather's clock and kept, him stelied off.

She won the first heat in 2:30, the second in 2:29^ the last
half being done in 1:13J, which was very fast for a half-mile
track. Betting had been 10 to 3 before this heat, but now
the voice of the poolseller was heard in vain. Jane L. came
up looking fit to trot a dozen heats, and the tap fell on a
capital start. The old mare was never headed, however, and
went through the entire race without a skipand, finished up in
2:28£, which is as good a race as she ever trotted in her life.

July 15th—Match for 3
.

Jane L., b m by Hambletonlan Mambrino—L. B. Lindsay Ill
Fred Hambleton,b s by H •mbletonian Mambrino—T. H. Tongue 2 2 2

Time, 23:0, 2:293, 2:28J.

Trotters from Oregon.

The Walla Walla correspondent of the Portland Rural
Spirit writes:

Our tried and true friend and horseman, Hite Hogoboom,
left here Saturday for California to permanently locate on
account of poor health. He sold his fine trotting stallion
Bedouin, by Sultan, to D. W. Small for $1,500— cheap as
dirt at that. He made $1,500 with him this season before
he sold him. He took about forty head of horses with him,
some of them very high-bred fillies; a four-year-old bay by
Alwood, dam Mandy Murray, she by Gladiator; a three-Year-
old Alwood, dam Bellfounder, full sister to Gold Foil; a'two-
year- old inbred Alwood, grandam Susie Mac, record 2:37; a
yearling by Bedouin, dam by Lusby, he by Ericson; a year-
ling by Bedvnin, Nelly Burn's dam; besides several others
equally as well bred. So you can see he is taking fillies to
California worthy the embrace of such grand sires as Elec-
tioneer, Guy Wilkes, Anteeo, Antevolo, or any other horses
in that country. If he regains his health in that country and
has a fair show of luck he will turn up some day with a
world-beater— at least we hope so.

Trotting at Hillsboro, Oregon.

Hillsbobo, July 2d—Trotting, double team, 3 in 5, purse 8250.
Palatina, gr f , 4, by Milton Medium, and Mollie Bawn, cb m, 6,

Hambletooian Mambrino—Lindsey l l 1
Fred. Hambleton ch h, by Hambletonian Mambrino; and .Kitty

Ham, br m 5, by Hambletonian Mambrino—Sawyer 2 2 2
Time, 2:58*, 2:49i, 2:51.

July 4th—Trotting, free for all: purse $250.
Jane L., br m by Hambletonian Mambrino—Lindsey 8 2 1 1
Kitty Lynch, b m by Milliman's Bellfounder—Misner 2 12 3
Fred. Hambleton, ch h by Hambletonian Mambrino —

Sawyer l 3 3 2
Time, 2:31, 2:29i, 2:31, 2:26i, 2:29*.

Racing at Hillsboro, Oregon.
HiLLsboBO, July 2d—Purse S150, for all ages; half a mile.

M. White's b g Napa, aged, by a son of Napa, 116 lbs Harman 1
T. H. Tongue's ch f Laura D., 3, by Glen Dudley, dam Laura 0„ 106

lb3 Flett 3
Time, :51jr.

. Jnly 4th -Purse 8250, for 3-year-olds. One mile.
J. H. Hamilton's ch f Rosa Lewis, by Flood, dam Fannie Lewis, U5 1
T. H. Tongue's ch f Laura D.,by Glen Dudley, dam Laura C, 115... 2
J. A. Porter's b f Caddie P., by Glen Dudley, dam Caddie E., 116.... 3

Time, 1 :52.

Bosa Lewis ran in training shoes.

Racing- at Los Angeles-

July 16th. Weather fine; track fast; attendance good.
Match for 5250 a side. One mile.

H. L. Samuel's b c Ed. McGinms, 2, by Grinstead, dam Jennie G.,
80 lbs Durfee 1

Dave Sheehan's ch g Fred Collier, aged, by Joe Hooker, dam Puss,
l'71b3 Clifford 2

Time, 1:43.
Betting: Even money.

Collier had the best of the start and led to the quarter, but
McGinnis closed up and coming away won by five lengths.

«*- —

Must Stand the Racket.

I ran across Mr. Wm. H. Humphreys, who was seated
immediately opposite the wire, watch in hand. He talked
in his old time enthusiastic way, and amoDg other things
discussed the action of the National Association of Trotting
Horse Breeders in barring Kentucky and California from
certain stakes. He corresponds with Senator Stanford, and
I understand that as the Senator cannot have a chance at all

the Btakes, he will not let any of his horses leave California
this season. The large field in the 2:29 class gave prompt,
reliable scores such an advantage that Mr. Humphreys
remarked: "The behavior of some of those younger horses
remins me of what we had to contend with in Fullerton's
first race. You know Mace loved to surprise people, and
keep them in the dark. Well, in preparing Fullerton he
wouldn't drive him alongside of any other horse. I begged
him to get two or three of his friends to come out early it

the morniog and practice scoring. But it was no use. So
we went to Buffalo and met a big party. Everything was e*

new to Fullerton— the band, the noise, the crowds of peopf*
about the stretch—that it set him wild. The first two hear*
he broke badly and had to trot like the wind to save his
distance. Then the field thinned out, and Fullerton settled
down to business, winning handily. But it taught Dan a
lesson, for, a short time afterwards a man brought Dan a
green horse, saying: 'We ought to make a barrel of money
with him, for he can trot in 2;*?5, which was fast enough to
win the slow classes at that time. 'Is that all he can do?'
replied Dan. 'Isn't it enough?' was the rejoinder. 'No, sir,

he must be able to stand all the racket of bands, whips,
shouting, horses getting in his way, rattling of spokes, and a
dozen false BtartB, before we can win any part of the barrel.'

"

—Horsemen.

After Amos McCampbell had Becured Bonita on July 4th,
for $1,700, after a selling race, Mr. Baldwin jokingly sn'id that
he thought the purchaser had bought a good tl

what dear buggy horse, bnt as it turned out Moll
Last could not get nearer than fourth to her
Western. Bonita is an own sister to Goliah.
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KENNEL. ••

Field Editor Richards, of New York, ionis issue of July

15th, publishes some notes about the English Kennel Club

Show, which seem to have been written by an American vis-

itor to the show. We are not aware that the excellent Editor

has been abroad, and do not recognize in the notes any such

peculiarities as would justify a guess as to their authership

unless they were written by th?.t great pointer man Mr. J. L.

Anthony, but they are patently based upon the observations

of a keen fancier ancJ-have much interest. The writer says:

The attendance of dpggy men and representatives was quite

[arge during the 'fudging, and the Coaching Club drove to the

Kanelagh plu&.'but with this exception I saw none of the

uppertBr)dotE"of London there, at least, very few, and the

fashicj'nabWside of the show was certainty not a success.

In dne night at the Westminster Kennel Club show (New

York) or the New England Kennel Club show (Boston) can

be seen more beautiful and fashionably dressed women and

athletic, handsome-appearing men than I saw during the en-

tire five days of the show.

I have written the above in order that my American friends

may not be carried away with the idea that, the English Ken-

nel Club shows, or at least this one, was at all the swell

affair English journalists would have those who dwell on

your side of the Atlantic believe. Dogs are popular here, it

is true, but dogdom does not level all rank, and except in

few notable cases the majority of dog men are placed at

their propc-r worth, i e., after the Kudos.

If numbers in the classes, taken as a whole, are anv

criterion, the show, was certainly a success, the benching by

Spratt's Patent was excellent, and the tents under which the

various breeds were domiciled the best arrangement for this

season of the year I have ever seen.

The secretary seemed (as I suppose he really was) a very

important personage, riding about on a roan cob provided, I

presume, by a kindly disposed committee, but his seat did

not impress me as especially firm or graceful.

The judging went on promptly, however, in separate rings

under this gentleman's good guidance, and we must not be

too particular in all details, and thus Mr. Aspinall deserves

credit for his superintendence of so vast an undertaking.

Out of the 2,012 entries only 96 were made in the English

pointer classes, and of these only 63 actually competed.

Champions Milton Bang II and Zasine, and Zeus. Opal,

lima and Lady Jane (the five latter belonging to Mr. Lloyd)

were not for competition.

Beau Ideal, Squire of Upton, Naso of Kent, an entry by

Mr. Carlombel, and eight entries by the Graphic Kennels

were absent, Mr. Anthony, part owner of the latter ken-

nel, who was present, stnting the puppies had not sufficiently

recovered from distemper to make it safe to seud them so far,

and the Naso Kennel's Jimrnie and Nick of Naso did not put

in an apoearance either, though I noticed Jimmie's coming

was heralded by his owner, Mr. Peshall, in your papers.

On the whole, the pointer classes, while a fair general

average, were a great disappointment. With but few excep-

tions nothing of the first water was present. Neither in

numbers, true pointer character, workmanlike propensities

or elegance can the Jubilee Show be compared to that held

this year at Boston, when Beaufort, Graphic, Kobert le Dia-

ble, Meally, Donald and Bracket competed in the champion,

and Naso of Kippeu and other good ones in the open classes.

In all the classes combined I have not seen so much muscle

and elegance, and as for type—well, with the exception of Mr.

Barclay Field's team of "bitcheB, Mr. Frederick's Don of

Cornwall and two bitches, and Mr. Lloyd's Zasme, Lady
Jane and lima (the three latter not competing), no such thing

as type existed, unless gooseberry eyes, bad expressions,

elbows out and lack of crest can be taken as true type.

Among the breeders who have tr ed to make a name for

themselves in America, and who statel themselves around

the judging ring, I observed the rouind foTm of Dr. Salter,

the breeder of Osborne Ale and others of the Mike—Komp
strain, who on this occasion joined Mr. Lloyd Price in not

exhibiting any dogs, though both these gentlemen would

have Americans believe their kennels and their dogs ure

representative ones in England, the latter having advertised

his dogs as capable of beating any pointer in America, and

the former breeding a strain that have at times been mistaken

for good-sized terriers when led on a chain at a field trial.

Among the trainers I noticed Bishop and Nicholson; also

Dr. Salter's factotum, Mr. Brown, arrayed like the veriest

swell.

Practical breeders like the genllemenly Col. Cotes, Mr.

Barclay Field, Mr. Shirley, Mr. Arkwiight (one of the richest

commoners iu England), Mr. Lonsdale and Col. Starkie repre-

sented together with that grand old gentleman, Sam Price,

England's typical sportsmen, and there was nothing of the

swagger about them which true Englishmen and Americans

alike despise oven in successful men.

The shooting parson was also repesonted by three gentle-

men of that persuasion, viz.: Messrs. Shields, Porley and

Kichard6on, and I honor them for their independence in

asserting their right to a most harmless, healthful and enter-

taining amusement, and one not likely to make them less

mindful of their arduous duties.

The field-trial craze has its abode not alone in America.

Here in England we find it carrying everything before it, and

even a successful breeder like Mr. Norrish bows before

the magnitude of the popular wave.

If this craze resulted in giving to the world at the present

day anything worthy the name, if it produced dogs that were

not only good in themselves but capable of reproducing good

ones if field trial dogs and field dogs were synonymous

term's neither practical sportsmen nor breeders would com-

plain-but field trials, whether as al present conducted in

England or the United States, do not bring forward the best

practical dogs. The shortness of the trials (heats) on this

side of the water and apparent favoritism on yours, puts it

out of the question to determine which are and which are

not really the best dogs rnn, and we Hod dogs bred to purely

on a fictitious reputation, made, perhaps, by a lucky fluke,

when aood all-around dogs of noBe, stamina, almost perfect

dispositions, breeding and type, dogs known to be good from

their every-dav work, are passed by.

There is something radically wrong in the system, and it

is only by judiciously joining the two (field trials and shows)

that we can keep the pointer from becoming on the one hand

a useless creature of beauty and symmetry and on the other

an ugly brute varying from the size of a terrier to that of a

deer hound, and of types as varied.

I trust your readers will paroon this long discourse, but

the judi ing, the prevailing tendency of the times, the forma-

tion ol cliques, the mating by breeders of many different

types „learly distinct and without regard to the preservation

of t»o'' pointer characteristics, the wild attempts of some to

.red /nly good shoulders, others only good legs and feet,

iod loin, thieh, second thigh or stern, others head,

uc" neck, tend to one thing, and one thing only, the loss

t grand/harmonious whole (oharacter, stamina, quality),

all of which should be combined in one animal if we are to

arrive at anything like perfection.

Either Bang was a representative pointer and a typical one
or he was not.

I have heard no dissenting voice on this score, everyone

saying give us another Bang for bench and field, another

Wagg for the bench.
Well, gentlemen, sportsmen and breeders of England, if

you keep on in the present lines, as exhibited in very many
specimens at this, the latest show of the Kennel Club, you
will produce some pointers with nothing but perfect shoul-

derB, others with nothing but beautiful heads and necks,

others with legs and feet that are perfection, others again

with sterns and quarters that will delight the eye, but as you
cannot cut up ail these dogs and join them together, you
will not, in the course of a Bhort time, have a respectable all-

around specimen extant.

On the whole, Americans can be congratulated on having

carried to their shores the best and most typical pointers of

England, and I am rash enough to preaict that .the day is

not far distant when England will have to look to America for

typical specimens, if American breeders keep their eyes open
and follow the right lines.

Two fox-hounds, a dog and a bitch, were shipped from Liv-

erpool by the clipper Lord Downshire, to Mr. Jas. E. Watson,

of this city, to arrive about October 1st. The dog, Rubicon, is

by Nestor—Redwing; Nestor by Glansevin Playmate— Glan-
sevin Nautical; Redwing by Oakley Royal—Duke of Beau-

fort's Rebel. .
The bitch, Gaiety, is by Southwold Gallant—Southwold

Skylark. Both are one-season dogs, and were selected for

Mr. Watson by Mr. W. S. Holding at Tunbridge, Kent, Eng.
They are of good breeding, and in every respect desirable

acquisitions to local canine circles.

THE GUK
Nebraska Notes.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—There is nothiu? here
in the sporting line specially worthy of mention. Prairie

chickens and sage hens occasionally fly over the post, and I

hear that in Angust the prairie swarms with them. We have
plenty of plover and curlew and fair water-fowl shooting,

the latter by going out to the lakes variously located, the

nearest about fifteen miles from the post. The fishing is exe-

crable, and only mentioned as one of the failing points of the

country. Thsre are plenty of mountain sheep a hundred
miles north in the vicinity of the bad lands, and somewhat
closer, you bear of deer, but they are too sly to get into

market. The country you can read Nebraska guides to get a
description of. Much of it is too "flat, stale and unprofit-

able" to describe, but just the same the irrepressible emigrant

is filling it up with log houses, land claims and babies. The
granger tickles the soil, sandy or otherwise, and if it rains at

the right time the said soil smiles with corn, potatoes, etc.,

the principal crops "hereabouts" outside of the aforesaid,

babies, who grow without heaven's assistance so far as I am
able to judge. The farther away from California I get the

more I am impressed with the fact that it is the cream of the

miik of all the States, not speaking of the disappointment I

feel in the State's having lost a desirable citizen like myself.

I have an idea that Nature, in making the continent, reserved

her force, and found, on her arrival at the western slope,

that she had much of her best material to spare, and dumped
it all down on the Pacific. Several thousand Sioux Indians
are being civilized by the usual Indian agents' means, a tew
miles north of us. An intelligent citizen could get much
information by a month's sojourn at the Agencies (Kosebud
and Pine Ridge).

We have a big post here, nine companies, six wbite and
three colored, the latter cavalry, and plenty to do. Head-
quarters of the 8tb is here.

Fort Niobrara, Neb., July 16, '87. Alexis.

The Record Union eays that: A few weeks ago one of Gen-
eral Cosby's Arizona quail hatched out fourteen little fellows

all of which throve well. Unfortunately, as they became
able to fly they became afflicted with the mn-away-from-home
disease, which is liable to attack youths in this climate, and
about half of them slipped out between the wires of their

house and disappeared, doubtless furnishing a dainty bite

for some of the neighborhood cats. Those remaining at

home are doing nicely. The old birds may be somewhat to

blame for the loss of the young ones, as on the glorious

Fourth they escaped from the coop and went out to see the

celebration. It happened that during the day a tire-cracker

or other explosive burned a hole in the cloth serving as a

roof for the coop, and when they returned home in the

evening they re-entered their home through this hole, and
next morning seemed to be as satisfied asthose young fel-

lows who manage to get into their rooms late at night
through tbe window without arousing tb.9old folks.

Oakland Canoe Club.

Things have not been very lively in the creek of late, owing
to the absence of a good many of tbe members. On Sunday
canoes Bonita, Falcon, Echo, Agues, Water Lily and Kormac
were out, the honors being taken by Bonita, though she
outclassed most of the others; the little Water Lily, however,
pressed her quite hard. The Alista was out for a Bhort time
in the afternoon. If there are enough entries the race for the

Mayrisch badge will be sailed next Sunday, the Sampler
holding it at present. The Flying Prua, built by H. Dar-
neal, out of the canoe Whitecap, bad a trial trip on the bay
last Thursday evening, aud proved very fast though wet, but
with some alterations she may be made as dry as a canoe
and will undoubtedly be very speedy. She was sailed with
the big lateen lately used on the Zoe Mou, but iu ordinary
weather can carry a much larger sail.

ATHLETICS.
Pacific Coast Harriers.

The Secretary, Mr. Horace Coffin, writes us that at the

meeting of the Harriers, to be held on August 6th, Mr. P.

N. Gaffney, of the Albion Athletic Club, will attempt to lower
the two and three mile walking records for the Pacitic Coast.
Entries to the events slated for the first meeting, a 220-yards
run, one-half mile walk, and one mile run. will close with the

Secretary, P. 0. Box 2605, on July 30th,

Professor Watson of the Olympic Club has suffered for

some days with rheumatism, but is now well on the way to

recovery.

The Bljthedale colony from the Olympic Club is flourish-

ing on a fish diet. Mr. W. C. Brown, Doctor Hibbard, Mr.
Clarence Bickford and Mr. Jos. Brown, have been spending
the summer in thtit lovely suburb. They have roamed the

hills for blackberries, kuocked over fat bucks and basketed
many a good trout in the stream adjacent. But all their

wiles failed to attract one big fish until Saturday last, when
Will Brown impaled a fat grasshopper on a fly hook and
tossed it toward the hole in which the Leviathan trout was
wont to lie. The old fish took the bait and soon succumbed
to the split bamboo in the skilled hands of the angler. The
fish measured twenty-two inches in length, and was in good
order as may be believed when it is stated that it served to

satisfy the appetites of all the hungry Olympics named, as

well as those of several fair admirers of finny beauty.

The publio wrestling match between Messrs. Dewitt Davis
and W. C. Brown has been declared off, but both gentlemen
are exercising regularly and are in fine condition. Mr. E. A.
Kolb is exercising with Mr. Davis and pronounces him very
fit. Mr. Brown has recently wrestled in public and shown
good form. In weight they are fairly well matth^d, and a
contest between them would be worth seeing.

Professor Faulkner is doing good work in the Olympic
His classes are large, and the instructions of the Professor are
highly esteemed. The already good wrestlers of the clnb
unite in sajing that they have never kuown Mr. Faulkner's
equal in science. His effective "wrinkles" seem numberless,
and his favorite style, catch-as-catch-can, is quite the thing
in the club.

Professor Smythe's classes continue large aud interested.

Among the juveniles he is working to great advantage, and
the youngsters think there is no one like their kindly
instructor.

Mr. A. H. Lean is preparing for his "all-around" competi-
tion with Mr. Geogan. The affair will take place after the
Bezirks Fest in San Jose early in August.

Master Eddie Stack is talked of as cox-swain of the Dol'
pkm Amateur crew. He would make a good one.

ROD.
Dry and Wet Fly.

A practical exposition of tbe art of angling for trout in a
stream under varying conditions is given bv a correspondent
of the English Fiahiny Gazette. The finished angler owes
much of his success to his ability to accommodate himself, his
tackle and his methods to differing conditions of water and
light and varying sorts of insect life which may be up. The
writer quoted says:

The late Francis Francis has the whole thing in a nutshell
in that invaluable work of his, "A Book on Angling." He
says:

—

"The judicious and perfect application of dry, wet, and
mid-water fly-fishiug stamps the finished fly-fisher with the
hall-mark of efficiency. Generally anglers pin their faith to

the entire practice of either one or the other plan, and argne
dry versus wet, just as they do up-stream versus down, when
all are right at times, and, per contra, all wrong at times. It
requires tiie reasoning faculties to be used to know their

times and their application. As a rule, rough weather is the
more favorable to a sunk or wet fly, while bright and calm
weather favors the dry one."

This is unquestionably correct; but there can be no doubt
some streams are more suitable for one method than the
other. A slow, weedy, open stream is usually more suitable
for a dry fly, and a more rapid stream, lined with trees and
bushes, more suitable for a wet one; but let the stream be
what it may, there are portions of it where at times either
method may be pursued with advantage.

I think the best way of illustrating my views on this

subject will be to give a short account of a day's fishing on
one of our midland streams.

It is the end of Aprii when my friend and I arrived on the
banks of a good average trout stream. It is eleven o'clock,

and as we come in Bight of the water we are pleased to find

it of nice volume and color. We anxiously look down the
straight reach of water below the mill; but alas! it is flat,

stale and unprofitable—not a sign of life is to be seen except
tbe proverbial water rat, which paddles his way under the
bank-side and disappears with a flop.

Now, were we like our dry Winchester friends we should
sit on a stile and smoKe and pray for the coming of the Duns
which will not appear for two good hours; but instead of
this, we rig up a cast consisting of two BumbleB, made by
Eaton, of Starkholms, tied with nice, soft hackles, and with
plenty of furnace. Our style of fishing before and after a
rise is peculiar, and not unlike salmon fishing on a very
small scale. We fish down stream and sink and slightly

work the fly.

We discard the slow, flat reach below the mill, and the
rough, heavy water of the mill-race is also useless; but there
is a spot just at the tail of the race where the water shallows
up in a quiet glide by the wall-side, and which might be
termed the "catch." My friend knows it well, and how to

fish it, too, and as he quietly drops his fly down a second
time there is a pull under water and a nice fish is lauded.
He is whacked on the bead, and then measured to see if he
is the regulation size; but if the point of his tail has to be
arranged a little it is excusable with the first fish, for which
of us likes an empty basket?—we never know how a day
may turn out.

We pass by the mill dam, knowing that its trout are safe
from us now; but at tbe head there is a never-failing "catch,"
consisting of a gentle stream, terminating in a shallow hole
under an old stump at tbe bend. It would be difficult to say
how many fat trout have been done to death at this fatal

spot, and on this occasion it keeps its reputation, for as the
Bumble is let down and worked round byJ,he stump there is a
flash, and up comes a Loch Leven trout. He fastens well,

and fights hard for hiB life, but the net comes under him and
the old stump knows him no more. In what au unmistak-
able way these Loch Levens rise!—reminding one very much
of the Conneinara white trout.

It is uow two o'clock, and nothiug has been seen save a
great paddling and flopping of our old friends the water rats.
In spite of this my friend and I have 3i brace of good fish

between us. We rest awhile for lunch, consisting of sand-
wiches neatly packed into a small collopsing cin, which fits

into a strap in the corner of the basket. The tin for flies fits

in the same manner iu the centre, and the whisky flask in
tbe opposite corner. We have found this answer admirably.
The fish lying at the bottom of the basket are sufficiently
separate, and all partitions (which add to weight and are
difficult to clean) are dispended with. But see — there is

an unmistakable rise under yonder bush! No water rat this

time. The sandwich tin is flattened, the whisky flask stowed
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away, the stream is reached, and between the bnshes appears a
detachment of Yellow Duns, sailing majestically down, quite
indifferent to the fate that awaits them in the swirl of the
coming eddy. The cast is a difficult one, surrounded as it is
by trees and bushes; but a Yellow Dun is out on in place of
one of the Bumbles, the flies are dropped "into the water, the
line straightened and pitched over with a sort of Spey cast—
the line, of course, never reaching behind the fisherman. At
the second attempt the fly is taken in that unmistakable
manner which is the characteristic of a trout feeding in a
sheltered place; he is played with a tight line and landed.
As I place the fish in the basket, my eye catches the still

open pool above, where the trout are now rising splendidly.
I creep cautiously up to the tail of the pool and foolishly
throw into the centre of the rising fish, but without theslioht-
est result— both Bumble and Yellow Dun are refused,
although the trout are devouring the Duns all around my
very cast. It is now quite clear that the wet fly is at fault,
and fishing with eyed hooks the flies are quickly changed]
and a single Yellow Dun, made by Holland, substituted. The
cocky little fellow is thrown a yard above tbe nearest fish
and it is an exciting moment as it floats down over him. It
is not refused this time, and by keeping the rod low and the
line tight a good fish is lauded on the shallow below without
disturbing the remaining trout. The fly is whipped dry, is
again cast, and in no case is it refused, although one fish
escapes. I leave this pool with a brace and a half of hand-
some trout, undoubtedly the result of the change from a wet
to a dry fly. Good sport is now certain, and I determine to
put back all but very large fish. My ideas are growing con-
siderably on this head, when—oh! horror!— the water is dis-
appearing and the fish with it—shut off at the mill, of course,
and just when the Duns were hatching so beautifully. It is
too bad! I meet my friend, who is equally disappointed;
but there is nothing for it but to try the whisky again and
walk slowly down to the station.
At the roadside down by the mill we take down our rods;

but before doing so, as the water is now on again (of course,
now the ris6 is over), I persuade my friend to try his favorite
"catch" down by the wall-side. He does so, changing his
fly to a Bumble; as the fly reaches the spot there is a tre-
memdous swirl, and the Ash of the dav rushes up into the
miii-race, jigg»ring as he goes in a mos't unpleasant way. He
jiggers to some tune, for the hook comes away, and he remains
king of the race and the terror of all trontlets.
This finished our day, and I have tried to give a faithful

description of our style of fishing, and I think it will illus-
trate the advantage of using both the dry and wet fly. Had
we pinned our faith to the former we should have had no fish-
ing until 2 p. M., when it was within half an hour nipped in
the bud for want of water; and had we used only the wet fly
we should have missed, perhaps, the prettiest bit of fishing
of the whole day, and in either case we should onlv have
basketed half the quantity of fish. To use both methods in
their proper place and time adds a double charm to the sport,
and those who will try both will find, I am sure, the change
of methods both profitable and enjoyable.

British Columbian Sportsmen.

In Landand Water, a series of articles deseriritive of British
Columbia and sport in that new land was recently begun.
The writer is a canonical person, but is probably better able
to do polemics than to appreciate either sport or sportsmen.
He claims to be descended from good, old, thoroughbred
English shooting and fishing parentage, but we can hardly
reconcile his evident superciliousness, with the true English
character. It is possible that he knew few of the real sDorts-
men of British Columbia, but if so he should not have written
so sweepingly. At all events, he is quite incorrect in char-
acterizing his entertainers. He says:
"Among the residents of the country there are a few, but

very few, who, from an Englishman's point of view, know
anything whatever of sport, or even what the word means;
on this side of the ocean, indeed, the very name 'sDortsman'
bears a different meaning.

"I can feel now the severe shock that my feelings sustained
when, shortly after my arrival in the country, I was enquir-
ing as to the business or occupation of a certain stranger in
a small town. 'He is a sportsman,' said no worse authority
than his wife. 'A sportsman, 'I returned; 'why, what on
earth brings him here, then? There's nothing to shoot
within twenty miles!' And at last, after considerable cir-
cumlocution and a lengthened game of cross-purposes I
arrived at the interesting fact that 'a sportsman' meant a
'professional gambler!'
"The residents of the country, as a rule, are too lazy to go

out at all. They vastly prefer to buy game and fish at exor-
bitant prices from the Indians, who, themselves, are far too
idle to kill many.
"Those who do 'hunt,' as they call it, will start with a

mighty dash, travel vigorously for an hour or two, without
science or plan, and if in that time they do not succeed in
getting a family shot on the ground at grouse, or a pot at a
deer at forty or fifty yards, with a good solid rest for the rifle,

vote the whole thing a bore, say there's nothing in the country,
that one ought to be at some other place some few hundred
miles away, and retire discomfitted. Still sparser are the ranks
of the fishermen. An easily approached pool, brim full of small
trout, will occasionally tempt some adventurous soul to sally
forth, ha cutting what he calls a 'pole' from some adjacent
willow, affixes thereto a piece of whip-cord, at the end of which
he appends a hook as big as an ordinary gaff, tied on one
piece of gut, or two, if he is a man of extravagant disposition,
Baid gut being quadrilateral and as thick as a cart-rope—color
a dazzling white. Baiting the said 'gaff' with bunch of
Balmon roe, if procurable, if not, a piece of raw beef, he will
sit for hours on a bare rock, in full view of the water, and,
perchance, slaughter divers unwary innocents; but he would
not encounter a thorn bush or wet his precious feet to save
his life, much less to take that of a fish.

"Save and except half a dozen or so, there is not a sporting
dog in the country worth its skin, and if there were, it would
be spoiled in half on hour by the ignorance of its master."

As a wrinkle, the directions of a practical angler, about
coloring gut may be useful. He says:

If the gut is fine, round, and, the most important of all,

clear and transparent, it is best left unstained; but if, per-
force, he must stain it, the following is the most useful process
I know of:—Into a soup-plate put a teaspoonfnl of ground
logwood and a pinch of carbonate of soda. Into a teacup put
a piece of copperas (sulphate of iron) the size of a coffee-bean.
Pour boiling water on each, and immediately immerse the
gut in the logwood liquor, and in a few seconds add to it the
contents of teacup. It should not be in more than a minute,
and should then be rinsed in cold water for an hour. But
if one will take a fine strand of unstained gut and another of
stained gut, and hold them up between himself and the light,
he will at once see that the unstained article is most imper-
ceptible.

ft fajr exemplar of intelligent amenumnam.—-m*.j

Albany Casting Tournament.
The anglers of Albany, N. Y., on June 21st, gave a fly

casting tournament in which there were thirteen entries
twelve in the first class and one, Mr. Howard Olcott, in the
second class. A strong southerly wind blew all day and
interfered materially with the recovery of line, but the scores
were creditable. The Albany Argus reports the tournament
as follows:
Wind and weather were forbidding enough yesterday to

have discouraged the most ardent discinle of the reel and
rod. The sky was full of big black cloud's and now and then
a few scattering rain drops spattered in the water of the park

fiu
ab0lU whloh gathered about thirty members of" the

Albany Fly-Casters' Association, at a little before 11 o'clock
yesterday morning, intent upon carrying out, if possible
the programme of their first fly-casting tournament. A small
float moored near the east end of the lake house held up the
contestants as they sent their lines whizzing out over the
ripples toward a line of bobs set one foot apart on a long
cable. Beyond bob 75 was anchored a boat containing the
judges, Dr. Herman Bendell, Mr. W. W. Byingtnn and Dr. S.
B. Ward. Owing to the non-appearance of expert Roosevelt,
from New York, Mr. William Kirk was chosen judge at the
float. The competitors were divided into two classes. The
first included those who had cast and fished with a fly pre-
vious to Jan. 1st, 1S87; tbe second those who had neither cast
nor fished with a fly up to that date. Four prizes were orig-
inally offered for the first class and three for the Becond,
but as Mr. H. Olcott was the only person who entered in the
latter, two of the three prizes were transferred to the first
class. When alt the preparations had been looked after the
contestants drew lots for positions and Mr. P. M. Lnffman
took his place on the float as number one. After his rod had
been weighed and measured he poised it daintily, and with a
quick turn of the wrist sent the line whizzing out over ihe
water and dropped his fly 40 ft. from the toe line drawn
across the float. After ten minutes of careful work whip-
ping the rough surface of the lake he retired with a record of
71 ft. for the long distance cast. The other contestants fol-
lowed in regular order, each casting twenty-five times in
addition at a buoy sunk one inch in the water 40 ft. away
from the float, as a test for accuracy and delicacy, twentv-five
points being allowed for each. The total for both with the
distance cast was recorded as the final score. This appeared
at the close of the contest late in the afternoon as follows:

FIRST CLAeS.
Length Weight
of rod in of rod Dist.

p M r„e-„
fL

,?.
in

"
0z ' in tl- Delicacy Accuracy Total

P. M. Lnffman 11.2 9 71 on Q innH.K. Sweny 11.8 91 73 21 3 2?
W. D. Frotbinsham.ll.6 9 1,1. 2S o ,«,
Fred. K.Wood 11.2 8} 69 19 5 93
S- G- Spier 11.3 91 61 18 l 85Edwin Parkhurst... 10.2 7 63* 22 9 94*G.A. Brooks J1.3 91 59* 20 4 mlDayton Ball 11.2 81 65* 17 i 86W.G. Paddock 11.3 81 704 16 6 92>-
E- F Reese 11.4 8i 60 24 7 91WW. Hill 10.7 71 63 24 10 97HnwardPaddock....ll.3 9* 71 22 5 98
First Prize-Fly-rod, won by W. D Frothingham. Second—Auto-matic reel, won by P. M. Luffman. Third-Bray fly-book, won bv How-ard Paddock. Fourth-Bray fly-book, won by H. R. Sweny. Fifth-

Fifty yards enameled line, won by W. W. Hill. Sixth-Fifty yardsenameled line won by Ed-wln Parkhurst. Seventh-Two dozen
assorted trout flies, won by Fled K. Wood.

SECOND CLASS.HM. Olcott 10.7 7i 58 in 68First Prize—Automatic reel, won by H. M. Olcott.

A correspondent of Forest and Stream gives a formula for
ascertaining the weight of trout that is quite accurate, always
premising that spring fish will weigh under the weight
deduced by the formula until they have cleaned afterspawning
and thickened into ordinary breadth and depth. The writer
says:
The weight of a trout, if of normal shape, and by this I

mean not excessively Bhort and chunky, extremely so in fact
may be approximated with great closeness by the following
formula: °

LG3
W

1,030
in which W equals weight, L equals length from eye to root of
tail (not total length), and G equals girth, which, as the for-
mula shows, should be cubed. The result is the weight in
ounces. In fish, up to say 5 lbs., this is extremely~close.
In larger fish it, of course, is liable to slight differences
increasing as the fish departs from normal form."

TRAP.
Mr. E. T. Allen, at 416 Market Street, sends for trial, this

week, a new sort of cartridge which will be appreciated by
anglers especially. It is a shot cartridge made by the Union
Metallic Cartridge Company for use in pistols. The ordinary
charge of powder is used, and upon it is placed a oharge of
small shot encased in a peculiar covering, in shape like the
bullet ordinarily used, and of some transparent material.
The cartridges sent have been tried with good results. At
fifteen feet very good targets can be made with them, and
they do not seem to lead the pistol. They will be useful to
naturalists and others. We have killed many water snakes
with them, and if anglers will take trouble to do likewise
the streams will be in some degree freed from those destruc-
tive reptiles.

Elsewhere appears a letter from Mr. Martinez Chick, in
which he professes a desire to match himself against Mr.
Crittenden Robinson. As we understand the letter.Mr. Chick
is willing to shoot for S400 a side, or merely for a nominal
stake, and it seems that four hundred dollars is a sum suffi-
cient to interest even Mr. Kobinson, although that gentle-
man's aversion to small stakes when the championship is
involved is well known.
Mr Fay, we are authorized to say, is ready to match Mr.

Robinson for one thousand dollars a side against Mr. Chick,
and the latter expert may do well to address him on the
subject.

A statement was made a few days since to the effect that
Mr. Ed. Funcke desired to shoot a match race at pigeons,
and in reply thereto Mr. Al. Donaldson, of Fairfield, informs
us that he would like to match himself against Mr. Funcke,
at one hundred birds each, for S500 a side.

Doctor I. W. Hayes Jr.. of Grass Valley, and erstwhile a
member of the California Wing Shooting Club of this city,
has been in San Francisco during the week. The Doctor
reports the Grass Valley Club as flourishing.

Mr. J. K. Orr informs us that the Supervisors of Marin
County have changed tbe open season for deer in that county.
It will close on September 15th instead of December 15th.
The change is a wise one, for the reason that books go out of
season very early in Marin.

On July 31st, at San Bruno, a team match will be shot.
The captains are Captain Matthias Ault and Judge Hale Rix.
Twenty-five men on each side will participate, and the event
will be one well worth attending. The match will be at
twelve birds, Hurltngham style, for a nominal stake, the
intention being merely to have a jolly day out. The teams
are about evenly matched.

Winchester Repeating Shotgun.

Considerable time has recently been given to the study of
and experiments with a gun just put upon the market by the
Winchester Repeating Arms Company. The gun is a radical
departure from preexisting Bystems, and in some respects
seems to ns superior to any shot-shooting arm we have ever
UBed. It is a magizine gun, the chamber holding four car-
tridges, the carrier block one, and one can be placed in the
chamber, thus placing six loads under immediate conlroi of the
shooter. The repeating action is governed bv a 1. ver similar
to that used upon the Winchester rifle, and* bv oua accus-
tomed to that rifle the quick use of the shotgun is readily
acquired. The system is simplicity itself. All the few parts
of it are strong, perfectly accessible for cleaning, entirely
unlikely to breuk or wear unduly, and neat in appear-
ance. In hang and outline the gun is, in our opinion,
about right, while in finish throughout it is a marvel.
We were shown one of the first guns of the pattern
made while in New Haven in January, and were so
impressed by what seemed likely to prove just the weaoon
we had long wished, that a special order was given and "the
result has been a shotgun that for excellence of materials,
both in barrel, frame and wood work, we have never seen
excelled. Every departure from the usual model which
was specified in the order has been scrupulously exe-
cuted, and the gun is in all respects what we desired.
Of course goodness of materials and perfect workmanship
would go for nothing if in the shooting'the arm did not meet
the wishes of the owner, and with the idea of fnlly satisfying
our curiosity and determining beyond doubt the quality of
the gun, it was subjected to a test more severe than usual,
and the targets made were criticized much more sharply than
is en stomary. Shells were loaded wilh Eagle Duck, No. 3, in
loads varying from two and one-half drams to three drams
and three-quarters. The latter load in a 12 guage shell,
with two pink edge wads and one and one-quarter ounces
of shot being all that the two and five-eighths inch shell will
hold and crimp. The gun was bored for a shell of the
length noted. Several sizes of shot were used, Nos. 10,9,
8, 7, 6, 5, 4, B and B B. All of the targets were shot
to a centre, no circles being struck after shootiDg. The
shot loads varied between one ounce, the smallest used, and
one and one-qnarter ounce, ihe latter charge being used of
the larger sizes. The uniform distance was thirty-five yards.
One peculiarity was noticeable in all of the tarsets made, viz.,
the absence of balling. Even with 10's there~was tbe most
even distribution we have ever seen. The first impression
made was that the arm did not shoot very closely, but a little
reflection established the opinion that the remarkable even-
ness of the pattern and the total absence of lumpiness gave
rise to the impression.
Another maiked peculiarity of the shooting was the slight

number of shot placed outside the circles. It is not unusual,
even iu full choked guns, to find a considerable percentage
of shot striking without the circles, either because it is flat-
tened in passing the choke and falls a little short, or for
some other reason. But in the Winchester gun the boring
had been so done that the loads all seemed to carry up per-
fectly. The targets with 10s would have stopped a snipe
anywhere within a twenty-five-inch circle. With the larger
sizes of shot, up to No. 5, the same peculiar, wide, even
distribution was noticeable, the targets with all the sizes
odd and even running very even and regular. With 7s
and 8s the handsomest targetp we have ever seen
were made. Some twenty of each were shot, for the
reason that those sizes are used in trap shooting and
it is satisfactory to know precisely what a gnn will do when
match shooting. With both sizes the spread was good, while
the even distribution could hardly have been improved.
With 5s and the sizes used up to BBs the gun seemed to
shoot rather too closely, several of the targets with 4s show-
ing very little spread, although the distribution within the
circle was good. Possibly some slight change in the wad-
ding will open the targets'with the larger shot. With goose
shot or BBs the gun performed wonderfully. It is true
the range was short, but it is also true that more geese
are actually killed at short range than at long distances, and
it is also true that the shooting would have been effective at
a much longer range than that tried. No penetration pads
were at hand, but the killing power of the gun was tested on
live birds, and, as might have been expected.it proved to be a
very efficient piece. In use it is a pleasant gun. No annoy-
ing recoil was perceptible even when using three drams and
three-quarterB of powder and the limit in shot. The repeat-
ing mechanism worked freely and perfectly, and on several
occasions, to test its rapidity, four shots were fired at a blue
rock target sprung from tbe trap. It is a new gun in more
senses than one, and to many will seem hardly like a shot-
gun, but if prejudice is overcome and a trial made, there are
few who will not be pleased.
We are persuaded that it is more nearly an "all around"

gun than any heretofore made. It will be tested with ball as
Boon as those of the proper size to pass the muzzle can be
obtained, and if it performs well enough to st.ip a deer at
seventy yards with ball, it will be used by a world of men
who have desired a gun which could be relied upon to sup-
ply the camp with flesh and fowl. Several criticisms have
been made upon the gun shown. One man dislikes it because
he thinks those who use it will consume too many cartridges.
Another because in rapid firing the gnn heats. Another dis-
likes any siugle barrel. Another believes it impossible to
shoot more than one load from it at a tailing bird. None of
the objections, however, impress us, and it may be Baid that
with a little use, a strong liking for the gun will be aroused.
On one occasion the shells provided were not those made

by the Winchester Company, and we found them too thiok
in the head, as well as proue to stick in the chamber after
being discharged ; but with the Winchester shells of the proper
length there has been no trouble of any sort. The gun is
easily cleaned, being readily wiped either from breeoh or
muzzle, and can be oiled in all its mechanism with the utmost
ease. We see no reason why it should not become very pop-
ular, both in the cheaper grades and among those who fancy
exquisitely fiuished arms, such as those specially ordered
from the Winchester factory are. We learn thi

Rambo, resident agent of the Winchester Comp
hitherto been able to meet orders for the new
henceforth he will be prepared to supply them .

and dealers everywhere will, of courBe, lay in stu
to meet the demand which is certain to increase
tion as tbey are introduced.
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Wiid "West.

Editoe ot Beeedee and Sfoktsman—Having been a reader

of yonr valnble Paper the "(Beeedee and Spobtshak for
7

, timelthonght perh^von »£, t hke <o hear^fjhe

"Cal-

6ome
doings of Americans in London _

meeting with great success Miss Lillian F Smith the

ifornia Girl" is knocking the English shooters all crazy. She

has performed before ail the Koyal Family, and was presented

to the Qaeen Victoria. The Qneen complimented her very

highly on her shooting and took her Gun in her hands and

examined it and I have learned since it was the only Gnn she

ever held in her hand. There was considerable Jealousy as

Miss Smith and Buffalo Bill was the only whites presented to

her Royal Magesty. Miss Oakley being left out in the cold.

The English people can not understand rifle shooting such as

the California Girl does. But shot gun shooting is quite com-

mon in London as most every one aoes wing shooting, borne

of the Papers had it that Miss Oakley was presented to the

Queen but she was not I happened to be present one the ocac

eion being an American and having been born in California I-

was anxious to see the results of the day and Frank Butler

never lets a chance go, he is Miss Oakleys Husband but it is

not known here. He is passed as her brother he manages

Miss Oakley and has nothing else to do, while, Miss Lillian

Smith's manager is a Cow boy and takes part in every act in

the Wild West Performances and has no desire to put stuff in

the news papers Reporters heads that is not so, while this

man Butler is an old Showman and will do anything for

notriety and publicity but is no use for them to struggle for

California is bound to win for it is well in tne minds of the

people that Miss Smith is fer the best shot and no one would

like to eee California defended in her right better than I for

she can weU boast of the Champion Rifle Shot of the World

The great Wild West is in all meeting with great success and

in October I understand they go to Paris for the winter Buffalo

Bill is the Lion of the day and looked upon as the Ruler of

some great nation. The Prince and Princess of Wales The

Grand Duke Mikell of Russia, Princess Beatrice the Grand

Dnke of Battenburg the king of Denmark the King of the

Canable Isles and meny other of the Royal Family have vis-

ited the Wild West and Miss Lillian Smith has been presented

to all them and complimented very highly on her shooting

She has met with the greatest succesB ever any one has in

London and she well deserves it and California should be

prond to boast of the Champion being a native of the state

if you can Hnd space in your Valuable paper for this it will

be a great favor. Tours truly ACaluoenia.

London, Eng. June 27th, 1S87.

[The foregoing letter iB printed verbdum el literatim as

received.

—

Ed.] ^

Mr. Chick to Mr. Robinson.

Editok Beeedee asd Sportsman:—In your paper of July

9th, '87. appears the following:

"Mr Ed Fay, Grand Hotel, is trying to match Martinez

Chick to shoot Mr. Crittenden Robinson for S 1,000 a side.

Mr. Robinson and his stake are ready." Now in reply to

this I will state the following:-I have heretofore challenged

Mr Robinson to shoot a match with me at 100 live pigeons

for S400 a side, and placed a forfeit of §50 to vouch for the

same. Now, if my challenge wasnotworthy of an acceptance,

will now propose to shoot for the price of birds. M. Chick.
-»-

Gun Club.

Adams' Point was enlivened on last Saturday by the pres-

ence of eleven members of the Gun Club with friends, the

occasion being the regular monthly meeting of the club. The

day was cool and the.e was breeze enough to make the birds

lively The shootlog was peculiar mseveral respects, itessrs.

Butler Jellett, Golcher—fonrof themostreliableshots—scored

but nine each, wuile Mr. Reardon, not quite as good, fell to

four or rather four fell to him. Mr. R. B. Woodward, whose

trap work has not hitherto been as good as that of some others,

closed with a clean score of good birds. Mr. Harry Babcoek,

another superb shot, lei three birds get away. Mr Laing

alwayB kills a heavy score, and his fellow broker, Mr. Watties,

although a novice at the trap, knocked out as many as Mr.

Laing Mr. Al. HavenB seems to have lost much of his for-

mer accuracy, probably because he has not practiced to any

extent recently.
For club medalB.

Lincoln Gun Club.

The convenient grounds of the Lincoln Club, at Alameda

Mole, were crowded on last Sunday by shooters and specta-

tors, all of whom were pleased with the day's sport. The

prevalent wind carried the clays away at gTeat speed and

made the shooting unusually bard. Messrs. C. H. Cate and

Parks smashed ten in good style, several being low birds,

and in the shoot-off Mr. Cate won. In the second class Mr.

HolmeB won.
FIBST CLASS.

five screened traps. Nat'onalAt 15 clay pigeons, 18 yards riBe

ruleB. For club medals

.

Dunsbee 1 1 C

Schendel 1

Brans 10 1

Fold 1 1 1

Potter 1 1 C

Edler 1 r C

Cate 1

Lee 1

Ricbter 1
Parka

Ties at tbree pairs.

Cate 1 1 1

10 110 1-

u 1 0— 2111110110 0-000000010-
10 0-10001011 0—101001001100 1-1000001000110110 11111010

1— 7

1-10

1 1—6
I
Parks 1

SECOND CLASS.

1 1 1

10 1

111111
11

1-7
1—9
1-8
l—i
0—7
0—6
0—3

First won by Mr.

Same conditions.
TYenzel
Holmes' 1 10 110 110 1

Karney 1 110
F Cate 10
Bovee 10
Brown 1

Horber 1 10
At 10 clay pigeons, 18 yards rise; S1.00 entrance.

Brans, second by Mr. Hellish, third divided.

C. Cate 1100011101—6
Scovern 000011010 1—4
Bovee 011010 10 0-4
HolmeB 1 1100U0U1 1—5
Dunshee 111101100 1—7
Banning 1100111011-7
Campbell 0011 11110 1—7
Potter 0000 1 10 0—2
Hellish 1111011011—8
Maguire 10000110U1— 4

F. Cate 00 000 1 0—

1

Lee 0100 10010 1—4
Brans 1101111111—9
Lidstone 10 1101110 0-6
Ford 000001000 0—1
Quinton 101010001-4
Karney 1 1 0—

2

Wenzel 1 00111100-5
Casey 000010000W
Parks 101110 1 10 1—7
Horber 00011110 0-4

THE RIFLE.
Shell Mound.

The wind and dust which floated in clonds did not deter a

large no ruber from visiting Captain Siebe's delightful resort

on Sunday last. The ranges were all in use, and the practice

averaged high. _

F Company, First Infantry, held its monthly meaal contest,

with the following result:
FEBST CLASS.

Pacific Sportsmen's Club.

The monthly shoot of the club at Agricultural Park,
Sacramento, on last Sunday, resulted in very good average
scores on good birds. The match was at 12 live birds,

Hnrlingham style:

Obapman 28—2 212021211 0—9
Gotobed 30—0 2»120 , 22210— 7

R. Flohr 28—*
Kunz 28-2
Vaughn 28—1
Damm 28—*
Fass 28—0
Rebcr 28—2
Bush 28—0
Morrison .28—

2

Mannii 28-0
Nenbit 30—0

2 1 1
* 1 1 n * 1 1— 7

1 "• l 1 l 1 1 0— 7
1 1 1 l 1 i 2 1 1-10
1 1 1 2 1 1. 1 1 1— 9

n 1 i 1 s 2 0- 6

1 2 •
l 2 l 2 1 2 1—10

1 • 1 1 n 1 1 n 0— 6
1 1 1 1 1 i 1 2 i 1-11

n • 2 1 1 i 0— 4
1 1 l 1 1 1 l * * •— 7

Corporal Pendleton . 20 yds—

4

ElO yds - 2

Sergeant E. Kebrlein 200 yds—

4

500 yds-6
Private Art y)j yds—

4

600 yds—

4

Sergeant StevenB 200 yds—

4

600 yds—

4

BECOND CLASS

Corporal Taufenbach 200 yds—4 2 i

5l0 yds—4 4

4 4 4 4 4 4 4

5 5 5 4 5 3 5

4 4 4 4 4 4 4

14 3 5 4

2 4
13 4 4 4 4

3 4 4 5 4 5 4

4 3 5 2

4-40
3_39—79
4—40
3—37—77
4—38
5-38-76
5-^2
0—20—62

3 4—27—Pq

At 12 live birds, Hurlingham style; handicap

Butler 30-1 1 ° l 1

Jellett
3JJ-1

Babcoek ri ,

Woodward 2°

_ 1 1 1 1 1

10 1110 10
0— 9

1- 9

G. Levison.. .28-0

.011101 1-101111111 1—12oiiooinoio-111111
.26-

.26-0
-.28-1

1 1 1-11
1 0-
11—5

1-11

)C 1110100— 7

Divided by Messrs. Butler and Jellett.

1 1|G Levison
1 1 Babcoek 1 1

1 |

Divided between MessrB. Babcoek and

Wattles f~\
W. J. Golcher 29

W. Levison
Lainrf
Reardon
Al. Havens

Freeze-out. S2.60 entrance.

Butler 1 111
Jellett 1 1

J
1

Woodward 1 111
Freeze-out, S2.50 entrance.

Laing.
Jellett

Butler
HavenB
Babcoek

At 3 pairs, 82.50 entrance.

lDlwt 11 11 10|Golcber 11 1110
fe

1
!?" :::ii to loUwward 01 n 01

5S&:::: .:.v.::::x« n cok^ --o
Freeze-out, 52.60 entrance. Divided by MesBrs. Babcoek andWood-

ward -
' llLaing 1

1 Golcher 1

Divided by Messrs. Woodward and

3 4 4 2 3 4-33

Third Infantry,

THTBD CLASS.

CorporalJones 200yds-3 3 4

FOUETH CLASS.

B. Kebrlein 200 yds-3 4 2 4

About twenty members of E Company,

practiced at the short range. This Company has instituted a

shooting class, and the beginning last Sunday waB very cred-

itable. The members are all young men, and if the enthusi-

asm manifested last Sunday be maintained, there is material

that will make first-class marksmen in the future.

L. Barrere, C. T. Moore and A. F. Kamm shot over the '200-

yard range. Barrere made the best score in two stringB:

Barrere £00 yards—4 465545444444464546 5—89
-•-

Harbor View.

. 1 o

Golcher
Laing
Woodward..

..1 H
Divided by Messrs. Golcher and Jellett.

Babcoek..
Woodward j-

Jellett

Freeze-out, 82.60 entrance.

Golcher.
Babcoek o

Woodward L i

Jellett

Freeze-out, S2.60 entrance

Jellett 1
J

Laing 1 °

Golcher 1 1

Divided by Messrs. Jellett and Golcher.

1 I Golcher 1 111
Laing .

.1 1

At Harbor View, on last Sunday, the pretty uniform of the

"Verein Eintracht was eveiy where to be seen, the occasion

being a festival of the Verein. The shooting section held a

general prize shoot, and tne shooting stands were crowded.

At the companv targets the scores were as follows: Leo

Klotz 69; Louis" Kauffang 67; A. Streiber 64; F. D. Kuhls

6L; S. D. Hartmanchen 58; A. Stamer57;H. Schubert 56;

p/faller 52; Charles Koepke 52; J. Yung 52; L. Schmidt
51- W. Overmohle 46; — Wolff 45; Schroder 44; Hagerup
42- Fischer 32; A. Liebert 31; Tappken 26; Stehle 23;

Schsfer 21; Mueller 21; Pari 21; Forst 15; Weissel 14;

Ouval 9. A. Streier received the medal for tbe best shot,

in the first string, 25 points, and Leo Klotz the medal for the

best shot in the last round of the day, 24 points.

At the free-for-all target the scores were: A. Johnson 96;

A. Strecker 93; A. Rahwyler 92; P. Jacoby 92; J. Utschig

91; F. Kuhls 91; Leo Klotz 90; J. Stunton 89; — Dombierer

89; McLaughlin 8S; Renbold 87; E. J. Klem 87; F. Freese
86- Kauflung 86; O. F. Young 84;. E. Zahn S3; Robertson

S3; Cammings 83;Guembel 83; Klose 82; A. T. Fields 82

Stamer 81; Bertelsen 81; W. Ebrenpfort 81; Roepke 80.

First and last bull's-eye in the morniDg won by the cham-

pion Philo Jacoby, Captain F. Kuhls first, and A. Rahwyler

the last in the alternoon.
— ^ —

Sacramento.

The California team of the Nationals, as was noted in a
recent issue, won the prize in theBullard competition, and the
members of the team shot on Sunday to determine which
should own the trophy, a fine Bullard rifle, which was won
by Mr. A. Johnson, with Sergeant Ed. Hovey a good second.
Tbe conditions were fifty shots each at the Hinman target

— allowing of a possible five hundred points—200 yards; any
rifle under the rules, five points being allowed on a string for
military guns. The gentlemen all used Sharps-Borchardt.
Annexed are the scores, both Hinman and Creedmoor records
being given:

Johnson,Hinman. 7 6898 10 10 7 66888 1C 968
10 8 9 8 7 10 7 6 10 9 9 10 10 7 9 7 9
8 6 lu 9 6 10 10 3 6 8 6 10 8 6 10 7 —407

Creedmoor 44566554445 5 5554556554544
6555545455*5545554545545 4—233

Hovey-Hinman.9 96 10 678886969987 10
9 799 68 7 10 7 10 8898 10 9789696 10 968 10 686569 —399

Creedmoor 5545445554645554564554545
455655554 5 54546545555444 6—233

Klein. .Hinman—8 66898 10 7789666 10 9 10
9 78 10 96G66987 1u7 10 89
10G10 8569B10 5 10 68 77 7 —389

Creedmoor 5 456554454544455654555444
455464555545544655454545 4-228

Waltham.Hinman, 67669 87 57 8 8 10 6 9 10 5 S6769656587589 8867
988 10 69 660668 10 786 —365

Creedmoor 4 444554445554554544454444
544565544555545443445545 4—221

Carson..Hinman, 5 967 10 7947 10 966C677857666877578965 10 9
V 876 10 77867759877 —355

Creedmoor 454 454 54456444444 544
4545444455454444554 4—217

Adding the 25 points handicap allowed military rifles,

Johnson's record stands 432; Hovey's 424; Capt. Klein's 414;
Waltham's 3S0, and Carson's 3S0 points. All these gentlemen
belong to the Nationals' Shooting Club. Johnson and Hovey
tied on points at Creedmoor, eacb getting thirty-three bull's-

eyes out of the fifty shots. It is hardly possible for Johnson's
record to be beaten, as it will take over an average of 8 2-3

rings to accomplish the feat.

At the great shooting festival of the Western Bundes, held
in Chicago on June 19th, et seq., there were 35.51S shots tired.

One hundred and seventy-four sharpshooters scored on the
Union target, the first prize being won by Mr. Charles
Schmidt, of Milwaukee, with 71 rings in three shots. Mr.
Rudolph Weber, of Chicago, made the best centre of the festi-

val. At the man target Ed Richter, of Chicago, made 92
lines out of a possible 100, and received the first prize—$25.
At the bull's-eye target W. M. Wagner was ahead. He made,
in two days and a half shooting, 18S four-inch bull's-eyes.

The highest he made in one day was 79. He received in
premiums $27, and as a prize for the most bull's-eyes during
the festival §25—together S52. In the field target, out of-

a

possible 50 points, Val. Link, of Peru, Ills., made thirty-four

points and got §25 as first prize. In the King target, Val.
Link, of Peru, made 216 rings in ten shots at the 25-ring
target. He got tbe Ring medal and $15 cash. In tbe team
shooting the Davenport team carried off the first prize with
9S3 rings, an average of 19 16-100 rings per shot. The team
received $25 and the best shot in each team a gold medal.
The first goblet at the beginning of the festival was carried

off by Ed. Berger, of Davenport, and the first gold medal by
Emi) Berg, of Davenport. Out of all marksmen competing,
four—Wm. Tell, of St. Louis, R. Rom, of Milwaukee, David
Herlin, of Peru, and John Rauft from Joliet—succeeded in

hitting the nine-inch bull's-eye at the stitch target three times
in three shots. All shooting was off-hand at 200 yards,
any rifle and sights.

To-morrow the German FuBileers give a picDic at Shell
Mound, at which §S50 will be huttg up for rifle shooting.

The scores of G Company on last Sunday were:

Kerrigan—

W

alsh.

1 he return match between these gentlemen was shot at

Bird's Point on Sunday last. It will be remembered hat

&-. Walsh beat Mr. Kerrigan three weeks ago. The birds

r- ,re good and the day breezy.

At 50 birds each; Hurlingham style;

ri
^
an *

1 111111010100111011010101™- ;ah 1101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 0-36
1110111010111101111101111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 U I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-40

for ?1C0 a Bide. 'Won by Mr.

".errigan.,

Captain Hall 4 6

Lieutenant Flaherty 4 4

Sergeant Sbeehan 6 4

Sergeant Heffernan 4 4

Sergeant Kennedy 3 4

Corporal Lowell 4 4

Corporal Sbeehan 6 4

Private Dunpby 4 5

Private McMillan 4 3

Private Steans 4 3

Private Nutte 4 4

Private Kershaw 3 3

Private Klein. 6 3

Private Poulter 4 4

54 44444 3- 41
4 4 5 4 4 4 4 5—42
4 3 5 4 4 4 4 4—41
4 6 4 4 4 4 4 6—U
4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4—38
4 5 5 4 4 4 4 4—4'.!

4 4 4 5 6 4 4 4-43
4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4—4!
4 4 4 4 4 5 4
4 3 6 4 4 4 4

4 6 4 2 5 4

2
4U

4—39
4-40

BASE BALL.
California League Record.

Altas
Greenbood fc Morana..
Haverlys
Pioneers

Total lost..

652
100

Random Shots.

3 4 4 4 4 4 4 3—36
4 4 4 5 3 4 4 4—40
6 4 5 4 4 6 5 4—44

Scores of honorary members at the same range:

Sergeant O. E. Hughes 5 4

Sergeant J.L. Hughes 6 4 *
Corporal Paulaell 4 4 4

POOL-SHOOTING.
Capt Hall 6435344444—40 Heffernan
poulter 644464554 5—45 E. Sbeehan
Paulsell' 33 4 4464 6 4 4—40
Hughes 4544*4454 4—42
Kennedy 4 434334*4 4—38
McMillan ....346444434 4-39

4 4 4 E 4 5 6 4-44
4 5 4 6 6 4 4 4—44
4 4 4 4 6 4 4 4—41

4445444*4 4—41
534444444 4—40
544545344 4—43

Dunpby 54464544* 3—42
Klein 644*4 nil 4—40

W. Sbeehan.

^X$&^&?W? off" Bpecial "SSiJ^bf
at°™ t "*-"—»-" *•

Two more for the Haverlys.

And another for the Alias.

To-day the giants meet again.

Mullee improves in his pitching with each game he plays.

Last Sunday's game was the greatest batting one of the

season.
Here's a prediction: The club winning to-day's game will

be the champions for 1887.

The Haverlys are confident of winning the game to-morrow
against the A. & G's, at Sacramento.

Hen. Moore is a good batter, but he seldom hits the ball

until two strikes have been called on him.

Jim Fogarty is doing the best batting for the Phillies, mak-
ing a "homer" in nearly every game he plays.

President Mone has returned from his trip to the Yose*
mite, looking none the worse for his ten days' recreation.

The Bostons are playing spleudid ball, and when the season

ends will be at least third in the race, if not better.

The Cbicagos lost the last game of the series with New
York. The reason is apparent. Van Haltren did not play.

Morris gets in once in a while and pitches a phenomenal
game. One day last week the Senators batted him safely but

* four times.
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It is said that Incell makes no effort whatever to strike oat
Nick Smith when he comes to the bat, believing it nest to
impossible to do so.

It is said that the Stocktonites are so sure of winning to-

morrow's game from the Haverlys, that they are offering bets
of 3 to 1 agaiost the Haverlys.

Active steps are being taken in San Jose towards the organ-
ization of a ball club, with the idea in view of being admit-
ted into the League next season.

Lorrigan is keeping up his splendid work. In last Sun-
day's game at Los Angeles he retired fifteen on strikes, and
allowed the opposing team but two hits.

Manager Harris has secured another catcher to relieve Stein
of some of the back-stop work. He is not willing to make
known his name yet, but will in a few days.

The ever quiet and non-committal Gagus has not yet
found his namesake with the SI.00 Greenback. He is laying
low for him, and should he find him the "fur will fly."

In the two games Clements has played with the G. & II'f,

he has proven himself to be a first-class man in the infield,

and Manager Kobinson was very fortunate in securing him.

The batting practice of the clubs of the League is having a
good effect, and all the players are hitting the ball hard and
all the pitchers' records will suffer yet before the season is

over.

There will be a very sorry looking set of individuals
around the Oberon nest week should the Haverlys be snowed
under in to-morrow's game by the A. & G's. But stranger
things have happened.

Many think Incell is breaking down, but the truth is the
playeis against whom he pitches are fast becoming splendid
batters, and he is not giviog out at all; on the contrary he i?

pitching as well now as he ever did.

The Nationals are at present without a manager, on account
of the resignation of Farraday. The team is composed of a
crowd of unruly and kicking colts, and to manage them is, to

say the least, a thankless job.

Kerrigan, the one-armed twirler of the Nationals, pitched
his first game last Sunday, and proved quite effective. Dar-
ing the game he made a phenomenal catch of a hot liner direct

from the bat, which made him a favorite at once.

Blakiston is very ansious for Manager Bobinson to find

some one else to play third base, so that he can go into the held
and show some of the sleepy ones how to co^er ground and
how to jadge fly balls when they are hit into the out-field.

"Talent will assert itself and it is estremely difficult to

bury it in oblivion," a good but unfortunate "ball player"
remarked to Mr. Michael Fisher in the Press stand, last Sun-
day morning, as he behela his old pal, Pope, playing with
the Nationals.

Manager Finn is making arrangements for an Eastern
catcher, and if successful he will be here in about two weeks.
He is at present catching for one of the Pennsylvania League
clubs. His style and manner of catching greatly resembles
that of I aul Cook.

When the crowd last Sunday hissed Umpire Sheridan for

giving a decision which did not satisfy them, no one enjoyed
the scene more than es-Umpire Forman. His face was all

aglow, and the espression he wore seemed to say, "You know
how it is yourself."

Pape, PJcenis-like, has arisen from his ashes and started

anew on his career. He made his re-entry into the arena
last Sunday by playing with the Nationals. He played so
well that an ardent admirer of true genius presented him
with an elegant bouquet.

The press stand was again filled last Sunday by a crowd of

people devoid of common sense and decency, who could not
tumble to the fact that they were not wanted. In future their

names will be published and comments made, and then per-

haps they will make themselves scarce.

Tne Haverly people scorn the idea of any other club win-

ning the pennant. They say it belongs to them by right of

possession, and that it will be an utter impossibility to wrench
it from their grasp. Wait a little while, boys, the season is

not over yet, and many changes are likely to occur.

Hugh Smith will not be able to play ball for some time to

come, which will work him a great hardship, because he will

not be able to fill his position in the Fire Department, and
will be laid off without pay. But being hurt during a game
entitles him to pension from the Pioneer Club, which he will

probably receive.

Clements has fully shown his ability to play an in-field

position, and it might be well for manager Bobinson to play

him at third and put Blakiston on first and send Byan to the

out-field, or keep Byan where he is and transfer Blakiston

to the field- Such a change as this would make the G. & M's
infield the strongest in the league.

To-morrow's game between the Haverlys and the A. & G's

at Sacramento is likely to be a pitcher's, game, for the Stock-

ton boys will not be able to do much with Inc ell's curves,

and it is quite probable that Lorrigan will fool the Haverly
batsman, although they anticipate something of a pic-nic

when they encounter him.

Manager Bobinson is yet hopeful that the G. & M's will

make a grand showing in the race. The club has been play-

ing of late much better games than the others of the League,
but they have been playing in much harder luck than the

rest. Van Haltren will be here in the fall and will pitch for

the club in the last four games they play.

It is said that Manager Harris is deserving of more credit

than any other individual for the present standing of the

Haverlys in the pennant race. He instructs his men as to

how to conduct themselves at critical stages in a game, and if

they obey him they are generally victorious. He has the best

head of any in the profession here; he is, in fact, the Anson
of the Pacific Coast.

"Live" Taylor, although it is many years since he was
given this nick name, shows in every game that he is still

quite lively, although the oldest player in the profession here.

Last Sunday he went to the bat five times, made five runs,

hit the ball safely three times, including a two-bagger, stole

four bases, and had two put-outs to his credit without an
error. A record to be proud of.

The ball pitcher Van Haltren is becoming famous over

both continents. He probably couldn't name the capital of

the United States, and" it is doubtful if he can tell for what
event the Fourth of July is celebrated. He's an American
hero all the same.

—

Oroville Mercury.
[The Mercury man is not well. He is melancholy and

apparently proud of it. Of the two or three men he will admit

he does not know, Mr. Van Haltren is one. That ball player

is a quiet, civilly-spoken, genteel, common-school boy,

perhaps not so favored as the Orovillain to whom reading

and writing may have come "by nature," but, nevertheless

a fair exemplar of intelligent Americanism .

—

Ed
.

]

The G. & M's hard luck is become proverbial. They got
another dose of umpire last Sunday at Sacramento, which lost

them the game.

Arrangements have been completed by Mr. Appleton with
President Mone for the wintering here of the New York
Giants. They will arrive here about the last of November
and remain during December and January. The team will

be as follows: Keefe, p; Brown, c & 1 f ; Connor, 1 b; Bich-
ardson, 2 b; Denny. 2 b; Ward, s s; Ewing, If & c; Gore, c
f; and the "only" Mike Kelly, r f.

Beub. Lovy. whether on or off the field, never fails to

attract attention. While passing along Pine St. Monday
afternoon one's attention could not help being attracted to an
animated group assembled at thecorner of Battery Street. The
center of this group was Gagus, surrounded by Hen. Moore,
Jim McDonald and Jack Donahue. They were all talking
loudly and pointing above their heads which caused others
to stop and look, and the crowd increased. One, however,
stood apart from the rest, on the top floor of a building before
an open window. He was hard at work finishing a pair of

brogans, and seemed oblivious to the scene being enacted below
and of the admiringeyes turned toward him. The hard-work-
ing cobbler was none other than the handsome Beub. Levy,
and he never would have looked up from his work had it not
been for the fact that Gagus had perched himself upon an
empty bos, and was entertaining the crowd with a lecture on
going to balls, and what he knew of a man who owned a one
dollar greenback.

Haverlys vs G- <& M's.

These clubs meet for the seventh time this season last Sat-

urday, and the G. & M's were unfortunate in losing the game
when, all things considered, they ought to have won, Twice
was Shea put on tat the plate when he ought to have scored both
times, and would have done so had it not been for the stupid
coaching of the men of his team appointed for that purpose.
Meegan pitched for the victors, and although very wild at

times, did fairly well. The support rendered him by the

entire nine was escellent indeed, tbey making in all but three

errors. The feature of their playing was the catchins of a
hot liner by Meegan, which came with such force as to almost
knock him down. Donahue was way off in his fielding,

making two inexcusable errors.

The G. & M's, too, played a splendid game in the field,

making but four errors, and did the best batting. Knell did

the pitching for the Oaklanders, and was very effective,

allowing his opponents but five hits. He was very unfortunate,

however, in sending four men to the initial on balls, three of

whom succeeded in making runs. Shea, as usual, played a

good second, and although he made two errors, they were both
excusable. Clements, a former catcher of the Harvard Col-

lege Club, made his first appearance with the G. & M's, play-

ing shortstop, and plainly showed by his clever work that he
will be a valuable acquisition to the nine. His only fault

was a weakness at the bat, which, with proper practice, he
will no doubt overcome.

finding some one to take his place; Buckley was finally

found and took his place at the bat. He played third base
and did well.

The crowd in attendance was one of the largest of the
season and esceedingly good natnred, and they readily over-
looked all poor plays as the game wore on and the excite-

ment increased. Following is the score:

HAVEELYS.
IB. B. BH.

Bennett, 11).... 3 1

Hanley.2 D....4 1

Donahue, 8 S...4 1 1
Fisher. If '»

Sweeney, 3 D...-4

Levy, c f £
Meegan, p 4
Stein, c 3

Lawton, r f 2

1

1 1

2 1U
2 11 3

10

GBEEXHQOD 4 SIOBASS.
TB.B.BH.BS.PO. A. E.

Long. C f 5
McDonald, c. ..3 1

Blakiston, 3 b..3 2
Ryan, lb £ 1

Borchers, I f...S 1
Shea, 2 b 4
Knell, p 2
Donovan. 1 f...4
Clements, s a.

A

113 3
10 12
1 1 12 1

2 10 1113 4 2
10 4 1

3 3

Totals 30 7 5 8 27 18 3 Totals 32 5 7 5 24 17 4
BUNS BY INNINGS.

Haverlys 4 2 1 *—7 i
G. & M's 2 3 0—5

Earned runs—Haverlys 2. G. & M's I. Three-base hit—Ryan. Two-
base hit—Bennett, Shea, Borchers, Lawton. First base on error—Hav-
erlys i, G. & M's 3. Left on bases -Haverlys 2, G. i M's 6. Ease on
called balls—Haverlys 4, G. & M's 5. Struck out—Meegan 8, Knell 1

Double plays —McDonald to Blakiston, Ryan to McDonald. Passed
balls—Stein 3. Wild pitch—Meegan 3.

The Nationals and Will & Fincks were the contesting clubs in

the morning game, and played pooTly. The Nationals played

much the best game and won as they liked. Kerrigan, a one-

armed man, pitched for the Nationals and did quite well.

His catching of a hot liner, right from the bat, was the feature

of the game.

Gately.c f 4

Tillson. ss 6 -z

F. Delmas,lb..5 3

Tribeau, 1 f 4 2

Pope. 2 b 4 2
Thompson. 3 b.4 1

Blake, c 3

Flynn, r f...

Kerrigan, p

Totals .

3 11110
1 11

10 2

.4

.2 1

10 2 5 10

Sm'tb.p 4

Prutt, rf 5
Levique, 3 b... 5
English, s S....4 a
Durkin, 2b... 3 2

Gray, lb 5

Gormley, 1 f .. 4 1

Swett.c 3

Bradley, c f 3

3 2 2 1 10
10

3 3 4 3 3 2
2 2 11

2 3

7
1 1

6 7 2
2 10 1

15 11 6 24 15 6 Totals 36 12 10 11 24 21 11

BITNS BY INNINGS .

Nationals 1 14 2 4 3—15 |
Will & Fincks ....30005004—12

Earned runs—Will k Fincks 1, Nationals 1. Two base hits—Tillson,
Tribeau. First base on errors—Will & Fincks 4, Nationals 8. Left on
bases—Will & Fincks 4, Nationals 3. Bases on called balls—Will &
Fincks 5, Nationals 7. Struck out -By Kerrigan 6, by Smith 3. Passed

*alls - Swett 6, Blake 3. Wild pitches —Smith 1 , Kerrigan 1. Umpire—
Sheridan.

Haverlys vs. Pioneers.

After a long and miserably played, though very exciting

and hard fought game, the Haverlys, last Sunday, climbed

one higher on the championship ladder by defeating the Pio-

neers after the tail-enders had won the game at least once.

Three straight was about as much prosperity as the Pioneers

could stand, and by losing this game they still remain safely

ensconced in fourth place, whereas, if they had won the

game, thev would have exchanged places with the G. & M's.

The game was a terrific slugging one from beginning to

end, and the fielders were kept busy chasing the sphere, the

Haverly men having more to do in this respect than their

opponents, for Incell received much the worse punishment

of the two pitchers, being batted for fifteen hits with a total

of twenty-five bases, which is probably the worst punishment

he has ever received.

Crosby and Morgan constituted the battery for the Pioneers,

and, taker together, they areanytbingbutasuccess. Crosby

was batted hard and often, but not so bad as Incell. Mor-

gan was given a trial as the receiver of Crosby and was a

failure, having five passed balls, four of which were very

costlv, for they allowed a3 many runs. He is, without doubt,

a hard and earnest worker, but if he did his best last Sun-

day he is no catcher at all. Gagus had a sprained ankle

and could not play, so Carroll was placed at second and was a

rank failure. Moore, Taylor and Nick Smith lead their

nine in fielding and batting. H. Smith was retired in the

first inning, owing to an accident which befell him. He was

at the bat and Incell pitched one of his swift in-shoots which

struck him on the fore arm with Buch force as to break one

of the small bones. The game was delayed half an hour

p:oseebs.

Moore, cf 5
Carroll, 2 b 4

J. Smith, lb.,.5
Taylor, If ....5
Bucklc-y, 3b.„.4
N. Smith, s S...5
Perrier, r f 5
Morgan, c C
Crosby, p 5

2 3 12110 2 12
2 1 12 2
5 3 4 3

2 10 14 1

2 4 2 2 4 1

10 2

haverlys,
tb.b.bh.:

Bennett, 1 b ..6 2 2
Hanly,2b 5 2 3
Incell, p 5 2
Donahue, s s 4 1 1
Sweeney, 3 b..5 1

Levy, c f.. 5 3
Meegan, If 5 2
Stein, c 5

Lawton, rf 5 2

1

2 1

18
2

1
n io
2 o

Totals 43 14 15 7 27 17 10 Totals 35 15 14 8 27 26 6

BUNS BY INNINGS.
Pioneers 3 3 14 3 u—14

I
Haverlys 1 3 2 5 4-15

Earned runs—Pioneers 1, Haverlys 4. Two-base hits—Buckley,
Moore, Bennett, N. Smith, Taylor, Perrier. First base on errors—Pio-
neers 4, Haverlys 6. Left on bases—Pioneers 6, Haverlys 6. Struck
out—By Incell 9, by Crosby 2. Double plays—Stein, Hauly and
Incell. Passed balls—Morean 5, Stein 3. Wild pitches—IncpU 2,
Crosby 3. Time of game—Two hours and thirty minutes. Umpire

—

Sheridan.

Sacramento.

Snowflake Park was again crowded on Sunday last, to see
the brilliant game by the Altas and Greenhood & Morans.
The G. & M's played a new short stop in Clements. He
played his position well but was erratic at the bat. The
home club went first to bat. Caveny made a clean hit to
centre field, and on a bad throw of Borchers to first he ran to
third. Powers also ma ie a drive to centre, bringing Caveny
home. Anderson was put out at first, but Powers had
slipped around to third and accepted the opportunity to tally.

Mullee was assisted out at first by Shea. McLaughlin got
a base on balls, stole second and third, but Newbert's "fan-
ning" stopped his career.

Io th.i fourth inning Blakiston, of the G. & M's, hit safely
to left field, as also did Byan. Borchers changed the pro-
gramme by sending the ball to right field, and Blakiston
scored. Shea's effort to Anderson was captured, and Kyan
was put out at the plate. Donovan struck to first, and Bor-
chers perished in an attempt to tally. Clements hit to centre
field and Shea came in. Creegan wafted.

The visitors made an addition to their credit account in
the seventh inning, when Donovan hit to right field safely,

advanced to third on a passed ball, and was brought home by
Creegan, whose lift to Meagher was dropped.
The Altas did not make any ruoa from the first until the

ninth inning, and their friends began to feel much worried.
The ninth opened with Mullee's getting his base on balls and
stealing second, following it up by stealing third. McLaugh-
lin expired at the initial. Newbert hit a little one to the
pitcher, who hesitated a second and then threw to first, the
ball arriving just ahead of the runner, who collided with the
first baseman, spoiling the latter's chance to throw Mullee
out at home. The Greenhood's instituted a vigorous kick,

claiming that Newbert interfered with the first baseman
intentionally, and that Mullee's run should not count. The
umpire did not see it in that light, and Shea became so
excited that he called the umpire a liar, for which he
wa3 fined §10. The visitors did not add to their score in
this inning, and it was necessary to play another, which the
spectators watched in a fever of excitement.
Meagher led off with a clean hit to centre field and was

applauded. Caveny did equally well to right field, and
there was more applause. Powers sent the bail to left field,

and McDonald made a fine catch, putting bim out, and bv a
double play with Shea retiring Meagher also. There was not
so much cheering jnst then. With two men out Anderson
rapped the ball to left field nicely, and Mullee followed with
a fine drive to right, bringing in Cavenny and Anderson,while
the spectators, wild with delight, threw up their hats and
yelled until they were hoarse. The side retired with Mc-
Laughlin being put out at first.

The Greenhoods went to the bat with just a hope, and that

was all. Long sent a hot one to Anderson, whose splendid
jumping catch of it was good to see. McDonald knocked the
ball high in the air, and Robertson got under it, but had to

swing his body around, and as he did so he commenced to

fall. Without trying to save himself, he held his hands up
for the ball, and grasped it as he thumped down upon the
ground. Everybody appreciated it and showed the appreciation
as best he could. The inning so brilliantly conducted by
the Alta fielders had a fitting termination when Flint made a
grand running catch of Blakiston's high bit, and the cheers
that followed might have been heard in the business portion
of the city.

Cavenny, r f— 5

Powers, 1 b 6

Anderson, 3 b...5

Mullee, p 3

McLaughlin, C..4

Newbert, s s... 4

Flint, cf 4
Robertson, 2b. .4

Meagher, If 4

1 11

3 1111
Totals 38 5 9 9 30 23 4

GBEENHOOD * MOBANS.
IB.B.BH.BS.PO.

Long, c f 4
McDonald. If. .5

Blakiston, 3 b..5
Byan, lb 5
Boicbers, p 4

Shea,2b 2
Donovan, r f .. .4

Clements, s S...4
Creegan, c 4

1

2 1

o o n

13 1
1 1 12
1 7 1

Totals 37 3 6 4 30 23 3

BUNS BY INNINGS.
Altas 2 00000001 2—5

| G. & M's....O 00200100 0—3
Earned runs—Altas 2, G. & M's 2. Left on bases-Altas 7. G. & M'S

6. Base on called balls— Altas 2, G. & M's 3. Struck out—Mullee 5.

Boichers 8. Double plays—Powers, Clements and Ryan, McDonald
and Shea. Passed balls—McLaughlin 3, Creegan 1, Wild pitch

—

Borchers 1. Time of game—Two hours. Umpire—Ralph McKune.

CALIFOENIA

BASEBALL LEAGUE GROUNDS
End ol' Ha tell i -street (able Road.

I II AMPICOS1 IIP (JAMES.

Saturday, July 23th., at 3:30 P. M.
ALTAS vs. HAVERLYS.

SUNDAY, JULY 24th, 1887.
At 1 1 O'clock A. 91.

CLBVBLANDS vs. ALCAZARS.
At 2 O'clock P. M.

GREENHOOD & MORANS vs. A~
Admission 25 nnd IO cents. Ladies Vre

scai«. «5 cents extra on Mindays. Reserved se .

Sundays are on sale at Gunst'a cigar store, jUDOiion
O'Faxrell Streets, until noon on day of game.
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Dates Claimed.

Bay District Association, San Francisco, Aug. 6th to 13th.
Santa Clara Valley Association, San Jose, Aug. 15th to 2ith.
Sonoma County, *, P. Association, Santa Rosa, Aug, 22d to 27th.
Sonoma and Marin District, Asso. Petaluma, Aug. 29th to Sept. 3d.
State Fair, Sacramento, Sept. 12th to 24th.
Nevad- State Fair, Reno. Sept. 21st to Oct. lBt.

Stockton, Sept, 27th to Oct. 1st.

Sixth District Agricultural Asso., Los Angeles, Oct 10th to 15th.
Monterey Agricultural Asso., District No. 7, Salinas, Oct. 4th to 8th.
Chico Fair, Chico, Sept. Hh to 10th.
Mount Shasta Agricultural Asso., Yreka, Pept. 28th to Oct. 1st.
Thirteen District Agricultural Society, Marysville, August 30th to

September Hd.

Plumas, Lassen, Sierra and Modoc Counties, Susanville, October 1st
to 5tb inclusive.
Seventeenth Agricultural District, at Glenbrook Park, Sept 6th to

10th.
Golden Gate Fair Association, Oakland September 5th to loth.

Close at Hand.

One week from nest Monday, that being the first of

August, Anno Domini, 1887, the circuit entries, with the

exception of the Nevada State Fair, will close. It would

seem that there should be little necessity for calling

attention so often to what all interested must know,
though our experience has been that people are prone to

overlook the closing of entries more than other things

not nearly so important, and hence frequent jogging of

their memories is not out of the way. Then, again, there

are a few who need "bracing up," They become unnec-

essarily alarmed at the big stories which are always fly-

ing around about this time of the year, particularly in

relation to green horses. We have invariably found it a

good plan to make engagements whenever we had a fair

horse in the class to which it belonged, and this rule will

hold good in a large majority of cases. Frequently the

very fast ones prove unsteady when brought before the

publio, and others, not nearly so promising in their work,

be stimulated by the excitement so as to exceed by far

the expectations of their ownerB. With the division of

the money which prevails a man must be in hard luck

who cannot make expenses, and then there is the oppor-

tunity to make an "honest dollar" in the pools. We do

not like to see people make a practice of wagering on

other horses in a race in which those they own are

engaged, but no one will find fault with a man who
"hedges his stake" by investments on others, always
bearing in mind, however, not to be in a position to be

better off by losing than winning. Then, too, let him
give an open &upport, but above everything show, with

all possible emphasis, that to win is an obligation above
all others and which is fully recognized. There should be

another inducement. In order to keep up the sport it is

necessary that there should be support. If only those

enter who are sure of winning it will not be long until

associations will curtail their premiums, and when your
time comes there will be little to gain. Luck is apt to

run in cycles. Some men are doomed to one of nearly as

long duration as the "meteoric cycle," while others ate up
and down with every change of the moon. But in the

sports of the turf and track it is rare that a devotee does

not have some good luck, and failure one season is recom-
pensed with a real good run the next. There is still

another incitement. To those who have any fancy for

fine stock, who admire the products of the earth, who
like to meet pleasant people, who, to put it in a few words
admire a good time on general principles, there cannot
be a pleasanter outing than to make the circuit of the
r -a. To those who can spare the time there is a con-

'i iai attraction, and the trouble will be to know which
1

:j ..'loose when there is a clashing of dates. In the way
ok making entries contiguicy is likely to govern, and the

handiest place to reach he the one visited.

The advertisements will have to be consulted to obtain

the details, as the places and purses are so numerous

that even a synopsis would require a great deal of space.

There is a wide range of events to select from, and horses

of every class can find a place to suit.

We expect to witness the finest array of trotters ever

seen in California, and in addition to that the best lot,

when the numbers are considered, ever congregated in

any country.
The racing, too, is bound to be of a high class, as, not-

withstanding the large number of horses in the East, the

home division is formidable. Grand fairs, grand sport,

the weather is sure to be grand; a grand time all through

the circuit is what we confidently predict.

Mutual Pools.

Having descanted, though briefly, on betting rooms

and auction pools, we may as well have our say regard-

ing mutuals. We believe that this system will grow in

favor, and that m tae future it will be the favorite

method of speculating on races. It is eminently a fair

way of investment. In auction pools it may be trouble-

some to get a ticket for the sum which it is desired to

invest, and the odds in the books not satisfactory. The

strongest argument against the "French" is that when

a person desires to play a large sum it cannot be got on.

This can be obviated by increasing the value of the

tickets. These might run $5, $10, $20, $50, and on

some occasions §100 for a ticket. For the latter amount

there would either have to be a large number of starters

so as to group a number in "the field," or a race where

there were a few starters of sufficient capacity to ensure

suppoit for those least fancied. The percentage might

be graded by the value of the tickets. It is as much
labor to issue a ticket for five dollars as for a hundred,

and while the usual percentage could be charged for

small denominations, a reduction on the larger could be

made with advantage. This would secure an increased

number of patrons for the larger, as those who invest

considerable sums are the most apt to count the cost.

There are many who attend race3 that object to the noise

of the auctioneer or the shouting of the bookmaker.

There need not be any loud talk in connection with

mutual sales. The clerk who receives the money can

announce in an audible tone what the purchase is, and a

glance at the indicator shows the aggregate. Were the

speculation confined to this system it would pay the con-

tractor to put on boxes enough to do the work without

undue crowding. There is no writing of tickets, little

bother with books. There is less chance for mistakes,

and the record easily kept. The odds are fixed by the

purchasers more emphatically than in the auction sales,

as in the lattei the excitement of bidding may cause the

buyer to "oveTpiay" himself. There cannot be a fairer

method, notwithstanding tricks may have been practiced.

By observing the least caution buyers can know exactly

the standing of every pool, and when the whole attention

was given to this one system, it would be a smart rogue,

indeed, that got away with a swindle. Popular whereever

given a fair trial, it is not unreasonable to expect that

under a more comprehensive method of doing the busi-

ness improvements will follow. The bookmaking frater-

nity were so strong in Australia that they were enabled

to get a law passed forbiding the "totalisator," as it was

evident that it was destined to encroach on their business,

and though there were violent prejudices against it

when first introduced into India, it has grown in favor.

A combination of auction and mutual pools, in our

estimation, affords every facility for speculation on races,

and with mutuals of larger values and a decrease of per-

centage, we cannot see wherein it can be bettered.

The Footrace Robbery.

The daily papers have harped a good deal over the

loss of money by Gr. Valensin, the general refrain being

what were supposed to be witticisms at the expense of

the loser. As we look at it, after hearing what we
believe to be a true statement, we do not consider that

Mr. Valensin merits the position awarded. It is simply

this. He had done Archie McComb several kindnesses,

among other good offices loaning him money to quite an

amount. When Archie assured him that he could make

a match with a man in Stockton, provided he could get

the money, he concluded to advance that also. He had

implicit confidence in the capacity of McComb, and at

one time would have backed him against Kittleman. He
felt quite positive that there was no footracer in Stock-

ton who could compete with his man, and that it was a

safe proposition to loan him even so large an amount of

money as he did. He could not believe that anyone

would be so utterly depraved as to return his many
friendly offices by downright robbery, and that a profes-

sional footracer even would be far above such conduct.

His kindly feelings for the ingrate caused him to pay no

attention to warnings, and he was ready to lend aid which

would resuU in so much benefit to his protege. If rmy have

been that he was actuated in part by the desire to win
money, though there is scarcely a question that his chief
motive was to befriend McComb. Less warm-hearted
men would have observed greater caution. Had Mr. Val-
ensin known more of these pirates of the paths he would
not have been caught. He has had his money stolen and
the scribblers for the press exalt the thief, endeavor
to degrade the person who was robbed, or, at least,

place him in a ridiculous position. Not a word of cen-
sure for a heartless villian who richly deserved the cat-
o-nine tails.

Betting Rooms.
Betting rooms or racing must go. If the former evil

is not abolished before long, racing is likely to be a tra-
dition. The law of New York and Illinois must prevail
over the whole country, or those States which permit
book-betting in public any day in the year will have to
forego the benefits which follow properly conducted rac-
ing. The "hand-write" is on the wall. The sign is too
plain to require a seer. Those who have a direct pecun-
iary interest in the rooms, if at all candid, are ready to
acknowledge the baneful influence. Under the incubus it

is difficult for clubs of standing to guard against fraud.
Pseudo associations foster rascality, as rascality can be
made to pay a big dividend. There is little question
that Brighton Beach, or at least some of the managers,
profit largely by swindling races. The betting rooms in
far-off cities are the means by which the swindle is made
the most remunerative. Prom the cards shown at home
the game would be closed. The betting is usually the
best guide to discover fraudulent racing, and were it

apparent that money was placed to an undue extent on
horses which stood little show of winning, suspicions
would be aroused. The betting being normal, less atten-
tion is given, and there is a ready reply to those who
question. There is very little doubt that commissions
have been sent here to back horses which were fixed to
win, and we are pleased to learn that Killip & Co. have
resolved to do no more busiuess where there is a likeli-
hood of repetition, and have marked Brighton Beach off
their slate. This was necessary to protect themselves
and those who were not in the secret. It cut both ways.
Bookmakers who have not secret intelligence of what
is to be done are not the only ones who suffer. Honest
bettors ground their opinion upon public winning, and
do not depend upon being; placed on the inside. Honest
racing gives them a chance. When things are crooked
beforehand they are lucky, indeed, if a cold scrap falls
on their plate. Heretofore we have called attention to
the incentives foi wrong-doing which book-betting pre-
sents-temptation all around. The layer is tempted to
have horses made safe which he stands heavily against-
the owner is tempted by the opportunities to make'defeat
profitable; trainers are suborned by the hope of mak-
ing a larger sum at one coup than their salary for a
year, and jockeys are blinded by the glittering gold to
betray their masters.

With betting restricted to the grounds on which the
races are run, and limited to the afternoon on which the
contests take place, the evil is lessened. No time is given
for consultation, and nefarious schemes are far more dif-
ficult to carry out. It is true that they can be arranged
previous to the race, but, as has been said, suspicions Ire
easily aroused, and when the money has to be gotten on in
a hurry, the tracks of the conspirators are difficult to
cover. There are plenty of dry leaves and twigs how
ever, between New York and San Francisco, and when
the cipher comes to lay against one horse as though he
were dead and back something else, if handled with any
kind of astuteness it goes through all right. We learn
from good authority that matters were fixed so "dead
aright" that combinations were made with certainty
When these winners can be spotted and various rooms
victimized on this kind of a play there must be some-
thing besides the blind goddess to direct the selection
But there is little neceesity for dwelling on what must

ba apparent. Few will deny that book-betting offers
premiums for fraud that would not otherwise prevail andwhen there is a clear motive there are good grounds for
the belief that the desire will be gratified.

Gilt Edge.
In making the assertion that many of the mares bred to

Antevolo, the pedigrees of which were omitted, were ofgood breeding, the verification is sure to follow No a
71 and 73 were blank, and the following has been
received from Mrs. Skinner, their owner.
No 71. Pride of the West, chestnut bred hvth* i *Mr. Skinner, Napa, California/by Alcona ?« T f J

ata

by Cassms M. Clay Jr., 22; second aam by JoeDownut **
No. 73. Fantma, brown, bred by Gen W t w&Fairlawn, Kentucky, by Almont S? hW '

J' ithe'8 '

Williams, by AleXander'/Abdanah 'second dam bvT^Tthud dam by Robert Bruce; fourth dam

b

y Vil^^^
The Dutch Racine and Trotting Ajacnm Q M-„„

ing at CUage^al pU, «haCVS^on^ta
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Pool-Selling,

The pool-seller who does a legitimate business, that is,

one who depends strictly on his commission, has no
motive for crooked work. It does not make any differ-

ence to him what horse wins, and it is manifest that he
has no use for touts or nobblers. He is not hampered
with heavy expenses. A few clerks, books and tickets

comprise his stock. If ho confines his operations to the
grounds on which the races come off, he has no rent
to pay. He does not pay tribute to the telegraph, neither
does he need the services of agents at the various training
grounds; he is self-supporting; he has the confidence of
buyers and this may be termed his capital. One of this

sort cannot be associated with fraudulent races. There
is no object to be gained by corrupting those who have
charge of the horses. He does not seek to influence

judges. Straightforward racing and straightforward
judges are subservient to his interests, and consequently
he is a potent advocate of honest contests.

The pool-buyer is on a different platform. He must
"pick the winner," and this is troublesome enough. He
is not so directly interest in the defeat of a horse as the
book-maker, inasmuch as the whole field must be beaten
to advance his interest. If he had bought Richmond in
the Suburban, Ben Ali and Quito beiug left at the post
would be no advantage. He would not win the money
laid on them, whereas the "fielder" could count that so

much clear gain the moment the flag of the starter fell.

Had he bought Eurus in the pools, then the starter

would have been a valuable coadjutor. But however
favorable the start it would not make a certainty

of winning, whereas defeat was assured. Now one
book-maker would be likely to have more at stake
by the defeat of one of those left than the largest

pool-buyer would invest. Hence this interest would so

far overshadow that of a backer that there would be little

chance for comparison. It is much easier to select a
horse which is likely to lose in a large field of horses

than one to win, and still easier to beat one by a bad start

than to secure victory by a foul send-off. All things con-

sidered it is to the interest of the pool-buyer that there

should be honest racing, for though he might be bene-
fitted occasionally by being made a partner in the rascal-

ity, he would suffer in the end.

At all events the pool-buyer who limits his invest-

ments to what he can lose without serious detriment to

his finances or mental disturbance, will be in a better

frame of mind than he who has won money more dis-

honestly acquired than the plunder of a highwayman.
That associations which give premiums for racing and

trotting are more interested in pool-selling than book-

making is so palpably manifest that it is a waste of time

to present elaborate arguments, especially when there
is no restriction on the business. The betting rooms of
San Francisco will tell disastrously against the fairs of
the circuit. That is the attendance from the city will be
diminished, and that part of the emoluments depending
on pool sales be seriously curtailed.

Los Angeles.

Without looking over the records we are unable to

state whether it is eleven or twelve years since we made
our only visit to Los Angeles. "Whichever the date

there is a vivid recollection of the trip (varied by a rail-

road and stage accident), the pleasant sojourn in the City

of the Angels, and still pleasanter atay at Sunny Slope.

Twelve years come November is the lapse, as after

writing the above paragraph we came across a letter

which fixec the date. "Gloomy November" is the Eng-
lish estimate of that portion of the year. East of the

Rockies the grand Indian summer weather may prevail,

or there may be storms. A little too early for genuine

blizzards, though there may be a near approach to these

unwelcome visitors. It was springtime on the San
Gabriel. From the river-banks to the base of the moun-
tains there wa3 verdure. The weanlings in Mr. Rose's

fields were gamboling through grass which hid their

hoofs, so thickly carpeted with herbage that not a foot-

fall could be heard, no matter how fast the gallop of the

troop. Birds were warbling joyous strains, there was
the hum of honey-bees and the perfume of a thousand

flowers. Some time after the sun broke over the moun-
tain tops grass and foliage were charged with dew,

springtime and summer combined.

All of this was brought to memory by a visit from Mr.

LeCamp, and a cordial invitation to visit Los Angeles a

second time during the fair which is to be held in October.

Messrs. Rose and DeCamp are now making arrangements
which will insure a large attendance from this section.

We understand that the Southern Pacific Company will

carry horses there and back at reduced rates, and in

all probability grant excursion rates also. With this

effected there will be plenty of horses to take part, and
unquestionably lots of people to witness their perform-
ances.

Palo Alto has sold to Willis Parker, of Stackton, the chest-

nut gelding Hello 4, by Shannon; dam Marshra by Planet.

Willis does not propose to abandon trotters, but made the
purchase for another party.

Gross Blunder.

Whoever wrote the article in yesterday's Call in rela-
tion to the action of the Board of Appeals, has a very
faint idea of what he attempts to elucidate. The Santa
Clara Valley Agricultural Association, which will hold
an exhibition in August, has nothing to do with the
Board of Appeals, and there is no society called the San
Mateo. In relation to the removal of the suspensions in
the case of the Embreyo Stakes, in place of being in favor
"of a few rich delinquents," was, in fact, an act of jus-
tice, as the indebtedness arose from a misconception of
the terms of the stake. In the case of Samuel Gamble
it was particularly severe. He had named a lot of colts
belonging to the late D. Cook having not a dollar of
interest, though the death of the owner left him respon-
sible, as the entries were made in his name and that of
Colross and Wiley. He stood sponsor for nineteen, and
we would be much pleased to learn that "Sammy" was
a rich delinquent.

So far as we know every man who was interested in
the forfeits signified his willingness to have the penalties
removed. Quite an amount was due us from the forfeits.

Antevolo got the whole stake of 1884, and in that 83,200
were back. He won 3SJ per cent, of the stake of 1S82,

$1,525, delinquent, and two-ninths of the s'ake of 18S3,
in which $2,375 were back amounting in all to $4,064,
more than one-half of the totol delinquency. Had our
wishes prevailed the suspensions would have been
removed long ago.

The date for receiving bids for privileges to be dis-
posed of by the Sonoma County Agricultural Association
has been extended from August 1st to August 10th.
Full particulars can be found in the Association's adver-
tisement.

My Horse "Sultan."

He was the parting gift of one I loved,
One half the blood within his veins that moved
Was warm and glowing, where Arabia's sun
Had sbone upon his ancestors, and one,
The stronger half and calmer, came to him
Thro Norman mothers, with their strength of limb
Theli width of chest, and loving, lustrous eyes
Wide, soft and tender like those Norman skies."
I never gave to man a love so strong.
For woman not one friendship lived so long;
No joy so great has ever come to me
With music, eloquence or poetry,
As when in saddle to bis graceful tread
I skimmed the plains, or thro' the valley sped
He had a rare intelligence, and knew
Each word I spoke to him, and soon he grew
To greet my coming with a gladful neigh,
And part from me with saddened eyes- each day
This strong affection dwelt within my heart
Until the hand of death forced us apart.

I watched the lustre in his eyes fade out.
Sad hour! Ent he'd no fear of death, nor doubt.
If he had no Immortal soul, no part
To live beyond the beating of his heart,
No spirit in the great Forevermore,
To know and love as it had loved before

;

If he live not, and souls are but for man
There's something strange in the Eternal plan,
For I am sure no human heart e'er beat
More loyal to its love. I've yet to meet
A human friend so staunch, and true, and brave
Or one whose friendship could outlive the grave.
And still my "Sultan" had no soul, tbey say,
No death-bed penitence, no voice to pray;
In fact, no proper requisite nf man,
With which Eternity's wide bridge to span.
A horse, however human, has no soul.
A man, howe'er depraved, still claims the whole
Tby memory. Sultan, still is dear to me,
I'll mix it not with dim theology.

SiNFEiNCISCO. MZDOBA CLSBKE.

The Inventor of the Scalping- Boot.

Some months ago, in an article in this paper on "Hiteb.
ing," by the editor, the following reference was made to the
scalping boot:

The inventor of that part of the pedal paranhernalia of a fast
trotter is worthy of a statue being erected "in his honor to
commemorate his discovery, as there is no single article
which has been of so much service in the education of trot-
ters, and, were we restricted to one boot, that would be the
one chosen.

The article was reprinted in the Maine Horse Breeders'
Monthly, and brought out the following:

I read with pleasure the article of Beeedee and Sportsman,
and I will say to the able writer that I am the one that
invented the scalping boot, and Fearnaught was the first
horse that ever had one on. When I kept the old Franklin
Park, Saugns. in 1865, I commenced to work Fearnaught in
April, and I found he hit hard enough to bring blood
between hoof and hair on coronet, and after working him one
day I started for Boston on tbe cars, all the time I was thing-
ing of how to prevent my horse being hurt by scalping. I
took a letter from my pocket and marked out the scalper.
After I got that marked, the question came no how to make
it stay in place, and I thought of a piece of steel, the width of
the horse's heel, that would fit snug down to shoe, and by
buckling tight I found it did the work, and that same piece
of steel saved the cords of Fearnaught from being cut off
when all my spokes came out of sulky on the Riverside Park
and let the axle down on the ground; he knocked those straDs
most all off and the Bteel took the blow. Smith & Stowell
made them for me. The first time Hiram Woodruff saw tbem
he said, "Yon d— d Yankee, where did you get that boot?" I
told him, and he said when he had bis race with Rocket and
Brown Dick he would have given $1,000 for the boot. I sent
them to Woodruff with the horse in 1866, and he got him
ready for his two great saddle races, with Sorrel Dan and
John Morgan, of $6,000 each, which he won in a jog.
Fearnaught Faeji, Manchester, Me. E. L. Nobcross.

Mr. F. B. Baldwin has sold the four yearling fillies imported
from Australia this spring to Senator Hearst. The pedi-
grees of these fillies weregiven in these columns recently. Mr.
Baldwin has the stallion Oatcake, all that is left of the
importation, although we understand that several parties are
negotiating for the horse. Oatcake is a royally bred stallion,
and should find a ready purchaser,

The Danger of Great Efforts by Young Horses.

A rapidly growing young sapling bends readily under the
force of the wind or other pressure, is full of sap, sways to
and fro with great ease and apparent suppleness, but it is a
sapling still, with tissues m a rapidly growing state, and
these not developed to that degree of firmness which will
warrant exacting any other than moderate strain. The ele-
ments are there, but, so to speak, are in a juvenile state, and
require more substance and greater solidity to meet tbe
severer exactions capable of being sustained later. Now, the
muscular bbres, tendons, and connecting ligaments about
the joints and other parts of the colt where great strain con-
centrates under severe exertion, to quite a degree, represent
the llexible, woody fibres in the young sapling or other imma-
ture plant. The tissues named are in agrowing state. New
plastic, and highly flexible and tender material is being depos-
ited, such as is in nowise calculated to meet any strain, either
brief or long continued. New material is constantlv,' everyhour of the day and night, being formed, that the length ar.il
caliber of mn-calar fibres and tendons may be added to, and
by the same process of deposition that the connecting and
other ligaments may spread to meet the growth of the bones
and thicken to meet the strains of coming vears. This is no
picture drawn from any imaginative mode" of reasoning but
on the other hand is a plain statement of the mode through
which growth takes place, and should satisfy any man that
this new material added from day to day to the parts named
not yet being fully solidified, so to speak, is not in a condi-
tion to bear strain with safety. By the time the growth is
fully or nearly attained the parts referred to will have
reached a degree of solidity and firmness that will enable
them to bear that kind of strain too ofien put upon the parts
while in the delicate condition referred to.
The exercise taken by the colt at liberty in the pasture lot

is indulged in within the limits of his physical vigor at the
time, and it always being fair to presume that he will enjoy
his voluntarily taken exercise within the limits of his own
exuberancy and muscular lone, it is entirelv proper to calcu-
late that he is, at the time, toned up to a condition which
makes it entirely safe to put forth somewhat violent exertion
because when all the tissues are at their best, through diges-
tion and assimilation being at a high standard, there ls°a degree
of safety in putting the parts referred to under strain, such
as would be entirely unsafe at other times. To illustrate:
The parts involved under severe exercise, if in high condition
may be rightly compared to a steel spring having its temper
at its best, and in this condition but little liable to "give
down." But with the temper taken ont or weakened, the
metal would be in a condition similar to that of the colt with
his digestive powers weakened and the motive material
relaxed. The colt, like his master, is the being of the hour
depending mainly upon how well he is sustained throu°h
the processes mentioned. The steel spring receives its tem-
pering as a permanent provision against "letting down."
There is no way to screen the colt or young horse from such
a happening, provided too much is exacted of him, or this
at the wrong time. The time for severe exercise is set, and
when the hand points to that hour the colt is harnessed and
put through the motions. It is said of him on one occasion
that he feels remarkably brisk, is full of vim, and "wants to
go." At another time he seems dull, digestion, doubtless,
going on imperfectly at the time, and the result will be dull-
ness of the brain and nervous system, and relaxation of the
motive tissues. In other words, the temper is not always at
its best, as in the case of the steel spring, bnt comes and goes
as by a sort of up-and-down process. On the discovery of
the dullness referred to the driver having judgment will
make the exercise a walking one, requiring no considerable
exertion when, so to speak, "the temper is ont of the metal."
Referring to the idea advanced that while the colt is in a

growing state the desposition of new material through the
blood, this being in the form of tibrine, nnsoliditied and unre-
sisting, renders him susceptible in a manner not met with in
the mature horse, his tissues having ceased to take new
material to build from, only taking just enough from the
blood to guard against waste, the working material of the
mature animal may be said to have assumed a condition well
calculated to prevent it from giving way under the ordinary
routine of labor and driving. In fact, in the majority of
cases extraordinary efforts are borne without harm resulting.
It is rarely found that a horse discovered to have speed after
having arrived at the age of six or eight years, ruptures the
attachments of tendons or ligaments. This happens to the
younger horses, and especially to snch as have been much
of the time tied in the stall, or even raised in a box-stall.
Under such habits the motive tissues remain soft and unre-
sisting, and when an animal so reared is placed upon the
road or track side by side with one of like age and breeding
that has got his living mainly upon hill-side nastures, if

either gives down in limb it will hardly require to be stated
which one has failed.

The young horse bred for speed, and possessing the necea-
Bary strains of blood to give good promise, may yet lack in the
development of those parts upon which the principal strain
comes in bringing out the speedy gaits. Thus, a narrow
round leg below the knee, and a narrow hock, with scant
width of leg below the hock, will require that the possessor
of such limbs be handled somewhat tenderly, as they in no
case give promise of standing np very long under severe
training, and certainlj do not give promise of carrying the
possessor forward to a great future. However much the
breeding of a young horse having the parts scant in develop-
ment that usually fail when a young horse breaks down in
the training or in a race, may tempt the owner to push him
forward, it would be much the wiser course to set such an
animal apart for light use upon the road. Better succeed at
that service, remaining sound, than to fall utterly at the
other.

—

Live-Stock Journal.

Petaluma Colt Stakes.

The following coltH have made second payments in the
stakes of the Sonoma and Marin District Association. These
stakes will be trotted at the Fair this fall:

For Foals of 18S6.

G. Valensin's bay colt George V.
H. Whiting's bay filly .

H. Whiting's bay colt .

B. E. Harris' brown colt Storm.
D. Frazier's black colt Secretary.
A. J. Zaue's gray colt Captor.
J. D. Bell's sorrel filly Lupin.
F. W. Loeber's black tilly Directa.

For Foals of 1SS5.

D. Culross' sorrel filly Gold Leaf.
G. Valensin's black colt Memo.
H. Whiting's bay colt Moses S.
Wm. Corbitt's Graudee.
A. J. Zane'sgray filly Clara Z.

A. L. Whiting's chestnut colt Pilgrim.
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Foals of 1887.

At Rancho Eesaca. Properly of H. I. Thornton.

Feb. 6th, brown filly Oantenac by Three Oheera, dam
Eufaula by Monday, from Lilly B., by Longfellow. Mare bred

back to Three Cheers.

Feb. 27th, chestnut filly Biatta by Milner, dam Marin by

Thad Stevens, from Carrie C. by Monday. Mare bred to

imp. Partizan.

Mar. 25th, brown colt High Jack by Double CroBS or

Three Cheers, dam Lngena by Thad Stevens, from Kate

Dudley by St. Joe. Mare bred to Three Cheers.

Mar. 27th, chestnut colt Gdido by Double Cross, dam
Aurora by Thad. Stevens, from Twilight by Arnold Harris.

Mare bred to Three Cheers.

April 12th, chestnut filly Bellina, by Double Cross or

'Three Cheers, dam Esmeralda by Shannon, from Euth Byan
by Lodi. Mare bred to imp. Partizan.

April 20th, chestnut colt El Bayo by Grinstead, dam Sunlit

by Monday, from Lilly B. by Longfellow. Mare bred to Grin-

stead.
-•

Colors Claimed.

By F. P. Lowell, Sacramento, Cal., garnet jacket with gold

sleeves and gold star in back; gold cap.

Somewhat Tempestuous.

The Chicago Horseman gives the following description of

the trot in the rain at Midway, Minn., on the 4th and 5th.

We gave the summary of the race last week.

Prior to calling the horses for the first heat the track was

in fine shape and all that could be wished, bat it did not

take long to reduce it to the appearance of a mud lake, and

the horses sank up to th«r fetlocks. But to the races, The

horses that put in an appearance were Patron, driven by Ful-

ler' Arab, driven by Eickok; Charles Hilton, driven by Craw-

ford, and Joe Davis by Mr. Newbro. Arab sold at a big figure

in the poolB, and the talent backed him in great shape, but

Patron, that great son of Pancoast, broke the slate. It was

a great'surprise to all, as Patron had been kept in the stud

until a short time ago, and had not shown better than 2:40

at home, was sent to Janesville during the races there and

was given a trial in 2:26, the only fast heat he had trotted

this year, from there he was shipped to Stillwater and trotted

his first race, Arab winning first money and Patron second.

It was also thought by many that he would not go very

fast until later in the season, when his owners expected he

would lower his record a number of seconds, but he trotted

the race today like an old campaigner, beating his record,

and proving the rare good judgment of Mr. Emery in pay-

ing the enormous price he did for a half interestin him. The

horses were out promptly, Patron putting in his appearance

first, closely followed by Arab, Chas. Hilton and Joe Davis,

and'jogged uutil the judges notified them they were ready for

the race. They were sent off on the second score, all trotting

level and rapid. At the quarter pole Patron showed ahead,

Joe Davis second, Arab third, and Chas. Hilton behind.

They held the same relative positions to the three-quarters;

down the homestretch Hilton forged ahead of Arab and came

in third in 2:19J. A great shout went up from the audience

upon the announcementof the time, and Mr. Emery, who sat

upon the grand stand and had been quietly v/atching the

horse and his timer, received the congratulations of hiB

friends with much pleasure.

While they were scoring for the second heat the rain de-

scended, and they were sent off in a drowning shower. It

was evident that Arab had improved from his half hour rest,

and that Hickok meant to win the heat if possible, and

after they got the word go, Arab went to the quarter neck

and neck with Patron, also to the half, Hilton and Joe Davis

ditto behind. They held the same relative positions to the

three-quarters, and a blanket could have covered both horses,

and down the stretch they came, passing under the wire

what the judges thought a dead heat. Joe Davis third and

Hilton tourth. Time, 2:19|.

After this heat it was amusing to see the backers of Arab

hedge, and pools on Patron go up like a balloon. As Patron

seemed to have plenty of speed to spare it was evident to all

that he would win the race, and no one wanted pools on the

field against Patron.
. ...

The third heat was also trotted in a pelting rain, the track

beingin a terrible condition, soft and muddy. Arab went to the

front and had the lead, which he maintained throughout the

heat, winning the heat in 2:26J. Chas. Hilton seoond, Patron

third, Joe Davis fourth.

In the fourth heat they were sent off as before in the rain.

After scoring seven times, their drivers well covered with

rubber, and down they flew, all well together. At the half

Patron* came ud and gradually drew away from the others

and passed under the wire winner of the heat. Chas. Hilton

second, Joe Davis third, Arab fourth. Time, 2:33J.

The race was at this stage postponed to the 5th. The day

was fine and the track good for the finish. Patron sold

choice in the pools, S50 to ?15 for the field. As they got the

word all were going bad, and Patron and Arab trotted

together on even terms. A blanket could have covered both

of them until tbey struck the home stretch when Patron let

out an extra link and passed to the front and under the wire,

winner of the heat and race, Arab second, Charles Hilton

third and Joe Davis fourth. Time, 2:20.

Black and Blue {which is Krik) goes for Brighton Beach as
follows: "One jockey with a broken arm, another jockey
unconscious and dying, a third jockey drunk and uncon-
trollable, a lot of horses that ought to have been in a sanita-

rium— those were the big features of the racing yesterday
at the circus on Coney Island, known as the Brighton track."
It is a shameful record, but it is true. It is only a repetition
of turf history at Brighton Beach, and yet, with its past rec-

ord, several newspapers have lately condemned the Coney
Island Jockey Club because it did not Fee fit to countenance
the racing at Brighton. Poor Harris has ridden his last race.

He was picked up, battered and bleeding, with a big hole in

his skull and his face crushed to pulp. Ho was an honest
and capable jockey, and the accident is all the more to be
regretted because it waB not in any way his fault. Harris
leaves a family without support.

A peculiar and successful operation was recently performed
at the Fleetwood Farm, in Kentucky, on a sister to the great

race horse and sire Falsetto, that had for three years been
discharging from the nose and undergone treatment for

about everything except what ailed her—an ulcerated tooth.

When this was taken hold of by the horse dentist's forceps

the crown came off at once, and then in order to remove the

tooth it was necessary to reBort to the operation of trephin-

ing. A hole was drilled just below the mare's eye, and from
it there was at once a copious discharge, and after it had
ceaBed the tooth was punched out. A witness of the opera-

tion aays: "I never saw greater relief in my life than was
expressed by this mare. As soon as the operation was over
she laid down and went fast to sleep, remaining in that con-

dition several hours."

At a recent meeting of the Board of DireotorB of the Sixth

(Los Angeles) District Agricultural Association, President
Newton tendered his resignation, and J. W. Bobinson was
elected to fill the vacancy to December, Mr. Newton to act as

president pro tern, in the absence of Mr. Bobinson. T. A.
Garey was chosen to act as superintendent of the pavilion

display. One thousand dollars of the 55,000 appropriated by
the State was appropriated to the Downey Fair fund. Upon
the motion of L. J. Bose, it was decided to allow no gambling
privileges at the fair grounds, excepting auction and Paris

mutual pools, and the pool stands to be located 100 feet from
the grand stand. The managers are making great improve-
ments at the race-track, and are expending about $5,000 on a

new stand.

The great pacing mare, Buffalo Girl, 2:12J, has a colt by
Jerome Eddy, 2:16J, that looks like a little race-horse. The
little candidate for turf honors has been christened \&\, and
inherits the fastest average speed, by the records, of any colt

ever foaled.
•

About the most interesting race to look forward to is the

Junior Champion Stakes at Monmouth Park, on Aug. 13th.

CANOEING.
Canoe Characters—The Black Sheep.

What's in a name is a well-worn saying; yet if there is one

thing more than another that makes one tired of trotting it is

the misnomers which tax horseB. The initial oraze is worst

of all and should receive the contempt which true men feel

towards pool-buyers who do the initial act. They are so

mysterious-like. It reminds me of a friend who was at

Fleetwood the day the 2:18 class was trotted. He remarked:

"I like J. Q. as a horse, but that name kills him in my
opinion. I never could stand such names as S. D. 0., T. L.

D., T. T. S., J. A., A. G., W. H. B. and P. D. Q. I suppose

they all signify something, but nobody cares about what man
or thing is meant." Jay-Eye-See is euphonious, and yet

friend McKinney has much to answer for in giving the cue to

less talented name-pickers. Gabe Case says: "Never bet on

a shoddy-named horse, for a good horse has generally a good

name."

—

Veritas,

The Duke of Westminster brought the peerless Ormonde to

London during the Jubilee visite of royalty at large to let him

oe seen, and the king of the turf held levees and receptions

from day to day. __^^^^_^^^^^^_

For the latest styles of underwear, socks, drawers, shirts,

in wool, cotton, merino and silk, from the leading manufac-

tories of Paris, London, Glasgow and New Tfork. Neokties,

scarfs, collars, cuffs of the most fashionable cut. Driving

gloves for track and road in great variety. Shirts made to

order jy an experienced cutter, at Beamieh's, Nucleus

(ii f'"
J
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Nearly every club has one. If a clnb lacks this personage

it is either short of members or the members are all Social-

ists. One Southdown muttonhead will do very -well to illus-

trate the characteristics of the breed. Lamb belongs to the

Woolington Canoe Club and is proud of it, more so than the

W. C. C. is of him. He has a smart canoe, agood, big locker,

and the usual supply of canoe junk, yet do his lingers itch

for that which belongs to his neighbor. Horn gets to the

clubhouse after a long day's sail, very tired, and accidentally

leaveB a ballast bag lying around loose. Next time he wants

it the thiDg cannot be found, search high, look low. Birch i3

a careless fellow, untidy about his boat locker, sail shelf and
rig. He has a habit of leaving a thing where he last used it,

probably never thinking he will ever use it again, and he

never does. The next time that particular thing is wanted it

can not be found.
The house committee of the W. C. C. have inaugurated a

sort of pound. Anything left out of place, irrespective of

ownership, is put in pound—a large shelf rack, having

plenty of room for ballast bags, coils of rope, sponges, mastB

spars, sails and all the things used by the canoeist. If a man
misses anything he has to go to the pound for it, and pay a

fine if it is there, beforehe can get possession of it. Curiously

enough, the pound is generally very well supplied with pretty

much everything a canoeist ueed6—that is, when Lamb is in

town and a constant visitor at the house. Twice a year the

unclaimed articles in the pound are sold for the benefit of the

club treasury to the highest bidder.

Not long ago it was noticed by several members that Lamb
seemed to be getting no end of thingB out of pouno1 ;

yet all

were aware that he was very careful never to leave anything

out of place among his things. He did not seem to be get-

ting anything into pound. How they got there was a mys-

tery. Painters were often missing from the canoes that were

little used.
One afternoon when Lamb was about to start away on a

camping trip, had his canoe partly loaded, and the balance of

the cargo on the float ready to stow in the hold, two of the

club, members who had been absent for a month on vacation,

appeared on the scene and discovered some of their missing

property among Lamb's traps. The property was reclaimed,

and word passed to other members of the find, so that when-

ever thereafter Southdown went off for a sail or cruise some

one was sure to inspect every article he put into his canoe in

the hope of finding a missing treasure. A strong petition was

made to the house committee for a search warrant to give

authority to the owners of lost property a chance to inspect

Lamb's locker. Fortunately for Lamb the committee

refused. Birch waB so indignant over the loss of nearly a ton

of fittings that he marked everything new he got with a sten-

cil, Stolen from Birch, Locker 12. When Horn saw this he

had a stencil made, and the first night he slept in the club-

house when Lamb was absent, he calmly marked everything

he could find belonging to Lamb with this line, Stolen by

Lamb from t

There are several men in every club who do not Know
their own things when they see them. Lamb seemed to

take a particular fancy to such fellows in the W. C. 0.

Cordage is a difficult thine to indentify when separated

from its natural surroundings. Many a line was missed

and Lamb was of course suspected, especially as his rig in-

cluded about every kind of line used by canoeists—laid,

braided, manila, hemp, cotton ; yet, an he was never caught

in the act of appropriating what positively did not belong to

him, he did not get in jail. Everybody liked Lamb.
^
He

was a good fellow, generous (with hiB ill gotten gains),

always ready to lend a helping hand, and could always sup-

ply whatever anyone wanted to borrow in case of emergency,

lrom a screweye to a braBS-plate centreboard. His locker

fifi^rflejLJg_JigId__a^JUtje_of everything.—American Canoeist

Game.

Rarely has a more spirited description of the play incident
to killing a good fish been written than by a Canadian
correspondent who thus describes black bass fishing:

My friend did you ever hook a four-pound black bass with
an eleven ounce rod and tackle to match, in a Bix-mite-an*
hour current ? If you did you have rot lived in vain, but
to those who have yet to enjoy that luxury there is a treat
in store that no amount of description can do justice to The
representatives of their family that you get acquainted with
here are bb different from the even tempered bass of placid
water as a cross-gained Scotch terrier is from a poodle dog.
A two-pounder here is a champion light- tighter, and when
you tackle a three or four pounder (no uncommon occur-
rence) you have got both hands full. The moment he feels

the sting of the steel he is all fight and the fisherman who
hopes to land him must be quick-witted, keen-eyed, even
tempered and supple wristed.
Like the flash of an arrow he will try to break water, and

with a spring clean two feet above the surface, he, by a dex-
terouB twist seeks to free himself from the hook. If the
barb be firmly planted he will perchanoe try a lightning-like
rush down stream, then double like a flash, dive for the
deepest hole, and, by fierce struggling amongst the rocks,
try every artifice to regain his liberty. Skill and patience are
the only qualities that will checkmate him, and though the
battle be long and fierce, his time comes at last, the victim is

steered for the landing net, and though when you land him
high and dry a thrill of satisfaction results, even in the
moment of rejoicing over your well-earned victory, you ft el a
thrill of admiration for the vanquished.
Talk about an electric shock, if you want to experience

one that will vibrate through every nerve of your body, that
will start the blood in a gallop and impart a health-laden
excitement more potent a thousand fold that all the tonics

ever concocted by the physician's skill, just take a teu or
twelve ounce rod and fish the river Trent at this point. We
have caught hundreds of bass right here and never yet
hooked on to a duffer. Tulk about stiring up a hornet's
nest; it is a straight case of fight, fight, from the word "go."
Once hooked he won't give you a moment's rest. Now up,
now down the river, varied by every antic known to a game
fish ; he twists and turns, and not until his strength is

utterly spent will he give up the contest.

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE

Association,

FIXED EVENTS 1888-89,

TO CLOSE

AUGUST 15, 1887.

1888—Spring Meeting.
THE CALIFORNIA STAKES.

For two-year-olds (foals of 1886); §50 each, S25 forfeit, or SI0 if

declared out on or before January 1, 1838; all declarations void unless
accompanied with the money; with $500 added ; second horse to receive
$100, third to save stake. Half a mile.

THE <iANO STAKES.
For two-year-olds (foals of 1886); $50 each, $25 forfeit, or $10 if

declared out on or before January 1, 188H; all declarations void unless
accompanied with the money; with 3500 added; second horse to receive

$100, third to save stake. Stake to be named after winner if Gano's
time (1 :15) is beaten. Three-quarters of a mile.

1888- Fall Meeting.
THE LADIES' STAKES.

For two-year-old fillies (foals of 18S6); $50 each, $25 forfeit, or $10 if

declared out on January 1, 1888; or $20 if declared out on August 1,

188b; all declarations void ualess accompanied with the money; with
$400 added; second to receive $100, third to save stake. Winners of
three stake races to carry five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

THE Al'TlHX STAKES.
For two-year-olds (foals of 1886); S50 each, $25 forfeit, or SlOif

declared out January 1 , 1888; or $20 if declared out August 1, 1*88; all
declarations void unlesa accompanied with the money; with $750
added; second to receive $150, third to save stake. Winners of three
stake races to carry five pounds extra. One mile.

1889—Spring Meeting.
'IHE TIDAL STAKED.

For three-year-oldB (foals of 1886); $100 each, half forfeit, or $10 if

declared out on January 1, 1B83; or $20 if declared out August 1, 188B
or $30 if declared out January 1, 1889; all declarations vofd unless
accompanied with the money; with $600 added; the second to receive
$200, third to save stake. One mile and a quarter.

THE PACIFIC DERBY.
For three-year-old a (foals of 1886); $100 each, half forfeit, or $10 if

declared out January 1, 1888; or $20 if declared out August 1, 1888; or
$30 if declared out January 1, 1889; all declarations void unless accom-
panied with the money; with $760 added; second to receive $200, third
to save stake. One mile and a half.

1889—Fall Meeting.
THE VESTAL STAKES.

For three-year-old fillies (foals of 1886); $26 each. p. p., with $500'

added; second to receive $100, third to save stake. One mile and a.

quarter.
THE FAME STAKES.

For three-year-olds (foals of 1886); $100 each, half forfeit, or $10 If
declared out August 1, ]888; or $20 if declared out January I, 18By; or
$30 If declared out August 1, 188y; all declarations void unless accom-
panied with the money ; with $750 added; Becond to receive $200, third
to save stike. One mile and three-quarters.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All these stakes are for foals of 1886— colts and fillies now rating as

yearlings.
Under the Revised Rules of this association all horses entered must

be named.
Entries to these stakes close with the Secretary on Monday, August

15, 1887.

J. I.. RATIIBONE, President,
K. S. CULVER, Secretary, P. O. Box 2603, San Francisco, Oat. jy33-
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Nevada State Fair
OF 1887 WILL BE HELD

AT RENO,
Commencing September a 1st and Ending

October 1st.

35 EACES, TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS
LIBERAL PREMIUMS

Live Stocfc Department and Exhibits in Pavilion.

Indian Pony Paces! Sahon Ascensions! Bicycle

Paces! Stock Parades!

LADIES' TOURNAMENT.
Friday, September 23, Wednesday, September 28 and

September 30. Friday,

THE PRESIDENT'S GOLD MEDAL.
President Powning offers a Special Premium, a

GOLD MEDlL, value 5100, for the best

Exhibit in Any Department

.

Trials of Speed to be Conducted under the
auspices of the Directors ot tl»e state Astri-

cultural Society.

The State Agricultural Society was established in

accordance with an act ot the Leeislature ot the State

ot Nevada, entitled "An Act to provide for the man-
agement and control of the State Agricultural society

ot the state," approved March 7, law.

MEMBERS OF THE STATE BOARD OF AGEICDLTUEE

L J FLINT, of Washoe County; B. F. LEETE, of

Washoe Counts- j P. H. MULUAHY, of Washoe
Countv; Al. WHITE, of Washoe County; JOHN
SWEENY, of OruiBby County; T. B. RICKEY, of

Douglas County; C. C. POWKIKQ, of Washoe
County; ALVARO EVANS, of \\ ashoe Co unty

THEO. WINTERS, of Washoe County; F. DANG
BERO, of Douglas County; "'

Churchill County; JOS. ALAI
COUnty PROGRAMME.
First Day-Wednesday, September Sist.

No l -INTRODUCTORY—Three-quarter dash, for

District horses; S1W added; entrance $20; declaration

85. on or before September 1st,

No. 2.-RUNSING—Five-eighths mile dash. Dis-

trict horses; two-vear-olds; SluO added; entrance 520,

declaration 35, on or before September 1st.

Nos. 3, 4 and 5 will be made and announced on Sat-

urday, Sept. 17th.

Second Day—Thursday, September 2«d.

Wo 6—TROTTING—2:50 class for DiBtrict horses;

three in five, purse 3300; first horse 3150; Becondhorse

$100; third horse 360. „.#„»
No 7—TROTTING-Mile heats, three in five; free

for ail; purse *f>00; 5300 to first horse; *200 to second

horse ; 3100 to third horse.

Third Day-Friday, September 23d.

No. 8.- RUNNING—Helling purse for District

horses; dash of amile; 3150 added; ^ "»*?£*,. *£
forfeit; 35 declaration, on or before September 1st.

Horses to be sold for 31,000.to; carry entitled ^e>g"t-

Two pounds allowed for each3100 under the 31,000.

No. 9.—RUNNING—Half-mile dash; entrancefree;

P
¥hree

1(

other races for this day will be announced

on Thursday. September 23d.

Fourth Day—Saturday, September «4th.

No. 13.-TROTTING-lVI.le and repeat; free for all

three-yeai-olds and under in the District; purse $300;

first horse $160; second horse 3100; third horse *o0.

No. 14,-FACING-Mile heats, three mfive; free for

all; purse 3600; first horse 3300; second horse $200;

third horse 3100.

Fifth Day—Monday, September 26th.

Please observe that, in the above stakes, declara
tions are permitted for a small forfeit.

In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. it. of the
day preceding the race shall be required to start-

Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by 6 p. u. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colorB, which must be named in their

entries. .,

Each day's races will commence promptly at one
o'clock p.m. _-™; ,, * o
All entries most be directed to C. H. Stoddard, bee.

retarv of the Society.

EQUESTRI A XISM.
Ladles' Grand Tournament for the most accom-

plished and graceful lady riders, Friday, Sept. -3,

Wednesday, Sept. 28. and Friday, Sept. 30, at 10 o clock

A. M. .

The Society offers four premiums, valued respect-

ivelv at 3100, 570, 540 and $20.

Theladv who is adjudged first shall have her choice

of all premiums offered. The Beeond lady shall have
Becond choice, and so on.
All ladies must ride with saddles.

It is expected that other special premiums will be
added to this list bv private contribution. No one but
ladies of the highest respectability will be allowed to

compete for prizes. .

La-iies wishing to compete for prizes will please

send name to Secretary, indorsed by two members of

the Society.

I.\r-IAX POST RACES.
On Thursday, Sept. 22d, Monday, Sept, 26th, and

Thursday, Sept. 29th, the novelty of an Indian pony
race will be provided, and the amusing sight of

twenty or thirty noble red men of the forest, mounted
on the wildest and most unmanageable cayuses imag-
inable, galloping around the track at break-neck
speed, will, as they say at the circus, be alone worth
the price of admission.

BA1LKY, of
of Humboldt

Santa Clara Valley !
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«%¥DESDAEE MEDAIS.
The American Clydesdale Association will give a

valuable medal, of suitable design, for the best re-

corded Clydesdale stallion,anda similar medal fur the

best recorded Clvdesdale mare bred in Nevada and
exhibited at the State Fair of 1887.

BALLOON ASCE3SSIOSS.
Arrangements have been made for a series of bal-

loon ascensions during the Fair, alike novel and excit-

ing. Ascensions will be made daily from the race

BICYCLE RACES.
Two or three bicycle races will take place between

the fastest wheelmen in the State, and ten contests

are counted upon. „_„„ „_ -j „-
ft C. POWSISG, President,

C. H.STODDARD. Secretary,
C. T. BEJN'DER, Treasurer. 28myl8

Stockton Fair.
BEGINNING

September 27, and Con-

tinuing five days.

AaRICULTUUAL SOCIETY,

SPEED CONTESTS,
: FROM THE :

15th to 20th of August;
Inclusive, 1887.

SAN JOSE.
PROGRAMME.

First Day -Monday. August 15fh.

STALLION BACE, Trotting Stake—3100 entrance
half forfeit, 3150 added- Closed April 1st, with five

entries.
2. TROTTING, for two-year-olds—Purse J250. The

get of the following stallions, viz: Brown Jug, Jim
jfulyenna Ke*"8 iNutwouu JNutwoodBoy. Wooduut
Haywood, Fleetwood, Commodore Nutwood, Kiug
William Grosveuor, Bismarck, ilenlo, Elmo, Stran-
ger, Hamiltonian George, J. K. Welter's horse and
Captain Ham's horse. Alile and repeat.

Secoud Day—Tuesday, August 16th.
3. TROTTING STAKE, for-three-year-olds—8-io to

accompany nomination, 326 audtional for starters;
failure to make second payment forfeits first; 8250

added. Stakes and added money divided 00,30 and 10

per cent.
i. TROTTING—Purse 31,000. 2:17 Class.
5. TROTTING-Purse36u0. 2:10 Class.

Third Day—Wednesday, August i 7

6 RUNNING STAKE for two-year-olds. 325
entrance, 310 forfeit; 3200 added; 35o to second.325 to
third; non-winners this year allowed 5 Iba. three-
quarters of a Mile.

7. RUNNING STAKE, free for all—$25entrance;310
forfeit; $2uo added: S6U <-0 second; third to save en-
rrane. Maidens allowed five pounds. One and one-
half miles.

8. RUNNING—Free purse, $2c0, for all ages; 350 to
Becondhorse. Mile and repeat.

Fourth Day—Thursday, Aug. 18th.
9. TROTTING—Purse 3500. 2:27 ClasB.
10. TROTTING—Purse 37^0. 2:23 Class.
11. PACTN G—Purse 3500. Free for alh

Fifth Day—Friday, Aug. 19th.
12. RUNNING. For three-year-olds.— 325 entrance-

S10 foneit; 3200 added; 310" to second; third to save
entrance. One and one-quarter raileB.

13. RUNNING—For all ages—350 entrance; 325 for-
feit; 3250 added; 350 to second; third to save entrance.
Two miles.

14. RUNNING—Free purseS200. 350to second horse.
One mile and repeat.

20th.

Agricultural District

FAIR

No 15 —HANDICAP—Mile and a half dash; S300

added; S50 entrance; half forfeit; 410 declaration, on

or hefore September 10th. Weights to be announced

B
nJ.' ^.-SELLING PURSE-Clones the same time

as stakes; one mile and a quarter oash; «» added.

Three other races for this day will he made Septem-

ber 34th.

Sixth Day—Tnesday. September asm.
No 20 —TROTTING.—Three-minute class for Dis-

trict horsee; purse 1300; first horBe SloO; second

horse 3100: third horse $50.

No "1 -tSoTTIHG.—Mile beats, three in five; free

for all; pnraeSSOO; first horse 3100; Becondhorse S2o0;

third horse S150.

Seventh Day—Wednesday. September 38th.

No. 22,-EIJNNING-Three-qnarter mile dash; two-

year-olds; J1SJ added; 325 entrance; half forfeit: five

NT2
r
3

e
-RUN"iNG-Nile and three-eighths ; three-

year-olds; $200 added; S50 entrance: half forfeit; 810

declaration, on or before September 1st; three or

"No
6

24 "SuNNING-Fnrse ITO; dashof two miles;

ei?er cent, entrance ; m e or m ire to enter; three or

"Two'o^neVraces for this day will be made Septem-

ber27tb, _„ _

Ei£hlli Day-Thursday, September 39th.

No 27.-PACING-Mile heats, three in five; free

foraU- purse $soo; first horse 3300; Becondhorse 3200;

"no "ffl-TROTTISG-Mile heats; three in five;

free fofDistrict horses; purse 3600; first horse 3300;

second cree 3200; third horse 3100.

Ninth nay- Friday, September 30th.

No. 29.-RUNNING-Mile dash for two-year-olds;

3200 added; entrance 320; declaration J5; on or before

S
i?o

te
S
b
-RUNNlNG-Mile and five-eighths dash for

thrie-year-olds; 3300 added; 350 entrance; half lor.

ftif 310 declaration, on or before September 1st;

"rn^ee'oThe'r rScefftr this day will be made up Sep-

tember 29th.

Tenth Day—Saturday, October 1st,

No 34.-2:35 Class; mile heats, three in five; freefor

al? parse iWO; first horse 3500; second horse 8200;

"no ^'fiClass: mile heats; three in five; free

for all; purse 31.000; first horse 8500; secondhor8e$300;

third horse 8200.

RKJIiKKS AND CONDITIONS.
Nominations

;

to %»%£'•$»£%'£$£?&
£7s for tne'purses must be'made :

B
For Monday^

tries lor u.c u
, preceding; for Wednesday's

races "ntbej^tarday .P^|°™« '

raccs on Wedris.

day
e8
atThe

I
re°gtSar

a
time^orclojing entries as desig-

^' ^V^thp rules Those who have nominated in

stakes must name to the secretary, in writing, which

tl . iill rtaTt the day before the race, at 6 p. M.

Bore« entered il? purses can only he drawn by con-

8e
Thern'lls

J
of
d
t
e
he'Pacilic Coast Blood Horse Associa-

O0
A
nirhoS

e
ente™d ft^Stift purses must be owned

,afkept£S» and California east of the Siena

lBk?v
i

e
1

or
h
nio
S
ft

r
.oente-r and three or more to start in

"ffEiff/an'd-^nrS^Sf^e STi... in

fiv^
1Vffl.otherwise^1%^™^?^

?le ten pe?e°n\ on purse, to accomany noroina-

Sre^w'Snlastes alternately, if necessary to finish

$15,000.
IN PUSSES OFFESED.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Entrance fee 10 per cent of all purses to aceom-

pa
iYall°Sees

d
ioSr moneys, vi,: 50,25. 15 and 10 per

cent.

Tuesday. September 2 J, 1887
1. RUNNING-DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake,

3Sb each. 3150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 8

en
2^RDNNING-i>ISTRICT. Free for all, JioO. Mile

COAST.

-^^IcSy^^^n^Xn
only to the entrance ".o«jj —

J,,-' appiar they may

S^^?Jr^SO^^^?.*»
,

*Hf»«»»«"'

Wednesday, September 38, 1887.

5 RTJNNISfG-PACIFIC COAST. Free for all.

Racehereaftertobenamedforthewvnner. 8400. One
mUeTROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:24 ClasB.81.000.

7 TROTTING-DISTRICT. Three-yearKjld stake ;

SK each. 8150 added. (Closed February lBt with 9

e°,r
TROTTTNG-DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake 865

each. 8150 added; best 2 in5. (Closed February 1st,

with 8 entries).

Thursday, September 39, 1888.

9. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. 8500. Mile and

TePea TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:35 Class.

"il^'TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:18 Class,

"i^FACING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 Class, 8500.

Friilay. September 30, 188S-

13 RUNNING-PACIFIC COAST Handicap;

weights named 10 days before race ; 3100. One mile and

1
'l?

6
* RUNNING-PACIFIC COAST. Novelty race;

2 miles- 81.000; first half mile, 8150; first mile, 3225;

fir™ mile and a half, 8275; first to finish 83o0 All

paid up entries over Beven to be added, equally ulvided

l^TROTTING^PACIFIC COAST. Free or all.

"iff
10

' TROTTING- PACIFIC COAST. Three-year-

old stake. 865 each. 8250 added. (CloBed February 1st,

"i? 'TROTTING -PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 Class.

81,000.

Saturday, October 1st. 1887.

18 RUNNING—.DISTRICT. Three-year.old stake.

865 each. 8150 added. (Closed February 1st, with o

en
i9?

e
TROTTING -PACIFIC COAST. 2:22 Class.

''aT'TROTTING-PACIFTC COAST. Two-year-old

stake, 865 each. 8250 added. (CloBed February 1st,

w
2i
h Facing-pacific coast. Free-ftr-aii. 3700.

CONDITIONS.
All races best 3 In 5, except as otherwise specified

The Stockton track is one of the fastest in the world.

Stables, hay and straw free to competitors.

Entries close August 1st. 188,. with the .Secretary.

Stockton Fair. San Joaquin \ alley District.for
races comprise the counties of San Joaquin Tuol.

umne, Mariposa, Fresno, Calaveras, Stanislaus,

Merced, Tulare and Kern. State of California.

Board of Directors, for 1-87: LX. SHIPPER. JOHN
T- MOORF 1(ME<1 LOCTTIT, R.C. SARGEM ,

I'P LaScFOKD; JAS A. SHEPHERD, FRED
ARNOLD. W.H. SNOW.

L. V. SHIPPEE, President.

For program nies and full condliions ap>

Sixth l>aj -Saturday, Aii£.

15. TROTTING-Purse 3600. 2;Z5 ClaBS.
16. TROTTING—Purse Ji,000. 2:20 Class.
17. TROTTING STAKE— tor two-year olds; SlO to

accompany nomination; $15 additional for starters,
non-payment of second forfeits first; 3"Z00 added;
StakeB and added money divided, 60, 30, lo percent.
Mile and repeat.

CONDITIONS.
In all TrottinR and Pacing Races, purses divided as

folli-wa: 60 percent, to first horse, bo per cent, to sec-

ond, 10 percent, to third.
All Trotting or Pacing Races best 3 in 5, except as

otherwise specified.
National Association RuleB to govern trotting, and

Roles of the State Agricultural to govern running,
except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the tight to trot or run heats of

anv two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats, also to change the day and honr of any
race if deemed necessary.
Por a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winninga race entitled to firBt money only

except when distancing the field, then to first and,
third moneys.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied hy the money.
Nou-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance, under Rule 3.

If, in the opinion of the Judges, before starting a
race the race cannot be finished on the closing day of

the Fair.it may be continued.
In all trotting and pacing races five or more paid-up

entries required to fill and three or more horses to

start, but the Board reserves the right to hold a less

number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all

entries. . -_,._»
When less than the required number or Ptarters

appear thev mav contest lor the entrance money,
divided as follows: 66% to first horse and 33J£ to see-

In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void
unless accompanied by the money.
Races to commence each dav at two P. M.
Entries to close July 20th, 1887,

N. B. EDWARDS, President.
B. H. BRAGG, Secretary. HJd8

Counties of Nevada and Placer.

Commencing Tupsday,^ Sept. 6tli, 1883-

and conlinuing five days

KaciDg and stock exhibits at Glenbrook Park,
Pavilion at Grass Valley

$10,000 in Purses & Premiums!

FIVE DAYS RACING
Tuesday. Sept. GUi.

No. 1. TROTTING—District 3:00 Class. Purse ;050
No. 2. TROTTING—2:30 Class. Free for alL Purse

3500
No. 3. TROTTING—For two-vear olds owned in the

Counties of Nevada, Placer, Yuba, Sutter, Colusa
Butte, Tehama, Plumas and aifeira. ilile and reneat
Purse #200.

Wednesday. September 7th.
BOYS' TOURNAMENT, at 11 a. m., for various

Prizes.
No.l. Rr^NING-Free for aa 350 entrance, $25

forfeit $^yy added; second horse $75, third 560 One
mile and repeat.
No. £. RUNNING-Free for all. Por two-year olds.

32;> entrance, 10 forfeit, 3l6o added; second horse 56u
third *3i Pive-eightlis ot a mile. '

No 6 RUNNINU-For three-year olds. Free for
all. S2o enirance, $10 forfeit, $200 added. One mileand a quarter.

^^c

No. 7. PACING—2:32 Class. Free for all. Purse ?500
Thursday, September 8tli.

GRAND STOCK PARADE at 10 a m - BIT-VCT P«TOURNAMENT, for Gold ^ledal, at 11 a"m
?nQTBnffiv^vlct 2:10 Class. Purse 52-50.No. 9. TROTTING—2:2o Class. Free for all. Purse

No. 10 TROTTING-Three-year olds or under. Dis-
trict. Mile and repeat, ^urse 3260.

Friday, September 9th.
LADIES' TOURNAMENT, for various Prizes, at

11 A. M.

B
No. 11. RUNNING-Open to all. $50 entrance, $25

forfeit, &0O added; second horse ?75, third §50. Two
No. 12. RUNNING—Open to all. $^5 entrance *in

forfeit $160 added; second horse $50,'third 826 Threefourtnsof a mile ami repeat.
j.«u«j

No. 13. RUNNING-Free purse $150. Entrance free
to all beaten horses. Those Dot having run second
^n°et^^1,t

I
n?^1

1L°^^J0 P°™°*- «50 to second

Bay District.

Association.

Entries! Entries! Entries!

Commencing Aug. 6th to 1 3th.

Class, Purse. $600
500.
500.
SOO.
500.
S50

low" « to ihl fi b Md^ to the second. pl^w the-iecreSrV. J. M. LABK ,
"

lifkll the foregoing stakes the declarations are yoid I
P'J

8g stocKton, California. UJnS
unless accompanied by the money. Mr -

Saturday. Ang. 6. 2:21
TueMlay. '" ». J=OU
Wednesday, " IO. 2:24 "
Thursday. "II. 2:4«
Fridav. *'1», 2:35
Saturday. "13, Free-for-all

The Association also offers

Purse of $500 for tlie *:30Claso.
Purse of S5UO for tlie «:«7 Claws.

Purse of S500 lor tlie Free-ior-aU pacers

OONDITIOSS.
All trottine races l mile heats best 3 in 6, five to

enter 3 or more to start, but the Association reserves

the richt to hold a less number thnn hve to fall by the

withdrawal of a proportionate amount of th» purse.

Fntrance fee 10 per cent, of purse, to accompany
nomination. Purse divided-* per cent, to first horse

;

25 per cent, to second; lo per cent, to third, and 10

n^r rent to fourth horse .

P
Entrv blanks and rules will be furnished uponappll-

cation to the Secretary.

FDtrles to dose MONDAY, AVCFST 1st

with the Secretary. I 435 California Street.

W. H. HINCHMAN, Secretary.
llJuS

horse. One mile and repeat.
No. 14. PAClNG-2:23 Class. Free for all *Son
No. 15. KUNNING-Sadole Horse Stake llStrict.

Catch weights. $5 entrance, $50 added. Four monejB.
aO, io.loandiopercent. One mile.

"i«uejo,

Saturday, September iOth.

at
GRAND STOCK PARADE and award ofPremiums
NoA's. TROTTING-District. One-vear-olds. Halfmile and repeat. Purse3lU0. A

^So. 17. TROTTIN-G-2.40 Class. Open to all. Purse

*No. IS. TROTTING-2^ Class. OpentoalL Purse

In races designated as "District- all horses are eli-
gible that were owned in the counties of Nevada andPlacer, comprising the 17th Agricultural District,pnor to June 1, lea,, unless otherwise specified.

C'OJKDITIOAS-
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter and three to start, bnt the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
rill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee lu per cent on purse to
accompany nominations. Trottingand pacing purses
dlvidea at the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 30
per cent, to secoud, and 10 per cent, to third.
National Association rules to govern trotting- but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of aDy two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows*
66£ to the first, and 3f& to the second.
In all entries not declared out by 6 p.n. of the day

preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p.m. of the dav preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

miming races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in
their entries.
Entries to close with the Secretary on August 1st

1887.
b

SAMlEl GRANGER. President.
P. O. Address Grass Valley, CalGEORGE FLETCHER, Secretary,

P. O. Address Grass Valley, Cal. 2 jy 10

KILLIP & GO.,
LIVE STOCK AND OENESAL

AUCTIONEEES,

»» Montgomery Street. San Francisco

BPKCl.'.L ATTENTION PAID TO SALES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In All Cities and counties of
tlie State.

REFEREE CES.
Hon. J. D. Cabb,

Salinas.
Hon. John Boees

Colusa.
Hon. A. ALEATH,

HON. C. GEEEN,
Sacramento.

J. P. Sargent. Esq.,
Sargents.

Hon. l. J. Rose,
Lob Angeles. Nevada
J. B. Haggin. Esq., San Francisco.

Being the oldest established firm in the live-stock
business on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-balf a million of
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-
ties for disposing of live stock or every description
either at auction or private sale. Our fist of corres-
pondents embraces e\ ery breeder and dealer of prom-
tnence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enahl t

?'.ve full publicity to animals placed with
rivate purchases and sales of live -

descriptions will be made on commission
shipped with the utmost care. Pnrcha
made of land of every description. We
lzed to refer to the gentlemen whose i

appended.
KIIXIP A CO.. 22 Monteomai-

unj
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ELEVENTH ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

Monterey
MICIILTHRAI ASSOCIATION

District Number 7.

Commencing at SALINAS CITY, Oct. 4th,
ami ending; Oct. 8th, 1887.

SPEED PROGRAMME.

i?t>;

Tuesday. Oct. 4lh.
No. 1. TROTTING—Two-year-old Colt Stake of

S5U entrance
; $100 added by the Association; best 2

No. 2. RUNNING—Three-quarters of a mile and
repeat, for all horses owned in the DlstrAct; purse $150.

V, -dnesday, Oct. 5th.
No. 3. TROTTINR—Purse S250; for the following-

nam'Sd horses, aud such others as the society may
deem eligible in this class: Pedro, Charley U., -lim L.,
.Allen L., Lady Juhnson, Maud PL, Lady Simpson,
Jim Crow, Michael Davitt, Queen, Nig., Mamorino
Jr., Eagle, Dixie, Sorrel Tom, Ladv Alack, Susie, John
Splann, Bill Donathan, Charlie V.
No. 4. TKutTING-Dby Seasox Race. Purse

J150, for all two-year-olds in the District; winner of
first and second money in colt Btikes barred; best 2
in 3.

Thursday, Oct. 6th.
No. P. TROTTING-For all Rtallions owned in the

Old District; purse §200.
No. 6. TROTTING—Two-mile heats; beBt 2 in 3;

for all horses that have never beaten five minutes for
two miles; puise $250.
No. 7. RUNNING—One-half mile dash, for all two-

year olds ownedinthe Old District; purse $100.

Friday. Oct. Jth.
No. 8. PACING-Free for all; purse 5200.
No. 9. TKOTTING—For all three-year-olds and

tinder owned in the District; purse ?iou; best2in 3.
No/ 10. NOVELTY RAC-E—Running—One and

one-fourth miles; purse $150, 1st quarter $25; 2d quar-
ter $25; 3d quarter §25; 4th quarter $25; 5th quarter *50_

Saturday. Oct. 8lh.

No. 11. RUNNING—One mile and repeat; free for
all; purse $300.

No. 12. TROTTING—Free for all; purse $400.

REMARKS AND t'OSDI ITOSS.
All races are the best three in five (unless other-

wise specified), five to enter and three to start; but
the Board reserves the right to hold a less number thstn

five to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the puree. Entrance fee ten percent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Purses divided at the rate of
60 per cent, to first horse, 30 per cent, to second, 10 per
cent, to third, unless otherwise specified.
Entries to all races andstakes to close with the Sec-

retary at 9 o'clock p. M., September 16th, ltS7. Mark
the envelope "Entries to Races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March l , 1SS7, and in any District races not owned
within the District from June 15,1887, and any entry
by any person of any horse so disqualified shall be
held liable for ihe entrance fee thus contracted, with-
out the right to compete.
Where tue words "old District" are used in the fore-

going Speed Programme, it is meant thereby the
counties of Monterey, Santa Cruz, San Benito and San
Luis Obispo.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. u. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by
consent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one.quarter of
the entrance received from the other entries for Baid
purse; and a horse winning a race is entitled to first
money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third raoneyB only. A horse winB
but one money under any other circuniBtance.
The attention of all parties interested is particu-

larly called to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-
ing to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
Races to begin at 1 o'clock p. m. sharp.
Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.

J. D. CAHK, President.
J. J. KELLY, Secretary. lOjyll

EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR.
OF

THE SIXTH DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
AT

Los Angeles,
CALIFORNIA.

FOR SALE!
ONE 65 POUND

Gaffrey Sulky
OF LATEST STYLE.

costWas made to order at factory and
there $150.

Has only been used a little last season, and
is in first-class order.

Will be sold reasonably if applied for at once.

ADDRESS :

F. P. LOWELL,
No. 614 16th Street.

SACRAMENTO. CAL

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No. 8 Summer St., near California Market.

The only place in the City where sporting gentle-
men can see the English

Dally Sporting Chronicle. 18sept

it DO YOU WANT A' DOG " 16

DOC BUYERS GUIDE* L
Colored plates, 10O engravings R
of different breeds, prices they are I
worth, and where to bay them. W

Mailed for 15 Cents. »|
ASSOCIATED FANCIERS, F

237 Si Eighth Bfc Philadelphia, Pa, \

Sapr

"
•

--' -•' -"hi I J^itiV""

SIX DAYS.
Oct. 10,11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.

First Day—Monday. October iOtli.

No. l. District, Trotting—Three-minute Class.
PurBe $3C0. Ynez, Geronimo and Ij. J. Rose's Stable
barred

.

No. 2. Runnins—Half-mile daBh. Weight for age.
Purse $1E0.
No. 3. Running—One and a quarter mile dash.

Weight forage. Purse ?25o.
No. i. Santa Anita .Stakes—For two-year-old9 '

Closed Dec. l, 1886, with nine entries.

Second Day—Tuesday, October 11th.
No. 5. Trotting—2:23 Class. Parse $600.

No. 6. Trotting—Sunny Slope Stake—Two-year-
olds. Closed Dec. 1, 1836. Eleven entries.
No. 7. Running—Half mile and repeat Weight

for age. Purse $200.

Third Day—Wednesday, October 12th.
No. 8. Trotting—2:35 Class. Purse $100.

No. 9. Ladies' Grand Equestrian Entertain
ment—For the most accomplished and graceful lady
riders. Four cash prizes—?ou, $2a, 315, S10. All names
to be handed to the Secretary on or before October 8th,
at 12 m.

No. 10. Trotting—Southern California Stake
—For three -year-olds. Closed Dec. 1, 1886. Six en-
tries.
No. 11. Running Dash, one and one-sixteenth

miles. Weight for age. Purse $209.

FouriJl Day- Thursday, October 3 3th
No. 12. Pacing—Free for all. Purse $450.
No. 13. Running—Two-mile dash. All ages- Purse
300.

No. 14. Running—Thirty mile CalifoTnia Long Dis-
tance Riding; change horses each mile. Six horses
allowed each contestant. Four or more riders to en-
Ster and start. Purse S5C0.

Fifth Day—Friday, October 14th.
No. 15. Trotting—2:27 Class. Purse $500.
No. 16. Running—Three-quarters of a mile and re-

peat. All ages. Purse $250.
No. 17. Rr/NSTNG—Five-eighths mile dash. For two-

year-olds. Winner of any two-year-old race to carry
7 lbs. extra. Purse $150.

Sixth Day—Saturday, October 1 5th.
No. 18. Trotting—2;45 Class. Purse $350.
No. 19. Thottlng—For Adair, Allan Roy, Arab,

Manzanita, Lot Slocum, Antevolo, Anteeo and others
having no better record than 2:16. Purse $1,000.
No. 20. Los Angeles Derby Stake—Closed Dec.

1,1886. Five entries.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the beBt three in

five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified, five to enter and three to start. But the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
five to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the purse. Entrance fee ten percent, on purse, to
accompany nominations. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of sixty per cent, to th e firBt horse,
thirty per cent, to the second, and ten per cent, to the
third.
National Association rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finiBh any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When leBS than the required
number of starters appear, they mav contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66% to the
first, and 33J-6 to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
When there is more than one entry by one person,

or In one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named at 6 p. si. of the day preceding the
race. No adde 1! money paid for a walk-over, except as
otherwise specified. Running races will be conducted
under the rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse As-
sociation.
Non-starters in running races will be held for an

entrance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races (except fixed

events) to close with the Secretary on Monday, August
1,1887.
Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished upon

application to the Secretary.
J. C SEWTOS, President,

E, A. DeCAMP, Secretary, Box 2tO. jy9

FOURTH ANNUAL FAiR
OP THE

THIRTEENTH DISTRICT

Agricultural Society,

MILL BE HEED AT

Marysville,CaI.
COMMENCING

Tuesday, August 30th
AND CONTINUING FIVE DAYS,

$3,000 in Premiums for Farming. Me-
chanical, Mercantile and Jlanul'ac-

turing Exhibits.

$2,000 In Premium for Live-Stock

$4,000 In Premiums for Speed
and Walking Contests.

Special Premiums for Ladies' Equestrian

Tournament and other Amusements.

Golden Gate
FAIR !

SPEED PROGRAMME,
DISTRICT NO. 1.

Sept. 5th to Sept. 10th, 1887.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Tuesday, Auunst 30tli.

. TRO TTING—Two-year;old Class. $150.

S.RWHITEHEAD*; CO,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS.

ABE PREPARED TO CONDUOT SALES OP

Thoroughbreds, Trotters

And every other desoription of live Btock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Our Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for fifteen
years successfully managed all the principal
sales of high-class stock on this CoaBt.

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARIEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOK, ESQ.,
J. B. HAQGIN, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ

,

R. P. ASHE, ESQ,, WM. CORBITT, ESQ.,

and otberfl.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
1BO LeldesdorfT Street,

Wmartf San Francisco,

....._..._ Purse
Free to »li horses in the Thirteenth District.

2. KUNXIJSG—Half mile dash. Puree $100. Free
for all JaorseB in the Third, Thirteenth and Seveuteeth
Districts

.

3. TROTTING—Three-minute Class. Purse $200.

Free for all.

Second Day—Wednesday, August 31st
4. TROTTING—2:35 Class. Purse 3300. Free for all

5. TROTTING—Four-minute Class. Free for all to
as they please. Purse, ?50. The horse nearest to four
minutes to win the heat. First horse $20, second ?10,

third $o, fourth §5, fifth $5, sixth §5.

6. RUNNING-Half mile and repeat. Purse, ?200.

Free for all.

7. RUNNING—Three-fourths of a mile and repeat.
Purse $250. Free for all.

Third Day—Thursday, September I si

8. TROTTTNG-2:27 Class. Purse $400. Free for all.

9. WALKING—Best walking team, $30; best walk-
ing stallion $30; second best of either $20. One mile.
Purse $100. For horses owned in this district,

10. PACING—Purse $400. Free for all.

Fourth Day—Friday. September 2d.

11. TROTTING-2 ;45 ClaBS. Purse $200. Free for
all.

12. RUNNING—Two mile dash. Parse $300. Free
for all.

LADIES RIDING— Free to all in the District. No
entrance fee. Several elegant premiums have been
contributed for the occasion, and will be given, includ-
ing one cash premium, $20, by the Society.

13. RUN NING—One mile dash. Purse $200. Free
for all.

1 litb Day—Satnrday, September 4th.
14. TKOTTING—2:30 Class. Purse $400. Free for all.

15. PACING—2:30 Class. Purse $300.

CONDITIONS AND RRMARKS.
National Trotting Association rules to govern all

trotting races. All trotting and pacing races are the
best three in five, unless otherwise specified.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern all

all running. Four to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to hold a leBS number than
four to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten per cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting, pacing
and running premiums divided at the rate of filty per
cent, for the first horse, twenty-five per cent, to the
second, fifteen per cent, to the third, aud ten per cent,
to the fourth.

All horses entered for trotting, pacing or running
races, for which entrance has been paid and who go in
the race designated and fai to win any part of the
purse, will have their entrance money returned to
them after decision by Judges.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heatB of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
" tween heats: also to change the day and hour of any
race, if deemed necessary. For awalk-over a horse
is only entitled to its entrance fee and one-half of the
entrance retained by the Society from the other
entries for said race, and to no added money. A horse
winning a race entitled to first money only, except
when distancing the field, then to first and fourth
moneys.
Non-starters must be declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in by 8 o'clock p. M.,or
they shall be required to start or forfeit the entrance
money.
All purses or premiums paid as scon as a decision Is

rendered.
EntrieB to the races, except No. 5 and No. 9, will

close with the Secretary. August 10, 1886.

Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. jr. sharp.
The Society furoish hay and straw free to competi-

tors.
OSfNo season tickets will be issued, and persons

contesting for a purse or premiums offered by the
Society will be required to pay regular admission fee
Admission to Fair grounds $.50; children under 12

years, 2o cents. To the Pavilion, 25 cents; children
under 12 years 15 cents.

D. E. KM«ht, President,
T. J. SHERWOOD. Secretary.
£STPostoffice Address, Marysville, Cal."«»

Bids for Privileges.

Sealed bids will be received till 12 o'clock noon-
Monday, August 10th, for the foliowing|named privi-
leges, separately or collectively, at the Annual Fair of
the Sonoma County Agricultural Park Association, to
be held at Santa Rosa, commencing August 22d and
ending August 27th, 1887:

Pool-selling, Paris Mutuals and Bookmaking.

The Board of Directors reserves the right to reject
any and all bids.

Mark all letters "Bid for Privilges" and address to
N. WINANTS. Secfy.

lOju Santa Rosa, Cal.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

P. HEALD Preeident. 0. 8. HALEI, Seo'y,

Monday—First Day, Trotting.
No. 1. Purse $800. 2:40Class. Four moneys
No. 2 Purse $m Two-yew-olds. Three moneys.No. 3. Purse 31,000. 2:25 Class. Four moneys.

Tuesday -Second Day, Running.
No. 4. TUE ALAMEDA STAKE—For all ages- 350

entrance; half-forfeit, or only $15 if declared on'or
before August 20th, with $100 added; Sirjo to second-
third to save stake. Maidens, if three vears old'allowed five pounds; if four vears old or over sevenpounds. Three-quarters of mile.

No. 5. THE CALIFORNIA STAKE- For three-year-
olds;-^ entrance; half forfeit, S1U0 added; SluO to
second, 850 to third. One mile and a quarter
No. 6. THE JUVENILE STAKES-For two-year-

olds; S^5 entrance; $10 forfeit; $400 adde-i; $li to
second, third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race, after August 1st, to carry three pounds ; of
two or more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters' of
a mile.
No. 7. FREE PURSE—S3ro. Winners of any race

after August 1st, of the value of $300, to carry five
pounds. Maidens allowed, if three years old to
carry five pounds: if four years old or upward* 'fif-
teen pounds. Mile heats.

Wednesday—Third Day, Trotting.
No. 8. Purse $800. 2:27 Class. Four moneys
No. 9. Purse Sl.OOO. 2:20Cliss. Four moneys.

Thursday—Fourth Day, Trotting.
No. 10. Purse S500. Three-year-olds. Four moneys
No. 11. Purse $1,000. 2:23 Class. Four moneys. '

Friday—Filth Day, Running.
No. 12. SELLING PURSE, SS00, of wbich $50 to

second. Fixed valuation, $1,00'; two pounds for each
S10U below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. Oue mile and an eighth
No. 13. THE OAKLAND STAKE—For all ages: $50

entrance; half forfeit; $iuu added; second horse ^100
third $50. One mile and a half.
No. 14. THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For two-year-

olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $40u added; si; to
second, third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race, after August 1st, to carry three pounds- of
two or more, five pounds extra. Of Juvenile Slake at
this meeting, three pounds additional penalty
Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 15. FREE PURbE, $400. For all ages; $50 to

second. Horses not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds; horses that have not run sec-
ond or better allowed ten pounds. Three-quarter-
mile heats.

Saturday-Sixth Day, Trotti«g.
No. 16. Purse 81,200. Free for all. Four moneys,

same Day—Pacing.
No. 17. Purs* $760. Free for all. Four moneys.

REMARKS AJfD CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are -the best three

in five, except the two-year-old trot^ unless other-
wise specified. Five to enter and three to start in
all the above raceB. But the Boird reserves the
right in all the races in the above programme to
hold a less number than five to fill by the with-
drawal of a proportionate amount of the purse En-
trance fee ten per cent, on purse to accompany nomi-
nation. Purses of four monc ys divided at the rate of
fifty per cent, to the first horse, twenty-five per cent
to second, fifteen per cent, to third, and ten per cent'
to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trottin«- but

the Board reserves the right to tmt heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary, to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a Bpecial race between beits. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to he divided as follows-
Q6§ to the first and *3i to the second.
In case any named race for a certain day does not

fill, the Board reserves the right to change the date
of any other event on the programme if deemed nee*
essary, due notice being given to the parties inter-
ested at any time previous to August loth
If in the opinion of the judges, before starting a

race, that it cannot be finished on the closin" dav of
the Fair, it may he continued or declared otf at 'the
option of the judges.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p si of

the day preceding the race shall be required to startWhen there is more than one entry by one person'
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named at 6 p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Association

will govern running races.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races to close with the

SecretaT-y on Monday, August 1st, 1887.

™* » ™««™VES
.
ADAMS

' President,JOS. I. DI3IO>D, Secretary.
Office I 09 Front Street, S. F.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

2jy

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock on Hie Coast

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

rSend tor Circular,

Burned to hold a little of everytmog.—-dwtertfcm canoem-

AGENT FOR
Fennell'sOynthiana Hobse Boots,

J.H, Fenton's CmaAOo Specialties,

"I «aiTrf#
Da

* DntoN'B Condition Powders,
a8Jy** GoatBAtTLi'a Causiiq Balsxh

K. S. CULVER, Secretary, P, O. Box 2603, San Francrsco",~Ca"L"jyaJ
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CALIFORNIA. ANNUAL

State Fair
Will be held at

SACRAMENTO,
Sept. 12 to 24 inclusive, 1887.

TWO WEEKS FAIR!

NINE DAYS RACING!

SPEED 1'ROGBaMHE.
There shall be awarded to the owner of the sire

. whose get shall make the best average performance
in the races for trotting foals, two. ihree and four-
year-olds, in 1887, 1SS8 and 1--9. the Grand Gold .Medal
of the California State Agricultural Society, the
actual cost ol which shall not be less tuan52QU.

first D»y.—Thursday, September 15ih.
TROTTING.

No. 1.—THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1SS5,

with twenty-nine nominations. Value of stake Jan-
nary 1. 1887, 31 ,04=).

No. 2.—TROTTING PURSE. S1.C0O—2:23 Class.
No. 3.—PACING PURSE, 3600—2:30 Class.

Second Day—Fri<fay, September 16th.
KUXXtNG.

No. 4.—THE INTRODUCTION STAKE-For two-
year-olds: $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; 5250 added; §50 to
second; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race this year to carry three pounds; of two or
more 5 pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 5.—TliE CALIFORNIA BR EEL'ERS' -STAKE.

—For foals of 1384; ? .0 entrance; p. p.; $300 added; SlOO
to second; $50 to third. Closed in lass with twelve en-
tries. One mile and a quarter.
No. 6.—THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE-For four-

year-olds; $50 entrance; b. f., or only $15 if declared
on or before September 1st. $300 addtd, of which S!00
to the second horse; $50 to the third. Weights five
pounds below the scale. Winner o'any race over one
mile this year to carry rule weights. One mile and
five-eighths.
No. 7.-FREE PURSE, $250—Winners of any race,

this year, of the value of $3)0 to carry five pounds;
maidens allowed, if three years old, five pounds; if

four years or upwards fifteen pounds. Mile heats.

Third Day—Saturday, September 17th.
TEOTTLNG.

No. S.-TWO-TEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE.—
$50 entrance, of which $IU must accompany nomina-
tion; $15, payable Julv 1st, and remaining $25 payable
Aug. 10th, 1887; $300 added by the Society. Closed
April 15th, with eighteen nomination. Mile heats.
No. 9.—TROTTING PUR--E, $1,0.0—2:27 Class.
No. 10.—TROTTING PURSE. $1.200—2;17 CUbs.

Fourth Day—Monday, September 19ih.
KUITSINB.

No. 11.—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages.
$50 entrance; h. f. ; or only -rl5 if declared on or betore
September 1st, with $3j0 added; $100 to second; third"

to save stake. Horses tliat have started and not won
this vear allowed five pounds; maidens if three years
old allowed five pounds ; if four years old or over seven
pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.
No. I2.-THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-

For foals of 1885: $100 entrance; 925 forfeit; $250 added.
Becond horse $100; third horse $50. Closed in 1836

with twenty -four nominations. One mile.
No. 13.—THE LA HUE STAKE—Handicap for all

ages; $100 entrance; 4:'0 forfeit, with 5500 added, of
which $150 to second; ?100 to third. Weights an-
nounced September 10th. Declaration, $20, to be made
with tiie Secretary by eight o'clock p.m., September
12th. In no event will declaration be received unless
accompanied with the amouot fixed. Two and one-
quarter miles.
No. 14,—SELLING PURSE, $250.—Of which $50 to

Becond. Fixed valuation $1,000; two pounds for each
$100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

Fifth Day—Tuesday, September 30th.
TROTTI2JG

.

No. 15.—THREE-TEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE
—For all colts (except Ella, Soudan, Shamrock and
Sable Wilkes). $100 entrance, of which $25 must accom-
pany nomination; $2-5 payable July 1st, and remaining
$50 payable August lCtEi, 1887; $400 added by the Soci-
ety. "Closed April 15th, with fourteen nominations.
Mile heats, three in five.

No 1*.—TROTTING PURSE, S-sCli—3:00 Class.
No. 17.—TROTTING PURSE, $1,200-2:20 Class.

Sixth Day—Wednesday, September 81st.
BURNING.

No. 18.—THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-
year-old fillies; $25 entrance; 515 forfeit, or only $10 If

declared on or before September 1st; $150 added; $25

to second. Those that have started and n- it run first

or Becond in any race this year allowed five pounds.
Five-eichths of a mile.
No. l'j.—THE shAFTER STAKE—For three-year-

olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared
before September 1st, with $300 added; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Winner of any race this year to
carry five pounds extra; of two or more ten pounds;
maidens allowed five pounds. One mile and a quarter.
No. 20.—THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages;

$50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared on or
before September 1st, with $300adde (; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Three -vear-olds to carry 100 pounds;
four-vear-olds, lift pounds; five-year-olds, 112 pounds.
Sex, "but not heat, allowances. Three-quarter mile
heats.
No. 21.—FREE PURSE. ?30O—$50 to second. Horses

that have Btarted and not won this year allowed ten
pounds. Winners this year of any race of the value
of $4*0 to carry five pounds extra ; winner of No. 7, ten
pounds extra. One mile.

Seventh Day—Thursday, September 2fcd.

TROTTING

.

No 22.—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000—2:25 Class.

No. 23.—FOUR-YEAR OLD TROTTING STAKE—
(Conditions same as No. 15.) Closed April 15th, with
ten nominations.
No. 24.—PACING PURSE, ?S0O—Free for all

Eighth Day- Friday, September TB3d.

RtrXNETG.

No 25.—THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE-
For foal? of ISM. 350 entrance; p. p.; $30" added;
Becond horse $100; third $50. Closed in 1885, with sev-
en'een nominations. One mile and a half.

No 26—THE PALO ALTO STAKE—For two-
year-olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if

declared on or before September 1st; with $250 added;
$75 to second; third to save Btake. Winner of any
two-year-old stake this year to carry five pounds
extra; of two or more, tenponnds. One mile.

No. 27.—THE GOLDEN HATE .sT\KE—For three-
year-olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if

declared on or before September 1st; with $350 added;
Becond horse $100; third to save stake. Winner of any
three-year old race at this meeting to carry 5 pounds
extra; colts not 1,2,3, in No. 19, allowed five pounds.
One mile and three-quarters. _
No 28—THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE-For all

ages" .«50 entrance; $15 forfeit: $300 added; $100 to

second- $5u to third; $200 additional to the winner if

1:11 1£ is beaten. Stake to be named after the winner
if Nigbthawk's time, '1:42',;} is beaten. One mile.

jfo .29 —FREE PURSE, $250—For all ages. $50 to

second. Horses not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. HorBes that have not run sec-
ond or better at this meeting allowed, ten pounds.
One mil« and a sixteenth and repeat,

Ninth Day.—Saturday September 34th.
TROTTING.

No. 30— SPECIAL THREE-TEAR-OLD TROT-
TING STAKE— For Ella. Soudan, Shamrock, Sable
Wilkes and others. (Conditions, same as Regular
Stake No. 15.) Closed April fifteenth, with six nomi-
nations.
No. 31.-TROTTING PURSE.$1,200-Free for all.
No. 32.—TROTTING PURSE, $1,001—2:10 Class.
Entries for the following running events for ISSS-S9

were ordered to be closed at the same time as the
races on the regular programme.
No. 1—CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For

foils of 1885. to be run at the State Fair of 1888. $50
entrance; $25 forfeit or only $lo if declared January
1st, lASt.; $:iu0 added of which $10J U second, and $5o to
third. One mile and a quarter.
No.i-CALIt-'ORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For foals

of l^S.toberuuattlie Mate Fair of 1SSS. $lu0 entrance;
$25 forfeit, cr only $10 if declared Januarv 1st, 1888;
$250 added ; second colt 5 1 no

;
third $5u One mile.

No. 3-CALIE-ORNIA DERBY ST AK'E—For foals
of IS86,tobe run at the State Fair of 1889. $100 entrance;
$50 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1st, 1888;
$15 if declared January 1st. I88H; or $25 if declared May
let, 1889; S30U added; second horse $100, third horse
$50. One mile and a half.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the nurse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 5o per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second. 15 percent, to third and 10 per cent.
to fourth.
The National Association Rules to govern trotting.

But the Board reserves th" righttotrot heats of any
two classes alterna.ely.if necessary to finish anv day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less tnau the
requirednumber of starters appear thev may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as* follows: 66>i
to the first, ami 33^' to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the above Btakes declarations

arepremitted for a small forfeit.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 P. M. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more dian one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p. u. of the day preceding
the rice. No added monev paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will he required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished

upon application to the Secretary. Entries in all,
except otherwise stated, to close w:ith the Secretary
Monday. August 1, 1887.

I- U. SHIPPEE, President.
EDWIN F. SMITH. Secretary. 2Imyl7

SPEED PROGRAMME
Open for the State,

Sonoma County
Agricultural Park Association,

TO BE HELD AT

SANTA ROSA,
August 22d to 27th Inclusive.

First Day, Tuestiay. Aug. S3d.
RUNNING—Five-eights mlie, for two-vear-olds;

maidens allowed 5 lbs; $25 entrance; purse $100; $10
forfeit; $100 added; $2-5 to second colt.
TROTTING—Two-vear-olds; purse $200.
TROTTING—2:27 Class, purse $450.

Second Day, Wednesday, Aug, 24th.
RUNNING-Oue mile and repeat, free for all; $25

entrance; $10 forfeit; $2 10 acided;$50to second horse;
purse $20).
TROTTING—Three-year-olds (except Ella, Sondan,

Shamrock and Sable Wilkes); purse $300.
TROTTING-2:20 Class; purse $5CC.

Third D«y. Thursday. Ang. 26th.
RUNNING—One fourth and a miles, for three-year-

olds; $50 entrance ; $25 forfeit; $200 added; $50 to second
horse; maidens allowedS lbs; purse $200.
RUNNLNG—Three-fourths mile, free for two year-

olds; $25 entrance; $10 torfeit; $150 added; winner of
five-eighths mile to carry 5 lbs extra; purse $150.
TROTTING— Four-year olds; purse $400.
TROTTING—Three-minute Class; purse $400.

Fourth Day- Friday, Aug. 26th.
RUNNING—Three-fourths mile heats; tree for all;

$25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $200 added; $50 to second
horse- purse $200.
TROTTING —Three-year-olds, including Sondan,

Ella, Sable Wilkes and Shamrock; purse $300.
TROTTING—2:25 Class

; purse $150.
RACING-Free-for-all;purse $350.

Fifth Day, Saturday, Aug. 97th.
RUNNING—One and one-half mile dash, for all

ages; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $200 added; $50 to sec-
one horse ; purse $200.
TROTTING—2:2-j Class; purse $500.

TROTTING—Free for all; purse $70>.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in
five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified; five to enter and three to start. But the
Board reserves the rieht to hold a less number than
five to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent, on
purse to accompany nominations. Trotting and pac-
ing purses divided at the rate of Bixty per cent, to the
first horse, thirty per cent to the second, and ten per-
cent, to the third-
National Association rules to govern trotting; bat

the Board reserves the right to frot heatB of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance monev. to be divided as follows: 66% to the
first, and 33X to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race Bhall be reqnirea to start.
When there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they'are to
start must be named at 6 p. n. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over, ex-
cept as otherwise specified. Running races will be
conducted under the rules of the Pacific Coast Blood
Horse AsFociation.
Non-starters in running races will be held for an en-

trance, under Rule 3.

Racingcolors to be named In entries.

In trotting race3 drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races (except fixed events)

to close with the Secretary on Monday. August 1, 1887.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnishedupon
application to the Secretary.

1J- M.SPENCER, President.
N WINANTS, Secretary, sania Rosa, Cat.

jjntf

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Fetaluma Fair.

onorary Graduate ol

»rio Veterinary Col-

lege, Toronto, Canada.

From Aug. 30 to Sept. 3, 1887,

INCLUSIVE

Over $.0,000 in Purses.

Agricultural District No. *, « omprlsinj
the Counties of Sonoma, and Marin.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
District Races open for the enmities of

Sonoma, Marin, Napa and SoJauo.

Tuesday. August 3«th .

No. 1. RUNNING — Two year-old Stake. Five-
eighths mile dash. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150
added; $50 to second horse. Winners of any two-year
old stake this year to carry three pounds extra; of two
or more, five pouuds extra.
No. 2. TROTTING- District. For two-year-olds

Mile and repeat. Purse $250. Closed May 1st. with
fourteen entries.
No. 3. TROTTING—2:25 Class. Purse $700.

Wednesday, Angn*t 31st.
No. 4. RUNNING—For all ages. Free purse $2C0-

$50 to second. Mile and repeat.
No. 5. TROTTING—2 :3i Class. Purse $600
No. 6. PROTTING-2:20 Class. Purse $1,000.

Thursday, September 1st.
No. 7. RUNNING—For three-year-olds. One and

one-eighth mile dash. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250
added ; $10D to second; third to save stake. Winners of
any race this year to carry five pounds extra; of two
or more, ten pounds extra; maidens allowed five
ponnds.
No. 8. PACING- Free for all. Purse $400.
No. 9. TROTTING— For foals of 1886. Mile dash.

$25 Btake; $150 added. Closed February 1st, with fif-
teen entries.
No. 10. TROTTING—For three -year-olds. Purse

$600.

Frldav, September 2d.
No. 11. RUNNING—District—For all ages. Mile

dash. $25 entrance; $l0torfeit; $150 added; $50 to sec-
ond.
No. 12. TROTTING—District. For three-year-olds.

Purse $30J. Closed May 1st with five entries
No. 13. TROTTING-For foals of 1385. Mile and

repeat $50 stake; $200 added. Closed February 1st,
with eleven entries.
No. 14. TROTTING-2:23 Clas3. Purse $S00.

Saturday, September 2d
No. 15. RUNNING—Forall ages. One and one-half

mile dash. Free purs'1 $250. $50 to second.
No. 16. TROTTING—District. 2:40 Class. Purse

$400.
No. 17. TROTTING-2:27 Class. Purse $700.
No. IS. TROTTING—Free-for-all. Purse $1,200.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse to accompany

nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races four moneys, viz:

50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent, except Trotting Stake
Races Nos. 9 and 13, in which monev to be divided and
races trotted according to published conditions.
All races, best three in five, except as otherwise

specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse Is only entitled

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money enlv

except when distancing the field, then 1

; first and
third moneys
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. w. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p. sc. of the day preceding
the race.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board.no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned in the district six months prior to
the day of the race, and any entry bvanv person of
any disqualified horse shall be held" liable for the
entrance fee contracted, without any right to compete

State Agricultural Society and expulsion from the
Association.

If. in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
finished on the closing day of the Fair, it may be coi
tinned or declared off, at the option of the judges

.

In all races noted above, five or more paid-up entries
required to fill and three or more hordes to start, bnt
th" Board reserves the light to hold entries and start
a race with a less number and deduct a proportionate
amount of the pnrBe.
The Petaluma track is one of the fastest and safeBt

in the world.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all

entries and used in all heats.
Races commence each dav at 1 o'clock p. si. sharp
Stables, hay and straw free to competitors.
Entries close Ang. 1st, 1887, with Secretary.

J. H WHITE, President.
W.E- COX, Sec'y. P. O. Box 27G, Petaluma, Cal

Veterinary Infirmary* 3't Natoma St
Residence, 966 Howard St., San Francisco.

Imafia

Outing
TTie Gentleman^'s Magazine of Sport, rivel

and Physical Becreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OUR FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DURING THE TEAR THERE WILL BE ARTICLES T/PO>*

Exploration, Travel and Adventure. Mountain
Climbing, Camping. Popular Forestry. Hunting and
Fishing, Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting. Rowing
Canoeing. Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.

Lacrosse, Snow-sboeing, Tobogganing and Skating.

Conducted by POUI/TNEY. RIGEEOW

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
Single nnnibers t \vem;--ti vc cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York.

EIGHTH ANNUAL
FAIR

$7,000! $7C00!
OF

PIXMAS, E4SSEN, SIERRA, AND MODOC

(WaMioe *'o.. Nevada. Lake and Grant
Counties. Orison, >nt\ finite Co , Cal ,

admitted to District lor
Racing ;mi:-|)i.m-s.

AT

Susanvslle, Cal.
COIIJIEXI I»'Q

Monday, October 3. '87,

And Continniog Five Days.

Purses $5,000.

Premiums $2,000.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Money in all races to be divided as follows: First

horse, 60 percent.; second, 30 per cent.; third 10 per
cent, unless when otherwise specified. All races free
tor all, unless otherwise designated.

First Day.
1. TROTTING-2:50 Class. 3 in5; purse £200

91=
RUNNING-Three-year-olds,' mile dash"; purse

3. RUNNING-Mile heats, 2 in 3; purse 52-50
4. RUNNING—M mile and repeat; purse §100.

Second Day.
5. TROTTING—3 in 5; purse 51.000.
6. RUNNING—% mile dash; purse 5100.
7. RUNNING—1^ mile dash; purse $2f"0
8. TROTTING- One-year-olds (District) % mile

dash; purse $100. .

Third Day
9. TROTTING-2:l0Class.3in5; purse 3250
10. RUNNING—Mile dash; puree *I50
11. RUNNING—IV miledash; purse £250

. Xi-
GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to

4 :30. Entiles to close at time of race
; purse $50.

Fourth Day.
13. TROTTING-2 ;35 Class. 3 in 5; pnrse 5300
14. RUNNING- J-j mile and repeat; purse SLiO
15. RUNNING—1}; mile 'lash; purse 5150
16. TROTTING- Single buggy (District), 2 in 3. own.

er to drive; purse$50. Entries close at 3 p. ji day be-
fore race. Trained horses barred.

Fifth Day.
17. TROTTING-2:3l Class.Sino; purse 5350
18

' ™ Ua*
N1S "G—two mil^s and repeat: purse ?I COO

10. TROTTING-Double teams (District,, mile and
repeat. Untrained teams m ist pull buggy, owners to
drive. Entrance to close at 9 o'clock everting before
the race; purse $75.

RITES OF THE TRACK.
Entrance to all trotting and running races to close

witn the Secretary at 9 o'clock p. M..on Friday An.
gust 12, 18S7.

J '

All entries to be made in writing-, to give sex color-and marks of horses. Also name and residence ofowner, and in running races colors to be worn by rider
and any other particulars that will enable the audi'ence to distinguish the horse in the race.

Inallraces five ormoreto enter and three or more
National Association rules to govern trottine. hut

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of anv two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any "day's
raciug. or to trot a special race between the heat3
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race thaf has
not been owned and kept in the District six(6) months
prior to the day of the race j and any entry by anv per-
son of any disqualified horse shall be held liable for
the entrance fee contracted, without any right tocompete for a purse, and shall be Leld liable to pen-
alties prescribed by the National Association andRules of the State Agricultural Society and expulsionfrom the Association

,

If, in the opinionofthe judges, any race cannot becompleted on the closing day of the Fair.Itmavbe
continued or declared off at the option of the Judges
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up en-

tries required to fill, and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the rierht to hold entriesand start a race with a less number, and deduct a pro-
portionate amount of the puree.
When less tban the required number of starters ap.

pear, they may contest for the entrance monev to bedivided as follows : 66^ to the first, and 33Mtothe sec-ond,
R"les of the State Agricultural Society to governrunning races except where conditions "named are

otherwise.
Anv person not intending- to start his horse ;n«st no-

tify the Secretary in writing on or before 10 o'clock theevening previous to the day of the race.
Horses entered in races can only be drawn bv con-

sent of the Judges. J

For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be en-
titled to his own entrance fee and one-half of'the en-
trance received from the other entries for said purse-and a horse winning a race entitled to first money
only, except when distancing the field, then entitled
to first and third moneys only. A horse wins but onemonev under anv other circumstances.
The attention of all parties interested is particularly

called to the roles of the National TrottiDg Associa-
tion, under the provisions of which, except as other-
wise specified, all matters appertaining to th^ trottine
races will be conducted, B

Races to begin each day at one o'clock p. m. sham
J W THOMPSON. President.
J. D. Byers. Vice-President.

R. E. DAVIS, Secretary. Susanville. Cal
J. R. MURRAY, Assistant Secretary,
25jnll Greenville. CaJ.

FOR SALE.
No. 1.—Bay Mare, foaled spring of 1881 bv

Terror. *

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Mnsidora's dam by
eon of Eertrand.

Terror by Woodbnm, 1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d
aam Musidora, by Belmont, etc.

No. 3.-Chestnnt Mare, foaled spring of 1882,
by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Slusldoni by
Belmont. *

Ware's BiBmarck. by "Jack Trimble "iRon of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Poche.
These are extra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belmont.
No. I is in foal to a son of Geo. 1L Patchen Jr.

For farther Information address

W, M. WILLIAMSON
uotftr san Jose, <
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To prevent delay in ordering, D. Rodgers & Co submit the following abstract from their '87 Catalogue:

THE "CUNARD" CONVERTIBLE TANDEM.
Weight 100 Jbs.

Double Steering;. Foldiue Handle-bar for Easy Access to

May be Bidden by Two Ladies. Front Saddle.

Double Break Power.

Seat and Handles Adjustable. WneD collTOrtedi Front SalWle isbrought

Seduces to 11 inches in width to Pass ack OTrr «ne Axle >
thereby securing

through Narrow Doorway. Proper Distribution of Wheel Load.

Price $250.

The Cuciard Non-Convertible Tandem, for riders who do not wish to con-

vert their machines. Price $240. Weight 85 lbs , as ordered by H. E. Ducker, Esq.,

President A. C. U., and Editor "Wheelmen's Gazette.''

THE "CUNARD" SAFETY BICYCLE.
Weigrht 45 pounds.

Made of best materials, and on the most approved principles, Ball Bearings to both Wheels
Cranks, and Pedals; all bright parts plated and rest enameled. Thoroaghly fitted and
finished. Complete with Suspension Saddle, Bag, Spanner and Oil Can. No extras.
Standard gear 30 inches, geared to 57 inches; any gear to order. Price $140.

THE GREATEST HIT OF THE SEASON.

Copy of Testimonial from T. J.Kirkpatrick, Esq., Vice-President of the L.A.W.
Springfield, 0., January 11th, 1887.

D. ROGERS & Co.
Gentlemen:—Respecting the Cunard Tandem, I have to say that it is beyond question the besttandem yet produced. Its compactness, ease of handling, light running, safety,

and the ease with which it may be mounted or dismounted, by either a lady or gentleman, lasve nothing to be desired. Its folding handle bar, and the fact that it can be quickly and
readily taken through a common door, are features which make the machine a pleasure. I have owned other tandemB, but this is the only one that is worth house-room as a convertible
machine. I find it a perfect machine, in perfect balance, either as a single or a tandem. I have sought carefully for soma three years now for the best tandem, and have given the matter
a great deal of thought and attention, and if asked to day to suggest an improvement in the design and arrangement of the Cunard, I would be free to say that it is as nearly perfect as this

type of ma-chine ever will be. Yours truly,

[Signed] T. J. KIRKPATRICK.

THE "CUNARD" BICYCLE No. 1.

LIGHT ROADSTFR. Weight 32 lbn.

Patent weldless steel backbone, handle bar, and round edge forks. The wheels are mad3 with double
hollow rims, Bteel hubs, and improved straight-laced spokes, which do not stretch or become loose.

Adjustable ball bearings to both wheels and pedals. Easy three-curl spring, cranked han«Ue-barB and
long centrehead. Handles, head, hubs, cranks, step, aud all nuts and bolts plated, remaindei enameled in

two colors. Thoroughly fitted and splendidly finished, complete with suspension saddle, bag, Bpanner
and oilcan. No Extras. Price $135.

THE "CUNARD" FULL ROADSTER BICYCLE.
"Weight 88 lbs. Same as Ho 1, but direct spokes, V rims, and plated gun-metal hubs. Finished as No. 1.

No Extras. Price S I S5

.

THE AMERICAN "CDNAFD BICYCLE".
Weight 42 lbs. Finished in enamel, with plated parts. Puilt especially for .rough roads and heavy

riders. Price, $110. No Extras. Ball bearings all over.

THE "CUNARD" BICYCLE No. 4.
Weight 45 lbs. A high grade, good, serviceable, string machine, at a moderate price. Price 885-

No. Extras. Ball bearings all over,

THE "CUNARD" RACER.
Standard weight of a 54-incb, 22 lbs. Lighter to order. No Extras. Price SI 40.

CUNARD TRICYCLE NO. 6.
Weight 59 lbs.

Suitable for Ladies or Gentlemen

This machine is specially designed for ladies, the frame being formed so as to allow the
dress to fall easily, as in a walking position. By moving a lever the handle-bar hinges for-
ward and allowB the rider to get in and out of the machine in the front, without the difficulty

of mounting from the baok over the saddle. If made with § in. hollow rims and light tube
the weight can be reduced to 55 lbs.

Price $180.

CATALOGUES FREE.

Freight paid on all orders and machines shipped the day after

receipt of order. Every machine guaranteed for one year.

D. RODGERS & Co., Sole Importers Cunard Cycles.
75 CLINTON AVE., NEWARK, N; J: £8miU
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rrains leave and are dne to arrive at
Sail Francisco.

From June 187, 188 J.

8:00 a m
4:00 P M
6:30 P M
3 :30 p M
9:30 A M
1U:30 A M
6:00 P M

*6:00 A M
12:00 M
8:30 a u
4:00 P M
•5:00 P m
9:30 A M

3:30 p M
6:00 A M
+3 :30 P u
3.00 P M
7:30 a m
7:30 A M
7:30 am
7:30 a M
6;30 A M
8 :00 p m
4:00 P M
6:30 P m

•1:00 P M
8:30 A M

(10:30 a ii

12:0OM
3:00 P M
*5 :00 P M
8*30 A M
3:30 F u

..Calistoga and Napa...

..Coles & Portland

..Galtvia Martinez

..Haj wards and NileB..

.Haywards . ,..c

.lone via Livermore
..Knight's Landing
..Livermore and PleaBanton..
..Los Angeles, Deming, El

„.... Paso and East
..Los Angeles and Mojave
..Martinez
..Milton.
..Ogden and East
Red Bluff via Marysville

..Redding via Willows

..Reno andTruckee

..Sacramento, via Benicla
" via Livermore.
" via Benioia
" via Benlcia
" via Benlcia

..Sacramento River Steamers.

..Ran Jose „

..Stockton via Livermore 5:40 p &
" via Martinez 10:40 am

1'>:10a M
6:10 p M
7:40 A M
10:10 a m
12;4. P M
3:40 p M
8:40 p M
S:10 A M
2:40 P si

5:40 p v
10:10 A M
•8:40 a M

4:40 P m
10:40 a m
6:10 P m

'5:*> p M
11 -10 A M
5:10 P m
6:40 P ii

6:40 P M
6-40 p m
5:10pm
11:10 a M
10:10 a m
7:40 a M
•6:00 a M
*3:40 p M
J3:40 P M
8:40 p M
9:40 A M

LOCAL PERRY TRAINS.

From San Francisco Dally.

TO EAST "OAKLAND— *6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—14:30
—1:00—1:30—2.-00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:0(1
5:80— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00-11:00—I2;0(j

TO 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO
EAST OAKLAND" until 6 ;30 p.m., inclusive, also
at 9:00 p.m.

TO FRUIT VALE—*6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30-8:00 8:30—
•2:30—3:30-4:00—4:3a -5:00—5:30—6:00-6:30—9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*9:30—7:00—12:00.
TO ALAMEDA—*6:00—*6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00— *8:30-

9:00—9:30—10:00—tl0:30—11:00—tll:30—12:00—112 :30—
1:00—U:30—2:00—t'J:30-3:0O—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00

-

5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.
TO BERKELEY—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—*8:80

9:00— 9:30— 10:00— J10:30—11:00—Jll :30— 12:00-112:30
1:00-11:30-2:00—{2:30—3:00— 3:30—4:00— 4:30—5:00—
5:30—«:00—6:3n—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00

TO WEST BERKELEY -Same as "To Bebket.kyV

To San Francisco Dally.

FROM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20—1:50- 8:20-8:50—
9:20— *10:19— 4:20—4:50—5:20—5 :£0 -6:^0 -6:50—7:47—
9:50.

PROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— "5
;
22- 5:52

-

•6:22-19:14—*3:22.
FROM2HD AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7:25

7:55-8:25—8:55—9 :25—9 :55— 10 :25— 10 ;55- 11 :25— 11 -55

12:25—12 :55— 1 :25—1 :55-2 ;25—2 :55—3:25— 3 :55— 4:25—
4:55—5:25-5:55—8:25—6:55—7:50—9:53

FROM EAST OAKLAND— "5:30-6:00- 6:30— 7:0)
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11 :3ti

12:00—12:30—1:00—1 :30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3 :30— 4 flO—
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 6:57- 9:&7—
10:57.

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 minutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—*5:30-6:00—*6:30—7:00 -*7:30—8:00

•8:30—9:00-9:30—10:00— {10:30—11:00- {11:30—12:00—
112:30—1 :00— {1 :30—2:00- {2:30-3 :00-3 :30—4 :00—1:30
5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00.

FROM BERKELEY— *5:25—5:55—•6:25—6:55—*7 :25—
7:55—*8:25— 8:55—9:25—9:55— {10:25—10:55- {11 :25—
11:55— {12:25— 12:55— {1:25— 1:55— {2:25—2:55—3 :25—
3:55— 4:25— 4:55-5:25— 5:55-8:25—6:55—7:55—8 ;55—
9 ;55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "From Berk-
eley."

CREEK ROUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO-*7:15-9:15-lia5-ld5-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6a5—8:15—10 H5 -12 :16— 2:15 -
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. tSaturdayB excepted; {Sundays
only
C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland.

Standard Time furnished by Lick Observatory.

A. fl. TOWNE.
Gen. Manager.

T. H. UOOD.HAX
Gen. Pass. ATtk Ai?i.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAI„

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 41U fUE STBF.ET
G. L. BRANDEE , President
J. L. FLOOD - Vice-President
C. P FAENFIELD Beoretary
J.S.ANGUS Assistant Manager
Bankers. Nevada Bank of San Francisco.

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1887,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send four cents in stamps, to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in nse at Fairlawn,

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTTERS,
—COXSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip,

Mixes instantly with cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Soldiu iron drums containing five Imperial gallons

equals nearly 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 180

sheep at a cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nourisher of wool, a certain cure

for scab.
ALSO

MTTMTS PATEN If POWDER DIP.
Poisonous, mtxeB instantly with cold water. Sold in

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep: in a
seven-pounds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per pound.

CATTON, BELL & CO.
SUCCESSORS

FALKNER, 1SEI.I. A CO..
12mrtf 4(J6 California Street. AUJESTS.

THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or further information, address

Lock Eoi 320. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky
ljanB2

CCMPAMY. -T?2

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
San Francisco.

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA, CAL.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular "Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These Warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the hest and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current rates.

Information i egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER, ALEXANDER WATSON.

President. Secretary.

THE PARKER GUN
l>nds rliem all in hard.

Iiiuing qrmlilf°s.

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Cnamberlin Cartridge

Co.'s, held at Cleveland, Ohio, September 14, 1886, out of eighty-seven

entries from representative shots, representing fourteen States, the

Parker Gun won first and third money, winning S900 out of the 51,200 purse offered, a .ding another
victory to 1885, which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament for the championship of the
World, held at New Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to 16th. Among the contestants shooting other guns were such
champions as Carver, Bogardus.Cody, Stubbs, Erb and others.

PARKER BROS., Makers,
\cw York Salesroom, 9? Chambers St.,

'2July16
Merlden, €t.

In effect July 1, 1887.

12:01 p | Cemetery and San Mateo....

t8:10A
8:30 a

10:30 a
3:30 p
4:30 P
*5:10p
6:30 p

..San Mateo, Redwood and.,
Memo Park

•10:02 a
4:36P
+6 :3a P
6:40 p
17:50p

..Santa Clara, San Jose, and..,
Principal Way Stations...

) p |
Almaden and Way Stations..

"1
J 9:03 a

id..... I 1*10 -02 A
f ^Or
J I 6:40 p

Gilroy, Pajaro, CaBtroville, > i»io '02 a
*3:3Qp't SalfnaB and Monterey... f I 6 :40 p

( Monterey, Loma Prleta and Santa $
\ Cruz (Sunday Excursion) | j f8:35 p

<S jlo p! { HolUBter andTre, Pino. } |*'»$ *

1:30 a I ( Watsonville, Aptos, Soquel » ,*I002 a
3:30p' \ (Capltola)and Santa Cruz ( ! 6:40 p

I J Soledad, Paso Robles. Templeton ) i

i KSanLuisObispo) & Way Stations, f I

6:40

a—Morning P.—Afternoon.
•Sundaysexcepted. tSnndaysonly ITheatre train Sat-
nrdays only.

TrainB run on Pacific Standard Time.

Nearly all rail line to San Luis Obispo. Only 24
miles staging between Templeton and San Luis
Obispo. Time from San Francisco 12 hours.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, EOCHESTER, N. Y.

25dec52

SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prizewinners at all the fairs in California and the

entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair

|

Sacramento, 1886,

I Importations made direct from England every year

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the 1

best blood and most fashionable families of Dish-

faced Berkshires, regardless of cost, and all re-

I corded in English and American Berkshire records.

|
Young pigs from these importations, male and

female, from entirely different families for sale at

reasonaoie prices, and every pig guaranteed. AddreBs. jANDREW SMITH, Redwood City,

[ 25dec63 prat 281 California Street, San.Frnncisco.

Special Round-trip Tickets, at reduced rates—t o
Monterey, Aptos, Soquel, Santa Cruz.GUroy and Par
also Springs.

Special Notice—Round- trip tickets to the famous
Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton) can be had at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Francisco
Rate,$7.00.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
For Sundays onlyJ ®old Sunday Morning; RoodJ •"

( for return same day.
ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and Sunday only;

Sunday and-i good for return until following Mon-
Monday

,
I day,inclusive , at the following rates

:

Round Trip
from San

Franc'.Bco to

San Bruno *..,,

75
1 00

Redwood 1 IH)

Fair Oaks 1 25
Menlo Park... 1 25

125

Siittu

Mod
Tkt

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Loma Prieta...
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterev

Sun.
Tkt.

$1 50
1 50
1 75
175

3 00
3 00

3 00
3 00
3 00

Satt
Mon
Tkt.

$2 00
2 25
250
2 50
4 00
500

Too"
5 01
5 CO

Ticket Offices.— PasBenper fiepot, TownBend
street, Valencia-street station. No. 613 Market street.
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwin Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAS,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Agt

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO TKE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing. Shooting and Fishing.
TBALNS LEAVE SAN FBANCISCO DAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CKABMLNG

Summer and Winter Resort o! the
Pacific Coast.

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
In abundance can be obtained from the se^eralBtream
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of ahootinp
may l-e had in season.

THE BA T OF MONTEREY
Ib noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bai-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sport*,
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE tTNSTJBPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for Burf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Place3,

APTOS, SOQUiX AND SANTA CRUZ
IS VIA THE NOBTHEBN DIVISION.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara. San Benito, Santa Crux
and Monterey, each of which abounds in game in great
variety. Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILAitCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo £or those well-known Retreats, PUBIS.
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE. ^hl*
These resorts are but a short distance from Sac

Francisco and offer special inducements to the lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOU8
when carried in Baggage Care and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage

fl^-In order to guard against accidents to Dw
while in transit, it is necessary that they be Drovidud
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guni and Fishiiie
Tackle will be carried free of charge. Guns taken apar
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may b
taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—PaBsenger Depot, Townsend

Btreet, ValenciaStation.andNo 613Market8t Gran
Hotel.
A. O. BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent Ass t,PasB , *r
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GLOVER'S ALBUM,
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PRICE 50 GENTS, POST-P *ID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

DUG MEDICINES.
3Ia«sc Our*. - 50<* JMstemper Cure, SI.OO
ISloml Purifier, 50c. Vermifuge, - - 50c
Canker W»sli, 50c. Fye r mIon. - 50c
l>iarrlioeaiure, 50c. Cure lor Fits, - 50c.
Tonic, - - 50c. Liniment. - 50c.

Kennel and Stable Soap, best dog soap known, price
2Gc.

These remedies are sold by druggists and dealers
in sportsmen's goods.

ALL DOG DISEASES TREATED
H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian the "Westminster Eennel Club, New
Jersey Kennel Club, Rhode Island Kennel Club,
Hartford Kennel Club, Hemsttad Farm Company, etc,

'8jul2 fl«f»3 RrAmhvar, K«v Vork

AMERICAN
KENNEL CLUB

STUD-BOOK.
Blanks for registering in the official stud

book will be mailed on application.

Entries will close for part Two on Septem-
ber 30, 1SS7. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club,
Kos. 44 and 46 Broadway,

f<>b5 New York.

CORRIN'S WKE.1T

HORSE LINIMENT.
Sure cure for Swinney, weakness of the spine,

Bpralns, strains, etc. It neither blisters nor causes
the hair to fall off, and does not incapacitate the horse
from work during treatment. Though there have
been many drills on the niatket which are claimed
food, the observerwill readily see their deficiency
from the mini her of lame horses which lie everywhere
meets, and that ar^ uiostlv suffering from that
scourge, Swinney, which not only causes the shoulder
to (rrfdually shrink away, but also the body to ema-
ciate. Now where iB thehorseman so blind to hiB own
interest as to refuse this new remedy a fair trial.

For sale by all druggists. Sirs. A. C. Josepli.
Prop., San Francisco. All rights secured in V. S.

PatentOffice. Price. SI.OO per Bottle. 23jyl2

"McKoon's Improved 'A' Tent."—on

—

Campers' a avorite Tent.
(Patented Feb. 8lh. IB87.)

Also an tiibc-r styles and sizes of tents in use, and
camping outfits of every description. For tents, state

style; size-ibout-upon ground, and whether Drill S

oz. or 10 oz. Duck is wanted, and prices for samp
c iuplete will be given, California patrons r ipplied
from San FranciBCo aud El Cajon, and Eastern pa-

trons from New York and Chicago.
Address HEkKI'IT P. JUKOOS,

4jueow El Cnjon. Snn niejro Co. Cal.

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector,
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec, 1884. Champion Beauchief,

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 18S6. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
18S5; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N. L

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.RC.V.S.
VETERINARY SURGEON,

Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh.
Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies,
Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
and Histology. The Williams' Prize, '8i-'85, for high-
est works in professional examinations, and six first-

class certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois
State Veterinary Medical Association.
OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
». Mccarty, r*rop.

1129 Market St. S. F., Bet. 7tli and Stli.
Telephone 3fo. 3117,

FOR SALE.

English Beagle Hounds.
Both old and young stock, very small, and hand-

somely marked white, black and tan. The hest dogs in
the world for keeping rabbits out of vineyards and
orchards. Warrant all d-igs to give perfect satisfac-
tion, or refund the money with pleasure. Address

JOHN KN1UHT.
2iu6 Placerville, California.

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and alJ

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc

for illustration purposes, furnished.
If. Boyd, Artist.

t>or.tf IS Post Street.

WlCAGo

™m
^Railway-

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen

THE KING OF OMITS

THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In ConnectioD with the C. P. & U. P. R. Rs., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Commodious Best, Water and I'eed Stations situated at convenient distanoes M I'.Jig

the line.

Over 6,000 miles of first-class road rnnnlDg West.NortU and Norm-west fromClilpi so.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE."

}< ^r further information apply to .

HENRY P. STANWOOD,
-I General Agent, San Francisco, t'al.

TI1K CORTf.AND SPIRAL-SPRING CART.
Thii wonderful Cart has no equal! It '.& the only cart manufactured that can be adjusted to suit the weicht

of the cider. The springs can he changed tu suit the load or road in five seconds, which is a very valuable
feature and one thdt no other tv.rt is possessed of. The springs consist of twenty-four (14) feet of steul,
which secures greater elasticity than it is possible to attain from any other in existence.

It has no seat-bars to climb over when getting ii. or out. which makes it very convenient for the use of
adies and children, and renders them less liable to accident.

The action of the springs is Mich ae to destroy all that unpleasant horse-motion which is found in all
»ther piyles of car. s. and whirh makes them so disagreeable to ride in.

The bottom is solid, in preference to si its so commonly UBed, which protects the driver from dust a d
mud. Where other carts have fium two to three foot springs, the Spiral has twenty-four foot springs, giving
more elasticity than any other curt made. »
TROTTING SULKIES and SPEEDING WAGONS in Great Variaty.

VEHICLES OF E1EBY DESCRIPTION.
We have the finest Carriage Repository on tlie Pacific Coast.

,'i-SE.VI) FOR CATALOGUE ,TFS

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421 to 427 MARKET ST. S. P., CAL. my7

Studebaker Bros. M'fg. Co.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

FRAZIER (CHICAGO) CARTS.
0:0

Full Lines of BREAKING, EXERCISING, DRIVING and ROAD
CARTS,

Buggies, Carriages, Buck-boards and Wagons.
,

0:0

201 & 203 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
E. B. AMES, MANAGER.

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!

PURE AND UNADULTERATED.
"We offer for salo on favorablo termB to the Trade.

CATHER WOOD'S CES.EBRATED FINE OLD WHISKIES
of the .ollowing brands, namely:

Cranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A. A., Old Stock, Henry Bull,
Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.

Also, in cases of 1 doz. quart bottles each,

Brunswick Club (Pure 01.1 Rye) and Upper Teu (Very Old and Choice).

jgr For excellence, purity and evenness of quality the above are unsurpassed by any whiskies imported
Th'3 only objection to be mude to them by the manipulating dealers being that they cannot be improve
upon.

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
SOLE AGENTS, SAN FRANCICO, CALIFORNIA

OS
CO

HORSE BOOTS, B3

ee
B3

RACING MATERIAL <?Q
IN ENDLESS VARIETYI AT

J. A. McKEREON,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street,

16Jy
San Francisco
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Entries at San Jose.

First Day.—Monday, August 15th.

1.—Stallion Hace, Trotting Stake. $100 entrance, half for-

eit, $150 added. Closed April 1st, with 5 entries.

J. A. Buffington, San Jose, s s Nutwood Boy.
T. W. Barstow, San Jose, br s Stranger.
W. S. Taylor, San Jose, s s Tommy T.
Jas. Boyd, San Jose, b s Grosvenor.
Stookton Bros,, San Jose, g s King William.

2.—Trotting—For two-year-olds, parse $250, the get of

the following stallions, viz: Brown Jog, Jim Mnlvenna, Rea's
Nutwood, Nutwood Boy, Woodnut, Baywood, Fleetwood,
Commodore Nutwoot, King William, Grosvenor, Bismarck,
Menlo, Elmo, Stranger, Hamiltonian George, J. R. Weller's
Horse and Capt. Ham's Horse. Mile and repeat.

Fred M. Stern, San Jose, g f Flora H.
Jas. Weatherhead, San Jose, b s Hollywood.
A. J. Fleming, San Jose, b s Governor.
K. H. Nason, Gilroy, Woodbine.

3.—Trotting Stake—For three-year-olds. §25 to accom-
pany nomination, $25 additional for starters; failure to make
second payment forfeits first; $250 added. Stakes and added
money divided 60, 30 and 10 per cent.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, Menlo Park, b f Maiden.
L. A. Richards, Oakland, b f Flora M.
L. J. Rose, San Gabriel, blk h Soudan.
4.—Trotting. Purse, $1,000. 2:17 Class.

I. De Tnrk, Santa Rosa, b s Anteeo.
J. A. Goldsmith, Oakland, b m Sister.

W. F. Smith, Sacramento, b g Adair.

5.—Trotting. Purse, $500. 2:40 Class.

S. E. Emerson, Mountain View, br m Maggie E.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, Menlo Park, b c Havara.
W. B. Bradbury, San Francisco, b g W. Bee Bee.
L. J. Rose Jr., San Buenvaentura, Inez.

Lee Sbaner, San Francisco, Alfred S.

15.—Trotting. Purse, §600. 2:25 Class.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, San Mateo, b g Spry.
L. 13. Lindsey, Oakland, br m Jane L.
B. C. Holly, Vallejo, b s Woodnut.
J. A. Goldsmith, Oakland, b g Joe Arthurton.

A. McDowell, Oakland, b m Maid of Oaks.

Lee Shaner, San Francisco, s g Longfellow.

16.— Trotting. Purse, $1,000. 2:20 Class.

Wm. Dwyer, San Jose, b s Menlo.
J. A. Goldsmith, Oakland, b m Sister.

Lee Shaner, San Francisco, b g Lot Slocum.
17.—Trotting Stake for two-year-olds. $10 to accompany

nomination; $15 additional for starters; non-payment of

second forfeits first; $200 added. Stakes and added money
divided 60, 30, 10. Mile and repeat.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, Menlo Park, b e Lavell.

A. J. Fleming, San Jose, b c Governor.
Richard Havey, Sacramento, blk c Memo.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, Menlo Park b o Cedric.

9.—Trotting. Purse, $500. 2:27 Class.

A. L. Hinds, San Francisco, b g Gus Wilkes.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, San Mateo, b g Spry.

0. A. Goldsmith, Oakland, b m Lilly Stanley.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, Menlo Park, b c Azmoor.
A. McDowell, Oakland, bm Maid of Oaks.

J. H. Hodson, Sacramento, blk g Artist.

Lee Shaner, San Francisco, br m Kate Ewing.

L. B. Lindsey, Portland, Or., b rm Jane L.

J. A. McCloud, Stockton, b s Mt. Vernon.
H. Hitchcock, b m Luella.

10.—Trotting. Purse $750. 2:23 Class.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, Menlo Park, b c Rexford.
W. H. Parker, Stockton, b m Lottie M.
H. Hitchcock, Black Diamond.
J. A. Goldsmith, Oakland, s s Valensin.

L. J. Rose, San Gabriel, b s Stamboul.
W. F. Smith, Sacramento, blk g Thapsin.

11.—Pacing. Purse $500. Free for all.

H. Hitchcock, blk s L. C. Lee.

J. A. Goldsmith, Oakland, ch m Pocahontas.

Lee Shaner, San Francisco, b g Chapman.
Richard Havey, Sacramento, ch s Haverly.

12.—Pacing. Purse $300. 2:30 Class. Entries close Aug.

8th. 2 P. m.
13.—Trotting. Purse $500. 2:30 Class. Entries close Aug.

8th, 2 p. M.

Names Claimed.

By A. C. Davenport, Stockton, Cal.

Lolo D, for dark bay tilly, black points, foaled Feb. 20th,

1887, by Upright, dam Spotless, by Mambrino Eclipse; second

dam by Old Chieftain,

Horses at the Jubilee.

Speaking of the part played by horses in the recent jubilee

procession, the London Field says: "As an exhibition of

horseflesh the procession was worthy of notice. Lord Coven-
try's horse we think we saw at Ascot, while the horses ridden
by the escort of princes would not have suffered by compari-
son with Tiger, Tobacco Stopper or any other of George IV. 'a

famous hacks; for the king, who had an excellent eye for a

horse, never stopped at price. It is said that he sent Mat
Milton, the dealer, to Scotland, on one occasion, with a com-
mission to buy a celebrated hack of the Duke of Hamilton's
for 1,000 guineas; but the duke's answer to Milton's message
was: 'Tell the man I can afford a 1,000-guinea horse just as
well as the king can.' On another occasion he took a fancy
to a grey horse ridden by the riding master of the Scots
Greys, and sent a groom to know if it was for sale, and if so,

at what price. The owner was not desirous of parting with
the horse, and put the groom off as well as he could; but on
the following day the king saw the horse again, and made
a fresh attempt to effect a purchase. The riding master there-

upon dismounted and begged his Majesty's acceptance of the
horse, which ultimately became one of the king's favorites.

But though the horses ridden last Tuesday for the most part
filled the eye, they did not all possess the best of manners.
They might have been 'above themselves,' in stable vernacu-
lar. One horse, it is said, required to be blinded before he
could be mounted; another went shiftily all through, while the

charger of an official bolted for some distance in the vicinity

of Charing Cross.
"It is the fashion to talk of the cream-colored Hanoverian

horses which drew the Queen's carriage as 'ponies,' though
they are some way removed from cob or pony size. In the

time of George III there were two sets of Hanoverian state

horses, ore cream and the other black. Both were originally

imported from Hanover, whither, in after years, went the
dealers, believing that in the surrounding country they had
discovered a salable horse at a very low price. When they
were pnt to work, however, they turned out very much what
Gervase Markham had prophesied two hundred years before
—they were 'soft.' For many years the state horses have
been bred in England without having recourse to imported
animals, and, in spite of the unavoidable inbreeding, they
have increased in size. On Tuesday they were rather fresh

and did not travel in the slow and stately manner expected of

them. The middle leaders were decidedly fidgety. These
cream-colored horses have, however, often given trouble.

"As specimens of upstanding state horses, not wanted for

fast work, nothing could be better than those seen on Tues-
day, but a member of a London firm, which deals largely in

this kind of animal, ouce said that a great percentage of the
bigger ones turned roarers, and that those of 15.2 or 15.3

would do as much work as the more gigantic ones, and stand
sound longer, although they lacked the imposing appearance
of those a hand higher."

Telegraphic Rivalry.

The keenness of rivalry between the Western Union and the
Baltimore «fc Ohio Telegraph companies, in the matter of

securing and transmitting racing news, is generally known,
but to what extent it is carried was demonstrated at Mon-
mouth Park. The Western Union has had for some years the
exclusive privilege of having its wires from the track. So
valuable, however, is the pool-room business, which includes
the transmission of a description of the race while it is

being run, that the B. & O. made up its mind not to get left.

Last year a tree, situated outside of the tracK and conveniently
located for watching the race, was used, on which an operator
sat and telegraphed a description. At the end of the racing
season last fall the Western Union leased this tree and the

ground in its immediate vicinity for $50 for the months of

July and August.
Nothing daunted the B. & O. leased another little bit of

ground, and on Sunday night a telegraph pole, with a Btrong

cross bar on top, was erected. On Monday morning wires

were attached, and when it was time for the races to begin a

lineman, who is also an expert operator and an experienced
follower of racing, ascended, armed with a small pocket
instrument and a pair of field glasses, and making himself as

comfortable as he could by straddling the cross bar, he
watched the races and telegraphed his diBcriptions. As it was
anticipated that the wires might be cut he was provided with
two coils of wire so as to at once re-establish a circuit should
it be broken. The thing is so characteristically American in

its enterprise that the work of the daring operator will no
doubt be watched with interest in future.

—

Sporting World.

The Winners at Chicago-

There were eighty-one owners among whom were divided
the $104,641 stake and purse money, aggregated at the Chi-

cago meeting. E. J. Baldwin won the most stakes. J. B.
Haggin won but two stakes but took eleven purses. Ed. Cor-
rigan landed only one stake, but wins well with a number of

purses. The list is as below:

The Bidwell Jockey Club of Surprise Valley will give three

days, racing on Aug. 11th, 12th and 13th,

E. J.Baldwin $21,222
D. J. McCarthy 14,290

J. W. Guest 10.570

J. B. Haggin 10,281

E. Corrigan 5,327
Chinn & Hankins 4, 906
D. A. Honig 3,498
A. G. McCampbell . .

.

3,087

J. Ullman 2,310
T.Kiley 1,709

M. A. Walden 1,168

Carroll & Co 1,045

J. Alexander & Co 1,029
D. M. Beer 1,006

Nick Becker 950
E. Leigh 900
Bennett & Co 900
F. B. Harper 800
L. H. Todhonter 800

T. H. Stevens $750
C. B. Long 734
L. A. Legg 700
J. & J. Swigert 624
C. Weatherford 618
J. D. Patton 505
N. Armstrong 505
R. W.Thomas 500
L.B. Field 500
E. Wiley 500
J. Hambrick & Co 500
C. F. Ireland 500
R. Pryor 500
Tracy & Levy 500
WhittenBroB 500
L. A. Yore 500
Curtis & Nepper 455
P. McCanley 450
Bell & Waldo 437

W. T. Wright, George Withers, H. Mack, Lexington Sta-

bles, L. J. Garret, L. M. Safford, J.B. Richardson, California

Stable, W. Brady and A. C. Tucker, $400 each; F. A. Jones,

$350; A. W. Weingardt, $250; O. E. Lefevre, $244; F. C.
Carmichael, $218; J. R. McKee and W. L. Cassidy, $209
each; F. C. Hammerer, $206; B. V. Martin, S. C. Strevor,

Wooding & Puryear, and W. J. Widener, $200 each; J.

B. Givens, $175; J. B. Davis, $168; S. S. Brown and W.
Conner, $150 each; H. E Smith, $120; K. A. Swigert, $109;
James Surket, $106; J. D. Polford, E L. Carmichael, S. L.
and O. H. Kenilworth, E. A. Storms, David Waldo, C. Nel-
son, A. B. Goodwin, W. R. Letcher, Fleetwood Stable and
G. M. Rye, $100 each; Griffin & Bradbury, $60; F. B. Por-
ter and Labold Brothers, $12 each; C. F. Clark and J. W.
Crawford, $6 each.

Winning Owners at Coney Island.

B24.677 50
11,440 00 -J. & J. Christy 700 00

E. W. Walden 10.550 00 S. W. Street . 700 00
7,800 50 . 675 00

Le MasneyBros...

.

7,710 00 Fond for Disabled
S. S. Brown 5,810 00 655 00
W. Lakeland 5,788 50 . 600 00
Wm . Jennings .... 5.645 00 B. Kahn . 600 00
W. L. Scott 5,490 00

5,050 00
P. E. Grill 585 00
L. Martin . 555 84

4,075 00 E. V.Snedeker&Co.. . 550 00
G. H. Kernaghan.

.

3,865 00 Havden & Barry .. . . . 550 00
Fairfax Stables 3,443 34 H. J. Woodford 500 00
D. T. Pulsifer 2,499 50 T.N.Miller 325 00
W. B. Jennings. . .

.

T. McCanll
1,928 00
1,880 00

. 300 00
E. W.Heffner 300 00

Appleby & Johnson 1,767 50 T. Bryan 280 00
W.P.Bureh 1,628 50 200 00
W.C.Daly 1,582 50 200 00

1,546 50 T. W.Doswell 200 00
S. Cohen 1,500 00 150 00

1,333 00 1C0 00
H. Cohen 1.300 00

1,250 00
150 00

Davis &Hall 150 00
J. H. MeCormick.

.

1,245 00 W. B. Babcock 116 66
Blohm &Co 1,230 00 Preakness Stable 110 00

1,025 00 J. N.Price 100 00
P. J. Flvnn 1,000 00 Hempstead Stables... 75 00
B.C. Holly 975 00 50 00

965 00 M.J. Daly 50 00
J. Uppleby 965 00 Kimball & Co 50 00
Montgomery StableB 925 00 H.T Howard 40 00
R. Bradley 845 00 W. H. Barrett 26 66

800 00
$141Total ),055 50

Des th.

Mr. J. S. Trask, of Walla Walla, writes that he has lost by
death his mare April Fool on March 16th last. She ] rok-

through the ground into a subterranean washout and I

herself. She was in foal to Vanderbilt at the time and
orouB health. She was by Waterloo, dam Fanny
Blacknose. She was bred by Dr. W. H. Henderson,
souri, where she "was foaled in 1868,
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General Topics.

Now that the fairs are so close at hand it may be well for

us to have our say in relation to a feature of race meetings

and fairs which is of paramount interest. That is the ticket

system. In the many years we have been interested, directly

or indirectly, in meetings and exhibitions where gate money
was one of the main things depended upon to meet expendi-

tures, we have seen enough to convince us that radical

changes in the methods are necessary. The most important

of all is the regulation of "Complimentaries." The total

abolition may be difficult to accomplish though; nevertheless,

we believe that suoh a oourse would be to the advantage of

all those who are most deeplyinterested. Associations would

surely be benefited. Owners depend on associations, and

whatever is beneficial to sooieties which offer premiums is

manifestly to the advantage of those who receive them. We
would go still further than cutting off complimentaries.

Every man who is not absolutely in the employ of associa-

tions or clubs should be required to pay, and owners, trainers

and grooms subjected to the same law. At the first glance

this may seem analogous to making actors pay for admise

sion to theatres at which they were performing, but, with cor-

responding compensation in the way of a reduction of other

expenses, relief would overbalance the extra oost. Ten per

cent, entrance fee is an onerous burden. It is a load which

oan only be carried by those which are fortunate to win

"firBt money" oftener than once or twice during the circuit.

With "deadheads" done away with entirely, a reduction of

five per cent, could surely be made, and in the course of time

a still smaller amount than one-twentieth of the whole of the

purse be required as entrance.

Suppose a trainer has horses enough engaged so that he

employs four men; in that case he will have at least as many
horses, and with four horses six engagements. With purses

averaging five hundred dollars, this would be three hundred

dollarB required for entrance. A seaBon ticket for himself

and each of his four men wouid be S25, so a small reduction

in the fee would cover this part of the outlay. It may be

claimed that, as a majority of owners employ trainers, the

benefit would not be to the proper person. But it is evident

that an owner could well afford to pay his proportion of the

extra expense when he reaps the advantage, and it would be

a legitimate item in the expense bill. Trainers are pestered

by "hangers on" "boring" them for gToom badges, and often-

times it is troublesome to get rid of their importunities,

These extras, in most cases are in the way. They take

advantage of their badge to press on to the quarter stretch,

and proffer assistance which could well be dispensed with.

When it is known that badges could only be obtained by pay-

ment of a stipulated sum, this incubus could be gotten rid of.

A Btill greater relief would follow. At all of the fairs there is

an army of impecuniouB camp followers. Morning, noon

and night there are demands for a trifle of money, and dur-

ing the circuit there are few trainers who are not bled by

these vampires. Cut off from gaining admittance to the

grounds in any other way than by paying for their ticket,

more of them would be compelled to stay at home. With

rigid rules forbiddiDg the issuing of free tickets on any pre-

tenoe, trainerB would be relieved as well as officials, and that

in more wayB than having to furnish badges to men whom they
have no use for.

People who have never been in a position to be solicited

for deadhead tickets have little conception of the annoy-

ance it is. Men feel deeply aggrieved that they have

been overlooked. A calls attention to the fact that B
has a complimentary, and insists on knowing the reason

why he Bhould be discriminated against. He will not attend

on that account, whereas, if B had paid, A would also

have done so without a whisper of discontent, and the Asso-

ciation be that much money ahead, and avoided the enmity

of the man who felt that he was slighted. "The dollars at the

gate are what we are looking for," remarked a prominent

official of a prominent eastern Association, and though it was

in a different sense from the bearing it has on deadheads, it

can be applied to this phase of the question with propriety.

Under the present system there is a far greater loss than peo-

ple imagine. Ask a dozen men who are expertB in estimating

the number in attendance, and it is safe to wager that the

gate receipts will fall fifty per cent, below the lowest estimate.

Gate-keepers are accused of rascality when the explanation

lies in the army of deadheads. An army is none too compre-

hensive a term. What with employes, owners, trainers,

grooms, jockeys, poolsellers and bookmakers, with their clerks

and helpers, representing the regular force, these are limited

in comparison with the battalions who are armed with com-

plimentaries at many of the meetings.

A capital article is that of Mr. Dysart (whioh will be found

in this number) in relation to this subject. He treats entirely

from the Association standpoint, though it 1b equally appli-

cable to other interests. The welfare of the associations is the

welfare of owners, and the more money taken, the greater

number of dollars at the gate, the better for exhibitors. Cali-

fornia fairs are instituted for the good of the State and

profit of exhibitors. Every dollar which is received is applied,

and when there is a aurplus premiums are increased. None

a*e so much interested in the receipts aB those who engage in

trotting and running. Once fairly understood that owners

,nd trainers were doing all in their power to increase returns,

md there will be a willingness to lighten their expenses. A

surrender of privileges heretofore granted will go a long

ay towards affording relief, and there is scarcely a question

that the large addition to gate receipts from the abolition of

the deadhead list will insure a reduction of entry fees.

From a gentleman who was in San Diego when Dan Mc-
Carthy reached there with his band of hoi'6es for sale, we
learn of a characteristic move of the owner of C. H. Todd.
He was comparatively quiet until his horses had recovered

from the effects of the long trip and were in condition to

show. When all were properly groomed and in shape to place

before intending purchasers, a pair of the faBtest were har-

nessed to a pole cart. Dan sent them up and down the

streets at a rate which has not been seen in San Diego since

Mrs. P. drove Richmond, and that was so many years ago that

only old settlers could recall the flying gray. Not con-

tented with a short exhibition he drove and drove until

the police were forced to arrest him for a violation of

he ordinanoe regarding fast driving. Being a stranger he
was permitted more latitude than was awarded citizens until

the guardians of public morals were forced to stop him. He
was aB urbane as a dancing master when carried before the

magistrate, and with scores of apologies for his ignorance

paid the fine, "treated" all who would accompany him to the

nearest saloon, where, with the historical white hat cocked
on one side of his head, he expatiated on the merits of his

steeds. The wily Dan had made his point, not only by
engaging those who saw and heard him, as the morning
papers duly recorded the violation of the law, the ready
reparation, so that every man, woman and child in the now-
famous city was aware of his presence and business. A
more effective advertisement would have been difficult to

accomplish.

The winning of the American Derby by C. H. Todd
occurred while Mac was in San Diego, and this had also an
effect in forwarding his saleB by attracting attention to the

fortunate owner. It was something worthy of note to have
the owner of a Derby winner with a whole lot of fast trotters

to dispose of, and our friend is not the sort of a man to fore-

go the advantages whioh were likely to follow. Some there

are who would be so elated that a mere matter of business

would have little force to draw their attention from the good
luck and be more disposed to celebrate than to talk sales of

ignoble trotters. Dan is of a different turn, and a horse trade

would have to be attended to if even the priest were adminis-
tering extreme unction. We do not know how the San Diego
venture turned out, but doubtless the winning of the Amer-
can Derby and the arrest for fast driving were potent aids in
accomplishing sales.

Some weeks ago there were notes in the Bbeedee and
Sfoetsman relating the doings of Sable Wilkes and Grandee.
The Breeder's Gazette, with admirable candor, eulogized

the former, with incidental allusions to his pedigree, but
not a word about Grandee. The trouble was that the

latter was too close to the thoroughbred to suit the ideas of

the editor, and had the genealogy given been restricted

to sire and dam, unquestionably Grandee would have
been duly chronicled. As it was, his grandam, Nonrmahal,
was credited with a part of his wonderful excellence, and
as all the known blood in Nourmahal was thoroughbred and
one cross, which the breeder of her dam always insisted

was Arabian, the same course must be pursued as in the case

of Maud S. (ignoring the grandam) or left out entirely. We
shall still inBist that the "second dam" of the most wonderful
two-year-old we ever saw be credited with some of the glory,

and until his sire shows his equal or superior, adhere to that
view. His gait is a fao-siniile of what his grandam and her
"full brother," A. W. Richmond, displayed, excepting that as

Nourmahal increased in years she acquired greater rapidity

of stroke. Richmond retained the long, sweeping stride until

he became so completely crippled as to change his aotion.

The sire of Grandee, Le Grand, the sire of his dam, Arthur-
ton, and his grandam, Nourmahal, must share in the credit,

and whoever would throw out either must have more preju-

dice than fairness in his mental composition.

Last Monday we witnessed a still greater flight of speed
by the phenomenal youngster. We noticed that Goldsmith
was driving the first part of the mile comparatively slow
(though in that he was carrying a very good two-year-old
driven by "Sandy" to breaks), and concluding that his driver
would come through the home stretch fast, we went into the
field at right angles to the wire, far enough so that the exact
time oould be obtained of the last quarter. The eye unaided
would have misled, as the eaBy way he has of going is too
deceptive for vision to measure. Thirty-four seconds was
the verdict of the watch—watches, we oan say, as Mr. Valen-
sin and Goldsmith agreed with us, Mr. Whitney, the owner
of Dawn, making it 34J seconds. We have timed the colt

Sandy was driving quarters in 40 seconds, and a mile in

2:46J, but he fell so far in the rear that it did not seem he
waB trotting a "little bit." Now, a quarter of a mile in 'thirty-

four seconds is fast work for horses of any age and nearly
any class. When it is done by a colt less than thirty months
old which was scarcely broken six months ago, there is a
significance in "the move" which will be appreciated by those
who are at all conversant with trotting affairs. From the
three-quarter pole to the stand on the Oakland track there is

an up grade, how muoh in feet and inohes we do not know,
although sufficient for water to make a lively run to the
northward when a heavy rain occurs. The back stretoh iB

down grade and appreciably faster.

We had not taken a close look at Grandee, and in order to

give our readers a fair description of what sort of a looking
colt he is, after writing the above paragraphs we revisited the
traok. The blacksmith was resetting his shoes and after that
was done ''Dave" stripped off hie blanket and led him out-
side the stall. The ground was nearly level, and though his

height was ascertained by a Bteel pocket tape, and therefore

not so absolutely accurate as if standing on a true floor and
with a standard to determine the stature, there could only be
a slight discrepancy. A trifle over fifteen hands, nearly an
inch above, acoording to the tape, a girth of 64 inches and
length about the same as height. He does not show a great
deal of muscular development, but the 6peed angles, as Dr.
Weldon liked to call the position of one part with another
could scarcely be improved. In color he is a very handsome
shade of bay without natural white marks, mane, tail and
legs black. There is a speedy look all over from the cleanly
out head, on which are long tapering ears, to the feet. The
shoulder blade has the orthodox slope, barrel rather slender,
back first rate, fair length of hip, stifle tolerably low, hocks
which cannot be excelled, legs admirable, and good feet. With
two years more to bring out the muscles, and with the changes
of form which are sure to come with maturity, it will be diffi-

cult to better his conformation. His disposition appears to

be all that can be desired, and it certainly seems as it nothing
was likely to be lacking to result in a trotter of the highest
class. As stated before, he covers a great deal of ground in
his stride, although he trots with great ease to himself, and
all that the most exacting conld desire would be a trifle more
energy of motion which can Bcarcely fail to come with more
age. He was driven with toe-weights at first, though these
have been discarded, and in the fast quarter mentioned were
not worn.

His pedigree is well worthy of study if even there are
a good many crosses of thoroughbred. His Bire, Le Grand,
by Almont, from a mare by Mambrino Chief, his second
dam by the thoroughbred horse Sidi Hamet, and the third
dam a highly bred mare. The dam of Almont, also by Mam-
brino Chief, his grandam by Pilot Jr., and the next dam
olaimed to be thoroughbred. Arthurton by Rysdyk's Ham-
bletonian, from a mare by Amerioan Star. While Le Grand
has two orosBes of Mambrino Chief, Grandee has two of
Rysdyk's Hambletonian. Our old friend, who has chosen
the nom de plume of "Mambrino," will see vast benefit from
this double twist of the sire of Lady Thome, and we will
agree with him that it is a "potent" mixture, bnt inasmuch
as there are four of the grandsire of Mambrino Chief and
that horse "strictly thoroughbred," we deem that the quad-
ruple infusion has Btill more potency. Then the Amerioan
Star counts, and, though it may be ascribed to partiality,

we are firm in the faith that Nourmahal has had a good
deal to do in the production of the phenomenon. Others
of the daughters of Arthurton have been bred to Le Grand,
and though it is reasonable to expect good results from the
union, until a comparatively "green" two-year-old, or, for
that matter, any two-year-old, comes up to the "stent," we
shall feel justified in adhering to the opinion.

Notwithstanding the high estimate we place on Grandee, it

does not follow that he can equal or excel the time of Wild-
flower in his two-year-old form. Pure as his trotting action
is, it is unquestionably more tiresome than the more rapid
action which is an inheritance of nearly all of the Election-
eers. There is not what may be termed a waste motion in
the action which this noted sire perpetuates. A straight
line is followed by every foot, the fore being elevated just
enough to permit clearing. The action of Grandee is also
straight, but the reach is so great that more power is neces-
sary to keep up the stroke. The mark made by Wildftower
we consider the most troublesome of all the colt records to
lower, and shall not be surprised to Bee the record of Maud
S. surpassed before a two-year-old gets below 2:21.

Gates and Tickets.

The following paper on gates and tickets was read before
the International Association of Fairs and Expositions by
Samuel Dysart, Superintendent of tickets, Illinois State Board
of Agriculture:
This is not a subject that will admit of muoh theorizing;

only facts that haye been demonstrated by praotical experi-
ence can be endorsed or recommended. It is impossible to
map out any plan that can be strictly followed by Fair associ-
ations, because the management of any Fair is more or less
controlled in the ticket department by the circumstances or
surroundings under which it is held.
A private corporation or an individual that have their own

financial backing may make iron-olad rules and adhere to
them in a public exhibition and succeed occasionally from
peculiar surroundings, but generally speaking a Fair associa-
tion that has its support from public patronage at the gates
must be liberal and far from being its own master.
Having had six years experience in thiB department of the

Illinois State Board of Agriculture, I will in brief form relate
my observation and give my conclusions on this portion of
Fair management. Gates of a Fair ground should be plaoed
with a view of the safety and convenience of visitorB in
entering and departing therefrom. The entering crowd should
never cross the line of thoBe leaving the grounds.
When these precautions are overlooked by the manage-

ment, confusion and often accidents will happen. If the loca-
tion of the grounds will permit, the entrance gates should be
placed so as to command the beet view of the enclosure. The
impresBion the visitor receives on first passing the gates of a
Fair is very apt to create a favorable or unfavorable opinion
of the management.
The scene that first meets the eye should be a pleasing and

interesting one, which lightens the heart of the visitor and
rnakeB them glad that they have come. Huckster stands and
devices that prey upon the pockets of the visitor, if tolerated
upon the grounds at all, should be keDt as far from the gates
as possible. This noisy class whioh follow Fairs make a very
poor reception oommittee when allowed near the entrance.
Foot gates Bhould be no wider than to admit of two per-

sons passing at the same time, in order to enable the ticket
collector to secure all the tickets. Team gates should only
allow a single file of tearna to pass for the same reason.
A sufficient number of gates should be used to allow this

precaution if the attendance demands It. An etnploye gate
should be placed some distance from the one where paid
admissions and complimentaries are admitted, and all who
use such tickets should be compelled to enter at that place
so that the mieuse of suoh tickets may be better detected, '
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At an exhibition where only foot people enter the enclos-

ure, turnstiles may be nsed to an advantage, but where car-

riages and teams enter the grounds tilled with visitors, hs is

usually the custom at Fairs, I deem their use as imprac-

ticable.

I do not believe that honesty is such a scarce qualification

among our people that trusty men cannot be had to do the

work as correctly as a turnstile.

For reasons already given, I can formulate no system of

ticketB which I believe would be adopted fully by the various

Boards of Agriculture and Fair Associations of our country,

yet a partial uniformity might be followed by all with bene-

ficial results if rules to that effect were made and adhered to.

So far as I know, the Illinois State Board of Agriculture

were the first to create a separate department for tickets, and

place a superintendent in charge of same. To this superin-

tendent was given full charge and control of all tickets, except

the complimentaries used by the individual members of the

Board, and required to make a detail statement at the end

of each year to the Board of the number of tickets delivered

to the Treasurer for sale, the number of recount of tickets

taken up at the gate, the number and to whom complimen-

taries were issued, and the number of all kinds delivered to

superintendents of departments for their use during the

exhibition.

By this system a complete record of all tickets used is kept,

and where any abuse is apparent it can readily be detected

and corrected.

On the creation of this department I was placed in ehaTge

of it by the President, and adopted the following management
of the department:

All tickets were contracted by the Printing Committee of

the Board, and placed in my charge.

The President and vice-Presidents of the Board reoeived

their allotment of complimentaries in blank, and the compli-

mentaries to be sent as per the rule adopted by the Board

we forwarded directly from my office, and the name of each

persou to whom a tioket was sent was registered for acoonnt

and future reference.

To guard against counterfeit tickets, and to assist the gate-

man in collecting the same, all tickets sold by the Treasurer

or given out by any superintendent, which entitled the holder

to a single admission lo the exhibition, are stamped with my
autograph signature) on the face of the ticket. Season tickets

of any kind had the same stamp on the back that enabled

the gateman to deteot at a glance what tickets to take up, as

well as those to remain in the hands of the recipient.

Blank checks were prepared and the Treasurer drew all

money ticketB from my office at the Fair at their monied

value. At the olose of the Fair he received credit for all

unsold, and the net balance of sales charged against him.

Meal tickets, committeeman tickets and employe tickets

used by superintendents of departments were drawn out by

checks in the same manner and charged against them, and

they also received credit on those returned not used.

This record places every superintendent of a department

on their own responsibility for economy or liberality for the

use of such tickets.

The tickets collected at the gates are returned to my office

separated and counted, each day by itself, which gives the cor-

reot number of paid admissions or free admission, except

season complimenataries, for each day of the Fair.

In taking oharge of this new department it Boon became

apparent to me that there was a more general disposition

among Fair going people than I anticipated to reBort to

methods (which, to say the least, are dishonorable) of gaining

admission to the ground without paying the fee.

I gave much thought to oouceive some way of converting,

by necessity, such persons into the ways of honesty, and I

feel assured by experience that for our Fair I have done

them some good, yet my plans can be improved upon.

It was a former custom of the officials of our board to issue

family complimentary tickets. If the intention was to

encourage the raising of large families, they were to be com-

mended for their success, for in nearly every case where

such tickets were presented at the gates there was evidence

of enterprise in that direction. The most successful case

fhat oame under my notice was when ten children were

claimed by the same parents, and from appearance there was

not more than five years between the oldest and the young-

est. Others more gallant would issue them for gentlemen

and ladies, which meant any number of attaches more than

one. .

It is more than mortal to expect a gateman to resist the

pressure of half-a-dozen angry women. I may be entitled to

censure, but I have induced our Board to limit a compli-

mentary ticket to gentleman and lady. I have no harmony

in thought or action with an association which will send a

man a complimentary for himself alone, and thus insult his

wife and the husband, if he is worthy of that name.

There was also sold a season ooupon ticket to exhibitors

and the public, which entitled the holder to enter and depart

from the grounds at will. The first time the tioket passed

the gate each day, the coupon was taken off by the gateman,

and on leaving the groundB that day a return oheck, was

given the bearer to be produced with the ticket on returning.

This was done to prevent such ticket being passed through

the fence to a person on the outside. A trick seldom resorted

to at large Fairs.

I soon discovered that these tickets, with the check, were

given to other persons who gained admission on them. On
my recommendation the sale of that ticket was abolished and

an exhibitors' ticket without coupon substituted. They were

sold only to exhibitors when they made entries. The first

year that ticket was used I detected an exhibitor lending his

ticket for the purpose of admitting a friend upon it. At our

last Fair the same ticket with a coupon for each day of the

Fair attached was used, and gave no return checks which

made the ticket good for one admission each day. There

was but little complaint, and I was satisfied with the result.

The greatest financial loss to all Fairs is by the use of free

tiokets, and the man who can devise a plan that will be

satisfactory to exhibitors and managers, whereby these tickets

can be dispensed with, will be the greatest benefactors to

Fair officials of the age. I have adopted remedies that have

given partial relief, but so long as such tickets are issued the

privilege is sure to be abused.

I shall fiTst mention the employe or helpers' ticket used

by exhibitors or owners of booth privileges. Under our man-
agement these tickets are given out by the superintendents of

the different departments where they belong. Applications

are made to the superintendents with all the earnestness

that a famishing appetite craves for food, and it is hardly

natural to refuse the demands made upon them, which are

often—very often—in excess of their requirement for the

amount of exhibit, with the intent of gaining admission for

friends.

When I first took charge of the department, these tickets

used by our Board were all of one color, and good for any day

of the Fair. I soon learned that on the important dayB

toward the close of the Fair these tickets were very much

more numerous than on the first days at the gate. That
result convinced me *.hat more tickets had been obtained
the first days than were needed, and held over by the
parties receiving them for the use of their friends on the
latter days, when often fine turn-outs filled with ladies and
gentlemen, whose appearance plainly told they were not
helpers, came, each provided with a helpers' ticket, and the
gateman, although he may be satisfied that the tickets have
been wrongfully obtained, is sure of severe abuse if ha
declines to admit tbem. I have done so frequently, and I

well remember the truth whereof I speak. In order to break
up that practice I had prepared a helpers' ticket for each
day of the fair, of a different color, thus effectually breaking
up the accumulation for certain days.
Here is one reason^why I recommend the employes' gate

being placed some distance from the main entrances, because
there are visitors,to all Fairs who will sneak in on a helpers

tioket if they can go along with those bearing bought tickets,

yet self-esteem will prevent them from going to the gate
where the ticket entitles them to pass. Another tickets is

used by our Board, the purpose of which is commonable,
yet the result is not praiseworthy on the part of the leceiver.

Our committeemen are appointed previous to the Fair by
the members, and the Secretary notifies them, and sends
them an invitation which admits them to the Fair.

Upon their reporting to the superintendent the class in

which they are to act, they are given a committeeman's
ticket, good during the Fair.

After serving a few hours on a committee, if found when
wanted, their work is done.
The average committeeman to the Fair does not remain

more than two days, and on leaving for home very frequently
gives his ticket to a friend who wants to use it. I have been
convinced of this fact by noticing that on the last days of

the Fair, when all committee work is done, these tickets are
still as numerous at the gates as on any former days.

I do not approve of the custom practiced at some Fairs of

preBBing a visitor, after they have paid their entrance fee,

into committee Bervice for several hours, and then discharge
them without any recompense. I would give them their

meal and invite them back another day to visit the Fair, but
do so by giving a Bingle admission complimentary ticket.

The whole complimentary system is one peculiar to the
American people; in no other country in the civilized v/orld

has the oustom grown to such magnitude, and each succeed-
ing year the demand seems to be increasing, public corpora-
tions and entertainments of all kinds including Fairs e

feeling their Treasury being depleted by this custom, and
the time is not far distant when a reaction will take place,
and this special favoritism will be broken up.
The opposite extreme is not in my opinion to the best

interest to fairs, because a complimentary ticket placed in
the hands of a proper person is usually beneficial to the Fair.

I believe a more general exchange of complimentary ticketB

should be made between the different Boards of Agriculture
and fair associations throughout our entire country than is

now done. It would promote more social feeling and har-
mony of action among all interests in the same work. Priv-
ate Fair associations not supported by State legislation may
close themselves from public hospitality of this kind like the
turtle in its shell, except to personal friends, but State Boards
of Agriculture which are created and supported by State legis-

lation would lack common civility if they failed to invite State
officials to attend their Fair. The same may be truthfully
said of railway officials, city officials and piivate individuals,
who aid in their respective ways to make the Fair a success,
but when such tickets are given out to dishonest persons or
even persons whose only object in obtaining them is to save
the gate fee—then they are misplaced.

I would not abridge the right of Fair officials to invite a
friend to the Fair on a complimentary ticket, but the friend
who will beg a favor of that kind is seldom honest in his
intentions or a fit subject to receive such a favor, and the
ticket thus received is very apt to find itB way into the pos-
session of other persons. The greatest abuse of complimen-
tary tiokets ariBes from misplaced confidence on the part of the
person issuing them.
At the gates of the Fair grounds would be a grand place for

a student of human nature to make observations in the study
of character.

The stories that are told and the tricks resorted to in order
to escape the fee, often by men of means and influence, can
scarcely be imagined by other persons than those who have
had such experience at the gates.

But few have any idea how often complimentary tickets

are given away to other persons. Men who are high in social

circles, men who are prominent in wealth and public posi-
tion, are guilty of this charge. So many cases of this kind
have come to my notice that I have ceased to be surprised at

such transactions. Men whom I have heard praised and
eulogized for their public spirit, their honesty and integrity of

character in more glowing terms than was claimed Cassar's

wife should be, who have received complimentary tickets

from members of our Board, fell from grace and gave their

tickets away.
I have found the tickets of such men at our gates in the

hands of other persons, seeking to gain admission by them
when detected, and, asked how they came in possession of

them, I have been answered, "He gave it to us and said no
one would know the difference." The price of admission
seems to have no effect on the turpitude of this act, on either
party to the fraud, because at our late Fat Stock Show, where
the admission was only twenty-five cents, our Board suffered
more severely than ever before by such transactions.

In view of these facts it may be expected that I am able to
point out a remedy whereby honest men can be made out of
rascals. I must admit my inability to do so unless I would
recommend a total disuse of free tickets, which, I have said,

would not be wise or the proper thing to do.
If Fair officials will reduce the issue of employe tickets to

the fair grounds to the lowest possible number, giving them
only to exhibitors or those who are actually necessary on the
grounds, and be prudent in tne issuing of complimentaries,
more especially in the vicinity where the Fair is held, giving
them only to those who have the interest and success of the
Fair more at heart than the economy of their own purse and
that of their friends, a great increase of the receipts at the
gates from the sale of tickets will be sure to follow.

That Rising Turfman.

At the sal6 of yearlings, the property of the late Gen.

Kowett, at Chicago, on the 16th, the following were reported

sold to Dan McCarthy:

Chestnut colt, foaled Feb. 27, 1886, by Hyder Ali, dam
Belle of Topeka, by Unole Vic $155

Chestnut colt, foaled April 11, 1886, by Hyder Ali, dam
Madam Rowett, by Uncle Vic $165

Bay colt, foaled May 10, 1886, by Hyder Ali, dam Edith
Kowett, by imp Intruder $155

Conde at Detroit.

The "Blue Eibbon" trotting meeting, that opened at Detroi'
on the 19th, was much more satisfactory than the racing at St*
Paul, where rain and mud marred the sport. Conde, the fast
son of Abbotsford, won his race in fine style, and reduced his
record to 2:24. The appended description of the trot is from
the Free Press;
The horses drew for positions as follows: Colored Girl,

Sumpter, Rosaline Wilkes, Grey Duke, Lynn W., Conde,
Scott Newman, Problem, Anna C, Baby Mine and Valkyr.

First Heat—After the horses had scored four times, Mr.
Campau called the drivers to the stand and read them the
riot act, the first indication of his policy which proved to be
one of admirable firmness. On the fifth start the horses got
away, Lynn \V. having a clear lead, Sumpter second, Baby
Mine third, Colored Girl fourth, Conde fifth and the rest in a
string, with Rosaline well toward the rear. At the first turn
Sumpter forged ahead and secured a lead of two lengths over
Lynn W., which he easily kept until beyond the quarter.
Here he was nearly overhauled by Scott Newman, who made
a tremendous dash for the lead, bat one which proved too
much for his legs and he went into the air and fell to the rear.
Rosaline Wilkes was sent like a rocket by Shackeney, caught
the opening and crowded the leader hard for his place. After
passing the half, Conde was forced for the front, but went into
the air and fell into fourth place, which he did not better.
Down the home stretch the horses came in procession, and
passed under the wire without a change of position—Sumpter
first, Rosaline Wilkes second, Baby Mine (who caught on at

the three-quarters) third, Conde fourth, and the rest stretched
away in the rear, with Lynn W., who had been looked upon
as a probable winner, a bad eleventh. Time, 2:26^.
Second Heat—Lynn VV. was drawn, his owner sayiDg that

he showed lame, by reason of an injury sustained on his way
from Saginaw and that he was too good a horse to lose. This
cut the starters to ten, and Sumpter sold at $15 to $50 on the
field. The horses were off at the fifth trial, Sumpter taking
the lead at the outset on the strength of his advantage of posi-
tion. Before the quarter was reached, however, he was out-
footed by Conde, Orrin Hickok's California wonder, and was
soon afterward outfooted by Rosaline Wilkes. Up the back
stretch Conde and Wilkes trotted with noses to the rule,

Sumpter being only three lengths behind, with Valkyr and
Colored Girl crowding each other and him. Just before
reaching the three-quarters the pace sent Rosaline into the
air and Bhe lost her chance of a lead and gave Sumpter second
place. The horses came under the wire with Conde two
lengths ahead and trotting like a machine; then Sumpter,
Rosaline and Valkyr, in the order named, and the remainder
of the field bunched. Time, 2:25.

Third Heat—Grey Duke was drawn, and Conde was selling

$50 to S15 on the Held, odds great enough to paralyze the
pool box. After scoring but twice, the horses got away, Conde
leading, but with Sumpter on his girtn. The two drew three
lengths away from Rosaline Wilkes, who waB third and held
their relative positions until they turned into the back stretch,

amid great excitement. This was increased when Wilkes,
with a magnificent burst of speed which proved her well
worthy of her great sire, caught the leaders and the three
made a magnificently close race of it until almost the last

turn. Then Conde drew a little ahead, and Sumpter, break-
ing, fell back to third place. Rosaline picked herself up and
got close to Conde's wheel, and the two came down the home
stretch under voice and gad. finally finishing amidst the most
unbounded enthusiasm, with Conde a nsck ahead of the
Girl, Problem on the latter's girth, Sumpter close behind,
then Scott Newman, Valkyr and the rest. The heat was one
of the best of the day. Time, 2:25.

In the fourth heat Conde, at the pole, took the lead and
held it to the end. He showed himself a magnificent horse,
steady as a clock, very fast and with a combination of reserve
power and ambition which marks him as a great trotter.

Rosaline seemed a little tired, and while she made a splendid
effort and finished a good second, had evidently nearly
reached her limit. Valkyr finished third. Problem fourth,

and the rest in procession, the heat being unexciting.
Time, 2:24.

Purse S1.50O—2:35 trotting class.

O. A. Hickok's cL g Conde 4 1 1

S. A. Brown & Co. 's ch g Sumpter 12 4-
J. B. Shockney's b m Kosaline Wilkes 2 3 2 „
John G. Johnson's b m Valkyr 5 4 fi ;,

frank Bennett's b g Problpm 7 6 3 ^
South End Stock Farm's blk m Colored Girl 6 5 7

j[

Henry Simon's ch g Scott Newman 10 7 6®
Abe Hossler's ch m Baby Mine 3 10 8 '

Frank A. Lackey's b m Anna C 8 8 9 8

Wood Campbell's er g Grey Duke 9 9 dr
Lynn Brothers' b g Lynn W 11 dr

TIME,
Quarter. Half. Three-quar. Mile.

First heat 36J 1 :12i 1:48 2:2(Ji

Second heat 30$ 1:32 1:48 2:25

Third heat 37* 1:12} 1 :48 2 :'2B

Fourth heat 36$ 1:12* 1:48 2:24

The same day Patron beat a good field for the 2:20 purse
and made a mark of 2:16. The summary is:

Purse $2,000—2:20 trotting.
Foi est City Farm's h Patron 1 1 j
W. H. McCarthy's blk h Tom Bogers 3 2 2
Jacob Enauber's b g Deck Wright 2 6 5
John E. Turner's b g Judge Davis 4 3 a
L. E. Sereman's br h Eagle Bird 5 5 7
M. V.Wagner's b m Maid Queen 6 3 g
A. Kaul's gr g Pilot Boy 7 7 4

TIME.
Quarter. Half. Three-quar. Mile

First beat 34 1 :08& 1:434 2 :20i

Secondheat 354 1:10 1:44J 2:i9j
Third heat 35* 1 :09i 1:42 2 :1G

On the following day, the 20th inst., Arab defeated Charley
Hilton in straight heats for the free-for-all purse of r2.500.

Time, 2:22, 2:19J, 2:19. There were only two starters.

A Busy Day at Oakland.

At the Oakland Trotting; Park last Saturday afternoon, four

races, three of them 3 in 5 trots, were reeled off between two
o'clock and dark. The following is the record:

July 23d—Trotting. Purse S—

.

Maid of Oaks, ch m (cart)—A. McDowell Ill
Mt. Vernon, b s (cart)—J. A. Goldsmith 2 2 2

Ed, b c—A. T. Jackson 3 3 3
Time, 2:29, 2:27i, 2:27J.

Same Day—Running. Purse S1C0. Five furlong heats.

Lee Shaner's b g Belshaw, aged, by Wildidle, dam SuBie Wil-
liamson Hazlitt 1 1

E. Downer'a b g Lige Clark, aged, by Ballot Box, dam by Lodi
(Lloyd and Reavis) 2 2

Time, 1:012. 1:0JJ.

Same Day—Tiotting. Purse S200.

Dick Brown, org—A. McDowell 2 12 3 3 1]
Eva W., b m—D. liannon 3 2 112 2:.'

Cinderella, ch in -L. Sbaner 1 3 3 2 1 3

Time, 2 :41i, 2:344, 2:80$, 2:40, 2:391, 2:39, 2:40.

8ame Day-Match forS200.
Vengeance, ch g (cart)—W.J.Eden 2 12
Emperor, b g—J. Duetin 1 2 1 _

Time, 2;35J, 2:32-1, 2:35, 2:34, 2;52,
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Bay District.
Kii ik-.i Rosa.
Petalum a,

ftolden Gate.
Sacramento

Fresno.

Closing of Entries-

ATJGCST FIRST- MOSDAY NEXT.
Stockton.
Stakes A'evacla State Fair.
Nevada and Placer, Glen*

brook.
f.os Angeles.

AUGUST fl Oth.
RIarysville.

AUGUST Mtli.
Snsanville.

AUGUST • 5tli.

Fixed events Pacific Coa«.t Blood Horse Association.

SEPTEMBER FIRST.
Trotting Purses, Nevada State Fair.

SEPTEMBER I 5th.
Monterey.

Rale of Pilgrim.

Leger when that horse ran a dead heat with Voltigeur, and

to this day there are some who say he won, but that the

judge dare not give hica the race for fear of the ven-

geance of the Yorkshire crowd, who were bo enthusiastic

about Voltigeur. Kussborough is said—with what truth we
know Dot—to have won both tbe first heat and the decider.

Marigold, the dam of Doncaeter, ran in the name of Mr. Har-

greaves when she was beaten by a head by Queen Bertha for

the Oaks, but she was the property of Lord Westmoreland

when she won the Stewards' Cup. Those who saw the bril-

liant finish between Queen Bertha and Marigold, on which

occasion Lord Falmouth made his famous bet, little dreamt

the celebrity to which the two mares would attain at the

stud. Mr. Hargreaves, who lived to a great age, amassed a

great fortune on the turf, and one of tbe principal contribu-

tors to it was rare old Alice Hawthorn.

Mr. Payne J. Shatter, of Olema, sends us the following slip

cut from the Petaluma Argus:
The largeBt price we ever knew to be paid for a Sonoma-

county raised two-year-old wag received this week by A. L.

Whitney for Pilgrim—$2,000. J. E. Rose sold a McClellan

yearling, sometime siDce, for $1,000, which is the best year-

ling sale up to date. The Button estate sold a four-year-old

Alexander for $5,000—that was years ago when tbe Button

colt was the champion of his age. J. A, Grove, who owns an

extensive stock ranch in Mariposa county, was tbe purchaser

of Pilgrim. He will complete the track education of the colt

but will not trot him in public this season, though he thinks

the colt will trot through the circuit next year if nothing

happens. The main object of Mr. Grove is to get a well-bred

stock horse, and in this case we think he has exercised good

judgment. Pilgrim was sired by Dawn—whose pedigree is

familiar to our readers—and his tirst dam was Gazelle, by

General McClellan; second dam Jennie Sheppard by Belmont.

It would be hard to find a better pedigree, as he runs through

the best trotting strains on the side of both sire and dam, and
into the best strains of thoroughbred on both sides.

By way of addendum, Mr. Shatter adds:

I am particularly interested in the sale of Mr. Whitney's Pil-

grim, from the fact that I own Gazelle, the mother, and Day-
time, full brother to Pilgrim. My colt was a yearling on the 5th

of February last, stands 14.2£ high forward, and lo.Ibehind, a

conformation peculiar to tbeNutwoods. Of course high quarters

show immense driving powers. Daytime is the exact counter-

part in appearance of Dawn, the golden bronze in color, the

determined look in the head. I think I have a fine horse to

cross on my Rustic fillies. On the DawD and Rustic outcross I

have an Autevolo colt growing up which may leaven the

lump. It behooves California breeders to watch the eastern

men. R. A. Alexander sende the blood of Maud S. and Nut-
wiod to Palo Alto to breed to Eleciioner. Speed! Speed!

The spirit of the times shall teach me speed.

Ancient History.

"Whenever I want to get some reliable information about

any of the old-time trotters and sires that were owned or bred

in the vicinity of New York and on Long Island, I make it a

rule to visit W. H. Van Cott. in West Fifty-eighth street. He
knows them all from away back in the twenties, and cannot

only describe them, but also gives dates and facts that are

beyord question. Picking up a magazine a few days since,

I noticed that one of its editorial writers stated that the

breeding of May Day, sire of the dams of Lucy, 2:18J; Little

Wonder, 2:30, was" according to that authority unknown.
Here is a case for Van Cott, says I. I dropped in on him
yesterday, and learned the following facts: Away back in the

twenties a wealthy merchant named Mr, Piatt, whose name
is still remembered by New Yorkers as Piatt street was
named after him, owned three Canadian, mares named Bet,

Surry and Rose. They were all fast trotters for those days.

Surry could trot a mile in 2:40. She was a short-necked,

blocky little mare, and possessed great endurance. Bet was
the handsomest of the group. Henry Van Cott, who was
our friend's father, lived at this time below Jamacia, Long
Island and John R. Snedeker was located at the Cenlreville

Course'. They were known all over the country, and it was
not strange that the best horses of the country occupied

boxes in their stables. In the year 1829 American Eclipse

and Henry were standing for service on the Island. Henry
stood at Van Cott's, and American Eclipse at Snedeker's.

Mr. Piatt was well acquainted with the merits of both horses,

and decided to breed his mares to them. Surry and Rose

were stinted to American Eclipse, and Bet to Henry. The
Eclipse colts never amounted to anything, but on the first of

May, 1S30, Bet dropped a chestnut colt, which was called

May Day. He grew up to be a beautiful horse, and was sold

and taken to New Jersey. He was the sire of the dam of

Lucy. 2:18J.
"Now, I will tell you about another horse," said Van Cott,

*'that traces to these mares. There were races at the old

Union Course in the spring of 1836, and Mr. Geo. M.
Patchen, who had taken dinner at my father's house, took me
over to the track iu his carriage. The famous stallion.

Andrew Jackson.was there that day, aod had been bred in the

morning to Sally Miller. Surry who was then owned by

George M. Patchen, was in one of the races, and was bred

afur a heat to Andrew Jackson. Both mares proved in foal,

and both had horse colts. The former was afterwarwards

known as Long Island Black Hawk, and the latter as Henry
Clay. Strange—is it not?—that both of those horses should

have been got on the same day! Henry Clay was afterwards

sold in my father*s house to General Wadsworth for a dollar

a pound. He weighed one thousand and twenty-five pounds.

An Old English Celebrity.

Mr. H. Hargreaves, whose death is announced, was not

known to the newer generation of racing men, but in days

gone by he was a power. Since the day of Wild Oats he

has been more or less an absentee from stirriDg racing scenes.

The debut of this horse in tho Middle Park Plato was her-

alded with much trumpeting, and it proved a most disastrous

one. Tbe following morning he was taken on the heath and

tried, in the presence of the Duke of Newcastle and the Duke
of Hamilton, with the three-year-old Leonie, who had just

run second with 119 pounds on her back in the Great Eas-

tern Handicap, and he beat her at a very little difference

of weight, thus showing his defeat to have been all wrong.

In the^Prendergast he was ridden by Chaloner, and when he

beat Morna, who had won the Doncaster Champagne Stakes

—when 5 to 1 was laid on the great Belladrum, by ten

lengths, the victory created something like a sensation, and

the Temark of Hargreaves was: "I shall back that horse fur

the Derby." It was iu the forties and fifties that he was in

his prime, and he financed many a Chester Cup winner. In

those days to win on the Chester Cup was to win a fortune.

He also backed Kussborough to win £100,000 for the St.

Anteros.

When Mr. Morrison paid Gov. Stanford $1,500 for the

brother to Anteeo and Antevelo, and took the horse to the laud

of the Blue Bulls, he made a shrewd and successful stroke of

business. Anteros is kept at Mr. Morrison's farm, Conners-

ville, Indiana, and we find in the Indianapolis Sportsman the

following note of how business is:

Anteros, Mr. G. W. Morrison's high-bred young Electioneer

Btallion, has served 68 mares this season, and could have

had five times that number. Notwithstanding his service

fee will be $100 next season (double what it was this) thirty-

two mares have already been booked to him.

His engagement with Mr. Belmont being terminated, Luke,

the English jockey, will probably return to the land from

whence he came. English jockeyB are not a success here in

the same way that our jockeys are at a discount over there,

probably on account of our methods and tracks being so dif-

ferent. Luke was never considered in the front rank of jock-

eys on the other side. Still, owing to his light weight for

his years and experience, and also his sobriety and trust-

worthiness, he has always obtained a fair shape of riding,

more especially in handicaps. It takes a cool head and an
experienced hand to ride a waiting race so as to win by only

a little. Light-weight boys, as a role, should not attempt it.

They tell a story anent waiting races of a trainer who is

now at the head of one of the foremost training establishments

in the country. When a boy he rode for Mr. John M. Clay.

One day, in his riding a heat race, he lay almost entirely out

of the race, and then, coming with a tubu at the end, won on

the post by a head. Going up to the lad after the heat, Mr.
Clay said: "Don't you think that you lay back too far?"

"No, sir, I don't think I did," was the answer.

"Now, don't you really think that you did?"

"No, sir.*'

"Now," and Mr. Clay gathered himself for a roar and
twirled his stick, "don't you think that you layback too G—
d— far? Don't do it again,"

Our eastern cotemporsries, in making up the list of new
2:30 trotters, all include Barney Horn 2:23£. This is a mis-

take as Barney Horn is a pacer.

I just avoided it by throwing myself forward in the bottom
of the canoe. By this time the water was shallow enough to

admit of our jumping out of the boat, joining the ropes of

the net to others borne by the constables and fishermen

waiting on the beach, and hauling the monsters on shore by
hand. Between my going out and the time that we had the

devil-fish safely on the beach, an hour and a half had
elapsed, while the distance traversed was barely half a mile.

"The only familiar object by means of which I can convey
to those not acquainted with it an idea of the appearance of

this marine monster, is a bat with its wings outspread and its

head cut off. The head would not be distinguishable from
the body were it not for a fleshy protuberance on each side of it,

which the animal appears to possess the power of curling up
tightly so as to exactly resemble a horn, and of unfolding at

will. At the base, and at tbe other side of this, the huge
tilniy eye is situated. The tail is a continuation of the spinal

vertebra, and appears very small and thin in contrast to the

vast bulk of the body. A small caudal fin projects upwards
at the root. The color is blackish-brown on the back and
white on the belly, and the enormous gills more resembling a

jalousie window than anything else I can think of. The
shape of the back is not unlike the turtle; and on dividing the

breastbone with an axe, a sound was produced similar to that

which is heard when an engine-boiler is struck with a

hammer.
"The united weight of the two fish I should estimate at not

far shortof a ton. Thecombined strengthof eight able-bodied

men just sufficed, with the aid of rollers, to draw the larger

of the two clear of the water, up to the sloping beach.

"The following are the dimensions of each iish, of which the

larger was a male, and the other a female:
Male. Female.
Ft. in. Ft. m.

Breadth 13 8 12 4

Length of hody 6 3 5 2

Length of tail 3 11 1 10

Width of bead from eye to eye 3 10 3 3

Width of mouth 2 2 2

Length of horn 1 10 1 7

Capture of the Devil-Fish.

"At about eight o'clock on the morning of Friday last,

March 25th, I received a summons for assistance from a

fisherman, who, with two others, appeared to be struggling

with something under the surface of the sea outside the

harbor mouth, about three hundred yards from the rocky

promontory on which the Lucea barracks are situated.

Seizing a carbine and half a dozen cartridges, and divesting

myself of all superfluous clothing, I jumped into a little

canoe which had been despatched to fetch me, and was
rowed rapidly to the spot. The morning was perfectly calm

and the water as clear as a crystal, and on transferring myBelf

from the small canoe to the larger one, in which the fisher-

men were, I saw, about a fathom down, what seemed to be

an animated, shapeless, black and white mass of colossal

size, amid a confusion of tangled and torn net, gigantic wav-
ing tinB and lashing tails, out of which a sullen-looking filmy

eye now aod again glared vengefully upwards. Anything
more unprepossessing, to use a mild term, I have never seen,

and should it ever be my lot to see it again, I trust it will be

from the deck of an ironclad, for instance, or some other

point of vantage, and not from a three-feet wide cotton-wood

canoe.
"The fishermen, two of whom I found holding on like

grim death to a rope, which was partly in and partly out of the

boat, and on which thore was evidently an enormous strain,

informed me that two devil-lish had become entangled in a

turtle net which they had Bet, and that they must either get

rid of the fish in some way or other or lose the whole net.

"Seeing that the fish, in their struggles to escape, had so

firmly enwrapped themselves in the torn meshes of the net as

to have become, comparatively speaking, powerless, I sug-

gested that it would be better to tow them on shore alive than

to attempt to shoot them in the water; and this we proceeded
to do, first, by a strong pull, raising the monsters as near the

surface of the water as possible, and securing the i ope by
taking a turn lound one of the thwarts of the canoe. In addi-

tion to the weight of the fish we had to drag along the bottom
the heavy mooring of the net, the rope attached to it being

wrapped round the undermost fish. To avoid having this

caught in the reef, therefore, beyond the possibility ol extri-

cation, it was necessary to follow the course of the channel;

and so our toil began, I sitting in the etern of the canoe with

the paddle, ona man holding on to the rope and the other

two pulling at the oars. The same canoe which had brought
me off was also pressed into the service, a line being made
fiisi from it to our boat.

"It was only by sheer force that we made any progress

at all. At each stroke the boat would shoot forward about
two feet, aud bring up with a jerk—it was impossible to keep
any 'way' on. However, we struggled along, panting in the

broiling sun, slowly, but surely, while at frequeut intervals

I enjoyed the sensation of seeing a vast fin, like the propeller

of a small steamer, flap over the side of the boat aud graze

my knee with its tip. When we had traversed about half

the distance to the shore, we discovered that by the move-
ments of tbe fish, which had been wrapped in its coils, the

mooring rope had been cleared, bo, calling a halt, | we laid

hold of it, dragged up the mooring until it struck against the

undermost fish, and made fast the rope. Having thus
relieved onrselves of a formidable obstacle our progress

beoame a great deal more rapid, especially as another canoe
came to our aid at this juncture. As we came nearer to the
beach, and the water became shallower, one of the fish, as if

conscious of its impending fate, coming cIosp up to the sur-

face, lashed out with its whip-like tail, nearly four feet long
and cased in an integument of the texture of a blaoksmith'a
rasp, right over the storn of the boat, where I was seated,

THE GUK
A Camping Trip.

Editor Beeeder and Sportsman:—With the coming of

midsummer come dreams of nightB in camp among wild sur-

roundings, where no thought of business burdens one, and
of long days of angling or of watching by licks and sedgy
places for deer. Every time-table is studied for days, and
the attractions of the various spots accessible by ordinary
means of conveyance are discussed as exhaustively as though
grave interests depended upon the selection of one in prefer-

ence to another. Lists of things to be carried into camp are

made, revised, destroyed and re-made with deep solicitude,

and with the result that instead of diminishing in length, the

lists grow at each revision.

Rifles and fishing tackle are inspected at each shop, and
the opinions of experts sought on a world of minor points

about the comparative merits of Winchesters, Marlins, Colts,

and the dozen other sorts, always, of course, confining the

rifle researches to repeaters, for your real camper never goes
abroad without a trusty sixteenshot rifle full of cartridges,

a big revolver and a bowie knife that is tenderly regarded,

even though in years of carrying it is put to no more noble

use than chopping kindling wood. Such preparations were
made a few days ago by a party of San Frauciscaus, Messrs.

Harry Kohler, Carl Van Bergen and George Van Bergen, and
with your permission a short recital of their adventures "by
flood and field" will be made. The party started ou July
3d last, with the intention of spending two weeks on the Gua-
lala River in the upper part of Sonoma county. The neces-

saries taken along, closely packed, filled a box in which a St.

Bernard might have had ample verge, and were of the usual
sort. A few crackers, then a layer of something else; a ham,
then more of the same, and at the bottom several packages
much like the former. Iogram'd, of heated memory, was
reached via the N. P. U. E. K. for luncheon, aud from that

point the actual perils of the journey began. A wagon was
chartered to convey the pilgrims to Aaron Trospers', eight

miles away. The wagon was called a wagon only out of

politeness to its owner. It was in fact a rack which had been
used to torture unrecauting apostates during the Spanish
Inquisition, and had lost none of its excruciatiug capacities in

the intervening years. Without springs, and with numerous
angular iron bolt heads projecting from the seats, to ride in

it without profanity and without numerous solutions of con-

tinuity in the integument of the rider, was impossible. One
of the party to this day resembles a waffle, becauBO of the
indentations made by those bolt heads.
Beaching Trospers, a little stay was made at Camp Jacoby,

where a jolly party of riflemen, under the patronage of the

well- known Eintracht, Philo Jacoby,was encamped. Cooling
potions of lager, and fireworks iu the evening, made the moun-
taineers for miles around aware that Camp Jacoby was occu-
pied.

On July 5th, three pack horses were procured and a start

made for the Gualala. The horses were like Mark Twain's
—they were not fast except when tied, aud if not constantly

prodded with fiBhing rods would stop and lean against trees

to think. A competeut guide was secured who took the foot-

sore campers up all manner of roads and trails, and finally

deposited them in a country which, like aheol, only lacked

ice and good society to make it inhabitable. No shade; the

thermometer at 10C°, dust in streaks and layers, hunger and
weariness all combined to make the party long for San Frau-
cisco, immoral its it is admitted 1. : be. As the most energetic

of the forlorn baud it fell to the lot of your correspondent
to prepare the camp and supper, and when you are told that

none other of the campers even so much as drove a tent pin,

you will be pained as I was that serious objections were
made to that supper. More experienced campers would
have stayed their stomachs with pine chips if the meal did

not suit them, but with our party it was not bo. In fact, the

i upper, which consisted of bacon and ashes, waB very good.

The addition of the ashes was partly the result of accident

and partly due to the fact that the bacon fell into the fire,

Ashes give a piquant flavor to bacon if the bacon is good, and
also make a little of the meat go a long way. But like Rati-

sho, it take years to traiu a man to love ashes. The night
aud the following day were passed in recuperating slumber,
broken only by ill-natured references to cooks and bacon.
The second evening found the oamper3 almost scurvied by

the constant salt diet, and a hunt for fresh meat was organ-

ized by Harry Kohler and Carl Van Bergen. Many tracka of

wild beasts could be seen in the wet sand along the river-bed,

and Carl declared that in Vaterland he had seen similar

imprints and knew them to be made by edible creatures,

Tho two foresters strapped on their bowie knives, took each
a Winchester full of shells, aud put the rest of the boxjin

their pockets and stole out into the dim evening shades.

They separated when about eight feet from the tent, and
weut.orouohing along through the weeds in the style adopted.

»YJ
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by all great and successful hunters from Daniel Boone to

Homer Fritch. When Carl had walked twenty feet he
reached a five-inch sapling behind which he could conceal
himself, and there he waited the onslaught of anything that
wore hair. Harry Kohler, more venturesome, went five feet

farther and also concealed himself, while the shadows thick-

ened, and the ominous sounds of night in the wilds began
to be heard. A hoot-owl swooped down on Carl but was
beaten off without injury to the hunter. Then a wood rat

assaulted Harry, but the brave youth did not flinch and the
cowed rat slunk away overcome by the glance of an eye that

never flinched before anything smaller than a large cat.

The writer could hear the signal calls of the hunters to one
another as they remained in ambuscade some ten feet apart,

and could not but admire the knowledge of woodcraft shown
by them in making harsh, grating calls, instead of whisper-

ing, because English "as she is spoke" is well known to exer-

cise a terrifying influence upon all quadrupedal life. Ten
minutes of hard gazing into the darkness by the hunters
went by without the approach of game considered suitable,

and then a tree-splitting yell was emitted by Carl followed by
a fusilade like a Chinese New Year. The yell was echoed by
Harry, and from his ambush a quickly intermittent steam of

fire shot toward the ground before him, with sharp cracking
reports, which showed that his deadly Winchester had not
forgotten how to go off.

After the thirty-two bullets had been sent hurtling into the

darkness, a sound as of a scuffle was perceptible, accented by
emphatic remarks from both riflemen, and the writer, fearing

that the reckless bravery of the young gentlemen might lead

them into danger, strolled out toward the spot from which
the sounds came. There was a sight to be remembered. The
fine passion which at times inspires the true son of Nature

—

and both Harry Kohler and Carl Van Bergen resemble Nature
strongly—had wrought both up to a pitch considerably above
any other pitch aiound there, even on the highest pine.

Both were throwing sticks at a furious, scratching wild ani-

mal, which had torn the grass and leaves from a space of

ground fully a foot square, in its dying struggles. Some of

the sticks went true to the mark and the struggles grew fainter

and finally ceased, but the fury of the hunters was not so soon
appeased. The sticks continued to fly |for some moments
after the object of attack lay quiet. Then, by circuitous

approaches, both Harry and Carl stole upon their victim and
consentaneonsly grabbed it. Harry had the stronger hold
and pulled it away from his fellow sportsman.. The latter

gathered up the armful of rifles and bowie knives and the

return of the hunters began, to the camp, long yards away.
The game was laid upon a clean chip by the flickering fiie,

and the hunters sat around as only brave, hardy men can do,

and puffed rings of smoke as they passed one of the two
cigarettes in camp from hand to hand, while they lived over
again the ordeal just passed.

The game was carefully examined to verify the statements
of each as to how he shot first at the eye, then at the shoulder
then tried to break the back, but on all that animal there

could be fouud no bullet hole. True its fur was scorcned
in divers places, showing that shots had actually been fired at

it but there was no bullet hole. The monstrous raccoon lay

there intact except for a leg broken by one of the sticks

hurled at it, and a slight abrasion which appeared on the left

inferior maxillary, just as though the 'coon had stumbled
over itself when the pyrotechnic display began, and knocked
its face upon the gravel. No autopsy was made, and the

*coon may have died from aneurosis, or valvular insufficiency

but in the absonce of actual proof to the contrary, the honor,

of killing the furious beast must remain in suspense between
Harry and Carl.

Such incidents soon hardened the campers, and within

two days a deer was slaughtered and packed a mile to camp,
head, legs, paunch and all, just to show that weight was no
handicap to real hunters. Then two more were shot down,
and the revelry was high when Mr. Jones of the Acme Club
in Oakland, and Mr. Blanchet wandered by and were added
to the list of boarders, whose only culinary resource was the

skill of the writer. Venison in many styles, all fried, set

forth the board four or five times a day, and even oftener, as

the fresh air sharpened the cloyed appetites of the party.

Trout, at times, and bacon always, lent variety to the too
* enriching bill of fare, and with each passing hour rejuvena-

tion of spirits, revival of energies, and good store of vitality

were laid up against the evil day of return to counting-rooms
and useful labor. On the last evening a huge tree came roll-

ing down the mountain side near the camp with the roar of

a cyclone, but the only result was to cause the disappearance

of Messrs. Jones and Blanchet, who were heard soon after

calling from the tree tops like birds, to know if the "bear had
gone." At last camp was broken, and the few remaining crack-

era distributed to the blue jays. None of the other supplies

were left, but the bottles were carefully piled into a monu-
ment to mark the spot where the deadly coon was overcome,

and the party took up its burden of blankets and came back
in safety to home and duties.

Sax Fbancjsco, July 26th, 1887. Geo. Yas Bergen

Sale and Presentations-

Mr. L, J. Rose Jr., San Buenaventura, has sold:

To Mr. C. A. Sumner. Los Angeles, a fox-terrier bitch, b,

w and t, by Regent Vox—Blempton Saffron, whelped April
10th, 1337.

To Mr. H, E. Rose, Los Angeles, has presented a dog, b, w
and t, litter brother to preceding.
To Mr. W. S. Maben has presented a dog, b, w and t,

litter brother to preceding.

The picture of Mr. M. P. McKoon's "Camper's Favorite
Tent," shown in the advertising columns, makes one long to

leave the must and care of the daily grind and spend days
where the only roof is the pleasant canvas. The tent is said

to be about right for actual use, and is, besides, a thing of

beauty and light to carry. It embodies the ingenious devices
of a long-time and thorough dweller where trout and deer are

one's commonest neighbors.

Mr. W. W. Tucker, who advertises St. Bernards, has
associated Mr. Lorenzo Daniels with himself in breeding acd
importing unexceptionable dogs of that variety. The firm

has expert correspondents in both Switzerland and England,
and also has a good kennel of breeders in New Jersey, at

Montclair Heights. It is decidedly embarrassing to visit Mr.
Tucker's kennels, as it was our good fortune to do a few
weeks ago, and meet in one of the passages such a monster
as Champion Apollo unexpectedly. The dog is kind, but his

great size arouses forebodings of munched extremities.

Mr. John Knight, at Placerville, advertises beagles. Mr.
Knight is the pioneer breeder of the State, and has sent out
many excellent animals, many of which are now doing good
work on rabbits and several are running with deer packs.
Those who have dealt with Mr. Knight express satisfaction

both with his stock and his manner of transacting business.

It is said that lady exhibitors at dog shows, had rather be
reiused prizes by Doctor H. Clay Glover, of Imperial Dog
Medicine fame, than to receive them at the hands of other
judges. The Doctor would probably deprecate any such
statement, but those who know him can understand how it

might gain circulation.

The legend on W. S. Kimball and Co.'s tobacco, "He who
doth not smoke either hath known no great griefs, or

refuseth himself the softest consolation next to that which
comes from heaven," has been repeated under every sun that

Bhines with growing appreciation both of the graceful words
and of the fragrant incense of which they are written.

The Report of the Pasteur Commission.

THE KENNEL.
Dog ownerB are requested to eend for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deathB

)n their kennels, In all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Visits.

Mr. J. Devilbiss' beagle Bess, to Mr. G. W. Bassford'a

Bannerman Jr., July 2d.

Mr. G. W. Bassford's pointer Blossom, to Mr. J, M,

ford Jr.'aLemmy B., July 24th.

Bass-

Whelps.

Mr. L. J. Rose Jr., fox-terrier Blempton Saffron, whelped,

April 10, 1887, five—four dogs—to Regent Vox. One dog

since dead.
Mr. G. VV. Bassford's pointer Gracie Bow, whelped, July

8th, sis—two dogs—to same owner's Professor.

Mr. G. W. Bassford's beagle Dimple, whelped, Joly 10th,

four, to same owner's Bannerman Jr. All Bince dead.

A new way of threshing a dog baa been discovered at Wood-
land. The properties necessary aTe a dog and a threshing

machine or grain separator. A repetition of the operation is

never necessary; the animal invariably remains where he is

placed after passing through the thresher. The Record-Union

says, and the last sentence of the saying is positively grim:

"A dog was run through Coil's thrashing machine, now
working some distance from Woodland, the other day. The
dog was dead when it came out of the spout."

As the air about that "spout" must have been pervaded by

dog in various degrees of dessication, the hint of the Record

really Beems supererogatory.

Br Abthue Nicols, F. G. 9., F. B. G. S.

In April of last year a committee was appointed by the

Local Government Board to inquire into and report upon M.
Pasteur's treatment of hydrophobia in man by means of

inoculation with a protective virus derived from animals.

This treatment was applied in anticipation of the outbreak
of hydrophodia in a person (or animal) previously bitten by a

rabid dog or other animal. From time to time the results

of the method have been published upon unimpeachable
authority, and it was made clear to everyone well informed
on the subject that M. Pasteur's treatment had become a

genuine success. The committee of investigation, consisting

of Sir James Paget, Sir Joseph Lister, Sir Henry Roscoe, M.
P., Professor Burdon Sanderson, Dr. Lauder Brunton, Dr.

George Fleming, Dr. Qnain, and Professor Victor Horsley
(secretary), fully representative of human and canine path-

ology, and commanding the confidence of both the medical

and veterinary professions, have now presented their report

to Parliament, and set the seal of their great authority and
experience on M. Pasteur's method of inoculation. The
document is of the greatest interest, and we propose to refer

to some of the more important conclusions at which the com-
mittee have arrived. After the visit of Sir Henry Roscoe, Dr.

Burdon Sanderson, Dr. Lauder Brunton, and Professor Hors-

ley to Paris, where they studied the work -carried on in

Pasteur's laboratory. Professor Horsley was directed to

institute a series of experiments with the object of clearing

up some doubtful points, and more fully establishing some
important conclusions. Of course it is impossible to

make researches of this kind without inflicting a modicum of

suffering on animals; but we are glad to find that the greatest

care and human consideration have been exercised in this

respect with a conscientious sense of responsibility to public

opinion, the necessary operations having been conducted

under anaesthetics, and strictly - confined to the inquiry

in hand. M.Pasteur's profound knowledge of the propaga-

tion of vegetable and animal micro-organisms suggested to

him the probability that rabies might be due to the

spread among living tissues of such an organism, and to this

question all his early researches were directed. The specific

microbe has not yet, we believe, been isolated and

identified, but all the pathological appearances, and

^he behavior of the virus, where introduced artificially,

point with the greatest force to the conclusion that the

-disease is disseminated by an organism which finds a suit-

able field in a living body. This having beenj recognized, a

conclusion of supreme importance was next reached, viz.,

that after a determinate period of growth the organism gives

rise to something (possibly another microbe) which has the

valuable property of destroying the rabific organism itBelf.

The next step was to introduce the antidotal substance into a

body in which the rabific microbe was known to be growing

—such as a person or animal previously bitten by u rabid

animal. Confirmatory evidence of the correctness of the

presumption that he was on firm ground soon presented

itself, and all subsequent investigations were based un the

conclusion that the virus of rabies may be counteracted by a

substance actually developed from the disease itself. It had

been found that a minute portion of the fresh spinal cord

of an animal which had died of rabieB, injected into a healtbly

animal, invariably produced the disease. When, too, the

disease was so transmitted through a series of animals, A, B,

C, D, it became intensified in its progress until in the sub-

ject D it assumed a terrific character. So far nothing was

gained but a highly interesting pathological fact, which,

however, M. Pasteur knew how to turn to account in another

direction. The source of the protective or antidotal sub-

stance was at length found in the dried spinal cords of ani-

mals which had died of the disease. The longer these were

kept the milder was the disease communicated by injections

from them; and, finally, when they had been kept a suffi-

cient time, injections could be made from them without pro-

ducing the disease at all. Here was the snggestion which

led to the results v^hich M.Pasteur has been working out

with such signal success. He proceeded with the weakest

inoculations from the spinal cords (fourteen days old) to

those only five days old, making the injections at intervals

theory underlying this treatment is that the rabific material
in the spinal cords grows weaker with age, while the prot ec,

tive matter develops and robs the former of its power for

evil. If, then, matter possessing this antagonism to the
matter of the disease be introduced into a living body where
the rabific organism is growing (in consequence of artificial

injection or the natural bite), it may be expected to bo modify
the conditions that the actual disease fails to assert itself.

How completely this expectation has been fulfilled we learn
from the report of the commission. The results appear more
constant and more striking in the case of animal, perhaps,
than in human beings, because every animal treated baa
been under complete control, and its whole history known;
whereas there is often much uncertainty end facta are imper-
fectly ascertained, when human being present themselves for

treatment.
The following embodies the principal conclusions at which

the committee have arrived:
"(1) That the virus of rabies may certainly be obtained

from the spinal cords of rabbits and other animals that have
died of the disease. (2) That the virus thus obtained may be
transmitted by inoculation through a succession of animals
without any essential alteration in the natare, although there
may be some modifications in the form of the disease pro-
duced by it. (3) That in transmission through rabbits the
disease is rendered more intense, both the period of incuba-
tion and the duration of life after the appearance of symptoms
being shortened. (4) That in different cases the disease may
be manifested either in the form called dumb or paralytic
rabies, which is usual in rabbits; or in the furious form usual
in dogs; or in forms inlermediate between or combining both
of these; but that in all it is true rabies. (5) That the period
of incubation and the intensity of the symptoms may vary
according to the method in which the virus is introduced,
the age and strength of the animal, and some other circum-
stances; but, however various in its intensity, the essential

characters of the disease are still maintained." Professor
Horsley directed his attention to ascertaining whether, in

view of these facts, it was possible to render animals (and by
inference man) which had not been bitten proof against rabies

by injection of the protective matter. Accordingly, six: dogs
were treated by subcutaneous injection of rabbits' spinal

cord with a surgical syringe (a most trifling operation), and
subsequently submitted, while under anaesthetics, to the bite

of a rabid dog, together with two other unprotected dogs and
some rabbits. Although this was done on July 8, 18S6, none
of the protected dogB have become rabid, while most of the

other animals have died of the disease. Morover. one of

these inoculated dogs was bitten twice by furiously rabid
dogs, and once by a rabid cat, and slill the disease was not
communicated to him. Here we have results the importance
of which might be enlarged upon wera not our space limited.

M. Pasteur has shown to how great an extent he can prevent
the occurence of hydrophobia in a human subject presumably
already incubating the disease in consequence of the bite of a

mbid animal, and Professor Horsley proves by his own experi-

ments that the inoculations can be depended upon as truly

prophylactic at least in the ca^e of the lower animals, and
therefore probably in that of man.

—

Stocfakeeper, Lon.

A Challenge to Americans.

Mr. K. J. Lloyd Price, of note as an English pointer owner
and field trialer, issues the following challenge:

Believing that there are many Americans in this country at

the present moment, some with their pointers, I write to say.

that in case they would like to run a match on grouse, in

August or September, I shall be glad to run my litter of

pointer puppies, comprising Luck of Merioneth, Luck of the

Goat and Belle of Edenhall, against any three pointers

owned or bred in America at the present moment,
reserving the right, should one of mine die previously, to

Belect another representative from my own kennel, probably

Miss Sixpence or Bellefaust.

I shall be content with the decision of Mr. Whitehouse,

who is probably the best field trial judge we have. They can

name a judge also, and if a referee is required, either Mr.
Walsh or Mr. Buckell would, I am sure, suit all parties.

The match is be for a £100 cup, or money, or more if pre-

ferred. I do not think that there would be much difficulty

in securing some neutral moor in Wales.
Kichahd John Lloyd Price.

Rhiwlas, Bala, N. Wales, July 4th.

A French View of Field Trials.

"A Parisian Sportsman" writes to the Shooting Times,

London, as follows:

"Our French Field Trial Club has issued its views on the

stakes it is going to provide at its first meeting, and I (and

several friends) am rather struck with the wording thereof.

It says that one of the two stakes will be exclusively to show
the best dogs to breed from. The other Btakes will be for

a practical trial of the dogs as though a man were out

shooting with them.
"Now, we here are obtuse enough not to understand this 'dis-

tinction' with a 'difference.' The best dogs to breed, from, I

take it, are those which make you kill most game. Then,

query, why those two stakes? If the promoters of these

trials expect that style and speed alone will find favor in

Continental sportsmen's eyes, I think they will find them-

selves mistaken. We are far too practical, as sportsmen, to

favor a fast-ranging but badquBrtering dog against a steady,

careful dog, and therefore the 'style' stakes are doomed to

be a failure. I have (as you, sir, well know) seen several of

your English field trials, and I have seen some really first-

rate dogs running there, but several dogs which actually won
on sundry occasions I would not have hnd at a gift—to shoot

over. Look at Ranger, for instance. I mean Mr. Macdona's

Ranger. Why, he was a straight-a-head tearing-away dog

without any quartering in him, and as full of false pointing

as an egg is of meat, yet he was several times proclaimed the

"Well, if that kind of thing is to be established here as a

new sport, well and good, but it would not do for a man who
wants to make a bag. To resume, then: To my mind, most

field trial dogs are pretty to look at as they race away, but

useless practically. And when my countrymen will see

them flush time after time, and false point all day long, they

will laugh, sir, yes, laugh. Time will prove that I am right."

The Golden Gate Athletic Club gives an entertainment on

Monday evening at its rooms, 190 Stevenson street. The
leading event iB to be a Grreco Roman wrestle by Messrs. A

H. Lean and H. Pritchard, both of whom are in tit conditi

to make a good Bhowing.

The Bezirk Fest begins at San Jose on August 6th.

thus coming step by step nearer to a point when the actual preparations are being made for the entertainment of tbu

and fatal disease would certainly be communicated. The I army ol Tamers.
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ROD.
The Time- Worn Angler.

[Fob the Breeder and Sportsman.]

"Where early snnbeams fin3 their way through quaintly latticed pane

And song birds greet the morning with many a merry strain,

"Where the voice of running waters tells of noontides fresh and cool,

Where low arbutus branches guard the ruffled, Bhady pool,

Where peace, harmony and beauty in fullest measure blend,

There dwells a time-worn angler with Nature for his friend,

Bent is the mighty frame that once a torrent's tide could dare.

Gone grace and deftness from the wrist of old to skilled to snare,

Robbed the slender, nervouB fingers of half their clever art,

Uuwilling oft the strong-hewn limbs to do a worthy part,

Sped much that made his springtime bright, his summer full and gay.

Lost something, too, of courage and daring by the way,

But still the bouI's swift lightnings flash from under shaggy brows,
"When rude, or careless touches, his slumbering passions rouse;

Still gentle, knightly graces to his manner lend the charm
That made him quick in former years all venom to disarm;
And the old loves yet can kindle within his quiet DreaBt,

The fire of youth'B bold spirit by age and care suppressed.

Look, when twilight's misty shadowB steal softly through the trees,

And faintly speaks the scented air with farewell hum of bees.

Where he sits amid his treasures in the wide old-fashioned hall,

While on his long and silvered locks the grey lights sadly fall,

His face with lines of thought is marked, and in his dreamy eyes
A patient, mild expression, like calm of evening lies.

Curled cosily beside him, with restless head crouched low,
A favorite dcg is dreaming of sport it used to know;
From rack and stand, from case and rest, the idle tackle looks,

Recalling old-time wanderings by ever-singing brooks.

Upon the low, broad window seat some precious volumeB stand,

Their pages closely turned by the Master's careful hand.

The silent waves of memory surge swiftly to and fro,

Bearing nrgosies deep-freighted with tceuts of long ago;

Here smiling, friendly faces gather 'round the well spread board.
And jest and song and laughter iu reckless mirth are poured.
Here he loiters, lone and happy, where waters, on their course,
Kiss the base of granite mountains with rude but loving force.

Now he treads a narrow pathway through meadows green and sweet,
His hands light clasped in mother's while ahe guides his childish feet.

Now winning, roguish glances and a peal ot laughter light,

Bespeak the dainty maiden with whom youthful vows were plight.

Mow boyish heartaches cloud the days aud rob the nighis of Bleep,
The maiden's vows are broken, though his he fain would keep.

Here, soft, white arms twine 'round him, and a tender, speaking face
Leads manhood closely captive by its pure, impassioned grace,

True, death, long years has cjaimpd her, but she stands betide him
now,

And presses love's warm kisses on his deeply furrowed brow.
Her touches bring him slumber and he bids the world "good night,"
"Watched over by the peaceful stars and heaven's mystic Jight,

July 3Uth, 1SU7. Petronella.

Dry-Flying and Wet-Flying.

There is a notion afloat amongst southern anglers that to

fish with a dry fly means that the tisharnian has attained to

perfection in his art. As an outsider, a sort of ' 'Looker-on,

"

like my friend Mr. Pritt, and a north-country angler, I

should like to say a few words on this subject. I have tried

the dry fly, and, though by no means an adept, I am bound
to say that 1 believe I could soon conquer the art; but I have
uo time, and, also, I am growing older day by day, and gener-
ally go north for health sake ouce a year. Now, at one time,

belore I ever saw an expert using a dry fly, I used to think
the art something marvelous, and no doubt sometimes it is

brought up to a high pitch of perfection; but I should like

to say a few words all the same, to show that dry fly is not
everything.

First of all, we poor, misguided north-countrymen are
continually being told that we can't catch fish in Kentish, or
Hampshire, or other chalk streams, where the water is "as
clear as gin," and so forth. Well, we don't brag that we can
till we get familiar with the streams and novel methods, and
I believe that a distinct method has to be used

—

e.g., dry fly

—

to achieve real success in some of these streams. And yet,

with all their boasting, do not the large majority of such
men fish rivers preserved with care? Are the banks ever clad

by the cobbler, the tailor, and other artisans of the neighbor-
ing villages, men who h'sh well, and who know the water to

perfection, as we so often see iu bonnie Scotland, the south
in particular? Why, jour fat alderman trout has not seen an
artiticial fly since last season, and when the May Fly comes up
he ought to be fairly keen, save that he is lazy and fat, and
requires to have his appetite tickled, if not with a mock tur-

tle, with mock May Fly. Now, I confess that this same
May Fly has given me a good deal of food for speculation.
What more gauzy wings are to be found! and yet, at the best,

we find the imitators using good-sized featheiB, and we north
men wonder that trout so "awfully shy" ever take the fly

even floating, and when sunk it amazes us.

Now for one mode. A man marks down a rising fish, and
goeB below it. He throws, and perhaps at the first cast, per-

haps at the end of half an hoar, the lubberly rascal either
Bucks in the fly lazily or rises with a roll like a porpoise, and
get pricked, or perhaps hooked. Now I respect the fly fish-

ermen who adopt this method, and I entirely agree with
them that for the sluggish streams of the south there is no
method so good for general use. Doubtless there are dayB,

or parts of days, when trout may and do take the fly sunk
better than when afloat, but the exception only proves the
rule. Now for the skill. Granted that a wet-fly fisherman
knows how to throw a good clean line, what is to prevent him
acquiring the art? I have seen some men fishing with
the wet fly, and who were reckoned good dry-fly men, whose
tail-fly did not always go out straight; and it made me think
at times that the best cast for a big, fat Test trout was not
the "cleanest," straighteBt cast, for there, the fish being some-
times directly above the Lisherman at times, he is apt to see the

gut line before he views the fly and it is humiliating to think
that apparently the premier cast, in the opinion of the trout,

might be—and why not?—one where the end fly instead of

going straight oat and up stream, doubled back at right angles

to the rest of the line, and so floated past the trout's very noBe
without his seeirjg the gut attached to his "mock turtle" at all.

I once very carefully watched a man, then famous for his

takes on many a southern river, and I noted how often his

line fell back, and I said to myself, "He may be a cannon in

his own country, but he is only a blunderbuss here! and bo I

let him tire away—he did no damage. Since then I have Been
some men fishing dry fly with small-sized duns, and I own,
with the greatest possible pleasure, that their fishing gave me
the liveliest satisfactian—one man in particular on the Itchen,
who fished beautifully. There was no mistake about it when
a man really ivas perfect not when he had "a name." Still,

I could not but think that I had seen north-country anglers
in no way inferior in point of skill, though adopting different

tactics to foil the cunning of the enemy in the north. This
leads me at once into a delightful Held of speculative inquiry.
Why is it, if trout are so shy and the waters are so clear,

that men use, in order to float a fly—even one of ordinary
small size—Buch a huge bundle of feathers for both wings
and legs; that, in order to produce their counterpart in

nature, one would need to lay about 50 flies one on top of the
other and then squeeze them flat, and even then the bunch
of feathers would be by far the most apparent? I had some
oi :e sent to me by "Holland," who of all men knows how to
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tie a real "floater," and to my noith-country eye, they were
anatomical monstrosities and absurdities.

W ell, then, how comes it that the trout rise to them if they
are Eovery shy and the water so very clear? Let us take a
much-fished northern river where the trout see the fly float-

ii g overhead. Does any sane man mean to assure me that

the dry-fly fisherman, with his "monster" on, would kill

more than the skilled artist, whose fly floated cIobo to, but
not on, the surface, never allowed to dwell or sink whilst the
rise is fairly on ? His fly, with thin, spare wings, and a turn
or two of soft, delicate hackle, can't float beyond a second or

so; and yet, reverse the conditions, and our Bkilled north-
countryman, fishing over your well-fed Alderman, would not,

I r resume, have a chance against the southern adept with
hiR dry fly. Brothers, it is pleasant to shake hands and
"agree to disagree" in suoh matters. We have a Scotch prov-
lb germane to the point at issne: "Ilka cock craws on its

ain midden-heid." (Trans.—Every cock crows on the top of

iis own dung-hill.) Oh! that some good men and true, from
the Fly-Fishers' Club, would form themselves into a commit-
tee of inquiry into these matters. How delighted would
northern anglers be to give every assistance to southern dry-
fly tishermen! This I can vouch for. Audi daresay the
southern would accord a good-humored welcome to north-
country anglers who came to try conclusions with flies of

airiest garments and gut of the finest, whilst their friends

were trying over a wily old Tweed trout the dry fly—of

Hants—lots of feathers, and "a good floatei."

People speak too much about the clearness of the water,
because they look on the water in a very foolish way. If the
bottom is chalk, the water looks clear, whereas the clearest of

water looks dark with a bottom ot dark clay or peat.

May I ask, did any observant man ever see Tweed trout
rising during a small flood, when the water looks like pea-
soup? I have, often. At Monksford, a streamy pool above
Dryburgh, of medium depth and perfect for fly fishing, when
the river is a little swollen, I remember many years ago find-

ing the flies floating down the surface, and the trout rising
keenly at them, the water quite muddy. I was accompanied
by one or two friends. We waded in amongst the trout, who
seemed to be feeding as well as trout could do, and we imi-

tated the fly as nearly as possible, and kept casting, first over
this trout and then over that, with very humiliating results.

They could easily detect false from true. Again, on the sub-
sidence of a good flood, when the river had assumed a fine

porter color, how fatal to success it is if a bright sun and
white clouds is the order of the day! The birth of flies comes
on, and then we go "at them," without a moment's cessation;

but too often we find that the result all over the river has
been equally indifferent. With a "grey" sky and "porter"
water, we have the prospect of a real good day. Therefore, I

always feel that southern anglers speak too much of their

"gin," which is mainly a drawback in stalking the prey; for,

I believe, in southern rivers where weeds abound and trout
are large (and my authority was poor Francis FranciB), that
good, stoat casting-lines and good-sized hookB have to be used,
and when the fish comes you have (to ubo his own words to

me) "to yerk it into him" and hold on, else he is amongst
the weeds and—good-bye!
The same tackle and flies used on our much-fished north-

ern rivers, where the water is not so "gin-like" in itB trans-

parency (I am not speaking of outlying and wild highland
rivers, seldom or never tished for trout by good anglers) and
the result would be complete failure, save iu the early Bpring
before trout are in condition, and even then questionable.

JuBt allow me to take a southern angler with me in May
or June down the banks of some lowland Scotch river, not
too rapid, and find the trout rising. Happy would I be
could he show me by practical results that the dry fly filled a
creel when the best of northern anglers went away Borrowful--
aa is so often the case with many of my own personal friends.

Now and then he might "crow," but I guess not too often.
There are very few things more delightful in theory than

floating a dry fly, and seeing it Bucked down by a trout which
refuses a wet fly in a hard-bshed northern river. Bat how is

it that such paradoxies exist as the following? Brownish water
broken, wild Scotch trout, more or less hungry and active,

ill-fed and lean, and the "feed" comes on, and yet—bother
him!—whilst he sucks down flies as fast as he can he won't
touch my imitations! And try him with a "bunch," a fat,

bunchy dry fly, and he will be found in the neighboring
parish before you can count sixty. Then take the opposite
view: Sluggish stream, clear as gin, trout Bhy, well-fed,
lazy and fat. Feed comes on, say, delicate pale dun; south-
ern angler uses twice or three times the amount of wing and
hackle, and the fat and shy trout actually seems to like it,

and is accordingly caught. All this is very curious, and
very well worth inquiring into. Southern anglers cannot
understand our dismay, and even disgust on a North-Coun-
try river, where trout require the finest drawn gut, thinnest
wires, and gauziest dressing, when a book full of flies is

handed to us, with the kind request to take a few for
trial; or, as once happened to me, with a courteous request
that I should choose out of the book flies suitable to the
river for the angler himself

.

I remember a stranger doing this once on the Tummel,
He and hie keeper had fished it for years, and even with a
boat he could seldom succeed in getting good baskets. When
he arrived at his lodge that spring he told hiB boatman that
be should like to Bpeak to me, and I, glad to be of any assist-
ance, went down to hiB boat. To his inquiry, "Have you
had any sport to-day?" I said, "Well, not very good," and
showed him my basket.

"Not good!" he said. "Why, I never get such a basket,
never! Would you kindly look over my book, and tell me
what you think of my flies?"

I said, "Am I to be honeBt or polite?" Aud he said,
"HoneBt, of course. " So, after peruBal, I Baid, "Well, if

you gave me your entire stock of flies I don't think I Bhonld
ever use a dozen of them. Too much wing, body, and
hackles, wires too black and too thick," etc

I dressed him some flies and I also took him out one entire
day and did all I could. I afterwards heard that a £uest of
his whom I had frequently seen ashing from the opposite
bank, a Derbyshire fisherman, who did nothing but fish from
one year's end to the other, and who had been a visitor
almost every season, had once said, "Well, L , it's no use
to speak about it, but the troutare not in the river, for if they
were I would be certain to get them." I say that this guest,
who was then on a visit, got mercilessly chaffed by his friend
L

, who told him that, having been out with me, and hav-
ing seen me at work, there was uo longer any room for doubt,
for the trout were not only there, but that I was taking, almoBt
daily, good baskets, and with the fly only.

My very last visit to that neighborhood was worthy of note.
The day before I arrived Mr. L——, who had been at his
shooting lodge for a month, had left in disgust. His boat-
man, Hugh— and there never was a better man in a boat-
when he saw me arrive, said, "Well, Mr. Tod, I don't think
you'll do much this time!" And I said, "Why?" "Well,"he
said, "the water is very low and full of green slime hanging

to the stones; also the weather is bitterly cold, with showers
of snow" (in June).

I really thought with him thai I was "up a tree"; but still

I went out as usual next morning, and the weather was so
awfully cold that I left off about four o'clock and came back.
When I returned Hugh was waiting with a triumphant look
on hiB face; and, in answer to his sarcastic query, I said, care-
lessly, "Put your hand under my basket," and then his face
grew "as long as a fiddle." I had taken with small, barely-
dressed flies and tine gut sixteen pounds of beautiful trout

—

not inoluding my basket, which weighed other two pounds.
I didn't hear so much after that of the low state of the

water and green slime, etc., but I thought had Mr. L but
seen my basket he would have stayed for a few days' flBhing,

and no man would have been more delighted than I to have
shown him why my basket was full when his, for a month,
had never been full—once.
And yet southern anglers are apt to look down upon us

north-countrymen. Pray, let them do so—when they can
beat us at catching our north-connlry trout! There must be
something in both methods, and I havealready confessed that
on sluggish southern rivers I have much to learn. But
why, oh, why, good piBcators, are theBe things so?

—

E. M.
Tod, in Fishing Gazette, Eng.

Editor Reed, of the Gridley Herald, strange as it may seem
to those who associate editorial position with affluence and
freedom from carking cares, haB been plunged into a "slough
of despond." A few days ago he purchased an elegant outfit
of tackle, including a twelve-ounce self-cane rod imported
from Japan, and originally intended for the use of a Chinese
vegetable vendor in carrying his baskets. To the rod he
added a few "flies" warranted to hook anything not smaller
than a tom-cod nor larger than a five-year-old child, and
thus equipped he walked out from Gridley into the vast-
ness which surrounds that city. He might have ridden, and
in fact did ride once when visiting a delinquent subscriber
who lived more than thirty miles away. But on this occasion
he simply walked. There was no suggestion of undue pride
in his stride, but he yet moved along as though rightfully
conscious of his ability to ride at least a mile on a street car
without so diminishing the fund set aside to meet the expense
of his fronting trip as to necessitate a shortened stay. His
weaver's beam "pole" could be seen for miles as its modest
owner progressed towards the hills, where his Btrength lay,

and the purling Btream from which he felt able to pull the
bottom with his good tackle if he hooked nothing else. Eight
miles he traversed in leBs than nine hours, and as the sun
blushingly retired the unblushing editor followed Buit, first

placing his "pole" by a pine which did not dwarf it much.
In the early morning, unable to withstand the urgings of

appetite, he assaulted Butte Creek like a modern Titan, and
from many a cool receBB drove scaly hard-mouths, and a

trout or two which were transferred to repose in the editorial
pockets along with pencil stubs. But affronted nature would
not rest tamely under the inartistic walloping, and in a
moment when the pole was cutting vast circles, the editor die*

appeared beneath the rolling flood, but did not remain long
in the society of the hard-mouths. He climbed out sputtering,
rescued his beloved stafl, and the recession over the hills and
faraway to Gridley began. It was even less gay than the
anabasis. The "pole" had nothing aggressive in its waving;
the editor was rather wet down than puffed up; the eight
miles seemed eighteen; but at last the scribe and Gridley were
conjoined, not soon to be parted except by some allurement
stronger even than stale fish. Editor Reed's own Bad words
picture his woes more vividly tnau we can. He says:
"While fishing in Butte Creek, near the head dam of Cher-

okee Company's ditch, last Saturday, the editorial extremities
wandered into slippery places and we went kersouBh into a
hole about twelve feet deep. Ugh! but it was a cold bath.
A walk of eight miles over the mountains, in the noon-day
sun, averted all serious results. We don't want to catch any
more trout that way, however.
"We have already engaged 540 pounds of trout to be deliv-

ered at Gridley. Lovers of brain food will please take notice

and not bore us with requests for 'a meBS.' Our bank account
is bo limited that we don't know where it is deposited,"

YACHTING.
As the date for the Cup race approaches, the interest in

the competitors becomes greater. Thistle Btarted across the

Atlantic on Monday in a gale of wind and under storm can-

vas. She may be looked for in New York about August 15th.
Her competitor has not been named yet, and cannot be until
after the trial races, the dates for whioh have not been
announced. The first race for America's Cup will be sailed
on September 27th, second September 29th, and third, if nec-
essary, on October IbI. Thistle's record, so far, is the best ever
made by any yacht on either side of the Atlantic, thirteen
prize flags won from the fastest yachts in British waters. In
light weather she has proved herself a marvel, in moderate
weather good, and in a rough sea and double reef breeze she
will doubtless sustain her great reputation.
Mayflower is now enrolled in the fleet of the New York

Yacht Club. She will doubtless make a gallant fight for the
honor of defeudiog America's Cup.
Volunteer has made two tripB, the first in a heavy sea and

strong wind, the second in light airs. In both she sailed to
the complete satisfaction of her owner and designer. But
until she meets a yacht like Mayflower or Puritan over a Bet
course, it is merest speculation to anticipate her position.
Lurline arrived from San Diego on Saturday. She had a

long trip of seven days. The first three days out she met light

airs and calms, only logging 120 miles. Then came a gale from
the north-west and the yacht was reduced to double-reefed
main and foresails, the jib was stowed and a storm staysail

hoisted. Capts. Horatio Turner and Swenson who sailed
her up, state that they never met rougher weather, and also
that Lurline behaved splendidly throughout the gale.

Last Sunday was alight day on the Bay. The Corinthian
Club turnbd out in good numbers.
Spray made a run up to Point San Quentin, and then came

to anchor off the Marin shore, ano later returned to the city
in a pleasant breeze.

Hippie made a delightful run up to Marin Island and
anchored for a few hours, where her owners and guests spent
the afternoon swimming. She returned to her moorings at
Tiburon late in the afternoon. She hud as guest Mr. Solon l]

Williams, a yachtsman who once was most active in the
Bport in San Francisco waters. He enjoyed his trip on
Ripple very much.
Windward made a short fishing trip to California City on

Sunday.
Thetis went op to Marin Island on Saturday night and

returned to her moorings on Sunday, all hands having a pleas-

ant cruise.

Chispa made a run np to Mare Island on Saturday. When
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comiDg down San Pablo on Sunday she met some heavy
weather, and pnt a reef in her mainsail.

Whitewings crnised in both upper and lower bay on Sun-
day. She was under jib and mainsail.

TEAR
Alameda County Club.

The July meeting of the dab was a little better attended
than the previous gathering, but only six members appeared
on last Saturday at Bird's Point. The shooting was as good

|

as any ever doue by the club, although the lack of wind made
the birds a trifle slow.
Mr. W. W. Haskell, had been absent for several meetings

and shot up his back scores, doing very fine work throughout
the match.
Doctor "Slade," with eleven kills, has about secured a

proprietary right in the first prize for the season, which is. the
heavy silver pitcher, designed by Mr. Fred Butler, and won
by the Alameda County Club from the Gun Club. The tro-
phy is the handsomest ever competed for in the State, and the
Doctor may well be proud to have it grace his sideboard.
Mr. A. F. Adams rarely fails to get eleven or better, as he

did on Saturday.

At 12 live birds, Hurlingbam style. For club medals
12 1

1

2 1 1

1 1

1 1

1 -i 1

1 2—11
•I 2—12
2 1-10
(I 0— 8
12—9
1 2—11

i. 'I

Slade.
Haskell 1
Coffin 2 1
"Wilkie 2 1

Haskell I o
Adams 1 l

Mayhew 1 n 1

Haskell 1 2 a 1 '

"Wilkio 1 1 1 1 1 :

Haskell 1 2 12 1

At sis birds, same conditions, ?2.5.i entrance
^rye and "Knight."
Slade 2 1 1 2 (1 1 - f I

' Pixley'*..
Eyre 2 2 12 1—5 '•Knight".

.

Coffin 1 1 w |
Wilkie

,

Ties, freeze-out.
Slade 1 1 1 1 01 "Pixley" 1 1110
Eyre 1 1 1 1 1 | "Knight" 1 1111

10 2 2 1—10
1 U 1 1 1- 10

Divided byllessis.

..1 1

.1 1

-.1 1

2 2 2—5
1 2—5

The great event of the year is set for to-morrow, at San
Bruno, when the teams of twenty-five each, Belecled by Cap-
tains Kix and Ault, will meet over the traps. All of the men
have signified their willingness to shoot, and the affair will

be one worth attending. Uncle Dick Cunningham will pro-
vide one of his old-fashioned chicken dinners, and the whole
day will be filled with sport. The 8:30 a. m. train should be
taken from Fourth and Townsend or from Valencia St. depot.
There are comfortable seats for spectators at San Bruno, and
especial pains will be taken to moke all who may attend com-
fortable.

THE RIFLE
Shell Mound.

A fair attendance of riflemen was had at Shell Mound on
last Sunday. The day was hazy but not sufficiently so to

interfere with practice at the 200-yard range. At the greater
distances the haze prevented first-rate work.

A. Johnson and P. E. Robertson did some first-class work
at tha short range, firing seven stringB, as follows:

Johnson 200 yards—5 564 4 55544-46455554554 5-47545*55 5 45 4-47
4 5 P 5 5 4 5 4 5 4—46
44 5 544455 4—445455454 5 4 5—46555555554 5—49-325

Robertson - 200 yards—5 54545544 4—45544444544 5—43545555444 4—455444553 5 5 4—44555554454 5—47544545444 5—44455455554 4~4G—314

Johnson made the fine average of 92 6-7 per cent., and
Robertson came within one point of 90 per cent. Johnson
made nine straight bull's-eyes. It iB Dot as good as he shot on
Saturday last, however, when in practicing he got in thirteen

successive bulls. This, so far as known, is the best record
of bulls ever made on tbe range, coming next after Major S.

I. Kellogg's string of sixteen. Nick Williams once put in

twelve one after another.
The City Guard (B Company, First Infantry) Rifle Club

shot for monthly medals at 200 yards, with the following

results: FirBt class medal—Captain Burdick, 40 points out of

a possible 50; second class medal—Lieutenant Cook, 41; third

class medal—F. Taylor, 24.

A. F. Ramm and Corporal L. R. Townsend tried conclus-

ions for the sandwiches at the short range, and the Corporal

had to furnish the nourishment. Their Bcores:

Kamm 200 yards—4 55465455 5—47
Townsend 200 yards—5 54445645 4—45

Mr. Pitney Taylor, in the Alta, is authority for the state-

ment that the Bullard Arms Company will withhold the rifle

lecently won by the Nationals' team on the ground that the

rifles used by the team, the Sharp-Borchardt, are not recog-

nized military rifles. Mr. Taylor says:

The Sharp-Borchardt is certainly not a target rifle. It is

tbe official arm of the National Guard of Nevada, and two
other States of the Union, as the Remington is the military

rifle of the State of New York. The company, should it

refuse to award the prize to the Nationals, would be jost as

justifiable in refusing it to a New York team using the Rem-
ington had it thus been wod, or a team winning with the

Synder, Mauser, Peabody-Martini, or any other gun made
for and used aB a gun by different stateB of the Union or

foreign nations. If the Bullard Company had intended the

Springfield as the only military rifle to be used in the competi-

tion, it should have been so stated in the circular offering the

prize. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

BASE BALL.
Random Shots.

Powers is the life of the Alta club, and without hira and
Mullee the team would amount to but little.

Mullee pitched the game of hiB life last Sunday, and it

was unfortunate that his support wbb so bad.

McDonald works Borchers well, but he should use Bigns
which the opposing players cannot understand.

Clements will catch Borchers in the future, and Knell and
McDonald will constitute the other battery for the G. & M's.

Had the Altas never experimented with Lovett and Flynn,
they would be at least two games further ahead than they
now are.

Pete- Sweeney is improving in his third base play, for in
last Sunday's game at Sacramento he accepted six chances
without an error, which was certainly good work.

Meegan showed last Saturday that he can be very effective
when lie has a catcher who can hold him. He and Creegan
will make a fine battery, after a little practice together.

For bad and indifferent playing. President Mone has ous-
ted the Nationals from the Amateur League, and has filled

the vacancy created by admitting the KeaDe Bros.' niDe.

The Haverlys did not have the picnic with Lorrigan they
anticipated. They only secured eight hits off his delivery,
which is about one-half the number they expected to get.

Clements will catch his first game for the G. & M's to-day
to the pitching of Borchers, and he will be watched very
closely, for all are anxious to see how he can play the position.

The A. & G's, of Stockton, have had a little of the conceit
taken out of them by the Haverlys, and in future, they will
probably not crow as loudly as they have done in the past.

It is doubtful, in fact very doubtful, if many can be
found in this city, after witnessing the Altas' last two games,
who are willing to wager that the club will come here again
this season the leaders in the pennant race.

Van Haltren can now, like nearly all the other League
pitchers, testify to the slugging abilities of the Detroits. The
treatment which he received at their hands last Monday was
as bad as that meted out to any other League pitcher this sea-
Bon.

The heat in the East don't bother Van Haltren any, for
when he pitched his winning game in New York lately it

was 9S degrees in the shade. Quite a change from pitching
in the face of a cold wind and drifting fog, but it is all the
same to him.

All the clubs of the California League were anxious at one
time to secure the services of Flynn, and finally Wilber
George won him over to the Alta's cause, but he did not keep
him long, for the Haverlys lost him last Saturday and he is

still missing.

Charley Sweeney has returned from the East, the Cleve-
IandB having released him. He will not be given a show by
any of the California League clubs, there being no room for
him. He will probably be signed by Manager Gumpertz for

the A. & G's of Stockton.

A writer on one of the dailies thinks he has discovered a
"mare's nest," and says last Saturday's game was a fake
because he found out that a number of men were sensible
enough to bet their loose cash on the Haverlys. Look a little

further, next time, Billy, before you leap.

Much talking was going on in Stockton last week about
the people there being ready to back the A. & G's against the
Haverlys, and were willing to put up their money in large
quantities; but when a backer of the Haverlys went up there
to take their bets, they all showed the white feather, and he
came back without aB much as a five-dollar bet.

The Altas were getting along a little too fast and needed
a toning down, and thatis why the Haverlys and the G. <fc

M's took them under their wing. They did not lose be-
cause they w^re the weaker club. Oh, no; not at all. They
did not have their umpire with them and consequently their

two defeats were the result of pure and unadulterated hard
luck and nothing else,

Morris has been sold to New York by Pittsburgh, they hav-
ing got their fill of him. Now, that he is away from his old
cronies and heavy lushers, he may possibly get down to his

work and pitch good ball. The New York managers are

strict disciplinarians, and he will have to behave himself. It

is in reality his last chance, and he will be compelled to do
his best or "give up the ghost."

Perrier is a good ball-player, and Manager Finn should keep
him in the club by all means. If some of the alleged critics

will look into his record they will find that in the eleven
games he has played here, in right field, he has made 4 errors;

put out 12 men, and has made 10 safe hits, including several

two-baggers, which is superior to the field work of several

whose names could be mentioned.

The press stand at Haight street last Sunday was free from
the thoughtless persons who have been lately blocking it up.
No one was admitted without a ticket, the door being locked

all the time. To Mr. Joseph Langenderfer, more than to any
one else, is the credit due for keeping the not-wanted ones
out. He held the fort against all comers, and none were
admitted who did not belong there.

The dear old man was on the grounds good and early last

Saturday to behold the wonderful work "California's best

Ditcher" was going to do. But, alas! his idol was shattered,

and the good old soul was Btricken with an attack of the

"lergy" and trotted away to his home to write an apology

for the poor showing of Flynn, and tell the public how his

pet suffered from the excessive fog and winds, and could

not pitch.

"A word to the wise is sufficient," therefore Orator Michael

Fisher should heed this kindly warning and absent himself

from the weekly yachting excursions of the ball-players'

select few. It is a well-known fact that he is a Jonah, and
just as soon as his usefulness is ended by his supply of wind
giving out, and the sails hang listlessly around the mast, he
will be sacrificed—thrown overboard—and be gobbled up by
the sportive whale. Take a warning Michael, and keep
away.

Haverlys vs. Altas-

Alas! poor Altas.

Wilber George is wn-happy.
Likewise Manager Gumpertz.
Hurly catches his first game for the Pioneers to-day.

Farrell is now in condition and will pitch for the Pioneers

to-day or to-morrow.

McLaughlin is playing much poorer ball now than at the

beginning of the season.

Having recovered from his late accident, McCord will play

his old position for the G. & M's to-day.

The victorious Altas were checked by the Haverlys last

Saturday in their onward career, and were compelled to Bubmit

to a most humiliating defeat. In justice to them, however,

it can be said tbat the Alta Club proper did not lose the

game, for their defeat was cauBed by the lamentable failure of

an apology for a pitcher named Flynn, whom Manager George

had "hired for the occasion, from the Stockton Club. That he

regrets the experiment, goes without saying. He was "pie"

for the Haverlys and the manner in which they "lit" on to

his pitching was a sight to behold, for they pounded him
unmercifully, making ninteen clean hits with a total of 23

effective. Creegan gave him fair Bupport behind the bat.
The fielding of both clubs was onlyfair.no brilliant plays
being made dnring the game.
Sheridan umpired the game and gave general satisfaction!

Following is the score*

ALTAS

.

XB.E.BH. BS. PO.A.E.
Flynn, p 4 U 10
Powers, lb 4
Anderson, 3 b. . 4
Mnllee, If .. .4
McLaughlin, c.4
Newbert, s

1 1 13 2 2110 3 10
2 110 1

4 2 2112 4

Flint, cf 4 1 2 1 2
Robertson, 2 b. 4 110 2 3
Meagher, If ...4 10 10 1

HAVEBLY9-
TB.B BH. BS.PO. A.E.

Bennett, lb. ..6 4 31 9 00
Hanly, 2 b 5 4 2 2 1 1

Donahue, ss. .0 340 13 1
Sweeney, 3b. ..6 1 l 3
Meegan, p 6 13 9 1

t
2

Creegan,

c

Levy, c f 4 2 1

Stein. If 5 1 1
Lawton, if 4 3 3

11

10 1

Totals 36 G 8 3 27 22 6 Totals iti 19 19 2 27 17 6

BUNS BY IXXTNGS.
Haverly 4 2 7 5 1 0—19

| Alta 300 100200-6
Earned runs—Haverlys 6, Alta3 2. Two base hits—Bennett 2. Dona-

bne 1, Meegan 2, Robertson 1, Meagher I. One base ouerror—Haverlys
3, Alta 1* 4. Left on bases— Haverlys 5, Altas 2. Base on called balls

—

Haverlys 3, Altas 0. Struck out—By Meegan 7, by Flynn 3. Double
plays— Newbert, Powers, McLaughlin, Hanly to Bennett. Passed balls—Creegan 2, McLaughlin 3. Wild pitches— Meegan 1, Flynn 3. Um-
pire—Sheridan.

G- & M's vs. Altas.

The Altas suffered another defeat yesterday at the Haight*
Btreet Park, in the presence of the largest gathering of the sea-
son, numbering fully 18,000 people. The seating was found
to be too small by about 7,000, as fully that number had to
stand during the entire game and see the play as best they
could.

The Altas came on the field, smarting under their crushing
defeat of the day before, with a resolute and determined look
expressive of an absolute confidence in their ability to defeat
the Oaklanders and retrieve their loss of the previous day.
In their preliminary practice they fielded in such fine style that
many thought defeat to them would be impossible, but their
playing during the game was very different. Although their
playing, for the most part, was poor, they also made a num-
ber of brilliant plays. Mullee did the twirling and pitched a
magnificent game. Up to the seventh inning the G. & M's
had secured but one hit off his delivery, but the miserable
support rendered him about this time caused him to lose
heart, and in the next two innings four more hits were
secured by the Oaklanders. It can truthfully be said that
had he received half decent support, the G. & M's never
would have won the game, for his pitching was something
wonderful. The playing of Powers, both at the bat and in
the field, was superb. McLanghlin's work was poor, as was
also that of Newbert and Anderson.
The G. & M's played a much better game than their oppo-

nents, making seven errors in all, five of which were divided
between two men. Borchers pitched a splendid game
throughout. He retired, m reality, thirteen on strikes,

and allowed them nine hits, five of which were of the scratch
kind. Most of their errors happened at times when they
counted for but little. McDonald had an off-day and caught
poorly. Clements at short made two errors out of the only
chances he had, which was a surprise to most everyone.
Outside of their errors many clever plays were made by
them, which elicited great applause. Following is the score:

Long, c f 4
McDonald, c.,.4
Ryan, 1 b 5

Shea, 2 b 5
Blakiston, 3 b. .5

Borchers, p 5
Clements, s s..4
Donovan, r f...3
Gurnett,lf....3

1 1

] 12 5
7 1
3

13
1 17

10 2

10

ALTAS,
TB. B. BH.B3.PO.

Meagher, If....5
Powers, 1 b 5
Anderson, 3 b.,4
Mullee, p 3 1
McLaughlin, C.3
Newbert, a B...4
Flint, c f 4

Robertson, 2 b.4
Caveny, rf 4

3 3 18

1

u u

Meegan did the twirling for the Haverlys, and waa very

Totals 38 8 5 6^7 23 7 Totals 3C 6 9 27 28)1
BUNS BT INNINGS.

G-. &M's 002 00 22 2—8 |
Altas 110 10110 1—6

Earned runs—G. & M'a 2, Altas 1. Two-base hit—Blakiston. First
base on errors — G. & M's 6, Altas 4. Left on bases—G. & M's 7, Altas 4.

Base on called balls—G. & M's 3, Altas 2. Struck: out—Borchers 11,
Mullee 7. Double plays—McLaughlin and Powers. Passed trails—
McDonald 4, McLaughlin 1. Wild pitches—Borchers 2, Mullee 3. Time
of game—Two hours and thirty minutes. Umpire— J. Sheridan.

Clevelands vs. Alcazars.

These clubs played a very interesting game at Haight-street
Park, last Sunday mornine. which the Clevelands succeeded
in winning by a score of 12 to 6. The Clevelands plajed a
new pitcher named Hyde, who made a great success out of

his first appearance. He allowed his opponents but three
hits and retired thirteen on strikeB. He also led his club in
batting. Corcoran pitcned for the Alcazars, but was not as
effective as on former occasions. The Alcazars made most of

their errors in one inning, which gave their opponents seven
runB, and virtually won them the game by the following score:

Parker, c 5
Redmond, s s.. 4

Roberts, I f 3

G. Stultz, 2 b ..5
Hyde.p 5 1 4

Nelson, lb. ...4 1 1
W. Stultz, 3 b. .4 3 2

Kelly, cf 4 1 1

Flynn, rf 6 1 2

10 8 3 2

1

3 1

1 15

Cooney, s s..
Toomey , 3 b .

Hammer, 2 b
Corbett. cf ..

0. Cooney, 1 b
Grant, If ....

Stanley, c 4
Maboney, rf ..3

Corcoran, p.. ..3

ALCAZABS.
TB. B.BH.BS.PO A.E.
4 2 2 10.4100216.4011112
10 3 7 2

3 1

1

1
1 14

10
17

1

1

Totals 39 12 1115 24 20 6 Totals 32 6 3 8 24 23 11

BUNS BX INNINGS.
Clevelands 7 10 2 1 1—12

|
Alcazars 2 2000011-6

Earned runs—Clevelands 1. Two-base hits—Hyde and Nelson. First
base on errors—Alcazars 5, Clevelands 7. Left on bases—Alcazars 5,

Clevelands 8. Base on called balls—Alcazars 3, Clevelands 6. Struck
out—By Hyde 13, Corcoran 13. Passed balls—Parker 2, Stanley 1.

Wild pitch— byde2.

CALIFORNIA

LEAGUE BASEBAL LGROUNDS
Saturday, July 30th., at 3:30 P. M.

GREENHOOD & MOHANS vs. PIONEERS.

SUNDAY, JULY 31st, 1887.
At 1 1 O'clock A. M.

ALCAZARS vs. WILL & FINCKS.
At t O'clock P. M.

GREENHOOD & MORANS vs. HAVE
Admission 25 and tO cents. Ladles Free. It

seats *S5 cents extra on Sundays. Reserved sea's for
Sundays are on sale at Gunst's cigar store. Junction
O'Farrell Streets, until noon day of game.
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Dates Claimed.

Bay District Association, San Francisco, Aug. 6th to 13th.

Santa Clara Valley Association, San Jose, Aug. 15th to 2utb.

Sonoma County, *. P. Association, Santa Rosa, Aug, 22d to 27th,

Sonoma and Marin District, Asso. Petaluma, Aug. 29th to Sept. 3d.

State Fair, Sacramento, Sept. 12th to 24th.

Nevada State Fair, Reno, Sept. 21st to Oct. 1st.

Stockton, Sept. 27th to Oct. 1st.

Sixth District Agricultural Asso., Los AngeleB, Oct. 10th to 15th.

Monterey Agricultural Asso., District No. 7, Salinas, Oct. 4th to 8th.

Chice Fair, Chico, Sept. «th to 10th.

Mount Shasta Agricultural Asso.. Yreka, Sept. 28th to Oct. 1st.

Thirteen District Agricultural Society, Marysville, August 30th to
September 3d.

Plumas, Lassen, Sierra and Modoc Counties, Susanvllle, October 1st

to 5th inclusive.
Seventeenth Agricultural District, at Glenbrook Park, Sept 6th to

10th.
Golden Gate Fair Association, Oakland September 5th to 10th,

Fresno, October 5th to 8th.

A Hare Gem.

Many are of the opinion that to be a number one

driver of fast trotters i& an exceeding rare quality, as

much so as to be in the front rank of statesmen, orators,

poets, dramatists, etc. We heard a gentleman remark

not long ago that he was too heavily handicapped to

stay in the trotting arena, and were somewhat startled to

learn that the weight he complained of was a sort of

negative quantity. He had in some instances to trot

against colts which were in the hands of a man whom he

held to be onp and a half seconds better than any other

which he can employ to oppose him. He admitted that

there were good drivers to be had, but that the one he

could not get in all cases was so much superior as to

ensure victory when the horses were on an equality.

From what we have seen in thirty years' experience, the

conclusion has been reached that the faculty of driving

trotters is not so rare as many imagine. Among the old-

time drivers there were several that ranked so nearly on

an equality that it was out of the question to authorita-

tively award a decided preference. In his day, Hiram
"Woodruff was awarded the first place by a large major-

ity of those who attended trotting races. There were

none of his contemporaries which public opinion placed

anywhere near him, and yet to the question, "Wherein

is he superior to others named ? no logical reply would

be given. He is the "Field Marshal," one would say.

"Old Blocks is away ahead," another admirer would

claim; but why he should be awarded the baton, or what

qualities placed nim so far in the lead could not be ascer-

tained.

There are qualities, it is true, which are indispensable

to a good driver in races, viz., practice, a fair share of

courage, a temperament not easily thrown out of balance,

quickness of perception, and correct judgment of pace.

"What the English call hands is partially due to an inher-

ent faculty, partly to practice. In the old days of trot-

ting, when Woodruff reigned, capacity to keep up a heavy

pull on the reins, was thought to be an imperative neces-

sity on the part of a driver of ti otters. Very many of

the fast trotters of that era could not be driven with-

out a good share of muscular power in the driver. That

came from faulty education aiid was unquestionably

inimical to speed. Men who lacked the physical ability

of "Old Blocks" had to depend on something else than

capacity to keep up a heavy pull for several minuteB,

ari slight of hand came into play. Thus Mace and Eoff,

E'ither of whom had as much strength even as the aver-

f [e of Bmall men, trusted to sharp movements, and

»ade a quick, nervous jerk take the place of a hard pull.

i' -eir horses were afraid to break, and, unless completely

•rattled," prone to catch in fear of the sharp twitch, and

of the two methods theirs was certainly the best. In

later dava the best exponents of the art place more reli-

ance on hands (in the English acceptation of the term),

and that this is an improvement few will dispute.

Strength then, or rather unusual muscular power, is no

longer an absolute necessity, so that there is one less

quality to look after. The others are far from being an

unusual inheritance, and hundreds of men could be

selected who combined them all, with the single excep-

tion of plenty of practice. It is just as certain, however,

that quite a number have had the necessary practice who

are devoid of one or more of the other qualities, so that

they are unfitted for the business. Supposing that a

trotter has been properly educated, there are plenty of

men who have the talent to drive it well in races, and it

may be that those very men are deficient in qualities

which are supreme in educators.

In addition to requisites heretofore named, educators

of troltcrs must possess patience in an eminent degree.

There must be continual study, close observation, dis-

crimination, complete control of temper, fondness for the

pupils, and a strong liking for the pursuit. There

should be, withal, a certain amount of sanguineness,

more optimism than the opposite tendency, and yet not

carried to such an extent as to retain pupils when it is

evident that the "trotting instinct" is entirely lacking.

The prevailing opinion that boys will do to break colts,

and men without experience amply qualified to give

them their first lessons, is erroneous to a certain degree.

Under the eye of a master such aids will be of service,

and on any of the large breeding farms such must be

employed. But it is imperatively demanded that there

be a governing power, a general who will direct what

shall be done, and subordinates which will follow his

commands.

The successful driver of races may not be endowed

with such gifts as are positively required by the educator.

The latter, to be successful, must study the action of his

scholars and be ready to correct what is faulty. Changes

in shoeing, protection from injury by using proper boots,

the right adjustment of harness, seeing that the right

bits are used, and these in the best position to control

without inflicting pain, are matters of consideration,

and all must be given due attention. Fully as impor-

tant is regulating the exercise. One animal may need

double the work of another; the same horse be "worked"

doubly as hard one week as has been the previous cus-

tom; the following seven days' slow exercise take the

place of rapid brushes. Food, water, medicines, treat-

ment of wounds and bruises, close scrutiny to notice if

there are abnormal bony deposits, injury to joints or

tendons, care of teeth—a hundred things, every one

important, not one which can be overlooked without det-

rimental results.

The race-driver may be an adept in that particula'r

branch of the profession, and still be of' 'no account' ' in che

other field. It is a hundred to one that he who stands well

in the higher walk will be a proficient in actual contest,

provided he has a fair amount of courage, has self-confi-

dence enough not to be shaken by adverse criticisms, and

does not become affected with stage fright when the eyes

of thousands are upon him. Even from this short sketch

we feel confident that many will agree in the estimate

that a skillful teacher of fast trotters is a rarer gem than

a champion knight of the sulky. Fortunately for trot-

ting interests, neither are so rare as some imagine, and
as demands for their services increase, there will be an
addition of stars.

The Best School.

By all odds the best sohool to complete the education

of trotters is that where the money is hung up, and
where there are thousands of spectators to applaud the

graduates. "One race is worth more than a month's

training," we heard an old-time professor of the art

claim many years ago, and as time progresses we are

more and more impressed with the wisdom of the remark.

Do what you can, and there is a difference between any
kind of work which can be given and that in an actual

race. It may be that four or more horses of nearly

equal speed are exercised together, scored time after

time, and each contestant do its best to get to th.3 win-

ning score first. The heats may be extended to a num-
ber which is rarely exceeded in a race, the same care

taken between heats, all of the formulas observed, and
yet there is such a palpable difference that horses as well

as spectators are aware that the rehearsal is not the real

play. There is generally a band of music on the Fair

grounds, there is a shouting crowd, scolding judges,

policemen to keep the quarter stretch clear—scores of

things that are foreign to training quarters. Determi-

nation on the part of drivers imbues the horses with res-

olute wills. There is some sort of magnetism extending

from man to horse, and this cannot be simulated when
there is nothing at stake. Some horses are upset by the

noise and bustle of a crowd, and these nervous ones

require many repetitions of the lesson before a diploma

can be granted. There are others which are benefited

by what overcomes the balance of the faint-hearted, and

surprise those who had watched their work with speed

far beyond what they were accredited with. A race a

week for two months will be of more value to a majority

of trotters than a year's training, so that entrance money
is well spent should there be no other advantages gained.

Old Notions.

Old notions.old-time practices, old ruts worn by wheels

of centuries ago, growing still deeper from the attrition

of the present, grooving the channels of the past, until

the hub rests on a surface which it should be far above.

Horse-shoeing does not change. The forge of the smith,

which Walter Scott so graphically describes, only differs

from those of the present day by being underground.

Were Vulcan to descend from Olympus the tools would

suit his hand, though he might be surprised at the ignor-

ance which the smith displays in fettering what was inten-

ded by nature to have some freedom, cutting, burning,

disfiguring to suit his notions, moulded by the dark ages,

not a ray of the boasted light of the nineteenth century

having penetrated his skull. No wonder. Still sanc-

tioned by professors who follow in the footsteps of the

farrier who practices his calling when the lion-hearted

led the way, and, notwithstanding his steel hawberk,

his ieweled helmet, his iron-clad and iron-shod war-horse

was nearly worsted by Saladin, whose barefooted steed en-

sured celerity of movement. Still upheld by men who have

advanced in other respects, by owners who will not give

a moment's thought to cause and effect, who accept lame

horses as inevitable and who are too careless to enquire

why that course of treatment which caused lameness

should still be followed. Scarcely one road horse in ten

of those used in our large cities which is entirely free from

foot troubles. Hard roads are charged with the injury

entirely occasioned by the harder metal, and the rasp-

ings and carvings, the burnings and soakings, hoof oint-

ments and stuffings, and the thousand and one remedies

advised.

Boad horses are nol the only sufferers. Visit the race-

courses and trotting-tracks, and watch the cripples which

are presented to view. Takea trip to the breeding farms,

those large establishments where no expense is spared in

employing the best for every want: trainers, grooms,

shoeing-smiths, adepts, skilled workmen in every branch.

Two-year-olds, three-year-olds, laid by for repairs. Few
four-year-olds entirely free from some ailment of foot

and limbs. Still fewer in the "aged" class without mark
or blemish,

Hard tracks are the scapegoats and the bundles of

sins, three-fourths of which can be traced to the smith's

shop, are bound on innocent heads and pursued with

anathemas and objurgations.

Hard tracks! Ask those who came here before the

inroad of the Argonauts, or still better, men of fifty

years or upwards who were born here, about the horses

which never felt the pressure of iron on their feet. Ques-

tion them in relation to the long gallops, day after day,

when one hundred miles or more were compassed between

sun and sun. Some of you know what California soil is

when there is sunshine enough to enable the fastest and

truest of steeds to measure five or six scores of miles

between sunrise and sunset. Never a corn .^quarter- crack,

splint, swelled ankle, contracted heels or any of the ail-

ments, now so rife, in those days. Beins were not drawn

when the clatter of the feet could be heard a long way,

few grades so steep that a pull was taken in going down
the sharp decline. Toes might be worn so that there

was a shortening of stride before the finish of a long

journey of two hundred leagues, though a brief rest rem.

edied that. Boderos, races, gatherings comprising hun-

dreds, and all of them in the saddle, a lame horse as rare

as ice in July, legs so clean that strangers supposed it

was a peculiarity of the breed, feet perfect. Bather

small horses, too, and many of them carrying weight

that few big horses could handle. When shoeing was

introduced vaqueros soon discovered that the iron-encum-

bered steeds could not perform like their barefooted breth-

ren, and after being hampered with this scientific

method of laming horses it took a long time to regain

their original form.

Nevertheless, when these questions have been answered

and the most skeptical convinced that the native horses

enjoyed immunity from diseases which then and now
were and still are prevalent among those which are shod,

the "stern logic of facts" will be over-shadowed by the

word of a man nearly as ignorant as the horses he inflicts

punishment upon.

Owners and trainers who intend nominating horses for

the meeting at Los Angeles will please examine the

advertisement in the columns of this paper. Several

changes have been made since Seoretary DeCainp sent

out his entry blanks, and the classification now shows

considerable enlargement and improvement over the pro-

gramme originally distributed. The advertisement con-

tains all the revisions.
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The Last Call.

Close at hand is the time fcr closing of entries of a

majority of California Fairs. Monday nest, August 1st,

is the designated day, after which entries will be illegal

in specified classes. As will be seen by reference to the

advertisement, and a list printed elsewhere, quite a large

proportion of the trotting and running races will be

closed after that date. It must be borne in mind that the

Nevada State Fair has three different dates: August 1st,

nominations in stakes will close; until September 20th,

trotting purses are open, and some of the others are held

open until later dates. There will be many consultations

prior to the closing. Letters written will be withheld

after everything was thought to be duly settled, and

changes made the result of more mature consideration. It

is altogether probable that owners and trainers who attend

church to-morrow will have their thoughts attracted, at

times, from the sermon, and it is not impossible that

between the leaves of prayer-books could be found slips

cut from the Breeder axd Sportsman", and whenever the

discourse became at all tame, sly glances at the classes

be the order. We are not entirely certain that in place

of going to church there will be excuses, though now that

Sunday training has been tabooed there is less to take

devotees to the track than there was in former years.

The spirits may be consulted on this momentous occasion.

Many would like to know which will be the easiest

classes to win, and as this is a problem of extreme diffi-

culty for mortals to solve, the assistance of the disem-

bodied might be valuable. All the advice w« can offer

is to reiterate that of last week: If you have a fairly

good horse for the classes to which it is eligible, do not

hesitate to name him in at least one race each week, pro-

vided always that the entrance money and other expenses

will not seriously cripple you if unfortunate all through.

''Cut your coat according to your cloth" is good advice

in racing and trotting as well as in other pursuits, and

it is much better to forego the chances of winning than

undergo the risk of suspension. But fortunately purses

are so divided that at nearly all points obtaining fourth

place will pay entrance, and at Marysville the Associa-

tion guarantees non-winners of a portion of the purse a

return of the entrance money. Then again, as was set

forth in the paper of last week, a man may be fortunate

enough to cover expenses by speculations outside of abso"

lutely winning the purses he has entered in, and at all

events the experience gained may be well worth the cost

of the whole trip. There are other reasons for making

entries, not the least of which is that the pleasure of par-

ticipating in the exciting pastime is worth a good deal to

those who can afford the luxury. From every point of

view we heartily urge those who have good horses to

make entries in as many places as they can. There is

nothing like actual racing to further the education of

trotters, and money spent in entrance fees is likely to be

a better investment than for months of training.

"Movine-"

Since the first number of the Breeder A-n~i> Sportsman

was published we have occupied the same quarters.

Pleasant, cheery rooms which had the full benefit of

the afternoon sun, and quite convenient to reach from

the main portions of the city. But rented places cannot

be retained when owners desire to have them vacated,,

and, as the Examiner rented the whole building from

cellar to attic, with the exception of the ground floor,

there is no help. We go to press a day earlier than

usual, and with that acceleration there are only Friday and

Saturday to flit in. At this time it is not definitely

settled where we shall settle, and consequently, the

trouble is heightened. It may be that there will be

some delay in the next issue, though, we hope to be out

on time.

Daniel J. Campau.

We cordially welcome Daniel J. Campau, of Detroit,

into the guild of turf journalism. We learn from a let-

ter received a few days ago, that he his purchased a con-

trolling interest in The Horseman, Chicago, and there are

the best of reasons for the faith that under his manage-
ment the paper will be improved. A very good paper

heretofore, though, like everthing else un this sphere,

perfection is not found in papers. Mr. Campau is

undoubtedly an able man and also very popular. He is

"under the tongue of good report," as his acquaintances

whom we have met are enthusiastic in their recommen-
dations.

We sincerely vwish Mr. Campau and The Horseman

unbounded success, and that the "rough and rugged
road' ' of hors3 journalism in his case may prove as smooth

as a well-kept track.

Patron.

Two minutes and sixteen seconds heads the list for five-

year-old stallions, and it is a well-earned feather in the

plume of Patron. Made in a third heat of a race, and so

early in the season as the month of July, adds to the

merit, and also is forcible testimony in favor of early

training and colt-trotting. Patron and Hiada Kose

share the honor of the three-year-old record, and now

that he has reduced that three and a half seconds, it is

within bounds to look for him to go a notch better than

Maxy Cobb by the time another year rolls around. It

is not altogether over-sanguineness to predict that he

will come very close to the mark while 1SS7 yet remains,

as it reasonable to expect better condition with more

work.
_ m

The privileges connected with the Santa Clara Valley

Agricultural Society's Fair, including pool selling, Paris

mutuals and bookmaking, will be disposed of by the

directors on August 8th, up to which date, at 2 p. m.,

bids for same will be received. The official announce-

ment can be found in the Society's advertisement in

another column.

Conde-

This gallant son of Abbotsford and Katy Tricks is

gaining honors in the East. Victories at Jamesville,

Minneapolis and Detroit and these likely to be supple-

mented by others, and in still" better time, before he

returns to ^he Golden Coast. Conde may be said to be the

the only Abbotsford which has been trained. Others of

promise have been relegated to roid work, and a still

larger proportion which have not been handled at all.

That Abbotsford would prove a successful sire we always

believed, and the success of Conde will be apt to stimu-

late owners to give their Abbotsford colts a chance.

Pair Premium Lists.

Special attention is called to the following changes in

the programme of the Santa Clara Valley Agricultural

Society: Nos. 12 and 13 as originally advertised, did not

fill, and the directors offer in their stead: Pacing Purse
>

$300, 2:30 Class; Trotting Purse, $500, 2:30 Class.

Entries for these events to close on Monday, August

8th, 1S87, at 2 o'clock p. m.

A True Bill.

California's most prominent owner, Mr. J. B. Haggin, was
dailyto be seen in the timers' stand at Chicago last weak, says
an exchange. No one seems to be able to say much that

would describe the millionaire for the edification of the thou-
sands of readers interested in the career of this gentleman.
Personally Mr. Haggin is the most solid of men. Of medium
height, he is far more sturdy of build than are most men of

large income. Hia 60 odd years are born lightly. In dress

he favors the English style, wearing aloose-cui gray suit of

clothes of tine material. The yellow kid gloves are trans-Atlan-

tic rather than American. But the "dome of thought" hidden
beneath the light-colored Derby hat is simply massive. A
large head dues not necessarily indicate the possession of

great brain, but it is a physical impossibility to get a large

brain into a small head. Horses are found to have this and
that excellence, after a great performance, and it is then dis-

covered that they possess a "racing contour," "splendid

action," "immense bone and stamina," and what not. This,

too, applies to men. Nevertheless, when a racing expert sees

an untried horse at his work conformation means much as to

determining the value of the animal. So a glance at Mr. Hag-
gin would reveal surface indications of far more than ordinary

ability. The closely cropped white beard conceals in part the

prominent cheek bones, the iron jaw. the firm, decisive

mouth. But the strong nose and the deep-set eye cause the

observer to look again and discover the adjunct of such strik-

ing features. A grand foundation, truly tor the broad, high
forehead. The man in question has to-day the largest aud
best stable of thoroughbreds in America. The Dwyers, Cap-
tain Brown and Mr. Cassatt in Hanover, Troubador and The
Bard, have exceptional horses able to perhaps defeat anything
in the Haggin's stable, but the latter has something good each
time his colors are up. His racing establishment alone would
tax the energies of an ordinary man, and when it is consid-

ered that racing is only the gentleman's pleasure, and that

thousands of men and diversified interests claim his atten-

tion, as evidenced by a well-invested fortune of $10,000,000,

the owner of mines, ranches, mills and large business estab-

lishments must be voted a most remarkable man.

—

New Tor/c

Sportsman, ^
Dan McCarthy and his Hat.

D. J. McCarthy, owner of C. H. Todd, got the cash for the
American Derby after all, he having arrived in Chicago last

Saturday for that purpose. Mr. McCarthy bought three colts

at the Kowett sale. Tom Gallagher thus describes him:
When the "Patrick's Day" parade was such a feature in New
York city one might stand for hours' gazing in wonder at the
styles of "high dicers" worn by the men in line, and then
the assurance came that all the seeming exaggerations of per-

formers of the Pat Rooney type were but faithless reproduc-
tions. Yet, as Mr. McCarthy strolled along in front of the

grand stand the remark was general that his skypiece quite

eclipsed anything by way of novelty ever seen upon the head
of a human being. In shape, resembling the turret of the
Monitor, its material defies description. Cut the hair off

of a "yaller" dog, turn every other blade away, and this

stuck on a pasteboard, might till the bill. But success comes
not from what a man may chance to wear upon his head.

Mr. McCarthy is a pleasant and a thrifty gentleman who, per-

chance, transplanted from the County Tyrone, has gained a

sufficiency in the livery-stable business out in California.

That he knows a good horse when he sees one is assured

through his purchase of Todd for a few hundred dollars, and
possibly he may bring bacK sometime a colt he bought to-day

and win another Derby.

—

St. Louis Republican.

Answers to Gorresgondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies by
irail or telegraph. The name of the writer should accompany all

questions, not foe publication, but as a guarantee of good faith. Let-

ters received without the writer's name cannot recei.e attention.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—Is it not about time
that the several District Fairs comprising the circuit should
so arrange and classify their premium lists that an exhibitor
of horses or cattle should not have to study each Fair's list
in making up his herd? I have only four of these lists at
hand, but each of them has a different classification, those
approaching each other the most closely being tLe Petaluma
an State Fair, where premiums are offered on each clasB of
noises and cattle. Bothof these offer premiums on theseveral
classes of cattle, but the Golden Gate requires Durhams to
compete with Herefords, Polled Angus and Galloways; the
Ayrshires with the Devons, whilst the Holsteins are awarded
the post of honor in a class by themselves. On the other
hand the Stockton Fair pays proper tribute to the Durhams,
Devons and Jerseys, but bunches the Ayrshires, Herefords
and Holsteins under one heading.

At the State Fair a premium is offered for the best thorough-
bred sire with not less than five of his colts, but this family
premium is not offered in any other class of horses. At Pet-
alnma it reads, for the stallion showing the best five colts, aud
it is offered in each class of horses. (We claim that the' stud
in this instance is to be judged by his get and not by his
individual points.) At Stockton a similar premium is given
to the thoroughbred sire with not less than six colts, and one
for best stalliun other than thoroughbred with not less than
ten of his colts. The same is done at the Golden Gate, but
the number of colts is limited to five. (It would be interest-
ing to watch three honest jadges trying, at the Stockton Pair,
to decide between the relative all-around merits of Election-
eer and ten of his colts; Pointsman and ten of his colts- Duke
de Chartres and ten of his colts; some non-standard roadster
and ten of his colts; a general purpose horse and ten of his
colts, and one of Hasgiu's Shetland stallions and ten of his
colts. Allowing two entries from each of these classes, there
would be a neat little ring containing 12 stallions and l-">0
colts.)

At the State, Golden Gate and Petaluma Fairs a premium is
offered for stallions according to ages, said premium is to be
decided on the individual merits of each horse competing
with others of like age, and regardless of their breeding quali-
ties. In Stockton every stallion, three years old or over is
required to be shown in this class with three of his col's
(We must go to Stockton to see the colts, that is dead sure)'.
At the State and Petaluma Fairs premiums are offered on

standard trotters (besides the roadster claes), on French and
on Eaglish draft horses. At the Golden Gate and Stockton
Fairs tne standard trotter classes are entirely omitted whilst
all draft horses are bunched under one class, and is 'invari-
ably decided by the prejudices of the majority of the judges
and not by their judgment ot the merits t>f each horse. The
same may, of course, be said about the different classes of
cattle which have hereinbefore been alluded to as being
bunched. s

At Petaluma a herd and sweepstakes premium is offered on
each class of cattle. At the wealthy State Fair the sweep-
stakes bunches all kinds of cattle; an aged and a youn^ herd
premium is offered both to Darhams and to Jerseys; but only
one herd premium is given to either Holsteins, Herefords
Polled Angus, Devons or Ayrshires. (Why this discrimina-
tion?) The Golden Gate bunches its sweepstakes into two
and its herd premiums into three lots. The Stockton Fair
divides four herd premiums among seven classes of cattle
and gives no sweepstakes for either horses or cattle.
At Petaluma no entrance fee is charged to the sweepstakes

class, while the needy State Fair charges 10 per cent, for each
entry. The Golden Gate caps the climax by requiring 10 per
cent, entrance fee, and not less than three entriesfor the class to
Jill. (I would recommend that the State Fair should next
year see this and go one better, by adding: "Pools will be sold
on this class")

Almost all the fairs offer fair premiums on paper, but in out-
of-the-way corners are found such notices as these: "When
there is no competion, but seventy-five per cent, of the first
premium will be paid."—(State Fair). "No premium will be*
paid unless there be competition," and "in no case will the
first and second premiums offered for the same exhibit be
paid to any one exhibitor"—(Stockton Fair) . "No money will
be paid in herd or sweepstakes awards, unless there shall
have been bona fide competition in stock classified according
to age.

1*—(Petaluma Fair). The Petaluma drawback is seem-
ingly the mildest and the least likely to occur, as a single
entry by a second party would constitute the bona fide com-
petition required.

I might add considerably to this list of variances, but I
trust I have given sufficient to prove that breeders may well
feel puzzled how many horses or cattle they must start from
home with to fill the bills at all the fairs, and to satisfy the
managers of those fairs that they should make an endeavor
to reconcile some of their differences. It would be well for
them to keep in mind that getting cattle and brood-mares into
shjw condition is neither child's play nor inexpensive, and
abovs all things, those Fair directors who imagine that the
races constitute the fair had better disabuse their minds of this
enorneous idea as quickly as possible.
There is not a fair held in the State that could pay its

expenses were the cattle, sheep, swine and draft stock show
to be eliminated.

I am personally interested in cattle and draft stock it is
true; but I also own a trotter or two and hope that I am
breeding several. I have also enjoyed(?) the honor of being
a Fair director and known the difficulties that these gentle-
men have to contend with in endeavoring to please all hands.
I discovered when a director, that it would not do to neglect
any department; that it was suicidal to draw invidious dis-
tinctions between different varities of the same class of stock,
and that the associations that tried to do the fair thing iu all
departments andslighted none, pleased the exhibitors and the
sight seers most; held the most successful and profitable
meetings and drew the largest crowds of respectable people.
In conclusion, I would like to add, that it Is not necessary

in order to make a Fair successful that every gambling device
under the sun should be allowed on the grounds. They are
simply a disgrace to the directors and a detriment to the
association that sells these 'swindlers' their privileges to rob
the public. Petaloma has dispensed with this part of its
former income for several years. And I am glad to note that
the Los Angeles Association has adopted a similar rule. It
is now in order for the State Fair to follow where it should
have led, Sonoma.

Name Changed.

John W. Martin, Yolo, Yolo Co., chaDges the narr:e of
brown colt, foaled February 26th, 18S6—by Alexander
ton, 1997, four-year-old record 2:26*, dam Kate K;
John Nelson, 187—from Will E. to Alexander Bcti.

J. S. T., Walla Walla.

Neither Homeless Boy, by Ohio, nor Ohio, by J. C. Breck-

enridge, appear in the American Stud Book.

The first fair of the new Amador and Calaver^
Association will be held on the new traok at lone on I

6th, and 7th of October next.
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The "Horsey" Barrister.

I was talking some years ago to a Qneen's Counsel learned

in the law, says a writer in The London Sporting and Dram-
atic News. He was then in full sail, with a continuous

bulging brief bag, and particularly great in horse cases. The
fact was, he happened to be a well-informed sportsman and
horseman. He had graduated from the hirer and one-screw

man to the proud position of owner of a stud of clippers a la

Whyte-Melville. Whenever he was conducting a horse

cause in court he was like "the rum one to follow, the bad

one to beat,'' for he knew where he was going and meant to

be there, and, considering that he generally had 3 to 1 the

beBt of the merits when ne started, he usually landed a ver-

dict for his client.

We were talking of horse law. To my modest and adroit

interrogatives he spoke to this effect: "I like to conduct a

horse case when I get a brief from an attorney who knows
how to formulate his case, which is not the rule with London
lawyers. These scribes only know the ready made article in

horse flesh, and are not up to the details of dealing and the

tricks of copers. The country attorney, on the other hand, is

selected by his client because he knows the natural history of

the horse in all his phases, and puts a counsel au fail to both

sides of the question; that is, provided the counsel has eyes

to see and experience to understand. The jury is generally

—on circuit—composed of men who are more or less

acquainted with the use, habits, merits and value of a horse;

while a London jury—common or special —is, as a rule, com-
posed of stockbrokers, shopkeepers or lodging-house propri-

etors, whose knowledge of horse flesh and its ills and its uses

is very little indeed. But the great fence to be encountered

in a trial of this kind is the judge.

"As a rule, a judge of a Superior Court not only knows
nothing of horses and horse law and practice, but actually

takes credit for his ignorance of that most important item in

his judicial duties. As soon as a judge of this calibre finds a

contested horse case entered on the cause list, and has vainly

attempted to worry through the pleadings to try and master

the point at issue, he sends word to the counsel engaged to

settle it. I remember the occasion when I held a winning
brief on the merits in a horse case of disputed soundness,
which was tried in the country.

"I refused, when the learned judge who bad to try the

cause suggested a settlement, to even submit this proposal to

my attorney, because he had made up his mind to have the

case fought out, and he, moreover, had got a lot of country
gentlemen on a special jury whose honor, integrity and
experience would, he said, be an additional help to gain

justice for his employer, the plaintiff. As soon as the case

was called and the preliminaries all adjusted, my junior

briefly opened the pleadings, and I rose to address the jury.

His lordship suddenly stopped me, and informed the jary

that he knew little or nothing of horses or horse disputes,

and that he was glad of it. He, however, had ventured to

think that with a little assistance from some gentleman of

their body as arbitrator, he and the jury might have been
Bpared from listening to the usual hard swearing incidental

to such matters, but he regretted that his efforts to adjust the

matter had not met with the encouragement which he had
reason to expect they would receive. Luckily, the jary

wanted to hear the case, so the judge's bullet flattened against

my innocent and prominent forehead. It was easy to per-

ceive that the gentlemen of the jury were not at all influ-

enced by this hit at my client below the belt; but afterward

I was much tried in temper by the continual interpolations

of his lordship, who actually began his reprisals by stopping

me when in full swing by asking, 'Does a purchaser, when
he wishes to test a horse's wind, give him a bucket of water?
I think I have heard so.'

"I had to sit down a moment before I could respond to

this perfectly perplexing judicial poser. I asked my junior

to reply to the conundrum, and while he was preparing a
suitable answer my learned and apt friend on the other side

jumped in with. 'Yes, m'lud, it is the usual and generally

adopted course among honest dealers to do so.' The jury,

who fully appreciated the perfect baronial wit and aptness

of this astounding reply to a very leading judicial question,

were doubtless won over to my opponent unconsciously, for

readiness in fence even in a bad cause always scores with
the audience. But the judge's Bumming up was 'a caution.'

How he floundered, and how he made a dead set at the

plaintiff and his witnesses, will be remembered by them all,

particularly the former, who rushed out of court to the bar

of the principal hotel of the city, there to recuperate and to

await what seemed to him to be a certain and inglorious

defeat. But the jury were not to be fooled by an unpractical

judge, and the Terdict followed the facts, which were not,

as I said, with the defendant. I pulled through successfully

at last.

"But the difficult man to tackle in the witness box is the
veterinary gentleman who wishes to display his tremendous
acquirements of medico Latin phraseology, and whose utter

contempt for his fellow practitioner's synopsis and opinion is

beyond his power of, or desire of, concealment. A country
farrier is a great card in his own estimation. Undiplomaed
and undecorated by college dons, he falls back on his own
conscious intrinsic merits. I had such a one under cross-

examination once, who was called in to demonstrate to a jury
the manner and effect of 'pricking' a horse's foot. To my
intended piece of misleading flattery his self vanity made him
a sad victim. I suggested that he, with his acknowledged
experience, never had made such a blunder as 'pricking' a

horse's foot. 'Never,' he ponderously remarked, and looked
like truth personified. 'Then,' 6aid Baron Martin, 'your evi-

dence cannot be worth much. A blacksmith who Las never
pricked a horse can know but little of shoeing. Skill in shoe-
ing can only be attained by dint of blunders in beginnings. I

do not see how a novice, or a man in a hurry, as farriers' men
mu6t occasionally be, can possibly avoid a slip of the nail now
and then. He is a clever fellow who, having driven the nail

in a 'leettle' too near the quick, withdraws it before the fearful

inflammation and consequent pain sets up; while a man who,
when he finds his horse lame, neglects to inquire into the
cause is a greater blunderer than the blacksmith who pricked
him. His lordship forestalled me, but his strictures demol-
ished the too-confident witness* evidence, which, but for his

vain glory, would have won the case for his side."

The New 2:30 Trotters.

M. K. Kittleman, the runner, says that it pays to be hones'
i i the long run but in the short run there isn't much money
in it. This appear to be the accepted ethics of foot raoing
iJl over the world. —
Gentlemen's underwear to suit the season; neckties, scarfs,

-ollars, cuff's, handkerchiefs in great variety; shirts made to

rder and a perfect fit guaranteed; driving gloves, walking
gloves, dress gloves, from the leading manufactories of Paris,

London and New York. Prices always reasonable. Beam-
ish's, Nucleus Block, Market and Third streets, San Fran-
cisco,

The following horses dropped into the 2:30 list on or before
July 1st:

A. G., bgby Black Bonner, dam by Hunting's Tippoo. .2:29^
Alcalva, b g by Alcantara, dam Leah by Blue Bull 2:29

Anna C, b m by Hambletonian Tranby, dam Kit 2:29

Augustus Haverstick, b g by Strathmore, dam Vixen by
Barkley's Clark Chief Jr 2:29$

Belle J., b m 2:29*

Benefactor, ch h by Egbert, dam Mary by Woodford
Mambriuo t 2:29*

Billy P., bg by Sumpter Denmark 2:2S£
Black Jim, blk g by Reconstruction 2:29£
Cad, ch h by Bayonne Prince, dam Emma K. by Burg-

her 2:27$
Champion Wilkes, b s by Barney Wilkes 2:22|
Company, b g by Kentucky Prince, dam by Messenger

Duroc 2:23|
Compeer, ch g by Kentucky Prince, dam by Conklin's

American Star 2:25J
Conde, ch g by Abbotsford, dam Katy Tricks 2 :24

J

Cuba, br g by George Wilkes, dam by Gen. Knox or
Young Morrill 2:25

Dan, ch g said to be by Harold 2:26

Deadwood, br h 2:30

Earl McGregor, ch h by Robert McGregor, dam by Bay
Billy 2 :24J

Edgewood, b g by Aberdten 2 :2o|

Edith, b m by Happy Medium, dam Black Bess, dam of

Happy Princess, 2:23$, by Black Oscar 2:22}

Elcho, gr m by Daniel Boone, dam by Farnum Horse -2:28j

Emma G., bm by Elmo, dam Lilly Shear by Whipple's
Hambletonian 2:30

Emulation, chmby Onward, dam Santa Claus by Magic 2:29$

First Love, b m by Happy Medium, dam Mary Ann
Whitney, 2:28, by Volunteer 2:22£

Flossie G., ch m by Antar, dam by Iceberg 2:22^

Frank R., blk g by Hill's Duroc 2:26*1

Fred Medium, b g by Happy Medium 2:30

George Hait Jr., bg \ 2:29£

Gilroy, blk h by Messenger Duroc, dam Kosedale by
Sayre's Harry Clay 2:2S3

Granite, gr g by Major Grant 2:24£

Hades, blk m by Leland, dam the dam of Clara, 2:28, by
Young Woeful 2:27$

Ida Belle, b m by Major Miller, dam Lady Konkle by
Hetzell's Hambletonian 2:25$

Indigo, blk m by Indianapolis, dam Nancy Jordan 2:28£

Jeff Wilkes, b g by George Wilkes, dam by Amos' Cas-

Bius M. Clay 2:29£

Jenny M., ch m by Joe Hooper 2:25£

Jessie, gr g by Deucalion, dam the dam of Nino, 2:30,

by Billy Denton 2:27£

Jerry Almont, blk g by Almontania, dam by Blue Bull .2:27$

Jerry L., grg by Stonewall Jackson Jr 2:28

J

Katy Jordan, br m by son of Long Island Black Hawk,
dam by Mambrino Pilot 2:28$

King Midas, br g by Woodford Pilot, dam by Whirl-

wind 2:30

Lady Love, b m by Confederate Chief 2:23$

Lady of Lyons, bmby Argyle, dam by Blue Grass 2:25$

Lady Thistle, br m by Mott's Independent 2:27£

Laura E., bm by Swigert, dam by Richard's Bellfounder 2:28

Little Nell, b m by Jefferson Prince 2:29$

Lucille's Baby, b m by Princeps, dam Lucille Golddust,

2:16$, by Golddust 2:27$

Matchless, b g by Nil Desperandum, dam Mattie Lyle by
Young Morrill 2:28$

Mott Medium, bg by Happy Medium, dam Belle Vernon
by Gen. Mott 2:29$

Myrtella G., ch m by Blue Bull, dam Myra Shaw by Tom
Lang 2:29$

Nest Egg, dead, ch m by Amboy 2:29£

Olivette, br m by Black Sultan, dam by Brandy 2:28$

Owenee, b m by Goodwin's Hambletonian, dam Clara by
Sam Wiley 2 :29£

Pat Quinn, br g by Mountain Chief 2:27$

Patti, b m by Jay Gould, dam Thornella by Gen. Knox 2:25$

Pennant, b h by Abe Downing, dam by Harold 2:23|

Plumed Knieht, blk g by Mike Logan, dam by Drew
Horse 2:26£

Rare Ripe, b g 2:26£

Saddie S., grm by Pequawket 2:2S£

Scott Newman, ch c by Cuyler, dam by Whirlwind 2:27$

S. D. C b t> by Almont Eclipse, dam Punchard Mare by
Peacock 2:26$

Skylight Pilot, b m by Strathmore, dam by Mambrino
Pilot 2:24*

Starlette, blk m by Starlight, dam Highland Mary 2:23$

Stella, b m by Electioneer, dam Lady Rhodes by Gen.
Taylor 2:30

St. Jacob, brg by Hiram Drew 2:29$

Tiny, b g by Solicitor, dam Red Bird by Harold 2:29$

Tribune, b h by Knickerbocker, dam Schoolgirl bv Mam-
brino Patchen 2:26*

T. T. S., ch g by Melrose, dam Ajax by Vermont Ham-
bletonian 2:21$

Western Pathfinder, b h by Buell's Pathfinder, dam
Flora by Mambrino Chief Jr 2:2S

Wm. J. Warner, rug 2:29}

Races!! Races!! Races!!

5! FIVE DAYS RACES. 5!
OVEE THE

FRESNO
Fair Grounds Track,

COMMENCING

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4th.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

LEWIS LEACH, WM. HELM, V. M. HUGHES, W. H. McKENZIE,
M. J.DONAHOO.
OFFICERS.

LEWIS LEACH President! W, B. BENNETT Secretary
M. J. DONOHOO...Vlce President | W. H. McKEISZIE Treasurer

Tuesday. October 4, 1887-
No.l. Running—One and three-quarter mile daBh; free for all; $16

entrance; Slu forfeit: $io0 added; &am-> second lioree.

No. 2. Running—One mile dash for two-year-olds; $16 entrance; ?10

forfeit; $150 added; three moneys.
No. 3. Trotting—Three-minute Class; purse J150; three moneys.

Wednesday, October 5, 188 9.

No. 4. Running—One-half mile dash; $10 entrance: $10 forfeit- J125added ; $25 to second horse.

No. 5. Trotting—Purse $230; free for all stallions owned in Fresno,
Mariposa, Merced, Tulare and Kern counties. July 1,1887: three moneys
No.6. Trotting—2:46 Class; purse J2j0; three moneys.

Thursday, October 6, 1«87.
No. 7. Running—Three-quarter mile dash; $10 entrance; 810 forfeit:

e-l--' added; three moneys.
No. 8. Trotting—for two-year-olds; best two in three; purse $200-

free for all two-year-olds owned in Fresno, Merced, Mariposa. Tulare
and Kern counties, July 1,1887; three moneys
No. 9. Trotting—2:36 Class; purse $300; three moneys.

Friday, October 7, 188?.
No. 10. Running—One mile dash; free for all; $15 entrance- $10 forfeit 1

$150 added; three moneys.

BAND TOURNAMENT.
Saturday, October 8, 1887.

No. 11. Running—Two mile dash ; free for all ; 825 entrance ; $10 for teit
'>

$250 added; $50 to second horse.
No. 12. Pacing -Free for all pacers; purse $200; three moneys.

CONDITIONS
All trot tinp; and pacing races are the best three in five, except the two-

year-olds, unless otherwise specified; Eve to enter and three to start
But the Board reserves the right to hold a less number than five to fill,
by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance
fee ten per cent, on purse, to accompany nominations. Trotting and
pacing purses divided at th- rate of 60 per cent, to first horee, 30 per
cent, to second horse, and 10 per cent, to third.
In all trotting and pacing races Rules of the American Trotting Asso-

ciation, and in all running races the Rules of the Pacific Coast Blood
Association togovero, but the Board reserves the right to trot heats of
any two classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's racing, or to
trot a special race between heats. A horse making a walk-over shall be
entitled only to the entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear they may contest for the entrance money, to
he divided as follows: 60& to the first. anH 33 1-ato the second.
In all entries not declared out by 6 p. si. of the day preceding the race

shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person, or in one interest,

the particular horses they are to start must be named bv 6 p. m. of the
day precedingthe race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only, except when dis-

tancing the field, then to first and third moneys.
If in the opinionof the Judges any race cannot be finished on the clos-

ing day of the term, it may be continued or declared off, at the option
of the Judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up entries required to fill,

and three or more horses to start.
In case any named race for a certain day does not fill, the Board

reserves the right to change the date of any other event on the pro-
gramme ifdeemed necessary, due notice being given to the parties inter-
ested at any time previous to September 15th.
Non-starters in running races will be held tor entrance under Rule 36.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear caps of distinct

colors, which must be named in their entries.
All races to be called at I o'clock, sharp.
Entries to all the above races to close with the Secretary, Wednesday

,

August 10,1887.

LEWIS LEACH. President.
W. B. BESfNETT, Secretary. 30yj4

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
Association,

FIXED EVENTS 1888-89,

TO CLOSE

AUGUST 15, 1887.

1888—Spring Meeting.
THE CALIFORNIA STAKES.

For two-year-olds (foals of 1886); ?50 each, $25 forfeit, or $10 if

declared out on or before January 1, 1888; all declarations void unless
accompanied with the money; with $500 added; second horse to receive
$100, third to save stake. Half a mile.

THE (JAXO STAKES.
For two-year-olds (foals of 1886); 550 each, $25 forfeit, or $10 if

declared out on or before January 1, 168S; all declarations void unless
accompanied with the money; yyith 85C0 added; second borse to receive
$100, third to save stake. Stake to be named after winner if Gano's
time (1 :15) is beaten. Three-quarters of a mile.

1888—Fall Meeting.
THE LADIES* STAKES.

For two-year-old fillies (foals of 1886); $50 each, $26 forfeit, or 810 if

declared out on January 1, 1888; or $20 if declared out on August 1,

188b; all declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with
$400 added; second to receive $100, third to save stake. Winners of
three stake races to carry five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

THE AUTUMN STAKES.
For two-year-olds (foals of 1886); S50 each, $25 forfeit, or $10 if

declared out January 1, 1888; or $20 if declared out August I, 1888; all
declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with J750
added; second to receive $150, third to save stake. Winners of three
stake races to carry five pounds extra. One mile.

1889—Spring Meeting.
'IHE TIDAL STAKEV

For three-year-olds (foals of 1886); $100 each, half forfeit, or $10 if

declared out on January 1, 1883; or §20 if declared out August 1, 1888,
or $30 if declared out January 1, 1889; all declarations void unless
accompanied with the money; with $600 added; the second to receive
$200, third to save Btake. One mile and a quarter.

THE PACIFIC DERBY.
For three-year-old b (foals of 1886); $100 each, half forfeit, or $10 if

declared out January 1, 1888; or $20 if declared out August 1, IB88; or
$30 If declared out January 1, 1889; all declarations void unless accom-
panied with the money; with $760 added*, second to receive §200, third
to save stake. One mile and a half.

1889—Fall Meeting.
THE VESTAL STAKES.

For three-year-old fillies (foals of 188C); $25 each, p. p., with $600
added; second to receive $100, third to save stake. One mile and a
quarter.

THE FAME STAKES.
For three-year-olds (foals of 1886); $100 each, half forfeit, or S10 If

declared out August 1, 1888; or $20 if declared out January 1, 188a; or
$30 If declared out August 1, 188y; all declarations void unless accom-
panied wlfh the money; with $750 added; second to receive$200, third
to save stake. One mile and three-quarters.

REMARKS AM) CONDITIONS.
All these stakes are for foals of 1886—colts and fillies now rating as

yearlings.
Under the Revised Rules cf this association all horses eDtered niUHt

lie named,
Entries to these Btakes close with the Secretary on Monday, August

15, 1887.

J. L. ICATUBONE, l*rrsi<loii(.
E, S. CXLVEB, Secretary, P. O. Box 2603, San Francisco, Cat. jy3
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Nevada State Fair
OF 1887 -WILL BE HELD

AT RENO,
Commencing September list and Ending

October 1st.

35 BACES, TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS
LIBERAL PREMIUMS

live Stock Department and Exhibits in Pavilion.

Indian Pony Races! Baloon Ascensions! Bicycle

Races! Stock Parades!

LADIES* TOURNAMENT.
Friday, September 23, Wednesday, September 28 and

September BO. Friday,

THE PRESIDENT'S GOLD MEDAL.
President Powning offers a Special Premium, a

GOLD MEDAL, value $100, for the best
Exhibit in Any Department.

Trials of Speed to be Conducted under the
auspices of tlie Directors ol the state Agri-
cultural Society.

The State Agricultural Society was established In
accordance with an act of tbe Legislature of the State
of Nevada, entitled "An Act to provide for the man-
agement and control of the state Agricultural Society
of the state," approved March 7, 1»5.

ITEMBEES OF THE STATE BOARD OF AGBICUXTUEE
L. J. FLINT, of Washoe County; E. F. LEETE.of

Washoe Countv; P. H. MULCAHY, of Washoe
Countv; AL. WHITE, of Washoe County ; JOHN
bWEENY, of Ornisbv County; T. B. RICKEY, of
Douglas Countv; C. C. POWNING, of Wasiioe
County; ALViRO EVANS, of Washoe Countv;
THEO, W1NTKKS, of Washoe County; F. DANG-
BERG, of Douglas County; W. S. BA1LKY, of
Churchill County; JOS. MARZEN, of Humboldt
County.

PROGRAMME.
First Day—Wednesday, September 91st.
No. 1.-INTRODUCTORY—Three-quarter dash, for

District horses; 3lw added; entrance 3'i0; declaration
?5, on or before September 1st.
No. 2.—RUNNING—Five-eighths mile dash. Dis-

trict horses; two-year-olds; 3iu0 added; entrance §2y;
declaration 35, ou or before September 1st.

>'us. 3, i and 5 will be made aud announced on Sat-
urday, Sept. 17th.

Second Day—Thursday, September 22(1.

Wo. 6.—TROTTING—2:50 class for District horses;
three in five, purse 3-300; first horse 3150; second horse
*100; third horse 560.
No. 7.—TROTTING -Mile heats, three in five; free

for all; purse 3PO0; 3300 to first horse; 3200 to second
horse ; 9100 to third horse.

Third Day—Friday, September 33d.
No. 8. — RUNNING—Selling purse for District

horses; dash of a mile; $150 added; 325 entrance, half
forfeit; 35 declaration, on or before September 1st.

Horses to be sold tor 31,000 to carry entitled weight-
Two pounds allowed for each 3100 under the3i,0uO.
No. ».—RUNNING—Half-mile dash; entrance free;

purse 4100.
Three other races for this day will be announced

on Thursday, September 23d.

Fourth Day—Saturday, September 34th.
No. 13.—TROTTING—Mile and repeat; free for all

three-yeai -olds and under in the District; purse 3300;
first horse 3150; second horse 3100; third horse ?50.

No. It—PACING—Mile heats, three in five; free for
all; purse 3600; first horse 3300; second horse 9200;
third horse $100.

Fifth Day—Monday, September 26th.

No. 15.—HANDICAP—Mile and a half dash; $300
added; 350 entrance; half forfeit; 310 declaration, on
or before September 10th. Weights to be announced
Sept. 1st,

No. 16.—SELLING PURSE—Closes the same time
as stakes; one mile and a quarter dash; 3-00 added.
Tbree other races for this day will be made Septem-

ber 24th.

Sixth Day—Tuesday. September 3 7th.

No. 20.—TROTTING.—Three-niiiiute class for Dis-
trict horses; puree 3300; first horse 3150; second
horse 3i0u: third horse 350.

No. 21.—TROTTING.—Mile heats, tbree In five; free
for all; purse3&00; first horse 3100; Becond horse 3250;
third horse $150.

SevenlUDay—Wednesday, September 38th.
No. 22.—RUNNING—Three-quarter miJe dash; two-

year-olds; ?15u added; 325 entrance; half forfeit; five
or more to enter.
No. 23.—RUNNING—Mile and three-eighths; three-

year-olds; 3200 added; 350 entrance; half forfeit; 9iu
declaration, on or before September 1st; three or
more to start.

No. 24.—RUNNING—Purse $'O0; dash of two miles;
en per cent- entrance; nve or mire to enter; three or
more to start.
Two other races for this dav will be made Septem-

ber 27th.

Eighth Day—Thursday, September 29th.
No. 27.—PACING—Mile heats, three in five; free

for all; purse 3d0U; first horse 3300; second horse 3200;

third horse 3100.

No. 23.—TROTTING—Mile heats; three In five;

free for District horses; purse 3600; first horse 3300;
second rrse 3200; tliird horse 3100.

Ninth nay- Friday. September 30th.
No. 29.—RUNNING—Mile dash for two-year-olds;

3200 added; entrance >_0 ; declaration 95; on or before
September 1st.

No. 30.—RUNNING—Mile and five-eighths dash for
three-year-olds; 3300 addtd;350 entrance; half for-

feit; 310 declaration, on or before September 1st;

tbree or more to start.
Three other races for this day will he made up Sep-

tember 29th.

Tenth Day—Saturday, October 1st,

No. 34.—2:35 Class; mile heats, three in five; free for
all; purse 3800; first horse 3500; second horse 9200;
third horse 3100.
No. 35.-2:25 Class: mile heats; three in five; free

for all; purse 31.000; first horse 3500; second horse 3300;

third horse 9200.

REMARKS AKD CONDITIONS.
Nominations to stakes must be made to the Secre-

tary on or bt-fore the first day of August, 1837. En-
tries for the purses must be made : For Monday's
races on the Saturday preceding; for Wednesday's
races, on Monday, and for Friday's races, on Wednes-
day at the regular time for closing entries as desig-

nated by the rules. Those who have nominated in

stakes must name to the Secretary, in writing, which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p. 11.

Horses entered in purses can only be drawn by con-
sent of the Judges. ^
The rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Associa-

tion will govern running races.

All horses entered for State purses must be owned
and kept in Nevada and California east of the Sierra

Nevadas for six months prior to day of race.

Entries to all trotting races will close September
1st with the Secretary.
Five or more to enter and three or more to start in

all foi purses.
National Trotting Association rules to govern trot-

ting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association
rules to govern running races, except as above.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five eunless otherwise specified; five to enter and
thre'e to start. But tbe Board reserves the right to

hold a less number than five to fill, by the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance
fee ten per cent, on purse, to accomany nomina-

National Trotting Association Rules to govern trot-

tine but the Boara reserves the right to trot heats

of any two clasaes alternately, if necessary to finish

anv day's racing, or to trot a special race between
heAts A horse making a walk-over shall be entitled

onlv to the entrance money paid in. When 'ess than
the" required number of starters appear they may
contest for the entranc money, to be deyided as fol-

lows: 6K to the first and 33^ to the Becond.

In all the foregoing stakes the declarations aie void

unless accompanied by the money.

Please observe that, in the above stakes, declara
tions are permitted for a small forfeit.
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start-
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse thev are to
start must be named by 6 p. 11. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Kacing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Each day's races will commence promptly at one

o'clock p. M.
All entries mast be directed to C. H. Stoddard, Sec

retarv of tbe Society.

EQIESTRIA N ISM

.

Ladles' Grand Tournament for the most accom-
plished and graceful lady riders, Friday, Sept. 23,
Wednesday, Sept. 28, and Friday, Sept. 30, at 10 o'clock
A. si.

The Society offers four premiums, valued respect-
ively at 31U0, 370, $40 and 320.
The lady who is adjudged first shall have her choice

of all premiums offered. The second lady shall have
Becond choice, and so on.
All ladies must ride with saddles.
It is expected that other special premiums will be

added to this list by private contribution. No one but
ladies of tbe highest respectability will be allowed to
compete for prizes.
Lai lie 8 wishing to compete for prizes will please

send name to Secretary-
, indorsed by two members of

the Society.

INDIAN PONY RACES.
On Thursdav, Sept. 22d, Mondav, Sept 26th, and

Thursday, sept. 29th, the novelty of an Indian pony
race will be provided, and the amusing sight of
twenty orthirtj noble red men of the forest, mounted
on the wildest and most unmanageable cayuses imag-
inable, galloping around tbe track at break-neck
speed, will, as they sav at tbe circus, be alone worth
the price of admission.

4XVDESDAEE MEDAtS.
The American Clydesdale Association will give a

valuable medal, of suitable design, for the best re-
Corded Clydesdale stallion, and a similar medal for the
best recorded Clydesdale mare tired in Nevada and
exhibited at the State Fair of 1887.

BALLOON ASCENSIONS.
Arrangements have been made for a series of bal-

loon ascensions during the Fair, alike novel and excit-
ing. Ascensions will be made daily from the race
track.

BICYCLE RAITS.
Two or three bicv^le races will take place between

the fastest wheelmen in the state, aud ten contests
are counted upon.

C. C. POWNING, President,
C. H.STODDARD, Secretary,
C. T. BENDER. Treasurer. 28myl8

Stockton Fair.
BEGINNING

September 27, and Con-

tinuing five days.

S^™Z™7 Seventeenth
Agricultural 'District

$15,000.
IK PURSES OFFERED.

SPEED PROGRAMME
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purses to accom-

pany nominations.
In all races four moneys, viz: 50,25. 15 and 10 per

cent.

Tuesday. September 2 J. 1887.
I. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake,

365 each, 3150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 8

entries). One mile.
2. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Free for all, 94«i0. Mile

and repeat.
3. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 3:00 Class,

91,000.
4. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Free for aU. 3S00.

Wednesday, September S8, 1887.
5. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Free for all.

Race hereafter to be namedfor the winner. 9100. One
mile.

TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:24 Class, 31 .000.

7. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Three-year-old 6take ;

365 each. 3150 added. (Closed February 1st with 9

entries).
8. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake 3*55

each. 3150 added; best 2 in5. (Closed February 1st,

with 8 entries).

Thursday, September 29, 1887.
9. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. 9300. Mile and

repeat.
10. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:35 Class,

91,000.
11. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:18 Class,

31,000.
12. PACING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:2S Class, 9500.

Friday, September 30, 1887-
13. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Handicap;

weights named 10 days before face ; 3100. One mile and
repeat.

II. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Novelty race;
2 miles; 31,000; first half mile, 3150; first mile, 3225:

first mile and a half, 3275; first to finish, 9350. All

Eaid up entries over seven to be added, equally uivided
etweeneach winner.
15. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Free or ali.

31,200.
16. TROTTING— PACIFIC COAST. Three-year-

old stake. 365 each. 3250 added. (Closed February 1st,

with 10 entries.)
17. TROTTING— PACIFIC COAST. 2:23 Class.

$1,000.

Saturday, October 1st. 1887.
18 RUNNING—.DISTRICT. Three-year-old Btake,

365 each. 3150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 5

entries.)
19. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:22 Class.

91.000.
20 TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Two-year-old

stake, 365 each. 3250 added. (Closed February isr,

withSentries.)
21. PACING—PACIFIC COAST. Free-for-all. 9700.

CONDITIONS.
AU races best 3 In 5, except as otherwise specified.

The Stockton track is one of the fastest in theworld.
Stables, bay and straw free to competitors.
Entries cIo'bc August 1st, 1887, with the Secretary.
Stockton Fair. San Joaquin Valley District for

races comprise the counties of san Joaquin, Tuol-
umne, Mariposa, Fresno, Calaveras. Stanislaus,
Merced, Tulare and Kern. State of California.

Boardof Directors for la87: L.U. SHIPPER, JOHN
E.MOORE, JAMES A. LOUTTIT. R.C. SARGENT,
B. F. LANOFORD, JAS. A. SHEPHERD, FRED
ARNOLD, W. H. SNOW.

L. V. SHIPPEE, President.
For projjrammes and full conditions ap-

ply to the Secretary. J. M. LARCE.
P.O. Box 188. Stockton, California, ujufl

SPEED CONTESTS,
• : FROM THE :

15th to 20th of August;
Inclusive, 1887.

SAN JOSE.
PROGRAMME.

First Day -Monday. August loth.
1. STALLION RACE, Trotting Stake—3100 entrance

half forfeit, 3150 added. Closed AprU 1st, with five
entries.

2. TROTTING, for two-year-olds—Purse 3250. The
get of the foUowing stallions, viz: Brown Jug, Jim
Mulvenna Kea a Nutwoou Nutwood Boy. Wuodnut
Haywood, Fleetwood, Commodore Nutwood, Riug
William Grosveuor, Bismarck, Menlo, Elmo, Stran-
ger, Hamiltonian George, J. R. Wvller's horse and
Captain Ham's horse. Mile and repeat.

Secoud Day—Tuesday, August 16th.
3. TROTTING STAKE, for-three-year-olds-3^5 to

accompany nomination, ;2o actional ior starters;
failure to make second payment forfeits first; S25U
added. Stakes and addea money divided 00, yu and 10
per cent.

4. TROTTING—Purse 31,000. 2:17 Class.
5. TROTTING—Purse 35u0. 2:40 Class.

Third Day—Wednesday, August 17
6 RUNNING STAKE for two-vear-olds. 325

entrance, 310 forfeit; 3axt added; $5o to"secoud,325 to
third; non-ninuers this year allowed 5 lbs. three-
quarters of a Mile.

7. RUN.MNGSTAKE, free for all-$25entrance;310
forfeit; $},u added: $ou ;o second; third to save en
jrane. Maidens allowed five pounds. One and one
half miles.

8. RUNNING—Free purse, $2 0, for all ages; 350 to
second horse. Mile and reptat.

Fourth Day—Thursday, Aug. 1 8th
9. TROTTING—Purse 3500. 2:27 Class,
lu. TROTTING—mirse3;.0. 2:23 Class.
11. PACING—Purse950U. ±'ree fur all.

Fifth Day—Friday, Aug. 19th.
12. RUNNING. For three-year-olds.— 325 entrance,

31U forfeit; 320U added; $I0-' to second; third to save
entrance. One and one-quarter miles.

13. RUNNING— For alt ages—3-50 entrance; 325 for-
feit; 3250 added; 3-^0 to second; third to save entrance.
Two miles.

14. RUNNING—Free purse $200. 950tosecondhorse.
One mile and repeat.

Sixth Day-Saturday, Aug. 30th
15. TROTTING-Purse 3600. 2:25 Class.
16. TROTTING—Purse 3i.uQ0. 2:20 Class.
17. TROTTING STAKE—tor two-year olds; SlO to

accompany nomination; 315 additional for starters.
non-payment of second forfeits first; 3200 added;
Stakes aud added money divided, 60, 3o, lo percent.
MUe and repeat.

CONDITIONS.
In aU Trotting and Pacing Races, purses divided as

follows: 60 percent, to first horse, 30 per cent, to sec-
ond, 10 percent, to third.
All Trotting or Pacing Races best 3 in 5, except as

otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural to govern running,
except as herein stated.
Tbe Board reserves the light to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
Ahorse winninga race entitled to first money only

except when distancing the field, then to first and,
third moneys.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the money.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance, under Rule 3.

If, in the opinion of the Jodges, before starting a
race the race cannot be finished on the closing day of
the Fair, it may be continued.
InaU trotting and pacing races five or more paid-up

entries required to fill and three or more horses to
start.butttie Board reservesthe right to holda less
number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse.
Trutiing and racing colors to be named with aU

entries.
When less than the required number of Ptarters

appear thev may contest for the entrance money,
divided as follows : 66% to first horse and 33}$ to sec-
ond.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the monev.
Races to commence each day at two P. SL
Entries to close July 20th, 1SS7,

Important Notice.
Ab running races Nos. 12 and 13 did not fill, we offer

the following in their places:
No. 12. Pacing, Parse 3300, 2:30 Class.
No. 13. Trotting Purse 3500 2:30 Class.
Entries to close Monday, Aug. Sth, 1887, at 2 o'clock

P.M.

Sales of Privileges.
Sealed bids will be received for the privilege of

Pool Selling, Paris Mutual and Book Making, from
August 15th to tbe 20th inclusive, at the Fair Grounds.
Kids to cloBe with the Secretary, August 8, 1887, at 2

o'clock p. M. The Board reserves the right to reject

any and all bids

.

N. B. EDWARDS, President.
«. H. BRAGG, Secretary. IIJ08

FAIR

FOR SALE!
ONE 65 POUND

Cafirey Sulky
OP LATEST STYLE.

Was made to order at factory and cost

there $150.

Has only been nsed a little last season, and
is in first-class order.

Will be sold reasonably ii applied for at once.

Counties of Neyada; and Placer.
Commencing Tnt>sday,j Sept. 6th, 1887

and continuing five days

Racing and stock exhibits at Glenbrook Paik,
Pavilion at Grass Valley

$10,000 in Purses & Premiums!

FIVE DAYS RACING
Tuesday. Sept. 6th.

No. 1. TROTTlNu-District. 3:00 Class. Purse 52o0

J50U

°~'" :iUC'aSS
- "" IOraa P"rae

No. 3. TROTTING-For two-year olds owned in theCounties of Nevada, Placer, Yi.ba, Sutter Colusa
Butte, Tehama, Pluiuaa and aierra. Mile and reoeat'
Purse VMj.

'^
Wednesday. September 7th.

No. 1. RUNNING- Free for alL 850 entrance, S3forfeit Jdou added; secoud horse $75, third !5U Onemile and repeat.
No. 5. RCNNINGT Freefor all. For two-year olds

,

p. entrance lu torfeit, ilio added; second horse Sou
tnixd?2j. i-ive-ei filths Ola mile.

,?°-JS Kt-'NNINU—Fur thiee-year olds. Free for
all. S2o em ranee, Slu forfeit, $>uu added, one mileand a quarter.
No. 7. PAClNG-2:32 Class. Free for all. PurBe iMO

Thursday, September Sth.
GRAND STUCK PARADE at 10a. u.- BICYCLETOURNAMENT, for Gold iiedal.atilA.il
No. b. TROTTING— District. 2;4u Class Purse S"*J>

^
No. 9- THOTTLXG-2:^ Class. Tree for all Purft

No. 10 TROTTING-Three-year olds or under. Dis-
tr.ct. Mile auu repeat, t urse 3/250.

Friday, September 9tli.
LADIES' TOUKXAMENT, for various Prizes, at

11 A. 1£.

No. 11. RU:s:s-I>-G-Open to all 350 entrance 325forfeit, 3 U0 added; second horse S75, th!rd^(§£ Two
No. 12. RUNNING—Open to all. 3S5 entranrp 3in

forfeit 415uauded; second horse 360, tbiru™ Threefourtusof a tuile and repeat.
inree

No. 13. RUNNING—Irreepurfe 3150. Entrance free
to all beaten horses. These not having run second
H
U™Kt£C me,r"n« avowed 1 pounus. 35o to secondhorse. One mile and repeat.

w"<j

x-°* J^ T^-1^- - 123 Class
- Free foi all. 3500.No 15. KLMNl^G-sadule Horse Make. District.Catch weight*. 3o entrance, 3ou added. Pour moneys,

00, 2o, lo and lu per cent. One mile.
J

'

Saturday, September I Oth.

No.10. TROTTING-District. One-year-olds. Halfmile and repeat. Purse 3i00.
-«*«*.

^jNo. 17. TROTTING-2:*j Class. Open to alL Purse
* So. 18. TROTTING-2.24 Class. OpentoalL Purse
3500.
In races designated as •District" all horses are eli-

gible that were owned in the counties of Nevada and
Placer, comprising the 17th Agricultural District
prior to June 1, im>7, unless otherwise specified.

4 0a\DlTJU»S-
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter and three to start, bnt the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
tbe purse. Entrance fee lu per cent on purse, to
accompany nominations. Trottingand pacing purses
dividea at the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 30
percent, to secoud, and 10 percent, to third.
National Association rales to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot beats of any two
classes alternately, if Decessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse mating a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows:
66j to the first, and 3i*i to tbe secoDd.
In all entries not declared out by 6 p.sr. of the day

preceding the race sball be required to start.
TChere there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p.m. of tbe day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rnles of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Racing colors to he named in entries.
Dj trotting races driveis will he required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in
their entries.

Entries to close with the Secretary on August 1st,
1887.

SAMITI, GRANGER. President.
P. 0. Address Grass Valley, Cal

GEORGE FLETCHER, Secretary,
P. 0. Address Grass Valley, Cal. 2 jy 10

KILLIP & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS,

ADDRESS :

F. P. LOWELL,
No. 614 16th Street,

SACRAMENTO, CAL

fi Montgomery Street, San Francisco

BPKCIAL ATTENTION" PAin TO SALES OT

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell in All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Green, Hon. J. D. Cabb,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. Saegest, Esq., Hok. Joe,- Boeea
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Robe, Hon. A. Walkath,
Los Angeles. Nevada.

J. B. Haggik. Esq., San Francisco.
Being the oldest established firm In the live-stock

business on this Coast and having conducted the
Important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified In claiming unequalled facili-
ties for disposing of live stock ofevery description
either at auction or private sale. Our fist of corres-
Kondents embraces e\ery breeder and dealer .

*
ience upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabl

give full publicity to animals placed with i

Private purchases and sales of live -

descriptions will be made on eomm:
shipped with the utmost care. Purely
made of land of every description. \\ t

Ized to refer to the gentlemen who-t
appended.K Iff.I.IP ^t CO., 22 Mon''.'omi-
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ELEVENTH ANNUAL PAIR EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR.

Monterey
MicrauL associatm

District Number 7.

Commencing at SALINAS CITY. Oct. 4tu
and ending; Oct. 8th, 1887.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Tuesday, Oct. 4th.

No. 1, TROTTING—Two-year-old Colt Stake of
1SS7; ;5J entrance; flOU added bv the Association; beet 2

in 3.

No. 2. RUNNING—Three-quarters of a mile and
repeat, for all horses owned in the District; parse SloO.

Wednesday, Oct. 5ih.
No. 3. TROTTING—Purse $250; for the following.

naniBd horses, and such others as the society may
deem eligible in this class; Pedro, Charley U., Jim L.,
Allen L., Lady Johusou, Maud H., Lady Simpson,
Jim Crow, Michael Davitt, Queen, Nig., Manibrino
Jr., Eagle, Dixie, Sorrel Tom, Lady Mack, Susie, John
Splann. Bill Donathan, Charlie V.
No. 4. TROTTING—Dby Season Race. Purse

5150, for all two-year-olds in the District; winner of
firBt and second money in colt stikes barred; best t

in 3.

Thursday, Oct. 6th.
No. 6. TROTTING—For all Btallions owned in the

Old District; purse 3200.
No. 6. TROTTING—Two-mile heats; best 2 in 3;

for all horses that have never beaten five minutes for
two miles; pmseS250.
No. 7. RUNNING—One-half mile dash, for all two-

year olds owned in the Old. District; purBe 5100.

Friday. Oct. 9 lb.
No. 8. PACING—Free for all; purse $200.
No. 9. TROTTING—For all three-year-olds and

under owned in the District: purse $l5v; best 2 in 3.

No. 10. NOVELTY RACE—Running—One and
one-fourth miles; purse $150, 1st quarter j2o;2dqu&T-
ter $Z5; 3d quarter i_5; 4th quarter $25; 5th quarter $50,

Saturday, Oct. 8tli.

No. 11. RUNNING—One mile and repeat; free for
all; purse $300.

No. 12. TROTTING—Free for all; purse $400.

KE3IARKS AND CONDI (TOSS.
All races ate the hest three in five (unless other-

wise specified), five to enter and three to start; but
the Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
five to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the puree. Entrance fee ten percent, on purse, to

accompany nomination. Purses divided at the rate of
60 per ceDt. to first horse, 30 per cent, to second, 10 per
cent, to third, unless otherwise specified.

Entries to all races and stakes to close with the sec-
retary at 9 o'clock p. m., September 16th, lb87. Mark
the envelope "Entries to Races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March l , li*67, and in any District races not owned
within the District from June 15, 1887, and any entry
by any person of any horse so disqualified ehall be
held liable for ihe entrance fee thus contracted, with-
out the right to compete.
Where tue words "Old District" are used in the fore-

going Speed Programme, it is meant thereby the
counties of Monterey, Santa Cruz, San Benito and San
Luis Obispo.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. J£. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to.start.

Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by
consent of the judges.
For a walkover in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one-quarter of
the entrance received from the other entries for Baid
purse; and ahorse winning a race if- entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under any other circumstance.
The attention of all parties interested is particu-

lar^ called to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-
ing to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or ran heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
Races to begin at 1 o'clock p. M. sharp.
Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.

J. D. CAHR, President.
J. J. KELLY, Secretary. lOjyll

Bay District;.

Association.

Entries! Entries! Entries!

Commencing Aug. 6th to 13th.
Saturday, Aug. 6, 2:31 Class, Purse, $600
Tuesday. " 9. 3:U0 • »• 500.
Wednesday, " 10, 2:«4 " " 500.
Thursday, "11,2:40 " ** fiOO.
Friday. "12,2:35 " *' SOO.
Saturday, "13, Free-for-all " 950

The Association also offers

Purse of $500 for the 2:30 Class.
Parse of $500 for the 2:27 Class.

Parse of $500 tor the Free-ior-a.li pacers.
CONDITIONS.

All trotting races l mile heats best 3 in 5, five to
enter 3 or more to start, but the Association reserves
the right to hold a less number than live to till by the
withdrawal of a proportionate amount of the purse.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of purBe, to accompany
nomination. Purse divided—50 per cent, to first horse;
25 per cent, to second; 15 percent, to third, and 10
per cent, to fourth horse.
Entry blanks and roles will be furnished uponappli

cation to the Secretary.

Entries to close MOSOAY, AUGUST 1st.
with the Secretary, 1435 California Street.

W. H. HINCHMAN, Secretary.
Ilju8

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

lio. 8 Summer St., near California Market
The only place in the City where sporting gentle-

men can see the English

Dally Sporting Chronicle. ISsept,

THE SIXTH DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATE
AT

Los Angeles,
CALIFORNIA.

SIX DAYS.
Oct. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.

Special Purse S600, 2 :20 Class, to be trotted to accom-
modat; the entries.

First Day—Monday, October lOth.
Xo. 1. District, Trotting—Three-minute Class.

Purse ?3C0. Ynez, Geronimo and L.. J. Rose's Stable
barred.
No. 2. RuNKDfa-Half-mile dash. Weight for age.

Purse $1£0.
No. 3. Running-One and a quarter mile dash.

Weight forage. Purse $250.

iSo. i. Santa Anita stakes—For two-year-olds.
Closed Dec. 1, 1886, with nine entries

.

Second Day—Tuesday, October lltli.

No. 5. Tbotting-2:23 Class. Purse $600.

No. 6. Trotting—Sunny Slope Stake—Two-year-
olds. Closed Dec. 1, 18S6. Eleven entries.
No. 7. Running—Half mile and repeat. Weight

for age. Purse §200.

Hi iid Day—Wednesday, October 12tli.

No. 8. Tbottlnq—2:35 Class. Purse $100.

No. 9. LADrES' Grand Equestrian Entertain-
ment—For the most accomplished and graceful lady
riders. Four cash prizes—$50, §25, $15, $10. All names
to be handed to the Secretary on or before October 3th,
at 12 M.
No. 10. Trotting—Southern California Stake

—For three-year-olds. Closed Dec. 1, 1886. Six en-
tries.
No. 11. Running Dash, one and one-sixteenth

miles. Weight for age. Purse 3209.

Fourin Day—Thursday. October 3 3th.
No. 12. Pacing—Free for all. Purse $600.
No. 13. Running—Two-mile dash. AH ages. Parse

300.

No. 14. Running—Thirty mile California Long Dis-
tance Riding; change horses each mile. Six horses
allowed each contestant. Four or more riderB to en-
$ter and start. Purse $5C0.

Fifth Day—Friday, October 14th.
No. 15. Trotting—2:27 Class. Purse §300.
No. 16. Running—Three-quarters of a mile and re-

peat. All ages. Purse $250.

No. 17. Running—Five-eighths mile dash. For two-
year-olds. Winner of any two-year-old race to carry
7 lbs. extra. Purse $150.

Sixth Day—Saturday, October 1 5th.
No. 18. Trotting—2:45 Class. Purse $350.
No. 19. Trotting—For Adair, Allan Roy, Arab,

Manzanita, Lot Slocum, Antevolo, Anteeo and others
having no better record than 2:16. Purse §1,000.
No. 20. Loa Angkles Derby Stake—Closed Dec.

1, 1836. Five entries.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified, five to enter and three to start. But the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
five to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the purse. Entrance fee ten percent, un purse, to
accompany nomination?. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of sixty per cent, to the first horse,
thirty per cent, to the second, and ten per cent, to the
third.
National Association rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear, they mav contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66% to the
first, and 3^M to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. u. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
When there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named at 6 p. si. of the day preceding the
race. No addei money paid for a walk-over, except as
otherwise specified. Running races will be conducted
under the rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse As-
sociation.
Non-starters in running races will be held for an

entrance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races (except fixed

eventB) to close with the Secretary on Monday, August
1, 1887.
Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished upon

application to the Secretary.
J. C. NEWTON1

, President,
E. A. De('AMP, Secretary, Box 210. jy9

S. B.WHITEHEAD& CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS.

ABE PEEPAKED TO CONDUOT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters

And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Our Mr. S. B, Whitehead has for fifteen

years successfully managed all the principal
Bales of high-class stock on this Coast.

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARIEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOE, ESQ.,
J. B. EAGGIN, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ ,

R. P. ASHE, ESQ.. WM. CORBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
10 Leltlesdorir Street,

sail Francisco.

FOURTH ANNUAL FAiR
OP THE

THIRTEENTH DISTRICT

Agricultural Society,

WILL BE HELD AT

ISmirtf

Iarysvi!!e,Cal.
COMMENCING

Tuesday, August 30th
AND CONTINUING FIVE DAYS,

$7,000 la Premiums for Fanning* Me-
chanical, Mercantile aud Manufac-

turing KxJiibits.

$2,000 In Premium for Live-Stock

$4,000 In Premiums for Speed
and Walking Contests.

Special Premiums for Ladies' Equestrian

Tournament and other Amusements.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Tuesday, August 30th.

1. TROTTING—Two-year-old Class. Purse 1150.
Free to *li horses in the Thirteenth District.
2. RUNNING- Half mile dash. Purse *100. Free

for all horses in the Third, Thirteenth and Seventeeth
Districts.

3. TROTTING—Three-minute Class. Purse $200.

Free for all.

Second Day—Wednesday, August 31st.

4. TROTTING—2:35 Class. Purse 5300. Free for all

5. TROTTING—Four-minute Class. Free for all to

aB thev please. Purse, ?5U, The horse nearest to four
minutes to win the heat. First horse $20, second §10,

third 95, fourth go, fifth fo, sixth $5.
6. RUNNiNG-Half mile and repeat. Purse, §200.

Free for all.

7. RUNNING—Three-fonrths of a mile and repeat.
Purse 3250. Free for all.

Third Day—Thursday, September 1st

8. TROTTING—2:27 Class. Purse 3400. Free for all.

9. WALKING—Best walking team, §30; best walk-
ing stallion 330; second best of either §20. One mile.
Purse §100. For horses owned in this district.

10. PACING—Purse 3400. Free lor all.

Fourth Day—Friday, September 2d.

11. TROTTING—2:45 Class. Purse 5200. Free for
all.

12. RUNNING—Two mile dash. Purse $300. Free
for all.

LADIES RIDING— Free to all in the District. No
entrance fee. Several elegant premiums have been
contributed for the occasion, and will be given, includ-
ing one cash premium, ?2iJ, hv the Society.

13. RUNNING—One mile dash. Purse $200. Free
for all.

lifth Day—Saturday, SeptembPr 4th.
14. TROTTING—2:30 Class. Purse §400. Free for aU.

15. PACING—2:30 Class. Purse §300.

CONDITIONS AND REMARKS.
National Trotting Association rules to govern all

trotting races. All trotting and pacing races are the
best three in five, unless otherwise specified.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern all

all running. Four to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves th*- right to hold a less number than
four to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten per cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting, pacing
and runnintr premiums divided at the rate of fitty per
cent, for the first horse, twenty-five percent, to the
second, fifteen per cent, to the third, aud ten per cent,
to the fourth.
All horses entered for trotting, pacing or running

races, for which entrance has been paid and who go in
the race designated and fai to win any part of the
purse, will have their entrance money returned to
them after decision by Judges.
The Hoard reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a Bpecial race
between heats: also to change the day and hour of any
race, if deemed necessary. For awalk-over a horse
is only entitled to its entrance fee and one-half of the
entrance retained by the Society from the other
entries for said race, and to no added money. A horse
winning a race entitled to first money only, except
when distancing the field, then to first ana fourth
moneys.
Non-starters mnst be declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in by $ o'clock p. M.,or
they ehall be required to start or forfeit the entrance
money.
All purses or premiums paid as scon as a decision is

rendered.
Entries to the races, except No. 5 and No. 9, 'will

cloBe with the Secretary, August 10, 1886.

Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. w. Bharp.
The Society furnish hay and straw free to competi-

tors.
CSJ*No season tickets will be issued, and persons

contesting for a purse or premiums offered by the
Society will be required to pay regular admission fee
Admission to Fair grounds §.50; children under 12

years, 25 cents. To the Pavilion, 25 cents; children
under 12 years 15 cents.

D. E. KNIGHT. President,
T. J. SHERWOOD. Secretary.
flSTPostoffice Address, MarysviJle, Cal.*sa

Bids for Privileges.

SPaled bidB will be received till 12 o'clock noon-
Monday, August 101b, for the following|named privi-
leges, separately or collectively, at the Annual Fair of
the Sonoma County Agricultural Park Association, to
be held at Santa Rosa, commencing August 22d and
ending August 27th, 1887:

Pool-selling, Paris Mutuals and Bookmaking.

The Board of Directors reserves the right to reject
any and all bids,

Mark all letters "Bid for Privllges" and addresa to
N. WINANTS. Sect'y.

lO.i

u

Santa Rosa, Cal.

HEALB'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Ccast.

P. HEAX-D President. O. 8. HALEY, Beo'y.
09~Senu lor Circular. amj

Golden Gate
FAIR

SPEED PROGRAMME,
DISTRICT NO. 1.

Sept. 5th to Sept. 10th, 1887.

Monday—first Day, Trotting.
Xo. 1. Purse $800. 2:40 Class. Four moneys.
No. 2. Purse 9300. Tivo-ve*r-olds. Three moneys.
No. 3. Purse Si ,000. 2 ;25 Class. Four moneys.

Tuesday -Second Day, Running.
No. 4. THE ALAMEDA STAKE—For all ages; $5°

entrance; half-forfeit, or onlv $15 if declared on o r
before August 2uth, with S100 added; $100 to second,
third to save stake. Maidens, if three vears old;
allowed five pounds; if four vears old or oVer, seven
nounds. Three-quarters of mile.
No- 5. THECALIFORXTa STAGE- For tbree-year-

olds; $50 entrance; half forfeit, -?4u0 added; SluO to
second, S50 to third. One mile and a quarter.
No. 6. THE JUVENILE STAKES—For two-year-

olds; S25 entrance; $10 forfeit; §400 adde'i
: ?U0 to

second, third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race, after August 1st, to carry three pounds ; of
two or more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters of
a milft.

No. 7. FREE PDRSE—S3C0. Winners of any race,
after August 1st, of the value of 8300, to carry five
pounds. Maidens allowed, if three yenrs old, to
carry five pounds; if four years old or upwards, fif-

teen pounds. Mile heats.

Wednesday—Third Day, Trotting.
No. 8. Purse $800. 2:27 Class. Four moneys.
No. 9. Purse $1,000. 2:20 Cbss. Four moneys.

Tliursday—Fourtin Day, Trottlnsr.
No. 10. Purse $500. Three-vear-olde. Four moneys.
No. 11. Purse $1,000. 2:2a Class. Foar moneys.

Friday—Filth Day, Running.
No. 12. SELLING PUBSE, $c00, of which $50 to

second. Fixed valuation, $1,00 >; two pounds for-each
$100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. Oue mile and an eighth.
No. 13. THE OAKLAND STAKE—For all ages: $50

entrance; half forfeit; $400 added; second borse $100,
third $50. One mile and a half.
No. 14. THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For two-year-

olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $400 added; $li.O to
second, third to save stake. Winner of any two-jear-
old race, after August 1st, to carry three pounds; of
two or more, five pounds extra. Of Juvenile Stake at
this meeting, three pounds additional penalty.
Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 15. FREE PUPbE, $400. For all ageE; $50 to

second. Horses not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds; horses that have not run sec-
ond or better allowed ten pounds. Tbree-quarter-
nii le heats.

Saturday-Sixth Day, Trotting.
No. 16. Purse 51,200. Free for all. Four moneys.

Same Day—Pacing.
No. 11. Purse $750. Free for all. Four moneys.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are ;the best three

in five, except the two-year-old trot, unless other-
wise specified. Five to enter and three to start in
all the above races. But the Board reserves the
right in all the races in the above programme to
bold a less number than five to fill by the with-
drawal of a proportionate amount of the purse. En-
trance fee ten per cent, on puree to accompany nomi-
nation. Purses of four moneys divided at the rate of
fifty per cent, to the first horse, twenty-five per cent,
to second, fifteen per cent, to third, and ten per cent,
to fourth.
National Association Rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the rigbt to tmt heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary, to finish any "day's
racing, or to trot a special race between he^ts. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows;
66} to the first and *3i to the second.
In case any named race for a certain day does not

fill, the Board reserves the rigbt to change the date
of any other event on the programme if deemed nec-
essary, due notice being given to the parties inter-
ested at any time previous to August 15tb.
If iu the opinion of the judges, before starting a

race, that it cannot be finished on the closing day of
the Fair, it may be continued or declared off, at the
option of the judges.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. ii. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.
When there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named at fi p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse association

will govern running races.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.

Entries to all of the above races to close with the
Secretary on Monday, August 1st, 1887.-

JAMES ADAMS, President,
JOS. I. DIMOND, Secretary.

Office i 09 Front Street, S. F. 2jy

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Rest Stock on flic Coast.

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENT FOE
Fensell'sCtnthiaka House Boots,

J.H. Fenton'b Chicago Specialties,
Da. Dixon's Condition Powders,

23jytf Goubadi.t'b Caustic Balsam,
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CALIFOENIA ANNUAL

State Fair
Will be held at

SACRAMENTO,
Sept. 12 to 24 inclusive, 1887.

TWO WEEKS FAIR!

NINE DAYS RACING-!

SPEED ±-ROGRa5E*IE.

There shall be awarded to the owner of the sire

whose get shall make the best average performance

in the races for trotting foals, two, three ami four-

year-olds, inlSS7, 1S*> and lw9. the Grand Gold Medal
of the California Srau- Agricultural society, the

actual cost ot which shall not be less than ?21W.

First D«y.—Tliursday, September loin.
TROTTING.

No l —THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1835,

withtwenty-nine nominations. Value of stake Jan-

"j^-TROTTIXG PURSE, 81.000^2:23 Class.

No. 3.—PACING PURSE, §600-2:30 Class.

Second Day-Friday, September l6tli

BU.S'SISG.

No 4—TKE INTRODUCTION STAKE—For two-

rear-olds; Si5 entrance; $10 forfeit; §250 added; ?50 to

second: thirdtosave stake. Winner of any two-year-

old race this year to carry three pounas; of two or

more 5 uounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

No 5 -THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' .STAKE.
—For foals of 18S4; SoOentrance; p. p.; 9300 added; §100

to second; $50 to third. Closed in 1S56 with twelve en-

tries One mile and a quarter. _
No 6 -THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE-For four-

vear-'olds- §50 entrance; h. f., or only §lo if declared

onor before September 1st. §300 adde d, of which »!00

to the second horse; §50 to the third. Weights five

pounds below tho scale. Winner or any race oyer one

mile this year to carry rule weights. One mile and
five-eiehths.
No 7 -FREE PURSE, 5250-Winners of any race,

this rear of the value of §3J0 to carry five pounds;

maidens allowed, iE three years old, five pounds; if

four years or upwards fifteen pounds, ilile heats.

Third Day—Saturday, September iSth.
TSOTTING.

No 8 -TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE.

-

[
: entrance, of which §10 must accompany nomi"

Ninth Day.—Saturday September 24th.
TBOTTINO.

No. 31— SPECIAL THKEE-YEAR.OLD TROT-
TING STAKE— For Ella. Soudan. Shamrock. Sable
Wilkes and others. (Conditions, same as Regular
Stake No. 15.) Closed April fifteenth, with six nomi-
nations.
No. 31.—TROTTING PURSE.$1,200—Free foralL
No. 32.—TROTTING PUKSE, §1,000—2 HO Class.
Entries for the following running events for 1SSS-S9

were ordered to be closed at the same time as the
racts on the regular proeranime.
No. I-CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For

foals of Is**, to be run at the state Fair of 1SSS. §50

entrance;§251orfeit. or only $10 if declared January
1st, lSS-s; TiiuJ added of which §100 to second, and §50 to
third. One mile and a qnarter.
No.2—CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-For foals

of 18S6, to be run at the state Fair of 1888. £100entrance;
§25 forfeit, cr only §10 if declared January 1st, 1SSS;

§250 added; second colt 8100; third 850- One mile.
No. 3-CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For foals

Of 1886, to he run at the State Fair of 1SS9. §IU0 entrance;
§50 forfeit, or onlv §10 if declared January 1st, 1888;

515 it declared January 1st. 1859; or §25 if declared May
1st. 1S>9; §30o added; second horse §1C0, third horse
$50. One mile and a half.

REMARKS ASD CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the'ourse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
dirided at the rate of 5u per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent,
to fourth.
The National Association Rules to gorern trotting.

But the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any
two classes alterua.elr, if necessary to finish anr day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less tnan the
requirednumber of starters appear they mav contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as" follows: 66%
to the first, and 333-j to the second.
In allthe foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the ai>ove stakes declarations

are premitted for a small forfeit.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 P. it. of the

day preceding the race shall be reqnired to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p. M. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

ng races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will he held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will he required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in then-
entries.
Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished

upon application to the secretary. Entries in all,
except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary
Monday. August 1, 1887.

E. II. SIIIPPKE, President.
EDWIN F. SMITH, Secretary. 21myl7

Petaluma Fair.

From Aug. 30 to Sept. 3, 1887

EIGHTH ANNUAL
FAIR

$7,000! $7000!
OF

PIXJIAS. T.ASSEN, SIERRA, A>D MO&iw:

IMIISITE

Over $i0,000 in Purses.

W3K

(Wa*iIioe «'o.. Nevada, Eake and Grant
Counties. Orison, a nd Butte Co , ial..

admitted to District lor
Racing purposes)

AT

Susanville, Gal.

tloil' S15. payable July 1st. and remaining »i3 payable

An" 10th 1887; S3*! added by the Society. Closed

Aoril 15th with eighteen nomination. Mile heats.

So 9.-TBOTT1.NG PIR>E, 51,000-

No.'lO.-TKOTTIMG POBSB, « «"

FourlU Day—Monday, September 19ili.

HOSN1S1.

No 11 —THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages,

aso entrance : h. f.l or only rlo if declared onor betore

ientember 1st, with S300 added; S10O to second; third

r~o Vive stake. Horses tliat have started and not won
this year allowed five pounds; maidens if three years

old allowed five pounds ; if four years old or over seven
nnunria Three-quarters of a mile.
'"!??% -THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-
Porfoalsof 1^5: SlOOentrance; «?5 forfeit; ?:-50 added,

second borse 5103; third horse 5-50. Closed in 1SS6

with twenty -four nominations. One mile.

Ko 13—THE LA RUE STAK-E-Haiimeap for all

aees-' 51* entrance; 550 forfeit, with 5500 adaed, of

which 31=0 to second: ;iifl to third. Weights an-

nounced September 10th. Declaration, SS. to be made
with the Secretary by eight o'clock e. si., September
v'tb In no event will declaration be received unless

accompanied with the amount fixed. Two and one-

" v„
te
it^SELLIKC, PTJP.SE. S2S0.-Of which 350 to

opeond Fixed valuation S1J0OO; two pounds for each
"mi below- two pounds added for each 5100 above

fixed value." One mile and an eighth.

FiiiU Day—Tuesday, September SOtli.

TEOTTIKG .

No 15 -THREE-YEAB-OLD TROTTING STAKE
—For ail colts (except Ella, Soudan. Shamrock and
Sihle Wilke= >

5100 entrance, of which ;2o must accom-

SanT nomination; 52-5 payable July 1st, and remaining

«ai payable August loth, l."7; i-tio added by the Soci-

ety Closed April 15th, with fourteen nominations.

M
S' ^TROTTING TORSE. 5300-3:00 Class.

No 17—TROTTING PURSE, 5!,200-2:-20 Class.

SixtU Day—Wednesday, September Stst

Ttfn 18 —THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-

year-old fillies; 515 entrance; 515 forfeit, or only 310 If

uecla?ed on or before September 1st; fMO added; 52a

to second. Those that have started and n..t run first

or secondinany race this year allowed five pounds.

KNoif-THE SHATTER STAKE-For three-year-

olds 550 entrance; 52-5 forfeit, or only 515 if declared

before September 1st. with 5300 adrled; 5100 to second;

third «avcs stake, winner of any race this year to

carry five pounds extra; of two or more ten pounds;

maidens allowed five pounds. One mile and a quarter,

"xj "o -THE DEL PASO STAKE-For all ages;

a^n entrance : 525 forfeit, or only 515 if declared on or

betore September 1st, with 5300 a.l.le i; 5100 to second;

thirdlives stake. Three-year-olds to carry 100 pounds;

f5ur.vear.olds, 110 pounds; five-year-olds, 112 pounds.

Sex, but not heat, allowances. Three-quarter mile

^Nrf' 11!—FREE PURSE. 5300—550 to second. Horses

that have started and not won this year allowed ten

pounds Winners thiB year of any race of the value

ofSUO to carry five pounds extra; winner of JNO. 7, ten

pounds extra. One mile.

Seventu Day—Thursday, September S«d.
TBOTTIXG.

No 22 —TROTTING PURSE, 51.000—2:25 Class.

No' S.-FOUR-VEAP. OLD TROTTING STAKE-
(Conditicns same as No. 15.1 Closed April 15th, with

ten nom^Hcm.^^^^^^^
EteUtn Day- Friday, September 33d.

KITN?JI2«Q.

No 25 -THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE-
P or foals of 1S*4. 550 entrance; p. p.; 530' added;

fe?ond horse 3100: third 350. Closed in 1885. with sev.

enreen nominations. One mile and a half.

No 26 -THE PALO ALTO sTAKE-For two-

vear-'oltls. 350 entrance; 525 forfeit, or only 81o if

declared on or belore September 1st; with S2a0 added;

»5 to second: third to save stake. Winner of any

two-year-old stake this year to carry five pounds
extra- of two or more, ten pounds. One mile.

No '"7 -THE GO LDEN GATE ST \KE-For three,

vear-oia'e. 350 entrance; 825 forfeit, or only 816 if

declared on or before September 1st; withMoO added;

secondhorseSloo; tbirdto save stake. Winner of any

three-year old race at this meeting to carry 5 pounds

extra; ctlta not 1,2, 3, in No. 19, allowed five pounds.

°Sfo
m^-THTNIGHTHAWK STAKE-For all

age?' 550 entrance; 315 forfeit; SHOO added; .3100 to

sfcond 55o to third; 5200 additional to the winner if

f?ll°?is beaten. Stake to be named after the winner

if Nighthawk's time. 1 1 iBJO is beaten One mile.

No 29 -FREE PURSE, 32-50-For all ages. 3a0 to

second Horses not having won at this meeting

allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run sec-

ond o? better at this meeting allowed ten pounds.

One mile and a sixteenth, and repeat.

SPEED PROGRAMME
Open tor the State,

Sonoma County
Agricultural Park Association,

1

TO BE HELD AT

SANTA ROSA,
August 22cl to 27th Inclusive.

First T>ay, Tuesday. Aug. 23d.
BVX.XI.XG—Five-eights mlie, for two-vear-olds:

maidens allowed 5 lbs: i'-o entrance; purse $100; $10
forfeit; 5100 added; ?2-> to second colt.
TROTTING—Two-vear-olds; purse $200.
TBOTTING—2:27 Class, purse £150.

Second Day, Wednesday. Aug, 34th.
RUNNING—One mile and repeat, free for all;$35

entrance; 310 forfeit; §2 a) added; $-50 to second horse;
purse S"2u>.

TBOTTIXG—Three-vear-olds [except Ella, Soudan,
Sli.iinrcclc and Sable Wilkes); purse f300.
TBOTTIXG-2:20 Class; purse goOC.

Xliird ©ay. Tliursday. Aug. 26th.
RUXXTXG—Cne fourth and a miles, for three-year-

olds; $50 entrance ;$!?, forfeit; fJOO added ;3o0 to second
horse: maidens allowed S lbs; purse $200.
RUXMXG-Three-fourths mile, free for two-year-

olds;5'25 entr^nceiSlO forfeit; $150 added; winner of
five-eighths mile to carrv o lbs extra; purse §150.
TROTTING—Four-year-olds; purse S400.
TBOTTIXG—Three-minute Claso; pnrse $400.

Fourflinay. Friday. Au«r. *26ili.

BUXX IXG-Three-fourths mile heats; tree for all;

$25 entrance; S10 forteit; $200 added; $50 to second
borse - r«rse$2O0.
TKOTTIXG —Three-year-olds, includinR Soudan,

Ella. Sable Wilkes and Shamrock; purse $300.

TROTTING—2:*25 Class; purse $153.

RACING-- Free-for-all; purse $350.

Fiit Ii Bay, Saturday, Aug. 2Jtli.

RUNNING—One and one-half mile dash, for all

ages; $50 entrance: $25 forfeit; $200 added.; $5J to sec-
one horse ; purse $200.

TROTTING—2:2-i Class; purse $500.

TROTTING—Free for all; purse $70'.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in
five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified; five to enter and three to start. But the
Board reserves the rieht to hold a less number than
five to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent, on
purse to accompany nominations. Trotting and pac-

ing purses divided at the rate of sixty per cent, to the
first horse, thirty per cent to the second, and ten per-
cent, to the third.
National Association rules to govern trotting; bnt

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance monev paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to he divided as follows: 60?a to the
first, and 33 1

-; to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m- of the

day preceding the race shall be requireo to start.

When there is more than one entry by one nerson,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named at G P. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over, ex-

cent as otherwise specified. Rnnning races will he
conducted under the rules of the Pacific Coast Blood
Horse Association.
Non-starters in running races will he held for an en-

trance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their

Entries to all of the above races (except fixed events)

to close with the Secretary on Mondav. August 1,1887.

Entry blanks a nn racing rules will be furnishedupon
amplication to the Secretary.app

B- M. SPENCER, President.

3f WISANTS. Secretary. >an<a Rosa, Ca'.
4jntf

Agricultural District So. 4, « oniprislng
tlie counties of Sonoma, and Marin.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
District Races open for tlie Counties of

Sonoma, Marin, Napa and Solano.

Tuesday. August SOili.

No. 1. RUNNING — Two year-old Stake. Five-
eighths mile dash. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150
added; 850 to second horse. Winners of any two-year
old stake this year to carry three pounds extra; of two
or more, five pouuds extra.
No. 2. TROTTING— District. For two-year-otds

aiile and repeat. Purse $250. Closed May 1st, with
fourteen entries.
No. 3. TROTTING—2:25 Class. Purse $700.

Wednesday, August 31st.
No. 4. RUNNING—For all ages. Free purse $2C0;

$50 to second. M ile and repeat.
No. 5. TROTTING—2:33 Class. Pnrse $6<J0-

No.6. TROTTING—2:20 Class. Purse $1,000.

Thursday. September 1st.

No. 7. RUNNING—For three-year-olds.- One and
one-eighth mile dash. $50 entrance; $2-5 forfeit; $250
added ; $101 to second; third to save stake. Winners of
any race this year to carry five pounds extra; of two
or more, ten pounds extra; maidens allowed five

pounds.
No. 8. PACING—Free for all. Purse $400.

No. 9. TROTTING— For foals of 1866. Mile dash.
$25 stake; $150 added. Closed February 1st, with fif-

teen entries.
No. 10. TROTTING—For three-year-olds. Purse

$600.
Fridav, September 2d.

No. 11. RUNNING—Distiict—For all ages. Mile
dash. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added; $50 to sec-
ond.
No. 12. TROTTING—District. For three-year-olds.

Purse $30J. Closed May 1st with five entries.
No. 13. TROTTING—For foals of 1SS5. Mile and

repeat $50 stake; $200 added. Closed February 1st.

wi'h eleven entries.
No. 14. TROTTING-2:23 Class. Fnrse$S00.

Saturday, September 2d.
No. 15. RUNNING—For all ages. One and one-half
lile dash. Free purs'1 5i50. $50 to second.
No. 16. TROTTING—District. 2:40 Class. Purse

3400.
No. 17. TROTTING—2:27 Class. Pnrse $700.

No. 18. TROTTING—Free-for-all. Purse $1,200.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse to accompany

nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races, fonr moneys, viz

50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent, except Trotting Stake
Races Nos. 9 and 13, in which money to be divided and
races trotted according to published conditions.
All races, best three in five, except as otherwise

specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to caf] a special race
between heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,

and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only

except when distancing the field, then first and
third monevs.
In all races, entries not declared out bv 6 p. m. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by 6 p. ai. of the day preceding
the race.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has

not been owned in the district six months prior to

the dav of the race, and any entry by any person of

anv disqualified horse shall he held liable for the
entrance fee contracted, without anv right to compete
forapurse, and shall be held liaMe to penalties pre-

scribed bv the National Association and Rules of the

State Agricultural Society and expulsion from the
Association.

If in the opinion of the judges, anv race cannot he
finished on the closing day of the Fair, it may be con-
tinued or declared off, at the option of the judges.

In all races noted above, five or more paid-up entries

required to fill and three or more horses to start, but
th- Board reserves the light to hold entries and start

a race with a less nnmber and deduct a proportionate
amount of the purse.
The Petaluina track is one of the tastest and safest

in the world.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all

entries and used in all heats.
Baces commence each dav at 1 o'clock p.m. sharp.
stables, hav and straw free to competitors.
Entries close Ang. 1st, 1887, with Secretary.

J. H. WHITE, President.
W.E COX. JSfM^v V o Pox 270, Petaluma, Cal

COMMENCING

Monday, October 3. '87,

And Continuing Five Days.

Purses $5,000.

Premiums $2,000.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Money in all races to be divided as follows: Firs

horse, 60 per cent.; second, 30 per cent.; third. 10 pe
cent, unless when otherwise specified. All races ire i

for all, unless otherwise designated.

First Day.
1. TROTTING—2:50 Class, 3 in5; purse $200.
2. RUNNING—Three-year-olds, mile dash; purse

$125.
3. RUNNING-Mile heats, 2in3: purse $250.
4. RUNNING—)) mile and repeat; parse $100.

Second Day.
5. TROTTING—3 in 5; purse $1,000.
6. RUNNING—X mile dash; purse $100.

7. RUNNING—\% mile dash; purse $200.

8. TROTTING — One-year-olds (District) % mile
dash; purse $100.

Tliird Day
9. TROTTING—2:40 Class. 3 in 5; purse $250.
10. RUNNING—Mile dash; purse $150.
11. RUNNING—19f milednsh; purse $250.
12. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to

4 :30. Entries to close at time of race ; purse $50.

Fourtli Day.
13. TROTTING—2:35 Class. 3 in 5; purse $300.
14. RUNNING—H mile and repeat; purse $150.
15. RUNNING—lk mile 'lash; purse $150.
16. TROTTINh—Single buggy (District), 2 in 3, own

er to drive; _purse $50. Entries close at 9 p. u., day be

Outing
The Gentleman'' s Magazine of Sport,

and Physical Recreation.

fore race. Trained horses barred.

Fiftli Day.
17. TROTTING-Z:31 Class,3in5; pnrse $350.
IS. RUNNING—two miles and repeat: purse $1,000.
19. TROTTING—Double teams (District), mile and

repeat. Untrained teams m ist pull buggy, owners to
drive. Entrance to close at 9 o'clock evening before
the race; purse $75.

RI7EES OF THE TRACK.
Entrance to all trotting and rnnning races to close

witn the Secretary at 9 o'clock p. m., on Fridav, Au-
gust 12, 18S7.

All entries to be made in writing, to give sex.color-
and marks of horses. Also name and residence of
owner, and in running races colors to be worn by rider,
nd any other particulars that will enable the audi-
ence to distinguish the horse in the race.
Write "Entries to Races" on outside of envelope,

and seal.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of purse, to accompany

entries.
In all races five or more to enter ani three or more

to start.
National Association rules to govern trotting, but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of anv two
elasses alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between the heats.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to he entered in any District race that has
not been owned and kept in the District six (.6) months
prior to the day of the rice; and any entrv by any per
son of any disqualified horse shall be held liable for
the entrance fee contracted, without any right to
compete for a purse, and shall be Leld liable to pen-
alties prescribed by the National Association and
Rules of the State Agricultural Society and expulsion
from the Association

.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot he
completed on the clos'ng day of the Fair, It may be
continued or declared off at the option of the Judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up en-

tries required to fill, and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold entries
and start a race with a less number, and deduct a pro-
portionate amount of the puree.
When less than the required number of starters ap-

pear, they may contest for the entrance monev, to be
divided as follows: 66>j to the first,and33Ji to the sec
ond.
R->les of the State Agricnltural Society to govern

running races except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Anv person not intending to start his horsf Ji"st no*

tify the Secretary in writing on or before 10 o'clock the
evening previous to the day of the race.
Horses entered in races can only be drawn by con-

sent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse ehall only he en-

titledto his own entrance fee and one-half of the en-
trance received from the other entries for said purse:
and a horse winning a race entitled to first money
only, except when distancing the field, then entitled
to first and third moneys only. A borse wins but one
monev under any other circumstances.
The*attention of all parties interepted is particularly

called to the rales of the National Trotting Associa-
tion, under the provisions of which, except as other.
wise specified, all matters appertaining to the trotting
races will be conducted.
Races to begin each ('av at one o'clock p. st. sharp.

J W THOMPSON. President.
J. D. Bvers. Tiee-Presldent.

R. E. DAVI^. Secretary. Susanville. Cal.
.1. R. MURRAY, Assistant Secretary,
25jnll Greenville, Cai.

rxvel

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege, Toronto, Canada,

Veterinary Infirmary. 371 Satoma St
Residence, 96$ Howard St., San FranciBCO.

boata

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OUR FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DCBISO THE YEAB THESE WILL BE AKTICLES UPON

Exploration, Travel and Adventure. Mountain

Climbing, Camping, Popnlar Forestry Huntins and

Fishing. Walking, Yachtiu", Ice Yach ins, Rowing

Canoeing. Bicycling. Tricycling, Amateur Pho og-

ranhv Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.

Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing, Tobogganing and Skating.

Conducted by - - - --TOM.THEX BlOEIXtW

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
Single numbers twem^.nve cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York.

FOR SALE.
Uo. 1-—Bay Mare, foaled spring of IS91, by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Musidora's dam by
Bon of BertraDd.

Terror by Woodbnrn. 1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d
dam Musidora, by Belmont, etc.

No. ^.-Cliestnnt Mare, foaled spring of 1882,

by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musidora, by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Son of Bel-

mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of inn

These are extra fine youDg mares of sn]

ting action and well in-bred to the bio

No. 1 is in foal to a son of Geo. M. Patcheu "

For further information address

W. M. WILLIAMi
noI7tf San Jo
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To prevent delay in ordering. D. Rodgers & (Jo submit the following abstract from their '87 Catalogue:

THE "CUNARD" CONVERTIBLE TANDEM.
Weight 100 Jbs.

Double Steering. Folding: Handle-bar lor Easy Access to

May be Ridden by Two Ladles. Front Saddle.

Double Break Power.

Seat and Handles Adjustable. Wnen couverted- FrolU Saa(lle isV>r„Ilght

Reduces o 17 Indies In width to Pass acfc ovrr ,,le Axle '
thereby securing

tlii oufrh Narrow Doorway. Proper Distribution of wheel l,o;nl.

Price $250.

The Cunard Non-Convertible Tandem, for risers who do not wish to con-

vert their machines. Price $240. Weight 85 lbs , as ordered by H. E. Ducker, Esq.,

President A.. C. TJ., and Editor "Wheelmen's Gazette. 1 '

THE ''CUNARD" SAFETY BICYCLE.
Weight 45 pounds.

Made of best materials, and on the most approved principles, Ball Bearings to both Wheels
Cranks, and Pedals; all bright parts plated and rest enameled. Thoroughly fitted and
finished. Complete with Suspension Saddle, Bag, Spanner and Oil Can. No extras.
Standard gear 30 incheB, geared to 57 incheBj any gear to order. Price $140.

THE ' GREATEST HIT OF THE SEASON.

Copy of Testimonial from T. J.Kirkpatrick, Esq., Vice-President of the L.a.W.
Springfield, O., January 11th, 1887.

D. ROGERS & Co.
Gentlemen:—Respecting the Cunard Tandem, I have (o say that if is beyond question the besttandem yet produced. Its compactness, ease of handling, light running, safety,

and the ease with which it may be mounted or dismounted, by either a lady or gentleman, lseve nothing to be desired. Its folding handle bar, and the fact that it can be quickly and
readily taken through a common door, are features which make the machine a pleasure. I have owned other tandems, but this is the only one that is worth house-room as a convertible
machine. I find it a perfect machine, in perfect balauce. either as a single or a tandem. I have sought carefully for some three years now for the best tandem, and have given the matter
a great deal of thought and attention, and if asked to day to nuggest an improvement in the design and arrangement of the Cunard, I would be free to say that it is as nearly perfect as this

type of ma-rhine ever will be. Tours truly,

[Signed] T. J. KIREPATRICK.

THE "CUNARD" BICYCLE No. 1-

LIGHT ROADSTFR. Weight 32 lbs.

Patent weldless steel backbone, handle bar, and round edge forks. The wheels are mada witn double
hollow riraB, steel hubs, and improved straigbt-laeed spokes, which do not stretcl: or become loose.

Adjustable ball bearings to both wheels and pedalN. Easy three-curl Bpring, cranked haii<He-bars and
long centrebead. Handles, head, hubs, cranks, step, aud all nuts and bolts plated, remaindei enameled in

two colors. Thoroughly fitted and splendidly finished, complete with suspension saddle, bag, spanner
and oil can. No Extras. Price S» 35.

THE "CUNARD" FULL ROALSTER BICYCLE-
Weight 38 lbs. Same as No 1, but direct spokea, 13 rime, and plated gun-metal hubs. Finished as No. 1.

No Extras. Price S

1

15

.

THE AMERICAN "CUNAP.D BICYCLE".
Weight 42 lbs. Finished In enamel, with plated parts. Puilt especially for rough roa'is and heavy

riders. Price, SI 1U. No Extras. Ball bearings all over.

THE "CUNARD" BICYCLE No. 4.
A'eichtiS 11h. A high gradfl, good, serviceable, strong machine at a moderate price. Price $85-

Nc Extras. Ball bearings all over.

THE "CUNARD" HAUER.
.Standard weight of a 51-inch, 22 lbs. Lighter to order. No Extras. Price SI JO.

CUNARD TRICYCLE NO. 6.
Weiffht 59 lbs.

Suitable for Ladies or Gentlemen

This machine is specially designed for ladies, the frame being formed so as to allow the
dress to fall easily, as in a walking position. By moving a lever the handle-bar hinges for-
ward and allows the rider to get in and out of the maohine in the front, without the difficulty
of mounting from the back over the saddle. If made with \ in. hollow rims and light tuba
the weight can be reduced to 55 lbs.

Price $180.

CATALOGUES FREE.

Froight paid on all orders and machines shipped the day after

receipt of order. Every machine guaranteed for one year.

D. EODGEES <fc Co., Sole Importers Cunard Cycles.
75 CLINTON AVE., NEWARK, N; J: jtojtr
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

Trains leave and are due to arrive at
San Francisco.

';
|
From Jane 17, 1887.

8:00
4:00
6-30

4:00
•5:00

9:30

3:30
8:00

f3:30
<J:00

7;30
7:30
7:30
7;30
8:30
8:00
4:0tr

6:30
•1:00

8:80
(10:30
12:00
3*0
•4:00
8730

..Calistoga and Napa

"!coles & Portland
...Gait via Martinez
..Hajwards and Niles c

"" " " Decoto c

.Haywards c

. .lone via Livermore

...Knight's Landing

...Livermore and Pleasanton...

...Lob Angelea, Deming, El
Paso and East -

...Los Angeles and Mojave

...Martinez

...Milton..
.. ..Ogden and East

, Bed Bluff via Marysville
Redding via Willows
Reno and'fruckee
Sacramento, via Benlcia

" via Livermore.
" via Benioia
" viaBenicia
' via Benicia

Sacramento River Steamers.
San Jose.........

10 UO a m
6:10 p m
7:40 a si

10:4U a m
12 :4. P m
3:40 P m
8:40 p m
S:10 a SI

2:40 r M
5:40 P ii

10:10 A Jf

•8:40 A M

4:40 P M
10:40 a m
6:10 F u

*5:4o P M
11 10 A M
5:40 P M
6:4D P M
6:40 P M
6-40 P M
5:40 p M
11:10 a m
10:10 a M
7:40 a M
*6:UU a M
3:40 P M
13:40 p u
8:40 P M
9:40 a ii

LOCAL FERRY TRAILS.

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND— '6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8-30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2*0—2:30—3:00 — 3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5-30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00-11:00—12:0(i

TO 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO
EAST OAKLAND" until 6:30 p.m., inclusive, also
at 9:00P.M.

TO FRUIT VALE—*6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00 8:30—
•2-30—3:30-4*0—4:30- -5:00—5:30—6*0-6:30—9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—9:30—7:00-12:00.
TO ALAMEDA—*6:0u—*6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00— *8:30

-

9:00—9:30—10:00—J10 30—11:00—111:30—12:00—£12:30—
1:00—11:30—2:00—12:30—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30—5:00-
5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—U:00—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—"8:30
9-00— 9:30— 10:00— 110:30—11:00—111:30— 12:00—±12:30
1 :00 -11 :30 -2:00—12 :30—3:00— 3 :30—4:00— 4:30—5:00—
5:30—6:00—6:3"—7 :(«—<* :00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00

TO WEST BERKELEY -Same as "To Bebkei-kt."

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1887,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send four cents in stamps, to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in nse at Fairlawn.

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTTERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
San Francisco.

In effect July 1, 1887. r
12:01 p | Cemetery and San Mate

lli:45pl

..8an Mateo, Redwood and.
Menlo Park

W10:30 a| I Santa Clara, San Jose, and.,
*3:30f|'| Principal Way Stations.

4 :S0 e | Almaden and Way Stations..

8:30 a
|

( Gilroy, Pajaro, CaBtroville J i MO :02 a
*3:30p'

t Salinas and Monterey j I 6:40p

THE PULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

To San Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20—7:50- 8:20-8:50—
9:20-*10:19-4:20—l:'i0—5:20-5:50-6:20-6:50—7:47—
9:50.

PROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5.22 - 6:52

-

•6:^2-t9:14—•3:22.
FROM23D AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7:25

7:55-8:25—8:55—9:2-5—9:55—10:25—10:55- 11:25—11:55
12 :25—12 :55— 1 :25— 1 :55—2 ;25—2 ;55—3:25— 3 :55— 4:25—
4^5—5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:50—9:53

FROM EAST OAKLAND— "5:30- 6:00- 6:30— 7:03
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11 -.30

12:00—12 :30—1 :00—1 :30—2 :00—2 :30—3 :00— 3 :30— 4«00—
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 0:57-9:57—
10:57.

PROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 mtnntes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—*5:30—6:00-*6:30—7:00 -*7:30-8:00

•8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00— $10:30—11:00- 111:30—12:00—
112:30—1:00— }1:30—2:00— J2:30-3:00-3:30—4:00-^:30
5 :00—5 :30—6 :00-6 :30—7:00—8 :00—9 :00-10 :00—11 :00.

FROM BERKELEY— *5:25—5:55—*6;25—6:55—*7:25—
7:55—•8:25— 8:55— 9:25—9:55— 1)0:25—10:55— 111:25—
11:55— 112:25-12:55— 11:25-1:55-12:25—2 :55-3 :25-
3:55—4:25— 4:55-5:25—5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9 :55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "Feom Beek-
ELET."

(.'REEK ROUTE,

FROM SAN FRANCISCO-*7:15—9:15—Iia5-ld5-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6a5—8:15—10 J.6 —12 :15— 2:15 -

For Catalogues or further information, address

Lock Fox 320. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,
3jan52

17:50 a. i Monterey, Lorn a Prieta and Santa, (

1

( .Cruz (Sunday Excursion) I ( tS:35 p
8:30 a I (

..Hollister and Tres Pinos .,

8:30 Ai ( Watsonville, Aptos.Soquel..^^f 1

j (Capitol a) and santa Cruz

,

\ ^oledad, Paso Robles, Templeton ) i

' i (SanLms Obispo) & Way Stations, t I

6:40

a—Morning p.—Afternoon.
"Sundays excepted. tSundayBonly {Theatre train Sat-
urdays only.

Trains run on Pacific Standard Time.

Nearly all rail line to San Luis Obispo. Only 24
i and Sa; *

12 hourB.
miles staging between Templeton "and" San £uifl
Obispo. Time from San Francisco 1~ "

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA, CAL.

Storage Capacity; 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These Warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the hest and newest machinery
for cleaning foul arid 6mutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current rates.

Information i egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER, ALEXANDER WATSON.

President. Secretary.

Special Round-trip Tickets, at reduced rates—t o
Monterey, Aptoa.Soquel, Santa Cruz.Gilroy and Par
aiso Springs.

Special Notice—Round-trip tickets to the famouB
Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton) can be had at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Franciseo
Rate, 37.00.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
For Sundays onlyJ ,®°IlScxDAY Mousing; goodJ "

( for return same day.
ForSaturday, f Sold Saturday and Sunday only

Sunday and-! good for return until following Mofc
Monday, I day, inclusive , at the following rater

Bound Trip
from San

Franc :bco to

San Bruno
Millbrae.
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood
Fair Oaks
Menlo Park..
Mayfield

>;ttto
Mon.
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount 'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Loma Prieta...
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Sun,
Tkt.

Sati
Mon
Tkt.

$2 00
225
2 60
2 50
4 00
6 00

5 00
5 01
5 00

Ticket Offices.— Passenger L>epot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station. No. 613 Market street.
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwin Hotel.
A.C.BASSETT, H. R.JUDAH,

Superintendent. Aast. PasB. A Tkt. Agt

•SundayB excepted. fSatuxdays excepted; {Sundays
only
C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland

Standard Time furnished by Lick Oebeevatort.

A. 38. TOWNE.
Gen. Manager.

T. H. UOODHAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk A?'

.

THE PARKER GUN
I>p<ls rliem all Id karri.

Iij ling qua* it I s.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAJi FRANCISCO, C"AI»

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 410F-1SE STREET
G.L.ERANDEB President

J. L. FLOOD - Vice-President

C. P FAENF1ELD , Secretary

J. S. ANGUS ..Assistant Manager
Bankers. Nevada Bank of San Franciseo.

16ap,

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

Mixes instantly with cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in irondrumscontaining five Imperial gallons

equals nearly 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallonB of cold water will dip thoroughly 180

Bheep at a coat of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nourisher of wool, a certain cure

for scab. _.
ALSO

UTTXE'S PATENT POWDER DIP.
Poisonous, mixes instantly with cold water. Sold in

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; in a

seven-ponudB package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per pound.

CATTON, BELL & CO.

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Chamberlin Cartridge

Co.'s, held at Cleveland, Ohio, September ]4, 1886, out of eighty-seven

entries from representative shots, representing fourteen States, the

"Parker Gun won first and third money, winning S900 out of the $1,500 parse offered, a .ding ano her
.victory to 18S5, which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament for th<* championship of the

'World, held at New Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to 16th. Among the contestants shooting other guns were such
champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Smbbs, Erb and others.

12mrtf

SUCCESSOBS
FALKNER, BEIX & CO.,

406 California Street, AUEftTS.

PARKER BROS., Makers,
Sew York Salesroom, 9 J Chambers St.,

2julyl6

Mericlen, Ct.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISETED
1846. 14 FIKST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

25dec52

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize winners at all the fairs in California and the

entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair

Sacramento, 1886.

Importations made direct from Encland every year

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the

best blood and most fashionable families of Oiab-

facea BerkshireB, reRardless of cost, and all re-

corded in English and American Berkshire records.

Vounp pigs from these imrortafions, male and

female, from entirely different families for sale at

reasonanie prices, and every pig guaranteed. Address

2&dec52

A>l>Ki:w smith, Keilwood city.
Or at 281 California Street, tun. Francisco.

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO IKE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY TEE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Snooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAXXT FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Snmmer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast,

with Its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the se\ eral stream
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may )>e had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Eai-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports,
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
AEE nnSUEPASSED,

hartne a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pnre white
Band for BurfbathlnK. The BATH-HOUSE contain?

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
Individual baths, with donche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQCXX AXI) SANTA CBCZ
IS VTA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara. San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey, each of which abounds in game in great
variety. Notably

Qnall* Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, .Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains dally
at San Mateo Tor those well-known Retreats, PURIS.
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO fcnd McMA..
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from Sac

Francisco and offer Bpeclal Inducements to the lovers
of t hi a maul 7 ssort.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Ttcke

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOGS

when carried in Baggage Oars and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are instructed
to Issue CHECKS for all dogB received in Baggage
Cars.
B^"Ii» order to guard against accidents to Do-

while In transit, It Is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Gunstaken r
and securely packed In wood or leather cases mav i

taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Tov

street, Valencia Station, and No 613Marketst
,

Hotel.
A O. BA88ETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent AflBt.Pass, and Ti£t.
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GLOVER'S ALBUM,
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

DOG MEDICINES.
Ma«se Our**, - SO*. Distemper Cure, Si.00
Blood Purifier, 50c. Verinilnsre. - - 50c
Canker Wash, 50c. Fye *ntfoii, - SOe.
l>iarrlioeat lire, 5Ilc. Cure for Fits, - 50c.
Tonic, - - 50c Liniment, - 50c.

Kennel and Stable Soap, best uog soap known, price
25c.

These remedies are Bold by druggists and dealers
in sportsmen's goods,

ALL DOG DISEASES TREATED
H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian the Westminster Kennel Clnb, New
Jersey Kennel Club, Rhode Island Kennel Club,
Hartford Kennel Club, Hemstead Farm Company, etc.

<8jul2 1293 Krojulwav. Kpw Vorir.

AMERICAN

KENNEL CLUB
STUP-BOOK.

Blanks for registering in "the official stnd
bonk will be mailed on application.

Entries will close for part Two on Septem-
ber 30,* 1SS7. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway,

iCVi-v -v-x

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector,
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec, 1884. Champion Beauchief,

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1886. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. 0. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N. J.

FORJSALE,
Or speedy qualities to Jet lor the Fall

Circuit.

FRED ACKERMAN.
With a pacing record of 2:23. He is a bright bay

weighs 10.-0 lbs, eight years old: has been driven on the
roan for the last eighteen months; is sound and kind,
and anyone can drive him. Address all communica-
tions to

C. H. GIOIAN
30jy2 Sacramento.

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh.

Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies,

Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
and Histology. The "Williams' Priz% '84-'85, for high-
est works in professional examinations, and six irst-

cla^s certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois

State Veterinary Medical Association.
OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
». Mccarty, prop.

1129 Market St. S. F., Bet. 3 th and 8th.
telephone \o. 3B 17.

CORRIN'S GREAT

HORSE LINIMENT.
Sure core for Swinney, weakness of the spine,

sprains, strains, etc. It "neither blisters nor causes
the hair to fa 11 off, and does not incapacitate the horse
from work during treatment. Though there have
beenmanv drugs on the market which are claimed
'-ood.the observer will readily see their deficiency,
from the number of lame horses which heeverywhere
meets, and that are mostly suffering from that
scourge, Swinney, whichuotonly causes the shoulder
to gradually shrink away, but also the body to ema-
ciate. Now where is the"horseman so blind to hia own
interest as to refuse this new remedy a fair trial.

For sale by all druggists. Mrs. A. C Joseph.
Prop., San Francisco. All rights secured in U. S.

Patent Office. Price, S I -OO per Bottle. 23jyl2

DO YOU WANT A D G'S ".« I

3 DOC BUYERS' GUIDE. H
Colored plates, lOO engravings BJ
of different breeds, prices they are n
worth, and where to buy them, fffl

Mailed for 15 Cents. OH
. ASSOCIATED FANCSE^S, R]

,31237 S, Eighth. St, Philadelphia, Pa, Q
9apx

FOR SALE:

English Beagle Hounds.
Both old and young stock, very Email, and hand-

somely marked white, black and tan. The best doss in
the world for keeping rabbits out of vineyards and
orchards. Warrant all d-»gs to give perfect satisfac-
tion, or refund the money with pleasure. Address

2ju6

JOH\ KMGIIT.
Placerville, California.

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and all

descriptions of Liye Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc

for illustra'ion purposes, furnished.
11. Boyd. Artist.

9octf l« Post Street.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

'm.»
W|CAG

m
'-/Railway-

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R. Es., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Commodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations situated at convenient distances... , )i»

the line.
:o

-

.

Over 6,000 miles offirst-class road running West, North and North-west from I hip i ?o.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT IINE."

THE CORTLAND SPIRAL-SPRING CART.
Thii wonderful Cart has no equal! It is the onlv cart manufactured that can be adjusted to suit the weicht

of the rider. The springs can be changed to suit t'h<? lnad or road in five seconds, which is a very valuable
feature and one that no other enrt is possessed of. The Bprings consist of twenty-four (-4) feet of steel,
which secures greater elasticity than it is possible to attain from any other in existence.

It has no seat-bars to climb over when getting ii, or out, which makes it very convenient for the use of
ladies and children, and renders Miem less liahle to accident.

The action of the springs is tuch as to destroy all that unpleasant horse-motion which is found in all
ither ecyles of car, s, and which makes them so disagreeable to ride in.

The bottom is solid, in preference to sl.i'sso commonly used, which protects the driver from dust a d
mud. Where other carts have f i jin two tc three foor springs, the Spiral has twenty-four foot springs, giving
more e'asticily than any other cart made.

TROTTING SULKIES and SPEEDING WAGONS in Great Varisty

VGHICJ.ES OF I1EU DESCRIPTION.
We Jiave the finest Carriage Repository on tlie Pacific Coast.

laSESB FOR CATALOGUE ,lfS

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421 to 427 MARKET ST. S. P., CAL. my7

Studebaker Bros. M'fg. Co.
SOLE A^-^WTS FOR

FRAZIER (CHICAGO) CARTS.
o:0

Full Lines of BREAKING, EXERCISING, DRIVING and ROAD
CARTS.

Buggies, Carriages, Buck-boards and Wagons.
n;o-

201 & 203 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
B. E. AMES. MANAGER.

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!
PURE AND UNADULTERATED.

We offer for salo on favorablo terms to the Trade.

CATHER WOOD'S CELEBRATED FINE OLD WHISKIES
of the .ollowing brands, namely:

Cranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A. A. f Old Stock, Henry Bull,
Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.

Also, in cases of 1 doz. q\iazt bottles each,

Brunswick Oub (Pure OU Eye) and ITjiper Ten (Very Old and Choice).

ggr For excellence, purity and evenness of quality the above are unsurpassed by any whiskies imported
Ths only objection to be made to them by tne manipulating dealers being that they cannot be Improve

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.
SOLE AGENTS, SAN FRANCICO, CALIFORNIA

CO

HOBSm BOOTS, BO

For further information apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD,
jay i, General Agent, San Francisco, cat.

SO

RACING- MATERIAL .CTP
IN ENDLESS VARIETTi AT

J. A. McKERRON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street,

16Jj
San Francisco
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Santa Anita at Saratoga.

The following account of the races won by Santa Anita at

Saratoga last Wednesday is copied from The Examiner. The
glory of winning is sadly tarnished by the pulliDg of Grisette

behind Goliah. The reporter who sent the despatch is cor-

rect in ascribing a proud feeliDg on our part over the victory

of Emperor. We never lose interest in horses we have owned,

especially in thoes we bred and reared:

Saratoga, August 4.—When Goliah and Grisette ran first

and second here to-day for the Clarendon Hotel Stakes, there

was a great uproar from the crowd because Murphy pulled

Grisette almost to a standstill right at the post to 1st Goliah
win by a very short head. When Murphy came back to

weigh, the majority of the spectators, not understanding the

rule which permits an owner to pull a horse in a race to let a
stable companion win, hissed the jockey.

When the judges huug up tha numbers there was a fresh

outburst of hissiug
f
which was kept up for some minutes.

The matter in a nntshell is simply this: Mr. Baldwin
declated to win with Goliah, and the colt before the race was
backed at 5 to 3 against Grisette and Glenspray. It was 3 to

1 against each, the fact that McLaughlin had the mount on
the latter causing many to back Joe Cotton's colt, after his
good race here on Tuesday. Coldstream was 10 to 1 in the
race.

Murphy, in the first quarter, opened up a gap of fully ten

lengths with Grisette, and on the first turn he had to beat the

tilly on the head to keep her straight, Glenspray leading

Goliah by two lengths. Grisette kept the gap open all the
way down the back stretch. As Goliah was still two lengths
behind Glenspray, his backers gave up their money as lost.

Grisette led past the three-quarter poJe into the straight by
fully six lengths, and then Murphy began to ease up. looking
around for Goliah, who was still a length behind Glenspray.
At the seven-fuiloug pole Grisette led four lengths. Glen-
spray aud Goliah were still nose and tail, and it loi ked as if

Grisette would have to win to save the stake.

Nearer and nearer came the trio of racers. Murphy now
pulling Grisette tu a canter. Goliah had at last got on even
terms with Glenspray. He did not head the latter, however,
until well inside tbe last 100 yards, when he was yet two
lengths behind Griselte, but now Murphy, seeing Glenspray
beaten, pulled his filly almost to a walk, and with West
driving Goliah hard, they passed the post with Goliah a

short head only in front of Grisette, Glenspray two lengths

away.
The finish v/as made amid a perfect bedlam of hisses and

applause, but the horses were placed as they passed under
the wire.
Murphy said after the race: "Mr. Baldwin pays me a large

salary to ride his horse. He has a perfect right to declare

to win with one of his own horses in perference to a stable

companion, and it is my duty to obey. I never will pull a

horse for any one except in a case like that of to-day's,

which every boy and man connected with racing knows is

Btrictly in Hccordance with the rules of the turf."

The event of the day, the Saratoga Stakes, was now rung
up, MeLaughliD had been sent for by Phil Dwyer on pur-

pose to ride Kingfish, and as soon as the bookmakers put up
their odds the Litter was quickly backed from 7 to 5 against

down to 5 to 3 on, the bulk of the money being the Dwyer
commission. Young Mr. Haggin also supported the colt to

win a substantial stake.

The Emperor of Norfolk, on the contrary, fared badly in

the market. He was known to be good, as in hie work yes-

terday with Los Angeles he seemed able to beat the latter in

any part of their gallop, and while Murphy, being three

pounds over weight, was barred from having the mount,
young West, who had ridden both of the first two winners,

was almost, if not quite, as capable as the colored Archer
himself.

Mr. Baldwin and McClelland made no excuses for the colt,

and the former placed $1,000 on him at 6 to 5, and yet the

bookmakers kept marking him up, on account of the weight

of Kingfish, until 9 to 5 could be obtained.

As the youngsters went to the post, Satan, the hope of the

Scott stable, had also a good following. Black as the ace of

spades, the name-sake of his satanic majesty looked fit to run
for a man's life, and young Godfrey, his jockey, who is quite

a plunger, had a couple of hundred on at 5 to 1. The price

he started at Puente, the brother to Laredo, who was entered

to make the running for the Emperor, was at 30 to 1 while

Quotation who was siarUd by Mr. Grats, was at the last

moment ruled at 40.

The start waB a fairly good one, with Kingfish in the lead,

Norfolk and Satan next, but in the run out of the chute

Satan headed the leaders, and was first on tbe main track by
a length—Kingfish as, far from the Baldwin pair. Kingfish

headed Satan in the run around the lower turn to the three-
quarter pole, and West also closed up with Norfolk, the
three making the fore stretch nearly together, Kingfish
slightly in front, with McLaughlin already at work on him.
In the run to the furlong pole Satan was beaten and

West, getting his colt upon even terms with Kingfish, soon
had the latter in difficulties, and drawing away beat him in a
gallop by three lengihs. Kingfish was four lengths from Satan.
The time— 1:17—compares favorably with previous run-

nings of the stake, as the track was more than a second slow
from the rain of two days ago.
In the good form of the Emperor of Norfolk, Mr. Baldwin

naturally takes even more pride than he does in the success
of his filly Los Angeles, for the colt was bred at Winter's
ranch, Del Bio, while the filly is a Kectuckian by birth.

At least one other man will take pride in the victories of
the Emperor of Norfolk, and that is Joseph Cairn Simpson of

San Francisco, who bred and owned Marion, the Emperor's
dam.

McClelland said to the Examiner correspondent, after the
race: "If we had this fellow in the Junior Champion Stake
at Monmouth next week we would win both tirBt and second
moneys, Los Angeles is engaged, however, and she ought
to land us the stake."
This made the third successive victory for Jockey Ed

West to-day.
Wary and Wheatly, the two best animals in their respect-

ive fields, won the fourth and fifth races with ease, which
closed an exciting day's sport, Pearl Jennings having won
the opening dash in a gallop.

List of Mar68 bred to Victor in 1887.

William Blood, P. O. Taylorville, Mag, bm by Plumas; date cf
service April 8tb.

N. B. Forgey, Greenville, gm by Black Bird; date of service March
19lh.

Jas. Henry. P. O. Taylorville, Queen, g m; dates of service Mar. 24tb
Apr, 2nd, and lltb, and May 8th, 26th, and June 13th.

•J. A. Freeze, P. O. Beckwith, b m sired by Red Cloud by Plumas;
date of service Apr. 17lh.

G- A Doherty, P. O. Crescent Mills, Lady L. blk m by General Reno,
her dam by 'Werner's Rattler; dates of service May 1st and 19tb.

L. Davis, P . O. Crescent Mills, b m, dates of service May 5th and
23d.
E. D. Hosselkus, P. O. Genesee, b m; date of service May 12th.
rt. A. Doherty, P. O. Crescent Mills, Sparkle, b m by Prompter,

dam Star Lisiht by Wayland Forest; 2d dam Mahaska Belle, by .Flax

Tail; 3d darn" Lady Hoke, by John the Baptist; 4th dam Fanny Fern,
by Irwin's Tuckahoe; 5th dam by Lefflers Consul.
M. Fritsch, P. O. Crescent Mills, g m by the Pope Horse; date of

service May 16th.

F. H. Ames, San Francisco, b m by Plumas; date of service May
20th.

D. Hedrick, Cresent Mills, b m by the Pope Horse; dates of service
May 25th, June l'Jth.

J. Evens, Taylorville, g m by Plumas; dates of service May 26th,

June 13th.
A. Droege, Taylorville, s m by Yolo Dave; date of service May 28th.

G. Sauer, Taylorville, blk m; date of service May 29th.

Antore Winters, Crescent Mills, b m; date of- service May 28th.

A. Drodge, Taylorville, cream m; date of service May 59th.

J. Evens, Taylorville, b m; date of service June 2d, June 20th.

N. B. Forgey, Greenville, Puss, br m ; date of service June 4th.

Rhodes & Bragg, Reno, Ney., Jenny, blk m, by Alex. Barns; dates

of service June 4th, July 1st.

G. A. Doherty, Crescent Mills, Laura S, b m by Billy Hamiltonian,
by Specuation Junior, her dam by Hough's Lancet, by Lancet, by
McCracken's Black Hawk; d te of service June 5th.

C. G. Rodgers, Cresceut Mills, br m by Plumas: date of service June
4th
Wm. Forman, Taylorville, Red, b m by Red Cloud; date of service

June 7th.
Rhodes & Bragg, Reno, Nev., Maud, b m by Ballot Box; date of

service June 7th.

Dr. J. L Carter, Crescent Mills, Lucy, gr m ; date of Bervice June 7th.

W. Blood, Taylorville, Pel, g m; date of service June 9tb.

Jas. Taylor, Crescent Mills, s m; date of service June 11th.

Rhodes & Bragg. Reno, Nev., Mary Evens, br m by Ballot Box;
date of Bervice June 11th.

K . B. Forgey, Greenville, blk m ; date of service June 13th.

F. Kruger, Greenvil'e, Dolly, b m by Red Cloud, her dam a race mare
supposed to be by a thoroughbred; dates of service Junel4ih, July 6th.

Rhodes & Bragg, Reno, Nev., Lucy, b m by Ballot Box; date of

service June 15th.

Wm. Forman, Taylorville, bm by Red Cloud; date of service June
15tb.

G. Knoll. Crescent MillB, g m; dates of Bervice June 18th and 27th,

and July 6th and 23d.

R. W. Young, Crescent Mills, Black Bess, said to be by Ballot Box;

date of service June 2lst.

Rhodes & Bragg, Reno, Nev., Florence, b m by Ballot Box; date of

service June 22d.
Rhodes & Bragg, Reno, Nev., Long Valley Jane, b m by Ballot

Box; date of service June 22d.

S. Kingdom, Crescent Mills, Queen, b m ; date of service June 26th.

H. Flournoy, Genesee, Molly, g m by Plumas; dates of servioe

June 27th, July 1st.

F. Kruger, Greenville, Molly, s m ; date of service July 5th.

Thos. Truleven, Greenville, Sally, br m by Yolo Dave; date of serv-

ice June 27tb.
Rhodes & Bragg, Reno, Nev., Kate, s m by Morgan Horse; date of

service July 8tb.
YicroE-Sired by Echo, dam by Woodburn; 2d dam by American

Boy Jr.; 3d dam a maie imported from UUnpis of untraced pedigree.

Late News.
When the last form was ready to be "locked up,"

there came the entries to the Santa Rosa Meeting, and a

letter from Mr. De Camp, with the information that Los

Angeles had secured one hundred and fifty-two nomina-

tions, and with a probability of additions. Both racing

and trotting have met with fair support at Santa Rosa.

The 2:23 trotting has ten entries, and others have
secured horses which are a token of the best of sport.

The full list of all the fairs will appear in the next issue.

Mr. Wyttenbach in Lios Angeles.

From the Los Angeles Tribune of a recent date we extract

the appended notice of an enterprise of which our Mr. Wyt-
tenbach is one of the projectors and proprietors. We com-

mend him to our friends in that part of the State as a

gentlemen of the highest personal honor, well worthy of

their fullest confidence and support. Of his genius as an
artist it is not necessary for us to speak, as his portraits in

this paper have given frequent and convincing testimony:

A Tribune reporter paid a visit Saturday afternoon to the
new establishment of the Los Angeles Lithographic Company.
This mammoth concern started last February, in a very
unpretentious manner, at 50 Banning street; but the origina-
tors of the project were adepts at their business, and by turn-
ing out neat and artistic work secured a large share of the
public patronage, and so fast did their business increase, that
it became absolutely necessary to secure larger and better
quarters. Consequently, the large two-story building Nos.
43 to 52 Banning street, now occupied by the firm, was built
expressly for this enterprising firm. The new building is 65s
75feet,andis admirably adapted in every detail for this partic-

ular business. The proprietorsof theLos Angeles Lithograph
Company are Messrs. Theodore A. Schmidt, Th. Beesing and
Emanuel Wyttenbach. Mr. Schmidt is the engraver and
designer, aud was for four consecutive years head designer
for the Schmidt Lithographic Company of San Francisco,
which is sufficient guarantee of his great ability. Emanuel
Wyttenbach is the artist, and was with H. S. Crocker of
Sar Francisco, a period of seven years. Mr. Wyttenbach
stands to-day pre-eminently ahead of any artist in this coun-
try in portraying the horse and dog. His living ents in the
Breeder and Sportsman of San Francisco have very justly
won for him a national reputation, and during his connec-
tion with that paper Mr. Wyttenbach has received splendid
offers from all the representative journals of the East, but he
has invariably refused all such offers, preferring to remain in
California, owing to the climate agreeing so well with him.
H. Bessing attends to the outside business of the company.
The company now employ eight artists and engravers,

nearly all of whom are from the East. In addition there is a
well-trained staff of transfer and pressmen. Yesterday the
force was busy in putting iu a Campbell lithographic press,
which, for simplicity and durability is the best ever brought
to the Pacific coast. This press will allow of a stone 48x52
inches being used. In addition to the Campbell press there
is in constant use a very latest improved Potter press.
Zincography, for the purpose of making newspaper illustra-

tions, has been added to the business. The Los Angeles
Lithographing Company have now facilities not excelled by
any firm west of Chicago, aud are dow turning out better
work than that done in San Francisco, and work that com-
pares very favorably with the best work turned out in the
EaBt, at as low, if not lower rigures. The Los Angeles Litho-
graph Company is a credit to Los Angeles.

Turf Events at Oakland Park.

2 1 1

July 30th—Running, Pune S— . Three-quarter roil*> beats.
E. Downer's b g Dige Clark, aged, by Ballot Box, dam by

Lodi.l05 1bs Lloyd
L. Shaner'a b g Belshaw, aged, by Wildldle, dam Susie Wil-

liamson, 112 lbs ; Hazlitt 1 2
Time, 1:18. 1:19, 1:19.

Pools: First beat—Belshaw S2D; Clark S13, Second heat—Belshaw
$20; Clark $6. Third heat -Clark S35; Belshaw 35.

Same Day—Pacing. Purse SI 00.

Peacock, g g (cart) —:George Bayllss i
Johnny Wiegle, br g— J. Garrity a
Damiana—J. A. Goldsmilh 3 3 %
Alice H. b m (cart) -J. Hughes 4 dis"

Time, 2:*U, 2:30j, 2:33, 2:33i, 2:33i. .

8ame Day*—Trotting. Purse 5100.

Orphan Girl, bm—A. McDowell 1 1 3 o

Dick Brown.br g— J. A. Goldsmith 2 2 2 3
Emperor, b g—Jas. Dustiu. 3 3 j 1

Time 2:38*. 2:354, 2:37*, 2:37, 2:37j, 2:37$, 2:33*.
•Sixth and seventh heats trotted Aug. let.

1 3
3 1

2 1
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General Topics.

TAe Asian, published at Calcutta, India, is one of uur fav-

orite exchanges. There are frequently vivid descriptions of

sports peonliar to that far-off land, and accounts of elephant,

tiger, hippopotamus and other hunts which are very interest-

ing. The "grizzly" ib by all odds the largest game which is

hunted (asing the word hunted as it "obtaios" in America),

and by all odds the most dangerous to pursue. Bigger than

lion or tiger, and folly as perilous, inasmuch as there is not

the protection which a howdah on the back of a trained

elephant affords. There is more chance, too, for fervid

description in oriental countries, and we have often been

tempted to copy more from our contemporary of the distant

India than our space will permit. There are, oftentimes

shorter things which are well worthy of repetition, and th6

following are certainly of that class. The beetles described

are plentiful in the East, though the name given by the boys is

neither as euphonious nor as scientific as that which is borne,

albeit it must be considered appropriate. Their habits,

while identical in one respect, differ so materially in others

that it would be impossible to get a race out of tbem or have

them kicking on opposite sides of a ball. They feign death

as artistically as an opossum, aud we cannot conceive of any

plan which would work to induce them to make a oontest.

The terrier episode is full of life, and there are many of these

brave little canines which an alligator or troop of monkeys

could not scare worth a cent:

Those who have been in a part of India, where the Scara-

bseus—the sacred beetle of the Egyptians—abounds, cannot
fail to have been amused by its curious habits.

The beetle lays its eggs in dung, and the mass is then
pushed and worked about till it assumes a spherical shape
The beetle then standing on its front pair of legs, elbows on
the ground, with head downwards, works its way backwards,
pushing the ball before it with its hind legs, until it 6nds a

suitable place for depositing its treasure. m
In the country between Fort Abazai and Hoti Mardan

these Scarabseidfe abound in great numbers, and I have often

Been a dozen of them together, and watched them making up
their balls, and pushiug and working them along the road
with the greatest vigor and energy. Sometimes a ball

would be pushed into a depression iu the road or prevented

from rolling on by a stoue before it. and then the beetle

would become furious. The creature does not seem to have
sense enough to go round aud see what interferes with the

progress of the ball, bnt with its head turned the other way
pusheB and thrusts frantically to overcome the obstacle, till

quite worn out with its exertions. The balls were generally

made of horse dung, in size from an inch and a quarter to an
inch and three-quarters in diameter.

I remember a friend and myself, when we had nothing
better to do one day, having a mild gamble with these

beetles. We marked out a course on the road, and having
each selected a beetle, started them off on balls of, as near as

possible, the same size; we witnessed several exciting races,

and neck-and-ueck finishes. The sport was a novelty and
most amusing; I know we both laughed immoderately.
Sometimes we varied the entertainment by each placing his

beetle on opposite sides of the same ball, so that they had to

push against each other. It was like a game of tug-of-war,

with the difference that it was a case of pushing a ball instead

of palling at a rope. The weaker beetle would eventually

get thrust back beyond the mark, and would lose his backei

the match. The beetles were thoroughly game, and always
worked vigoronsly, without ever turniog sulky or "running
curs." I happened to have a good eye for the points of a

beetle and won Es. 5 that day, while my friend declared he
had received quite his money's worth of amusement.
The following account of the pluck of a fox-terrier, how-

ever unlikely it may sound, is strictly true. The dog was a

thorough-bred one, and only recently imported:

I was riding a march along the Western Jumna Canal and
had taken him with me for exercise. I had not gone very far

when I heard the terrier barking loudly a little distance

ahead of me, and cantering up I discovered to my surprise

the dog was baying and attacking a mugger. The reptile was
lying on the bank of the canal, a foot or so of its tail being in

the water; with open mouth it was hissing at the dog like a

snake, while the terrier, in a high state of delight, was jump-
ing over and around the brute, evidently considering it legit-

imate sport and meant to be killed. Twice I saw him jump
on to the mugger's neck, and several times rush in and bite

savagely at its shoulders, carefully avoiding, however, its

formidable mouth. Alarmed for the safety of my dog I

jumped off my mare, and running up hit the crocodile a
crack over the mouth with the butt end of my hunting crop,

which made it turn its head, and I then seized the terrier by
the scruff of the neck and retreated with him. A moment
afterwards the reptile slid off the bank into the water, the

dog yelling and struggling to follow it.

The mugger was about ten feet long, and why it did not

bolt the small dog at once I can't understand. Possibly it

was too flabbergasted at being attacked in such an imperti-

nent manner, or possibly it may have been lying digesting a

very full meal. I should say, however, a mugger rarely has
enough; like Oliver Twist they always Beem to want "more,"

I oarried the dog on horseback with me for some distance

to prevent him returning to the scene of action, and only let

him loose when I thought we were at a safe distance; our
adventures, however, were not to end here.

A few miles further on we fell in with a large troop of mon-
keys which the zemindars had just driven away from their

sugarcane fielda on to the canal bank. To these the dog gave
chase, and scattered them to the trees in all directions. One
large male monkey, however, stood his ground, thinking, no
doubt, that, after the manner of village pariahs, the terrier

would content himself with chasing those running away and
would prudently avoid him. He did not calculate on British

pluck. The terrier was not at all dismayed at his grimaces,

and went straight for him aa he stood, knocking him over

with bis impetus and fastening on his throat before the
monkey had recovered from his astonishment.

I could see them tumbling over the ground as I rode up
hurriedly to give my dog all the assistance I could. I had
hardly reached the Bpot when the cries of the assaulted

monkey brought his friends to his aid. They swarmed down
from the trees in all directions to assist their fallen brother,

and in the twinkling of an eye the terrier had half a dozen
foes instead of one. I leaped from my saddle, let the mare
loose, and dashed up. kicking and hitting out with my hunt-
ing crop right and left, and still only succeeded with the

greatest difficulty in rescuing my dog.

h > was badly bitten, but not at all frightened, and strug-

gled so to get back to his assailants that I could hardly hold
I

him. With a barking, struggling dog in my arms, and a host

of angry chattering monkeys around us, I beat a retreat

towards my mare, who, frightened at the noise, had trotted

away some little distance into the fields. With the aid of a

zemindar I succeeded in catching her, and a second time rode

off with a dog on horseback, the monkeys following us for

some distance uttering angry and excited cries, I really

thought at one time they were going to attack us in a body,
and in that case it might have been bad for both of us. We
reached camp without further adventures. I, at any rate,

had had quite enough for one morning:

Baltimore, Md., July 16th—Is it not a little tiresome the

constant hammering on the one string that stretches back to

MeBBenger? Let an old plug run, skip, jump, or trot under
2:30 and forthwith he is named Eamdalmessenger, andhis ped-

igree is tabulated about as follows: "By Skimmilk, by Ethan,
by Vermont Black Hawk, by Sherman Morgan, by Justin

Morgan; first dam said to be by Hambletonian; 2d dam said

to be by Abdallah; 3d dam by Bishop's Hambletonian; 4th

dam by Messenger. This richly-bred young horse traces back
through fifteen lines to Messenger, the greatest progenitor of

trotting horses that ever exhibited. Of course, there had to

be a sire, but the small amount of Morgan blood was so insig-

nificant that the glorious blood of Messenger floated it as

easily as an ocean does a chip, and enabled Hamdalmessenger
to win his races without an effort, in 2:29|; that day and
track 2:10 would have been no measure of his speed. We
confidently expect him to place his mark low down in the

teens before the season is over. Look out for him." Again,

"We havealwaysdoubted the fact that Messemdalger belonged

to the Morgan family, and now we have nnearthed evidence

that goes to prove that he descended in a direct Hue from
Engineer, son of Messenger." "John Toadstool, now in his

ninety-ninth year, has made affidavit that when he was a boy
he remembers hearing Ananias Smith say that he held the

great greatgrandam of the black mare that was the dBm of Mes-
semdalger by the bridle when she was served by a horse that

was said to have been sired by a son of Messenger, and that

this colt looks exactly like the pictures of Messenger; that his

color is just like Messenger's and that he is a Messenger."

"With this evidence before us, we must take Messemdalger
from the Morgan family and place him to the credit of Mes-
senger, and what has the Morgan family left?'

1

Messenger was not a trotter and produced no trotters.

Some of his half-bred sons, covering cold-blooded mares that

were used for road purposes, got eolts that took after their

dams, and were developed into trotters and became the sires

an d dams of trotters

.

The dam of Mambrino, son of Messenger, was of unknown
blood. He could not run and had to take it out in trotting,

though not fast. He was the sire of Abdallah, out of Ama-
zonia, a mare of utterly unknown blood, and bearing no resem-

blance even to the pictures of Messenger. This ugly, ferocious-

tempered brute, Abdallah, one-quarter Messenger, that could

not trot fast enough to keep himself warm, came in contact

with a fast road mare that was one-half Bellfounder, and the

produce was Hambletonian, who, taking after his dam in

color, shape, and to some degree in speed, became the founder
of a trotting family of great value, owing the distinction

entirely to the female members of his ancestry, and especially

to his dam, who brought him the Bellfounder trotting inheri-

tance. A tabulation of Hambletonian's pedigree after the

specimen at the beginning of this note would read thusly:

"Hambletonian by Abdallah, son of Mambrino, son of

Messenger; dam a trotter by Bellfounder; 2d dam said to be

by Hambletonian; 3d dam unknown." It is easy to se6 that

the good-tempered, fast-trotting Bellfounder blood over-

powered the ferocious-tempered, running inheritance of

Hambletonian, and succeeded in making a successful founder
of a trotting family of him in spite of the Messenger taint

in him. Take him from the Messenger family and what
remains? Scarcely anything but the Mambrino strain

—

which developed in almost the same way—through trotting

mares of unknown blood." Now what is the ubo of all this

kind of stuff? Messenger was not a trotter and he got no
trotters, and in that he does not compare with Bonnie Scot-

land and Exchequer, thoroughbreds which got trotters. As
for his having a trotting inheritance from the English cart

horses Sampson and his sire, that is as much of a myth as

the family of Narragansett pacers, which is supposed to have
disappeared in the Indies. It is u waste of time to think of

him as other than a good thoroughbred horse, that, being an
imported one, attracted a good class of mares, and that sume-
times yielded his running instinct to the more intense trot-

ting proclivities of some of the better road mares, and thus
obtained a reputation for himself as a producer of trotters

that he does not deserve.

The pedigrees concocted before the year 1S45 are not worth
the money paid for the affidavits. Men cannot believe their

own eyes nowadays, aud when to that uncertainty iB added
the elasticity of memory, it is more than the thread of truth

can bear, and the slight touch destroys the thread. "Mixing
those ohildren up." Coming nearer our own times, we find

that, of all dark things, the darkest is a horse's pedigree. Wit-

ness Ethan Allen, Morrill, Colonel Wood, Arab, and possibly,

who knows, mayhaps, Hambletonian himself may have to

search for a father and a family, though I believe no one ha^
yet undertaken to overthrow the account given of his pater-

nity. Still, to follow out the method given by the authorities

to its logical termination, we are compelled to admit that he
did not look like Abdallah; he had not the bad temper of

Abdallah nor the action of Abdallah; ergo, he was not by
Abdallah. If our wiseacres have read thus far they may be

ready to ask what is this fool after? This fool is but a repre-

sentative of many other fools who are tired of paying for and
reading or skipping the innumerable efforts to replace bad
pedigrees by wcrse ones.
We are tired of the incessant strumming upon the Messen-

ger string. It is worn threadbare, and has become discord-

ant; give it a rest. We are tired of the constant disparage-

ment of all families save one, which owes much of its

greatness to what it has taken from the others, We are tired

of there "being do measure to his speed," and we have
"looked out for this young horse, "until our eyes are dim. Let

our writers give us something that will be of value to us in

our breeding efforts. Give us biographical histories of our
great horses, who bred them, how did they come to breed

them, who taught them to trot, what difficulties did they

have to overcome, etc. Such a history of Jay-Eye-See, St.

Julien, Clingstone, Edwin Thome, Pancoast, or any of the

moderns, would interest us tools more than could be written

concerning the conjectural pedigrees of an uncertain past.

Let the myths take care of themselves. There was no family

of Narragansett pacers. In every new country where there

are few carriages, and the people are compelled to horseback

travel, the horses are tausht to pace or amble. Messenger,

as a trotting sire, is a myth. So is the pedigree of Justin

Morgan, and also the pedigree of some of his descendants.

Nothing certain will ever be known of Pilot, but how to com-

bine the descendants of these horses to get intense speed is

what we want to know, and he who will drop the past and
instruct us in the present, will be a benefactor to the future.

The Rural Spirit takes us to task for copying misleading

accounts of Oregon races, the main trouble being in the

account of the trots between Jane L. and Fred Hambleton.

In the description she was called the "old mare," and tha

summary presented the names L. B. Lindsey and T. H.
Tongue which were presumed to be the drivers. Now it is a

common custom to use the expression in a pet way, and in

racing stables especially very frequently a four-'year-old, and
sometimes one a year younger than that, will be designated

as the old mare or the old horse. Foreigners are oftentimes

shocked to hear a person called the "old man," when, in place

of being intended disrespect, in a great majority of instances

is a token of affection. Then the placing of a name after that

of the horse, as is the present custom, may mean the nomin-
ator as well as the driver, although in racing the jockey is the

one which is meant. Eeaders may be misled by associating

the racing custom with trotting summaries, and, of course, it

will be better to give -nominator and driver as well. Thus, T.

H. Tongue's Fred Hambleton, by Hambletonian Mambrino,

aud then the name of the driver would make all clear.

Evidently these two Oregon-bred horses are an honor to their

birthplace and a credit to their sire. We learn from Mr. Lind-

sey that Fred Hambleton is a far better horse than his races

indicate. He has great speed for a horse which has not been

long in training, and only requires a greater degTee of steadi-

ness to put him in a prominent rank. Jane L. will take part

in our circuit, and we understand that she has been named
in various classes so that she will meet different competitors.

She is eligible to 2:27, as her record is 2:26J, and wlien the

entries appear this will be found to be one of the best-sup-

ported classes in the programme. There is scarcely a doubt

of Hambletonian Mambrino proving one of the best of Oregon

trotting sires. Time may prove him the very best, though

this is a distinction which must be clearly won before it can

be awarded. His pedigree is very good. His sire Menelaus,

by Eysdyk's Hambletonian, dam Jessie Bull by Black Hawk,
is the sire of five in the list, with one daughter which has

trotted in 2:1S|, and another with 2:23 to her credit. The
dam of H. M. was by Border Chief, so that there is a strain of

Mambrino Chief to stiffen the mixture. The dam of Fred

Hambleton, Springfield Maid, is by Lakeland Abdallah, a

brother to Harold, so that the son "reinforces" the blood of

his sire by another strain of Hambletonian and two of

Abdallah. •

One of Lindsey's Oregon-bred trotters is rather a singularly

colored animal, and in the races she has trotted is described

at one time as a "grey" and another as "spotted." She is of

the Opelousas type, and a very handsomely formed filly. Her

mother was a sister to ''Spotted Ida" which trotted here ten

years ago, and though the filly is by Milton Medium, she

bears very little resemblance to her sire. She is called Pala-

tina, and is now four years old. She won a purse for three-

year-olds at Salem, Oregon, last September, in which were

six heats. The spotted filly secured the fourth, fifth and

sixth heats in 2:35, 2:37, 2:3S, which is a token that she has

inherited the endurance of the race to which her dam belongs.

A peculiar family of horses in looks, but those we have

known possessing indomitable game. The breeder of the

dam of A. W. Richmond and Nourmahal, Thos. W. Pope,

invariably became nettled when we claimed that Spotted

Ranger, the grandsire of the mare, was not an Arabian, but

in all probability what were termed in the south Opelousas

horses. They were universally called Arabians in the part

of the country wheTe we were "raised" and also in western

New York and Ohio. It may be that this breed originated

from an oriental sire. We have fancied that "Spotted," who
is thus described in the Norfolk Virginia Herald of 1799, may
have been an ancestor. "Spotted taken in Africa in a wild

state, brought into Spain, and from thence to the United

States. He was very highly formed, and richly variegated

with four different and distinct colors."

James F. Maguire, when at the Oakland track last summer,

was asked by Gus Walters, then in charge of Mr. Salisbury's

horses, to make an offer for the dam of the noted pacers

Brown Jug and Brown Hal. The old marewas very thin and

had little appearance of living a few months. Maguire offered

$100 for her which was accepted. A day or two ago a letter

came from Grayson containing the following intelligence:

"Old Browny had her foal last night (July 31st), and it is a

bay filly thirty-seven inches high, both hind feet and right

fore foot are white above pastern, and the other foot is a little

white around the hoof. There is a large star in forehead and

a small snip on nose. She is strong and well-formed." Two
years ago the old mare came very near dying and for weeks

could not be got to stand on -her feet. Fortunately, she

recovered and gave birth to a black colt by Director. That

Director colt we "timed" through the stretch a few days ago

in 41 seconds, and has made rapid progress since he was

broken. The foal whioh is noticed is by Sydney, and Maguire

refused an offer of $250 for it. Brown Hall is reported to be

doing quarters inside of 30 seconds, and is likely to subtract

a good many seconds from his record of 2:17A. The Director

colt does not show the least inclination to pace, and there will

he a good deal of curiosity and anxiety on the part of the

owner to see which gait the little Miss will fanoy.

Training race-horses in harness is received with favor

whenever the plan is fairly tested. There are several advan-

tages, the most important being relieving the legs from the

weight of the rider. Horses which would soon be laid on the

shelf if put through the usual course oan be got in order

by giving the most of their work in harnessj and though
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ome agree that this is detrimental to speed, it does not prove

.-so in practice. Horses which have been quite refractory

when ridden have changed completely in this respect, and

from fractious nngovernable brutes change to docile well-

behaved animals.

The following is from the Asizn, though judging from cuts

-and descriptions of the "Facile Spider Cart, "it cannot be

'Cempared to American Carts for that pnrpose and far inferior

?to a track sulky.

Messrs. Cosser & Co., of Karachi, in their Facile Spider Cart

have conferred a boon upon all who have heretofore looked

about in vain for a suitable trap in which to work horses that are

difficult to train on a race course, and at the same time some-
thing smart in which to show off a stepper on the Strand or

on an up-country mall, of an evening.

The testimony of a well-known sporting man is very favor-

able to his experiences of the cart for its lightness and dura-

bility for exercising race-horses. Who knows but had the

owners of Statesman and Metal such a desideratum within

reach, they might have dispensed with the swimming to

which they had perforce to resort, and have by fast trotting

work, or even a smart canter round and round the maiden in

one of Cosser & Co's. light traps, been able to bring them to

the post fitter than they were brought, and perhaps with

different results. Few sportsmen know what benefit can be

derived for a "screw" from driving it in a light trap when
work under a saddle is out of the question and swimming of

very d ubtful advantage. It may not be generally known
that Mr. FHntoff, Sth Hussars, managed to keep his well-

known pony Sally B. who had not a sound leg, in perfect

fettle for soma years, and won several races with her in good
company and in capital time, from driving her in a very

light cart, |in which the finishing touches used to be put

on at twelve and sixteen-anna gallops round the Meernt
course.

It is only a cart built with the lightest and yet the strong-

est materials that will stand such a test, and evidently the

JFdcile Spider Cart just meets these conditions.

It is not often that the comments of daily papers on racing

affairs are of much value, and, as a inle, blundering attempts

to throw light on a subject of which the editor is ignorant*

The following editorial, cut from the Daily Morning Call, is, in

the main, correct, emphatically so, in pointing to the results

which are sure to follow rascality:

Pierre Lorillard is reported to have given as his reason for

leaving the tarf and not returning to it that "there are too

many rascals on the turf in these days." The record of races in

most of the Eastern cities shows the truth of the remark.
Every once iu a while a heavy winning is made by an exceed-

ingly dark horse, while for some unaccountable cause the

horses whose previous performances had established them as

public favorites fail at the critical time to show in front. The
conclusion, of course, is that the jockeys rode according to

instructions and let the horse win that was fixed upon by the

bookmakers to win. In most caseB when a jockey throws a

race he does so with an understanding with his employer.
The few men who are in the secret of such a transation have
opportunities to make large sums of money, as heavy odds
can always be obtained against dark horses. Bettors know
that the only chance of a winning by such horses is through
an arrangement that they shall win. As a matter of course
genuine turfmen use all their influence to prevent such prac-

tices. They are not running horses for the profit there may
be iu the business when honestly conducted, and much less

to make money through deceptions upon the public.

But in spite of the influence of such men as Pierre

Lorillard there are too many races which show that

the rascals are not idle. Men who always run their

horses to win, not the race perhaps but money, are

the element which true lovers of the turf have to contend
against. Pierre Lorillard let them crowd him out. Bather
than contend against them he cut his connection with the
turf. It is much to be regretted that the honorable men
should give way to the rascals, but no other result could be
expected. It is only races which the public believe to be fair

that call out a large attendance. No one cares to see a race

the result of which is determined in advance. The thrill of

enjoyment is in the final effort in which both parties do their

best to win. The jockeying to order which keeps the best

horse in second or third place is peculiarly exasperating,

especially to men who have backed their confidence in their

favorite with coin.

The American Cultivator, or rather, the man who has

charge of the horse department of that paper, appears to be

level-headed and not prone to be swayed by opinions which

prevail in many parts of that country. He thus descants on

the mixture of pacing and thoroughbred blood:

Breeders in Texas have evidently learned a valuable le33on

from the breeding of Libbie S. (2.-19^). Mr. Craig, one of the

owners of that speedy little roan, lately stated to the editor

of a turf paper that "It is getting fashionable down in Texas
to breed a pacing mare to a level-headed thoroughbred stallion

for a trotter. The theory is that by blending the lateral with
the running action a high rate of speed at the diagonal way
of going will be obtained. Mr. Craig is breeding this way
himself." The reverse order of breeding has often resulted

in producing noted turf performers, The thoroughbred
horse Young Bashaw, bred to a pacing mare, produced the

trotting stallion Andrew Jackson, sire of several noted trot-

ters and trotting sires, including Kemble Jackson, Long
Island Black Hawk and Henry Clay, founder of the Clay trot-

ting family. The celebrated pacer Pocahontas (2:17£ to

wagon), bred to Pugh's Aratus, a highly-bred grandson of

the thoroughbred Aratus, by Director, son of Sir Archy, pro-

duced Tom Rolfe, sire of Young Bolfe (2:21j), which in turn

got Nelson whose three-year-old record (2:26f) is the fastest

ever made upon a half-mile track. Tom Rolfe also got
Pocahontas Boy, a noted sire of speedy pacers and trotters.

Pilot Jr. resulted from breeding the Canadian pacer Old Pilot

to a daughter of thoroughbred. Havoc, by Sir Charles, son of

Sir Archy, and there is but little doubt that the famous
trotting sire Blue Bull was produced by the same line of

breeding. For a brood-mare to cross with a Hambletonian
Btallion whose dam was bred from the best trotting strains,

we would be willing to take our chances with a filly by
Cohannet {2:17|), out of a thoroughbred daughter of Lexing-
ton, especially if she were well backed with Trustee or Glen-
coe strains.

From the same paper is copied the appended sketch of

Daniel Lambert, and though the praise awarded may seem

high, there is actual merit to ustify it. Few will deny

him the first place in the family to which he belongs. Twen-

ty-nine sons and daughters in the 2:30 or better list, and

eight of his sons which have got eleven with records which
brings them in.

1S5S. Daniel Lambert, ch h, bred by John Porter, Ticonder-
oga, N. Y., got by Ethan Allen, by Vermont Black Hawk, by
Sherman Morgan, son of Justin Morgan, dam Fanny Cook
by Abdallah, son of Mambrino, by imp. Messenger; second
dam by Stockholm's American Star, by Duroc, son of imported
Diomed; third dam by Red Bird, by Bishop'B Hambletonian,
by imp. Messenger. Daniel Lambert got a record of 2:42 in
a third heat when but three years old, driven by Dan Mace,
who, at the conclusion of the race, mounted the judges'
stand and offered to match him for $5,000 a side against any
three-year-old trotter in the world. He was bought from
Mr. Porter by Mr. A. C. Hams for Mr. E. S. Denny of Bos-
ton, who used him on the road at Saratoga, N- Y., one season
and afterwards sold him to the late Benjamin E. Bates of
Boston, who sent him to Mr. A. C. Harris, Cream Hill Stock
Farm, Shoreham, Vt., about 1S66, where he remained until
the death of Mr. Bates, after which he was brought to the
well-known Bates Farm, Watertown, Mass., where he made
a few seasons in charge of Mr. William H. Tourtelotte. In
the fall of 1880, when tweutv-two years of age, he was bought
by Mr. David Snow, of Andover. who raised his service fee

to $200 the first season, and afterwards advanced it to $500
the season. His service fee at Cream Hill Stock Farm was
$100 by the season. In the Fall of 1SS4, in his twenty-
seventh year, he was bought at auction by Mr. J. B. Ryder
and other gentlemen of Middlebnry, Vt., for $1,550. He is

now owned by Mr. Joseph Battell, Middlebury, Vt.
It is a question if a horse ever lived, not even excepting

the renowned trotting sire Blue Bull, that, located in New
Eugland under the same conditions of Daniel Lambert, could
have produced a greater number of speedy trotters. Many
attribute his grand success to the fact that his dam was a
daughter of Old Abdallah, This is doubtless correct. Abdal-
lah also got the dams of twenty-one other stallions, includ-
ng Harold, that have already produced 2:30 trotters and sev-

eral more that have not yet attained that distinction; yet, so
far as numbers are concerned, the records show that Daniel
Lambert has produced a greater number of trotters that have
beaten 2:30 than any other three stallionB whose dams were
by this same Abdallah. Many argue that the Lamberts are
not race-horses. What stallion has ever got race-horses from
the same class of dams? What success did Mambrino Chief,

Dictator, Electioneer and George Wilkes have in getting trot-

ters while standing in the North? The records furnish the
most conclusive arguments. Compare the 2:30 lists of all the
great sires; analyze the breeding of the damB of their beBt per-
formers; note the average records of their get, and the average
number of heats won in 2:30 or better. These are the facts

which determine the quality of the get of these noted sires.

Some of the Lamberts have faults. What family is there which
has not? Many of them are inclined to be hot-headed in

company and taKe hold of the iron stronger than is desirable.

From what source did they inherit thiB propensity? Ask old
horsemen who knew the characteristics of that gamey, wiry,
resolute, 15.3-hand, bay, inbred Messenger, known a6 Old
Abdallah, which was never broken to harness, but from
whose loins have descended nearly all the flyers that have
placed their marks at from 2:15 to 2K}8|. Throw away preju-
dice and give the Morgans just what credit the records show
that they deserve.

Pleasine Prospect at Santa Rosa.

Editor Breeder a>*d Sportsman :—The Sonoma Agricul-
tural Park Association will hold the Ninth Annual Fair this

month, from Monday, August 22d, to Saturday, August 27th.
This is the only self-reliant and self-supporting Fair Associa-
tion in the State, in the Agricultural portion, the only Asso-
ciation of the kind that neither asks nor receives money from
the State by bi-ennial appropriation. It is, too, the most
prosperous of any of its class in the several districts, and has
done more than any of the State-aided Associations in the
way of improvements. Since its organization it has, by the
subscription of its stockholders and the winnings from the
Annual Fairs, built the largest and handsomest pavilion in
the State, except that of the State Agricultural Association at

Sacramento, towards which the State contributed $40,000, and
the count} of Sacramento an equal sum. It has also improved
the Park grounds in every way appropriate to the purpose

—

in the erection of stables for horses, sheds for cattle, pens for

sheep and swine, poultry houses, and structures for the exhi-

bition of every variety of animals bred for the uses of man.
The accommodations for the track uses have received equally
careful attention. The track, in the first place, is not excelled

by any in the State. It is an accurate mile around; it is broad
and level; it has no short, sharp turns; the home stretch is

long and clear; and all the way from the score to the out-come
it has good footing and is without qualities to spoil speed or
obstruct clear view. It is an honest time track. Turfmen
like it. The grand stand has been enlarged to double the

original capacity. The judges' stand is better placed. Im-
provements have been made in the approaches to the Park, to

the entrance, and in the exit for vehicles. A great deal has been
done in the ornamentation of the Park grounds. Ornamental
and fruit trees have been planted, roadwayB and paths laid

out for drives and walks, and general utility has been com-
bined with embellishment. The Park ib only a mile from
Santa Kosa, a delightful drive of only a few minutes, a subur-
ban scene worthy a visit.

But in these annual fairs the turf 6ports are the material
interest of the larger portion of the visitors and spectators.

The racing stables are this year of good promise for a lively

week, and the purses are liberal. A total of $10,000 is offered

by the Association in premiums and purses. The Speed Pro-
gramme is made up for live of the six days of the Fair—

a

purse of $100, with $100 added, for two-year-olds, five-

eighths of a mile, running, on Tuesday; also a purse of $200,
for two-year-olds, trotting, and for the 2:27 class, trotting, a
purse of $450. The purses for the second day, Wednesday,
are $200, and $200 added, mile and repeat, running, free for

all; $200 for three-year-olds, trotters, barring Ella, Soudan,
Sable Wilkes and Shamrock; and of $500 for the 2:20 class.

For Thursday are appointed a running race, one and a fourth
miles, three-year-olds, purse $200, and for three-fourths of a

mile, two-year-olds, purse $450. Trotting—purse $400, for

three-year-olds; for tne three-minute class, a purse of $400.
Friday—a purse of $200, three-fourth mile heats, free for all,

running; a purse of $300, for all three-year-olds, trotting; of

$450 for 2:25 class; and of $350, pacing, free-for-all. Satur-

day is the day for big purses—of S400, one and a half mile
dash, running, for all ages; of $500 for 2:23 class, trot'ing;

and of $700, trotting, free for all. The entries for these sev-

eral contests assure fine sport, and the best blood in the

State will be represented. The youngsters, scions of noted
sires, will have a chance to show their mettle. And as these

come from all parts of the State from the celebrated breeding
farms, a week of exciting sport is likely to be witnessed.

In the general stock exhibit the display will be ahead of

anything in the past at these grounds, in cattle and sheep

especially. And in fruits and farm products, Old Sonoma
intends to surpass all previous exhibitions. The manage
ment have left nothing undone to put the coning Fair aLea-
in every respect, and all Santa Kosa iB enlisted in the deter-
mination to win honest encomiums for excellence.

Santa Rosa, August 1st, O'M.

He Knew Where the Girls Lived.

"This Arcadia is a wondrously human place after all. Bor-
rowing a pony to ride up the valley three or four mile3, night
and the hospitality of a neighbor overtook us. A mist set-
tled down over the valley, and under the great over-hanging
trees not a trace of the road could be seen. 'Only give him
the rein, ' said the settler, 'and the horse will go straight home.
We gave him therein. An hour, by guess, had gone by and still

that pony was ambling along, snorting occasionally as the dry
sticks broke suspiciously in the edge of the woods. If a
grizzly was there, Mb company was not wanted. Another
hour had gone by. Pray, how long does it take a pony to amble
over three miles in a pitch-dark night? Half an hour later,

he turned off to the loft, crossed the valley, and brought up
at a fence. 'Give him the rein, ' was the injunction. He had
that, and a vigorous dig besides. In half an hour more he
was on the other side of the valley, drawn up at another fence.
It was too dark to discover any house. The true destination
was a white tavern by the roadside, and the light of the wood
fire in the great fire-place would certainly shine through the
window. The vagabond pony took the spur viciously, and
went off under the treeB. We were lost; that was ceitain. It
was getting towards midnight. It was clear that this equine
rascal was not going home. He had traveled at least four
hours, and was now, probably, several miles outside the set-

tlement, unless he had been going around in a circle. A night
in a wilderness, enveloped in a chilling fog, the moisture of
which was now dripping from the trees, with the darkness too
great to discover when the horse laid his ears back as a sign
of danger, was the best thiDg in prospect. Some time after-

ward he had evidently turned into a field, and a few minutes
later was in front of a settler's house. A ferocious dog made
it useless to dismount; the bars were jumped—the diminutive
cob coming down on his knees, and a moment afterward
bringing up under the window of a small house. The window
went up slowly, in answer to a strong midnight salutation,
and to this day it is not quite clear whether a rifle barrel, a
pitchfork, or a hoe-handle was protruded from that window,
or whether all this was an illusion born of the darkness of
the night.

" 'Well, stranger, how did you get in here, and what do
you want?' asked the keeper of this rural caBtle.

" T am lost; you must either let me in or come out and
show me the way.'

" 'Likely story you're lost! Beckon that don't go down
in this settlement. You ain't lost if you're here, are you ?'

" 'Look here! I borrowed Jimson's pony to go up to
Dolman's and started back after nightfall. Dolman .said,

'Give him the rein, and he would go straight back to the
tavern.' I gave him the rein, and he has been going for
the last four or five hours, except when he stopped two or
three times at fences, until he brought up here. 1

"I think the hoe handle, or whatever it might have been,
was slowly drawn in. A match was touched off on the
casement, making about as much light as a fire-fly. The
settler, shading his eyes, threw a glimmer of light on to the
neck of the iron-gray pony.
" 'Yes; that's Jimson's pony—that are a fact.

1

"A moment after a tall figure glided out, as from a hole in
the wall, and stood by the horse.

" 'Now, tell me, my good friend, where am I, what is the
hour, and how to get back to the tavern.'

" 'Well it might be nigh onto twelve o'clock, and you're
not more'n two miles from Jimson's.'

" T left at seven o'clock to go down to Jimson's about
three miles. Where have I been all this time? If I have
been nearly five hours going half of thiee miles, how shall

I ever get back to the tavern?'
" 'You don't understand all the ways of thiB settlement.

You see that's the pony that the Jimson boys take when they
go 'round courting the gals in this valley. He thought you
wanted to go 'round kind o' on a lark, and that pony, for

mere devilment, had justas lief go a courtingas not. Stopped
out yonder at a fence, did he, and then went across the
valley, and then over to the foot-hills? Well, he went up to

Tan.wood's first, and being as that didn't suit, expect he went
across to Weatherman's— he's got a fine gal—then he came
down to Jennings'—mighty fine gal there. He's been there
with the boys lots o' times.'
" 'Well, why did the pony come over here?'
" 'You see, stranger, I've got a darter, too.'
" 'How far has this wandering rascal carried me since

seven o'clock?'
(( 'Nigh upon fifteen miles, maybe twenty; and he'd a gone

all night if you'd let him. He ain't half done the settlement
yet.'

" 'Then I, a middle-aged man of family, have been carried
'round this settlement in this fog which goes to the
marrow-bones, and under trees, to get a broken head, and
on blind cross-trails, for twenty miles or so, and have got
just half way back; and all because this pony is used by the
boys for larking?'

" T reckon you've struck it, stranger. Mustn't blame that
hoss too muoh. He thought you was on it. Now, it's a
straight road down to Jimson's; but don't let him turn to the
left below. Bunnel lives down there, and he's got a darter,
too. She's a smart 'un.'

"A few minutes later, as if the evil one was in the iron-
gray, he took the left-hand road. But he sprang to the right
when the rowel went into his flank, carrying with it the
assurance that the game was up.

"It was past midnight when that larking pony came steam-
ins up to the little white tavern. The smolderiug wood fire

threw a flickering light into the porch, enough ro see that
the ears of the gamey little horse were set forward in a
frolicking way, saying clearly enough: 'If you had only
given me the rein, as advised, we would have made a night
of it.'

"This new Arcadia is not so dull when once the ways are
learned. The Jimson boys affirmed that the pony was just
mean enough to play such a trick on a stranger. But the old
tavern loft rang with merriment until the small honrs of the
night. It was moderated by a motherly voice which came
from the foot of the steps: *Yon had better bush up. The
stranger knows all the places where you've been gallivanting

'round this settlement.' W. O. Bartlett.'

The bay four-year-old stallion Melbourne, by Nutw
dam Flora {dam of Crittendon) by Pilot Jr.; second dam "

dam of Dick Moore, (2:22$) fell dead on the track at Pe
recently at the close of a trial heat, from rupture of thf
phragm. Melbourne was the property of Mr. A. G.
forth, Washington, 111.
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Runners at San Jose.

The following entries to the running races of the Santa

Clara Valley Association Fair have been furnished us by Secre-

tary Bragg:
6.—Stake for two-ysar-olds. S25 entrance, S10 forfeit,

$200 added; $50 to second, §25 to third: non winners this

year allowed 5 lbs. Three-quarters of a mile.

Thos. Fisher's lay filly Fannie F.
J. B. Chase's chestnut gelding Rosedale.

J. B. Chase's cbestnut gelding Kildare.

Laurel Wood Farm's bay colt Kyrle D.
Laurel Wood Farm's chestnut filly Carmen.
C. H. Eldred's bay filly Tricksey.

7.—Stake free-for-all. $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $200
added; $50 to second, third to save entrance. Maidens
allowed 5 lbs. One and one-half miles.

Thos. Fisher's chestnut filly Belle W.
E>lly & Lynch's bay mare Moonlight.
Mat Stum's bay filly Narcola.
Laurel Wood Farm's bay mate Patti.

D. J. McCarty'B cbestnut filly Adeline.
8.—Free purse, $200, for all ages; $50 to second horse.

Mile and repeat.

Thos. Hazlitt's bay gelding Belahaw.
Thos. Fisher's chestnut mare May D.
J. Cabrera's chestnut gelding Manzanita.
Mat Storn's chestnut stallion Grover Cleveland.

D. J. McCarty's chestnut filly Adeline.

14.—Free purse, $200- $50 to second horse. One mile

and repeat.

Thos. Hazlict's bay gelding Belshaw.
Thos. Fisher's chestnut mare May D.
Thos. Fisher's chestnut tilly Bella W.
J, Cabrera's chestnut gelding Manzanita.
Kelly & Lynch's bay mare Moonlight.

W. L. Appleby's bay mare Laura Gardner.

John Eyke of Shifnal in Shropshire. John Eyke owned a

number of good sires in his time, including some whose
names have become known in pedigrees of mares imported to

this country. Among the number were Knight of Kars,
whose stock, without any exception, took naturally and from
love of it to jumping; Brown Bread, who was a descendant
of the favorite and fashionable Sweetmeat blood, and Cucum-
ber, of whom great things were expected but who failed to

obtain popalarity owing to the smallness of his progeny.
Mrs. Theobald, another lady whose name appears, is the

widow of a Yorkshire yeoman, who for years was a well

known attendant at all North Country Tace meetings. Mrs.
Knox Gore is also a widow, but she breeds thoroughbreds ig

a pastime, just as other ladies breed pugs. The fact is thit

in many cases where yearlings are nominated by ladies they
come into their possession as a portion of their husban i's

estate, and until they are disposed of must, of course, ba

entered in a race closing in the interim in the lady's name.
Tbe oft-discussed rule of the death of the nominator of a

horse disqualifying it from taking part in any race in which
it is nominated, might occasionally be got over by a man whu
feared that his life might not last until the date of race nam-
ing his entry in his wife's name, with the idea thut she would
outlive him.

Oregonians Under Ban.

The Chicago Inter-Ocean, of tbe 30th nit., notes an inci-

dent of the previous day at the West Side races:

When Manager Winters announced just before the meeting
at the Chicago Driving Park began that he would not tolerate

there anything that had even the appearance of crookedness,

he evidently meant it, as was proven yesterday by the action

of the judges in the case of the Matlock Brothers, their mare
Kepetto, and her jockey. It waB the first race of the day, and
about 2,500 people, tempted out by tbe brightness of the day
and the oool seats that they kuev awaited them there, had
assembled to witness the racing. The jockeys in the first

race, a dash of one mile, in which U'anderoo, Kepetto and
Hatto were to start, had already been weighed in, when it

became rumored about that Kepetto, a mare that had shown
at times almost phenomenal Bpeed, was "not meant," and that

some crookedness was contemplated. Then a rush to back
Wanderoo followed, and he went to the post a strong favorite.

Wanderoo taking the lead at the start was never headed,

Kepetta being pulled double until she reached the distance

when Matlock, a son of the owner, made a pretense of riding

her out, and she went to the wire lapped on Wanderoo to the

saddle-girths. In an instant the crowd began yelling "Fraud,
fraud," and "Kule him off." The judges promptly called up
the boy who said he had been ordered to ride a waiting race,

but the owner, who had also been called into the stand,

denied that any orders whatever had been given. There waB
a short consultation among the judges, and then John Funk
announced that the owners, trainer, jockey, and the mare
Kepetta had been ruled off all associated tracks in good stand-

ing, and that all bets on the race were off. This decision

brought out a cheer from the crowd, aud caused one excited

individual to call out: "That's right; make 'em run square.

Judge." It was a bitter pill for the Matlock Brothers to

swallow, however, and they evidently concluded to go some-
where where judges are not so strict, as they packed np late

in the afternoon and left with their horses for partsunknown,
They had Kepetta in another race, and Lady Duffy in two o

them, but were not allowed to start in either, and probably*
realize to-night the truth of that old saying, "The way of the

trangressor is hard."

Lady Patrons of the Turf.

Glancing over the list of nominators for the English Derby
and Oaks, one will find among them the names of five ladies

—

"Mr. Manton", which is the nom de course of the Duchess of

Montrose; Miss Graham, Mrs. Theobald, Mrs. Knox Gore
and Mrs. Eyke. Miss Graham is an elderly lady who had
the good fortune to own a first-olass race-horse, Sterling, and
with him at the stud she again bred Isonomy, sire and Bon
being two of the moBt celebrated horses which England has for

some time possessed. She superintends her own stud farm,

and moves about among her stock with her skirts tucked up,

and a big oak stick, armed at the end with a spud, as her
attendant. Nothing is permitted to be done without her
orders, and she positively sees to the mating of her mares in

person, so that no mistakes may arise. She has brothers,

who might as well as not attend to snch matters, but no, she
prefers to take the role of a man and superintend everything
herself. In truth, when she walks out equipped as above,

she looks as if she ought to wear the breeches.

Mr. Manton, the Duchess of Montrose, who is now twice

a widow, having married, in the first instance, the Duke of

Montrose, and, alter his death, the rich iron master, Mr.
Crawford. This last gentleman was owner of many good
horses with which he won the biggest events, his most
noticeable horse, p6rhapB, being Gang Forward, the winner of

the Derby. When this second husband died the Duchess of

Montrose, who, of course, had retained her title, continued
on her late husband's stud farm au extensive string of race

horbes, assuming as her racing name tLe name of Mr. Man-
ton Manton being the name of the place at which both her
husband's and her own horses were trained by Alec Taylor.

Like Miss Graham, this Mr. Manton seeB to every little

detail connected with her horses both around the stud farm
and on the race track. She tells jockeys how she wishes

her horses ridden, and, in fact, regulates everything and all

connected with her with the greatest despotism.

A very good story is told of her and Gallon, her jockey. In
giving him instructions she told him to come away from hiB

horses when tbey came through the dip. He was beaten, and
after the race was interviewed by the Duchess. "Didn't I

tell you to come away from your horses in tbe dip? Why,
then, didn't you obey my orders?" "For the reason, your
grace," replied Gallon, "that when we came through the dip

all the others came away from me." She is very masculine
ooking, dresses invariably with an abundance of scarlet (her

raoing colors) about her, which, together with a very bold

manner and an exceedingly rosy-looking complexion, make
her very noticeable.

Mrs. Eyke, who is another one of the lady nominators of

hor 3B in the big English events, is the widow of the breeder

Mr. Valonsin has sold the bay mare Orphan Girl, 2:32} by
Buccaneer, dam Molly Brown by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.; S9J-

ond dam by Langford, to Mr. Samuel Blair of this city. Price

$1,000. Is is understood Mr. Blair will drive Orphan Sir

on the road. She was bred this 6pring to Valeusin.

HEED AND SWINE.
American Devon Cattle Club—Transfers.

Polly Kycraft 6662; Ueney 6679, A. F. Bronson to Lncian J. Lewis,
Copenhagen, N. Y.

Stop 4133, Chapman Bros, to 8. C. Swackhamer. Bchenevus, N. Y.
Life 7378, C. L. Dayton to Herbert F. Dayton, "Watertown, Ct.

Cherry Bed 5675, R. A. Ford to Estate of Stanley Griswold, deceased,
Torringford, Ct.

Besom 406y; Betsy Baker 4362; Kappa 7294; Lawn 7295, Wm. ForByth k,

bonto J. A. McCutcheon. Freeland, O.
Tonington 36119, Stanley Griswold to Wm. M. Allen, New Milford. Ct.

Bailey 3300; Holly Sweet 5529, B. Hankinson to Dr. B. W. James, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

Sendoff 4082, Jos. Hilton & Sons to Harvey Sbelp, Glen, N. Y.
Barton's Hiawatha ±125, Bobt. B, Hume to Henry B. Stirling, Barton,

Ark.
Maud 1977, Stanton Hume to Kobert B. Hume, Florisant, Mo.
Restful C627, T. F. Judson to Chas. W. Atwood. Watertown, Ct.
Dottie 7297, T. F. Judson to Jos- W. Atwood, Watertown, Ct.

Zosepbine 7i05, T. D. Lewis to D. J Whitmore & Co., Casstown, O.
Bismark Jr. 3505, R. A. Love to M. White, Chester, S. C.
Valley Boy 4114, Henry Minor to Albert E. Norton, Berlin, Ct.

Alban 3431; Full Blood 2d 3053, J. W. Morse & Son to H. French, Gales-
ville, Wis.

State Line 4033; Alice of Pleisant Hill 6427; Ida of Pleasant Hill 6429;
Flash of Pleasant Hill 64^0, J. D. Northrop & Son to Chas. R,
Seamn.Dupuyer. Montana.

Beatrice 6567, M. W. Oliver to A. N. Chapin, Lenox, O,
Colvin4084; Haddie Linwood 7319, M. W. Oliver to D. C. Woodworth,

Lenox, O.
Pride of Walker's Farm 4119, David B. Parmel°e to Wm. B. Ferris,

Botsford, Ct.

Track 4118, B. F. Peck & Son to Frank Bullard, Gaines, N. Y.
Corfu 3478; Essay 5iLi6; November 5852; Vital 6419; Accent 6444; Light

6908; Legible 7133, B. F. Peck & Son to Rumsey Bros., Westfield.
N. Y.

Special 3763, Jas. 31. Ehorer to Heman Smith, Boyce, La.
Sir Guy 1813, Jas. M. Rhorer to Chas. H. Teal, Colfax. La.
Oscar b92S, J. E. Sisson to Wm. M. Hughes, Bradenville. Pa.
Queen Bbsjs 7384, Ralph W. Storrs to Wm. H. Gardner, Spring Hill, Ct.

Eliza 4046. F. L Taylor to Stanley Griswold, Torringford, Ct.
Gen. Earl 4140, G. A. Wason to Lester L. Collins. Franklin, N. H.
Filena 6050, G. A. Wason to E. B. Merrill, East andover, N. H.
Bulwer 3957; Kitty Thompson 7404, D. J. Whitmore & Co. to A. H.

Moore. DeGraff, O.
Helenora 5071, D J. Whitmore to Dr E. O. Moore, Egypt, Miss.
Boyas 3516; Mattie B. 7137; Bazetta 7144, D. J. Whitmore & Co. to M. F.

Nininger, Calhoun. Ala.
Brett 4143, D. J. Whituore to K. Sewall, Marlin, Tex.
Brunot 4142; Zosephine 7405, D, J. Whitmore to James Surget, Natchez,

Miss.
Brebis 7146, D. J. Whitmore to Philip G. Towney. Doylestown, O.
Dundas 4110, S. C. Work & Sons to John M. Miller, Hickory, Pa.

F. W. Beed, Sec.

able, good hunting dogs. The bitch is a stockily framed, rather
low animal of great power, has a good head, extraordinary
brisket, good ribbing, good legs and feet, and is all over a
good looker. In color she is peculiar. The coat varies from
a black on the body into a deep liver on the muzzle and legs.

The liver color is very dark, and in some lights looks black.
The litter brother of the bitch is owned by Mr. Mason Dodge
near Salinas City, and is white and lemon. Mr. Berry may
congratulate himself upon having a very handsome pointer,

aud if proper care is taken he should have a good preformer.
Bred to Mr. WaUon's Pape dog, the produce from Black-
bird, as Mr. Berry calls his pointer, will be worth owning by
those who fancy the blacks.

Part II of Vol. IV of the American Kennel Club Stud B< ok
has been published, and may be obtained by addressing Mr.
A. P. Vredeuburgh, the secretary, at 44-46 Broadway, New
York, enclosing fifty cents. Four hundred and five regis-

trations appear, and the volume is indispensable to fanciers

who care to be abreast of the times in the kennel world.

Several Californians have entries. Col.L. S. Hatch of this city

enters his fox-terrier Bag. Jones. In pointers Mr. Wm.
Schreiber enters Mountain Boy and Lassie. Mr. T. J. Pin-
der's Scout Croxteth appears, as do Mr. J.Martin Barney's
Tom Pinch and Mr. YV. D. Howe's Sportsman. The Califor-

nia Kennel's Harold, Janet aud Sweetheart have places in

the volume, and Mr. Albert Peri's Pearl Laverack is also

given a number. Among Irish setters appear Mike and Lady
Elcho T. owned by Mr. A. B. Truman. In Irish water span-
iels Mr. T. J. Pinder enters Jerry P. and Nora P. Mr. A.
W. Kimball's mastiff bitch Zella M. ends the masstiff entry.

Fifteen entries per qoarterly issue will soon include pretty

nearly all the olearbred dogs owned in the State, and we hope
every owner willrecord his dogs. The volume is well printed,

but in one or two places the Secretary has permitted little

errors to appear, which can be corrected in the next issue.

Elsewhere there appears this week the advertisement of the

Elcho Kennels owned by Mr. A. B. Truman, of this city.

Young Irish setters are offered for sale. They are sired by
the stud dog of the kennels, Mike T., by Nemo—Nida. Mike
T. is clear bred in fashiouable strains, his grandsire being a

son of Elcho and out of Dr. Jarvis' famous Kose. Mike is of

good typical form, coat aud color, and is a broken dog. The
dam of the dogs offered is, to our notion, the best Irish setter

we have seen. She is by Elcho—Noreen, and is a full sister

to Champion Elcho Jr., a dog that is thought to be the best

looker of the breed in America by those who have not seen

Lady Elcho T. The latter can beat her brother in coat, in

color, in form, and, in our opinion, in head. It is not easy to

compare a bitch with a dog. but we think her the better of the

two. The puppies offered are guaranteed sound, and being

of the best possible breeding, those who desire to go into

Irish setters cannot do better than correspond with tbe Elcho

Kennels, at the address advertised.

Pacific Kennel Club.

Driving gloves for track aud road in great variety; fine

shirts made to order; underwear in wool, cotton, merino and
silk; neckties, scarfs, handkerchiefs; collars, cuffs, and gen-
tlemen's furnishing goods of every description; reasonable
prices; quality to suit every taste. Beamish's, Nucleus
Building, Third and Market streets, San Francisco.

ATHLETICS.
The special exhibition for business men, at the Olympic

Club, on next Wednesday evening, is exciting much comment,
Invitations are eagerly sought, and the affair will be a notable
one.

Burke vs. Corbett.

The directors of the Olympic Club have arranged a meeting
between the professional boxer, Mr. Jack Burke and Mr.
James J. Corbett of the club. The conditions are that the gen-
tlemen shall box eight rounds under tbe Queensberry rules,

on theevening of August 27th, at the gymnasium of tbe club.
The event will be the best exhibition of the art of self-defence
seen for many years in San Francisco. Mr. Burke in admit-
tedly the peer of any man of his weight, and Mr. Corbett is

very clever. The latter has the advantage in weight, height
and reach, and not a few believe that he will score quite as
often as his more experienced opponent.

Pacific Coast Harriers.

The first out-door athletic meeting of the Harriers is to be
held this afternoon at the Athletic Grounds, corner of 14th
and Centre streets, Oakland. Six running and walking races
are on the card, and there are many entries. The gameB will

begin about 5 o'clock p. m., the club going over by the 4
o'clock boat. No admission fee will be oharged.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to Bend for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deathB
in their kennels, In all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
and of grandparents, colore, dates, and breed.

Mr. W. F. Berry brought bis black pointer puppy from San
Rafael last week to our office. The bitch was whelped on
February 8th, 1887, and was bred by Mr. William Dodge at

Mt. Vernon, Virginia. She is by Mr. Dodge's Don—Bessie;
Bessie by Rockett— Hazel's Tilly; Rocket a dog of Mr.
Strong's breed; Tilly by Sensation—Hazel's Dolly; Dolly by a
pointer imported and owned by a son of Admiral Dahlgren.
Mr. Berry has known some of the dogs iu the pedigree for

many years, and assures us they were all thoroughly sound,

The monthly meeting of the club was held on Wednesday
evening last, thirty-seven members present, and President

Stuart Taylor in the chair. Secretary and Treasurer Watson
reported $190.40 in the treasury. The matter of a guarantee

fund for the dog show, to be given in April uext, was dis-

cussed. Mr. John H. Wise thought some sum should be

decided upon, and the club members assessed pro rata. He
could not see why one member should advanoe more than

another, for the common interest. Colonel Taylor said that

a guarantee fund was considered necessary by clubs in other

cities, and the speaker knew that members of the Pacific Ken-
nel Club desired to raise such a fund, but did not desire to levy

an assessment for the reason that some very desirable membera
might feel unable to contribute largely and would feel embar-

rassed if it was made obligatory to pay any given amount
into an insurance fund. It was decided to proceed upon the

plan adopted by the secretary, which i6 to receive such Bums
as may voluntarily be contributed either by members or

others. After the regular business was finished President

Taylor announced the special features of the evening, and in

doing so made some m03t interesting remarks about the early

writings treating of the dog. The address evidenced deep
research, and was listened to with the pleasure with which the

eloquent gentleman's words are always heard.

A letter of regret from Mr. J. Martin Barney was read, in

which the writer expressed full sympathy with the clnb, and
promised fifty dollars for the guarantee fund. Doctor R. J.

Dawson, V. S., read a paper on "Instinct aud Reason in Ani-

mals," which will be printed in the Breeder and Sportsman.
The paper excited lively discussion. An able monograph
on "Milk Fever in the Bitch," was read by Doctor Thomas
Bowhill, V. S. The doctor discussed exhaustively the causes,

symptoms and treatment of the disease. His paper will also

be published in the Breeder asd Sportsman. Votes of thanks

to Drs. Bowhill and Dawson were passed. After the papers

were read, Colonel Taylor invited all present to help them-

selves ad libitum to a tasteful lunch provided by the secretary.

Sandwiches and other things disappeared rapidly, and several

hours were passed in chaff and singing. The "house warm-
ing" was voted a very enjoyable affair, although it was hoped
that the attendance would be larger.

Dos Stealers.

"Why, I thought everybody iu Illinois knew Budd Doble
and Bismarck! They are professional dog thieves: and about
the sleekest ones in the United States, too."

"Do they make a business of it?"

"Yes, and a mighty good paying business it is, too. Thia
is their harvest time now."
"How BO?"
"During the hot summer months, you know, the fashion-

able dogs are taken out early in-the morning for their exer-

cise, allowed to run around as they please for an hour
or two. There's the time the dog stealers get in their

work. Any fine morning jou will find Budd Doble on Mich-
igan or Wabash avenue, about Eighteenth street. He is on
the ground at 4 o'clock and never leaves until he has corralled

at least a couple of pugs. Bismarck makes the Harrison Street

Station his headquarters. That's all the name he has. He's
a big, bony German, over six feet tall. He always has three

or four dogs following him."
"How do they catch the dogs?"
"Dog thieves all carry a fine, braided lasso and a sponge.

The sponge is saturated with some peculiar scent which
instantly attracts a dog, and he'll follow that sponge wher-
ever it goes. He won't pay attention to anything else, and
will walk right away from his master or mistress if they are

calling him. The dog catcher fastens the sponge to the bot-

tom of his pantaloons usually. The sponge racket was
invented several years ago by 'Skinny' Flyan, a burglar, and
now it is used by dog thieves all over the country. I have
often heard 'Skinny' tell how he robbed country residences

where big dogs were kept, by simply throwing the prepared.
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sponge to the brute. He'd lie right down beside it and neveimake a sign of a growl.
"What particular breeds do dog stealers prefer'"
"All valuable dogs-pugs, black and tans, St. Bernards
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TRAP.
Philip McShane.

At the Occidental Hotel, in this City, on Friday night last,
Philip McShane died, the cause of death being uremia
following lithotomy. He was operated upon on Thursday at 10
o'clock A. M., and sank steadily until Friday, at 11.30 o'clock
p. M„ when death supervened. In his removal the city has
lost a valuable, public spirited citizen, and a very large circle
of friends is left to mourn the absence of one in whom
many endearing attributes were carnified. Of Mr. McShane
as a man of busines it need only be said that from early
youth he exhibited in a marked degree industry, persistence
and unvarying integrity, and the usual reward was his,
Coming to California about 1S50, he went into mercantile life,

first in Nevada County, at Rough and Eeady, where his busi,
ness prospered. After a few years he removed to San Fran-
cisco and entered the grocery trade, and was also Secretary
of the San Francisco Insurance Company. Abont 1S71 he
became proprietor of. the Occidental Hotel, remaining there
until 1876 when he retired from business, and has since de-
voted his time to travel and to s-port. A keen, close observer,
his travels stored his mind with a world of knowledge, and
made him one of the most interesting of raconteurs. With
retirement from business Mr. McShane developed pronounced
proclivities toward field sports, and became a sportsman of a
high type. His pet recreation was snipe shooting, and none
knew the haunts and habits of the bird so well. Trout fish-

ing occupied three months of each year, his favorite style be-
ing to nse the spoon, and his customary recort being Webber
Lake. Always quaintly genial, and ever ready to advance
the interests and contribute to the enjoyment of his friends,
he has passed away in the fullness of years, beloved as few
men are, and mourned as only good men should be.

The Parker Gun Club meets to-day at Alameda. The club
will go over by the 8:30 A. M. Narrow Gauge boat.

The Blue Rock Club will meet at Adam's Point this after-
noon, going over by the 12:30 Oakland boat. The club
omitted its July meeting, and members will be prepared to
shoot forty blue rocks each to even the scores.

To-morrow, at San Bruno, the California Wing Shooting
Club holds its regular monthly meeting, taking the 8:30 a. m.
train from Fourth and Townsend streets. Birds for pool-
shooting will be on hand.

At Alameda Mole, to-morrow, the Lincoln Gun Club will
conduct an open tournament. The conditions are fifteen clay
pigeons, 18 yards rise, National rules, 32.50 entrance. Money
divided into purses of 50, 30 and 20 per oent. Shooting will
begin at 10 o'clock.

"Gaucho" on Bullets.

Editob Bebedee audSpobtsmajj:—There are two articles
in your issue of July 16th which are well worth the price of
subscription to your paper for a year—I refer to the articles
-headed "Ballets" and "Trap Shooting as a Test of Skill."

After a good many years of the most varied experience with
the rifle, over nearly the entire length of this Continent, from
the British line to Patagonian frontier, I have come to the
conclusion that no ammunition will compare with that made
up of naked bullets and a heavy powder charge. The patched
bullet I have always known to be more accurate when the
rifle could be cleaned after every shot, and where every patch
went into the chamber and cushioned perfectly smoothly on
the grooving; bat as these conditions can't be observed in
general rough-and-tumble work, there can be no doubt that
the well-lubricated naked ball is far superior in every way
but in extreme accuracy, while in this particular, its only
weakpoint, it will oat-shoot 99 per cent, of the finest shots—in
other words a well-grooved rifle with a properly designed and
lubricated bullet made of sufficient hardness will shoot as near
to the centre shot after shot, at all sporting ranges as any man
can hold, so that the variation will be due far more to the
holding even in the most skillful hands, than to the alleged
erratic flight of the naked ball. There has been considerable
discussion for years on this subject, but for the life of me I
could never see the gist of the argument. I franklv admit
that for target shooting as a specialty, a patched ball is 'just the
thing. I believe just as thoroughly that for hunting pur-
poses it is not one whit better than the naked one. If
a man can place his shots in a two-inch ring at 200 yards with
anything like certainty, a patched bullet may be of great
advantage to him, but as such men are very rare the chances
are greatly that the rifle will out-shoot the man behind it,

therefore, if it does vary an inch or two at that distance it is

just as apt to help him into the centre as to carry him out of
it. Still, one feels more secure when cleaning the gun after
every shot, pushing home a well-patched bullet and then
doing one's level best, even though a "magpie" be the result.
In hunting all these fine points fade into thin air—the dis-
tance is always unknown, the ground is never twice of the same

lay, the wind is always from some other direction, the light
which of course has nothing to do with swerving the ball is
still a highlj important factor in the matter of sighting- theman himself is frequently unsteadied either by tramping over
rough ground, steep hills, climbing over fallen trees jump,
ing or wading through streams, ditches or what not when
without a moment's warning up jumps a deer. At the same
instant, if fortunate enough to see him, the hunter throws up
his rifle Glancing rapidly along the sights he blazes away
when, if the ball was properly headed it connects with the
meat at the other end; if not, it is only by a repetition of
these salutations that thedeer can be stopped. Now, I would
like to ask any practical man wherein the value of this
extreme mathematic accuracy ? There isn't one fine shot in a
thousand who places his ballet just where he would in
this catch-as-catch-can shooting, while any good shot at mov-
ing objects can play his ball on a 12 to 18 inch ring inside of
100 yards, and within that distance about all game hunted in
timber is killed. Depend upon it the rifle and bullet il
properly affiliated, will do the work, be the latter patched' or
lubricated while all repeaters shoot naked balls, and any
single shooter can be much more speadily reloaded than when
U6ing patched ones, as these are pretty apt to rumple
np at the most critical moment. In long-range shooting on
the prairie a lubricated ball will be found to serve just as well
as the other, for then it is a matter of estimating distances,
judging velocity of wind, position of game, and many other
things of vastly more importance than the patch or no patch
as can clearly be seen by anyone who will take the trouble
to think about it.

For shooting in the timber or mountains a repeating gun
is far ahead of any single or double-shot rifle. While
none, so far as I can judge, taken all in all, is equal to the
Winchester. As a smgle-shot rifle these people also lead all
others, and their 45-125-300 express for prairie shootin° is
the best rifle by all odds made in America to-day. Such a
gun costs about §16 to $30 according to finish, and is a regu-
lar bone crusher at all distances and on anything; it is not
complicated, and is in every respect, when fitted with Lvman
sights, the best prairie rifle made for the money, while* it is
the equal of any so far as shooting goes. The heavy powder
charge and light short bullet are not conducive to extreme accu-
racy, still they form the most killing combination known. The
trajectory, that most dreaded bugbear to every rifleman at un-
known distances, is extremely flat, so that little thought need
be given to the hind sight when shooting under 250 to 300
yards. After that nothing but the finest judgment and skill
will enable a man to bag his game, regardless of bullets, rifle
or ammunition. From my own experience Hound that a rifle
sighted for 50 yards in the timber and 150 yards on the
prairie, did as well as at any other range. I never changed my
sight when shooting in the woods, while with the 150 yards
elevation for prairie work I could easily make allowance for
longer or shorter distances by taking fineor full sight as occa-
sion might demand. I have always ased hollow, pointed bal-
lets and large charges of powder, in order to overcome errors
of distance and to kill instantly rather than torture to death
the game I pursued.
Daring the last nine years it has been my good fortune to

be thrown in with some of the finest shots at inanimate tar-
gets in America. I say this fully realizing the breadth of the
assertion, for I have shot times without number with Teipel,
McMurchy, Bandle, Miller and hosts of other very fine shots
who live in and about Cincinnati. Then again, I have fre-
quently shot with Stice, Fred Kimble, Meaders', a few days
with S. A. Tucker, Budd, Penrose. Hill, Early, and many
other noted shots of the States and Canada. Among all these
I know of but one who shoots a very close-shooting gun and
loads it to do its best, and that is Fred Kimble. The great
majority of the others nse close-shooting guns, I admit, but
nearly all load them so they will fire a good spread of shot at
38 to 40 yards. In other words they have to use a verv close-
shooting gun in order to be able to burn fine-grained" quick
powder in it, for, were the gun anything but a close shooter,
this quick powder would inevitably scatter the shot too much
for any certainty of work even at 38 yards.

I have known men, who, carried away with the conviction
of their own individual superiority, have had extremely close-
shooting guns made to their order. The result has invariably
been that either thev instantly dropoed in their average, or
else, in utter desperation, they increased their powder charge,
while they used a finer grain, hence they reverted to the origi-
nal spread, or, perchance, secured even a greater one than the
discarded gun had accorded them.
The man who tells you he wants a gun to shoot in a knot-

hole at 30 yards is very easily beaten. Grant him his request
and shoot, for your own part, with one that makes a big,
even spread, and, unless he be a phenomenal shot and you a
very poor one. the victory is surely yours, for there are very
few men who can centre their loads shot after shot on a clay
bird at 38 to 45 yards, which is about the distance at which
these are usually shot. On a fine, still, calm day, a very close-
shooting gun is well enough, but on driving, dipping, swerv-
ing saucers, the liberal spread of a well-bored gun will be
found a most valued adjunct to any man's shooting.

If, therefore, this advantage is of material value in target
shooting, how much more so must it be when facing
five traps, each one of which contains a lively, husky, darting
live pigeon, one that starts out describing corkscrew whirli-
gigs, and flaps his wings in defiance of the shower of lead
that did just miss him. As for the second barrel on such
a driver it always counts, but generally as a goose egg, for
with hiB 30 yards, in the first place increased by 7 to 10 at the
crack of the gun, that must be pointed very near just right,
why, what with the smoke and one thing or another he is
well up in the forties before his second messenger reaches him,
so even if it is properly delivered it gets to its destination
so near the boundary line that the bird generally gets away
with it, _ at least dies out of bounds, which, in counting up
scores, is merely an aggravation and painful remainder that
had the gun been properly held in first place there would
have been no need for the second barrel, when, in fact, a more
open shooter with identical holding would have done the
work. 1 say, therefore, that a full-choked, close-shooting gun
is, perse, a grand institution, but it does not follow that it

should always be loaded to do its narrowst and most suffoca-
tingly close work. Getting the load over the traps in a hurry
and with a good wide even spread is by far more apt to win
than bunching it out there just a little off bat quite eoough to
miss.

It may be consoling after a miss to hear that the load
struck the ground "just under" or a "trifle behind" a good
vigorous fleet-winged pigeon, bnt I submit that it is vastly
more profitable, when shooting for stakes, to hear your oppon-
ent sarcastically remark that "it was merely a scratch that
won the pool," or that "anybody could score with a blander-
buss" etc., etc. I take it that when a man shoots for money
it's money he wants. The glory of "ragging, " "smashing, "or
"paralyzing" seven birds out of ten may demand extremely fine
holdiog and good judgment, but depend upon it a little judg-
ment then, and a trifle more in the gun and loading, will beat

For wild-fowl shooting no gun can shoot too closely, for this
is generally done at long range and at toagh birds that require
a good deal of killing. Wing-beaking being synonymous
with lost birds three times out of five, while at the traD a
broken wing is positively always fatal.

I admire a close hard-shooting gnu as much as any one
can, and while I like to stand off 40 yards and make hand-
some close patterns as patterns, yet I don't adopt that same
formula of loading when I want to make a score, as a score
and a pattern are two very different things—at least for any
one who is not far above an average shot. It's hard to own
up to it, but such is the fact. Gaccho
Walla Walla, Julv 27th, 1887.
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The Death of Mr. McShane-
At San Bruno, on Snnday last, the sportsmen who partici-

pated in ihe Ault-Rix team match appointed Judge Hale His,
Captain M. Ault, Mr. Ramon E. Wilson, and H. H. Briggs, a
committee to prepare resolutions about the deaih of Mr.
Philip McShane. The committee furnishes the following
report for publication:

Whereas, In the order of Providence Mr. Philip McShane
has been removed by death, be it by his acq naintances and
sportsman friends here assembled,

Resolved, That in the departure of our beloved friend we
are deprived of a companionship that has ever been pleasant,
because of the engaging personal qualities of the man.

Resolved, That in his character a3 a citizen, as a sports-
man, and as a friend, we bear testimony to his catholicity of
spirit, to his unvarying rectitude, and to his gentle warmth
of heart.

Resolved, That these resolutions be furnished to the
Breeder a>xd Sportsman for publication.

Hale Rix,
M. Acxt,
R. E. Wilson,
H. H. Briggs.

,

•*

Ault—Rix Match.

Captain Matthias Ault and his carefully selected team of
twenty-two men, were neatly bagged on July 31st at San
Bruno by Captain Hale Rix and a like team. The match was
the outcome of friendly bantering between the ancients who
headed the teams, and who have been addicted to trap shoot-
ing for more than a generation. Both have been prominent
in connection with shooting, and botii seem possessed with
the idea that they are skillful at the traps. Asa result of
their chaffing, fifty gentlemen were invited to enter a team
match, and forty-sis appeared at the time set. Many of
them were adepts with the gnu, and all but two or three*had
had experience at San Bruno. The teams had been selected
before reaching the ground, but for good reasons it was
thought better to reselect them, the Captains choosing alter-
nately from those present. Captain Ault was perfectly
familiar with the records of all of the men, and used his know-
ledge in picking ont his company. Before a shot was fired
he had the best of the match, in the general opinion, by
twenty birds, But, like other plans, those of the venerable
shot went "aft" and left him daft, although he retained his
extraordinary nse of the vernacular. Captain Rix was noi
neglectful of his interests, but selected judiciously, giving
the preference to duck and quail shots, while Captain Ault
was guided by the trap records of the men in choosing. By
consent Mr. W. L. Eyre acted as sole judge and filled the
onerous position satisfactorily. Little time was lost in pre-
liminaries, all ihings having been made ready before the
arrival of the visitors. The birds were only fair. Many of
them got away from the traps in regulation San Bruno style,

but many dwelt before taking their courses, and were gifts
for those who shot at them.
Of the work of the individual members of the teams, it

may be said that it averaged very good. The losing team
scored eight and one-eighth birds to the man, while Captain
Rix' contingent averaged eight and two-thirds. More interest
was shown in the match than has been manifest since the
State Sportsman's Association meeting in 1882. Nearly two
hundred spectators were on the ground, a number of them
ladies, and it is much to the credit of all concerned that
neither the participants nor the spectators were guilty of any
imprudence either in speech or action during the exciting
competition.

The day passed without a single unpleasant incident. The
utmost friendliness was shown by all, and while the match
was shot rigidly to rule, there was no questioning of the deci-
sions of the referee. After the match an adjournment was
had to the hotel where a dinner provided by the losing team
was discussed. The dinner was of course enjoyable as any
meal would have been, taken in such company, but it was
not, in excellence, np to the high standard of the hospitable
Cunningham hostelry. After the disappearance of every
eatable thing short speeches were made by Captains Ault,
Eix, Ramon Wilson and others. Mr. Wilson referred in fit-

ting terms to the recent death of Mr. Philip McShane, than
whom the trap shooting fraternity had no more enthusiastic
and honorable exponent, and. upon suggestion of the speaker,
Messrs. Kix, Ault, Wilson and Briggs were made a committee
to draft resolutions relative to Mr. McShane. (The resolu-
tions appear in another column.) Tbe general sentiment
was that such meetings as the one described should be
encouraged, »nd it is probable that each season hereafter will

see three or more of them.
Captain Ault's team was sent first to the traps, shootiDg in

squads, and the first man to call "pull" was the doughty
Captain. He got a right quartering out-goer that is still

goiog. Tbe first Ault squad missed two birds, while Judge
Bix and his foar privates all killed. In the first round the
Rix team missed three, while the Ault team lost seven. In
the second round the Ault team lost but seven, while the
Bix team had eight go out of bonnds. At the end of the
seventh round the teams were even, but thence the Kix men
gradually increased a lead until the close of the match, when
they were eleven ahead. The only clean score was made by
Mr. Weinmann, of the Kix team, a gentleman who has had
little experience in trap shooting. Eleven was, made by
Mr. John DeVaull Jr., of the Ault side, and on the other
Messrs. Jerry Browell and Ed.Dunshee did as well. Messrs,
A. F. Adams and John Ferguson rolled up ten each for Cap-
tain Ault, and Thomas Pierson, fl. Spencer, Dick Brooks,
Ramon Wilson and Geo. Shorten did likewise for Ju'lce
Rix. The others failed to get into double figures, altL

few fell below eight. Messrs. Cate, Kittle, Johnsori,
Golcher, Geo. Shorten and Ben Brown came late, be
permitted to shoot up their scores. A little rivalry i

Fred Putzmau and Ned Edwards resulted in a tic

them, although it is said that Mr. Edward's failure I

eight will coat him a superb "Mint" dinner for '

complained of his cartridges during the first portion
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six straight after the change. One of the contestants used a

Winchester Repeating shotgun, and seeing that a bird was
ikely to get away after two loads had been shot at it, let two
more charges go before it reached bounds, veTy much to the

surprise of those who had not seen such a gun. Immedi-
ately after the match Judge Kix made a little address, con-

gratulating his team, and expressing deep sympathy for his

Opponents. He referred in glowing terms to the century or

more of active service in behalf of sportsmanship rendered
by the aged Captain Ault, and closed by saying that, as evi-

dence of the esteem in which that gentleman was held, he
had been commissioned to decorate him with a medal. As
the Judge ceased speaking he threw over the head of Captain
Ault a rich chain of baling rope, from which hung an elab-

orate medal a foot in diameter, elegantly stamped out of sole

leather. Captain Ault, through tears, thanked the kind
friends brokenly, and promised to deserve a repetition of the

generosity.

After the main match a pool shoot was divided.

At 12 birds, Hurlingham, team match. Captains Hale Kix, Matthias
Ault. Referee W.L. Eyre, San Bruno, July 31st, 1887.

BIX TEAM
Bis 2 1 1

Pierson 1

Blade 1

Kerrigan 1
Walsh .1

Spencer 1
Bronba , 1

Browell 2
W. J . Golcher 1
Wilson
Dunshee 1

Bogart 1

Liddle 1

White 2
Heath. 1

Briggs 1

'Wdinmann 2
Meilly
Feizel 2
Gillette
Kittle
Cate 1
Shorten 2

1012202011 1—10
1— 7

2 2—10
1 1-10

12 1—91111110
12 0020 111-

12 2 1 1-10
2 2 12 1—II

12 2 2 12
2 2 2 12 2

1— 8
1— 6

2—12
702U12100 2-

10 2 2 10 2-012122110-
12 2 23
1 1 1 1 1 :

2— 9
0—10

Total 198

AULT TEAM.

110 2 2

Ault 2 1

Smith 1 2

Lambert 1 1 1

Laing „.0 1 J

Adams 2- 2
Jellett 1 1 1

Futzman 1 1 1

Fox 2

Bohan 2
De Vaull 1
Edwards
Kelly
Osborne
Ferguson 1 1
H.R.Brown 1 1

Frost 2 2
Rohrs
Muller 1

Shaft 1 1
Myer 1 2 2 2 2 1
H.O Golcher 2 2 12
Johnson , 1 2 2 10
B.Brown 2 12 2 12 1

0-
2 10 0-

12 10 2 0-
2 2 10 1 2—9
12 12 1 1—10

10 1—7

2 2 1112 10 2 1— II111111-1001211122 1—900011011211—7
10 2 2 112

12 12 12—9
110—

2—
2 2 2 11-

Total 1S7

At fi birds, S2.60 entrance, Hurlingham. Divided by Messrs. Fox,
Lambert and Duusbee.
Kerrigan 1 1 1
Lambert 1 1 1

Fox. 1 1 1

Fanning .......1

Ties at 3 birds.
Lambert J
Fox 1

Cate I

Bruns 1 (

1 1—6 Dunshee 1 1 1

1 1—3 Sharp 1 1111
1 1 [ Dunshee 1

1 l| Sharp 1

1-4
1-4
1-6

breaks, done with an L. C. Smith gun, on the Price Hill Gun
Club Grounds, Cincinnati. Mark you, Gaucho saya he could
not find a "single olub member who was willing to vouch"
for that score, hence he would have it inferred that the score
was false. Furthermore, he says, at least in substance, that
when Miller made the bcots he had with him a single lad who
was trapper, scorer, referee, judge and audience—in short, he
would have it believed that this boy was the whole shooting
match. But it may be interesting in this connection for your
readers to see what the Cinn., Com. Gazette of Jan. 2d, 1S87,
had to say of Miller's score. I quote only to the point as fol-

lows: "The gentlemen who witnessed the shooting and who
will answer to its correctness were: J. E. Maynard, J. Moore,
Geo. McDuffie, W. E. Limburg, O. Topf, H. F. Robinson, C.
Droste, A. Flickinger, the trapper, and Miss Sallie Moore,
scorekeeper; the judges were J. Moore and O. Flickinger."
If this be the correct version, what is Gaucho? In any case
it is easy for skepticB to communicate with any witness
named and receive the truth from first-hands—members of the
Price Hill Gun Club. Gaucho must not expect to come into
our journals to misrepresent facts, defame innocent people ad
lib., and sneer at deserving manufactures withoutbeing called

to account for it sharply. Such '"Ethics" will not be toler-

ated here. A little later in his letter, he says this of the
Smith gun:

"I have before me a Smith 'D.' grade gun, the barrels of
which are wavy, cheap-looking, rough; the rib is crooked,
the stock studded with knots—in fact, a very seedy gun.
But that is not all; in vain have I tried to make it shoot up
to its record, as vouched for on the tag"—all of which is

simply an insult to the ccmmon sense of your readers, for it

is a fact that guns of any maker, as a rule, can be made to

outshoot the "tag" record, those same makers knowing that
their gunB will surely come back on their hands if not as
represented. I would be willing to stake a dollar to a dime
that he had no Smith gun "before" him when he wrote;
would stake another that he never shot the gun against its

tag at all, at least not according to directions, or it would
duplicate the factory record if not better. An article in the
June number of the American Sportsman of Cinn., signed
"Opaque," explains why the gun looked wavy to Gaucho,
thus: "I think I know why the barrels of that Suaith gun
look wavy, the rib crooked, and the Btock studded with
knots, to you, my dear Gaucho. Ever since your eyes came in
contact with the fist of a certain editor, their sight has been
blurred and defective, and whenever you look at a gun,
especially a Smith, gun, the barrels appear wavy, the rib-

crooked, and the stock studded with knots." If he has a
Cincinnati editor's fist in his eye, no wonder guns look
"wavy and crooked" to him—they would to anybody; and
yet it is a poor excuse for him to try to make everything
look "wavy" to> people who have no editor's fist in their eyes.
When I first read "Ethics in Advertising," a snaky feeling

came crawling ill over me. I thought, that's the kind of a
man one would neTer expect to meet except along Borne lonely
road at night* erotiching within the darknesR, with a devil in
his heart, blood money in his wallet, and a dagger behind his
back, waiting, not for the gnilty, but an iuDOcent victim.
What reader can afford time to read the malicious writings of
such a man as "Gaucho." What value can there be in what
he writes? Almofit any man, even ihougb he might filch

another's gold, would shrink from trying to rob him of his
reputation, his character. Let this newcomer mend his ways
for the future, or be classed among ghouls.
San Diego, CaL, Julv 19th, LSS7. "Marks."

Club Shoot.

The regular monthly shoot of the Seattle Eod and Gun
Club took place on July 22d at the r.*ce track. Considerable
interest was manifested over the result. The first medal was
won by Lawrence S. Booth, the second by W, A. Perry and
the third by F. A. Pontius. Following is the Bcore:

S. Hunter n ii 1 l 0—xo I 1 1

1

11--10
L Booth 1 i l 1 l 1 I-XX 10 1

1

1

1

1 1--If
TV. Robertson... 1 1 ii Jl II l 1 i X 0-0 I XI 1

1

i ii l i--lfi

G. G. White 1 1 ii 1 1 n I I— 1 on no - 1

"W. Sewlin it 1 1 1 X n-oo 1 II nil 01 01-- 1

"W. A. Hardy. ..1 1 1 1 ii 0—I 10 01 on 1-- R

W H. Pumphreyl ii II 1 II X X—I 110 1

1

10 11 1-- s
J. F. McNaught.O i 1 II 1 1 X II I—XI 1

1

ni 1 1 1--14
Vf. R. ThornelL.O II 1 II 1 X X 0— 1 on 01 10 (1 1-- fl

B. Kenward II II II II 11 II I— 00 00 no 111-- 1

F. A. Pontius. ...0 1 1 1 1 X X X— 1 01 1

1

i n 10--1.1

1 X 1 1 II (I 0-1

1

1 1 10 1 1--IS
1 1 1 1 1 1 X X I-I X no tin 1 1 1- is
1 1 1

BthioE

u II u o-xx XI

S."

01 01 1 1--12
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Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Under this head what
I consider a questionable trick was attempted in your journal
of May 14th, by an old offender who signs himself "Gaucho."
It is simply a rehash of the articles whioh he has poured into
other papers under different captions, the subject matter
always being the same, the arrangement only being different.

In this instance his object is too plain, too deliberate, to be
allowed to go unanswered. If his letter was not born of
malice and executed with expectation of reward from Parkers,
then there are good men on this coast who can't distinguish
a buzzard from a dove when they see them. His crusade is

all againBt the L. C. Smith gun. Its great success, though
leBs than four years old, has induced certain other makers to
reBort to every imaginary scheme, including the use of such
mouth pieces as Gaucho, in order to check its increasing
popularity. Gaucho has proved himself to be as pliable and
reckless as any principal could wish an agent to be. His
object in favoring you with his present complaint was simplv
to head off the excellent effect of Mr. McMurchy's recent visit

in the capacity of salesman for L. C. Smith. "Mc" captured
many tine orders for Smith guns. He made a laBting impres-
sion upon the people here as a gentleman as well as a man of
business. Gaucho feigns friendship for bim, which would ba
far more dangerous than his enmity. He next tries under
difficulties to show that "Schuylkill," a writer in the Ameri-
can Field, only recently exaggerated the merits of a Smith
gun as an advertising dodge, when the plain facts are that
hf, gave his experience in sincere and honest terms. I want
to say that Schuylkill's letter is one of the most dispassionate
a id gentlemanly ones that ever appeared in the Field on gnn

bjects. He praised the Parker for all it was worth, but,
i fter using one for years and becoming wedded to it thor-
oughly, was yet honest enough to admit the Smith was its

..-jperior, after a severe trial to test the qualities of both.
After this his only fault was in being brave enough to publish
his convictions. The opinion of such a mauas "Schuylkill" is

worth more than those of a thousand "Gauchos." Again, Gau- '

cho huii uors a new nail in his coffin by what he says of J.
{

~&£b.
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Phell Mound.

Last Sunday Vi 'as most unfavorable to good wmk on tlie

ranges, but, as it was the regular meeting day of several mili-

tia companies, there was a good attendance. A gusty wind
blew all day across the range from the west. Tli« Nationals
Club held its. monthly meeting and shot the following scores:

Scores of hononary members at the same range:
Captain Coffey 4 4 4 4 5 5 6 3 4 4—42'
Sergeant Hughes .5 4 4 4 4 5 4 5 5 6—45-
Corporal Paulsell 4 44455444 3—41.

POOL SHOOTING,

P.Coffey 4 34445464 4-41
O. E. Hughes 4 4 5 6 4 4 6 5 4 4—44
J. Paulsell 5 44444344 4—40'

F.Kunz 5 34444444 4-40 1

A.Stearns 4 43554444 6—42
J. Dunphy 4 44334443 4—3T
W.F.SheehaD 4 4L444444 4—39>

V?. Boase 6 44356446 3—42
P.Flaherty 4 64464334 4—40
Ben. O'Neil 3 444 2 3343 2—32
G.W.Nichols 4 34445346 4—40

Colonel S. E. Beaver has been missed from the ranges for

several weeks, having been confined to his bed by an annoy-
ing but not dangerous ailment. He is rapidly recovering,

and meantime is amusing himself by playing with the extraor-

dinary assortment of rifles and pistols which have accumu-
lated in his rooms during the years since he began to give

especial attention to target shooting. All of the weapons are

choice specimens, and the Colonel id quite at home with any
of them in his hands. As soon as he recovers, he, with officer

P. D. Linville, Mr. Wm. Schreiber, Sergeant Chas. Nash and
Mr. Geo. T. Allender, are to leave for a great deer hunting
and trouting trip near the Arroyo Seco.

Heald's Business College Graduates-

From the Short-Haud and Type-Writing Departments, for

the year ending July 31st, 1887:

The Faculty takes great pleasure in recommending this list

of graduates as worthy of the favorable consideration and
confidence of all with whom they may be thrown in contact.

Dolly Fannon, Calico, Cat.; Emelia Sohlke, Alameda; Thos.
J. Murphy, City; Maud Kelley. Oakland; Lulu Godsil, City;:

Belle Waterman, City; Howard Prescott, Humboldt Co.; Geo.
Balch, City; Miss CasaBsa, City; Wm. Pollak, Alameda; Han-
nah Hibbard, Oregon; Hattie Hawley, City; Nellie Palache,,

City; George E. Melzner, Virginia City; Minnie Edlefson, City;;

Miss Goldstein, FreBno; Mary F. McDonald, City; Mrs. C..

Staniels Gittoe, City; Jennie Gallagher, City; H. E. Carter;

Sugar Pine, Cal.; Annie E. Gately, City; Lillian E Sampson-.
City; Carrie A. Finnigan, Oakland; Kate Swales, Alameda;
Maud Henshaw, City; Helen Haley, City; A. Harrington,

City; Miss Carlson, City; F. H. Kerrigan, City; Alice Luce,
Haywords; M. A. Cunningham, City; Frances Dunne, City;

Mamie Burress, City; Wm. Norholt, Los Angeles; C. C.

Thomas, Alameda; E. A. Thornton, Alameda; Alice Lemoine
Boston, Mass ; Clara Stack, Oakland; Agnes McKinnon, Oak-
lend; Wm. George, Cornwall, England; W. Lesher, Oakland.

BASE BALL.
Random Shots.

S 4 5 5

5 5-

i i

.1 5 4 fi 4 4—43—80
3 + fi I 4 4—41
4 5 3 4 a 4—37—78
4 i 4 a 4 6—41
i 4 6 a 6 4—37—78

Capt. Klein 200 vards-
50 > y*rdV-'2

A. Johnson..,. . 20i y .ivis-— 4

51 yards—

4

C. S. Lodds 200 yards—

4

600 yards—

5

E. J. Huddict 200 yards—

1

600 yard a- 5

O. Meyer.- .- 200 yards—
600 yards—

2

S. J. Penalaroke 200 yards—

5

500 j ards - 3

The monthly medal shoot of Company C, second Artillery

Regiment, resulted as follows:

FIRST CLASS MEDAL.

Capt. A.. Huber 2U0yards— 4 44456645 5—64

SECOND CLASS MEDAL.
A.. Briggs 200 yards—4 5

THIRD GLASS MEDAL.
Corp. J. Slebe 200 yards— 1 4

Company E, Third Infantry Regiment, shot for company
medals, the follow in^ being the winners in the different

Glasses:
FIHST CLABS MEDAL.
. ..VOOyardB—4 54434244 4—38

SECOND CLASS MEDAL.
Corp. G. Bremer 2C0 yards—4 2 3

THIRD CLASS MEDAL.
M. Molloy 200 yards—3 3 2

3—41

4 2 4 4

Sergt. Waters^

2 3—33

2 2

FOURTH OLASS MEDAL.
J. Tierney 200 yards— 3 3 4 4 2 2 8-

Some twenty members of Company G, Third Infantry Reg-
iment, shot for classification, making very creditable scores

at the short range.
A. Johnson and Capt. J. E. Klein had a double string

match at the short range, Johnson winning. Their Bcores:

Johnson 20O yards— 4 564666465545564644 4—92
Capt. Klein 20O yards—4 644444444646646455 4-87

The Nationals',. C and G Companies, First Infantry Regi-
ment, shoot resulted as follows:

A, Johnson 200 yards—

5

s. J. Pembroke 200 yards—

4

G. Hult 200 yards—

4

A. P. Itaye n 200 yards—

4

H. Koch 200 yards—

3

F. Gould 2O0 yards—

3

4 4 5 fi 4 fi S fi—47
fi 4 4 4 4 4 5 5-44
a 5 a 4 fi 4 H 3—39
5 Ii 4 4 fi » 8 3—39
a 6 8 4 fi 4 a 3—36
3 4 4 3 4 3 4-31

Sacramento.

The scores by G. Company on Sunday last were as follows:

34445444 5—4134544354 4—D944444465 3—4144446545 4-43

Lieutenant "Flaherty 4
Sergeant Bheehan. 3
Corpora! Lowell 4
Corporal Spurns 4
Corporal Qheehan 4
Private Uloase 4
Private Ounpny 6

PriuateNatie , 3
Private Kn nz 6
PrlvaUKt« >in....,y v A

4 4 4 4 4 446444564 6—4434434444 4—3923453444 4—3634444344 4—3933444344 t-37

The Pioneers are ooming.
And the Haverlys are setting nervous.
The Pioneers have presented the target to the "pets."

Bennett had a finger badly hurt last Sunday by trying to

stop a wild-thrown ball by Incell.

Cahill is devoting all bis spare time to pitchiug practice,,

believing that he has stuff in him to make a good twhler.

"Silver" Stein caught the best game of the season last*

Sunday, and is entitled to much praise for his clever work.

Clements played, last Sunday, with a thumb and finger
swollen to the size of an ordinary hand, which accounts for
his poor work.

Tommy McCord was greeted with a round of applause oni

his re-appearance last Sunday, which he answered by playing
his usual good game.

Eenry Smith will not be able to play ball for about two
months, as it will be necessary for him to carry his arm in a
sling for that length of time.

California players have gained such a good reputation in
the East that when a club engageB an unknown man he is

advertised as a California phenom.

Lorrigan has proven himself a valuable acquisition to tht
late tailenders, but Finn must not work him too much, for-

the boy is not fully developed yet.

Gagus has outlived his usefulness as a pitcher, and it isi

extremely doubtful whether he will again occupy the points
for the late tailenders or any other clnb.

Every game in which Blakiston plays he demonstrates to
the satisfaction of everyone that he is head and shoulders
above all other League players in his ability to hit the ball.

A peculiarity about the Chicago Club this season is that i'

wins most of its games from the strongest clubs, and its losing
games are generally against the weakest clubs in the League .

Hen Moore is keeping himself straight now, and the result

is that he is playing great ball, and is saving money, which
should be an incentive to him to never again drink a drop.

It is rumored around that Van Haltreu's catcher, Daly, will
accompany him out here this fall, and that Williamson,
Pfeiffer, Sullivan and Ryan, of the Chicagos, will bIbo come..

The championship seems hopelessly lost to the G. & M's
now. The two defeats administered to them last Saturday
and Sunday were the "straws tbat broke the camel's back."

There seems to be a noticeable falling off in the batting of
the G. & M's. Up to the first of last month they led the>

League, but in their last few games their stick work has-

been very weak,

Perrier played in his old-time "form last Sunday, whioh
serves as an endorsement of Manager Finn's wisdom in keep-
ing him in the nine, several alleged critics to the contrary,
notwithstanding.

The Pioneers, as now constituted, are as strong if not
stronger than any club iu the State, and it will be something
of a miracle if they don't win a majority of the games they
play in the future.

Creegan takes care of the pop fouls in his territory about as
well as any backstop in the League, and he gives evidence of
being able to catch Meegan with better effect than any catcher

yet tried this season.

The members of the Chicago Club coming out here with
Van Haltien will not come as a olub, but individually, and
will be distributed among the clubs of the League where they
will be most needed,

Blakiston is a great thrower from the field in. While play"

iug third his throwing was generally too high. He is prao*

tically a long-distance thrower, and he is, therefore, perfectly

at home in the out-field.



1887 W» WtMitt m& j^wrrtsmats. 8?
His fielding and batting last

Pete Sweeney is looming up.
Snnday waB great.

Morris seems to be getting his second wind, for he is cer-
tainly pitching splendid ball of late. If the Pittsburgh man-agement can keep him sober he may maintain his excellence,
but it is extremely doubtful.

Newbert is falling off in his play of late. At the beginning
of the Reason it seemed impossible for him to make an error
while now it seems impossible for him to take part in a game
without making one or more errors.

The Pioneers are all working well together now. Everyman m the club takes a hand in the coaching; even Hen
Moore, who has always appeared more dead than alive when
on the held, is heard as often as the rest.

Huily, the Pioneers' new catcher, has the name of being adandy in his position, besides being a hard hitter and a
splendid base runner. If all this be true he will add a
deal of life and vim to the late tailenders.

A handsomely gotten up diagram of an outfield has been
presented to Flint, ot the Alias, so in-future he may knowwhere centre field is. He lost his place last Saturday weekand was unable to find it again till next day.
Should Indiarapolis Club remain in the League nfter this

season neither New York nor Philadelphia will have the ser-
vices of Glasscock and Denny, for they will be compelled toremain just where they are, unless the club managers desire
to sell them. B

The California League Directors are considering the making
of further improvements at the Ha-ght Street ground. With
the Newlorks here it will be necessarv for them to put
in about five thousand more seats, and an improvement in
this direction would be a good move.
When Jim Mnllee was signed by the Altas, there was a

whole army of croakers readv with the prophecy that he
would be batted out of the box before he had pitched a dozen
games, but he is Btill pitching and is doing equallv as good if
not better work than any other pitcher in the League.
The Sacramento people never considered Borchers anything

of a pitcher, and therefore the Alta Club released him to the*
U. <fc M s, and now he always pitches for the G. & M's when
they play the Altas, and takes a fiendish delight in puzzling
them. He has shown his ability to strike them out at will
and has developed into the most promising pitcher in the
League.

The players of the different clubs of the League are alto-
gether too sloy in their movements in going to and from the
bench during a game. Quickness of action best suits the
public, and they do not like to sit there patiently and watch
the players move about at a pace slower than that of a lazv
snail. So it might be well for the respective Captains to urge
their men a little more, for nothing is ever lost by catering
closely to the public taste.

_
Snch an amount of kicking and "beefing" has been

indulged in by visiting clubs at the decisions of the Sacra-
mento umpire of late, that President Mone thinks seriously
of making a change. He will have McKune come down here
and umpire for awhile, and have Sheridan officiate at Sac-
ramento, so that he may be better able to judge of the ability
of the "hayseed" umpire, and see for hinself whether or not
the Sacramentan is capable of rendering fair and inst decis-
ions.

The Haverlys have now a good lead, and seem destined to

1a- J- Pennantto their mast. The members of the club
think it an impossibility for them to lose, but they do not
take into consideration that a run of ill-luck is just as likely
to befall them aB any other club in the League, and they must
remember that should they lose three straight they would
have to win six games in succession to recover their ground
and they would find it no easy task. Don't crow till you're
out of the woods.

wreathed in smiles; but this state of things did not last lone
for the Pioneers got down to their work, made two runs in
the second one in the third, and tied the score in the fifthinning. Ihia was quite satisfactory to Finn but the con-
trary to fiobinson, so he had a quiet talk with his voung
warriors, and as a result of the consultation they made twomore runs and things looked much better for the "pets " butm the next inning the Pioneers forged ahead by making
three runs and were never again headed. Borchers' armgave out m the eighth inning, and the Pioneers had the Oak-
landers completely at their mercy and piled up six runs andtwo more in their lost inning, winning the game by the fol-
lowing score:

Moore, c f 9 3
Gagus, 2 b 6 4
N. Smith, sa..4 3
J. Smith, lb 6 1
Hurley, 3 b 4
Taylor, 1 f 5 1
Carroll, c 5 1
Lorrigan, p 5 i
Perrier, r f 4 2

PIONEERS.
TB. B. BH.B3.F0J

i I 1

10 1
3 2 7
10 4 2
10 10

1 13 3 1
1 1 17
2

Long, c f 5 1 2 1

1 McDonald, 3 b.5 1 1 1 1
Kyan, lb 5 1 16
McCord, s s... 2 113 3 1
Blakigton, r f .3 2 110
Shea, 2b 4 2 3 2 1
Borchers, p 5 1 1 2 13 1
Donovan, 1 f ..4 1
Clements, c ...4 I 4 4 1

Totals 37 9 6 6 27 23 6

_,. BUNS BY INNINGS.
Pioneers .... 02103306 2-17

| G & Jl's 6 0002000 1-9
Earned runs - G. & M's 0, Pioneers 2. Two base hit-J. Smith.

First base on error-G. & M's 4, Pioneers 5. Left on baseB-G. & M's

™f

'

S
C
"o'\ ^l" ?n calleli ba»s-G. 8: M's 6, Pioneeis 4. Struck

?v-.7 -•'.,„ rs ' L°rr"»n 15. Passed balls- Clements 7, Carrol) 6.Wild pitch—Borchers 3, Lorrigan 4.

Totals 45 17 15 6 27 26

A M'S.

TB. B. BH. BS.PO.A.l

Sacramento.

A large crowd gathered at Snowflake Park, Sacramento last
Sunday, to witness the contest between the Pioneers of San
Francisco and the Altas. Gagus started in to pitch for the
Pioneers, but his delivery was wild and uncertain, and
when he managed to get the ball over tbe plate the oppos-
ing batsmen found no difficulty in placing it about where
they liked. Lorrigan was substituted in the third inning
and pitched the remainder of the game, and acquitted him-
self admirably.
The Altas played a loose fielding game, and the erros of

Hayes and Newbert were very cosily. The pitching of
Mullee was in keeping with his good work of late, and
McLaughlin rendered him oerfect suppcrt. The Pioneers
fielded well with the exception of Hurley, who made four
glaring errors out of the six charged against the nine.
The umpiring of McKune caused no end of kicking by the

Pioneer men. Following is the score

:

Haverlys vs. Greenhood & Morans.
The unluckly Oaklanders were downed again last Sunday

by the Haverlys, and in losing two straight have exchanged
places with the Pioneers, and are now the tailenders.
The playing of the Haverlys Was the finest of the year, and

their exceedingly brilliant fielding has not been surpassed by
any club here this season. The fielders seemed to be
inspired for the time being, and took care of every ball
within reach of them, and apparently beyond their reach.
Incell was in his old-time form, and sent his curves and
shoots over the plate with great effect and the G. & M.'s
heavy batters could do but little with them. The support
rendered him by Stein was excellent, and surpassed any
previous effort this season.
In direct contrast to the excellent work of the Haverlys

was the wretched exhibition of playing indulged in by the G.
& M's. They were badly rattled at critical times during the
game, and piled up the errors, thick and fast, until they had
amassed a total of twelve; but aside from this they made a
number of clever plays. Knell occupied the points for the
G. & M's and pitched a fairly good game, but was badly
handicapped in having snch miserable support meted out to
him. McDonald rendered good support as did also McCord
and Blakiston.
The most prominent features of the game, were the play-

ing of Hanly, Sweeney and Blakiston in their respective
positions, and the batting of Blakiston and Sweeney. Follow-
ing iB the score:
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Bennett, lb ...4

Hanly. 2b 5
Incell, p 5
Donahue, ss.,6
Sweeney, 3b...

6

Levy, c f 4
Creegan, 1 f 3
Stein, c 3
Lawton, rf 3

HAVEEL.TS.
TB.E.BH. BS.PO. A.E

15

1

1

1

10
Totals 37 9 10 3 27 19 2

Long, c f 5
McDonald, C...4
Ryan, 1 b 4

McCord, a s 2
Blakiston, r f..4
Shea, 2 b 3
Donovan, I f...4
Knell, p 4
Clementa, 3 b..4

G. A m's.
TB. E. BH B3.PO.A.

2 _

5 3]
12 1

12

10 2

Totals 34 3 7 4 i4 18 12
HUNS BT INNINGS.

Haverlys .... 40021101 *—9 | G. & M's 00010000 2-3
Earned runs—G. & M's 1, Haverlys 2. Two base hit—Sweeney.

First base on errors—G. & M's 2, Haverlys 5. Left on uases-G. & M's
7, Haverlys 8. Double plays—McDonald and RyaD, Sweeney aid Ben-
nett. Struck out—Lawion, Incell, Bennett, Donahue, Shea (2), Long
Kyan (2). Base on balls—G. & M's 3, Haverlys 3. Strikes—Off I*iceli
4, off Knell 4. Passed balls—McDonald 1, Stein 2. Wild pitch—Knell
1. Time of game—One hour and forty-five minutes. Umpire—J Sher-
idan.

ALIAS.
TB. H.BH.BS.PO .A. E

Meagher, If. ...4 U 1 3 1
Caveny, rf 5 1 1
Mullee, p 4 1 2 1 7
Hayes. 2b 2 10 2 13
McLaughlin, c.4 2 7 2 (1

Powers, 1 b... 4 1 1 3 10 1
Newbert, bs...4] 1 l o 71
Anderson, 3 b..4 3 113
Flint, cf 4 1

Totals 35 4 9 8 24 20 7

PIONEEES

.

TB. B.BH.BS.PO.A. E.
Moore, cf 2 3 1
Gagus, p& 2 b.,4 110 3
J. Smith, 1 b.. ..4 2 9
N. Smith, s s...4 1 1
Taylor, 1 f 4 10 3
Hurley, 3 b 4 110 2 2 4
Perrier, rf 4 3 2 2 1
Lorrigan, 2 b &p3 2
Carroll, c 3

Totals

4 3 1

8 27 16 6

HUNS BY INNINGS.
Atlaa 03100000 0—4

I Pioneers 11010 3 *—

7

BaseB earned—Altas 1. Pioneers 1. First base on errors—Altas 3
Pioneers 2. Base on balls-Altas 2, Pioneers 2. Struck out—By Lorri-
gan 4, Gagus 0, Mullee 6. Left on bases—Altas 7, Pioneers 4 Threp
b-tsehit—Perrier. Double plays-Anderson and Powers. Perrier and
J. Smith, Carroll and Gagus. Passed balls-McLaughlin 0, Carroll 1Wild pitches—Mullee 1, Lorrigan L Time of game—Two hours Um-
pire—McKune.

Pioneers vs. Greenhood & Morans.
Three thousand people assembled at the Haight-street ball

grounds, last Saturday, to see the game between these clubs
Many were no doubt attracted to the place to see Lorrigan
arrested if he attempted to play ball, and to see what kind of
work he would do if not molested. The result of the game was
satisfactory to all, in one respect, that was regarding the
pitching ability of Lorrigan, for he fullv demonstrated to
those present that he knows something of "the art of twirling
and that he is fujly entitled to the praise beBtowed upon him
Bince he made Mb advent upon the diamond. He jb a master
of all the curves known to the art, but has not yet learned
how to use them to the best advantage. He is very wild at
times, and has poor command of the ball, which he will no
doubt with proper training soon overcome.
The G. & il's started in with a vim and dash and before

they were checked in their mad career had piled up sis runs,
which had a tendency to cast a cloud of gloom over the Pio
neer's camp, and Finn looked sa

s

CALIFORNIA
LEAGUE BASEBALL GROUNDS

Saturday, August 6th., at 3:30 P. M.
HAVERLYS vs. PIONEERS.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 7th, 1887.
At 1 1

-clock A. M.

ALCAZARS vs. KEANE BROS.
At a O'clock p. M.

GREENHOOD & MORANS vs. PIONEERS.
Admission 35 and to cents. Ladies Free. Reserved

seats 35 cents extra on Sundays. Reserved sea's for games on
Sundays are on sale at Gunst's cigar store, junction Market and
O'Farrell Streets, until noon day of game.

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
Association,

FIXED EVENTS 1888-89,
TO CLOSE

AUGUST 15, 1887.

1888—-Spring Meeting.
THE CALIFORNIA STAKES

dec^oTo^for^^

THE (i.lxo STAKES.
For two-year-olds (foals of 1886); 550 each, S25 forfeit or S10 ifdeclared out on or before January 1, 1E8«; all deolarirlnn. ™.°rf J. f

accompanied with tbe money
, with S5U0 added" second horsl t.?re?iff

S100, third to sav» stake. Stake to be named after winner !? alltime (1 :15) is beaten. Three-quarters of a mile
wmner If 8™»>

Races!! Races!! Races!!

5! 5!FIVE DAYS RACES
OVER THE

FRESNO
Fair Grounds Track,

COMMENCING
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4th.

ROARD OF DIRECTORS.
LEWIS LEACH, WM. HELM, W. M. nUGESS, W. M. McKENZIE

M. J. DONAHOO.
OFFICERS.

LEWIS LEACH President I W. B. BENNETT Secretary
M. J. DONOHOO...Vlce President

I w. H. McKEN'ZIE.....'..'.'.'freu8urer

Tnesday. October 4, I88J.
No. 1. Jtunnlng—One and three-quarter mile dash

eutrance ; $10 forfeit

1888- Fall Meeting.
THE LADIES' STAKES.

For two-year-old fillies (foals of 1880); S50 each, S25 forfeit orSln ifdeclared out on January 1, 18SS; or S23 if declared Vm» „„ i .
188b; all declarations void unless accompanied withTe

°™„*UgU8t
,.
1
J

8400 added; second to receive S100, thiS" save stlfce vV/' "'"Jthree stake races to carry five pounds extra. Tur.^r'terrS'"."^!.'

THE AUTUMN STAKES.
For two-year-olds (foals of 1886); S50 each, S25 forfeit or sinirdec ared out January 1, 1888; or 820 if declared out August i 18M.ildeclaration, void unless accompanied with the monej'with^8750added

;
second to receive S150, third to save stake. Winners of threestake races to carry five pounds extra. One mile.

""""!ra »' three

^. u. e. Running-
forfeit; $150 added; three m

..... vui .....i^uai .v, i , J J J
_- UUBU; ffl-l for all

J

,; ciou added; S.HJto second horse.
One mile dash for two-year-olds; S15 entrance;
hbren moneys.

1889—Spring Meeting.
1 HE TIDAL STAKES.

For three-year-olds (foals of 188S); Slot) each, half forfeit n- Bin i,dec ared out on January- 1 1888; or $20 if declared out 1, L| , jV»or 830 il declared out January 1. 1889; all declaration. sSj
F '•

,
'

accompanied with the money; with 8000 added
° tS S £ ?

m
S2G0, third to save stake. One mile and a quarter

receive

THE PACIFIC JHIKity
For three-year-olds (foals of 1886); 8100 each, half forfeit or eio u

declared out Janu»ry 1, 1888: or S20 if declared ot t AuguiM l»S
830 if declared out January 1, 1889; all declaration, void S».'.

:

panied with the money; with 8760 added; second ,0 rVcei,-e %M.^n?S,"
to save slake. One mile and a half

.

«""» io r-cene 8200, third

1889—Fall Meeting.
THE VESTAL STAKES.

For three-year-old fillies (foals of 1880); 826 each n t, „iii.a...„

quarter^
01"110 reMl™W «"*» <° »« stS ^n^-mTl^anTa

THE FAME STAKES.
For three-year-olds (foals of 1886); 8100 each half f„„f.. (

declared out August 1. 1888; or 520 f declared out I
J '', 0r W0 "

830 If declared out August I 1880: ai dectarSfonVvofdS.1,^ "
panied with the money; with S750 added; second , ««i?i" o

^

to save stake. One mile and three-quarters.
™t>eive8200. tL.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS

yetrll'nVs
36 S 'ake3

'"'''
'° r '"^ " 18eC-colts »"» <H'<<.s now rat

renamed.
E6V 'S<!a RUleS C ' ""S 8aMC"'u<"' »» «»«« on.ered m

,

isf 1887?
8 *° theS° 8take'' cl0'ie wilh «"> Secretary on Monday. ,
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Dates Claimed.

Bay District Association, San Francisco, Aug. 6th to 13tb.

Santa Clara Valley Association, San Jose, Aug. 15th to 2uth.

Sonoma County, ». P. Association. Santa Rosa, Aug. 22d to 27th

Sonoma and Marin District, Asso. Petaluma, Aug. 30th to Sept. 3d

State Fair, Sacramento, Sept. 12th to 24th.

Nevada State Fair, Reno, Sept. 21st to Oct. 1st.

Stockton, Sept. 27th to Oct. 1st.

Sixth District Agricultural Asso., Los Angeles, Oct. 10th to 15th.

Monterey Agricultural Asso., District No. 7, Salinas, Oct. 4th to 8th.

Cbico Fair, Chico, Sept. fth to 10th .„_,,,, „„, ,„ f
Mount Shasta Agricultural Asso., Yreka, Pept. 28th to Oct. 1st.

Thirteen District Agricultural Society, Marysville, August 30th to

S6
plumas.

r

Lassen, Sierra and Modoc Counties, Susanville. October 3d

'"se'venteent'h "Agricultural District, at Glenbrook Park, Sept. 6th to

Golden Gate Fair Association, Oakland September 5th to 10th.

Fresno, October 5th to 8tb.

Fresno.

Closing of Entries.

.41 IS 1 t Otll.

Marysville.

AUGUST Wtb.
Susanville.

ACGDST , 5th .

Fixed events Pacific Coa-t Blood Horse Association.
SEPTEMBER FIRST.

Trotting Parses, Nevada State Fair.

SEPTEMBER I 5th.

Monterey.

Is Maternity Prejudicial to Speed?

Very frequently has the above question been asked,

and it is certainly of importance enough so warrant a

more thorough research than can be given at present.

The enquiries have been usaally in regard to trotting

inares, and several instances have come within our per-

sonal knowledge which bear on the question. Lucy,

Princess and Flora Belle had foals before entering upon

their public career, and the American Cultivator gives

another case

The opening day of the meeting at Mystic on ths 19th inst,

reminded one of old timea. The attendance was large, the

management excellent, and everything paBsed off in the moBt

satisfactory manner, the favorites winniDg in both events.

The first race, for the 2:40 class, brought out ten starters, but

was won in short order by Kitty Abbott, piloted by Boston s

veteran trainer, J. J. Bowen; time, 2:26|, 2:30*. 2:30. Second

money went to Mary Kent, third to the gray gelding Rocket,

and fourth to Kantaka. The winner is a handsome, stylish,

bloodlike, twelve-year-old bay mare, standing 15 2 handB,

bred and owned by Gen. C. J. Payne of Mayflower fame; got

bv Abbott; dam by Eureka, son of Long Island Black Hawk;

secooddam by old Abdallah. Abbott is by Tattler, dam

Belle by Mambrino Chief; BecoDd dam by the English

thoroughbred imported Envoy. Tattler (2:26.) sb is well

known, is by Pilot Jr., dam Tell-tale, by Telamon, by

Medoc son of American E clipse, by Duroc, son of Dlomed;

second dam Flea, by Medoc, by American Eclipse; third dam

by Sumpter, Bon of Sir Archy. With such breeding as this

it is not surprising that Kitty Abbott has a game, thorough-

bred look She has been used several season as a brood-

mare, and has raised a filly and two stallions by Wedgewood.

From this it appears that giving birth to three colts

did not incapacitate Kitty Abbott, and as we do not find

any record of her trotting in 1885 or 1886, concluded

that this is her first year on the track.

D. A. Gage, of Chicago, bought Princess of a Mr. Bill-

ings of Claremont, New Hampshire. Mr. Gage noticed

her going very fast on the road and paid what was

then thought to be a long price of $800 for her. Tears

after, in a conversation with Mr. Billings, he claimed the

credit of teaching her to trot fast. His dwelling was one

and one-half miles from town where he was engaged in

business requiring his daily attention. When the foal was

a few months old his practice was to drive the mare to the

village in tl e morning, leaving the colt at home, tie her

under the shed until it was time to start for his dinner.

About half the distance the road was nearly level, the

finish of the journey something like half a mile ascend-

B„ Eager to reach her colt the mare would trot as

ness led to a break she was pulled up, turned arounc,

compelled to jog back slowly to the office and another

start made. By this means she soon learned that to see

her colt it was necessary to trot steadily, though while

acquiring that knowledge the tuition was faulty in

bringinghertoastopand heading in another direction

after making a break. This habit was never overcome,

and under the skillful handling of Ecff and others she

was always a "bad breaker," though disposed to stick to

the trot. Neither did she. require any "pull" and when

Mr Gao-e brought her to Chicago she astonished road-

drivers by beating the best, Mr. Gage letting the reins

lie on her back. If we remember rightly her first race

was with Dutchman—it may have been Reindeer—win-

ning handily, and for that day in the very good time of 2:34

or within a fraction of it. Frank Parmlee bought the fcal,

which, after its mother was renamed from Topsy to

Princess, was called King David. Geo. Bidwell handled

him for some time, and, though he could trot inside 2:40,

never came up to expectations.

We sold Princess to Mr. Robert Bonner after the "big

fire" in Chicago in 1871. In 1870, being somewhat curi-

ous to see if she had retained her old-time speed, she was

jogged a couple of weeks and then moved through the

stretch to a skeleton wagon. She made the quarter m
36 seconds with great ease, giving manifest indication

of displeasure, when the horse which was galloping with

her was allowed to go on, at not being permitted to

accompany him. Previous to that she had not been har-

nessed for years. Another anecdote in relation to Prin-

cess may be in place. In company with Princess in the

journey to New York were Clara G. and her dam (the

dam also sold to Mr. Bonner), Ida May and John A.

Bice. They were unloaded in Jersey City, put into a

stable to be fed, and we crossed to New York to learn

where Mr. Bonner desired the mares to be left. He

enquired about the temper of Princees, remarking that

when he last saw her she was somewhat vicious. Our

answer was that she had no semblance of "ugliness"

since we had anything to do with her, and after receiv-

ing instructions where to leave her, went back to Jersey

I City. Desiring to Bee whether she had eat her ration

of oats we went into the stall, and, as usual, without

any precautions. Going in was all right. Coming out m
in the same careless manner she planted her hind feet

with such emphasis as to throw us clear across ihe floor

of the stable, but fortunately the distance was so short

that it was more of a push than a blow. The mares were

left at Anderson's, on 50th street, with strict instruc-

tions to take away the ceitificate of good character we

had innocently given, and it was lucky that she had

exhibited her violen' lender in tim.. f.ir warning, as M.-

Bonner was on hai.d shortly after her arrival with a

smith to operate on her feet. Her feet were contracted

from the time she first came to Chicago until Mr. Bon-

ner got her, notwithstanding her long run of seveial

years barefooted.

The following letter fiom M . Bonner will show that

his treatment was beneficial, and also interesting a- a

portion of the history of one of the most famou- horses

of the time. She was foal, d in 1846, and died April, 1877.

October 2, 1876, Mr. Bonner wiute us: "Old Princess is

alive and still looking well, but I have not been able to

aet a foal from her." T ,° Office of the Ledger, 1

New York, Dec. 27, 1871. j

Mu Dear Sir.—Tour favor of the 16th inst was duly

received, and I would have replied to it sooner had it not

been that I was waiting for the swelling to go down in Prin-

cess leg in order that I might be able to report progress to

you The lameness has eDtirely disappeared, but there is a

little enlargement around the tendon yet. I have driven

her three times, and last evening I "opened her for about

100 yards, and I verily believe Bhe trotted a :30 gait to my

road wagon. Would it not be a wonder if I could so far

relieve her from ner chronic soreness as to enable her to trot

a pretty fast mile in the spring? I believe I can do it. bbe

was quite "limber" this morning after the drive of last even-

ing I was pleased to hear that Ulara G. stood the journey so

I shall await with interest her doings in the spring.

flank or any other sensitive part just as I handle Dexter.

This is an age of improvement. Very truly jouts,

Kobert Bonnes.

Lucy's colt was sold by Budd Doble in Buffalo, but

never did enough to bring him into notice. Flora Belle

had two before she trotted, and as nearly as we can

remember one of them was of some promise. She had

several colts after she was thrown out of training, two

by Volunteer, and of these we have never heard. As the

dam of Happy Medium Princess stands better in the

trotting records than any other of the track celebrities

of her sex. We are of the opinion that when mares are

so nervous as to be troublesome in training and unre-

liable in races.it will be found advantageous to breed

them. It is not an unusual practice in England to pur-

sue this plan with mares which are excitable and easily

thrown off their balance.

Pocohontas, the dam of Stockwell, King Tom, Rata-

plan, etc., ran her best race when in foal. Monstrosity

raced after she produced Ugly Buck, one of the favorites

for the Derby in the notorious Running Rein year, and,

doubtless, many instances could be found by going

through Stud Books and Racing Calendars.

If fillies which prove to be of the rattle-headed order

were bred for one or two seasons ihe defect might be

overcome, and we would have more faith in that than by

retaining them in training, unless the educator had more

than a world of patience. In that case we would advise

that their work should continue until five months after

being stinted, observing due caution, however, during

that°and succeeding stages of pregnancy. There is usually

a great change after conception. The disposition is

different, and those which were prone to volatile behavior

become sulate, and those which were formerly hot-

headed and unmanageable, even-tempered and docile.

well.

In g eat haste, Your friend, Bobert Bonner.

Ofeice or the Ledger, \
New York, Feb. 22, 1S72. J

Friend Simpson :—I write simply to inform you that Prin-

cess continues to improve. Driving this frosty weather when

the Park roads are usually hard and dry. She is jogging

over them as sound and as level as nine-tenths of the horses

I meet She will trot from one end of the Park to the other

without attempting to pace. As you are aware, my stable is

close to the entrance of the Park. I usually let her amble—

or rather my youngest son, who generally drives her now, lets

ber amble-uutil she enters the Park, and then a 1 we have

to do is to give her a little pull on one rein when she at onco

C06B into a trot, and never asks to leave it unless she is pulled

no When I first began to use her I had to drive her a mile

or so and warm her up before she would strike a trot at all,

and then she would usually leave it and pace. But there is

nothing of that now, absolutely nothing.

I have not yet let her speed more than 3P0 ynrds at a time.

She is trotting fast The only trouble that I have with her is

that she does not grind her oats-her teeth are very bad-and

the result is that she is still very thin in flesh, although she

has improved a little iu that respect since you saw her. 1

am giving her ground oats. Mr. Magner, a horse tamer from

Buffalo, was at my stable a month ago. He gave Princess a

lesson with the haltei-cord, or Comanche bridle, as they call

it It subdued, or I should say subjugated her at once, aurl

r
'

;„,„ i..,_ i, n».oi a ll qmt l,,nnilti her about the

Our New Quarters, 313 Bush Street.

We have a dread of moving. To pull up after years

of occupancy have made one acquainted with every nook

and corner of the room, everything daguerreotyped on

the brain inside and outside within the range of vision,

is like parting with old friends. We were in dread, too,

that such pleasant rooms as those we have used for more

than five years could not be found, or, if discovered, at a

rental which would be ruinous, and this feeling intensi-

fied the trouble. Although yet in disorder, the flitting

has been accomplished with so little discomfort in the

whole, that those of our force who had the most of it to

do did not mind the burden. As to the fear, it proved to

be groundless. The rooms secured are in many respects

superior to those relinquished. Plenty of space, and that

so well arranged as to leave no cause for complaint on

that score. With abundant room, there is also another

important want filled, that being plenty of light. Then,

the location is certainly all that we could ask, for though

farther from the Postof6.ee, express office, press-room,

etc., it is more convenient to reach from the hotels, and

our friends from the country will have less troublf to

make their very welcome visits. On the south side of

Bush Street, only one building between the office and

Montgomery Street, a few doors east of the Bush Street

Theater, strangers, even, will have little difficulty in

discovering our new quarters.

It is needless to say we will be pleased to receive

visitors who take an interest in any of the fields

the Breeder and Sportsman represents. Now that the

busiest season of our horse affairs has nearly drawn

to a close, we shall endeavor to spend a portion of

each day at the office, and from 2 p. m. until 4, and per-

haps 5 P. m., make it a point to be in attendance. Our

assistant, B. S. Culver, will always be in readiness to

aid in all things appertaining to the stock department,

"turf and track," and render assistance in huntiug up

and arranging pedigrees, etc. H. H. Briggs is sure to

be at his desk unless there is something of great interest

progressing in his line, and it is supererogatory to say

that for dog-lore, shooting and fishing, field sports in

general, he is so enthusiastic that he must be "well-

posted" and capable of rendering assistance to those who

seek for information in that interesting field.

The man at the business desk, Mr. Sanderson, will

take peculiar pleasure in explaining his part, and we

must acknowledge that the branch he oversees might,

with greater propriety, be called the trunk of the tree

which carries the sap and gives life to the whole. While

we shall be glad all over to have such a rush of visitors

as will necessitate giving the manager still larger quar-

ters, we will no less heartily weiccme those who are in

search of information that we can impart. Remember

the number, 313 Bush Street, near Montgomery.

Important to Stook-Raisers.

Messrs. Killip & Co., the well known live-stook auc-

tioneers, announce that they are now represented at

Sacramento by Edwin F. Smith, Secretary State Agri-

cultural Society, and at San Jose by Messrs. Montgomery

& Rea, real estate agants. These gentlemen are prepared

'o a-raii"v for s:il s. which will be conducted as hitherto

by Messrs. Killip &Co.
•
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Bookmaking.

We desire it to be distinctly understood that whatever
we publish regarding bookniaking and betting rooms,
the practice is what is condemned and not those who are
engaged in it. In fact, we regard it as very fortunate
that the men who are at the head of the business in San
Francisco are well qualified, and of the right stamp to

conduct it in a proper manner. In one respect this is

not fortunate. Were the business confined to scamps
whose aim was to corrupt trainers and jockeys who
would go to any length to ensure sure winnings, it would
soon go to the wall.

As the bulk of bookbetting is confined to races which
are decided thousands of miles away, there is not oppor-
tunity to engage in the nefarious practices which are
said to prevail at the East. Were there such a chance
we have so much confidence in the bookmakers here that

no apprehension would be felt on that score, and therefore

not a line of objection would be penned were it not that

we consider the practice inimical to the welfare of those

engaged in breeding, rearing, racing or trotting horses.

As to the morality of betting on races, that is not taken
into consideration. We do not consider it any greater
offence to bet against the layer than to buy pools, secure
an option on wheat, or put up a margin on stocks. Man
ia a gambling animal. It may be more euphonious to

say a speculating animal, thougb the terms are so nearly
synonymous that the difference is discernible. That the

passion is universal is beyond denial, and were it obliter-

ated man would rapidly degenerate with an animal with
no greater aspirations than "beasts of the field." Every
passion, it may he said, every faculty can be prostituted

so that in place of being endowed with what should ren-

der ourselves and others happier, the inheritance is a
curse. Kept within bounds, little harm can result from
wagering on horse-races. So long as no more is ven-
tured than can be lost without detriment to the bettor or

those depending upon him, it may be ranked as purchas-
ing a gratification akin to delighting the eye with what-
ever gives pleasure to look upon, the ear with pleasant
sounds, or the palate with costly viands and rare wines.
To gratify these necessitates the outlay of money.
Money must be risked when a person makes a bet or buys
a pool, and with the risk there is chance to win. This
heightens the enjoyment cf witnessing the contest, and
be the sum ever so small enhances the pleasure.

But when wagering degenerates into a sordid desire to

get money, when so much is ventured that the loss will be
severely felt, and above all when that which' is posted

does not belong to the bettor, it is a vice which cannot
be too strongly denounced. Not so bad then, perhaps,

as entering into combinations and syndicates which ruin
hundreds, though still reprehensible and which should
be reproved. "Betting rooms" are an enticement which
some cannot resist. There is a fascination like that of
purchasing lottery tickets or "betting against bank."
We heard a man remark, and that with evident sincerity,

that he would rather play faro and lose than not to play,

and so long as he could afford the pleasure he had an
undeniable right to gratify his propensity. So lon°- as

he used his own funds, purely his own, it was the same as

though he invested the amount in gratification of his other

desires, and better for him than if spent in "riotous liv-

ing." That portion of the crowds which throng the bet-

ting rooms, and which can afford the time spent and the
probable loss of the money ventured, have an undoubted
right to do so, and then the injury is a sort of negative
ill. But a large proportion is made up of men who
should not risk either time or money, as the both, pere
haps, of right, are not at their own disposal. It seems idl-

to show people who have acquired a passion for gambling
that the "odds" are greatly against them. Any well-

informed purchaser of lottery tickets realizes that profits

and expenses absorb the largest moiety of what he
invests. He still buys, whereas the inveterate faroist

would only be willing to accept his amusement on condi-

tion that the legitimate advantage possessed by the
dealer was all he had to contend against. The "pull"
which the bookmaker has is apparent to anyone that can
compass a simple question in arithmetic, and if he is will-

ing to take the risk that is his own affair. If a friend were
paying too high a price for a horse, house or farm, and
asked our advice it would be given, and were he backing

a horse at shorter odds than we thought was proper, we
would also advise him to refrain. But if the "general pub-
lic" desires to throw its money away in speculations of any
kind we have no desire to interfere further than is the duty
of a journalist, and it comes properly within our sphere,

when the interests we are particularly identified with are

menaced, to do all in our power to protect them. So long
as eastern races are "slated" in the betting rooms the

attendance at our races and fairs will be far below
what it would be if that were abrogated. Before that

system was inaugurated, there were many people from
San Francisco present at the fairs. Santa Bosa, Peta-

lnma, Oakland, San Jose, Stockton, Sacramento and

other places drew quite large delegations from the
metropolis, and the revenue derived from them was not
restricted to what was paid at the gate. Quite a large
proportion were poolbuyers, and as the bulk of percent-
age went to the societies, premiums were larger than they
would have been if cut off from this source of supply.
If bookmakers could be induced to close their rooms dur-
ing so much of the circuit as is likely to be the most
deeply affected, that much of the drawback would be
gotten rid of. It is too much to expect, however, that
rent and other expenses would be incurred unless some
plan could be agreed upon. The rent of the four rooms
will probaby amount to $1,200 per month, and though
the fairs could well afford to make good that amount, it

is only a small portion of the expense. And then again
the presumptive profits of the rooms would have to be
considered, so that the most that can be hoped is that
during the Bay District Meeting and the Golden Gate
Fair the rooms may be closed during the afternoons on
which the Meeting and Fair takes place.

Important Sale of Trotting Stock.

In another column of this issue will be found the spec-
ial announcement of a very important sale of highly
bred trotting stock, the property of Frank H. Burke Esq.,
of Menlo Park. The sale will be conducted by Messrs.
Killip& Co., at Rogers' Stable, 1606 Market St., on Tues
day next, August 9th. The stock to be sold includes,
brood-mares, trotting geldings and fillies, roadsters, car-

riage teams, business and work horses of excellent breed-
ing, by the following popular sires: Whipple's Hamble-
tonian, Alexander, George M. Patchen Jr., Patchen Ver-
non, Norwood, Buccaneer, Lynwood and others. Special
attention is directed to the handsome young stallion,

Echo Eoyal, by Echo, dam the Booth Mare; second dam
Demirep by Melbourne. Louise, grey mare by George M.
Patchen Jr., dam by Joseph. Louise is sister to Van-
derlynn, 2:19£. Piracy, bay filly, by Buccaneer, dam
Louise. Louise has a record of 2:34 in eighth heat. Cherry
Eipe, chestnut filly, four years old, by Whipple's Ham-
bletonian, dam by Chief.ain. She is now in training.

Jennie Elmo, by Elmo 2:27, dam Chieftain. Jennie Elmo
is seven years old, 16.3 hands, and is bred to Eros,
Queen by Mone, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam by
Jack Tremble. Tireless, brown mare, nine years old, bv
George M. Patchen Jr., dam by Jack Tremble, a splen-
did road mare. Sweetbeier, by Eugene Casserly, dam Old
Peanuts; a handsome mare, dam of three fine colts by
Abbotsford; she has been driven a quarter, without prep-
aration, in :3S£. The catalogue can be had at this office

and from the Auctioneers, 22 Montgomery St. Mr.
Burke announces that owing to the sale of his ranch, at

Menlo Park, to Hon. Leland Stanford, he is compelled to

dispose of his stock. There will also be offered for sale

sulkies, breaking carts and road carts. The sale will

begin at 11 a. m. The stock can now be inspected .at

the stable wheie the sale will take place.

Win With the Best.

In the telegraphic report of Saratoga races on Thurs-
day, it is stated that Baldwin's jockey pulled Grisette
back in order to let her stable companion, Goliah, win,
and also that "all turf rules allow an owner of two start-
ers to win with either one he pleases." The latter state-
ment is not correct, and in place of such a rule being
universal, if embodied in any code it must have been of
recent adoption. Should it be the law on any course
the sooner it is changed so much the better. There is
little difference between pulling one of two horses, started
by one owner, to let an inferior win than where a single
entry is thus managed. Many thirk that the interests
of bettors is all that has to be looked after, and a "declar-
ation" of which is to win sufficient. The rules posi-
tively prohibit such a course, and though it has been a
custom in England for a long time, it has led to trouble
in that country. To a majority of spectators it has just
as much the appearance of "a steal" as when A's horse
is pulled behind B's, and for our part we cannot see where
it is not equally as reprehensible. It does not appear
that Mr. Baldwin made the declaration which custom
requires further than to back Goliah. He could slip
either card he saw fit, and whichever way the most money
came that would be his command. The "Sailor King"
William IV, when asked by his trainer which of his
horses should be sent to Newmarket, and he replied,
"The whole fleet." We believe it was he, or at least an
honest man, who answered the query of which horse
should win, in two words, The Best, and it will be a
grand day for the royal sport when no other answer will
be tolerated.

Lady Washington.

We were informed that Lady Washington, the dam of
Ewing, Ktae Ewing and others, was by Simpson's Black-
bird, purchased by E. Singleterry when he bought
Smith's Young Blackbird, and supposed she was a sister

to that horse. Mr. Singleterry informs us that she is by
Eeavis' Blackbird, and from a mare which a German
owned in Lyons, Iowa, which was credited with hauling
an express wagon close to three minutes.

We will be much obliged to our old friend Bid Gage
if he will dig up the facts and send them. It may turn
out that she was bred by C. N. Cotton, Sabula, Iowa, and
in that case was bj the old horse. Cam, Smith is likely

to know all about the mare bought by Mr. Singleterry.

The Bay District Meeting.

While somewhat disappointed by the entries for the
purses at the meeting of the Bay Distriot Association,

which commences to-day, there are enough in to make
very good sport. This should be one of the most exciting
meetings of the circuit, as there will be a number of
green ones to take part,and there is no end to, the stories

regarding the wonderful speed of new-comers, ana also

marvelous tales of improvement in those which have
trotted before. "So handy" to get to a few minutes'
ride at an outlay of five cents should tempt thousands
when the promise of sport is so good.

Important to Horsemen.
Editor Beeedeb and Spobtshan:— Will you kindly pub-

lish the following information for the benelit of the publio
and horsemen BDecially:

'

That the Southern Pacific Company have kindly made
concessions in order to induce parties from a distance to
attend our District Fair, to be held commencing Oct 10th
This wili make our Fair an assured success, and the associa-
tion is alive to the wants of increased attendance and aremaking many improvements by addi'jonal grand stand
improving judges' stand, stabling, etc. This will make a
desired opportunity of which many will gladlv avail them-
selves, and see for themselves {in addition of attending a very
pleasant Fair,) the country which has the charm of climate
of production, of beauty, to make it so desirable to all comers
and instituted what is known as the Boom of Southern Cali-
fornia. They will certainly have the opportumtv, if looser at
the races to make themselves doubly even by investing in
oornor lots, for this has not failed vet nor is there any prob-
ability that the end is near. But to come to business; Air.
J. C. Stubbs writes me as follows:
The same rules as last year will be observed in billing

freight to and from the District Fair to be held at Los Angeles
Oct. 10th. Also that all racing stock will be taken down and
brought back by passenger trams al freight train rales. It is
desired, however, to have early notice what baggage cars may
be required, for such cars are the only ones that are suitable
to run in passenger trains.
Mr. Goodman also writes as follows:
At the request of our general-traffic Manager, Mr. J. C.

Stubbs, we desire to advise you that it has been determined'
to make two-third round trip rates to Los Angeles and return
from points between San Francisco, San Jose, Stockton
Sacramento and Yuma, during the holding of the District
Fair at Los Angeles, in October next. The rates from the prin-
cipal points will be as follows:
Sacramento $27 90.

Fresno 18 SO.
Tulare 16 40.
Mojave 7 60.

San Francisco $2S 95.
San Jose 2S 60.
Lathrop 24 80.
Stockton 25 30.

Nominations and Entries.

We expected to have a full list of entries which were
made on the first of August in this number, but none
have been sent up to the time of going to press. We
learn, however, that most of the classes have filled, some
of them extremely well. Hiokok telegraphed from Buf-
falo that several entries were mailed from there on the
first, and it is probable that other stables beside Hickok's
purposecomhigheretowjrrtei

By publishing this you will oblige manv here, and, too
especially, L. J. Bose.

Eacing Association at San Diego.
Editob Beeedeb and Spobtsman:—After no less than half

a dozen false starts, we have at last got the word "go," and
we shall have some races this Fab. That matter was settled
and fixed to-day, when contracts were let and work actually
begun for the construction of a double track—one for trotting
and the other for runners.
The company undertaking the work is styled the Southern

California Breeders' Association. Ben Hill, the owner of
Adam, who won the first Southern California Derby, at Los
Angeles; A. G. Gassin, a local real estate man, and a lover of
a good horse; W. H. Stewart, a commission merchant of
wealth, and two or three other public spirited citizens are
backing the enterprise. The grounds are located about five
miles from the city, on a level stretch of land, skirting False
Bay, just beyond Old Town. They will make it easy of
access by way of an electric motor road. The oompaoy has
seoured there 160 acres," and, as stated, work has already
begun toward putting the track in condition. The contraot
for the construction of the tracks was let for $5,000, bat
besides this other contracts lor stables and grand stands 'were
let to the amount of S'-iO.UOO. The contracts all oall for the
completion of the work in sixty days, which means October
1st. On October 4th, we have our County Fair, and it is the
intention to hold that fair on the new grounds. At the same
time there may be some racing, just to give the track a warm-
ing, but as both Fresno and Monterey hold race meetings
that week, it is probable that the tirst regular race meeting of
the San Diego track will be held later, probably following the
Los Angeles meeting or during the week beginning October
16th. By this arrangement the Los Angeles horses could be
brought right down here after the races were over there. The
company backing the local association is a strong one, and
some good purses will be hung up.
Iu laying out the grounds and building the stable

company has had in view the wintering of eastern L
their track, and already Secretory Gassin informs t

had application for stable room during the corm;.
This climate is a perfect horse paradise. There is

the year when he cannot be given his exercise, aud c
be brought out in the spring in perfect condition for
aer campaign. jr jj

San D.Kr.o. Ahp. 1st.
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Nevada State Fair
OF 1887 WILL BE HELD

AT RENO,
Commencing September 21st ami Ending

October 1st.

35 RACES, TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS
LIBERAL PREMIUMS

Live Stock Department and Exhibits in Pavilion.

Indian Pony Races! Saloon Ascensions! Bicycle

Races! Stock Parades!

LADIES' TOURNAMENT.
Friday, September 23, Wednesday, September ^8 and

September 30. Friday,

THE PRESIDENT'S GOLD MEDAL.
President Powning offers a Special Premium, a

GOLD .MEDAL, value $100, for the best
Exhibit in Any Department.

Trials of Speed to be Conducted under tue
auspices of ilie directors ol tne State Agri-
cultural Society.

The State Agricultural Society was established in

accordance with an act of the Legislature of the State
of Nevada, entitled "An Act to provide for the man-
agement and control ot the State A^icultural Society
of the State," approved March 7, ltte5,

UEMBEBS OP THE STATE EOAED OP AGBICULTTJRE

L. J. FLINT, of Washoe County; B. F. LEETE, of

Washoe County; P. H. MULUAH.Y, of Washoe
Countv; AL. WHITE, of Washoe County; JOHN
SWEENY, of Oruisby Countv; T. B. RICKEY, of
Douglas County; C. C. POWNING, of Washoe
County; ALVARO EVANS, of Washoe County;
THEU. W1KTEKS, of Washoe County; F. DANG-
BERQ, of Douglas County; W. S. BAILEY, of
Churchill County; JOS. MARZEN, of Humboldt
County.

PROURA»3IE.
First Day— Wednesday, September IS 1st.

No. 1.—INTRODUCTORY—Three-quarter dash, for
District horses; $luu added; entrance $20; declaration
§5, on or before September 1st.

No. 2.—RUNNING—Five-eighths mile dash. Dis-
trict horses; two-y ear- olds; $1U0 added; entrance $20;
declaration $5, on or before September 1st.

Nos. 3, 4 and 5 will be made and announced onSat-
urday, Sept. 17th.

Second Day—TLuirsday, September 22d.
No.6.—TROTTING—2:50 class for District horses;

three in five, purse $300; first horse $150; second horse
8100; third horse S50.
No. 7.—TROTTING—Mile heats, three in five ; free

for ail; purse $601); S300to first horse; 8200 to second
horse ; 8100 to third horse.

Third Day—Friday, September 183d.

No. 8. — RUNNING—Selling purse for District
horses; dash of a mile; 3150 added; 825 entrance, half
forfeit; 85 declaration, on or before September 1st.

Horses to be sold for §1,000 to carry entitled weight.
Two pon nds allowed for each 8100 under the 81,000.

No. 9.—RUNNING—Half-mile dash; entrance free;
purse 8100.
Three other races for this day will be announced

on Thursday, September 2.!d.

Fourth Day—Saturday, September 24 tit.

No. 13.—TROTTING—Mile and repeat; free for all

three-yeai-oldB and under in the District; purse 8300;
first horse 8150; second horse 3L00; third horse *50.

No. 14.—PACING—Mile heats, three in five ; free for
all; purse 3600; first horse 3300; second horse 3200;
thira horse 8100.

Fifth Day—Monday, September 96th.

No. 15.—HANDICAP—Mile and a- half dash; 3300
added; 850 entrance; half forfeit; 810 declaration, on
or before September 10th. Weights to be announced
Sept. 1st,

No. 16.—SELLING PURSE—Closes the same time
as stakes; one mile and a quarter dash; §200 added.
Three other races for this day will be made Septem-

ber 24th.

Sixth Day—Tuesday, September £ 3 th.

No. 20.—TROTTING.—Three-minute class for Dis-
trict horses; purse 3300; first horse $150; second
horse $!0U: third horse $50.

No. 21.—TROTTING.—Mile heats, three in five; free
for all; purse $S00; first horse 3100; Becond horse §250;

third horse $150.

SeventhDay—Wednesday, September 98th.
No. 22.—RUNNING—Three-quarter mile dash; two-

year-oldB; $150 added; $25 entrance; half forfeit; five

or more to enter.
No. 23.—RUNNING—Mile and three-eighths; thre«-

year-olds; $200 added; 850 entrance; half forfeit; $10
declaration, on or before September 1st; three or
more to start.

No. 24.—RUNNING—Furse $i0D; dash of two miles;
en per cent, entranco; nve or m ire to enter; three or
more to start.
Two other raceB for this dav will be made Septem-

ber 27th.

£i£hth Day—Thursday, September 99th.
No. 27.—PACING—Mile heats, three in five; free

for all; purse $iW0; first horse $300; second horse $200;
third horse $100.

No. 28.—TROTTING—Mile heats; three in five;
free for District horses; purse $600; first horse $300;
second rrae 8200; third horse $100.

Ninth Day- Friday. September 30th.
No. 29.—RUNNING—Mile daBh for two-year-olds;

$200 added; entrance $20; declaration $5; on or before
September 1st.

No. 30.—RUNNING—Mile and five-eighths dash for
three-year-olds; 8300 added; $50 entrance; half for-
feit; 310 declaration, on or before September 1st;
three or more to start.
Three other races for this day will be made up Sep-

teniber 29th.

Tenth Day—Saturday, October 1st,

No. 34.-2:35 Class; mile heats, three in five; free for
all; purse $800; first horse 3500; second horse $200;
third horse $100.

No. 35.-2:25 Class; mile heats; three in five; free
for all; purse 31,000; first horse $500; secondhorse$300;
third horse $200.

KKKARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Nominations to stakes must be made to the Secre-

tary on or before the first day of August, 1887. En-
tries for the purses must be made: For Monday's
races on the Saturday preceding; for Wednesday's
races, on Monday, and for Friday's races, on Wednes-
day, at the regular time for closing entries as desig-
nated by the rules. Those who have nominated in
stakes must name to the Secretary, in writing, which
they will Ptart, the day before the race, at 6 p. m.
Horses entered iu purseB can only be drawn by con-
sent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Associa-

tion will govern Tunning races.
All horses entered for State purses must be owned

and kept in Nevada and California east of the Sierra
Nevadaa for six months prior to day of race.
EntrieB to all trotting races will close September

1st with the Secretary.
Five or more to enter and three or more to start in

all for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to govern trot-

ting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association
ru' jb to govern running races, except as above.

.11 trotting and pacing races are the best three In
five, eunless otherwise specified; five to enter and
tl"ee to start. But the Board reserves the right to
h id a less number than five to fill, by the withdrawal

a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance
e ten per cent, on purse, to accomany nominat-
ion. -

rational Trotting Association Rules to govern trot-

ti -.g but the Board reserves the right to trot heats
oi any two clasaes alternately, if necessary to finish
anv day's racing, or to trot a special race between
heats, A horse making a walk-over shall he entitled
only to the entrance money paid In. When less than
the required number of starters appear they may
contest f"r the entranc money, to be devlded as fol-
lows: 6% ,o the first and ZZ% to the second.

*
i all il'e foregoing stakes the declarations are void

Please observe that, in the above stakes, declara
tions are permitted for a small forfeit.
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to Btart-
Wnere there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p. u. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivorBwili be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Each day's races will commence promptly at one

o'clock P. M.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stoddard, Sec

retarv of the Society.

EQ.UESTK1A NIS9I.
Ladies' Grand Tournament for the most accom-

plished and graceful lady riders, Friday, Sept. 23,
Wednesday, Sept. 2s, and±Tiday, Sept. 30, at 10 o'clock
A. M.
The Society offers four premiums, valued respect-

ively at 3100, 370,340 and $2(t.

The lady who is adjudged first shall have her choice
of all premiums offered. The second lady shall have
second choice, and so on.
All ladies must ride with saddles-
It is expected that other special premiums will be

added to tnis list by private contribution. No one but
ladies of the highest respectability will be allowed to
compete for prizes.
Ladies wishing to compete for prizes will please

send name to Secretary, indorsed by two members of
the Society.

INDIAN POSY RACES.
On Thursday, Sept. 22d, Monday, Sept. 26th, and

Thursday, Sept. 29th, the novelty of an Indian pony
race will be provided, and the amusing Bight of
twenty or thirty noble red men of the forest, mounted
on the wildest and most unmanageable cayuses imag-
inable, galloping around the track at break-neck
speed, will, as they say at the circus, be alone worth
the price of admission.

<X¥D£SDALE MEDALS.
The American ClydeBdale Association will give a

valuable medal, of suitable design, for the best re-
corded Clydesdale stallion.anda similar medal fur the
best recorded Clydesdale mare bred in Nevada and
exhibited at the State Fair of 1887.

BAIXOON ASCENSIONS.
Arrangements have been made for a series of bal-

loon ascensions during the Fair, alike novel and excit-
ing. Ascensions will be made daily from the race
track.

BICYCLE RA4TFS.
Two or three bicycle races will fake place between

the fastest wheelmen in the State, and ten contests
are counted upou.

C. C. POWNING, President,
C. H. STODDARD, Secretary,
C. T, BENDER. Treasurer. 2Bmyl8

Stockton Fair.
BEGINNING

September 27, and Con-

tinuing five days.

^^^'-'"SmsinLr

$15,000.
IN PURSES OFFERED.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purses to accom-

pany nominations.
In all races four moneys, viz: SO, 25. 15 and 10 per

cent.

Tuesday. September 27, 1887.
.. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake,

$65 each, $150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 8

entries). One mile.
2. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Free for all, $li)0. Mile

and repeat.
3. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 3:00 Class,

91,000.

4. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Free for all. $800.

Wednesday, September 28, 1887.
5. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Free for all.

Race hereafter to be namedforthe winner, $100. One
mile.

TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:24 Class, 81,000.

7. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Threeyear-old stake;
$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February 1st with 9
entries).

8. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake 865
each. $150 added; beBt 2 in5. (Closed February 1st,

with Sentries).

Thursday, September 29, 1887.
9. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. $500. Mile and

repeat.
10. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:35 Class,

$1,000.
11. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:18 Class,

$1 ,000.

12. PACING-PACIFIC COAST. 2;28 ClaBs, $500.

Friday. September 30, 1887-
13. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Handicap;

weights named 10 dayB before race ; $100. One mile and
repeat.

11. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Novelty race;
2 miles: 81,000; first, half mile, 8150; first mile, 8^25;

first mile and a half, $275; first to finish, $350. All

Said up entries over seven to be added, equally ulvided
etween each winner.
16. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Free or all.

$1,200.
16. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. Three-year-

old stake, 865 each. 82-iO added. (Closed February 1st,

with 10 entries.)
17. TROTTING — PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 ClaSB.

|1,000.

Saturday. October 1st. 1887.
18. RUNNING—.DISTRICT. Three-year-old stake,

$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 6
entries.).

ID. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:22 Class.
$1,000.

20. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Two-year-old
stake, $65 each. $250 added. (Closed February 1st,
withSentrles.)

21. PACING-PACIFIC COAST. Free-for-all. $700.

CONDITIONS.
All raceB best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified.
The Stockton track is one of the fastest in the world.
Stables, hay and Btraw free to competitors.
EntrieB close August 1st, 1887, with the Secretary.
Stockton Fair. San Joaquin Valley District for

raceB comprise the counties of San Joaquin, Tuol-
umne, Mariposa, Fresno, Calaveras, Stanislaus,
Merced, Tulare and Kern, State of California.

Board of Director*, for lh87: L.U. SHIPPER, JOHN
E.MOORE. JAMES A. I.OUTTIT. R.C. SARiiENT,
B.F. LANGFORD, .IAS. A. SHEPHERD, FRED
ARNOLD. W. H. SNOW.

L. V. SH1PPEE, President.
For programmes and full conditions ap-

ply to (lie Secretary, J. 11. LARUE.
"

' '

Santa Clara Valley

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

SPEED CONTESTS,
: FROM THE :

15th to 20th of August;
Inclusive, 1887.

SAN JOSE.
PROGRAMME.

First Day -Monday. August 15ili.

1. STALLION RACE, Trotting Stake-$100 entrance
half forfeit, 3150 added- Closed April 1st, with five
entries.

2. TKOTTING, for two-year-olds—Purse $260. The
get of the following stallions, viz: Brown Jug. Jim
Mulyenna Itea b Nutwood JSutwood BoV, Wuodnut
Baywood, Fleetwood, Commodore Nutwood, King
William Grosvenor, Bismarck, Menlo, Elmo, Stran-
ger, Hamiltoniau George, J. B. Weller's horse and
Captain Hani's horse. Mile and repeat.

Secoud Day—Tuesday, August 16tn.
3. TROTTING STAKE, for-three-year-olds-S^5 to

accompany nomination, $2b audtional tor starters;
failure to make second payment forfeits first; 32-50

added. Stakes and added money divided 60, yo and 10
per cent.

4. TROTTING—Purse 31,000. 2:17 Class.
5. TROTTING—Purse $000. 2:40 Class.

Tliird Day—Wednesday, August 1 ?
6 RUNNING STAKE for two-year-olds. ?25

entrance, $10 forfeit; $200 added; $5o to second, $25 to
third; non-winners this year allowed 5 lbs. three-
quarters of a Mile.

7. RUNNINGSTAKE, free for all-$25entrance;$10
forfeit; $2u0 added: $50 to Becond; third to save en-
3rane. MaidenB allowed five pounds. One and one-
half miles.

8. RUNNING—Free purse, S2l0, for all ages; $50 to
second horse. Mile and repeat.

Fourth Day—Thursday, Aug. ISiIi.

9. TROTTING—Purse $500. 2:27 Class.
10. TROTTING—Purse $760. 2:23 Class.
11. PACING—Purse $500. Free for all.

Fifth Day—Friday, Aug. 19th.
12. RUNNING, For three-year-olds.— $25 entrance,

$10 forfeit; $200 added; $10:i to second; third to save
entrance. One and one-quarter miles.

13. RUNNING—For all ages—$50 entrance; 325 for-
feit; $250 added; $50 to second; third to save entrance.
Two miles.

14. RUNNING—Free purse$200. $50tosecondhorse.
One mile and repeat.

Sixth Day-Saturday, Aug. 2ftth.

15. TROTTING-Purse $600. 2:25 Class.
16. TROTTING—Purse $1,000. 2:2oClaBS.
17. TROTTING STAKE— tor two-year olds; $10 to

accompany nomination; $15 additional for starters,
non-payment of second forfeits first; $200 added;
Stakes and added money divided, 60, 3o, lo per cent.
Mile and repeat.

CONDITIONS.
In all Trotting and Pacing Races, purses divided as

follnws: fi0 percent, to first horse, ao per cent, to sec-
ond, 10 percent, to third.
All Trotting or Pacing Races beBt 3 in 5, except as

otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural to govern running,
except aB herein stated.
The Board reserves the light to trot or run heats of

any two raceB alternately, or to call a special race
between heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrauce fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
Ahorse winning a race entitled to first money only

except when distancing the field, then to first and,
third moneys.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the money.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance, under Rule 3.

If, in the opinion of the Judges, before starting a
race the race cannot be finished on the closing day of
the Fair, it may be continued.
In all trotting and pacing raceB five or more paid-up

entries required to fill and three or more horses to
start, butthe Board reserves the right to hold a JesB
number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all

entries.
When less than the required number of starters

appear thev may contest for the entrance money,
divided as follows : 06% to first horse and 33J< to sec-
ond.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the money.
Races to commence each dav at two p. m.
Entries to close July 20th, 1887.

Important Notice.
As running races Nos. 12 and 13 did not fill, we offer

the following in their places:
No. 12. Pacing, Purse $300. 2:30 Class.
No. 13. Trotting Purse 3-VjO 2:30 Class.
EntrieB to close Monday, Au/. 8th, 1887, at 2 o'clock

p. M.

Sales of Privileges.
Sealed bids will be received for the privilege of

Pool Selling, Paris Mutual and Book Making, from
August 15th to the 20th inclusive, at the FairGrounds.
Bids to close with the Secretary, August 8, 1887, at 2

o'olock p. M. The Board reserves the right to reject

any and all bids.
N. B. EDWARDS, President.

U. If. BRAGG, Secretary. 11jd8

FOR SALE!
ONE 65 POUND

Caffrey Sulky
OF LATEST STYLE.

Was made to order at factory and cost

there $150.

Has only been used a little last season, and
is in first-class order.

Will be sold reasonably if applied for at once.

ADDRESS :

F. P. LOWELL,
No. 614 16th Street,

SACRAMENTO, OAL

Seventeenth
Agricultural District

PAIR
Counties of Nevada and Placer-
Commencing Tuesday, Sept. 6th, 188 3

and continuing five days

Racing and stock exhibits at Glenbrook Park,
Pavilion at Grass Valley

$10,000 in Purses & .Premiums!

FIVE DAYS RACING
Tuesday. Sept. 6th.

J.wu
:3° free for all. Purse

NO. 8. TROTTING-For two-year olds owned iu theCounties of. Nevada, Placer, Yuba, Sutter, Colusa,

Pufse's^w
pluu,a3 an<1 sle"a. Mile and repeat.

Wednesday. September Sth.

Pri?es'
S ' T0UENAMENT

. « " » M-, for various

No. i. RUNNING-Free for all. 850 entrance, 825forleu s.foo added; second horse 875. third 850. Onemile aud repeat.
No.6. KUNNINrj-Free for all. For two-year olds,

$25 entrance, 10 forfeit, SISil added; second horse 850tuird$2;. rive.eightus of a mile.
No.fi. RUNNING—For three-vear olds. Free for

all 825 em ranee, 310 forfeit, 3200 added, one mileaud a quarter. «".o

No. 7. PACING—2:32ClaB8. Free for all. Purse 8500
Thursday, September 8th.

GRAND STOCK PARADE at 10 A U BICYCLETOURNAMENT, for Gold medal, at 11 AM
No"? ^SnSSI'!?',?1 2H0 Class.' Purse 8250.

8500
' lreelorall. Parse

t.E?
l^TROTTING-Three-year olds or under. DIs-tnct. Mile and repeat. Purse 3250.

Friday. September Bth.
LADIES' TOURNAMENT, for various Prizes, at

11 A. M.
No. 11. RUNNING-Open to all. 350 entrance 825

Kile's '
*'"""" Seoo"d horse «5, third SW 'Two

No. 12. RUNNING—Open. to all. 825 entrance sin
forte t 8150 added; secoud horse 850, third »S? Threefourths of a mile and repeat.

' '

tn^tiiif',P
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i
A'IXG-
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ee I>ur" e 5 15l>- Entrance freeto all beaten horseB. Those not having run -econd

h„™e
K

nf,e
M

f'
nK a

,

11,nvM lu »<""""> &"" s'eoodhorse. One mile and repeat.
No. 14. PACING—2:23 Class. Free for all 8500No 15. RUNNING-Baddle Horse K' I StrictCatch weight.. 35 eutrauce, .850 added. Four moneys

50, 2o, lo aud 10 per cent. One mile.
J '

Saturday, September loth.

tui^D ST0CK PARADE and award of Premiums

,n»-
1VrR0T?ISG-Di8t,'

iet
- One-year-olds. Halfule aud repeat. Purse 8100

*"w.

850t)

O ' I7' TROTTING~2;40Cla86
- Opeotoall. Purse

^No. 18. TROTTINQ-2:2f Class. Open to all. Purse

„,l
n
„
r?5eBdesiKnated as "District" all horses are eli-

E'Si'""™ .owned in the counties ol Nevada and
nrlorfo ll^VflS "'f

17th
,
AKrfcultural District,prior to June 1, lo8/. unless otherwise specified.

CONDITIONS-
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old. unless otherwise spsci-
fied; five to enter aud three to start, but the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee lo per cent on nurse toaccompany nominations. Trollingand pacing nurses
divided at the rate of 60 per cent, lo first Ln'Zper cent, to second, and 10 per cent, to third
National Association rules to govern trotting: but

the Board reserve, the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish anv day's
racing, or to trot a Bpecial race between heats Aborse Inaliing a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less thau the
required number of starters appear they may contest

S5 . .l
en
i
ra
?
Ce J'oneJ' <° be divided as follows:

boj to the first, and 3»i to the second
In all entries not declared out by 6 r M of the daypreceding the race shall be required to start
Where there is more than one entry by one personor in one .nterest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by 6 p.m. of the day preceding
the race. No aoded money paid tor a wait-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to governrunning races, escept when conditions named are

otherwise.
Racing colors to be named in entries
In trotting races drivels will be required to wearcaps of distinct colors, which must be named intheir entries.

18J°
tr"JS t0 cl°se with the Seoretary on August 1st,

SAMUEL GRANGER, Presiflcnt.
P. O. Address Grass Valley, Ual

GEORGE FLETCHER, Secretary,
P. O. Address Grass Valley, Cal. 2 jy 10

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S.
VETERINARY SURGEON,

Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh.
Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies
Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Pbyaioloov
and Histology. The Williams' Prize. Bl-'85 for uiuh-
est works in professional examinations, and six Lrst-
class certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois
State Veterinary Medical Association
OFFIOE:

RECORD STABLES,
». Mccarty. i'i-,.|>.

1129 Market St. S. F., Ret. 9 th ami 8thTelephone No. 3 1 1 ;

.

CORRIN'S GREAT

HORSE LINIMENT.
Sure cure for Swlnncy, weuknesB of tho srlno.

the hair to full oft, and does not Inrnpanltate the horsefrom work during treatment. Though th'ro "vebeen many drugs on the market which are , a idgood, tie observer will readily see their deli.' I.' -vfrom the number of lame horses which I,, .;
meets, and that are mostly suffering froi n thatscourge, swlnney which .lotoulv causostl"" o„l erto gradually shrink away, but also the bo.lv to" a
elate. Now when- is the horseman so Idln.l to I Is ownlnterCBt as to refuse this now remedy a fair trial
For sale by all druggists. Mrs. A. C.-Joscnh

Prop., San Francisco. All rights secured in u s"
Patent Office. Price, SI.OO per Bottle, jjajvia
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ELEVENTH ANNUAL FAIR EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR.
OF

THE SIXTH DISTRICTMonterey
AGRICULTURAL MCIATIOJI

District Number 7.

Commencing at SALINAS CITY, OeC. 4th,
and ending Oct. Sih, 1883-

SPBED PROGRAMME.
Tuesday. Oct. 4th.

No. 1. TROTTING—Two-year-old Colt Stake of
18S7: $50 entrance; $ltw added bv the Association; best

2

in 3.

No. 2. RUNNING—Three- quarters of a mile and
repeat, for all horses owned in the District; purse $150.

Weduesday, Oct. 5th.
No. 3. TROTTING—Purse S250; for the following,

namid horses, and such others as the Society may
deem eligible in this class: Pedro, Charley G., Tiin L„
Allen Ii., Ladv Juhuson, Maud H., Lady Simpson,
Jim Crow, Michael Davitt, Queen, Nig., Mambrino
Jr., Eagle, Dixie, sorrel Torn, r.adv Alack, Susie, John
Splann, Bill Donatlnui, Charlie V.
No. 4. TROTTING -Dar Season Race. Purse

$150, for all two-year-olds in the District; winner of
first and second money in colt strikes barred; best 2

in 3.

Thursday, Oct. 6th.
No. P. TROTTING—For all Rtallions owned in the

OldDistrict; purse 3200.
No. 6. TROTTING—Two-mile heats; best 2 in 3;

for all horses that have never beaten five minutes fur
two miles; putse 5250.
No. 7. RUNNINu—One-half mile dash, for all two-

year olds owned in the Old District; purse §100.

Frtday.Oct. 7th.
No. 8. PACING-Free for all; purse 9200.

No. 9. TROTTING—For all three-year-olds and
nnderowned in the District: purse $i5j; best 2 in 3.

No. 10. NOVELTY RACE—Running—One and
one-fourth miles: purse $160, 1st quarter $2-5 ; 2d quar-
ter $25; 3d quarter $25; 4th quarter $25; 5th quarter $50

Saturday. Oct. 8lh.

No. 11. RUNNING—One mile and repeat; free for

all; purse 3300.
, ,

No 12. TROTTING—Free for all; parse 5400.

REMARKS &SO COXDI TIONS.

All races aie the best three in five (unless other-

wise specified), five to enter and three to start; but
the Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
five to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to

accompany nomination. Purses divided at the rate of
60 per cent, to first horse , 30 per ceut. to second, 10 per
•cent, to third, unless otherwise specified.

Entries to all races and stakes to close with the Sec-

Tetary at 9 o'clock p. si., September 15th, lsS7. Mark
the envelope "Entries to Races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March 1 , 1&S7, and in any District races not owned
within tbe District from June 15, 1837, and any entry
by any person of any horse so disqualified ehall be
held liable tor the entrance fee thus contracted, with-

out the right to compete.
Where tue words "old District" are used in the fore-

going Speed Programme, it is meant thereby the
counties of Monterey, Santa Cruz, San Benito and San
Luis Obispo.

, , ._

In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. si. of the
day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Horses entered In races can only be withdrawn by
consent of the judges. «.,.,,.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one-quarter of

the entrance received from tiie other entries for said

purse; and ahorse winning a race is entitled to first

money onlv, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under anv other circumstance.
The attention of all parties interested is particu-

larly called to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-

ing to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rales of the State Agricultural society to govern

running races, escept when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or rnn heats of

any two races alternately, or to cal I a special race be-

tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
Races to begin at 1 o'clock p. si. sharp.
Stalls, bav and straw free to competitors.

J. O. CAUR, President.
.1. .T. KEEEY, Secretary. lOjyll

Bay District;

Association.

:i|T

PilL
wmt :

Los Angeles,
CALIFORNIA.

FOURTH ANNUAL FAiR
OP THE

THIRTEENTH DISTRICT

Agricultural Society,

&3

Entries! Entries! Entries!

Commencing Aug. 6th to 1 3th.

Saturday. Aug. 6. 3:31 Class, Purse, S600
Tuesday: •• 9. 3:00 •• " 500.
Wednesday, • lO, 18:24 ••

•• 500.
Thursday, •• 1 1 . 3:40 " ' BOO.
Friday. "IS. 2:35 " " 500.
Saturday, "13, Free-for-all " S50

The Association also offers

Purse of S500 for the 2:30 Class.

Pnrse of S50O for the 2:2? class.

Purse of S5UO for the Free-for-all pacers.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting races 1 mile heats best 3 in 5, five to

enter 3 or more to start, but the Association reserves

the richt to hold a less number than hve to till by the

withdrawal of a proportionate amount of the purse.

Entrance fee 10 per cent, of purse, to accompany
nomination. Purse divided—50 per cent, to first how;
25 per cent, to second; 15 percent, to third, and 10

per cent, to fourth horse

.

Entry blanks and rules will be furnished upon appll

cation to the Secretary.

Entries to close MONDAY, AUGUST 1st.

with the Secretary, 1435 California Street.

W. H. HINCHMAN, Secretary.
lljuS

SIX DATS.
Oct. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.

Special Purse $600, 2 :20 Class, to be trotted to accom-
modate the entries.

First Day—Monday, October 1 Oth.
No. I. District, Trotting—Three-minute Class.

Purse $3C0. Ynez, Geronimo aDd L,. J. Rose's Stable
barred.
No. 2. Running—Half-mile dash. Weight for age.

Purse 31E0.
No. 3. Running—One and a quarter mile dash,

Weight for a^e. Purse $250.
No. 4. Santa Anita Stakes—For two-year-olds.

Closed Dec. 1, 18S6, with nine entries.

Second Day—Tuesday. October 1 1th.

No. 5. Tbottlng-2:23 Class. Purse 5600.
No.fi. Trotting—Sosxr Slope Stake—Two-year-

oMs. Closed Dec. 1,1336. Eleven entrieB.
No. 7. Running—Half mile and repeat. Weight

for age. Purse $200.

Third Day—Wednesday, October 12th.
No. 8. Trotting—2:35 Class. Purse 3100.

No. 9. Ladies' Grand Equestrian Entertain-
ment—For the most accomplished and graceful lady
riders. Four cash prizes—%~M, ?io, 315, 510. All names
to be handed to the Secretary on or before October Sth,
at 12 m.
No. 10. Trotting—Southern California Stake

—For three -year-olds. Closed Dec. 1, 1886. Six en-
tries.
No. 11. Running Dash, one and one-sixteenth

milts. Weigbt for age. Pnrse $209.

Fourth Day—Thursday. October a 3th.
No. 12. Pacing—Free for all. Purse 3600.
No. 13. Running—Two-mile dash. All ages. Parse

300.

No. 14. Running—Thirty mile California Long Dis-
tance Riding; change horses each mile. Six horses
allowed each contestant. Four or more riders to en-
$ter and start. Parse 35C0.

Filth Day—Friday, October 14th.
No. 15. Trotting—2:27 Class. Purse 3500.
No. 16. Running—Three-quarters of a mile and re-

peat. All ages. Purse $250.
No. 17. Running—Five-eighths mile dash. For two -

vear-olds. Winner of any two-year-old race to carry
7 lbs. extra. Purse 3150.

Sixth Day—Saturday, October 15th.
No. 18. Trottes-g—2:15 Class. Purse $350.
No. 19. Trotting—For Adair, Allan Roy, Arab,

Manzanita, LotSIocuin, Antevolo, Anteeo and others
having no better record than 2; 16. Purse $1,000.
No. 20. Los Angles Derby Stake—Closed Dec.

1,1850. Five entries.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old trot, anless otherwise
specified, five to enter and three to start. But the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
five to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the parse. Entrance fee ten percent, on purse, to
accompany nominations. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of sixty per cent, to th e first horse,
thirtv per cent, to the second, and ten per cent, to the
third.
National Association rales to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a Bpecial race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear, they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66% to the
first, and 33\i to the second.
In all races entries not declared oat by 6 p. ir. of the

dav preceding the race shall be required to start.
When there is more than one entry bv one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse" they are to
start must be named at 6 P. u . of the day preceding the
race. No addei money paid for a walk-over, except as
otherwise specified. Running races will be conducted
under the rules of the Pacific Coast Blood HorBe As-
sociation.
Non-starters in running races will he held for an

entrance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races (except fixed

events) to close with the Secretary on Monday, AuguBt
1, 1887.

Entry blanks and racing rules will be furniahed upon
application to the Secretary.

J. C. StWxov, President,
E. A. DeCAM», Secretary, Box £IO. jy9

WILLBEHELD AT

Clement Dixon,
ALB VAULTS.

So. 8 Summer St.. near California Market.

The only place In the City where sporting gentle,

men can see the English

Dally Sporting Cnronlcle. ISsept.

S.B.WHITEHEADS; CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS.

AKE PREPARED TO COOTUCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters

And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Oar Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for Bfteen

years successfully managed all the principal

Bales of high-class stock on this Coast.

Marysville,Cal.
commencing

Tuesday, August 30th
AND CONTINUING FIVE DAYS,

$3,000 in Premiums for Fanning. Me-
chanical, Mercantile and Mannfac-

tnrlns Kxhibits.

$2,000 In Premium for Live-Stock
$4,000 In Premiums for Speed

and Walking Contests.

Special Premiums for Ladies' Equestrian
Tournament and other Amusements.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Tuesday, Autrast 30th.

1. TROTTING—Two-ye*T-old Class. Purse «150.
Free to *ll horseein the Thirteenth District.

2. RUNNING-Half mile dtsli. Purse $100. Free
for all horses in the Third, Thirteenth and Seveuteeth
Districts.

3. TROTTING—Three-minute Class. Pnrse $200.
Free for all.

Second Day—Wednesday, August 31st
4. TROTTING—2:35 Class. Parse 3300. Free for all
5. TROTTING—Four-minute Class. Free for all to

as they please. Purse, ?50. The horse Dearest to four
minutes to win thaheat, First horse 3'20, second $10,
third ?o, fourth $5, fifth $3, sixth 95.

6. RUNNING—Half mile and repeat. Purse, S200.
Free for all.

7. RUNNING—Three -fourths of a mile and repeat.
Purse $250. Free for all.

Third Day—Thursday, September 1st
8. TROTTING—2:27 Class. Purse 3400. Free for all.

9. WALKING—Best walking team. §30; best walk-
ing stallion $30; Becondbestof either $20. One milt
Purse $100. For horses owned in this district.

10. PACING— Purse $400. Free for all.

Fourth Day—Friday, September 3d.

11. TROTTING-2rl5 Class. Purse 5200. Free for
all.

12. RUNNING—Two mile dash. Purse $300. Free
for all.

LADIES RIDING— Free to all in the District. No
entrance fee. Several elegant premiums have been
contributed for the occasion, and will be given, includ-
ing one cash premium, $20, by the Society.

13. RUNNING—One mile dash. Purse $200. Free
for all.

i ifili Day—Saturday, September 4th.
14. TROTTING—2:30 ClasB. Purse $400. Free for all,

15. PACING—2:30 Class. Purse$30O.

CONDITIONS AND REMARKS.
National Trotting Association rules to govern all

trotting races. All trotting and pacing races are the
best three in five, unless otherwise specified.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern all

all running. Four to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
four to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten per cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting, pacing
and running premiums divided at the rate of fifty per
cent, for the first horse, twenty-five per ceot. to the
second, 6fteen per cent, to the third, and ten per cent,
to the fourth.
All horses entered for trotting, pacing or running

races, for which entrance has been paid and who go in
the race designated and fai to win any part of the
purse, will have their entrance money returned to
them after decision by Judges.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

anv two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats: also to change the day and hour of any
race, if deemed necessary. For awalk-over a horse
is only entitled to its entrance fee and one-half of the
entrance retained by the Society from the other
entries for said race, and to no added money. A horse
winning a race entitled to first money only, except
when distancing the field, then to first and fourth
moneys.
Nou-starterB must be declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in by 3 o'clock p. m. , or
they shall be required to start or forfeit the entrance
money.
All purses or premiums paid as scon as a decision is

rendered.
Entries to the races, except No. 5 and No. 9, will

cloBe with the Secretary, August 10, 188fi.

Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. it. sharp.
The Society furnish hay and straw free to competi*

tors.
C5fNo season tickets will be issued, and persons

contesting for a purse or premiums offered by the
Society will be required to pay regulai admission fee
Admission to Fair grounds $.50; children under 12

years, 25 cents. To the Pavilion, 25 cents; children
under 12 yearB 15 cents.

D. E. KXIKRT, President,
T. J. SHERWOOD. Secretary.
aSTPostoffice Address, Marysville, Cal."ca

Bids for Privileges.

Sealed bids will be received till 12 o'clock noon-
Monday, August 10th, for the followingjnamed privi-

leges, separately or collectively, at the Annual Fair of
the Sonoma County Agricultural Park Association, to

be held at Santa Rosa, commencing August 22d and
ending Augusl 27tn, 1887:

Pool-selling, Paris Mutuals and Bookmaking.

The Board of Directors reserves the right to reject

any and all bids.

Mark all letters "Bid for Privilges" and address to

N. WINANTS. Secl'y.
10ju Vtnia Rnsa, < 'a!.

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARTEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOK, ESQ.,

J. B. HAGGIN, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, E3Q ,

R. P. ASHE, ESQ., W1L CORBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
90 LeldesdorfT Street,

Golden Gate
FAIR

SPEED PROGRAMME,
DISTRICT NO. 1.

Sept. 5th to Sept. 10th, 1887.

19martf San Francisco.

BEAUTS
Business College, 24 Post St

San FranclBco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

p. HEALD President. O. 8. HALEY, 860*7.

a9"8end for Circular, ttinj

Monday—First Day, Trottinir.
No. 1. Purse $SQ0. 2:40Class. Four moneys.
No. 2. Purse 8300. Two-vear-olds. Three moneys
No. 3. Purse 31,000. 2;25 Class. Four moneys.

Tuesday -Second Day, Running.
No. 4. THE ALAMEDA STAKE—For all ages; 85°

entrance; half-forfeit, or only 315 if declared on o r

before August 2Jth, with $400 added; 3100 to second
third to save stake. Maidens, if three vears old:
allowed five pounds; if fonr vears old or o'ver, seven
pounds. Three-quarters of m"Ue.

No. 5. THE CALIFORNIA STAKE- For three-year-
olds; $5) entrance; half forfeit, SltO added; S100 to
second, §50 to tbird. One mile and a quarter
No. 6. THE JUVENILE STAKES—For two-year-

olds; S^5 entrance; §10 forfeit; $410 adde^ ; ?1l0 to
second, third to save st \ke. Winner of any two-year-
old race, after August 1st, to carry three pounds; of
two or more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters of
a miln.
No. 7. FREE PURSE—£3f0. Winners of any race,

after August 1st, of the value of 8300, to carry five
pounis. Maidens allowed, if three years old, to
carry five pounds; if four years old or upwards, fif-

teen pounds. Mile heats.

Wednesday—Third Day, Trotting.
No. 8. Purse 3800. 2:27 Class. Four moneys.
No. 9. Purse 51,000. 2:20Cl*ss. Four moneys.

Thursday—Fourth Day, Trotting:.

No. 10. Purse $500. Three-year-olds. Four moneys.
No. 11. Purse 91,000. 2:23Class. Fourmoneys.

Friday—Filth Day, Running.
No. 12. SELLING PURSE, 3200. of which 350 t°

second. Fixed valuation, 31,00 »; two pounds for each
$100 below; two pounds added for each 5IOO above
fixed value. Oue mile and an eigbth.
No. 13. THE OAKLAND STAKE—For all ages: 350

entrance; half forfeit; $4uU added; second borse 3100,
third $50. One mile and a half.
No. 14. THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For two-year-

olds; 325 entrance; 310 forfeit; 340n added; $ll0 to
second, third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race, after August 1st, to carry three pounds; of
two or more, five pounds extra. Of" Juvenile Stake at
thiB meeting, three pounds additional penalty.
Seven-eighths ofainlle.
No. 15. FREE PURSE, 3400. For all agej; $50 to

second. Horses not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds; horses that haye not run sec-
ond or better allowed ten pounds. Tbree-quarter-
mile beats.

Satnrday-Sixth Day, Trotting.
No. 16. Purse $1,200. Free for all. Fourmoneys.

Name Day—Pacing.
No. 17. Purs'* $750. Free for all. Four moneys.

REH.VRKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing race3 are ;the best three

in five, except the two-year-old rroti unless other-
wise specified. Five to enter and three to start in
all the above races. But the Board reserves the
right in all the races in the above programme to
hold a less number than five to fill by the with-
drawal of a proportionate amount of the purse. En-
trance fee ten per cent, on purse to accompany nomi-
nation. Purses of fourmoneys divided at the rite of
fifty per cent, to the first horse, twenty-five per cent,
to second, fifteen per cent, to third, and ten per cent,
to fourth.
National Association RuIps to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary, to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special rare between he^ts. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows;
66J to the first and n3i to the second.
In case any named race for a certain day does not

fill, the Board reserves the right to change the date
of any other event on the programme if deemed nec-
essary, dne notice being given to the parties inter-
ested at any time previous to August 15ih.
If in the opinion of the judges, before starting a

race, tha£ it cannot be finished on the closing day of
the Fair, it may be continued or declared off, at the
option of the judges.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.
When there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named at 6 p. 11. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Association

will govern running races.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers wilt be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races to close with the

Secretary on Monday, August 1st, 1887.-

JANES ADAMS, President,
JOS. 1. DEUOND, Secretary.

Office 1 09 Front Street, S. F. 2jy

DO YOU WANT A DOG
DOC BUYERS CUIDE. !

Colored plates, IOO engravings H

of different breeds, prices they are I
worth, and where to bu7 them. ['

Mailed for 15 Cent*. •
ASSOCIATED FANC1ESS,

,

337 8. Eighth St, Philadelphia Pa. |

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Oat

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted t

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, w.i

for Illustration purposes, furnished.
U. Boyd. V

Soctf IB Post
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Arab Wins at Detroit.

There were five starters for trie 2:18 class,

Spofford, J. Q., Charley Hilton, Arab, and Joe

Davis, and they were given positions in the

order named. The betting was: Arab $25;

field §7. It seemed to be the general opin-

ion that Arab would win without much

trouble, and there was little demand for the

field end.

First Heat—They went off well together,

but Arab and Hilton went fast aronnd the

turn and at the quarter were two lengths

ahead, Spofford next, J. Q. and Joe Davis

back six lengths. Arab retained his lead and

won without a struggle. J. Q. moved up at

the three-quarters, and, trotting fast down the

stretch, beat Hilton for second place by a

short head, Spofford fourth, Joe Davis

lengths behind. Time, 2:20.

Second Heat—No poolselling. Charlie

Hilton threw a shoe before the start, and it

was half an hour before they scored again.

The horses got well together aDd were all

bunched for half a mile, making a pretty race,

in slow time for that elasB of horses. J. Q.

made some show down the home stret. h and

forced Arab to trot the last quarter in 33J
seconds, and it was the opinion of those on

the ground, best qualified to judge, that J. Q.

could have won the heat had he been driven

out. Arab won by half a length. Spofford

third, Joe Davis fourth. Hilton pulled up
inside the distance. Time, 2:22.

The judges were satisfied that no effort was

being made to beat Arab, or even make him

trot a respectable race (the last heat had been

a gift to him), and they were determined that,

at least, the race should not be concluded

without an effort to redeem it from a farce

and a hippodrome . When the horses appeared

at the score, Frank Van Ness was put up

behind J. Q. in place of John Splan, and Peter

Johnston replaced W. H. Crawford in Charlie

Hilton's sulky. The result proved that they

were correct in the belief that neither horse

had been trotted nearly np to his speed.

Third Heat—Betting was unchanged: Arab

$25, field $5. Arab was sent aloDg the way,

and the heat had some semblance of a horse

race. At the quarter it was Arab first, J. Q.

second, Joe Davis third. At the half Hilton

was third, and these positions were main-

tained to the three-quarters, where Hilton

broke and fell back. It was a good race

between Arab and J. Q. down the home stretch,

Arab winning by a length, Joe Davis third,

Spofford fourth, Charlie Hilton last. Time,

:35, 1:0% 1:42£, 2:17.

July 23d—Purse S2.500; 2:18 Class.

Arab, b g by Artburton—O. A. Hictok 1 1 1

J. Q„ blk g -J. H. Temple 2 2 2

Spofford, blkg-J.E. Turner 4 3 i

Joe Davis, br g—0. Burroughs 5 I ?
Charley Hilton, b g—S. D. SlsBon 3 3 5

Time, 2:20, 2:22,2:17.

'Say, Mr. Siddalls, I might as well tell you
now that I wouldn't sell him for any money
—at least so long as I can afford to keep him."

"That will be until he dies, then. Well, I

don't blame you. He is as fine an animal as I

know. Good morning." And the old gentle-

man departed as he came through the mud.
"Thirty thousand dollars, mused the little

New Yorker, also getting down from the box
and going into the stall. "It's a good bit of

monev, but gad, he's worth it."

Origin of the St. Leger.

The Doncaster St. Leger is a racing event

of greater antiquity than the Derby, and of

but little less importance in the eyes of

English turfmen. The Derby honor is the

blae ribbon, the St. Leger the white ribbon of

the turf. It is a sort of a fall Derby, a second

test of three-year-old excellence at the same
weights as carried in the Derby, 122 lbs. for

colts, 177 lbs. for fillies. It has long been

held the crowning glory of the turf to carry

off both these prices, and it has been accom-

plished only ten times since the Derby was
instituted in 1780.

To have won the Two Thousand, the

Derby and the St. Leger lifts the quadruped

out of the mere ranks of the four-footed

aristocracy, and crowns him, King of them

all.

Doncaster, where the St. Leaer is run, is

the ancient danum of the Komans. It is a

borough town in the County of York, with a

population of some 15,000 inhabitants; racing

has been kept up there, as the records Bhow,

since 1600. The great race known as tho St.

Leger, dear to every Yorkshireman's heart,

has existed since 1776, and had its origin in

a sweepstakes forjthree-year-old colts and fil-

lies of twenty-five guineas each, distance two

miles. Two years after its institution it was

named after Colonel Anthony St. Leger, to

whom the tnrf generally was under obligations

for services rendered in its furtherance and

Dromotion. The name was adopted on the

suggestion of the Marquis of Eockingnam,

who was largely instrumental in the establish-

ment of this particular three-year-old race,

and which indeed he was the first to win with

Allabaculia against five others. Tho jockey

was Singleton, who, thirteen years later,

landed the same event on Pewett, though he

only got home second, but was awarded the

fiat by the judge on tho ground of a foul. In

1778, Sir T. Gascoigne won with Hollandaise,

and it was at a dinner after this event that it

was proposed to institute the race as the St.

Leger ioj honor to the gallant colonel who
had done so much for the truf.

This compliment has thus immortalized the

beneficiary who, although distinguished in

his day as a Boldier and politician, would,

but for this circumstance have now been for-

gotten.
.

FOR SALE.

Tlie Imported Thoroughbred Stallino

OATCAKE.
Rich chestnut in color, IP& bands high, foaled 1882.

Bred in England and Imported to Australia in
utero, imported from thence to California this sum-
mer.

Pedigree.
Sired hy Wild Oats, dam Miss Emma, hy 8aun-

terer; second dam Dulcimer by Trumpeter; third
dam Teddingtonia hy Teddington; fourth dam Glacis
hy VenlBon or Bolero; fifth dam Fortress by Defence,
etc.

Wild Oats by "Wild Dayrell (Winner Derby 1855)

dam The Uolden Horn, by Harbaway; second dam
(Buccaneer's dam) by little Red River; third dam
Eclat by Edmund; fourth dam Squib by Soothsayer,

FIRST FAIR
OF THE

Amador and Calaveras

AGRICELTIML ASSOCIATION.
DISTRICT NO. 26.

AT—

—

IONE,

etc.

Oatcake is a horse of great power and fine finish,

and from all points of view is one of the best types
of the thoroughbred ever brought to America. He
ran successfully in the colonies, winning the Squat-
ter's Handicap at A. J. C. Spring meeting last year;
one mile and a quarter, in 2:10£, beating Bucb recog-
niz.e performers as Folly, Ben Bolt (the Caulfield
Cup Winner), Dagobert, Ceriae and Blue (Sydney Cup,
Winner,) Oakleigh, Palarenda, Friendship, Rapid,
Phaon and Ravensworth.
Wild Oats, his sire, was a performer of note

winner of the Prendergasfc Stakes at Newmarket and
other important events. He was the sire of a long
line of racers, among them Eton, Guy Mannering,
Hetty, Kinfarnus and Wild Moss, all winners in Eng-
land last year.
Wild Dayrell won the Derby in 1855, and the Gol-

den Horn, dam of Wild Oats, was a daughter of
Harkaway, the beat race-horse of his day. He won
eight King's Plates, the Goodwood Cup twice, and
the Royal Whip. Up to the close of his four-year-old

year he had won 21 races out or 28 Btarts, against the
beet horses in the United Kingdom.
On tbe side of his dam, Oatcake comes from the

royal line, and to horsemen these extended eot.es of
performances and produce are perhaps not necess-
ary. The pedigree shows such names as Saunterer
Irish Birdcatcber, Bir Hercules, Trumpeter, Ted-
dington, Bay Middleton, Orlando, etc., and the value
of these lines will be recognized by all breeders and
racing men.
Oatcake is now at the Agricultural Park Track,

in Sacramento charge of M. M. Allen, and inspection
is invited. Tabulated pedigrees will be furuished
onapplication to the Beeedeh and Spobtsman Office,

where I may be addressed

F. B. BALDWIN.

Don't Want to Sell.

A reporter at the Detroit races gives us the

following talk between the owner of Harry

Wilkes and Siddalls, the great soap man :

Perched upon a "horse" box about half way
down the long row of stables that defines the

western limits of the Hamtrack Park, C. S.

Sire, owner of Harry Wilkes, gazed into the

stall behind him yesterday with loving eyes.

Harry did not return the compliment, but

stood lazily switching the flies off his value-

able hide with the tail that Johnston had

to follow on three distinct occasions the day

previous.
Carefully picking his way through the mud

came a tall, ronnd-shouldered, elderly gentle-

man wearing gold-rimmed spectacles, a black

and white checked Prince Albert suit, and a

tall gray hat.

"Good morning Mr. Siddalls," remarked Mr.

Sire, without dismounting from his Beat on

the bos.
The old gentleman returned the salutation,

and Mr. Sire made room for his friend on the

bos by pushing a white flannel horse blanket

into the mud. Mr. Siddalls took the seat of-

fered and began making sulky wheels in the

mud. Neither of the groat horse owners

spoke for some seconds. Finally Mr. Siddalls

said:
"Harry did splendidly yesterday.'

"Yes," happily replied Mr. Sire.

"And I espected Johnston to win. I rare-

ly wager, but I was in some on Johnston."

"I trust the amount was small," politely

returned the New Yorker.

"Well, so so. I'm in for something like

$4,000, Bair for $2,500 and Mr. Phipps, who
formerly had an interest in Johnston, is in

rather heavily."

Mr. Sire looked concerned but said noth-

ing.

"And the unfortunate part of the affair for

me," dryly continued the great soap man,

"is' that I brought my wife and daughter here

from Philadelphia to see Johnston beat yon."

Mr. Sire waB still silent and his companion

continued to make impossible characters in

the mud. "I Bay, Mr. Sire," again began Mr.

Siddalls, speaking in his quiet way, "what will

you take for Harry ?"

"Oh, I don't think I'd sell him," was the

"I'll give you $30,000 in caBh for the geld-

ing."
"No, I gaesB not. Why, Mr. Siddalls, he

won a third of that amount for me yesterday."

"W 1, consider my proposition," and Mr.

rtlirroed off the bos into the mud.

Auction Sale

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate 01

Ontario Veterinary CoJ

lege. Toronto, Canada

Veterinary Infirmary. 3S1 Natoma *
Residence, 966 Howard 8t„ San Francisco.

Ima52

STALLIONS,
Highbred Trotting

Stock,

Brood-Mares,

Trotting Geldings and Fillies.

Roadsters and Carriage

Teams,

Business and Work Horses, Etc.

Including animals by Whipple's Hamble.

tonian, Alesander, George M. Patchen Jr.,

Patchen Vernon, Norwood, Buccaneer, Lvn-

wood, etc.

Sulkies, Breaking and road Carts, Brewster

Bnggies, etc., property of Frank H. Burke,

Menlo Park.

Tuesday, Aug. 9, 1887,

AT 1 1 A. M.,

At Rodgers' Stable,

1606 Market, Junction of Hayes, Larkin.

Ninth and Market streets.

Catalogues now ready.

KILLIP & CO.,
Auctioneers.

The Weekly

Breeder
and

Sportsman.
One Year, $5.00

Six Months, 3.00

Three Months, - - 1.50

Advertising Rates made known
on application.

313 BUSH STREET,
SAN FEANCISCO, CAL.

P. O Box 2603-

Commencing October 5th
And Continuing three Days.

SPEED PROSR.4M3IE.

Wednesday, Oct. 5th,
No. 1. Running—600 yards and repeat, for horses

owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado counties.
Purse 5150.
No. 2. Trotting—Mile heats, two in three, for

horses owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado.
Purse $200.

No, 3. Running -Quarter-mile and repeat. Free
for saddle horses in Amador, Calaveras and El dor-
ado. Puree S50.

Thursday, October 6th.
Ladies Tournament, for various prizes.

No. i. Running—Novelty Race. Free for all.

First horse at quarter. £60; first horse at half 850;

first horse at third quarter, $50; first horse at mile's
end, S50. Total amount of purse $201.

No 6. Running—Half-mile and repeat. Free for
all. Purse $25 .

No. 6. Trotting—Mile beats, three in five; a:30

class. Free for all. Purse S25j.

Friday, Oct. 7th.

No. 7. Running—Mile and repeat. Free for all.

Purse S250.
No. 8. Trotting—Mile and repeat, for three-year

olds. Free for all. Purse S2C0.

No. 9. Running—Three-quarter dash. Free for
all. Purse S200.

Pacers will he allowed to enter in District trotting

races.
Consolation races and other special contests will

be arranged during the Fair.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
District horses must have been owned in tbe Dis"

trict prior to and continuously Bince August 1st.

1887.

In all the above races five to enter and three to

start, unless otherwise specified; but the Board
reserves the right to bold a less number than five to

fill by tbe withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
tbe purse.
Purses will be divided at the rate of 75 per cent,

to first horse and 25 per cent, to second horse.
Non-starters in all races will be held for entrance

money.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 o'clock p.

m. of the day preceding the race shall be required to
start.

The Board reserves the right to change the above
order of races by giving contestants notice of the
same by 6 o'clock p. m. of the day preceding the race.

Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association rules to gov-
ern running races; National T.otting Association
rules to govern trotting races^

The Board reserves the right to run or trot heats
of any two classes alternately, if necessary to finish

any day's racing, or to run or trot a special race be-
tween beats.

Entiies in all the above races, unless otherwise
specified, close with the Secretary on Saturday, Sep-
tember 10th. Racing colors to be named in the en-
tries.

Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse; to accompany
entries.

1 S. GREGORY, President.
CLOYIS T. I.AGRAVE, Secretary, lone, Cal

Notice.
Hebbebt H. Bbown, M.P. I Geo. H. Holmeb,
Nugent W. Bbown, 1 O. Bbuoe Lowe.

TBADDTG AS

BROWN BROS. & CO.,

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS,
Auctioneers, Horse, Cattle, and Property

Salesmen.
Are prepared to accept orders from breeders in

imerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or they will undertake to receive
and dispose of stock from America; or aot as Agents
forCalifornia firms.

References kindly permuted to J. B. Haggin. Esq
and Major Ratbbone of San rancisco.

BROWN BROS. «fc CO.,
"Wright, Heaton's Buildings,

Pitt Street, Sydnry,
Now Rontb Wnlflm

(

L. C. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Bolted
BREECH—LOADING- GUN!

fej£ft.« g&sSfc
effete'*

cu^l&g

L. C. SMITH,

«s e

8

_ x
C

'

Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammerless Guns.

SYRACUSE, N. T.

A Demonstration of the Shooting" Qualities of the "Ij. C Smith" Gun
! Co. tournament, eleven contestants brolte one

"L>. C. Smith" Gun, and below we give the
In the trial for position in the Chamberlain Cartridge (

(hundred straight inanimate targets. Five ot the eleven used a

names of the gentlemen and their place ot residence.

M Dan Powers Cleveland. O.
j Mr. Fred Erb, Jr ; La Fayette, Ind.

Mr Andy Menders NuBhviile.Tc-nn. I Mr. H. McAlurchy- Syraeuse.N. Y,
Mr. J. C. Hendershot Cleveland, O.

|

We think this a moBt excellent showing, us there was seven different makes of guns used by the nineteen,

contestants in the ninety class. L. C. SMITH.
SEND EOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST,
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CALIFORNIA ANNUAL

State Fair
Will be held at

SACRAMENTO,
Sept. 12 to 24 inclusive, 1887.

TWO WEEKS FAIR!

NINE DAYS RACING!

SPJEIJ) PROUR.iMME.
There shall be awarded to the owner of the sire

whose get shall make the beat averag* performance
in the races for trotting foals, two, three and four-
year-olds, in 18S7, 1SS« and 18S9, the Grand Gold Medal
of the California State Agricultural Society, the
actual cost ot which shall not be less than $200.

First D«y.—Thursday, September fl.Vili.

TROTTING.
No. 1.—THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed In 1835,

with twenty-nine nominations. Value of stake Jan-
nary 1, 1S87, 51,045.
No. 2.-T ROTTING PURSE. SI ,000—2:23 Class.
No. 3.—PACING PURSE, 5600-2:30 Class.

Second Day—Friday, September 16th.
EUNNING.

No. 4.—THE INTRODUCTION STAKE—For two-
year-olds; 525 entrance; 510 forfeit; 5250 added; 550 to
second; thirdtosave stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race this year to cany three pounds; of two or
more 5 pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 5.—THE CALIFORNIA BR KE0ERS' STAKE.

—For foals of 1334; 350 entrance; p. p.; 5300 added; 5100
to second; $50 to third. Closed in 1&S6 with twelve en-
tries. One mile and a quarter.
No. 6.—THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-

year-olds; 550 entrance; h. f., or oniy 515 if declared
on or before September 1st. 3300 added, of which §!0Q
no the second horse; §50 to the third. Weights five
pounds below the scale. Winner of any race over one
mile this year to carry rule weights. One mile and
five-eighths.
No. 7.—FREE PURSE, 3250—Winners of any race,

this year, of the value of 3300 to carry five pounds;
maidens allowed, if three years old, five pounds; if

fouryearBor upwards fifteen pounds. Mile heats.

Third Day—Saturday. September 17th.
TROTTING.

No. 8.—TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE.—
$50 entrance, of which $10 must accompany nomina-
tion; 915. payable July 1st, and remaining 525 payaMe
Aug. 10th, 18S7; 3300 added by the Society. Closed
April 15th, with eighteen nomination. Mile heats.
No. 9.—TROTTING PUR^E, 51,000—2:27 Class.
No. 10.—TROTTING PORSE, 51.200—2:17 Class.

Fourth Day—Monday, September 19(h.
EDNNINO.

No. II.—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages.
550 entrance; h. f . ; or only tlo if declared onor before
September 1st, with $300 added; 3100 to second; third
to save stake. Horses tliat have started and not won
this year allowed five pounds; maidens if three years
old allowed five pounds ; if four years old or over seven
pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.
No 12.—THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—

Forfoalsof 18S5: §100 entrance; 525 forfeit; §250 added,
second horse §100; third horse 350. Closed In 1886

with twenty -four nominations. One mile.
No. 13.—THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all

ages; 3100 entrance; §50 forfeit, with §500 adaed, of
which §150 to second: ?li)0 to third. Weights an-
nounced September 10th. Declaration, 320, to oe made
with the Secretary by eight o'clock p. si., September
12th. In no event will declaration be received unless
accompanied with the amount fixed. Two and one-

second. Fixed valuation §1,000; two pounds for each
§100 below; two pounds added for each §100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

Fifth Day—Tuesday, September 30th.
TROTTING

.

No- 15.—THREE-TEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE
For all colts (except Ella, Soudan, Shamrock and

Sable WUkes). §100 entrance, of which $25 must accom-
pany nomination; §25 payable July 1st, and remaining
$50pavable August 10th, 1887; 5400 added by the Soci-
ety. "Closed April 15th, with fourteen nominations.
Mile heats, three in five.

No is.—TROTTING PURSE . ?S00—3:00 Class.
No. 17.—TROTTING PURSE, 81.200-2:20 Class.

Sixth Day—Wednesday, September aist.
RUNNING.

No. 18.—THE SUNNT SLOPE STAKE—For two-
year-old fillies; $25 entrance; 515 forfeit, or only §10 if

declared on or before September 1st; §150 added; §25

to second. Those that have started and n->t run first

or second in any race this year allowed five pounds.
Five-eiehths of a mile.

No 19 —THE SHAFTER STAKE—For three-year-

olds. §50 entrance; $25 forfeit, oronly§15 if declared
before September 1st, with $300 added; §100 to second;
third saveB stake. Winner of any race this year to

carry five pounds extra; of two or more ten pounds;
maidens allowed five poundB. One mile and a quarter.

No. 20.—THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages;
350 entrance: $2-5 forfeit, or only $15 if declared on or
before September 1st, with $300adde I; 3100 to second;
third saves stake. Three-vear-olds to carry 100 pounds;
four-year-olds, 110 pounds; five-year-olds, 112 pounds.
Sex, but not heat, allowances. Three-quarter mile

No.'21.—FREE PURSE, $300—§50 to second. Horses
that have started and not won this year allowed ten
pounds. Winners this year of any race of the value
of 3400 to carry five pounds extra ; winner of No. 7, ten
pounds extra. One mile.

Seventh Day—Thursday, September ™2d.
TROTTING.

No 22.—TROTTING PURSE, §1.000—2:25 Class.

No' 23.—FOURYEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—
(Conditions same as No, 15.1 Closed April 15th, with
ten nominations.
No. 24.—PACING PURSE, §800—Free for all.

Eighth Day- Friday, September »3d.
SUNNING.

No 25.-THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—
For foals of 1884. 350 entrance; p. p.; $30" added;
second horse §100; third§50. Closed in 1885, with sev-

enteen nominations. One mile and a half.

No 26.—THE PALO ALTO STAKE—For two-
year-olds. §50 entrance; §25 forfeit, or only §15 if

declared on or before September 1st; with 3250 added;
§75 to second; third to Bave Btake. Winner of any
two-year-old stake this year to carry five pounds
extra; of two or more, ten pounds. One mile.

No 27—THE GOLDEN GATE ST A.KE—For three-
year-olds. §50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $16 if

declared on or before September 1st; with §350 added;
second horse §100; third to save stake. Winner ofany
three-year-old race at this meeting to carry 5 poundB
extra; colts not 1,2, 3, in No. 19, allowed five pounds.
One mile and three-quarters.
No 28—THE NIGHTHAWK STAKE—For all

ages" §50 entrance; §15 forfeit; $300 added; §100 to

second; §50 to third: $200 additional to the winner if

) 4lJ>i is beaten. Stake to be named after the winner
if Nightliawk's time, (l:42J-i) is beaten. One mile.

NQ729.—FREE PURSE, §250—For all ages. §50 to

second. Horses not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run sec-

ond ot better at thiB meeting allowed ten ponnda.
One mile and a sixteenth and repeat,

Ninth Day.—Saturday September 34th.
TROTTING.

No. 30— SPECIAL THREE-YEAR-OLD TROT-
TING STAKE- For Ella. Soudan, Shamrock, Sable
Wilkes and others. (Conditions, same as Regular
Stake No. 15.) Closed April fifteenth, with sixnomi-
nations.
No. 31.—TROTTING PURSE, §1.200-Free for all.
No. 32.—TROTTING PURSE. $1,000-2:10 Class.
Entries for the following running events fur 1&8S-89

wevo ordered to be closed at the same time as the
races od the regular programme.
No. 1—CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For

foals of 18S5. to be run at the State Fair of 1888. §50
entrance; $25 (orfeit. or only 310 if declared January
1st, IMS; §300 added of which $100 to seeoud, aud§50to
third. One mile and a quarter.
No. 2—CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For foals

of 1886, to be run at the State Fair of 18S8. §100 entrance;
525 forfeit, cr only §10 if declared Januarv 1st, 1888;
5250 added; second colt §100; third §50. One mile.
No. 3-CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE— For foals

of iss5, tube run at the State Fairof 1889. §luu entrance;
§50 forfeit, or only §10 if declared Januarv 1st, 1888;
31o If declared Januarv 1st. 18*9; or $25 if declared May
lst.i.^a; $300 added; second horse §100. third horse
§50. One mile and a half.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to holda less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 5o per cent, to first horse, 2-5 per
cent, to second, 15 percent, to third, and 10 per cent,
to fourth.
The National Association Rules to govern trotting.

But the Board reserves th" right to trot heats of any
two classes alterna.ely, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
thr entrance money paid in. When less than the
required nun- berof starters appear they may contest
for the entrance monev, to be divided as follows: 80%
to the first, an I 33S to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Pleafe observe that in the above stakes declarations

are premitted for a small forfeit.
In all races entries not declared out bv 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be require'd to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting raceB drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished

upon application to the Secretary. Entries in all,
except otherwise stated, to close w'ith the Secretary
Monday. August 1, 1887.

I« V. SHIPPEE, President.
EDWIN F. SMITH. Secretary. 21myl7

SPEED PROGRAMME
Open tor the State,

Sonoma County
Agricultural Park Association,

TO BE HELD AT

SANTA ROSA,
August 22d to 27th Inclusive.

First Day, Tuesday, Aug. 23d
RUNNING—Five-eights nilie, for two-vearoldB;

maidens allowed 5 lbs; §25 entrance; purse $100; §10
forfeit: §100 added; §2-5 to second colt.
TROTTING—Two-vear-olds; pnrse §200.
TROTTING—2:27 Class, purse §450.

Second Day, Wednesday, Aug, 24th.
RUNNING—One mile and repeat, free for all; 825

entrance; §10 forfeit; §2 j added; §50 to second horse;
purse S2o>.
TROTTING—Three-vear-olds (except Ella, Soudan,

Shamrock and Sable Wilkes); purse §300.
TROTTING—2:20 Class; purse §500.

Third Day. Thursday. Aug. 36th.
RUNNING—One fourth and a miles, for three-year-

olds; $5<i entrance ;§25 forfeit; $2U0 added; §50 to second
horse; maidens allowed 8 lbs; purse 3.100.

RUNNING—Three-fourths mile, free for two-year-
olds; 825 entr.mce;§10 iorfeit; §150 added; winner of
five-eighths mile to carry 5 His extra; purse §150.
TROTTIXU-Four-vear-oIds; purse §400.
TROTTING—Three-minute Class; purse §100.

Fonnh Day. Friday, Aug. 26<h.
RUNNING—Three-fourths mile heats; tree for all;

325 entrance; §10 forfeit; §200 added; §50 to second
horse- purse 8200.

TROTTING — Three-year-olds, including Soudan,
Ella, Sable Wilkes and Shamrock; purse §300.
TROTTING—2:2ft Class; purse §150.

RACING—Free-for-all ; purse 3350.

Fifth Day, Saturday, Aug. 27th.
RUNNING—One and one-half mile dash, for all

ages; §50 entrance; §25 forfeit; §200 added; §50 to sec^
one horse ; purse §200.

TROTTING—2:24 Class; purse §500.

TROTTING—Free for all; purse §70>.

M. M. SPENCER, President.
N. WINANTS, Secretary, Santa Rosa, Cat.

Untf

KILLIP & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS,

tz aiontgomery Street, San Francfscc

SPKCIAL ATTENTION PAID TO BALEB OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Green, Hon. J. D. Cabb,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. Sabgent.Esq., Hon. John Boees
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Rose, Hon. A. Walbath,
Los Angeles. Nevada.
J. B. Haggin, Esq., San Francisco

Represented at Sacramento by Edwin J. Smith,
Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At San Jose hy Messrs. Montgomery k Rea, Real

Estate Agents.
Being the oldest established Arm in the live-stock

business on this CoaBt, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen vears, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-
pondents embraces every breeder and dealer ofprom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give full publicity to animals placed with us for sale.

Private purchases and sales of live Btock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KILLIP A CO- 22 Montgomery Street,

am J

Petaluma Fair.

- '.SlSOs^

From Aug. 30 to Sept. 3, 1 887,

INCLUSIVE

Over $i0,000 in Purses.

Agricultural District mo. t, ' omprising
the « ounties of Sonoma, and Mariu.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
District Races open for the Comities of

Sonoma, Marin, Aapa and Solano.

Tuesday. August 3nth
No. I. RUNNING -Two year-old Stike. Flve-

eighths mile dash. $25 entrance; 910 forfeit; $150
added; 5^ to second horse. Winners of any two-year
old stake this year to carry three pounds extra; of two
or more, five pouuds extra.
No. 2. TRUTTIiNG- District. For two-year-olds.

Mile and repeat. Purse $250. Closed May 1st, with
fourteen entries.
No. 3. TROTTING—2:25 Class. Purse $700.

Wednesday. August 31st.
No. 4. RUN.NING—For aU ages. Free purse 32C0;

$50 to second. M ile and repeat.
No. 5. TROTTING—2:3» Class. Purse $6^0-
No. 6. TROTTING—2:20 Class. Purse $1,000.

Thursday, September 1st
No. 7. RUNNING—For three-vear-olds. One and

one-eighth mile dash. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250
added ; $10* to second; third to save stake. Winners of
any race this year to carry five pounds extra; of two
or more, ttn ponnds extra; maidens allowed five
pounds.
No. 8. PACING-Free for all. Pnrse $400.
No. 9. TROTTING— For foals of 18S6. Mile dash.

$25 stake; $150 added. Closed February 1st, with fif-
teen entries.
No. 10. TROTTING—For three-year-olds. Purse

$600.

Friday September IBd.

No. 11. RUNNING—District—For all ages. Mile
dash. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added; 550 to sec-
ond.
No. 12. TROTTING—District. For three -year-olds

Purse $30J. Closed May 1st with five entries.
No. 13. TROTTING—For foals of 1885. Mile and

repeat S50 stake; $200 added. Closed February 1st,
with eleven entries.
No. 14. TROTTING-2:23 Class. Purse $S0O.

Saturday, September 2d
No. 15. RUNNING—For all ages. One and one-half

mile dash. Free purse $250. $50 to second.
No. 16. TROTTING— District. 2:40 Class. Purse

$100.
No. 17. TROTTING-2:27Class. Purse $700.
No. 18. TROTTING—Free-for-all. Purse $1,200.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Entrance fee, ten per cent, of pnrse to accompany

nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races, four moneyB, viz:

50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent, except Trotting Stake
Races Nos. 9 and 13, in which monev to be divided and
races trotted according to published conditions.
All races, best three in five, except as otherwise

specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats, also to change the day and hour ofany
race if deemed necessary.
Fnr a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only

except when distancing the field, then first and
third moneys.
In all races, entries not declared out bv 6 p. m. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p. si. of the day preceding
the race.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned in the district six months prior to
the day of the race, and any entry by any person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the
entrance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre-
scribed by the National Association and Rules of the
State Agricultural Society and expulsion from the
Association.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
finished on the closing dav of the Fair, it may be con-
tinned or declared off, at the option of tne judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up entries

required to fill and three or more horses to start, but
thr Board reserves the light to hold entries and start
a race with a less number and deduct a proportionate
amount of the pnrse.
The Petaluma track is one of the fastest and BafeBt

in the world.
Trotting and racing colors to be named -with all

entries and used in all heats.
Races commence each dav at 1 o'clock p. si. sharp.
Stables, hay and straw free to competitors.
Entries clOBe Aug. 1st, 1887, with Secretary.

.T. H WHITE, President.
W.E COX, Sec'y, P. O. Box 276, Petaluma, Cal

EIGHTH ANNUAL
FAIR

$7,000! $7000!
OF

PHIMAS. L4SSEX, SIERRA, AND )Ilj;.„,

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
(Washoe Co.. Nevada, Lake and Grant.

Counties. Oregon, stud Kutte Co., Cal.,
admitted to District lor

Racing pnrpose*)

AT

Susanviik Cal.
(WIJIEXI I>G

Outing
The Gentlemari's Magazine of Sport, rivet

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OUB FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD
DTTRING THE TEAB THEBE WILL BE ARTICLES UPON"

Exploration, Travel and Adventure. Mountain
Climbing, Camping. Popular Forestry, Hunting and
Fishing, Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting. Bowing
Canoeing, Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.

Lacrosse, Snow-shueing, Tobogganing and Skating.

Conducted bi FOVXTNEY ISIGELOYV

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
Single numbers tm'iu; -live cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York.
39jal3

Monday, October 3. '87,

And Continuing Five Days.

Purses $5,000.

Premiums $2,000.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Money in all races to he divided as follows: Firs

horse, 60 percent.; second, 30 per cent.; third, 10 pe
cent, unless when otherwise specified. All races fre
for all, unless otherwise designated.

* irst Dav.
1. TROTTING—2:50 Class, 3 in 5; purse S200.
2. RUNNING—Three-year-olds, mile dash: purse

$125.

3. RUNNING—Mile heats, 2in3; purse $250.
4. RUNNING— }.,' mile and repeat; purse $100.

Second Day.
5. TROTTING—3 in 5; purse $1,000.
6. RUNNING— ;V mile dash; purse $100.
7. RUNNING—IX mile dash; purse $200.
8. TROTTING — One-year-olds (District) % mild

dash; purse £100.

Third Day
9. TROTTING-2:10Class,3in5; purse $250.
10. RUNNING—Mile dash; purse $150.
11. RUNNING—\% mile dash; purse $250.
12. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to

4:30. Entries to ClOBe at time of race; purse $50.

Fourth Day.
13. TROTTING—2:35 Clas3. 3 in 5; purse S300.
14. RUNNING— Yi mile and repeat; purse $150.
15. RUNNING—IK mile flash; purse $150.
16. TROTTING—Single buggy (District), 2 in3, own

ertodrive; purse $50. Entries eloseat9 p. u., day be
fore race. Trained horseB barred.

Fifth Day.
17. TROTTING-2:3) Class, 3in5; purse $350.
18. RUNNING—two miles and repeat; purse $1,000.
19. TROTTING—Double teams (District), mile and

repeat. Untrained teams m ist pull buggv. owners to
drive. Entrance to close at 9 o'clock evening before
the race; purse $75.

RULES OF THE TRACK.
Entrance to all trotting and running races to close

witn the Secretary at 9 o'clock p. m., on Friday, Au-
gust 12, 1887.
All entries 1o he made in writing, to give sex, color-

and marks of horses. Also name and residence of
owner, and in running races colors to be worn by rider,
and any other particulars that will enable the audi-
ence to distinguish the horse in the race

.

Write "Entries to Races" on outside of envelope,
and seal.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of purse, to accompany

entries.
In all races five or more to enter and three or more

to Btart.
National Association rules to govern trotting, hut

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of anv two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any "day's
racing, or to trot a special race between [he heats.
Unless otherwise ordered hy the Board, no horse is

qnnliued to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned and kept in the District six(6) months
prior to the day of the race; and any entrv bv anv per
son of any disqualified horse shall be held liable for
the entrance fee contracted, without any right to
compete for a purse, and shall be held liable to pen-
alties prescribed by the National Association and
Rules of the State Agricultural Society and expulsion
from the Association.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot he
completed on the clos'ng day of the Fair, tt may be
continued or declared off at the option of the Judges,
In all races noted above, five or nice paid-up en-

tries required to fill, and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold entries
and start a race with a less number, and deduct a pro-
portionate amount of the puree.
When less than the required number of starters ap-

pear, they may contest for the entrance money, to be
divided as follows: 66 >i to the first, and 33>£ to the sec
ond.
R"les of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Anv person not intending to start his horse ui"st no-

tify the Secretary in writing on or before 10 o'clock the
evening previous to the day of the race,
Horses entered in races can only be drawn hy con-

sent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only he en-

titled to his own entrance fee and one-half of the en-
trance received from the other entries for said purse;
and a horse winning a race entitled to first monev
only, except when distancing the field, then entitled
to first and third moneys only. A horse wins but one
monev under any other circumstances.
The" atte ntion of all parties interested Is particularly

called to the rules of the National Trotting Associa.
tion, under the provisions of which, except as other,
wise specified, all matters appertaining to the trotting
races will be conducted.
Races to begin each <lay at one o'clock p. si. sharp.

j W THOMPSON, President,
.1. D. DYERS. Vice-President.

R. I,. n\YIi, Secretary, Susanville. Cal.
J. R. Ml RK.Y Y, Assistant Secretary,
25jnll Greenville, Cal.

FOR SALE.
No. 1.—Ray Mare, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Mnsldora'a dam by
son of Bertrand.

Terror by 'Woodburn, 1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d
dam Musidora, by Belmont, etc.

No. B. -Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882,

by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musidora, by
Belmont.

Ware's BiBmarck. by "Jack Trimble "(Bon of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Arcby) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of frnj

These are extra fine young mares of sup<^ :

ting action and well in-bred to the blood ot

No. I is in foal to a son of Geo. M. Patchen J:

For further information address

W.M.WILLIAMSC
oo37ti Sail Jot:
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To prevent delay in ordering D. Rodgers & Co submit the following abstract from their '87 Catalogue:

THE "CUNARD" CONVERTIBLE TANDEM.
Weight 100 lbs.

Double Steering. 1'oldiug Handle-bar for Easy Access to

May be Ridden by Two Ladies. Front Saddle.

Double Break Power.

Seat and Handles Adjustable. w]ieD convertedi Front Saddle^roasllt

Reduces o !! incites In widlli to Pass ack OTrr tue Axle, thereby securins

tlivousli Sarron- Doonvay. Proper Distribution of Wheel Load.

Price $250.

The Cunard Non-Convertible Tandem, for riders who do not wish to con-

vert their machines. Price $240. Weight So lbs , as ordered by H. E. Ducker, Esq.,

President A.. C. V., and Editor "Wheelmen's Gazette.''

THE "CUNARD" SAFETY BICYCLE.
Weight 45 pounds.

Made of best materials, and on the most approved principles, Ball Bearings to both Wheels
Cranks, and Pedals; all bright parts plated and rest enameled. Thoroughly fitted and
finished. Complete with Suspension Saddle, Bag, Spanner and Oil Can. No extras.
Standard sear 30 inches, geared to 57 inches; any gear to order. Price $140.

THE GREATEST HIT OF THE SEASON.

Copy of Testimonial from T. J.Kirkpatrick, Esq., Vice-President of the L.a.W.
Springfield, 0., January 11th, 1887.

D. ROGERS & Co.
Gentlemen:—Respecting the Cunard Tandem, I have (o say that it is beyond question the besttandem yet produced. Its compactness, ease of handling, light running, safety,

and the ease with which it may be mounted or dismounted, by either a lady or gentleman, laeve nothing to be desired. Its folding handle bar, and the fact that it can be quickly and
readily taken through a common door, are features which make the machine a pleasure, I have owned other tandems, but this is ike only one that is worth house-room as a convertible
machiue. I find it a perfect machine, in perfect balance, either as a single or a tandem. I have sought carefully for some three years now for the best tandem, and have given the matter
a great deal of thought and attention, and if asked to day to suggest an improvement in the design and arrangement of the Cunard, I would be free to say that it is as nearly perfect as this

type of machine ever will be. Yours truly,

[S :gned] T. J. KIRKPATRICK.

THE "CUNARD" BICYCLE No. 1.

LIGHT ROADSTFR. Weight 32 lb*.

Patent weldless steel backbone, handle bar, and round edge forks. The wheels are mada with double
hollow rims, Rteel hubs, and improved strai^ht-laced spokes, which do not stretch or become loose.

Adjustable ball bearings to both wheels and peilal*. Eisy tliree-OUrl spring, cranked handle-bars and
long centrehead. Handles, head, hubs, cranks, step, aud all nuts and bolts plated, reniaindei enameled in

two colors. Thoroughly fitted and splendidly finished, complete with suspension saddle, bag, spanner
and oilcan. No Extras. Price SI 35.

THE "CUNARD" FULL ROADSTER BICYCLE.
Weight 38 lbs. Same as ITo 1, but direct spokes, U rims, and plated gun-metal hubs. Finished as No. 1.

No Extras. Price S * ^5 -

THE AMERICAN "CUNARD BICYCLE".
Weight 42 lbs. Finished In enamel, with plated parts. 1'uilt especially for rough roa !b and heavy

j dors. Price, SI 10- No Extras. Ball bearingB all over.

THE "CUNARD" BICYCLE Wo. 4.
Weight 45 11m. A high grade, good, serviceable, strong machine at a moderate price. Price 885-

No. Extras. Ball bearings all over.

THE "CUNARD" ItACE: R.
Standard weight of a 54-inch, 22 lbs. Lighter to order. No Extras. Price SI 40.

CUNAKB TEICYCLE NO. 6.
"Weight 59 lbs.

Suitable for Ladies or Gentlemen

This machine is specially designed for ladies, the frame being formed so as to allow the
dress to fall easily, as in a walking position. By moving a lever-the handle-bar hioges for-

ward and allows the rider to get in and out of the machine in the front, without the difficulty

of mounting from the back over the saddle. If made with & in. hollow rims and light tube
the weight can be reduced to 55 lbs.

Price $180.

CATALOGUES FREE.

Freight paid on all orders and machines shipped the day after

receipt of order. Every machine guaranteed for one year.

D. RODGERS & Co., Sole Importers Cunard Cycles.
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Southern Pacific Co.
(FACIFIO SYSTEM.)

Trains leave and are cine to arrive at
Sun Francisco.

FAIRLAWN
LEAVE

(FOB)
From lime S7, 1883.

|

ARRIVE
1.KRI1S1'

8:00 a si .. ..Calistoga and Napa „.. 10 JO A M

6'30 F M 7:10 a si

3:30 P M
9:30 am 12:4s, p m
lu :30 A M

8:10 p if

•6:00 A M c .Havwards _ c 8:10 a M
12:00 si 2:40 r si

4:00 P M
Liverraore and Vleasanton... •8:40 a m

9:30 A M Lo3 Angeles, Doming, El

3:30 P M Los Angeles and Mojave I0:4u a m
8:00 a m 6:10 f M

•5:40 P M
3:00 P a 1110 A u
7;30 a m Red Bluff via Marvsville 5:40 P M
7:30 a m
7 :30 a v Reno and'fruckee 6:10 P M
7:30 A m 6-40 P M
8:30 A M ** via Livermore.. S :40 F M
3:00 P M 11:10 A M
4:00 P M 10:10 A M

'* via Benlcia 7:40 A M
nao p m Sacramento River Steamers.. •6:00 a m
8:30 A M •3:40 P M

tl0:30 a si
** „ J3:40 P tf

12 .-00 it c • c 8:40 p M
3*0 P M *• 9:40 A M

8:30 a it Stockton via Liverraore 5:40 p s£

LOCAL FERRY TRA1XS.

]From San Francisco B>aily

TO EAST OAKLAND- •6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:30—
8-30—9 :00—9 :30—10 :00—10 :30—U :00—U :30—12 :00—12:30
_1:00—1:30—2 .-00—2:30—3:00 — 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:0(1

5-30— «:00— 6:30— 7:On—S:0O—9:0n—10:00-11:00—12:00
TO 23d AVE.N'CE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO

EAST OAKLAND" until 6:30 p.m., inclusive, also
at 9:C0p.m.

TO FRUIT VALE—"6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00 8:30—
•2-30—3:30-4:00—4:30- -5:00—5:30—6 flO—6:30—9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—7:00-12:00.
TO ALAMEDA—'6:00—•6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00— *S:30-

9:00 -9:30—10:00—110 £0—11:00—til :30—12:00—112:30—
1 :oo—11 :30—2 :00—li :30—3 :00—3 :30—1 :00— 4 :30— 5 :00 -

5;?0_fl:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.
TO BERKELEV—'6:00—*6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00—"8:30

9-00— 9:30— 10:00— 110:30—11:00—tll:30— 12:00—112:30

1:00-11:30-2:00—J2:30—3:00— 3:30—4:00— 4:30—o:00—
5:30—fi:00—fi:W'—7-"0—S;00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO WEST BERKELET-Same as "To Berket.eyV

To San Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20—1 :50- 8:20—S:E
9:20— *10: 19— 4:20—1: SO—5:20—5:£0-6:ii0 -6:50—7:47—
9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5.22 -6:52-
•6:22-19:14—*3:22.

FROM2HD AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7:25
7:55-8:25—8:55—9:2-5—9:55— 10:25— 10:55- 11:25—11:55
12:25—12 ;55— 1 :25—1 :55—2 :25—2 :55—3 :25— 3 :55— 4;2o-

4:55—5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:50—9:53
FROM EAST OAKLAND— *5:30- 6:00- 6:30— 7:0)

7 :30-S :00—8 :30—9 :00—9 :30—10 :00—10 :30 —11 :00— 1 1 -.30

12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30-2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00—
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57—6:57-9:67—
10:57.

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 ml utes later

than from East Oakland. **

FROM ALAMEDA—•5:30-6:00—•6:30—7:00 -*7:30-8:00
•8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00— $10:30—11:00- 111:30—12:00—
112:30—1:00—11:30—2:00—12:30—3:00—3:30—4:00—4:30
5:00—5:30-6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00-10:00—11:00.

sTlOil BERKELEY — •5:25—5:55—"6:25—6:55—*7 :25—
7:55—•8:25—3:55— 9:25—9:55— 110:25—10:55- tU :25—

11:55— J 12:25— 12:55— 11:25- 1:55- 12;25—2:55-3:25-
3:55— 4:25—4:55— 5:25—5:55— 6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9 :55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "From Bebe-
KLET."

NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1887,
Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send four cents in stamps, to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in use at Fairlawn.

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTTERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies amd Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE,

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
San Francisco.

In effect August 1, 1SS7.

12:01 p |
Cemetery and San Mateo

| 2:30 p

•5:10 P
6:30p

.

jll.-4oPi I

•8:00 A
9:03 A

*10:C2a
4:36P
t5:35P
6:40 P
17 :50 P

8:30 a 1

(
10:30 a I J S
•3:30 pA
4:30 P I I

~\ I 9:03 a
.Santa Clara, San Jose, and.... . ',

I "10 -02 A
Principal Way Stations........ f 4 :36 p

J I 6:40F

4 :30 P |
Almaden and Way Stain

8 HO a i ( Gliroy, Paiaro, CastroviUe,
•3:30pl1..

,. Salinas and Monterey..

t7:50 a, J Monterey, Loin a Prieta and Santa.
1

1

Cruz (Sunday Excursion) I

..Hollister and Tres Pinos ..

THE PULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or further information, address

WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.
Ijan52

Lock Box 320.

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA. CAL.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These "Warehouses are the "Urges! on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in 'Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current rates.

8:30 Ai ( Watsonville, Aptus, Soquel..
'3:30 p 1

l f.Capitola>la] and Santa Cruz..

I

( Soledad, Paso Robles, Templeton ) i

I

l (SanLnis Obispo) &. Way Stations, f I

Morning p.—Afternoon.
•Sundaysexcepted. tSnndays only {Theatre train Sat-
urdays only.

Trains run on Pacific Standard Time.

Nearly all rail line to San Luis Obispo. Only 24
miles staging between Templeton ana San Luis
Obispo. Time from San Franr-isco 12 hoars.
Special Round-trip Tickets, at reduced rates—to

Monterey, Aptos, Soquel, Santa Craz.Gilroy and Par
also Springs.

Special Notice—Bound-trip tickets to the famous
Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton) can be had at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Francisco
Bate, 57.00.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
Sold Sunday Morning; good

CREEK ROUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—«7:15—9:15—11:15-1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FBOM nATTT.ATm-«fi J5—8:15—10 J5 —12 :15— 2:15 -

4:15.

•Sundays excepted. tSaturdays excepted; ISnndays
only
C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland

Standard Time furnished by Lick Observatory.

4. N. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager.

T. U. OOODMAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk Ae<

,

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAJi FBASC1SCO, I'Al,

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 4IOMKE STREET
G. L. BBANDEE President
J. L. FLOOD - Vice-President

C. P FARNFIELD Secretary

S. S. ANGUS Assistant Manager
Bankers. Nevada Ban Li or San Francisco,

16ap,

Information i egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER,

President.
ALEXANDER WATSON.

Secretary.

THE PARKER GUN
i>ads fliem all in iiard.

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Chamberlin Cartridge

Co. 's, held at Cleveland, Ohio, September 14, 1886. out of eighty-seven
entries from representative shots, representing fourteen States, the

Parker Gun won first and third money, winning ?900 out of the $1,300 purse offered, a iding another
victory to 18F5, which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament for th« championship of the
World, held at New Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to 16th. Among the contestants shooting other guns were such
champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Stubbs, Erb and others.

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

Slixes instantly with cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing five Imperial gallons

equals nearlv 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 180

sheep ata cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nourisher of wool, a certain cure

for Bcab.
ALSO

UTTXITS PATESt POWDER DIP.
PoiBonous, mixes instantly with cold water. Sold in

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; in a
seven-ponnds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 centa per pound.

CATTON, BELL & CO.
SUCCESSORS

fai.kner. bell a to.,
12mrtf 406 California Street. A«ESTS.

PARKER BROS., Makers,
Sew York Salesroom, 97 Chambers St.,

2julyl6

Meriden, Ct.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of treld Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only toe purest rice paper used. ESTABLISH \£D

1846. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO "WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

26dec52

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize winners at all the fairs in California and tho

entire list of sweepstakes premiums at Sl3te Fair
Sacramento, 1886.

Importations made direct from England every year

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the
best blood and most fashionable families of DiBh-

faced Berbshires, regardless of cost, and all re-

corded in English and American Berkshire records.

Yonng pigs from these importations, male and
female, from entirely different families for sale at

reasonaDie prices, sad every pig guaranteed. Address
25dec53

ASDBEW kmith.1i Redwood City.
Or at 281 California Street, Ban,Franclsco,

For Sundays only,^ for return game^
ForSaturday, ( Sold Satubdat and Sunday only

Sunday and< good for return until following Mofc
Monday, i day, inclusive, at the following rater

Bound Trip isun.

I'kt.

Satto
from San ilon.

Franctsco to Tkt.

San Bruno. ,.,.. * * 50
ilillbrae 65
3ak Grove 90

75 1 10
1 00 1 2o

Redwood 1 00 1 40
1 25 1 50

Menlo Park... 1 25 160
Mayfleld 125 175

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

! 3 00
l 3 00
3 CO

?2 00
2 25
2 50
2 50
400
5 0C

Mounfn "View $1 50
Lawrences 1 50
Santa Clara

| 1 75
San Jose 1 75
Gilroy 2 75
Aptos I S
Loma Prieta...
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterev

Passenger Depot, _
street, Valencia-street station. No. 613 Market street
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwin Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, fl.H.JTDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Azt

Satt
Mon
Tkt.

Tick~et Offices. -

5 00
5 01

5 CO
TownseDd

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its Hue for leaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FEANCISCO I>aILY FOE

MONTEREY.
Snmmer of the

THE MOST CHARMING
and V»'i liter Resort

Pacific toast,
with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trou
in abundance can be obtained from the ee\ eral stream
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may 1-e had in season.

THE BAT OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound In its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bai-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations fnrnished at the "HOTEL DEL)
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports,
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ARE UNSURPASSED,

hftrtng a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contalnp

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
Individual baths, with douche and shower facUities-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQCEX AND SAJfTA t'RrZ
IB VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara. San Bemto, Santa Cruz
and Monterey, each of which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

Qnail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, .Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo lor those well-known Retreats, PUBIS-
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PEftCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO And McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from Sac

Francisco and offer special Inducements to the lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Ttcke

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOGS

when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received In Baggage
Care.
OfSflb order to guard against accidents t

while in transit. It Is ni-cessarv that they be pro
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and 1'

Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Gunstal:
and securely packed In wood or leather o
taken iu Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES— Passenger Depot, T.--

street, Valencia Station. and No 813 Market at.,

Hotel.
A. O. BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent AssLPaBB, and Tkt
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GLOVER'S ALBUM.
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-P ID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

J. 0, KANE,
767 Market Street, San Francisco.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

Horse Boots & Racing Goods

DOG MEDICINES.
Mange «'ur». - 5(1" Distemper 4'ure, $i Atit
Blooil B'urifW. 50c. Vermifuge, - - 50c
Canker WhmIi. 50e. »"ye ' ««fnil, - 5(»e
l>iarrliocal lire. 5<lc Cure lor •'its, - 50<*.

To»fC - - 50c I.inimeiU - 50e.
Kennt-land Stable Soap, best uog soap known, price

25c.
These remedies are sold by druggists and dealers

in sportsmen's goods.

ALL DOG DISEASES TREATED
H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian tbe Westminster Kennel Club, New
Jersey Kennel Club, Rhode Island Kennel Club,
Hartford Kennel Club, Hemstt-ad Farm Company, etc,

*8jcl2 H9S Krnailwar. Now Vnrlc

FOR SALE.

English Beagle Hounds.
Both old and young stock, very small, and hand-

somely marked white, black and tan. The best dogs in
the world for keepiug rabbits ott of vineyar:ls and
orchards. Warrant all d-igs to give perfect satisfac-
tion, or refund the money with pleasure. AddresB

JOHN KMBHT.
2ju6 Placerville, California.

FOR SALE.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Agents for

FennersCynthiana

Boots,

Dr. Dixon's Con-

dition Powders.

Gombault's
'' p Caustic Balsam

Cynthia na Knee Boot.

Cynthiana Quarter Boot.

The best in use.

Sever chares.

Cj "ii tli in nil Shin Ankle *

Speedy cut Boot.

Never chafes.

Thoroughbred Irish Red Setters, by Mike T.—Lady
ElchoT.,both First nrize winners on the bench, beside
winning several specials. Champions Kleho, Hose
Koreen Garryowen, Palmerston. all famous winners,
appear in the pedigrees of the days offered. Breeding
and heaith guaranteed.

£i.( HO KEWEXS.
eagtf 212 Eleventh Street, 8. F.

Track Harness, Jockey Saddles, Bridles, Suits,

BANDAGES, SHEETS, HOODS, &c, &c.

Sweat and Cooling Blankets,
Linsey Woolsey Suits.

SEND FOE PRICES.

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector,
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec., 1884, Champion Beauchief,

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1886. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y. 1

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N.
J.

FOB_SALE,
Or speedy qualities t<> let lor the Fall

Circuit.

FRED ACKERMAN.
With a pacing record of 2:23. He is a bripht bay

weiuhs ID-'ifi lbs, eight years old; has been driven on the
road for the last eighteen months; is sound and kind,
and anyone can drive him. Address all communica-
tions to

C. If. GIL1IAX
£0jy2 Sacramento.

AMERICAN

KENNEL CLUB
STUD-BOOK.

Blanks for registering in the official stnd
book will be mailed on application.

Entries will close for part Three on Septem-
ber 30, 1SS7. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadwar,

5feb New York.

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!
PURE AND UNADULTERATED.

wa offer for salo on favorabl-i terms to the Trade.

CATHER WOOD'S * EJ.EBKATKD FINK OLD WHISKIES
of the ollowing brai.ds, namely:

Cranston's Cabinet, Centur/, A- A- A., Old Stock, Henry iiu 1,

Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.
Also, in case.4 of 1 doz quart bottles each,

Brunswick. Club {Puru Oil Kyp, and U)«per Ten (Very Old and Choice).

X£T For excellence, pnri'yand evenness of quality the above are unsurpassed by any whiskies imported
Ths only objection to be nu.de to them by ti>e manipulating dealers being that they cannot be improve
upon.

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
SOLE AGENTS, ---------------- SAN FRANOCO, CALIFORNIA

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
KTHB

"C. k, N. W. Ry."

In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. ft. Rs., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"

With Splendid Track and » ut naled Equipment fur the Speedy and Safe Transportation
of Horses and Live Stock, in '- own or in Privale Care, on Passenger or Freight Pnins.
Cojamodions Rest, Water and Feed Stations Situated at conv nient distances all along

the line.

so
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HORSE BOOTS, tH

Pm

eo

RACING- MATERIAL CTP
IN ENDLESS VARIETYi AT

J, A. McKEREON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street.

My
San Francisco

nHE KING OF CARTS.

m Over 6.000 miles of erst-class road rnnnlus West, V..1-1I1 and Nortn.West Irom 1 11 • 1 •

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT IINE.'

For further information apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD,
my 1 General Agent. San Francisco, tal.

"km

T1IIE (1IHI1.AMI SPIR AL.SPRING CART.
TlUa wonderful Cart has no e.iual

!
It Is the only cart manufactured that can he adjusted to suit the weicht

of the rider. The epnnfis can be changed to suit the load or road In five seconds, which Is B verv valuable
feature and one that mi other eirt is [obsessed of. The springs consist of twenty. four (4) feet of steel
which secures creator elasticity than II 5s iiossible to attain from am other In existence

'

It has no seat-bars to climb over when getting in or out. which makes it very convenient for the use. of
ladles and children, and renders them less liable to accident. * i-onvenieut lortno use OI

The action of the sprlnc? Is such as to destroy all that unpleasant horse-motion which Is found in all
Jther styles of ear. s, and which makes them so disapreeahle to rldein.

The bottom is solid. In n reference to slalsso commonly used, which protects the driver from duBt a dmud. Where other carts have from two it, three foot spriiurs. the Spiral has twenty.four foot sprinraTlvinemore elasticity than any other cart made. - ' , *"B°.t,»* tus

TROTTING SULKIES and SPEEDING WAGONS in Great Variety
VEHICLES OF EtERY DESCRIPTION.

We have tlie finest Carriage Repository on tlie Pacific Coast.

43 S E N D FOR CATALOG HE ,Tfl

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421,to 427 MARKET ST, S. F., CAL. my7



SAN FRANCISCO. SATURDAY, AUGUST
Entries at Stockton.

Tuesday, September 3?ih.
1. Running—District. Two-year old Stake, $65 each,

$150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 8 entries). Onemile.
2. Banning, District. Free for all, £400. Mile and repeat.

Owen Bros., b c Oro, 3, by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.
Jas. McAfee, ch h Racketty Jack, by Eamidan, dam by

Revenge.
C. Dorsey, ch c Fred Archer, 3, by Thad StevenB, dam by

Hercules.
Davis Bros., b c Jack Brady, 3, by Wildidle, dam Sour Grapes.
G. W. Trahern, b g Dave Donglas, by Leinster, dam Lily

Simpson.
G. E. Harrison, b g Plato, 4, by Shannon, dam Planetia.

J. Cabrera, ch g Manzanita, pedigree unknown.
Maltese Villa Stable, ch c Elwood, 3, by Norfolk, dam Bal-

linette.

3. Trotting—Pacific Coast. 3:00 class. $1,000.
Alio, br h by Altoona, dam Nellie—A. C. Davenport.
Rosie Mo., b m by Alex Button, dam Rosedale—G. W. Wood-

ward.
Figaro, b h by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Emblem—J. A.

Dustin.
Prince, b h by Nutwood, dam by State of Maine—R. C. Sar-

gent.

Gertrude Rusaell, b f by 'Electioneer, dam Dame Winnie

—

Palo Alto.

Alfred S., b g by Elmo—W. H. Seale.

Perihelion, b g by Admiral, dam Flora—J. A. Goldsmith.
Alpheus, b s by Mambrino Wilkes, dam by Major Mono—A.

L. Hinds.
Geronimo, b g by Inca, dam by Sacramento—C. A. Darfee.
Dubec, b g by Sultan—L. J. Rose.
Magpie E-, br m by Nutwood, dam by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

—

J. W. Donathan.
Wednesday, September 28th.

5. Rouning—Pacific Coast. Free for all. Race hereafter
to be named for the winner. 5400. One mile.

Owen Bros., ch f Serpolette, 2, by Norfolk, dam Mattie
Glenn.

C. H. Eldred, b m Moonlight. 4, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi-
light.

F. P.Lowell, ch g Jim Duffy, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam by Wild-
idle.

G. W. Trahern, ch f Blue Bonnet, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam
Kate Carson.

A. Harrison, ch g Hello, 4, by Shannon, dam Marshra.
CockriU Bros., b m Daisy D. by Wheatley, dam Black Maria.
P. Riley, b g Sir Thad, by Norfolk or Thad Stevens, dam Lady

Amanda.
M. F. Tarpey, ch f Notidle, 3, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
Laurelwood Stable, ch f CarmeD, 2, by Wildidle, dam Nettie

Brown.
Maltese Villa Stable, ch g Elwood, 3, by Norfolk, dam Ballin-

ette.

A. Lewi3, ch o Rajah, 3, by Euchre, dam Formosa.
H. Whiting, blk h John A. by Monday, dam Lady Clare.

No. 6.—Trotting, Pacific Coast. 2:24 Class, $1,000.
Jane L., br m by Hambletonian Mambrino, dam by Paul

Jones—L. B. LiDdsay.
Marin, b h by Qnin's Patchen, dam by Emigrant—P. Farrell.

Lottie M., b m by Nephew, dam by Chieftain—John E.
Moore.

Rexford, b c by Electioneer, dam Rebecca—Palo Alto Stock
Farm.

Longfellow, c g by Hambletonian—W. H. Seale.

Joe Arthurton, b g by Arthurton, dam Flora—Wm. Corbitt.

Daisy S-, ch m by Tilton Almont—B. W. Levins.
Maid of Oaks, ch m by Duke McClellan—A. McDowell.
Black Diamond, bk g by Milton's Golddust, dam Lady Tay-

lor—H. Hitchcock.
Wooduut, ch h by Nutwood, dam Addie—B. C. Holly.
Mt. Vernon, b h by Nutwood, dam by Chieftain—J. A. lac-

Cloud.
Magdallah, a m by Primus, dam Maud—J. W. Donathan.

No. 7.—Trotting—District. Three-year-old Stake. $65
each, $150 added. (Closed February 1st with 9 entries.)

No. 8. Trotting—District. Two-year-old Stake. $65 each,
$150 added; best 2 in 5. (Closed February 1st with8 entries.)

Thursday, September 21) t h.

No. 10. Trotting, Pacific Coast. 2:35 Class, $1,000.
Palatina, ap f by Milton Medium, dam by Snow Storm—L.

B. Lindsey.
Prince, b h by Nutwood, dam by State of Maine—R. C. Sar-

gent.

Howard, b g by Electioneer, dam Mamie—Palo Alto Stock
Farm, •

Alfred S., b g by Elmo—W. H. Seale, Mayfield.
Car), ch g by Hidalgo, dam Lottie Swigert—H. Hilcbcock.
Manzanita, ch g by Elmo, dam by May Day

—

J. Dwaris.
Inez, b m by The Moor, dam Katydid—L. J. Rose.
Old Nick, b g by Electioneer, dam Stockton Maid—W. B.

Bradbury.
No. 12. Pacing. Pacific Coast. 2:28 class, $500.

Lens, b g by Jim Lick—W. W. Mendeuhall.
Fidelity, b g formerly Bracelet, by Nephew—J. R. Howson.
Fred Ross, b g pedigree unknown—Eugene Hart.
Arrow, b g by Richmond—Durfee & Covarrubias.
Billy Bunker, blk g by Henry Clay—D. J. Sawyer.
Luella. b m by Chickamauga—H. Hitchcock.
Julia S., b m—Sargent Bros.
Lela S., br m—A. H. Hecox.
Robert St. Clair, b h— John Warbnrton.
Haverly, ch g by Kansas Signal—Frank Weber.
Home Stake by Whippleton—J. W. Donathan.
Charley Brown, g g by Washington—G. P. Brown.
Travis, b g—Ales Lewis.

14. Running— Pacific Coast. Novelty race. Two miles,

SI, 000. First half-mile $150; first mile $225; first mile and a

half $275; first to finish $350. All paid-up entries over seven
to be added, equally divided between each winner.
Owen Bros., l> c Oro, 3, by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.
C. H. Eldred, b m Moonlight, 4, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi-

light.

F. P. Lowell, ch g Jim Duffy, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam bv
Wildidle.

P. Riley, by Sir Thad, by Norfolk or Thad Stevens, dam
Lady Amanda.

M. F. Tarpey, ch f Notidle, 3, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
M. V. Tarpey, b m Patti, 4, by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown.
Maltese Villa Stable, ch g Elwood, 3, by Norfolk, dam Bal-

linette.

H. Whiting, blk h John A. by Monday, dam Lady Clare.
B. C. Holly, ch f Ninena, 3, by Jim Brown, dim Nanny Hub-

bard .

16. Trotting—Pacific Coast. Three-year-old Stake. $65
each, $250 added. (Closed February 1st, with 10 entries.)

17. Trotting—Pacific Coast. 2:28 class. $1,000.
Barbaro. g h by Leu Rose—Owen Bros.
Ha Ha, b h by Nephew—George R Beardslee.
Artist, blk g by Gold Dust—J. R. Hodson.
Spry, b g by General Benton—Palo Alto Stock Farm.
Kate Ewing, b m by Berlin—Lee Shaner.
Lillie Stanley, b m by Whippleton—John A. Goldsmith.
Gus Wilkes, b g by Mambrino Wilkes—A. L. Hinds.
Maid of Oaks, ch m by Duke McClellan—A. McDowell
Luella, b m by Chicamauga—H. Hitchcock.

Saturday, October 1st.

15. Running—District. Three-year-old Stake, $65 each.,

$150 added. (Closed February 1st. with 5 entries.)

19. Trotting—Pacific Coast—2:22 class. $1,000.
Lot Slocum, b g by Electioneer—Lee Shaner.
Sister, b m by Admiral—John A. Goldsmith.
Thapsin, blk g by Berlin—Wilber F. Smith.
Stambonl, b h by Sultan—L. J. Rose.
Menlo, b h by Nutwood—J. W. Donathan.
Valentine, b g by Terrell's Clay—J. H. Kelly.

20. Trotting — Pacific Coast. Two-year-old Stake, $65
eacu, $250 added. (Closed February 1st, with 8 entries.)

21. Pacing—Pacific Coast. Free-for-all. $700.
Almont Patchen, br h by Juanito—Wm. M. Billups.

Killarney, br h by Black Ralph—Peter Fitzgerald.

Chapman, b g, pedigree unknown—Lee Shaner.
Pocahontas, a m, pedigree unknown—John A. Goldsmith.
Arrow, b g by Richmond—Durfee & Covarrubias.
E. C. Lee, blk h by Elmo Jr.—H Hitchcock.

Ethan Allen.

[N. Y. Spirit.]

Mr. Wm. Harvey Brown, of the University of Kansas, at

Lawrence, writes under date of July 18:

"Can you furnish me with facts of interest concerning the

history of the famous trotter Ethan Allen ? I have exhumed
his skeleton, which I intend to mount and place in the mu-
seum of Snow Hall of Natural History at the University of

Kansas. I shall be under many obligations to you if you will

furnish information concerning the horse."

A mors welcome task never came to us. Of all his illus-

trious tribe Ethan Allen stood at the head, both as a performer

and founder of a line of performers. Ethan Allen was a

bright bay, standing under fifteen hands, with three white

feet, a star and a narrow strip of white between his nostrils.

Although modeled on a small scale, he was beautifully pro-

portioned,^with the mental and physical qualities of the

thoroughbred. His action was remarkably pure, low-gaited,

and when extended he covered the ground so steadily and
seemingly without effort that his flight was compared to that
of a swallow. He was foaled 1849, the same year that his
famous contemporary, Hambletonian first saw the light.

His sire was Vermont Black Hawk, and his dam a small
gray mare, whose pedigree was unknown until a few months
ago, when it was ascertained she was sired by Red Robin, a
son of Woodbury Morgan.
The turf career of Ethan Allen began when he was three

years of age. This was in 1852, at the Clinton County (N. Y.)

fair, when he won a race for stallions of his age. He started

the following year in May at the old Union Course, beating
Rose of Washington and getting a record of 3:36, the fastest

ever made by a four-year-old at that date. 1854 he was in
the stud. In 1855 he beat Stockbridge Chief, Columbus and
Sherman Black Hawk over the Cambridge Course in a stallion

race. In 1858 he met George M. Patchen on the Union
Course in a match race for $2,000 and distanced the Clay
stallion in the first heat in 2:28. His next remarkable race
was against Princess, the dam of Happy Medium, at the
Union Course in 1860, distancing the mare in the second heat
in 2:25£, his best record. After a few years in the stud, he
met Brown George and running mate at the Fashion Course
in 1S67. Etban Allen was rigged the same way and beat his
opponent, trotting one of the heats in 2:19.

Dexter at this period was the king of trotters. Mr. Z. E. Sim-
mons, who owned Ethan Allen then, argued that as Ethan
could go to the half mile with Dexter hitch and hitch, with a
running mate to help, he could beat the gelding the mile. A
match was made for $2,500 a side, to take place June 21. 1867,

at the Fashion Course. Ethan was put in Dan Mace's hands
for training. The master reinsman was incredulous as to

Ethan's chances with Dexter, no matter how rigged. Upon
Mr. Simmons informing him he was certain Ethan could go
in 2:14 v/ith running mate, Mace scoffed at the i lea, but,
nevertheless, consented to handle the stallion with the pro-
viso that he should not be given a trial iu any form before
the race. Notwithstanding his compact with Mr. Simmons,
the wily Mace, who had a weakness for moonlight and early
morning trials, could not resist the temptation to give bis

charge a fast mile. Oae of the stable boys at the Fashion
Course was a trusty negro, and to him was given the charge
of touting Mace. Sure enough, when the stallion was at an
edge, Mace and his Fidus Achates, Willis Hopkins, deter-

mined to make sure of what he could do. In the gray of a
fine morning the pair hooked up Ethan with his running
mate, and Mace drove on the track while Hopkins took his

place on the grand stand. The negro was also in line with
the wire, timer in hand, and Mace came down the stretch
like a whirlwind, the black runner on a keen jump and
Ethan trotting steady as a clock. The mile was covered,
without the stallion once leaving his feet in 2:14.7. As Mace
returned to the stand he inquired the time. When told, he
ejaculated "The devil ! How in thunder do you Buppose that

Simmons knew the uid stud could go so fast?" Sim-
mons did know, and he also knew what Ethan did on this

occasion, but kept his council. Dexter was a strong favorite

in the betting. To make the chances of Etban look still more
hopeless, it was given out the night before the race that

Ethan's mate had gone lame. On the day of the race the
judges announced that Mr. Simmons had paid forfeit and
made a new match for $250 a side, and secured the ronning
mate of Brown George. This increased the odds against
Ethan, which were taken right and left by the stallion's

owner. It is unnecessary to give the details of the contest.

It was straight work for the little stallion, as he won off the
reel in 2:15, 2:16, 2:19, and lauded a handsome pot of money
for hia owner.
In 1871 Ethan Allen was purchased by Messrs. Spragne &.

Akers, proprietors of the Kansas Stud Farm, near Lawrence.
Sept. 10. 1876, the same year in which Hambletonian gave
up his life, Ethan Allen too passed away. Of his progeny,
six had records better than 2:30. His greatness as a sire wag,

however, through his producing sons and daughters. Up to

the close of 18S6 he was represented by eighteen sons sires

of 2:30 trotters, foremost of whioh is the famous Daniel Lam-
bert, and eleven daughters dams of 2:30 performers. For
many years Ethan Allen's running mate record wss unbeaten.
Then his grandson, Billy D., eclipsed the mark, to be in

turn beaten by two greatgrandsons, Frank and H. B. Wind-
ship.

Fresh importations of gentlemen's underwear; new styles

of handkerchiefs, collars, cuffs, scarfs, neckties, just received

from Loudon, Paris and New York; English, Scotch nn'l

French hose of the finest fabrics; driving gloves for the tr

and road; shirts made to order by an experienced cutter,

goods at most reasonable prices, Beamish's, Nucleus I

ing, Market and Third Sts., San Francisco,
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General Topics-

Inasmuch as "Oar" Budd Doble is known to be residing in

Chicago, the sketch of the dog stealer who usurps the name

has misled some of our readers. Being rather a peculiar

name it is not at all likely that the dealer in canines is right-

fully the owner, and if he got what he bo richly deserves

he should be publicly flogged; one hundred lashes for "crib-

bing" the name and as many more fcr stealing the purps.

Ever since the genuine Budd became the pilot of Dexter, he

Ihas occupied a prominent position in the trotting world, and

Sncwn to a great many outside of the guild. One of the most

popular of drivers, too. and properly so, as, in addition to hiB

skill in his business, he is quiet and genteel in manners and a

general favorite wherever known. Dexter had quite a share

in bringing him prominently before the public. When A. W.

Fawcelt and George Trussell bought Dexter, they wanted to

engage John Murphy who had ridden him in the celebrated

match against time, in 2:18 1-5 (if our memory be correct in

"regard to the time), bat he was under contract to Dan Pfeif-

fer who would not release him. On Pfeiffer's recommenda-

tion Budd Doble was engaged, and the certificate was duly

honored, Budd giving entire satisfaction to the owner and

public. Trussell was killed by hiB mistress after Dexter

trotted his first race on the old driving park, Chioago, and in

that he was defeated by Butler. It was to saddle, and the

odds were $1,000 to $50 in the pools on Dexter, and were to

bay the short end at that.

After Trussell's death Fawcett became sole owner, and the

next season Budd had him under contract. He was to give

the owner two-thirds of the groBs receipts and pay all the

expenses. Even at this apparently hard bargain Doble made

a good deal of money. His contract ran until November, and

Fawcett sold Dexter to Robert Bonner agreeing to deliver him

after his races in Chicago, in September, early in the month.

Fawcett could not fulfill his part of the agreement without

the consent of Budd, and a mutual understanding seemed

difficult to reach. Arbitration was determined upon. Faw-

oett selected Charles Kahn, of Cincinnati. Doble picked

Andy Dauiels.and wewere chosen for referee. Doble had kept

an accurate account of receipts and expenditures and that

was taken as data to estimate the value of the unexpired

term. Over §20,000 was received. A gray horse belonging

to L. R. Martin was in the "string," and from his earnings

the expenses were paid. This gave Budd $6,700 and the

award was $3,300, so that he made $10,000 withDexter from

May until about the middle of September. Fawcett did well,

more than ©12,000 earned, and the sale brought him $33,000,

so that $45,000 were realized. Trusting to memory the

horse cost Fawcett $17,000. The first purchase was $14,000

and at the executor's sale Fawcett paid $10,000 for the other

half. His share of the earnings of the previous year must

have amounted to several thousands of dollars, so that there

was a net profit of at least $30,000. He coBt Mr. Bonner

$35,000, $2,000 being a commission to Mike Cavanagh who

negotiated between the parties.

This was exactly twenty years ago, and Dexter is still alive,

and iu fair health for the hero of the tracks of so long ago.

At the time of the sale he was nine years old, and, large aB

the price paid, in all probability it would have paid better to

have kept him. For the rest of the year 1867 two-thirds of

his earnings would have been at least $6,000, and one year

more might have brought in enough to square the account of

$27,000. We have never lost faith iu his capacity to lower

his records by several seconds. Ee was improving all the

time, every year was adding to the knowledge of his trainer,

and tracks were becoming faster. It 1b safe to assert that

the Buffalo track in 1867 was much slower than it is at pre-

sent, and a number of seconds inferior to what the Cleve-

land Course is at present. His temper was also on the

men 1, and under Doble's trotting every month would have

added to his tractability, In respect to evenness of tem-

perament Doble is superior to Murphy, though the latter,

probably, has no superior as a reinsaman, and fifteen years

ago not an eqnal, when Beat and hands on the back of a

trotter were to be the standard. Then, trotting week after

weekinpublio has jast what this rather hot-headed fellow

wanted, so that it 1b not out of bounds to say that in two

years more five seconds would have been subtracted from

2:17J and with a winter or two on this side of the continent

he would have gone still lower. The dog stealer has con-

jured up a host of spirits. Trooping past, some of them

shadowy, quite a proportion in the habilments, and showing

the countenances of long, long ago.

Another correction iB needed. A letter from Baltimore,

Maryland, appeared in the N. Y. Spirit of the Times, which

we cut ont intending to write an "opening," and give due

oredit to the paper from which it was cut. It got mixed with

other "copy" and without a head, so it was tumbled, without

further ceremony, in the "General Topic" columns. It was

not surprising, as the whole of the office wsb topsy-turey, and

this was not so aenous a mistake as might have occured. It

was a queer -article, something of a jumble, too, as the author

had mixed some peculiar conceits with a good deal of sound

sense. He attacked old pedigrees with a good deal of acerbity,

and in doing so showed ignorance aB well as temper. He
.tateB: "The dam of Mambrino, son of Messenger, was of

unknown blood," when the blood of his dam is as well

known as that of his sire. Bat in recommending that more

attention be paid to near than remote crosses, he is on firm

rooting, and we can afford to forgive a good deal of foolish-

ness when the bulk is held together with a few layers of

sense. But in taking away the credit from Mambrino and

Abdallah as the progenitor of the trotting qualities of the

Hambletonians and awarding it to what he calls unknown, he

haB lost sight of the fact that other fast trotting families have

descended from these sires. There ib another feature evi-

dently beyond the comprehension of the author of the epistle.

While near relations are of the most importance, those which

are embraced in aB many generations aB are comprised from

Maud S. to Messenger have a bearing on breeding trotters.

This is recognized by all intelligent breeders, and those which

depend upon the proper blending of blood, modern and

ancient, will be successful while those who trust everything

to luck will fail.

There is one paragraph of the communication, however,

worthy of repetition, with the exception that after 1845 would

cover the case than before. Here it is:

The pedigrees concocted before the year 1845 are not worth
the money paid for the- affidavits. Men cannot believe their

own eyes nowadays, and when to that uncertainty is added
the elasticity of memory, it is more than the thread of truth

can bear, and the slight touch destroys the thread. "Mixing
those children up." Coming nearer oar own times we find

that, of all dark thiugs, the darkest ia a horBe's pedigree.

Witness Ethan Allen, Morrill, Colonel Wood, Arab, and pos-

sibly, who knows, mayhaps, Hambletoniau himself may have
to search for a father and a family, though I believe no one
haB yet undertaken to overthrow the account given of his

paternity. Still, to follow out the method given by the author*
itieB to its logical termination, we are compelled to admit that

he did not look like Abdallah; he had not the bad temper of

Abdallah, nor the action of Abdallah; ergo, he was not by
Abdallah. If our wiseacres have read thus far they may be
ready to ask what is this fool after? This fool is but a repre-

sentative of many other fools who are tired of paying for and
reading or skipping the innumerable efforts to replace bad
pedigrees by worse ones.

Pedigrees which were current during the lifetime of men
who bred the horses and received without question while the

animals were on the turf, have been thrown aside in some

quarters and the misty recollections of old men substituted.

In these cases there has been a desire to sustain a pet theory,

or advance other interests without a thought of impartial

research. Again, we will change the wording of the article,

and in place of "bad" say "innumerable effortB to replace

good pedigrees with those far inferior and far more doubtful."

A staunch supporter of bookmaking argued, a few days

ago, that the abolition of poolselling at Saratoga, showed

that the public preferred the English method. The telegraph

brought the intelligence that the mutuals had been sup-

pressed, and that may turn out false. The Saratoga corres-

pondent of The Sporting World sent the following, July 30th:

The manager of the auction pools told me that he did more
business yesterday than he has done at this place any time
during the past three years. He states that business has
improved each day since the beginning of the season. The
bookmakers also report the same state of affairs. The attend-

ance, like the betting, has improved from day to day, and
yesterday the stand was nearly rilled with spectators. Ladies,
of course, form a large part of the people who occupy the
seats. There is no doubt but that the present season will

prove the most profitable one that the association has had for

many years.

It may be that the bookmakers have succeeded at Saratoga,

in having the mutuals abolished the same as the fraternity in

Australia managed to have the "tobalisator" declared illegal.

Those who only invest a smaller amount than the price of a

mutual ticket may prefer to make their investments in the

books. Why there should be other objectors we cannot see.

The five per cent, taken is small when compared with what

the books charge, though one is in plain Bight the other

hidden.

For instance, seven horses started in a race not long ago,

horses and odds being: Baruum 2 to 1, Hidalgo 2 to 1, Linden

3 to 1, Eurus 4 to 1, Richmond 4 io 1, Wickham 5 tol and

Bonanza 6 to 1. Were all on an equality it would be 6 to 1 on

the field against any named horse, but in this oase it was
only a little'more than half of these odds. Suppose a $2,000

book was made.

Barnum $2,000 laid $1,000 received.
Hidalgo 2,000 " 1,000
Linden 2,000 " 666| "
Eurus 2,000 " 500
Richmond 2,000 " 500
Wickham 2,000 *' 400 ( '

Bonanza 2,000 " 333* "

The Board of Directors of the State Society has resolved

not to permit bookmaking, and though we would like to see

that system of betting entirely abolished, it may not be politic

at this time to exclude them. The bookmakers engaged at

the State Fair would probably close their rooms in San

Franoisco during the pendency of the Fair. As it now stands

they are likely to make arrangements to have telegrams sent,

as is the present custom regarding Eastern races, and this

will keep away many who would have been visitors. Trot-

ting races are not fancied by bookmakers, so that the racing

events are all that will be operated upon. Perhaps an

arrangement can be made with the telegraph company not

to send dispatches to the rooms while the races are in prog-

ress, and this, in a measure, will overcome the drawback.

The rooms in San Francisco are thronged from the time of

opening until the close with an eager crowd of what may be

called spectators. When the bell rings which gives the intel-

ligence that the horses are at the post, there is a hum of

expectancy. Every eye is turned to the board, and those

who hold tickets on the races are nervous as the time

approaches for the denouement. Should the start be delayed

the nervousness increases, and it is a relief when the next

tintinabulation is heard. The placing is soon announced,

and those who have winning tickets present them to the

cashier with an exultant air; losers are correspondingly

depressed. With a mental sight of what is taken place there

is nearly as much attraction as though they were actual par-

ticipants in the sport, and with some, if aught can be told by

the expression of their countenances, there is a keener relish.

Something akin to witnessing so close a finish that the award

of the judges can only determine whioh haB won. With

this sort of stimulus to stay at home, it cannot be otherwise

than detrimental to the attendance. Were the bookmakers

busily engaged in Sacramento the rooms might be closed.

Perhaps they would prefer the home business anyway, if

even the chance had been given.

Total $4,400

If either of the favorites won there would be a profit of

$1,400; Linden would bring in $1,733, Richmond or Eurus
$1,900, Wickham S2.000 and Bonanza $2,066. The percent-

age in auctions on the same amount risked would be S132, on
mutuals $220, making allowance for not being able to "get

around," and still there is a wide margin, and there are

numerous cases when inability to fill the book on every
horse is an advantage. To'carry the illustration still further,

suppose a pool were sold in which the animals brought the

prices put on them in the books:

Barnum $ i
t
000

Hidalgo 1,000
Linden 666|

' Eurus 500
Richmond 500
Wickham 400
Bonanza 333^

It seems that there are dreamers in Australia as well as

here, though as a general rule in this country the dreams are

not made public until after the result is known. The follow-

ing is from The Sportsman, Melbourne:

Dreams and Dkeamers.—The approach of the Melbourna
Cup is generally the signal for the opening of the dreaming
season, and the nearer we get to the big Spring handicaps the
more vividly do the dreamers "see visions." The nightmares
have already commenced, dream number one reaching me 00
Monday, number two was related to me yesterday morning,
and, judging by my experience of past years, a big batch
will be due during the week. Dreamer number one saw the

Caulfield Course and the race "quite clearly, "(of oourse), a

chestnut horse appeared to be winning, and, after a desperate

struggle, got home first. Then our nineteenth century Pbar-
oah heard a Hibernian gentleman, who stood behind him,
exclaim, "Begorra, 'tis Allen!" but in another second &
mighty shout rent the air (this phrase wasn't in the dream,
it's copyright), "Grace Darling has won!" and then every-

body knew that the victress of 1885 had again carried off the
Caulfield Cup. Now, there is a Lord Allen engaged in the race,

and Grace Darling iB also entered; both are chestnuts, and I
leave the dream and the interpretation thereof to any embryo
Josephs who care to tackle the task. The writer of another
query received wishesto know "whether either of the half dozen
horses selected by 'Vigilant* as being well in the Melbourne
Cud has a white face and two white hind legs, and likely to

carry a green jacket." This I also gave up, but right here, at

the commencement of the dreaming season, I would like to

relate a little parable.

A miller who was doing remarkably well at his own game

—

grinding flour—dreamt one night that there was an immense
amount of gold buried right under his mill. He dreamed
precisely the same dream the following night, and told his

wife about it. The old woman, very sensibly, laughed at

him, bat as the same vision appeared to him on the third

night, he got a pick and shovel and dug underneath the mill

with such energy and success thai—he undermined the

foundations and brought the whole structure down about
his ears. I leave my readers to point the moral themselves.

To Beat the Stallion Record.

Total $4,400
Per cent 132

Net $4,368
The backer of Barnam or Hidalgo would win $3,358, of

Linden $3,702, of Eurus or Richmond $3,863, of Wickham
$3,968 and of Bonanza $4,035. It does not seem that any
great mathematical ability is required to "oipher out" per-

centages in both of these cases.

fLesiiigton, (Ky.) Stock Farm.[

Maud S. scored 2:09^ over the Fair Grounds track at this

place. The feat stood os the best record ever made until

she herself lowered it at Cleveland, where her 2 :0S| iB com-

memorated by a tablet hanging over the entrance to the

Driving Park, bearing the figures, apparently unattainable

by any otber horse. The excellence of our track is admitted,

and the fact is appreciated by horsemen who want fast

records.

Something sensational may be expected at our coming
Fair, which begins the last Tuesday in August. The direc-

tory have offered a premium for stallions (pacers or trotters)

beating the best stallion record at that date, made either

paoing or trotting. Maj. Campbell Brown will enter Brown
Hal, a horse already famous, who has shown his ability to

go better than 2:20 at both the pace and the trot. That he
will beat the stallion record, barring accidents, is a certainty;

and those who are best informed will not be surprised if he
makes a record which will place him at the head of all per-

formers living or dead. Iu a recenteasy mile better than :15,

he made the first break his ownerliad ever seen him make,
and that was caused by bis playfully jumping over a mark
that had been thoughtlessly left across the track. He is the

most wonderful horse now before the public, and will

undoubtedly be the crowning sensation of the year. Condi-

tions favorable, he will start on Wednesday, the second day
of the Fair. The event will be something for those who see

it to talk about in future years. We might give some
startling figures, but are not certain of our right to make
them public.

This is the center of the breeding interest, and a promin-
ent performance here carries with it marked distinction and
goes home to the minds of the breeding public with a direct-

ness that makes it doubly valuable to the performer. It is

like "bearding the lion in his den, the Dou^las'iu his hall."

Yet we welcome all comers, whether from ambitious Califor-

nia, the effete East, or from our sister and neighbor Ten-
nessee. We will be the first to do them honor, and in a
business way ebow the quickest appreciation,
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Entries at the State Fair.

Eirst Day—Thursday, September 15th.
TROTTING.

No. 1.—Occidert Stake. Entries closed in 1884.

No. 2.—Trotting. Purse $1,000. 2:23 class;
Wi F. Smith, blk g Thapsin by Berlin, dam £ady flubbard.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Rexford by Electioneer, dam

Eebecca, by Gen. Benton.
Jno. E. Moore, b m Lottie M. by Nephew, dam by Chieftain.
P. Farrell, b s Marin by Qninn's Patchen, dam by Emigrant.
A. McDowell, c h Maid of Gaks by Duke McClellan, dam

Oregon Nell.

B. Hitchcock, blk g Black Diamond by Melton's Golddtist,
dam Lady Taylor.

Jno. A. Goldsmith, ch m Mamie Comet by Nutwood, dam
by Sportsman.

Jno. A. Goldsmith, b m Lillie Stanley by Whippleton, dam
Dolly McMahon.

B. W. Levens, ch m Daisy S. by Tilton A'mont, dam by
Rattler.

J. H. Kelly, brg Valentine by Ferral Clay, dam Queen.
Wm. Donathan, ch m Magdallah by Primus, dam unknown.
L. J. Rose, b s Stamboul by Sultan, dam Fleetwing.
O. A. Hickok, ch g Jno. R. Wise, by Hambletoniau Tranby.

FACING.

No. 3.—Pacing. Purse $600. 2:80 class.

W. W. Mendenhall, b g by Jim Lick.
Frank Weber, ch g Hayerly.
H. P. Brown, g g.
A. H. Hecos, or m Lela S.
Bug. Hart, b g Fred Boss, sire and dam unknown*
George Van Gordon, br g Home Stake by Whippleton, dain

unknown.
Jno. Warburton, blk s Robert St. Clair by Jack Roberts, dam

St. Clair.

Durfee & Covarrnbias, b g Arrow, by Richmond, dam by
Crichton,

J. Garnty, b g James L., sire and dam unknown,
Alex. Lewis, b g Travis, sire and dam unknown.
J. E. Hodson, b g Bracelet by Nephew.

Second Pay—Friday, September 16th.
BUNTING.

No. 4.—The Introduction Stake. For two-year-olds. $25
entrance, $10 forfeit, 5250 added, of which $50 to second,
third to save stake, winner of any two-year-old raoe this
year to carry three pounds; of two or more five pounds
extra. Three-quarters of a mile.
L. H. Todhunter, ch c Phcenix by King Alphonso, dam Fash-

ionette.

Jas. B. Chase, ch g Kildare by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake.
Geo. Hearst, br f by Shannon, damTippera, by Tipperary.
Geo. Hearst, ch f Question by Monday, dam FostreBS, by

Foster.
Rancho del Paso, b g Monterey by Kyrle Daly, dam Com-

anche,
Bancho del Paso, b f Katisha by Kyrle Daly, dam Maid of

Stockdale.
C. H. Eldred, b f Alma E. (for. Tricksy) by Joe Hooker, dam

Abbie W.
W. M. Murray, ch c Peregrine by Jumbo or Joe Hooker, dam

Irene Harding.
W. M. Murray, b o Surinam by Joe Hooker, dam Ada C.
Jas. Garland, ch f Snowdrop by Joe Hooker, dam Laura

Winston.
Owen Bros., ch f Serpolette by Norfolk, dam Matrie Glenn.
Laurelwood Stable, ch f Carmen by Wildidle, dam Nettie

Brown.
Laurelwood Stable, bs KyrleD. byKyrleDaly, dam Maggie S.
H. L. Samuels, b c Ed. McGinnis by Grinstead, dam Jennie G.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, br f imp. Gorgo, by Isonomy, dam

imp. Flirt, by The Hermit.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Peel by Monday, dam Preoious,

by Lever.
L. H. Todhunter, br c King Idle by Wildidle, dam Augusta E.
No. 5.—The California Breeders' Stake. For foals of 1884.

Closed in 1886, with twelve nominations. $50 entrance,

pp, $300 added, of which S100 to second; third to save
stake. One mile and a quarter.

No. 6.—The Capital City Stake. For four-year-olds. $50
entrance, h f, or only $15 if declared on or before September
Brstj $300 added, of which $100 to the second; $50 to the
third. Weights five pounds below the scale; winner of any
race over one mile this year to carry rule weight. One mile
and five-eighths.

W. F. Todhunter, b m May Blossom by Joe Hooker, dam
Maggie S.

John Wolfskill, br m Edelweiss by Joe Hooker, dam Yolona.
C. H. Eldred, b f Moonlight by Thad. Stevens, dam Twilight.
H. Harmon, o h g Hello by Shannon, dam Marshra.
Laurelwood Stable, b m Patti by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown.
L. H. Todhunter, ch c Monte Cristo by King Alfonso, dam

Galiathis.

No. 7.—Free Purse, $250. Winners of any race this year
of the value of $300 to carry five pounds; maidens allowed
if three years old, fivo pounds; if four years or upwards
fifteen pounds. Mile heats.
W. L. Pritchard, ch m Lizzie Dunbar by Bazaar, dam

Tibbie Dunbar.
J. Cabrera, ch g Manzanita sire, and dam unknown.
F. Depoister, br c Blackstone by Wildidle, dam by Monday.
W. P. Todhunter, ch g Rock by Bob Wooley, dam Miss

Stoner.
B. C. Holly, ch f NinenabyJim Brown, dam Nannie Hubbard.
Jas. Garland, ch c Elwood by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

Owen Bros., b s Oro by Norfolk dam, Golden Gate.

Laurelwood Stable, ch f Laura Gardner by Jim Brown,
dam Avail'.

Laurelwood Stable, b m Patti by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown.
No. 8.—Two-year-old Trotting Stake. $50 entrance, of

which $10 must accompany nomination; $15 payable July
1st, and remaining $25 payable August 10th, 1887; $300
added by the Society. Closed April loth, with eighteen
.nominations. Mile heats.

Third Day—Saturday, September 17th.
TEOTTISG,

No. 9.—Trotting. Purse, $1,000. 2:27 class.

J. A. McCloud, b s Mt. Vernon by Nutwood, dam by Chieftain.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b g Howard by Electioneer, dam
Mamie by Hanibletonian Jr.,

Geo. W. Woodward, b s Alex. Button by Alexander, dam
Lady Button.

L. B. Lindsay, br m Jane L. by Hambletonian Mambrino,
dam by Paul Jones.

A. McDowell, ch m Maid of Oaks by Duke McClellan, dam
Oregon Nell.

H. Hitchcock, b m Luella by Chickamaaga.
John A. Goldsmith, b m Lillie Stanley by Whippleton, dam

Dolly MoMahoD,

J. A. Linscott, b s Adrian by Reliance, dam Adriana.
A. L. HindB, b g Gus Wilkes by Mambrino Wilkes, dam by

Bonner.
Lee Shaner, bl m Kate Ewing by Berlin, dam Lady Wash'

ington.
J. N. Ayres, b s Bay Rose by Saltan, dam by The Moor.
H. Whiting, b m Tempest by Hawthorne, dam by Chieftain.
Peter Johnson, blk g Scandinavian by Black Hawk—dam

unknown.
W. B. Bradbury, b g Old Sick by Electioneer dam, Stockton

Maid.
L. J. Rose Jr., b m Inez by The Moor, dain Katydid,

No. 10.—Trotting. Purse, $1,200. 2:17 claBS.

W. F. Smith b g Adair by Electioneer, dam Addie Lee.
I. Do Turk, b a Anteeo by Electioneer, dam Columbine.
O. A. Hickok, b g Arab by Arthurton.

Fourth Day—Monday, September 19th.

No. 11 —The Premium Stake. For all ages. $50 entrance,
h f or only $15 if declared on or before September first, with
$300 added, of which $100 to second; third to save stake.
HorsbS that have started and not won this year allowed five

pounds. Maidens, if three years old allowed five pounds;
if four years old or over, seven pounds. Three-quarters of a

mile.

Matt Storn, ch h Graver Cleveland by Monday, dam Robin
Girl.

Ranoho del Paso, br g Kenney by Duke of Montrose, dam
by Virgil.

Rancho del Paso, b f by Kyrle .Daly, dam by Lodi.
W. P. Todhunter, ch h Prince of Norfolk by Norfolk, dam

Marion.
Geo: Hearst, br f by Shannon, dam Tippera by Tipperary.
George Hearst, ch f Question by Monday, dam Fostress by

Foster.
Jno. Wolfskill, br m Edelweiss by Joe Hooker, dam Yolona.
C. H. Eldred, ch g Tom Atchison by Joe Hooker, dam

Bay Kate.
B. C. Holly, ch f Fusilade's Last by John W. Norton, dam

Fusilade.
Geo. W. Trahern, cm Blue Bonnet* by Joe Eooker, dam

Kate Carson by Joe Daniels.
Jas. Garland, ch c Elwood by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

Owen Bros', g g Johnny Gray by Sbiloh, dam Margery.
Laurelwood Stable, ch f Carmen by Wildidle, dam Nettie

Brown.
M. F. Tarpey, ch m Not Idle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
Oockrill Bros', b m Daisy D. by Wheatley, dam Black Maria.
E. Fllttner, b m Minnie R. by Scamper down dam, Sallie

Blair.

s. G.Tho Jones, b m Ruth by Joe Daniels, dam Queen Emma
Thos. G. Jones, b g Applause by Three Cheers, dam Alice N.
Alex. Lewis, ch s Rajah by Euchre, dam Formosa.

No. 12. The California Annual Stake. For foals of 18S5.

$100 entrance, $25 forfeit, $250 added. Closed in 1836,

With twenty-four nominations. One mile.

No. IS. The La Rue Stake. Handicap for all ugea. Two
and one-quarter miles.

W. P. Todhunter, b m May Blossom by Joe Hooker, dam
Maggie S.

W. L. Pritchard, ch m Lizzie Dunbar by Bazaar, dam Tibbie

Dunbar.
Matt Storn, b m Narcola by Norfolk, dam Addie C.

C. H. Eldred. b f Moonlight by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight.

B. C. Holly, ch f Ninena by Jim Brown, dam Nannie Hub-
bard.

G. W. Trahern, b g Dave Douglas, by Leinster, dam Lily

Simpson.
J. C. Simpson, br c Rathbone by imp. Young Prince, dam

Lady Amanda, by imp. Hurrah.
Laurelwood Stable, b m Patti by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown.
D. J. McCarty, ch f Adeline by Enquirer, dam Analyne.
D.J. McCarthy, ch f Laura Gardner by Jim Brown, dam

Avail.

H. Whiting, blk h John A. by Monday, dam Lady Clare.

L. H. Todhunter, ch c Monte Cristo, by King Alphonso, dam
Galianthis.

No. 14.—Selling Purse. One mile and an eighth.

W. P. Todhunter, b m May Blossom, by Joe Hooker, dam
Maggie S.

W. P. Todhunter, oh g Rock, by Bob Wooley, dam Miss
Stoner.

P. Reilly, b h Sir Thad, byThad Stevens, dam Lady Amanda.
Rancho del Paso, ch g Tom Daly, by Kyrle Daly, dam

Columbia.
Rancho del Paso, br g Kenney, by Duke of Montrose, dam

by Virgil.

Rancho del Paso, b f , by Kyrle Daly, dam by Lodi.

Jas. Garland, ch c Elwood, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

Laurelwood Stable, ch f Laura Gardner, by Jim Brown, dam
Avail.

Laurelwood Stable, b o Bolero, by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.

E. Flittner, s Oscar Wilde.
Frank Dodge, b g Bay Rum, by Baywater, dam by Norfolk.

A. Lewis, ch s Rajah, by Euchre, dam Formosa.
• Fifth Bay—Tuesday, September 20th.

No. 15.— Three-year-old Trotting Sfcake. For all colts

(except Ella, Soudan, Shamrock and Sable Wilkes). Mile
heats, three in five. Closed April loth, with fourteen nomina-
tions.

No. 16.—3:00 class.

Geo. W. Woodward, b f Rosie Mo., by Ales. Button, dam
Rosedale.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b f Gertrude Russell, by Electioneer,

dam Dame Winnie, by Planet.

J. A. Goldsmith, b g Perihelion, by Admiral, dam Flora.

A. L. Hinds, b h Alpheus, by Mambrino Wilkes, dam by
Major Mono.

H. W. Seale, b g Alfred S., by Elmo, dam Nora Marshall.

A. C. Davenport br s Alio, by Altoona, dam Nellie.

S. B. Emerson, br m Maggie E., by Nutwood, dam by Geo.
M. Patchen Jr.

C. A. Durfee, b g Geronimo, by Inca, dam by Sacramenk).

No. 17.—2:20 class.

J. A. Goldsmith, b m Sister, by Admiral, dam Flora.

Lee Shaner, b g Lot Slocum, by Electioneer, dam Glenoora.

William Dwyer, b s Menlo, by Nutwood, dam by Heroules.

L. J. Rose, b s Stamboul, by Sultan, dam Fleetwing.

O. A. Hickok ch g Jno. R. Wise, by Hambletonian Tranby.

Sixth Day—Wednesday, September 21st.

No. 18.—The Sunny Slope Stake. For two-year-old fillies.

Five-eighths of a mile.

W. M. Murray, b f Orinda, by Monday, dam Lilly R.
Geo. Hearst, br f by Shannon, dam Tippera by Tipperary.

Geo. Hearst, ch f Question, by Monday, dam Fortress, by
Foster.

Ranoho del Paso, b f Katisha, by Kyrle Daly, dam Maid of

Stockdale.

Rancho del Paso, b f by Kyrle Daly, dam by Lodi,

J. B. Chase, ch f Rosedale, by Joe Hooker, dam by Joe
Daniels.

C. H. Eldred, b f Alma E. (for. Tricksy), by Joe Hooker, dam
Abbie W.

G. \V. Trahern, bf Sallie Hampton, by BootB, dam Kate Car-
son, by Joe Daniels.

James Garland, b f Snowdrop, by Joe Hooker, dam Laura.
Winston.

Owen Bros., ch f Serpolette, by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glenn,
Laurelwood Stable, bf Carmen by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown.

No. 19.—The Shafler Stake. For three-year-oldB. One
mile and a quarter.
Matt Storn, b m Narcola, by Norfolk, dam Addie C.

Caleb Doreey, ch s Fred Archer, by Thad Stevens, dam by
i*ap. Hercules.

E. B. Johnston, ch f Etta W., by Joe Hooker, dam by Foster.

Rancho del Paso, br g Kenney, by Duke oi Montrose, dam
by Virgil.

Rancho del Paso, ch f Agnes, by Onondaga, dam Skylight-

Davis Bros., b s Jack Brady, by Wildidle, dam unknown.
J. C. Simpson, br c Rathbone, by YouDg Prince, dom Lady

Amanda.
Jas. Garland, ch c Elwood, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

M. F. Tarpey, ch f Notidle, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
D. J. McCarty, ch f Adeline, by Enquirer, dam Analyne.
H. Whiting, b c Wallace by Joe Hooker, dam ConmessZeika.
Thomas G. Jones, b g Applause, by Three Cheers, dam

Alice N.

No. 20.—The Del Paso Stake. For all ages. Three-quarter
mile heats.
Wm. Cornell, b h Hancock, by California, dam Abbie W.
Rancho del Paso, b g Acton, by Kyrle Daly, dam Bonnie Kate-
Matt Storn, ch h Grover Cleveland, by Monday, dam Robin

Girl.

C. H. Eldred, ch g Tom Atchison, by Joe Hooker, dam Bay
Kate.

Owen Bros., g g Johnny Gray, by Shiloh, dam Margery.
M. F. Tarpey, ch f Notidle, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
D. J. McCarty, ch f Adeline, by Enquirer, dam Analyne.

Thomas G. Jones, b m Ruth, by Joe Daniels, dam Queen
Emma.

No. 21.—Free Purse. For all ages. One mile.

F. L. Smith, ch g Stanley, by Shannon, dam Frou Frou.
W. P. Todhunter, ch h Prince of Norfolk, by Norfolk, dam

Marion

.

W. P. Todhunter, b m Mayblossom. by Joe Hooker, dam
Maggie S.

John Wolfskill, b m Edelweiss, by Joe Hooker, dam Tolona.

C. Dorsey, ch s Cyclone, by St. Martin.

Rancho del Paso, br g Kenney, by Duke of Montrose, dam
by Virgil.

Rancho del Paso, b f KatiBha, by Kyrle Daly, dam Maid of

Stockdale.
Rancho del Paso, b g Monterey, by Kyrle Daly, dam Co-

manche.
W. L. Pritchard, ch s Cannie Scot, by Leinster, dam Tibbie

Dunbar.
C. H. Eldred, b f Moonlight, by Thad. Stevens, dam Twilight.

James Garland, ch c Elwood, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

A. Harmon, ch g Hello, by Shannon, dam Marshra.

Owen Bros., b s Oro, by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.

Laurelwood Stable, ch f Carmen, by Wildidle, dam Nettie

Brown.
Laurelwood Stable, b s Kyrle D., by Kyrle Daly, dam Maggie S.

Laurelwood Stable, oh f Laura Gardner, by Jim Brown,

dam Avail.

M. F. Tarpey, ch f Notidle, by Wildidle. dam Bonanza.

H. C. Samuel, ch c Tahoe, by imp. Fechter, dam Maritana.

Alex. Lewis, ch s Rajah, by Euchre, dam Formosa.

Seventh Day-Thursday, September S*d.

No. 22.—Trotting. Purse $1,000. 2:25 class.

J. A. McCloud, b s Mt. Vernon by Nutwood.
J.J. Reavis, ch h Ned Forrest by Blackbird.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b g Spry by Gen. Benton.

B. C. Holly, ch s Woodnut by Nutwood.
P. Farrell, b s Marin by Qninn's Patchen.

L. B. Lindsey, br m Jane L. by Hambletonian Mambrino.

A. McDowell, ch m Maid of Oaks by Duke McClellan.

San Mateo Stock Farm, b g Joe Arthurton by irthurton.

H. W. Seale, ch g Longfellow by Whipple's Hambletonian.

J. N. Ayres, b s Bay Rose by Sultan.

No. 23.—Four-year-olds. Trotting Stake. Closed April

15th, with ten nominations.

No. 24.—Pacing Purse. Free for all.

P. Fitzgerald, br s Killarney, by Black Ralph, dam by imp.

Eclipse.

W. H. Billups, br s Almont Patchen, by Juanito, dam by Glad-

iator.

H. Hitchcock, blk s L. C. Lee, by Elmo Jr., dam by Kentucky

Chief.

J. A. Goldsmith, ch m Pocahontas, by Washington, dam by

Glencoe.
Lee Shaner, b g Chapman.
Durfee and Covarrubias, b g Arrow, by Richmond, dam by

Crichton.

Eighth Day—Friday, September «3d.

No. 25.—The California Derby Stake. For foals of 1884,

Closed in 1885 with seventeen nominations.

No. 26.—The Palo Alto Stake. For two-year-olds. One
mile.

Rancho del Paso, b g Monterey, by Kyrle Daly, dam Co-

manche.
Rancho del PaBO, b f Katisha, by Kyrle Daly, dam Maid of

Stockdale.
W. M. Murray, ch c Peregrine, by Jumbo or Joe Hooker,

dam Irene Harding.
W. M. Murray, b c Surinam, by Joe Hooker, dam Ada C.

Jas. Garland, ch f Snowdrop, by Joe Hooker, dam Laura

Winston.
Owens Bros., b f Corona, by Norfolk, dam sister to Lottery.

Laurelwood Stable, ch f Carmen, by Wildidle, dam Nettie

Brown.
Laurelwood Stable, b s Kyrle D., by Kyrle Daly, dam Maggie S.

D. J. McCarty, b c Bolero, by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, br I Gorgo, by Isonomy, dam imp.

Flirt, by The Hermit.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b o Peel, by Monday, dam PreciouB,

by Lever.

No. 27.—The Golden Gate Stake. For three-year-olds.

One mile and three-quarters.

Matt Storn, b m Narcola, by Norfolk, dam Addie C.

DaviB Bros., b c Jack Brady, by Wildidle, dam unknown.
J. C. Simpson, br c Rathbone, by Young Prince, dam Lady

Amanda.
James Garland, ch c Elwood. by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

Laurelwood Stable, ch f Adeline, by Enquirer, dam A
M. F. Tarpey, ch f Notidle, by Wildidle, dam Bonanz.

Laurelwood Stable, ch f Laura Gardner, by Jim Brow.

dam Avail,
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H. L. Samuels, ch c Tahoe, by imp. Fechter, dam Maritana.

Thomas G. Jones, bg Applause, by Three Cheers, damAlice N.

No. 2S.—Nighthawk Stake. For all ages. One mile.

Rancho del Pbbo, cb f Agnes by Onondaga, dam Skylight.

Rancho del Paso, br g Kenney by Duke of Montrose, dam
by Virgil.

\V. P.Todhunter, eh h Prince of Norfolk by Norfolk, dam
Marion.

John Wolfskill. br m Edelweiss by Joe Hooker, dam Yolona.

J. B. Chase, ch g Kildare by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake.

W. L. Pritchard, ch m Lizzie Dunbar by Bazaar, dam Tibbie

Dunbar.
W. M. Murray, b c Surinam by Joe Hooker, dam Ada C.

C. H. Eldred, b f Alma E. (for. Tricks} } by Joe Hooker,

dam Abbie W.
B. 0. Holly, ch f Fusilade's Last by John W. Norton, dam

Fusilade.

Owen Bros., ch f Serpolette by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glenn.

Laurelwood Stable, ch f Carmen by Wildidle, dam Nettie

Brown.
Laurelwood Stable, ch f Notidle, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.

Laurelwood Stable, cb f Adeline, by Enquirer, dam Analyue.

Cockrill Bros., b m Daisy D., by Wbeatley, dam Black Maria.

E. Whiting, blk b John A., by Monday, dam Lady Clare.

H. L. Samuels, b c El. McGinnis, by Grinstead, dam Jennie G.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, br f Gorgo, by Isonomy, dam Imp.

Flirt, by The Hermit.
Thomas G. Jones, b g Applause, by Three Cheers, dam

Alice N.
No. 29.—Free purse. For all ages. One mile and a six-

teenth and repeat.

Matt Storn, ch h Grover Cleveland, by Monday, dam Robin

Girl.

Wm. Cornell, b h Hancock, by California, dam Abbie W.
W. P. Todhuuter, b m Mayblossom, by Joe Hooker, dam

Maggie S.

W. P. Todhuuter, cb g Rock, by Bob Wooley, dam Miss

Stoner.
J. Cabrera, ch g Manzanita, sire and dam unknown.
C. H. Eldred, b f Moonlight, by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight.

G. W. Trahern, b g Dave Douglas, by Leinster, dam Lilly

Simpson, by Newry.
Jas. Garland, ch c Elwood, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

Owen Bros., b s Oro, by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.

Laurelwood Stable, b i Patti, by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown.

Laurelwood Stable, ch f Laura Gardner, by Jim Brown, dam
Avail.

Laurelwood Stable, ch f Adeline, by Enquirer, dam Analyne.

Niuth Day—Saturday, September 9-1 th.

No. 30.—Special three-year-old Trotting Stake. For Ella,

Soudan, Shamrock, Sable Wilkes and others. Closed April

15th with sis nominations.

No. 31.—Trotting, purse. Free for all.

W. F. Smith, b g Adair, by Electioneer, dam Addie Lee.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b f Mauzanita by Electioneer.

0. A. Hickok, b g Arab by Autburton.

No. 32,—Trotting, purse. 2:40 class.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b g Howard, by Electioneer, dam
Maroie, by Hambletonian Jr.

J. D Carr, chg Manzanita, by Elmo, dam Ida May.

H. W. Seale, b g Alfred S., by Elmo, dam Nora Marshall.

S. B. Emerson, b m Maggie E., by Nutwood, dam by George

M. Patchen Jr.

W. B. Bradbury, b g Old Nick, bv Electioneer, dam Stockton

Maid.
L. J. Rose, Jr., b m Inez, by The Moor, dam Katydid by

Fireman -

"Entries at the Golden Gate Fair-

Monday. September 5tli.

1.—Trotting. Purse $800. 2:40 class.

Jennie McCarthy, g m by Patchen Ver.ion—A. W. Fink.

Maggie E., br m by Nutwood— J. W. Donatban.

Old Nick, b g by Electioneer—W. B. Bradbury.
Perihelion, bg by Admiral— J. A. Goldsmith.

Gertrude Russell, b f by Electioneer—Palo Alto Farm.
Howard, b g by Electioneer—Palo Alto Farm.
Alio, br s by Altoona—A. C. Davenport.

Inez, b m by The Moor—L. J. Rose Jr.

2.—Purse $300. Two-year-olds.

Memo, blk c by Sidney, dam Flirt—G. Valensin.

Grandee, bg by La Grand, dam by Arthurton
—
"Wm. Corbitt.

Governor, b c by Grosvenor, dam Alice Garratt—A. J.

Fleming.
Giace Lee, b f by Electioneer, dam Addie Lee—Palo Alto Farm.

Lowell, b c by Electioneer, dam Lady Lowell—Palo Alto

Farm.
Moses S., by Hawthorne, dam by McCracken's Black Hawk
—Harry Whiting.

No. 3.—Purse §1,000. 2:25 clasp.

Marin, b s by Quinn's Patchen—P. Farrell.

Woodnut, cb s by Nutwood—B. C. Holly.

Jane L., b m by Hambletonian Mambrino—L. B. Lindsey.

Joe Arthurton, b g by Arthurton— Wm. Corbitt.

Tuesday, September 6th.

4.—Running. The Alameda Stake. For all ages. $50
entrance, half forfeit, or only ©15 if declared on or before

August 20th, with $400 added; $100 to second, third to save

stake. Maidens, if three years old, allowed five pounds; if

four years old or over, seven pounds. Three-quarterB of a

mile.

Rathbone, br c by imp. Young Prince, dam Lady Amanda—
J. C. Simpson.

Fusilade's Last, ch f by John W. Norton, dam Fusilade—B.
C. Holly.

Joe Chambfarlain, oh g by Rifleman, dam by Norfolk—Thos.
Hazlitt.

Lizzie Dunbar, s m by Bazaar, dam Tibbie Dunbar—W. L.

Pritchard.

Tom Atchiuson, ch g by Joe Hooker, dam Bay Kate—O. H.
Eldred.

Grover Cleveland, ch g by Monday, dam Robin Girl—Matt
Storn.

Edelweiss, br m by Joe Hooker, dam Yolona—Jno. Wolfskill.

Notidle, ch f by Wildidle, dam Bonanza—M. F. Tarpey.

Applause, b g by Three Cheers, dam Alice N.—Thos. G.

Jones.
Rajah, ch sby Euchre, dam Formosa— Ales. Lewis.

5.—The California Stake. For three-year-olds; $50 entrance,

half forfeit, $400 added, $100 to second, $50 to third. One
mile and a quarter.

Jim Duffy, s cby Joe Hooker, dam by Wildidle—F. P. Lowell.

Robson, ch c by Joe Hooker, dam Rosetland—J. Cabrera.

Cyclone, ch c by St. Martin, dam , Caleb Dorsey.

Fred Archer, ch c by Thad. Stevens, dam by imp Hercules
Caleb Dorsey.

Jack Brady, b o by Wildidle, dam , Davis Bros.

Rathbone, br c by imp. Young Prince, dam Lady Aamand
—J. C, Simpson,

Ninena, cb f by Jim Brown, dam Nannie Hubbard—B. 0.

Holly.

Narcola, b f by Norfolk, dam Ada C.—Matt Storn.
Notidle, ch f by Wildidle, dam Bonanza—M. F. Tarpey.
Adeline, ch f by Enquirer, dam Analyne—D. J. McCarty.
Applause, b g by Three Cheers, dam Alice N.—ThoB. G.

Jones.
Wallace, b c by Hooker, dam Countess Zicka—Harry Whiting.
Tahoe, ch c by Fechter, dam Maritana—H. L. Samuels.

6.—The Juvenile Stakes. For two-year-olds, $25 entrance,

©10 forfeit, $400 added; $100 to seco'nd, third to save stake.

Winner of any two-year-old r • ce, after August 1st, to carry 3
lbs; of two or more 5 lbs. extra. Three-quarterB of a mile.

Susie, ch f by Joe Hooker, dam Lady Booth— R. J. Mo-
Carty.

Orinda, b f by Monday, dam by Longfellow—W M. Murry.
Peregrine, ch c by Jumbo or Joe Hooker, dam Irene Harding
—W. M. Murry.

Surinam, br c by Joe Hooker, dam Ada C—W. M. Murry.
Fancy F., b f by Wildidle, dam Sally Heart—TboB. Fisher.

Snowdrop, b f by Joe Hooker, dam Laun. Winston—Jas.
Garland.

Alma E. (for. Tricksy), b f by Joe Hooker, dam Abbie W.— C.

Eldred.
Kildare, ch g by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake—J. B. Chase.
Rosedale, ch f by Joe Hooker, dam by Joe Daniels—J. B.

Chase.
Carmen, b f by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown— Laurelwood

Stable.

Kyrle D., b c by Kyrle Daly, dam Maggie S.—Laurelwood
Stable.

7.—Free Purse. $300. Winners of any race after August
1st, of the value of $300, to carry five pounds. Maidens
allowed, if three years old, to carry five pounds; if four years
old or upwards fifteen pounds. Mile heats.

Manzanita, ch g, pedigree unknown—J. Cabrera.
Mary D, ch m by Wildidle, dam Sally Heart—Thos. Fisher.

Elwood, ch o by Norfulk, dam Ballinette -Jas. Garland.
Moonlight, b f by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight—C. H. Eldred.
Patti, bm by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown—Laurelwood Stable.

Wednesday, September 7th.

8.—Trotting. Puree $800. 2:27 class.

Mt. Vernon, b s by Nutwood— J. A. McCloud.
Palatina, apt m by Milton Medium—L. B. Lindsey.
Lillie Stanley, b m by Wbippleton—J. A. Goldsmith.
Howard, b g by Electioneer—Palo Alto Farm.
Tempest, b m by Hawthorne—Harry Whiting.
Luella, b m by Chicamauga—H. Hitchcock.
Maid of Oaks, ch m by Duke McClellan—A. McDowell.

Thursday, September 8th.

10.—Trotting. Purse $500. Three-year-olds.
Flora M., b f by Elector—L. A. Richards.
Ella, b f by Electioneer—Palo Alto Farm.
Maiden, b f by Electioneer—Palo Alto Farm.
John C. Shelly, b c by Hawthorne—Barry Whiting.
Soudan, blk c by Sultan—L. J. Rose.
Sable Wilkes, blk c by Guy Wilkes—San Mateo Stock Farm,

11.—Purse $1,000. 2:23 class.

Woodnut, cb s by Nutwood—B. O. Holly.
Magdallah, ch m by Primus—J. W. Donathan.
Daisy S., ch m by Tilton Almont—B. W. LevinB.
Lottie M., b m by Nephew—Juo. E. Moore.
Mamie Comet, ch m by Nutwood—J. A. Goldsmith.
Rexford, b c by Electioneer— Palo Alto Farm.
Black Diamond, blk g by Melton's Golddust—H. Hitchcock.
Valentine, br g by Farrell's Clay— J. H. Kelly.

Thapsin, blk g by Berlin—E. H. Miller.

Stamboul, b a by Sultan—L. J. Rose.
John R. Wise, ch g by Hambletonian Tramby—O. A. Hickok.

Friday, September 9tli.

12.—Running. Selling Purse $300, of which $50 to second.

Fixed valuation $1,000; two pounds for each $100 below; two
pounds added for each $100 above fixed value. One mile

and an eighth.

Elwood, ch c by Norfolk, dam Ballinette—Jas. Garland.
Belshaw, b g by Wildidle, dam Susie Williamson—Thos.

Hazlitt.

Laura Gardner, ch f ty Jim Brown, dam Avail—Laurelwood
Farm.

Bolero, b c by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan—D. J. McCarty.
Rajah, ch s by Euchre, dam Formosa—Alex. Lewis.
13.—The Oakland Stake. For all agee. $50 entrance,

half forfeit, $400 added; second horse $100, third $50. One
mile and a half.

Jack Brady, b c by Wildidle, dam , Davis Bros.
Rathbone, br c by imp. Young Prince, dam Lady Amanda

—J. C. Simpson.
Lizzie Dunbar, ch m by Bazaar, dam Tibbie Dunbar—W. L.

Pritchard.
Moonlight, b f by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight—C. H. Eldred.
Narcola, b m by Norfolk, dam Ada C.—Matt Storn.

Adeline, ch f by Enquirer, dam Analyne—D. J. McCarty.
Patti, b m by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown—Laurelwood

Stable.

John A., blkh, by Monday, dam Lady-Clare—Harry Whiting.

14.—The Golden Gate Stake. For two-year-olds. $25
entrance, $10 forfeit, $400 added; $100 to second, third to

save stake. Winner of any two-year-old race, after August
1st, to carry tbTee pounds; of two or more, five pounds extra;

of Juvenile Stakes at this meeting, three pounds additional
penalty. Seven-eighth of a mile.

Peregrine, s c by Jumbo or Joe Hooker, dam Irene Harding
—W. M. Murry.

Surinam, b c by Joe Hooker, dam Ada C.—W. M. Murry,
Fanoy F., by Wildidle, dam Sally Heart—Thos. Fisher.
Fusilade's Last, ch f by Jno. W. Norton, dam Fusilade—B.

C. Holly.
Snowdrop, b f by Joe Hooker, dam Laura Winston—Jas.

Garland.
AlmaE. (for. Tricksy), bf by Joe Hooker, dam Abbie W.—

C. H. Eldred.
Kildare, ch g by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake—J. B. Chase.
Rosedale, ch f by Joe Hooker, dam by Joe Daniels—J. B.

Chase.
Carmen, b f by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown—Laurelwood

Stable.

Kyrle D., b c by Kyrle Daly, dam Maggie S.—Laurelwood
Stable.

Ed. McGinniB, b c by Grinstead, dam Jennie G.—H. L.
Samuels.

15—Free Purse $400. For all ages; $50 to second. Horses
not having won at this meeting allowed five pounds; horses
that have not run second or better allowed ten pounds;
Three-quarter mile heats.

Manzanitaj ch g, pedigree unknown,—J. Cabrera.
Belle W., ch f by Wildidle, dam Sally Heart—Thos. Fisher.
Mary D., ch m by Wildidle, dam Sally Heart—Thos. Fisher.
Elwood, ch c by Norfolk, dam Ballinette—Jas. Garland.
Joe Chamberlain, oh g by Rifleman, dam by Norfolk—Thos.

Hazlitt.

Tom Atchison, ch g by Joe Hooker, dam Bay Kate—E. H.
Eldred.

Grover Cleveland, ch b by Monday, dam Robin Girl— Matt
Storn.

Edelweiss, br m by Joe Hooker, dam Yolona—Jno. Wolfskill.
Applause, b g by Three Cheers, dam Alice N.—Thoe. G.

Jones.
Hello, s g by Shannon, dam Marshra—A. Harrison.
Ninena, ch f by Jim Brown, dam Nannie Hubbard—B. C.

Holly.
Notidle, ch f by Wildidle, dam Bonanza—M. F. Tarpey.

Saturday, September lOth.
16—Trotting. Purse $1,200. Free for all.

Auteeo, b s by Electioneer—I. DeTurk.
Adair, b g by Electioneer—E. H. Miller Jr.

Arab, b g by Arthurton—Orrin Hickok.
17—Purse $750. Free for all. Pacing.

Pocahontas, s m—J. A. Goldsmith.
Killarney, br s by Black Ralph—P. Fitzgerald.

L. C. Lee, blk s by Elmo Jr.—H. Hitchcock.

Entries at Santa Rosa.

Tuestlay, August 23d.

No. 1—Running. Five-eighths mile, for two-year-old.-1

;

maidens allowed 5 lbB; $25 entrance; purse $100; $10 for-

feit, $100 added; $25 to second colt.

Owen Bros., ch f Serpolette, by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glenn.
H. L. Samuels, b cEd. McGinnis by Grinstead, dam Jennie G.
M. Storn, ch f Rosedale by Joe Hooker, dam by Joe Daniels.
M. Storn, ch g Kildare b\j Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake.

P. Carroll, b c Ito by Ironclad, dam Nellie Shannon.
C. H. Eldred, b f Alma E. (for. Tricksey) by Joe Hooker,

dam Abbie W.
Laurelwood Stable, b f Carmen by Wildidle, dam Nettie

Brown

.

No. 2—Vacant for 2:40 District Trotting, Purse $300.
Entries to close Saturday, August (Jth at 12 o'clock.

No. 3—Trotting— 2:27 Class. Purse $450.
Palatina, sp m by Milton Medium—L. B. Lindsey.
Maid of Oaks, ch m by Duke McClellan— A. McDowell.
Luella, b m by Chicamauga—H. Hitchcock.
Lillie Stanley, b m by Wbippleton—J. A. Goldsmith.
Mt. Vernon, b s by Nutwood—J. A. McCloud.
Inez, b m by The Moor—L. J. Rose Jr.

Wednesday, August 34th.

No. 4—Running. One mile and repeat. Free for all; $25
entrance, $10 forfeit, $200 addedj $50 to second horse. Purse
$200.
A. Harmon, ch g Hello, 4, by Shannon, dam Marshra.
C. H. Eldred, b m Moonlight, 4, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi.

light.

Laurelwood Stable, b f Patti, 4, by Wildidle, dam Nettie
Brown.

No. 5— Trotting. Three-year-olds (except) Ella Soudan
Shamrock and Sable Wilkes). Purse $300.

Flora M., b f by Elector—L. A. Richards.
Mortimer, b c by Electioneer— Wilfred Page.
Maiden, b f by Electioneer—Palo Alto.

Dubeo, b g by Sultan—L, J. Rose.

Thursday, August 25th.

No. 7—Running. One and one-fonrth miles. For three-

year-olds; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $200 added; $50 to sec-

ond horse; maidens allowed 8 lbs. Purse $200.
Owen Bros., b c Oro by Norfulk, dam Golden Gate.

H. L. Samuels, b c Tahoe by Fechter, dam Maritana.
F. P. Lowell, s g Jim Duffy by Joe Hooker, dam by "Wildidle.

M. Storn, b f Narcola by Norfolk, dam Ada C.

D. J. McCarthy, ch f Adeline by Enquirer, dam Analyne.
M. F. Tarpey, ch f Notidle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.

No. 8—Running. Three-fourths mile. Free for two-year-
olds; $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added. Winner of five-

eighths mile to carry 5 ibs. extra. Purse $150.
Owen Bros., ch f Serpolette by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glenn.
M. Storn, ch g Kildare by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake.
P. Carroll b c Ito by Ironclad, dam Nellie Shannon.
C. H. Eldred b f Alma E. (for. Tricksy) by Joe Hooker, dam

Abbie W.
Laurelwood Stable, b o Kyrle D. by Kyrle Daly, dam Mag-

gie S.

H. L. Samuels, b o Ed McGinnis, 2, by Grinstead, dam Jen-
nie G.

No. 9— cfealdsburg Match Stallion Race between Car-
michael's Darkness and Albert Bell's Pilot.

No. 10—Trotting. Three minute class. Purse $400.
Alio, br h by Altoona—A. C. Davenport.
Maggie E., b m by Nutwood—J. W. Donathan.
Alfred S., b g by Elmo—H. W. Seale.

Perihelion, b g by Admiral—J. A. Goldsmith.
Howard, b o by Electioneer—Palo Alto.

Friday, August 36th.

No. 11—Running. Three-fourths mile heats; free for all;

$25entrance, $10 forfeit, $200 added; $50 to second horse.

Purse $250.
Owen Bros., g g Johnny Gray by Shiloh, dam Margery.
M. Storn, ch o Grover Cleveland by Monday, dam Robin

Girl.

P. Carroll, b c Sunday by Ironclad, dam Nellie Shannon.
D. McGoveru, b m Fannie Parnell by Shannon, dam by

Ironclad.

M. F. Tarpey, ch f Notidle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
B. C. Holly, cb f Fusilade's Last by John W. Norton, dam

Fusilade.

No. 12—Trotting, District. Two-year-olds. Parse $—

.

Sunset—Guy E. GroBse.
Anti-Coolie—D. R. Misner.
George G.—Rose Dale Stable.

Alto—F. K. Vail.

Redwood—S. MoFadyen.
Claia Z.—A. J. Zaue.
Harry Star—W. Foster.
Pilgrim— A. L. Whitney.

No. 13—Trotting. 2:25 class. Purse $450.
Longfellow, ch g by Whipple's Hambletonian—L. Sbaner.
Woodnut, ch s by Nutwood—B. C. Holly.

Joe Arthurton, b g by Arthurton—Wm. Corbitt.

No. 14—Paoing. Free for all. Purse $350.
L. C. Lee, blk s by Elmo Jr.—H. Hitchoock.
Chapman, b g —L. Shaner.
Pocahontas, ch m—J. A. Goldsmith.

Saturday, August 3 7th.

No. 15—Running. One and one-half mile dash, for all

ages; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $200 added; "$50 to seoond
horse. Purse $200.
Owen Bros., b o Oro, 3, by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.
M. Storn, b f Narcola, 3, by Norfolk, dam Ada 0.

C. H. Eldred, b m Moonlight, 4, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi.
light,
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D. J. McCarthy, ch f Adeline, 3, by Enquirer, dam Analyne.
Laurelwood Stable, b f Patti, 4, by Wildidle, dam Nettie

Brown.
B. C. Holly, ch f Ninena, 3, by Jim Brown, dam Nanny Hub-

bard.

No. 16—Trotting. 2:23 class. Purse $500.
Valentine, br g by Ferral's Clay—J. H. Kelly.
Jane L., b m by Hambletonian Mambrino—L. B, Lindsay.
Daisy S., ch m by Tilton Almont—B. W. Levens.
Maid of Oaks, ch m by Duke McClellan—A. McDowell.
Black Diamond, blk m by Milton's Golddust—H. Hitchcock.
Kate Ewing, br m by Berlin—L. Shaner.
Lottie M., b m by Nephew—W. H. Parker.
Lillie Stanley, b m by Whippleton—J. A. Goldsmith.
Stambonl, b s by Saltan—L. J. Kose.
Thapsin, blk g by Berlin—W. F. Smith.
No. 17—Trotting. Free for all. Purse

Auteeo, b s by Electioneer—I. De Turk.
Adair, b g by Electioneer—W. F. Smith.
bister, b m by Admiral—J. A. Goldsmith.
Menlo, b s by Nutwood— J. W. Donathan.

$700.

Patron the Great.

TIME.

Heat quarter
First

;3aj
Second ;33
Third :33i

halt Three-quar' Mile.
1:07 1:41 2:16

1:08J 1:40 2:16
1:07 1:20) 2:14i

American Trotters in New Zealand-

[Cleveland Plaindealer, July 30.]

There was a glorious day's trotting at the Cleveland driv-

ing park yesterday, and during it records went sky-higb, and
trotting pyrotechnics of an Astonishing character were exhib-
ited. Four full races were began and finished, one left from
Thursday was completed, and time was found for the usual
exhibitions and record-breaking. The Cleveland stallion

Patron made the day especially glorious by throwing down
the champion, Harry Wilkes, in straight heats, and reducing
his record in the third heat from the 2:16, obtained last week
at Detroit, to 2:14£. And even ut that, George Fuller did not
drive him home for the last half furlong. Had he done so,

Patron would surely have beaten the stallion race recoid

—

Phallas' 2:13|—made at Chicago in 1SS4. Bat as it was, he
beat Wilkes very easily, and only twice, from the wire to the

turn, after Wilkes had got away in the lead, did his head
show in front of the game and speedy son of Pancoast and
Beatrice. At no time could Wilkes brush with him. He
tried it to the quarter in the second heat, and was beaten by
a length, half of which he got at the start, and he was beaten

to the quarter and along the back stretch in the same heat,

when Pat carried him so fast that he quit. Cleveland horses

are hard on champions, and Clingstone's victory over Wilkes
in the fall of 1885, at Detroit, has been repeated in the summer
of 1837 by Patron. It was a great race, and it cost the believ-

ers in Wilkes a lot of money to find out that he was not
invincible.

Poolselling was very brisk, Wilkes being favorite at odds
of $25 to S14. The champion drew the pole, and as he came
out he was heartily applauded. The stands rose to patron
and Fuller, and never did two horses look in finer condition

Pat's dark skin shone resplendant in the sun, and Wilkes'

lighter body looked just as trim and well-kept.

First Heat—The two came down twice, but in open order,

and were sent back. The third time they came Patron was
nearly two lengths in advance, but Van Ness bowed for the

word and got it. The great race had begun. Round the

turn the pair swept, Wilkes closing the gap a little, and as

they trotted past the red quarter posts the champion's nose
was almost by the side of George Fuller's purple jacket.

They went along the rear straight in this way, Pat getting

away a little as they passed the half. Hound the turns the

Cleveland crack gained a little more, aud when he came into

the stretch he led Wilkes by a length and a half. They came
home easily, and Patron won the heat by a full two lengths.

Time, 2:16. Mutuals paid, $8.80. When Fuller and Patron
came back to the stand they were heartily cheered, and
President Edwards explained for the judges why Wilkes had
been sent awav so far behind.

Second Hea't—Pools: Harry Wilkes $50, Patron $30.
The selling was brisk. Wilkes money being very plenty. The
horses were enthusiastically received, and as Van Ness drove
past the stand he said, "I want to be up in position." Evi-

dently he had come to the conclusion that Wilkes couldn't

give Patron any start. They came down for the word but
twice. On the second trip down Wilkes was half a length

in front, but Fuller nodded for the word and it was given.

At the turn Patron was up in his place aud level with Wilkes
and the clip was fast. Then Patron's brown nose showed
clear, then his neck and then half his body, and so they

passed the quarter posts, Pat a half length ahead. Then
Wilkes went up and they had a beautiful race down the back
stretch. Once and but for a second Wilkes' nose was level

with Patron's. But he couldn't stay, and as the half was
reached he died away and seemed to quit, Pat leading at the

post by a clear length. Going round the turns Patron opened
the gap, and at the head of the stretch he had three lengths'

lead on "the best trotting race horse in the world," as some
delight to call Wilkes. From the big tree to the wire it was
but an exercising clip for Patron, who finished nine lengths

in advance. It looked as though Wilkes had quit at the half.

Time, 2:16J. Mutuals paid $14.70. Cheers tilled the air as

they came back to weigh.
Third Heat—Pools: Patron $50, Harry Wilkes S7 and $3;

and the Wilkesites couldn't hedge fast enough. The second

come down saw them off with Patron a head back. But he
didn't stay back. One hundred yards from the wire Pat's

bead was in front, and at the turn the brush of the stallion

was bo fast that he had cleared Wilkes and was opening a

gap of daylight, and at the quarter he was about three lengths

ahead and going as truly as a machine. It waB a pretty sight

to see the compact son of Pancoast and Beatrice go along the

back stretch, and poor Harry Wilkes received no attention as

he chased Pat along and sought to get up at his side; but it

was of no use. Pat bowled along the back at a 2:12 clip and
was four and a half lengths ahead at the half. Coming
round the turn Patron increased his lead to five lengths,

and he came home a winner by seven lengths. Fuller

quit driving him at the drawgate. The time of the heat was
the fastest of the year, 2:14^, and expert -.horsemen declared

that Patron could have beaten Wilkes the best day he ever

saw, when the old excuse of him not being right was set up.

Patron could certainly have beaten the stallion race record in

the third heat—Phallas' 2:13|. The talent lost heavily on
the race and Frank Hurdic, in his own smooth way, expressed

it as he came to the stand and said: "I'm full of buttermilk

and so are the others. You told me right." Mutual tickets

on the heat paid $6.40.

George Fuller was given an oration on the stretch, and
Frank Van Ness shook hands with him and said: "He's a

great horse, George."
No one knows it better than Fuller, whose hand and judg-

ment have made the great little horse what he is. He was
more than satisfied with his victory and said: "Pat's great. '*

Special Bace—Pnrae $2,5G0.

C. F. Emery'a br h Patron, by Pancoast—Beatrice George Fuller 1 1 1

Sire Broa.' b g Harry Wilkes, by George Wilkes—Holly Walker

7 F.YanNess 2 3 2

At Holmwood, near Christ Church, New Zealand, on June
3d last, the following American trotting horses and mares,
the property of Robert Wilkin (deceased), were sold for
account of the estate. The bids were in guineas and have
been reduced to dollars and cents:
Berlin (374), by Woodford Mambrino, dam Sue Dud-

ley, by Alexander's Edwin Forest $1,386 00
Blackwood Abdallah (4048), by Homer, dam by

Blackwood 806 40
Bine Grass Belle, by Vanderbilt, dam Molly Bowman

by Mambrino Pilot 252 00
Fanny Bell, by Mambrino King, dam Fanny Cload

by Ward's FlyiDg Cloud 252 00
Jeanie Treacy, by Tom Stamps, dam by Bourbon

Chief 153 60
Messenger Maid, s t b by Messenger Chief, dam s t b

by Davy Crockett Jr 201 60
Queen Emma, by Erie, son of Young American, dam

Sue Dudley by Tom Dudley 161 28
Woodburn Maid, by Sterling, son of Merchant, dam

Katie Castlemain, by American Clay 201 60

foals of 1SS6.

Brown colt by Berlin, dam Fanny Bell 176 40
Bay colt by Berlin, dam Jeanie Treacy 126 00
Bay colt by Berlin, dam Queen Emma 176 40
Bay colt by Berlin, dam Woodburn Maid 176 40

Total $4,069 68
Blue Grass Belle, Fanny Bell and Jeanie Treacy are stand-

ard bred mares and registered in Vol. VI. of the American
Trotting Register. The pedigree of Messenger Maid is as it

was given in the catalogue, but Wallace, giving it in the non-
standard dcpaitmentof Vol. VI. as: by Ganard Chief, dam
by Oowell's Belshazzar.

Sacramento Colt Stakes.
Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—The following colts

have made third payment of $25 in the Sacramento Yearling
Stake, to be trotted the last Saturday in October, 1887:
G. W. Hancock's b c Amberine by Prompter.
G. W. Woodward's b c Mikado by Cubit.
J. H. Hoppin's b c Gen. Logan by Alex Button.
C. R. Hoppin's blk f Yola by Cubit.
G. Valensin's b c George V. by Sidney.
M. W. Hick's b c Cheek by Prompter.
Worth Ober's ch c Tippu Tib by Ross S.
E. Gidding's g c Jakut by Bav Rose.
A. J. Zane's g c Captor by Capri.
Sacramento, Aug. Sth. Wilber Field Smith, Sec'y.

athletics, and they Suspected with interest the improved ap-

liances, which have been gathered by the Directors and In-

structors. The general opinion seemed to be that the club

was the most perfectly appointed institution of the kind the

visitors had ever seen. The- '.exercises began promptly, the

6rst number being the lyre perch by Messrs. George A. Dall

and R. T. Stombs, an act which has. often drawn applause,

as performed by the gentlemen named.
Messrs. Eugene Van Court and Georpo Macondray took a

fall each at catchas-eatch-can wrestling, in nsat style.

Messrs. C. A. Stewart and M. T. Cole, we'^e-paired to box,

as were Messrs. C. G. Gebhardt and F. B. Lea7i-tt. There
waa no waiting between bouts, and all the gentlem^n'showed
good form. On the horseMessss. G. C. Rouse, C. J. Sohuster.

John Schuster and Charles Hartmann gave a pretty exhibi-

tion, Mr. Hartmann being a very finished vaulter.

The boxing by Messrs. R. Mac Arthur and A. P. Hampton,
was not so livelv as it would have been if Mr. Humpton had
not felt compelled, because of a recent iujury to the orgaD,

to keep his nose and face, well away.
Professor "Watson boxed with Mr. Chas. Spioney thTee

scientific rounds, the profe.-ssor being in particularly good
spirits and showing his extraordinary commiind of the art

which he teaches. The sixth number was the exceedingly

interesting and graceful club swinging act which has been
given frequently by Professor Smythe and Messrs. H. M.
Vaughan and R. T. Stombs. The gentlemen kept perfect

time with the musio through more than seventy combina-
tions, and were loudly applauded. On the horizontal bar.

Messrs. R. T. Stombs, Ed. Short, G. C. Rouse, John Schuster,

C. J. Schuster, Charles Hartmann and Professor Smythe
were very polished and received merited encouiums.
No. 9 was a Grieco-Roman exhibition by DeWitt C. Davis

and "W. B. Short. Mr. Short was rather too heavy for the

plucky light weight, but the pair made a good showing of

science, Mr. Davis being particularly skillful.

The entertainment concluded with three rounds between
Mr. J. Kitchen, of the hard-hitting Acme Club of Oakland,
and Mr. J. J. Corbett, who is to box with Burke on August
27th. Mr. Kitchen was oat-classed but made a good, plucky
stand against his opponent.

Golden Gate Athletic Club.

At the semi-annual election of the Golden Gate Athletic

Club, held on last Friday, the following gentlemen were
chosen as officers: President, John A. Steinbach; vice-Presi-

dents, CreBs Unger, Henry Lunstedt and W. H. Thomley;
Secretary; J. J. Jamison; Treasurer, F.

Committee, C. H. Smith, ThoB. Flynn, Ed.
gent, W.H. Quinn. Thos. Cluff and W.
geant at Arms, J. B. Choynski.

Jones; Executive
. Evatt, J. P. Sar-

J. Kenealy; Ser-

Pacific Coast Harriers.

VETERINARY.
Conducted by Dra. Bowbill & Fitzgerald.

Subscribers to this piper can have advice through this column in all
cases of sick, or injured norses or cattle by sending an explicit descrip-
tion of the case. Applicants will send their nam* and address that
they may be identified. Questions requiring answers by mail should
be Accompanied by three dollars, and addressed to Drs. fiowhill &
Fitzgerald, lllffl Market St. , San Francisco.

P. A. T., Truckee.

I am working 40 head of horses, and have much trouble

from sure mouths from "tickle grasB" in the hay—mouths
filled with the "beards," working into lips, gums and tongues,

causing much inflammation and bleeding. Our hay comes
from the vicinity of Keno, Nev. We try to get the best. You
may say, remove the cause and the trouble will cease. It is

difficult to remove the cause, and I wish a remedy for what
exists. In a case of colic, on the road, or where no remedies
are obtainable, what is to be done? A personal letter or one
answered in your columns, will oblige.

Answer.—The only sure cure is to reject the foul hay and
orriy feed clean. A palliative is to remove all "beards" and
foulnessfrom the mouth, and wash with the following: Take
of pulverized alum, one ounce; borax, one ounce; water,

one quart. Mix and make a lotion. Use daily on the mouths
of affected horses until the wounds are healed. It is impos-
sible to be rid of the scourge without changing to clean hay.

For colic—when the be.-t remedies are not available—take

the animal to the nearest habitation and give a drench
formed of a half pint of whiskey, one ounce of turpentine,

water one pint.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennels, In all instances writing plainly nam es of sire and dam,
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Visits.

Mr. T. J. Pinder's Irish water spaniel, Nora P. 64S5, A. K.

S. B., to same owners'. Jerry P. 6482, A . K.S. B., on June

27th, 1887.

Sale.

Mr. A. B. Trnman (Elcho Kennels) has sold the Irish

water spaniel Conn, 5U25 A. K. E., to Mr. H. L. Hill, San

Francisco.
-»

The New JerBey Kennel Club claims the dates Sept. 20,

21, 22 and 23, 1887, for holding their fourth bench show.

This show i3 to be held in conjunction with the New Jersey

State Agriculture Society's Fair at Waverly, N. 3.— Percy C.

Ohl, Sec'y Bench Show Com., New York, July 21,

ATHLETICS.

Olympic Exhibition-

The special programme of gymnastic exercises prepared for.

the entertainment of non-members among the leading busi-

ness men of tha city, was enjoyed by more than one thousand

such representative men on last Wednesday evening. The

list of those who responded to the invitations includes the

names of a large proportion of those to whose energy and

business tact the prosperity of the city is due. All who

came were welcomed by members and shown through the

club rooms, which never appeared to better advantage.

Many of those present had in earlier years been devoted to
|
yards, second, by 4 feet

The initial meeting of the club formed a few weeks since,

under the style Pacitic Coast Harriers, was brought off at the

Athletic Grounds, corner 14th and Center Streets, Oakland,jon

last Saturday afternoon.

It was a most successful inauguration, and the projectors

may feel flattered by the general interest displayed in the suc-

cess of the club as indicated by the large attendance of ladies

and gentlemen, of whom there were about four hundred at the

games. The club was organized to conduct out-door atbletio

sports upon a high plane. There is a popular prejudice

against sprinting and sprinters, and also against those who
practice the other out-door games, because of a general belief

that there is irregularity in their methods, and it is not hard

to recall instances where athletes have been beyond doubt
guilty of fraud in connection with what thould be square and
honest. The Harriers expect to enlist the support of all who
fancy out-door athletics, when conducted in a purely amateur
and perfectly honorable manner. None but amateurs will

contest at the meetings of the club, and there will be no mer-
cenary consideration to prompt dishonesty. The prizes will

be contributed by those who enter the various events. There
will be no gate money charged, and the meetiugs will in no
degree be speculative in character. In time the club expects

to have cross country runs, and the whole list of sports such

as are practiced by similar organizations in England and else-

where. The officers of the club are: Walter A. Scott, Presi-

dent; Horace Coffin, Secretary; John W. Flynn, Treasurer;

William McConnell, K. MacArthor and Charles B. Hill, Exec-

utive Committee. All of them are well-known and are enthu-

siastic in behalf of all sports, but particularly of such as are

best brought off in the open air. On last Saturday, the offi-

cers of the day were: Keferee, E. P. Doolan; Judges, J. J.

Theobald and H. H. Briggs; Timers, John A. Hammersmith.
G. W. Jordan and W. A. Scott; 8tarter, Geo. F. Davidson;

Judge of walking, C. B. Hill.

The starting was done excellently by Mr. Davidson, whose
experience in that difficult art, is extended. He has for

several years acted as starter in Harvard events. The duties

of the judges were perfunctory, because of the spirit of fair-

ness shown by all the contestants, and because there was in

no race such a close finish as required especial care in select-

ing the winner. All of the races were done spiritedly, and
the times show careful preparation and great ability on the

part of those who entered.

The 220-yard run brought out a comparatively new man in

Mr. V. E. Schifferstein, of the Olympic Club, who won easily in

good time, although with a handicap of 12 yards. His style

is good and he shows coolness. In the half mile walk Mr.
Coffin won by seven and one-half yards from Mr. Yates, who
had a forty-five yard handicap. The second heat of the 220-

yards run had but two starters, both of whom were sure of

places in the final, but Messrs. O'Kane and Hunter ran their

race out as though the prizes depended upon it.

In the mile handicap ran Mr. McArthur, scratch, ran with

his usual great power, but misjudged his pace a little or he

might have won against Mr. Cooley, who had twenty-five

yards handicap.
The final in the 220 yards handicap was a pretty race. The

four in it, Messrs. Schifferstein, Gibson, Hunter and O'Kane,

got away from a good start and ran the race out strongly,

with but one objectionable peculiarity, which was that sev-

eral of the gentlemen looked back while running. The im-

pulse to do so should be resisted. The prizes were a gold

medal to the winner of first and a silver medal to the second

man in each event.

The record is as follows: 220-yards handicap run— First,

heat, G. W. Jordan, handicapper; V. E. Schiflerstein, O. A.

C. 12 yards; first in 23 2-5seconds; Robert Gibson, O. A. C,
15 yards, second; Geo. Jones, O. A. C, 8 yards, third.

Half-mile handicap walk—J. J. Theobald handicapper.

Horace CoffiD, O. A. C., scratch, first, in 3 minutes 21 sec
C. M. Yates, 45 yards, second by "t\ yards; W. Zch:

yards, third; C. F. Landman, 60 yards.

220-yards handicap run—second heat, S. C. Hui
C, 11 yards, first in 25 seconds; J. J. O'Kane,
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One mile handicap run—Peter Mclnlyre handicapper. F.

L. Coolev, H. A. C„ 25 yards, first in 4 m. 55J secs.;R. Mac-
Arthur, 6. A. C soratcb, second; SLO. Hill, U. C, 25 yards,

third; H. W. Thompson, M. A. C„ 40 yards, fourth.

220-yards handicap run, iiharheat. V. E. Schifferstein, O.

A. C, 12 yards, first, in "22 H-5 sees.; Robert Gibson, O. A.

0., 15 yards, second; 13. 0- Hunter, O. A. C, 11 yards, third;

J. J. O'Kane, O. A. C, S yards, fourth.

Exhibition, S.mile walk. P. N. Gafney, G. G. A. C. Time,

51J seconded , .

"

wo miles, .lfi minutes, 57 3,5 seconds; three miles, 25 minutes,

TRAP.

Blue Rock Club.

The ciab ground at Adam's Point was visited by twelve

Bhooters, nine of them members, on last Saturday. The July

meeting was postponed because of the holiday disturbances,

and the members Bhot two scores each on Saturday. The usual

difficulty in breaking the targets was found. Indeed, the

scores averaged poorer than at any previous meeting, it

being apparent that the fault was in the holding alone. Such
birds as were centered at any range were broken into many
pieces. There is little doubt that the Blue Rock Target, as

thrown at Adam's Point, furnishes the hardest practice to be

had in a shooting way. Messrs. Charley Walters, C. H. Cate

and F. Cate shot with the club by invitation. Mr. Walters

has shot professionally for many years, and is perhaps as reli-

able a dock shot as can be found, but he nevertheless made
only an average score on the sharp-flying discs.

Messrs. W. J. Golcher and W. J. Fox Lied on the first score,

at thirteen, but in the second Mr. Fox, who shoots the targets

rather better that any other member except Mr. Laiog, won.
The club wasted much time in getting to the Point because of

the low water in Lake Merritt. The sloop used went aground
repeatedly, and was only got afloat by putting out a row boat

and towing the larger craft. Adam's Point is an out-of-the-

way point at best.
JULY SCOBE.

At 20 Blue Rocks, 18 yards rise. For club medals.
Golcher 001110101111011130 1-13
Crandall 111010100000000000 0—6
Fox 01 0011 1 01011111 11 1 U-la
Adams 101101001100111*0 1—11
Lalng 001 1000000011 00 1 1111—9
Abbott 001000000000000000 0— 1

Ireland 10000000110000000011-6
Briggs 110011001111001001 0—10
Cate 1111 111 1 1 01 00000 101 I-I3
Walters 101 00001101 1001110— 9
F. Cate 00 11 1 000 1 U 101-

fi

Bacon 1 1 U 1 1 1- g

AUGUST SCORE.

At 20 Blue Bocks. Same conditions.
Golcher 10|00 11000111 U10011 1—10
Crandall 1010101001010010110 1—10
Fox 110011110101110 101 11—14
Adams 0000100100011 10010 1—7
JLaing 01 00 01 1 1 1 00 1 1 01 10 1—10
Abbott 001001100000100000 0—4
Ireland 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1- 8

Bacon 1100000001100010010—6

Lincoln Club Tournament.

The clay pigeon tournament of the Lincoln Gun Club, at
Alameda Mole, on Sunday last, attracted a general representa-
tion of good trap shots. The gentlemen who took part are
members of the different gun Clubs, and have had great
experience in match shooting. For that reason the scores
were unusually high. Mr. Horst a resident of Austin, Texas,
was present and shot, scoring eight out of ten, and six out of
ten in two pools. In the main match Mr Lambert took first,

Mr. Cronin second and Mr. Laing third. At 10 single clay
pigeons, 18 yards rise, five screened traps, $1.00 entrance.
Divided by Messrs. Ashcroft and Bruns.

California Wingr Shootiner Club.

The regular meeting of the club was held at San Bruno, on
Sunday last, under very favorable conditions, but the attend-

ance was by no means what it should be when such experts

as Messrs, "Slade," "Coffin," DeVaull, Haas and Fay meet.

The birds were fresh and were assisted in getting out of bounds
by the usual San Bruno favoring gale. Birds were rather

scarce because many were shot away in au impromptu match
which was brought off on the previous day. Mr. Coffin had
the only clean score, and he earned it by quick, good shoot-

ing. Doctor Slade dropped to nine, as did Mr. DeVaull, an
unusual thing in both. Mr. Haas did still worse, scoring

but eight, something he rarely does. Mr. "Daisy," whoso
name might as well be written J. B. Maynard or something
like that, let six birds go in the main match, becanse the gun
which he used did not at all fit him, but pulled him-
self together in the Bweepstabe and stopped ten lively oues.

Mr. Fay had bad luck with two birds and scored but nine,

when, but for bis misfortune, he would have made eleven.

Many of the birds were ground-scrapers, flying so low as to

be almost undistinguishable against the dark background
furnished by the storm-beaten fence.

At 12 birds, Hurlingham. For club medals.

C. Cate 11 10 10 11 0—

G

Nellisb 110 10 10 1—6
Fanning 010111011 0-6
Asbcroft....0 1110 1111 1-8
Wenzel 010101101 0—6
Scovern ...0 010 00010 1-

a

Ties on eight at six clay pigeons

Ashcroft 1 1 1—:*

Horst 1 1 0-2

Horst 1 111110 11 0-S
Bruns 11111110 1—8
Campbell ...111011100 1—7
F. Cate C0100110 1-4
Scott 1 00101110 1—6
Lambert... 0111110111-8

Bruns 1 1 1-3
Lambert 1 1 0-2

At 16 clay pigeons, same conditions. S2.60 entrance. First won by
Mr. Lambert, second by Mr. Cronin, third by Mr. Laing.

Lambert 1

C. Cate 1 1
Melllsh 1 1

Horst 1 1

Campbell 1

Coffin 30—1 11111
Blade 30—2 110 1

Liddle 3U—

2

2 12 1

Osgood 28—1
DeVaull 30—1
Ford 30—0
Bice 30-0 2 2 2

Daisy 30—0 2
Fay 30-1 2 110 1

Hass 2S-1 10 111

2 1111112 1

2 1112 10 1102211210111111211 1—10

2-12
1— 9
1— 8
1— 9
1-

10 2 2 0-
1

1
10 2 12-
10 10 1-
112 0-

At 12 live birds, same conditions, $2.50 entrance. First won by
John DeVaull Jr., second ani third divided by Messrs. Coffin, Osgood
and "Daisy."
Coffin 1 20111211 9 1—10
Slade 1210 11 210000—7
Ford 111000110211—8
DeVanll ...11221022211 1—11

Osgood ....12111110201 1—10
Daisy 1 1121121002 1—lu
Fay 121101110101—9
Haas 1101 110 0112 0- 8

Willows Gun Club.

The regular monthly meeting of the Willows Club, on Satur-

day last, was better atteoded than usual, and the scores aver-

aged high. The special prize offered by the Selby Smelting
and Lead Company to those who used the Standard Chamber-
lin cartridges exclusively, was won by Mr. J. Baily, to whom
also went the club prize for the best score of the meeting.

At 12 live birds, Hurlingham. For club medal:

J. Bally 1 1111111111 0-11
O.Howell , 1 10 10110110 1—8
W. Freeman 1 00111101011— S

H. Hicks 1101111111 0—9
T. Farrel 1 00011111110—8
F. Freeman 1 1000000010 1— 4

J. Bersanous 1110111110 1—9
8. Dallman 1 1 1 1-4
E. Dudley... 1 1111111000 1—9
J. Felloe 1 10101101011—8
S.Scott 1 0101101011 1—8

The succesB of the team match of July 31st, we hope
will prompt repetitions. Pigeon shooting has been going
from bad to worse for four years, and in place of the former
.ull meetings at San Bruno and Bird's Point, there now
appear but small fractions of the clubs. The causes whioh
have operated to produce the change are not clearly percep-

tib e. One, perhaps, is the great cost of birds. Men tire of

paying $3.50 or 54.00 merely for the privilege of shootiug at

.1 dozen birds, when lively shooting may be had at artificial

.argess for a tithe of the expense. Team matches, at which
entry is free and pleasure the only end, will do muoh to

revive interest in the sport, than whioh there are few more

Hall
Laing
BrunB 1
Dunshee 1

Fanning 1

Cronin
Scott
Ashcroft 1

Ingalls 1
Wenzel I
Levison 1

10 11111110 1
10 10 1

1-1
1— I1

1

1

1
11 1-12

011000011
11110 1

10 110 1

1110 1111001101
10 10 11111

0— 9

1-10
1- 9

0— 9
0—

1110110101111000100000 (' 101
1 1 1—10

1—12
1— 6

At 6 pairB clay pigeons, 16 yards rise; -'1.50 entrance. FirBt won by
Major "Ingalls," second by Mr. Laing, third by Mr. Fanning.

Laing 10 11
Scott 10 10
Campbell ... 10 10
Lambert 10 00
Fannin? .... 10 11

Horst 10 10
Dunshee 01 10
Cronin 00 10

11—7
00-4

11—5
11—7
01—4
10—5
10—5

Mellish 11
Cate, C 01
Potter 11
Bruns 11
Hate, F 11

Hall 10
Parker 11
Ingalls 10

00 Id
00 10
11 11

10—5
00—6
1.0-6

10—5
00—4
11-8

Parker Gun Club.

The club meeting at Alameda on last Saturday was well
attended, a lively season of popping at strong birds resulted.

Mr. W.D.Howe won the club medal for the second time,

and a third win will make it his own. The hundred car-

tridges offered by the Selby Company were won by Mr.
Hayes. The club will meet on the first Saturday in Septem-
ber, for the last match of the season.

At 12 live birds, Hurlingbam. For club medal.
Howe 30—1 0111211211 1-11
Ettliug 30-1 1110122000 0—7
Franks 30—1 201112021 0—8
Hayes 58-1 11211 a 2011 0—10
Mather 28—1 11110102110—9
Dodge S0-" 10 1 2 1 0—4
Johnson : 0—1 ll 0222001 11—7
Brown 90 001020111O0 1—6
Matbew 30 1 2 1 -w 3

Jones 30—1 1220210100 0—

7

Wallace 30—0 0022 00000 0—2
Spring 30—0 112 2 100000—5
At 6 birds. Si.50 entrance; same conditions. Won by Mr. Howe.

Hayes 28—1 10 I—a I Mather £0—1 110 1 0-4
Howe 30—1 1111 1—6

I

Blanken'e.

A match between Messrs. John Kerrigan and P. J. Walsh
was announced for the Six-Mile House on Sunday last, but
Mr. Kerrigan failed to materialize, and forfeited to Mr.
Walsh. The day was spent in pool shooting, Mr. Walsh win-
ning most of the coin. The birds were selected for the

expected match, and were particularly strong.

At 6 birds, Hurlingham. $10 a «i le. Divided.

Swan.. 28-1 1111 2-6
I Williams. .28-1 12 11 1-6

S2.50 entrance, same condition;At 6 birds. Sweepstake
Mr. P.J.Walsh.
Swan 2 2 1

Williams 1 12 1

At 6 birds, same conditions.

Walsh 2 110
Swan 2 2 2

Johnson 2

Won by

2 4 1 Walsli 1 2 112 1—6
1 2-5

I
B aiiKeii 112 1 2—5

S2.6 1 eutrance. Won by Mr. Williams.

1-4
j
Williams 2 2 2 12 0-5

0—3 Blanken 112 2—4
0-1

I

At 6 birds, same conditions. 32.50 entrance. Won by Mr. P. J. Walsh.

Walsh 2

Blanken .* 1

1 1 1 1—6'
12 116,

Williams
Johnson

2—4
2—2

THE RIFLE
Shell Mound.

The cool, pleasant Sunday holiday last week drew a large

number to Captain Siebe's pleasant range, and, as invariably

the case when the conditions are favotable, the scores were ^ery
good. The regular monthly competition of the San Francisco
Schuetzen Verein resulted in the winning of the second-class
medal by Mr. J. C. Waller, with 377 rings; the third-claBS by
Mr. J. C. Bettsrman, with 354 rings; and the fourth-class by
Mr. R. Seinaire, with 262 rings. The firBt-class medal was
withheld, no one scoring the requisite number of rings.

Ten members of H. Company, Second Regiment, N. G. C,
Bhot over the 200 yard range with Springfields.

The Independent Rifles were out iu force, and rolled up
high scores with the Remington Rifles which they use. C.
Company, third Regiment, N. G. C, had four representatives.

The Company uses the Springfield rifles, and does excellent

work with them, as will be seen by the Beore:

Sergeant J. W. Dolan 4 65444446 6—44
Lieutenant Ryan 4 4 4 6 4 4 4 4 4 6-42
Sergeant McBrien 4 65444444 4—42
Lieutenant Crowley 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 4—41

At 200 yards, four members of the Golden Gate Rifle Club
were credited with the following scores:

H.L.Pendleton 5 64544644 6—45
W. Stanton 4 6 4 6 4 4 4 4 6 6-44
S.Kebrlein 3 46634466 4-42
C. lludolpo 4 66030444 3—32
With forty-five calibre regulation revolvers, some members

of Battery A., Second Artillery, did exoelleutly on thelOO-yard
target, the scores being:

Sergeant D'Arcy 6 56 4 6555S 6—49
PrivateSmitb fi 65454666 6-48
Sergeant Ctimmlngs 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 4—4?
Corporal Keller 4 6344444* 4—40
Private Hickey 6 43344644 4—10
Private Russell 4 44633444= 4-39

A three-cornered match was shot by Messrs. Ramm, Town-

send and Wesson, of B. Company, First Infantry, at 200
yards. Appended are the scores:
Ramm 200 yards—5 44344444 5-41456665444 5-46444454443 4—40555444464 3—43

44 5 44435 3 4—4-1—210
Townaend 200 yards— 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 5-:(9444543454 4—41

46 8 444446 6—42454644644 4—43444444344 6—40—2P5
Wesson 200yards-3 43444443 4—37434443344 4-37

3 5 5645444 5—44564444544 4—43644454545 4—44—206

Sacramento.

The following scores were made by G Company
bers of other militia companies on Sunday last:

Captain Hall 4 4 5 5 4 4 4
Lieutenant Flaherty 4 4 5 3 5 4 4
hergeant Sheehan 4 4 5 4 4 4 5
Corporal Sheehan 4 4 4 4 4 5 4
Corporal Stearns 4 5 4 4 4 4 6
Private Dunphy 4 4 4 4 3 4 4

private Boase 4 4 a 5 4 4 5
Private Nu tie 3 3 4 4 3-14
Private McMillan 4 4 3 3 3 4 4
Private Judge 5 4 3 4 4 4
Private Kunz 4 4 4 4 3 4 4
Private Klein 4 4 4 5 4 3 3

Score ot honorary members at the same range.
O. E. Hughes 4 5 4 5 5 6 4
J.L Hughes 4 4 4 4 6 4 5
L. Paulsell 5 4 3 5 4 4 6
G. Nichols 4 4 4 4 2 4 3

FOOL SHOOTING.
Captain F. Ruhstaller 5 4 4 5 3 3 4
J. Paulsell :i 5 4 6 4 4 4

J. L. Hughes 3 4 6 4 4 5 4

J. Dunphy 4 4 4 6 3 4 4
A. Stearns 4 4 4 4 3 5 4
W. F. Sheehan 2 5 4 6 4 :; 4
E. Sheehan J 4 4 4 4 4 3
P. Flaherty 2 4 2 4 4 4 3

F. Kunz 4 4 4 4 3 4 4
M. Judge 6 4 4 3 4 4 4

J. Judge 4 2 2 4 2 4
McCollum 3 3 4 4 5 5 3

Pool shoot on 12-ring target:
O. E. Hughes 7 10 3 10 8 10 10
J.L.Hughes 3 6 4 6 111 2 10
J. Paulsell 6 la 2 8 4 6
W. Boase 10 8 1'J

Harbor View.

and mem*

4—44
4—42
4-42

4-<0
4—37

5 5 5—47
4 5 6-44
3 4 5-42

4 5 2—31)
a 3 4-K8
i i 4— ay

4 n a—a7
a 4 4— 7

4 a S-S7
a a 4—34

a 1— 21

4 6 4—40

9 10 9-87
12 9-67

6 c 0-48
6 6 6—46

The range was used by the Germania Rifle Club on IaBt
Sunday. The medal winners and their scores are given:
Champion medal—Leo Klatz, 401 rings; First-class medal

—

L. H. Koffung, 390 ringB: Second-claBS medal—H. F. Ropcke.
393 rings; third-class medal—Remi, 299 rings. First best
center—H. T. Ropcke, 22 rings; last best center—H. F.
Ropcke, 25 rings.

Valentine Schmidt carried off the gold medal for the most
bull's-eyes.

_ ^
Mr. J. D. Dougall, who wrote the article on "Shooting" in

the Encyclopedia Britannica, is of the opinion that the
reason Volunteers miss their aim so much when at the target,
and especially when practising at the device called "the run-
ning man," is that they shut one eye when they glance along
the Bights. He advises taking aim with both eyes if anything
like certainty is to come out of military skill with the rifle,

•
On to-morrow and Monday the Fall Meeting of the Califor-

nia Schuetzen Club will be held at Harbor View. A large
number of valuable prizes will be shot for, including many
substantial amounts in coin.

-o

The recently concluded English Volunteer meeting at the
Wimbledon Range, was successful in its prime ob;ect, which is

to improve the target shooting of the file. A rifle reporter, in
speaking of the conditions under which the shooting was
done, says:

Atmospherically the character of the Wimbledon Volunteer
Meeting has always appeared to be of a two-fold nature.
Either solah topis, double-canvased tents, green-lined sun-
shades, smoked spectaoles and an unending procession of
ice-carts were the order of the day, or else macintoshes,
carriage umbrellas, and a trenched (not intrenched) camp. I
suppose that, for the double event of the highest thermome-
ter and the most inches of rainfall, the Wimbledon Camp
Meeting would be in a position to challenge the rest of En.
gland. When he commences his fortnight, the volunteer can-
not know whether he will want a spade for his trench to lead
the rain away, or his largest cup-shaped trophy for his iced
cider-cup. The conditions are always tropical— sunstroke or
deluge. This year we began with sunstroke weather; indeed,
so severe was the heat that certain members of the camp
refrained at early morn from wearing even the scant apparel
stipulated for by regimental orders. As I write, however,
lightning and thunder till the air, and perhaps by Monday
half the camp will be afloat. The result of the shooting so
far has beeD the satisfactory one of showing that, if ever our
volunteers are called upon, the billet which is said to be
ready for every bullet will not be too much dependent upon
chance. The first stage (200, 500 and 600 yards) of the Queen's
Prize has resulted in the "counting out" of no fewer than
twenty-six scorers of 83 points, whilst many Si's found a
place in the 300 last year. For many seasons the Earl de
Grey made himself famous at this meeting by his perform-
ances at the "running deer." But Mr. Winans, the American,
has not gone in for deer-stalhing for nothing, and on Thurs-
day made the record, with two bulls, five centres and one
outer—no miss. At the new revolver target which disappears
and reappears at intervals of five seconds, Mr. Winans also
made a record, scoring sis consecutive bulls; and now they
are clamoring for a reduction of the size of the bull.

rACHTING.
Paoiflo Yacht Club Orders.

The yachts of the Paoitio Yacht Clnb will assemble off
Front Street wharf, on Saturday, August 13, 1887 at 12 U
At 1 o'clock a preparatory gnn will be fired, and at 1:15 a

second gun will be fired, at whioh signal the yachts will get
under way and proceed direct to Martinet.
Time will be token from the firing of the starting gnn at

Martinez, and on passing to the westward of home Btakeb'oat
situated off the entrance of Raccoon Straits, lea-ving it on the
port hand.
The time for hauling down and hoi Bting colors on the

yaohts, at sundown and ot 8 A. M., will bo taken from a
signal gun from flag-ship.

. _ Philip Caduc, Commodore P. X. Q
Geo. A. Eons, Secretary

i
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Entries at Petaluma.
Tuesday, August 30tu.

1—Running. Two-yesr-oM Stake, five-eighth mile dash
$25 entrance, $10 forfeit, S150 added, SSO to second horse.
Winners of any two-year-old stake this year to carry three
pounds extra; of two or more, hve pounds extra.
Matt Storn (J. B. Chase), ch f Kosedale by Joe Hooker, dam

by Joe Daniels.
Matt Storn (J. B. Chase), oh g Eildare by Kyrle Daly, dam

Mistake.
Laurelwood Stable, ch t Carmen byWildidle, dam Nettie Brown
Laurelwood Stable, b c Kyrle D. by Kyrle Dalv, dam Maggie s!
C. H. Eldred, b f Tricksey by Joe Hooker, dam Abbie W.
Jas. Maddox, b c Ito by Ironclad, dam by Shannon.
Owens Bros., s f Serpnlette by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glenn.
No. 2.—Trotting. District. For two-year-olds, mile and

repeat. Parse 5250. Closed May 1st with fourteen entries.
S. Crandal (Wm. Eihler), g c Troy by Gray McClellan, dam

by John Nelson.
J. H. White, b f Princess by Hernanni.
J. H. White, ch f Alice by Hernanni.
al. O'Keilly, br c Alto by Anteeo, dam Emma Taykr.
I. M. Proctor, ch f Silky by Dawn, dam Pastime by Rustic.
J. T. Ludwig, b c George W. by Alex Button.
A. L. Whitney, s c Pilgrim by Dawn, dam Gazelle.
W. E. Overhalser, s c Oaknat by Dawn, dam by Volunteer.
D. E. Misner (I. DeTurk), b c Auti-Coolie by Anteeo, dam a

Eattler mare,
A. J. Zane, g f Clara Z. by Capri, dam Fanuie.
Wm. C. Turner, b f Nellie T. by Hambiino Eclipse, dam

Fannie Eose.
Geo. E. Guerne, b c Alfred G. by Anteeo, dam Josie B. by

Speculation.
A. Mc'Fadyen, b c Eedwood by Anteeo, dam Jjew Medium.
Tuos. Smith, blk c Sar K. by Mambrino Eclipse, dam by

Admiral.

No. 3.—Trotting. 2:25 class. Purse §700.
B. C. Holly, ch s Woodnut by Nntwood.
J. A. Goldsmith, b g Joe Arthurton by Arthurton.
H. W. Seale, ch g Longfellow by Whipple's Hambletonian.
P. Farrell, b s Marin by Quinn's Patchen.

Wednesday, August 3 1 St.

No. i—Eunniug. For all ages. Free purBe §200; $50 to
second. Mile and repeat.
Matt Storn, ch c Grover Cleveland by Mondav, dam Eobin

Girl.

B.C. Holly, ch f Ninena by Jim Brown, dam Nanny Hubbard.
Laurelwood Stable, b m Patti by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown.
A

.
D. West, ch h Billy the Kid by Leinster, dam Lily Simpson.

C. H. Eldred, b f Moonlight by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight.
Dan McGovern, (W. J. Biggins) b m Fannie Parnell by Shan-

non, dam by Ironclad.
Owens Bros., b 5 Oro by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.
No. 5—Trotting. For 2:38 class. Purse $600.

Palo Alto, bf Gertrude Russell ,,y Electioneer.
Palo Alto, b g Howard by Eleolioueer.
J. A. Goldsmith, b g Perihelion by Admiral.
H. W. Seale, b g Alfred S. by Elmo.
S. Sperry, h g Bosb by Gladiator.
A. C. Davenport, br s Alio by Altoona.
J. W. Donathan (S. B. Emerson), br m Maggie E. by Nut-

wood.
W. B. Bradbury, b g Old Nick by Electioneer.
L. J. Eose Jr., b m Inez by The Moor.
No. 6—Trotting. For 2:20 class. Porse $1,000.

J. A. Goldsmith, b m Sister by Admiral.
A. McDowell, ch m Maid of Oaks by Doke McClellan.
Lee Sbaner, b g Lot Slocum by Electioneer.
J. W. Donathan (W. Dwyer), b s Menlo by Nntwood.

Thursday. September 1st.

No. 7—Eunning. For three-year-olds. One and one-eighth
mile dash. $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $250 added; $100 to
second, third to save stake. Winners of any race this year
to carry five pounds extra; of two or more ten pounds extra.
Maidens allowed five pounds.
F. P. Lowell, ch g Jim Duffy by Joe Hooker, dam by Wildidle.
Matt Storn, b m Narcola by Norfolk, dam Addie C.
D. J. McCarthy, ch f Adeline by Enquirer, dam Analyne.
M. F. Tarpey, ch f Notidle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
Jas. Maddox, b h Sunday by Ironclad, dam by Shannon.
J. McM. Shatter, b f Alice T. by Haddington, dam Una.
No. 8—Pacing. Free for all. Parse $400.

H. Hitohcock, blk s L. C. Lee by Elmo Jr.
J. A. Goldsmith, s m Pocahontas.
Lee Sbaner, b g Chapman.

No.9—Trotting. For foals of 18S6. Mile daBh. $25
stake; $150 added. Closed February 1st. with tifteeji entries.
J. A. Goldsmith, blk c Combiuation by Director.
G. Valensin, b c George V. by Sidney.
H. Whiting (L. Shippee), b f by Hawthorne.
H. Whiting (L. D. Shippee), blk c by Hawthsrne.
Isaao Gum, Gertie by Capri.
E. H. Nason (E. A. Daverson), blk c Milton D. by Jim Mul-

venna, dam by McClellan.
B. H. Nason (John Paine), gf Lady Sargent by Jim Mul-

venna, dam Lady Eea.
B. E. Harris, br o Storm by Tempest, dam Jeannie Perranlt

by Signal.

Dan Frasier, blk c Seoretary by Director, dam Maud by Gold-
smith's Volunteer.

A. J. Zane, g c Captor by Capri, dam Fannie by A. W. Eich-
mond.

J. D. Bell, s f Lupin by Alert, dam Countess by Cardinal.
Fred W. Loeber, blk f Directa by Director, dam Alido by

Admiral.
E. Giddings, g c Jakut by Bay Eose, dam unknown.
P. J. Shatter, ch o Davtime by Dawn, dam Gazelle by Gen.

McClellan.
J. H. White, b o by Hernanni, dam Kate by Bell-

founder.

No. 10—Trotting. For three year-olds. Parse $600.
Palo Alto, b f Maiden by Electioneer, dam May Queen by

Alexander Norman.
Palo Alto, b f Ella by Electioneer, dam Lady Ellen by Carr's

Mambrino.
L. A. Eichards, b f Flora M. by Elector, dam by Winthrop.
L. J. Eose, blk s Sondan by Saltan.

Friday, September 2d.

No. II—Eunning. District. For all ages. Mile dash.
$25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added, $50 to second.
B. C. Holly, ch f Fusilade's Last by John W. Norton, dam

Fusilade.
Jas. Maddox, b c Sunday by Shannon, dam by Ironclad.
Dan McGovern (Wm. Biggin), b m Fannie Parnell by Iron-

clad, dam by Shannon.
J. McM. Sbafter, b f by Haddington, dam Una.
No. 12—Trotting. District. For three-year-olds. Porse
300. Closed May 1st, with five entries.

Thos. Smith, blk f Daisy S. by Mambrino Eclipse, dam Fan-me Kose by Ethan Allen.
Wilfred Page br c Mortimer by Electioneer, dam Marti by« hippie's Hambletonian.
M. O'Reilly, b f Anneto by Anteeo, dam Emma Taylor

o V, *,? b ° St
'
Jacob bJ" Alexander, dam bv Signal.

S. Crandall (« m Bihler), b c Hermann by Ge'n. Dana, dam
by Gray McClellan.

,
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0,

l
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l
J
ting

' For foa,8of 1885, mile and repeat. $50
stake,

?200 added. Closed Feb. let with eleven entries.
J. A Goldsmith, bike Direct by Director, dam Echora by

Echo. J

D. Colross, si Goldleaf by Sidney, dam Fernleaf by Flaxtail.
G. Valensin, b k c Memo by Sidney, dam Flirt bv Buccaneer.
G. Valensin, blk f Linda by Sidney, dam Flight by Buccaneer.

»?'
m̂8

',
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SblPPee )

b c Moses S. by Hawthorne.dam by
McCracken's Blackhawk.

Wm. Corbitt, b g Grandee by LeGrand, dam Norma by Ar-
thurton.

A. J. Zane, g f Clara Z. by Capri, dam Fannie by A. W. Eicb-
mond. J

Isaac Gum, g f Nellie G, by Capri, dam Gipsey by Echo.
J. H. White, b f bv Hernanni.
E. Giddings, b g Minot by Bay Eose, dam by Hinman's Coun-

sel.

A. L. AVhitney, ch c Pilgrim by Dawn, dam Gazelle.
No. 14—Trotting. 2:23 class. Purse $800.

Palo Alto, b c Eexford by Electioneer.
B. W. Levens, ch m Daiav S. by Tilton Almont
W. H. Parker (John E. Moore), b m Lottie M. by Nephew.
x ,

Hl 'cI
^
cock

.
blk g Black Diamond by Milton's Golddust

J. A. Goldsmith, s s Valensin by Crown Point.
J. W. Donathan, ch m Magdallah bv Primus

^'f^ 3
,,
8o

?
ith * H- MiJl" Jr.), blk g Thapsin by Berlin.

J. H. Kelly, b g Valentine.
L. J. Eose, b s Stamboul by Sultan.

Saturday, Sept, 3d.
No. 15—Eunning. For all ages. One and one-half mile

daBh. Free purse $250; S50 to second.
Matt Storn, b m Narcola by Norfolk, dam Addie C.
B. C. Holly, ch f Ninena by Jim Brown, dam Nannie Hub-

bard.

W. L. Appleby, ch f Laura Gardner by Jim Brown, dam Avail.
A. JX A\ est, ch h Billy the Kid by Leinster, dam Lillv Simpson.
C. H. Eldred, b f Moonlight bv Thad Stevens' dam Twi-

light.

Daniel McGovern, br m Fannie Parnell by Shannon, dam by
Ironclad. '

J. McM. Shafter, b f by Haddington, dam Una.
A. Harmon, s g Hello by Shannon, dam Marshra.

T
:
J-

Trotting. District. 2:40 class. Tarse $400.
J. H. Unite, b s Hernanni by Electioneer.
G. Pacheco, b ro Eoena by Echo.
F. W. Loeber, b m Flora B. by Whippleton.
P. J. Shafter, gr g Viking by Eastic.
James Maddox, b g Milton by Milton Medinm
Wm. McGill, Badd by Gladiator.
SteT

S, Sa
S
da11 (Wm

- BihIer), g g Waxie Pope by Gray
McClellan.

D. E. Misner (Geo. Pearce), b m Mattie P. by Jackson Temple.
JoBeph Edge, b m Nightingale by Bashaw
Chas. Hart (W. Page), b m Eeka Patchen by Alexander.
No. 17. Trotting—2:27 class. Pnrse $700

Palo Alto, b g Spry by Gen. Benton.
L. B. Lindsey, br m Jane L. by Hambletonian Mambrino
H. Hitchcock, b m Luella by Chicamauga
J. A. McCloud, b s Mt. Vernon by Nutwood.
J. A. Goldsmith, b m Lillie Stanley by Whippleton
A.. McDowell, ch m Maid of Oaks by Duke McClellan.
Lee Shaner, blk m Kate Ewing by Berlin.

18—Trotting. Free for all. Purse $1,200.
J. A. Goldsmith, b m SiBter by Admiral.
Lee Shaner, b g Lot Slocum by Electioneer.
I. DeTurk, b s Anteeo by Electioneer
W. F. Smith (E. H. Miller Jr.), b g Adair by Electioneer-

•
Special Prizes.

At the close of the Blue Eibbon meeting, at Detroit Presi-
dent Campau announced the special awards as follows'-
The Sievers and Erdmau Prize, a first-class road wagon to

the winner of the fastest heat trotted during the meeting.
Awarded to Patron. Time, 2:16.
The Mabley & Co. Cup to the horse who shall make the

!?!.*' aTS?,
3
,g
e tIme ln a rao <> during the meeting. Awarded toMike Wilkes. Average, 2:18J.The Metcalf Bros. & Co. Cup, to the horse who shall reduce

his previous record the most in anv race during the meeting
Awarded to Joe L. Eecord reduced 9 seconds.
The M. S. Smith & Co. Cup, to the winner of the best-con-

tested trotting or pacing race during the meeting. Awarded
to Joe L.
Tbe Russell House Cup to the driver winning the most

heats during the meeting. Awarded to O. A. Hickok.
The Swan & Co.'s Grand Prize of $50 in gold to the

groom who shall keep his stall and the grounds in front
thereof the cleanest, neatest and most attractive during the
meeting was awarded, first prize, $35. to the groom of Class
Leader; second prize, $15, to the groom of Woodlawn.

Races!! Races!! Races!!

5! FIVE DAYS RACES. 5!
OVER THE

FRESNO
Fair Grounds Track,

COMMENCING
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4th.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
LEWIS LEACH, WM. HELM. W. M. HUGHES. W H McKENZIF

M. J. DOKAHOO.
OFFICERS.

LEWIS LEACH President
| W. B BENNETT Reereti.™M

.
J. DONOHOO .

.
.Vice President

I
W. H . McKENMc.V.V.V.IrSirer
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No. 5. TrottluE-Purse SSO: free for all stallions owned ln FresnoMariposa. Merced. Tulare and Kern counties. July I , ISST three moneysNo. 6. Trotting-2:45 Class; purse »2O0; three moneys.
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No. 9. Trotting-2:35 ClasB; pnrse S300; three moneys.

Friday, October 3. 1887.
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BAND TOURNAMENT.
Saturday, October 8, 1887

No. 12. Pacing -Free for allpncers; purse S2U0: three moneys
<(>M!iri05S.
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In trotting races, drivers yvill be required to wear cans of riistin^tcolors, which must be named in their entries
P distinct

All races to be called at 1 o'clock, sharp

Angu's" 10, 1°6S7
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tbe ab°Ve raCeS '° Cl°" C Wlth tbe SMr«>t4iry, Wednesday
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Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
Association,

FIXED EVENTS 1888-89,
TO CLOSE

AUGUST 15, 1887.

1888—-Spring Meeting.
THE CALIFORNIA STAKES.

For two-year-olds (foals of 1886); S50 each. 825 forfeit, or SI0 if
declared out on or before January 1, 1888; all declarations void unlessaccompanied with the money; with 55110 added ; second horse to receive
5100, third to save stake. Half a mile.

THE UA.NO STAKES.
For two-year-olds (foals of 1886): S50 each, S25 forfeit or S10 if

declared out on or before January 1. lt8H; all declarations void unless
accompanied with the money ; with 55U0 added ; second horse to receive
S10U, third to save stake. Stake to be named after winner if Gano'a
time (1:15) is beaten. Three-quarters of a mile.

1888- Fall Meeting.
THE LADIES- STAKES.

For two-year-old fillies (foals of 1886); S50 each, S26 forfeit or 810 ifdeclared out on January 1, 1888; or S20 if declared out on August 1
188b; all declarations void ujless accompanied with the money with
S400 added; second to receive 8100, third to save stake. Winners of
three stake races to carry five ponnds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

THE AUTUMN STAKES.
For two-year-olds (foals of lc86); 850 each, S25 forfeit or 810 if

declared out January 1, 1888; or 820 if declared out August 1, 1888- all
declarations void unleso accompanied witb the money with '750
added; second to receive S150, third to save stake. Winners of three
stake races to carry five pounds extra. One mile.

1889—Spring Meeting.
'IHE TII> VI, STAKE*.

For three-year-olds (foals of 1886); Sion each, half forfeit or ?10 if
dechvredout on January 1, 1889; or S20 If declared out August 1. 1888
or ?30 11 declared out January 1, 1889; all declarations void unless
accompanied -with the money; with $600 added; the second to receive
5200, third to save stake. One mile and a quarter.

THE PACIFIC DERBY.
For three-year-olds (foals of 1886); SI00 each, half forfeit, or $10 If

declared out January 1, 1888; or §20 If declared out August 1, 1888- or
830 If declared out January 1, 1889; all declarations void unless accom-
panied with the money; with 3760 added; second to receive 8200 third
to save stake. Oue mile and a half.

1889—Fall Meeting.
THE VESTAL STAKES.

For three-year-old fillies (foals of 188G); $25 each, p. p., with $500
added; second to receive $100, third to save stake. One 'mile and a
quarter.

THE FAME STAKES,
For three-year-olds (foals of 1886); $100 each, half forfeit, or $10 if

declared out August 1, 1888; or $20 if declared out January! 188'J- or
830 if declared out August 1, 1889; all declarations void unless accom-
panied with the money; with $750 added; second to receive $200, third
to save stake. One mile and three-quarters.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All these Btakes are for foals of 1886—colts and fillies now ratin

yearlings.
Dnder tbe Revised Rules cf this association all horses cut,

be named.
Entries to these stakes close with the Secretary on Monda

.1. I*. R ATllito m . prcsl<.
fc. S. CTJI.TER. Secretary, P. O. Box 2603. San Francisco, c
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D G. Waldron, so well known on this Coast, is the traveling agent,

solicitor and correspondent of the Bbeedrb and Spoetsman.

San Francisco, - - Saturday, August 13, 1887.

Bemoval Notice-

The office of the Breeder akd Sportsman has been

removed to No. 313 Bash Street, above Montgomery.

Special Notice to Correspondents.

Letters intended lor publication should reach this office

not later than Wednesday of each week, to secure a place in

the issue of the following Saturday.

Dates Claimed.

Bay District Association, San Francisco, Aug. 6th to 13tb.

3anta Clara Valley Association, San Jose, Aug. 15th to 2oth.

tiononia County, a. p. Association, Santa Rosa, Aug. 22d to 27th.

Sonoma and Marin District, Asso. Petaluma, Aug. 30th to Sept. 3d.

State Fair, Sacramento. Sept. 12th to 24th.

Nevad- State Fair, Reno. Sept. 21st to Oct. 1st.

Stockton, Sept. 27th lo Oct. 1st.

Sixth District Agricultural Asso., Los Angeles, Oct 10th to 15th.

Monterey Agricultural Asso., District No. 7, Salinas, Oct. 4th to 8th.

Cbico Fair, Cbico, Sept. Hb to 10th.

Mount Shasta Agricultural Asso., Yreka, Fept. 28th to Oct. 1st.

Thirteen District Agricultural Society, Marysville, August 30th to

September 3d.

Plumas. Lassen, Sierra and Modoc Counties, SusanYille, October 3d

to 7th inclusive.
Seventeenth Agricultural District, at Glenbrook Park, Sept. 6th to

10th.
Golden Gate Fair Association, Oakland September 6th to 10th.

Fresno, October 6th to 8th.

Closing of Entries.

AUGUST «5th.

Fixed events Pacific <oa.( Blood Horse Association.
SEPTEMBER FIRST.

Trotting Parses, Nevada State Fair.

SEPTEMBER 1 5111.

Monterey.

It Stands Even.

Electioneer and George Wilkes are now on a level as

the 2:20 list goes. Eight to the credit of each, with a

prospect of several additions to the class of the Califor-

nia sire in the not "far-off" future. Measured by the

2:20 standard these two sons of Eysdyk's Hambletonian

are far in the lead of other stallions.

It may he claimed that they had superior advantages,

and in this respect Wilkes has had the best of it. He

trotted in 2:22 the year Electioneer was foaled, and went

to Kentucky several years before Electioneer came to

California. The transfer to Kentucky gave him the

very best mares, it placed bis stock wheie every one of

them was sure to be trained. Electioneer had also the

benefit of good mares after his arrival on this coast, ten

years ago, the greatest drawback being that there were

so many on one place that only a comparatively small

proportion were thoroughly educated. The ratio of

those bred outside of Palo Alto is better than the home

division. Those which were the produce of outside

mares have trotted in 2:20 or better, and the latest

arrival Lot Slocum, was purchased from them when a

three year-old. We firmly believe that if all the Elec-

tioneers foaled at Palo Alto had been carefully and per-

sistently trained, he would have at least double the num-

ber in the 2:30 list, and not a few added to that which is

based on the ten seconds faster.

It does not disparage other stallions to give the first

place to the two named. By the record they are clearly

entitled to the place, and therefore it is awarded. All

honor to both, and all honor to others which do not

make so brilliant a showing.

In another column will be found particulars of a trotting

horse offered for Bale. He is 6ve years old, a Bon of Peacook,

2-234, dam Young Molly by Budd Doble. The horse is claimed

to be Bound, gentle, and a pure-gaited trotter. The notice

Bhould attract the attention of horsemen, as the horse can

now trot three to four heats in 2:30 to 2:35, and has a record

of 2:52.

Golden Gate Pair.

Nearly tan years ago some Oakland gentlemen met

in the Grand Central Hotel and took steps to organize

the Golden Gate Agricultural Fair Association. To the

beat of our recollection the only non-resident of Oakland

present at the meeting was the late H. E. Covey.

Though three counties were named in the district, viz.

:

San Francisco, Alameda and Contra Costa, it was con-

ceded that, the location should be Oakland, and until this

year, the fair has been held on the Oakland Trotting

Park. There was some "talk" last year of transferring

the fair to San Francisco, previous to that there had not

been any proposal to change. The talk was only words,

a kind of jingle to induce Oakland people to take more

interest iu the welfare of the Association. Anticipating

that the location would be permanent, quite a number

of Oakland people became "life-members," whereas so

far as our information extends there were only one or

two in San Francisco. Some subscribed for more than

one life-membership, two men, at least, taking five each

in order to aid a home institution. Should the Fair be

moved to San Francisco, as is said to be the case, the

people who have taken life memberships would certainly

have cause for complaint. Should it be removed by the

vote of directors who live in Oakland, the whole people

of that city would have the right to charge them with

being recreant to the trust imposed. As a majority

of the Board are residents of Oakland, it is manifest

that it could not be moved without some of them

consenting. Richard T. Carroll, one of the San

Francisco director?, informed Mr. Levens, the lessee of

the track, that the vote was unanimous in favor of

removal, and that everyone of the Alameda County

directors sanctioned the act.

The Oakland paper which "beaded" an article anent

the removal "Derelict Directors," was justified in using

the term, though there are other reasons for reprehend-

ing their course than warring against the interests of

Oakland, Alameda and Contra Costa Counties. The pub-

lished conditions of the transfer are that the Mechanic's

Fair, through a committee, guarantees the Golden Gate

Fair $5,000, and twenty-five per cent, of the net gate

receipts above that amount. This is the main considera-

tion, the minor being difficult to get at owing to a refusal

to permit the contract to be seen by reporters. The con-

tract was signed last Sunday.

The Mechanics' take charge of the gate, and, it is said,

issue tickets which will also admit the bearer to the

pavilion as well as the race track. Thus it would appear

that there is a cousolidatiou of the Golden Gate and

Mechanics' Fairs, and we hold this to be one of the most

reprehensible features. The Mechanics' appear to be

anxious to cripple the State Fair in order to make theirs

the exhibition of the State. The first threat was to hold

a race and trotting meeting and give stock premiums at

the same date the State Fair was held, but becoming

convinced that entries could not be depended upon, it

was resolved to change the programme.

Consolidation with a Fair which was in the circuit

would give them the benefit of the machinery of the

absorbed institution, and it wj,s also thought that the

entries would be secured. It was to be the entering

wedge iu the darling project of crippling the State Fair,

but inasmuch as the consolidation was not consum-

mated until after the entrieH were made, it is very doubt-

ful if the entries can be held.

Although the point selected is within the bounds of

the circuit, as it has been the invariable custom to hold

the Fair in Oakland, nominators expected that it would

prevail until a contrary notice was given. "Custom

makes law."

There is scarcely a doubt that every man who made

entries expected that the races would be on the Oakland

track, and all the intimations from the directors previous

to closing were to that effect. One of the directors, J.

C. Smith, directed Mr. Levens to make certain improve-

ments preparatory to holding the Fair on his grounds,

among them being a coating of tan bark iu front of

hotel and stands. Iu pursuance of that order all the

spare tan ba'rk at, the East Oakland tannery was con-

tracted for if even it amounted to one hundred loads.

He also directed him to write to Mr. Marvin in regard

to the number of stalls he wanted for the Palo Alto

entries. Another director informed Mr. Goldsmith that

there was no doubt of the Fair being held in Oakland,

only a few days before the entries closed, and another

intimated the same to us.

No one will claim that it would be at all equitable to

hold people to a contract in which one of the most impor-

tant conditions was changed, aud there is scarcely a

doubt of the Board of Appeals sustaining those who refuse

to be bound by a later interpolation. That the inten-

tion is to absorb the Golden Gate Fair is so palpable as

not to be misunderstood, not only changing the plaoe

of holding it, but also taking away the name. The fol-

lowing appeared in The Call of Wednesday morning.

Mr. Stout, the Superintendent of the Mechani CB* Fria
received a communication yesterday from the Secretary of

the Bay District Association, Mr. T. H. Hinchman, stating
that the association which he represents is willing to let the
Bay District track, with all the stableB for horses and stalls

for cattle, together with all rights and privileges, with the
exception of the hotel, refreshment booths and bar, for the
purpose of holding the first fair of the Bay District Agricul-
tural Association.

At a meeting of the Directors of the above-named associa-

tion and the general committee of citizens, held yesterday
afternoon at 220 SanBome street, it was decided to hold the
regular annual fair of the first Bay District Agricultural
Association in this county at the Bay District track. It will

be held, however, under the management of the Directors of

the District Association, which comprises Contra Costa,

Alameda and San Francisco counties, and will open on the
first of September. Heretofore the fair of this district has
been held in Oakland.

The above also shows that the Mechanios' Fair is the

party to be benefitted, and another query arises whether

the money granted by the State can be diverted to an

institution that extends its exhibition into the weeks

when the State Fair is in progress.

There is not space sufficient to treat this question as

fully as we would like, and will defer farther remarks to

a future occasion. But before closing we desire to allude

to what might be called personal bearings. So far as

regards the directory of the late Golden Gate Fair, those

we have the pleasure of knowing, with one exception,

we have the most friendly feelings for. More than that,

we are far from ascribing motives other than a sincere

desire to do the best for the Associotion. That they have

blundered we firmly believe, and without putting our

opinion into undue prominence, feel that a large major-

ity of the people interested in the Fair of District No. 1

will agree with us in the views expressed. Further-

more, there is not a man connected with tracks in this

or any other State who shares any greater portion of our

esteem than Mr. Hinchman. Whatever pecuniary or

other benefit to him there is in having the Fair on his

track, we would be delighted that he should receive it.

He has certainly been liberal, more than liberal, in his

offers, as the Blood Horse did better than that, and

without putting him to nearly as much trouble. Were
it a matter of friendship, not a word would be uttered

antagonistic to the scheme, but there is a principle at

stake, right and wrong being the issue, and we never

hesitate when the course is so clear as this appears to us

to be.

There are many salient points which have not been

touched, and (with the exception of the combination

with an "exposition," which in place of occupying its

appropriate sphere, and that of immense advantage to

this coast, it seeks to embarrass an institution of which

every true Californian should be proud) fully as impor-

tant as those noted. These will be fully discussed here-

after.

Do not forget that on Monday next, the loth, the

fixed events of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association

close.

San Jose Fair.

Next week, Monday, the 15th inst, the Fair of the

Santa Clara Valley Agriculttral Society will commence.
Even when the time of holding the Fair was after the

Fall rains commenced, who did not enjoy a trip to the

beautiful valley? and now that the date has been changed
there will be still greater attractions. A sprinkle in

August is scarcely known in this favored portion of Cali-

fornia, and one eighth of one per cent, would be thought

an onerous charge to guarantee the very perfection of

weather. From the list of entries published two weeks

ago there is a certainty of the finest sport, trotting, run-

ning and pacing. The contest at the Bay District will

have prepared the horses for still greater efforts, and
when it is remembered how close the finishes in many of

the trots, a very little will turn the scale in favor of

those which were defeated the week before.

San Jose is practically as convenient of access as a

place a few miles distant before the era of railways, and
the trains are so arranged as to leave here in the morning
and return at night after the sports of the day are con-

cluded. Those who prefer to stay the whole wepk with_

out the trouble of the journey will find living which
would please a man whose bump of alimentation makes
good living an imperative necessity. Good caterers, good
cooks, polite and attentive waiters is what we always

have had the good fortune to find in the garden city,

and the very best is the order in Fair time. That there

will be a large delegation from both sides of the Bay is

beyond question; that they will be hugely pleased we
have not the least hesitation in predicting.

Mr. E. A. DeCamp, Secretary of the Los Angeles

Turf Club and Sixth District Agricultural Association,

writes that the Directors of the above club and associa-

tion have ordered thirty-five new horse stalls, and are

having the track and turns widened. These improve-

ments will be highly appreciated by horsemen who may
tako part in the coming races.
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Two Hours at the Bay District.

Notwithstanding it was difficult to get away on

Wednesday afternoon last, we steamed out to the Bay

District. The afternoon was enjoyable, quite an improve-

ment on thosa which preceded it, and the ride on cable car

and dummy was as pleasant as could be desired. There

was a race in progress, and five good and very evenly

matched horses engaged. Behind time so that two heats

had been trotted, the first of which Joe Arthurton had

won in the very good time of 2:22^, and in which "Wood-

nut had shown a rate of speed which surprised the spec-

tators. As Mr. Holly told us the story, he mistook the I

the starting signal for the recall bell, pulled his horse

up and had turned him partly around. The shouts

to go on, corroborated by the other horses going off at

their best clip, showed his mistake, and though the task

seemed hopeless, away he went after them. Mr. McCloud,

the owner of Mt. Yernon, informed us that he noted the

time at the quarter, and Woodnut was fifteen seconds

behind the leader. He trotted so fast as to compass the

"middle half" in 1:07, and got well within the distance

when Joe Arthurton crossed the score. The second heat

"Woodnut won in 2:24f, and the third heat, which we saw

from start to finish, was well worth going ten times as

far to see. Joe Arthurton was two lengths behind when

the gong was sounded, though he was nearly behind the

inside horse and in a good position. "Woodnut ^roke soon

after the start, Joe shooting past him, and was on even

terms with Maid of the Oaks, Marin nest, Longfellow

on the extreme outside of the turn. Joe had a clear lead

at the quarter pole, though half way down the back

stretch there was not a great deal of space between the

first and last, the order being, as they passed the half

mile mark, Joe, Maid, Woodnut, Marin, Longfellow.

"Woodnut was in a pocket behind Joe, Maid lapped on

him, Mariii at her wheel, Longfellow's nose and tail

with Marin, and this order was maintained when oppo-

site the three-quarter pole. It was evident that every

driver was out for the heat, and which would win it a

question which could only be determined later on. Maid

of the Oaks broke at a critical period, "Woodnut skipped,

came on again, Joe was falling back. Marin had joined

in the fray, Longfellow was eased, and though Maid of

Oaks made another gallant effort, it was evident that

"Woodnut and Marin had the fight to themselves. Holly

was urging the chestnut to his best, "Pat" Farrel was

driving like one of the old guards which never surren-

dered. Inch by half-inch he was crawling on "Woodnut

at his shoulder; twenty yards from home the brown head

was shading the gold on the jowl of the chestnut. Too

hard a press for the young' un; two racing strides and he

was under the wire first by a foot or two. As he had

made three breaks in the mile, while his competitor

trotted steadily from end to end, the judges gave the

heat to Marin, and very properly, too, was the opinion of

a majority who had watched the contest. The time was

2:25, though in our estimation, far more enjoyable than

to see one horse trot ten seconds faster with the others

far in the rear.

Alfred S.

A grand colt is the youngster which wears the above name,

and grand time he showed on his first trot. Two minutes

twenty-three and a half seconds for a four year-old in a

third heat of an initial race is a performance which would do

honor to a green one of any age. He is by Elmo from the

Flood mare, and his breeder, H "W. Seale, of Mayfield, has

several more of the same parentage, and, from what we
remember, are of equal promise, so fat as can be told from

appearance, to their now illustrious brother. ''We told you

so" is an easy thing to 6ay after the prophesy has been fal-

filled, but inasmuch as we have put in print more times than

once our opinion of the stock on the Raueho del San Fran,

cisquita, the verification is not troublesome. "Want of oppor-

tunity is the only thing which has stood in the way of many
of Elmo's get becoming distinguished. Now that Mr. Seale

nas broke loose in dead earnest we shall look for a success-

ion of good ones bred and raised by him.

His main competitor in the race, "Old Kick" is also well

worthy of a prominent place. He is virtually a beginner,

having trotted one race while doing service iu the Fashion

Livery Stable. His training ha3 been conb'ned principally

to hauling a road wagon, and we shall expect him, as wel
a3 Alfred S., to mark 2:20 or better ere the circuit is ended.

The Bay District Trotting Meeting.

The Entries.

Look over the pages of entries for so much of the circuit

that has already closed, and draw your own conclusions.

Were we to attempt an analysis, two or three papers would

be inadequate. Never before in the history of California

Fairs has theTe been anywhere near so many in the aggre-

gate, and numbers is not the only merit. Never before in the

annals of turf and track has there been such a collection, and

we do not hesitate to assert that there will be better sport in

all the classes than ever. How can it be otherwise? A glance

at the nominations will bewilder, careful scrutiny will dis-

close such a galaxy of stars that the observer will be dazzled.

Grand times at the Fairs! Close racing, sharp trotting speed,

excitement, pleasure on every hand.

Mr- Frank H. Burke's Sale.

This sale, as previously announced, tookplace last Tuesday.

There was a fair attendance of buyers, and the prices realized

for the choice stock was satisfactory. The principal sales

were as follows:

Echo Royal, J. B. "Wattles, $300; Louise, S. C. Jones,

$335; Piracy, Irvin Ayres, $525; Cherry Ripe, J. B. Wattles.

$525; Placida, Irvin Ayres, $500; Queen, C. C. Clay, S270,

The mares bought by Mr. Ayres will be bred to Mambrino
Wilkes.

Open Races.

The Golden Gate Fair Association, in addition to the pro-

gramme already closed, will give a purse of $1,000 for sec-

ond-class pacers, and $1,000 for trotting stallions, 2:23 class.

The Stanford Stake will most likely be decided sometime dur-

ing the week's racing.

The Free-For-All at Cleveland.

Mr. Hinchman opened the fall campaign last Saturday, at

the Bay District, with a good race, bat the weather was raw
and chilling and the attendance moderate. '1 he business at
hand was the trot for the 2:21 class, with Menlo, Lot Slocum
and Sister as the disputants. The Nutwood stallion was a
strong favorite. Slocum, though even with Menlo as to
record, seemed out of favor with the pool boyers and kept
the bottom of the line^while a large amount vi money was
going into the box. He reversed that judgment iD short
order after the race was started, and placsd himeelf in the 2:20
list with an ease that indicated seconds to spare.

First Heat -Pools: Menlo $20; Sister $14; Slocum $6. Sis-

ter led off when the gong struck. At the stables Uenlo was
pulled back and Shaner followed suit with Slocum, immedi-
ately giving Sister ber own way. At tne quarter the mare
was five lengths ahead of Slocum who was two lengths in
front of Menlo. On the back stretch the waitiDg tactics were
kept up, so much so that at the half it began to look ridicu-
lous. "When Sister passed that mark Slocum was six to eight
lengths behind her and Menlo about the same distance far-
ther back. On the north turn the rear horses took up some
of the vacant ground, but at the three-quarter Sister was jet
three lengths in the lead of Slocum. When they straightened
into the stretch, however, Shaner loosed his grip and Slocum
soon had Sister in difficulties, carrying her to a break at the
draw-gate and winning the heat by two lengths, Menlo fiftv

yards back. Time, 2:232.

Second Heat—Menlo started off as strong a favorite as ever,
but the rapid and level ways of Slocum brought him sapport,
and when they came up for the word the rate was: Menlo
$30, Slocum $30, Sister $8. Sister had a slight advantage,
but the three were bunched for an eighth, when Menlo broke.
At the quarter Slocum and Sister were together, and two
lengths ahead of Menlo. On the back quarter Slocum drew
away and ever after held the heat safe, winning easily in 2V21£,
Menlo second by two lengths, Sister third.

Third Heat— Pools were now, Slocnm $20, the field $12,
but business seemed light, as there were no indications of any
considerable movement by the Menlo party to hedge their
money. At the start the tight between Menlo and Slocum
began, Sister dropping ont before half a furlong had been
covered. Donathan sat the stallion deep, and at the qaarter
he was a neck in the lead, both goJDg level and fast. On the
back stretch Slocum moved up, and at the half, in 1:09$-, was
a neck ahead. This kind of a pace was a hot box for Menlo,
and he began to show signs of uneasiness. On the nest turn
Slocum shookhim off, and, passed the three-quarters, was two
lengths to the good. In the stretch Menlo made a tinal effort

but made a bad break, and Slocam was first to the wire by
five lengths, Sister third. Time 2:20.

Bat District Ooubse, Aug. 6th—Purse S6G0. 2:21 clasa.
Lot Slocum, br g by Electioneer, dam Glencora by Mohawk

Chief—L. Shaner 1 1 1
MeDlo, b s by Nutwood, dam by imp. Hercules—J. W. Dona-

than : 3 2 2
Sister, b m by Admiral, dam Flora -J. A. Goldsmith 2 3 8

Time, 2:23$, 2:21^,2:20.

The concluding event was a roadster match between Allie

Whipple and Chris. Allie Whipple is owned by Charles King-
ley, the bookmaker, and wa3 handled by Goldsmith, Chris
being piloted by Donathan. There was considerable money
laid in this race, Allie Whipple being a 2 to 1 favorite. In
the first heat Whipple did not seem to be able to trot a bit,

and Chris beat him three lengths in 2:36|, but that did the
business for Chris. In the second heat he indulged in salta-

toriul pyrotechnics to such an estent that he was beaten an
eighth of a mile. Whipple finishing in a jog in 2#3£, ending
the match.

Same Dat—Mstch for ?1C0.

Allie Whipple, b g—J. A. Goldsmith 2 1

Chris, b g—J. W Donathan 1 die
Time, 2:$6k, 2:33£,

Bay District Meeting—A Bigr Trot To-Day.

Though the entries were not so numerous as expected,

the races over the Bay District Course have proved to be

spirited affairs. Lot Slocum, Alfred S., Woodnut, up

to the time of writing, have gained fresh laurels, and

the race for the free-for-all, $750, to-day, Saturday, is

likely to be one of the best of the series. Adair, Lot

Slocum, Menlo and Sister are the entries, and they should

be such an attraction as to draw thousands to the track.

Adair is reported to have shuwn very well in his training,

the others have shown well in races, and though the

first-named has the advantage of having trottdd this fast,

Lot and Menlo will have strong support before the start,

and which may be increased as the race progresses. "We

write authoritatively when it is stated the track will be

in prime condition, as we saw it Wednesday, and the

mo3t exacting could not desire a better. Now that the

chill has broken, there is more than a likelihood of good

weather, and there is one prominent factor in an after-

noon's sport that we are ready to guarantee, that being

absolute square dealing on the part of the drivers.

Should there ba one who has a "pulling" towards trans-

gression, Mr. Hinchman will teach him that the way is

not only hard, but beset with thorns sharper than ever

borne by cactus, and a touch of old-fashioned fire and

brimstone to scorch the jaggings to the bone. No one

who has the least inclination for trotting sport should

miss attending this afternoon.

The fcianta Rosa and Petaluma B'airs.

The San Francisco and North Pacific Railroad, with its

accustomed enterprise, announces that to meet the demands

of patrons and visitors to the Fairs in Sonoma County excur-

sion ticketB will be sold good for one week. The rate from

San Francisco to Santa Rosa and return is $2.00, to Peta-

luma and return $1.50. Full particulars can be found In

the special announcement in another column. Special rates

will be made for stock to and from the Fairs. The terms can

be made unon application at the Company's office, 222 Mont-

gomery street, and 2 New Montgomery street or at the Ferry.

First Heat—Pools sold: Arab $200; Kitefoot §90; J. Q. $20;

field $12. In drawing for positions J. Q. drew the pole,

Maud Messenger second, Kitefoot third, Charley Hilton fourth,

Arab fifth. J. Q. shot out from the pole, and Hilton from

fourth place, and were first at the turn. At the quarter J. Q.

was first, Hilton at his wheel, Maud third and Kitefoot fourth.

At the half the positions were the same and all in a bunch.

On the tarn Crawford sent Hilton along a little, and at the

three-quarters he was a nose in advance, J. Q. second, Maud
third, Kitefoot fourth. Down the stretch there was quite a

pretty Tace between J. Q. and Hilton. J. Q. passing under

the wire a neck in front, Arab third, Kitefoot foarth, Maud
fifth. Hilton trotted from fourth position. Time, :3i|, 1:09,

1:44, 2:17 J.

Second Heat—Arab sold $25; field §40. Arab, Hilton and
Kitefoot were first at the turn. At the quarter Kitefoot second,

Hilton a close third. At the half the positions were the same,

but on the turn Hilton broke and fell back three lengths, and
Arab was first at the three-quarters, Kitefoot at his wheel,

Hilton third, Maud fourth. Down the stretch Arab came

fast, Kitefoot second, until at the draw gate, Hilton coming

very fast, passed him and finished at Arab's wheel; Kitefoot

was third, J. Q. fourth, Maud Messenger fifth. Time, :34J,

1:08, 1:43^,2:18^.
Third Heat—This was a great heat. At the quarter Arab

was a neck ahead of J. Q., Hilton close up; leaving the quar-

ter J. Q. broke and Hilton went to second. At the half Arab

was first, with Hilton at his wheel, Maud Messenger third, J.

Q. a good fourth. On the turn J. Q. was coming fast, and at

the three-quarters was even with Hilton for second place,

both a length back of Arab. Down the stretch Arab had the

pole, Hilton second place and J. Q. outside. Splan drove a

remarkable finish, and at the distance was a trifle in advance

of Hilton; at the draw gate he was at Arab's wheel, and five

lengths from the wire Arab broke and J. Q. had the heat,

Arab Becond, Hilton third, Maud fourth, Kitefoot fifth.

Time, :34|, 1:03, l:44f, 2:18.

Fourth Heat—Arab $50; field $30. In this heat Arab

went off in front and simply staid there until the wire was

reached. Hilton was an easy second, Kitefoot third, J. Q.

fourth, Maud Messenger fifth. Splan drove J. Q. for the

heat but at the draw gate, finding he could not win, stopped

driving. Time, :34J, 1:00}, 1:43}, 2:17$

The race was, after this heat, postponed till Friday at noon.

Fifth Heat—Arab and J. Q. were first at the quarter in the

order named, Hilton third, Kitefoot fourth. At the half Arab

was a length in front of J. Q., Hilton third, Maud fourth. At

the three-quarters Arab was well in the lead, J. Q. second,

Hilton having made a break and fallen b»ck. Arab came

easily down the stretch two lengths iu the lead, J. Q. second

to the distance, where Hilton passed him, Kitefoot third,

Maud Messenger fonrth. Time, :34|, 1:08, 1:4H, 2:16£.

Cleveland, O., July 28th and 29tb, 1887. Free-for-all. purse 32,000.

Arab, b g by Arthurton; Hlckok & Williams—O. A. Ulckok 3 12 11
J Q , bib g by Kentucky Prince; P. Pollard—J. Splan 1 4 14 5

Charley Hilton, bg;W, H. Crawford—Crawford 2 2 3 2 2

Kitefoot, b m; A. J. Feek—Feek 4 3 5 3 3

Maud Messenger, bm; O. DaviB- Davis 5 5 i 5 4

Time, 2;17}, 2:18$, 2:18, 2:174, 2:16*.

Second Day.

Tuesday was a slight improvement on Saturday climatic-

ally, but not enough to induce the sportive people

of the town to go to the track. The occasion was one
of more than usual interest, as two green horses, both
reputed to be fast, were to make their bow to the racing pub-
lic, and in both cases the owners were confident that they
had the best of the proposition . Another feature was the
appearance in the same race of two others, not straDgers to

the turf, bat newcomers to California, Carl, of Denver, and
Platina, of Portland. The California novices, Alfred S. and
Old Nick, (what a handicap that name is!) alternated as favor-

ites, but at the close Alfred was the most fancied. He won
the race in straight heats in a rather hollow manner, Old
Nick never being able to keep him company for more than
three parts of the circle. Carl was a better horse than the

touts had reported, but not good enough for the company.
Platina was totally outclassed.

Aug 9th.—Purse . 2:35 class.

Alfred S., b g by Elmo, dam Nora Marshall by Ninon—L.
Shaner 1 1 1

Old Nick, b g by Electioneer—J13. Dustin. 3 2 2
Cail, cb gby Hidalgo—H. Hitchcock 2 3 3
Platina, sp m by Hilton Medium—L. B. Lindsey 4 4 4

Time, 2:254, 2:24*. 2:23*.

A special mixed race for a purse of $150 finished the day's

sport. "Wells-Fargo, trotter, and the pacers Peacock and
Alice T., contended for the prize, and the gray finally won it,

although "Wells-Fargo was trie favorite with the bettors.

Same Day—Purae 3150. Special.

Peacock, g g (pacer) by Whipple's Hambletonian—Geo.
Bayliss 3 112 1

Wells-tfargo, chg— J. Penniman 13 2 12
Alice H. t b m (pacer)—0. Hughes 3 2 3 3 8

Time, 2:31, 2:29J, 2:28, 2:31, 2:34.

Additions at San Jose-

The races substituted for those which failed to fill in the

programme of the San Jose Association closed last Tuesday
with the following nominations;

No, 12.—Pacing. 2:30 class. Parse $500.

Robert St Clair, b s—W. H. Voiget.

Lela S., b m—A. H. Hecox.
Charlie Brown, g g Jas. Dwain.
Fred Boss, b g—A. M. Alviao.

Haverly, ch g—R. Havey.
Bracelet, b g—J. R. Hodson.

No. 13.—Trotting. 2:30 class. Purse $500.

Luella, b m—H. Hitchcock.

Old Nick, b g—W. B. Bradbury.
Lillie Stanley, b m—J. A. Goldsmith.

Baby Mine, blk m— J. W. Gordon.
Flora G., br m—Jas. Dwain.
Nantilla J., blk m —L. B. Lindsey.

L. P."Whitman, Stockton, Gal., has sold to A. C. Da
of same place, black filly, by Nephew, dam Fan, by
Rattler; second dam by Keperman's Messenger.
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Nevada State Fair
OF 1887 WILL BE HELD

AT RENO,
Commencing September 2 1st and Ending

October 1st.

35 KACES, TEN THOUSAND DOLLAES
LIBERAL PREMIUMS

Live Stock Department and Exhibits in Pavilion.

Indian Pony Races! Saloon Ascensions! Bicycle

Races! Stock Parades!

LADIES' TOURNAMENT.
Friday, September 23, "Wednesday, September 28 and

September 'cO. Friday,

THE PRESIDENT'S GOLD MEDAL.
President Powning offers a Special Premium, a

GOLD MEDAL, value $100, for the best
Exhibit in Any Department.

Trials of Speed to be Conducted tinder the
auspices of ihe Directors oi tlie state Agri-
cultural Society.
The State Agricultural Society was established in

accordance with au act ol the Legislature of the State
of Nevada, entitled "An Act to provide for the man-
agement and control of the State Agricultural Society
of the estate," approved March 7. ltst>5.

MEMBEGS OF THE STATE BOABD OF AGRICULTURE
L. J. FLINT, of Washoe County; B. F. LEETE, of

Wasboe Countv; P. H. ML'LUARY, of Washoe
Countv; AL. WHITE, of Washoe County; JOHN
SWEENY, of Oruisby Countv; T. B. RICKEY, of
Douglas County; C. C. POWNING, of Washoe
County; ALVARO EVANS, of Washoe County;
THEO. WINTERS, of Washoe Countv; F. DANG-
BERG, of Douglas County; W. S. BAILEY, of
Churchill County; JOS. MARZEN, of Humboldt
County.

PROGRAMME.
First Day—Wednesday, September £ 1st.

No. 1.-INTRODUCTORY—Three-quarter dash, for
District horses; $100 added; entrance $20; declaration
§5, on or before September 1st.

No. 2.—RUNNING—Five-eighths mile dash. Dis-
trict horses; two-year-olds; $100 added; entrance $20;
declaration $5, on or before September 1st.

Nos.3,4and5 will be made and announced onSat-
urday, Sept. 17th.

Second Day—Thursday, September 22d.
No. 6.—TROTTING—2:50 class for District horses;

three in five, purse $300; first horse $150; secondhorse
$100; third horse $50.

No. 7.—TROTTING—Mile heats, three in five; free
for all; purse *W0; $300 to first horse; $200 to second
horse ; $100 to third horse.

Third Day—Friday, September 33d.
No. 8. — RUNNING—Selling nurse for District

horses; dash of a mile ; $150 added; $25 entrance, half
forfeit; $5 declaration, on or before September 1st.

Horses to be sold forSl.OJO to carry entitled weight.
Two pounds allowed for each $100 under the $1,000.

No. 9.—RUNNING—Half-mile dash; entrance free;
purse $100.
Three other races for this day will be announced

on Thursday, September 23d.

Fourth Day—Saturday, September 24th.
No. 13.—TROTTING—Mile and repeat; free for all

thxee-veai -olds and under in the District; purse $300;
first horse £150; second horse $100; tliird horse *50.

No. i4._PACING—Mile heats, three infive; free for
all; purse $600; first horse $300; second horse $200;
third horse $100.

Fifth Day—Monday, September 26th.

No. 15.—HANDICAP—Mile and a half dash; 5300
added; $50 entrance; half forfeit; $10 declaration, on
or before September loth. Weights to be announced
Sept. 1st,

No. 16.—SELLING PURSE—Closes the same time
as stakes; one mile and a quarter dash; $^00 added.
Three other races for this day will be made Septem-

ber 24th.

Sixth Day—Tuesday, September 2 9 th.

No. 20.—TROTTING.—Three-minute class for Dis-
trict horses; purse $300; first horse $150; second
horse SlOu: third horse $50.

No. 21.—TROTTING.—Mile heats, three in five; free
for all; purse $600; first horse $100; secondhorse $250;

third horse $150.

SeventhDay—Wednesday, September 28th.
No. 22.—RUNNING—Three-quarter mile dash; two-

year-olds; $150 added; $25 entrance; half forfeit; five
or more to enter.
No. 23—RUNNING—Mile and three-eighths; three-

year-olds; $200 added; $50 entrance; half forfeit; $10
declaration, on or before September lBt; three or
more to start.

No. 24.—RUNNING—Purse t'00; dashof two miles;
en per cent, entrance; eve orm ire to enter; three or
more to start.
Two other races fortius dav will be made Septem-

ber 27th.

Eighth Day—Thursday, September 29th.
No. 27.—PACING—Mile heats, three in five; free

for all; purse $t»0; first horse $300; secondhorse 8200;
third horse $100.

No. 2$.—TROTTING—Mile heats; three in five;
free for District horses; purse $600; first horse $300;
second rrse $200; tliird horse $100.

Ninth nay- Friday, September 30th.
No. 23.—RUNNING—Mile dash for two-year-olds;

$200 added; entrance $20; declaration $5; on or before
September 1st.

No. 30—RUNNING—Mile and five-eighths dash for
three-year-olds; $300 added; $50 entrance; half for-
feit; $10 declaration, on or before September 1st;
three or more to start.
Three other races for this day will be made up Sep-

tember 29th.

Tenth Day—Saturday, October 1st,

No. 34.—2:35 Class; mile beats, three in five; freefor
all; purse $S00; firBt horse $500; second horse $200;
third horse $100.

No. 35.-2:25 Clas3: mile heats; three infive; free
for all; purse $l,0u0; first horse $500;secondhorse$300;
third horse $200.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Nominations to stakes must be made to the Secre-

tary on or before the first day of August, 1837. En-
tries for the purses must be made ; For Monday's
races on the Saturday preceding; for Wednesday's
races, on Monday.and for Friday's races, on Wednes-
day, "at the regular time for closing entries as desig-
nated by the rules. Those who have nominated in
stakes must name to the Secretary, in writing, which
they will etart, the day before the race, at 6 p. m.
Horses entered in purseB can only be drawn by con-
sent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Associa-

tion will govern running races.
All horses entered for State purseB must be owned

and kept in Nevada and California east of the Sierra
Nevadas for six months prior to day of race.
Entries to all trotting races will close September

1st with the Secretary

.

Five or more to enter and three or more to start in
all for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to govern trot-

ting races. Pacific Coast Blood HorBe Association
rules to govern running races, except as above.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, eunless otherwise specified; five to enter and
three to Btart. But the Board reserves the right to
hold a leBS number than five to fill, by the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance
fee ten per cent, on purse, to accoinany nomina-
tion.
National Trotting Association Rules to govern trot-

ting but the Board reserves the right to trot heats
of any two clasaes alternately, If neceBsary to finish
anv day's racing, or to trot a special race between
heats. A horse making a walk-over shall be entitled
onlv to the entrance money paid in. When less than
the* required number of starters appear they may
contest for the entranc money, to be devided as fol-
luwa: 6 ;

; to the first and 33M to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

nulec- accompanied by the money.

Please observe that, in the above stakes, declara
tions are permitted for a small forfeit.
In all races, entries not declared out bv 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start-
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start muBt be named by 6 p.m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Each day's races will commence promptly at one

o'clock P. M.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stoddard, Sec

retarv of the Society.

EQCESTRIANISM.
Ladies' Grand Tournament for the most accom-

plished and graceful ladv riders, Friday, Sept. 23,
Wednesday, Sept. 23, and Fridav, Sept. 30, at 10 o^clock
A. M.
The Society offers four premiums, valued respect-

ively at $100, $70, $40 and $20.
Tlie lady who is adjudged first shall have her choice

of all premiums offered. The second lady shall have
second choice, and so on.
All ladies must ride with saddles.
It is expected that other special premiums will be

added to tin's list by private contribution. No one but
ladies of the highest respectabilitv will be allowed to
compete for prizes.
Laules wishing to compete for prizes will please

send name to Secretarv, indorsed by two members of
the Society.

INDIAN POSY RACES.
On Thursday, Sept. 22d, Monday, Sept. 26th, and

Thursday, Sept. 29th, the novelty of an Indian pony
race will be provided, and the amusing sight of
twenty or thirty noble red men of the forest, mounted
onthe wildest and most unmanageable cayuses imag-
inable, galloping around the track at break-neck
speed, will, as they say at the circus, be alone worth
the price of admission.

CLYDESDALE MEDAXS.
The American Clydesdale Association will give a

valuable medal, of suitable design, for the best re-
corded Clydesdale stallion, and a similar medal for the
best recorded Clydesdale mare bred in Nevada and
exhibited at the State Fair of 1887.

BALLOON ASCENSIONS.
Arrangements have been made for a series of bal-

loon ascensions during the Fair, alike novel and excit-
ing. Ascensions will be made daily from the race
track.

BICYCLE RACES.
Two or three bicycle races will take place between

the fastest wheelmen in the State, and ten contests
are counted upon.

C. c. POWNING, President,
C. H. STODDARD, Secretary,
C. T. BENDER, Treasurer. 28myl8

Stockton Fair.
BEGINNING

September 27, and Con-

tinuing five days.

$15,000.
IK PURSES OFFERED.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purses to accom-

pany nominations.
In'all races four moneys, viz: 50,25. 15 and 10 per

cent.

Tuesday. September 27. 1887.
1. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake,

$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 8
entries). One mile.

2. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Free for all, $iu0. Mile
and repeat.

3. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 3;00 ClasB,
$1,000.

4. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Free for &VL $800.

Wednesday, September 28, 1887.
5. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Free for alL

Race hereafter to be namedfor the winner. $100. One
mile.

TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:24 Class, $1,000.
7. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Three-year-old stake;

$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February lBt with 9
entries).

8. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake $65
each. $150 added; best 2 in 5. (Closed February 1st,
with Sentries).

Thursday, September 29, 1887.
9. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. $500. Mile and

repeat.
10. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:35 Class,

$1,000.
11. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:18 ClasB,

«1,000.
12. PACING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 Class, $500.

Friday, September 30, 1887-
13. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Handicap;

weights named 10 days before race; $100. One mile and
repeat.
14. RUNNING—PACIFIC COA^T. Novelty race;

2 miles; $1,000; first half mile, $150; first mile, $1-25;

first mile and a half, $275; first to finish, $350. All
paid up entries over seven to be added, equally ulvided
between each winner.

15. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Free or all.

$1,200.
16. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. Three-year-

old stake. $65 each. $250 added. (Closed February lBt,
with 10 entries.)

17. TROTTING — PACIFIC COAST. 2;28 Class.
$1,000.

Saturday. October 1st. 1887.
18. RUNNING—.DISTRICT. Three-year-old stake,

$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 6
entriee.)

19. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:22 Clasa.
$1,000.
20. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Two-year-old

stake, $65 each. $250 added. (Closed February 1st,
with8entries.)

21. PACING—PACIFIC COAST. Free-for-all. $700.

CONDITIONS.
All races best 3 In 5, except as otherwiBe specified.
The Stockton track is one of the fastest in theworld.
Stables, hay and straw free to competitors.
Entries close August Mt( 1887, with the Secretary.
Stockton Fair. San Joaquin Vallev District for

raceB comprise the countieB of San Joaquin, Tuol.
umne, Mariposa, FreBno, Calaveras, Stanislaus,
Merced, Tulare and Kern, State of California.

Board of Directors for lt.87: L.U.SHIPPEE, JOHN
E.MOORE, JAMES A. LOUTTIT, R.C. SARGENT.
B. F. LANGFORD, JAS. A. SHEPHERD, FRED
ARNOLD. W. H. SNOW.

I. I sniPPEE, President.
Forpro^rnmiiies and full conditions ap-

ply to the Secretary. J. M. la it 1 1:

P.O. Box 188, Stockton, California. lljufl

Santa Clara Valley

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

SPEED CONTESTS,
: FBOM THE :

15th to 20th of August;
Inclusive, 1887.

SAN JOSE.
PROGRAMME.

First Day -Monday. August 15th.
1. STALLION RACE, Trotting Stake—$100 entrance

half forfeit, $150 added- Closed April lBt, with five
entries.

2. TROTTING, for two-year-olds—Purse $250. The
get of the following stallions, viz: Brown Jug, Jim
Mulyenna Keas Nutwood Nutwood Boy, Woodnut
Baywood, Fleetwood, Commodore Nutwood, King
William Grosvenor, Bismarck, Menlo, Elmo, Stran-
ger, Hamiltonian George, J. R. Weller's horse and
Captain Ham's horBe. Mile and repeat.

Second Day—Tuesday, August 16tfa.
3. TROTTING STAKE, for-three-year-olds-$25 to

accompany nomination, $25 audtional for starters;
failure to make second payment forfeits first; ?2ou
added. Stakes and added money divided 60, 30 and 10
per cent.

4. TROTTING—Purse $1,000. 2:17 Class.
5. TROTTING-Purse$5oO. 2:40 Class.

Third Day—Wednesday, August 17
6 RUNNING STAKE for two-year-olds. $25

entrance, $10 forfeit; $200 added; $5o to second, $25 to
third; non-winners this year allowed 5 lbe. three-
quarters of a Mile.

7. RUNNINGSTAKE, free for aU-$25 entrance; $10
forfeit; $200 added: $50 to second; third to save en-
;r,ice. Maidens allowed five pounds. Oneand one-
half miles.

8. RUNNING—Free purse, $200, for aUages; $50 to
second horse. Mile and repeat.

Fourth Day—Thursday, Aug. 18th.
9. TROTTING—PurBe $500. 2:27 Class.
10. TROTTING—Purse $760. 2:23 Class.
11. PACING—Purse $500. Free for all.

Fifth Day—Friday, Aug. 19th.
12. PACING—Purse $300. 2:30 Class.
13. TROTTING—Purse $500. 2:30 Class.
14. RUNNING—Free purse$200. $50toBecondhorse.

One mile and repeat.

Sixth Day -Saturday, Aug. 20th.
15. TROTTING—Puree $600. 2:25 Class.
16. TROTTING—Purse $1,000. 2:20Class.
17. TROTTING STAKE— tor two-year olds; $10 to

accompany nomination; $15 additional for starters,
non-payment of second forfeits first; $200 added:
Stakes and added money divided, 60, 30, lo percent.
Mile and repeat.

CONDITIONS.
In all Trotting and Pacing Races, purses divided as

follnwo: 60 percent, to first horse. 30 per cent, to sec-
ond, 10 percent, to third.
All Trotting or Pacing Races best 3 in 5, except as

otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural to govern running,
except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the light to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid up entries of Baid race,
and to no added money.
Ahorse winning a race entitled to firBt money only

except when distancing the field, then to first and,
tliird moneyB.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the money.
Non-starterB in running races will be held for en-

trance, under Rule 3.

If, in the opinion of the Judges, before Btarting a
race the race caunot be finished on the closing day of
the Fair, it may be continued.
In all trotting and pacing races five or more paid-up

entries required to fill and three or more horses to
start, butthe Board reserves the right to holda less
number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all

entries.
When less than the required number of Ptarters

appear thev may contest for the entrance money,
divided as follows: &6% to first horse and 33K to sec-
ond.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the mouev.
Races to commence each day at two p. at.

Entries to close July 20th, 1887,

V B. EDWARDS, President.
G. H. BRAGG. Secretary. Hjn8

KILLIP & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS,

29 Montgomery street, San Francisco

SFKC1AL ATTENTION PAH) TO SALES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Green, Hon. J. D. Cabs,
Sacrame nto

.

Salinas.
J. P. sabgent, Esq., Hon. John Boees

Sargents. Colusa.
Hon. L. J. Rose, Hon. A. Waleath,
Los Angeles. Nevada.
J. B. Haggxn, Esq., San Francisco

Represented at Sacramento by Edwin F. Smith,
Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At Snn JoBe by Messrs. Montgomery &, Rea, Real

Estate Agents.
Being tne oldest established firm in the Uve-Btock

business on this CoaBt, and having conducted the
Important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars,we feel Justified in claiming unequalled facili-
ties for disposing of live Btock of every description
either at auction or private sale. Our last of corres-
Kondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
aence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to

give full publicity to animals placed with us for Bale.
Private purchases and Bales of live stock of all
descriptions will be made on commiBslon. and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KILLIP A CO . 22 Montgomery Strict
am J

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate ol
Ontorln * <-tert nary Col-
lege. Toronto, « anuda

,' ' 4 .i- I r:i ; nm a Special-
__ ty Advice by mail s* INK

Veterinary Inllrmarj, 371 Natoma St.
Residence, 966 Howard St., San Francisco.

lm»A9

Seventeenth
Agricultural District

FAIR
Counties of Neyada and Placer.

Commencing Tuesday, Sept. 6th, 1887

and continuing five days

Kacing and stock exhibits at Glenbrook Park,
Pavilion at Grass Valley

$10,000 in Purses & Premiums!

FIVE DAYS RACING
Tuesday. Sept. 6th.

No. I" TROTTING—District. 3:00 Class. Purse $250,
No. 2. TROTTING—2:30 Class. Free for alL Purse

$500
No. 3. TROTTING—For two-year olds owned in the

Counties of Nevada, Placer, Yuba, Sutter, Culusa,
Butte, Tehama, Pluiuaa and sierra, Mile and repeat.
Purse $200.

Wednesday. September Jth.
BOYS' TOURNAMENT, at 11 a. m., for various

Prizes.
No. 4. RUNNLNG-Free for alL $50 entrance, $25

forieit $300 added; second horse $75, third $50. One
mile and repeat.
No. 5. RUNNING-Free for aB. For two-year olds,

$25 entrance, 10 forfeit, $loo ndded; second horse $50,
third $25. Five-eighths of a mile

.

No. 6. RUNNING—For three-year olds. Free for
all. $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $200 added. One mile
and a quarter.
No. 7. PACING—2:32 Class. Free for all. Purse $500

Thursday, September 8th.
GRAND STOCK PARADE at 10 a. M.; BICYCLE
TOURNAMENT, for Gold .uedal. at II A. St.

No. a. TROTTING— District. 2:40 Class. Purse $250.
No. 9. TROTTING—2:25 Class. Free lor all. Purse

$500.

No. 10. TROTTING—Three-vear olds or under. Dis-
trict. Mile aod repeat, furse $250.

Friday, September 9th.
LADIES' TOURNAMENT, for various Prizes, at

II a. it.

No. 11. RUNNING—Open to all. $50 entrance, $25
forfeit, $.00 added; second horse $75, third $50. Two
miles.
No. 12. RUNNING—Open to all. $25 entrance $.0

forfeit $15o added; second horse $50, third $25. Three
fourths of a mile and repeat.
No. 13. RUNNING—Free purse $150. Entrance free

to all beaten horses. Those not having run second
during the meeting allowed lo pounds. $5u to second
horse. One mile and repeat.
No. 14. PAClNG-2:23 Class. Free for all. $500.
No. 15. RUNNING—Saddle Horse Stake, District.

Catch weights. $5 entrance, $5o added. Four moneyB,
50. 25, 15 and 10 per cent. One mile.

Saturday, September 10th.
GRAND STOCK. PARADE and award of Premiums

at 11 a. m.
No. 16. TROTTING—District. One-year-olds. Half

mile and repeat. Purse $100.
No. 17. TROTTING-2:40 Class. Open to alL Purse

$500.

In races designated as "District"' aU horses are eli-
gible that were owned in the counties of Nevada and
Placer, comprising the 17th Agricultural District,
prior to June 1, I66i, uidess otherwise specified.

CONDITIONS"
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter and three to start, bnt the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee In per cent on purse, to
accompany nominations. Trottingand pacing purses
divided at the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 30
per cent, to second, and 10 per cent, to third.
National Association rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heatB. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows:
66J to the first, and 3?£ to the second.
In all entries not declared out by 6 p.m. of the day

preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must b6 named by 6 p.m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named in
their entries.
Entries to close with the Secretary on AugUBt 1st,

1887.
SAMUEL GRANGER, President.

P. O. Address Grass Valley, Cal,

GEORGE FLETCHER, Secretary,
P. O. Address Grass Valley, Cal. 2 jy 10

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh.

Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies,
Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
and Histology. The Williams' Prize, '84-'85, for high-
est works in professional examinations, and six lirst-

clasH certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois
State Veterinary Medical Association.
OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
». Mccarty, Frop.

1139 Market St. S. F., Bet. 7th and 8th.
Telephone No. 3119.

CORRIVS GREAT

HORSE LINIMENT.
Sure cure for Swinney, weakness of the spine ,

sprains, strains, etc. It neither blisters nor causes
the hair to fall off, and does not incapacitate the horse
from work during treatment. Though there have
been many drugs on the market which are claimed
vood.the observer will readilv see their deficiency
from the number of lame horses which heevervwhere
meets, and that are mostly sneering from that
scourge, Swinney, which not only causes the shoulder
to gradually shrink away, but also the ho>lv to ema-
ciate. Now where is tlie horseman hu blind to his own
interest as to refiiBe this new remedy a fair trial
For sale by all druggists. Mrs. A. c. Joseph.

Prop., San Francisco. All rights secured in U S
Patent Office. Price. SI.OO per Bottle. 23jyia
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ELEVENTH ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

Monterey
sgricihtiiril association

District Number 7.

Commencing at SALINAS CITY, Oct. 4th,
and ending Oct. 8th, 188 7.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Tuesday, Oct. 4th.

No. 1. TROTTING—Two-year-old Colt Stake of
1887; $50 entrance ; $10u added bv the Association; best 2
in 3.

No. 2. RUNNING—Three- quarters of a mile and
repeat, for all horses owned in the District; parse 5150.

Wednesday, Oct. 5th.
No. 3. TROTTING—Purse 3250; for the following-

naro 3d horses, and such others as the Society may
deem eligible in this class: Pedro, Charley G., Jim L.,
Allen Ii., Lady Johnson, JMaud H., Lady Simpson,
Jim Crow, Michael Daviit, Queen, Nig. Mamtirino
Jr., Eagle, Dixie, Sorrel Tom, Lady Mack, Susie, John
Splaun. Bill Dotiathan, Charlie V.
No. 4. TROTTING—Dry Season Race. Purse

150, for all two-year-olds in the District; winner of
first and second money in colt stakes barred: best 2
in 3.

Thursday, Oct. 6th.
No. F. TROTTING—For all stallions owned in the

Old District; purse §200.
No. 6. TROTTING—Two-mile heats; beBt 2 in 3;

for all horses that have never beaten five minutes for
two miles; puise §250.
No. 7. RUNNINU—One-half mile dash, for all two-

year olds owned in the Old District; purse §100.

Friday, Oct. 7th.
No. 8. PACING-Free for all; purse §200.
No. 9. TROTTING—For all three -year-olds and

under owned in the District; parse §iou; best 2 in 3.
No. 10. NOVELTY" RACE—Running—One and

one-fourth miles; purse §150, 1st quarter §25 ; 2d quar-
ter §25; 3d quarter §25; 4th quarter §25; 5th quarter §50.

Saturday. Oct. 8th.
No. 11. RUNNING—One mile and repeat ; free lor

all; purse $300.

No. 12. TROTTING—Free for all; parse §400.

REMARKS AMI CONDITIONS.
All races are the best three in five (unless other-

wise specified), five to enter and three to start; but
the Board reserves the rigbt to hold a leBS number than
five to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the puree. Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Purses divided at the rate of
60 per cent, to first horse, 30 per cent, to second, 10 per
cent, to third, unless otherwise specified.
EntrieB to all races andstakes to close with the Sec-

retary at 9 o'clock p. m., September 15th, lt87. Mark
the envelope "Entries to Races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Const
from March 1 , 1887, and in any District races not owned
within the District from June 15,1887, and any entry
by any person of any horse so disqualified ehall be
held liable for the entrance fee thus contracted, with-
out the right to compete.
Where tne words "old District" are used in the fore-

going Speed Programme, it is meant thereby the
counties of Monterey,<= anta Cruz, San Benito and San
Luis Obispo.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. M. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by
consent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one-quarter of
the entrance received from t tie other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning a race is entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A hoise wins
hat one money under any other circumstance.
The attention of all parties interested is particu-

lar^ nailed to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-
ing to the trotting raceB will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

anv two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
Races to begin at 1 o'clock p. M. sharp.
stalls , hay and straw free to competitors.

J. D. CAHK, President.
J. J KELLr Secretary- IQjyll

FOR SALE.

The Imported Thoroughbred Stallino

OATCAKE,
Rich chestnut In color, IPi hands high, foaled 1882.

Bred in England and imported to Australia in

utero, imported from thence to California this sum-
mer.

Pedigree.

Sired by 'Wild Oats, dam Miss Emma, hy Saun-
terer; second dam Dulcimer by Trumpeter; third

dam Teddlngtonla by Teddington; fourth dam Glacis

by Venison or Bolero ; fifth dam Fortress by Defence,
etc

"Wild Oats by "Wild Dayrell (Winner Derby 1965)

dam The Golden Horn, by Harkaway; second dam
(Buccaneer's dam) by little Red River; third dam
Eclat by Edmund; fourth dam Squib by Soothsayer,

etc.
Oatcake is a horse of great power and fine finish,

and from all points of view is one of the best types
of the thoroughbred ever brought to America. He
ran successfully in the colonies, winning the Squat-

ter's Handicap at A. J. O. Spring meeting last year;

one mile and aquarler, in 2:10$, beating such recog-

nlz.e performers as Folly, Ben Bolt (the Caulfleld

Cup Winner), Dagobert, Cerise and Blue (Sydney Cup,
Winner,) Oakleigh, Palarenda, Friendship, Rapid,
Phaon and Ravensworth,
Wild Oats, his sire, was a performer of note

winner of the Prendergast Stakes at Newmarket and
other important events. He was the sire of a long
line of racers, among them Eton, Guy Mannering,
Hetty, Kinfarnus and Wild Moss, all winners in Eng-
land last year.
Wild Dayrell won the Derby in 1855, and the Gol-

den Horn, dam of Wild Oats, was a daughter of

Harkaway, the best race-borse of his day. He won
eight King's Plates, the Goodwood Cup twice, and
the Royal Whip. Up to the close of his iour-year-old

year he had won 21 races out of 28 starts, against the

best horses In the United Kingdom.
On the Bide of bis dam, Oatcake comes from the

zoyal line, and to horsemen these extended notes of

performances and produce are perhaps not necess-

ary. The pedigree shows such names as Saunterer
Irish Birdcatcher, Sir Hercules, Trumpeter, Ted-
dingion, Bay Middleton, Orlando, etc., and the value

of these lines will be recognized by all breeders and
racing men.
Oatcake is now at the Agricultural Park Track,

In Sacramento charge of M. M. Allen, and inspection

la invited. Tabulated pedigrees will be furnished

on application to the Breedeb and Sportsman Office,

Where I may be addreBStd augC

f.b.baldwin.

EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR.
OF

THE SIXTH DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
AT

Los Angeles,
CALIFORNIA.

SIX DAYS.
Oct. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
Special Purse $600, 2 :20 Class, to be trotted to accom-

modate the entries.

First Day—Monday, October I Oil*.

No. 1. District, Trotting—Three-minute Class.
Purse §300. Ynez, Geronimo and JO. J. RoBe's Stable
barred.
No. 2. Running—Half-mile dash. Weight for age.

PurBeSlEO.
No. 3. Running—One and a quarter mile dash.

Weight forage. Purse $250.
JNo. -i. Santa Anita Stakes—For two-year-olds.

Closed Dec. I, 1886, with nine entries.
No. 5. Trotting—2:23 Class. Purse 5600,

Second Day—Tuesday, October 11th.
No. 6. Trotting—Sunny Slope Stake—Two-year-

olils. Closed Dec. 1,18*6. Eleven entries.
No. 7. Running—Half mile and repeat Weight

forage. Purse $200.

Pactng—Free for all. Purse $600.

Third Day—YYeduesday, Octooer i'Jili.

No. 8. Trotting—2:35 Class. Purse 8100.
No. 9. Laoiks' Grand Equestrian Entertain-

ment—For the moBt accomplished and graceful lady
riders. Four cash prizes—450, $25, 315, $10. All names
to be handed to the Secretary on or before October 8th,
at 12 m.
No. 10. Trotting—Southern California Stake

—For three -year-olds. Closed Dec. 1, 1886. Six en-
tries .

No. 11. Running Dash, one and one-sixteentb
miles. Weight for age. Purse $209.

Four iii jDay—Thursday, October 11 3th.
Trotting—2:20 CIbsb.
No. 13. Running—Two-mile daBh. All ages. Purse

300.

No. 14. Running—Thirty mile California Long Dis-
tance Riding; change hordes each mile. Six horses
allowed each contestant. Four or more riderB to en-
5 ter and start. Purse $5C0.

Filth Bay—Friday, October 14th.
No. 15. Trotting—2:27 Class. Purse $500.
No. 16. Running—Three-quarters of a mile and re-

peat. All ages. Purse $250.
No. 17. Running—Five-eighths mile dash. For two

-

year-olds. Winner of any two-year-old race to carry
71bs. extra. Purse$l50.

Sixth Day—Saturday, October 15th.
No. 18. Trotting—2:45 class. Parse $350.

No. 19. Trotting—For Adair, Allau Roy, Arab,
Manzanita, Lot Slocum, Antevolo, Anteeo and others
having no better record than 2:16. Purse $1,000.
No. 20. Los AKGJbXEs Derby Stake—Closed Dec.

1.18S6. Five entries.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified, five to enter and three to start. But the
Board reserves the right to hold a leBS number than
five to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionateamount
of the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to
accompany nominations. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of sixty per cent, to the firBt horse,
thirty per cent, to the second, and ten per cent, to the
third.
National Association rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid In. When lesB than the required
number of starters appear, they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66% to the
firBt, and 3*JK to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. u. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
When there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named at 6 p. m. of the day preceding the
race. No added money paid for a walk-over, exceptas
otherwise specified. Running races will be conducted
under the rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse As-
sociation.
Non-starters in running races will be held for an

entrance under Rule 3.

Racing coIotb to be named in entries.
In trotting raceB drivers will be required to wear

capB of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races (except fixed

events) to clOBe with the Secretary on Monday, August
1, 1887.

Entry blanks and racing ruleB will be furniBhed npon
application to the Secretary.

J. « NEWTON, President,
E. A.DeCAMP, Secretary, Box 210. jy9

S.B.WHITEHEAD&C0,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS.

ABE PKEPAKED TO CONDUCT SALES OP

Thoroughbreds, Trotters
And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Onr Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for fifteen

years successfully managed all the principal

sales of high-class stock on this Coast.

REFERENCES
{By permission).

ABXEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOK. E8Q.,

J. B. HAGGIN, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ .

K. P. ASHE, ESQ., TVJL CORBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
SO IAideMlor IT street,

jumartf San Francisco.

FOURTH ANNUAL FAIR
OP THE

THIRTEENTH DISTRICT

Agricultural Society,

WILL BE HELD AT

Marysville,Gal.
<X>MMEN*IXU

Tuesday, August 30th
AND CONTINUING FIVE DAYS,

$2,000 in Premiums for Farming. Me-
chanical, Mercantile aud Manufac-

turing Kxhibits.

$2,000 In Premium for Live-Stock
$4,000 In Premiums for Speed

and Walking Contests.

Special Premiums for Ladies' Equestrian
Tournament and other Amusements.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Tuesday, August 30th.

1. TROTTING—Two-year-old Class. Purse $150.
Free to nil horses in the Thirteenth District.

2. KUNNXNG-Half mile dash. Purse $100. Free
for all horses in the Third, Thirteenth and Seventeeth
Districts

.

3. TROTTING—Three-minute Class. Purse $200.
Free for all.

Second JDay—Wednesday, August 31st.
4. TROTTTNG-2:35 Class. Purse 3300. Free for all
5. TROTTING—Four- minute Class. Free for all to

as they please. Purse, §60. The horse nearest to four
minutes to win the heat. First horse $20, second $10,
third $5, fourth 35, fitth $5. sixth 35.

6. RUNNING— Half mile and repeat. Purse, 3200.
Free for all.

7. RUNNING—Three-fourths of a mile and repeat.
Purse 3250. Free for all.

Third Day—Thursday, September 1st
8. TROTTING-2:27 Class. Purse 3400. Free for all.

8. WALKING—Best walking team, 330; best walk-
ing stallion §30; second best of either 3-0. One mile.
Purse $100. For horses owned in this district,

10. PACING—Purse 3400. Free for all.

Fourth Day—Friday, September 3d.

11. TROTTING—2 ;45 Class. Purse 3200. Free for
all.

12. RUNNING—Two mile dash. Purse 3300. Free
for all.

LADIES RIDING—Free to all in the District. No
entrance fee. Several elegant premiums have been
contributed for the occasion, and will be given, includ-
ing one cash premium, 320, by the Society.

13. RUNNING-Onemiledash. Purse $200. Free
for all.

* iuli Day—Saturday, September 4th.
14. TROTTING—2:30 Class. Purse $400. Free for all

15. PACING—2:30 Class, Purse 3300.

CONDITIONS AND REMARKS.
National Trotting Association ruleB to govern all

trotting races. All trotting and pacing races are the
best three in five, unless otherwise specified.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern all

all running. Four to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
four to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amonnt of the purse. Kntrance fee, ten per cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting, pacing
and running premiums divided at the rate of fifty per
cent, for the first horse, twenty-five per cent, to the
second, 6fteen per cent, to the third, and ten per cent,
to the fourth.
All horses entered for trotting, pacing or running

races, for which entrance has been paid and who go in
the race designated and fai. to win any part of the
purse, will have their entrance money returned to
them after decision hy Judges.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a Bpecial race
between heats : also to change the day and hour of any
race. If deemed necessary. For awalk-over a horse
is only entitled to its entrance fee and one-half of the
entrance retained by the Society from the other
entries for said race, and to no added money. A horse
winning a race entitled to first money only, except
when distancing the field, then to first and fourth
moneys.
Non-starters must be declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in by 8 o'clock p. M.,or
they shall be required to start or forfeit the entrance
money.
All purses or premiums paid as scon as a decision is

rendered.
Entries to the races, except No. 5 and No. 9, will

close with the Secretary, August 10, 1886.

Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. si. sharp.
The Society furnish hay and straw free to competi-

tors.
CSS*No season tickets will be issued, and persons

contesting for a purse or premiums offered by the
Society will be required to pay regular admission fee
Admission to Fair grounds $.50; children under 12

years, 25 cents. To the Pavilion, 25 ctnts: children
under 12 years 15 cents.

D. E. KNIGHT, President,
T. J. SHERWOOD. Secretary.
aSTPosrtofflc? Address, Marysville. Cal."*3

Bids for Privileges.
—FOR

—

Sixth District Agrl. Fair,
(OCTOBER 10 TO 15.)

ON OR BEFOKE SEPTEMBER 1, 1S87.

1st— For publication of a Fair Paper.

2nd -For Auction and Pool Privileges during the
meeting. Should bidders desire to include Book-
making, it is to be stated and can be included.
Bidders to furnish two or more Paris pool boxes.

It is desired to have bids in two forms-so much
cosh, and bo much per cei't, on all pools sold. All

bids to be sealed and endorsed "Bids for Privileges,"

and directed to E. A. DeCamp, Secretary, Box 210,

Lob AngeleB, Cal. The Board reserves the right to

reject any or all bids.
1

augl3tf

Hunting Dogs.
Hunting Dogs taken to handle on game, the com-

ing season.

B. DEA.VB3LEY,
augl3U GILROI.

Golden Gate
PAIB

SPEED PROGRAMME,
DISTRICT NO. 1.

Sept. 5th to Sept. 10th, 1887.

Monday—First Day, Trottimr.
No.l. Purse 3800. 2:40 Class. Four moneys.
No. 2. Pmse 330J. Two-year-olds. Three moneys
No. 3. Purse 31,000. 2 :25 Class. Four moneys.

Tuesday -Srcond Day, Running.
No. 4. THE ALA.UKDA. STAKE—For all ages- 8-5

entrance; half forfeit, or onlv $15 if declared on or
before August Zutli, with £100 added; 8HK) to second-
third to save stake. Maidens, if three Years old*
allowed five pounds; if four years old or over seven
pounds". Three-quarters of mile.
No. 5. THE CALIFORNIA STAKE- For tbree-year-

olds; 55J entrance; half forfeit, §400 added; S100 lo
second, 850 to third. One mile and a quarter
No. C. THE JUVENILE STAKES— For two-year-

olds; 9'i5 entrance; §10 forfeit; S410 adde-i; $li0 to
second, third to save fit ike. Winner of any two-year-
old race, after August 1st, to carry three pounds; of
two or more, five pounds extra. Three-quarters of
a milt-.

No. 7. FREE PURSE—S3C0. Winners of any race,
after August 1st, of the value of §300, to carry five
pounds. Maidens allowed, if three years old, to
carry five pounds; if four years old or upwards, fif-
teen pounds. Mile heats.

Wednesday—Third Day, Trotting.
No. 8. Purse S800. 2:27 Class. Four moneys.
No. 9. Purse 51,000. 2:20 Cliss. Four moneys.

Thursday—Fourth Day, Trotting.
No. 10. Purse S500. Three-vear-olds. Four moneys.
No. 11. Purse 31,000. 2:23 Class. Four moneys.

Friday—Filth Day, Running.
No. 12. SELLING PUBSE, Si00, of which $50 to

second. Fixed valuation, $1,00"; two pounds for each
$100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.
No. 13. THE OAKLAND STAKE—For all ages: S50

entrance; half forfeit; $400 added; second horse $100,
third $50. One mile and a half.
No. 14. THEGOLDEN GATE STAKE—For two-year-

olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; S40u added; $li0 to
Becond, third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race, after August 1st, to carry three pounds; of
two or more, five pounds extra. Of Juvenile Stake at
this meeting, three pounds additional penalty.
Seven-eighths of a mile.
No. 15. FREE PURSE, S400. For all ages; $50 to

second. Horses not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds; horses that have not run Bee-
ond or better allowed ten pounds. Three-quarter-
mile heats.

Saturday-Sixth Day, Trotting.
No. 16. Purse 51,200. Free for all. Four moneys.

Name Day—Pacing.
No. 17. Pursfl -$750. Free for all. Four moneys.

REMARKS AND COSIHTIOXS.
All trotting and pacing races are ;the best three

in five, except the two-year-old trot| unless other-
wise specified. Five to enter and three to s'.art in
all the above races. But the Board reserves the
right in all the races In the above programme to
hold a less number than five to fill by the with-
drawal of a proportionate amount of the purse. En-
trance fee ten per cent, on purse to accompany nomi-
nation. Purses of four monc ys divided at the rate of
fifty per cent, to the first horse, twenty-five per cent.
to second, fifteen per cent, to third, and ten per cent,
to fourth.
National Association RuIps to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary, to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race oetween beits. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When IesB than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows;
66£ to the first and :*3J to the second.
In case any named race for a certain day does not

fill, the Board reserves the right to change the date
of any other event on the programme if deemed nec-
essary, due notice being given to the parties inter-
ested at any time previous to August 15tb.
If in the opinion of the judges, before starting a

race, that it cannot be finished on the closing day of
the Fair, it may be continued or declared off, at the
option of the judges.
In a.\\ races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.
When there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named at 6 p. 3L of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
The rules of the Pacific Blood Horse Association

will govern running races.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above raceB to close with the

Secretary on Monday, August 1st, 1887. -

JAMES ADAMS, President,
JOS. I. dimo.M), Secretary.

Office 1 09 Front Street, S. F. 2jy

DO YOU WANT A D O 6 ^ If,

I DOC BUYERS' CUiUfc* ft
llOolored plates, lOO engTnvinjrs ^
llof different breeds, prices they are ft

||
worth, and where to buy them, f.fl

Mailed for 15 Cent-. «n
I ASSOCIATED FANCIERS, JH

f237 S. Eighth St, Philadelphia, Pa. £j
9apr

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coc

P. HEALD President. 0. 8. HALEi,
WSend for Circular ,
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8th Annual Fair
OF THE

NINTH DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
COMPKISIXG THE COUNTIES OF

Del Norte & Humboldt,
TO BE HELD OS

September 27, 28, 29
and 30, '87,

Rohnerville,
Humboldt Co., Gal.

Ninth District Board of Agriculture for 1887: G.
C. Barber and R. J. Bugbee, Ferndale; S. F.Pine,
Eureka; J. D. Barber, Hydesvilie; C. L. Thompson,
Camp Grant; Alexander Masson and B. H. McNeil,
Bohnerville ; H. C. Rawson, Del Norte County.

Officers of the Board: G. C. Barber, ferudale,
President; S. H. Crabtree, Bohnerville, Secretary;
Maurice Levinger, Bohnerville, Treasurer.

SPEED PROGRAMME.

9th District Agricultural Speed
Programme.

First Day—Tuesday, Sept. 2 7th, 188?,
atl.30P.M.

No. 1.—Running. Purse of i'iO. Free for all

saddle horses having no record under 58 seconds,
catch weights, half mile and repeat. Horses entered
for other than saddie races barred. First purse $20;

second S10.
No. 2.—Trotting, at 3 p. M. Humboldt Stake. For

colts of 1886 bred in the district; $75 added; §20 en-
trance, one-half of which being already deposited,
the remaining 510 to be paid at the time of making
entries for the other races. W. H. E Smith agrees
to add S50. The whole sum to be divided as follows,
sixty, thirty, and ten per cent. One mile dash.

Second Day, Wednesday, Sept. 28tb, 188 J;
at 10 A. M., Parade ofStock.

No. 3.—Trotting. At 1:30 p. m. Purse of $150.
Three niinute class . Mile beats two in three,
(Patchen barred). First $100; second $5j.

No. 4. -Trotting, At 2.3u p. H.—Purse of $125 for
two-year-olds. Mile heats two in three. First $85;
second 40.

No. 5. -Running. At 3 p. m. Purse of $150. Free
for all. Three-quarter Mile and repeat. First

$100; second $50,

Third Day. Thursday. Sept. 39th,
atlO A.M.

No. 6.—Trotting. Purse of $175. 2:45 class. Mile
heats two in three. First $120; second 155.

No. 7.—Trotting. At 1:30 p. m. Purse of $125. For
three-year-olda. Mile heats two in three. First $85;
econd $40.

No. 8.—Running. At 2:30 p. ii. Purse of $100.

Half-mile and repeat. First $70; second $30.

Fourth Day, Friday, Sept. 30th, at 9:30
A. M. Parade ol'Stock and award-

ing of Premiums.
Ladies' Equestrianship. At 11 a. m. First $15; sec-

ond $10; third $5.

No. 9.—Running. At 1:30 p. M. Purse of S150.

Free for all. Ono and one-quarter mile dash. First
$100 ; second $50.

No. 10.—Trotting. At 2:30 P. il Purse of $300.
Free for all. Mile heats, three in five. First $200;
sacond $100.

No. 11.—Running. At 3 p. M. Purse of $150. Free
for all. Half-mile and repeat. First S100 ; second
$50.

REMARKS AXD CONDITIONS.

These races are open to any horse owned in the
Ninth District, composed of the counties of Del
Norte and Humboldt, by a bona fide resident of the
district on the first day of June, 1887, except free for
all.

In all raceB three or more to enter and two or more
to start. Any horse dista ncing the field receives the
entire purse.
Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to accompany

the entrance.
All entries in these races must be made with the

secretary on the evening previous to the first day
of the Fair. The horses named and entered
in the name of the owner, who must be a member
of the Association, and the entrance fee paid in full.
The trotting race will be conducted under the

rules of the National Trotting Association, bnt the
Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats, and
running races under the rules of Pacific Blood Horse
Association, edition of 1887.

All horses entered for the races will be under the
control of the judges from the moment they are
brought on the track.

If from any cause there (should not be a sufficient
amount of money received from all sources, includ-
ing appropriation from the State, to pay all purses
and premiums in full, after paying the expenses
of the fair or exhibition, the same will be paid pro
rata.

Neither the Association, the Directors nor officers

in any event to be liable for any purse or premium
beyond such pro rata amount. augldtf

SANTA ROSA
Fair.

FIVE DAYS RACING.
August 22nd to 27th inclusive.

AN ATTRACTIVE PROGRAMME FOR EACH DAY.

TROTTISO AND RUNNING.
The best horses in the State are entered,

$7,000 IN PURSES.
For speed and safety the track is nnsnrpaBBed.

Agricultural Park, Santa Rosa,
BOKOSIA CO., (JAL.

B. M. SPEXCEB, President.
S. WISAXTS, Secretary,

augl3tc Agricultural Park Association,

EXCURSIONS
Rates

TO

Santa Rosa
AND

Petaluma

FOR THE FAIRS.

The San Francisco and North

Pacific Railroad

Announce Bpecial excursion rates from all Points to

Santa Rosa and Petaluma for visitors to the Fairs.

Santa Rosa from August 22d to *2?th.

Petaluma from August 30th to Sept. 3d.

Round-Trip Tickets

GOOD FOR ONE WEEK.
From San Francisco to Santa Rosa and return,

$2.00.
From San Francisco to Petaluma and ieturn,

$1.50.
Ticket offices at the Perry,

222 Montgomery Street, and

No. 2 New Montgomery Street.

PETER J McGI/VXX.Gen.Pass * Ticket Ag't.

H. C. WHITIKG, Superintendent.

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured bi Letters Patent, July a A, 188V
Having thus described my invention, what I clal

as new, and desire to secure my letteia patent, is:
1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as berein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, secured to Buch extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and vemil;ttion to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially ae
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. bUnds F, and Bide strapB A, the BCrew.nut
and waBher E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
&leces D and blinds F. as shown, the Btraps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyes, and having the adJuBting elides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

5. In a bridle, and in coml ination with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron.
Btraps or band? G and H, and the tear hand I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
Bood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
eame time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
s«methlng of the same eftect on the action follows as
Is inducedby toe-weights. This is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

WH\ A. McKERBON.
^0. •*» »nri OT Kllli St R»n Fr»nn1»oo.

ay District.

Association.

Last Day of the Season.

SATURDAY, AUG. 13th 1887.

Phenomenal Contest !

!

The Grand Free-For-All.

•WITH THE WONDERS OF 1887,

Adair,
Sister,

Menlo and
Lot Slocum,

AND A

Gentleman's Roadster

RACE.

OF SUPERIOR HORSES.

Horses called promptly at 2 P.M.

Races 3 in 5 to Harness.

ADMISSION TO THE GROUND AND

GRAND STAND $1.00.

W. H. HINCHMAN, Secretary.

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No. 8 Summer St., near California Market.

The only place in the City where sporting gentle-
men can nee the English

Daily Sporting Chronicle. lSsept.

mieOMBAULT'S

CAUSTIC

BALSAM!
Is undoubtedly the most val-

uable and reliable Veteri-

nary Remedy ever discover-

ed. It lias superseded the Actual Cautery

orhotiron; produces more than fourtimes

the effect of a blister ; takes the place of all

liniments, and is the safest application ever

used, as it is hnpessible to produce a scar

or blemish with it. It is a powerful, ac-

tive, reliable and safe remedy that can be
manipulated at will for severe or mild ef-

fect. Thousands of the best Veterinarians

and Horsemen of this country testify to its

many wonderful cures -and its great practi-

cal value. It is also the most economical

remedy in use, as one tablespoonful of

Caustic Balsam will produce more actual

results than a whole bottle of any liniment

or spavin cure mixture ever made. Price

51-50. Sold bv druggists, or sent, charges

paid, by LAWRENCE, WILLIAMS &
CO., Sole Importers and Proprietors, Cleve-

land, Ohio.''; E^" None genuine without

it has our signature on the label. ^4

For sale In San Francisco by
EA\GE£Y A MICHAELS.

Wholesale Druggists.
angl3 J. O'RAXE. Horsemen's Supplies

FOR SALE

!

ONE GRAY GELDING,
35$ bands high. Weight 1^50 lbs. A fine di- posi-

tion,the best of constitution. Five years old.periectly
sonnd and without a blemish. A natural trotter with
a big, open, pure gait. Has had i months training.
Can trot 3 or i heats from 2:30 to 2:35. Has a record
of 2:52.

Sire Peacock, record 2:32*. by Whipple's Hamble-
tonian.
Dam Young Molly, by Eudd Doble, he by Geo. M.

Patchen Jr.

Young Molly is the dam of Brown Jug, by Nut-
wood. Brown Jug's private trials were made in
2:19.

Anyone looking for a first-class young horse, that
bids fair to trot low down in the twenties in his six-
year-old form, should not overlook this promising
horse. Anyone desiring to see him work with a
view to purchase can do so by calling at the Big
Tree Store, Sacramento, Cal.

For terms address,

F. A. Jones,

SAfBAMFSTO, CAl.

WM. D. O'KANE,
767 MARKET ST. S P.

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast
For the Genuine S. Toomey Truss Axle Sulkies.

MADE AT CANAL DOVER, OHIO.

Beware of Imitations !

!

P.efers to the following who are osing the

GENUINE TRUSS AXLE SULKIES.
B. C. HOLLY, J. H. GOLDSMITH, G. VALEXSIN LEK SHAKER M SAnr SRT'RV
T-MfrmH^^HHrrfpHo?^ g.

a. hickok\ ^Marvin.' rw*levew£'
J. MAGUIRE. H. HITCHOOK, P. VAN NESS. SI. McMANUS, and many others.

All Sizes and WeiabM In Slock. auglSIf

Road Carts of all kinds, at lowest Prices.

THE
(L C. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Boltedxxi x up Auuun, uuuuie uross-ii(

BREECH—LOADING GUN!

L. C. SMITH,

O Q

II 3

*»» o
"r M

Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammerless Guns
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

A Demonstration of the Shooting- Qualities of the "L. C. Smith" Gun.

In the trial for position in the Chamberlain CartrldRO Co. tournament, eleven t. ^-r .,., - um,a „„-
undred8tr„l Bhtlnn„ima<e tnrKets Five or tl,e eleven used an "L. C. Smith1

' Gun an °S™ vre tfve ?SI
nEimeBor the gentlemen and their place ot residence, •»•'» «www we give ine

Mr. Fred Erb, Jr
"

T „ e\.„i*»
Mr. ii. McMaVch;-::::r:::::::;:::::;;;;;;;;;^ v^S'%

M. Dun. Powers
Mr. Andy Menders....
Mr. J. C. HenderBhot,

...Cleveland.
..Nashville, Teun.

Cleveland* O,

We think this a most excellent Bhowing, as there was seven different makes of Runs used by the nineteencontestants in the ninety class. * uo
r
tu

,, ' "Vt-fwM M> EOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AMD PRICE EIST, au(j6tr
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Sept

Will be held at

SACRAMENTO,
12 to 24 inclusive, 1887.

TWO WEEKS FAIR!

NINE DAYS RACING!

SPEED rBOURASlUE.
There shall he awarded to the owner of the sire

whose get shall make the heat average performance
in the races for trmtii'g foals, two, three and foiir-

vear-olds. in 1SS7, ISvt and lSh9. the Grand Gold Medal
of the California State Agricultural society, the
actual cost ot which shall not be less than $2.00.

First D»y.—Thursday, September 15ih.
TROTTING.

No. 1.—THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1S55.

with twentv-niue nominations. Valut- of stake Jan-
uary 1, 1887, Sl.Oli.

No. 2.—1 ROTTING PURSE. Sl.roo—2:23 Class.
No. 3.—PACING PURSE, 5600-2:30 Class.

second Day—Friday, September 16t!i.

BUSSING.
No. 4—TRE INTRODUCTION STAKE—For two-

vear-olds: $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $250 added; $50 to
second; third to s ive stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race this year to carry three pounds; of two or
more 5 pounds extra. Three -quarters of a mile.
No. a.—THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' r-TAKE.

—For foals of 1*84; $0 entrance: p. p.; $300 added; $100

to second; §50 to third. Closed in 1B86 with twelve en-
tries. One mile and a quarter.
No. 6.—THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-

year-olds; $50 entrance; h. f., or only $15 if declared
on or before September 1st. $300 added, of which $! 00

to the second horse; 350 to the third. Weights five
pounds below the scale. Winner o* any race over one
mile this year to carry rule weights." One mile and
five-eighths.
No. 7.-FREE PURSE, $250—Winners of any race,

this year, of the value of $300 to carry five pounds;
maidens allowed, if three years old, five pounds; if

four years or upwards fifteen pounds. Mile heats.

Third Day—Saturday, September 17th.
TROTTING.

No. 8.—TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE.—
$30 entrance, of which $10 must accompany nomina-
tion; $15, payable July 1st, and remaining $25 payable
Aug. 10th, 1887; $300 added by the Society. Closed
April 15th, with eighteen nomination. Mile heats.

No 9.—TROTTING PCR--E, $1,0«>0—2:27 Class.

No. 10.—TROTTING PURSE, $1,200—2:17 Class.

Fourth Day—Monday. September 19th.
BUNNTNR.

No. 11.—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages.
$50 entrance; h. f. : or only -*15 if declared onor before
September 1st, with §3dQ added; $100 to second; third

to save stake. Horses that have started and not won
this year allowed five pounds; maidens if three years
old allowed five pounds; if four years old or over seven
pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.
No 12.-THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—

Forfoalsof leSo: SlOOentrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added,
second horse $100; third horse $50. Closed in 1886

with twenty -four nominations. One mile.
No. 13.—THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all

ages; $100 entrance; $50 forfeit, with $500 adaed, of
which $150 to second; $100 to third. Weights an-

nounced September 10th. Declaration, $20, to be made
with the Secretary by eight o'clock p.m., September
12th. In no event will declaration be received unless
accompanied with the amonat fixed. Two and one-
Quarter miles.
No. li—SELLING PURSE. $250.—Of which $50 to

Becond. Fixed valuation ft.000; two pounds for each
$100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

Fiftli Day—Tuesday, September 20tb.
TEOTTING .

No 15.—THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE
—For all colts (except Ella, Soudan, Shamrock and
Sable Wilkes). $100 entrance, of which $25 must accom-
pany nomination; $25 payable July 1st, and remaining
$50 payable August 10th, 18*7; fWo added by the Soci-

ety. Closed April 15th, with fourteen nominations.
Mileheats. three in five.

No IB—TROTTING PURSE , $300—3:00 Class.

No! 17.—TROTTING PURSE, 81,200-2:20 Class.

Sixth Day—Wednesday, September Slst.
RUNNING.

No 18 —THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two-
year-old fillies; $2-5 entrance; $15 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared on or before September 1st; $150 added; $25

to second. Those that have started and n<>t run first

or second in any race this year allowed five pounds.
Five-eiehtbs of a mile.

No 19—THE SHAFTER STAKE—For three-year-

olds $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only §15 if declared
before September 1st, with $300 added; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Winner of any race this year to
carry five pounds extra; of two or more tenpoundB;
maidens allowed five pounds. One mile and a quarter.

No 20.—THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages;
$50 entrance ; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared on or
before September 1st, with $300 adde I; $100 to second;
third saves stake. Three-year-olds to carry 100 pounds;
four-year-olds, 110 pounds; five-year-olds, 112 pounds.
Sex, but not heat, allowances. Three-quarter mile

No.21.—FREE PURSE. $300—$50 to second. Horses
that have started and not won this year allowed ten
pounds. Winners this year of any race of the value
of $400 to carry five pounds extra ; winner of No. 7, ten
pounds extra. One mile.

Seventh Day—Thursday, September Md.
TEOTTING.

No 22.—TROTTING PURSE, $1.000—2:25 Class.
N0.23.-FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—

(Conditions same as No. 15.) Closed April 15th, with
ten nominations.
Ho. 24.—PACING PURSE, $800—Free for alL

Eighth Day- Friday, September fc3d.

BUNNINS.
No 25 —THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—

For foals of 1884. $50 entrance; p. p.; *30> added;

second horBe $100; third $50. Closed In 1835, with sev-

enteen nominations. One mile and a half.

No 26 -THE PALO ALTO STAKE—For two-
year-olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if

declared on or before September 1st; with $250 added;

$75 to second: third to save stake. Winner of any
two-year-old stake this year to carry five pounds
extra ; of two or more, ten pounds. One mile.

No. 27.—THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For three-

year-olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if

declared on or before September 1st; with $350 added;
second horse $100; thirdto save stake. Winner ofany
three-year old race at thlB meeting to carry 5 pounds
extra; colts not 1,2, 3, inNft

'

Ninth. Day,—Saturday September 24th.
TROTTING.

No. 30— SPECIAL THREE-YEAR-OLD TROT-
TING STAKE— For Ella, Soudan, Shamrock, Sable
Wilkes and others. (Conditions, same as Regular
Stake No. 15.) Closed April fifteenth, with six nomi-
nations.
No. 31.—TROTTING PURSE. $1,200—Free for all.

No- 32.—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000—2:40 Class.
Entries for the following running events for 188S-89

were ordered to be closed at the same time as the
races on the regular procramme.
No. 1-CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For

foals of 1885, to be run at the State Fair of 1888. $50
entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January
1st, 18S6; $300 added of which $100 to Becond, and $50 to
third. One mile and a quarter.
No.2—CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For foals

of 1886. to be run at the State Fair of 1838. $1(>0 eutrance;
$25 forfeit, cr only $10 if declared January lBt, 1888;
$250 added; second colt $l00;third $50. One mile.
No. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For foals

of 1886, to be run at the State Fair of 1889. $100 entrance;
$50 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1st, 1888;
$15 if declared January 1st. 1839 ; or $25 if declared May
1st, 1889; $300 added; second horse $100, third horse
$50. One mile and a half.

REMARKS t\D CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the purse. Entrance fee, lOper cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent,
to fourth.
The National Association Rules to govern trotting.

But the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any
two classes alterna.ely, if necessary to finish any day'B
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a w.ilk-over shall he entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: 6635
to the first, an.l33J-j to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the above stakes declarations

are premitted for a small forfeit.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. M. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6p.m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of uistinctcolors, which mnst be named in their
entries.
Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished

upon application to the Secretary. Entries in all,

except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary
Monday. August 1, 1887.

L. U. SHIPPEE, President.
EDWIN F. SMITH. Secretary. 21myl7

Fetaluma Fair.

From Aug. 30 to Sept. 3, 1887,

EIGHTH ANNUAL
FAIR

$7,000! $7000!
-OF

PUMAS, I. VSSi:>\ KICK IS A. AM) HO»»,

INCLUSIVE

Over $i0,000 in Purses.

FIRST FAIR
OF THE

Amador and Calaveras

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
DISTRICT NO. 26.

(Washoe Co.. Nevada, Lake and Grant
1'ouniles. Oregon, and Butte < <> , Cal„

admitted 1o District for
Racing purpose*)

AT

Susaimlle, Gal.

•AT-

IONE
3

19, allowed five pounds.

No 28.-THE NlGHTHAWK STAKE—For all

ages. $50 entrance; 815 forfeit; 3300 added; S100 to

second- Sou to third: $2^0 additional to the winner if

j ;4l « is beaten. Stake to be named after the winner
if Nighthawk's time. (1:4210 is beaten. One mile.

Ho? 29.—FREE PURSE. $250—For all ages. 850 to

second. Horses not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run sec-

ond or better at thiB meeting allowed ten pounds.

One mile end a sixteenth and repeat,

Commencing October 5th
And Continuing three Days.

SPEED PROUR AM3IE.

Wednesday, Oct 5tli.

No. 1. Running—600 yards and repeat, for horses
owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado counties.
Purse 5150.

No. 2. Trotting—Mile heals, two in tore*, for

horses owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado.
Purse $20 '.

No. 3. Running -QuTter-mile nd repeat. Free
for saddle horses in Amador. Calaveras and El Dor-
ado. Purse §50.

Thursday, October 6th.
Ladies Tournament, for various prizes.

No. 4. Running—Novelty Race. Free for all.

First horse at quarter. $50; first horse at half $50;

first hors e at third quarter, $50; first horse at mi le's

end, $50. Total amount of purse $20 I.

No. 5. Running—Half-mile and repeat. Free for
all. Purse $25 '.

No. 6. Trotting—Mile heats, three in five; ^:30

class. Free for all. Purse $250.

Friday, Oct. Jtb.

No. 7. Running—Mile and repeat. Free for all

Purse $250.

No. 8. Trotting—Mile and repeat, for three-year

olds. Free for all. Purse $200.

No. 9. Running—Three-quarter dash. Free for

all. Purse $200.

Pacers will be allowed to enter in District trotting

races.
Consolation races and other special contests will

be arranged during the Fair.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
District horses must have been owned in the Dis-

trict prior to and continuously since August 1st,

1887.

In all the above races five to enter and three to

start, unless otherwise specified; but the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to

fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse.
Purses will be divided at the rate of 75 per cent,

to first horse and 25 per cent, to second horse.

Non-startera In all races will be held for entrance
money.
In all races entrieB not declared out by 6 o'clock p.

M. of the day preceding the race shall be required to

start.

The Board reserves the right to change the above
order of races by giving contestants notice of the

same by 6 o'clock p. m. of the day preceding the race.

Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association rules to gov-

ern running races; National Trotting Association

rules to govern trotting races.

The Board reserves the right to run or trot heats

of any two classes alternately, if necessary to finiBh

any day's racing, or to run or trot a special race be-

tween heats.
Entries in all the above races, unless otherwise

specified, close with the Secretary on Saturday, Sep-

tember 10th. Racing colors to be named in the en-

tries.
Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse, to accompany

entries.
17. S. GREGORY, President.

CLOVIST. J.AGRAVE, Secretary. lone, Cal

Agricultural District No. *. « omprising
the i ounties of Sonoma, and Marin.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
District Races open for the Counties of

Sonoma, Marin, Sapa and SoJano.

Tuesday. August 30tb .

No. 1. RUNNING — Two year-old Stake. Five-
eighths mile dash. 325 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150
added; $50 to second horse. Winners of any two-year
oldBtake this year to carry three pounds extra; of two
or more, five pouuds extra.
No. 2. TROTTING- District. For two-year-olds.

Mile and repeat. Purse $250. Closed May 1st. with
fourteen entries.
No. 3. TROTTING—2:25 Class. PurBe$700.

Wednesday, August 31st.
No. i. RUNNING—For all ageB. Free purBe $2C0;

$50 to second. M lie and repeat.
No. o. TROTTING-2:3S Class. Purse $600
No. 6. fROTTING—2:20 Class. Purse $1,000.

Thursday, September 1st.

No. 7. RUNNING—For three-year-oldB. One and
one-eighth mile dash. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; 8250
added ; $10) to second; third to save stake. Winners of
any race this year to carry five pounds extra; of two
or more, ten pounds extra; maidens allowed five
pounds.
No. 8. PACING—Free for all. Purse $400.
No. 9. TROTTING— For foals of 1886. Mile dash.

$25 stake; $150 added. Closed February 1st, with fif-

teen entries.
No. 10. TROTTING—For three-year-olds. Purse

$600.
Frldav, September 3d.

No. 11. RUNNING—Distiict-For all ages. Mile
dash. $25 entrance; $10forfeit; $150 added; $50 to sec-
ond.
No. 12. TROTTING—District. For three -year-olds.

Purse $30). Closed May 1st with five entries.
No. 13. TROTTING-For foals of 1885. Mile and

repeat $50 stake; $200 added. Closed February 1st.
with eleven entries.
No. 14. TROTTING-2:23 Class. Purse $800.

Saturday, September 3d
No. 15. RUNNING—For all ages. One aud one-half

mile dash. Free purse 5-50. $50 to second.
No. 16. TROTTING— District. 2:40 Class. Purse

8400.
No. 17. TROTTING—2:27 Class. Puree $700.

No. 18. TROTTING—Free-for-all. Purse $1 ,200.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Entrance fee, ten per cent, of pnrse to accompany

nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races, four moneys, viz:

50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent, except Trotting Stake
Races Nob. 9 and 13, in which money to be divided and
races trotted according to published conditions.
All races, best three in five, except as otherwise

specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two raceB alternately, or to call a special race
between heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse iB only entitled

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only

except when distancing the field, then first and
third moneys. -

In all races, entries not declared out bv 6 p. M. of
the day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start mnst be named by 6 p. u. of the day preceding
the race.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned in the district sis months prior to
the day of the race, and any entry by anv person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the
entrance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre-
scribed by the National Association and Rules of the
State Agricultural Society and expulsion from the
Association.

if, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
finished on the ciosingday of the Fair, it may be con-
tinued or declared off, at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up entries

required to fill and three or more horses to start, bnt
thp Board reserves the light to bold entrieB and start
a race with a less number and deduct a proportionate
amount of the puree.
The Petaluma track is one of the fasteBt and safeBt

in the world.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all

entries and used in all heats.
Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p.m. sharp.
Stables, hay and Btraw free to competitors.
Entries close A*ug. 1st, 1887. with Secretary.

J. H. WHITE, President.
W.E COX, Sec'y, P. O. Box 276, Petaluma, Cal

COMMENCING

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

Outing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Tr%vel

and Physical Hecreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OUR FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DUBING THE TEAB THREE WILL BE ARTICLES tTPOJt

Exploration, Travel and Adventure, Mountain
Climbing, Camping. Popnlar Forestry, Hunting and
Fishing, Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting. Rowing
Canoeing, Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery. Cricket.
Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing, Tobogganing and Skating.

CONTJOOTED BT POEXTNEY BIGFLOW
THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
Single numbers twemj-iivr cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York.
90*43

Monday, October 3. '87,

And Continuing Five Days.

Purses $5,000.

Premiums $2,000.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Honey in all races to be divided as follows: First

horse, 60 per cent.; second, 30 per cent.; third, 10 per
cent, unless when otherwise speciDed. All races free
for all, unless otherwise designated.

First Dai.
1. TROTTING—2:50 Class, 3 in 5; purse 3200.
2. RUNNING—Three-year-olds, mile dash; purse

$126.
3. RUNNING-Mile heats, 2in3: purse $2-50.

4. RUNNING—^' mile and repeat; parse $100.

Second Day.
5. TROTTING—3 in 5; purse 31,000.
6. RUNNING—% mile dash; purse $100.
7. RUNNING—IS mile dash; purse $200-

8. TROTTING— One-year-olds (District) Three-
quarter mile dash; purse J100.

Third Day
9. TROTTING—2 HO Class, 3 ino; purse$250.
10. RUNNING—Mile dash; purse $150.
11. RUNNING— l'ii miledijsh; purse $250.

12. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to
30. Entiles to close at time of race; parse $60.

Fourth, Day.
13. TROTTING—2;35 Class, 3 in 5; pnrse $300.
14. RUNNING—K mile and repeat; purse §lo0.

15. RUNNING—lk mile dash; purse SI 50.

16. TROTTINu— Single buggy (District), 2 in 3, own
er to drive; purse $50. Entries close at 9 p. i£., day be
fore race. Trained horses barred.

Fifth Day.
17. TROTTING -2:3) ClaBS,3in5; purse $350.
IS. RUNNING—two miles and repeat; pnrse $1,000.
19. TROTTING—Double teams (District), mile and

repeat. Untrained teams m ist pull buggy, owners to
drive. Entrance to close at 9 o'clock evening before
the race ; purse $75.

RULES OF THE TRACK.
Entrance to all trotting and running races to close

witn the Secretary at 9 o'clock p. m., on Friday, Au-
gust 12, 1887.

All entries to be made in writing, to give sex, color,
and marks of horses. Also name and residence of
owner, and in running races colors to be worn by rider,
and any other particulars that will enable the audi-
ence to distinguish the horse in the race

.

Write "Entries to Races" on outside of envelope,
and seal.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of purse, to accompany

entries.
In all races five or moreto enter and three or more

to start.
National Association rules to govern trottine, but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between the heats.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned and kept in the District six (6) months
prior to the day of the race; and any entry bv any per-
son of any disqualiiied horse shall he held liable for
the entrance fee contracted, without any right to
compete for a purse, and shall be r_eld liable to pen-
alties prescribed by the National Association and
Rules of the State Agricultural Society- and expulsion
from the Association

.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
completed on the closing day of the Fair, It may be
continued or declared off at the option of the Judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up en-

tries required to fill, and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold entries
and start a race with a less number, and deduct a pro-
portionate amount of the purse.
When less than the required nnraber of starters ap-

pear, they may contest for the entrance money, to be
divided as follows: 66?-I to the nrst,and33>$tothe see
ond.
Rnles of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running raceB except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start his horse mn st no-

tify the Secretary in writing on or before 10 o'clock the
evening previous to the day of the race.
HorseB entered in raceB can only be drawn by con-

sent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be en-

titled to hiB own entrance fee and one-half of the en-
trance received from the other entries for said purse;
and a horse winning a race entitled to first money
only, except when distancing the field .then entitled
to first ana third moneys only. A horse wins but one
monev under any other circumstances.
The"attention of all parties interested is particularly

called to the rules of the National Trotting Associa-
tion, under the provisions of which, except as other,
wise specified, all matters appertaining to the trotting
races will be conducted.
Races to begin each day at one o'clock p. m. sharp.

J. W THOMPSON, President.
J. D. BYERS. Vice-President.

R. E. DAVIS, Secretary, Susanvllle. Cal.
.1. R. MURRAY. Assistant Secretary,
25jnll Greenville, Cal.

FOR SALE.
No. t.—Bay Mare, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Musidora's dam by
son of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodburn, 1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d
dam Musidora, by Belmont, etc.

No. 9. -Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1883,

by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musidora, by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Son of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Poche.

These are extra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belmont.
No. 1 is In foal to a son of Geo. M. Patcbeu Jr.

For further information address

W.M-WILLIAMSO
3037 K SajiJ
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To prevent delay in ordering, D. Rodgers & Co. submit the following abstract from their '87 Ca^alof-fue:

THE "CUNARD" CONVERTIBLE TANDEM.
Weight 100 lbs.

Double Steering;. Folding Handle-bar for Easy Access to

May be Ridden by fwo Ladies. Front Saddle.

Double Break Power.

Seat and Handles Adjustable.

2 7 inclies In widlli to PassReduces
t

tlironjrb Narrow Doorway.

Price

When converted. Front Saddle fsbronght

arte over tlie Axle, thereby securing;

Proper Distribution of Wheel Load.

$250.

The Cunard Non-Convertible Tandem, for risers who do not wish to con-

vert their machines. Price $240. Weight 85 lbs , aB ordered by H. E. Ducker, Esq.,

President A. C. TJ., and Editor "Wheelmen's Gazette. 3 '

THE "CUNARD" SAFETY BICYCLE.
Weight 45 pounds.

Made of best materials, and on the most approved principles, Ball Bearings to both Wheels
Cranks, and Pedals; all bright parts plated and rest enameled. Thoronghly fitted and
finished. Complete with Suspension Saddle, Bag, Spanner and Oil Can. No extras.
Standard gear 30 inches, geared to 57 inches; any gear to order. Price $140
THE GREATEST HIT OF THE SEASON.

Copy of Testimonial from T. J.Kirkpatrick, Esq., Vice-President of the L.a.W.
Spbingfield, 0., January 11th, 1887.

D. B.0GEKS & Co.
Gbxtlemek:—Eespecting the Canard Tandem, I have <o say that it is beyond question the besttandem yet produced. Its compactness, ease of handling, light running, safety

and the ease with which it may be mounted or dismounted, by either a lady or gentleman, laave nothing to be desired. Its folding handle bar, and the fact that it can be quickly and
readily taken through a common door, are features which make the machine a pleasure. I have owned other tandems, but this is the only one that is worth house-room as a convertible
machine. I find it a perfect machine, in perfect balance, either as a single or a tandem. I have sought carefully for some three years now for the best tandem, and have given the matter
a great deal of thought and attention, and if asked to day to suggest an improvement in the design and arrangement of the Cunard, I would be free to say that it is as nearly perfect as this
type of morhine ever will be. Tours truly,

[Signed] T. J. KIRKPATRICK.

THE "CUNARD" BICYCLE No. 1.

LIGHT KOADSTFR. Weight 32 lbs.

Patent weldless steel backbone, handle bar, and round edge forks. The wheels are mad3 with double
hollow rims, steel hubs, and Improved straight-laced spokes, which do not stretch or become loose.

Adjustable ball bearings to both wheels anil pedal.. Easy tliree-curl spring, cranked handle-bars and
long centrehead. Handles, head, hubs, cranks, step, aud all nuts and bolts plated, remaindei enameled in

two colors. Thoroughly fitted and splendidly finished, conipl-ite with suspension saddle, bag, spanner
and oil can. Jio Extras. Price $135.

THE "CUNARD" PULL ROADSTER BICYCLE.
Weight 38 lbs. Same as ITo 1, but direct epokeB, C rims, and plated gun-metal hubs. Fini-jhed as No. 1.

"rice S« 185.

CUNARD BICYCLE".
1 'nilt especially for rough roa 1b and heavy

CUNARD TRICYCLE NO. 6.
Weight 59 lbs.

Suitable for Ladies or Gentlemen
This maohine is specially designed for ladies, the frame being formed so as to allow the

dress to fall easily, as in a walking position. By moving a lever the handle-bar hinges for-
ward and allows the rider to get in and out of the machine in the front, without the difficulty
of mounting from the back over the Baddle. If made with § in. hollow rims and light tube
the weight can be reduced to 55 lbs.

Price $180.
Bio Extras. Price S • 15

THE AMERICAN
Weight 42 lbs. Finished in enamel, with plated parts

riders. Price, I IO. Mo Extras. Ball bearingB all over.

THE "CUNARD" BICYOLE No. 4.
Weight 15 lbs. A high grade, good, serviceable, string machine at a moderate price. Price 885

> >. Extras. Bali hearings all over.

THE "CUNARD" HACER.
Standard weight of a 5i-inch, 22 lbs. Lighter to order. No Extras. Price i I 4 II.

CATALOGUES FREE.

Freight paid on all orders and machines shipped the day after

receipt of order. Every machine guaranteed for one year.

D. RODGERS & Co., Sole Importers Cunard Cycles.
75 CLINTON AVE., NEWARK, N. J:

Stay t
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACTFIO SYSTEM.)

rralns leave and are doe to arrive at
San Francisco.

From Inne 27, 1887.

B:00 a m
4:00 P M
6:30 P M
3 :30 P u
9:30 A M
10:30 A M
6:00 P si

•6:00 a M
12:00 M
8:30 a >f

4:00 f M
•5:00 P u
9^0 A M

3:30 P m
8:00 a m

t3:30 pm
3j00 p u
7:30 a m
7:30 a M
7:30 am
7:30 a M
6:30 A M
8:00 fm
4:00 p m
6:30 P M
1:00 P M
8:30 a m

tlO : a -,i

12:00 m
a so p m .

•5:00 P M .

8:30 a M
3:30 f M

..Calistoga and Napa ;.

..Coles A Portland
,

..Gait via Martinez «...

..Hajwards and Niles _ c

" " Decoto c

c. .Haywards c
- .. " _ c

.lone via Livermore _..

..Knight's Landing ..,

..Livermore and I'leasanton...

..Los Angeles, Deining, El
„. —... Paso and East ,

..Los Angeles and filojave ,

..Martinez....

..Milton.._ „ _..

..Ogden and East „ —.
Red Bluff via Marysville

..Redding via Willows.—..—™.
..Reno andTruekee
..Sacramento, viafienlcia

" via Livermore.
" via Beniuia
" via Benicia......
" via Benicia

...Sacramento River Steamers.

...San Jose —.„

10 JO A M
6:10 P m
7:10 a si

10:10 a m
12:4. e si

3:41 p m
8:10 P M
f:10 a SI

2:40 P si

5:40 f m
10:10 a M
•8:40 A m

4:40 P M
10:40 A m
6:1C P M
•5:40 P si

1110 a M
5:40 P m
6:40 P si

6;10 p M
6-40 p M
5:40 P m
11:10 a M
10:10 a m
7:40 a Jl

•6:00 A M
•3 :40 P M
J3:40 p M
8:10 pm
9:40 A M

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOE 1887,

Is now ready, and -will be mailed free to all who send four cents in stamps, to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANKUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in nse at Fairlawn,

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTTERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS.

From San Francisco Sally.

CO EAST OAKLAND- "6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00 — 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5:30—6:00— 6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00-11:00—12:00

TO 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO
EAST OAKLAND" until 6:30p.m„ inclusive, also
at 9:00 p.m.

TO FRUIT VALE—*6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00 8:30—
•2 :30—3:30 -4 SO—4 :30- -5 :00—5 :30—6 $0— 6 :30—9 :00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*9:30—7:00-12:00.
TO ALAMEDA—*6:0U—*6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00— *8:30-

9:00—9:30—10:00—tl0:30—11:00—til :30—12:00—tT2:30—
1 :00—tl :30—2:00—1> :30—3 :00—3 :30—4 :00— 4 :30— o :00 -

5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.
TO BERKELEY—"6:00—"6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00—•8:30

9:00— 9:30— 10:00— tl0:30—11:00—til :30— 12:00—112:30
l:00-tl:30-2:00—12:30—3:00— 3:30—4:00— 4:30—5:00—
5:30—6:00—S:3u—7:00—S:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00,

TO "WEST BERKELEY-Same as "To Berket-ev."

To San Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE — 6:50—7:20—1:50- 8:20—8:50—
9 20— *10:19— 4:20—i:V)—5:20-5 :e0 -6 :!» -6:50—7:47—

FROM" FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— "5.22 - 6:52 -

*6:22-t9:14—*3:22.
FROM25D AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7:25

7:55-8:25—8:5-5—9:25—9:55—10:25—10:55- 11:25—11^5
12 :25—12 ;55— 1 :25— 1 :55—2 £5—2 :55—3:25— 3 :55— 4:2o—
4:55—5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:50—9:53

FROM EAST OAKLAND— "5:30-6:00- 6:30— 7:0J
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11 -.30

12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00—
4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57—3:57-9:57—
10:57.

PROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 ml utea later
than from East Oakland. ••

FROM ALAMEDA-*5;30-6:00—•6:30—7:00 -*7:30-8:00
•8:30—9:00-9:30—10:00— {10:30—11:00- tll:30—12:00—
tl2 :30—1 :00— Jl :30—2 :00— 12 :30-3 :00-3 :30—1 :00-4 :30
5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00.

'c"ROM BERKELEY— •5:25—5:55—•6:25—6:55—*7 :25—
7:55—•8:25— 8:55—9:2-5—9:55— tl0:25—10:55- til :25—
11:55— tl2:25— 12:55— 11:25— 1:55— 12:25—2:55—3 :25—
8:55— 4:25— 4:55-5:25— 5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—8 :55—
9:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "Feom Berk-
eley."

CREEK ROUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—•7:15—9:15—11:15—1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—«6a5—8:15—10 J5—12:15—2:15-
4:15.

•Sundays excepted, fSaturdays excepted; JSundays
only
C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland

Standard Time furnished by Lice Obsebvatoby.

A- &. TOWNS,
Gen. Manager.

T. H. GOODMAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk A&

.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAJi FRAXCISCO, <A1.

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 410 rJtXE STREET
G. L.BRANDEB , President
J. L. FLOOD - Vice-President
C. P FAENFIELD , Secretary
S. S. ANGUS Assistant Manager
Bankers. Nevada Bank of San Francisco.

16ap,

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

Mixes instantly with cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing five Imperial gallons

equals nearlv 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
with SO gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 180
sheep ata cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nonrisher of wool, a certain cure

for scab.
ALSO

UTTXI7S PATEVr POWDER DIP.
Poisonous, mixes instantly with cold water. Sold in

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; in a
seven-ponnds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per pound.

CATTON, BELL & CO.
SUCCESSORS

FALKXER, BEIX .1 CO.,
12mrtf 406 California Street, AUEltTS.

QUIHElllFl 1

^y COMPANY. -9ii

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
San Francisco.

In effect Augnst l , l
ABB

I s.

12:01 e |
Cemetery and_San Mateo 1 2:il0 p

+8:1ua
6:30 a

10:30 a
•3:30 P
4:30 p
*5:10P
6:30 p

tit as pj I

„San Mateo, Redwood and..
„...Menlo Park

•8:00 a
9*3 A

•10:02 a

THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN TEE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or further information, address

Lock Box 330. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky
ljan52

10:i

9:03 a

..Santa Clara. San Jose, and.... . Li*10>-02
. Principal Way Stations

' ' 6:40 F
1 :30 P

|
Almaden and Way Statiuns..

t7:50 a > Monterey, Loin a Prieta and Santa,
I

( Cruz (.Sunday Excursion) '

8:30 a| 1 ..Holllster and Tres Pinos .,

8:30 Ai ( WatsonviUe, Aptos.Soquel.,
*3:30 P 1

1 (Capltola) and Santa Cruz.. ..

« in . I
(So'.edad, Pa30 Robles, Templeton \ i

8 •*"-*,-) (SanLni9Qbi«poi& Way Stations.

a—Morning p.—Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted. tSundaysChly jTheatre train Sat-
urdays only.

Trains run on Pacific Standard Time. .

Nearly all rail line to San Luis Obispo. Only 2i
mites staging between Ternpleton and" San LuiB
Obispo. Tinie from San Francisco 12 hours.

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA CAL.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These Warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied T7ith the best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and "smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current fates.

Information legarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER,

President.
ALEXANDER WATSON.

Secretary.

THE PARKER GUN
lieads rliem all in hard.

hiding qtialili's.

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Chamberlin Cartridge
Co.'s. held at Cleveland, Ohio. September 14, 1886, out of eighty-seven
entries from representative shots, representing fourteen States, the
Parker Gun won first and third money, winning 6900 out of the 51,200 pnrse offered, a iding another
victory to 1885, which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament for th« championship of the
World, held at New Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to 16th. Among the contestants shooting other guns were such
champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Siubbs, Erh and others.

PARKER BROS., Makers,
New York salesroom, 9 * Chambers St., Meriden CI

2julj"16

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of (told Cigarettes

STEAIGHT GUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIEST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

25dec52

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize winners at all the fairs in California and the
eniire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair
Sacraoiento, 1886.

Importations made direct from Encland every year

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the'
best blood and most fashionable families of Dish-
faced Berbshires, regardless of cost, and all re-

corded in English and American Berkshire records.

Young pigs from these importations, male and
female, from entirely different families for sale at

reasonaoie prices, and every pig guaranteed. Address
3H«fea

A>MKEH SMITH. Keilwoot] City,
Or at 218 California Street, 5&n_Franctaco.

Special Ruotd-tkip Tickets, at reduced rates—to
aionterey, Aptos.Soquel, Santa Cruz, Gilroy and Par
aiso Springs. ^ ^^
Special Notice—Hound-trip tickets to the famous

Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton') can be liad at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Francisco
Rate, 37.00.

EXt'CRSIOS TICKE'O.
For SundarB •*4 fl*&K2£3g?™> ""*
ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and SuNUAYonly

Sunday and* good for return until following Mofc
Monday, * day,inclnsiv>-,at the following rater

Round Trip
from San

Frauc;sco to

San Brano *
MiUbrae

75
1 00

Redwood 1 00
1 25

Menlo Park... 1 25
llfo

VHP.'
Men.
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

llonnt'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Aptos
Loma Prieta...
Soqnel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

M;n.
Tkt.

91 50

1 50
1 75

2 75
3 00
?. nil

3 00
3 00
3 00

Sat I
Mon
Tkt,

2 50
250
4 00
50C

5 6u'
5 0i
5 00

Ticket Offices.— Passeneer fiepot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, Xo. 613 Market street,
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwin Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. XCTDAH,

Soperintendent. Asst. Pass. A. Tkt. Ak'.

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
respectfully calls attention to the

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "KORTHER.N DIVISION
of its line foneachihg with E^eed arid comfort th*
best nlaces in the State for

Sea Bathing, Sb o o t In2 and Fishing.
TRALNS LEAVE SA2f FRANCISCO I/aTLY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CKAEMISe

Summer and Winter Resort ot (h
Pacific Coast.

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trou
In abundance can be obtained from the several stream
iu the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shootinp
may 1-e had in season.

THE BAT OF H02TTERET
is noted for the extent and variety of neb. which
abound in its waters, notably Sainton." Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ABE ns'SUKPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pore white
sand for enif bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm Bait water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOilS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQUEX A3U> SAMTA CBCZ
IS VIA THE NOBTHERX DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the countJe*
of San Mateo, Santa Clara. San Eenito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey, each of which abounds in game in great
variety. Notably

Quail. Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PIXAJtCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo for those well-known Retreats, PCRIS.
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PESCAJDERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tentof range at and about SAN BRUNO aud ilcMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from Sac

Francisco and offer special inducements to the lovera
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOGS
when carried in Baggage Cars and pat in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
to lssne CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage
Cars.
*SJ"In order to guard against accidents toDw

while in transit, It is ntcesearv that they be lirovlded
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Gnns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried freeofcharge. Guns taken apar
and securely packed In wood or leather cases may b
taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICE'S—Passenger Depot, Towt.

street, Valencia Station, and No 613 Market Bt
Hotel.
A. O. BASSETT. B". R. JUDAH,

Superintendent Aeat.Ptte3.indT
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GLOVER'S ALBUM.
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

DOG MEDICINES.
flfa»>«re ('aro. - 5««* Distemper Cure, SI .00
ESIooTi l*iirSfipr. 50c. VcrmMiiee, - - SOc
< anker Wash. 50e. Eye l.»iion. - SOc
BMarrboea4are,50e <iuc (or *'tts, - 50c
Tonic, - - 50c. Liniment. - SOc.

Kennel and Stable Soap, "best dog soap known, price

These remedies are sold by druggists ami dealers

in sportsmen's gonds.

ALL DOG DISEASES TREA1ED
H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian to the Westminster Kennel Club, New
.lorsev Kennel Club, Rhode Island Kennel Club,
Hartford Kennel Clnb, Hemstead Farm Company, etc.

'8jul2 * "293 Krnnrhvaf. Now Voi-lr

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and ah

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to or-ler,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc

for illustration purposes, furnished.
H. Boyd. Artist.

floctf 1R Post Street.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbred Irish Red Seterts

By Mike T.—Lady Elcho T.,both First prizewinners
on the bench, best e winning several specials. Cham-
pions Klcho, KoRe.N'oreen, Gcrryowen, Palmerston,
all famous winners, appear in the pedigrees of the dogs
offered. Breeding and hpaith [aiaranteed.

£1.4 MO KE.S3VELS,
Cagtf 31*8 Eleventh Street, S. F.

J. O'KA
767 Market Street, San Francisco.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

orse Boots & Racing Goods
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION:

Agents for

ii
Fdnni-l'iCyntbiana

Boots,

Dr Dixon's Con-

dition Powders.m

I
S C lUfctic Balsam

cy iitlii i

Cyiithiana Quarter Boot.

Tlie best in nse.

Sever chafes.

Cynthiana Shin Ankle A
Speedy cat Boot
Never chafes.

Track Harness, Jockey Saddles, Bridles, Suits,

BANDAGES, SHEETS, HOODS, &c, &c.

Sweat and Cooling Blankets,
Linsey Woolsey Suits,

SEND FOE PRICES.

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector,
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec, 1884, Champion Beauchief,

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1886. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N. T.

FOB SALE,
Or speedy qualities t" let for the fall

ilrcnii.

FRED ACKERMAN.
With a pacing record of 2:23. He is a bright bav

weighs lOiid lbs, eight years old; has been driven on the
road for the last eighteen months; is sound and kind,
and anyone can drive him. Address all communica-
tions to

C. H. GILLIAN
30jytf Sacramento.

AMERICAN

KENNEL CLUB
STUD-BOOK.

Blanks for registering in the official stud
book will be mailed on application.

Entries will close for part Three on Septem-
ber 30, 1887. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway,

5feb New York.

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!

PURE AND UNADULTERATED.
"V\e offer for salo on favorable terms to the Trade.

CATHEIt ROOD'S f'EiUBRATED FINE OLD WHISKIES
of the .ollowing brands, namely:

Cranston's Cabinet, Centmv, A. A- A-, Old Stock, Hen y Bull,

Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.
Also, in cases of 1 doz. quart bottles each,

Brunswick C\ub (Pure 01.1 Rye) and U^per Ten (Very Old and Choice).

£W For excellence, purity arid evenness of quality the above are unsurpassed by any whiskies mnorfed

Thi only objection to be mude to them by tiie manipulating dealers being that they cannot he a rove

upon,

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
SOLE AGENTS, --------..------- SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF > >'A

m ?@CAG
IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."

In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R. R's., forme the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"

With Splendid Track and TJnequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

oi ' raea and Live Stock, in its own or iu Private Oars, on Passenger or Freight Crams.

Commodious Best, Water and Feed Stations Situated at conv.iient distances all along

the line.
:o

:

Over 6.O0O miles orflrst-class road runnlus West, Norlli and North-West Iroin Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT IINE."

For further information apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD,
toy 1

General Agent, San Francisco, tal.

SO
HORSE BOOTS, £h

OS

RACING- MATERIAL CTP
IN ENDLESS VARIETY AT

J, A. McKERRON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street. San Francisco

Sulkies, Speeding Wagons Carts and

BUGGIES IN GREAT VARIETY.

We are AgeDts for the Celebrated

|| Tooniey Trass Axle Sulky,

Being without a Doubt the Best

Sulky in the World.

ALSO J. I. C. TROTTING SULKIES.

Our Repository is the Largest and Finest on the Pacific Coast.

We have in Stock Carta from $S000 up to $150.00.

PLEASE CALL ANI1 EXAMINE OUR STOCK.

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421 to 427 MARKET ST, S. F., OAL. »ugl3K
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths
in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Visits.

July 31st, 1SS7, J. Homer Fritch's fox-terrier bitch Merry,
to James E. Watson's Jock.

"Whelps.
Mr. John Lucas, San Rafael, English setter Bessie, whelped,

July 26th, seven—three dogs- -to CarlR., by Leicester—Dart.

Mr. E. M. Arthur's, Portland, Or., native red setter Belle,

whelped, August 9th, thirteen—eight dogs—to Kaeding's
Duke.

Sales.

The California Kennels, Sacramento, have sold:

ToMr.B. S. Clarke. Orland, Gal., the English setter dog Sid-

ney Carton, by Sportsman—Sweetheart.

To Dr. A. C. Davenport, Stockton, the English setter bitch

Harvest Queen, by Harold—Janet.

Mr. A. B. Truman (Elcho Kennels) has sold an Irish red
Better dog by Mike T.—Lady Elcho T., whelped June 30th,

1S87, to Mr. Eichard Teddy, San Francisco.

This week appears a notice of the whelping of Mr. Lucas'
Bessie to Carl R. The litter is one well worth noting, for

reasons apparent to those who follow setter blood lines with
any care. Carl R, is the last of the mighty race of Leicester

—

Dart's that is potent, a cross that, in its time, was considered
eq'inl to any ever made, and one that was more successful

thau any other cross has been, The blood is invaluable and
is sought for by the wisest and most successful setter breed-

ers everywhere. The dam of the litter, Bessie, is a very
handsome creature, and is of excellent breeding, being by
Fred— Gypsie, a cross that has been of great benefit to caniue
interests' in California. Fred and Gypsie were brought to

the Siate from Worcester, Mass., Fred belonging to Senator
W. W. Traylor, of revered memory, and Gypsie being owned
by Mr. Frank Locan, of this city. Fred is a son of Gladstone,

out of Pearl, and is a half brother of Gypsie, through Rink
and Mollis.

The crossing of Carl R. upon a bitch such as Bessie should
a priori produce good dogs, but there is no need of theoreti-

cal deduction as to the cross. It has been made before and
the litter has not been beaten in appearauce by any within
our knowledge. Of the first litter, Mr. Will. Kittle's Lnke
is one, an animal that has few superiors as a bencher, and
that is said to be good in the field by those who have seen a

good deal of his work. Another is owned by Mr. Ed. Cum-
mins, of this city, and is an unusually good looker. He is

said by some to show little field quality, but we have no
knowledge of the capacity of those who express such an
opinion sufficient to enable us to determine its value. Mr.
David Thorn who has had the dog out, pronounces him a very

likely youngBter. Still another is owned by Mr. Lucas, and
while not the equal of the rest in beauty, it is a very good
hunting dog. If none but Mr. Kittle's Luke could be shown
as the produce of Carl R. and Gypsie, there would be justifi-

cation for breeding the bitch to that dog every time she
came in use.

There is room for speculation about the general excellence

of the puppies from Fred-Gypsie bitches. Bred to Rugent, one
of them has produced a large number of dogs that were good,

and would have shown their goodness more markedly if they

had been placed in more experienced hands.
The winner of first in the Pacific Coast Field Club's Derby

of '86 was out of abitch by Fred-Gypsie, and was a dog of con-

siderable merit. Others are scattered about, all of which show
the hunting instinct strongly and are quite sturdy. The aver-

age strength and goodness of the dogs is by Borne attributed to

the fact that Fred and Gypsie are each one eighth Gordon.
There are many who flout the notion that so slight an admix-

ture of foreign blood could influence strains so well estab-

lished as the Laverack and Llewellin, but the fact remains
that dogs of the breeding under mention grow from puppy-
hood into maturity without especial care, and paBS through
the ills of infancy without serious disadvantage, while many
of litters bred absolutely within Laverack lines or such lines

oroBBed out to none but Llewellins are hard to raise, and
when raised are too often incapable of much field service.

It may not be considered expedient by some even to sug-

gest the advisability of introducing new blood elements into

English setter breeding, bat it cannot be gainsaid that such

practice is being talked of by men who are quite competent
enough to sneak authoritatively. In the current American
Field, Mr. D. E. Rose, President of the National Field Trial
Handler's Association, and a very fine handler as well as a
studious observer ct the signs of the times in the canine
world, puts a good deal into a few words when he says:

"I would not be understood as underestimating the value
of that magnificent strain of dogs, the Llewellin. Nor will

I yield the palm to 'Llewellin' or any one else in admiration
of their grand worK in the field, for I own some good ones,
with Gath's Hope at the head, and know how to estimate
their worth; yet, I believe in giving honor to whom honor is

due, and while I have no interest in Daisy F., save that of

having trained her and run her in the trials, I do not longer
propose to Btand idly by and see her made the target for

scribblers, whether they know the facts or not. I know she
is a bird dog regardless of her breeding—if they don't believe
it let them "tackle" her with some of their crackB and they'll

be convinced."

The bitch Daisy F., of which Mr. Rose writes, is perhaps as
good a hunting dog as lives. She is certainly as good as any
that appeared in the field trial circuit of '86, except that like

many aged entries her bird sense has been so increased by
vast experience that she has less of the snappiness which
characterizes many of the younger dogs than she probably
had a year or two Bgo,
Daisy F., when first seen, by no means impresses one as

being the extraordinary animal she has Bhown herself to be.

In color and markings she is very plain, and her light colored
nose does not add to her beauty. But repeated studies of her
form cannot but incline one to the belief that she ought to go
and stay well, and when to such a predisposition is added the
knowledge to be gained while watching her wonderfully in-

dependent, free, rangy style of going about her work, any ad-
mirer of dogs may be excused for growing enthusiastic about
her. Much of her nose and spirit, of course, comes from her
sire Gleam, but we think a good deal of her power comes
from her dam, a native in great part.

enced by mercenary or professional considerations. The
races were contested with all the ardor common to amateurs,
and the judging was well done. Few of the dogs were in
anything like condition to show to the best advantage, but
they were about equally handicapped, and the same might
be said of the owners. Fat men predominated among the
handlers. Judge Post, whose red setter Dido was quite the
raciest dog of the year, carried weight to an extent that made
walking in the hot autumn sun most uncomfortable. The
handler of Belle also larded the rocky earth as he panted up
the elopes. Mr. Henry Bassford walked for days in a halo of

perspiration, and in all the number of actual participants
there were but two or three lean, muscular pedestrians, such
as the haudlers in Noith Carolina and Tennessee are. J. M.
Avent, N. B. NeBbitt, D. E. Rose, Charles Tucker, Hart
Height, Captain McMurdo, and most of the other handlers
appear at the trials, bronzed, and trained into such condi-
tion as to enable them to undergo any amount of walking
without discomfort, a fact which contributes much to their

success.

Elsewhere will be found a notice of the reinstatement of
Mr. B. M. Stephenson, who was barred by the National Field
Trial Club for pulling Ben Hill at Grand Junction in Decem-
ber last. Mr. Stephenson's wrong deserved condign punish-
ment, and he has received it and borne it in manly fashion.
It was the first instance of the sort, and there were many
mitigating circumstances, which, while they could not forestall

the penalty, may properly mitigate the punishment.

The bitch Belle noted elsewhere as having recently whelped
at Portland, is the famous old creature, which, under the care

of Mr. John B. Maynard and the kennel editor of this paper,
ranjherself into a place at the Gilroy field trials and also at the
first trial of the Pacific Coast Club. Belle was raised in Placer
County near Auburn, and while very young showed strong

hunting instincts. When about two years and a half old,

Mr. Maynard found it inconvenient to keep her, and she was
turned over to the second owner mentioned. At that time no
systematic efforts had been made to train her, and she had
several exceedingly bad habits, the worst of which was lack

of staunchness. Her retrieving was also unsatisfactory. Her
owner tried several approved methods of remedying the

ills spoken of, but they were all inoperative because of the
peculiar bard-headedness of the bitch. Asa last resort the
whip was resorted to and used unsparingly. At first, whip-
ping seemed only to intensify the stubbornness of Belle, but
after being scarified a few times she appeared to conclude
that obstinacy was too dear when gratified at snch expense, and
she suddenly changed from vicious carelessness to cheerful

obedience. Always an inordinate feeder, it was almost impos-
sible to get her into anything like fit condition to make a lively

race. In form she was good, but in her public appearances
she was always burdened with fat. However, her bird sense
and nose stood her in good stead, and she bundled along

through her heats losing some to dogs no better except in

condition, but never failing to win a place. After her last

win her owner decided that she should retire, and pnrted

with her to Mr. E. M. Arthur, who is well known tr> San Fran-
cisco sportsmen. In Mr. Arthur's hands, together with those

of Mr. Maynard who also shoots over her, the old bitch has
made herself a reputation as the best field dog in the north-

west, and is still lively and able to do a day's work hand-
somely. Belle had one peculiarity that was perplexing.

"When started for a day's shooting she would do her work for

several hours in steady, first-rate style, and be at all times under
control. After becoming a little heated she would sometimes
deliberately break in or chase, and after having her riot out

would come in with every evidence of knowing that she had
done wrong, and would take her trouncing in good part and
then go about her business as at first. The peculiarity

remained as long as the writer had personal knowledge of

her, ahd it is probable that it Btill characterizes her.

Those who attended ths first Pacific Coast Club's trials at

"Walltown Timber seem generally of the opinion that they

were more enjoyable than any which have since been held

in California. The participants, with few exceptions, had

not before seen a field trial, and were not in the least infln-

Elsewhere in the paper appear the essays read at the laBt

meeting of the Pacific Kennel Club. The paper by Dr. Daw-
son will interest those who are fond of speculating about
occult matters. The Doctor presents many interesting facts,

and ventures to predicate some inferences upon them. The
other essay, by Doctor Bowhil), is of great value to every one
who owns dogs. Septic fever, following parturition, is the
bane of kennels, particularly those in which purely bred ani-
mals are kept. It is a subject that has not been adequately
treated by preceding authors, and the thanks of fanciers are
due Dr. Bowhill for the research necessary to the production
of so clear, exhaustive and applicable a presentation of the
causes, symptorrs, treatment and prevention of metro-peri-
tonitis. One point made by the Doctor may properly be
emphasized. When he remarks that the whole nature of
the dog has been changed under domestication from that
which characterized it in a wild state, be utters a truism, but
one that is not always held prominently in mind by breeders.
Under purely natural conditions, puppies of litters which
survive the exposures and privations invariably incident to

the lives of predatory animals, grow up hardy and fit to

reproduce their kinds. The housed animal is" subjected to
treatment quite opposed to that mentioned. Every need is

anticipated. Food in over-abundance is supplied at too short
intervals, and of a character too often unfitting it for assimila-
tion by the carnivorous stomach of the animal. Exercise
is denied, and even the instinctive longings of the bitch are
not allowed gratification. The result, as Dr. Bowhill inti-

mates, is a flabby, flatulent, feverish condition during preg-
nancy, and a degree of excitement as parturition approaches
that makes pupping dangerous to the life of the animal, both
directly and through the liability to sequelae such as the
disease under discussion.

If owners could give their brood-bitches plenty of work
and proper food, it is likely that puerperal fever would rarely
be seen. Under ordinary conditions the disease is common,
as will readily be believed by those acquainted with local

matters. Dr. Bowhill's paper may be preserved and closely

studied with profit by such of our readers as are in the fancy.

At last Mr. M. P. McKoon is prepared to send out some
cocker spaniel puppies. Demands for stock of his Buperb
breeding have been greater than he could meet, and those
who have been patiently awaiting the pleasure of Mb breed-
ers may consult his advertisement in another column with
advantage. Mr. McKoon has promised to prepare for us an
atticle on cockers, which will interest all readers.

Mr. H.T.Payne, of Los Angeles, advises us that the Bench
show project at Los Angeles, during October, is likely to fail.

It does not meet the approval of the majority of the Directors

of the Fair Association, and has been indefinitely postponed.
Mr. Payne thinks he may be able to revive the scheme, but
fears opposition. The failure is to be regretted. A dog show
would pay the Association better than any other feature of the
fair, and generous prizes for twenty or .thirty classes could be
offered, with a certainty of return many fold greater th

outlay,
(Additional kennel on page 117.]
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General Topics-

There is more of a "craze" regarding the pedigrees of trotters

than those of race-horses. There is an intensified jangling over

early strains which have no parallel in the more highly bred,

and disputations without end over trivial points in the gen-

ealogy. There have been disputes regarding the parentage of

noted race-horses snch as prevailed over the paternity of Sir

Archy, though nothing like the heated controversies which

have ruled when the harness division has been the topic.

This has given rise to the feelings expressed by the contributor

to the New York Spirit of the Time3
t
whose letter was copied

a couple of weeks ago, and for this one published communi-

cation we have heard hundreds of the same tenor expressed

verbally. With some men there is an absolute craze over the

study of winning lines. They can show exactly how fast

trotters can be bred, basing their estimates on "blood lines"

which in fact have little bearing in comparison with other

qualifications. Giving all due credit to reversion, heredity,

atavism, or whatever the "harking back" tendency may be

called, near crosses are of the most importance. Thus, to

belong to a family which possesses the desired traits closely at

hand is better than where several generations intervene, and

though there are great benefits derived from good backing,

should there be a gap there is likely to be a failure in the

high expectations which promise a return of brilliancy after

having been obscured in the immediate progenitors. "Stick

to the winners of the great events," has been, reiterated over

and over again, and though many equine stars which gained

their lustre from winning some big eveut have failed in the

stud, there is usually a cause for the failure.

Failures are what the pedigree crank cares little about. It

is next to impossible to compel him to take them into consid-

eration. He talks away with the fluency of a side-show fakir

about winning lines and gilt edged breeding, and when asked

ti explain why it is that so many of the class he favors are

worthless, disdains to answer, and if too closely pressed leaves

his interrogator in disgust. Usually he is dead set against

the employment of thoroughbred hlood in the trotting stud,

and will deny the correctness of pedigrees, established beyond

the shadow of a djubt, in order to sustain his position. In

his discourse form is ignored, though it is altogether probable

that his knowledge of form is not profound. There is an old

adage which i3 far from being iu accordance with his views,

and though not as well expressed as it might be, there is a

good deal of sense in it. It reals thus: "Blood is blood, but

form is superiority," and the intended meaning that while

blood is worthy of consideration, between animals of equal

breeding the one whose form is superior is vastly to be pre-

ferred. It may appear to run counter to a saying which is

also dignified with the air of antiquity, though in reality they

are not antagonistical. "An ounce of blood is worth a pound

of bone" is the other proverb, and assuredly no amount of

bone will make amends for a lack of azure fluid. For a high

rate of speed there is usually bone enough, if there is no lack

of tendon and plenty of muscle above knees and hocks. We
oftentimes hear and read of the necessity of bone and that it

should be flat. Now, the bones which are usually referred to

in this connection—those from kuees and hocks to ankles

—

are never flat, but a flat leg comes from the tendons bearing

such a proportion to the metatarsals and metacarpals as to

give width. Some of the worst-formed limbs we ever saw

had an excess of bone, a sad deficiency of tendon.

We have wandered from the opening topic, and in place of

considering the antics of pedigree cranks, have diverged to a

subject which is of more importance than is awarded in most

of the disquisitions on breeding trotters. That most impor-

tant feature is banished. It is apparently considered "bad

form" to bring the form of horses into an article which treats

of fast trotters, or, more properly, their breeding, and in lien

of searching for families wbich have inherited true proportion^

harp on matters which have little direct bearing on the ques-

tion. It is held to be of the utmost consequence to prove

that an ancestor, ever so many generations back, was of dif-

ferent breeding than what was accepted at the time, and to

bring discredit on contemporaneous statements a most laud-

able undertaking. What difference can there be whether

Vermont Black Hawk was by Sherman Morgan or Paddy;

Ethan Allen by Black Hawk or Flying Morgan; whether

Amazonia wus by a son or grandson of Messenger, or the

dam of Pilot Jr. by a son of Sir Charles or some other Havoc?
These lines have become established as potent factors in the

breeding of trotters, and the main question now is how to

increase their effectiveness. Good as these strains are, it is

not impossible that there are qualities in other breeds which

are desirable. There may be racers of superior form to the

best that can be found among what are termed trotting fam-

ilies, but this is wrongly applied, as all horses trot, though a

large proportion of all races, breeds or families, whatever they

may be called, lack the adaptability to become very fast trot-

ters.

Notwithstanding the opposition, it appears that the Speed

Drive in Golden Gate Park is likely to be carried through.

There was a meeting last Saturday at which a number of

gentlemen interested in the project were present, and the

engineer, "William Hammond Hall, m ide the following report

:

Commissioner Hammond called the meeting to order, and
stated that the main difficulty would be to raise tbe necessary
finds, although from SS.000 to 310,000 is already promised.
"W S. Hobart and Alvinza Hayward have each put up S 1,000
ar d J. C. Seymour $500 more.

YUliam Hammond Hall then explained the proposed plans.
T each case the track should be oue hundred feet wide, with

edge running in the middle the entire length. An
pproach and finish of two hundred feet should be provided.

Route A is on the south side of the Park. It starts from a
point three-eighths of a mile southwest of the big cut on the
main road, and runs westerly, finishing in a sheltered valley.

The estimated cost is $29,960, and about $17,000 for an over-
looking roadway for ordinary vehicles.

Routes B and C begin about a quarter of a mile west of the
cut, and are identical for about a quarter of a mile. Route
B then takes a southwesterly direction, and near the finish

turns to the northeast, breasting the winds. Route C goes
further to the north and finishes near the windmill. The
expense of making a road aloneside would be heavy. Route
B wo aid cost $26,936, and Route C §26,236.

Mr. Hall strongly recomended the adoption of Route A as
being the least exposed. There was a lengthy disousion over
each project, and finally those present left the lodge to drive
over each course.

"Whenever it is fully settled that the drive will be built, the

necessary funds are almost sure to be forthcoming. Everyman
in California who is engaged in breeding road-horses is inter-

ested, and these, and dealers in this claBS of horses, can well

afford to subscribe.

Entries at Los Angeles.

First JDay, October 10th.
1.—District. Trotting. Three-minute class. Purse $300.

Ynez, Geronimo and L. J. Rose's stable barred.
Pendennis, b g by Sultan—Dr. C. E. Smith.
Victor, b g by Don Victor—J. G. Denman.
Oliver, b g by Odd Fellow—L. J. Felton.
Belle Forrest, b m by Chief of the Echoes—Wm. Smith.
Little Gyp, b g—M. F. Tarble.
Inca Jr., ch s by Inca—D. G. Whiting.
Danger, b c by Odd Fellow—J. L. Garrisey.

2.—Running. Half-mile dash. Weight for age. Purse S100.
M. A. Foster, g m Minnie, 5, by Stormy John.
Thos. Stratton, blk f Minnie Stratton, 4, by Reveille.

B. P. Hill, ch c Mikado, 3, by Sbiloh, dam Margery.
B. P. Hill, g g Johnny Gray, aged, by Shiloh, dam Margery.
L. A. Blasingame, cr h Confidence, aged, by Walnut Bark,

dam Delph.
Arcadia Stable, ch g Glenell (for. Billy Johnson), aged, by

Glenelg, dam Planetarium.
Lanrelwood Stable, ch f Carmen, 2, by Wildidle, dam Nettie

Brown.
Jas. B. Chase, ch g Kildare, 2, by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake.
Jas. B. Chase, ch f Rosedale, 2. by Joe Hooker, dam by Joe

Daniels.

3.—Running. One and a quarter mile dash. "Weight for

age. Purse §250.
F. P. Iiowell, ch g Jim Duffy, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam by Wild-

idle.

J. Cabrera, ch c Robson, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Rosetland.
Al. Morine, g g John Treat, 4, by Shiloh, dam by Jack Haw-

kins.

B. P. Hill, ch g Adam, 5, by Reveille.
H. L. Samuels, ch c Tahoe, 3, by Fechter, dam Maritana.
J. Thomas, ch g Galeo, 5, by Rutherford, dam Nina R.
S. B. Dennis, ch g Fred Collier, aged, by Joe Hooker, dam

Puss.
Mrs. S. B. Wolfskill, b m Edelweiss, 4, by Joe Hooker, dam

Yolona.
Wm. Green, b h Clifton Bell, aged, by Leinster, dam Tibbie

Dunbar.
M. F. Tarpey, ch f Notidle, 3, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
M. Storu, ch c Grover Cleveland, 4, by Monday, dam Robin

Girl.

G. "W. Leland, br h Accident, aged, by Monday, dam by Hub-
bard.

F. M. Slaughter, b h Dublin Bay, 6, by Grinstead, dam
Amanda Fortune.

4.—Santa Anita Stakes. For two-year-olds. Closed Dec.
1, 1886, with nine entries.

Machado Bros., ch f by Monitor, dam by Norfolk.
A. J. Hutchinson, b c Gen. Gordon by Hock-Hocking, dam

Vixen.
R. E. Stewart, ch f Bonnie Blue by Jim Polk, dam .

F. Pico, ch c by Klipspringer, dam by Hock-Hocking.
Chas. Thomas, b f Hazel by Balboa, dam Armeda Howard.
H. L. Samuels, b c Ed. McGinnisby Grinstead, dam Jennie G.
F. McLean, b c Typesetter by Hock-Hocking, dam by Ben

Wade.
W. A. Pallet, b c Origin by Hardwood, dam Mollie Adams.
W. R. Rowland, ch c Andy Ryan by Billy Lee, dam by Ben

Wade.
Second Oay, October 11th.

5.—Trotting. 2:23 class. Purse $600.
Hunter, b g by Jerry Ladd—R. J. Blee.
Valentine, b g by Ferrai'B Clay—J. H. Kelly.
Stamboul, b b by Sultan —L. J. Rose.
Longfellow, ch g by Whipple'sHambletonian—H.W. Seale.
Rexford, b s by Electioneer—Palo Alto.
Magdallah, ch m by Primus—J. "W. Donathan.
Thapsin, blk g by Berlin—E. H. Miller Jr.
Jane L., br m by Hambletonian Mambrino—L. B. Lindsay.
Lillie Stanley, b m by Whippieton—J. A. Goldsmith.
Maid of Oaks, ch m by Duke McClellan—M. Salisbury.
Black Diamond, blk g by Milton's Golddust—H. Hitchcock.
Harry Velox, b g by Velox—R. Barnes.
John R. Wise, ch g by Hambletonian Tranby—O. A. Hickok.
6.—Trotting. Sunny Slope Stake. Two-year-olde. Closed

Dec. 1, 1886. Eleven entries.

, ch c by Del Sur, dam by Belmont—Geo. Carson.
, ch f by Del Sur, dam by Echo—Geo. Carson.
, b c by A. W. Richmond, dam Sallie by Traveller—

J. K. Gries.

, b f by A. W. Richmond, dam May by Archie Rice

—

J. G. Hill.
'

Al. Borak, b c by Saltan, dam Cecilia Clark by Clark Chief—
R. T. Vandervoort.

Nehushta, b f by Sultan, dam NoluBka—L. J. Rose.
Saliandin, ch c by Sultan, dam Blonde—C. E. Smith.
Raymon, b o by Simmons, dam Lady Raymond—C. A.

Darfee.
Miss Stoutz, blk f by Del Sur, dam by Hock-Hooking—G. A.

Vignolo.
J. G. Birney, b c by Del Sur, dam Lady May—J. M. Dawson.

-, ch c by Del Sur, dam by a son of Cheatham—P. Good-

7.—Running. Half mile and repeat. Weight for age.
Purse $200.
Thos. Stratton, blk f Minnie Stratton, 4, by Reveille.
L. A. Blasingame, cr h Confidence, aged, by Walnut Bark,

dam Delph.
Arcadia Stable, ch g Glenell (for. Billy JohnsonJ, by Glenelg,

dam Planetarium.
G. L. Waring, br g Telephone, aged, by Wildidle.
M. F. Tarpey, ch f Notidle, 3, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
B. P. Hill, g g Johnny Gray, aged, by Shiloh, dam Margery.

Third Day—October 12th.
8.—Trotting. 2:35 class. Purse $400.

Geronimo, b g by Inca—C. A. Durfee.
Rajah, b s by Sultan—K. D. Wise.
Belle Forrest, b m bv Chief of the Echoes—Wm. Smith.
Alfred S., b g by Elmo—H. W. Seale.

Howard, b g by Electioneer—Palo Alto.

Maggie E., b m by Nutwood—J. W. Donathan.
Platina, sp m by Milton Medium—L. B. Lindsay.
Carl, ch g by Hidalgo—H. Hitchcock.
Contractor, br g by Sultan—C. R. Fickett.
Inez, b m by The Moor—L. J. Rose Jr.

Capt. Jack, b g, pedigree unknown—R. Barnes.

10.—Trotting. Southern California Stake. For three-
year-olds. Closed Dec. 1, 1886. Six entries.

General "Washington, b o by Jerry Ladd, dam by Hambleton-
ian (?)—J. M. Dawson.

Soudan, blk c by Sultan, dam Lady Babcock—L. J. Rose.
Tom Rice, b c bv Bob Mason, dam Eva P. by Ben Wade—J.

B. Palm.
Don Patricio, g c by A. W. Richmond, dam Bridget—Chris-

man & Willougbby.
Cadamus, ch g bv Shamrock (?), dam by Ten Broeck—L.J.

Felton.
Leonor, b f by Dashwood, dam Geraldine by Echo—C. A.

Durfee.

11.—Running. One and one-sixteenth miles. Weight for
age. Purse $209.
F. P. Lowell, ch g Jim Duffy, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam bv

Wildidle.

J. Cabrera, oh c Robson, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Rosetland.
Al. Morine, b f Uarmelita, 3, by Hardwood, dam by Shiloh.
B. P. Hill, b c Robert the Kid, 4, by Hardwood, dam Maid of

the Mist.
H. L. Samuels, b c Ed McGinnis, 2, by Grinstead, dam Jen-

nie G.
S. B. Dennis, ch g Fred Collier, aged, by Joe Hooker, dam

Puss.
F. M. Slaughter, b h Dublin Bay, 6, by Grinstead, dam

Amanda Fortune.
M. F. Tarpey, ch f Notidle, 3, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
Laurelwood Stable, oh f Carmen, 2, by Wildidle, dam Nettie

Brown.
M. Storn, ch c Grover Cleveland, 4, by Monday, dam Robin

Girl.

A. J. Hutchinson, b c General Gordon, 2, by Hock-Hocking,
dam Vixen.

G. W. Leland, br h Accident, aged, by Monday, dam by Hub-
bard.

Fourth Day, October 1 3th.

12.—Pacing. Free for all. Purse $600.
Almoht Patchen, br a by Juanito—W. M. Billups.
Arrow, b g by A. W. Richmond—Durfee & Covarmbias.
Chapman, b g—Lee Shaner.
Pocahontas, ch m by Washington—J. A. Goldsmith.
L. C. Lee, blk s by Elmo Jr.—H. Hitchcock.

13.—Running. Two mile dash. All ages. Parse $300.
J. Cabrera, ch c Robson, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Rosetland.
H. L. Samuels, ch c Tahoe, 3, by Fechter, dam Maritana.
J. ThomaB, ch g Galgo, 5, by Rutherford, dam Nina R.
S.B.Dennis, chgFred Collier, aged, by Joe Hooker, dam Puss.
Wm. Green, b h Clifton Bell, aged, by Leinster, dam Tibbie

Dunbar.
Mrs. S. B. Wolfskill, br f Edelweiss, 4, by Joe Hooker, dam

Yolona.
M. F. Tarpey, ch f Notidle, 3, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza. •

M. Storn, b f Narcola, 3, by Norfolk, dam Ada C.
G. W. Leland, br h Accident, aged, by Monday, dam by Hub-

bard.

Trotting.—Special. 2:20 class. Purse $ .

Maid of Oaks, ch m by Duke McClellan—A. McDowell.
Thapsin, blk g by Berlin—E. H. Miller Jr.

Valentine, b g by Fenal's Clay—J. H. Kelly.
Stamboul, b s by Sultan—L. J. Rose.
Sister, b m by Admiral—J. A. Goldsmith.
Menlo, b s by Nutwood—Wm. Dwyer.
Harry Velox, b g by Velox—R. Barnes.

14.—Running. Thirty-mile California Long Distance Rid-
ing; change horses each mile. Six horses allowed each con-
testant. Parse $500. Entries: Card Pugh, San Bernardino;
M, Pryor, San Juan Capistrano; M. Lugo, Los Angeles;
Lucas Flowers, Oroville.

Fifth Bay—October 14th.
15.—Trotting. 2:27 class. Pnrse $500.

Rajah, b s by Sultan—K. D. Wise.
Inez, b m by The Moor—L. J. Rose Jr.

Kate Ewing, blk m by Berlin—L. Shaner.
Spry, b g by Gen. Benton—Palo Alto.
JaneL., br m by Hambletonian Mambrino—L. B. Lindsay.
Lillie Stanley, b m by Whippleton—J. A. Goldsmith.
Maid of Oass, ch m by Duke McClellan—M. Salisbury.
Luella, b m by Chicamauga—H. Hitchcock.

16.—Running. Three-quarters of a mile and repeat. All
ages. Purse $250.
J. Cabrera, ch g Manzanita, aged, ped :gree unknown.
B. P. Hill, oh g Adam, 5, by Reveille, dam unknown.
B. P. Hill, g g Johnny Gray, aged, by Shiloh, dam Margery.
Arcadia Stable, ch g Glenell (for. Billy Johnson), by Glenelg,

dam Planetarium.
F. M. Slaughter, b h Dublin Bay, 6, by Grinstead, dam

Amanda Fortune.
Geo. L. Waring, br g Telephone, aged, by Wildidle.
M. F. Tarpey, ch f Notidle, 3, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
M. Storn, ch c Grover Cleveland, 4, by Monday, dam Robin

Girl.

17.—Running. Five-eighths mile dash. For two-year-olds.
Winner of any two-year-old race to carry 7 lbs. extra. Purae
$150.
B. F. Bragg, ch f Nettie Washington by Jupiter.

J. Cabrera, ch c Mart Gibson by Joe Hooker, dam Jennie
Gibson.

F. McLean, b c Typesetter by Hock-Hooking, dam by Ben
Wade.

A. J. Hutchinson, b o Gen. Gordon by Hock-Hoaking, dam
Vixen.

B. F. Wood, ch c Andy Ryan by Billy Lee, dam by Ben Wade.
Laurelwood Stable, ch f Carmen by Wildidle, dam Nettie

Brown.
J. B. Chase, ch g Kildare by Kyrie Daly, dam Mistake.
J. B, Chase, ch f Rosedale by Joe Hooker, dam by Joe Daniels.
Chas. Thomas, b f Hazel by Balboa, dam Armeda Howard.

Sixth Oay—October 15tb.

18.— Trotting. 2:45 class. Purse $350.
Geronimo, b g by Inoa—C. A. Durfee.
Belle Forrest, b m by Chief of the Echoes—Wm. Smith.
Rajah, b s by Sultan— J. J. Reynolds.
Dubec, b g, 3, by Snltan—L. J. Rose.
Alfred S., b g by Elmo—H. W. Seale.

Gertrude Russell, b f by Electioneer—Palo AUp,
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Maggie E., b m by Nutwood—J. W. Donathan.

Contractor, br g by Sultan—C. R. Fickett.

Capt. Jack, b g—R. Barnes.

19.—Trotting. 2:16 class. Purse §1,000.

Arab, b g by Arthurton—O. A. Hickok.

Valentine, b g by Ferral's Clay—J. H. Kelly.

Menlo, b s by Nutwood—Wm. Dwyer.
Manzanita, b m by Electioneer—Palo Alto.

Adair, b g by Electioneer—E. H. Miller Jr.

Lot Slocum, br g by Electioneer—L. Shaner.

Harry Velox, b g by Velox—R. Barnes.

20.—Los Angeles Derby Stake. Closed Dec. 1, 1886. Five

entries.

M. Storn, b f Narcola by Norfolk, dam Ada C.

Al Morine, b f Carmelita by Hardwood, dam by Shiloh.

H. L. Samuels, ch c Tahoe by Feebler, dam Maritana.

A. J. Hutchinson, b f Manzanita by Hardwood, dam Maid of

the Mist.

B. P. Hill, ob c Mikado by Sbilob, dam Margery.

Entries at Glenbrook Park.

Tuesday, September 6th.

1.—Trotting. District. Roadster class. Purse $250.

J. M. Manning, s g Cousin Jack.

W. G. Lord, b s Electric.

A. Morgan, s g Fred.

A. D. West, ch g Charles W.
Wm. Britland, b h .

No. 2—Trotting. 2:30 class. Free for all. Purse $500.

C. A. Durfee, b g Geronimo by Inca, dam by Sacramento.

6. C. Tryon, b g Col. Hawkins by Echo, dam thoroughbred

mare.
G. W, Giffen, ch m Florence R. by Nutwood, dam Erwin

Davis Mare.
Lee Shaner, blk m Kate Ewing by Berlin.

P. McCartney, br m Flora G. by Altoona, dam by Belmont,

No. 3.—Trotting. For two-year-olds. Mile and repeat.

Purse $200. Did not till.

Wednesday, September 7tli.

4.—Running. Free for all. §50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $300

added. One mile and repeat.

Dan. Dennison, b g Dave Douglas by Leinstei, dam .Lily

Simpson.
Pat Rilev, b g Sir Thad byThad Stevens, dam Lady Amanda.
Cockrill Bros., b m Daisy D. by Wheatley, dam Black Maria.

W. P. Todhunter, b m Mayblossom by Joe Hooker, dam Mag-
gie S.

W.P. Todhunter, chgRockby Bob Woolley, dam Miss Stoner.

5. — Running. Free for all. For two-year-olds. $25
entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added. Five-eighths of a mile.

Did not rill.

6—Running. For three-year-olds. Free for all. $25

entrance, $10 forfeit, $200 added. One mile and a quarter.

Did not till.

7.—Pacing. 2:32 class. Free for all. Purse $500.

H. P. Brown, g g Charlie Brown, pedigree unknown.
Durfee & Covarrubias, b g Arrow by Richmond, dam by

Cricbton.

J.R. Hodson, b g Fidelity by Nephew, dam by Mambrino.

F. "Weber, ch g Haverly by Kansas Signal, dam unknown.
A. H. Hecox, br m Lelia S.

Thursday, September 8th.

8.—Trotting. District. 2:50 olass. Purse $250. Did not

not till.

9.—Trotting. 2:25 class. Free for all. Purse $500.

G. W. Woodard, b s Ales. Button, by Alexander, dam Lady
Button.

H. W. Seale, ch g Longfellow by Hambletonian.

J. R. Hodson, blk g Artist by Golddust, dam by Dave Hill.

J. A. Linscott, b s Adrian by Reliance, dam Adrianna.

10.—Trotting. Three-year-olds. District. Mile and repeat.

Purse $250. Did not till.

Friday, September 9th.

11.—Running. Open to all. $50 entrance, $25 forfeit,

$300 added. Two miles. Did not 611.

12.—Running. Open to all. S25 entrance, $10 forfeit,

$150 added. Three "fourths of a mile and repeat.

Dan Dennison. s f Blue Bonnet by Joe Hooker, dam Kate
Carson.

PatReilly, b g Sir Thad.
Cockrill Bros., b m Daisy D.
W. P. Todhunter, b m Mayblossom.
W. P. Todhunter, c g Rock.
E. Flittner, b m Minnie R. by Scamperdown, dam Sallie

Blair.

13.—Running. Free purse, $150. Entrance free to all

beaten horses. $50 to second horse. One mile and repeat.

To be 61led day of race.

H.—Pacing. 2:23 class. Free for all. Purse $500.

W. M. Billups, br s Almont Patchen by Juanito, dam Gladd
by Gladiator.

Lee Shaner, b g Chapman.
S. K. Trefry, br g Prince by Missouri Chief, dam thorough-

bred mare.
Durfee & Covarrubias, b g Arrow.

Declared filled with four entries.

No. 15.—Running. Saddle Horse Stake. District. Catch

weights. $5 entrance, $50 added. One mile.

B. Penhall, b m Flora B.

James Hughes, b m Dotty Dimple.

S. Benoit, s g Jimmers.

M. P. Peasley, blk s Hector.

Saturday, September, lOtli.

No. 16.—Trotting. District. One-year-olds. Half mile

and repeat. Purse $100.

Geo. F. Jacobs, bay colt Sidney J. by Revolution, dam by
MeCracken.

Wm. Finley, bay colt Thomas F. by Revolution, dam by

Black Prince.

James R. Nickerson, s s Brunswick by Doncaster.

M. C. Hogan, b g Duroc by Revolution, dam by John Nelson.

"No, 17.—Trotting. 240 class. Open to all. Purse $500.

D. E. Knight, b m Daisy A. by Friday MeCracken, dam
unknown.

C. A. Durfee, b g Geronimo.

S. C. Tryon, b g Col. Hawkins.
E. C. Sargent, b s Ross S. by Nutwood, dam by State of

Maine.
G. W. Woodard, b f Rosie Mc. by Alexander Button, dam by

Rosedale.
J. M. Stevenson, blk g Franklin by Gen. Reno, dam unknown.
H. W. Seale, b g Alfred S. by Elmo.
J. D. Carr, ch g MaDzanita by Elmo, dam Ida May.
No. 18.—Trotting. 2;2> class. Open to a]J. Pqrse $500.

Did not ail,

State F'air Fixed Events.

California Breeders' Stake, for foals of 1SS5; to be run at

the State Fair of 1SSS; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only $10
if declared January 1, 18SS; $300 added, of which $100 to

second, and $50 to third. One mile and a quarter.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, br f imp. Gorgo, by Isonomy, dam
imp. Flirt by Hermit.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Peel, by Monday, dam Precious
by Lever.

James Garland, ch i Snowdrop, by Joe Hooker, dam Laura
Winston.

W. M. Murry, b c Surinam by Joe Hooker, dam Ada 0.

W. M. Murry, ch c Peregrine by Joe Hooker or Jumbo, dam
Irene Harding.

H. L. Samuels, b c Ed McGinnis, by Grinstead, dam
Jennie G.

Laurelwood Stable, ch f Carmen by Wildidle, dam Netiie

Brown.
Laurelwood Stable, b c Kyrle D. by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam

Maggie S.

Caleb Dorsey, b c Partisan by imp. Partisan dam, Mamie by
Spectre.

Caleb Dorsey, ch o Theo. Winters by Joe Hooker, dam
Mattie C.

L. H. Todhunter, br c King Idle by Wildidle, dam Angusta E.

California Annual Stake, for foals of 1836; to be run at the

State Fair of 1SS8. $100 entrance, $25 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared January 1, 1SSS; $250 added, of which $100 to

second, $50 to third. One mile.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch c Philander by Wildidle, dam
Precious, by Lever.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch c Rhona by Flood, dam imp.
Rosetta, by Struan.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Escart by Flood, dam Fannie Lewis,

by imp. Bnckden.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Kenneth by Joe Hooker, dam

Kathanon, by Harry of the West.
Pale Abo Stock Farm, b c Geoffrey by Flood, dam Glendew,

by imp Gleugany.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, be Flood Tide by Flood, dam Lady

Evangeline, by Leinster.

Harry Whiting, b f by Joe Hooker, dam Kitten by imp.
Eclipse.

Harry Whiting, ch f by Bertram, dam Kitty M., by King
Ernest.

Harry Whiting, b f bv Mr. Pickwick, dam Countess by Theo-
bald.

Harry Whiting, ch f by Long Taw, dam Athlene by Pat
Malloy.

Harry Whiting, b f by Luke Blackburn, dam Jenny Norton.

J. G. Hill, br f Ella Hill by Wildidler, dam Phcebe Hall.

W. B. Todhunter, b c by Joe Daniels, dam Sister to Jim
Douglass.

John A. McBride, ch c by Duke of Norfolk, by Longfellow.

Thomas Atchison, ch f Little Rose by Joe Hooker, dam
Rosetland.

H. I. Thornton, ch f Sonoma by Longfield, dam Carrie C.

H. I. Thornton, ch f Regina by Joe Hooker, dam Hattie Ball.

Theo. Winters, ch c Don Jose by Joe Hooker, dam Countess
Zeika.

Theo. Winters, ch c Czar by Norfolk, dam Marion.
Theo. Winters, ch c Bronco by Joe Hooker, dam Laura Win-

ston.

Theo. Winters, ch or rn c Telish by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

Theo. Winters, b c Leh by Joe Hooker, dam Illusion.

Caleb "Dorsey, b f Lady Overton by imp. Partisan, dam Pet.

Caleb Dorsey, bf March Wind by imp. Partisan, dam Mat-

tie C.

W. M. Murray, b c Robin Hood by Flood, dam Robin Girl.

W. M. Murray, b c N. T. M. by Shannon, dam Demirep.
W. M. Murray, b c Almont by Three Cheers, dam Question.

John Arnett, b f bv Joe Daniels, dam Queen Emma.
W. L. Appleby, b c" Wild Oats by Wildidle, dam Mary Givens.

Laurelwood Stable, ch f Lakme by John A., dam Lottie J.

T. F. Lynch, b c by Duke of Monday, dam Lou Spencer.

Chas. Schlutius, b e Persuasion by Storey, dam Occasion by

Red Bluff.

California Derby Stake, for foals of 18S6, to be run at the

State Fair of 1S89; $100 entrance, $50 forfeit, or only $10 if

declared January 1st, 1SS8; $15 if declared January 1st, ISS9,

or $25 if declared May 1, ISS9; $300 added, of which $100
to second, $50 to third. One mile and a half.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch c Philander by Wildidle, dam
Precious.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch c Rhona by Flood, dam imp.
Rosette.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Escart by Flood, dam Fannie
Lewis.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Geoffrey by Flood, dam Glendew.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Flood Tide by Flood, dam Lady

Evangeline.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, gr f Felicia by Wildidle, dam Frolic.

J. G. Hill's br f Ella Hill by Wildidler, dam Phcebe Hall.

T. F. Lynch, b c by Duke of Monday, dam Lou Spencer.

W. M. Murry, b c Robin Hood by Flood, dam Robin Girl.

W. M. Murry, b c N. I. M. by Shannon, dam Demirep.
W. M. Murry, b c Almont by Three Cheers, dam Question.

W. B. Todhunter, b c Hotspur by Joe Daniels, dam Sister to

Jim Donglass.

T. Atchison, ch f Little Rose by Joe Hooker, dam Rosetland.

Caleb Dorsey, b f Lady Overton by imp. Partisan, dam Pet.

Caleb Dorsey, b f March Wind by imp. Partisan, dam Mat-
tie C.

Theo. Winters, ch c Don Jose by Joe Hooker, dam Countess
Zeika.

Theo Winters, ch c Czar by Norfolk, dam Marion.

Theo. Winters, ch c Bronco by Joe Hooker, dam Laura Win-
ston.

Theo. Winters, ch or rn c Telish by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

Theo. Winters, b c Leh by Joe Hooker, dam Illusion.

John Arnett, br f by Joe Daniels, dam Queen Emma.
W. L. Appleby, b c Wild Oats by Wildidle, dam Mary Givens.

W. L. Appleby, ch f Lakme by John A., dam Lottie J.

Harry Whiting, b f by Joe Hooker, dam Kitten.

Harry Whiting, ch f by Bertram, dam Kilty M.
Harry Whiting, b f by Mr. Pickwick, dam Countess.

Harry Whiting, ch f by Long Taw, dam Athlene.

Harry Whiting, b f by Luke Blackburn, dam Jenny Norton.

Chas. Schlutius, b c Persuasion by Storey, dam Occasion.

Mr. John Mackay, Superintendent of Rancho del Paso,

gives notice this week that Morris Brennau and WTm.Ken-
neally have left the ranch without notice while under con-

tract, and notifies owners and trainers not to employ them, as

he will invoke the rule apphcable in such cases.

Herr James Browne has had his Sacramento trouble de-

clared off and has gone to Senator Hearst's San Simeon ranch

to break tbe cc-Ue and get ready for nest year's business.

Sam Gamble on the Standard.

Editor Breeder axd Sportsman:—It is always a pleasure

for me to converse with gentlemen about the breeding of

light harness and speedy animals. I had an hour's sitting

the other day with three young gentleman who have a faint

idea of the breeding of a speedy trotting animal, and of the

present Standard. And gentlemen who are not the first to

read the signs of the breeding interests aright. Which these

same gentleman will buj a mare for breeding purposes
whose blood lines are inharmonious, thinking that most of
the excellence comes from the sire. I said, gentlemen, that is a
grand mistake in you. I believe that producing mares, and
mares closely related to producers and nothing but that

class are essential to the success of all breeders. I laid

down this rule eight years ago, and I have not changed my
opinion yet. The progeny will unite the blood of a galasy of
stars, and its name will be surrounded by a constellation of
the best records. These gentleman asked me about the Amer-
ican Trotting Standard, if that was not a good rule to go by. I
said it was not in all cases, that there was inferior-bred ones,
and some that were of no use to me for breeding purposes
under the present Standard. I said, gentleman the present
rules of the American Standard ought to be changed, as
under the present Standard it is fast rilling up with a lot of

inferior animals. That the 2:30 list is filling so fast that in
a year or two a trotting record of 2:30 will not be noticed,

and now there are so many that are Standard and are
under the rules eligible to enter in the American Trotting
Register that have no merit themselves or their produce,
and are unfit to be noticed by an intelligent breeder of a
trotting animal. Therefore, I suggest that the present rules

of admission to the Standard rank should be changed and
this question considered (and with no ' 'Non-Standard
Department"). It is only a question of a little time that the
present Standard will have to be changed. Therefore, if the
American Trotting Register doeB not change their rules, or
rank of Standard, I should suggest that the leading trotting

horse breeders adopt new rules of a new Trotting Standard
Register. I suggest tbat the name of the new one be the

"National Standard Trotting Register." The present rules

should be changed to make a breeder breed for "early speed'*

and a "high rate of speed." The 2:30 speed is not, this late

day, of high rate enough to govern the breeder's Standard,
therefore I suggest that the present rules be changed to the

following:

Rule First—Any stallion that has himself a trotting

record of 2:30 or better, or a pacing record of 2:25 or better,

provided he is the sire of trotting two-year-old record of

2:45 or better, or the sire of a pacing two-year-old record
of 2:40 or better, or a three-year-old trotting record of 2:30, or
sire of a pacing three-year-old record of 2:25 or better, or
a four-year-old trotting record of 2:25 or better, or sire

of a pacing four-year-old record of 2:23 or better, or, pro-

vided any of his get has a record of 2:20 or better trotting or

pacing, or provided his sire, or his dam, or his grandam, is

already a Standard animal under this rule.

Rule Second—Any two-year-old with a trotting record of

2:45 or better, or a two-year-old with a pacing record of 2:35
or better, or a three-year-old with a three-year-old trotting

record of 2:30 or better, or a three-year-old pacer with a three-

year-old pacing record of 2:25 or better, or a four-year-old
trotting record of 2:25 or better, or a four-year-old pacing
record of 2:23 or better, or any stallion, mare, or gelding
with a record of 2:20 or better, trotting or pacing.

Rule Third—Any horse that is the sire of two animals with
a trotting record of 2:25 or better, or the sire of two animals
pacing records of 2:23 or better.

Rule Fourth—Any horse tbat is the sire of one animal
with a trotting record of 2:25 or better, or the sire of one animal
with a pacing record of 250 or better, provided he has either

of the following qualifications: First, a record himself of

2:35 trotting or 2:30 pacing, or better. Second, is the sire of

two animals with trotting Tecords of 2:30 or better or two
animals pacing records of 2-2.5 or better.

Rule Fifth—Any mare that has produced a two-year-old

with a trotting record of 2:45 or better, or a two-year-old
with a pacing record of 2:35 or better, or a three-year-old

with a three-year-old trotting record of 2:30 or better, or a
three-year-old pacing record of 2:25 or better, or a four-year
old trotting record of 2:25 or better, or a four-year-old pacing
record of 2:23 or better, or any animal trotting or pacing record
of 2:20 or better, or has produced two with trotting records
of 2:30 or better, or two with pacing records of 2:25 or betier.

Rule Sixth—The progeny of a Standard horse, provided
the Bire is Standard, when out of a Standard mare, under
these rules.

Rule Seventh—The progeny of a Standard horse, provided
he has a record of 2:40 or better trotting, or a record of 2:35

pacing or better, out of a mare by a Standard horse, under
these rules.

Rule Eighth—The progeny of a Standard horse, when out
of a mare whose dam is a Standard mare with a trotting

record of 2:45 or better, or with a pacing record of 2:40 or

better.

Rule Ninth —Any mare that has a two-year-old trotting

record of 2:50 or better, or with a two-year-old pacing record
of 2:40 or better, or a three-year-old trotting record of 2:40 or

better, or a pacing three-year-old record of 2:35 or better, or a
four-year-old trottingrecord of 2:35 or better, or a four-year-old

pacing record of 2:30 or better, or with a trotting record of

2:30 or better, or with a pacing record of 2:25 or better, when
by a Standard horse.

Rule Tenth—A double-team record of 2:30 or better trot-

ting, or a record of 2-25 pacing or better, or a record to

wagon trotting of 2:25 or better, or a record of 253 pacing

to wagoD, a trotter to, saddle record of 2:18 or better, a pacer

to saddle record of 2:15 or better.

Rule Eleventh—Required to register the name of breeder

of the animal, sire, grand sire, first dam, second dam, third

dam; their breeders, owners, and the post-office address of

all; color, size, weight.

Rule Twelfth—The animals to be examined by two compe-
tant veterinary surgeons as to their soundness, and their

certificate to accompany the entry, before the animal can be
accepted and entered in the Standard Trotting Register.

In order to improve and to establish and teach the young
breeder of the light harness horse and to produce a more
uniform and higher rate of speed, and soundness of the Ameri-
can trotter, I pray that the above rules be adopted. When
an animal is accepted under these rules it has a right to be
recorded as a Standard-bred animal. And I predict that the

time will come when the trotting horse will be as uniform in

trotting fast as a running-bred horse is in running!",

become as natural. And 1 predict that when your r.

hear of or see a trotter get a trotting record of 2:05 or

that he will have a combination of the best trottin_

pacing blooa, backed up with the best thoroughbrt,

produces trotters. Determination is what is required t<

up a high rate of speed, and the family tbat ha; tbii
-
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speed is the one to breed for trotters. And the thoroughbred,

in most all eases, gives an animal fine finish, for there are

plenty of thoroughbreds who lack courage and determination

to fight and keep up a fast pace. Sam'l Gamble,
Sup't. Horse Department Cook Farm.

Danville, Aug. 7tb.

The Wagner Sale.

TRAP.

The Wagner Stock Farm great Combination Sale, which

came off July 26th, and 27th, at Marshall, Mich., was a buc-

cess in every particular. The attendance was large, the

bidding SDirited, and prices ruled good. The demand for

youngsters by Black Cloud and Eecorder was particularly

strong, and they were sold rapidly. The average price paid

for the entire lot was $461 per head.

The following sold for $250 aud upwards:

Morton Wilkes, s g, 3 yrs, by Young Jim; Chas E. Green,

Eochester, N. Y S300
Hendricks, g g, byPetoskey; James Stinson, Chicago 500

Phyllis, g m, 10 yrs, by Major Floyd; Hiram ltider, Cer-

esco, Mich 300

Dhonabar, blk b, 2 yrs, by Blaok Cloud; "W. F. Williams,

Vinton, Iowa 785

Florida, b f, yr, by Black Cloud; W. F. Williams, Vin-

ton, Iowa 250

Zue Terrill, blk m, by Norman Temple; W. C. Wiley,

Paw Paw •• 310

Campanini, b a, 1 yr, by Black Cloud; G. E. Kussell,

Pittsfield 4"0

Zora, bm, bv Magna Charta; A. M. Fisher, Three Rivers. 300

Zella, b m, by Magna Charta; C. F. Switzer, Defiance, O. 390

Cassio, blk s, 2 yrs, by Black Cloud; G. E. Bussell, Pitts-

field. .. I
1.0Z5

Cythiana, b f, 3 yrs, by Petoskey; Dr. S. E. McCully,

Toronto S50

Alice, b f, 3 yrs, by Blackthorne; Dr. S. E. McCully, Tor-

onto...: 400

Eva West, ch m, by American Clay; S. White, Windsor,

Out 50°

IdaV, bf, 2 yrs, bv King Bene; L. Kinney, Albion 480

Cloud Chief, b s, 2'yrs, by Black Cloud; J. C. KouBseau,

Albion 400

Charlotta, b f, 2 yrs, by Black Cloud; W. F. Williams,

Vinton, Iowa 400

Vinnie, h m, 4 yrs, by Shelby Chief; Bensselaer Horse

Co., EenBSelaer, Ind 500

Zimmera, b f, foaled Ootober 27, 1SS5, by Eecorder, dam
Lulu Morten by Whip Clay; L Dean, Girard, Mich. 1,400

McClure, bB, 2yrs, by Kecorder; W. F. Willixms. Vin-

ton, Iowa 810

MeHugh, b s, 1 yr, by Eecordor; H. M. Mills, Waukesha,
Wisconsin 300

Emma Wilkes, br m by Clay Wilkes; T. Fairbanks, Chat-

ham, Ontario 550

Ettie B., b m by Hamlet Jr.; Bensselaer Horse Co.,

Bensselaer, Ind 500

Lady Custer, bf by Black Cloud; T. Fairbanks, Chatham,

Ontario 300

Killeena, b f, 1 yr, by Eecorder; J. H. Knight, Ceresco,

Mich 270

Saieda BaBhaw, g m by Bashaw Jr.; F. Kapp, CereSLO,

Mich 250

Lenora, b f, 2 yrs, by Black Cloud; James Stinson,

Chicago 1>100

Billy Wagner, b s, 3 yrs, by Petoskey; James Stinsor,

Chioago 600

Paquita, b f, 2 yrs, by Black Cloud; James StinBon,

Chicago 575

Prince Ashland, b s, 1 yr, by King Bene; L. Kinney,

Albion 460

Scootie, b m by Ashland Chief; L. Kinney, Albion 575

Kentworth, b s, 2 yrs (pacer), by llambletonian Mam-
briuo; Dr. S. E. McCully, Toronto, Out 1,650

Mollie G, b m by Hamlet; Bensselaer Horse Co., Bensse-

laer, Ind 450

Luna D., r m by Masterlode; J. C. Eousseau, Albion 400

Sunshine, ch f, 2 yrs, by Black Cloud; James Stinson,

Chicago 350

Bay on de-or, b s, 1 yr, by Black Cloud; E. Conley,

Marshall 255

Belle King, b m by Mambrino King; Bensselaer Horse

Co., Bensselaer, Ind 250

Strathmore Jr., b B by Strathmore; W. F. Williams,

Vinton, Iowa 580

Camancha Chief, blk s by Richelieu; F. W. Dickey,

Marshall 900

Jessie B., br m, 7 yrs., by Don J. Robinson, dam by

Fisk 'a Mambrino Chief ; W. J. Cowhan, Jackson. .2.850

Minnie K., b m by Bufns O; F. W. Dickey, Marshall. . . 600

Bay George, b g by Bay Middleton; A. E. Howell,

Homer, Mich 500

Harold Flinn, ch s, 1 yr., by De Soto; E. S. Peterson,

Hillsdale, Mich 250

Homer Wilkes, b g by Ira Wilkes; W. F. Williams,

Vinton, la 250

Carrie Wilkes, br m, 4 yrs., by Alcyone, dam by Mam-
brino Starlight ; James StiDaon, Chicago 2, 300

Fanny, b m by Daniel Lambert (consigned by Girard

Stock Farm, M. V. Wagner, Marshall 500

Lofty MileB, ch m by Masterlode; H. E. Carroll, Girard. 300

Daniel H, ch m by Don J. Bobinson; L. Dean, Tekon-
aba, Mich 500

Howard B., ch b, 2 yrs., by Daniel H.; L. Dean, Tekon-
sha 250

e bm by Arthur; F. W. Dickey, Marshall 310

CANOEING.
Oakland Canoe Club-

The Canoe Club has been veiy active of late, and enjoyed

several fine cruiseB. On AuguBt 6th the Flirt, Shadow and
Alista sailed to Goat Island aDd camped the night there,

returning nest day. Last Sunday nearly every canoe in the

clubhouse was out, but the breeze was rather light. In a

scrub race in the afternoon Alista came in first and Morrow 'b

new boat second. This latter is a new importation from

RushtoD, New York, 15 feet by 37 incben, specially designed

for a comfortable, airy cruiser. This she probably will be, but

ler owner is rather dissatisfied with her in some particulars.

She is much under-rigged, aDd his directions have not been

,t all carefully followed. Commodore Blow writes that he

vas royally received at the "Western Canoe Association meet
nt BallaBt Island, Lake Erie, and Baw some tall sailing. The
i.reezes there enable much more sail to be carried than in

i^ese waters, and it is no uncommon thing for a rogulation-

size canoe 15 feet by 32 inches to spread 115 to 120 Bquarefeet

of sail. Next Saturday and Sundayacamping trip to the Ala-

meda shore is Bpoken of, and will probably be well attended.

"Gaucho" to "Marks".

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:— "Honi soit qui mat y
pense." Marks—I might with very good reason ask you how
much your commission was foryourvaliant though ill-advised

defense of the Schuylkill-Miller-Smith gon article in August

6th issue of this paper, but I forbear, realizing that even the

Smith people can't afford to pay much for such correspon-

dence, its "Marketable value beiDg high at any price. It

wonld be unprofitable to waste the time of your readers, Mr.

Editor, aBide from occupying too much valuable space to do

more than take a cursory glance at the letter in question.

There is nothing in it, at least it is a series of blunders and

misrepresentations from end to end, which I will prove,

trusting that I may do so without having recourse to vulgar

personalities, absurd twaddle about back alleys, daggers in

the dark, penny-a-liner stuff with, which Marks would annihi-

late me. I mnst say, nevertheless, in the way of a sugges-

tion, that writing for the Police Gazette would open to him
a larger field, would bring to his side a more vast and admir-
ing set of readers; in fact, from the specimen in point and
under discusBion we may well be led to fancy that his litera-

ture runs in the dime novel vein, and it's a pity alike for

his fame and the consideration due your readers that he
should have departed from his legitimate role, for he bears

the ear "Marks" of anything but an authority on any subject
pertaining to field sports.

I will meet him at every point, and if I don't completely
snow him under it will simply be because I can't express
myself intelligibly, and not for want of Bolid facts with which
to dispel his illusions. Keferring to my letter of May 14th,

Marks says: "His (Gaueho's) crusade is all against theL.C.
Smith gun. Its great success, though less than four years
old, has induced certain other makers to resort to every
imaginary scheme, including the use of such mouth-pieces as

Gaucho, in order to check its increasing popularity." (I don't
know whether Marks means imaginary scheme or imaginable,

but will let that pass. I don't think he makes any preten-
sions to beiDg a Bcholar, so we won't quibble about values of

words.) Here, then, is the history of the alleged orasade
against the L. C. Smith gun. In the American Field of

March 17, 1886, an individual signing himself W. T. D.
announced that the Parker gun with which Ben Teipel, of

Covington, won the Diamond Badge at New Orleans, in Febru-
ary, 18S5, was a Parker in name only, it haviog been rebored
at the L.C.Smith factory previous (mark you) to this New
Orleans tournament. In fact, that Teipel, feeling that the
shootiDg qualities of his Parker must be improved to enable
him to take the prize from the champions, he had it rebored
at Smith's factory, according to the Smith system of multi-
ple ohnke. I immediately contradicted this whole fabrication,

knowing it to be false all through. On May 15, 1886, "W. T. D-,
in the same periodical, overreached himself by giving the
date on which Teipel's Parker gun was supposed to be at the
Smith factory undergoing the thrilling intestinal process of
being "multiple choked." "W. T. D. gave that date as March,
1882. Now, then, gentlemen, ponder at Teipel's foresight! He
actually had to have his gun rebored some three years before
he needed it, for the New Orleans Tournament came off in

1S85. Aside from this, not a living soul knew anything
about said tournament in 1882. The National Association,

tinder whose auspices it xoas given, did not exist until 1S85M!
Would not that be enough to sqaelch anything W. T. D.
might claim? But that's not all. Teipel, over his own signa-
ture in the Field of April 24, 1886, affirmed that L. C. Smith
did not rebore that gun. But that was not enougn for the
Smith combination. I then found out from Messrs. Powell
and Clement, dealers in guns in Cinoiuuati, O., that they had
sold that identical gun to Teipel in May, 1884, and further
proved by the number of Baid gun that it actually was not
made until August, 1883; in other woida, W. T. D. would
have us believe that L. 0. Smith had a Parker gun in his fac-

tory in March, 1882, which at that time was not made,
much less, therefore, could it be in Teipel's possession.
The evidence was so overwhelming that not even W. T. D.
could rally; so that closed my first bout while defending the
old gun against the piracies of the Smith admirer. And yet
Marks would have you believe, gentlemen, that Gaucho
opened the cruBade against the Smith gun.
Marks accuseB me of feigning friendship for Mr. Harvey

McMurchy. That is a deliberate falsehood, as I regard Mc-
Duff as one of the finest fellows, best shots, thorough Bports-
men, and genial, pleasant, manly men I have ever met. I have
ever spoken in his praise; have always, when occasion offered,

written lauding his character far above his mere shooting
qualities, great as that talent within him is—for I regard him
one of the most magnificent shots in America—and that's a
broad Btatement. Furthermore, should anyone doubt me,
let him ask McDuff personally whether what I have now
said is not strictly true. I am willing to abide by his decis-

ion, fori know him to be an honorable man; and unless the
contaminating influence of associating with some of these
Smith gun pirates has greatly altered him since last we met,
I am willing to vouch that McDoff is friendly enough
towards Gaucho, who has never offended him by word or deed
but always looked upon him as one of his friends. Now,
"Marks," is your chance. I pin my faith to the plucky Mc
who shot himself into promiueuce by his indomitable nerve
and faultlesB skill. Ask him, "Marks." Learn to eschew the
bull in the crockery store order of scribbling. Don't lean on
"Opaque" for yourinformation. Live and learn. Remember
that Gaucho opened no crusade agaiuBt the Smith gun, butthe
Smith gun people, knowing the high standard to which the
Parker has arisen, have done their best from the beginning
to wage war against it—to what purpose they best can tell.

It may be business, but so iB pocket picking with some peo-
ple. But now, for Schuylkill, whom Marks is endeavoring
to ohampion, but forwhom he can't even serve asa "marker,"
ergo, why endeavor to carry a more weighty man than himself.
Alas, some people will do this regardless of consequences.
Schuylkill Baid, in American Field of March 19th, page 267,
that theL.C. Smith gun broke 500 Btraight Blue RockB at
the Cleveland Tournament of 1886. I denied this in toto.

The Smith gun did no such thing, McDuff being the only
man using one in the 00 class that got over 90 with his Smith,
his score being 93 while Stice, who used a Parker, broke 98,
taking first money; second went to McDuff; third went to
Roof, who also shot a Parker. Consequently, one man
only reaohed over 90 with a Smith, while Stice, Roof and
Smith, using Parkers, ran above that score, distancing the
Smith numerically by three to one, as can be seen by looking
over the reoords of that tournament published in the Ameri-
can Field. Sohuylkill subsequently took back the 500-straight
fable, and now it appears he meant to say Bowetbing^else; ia

other words, he owns to it that the Smith gun at that Cleve-
land tournament did not really do what he claimed it had; so
that ends that. I have nothing further to say on the subject.

Schuylkill, though not gracefully, acknowledges the error—

I

ask no more. He endeavors to make it appear that shooting

for a place in a class iB the same aa shootiDg at the final

match. That the time mide by a borne in exercise is of value
aB a reoord, albeit that horso is distanced in the bona fide

race. It's a queer way of arriving at definite results and
can't win. He is at perfect liberty to criticise a Parker or
extol a Smith just as far as his conscience will allow him

—

that is entirely beyond my province and none of my concern.
But when he would make it appear, through as widely read a

paper as the American Field, that the Smith gun did » cer-

tain thing which it did not come anywhere near accomplishing,
why, then, I submit that he lays himself open to censure; and
all that Marks may re- "mark" for him won't do either of them
much good. True, Marks says "The opinion of such a man
as Schuylkill is worth more than those of one thousand Gau-
chos." It isn't a matter of opinion at all, Marks. Can't
you discern?—it's a question of fact. Your opinion and
Schuylkill's may be law unto you both from mutut^ admira-
tion, aB it were, but facts, scores, records are what ve want.
Opinions to the opinionated may be gems, but to the publio

give hard, honest facts. I deal in these, Marks, as you no
doubt have perceived ere this.

And now we find ourselves again brought face to face with
another little legend for the credulous, i. e. the Miller score.

See what the Cincinnati Sportsman says in this connection:

J. E. Miller's Score.

The remarkable large score recently made by J. E.
Miller, of this city, at the grounds of the Price Hill Gun
Club, has been the theme of conversation among the local

trapshooters, and haB been widely commented on by the
sportsmans press throughout the country. Communications
have been pouring into thiB office by the basketful doubting
the correctness of the wonderful score, and, singular as it may
appear, there was not a sportsman in Cincinnati interviewed
by The Sportsman, who would even admit of the possibility

of Mr. Miller doing such truly wonderful shooting.

"It is but justice to the shooterB throughout the country to

state that, after a very careful examination of the score-book,
and interviewing those present, that there is none who will

say that Mr. Miller did break 158 clay birds in succession.
The score book places his record at 148 straight, Miller,

according to the baok, missing his 149th bird. A gentleman
positively affirms that he saw Miller miss three birds of the
last twenty shot at.

"Andy Flickinger, a boy employed in the American Clay
Bird Factory, acted as trapper, and announced the broken or
missed birds by raising a red or white flag, as the case might
be. Judging from the score, the red flag was kept flying at a
rapid rate. It is hinted, but not authentically, that the white
flag was hard to handle, and in the excitement of the moment
the boy would frantically grab the red flag, and, bloody shirt

fashion, waft it in the gentle zephyrs that peacefully blow
over Price's Hill. Miss Sallie Moore, who in pleasant weather
dispenses ham sandwiches and ginger pop to the thirsty

shooters, consented to keep the score. Miss Moore marked
148 straight birds, though Mr. Miller says she forgot to credit

ten of his birds.

"These are about the facts of the case as near as could be
obtained from the scene of action, and while Mr. Miller, who,
by the way, is a sportsman at heart and a thorough gentle-

man, still insists that he made the score as published in the
papers. The Sportsman did not consider it a record in the
true sense of the word, and hence our failure to publish it

with our esteemed cotemporaries."

The Cincinnati Commercial Gazette, of January 2d, quoted
by "Marks", says that this score was made in the presence of

several gentlemen members of the Price Hill Gun Club, and
that there were judges and a.referee. None of the gentlemen
probably witnessed the entire string so none of them would
be likely to vouch for it. If they did see the shooting done
it would appear very easy for Mr. Miller to obtain their signa-

tures to a paper giving the full particulars of this performance.
Of what use is a string of names as witnesses if none of

them will testify. Let them as a group testify aud I instantly

retract; until then, never. I emphatically deny that there

were two judges and a referee. Flickinger, Miller's employe,
did the flagging and the birds were scored according to his

ruling. I challenge "Marks" to disprove this, as I have
positive proof from an eye witness to what I am saying—from
a gentleman member of the club, well known in Cincinnati

as a man of honor and beyond reproach. I now publicly

declare that even the score book will not show a record of

158 Btraight breaks, and will leave it to Messrs. Al. Bandle
and "Shott" to so decide—both members m good standing,

of Mr. Miller's club. "Marks," with his characteristic blun-
dering, not to say impudence, doubts the fact of my having a
Smith gun. In fact he is so reokleBS with his ducats that he
would be willing to bet a dollar to a dime (think of it! such
rashness, such certain ruin in case he lost!) that I have no
Smith gun, and that, further, I never shot it against its tag.

Now, Bir, you have just fallen into the trap that awaits all

who rush madly ahead, regardlesB of all save figuring in

print. I will make this proposition to you, and on it hinges
your own reputation, so far as an authority in this paper is

concerned. I have a "D" grade Smith gun, the barrels are

wavy, i. e. hilly on the outside, cheap-looking, rough, the rib

is crooked, the stock is studded with knots, and, what is more,
the gun will not shoot up to its tag. That's what I said. I

am willing to send this gun to the editor of this paper for

verification as to what I have said, you pay express charges

both ways if my statement is correct, I to pay them if I am
wrong. You to publicly apologize for doubting my word, if

what I have said regarding this gun is true. I, on the other

hand, to ask your pardon if I have misstated the case. If

you are a gentleman, "Marks," this proposition ought to meet
with your approval; if you are anything else, I deem it that

your further correspondence shou-ld be ruled out of this

paper.
Now, sir, you tauut me with being a newcomer to this weBt

coast. You accuse me of robbing a man of his reputation.

I retort by daring you to accept my proposition, just as it

stands. I make no offer to wager anything, I can't afford to

do it I have no gun factory at my back, but J place my
case in the hands of the sportsmen, gentlemen and admirers
of fair play of tbia west coast, and will willingly, nay gladly,

abide by their decision as to who is the villain skulking in

the dark in the endeavor to rob an honest firm of its reputa-

tion.

As regards the shooting of the gun, in order that the onus
may not rest on one man I will name Mr. Briggs of this

paper as referee, you and I each ohoosing a judge. In this

connection I merely stipulate this, that Bhells be loaded

Btrictly in accordauce with the printed tag (hat accompanies
the gun. That the load of shot be ljozs., struck Dixon's
1106 measure of Tatham's No. 8, 399 pellets to the ounce, as

per Tatham'B table of shot. That ten consecutive shots be

fired from each barrel upon whioh to base the average, That
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is the exact load the tag calls for, and as most American guns
are targeted with that shot, there can be no objection to it,

besides which it is always referred to as Tatham's Standard
Shot, therefore that is a good kind to use, beiDg very even
and remarkably uniform. Now or never, Marks, is your
chance. You can't hurt a hair of my head by your unmanlv
imputations, as having integrity or alleged hypocrisy, but
you have the opportunity to annihilate me in one swoop, but
I dare yon to it.

Marks has, pecuniarily, nothing at stake except the express
charges on the gun which is a nominal affair, but he may
take water on the public retraction. That's pretty hard to do
under the circumstances. Yet ni view of his broad accusation
I do not consider lam exorbitant in my demand. I am a new
comer, as he says, therefore it is necessary I should at once
establish myself on a firm basis, at least as to my veracity.
This method has suggested itself as commensurate, and I
trust the sportsmen interested in this controversy will ap-
prove my proposition. It remains now with Marks to decide
as to which course he will pursue, and for you, gentlemen,
readers of the Breeder and Sportsman, to declare who is the
ghoul. Gaucho.
"Walla "Walla, W. T., August 12, 1887.

Eureka Club.

The Club closed its trap season on last Saturday at Bird's
Point, under favorable conditions for shooting. Eight of the
eleven engaged scored in double figures, an unusually high
percentage.

At 12 pigeons, Hurlingham, For club trophies.

H. Black 1 1111001111 1-10
W.W.Haskell 1 1110011131 1-10
G. W. Ctmpin 1 11100010011—7
W. E. Mayhew 1111311111 3—11
A.F.Adams 1 11111011O1 1—10
Charles Kellogg 1113011111 1-10
H. Schwerin 1 111111111 1—11
B. J. Kellogg Jr 1 11011000111-8
H.C. Golcher 1 llllllllio 1-11
S\ G, Sanborn 11001111011—8
C. Goodall 1 1111111111 1-12

At 6 birds, same conditions. S2.50 entrance. First won by Mr. May-
hew, second by Mr. Haskell.

Haskell 10 1—2
|
Adams 1 0-1

Mayhew 1 10 11 1—5
|

The prizes for the season were distributed to the lucky
winners after the match.
The awards were made in a peculiar manner, and one that

of us seems hardly the best possible. The best three scores
to each member were ascertained and the awards made on
that basis.

A glance at the table of scores and percentages which is

appended will show that several did better average shooting
than the winners. Messrs. Golcher and Goodall tied for first

and second, and in the shoot-off Mr. Golcher won. For fifth

and sixth Messrs. Haskell and Schwerin were tie, and Mr.
Schwerin won.
Mr. H. G. Golcher won first prize, a case of silver fruit

knives; Mr. Edwin Goodall Becond, five volumes of the Bad-
minton Library; Mr. A. F. Adams third, three hundred
"Standard" Chamberlin cartridges; Mr. W.E. Mayhew fourth,

a split bamboo rod; Mr. Adolph Schwerin fifth, a pedometer;
Mr. W. W. Haskell sixth, two hundred "Standard" cartridges.

The resume of the season's work is as follows:

the tournament used the Smith gun. Mr. J. R. Stice used a
"Winchester repeating shotgun, and Mr. Al. Bundle a Lefever.
Scores

:

H. McMurchy, Syracuse, N. T.

1 (3
April

May
June

July

August

Shot

at

A. F. Adams —
J. B. Maynard —
O. W. Kellogg —
A . Schwerin S
H.C. Golcher 10
W. E. Mavhew 8

Edwin Goodall 10
F. G. Sanborn 1

Howard Black 6
W. W. Haskell 11
W. S. Davis 10
S. I. Kellogg Jr 8
C. O.Dean 8
E. WObapin 6
C . A. Edson 9
J. J. Roche .... e —

111 11 in 11 Ill Bn 52 86 2-3

III III — — — 24 W 8? 1-3— in — in 10 SB an 83 1-3

Ill in 9 10 11 72 69 SI 17-18

» 1 11 n 11 73 59 81 17-18

9 H 11 in 11 72 57 78 1-3

8 7 11 8 12 72 66 77 7-9

9 in — 8 U 6(1 42 70— — 9 H HI 48 »» G8 3-4

9 in — 8 in 60 40 66 2-"J

5 ii 7 7 — m 89 65
X 7 7 — s fin UK 63 1-3

7 6 7 — — 4K 28 68 1-3

S Ii 7 6 7 72 H7 61 7-16

4 — — — — 24 12 60

2 — — — — 12 2 16 2-3

Seattle.

Mr. Wm. Robertson sends the following account of the

meeting of the Seattle Bod and Gun Club, held on Aug. 14th:

The first and most important event was the live-bird shoot

between E. H. Lewis and "Wm. Robertson for a purse of S50.

L. S. Booth was chosen referee, and A. Harker and Josiah

Collins judges. The match was at twenty live birds, thirty

yards rise and thirty yards boundary, and use of both bar-

rels. The match was won by Lewis by the following score:

H.H.Lewis 31011 2021 00222221 1 2—15
Wm. Robertson 2 22010011020 102 1012 1—13

In the regular club match "Wm. Robertson and L. S. Booth
tied for the first medal, and did not stop to shoot off. T. D.
Brown won second medal, and F. A. Pontius third. Follow-

ing is the Bcore:

l l l l c

3 o o i cllll]
i lL. S. Booth

W.A. Robertson. .1 3 1

J. F. McNaugbt ..I 1 u

T.D.Brown 1 1 1

Jas. A. West 1 1

W.A.Hardy I U

Ed. Clark 1

F.A.Pontius 1 110 11
W. McDonald.... 1 10 10 1

W.H.Harris 1 1 1 1

W. McNatt 1 110
S.Hunter 111110
W. R. Thornell -.0 11

1 1

1

1 1

(L. 0. Smith, 10).

American Clay. 22
Ligowsky 23
Live 21
Blue Rocks 36

102

Shot. Missed. Killed

97

"Cotton,"Indianapolis, Ind. (L.
C. Smith, 10.)
American 22 2 20
Ligowsky 23 1 22
Live 21 2 39
Blue Rocks 36 3 33

102 8 94

A. Meader^, Nashville, Tenn. (L.
C.Smith, 10.)
American 22 4 18
Ligowsky 23 2 21
Live 21 21
Blue Rocks 36 3 33

102 9 93

J. E. Miller, Cincinnati, O. (L.
C. Smith, 10.)

American 22 2 20
Ligowsky 23 4 19
Live 21 3 38
Blue Rocks.... 36 1 35

102 10 92

J. R. Stice. Jacksonville, 111.

(Winchester R. 12.)

American 22 2 20
Ligowsky 23 5 18
Live «1 2 39
Blue Rocks 36 2 34

J. F.McNaught ..1 1

J. F. McNaught..l 1

W.A. Hardy 1

Ed. Clark 1

W. McNatt 1

W. H. Harris 1

S.Hunter...
W. R. Thornell .-0

L. S. Bootb 1

BACK SCORES.111111
1 1 U 1 11110 3

110 1110
10 10 110 1

10 10 10 1

U 1 1 1 1

1 1

11 11 01 10 11—16
11 13 11 10 31—16
10 10 10 10 11—15
-11 10 11 L'l 10-14
30 10 11 11 10-14
11 10 11 00 11—13
11 10 10 01 11—12
1U 10 01 11 10—11
11 10 10 00 10—11

00 00 1U 01 11— 10

10 10 01 10 01-10
00 10 00 10 10— 8
01 11 00 01 01— 8

01 Al 11 11 11—19
11 It 31 1U 01—16
-00 11 11 11 11—15
11 11 11 10 11-15

1 01 11 11 13 30—14
3 33 11 11 10 10—33
1 It 00 00 00 00— 6

10 P0 01 11 00- i

1 lo 11 10 31 11-32

Some Interesting Scores.

At Cincinnati, on July 26th, 27th, 28th and 29th, a mixed
tournament was given in which Blue Rock targets, American
Clay birds, clay pigeons and live birds were used; and aB all

of the targets mentioned are in common use locally, we ven-

ture to give the scores of some of the leadiDg experts.

The tournament was won by Mi. H. McMnrchy, ofL C.

Smith gun fame, whose recent visit to the Pacific Coast is

remembered with pleasure by a host of acquaintances. Mr.
McMurcby's 97 is an extraordinary score, but he is a wonder-

fully quick, cool and sure marksman, and uses a powerful,

close-shooting, ten-bore L. C. Smith gun. It is worthy of

note that twelve of the fourteen leading shots who entered

102 ii

S. Gay, Lafayette, Ind,
Smith, 10.)

American 22
Ligowsky 23
Live 21
Blue Rocks 36

3

91

(L. C.

102 14

H B. Wbitnev, Phelps, N. Y. (L,

C. Smith, 10.)

American 22 6 1

Ligowsky . ...23 4 1

Live 21 1 2

Blue Rocks... 36 4 3

102 14

H. B. Hill, Aurora, Ind. (L. C.
Smith, la.) Total.

Shot. Missed. Killed.
American 22 2 20
Ligowsky 23 3 20
Live 21 1 20
Blue Rock 36 2 34

8 94

111. (L. C.

102

Carter, Hammond,
Su,ith, 10.)

American 22 4 18
Ligowsky 23 2 21
Live 21 21

Blue Rocks.. ..36 2 34

102 8 94

J. Q. Early, Manchester, O. (L
C. Smith, 10.)

American 22 22
Ligowsky 23 4 19
Live 21 2 19
Blue Rocks 36 4 32

102 10

O'Neil, Lexington, Ky.
Smith, 10.)
American 22 3
LigowBky 23 3
Live 21 3
Blue Rocks. ...30 2

102 11

AI Bandle, Cincinnati, O.
ver, 10.)

American .. ..22

Ligowsky 23 2
Live 21 6

Blue Rocks....36 6

102 13

R. E. Sheldon, Cleveland, O.
C. Smith, 10.)

American 22 1
Licowsky 23 4
Live 21 1
Blue Rocks. ...36 8

102 14

Rolla Helkes, Dayton, 0.
Smith, 10.)
American 52 2

Ligowsky 23 8
Live 21 2
Blue Rocks 36 5

92
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91

Lefe-

88

(L. C.

102

ROD.
The death of Mr. McShane, week before last, has brought to

recollection many incidents of hiB years devoted to sport.
His first venture was made about twenty-one years ago,

before taking the management of the Occidental Hotel.
Among his intimate friends were Messrs. John Flood, Andrew
Carrigan and J. W. Donnelly, all still hearty, and as keen in
appreciation of shooting and fishing as they were almost a
generation Bince. Mr. McShane, in 1866, had reached a point
where he felt comparatively easy financially, and the friends

mentioned invited him to accompany them to San Rafael
one Saturday to shoot quails, as was their wont in those dayB
before the birds had been trapped and shot into extermina-
tion.

Mr. McShane felt bound to take a gun with him, and as he
did not own one, he went down to Curry Brothers and
borrowed a light cylinder, twelve bore, and laid in a good
store of cartridges. When the hour for starting came, Mr.
McShane appeared dressed throughout in black, and with
a stiff hat, which he could not be persuaded to discard.
Reaching the shooting ground his friends showed him

how to manipulate his weapon, and, filling his pantaloon's
pockets with cartridges, he began his first quail shoot, with
high enthusiasm.
The quail were plenty, and Mr. McShane was soon pop-

ping away right and left, occasionally knocking down a bird
and retrieving it with a much pride as the child manifests
about some new toy. The day ended with a few birds in the
rear pockets of Mr. McShane's frock coat, but not a shell

about him. From that time he was a professed devotee.

ping at an attractive pool to watch intently for the fish that is

sure to come. Presently you feel a jerk, a clicking sound,
aod tremblingly you reel in—an empty hook! Too much
slick you are told. Ah! yee; wait till the next one, then yon
will see how it is done! On you go through briars and
bushes, getting occasional glimpses of a common line pulling

in fish continually. Here's a good place. "Now for my new
tactics." A jerk; up goes your pole and your reel goes ronnd
with lightning-speed. You have him! there he is! your reel

winds easier; yon say he is swimming with the line. Cau-
tiously raising your pole you see—a trout—another empty
hook! Then comes the explanation of how near you were to

catching him; the other city fellows think admiringly of your
skill. "Poor luck!" is their comment. At last you come to

the end of the woods into a meadow; here we stop to repair

damages; all look as if we had been through a thrashing-
machine—scratched, clothes torn, poles broken, and—no fish!

So this is fun! You walk home ten miles, and reaching the
welcome house tired out, you declaim on the great fun of

troat-tishing, what a royal time you have had, what a sound
sleep you had on the hay, the delight you experienced along
the brook, the beautiful woods, how well your pole and reel

worked. It was too bad you just happened to strike bad
places; another time the native might have your luck. This
is in public. Before your mirror reflecting a red face, scratched
and bleeding, hands laceiated, clothes torn to shieds, and
dark lines under your eyes, you see hypocrisy written too

plainly to be overlooked, and, with a sigh, you blow out the
lamp, thinking, "What a fool I have made of myself!" In
the morning human nature proves too stiong; you reiterate

last night's remarks.
The native innocently asks whether you would like to go

again to-day?
"Yes— n—no; I wish I could, but I must do some—some

writing to-day; it's too bad that it should interfere with my
pleasure, but it is imperative."
A smile spreads over the face of the countryman; you won-

der why, but, in your innermost mind you know—know as

well as he.

Maine Trout Fishing.

It is an indispensable luxury to obtain ajnative for a guide,

says Mr. Klapp in Outing for August, and so a weatherbeaten
countryman consents to act as such, only too glad to obtain

a relief from mowing, haying and other farming occupations.
He provides himself with a common wooden pole, attaches a
line and hook to the end, and is ready as far as tackle is con-
serned; we, with our beautiful poles, jointed and tipped with
polished steel, cliok reels and silk lines, look on in amaze-
ment. How is he to catch trout without fly-hooks and reels?

It is impossible; we will show him what city people can do.

We start the day before, and are taken to the head of the

stream and dropped there, to sleep where we best please.

Looking about we see a barn well-filled with hay. Ah! that's

the place. So, throwing off our coats and shoes, we lie down
on new-mown hay, expecting to lose ourselves at once in the
arms of Morpheus; but the hay is constantly rustling; it gets

into our ears and nose. We hear the native calmly snoring;
nothiug is more exasperating than knowing another to be
comfortably asleep while you are unable to even doze. The
noise of the cattle moving about, the crunching sound made
by chewing their cuds, all conspire to rob us of our sleep. It

gets unbearable; we tos3 aTound, perspiration streaming
down our faces. At last, from sheer exhaustion, we fall

asleep, and awake to find the sun shining through the
chinks. This is a bad sign; we are late, but, revertheless,

we hail it with delight, making all ready to start. We ttamp
through the dewy grass to the brook, where we cover our
face and hands with a mixture whose Btrong odor we think
sufficient to keep the villainous mosquitos from molesting us.

Dividing into two parties, we begin our day's pleasure.

We plunge into brush and twigs interlaced along the banks.
Now, what's the matter? Oh, only the hook caught; this we
remedy and start again. We drop it carefully into a hole;

now for a fish. Presently a beautiful speckled trout shoots
out; now, one moment more and we have him! but iieht past

our hook he goes, not even deigning to notice it. Where's
the native? Ah! there he is; we hardly see him lying down,
entirely hidden from the fish. Suddenly we see his line dart

sideways, his pole bends, but he is ready for it. A few passes,

and we all crowd around to Bee the first fish lying in the
basket, gasping for breath and occasionally giving a flap of

his tail. We all go back to our places with renewed deter-

mination to catch a fish, and then this miserable countryman
will Bee of what use a reel is. Down the stream we go—almost
eaten by mosquitos who are getting used to the mixture on
out faces—catching oar linos and nooks, occasionally atop-

KENNEL.
Occidental Coursing" Club.

The regular meeting of the club was held on Tuesday even-
ing August 19th, at the office of the Breeder and Sportsman,
No. 313 Bush street, seventeen members present, and Presi-

dent gtnart Taylor in the chair.

After the reading of the minutes, Mr. N. C. Carnall, of

Redwood City, was introduced and talked at length about
the projected racing and coursing park at Redwood. The
citizens of that suburb are trying to secure funds sufficient to

lease and improve a tract of land large enough to permit the

laying out of a mile track. Estimates from competent per-

sons showed that $5, 000.00 would fence the tract, lay out the

track and erect necessary sheds. It was proposed that the

park company fit the portion inside of the Bpeed track for

coursing purposes and lease the control of those privileges to

the Occidental Club. Mr. Carnall offered an opportunity to

the members to subscribe, and Mr. John F. Carroll placed his

name upon the list for S100, Mr. S. L. Abbot Jr. subscribed

$10, Colonel Taylor $50, and others intimated an intention

to take stock. Mr. Carnall's proposition elicited general dis-

cussion, the prevailing sentiment being that the Occidental
Coursing Club should support the scheme actively.

Messrs. Gregory, Abbot, Carroll, Bonton Taylor, and
others spoke strongly in favor of Redwood City as a site for

such a park, and thought the club should take stock gener-

ously.

Messrs. Taylor, Boyd, Carroll, Bonton and Briggs were
appointed a committee to visit Redwood and report upon
the adaptibility of the ground for coursing purposes, and
upon the probability that the park scheme would be carried

out.

Letters from Messrs. J. A. Burns, of Lemoore, and W. J.

Browning, of Merced, offering to furnish hares were read,

and the club adjourned to meet on the second Tuesday oe

September.

Mr. B. M. Stephenson Reinstated.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—At a meeting of the

executive committee of the National Field Trial Club, held
in this city this date, Mr. B. M. Stephenson was (on app 1 )

cation) reinstated as a member of the club, and the bar
against him removed. It was also fnrther provided that cir-

cumstances in poitigation, which were not admissible at the

trial, under the rules of the association, be made a part

of the records of this meeting.
In this connection I think it is proper to say in behalf of

the Executive Committee, that the Constitution of the National

Field Trial Club is very defective in that it does not provide

for any different degrees of punishment, and the Exeoutive

Committee is therefore left without any discretion whatever.

The rule is mandatory, and does not permit matters in miti-

gation to be considered. In this case it is safe to say that all

the members of the Executive Committee would have consid-

ered the matters in mitigation entitled to a great deal of

weight had there been any grades of punishment provided

for, which would have allowed Mr. Stephenson's statements,

which were verified, to be officially considered.
W. B. Shatttjc, President.

C. W. Paris, Secretary.

Cincinnati, O., July 30, 1887.
«•»

Metro-Peritonitis in the Bitch.

[ByTbos. Bowhill.M. R.O. V. S.3

Mr. President and Gentlemen:—The subject of my com-
munication is one of great interest to dog fanciers, especially

those who have lost a valuable bitch a few days after pup-
ping. I have heard of a good many cases of this kind in San
Francisco, and I think a communication on this malady will

be of interest to the members of the Pacific Kennel Club.

Puerperal fever or puerperal septicemia can be defined as a

continued fever occuring in connection with pupping, and
generally associated with local lesions of the uterus, vagina

and perineum, and caused by the absorption of septic matter,

generally arising from the retention of portions of the pla-

centa or membrane, or from a putrid foetus.

Etiology or Cause.—Puerperal fever occurs not only epidem-
ically but endemically, especially in cows and ewes, when a

great number are housed together; but as bitches are kept

more or less isolated, they do not run the same chances. It is

also communicable by contagion. An impoverished state

of the blood from want of suitable diet is also a predisposing

canse. It muy also be produced by the contact of

diseases, especially erysipelas, which in some reaped
close analogv to it, a prominent characteristic of b

a peculiar diffuse inflammation, in one the part affe:'

the skin and connective tissue, in the other the seat

uterus, uterine veins and peritoneum. I am also ol
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that old bitches suffering from kennel lameness or rheuma-

tism are more subject to this disease than younger ones.

Regarding the breed most liable to become affected, I am
inclined to leave it an open qaestion. But from what I can

learn in San Francisco the majority of deaths have occurred

among pointers and setters. Puerperal fever is also very

prevalent in bitches that have been to a large dog, for instance

a collie dog or a retriever and a medium sized terrier bitch.

"The result is the pups are too large to be delivered without

assistance, and in this case there is more or less laceration of

the uterus and vagina. The pups are invariably dead when
you are called. The septic matter is already absorbed by the

Uterine veins or enters the wounds made during delivery.

Anatomical Characters—These differ according to the dura-

tion of the fever and the parts of the body affected by the

disease. In human medicine it is recorded that in some

rapidly fatal cases of a malignant type, nothing has been found

but a Deculiar alteration in the blood, a greut increase in the

white "corpuscles and a diminution of the r^d blood cells, an

increase also in the fibrine and extractive matters, lactic acid

and fat. The presence of the lactic acid may in some way
account for the bitches suffering from rheumatism succumb-

ing so quickly when attacked.

Local lesions generally exist, and after death present an

unhealthy appearance, their edges being swollen and redem-

atouB. The uterine surface is generally found intensely

inflamed and softened with occasional sloughing. The
results of the inflammation may also be found in the veins,

parenchyma of the uterus and connective tissue around it, as

well as in the lymphatics, so large and numerous at this time,

pus being frequently discovered in these vessels. The peri-

toneum is nearly always affected; it may be only congested

in patches, but is generally universally so; the intestines may
be all glued together by the serous exudate, and the abdom-
inal cavity contains more or less serous or sero pus with

flaky lymph. Inflammatory swelling, softening, or abscesses

may ba found almost anywhere in the uterine walls, ovaries,

kidneys, spleen, liver, lungs, muscles and connective tissues.

Effusions lake place within all the serous cavities, and pus
may be discovered around or even within the joints. An
embollism is often found, caused by a fragment of an infected

thrombus or blood clot having escaped.

In no disease do the symptoms vary more than in this.

They depend upon the violence of the fever, and the localities

attacked by the poison.

The disease may make its appearance within a few hours
after delivery, or its appearance may be protracted to the third

or fourth day, and the chances of a favorable termination are

in accordance with the lateness of the attack. If occurring
within the shorter period it is almost invariably fatal.

The affected animal first appears dejected looking and rest-

less, and looks at you with an anxious expression, with a

peculiar twitching of the lips, hot, dry nose, snd progresses

with a straggling gait. If the patient has had close attention,

rigors or shivers would have been noticed. The pulse
becomes rapid and feeble. 120 to 135 per minute. The tem-
perature is elevated to 103 deg. Fahr., and may reach 105 deg.

Fahr. The skin is hot and dry, and all the visible mucous
membranes are highly congested. The animal has great thirst

and emits a peculiar sickly odor. Vomition sometimes
occurs in the earlier stages. Diarrhcea is also a common
symptom, the evacuations being very foetid. Iu many cases

pressure on the abdomen causes the animal to moan. The
abdomen may also be swollen and tympanitic, but peritonitis

with effusion may occur without any of those symptoms.
The lochia or secondary cleansings are suppressed, and the
vulva swollen and congested, and the vaginal mucous mem-
brane of a purple or red color covered with petechial spots or

red streaks. There is violent straining and discharge of a
coffee-colored foetid liquid, and as the disease advances an
exhaustive fcetid diarrhcea comes on. There is an almost
total suppression of the secretion of milk, and tbe few droph
that remain are of a blueish tint. When peritonitis sets in
the animal will howl with agony. As the debility incieases

the animal will remain recumbent; all attempts to get her to

rise by calling will be useless, and while recumbent 6he will

manifest Bigns of abdominal pain by rolling from side to side,

looking round at the flank; the pulse become feebler, the
breathing hurried and thoracic, the eyes becomes amaurotic,
and complete unconsciousness prevails. Some caseB termi-
nate with delirium.

TREATMENT.

First, Prophylactic or Preventive —It is an old saying that
prevention is better than cure, and I may add concerning
the disease that you may prevent it, but you can hardly ever
cure it without the patient hns an ironclad constitution and
treatment is commenced iu tbe earlier stages.

A great number of dog owners have a bad habit of keep-
ing a bitch close to pupping fed on the very best food they
can get, no exercise, and shut up in a small back-yard some-
times not with the most agreeable surroundings. It is a
well known fact that an animal close to parturition is more
liable to disease than at almoBt any other time. These facts

being taken into consideration I ask you gentlemen, if an
animal placed in such surroundings can be healthy? No it

is almost impossible to expect it, the general result is a
feverish, constipated, flabby animal. I would recommend
owners of valuable bitches to let their animals have plenty of

exercise, clean warm kennel, and good plain diet, say oat-
meal porridge and milk with a little soup now and then
and to use an old saying give them a bone or two now and
then to clean their teeth. If your animal is at all constipated
a mild laxative may be given but no drastic purgative, other-
wise you will produce abortion. Pupping usually takes
place from the 62d to the 64th day after the bitch has
visited the dog, and the process having commenced, from
one-fourth to three-fourths of an hour usually elapses between
the production of each puppy. Should there be any diffi

culty in producing the fcetUB, the administration of ergot of
rye will be found useful, but if this has no effect and all pro;
gress is suspended, recourse must be had to the hook or for-

ceps. By gentle and steady manipulation much can be done,
eBpeci.illy when the muzzle of a Duppy can be brought into
the vagina. As little force as possible must be used and the
foetus lacerated as little as you can help. Many a valuable
bitch is destroyed by the un^ue application of force. Warm
baths arealBo very useful in difficult parturition. If theanimal
begins to loose strength, stimulants must be given. In process
of time the different puppies may one after the other be
extracted, but when violence has been used at the commence-
ment or at almost any part of the process, death will assuredly
follow. I must again impress upon you the immense benefit
of exercise and clean, warm quarters.

2. General Treatment.—This can be divided into (a) local
a'ld (6) systemic.
Tbe local treatment I pursue in my practice consists in

'ashing out the uterus by passing in a long vagiual tube and
-ing a tepid solution of water and permanganate of potash,

twice daily, and removing all pieces of the placenta, dead
pups, etc. In some caBes I have used a very weak solution
of perchloride of mercury. In human practice the uteraa is

sometimes scraped with a curette, but this is next to impossi-
ble in the bitch. You must apply hot applications to the
abdomen. Poultices of spent hops are very good, bo is tur-

pentine applied to the abdomen on a hot flannel. Laudanum
can also be mixed with the poultice material. But when
there is much distension and tenderness, a paste consisting
of two parts of extract of belladonna to one of glycerine,
brushed thickly over the abdomen, will bo found useful; but
the pups must first be removed, otherwise it will prove fatal

to them.
The Bystemic treatment consists of aconite, salycylate of

sodium or antipyrine to lower the temperature. The latter I

have used with great success. Sodium hyposulphite may be
given iu the drinking water, and acts well as an antiseptic.

It is sometimes necessary to give a purgative, and iu such a
case I always uBe castor oil as the safest for dogs. Bleeding
and depressants always hasten the fatal termination, and the
only bope of recovery must be based upon attempts to restore

the diminished vital powers by tbe administration of alcoholic

stimulants. You can give brandy in combination with milk
or the white of an egg. In cases of a chronic nature, where
diarrhcea is a promineot symptom, you may give tincture of

the perchloride of iron. One of the most important elements
in tbe treatment of this exhausting disease is the frequent
administration of nutritious food and stimulants. Strong
beef tea, milk, eggs, brandy, and, in some cases, champagne, is

very useful; and, above all, let the animal have a clean,

warm bed, and an abundant supply of fresh ir. It is impos-
sible to map out any distinct line of treatment for puerperal
fever. Each case must be combatted according to its indvid-

ual symptoms, and demands constant attention, for although
tbe disease is fearfully fatal, some of the most apparently
hopeless cases recover.

COMPLICATIONS.

Puerperal Peritonitis.—This, though one of the most fre-

quent complications of puerperal fever sometimes occurs
independently of it. The post-mortem appearances differ

only from tho>-e described in connection with puerperal
fever in as much as they are confined to the peritoneal oavity.

There will be an immense quantity of effused serum or sero-

pus, with intense congestion of the peritoneum, and the
abdominal viscera will here and there be glued together.

Symptoms.—Usually witbia a week following delivery, a
well-marked rigor occurs, followed by febrile disturbance.
The animal will howl and manifest symptoms of acute
abdominal pain, especially upon pressure. There is gener-
ally tympanites, accompanied with constipation. The pulse
is very characteristic, beine quick and incompressible. If the
disease does not give way the abdomen becomes more tense,

and no pressure upon it can be borne, the poor animal, howl-
ing with agony; the pulse becomes rapid and feeble; the con-
stipation gives way to diarrhcea; the skin becomes clammy
and the extremities cold, and death ends the scene.

Treatment.—Administer large doses of tincture of opium
and apply hot applications to the abdomen, and give enemas
of thin gruel and caBtor oil to get a free passage of the bowels.
Believe the tympany with turpentine or sulphuric ether, and
give the animal good hygienic snrronndings.
Puerperal Thrombosis and Embollhm.—TLis can be defined

as a blood clot in the right side of the heart or pulmonary
artery, either formed in situ or conveyed there from a dis-

tance by the blood current, and often gives rise to sudden
death after delivery. I have neverseen a case of this recorded
in the bitch.

Puerperal Fits.—This is a common malady among weak
bitches nursing a number of pups. It is well known that

nature proportions the power end resources of the mother to

the wants of her offspring. "We have the dog in an artificial

state, the result of which is we shorten the interval between
each period of parturition, we increase the number of young
ones at each birth, we diminish her natural powers of afford

ing them nutriment, and give her a degree of irritability rr u-

dering her whole system liable to be excited and deranged by
courses that would otherwise be harmless; so that when a

petted bitch is allowed to suckle the whole of her litter, her
supply of uutriment soon becomes exhausted, and the con-
tinued drain upon her produces a great degree of irritability.

She gets rapidly thin, stnegers, is half conscious, neglects her

offspring, and suddenly fulls into fits. It begins with and is

sometimes confined to the respiratory apparatus. She lies

on her side and pants violently. There are sometimes spasms
of the muscles of the legs, at other times the diaphragm and
respiratory muscles alone are affected. She iB lost in a few
moments; or if there are any intermissions they are speedily

succeeded by severer symptoms.
Place the patient in a warm bath heated to 86 degrees

Fahrenheit, and cover everything except its head. In ten

minutes or a quarter of an hour she may be taken out of the

bath and will be found relieved. Let her be well dried, plaoed
iu a blanket and put in a warm place—a good dose of physic
having previously been given—and she will soon break out in

a profuBe perspiration. She will full asleep, and on wakening
will be somewhat weak, but to a great extent restored. If

now all her puppies but two are taken from her, her food
restricted, and again after a while the usual quantity given,

she will live and do well. I have now to thank you for the

kind attention you have beBtowed on me.

Instinct and Reason in Animals.

[By. R. J. Dawson, V. S.]

Although the subject or heading of this paper is Instinct

and Intelligence, it will be neceB^ary to diverge somewhat, and
perhaps a title more general would have been better. Surely

there is no animal where it is more clearly demonstrated that

mental matters are hereditary thau the dog, and there can be
no field where man has shown more plainly that he is able,

by selection, to mould characters and forms to snit himself,

whether for the purpose of sport or general utility. As
instances may be cited the noble, calm intelligence of the

Scotch collie, and the physical character of the English grey-

hound. Speaking of the collie, I think he often giveB evi-

dence of something more than "instinct," in fact, if he could

talk, I guess his conversation would be more interesting

than that of many a human being. One of the objects I have
in view is to claim for dogs the possession of reason. And
if I can prove that this exists in birdB, ranking as they do
lower in the scale of creation, I shall have partly achieved

my purpose. The following indicates that parrots are vin-

dictive, and therefore have powers of memory: A writer in

Nature says: One day the cat and the parrot had a quarrel.

I think the cat had upset the bird's food, or something of

that sort; however, they seemed all right again. An hour or

so after Polly was Btanding on the edge of the table. She
called out in a tone of extreme affection: "Puds, puss, come
now; come now, pussy." Pussy went and looked up, inno-

cently enough. Polly, with her beak, seized a basin of milk
standing by, and tipped the basin and its contentB over the

cat, then chuckled diabolically. Of course she broke the basin

and half drowned the oat. Pinching man's lower extremities,

after the back or Bpinal column haa been broken, they con- J to prove an essential difference between instinct and reason

tract, and this contraction without mental operation, is termed
"reflex action."

Therefore, in lower animals it is difficult to say when any
action shows evidence of intelligent choice, oris due to this
reflex action. Our best physiologists admit the existence, or,
in other words, call those brain manifestations in the lower
animals' mind. For instanoe, the mere eating of a piece of
meat by a dog is due to instinct, but if he can be educated
not to touch that meat unless he gets a verbal permission,
then it is exactly tbe same kind of evidence that indicates in
man what we call mind. The lower we descend in the ani-
mal scale the more we notice reflex action, and the more
difficult it becomes to "teach," According to the evolution-
ists the physical development has been undergoing change,
and if so it muBt have been along with mental alterations
and improvements. Addison says: "I look upon instinct
as upon the principles of gravitation in bodies, which is not
to be explained by any known qualities inherent in the bod-
ies themselves, nor from any laws of mechanism, but as an
immediate expression from the first mover, aud the Divine
energy acting in the creatures. Instinct involves mental
operations. This is the only point which distinguishes
instinctive from reflex action. Intelligence the next Btep.
Now, it is notorious that no distinct line can be drawn
between instinct and reason, as in the animal and vegetable
kingdoms it is hard to say where the one quits and the other
begins, so that we get, first, reflex action; secoud, instinct;
and, lastly, intelligence or reason. Alth ugh it is not possi-
ble to draw sharp lines between the one or the other, it is

necessary to have words expressive of certain phenomena.
I am well aware that it would be nut of place to do more
than briefly allude to Sir John Lubbock's studies upon the
existence of intelligence in ants, and certainly he has clearly
shown that these small insects possess something above mere
instinct. Their modes of warfare, the making of slaves,
milking aphides, powers of memory, etc , are most interest-
ing. Reflex action being the first point to examine, and it

being or seeming more cruel to experiment upon a dog than
an insect, let ub take the latter. Mr. Darwin says the brain
of an ant is one of the most marvelous pieces of matter in the
world, perhaps more bo than the brain of a man. The brain
is proportionately larger than in any other insect. Injury of
the brain causes, as iu the higher animals, tetanic spasms
and involuntary reflex movements, followed by stupefaction.
In the case of slight injury to the brain by other ants, it has
caused the most remarkable phenomena. Many of tbe
wounded were seized with mad rage and flung themselves at
everyone that came in their way, whether friend or foe.

Others assumed an appearance of indifference, and walked
serenely about in the midst of their fighting companions.
The evidences of instinct are as patent in man as in other
animals, sucking and biting, and other matters which are
automatic. That act of the bitch in biting through the umbil-
ical cord of the whelp, thereby separating it from herself, is

an evidence of instinct. I may say, in passing, that surgery
has imitated nature in this matter by the manufacture of the
instrument termed the ecraseur. Intelligence is so notice-
able in this noble animal, the dog, that instances would be
tedious. For many years this animal has been the compan-
ion of man, and, as a result, has become by hereditary influ-
ence, transformed in mental matters. I was watching the
operations of a skye-terrier on a wheatstack, which was in
the course of being threshed, when suddenly a large rat

bounced off just from under the dog's nose. It dashed into
a pit of water about a dozen yards from the stack, aud tried
to escape. The dog, however, plunged after and swam for
some distance, but found she was being left behiud; go
she turned for the shore again and ran round to the other
side of tbe pit, and was ready, and caught it just on landing.
If this was not reason or intelligence, I do not know how it is

possible that it could come much nearer to the exercise of that
faculty. Admitting, as we must, that intelligence in dogs
is transmitted from parent to offspring, surely some practical
good will come from my humble efforts in this paper and the
subsequent discussion, if we can impress upon our minds
more deeply that smart and intelligent whelps only come
from parents having those qualities. And, further, that we
may take it as a general rule that what applies to man does so,

also, to a very great extent at any rate, to the canine species.
For instance, children by a second husband resemble the
first father, if the mother has had any offspring from him.
The ovaries are all affected by the first impregnation. And
we, as practical men, know that if a good-bred bitch gets
accidentally lined by a mongrel cur, she is forever ruiDed, so
far as her breeding goes. It would take too loug to notice
each particular breed of dogs, and trace their special mental
developments. Each man has his peculiar fancy. So far as
I am personally concerned I must say I prefer the calm,
Bober intelligence of the collie and tbe smartness of the fox-
terrier to the blow and bombast of the pug. After the female
is impregnated, sbe should Dot be altogether left to what are
termed "instinctive ideas," as Bhe will often run too far and
too long, and by certain accidents may injure the whelps in
her uterus; and any interference in this direction, t. e., an
injury to the fcetue in utero, may produce malformations
and monstrosities. Nature goeB on by certain fixed and unal-
terable laws. Then, again, it is necessary for us to remember
that the dog has become highly artificial, and perhaps in a
state of Nature instinct would teach her that to receive a
male much larger than herself would be wrong, but as a mat-
ter of fact, iu her present condition, she occasionally receives
the visit of a male much larger than herself, the consequence
being a very difficult case of whelping, often fatal to both
dam aud progeny. Knowing, as we do, how intensely sensi-
tive this animal is, and so much inclined to put every confi-

dence in man, no painfnl surgical operation should ever be
performed without the aid of chloroform. So muoh do I
believe that dogs indicate that they possess something better
than mere instinct, that I am convinced they learn certain
habits from their companions, and the whelps from their
mother during the time they derive nourishment from her
iu the shape of milk.

At the outset I said my paper would be, to some extent, of
a miscellaneous nature, therefore that will permit me to say
that speaking of the influence produced by the dam upon the
offspring, brings to my mind a singular fact, related by Pro-
feBsor Huxley to Francis Gallon, F. R. S., in which he says
that while he wbb in one of the islands of the New Guinea
group, be saw sucking pigs nursed at the breast of women,
apparently as pets. The influence produced here must have
been strange. That greyhound, of whom everyone has
heard, Master McGrath, is noted, amongst other things, for the
size and weight of his brain; there were also extraordinary con-
volutions of it. I think it stands to reason that the brain of
all animals must increase in weight and quality, if I may use
the term, in proportion as they improve in physical matters.
The improvement is in quality, and not quantity, as a dog
may have a large brain and yet that of bad quality. In con-
clusion, I will state that the intelligence of the dog shows
itself iu just the same way as that of man. It iB impossible

1
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whatever difference exists is bnt one of degree. The notion
that animals are incapable of forming ideas, opinions or
inferences, rnns counter to all the teachings derived from
experience. There is no intellectual capacity which belongs
solely and exclusively to man; it is only the greater strength
and higher development of his capacities, aided by their

more perfect co-operation, which gives him his great and mar-
velous superiority over the brute creation. It is not by
instinct, but reflection, that the fox makes a hole which has
two outlets, or has a so-called escape to it, aud steals fowls at

an hour when he knows that all the farm hands are away or

at meals. It is not instinct but experience that makes older

animals more sagacious and prudent than younger ones.

Why do birds that are shot at, such as crows and sparrows,

show no fear of people who carry no guns; and how is it that

no fear of man is shown by animals living in unhabited
islands, and having never seen any men and never been
chased by them. The way in which dogs, wolves and foxes

carry on their prowling expeditions, on a premeditated plan,

clearly proves that a very definite conversation, which is pos-

sible only by an interchange of speech must have previously
taken place between the individual members of the pack.

But as man does not understand the language he prefers to

deny the existence of it altogether. The dog barks differently

in joy to what he does in anger, and gives a special expression

of nis voice to each of his feelings. This is true of almost all

our domestic animals who know how to make themselves very
well understood to those around them by the tones of their

voices. Each animal has its own language, with a number of

definite sounds to express its wishes, needs and emotions.
Birds of passage, holdiog gatherings prior to a journey, at their

meetings the plan and arrangements of the journey are decided

upon by joint deliberation. Far more complicated must be

the consultations held by many birds, as, for instance, by
storks, in connection with the trial of culprits, especially of

those who have been guilty of infringing the laws of monog-
amy, which are very strictly enforced by many birds. Can
dogs reason ? is a question asked by the Chronicle in this morn-
ing's issue, and the answer given by our best German and
English physiologists is in the affirmative.

"Whether or not a general law is applicable isa matter which
the Legislature alone can determine.

If the clause in question and the ordinance of the Supervisors
passed under it be valid, the Legislature can, despite the pro-
hibition of the Constitution, make any local or special law it

pleases, merely by authorizing some outside person or board
to enact it. Thus, murder, felony and treason mighi be abom-
inable crimes in one county and innocent recreations in
another.

Biff Game in India-

ATHLETICS.

Pacific Coast Harriers.

The Secretary of the Harriers, Mr. Horace Coffin, at No. 2

Pine Street, sends the following list of sports which form the

programme for a meeting to be held on the afternoon of

Admission Day, September 9th. The club will nse the grounds

at the corner of 14th aud Center Streets, Oakland. The
entry list is now open with the Secretary. Entrance to each

event one dollar. The events will be:

100-yards handicap run, open to ail amateurs.

440-yarda maiden scratch run (for men wno have never run

before).

1,000-yards handicap run, open to all amateurs.

Tug-of-war between teams from the various athletic clubs

in this city and Oakland.
Putting 16-lb. shot—handicap—open.
250-yards handicap run, open to all amateurs.

One-mile handicap walk, open to all amateurs.

Two-oMle handicap bicycle race, open to all amateurs.

One-mile match bicycle race between Chas. B.-Wheaton

and B. N. Patrick, two members of the San Francisco Bicycle

Club.

THE GTJTST.

Can Supervisors Chanee Game Laws?

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I beg to inclose for

your satisfaction and for that of your readers, if you care to

publish it, the opinion of a well-known and eminent lawyer

on the action of the Board of Supervisors of Napa, and, I

learn also, Sonoma County, in lengthening the quail season

to August 1st. I am requested not to give the lawyer's name,

but he is a thorough sportsman as well as sound lawyer, and

if you think well of the opinion, and it is likely to be of bene-

fit to sportsmen's interests, you can publish it.

Quail promise most abundantly, and already the bevies

have packed into two and three hundred together, a most

unusual sight as early in the season as this is. I also saw

at Olema, last week, a great many small birds, not more than

a quarter grown. These are late bevieB, the first nestings

having been broken up. As to the theory of two broods in

the same season in this quarter of California, / have my
doubts. Jno.K. Orr.

The legal opinion mentioned is as follows:

After cousideration I adhere to my impromptu response to

your enauiry as to the effect of the ordinances of the Super-

visors ofNapa and Sonoma Counties suspending the laws of

the State for the protection of game within their respective

counties. These ordinances are, in my opinion, wholly

invalid, and can afford no protection to those killing quails in

those counties in contravention of Section 626 of our Penal

Code.
There is, indeed, a clause in Section 4046 of our Political

Code, which, if constitutional, gives Supervisors power: "To
make regulations for the protection of game * *

. When
such regulations are made * * * the laws of the State for

the protection thereof are suspended in such County." But

that clause is in conflict with several distinct provisions of

the Constitution of this State.

1. It delegates to the Supervisors of the various counties

the power of determining the propriety of an act which pro-

perly the Legislature alone can determine. (Const, of Cal.,

Art. IV, Sec. I.)

"The Legislature cannot transfer to others the responsi-

bility of deciding what legislation is expedient and proper with

reference either to present conditions or futuie contingencies."

(43 Cal., B. 315.)

"There are powers conferred upon it (the Legislature) aloDe

by the Constitution, and it cannot delegate them to any other

department of the government, or to any agency of its appoint-

ment, because it would be confiding to others that legislative

discretion which legislators are bound to exercise themselves,

and which they cannot delegate to any other man or men to

be exercised.* {58 Cal., K. 643.)

"The legislative power of the State is vested in the Senate

and Assembly (Const. Art. 4, Sec. 1.) That power cannot, as

to the case before us, be delegated to the officer or board."

(63. Cal., R. 21).

2. The ordinance of the Supervisors passed under the clause

in question would not only be a local aud special act itself,

but would have the effect of making the general law concern-

ing game a local and special one, since each would apply to a

portion of the State only. (Const.of Cal., Art. TV, Sec. 25, Sub.

.33, 2 and 26. See alao Art. 1, Seo. 11.)

[Communicated. J

Some years ago there stood in Scotland a castle, then a
magnificent mansion, but now trembling upon a Lill over-
looking a prolonged prospect of commingling sea and dale,

with the mountains towering behind and around it. Craig
Castle, as it was called, in this Highland district of Tober-
mory, opposite the Isle of Mull, was not then so frequented
by or even known to strangers as it has since become, nor
had its splendid resources for tishing and shooting then begun
to attain anything of the fabulous value which the possession
of such adjuncts to property now commands. The lairds of

the district were then, consequently, poor, though hospitable

to a fault, as mos; Highlanders are, while the peasantry
barely possessed the daily necessities of life.

Doncau Macleod, the laird of Craigie, was a giant of Her-
culean manhood, and, though from age almost as broken in
figure as in fortune, still towered above the tallest in form as

he did above all others in his insatiate love for and suc-
cessful pursuit of sport.

Macleod, like many Highlanders of his rank, had been
educated in England, and, though the Gaelic was his favorite

language, he spoke English without an accent.
In hunor of the return of his nephew. Captain Macduff,

from India, with his regiment, the 42d Highlanders, better

known by the sobriquet of the "Black Watch," the laird had
invited a few guests, wiih the writer, to meet him at dinner.

Macduff, too, had been brought up in England, where at a
very early age he got his commission in the army and had
served long terms of foreign service, so called chiefly in

India, almost ever since. He stood above the standard of

height and his appearance was striking, especially because of

a deep scar on nis left cheek that an Afghan sabre was said

to have impressed, and to have been the cause of impressing
on his left breast that dark little gun-metal cross, most valued
by soldiers, "For Valor."

Most naturally at dinner the conversation turned upon
sport by field or flood, but chiefly by the former, as the deer-

stalking season was in blast. But the object of all present

was to draw the captain out in relation to Indian sport, as he
was pre-eminently known there to have been one of the most
successful tiger hunters of his time.

Although the laird made many apologies for present short-

comings of hospitality, as compared with the past before

Culloden when the Macleods lived in a style almost regal, he
had set before us a table with venison and wine fit for any
king, and the mountain air of the place with the warm wel-

come of the host, made everything, besides the burgundy,
delicious. The whiskey with sugar and hot water that fol-

owed the dinner, in the brew of Glenlivat that the laird

knew so well from practice to prepare, seemed to loosen the

Captain's tongue, and at the solicitation of all, he discoursed,

as follows, upon his tiger and other Indian hunting:

"I am a poor raconteur, but I will do the best I can if, from
my having lived so long in India, you will not think that I

am romancing from a disordered liver, for you know the ques-

tion as to whether life is worth living has been met by the

reply that it all depends on the liver. The fact is, that I

never had a touch of the complaint. You know about all the

big game in India—the tiger, the wild hog, the bear, the ante-

lope, the elephant and others. Well, I consider hog-hunting
in the hilly countries of the Deccan to be the very best sport

in the world, and the man who gets the first spear into a pig

to be equal in fame to the owner of a winner of the Derby.
Our native hunters or shikarees, so called, will all tell you
that the wild hog is far more courageous, as he is more
cavalier in his attack, than the tiger; and those who speak of

this noble sport in their vulgar slang as' 'pig-sticking" deserve

to be ripped open, as they doubtless would be by the first

wild boar they should fairly encounter.

"When brought to bay, these ferocious beasts will attack

anything the first at hand, and without stopping, like the

tiger, to mutilate or devour it, pass on to the next till they

kill everything or get killed themselves. In the plains we
hunt them mounted, and I can imagine nothing more excit-

ing than riding at them on your high-caste ATab horse of

Nedjid blood, with game-cock throttle, beautiful head, pro-

minently intelligent eye, and exquisite ears pricked back as

if eager for the fray. These horses equal the hog in cour-

age. When I tell you that I have seen the latter, with a

spear broken in his withers, knocking over the rider and
woundiDg his horse, charging with two bullets almost from

the muzzle, in his throat and jaw, and defying the dogs only

to die without a groan from another ball sent into his brain,

yon can imagine that the Nedjid horse is brave, fearleasly

facing all, and why the Arabs prize and love him.

"As to tigers they are indeed ferocious, especially those of

the man-eating kind. There was one in India that killed

and devoured one hundred and eighty people in three years,

another that averaged about eighty per annum, a third that

caused thirteen villages to be abandoned and two hundred
and fifty square miles of land to be thrown out of cultivation,

and a fourth that killed one hundred and twenty-seven

people and stopped a public road for many weeks before I

had the honor to dispatch him, and this is how I did it:

"We came on the march once to a deserted village with

only a single inhabitant remaining, an old man, the wealthy

Zemindar, or land-holder of the place; all the rest, who had

not been killed by the tiger, having left. I determined to

kill that tiger or share the fate of his former victims. We
fixed our camp securely for the night, picketing our cattle

within the smallest possible space, and, lighting large fires,

doubled the sentries. I was roused in the night by a shout

that one of our sentries had been carried off, and, jumping

up, discharged my rifle in the air, hoping that the ieport

might cause the tiger to drop his prey. We searched in vain

for the body. At dawn I found the calf, tied to lure the tiger

into the plain, still living and untouched, though paralyzed

with fear; but no other trace of the sentry, save some

remnants of his bloody trousers and accoutrements in the

bush. Posting my shikarees I waited behind a rock near

the water where the Zemindar told us that the tiger came to

drink, and was lucky enough to shoot him there while he

was drinking, These man-eaters are the most ferocious

demons, and kill as well for cruelty as for food. They are

generally old and thus disabled from overtaking their usual

prey, deer, antelope or hog, and when once they develope

a taste for human blood their slaughter is terrible.

"You wish for more particulars? Well I will tell you all

about it. It was no easy conquest. I would rather face a

whole battalion of human savages than meet that tiger again.

I have killed buffalo and the Eocky Mountain goat out Id the

far west of America, and have frequently fought the tiger in

New York, but all of these together were mere child's play to

that encounter I speak of.

"I have briefly stated that I shot him while he was drink-

ing; I did so, but the first ball from my tire, in not hitting

any vital part, was far from killing or disabling him. It only
served to enrage him. Quick as a flash his piercing eyea
glared into mine; though we stood some paces distant our
eyes seemed never apart. When, after being hit, the tiger

saw me first, he retired slowly from the water's brink. But
I knew too well the savage instinct of those ferocious felines

to be deceived. Retrogressson, under such circumstances,
embodies the kernel of the adage

—

Reculer pour mkux aauter.

"Wiihout taking my sight from his I felt for and presented
my second rifle, aiming at his head, but the cold sweat
stood out in dripping beads all over me when I found that,

on pulling the trigger, the cap on the nipple of my gun did

not explode. The beast was preparing to bound. The
supreme moment of life seemed come. 1 cannot tell you its

eternity of thought. Quicker than lightning I replaced the

undutiful cap with another, and, while, from his first crouch,

in his final spring to embrace me, the ball from my rifle

brought him down from the air to my feel. Still he was only
dying, and in his throes left that impress of his claws which
you see in those ugly scars on my cheek that my comrades
attributed lo an Afghan sabre. While dying I watched him.
The glorious prismatic hues vanishing from his eyes with all

the colors of the rainbow or the dying dolphin shown in

tints a Titian could not paint in colors. How can I in words ?

"You know that as a good Presbyterian I read the Bible,

and while the tiger lay there stretched out before me I

thought of the eloquent description of the death of Sisera, as

chanted in the song of Deborah and Barak, wherein we are

told that 'the stars in their courses fought against Sisera'

—

the mighty king of whom it sings that before Jael, the wife of

Heber,— 'at her feet he bowed, he fell; where he bowed there

he fell down dead.' Thus the tiger lay before me.
"I shall only trespass with a few brief words in conclusion

about the baboons of India, called the lungoor. They live

in the mountains with the tigers, and, jumping from tree to

tree, follow every movement they make, like the pilot-fish

follows or precedes the shark; so that in the forest one is

always warned of the tiger's approach by the hooting and
chattering that these monkeys keep up when thus following

the savage prowler. We have three modes of killing the

tiger: from the backs of elephants in a juDgle, from shelter or
Bcreen up a tree called a mechaun, in the forest, and on foot

in the plains. The latter, I need scarcely tell you. is the

most dangerous of all.

"As to elephants, the man who would kill one merely for

sport would kicE a dog."

Races!! Races!! Races!!

5! FIVE DAYS RACES.
-OVER THE

5!

FRESNO
Fair Grounds Track,

COMMENCING

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4th.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

LEWIS LEACH, WM, HELM. W. M. TTTJGHES, W. H. ilcKENZIE
M.J.DOSAHOO.
OFFICERS.

LEWIS LEACH President I W. B. BENNETT Secretary
M. J. DONOHOO...Vice President

| W. H. McKENZIE Treasurer

Tuesday, October 4, 1887.
No. 1. Punning—One and three-quarter mile dash; free for all; 315

entrance; Slu forfeit; 3l50 added; Sou to second horse.
No. 2. Running—One mile dash for two-year-olds; §15 entrance; §10

forfeit; 3150 added; tliree moneys.
No. 3. Trottine—Three-minute Class; parse 2150; three moneys.

Wednesday, October 5. 1887.
No. 4. Running—One-half mile dash; $10 entrance; 310 forfeit; 3125

added; 325 to second horse.

No. 5. Trotting—Purse 3250; free for all stallions owned in Fresno
Mariposa. Merced, Tulare and Kern counties, July 1,1887; three moneys.
No. 6. Trotting—2 :45 Class; puree £200; three moneys.

Thursday, October 6, I«87.
No. 7. Running—Three-quarter mile dash; 310 entrance; 310 forfeit;

|125 added; three moneys.
No. 8. Trotting—for two-year-olds; hest two in three; pnrse 32C0;

free for all two-year-olds owned in Fresno. Merced, Mariposa, Tulare
and Kern counties, July 1.1SS7; three moneys.
No. 9. Trotting—2:35 Class; purse 3300; three moneys.

Friday, October 7, 1887.
No. 10. Running—One mile daeh; free for all; 315 entrance ;$10 f feit

3150 added; three moneys.

BAND TOURNAMENT.
Saturday, October 8, 1887.

No. 11. Running—Two mile dash ; free for all ; 32-5 entrance; $10 forfeit;
$250 added; 350 to second horse.
No. 12. Pacing -Free for all pacers; purse S2o0; three moneys.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in five, except the two-

year-olds, unless otherwise specified; five to enter and three to start.
But the Board reserves the right to holda less number than five to fill,

by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance
fee ten per cent, on purse, to accompany nominations. Trotting and
pacing purees divided at th*1 rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 30 per
cent, to second horse, and 10 per cent, to third.

In all trotting and pacing races Rules of the American Trotting Asso-
ciation, and in all running races the Rules of the Pacific Coast Blood
Association to govern, but the Board reserves the right to trot heats of
any two classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's racing, or to
trot a special race between heats. A horse making a walk. overall. ill be
entitled only to the entrance money paid in. When less thin the required
number of starters appear they may Contest for the entrance money. t'>

be divided as follows: 66% to the first, an' 1 3'i l-;)to the second.
In all entries not declared out by 6 p. si. of the day preceding the raco

shall be required to Btart.

Where there is more than one entry by one person, or in one Interest,
the particular horses they are to start must be oaiiiedby6p. m. of the
day preceding the race. No added money paid for i walk-over.
A horse whining a race entitled to first money only, except when dis-

tancing the field, then to first and third moneys.
If in the opinion of the Judges any race cannot he finished on the clos-

ing day of the term, it may be continued or declared off, at the option
of the Judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-op entries required to fill,

and three or more horses to start.

In case anv named race for a certain day does not fill, the Board
reserves the right to change the date of any other event on the pro-
gramme if defined iv:>-<~ ir> , .in. nutit-e bring given to the parti
estcd at any time previou- to & | tember I5th.
Non-starters in running rat-^ s will he held lor entrance and.
Racing ''olors to be named In "ntn.'S.
In trotting races, drivrrs will be required to wear cap.- i

colors, which must be named in their entries.
All races to be called at l o'clock,sharp.
Entries to all the above raceB to close with the Secretarv. Y

August W.1SW7.
LEWIS LEAIH, Presi

W.B. BJFNNETT, Secretary.
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P. O. Box 2603.
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NOTICE.
D (i. "Waldron, so well known on this Coast, is the traveling agent,

solicitor and correspondent of the Bbeedek and Sportsman.

San Francisco, - - Saturday, August 20, 1387.

Removal Notice-

The office of the Breeder and Sportsman has been
removed to No. 313 Bash Street, above Montgomery.

Special Notice to Correspondents-

Letters intended for publication should reach this office

not later than Wednesday of each week, to secure a place in

the issue of the following Saturday.

Dates Claimed.

Santa Clara Valley Association, San Jose, Aug. 15th to 2Cth.
Sonoma County, A. p. Association. Santa Rosa, Aug, 22d to 27th.
Sonoma and Marin District, Asso. Fetaluma, Aug. 30th to Sept. (13.

Mate Fair, Sicramento, Sept. 12th to 24th.
Nevad- State Fair, Reno. Sept. 21st to Oct. 1st.

Stockton, Sept. 27th io Oct. iBt.

Sixth District Agricultural Asso., Los Angeles, Oct 10th to 16th.
Monterey Agricultural Asso., District No. 7, Salinas, Oct. 4th to 8th.
Chico Fair, Cbico, Sept. tth to 10th.
Mount Shasta Agricultural Asso., Treka, Pept. 28th to Oct. 1st.

Thirteen District Agricultural Society, Marysville, August 30th to
September 3d.

Plumas. Lassen, Sierra and Modoc Counties, Susanville, October 3d
to 7th inclusive.
Seventeenth Agricultural District, at Glenbrook Park, Sept, Gth to

10th.
Golden Gate Fair Association, Oakland September Gth to 10th.
Fresno, October 6th to 8th.
lone, October 6 to 7.

Bay District Association, San Francisco, October 1st to 21th

Monterey.

Closiner of EntrieB.

SEPTEMBER FIRST.
; Parses, Nevada State Fair.

SEPTEMBER 1 5tli.

Local Game Laws-

.

In another portion of the paper there appears a legal

opinion upon the validity of the ordinance passed by the

Board of Supervisors of Napa County, changing the

open season for quails by making it begin upon August

1st, instead of September 10th, the date fixed by statute.

During the two months last passed we have received

many indignant remonstrances from sportsmen against

such supervisorial action, and have been frequently

asked to apeak of the matter editorially. The subject

has been worn so threadbare that a feeling of repugnance

is present when it is mentioned. Several years ago a

section of the Political Code empowered the Boards of

Supervisors to regulate the game and fish laws and

interests in their respective counties, but the power was

exercised in but one instance that we re sail, which was

in Nevada County, where the season for deer was length-

ened. In that instance the change operated to bring

about the killing of deer throughout the counties adja-

cent to Nevada, and it was found impossible in any case

to prove, beyond what juries considered a reasonable

duubt, that deer found in possession of persons in coun-

ties abutting upon Nevada were not actually killed in

Nevada County. After stienuous efforts the section was

repealed, and until the meeting of the laBt Legislature a

general law governed the State. The last Legislature

like most of its predecessors, manifested a fDndness for

tinkering the game laws. One or two of the representa-

tives took the broad ground that all protection for game
should be abolished. Others professed a willingness to

leave certain sorts unprotected, but refused to abrogate

all provisions of law relative to game.

Many specious pleas were made in reference to the

subject, and what seemed to be a pronounced sentiment

was worked up in favor of leaving quails unprotected.

Such a proposition aroused a general remonstrance, and

many very pointed communications were addressed to

Senators and Aaaemblymen by constituents of such stand-

ing that their wishes were entitled to respect. As a sort

of compromise measure, weakly and needlessly acceded

to by the professed friends of protection, the Political

Code was amended so as to give supervisors paramount

povzer relative to fish and gauto, and the action of the

Napa Board is in pursuance of that enactment. We are

informed by persons of long residence in Napa County,

that there exists no sound reason for making the close

and open seasons there different tu what they are iu

Solano, Marin, Sonoma, Contra Costa, Alameda ov any

others of the couaties along the coast. The nesting sea-

son is the same in all of them, and the birds reach matur-

ity at the same time. The alleged reason given by the

Napa officials is that the birds do great harm to fruit—

a

fallacy that has beeu exploded so many times that it

seems a waste of time to argue with sensible men about

it. Even in Napa County a large proportion of the fruit

growers, particularly the vineyardists, refuse to permit

quails to b^ killed at any season about their ranches,

for the reason that the benefit done by the birds so much
outweighs any possible injury worked by them. Hon.

M. M. Estee, a prominent wine maker and a close stu-

dent of all phases of viticulture, is one who protects the

birds, and others might be mentioned. It is unnecessary

at this time to consider the interest of sportsmen in

relation to the matter, because it is merged in that wider

interest felt by every considerate citizen, whether fond of

the gun or not. The State is the owner of the game and

fish within its borders, and when it permits citizens to

acquire title to them at certain seasons, by reduction to

private possession under certain restrictions, it seems

absurd that Boards of Supervisors should exercise legis-

lative functions superior to those vested in the supreme

law-making body, and thereby emasculate the general

law. The opinion published elsewhere emanates from a

studious lawyer and seems sustained by the citations,

and if it receives the sanction of the Supreme Court, as we

hope it may, a sense of relief will come to those on whose

shoulders rests the burden of watching the poaching

persons who would, for purely mercenary reasons, con-

travene so wise and beneficial statutes as those which

throw about game and fish the protection of the law.

Some Field Trial Considerations.

The Executive Committee of the Pacific Coast Field

Trial Club is to meet, we are informed, in this city, on

August 21st, and the action to be taken at the meeting

is of such importance to setter and pointer iuterests that

it may not be out of plac^ to consider briefly how the

highest benefits may be derived from such an organiza-

tion. It may be premised that one of two ideas is

predominant in every trial. Either the desires of those

who breed professionally are met in the selection of

judges and the condncling of the tvin-ls, or the amatoir

spirit is the prevailing one. There is much to be said in

behalf of both theories, and we are not prepared to

express a preference, although the distinction between

them is clearly outlined. When kennel profit is the

moving factor in a trial, one may be prepared for a cer •

tain slyness and disposition to overreach, as well as an

absolute disregard of the amenities, if thereby a dog may
be advanced. It sometimes appears that such a trial is

likely to bring better dogs and bet !ur trained dogs to

the front, for the reason that after all is saia, harder and

more persistent work is done for generous returns in the

way of purses than from any other incentive. But in

such a trial there is a hardness of temper, if it may be

so characterized, that is not attractive, and a disposition

to bluff and misrepresent that is hardly compatible with

knightly sport, such as shooting over good dogs is. The

purely amateur idea is conducive to the thorough enjoy-

ment of all concerned, and when it prevails, makes a

field trial quite as dignified a tourney as any of those

in which gentlemen waged for a fair lady's smile. But

against it may be urged the laxity likely to characterize

it both in the judging and in the handling. One of the

main objects for which trials are maintained is to grade

up the breeds of dogs used in them, and such improve-

ment is more rapid when the animals are subjected to

exact discipline and studied development with a view to

meeting the precise conditions established by the rules.

Those who have compared a "Members' Stake" with an

ordinary Derby or Aged Stake, will appreciate the dif-

ference which we endeavor to outline.

If the professional idea prevails, the club will, of neces-

sity, be influenced in the choice of ground by the desires

of public kennel owners who desire favorable publicity

for their dogs, and naturally wish them run where con-

ditions are most favorable to their winning, regardless

of other considerations.

On the other hand, if the purely amateur feeling

rules, some thought will be taken of tho facilities for the

comfort and entertainment of those who attend and of

the accessibility of the place chosen. The amateur will

not be averse to starting his dog in about such a country

as that in which he is broken and iu which he is to be

hunted ordinarily, even though there might be danger

that the judges would not be able to see all of the work

done because of thick cover or the hilly character of the

ground.

There is much to be said in behalf of running trials

over country similar to that in which dogs are to be used.

The fact that in the great eastern competitions the dogs

are broken many hundreds of miles away from their

owners is not to the point. Most of the dogs are owned
in the northern and eastern States where there is little

or no shooting, and the owners go south to the country,

where they were broken with their animals for Bport.

Of the dogs in the coming Pacific Coast Derby nearly all

are to be hunted, while they live in hilly country, through

thickish corer, near the homes of owners, and all of the

animals are being broken in such country. If the Exec-

utive Committee selects such a country as that chosen

last year, all of the starters should be worked there, or

some will be handicapped.

In the matter of judges, the utmost discretion should

guide the Committee. It has been said that judges

make cr mar a trial, as they are good or bad, and we
are disposed to believe the saying. Competency should

be the first consideration. Most men are honest as the

world goes, but the incompetents outnumber the leaves.

Honest stupidity is nowhere more at a discount than in a

field trial. The competent man is likely to feel a degree

of pride in forming a correct opinion, and is quite unlikely

to annouuee a judgment he does not believe correct, while

the incompetent is qui+e as likely to be improperly influ-

enced. The club would do well to select judges solely

with regard to their ability to see and understand the

work of the dogs, and of such men there are few who
would not gladly judge if invited.

As to the proper time for the trials, there can be little

difference of opinion. If they are held north of Monterey,

they should be run before January. If held in the

southern counties, some date in January would be best,

for the reason that about New Tear rain almost invari-

ably falls on the barren plaius of the lower San Joaquin,

and makes scenting possible, while in the dry season, as

was the case at the last trials of the club, the dogs ran

over and about birds without finding. There is said to

be a fairly good ground in Sonoma County, and there is

also said to be very fine trial country, after the first rains,

near Hanford. It is to be hoped that no selfish motives

will influence the decisions of the committee, but that

the greatest good to the greafes number will be the

object held constantly in view.

The State Fair Fixed Events.

The entries for these events, which are to be run at the

meeting of the State Fair iu 1SSS, appear in another

oolumn. The Breeders' Stake, for three-year-olds, one

mile and a quarter, has ten nominations, Palo Alto,

W. M. Murry, Laurelwood Stable and Caleb Dorsey

having two each. From Palo Alto the Isonomy filly,

dam Fiirt by Hermit, will certainly and deservedly be

watched with interest. The Monday Colt, dam Precious,

should prove a great race-horse if favored by the fates.

Mr. Murry's brace, Surinam and Peregrine, were not

successful as two-year-olds, but may prove worthy of

support with another year added to their age. Carmen,

the Laurelwood Stables' principal representative, is now
running in fine form and may be confidently looked for

again next season. She is by Wildidle, dam Nettie

Brown. W. M. Dorsey's pair are a b c by impd. Par-

tisan, and ch c by Joe Hooker, named after the Pioneer

horseman of the State, Tueodore Winters. The Cali-

fornia Stake for two-year-olds, has six entries from Palo

Alto, the produce of Wildidle, Flood and Joe Hooker;

some of them should make a showing. Mr. Harry
Whiting has four, with the far-famed sires Joe

Hooker, Bertram, Mr. Pickwick and Long Taw re-

sponsible for their appearance; they will certainly attract

attention. Col. H. I. Thornton has two fillies of fash-

ionable blood. Theodore Winters has nominated three

Norfolk colts, and one by Joe Hooker. Caleb Dorsey

bastwo Partisan fillies. Mr. Murry's trio are by Flood,

Shannon and Three Cheers. The California Derby, to

be run in 1889, for three-year-olds, has twenty-nine
nominations, with many attractive names amongst sires

and dams. This will doubtless prove the most valuable
stake of the three.

Billy Ayres.

This fine race-horse is offered for sale in another col-

umn. As a performer he has been seen upon all the

principal race-courses of the State, where he has won
honor and money for his owner. Ho is six years old,

and should prove very attractive in the stud. By his

sire Shannon and dam Lady Clare he inherits fine rac-

ing blood, and in the stud should impress upon his prog-

eny the speed, staying qualities and fine form shown
by himself.

The Occident Stake.

Final payments in the above Btake for 1887 have been

made, on account of Sable Wilkes, Ella and Soudan.
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The Pair Reason.

The season is now in full swing,. The ball was opened at

San Jose on Monday. The weather was all that could be

desired, the atteodanee was excellent, and the sport, so far as

reported, of a very interesting character. Oar special rep-

resentative is on the ground, and will prepare for nest week

an accurate and complete resume of all the racing. For the

present we have to be content with a hurried notice of the

result up to Wednesday. The opening race ended in a

calamity (referred to elsewhere). The event was the stallion

race won by Tommy T. through the death of Grosvenor on

the track. The district two-year-old trotters were represented

by Grosvenor. Flora H. and Hollywood, and they were placed

in the order of their names. Time, 2:53, 2:55. The second

day opened with the three-year-old trotting parse. Palo Alto

being represented by Maiden and Sunny Slope by Soudan. The
race opened all in favor of the Palo Alto filly, she took the

lead in the first heat in fine style and won in 2:32|-. In the

second heat she soon out-footed Sondan who got off with the

lead, and came under the wire a leader by a length, in the

improved time of 2:31. The tide turned with the third heat,

Soudan again led off opened a wide gap between himself

and the filly, which she never closed, Soudan winning with

three lengths to spare, and having knocked a second off, the

time for the previous heat. The fourth heat was also won by

Soudan, but the time was increased to 2:32£. The fifth heat

was the colt's from start to finish, and he won in 2:31$, giv-

ing him the race.

For the second race, 2:17 class, only Anteeo and Adair

appeared. The first heat was a gift to Adair, Anteeo broke

soon after the start, and, although he trotted well down the

back stretch he never got near Adair, who won by sis lengths

in the slow time of 2:26£. The second heat was just the

opposite of the preceding one. Anteeo was the steady horse,

and he went off with the lead, which he increased to six at

the three-quarter mark, and finished with four lengths to the

good in 2:21f. The third heat was the best of the race.

Adair broke soon after the start but recovered quickly, and

the pair passed the qnarter wheel to wheel. Anteeo improved

as the beat advanced, and won by two lengths in 2:20, the

last quarter being covered in 33J sec, a brilliant burst of

spued. The pair kept close company throughout the fourth

beat, but it was two seconds slower than the third. Anteeo

broke near the wire, which gave Adair the race by half a

length. Time, 2:22. Adair had the best of the fifth heat up to

the three-quarter pole, when Anteeo came up on time in fine

style, but the stallion broke and Adair followed suit. Anteeo

was the first to recover, and took the heat and race by a

length in 2:23.

The 2:40 class followed, for which Alfred S., Harwood's

Old Nick and Maggie E. started. The race ended with the

horses placed in the order of their names, Alfred S. taking

the three straight heats,

Wednesday's programme was filled up with running

events, and proved a much stronger attraction than the

trotting on the previous days.

The race for two-year-old b, three-quarters of a mile,

opened the day's sport. The starters were Carmen, Tricksey

and Kildare. The three ran in close company for half a

mile, when Carmen drew away and won handily by three

lengths, Kildare second, Tricksey third. Time, 1:16. A good

beginning for Laurelwood Stable to open the season with.

The second race, free for all, one mile and half, brought

out Narcola, Moonlight and Patti. It was close and exciting,

between Narcold and Moonlight all the way, but the daughter

of Norfolk was too good for the Thad Stevens filly, and won

by a short neck, Moonlight leading Patti by four lengths.

Time, 2:38.

The one mile and repeat race had Grover Cleveland, Ade-

line, Belshaw and May D. The Monday colt won in two

straight beats, Adeline pushing close all the way; Belshaw

third and May D. last. Time, 1:42 and 1:44. The race made

a second victory for Matt Stem's stable.

Changes at Santa Rosa.

The attention of racing; men is called to tbe following

changes in the programme of the Agricultural Park

Association, Santa Rosa: No. 2, trotting, for two-year-

olds, is struck out; in its place is put No. 12, trotting,

for three-year-olds, including Sable "Wilkes, Soudan, Ella

and Shamrock, for a purse of $300. To take the place

of No. 12 will be pacing, 2:25 class, purse $300. Entries

to close on Monday, August 22d, at 6 p. m. The follow-

ing are already nominated: A. J. Sayer's Billy Bunker,

A. C. Smith's rn m Ella L., E. Havey's Haverly.

The closing of entries for race No. 6, trotting, 2:20 class

purse $500, is also postponed until Monday, August 22d,

at 6 p. m. The following are already nominated:

Lee Shaner's b g Lot Siocum; H. Hitchcock's blk g

Black Diamond; "Wm. Dwyer'sb sMenlo's;R. C.Haley's

ch g "Woodnut. Entries must be sent to N. Winanst,

Secretary, Santa Rosa, Cal.

The Susanville Fair.

Particular attention is directed to the change of date

for closing entries for the races to be held in connection

with this Fair. As previously announced the time was put

down for August 12th; it is now changed to September

1st. The Susanville "Fair covers a wide district for rac-

ing purposes, including Plumas, Lissen, Butte, Sierra

and Modoc counties in California, Washoe Co., Nevada,

Lake and Grant counties in Oregon.

The Los Angeles Fair-

During the eight years that have passed since the

Sixth District Agricultural Association was established,

its career has been marked by steady progress until

now it takes a position of importance and stands second

only to the State Fair. A glance at the list of entries

for the races, which appears elsewhere, proves the state-

ment and indicates that the directors and other officers

who have worked so consistently and effectually for

the Association's interest have earned the highest terms

of approval which can be offered them. They should go

forward with their work with freshened vigor, and accom-

plish still more cheering results in the future. They
have a splendid district to draw upon for support and

patronage, and a climate that guarantees perfect

weather in the fall of the year, when the principal

horses in the State have completed their engagements in

the northern part of the circuit. The southern boom
has evidently reached the noble sport of horse racing,

and the week extending from October 10th to loth

should be the most inspiring ever seen iu the City of the

Angels.
The list of entries will of course be critically studied

by horsemen, but the casua) reader need only be

reminded that for the first day four raceLi are put down
for which forty entries have been made. For the three

races on the second day twenty-nine horsns are entered.

The third dty, with the same number of events, thirty-

six horses are named. The fourth and fifth days are

equally attractive, and for the closing day, October 15th,

there are the 2:45 class and the 2:16 clas* of trotters,

and the Los Angeles Derby, with five three year old,

should make a brilliant race.

Death of Grosvenor.

One of the most remarkable deaths that ever took place on

a race-track happened at San Jose last Monday. In the stal-

lion race GrosvenorandTommyT. started. Grosvenorwon the

lirst and second heats with ease; in the third he opened a gap

of ten lengths in the first quarter, when he suddenly stag-

gered, but kept going to the half-mile post where he fell and

died soon after. Gros\enorwas by Administrator, damSylvia,

and was bred in Fayette County, Kentucky, where he was

foaled in 1878. He was bought by Mr. James Boyd, of San

Jose and brought to this State pome time ago, and has been

in the stud for two seasons. He was a handsome horse of

great height, 16^ hands, and weighed 1250 lbs. He had the

blood of some of the noblest trotting families in his veins,

including Rysdyk's Hambletonian, Edwin Forest, Abdallah,

Mambrino, imp. Messenger, and snch dams as Corinne,

Betty, and Bet Bounce. The death of Grosvenor is a loss to

the State, and serious disappointment to his owner.

Fall Meeting of the Bay District Association.

The preliminary announcement of the Bay District

Association's fall meeting appears in another column.

The meeting is to open on October 1st, and extend through

the month closing on the 29th. The principal events

will come off on the Saturdays of October 8th, 15th, 22d

and 29th, with contests on intermediate days. The races

will include trotting, running and pacing, for which

liberal purses will be offered.

In the trotting the following classes will compete: 3:00,

2:40,2:35, 2:30, 2:27, 2:25, 2:23, 2:20,2:17 and a free-for-all,

to include both trotters and pacers. As the meeting will

follow right on the heels of the Fail Meeting of the Blood

Horse Association, the running events should prove a

great attraction. The horses will all be in training, and

attractive rjrogramnies can be made up for at least two

days in each week. The complete announcement will

appear as rapidly as the events are arranged.

The Santa Rosa Fair.

This Fair opens on Monday next at Agricultural Park,

Santa Rosa. The racing begins on Tuesday, 23d inst.

The programme includes a running event for two-year-

olds, and two trotting races, the first for two-year-olds,

the second the 2:27 class. On Wednesday the one mile

and repeat is the running race, witb the trotting events

for three-year-olds, and the 2:20 class. Thursday's races

are four: one mile and a quarter for three-year-olds,

and three- quarters of a mile for two-year-olds; the four-

year-old trotters will Btep for a puise, and also the 3:00

class. For Friday there is a running and pacing event

and two trotttng races; the latter are the 2:25 class and

the free-for-all. On the closing day the running event

is an all-aged purse, one mile and a half, trotting, for

2:23 class, ard the free-for-all purse of $700. Five days

of excellent sport, and upon one of the best trades in the

State. The trip by rail to Santa Rosa is a delightful one,

and doubtless many horsemen from this city will avail

themselves of the opportunity of making the trip.

Mr. Corbitt desires it stated positively that Guy Wilkes will

not trot this fall. He has been repeatedly asked when and
where Guy would start, and desires this proclamation made
to all whom it may concern.

The Breeder asd Sportsman will be represented at all or

most of the Fairs in the Circuit.

Santa Rosa Fair Notes.

Editor Breeder and Sportsjiax:—This morniog I took a
ride out to the track and grounds of the Agricultural Park
Association, to witness the training of some of the entries
for the coming race week, and to note the strains generally.
There is going to be good sport, if appearances and perform-
ances in training are to be taken as criteria. Chnrley Tapper
has aliae bay horse, sixteen hands tnree inches, five years
old, a Milton, which shows good pointy. With little training
he makes his mile in the two-forties, under tiie care of Mart
Rollins, without a break. In time he will get down to the
thirty class. He is light, notwithstanding h.s stature, and
is intelligent and tractable, with good action and staying
powers. Dr. Finlaw has at the grounds an inbred H-imblt-
tonian, three removes from sire and Hambletonian dam on
either side, and he is, to my fancy, odo of tbe finest colts iu
the State. He is carefully kept, as he should be, and is des'
tined to make his mark upon the turf. Captain Guy E.
Grosse has four Anteeo colts, two two years old and two
j earnings, which are had from good dams, and show the tine
points of their distinguished sire. The two-year-olds are
entered in the week's work, ani for one of them I predict a
winning. James M. Laughliu will bring in an Anteeo c It

that he brags of. I have not seen him yet, but Laugblm is a
veteran breeder of the Tennessee stamp and as thorough as
men get to be, and therefore I htve faith iu his modest boast.
The colt fills the bill in his estimation, and that is heavy
weight wherever the old man is known. Anteeo colts are
not rare here, and none of them go begging for admirers or
purchasers. Lad wig thinks he has the daisy of the get, and
it will take a mighty fine colt to beat him; but 1 think the
Fitton, colt which Finlaw has will get there ahead in a
square trot when the two come to try conclusions. Walter
Good and Dr. Finlaw have Daly, who is in tine form but
will not race this year. They have bought a thirty-acre tract,
just out of town, for a breeding farm, and in two or three
years will show what Sonoma county can do in the way of
trotters. My own opinion is that this is the favored county
of the State for horses, and it is singular that some of the
very wealthy owners of stock-breeding farms have not made
it their place for such uses. Soil, climate, pasturage and
everything are here, superior to most other localities, and
not inferior to any. It is better than Palo Alto or Vina, than
Sacramento or Los Angeles. All it wants is trial and proof,
and these will come from local breeders if none of the wealthy
patrons of the turf engage in the business. Rose Dale, as
the new breeding farm of Finlaw and Good is called, will be
a starter in this direction.

The stables at the Park grounds are well engaged for the
week of the Fair. The sons and daughters of the old Nut-
wood stock—Rosewood and Dawn—are here, also Alexanders
and Electioneers, and Bentons and SultaDs; and from the
Rose stables entries are in, the horses to be here next week.
These be the trotters. But also will the runners show up.
Appleby, a close trainer and careful turfman, has entered
some of his best, and to meet these are noted flyers. The
week, therefore, promises extra tine sport, and tne Associa-
tion will leave no stone unturned to make it a week to be
remembered and date from. The directors are busy in the
management, and the grounds in splendid order.
We want to see the "grand old man," J. Cairn Simpson

himself, up here this year. He didn't come last year. This
won't do. He "must got to cume" and report himself, any-
how. His getting here will be easy. He" is old enough to
see about his getting away. But he mast not expect any of
our assistance in that respect until the week is over. The
good old rule goes— "hail the coming, speed the parting
gaest." O'M.

Daniel Returns.

Dan McCarthy, and his boy Joe, arrived home last Sunday,
after an extensive tour over, around and through the race
courses and swell hotels of the Eist. They enjoyed the trip
exceedingly, and were the recipients of much newspaperial
attention; bat as Dan is not at all sensitive or stuck up, he
had no quarrels with the reporters. Of course he could not
be expected to make such a trip without doing a stroke of
business, and he brought back fifteen head of horses: Nine
thoroughbreds, four trotters and two saddle stallions. He
left Todd at Monmouth in Mr. Haggin's stable, and expects
the colt to try another race or two before he is shipped home.
Although the American Derby was won in Mr. Haggin's colors,
Dan got all the credit that attaches to the owner of the
winner of such an event, aud confidently expects to be
there again sometime in the near future, when the first horse
to catch the Judges' eye will carry the blue and white sleeves
of the McCarthy stable. The new comers in the thorough-
bred string are:

Ch gTiburon (1836) by Duke of Magenta, dam inm. Queen,
by Scottish Chief.

Ch f Gertrude McCarthy (1SS6) by imp. Hurrah or Duke of
Magenta, dam LaGloria, by Lever.

Ch f Jennie McCarthy (1886) by Dake of Magenta, dam imp.
Genista, by King Tom.

Ch c San Francisco (1886) by Hyder Ali, dam Belle of Topeka,
by Uncle Vic.

Ch Harry Mc (1886) by Hyder Ali, dam Madam Rowett, by
Uncle Vic.

B c Dan M. Murphy (1886) by imp. Speculator, dam Leona,
by Proline.

Ch g ( 1SS6) by imp. Mortemer, dam Hildegarde, by Lexington.
Ch g Interest (138?) by Long Taw, dam Income by Revenue.
B c (1885) by King Alfonso, dam Flash, by Lightning.

All the yearlings in this list that have received names, as
here given, have been entered in the Fixed events of the Blood
Horse Association, and some of them have been engaged east
of the Mountains. Dan has Darned the yearling brother to

C. H.Todd Sorento. This colt has also been entered through
the Fixed Events of the Blood Horse Association, and in some
important stakes at Monmouth Park. He will be named at
Chicago and St. Louis later in the year.

Mr. E. B. Rambo, for many years resident agent of the
Winchester Repeating Arms Company, left on August I4th
for a six weeks' visit to the Atlantic seaboard. Part of his
trip will be spent in renewing the acquaintanceships formed
during his earlier business life in New York, Boston and Chi-
cago, and some time will be spent at New Haven with his
principals. We take much pleasure in commending him to

the courtesy of all who come to know him, as a respected and
representative San Franciscan.

Gloves for evening wear, for walking and driviDg; under-
wear to suit the season; shirts, collars and cuffs made to

order; ties, scarfs, handkerchiefs of the most recent pa

hose in wool, silk, merino and cotton from the leading n

factories of Paris, Glasgow, London and New 1
Beamish's, Nucleus Building, Third and Market st

Francisco.
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Bay District Trottine Meeting1

.

Third Day.
August 10th.—There was a fair attendance on tha third day.

The weather was delightful, and, as is always the case in
such instances, ladies were in attendance on the clubhouse
balcony. The main event was the parse for the 2:2-1 class,

in which figured Marin, Longfellow, Woodnut, WLaid of OakB
and Joe Arthurton.

First Heat—The betting was very spirited, and owing to the
favor with which Joe Arthurton was held by his owner he
became a great favorite, bringing $120, against $50 for Long-
fellow and $25 each for Marin and the field, composed of
"Woodnut and Maid of Oaks. With a fine turn of speed,
Arthurton, from the outside position, was lapping Longfellow
at the quarter post. Then trotting very fast down the back
Btretch he assumed a clear lead, holding it to the wire in
2:22£, Longfellow two lengths behind him, and then came
Mann, the Maid nf Oaks and Woodnut in. the order men-
tioned. Almost after the gong was tapped for the start
"Woodnut stumbled and made a wretched break, but Holly at

last brought him to his gait, and sending him at a rattling
stride and to such effect that he saved" his distance by a scant
half length.

Second Heat—Arthurton still sold for more than all the
others together, and he held his own to the half-mile, where
he was collared by Woodnut, with the Maid in close attend-
ance, and hence to the wire there was a close and interesting
struggle. "Woodnut finally outstaying Arthurton by a scant
length in 2:24^, the latter being a neck and shoulders in front
of the Maid, Marin third and Longfellow the last. "Why such
two good horses and steady old stagers as "Woodnut and
Marin should have been practically ignured in the betting
was an enigma to keen judges who were not in the stables'

secrets, but their time was coming as it became known that
Arthurton had sulked badly in the finish of the heat, so there
was a rush on the part of those who had bicked his chances
to get out at any sacrifice. Some plunged in on Longfellow
to retrieve his falling fortunes, he bringing $60 against $20'

for Arthurton, $15 for the Maid and $60 for the field, in.

which were Woodnut and Marin, the two horses that were to>

carry off first and second honors in the race.

Third Heat—There was long and tedious scoring, in conse-
quence of Arthurton refusing to come up. Finally they were-
tapped off to a fair start, with Arthurton in the lead until the
upper turn, when they were all bunched, and turning into

the straight all were in line, the finish being extremely close-

between Marin and Woodnut, the latter breaking into a run
just at the wire. The decision was in favor of Marin in 2:25,

Woodnut second, Longfellow third, the Maid fourth and
Arthurton a poor fifth.

Fourth Heat—It was now considered a sure thing for Wood-
nut, he selling almost on a par with the others bunched.
The scoring in this and the final heat was Tery tedious, as

Arthurton could not be induced or forced to come up with
the other horses. Finally, by sheer desperation, they were
tapped off with Arthurton fifty yards in the rear. "Woodnut
took the lead and held it to the wire, with Marin second,
then the Maid and Longfellow, with Arthurton beyond the
flag. The judges, recognizing the stare as disastrous to

Arthurton's chances of any part of the purse, gave him the
fifth position.

Fifth Heat
—
"Woodnut drove all his competitors to a break

and won easily in 2:26, Marin taking second and Arthurton
third money.

Aug. 10th.—Purse $50fl. 2:24 class.
"Woodnut. cb c by Nutwood, dam Addle by Hambletonian

Chief—B. C. Holly 5 1 2 1 L,
Marin, b s by Quinn's Patchen—P. Farrell. 3 i 1 2 £
Joe Arthurton, b g by Arthurton—J. A. Goldsmith 1 2 5 5 &
Maid of Oaks, ch m by Duke McClellan—A. McDowell ... 4 3 4 3 4,

Longfellow, ch g by Whipple's Hambletonian — Lee
Shaner 2 6 3 4 3

Time. 2:22*, 2:243, 2:25, 2:26, 2:26.

Same Day. Pacing—Purse $100.
Johnny Weigle, br g—J. Garrity 112 1
Damiana, ch s-M. Havens 2 2 1 2

Prussian Boy, b g—P. Brandow 3 3 3 3"
Time, 2:35,2:34, 2:34, 2:33J.

Fourth Bay.
August 10th.—The attendance was fair and the weather

bright and pleasant, but the high wind was not in favor of
lowering the records. The betting for the free-for-all pacers
was lively, with the aggregate pooling at §50 for Lee, against
§30 for Chapman and §6 for Pocahontas.

First Heat—For the first heat there was a fair send-off, and
owing to his superior gait Lee was soon in the lead, holding
it by a length at the quarter pole in 34J, and again at the
half in 1:09, bat thence Lee appeared to draw gradually away,
and, passing the three-quarter pole in 1 :44, he passed under
the wire in 2:1S£, two lengths ahead of Chapman, while Poca-
hontas jogged in leisurely past the dis.tance-nag.
Second Heat—Lee had shown buc'q. speed and also a great

reserve power that the betting men could scarcely be coaxed
to put up $10 on the field against $50 for the favorite. After
three attempts the horses were off to an excellent Btart, with
Lee slightly in advance of Chapman. At the quarter pole, in
0:34, Chapman was just lapped with the leader, and this

position was maintained to the half-mile, in l:07|j then,
despite Shaner's best efforts, Chapman could not get up on
even terms, and gradually falling hack, after passing the
three-quarters in 1:43§, I ;ee came away and won easily in
2:19 by three lengths from. Pocahontas, she a neck in front of
Chapman.
Third Heat—It was now looked upon as a certainty for

Lee, and although Chapman kept well up until the upper
turn, it was evident that Lee could leave his competitors at
any moment, so he won in a smart jog. Chapman se-caring
second money through a poor break made by Pocahontas on
the home stretch. The fractions were 35£. 1:12, 1:48, and the
full mile in 2:25J.
Aug. 11th.—Pacing. Free for all. Poree $500.

L. C. Lee.blk s by Slmo Jr., dam by Kentucky Chief—H.
Hitchcock I 1 1

Chapman, b g—L. Sbaner 2 3 2
Pocahontas, ch m—J. A. Goldsmith 3- 2 8

Time, 2:18j, 2:19, 2:25i.

The 6econd event was a purse of $150, in which were
entered St. David, Pasha and "Viking. The two former were
taken turn in turn as first choice for a time, but finally there
was a rush to get on Pasha that made him favorite at $25
against $15 for St. David and $5 for Viking, but the latter

was at no time in the race and was withdrawn after the first

heat on account of lameness. The battle was thus 1 &ffc to

Pa°ha and St. David, and it resulted in one of the most i nter-
eB'ing and well-contested trots of the season.

First Heat—St. David showed to the best advantage, and
Bf. the Pasha wobbled and finally was off his feet, St. David !

- m very handily in 2:32*., with Viking second.
Second Heat—The beUing was $30 for St. David agafnst

Uo for Pasha. The heat was exciting from start to finish,
li^ horses lapped all the way, and the finish be ing so close
that none but those under the wire could guess the result.

The decision was in favor of St. David in 2:33, and that by a
scant head.
Third Heat—The betting now veered in favor of St. David

at $25 to $1S or $20. The Saint again led at the quarter and
half, but Pasha was lapping all the while, and on turning into

the stretch moved up and carried St. David off his feet, thus
winning easily by six lengths in 2:341.

Fourth Heat—The Pasha was now again in great demand,
and so sure were his backers that they laid $C0 to $20 on
him, although with only one heat in his favor. In the final

heat McConn sent St. David along and took the pole at the
first turn at a dangerously close position. But these tactics

tended to assure his victory, as Pasha was twice on a run on
the back stretch; but although they were almost even at the
drawgate, Pasha was again off his feet and St. David won the
long odds by a length in 2:33*. It was not so much speed as
steadiness that enabled St. David to secure the spoils.

Same Day.—Parse 3150. Trotting.
St. David, ch g by Geo. M. PatcheD, Jr. -H. McConn 1 1 2 1

Pasha, b s by Echo—W. F. Smith 3 2 12
Viking, g g by Rustic—L. Shaner 2 dr

Time, 2:32£, 2:33, 2-.34J, 2:33£,

Fifth Day.
Aug. 12th.—As was to have been expected, the race for the

257 class, with the six excellent entries, drew quite a large

attendance, and the sport was thoroughly enjoyed by those
who were present. Indeed, it may be said that on each
successive day of the summer meeting of the association

there has been a larger influx of visitors to the grounds,
while the speculation has also been on the increase; thus a

very good showing has been made as yet, considering that

the Bay District leads off with the Fall campaign and is thus
at a disadvantage with the State Fair and the various district

association.

The entries in the main event, the 2:27 class, were Lillie

Stanley selling first choice at $50 against $15 for Jane L.,

$15 for Mount Vernon, and $15 for the field, in whioh were
Lnella, Lester and Maid of Oaks. The weather was tine and
the track fast, but a stiff breeze was very trying to the horses

on the back stretch and upper turns.

First Heat—There was a great deal of scoring but the

favorite showed always to an advantage and increased the

confidence of her backers. She took the lead with Luella

close up, and indeed the latter at a time showed in front, but
on the home stretch Luella was off on a furious run that

lasted for more than a hundred yards, so Stanley won
handily, with liount Vernon assigned to the second position,

Jane L., third, Maid of Oaks fourth, Lester fifth, while
Luella, although coming in sscond, was placed sixth for

running.
Second Heat—Stanley's performance raised her in the bet-

ing scale, as she brought $40 against $15 for Jane L., who
was quietly backed by the Oregon contingent; $7 for Mount
Vernon and a like amount for the field. Stanley again led to

the quarter, but in mid-back stretch she had to resign theposi-

tion to Luella and Jane, and thus they passed the wire in

2 :22J, the former winning by a length, with Mount Vernon,
Lillie Stanley, Lester and the Maid of Oaks, as written.

Third Heat—The bids on Jane L. and the field now
advanced to $25 and $18, with $40 for Lillie and $7 for Mt.
Vernon. The heat aTonsed the greatest interest and a grand
performance was it for such a class. Lillie led at a rapid

gait but could not shake off Jane, the two trotting head and
head until approaching the stables, when Lillie was Been to

be half a length in advance. After a brilliant finish Lillie

won in the fast time of 2:20i, with Jane L. second, Luella

third, Mt. Vernon fourth, Lester fifth and Maid of Oaks last.

Some good watches made the time 2:20, but this was not offi-

cial. This exhibition put a stop to betting, save at fancy odds.

Fourth Heat—Lillie led Luella by a trifle at the quarter

post, then in the back stretch Jane made a fine turn of speed

that gave her an advantage of two lengths over Lillie; but
the latter closed up on the back stretch and carried Jane to a

break, winning easily the heat and race in 2:24, Jane second
with third money, Luella third with second money, Mt.
Vernon fourth with fourth money, Lester fifth and the Maid
of Oaks drawnfrom lameness. Jane L. was beaten, but before

the season is over she may turn the tables on her fleet antag-

onist, while Luella showed excellent form, considering she

is somewhat rank and has had but little work as yet this

season

Atie. 12th.—Parse $500. 2:27 Class.

Lillie Stanley, br m by Whippleton, dam Dolly McMahon
—J. A. Goldsmith 1 4 1 1

Lnella, b m by Coicamauga—H. Hitchcock 6 1 3 8

Jane L., br m by Hambletonian Mambrino—L. B Lindsay 3 2 2 2
Mt. Vernon, b s by Nutwood—J. Dustin 2 3 4 4

Lester, b g by Almont—J. H. Penman 6 5 5 6

Moid of Oaks, ch m by Duke McClellan -A. McDowell 6 6 6 dr
Time, 2:22, 2:22j, 2:20^, 2:24.

The second eveDt was a purse of $150, between Ella S.,

Billy Bunker and Kate Ewing. The pooling was so much in

favor of Ella that the sellers packed up their books and left

for home. The race was won in a very easy manner by Ella,

she taking the second, third and fourth heats, while Billy

Bunker secured the first, the time being 2:28£, 2:31, 2:26$-

2:25. Previous to the final heat the judges changed drivers

on Billy Bunker, with Donathan instead of Hitchcock, and
Peter Brandow took charge of Kate Ewing instead of Lee
Shaner. The change was not to the best advantage, as Billy

Bunker was beaten handily, while Pete Brandow was dis-

tanced.

Same Day.—Purse $150.

Ella S., rn m—J. A. Goldsmith 2 1 1 I

Billy Bunker, br g—H. Hitchcock 1 ^22
Kate Ewing, blk m—Lee Shaner 3 3 3dls

Time, 2:28i, 2:31,2:261, 2:254.

Slxtli Day.

August 13th—Had it not been for two untoward circumstan-

ces the meeting would have been brought to a brilliant finish.

With the programme offered by the management, consisting of

the free-for-all race, a roadster purse and a match for $1,000
between "Wells-Fargo and Peacock, there ought to have been
an immense attendance, but as the racing hour approached
the fog came rolling in from the ocean with a chilled wind,

and then there were doabts whether Lot Slocum would put
in an appearance in the free-for-all purse, two cogent reasons
that largely influenced the attendance. As it was, there was
a very fair turnout of our amateurs, and some lively wagering
that resulted in every instance against the favorites.

A quiet talk between Mr. Hinchman, Lee Shaner and the

other parties interested resulted in Lot Slocum being rein-

sUted'on the bulletin board with Adair aud Menlo, thus giv-

ing an additional interest to the free-for-all trot. Loe Shaner
felt very sore at having been replaced by Peter Brandow in

Friday's race, as be claimed that Kate Ewing was not ut her-

self, and indeed was outclassed. He claimed simple justice at

the hands of the judges, and he felt that his reputation was
injured by his being replaced by another driver when not
$100 in pools was staked on the result; so he wished a new
set of judges. Mr. Hinchman replied at once that the request

should be granted, and that he himself would select the

judges and include himself among the trio.

There was great satisfaction among the attendance when this

arrangement was announced, and betting started off in a brisk
and lively manner, Adair being first choice at $100 against $70
for Lot Slocum and $25 for Menlo. There were many vari-
ations on these odds, but they represent a fair average, espe-
cially toward the start.

First Heat—Adair was off with the lead, passing the quar-
ter in 0:36?, and the half mile in 1:112, with Lot lapp ng at
every point; at the three-quarter, l:45i,"the two horses were on
even terms, and after a pretty struggle down the straight Lot
Slocum secured the victory in 2:21 by half a length from Adair,
with Menlo a fair third. Now the talent put on their think-
ing caps. Adair was pressed to his utmost, while Lot seem-
ingly could alwayB let out an extra reef. So Slocum was
installed favorite at $50, against $17 for Adair and $10 for
Menlo, at which odds the pools were knocked off in rapid
succession.
Second Heat—Menlounder Donathan'sabledriving, showed

a decided improvement on his last year's form, as he trot-
ted fast and true to the quarter in 36 seconds, leading Slocum
by alength, and passed the half in 1:C9J without a change of
position; Adair was trailing within reaching distance, but
Smith evidently let Donathan do the fighting this heat, and
well indeed was it done, as, although Slocum carried Menlo
to a bad skip on the home stretch, he was quickly caught
and rallied. Lot Slocum took the heat by a BCunt half leDgth,
Adair being three lengths behind, and the time 2:19, the three-
qnarteis having been made in ] :44£.

Third Heat—The race v/as now considered at an end, save
the shouting, and pooling was at an end. Nevertheless,
Menlo again made a dogged bid for victory, lappiDg Lot to
the quarter in 36^, to the half in 1:11, and to the three-quarter
pole in 1:45, but thence Slocum drew away and won the heat
and race in 2:19£, with Menlo second and second money, and
Adair third and third money.
Aug. 13th.—Purse 875*1. Free-for-all.

Lot Slocum, br g by Electioneer, dam (ilencora by Mohawk Chief
—L Sbaner i j j

Menlo, b s by Nutwood—J. W. Donathan a 2 2
Aiair, b g by Electioneer—W. F. Smith . 2 3a

Time, 2:21. 2:19, 2:19£.

The second event was a roadster race, for which Bookmaker
was made first choice at $25, against $20 for Gray Frank and
$12 each for Milkmaid and Bay Allan. Again was the talent
at fault, as the Booky was rank and unsteady to such a
degree as to lose all his credit, and the outsider, Bay Allan,
captured the spoils in three straight heats in 2:41 J, 2:39 and
2:37, Gray Frank being second in the first. Milkmaid second
in the second, and Bookmaker second in the third heat,
Milkmaid securing second money.

Same D*y.—Purse ? .

Bay Allan, b s—M, Hart l l ]

Bookmaker, bg-C. H. Sing9ley 4 2 2
Gray Frank, g g—C. S. Crittenden 2 4 4
Milkmaid, b m—J. W. Donathan 8 3 3

Time, 2:41.}, 2:39, 2:37.

There was also a match for $1,000 between "Wells-Fargo,
the trotter, and Feacock, the pacer, in which the favorite was
again beaten. Wells-Fargo was made first choice at $40
against $20 for Peacock. The pacer led by a length all

around until nearing the stables, when Wells-Fargo closed up
and then broke out into a run that lasted until close to the
wire, Peacock winning handily in 2:28J. Wells-Fargo wus
still first choice at $30 to $25, but in the second heat he broke
almost in the start, continuing on the hop, skip and jnmp
until well in the stretch, when John Goldsmith was seen try-

ing to run him into the fence in order to stop him, but in
vain, as he came galloping down the stretch, hitting himself
against the sulky at every jump, while Peacock paced leis-

urely in in 2:43. It was thought at first that some of the
harness had become loose, but when the horse was stopped
by great effort it appears that the breeching being too tight
was the cause of his running away. Goldsmith on this
ground appealed to the judges not to distance the horse, as
he bad been driving in the two races that were sandwiched
together, and thus had no time to examine the gear; but the
appeal was not allowed, and the race was given to Peacock.
Same Day.—Match for 51,000.

Peacock, g g ipacer)—Geo. Bayllss \
Wells Fargo, ch g—J. A. Goldsmith 2 dia

Time, 2:28$, 2:43.

Trotting at Petaluma.

They had an interesting race at Petaluma on the 6th,

which the Argus records:

There would have been a much larger attendance at the
Agricultural Park last Saturday if it could have been known
in advance that such an exciting contest was to take place.
The son of Eleetionebr, Hernanni, was known to be fast and
game if in proper condition, but as he had met with an acci-
dent some time since and had been nursing a leg for the past
two years, no one expected to see such a performance. But
there was another surprise in store for the spectators. Mattie
P., the daughter of Jackson Temple, made her second
appearance in public, and was a much better mare than was
expected. She was generally rated at 2:40, and when she
came under the wire in the fourth heat in 2:31}, with Her-
nanni lapped on to her wheel, the excitement was at a high
pitch. Hernanni and Mattie P. were very close together
during the entire five heats. Mortimer and Waxey Pope were
not in condition for such fast company, and had a race in the
rear between themselves, and it was an even thing between
them in the first four heats, but they were both distanced for
running in the fifth heat. Hernanni took the first two heats
in 2:39J and 2:38; when Mattie P. got warmed up and cap-
tured the next three heats in 2:35, 2:31$, 2:35,"with Her-
nanni so close to her that every heat wasin doubt until the
score was reached. Hernanni, timed separately, made tho
fourth heat in 2:32, whioh certainly ought to be satisfactory
to his owner and others who knew that he has been unable
to trot for the past two years. The winner, Mattie P., was
bred and raised by George Pearce, onr present District Attor-
ney, and was sired by Jackson Temple. Her first dam was
by Tom Hyer, Becond dam by Ben Franklin, sou of Hood's
Lawyer—thoroughbred. But two of Jackson Temple's colts
have been trained, and they both promise well.

Aug. Ctb.—Purse ? .

Mattie P., - m by Jackson Temple—D.R. Mlsner 2 2 1 1 1
Hernanni, br e by Electioneer—N. W. Burrell 1 1 9 2 '1

Waxey Pope, g g—H. Crantlall y a ;j ^|| B

Mortimer, b a, 3—Chos. Hart 4 4 4 3 din
Time, 2:3«i, 2:38, 2:36, 2:. 3$, 2:35.

-•>

Ephraim Moore, well known to the old-time horsemen of
California, died at the Maltese Villa Farm of W. L. Ashe, in
Merced County, on the 24th ult., and was buried in the Visa-
lia Cemetery. Moore was trackman at the Oakland Trotting
Park during a great part of Mr. Riindlett'B admioiatratton,
where his quaint notions and eccentricities made him a char-
acter.

At laat advices Patsy Duffy was at Saratoga waiting for
an opportunity to return to California.
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Nevada State Fair
OF 1887 WILL BE HELD

AT RENO,
Commencing September 21st and Ending

October 1st.

35 RACES, TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS
LIBERAL PREMIUMS

Live Stock Department and Exhibits in Pavilion.

Indian Pony Races! Bahon Ascensions! Bicycle

Races! Stock Parades!

LADIES' TOURNAMENT.
Friday, September 23, 'Wednesday, September '28 and

September -0. iriday,

THE PRESIDENT'S GOLD MEDAL.
President Powning offers a Special Premium, a

GOLD MEDAL, value $100, for the best
Exhibit in Any Department

.

Trials of Speed to be t'ondncied under the
auspices of the Directors ol the State Agri-
cultural Society.
The State Agricultural Society was established in

accordance with an act of the Legislature of the State
or Nevada, entitled "An Act to provide for the man-
agement and control of the State Agricultural Society
of. the State," approved March 7, lbt».

MEMEKES OF THE STATE BOABD OF AGRICULTURE
L. J. FLINT, of Washoe County; B. F. LEETE, of

Washoe Countv; P. H. MXJLOAHY, of Washoe
County; AL. WHITE, of Washoe Countv; JOHN
SWEENY, of Ormsby County; T. B. BICKEY, of
Douglas County; C. C. POWNINO, of Washoe
County; ALVARO EVANS, of Washoe County;
THEO. W1NTEKS, of Washoe County; F. DANG-
BERG, of Douglas County; W. S. BAILEY, of
Churchill County; JOS. MAE2EN, of Humboldt
County.

PROGRAMME.
first Day—Wednesday, September fclst.

No. l.-INTBODUCTORY—Three-quarter dash, for
District horses; $liw added; entrance $20; declaration
$6, on or before September 1st.

No. 2.—RUNNING—Five-eighths mile dash. Dis-
trict horses; two-year-olds; Slut) added; entrance $20;
declaration §5, on or before September 1st.

No 3. 3, 4 and 5 will be made and announced on Sat-
urday, Sept. 17th.

Second Day—Thursday, September 2£d.
No. 6.—TROTTING—2:50 clasB for District horses;

three in five, purse 5300; first horBe ?150; second horse
9100; third horse t"j.

No. 7.—TROTTING—Mile heats, three in five; free
for all; purse $600; ?300to first horse; 4200 to second
horse; 9100 to third horse.

Third Day—Friday, September S3d.
No. 8. — RUNNING—Selling purse for District

horses; dash of a mile ; $150 added; $25 entrance, half
forfeit; $5 declaration, on or before September 1st.

Horses to be sold for 91,000 to carry entitled weight.
Two ponnds allowed for each $100 under the 51,000.

No. 9.—RUNNING—Half-mile dash; entrance free;
purse 5100.
Three other races for this day will be announced

on Thursday, September 23d.

Fourth Day—Saturday, September 34th.
No. 13.—TROTTING—Mile and repeat; free for all

three-yeai-olds and under in the District; purse $300;

first horse $150; second horse $1J0; third horse 550.

No. 1L—PACING—Mile heats, three in five; free for
all; purse JSOO; first horBe $300; second horse 9200;

third horse llflO.

Fifth Day—Monday, September 36th.

No. 15.—HANDICAP—Mile and a half dash; $300

added; $50 entrance; half forfeit; $10 declaration, on
or before September 10th. Weights to be announced
Sept. 1st.

Ho. 16.—SELLING PURSE—Closes the same time
as stakes; one mile and a quarter daBh; $200 added.
Tbree other raceB for this day will be made Septem-

ber 24th.

Sixth Day—Tuesday, September 2 7th.

No. 2u.—TROTTING.—Three-minute class for Dis-
trict horses; purse 9300; first horse 3150; second
horse 3100: third horse 950.

No. 21.—TROTTING.—Mile heats, tbree In five; free
for all; parse $800; first horse 9100; second horse $250;

third horse 9150.

SeventhDay—Wednesday, September 28th.
No. 22.—RUNNING—Three-quarter mile dash; two

year-olds; |I50 added; 925 entrance; half forfeit; five

or more to enter.
No. 23.—RUNNING—Mile and three-eighths; three-

year-olds; 5200 added; 350 entrance; half forfeit; 910

declaration, on or before September 1st; three or
more to start.

No. 24.—RUNNING—Purse tWO; dash of two miles;
en per cent, entrance; me or mire to enter; three or
more to start.
Two other raceB for this day will be made Septem-

ber 27th.

FJsbth Day—Thursday, September £9th.
No. 27.—PACING—Mile heats, three in five; free

lor all; purse $t»o; first horse 9300; second horse $200;

third horse S100.
No. 2S.—TROTTING—Mile heats; three in five;

free for District horses; purse 9600; first horse 9300;

tecond rrse 9200; third horse 3100.

M11 1I1 nay- Friday, September 30th.
No. 29.—RUNNING—Mile dash for two-year-olds;

5200 added; entrance 920; declaration $5; on or before
September 1st.

No. 30.—RUNNING—Mile and five-eighths dash for
three-year-olds; 9300 added; 350 entrance; half for-

feit; 310 declaration, on or before September 1st;

three or more to start.

Three other races for this day will be made up Sep-
tember 29th.

Tenth Day—Saturday, October 1st,

No. 34.-2:35 Class; mile heats, three in five; free for
all; purse 9800; first horse 5500; second horse 5200;

third horse 9100.
No. 85.-2:25 Class; mile heats; three in five; free

for all; purse 91,000; first horse 9500; second horse 9300;

third horse 9200.

REMARKS AKD CONDITIONS.
Nominations to stakes must be made to the Secre-

tary on or before the first day of August, 1887. En-
tries for the purses must be made: For Monday's
races on the Saturday preceding; for Wednesday's
raceB, on Monday, and for Friday's races, on Wednes-
day, at the regular time for closing entries as desig-
nated by the rules. Those who have nominated in

stakes must name to the Secretary, in writing, which
they will etart, the day before the race, at 6 p. m.
BoraeB entered in pluses can only be drawn by con-
Bent ot the JudgeB.
The rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Associa-

tion will govern running races.
All horses entered for State purses must be owned

and kept in Nevada and California east of the Sierra
Nevadas for Bis months prior to day of race.
Entries to all trotting races will close September

1st with the Secretary

.

Five or more to enter and three or more to start in
all for purses.

. „
National Trotting Association rules to govern trot-

ting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association
rules to govern running races, except as above.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three In

five, ennlesa otherwise specified; five to enter and
three to start. But the Board reserves the right to
Luld a less number than five to fill, by the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance
fee ten yer cent, on purse, to accomany nomina-
tion.
National Trotting Association Rules to govern trot-

ting but the Board reserves the right to trot heats
of any two clasaes alternately, if necessary to finish
anv dav's racing, or to trot a special race between
heitts. 'Ahorse making a walk-over shall be entitled
onlv to the entrance monev paid In. When lees than
the' required number of Btarters appear they may
contest for the entranc money, to be devided asfol-
owa: %% to the first and 33M to the second.
In ail the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

a accompanied by the money.

Please observe that, in the above stakes, declara
tions are permitted for a small forfeit.
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. M. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start-
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
Btart must be named by 6 p. >;. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Each day's races will commence promptly at one

o'clock p. u.
All entries mnst be directed to C. H. Stoddard, Sec

retarv of the Society.

EQUESTRIANISM.
Ladles' Grand Tournament for the most accom-

plished and graceful lady riders, Friday, Sept. 23,
Wednesday, Sept. 2S, and Fridav, Sept. 30, at 10 o'clock
A. it.

The Society offers four premiums, valued respect-
ively at 3100, 370, $40 and $2u.
The lady who is adjudged first shall have her choice

of all premiums offered. The second lady shall have
second choice, and so on.
All ladies must ride with saddles.
It is expected that other special premiums will be

added to tois list by private contribution. No one but
ladies of the highest respectability will be allowed to
compete for prizes.
Ladies wishing to compete for prizes will please

send name to Secretary, indorsed by two members of
the Society.

INDIAN PONT RACES.
On Thursdav, Sept. 22d, Mondav, Sept, 26th, and

Thursday, Sept 29th, the novelty of an Indian pony
race will be provided, and the amusing sight of
twenty or thirty noble red men of the forest, mounted
>n the wildest and most unmanageable cayuses imag-
nable, galloping around the track at break-neck
speed, will, as they say at the circus, be alone worth
the price of admission.

4X1TDESDAEE MEDALS.
The American Clydesdale Association will give a

valuable medal, of suitable design, for the best re-
corded Clydesdale stallion, and a similar medal fur the
best recorded Clydesdale mare bred in Nevada and
exhibited at the State Fair of 1S87.

BALLOON ASCENSIONS.
Arrangements have been made for a series of bal-

loon ascensions during the Fair, alike novel and excit-
ing. Ascensions will be made daily from the race
track.

BICYCLE RACES.
Two or three bicycle races will take place between

the fastest wheelmen in the state, and ten contests
are counted upon.

C. c. POWNING, President.
C. H. STODDARD, Secretary,
C. T. BENDER, Treasurer. 28myl8

Stockton Fair.
BEGINNING

September 27, and Con-

tinuing five days.

$15,000.
IN PURSES OFFERED.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Entrance fee 10 per cent of allpnrBes to accom.

pany nominations.
In all races four moneys, viz: 50,25. 15 and 10 per

cent.

Tuesday. September 2 7, 1887.
1. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old Btake,

$6b each, $150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 8
entries). One mile.

2. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Free for all, 9100. Mile
and repeat.

8. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 3:00 Class,
$1,000.

4. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Free for alL $800.

Wednesday, September 98, 1887.
5. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Free for all.

Race hereafter to be namedfor the winner. $100. One
mile.

TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:24 Class, 81,000.

7. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Three-year-old stake;
$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February 1st with 9
entries).

8. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake $65
each, $150 added; best 2 in 5. (Closed February 1st,

with Sentries).

Thursday, September 39, 1887.
9. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. $500. Mile and

repeat.
10. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:35 Class,

$1,000.
11. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:18 Class,

$1,000.
12. PACING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 Class, $500.

Friday. September 30, 1887.
13. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Handicap;

weights named 10 days before race; $400. One mile and
repeat.
14. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Novelty race;

2 miles: $1,000; first half mile, $150; first mile, 8:25;
first mile and a half, $275; first to finish, $350. All

Eaid up entries over seven to be added, equally ulvlded
etweeneach winner.
15. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Free or all.

$1,200.
16. TROTTING— PACIFIC COAST. Three-year-

old stake. $65 each. $250 added. (Closed February 1st,
with 10 entries.)

17. TROTTING— PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 Class.
$1,000.

Saturday. October 1st. 1887.
18. RUNNING—.DISTRICT. Three-year-old stake.

$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February 1st, with
entries.)

19. TROTTING —PACIFIC COAST. 2:22 Class.
$1,000.
20. TROTTING—PACIFIC CO A.ST. Two-year-old

stake, $55 each. $250 added. (Closed February 1st,
with 8 entries.)
21. PACING—PACIFIC COAST. Free-for-all. $700.

CONDITIONS.
All races best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified.
The Stockton track Is one of the fastest in The world.
Stables, hav and Btraw free to competitors.
Entries close August 1st, 1887, with the Secretary.
Stockton Fair. San Joaquin Valley District for

races comprise the counties of San Joaquin, Tuol-
umne, Mariposa, FresDO, Calaveras, Stanislaus,
Merced, Tulare and Kern. State of California.

Boardof Directors for lt>87: L.U. SHIPPEE, JOHN
E.MOORE. JAMES A. LOCTTIT.R.C. SARGENT,
B. F. LANGFORD, JAS. A. SHEPHERD, FRED
ARNOLD. W. H. SNOW.

I. 1 SHIPPEE, President.
For programmes and full condition? ap-

ply to the secretary, J. M. LARUE.
P. o Box 1 88. Stockton, California, lljuS

Santa Clara Valley
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

SPEED CONTESTS,
: FBOM THE :

15th to 20th of August;
Inclusive, 1887.

SAN JOSE.
PROGRAMME.

First Day -Monday. August 15th.
X, STALLION RACE, Trottinji stake—$100 entrance

half forfeit, $160 added- Closed April 1st, with five
entries.

2. TROTTING, for two-year-olds—Purse $2o0. The
get of the following stallions, viz: Brown Jug, Jim
Mulyenna he* s Nutwwd NutwoodBoy, Woodnut
Baywood, Fleetwood, Commodore Nutwood, King
William Grosvenor, Bismarck, Menlo, Elmo, Stran-
ger, Hamiltonian George, J. R. Welter's horse and
Captain Ham's horse. Mile and repeat.

Second Day—Tuesday, August 16th.
3. TROTTING STAKE, for-three-year-olds-$25 to

accompany nomination, $26 aodtional tor starters;
failure to make second payment forfeits first; $26U
added. Stakes and addeu money divided 60,30 and 10
per cent.

i. TROTTING—Porse $1,000. 2:17 Class.
5. TROTTING—Purse$wj. 2:40 Class.

Third Day—Wednesday, August 17
6 RUNNING STAKE for two-year-olds. $25

entrance, $10 forfeit; $20U added; Sou to second, $25 to
third; non-wijmerB this year allowed 5 lbs, three-
quarters of a Mile.

7. RUNNING STAKE, free for aU-$25 entrance; $10
forfeit; $2u0 added: >m \o second; third to save en-
jrane. Maidens allowed five pounds. One and one-
half miles.

8. RUNNING—Free purse, $&0, for all ages; $50 to
Becondhor6e. Mile and repeat.

Fourth Day—Thursday, Aug. 18th.
9. TROTTING—Purse $500. 2:27 ClaBB.
10. TROTTING—Purse $7i0. 2:23 Class.
11. PACING—Purse $500. Free for all.

Fifth Day—Friday. Aug. 19th.
12. PACING—Purse $300. 2:30 Class.
13. TKOrriNG—Purse $500. 2:30 Class.
14 RUNNING—Free purse$200. $50 to second horse.

One mile and repeat-

Sixth Day-Saturday, Aug. 20th.
15. TROTTING-Purse 5600. 2:25 Class.
16. TROTTING—Purse $1,000. 2:20 Class.
17. TROTTING STAKE— tor two-year olds; $10 to

accompany nomination; $15 additional for starters,
non-payment of second forfeits first; $200 added;
Stakes and added money divided, 60, 30, lo percent.
Mile and repeat.

CONDITIONS.
In all Trotting and Pacing Races, purses divided as

follnwa: 60 per cent, to first horse, 80 per cent, to sec
ond, 10 percent, to third.
All Trotting or Pacing RacesbeBt3 in 5, except as

otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural to govern running,
except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the light to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between beats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in anv race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid up entries of Baid race,
and to no added money.
Ahorse winninga race entitled to first money only

except when distancing the field, then to first and,
third moneys.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations axe void

unless accompanied by the money.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance, under Rule 3.

If, in the opinion of the Judges, before Btaxting a
race the race cannot be finished on the closing day of
the Fair, it may be continued.
In all trotting and pacing races five or more paid-np

entries required to fill and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold a less
number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse,
Trotling and racing colors to be named with all

entries.
When less than the required number of Ptarters

appear they may contest for the entrance money,
divided as follows : 66=£ to first horse and 33K to sec-
ond.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the money.
Races to commence each day at two P. l£.

Entries to close. July 20th, 18S7,

V B. EDWARDS, President.
G. H. BRAGG, Secretary. Hjn8

KILLIP & GO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS,

%% Montgomery Street. San Francisco

BFKCJAL ATTENTION PAID TO BALKS OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell in All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Ghezs, Hon. J. D. Caeb,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. Sabsent, Esq., Hon, John Boggb
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Rose, Hon. a. Walbath,
Los Angeles. Nevada.
J. B. Ha&qin. Esq., SanFranciBCo

Represented at Sacramento by Edwin F. Smith,
Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At San Jose by Messrs. Montgomery A Rea, Real

Estate Agents.
Being the oldest established firm in the live-stock

OusinesB on thiB Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales In thlB tine for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel Justified in claiming unequalled facili-
ties for disposing of live stock or every description
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres.
pondents embraces every breeder and dealer ofprom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give full publicity to animalB placed with us for sale.
Private purchases and sales of live stock of all
descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KILTJH A CO.. 22 Montgomery Street
am J

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate ol
Ontario Veterinary Col-
lege, Toronto, Canada

--" Castration a Special-
ty Advice by mall $2 OO.

Veterinary Infirmary, 371 Natomn St.

Residence. 9&G Howard St., Ban Francisco.
lmaffS

Seventeenth
Agricultural District

FAIR
Counties of Nevada and Placer.

Cotnniencing Tuesday, Sept. 6lh, 18<*7

and continuing five days

Kacing and stock exhibits at Glenbrook Paik,
Pavilion at Grass Valley

$10,000 in Purses & Premiums!

FIVE DAYS RACING
Tuesday. Sept. 6th.

N'o. I" TROTTIXU—District. 3:00 Claas. Purse 5250,
ISO.- 'rHuTTJ.X<j—2:3t> Class. Free foralL Purse

isoo
No. 3. THOTTIXG—For two-year olds owned in the

CouutieB of .Nevada, ±*iacer, Yi.ba, butter, Colusa,
Butte, Tehama, Plumas and CMeira. Mile and repeat.
Purse tooo.

Wednesday. September ?th-
BOYS* TOURNAMENT, at 11 a. m., for various

Prizes.
So. i. KENNING-Free for all. 350 entrance, gio

forieit $3M added; second horBe £75, third $6u. One
mile and repeat.
No. 5. KUNNING—Free for alL For two-year olda,

$25 entrance, lu forfeit, iloQ idded; second horee (ou,
tiiird*"2j. Five-ei^litbs ui a mile.
No. 6. BUXXl^u-Fur thiee-year olds. Free for

alL 325 enirance, ?lu forfeit, £2uu added. One mile
and a quarter.
No.*. PACING—2:32 Class. Free for all. Purse foOO

Thursday, September 8th.
GRAND STOCK PARADE at 10 a. m.; BICYCLE

TOURNAMENT, for Gold Medal, at 11 a.m.
No. f. TROTTING— 14=>trict. 2:40 Class. Porse 5250.
No. y. TROTTING—2:25 class. Free for alL Purse

95UU.
No. 10. TROTTING—Three-year olds or under. Dis-

trict. Mile aod repeat. Hurse J250.

Friday, Meritember 9th.
LADIES' TOURNAMENT, for various Prizes, at

11 a. si.

No. 11. RUNNING—Open to alL $50 entrance, $25
forfeit, $00 added; second horse $75, third ?50. Two
miles.
No. 12. RUNNING—Open to all. $25 entrance 810

forfeit $150 added; second horse $50, third $^5. Three
fourths of a mile and repeat.
No. 13. RUNNING—Free purs=e?150. Entrance free

to all beaten horses. Those not having run second
during the meeting allowed lo pounce. $50 to second
horse. One mile and repeat.
No. li PACING— 2:23 Class, Free for all. $500.
No. 15. RUNNING—Saddle Horse atake. District

Catch weights. $5 entrance, $50 added. Four moneys,
50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent. One mile.

Saturday, September I Oth.
GRAND STOCK PARADE and award ofPremiums

at 11 a. ::.

No. 16. TROTTING—District. One-vear-olds. Half
mile and repeat. Purse $'u0.

No. 17. TROTTING—2:40 Class. Open to all. Purse
$500.
No. 18. TROTTING—2 54 Class, Open to aa Purse

$500.
In races designated as '"District' all horses are eli-

gible thatwere owned in the counties of Nevada and
Placer, comprising the 17th Agricultural District,
prior to June 1, 1&&7, unless otherwise specified.

tO>I>lTI03S-
A.11 trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter and three to start, bnt the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number »han five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee lu per cent on parse, to
accompany nominations. Trottingand pacing purses
divided at the rate of 60 per cent, to first Dors'1 , 30
per cent, to second, and 10 per cent, to third.
National Association rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if Decessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows:
6tJ| to the first, and 3?J to the second.
In all entries not declared ont by 6 p.m. of the day

preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p.m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
Ln trotting races drivers will be required to 'weaT

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in
their entrieB.

Entries to close with the Secretary on August 1st,
1B87.

SA9UEI. GRANGER. President.
P. O. Address Grass Valley, Cal.

GEOKGE FLETCHER. Secretary,
P. 0. Address Grass Valley, Cal. 2 jy 10

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.RC.V.S.
VETERINARY SURGEON,

Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh.
Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies,
Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
and HiBtology. The Williams' Prize, '&4-'85, for high-
est works in professional examlniUons. and sis irst-
class certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois
State Veterinary Medical Association.
OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
». MctAETY, Prop.

1129 Market St. S. P., II--I 7 th and 8H1.
Telepboue No. 3117.

< OUKI.VS GREAT

HORSE LINIMENT.
Sure cure for Swinney, weakness of the spine ,

sprains, straius, etc. It'nelther blisters nor causes
the hair to fall off, and does not incapacitate the horse
from work during treatment. Though there bave
been many drugs on the market which are claimed
lood.the observerwill readily see their deficiency,
from the number of lame horses whlcli haeverywhere
meets, and that an- mostly guttering trom that
scourge, Swinney, which not onlv causes tin- - i

toen-dually shrink away, Mit also UlC bo
ciate. Now where is the horseman bo blind to
interest as to refuse this new remedy a fair trl

For sale by all druggists. Mrs, A. t'. Jos-
Prop., San Francisco. All rights secured in
Patent Office. Price, SI-OU per Bottle.
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Prime Factors in Breeding.

That excellent contemporary, The American
Cultivator, to which we have been often
indebted for apt paragraphs, in its current
issne discusses the qualities without the rising

of which success in horse breeding iB at best a

lottery:

It is said that, "The degree of success which
any member of the human or equine family
will attain, depends almost entirely upon the

will, power and nerve force, or in other words
pluck, possessed by the individual. The man
of iron will often compel success, where
others, endowed with greater ability but less

pluck fail. The same is true of turf per-

formers, whether runners, pacers or trotters.

The three most essential requisites for dis-

tinction upon the trotting turf are pluck,

endurance and trotting instinct, that is, a dis-

position to stick to the trotting gait and return

to it quickly when forced to a break.

These are distinct attributes, which are

transmitted to the offspring from sire and dam.
The last two are capable of great improvement
by skillful training and conditioning. Pluck
may be influenced to a limited extent by health

and condition. It is a quality, however, sus-

ceptible of but little improvement by cultiva-

tion, even among rational beings, and much
less among animals. It is a quality that

comes by inheritance. A man who inherits a
cowardly disposition and an aversion to the

smell of powder will never lead an army to

victory. The individual who was born tired,

with a natural dislike to physical exertion,

will never become distinguished for accom-
plishing a large amount of manual labor.

Unless the do-or-die, never-to-be-defeated deter-

mination is born in a trotter, he will never
become distinguished for breaking the trotting

record or capturing the big end of the rich

purses in the Grand Circiiit, however strongly

he may be imbued with trotting instincts.

Endurance, or bottom, is another very im-
portant requisite in a turf preformer, particu-

larly in a closely-contested race for broken
heats. Years ago some writer advanced the

idea that "speed is bottom" and the phrase

is occasionally used by theorists at the pres-

ent time. Every intelligent trainer and driver

living would scout such an idea. The well-

known trainer, Jame3 Golden, once remarked
to the writer that if H. B. Winship (2:20£ to

pole with running mate 2:06} had an endurance
equal to his speed he could beat any trotter

that ever woie harness.

As this indispensable quality—pluck—can-

not be acquired or improved to any appreciable

extent, it is very important that young breed-

ers iD selecting their stock choose such as

number among their ancestors animals noted
for remarkable will power and nerve force as

well as the trotting instinct.

The gait of the offspring is undoubtedly
influenced to a greater extent by the sire than
by the dam. The thoroughbred race-horBe

possesses the qualities of speed, pluck and
endurance in a higher degree than any other
branch of the equine family, hence when stal-

lions possessing a trotting inheritance suffi-

ciently strong to overcome the running ten-

dencies are crossed with highly bred mares
possessing all the pluck and endurance of the

best thoroughbreds, the result is a Guy
"Wilkes (2:15|), a Lady Thorn (2:lSi), a Dex-
ter (2:17J), an Oliver K. {2:16J), a Beatrice,

dam of Patron (2:14|), a Midnight, dam of

Jay-Eye-See (2:10), and a Miss Russell, dam
of MaudS. (2:0S£).

No horse ever imported into this country
endowed hiB offspring with so strong a trot-

ting inheritance, coupled with such power to

perpetuate it through successive generations,

as the English thoroughbred Messenger,
which landed in Philadelphia in 1788, being
at that time eight years old, and was kept for

stock purposes in the states of Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and New York until his death on
Long Island, Jan. 28, 1808. This gave him
about twenty years of stud service in America,

and as he was liberally patronized he left a

large number of descendants. Several of his

eons produced trotters. The most distin-

guished of these sons, and in fact the only
one to which most of the trotters of the pres-

ent trace in the paternal line, was Mambrino,
whose dam was a thoroughbred daughter of

imported Sour Crout. Mambrino was trained

some for a racehorse, but although he is said

to have shown evidence of speed, was never
distinguished as a winner, and changed hands
several times when in his prime from $200 to

$250. He was a natural trotter, and, as is

well known, got Abdallah, Mambrino Paymas-
ter and Almack, sireB of the founders of the
Hambletonian, Mambrino Chief and Cham-
pion trotting families.

In 1799, eleven years after Messenger's
arrival in this country, Col. John Hoomes of

Virginia brought the distinguished thorough-
bred race-horse Diomed from England to

Virginia. Diomed was foaled in 1777, hence
was twenty-two years old when he crossed the

Atlantic In his prime he was one of the best

racers on the English turf, and was distin-

guished as the winner of the first Derby ever

ran in England. Diomed waB kept for stock

purposes in Virginia until past service, and
died the property of Col. Hoomes in 1807 or

1808. In point of speed, pluck and endurance,
Diomed and his progeny were so far superior

to Messenger and his descendants that there

is no comparison between them. Not that

Messenger was lacking in those qualities, for

he was undoubtedly above the average, but
Diomed was much more strongly endowed
with them, and stamped them upon hiB off-

spring so forcibly that they became a marked
characteristic of the family, the same as the

trotting instinct did that of the descendants

of Messenger, hence when the progeny of
these two noted thoroughbreds were crossed,
the result was, in many cases, trotters pos-
sessed of greater speed, pluck and endurance
than has ever been produced by combining
any other strains where the Diomed element
was lacking. Messenger gave the trotting
instinct, while Diomed supplied an exoess of
will power, nerve force and endurance.

The writer after mentioning several prepo-

tent sires, continues thus:

"Breed to what you want," is an excellent
motto, and cannot be too strongly impressed
upon the minds of those just entering the
breeding ranks. If you want a trotter that
will rival Maud S., Jay-Eye-See and Patron in
speed, breed from the comLination that pro-
duced these trotting wonders. If you want
a trotter that can stand up and fight out a race

of broken heats, like a Piedmont or Wedge-
wood, throw theories to the dogs and breed
from the strains from which those successful

turf performers inherited their pluck and
endurance.
The way that the trottors with a current of

warm blood are continually coming to the
front is exasperating to those theorists who
have been declaiming so vehemently against
what they are pleased to term the running
foolishness, for several years past, and it is

not surprising that they should stop and
make faces at the "little creatures" who are
constantly giving the publio all the facts con-

cerning the breeding of the winners, regard-
less of theories. Loretta F. is one of this class

of trotters which has lately come to the front.

She won the $5,000 race at Cleveland, July 28,

getting a record of 2:19 in the third heat, and
captured first money in tho 2:21 class at

Buffalo on the 3d inst., coming to the wire in

2:19f, 2:19£, 2:19*. beating Charley Hogan,
Judge DaviB, Marvel and Naiad Queen. Lor-
etta F. iB by Hamlet, dam by the four-mile
rac ehorse Col. Grayson.

IMPORTANT TO >

HORiSE OW1rERS!
The Recommend-

Great French <wfpw§K^ ed and Uaed

Veterinary ? >tj^9pn> by the Best '

Remedy for ;
Veterinary 1

past Twenty u /f« Bscr Snrgeonsof

Tears.

COMBAULT'S

this country. '

CAUSTIC BALSAM.
Prepared exclusively by J. E. Gombatjlt, ex-Veterinary

Surgeon to French Government Stud. ^ >

Supersedes all Cautery or Firing.
Impossible to Produce any Scar or Blemish.'

For Curb, Splint-Sweeny. Capped Hock, Strained Ten-
dons, Founder, wind Puffs, all Skin Diseases or Para-
Bites, Thrush, Diphtheria, Pinkeye, all Lameness from
Spavin, Ringbone and other Bony Tumors. Removea
afl Bunches or BlemiflheB from Horses and Cattle.^

A Safe, Sjeeiy anil Positive Cnre.v _
It has been tried as a Human Remedy tor

Rheumatism. Sprains, &c, &c, with very satisfac-
tory results.

WE GUARANTEESSA&SS&S
m i-—i—^—3 . will produce more actual
results than a whole bottle of any liniment or spavin cure
mixture ever made. - - * ~o>4|
Every bottle of CAUSTIC BALSAM sold is war3

ranted to give satisfaction. Price $1.50 per, bottle.;

Sold by druggists, or Bent by express, charges paid;
with full directions for its UBe. Send for_ descriptive cirJ

culars, testimonials, &c Address
fc

LAWHENCE, WILLIAMS & CO. Cleveland, ft.

For sale in San Francisco by
LAK(iI,i;V A MICHAELS,

Wholesale Druggists.
augi3 J. O'KANK. Horsemen's Supplies

FOR SALE

!

ONE GRAY GELDING,
152 hands high. Weight 1C50 lbs. A fine diBposi-

tion.the best of constitution. Five years old.perfectly
sound and without a blemish. A naiural trotter with
a big, open, pure gait. HaB had 4 months training.
Can trot 3 or i heats from 2:i»u to 2:35. Has arecord
Of 2:52.

Sire Peacock, record 2:23*, by Whipple's Hamble-
tonian.
Dam Young Molly, by Budd Doble, he by Geo. M.

Patcben Jr.

Young Molly is the dam of Brown Jug, by Nut-
wood. Brown Jug's private trials were made in
2:ia.

Anyone looking for a first-class young horse, that
bids fair to trot low down in the tweutieB in his six-
year-old form, should not overlook this promising
horse. Anyone desiring to see him work with a
view to purchase can do bo by calling at the Big
Tree Store, Sacramento, Cal.

For terms addresB,

F. A. Jones,

s \( ItMllM <», CAL.

DO YOU WANT A"DO<e'
DOG BUYERS' GUIDE.
Oulorod plates, lOO engraving
of difforout breeds, prices they a.
worth, and where to buy them,

f

Mailed for 15 CentN. 4
ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

887 B. Eighth, St, Philadelphia, Pa. j
topz

EXCURSIONS
Rates

-TO-

Santa Rosa
AND

Petaluma

FOR THE FAIRS.

The San Francisco and North

Pacific Railroad

Announce Special excursion rates from all Points to
Santa Bosaand Petaluma for visitors to the Fairs.

Santa Jtosa from August 92d to 27th.
Petaluma front Aug<mt 30tu to Sept. 3d.

Round-Trip Tickets

GOOD FOR ONE WEEK.
From San Francisco to Santa Rosa and return,

$2.00.
From San Francisco to Petaluma and return,

$1.50.
Ticket offices at the Perry,

222 Montgomery Street, and

No. 2 New Montgomery Street.

PETER 3 McGLYXai.Geii.Pass A Ticket Ag't.

II. C. WHITIKG, Superintendent.
augl3tf

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured br betters Patent, July »/S, 188V
Having thoa described my invention, what I clai

as new, and desire to secure my letters patent, is:
1. The part D.supported by the side straps or the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, and
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and In combination with the exten-

sions i>. blinds F, and Bide straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to Becure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially &b herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
Sleces D and blinds F. as shown, tho straps or bands
and 1 1 , connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckk's, substantially as and for the purpose herelr
described.

6. In a bridle, and in combination with the blinds F,
supported and pivoted to the bridle so as to be movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
BtrapB or baudV U and H, and the lear hand I and the
throat-latch or laah connected with tho bllndB, and ad*
JuBtable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the clatmB allowed by tho patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
Bood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds*, mid at the
same time giving comnlete control of the line ol
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
snnietblng of the samo effect on the action followB as
1b induced by toe.weights. This 1b especially the case
when young colts are the pujills, teaching them to
bend the Kiiee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. NcKERRON,
>'<>. ^.'ci uin.1 'J3-J Kills st. San Fraucl&co.

ay District.

Association.

Fall Season! Fall Season!

COMMENCING

Saturday, Oct. 1st, 1887,
Followed on Saturday, Octobers, 15,22 and 29th,

with contests on intermediate days, to be hereafter
announced.

RUNNING,
TROTTING and

PACING.
Contests for liberal Purses, in the following

Classes: Three minutes, 2:40, *:36, 2:Uu, 3:27. 2:25,
2:23, 2:20, 2:17, and a tirancl Free-for-all for both
Trotters and Pacers.

/tSTSee future edition of this paper for full particu-
lars.

W. H. HINCHMAN, Secretary.
20augtf

Sonoma County
Agricultural Park Association,

SANTA ROSA.
Special

Announcement
Eotries for the following races will close on

Monday, Angnst 22d, 18S7, at 6 P. M.
Pacing, 2:25 Class, Pnrse S300.
Trotting, 2:20 Class, Purse §500.

B. M. SPEACER, President-
P». WIMAJtTS, Secretary, Santa Kura.Cal.

2Uaugl

FOR SALE.
The Handsome Thoroughbred Stal-

lion.

Billy Ayres.
Sire Shannon, dam Lady Clare.
Billy Ayres is a bright bay. six years old, and so

well and favorably known aB a race-horse that
further description is unnecessary. Apply to

W. M. MURRY,
J15 Twenty-Third St.,

Or at the Raee Track, Sacramento.
S0ang4

To Owners and Trainers

of Racing Stables.
I hereby warn all horsemen not to employ MOR-

RIS BRENNAN or WILLIAM KENNALLY, now under
contract to me, as they have left my employ without
giving me notice.
The racing rules will be strictly enforced in the

case of above persons.

JOHN MACKEY,
20aug4 Superintendent Raneho Del Past?,

Cocker Spaniel
PUPPIES.

I can spare a few very choice orange and white
Cocker Spaniel, male puppies. The best kno-wn
breed of dogs for California quail shooting and re-
trieving, M. P. TlcK«M>N,
aug20 £1 Cajon, San Diego Co.. Cal.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St.

San Fmncisco.
The most popular BOhool on tho Coast.

P. HEALD President. O. 8. HALEY, Sec'y.
-Mil

J

1'"Send for Circular.

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No. 8 Summer St., near California Market.
The only place in the City where sporting gentle--

men can see the English

Dully Sporting chronicle, lSsopu
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ELEVENTH AXXUAL FAIR
OF THE

Monterey

District Number 7.

Comrnenclug at SALINAS MTV, Oct 4tli,
and ending Oct 8ib, 1883

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Tuesday. Oct. 4 th.

No. I. TROTTING—Two-year-old Colt Stake of
1887: ?5o entrance ; Jlou added bv the dBbOciatfon: best U
id 3.

No. 2. RUNNING—Three-quarters of a mile and
repeat, for all horses owned in the District

;
purse $lo0.

"Wednesday, Oct. 5ih.
No. 3. TROTTINn—Parse §250; for the following

nam 3d horses, and su_-h others as the society may
deem eligible in this class: Pedro, Charley <J., Jim L..,

Allen L., Lady Julmsun, Maud 11., Lady Simpson,
Jim Crow, Michael Davitt, Queen, Nig-. Mauiurino
Jr., Kagle, Dixie, sorrel Tom, I.adyMact, Susie, John
Splann, Bill Donathan, Charlie V.
No. 4. TROTTING -Dar se*sox Race. Purse

?laO, fur all two-year-olds in the District; winner of
first and second money in colt stikes barred; best -

in 3.

Thursday, Oct. 6 ill.

No. F. TROTTING-For all stallions owned in the
OldDistrict; purse 3200.
No. «. tkuTTING—Two-mile heats; hest 2 in 3;

for all horses that nave never beaten five minutes for
two miles; puise3250,
No. 7. RUNNING—One-half mile dash, for all two-

year olds owned in the OldDistrict; parse $iu0.

1'riday. Oct. Stli.

No. 8. PACINU-Free for all; purse $200.
No. 9. TKOTTIXG—For all three-year-olds and

under owned in the District: purse gioJ; best 2 in 3.
No. 1<). VOVELTV RACE—Running—One and

one-fourth miles; purseSloO, 1st quarter s25 ; 2d quar-
ter $25; M quarter ?25; 1th quarter $25; oth quarter £60.

Saturday, Oct. Sih.

No. 11. RUNNING—One mile and repeat; free for
all; puree $300.

No. 12. TROTTING—Free for all; purse $400.

HL.UAliKS AND tONDI HUNS.
All races are the best three in five (.unless other-

wise specified), five to enter and three to start; but
the Board reserves the right to hold a less Dumber than
five lo fill bv the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Purses divided at the rate of
60 per cent, to first horse, 30 per cent, to second, 10 per
cent, to third, unless otherwise specified.
Entries to all races andstakes to close with the Sec-

retary *t 9 o'clock p. ir., September lath, loS7. Hark
the envelope "Entries to Races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March i , 1*67, and in any District races not owned
within the District from June 15, 18S7, and any entry
by any person of any horse so disqualified shall be
held liable for the entrance fee thus contracted, with-
out the right to compete.
Where the words "old District" are used in the fore-

going Speed Programme, it is meant thereby the
counties of Monterey,^ anta Cruz, San Benito and San
Luis Obispo.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. si. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by
consent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one-quarter of
the entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning a race is entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under any other circumstance.
The attention of all parties interested Is particu-

larly called to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-
ing to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run rieats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
Races to begin at 1 o'clock p. m. sharp.
Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.

J. D, t'AHH, President.
J.J KEL.lT Secretary- lojyll

FOR SALE.

Tlie Imported Thoroughbred StaUIno

OATCAKE.

EIGHTH AISTTUAL FAIR.
OF

THE SIXTH DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
AT

Los Angeles,
CALIFORNIA.

Rich chestnut in color, 16i bauds nigh, foaled 1882.

Bred in England and Imported, to Australia in

utero, imported from thence to California this sum-
mer.

Pedigre**.

Eired by "Wild Oats, dam Miss Emma, by Saun-
terer; second dam Dulcimer by Trumpeter; third

Ham Teddingtonia by Teddington; fourth dam Glacis

by Venison or Bolero ; fifth dam Fortress by Defence,

etc.

Wild Oats by Wild Dayrell (Winner Derby 1855)

dam The Golden Horn, by Harkaway; second dam
(Buccaneer's dam) by little Red River; third dam
Eclat by Edmund; fourth dam Squib by Soothsayer,

etc.
Oatcake is a horse of great power and fine 6nish,

and from all points of view is one of the best types

of the thoroughbred ever brought to America. He
ran successfully in the colonies, winning the Squat-

ter's Handicap at A J. C. Spring meeting last year;

one mile and a quarter, in 2 dOi, beating such recog-

niz,e performers as Folly, Ben Bolt (the Caulfield

Cup Winner), Dagobert, Cerise and Blue (Sydney Cup,
Winner.l Oakleigh, Palarenda, Friendship, Rapid,

Pbaon and Ravensworth.
Wild Oats, his sire, was a performer of note

winner of the Prendergast Stakes at Newmarket and
other important events. He was the sire of a long

Una of racers, amoDg them Eton, Guy Mannering,

Hetty, Einfarnus and Wild M03S, all winners in Eng-
land last year.
Wild Dayrell won the Derby in 1855, and the Gol-

den Horn, dam of Wild Oats, was a daughter of

Harkaway, the best race-horse of his day. He won
eight King's Plates, the Goodwood Cup twice, and
the Royal Whip. Dp to the close of hia four-year-old

year be had won 21 races out of 28 starts, against the

best horses in the United Kingdom.
On the side of bis dam. Oatcake comes from the

royal line, and to horsemen these extended notes of

performances and produce are perhaps not necess-

ary. The pedigree shows such names as Saunterer

Irish Birdcatcber, Sir Hercules, Trumpeter, Ted-
dington, Bay Middleton, Orlando, etc., and the value

of these lines will be recognized by all breeders and
racing men.
Oatcake is now at the Agricultural Park Track,

in Sacramento charge of M. II. AUen, and inspection

is Invited. Tabulated pedigrees will be furnished

on application to the Breedek and Seoktsmas Office,

where I may be addressed a°66
'

F. B. BALDWIN.

SIX DAYS.
Oct. 10,11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
Special Purse S£00, 2 ;20 Class, to be trotted to accom-

modate the entries.

First Day—Monday. October 10th.
No. 1. District, Teottixg—Three-minute Class.

Purse I3C0. Ynez, Geronimo and u. J. Rose's Stable
barred.
No. 2. Eosyrse-Half-mile dash. Weight for age.

Purse 81=0.
No. 3. RtrsxiirG—One and a quarter mile dash.

Weight for age. Purse $250.
No. 4. siaxta Anita stakes—For two-year-olds.

Closed Dec. 1, I8S6, with nine entries.
No. 5. Teottixg—2:23 Class. Purse 8600.

Second Day—Tuesday. October 11th.
No. 6. Tbottekg—Sttsny Slope Stake—Two-year-

olds. Closed Dec. 1.1S36. Eleven entries.
No. 7. Running—Half mile and repeat. Weight

forage. Purse $2n0.

Pacing—Free for all. Purse ?630.

Third Day—Wednesday, October 17th.
No. 8. Trotting—2:3-5 Class. Purse SiOO.

No. 9. Ladies' Gkaxd Equestrian Entehtain'-
ment—For the most accomplished and gracefol lady
riders. Four cash prizes—Sou, $25, 315, 8iQ- All names
to be handed to the Secretary on or before October Sth,
at 12 M.
No. ID. Trotting—Southern California Stake

—For three -year-olds. Closed Dec. l, 1&S6. Six en-
tries.
No. 11. Rujtstng Dash, one and one-sixteenth

miles. Weight for age. Purse $209.

fonrth Day—Thursday. October ; 3th.
Tbotttxg—2:20 Class.
No. 13. Running—Two-mile dash. All ages. Purse

300.
No. M. Rusntsg—Thirty mile California Long Dis-

tance Riding; change horses each mile. Six horses
allowed each contestant Four or more riders to en-
Jterandstart. Purse 8500.

Fifth Day—Friday, October 14th.
No. 15. Trotting—2:27 Class. Purse 3500.

No. 16. Running—Three-quarterB of a mile and re-
peat. All ages. Purse 8250.

No. 17. Running—Five-eighths mile dash. For two-
year-olds. Winner of any two-year-old race to carry
71bs. extra. Purse9l50.

Sixth Day—Saturday, October Idili.

No. 18, Trotting—2:4o Class. Purse §350.

No. 19. Trotting—For Adair, Allan Roy, Arab,
Manzanita, Lot slocum, Antevolo, Anteeo and others
having no better record than 2:16. Purse $1,000.

No. 20. Los Angeles Derby Stake—Closed Dec.
1,1836. Five entries.

CONDITION'S.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old trot, unless otherwise
specified, five to enter and three to start. But the
Board reserves the right to bold a less number than
five to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the purse. Entrance fee ten percent, un purse, to
accompany nominations. Tro'-tmgand pacing purses
divided at the rate of sixty per cent, to th« first horse.
thirtv per cent, to the second, aod teu per cent, to the
third:
National Association rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When less than the required
number of starters appear, they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows; 66% to the
first, and 33K to the second.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. si. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

When there is more than one entry by one person,
or in oue interest, the particular horse they are to
start most be named at 6 p. M. of the day preceding the
race. No addei money paid for a walk-over, except as
otherwise specified. Running races will be conducted
under the rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse As-
sociat ion.
Non-starters in running races will be held for an

entrance under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entries to all of the above races (except fixed

events) to close with the Secretary on Monday, August
1, 1887.
Entrv blanks and racing rules will be furnished upon

application to the secretary.
J. c. NEWTON, President.

E. A.DeCAMP, Secretary, Box210. jy9

FOURTH ANNUAL FAIR
OP THE

THIRTEENTH DISTRICT

Agricultural Society,

&3.

S.B.WHITEHEAD&C0.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS.

ABE PREPARED TO CONDUCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters

And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Our Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for 6fteen

years successfully managed all the principal

sales of high-class stock on this Coast.

COM3IEXCISG

Tuesday, August 30th
AND CONTINUING FIVE DAIS,

$7,000 In Premiums Tor Farming. He*
cuanica], Mercantile and Manul'ac-

tariiijr ; 'xhibits.

$2,000 In Premium for Live-Stock

$4,000 In Premiums for Speed
and Walking Contests.

Special Premiums for Ladies' Equestrian
Tournament and other Amusements.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Tuesday, August 30lh.

1. TROTTTN"G—Two-year-old Class. Purse 1150.
Free to nil horses in the Thirteenth District.

2. RITNNING— Half mile dash. Parse $100. Free
for all horses in the Third. Thirteenth and Seventieth
Districts.

3. TROTTING—Three-minute Class. Pnrse $200.
Free for all.

Second Day—"Wednesday, A«£U>t 31st.
4. TROTTXNG—2:35 Class. Purse 3300. Freeforall
5. TROTTIInG—Four-minute ClasB. Free for all to

as they please. Parse, $50. The horse nearest to four
minutes to win the heat. First horse §20, second $10,
third 85, fourth Jo, fifth 85, sixth 85.

6. RUNNING—Half mile and repeat. Pnrse, ;200.
Free for all.

7. RinNNTNG—Three-fourths of a mile and repeat.
Purse $2-50. Freeforall.

Third Day—'Thursday, September 1st
8. TROTTING-2: 27 Class. Purse 3400. Free for alL
9. WALKING—Best walkiDg team, $30; best walk-

ing s'allion $30; second best of either $20. One mile.
Purse $100. For horses owned in this district.

10. PACES'G—Purse $400. Freeforall.

Fourth Day—Friday, September 2d.

11. TROTTING-? :45 Class. Purse $200. Free for
all.

11 RUNNING—Two mile dash. Purse $300. Free
for aU.
LADIES RIDING— Free to all in the District. No

entrance fee. Several elegant premium? have been
contributed for the occasion, and will be given, includ-
ing one cash premium. $20, bv the Society.

13. RUNNING—One mile dash. Purse $200. Free
for all.

* ifth Day—Saturday, September 4th.
14. TROTTING—2:30 Class. Purse $100. Free for aU
15. PACING—2:30 Class. Purse $300.

CONDITIONS AND REMARKS.
National Trotting Association rules to govern all

trotting races. All trotting and pacing races are the
best three in five, unless otherwise specified.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern all

all running. Four to enter aud three to start ; bat the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
four to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the parse. Entrance fee, ten per cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting, pacing
and running premiums divided at the rate of fifty per
cent, for the first horse, twenty-five percent, to the
second, fifteen per cent, to the third, and ten per cent,
to the fourth.
All horses entered for trotting, pacing or running
Lces.for which entrance has been paid and who go in

the race designated and fai. to win any part ot the
parse, will have their entrance money returned to
them after decision by Judges.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats: also to change the day and hour of any
race, if deemed necessary. For awalk-over a horse
is only entitled to its entrance fee andone-dalf of the
entrance retained by the Society from the other
entries for said race, and to no added money. A horse
winning a race entitled to first money only, except
when distancing the field, then to first and fourth

to the race they are engaged in by 8 o'clock p. u. , or
they shall be required to start or forfeit the entrance
money.
All purses or premiums paid as scon as a decision is

rendered.
Entries to the races, eicept No. 5 and No. 9, will

close with the Secretary. August 10, 1886.

Races commence each day at I o'clock P. sr. sharp.
The Society furnish hay and straw free to competi-

tors.
CSJ"No season tickets will be issued, and persons

contesting for a pnrse or premiums offered by the
Society will be required to pay regnlai admission fee
Admission to Fair grounds $.50; children under 12

Years. 25 cents. To the Pavilion, 25 cents; children
under 12 years 15 cents.

D. E. KMUHT, President,
T. J. SHERWOOD. Secretary.
tf^rPostoffice Address, MarysvUle, CaI."H»

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARIEL LATHHOP, ESQ., SETH COOK, ESQ..

J. B. HAGGIN. ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ ,

B. P. ASHE, ESQ., WiL COREITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
50 I^eidesdorff Street,

San Francisco.

8th Annual Fair
OF THE

NINTH DISTRICT

AGRKTLTIR1L ASS0CI1TI0A.
COMPRISING THE COOTIES OF

Del Norte & Humboldt,
TO EE HELD OX

September 27, 28, 29
and 30, '87,

AT

Rohnerville,
Humboidt Co., Cal.

Bids for Privileges.
—FOB

—

Sixth District Agr'l. Fair,
(OCTOBER 10 TO 15.)

ON OR BEFORE SEPTEMBER 1, 1887.

.Math District Board of Agriculture for 18S7- ij
C. Barber and B. J. Bugbee. Ferndale; S F Pine£ur-k J; J. U. Baroer, Hyttesvilie; c. L. Thowp-uu'Camp fcrrant; Alexander Masson and B H McNeil'
Robnerville; H. C. Kawaon, Dei Norte County '

Officers of the Board: G. C. Barber, terud-ile
President: S. H. Crabtree, Robnerville^ Secretary
Maurice Levinger. Bohnerville, Treasurer.

SPEED PKOGRAMME.

9th District Agricultural Speed
Programme.

First Day—Tuesday, sept, 23th, 188?
:'ti.3up.a.

?£ 1--'RaiminS. Parse of &:0. Free for allsaddle horses haTing no record under 5a seconds
catch -weights, half mile and repeat. Horses entered

seco
0t

d
e
^j
than saddle races barred, first puxse $*};

No. 2.—Trottinp, at 3 p. at. Humboldt State For
colts of 18sG bred in the district; $75 added; ^20 en-
trance, one-half of which being already deposited
the remaining $10 to be paid at the time of making
entries for the other races. W. H. E smith agrees
to add SaO The whole sum to be divided as follows
sisty, thirty, and ten per cunt. One mile dash.

'

Second Day, Wednesday. Sept. Z8tb, 1887-
at lO A. 31., Parade ot" Stock.

So- 3.—Trotting. At 1:30 p. m. Purse of ElSfl
Three minute class. Mile heats two in three',
iPatchea barred). Firet Si00; second >"5 ..

No. 4.-Trotting. it 2.3U p. iL—Purse of $125 for
two-year-olds. Mile heats two in three. First «8o-
second 40.

No. 5. -Banning. At 3 p. n. Parse of 9150. Free
for all. Three-quarter ilile and repeat First
SlClO; second §50.

Third Day. Thursday. Sept. 29th
atlO A.M.

No. 6—Trotting. Purseof -?175. 2:45 class. Mile
heats two in three. Fii>t S120; second 855.
No. 7.—Trotting. At 1:30 P.M. Purseof?125. For

three-year-olds. Mile heats two in three. First *?5-
second §10.

No. 8.—Bunning. At 2:20 p. it. Pur=e of $100.
Half-mile &nd repeat. Firs: $70; second $3C.

four It Day, Friday, Sept. 30tu, at 9;30
A. M. Parade oiStoek and award-

ing of Premiumj*.
Ladies' Equestriansbip at 11 a.m. First £15; sec-

ond glO; third §5.

No. 9.- Running. At 1:30 p. m. Purse of 3150.
Free for all. Onti and oue-quarter mile dash. First
$100 ; second §50.

No. 10.—Trotting. At 2:30 p. il Purse of 5300.
Free for all. Mile heals, three in five. First $200-
stcond 51 GO

.

No. 11.—Running. At 3 p. m. Pnrse of 5150. Free
for all. Half-mile and repeat. First 5100; second
350.

REMARKS AND COXlilTIOAS.

These races are opeTi to any horse owned in the
Ninth District, composed of the counties of Del
Norte and Humboldt, by a bona fide resident of the
district on the first day of June, 1857, eicept free for
all.
In all races three or mor* to enter and two or more

tostart. Any horse distancing the field receives the
eniire purse.
Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to accompany

the entrance.
AU entries in these races mnst be made with the

secretary on the evening previous to the first day
of the Fair. The horses named and entered
in the name of the owner, who mnst be a member
of the Association, and the entrance fee paid in full.
The trotting race will be conducted under the

rules of the National Trotting Association, but the
Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between beats, and
running races under the rules of Pacific Blood Horse
Association, edition of 1887.
All horses entered for the races will be under the

control of the judges from the moment they are
brought on the tract.

If from any cause there ^should not be a sufficient
amount of money received from all sources, includ-
ing appropriation from the State, to pay all purses
and premiums in full, after paying the expenses
of the fair or exhibition, the same will be paid pro
rata.
Neither the Association, the Directors nor officers

In any event to be liable for any purse or premium
beyond such pro rata amount. anglJtf

1st— For publication of a Pair Paper.

2nd -For Auction and Pool Privileges during the

meeting. Should bidders desire to include Book-
making, it is to be stated ard can be Included.
Bidders to furnish two or more Paris pool boxes.

It Is desired to have bids in two forms -so much
cash, and so much per cei't, on all pools sold. All

bids to be sealed and endorsed "Bids for Privileges,"

and directed to E. A. DeCamp. Secretary, Box 210,

Los Angeles, Cal. The Board reserves the right to

reject any or all bids. augl3tf

Hunting Dogs.
Hunting Dogs taken to handle on game, the com-

inc season.g
E. LB^VBSLBT.

»ug!3U GOJ10X,

SANTA ROSA
FAIR.

FIVE DAYS EACING.
August 22nd to 2Ttb inclusive.

AN aTTRACTTVE PROGRAMME FOIt EACH DAY.

TROTTIXU AND P.I.VSISG.
The best horses in the State are entered.

$7,000 IN PURSES.
For speed and safety the track is unsurpassed.

Agricultural Park, Santa Res
SONOMA CO., CAL.
B. M. SPEXCEB, Presidm

H. WISASTS. Secretary,

augistf Agricultural Park Association
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CALIFORNIA ANNUAL »«"•»•*

State Fair
Will be held at

Sept

SACRAMENTO,
. 12 to 24 inclusive, 1887.

TWO WEEKS FAIR!

NINE DAYS RACING!

SPEED I'KOURaMXE.
There shall be awarded to the owner of the sire

whose get shall make the best average performance
in the races for trotting foals, two, three and four-
year-olds, in 1SS7, 1SS-S and 1SS9, the Grand Gold Medal
of the California State Agricultural Society, the
actual cost ot which shall not be less than 8200.

First D«y.-Thursday, September 15ili.

TROTTING.
No. 1.—THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 18S5.

with twenty-nine nominations. Value of Btake Jan-
uary 1. ISS7, 81,04-i.

No. 2.—T RUTTING PURSE. ?],no0-2:23 Class.
No. 3—PACING PDRSE, 8600-2:30 ClasB.

Second Day—Friday, September 16r.li.

KTJNNISG.

No. 4.—TRE INTRODUCTION STAKE-For two-
year-olds; 825 entrance; 810 forfeit; 8250 added; $50 to
second; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race this year to carry three pounds; of two or
more 5 pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.
No.5.—THE CALIFORNIA BR F.EOERS-.STAKE.

—For foals of 1SS4; 8 Oentrance: p. p.; $3(fJ added; $100
to second; 350 to third. Closed in 1&86 with twelve en-
tries. One mile and a quarter.
No. 6.—THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE— For four-

year-olds; ?;0 entrance; h. f., or only 815 if declared
on or before September 1st. 8300 added, of which 8100
to the second horse; 850 to the third. Weights five
pounds below the scale. Winner o'anyrao over one
milt this year to carry rule weights. One mile and
five-eighths.
No.7.-FREE PURSE, S 250—Winners of any race,

this year, of the value of $300 to carry five pounds;
mainens allowed, if three years old, five onunds; if
ifour years or upwards fifteen pounds. .Mile heats.

Third Day—Saturday. September t Sih.
TROTTING.

Wo. 8.-TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE.—
850 entrance, of which 8iu must accompany nomina-
tion; $15, payable July 1st, and remaining ?25 parable
Aug. 10th, iW7; $300 added by the Society. Closed
April 1-ith, with eighteen nominations. Mile heats.
No. 9.—TROTTING PUR-E. 81.0- 0—2:27 Class.
No. 10.—TROTTING PURSE, $l,20ii--2^17£las6.

Four(h Day—Monday. September I 9 Hi
EUSNKfl.

No. 11.—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages.
$50 entrance; h. f.: or only 15 if declared on or before
September 1st, with 8-TjO added; 8100 to second; third
to save stake. Horses that have started and not won
this vear allowed five pounds; maidenB if three years
old allowed five pounds ; if four years old or over seven
pounds. Three quarters of a mile.
No. 12.—THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-

For foals of 16S5: $100entrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added;
second horse $100; third horse 850, Closed in ISSfi

with twentr four nominations. One mile.
No. 13 —THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all

ages; $J0u entrance; $-10 forfeit, with $500 adued, of
which $150 to second; ?ln0 to third. Weights an-
nounced September loth. Declaration, $20, to be made
with the Secretary by eight o'clock p.m., September
12th. In no event will declaration be received unless
accompanied with the amount fixed. Two and one-
quarter miles.
No. tt-SELLING PURSE, $250.—Of which $50 to

second. Fixed valuation $l.i'00; two pounds for each
>l0i below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

Fifth Day—Tuesday, September 90th.
TROTTING.

-THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKENo. IS.

—For all colts (except Ella, Soudan, Shamrock __
Sable Wilkes i. $100 entrance, of which 825 mustacconi-
jianv nomination; $25 pavaMe Julv 1st, and remaining
ISO payable August lOtfi, 1887; S400 added by the Soei-
etv. "Closed April 15th. with fourteen nominations,
Milelieatsthreein five.

No. IB.—TROTTING PUR«E. 8800—3:00 ClasB.
No. 17.—TROTTING PURSE. 31.200-2:20 Class.

Sixth Day—Wednesday, September 91st.
RDNNING,

No. 18.—THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two
year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $15 forfeit, or only $10 If

declared on or before September 1st; 8150 added; $L'5

to second. Those that have started and not run first

or second in' any race this year allowed five pounds.
Five-eiebths of a mile.
No. 19.—THE SHAFTER STAKE— Fit three-year-

olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit or onlv $i.j if declared
before September 1st. with $->00 added; $inoto second;
third saves stake. Winner of any race this year to
carry five pounds extra; of two or more ten pounds;
m aiilens allowed five pounds. One mile ;<nd a quarter.
No. 20.—THE DKL PASO STAKE—For all ages;

S50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only ;15 if declared on or
before September 1st, with $:i00 added; Mini io second
third saves stake. Three-year-olds to carry 8 impounds;
four-vear-olds, 110 pounds; five-year olds. 112 pounds
Hex. "but not heat, allowances. Three-quarter mile
heats.
No. 21.—FREE PTJRSE, $'.00—$50 in second. Horses

that have started and not won this year allowed ten
pound?. Winners this year of any race of the vulue
of $4"0 to rarry five pounds *?xtra; winner of No. 7, ten
pounds extra. One mile.

Seventh Day—Thursday, September WO.
TROTTING.

No. 22.—TROTTING PURSE, 11.000—2:25 Class.
No. 23.—FOUR-YEAR OLD TROTTING STAKE—

(Conditions same jib No. 15.) Closed April 15th, with
ten nominations.
No, 24,—PACING PURSE, $800—Free for all.

Eighth Day- Friday, September fc3d.

RUNNING.
No. 25.—THE CALIFORNIA DERBY [STAKE-

For foals of 16M. 850 entrance; p. p.; tit}' added;
second horse $100; third $.50. Closed in 1S85, with sev-
en'een nominations. One mile and a half.

No. 26.—THE PALO ALTO STAKE—For two-
year-olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if

declared on or before September 1st; with $250 added;
$75 to second; third to save stake. Winner of any
two-year-old stake this year to carry five pounds
extra; of two jr more, ten pounds. One mile.
No. 27.—THE GOLDEN HATE STAKE— For three-

year-olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if

declared on or before September 1st ; with $:J50 added;
pecond horse $100; third to save stake. Winner of any
three-year" 1" race at this meeting to carry 5 pounds
extra; colts not 1,2, 3, in No, 19, allowed live pounds.
One mile and three-quarters.

No. 28.—THE NIGnTHAWK STAKE-For all

ages. $50 entrance; $15 forfeit; |S0Q added; $100 to
second; $5u to third- $200 additional to the winner if

>:11'
( is beaten. Stake to be named after the winner

it Night-hawk's time. (1 :J2' |> is beaten. One mile.

No. 29.—FREE PURSE, 8250—For all ages. 150 to
second. Horses not liaving won at this meeting
alb Ted five pounds. Horses that have not run sec-
one or better at this meeting allowed ton pounds,
Oi " nUleaadaBix-teentb ami repeat.

Saturday September 94th.
TROTTING.

No. 30— SPECIAL THREE-YEAR-OLD TROT-
TING STAKE— For Ella, Soudan, Shamrock, Sable
Wilkes and others. (Conditions, same as Regular
Stake No. 15.) Closed April fifteenth, with six nomi-
nations.
No. 31.—TROTTING PURSE. $1 ,200-Free for alL
No. 32.—TROTTING PURSE, 81,000—2:40 Class.
Entries for the following running events for 1S&S-89

were ordered to be closed at the same time as the
races on the regular programme.
No. 1-CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For

foals of ISSS.to be run at the State Fair of 1888. $50
entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January
1st, 1886; $300 added of which $100 to secoDd, and $50 to
third. One mile and a quarter.
No.2—CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-For foals

of 1886, to be run at the state Fair of 18S8. $100eutrance;
825 forfeit, cr only $10 if declared January 1st, 1888;
$250 added; second colt 8100; third $-50- One mile.
No. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY -STAKE—For foals

of 1686, to be run at the State Fair of 18S9. $100 entrance;
$50 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1st, 1888;
815 If declared January 1st. 1SS9; or $25 if declared May
1st. 18S9; $300 added; second horse $100, third horse
$50, One mile and a half.

REMARKS AM) CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, nnless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 50 per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 percent, to third, and 10 per cent,
to fourth.
The National Association Rules to govern trotting.

But the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any
two classes alterna.ely,if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a Bpeclal race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less tnan the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as' follows; 66J£
to the first, an I 33><5to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

nnless accompanied by the money.
Please ouserve that in the above stakes declarations

are premitted for a small forfeit.
In all races entrieB not declared out by 6 p. ir. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where tbereis more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p. it. of the day preceding
tho race. No added monev paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-Btarters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinctcolors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entry blanks and racing rnles will be furnished

upon application to the Secretary. Entries in all,
except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary
Monday, August 1, 1887.

I,, r. SHIPPEF, President.
EDWIN F. SMITH. Secretary. 21myl7

FIRST FAIR

Amador and Calaveras

ASSOCIATION.
DISTRICT NO. 2§.

AT

IONE,
Commencing October 5th

And Continuing three Daya.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Wednesday, Oct. 5th.

No. 1. Running—600 yards and repeat, for horses
owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado counties.
Purse 8150.
No. 2. Trotting—Mile heats, two in tbrea, for

horses owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado.
Purse £20 '.

No. 3. Running -QuTter-mile nd repeat. Free
for saddle hordes in Amador, Calaveras and El Dor-
ado. Purse S50.

Thursday, «»ctober 6lh.
Ladies Tournament, for various prizes.
No, 4. Running—Novelty Race. Free for all.

First horse at quarter. S50; first horse at half $50;
first horse at third quarter, ?50; first horse at mile's
end, ?50. Total amount of purse $20 1.

No 5. Running—Half-mile and repeat. Free for
all. Purse S25 .

No. 6- Trotting—Mile heats, three in five; 2:30
class. Free for all. Purse $250.

Friday, Oct. 7th.

No. 7. Running—Mile and repeat. Free for all.

Purse S250.
No. 8. Trotting—Mile and repeat, for three-year

olds. Free for all. Purse SJC0.

No. 9. Running—Three-quarter dash. Free for
all. Purse $200.

Pacers will be allowed to enter in District trotting
races.
Consolation races and other special contests will

be arranged during the Fair.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
District horses must have been owned in the Dis-

trict prior to and continuously since August 1st,

1887.

In all th« above races five to enter and three to

start, uuleso otherwise specified; but the Board
leserves th" right to hold a lesB number than five to
fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse.
Purses will be divided at the rate of 75 per cent.

to first horse and 25 per cent, to second horse.
Non-starters in all races will be held for entrance

money
In all races entries not declared out by C o'clock p.

M of the day preceding the race shall be required to
start.

The Board reserves the vigbt to change the above
order of races by giving contestants notice of the
same by 6 o'clock r, m. of the day preceding the race.

Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association rules to gov-
ern running races; National T.ottlng Association
rules to govern trotting races.
The Board reserves the right to run or trot heats

of any two classes alternately, if necessary to finish

any day's racing, or to run or trot a special race be-
tween heats.

Entries In all the above races, unless otherwise
specified, close with the Secretary on Saturday, Sep-
tember 10th. Racing colors to be named in the en*
tries.

Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
entiles.
augGtf I.VIiKUillKV IVi'sidciit
< l.OVIS T. I At.it A\ l\ Secretary, lone, < »l

SI BSCRIUE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

Fetaluma Fair.

From Aug. 30 to Sept. 3, 1887,

INCLUSIVE

Over $i0,000 in Purses,

Agricultural District No. 4, comprising
the Counties of Sonoma, and Marin.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
District Races open for the Counties of

Sonoma. Marin, Napa and Solano.

Tuesday. August 30tb

.

No. 1. RUNNING— Two year-old Stake. Five-
eighths mile dash. $2-5 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150
added; $50 to second horse. Winners of any two-year,
old stake this year to carry three pounds extra; of two
or more, five ponudB extra.
No. 2. TROTTING— District. For two-year-olds.

Mile and repeat. Purse $250. Closed May 1st, with
fourteen entries.
No. 3. TROTTING—2;25 Class. PnrBe$700.

Wednesday, Anjru-t 31 St.

No. 4. RUNNING—For all ageB. Free purse $200;
$50 to second. Mile and repeat.
No. 5. TROTTING—2:33 Class. Purse $600-

No. 6. TROTTING—2:20 Class. Purse $1,000.

Thursday, September 1st.

No. 7. RUNNING—For three-year-olds. One and
one-eighth mile dash. $50 entrance; $2-5 forfeit; $250
added ; $101 to second ; third to save stake. Winners of
any race this year to carry five pounds extra; of two
or more, ten pounds extra; maidens allowed five
pounds.
No. 8. PACING-Free for all. Purse $400.

No. 9. TROTTING— For foalB of 1S&6. Mile dash.
$25 stake; $150 added. Closed February 1st, with fif-

teen entries.
No. 10. TROTTING—For three-year-olds. Puree

$600.
Fridav, September *d.

No. 11. RUNNING—District—For all ages. Mile
dash. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added; $50 to sec-
ond.
No. 12, TROTTING—District. For three -ye ar-olda.

Purse $30J. Closed May 1st with five entries.
No. 13. TROTTING—For foals of 1885. Mile and

repeat $50 stake; $200 added. Closed February 1st,
with eleven entries.
No. 14, TROTTING-2:23 Class. Purse $600.

Saturday, September 3d
No. 15. RUNNING—For all ages. One and one-half

mile dash. Free purse ?J50. $50 to second.
No. 16. TROTTING— District. 2:40 Class. Purse

$100.
No. 17. TROTTING—2:27 Class. Purse $700.

No. 18. TROTTING—FreeVop-all, Purse$l,200.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Entrance fee, ten per cent, of pnrse to accompany

nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races- four moneys, viz:

50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent, except Trotting Stake
Races Nos. 9 and 13, in which money to be divided and
races trotted according to published conditions.
All races, best three in five, except as otherwise

Bpecified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, nnd

rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein stilted.

The Board reserves the right to trot or ran heats of
any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse ta only entitled

to Its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of Baid race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only

except when distancing the field, then first and
third moneys.
Inall races, entries not declared out bv 6 p. M. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person

or in one interest, the particular horse" they are to
Btartmust be named by 6 P. M. of the day preceding
the race.
UnlesB otherwise ordered by the Board.no horse ib

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned in the district six months prior to
the dav of the race, and any entry by any person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the
entrance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre-
scribed by the National Association and RuleB of the
State Aericultural Society and expulsion from the
Association.

If, in the opinion of the JudgPB, any race cannot be
finished on the closing dav of the Fair, it may be con-
tinued or declared off, at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up entries

required to fill and three or more hordes to start, but
the Board reserves the tight to bold entries and start
a race with a less number and deduct a proportionate
amount of the purse.
The Petaluma track Is one of the fastest and safest

in the world.
Trotting and racing colore to be named with all

entries and used in all heats.
RaceB commence each day at 1 o'clock p.m. sharp.
StableB, hav and straw free to competitors.
EntrieBclose Aug. 1st, 1887, with Secretary.

ju23 JT. H. WHITE, President
W.E COX, Sec'y. P. O. Box 27G, Petaluma, Cal

Outing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sjyort, Trivel

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OUR FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DUBINO THE YEAIl THERE WILL BE ARTICLES UPON

Exploration, Travel and Adventure, Mountain
Climbing, Camping. Popnlar Forestry, Hunting and
Fishing. Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting, Rowing
Canoeing. Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Pbotog-
raphy. Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery. Cricket.

Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing, Tobogganing and Skating.

Conducted dy POCI.TNEY RIUEI.OW

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
Single numbers tweiuy-tlve cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York.

EIGHTH ANNUAL
FAIR

$7,000! $7C00!
OF

I'M MAS, LASSEN. SIERRA, AM) Mum

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
(WaMhoe Co.. Nevada, Lake and Grant

Counties. Oregon, »nd Butte Co , Cal.,
admitted to Olstrlct lor

Racing purposes)

AT

Susanville, Cal.
COJIMXXlIMi

Monday, October 3. '87,

And Continuing Five Days.

Purses $5,000.

Premiums $2,000.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Money in all races to be divided as follows: First

horse, 60 per cent.; second.30 percent.; third, 10 per
cent, nnless when otherwise specified. All races free
for all, unless otherwise designated.

First Day.
1. TROTTING—2:50 Class, 3 in 5; pnrse 1200.
2. RUNNING—Three-yeur-oldB, mile dash: purse

$125.

3. RTJNNING-Mlle heats. 2 In 3: purse $250.
4. RUNNING—14 mile and repeat; purse §100.

Second Day.
5. TROTTTNG-3in5; purse $1,000.
6. RUNNING— i,' mile dash; purse $100.
7. RUNNING— 1,S mile dash; purse $3 I.

8. TROTTING— One-year-olds (District) Three-
quarter mile dash; purse £100.

Third Day
9. TROTTING-2:40Class,3in5; purse $250.
10. RUNNING—Mile dash; purse $150.
11. RUNNING—1% mile dash; purse $250.
12. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to

4:30. Entiles to close attimeof race; purse$50.

Fourth Day.
13. TROTTING—2^5 Class, 3 in 5; purse 9300.
14. RUNNING—% mile and repeat; puree $150.
15. RUNNING—lJi milerlash; puree $150.
16. TROTTINu-Single buggy (District), 2 in 3, own

er to drive; pnrse $50. Entries close at 9 p. M., day be
fore race. Trained horses barred.

Fifth Day.
17. TROTTING-2:3) Class.3 in 5; purse $350,
18. RUNNING—two miles and repeat; purse $1,000
19. TROTTING-Double teams (District), mile and

repeat. Untrained teams m ist pull bugev, owners to
drive. Entrance to close at 9 o'clock evening before
the race; purBe $75.

RIXES OF THE TRACK.
Entrance to all trotting and running races to clos*

witn the Secretary at 9 o'clock p. si., on Fridav. Sept
12, 18S7.

*

All entries to be made in writing, to give sex, color-
and marks of horses. Also name and residence of
owner, and in running races colors to be worn bv rider
and any other particulars that will enable the audi-
ence to distinguish the horse in the race.
Write "Entries to Races" on outside of envelope,

and seal.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of purse, to accompany

entries.
In all races five ormoreto enter and three or more

to start.
National Association rnles to govern trotting, but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of anv two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between the heats.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse 1b

qualified to be entered in anv District race that has
not been owned and kept in the District six (C) months
prior to the dav of the race ; and anv entrv bv anv per
son of any disqualified horse shall be held liable for
the entrance fee contracted, without anv right to
compete for a purse, and shall be held liable to pen-
alties prescribed by the National Association and
Rules of the state Agricultural Society and expulsion
from the Association.

If, in the opinion of the jndgeB.any race cannot be
completed on the closing dav of the Fair, it mav be
contlimed or declared off at the option of the Judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up en-

tries required to fill, and three or more horses to
start, hut the Board reserves the right to hold entries
and start a race with a less onmber, and deduct a pro-
portionate amount of the purse.
When less than the required number of starter" ;in.

pear, they may contest for the entrance monev, to be
divided as follows : 66,^ to the first, and 33"4 to the see
ond.
R"les of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races except where conditions "named are
otherwise.
Anv person not intending to start his horse h)«8t no-

tify the Secretary in writing on or before 10 o'clock the
evening previous to the day of the race.
Horses entered in races can onlv be drawn by con-

sent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be en-

titled to his own entrance fee and one-half of the en.
trance received from the other entries for sabl purse

-

and a horse winning a race entitled to first monev
only, except when distancing the field, then entitled
to first and third moneys only. A horse wins but one
monev under any other circumstances.
Theattention of all parties interested is particularly

called to the rules of the National Trotting Associa-
tion, under the prnvisions of which, except as other-
wise specified, all matters appertaining to the trotting
raceB will be conducted.
Races to begin each i!av at one o'clock p. m sharn

J W THOHPKON, President.
J. D. iniliv Tim riniadinl

R. I,. D4VI1. 'iecreiary. MiHnuvJlle. Cal.
J. R. Ml lilt A V. AHMlstant Secretary.
26jnll Greenville, Cal.

FOR SALE.
No.

Terror.
.—Bay Stare, foaled spring of 1&81, by

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam MuBidora's dam by
BOn Of Bertran i.l.

Terror by Woodhnrn. 1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d
dam Musldora, by Belmont, etc.

No. ».
by Wire's

tlieMtnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882,
Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dan. Musldora. by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Bon of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Poche.
These are extra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belmont.
No. 1 is In foal io a son of Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

For further information address

W. M. WILLIAMSON,
iio.27tf san Jose, CtU,

I
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Southem Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave and are due to arrive at
San Francisco.

From lane 27, 1887.

8:00 A M
4*0 p M
6:30 P u
3 :30 p M
9:30 A u

l(i:30 a M
6;0O P M

•6:00 a m
12:00 M
8:30 a M
4:00 P M
•5:00 P M
9:30 a M

3:30 P M
8:00 a m
|3:30 P M
8:00 P M
7:30 am
7:30 A M
7:30 a m
7:30 a M
8:30 a M
3:00 P u
4:00 P M
6:30 P m
•ISO P I!

8:30 A »
tl0:3n A ii

12:00 m:

3:00 p M
•5:00 P M
8::: _

3:30 P M

..Calistoga and Napa..

..Coles & Portland

..Galtvia Martinez

..Hajwards and Niles..

" " Decoto c
c. .Haywards _ c

.lone via Livermore
..Knight's Landing
..Livermore and Pteasanton.
..Lo3 Angeles, Deming, EL...
... Paso and East „
..Lob Angeles and Mojave ....

..Martinez „..

..Milton.

..Ogden and East
Red Bluff via MaryBville

..Redding via Willows

..Reno andTruckee

..Sacramento, via Benlcia
„ " via Livermore..

" via Benicia
,

" via Benicia
" via Benicia

..Sacramento River Steamers..

..Ran Jose...........

10 HO A M
6:10 p M
7:40 A M
10:40 a SI

12:4, P M
3:40 P M
8:40 P M
8:10 A sr

2:40 r >r

5:40 P ii

10:10 a M
•8:40 A M

4:40 P M
10:4ti A m
6;1C f m
•5:40 P M
11 -10 A M
5:40 P M
6:40 P it

6:10 P u
6 -40 P M
5:40 P M
11:10 A M
10:10 A M
7:40 A M
•6:00 A M
•3:40 P u
t3:40 pu
8:40 P M
9:40 A M

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS.

From San Francisco Daily.

CO EAST OAKLAND— •6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00-
8:30—y;00—9:30—10:00—10:30—U:00—11:30—12:00—12:;
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00-11:00—12 :0U

TO 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO
EAST OAKLAND" until 6:30 p. M„ inclusive, also
at 9:C0p.m.

TO FRUIT VALE—•6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00 8:30—
•2:30—3:30—1*0—4:30- -5:00—5:30—6 .-00-6:30—9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*9:30—7*0-12:00.
TO ALAMEDA—"6:00—*6:30—7:00—*7;30—S:U0—*S:30-

3:00 —9:30—10:00—J10 :30—11 :00—Jll :30—12:00—tl2 :30—
1:00—tl:30—2:00—12:30—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00

-

5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.
TO BERKELEY—*6:00—'6:30—7:00—•7:30— 8:00—•8:30

9 :00— 9 :30— 10 :00— tlO :30—11 :00—til :30— 12:00—tl2 :30

1:00-11:30-2:00—J2:30—3:00— 3:30—4:00— 4:30—5:00—
5:30—6:00—fi:»i—7:i«—*:«)—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00,

TO WEST BERKELEY"-Same as "To Bebket.ev.''

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1887,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send four cents in .-stamps, to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in use at Fairlawn,

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and pri&as of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTTERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies aind Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or further information, address

To San Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20—'.:50- 8:20—8:50—
9:20— *10:19— 4:20—1:t0—5:20—5:50—6:Z0 -6:50—7:47—
9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda}— "5.22 -6:52

-

•6:22-19:14—*3:22.
FROM2-D AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7:25

7:55-8:2.3—8:55—9 :25—9:55— 10:25— 10:55- 11:25—1155
12:25—12:55— 1:25—1:55—2:25—2:55—3:25—3:55— 4:25—
455—5:2o—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:50—9:53

FROM EAST OAELAND- «o:30- 6:00- 6:30— 7:0J
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11:30

12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00—
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—«:30 —7:00— 7:57—a;57- 9:57—
10:57.

PROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 ml ntes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—*5:30—6:00—"6:30—7:00 -*7:30—8:00

•8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00— tl0:30—11:00- Jll:30—12:00—
112:30—1:00—11:30—2:00—12:30-3:00-3:30—1:00—4:30
5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00.

fBOM BERKELEY— «5:25—5:5.5—•6:25—6:55—*7:25—
7:55—•8:25— 8:55— 9:25—9:55— 110:25—10:55— Jll :25—
11 :55— J12:25— 12:55— tl :25— 1 :5.5- 12:25-2:55-3 :25—
3:55— 4:25—4:55—5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55

—

9:55—10:55.
FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "Fkom Berk-

eley."

CBEEK KOVTE.

FROM SAK FBANCISCO-*7:15—9:15-11:15-1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAEXAND—*6:15—8:15—10:15—12:15—2:15-
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. tSatnrdays excepted; JSundayB
only ,

C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland

Standard Time farniBhedby Lick Obseevatoby.

Lock Hox 3SO- WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky
3jan52

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go,
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT C0STA

;
CAL.

Regular Ware-
;e Exchange

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons,
house for San Francisco Produ

Call Board.
These Warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current rates.

Information legarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER, ALEXANDER WATSON.

President. Secretary.

THE PARKER GUN

A. H. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager.

T. O. WOODMAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk A>?'

.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAI»

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 410P1KE STREET
G. L. BRANDER President
J. L. FLOOD - Vice-President

C. P FABNFLELD Secretary

2. S. ANGUS ..Assistant Manager
Bankers. Nevada Bank of Sao FrancLsco,

16ap<

- Leads diem all in iiard.

hitting qualities.

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

MiTM instantly with cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drams containing five Imperial gallons

equals nearlv 6 American gallons. One gallon iniied,

with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 180

sheep at a cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nourisher of wool, a certain cure

tor scab.
ALSO

LITTLE'S PATENT POWDER DIP.
PoiBonoas, mixes instantly with cold water. Sold In

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 sheep; in a
Beven-ponnds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per pound.

CATTON, BELL & CO.
SUCCESSORS

FALKNER, BELL A CO.,
12mrtf 406 California Street. AGENTS.

^J^

At the Second Annnal Tournament of the Chamberlin Cartridge
Co.'s.heldat Cleveland, Ohio. September 14, 1886, out of eighty-seven
entries from representative shots, representing fourteen States, the
Parker Gun won first and third money, winning $900 out of the 51,200 parse offered, aiding another
victory to 1885, which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament for th*> championship of the
World, held at New Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to 16th. Among the contestants shooting other guns were such
champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Stubbs, Erb and others.

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo

Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
>an Francisco.

EAVE I

ft.F. I

In effect August 1, ISS7. r
..Cemetery and San Mateo...

t3 00 A
S:30a

10 JO a
•3:30 P
4:30 P
•5:10 p
6:30 p

Jll Hop

..San Mateo, Redwood and...
Menlo Park

PARKER BROS., Makers,
Npw York salesroom, 97 Chambers St.,

2julyl6
Merlden, Ct.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of (told Cigarettes

STEAIGHT CUT CIGAEETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FEEST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prizewinners at all the fairs in California and the
entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair
Sacramento, 1886.

Importations made direct from Eneland every year

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the'
best blood and most fashionable families of Dish-

fnced BerkshireB, regardless of cost, and all re-

corded in English and American Berkshire records.

Yonng pigs from these importations, male and
female, from entirely different families for sale at

reaeonaoie prices, »nd every pig guaranteed. Address,
36dMN

A>DKK>\ SMITH, Redwood City.
Or at 218 California Street, San Francisco,

8:30 a 1 r
10:30 a 1 J S,
•3:30 pi
4:30 pl t.

6:30*
•8:00 A
9.-03 A

•10:02 a
4:36 P
+5:35 P
6:40P
t7:50p

.Santa Clara, San Jose, and...
.Principal Way Stations,.

1 I 9:03 A
d,... . 1 *10-02a

f 4^6 P
J\ 6:40 p

4 ;30 p
|

Almaden aud Way Stations..

i a i ( Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville, )
i "10:02 2

Op 1

7 Salinas and Monterey.

„

f < 6:40

1

17:50 a, J Monterey, Loma Prieta and Santa
I \ Craz (Snnrtay Excursion). 1

t tS:3S I

..Hollister and Tres Pinos ..

8:30 Ai( Watsonville, Aptos.Soquel ) »iO:02a
'3:30 P 1

j tCapJtolsQand aanta Craz ) 6:40 p

R-ldi \) Soledad, Paso Bobles, Ttinplcton)
<°-3VA lHSanLuis Obispo) & Way Stations, f i

a—Mormng p.—Afternoon.
•SnndayB excepted. tSundaysonly {Theatre train Sat-
urdays only,

Trains run on Pacific Standard Time.

Nearly all rail line to San Lois Obispo. Only zi
miles staging between Templeton ana San Lois
Obispo. Time from San Francisco 12 honrs.
Special Rottnd-trip Tickets, at reduced rates—t o

Monterey, Aptos, Soqnel, Santa Craz, Gilroy and Par
aiso Springs.

Special Notice—Round-trip tickets to the lamone
Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton) can be had at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Francisco
Rate. 37.00.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
For Sundays only,.*

Sold Stwday Mousing; good
J "*"J, (for return Bame day.

ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and SirNDAYoaly
Sunday and< good for return nntil following Mov
Monday, I dav,inclnsiTe,at the following rater

Round Trip Snn.
Tkt.

Silt to
from San Mon.

Francsco to Tkt.

San Bruno 9 50
Millbrae 65

75 1 10
100 125

Redwood 1 00 1 40
125 1 50

Menlo Park... 1 25 1 60
125 1 75

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Moont'n View ?1 50 I $2 00
Lawrences 1 50 I 2 25
Santa Clara 1 75 2 50
San Jose 1 75 2 50
Gilrov 2 75 4 00
Aptos 3 00 SOT
Loma Prieta... 3 00
Soquel 3 00 5 00
Santa Cruz 3 00 5 Ol
Monterev 3 00 ' 5 CO

Ticket Offices.— Passenger i)epot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street Btatior.. No. 613 Market street,
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwin Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, H. R. JTT>AH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass, k Tkt. Ae'.

I Sat!
Mon
Tkt,

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
EE8PECTEUIXY CAIXS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of itsllne forieachlng with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE 6AN FBANCISCO I/AlLY FOS

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

summer and Winter Resort of th
Pacific (oast,

with Its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trou
In abundance can be obtained from the se\eral stream
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may t-e had in e«ason-

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Ts noted for the extent and variety of fish which
tbound In its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
tcuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
file low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sport*,
mem
THE BATHING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
AHE CNSCBPASSED,

hartng a MAGJvLFICENT BEACH of pnre white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contain?

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TMKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim
minR baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities

-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOarEl AJID SANTA CRCZ
IS VTA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
CEroad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through thecountiea
of Sao Mateo, Santa Clara. San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey, each of which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

Qnail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains dally
at San Mateo ior those well-known Retreats, PURIS-
SIMA, SAN GREGOKIO and PEsCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unllinlted ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from Sac

Francisco and offer special Inducements to the lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOH*J
when carried In Baggage Cars and put In charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are lnstrnct&1
to Issue CHECKS for all dogs received In Baggage

tfSTlu order to guard against accidents to D <

while in transit, it 1b nec^asarv that they be vroviiifd
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and FW,i."
Tackle will be carried free of charge. Guns taken :ii.

and Becur^ly packed in wood or leather cases may h
taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townsen

street, Valencia Station, and No 613Marketst G-
Hotel.

A.. O. BA8SETT, H. R. JTJDAJB,
Superintendent AaaUPaBs, uidTk:. 1
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GLOVER'S ALBUM.
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

L C. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Bolted
I—LOADING GUN!

L. C. SMITH,

??

19 -

s

DOG MEDICINES.
Mange «'iir". - 50<- Distemper cure. 51 .00
Blond Purifier, 50c. Veriniitige. - - 50c
Canker W»sh, 50c. Eye Lotion, - 5«c
Diarrhoea! ure. oOc Cure lor fits, - oOc,
Tunic - - 50c Liniment, - 50c
Kennel and Stable Soap, best dog soap known, price

25c.
Theart remedies are sold by druggists and dealers
n sportsmen's goods.

ALL DOG DISEASES TREATED
H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian to the Westminster Kennel Club, New
Jersey Kennel Club, Rhode Island Kennel Club,
Hartford KeDnel Club, HemstcadFaxm Company, etc.

'8JU12 il93 Rrnadwav. Npw Vnrlc.

Mannracturer of both Hammer and Hamrnerless Guns.
SYRACUSE, N. Y-

A Demonstration of the Shooting Qualities of the "L. C Smith" Gun.

Tn the trial for position in the Chamberlain Cnrtridpe Co. tournament, elf vet) contestants brone one
0'indre' s'niight inanimate targets. Five of the eleven used an "1,. C. smith" Gun, aid below we give the
names of the gentlemen and their place of residence.

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Doga, Horses, Cattle, and alJ

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from, life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc

forillustraion purposes, furnished.
K. BOYD, Artist.

«wtf 18 Post street.

FOR SALE.
Thoroughbred Irish Red Setters

Ev Mike T.—Lady Elcbo T.,both First prizewinners
on the bench, beside winning several specials. Cham-
pions Eleho, Rose.iN'oreen, Gftrryowen, Palmerston,
all nmous winners, appear in the pedigrees of the dogs
offered. Breeding ami health guaranteed.

LI.l H» KKWKI.S.
eagtf 512 Eleventh Street, S.F.

Sr. Dan. Powers Cleveland. 0.
Mr. Anilv m carters Nashville, Tenn.
Kr. J. C. Henriershot : Cleveland' O.

Mr. Fred Erh. Jr La Favette. Tr>fl

Mr. H. McMurchy. Syracuse, N.Y.

We think this a most excellent showing, as there was seven different makes of guns used by the Tifneteen
contestants in {he ninety class. L. C.SMITH.

SIM) BOB DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AND PRICE UST. ang6tf

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector,
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec., 1884. Champion Beauchief,

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1886. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885 ; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N. T.

S. Toorney & Co.

Canal Dover,

OHIO.

WM. D. O'KANE,
767 MARKET ST. S P.

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast
For 1 lie Genuine S. Toomey Truss Axle Sulkies.

MADE AT CA2CAL DOVER, OHIO.

^Beware of Imitations !

!

Eefers to the following who are using the

GENUINE TRUSS AXLE SULKIES,
E C. HOLLY, J. A. GOLDSMITH,
J.WDOXATHAN, A. MCDOWELL,
J. MAGCIKE. H. HITCHOCK,

G. VALENSIN.
O. A. HICKOK,
F. VAN NESS.

LEF SHANES, M. SAULSBURT,
O. MARVIN, E. W. LEVESS,
M. McSIANUS, and many uthers.

FOB J5ALE,
Or speedy qualities io let for the Fall

Circuit.

FRED ACKERMAN.
With a pacing record of 2:23. He is a bripht bav

weighs 10-vi lbs, eight years old; haB been driven on the
road for the last eighteen months; ib sound and kind,
and anyone can drive him. Address all communica-
tions to

C. II. OILMAN
30jytf Sacramento.

All Sizes and Weights la Stock.

Road Carts of all kinds, at lowest Prices.

angl3tf

AMERICAN

KENNEL CLUB
STUD-BOOK.

Blanks for registering in the official stud
book will be mailed on application.

Entries will close for part Three on Septem-
ber 30, 1SS7. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway.

5feb New York.

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!

PURE AND UNADULTERATED.
We offer for sale on favorable terms to the Trade.

CATHER WOOD'S <"E3.EBRATED FI\E OLD WHISKIES
of the -ollowing braijdB, namely:

Cranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A. A., Old Stock, Henr7 Bull.

Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.
Also, in cased of 1 doz. quart bottles each,

Brunswick Club (Pure 01 .1 Rye) and I'jiper Ten (Very Old and Choice).

SST For excellence, purity and evenness of quality the above are unsurpassed by any whiskies i unoried

Tha only objection to be made to them by tue manipulating dealers being that they cannot be improved
npoa.

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
SOLE AGENTS, ---------------- SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF - ~»iA

12mai

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C P. & V. P. R- R's., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FtiANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, iii its own orlu Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Commodious Best, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

SO
HORSE BOOTS, (33

M

RACING MATERIAL CfQ
IN ENDLESS VAEIETY AT

J, A. McKERRON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street. - - - - San Francisco

jyis

-/rtrsc

Over 6.000 miles of first-class road ru n n in; West. Xorlh and Sorth. West from Chicago.

TUE ORIGINAL "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT IINB."

For further information apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD,
mi 1 Central Agent, San Francisco, Lai.

M

Sulkies, Speeding Wagons Carts an<

BUGGIES IN GREAT VARIETY.
""" We are AgeDts for the Celebrated

™hf&Z£$h Toomey Trass Axle Sulky,

Being without a Doubt the Best

Sulky in the World.

ALSO J. I. TROTTING SULKIES

Our Repository is the Largest and Finest on the Pacific Coastl

We have in Stock Carta from $0.00 up to $150.00.

PLEASE CALL ANT> EXAMINE 1MB STOCK.

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER
421 to 427 MABKET ST, S. F., CAL. 7niytf

t

I

t,

:
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Entries to Fixed Events of Pacific Coast Blood
Horse Association.

t88«-SI»KlSG JIEETIM3.

The California Stakes^For two-year-olds (foals of 18S6);

$50 each, $25 forfeit, or $10 if declared oat on or before Jan.
1st, 1SSS; all declarations void unless accompanied with the
money; with $500 added; second horse to receive $100; third
to save stake. Half a mile.
1. John Adams, ch g Beppo by Joe Hooker, dam Bell.

2. Jolio Adams, ch g by Joe Hooker, dam Ita Anderson.
3. W. L. Appleby, b c "Wild Oats by Wildidle, dam Mary

Givens.
4. J. B. Chase, ch f Glen Ellen by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake.
5. E. Flittner, ch f Maid of Honor by Joe Hooker, dam Pass.
6. E. Flittner, ch t Why Not by Three Cheers, dam Nellie

Collier.

7. J. B. Haggin, b g by Kyrle Daly, dam Mamie B.
8. J. B. Haggin, ch c by Kyrle Daly, dam Trade Dollar.
9. J. B. Haggin, b g by Jim Brown, dam Trophy.
10. J. B. Haggin, br g by Kyrle Daly, dam Lina.
11. J. B. Haggin, ch g by Longfield, dam Suzodont.
12. J. B. Haggin^ b g by Longtield, dam Sweetbriar.

13. C. Halverson, b f Isabella by Norfolk, dam Maggie S.

ii. Laurelwood Stable, ch f Lakme by John A., dam Lottie J.

15. T ; F. Lynch, b c Billy Kelly by Duke of Norfolk, dam
Lou Spencer.

16. D. J. McCarthy, ch g Tiburon by Duke of Magenta, dam
imp. Queen^

17. D. J. McCarthy, ch f Gertrude McCarthy by imp. Hurrah
or Duke of Magenta, dam La Gloria.

18. D. J. McCarthy, ch f Jennie McCarthy by Duke of

Magenta, dam imp. Genista.

19. D. J. McCarthy, ch c San Francisco by Hycer Ali, dam
Belle of Toreka.

20. D. J. McCarthy, ch Harry Mc by Hyder Ali, dam Madam
Kowett.

21. D. J. McCarfhy, b c Dan M. Murphy by imp. Speculator,

dam Leona.
22. D. J. McCarthy, ch c Sorento by Joe Hooker, dam by

Bosa B.
23. Maltese Villa Stable, b f Daphinita by Jocko, dam Lilly

Ashe.
24. Maltese Yilla Stable, b f Sinfire by Kyrle Daly, dam

Cousin Peggy.
25. W. M. Murry, b c Kobin Hood by Flood, dam Bobin Girl.

26. W. M, Murry. b c N. T. M. by Shannon, dam Demirep.
27. W. M. Murry, b c Almont by Three Cheers, dam Ques-

tion.

28. Palo Alto, b f Faustine by Flood, dam imp. Flirt.

29. Palo Alto, b f Gerbardine by Flood, dam imp. Goneaway.
30. Palo Alto, b f Shannon Bose by Shannon, dam imp.

Fairy Rose.
31. Palo Alto, b c Kenneth by Joe Hooker, dam Katharion.
32. Palo Alto, ch c Philander by Wildidle, dam Precious.

33. W. L. Pritchard, ch c Louis P. by Joe Hooker, dam Liz-

zie P.
34. W. L. Pritchard, ch c Jim Blaine by Leinster, dam Aunt

Jane.
35. P. Kobson, b I Lady Helen by Norfolk, dam Jessie E.
36. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Picnic by Mr. Pickwick, dam imp.

_Conntess.

37. Lt. TJ. Shippee, ch f Agnes B. by Glengarry, dam Ensue.
38. L. U. Shippee, b f Songstress by Luke Blackburn, dam

Malibran.
39. L. U. Shippee, b i Free Love by Luke Blackburn, dam

Janet Norton.
40. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Libberty Flibbet by Bullion, dam

Flibberty Gibbet.

41. L. TJ. Shippee, bf Scat by Joe Hooker, dam Kitten.

42. L. TJ. Shippee, ch f Kathlene by Long Taw, dam Athlene.

43. J. C.Simpson, b f Jo-Vi^a by Joe Hooker, dam Lady Viva.

44. H. I. Thornton, ch f Begina by Joe Hooker, dam Hattie

Ball.

45. H. I. Thornton, ch f Sonoma by Longfield, dam Carrie C.

46. H. I. Taornton, brf Zinfandel by Longfield, dam Eafaula.

47. H. I. Thornton, br g Jack Pot by Joe Hooker, dam Lu-
gena.

48. H. I. Tbornton, ch c Joe Hoge by Joe Hooker, dam
Viola B.

49. "W. B. Todhunter, b c Hotspur by Joe Daniels, dam Sister

to Jim Douglas.
50. Geo. Van Gorden, ch f Evalita by Hock-Hocking dam

Vixen.
51. Theo. "Winters, ch c Don Jose by Joe Hooker, dam Count-

ess Zeika.
52. Theo. Winters, ch c Bronoo by Joe Hooker, dam Laura

Winston.
53. Theo. Winters, ch c The Czar by Norfork, dam Marion.

54. Theo, Winters, b c Leah by Joe Hooker, dam Illusion.

The Gano Stakes.—For two-year-olds (foals of 18S6); $50

each, $25 forfeit, or $10 if declared out on or before Jan. 1,

18SS; all declarations void unless accompanied with the

money; with $500 added; second horse to receive $100;

third to save stake. Stake to be named after winner if Gano's

time (1 :15) is beaten. Three-quarters of a mile.

1. W. L. Appleby, b c Wild Oats by Wildidle, dam Mary
Givens.

2. J. B Chase, ch f Glen Ellen by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistako.

3. E. Flittner, cfi f Maid of Honor by Joe Hooker, dam Puss.

4. E. Flittner ch f "Why Not bv Three Cheers, dam Nettie

Collier.

5. J. B. Haggin, ch c by Kyrle Daly, dam Trade Dollar.

6. J. B. Haggin, L> g by Kyrle Daly, dam Mamie B.

7. J. B. Haggin, b g by Longfield, dam Sweetbriar.

8. J. B. Haggin, br g by Kyile Daly, dam Lina.

9. J. B. Haggin, ch g by Longfield, dam Sozodont.
10. J. B. Haggin, br g by Jim Brown, dam Trophy.
11. C. Halverson. b f Isabella by Norfolk, dam Maggie S.

12. Laurelwood Stable, ch f Lakme by John A., dam Lottie J.

13. T. F. Lynch, b c Billy Kelly by Duke of Norfolk, dam
Lou Spencer.

14. D. J. McCarthy, ch g Tiburon by Duke of Magenta, dam
imo. Queen.

15. D. J. McCarthy, ch f Gertrude McCarthy by imp. Hur-
rah or Duke of Magenta, dam La Gloria.

16. D. J. McCarthy, chf Jennie McCarthy by Duke of Magen-
ta, dam imp. Genista.

17. D. J. McCarthy, ch c San Francisco by Hyder Ali, dam
Belle of Topeka.

18. D. J. McCarthy, ch c Harry Mc by Hyder Ali, dam Madam
Bowett.

19. D. J. McCarthy, b c Dan M. Murphy by imp. Speculator,

dam Leona.
20. D. J. McCarthv, ch c Sorento by Joe Hooker, dam

Bosa B.
21. Maltese Villa Stable, b f Daphinita by Jocko, dam Lilly

Asbe.
22. Maltese Villa Stable, b f Sinfire by Kyrle Daly, dam

Cousin Peggy.
23 W. M. Murry. b c Bobin Hood by Flood, dam Bobin

Girl.

24. W. M. Murry, be N. T. M. by Shannon, dam Demirep.

25. W. M. Murry, b c Almcntby Three Cheers, dam Question.

26. Palo Alto, b"f Faustine by Flood, dam imp. Flirt.

27. Palo Alto, b f Gerhardine by Flood, dam imp. Goneaway.
2S. Palo Alto, b f Shannon Kose by Shannon, dam imp. Fairy

Bose.
29. Palo Alto, b c Geoffrey by Flood, dam Glendew.

30. Palo Alto, b c Flood-Tide by Flood, dam Lady Evangel-

ine.

31. Palo Alto, ch c Philander by "Wildidle, dam Precious.

32. W. L. Pritchard, ch c Louis P. by Joe Hooker, dam
Lizzie P.

33. W. L. Pritchard, ch c Jim Blaine by Leinster, dam Aunt
Jane.

34. W. L. Pritchard, ch c Sherman by Leinster, dam Lilly H.

35. P. Eobson, b f Lady Helen by Norfolk, dam Jessie K.

36. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Acqnito by Long Taw, dam Acquittal.

3S. L. TJ. Shippee, b i Picnic by Mr. Pickwick, dam imp. Coun-

tess.

38. L. U. Shippee, ch f Agnes B. by Glengarry, dam Ensue.

39. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Songstress by Luke Blackburn, dam
Malibran.

40. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Free Love by Luke Blackburn, dam
Janet Norton.

41. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Libberty Flibbet by Bultion, dam Flib-

berty Gibbet.
42. L. TJ. Shippee, ch f Kathlene by Long Taw, dam Athlene.

43. J. C. Simpson, b f Jo-Viva by Joe Hooker, dam Lady
Viva.

44 H. I. Thornton, ch f Begina by Joe Hooker, dam Hattie

Ball.

45. H. I. Thornton, ch f Sonoma by Longfield, dam Carrie C.

46. H. I.Thornton, br f Zinfandel by Longfield, damEufaula.

47. H. I. Thornton, br g Jack Pot by Joe Hooker, dam
Lngena.

4S. H. I. Thornton, ch c Joe Hoge by Joe Hooker, dam
Viola B.

49. W. B. Todhunter, b c Hotspurby Joe Daniels, dam Sister

to Jim DouglaB.
50. Geo. Van Gorden, ch f Evalita by Hock-Hocking, dam

Vixen.
51. Theo. "Winters, ch c Don Jose by Joe Hooker, dam Coun-

tess Zeika.

52. Theo. Winters, ch c Bronco by Joe Hooker, dam Laura

Winston.
53, Theo. Winters, ch c The Czar by Norfolk, dam Manon.

i S 88-FALL MEETING.
The Ladies' Stake.—For two-year-old fillies (foals of 1886);

$50 each, $25 forfeit, or $10 if declared out on January 1st,

1888; or $20 if declared out August 1st, 18S8. All declara-

tions void unless accompanied with the money; with $400
added, second to receive $100, third to save stake. Winners
of three stake races to carry five pounds extra. Three-quar-
ters of a mile.

1. John Arnett, brf Lady Emma by Joe Daniels, dam Queen
Emma.

2. J. D. Carr, b f Maid of Salinas by Kingston, dam Jessie D.
3. P. Carrol], b f Icardy by Ironclad, dam by Shannon.
4. J. B. Chase, ch f Glen Ellen by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake.
5. J. T. Courtney, ch f Little Bose by Joe Hooker, dam

Bosetland.
6. E. Flittner, chf Maid of Honor by Joe Hooker, dam Puss.

7. E. Flittner, ch i Why Not by Three Cheers, dam Nellie

Collier.

8. J. B. Haggin, b i by Kyrle Daly, dam Irene.

9. J. B. Haggin, br f by Kyrle Daly, dam Chiquita.

10. J. B. Haggin, b f by Kyrle Daly, dam White Bose.
11. J. B. Haggin, ch f by Wanderer, dam Carissima.

12. C. Halverson, b f Isabella by Norfolk, dam Maggie S.

13. Laurelwrod Stable, chf Lakme by John A., dam Lottie J.

14. D. J. McCarthy, ch f Gertrude McCarthy by imp. Hurrnh
or Duke of Magenta, dam La Gloria.

15. D. J. McCarthy, ch f Jennie McCarthy by Duke of
dam imp. Genista.

16. Maltese Villa Stable, b f Daphinita by Jocko, dam Lilly

Ashe.
17. Maltese Villa Stable, b f Sinfire by Kyrle Daly, dam

Cousin Peggy.
18. Palo Alto, b f Faustine by Flood, dam imp. Flirt.

19. Palo Alto, b f Gerhardine by Flood, dam imp. Goneaway.
20. Palo Alto, b f Shannon Bose by Shannon, dam imp. Fairy

Bose.
21. Palo Alto, blk f Felicia by Wildidle, dam Frolic.

22. P. Kobson, b f Lady Helen by Norfolk, dam Jessie E.
23. L. TJ. Shippee, ch f Ernestine by Bertrand, damKittie M.
24. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Picnic by Pickwick, dam imp. Countess.
25. L. TJ. Shippee, ch f Agnes B. by Glengarry, dam Ensue.
26. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Songstress by Luke Blackburn, dam

Malibran.
27. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Free Love by Luke Blackburn, dam

Janet Norton.
28. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Libberty Flibbet by Bullion, dam Flib-

berty Gibbet.
29. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Scat by Joe Hooker, dam Kitten.

30. L. TJ. Shippee, oh f Kathlene by Long Taw, dam Athlene.
31. J. C. Simpson, b f Jo-Viva by Joe Hooker, dam Lady

Viva.
32. H. I. Thornton, ch Begina by Joe Hooker, dam Hattie

Ball.

33. H. I. Thornton, ch f Sonoma by Longfield, dam Carrie C.
34. H. I. Thornton, brf Zinfandel by Longfield. damEufaula.
35. Geo. Van Gorden, ch f Evalita by Hock-Hocking, dam

Visen.
36. Theo. "Winters, ch f by Norfolk, dam May B.
37. Theo. Winters, b f by Joe Hooker, dam Alice N.

The Autumn Stake.—For two-yeer-olds ((oals of 18S6);

$50 each; $25 forfeit, or $10 if declared out Jan. 1, 1888; or
$20 if declared out Aug, 1, 1888. All declarations void
unless accompanied with the money; with $750 added ; second
to receive $100, third to save stake. Winners of three 6take
races to carry 5 lbs. extra. One mile.

1. John Arnett, br f Lady Emma by Joe Daniels, dam Queen
Emma.

2. J. D. Carr, br f Maid of Salinas by Kingston, dam Jessie D.
3. J. B. Chase, ch f Glen Ellen by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake.
4. J. F. Courtney, ch f Little Bose by Joe Hooker, dam Boset-

land.

5. E. Flittner, ch f Maid of Honor by Joe Hooker, dam Pnss.
6. J. B. Haggin, ch c by Kyrle Daly, dam Trade Dollar.

7. J. B. Haggin, b g by Kyrle Daly, dam Mamie B.
S. J- B. Haggin, br g by Kyrle Daly, dam Lina.

9. J. Haggin, bg by Jim Brown, dam Trophy.
10. J. B. Haggin, ch c by Longfield, dam Sozodont.
11. J. B. Haggin, b g by LoDgfield. dam Sweetbriar.

12. C. Halversen, b f Isabella by Norfolk, dam Maggie S.

13. Laurelwood Stable, ch f Lakme by John A., dam Lottie J.

14. T. F. Lynch, b c Billy Kelly by Duke of Norfolk, dam
Lou Spencer.

15. D, J. McCarthy, ch g Tiburon by Duke of Magenta, dam
imp. Queen.

16. D. J. McCarthy, chf Gertrude McCarthy by imp. Hurrah
or Duke of Magenta, dam La Gloria.

17. D. J. McCarthy, ch f Jennie McCarthy by Dm'
Magenta, dam imp. Genista.

[Entries contluued^on page 137.]
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ROD.
From Mr. McKoon-

Mr. M. P. McKoon writes from El Cajon as follows:

It was exceedingly pleasant for me lo notice your remarks
upon my "Campers' Tent" in the July 30th issne of the

Bkeeder and Spob.tsbian, and yon hit the nail plumb on the

head when, in the last two lines of that little article you said:

"It embodies the ingenious devices of a long-time and
thorough dweller where trout and deer are one's commonest
neighbors," for many and many is the week and month, year

after year, that my beloved wife and myself, either alone or

with bosom friends, have camped under the canvas of our
tents upon the shores of some retired and wooded spring

water lake or natural wild pond, where the speckled trout

abounded for onr delight; or else upon some trout stream in

the wooded sections of old York State, and in the glorious

eastern months of September and October has it as often

found us upon the shores of tbe old Susquehanna River,

ensconced under our oanvas, and, with our always-present

brace of lovely cockerB, we were drinking in nature's best

restorative among the woodcock and ruffed grouse, and at

twilight, in our little boat, we gathered in tbe perch, pickerel

and sun6sh for our breakfast. Those were glorious days!

and wife often speaks of them as even superior to our camps
in California. Yes, yes, I am an old camper, certainly, and
I am only proud to own it, and this it it is that caused me to

invent my patent tent, as you supposed. The awning over the

doorway to my patent tent is not generally used as the cut rep-

resents it. ItiB pictured so in the cut in order to show its con-

struction. It is usually set up flat at front and with a sup-

port pole and a guy rope at each corner, and then when one
door flap is desired spread up to it, one of the support poles

is moved to the centre while the other one yet remains, or

various other ways people choose, and each likes his way the

best. Some want the awning sewed to the tent straight across

instead of angular, and I have it so done for them; but it is,

I think, best the other way, as it then can be put into so

many different and useful forms. Wherever I sell one of

these tents I am sure to sell more, so that I am aware that

they will be in much demand in a few years; and the cockers,

if only better understood in this Slat', would be used more
upon quail, as it takes a mighty smart quail to get away from
one. But all these things take time, of course. I mean to

write yon some little articles upon camps and shooting, etc.,

when I get time and get to it, but can't do it this season. I

have already inflicted upon you a longer epistle than I started

out for, and will close up for this time.

'I rout Culture.

The Secretary of the California Board of Fish Commis-
sioners, Hon. T. J. Sherwood, forwards to us a letter of in-

quiry with a request that it be answered, and as interest in

pisciculture is fast growing throughout the State, it seems
likely that others will desire such information as (he writer

of the letter referred to. For that reason the matter is

published. The vast experience of Mr. Seth Green has been
drawn upon for replies, and the very valuable researches of

Mr. Fred Mather have furnished data, as well as the publi-

cations of the United States Fish Commission. The letter of

inquiry is as follows:

"Desirous of information on the subject of pisciculture

(trout in particular), I write you these lines, hoping for a

speedy answer to the following questions, and also for such
other information as your kindness may volunteer:

1. What quantity of water is required per 1,000 fish at

various ages?
2. What is the best temperature of water—also warmest

water—possible for growth of trout? (Very cold water in good
location hard to find in this section.)

3. What species of trout is most profitable?

4. What should be the yearly gain in weight (of each fish) ?

5. At what age most profitable for market?
6. What is the usual price per lb. at San Francisco,

Chicago and New York ?

7. What is your price per 1,000 for trout fry?

Los Angeles. H. Gilliland.

Another letter of inquiry recently answered by Mr. Green
is as follows:

1st. How much water should flow through pools to keep
10,000 trout each of one, two and three years of age?

2d. What sized pool is best, and how many trout of the
ages given can be kept in each?

3d. How much food should be fed daily to the number and
of tbe age given?

4th. Do you consider trout fed on slaughter-house offal

equal in flavor to those found in native streams?
5th. What would they average in weight at two and three

years of age?
Mr. Green replies that, "In regard to just the quantity of

water that should flow through a pond to support a given
number of fish, it would be difficult to answer, but the more
water that can be passed through without creating too strong
a current the better.

For 10.000 yearlings aB much water as would pass through
a round hole six inches in diameter would answer. This
should have a foot-board, and the water should be from 50
deg. to 60 deg. Fahr. For two-year-olds as much water as
would pass through a seven-inch hole would be sufficient,

and for three-year-olds an eight-inch hole will pass enough
water to sustain them. As to the size of the ponds, if the
water supply is sufficient and the location will admit of it,

the following sizes, built with straight sides and of a uniform
depth and width, would be suitable.

For yearlings, fifty feet long, twelve feet wide, and water
three feet deep. For two-year-olds, sixty-five feet long, fif-

teen feet wide, and water three leet deep. For three-year-

olds, eighty feet long, twenty feet wide, and four feet depth
of water.

If tbe food is fresh liver, for 10,000 yearlings twenty-two
pouudB per day would suffice. For two-year-olds thirty-five

pounds, and for three-year-oldH forty-five pounds per day.
This estimate is made when the trout are in season and feeding

well. During their spawning season they will not eat, and
should not be fed more than a quarter as much, and some-
times not that. The feeder can tell how they are taking food,

and must judge accordingly.

It does not stand to reason that trout fed on liver, lights

and hearts of hogs, sheep and cattle would be equal in flavor

to trout living on the natural food found in the streams
While pond-fed trout are not nearly so bad and tasteless as

some writers have claimed, still they are not equal to thoBe
living and feeding in their natural element. Comparatively
speaking, there is about the Bame difference in flavor as

there is between the wild and the tame duck, or the par-

tridge and the common barnyard fowl. It is impossible to

find any food equal to that which nature has provided for

them. As to the average weight they would be at two and
thret years old, it Y/puld be very difficult to say, as iu some

waters they grow nearly if not twice as fast as they do in

others, as, for instance, trout sent from Caledonia, N. Y., to

streams on Long Island, will nearly double those of the same
age at Caledonia, although the stream at the latter place is

abundantly supplied with food; and another point is, that

many two-year-olds will sometimes equal the weight of three-

year-olds.

The average length of a two-year-old Caledonia trout would
be about six and one-half inches, and at three years old he
would be about eight inches. The weight of two-year-olds

rues from three to five ounces, and three-year-olds from five

to eight ounces.
The highest temperature of water in which trout may be

raised to advantage is said to be 75 degrees Fahr. As to the

most profitable species to breed, there is a difference of opin-

ion. The Tahoe trout is a prolific spawner and seems hardy,

and as its habitats, the Truckee river'and Pyramid Lake, are

not cold, it is possible that that fish would best meet Mr.
Gilliland's wishes. The Tahoe fish is not particularly game,
but for mere marketable value is a good trout. Trout are

said to be most profitable when sold at about three years old.

The price of trout in San Francisco is usually, for brook
trout fifty cents per pound, and for lake fish twenty-five

cents per pound. The Chicago market is not well supplied
with any but the lake trout, and prices range low, being sel-

dom more than twelve to fifteen cents per pound. New York
quotations are not accessible. The State Fish Commission
does not sell trout fry. WheD publio waters are stocked the

Commission pays all expenses. When private parties desire

fish the Commission supplies the fry without charge, and the

persons to whom they are sent pay transportation oharges,

including the expense of a man to care for the fish en route.

The Bad Quarter of an Hour Before Dinner.

"Holloa! Wickham, how are you? Hope you've come
down to dine with me, or, better still, to have a fling at the
Loch LevenB you put in my water?"

"No, good friend, many thanks; but I am coming your
way, for I dine with your neighbor at The Woodland, and
to that intent do I get out at this station.

1 '

This conversation might have been heard the other evening
—one of the hottest of this blazing July—at a semi-rural,

semi-suburban station some eight miles down the London
and Blankshire line, as I found my old friend Brownmead
stepping out of a neighboring "smoker." Indeed, they were
all smokers, with the blazing afternoon sun slanting into

them.
What a change from the bitter March morning some three

years before, when I brought him a canful of 500 lively

young, inch-long Loch Levens! I had often been struck

with the trouty capabilities of the small lake in Brownmead's
place; and as I yearly hatch out a 1 5,000 box of the Howietoun
ova to keep the bit of fishing which I rent near Barchester,

well-stocked, I spared him a canful to make a trial. The
water, about an acre in extent, is fed by a never-failing

Bpriug tumbling down some artificial rockwork and discharg-

ing perhaps 100 gallons a minute; the temperature is very
uniform, above 55° summer and winter. Of course, in win-
ter this seems warm, and although I took great trouble to

gradually bring up the temperature in the can, many dozens
of the fry turned up immediately, and I went away fearing

the experiment was unsuccessful.

As we strolled along the lane from the station, Brownmead
again urged my coming in, if only for a look, as every even-
ing there were dozens of big fish leaping out at the moths,
and, further, he had already taken some and lost "whoppers"
of unknown size. This was indeed tantalizing, but I reluc-

tantly said no, for I was habited for dinner, and supposed
that meal ready to commence. So I bade him a regretful

good-bye at the gate of The Woodlands, determined to think
no more of the temptation, but enjoy the really pleasant pros-

pect of a quiet little dinner among old friends, some of whom
had been away in the East for u lengthened time. Alas! for

good resolutions! On entering the hall I found dinner was not
till eight, so, it being a good half-hour to that hour, I would
take a turn in the cool, shady grounds. But why gravitate

towards Brownmead's side? Why look longingly across the
green meadow? Why try if the grass was dry to my thin

shoes, and as cool and delicious as it looked ? Facilis descen-

sus/ The meadow is crossed, and now the clear, cool water is

in sight over another meadow. I must have a nearer look
for—yes! surely there's a rise, and then another! I am now
actually over Brownmead's fence, and retreat is impossible,

for the fair Mrs. B. is picking roses, and starts at seeing an
intruder. I make my bow and apologies, but nothing will do
but I must come in. At this juncture out comes Brown-
mead, and he sees in a moment he had hooked me, for with-
out a further word he pushes a fly-rod into my hand and
points to the water. No mortal is at all hours wise, and I
fall. A big trout is roving along close under my bank, bo I
pitch him the alder that is on the line. He turns in a
moment and misses it.

He is not scared, so I give it him again, and this time he
has it, and no mistake. Out goeB the reel as he plunges into

the middle of the water, and then two feet into the air. "So,
ho! my beauty; don't you know your own father!" But he
has to come at last, and then, as he gasps in the lush grass
of the bank, Brownmead and I admire his spotted beauty.
A good pound and a half, long and arrowy, small head and
little mouth—a salmon in shape, a trout in dress; belly white,
bnt shading off into full yellow; yellow breast, fins very
pointed, tail angles very pointed, but no fork. I had not
expected to see these Loch Levens prickled up to the eyes
with spots. Their brothers and cousins in my Barchester
water are very silvery, and only moderately spotted; but I
believe fiBh all change color according to their surroundings,
and this very quickly at times. A leopard may not be able
to change his spots, but a trout can. The water was now
boiling with riBeB, but it was so overhung with large trees,

good casting was out of the question. Every other throw I
got hung up. I felt as in a horrid nightmare, and my pet
Dightmare is to dream I am on the banks of a lovely stream,
with fish rising all over it, and something horrible and
uncanny prevents my line ever falling on the water. This
time I manage to switch it on from time to time, and then a
big 'un dashes at the fly; out he comes, and theu I'm into
another, and the same fun over again. Everything is for-

gotten in the excitement of the moment, when the church
clock strikes! Yes, it is eight, and what state am I in?

In a perfect bath with heat, my shoes muddy, my cuffs

crumpled, aud on the white expanse of my shirt front "a
gout of blood which was not so before"! This must have
been done iu "makking siccar" that laBt fellow, for he took a
power of knocking on the head. As Brownmead has disap-
peared, I Bpike the rod and bolt for it, grasping my last cap-
ture with a tuft of hay. Like Cinderella I fly, fortunately
not leaving a shoe behind. I am over the fence and across
the meadows. How I make my excuses and a hurried tidy-

up is neither here nor there; but the Lady Macbeth spot on
my shirt-front is "all there," and won't "out." Every time
I lift my eyes I catch the reflection of it iu glass, epergue, or

plate, and fancy everyone regards me as a Bruce at the feast,

sprinkled with the gore of the Bed Comyng—the perpetrator
of some terrible crime, and my flustered appearance must
have confirmed it. However, it is not given to every piscator
to kill two brace of good fish and lose as many more in the
mauvais quart d'heure before a dinner party, and that within
a dozen miles of the Royal Exchange.

—

Fishing Gazette, Eng.
*

Differences Between Trout and Salmon.
TBy J. W. Willis Buna.]

For some time past I have been very anxious to find, if

possible, some external difference that could be easily pointed
out to water-bailiffs aud magistrates, and would at once
enable them to say that a particular fish was a trout and
another a young salmon. Of course, it can be determined
with aocuracy if the bones of the two fish are examined; but,
perhaps fortunately, anatomy is not a branch of study
familiar to justices or water-bailiffs, and the infallible "out-
ward and visible sign " is one of the conservator's great
desiderata. Various teBts have been given from time to time,

but they all have proved unreliable. The celebrated case in
the "Eighth Report of the Inspectors of Fisheries," p. 55,

should act as a warning to the most careful. It is there
stated: "By the fifteenth section of the Act of 1861, theie are
penalties fixed on the taking the young of salmon. Salmon
and young of salmon are defined in the sixth section of the
Act of 1861, nevertheless it is often difficult for conservators
and water-bailiffs to get convictionB, inasmuch as the nat-
ural history evidence brought into court is not always such
as to be satisfactory to the magistrates. It is difficult by
words only to describe the young of migratory salmonidaa,
nevertheless I have made bold to give one broad rule. It is:

That any young fish that is found and presents red markings
at the end of the 'fatly, ' 'dead 1 or 'adipose1

fin is certainly not

one of the migratory Salmonidce, but is the common trout."

The italics are in the original article as the official rule. An
unfortunate man caught and kept a fish with some red on its

dead fin. He alleged it was a trout; the water-bailiff denied
it. He was summoned for killing the young of salmon. He
cited the official Government Blue Book, but the justices

decided that they were not bound to follow Government
Blue Books when they knew them to be wrong, and con-
victed the man. Tbe doubtful cases are rare; in ninety-nine
out of a hundred there is no doubt, and a water-bailiff or
magistrate who knew anything about fiBh could distinguish
between the two at a glance; but occasionally a fish occurs
that externally is a puzzle. Last year a case occurred of a
miller who had caught a lot of fish in his trap. The water-
bailiff, although there was no doubt about it, had not seen
either the trap at work or the fish taken out of it, but he
found the miller's servant cleaning a number of fish. On
looking them over, he found that a number of them were
trout, but two, he said, were young salmon, and these he
seized and summoned the miller for illegally being in posses-
sion of the young of salmon. I had the fish sent me to look
at, and I waB quite prepared to swear that the fiBh sent me
were young salmon. On the case coming on, the fish were
produced, and the bailiff swore that they were young salmon.
The defense was two-fold, (1) that the fish produced were not
the fish seized; (2) that the fish produced were not young
salmon. The water-bailiff swore strongly on both pointB, and
did what was more important—stuck to it, and no cross-

examination shook him. He was also a wiser man than
many water-bailiffs, and to the question " How do you know
it was a samlet?" replied, "Because it is," and declined to

be led into definitions. Leaving the solicitor on the other
side to ask him: " Has not a samlet such a mark? are those
marks on the fish?" The bailiff replied: "They may be;
sometimes they are and sometimes they are not." The result

was a conviction. Bat all water-bailiffs do not make such
good witnesses as this one, and I was therefore very desirous
of trying if an examination of a number of fish might not
lead me to discover some external marks that it would be safe

to say were present in the trout and absent in the salmon, or
vice versa. Hitherto I have failed; but the examination of a
number of fish has shown me certain things.

At first I thought I had found a mark that distinguished
the two. On the first stream I fished, A, I caught a number
of small trout and of young salmon. I selected a dozen of

each and carefully examined them. In length they were
nearly identical; tue trout were a little the smallest, the
average size of the trout being 5Jin., of the samlet 6Jin.
All the trout from this stream had several black spots on the
gill cover, the number varying almost indefinitely, while the
samlets had usually only one, but never more than three, of

such spots. This held good with the first lot of fish I caught,
and also with a second lot from the Bame stream, aDd I was
beginning to think that I had really hit upon something. I

then tried another stream, whioh had no samlets, only trout,

in it. It rose in the same bog as stream A, but, while stream
A flowed to the left stream B flowed to the right. Stream.
A, passes through a different country to B. There was a
very rapid fall at first, and then hardly any as it went through
a peaty valley to the main river. Stream B had a gradual
fall over slaty rooks; a high cascade at its mouth, where it

joined the main river, excluded salmon from it. I selected a
dozen trout of those I caught in stream B at random. The
only thing that guarded me was size; they were a little

larger than those from A, averaging 6J iu. Of course the first

thing I did was to test my imagined discovery. My disgust

was great when I found, out of the dozen, five had loss than
three black spots on the gill cover, and some had actually

none! So ended that distinction.

The next test that I tried was the presence or absence of

carmine spots below the lateral line; and here, again, I at

first thought I had found "the outward visible sign." The
samlets from stream A had no carmine spots below the lateral

line. It is also true that tbe presence of carmine spots below
the lateral line is by no means universal in trout; but it was,
in the trout from this stream, of frequent occurrence. The
lesson that the spots on the gill oover had given me led me to

push my experiments further, I tried some samlets from
the main river, into whioh stream A fell. Here, again, there

was a universal absence of spots below the line, but the
number of trout that had them was very variable, especially

if all the trout taken into account were of the same Bize. If

size was not taken into account, then the proportion of the
whole number that had these spotB was large; but if the size

was limited to .V. to G\ in. the proportion was much less. I
tried another tributary of the river with the Bame result. No
samlet had the carmine spots below the lateral line; trout

had them, the percentage of small trout having them being
about 68 to 70 per cent, of the whole number, but the fact of

any trout being without them was fatal to this as a test.

The next distinguishing feature was the color of the dead
fin. The usual rule is the one previously stated, that the
trout huve red marks and the salmon have none on this fin.

At first I thought that this was, after all, going to give a sat-

isfactory result, but in each stream I fished I occasionally got

a samlet that had a distinct red mark—I use the term advis-

edly—on the tin. It was not a deep Bpot or spots, like that

I

t
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met with, in tront; it was not even a red border, but at the

edge of the fin red conld in places be distinctly seen. There
was qnite enough red to prevent your being able to answei
truthfully the question, Will you swear that salmon have
never any red marks on the adipose fin?

With these three failures I was obliged to abandon my
task for the time. I had not the opportunity to follow out the

matter further as to the outward distinctions between the

two fish. This I, however, hope to do on another occasion,

but I greatly fear that a reliable outward mark is uot to be
found.

—

Journal of the English Fish Culture Association.

[The salmofario is the truut mentioned by Mr. Bund.

—

Ed.]

A wrinkle from the Fishing Gazette, Eng., is this:

Splices Bhould belong, thick and blunt. Tackle-makers
in order to ba neat in their work, generally make them too

short, too thin and too sharp at the points. No brass catehes

should be used to keep the points in their places. The entire

length of the spliaes of both joints should be separately,

closely, and firmly lapped with well-waxed, moderately thick,

soft, white, twisted purse-silk, and the superfluous was
removed before tying with a bit of wash-leather; this lap-

ping to be well painted over twice with a glue made of

isinglass of the best quality and skimmed milk, prepared in

a hot-water bath (a white marmalade pot inside a pan of boil-

ing water), and applied carefully and thinly with a hog-briBtle

brush whilst hot. When thoroughly dry give two coats of

thinly applied copal varnish, then one coat of brown spirit

Tarnish. A strong brass catoh tied in at one end of the lap-

ping, and a length of plaited prepared silk line to splice with

at the other joint, make the splice complete.

It is simple, strong, lasts a long time, is easily renewed,

does not work loose or come unfastened, and forms, in my
opinion, after much trial and experiment, a perfect splice.

The March Bulletin of the United States Commission of

Fisheries, gives the following curious certificate:

"Certificate of Dr. Joseph Gakland.

"This may certify that I was called to visit Captain Frank-
lin D. Langsford, of Lanesville, in Gloucester, on August 12,

in consultation with Dr. Levi Saunders, who was in attend-

ance upon the said Langsford on account of a wound inflicted

upon his body by a swordfish on the 9th inst., said sword-
fish having driven its sword through the bottom of the fish-

ing-dory he was in to the length of twenty-three inches,

penetrating the body of Langsford at the right of the o*

coccyx, and entering about seven inches by the side of the

rectum into the pelvic cavity; that said Langsford was dying,

and did die, in my presence, of peritonitis, having survived
the injury about three days; that the sword accompanying
this certificate is the veritable sword that occasioned the

accident, and is to be sent to the National Museum at Wash-
ington.

"Gloucester. Mass., October 14th, 1S86."

To string fish it is said that "the proper way is to punch a
hole with a knife, sharpened stick, or even the thumb, through
the thin membranejast under the gill covers and putthe string

through it and out at the mouth, then attacti it to a ring in

the stern of the boat. Fish have been kept alive for days
strung in this mannex.

THE KENNEL.
Dog ownerB are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

in their kennelB, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Whelps.

Dr. "W. H. Belton's (Colusa) greyhound Mignonette, by

Black Jack—Shaw's "Whitie, whelped, August 12th, 1887,

eight— four dogs—to Dynamite.

Presentation.

J. B. Martin, San Francisco, Cal., has presented Belle,

white with one blackand tan ear, fox-terrier bitch by Broeken-

hurst Trimmer—Kit, to Wm. Dunphy, San Francisco, Cal.

Judge Post, owner of the California Kennels at Sacramento,

offers through the advertising columns some English setter

puppies of rare excellence. He informs us that he will dis-

pose of four dog puppies whelped July 10th last, and by
Harold out of Janet.

The extraordinary combination of winning field dogs in the

pedigree of the youngsters offered, insures, in so far as is

possible, the goodnesB of the progeny. Both Harold and
Janet are broken and are good field dogs. The dogs are

black, white and tan.

Mr. A. B. Truman (Elcho Kennels), has purchased from

F. T. Toland, of Canton, 111., the pointer bitch Jessie Ran-
ger, by Ranger Croxteth—Fannie Faust, whelped October,

25th, 1884.

Mr. Truman's bitch is a litter sister to Drake Ranger, a

dog of considerable note for beauty and field quality. Jessie

Ranger is said by her recent owner to be well broken, and to

possess extraordinary courage and hardihood. She has been

hunted over on prairie chickens, and has had some experi-

ence on quail. She was bred by Mr. S. B. Dilley, from whose
kennel the race of Bassford pointers came, and in her pedi-

gree, in addition to famous old Ranger, appear Faust, Sefton's,

Sam, Croxteth, and a long list of other pointers notable for

field excellence.

Mr. T. J. Watson, of this city, has recently purchased the

English setter Sunshine Noble, by Sport Noble—Medora
Gladstone; Sport Noble by Count Noble—Rosalind; Medora
Gladstone by Gladstone—Carrie J. The breediug is very

fine, and the bitch is said to show much quality. She was
bred by Mr. C. F. "White, at Montrose, Iowa, was whelped on
August 4th, 1885, weighs forty-six pounds, and iB black,

white and tan in colors. Bred to Carl R. or Harold she

should produce great dogs.

To several who have written wishing to know where they

could procure hounds, the information that Mr. Geo. T.

Allender at "Watsonville has a good one, a bitch, which he

does not need, will be acceptable.

New Fox-Terriers-

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I have received from
Mr. Edward Kelly, of New York, the fox-terrier bitch Clover

Fidget, 2106 A. K. R., by Belgrave Tony, ex Tricksey by
Olive Tart, ex Needle by Bailiff. Belgrave Tony by Belgrave

Joe, ex Tingle by Tony, out of Branstone's Nettle. Clover

Fidget is white with a tan head, and has good head, eyes and
eaiB, good body, but, as is the case with fox-terriers when

showing age, she is wide in front and out at the elbows; her
winnings are, third at New York and second at Cincinnati in
1885; C. at Newark, C. at New Haven and H. C. at New York,
1SS6. I have bred Fidget to Clover Turk by Mixture—Spite;
Mixture by Spice—Fairy III. Turk has won first in Puppy
class, New York, 18S6, and C, in aged class Fox-Terrier Club
Show at Newport, 1886. I have also received from Mr.
August Belmont Jr., the fox-terrier bitch pup Beatrice, by
Bacchanal, ex Blemton Arrow. Color white, with black and
tan head. Bacchanal by Champion The Belgravian, ex Cham-
pion Bedlamite; Blemton Arrow by Champion Royal, ex
Blemton Dirt. Blemton Arrow received H. C. at the Fox-
Terrier Club Show; Newport, 1886. Bacchanal has won
repeatedly on the bench both in England and the United
States. J. B. Martin.

From Mr. Seitner.

Mr. B. F. Seitner writes from Dayton, Ohio, as follows:

I am sorry your field trial trip did not bring you to Dayton,
the gem city of the buckeye State. I do not go to many field

trials; thatis a luxury confined to sportsmen who have plenty
of spare time and loose change. Then, too, there has been
much to desire in the way of change in the manner of con-
ducting trials. The professional element has been too prom-
inent, but I look for better things. I wish I could show
you my pointer pets. I'll call the roll for you:

1. Lass, the mother of more field trial and bench Bhow
winning pointers than any other pointer bitch in this country.

2. Planet, stud dog (Meteor—Accident) by Fast.
3. Patterson, by Rapp—Darle.
4. Lady Croxteth, by Croxteth—La6S.
5. Lilly Bang, by Bang Bang—Lass.

6. Trinket's Belle, by Bang Bang—Trinket.
7. Spinaway II, by Bang—Spinaway.
8. Trinket II, by imp. Drake—Tassel.
9. Idstone Pride, by Planet—Spinaway II.

Also seven pups by Planet out of Lilly Bang, and eight pupB
by Planet out of Lady Croxteth.
And I give you my word for it no man has any better-look-

or better-working pointers. Planet, you Bee, is a litter brother
to Cornerstone, who ran so well at the Western Trials last

fall, and Planet is as good, if not better, than his illustrious

brother. And, what is of vastly more importance to me, is

that he gets pups to hunt. 1 think if some of your pointer
fanciers of California could see these pups they would open
their eyes wide. Give my regards to Mr. Bennet, and if

ever you come East again this year, I trust you will look in

upon J3. F. Seitner.

Mr. Nesbitt on Lleweilin Outcrosses.

I have for a long time purposed writing you a few notes,

but the weather has beon so hot I have found it a burden to

write even my few business letters. J. B. Lucas' bitch Countess
Rake (Rake—Phyllis) is heavy in whelp to Roderigo. I expect
something extra here, as I regard Rod a3 the coming sire

in this country, and I regard Countess Rake as the best
Rake—Phyllis bitch, both for looks and field quality, I have
seen. Have you been following up the controversy in the
American Field in regard to setter breeding, and especially

have you noted the conclusion arrived at by some corres-

pondents that the Lleweilin setter is so much inbred that it

is degenerating, has no stamina nor endurance, and, in fact,

is a poor "no account" brute as compared with the "old reli-

able native," etc. It is somewhat curious to an old-timer
like myself to note how all new beginners start in with the
same opinion, viz., that the Lleweilin setter, from its inbreed-
ing, muBt, of necessity, be weak, sickly, lack endurance, and,
in fact, be everything undesirable in the dog line.

I recollect well the first importation of Llewellins. Luther
Adams brought over old Dora In whelp to Llewellin's Prince,
and L. H. Smith brought Dart in whelp to Leicester. The
Rod and Gun, published by the Parkers, was then our
sportman's paper. My brothers, then living in Cambridge,
Mass., had their share of native setters, than which we sup-
posed there could be nothing better in the world. "We stud-

ied up the pedigrees of the new-comers, and concluded that

they must be of no account. "Why," said I, "these dogs all

run back to two dogs, and from such breeding one cannot
expect dogs to be healthy or in any way desirable. Well, we
went over to Mr. Adams' and looked the bitch and her litter

of pups over, and still pronounced them "N. G.," "too large,"

"long, curved tails," "heavy heads," etc., etc. "Well, it woula
be a long story to tell of my conversion. I hunted over old

Dora, saw Drake in his prime, saw Gladstone, Lincoln, Count
Noble, and all the dogs from the first importation down to

the present day. Dora died in my brother's kennel. I have
bred a great many litters of Lleweilin pups and do not find

them harder to raise thBn otherpups, either setters, pointers, or

bull-dogs, if given equal freedom, while pregnant, to the dam,
and the pups are not over-fed and pampered. Neither does dis-

temper kill them more readily than other dogs. I have not lost

but one dog with distemper since the spring of '85, simply
because my dogs have had mild attacks of the disease. In the

spring of that year we had an epidemic of distemper, and it was
equallyasbad on the cur and other dogs as onmine. Iliad fif-

teen highly bred pointers and setters in my kennel—all Llewel-
lins except two pointers. I lost one of the pointers and two
Llewellins, and had one Lleweilin bitch left with a bad case

of chorea. Not a bad showing I think. I know one man
who lost twelve fox-hounds—all he had and they were not
inbred—and never knew collar and chain in their lives. Now,
Bir, I can look back over ten years, and can truthfully say

that not only has the Lleweilin setter not degenerated, but
we have made a steady and constant improvement, not on?y
physically, but also in all the other and higher attributes of

the dog, viz. : docility, bird sense, courage, etc. Of endur-
ance I know of a dozen or more I have trained within the

past two years that cannot be run to a stand-still, and few
breakers give their dogs hurder tests than Ido. You Baw Mr.
Hayward's Natalie (Gladstone—Donna J.), in the "Western

Trials? I will refer to her as she is the smallest setter I ever
trained, and also because you saw her work, and know she
has pace and range in an eminent degree. Mr. Hayward
took her home after the trials, and after using her wrote me
as follows: "She is the best dog I ever owned, is a splendid

finder, perfectly staunch and of endless bottom. I hunted
her for bix successive days, leaving home at daylight in my
buggy and putting her down at 8 a. m. She was hunted
steadily until dark each day with but a half-hour's rest

for luncheon. I got home each night at 8 P. M., fed her and
washed her feet to removu the mud, and that was all the

attention she had. She never lessened her pace or range,

and, save a slight stiffness Saturday morning which soon
wore off, I saw no signs of giving out. Natalie weighs jast

thirty pounds in field condition; her sister, Queen Bess, as

tough as Natalie, weighed five pounds mere, which is also

the weight of Major Taylor's Lit, who "did up" the famous
native Grousedale.
That there are good natives I don't deny, but when you

find them you find a strong infusion of Lleweilin blood.
Grousedale's dam was by Rock, imported by Luther Adams, ex
my brother's old Maud by Morgan's imported Cato, ex Belle

by Lindu's imported Don, ex Metcalfe Nell. The sire of

Daisy F., of recent field-trial fame, was bred by Joseph Dew,
and was by imported Lincoln, ex the Laverack bitch Daisy
Dean. It is good blood to cross on native stock, and the fur-

ther you get away from tlie native the better the dogs become.
I don't want anybody to think I am a "Lleweilin crank." I
am handling at piesent more pointers than setters and have
some pointers that will puzzle any dog to beat. I speak of

the Lleweilin setter as I find him, and it is my firm conviction,
not only that the dog has not degenerated, but is far ahead
of the earlier importations of the breed, not only as a field

dog, but also on the bench. They are being bred to a more
uniform standard, will average a larger per cent, of good dogs
to a litter, and I still look for greater improvement. If I
had time I would tell you what I consider the best "nick,"
and also what blood Iwould accept and what reject, and may
in a future letter, but am afraid at present of the general
cussing I would get from some breeders. You can put this in
the waste basket, if you choose. It was all written without
previous forethought. Yours truly, N. B. Nesbitt.

Chesterville, Mis6.
[Mr. Nesbitt is in error about the breeding of the sire of

Daisy F. Gleam, the sire of Daisy F., is by Lincoln—Blaze,
Bhe by Sam—CountesB Bear.— Ed.]

Pacific Coast Field Trial Club.

A meeting of the Executive Committee was held on August 21,
in this city. Present, President J. G. Edwards, Judge C.
N. Post, Messrs. J. M. Bassford Jr., Wm. Schreiber and Sam'l
Allen. The question as to when the trial should be held was
first discussed. Mr, Schreiber thought December was a bad
month for the reason that it was a particularly busy one.
Judge Post coincided with Mr. Schreiber, but thought the
determination about the date should be preceded by the
selection of the place, for the reason that the date wonld in a
measure be governed by the locality chosen. As to locality

Mr. Schreiber th^nght the ground chosen for the trials

should be about like that on which the dogs are broken and
on which they have to do most of their ordinary work.
He thought that if they were taken to an entirely new
locality the dogs could not show to advantage. Mr. Edwards
said that he thought the dogs did better work last year than
ever before, and they were then taken to perfectly level
ground at Hanford, although it was true that tar weed
inferred somewhat with scenting. Mr. Schreiber thought
the work of dogs on hilly ground should differ materially
from that suited to level plains. He thought qnartering,
which might be suitable for the level, would not be suitable
for hills. Judge Post preferred the level plains for trials,

because everything could be seen.

Mr. Bassford said Mr. Hill, of Sonoma County, offered the
use of his ranch to the club and would preserve the birds.
The ground there was said to be good, by Mr. Allen, who
had been over it. Mr. Schreiber preferred to choose a place
where spectators could attend without inconvenience, for the
reason that it would increase the interest and prompt new
men to procure good dogs ancTrun them. The general senti-

ment was that such ground as that used in '85, in Marin
County, was most unsuitable. Mr. Thos. Bennet, who was
present as a member of the club, said that in the Hanford
country the cover was thick and full of small seeds which
got into the "scent valves" of the dogs and prevented their
during the heat of the day from showing their qualities.

Mr. Edwards said that Mr. S. C. Lillis, near Kingsburgh,
had invited the club to use his ranch, and offered to enter-

tain the club and its visitors. Mr. Lillis' facilities for enter-
tainment were practically unlimited, and he meant what he
said when he asked the club to visit him. Last year, part of
the club stayed in Hanford and part with Mr. Lillis, and the
fact delayed operations in the mornings. Those who stopped
in Hanford had an hour's drive to the grounds and the trials

did not begin until about ten o'clock. On motion of Judge
Post, seconded by Mr. Schreiber, it was ordered that the
trials be held on the third Monday in January, upon the
ranch of Mr. Lillis, near Kingsburgh, and that the club accept
Mr. Lillis' invitation to stay at his place.

After desultory talk about judges the Committee adjourned,
to meet in September.

Manitoba Trial Entries.

The entries to the second trials of the Manitoba Field Tria
Club cive promise both in number and in quality of a good
meeting. Eighteen setters and three pointers" have been
entered.

DERBY.

Mr. H. N. "William's Gordon setter dog* Kildonan, by Turk

—

Gyp II.

Mr. Thos. Johnson's liver and white ticked pointer dog Birtle,

by Croxteth—Bellah.
Mr. Thos. Johnson's blue beltonsetter dog Morris, by Cable

—

Bredna.
Mr. TTubert Gait's English setter dog Great Expectations, by

Dashing Bondhu—Countess Bear.
Mr. Chas. A. Boxer's English setter dog Duck, by Dime

—

Flash.
Manitoba Kennel's black, white and tan ticked English setter

dog Morden, by Mark J—Bredna.
Manitoba Kennel's black, white and tan English setter bitch

Regina, by Mark J—Bredna.
Mr. Thomas Moore's lemon and white English setter bitch

Gretna, by Mark J—Bredna.

all-age stake.

Mr. George Tempest's liver and white pointer dog.Saskatche-
wan, by Bang Bang—Phoebe.

Mr. Hubert Gath's orange and white English setter dog Swift,
by Dan—Qu'Appelle Belle.

Mr. D. Smith's orange and white English setter bitch Fannie
M, by Count Noble—Prairie Belle.

Major Bedson's black and tan setter dog Shot, by Dan—Lilly.

Mr. Thos. Johnson's white and orange English setter dog
Dash B, by Dave Bryson—Lucy.

Mr. Thos. Johnson's blue belton English setter bitch Cambria,
by Cambridge—Pet Laverack.

Manitoba Kennel's lemon and white ticked English setter

bitch Manitoba Belle, by Pride of Dondee—Jeanette.
Manitoba Kennel's lemon and white English setter bitch

Winnipeg Belle, by Rocketer—Manitoba Belle.

Mr. Thos. Moore's liver and white pointer dog Bert, by .

Mr. C. W. Armstrong'6 white and black ticked English setter

bitch Flirt A, by Dan—Qu'Appelle Belle.

Mr. C. A. Boter's black, white and tan ticked English sett

bitch Qu'Appelle Belle, by Mark J—Betsy.
Mr. S. W. Trott's white and orange English setter dog Pa

by Ginger—Duchess Dolly.

Dr. "W. M. Evan's black, white and ta.n English setter

Pedro E, by Cambridge—Belle.
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On Feeding*. fconditiohB of growth; in what way they should be treated

and mixed, so as to supply his stock with a ration of a kind
[By Thos. Bowhiii, v. s.] an(j concentration which will involve the least waste, and

In introducing such a subject as this, it is necessary that prodnee the best results. He must know something of the

the feeder should have some idea of the relation of plant and physiology of the animals under his control, and what are

animal life. On examining the simplest forms of life it iB a the external as well as the internal conditions most favorable

puzzle to say whether they belong to the vegetable or animal to their health and progress. In order that the health of the

kingdom. These small objects may consist M a single cell animal body may be dulj maintained, it is necessary that the

carrying on all the functions of life. It is only when cell is various kinds of food should be sufficient in quantity and

added to cell, and when the various cells and tissues formed nndeterioraten in quality. It is necessary that food should

from them have different functions to perform, that the char- contain at least three constituents, each of which plays an

acteristics which distinguish animal from vegetable life can important part in the nourishment of the various organs and

be clearly seen. It is impossible to lay down precise roles tissues of the body-

for distinguishing animals from plants. Said rules may be

applicable to the higher members of the two great kingdoms*

but fail when applied to the lower and more simple forms.

All vegetables with green leaves, when supplied with air,

moisture and sunlight, are able to extract from the earth and

from the air oertain inorganic substances from which they

build up the highly elaborate chemical materials of which

they are composed. Vegetable matter is thus formed irom

mineral or inorganic matter. The food of plants is in the

air and in the earth, but with animals the ce.Be is quite differ-

ent; they cannot construct their bodies out of such raw mate-

rials. Their food must be organized and elaborated for

them; it must have had lire, and have been derived from

plants.

Bat there are animals that never eat any vegetable matter,

but prey upon the bodies of otL er animals; but on farther in-

vestigation we find that the animals they prey upon have

been nourished by vegetable matter of some kind, so that all

animals either proximately or ultimately have ben formed
from material grown in the bodies of plants,

A great constructive process is going on in the growth of

"plants, and the heat of tne sun supplies the energy to make
the structure; that energy is stored up in the plant in the I

form of highly complex vegetable substances such as

albumen, oil, sugar, and other matters closely related to

these.

When those substances gain the animal body they undergo

a long series of changes. The ultimate result is that they

are broken down into very simple compounds, and for the

most part into the same form which they had before they

were transformed by the energy of the suu into the tissues of

I. Substances containing nitrogen which nourish muscu-
lar tissue and other albUrae'noid tissues.

il-. Hydrocarbon's, which include sugar, starches and fats,

these substances supply materials which undergo combustion

in, the body and assist in maintaining animal heat.

lit. Saline materials in order that t Lie solid structures of

the body be built up and maintained in health. Although
chemical analyses have enabled us to know the quantities of

of nitrogeD, carboD, etc., contained in food, ft does, hot follow

that food which possesses these constituehts in thl greatest

abundance will produce the most beneficial results. Good
digestion, readiness of assinrilationi absence of unduly heat-

iog properties, and many other qnalties are needed in order

to make a Rubtance possessing the n'eccessary ingredients

available as food.
kFFECTS OF OVER-FEEDING.

*Too much hydrocarbonons food favors the development of

fatness; for example, pet dogs and cats fed upon cream,

sugar and tidbits of various kinds. Those animals die

before half their days are over from fatty degeneration of the

heart, liver and other orgauB. Old carriage and other favor-

ite horses die from the same cause.
Accumulations of flesh-forming and nitrogenous elements

in the blood, and their non-elimination, cause the develop-

ment of many blood diseases*

It is essential to health that food should be sufficient but
not overabundant in quantity, and its quality so r-gulated

as to supply all the wants of the economy. It is, however, a

well-known fact that the lower animate will live for & very

long time on very oommon fare, provided It is sufficient in

quantity, and they are not exposed to extreme cold. But to
the plants. During the process of breaking down while in

| h health, energy and condition, both food and water mnBt
the animal organism, they give up the energy which they

had stored up in them, and thus supply the animal with heat

and strbngth, and all that we call energy of body and mind,

whatever form it may assume.
In the growth of plants there is always a certain amount of

tear and wear going on, but exceedingly small compared
with the process of construction and storing up of energy.

In the growth of animals there is a certain amount of con-

struction going on, but exceedinely small compared with the

constant tear and wear of tissue and expenditure of energy.

There is a large amount of energy expended in the animal

body in maintaining the necessary functions of life, and goes

on continually and involuntarily at every moment of life.

A wonderful complicated series of operations is always

going on in the animal body; whether sleepiug or waking,

its manifold organs are continually working iu harmony
together, and every one requires constantly to undergo repair

in order to maintain its efficiency, and therefore a certain

amount of daily nourishment is necessary. The animal body
j

in this climate is considerably above the temperature of the

surrounding air, and the maintainance of that temperature

necessitates the expenditure of some of the energy derived

from their food. Again, the bodies of animals are con-

structed for tho purpose of voluntary motion and outward
exhibition of energy, and a certain amount of that is necessary

to the health of the individual; but ail such motion involves

the tear and wear of tissne which most be-compensated by
the energy derived from the breaking down of the complex
substances contained in their food, if the animal's strength is

to be maintained; and it must be evident that the quantity

and quality of the food must bear a proper relation to the

amount of external and internal work which the animal per-

forms.
Another well marked and characteristic difference between

plants and animals is found in their chemical composition.

Compare the composition of a full-grown animal with that

most characteristic of all plant food, namely, rye-grass; the

result is as follows:
Animal. Eye-grass.

"Water 75 70
Albumen 16 3

Fat 4 1

Carbohydrates, etc trace 24
Mineral Salts 5 2

be of good quality.

Preparation of Doers for Shows-

100 100

Comparison of this table will illustrate the fact that, in

animals albumen predominates, while of carbohydrates there

is only a trace; while iu rye-grass nearly foar-bfths of the

dry matter of the plant consists of carbohydrates, such as

sugar, starch and gum, and including woody libre. There is

not much difference between the albumen of plants and ani-

mals, and therefore we are prepared to learn that the vege-

table albumen and fat are digested by the animal and stored

up in its body as animal albumen and fat.

The carbohydrates are also, in a great measure, digested by
the animal, but as only a mere trace of them is found in the

animal economy, they must have been converted into some-
thing else. Careful experiments have shown that the carbo-

hydrates digested by animals rapidly break down, and in

their decomposition supply the energy which maintains the

high temperature of the animal body and they have other

functions to rerform in supplying aud preserving tissue and
assisting in repairing the waste which is the inevitable con-

comitant of animal life.

Should an animal consume less fond than is necessary to

repair the waste that is going on, the animal becomes weaker
and lighter; if more food is consumed than is required to

repair the waste, it is not lost, at least not all, but is in greater

or less degree, according to circumstances, stored np in the

animal body in the form of flesh or fat or some other tissue,

whereby the animal gains in weight or improves in what is

called "condition."

The bodies of animals are plastic, that is, they are capable

of being developed in one direction or in another, within cer-

Oue of the most satisfactory articles we remember to have

read upon the preparation of dogs for benching was contrib-

uted by Mr. John Brown to the Calcutta Asian. It covers

pretty much the whole ground, and does so in such clear fash-

ion as to make it well worth preservation and study by all

readers in "the fancy," Mr. Brown says:

A dog in show condition should be in perfect health, aud,

while not gross, Bhould be fairly fat; the ribs should not be
discernible to the eye so as to count them, but they chould

be plain to the touch in passing the fingers over them. The
eye Bhould be bright, the nose oold and moist, and the coat

carrying the bloom of health. Lastly, the dog should be
lively and bold, looking his best when shown on the chain,

and not appearing timid or shy or afraid of his master.

I will take the subject of feeding first, as naturally this

ia one of the most important points in attaining the desired

cond tion. A dog in a poor and ragged state, and one
plump and sleek with a bright, glossy coat, look two very
different creatures; an inferior dog in show condition will

beat a much better one if the latter happens to be low in flesh

and staring and ragged in coat at the time. If, therefore, a

dog be out of form don't Bhow him; do your best to bring him
up to concert pitch on the show day, but if you fail leave him
at home, especially if he be a really good one and you have
any cause to be jealous of his reputation. Puppies and
young dogs not rilled out, always contrast badly with full-

grown ones in the prime of life, so it is not advisable to show
the former with the latter, unless you have any special rea-

sons for doing bo.

For feeding, no exact rules can be laid down, as the
"good doers," or those that eat heartily and greedily of any-
thing put before them, have always to be treated differently

to the dainty and delicate feeders whose appetites often
require coaxing. With the former the difficulty may be to

prevent them eating too much; with the latter, to induce
them to eat enough. Every dog must be studied in its char-

acteristics and treated accordingly.

Spratts', and other dog biscuits, so largely given in England,
foim an admirable food. However, there is no reason why,
with good oat or whealmeal, we should not do as well with
our dogs. Oatmeal is perhaps the best of all foods, and alone
or mixed with Indian meal is most commonly nsed in En-
gland.

Wheatmeal is, however, little, if at all, inferior to oatmeal,
but in either case the mea) Bhould be wkote, that is, the
whole grain should be ground to flour withont discarding the

outer part, which is usually rejected for bread-making pur-
poses. A grain of wheat contains in itself all the necessary
materials for a perfect diet in correct proportions; it has car-

bon for supplying heat, nitrogen for the muscle, earthy
matter for the bone and fibre, which tends to keep the bowels
in good order. In rejecting the outer part of the grain, we
reject the fibre and the greater part of the muscle and bone-
making material. Whole meal is by itself sufficient to sus-

tain life in perfect health, while the tine white flour used in

making white bread and biscuits is by no means so. It more-
over induces obstinate constipation, and should be studiously
avoided.

This whole meal would then form the foundation of the
kennel food; it may be baked in the form of bread, or chapa-
ties, or boiled as puddings before mixing with the more
appetizing ingredients. The latter may be as much soup or
milk as will tempt the dog to attack his food and eat it with
a relish; or both may be given, milk with the morning meal
and soup with the evening. Although many dogs thrive as
well, or better, on one meal a day, it will, as a rule, be advis-
able to feed twice a day to obtain the proper show coudition.

I always do so myself. The evening meal should be the
more substantial one, given at, say, five or six o'clock in the

ain limits, according to the nature as well as the amount of I cold weather, and seven or eigUi in the hoi; the morning
food they consume.
A feeder should know the kinds of food best suited for

his purpose according to the kind of stock he is feeding

and the state of their progress, whereby he may attain the

end he has in view by the shortest and cheapest route. This
is a subject which opens up a large field of study aud inquiry.

What is it that a feeder must know in order to be able to say

that he understands the rudiments of his industry? He
most know what is the nature of the important ingredients

in fodder—to what extent they are present in different kinds

pf fo *der—not only as regards their species, bat also their

meal or breakfast, may be lighter, not more than half the

amount of the evening one. The quantity of food by weieht
per diem should be about one-twelfth to one-twenty-fourth
the weight of the dog; the former for young, fast-growing
dogs, and the latter for full-grown ones in hot weather.
These weights are given roughly as a gnide; a very little

experience will inform the owner of the amount his dogs
thrive best on.
In giving soup it Bhould be just sufficiently Btrong to

impart that flavor to the food to make the dog enjoy it, and
in quantity sufficient to soak into the chapaties or puddings,

withont leaving at any rate much over. It is always advis-

able to give vegetables with the soup to avoid heating the

blood too much, well-boiled potatoes, cabbage leaves, turnips,

almost anything iu the way of green food may be given with

advantage", mashed up with the soup and mixed with the

chapaties, so that the dog must necessarily eat the whole

together.

In "iviog milk give skim rjilk by preference, but asstirfl

yourself that it is unboiled. It is the custom in India td

boil the nillk to make the ci'eam rise and to prevent it becom-

ing sour; bat, at any rate in cool weather, there is no reason

why unboiled milk should not be allowed to stand for cream;

you may not get quite so much butter this way for your uwn
consumption, bat you can make separate arrangements for

that. Dr. Stables says: "Butter milk is invaluable; butter

milk cools the blood; butter milk cleauses the skin; butter

milk makes the coat Bhine like a boatman beetle. There ia

nothing like butter milk. I swear by it." This is enthusiastic

language, but we require for dogs a nourishing food which

shall not be at the same time too heating: and milk; deprived

of itB fatty cbpstltuehts, or in other words butter milk, is a
1

very near approach to what we need. If yoq have net madfl

your arrangements for Bkirn milk, mix water with the cow,§

milk; it is certainly too rich if given pure and unadulterated;

goats' milk is less objectionable on this point.

Indian meal is more fattening than wheat or oatmeal, and

may be given occasionally as a change, alone or mixed with

the oat or wheatmealj being rich in fat-formiDg properties, it

is valuable when it is desired to get a lean dog into lusty

condition. Kice is not good as a general food, but I fre-

quently give it as a change, boiled and mixed with soup and

vegetables in the form of "pish pash." A dog enjoys a change

of food, especially in the hot weather when the appetite is

capricious, and to give absolutely the same food from one end

of the year to the other is little else short of cruelty.

With hearty feeders the plate of food should be taken away
as soon as the dog has finished eating for the time being, but

many delicate and nervous dogs will not eat enough this way
(

and in such cases I certainly recommend the plate being left

by them; they will often; eating a little at intervals; finish

the whole during the night.

I do not believe in feeding dogs on the earth as advocated

by Idstone; wholesome food and good water supply the neces-

sary earthy constituents to the blood without its being
1

necessary to have recourse to earth, pure and simple. Idstone

also states that "plates of meat, thin bread and butter and
cake are cruelties;" so they are in a general way, bat at the

same time I once rapidly brought a thin fox-terrier into show
condition by feeding her twice a day on slices of brown bread

and butter when other means of feeding had failed. I should

not, however, think of giving grease in any form to a dog

who could be maintained in good condition without it. I

merelv quote the above instance to show that, in an excep-

tional way the usual rules may be departed from, and often

with satisfactory results.

An occasional bone, or even one daily, will do no harm;

bat poultry bones, which are exceedingly hard and indigesti-

ble, and at the same time so small that they are easily broken

up and swallowed by the dog, Bhould be avoided. The bons

should be a fair-sized one, such as a shank of mutton bone,

which a dog can gnaw and nibble at but not swallow. Pup-

pies in their fifth month, when the second teeth are comiug

through, have & constant desire to bite and gnaw something,

and such t should certainly keep supplied with bones. Doga

that are allowed meat, and are at the same time liable to

constipation, boiled liver is the best form of flesh to give) it

is Blightly aperient, and keeps the bowels working.

For bringing e lean, Unthrifty-looking dog into show con-

dition, cod liver oil surpasses everything. It acts as an alter-

ative, keeps the bowelB in order, has a good effect apon the

coat, ard lays on the fat in a wonderful manner. I hate

often achieved surprising results with it in a very short time;

For bitches much pulled down after nursing, and puppies

which are not thriving as they should do, it is especially benj

eficial. The dose would be about a teaspooufal twice a day;

after meals, for young puppies, to a tablespoonful for grown

dogs of about twenty pounds weight, up to two tablespoonfolS

for large dogs. Most dogs will lap it up greedily, eo that

there is no "difficulty in Administering it; but if they don't

take to it at first, feed by dipping small pieces of meat into

it. "they soon become accustomed to the taste of the oil,

and eventually acquire a strong liking for it.

A lean dog, with nothing else the matter with it, can be

brought into condition in a very short time, but do not be in

too great a hurry. If you find the food you had been giving

too heating, and the dog dull and listless in oonsequeuce,

lower the diet and give the milk of sulphur and magnesia

mixture every other day for a time. Should this not have

the desired effect, and the animal still appear dull and heavy,

with a dry, cracked nose, it is probable the liver is out of

sorts, and a podophyllin pill might be administered. Dogs,

however, that have free access to gruss at all tiules rarely

require any drugs for slight ailments; they will doctor them-

selves*

A small dose of sulphate of quinine, a grain or two accord-

ing to the size of the dog, and given once ur twice a day, will

often be found beneficial, especially during the hot and rainy

months, when the appetite is often wanting. Many people

have an idea that quiuine is bad for dogs; do not credit this

statement; it is just as valuable in the case of doga as in that

of human beings.

Bathing and grooming are important points. A cold

douche in the morning, and a rapid hand-robbing afterwards,

suits some dogs admirably well, and they show that they

enjoy it by their frisky actions afterwards. If, however, a

dog shivers and looks unhappy after the shower bath, oertaiuly

discontinue it; many dogs, especially those who have been
some time in the country, and whose livers are weak, cannot
st ind the cold douche. All dogs, however, for the sake of

cleanliness should be regularly washed in warm water; shey
should be thoroughly dried after the bath, and if the weather
be cold, give a run afterwards to prevent their catching a

chill.

The cheap and strongly alkaline soaps should be avoided;
they make the coat harsh and dry and devoid of gloss. For
the last washing before a show, or whenever it is wished to

make a dog's coat look particularly nice—especially in the
case of long-haired do£s—yolks of eggs may be used with
advantage in the place of soap. The resnlt will be far better

than if soap were used; the hair will be better and appear
far more glossy and silky. The number of eggs required
depends of course, on the size of the dog; two would be
Buffioient for a small one. If the coat appears at all harsh
and stariDg at the last wash before a show—and this often
happens when too coarse a soap has been used—a little, a
very little, sweet oil may be used to give the necessary gloss;

just a drop of the oil on the palm of each hand 1b sufficient,

the hands being afterwards rubbed over the coat in the
direction the hair grows.
The ordinary hound-glove is as good as anything forgroom-

ing the coat of a short haired dog, such as a smooth terrier

or greyhound; but long-haired dogs, such as the Maltese
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setter, etc., must be carefully combed and brushed if the
appearance of the dog be a matter of consequence.
Dogs intended for show should not be allowed to lie about

habitually on the hard ground ; it takes the hair off the elbowB
and hocks, and spoils the appearaDce. A bed after the
pattern of the ordinary native charpoy, made to any size you
like, is inexpensive and as good as anything. A dog likes to
be raised from the ground, and the bed is sufficiently soft aDd
springy not to have any injurious effect on the coat. The
bed should be thoroughly disinfected at intervals to keep
vermin at a distance; washiDg with Pnenyle aud water and
afterwards putting out in the hot sun will be found effective.

The difference in the appearance of a long-haired dog neyer
allowed to lie on the ground, regularly washed, combed and
groomed, and one who does not eDjoy these benefits, is very
marked. Many dogs dislike being washed and groomed
extremely, but the reason is often the unnecessarily rough
treatment they undergo in the hands of the sweeper or dog-
boy. He will let the soap get into tbeir eyes, tug out hand-
fuls of hair in combing them, and having to wash four or five

dogs, instep of taking and finishing one dog at a time, he
will wash t^ch in turn, and the poor things will be left wet
and shivering in the open for twenty minutes until the man
is ready to commence the drying process. A pet dog that I

frequently washed myself used to come to me for the pur-
pose with joy, and seemed to like the operation, but she
always objected strongly to being bathed by the kutta-walla.
In such cases it will be necessary to speak tenderly to your
dog-boy, and. if an improvement does not take place, it will

be Detter to dismiss him.
A bald place will sometimes appear on a dog, often for

instance on the tip of a fox-terrier's tail; this is a decided
blemish from a show point of view. I believe it occurs gener-
ally from a heated state of the blood. See that the dog does
not sleep too warm, or inan unventilated room, and give him
a little sulphur and nitre, or the milk of sulphar and mag-
nesia before alluded to. It also sometimes occurs from weak-
ness when the dog is recovering from some debilitating dis-

ease; in this case some tonic medicine is indicated; the hair
will soon grow again as the health of the dog improves. The
following ointment is lecommended by Dr. Stables for mak-
ing the hair grow; he calls it the "Dogs' Macassar":

—

"Unguent Stimulant 1 ounce
Butyr. Cacao, Theobrom 5 drachms.
Olei Amygdal 3 drachms
Adipis Odurati .4 ounces

M.
"After washing the bald part, and well brushing it, rub a

portion of this ointment well in."

Exercise is another very important point. A dog who is

always, or nearly always, chained up suffers in health and
becomes cross and morose. At the same time 1 do not advise
a dog being always at liberty; a certain amount of chaining
3ip does him all the good in (he world, and he enjoys his
scamper all the more after it. The amount of exercise must,
of course, depend upon the dog's condition. A dog liable to

become grossly fat will require a great deal of it; in fact he
can hardly have too much; while, on the other hand, an
excitable, lean dog has often to be much restricted in exer-
cise for some days before a show to prevent too much loss of

flesh. This is a matter for the owner's discretion; we desire
a dog to look his best, to have plenty of solid flesh and
muscle; we do not wish the hip and rib bones to show, nor
do we desire an unwieldy state of system. A very broad, fat

saddle, however much we may like it in a piece of grain fed
mutton, is not desirable in the show dog. Much exercise
under a hot sun is not advisable, and, unless you are able to

exercise your dog during the cool of the morning and even-
ing, it will be better to exercise him in the house, in an
empty room, ru lining after a ball for instance.

As a dog is shown on the chain it is desirable that he
should look bis best on it. Many dogs do not do this; they
may perhaps have been accustomed to be put on the chain
for punishment, for being led away to be washed, or to be
tied up in the sweeper's house, and consequently they do not
look happy on the chain. Regularly putting a dog on the
chain when about to please him in some way, will have a
contiary effect. I trained a fox-terrier to be a grand shower
-on the chain by accustoming him to be pnt on it whenever
there was a rat for him to kill; he consequently quite enjoyed
ithe chain being brought, and Bhowed himself to full advan-
tage.

This may appear to be a very minor point, but the smallest
details, provided that nothing dishonorable or illegitimate

is done, should be studied; they often tell when the competi-
tion is keen and two dogs very nearly equal. Anything and
everything by which you can make your dog appear to his

ibest advantage to look in perfect health and condition, and
hold and happy, is legitimate treatment; by illegitimate I
mean such tricks as artificially coloring a dog badly marked,
shaving hair off where it should not be, sticking it on where
it should, and all the innumerable dodges of the "faking"
fancier.

Santa Rosa B'air. The Golden Gate Fair.

"J. N." advertises this week Borne Bpaniel puppies by Brian
Born—Nellie. They are very handsome and hearty and
Bhould make the best of retrieving dogs. They are several

months old and of excellent breeding, their sire Brian
Boru being a dog of most fashionable pedigree.

Mr. E. Leavesley will have on exhibition at Central Park,

on Aug. 31st and following days, a draft of EugliBh setters

and some spaniels, both water spaniel and cocker. The dogs

will be offered at private sale.

William Byrd Page, of the Manhattan Athletic Club, has

at last achieved the height of his ambition. At the annual

games of the Stourbridge (England) Athletic Club, Aug. 15th,

in the running high jump he made a record of 6 feet 3^ inches,

clearing the bar easily in his tirst trial at that height. The
previous highest amatear record in the world was 6 feet 2%
inches made by P. Davin, at Carrick-on-Saur, Ireland, July

5, 1880, and the best English amateur record was 6 feet 2£

inches, by M. J. Brooks, of Oxford University, at Lillie

Bridge Grounds, London, April 7, 1876. Davin is a man of

more than average height, while BrookB was a Titan of 6 feet

2 inches, and both were of mature age and growth. Page is a

lad of 140 lbs. weight, 21 J years of age, and 5 feet 6J inches

in height. That so small and young a lad should achieve a

world's record in a game requiring such combined strength

and skill is little short of marvelous.

Death of Ada C
This well-known mare died last week at the ranch of Col.

McNasser, near Sacramento. She was by Revenue, dam
Sally Morgan, foaled in 1863, and was bred by Hon. T. B.

Poindexter, Louisiana, and purchased by Theodore Winters

many years ago. Ada C. waB the dam of Ballot Box, Connor
and other great race hoTses, the two former making her

famous. She had a suckling foal by Joe Hooker, and was
bred to the same horse when she died.

This interesting Fair, the third of the Circuit, opened on
Monday, and the tirst day's racing came off on Tuesday, 23d
of August. There was an excellent attendance for an open-
ing day, and the sport was satisfactory. The weather was
warm and the track in tine order for fast lime. The report
of the first day's racing is as follows. The result shows that
Carmen has added another victory to the credit of Laurel-
wood stable:

First Race—The entries for the five-eighths dash for two-
year-olds were: Carmen, Eosedale, Alma E. (formerly Trick-
sy), Serpolette and Ito. Pools sold: Carmen $40, held §20.
After five breakaways, Ito running nearly a quarter of a
mile each time, the flag fell. Ito was first away and passed
the half-mile pole three lengths in the lead, the rest bunched.
Around the lower turn Ito still led by three lengths, Rose-
dale second two lengths before Carmen and Alma E., who
were running neck and neck, Serpolette bringing up the rear.

Swinging into the stretch Carmen closed on the leaders,
and at the seven-eighths pole came away and won in a canter
by two lengths, Rosedale second, two lengths ahead of Alma
E., Serpolette fourth, Ito fifth. Time, 1:03. Mutuals paid,
SS.05.
Santa Rosa, Aug. 23,—Running, for two-year olds. Maidens allowed

five pounds. S>5 entrance, ¥10 forfe*t, S1U0 added, S^5 to second.
Five-eighths mile.
Laurelwood Stable's cf Carmen, Naviaa 1
J. B.Chase's c f Rosedale Murphy 2
C. H. Eldred's b f Alma E (for. Tricksy) Stewart b
Owen Bros.* c fSerpolette Taylor
P. Carroll's b c Ito Hazlitt

Time, 1 :03.

The second race was a purse of $200 for two-year-olds,
substituted for two-year-old District trot. The entries were
Alfred G., Anti-Coolie, Clara Z„ Pilgrim, Harry Starr and
Alto. The last three were drawn. Pools sold: Alfred G.
$45, Clara Z. S40, Anti-Coolie S3. Alfred G. drew the pole,
Clara Z. second position and Coolie outside. In scoring
Clara and Coolie acted a little rank. When the word was
given Alfred at once took the lead and led to the one-quarter
by three lengths, Clara second, and Coolie, who broke badly,
ten lengths back. At the one-half Alfred still led Clara by
three lengths. Coolie, who trotted very fast down the back
stretch, was within three lengths of Clara on the turn, and
into the stretch the positions remained the same, Down the
stretch it looked as if Clara would win as Alfred seemed
tired, but Dustin landed him winner by one length, Clara
second three lengths before Coolie. Time, 2:47£. Mutuals
on heat paid ©7.20. Second heat—pools: Alfred $40, Field
$60.
As soon as the word was given, like in the last heat, Alfred

ruBhed off with the lead, and at the one-fourth was five

lengths ahead of Clara who was the same distance in the
lead of Coolie. From there to the stretch, the positions re-
mained the same; in the stretch Clara closed some of the gap,
but was unable to overtake the leader, and Alfred G. won by
three lengths, Clara Z. second, Anti-Coolie third. Time,
2:42£. Mutuals paid, $13.70.
Purse 3200. For trotting, two-year-olds. Mile heats, 2 in 3.

Alfred G. bc-E, G., Guerne 1 1
Clara Z.,gf-A.J. Zane 2 2
Anti-Coolie, br c—I. De Turk 3 3

Time,2:47i,2:42£.

Third Race—2:27 class. Entries: Lilly Stanley, Palatine,
Luella, Mt. Vernon and Maid of Oaks. The Maid did not
start. Pools sold: Stanley $40, Luella $12, field $7. Luella
drew the pole, Stanley second position, Palatine third, and
"Vernon outside. As usual Luella did her usual amount of

running and backing in scoring, and was finally sent off on
a break. Near the turn Palatine broke and swerved, collid-

ing with Mt. Vernon. Lindsey, the driver of Palatine, was
thrown out and the mare ran a mile and a half before being
caught. The rest trotted behind her, Luella beating Mt.
Vernon *by two lengths for the heat, Stanley third. Time.
2:25. It was a very unsatisfactory heat to mutual buyers, as
Stanley was favorite for the heat. There were four tickets

sold on Luella and each paid $43.90.

Second Heat—Stanley $20, field $10. Vernon was first

around the turn, and at the quarter led Palatine by half a
length, she two lengths ahead of Stanley, Luella, who broke
on the turn, running at Stanley's wheel. At the halfVernon had
increased his lead and led Palatine by three lengths, Stanley
third, Luella's position unchanged. On lower turn Stanley
trotted into second place, and Vernon only led her by a length
at the three-quarter. In the stretch Luella out-troited Stauley,

but could not catch Vernon, who won by one length, Stanley
third, Palatine fourth. Time, 2:25. Mutuals paid $10.15.
Third Heat—Vernon $40, Luella $20, Palatine $4, Stan-

ley drawn on account of lameness. Goldsmith, at Dustin's
request, got behind Mt. Vernon. Luella had the best of the
send -off, but on the turn broke, and Vernon took the lead

and was first to the quarter by two lengths, Palatine second.
At the half the positions were the same; on the lower turn
Luella passed Palatine, who had fallen back and was within
two lengths of Vernon at the three-quarter pole. Vernon
trotted very steadily, and won easily by three lengths, Luella
second, Palatina third. Time, 2:24. Mutuals paid $8.60.

Fourth Heat—Vernon $20, field $5. Vernon and Palatina
trotted head and head to the quarter, but down the back
stretch the clip was too fast for Palatine, and Vernon led her
at the half by three lengths, Luella three lengths behind her.

On the upper turn Lueila passed Palatine, and was near Ver-
non at the three-quarter, but Vernon was too good and won
in a jog, Luella Becond, Palatine tbird. Time, 2:25.

Purse S460. 2:27 Class
J. A. McOloud's b sM'. Vernon 2 111
H. Hitchcock's b m Luella 12 2 2

L. B. Lindseys spt m Palatine 4 4 M 3

J. A. Goldsmith's br m Lilly Stanley 3 3 dr
Time, 2:26, 2:26, 2:24,2:25.

A remarkable quartette of trotting horses, drawing a high
seated phaeton, drove out the main gateway of Thorndale
Stud one morning recently, and took their way at a dignified

pace through the beautiful Dutchess Valley. The leaders

were the famona stallions Thorndale, 2:22£, and Nil Desper-
andum, 2:24, and the wheelers DaiBydale, 2:19|, and Edwin
Thome, 2:16£. In the carriage were seated three sons of the

master of Thorndale. The occasion was an affectionate trib-

ute from tbe father to his youngest son in honor of his
attaining his majority. Neither pair of horses were ever

hitched douole until the previous day.
Young Mr. Thome enjoyed a privilege seldom accorded

to man. The two lords of the Thorndale Stud in the lead,

and Thorndale's best son and daughter at the wheel. All

four wore the shoes in which they made their records. "Was
there ever a more affeotionate testimonial from a father, or a

more novel pleasure trip?

Mr. J. B. Haggin arrived from the East on Tuesday
He reoently purchased the buildings at Sheepahead Bay
which were used by the Walcott Stable. They are

reported to be the finest-equipped and most elaborately

fitted up boxes in the country.

In another column will be found the complete pro-

gramme of the Golden Gate Fair, which this year will

be held on the Bay District Tract, in this city, and open

on Monday, Sept. 5th, which will be devoted to trotting.

For the two events, the 2:40 and 2:25 classes, the entries

are liberal, eight for the first named and four in the

second. The latter includes Marin, Woodnut, Jane L.

and Joe Arthurton. On Tuesday the runnets will have
the track to themselves, starling with the Alameda
Stakes, for all ages, three-fourths of a mile. Ten horses

are entered. Natalie, Lizzie Dunbar, Edelweiss and Rath-
bone are the best-known performers in the lot.

The California Stakes, for three-year-olds, one mile and
a quarter, has thirteen nominations, inclnding Nioena,
Narcola, Notidle, Adeline, Rohson, Jim Duffy and other

fast ones, enough to make a dashing race over the dis-

tance.

The Juvenile Stakes for two-year-olds, three-quar-

ters of a mile, has Snowdrop, Carmen, Kildare,

Rosedale, Kyrle D., and some names new to the turf.

From the eleven entered a good field should come to the

post. For the mile heat's purse, Moonlight, Manzanita,

Patti, Mary D. and Elwood are the possible competitors.

Trotting will be the order of the day on "Wednesday,

the 2:27 class, and the three-year-olds Sable Wilkes,

Soudan and Ella are entered, and with them Maiden and

John C. Shelly. They are the pick of the State as three-

year-olds.

Thursday will also be a trotting day for the 2:23 class.

Eleven horses are entered, and the event should prove one

of the notable races of the mesting. The two-year-old

purse will be trotted for on the same day, with Memo,
Grandee, Governor, Grace Lee, Lowell and Moses S. to

try conclusions.

Friday has four running events. Selling Parse, one

mile and an eighth; Oakland Stakes, for all ages, one

mile and a half. John A., Moonlight, Adeline, Narcola,

Rathbone, Patti, Jack Brady and Lizzie Dunbar are the

field. The two-year-olds try conclusions at seven far-

longs, with the principal entries in the Juvenile Stakes

to fight the battle o'er again. For the All-Aged Purse,

three-quarters of a mile heats, there are nine entries.

Saturday, September 10th, will be the pacers' day, with

the free-for-all and named horses races. On Monday,

September 12th, the extra day, the great Stallion trot

and tbe Stanford Stakes will be contested. "With such a

programme the meeting must prove a thorough success

both from a racing view and from a financial standpoint.

Important Rale of Trotting- Stock-

Messrs. S. B. Whitehead & Co. announce in another

column an important sale of trotting stock to take plase

on Wednesday, Sept. 7th, at the Bay District Track during

the meeting of the Golden Gate Fair Association. The

stock consists of two fine young stallions and a brood-

mare from the ranch of Messrs. McDonald Bros, of San

Miguel, San Luis Obispo County. They should attract

attention of horsemen from their breeding, the lines

being Altoona, Almont and Belmont, A. T. Stewart

and Mambrino Patchen. The stock can now b* seen at

the Bay District Track, and are reported to be in fine

condition.

An Intelligent Horse-

At Higgina' Lake, Roscommon County, Mich., recently,

Mrs. Charles H. Pettit and her little daughter aged three
years, were boating, when the child fell into the water. The
mother in her anxiety and fright upset the boat, and as they
were alone the chances were they would both be drowned.
Such would have been the case had not their horse, an
intelligent French pony, which had been turned loose to

graze on the shore of the lake, come to the rescue. It swam
out to them, and when they had taken secure hold of its

mane, struggled back to shore, a tired but heroic pony. The
animal is inclined to be balky, and he never would pull any-
thing but a light load, but he is a prime favorite now.

LAWN TENNIS-
The scientific success of a game, says an English writer,

must not be hurriedly judged from the extent of its spread

amongst the general public. Marbles and tops, to say noth-

ing of hoops and tip-cat, are the most popular of games, and

are played by hundreds of thousands; but none of them can

claim to reach a very high point of skill, and do not, there-

fore, enter our pabulum of national games. It would be pre-

cisely the same with lawn tennis if it were simply a means to

the end of obtaining exercise, combined with the enjoyment
of society, but no mure. When one speaks of the growth
of "tbe game" one implies something beyond; and, how-
ever gratifying it may be to see the establishment of fresh
grounds upon which future Renshaws maybe developed, it is

more profitable to consider in what way the development of

the game has gone ahead. Upon this head we candidly wish
that we could say more. We should like to be able to point
to halt-a-dozen rising youngsters, who, in 1S38, wor
the various champions tremble for their position-
pleasant prospect is bo far from being realized,

player is found who may be relied upon to d

erau Lawford, sick and sorry as he is, in this yen.
This state of affairs is somewhat disheartening:

not altogether unnatural. Lawn tennis has not yet attained
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o the position so long held by cricket. For instance,

whereas at public schools professionals are engaged every

Beason to instruct youths to play with a straight bat and

introduce length and break into their bowling, lawn tennis

is left to take care of itself. As we see year by year, cricket-

ers of the highest class are turned out ready-made, as it

were, from public schools, to pass, with unfailing certainty,

through their university as one of the eleven, and emerge

thence as county players. Lawn tennis players receive

instruction from no one, and generally commence playiDg

a fairly correct game at a time when, as cricketers, their

style would be fully formed. Like its honored progenitor,

tennis, lawn tennis calls for a combination in one person

of numerous qualities, if a high degree of excellence is to

be attained. In the case of tennis, we shall find that, whilst

every age has had its good players, certain men have stood

out by reason of their supreme excellence, and will remain,

for all time, as models of pre-eminence. These few have had
combined in their persons all the qualities which go towards

making a man a grand player at any game, to the benefit of

that particular one which accident causes them to affect. If

lawn tenuis were to attract the cream of the athletic excel-

lence of the country, more opportunity would occur for the

development of latent talent for the game; but with the mul-

titude of choices presented to young mer it is but proper that

the newest attraction should suffer.

There are a great many who attribute much of the very

mediocre play displayed to the fact that the feminine element

enters largely into the game. This is not said so much in

connection with the large open prize meetings, as with the

ordinary club play, although there are not few who would
entirely sever the play of men and women, and compel each

sex to compete with its own members only. Certainly noth-

ing can be more detrimental to one's chance of becoming a

good glayer than a summer wasted (in a player's sense) in

evening games at "toss-ball," with, no doubt, charming, but

certainly inefficient members of the opposite sex; but not

all of us are ambitious. Oue thing is certain; good, players

cannot be forced, like cucumbers. They are the product of

time; and we can only hope that the annually increasing

number of public competitions will have the effect of aug-

menting the number of competitors for minor championship
and challenge cup honors, and bear the expected good fruit

in time to come.

TBAP.
Lincoln Gun Club.

The August meeting of the club, held on Saturday laBt, at

Alameda Point, was one of the best of the season in point of

attendance, but the shooting was by no means equal to that

usually done by the clnb which numbers in its membership
probably the best of the clay-pigeon shots of the city. The
day was warm and calm, and all the conditions favorable to

good work. Mr. C. H. Cate won the first-class medal, and

Mr. Bovee that for the second class.

At 15 clay pigeona, handicaps. For clnb medal. Five screened traps.

FIKBT CLASS.

21-1 111 i i i 1 1 1 1 1-12
18—1 1 C 10 1 1 1 1 •1— 8

Scbendel. .18—0 1 lii 1 1 1 1 1— 9

21—0 1 li 11 1 U 1 11 1 II 0— 4

.21—1 1 1 t II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0-12

.21—0 1 1 111 1 1 1 II 1 0— a

Campbell 21—1 11 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 11—10

18—0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0— !l

.lb— 1 1) ( 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1- 8

Ford 18-0 110 111 1 1 1 1 0- 9

Ties at three pairs.

31 10 1 —
8ECON

00—1

D CLASS.

Same conditio 118. No handicap.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 u n— 9

1 1

1 1 11

1

1

II

1 1

1

1

1

1 1

1

0- 4

Bovee ...0011 1-11
....1 I) 1 1 0- 7

....1 1 1

10
1

1 1 1

1
1 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

U

1 1

1

1 1

0— li

....0 11 0— 9
1-6

....0 10 1—10
1 1 1

10
1 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I 1
II

1

U 1

0—10
....1 1 1 1—17

0-10
....0 10 1 0— 8

Ties at 8 pairs
Bovee (winner).

ce. Divided by Messrs . CatAt 10 clay pigeona. S2.00 entrar 3 and
Holmes.

.10 11 I 1 1 1—7 Fanning .: l I
1 1 1 (i 1 0—

C

.1111 [0100 1-7 Ford 1 ) 1 1 1 3 o-a
Bcovern .

.

.110000100 1—4 Campbell . . 1 1

1

1 1 1 [ n-8
F. Cate... .10 u 1 1 1-4 Brown.. 1! 1 L 1 1 1-6

.101010011 1-6 "Carver' .1 u J 1 1 1 5

Lambert... .0 1 w
At 5 pairE clay pigeons. 15 yards rise. SI.00 entrance Divided by

MeBsra. Cate and Brown.

10 10 in 10 11—6 Lamber 00 00 10 10 w
Campbell.

.

Cate
01 01 11—6 111 on 1 II 11—7

m 11 111 11 10-7 Potter . 10 no m In 10-3
"Carver".. ..ii 11 10 00 10-6 Ford .. 10 no 01 ill lo-l

,10 in 11 10 01—6 Karnev )l 0.1 li 0J in—

2

..10 n It 01 00-6 Wenzel 11 10 ii 11 in—

7

10 10 10 in 11-6 White . 10 10 li 111 un-2
.10 10 10 00 10-4

Mount Eden

The quiet of Mount Eden was disturbed on last Sunday
by the noise of guns and the jollity of a merry company of

sportsmen, the occasion being an impromptu trap contest.

The birds were freshly-caught, country flyers, and many of

them eluded even the old hands at whoso instance they w»-re

pulled. The shooting continued until train time, in the late

afternoon, with unabated interest, and it is said that a similar

event will be brought off at Mount Eden in the near future.

At 12 birds, Hurlingbam, handicap. For $10 a side.

Meyer, 12 gun, 2c« yards 2 1201101011 2—9
Muller, ]0 guns, B0 yards .1 22UU0101U1 1—7

At 12 birds, same conditions. $2.50 entrance.

Muller 2 110 111
McCorinlck 2 110 12 1

Jennings 1 2

Rix 1 1 U 2

Cummings 112 2 1

Meyer 1 U 2 1 1 1

At birds, same conditions. 82,60 entrance. Divided by Messrs. IUx,
Muller and UumniinRa.

Rix 2 1110 1-6 I Meyer 2 1 1—3
Muller 2 112 2-5 Cuminlngs.. .. 10 111 1—

6

McCormick 2 o 2—2 |
Schroeder 2 2 2 2—3

At 4 birds, §5 aside.

McCormick 10 1—2 |
Cuminings 1 1 1— ;i

At 6 birds, $2.50 entrance. Divided by Messrs, Cummings anil

Meyer 2 2 2 0—

a

Oberniuller I 1 u o 1— 3
Beck 110 0—2
Jennings 10 0—1

2 1 1 1 1-11
1 2 2 0— 9

1 1) o-- a

1 2 2 1 1— 8
1 1 1 1 •j—in
1 1 1 1- 9

1-
McCormick,
Cummiues 1 1 2 1

Muller 2 2 1

McCormick 112 2 2—6
Welson 2 10 1-3

At 6 birds, S2.50 entrance.
Meyer 1 2 1 1

Onmmincs 1 12 1

McCormick 2 2 1

Schroeder 10 10 1

Ties at 6 birds.
Meyer 2 10 10

Rix 2

B"ck
Muller 1

110 1 1—5
2 1 1—8

1 1—3

0-3
| Rix 1 10 11 *-^4

Gun Club.

The monthly meeting of the Gun Club at Adams' Point
was sparsely attended, and those who failed to attend lost

the opportunity of seeing some of the sharpest work done
at the traps this season. The birds were the quickest that
have been pulled for many a day. The shooting averaged
high, that of Messrs. Fred Butler, who killed twelve straight,

Laing and Jellett, being particularly fine. Mr. R. B. Wood-
ward Bhot in perfect style up to his eleventh, which he
missed, and also his last. Mr. Will Golcher let a "dwelling"
incomer get away, and was properly chagiined.
Mr. Ered Butler won the magnificent medal for the third

time, and it became his personal property. It weighs a hun-
dred dollars, and is a beautiful bit of goldsmith's art.

handicap. For club trophies.llllllillAt 12 birds, Hurlingham
Butler
Jellett
Havens 2*5—1 1
Cioleher ^9—1
Woodward 2d—

1

W. Li vision 26—
Laing 10 -1

Swett 2M—

1

Orr S*l—

11111
110 11

1
1

1—12
0-11
C— (J

1 1 1 1 1 1 n 0—10
1 1 1

L 1 I 1 1 1 1

1 1

1 1

11111111 1- 9
1— 9

Freeze-out.
Laing
Jellett.

1'icix

$.'.50 entrance.
1 1

1 111'
1 1

Divided by Messrs. Woodward and Orr,
I Orr 1 1 1 1 1

i | Golcber
| Butler

Wood ward
At three pairs, ground traps. S2.50 entrance. Divided by Messr;

Orr and Laiug.
Orr 11 01 11

Laing 10 1[ il

Jellett 10 11 '10

Freeze-out. $2.5.1 entrance. Divided by Messrs. Orr and Woodward

I Woodward 11 01 01-
Tichenor 00

Orr 1 2 2
Woodward 1 1 2

Laing 1 1 1

1 1

1 1

Tichenor 1

Jellett 1

12 10
1

Barrel Pressures and Velocities.

A very interesting little book upon the subjects indicated
has been iBBued by the Curtis and Harvey powder manufactur-
ing firm, and the following excerpts from the volume cannot
but be of value to our readers:

The pressures developed in a gun are, in a large measure,
determined by the rapidity with which the molecules of the
explosive are broken up; that is, by its quickness of com-
bustion. The more rapid the rate of combustion, other
things being equal, the higher the pressuies. It follows
from this that the maximum pressures are not to be taken as
measures of the energy developed. Two explosives capable
of developing the same total energy may exert very different

pressures, because the more rapid combustion of the one
concentrates the energy within a smaller area; that is,

develops a larger proportion of the total energy in a given
time, and, consequently, exerts a greater force upon a given
surface. For example, 30 grs. of gun-cotton give up approx-
imately the same amount of energy as 82 grs. of Curtis' and
Harvey's black powder. If these charges be fired in a gun
we may get the same velocity of shot in each case. But the
maximum pressure developed, even if we take care to make
each charge occupy the same space, will be very much
greater with the gun-cotton than with the black powder,
because in the former combustion proceeds with extreme
rapidity, while in the latter it is gradual and relatively slow.
With the gun-cotton the whole of the charge of explosive is

burned before the shot begins to move, and consequently the
whole of the force generated is concentrated in the powder-
chamber.
With the black powder the granules continue to burn

during the greater part of the time the shot is travelling up
the barrel, so that the force developed—equal in total amount
—is distributed over a much larger surface. Hence per unit
of surface the pressure is less Tha greatest pressure will

always be in the powder-chamber, from which point it will

diminish, with greater or less rapidity, acoordiug to the
character of the powder, towards the muzzle of the gun.
We see clearly from this example how important it is that
we should have a suitable explosive. In both cases we im-
part the same velocity to the shot. But with the black
powder we accomplish our purpose without risk; while with
the gun-cotton we incur very grave danger from the liability,

nay, the almost certainty, of the barrel bursting. It is a
characteristic of all the nitro-compounds to behave in this
manner.
Though the behavior of gunpowder in big guns has long

been made the subject of careful observation, no one, it

seems, has thought it worth his while to investigate the
question of pressures in sporting guns. Some interesting
experiments with lead cylinders were undertaken by Mr.
Walsh with a view to discover the relative strains due to

different explosives. But until Major M'Clintock a short
time ago directed his attention to the matter the values of
these strains were not even approximately known. To
remedy this apathy Messrs. Curtis and Harvey, for the pur-
poses of their manufacture, took up the question, and, by
means of a long series of experiments carried outatHounslow
in the spring of this year, ascertained with precision the
pressures set up in and near the powder-chamber by sporting
charges, and measured with accuracy the velocity given to

the shot. The pressures were taken over the fore-part of the
powder charge, and again over the fore-part of the shot
charge, so as to ascertain the strain at two points, distant
respectively 1 in. and 2^ in. from the breech. These press-
ures wore measured by a lead cruaher-gauge. It may be well
to state here that, to ensure accuracy, the guage, after being
removed from the gun, was subjected, in a Salter's balance,
to the pressure indicated by a previously-prepared table.

Thus the reading of the table was every time checked by the
actual application to the gauge of the pressure which it was
believed to have undergone in the gun. So, also, in measur-
ing the velocity of the shot with the chronograph, special

precautions were observed and checks employed to ensure
perfect accuraoy.
The pressures, as shown by these experiments, vary in the

powder-chamber from 5,273 lbs. to the square inch with
Curtis' and Harvey's No.„4 to 3,838 lbs. to the same unit
with their new patent brown powder, and at a distance of L'j

in. from the breech from 4,740 lbs. with Schultze powder, to

3.7S7 lbs. with the brown powder. These are the mean
values of a large number of experiments. The limits of vari-

ation are not wide, as will be seen by the extracts from the
tabulated results given hereafter in Table I., which repre-

sents one set of thw experiments alluded to above. It will,

moreover, be seen from this table that the E. C, and the
Schultze powders give a greater strain at a distance of 2\ in.

*rom the breech than in the powder-chamber; while black
powder exerts its maximum pressure within 1 in. of the
breech.

BECORDS OF PBESSURE9 IN 12-BORE.
The velocity(V) is observed at a distance of 100 feet from the muzzzle

of the gun. The first figures are the pressures in lbs to the square
inoh in the powder chamber. The second figures are the pressures In
lbs, to the same unit at a distance of 2j- inches from the breech.
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4*00 4500
4550 47f0
1270 4500
4275 4600
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4418 4640
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3925 3800
3870 3870
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372S 8870
1070 3925
Means

3838 3787
Averages

i 4529 lbs
|
1622 lbs

I
1950 lbs

|
4055 lbs

|
4<04 lbs

| 3812 lbs
When the bore of the gun is reduced the gas pressure

becomes more violent. A second set of experiment, carried
out under the same conditions in other respects, showed that
the increase is from 10 to 15 per cent, in a 16-bore with equiv-
alent charges, that is, with the smaller charges, which in the
16-bore will give the same velocity to the shot as the charges
used in the 12-bore. Tor example, the pressure developed in
the larger barrel with 82 grs. of No. 4 powder and 1J oz. shot is
5,400 lbs. per Bquare inch, and in the smaller barrel with 68
grs. of No. 4 powder and 1 oz. shotjis 6.000 lbs. As the limits
of variation are wider, the greater strains are probably duem great part to wave pressures.
The pressure developed within a gun cannot be taken as a

measure of the force of recoil. Gun-cotton, for example,
occasions less recoil than black powder, though it strains the
gun enormously more. And, generally, it may be laid down
as a maxim that, with equivalent charges of different pow-
ders, the less the recoil the greater the liability of the barrel
to burst. But the sudden shock and jar, which go to make
up most of the unpleasant effect of the explosion known as
the "kick," are largely dependent upon these maximum
pressures, so that a slow-burning powder not only affords
safety, but secures comfort to the shooter, especially if he
has the wisdom to use a gun of sufficient weight.
There is at the present day a strong desire manifested to

reduce the weight of a gun to the lowest possible limit, a
proceeding thai, to say the least of it, is nnscienti6c. A cer-
tain force is needed to project the shot with the requisite
velocity, and it is obvious that, if the shooter is not to suffer,
the gun must have sufficient mass to absorb this force quietly!
Nothing can justify a dimiuutijn of the weight of a gun but
a corresponding reduction in the weight of the charge of explo-
sive used.
The distinctive qualities and general excellence of the

brown powder are clearly seen in the tabulated results of the
Hounslow experiments. Its slow-burning property gives it a
great advantage in the matter of pressures developed within
the gun. And, as we have already shown, a low pressure,
due to a gradual evolution of the gases of combustion, Lot
only ensures safety to the sportsman, but saves him from
much of the unpleasant effects of vibration and recoil. More-
over, as we shall show hereafter, the pattern is more even
and regular with a slow-burning powder than with one that
is sudden and violent. One who has used it describes brown
powder as "suitable to all conditions of sport, and a pleasant
powder to shoot with."
A table of loads of 0. and H. powder for 12s and 16s is

given

:
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A New Shot Dynamometer.

The ordinary tests of penetration, such as pads, card boxes
and similar devices are only approximately accurate, and the
inaccuracies have often given rise to doubts which a perfeot
measure of the penetrating power of shot would have dispelled
An English firm has invented a maohine for testing pene-
tration that seems theoretically perfeot, although it mav
possibly be improved. One who has tried it says:
The machine, as now being made, is a tank, the inside

dimensions of which are 36 in. long by 30 in. broad and 20 in
deep; at one end is an opening 27 in. or28 in. by 2 in. or 2J in

'

and on this end is hinged an iron plate with a 30-in. circle'
and an opening 26 in. by H in. for the Bhot to pass through'.
The water is kept in by a single sheet of tracing paper
through which the shot pass into that element, and this
sheet has to be changed at each shot, for which ohange with-
out the loss of water to any materia! extent, a contrivance has
been designed. A small supply cistern, standing of course
higher than the tank, and connected with it by a pipe keeps'
the water entering, while a still larger waste pipe prevents it
ever riBing above one height, so that an exaotly even pressure
is assured. This small cistern is made of metal, and under-
neath it is a box in which, if necessary, a paraffin lamp oan
be placed in order to keep the water at an even temperature
The lamp is similar to that used in incubators. A spiritlevel
to see that the maohine is standing level and a thermometer
are now all the accessories required, and a halfpennyworth
of tracing paper is the oost of every trial shot. This traoing
paper is penetrated very easily bv the shot, so that for all
practical purposes the resistance offered is constant always
the same for every shot under all circumstances, t,o that at
last sportsmen will be able to compare thoir guns for pene-
tration, not only when shooting on the same day, but guns
which are shot to-day will form a record which in the future
can always be trusted for comparison. This is such a dis-
tinct gain that we anticipate that very shortly no man who
cares for shooting will consider his country house complete
without a water target.

Should plate glass be let in upon one side of the tank the
sportsmen will have the interesting opportunity of watching
the arrival of the shot and their course through the water
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The records arrived at were as follows, but the opening iD

this case was only 9 in. by 2 in.:

—

42 Grains Schttltze ami) 1£ oz. Soft Shot. — 40 Yahds.

Number of indies Number of pellets piercing.
of water pierced , - ; ,

by the pellets. First Shot. Second Shot. Third Shot. Fourth Shot.

10 .',.'. I .... — '.'.'.'. — '."' —

19
20

Harbor View.

22
23

25
26

Average 17.C5 in. penetrated.

42 G-BAINS OF SCHULTZE AND 1 OZ, SOFT SHOT.—40 YARDS.

Number of Inches Number of pellets piercing.

by the pellets.

U

10
11
12

First Shot. Second Shot. Third Shot. Fourth

1 .... - . -

1 .

13

14
IS

— —
J 1 1 ... .

16 — .. . —
17 — —
18
iU

2J

— — —
2 1 _

A — 1 —
22 — ... —
23 — .... — —
24 1 — —
25 — 1

1 — 1

Average 17.27 in. of water penetrated.

42 Grains of Schdltze and 3 oz. of Soft Shot.—10 yards.

Number of inches Number of pellets piercing the various distances.

of water pierced ,

'
.

by the pellets. First Shot. Second Shot. Third Shot-

10

11

14
IS
16
17
18
19

The California Schnetzen Club held its postponed target
Bhoot at flarber View last Sunday. The weather and condi-
tions were nearly perfect, aDd the result was somo really

excellent scores, the records in the second, third and fourth
classes particularly being almost unequaled. The first class

medal was won by Anthony Johnson, with 412 rings. This
being the third time Mr. Johnson has won this handsome
and valuable trophy, it becomes that gentleman's personal
property, and he is promoted into the champion class. The
other medal winners were; second class—A. T. Fields, 392
rings; third class, H Gambel, 365 rings; fourth class, Jeff

Martin, 3S0 rings. Cadet class—First class medal, A. Ebranp-
fort, 356 rings; second class medal I. WertLeimer, 270 rings.

Seventy members of the club were present. T. E. Carson
made the following phenomenal record in five shots: 24, 24,

25, 25, 22— 120 ringa, an average of 24 to the shot. And
this, too, is all the more remarkable as it was made with a

Kemington-Hepburn military rifle, with a sis-pound pull of

the trigger and open sights.

The San Francisco Turner Schnetzen Section also held its

monthly medal contest. The following were the prize win-
ners, ranking in the order named: John Dtschig, R. Fink-
ing, A. Utschig, Philo Jacoby, F. Ottinger, C. Sagehorn, F.
Acker, Captain Zimmer, S. Thierbach, H. Enger, O. Bur-
meister, D. Schoenfeld. The shooting was up to the well-

known excellence of this club.

The Germania Schnetzen Club held its regular prize shoot
on the same range. Val. Schmidt won the first prize for the
most bull's-eyes. H. F. Kopcke made the best bull's-eye,

being only 7-100 of an inch from the dead center, also win-
ning the second prize. Leo Klotz, third prize, made the
second best of bull's-eyes. L. H. Kauffung, fourth prize,

making the second best center. G. Robinson, fifth prize; Ph.
Klare, sixth prize; F. Krug, seventh prize; J. Young, eighth
prize; R. Hermann Jr., ninth prize.

Shell Mound.

one-third of the distance from the stern, and her bottom
shelves upward gradually from that point to a depth of not

more than one foot at the bow, and the Btern post has an
immense rake. Her length over all is just 112 feet according

to actual deck measurement, and no one looking at her from
without would imagine this to be the case. The Volunteer's

leugth over all lacks five feet of this. Her length on the

water line is about 85 feet. Her extreme beam on the deck
amidships is 20 feet 3 inches, and at the water line about 20

feet. The Volunteer here has the advantage, her beam
measuring 23 feet on deck and 22 feet at water line.

Owing to her peculiar build the Thistle's water draught
varies exceedingly. At one-third the distance from the stern

it is about 14 feet, and forward it is only 12 inches. How
extremely slight is the resistance she offers to water may be
gathered from this: Her bowsprit in-board measures 13 feet,

out-board 33 feet; total, 46 feet. The Volunteer's bowsprit
out-board is 37 feet. The length of the Thistle's mast from
truck to deck is 120 feet. The lower mast is accountable for

75 feet of that, as compared with the Volunteer's mainmast
measurement of only 65 feet. The Thistle's topmast is 44
feet 2 inches, as against 48 for the Volunteer. The length of

the mainboom is 81 feet 6 inches to the center of the mast,

the Volunteer's is larger, measuring S4 feet. The length of

her gaff is 40 feet.

The Volunteer's is put at fifty-two feet. The Thistle has
no keel, in the common acceptance of that term. The nearest

description that may be applied to her bottom is that it

resembles a trough filled with lead. Her sail area is not
accurately known. Her mainsail has an area of 4,800 feet,

and the jib-topsail measures 600 feet. For light winds the
Thistle has a silk spinnaker and a silk jib-topsail, and ber
heavier sails are of cotton. The briefest and best possible

description of the Thistle that can be given is that she is

just like a mussel-shell on edge.

Crabs.

Average 17.50 inches of water penetrated.

One shot at twenty-five yards, with 1| oz. and 42 gre.

Scholtze resulted in an average of 19.80 inches penetrated,

and another shot at forty yards with the friction prevented

in an average of 19.83 inches.

Trap and Trigger, Cincinnati, says:

There areabout eight hundred shooters in the United States

—not more—able to hold their own at great shooting tourna-

ments open to the world. Their number will not increase rap-

idly. On the contrary, the number of amateur trap shots is

increasing at an amazing rate. The attendance at great tourna-

ments is not increasing. Experts derive less profit from them

every vear. Amateur shots have little or nothing to do with

them." State Association shoots are increasing in numbers

and in attendance. The logic of all this is that the classifi-

cation of shooters, according to some system, and the handi-

capping of guns is a vital necessity for the future of great

shooting tournaments.

And adds a bit of newB which will be gladly read by many

western sportsmen, when it remarks:

Mr. Harvey McMurchy, who has had such remarkable suc-

cess in bringing the L. C. Smith gun into use, not only in

and about Cincinnati, but everywhere else that he has

traveled, will soon make a business trip to the Pacific Coast

by the way of the Southern Pacific Railway.

The attendance at Shell Mound was not as large as usual
on Sunday last, and of those who did shoot many were
novices. Some of the old reliables appeared, however, and
rolled up some good scores.

The German Fusileers, Captain Volkmann, held their regu-
lar monthly medal shoot, with the following result: For the
first class medal—G. Schwaner, 43 out of a possible 50; H.
Tieljen, 41; Capt. A. Volkmann, 3S. Second class medal—W.
Schnorr, 38; C. Schafer, 37; E. Mack, 32. Honorary Mem-
bers—Major A. F. Klose, 43; A Bemmerr, 41.

Mr. Kehrlein, of the Golden Gate Rifle Club, shot at the
double distance, ten shots at each target. His score was:
200 yards 5 54445544 4—44
50uyards 4 54554554 6—46—90

Some members of Company F., Fifth Infantry, fired a few
rounds at the short range for the purpose of keeping their
hands in. They did very well.

The shooting members of Company C, Third Regiment,
turned out in full force, confining themselves to the short
range. Sergeant McBrien made the best score in a ten-shot
string, the others getting fair averages. This company is

paying more attention to target practice of late, and there are
several members who promise to make first-class marksmen.
The Hibernia Rifle Club, a new organization, had a large

representation. They shot with military rifles at the 200-

yards target. While most of them, of course, were new at the

business, the results of the day's practice were very encour-
aging to those present. They bid fair to make a valuable
addition to the list of rifle shots.

R. C. Moore, "Old 90 per cent," as the boys call him, after

a short vacation, put in an appearance, and rattled off two
strings at the 200 and 500-yard targets. His score was:

2C0yards 4 55455464 4—45
500 yards 4 55565553 5—47—92

THE RIFLE
Care on the Rifle Kange.

Daring the past month a fatal accident occurred on a new

rifle range near Boston. The marker, a boy of inexperience,

who was stationed at the pit, placed the paper targets in posi-

tion, indicating his readiness for the commencement of the

shooting. A delay was made at the 6ring-point, and, for

some inexplicable reason the marker left the pit nnseen,

vent behind the target, and while picking tip bullets was

shot and almost instantly killed. This tragic occurrence

calls to mind an almost similar occurrence which took place

at another new rifle range in Massachusetts, a few years ago,

where the marker left the pit without signaling his inten-

tions, and met a similar fate. During a number of years of

frequenting rifle ranges we have several times witnessed nar-

row escapes from death by markers' carelessness in disregard-

ing rules for signaling before leaving the rifle-pit. As many

new rifle clubs are now springing into existence, it behooves

them to make every effort to secure safety on the rifle range.

It has been proved conclusively to our minds that, however

rigid and complete the shooting rules are made, notwith-

standing the strict laws governing marking, and the move-

ments of the markers in the pits, there is danger when left

for the human memory as a safeguard. The mind, unfortu-

nately, cannot always be relied upon, and persons will

unconsciously walk into the very jaws of death when they

are thoroughly aware—when their mind is not wandering—

that failing to observe rules means risking their lives. The

danger to inexperienced markers is greater than to those

with experience; but the danger exists with all, and, that

being the case, it seems proper to advise riflemen to devise a

means of automatically signaling when any person leaves the

pit and not relying upon the human mind, which is found

to be unreliable. It would not be a very difficult task to

have the door to the pit so arranged as when opened to

throw a danger sigual directly in front of the targets, or raise

a conspicuous danger signal at the end of the butts. There

are various ways of accomplishing this desirable precaution,

and with the ingenuity of most riflemen we have no doubt it

can be done in a very effective manner. Two lives have

been lost within a short time from the want of such safe-

guards.

—

The Stifle,

The editor of The Rifle says of two well-known San Fran-

ciscans:

"The shooting of Private A. Johnsonand Mr. E3. Hovey, in

the Bullard Match No. 4, is deserving of special commenda-
tion, and of the latter gentleman in Match No 3, as well as in

the individual contest. Even if the surmises of the inspector

of targets, that a special barrel of small calibre may have been

fitted into the Sharp's action, are correct, the excellence of

the shooting and the skill of these gentlemen is still apparent,

for they undoubtedly shot with regulation military sights,

without cleaning, and with a six-pound trigger-pull. Private

Johnson's 50-shot score with a special military rifle, on the

Standard American target, is the best on record."

AQUATICS.

Oakland Canoe Club.

Sunday was a very dull day in the estuary, what with the

heat and lack of wind, therte was little to tempt the sailing

men. The Agnes, and the new Rushton boat, had it all to

themselves in the morning. About 2 o'clock the Flirt was

launched, and after a short spin her skipper cast anchor and

apparently went to sleep in the sun after bathing. Shortly

afterwards the Zoe Mou came out, and, the breeze freshing,

all took a sail down tbe basin. The Columbia has been pur-

chased by G. T. Wright, owner of Shadow, and will shortly

be repaired and put in commission. There are a lot of large

sloops and sail boats hired out from Brooklyn and manned by

hoodlums who infest the creek every Saturday afternoon

and Sundav, and are a source of great annoyance and danger

A canoeist and pleasant writer gives some galley hints in-

The American Canoeist, which may easily be put in practice

by the Corinthians and the Oakland Club. He says:

Crabs are found in live different states. They are as fol;

lows: First, hard shells; second, shedders; third, soft shell

fourth, Btale and badly cooked; fifth and lastly, well cooked
The hard crab should be caught first and handled carefully*

for when he bites he means business; boil him, put plenty of

salt in the water or, better, use sea water. Eat cold. If you
like a fancy dish and do not mind the trouble, then pick out
all the meat, avoiding any pieces of shell, and including the

fat in the corners of the upper shell; chop all finely with a
liberal allowance of cayenne; put the meat back into the upper
shell and into each put a piece of butter about the size of a hick-

ory nut, cut up and place on the top. Sprinkle liberally with
stale bread, rolled finely, or Indian meal will do at a pinch.
Now place your crabs on your gridiron over tbe fire until they
get thoroughly hot, and then take a board and burn one end
for about one foot, so that it is all charcoal, then hold it over
the crabs and brown them. It makes a delicious dish, but
the great trouble is to avoid eating the meat as you pick it

out.
The second state in which they are found is the shedder.

Put them on one side in salt water or grass, of the eel vari-

ety, and let "nature take her course." The shell will be
dropped, and she will come out larger than ever, which brings
us to the third state, the one par excellence, the soft crab.

The fourth state canoeists have nothing to do with. "We
will leave them to the would-be gourmets who stay in the
hot city and imagine that they know what the fifth state of

the crab is, viz., the well-cooked soft crab.

And now how to put them into that fifth state. Take off

your stockings, roll your knickerbockers up as high as they
will go, or put on your bathing dress. Take your net, and
when the last two hours of the ebb have commenced to flow,

wade out into the water where it is about two feet deep; on
the flats is tbe best place to find them. Walk along the shore
and keep your weather eye open. If you see a crab stick your
net over him and draw it toward you. A few misses will

teach you where you fall short, and you will get the hang of

it. Make a dive for every shell jou see; it may be a hard,
shedder, soft or empty shell— il is quite hard to tell, espec-
ially for a novice. Every soft one or shedder you get put
into your bag, which hangs over your shoulder, with some
grass "to keep them moist.

Crab fishing by the above means stands in the same rela-

tion to the other ways of catching them, as fly-fishing for

trout does to the country boy's way of vi el armis; and in my
estimation wading for crabs is far more exciting than doing
the same for trout, de gustibus non est disputandum.

After you have bagged enough of the cretaceous creatures,
and keep at it till the water gets too deep to wade, for you
cannot get too many. A baker's dozen is enough for two,
half-and-half, and the extra ono to the cook. Bag filled,

make a bee line to the camp and put the party who looks
after the fire at work, make a brisk fire and let him try out
plenty of bacon in the frying pan. Now take any shedders
you may have and place them on one side in the grabs to

shed their shells. Then take an egg or two, mix white and
yolk together. The next operation is to take a soft crab in

the left hand and lift up the shell or skin at the point and
with a sharp knife cut off the feathers, then do the same with
the other point, putting the shell back in place again. Now
cutoff the eyes and mouth. Dip in egg mixture and then
into Indian meal; if you don't have any, roll in very dry
bread crumbs; plump at once into the frizzling fat and cook
a nice light brown, throwing the hot lard over them with a
spoon. Treat each crab the same way and be careful not to

cut all before you commence to cook—clean one and cook it,

then another. The grand secret is to get them into the pan
alive. It may be cruel, but it is more eo if you cook and eat

a dead crab and put your own insides into a chronic state of
tothemembersofthecanoeandrowingclubs,wholiketoenjoy
their sport without being run down or sworn at. Most of

d ia and crabbiness. After they are cooked don't put
thflRB would-be sailors do not know the port _

' them on toast, as it soaks up all the fine flavor and juice, and
as there is not enough of either to fill the toast it is all lost.

Eat yonr crab and toast separately, and it will be a revela-

tion to you who have only tried the dish at some city res'

these would-be sailors do not know the po^

boitrd hand, and the question of right of way in their opinion

is as to which is the larger boat. It is a pity there is no

remedy for this nuisance; as anyone can see it is not a pleas-

ant sensation to the occupant of a light canoe or rowing shell

to be borpe down by a Bloop full of yelline hoodlums and

either run down or his boat damaged, and this without a

chance of retaliation.

The Thistle.

The Tribune solves the mystery of the Thistle by giving

the correct measurements and description of the Scotch

yacht which her owners have been so anxious to keep

secret It says the fact of the matter is that the Thistle is a

gay deceiver. A writer in a nautical journal shortly after

she was launched dubbed her the champion fraud, and the

appellation seems to be to the point. Appearances are deceit-

ful in the case of the Thistle. Her greatest depth is about

taurant, where they have to use a galvanic battery to give
some appearance of life to the cretacean. Alive and cooked
quickly it's a dish fit for the godB. I did intend to cruise
down the Susquehanna this season, bat penning the above I
have got the crabmania, and will again have a hack at the
luscious cretacean, the lord of all the shellfish.

From recent importations of underwear, scarfs, ties, vests
handkerchiefs and gloves, the most desirable selections cm
be made; a complete stock of driviDg gloves of tbe
material, and the best workmanship. Shirts made t

by an experienced cutter. Prices always reasonal
goods of the most desirable qualtities. Beamish's, '

Block, Market and Third Street, San Francisco,
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Removal Notice-

The office of the Bssedes a>~d SposxsifAy has been
removed to No. 313 Bush Street, above Montgomery.

Special Notice to Correspondents-

Letters intended for publication should reach ^his office

not later than Wednesday of each week, to secure a place in

the issue of the following, Saturday.

r.^cS Cl^imsd-

tioaoma County, *. F. Association. Santa Rosa, Aug. 2:2d to 27th.

Sonoma and >Lirin District, Asso. Fetalmna, Aim. 3Utli to Sept 3d.

Thixwtin district Agricultural Society, iLarysvilk?, August Sutn to

September :Jd_

Cniee Fxir, Chico, Sept. «fcb to 10th.

Seventeenth Agricultural District, at GlenorcoJi. Park, Seot. 6th to

loth.
liroldea Gare Fair Association, Bay District Track September 5th to

12tn.
State Fair, Sacramento, Sept. 12th ba 'Htb.

JievatL. State Fair. Eeno, Sept. ilst to Oct. 1st.

Stockton. Sept. B3tt to Oct. UL
Moaxtc Shasfij. Agrtcuitural Asso., Yreka, Sere. 2S£d ba Oct. 1st.

Etumas. Lassen, Sierra and Modoc Counties, Susanvijle. October 3d
to Ttii inclusive.
Monterey Agric ultural Asso.. District BQh 7, Salinas , Oct 4th to Sth.
Fresno. October oth to Sth.

Run Bctebejc 3 to t.

Bay ufeteict a fsi'datioa, Sjji Francisco. October Est

Sixth District Agricultural Asso., Lea Angeles, Oct. 10th to 13th.

Closing of Entries.

SXFrEnBFK FIRST.
Irotiioa Purses, 5**va«la State Fair.

SEPTtME£K 15lla.
Monterey.

San Joee-

We are, of course, delighted at the prosperity of Siua

Jose. It is one of our favorite places to visit, though tor

thaE all the California towns we have visited are favor-

ites, and to select the premier in our affections is a dlxE-

eoit job. Notwithstanding the delight attending

"the boom." which shows a sharing in the belief in

w3vintages possessed by the Garden City and the

oeautiful valley of Santa Clara, it rather interfered with

the attendance at the Fair, and also made it difficult to

O&JtaxJB a room and provender such as were to be found at

the Auzeraii ins "An inside" was the best

ind when that was given up. a " cot

in the hall" was the next investment. The first was
somewhat gloomy; the second intolerable, so that two

nights were suzijien:. and reluctantly, indeed, a home-
ward journey on Thursday morning resolved upon.

The opening 'day was raainly notable through the

death of Grosvenor. v> \ :'„i great loss was intensified

when we saw bis family brought out on the parade

Wednesday morning. A grand lot of colts, every one of

them having claims to consideration, some of them of

such high form that it was troublesome to award the

championship. The trotting on Tuesday was very good.

&a three -year-o^ds fell rather behind expectations

in the time made. The race was so closely contested

that the issu^ was in doubt until the last moment, and
five heats necessary to decide the battle.

The first race of the season between animals is

usually below what is likely to be the mark later, and we

s7 all be much -surprised if both Soudan and ICaiden do

not show a reduction of the time by several seconds.

Soudan, without r u much speed as was

^i. won by his superior steadiness, and the race

_- _ jafc woo, : - 6fe part, an exemplification of* honest

_ ;.:ting- Maiden is likely to prove one of the best of

,.; alto's great colts. Time will remedy her only

... viz., a propensity to leave her feet when least

expected, to make a bobble, and when this part ot* her

trotting education is mastered, there is little doubt of her

gaining a first-class diploma.

Again there were five heats with only two horses to con-

tend, and very seldom a race is seen with so many start-

ling episodes. Adair is not quite at himself yet, as was

shown by his race on the Bay IUstriot last Saturday."

He appears to lack the speed which was always his forte,

and in neither of the races he has ta&en part in has he

shown his old-time glibness. Aateeo is not expected to

show very well in his first races, though he fell short of

expectations in the first heat. He would not trot more

than one hundred yards at a time, and either broke or

fell back to a slow gait. Adair did not have to make an

effort to win the first heat in the very slow time o£ -

and it was not surprising that pool-buyers rated his

chances at 4 to I better than his opponent. The second

heat made a change. "When Dustin brought Anteeo out

he was accompanied by a runner, and around the track

at a fast pace was the order. When the signal was given

he shot from the outside at a rate which gave him the

track before a hundred yards were compassed, and at the

quarter, in 35$ seconds, led Adair two lengths. Going
down the back stretch Wilbur sent Adair along and it was

head and head past the half mile in 1:09^. There were

great expectations of a fast heat. Anteeo was behaving

as well as a horse could, and so was Adair until he left

his feet a little beyond the half mile mark, and from

there Anteeo won easily in 2:21^.

State Sportsman's Association.

The annual meeting of the California State Sports-

man's Association will be held in San Francisco begin-

ning on the third Thursday of October next, which is the

20th of the mouth. The Association met in this city in

1SS2, and was entertained in a manner which reflected

credit upon the Gun Club, the California "Wing Shooting

Club and the Cosmopolitan Shooting Club, upon the

members of which rested the privilege of providing for

the pleasure of their valued sportsmen visitors. To the

success of the local clubs as entertainers there are as

many generous witnesses as there were visitors. At that

time the programme of recreations included a meeting at

the traps, an excursion to points of interest about the Bay
and an old-fashioned clam bake. With the approach of

the annual session it becomes the duty of resident sports-

men to meet and adopt some plan which will insure the

gratification of visiting delegates. The Association at its

last meeting resolved that for the trap meeting of 1SST,

all who desired should be permitted to enter the various

matches, whether members of the Association or not.

The vice-President, Mr. Fay, presented to the Association

a very rich diamond badge, to be contested for yearly at

a nominal entrance, the entrance-money to go each year

to the winner of the badge at the previous meeting.

Such a match will attract a large field of shots. Other
matches are projected bo&h at live birds and at artiricial

targets, and the added money in them will be generous,

beside a large number of special prizes, contribz: :

. by

friends of the Association. The President of the Associa-

tion. Hon, L. D. Freer, desires ;o meet resident members
and all sportsmen who desire to make the coming meet-

ing a success, on Wednesday evening next, at Mr. Fay's
ofrices in the Grand Hotel. At that time proper com-
mittees will be appointed and the plan of entertainment

formulated. It is necessary that the work be subdivided

and portions allotted to active gentlemen who will move
earnestly in the matter. The occasion is one of import-
ance, and a full representation from local clubs should be
had. Invitations will be sent to members of all the Gun
Clubs in San Francisco and Oakland, and those who re-

ceive them will, we are sure, be prompted by a proper
pride to participate in the preparations for what will be
the greatest gathering of sportsmen yet seen in Califar-

The Los Angeles Fair Meeting".

The energetic and ever-watchful Secretary of the Sixth
District Agricultural Association points out that Los

« i Leads the State in the matter of entries for the
fall season's racing. Thus, for six days, Los Angeles
*i ,• I

" entries; the State Fair has nine days'' racing and
241 entries, an average of over 2S horses per day for

Los Angeles, against a fraction over 26 for the State
Fair. Mr. DeCamp, in writing of the meeting, says,

enthusiastically, "We play second fiddle to no State Fair
from this out. Pretty soon we will be the key meeting
in the Grand Coast Circuit, anyhow,, when we are South
California."* "Great Expectations" is engraved on the
heart of every citizen in Southern California, and the

grand strides now being made in every direction justifies

the faith that is in them. So loog as the noble sport of

horse-racing is kept prominently in the foreground, tliat

country will have one certain element of success aod pros-

perity.

The Petaulma Fair-

The first day's racing connected with the Petaluma
Fair conies off on Tuesday next, the 30th inst., the pro-

gramme openiug with the five-eighths of a mile race for

two-y ear-olds. The entries are Kosedale, Kildare, Car-

men, Kyrle D., Tricksey, Ito and Serpolette, an excel-

lent lot from the families of Joe Hooker, Norfolk, Wild-

idle, Kyrle Daly and Ironclad.

The two-year-old district trotters will appear next. J*

.

H. White has two fillies by Hernauni. Dawn's produce

inefcade A. L. Whitney's colt Pilgrim, W. K. Overhol-

ser's colt Oaknut, and J. M. Proctor's filly Silky. M.
O'Keilly has entered Alto by Anteeo, and the others by
the same sirv are D. B. Misner's colt Anti-Coolie, George

E. Guerne's colt Alfred, and A. McFadyers* colt Red-
wood. Ihere are two by Mambriuo Eclipse, Thos.

Smith's black colt Sar K ; and.W. C. Turner's filly Nel-

lie; A. J. Zaue's filly Clara Z. by Capri; J. I. Ludwig's

colt George W. by Alex. Button, and S. Crandall's colt

by Gray McClellan complete the list from which a fair

number of starters and a good race may be expected.

The 2:23 class follows with Woodnufc, Joe Arthurton,

Longfellow and Marin. If all are fit, a grand struggle

may be looked for.

For Wednesday the free for- all mile and repeat opens

wi^h Grover Cleveland, Ninena, Patti, Billy the Kid,

Moonlight, Fannie Parnell and Oco as possible starters.

They are nearly all well-known performers, Ninena

being especially good at repeating. Then comes the 2:38

class, and the day closes with the 2:20 class, for which

Sister, Maid of Oaks, Lot Slocum and Menlo are entered.

The names are enough to guarantee a great race.

Thursday's events open with the three-year-old race,

one mile and a furlong, Jim Duffy, Narcola, Adeline,

Noddle, Sunday and Alice T. are entered. On paper it

looks like anybody's race. The pacing free-for-all

follows with L. C. Lee's Pocahontas and Chapman as

competitors. The yearling trotting race has fifteen

entries representing the produce of many of the best

sires in the State. Friday's events are district race, one

mile, for all ages, district trotting, for three-year-olds,

with five entries, rotting stake for two-year-olds for

which Direct, Goldleaf, Memo, Linda, Moses S-, Grandee,

Clara Z., Nellie G, Minot, Pilgrim and a Hernanni filly

are entered. The 2:23 class follows with nine entries.

For the closing day there is the all-aged purse, one mile

and a half, with eight entries, the 2:27 class and the

free for all. For this Sister, Lot Slocum, Anteeo and
Adair are entered, making a brilliant finish to a most

attractive programme. There will certainly be a large

gathering of San Francisco people present. The sport

is of such an attractive character, the journey so easy to

make, and the fare for the round-trip meiely a nominal

sum.

The Marysville Fair.

The Fourth Annual Fair of the Thirteenth District

Agricultural Society, opens at Marysville on Monday,
and the racing programme begins on Tuesday, 30th inst.,

with two trotting and one running events. The open-

ing trotting event is for district two-year-olds, the

second for the 3:00 class. The running event half a mile,

for horses of the Third, Thirteenth and Tenth Districts.

Four events are named for the 3econd day, trotting, for

2:3o and -i.-OO classes, the running being half-mile and
repeat, free for all, and three-quarters of a mile and repeat,

free for all. The 2:27 class trot, on the third day, and
the free for all pacers try conclusions; between these a

district walking match, the competitors being teams and
stallions. On Friday the programme opens with the 2:45

class, followed by a two mile race, free for all. Then
comes the Ladies' Kiding Tournament for horsewomen of
the district, the days* sport closing with a one mile raceT

free for all. On Saturday the 2:30 class will trot, and
the pacing race for the 2:30 class close the week's pro-

gramme. The Thirteenth District is just waking up to

the importance of horse racing as a factor in promoting

breeding of the best strains of blood. Near Marysville

there are already some enterprising breeders of fashion-

able stock; the number will increase year by year. When
the Society is able to offer large purses and stakes they

can depend upon securing UberaT entries by horse owners

and breeders, and, of course redoubled patronage from
the public.

The Santa Clara Valley Agricultural Society.

The Annual Meeting of this society closed last Satur-

day, and was in every way satisfactory, so far as the

management, patronage and general features of the

sport were concerned. The bills for expenses were ail

paid on Tuesday last, and the Treasurer's cash book now
shows a snug balance in the Society's favor, which will

be devoted to making improvements on the ground.

The Director's have received many well-deserved compli-

ments upon their energy and promptness in all their

financial arrangements.

;
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Entries to Fixed Event of Pacific Coast Blood
Horse Association-

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

49.

50.

55.

56.

57.

<:

[Continued from First Page.]

18. D. J. McCarthy, ch c San Francisco by Hyder AK, dam
Belle of Topeka.

19. D. J. McCarthy, ch c Harry Mc by Hyder Ali, dam
Madam Eowett.

20. D. J. McCarthy, b c Dan M. Murphy by imp. Speculator,

dam Leona.
21. D. J. McCarthy, ch c Sorento by Joe Hooker, damKosaB.
22. Maltese Villa Stable, b f Daphinita by Jocko, dam Lilly

Ashe.
23. Maltese Villa Stable, b f Sinfire by Kyrle Daly, dam

Cousin Peggy.
24. W. M. Marry, b c Eobin Hood by Flood, dam Kobin

Girl.

25. W. M. Marry, be N. Y. M. by Shannon, dam Demirep.

26. W. M. Marry, b c Almont by Three Cheers, dam Question.

Palo Alto, b f Faastine by Flood, dam imp. Flirt.

Palo Alto, b f Gerhardine by Flood, dam imp. Goneaway.
Palo Alto, b f Shannon Kose by ShannoD, dam imp.

Fairy KoBe.
Palo Alto, b f I'lood Tide by Flood, dam Lady Evangeline.

Palo Alto, b c Geoffrey by Flood, dam Glendew.
Palo Aito, b c Kenneth by Joe Hooker, dam Katharion.

Palo Alto, ch c Philander by Wildidle, dam Precions.

34. W. L. Pritchard, ch c Louis P. by Joe Hooker, dam
Lizzie P. .

35. W . L. Pritchard, ch c Jim Blaine by LeinBter, dam Aunt
Jane.

36. W. L. Pritchard, ch c Sherman by LeinBter, dam Lilly D.

37. P. Bobeon, b f Lady Hellen by Norfolk, dam JeHsie B.

38. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Glencola by Glengarry, dam Marcola.

L. TJ. Shippee, b c HarTester by Joe Hooker, dam Addie
O'Neal.

L. 0. Shippee, b f Picnic by Pickwick, dam imp. Countess.

L. D. Shippee, ch f Agnes B. by Glengarry, dam Ensne.

L. TJ. Shippee, b f Songstress by Luke Blackburn, dam
Malibran.
L.jD. Shippee, b 1 Free Love by Luke Blackburn, dam
Janet Norton.
L. U. Snippee, b f Libberty Flibbet by Bullion, dam Flib-

berty Gibbet.

L. U. Shippee, b f Seat by Joe Hooker, dam Kitten.

46. L. TJ. Shippee, ch f Kathlene by Long Taw, dam Athlene.

47. J. C. SimpBon, bf Jo-Viva by Joe Hooker, dam Lady Viva.

48. Chas. Thomas, b c Cordova by Balboa, dam Armeda
Howard.
H. I. Thornton, br f Zinfandel by Longfield, dam
Eufaula.
H. I. Thornton, br g Jack Pot by Joe Hooker, dam
Lugena.

51. H. I. Thornton, ch c Joe Hoge by Joe Hooker, dam
Viola B.

52. W. B. Todhunter, b c Hotspur by Joe Daniels, dam Bister

to Jim Douglas.

53. Geo. Van Gorden, ch f Evalita by Hock Hocking, dam
Vixen.

54. Tbeo. Winters, ch cDou Jose by Joe Hooker,dam ConntesB

Zeika.
Theo. Winters, ch o Bronco by Joe Hooker, dam Laara
WinBton.
Theo. Winters, ch or rn o Telish by Norfolk, dam Balli-

nette.

Theo. Winters, ch c The Czar by Norfolk, dam Marion.

i889-»PRil»« JtEETISiG.

The Tidal Stakes.—For three-year-olds (ibalB of 1886); $100

each, half forfeit, or $10 if declared out on Jan. 1st, 1888; or

$20 if declared out Aug. 1st, 1888; or $30 if declared out Jan.

1st, 1889; all declarations void unleBB accompanied with the

money; with $600 added; the second to receive $200; third

to save stake. One mile and a quarter.

1. W.DApplely, b e Wild Oats by Wildidle, damMary Givens.

2. John Arnett, br f Lady Emma by Joe DanielB, dam Queen

Emma.
3 J.D. Carr, br f Maid of Salinas by Kingston, dam Jessie D.

i. J. B. Chase, ch f Glen Ellen by Kyrle Daly dam MiBtake.

5. J. T. Courtney, ch f Little KoBe by Joe Hooker, dam Bose-

tland.

6. E. Flittner, ch f Maid of Honor by Joe Hooker, damFuBB.
7.' J. B. Haggin, ch c by Kyrle Daly, dam Trade Dollar.

S. J. B. Haggin, b g by Kyrle Daly, Mamie B.

9. J. B. Haggin, br g by Kyrle Daly, dam Lina.

10. J. B. Haggin, b g by Jim Brown, dam Trophy.

11. J. B. Haggin, ch g by Longfield, dam Sozodont.

12! J. B. Haggin, b g by Longtield, dam Sweetbriar.

13! J. B. Haggin, ch g by Wanderer, dam Flower Girl.

14! Laurelwood Stable, ch f Laime by John A., dam Lottie J.

15.' T.F.Lynch, b e Billy Kelly by Dnke of Norfolk, dam Lou
Spencer.

16. D. J. McCarthy, ch g Tiburon by Duke of Magenta, dam

imp. Qaeen.
,

17. D. J. McCarthy, ch f Gertrude McCarthy by imp. Hurrah

or Duke of Magenta, dam La Gloria.

18. D. J. McCarthy, eh f Jennie McCarthy by Duke of

Magenta, dam imp. Genista.

. D. J. McCarthy, ch c San Francisco by Hyder Ali, dam
Belle of Topeka.

. D. J. McCarthy, eh e Harry Mc. by Hyder Ale, dam
Madam Bowett.

21. D. J. McCarthy, b c Dan M. Murphy by imp. Speculator,

dam Lena.
22. D. J. MoCarthy.eh c Sorento by Joe Hooker, dam BoBa B.

23! Maltese Villa Stable, b f Daphinita by Jocko, dam
Lilly Ashe.

24. Maltese Villa Stable, bf Snifire by Kate Daly, dam Cousin

Peggy.
25. W. M. Murry, b c Bobin Hood by Flood, dam Bobin Girl.

26. W. M. Murry, b c N. Y. M. by Shannon, dam Demirep.

27! w! M. Murry, b c Almont by Three Cheers, dam Ques-

tion.

28 Palo Alto, b c Geoffrey by Flood, dam Glendew.

29. Palo Alto, b c Flood Tide by Flood, dam Lady Evangel-

ine.

30 Palo Alto, b f Faustine by Flood, dam imp. Flirt.

31 Palo Alto, blk f Felicia by Wildidle, dam Frolic.

32! Palo Alto, ch c Philander by Wildidle, dam Precions.

33! W. L. Pritchard, oh c Lewis P. by Joe Hooker, dam

Lizzie P- -

34. V. L. Pritchard ch c Jim Blaine by Leinster, dam Aunt

Jane.

35. J. McM. Shatter, b c Olemus by Young Haddington, dam

tjna.

36. L. TJ. Shippee, c f Scat by Joe Hooker, dam Kitten.

36l L. TJ. Shippee, b c Harvester by Joe Hooker, "

O'Neal. " _ _
38. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Libberty Flibber by Bullion, dam ±10-

berty Gibbet. Tr-^-mr
39 L. TJ. Shippee, eh f Ernestine by Bertrand, dam by Kitty M.

40! L. U. Snippee b f Glencola by Glengarry, dam Maroola.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

13.

19.

20.

dam Addie

J. C. Simpson, b f Jo-Viva by Joe Hooker, dam Lady
Viva.

42. Chas. Thomas, b c Cordova by Balboa, dam Armeda
Howard.

43. H. I. Thornton, ch f Eegina by Joe Hooker, dam Hattie
Ball.

44. H. I. Thornton, cb f Sonoma by Longtield, dam Carrie C.

45. H. I. Thornton, br f Zinfandel by Longfield, dam
Eufaula.

46. H. I. Thornton, br g Jack Pot by Joe Hooker, dam
Lugena.

47. H. I. Thornton, ch c Joe Hoge by Joe Hooker, dam
Viola K.

48. W. B. 1'odbunter, b c Hotspur by Joe Danielss, dam Sis-

ter to Jim Douglas.
49. Theo. Winters, ch c The Czar by Norfolk, dam Marion.

50. Theo. Winters, ch c Don JoBe by Joe Hooker, duin Count-

ess Zeika.

The Pacific Derby.—For three-year-olds (
foale of 1886)^

$100 each, half forfeit, or $10 if declared out Jan. 1st, 1888'

or $20 if declared out Aug. let, 1888; or $30 if declared on 1

Jan. ltit, 18S9; all declarations void unleBB accompanied witb

the money; witb $750 added; Becond to receive $200, third to

save stake. One mile and a hulf.

1. W. L. Appleby, b c Wild OatB by Wildidle, dam Mary
Givens.

2. J. D. Carr, brf Maid of Salinas by Kingston, dam Jessie D.
3. J. B. ChaBe, ch f Glen Ellen by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake.

4. J. F. Courtney, ch i Little Bjse by Joe Hooker, dam
Bosetland.

E. Flittner, ch f Maid of Honor by Joe Hooker, dam PuB6.
J. B. Haggin, ch c by Kyrle Daly, dam Trade Dollar.

J. B. Haggin, b g by Kyrle Daiy, dam Mamie B.
J. U. Haggin, br g by Kyrle Daly, dam Lina.

J. B. Haggin, ch g by Longtield, dam Sozodont.
J. B. Haggin, b g by Longfield, dam Sweetbriar.

J. B. Haggin, b g by Jim Brown, dam Trophy.
J. B. Haggin, ch g by Wanderer, dam Flower Girl.

C. Halverson, b f Isabella by Norfolk, dam Maggie S.

T. F. Lynch, b c Billy Kelly by Duke of Norfolk, dam
Lou Spenoer.
D. J. McCarthy, ch g Tibnron by Duke of Magenta, dam
imp. Queen.

16. D. J. McCarthy, ch f Gertrude McCarthy by imp. Hurrah
or Duke of Magenta, dam La Gloria.

17. D. J. McCarthy, ch f Jennie MoCarthy by Duke of

Magenta, dam imp. Genista.

18. D. J. McCarthy, ch c San Franoisoo by Hyder Ali, dam
Belle of Topeka.

IB. D. J. McCarthy, oh e Harry Mc by Hyder Ali, dam Mad-
ame Bowett.

20. D. J. McCarthy, b c Dan. M. Murphy by imp. Speculator,

dam Leona.
D. J. McCarthy, ch c Sorento by Joe Hooker, dam BoBa B.

Maltese Villa Stable, b f Daphinita by Jocko, dam Lilly

Ashe.
23. Maltese Villa Stable, b f Sinfire by Kyrle Daly, dam

Cousin Peggy.
24. W. M. Murry, b c Eobin Hood by Flood, dam Eobin Girl.

25. W. M. Murry, b c N. Y. M. by Shannon, dam Demirep.
26. W. M. Murry, b c Almont by Three Cheere, dam Ques-

tion.

27. Palo Alto, b c Flood Tide by Flood, dam Lady Evangel-

ine.
Palo Alto, b c Geoffrey by Flood, dam Glendew.
Palo Alto, ch c Philander by Wildidle, dam Precious.

Palo Alto, b g Faustine by Flood, dam imp. Flirt.

Palo Alto, blk f Felicia by Wildidle, dam Frolic.

W. L. Pritchard, ch c LouiB P. by Joe Hooker, dam Liz-

zie P.
W. L. Pritchard, ch c Jim Blaine by Leinster, dam Aunt
Jane.

34. P. Eobeon, b f Lady Helen by Norfolk, dam Jessie E.

35. J. McM. Shafter, ch c Gnrth by Joe Hooker, dam 1

36. L. U. Shippee, b I Picnic by Mr. Pickwick, dam imp.
Countess.

37. L. D. Shippee, ch f Agnes B. by Glengarry, dam Ensue.

38. L. TJ. Shippee, b f SongstreBS by Luke Blackburn, dam
Malibran.

39. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Acquito by Long Taw, dam Acquittal.

40. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Free Love by Luke Blackburn, dam
. Janet Norton.
L. TJ. Shippee. ch f Kathleen by Long Taw, dam Athlene.

J. C. Simpson, b f Jo-Viva by Joe Hooker, dam Lady
Viva.

43. Chas. Thomas, b c Cordova by Balboa, dam Armeda
Howard.

44. H. I. Thornton, br f Zinfandel by Longfield,

Eufaula.
45. H. I. Thornton, ch c Joe Hoge by Joe Hooker,

Viola E.
W. H. Todhunter, b Hotspur, by Jce DanielB,

Sister to Jim DouglasB.
Geo. Van Gorden, ch f Evalita by Hock Hocking, dam
Vixen.
Theo. Winters, ch c by Joe Hooker, dam Allie W.
Theo. WinterB, b c Leah by Joe Hooker, dam Illusion.

50. Theo. Winters, b c by Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery.

51. Theo. Winters, ch e The Czar by Norfolk, dam Marion.

52. Theo. Winters, ch c Don JoBe by Joe Hooker, dam Conn-
tees Zeisa.

53. Theo. Winters, ch c Bronco by Joe Hooker, dam Laura
WinBton.

1889-FAIX BEETISO.
The Vestal StakeB.—For three-year-old fillies (foalB of 1886);

$25 each, n. p., with $500 added; Becond to receive $100;
third to save stake. One mile and a quarter.

1. John Arnett, b f Lady Emma by Joe Daniels, dam Queen
Emma.

2. J. D. Carr, b f Maid of Salinas by KingBton, dam Jessie D.
3. J. B. ChaBe, ch f Glen Ellen by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake.

4. J. F. Courtney, eh f Little Bose by Joe Hooker, dam
Bosetland.

5. E. Flittner, ch f Maid of Honor by Joe Hooker, dam Puss.

6. J. B. Haggin, b f by Kyrle Daly, dam Irene.

7. J. B. Haggin, b f by Kyrle Daly, dam Chiquita.

8. J. B. Haggin, b f by Kyrle Daly, dam Wild Bose.

9. J. B. Haggin, ch f by Wanderer, dam OariBBima.

10. C. Halverson, b f Isabella by Norfolk, dam Maggie S.

11. Laurelwood Stable, ch f Lakme by John A., dam Lottie

J.

12. D. J. MoOarthy, oh f Gertrude MoOarthy by imp. Hur-
rah or Duke of Magenta, dam La Gloria.

13. D. F. MoCarthy. ch f Jennie MoCarthy by Duke of Ma-
genta, dam imp . Genista.

14. MalteBe Villa Stable, by Daphinita b g Jocko, dam Lilly

15. Maltese Villa Stable, bf Sinfire by Kate Dyrle, dam Cousin

Peggy.
16. Palo Alto, blk f Felicia by Wildidle, dam Frolic.

17. Palo Alto, b f Faustine by Flood, dam imp. Flirt.

dam imp.

21

22.

2:

Zfl.

30.

31.

32.

33.

41.

42.

46.

47.

48.

4ft

dam

dam

dam

18. Palo Alto, b f Shannon Eoee by Shannon,
Fairy EoBe.

19. Palo Alto, bf Bessie Shannon by Shannon, damBettie
Bishops.

20. P. Eobson, b f Lady Helen by Norfolk, dam Jessie E

.

21. J. McM. Shafter, b f LouiB M. by Kyrle Daly, dam
Nighthuwk.

22. L. TJ. Shippee, ch f Agnes B. by Glengarry, dum Ensue.
23. L. U. Shippee, cb f Katklene by Long Taw, d.tm Athlene.
24. L. TJ. Shippee, bf Free Love by Luke Blackburn, dam

Janet Norton.
L. TJ. Shippee, b f Scat by Joe Hooker, dum Kit

1

L. TJ. Shippee, eh f Ernestine bv Bertrand. dum Kittv ML
J. C. SimpHon, bf Jo Viva by Joe Hooker, dam Lady Viva.
H. I. Thornton, ch f Eegina by Joe Hooker, damHattie
Ball.

H. I. Thornton, ch f Sonoma by Longfield, dam Carrie C.
H. I. Thornton, br f Zinfandel by Longfield, dam Eufaula.
Geo. Van Gorden, ch f Evalita by Hock-Hocking, dam
Vixen.

The Fame Stnkes—For three-year-olds 'foals of 188C); $100
each, half forfeit, or $10 if declared out Ausust 1st, 1888; or
$20 if declared out Jan. 1st, 1899; or $30 if declared out
Aug. lBt, 1889; all declarations void unless accompanied with
the money; with $750 added; second to receive $200, third
to save stake. One mile and three-Quarters.
1. W. L. Appleby, b c Wiid OatB by Wildidle, dam Mary

Givens.
2. J.D. Carr, br f Maid of Salinas by Kingston, dam Jessie D

.

3. J. B. Chase, eh f Glen Ellen by Kyrle Dttly, dam Mistake.
4. J. F. Courtney, ch f Little K-JBe by Joe Hooker, dam

Bosetland.

5. E. Flittner, eh f Maid of Honor by Joe Hooker, dam Pass.
6. J. B. Haggin, cb c by Kyrle Daly, dam Trade Dollar.
7. J. B. Haggin, ch g by Wanderer, dam Flower Girl.

8. J. B. Haggin, b g oy Jim Brown, dam Trophy.
it J. B. Haggin, cb g by Longfield, dam Sozodont.
10. J. B. Haggin, b g by Longtield, dam Sweetbriar.
11. T. F. Lynch, b Billy Kelly by Duke of Norfolk, dam

Lou Spencer.
12. D. J. MoCarthy, ch g Tibuion by Duke of Magenta, dam

imp. Queen.
13. D. J. McCarthy, ch f Gertrude McCarthy by imp. Hur-

rah or Dnke of Magenta, dam La Gloria.

14. D. J. McCarthy, ch f Jennie McCarthy by Duke of Ma-
genta, dam imp. Genista.

15. D. J. McCarthy, ch c San Francisco by Hyder Ali, dam
Belle of Topeka.

10. D. J. McCarthy ch e Harry Mc. by Hyder Ali, dam
Madam Eowett.

17. D. J. McCarthy, b c Dan M. Murphy by imp. Speculator,
dam Leona.

18. D.J. MoCarthy, ch c Sorento by Joe Hooker, dam Bose B.
19. MalteBe Villa Stable, b f Daphinita by Jocko, dam Lilly

Ashe.
20. Maltese Villa Stable, b f Binfire by Kyrle Daly, dam Cousin

Peggy-
21. W. M. Murry, b c Eobin Hood by Flood, dam Eobin Girl.

22. W. M. Murry, be N. Y. M. by Shannon, dam Demirep.
23. W. M. Murry, b c Almont by Three Cheers, dam Ques-

tion.

24. Palo Alto, b c Flood Tide by Flood, dam LadyEvangeline.
25. Palo Alto, b c Geoffrey by Flood, dam Glendew

.

26. Palo Alto, b f Fanstine by Flood, dam imp. Flirt.

27. Palo Alto, ch c Philander by Wildidle, dam Precious.
28. W. L. Pritchard, ch c Louis P. by Joe Hooker, dam

Lizzie P.
29. W. L. Pritchard, cb c Jim Blaine by Lenister. dam Aunt

Jane.
30. W. L. Pritchard, cb c Sherman by Leinster, dam Lilly H.
31. J. McM. Shafter, b c Bwoelf by Kyrle Daly, dam FrOBfir-

pine.

32. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Picnic by Pickwick, dam imp. Count-
ess.

33. L. TJ. Snippee, b f Songstress by Luke Blackburn, dam
Malibran.

34. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Libberty Flibbet by Bullion, dam Flib-
berty Gibbet.

35

.

L. TJ. Shippee, b f Acquito by Long Taw, dam Acquittal.

36. L. TJ. Shippee, b f Glencola by Glengarry, dam Marcola.
37. J. C. Simpson, b f Jo-Viva by Joe Hooker, dam Lady Viva.

3S. CbaB. XhomaB, b c Cordova by Balboa, dam Armeda
Howard

.

3 '- H. I. Thornton, b f Zinfandel by Longfield, dam Eufanla
40. H. I. Thornton, ch c Joe Hoge by Joe Hooker, dam

Viola E.
41. W. B. Todhunter, b c HotBpur by Joe Daniels, dam Sis-

ter to Jim Douglas.
42. Theo Winters, ch c The Czar by Norfolk, dam Marion.
43. Theo Winters, ch or rn c Telish by Norfolk, dam Ballin-

ette.

44. Theo Winters, b c by Norfolk, dam Bister to Lottery.

Answers to OorresnondeiitB.

Questions answered only through these columnB. Tio replies by
tt-.im") or telegraph. The name of the writer should aircompLirv ull

questions, not for publication, but as a guarantee tit gaoa Il.i.1 . Loi-

ters received without the writer's name cannot receive attention.

Subscriber, Bhonerviile, Cal.

What are the laws governing owners of stallions who offer

premiums for races between their produce ? Can they be held

to their original proposition after advertising and fixing a

certain date for entries to cloBe, or have they the privilege to

re-open purseB at any time they wish ? The obbb in point is

by enclosed card. W. H. E. Smith offers a puree of $200 to

be trotted for by the produce of his stallions PaBuora Hay-

ward and Grand Moor, entries to close July 1, 8883

pnblic announcement iB now made that the entries are to

cloBe September lflt. Can this change be made without a

penalty ':

Answer—-Owners of stallions who offer purses to be trotted

for bv the produce of said stallions haTe the right to change

either date of entry for the race or to allow the race to lapse.

Should they allow the raoe to come off without notice, they

must either pay the puree or be ruled off.

H. Stowell, Santa Maria.

How doeB a horse get a record for trotting, on what kind

of a track, public ot private?

Answer—Eule 43, Sec. 1. of the National Trotting Associa-

tion is as follows: A record can only be made in a public

race, the horse to trot or pace a full vmile according to rule,

and the time muBt be taken by at least two tin an

for the purpoBe, and the record of their names, at wel

time, must be kept.

Mr. O. A. Hiokok arrived from the East, m
witb his stable of trotters, and reports Arab and tht

fine condition. He has taken up hiB quarters 1

Distriot Tract, where he iB working hie uoreeB for L-

;
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THE GUN.
Potteriaer After Snipe-

For all its vagrant habits, a snipe is wonderfully con-

stant to his old haunts. Time after time does one move
him from a particular flat or a particular rush bed, while the

nest one, not a hundred yards away, has never held a bird.

One tiny ditch I know which seldom fails to produce a snipe,

when there are any about—and I as seldom fail to visit it

—

though on the other side of the field a much more likely

venue is invariably a blank. Snipe after snipe have I shot
there, and yet another always succeeds to the vacant throne.

It is the same everywhere; if you have studied the ground,
you know exactly where to look for almost every bird.

It is curious, however, how slight a circumstance will alter

their habitat for the time being. A fall of a couple of inches,
almost, in the level of the water, will scatter them one and
all for miles around; the advent of the cows in February
will scare them from their most favorite haunts; a stray log

cast up by the floods will shy them for weeks together.
High farming, too, is the very ruination of snipe shooting.
Many and many a marsh do I know where there were scores
of snipe ten years ago, which will never hold a bird again.
One such place, especially, I have in my mind's eye now.
Twenty years ago it was swarming with wildfowl of every
description—as noisy at uight as any farmyard at mid-day.
Then came the reign of science. Barbarian agriculture cut a

rude drain across it. In five years there was never a duck to

be seen in the whole fifty acres, but still the snipe swarmed.
Another five years and even they were dwindling fast,

though the land could produce nothing more valuable than
rushes. For three or four years more I used regularly to

move one unhappy jack in the lowest corner, but after a
time even he got notice to quit. Now the only sound that
breaks the stillness of the night is the harsh croak of the
corncrake in the deep hay grass that covers it from hedge to

hedge.
But, though Scolopax is so ready to desert his old feeding-

grounds on the approach of civilization, he does not take
kindly to the opportunities of a retrograde movement. How-
ever carefully you may prepare an artiticial bog, it will be
years before the snipe will take advantage of it. They are
good old Tories in this way—eminently suspicions of novelty
in any form. I remember, a few years ago, the river broke
through a quasi-dam that had been formed for the protection
of a low-lying grass field by the mill, and hollowed out a
long, winding channel through the meadow till it found its

way back into the mill-pool below. The dam was repaired
in the autumn, but the water had left its mark in the shape
of a wide, shallow ditch, which is now overgrown with rank
grass and rushes, generally holding an inch or two of water
in the winter. This one would set down as a very paradise
for snipe—but no; often as I have followed its sinuous
course I never moved so much as a jack there, though on a
small flat, not two hundred yards away, I would undertake
to find a couple three days in the week.
Then, again, a snipe is so dependant on the weather. In

a mild, open winter they are scattered about everywhere; in
ploughs, grass fields, hedgerows, lanes, you may put one up

, anywhere, though the chances are considerably against your
bagging him—at all events among the high hedges of

shire. At such times, too, you will generally rind half a
dozen together. In a favorite haunt you may move fifty or
sixty iu a wisp, though it will take you all your time to count
them. It is only the frost that scatters them in ones and
twos. As soon as ever the thermometer goes down they are
off to the riverB and streams where the mud at the edge is

kept soft continually by the lapping of the water. If the
river freezes you must try the brooks and springs. Every
soft place will produce a snipe, however frequented it may
be. Time after time I have moved one from a watercress
bed, not a hundred yards from the house, where some one
must be passing within twenty yards nearly every hour of the
day.

Frost, it is said, puts all wild-fowl on the alert, and makes
them more difficult of approach. With most birds this is

undoubtedly true, but the snipe can plead to be an exception
to this, as it is to almost every other rule under the sun. On
some days, certainly, he is as wide awake as any curlew, but
if the frost holds for any time he will generally lie as close as
any stone two days out of every three. Perhaps he is loth to

leave his hard-won feeding ground, or perhaps he is weak
with continued abstinence, or, more likely still, it is pure
perversity; but certain it is, one way or another, that snipe
which would be off the instant you entered the field in mild
weather, will over and over again rise at your very feet, or
even half-a-dozen yards behind you, in a hard frost.

There is always a good deal of real "cussedness" about a
snipe. If you skip a corner there is sure to be one there; if

you walk down a narrow neck of land, with the brook wind-
ing round on either side of you, whichever way you turn your
eyes the beggar is sure to get up the other.

^
If there is any

place which is peculiarly awkward to shoot, that is the place
a snipe will choose to lie in. If there are cows anywhere
handy, he is sure to fly right across them. If you shoot and
kill your bird and hurry on with an empty gun to retrieve
him, there is sure to be a second roand the corner ready to

take advantage of you. It is more than craftiness very often,

it iB downright malice. There is one time, however, when
our friend may be caught napping; but one has to look vary
sharp to profit by it; the first few hours of a thaw, or before
a big storm, will give you a bigger bag than a week's work
in open weather.
A snipe is a first-rate meteorologist. He knows as well as

the "clerk of the weather" himself when the good time i6

coming, and is not to be deterred by any paltry considera-
tions of personal safety from getting his fair share in the
feast. In a couple of hours he has had bis till and settles down
quietly to digest it. If any two-legged creature with a gun
is rude enough to disturb his siesta, he treats him with digni-
fied contempt, and refuses to move. If his toes are actually
trodden upon, he will rise, but even then under protest, and
he flaps away with an injured air, as much as to say "You
may shoot me, but it isn't sport." It doesn't take him long,
though, to recover himself, and once his "crude peacock" is

digested in the "bath," he bids defiance to the wicked wiles
of man. If yon do hit on just such a time as this, you ought
to make a good thing of it, brother sportsman; but the lack
is generally against one. To begin with, the thaw—as far as
my experience goes—nearly always begins on a Sunday. If it

doesn't, it is sure to be in the night, or on just the only day
that you can't possibly get away, or when you have got a
sprained wrist, or a funeral, or a wedding, or something
equally unpleasant to attend to. It is no good; you can't
put Scolopax off; when the first sis hours of the thaw are
£one you may as soon expect to shoot a dodo as a snipe. It

is just like the Mayfly season in this. If you can "take them
on the hop," so to speak, itis"just heavenly,"as an Ameri-

can would say, but the companion fixture is a darned blank.
The birds are in better condition, too, in a thaw; the hard

weather plays the very dickens with their internal economy.
There is not much eating on them at the best of times, but I
would defy a flea to make a squ are meal off a full snipe'B breast
after a month's fasting. A full snipe's, I say, adviEedly; for,

curiously enough, a jack will always come up as plump as a
Norfolk turkey, be the thremometer where it will.

In this part of the world, however, the frost seldom holds
long enough for absolute starvation, and cceleris paribus, a
frosty morning is the time for the snipe. You must start

early, before the ground is disturbed, and if you have a mile
or more to walk before yon can begin business, it is all to the

good, for it takes ten minutes or so of hard walking to

acclimatize one's fiDgers to an icy gun barrel.

Perhaps there is a thick white mist in the air and a thin
sprinkling of snow on the ground, and Scolopax looms out
like a great owl in the fog; for one moment he looks as big as
a haystack, and then, before he is thirty yards away, all

trace of him is gone, save the sound of his pinions in the air.

But before long the infant sun asserts his power and the
mist melts slowly into daylight. Everything is bright and
lively now—the rushes along the water's edge are alive witb
small birds, thrushes, field-fares and redwings are scattered

broadcast over the fields, hunting for a stray worm that may
have forced its unwilling way through the frozen earth.

Blackbirds, too, are there, close down by the river's bank,
getting up a hundred yards away with a scream of warning to

every feathered fowl within half a mile. Snipe after snipe
have I loBt through the officious "cave" of their black
plumaged friends.

Presently, perhaps, if you creep warily round a corner,
you may light on a couple of ducks that ought to have been
off to safer quarters three hours ago. If you are lucky they
will only live long enough to me it. The first report startles

half a hundred birds around you—a moorhen dashes out
from under your very feet, a snipe rises a hundred yards
away, a dozen or more of pigeons clatter out from the cover
opposite—a flock of plovers rise in the nest field and wheel
round in companies in the air—a stately heron flaps away
leisurely from the waterside, and a kingfisher flashes like a
meteor down the stream. The whole river is peopled with
bird-life.

Then on yon go again, regretting a miss, or chuckling
over a successful right and left. Perhaps you Btop to mark
an otter's "seal" in the mud, and a snipe, taking advantage
of your mental aberration, gets clear away. The next, how-
ever, will not be so lucky. He lops about from side to side

and then straightens at fifty yards distance. Fast as he flies

the shot fly faster, and he goes where the good snipe go.
Then comes a jack, a slippery little customer that the best

of shots might miss; but, for all that, you are a bit disgusted

to see him scudding away as merrily as ever, with the best
part of an ounce of No. S scattered harmlessly around him.
Down he goes in the next field, but you needn't trouble to

follow; if you crawl on your face for an hour he won't let

you come within distance again to-day. There is no noise,

no fuBs, no screaming about him; he just jumps up quietly
and is off in the most unassuming manner; but still you
must respc-ct him—he is a dish fit for a king.
While yon are still debating as to how on earth you

managed to miss, a full snipe gets up from the water's edge
ahead of you, and then another, and another follow suit,

screaming wildly, and rising higher and higher at every stroke
of their powerful wings. They have been thinking deeply
for the last thirty seconds, and have at last come to the con-
clusion that that extraordinary concussion in the air they
have juBt heard means mischief, and so they are off. They
got up out of shot, so you have little to reproach yourself
with this time, and shading your eyes with your hand you
strive to watch them as they wheel round, a quarter of a
mile away, in the bright sunlight. They are gone! No, they
are coming round again! Down you go on your knees behind
a friendly buBh, and watch their approach. As they near
their favorite flat once more they wheel again and suddenly
come dashing down all together, like a streak of lightning;

at the last moment they see you, and swerve again, but it is

too late. Their flight is as steady as a rock now, and one, or
perhaps two, must pay the penalty of their rashness.

After this piece of luck, for snipe will not always be so con-
fiding, there Bhould be a blank for half a mile or so to stimu-
late your energies; though, probably, it only succeeds in

diverting your attention to the thousand and one creatures
around you. The next victim, perhaps, towers, and for a
moment you think he is lost, till he comes down suddenly
like a stone, on the other side of the stream. Then, if you
have no dog, you swear for a bit, and then make up your
mind to jump the brook and retrieve your own spoil. If you
have sworn much, you will probably get one leg into the
water in the attempt, and then you will swear more. So
does a small sin lead to a greater one.
On you go, despite mishaps, picking up a snipe every here

and there, if you are in form, or missing bird after bird in
the most unaccountable manner if you are not. It is no
good reasoning about the matter, a miss is a miss, and not
all the self-recrimination in the world will rectify it.

Presently you come upon the plovers again, feeding on
some bit of soft ground near the stream. Almost before you
have caught Bight of them through the hedge, their heads are
up in the air with a wonderful prescience of danger. For
five 01 six minutes you puzzle your brain how to get near
them, but they soon decide the question for you. The near-
est outpost is uneasy, and rises to get a better look at the
thing behind the hedge, a panic seizes the host, and they all

follow suit. If yon lie still, and your luck has not deserted
you, curiosity may bring pome outsider within rangp. He is

well above you, and his white breast shows a deadly bull's-

eye against the dark back-ground of the eky. He hovers
slowly in the air, unconscious of danger, and then there is a
report and a ball of white and green feathers comes tumhling
down from the sky at the rate of sixty miles an hour.
But now the clock beneath your waistcoat is striking the

hour for luncheon, and the brook has brought you round
within half a mile of home again, so it is time to count over
the bag and trudge. Two and a half couple, perhaps, of

snipe, a mallard and a couple of plovers. Nothing to boast
of, certainly, as far as numbers go, but a sufficient average to

satisfy a keen sportsman.
There is somewhat of a pot-hunting element creeping into

modern sport—a tendency to elevate the mere number of

head into the sole criterion of pleasure among "birds and
beasts and fishes!" It is only a tendency, certainly, but it is

apt to obsoure some of the higher instincts that every form of

Bport should involve. This, no doubt, is the stereotyped
complaint of those whose lot has not fallen among big pre-

serves; but, all the same, there is some truth in it wrapped
up in many folds of garbage. Cover-shooting— the regular

butt of the malcontents—may, and probably does, require
the highest skill with the gun, but it lacks the element of

wildness which is an essential part of sport. It is like

hunting a bag fos, or fishing for gold fish in an aquarium.
Sport, per 8e

t
is the pursuit of wild animals in their natural

haunts. Pheasants, nowadays, hardly come into the category
of wild animalB, nor can a well-stocked cover be properly
called their natural haunt. There is no communiog with
Nature, no development of one's higher faculties to be got
out of standing in the hottest corner of the cover, with a
loader at one's elbow and the uncouth utterances of the
beaters resounding in one's ears.
What an immense deal more variety, too, there is in a little

bit of rough shooting. You never know quite what to espeet.
The chances are it is Bnipe—very good; but it may iust as
well be a duck, or a teal, or a plover. Rarer birds, too, cross
one's path every now and then; goosanders and even whist-
ling golden eyes get driven inland occassionally, a rail gets
left behind for the winter, and there is always the off chance
of picking up a double snipe, though it has never been my
luck to do so. Over and over again a sis-ounce snipe deludes
one for the moment, but the white breast always betrays
its lowlier origin. I remember once seeing a swan come down
the river in a big frost—only a mute, probablv, that had
wandered far afield from some private water. I had no glass,

,
and was unable to identify him, as he was as wild as any one
of his northern cousins, and resented every attempt at a
stalk. But in old days his congeners were by no means rare.
The geese, too, have long deserted us, though few winters pass
without our seeing a long string of them half a mile up in the
air, coming, heaven knows whence, and making for an equally
unknown destination. Duck and teal are still fairly plentiful,
widgeon naturally more scarce so far inland. Last Christmas
day I was watching a company of duck on the river just in
front of the windows, paddling about in charge of a wary old
drake, but they were far away by the Monday. Birds and
fish, one is aware, know Sunday as well as any parson, but
it was an effort of genius to spot Christmas day. As for the
lesser tribes of water birds—coots, moorhens and dabchieks

—

their name is legion. One farmer here has a regular family
of moorhens. He feeds them every day, and never allows a
gun on the place. You may see a hundred or more of them
feeding like chickens iu the paddock. But the old man is

hard at death's door now, and I fear a new Pharoah uill arise
and know not Joseph. A slaughter of the innocents—to
change the scene suddenly—is juBt the thing to tempt the
rustic mind, though what pleasure or profit there can be in
shooting a score of moorhens my feeble intellect fails to
grasp.

Every now and then, though, one meets with a real sports-
man among the lower classes—a stray relic of bygone days,
before poaching and wholesale burglary had become synony-
mous terms. One such I know in the village now, a man
who will shoot his three or four couple of snipe, three days in
a fortnight, with an old muzzle-loader. The birds pay bis
game license, at all events, if they do not help on the farm,
for he gets a shilling apiece for as many as he likes to send
in to the local dealer.

Talking of muzzle-loaders, there are very few of these mod-
ern cheap guns that will comparo with many an old muzzle-
loader that has been in a farmer's family for generations.
Despite their rough usage the barrels are cleaner now than
those of a good many £5 Brummagens that have not been in
use for twelve months. No doubt there is a good deal in the
solid breach—to employ somewhat of a Hibernianism—but
still the real difference lies in the metal. Bad iron, like bad
most things, is peculiarly a nineteenth century invention.
But even if you have got the best gun ever built it is a

problem what to put inside it for this sort of work. No. 8,
no doubt, is the right Bhot in the right barrel, but the diffi-

culty lies in the left. If you use a larger size you must keep
your second string for larger game. No. 4 in none too heavy
for a mallard, but it plays the deuce with the two-inch breast
of a snipe, if it manages to score at all. Perhaps, on the
whole, the smaller size is the best for both barrels. It will
kill anything below a goose well enough at a pinch, and for
every dnck that can carry it away comfortably you bag an
extra couple of snipe, so the balance comes pretty even.
One often hears of men using No. 10 for snipe-shooting,

but the practice is stroogly to be condemned. Bird after bird
will fly away from it apparently uninjured, only to fall dead
half a mile away or die by inches in a corner.
Part and parcel with this use of small shot is the pernicious

doctrine that it is legitimate to pull on a snipe at any distance.
"A single shot will bring him down, however far away."
"No fear of a snipe getting off if he is touched." so say these
wiseacres. True, enough, a single shot will kill if it touches
a vital part—a single shot will break a pinion bone if it have
sufficient impetus—but how many non-vital Bpots are there,
even in the small area of a snipe's body, where a Bhot will
take no immediate effect beyond condemning the unhappy
victim to a lingering death in utter solitude? Surely the
piteous cry of a wounded snipe as he struggles iu the water
or flatters vainly among the rushes with a broken wing,
should strike a chord in every sportsman's breast. It is bad
enough that our pleasure should necessarily involve another
creature's pain without our seeking to increase it by reckleBB
torture.

Snipe-shooting on a big scale is pretty well played out in
England now. The margin of cultivation (whatever it may
be) goes down, and the snipe go down with it. One may
potter about after them and kill one here and one there, but
ten couple is a good day's work in almost any country of Eng-
land, bar the east coast. Nimrod must go further afield
nowadays for a big bag—to the Emerald Isle, to Albania,
Spain, or India. But this same pottering is a most fascinat-
ing pursuit. It is all very well to talk of wading up to your
waist in an Irish bog, or lying low behind a mud bank flight-

ing. When it comes to the end of the day the "potterer,"
with his three couple of snipe and a couple of duck, has had
a better time of it than the enthusiastic bog-trotter with four
times the number. Flighting, too, is very good fun while it

lasts, though its goodness is generally in exact proportion to
the badness of the weather, but walking is better than wait-
ing, be the short half-hour of sport as exciting as you will.
One may Bhoot snipe, too, at flight if a damp seat and an
accumulation cf rheumatics be an especial object. Often, iu
former days, I have lain concealed under a certain bush,
watching for the snipe as they dashed down to the flat at
dusk. What a pace they came in: It took a quick hand
and a still quicker eye to make much of it, but at the
time it seemed the very acme of enjoyment. We used to stalk
them, too, from the water sometimes in a light canvas punt
of home-made origin. It was a cranky concern to shoot
from, but, lying low in the bottom of the boat, you could
often get within a yard or two of the birds feeding in per-
fect unconcern on the mud. It was a curious sight to watch
them dabbling their bills and washing their feet in the water.
A single movement of your head, and they were off. There
was no jumping up and taking aim; you had to get your gun 11

up as best you could, with nothing but the top of your bend
above the gunwale. Five to one on the snipe, of course, but
then the odds generally are those, or thereabouts. The chief
charm about it was the estreme probability of an upset,
though, what would have become of the gun under such cir-

oumstanoes I can hardly soy.

ID
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Nevada State Fair
OF 1887 WILL BE HELD

AT RENO,
Commencing September 21st and Ending

October 1st.

35 RACES, TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS
LIBERAL PKE.MHMIS

Live Stock Department and Exhibits in Pavilion.

Indian, Pony Maces/ Baloon Ascensions! Bicycle

Maces! Stock Parades!

LADIES' TOURNAMENT.
Friday, September 23, Wednesday, September 28 and

September bO. i'riday,

THE PRESIDENT'S GOLD MEDAL.
President Powning offers a Special Premium, a

GOLD ALEDAX. value 5100, for the best
Exhibit in Any Department.

Trials of Speed to be Conducted under tlie
auspices of tbe Directors ol Uie State Agri-
cultural Society.
The State Agricultural Society was established in

accordance with an act or tbe Legislature of the State
of Nevada, entitled "An Act to provide for the man-
agement and control of tbe State Agricultural Society
of ttie State," approved March 7, 18&S.

MEMBERS OF THE STATE BOAED OF AGRICULTURE
L. J. FLINT, of Washoe County; B. F. LEETE, of

Washoe Countv; P. H. JIUHJAHY, of WaBhoe
County; AL. WHITE, of Washoe County; JOHNSWEENY, of Ormsby Couuty; T. B. RICKEY, of
Douglas County; C. C. POW~NI>-G, of Wasboe
County; ALVAEO EVANS, of Washoe Countv:
THEU. WINTERS, of Washoe County; F. DAKU-
BERG, of Douglas County; W. S. BAILEY, of
Churchill County; JOS. MARZEN, of Humboldt
County.

PROGRAMME.
First Day—Wednesday, September fcist.

No. 1.-INTRODUCTORY—Three-quarter dash, for
District horses; $100 added; entrance $20-. declaration
$5, on or before September 1st.
No. 2.—RUNNING—Five-eighths mile dasb. Dis-

trict horses; two-year-olds; SiuO added; entrance §20;
declaration $5 , on or before September 1st.
Nos. 3, i and 5 will be made and announced on Sat-

urday, Sept. 17th,

Second Day—Thursday, September fcfcd.

No. 6.—TROTTING—2:50 clasB for DiBtri orses;
three in five, purse 1300; first horse $150: s horse
*100; third horse SoO.
No. 7.—TROTTING-Mile heats, three in five ; free

for all; purse $M0; 3300 to first horse; $200 to second
horse

; 9100 to third horse.

Third Day-Friday, September «3d.
No. 8. — BUNNING—Selling parse for District

horses; dash of amile; $150 added; $25 entrance, half
forfeit; Ja declaration, on or before September 1st.
Horses to be sold for $1,000 to carry entitled weight.
Two pounds allowed for each $100 under the $1,000.
No. 9.—RUNNING—Half-mile dash; entrance free;

purse 9100.
Three other races for this day will be announced

on Thursday, September 23d.

Fourth Day—Saturday, September 24th.
No. 13.—TROTTING—Mile and repeat; free for all

three-yeai-olds and under in the District; purse $300;
first horse $150; second horse $100; third horse ?50.
No. 14.—PACING—Mile heats, three infive; free for

all; purse $600; first horse $300; Becond horse $200;
third horse $100.

Fifth Day—Monday, September 26th.
No. 15.—HANDICAP—Mile and a half dash; $300

added; $50 entrance; half forfeit; $10 declaration, on
or before September 10th. Weights to be announced
Sept. 1st,

No. 16.—SELLING PURSE—Closes the same time
as stakes; one mile and a quarter dash; $200 added.
Three other races for this day will be made Septem-

ber 24th.
*

Sixth Day—Tuesday, September 2 J tii.

No. 20.—TROTTING.—Three-minute class for Dis-
trict horses; purse $300; first horse $150; second
horse $100: third horse $50.
No. 21.-TROTTING.—Mile heats, three in five; free

for all; purse$600; first horse $100; second horse $250;
third horse $150.

SeventhDay—Wednesday, September 28th.
No.22.—RUNNING—Three-quarter mile dash; two

year-olds; $150 added; §25 entrance; half forfeit; five
or more to enter.
No. 23.—RUNNING—Mile and three-eighths; three-

year-olds; $200 added; $50 entrance ; half forfeit; $10
declaration, oa or before September 1st; three or
more to start.

No. 24.—RUNNING—Purse *
-
t00; dashof two miles;

en per cent entrance; nve or m ire to enter; three or
more to start.

Eisthth Day—Thursday, September 29th.
No. 27.—PACING—Mile he3ts, three in five; free

for all; purse $c»0; first horse $300; second horse $200;
third horse $100.
No. 23.—TROTTING—Mile heats; three in five;

free for District horses; purse $600; first horse $300;
econd rrse $200; third horse $100.

Ninth Day-Friday, September 30th.
No. 29.—RUNNING—Mile dash for two-year-olds;

$200 added; entrance $20; declaration $5; on or before
September 1st.

No. 30.—RUNNING—Mile and five-eighths dash for
three-year-olds; $300 added; $50 entrance; half for-
feit; ?10 declaration, on or before September 1st-
three or more to start.
Three other races for this day will be made up Sep-

tember 29th.
^

Tenth Day—Saturday, October 1st,
No. 34.—2:35 Class; mile heats, three in five; free for

all; purse $300; first horse $500; second horse $200;
third horse $100.
No. 35.-2:25 Class; mile heats; three infive; free

for all; purse $1,000; first horse $500; secondhorse$300;
third horse $200.

RFKARES AMD CONDITIONS.
Nominations to stakes must he made to the Secre-

tary on or bt-fore the first day of August, 1887. En-
ttias for the purses must be made: For Monday's
races on the Saturday preceding; for Wednesday's
races, on Monday, and for Friday's races, on Wednes-
day, at the regular time for closing entries as desig-
nated by the rules. Those who have nominated in
stakes must name to the Secretary, in writing, which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 f. m.
Horses entered in purses can only be drawn by con-
sent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Associa-

tion will govern running races.
All horses entered for State purses must be owned

and kept in Nevada and California east of the Sierra
Nevadaa for six months prior to day of race.
Entries to all trotting races will close September

1st with the Secretary.
Five or more to enter and three or more to start in

all for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to govern trot-

ting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association
rules to govern running races, except as above.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, eunless otherwise specified; five to enter and
three to start. But the Board reserves tbe right to
hold a less number than five to fill, bv the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance
fee ten per cent, on purse, to accomany nomina-
tion.
National Trotting Association Rules to govern trot-

ting but the Board reserves the right to trot heats
of any two clasaes alternately, if necessary to finJBb
any day's racing, or to trot a special race between
heats. A horse making a walk-over shall be entitled
only to the entrance monev paid in. When less than
the required number of starters appear they may
contest for the entranc money, to be devided as fol-
Owa: 6% to the first and 33K to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations, axe void

8 accompanied by the money.

Please observe that, in the above stakes, declara
tions are permitted for a small forfeit.
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. si. of theday preceding the race shall be required to start-Where there is more than oDe entry by one person

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added monev paid for a walk-over
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.

All entries must be directed to C. H. Stoddard. Sec
retarv of the Society.

EQCESTRIA NISM.
Ladies' Grand Tournament for the most accom-

plished and graceful lady riders, Friday, Sept. 23,
Wednesday, Sept. 28, and i'riday, bept, 30, at 10 o^clock
A. If.

The Society offers four premiums, valued respect-
ively at $100, *70, $40 and $20.
The lady who is adjudged first shall have her choice

of all premiums offered. The second lady shall have
second choice, and so on.
All ladies must ride with saddles.
It is expected that other special premiums will be

added to tins list by private contribution. No one but
ladies of the highest respectability will be allowed to
compete for prizes.
Ladies wishing to compete for prizes will please

send name to Secretary, indorsed by two members of
the Society.

INDIAN PONY RACES.
On Thursday, Sept. 22d, Monday, Sept. 26th, and

Thursday, Sept. 2tftb, the novelty of an Indian pony
race will be provided, and the amusing sight of
twenty or thirty noble red men of the forest, mounted
on the wildest and most unmanageable cayuses imag-
inable, galloping around the track at break-neck
speed, will, as they say at the circus, be alone worth
the price of admission.

iX Y0ESDAXE MEDALS.
The American Clydesdale Association will give a

valuable medal, of suitable design, for the best re-
Corded Clydesdale stallion,anda similar medalforthe
best recorded Clvdeadale mare bred in Nevada and
exhibited at the State Fair of 1887.

BALLOON ASCENSIONS.
Arrangements have been made for a series of bal-

loon ascensions during the Fair, alike novel and excit-
ing. Ascensions will be made daily from the race
track.

BICYCLE RACES.
Two or three bicycle races will take place between

the fastest wheelmen in the State, and ten contests
are counted upon.

C. C. POWNTNG, President,
C. H. STODDARD, Secretary,
C. T. BENDER, Treasurer. 28myl8

Stockton Fair.
BEGINNING

September 27, and Con-

tinuing five days.

$15,000.
W PURSES OFFERED.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Entrance fee 10 per cent of all purses to accom-

pany nominations.
In all races four moneys, viz: 50, 2o. 15 and 10 per

cent.

Tuesday. September 27, 1887.
1, BUNNING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake,

$66 each, $150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 8
entries'). One mile.

2. BUNNING—DISTRICT. Free for all, tyuO. Mile
and repeat.

3. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 3:00 Class,
$1,000.

4. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Free for alL $300.

Wednesday, September 98, 1887.
5. BUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Free for alL

Race hereafter to be namedfor the winner. 8400. One
mile.

TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:24 Class, $1,000.
7. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Three-year-old stake ;

$65 each. $150 added. (.Closed February let with 9
entries).

8. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake $65
each. $150 added; best 2 in 5. (Closed February 1st,
with 8 entries).

Thursday, September 29, 1887.
9. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. $500. Mile and

repeat.
10. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:35 Class,

$1,000.
11. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:18 Class,

$1,000.
12. PACING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 Class, $500.

Friday. September 30, 1887.
13. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Handicap;

weights named 10 days before race; $400. One mUe and
repeat.
14. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Novelty race;

2 miles; $1,000; first half mile, $150; first mile, |225;
first mile and a half, $275; first to finish, $350. All
paid up entries over seven to be added, equally ulvided
between each winner.

15. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Free or alL
$1,200.

16. TROTTING- PACIFIC COAST. Three-year-
old stake, $65 each. $250 added. (Closed February 1st,
with 10 entries.

)

17. TROTTING — PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 Class.
$1,000.

Saturday, October 1st. 1887.
18. RUNNING—.DISTRICT. Three-year-oldstako,

$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February lBt, with o
entries.)

19. TROTTING —PACIFIC COAST. 2:22 Class.
$1,000.

20. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Two-year-old
stake, $65 each, $250 added. (Closed February 1st,
withSentrles.)
21. PACING—PACIFIC COAST. Free-for-all. $700.

CONDITIONS.
All races best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified.
The Stockton track is one of the fastest in the world.
Stables, hay and straw free to competitors.
Entries close August 1st, 1887, with the Secretary.
Stockton Fair. San Joaquin Vallev District for

raceB comprise the counties of San Joaquin, Tuol-
umne, Mariposa, Fresno, Calaveras, Stanislaus,
Merced, Tulare and Kern, State of California.

Board of Directors for 1*87: L.U.SHIPPEE, JOHN
E.MOORE, JAMES A. i.OUTTIT, R. C. SARGENT,
B. F. LANGFORD, JAS. A. SHEPHERD, FRED
ARNOLD. W. H. SNOW.

L. tT
. SHIPPEE, President.

For programme** and full conditions ap-
ply to the Secretary, J. M. LAKCE.
P. O. Box 188. Stockton, California. Hju8

Santa Clara Valley
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

SPEED CONTESTS,
: FROM THE :

15th to 20th of August;
Inclusive, 1887.

SAN JOSE.
PROGRAMME.

First Day -Monday, August 15th.
1. STALLION RACE, Trotting Stake—$100 entrance

half forfeit, $150 added- Closed April 1st, with five
entries.

2. TROTTING, for two-year-olds—Purse $250. The
get of tbe following stallions, viz: Brown Jug, Jim
Utuyenna kcms Nuwwu Nutwood Boy. Woodriut
Bay wood, Fleetwood, Commodore Nutwood, King
William Grosvenor, Bisiuarck, Menlo, Elmo, Stran-
ger, Hamiltonian George, J. H. Weber's horse and
Captain Ham's horse . Mile and repeat.

Second Day—Tuesday, August 16tli.
3. TROTTING STAKE, for-three-year-oldfl-$25 to

accompany nomination, $25 aodtional for starters;
failure to make second payment forfeits first; $2-50
added. Stakes and added money divided 00, W and 10
per cent

4. TRUTTING—Purse $1,000. 2:17 Class.
5. TBOTTING-Purse $5o0. 2:40 Class.

Third Day—Wednesday, August 17
6 BUNNING STAKE for two-year-olds. $25

entrance, $10 forfeit
; ?20u added; $50 to second,$25 to

third; non-winners this year allowed 5 lbs. three-
quarters of a Mile.

7. RUNNING STAKE, free for all-$25entrance;$10
forfeit; $2uo added: $-50 to second; third to save en-
?rane. Maidens allowed five pounds. One and one-
half miles.

8. RUNNING—Free purse, $2C0, for all ages; $50 to
second horse. Mile and repeat.

Fourth Day—Thursday, Aug. 18th.
9. TROTTING—Purse $500. 2:27 Class.
10. TROTTING—Purse $7oO. 2:23 Class.
11. PACING—Purse $500. Free for aU.

Fifth Day—Friday, Aug. 19th.
12. PACING—Purse 5300, 2:30 Class.
13. TROrriNG—Purse $500. 2:30 Class.
14. RUNNING—Free purse$200. $50tosecondhorse.

One mile and repeat.

Sixth Day -Saturday, Aug. 20th.
15. TROTTING—Purse $600. 2:25 Class.
16. TROTTING—Purse $1,000. 2:20 Class.
17. TROTTING STAKE— b'or two-year olds; $10 to

accompany nomination; $15 additional for starters.
non-payment of second forfeits first; $200 added;
Stakes and added money divided, 60, 30, lo per cent*
Mile and repeat.

CONDITIONS.
In all Trotting and Pacing Races, purses divided as

follnwu: 60 percent, to first horse, ao per cent, to sec
ond, 10 percent, to third.
All Trotting or Pacing Races best 3 in 5, except as

otherwise specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

Rules of the State Agricultural to govern running,
except as herein stated.
The Board reserves tbe light to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance fee and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only

except when distancing the field, then to firBt and,
third moneys.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the money.
Non-starters in running races will be held for en-

trance, under Rule 3.

If, in the opinion of the Judges, before starting a
race the race cannot be finished on the closing day of
the Fair, it may be continued.
In all trotting and pacing races five or more paid-up

entries required to fill and three or more horses to
start, but tlie Board reserves the right to hold a less
number than five to fill by deducting a proportionate
amount of the purse.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all

entries.
When less than the required number of starters

appear they may contest for the entrance money,
divided as follows: 66% to first horse and Z3% to sec-
ond.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompauied by the monev.
Races to commence each day at two p. M.
EntrieB to close July 20th, 1887,

N. B. EDWARDS, President.
U. H. BRAGG, Secretary. Hjo8

KILLIP & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS,

™2 Montgomery Street. San Francisco

SPECIAL ATTENTION SAID TO SALES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Hill Sell In All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Geeen, Hon. J. D. Cabk,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J, P. Sargent, Esq., Hon. John Boees
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Robe, Hon. A. Walkath,
Los AngeleB. Nevada.

J. B. Haggin, Esq., San Francisco
Represented at Sacramento bv Edwin F. Smith,

Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At San Jose by Messrs. Montgomery 4Eea, Real

Estate Agents.
Being tne oldest established firm In the live-Btock

business on this Coast, and having conducted the
Important auction sales In this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified In claiming unequalled facili-
ties for disposing of live stock or every description
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-
riondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
nence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give full publicity to animals placed with us for sale.
Private purchases and sales of live stock of all
descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
Bbipped with the utmost care. Purchases and eales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KIIXIP A CO.. 22 Montgomery Street.
am J

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of
Ontario Veterinary Col-
lege, Toronto, Canada
4ST Castration a Special-

ty- Advice by mail $tOO.
Veterinary Infirmary, 371 Natoma St.

Residence, 966 Howard St., San Francisco.
ISUhBfl

Seventeenth
Agricultural District

FAIR
Counties of Neyada and Placer-
Commencing Tuesday, Sept. 6th, t8«7

and continuing five days

Racing and stock exhibits at Glenbrook Park,
Pavilion at Grass Valley

$10,000 in Purses & Premiums!

FIVE DAYS RACING
Tuesday. Sept. 6th.

No. 1- TROTTING—District. 3:00 Class. Purse S2o0,
*0-'-- TltUTTlNG—2:b0 Class. Free for all. Purse

No. 3. TROTTING—For two-year olds owned in the
Counties of Nevada, .Placer, YLba, Sutter, Colusa.
Butte, Tehama, Pluma3 and oierra. Mile and repeat.
Purse 3230.

Wednesday. September 7th-

No. J. RUNNING-Free for all. $50 entrance, 825
forteit §30u added; second horse $75, third $oO One
mile and repeat.
No. 5. RUNNING—Free for all. For two-year olds,

$2o eutrance, lu forfeit, $15o ndded; second horse *5u,
tiilrd$2j. Five-e-ightLsut a mile.
No. 6. RUNNING—Fur three-year olds. Free for

all. $2-5 entrance, $10 forfeit, $200 added. One mile
and a quarter.
No. 7. PACING—2:32 Class. Free for all. Puree $500

Thursday, September Sth.
GRAND STOCK PARADE at 10 a. St.; BICYCLETOURNAMENT, for Gold Aiedal.at 11 a.m.
No. 6. TROTTING— District 2: 40 Class. Purse 32-50.N o. 9. TROTTING—2:25 Class. Free for all. Purae

No. 10. TROTTING—Three-year olds or under. Dis-
trict. Mile and repeat, furse 3250.

Friday, September 9th.
LADIES' TOURNAMENT, for various Prizes, at

11 A. M.
No. 11. RUNNING—Open to alL «50 entrance, $25

forfeit, 3-00 added; second horse 575, third 360 Two
mile3.
No. 12. RUNNING—Open to all. 325 entrance 3i0

forteit 3150 added; secoud horse ?50, third 825. Three
fourths of a mile and repeat.
No. 13. RUNNING—Free purse 3150. Entrance free

to all beaten horses. Those not having run second
dunn^the meeting allowed lo pounds. 350 to second
horse. One mile and repeat.
No. 14. PACING—2:23 Class. Free foraU. $500.
No. lo. RUNNING—Saddle Horse stake. District

Catch weights. So entrance, $50 added. Four moneys
50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent. One mile.

Saturday, September lOth.

No. 18. TROTTING—District. One-year-olds. Half
mile and repeat. Purse $IU0.
No. 17. TROTTING-2:40 Class. Open to alL Purse

* No. 18. TROTTLNG-2;24 Class. OpentoalL Purse
$500.

In races designated as "District "all horses are eli-
gible that were owned in the counties of Nevada and
Placer, comprising the 17th Agricultural District,
prior to June l, 16&7, unless otherwise specified.

CONDITIONS'
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter and three to start, bnt the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee lu per cent on purse, to
accompany nominations. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 30
per cent, to second, and 10 per cent, to third.
National Association rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot beats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows:
66jj to the first, and 33£ to tbe second.
In all entries not declared out by 6 p.m. of the day

preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p.m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Racing colors to he named in entries.
Dj trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in
their entries.
Entries to close with the Secretary on August 1st,

1887.

SAMIEL GRANGER, President.
P. O. Address Grass Valley, Cal.

GEORGE FLETCHER, Secretary,
P. O. Address Grass Valley, Cal. 2 jy 10

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.KC.V.S.
VETERINARY SURGEON.

Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh.
Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies,
Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
and Histology. The Williams' Prize, '84-'85, for high-
est works in professional examinations, and six first-
class certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois
State Veterinary Medical Association.
OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
». Mccarty, prop.

1129 Market St. S. F., Bet. 7thand8tli.
telephone No. 3117.

CORRIN'S GREAT

HORSE LINIMENT.
Sure cure for Swinney, weakness of the spine

sprains, strains, etc. It neither blisters nor causes
the hair to fall off, and does not Incapacitate thehore"
from work during treatment Though there ray«
been many drugs on tbe market which ani claimed
pood, the observer will readilv see their deficiency
from tbe number of lame horses which heeverywhere
meets, and that are mostly Buffering fror
scourge, Swinney, which not only causes tl.

to gradually shrink away, but also tbe boon i

ciate. Now where is the horseman so blind t'<

Interest as to refuse this new remedy a fair
For sale by all druggists. Mrs. A. C.

Prop., San Francisco. AU rights secured
Patent Office. Price, $1,410 per Bottle.
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Got Onto his Racket.

"You remember that fat horse, Prinoe, that

I had two years ago?" said one judge to

another, in the stand at Guttenburg the other

day. "Well, sir, I had an experience with
him that showed me how much reliance can

be placed on the average driver. I had the

horse at Pawling, Id August, 1885, and his

driver was a man I had done so much for

that I never dreamed he would give me the

cross. Prince could trot in 2:25 easy enough,
and he was in a race the first day which my
driver told me he was sure to win, and I

thought so and pat my money in the pool-box

hand over fist, until I saw my own driver buy-
ing the other end. Of course I quit, and my
horse was beaten. I eaid nothiDg, but sent

word for a driver at Newark to be there two
days later when PriuL-e was to start again.

"When the new driver came I told him to sit

as far back in the stand as he could, and not

to Bhow himself until I sent for him. Again
my money went into the box on my horBe

and again my driver's went in on the othpr

end. Prince won the first two heats in 2:35,

2:37&, but was beaten in the third in 2:36.

When they came out for the fourth heat, just

as my old driver was about to get into the

sulky I stepped up and said: 'Here, my
friend, I have another man who will drive this

heat,' and up came the artist from Newark.
You never saw a man's jaw drop so far. He
knew I was onto him and had not a word,
nor could he get a dollar out of the box, for

he did not dare skip for the pool-stand while

my eye was on him, and the horses got off

quick, and Prince won the heat and race in

2:31. That driver was giving me the double
cross, but I fetched him with a triple cross."— Walter A. Chester.

Gen Wm. T. Withers, of Fairlawn Farm,
Lexington, Ky., has sold toB. P. Williamson,
of Raleigh, X. C: Honeysuckle, bay mare,
three years old, by Happy Medium, dam
Susan Brady, by Strader's C. M. Clay Jr.;

price, $1,500. To Thomas Konan, Wyoming
Territory, bay suckling tilly, 3 mouths old, by
Aberdeen; dam Annabel, by George Wilkes;
price $1,000. To William L. Twalt, Vincen-
nes, Ind., Blackwood Medium, brown stal-

lion, five years old, by Happy Medium,
dam Bettie Blackwood by Blackwood; price

$750. —

—

Messrs. S. B. Whitehead & Co., who have
done the pool-selling at the Santa Rosa and
Petaluma Fairs last week and the previous
week, will sell pools at the coming meeting of

the Golden Gate Fair Association. Bay Dis-
trict Track.

W. L. Appleby purchased last week from
H. C. Judson a black filly by John A., dam
Ella Doane; price $1,000.

IMPORTANT TO *

HORSE OWNERS!
Recommend-

ed and Feed

by the Best :

Veterinary
j

SurgeonBof

this country. I

COMBAULT'S

CAUSTIC BALSAM.
Prepared exclusively by J. E. Gombattlt, ex-Veterinary

Surgeon to French Government Stud.
t >

Supersedes all Cautery or Firing.
Impossible to Produce any Scar or Blemish.
For Curb, Splint. Sweeny. Capped Hock, Strained Ten-
dons, Founder, Wind Pud's, all Skin Diseases or Para-
sltes. Thrush, Diphtheria, Pinkeye, all Lameness from
Spavin. Ringbone and other Bony Tumors. Removes
all Bunches or Blemishes from Horses and Cattle./"'

A Safe. Sjeeily anil Positive Cure^
It has been tried as a Human Remedy lor.

Rheumatism. Sprains, &c„ &c, with very satisfac-
tory results. '

)HWTCC that one tablespoonful - of
Caustic 33a.lsa,xa|
will produce more actual

results than a whole bottle of any liniment or spavin cur*
mixture ever made. w - -—id
Every bottle of CAUSTIC BALSAM sold Is war?

ranted to give satisfaction. Price $1.50 peribottles
Sold by druggiBts, or sent by express, charges paid;
with full directions for its ubc Send for^descriptive olij
culars, testimonials, &c. Address

,

LAWRENCE, WILLIAMS & CO. Cleveland;; Qj

i'ur aale in SaU i'v^ncieco by

j,an<;h,*:v a ?zu-u\m.k.
Wholesale ItrRggluiN.

augl3 J. O'KAIKK. Horsemen's Supplies

Bids for Privileges.
—FOR—

Sixth District Agr'l. Fair,
(OCTOBER 10 TO 15.)

ON OR BEFORE SEPTEMBER 1, 1887.

1st— For publication of a Fair Paper.

2nd -For Auctfon and Pool Privileges during the
meeting. Should bidders desire to include Book-
making, it la to be stated ard can be included.
Bidders to furniBb two or more Paris pool boxes.

It is desired to have bids in two forma— so much
cash, and so much per cent, on all pools sold. All
bid3 to be sealed and endorsed *'Bida for Privileges,"
and directed to E. A. DeCamp, Secretary, Box 210,
Los Angeles, Gal. The Board reserves the right to
reject any or all bids, auglStf

Important Sale

TrottingStock

S.B. WHITEHEAD& Co

AUCTIONEERS,

Will sell by Public Auction

ON

Wednesday, Sept. 7th, 1887,

BAY DISTRICT TRACK.
Between the heats of 2:20 class at the races

of the Golden Gate Fair Association, the fol-

lowing well-bred trotting stock, from the ranch
of Messrs. McDonald Bros., San Miguel, Ban
Luis ObiBpo County:

No. 1. GIPSY, bay mare, sire A. T. Stewart,
dam by a son of Belmont. Gypsy is a hand-
some mare of good trotting action, and will

prove a valuable brood-mare.

No. 2. SORRELL JIM, ch stallion, sire

Altoona, he by Almont, dam by a son of Bel-
mont. Sorrell Jim is live years old and a very
stylish horse.

No. 3. KEPPOCH, ch stallion, four years
old. Sire Altoona, dam Lady Stewart by A.
T. Stewart, he by Mambrino Patchen. Kep-
poch has a fine natural gait, and with very
little work shows great speed.
The stock can be seen at the Bay District

Track now.

S. B- WHITEHEAD & CO.,
liive Stock Auctioneers,

27aug2 2)0 LiedesUorff St., San Francisco.

EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR
• OF

THE SIXTH DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
AT

Los Angeles,
Best Fair in the State,

Not excepting Sacramento.

170 Entries in the Races.
Including fastest horses in the world.

Fruit, Agriculture and Horticul-
tural Display at

THE PAVILION.
Fifth and Olive Streets.

DON'T FORGET" THE DATE.

Oct. 10, 11, 12JL3, 14 and 15.

SEND FOR PREMIUM LIST.
3. W. ROBIIVSOX, President.

E.A. Del'AMP, Secretary—Box J 10. ^augtf

S.B.WHITEHEAD& CO,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS.

AKE PREPARED TO CONDUOT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters
And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Our Mr. 8. B. Whitehead has for fifteen

years successfully managed all the principal
sales of high-class stock on this Coast.

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARIEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOK. E8Q.,
J. B. HAOQXN. ESQ.

,

THEO. WINTERS, ESQ
,

R. P. ASHE, ESQ., WM. CORBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. "WHITEHEAD & CO.
20 Leldesdorir Street,

iartr sau I-'raucuico.

Bay District

Association.

Fall Season! Fall Season!

COMMENCING

Saturday, Oct. 1st, 188'.,

Followed on Saturday, Oclober 8, 15, 22 and 29th,
with contests on intermediate days, to be hereafter
announced.

RUNNING,
TROTTING and

PACING
Contests for liberal Purses, in the following

Classes: Three minutes, 2:40, *;o6, 2:30, 2:27, 2:26,
2:23, 2:20, 2:17, and a Grand Free-fo-.all for both
Trotters and Facers.

flSTSee future edition of this paper for full particu-
lars.

W. H. HINCHMAN, Secretary.
20augtf

EXCURSION
Rates

TO

Santa Rosa
AND

Petaluma
FOR THE PAIRS.

The San Francisco and North

Pacific Railroad

Announce Special excursion rates from all Points to
Santa Rosa and Petaluma for visitors to the Fairs.

Santa Bosa from August *£2<l to 2 7tU.

Petaluma from Augant 30th to Sept. 3d.

Round-Trip Tickets

GOOD FOR ONE WEEK.
From San Francisco to Santa Rosa and return,

$2.00.
From San Francisco to Petaluma and return,

$1.50.
Ticket offices at the Ferry,

222 Montgomery Street, and

No. 2 New Montgomery Street.

PETER J JlclJI.Ti NN.Ucn
.
J'ass .4 Ticket Ag't.

H. C. Will I1M., Superintendent.
auglatf

KENNEL.

FOR SALE.
Some fine-bred Irish Water Spaniel poppies

out of imported stock; over three months old.

AddrPBS J. N-,
27aug4 P. O, Box 2U60., S. I"

SETTEES FOR SALE.
English setter puppies of the most approved

Llewellin breeding. By Harold (Gatb—Gem) ex
Janet {Count Noble—Dashing Novice), lu blood they
have no superiors.

CALU'OKMA KEKKEL8,
(POST A WATSON,)

27aug4 614 I Street, Sacramento, Cal.

GLOVER'S ALBUM.
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

DOG MEDICINES.
Ma«'Ke Cur*. _ 50* Hisiemper Cure, St .00
Blood Purifier, 50c. Vennliuge, - - 50c
Canker W»hU, 50c. Eye Lnilon, - SOc.
niarrlkocacnre, 50c. Cure for Fits, - SOc
Tonic, - - 50c. Liniment, - 50c.
Kennel and Stable Soap, best dog soap known, price

25c.

These remedies are sold by druggists and dealers
n sportsmen's goods.

ALL DOC DISEASES TREA1ED
H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian to the Westminster Kennel Club, New
Jersey Kennel Club, Rhode Island Kennel Club,
Hartford Kennel Club, HemsttadFarra Company, etc.

18JU12 1^93 Krnndwav. Krxv Vnrlr

Animal Portraits.
Domestic PetB, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and all

description of Live Stock drawn or painted to oraer,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc

for illUBtra'ion purposes, furnished.
U. BOYD, Artist

»otitf IN Pont Street.

FOR SALE.
Thoroughbred IrishRed Setters

By Mike T.—Lady Elcbo T., both First prizewinners
on the bench, beside winning several specials. Cham-
pions Elcho, Rose.Noreen, Garryowen, Palmerston,
all famous winners, appear in the pedigrees of the dogs
offered. Breeding and health guaranteed.

ELCHO KL\-.MKB,S,
6agtf 2)115 Eleventh street, S. F.

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector,
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec, 1884. Champion Beauchief,

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1 886. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N. d

DO YOU WANT A DOG
jS DOC BUYERS' GUIDE. _

Colored plates, IOO enflTfivings K
of differeut breeds, prices they are!
north, and where to buy them. \

Mailed for 15 Cents. •
ASSOCIATED FANCIERS.

.,

887 S, Eighth St, EhiladelpaU, Pa. \
dapr

FOB JSALE,
Or speedy qualities to let tor the Fall

Circuit.

FRED AOKERMAN.
With a pacing record of 2:23. He Is a bright hay

weighs iumi lbs, eiglit years old; has been driven on the
road for the lust eighteen months; is Bound and kind,
and anyone can drive him. AddreBB all comuiuuica-
tions to

C. W, GIUHAJi
aOjytf Sacramento

Hunting Dogs.
Hunting Dogs faken to handle on game, tbe con

log season.

,'E. LBiVESLEY,
aUBl3tf GILROY.

AMERICAN
KENNEL CLUB

STUD-BOOK.
Blanks for registering in the official stnd

book will be mailed on application.
Entries will close for part §bree on Septe:

ber 30, 1887. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club
Koa. 44 ami 46 Ilroadwn ,

•°b New Yort
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ELEVENTH ACTUAL FAIR QMm Q^ J.^

Monterey
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

district Number 7.

1'oinmenclng at SALINAS CJlTV, Out 4tn,
and ending Ocl. 8 til, I8MJ

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Tuesday. Oct. 4th.

No. 1. TROTTING—Two-year-old Colt Stake of
1837

; 350 entrance
; 3100 adaed bv the Association : best 2

in 3.

No. 2. RUNNING—Three-quarters of a mile anc1

repeat, for ali horses owned in the District; purse $150

Wednesday, Oct. 5tli.
NoJ: .'HOTtlNG-Ptirge ?250i for the following

najri^d horses, and Siiufl others as the society mar
deem eligible in this class: Pedro', Charley G-, Jim L~„
Alien L., Lady Juhnson, Maud H., Ijady Simpson,
Jim Crow, Michael Davitt, Queen, Nig. Mambfirto
Jr., Eagle, Dixie, sorrel Torn, r.advilaek.'Susie. John
Splann, Bill Donathan, Charlie V.
No. 4. TKOTTING-Drv Season Race. Purse

5-150. for all two-year-olds in the District; winner of
first and second money in colt st<kes barred; best 1
lu Z.

Tbursday, oet. ©III.
No. P. TROTTING-#or all stallions owned in theOM District; purse §200.
No. 6. TROTTING—Two-mile heats; best 3 in 3;

for all horses that have never beaten five mtmttesiwr
two miles; puise §250.
No. 7. BUNNINu—One-half mile dash, for all two-

year olds owned in the Old District; purse $100.

Friday. Oct. Jin.
No. 8. PACING-Free for all; purse §200.
No, 9. TROTTING—For all three-year-olds and

under owned in the District; purse §i&); best 2 in 3
No. 10. NOVELTY RACE—Running-One and

one-fourth miles; purse §150, 1st quarter §25; 2d quar-
ter fio; 3d quarter 425 ; 4th quarter §25; 5th quarter §50.

Saturday. Oct. 8th.
5fo.ll. RUNNING—One mile and repeat; free for

311 ; purse ffWO. .
•

No, 13. TROTTING—Free for all; purse §400.

REMARKS AM) </ONI>ITH»S.
Ail races are the best three in five (unless other-

wise specified), five to enter and three to start; bat
the Board reserves the righttohoJd a less namber than
five to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the puree. Entrance fee fen per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Purses divided at the rate of
60

1

per cent, to first horse ,30 per cent, to second, 10 per
cent to third, unless otherwise specified.
Entries to all races and stakes to close with the Sec-

retary at 9 o'clock p. M., September" loth, 1687. Mark
the envelope "Entries to Races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter anv free--for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March 1, 1887, and in any District races notowned
within the District from June 15,1887, and any entry
by any person of any horse so disqualified ehall be
held liable for the entrance fee thus contracted, with-
out the right to compete.
Where the words "old District" are used in the fore-

going Speed Programme, it is meant thereby the
counties of Monterey,? anta Cruz, San Benito and San
Luis Obispo.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race Bhall be required to start.
Horses entered in races can only he withdrawn by

consent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only __

entitled to his own entrance fee and one-quarter of
the entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning a race is entitled to first
money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under any other circumstance.
The attention of all parties interested is parties

larly called to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
escept as otherwise specified, all matters appertalr
ing to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rales of the State Agricultural Society to govern

funning races, escept when conditions named are
dthefwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or fun heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
face if deemed necessary.
Races to begin at 1 o'clock P. m. sharp.
Stalls, hay and straw free to competitofs.

J. ». t'Att'K, President.
J. J KEKI.V Secretary. iojyll

MY DISTRICT TRACK,
Sept. 5th to 10th, inclusive.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Monday. September 5t4f.

No. 1.—Trotting Parse $800. 2:40 Class.
a. W. Finck names g m Jennie McCarthy
3: "W. Donathsn names „ br m Magglfi E-
]T.- B. Bradbury names b g Old Nick
J. A. Goldsmith nameB b g Perihelion
Palo Alto Farm names b f Gertrude Russel.
Palo Alto Farm1 w. roes.. ..-.,.„ b g Howard
A. C. Davenport nartfea..-......, br s Alio
L. J. Rose Jr. nameB .v...-..-.-.-..-... b m Inez
No. 2—.Puree 81,030. 2;25Cfa8l

s.
P. Farreli nameB i(„„„„„b( Marin
B. C. Holly names ch » Woodnut
L. B. Lindsey names b m Jane L.
San Mateo Stock Farm names b g Joe Art&tarton

Tuesday, September 6tli t

No. 3.—Running—THE ALAMEDA STAKES.—
Fur all ages. Three-quarters of mile.
Owpn Bros, names gg John Gray
J,' C* Simpson names brc Rathbone
B. C. Hofij names ch f Fusilade's Last

fourth annual fair: 8th Annual Fair
OP THE OP THE

NINTH DISTRICTTHIRTEENTH DISTRICT

Agricultural Society,

FOR SALE.

tlie Imported Thoroughbred Stallion

OATCAIE.
Rich cheBtnut in color, lfli haDds high, foaled 1882.

Bred in England and Imported to Australia in
tlte-ro, imported from thence to California this sum-
iner.

i»edi£rev.

Sired by "Wild Oats, dam Miss Emma, ttf &Wn-<
terer; second dam Dulcimer by Trumpeter; third
dam Teddingtonia byTeddingtorf; fourth data' Glacis
by Venison or Bolero ; fifth dam Frtrtxes's" by Defence,
etc.

Wild Oats by Wild Dayrell (Winner Derby ia'55)

dam The Golden Horn, by Harkaway; second dam
(Buccaneer's dam) by little Red River; third dam
Eclat by Edmund; fourth dam Squib by Soothsayer,
etc.

Oatcake is a horse of great power and fine finish,

and from all points of view is one of the best types
of the thoroughbred ever brought to America. He
ran successfully in the colonies, winning the Squat-
ter's Handicap at A. J. C. Spring meeting last year;
One mile and a quarter, In 2:10}, beating such recog-

nise performers as Folly, Ben Bolt (the Caulfield
Cup Winner), Dagobert, Cerise and Bine (Sydney Cup,
"Winner,) Oakletgh, Palarenda, Friendship, Rapid,
Phaoh and Ravensworth.
Wild Oats, his sire, was a performer of note

winner of the Prendergast Stakes at Newmarket and
other important events. He was the sire of a long
lina of racers, among them Eton, Guy Mannering,
Hetty, Kinfarnus and Wild Moss, all winners in Eng-
land last year.
Wild Dayrell won the Derby in 1855, and the Gol-

den Horn, dam of Wild Oats, was a daughter of
Harkaway, the beBt race-horse of his day. He won
eight King's Plates, the Goodwood Oup twice, and
the Boyal Whip. Dp to the close of his four-year-old

year be had won 21 races out of 28 starts, against the
best horses in the United Kingdom.
On the side of his dam. Oatcake comes from the

royal line, and to horsemen these extended notes of
performances and produce are perhaps not necess-
ary. The pedigree shows such names as Saunlerer
Irish Birdcatcber, Sir Hercules, Trumpeter, Ted-
dington. Bay Middleton, Orlando, etc., and the value
of these lines will be recognized by all breeders and
racing men.
Oatcake is now at the Agricultural Park Track,

in Sacramento charge of M. M. Allen, and inspection
1b invited. Tabulated pedigrees will be furnished
on application to the Bbeedeb and Spoetsm&n Office,

where I may be addressed augG

F. B. BALDWIN.

C* Simpson
C.Hofiy

Thos. Haflific rmmea chgJoe Chamberlain
W. L Pritcbar i ferries... s ra Lizzie Dunbar
C. H. Eldred names ....v..-.v -h g Tom Atchison
Matt Storn names .w.-ch g urover Cleveland
Jno. Wolfskill n;.mes.... ..-..-.._ .br m Edelweiss
M. F. Tarpey names ..,xh f Notidle
Thos. G. J . Jones names b"£ \pplause
Alex. Lewis names cfrs-Rajah

No. 4.—THE CALIFORNIA STAKE- For three-year-
ids. One mile and a quarter

Ctwen Bros, names b c Oro
F. P. Lowell name* ac Jim Duffy
J. Cabrera........ „ .„.—. ch c Robson
Caleb Dorsey names „ bc Cyclone
Caleb Dorsey' names ac Fred Archer
Davis Bros, names. bc Jick Brady
J. C. Simpson names br c Rathbone
B. ti. Holly names ch f Ninena
Matt Storn names b f N;ircola
M. F. Tarpey uames —xh t Notiile
D. J. McCarthy numeR ch f Adeline
Thos. G. Jones names , b g Applause
Harry Whiting names... ,....bc Wallace
H, L. Samuels names » eh c Tahoe
No. 5.—TEE JUVENILE STAKES—For tWo-year-

olds. Three-quarters of a mile.
Owen Bros, names. ch t Serpolette
R. J. McCarthy names s f Susie
W. AI. Murrv names bf Orinda
W. M. Mnrrynantes bc Peregrine
W, M, Morry names br c Surinam
Thos. Fisher names b f Nancy F.

Jas. Uarland names h f Snowdrop
C. Eldred names b I AltnaE. (for. Tricksy,
J. B. Chase names ch f Kildare
J. B. Chase namos ch f Rosedale
Laurelwood S'able names b f Carrm
Latfrelwood Stable names b c Kyrle D.

NO. 6.—FREE PURSE—33CO. Mile Heats.

J. Cahrera names ™.ch g Manzanlta
Thos. PiBhernames ch m Mary D.
Jas. Garland names ~.cbe F.lwood
C. H. Eldred names bf Moonlight
Lj,urelwood Stable nameB ™,bm Patti

Wednesday, September 7th.

No". 1.—Trotting—Purse 5800. 2,-27 Glass.

J. A.McCIcT»d names b* sMt. Vernon
L. B. Lindsev names sp*i m Platina
J. A. Goldsmith narfies b m Lilly Stanley
Palo Alto Farm names..<». b g Howard
Harry Whiting names b m Tempest
H. Hitchcock j. b m Luella
A. McDowell names /^hm Maid of Oaks
No. 8.—Trotting—Purse 5503. Three-year-olds.

L. A.Richards bf Flora M.
Palo Alto Stock Farm names b f Ella
Palo Alto Farm names b f Maiden
Harry Whiting names .-be John C. Shelly
L.J. Rose names blk c Soudan
San Mateo Stock Farm names blk c Sable Wilkes

Thursday; September 8th.
No. 9—Purse 51,000, 2:23 C1*S8.

B.C. Holly names ch s Woodnut
J. W. Bonathan naraeB...., (,„.^„„ ch m Magdallab
B. W. Levins names », ch m Daisy S.

Jno. E. Moore names ,.b m Lottie M.
J. A. Goldsmith nameB s m Mamie Comer
Palo Alto Farm names b c Rexford
H. Hitchcock names blk g Black Diamond
3, H. Kelly names , ....br g Valentine
E>. H-Miller nameB blk g Thapsin
L. J. Rose names..... ....bsStambool
O. A, Hickok rVames......... ch g John R. Wise

No. 10.—Purse 8300; Two-year-olds.
G. Valensin names ,v..W/.v, ..-.. blk c Memo
San Mateo Stock Farm names b g Grnndee
A. J Fleming names. .«*..- b c'Governor
Pa "ft Alto Farm names „„-,b g Grace Lee
Palo Alto Farm names ,M c Lowell
Harry Whiting names Moses S.

Friday, September 9th.

Nc 11. -Running—BELLING PURSE 8300, of which
S5ti to" sectfnd. One mile and an eighth.

Jas. Garland riatttres ch c Elwood
Thos. Hazlitt liiimes b g Belshaw
Laurelwood Stable names.......... ch f Laura Gardner
D. J. McCarty names ,.„.,.... be Bolero

Alex. Lewis names ch s Rajah

No. 12.-THE OAKLAND STAKES^-For all ages.

One mile and a half.

Davis Bros, names bc Jack Brady

3, C. Simpson names br c Rathbone
W h Pritchard names ch m Lizzie Dunbar
C. S> EJdredno-mes b f Moonlight
Matt Storn nrimeS „ bm Nareola

D. J. McCarthy nantes ch f Adeline

Laurelwood Stubl*? names b m Patti

Harry Whiting names... - blk h John A.

No. 13.—THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For two-

year-olds. Beveo-eigbths of a mile,

W. M. Murry naifles s c Peregrine

W. M. Murry names...... b c Surinam
Thos. Fisher names - .Fancy *.

B. C. Holly names -.ch f Fusilade's Last

Jos. Garland names ....bf Snowdrop
C. H. Eldred names b f Alma E. (for. TricHBy)

J. B. Chase names "*;hA,K , ^
J. B. Chase names ch f Rosedale
Laurelwood Stable names b f Carmen
Laurelwood Stable names -.-h c Kyrle D

.

H. L. Samuels names b c Ed. McGlnms

No. 14.—FREE PURSE, 5400. For all ages. S50 to

second. Thre*-quarter mile heats.

B. F. Corona names g g Johnny Gray

J. Cabrera nameB vh k Maiizanita

Thos. Fisher names chf Belle W.
Thos. Flshern ames ch m Mary D
Jas. Garland names •• .ch c Elwood
Thos. Hazlitt names ch g Joe Chamberlain
E. H. Eldred names ch g Tom Atchison

Matt Storn names ch 3 Grover Cleveland

Jno. Wolfskill nameB br m Edelweiss

Thos. G. JoneB names b e Applause
A. Harrison names r'KSS
B. C. Hollv names chf Ntaeflo

M. F. Tarpey names - ch f Notidle

Saturday —PACING— Free-For-AU, Lee barred.

Same Day—Pacing. Named horses,

Monday, Extra I>ay. Great Stallion Trot and

Stanford Stakes—Three-year olds.

I>lfe members tlohets can be obtained on
application *o the Secretary on and after

Monday, Au«*. 39th.
20 percent, additional will he added to published

premium list on stock and poultry.

JAMES ADAMS, President,

J<J»S. I. D1MOJJO, Secretary.

Office 109 Front Street, S, F,

WILL BE HELD AT

Marys¥il!e,Gal.
COMMENCING

Tuesday, August 30th
AND CONTINUING FIVE DAYS,

$2,000 in Premiums for Farming. Me
chanical. Mercantile aud Manufac-

turing? Exhibits.

$2,000 In Premium for Live-Stock
$4,000 In Premiums for Speed

and Walking Contests.

Special Premwma for Ladles? Equestrian
Tournament and other Amusements.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Tuesday, Ahkusi 30th.

1. TROTTING—Two-year-old Class. Purse J150.
Free to all horses in the Thirteenth District.
2. RUNNING— Half mile dash. Purse $100. Free

for all horses in the Third, Thirteenth and Seveuteeth
Districts.
3. TROTTING—Three-minute Class. Purse ?200.

Free for all.

Second Day—Wednesday, August 3 1st.
4. TROTTING—2:35 Class. Purse i300. Free for all
5. TROTTING—Four-minute Class. Free for all to

as they please. Purse, SoO. The horse nearest to four
minutes to win the heat. First horse $20, second $10,
third $5, fourth §5, fifth $5, sixth$5.

6. RUNNING—Half mile and repeat. Purse, $200.
Free for all.

7. RUNNING—Three-fourths of a mile and repeat.
Purse $260. Free for all.

Third Day—Thursday, September 1st
8. TROTTING-2:27 ClasB. Purse $400. Free for all.
9. WALKING—Best walking team. $30; best walk-

ing stallion $3U; second best of either $20. One milt.
Purse $100. For horses owned in this district.

10. PACING—Purse $400. Free for all.

Fourth Day—Friday, September 2d.
11. TROTTING—2:45 Class. Purse $200. Free for

all.

12. RUNNING—Two mile dash. Parse $300. Free
for all.

LADIES RIDING— Free to aU in the District. No
entrance fee. Several elegant premiums have been
contributed for the occasion, and will be given, includ-
ing one cash premium, $20, bv the Society.

13. RUNNING—One mile dash. Purse $200. Free
for all.

lifth Day—Saturday, September 4th.
14. THOTTING-2:30 Class. Purse $400. Free for all

15. PACING—2:30 Class. Purse $300.

CONDITIONS AND REMARKS.
National Trotting Association rules to govern all

trotting races. All trotting and pacing races are the
best three in five, unless otherwise specified.
Ruk-s of the State Agricultural Society to govern all

all running. Four to enter and three to start; but the
Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
four to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten per cent. on.
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting, pacing
and running premiums divided at the rate of fitty per
cent, for the first horse, twenty-five per cent, to the
second, fifteen per cent, to the third, and ten per cent,
to the fourth.
All horses entered for trotting, pacing or rnnning

races, for which entrance has been paid and who go in
the race designated and fai. to win any part of the
purse, will have their entrance money returned to
them after decision by Judges.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats: also to change the day and hour of any
race, if deemed neeessary. For awalk-over a horse
is only entitled to its entrance fee and one-balf of the
entrance retained by the Society from the other
entries for said race, and to no added money. A horse
winning a race entitled to first money only, except
when distancing the field, then to first and fourth
moneys.
Non-starters must be declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in by 8 o'clock p. u.,or
they shall be required to start or forfeit the entrance
money.
All purses or premiums paid as soon as a decision is

rendered.
Entries to the races, except No. 5 and No. 9, will

close with the Secretary, August 10, 1886.

Races commence each day at l o'clock p. m. sharp.
The Society fuTDish hay and straw free to competi-

tors'.

C^No season tickets will be iBsued, and persons
contesting for a purse or premiums offered by the
Societv will be required to pay regulai admission fee
Admission to Fair grounds $.50; children under J2

years. 25 cents. To the Pavilion, 25 cents; children
under 12 yearBla centB.

D. E. KNIGRT, President,
T. J. SHERWOOD. Secretary.
£3TPostoffic<? Address, MarysvUle, CaI.-5»

Clement; Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No. 8 Summer St., near California Market.

The only place in the City where sporting gentle-

men can see the English

Dally Sporting Chronicle. lSsept.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

Ban Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

f. HEALD President^ 0. 8. HALS;, 8~-'y.

eS"Send for circular, jas

COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OF

Del Norte & Humboldt,
- TO BE HELD ON -

September 27, 28, 29
and 30, '87,

AT

Rohnerville,
Humboldt Co., Cal.

Free
First

Ninth Dislrict Board of Agriculture for 1887: G
C. Barber and R, J. BuEbee, Ferndale; S. F. Pine

'

Eur.ta; J. D Baroe., Hydesville: C. L. Thompson!camp Grant; Alexander Masson and B. H McNeilKohnerville
; H. c. Bawson, Del Norte Connly.

" '

Oftcers of the Board: G. C. Barber, ferndale.
President; S. H. Crabtree. Rohnerville Secretary^
Maurice Levinger, Hohnerville, Treasurer.

SPEED PitOGRATlJIE.

9th District Agricultural Speed
Programme.

First Cay—Tnesday, Sfpt. Sltli, 188J
"I1.3UP..U.

?2;
^-Klhiiitig. Purse ot jjQ Free for

saddle horses haying no record under 5S seconds
catch weiEhts, halt mile and repeat. Horses entered
for other than saddle races barred. First norso 820'
second Sll).

v "

w°'
2
,'T;B

<

l
ttinp

'
al a p

-
M

- Humboldt Stake. For
colts of 1880 bred in the district; 676 added- 620 en-trance, one-half of ivhich being already deposited
the remaining S10 to be paid at the time of making
entries for the other races. W. H. E Smith agrees
to adS too The whole sum to be divided as follows
sixty, thirty, and ten per cent. One mile dasb.
Second Day, Wednesday. Sept. 28th, 188J-at lO A.M., Parade of Stock.
No. 3.—Trotting. At 1:30 p. m. Purse of S150

Three minute class. Mile heats two in three,
(Patchen barred). First 6100; second 55 t

No. 4.-Trotting. At 2.30 p. M._Pnrse' of S195 for
two-year-olds. Mile heats two in three. First S8E-
second 40.

v
'

No. 5.-Eunning. At 3 p. m. Purse of S150
for all. Three-quarter Mile and repeat
tlOO: second 650.

Third Day. Thursday, sept 29th
at 10 A.M.

No. &—Trotting. Purse of .J175. 2:15 class. Mile
heats two m three. FirotS120; second 855
No. 7.—Trotling. At 1:30 p. M. Purse of 6125. For

three-year-olds. Mile heats two in three. First 385-
second 610. '

No. 8—Running. At 2:30 p. u. Pur«e of S1C0.Malf-mile and repeat. First 670; second 63C.
Fourth Day, Friday. Sept- 30th, at 9;30

A. M. Parade ol Stock and award.
ing of Premiums.

Ladies' Equestrianship at 11 A. M First 615 - sec-
ond 810: third 65.
No. 9.-Eunning. At 1:30 p. m. Purse of 8150

Free for all. Oni. and oue-quarler mile dash. First
8100 ; second 650.
No. 10.—Trotting. At 2:30 p. M. Purse of 6300

Free for all. Mile heats, three in five. First 6200-
socond810O.
No. 11.—Running. At 3 p. si. Purse of 6150. Free

for all. Half-mile and repeat. First 8100; second

REMARKS AXD VONDITIOKS.
These races are opes to any horse owned in the

Ninth District, composed of the counties of Del
Norle and Humboldt, by a bona fide resident of the
district on the first day of June, 1887, except free for
all.

In all races three or more to enter and two or more
to start. Any horse distancing the field receives the
eniire purse.
Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to accompany

the entrance.
All entries in these races must be made with the

secretary on the evening previous to the first day
of the Fair. The horses named and entered
in the name of the owner, who must be a member
of the Association, and the entrance fee paid in full
The trotting race wilt be conducted under the

rules of the National Trotting Association, but the
Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats and
running races under the rules of Pacific Blood Horse
Association, edition of 1887.

All horses entered for the races will be under the
control of the judges from the moment they are
brought on the track.
If from any cause there >hould not be a sufficient

amount of money received from all sources, includ-
ing appropriation from the State, to pay all purses
and premiums in full, after paying the expenses
of the fair or exhibition, the same will be paid pro
rata.

Neither the Association, the Directors nor officers
in any event to be liable for any purse or premium
beyond such pro rata amount. angl3tf

SANTA ROSA
FAIR.

FIVE DAYS KACING.
August 22nd to 27th Inclusive.

AN ATTRACTIVE PROGRAMME FOR EACH DAY.
TROTTISG AXD lll'.\MSB.

The best horses in the State are entered.

$7,000 IN PURSES.
For speed and safety the track is unsurpassed.

AT

Agricultural Park, Santa Rosa,
SONOMA CO., CAL.
B. M. SPESCER, Prcvl.t

S. WINASiTS. Secretary,
augl3tf AsrlculturalPark Assoc!:
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CALIFORNIA ANNUAL

State Fair
Will be held at

SACRAMENTO,
Sept. 12 to 24 inclusive, 1887.

TWO WEEKS FAIR!

NINE DAYS RACING!

SPEED rBOGBAMTIE.
There Bhall be awarded to the owner of the aire

whose get Bhall make the best average performance
in the races for trotting foals, two, three and four-

Year-olds, in 1867, ISm and 1889, the Grand Gold Medal
of the California State Agricultural Society, the

actual cost ot which shall not be less than §200.

First D«y.—Thursday, September 15th.
TROTTING.

No.! 1.—THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1835.

with twenty-nine nominations. Value of stake Jan-
uary 1,1887, §1.045.

No. 2.—T ROTTING PURSE, §1.000-2:23 Class.

No. 3.—PACING PURSE, §600-2:30 ClaBB.

Second Day—Friday, September 16th.
RUNNING.

No. 4.—THE INTRODUCTION STAKE—Fortwo-
year-olds; §25 entrance; §10 forfeit; §250 added; §50 to

second: thirdtosave stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race this year to carry three pounds; of two or
more 5 pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.

Nrt.5.—THE CALIFORNIA BRKEl'ERS'hTAKE.
—Forfoals of 18S4; S'.O entrance: p. p.; $:100 added; §100

to second; §50 to third. Closed in lt*S6 with twelve en-

tries. One mile and a quarter.

No 6—THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-
year-olds; §^0 entrance ; h. f., or only §15 if declared
on or before September 1st. SSOOaddtd, of which ?!00

to the second horse; §50 to the third. Weights five

pounds below the scale. Winner of any race over one
mile this year to carry rule weights. One mile and
five-eighths.
No. 7.-FREE PURSE, §250—Winners of any race,

this year, of the value of §3U0 to carry five pounds;
maidens allowed, if three years old, five pounds; if

four years or upwards fifteen pounds. Mile heats.

Third Day—Saturday, September IStli.

TROTTING,
Wo. 8 -TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE.—

!»50 entrance, of which §10 must accompany nomina-
tion; §15. payable July 1st, and remaining S2o payable
Aug. 10th, 1887; $300 added hy the Society. CloBed
April 15th, with eighteen nominations. Mile heats.

No 9.—TROTTING PUR--E, §1,000-2:27 Class.

No. 10.—TROTTING PURSE, §1.200-2:17 Class.

Four lli Day—Monday, September 19ih.
BUNNINfJ.

No 11 —THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages.

§50 entrance; h. f.;oronly-15 if declared on or before
September 1st, with *';:0 added; £100 to second; third

to save stake. Horses that have started and not won
this vear allowed five pounds; maidens if three yearB
old allowed five- pounds; if four years old or over seven
DoundB. Three-quarters of a mile.P
No 12 -THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-

For foals of 1885: »100 entrance ; $25 forfeit; 8250 added;
second horse §100; third horse §50. Closed in 1886

with twenty -four nominations. One mile.

No J3 —THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all

aces-' §100 entrance; §S0 forfeit, with §500 adued, of
which Si50 to second; §1H0 to third. Weights an-

nounced September 10th. Declaration, §20, to be made
with the Secretary by eight o'clock p.m., September
12th. In no event will declaration be received unleBS
accompanied with the amount fixed. Two and one-

No
6
l4.™ SELLING PURSE, §250.—Of which $50 to

second Fixed valuation §1,000; two pounds for each
$100 below; two pounds added for each §100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

Fifth Day—Tuesday, September 20th.
TROTTING.

No 15 -THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE
—For all colts (except Ella, Soudan, Shamrock and
Sable Wilkes i. §I0i» entrance, of which §25 must accom-
pany nomination; §25 payable July 1st, and remaining
§50 payable August loth, l?*<; §400 added by the Soci-

ety. "Closed April 15th, with fourteen nominations.
Mile heats, three in five.

No lfi—TROTTING PURSE, §800—3:00 Class.

No. 17—TROTTING PURSE. §1,200-2:20 ClasB.

Sixth Day—Wednesday, September Iflist.

RUNNING.
No 18 —THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two

year-old" fillies: §25 entrance; §15 forfeit, or only §10 If

declared on or before September 1st; §150 added; §25

to second. Those that have started and n-<t run first

or second in' any race this year allowed five pounds.
Five-eichths of a mile.
ji0< io._THE SHAFTER STAKE— For three-year-

olds. §50 entrance; §25 forfeit or only §15 if declared
before September 1st, with §::TO added; §inoto second;
third saves stake. Winner of any race this year to

carry five pounds extra; of two or more ten pounds;
maidens allowed five pounds. One mile and a quarter.

No 20.-THE DEL PASO STAKE—For all ages;
§50 entrance; §25 forfeit, or only $15 if declared on or
before September 1st, with §300 added; 'lOOlosecond
third saves stake. Three-vear-olds to carry § on pounds

;

four-year-olds. 110 pounds; five-year olds. 112 pounds
Sex. but not heat, allowances. Three-quarter mile

No. 21.—FREE PURSE, §"00—§50 to second. Horses
that have stariedand not won this year allowed ten
pounds. Winners this yenr of any race of the value
of §400 to carry five pounds extra; winner of No. 7, ten

pounds extra." One mile.

Seventh Day—Thursday, September a*u.
TROTTING.

No 22.—TROTTING PURSE, §1.000—2:25 ClasB.

No" 23.—FOUR-YEAR OLD TROTTING STAKE—
(CondittcnB same aB No. 15.) Closed April 15th, with
ten nominations. ..„-,,
No. 24.—PACING PURSE, $800—Free for aU.

Eighth Day-Friday, September 93d.
RUNNING.

No 25.-THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—
For foals of 1884. §50 entrance; p. p.: $30i> added;
aecond horse §100; third §50. Closed in 1885, with sev-

enteen nominations. One mile and a half.

No 26—THE PALO ALTO STAKE—For two-
vear-olds. §50 entrance; §25 forfeit, or only 815 if

declared on or before September 1st; with §250 added;

§75 to second; third to save Btake. Winner of any
two-vear-old stake thjB year to carry five poundB
extra- of two or more, ten pounds. One mile.

No 27 —THE GO LDEN GATE ST A KE—For three-

vear-olds. §50 entrance; §25 forfeit, or only §16 if

ihclaredonor before September 1st; with §350 added;

i -cond horse §1^(1; third to save stake. Winner of any
hrei'-vearold raC?- at this meeting to carry 5 pounds
extra; colts not 1,2, 3, in No. 10, allowed nvG pounds,
.me mile and three-qnarters.

No.28 -THE NKiHTIfAWK STAKE-For all

ages" »50 entrance; §15 forfeit; 1300 added; §100 to

,oimd' sr.ij to third; §200 additional to the winner If

-ii'-i Is beaten. Stake to be named after the winner
f Niehthawk'stinie, d:42 ,

1
") is beaten. One mile.

No 23.—FREE PURSE, §250—For all ages. §50 to

second. Horses not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run sec-

ond or better at this meeting allowed ten pounds,

One mile and a sixteenth end repeat.

Ninth Day.—Saturday September 34th.
TROTTING.

No. 30— SPECIAL THREE-YEAR-OLD TROT-
TING STAKE— For Ella, Soudan, Shamrock, Sable
Wilkes and others. (Conditions, same as Regular
Stake No. 15.) Closed April fifteenth, with sis nomi-
nations.
No. 31.-TROTTING PURSE,?!.200—Free for all.

No. 32.—TROTTING PURSE, §1,000—2 HO Class.
Entries for the following running events for 188S-89

were ordered to be closed at the Barne time as the

foals of 1885. to be run at the State Fair of 1888. $50
entrance; §25 lorfeit. or only $10 if declared January
1st, 1888; §300 added of which §100 tosecond, and§50to
third. One mile and a quarter.
N0.2-CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-For foals
F 1886, to be run at the state Fair of 1888. §100 entrance;

§25 forfeit, or only §10 if declared January 1st, 1888;
§250 added; second colt |100; third §50. One mile.
No. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For foals

of 1886, to be runat the State Fairof 1889. §100entrance;
§50 lorfeit. or only §10 if declared January 1st, 1888;
§15 If declared January 1st, 1889; or §25 if declared May
let. 1889; §300 added; Becond horse §100, third horse
§50. One mile and a half.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unlesB otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
ofthe purse. Entrance fee, lOper cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at "the rate of 5u per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent,
to fourth.
The National Association Rules to govern trotting.

But the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any
two classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
recing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66^
to the first, an!33Kto the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied bv the money.
Pleaee observe that in the above stakes declarators

arepremitted foraBmall forfeit.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. u. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p.m. of the day preceding
th« race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules ofthe State Agricultural Society to govern

running raceB, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must he named in their
entries.
Entry blanks and racing rules will he furnished

upon application to the secretary, EntrieB in all,

except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary
Monday. AugUBtl, 1887.

I,. U. SHIPPEE, President.
EDWIN P. SMITH. Secretary. 21myl7

FIRST PAIR
OF THE

Amador and Calaveras

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
DISTRICT NO. 26.

AT

IONE,
Commencing October 5th

And Continuing three Days.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Wednesday, Oct. 5tli.

. No. 1. Running—600 yards and repeat, for horses
owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado counties.

Purse 5160.

No. 2. Trotting—Mile heats, two in three, for

horses owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado.
Purse 320'.

No. 3. Running-Qiuirter-mile nd repeat. Free
for saddle horses in Amador, Calaveras and El Dor-
ado. Purse S50.

Thursday, October 6tli.

Ladies Tournament, for various prizes.

No. 4. Running—Novelty Race. Free for all.

First horse at quarter, $50; first horse at half S50;

first horse at third quarter, 550; first horse at mile's
end, S50. Total amount of purse S20 1.

No. 5. Running—Half-mile and repeat. Free for

all. Purse S25 '.

No. 6. Trotting—Mile beats, three in five; a:30

class. Free for all. Purse $250.

Friday, Oct. 7th.

No. 7. Running—Mile and repeat. Free for all

Purse S250.
No. 8. Trotting—Mile and repeat, for three-year

olds. Free for all. Purse $2QQ.

No. 9. Running—Three-quarter dash. Free for
all. Purse 8200.

Pacers will he allowed to enter in District trotting

races.
Consolation races and other special contests will

be arranged during the Fair.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
District horses must have been owned in the Dis-

trict prior to and continuously since August iBt,

1887.

In oil the above races five to enter and three to

start, iinlesn otherwise specified; but the Board
reservis the right to hold a less number than five to

fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse.
Purses will be divided at the rate of 75 percent,

to first horse and 25 per cent, to second horse.

Non-starters in all races will be held for entrance
money.
In all races entrieB not declared out by G o'clock p.

u. of the day preceding the race shall be required to

btart.

The Board reserves the right to change the above
order of races by giving contestants notice of the
same by 6 o'clock p. m. of the day preceding the race.

Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association rules io gov-
ern running races; National Trotting Association

rules to govern trotting races,

The Board reserves the right to run or trot heats

of any two classes alternately, if necessary to finish

any day's racing, or to run or trot a special race be-

tween heats.
Entilei* in all the above races, unless othorwise

specified, cIobo with the Secretary on Saturday, Sep-
tember 10th. Racing colors to be named in the en-
tries.
Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse, to accompany

entries.
augCtf I'. S. GREGORY, President.
CI.OVIS T.J.AUKAVK, Secretary, lone, Cal

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

PetaSuma Fair.

From Aug. 30 to Sept. 3, 1887,

IIUCIXSIVE

Over $i0,000 in Purses.

Agricultural District No. 4, < oniprising
the Counties of Sonoma, and 'Marin.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
District Races open for the Counties of

Sonoma, Marin, Napa and Solano.

Tuesday. August 30th .

No. 1. RUNNING — Two year-old Stake. Five-
eighths mile dash. 52-5 entrance; $10 forfeit; $160
added; gsoto Becond horse. Winners of any two-year
old stake this year to carry three pounds extra; of two
or more, five pouuds extra.
No. 2. TROTTING— District. For two-year-olds.

Mile and repeat. Purse $250. Closed May 1st. with
fourteen entries.
No. 3. TROTTING—2:25 Class. Purse $700.

Wednesday, August 31st.
No. 4. RUN-SING—For all ages. Free purse $200;

$50 to second. Mile and repeat.
No. 6. TROTTING—2:38 Class. Purse $600-

No. 6. TROTTING—2:20 ClasB. Purse $1,000.

Thursday, September 1st.

No. 7. RUNNING—For three -year- olds. One and
one-eighth mile dash. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250
added; $10) to second; third to save stake. Winnersof
any race this year to carry five pounds extra; of two
or more, ten pounds extra; maidens allowed five
pounds.
No. 8. PACING-Free for all. Purse $400.

No. 9. TROTTING— For foals of 1886. Mile dash.
$25 stake; $150 added. Closed February 1st, with fif-

teen entries.
No. 10. TROTTING—For three-year-olds. Purse

$600.

Fridav, September 16d.

No. 11. RUNNING—Disti ict-For all ages. Mile
dash. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added; $50 to sec-
ond.
No. 12. TROTTING—District. For three -ye ar-oldB.

Purse $30J. Closed May 1st with five entries.
No. 13. TROTTING-For foals of 1885. Mile and

repeat $50 stake; $200 added. Closed February 1st.

with eleven entries.
No. 14. TROTTING-2:23 ClasB. Purse $800.

Saturday, September 2d
No. 15. RUNNING—For all ages. One and one-half

mile dash. Free purse $250. $50 to second.
No. 16. TROTTING— District. 2:40 Class. Purse

$100.
No. J7. TROTTING—2:27 ClaBB. PuTse $700. -

No. 18. TROTTING- Free-for-all. Purse $1,200.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse to accompany

nominations.
In all trotting and pacing raceB- four moneys, viz:

60, 25, 15 and 10 per cent, except Trotting Stake
Races Nos. 9 and 13, in which money to be divided and
races trotted according to published conditions.
All races, best three in five, except as otherwise

specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein stated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats, also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance fee and onp-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only

except when distancing the field, then first and
third moneys.
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. M. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must he named by G P. si. of the day preceding
the race.
Unless otherwiseordered by the Board.no horse iB

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned in the district six months prior to
the day of the race, and any entry by any person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the
entrance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre-
scribed by the National Association and Rules of the
State Agricultural Society and expulsion from the
Association.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
finished on the closing dav of the Fair.it may be con-
tinued or declared off , at the option of the judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up entries

requiredto fill and three or more horses to start, but
th^ Board reserves the light to bold entries and Btart

a race with a leas number and deduct a proportionate
amount of the purse.
The Petalumatracklsoneof the fastest and safeBt

in the world.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all

entrieB and used in all heats.
Races commence each day at I o'clock p.m. sharp.
Stables, hav and straw free to competitors.
EntrieBcloBe Aug. 1st, 1887. with Secretary.

ju23 .1. H. WHITE, President
W. F COX. Sec'y, P. O. box m. Petal «:ua, Cal

Outing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Trzvel

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OOK FIELD 19 THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DURING THE YEAR THERE WILL DE ARTICLES UPON

Exploration, Travel and Adventure. Mountain
Climbing, Camping, Popular Forestry, Hunting and
Fishing, Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting, Rowing
Canoeing, Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.

Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing, Tobogganing and Skating.

Conducted by POUI.TNEY RIGEEOW

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
Single number* twemy-llve cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York,
ttjaia

EIGHTH ANNUAL
FAIR

$7,000! $7C00!
OF

PUMAS, LASSEN, SIERRA, AND Mo;„>,

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
(Washoe Co .. Nevada, Lake and Grant

Counties, Oregon, and Butte Co , Cal.,
admitted to District lor

Racing purposes)

AT

Susanville, Gal.
COMMENCING

Monday, October 3, '87,

And Continuing Five Days.

Purses $5,000.

Premiums $2,000.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Money in all races to be divided as follows: First

horse, 60 percent.; second, 30 per cent.; third, 10 per
cent, unless when otherwise specified. All races free
for all, unless otherwise designated,

First Day.
1. TROTTING—2:50 ClaBS, 3 in 5; parse $200.
2. RUNNING—Three-year- olde, mile dash; parse

$125.
3. RUNNING-Mile heats, 21n3; purse $250.
4. RUNNING—\i mile and repeat; purse $100,

Second Day.
5. TROTTING-3in5; purse $1,000.
6. RUNNING—& mile dash; purse $100.
7. RUNNING-IK mile dash; purse $2f>0.

8. TROTTING— One-year-olds (District) Three-
quarter mile dash; purse $100,

Third Day
9. TROTTING-2:40Class,3in5; purse $250.
10. RUNNING—Mile dash; purse 3150.
11. RUNNING—\% mile dash; purse $250.
12. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to

4:30. Entiles to cloBe at time of race; puree $50.

Fourth Day.
13. TROTTING—2 :35 Class, 3 in 5; purse $300.
14. RUNNING— Yi mile and repeat; puree §150.
15. RUNNING—1W mile clash; purse $150.
16. TROTTINU-Single buggy (District), 2 in 3, own

ertodrive; purse $50. Entries close at 9 i>. m., day be
fore race. Trained horses barred.

Fifth Day.
17. TROTTING-2:3) Class, 3in5; purBe $350.
IS. RUNNING—two miles and repeat: puree $1,000.
19. TROTTING—Double teams (District), mile and

repeat. Untrained teams m ist pull buggy, owners to
drive. Entrance to close at 9 o'clock evening before
therace; puree 375.

KIT.ES OF THE TRACK.
Entrance to all trotting and running races to close

witn the Secretary at 9 o'clock p. m., on Friday, Sept.
12,1887. ' *
All entrieB to be made in writing, to give sex, color-

and marks of horses. Also name and residence of
owner, and in running races colors to be worn by rider,
and any other particulars that will enable the audi-
ence to distinguish the horse in the race.
Write "Entries to Races" on outside of envelope,

and seal.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of purse, to accompany

entries.
In all races five or more to enter and three or more

*

to start.
National Association rules to govern trotting, but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between the heats.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to he entered in any District race that has
not been owned and kept in the District six (6) months
prior to the day of the race ; and any entrv by any per-
son of any disqualified horse shall be held "liable for
the entrance fee contracted, without any right to
compete for a purse, and shall be held liable to pen-
alties prescribed by the National Association and
Rules of the State Agricultural Society and expulsion
from the Association

.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
completed on the closing day of the Fair, It may be
continued or declared off at the option of the Judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up en-

tries required to fill, and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold entries
and start a race with a less number, and deduct a pro-
portionate amount of the puree.
When less than the required number of starters ap-

pear, they may contest for the entrance money, to be
divided as follows : 66% to the first, and 33K to the sec
ond.
R"les of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start his hors€ ui"st no-

tify the Secretary in writing on or before 10 o'clock the
evening previous to the day of the race.
HorBeB entered in races "can only be drawn by con-

sent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse Bhall only be en-

titled to his own entrance fee and one-half of the en-
trance received from the other entries for said purse*
and a horse winning a race entitled to first money
only, except when distancing the field, then entitled
to first and third moneys only. A horse winBbut one
monev under any other circumstances.
The"attention of all parties interested is particularly

called to the rules of the National Trotting Associa-
tion, under the provisions of which, except aB other-
wise specified, all matters appertaining to the trotting
raceB will he conducted.
Races to begin each day at one o'clock p. m. sharp

J. w THOMPSON. President,
J. D. BYEBS. Vice- President.

R. E. DAVIN, ^ecreiary. Susauvllle. Cal.
.1. R. Ml'KB ay. Assistant Secretary,
25jnll Greenville, Cal.

FOR SALE.
No. 1.—Bay Mare, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

1st dam hy Little John; 2d dam Musidora'e dam by
eon of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodburn. 1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d
dam Musidora, by Belmont, etc

No. *2. -Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882.
by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musidora, by
Belmont,

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Son of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Arcby) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Poche.
These are extra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belmont.
No. 1 1b in foal to a eon of Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

For further Information address

W. M. WILLIAMSON,
no37tr sau Jose. Cai,
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave and are dne to arrive at
San Francisco.

From tune 27, 1885.
|

A BIVB
BOM)

4:00 P M
6:30 P m
3 :30 p m
9:30 A M

1(1:30 A M
6:00 P M
•6:00 a M
12:00 M
8:30 a m
4:00 P M
•6:00 P u
9:30 A M

3:30 P m
8:00 A M

t3 :30 P M
3:00 P M
7 :30 A m
7:30 a M
7 :30 am
7:30 a M
8:30 a M
8:00 P M
<:00 p m
6:30 P m
1:00 P m
8:30 A M

tl0:3D a M
12:O0M
3:00 p m
*5:00 p M
8:30 a m
3:30 p m

..Calistoga and Napa...

..Coles k Portland

...Gait via Martinez

..Haywards and Niles...

" " Decoto c
.Haywards c

.lone via LiverruoTe
..Knight's Landing
..Livermore and Pleasanton...
..Los Angeles, Deming, £1
... Paso and East
..Los Angeles and Mojave
..Martinez
..Milton.
..Ogden and East
Red Bluff via Marvsville

..Redding via Willows

..Reno and'Pruckee

..Sacramento, via Benicia
" via Livermore..
" via Benicia
" via Benicia
" via Benicia

..Sacramento River Steamers.,

..Ran Jose

10:10 a M
6:10 P u
•7:40 a SI

10:40 a M
12:4.. p M
3:40 p m
8:40 p m
?:10 a si

2:40 P si

5:40 P *

10:10 a m
•8:40 A u

4:40 P H
10:4u A H
6:10 P m

*5:40 p M
11 10 a M
5:10 P m
6:40 P M
6:10 p M
6 -40 p M
h-AQ P m
11:10 a m
10:10 a M
7:40 All
•6:00 A M
•3:40 P M
13:40 P M
8 :40 p M
9:40 A M

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS.

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND— •6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12,

"

—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5:30— fi:0O— fi:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00-11:00—12:00

TO 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO
EAST OAKLAND" until 6:30 P.M., inclusive, a

at 9:00 p.m.
TO FRUIT VALE—•6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00 8:30—

•2:30—3:30-4:00—4:30- -5:00—5:30—6:00-6:30—9:00.
TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—"9:30—7 ;00-12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—"6:00—*6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00— *B:30

-

9:00—9:30—10:00—110:30—11:00—Jll:30—12:00—112 :30-
1:00—11:30—2:00—±2:30—3:00—3:30— 1:00— 4:30— 5:00-
5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—«6:OO—*6:3O—7:0U—*7:30— 8:00—*S;30
9:00— 9:30— 10:00— J10:30—11:00—tll:30— 12:00—112:30
1:00-11:30-2:00—{2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30—5:00—
5:30—fi:00—«:3ii—7:00—^:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00,

TO WEST BERKELEY-Same as "To Berkt.t.ky,

To San Francisco Dally.

FROM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20—7:50- 8:20-8:50—
9:20— 10:19— 4:20—4:50—5:20—5:50-6:20-6:50—7:47-
9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— »5.22 - 6:52-
•6:22-19:14—*3:22.

FROM'^d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7:25
7:55-8:25—8:55—9:25—9:55—10:25—10:55- 11:25—11:55
12:25—12:55— 1:25—1:55-2:25—2:55—3:25—3:55— 4:25—
4 :55-5 :25-5 :55—6:25—6:55—7:50—9:53

FROM EAST OAKLAND— "5:30-6:00- 6:30— 7:0J
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11 :30

12:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4^0—
4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— a;57- 9:57-

10:57.
FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 ml utes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—"5:30—6:00—•6:30—7:00 -*7:30-8:00

•8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00— 110 :30—11:00- (11:30—12:00—
112:30—1:00— tl:30—2:00— 12:30-3:00-3:30—4:00—4:80
5:00—5:30—6:00-6:30-7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00.

FROM BERKELEY — •5:25—5:55—•6:25—6:55—*7:25—
7:55—•8:25— 8:55— 9:25—9:55— 110:25—10:55- 111 =25—
11:55— 112:25— 12:55— 11:25— 1:55— (2 :25-2:55-3:25—
3:55— 4:25— 4:55—5:25—5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "Fbom Bebk-
ELEY."

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOB 1887,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send four cents in stamps, to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in use at Fairlawn,

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTTERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE

i31THlWC|fIi

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive PasBenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
San Francisco.

THE PULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN TEE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or further information, address

Lock Box 310. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,
ljan52

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.

WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA, CAL.

CKEEIk ROUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—1105-1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAELAND-*605—8:15—10:15—12:15—2:15-
4:15.

SundavB excepted, fSaturdays excepted; iSundaye
only
C—Tate ferry train and change cars at East Oakland

Standard Time furnlshedby Lick Observatoby.

A. iS. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager.

T. H. (HIODHAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk A,".

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These VTarehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in "Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current rates.

Information i egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER,

President.
ALEXANDER WATSON.

Secretary.

THE PARKER GUN
I.fads rliem all if lianT.

liicting qiialili"s.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 410FIJVE STREET
G. L. BRANDER President
J. L. FLOOD - "Vice-President

C. P FARNFIELD Secretary

J. 8. ANGUS - - ..Assistant Manager
Bankers, Nevada Bank of San Francisco.

16ap (

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

Mixes instantly with cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing five Imperial gallons

equals nearlv 6 American galloDB. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 180

sheep at a cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nourisher of wool, a certain cure

for scab.
ALSO

LITTLE'S PATENT POWDER DIP.
Poisonous, mixes instantly with cold water. Sold in

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; in a
seven-pounds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per pound.

CATTON, BELL & GO.
SUCCESSORS

FALKNER. BELL A CO.,
12mrtf 406 California Street, ACJENTS.

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Chamberlin Cartridge

Co. 's, held at Cleveland, Ohio, September 14, 1886, out of eighty-seven
entries from representative shots, representing fourteen States, the

Parker Gun won first and third money, winning $900 out of the $1,200 purse offered, a iding another
victory to 1885, which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament for th« championship of the
World, held at New Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to 16th. Among the contestants shooting other guns were such
champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Stubbe, Erb and others.

PARKER BROS., Makers,
Sew York salesroom, 93 Chambers St.,

2julyl6
MorIden, CI.

In effect August 21, 1887.
I

A

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Oar Cigarettes "were never bo fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIKST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

25dcc62

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize winners at all the fairs in California and the

entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair

Hacraoiento, 1886.

Importations made direct from Enaland every year

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the '

best blood and most fashionable families of Dish-

faced Berksbires, regardless of cost, and all re-

corded in English aDd American Berkshire records.

Younp pigs from these importations, male and
female, from entirely different families for sale at

reasonaoie prices, aad, every pig guaranteed, Address
25dec52

\

ANAKEW SMITH, Redwood City,
Or at 218 California Street, San Francisco.

l'2:i;i| e | Ceim-tiTy ;tiul San Mateo
| 2:tup

•5 :lu P
6:30 p

lll:45p

•R:00 a
9:03 A

•10:02 a
4:36p
t6:35 p
6:40 P

I
17:50f

.Santa Clara, San Jose, and.
*3:30 pH Principal Way Stations.

}l 'J;ijU
1*10-02 A

4 36P
I 6:40 p

4 :M) P
|

Almaden and Way Stations...

8:30 Alt Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville, ..

*3:30p' t SalinaB and Monterey.......

1:30a| $

.. .Cruz (Sunday Excursion").

.

J\ t8:i

..Hollister and TreB PlnoB ..

8:30 a ( Watsonville, Aptos.Soquel..
*3:30p'

t (Capitola)and Santa Crnz....

i ( Soledad, Paso Robles, Templeton J .

ft
i > (San Luis Obispo) & Way Stations, t I

:40

Morning p.—Afternoon,
•bnndaysexcepted. tSundays only iTheatre train Sat-
urdays only.

TrainB run on Pacific Standard Time.

Nearly all rail line to San Luis Obispo. Only 24
miles staging between Templeton ana San Luis
Obispo, lime from San Francisco 12 boors.
Special Rudxd-trip Tickets, at reduced rates—to

Monterey, Aptos.Soquel, Santa Cruz, Gilroy and Par
ajgo Springs.

Special Notice—Konnd-trip tickets to the famous
Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton) can be bad at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Francisco
Rate,S7.00.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
For Sundays only,-!.

Sold Sunday Momono; goodiu* tJiu.uojD um)>)for return Bame day.
ForSaturday, ( Sold Sattjeda y and Sunday only

Sunday and-! good for return until following Mov
Monday, f day, inclusive, at the following rater

Hound Trip
from San

Franc 1 sco to

San Bruno..,.
Millbrae
Oak Grove....
San Mateo....
Belmont
Redwood.. ..

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park.
Mayfield

125
125

S;-tTC,

Mon.
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences....
Santa Clara...
San JoBe
Gilroy
Aptos...
Loma Prieta.
Soqnel
Santa Cruz....
Monterey

Sun.
Tkt.

SI 50
l 50
1 75
1 75
2 75

3 00
3 00
3 00
3 00
3 00

Sat I

Mon
Tk t.

$2 00
2 25
2 50
2 50
4 00
50C

"sou"
5 0i

5 CO
Ticket Offices.— PasBenger fiepot, Towneerd

street, Valencia-street station. No. 613 Market street.
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwin Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, H.R.JUDAH,

-Superintendent. Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Ae\

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Snooting and Fishing.
TBAISS LEAVE BAN FBANCISCO DALLY FOB.

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMIN9

Summer and Winter Resort of i)i
Pacific Coast.

vith its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Troo
n abundance can be obtained from the several stream
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may be bad in season.

THE BAT OF MONTEREY
Ib noted for the extent and variety of fish which
ibound in its waters, notably Salmon Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
Accommodations fumiBhed at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for Bporr<».
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

AEE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contain*

spacious swimming tanks
(.150x50 feet) for warm Bait water plunge and Bwim*
ming bathe, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
Individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

AJPTOS, SOQUEL AND SANTA CRUZ
IS VTA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey, each of which abounds in game In great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Oeer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by thiB line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo lor those well-known Retreats, PURIS.
9IMA, SAN GREGORIO and PEsCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from Sac

Francisco and offer special inducements to the lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Ticke

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOU"

when carried in Baggage Care and put in charge of
ITain Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are instructe*1
to iBBue CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage
Cars.
CS5*In order to guard against accidents to D .

while In transit, it is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carriedfreeofcharge. Guns taken apar
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may b
taken in PasBenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townst-n

street, Valencia Station, and No 613 Markets!,. Gr
Hotel.
A. O. RAS8ETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent Asst.PaBB, and Tkt. _
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FOR SALE

!

ONE GRAY GELDING,
15$ hands bifib. Weight 1" 5ft lbs. A fine disposi-

tioQ.the best of constitution. Five years old .perfectly
sound and without a Mfinieh. A natural trotter with
a big, open, pure gait, this had i montbs training.-
Can trot a or i heats flora 'J:H\i to 2::

j
5. Has a record

(Of 2:5a. » »
Sire Peacock, record 2;2L<fc, by Whipple's HjMpBe-

tonian
Dam Young Molly, by Badd Doble, he by Ofcf M.

Patchen Jr.

Voung Molly if* the jam of Brown Jug, l^mut-
wood. Broffu Jug's private trials were m«re in
a :iy.
Anyone looking for a firet-classj voung horse, that

hids fair to trot law down in ih*> twenties in Lis Fix-

yfiar-old form, should not overlook this, promising
bor.-e Auvod i desiring to see him work with a

view lo purv.r<ase can do so by calling at the Big
TrteSlore, ijacramento, Cal.

itif *erins address.

F. A. Jones,
P. O. Bos 151,

SACRAMENTO. GAL.

FOR SALE.
The Handsome Thoroughbred Stal-

lion.

Billy Ayres.
Sire Shannon, dam Lady Clare.

Billy AjTes is a bright bay. sis years old, and eo
well a»l favorably known as a race-bnrse that

furJiierrlescription is unnecessary. Apply to

W. M. MURRY,
315 Twenty-Third St.,

Or at the Race Truck, Sa'-rameuto.
20ang4

To Owners and Trainers

of Racing Stables.
I hereby warn all horsemen not to employ MOR-

TilS BBENN&N or "WILLIAM KESNALLY, now under
contract to me, as they have left my employ without
giving me notice.
The racing rules will he strictly enforced in the

case of above persons.

JOHN MACKEY,
2uaugi Superintendent Raneho Del Paso.

^ t? THE O
.C. SMITH' T#p Action, Double Cross-Bolted

j

:

BE E ECH--L OADIN8 GUN!

L. C. SMITH.

2 z
? o :

IN
"X Q
r - td

- -

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammerlees Guns. |

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

A Demonstration of the Shooting- Qualities of the^'^Jj. C. Smith" Gun.

In the trial for position in the Chnmberlin Cartridge Co. tonrmment, eleven contestants brofce one
hnndre-1 straight inanimate tanrets. Five of the eleven used an "L. C. Smith" Gun, and below we give the
namea of the gentlemen and their place of residence.

M. Dan. Powers _ Cleveland. O. 1 Mr. Fred Erb, Jr La Fayette. Ind
Mr. Andy Meadeis _ Nashville, Tenn. Mr. H. McMlirchy Syracuse, N. Y.
air. J. C. Hendershot. Cleveland, O. I

We think this a, most excellent showing, as there waa seven different makes of guns used by the nineteen
Contestants in the ninety class. L. C. SMITH

,

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AAD PRICE LIST. aufiGtf

WM. D. O'KANE,
767 MARKET ST. S P.

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast
I"or the Genuine S. Toomey Trass Axle Sulkies.

MADE AT CANAL DOVER, OHIO.

Beware of Imitations !

!

P.efers to the following who are using the

GENUINE TRUSS AXLE SULKIES,

B. C. HOLLT, J. A. GOLDSMITH, G. VALENSLN.
J.W.DONATRAN, A. McDOWELL, O. A. HICKOK",
J. MAGUIBE. H. HITCHOCK, F. VAN NESS.

LEB SHANER, M. SAULSBURY,
C. MARVIN", B. W. LEVENS,
M. McMANUS, and many others.

All Sizes and Weiants ia Stock.

Road Carts of all kinds, at lowest Prices.

Secured by Letters Patent, July 3 A, 1889
Having thos described n.y invention, wbat I clai

--= new, and desire to secure mv letteis patent, ia:

1. The part D,supported bv the eide strain uf the bfi-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having ah
opening into which the blind is fitted, aubstaiittally,
as herein described;

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give fall freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blindB F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and waBher E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
Sieces D and blinds F. as shown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyes, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose lierelr
described.

5. Inabridle.andincom! ination with the blinds F ,

supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be niovdt
ble about the point of suppeft, the adjustable fron-
straps or band? G and H, and the lear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do no i

appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
sood.
It meet? with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eft ect on the action followB as
1b inducedoy toe-weights. This is especially the case
when young colts are the papilB, teaching them to
bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKERKON.
No. 23u and 232 Ellis St. San Francioco.

GHOIGE OLD WHISKIES!

PURE AND UNADULTERATED.
We offer for sale on favorable terms to the Tr-ide.

CATHEK WOOD'S CELEBRATED FINE OLD WHISKIES
of the -ollowing brai-ds, namely:

ranston's Cabinet, Century, A- A. A., Old Stock, Heor.'- fiull

Double B. and Mcnogrram, Very Old and Choice.
Also, in casea of 1 doz. q.'art bottles each,

Brunswick Oob (Pure 01 1 Kye) and 1,'vper Ten (Very Old and Choicel.

S& Forexcellence, pnri-yand evenness of quality- the &hove are unsurpassed by any whiskies i inorfed

T i j only objection to be mi>de to them by tee manipulating dealers being that they cannot he improved

upon.

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
SOLE AGENTS SAX FRANCISCO, IALU - »A

12mai

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. .fc N. W. By."
In Connection -with the C. P. & U. P. R- R's., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Hordes and Live Stock, in its <>wn or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.
Conmodfons Rest, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

jft-W.

fjlj
nj

Wl i

iS Hm ll
Wm

Over 6.000 miles nfiir.st.eJas* road running West. North and North- West from Chicago.

Tub Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT IINE."

t<or further information apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD,^
«J7 General A£ent,_San Francisco, val.

1HOFRE BOOTS, tdSG

OS

RACING MATERIAL &P
IN ENDLESS VARIETYI AT

J. A. McKERRON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street. - - - - San Francisco

jyis

Sulkies, Speeding Wagons Carts and

BUGGIES IN GREAT VARIETY.

We are Agents for the Celebrated

S Toomey Trass Axle Sulky,

Being without a Doubt the Best

Sulky in the World.

fM ALSO J. I C. TROTTING SULKIES.

Oar Repository is the Largest and Finest on the Pacific Coast.

We have in Stock Carts from $ 0.00 up to $150.00.

PLEASE CA I.I, AS" BXAWSE «UH STOCK

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421 to 427 MARKET ST, S. P., CAL. 7mytf
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The Fair at San Jose.

The experiment of holding the annual meeting at the Gar-
den City in the early days of the Fall Circuit instead of the

nether ehd Was a prbnoOnfled success. The eity was in the

inidst of a real estate boord with £11 the attendant excitement,

bnt the draft of the Fair was so strbbg ihat the a'SSociation

had no complaints to make of inattention on the part of* the

pnblic. The handsome grounds were at their best, the man-
agement capital, the racing first class, and altogether it was a

glurums week. The only incidents that detracted from the

general happiness were the deaths of Grosvenor and Lottie

M. Grosvenor choked down and died on the track, in a race
which he was winning as he liked, and in a heat in which bis
owner had waived distance and ordered the horse driven for
a record. Note of Grosvenor 's breeding and general char-
acteristics was made in tbeso columns laat week.

Lottie II. met a violent death. She started on Thursday in
the race for the 2:23 class, and was so rank and vicious on
the bit that her driver, Willis Parker, had all he could do to
keep her within bounds, In the third heat, aiter passing the
half-mile mark, she settled and commenced trotting fast.
Bexford, who was next in front of her, was driven wide of

.
the pole, and Willis palled his mare in next the fence. After
going a furlong at a fast clip, she broke and swerved toward
the fence. At that point there is a bank about eight inches
•high that marks the inner line of the course, and, asilHuck
would have it, she landed her fore-feet on this bank. This
threw her off her balance; she stumbled, struck a post with
her neat shoulder, and was shunted headloDg out into the
middle of the track; the fall breaking her neck. Parker was
thrown heavily and was badly cut .tip about the head and
face, but escaped serious injury. Lottie M.- was bred and
owned by John M. Moore of Stockton; was by Nephew, 6rst
dam by Chieftain, second dam a mustang mare that had been
used in a pack-train. She had a record of 2:24, made at
Petaluma, August 28, 1886, and repeated the performance at
Stockton a month later.

One of the pleasant incidents of the meeting was the
appearance for the first time of the bine and wbite of the
Laurelwood Stable. Joe Navais carried them on Carmen on
"Wednesday, and gave them a baptism of victory. Mr. Don-
ahue was present and received the hearty congratulation of a
legion of friends.

Daring the meeting Mr. L. J, Rose sold to D. W. Murphy,
of San Luis Obispo, the black colt Sondan, 3, by Sultan,
dam Lady Babcoek by Whipple's Hambletonian, for $7,500.
The conditions of the sale were that Soudan should till his
engagements in the present circuit nnder Mr. Rose's manage-
ment, Mr. Murphy to have a contingent interest in the win-
nings.

At the close of the season Soudan will be taken to Mr.
Murphy's San Luis Obispo ranch, and most likely be rele-
gated to the stud.

The following are the details of the racing:

Aug. 15th.—Trotting Stake for District Stallions. $100 entrance,
860 forfeit, 3150 added Five entries.
TommieT.,ch s by Nutwood, dam Orphan Belle—W. B. Taylor.. 2 2 1
Giosvenor, b a by Administrator, dam by Edwin Forrest (Alex-

ander's)—Jaa. Boyd 1 i

Time, 2:38i, 2:41, 2:40.
•Fell dead on the track.

Same Day- Trotting. For District two-year-olds. Purse 3250.
Governor, b c by Grosvenor—A. J. Fleming 1 1
Flora H., g t by Jim Mulvenna—F. M. Stern 2 2
Hollywood, — by Woodnut-Jas. Weatherhead 3dis

Time, 2:5'J, 2*5.
Aug. 16th.—Trotting State for three-year-olds. £50 entrance. 525 for-

feit, >^S0 added. Divided 60, 3<> and lu per cent. Three entries.
Soudan, blk c by Sultan, dam Lady Babcoek—L. J. Bose.. 2 2 111
Maiden, b I by Electioneer, dam May Queen—Palo Mto.. .1 12 2 2

Time, 2:321, 2:31, 2:b0, 2:J2*, 2:311.

Same Day.—Trotting. Purse S1.030. 2:17 Class.
Anteeo, b s by Electioneer, dam Columbine—I. de Turk. .2 112 1

Adair, bg by Electioneer, dam Addie Lee—E. H. Miller Jr.l 2 2 12
Time, 2:26*. 2:212. 2:20, 2:22, 2:23.

Same Day.—Trotting. Purse $500. 2:10 Class-
Alfred S., b g by Elmo, dam Nora Marshall—H. W. Seale 1 1 1
Old Nick, b gby Electioneer—W. B. Bradbury 2 2 2
Maggie E., b m by Nutwood—3. E. Emerson.*. 4 3 3
Howard, b g by Electioneer—Palo Alto b 4 4

Tima, 2:25, 2:2?2, 2:23.

August 17th—Banning. Sweepstake for two-year-olds; 325 entrance,
B10 forfeit, 8200 added, 850 to second, $25 to third; allowances. Three-
auarters of a mile. Six entries.
Laurelwood Stable's ch 1 Carmen by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown,
j 102 lbs Navais 1
J. B. Chase's ch g Kildare by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake, 102 lbs.,

_ .Nelms 2
C. H. Eldred's b f Tricksy by Joe Hooker, dam Abbie W., J02 lbs.,

. : Stewart 3

Time, 1:16.
Pools: Carmen $20, Tricksy JU, Kildare 36. Mutuals paid, 810.10.

Won by six lengths, - -

Same Day.—Running. Sweepstake for all ages. 325 entrance. 810
forfeit, S200 added, ?50 to second , third to> satfe stake. Maiden allow-
ances. One mile and a half. Five entries.

M. Storn's b f Narcola, 3, by Norfolk, dam Ada C, ICtf lbs. (car. 104)
Selms 1

Kelly & Lynch's b f Moonlight, 4, by Thad Stevens, dam Twilignt,
113 lbs Stewart 5

Laurelwood Stable's b f Patti, 4, by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown,
i 13 lbs Appleby 3

Time, 2:38.

FVois: Moonlight 350, field ?20. Mutuals paid $25.70. Naicola led
all the way and won by a neck. Patti a close third.

Sanfe day—Free purs-B S2IW. £50 to second. For all ages. Mile heats
M. Storn's ch c trover Cleveland, 4. by Monday, dam Robin Girl,

lltlbs Newell 1 1

D. J. McCarthy's cb f Adeline, 3. by Enquirer, dam Analyne 97

lbs Navais 2 2

Thos. Hazlitt's b g Belshaw, aged, by Wildidle, dam Susie Wil-
liamson. 112 lbs Hazlitt 3 3

Thos. Fisher's ch f May D., 4, by Wildidle, dam Sallie Hart, 106
lbs Nickerson 4 4

'lime, 1 :42, 1 :44.

Pools: First heat—Adeline $30; Cleveland $26; field 36. Mutuals
paid $13.75. Won by a head after a hard drive, Belshaw four lengths
back.
Second Heat—Cleveland $40, Adeline $17. Mutuals paid $9.10. Won

by half a leDgth.

August 18tb—Trotting—Purse $600. 2:25 Class.

Jane L,, b m, by Hambletonian Mainbrino, dam by Paul
Jones—L. B. Lindsay 2 1 1 1

Mt. Vernon, b a, by Nutwood, dam Daisy by Chieftain—J. A.
McCloud 1 6 4 5

Luella, b m, by Cbicamauga-H. Hitchcock 6 2 2 2

Kate Ewing, blk m, by Berlin -L. Shaner 3 3 3 4
Artist, blk g, by Mccracken's Golddust—J. B. Hodson 4 5 6 3

Spry* b a, by Electioneer—Palo Alto 5 4 5 6

Time, 2:21, 2;51i, 2:23, 2:25.

Same Day—Trotting—Purse $750. 2:23 Class.

Stamboul, b s, by Sultan, dam Fleetwing—L. J. Rose 1 1 1

Rexford, b g, by Electioneer—Palo Alto 2 2 2
Th3psin, blk g, by Berlin—E. H. Miller 3 3 3

Lottie M., b m. by Nephew- W. H. Parker 4 4dis*

Bla k Diamond, blk g, by Melton's Golddust—H. Hitchcock dis
Time, 2:192, 2:22$, 2:2CJ.

*Died on the track,

August 19th—Running—Free Purse $200. $50 to second; for aH
ages.' Mile heats.
W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner, 3, byJim Brown, dam Avail,

97 lbs Navais 1 1

Kellv & Lvnch's b f Moonlight, 4, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi-
light, H8 lbs .Hazlitt 2 2

Thos. Fisher's ch f May D., 4, by Wildidle, dam Sallie Hart, 108

lbs Nickerso n3 3
Time, 1:43, 1:481.

Pools: First Heat—Moonlight $25, field $10. Mutuals paid $11.75.

Won by a head.
Second Heat-Moonlight $18, field S40. Mutuals paid $8. Won by

two lengths, May D, a poor third.

Same Day-Pacing. Purse 5500. Free for all.

L. C-L.ee, blk s by Jilmo Jr., dam by Kentucky Chief—H. Hitch-
cock „ — 1 1 t

Chapman.bg—L Shaner - 2 2 3

Pocahontas, cb m—J. A. Goldsmith —3 3 2

Time, 2:30,2:21^.2:30.

Same Day—Trotting. Purse 8-500. 2:30 Class.

Old Nick, b g by Electioneer, dam Mollie Stockton—W. B. Brad-
bury — -

J 1 1

Luella, b m-H. Hitchcock „ - 2 2 2

Baby Mine, blk m—J. Gotdon ~ 4 3 3

FloraG.,brm—James Dewan — - - — 3 4 4
Time,i;2o,2:25^.2:24X.

Same Day*—Pacing. Purse $300. 2:30 Class.
Fred Ross, b g—A. M. Alviso
Charlie Brown, g g—James Dewan.
Havtrlv, chg— K. Havey
Bracelet, br g—J . B . Hodson
St. Clair, brg— \V. H. Vcilget
LelaS.,brm—A. H. Hecox

unable to agree as to the latter condition, and the matter was
consequently left for the referee to decide; but he left the
convincing ground without giving his decision immediately
the contest was over, and cotild not be found afterward. A
good deal of dissatisfaction was expressed at the absence of
the referee, as neither party can receive the stakes until bis.

decision id made known.

Fall Meeting of the Dixon Driving Park
Association-

i l
2 3

...2 12 11

,
3 5 5 4 3

4 4 4 3 5
5 3 3 dis

3 4 2 ro
4 3 4 ro

Time, 2:22, 2:21, 2:24, 2:25,2^2.
* Fifth heat paced August 20th.

August 20th.—Trotting. Purse $6u0. 2:25 Class.
Jane L.. b m by Hambletonian Mambrino—L. B. Lindsay. 3 2

Woodnut, ch s' by Nutwood—B. C. Hotly I 3

Maid of Oaks, ch m by Duke McClellan—A. McDowell a 4

Longfellow, ch g by Whipple's Hambletonian—L. Shaner .4 5

Joe Arthurton. b g by Arthurton—Wm. Corbitt ... 2 1

Time, 2:2l*i, 2:2UJ$, 2:21, 2:23^, 2:22,4,2:^4.

Same Day—Trotting. ParseSI.OM). 2:20 Class.
LotSlocum.brgbv Electioneer—L. Shaner t i i

Memo, bs by Nutwood— *.\ m. Dwyer...... - —| 2 3

Sister b m by Admiral—J. A. Goldsmith ...„ 3 a 3

Time, 22:0,2:20,2:20.

Same Day—Trotting Rtake.for two-year-olds.

Menlo.blk c by SHney—R. Havey...
\ \

Governor.be by Grosvenor—A. J. Kleroing - - &

Time, 2:49, 3:53.

A Horse Clipping Match.

A horse clipping match took place at TVooler's Yards, Pitt

street, between C Ray of Sydney, and W. Smerridge of New-

castle, the former laying £15 to £10 on the result. The con-

test commenced at 2 p. >r., when two horses were provided,

the choice to be decided by tossing. Messrs. E. McCarty and

W\ Keys were appointed judges, Mr. Fewing timekeeper,

and Mr. Hagerty referee. The match was witnessed by a

large number of persons interested in horses, and great inter-

est was manifested in the proceedings. The conditions of

the match included speed and superior workmanship, and so

far as the former was concerned the competitors finished a

dead heat iu sixty-one minutes. The judges, however, were

The Fall Meetingof the Dixon DrivingPark Association took
place at Dixon last Thursday and Friday, August 25th and
26th. Owing, no donbt, to counter-attractions in the way of
the State and numerous District Fairs, the attendance was
not as large as it might have been, yet a very fair crowd was
present. Betting was quite spirited, and a good many dollars
changed hands through the pool-box. The first day was very
windy, but the weatber on the following day was warm and
delightful. None of the races were very speedy, but the
closeness of the contests created considerable interest. The
grounds are now in first-class condition. New stables have
been added, and before long Dixon can boast of one of the
best race-courses in the State. Below we give the full result
of both days* racing:

First Day.
Thursday, August 25th

—

So. 1—Eunning Race. One-half mile and
repeat Purse $50; 70 per cent, to first horse, 30 per cent, to second.
Geo. Shaw's Winter's Boy, 2 1 I

Geo. Parker's Bo_»n Mary 1 3 3
Time, :58, :57, :5H-

No 2—Trotting Eace—Celt Stakes—Two-year-olds foaled in Napa,
Solano and Yolo counties. Entrance §40, $15 added for each starter,
Geo. Woodward's Barbank 3 1 1
Wm. McGraw's Silas Skinner 1 3 3
D. G Hawkin's Singleline dJa
Wm. Hamner's Flora H « dis

Time, 2:53i, 2:54}, 2:53.

No. 3-Trotring Eace. Mile beats, best 3 in 5; $10 entrance, $30
added ; first horse 70 per cent, second 30 per cent.
Hay's Alice 3 1
Bradshaw's St. Patrick -1 3
Drummond's Billy. 3 3

Time, 3:03^,3:04, 2:57, 2:562, 2:53J.

Second Day.
Friday, August 26tli—So. 1.—Trotting Eace, for yearlings; half mile

heats, best two in three; purse S7 5; §50 to first colt, 517.50 to 6econd,
and third to save entrance fee.
Geo. Woodward's Mikado 1 1
S. Whetmore's Sultania 2 3

Time, 1:58, 1:55.

Xo. 2.—Trotting Eace— Mile heat?, best three in five; purse $75; firs

horse 60 per cent , second 30 per cent., third 10 per cent.
Geo. Woodward's Snap Dragon 1 1
P. R. Willott's Black Jack 2 3 3
Sam Hay's Eph 4 8 3
G. Wright's Fannie 3 4

Time, 2:50, 2 :52£, 2:51.

Ko. 3 Sunning Eace—Three-eighth mile dash, free for all.

G. Shaw's Winter's Boy 1
G. Parker's Eoan Mary 2
Johnson's Buckskin - 3

Time, :40i-

At Bay District Track.

Two events were brought off at this track last Saturday in
the presence of a small gathering of spectators. The first

was a match between the pacers Peacock and Wells-Fargo for
$500 a Bide. Peacock wsb the favorite from the start, and in
the pools sold at $20 to $15. She won the first and second
heats handily in 2:28. In the third Wells-Fargo improved,
and pressed Peacock to a break, and then won the heat in
2:2S£, but thiB did not change the betting, Peacock remaining
first choice at long odds. The pair made a fine race in the
fourth heat to the half-mile post, where Peacock drew away
steadily and won the heat and race in 2:28.
Match S500.

Peacock 1 1 3 1

We 1 ls-Fargo 3 2 1 3
Time, 2:28, 2:28, 2:28$, 2:28.

The second race was a sweepstake, in which Prussian Boy,
Mission Boy and Damiana took part. Prussian Boy waa
made a hot favorite before the start, pools selling on him at $25
against $20 for Mission Boy and $10 for Damiana. The first

heat was won by Prussian in slow time, 2:40, with Mission
Boy second. Hickok drove Prussian in the second heat. He
won in the improved time of 2:34, and the pools sold at $25
for Prussian Boy to $8 for the' field. In the third heat the
Prussian made a bad break, which gave Mission Boy the
lead at the three-quarter post. From there Prussian made
up his lost ground, and won the heat and race in good stvle
in 2:34.
Sweepstake, 3 each.

Prussian Boy i 1 l

Mission Boy a 2 3

Damiana 3 3 '

Time, 2:40, 2;34, 2;34,
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Santa Rosa Fair.

Second Day of Racine.

Weather warm; track fast.

First Kace—Entries: Moonlight and Patti 108 lbs eaoh.

First Heat—Pools: Moonlight ©20, Patti $6. An even
start was made and they ran head and head to the head of

the stretch where the jookey on Moonlight pulled his whip
und she showed in front, bnt only for a few strides. At the

seven-eighths they were even, when Patti came away and
won by one length. Time 1:44. Motuals paid, $18.60.

Second Heat—Patti $30, Moonlight $10. This heat was a

repetition of the first, Patti winning easily by one and one-

half lengthB. Time, 1:44. Mntualspaid $8.20.

Running, one mile and repeat, free for all. $25 entrance, S10 forfeit,

?200 added, $50 to second.
J.aurelwood Farm's b m Patti Navias 1 1

JCelly k Lynch's bm Moonlight Stewart 2 2
Time, 1:44, 1:44.

Dubec, Mortimer, Maiden and Flora M. were entered in

(he three-year-old class, purse $300. Dubec was the only one
lo respond to the call, and walked over for the entrance

money.
A purse of $300 for 2:25 pacers was given in place of the

2:20 clasB, which was declared off. Entries: Ella S., Billy

iiunker and Haverly.
First Heat—Pools: Ella S. $25, Bunker $14, Haverly $5.

Bunker drew the pole, Ella second and Haverly third.

Bunker had a trifle the best of the send off, and was first to

i be quarter by two lengths, Haverly second a length before

Ella; the position were the same at the half. Coming
into the stretch Ella pbBsed Haverly and made play for the

heat but broke, and Bunker won easily; Haverly second,

Ella third. Time, 2:33. Mutuals paid $7:75.

Second Heat—Ella S. still favorite at twenty to fourteen for

Bunker and four for Haverly. Bunker had the best of the

bend off by a length, but on the turn Ella carried him to a

break and led to the quarter by two lengths, Bunker
second. On the back stretch Bunker broke again, and at the

half Ella led by four lengths, Bunker second five lengths

ahead of Haverly. On the upper turn Haverly broke badly,

und when the leaders swung into the stretch he was a

distance out, but in the stretch he paced very faBt, and when
Ella passed the wire, one length in front of Bunker, he was
only six lengths behind Bunker. Time, 2:24^. Mutuals paid

$6.50.
Third Heat—Pools: Ella S. $25, field $5. Ella led to the

quarter by two lengths, Bunker second, the same at the

head of the stretch. In the stretch both Bunker and Haverly
came fast, but Ella had too much speed and she won easily

by one length, Bunker second, Haverly third. Time, 2:24J.

Mutuals paid, $5.85.
Fourth Heat—No betting. A sure thing for Ella. Ella led

from wire to wire with Bunker two lengths back, and Haverly
three behind him. Time, 2:24£.

Purse 8600. 2:25 pacers.
J. A. Goldsmith's mm Ella S—Goldsmith 3 111
H.Hitchcock's b g Billy Bunker—Hitchcock.. 1 2 2 2

it. Havey'schg Haverly—Havey 2 3 3 3

Time. 2:23,2:2^,2:24^,2:24$.

To fill out the day's programme a race for a purse of $200
was given for Old Nick, Kate Ewing and Homestake (pacer).

First Heat—Pools: Old Nick $50, Ewing $30, Homestake
Sfi. Nick was first around the turn, and at the quarter led

Homestake by one length, Ewing three lengths back. At
the half the positions were the same. Turning into the
btretch Nick led by a length from Homestake, he a length
uhead of Ewing. Homestake soon broke badly and Ewing
took second position; Old Nick won easily by one length.

Time, 2:28£. Mutuals paid $6.30.

Second Heat—Nick $60, Ewing $11, Homestake $2.
Nick was first to the quarter by two lengths, Ewing second.

On the back Btretch it was a grand race, Ewing and Home-
stake getting on. even terms with Nick, and they passed the

half all abreast. On the upper turn Ewing led, and, passing
the three-quarter pole, led Nick by two lengths, who led

Homestake two lengths. Ewing was never in any danger,

und won by two lengths, Nick second. Time, 2:244;.

Third Heat—Nick $70, Held S40. Nick was first to the

quarter, one length ahead of Ewing and Homestake, who
were head and head. On the back stretch Ewing trotted

1 at, and at the half was on even terms with Nick. On the

i 'irn Ewing broke and fell back last bnt came fast again. At
iue three-quarters Nick was four lengths in the lead, Ewing
utid Homestake again even. Nick had too ranch foot and
v on by two lengths, Ewing second, Homestake third.

Time, 2:24£. Mutuals paid $6.30.

Fourth Heat—No betting. Nick was first to the quarter by
three lengths, Homestake leading Ewing. The same at the

half. In the stretch it was a good race between Ewing and
HomeBtake for second place, and near the wire Ewing broke
und Homestake secured it, Nick winning by four lengths.

Time, 3:26.

Purse $200.
"W. B. Bradbury's b g Old Nick—Dustin 1 2 1 1

],,. Shaner'sbr m Kate Ewing 2 12 3

J. Donathan's b g Homestake 3 3 3 2

Time, 2:28}, 2:243, 2:24J, 2:26.

Third Day.

Weather fine, track good, attendance large.

First Race—One and one-quarter miles for three-year-olds.

$50 entrance, $25 forfeit, $200 added, S50 to second horse.

Maidens allowed 8 lbs. Entries: Notidle, Oro, Narcola,

Adeline, Jim Duffy. Pools: Notidle $25, Narcola $19, Ade-
line $19, Duffy $17, Oro $8. They broke away several times

and the flag finally fell to a very straggling start, Adeline left

btanding. The jockeys did not seem to understand that it

was a go and some pulled up. Narcola set off in the lead and
made a tegular procession, Notidle second, Oro third. They
ran that way the whole distance, Notidle never being closer

lhan two lengths to Narcola, Oro third. Time, 2:11£. Mutuals
paid $17.40.

Running, one and one-quarter miles for three-year-olds. $60 en-

trance, $26 forfeit, §200 added, $00 to second horse. Maidensfallowed
Hlbs.
M. Storn's b m Narcola Newell 1

Laurelwood Farm's s m Notidle Appleby 2

Owen BroB.' b i* Oro Hazlitt 3

Laurelwood Farm's b m Adeline - Daly 4

Mr. Lowell's s g Jim Duffy Stewart 5
Time, 2:111.

Second Race—Entries: Ito, Kildare. Ed McGinnis, Serpo-

lette, Kyrle D. and Alma E. Ito and Kyrle D.soratched.

Pools: Ed McGinnis $30, Kyrle D. $26, field $16. The
Hag fell to a good start for all but Serpolette. Kyrle D. went
out and made the running, and passing the half led by two
lengths, Alma E. second. At the three-quarter pole Alma E.

lapped the leader, bnt in the stretch Kyrle D. drew away
Hgain and won by three lengths. Alma E. second, McGinnis
third, Serpolette fourth. Time, 1:17$. Mutuals paid $10.95.

Three-quarter mile heats for two-year-olds. 825 entrance, S10 for-

feit, 8150 added. Winner of five-eighths mile to carry fi lbs. extra.

J aurelwood's Farm's b c Kyrle D Navias 1

r. H. EMred's b f Alma E Stewart 2

J I. L. Ramuel'B be Ed McOinniB Gabey 3

Owen Bros.' s S Serpolette ,,,. Hazlitt i

Third Kace—Three-minute class. Entries: Maggie E.,

Alfred S.. Perihelion, Alio and Howard. Howard was
drawn. Pools sold : Alfred S. barred, Maggie E. $20,
Perihelion $11, Alio $6. Alio had a trifle the best of the
send-off, and led around the turn, and was first at the quarter
a length ahead of Alfred S., who was two lengths ahead of

Maggie, she three lengths before Perihelioa. At the half the
positions of the leaders were the Bame. At the thTee-quarter
Alio still led Alfred by half a length, but in the Btretch

Alfred pasBed him and won easily. Alio second, Maggie E.
third, Perihelion fourth. Time, 2.27. Mutuals paid $25.30.
Second Heat—Pools, with Alfred barred, Maggie $65, Alio

$50, Perihelion $10. On the turn Alio and Perihelion both
broke, and Maggie was first to the quarter, with Alfred

second. From there to the three-quarters Maggie and Alfred

trotted like a double team; in the stretch it was very eaBy for

Alfred, who won by two lengths, Maggie second, Alio third,

Perihelion fourth. Time, 2:27£. Mutuals paid $7.95.

Third Heat—Pools: Alio $45. field, Maggie and Peri-

helion $39. Alio led around the turn, and at the quarter
he and Alfred were head and head, one length ahead of

Perihelion, who led Maggie one-half a length. The four

made two teams down the back Btretch, Alfred and Alio first,

and Maggie and Perihelion two lengths behind them. At the

three-quarter Alio and Alfred were still even, and like the

other heats; in the stretch Alfred came away and won in a

jog, Alio second. Perihelion third, Maggie fourth. Time,
2:28. Mutuals paid $6.55.

Purse §400. Three-minute class.

W. H. Seale's b g Alfred H—Shaner 1 1 1

A. O. Davenport's br s Alio—Havey 2 3 2
S. B. Emerson's b m Maggie E.—Donathan 3 2 4
J. A. Goldsmith's b g Perihelion—Goldsmith 4 4 3

Time, 2:27, 2:274, 2:28.

The day's sport wound up with a half-mile heat race for

saddle horses Tobe, Victor and Sailor started. It was won
very easily by Victor in straight heats, Sailor second. Time,

:57J, :59.

Fourth Day.
Large attendance.

First Race—Entries: Fanny Parnell, Sunday, Grover

Cleveland, Johnny Gray, Notidle, Fusilade's Last. Only

Cleveland, Gray and Fusilade's Last started.

First Heat—Pools: Cleveland $30, Fusilade's Last $11,

Gray $5. They were delayed at the post by Cleveland, who
would not go back to the post after breaking away. When
the flag fell Cleveland was a length behind. Gray was first

to the half, Fusilade's Last second. On the upper turn
Cleveland passed Fusilade's Last, and coming into the stretch

was on even terms with Gray. In the run home it was a

gallop for Cleveland, who won by two lengths, Gray second.

Time, 1:16. Mutuals paid $8.05.
Second Heat—No betting. Gray was first away and led

to the upper turn, where Cleveland took up the running and
led to the wire by four lengths, Gray second. Time, 1:17£.

Three-fourth mile heats, free-for-all. §25 entrance, S10 forfeit, S200
added, $50 to second horse.
M. Storn's b h Grover Cleveland Newell 1 1

Owen Bros' g g Johnny Gray Hazlitt 2 2

B. C. Holly's sf Fusilade's Last 3 3
Time, 1:16, 1:174.

Second Race—Entries: Woodnut, Longfellow and Joe
Arthurton.

First Heat—Pools: Woodnut $30, Arthurton $10, Long-
fellow $5. While scoring Goldsmith stopped to have some
part of the harness adjusted, and just as Longfellow was pass-

ing Arthurton backed and the sulkies came together throw-

ing Shaner out; he, however, held onto Longfellow, turning

him into the fence where he was caught. Both suluies were
badly damaged. Arthurton showed the way around the

turn, and at the quarter he and Longfellow were neck
and neck; on the back stretch Woodnut out-trotted the other

two and led the rest of the way winning by a length, Arthur-

ton second, Longfellow third. Time, 2:23J. Mutuals paid

$14.25.
Second Heat—Woodnut $70, field $12. Longfellow had

the best of the send-off, but broke on the torn. Woodnut
led to the one-quarter by a length; Arthurton second, four

lengths before Longfellow. The positions were unchanged
to the wire; Woodnut winning, Arthurton second, Longfellow
third. Time, 2:24.

Third Heat—No betting. Longfellow and Woodnut trotted

even to the quarter, two lengths ahead of Arthurton. At
the half Woodnut led Longfellow one length, Arthurton
four lengths back, at the three-quarters the same. Near
the wire Woodnut broke and Shaner jnst landed, Longfellow
winner by a head. Time, 2:24|.

Fourth Heat—Woodnut had the beBt of the send-off by two
lengths and led all the way; Longfellow an Arthurton
making a good race two lengths behind Woodnut for second
place; in the stretch Holly turned Woodnut loose and he
won by five lengths; Longfellow second four lengths ahead
of Arthurton. Time, 2:22£, MutualB paid $650.

Second Kace—Purse S450. 2:25 ClaBB,
Woodnut, b s by Nutwood B. O. Holly 112 1

Longfellow, sg L. Shaner 3 3 12
JoeArthurton.bg J. A. Goldsmith 2 2 3 3

Time,2:23i, 2:24, 2:24£, 2:22j.

The free-for-all pace, for a purse of $350, was an easy thing

for L. C. Lee.
First Heat—Pools: Lee barred, Pocahontas $25, Chapman

$10. Chapman broke on the first turn and Lee led Pocahon-
aB by two lengths at the quarter, at the half the same.
Chapman, who broke on the back stretch a diBtance behind
Lee, won easily by a length from Pocahontas second, Chap-
man juBt inside the flag. Time, 2:31. Mutuals paid $6.95.

Second Heat—Chapman drawn, Lee led Pocahontas by a

length from wire to wire and won in a jog. Time, 2;23A.

Third Heat—Like the last it was only a jog for Lee who
won the heat and race. Time, 2:26ij.

Purae $36i). Free-for-all pacers,
L. O. Lee, by Elmo Jr.—H. Hilohcock 1 1 1

Pocahontas—J. A. Goldsmith 2 2 2
Chapman-L. Shaner 3 dr

Time, 2:31,2:234,2:262.

I'il 'Hi Day.

Fine weather and track; attendance large.

First Race—Entries: Narcola, Oro, Adeline, Patti, Moon-

light, Ninena. PooIb: Moonlight $25, Narcola $15, Ninena

$12, Adeline $12, field $6. Oro was first off and led into

the stretch, Ninena second, Adeline third. Passing the

stand the first time Narcola led, Oro second, Adeline third.

At the one-quarter pole Narcola still led, with Adeline Becond.
Down the back stretob Moonlight moved up and led at the

half-mile pole, with Narcola second, Patti third, Adeline
fourth. Around the upper turn Adeline took the lead, and
coming into the stretch led, with Moonlight second, Ninena
third. Moonlight was hard ridden but waB unable to catch

Adeline, who won by three lengths, Moonlight second, one-

Lalf a length ahead of Ninena, Narcola fourth, Patti fifth,

Oro Bixth. Time, 2:37. Mutuals paid $54.05.

Fifth Day—One and one-half miles, for all ages. S50 entrance, ?25
forfeit, $200 added, $50 to second horse.
Adeline, s m by Enquirer—Aualyne, 100 Navias 1
Moonlight, b m, Kelly & Lynch, 113 Pepper 2
Ninena, b m, B. C. Holly, 100 3
Narcola, b m, M. Storn, 103 .'!!!'..", !!Murphy 4
Patti, b m, Laurelwood Stable, 113 ...Appleby 5
Oro, be, Owen Bros., 103 Hazlitt 6

Time, 1*37.

Second Race—Entries: Stamboul, Jane L., Daisy S., Val-
entine, Kate Ewing, Thspsin and Black Diamond. Diamond
drawn.

First Heat—Pools: Stamboul $60, Jane L. $20. field $7.
Valentine had a length the best of the send-off. On the turn
Stamboul broke, and all passed him. ' Valentine was first at
the quarter, with Thapsiu second, Ewing third. On the back
stretch Valentine broke, and at the half Thapsin and Ewmg
were head and head, Valentine third, Jane fourth, Stamboul
tifth, Daisy Bixth. On the upper turn Stamboul improved
his position, and coming into the stretch was only a length
behind Thapsin, who was half a length behind Ewing who
was in the lead. Down the home stretch Stamboul out-
trotted Ewing and Thapsin and won by one length, Jane L.
second, Thapsin third, Ewing fourth, Valentine fifth, Daisy
S. last. Time, 2:23£. Mutuals paid $3.35.
Second Heat—No "betting. Stamboul led to the quarter,

with Jane L. in close attendance, ThaDsin third, the re6t
strung out. They trotted the whole mile that way, Stamboul
winning by two lengths, Jane L. second, Ewing third, Thap-
sin fourth, Valentine fifth, Daisy sixth. Time, 2:21. Mutuals
paid $7.30.
Third Heat—Goldsmith drove Jane L. in place of Lindsey.

Stamboul was first around the turn, and led Jane L. to the
quarter by half a length, Ewing third. On the upper turn
Stamboul broke and fell back fourth. Turning into the
stretch Jane L. led, with Valentine second. In the stretch
Stamboul got to the front, but near the wire broke again, Jane
L. winning the heat by half a length, Valentine third, Ewing
fourth, Thapsin fifth, Daisy sixth. Time, 2:21&.
Fourth Heat—Stamboul $60, field $32. Stamboul had a

trifle the best of the send-off, and led Jane L. to the quarter
by one length, Ewing third. At the half the positions were
the same. Coming into the Btretch Jane L. lapped Stamboul.
Near the wire Stamboul made a break, and Jane L. was
awarded the heat, Stamboul second, Ewing third, Thapsin
fourth, Daisy filth, Valentine sixth. Time, 2:19£. Mutuals
paid $11.25.

Fifth and Deciding Heat—Field $25, Stamboul $13. Stam-
boul led all the way to the stretch, with Jane L. second,
Ewing third, Thapsin fourth, Valentine fifth, Daisy sixth.
In the stretch Jane L. collared Stamboul, and like in the two
preceding heats he broke near the wire, and Jane L. won the
heat and race amid much applause, Stamboul second, Ewing
third, Daisy fourth, Thapsin fifth, Valentine sixth. Time,
2:21|. Mutuals paid $9.60.

Purse $500, for 2:23 Class.
Jane L., b m, by Hambletonian Slambrino—Lindsey k

Goldsmith 2 2 1 1 1
Stamboul, b s, L. J. Rose—Jdayburn 1 1 2 2 2
Kate Ewing.br m, L. Shaner—Shaner 4 3 4 a a
Thapsin, blk g. E. H. Wilier Jr.—Smith ^ 4 5 4 b
Valentino, b g, J. H. Kelly—Kelly .5 5 8 6 fi

Daisy S. , s m, B. W. Levins—Dustin G 6 6 6 4
Time, 2:234, 2:21,2:214,2:19^,2:212.

The last race of the week was the free-for-all trot for a
purse of $700. The entries were A'Jair, Menlo and Sister.
In the pools Menlo brought $S0 to $55 for Adair and $5 for
Sister. Adair led around the tnrn and to the half, with
Menlo second, Sister way back on the upper turn. Menlo
lapped Adair, and in the stretch curried him to a break, win-
ning the heat by a length, Adair second, Sister a poor third.
Time, 2:21£. Mutuals paid $9.50.
Second Heat—Adair led all the journey, with Menlo sec-

ond. In the stretch Donathan drove Menlo for the heat but
near the draw-gate he broke, and Adair won by two lengths,
Menlo second, Sister third. Time, 2:21. Mutuals paid
$9 50.

Third Heat—Menlo $50, field $45. Adair broke soon after
getting the word, and took quite a run on the turn. Menlo
broke, aud at the quarter Adair led by one length, with
Menlo second. On the back stretch Adair broke again, and
Menlo led to the half by three lengths, with Sister second.
At the three-quarter Menlo still had a lead of three lengths,
and won by that distance, Adair second, Sister third. Time,
2:23. Mutuals paid $8.90.
Fourth Heat—No betting. Menlo's race sure. At Smith's

request Havey drove Adair. Menlo took the lead at the
word, and was first to the half by one length, Adair second.
On the upper turn Adair had closed the gap, but broke,
and in the stretch Menlo came easy, and won the heat by
four lengths, Adair second, Sister third. Time, 2:23J. Mu-
tuals paid $7.60.

Purse S700. Free-for-all trot.

Menlo, b g by Nutwood, W. Dwyer—Donathan 12 11
Adair, E. H. Miller Jr.—Smith 2 12 3
Sister—J. A. Goldsmith 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:21£, 2:21, 2:23, 2:23J.

Plunging- on Horse-Races-

There has been a serious dearth of plungers on the Ameri
can turf since Mr. Walton discovered that the path of per
manent prosperity doeB not lie through the paddock and
abandoned horse-racing for hotel-keeping, and since E. Berry
Wall retired from heavy speculative raids on the betting ring ti

the peaceful seclusion of the judges' stand at Saratoga. Th<
turf is better off without plungers, big or little. Perhaps "Pitts-

burg Phil" may amuse the bookmakers for a short time, but,
after all, his transactions are on a trivial scale compared witl
Michael Dwyer's. When Mr. Dwyer thinks he haB a "sure
thing" he sometimes puis ap $30,000 if he can find takers.
But he is no wild plunger. He is simply a conservative,
sagacious and resolute operator in horBe-flesh.

The new Louisiana Joedey Club is already in the field with
the announcement of its Autnmn and Winter Meeting, whioh
will begin about November 5. The club proposes opening
some important stakes to be run during the Winter Meeting,
and these will be advertised early in October. The manage-
ment has begun a number of new stables, and expects to have
the lineBt winter quarters for two hundred and fifty horses.
These stableB are fitted with all the latest improvements. The
supply of water has been largely increased by additional cis-

terns, and the work on the course has been such that the >

most perfect system of drainage is secured. One thing the
management wish understood is that the coming meeting will
be conducted on the plan of the northern meetings. The
decencies and proprieties of life will not be ignored as they ' 7
have, and an attempt will be niade to attract the best elements
of New Orleans which have been rather estranged from mcing,
of late years, for reasons which we need not reDeat here. Own-
ers of horses are requested to make early application to A.
P. Mason, the Secretary, as it is thought the demand for sta«

bles will be great.—N. Y. Spirit,
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Racine at Butte, Montana.

I

1 The following is a summary of the events of the regular

I Fall meeting of the West Side Fair and Racing Association at

, the Butte, M. T., track, August 9 to 14, inclusive, 1SS7.

I August 9th—Running—Three-quarter mile dash, purse 32aO.

i
steiilieuson's b ni Avondale, 3, by Marmaduke, darn Pirouette, 113

I
F

Hill 1

I Mcintosh's b ( Susie ».,:;, by Ironwood, dam Jennie Mack:, 104, Kasley 2

ID Blevics' ch g Daniel B., 4, by Ulen Elm, dam >"ettle, by Sun
I ' Dance, 114 - Blevins 3

Bybee's b in Keepsake, 4, by Flood, dam Kathariou, 111 O'Hara 4

Malarkey's ch m Lady Duffy, 4, by Patsey Duffy, dum by Monte
Cristo, 114 — Feeney 5

Time, 1:19.

Emining—Half mile dasb, J200.

Smith's ch g Oclone. IIS, by Ironclad Lambert 1

Babb's ch g Bogns, 116, bv Ophir —McCaugh 2

Hamilton's b g >~apa, US, by Second IS'apa, dam a Princeps mare
Harmon 3

Baker's bii Green Pruitt, 3, 107, »>y Peedee, dam Norma O'Neil i^ Time, 0:50K.

Trr.tting—Three-minute class, three in five, $400.

Lafferty a br m Dollie by Mambrino Diamond, dam by Live
Oab_ ~ - 112 1

Duncan's cb m Gold Elsie by Sam Purdv.aam Woodburn 3 2 13
Blake's b m Lady Uon by Ti n A., dam by Lucy M. Patchen. .2332
Jeffries' b 3 Victor by lied Cloud, dam Kentucky Girl 4 dis

Time,2:3o^, 2:33K, -:30Jf, 2:3CK.

August 10th—Running—One-quarcer mile dash, $100.

Surry's ch g Muldoon, by Fox, uain unknown, lift _ Epperson 1

Smith's ch in Li-la Ferguson, 116, unknown Easley 2

Moonev's be Little Turf, 115, bv Turf UL>i!erv,darn unknown..Lambert 3
;fime, 0:UJ.

Trotting—Silver City Stakes, 3-year-olds, So0 each, half forfeit, $300

Mldfi, 2 in 3.

Daly's br c Deputv bv Echo, dam Maria Rose— 12 1

Suntley ± Clark's b g Ben Cole by Ben Lomond Jr., dam Mollie
Cole, by Cardinal 2 12

Time, 3:02, 2:4I&. 2:43&.

Bunning—One and a quarter miles, for three-year-olds, West Side
taki.s. Sou each, half loricit, 9500 added.
Hamilton's ch f Kosa Lewis, (.for. Fannie L.), 107, by Flood, dam Fan-

nits Lewis, by imp. Buek-ien ._- _ Harmon 1

itephenson's b f Gem of the Mountains, lu. , by Marmaduke, dam
Pjroaette Hill 2

Jabb's be Dlavolo.UJ, by Shannon, d-im Dame Winnie McCaugh *

Jabb's b g Duffv Winters. 1U7, by Patsey Duffy, dam Neva Winters
_._ Epperson *
Time,2:l3J$.

•Vote Diavolo came in an easy winner, but Babb'e stable was dis-

malined for fouIiDg Duffy Winters, and John Epperson, rider of Duffy
Vlnters, suspended for one year.

Trotting—2 :29 Class, three in five, §400.

taker's b gRollo.by Clark Chief Jr., dam unknown Ill
Jvan's bs senator, bv E:ho, dam The Jones Mare 2 2 2

Uvmond's b m Carrie Bell, by Com. Belmont, dam by Conscript 3 3 3
Time, 2:23, 2:24, 2:26}£-

Angust lltb.—Trotting and Pacing—Three in five, $150; special race

or named horses.

IcAvov's cb g Young Ranchero by Pedro, dam unknown. 2 112 1

hurch's bl m Mabel by Tarantula, dam unknown 3 A 3 1 2

riu.es' br g Surprise by Herod 1 2 4 3 3

wens' cb s Gilt Edge by Com. Belmont, dam by Alexan-

der's Abdallah 4 4 2 4 4

ohnson's b g fc-bon by Com Belmont, dam not named 6 5 5 5 dz
Time, 2 :67. 2 :54, 2 :6»i. 2 :50i, 2:47£.

Bruning—Two-year-olds, five furlongs. Anaconda Stakes, $50 each,

alf forfeit, $400.

abb's ch f Hilda, 102, by Geo. Wilkes, dam Neva Winters Easley 1

vbee's cb c Oregon, 105, by Monday, dam Planetia by Planet
* O'Hara 2

levin's i McLaughlin's ch f Nevada, 102, by Regent, dam Miss Ella
Blevins 3

odd's er f Laura Arbuckle, 102, by Tom Bowling, dam unknown..
Taylor 4

«phenson's s f Susie S., 102, by Marmaduke, dam Pirouette
Geoghan 5

aker's b c Red Buck, 105, by Red Boy, dam Norma O'Neil C
Time, 1 :07.

Running-All ages, one mile, $300.

levins" ch g Daniel B., 4, 114, by Glen Elm, dam Nettles by Sun
Dance Bl«vins 1

clntosn'a b f Susie S , 3, 1G4, by Ironwood, dam JenDie Mack
Easley 2

aker's ch g Vice Regent, 5, 118, by Regent, dam Christine, by imp.
Australian O'Neil 3

Time, 1 ;43.

Trottine-2:35 Class, 3 In 5, $400.

Bllet's b m Almonette by Altamont, dam Favorite 2 111
irkendall's br g S S. by Eemucky Volunteer, dam Matilda,

by Springvllle Chief, son of Royal beorge 1 2 2 2

»tt's b m Ida D. by Maxim, dam by Thomas Jefferson 3 3 3 3

irnes' b g Disturbance, unknown 4 dis.

Time, 2:33j, 2:29i, 2:31J, 2:35J.

August 12tb.—Trotting— Two-year-olds, Moulton Stakes. $50 each,

ill forfeit, $250, filOc added if better than 3:00 is made; two in three.

Uy's bl c irrisco by Echo, dam by Elmo 1 1

.fines' b c Ilton by Tempest, dam by Com. Belmont 2 2

Time, , 2:49$.

Running—One and one-quarter mile dash, $400

(bee's b m Keepsake, 4, 114, by Flood, dam Kathaiion O'Hara 1

ibb's b g Duffy Winters, 3, 1C4, by Patsy Duffy, dam Neva Winters
Easley 2

unilton's cb f Rosa Lewis, 3, 104, by Flood, dam Fannie Lewis by
imp. Buckden Hammond 3

llliams' b g Basil, 118, by Cariboo, dam Reply, by Enquirer
Elevins 4

tbb'3 6 gTom Daly. 4, 114, by Patsy Duffy, dam by Sunshine
Neinington 5

Time, 2:17.

Fretting—2:15 Class, three in five, $400.

mean's ch m Gold Elsie by Bam Purdy, dam by Woodborn.l 10 1

ott's b m Ida D. by Maxim, dam by Thomas Jefferson 2 2 a

mne's br s Fred W. by Com. Belmont, dam unknown 3 dis.

Time, 2:39A, 2: Oi, 2:35.

Banning—Sweepstakes, $50 eacb, $50 added, 100 pounds up, one-half

lie dash.
liiLb' ch g White Stockings, 1C0, unknown Brennon 1

^ ooman's b g Little Turf, luO, by Turf Gallery, dam unknown
Dingley 2

rwd'sii s Joe Bowers. 100, by Regent, dam unknown....- Easley 3

J ker's b a Red Elm, 1GU, by Glen Elm, dam unknown O'Neil 4

Time, :49.

iugust 13th.—Running -Handicap, mile heats, two in three. $500.

j bb's ch g Diavolo, 3, 104, by Shannon, dam Dame Winnie
O'Hara 1 1

ker's cb g Vice Regent, 6, 114, by Regent, dam Christine
...O'Neil 2 2

uiam'3 ch m ida Glen, 5, 107, by Glen Elm, dam Queen by
Lynx Blevins 3 3

ooman's b g Little Turf, a, 90, by Turf Gallery, dam unknown
Williams dis

Time,l:43j, 1:48J.

JunniQg—Six hundred yards dash. $100.

dth's ch g Cyclone, 118, by Iron Clad, dam unknown Lambert 1

bb's ch g Bogus, 118, by Opbir, dam unknown O'Hara 2

Intosh's s m Lida Ferguson, 118, unknown Easley a

ker's b a Green Pruitt, 104, by Peedee, dam Norma O'Neil 4

Time, 0:31i.

Trotting—Free-for-all. Three in five. $7C0.

itt'sch s Ranchero by Clark Chief Jr., dam Mary Eagle 3 111
V? oe' br g Little Joe by Bob Hunter, dam St, Lawrence Mare. 1 2 3 3

t«fe b g Rolla by Clark Chief Jr., dam unknown 2 3 2 2

cnes' b g Harry Velox by Velox, dam unknown 4 dis

Time. 2:24, 2;25i, 2:25, 2:27j[.

* tUgust 14th.—Running-Mile dasb. -v200.
"

phenson's br m Avondale, 5, 118, by Marmaduke, dam Pirouette
V Kill 1

bee'a ch c Oregon, 2, 85, by Monday, dam Planetia by Planet
I Williams 2

* -wford's b g Post Trader, a/118, by Balaklava O'Neil 3

lliam=- b a Basil, a, 118, by Cariboo, dam Reply by Enquirer
Blevins 4

Time, I:«i.

xotting-Special, for named horses, three In five. $150.

Avoy's ch g Young Ranchero by Pedro, dam unknown.. .1 1 3 1

Tries' bl m Silver by Ben Lomond Jr.. dam unknown 3 3 14
:k's ch m Lucy by Com- Belmont, dam unknown 4 2 2 2

rrifl' b e Pilot by Cnmmings, dam unknown 2 14 3

Time, 2;i6, 2;i4^( 2:47$, 2:4.3,

10 1

Running—Half-mile dash. $100. For two-year-olds.
Blevins' ch f Nevada, 102, by Regent, dam Miss Ella Blevins
Bybee's ch c Eisherman, 105, by flood, dam Hattie Hawthorne by

Enquirer O'Hara
Baker's br c Red Buck, 105, by Red Boy, dam Norma Easlev

Time, :50.

Running—Handicap, half-mile heats, two in three. $250.
Blevins" ch g Daniel B., 4, 110, by Glen Elm, dam Nettles by

Sun Dance Blevins
Smith's b f Susie S , 3, 104, by Ironwood, dam Jennie Mack

Lambert and O'Hara
Babb's ch g Bogus, a, 109, by Ophir, dam unknown. O'Hara
Hamilton's b g Napa, a. 104, by Second Napa, dam by

Princeps Harmon
Time. 0:50.0:49,0.49.

•Note— Third heat declared void, the judges believing Susie S. was
not being ridden to win. Jockey Thomas O'Hara was substituted for
the rider of Susie S. Time of third heat, 0:4a.

Death of John Morrison Cla7-

1 3
dia

dis

John M. Clay, the last son surviving of the great com-
moner, died at his home near Lexington last week, in the

sixty-fifth year of his age. He was a man of marked individ-

uality and strong character. In personal appearance he
resembled his father. He never cultivated the traits and
accomplishments as his brothers did, that made Mr. Clay the

most popular and brilliant statesman the country has pro-

duced.
He lived a quiet, retired life, devoting his attention to his

farm, which was a part of the old Ashland estate, was pas-
sionately fond of the thoroughbred horse, and his unvarying
success as a breeder abundantly attest the ck-ar judgment on
the subject recognized by all who have had an opportunity
to observe his methods. He died childless, and left a fine

estate to his widow who is the mother of several children by
her first husband.
Mr. Clay was born at Ashland Farm in May, 1821. He

graduated at Princeton College, N. J ., studied and graduated at

law, but never practiced his profession, and devoted himself
to farming and breeding. He commenced breeding thorough-
breds with imp. Yorkshire at the head of his stud and.

some half dozen mares—Zenobia, imp. Lady Scott, Magnolia,
Heraldry and Margaret "Wood. From these mares most of

his stock descended, and there has never been a breeder in
America who has bred so many first-class horses from the
same number of mares. From Zenobia he bred Zampa, Zero,

Zoe, Zingara, Jerome, Eigar, Zara and Nannie C. From imp.
Lady Scott he bred Clay Trustee, Yorick and Scotland. From
Magnolia he bred Magic, Madeline (Rrandam of Iroquois),

Madonna, Charley Ball, Princeton, Charles Morgan, Hanover,
Daniel Boone, Simon Kenton, Skedaddle, Kentucky, Gilroy
and Victory. From Heraldry he bred Margaret "West, Bal-

loon, Parachute, Ascension, Sailor, Godard, Petercuma-
linctum, Sally of the "Valley (dam of Essilah). From Mar-
garet Wood he bred Maria "Wood, Wade Hampton, Star Davis,

Annandale, Capt. Travis, Yorktown, Mary Wood, Anna
Travis and Georgia "Wood. He bought Topaz by imp

.

Glencoe, dam Emerald by imp. Leviathan, and bred from her
"Waterloo, Austerlitz, Colton, Wagram, Lodi, Areola and
Kivoli.

The descendants of these mares in turn produced for him
Anne Boleyn, Saucebox, Squeeze JEm, Sly Boots, Scramble,
Florence B , Joe S., The Slashes, Leveller, Sly Dance,
Dakota, Sachem, Day Star, Sylph, Palmetto, Kaloolah, La
Sylphide, Buff and Blue, Badge, Banner, True Blue, Ballet

(dam of Modesty), Revolver, The Banshee, Ginger, La
Gitana, Ella Wotten, Una, Galatea, Msdjeska, Zingara,
Geneva, Glitter, Guitar and many others. It will be seen by
the above list that no breeder in the country has contributed
more than Mr. Clay, with a limited stud, to the advancement
of the thoroughbred stock interests, or has contributed a
greater galaxy of distinguished horses.
He commenced racing in 1S47 with seven three-year-olds,

all of whom were winners, and he continued to race with
little intermission up to the close of the war. He sold many
of his older mares, but in the last few years he has paid
more attention to breeding, and raced a few horses in the last

two years. While to many Mr. Clay appeared eccentric in
his ways, he was a warm friend, a gentleman in every sense
of the word, a man of scholarly attainments and refinement,

and the pink of honor and reliability.

He rather underrated the merits of his horses, and with
those who knew his peculiarities, they preferred buying a
horse from him than any one else, as they never left him
without knowing every defect, actual or imaginary, the horse
possessed. In his death Kentucky has lost one of its best

and most intelligent breeders, the turf one of its most
meritorious members, the community a good citizen, and his

family a devoted husband.

—

Live Stock Record.

Eureka Jockey Club.

A very important and interesting meeting was held on
August 24th, says the Humholdt Standard, by the Eareka
Jockey Club, which is working actively for the purpose of

presenting to the lovers of horse flesh a programme of races

heretofore unparalleled in any of its previous efforts at horse
racing. The club has concluded to hold the fall races here,

shortly after the Blood Horse races come off at the Bay district

course in San Francisco, which will be early in the month of

November. The finance committee gave a very encouraging
report of the success met by them in raising money, and the

directors are justified in saying, from the present outlook,

that larger purses will be offered this year as prizes than
have ever been offered by the Eureka Club before. It is

needless to say, in relation to the actions of the Eureka
Jockey Club, in the past management of the races held under
its consent and supervision, that its reputation for square
dealing and fair awards to the successful victors is of State-

wide repute, and that no crooked tricks will be tolerated

among those who may enter horses in the contests.

Its labors have been in the interest of raising the standard

of horse racing _to the plane of honorable and harmless sport,

where it properly belongs, and the encouragement of breeding
a better class of horses in the State of California. Of course,

the stables of Baldwin, Haggin and Stanford produce the

finest flyers in the world, but ordinary mortals with limited

means can not devote the money or time to perfect these

matters in the live stock line that millionaires can, but,

although of limited means, they can at least so conduct the

local races in their respective communities as to have them
run on an honorable and square basis, and devoid of the

crookedness and trickery 6o prevalent nowadays in some
places. The laws and rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association have been diligently adhered to by tbe Eareka
Jockey Club, and thereby it aims to elevate horse racing and
to carry out and impress upon all parties the necessity of

being governed by honesty, honor and strict integrity, and
that on these principles alone it bases its prospects of success.

The State Fair programme has come to hand. It is hand-
somely printed and the entries appear with the usual accuracy

for which Mr. Smith the indefatigable secretary is justly

famed, The dates are from Sept. 15th to 24th.

Winners and Records at Cleveland.

There was some wonderful trotting at Cleveland, and, i

every particular it was one of the most successful meeting

ever held, the New York Sportsman says:

"The reduction of records at the Cleveland meeting last

week waB unprecedented. Every trotter that won a race or
even a heat placed a new mark opposite his name. Seven
entered the '2-20 list, while four, who were already in, finished
their miles faster than they ever did before in public. The
fastest heat of the meeting goes to the credit of Johnston,
he having finished the third heat in the free-for-all pace in
2:llf. Patron trotted the fastest heat at the meeting, getting
a record of 2:14|. Thirty-nina heats, counting Bell Boy'«
two-year-old performance in 2:27^, were trotted at the meet-
ing and thirteen paced. The average time made was within
a small fraction of 2:19^, which is a shadow lower than the
average of 1886."

The following records were made at the meeting:

Amie King, ch m by Mambrino King 2:22J
Arab, b g by Arthurton 2:16^
Argyle, gr g by Baker Horse 2:16$
Astral, br m by August Belmont 2:18
Bell Boy, br c by Electioneer 2:27J
Belle Hamlin, b m by Hamlin's Almont Jr 2:16£
Charlie Hogan, b g by Virgo Hambletonian 2:18|
Class Leader, gr g by "Warwick Boy 2:22|
Edwin C, chgby Cuyler 2:21£
Frank Champ, blk g by Al lie "West 2:16t
Garnett, ch g by Young Jim 2:19|
Globe, bgby Hamlin's Almont Jr 2:21$
Jennie Lind, b m by Long Strider 2:17fl
J. Q., blk g by Kentucky Prince Jr 2:17|
Judge Davis, b g by Joe Brown 2:18J
LorettaF., b m by Hamlet 2:19
McLeod, ch h by Saturn 2:19i
Mikado, b g by Hardwood 2:20$
Misty Morning, b m by Marksman 2:22J
Patron, b m by Pancoast 2:144-

Bosaline Wilkes, b m by Harry Wilkes 2:18f
The purse winners were as follows:

Performer. Class. Amount "Won. Best Time,
Misty Morning 2:29 $1000 2:22£
Globe 2:29.

Class Leader 2:29.

Zeno 2:29

Joe L 2 :24, pacer

.

Dr. West 2:24, pacer.

.

Ed. Annan 2:24, pacer.
Ilderim 2:24, pacer.

Charlie Hogan 2:21

Judge Davis 2:21

Amie King 2:27

Faro 2 57
SalUe Howard 2:27

Belle Ogle 2:27

McLeod 2:23

Astral 2:23

500.
300.
200.

500.
250..

150.
100.

1500.

500.
1000.
500.
300.
200.

1000.
500.

.251$

.2:224,

.2:17

.2:18J

.2:18£

.252?

.2:19*

.2:18

Garnet 2:23 300 2:19J

.2:17

.2:194,

.2:19*

.251*

.2:16$

.2:17*

Favonia 2:23 .

Jennie Lind 2:18, pacer .

.

Charley Freil 2:18, pacer.

.

Black Harry 2:18, pacer.

.

LorettoF 2:25

Edwin C 2:25

Mamtrinette 255
Dr. Almont 2:25

Arab free for all . .

.

J. Q free for all. .

.

Charlie Hilton free for all . .

.

Kitefoot free for all . .

.

Belle Hamlin 2: L9

Lowland Girl 2:19

Tom Rogers 2:19

Pilot Boy 2:19

Bosaline Wilkes 2:33

Class Leader 2:33

Valkyr 2:33
Chanter 2:33

Patron special

Harry "Wilkes special

Johnston, pacing free for all ...

Mike Wilkes, pacing, .free for all ...

Toledo Girl, pacing . . free for all . .

.

Bell Boy, to beat 2:30$, for a silver cup, trotted in 257$.

200.

600.

250.
150..

2500.
1250.

750.
500.

1000.
500.

300.
200.

1000.
500.

300.
200.

1000.
500.
300.
200.
1500.
1000.

600.
250.

150.

.2:16$

.2:18^

.2:144^

!2:ii|

Why Horses Shy.

I have never met a veterinary surgeon who knew anything
about "cataract of the eye" in horses. I call it that as it is

an expressive term. The trouble is the most general of any
now affecting the horses of this country. It is the case of

nearly all, if not all, of the shying which surgeons fail to find

a reason for, except in "general cussednesa." This cataract
is a brown growth, of a fungus nature, that spreads over
the pupil of the top downwards. It has the appearance of a
sponge growing away from its bold. It is difficult to see
unless strong daylight falls upon the horse's eye exactly right.

Then it can be seen plainly, a silent evidence of the animal's
defective eyesight. I have examined horse after horse, and
with bat two or three exceptions out of about fifty I have
found their eyesight thns affected. Of course it is worse in
some than others. It grows just like a cataract or cancer; at
first just dawning ominously on the upper edge of the pupil,
then gradually extending itself. I have watched it expand
on my own horse and its growth has been marked in even
the short time of two years. I have observed one thing
about it that makes me certain that my conclusions are cor-

rect. Every shying horse I have examined has, without
exception, been so afflicted. Never have I seen a horse shy
whose eye was not clouded by thiB inexplicable growth. I

began to stndy this curious defect after a long experience in
trying to break my horse of shying. I took him to many
veterinary surgeons, but all said it was his cussedness. I
used to whip and pnnish him in every way to break him of it,

but I could not. Now I remember bow curiously he cocked
his head at a suspicious object just as a person with poor
eight will try to get a better focus. Finally one day the lieht

happened to strike his eye right and I saw the cataract. The
whole thing was plain to me then. I have studied tbe
matter carefally Binee, and the Globe Democrat will be the
first to say anything about this prevailing effect. If anything
has ever been published about it, and if any reason can be
advanced I would like to hear of it. Whether it is because
of the barbarous and cruel blinds which, by shutting out the
light and causing the animal to look forward instead of side-

ways, affect his eyes, or whether it ib because of dark stalls 1

cannot tell. Bot I am sure it is the cause of all the shying
and much of the stumbling that now make driving and riding
so unpleasant and dangerous,

—

Ex.
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The Bourbon Case.

On Thursday last the judges at Monmouth Park gave a

decision whioh we venture to say is open to the graveBt criti-

cism. The case is pithily stated in the Sporting World of

Friday. August 19th, as follows:

"Eleven horses were entered for the race in question—

a

dash of seven furlongs. Of these Strathspey was scratched,

and one of the men whom the bookmakers employ to bring

them the starters for a race, the jockeys and the scratchings

also reported The Bourbon as scratched, and his name was
pasted over on all the boards. Meanwhile Barnes weighed
oat to ride. The Bourbon and his number was hoisted on
the telegraph board. The iact that The Bourbon was a

starter was not known in the betting ring till a few minutes
before the horses went to the post, and then I fancy that not

all of the pencilers removed the plaster. I know that I did

not get the betting quotations for the Sporting World's report

till very late, and had to send down for a quotation about The
Bourbon while the horBes were at the post.

"As luck had it, The Bourbon won the race. The people

who had backed Luna Brown to wia and Relax for place

while The Bourbon was Bcratched naturally claimed their

money, and the judges' stand was immediately surrounded
by an excited crowd asking for a decision. Then Mr. Apple-
by, representing the bookmakers, caon out and asked the

judges what to do. Mr. Withers then made the astounding
declaration that the judges had nothing to do with the bet-

ting ring; that The Bourbon was a starter; that his scratching

in the betting ling was done through no mistake of any offi-

cial of the association's; that The Bourbon was placed first

and Luna Brown second, and that hets went accordingly.

"The matter was then fully explained to Mr. Withers by
several gentlemen, Mr. Appleby included, who fully showed
the difficulty then prevalent in the betting ring, and urged
upon Mr. Withers the necessity of making some decision in

the matter, but he most positively declined to consider the
matter at all, and simply pointed to the telegraph board, where
The Bourbon was placed first and Luna Brown second.

"Mr. Appleby at once did the honorable and equitable
thing by ordering all bets to be paid, including those on The
Bourbon, Luna Brown and Belax. As no doubt the book
had several big bets on The Bourbon, this showed an emi-
nently laudable spirit. Mr. Gridge, too, told me thst he
would pay all Luna Brown and Lelax bets made up to the
time The Bourbon was named as a starter, and Mr. Burton,
I understand, will do the same thing. Of a great many, how-
ever, I have heard that they positively decline to recognize

the olaims of Luna Brown's and Relax's backers at ali, and
as, with most of them, The Bourbon was not backed at all,

they mean to bag all the money."
What the public thought of the matter is must logically

stated by a gentleman who writes* to the journal above
quoted, and his communication is similar to many others, all

expressing the same Beutiments. This is what be says:

"Last year it was announced publicly, if not officially, that

racing cannot exist without betting, and meetings were
abandoned, etc.

"Now the Monmouth judges say: 'We have nothing to do
with the betting. The Bourbon is the first in the race and
Luna Brown second.'

"Of course the Bourbon wins the race, but will anybody
say: If I bet with a bookmaker at a time when he had The
Bourbon posted as a non-starter against my bet and make me
take a risk which I didn't take.

"The simplest grain of sense is sufficient to decide this; it

requires no Soloman to judge.

"then why can't the Monmouth Park officials promulgate
it as their opinion that 'all bets made on Luna Brown, to

win and Relax for place with any bookmaker at a time when
that bookmaker had The Bourbon eliminated from his liBt

of horses are winning bets, and should be paid.'

"That this is just and fair is shown by the action of half a
dozen and more bookmakers who, recognizing the injustice

and dishonesty involved in the seeming first decision of the
judges, have voluntarily declared their purpose to pay all

bets as indicated above."
We recollect a precisely similar case at the Washington

Park inaugural meeting. A field of fifteen appeared in the
Oakwood Handicap. The betting was heavy on the night
before the race, and Fosteral's name was not on the boards as
a starter. Until half an hour of the starting time his name
was not mentioned in connection with the race, and his

number was not put up at the judges' stand till long afterthe
bulance of the field. He was not sold in the mutuals at all,

and prior to the time he was posted as a starter he was
ignored in the auction pools and in the books. Fosteral won
the race, no appeal was made to the judges' stand, but all bets
were settled upon the equitable basis of paying all the Ada
Glenn (who ran second) straight tickets as though she had
won, provided they were bought prior to the posting of

Fosteral as a starter. The mutuals paid on Ada Glenn as
the winner, and so did the auction pools. Had the matter
not settled itself in this manner the stewards were prepared
to act.

The astonishing point in the Monmouth Park affair 1b the
declaration of Mr. Withers, that the judges have nothing to

do with the betting ring, or in other words have no jurisdic-

tion over it. This is an old English racing fiction which has
no legitimate place on the American turf. The judges on
all our tracks, both running and trotting, have the power to

declare all pools aod betB off, and frequently exercise it.

Betting iB legal at Monmouth Park. The racing association

derives a larger revenue from the bookmakers than any other
association in the land, and in the interest of the public, with-

out whose patronage Monmouth Park would not long exist,

the authorities are bound to exercise judicial functions when
called upon to do so. Will the judges at Monmouth Park
say that they will permit a defaulter to make a book at their

meeting? We take it for granted that they will not. Yet in
the case in question, some of the bookmakers were able to

repudiate their equitable obligations. To the honor of the
leading bookmakers, be it said, they asked for a decision,

and when it was refused they recommended a just settlement.

It is to be hoped that the balance of the bookmakers will fol-

low the good example set them, and thus settle a scandal
which would not have occured had the judges been mindful
of the obligations which they owe to the public.

—

Horsemen.

Maud S.

The queen of the traok has made another record. On Sat-

urday last her owner, Mr. Robert Bonner, drove her over the
track on his farm at Tarrytown, New York, the fastest mile
that has ever been trotted to a wagon. The oourse is three-
quarters of a mile, and the mile waB made in 2:13£. The first

half in 1:08^; with a little urging she made the second half

in 1K)4£. This is a wonderful performance because Mr. Bon-
ner is thirty pounds over the regulation wuight, and justifies

him in his reported statement that "Maud S, iB better now
than Bhe ever was."

Bell Boy.

It is a great surprise to us that so little prominence has
been given by the turf journals to the marvelous perform-
ances at Cleveland of the two-year-old colt Bell Boy, owned
by S. A. Browne & Co., of the Kalamazoo Stock Farm. Had
a two-yearold trotted in 2:27£ a few years ago, columns
would have been devoted by enthusiastic reporters of breed-
ing and turf journals. Now a two-year-old, carrying regula-
tion weight, trots to a sulky in 2:27A, and the performance is

barely mentioned. The performance, though greatly enjoyed
and loudly cheered, seems to have been received iu a matter-
of-fact sort of a way, as much sb to say: "Bred in California,

sired by Electioneer, dam Beautiful Bells, 2:294 (dam of

Hinda Rose, 2:194, three years), by The Moor, sire of Sultan;
second dam Minnehaha by Stevens' Bald Chief; and she the
dam of three 2:30 trotters! !" etc., why shouldn't he trot?

Well! true to hi3 breeding, he did, and a grand performance
it was, and done in a manner that should make his owners,
his breeder, his sire, his dam, his uncles and his aunts all

feel proud of him; he never made a mistake iu the mile, and
trotted along like an old campaigner, his finish at the wire as
full of speed as any part of the mile. His gait is the easy,
stealing, rapid stride peculiar to the Electioneers. His hand-
some head, however, he carries a little higher than the electric

motors Marvin has flashed before us the past few years.
Among them all, none are more pleasing to the eye, either in
action or at rest, than Bell Boy. He strongly resembles Mr.
Case's Brown. Brown has a greater length of neck, other-
wise in conformation they are alike.

Bell Boy is a dark bay, about 15£ hands, compactly built
as a Morgan, a neat, well-shaped and intelligent head, well
formed, stout neck, muscular shoulders, deep at girth, short
back, closely ribbed, desp carcass, broad, muscular loins,

smooth hips, deep, full quarters, legs and feet excellent,

about even in height at rump and withers wh'ch form a
physical outline most pleasing to the eye. It is hard for an
Eastern, Western or Northern breeder to realize that such a
developed colt can be but two years old. He seems as
matured as the average of four-year-olds—a colt horse as well
as a horse colt.

Bell Boy furnishes us with additional evidence of the
climatic advantages of the Pacific Slope in rearing and
developing colts. We should say climatic advantages added
to blood and speed lines of the highest order, for Bell Boy is

of royal lineage, particularly in speed lines. The question
now that interests Eastern breeders is, will the Electioneers
train on and give us race-horses of the Dictator, Woodford
Mambrino, Harold class? This may be demonstrated with
the return of Marvin in 1888, as his former colts will
then have the advantage of age, which alone can bring
perfect physical development. Possibly, however, the grand
young horse Antevolo, owned by Joseph Cairn Simpson, of

San Francisco, may solve the problem this season, as he is

regarded by many intelligent turfmen and breeders as the
best of the Electioneers, and very likely to do a mile or a
two-mile performance in sensational time during the Fall
meetings in California.

—

Mambrino, in JV. Y. Spirit,

Fifteen live birds, 30 yards rise, ground traps; $5 entrance,
1 divided as in the first match, with added prizes.

Twenty blue rock targets, 18 yards rise, 5 screened traps;
$2.50 entrance, divided as before mentioned. Specials to be
added.

Friday, Oct. 7th.—6 pairs live birds, IS yards rise, plunge
traps, $5 entrance, divided as indicated previously. Specials
to be added.
Twelve live birds, 30 yards rise, ground traps; $5 entrance,

divided as in the other matches, with added prizes.
Ten pairs Blue Rock targets, 15 yards rise; $2.50 entrance,

in four pri^esas before noted. Specials to be added.
Saturday, Oct. 8th.—Special match for the association.

Diamond badge presented by Mr. Fay. At 20 live birds, 30
yards rise, ground traps; $5 entrance, with added specials.
The winner to hold the badge from year to year, until won
three times by any member, when it shall become his

|

personal property. The winner at each meeting to surrender
the badge at the succeeding meeting, and to receive the
entrance money of such last mentioned meeting. Open to

i members of the California State Sportsman's Association only.
The last day, after the completion of the trophy match, to

\
be devoted to pool-shooting at Blue Rock targets or live birds,

j

as those present may prefer. The committee on arrauge-
I
ments will provide plenty of birds, and the Blue Rock tan

J

gets may be had in any quantity. Those who desire to offer
special prizes may address Dr. S. E. Knowles, at 118 Dupont
street, or Mr. Fay at the Grand Hotel.
The Selby Smelting and Lead Company has indicated an

intention to make the matches especially attractive to such
as use the "Standard" Chamberlin cartridges.

It is to be hoped that the loonl members of the association
will interest themselves actively in insuring the success of
the meeting.

Watering Horses.

Mr. R. H. Dyer, veterinary surgeon of Limerick, in an article

on the diseases of horses, in the Irish Sportsman, gives sound
and valuable advice when he says: "If water was always
within reach of stabled horses they would less frequently be
troubled with pains and aches of the digestive system, and after
a few days of such constant and liberal Bupply they would
drink a less quantity than is daily given them. When horses
are turned out to grass, especially where water is accessible,
they but seldom drink, because the herbage contains moist-
ure. When, however, dry food only is supplied, and that in
a stable, they require a larger quantity, and they are in the
habit of swallowing, at least, from three to four gallonB twice
a day, which is highly objectionable. I have before now
Btated that horses usually eat too much food, and, in some
cases, three times the quantity required by Nature. As many
pints of water as there are pounds of solid food partaken of is

sufficient, and that should not weigh more than two stone in
twenty-four hours. It should be always remembered that
the Btomach of the horse is exceedingly small compared with
his size, and that small quantities of food are better adapted
than such prodigious ones sometimes supplied; besides, the
ottener (in season) the food is offered and partaken of the
better. Another thing should be noticed; that large hay-
racks, when filled, lead not only to large consumption, but to
waste also. Where many horses are stabled, and being the
property of extensive firms, it is customary to have all the
food prepared, hay cut into chaff, oats crushed and so forth,
which is better in every respeot than the old-fashioned mode
of feeding. By these means quantity cau be regulated, aDd
the animals are able to take more rest at night. If bedding
be eaten, which is often the case by some ravenous feeders,
straw should be discarded and the floors coveied with saw-
dust, turf mould, sand, or some of the prepared litter sold for
the purpose."

The California Lawn Tennis Club will play a series of
matches next Friday and Saturday on the Club's Courts.
The doubles will be the leading attraction for which several
pairs associated with the club have entered. The San Rafael
Club will be represented by Messrs. O. and S. Stoffmau.
Alameda will send Messrs. E. A. and A. Cohen. Should the
summer winds die out by the 9th, the grounds on that and
the following day will present, a brilliant appearance. The
prizes which have been selected for competition are both
handsome and appropriate.

California State Sportsman's Association.

The officers of the State Sportsman's Association met on
Wednesday evening last at the rooms of Mr. Fay in the
Grand Hotel, President Freer in the chair. Present, Dr. S.
E. Knowles, Mr. Crittenden Robinson and H. H. Briggsj
Messrs. H. M. Burke, R. A. Caples, E. H. Avery and A*.

Berendt were elected to honorary memberships. District
Attorney H, M. Albery of Colusa was elected an individual
member.
The date of the annual meeting was fixed for Thursday,

Friday and Saturday, October 6th, 7th and Sth iust. iu San
Francisco. Messrs. Fay, Knowles and Briggs were appointed
a committee to arrange a programme for the meeting. The
San Francisco Chronicle indicated a desire to present a hand-
some repeating rifle to the association to be competed for as
the committee of arrangements directed. The offer was
accepted, and others were invited to follow the generous
example set by the Chronicle.
On Thursday the Committee on Arrangement met and

decided upon the following programme of trap matches to be
shot at San Bruno:
Thursday, Oct. 6th.— 15 live birds, 21 yards rise, plunge

traps, use of one barrel; $5 entrance, in four prizes, 40, 30, 20
and 10 per cent. Special prizes to be added.

The Blue Rock Club shoots to-day at Adam's Point,
the 1 o'clock Oakland boat.

Take

Coaching gloves, gentlemen's driving gloves, walking and
evening gloves in great variety. Seasonable underwear,
shirts made to order by an experienced cutter; scarfs, ties,

handkerchiefs; hose of the most recent styles. Novelties
from Paris, London and New York constantly received.
Prices always reasonable and goods to suit every taste.
Beamish's Nucleus Block, Third and Market streets, San
Francisco.

ATHLETICS.
Mr. Henry Eickhoff informs us that on September 9th there

will be a match game of baseball played at Central Park
between representatives of the legal and medical professions.
The proceeds will be donated to the Boys and Girls' Aid
Society, and it is tu be hoped that the game will draw well
for the sake of the v?orthy charity.

The California Athletic Club hits been reorganized and iB

stronger than ever. Its exhibition last Tuesday evening was
one of the best ever given in San Francisco.

The Golden Gate Athletic Club, at 190 Stevenson street,
gives another of its interesting exhibitions on Wednesday
evening, September 7th.

The Olympic Club might, with advantage, spend some
money on Saturday afternoon competitions once a month,
instead of confining its expenditures in the line of out-door
sports to its yearly field day. The parent club, with its

great resources, should not permit a yonng and small
organization like the Harriers to sustain the brunt of the
battle without encouragement. The famous old club is in a
way to own its own grounds before very long, but it should
not wait until the arrival of that longed-for day before giving
the Harriers substantial recognition.

The annual election of the Olympic Club occurs on Monday
next. The polls will be open from 2 o'clock p. m. until 9
o'clock in the evening. As is usual, the election fever is

raging, and earnest argument is the prevailing mode in the
rooms. If all members accord their suffrages with an intent
to advance the highest interests of the club and disregard
purely personal considerations, a prosperous year may be
confidently expected.

Pacific Coast Harriers.

The leading event of the coming week in the way of sport
is the meeting of the Harriers on Friday next at the Athletic
grounds, corner of 14th and Center streets, Oakland. The
games will begin at 1:45 p. m m and the club will go over by
the 1 o'clock Oakland boat. The officers for the day are:

Judges. R. P. Doolan and J. A. Carmichael; Referee, H. H.
Eriggs; Starter, Geo. F. Davidson; Clerk of the Course, Jas.
M. Hamilton; Judge of Walking, P. N. Gafney. Mr. Geo,
W. Jordan will handicap the 100-yards and 220-yards ruuning
events, Mr. Peter Mclntyre the 1,000-yards run, Mr. J. J,

Theobald the one-mile walk, Mr. C. J. Schuster the entries
at putting the shot.

The bicyclers had not at the time of going to press sent
any entries to the two-mile handicap, but it is expected that
they will meet the overture of the Harriers by sending a good
list.

The mile bicycle race between Messrs. Wheatou and
Patrick, of the S. F. Bi. Club, will be exciting. The
Harriers' roll of members is growing fast, many joining and
paying their dues of 25 cents per mouth who do not purtici-

pate in the games. The medals wou at the last Harriers'
meet are on exhibition in the windows of Russell's Bhoe store!

on Market street, and are very hundsome. Much interestu

centers iu the result of Mr. McArthur's race at one thousand
yards, because of the desire to Bee what he can do when.

,

pushed. Mr. Frank Cooley, of the Acme Club, who won the ^
mile race at the last meat

t
is but seventeen years old, and n

bids fttir to make a fine runner.
Mr. Schifferstein, whose performance in August excited so

much favorable comment, is thought to be as good a man &B

there is in the State. Messrs. Leau, Kenealey, Eagau and
Schirlersteiu will make the sprint races hot. Mr. Flynn'fl

strained tendon is still weak, but he expects to begin exeroise
soon again. To-morrow Messrs. Kenealey and Eagau ruo
ngain for the pitcher for which they contested at Belmont
The race was 150 yards, but was deolared off because of tn«

foul. The Harriers are talking of holding a meeting in the

Mechanics' pavilion during the coming winter, and are alao

to give a mooulight run from the Park Gale to the Clifl

House. The HarrierB have set a gre^t task for themselves in

attempting to lower the Pacific Coast record at out-dooi
games. Mr. W. A. Soott's half mile in 2 niiuutes, 8 secondB:
the mile of Mr. Peter Mclntyre, while an amateur, in 4

minutes, 43J Kecouds; Mr. Ray Locke's two miles iu 10

minutes, 45 seconds; and the mile walk by Mr. C. B. Hill, ID

7 miuutes, 10J seconds, are all good performances,

flsfe

Jll
911
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Entries for the coming meeting close to-day with Secretary
Horace Coffin, at No. 2 Pine street.

The entries to the honr of going to press are as follows:
100-yarda Kan—S. V. Casady, V. E. Schifferstein, D. C.

Eagan, Geo. Jones, W. J. Kenealey.
1,000-yards Ron—Geo. Hill, R. Holroyd, R. McArthur, P.

C. Kelly, J. G. Sutton, E. C. Hill, F. F. Plowden.
One-mile Walk—W. Zehfuss, C. E. Cron, C, M. Yates, H.

Coffin.

Putting 16-lbs. Shot—A. B. Tennent, S. C. Hunter, A. H.
Lean, W. Zelner, W. H. Qainn, P. N. Gafney.

220-yards Run—S. C. Hunter, V. E. Schifferstein, D. C.

Egan, R. Gibson, W. J. Kenealey, Geo. Hill.

From Mr. J. J. Corbett.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Before sparring with
Mr. Barke last Saturday evening, in the rooms of the Olympic
Club, I promised my relatives that if they made no objections

to my appearing at that time I would never engage iu another
sparring contest in either public or private, and I will lie

obliged if you will publish this notice from me, intimating that

such is my unchangeable resolution. Yours respectfully,

San Francisco, Sept. 1, 1SS7. James J'. Coreett.

[We are informed that, since writing the foregoing, Mr.
Corbett has decided to gratify the desire of the general public
to see him bos with an acknowledged expert, and there is a

probability that he will meet Mr. Burke in an exhibition at

the Mechanics' Pavilion, after which event he will not again
appear as an exponent of the art of which he is so consum-
mate a master.

—

Ed.1

Corbett vs- Burke.

On last Saturday evening the gymnasium of the Olympic
Club was visited by about seven hundred of the members,
the attraction being the sparring exhibition by Messrs. J. J.

Corbett, the best heavy weight ot the club, and Jack
Burke, whose skill is undisputed. The affair had been much
discussed, and a thoroughly satisfactory test of the knowledge
•and power of Mr. Corbett was anticipated. To say that Mr.
Corbett, was not tried at all would perhaps be an over-

statement, but it may safely be said that, except in the

demonstration of his acquaintance with the art of boxing,

Mr. Corbett's capacity to go the race with a first-rate

competitor is still a mooted question. All Olympics have
pride in Mr. Corbett's remarkable skill with the gloves, and
not a few believe that he possesses the gameness and staying

power without which all else is of little avail. Mr. Burke
has proved his right to recognition as a fine boxer, a plucky
man and a stayer. It was not to be expected that Mr. Burke
would slaughter Mr. Corbett, even if he could do so, nor was
there any reason why he should set the pace through eight

rounds or any round. It was Mr. Corbett's opportunity to

exhibit all of his resources in the way of skill, all of hiB

ability to punish, and his whole capacity to take a lot of

beating. It Mr. Corbett hid made hard hitting, his opponent
would have been bound to respond, bnt when the Olympic
manifested no desire to do anything but tap lightly, the

interest of the spectators was soon lost. It is doubtless

much easier to sit by and see openings than to find them
when facing such a wary and wonderfully skillful man as

Mr. Burke; but admitting all that can be asked, the fact

remains that the Corbett-Burke meeting was valueless as

a test of the local champion, and without interest except as a

pretty exhibition of skill and grace. In actual points scored,

such as they were, there was no perceptible advantage on
either side. Mr. Corbett showed gre^t coolness and quick-

ness, while his method seemed effective. Mr. Burke was
the ideal boxer. Both were in nr=c-clas3 form, Mr. Corbett,

perhaps not so Btrong as longer systematic training would
have made him.

All details of the match were well arranged by Mr. W. C.

Brown, Leader of the club, and except for applause called

forth by the beautiful evolutions of the heroes of the evening,

the affair was as quiet and proper as any gathering could be.

The notoriety which invariably follows such an exhibition

is distasteful to Mr. Corbett and his friends, bnt for the nonce
we wish he would submit to the unpleasantness and engage
in a really hard set-to with Mr. Burke, with the purpose of

determining which is the better in all of the qualities which
go to make the effective boxer.

The Byron Club opens its season to-day; the Teal, Tule
Belle and Hardland Clubs begin theirsporton September 15th.
The clubs at the Bridges do not have good early shooting,
and will not put their houses into order before the middle of
October.

Extraordinary preparation is being made for the coming
quail season, which begins on the 10th of September, next
Saturday. Already many sportBmen have been in the likely
places about the cities, spying out bevies and deciding where
to go for the opening day. From such as we have seen the
reports indicate a good season. The birdsare in great plenty
and are, almost without exception, already strong flyers. On
Sunday last Mr. Ed. Briggs and Mr. L. B. Cooper, the former
with his natty Climax, and the latter with Mr. A. B. Tru-
man's handsome son of Sensation, visited the Throckmorton
raucho near Sansalito, without guns. They tramped over a
good deal of ground and saw many birds, getting some very
pretty work from the dogs, both of which showed good pace
and style, and stayed through the day. Others were in the
hills back of Oakland, and found great numbers of quails.
Still others visited the country about San Mateo and made
similar reports. From the Sierra foothills above Stockton
reports of large bevies come, and the same is true of the
neighborhood of Giiroy. There seems to be every reason to

expect a good time until the first heavy storm, when the
birds grow wild and gather into large flocks. We desire
reports from those who go out on the first.

One of our daily exchanges, the Examimer, has, among
other commendable departures from local newspaper customs,
begun the publication in its Sunday issues of illustrated
articles describing local dogs of note. The illustrations are
very fair, and the accompanying text sufficiently accurate
and exhaustive to make the articles well worth preservation.
In the last Sunday issue several good pointers were shown
and described, among them Tom Pinch, Lassie and Climax,
all of them first-rate dogs of high type. The series will

include animals of the various breeds owned on the coast.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

In their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Visits.

Mr. John Rinkles' (Truckee) English setter Daisy W. to

Mr. F. A. Taft's Gordon setter Dorr, August 23d, 1887.

Mr. Geo. W. Debenham's fox-terrier bitch Snips to Mr.
James E. Watson's Jock, August 23, 18S7.

Sale.

Doctor A. C. Davenport, of Stockton, dropped in upon us
last week, and remarked that while others might have good
dogs, he was the possessor of a great dog in Harvest Queen
by Harold-Janet. The Doctor's commendation is not easy
to gain, and the California Kennels may be gratified by his

good opinion of one dog of their breeding. The Doctor
added that the tules about Stockton were full of "flappers,"
a bit of news that did not at all conduce to editorial repose
and contentedness with chairs and lead pencils and things.

The sportsmen of the State have never been so well fitted

out for upland shooting as at the present time. Guns of high
quality and from most of the well-known makers are common.
Dogs of excellent breeding, great capacity and thorough
training are not rare, as was the case a very few years since.

The sportsmen themselves have learned very much about
methods in pursuit of game, although it may be said of

shooting that, like angling, there is no limit to the knowledge
to be gained by observant, reflecting persons. The difference

in actual pleasure between a day spsnt in aimless, heated
rushing about over the hills after quail, as is the habit of

some, without dogs, or if with them without ability to work
them, and the day with the better man who uses the

knowledge acquired in previous trips to guide him direct to

good spots, and who conducts himself with regard for the

rights of his companions, is very great. The actual number
of birds killed really is of little moment as affecting the

pleasures incident to a shooting excursion. If a few good
kills are made over striking points with a handsome back or

two, and good retrieves to order, the day is pleasantly

passed, and is remembered with satisfaction greater than can
accrue from recalling hours of mere killing.

The Executive Committee of the Pacific Kennel Club will

meet on Monday evening next at the club rooms. Notice of

the election of the club to membership in the American Ken-
nel Club has been received.

Mr. Edwin Goodall, San Francisco, has purchased from Mr.

C. B. Bodes, Moberly, Mo., the Irish water spaniel King

Slash, 4,260 A. K. S. B. , whelped May 8, 1883, by Pat—Tide.

The spaniel fanciers will be interested in seeing King Slash,

the purchase of which by Mr. Edwin Goodall, of the city, is

noted elsewhere. King Slash won first and special at New
Orleans, 1835; first and special at St. Louis, 18S5; first and

special at Cincinnati, 1885; first at Philadelphia, 1885; Cham-
pion and special at Chicago, 1885. He is a dark liver dog of

good Bize, and especially typical, Irish water spaniel form.

He has been thoroughly broken, and will be used by Mr.

Goodall at the Teal Club preserve.

Several of the members of clubs owuing ducking preserves

have secured water spaniels for use during the coming winter.

Mr. John M. Adams, of the Tule Belle Club, has a fine

young dog in preparation for the ccming ducks. Mr. Will.

Kittle, of the Hardland Club will use his Brian Boru during

the season. It seems, at first off, a little singular that gentle-

men who shoot over decoys in "slack water" ponds should

need retrieving dogs, but, as Mr. Goodall remarked in a

recent conversation, "One who has a good retriever at com-

mand will get more shots and have better sport than if he

has to push out of his blind to chase cripples.'' It might

also be added that a good dog will retrieve nearly all birds

Bhot, even though they fall in the tules. The presence of a

swimming dogm a pond rather attracts than repels passing

ducks, and in the ponds along the Suisun the blinds are

erected upon solid ground so that the climbing of the dog

into the boat after each shot would not endanger tipping the

frail craft over, as would be the case in the deep-water ponds
along the San Joaquin, where the boat is merely tied to the

°and tules on each side so as to steady it a little.

Training a Watch Doff.

Many people why buy a dog to guard their persons or prop

erty never for a moment think which breed is most suitable,

or attempt to train him for his duties, simply contenting

themselves with an animal they are told "is a good guard."

The dog is then taken home, chained up in the back prem-
ises, and if he barks and tags at his chain the owner is quite

content, thinking he has £Ot a good watch dog at last. Many
are quite satisfied if the poor brute terrifies all trespassers, it

never entering the heads of such owners that the barking

and tugging at tne chain may simply be the dog's protest at

being so miserably and inhumanely treated. Ferocity in a

watch dog is not needed, but high courage, which is a nobler

quality, compatible with cultivated mental faculties, is.

Iu training a dog as a guard get a puppy, and remember
that the first law to instill into him is the same as that taught

to the raw recruit—implicit obedience. He must be prompt in

coming to your call, and lie down immediately he is ordered.

In one of his first lessons something should be placed on the

ground that the owner has carried about with him or has

handled for some time, calling the dog's attention to it and
making him lie on it, pointing to it, cautioning him with

such words as guard it, take care of it, etc., etc. It is neces-

sary to be careful that one form of order only is used, so as

not to confuse the dog.

After he appears to understand you, the trainer should go

away and hide behind something, so that he may see whether
tne dog deserts his charge. If so, show at once, and take

him back, speaking sternly to him, so that he may know
that he is being scolded and has done wrong. He should not

be shouted at or bullied or threshed. Make him lie down
agaic, and repeat the lesson till he understands and obeys.

Care must be taken that the lesson is not too severe, and that

he is not kept too long on guard, otherwise he will become
disgusted with his work. Short lessons and often is the

motto, so as to properly impress upon his mind while he is

young.
When he has learned this lesson fairly well, let some one

go and not too roughly attempt to take the article away from

him. If he resents this, let the man start back, as though

afraid, and then reDew the attempt. Tne trainer should

then be present and encourage the dog, and should the

attempt to get possession of the article have been successful,

the trainer should cullar the man, and call on the dog to help,

getting possession of it again after an apparent struggle. If

the youngster has aone well, do not be afraid to give him
ample praise for it, and as the man who has attempted to

steal the article should be known to the dog, its first impres-

sion will be that it is only fun, and he will be delighted and
run around barking at having been a party to such sport.

When he has learned to guard a certain article, it gives him
a distinct idea of protection, and soon leads him to take all

his master's property under his care.

—

Dublin Gazette,

Ticks-

The official publication of the English KenDel Club, the

Kennel Gazette, in the current issue gives some editorial bints

about remedies for ticks and tick bites that may be of value to

Such of our readers as live in localities infested by the pests,

and such places are many. The editor says:

In all the forest lands of France and Germany, where the

soil is light and sandy, ticks abound in such quantities that

no dog can hunt there during certain times of the year with-
out being more or less covered with these parasites. During
a sporting trip of a few days we were astonished at finding

our own clothes full of them, and the dogs a week afterwards

were perfect objects, the ticks being in thousands over them.
At the same time we examined a deer that had been shot by
the party, and this animal was covered with ticks also, and
the gardes of the forest told us that it was in consequence of

these insects that the deer left the forest to get into muddy-
bottomed streams, where they soiled so as to g«-t relief. We
examined a rabbit also taken from an earth, and that animal
was also covered with the same sort of ticks. The Frencu
foresters had two remedies for themselves and dogs—the first

was to sprinkle gunpowder through a flour-dredger over the

body or through the coat of the dog, and the second was an
application of Bpirits of wine, the latter being the remedy
mostly chosen for themselves. A correspondent in the Field,

signing himself "J. D. B.,"says: "Naphtha is a specific for

ticks and for most parasites; so is corrosive sublimate and
carbolic acid; but corrosive sublimate is a poison, and car-

bolic acid acts as a strong blister, while naphtha is as harm-
less as whiskey. The strong, rough naphtha sold by iron-

mongers is what 'J. D. B.' uses, and he takes a wineglassful

and begins at the crown of trie head and drops the naphtha
all along the spine to the roots of the tail. Thus the liquid

runs down and kill all ticks in its way, but it should also be
rubbed in behind the ears and along the throat and breast.

We differ from the correspondent when he Bays that dogs do
not get ticks wher running about but only when lying in ken-
nels, as let him try any sort of sporting dog in any part of the

French forests that run from the Seine to the Belgian frontier,

and be will be very much undeceived. Another correspond-
ent of our contemporary condemns *.he use of naphtha, as he
had a dog that became ill in consequence of its use. This
was scarcely conclusive, though, and our experience is that

naphtha is harmless as an outward application. The mixture
of it with varnish or tar, though, is by no means so certain

according to our own trials to get rid of the pests from build-

ings, either in stone or wood work. In a kennel for tying a

dog up to, built of stone but situated in a bank, it was impos-
sible to keep a dog a week without finding him covered with
ticks. We tried tar and varnish and also three coats of paint,

but with no avail, and at last we had a fire lighted in the
interior to burn for three or four hours, so as to thoroughly
char the walls. This had no effect either, as on tying a fresh

dog up there about a week afterwards he was covered with
ticks most directly, and we came to the conclusion that the

insects came from the bank of earth or rubble into which the

kennel was built.

Our opinion thus formed, that nothing could rid some
quarters of ticks, was confirmed when paying a visit once to

the Old Berkshire kennels, and finding a great many of the

bounds with odd-looking white flecks on them, and on refer-

ring the circumstance to Treadwell, their huntsman at that

time, he told us that it was the result of ticks that could not

be got out of oneof their kennels; and, if we recollect rightly,

the building was pulled down in consequence. We were
quite aware that in a dog's skin on a black ground the bite of

the tick will often be followed by white hairs growing on the

Bpot, though this is not always the case, and often enough no
mark is left whatever, the evil existing at the time, as after a

pretty severe visitation of ticks a dog's coat will stare and be
uneven until he changes it again, and he will grow thin and
out of condition through irritation. To eradicate ticks from
a building seems so impossible—that is, when the parasites

are in unusual quantities—that the better plan would be to

remove dogs from it for good and all; but to clear the coat

of the dog from sach a scourge there cannot be much objec-

tion to naphtha or spirits of wine, though a suggestion might
be taken from the French foresters' plan of sprinkling gun-
powder, as it may not be generally known that for fleas the

most certain remedy to clear a dog is to Bprinkle saltpetre

through his coat, and the composition of gunpowder has only

to be considered to account for its peculiar effect on parasite

existence. At any rate, to traveling sportsmen, who must
have gunpowder with them, but not necessarily the contents

of a chemist's or ironmonger's shop, the knowledge that the

combustible commodity will rid a dog of vermin at once
might be useful, as we have tried it and can vouch for the

fact that a tick will drop off directly the powder touches it,

and, moreover, the sprinkling of the powder through the

dog's coat cannot harm the animal in the least.

BOD.
One of the practical correspondents of which so many con-

tribute to the English Fishing Gazette, says of "Methods of

Fly-6shing:"

The discussion as to the relative merits of dry and wet-fly

fishing Beems to be gravitating to the conclusion that the one
system is successful on one stream, or on certain stretches of

it, under particular circumstances of water and weather, and
that the other prevails under conditions that are nearly or
exactly the reverse. However, the humor of the trout, or

rather his inclination to take whatever food is most available,

is the matter that must determine the modus operandi for the

hour. And as to the issue, that will greatly depend whether
trout are really feeding or not. A hungry trout is a creature

of impulse, and the fish that darts for food with lightning

speed will not for a trifle be pulling himself up to think (and

under such circumstances extreme lightness of tackle, though
not undesirable, is not all important); but if he catches a

glimpse of the fisherman, he will certainly swerve out of his

course or finish his rush with closed lips.

Of the two systems wet-fly fishing seeniB to come between
dry-flying and fishing with bait; but not midway by any
means. It, however, resembles bait fishing in that the lure,

for the most part, passes out of sight, and the intimation that

a fish has taken the fly is received from the check of line, as

otherwise from the movement of the float. The striking with

a wet fly must be a quicker movement than when dry-flying,

and is most certain when the fly is worked up stream, with
the point of the rod near the surface, and the line thus held

at its fullest stretch.

DryJlying is a matter of sight from beginning to end, an-.l

hence every part of the process is the result of observation

thought and design. A particular fish 1b stalked, and t li-

the duel between man and fish comes off under circu nisi..

more favorable to the fish than when angled for by oth
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methods. Thegutisbettei seen by thefiBh on the sarface than

in mid-water, and this gives the fish a proportionate increase

of advantage. Again, a tish is always the more timid and cii-

cnmspect the nearer it iB to the surface—nnless when very

near a bant—and this makes for dry-flyers another element

of difficulty. And may it not also be assumed, since trout

obtain a greater variety of food and more substantial fare

below the surface than on it that the main business of feed-

ing takes place below, to the benefit of the wet-fly method,

and that those trout which, balancing themselves a few

inches below the top of the water, take now and then a dun
if it passes directly over them, are not for the most part, very

intent on feeding, and hence the more cautious and circum-

spect?
That very much more accurate and delicate casting is

reauired in usiDg a dry fly than a wet one hardly requires

mention; and if the more the difficulties in number and the

greater in degree the greater the charm, then dry-flying is cer-

tainly the most charmiDg of all methods.

Salmon Fishing1 in Scotland.

/Communicated.]

In the prolonged twilight of one day that seemed inch by
inch, from the infinity of space, to combat the approach of

darkness, and unwilling to resign the sceptre of the sun to

Erebus or the stars, Maggie Macleod, the daughter of the

laird of Craigie Castle, with the shades of evening closiog

over, had been strolling along the river running by the castle

with Captain Macduff, a visitor at their mansion.
Miles to them (lovers as they were) flew faster than minutes

to the ennuies; and many of both they had just "told off," as

a sailor might Bay, on the log of Time. The stream ran

higher than ever known before in the freshet wherewith
recent rains had swollen its muscles—a reason that they had
so long postponed their proposed purpose of whipping it for

salmon, till finally they came to the conclasion that for such
naughty behavior it onght to be whipped.

Thus rambling, they came to a bridge which, though not

a bridge of size, was the Pontifex Maximus of the stream. It

crossed at a fall of the river that, on one side seething like a

cauldron of boiling foam, was, on the other, silently sinking

to sleep in a pool which, to the salmon weary with swimming
so far from the sea, seemed a Bethesda of healing and restful

repose. In this pool these fish-kings of the river lingered

long and often, preparing for further advancement up stream.

Below the pool, some hundred yards, as though weary of

waiting, the waters again rushed rapidly roaring down a

Bteeper and longer incline than before. Between this double

thunder of hydraulic artillery it was hard to hear the sound
of one's voice. Still Maggie made herself heard; for lovers

ears differ from those of the common herd, and, though often

deaf to the voice of others, are acute in hearing, as well as in

comprehending, their own sweet language.
"Let us rest on the bridge and look if we can see any fish,"

said Maggie to the Captain. "If we do we will whip the pool

in the morning."
"Your eyes must be even better than they look, my dear,

if they can spy any salmon to-night."

"No, but they may leap"; and she had scarcely spoken
than the silvery sheen of a salmon shot into air and flashed

back again to its element, revealing a presence in ripples that

gladden the fisherman's heart. Then followed another and
others.

"There's a school of them," she cried, "that have run
away. Let them rest for to-night. We'll whip the truants

to-morrow and teach them a lesson, or, as you soldiers would
Bay, 'put them through their facings.' Let's go and get

everything ready."
The laird, who took the greatest interest in such educational

matters, was delighted to learn the progressive position of

that piscatory school which he hoped, like the late and little

Lord Johnny, would "rest and be thankful" till dawn, and
that no Punching caricatures nor cries of "Peelers" or "Pop-
ery" would scare them away from the corner meanwhile.

It was but dimmest dawn when the laird with Maggie aud
Mac cast their flies on the waters nest morning, when, to each
of these treacherously artificial insects, a fish became instantly

attached, like some poor credulously wretched and beautiful

woman who has swallowed the bait of her wicked and wily
Lothario. The sport began.
The laird made short metre of his fiancee, and Craigie,

transfixing his gaff in its gills, broke off the engagement by
landing piscator on shore.

Both Maggie and Mac had no such good luck, for the fish

of the former sulked at the bottom of the pool and the cap-

tain's prisoner ran away with his captor down to the rapids
below. MacDuff was less Bkillfal in "playing" a salmon than
Bhooting a tiger or deer. The cruel fish took off every inch
of his line along to the torrents beneath and left the captain's

reel as bare as the bones of a skeleton; but piscis was killed,

notwithstanding, and lay floating belly-up in the foam. How
to secure his prize was now the captain's conundrum. The only
way left was reeling it in "by hook or by crook"—ways such as

fopers take homewards at night. Would the line stand it?

The gallant soldier was a captain of the line and ought to

know; but he didn't, and so lost his commission—for fishing.

MacDuff was never cut out for an Apostle as all true fisher-

man are.

The laird and Craigie now assisting, the scene become
exciting though slow as "funeral marches to the grave, "or
rather from the grave—for the fish had, naturally, found a
watery one. McDuff warily would turn the handle of bis reel,

clicking audibly a3 the turn of a handspike in a windlass, to

heave home his game, while bis line stretched like the hawser
from a tug with some heavy craft in tow. It was only a
question of how long such strain would last. It was indeed
a case of tugging. The "Scotch reel," too, once so lively,

seemed neartng a "break down," when, suddenly, the silken
cord which bound those two unwilling hearts snapped itself

asunder and asserted their divorce. The salmon sailed for

the sea but the body was afterward found.
"Better luck next time," said the laird. "Try again Mac-

Duff," as he did more successfully, striking a spent-fish,

which was landed.
But where was Maggie all the time? In the flurry with

Mac she was almost forgotten, but for two long seeming hoars
her tish would not stir. She pelted the pool with pebbles
in vain—the salmon never budged an inch.

"It is stupid," said the laird's lassie, "and will never learn
enough to take its degree as master, or even bachelor, of
arts. It must be some hen-pecked husband to seem en
sulky."
This insult roused the salmon, for instantly, it shot like

lightning across the pool, leaped high in air, snapped the
casting-line by a knowing somerset, and spun away. Mag-
gie cast again with better luck, aud the three disciples of "Wal-
ton went home with four fiVh—three salmon and one smelt

—

the latter that foul spent fish of MacDuff's. But on leaching
the castle they enjoyed their breakfast, notwithstanding the
atrocious pun over which all joked immensely,

Marking: Fishing- Lines.

Mr. Henry P. Wells, whose books, Fly Bods and Fly
Tackle and The American Salmon Fisherman have gained
for him a world of friendly and appreciative readers, says in
Forest and Stream:
Two or three seasons ago I began a practice which has so

added to my own pleasure in fly-fiBhing that I am induced
to suggest its general use.
Having provided some bright-colored oil paint (I use

artist's vormillion), measure off 50 feet from the fly-end of a
salmon line, or 30 feet from that end of a trout line. There
paint a band about half an inch wide around the line;

measure ten feet more, and there paint two bands close

together; 10 feet more, and there paint three bands; 10 feet

more, and there paint a band about an inch long, and so on,
until as much and a little more line than its owner thinks
he can possibly cast has been marked. Let the paint dry.
Then, if the color is not so solid as to be sufficiently conspic-
uous, give another coat. When the color is quite dry give
the bands one or two coats of varnish to increaase their wear.
The length of the leader in use being of course known,

the angler, by reference to the marks on his line, can at all

times tell within a foot or two just how far he is casting.

Though this is of some practical advantage, more especially

in salmoh fishing, still its main recommendation is the pleas-

ure which certainty gives over mere conjecture. What fly-

fisher has not, in every outing, again and again wished he
knew exactly how far he was casting?
One thing may be safely predicted. Many will be aston-

ished to see, when the idea of loug-distance casting is absent,
how seldom in actual fishing the 50-foot mark will appear on
a trout line, or the 70-foot mark on a salmon line.

A Curious Liife Preserver.

A Norwegian engineer, Herr W. C. Moller, of Drammen,
Norway, having had his attention drawn to the buoyancy of
reindeer hair, has succeeded in constructing various articles

of this material for saving life at sea, with which some inter-

esting experiments were recently made. The first life-saving

object tried was one which may be used on board ship as a

chair, bedstead or couch, but which in case of need may be
converted into a small boat. This apparatus was found
capable of supporting three fnll-grown men in the water,

although only intended to bear two. Another object tried,

was a suit made entirely of reindeer hair, and covering the

entire body except the face, and in which a man floated on
the water without having to make the slightest movement.
It was found perfectly impossible to dive in the dress. The
third object tried was a door-mat made of reindeer hair, and
this supported a man easily, although he was dressed in full

out-door clothing. On comparing life belts made of reindeer

hair with similar ones of cork, it was found that the former
were much lighter than the latter. Herr Moller's assertion

that reindeer hair is capable of supporting a weight ten times

its own was fully borne out by these experiments. It should
be pointed out that jackets, belts, etc., made of reindeer hair

are soft and pliable, and that they impart a gocd deal of

warmth.

—

Iron.

TRAP.

A.t Blue Rocks.

An open Bhoot at Blue Rock targets attracted a few ex-

perts to Adam's Point on SnnUy last. The meeting was
under the management of Mr. W\ L. Eyre, of the Examiner
staff, aud, as might be expected, everything was done that

could contribute to the pleasure of the participants. Bine

Bock targets will be used at the m6etirg of the State Sport-
man's Association in O -tober. and the meeting o last Satur-

day afforded a good opportunity for practice at the rocketing

Baucers.

As has been the case when the target has been used hereto-

fore, the scores were very bad, mainly for the reason that the

shooters were slow in "getting on" to the marks. Mr. "W. J.

Fox did the best average shnoting of the day with Major
Kellogg a good second. Mantra. W. J. Golcher and Charl s

Laing, usually winners, did not get into the money.
Mr. J". K. Orr, who has no superior as an "all-around"

Bhot, failed to score in high figures.

Even Messrs. C. H. Cate and Fanning, both of whom are

first rate at clay pigeons, were unitbie to do much at the Blue

K cks. Mr. Stanley G. Scovern tried the target for the first

time, and did as well as any at a firBt attempt. There is little

doubt that the target is better calculated than any other of

the clay birds to develop skill.

At 10 Blue Rocks, 18 yards ri9e, 3 screened traps. $1.00 entrance.

First won by Mr. C. H. Cate, second by Mr. Orr, third by Mr. Fanning.

Wade 1 01000000 0—2
Boom 10 0—1
Scovern 1 110000011

.110010110 1—6

Cate Olllll^Ol 1—7
Fox 1 10000000 1—3
Laing 01101001 1—6
Golcher n 1110 10 0—4 Orr .

Fanning....! 000001111
At 20 Blue Rocks, seme conditions. 52. 50 entrance. First and eec-

ond divided by Messrs. Fos aDd Lambert; third divided by Messrs.

Kellogg and Fanning.
Cate 11 100001 10001 01 1 000 0—8
Fox 11111011011 10101 010 1—14
Lambert 1 00 1 1 1 1 1 111 1 101 10 1 0-14
"Boom" 00 1 w
Fanning 1 01001 11 0111 0101 1 00 1-12
Laing L000O1 1 1 01 0100 1 0000 0- 7

Scovern 1 I 001 1 1 000 1 l 1 1 1 00 1—11
W. J. Golcher 1 1 1 1 " 1 1 1- 7

Wade .
1010001001 0010100000—

Orr 011110100101111001 0—11
Kellogg 1 1001 11101 011 1000 1 1 0-1*

At 5 pairs Blue Rocks, 15 yards rise, $1.00 entrance. First won by
Mr. Cate; second and third divided by Messrs. Lambert and Fanning.

Kellogg 10 10 10 10 00—4
Cate 11 11 10 10 10—7
Lamport 011111 10 00-6
Laing 10 10 00 10 11

W.J. Golcher. ...On 10 11 10 10—5
Fox 00 10 11 10 10—5
Wade 11 TO 10 00 0J-4
Fanning 10 10 11 10 10—

<

At 10 Blue Rocks, SI. 00 entrance. First won by Mr. Fox; second by
Major Kellogg; third by Mr. Cate; and fourth by Mr. Scovern.

Kellogg ....011111011 1—8
Laing 10 1110 0—4
Lambert. ...1 01100101 1—6
Fanning 1 1 1 1 1—5
Fox 1 1111111 1-9

At 10 Blue Rocks, SI 00 entrance.

Cate 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 0—7
W. J.Golcher 01 0100010 0-3
Wade 1 10 10 10 1 1-0
Scovern 111110 1-6
Burke 01100100 0—3

First won by Mr. Fox; second Mr,

Lambert; third divided by Messrs. Kellogg and Fanning.

Kellogg 10110101 1—6
|
Lawler 1 11 1 C 1 1 ]

7

Scovern 00100000 1—2
Fox 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-8

Cate 100001001 0—3
Fanning ...0 110 110 1 1—6
Sbultz 1 1 0—2

|

At 5 pairs Blue Rocks, fifteen yards rise, $2.50 entrance. First won
by Major Kellogg, second by Mr. Lambert.

Kellogg 11 10 10 11 11-6 I Fanning 10 10 10 11 10-6
Cate 11 00 Oil 10 11-5

\
hox H 10 10 10 1U—

6

Lambert 11 10 11 00 11—7
|

At 20 Blue Rocks, $5.00. First won by Major Kellogg; second by Mr.

Cate.

Lambert .1001001101111001001 0-10
Kellogg. .0 110010111100111110 1—13
Fox 0- U11100001010010010 1— 8

Cate 1 101100111100001101 0-11 I

Alameda County Club.

The last meeting of the club for the season was held at
Bird's Point on Saturday last, five members being present.
The day was cold aud windy, and the birds averaged very

,

poor, many of them being squabs. The shooting at such ;

birds as got away quickly was good, but the slow birds were?
missed.

Dr. "Slade" needed eleven kills to win the silver pitcher,
which was the special prize for the season, but the Doctor r

scored but ten and the pitcher remains to be contested for;
nest year.

Mr. J. B. Maynard shot up two back scores, using Mr.
Wed Fay's Scott hammerless. Mr. Maynard was very sure'
on such birds as flew well, but made some ludicrous misses:
at incomers

Mr. W. W. Haskell had the quickest birds of the day, and
his ten was very creditable to his skill.

Mr. A. F. Adams stopped eleven, in good style, but his bad
Bcores made earlier in the season shut him out from a place
among the prize winners.

Dr. Slade won the first prize, a silver cup, known as the!
Pierce trophy; Mr. Maynard won second, $15.00; Mr. W. W. I

Haskell took third, $10.00. Mr. Adams received the special I

prize, donated by the Selby Smelting and Lead Company to I
the gentleman making the best score with Chambeilin Stand-

1

ard Cartridges.

At 12 birds Hurlingham. For club prizes.
Adams 1 021111111
Maynard. 1 101211221
Slade 2 11 11211010
Maynard 2 1 1 1 2 o 2 2 1 2
Haskell 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1
Maynard 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
Mayhew 1 l l 1 1 2 2 2 1— i

At 6 birds, S2.50 entrance. Divided by Messrs. Maynard and Haa
kell.
Slade 1 2 2 2 1—5 I Daisy 1 1112 0—1
Haskell.. 2 1 1 2 2 0—5 Schroeder 1 1 2 1 0—4

Pixley 1 u w
Ties, freeze-out,

2-11
1-11
'—lul
1— 1U

,

0-10
1- u

Slade 2
Haskell 2

I Maynard 1 9

A table of averages for the season is appended. The namea
of those who have shot the full number of scores appear first

in the list in the order of merit, and the names of those who
have shot a less number follow, also in the order of their
comparative excellence:

!-
a •a = s

,

S. E. Knowles 10 12 12
J. B. Maynard 11 9 11

W. W. Haskell 9 12 9
W. E. Mavhew P 11 11

A. F. Adams S 8 10
Brown 1

1

C.B.Gould 10
H, A. Mayhew 10
S. L Kellogg Jr 9
H. Houghton 10 9

J. Pollack 10 10

J. Wiikie 1U 11
F.B.Norton 9 y
J. Bell 10
C. A. Edson 11

11 10 72 65
9 11 72 61
10 10 72 58
9 9 72 57

11 11 72 56

yO 1-36

84 13-18

tO 5-9

79 1-6

77 7-9

91 2-3

88 8-9

8a 1-3

79 1-6

79 1-G

77 7-9

7C 4-^

8 — 10 — 48 S6 75— — — — 24 18 76— — — — 24 17 70 5-6

12 10 — — — 86 32
— — — — — 12 10
10 — — — — 24 1U— — — — 24 19

8 — — — 36 28
7 10 8 — 60 46

The California "Wing Shooting Club meets to-moirow a, Sai

Bruno for the last time this season. Several distinguishe(

sportsmen from the interior will be present, among then
Hon. L. D. Freer, President of the State Sportsman's Associ
ation. The club will go down by the 8:30 a.m. train fron

Fourth and Townsend streets.

Many Sacramentans, especially those interested in shoot
ing, will remember Miss Lillian Smith, the young girl tha
was such an expert rifle' shot that she issued a challenge t<

anyone in the oonntry, male or female, to contest with her
She resided in this city for quite a while, her parents main
tiiuing a shooting gallery, where Miss Smith astonished all

comers by her remarkable ability. The "Woodland Mail say
of her: "She was married some time ago to one of Buffali

Bill's scouts named Jim Kid, and the London Topical Time
publishes an interview with the young lady, in which sh
tells how it was done. The story is simple and uninterestin,

enough, but what will interest "Woodland people will be th

highly polished language accredited to her—language tha

would do credit to the originator of English. In Woodlaoi
she usually said: 'Swab off the target pap, and let me bang d
eye,' or else, 'Swing de apple dere, young fellers, an' let m<

bust his skin.' How great are the changes,"

—

Record Unio\

THE EIFLE
Shell Mound.

A match between the Nationals, Shooting Club of this citl

and the Nevada Rifle Association, attracted a large number t

Shell Mound on last Sunday. The conditions were, teams
twenty men, ten shots to the man, military rifles, 200 yart

off-hand, at the American Field target. The Nationals mad
the following score:

Ed. Hovey 9 10 8 8 10 10
Capt. J. E. Klein 9 6 10 7 10
C. F. Waltharu 6 lu

P E. Robertson 6 6

T. E. Carson 10

A. Johnson 7 6 *'<

A. H. Brod 6 4 10
S.J.Pembroke 5 7 5

O. Meyer 5 ]

C. L. Lods 7

A. P. Raye 6

A.J. Ruddick 7

F. A. Will 7

E.N. Snooks 7

J. O'Connell
H. Hock
JuL Elein o

Chas. Le Breton
J. F. Smith .-.- u
W. B. Welton

Grand Aggregate Total

The results were telegraphed.
The San Francisco Hussars, Captain C. C. Keene, shot

the 200-yards target with their carbines. Lieutenant Blume
berg made 36 out of a possible 50 in 10 shots. Captain Keei
came next with 34, Sergeant Bobert 31, and W. R. Reynoli
with 30.

Company C. Second Artillery, Captain A. Huber, had the

monthly medal contest, which resulted as follows:

FIRST CLASS MEDAL.
Frank Koch 20Jyt.rds-4 4 4 4 6 5 4

SECOND CLASS MEDAL.
H. Pet rie ^00 yards—3 4 6 *G * 4 C

THIHD CLASS MEDAL,

J, Siebe 200 yards—4 3 4 6 3 3 4

J
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The Nationals, after shooting their scores with the "Washoe
Club, had their regular monthly shoot. Following are the
highest scores:

C. F. Waltham 2C0yarda-4 45545554 6—46
500 yards—5 35554655 5—47—93

A.Johnson 2C0yarde-5 44454454 4-^3
500 yards—4 45644535 4-43—86

The Nationals also held their company shoot for class med-
als, with the following results:

CHAMPION CLASS.

Robertson 200 yards—6 56554445 4—46
5U0 yards—5 65554554 4-47—G3

A.Johnson 200 yards—5 4 4554554 4-^5
500 yards—5 54444665 5—46—91

FTBSI CLASS MEDAL.

C.Meyer.. 200 yards -5 45444444 6—43
500 yards— 5 45555444 5—46-89

SECOND CLASS MEDAL

J.F.Smith 200 yards—3 44534543 4-39
6O0yards-4 20404233 2-24—63

TRTRD CLASS MEDAL.

W. B. Welton 200 yards— 4 43354354 4-39

FOUBTH CLASS MEDAL.

— Harper 200 yards—3 23323043 0—23

borne of the members of Company D, First Infantry Regi-

ment, tried their hand at the short range, Lieutenant Ziesing

making the best score of the squad—4 4 4 4 3 5 4 3

4 5—40.
The City Guard Rifle Club contested for medals. C. J.

"Wesson won the first class medal with 42, B. Lundquist
second class medal with 34, and C. Bone third class medal
with 25.

Some of the crack shots of the Nationals, having ten shots

left in their cartridge boxes, thought they would try conclu-

sions at the 200-yards target to see who was the hest man, and

C. F. "Waltham carried off the honors. Their scores are:

5 5 5 4 5 5
5 5 6 4

5-46
5—46

5 5 5 4 4 5—46
4 4 5 5 4 4-44
5 6 4 5 4 4—44

A. F. Ramm and

C. F. "Waltham 200 yards—

4

4 4

A. JohDson 200 yards—

4

6 4 6

P. E. Robertson 2u0 yards—

4

4 6 5

C. Meyer 200 yards—

4

5 6 4

Capt. J. E. Klein 200 yards—

4

5 4 4

Captain G. R. Burdick, L. R. Towosend,
C. J. "Wesson, of the City Guard Rifle Club had a match with E.

Kehrlein, H. L. Pendleton, W. Stratton and C. Rudolph of

the Golden Gate Rifle Club at 200 yards, each man tiring a

double string. The City Guard team won. The scores are:

CITT GTJAKD TEAM.
C.J. Wesson 200 yards—

4

S. Townsend 200 yards-

A. F. Ramm 2C0 yards-

Capt. Burdick 200 yards-

5 4 5 5 4 4 5-3644444
6 4 4 4 4 4 4

5 4 5 4 4 4 4

4 4 4 5

a fi 4—42
5 5—46—88

4 4 4—40
B fi 5-41—84
4 4 4—33
4 B 4—43—82
3 3 4—3834344443 3-36—74

5 4 4

Grand total S?8

GOLDEN GATE TEAM.

E, Kehrlein 200 yards— 5 4 4 4 3 4'

W. Stmtton 2C0 yards

H. Pendleton 200 yards &3DftD»±ftO
C.Kudorph 200 yarda-0 44344444 4—35

3 5

3 5

5 3

3 5 4

-45—84
-41
-42—83
-38
19—17

Smith shot before the grand Duke Michael of Ruaaia, that he
came down expressly to see MisB Oakley shoot, and that he,

himself, shot her gan. " A California" says that Miss
Oakley's husband, Mr. Frank Butler, tries to pass off as Miss
Oakley's brother. I have had the pleasure of meeting Mr.
Butler, having brought a letter of introduction to him from
one of the best business men of Boston, and I must say that I

have always found him a very honorable and straightforward
gentleman, and he has never to me tried to pass as anything
but Miss Oakley's husband, and I, es a correspondent to

sportiDg papers, have never yet had him try to fill me up with
news unless I asked him for information. At the time of the
visit of their Royal Highnesses, the Prince and Princess of
Wales to the Wild West, Miss Oakley's and Col. Cody's tents
were the only tents that the Prince and Princess entered.
At the Wimbledon Rifle meeting I saw the Prince of Wales

push his way through a crowd to shake hands with Miss
Oakley, and remained in conversation with her for some time.
Miss Oakley roceives a great many invitations to give private
exhibitions before some of the leaders of sooiety here, and was
honored by an invitation to a reception at the Koyal Geo-
graphical Society. Miss Oakley has been offered very flatter-

ing terms to give exhibitions at Boulogne and Monaco in
France and Brighton, England. Miss Oakley's shooting at

live birds and blue rocks, haaimproved wonderfully since she
came to this country, and the American cracks will have to

look to their laurels when she returns, or she will be taking
them away from them.
Now, Mr. Editor, T write this in no way reflecting on Miss

Smith, but when "A California " asserts that Miss Oakley is

left out in the cold, I wish to say that he is much mistaken.
I send you a few items for publication, taken from Engl s'l

papers, which I hope you will publish in justice to Miss
Oakley, and I am willing to say that Mr. Frank Butler did nst
have to whisper the items in the ears of the reporters.

"The highest compliment we can pay this little lady is t:>

say she can ride as well as she can shoot."

—

Society Times,

June 22d.
"Exhibitions of shooting was given by Buffalo Bill, Miss

Annie Oakley and Miss Lillian Smith, Miss Oakley being

far and away the best shot."

—

Evening News, May 10eA.

"The applause of the evening, however, is reserved for

Miss Annie Oakley, because her shooting is clever, precise and
dramatic."

—

The Referee, May Ylth.

"Miss Oakley undoubtedly made the hit of the show."
— The Era, May \5lh.

"Miss Oakley was then presented to her Majesty; she
made the prettiest of bows and then scampered off."

—

Daily
Telegraph, May \2th.

One of the attractions at Wimbledon Camp yesterday was
Miss Lillian Smith. She tried her hand at the running deer

but without much success. The best she could do being to

hit the haunch, which caused much laughter as this involves

a fine. Miss Oakley, however, was more successful. She
made a fairly good score and was highly complimented by H.
R. H., the Prince of Wales, who shook hands with her and
asked her many questions regarding her health. Cowboy.
London, Aug. 8, 1887.

American Riflemen Abroad.
3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4—37-72

Grand total 316

Many enthusiastic members of the Hancock Rifle C Com-
pany, Third Infantry Regiment, practiced at the 200-yards

target and showed decided improvements over previous efforts.

Sergeant McBrien in two strings made 42 and 42—84, and Ser-

geant Crowley made 40 and 41—81.

Harbor View.

The Swiss Rifle Club of San Francisco held its monthly

bull's-eye shoot at Harbor View range, last Sunday. There

were among the number present Philo Jacoby, A. P. Stanton

and P. A. Giannini, veteran target shots, who belong to

almost every similar organization in the State. The prizes

were won in the following order: P. A. Giannini, 6rst; J.

Dombierer, second; W. Leeman, third; P. Croce, fourth; M.

Wetzel, fifth; E. Zahn, sixth; J. Lenthold, seventh; J. Bach-

man, eighth.

During the afternoon there was a general contest in which

many of the local marksmen competed. Among those prac-

ticing with the rifle were a number who will shoot with the

breech-loading Bhotgun at San Brnno in Ootober.

Miss Annie Oakley.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—In your issue of July

2Sd appears an article signed "A California," which is so far

removed from the truth in many particulars that I, as a

regular correspondent, cannot help but endeavor to enlighten

your many readers on the subject. The Wild West show is

meeting with great success—immense crowds at each per-

formance. "A California" says that Miss Smith is knocking

the English shooters crazy, and that she has performed before

all the Royal family and was presented to Qaeen Victoria,

and that the Queen took her gun in her hand and examined

it. The factB are these: Miss Oakley, Miss Smith, Mr. Nate

Salisbury, Buck Taylor and Col. W. F. Cody (Buffalo Bill)

were all presented at once on June 11th, they bowed and

retired. There was no handling of gun or personal conversa-

tion, so Miss Oakley was not left out in the cold any more

than the rest of them. I am highly pleased with the excel-

lent performance of Miss Smith, or Mrs. Willoughby, as it is

understood she is the wife of one of the cow-boys, and con-

sider her a marvel with the rifle. It is also a great pleasure

to note the performance of Miss Annie Oakley with the shot-

gun. Miss Oakley recently gave an exhibition on the ground

of the London Gun Club of which Viscount Stormont iB

President, and the Prince of Wales a member. Miss Oakley at

that exhibition killed eighteen blue rock pigeons out of

twenty-five, a feat unexcelled that day, and if it had been in

competition would have won the challenge cup. The club

expressed their high commendation of the achievement by

presenting to her, through the Prince of Wales, the Club Gold

medal valued at two hundred and fifty dollars. His High-

ness on handing the medal to Miss Oakley said: "I know of

no one more worthy of it." So far as I can learn this is the

first time the medal has ever been presented to a shooter.

Since that time Miss Oakley won S250 in a sweepstake match

at blue rocks, killing twenty-eight out of thirty at twenty-five

yards rise; this, I believe, is the first prize ever won by a

lady at their world-renowned grounds. Miss Oakley also

gave an exhibition of rifle shooting before the members,

shooting coins thrown in the air with ball cartridges, and did

some very fine work, a shilling which she shot being kept

by the President as a memento of her visit. At the time

Miss Smith performed before the Royal family, so did Miss

Oakley, and so did the Indians and cow-boys as in the daily

performances, and at the time that the Queen was preBent no

one but the Royal personages were admitted.

"A California" forgot to mention that the time Misa

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—The American rifle

shots, Messrs. J. A. Huggins of Pittsburgh, (Penn.), J. C.

Huguenin of San FranciBco, and T. T Cartwright of Spring-

field, Muss., who nave been over here taking in the rifle tour-

naments, are now on their way home to America, or expect to

start soon. Mr. Hugging left Glasgow on Thursday and Mr.
Huguenin will sail from Havre (France) in a day or two. Mr.
Cartwright will stay at the American Exhibition with the exhibit

of the Bullard Repeating Arms Co. for a short time, when he

will alBO return to the States. The shooters had a fair share of

winnings at Geneva, being well to the front on nearly all the

matches, and doing some very fine shooting, indeed; the dis-

tance shot was about 330 yards, off-hand. Mr. Huggina was
one of three who won the gold medal out of about twenty-

two thousand shooters. At Wimbledon, Mr. Cartwright won
a small prize for off-hand shooting at 200 yards. Both Messrs.

Huggins and Cartwright were Bick and left England for

Geneva before the Wimbledon meeting was over. The Bul-

lard Arms Co. 'a exhibit at the American Exhibition is receiv-

ing a good deal of attention from the rifle Bhots, and they

have sold quite a number of rifleB to some of the best shots in

the country. There is to be a trial of rifles here soon, I am
told, and the Bullard Co. will entertheir sporting and military

rifles. Mr. S. K. Hindley, the manager of the Bullard Co., is

in London, and will leave for the continent in a few days to

submit the rifles to some of the continental governments. I

am glad to hear that the Bullard Match No. 3 was won by the

Nationals of San Francisco. They have certainly a fine lot

of shots. England can beat America any day at the long

ranges with military rifles, but at 200 yards off-hand they are

not in the race. "Yankee."
London, Eng., Aug. 6, 1887.

Sergeant Hughes, of G Company, Sacramento, expresses a

willingness to try conclusions at 200 yards, with any member
of the First Artillery, Regiment, who enjoyed the advantages

of the week's service in camp, for from §25 to $50 a side,

100 shots; or he will shoot against three men on the same

termB.

THE GUN.
The letter from "F. S. B.," published below, arouses

longings to be out among the birds, or pulling big fish around

by the lips, in the country so geographically described. "F.

8. B." confirms the reports which have for weeks been

coming from that far-away land toward the North Pole where

Portland is—and it may be believed that many will follow in

the footsteps of our contributor. The sportsmen of Portland

are widely known for hospitality, and the visitor maybe sure

of reliable, friendly "tips" to good shooting and fishing

ground. Mr. Ned Arthur may be glad to know that in our

new sanctum there is a place reserved for a good elk head,

and when he next kills a few we shall expect information of

the fact.

Portland—Grouse—Trout.

Editoe Breeder and Sportsman:—By taking the 6:30 p. m.

boat connecting at Oakland with the train for Portland, one

may make the journey to that city in tbirty-nine hours. To
the comforts of perfeotly appointed Pullman Buffet cars add

the pleasure derived from the grand scenery of the upper

Sacramento River, the lovely and quiet Rogue River Valley,

with the magnificent stream of the same name running

through its entire length, the great Willamette Valley, the

pride of the Oregonian, and you will have good reason to be

thankful that you have broken away from California to make
a journev to that "terra incognita" to the majority of San

Francisco Bportsmen, the land of the "webfoot." This much
pertains only to whatmay be seen during a through trip, but as

to what may be realized by a sportsman who can stop off at tho

different places along the route and take a few days' shooting

or fishing, I can only say that the possibilities are apparently
unlimited.
Oregon is certainly a paradise for the sportsman. Tho

varieties of game are such as to suit the most fastidious.

Elk are to be found in the heavy timber, and to follow them
for two or three days successively, as is often the case, is it

task of no ordinary magnitude. Deer are plentiful and
easily found. The blue grouBe, ruffed grouse (commonly
callod pheasant) and mountain quail are natives of the coun-
try, and are found in abundance. In addition there are th<!

"Bob-white" in south-eastern Oregon, introduced some years
ago, and the Mongolian pheasant, a royal bird that takes

kindly to its new home and has propagated rapidly. Duck
shooting, in season, also affords excellent sport.

Of the fishing, I am rather timid about mentioning what
came under my observation. However, I will only state,

without any side remarks, that I saw a lot of seventy trout,

sent in from the Trask River, the largest of which weighe 1

four pounds, the smallest two pounds, all the result of one
day's sport by two rods. Nothing further is necessary t"

prove that any place capable of producing such a basket of

fish is certainly a great country.
As I passed the Sacramento River, from Delta up, it

appeared to be in prime condition for fly-fishing. The sport

to be bad on this river is too well known to need any praise

here, and I will only add that as regards natural location,

grand scenery, character and rapidity of water, it is without
an equal either in California or Oregon.
The Klamath River, which the railroad crosses near th^

State line, is another that I have heard great things about,

and which, from all appearances, I have no Teason to doubt
is a grand trout Btream. I believe there is a tavern a shor 1

;

distance from the railroad bridge where one can get very
good accommodations.
The Rogue River Valley we entered just at sunset and

shortly afterwards the river came in view. On the opposite

bank stood a fisherman, casting evidently for salmon which
were just beginning to run; whether success attended his

efforts I am unable to state, but I never felt such an intense

desire to wet a line as I did at that moment.
The river, at this point, is about 150 feet wide, with bank^

sparsely timbered, and here and there a point of base rocks

running out, affording moat favorable ground for casting and
for following a fish. The water is simply perfect, being quitn

rapid and clear with eddies and pools every few rods. This

stream has a wonderful reputation among Oregon sportsmen

for the sport afforded by salmon and trout, and from the fact

that they are not compelled by scarcity of game or fish to

resort to narratives, the outcome of heated imaginations and
depleted preserves, I am not inclined to doubt them. On
the following morning we passed through the upper end of

the great "Willamette Valley, the home of the moss-backs,

Bob-whites and Mongolian pheasants, arriving at Portland at

eleven o'clock.

HereT met an old friend, a former resident of San Fran-

cisco, Mr. Ned Arthur, now located in Portland and one of

its representative sportsmen. Mr. Arthur makes frequent

excursions in quest of game and fish, and occasionally devote*

a few days to an elk hunt from which he rarely returns

unsuccessful, as the trophies in his room would indicate.

At my friend's invitation I had the pleasure of spending a

few evenings at the home of a number of gentlemen who
keep "Bachelor's Hall," the majority of them being disciple*

of the rod and gun, and the pleasant hours passed in their

company discussing shooting and fishing experiences, and
other matters in which all true sportsmen delight, will long

be remembered.
I now come to the real experience of a day's grouse shoot-

ing. The party consisted of Mr. Arthur, Mr. Clarke, also a

Portlander, Mr. Hamilton who drove us, and myself. For-

est Grove, some thirty miles from Portland, we reached i

the evening, and the next morning early, after a real countiy

breakfast such as one rarely gets nowadays, we left for th .

timber. Unfortunately, Mr. Arthur was taken ill durin

the night and could not venture out with us, so we reluc-

tantly left him behind.
The day was overcast and cool, which augured well for the

day's sport, and after mistaking two grouse with tails cooked

up for barnyard fowls, and not getting a shot at either, we
settled down to work.

Mr. Clarke led the way, and going down a "burn" he

flushed a single bird, which he downed in tine style. At the

report of his gun two more rose, swinging across to me.

Now was a most trying moment, with two birds coming in my
face and a crack shot standing by watching to see my first

attempt on grouse, and a double at that. I braced myself,

however, and, trusting to Providence and Chamberlin cart-

ridges, I let go and stopped them both. We now took to

wagon, and shortly spied game on a fence (they have snake

fences in Oregon); the battery got ready, and after making a

kill, two misses, and letting two get off without having a

shell in our guns, we started in on a large clearing which

yielded one bird only to my friend's gun.

1 shortly afterward got into a bevy of mountain quail (there

are no valley quail near Portland), and did some real Cali-

fornia work for about ten minutes, bagging six fine birdB. 1

regretted that I sent one old rooster off crippled, which the

dogs failed to find. We tried considerable ground that proved

a blank, but I was amply repaid by the character of the

country, the grand old woods being such a relief from the

dry, hot canyons such as are met with in California when aftei

quail.
We picked up eight or ten more birds, all being found in

places favorable for good shooting, generally on the edges of

wheat fields, brush fences and "burns." At noon we halted

for lunch. After doing justice to an excellent spread, our

driver offered to take me to a "sure find" for pbeasants. I

accepted his offer and Btarted into a place where the alders

and maples grew so thick that you could hardly see through

tbem. Coming to a place comparatively open I flushed and

killed a grouse, after having passed almost over it. -Just as

the dog retrieved the bird, up jumped two of the ruffed boys,

making directly for a large pine directly before them. Well,

to be brief, they never reached the pine. I then retraced my
steps, and, as luck would have it, flushed throe ruffs. I was

fortunate to get a pair of these, as I had to shoot through

cover. At the report of my gun three others rose and took

to a tree. At this state of proceedings my friend, the driver,

insisted on having a chance, and as there was no way of

getting the birds to take wing he bagged them all. On the

way home we picked up a few scattering birds, two of which

were knocked out of trees, merely to try the loDg-range

qualities of the guns. This is greatly to be regretted, but

considering that this was my first grouse shooting I trust it

will be overlooked. Thus ended the most enjoyable day's

upland shooting that ever fell to my lot, and I hope by nest

season to hear of many San Franciscans availing themsel 1

of the opportunities to enjoy that most regal sport, gi

shooting. F. S.

San Francisco, Aug. 30, 1887,
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Removal Notice.

The office of the Beeeder and Sportsman has been
removed to No. 313 Bush Street, above Montgomery.

Special Notice to Correspondents.

Letters intended for publication should reach this office

not later than "Wednesday of each week, to secure a place in

the issue of the following Saturday.

Dates Claimed.

Sonoma and Marin District, Asso. Petaluma, Aug. 30th to Sept. 3d.

Thirteen DiBtrict Agricultural Society, Marysville, August 3uth to

September 3d.

(Jhico Fair, Cbico, Sept. *Ub to 10th.

Seventeenth Agricultural District, at Glenbrook park, Sept. 6th to

10th.
Golden Grate Fair Association, Bay District Track September 6th to

12 th.

State Fair, Sacramento, Sept. 12th to 24th.

Nevada State Fair, Reno. Sept. 21st to Oct. 1st.

Stockton, Sept. 27th to Oct. 1st
Mount Shasta Agricultural Asso., Yreka, Sept. 28th to Oct. 1st.

Plumas. Lassen, Sierra and Modoc Counties, Susanville, October 3d
to 7th inclusive.
Monterey Agricultural Asso., District No. 7, Salinas, Oct. 4th to 8th.

Fresno, October 5th to 8th.

lone, October 5 to 7.

Bay uistrict Association, San Francisco, October 1st to 21th

Sixth District Agricultural Asso., Los Angeles, Oct. 10th to 16th.

Willows, Oct. 19th, 20th to 21st.

Closing of Entries.

SEPTEMBER lOth.-Ione.
SEPTEMBER > 5Ui.- MoiUorej .

SEPTEMBER 26th.—Rhonerville.
OCTOBER 1st.- Willows.
OCTOBER 1 sU—Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association,
Open Events.
OCTOBER 1st.—Willows Agricultural Association.

Our Great Young Horses.

Too early in the season yet to write authoritatively.

The Circuit has barely commenced, and yet so many have

distinguished themselves that they are worthy of a high

place in the equine temple of fame. Nothing sensa-

tional, perhaps, but performances worthy of more than

a mere description of the races.

It is difficult to award the first place, although, so far,

by the standard of races actually won, Alfred S. has the

premiership. Stamboul, Lot Slocum, Menlo, Lillie

Stanley, Jane L, and others have obtained a command-

ing position.

Of those mentioned Alfred S. is the only ODe which has

commenced his career with this year, A. D., 1887. He

has won every race he has started in, and that so easily

that none of them gave a measure of his capacity. The

only race we have had the pleasuro of seeing him trot

was at San Jose, and there was not a line in that to

indicate what he could do. An unfavorable start did

not make any difference. Two lengths the "worst of it"

was made up before one hundred yards were gone over,

and ha would trot steadily, ever so far behind, and lead

at the critical moment. That critical one hundredth

part of a second is when the horses go "under the wire,"

and Alfred S. has been there first every time in all of his

races. It may not be out of place to say that his breeder,

H. W. Seale of Mayfield, has bred many colts that, with

proper tuition, might have approached—perhaps excelled

—this best son out of Elmo. "We call him, then, the best

son, as Overman did not show so much with the same

amount of '•handling." He has yet to get in the

"teens," though in all probability it is only when put to

the test.

Menlo is unquestionably a wonderful horse. "We write

wonderful, knowing how many horses and men who have

been pronounced wonderful which afterwards were

proven so little worthy of the application. When he

trotted in 2:2l£, two years ago, that was thought won-

derful. It was good, and now there are people who say

that he has not come up to their expectations.

Two minutes, two twenty-one and a half seconds is

assuredly good for a five-year-old, but few people are

aware that to reduce this record is a troublesome affair.

So troublesome that trainers of intelligence are more both-

ered with quarters of seconds benea'h that mark than

whole handfuls of the sixtieth part of a minute above

it. He was only beaten in the fastest heat by so short a

margin that the time was virtually his.

We feel pleasure in congratulating his owner, Mr.

Dwyer, on the possession of so good a horse.

Lot Slocum has surely done well. How much better

is within his capacity
t
can only be known to his

managers. He won at San Jose in straight heats, all in

the even time of 2:20. He was within his speed at all

points of the race. At Petaluma this week he won again

in unbroken heats, trotting in 2: 1S|, 2:19£, 2:20^ We
did not see the race, but people who were present tell us

it was a repetition of the San Jose affair, Slocum

winning, to all appearances, as he pleased. The limit of

his ability has not been reached, and a meeting between

him. and Arab later in the year will be an event worth

going miles to see.

Stamboul redeems the promise of his four -year-old year

when be made a record of 2:23, by scoring 2:19^ in his

first race of the season. Another great five-year-old,

the first son of Saltan to enter the 2:20 list. Fast, game,

resolute, he is. likely to achieve greater things before the

year goes out. We have often had occasion to congratu-

late the genial and estimable owner of Sunny Slope over

his success. We salute him now with even more

heartiness, if possible, than ever before.

The triumphs of Jane L. are pleasing both on account

of her merits as a trotter and the deservmgs of the quiet

gentleman who owns and drives her. He is a long way
from home, and perhaps has to battle against combina-

tions that are always present when an important race is

up, but speed, stamina and perseverance have given Mr.

Lindsay and his mare a fair share of the spoils.

The Glenbrook Fair.

The racing programme of the Seventeenth Agricul-

tural District, which includ-.s Nevada and Placer Coun-

ties, opens on Tuesday next, September 6th. The first

event is a district race, roadster class, and has five entries.

The 2:30 trotting follows, with Geroniino, Col. Hawkins,

Florence R., Kate Ewiug and Flora G\ Should all

appear upon the track an excellent race may be antici-

pated. For the second day the running horses open the

programme with a heat race of one mile, for which D ive

Douglas, Sir Thad, Daiey D., May blossom and Rock are

entered. They will certainly make a good race. Pacing

for the 2:32 class is to follow. Charley Brown, Airow,

Fidelity, Haverly and Lila S. may be looked for to pace

for the purse of $500. The 2:25 trotting race is the

initial event for Thursday's programme, with . such

attractive names as Alex Button, Longfellow, Artist and

Adrian. On Friday the thoroughbreds appear again in

a heat race of three-quarturs of a mile, Blue Bonnet, Sir

Thad, Daisy D., Mayblossom, Bock and Minnie R. to

try conclusions. The beaten horses in these races are to

follow in a heat race of one mile. The pacing event for

the day is the 2:23 class, for which Almont Patchen,

Chapman, Prince and Arrow are the nominations. This

should be one of the best contested and most exciting

races of the meeting, the horses named being so nearly

upon even terms.

The Saddle Horse Stake, one mile, catch weights, fol-

lows. The horses owned in the district are as follows:

B. Penhall's Flora B., J. Hughes' Dotty Dimple, S.

Benoit's Jimmers, M. P. Peasley's Hector. After the

stock parade on the closing day the trotting race for

yearlings, half a mile and repeat, will come off. The

youugsters ave: Sidney, by Revolution; Thomas F., by

Revolution; Brunswick, by Doncaster; Duroc, by Revo-

lution. The week's sport will close with trotting for the

2:40 class, for which the probable starters are Daisy A.,

Geronimo, Col. Hawkins, Ross S., Rosie Mc, Franklin,

Alfred S- and Manzanita. An attractive list of names,

and should the best of them start they will make a

brilliant wind up to what promises to be a most success-

ful meeting.

Goodwin's Turf Guide.

Number 8, of Goodwin's Official Turf Guide, contain-

ing a record of all races run up to and including Satur-

day, August 13th, has been received. Like all preceding

issues the current volume is very completo and covers all

necessary details, and is invaluable to racing men and to

others who follow the sport for speculative reasons. Pub-

lished by Goodwin Bros,, 241 Broadway, N. T. Price

$7.00 per annum, in semi-monthly parts, or fifty cents

per part.

The Golden Gate Fair.

The present is the last opportunity of calling attention

to this important meeting which opens at the Bay Dis-

trict track on Monday. The programme covers seven

days' racing, events being put down for every day next

week, and for the following Monday. The most exacting

horseman could demand nothing more. The full pro-

gramme,with a complete list of entries, appears in another

column. A reference to the same will show that the

purses and stakes have attracted large entries of runners

trotters and pacers. The characters of the horses in each
class is of the highest. The programme is arranged so

that trotting and pacing alternate with running, and
for each day an important event in each department is

placed on the programme. There is sure to be a large

attendance, and the quality of the sport is guaranteed
when such horses as Marin, Woodnut, Jane L. and Joe
Arthurton are to trot for the 2:25 class; Mount Vernon,
Platina, Lilly Stanley, Howard, Tempes f

, Luella and
Maid of Oaks in the 2:27 class; with Flora, Ella, Maiden,
John C. Shelly, Soudan and Sable Wilkes as competitors

for the three-year-old trotting purse. In the 2:23 class

eleven horses are entered. Woodnut, Magdallah, Daisy
S., Lottie M., Mamie Comet, Rexford, Valentine, Black
Diamond, Thapsin, Stamboul and John R. Wise should
make a race worth going twenty miles to see. The two-
year-olds are Memo, Grandee, Grace Lee, Lowell and
Moses 8. Of the thoroughbreds the list is both long
and attractive. For the Alameda Stakes: Rajah,
Applause, Notidle, Edelweiss, Grover Cleveland, Tom
Atchison, Lizzie Dunbar, Joe Chamberlain, Fusilade's

Last and John Gray are probable starters. Many
of them are well-known performers, and will, of course,

be liberally supported. The three-year-old event, one
mile and a quarter, has fourteen entries, including
the leading names just mentioned. The two-year-olds

appear in the Juvenile Stakes, three-quarters of a mile.

Serpolette, Snowdrop and Carmen are the best known of
the twelve, but the winner may be found beyond this

trio. The Oakland Stakes, for all ages, one mile and a
half, has eight entries. John A., Adeline, Patti, Nar
cola, Moonlight, Lizzie Dunbar, Rathbone and Jack
Brady have run the distance frequently, and should
make a very lively racs. Thj heat race of three-quarters

of a mile has thirteen entries, and many of them are
well known as stayers.

The Placerville Fair.

The Placerville Fair opened on Tuesday last. The
attendance for a first day was excellent. The races

aroused a great deal of enthusiasm. The first race was
five furlongs and repeat, which was captured by Minnie
E. The half-mile saddle race was captured by Minnie
B. On the second day there was a greatly improved
attendance. The racing was also excellent. In the
three-quarters of a mile race, Minnie B. won; in the

second race Clara G , Bay Frank and Franklin started,

and Clara G. won, Franklin second.

The exhibits at the pavilion proved very attractive, and
the attendance on the second nigbt was a great improve-
ment upon the first. The whole district appears to be
thoroughly aroused, and the prospect is that the Fair will

prove a great advantage to the district.

Willow's Agricultural Association.

The programme of the above Association's races
appears in another column. The dates fixed are October
19th, 20th and 21st, for which nine races are announced
entries to close on October 1st. The events are trotting,

pacing and running, for which good average purses are
offered. The directors purpose making this meeting a
grand success. The track is reported to be as fine as
any north of Sacramento. It is enclosed by an eight-

foot board fence. The judges' and grand stands are now
being built, and neither skill nor expense are being
spared to make the grounds complete in every respect.

These races are the first over the new course, and the
meeting should prove the gala event of the year for

Colusa County.

Sale of Brood Mares.

Messrs. Eillip & Co., the well-known live-stock auc-
tioneers, announce in this issue a sale of well-bred brood
mares, from the breeding farm of Mr. C. Griffin, Dan-
ville, Contra Costa County. They are described as fol-

lows: Susy, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam by Old
Union; Nancy, by John, he by Pinole Patchen, dam
Kate by George Moore; Maggie, by Cardinal, dam Jane
by Emigrant; Mollie, said to be Belmont and Hamble-
tonian stock. Susy and Mollie are stinted to Cresco,

Nancy to Steinway, and Maggie to Conductor. The four
are believed to be with foal. The sale will take place

next Thursday at noon, on the Bay District track, and
should attract the attention of horsemen, who should
be abie to secure really desirable stock.

i
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The Growth of Racing.

The dates for the Fall Meeting of the Pacific Coast

Blood Horse A3sociation appear in another column, with

the full programme of fixed and open events. The
meeting opens on Saturday, the 29th of October, and

will be continued on the following Tuesday and Thurs-

day, closing on Saturday, November 5th. Four races

are as usual put down for each day, and as at that sea-

son of the year twilight comes in early, the four events

will fill up the three hours between 2 p. u. and o p. m.

The meeting opens with the Introduction Purse, for three -

year-olds, one mile and a sixteenth. The two-year-old

fillies then come up for the Ladies' Stake, three-quarters

of a mile, for which stake twenty-four nominations have

been made. The Bay City Stakes is a handicap of one

mile and a half, for all ages, a popular distance with the

public. The fourth event of the day is the seven fur-

longs purse for two-year-olds. The second day's events

start with a purse for three-year-olds and upwards, one

mile, followed by the Equity Stakes, for two-year-olds,

three-quarters of a mile. The Park Stakes, for all ages,

one mile and a quarter, with $600 added, should attract a

fine field and prove a great race. The Fame Stakes, for

three-year-olds, one mile and three-quarters, will doubt-

less be a hot one, for the 36 nominations should include

some good ones for a distance. The Autumn Stakes, for

two-year-olds, one mile, has 43 entries, which should make

the stake one of the most valuable ever run for by two-

year-olds here. And it is always safe to anticipate good

fields where a large amount of money is in sight. The

closing day, Saturday, has two valuable stakes. The

Vestal, for three-year-old fillies, one mile and a quarter,

for which there are 21 nominations. The Del Rio

Stakes, for all ages, two miles, has $1,000 of added

money, a sum that the best horses in the country are

always eager to go for.

For the four fixed events there are 124 entries. The

twelve open events for which entries close on October

1st, may reasonably be expected to attract an average of

fifteen horses for each, or ISO in all. Should this antici-

pation be realized, over three hundred horses will be

named for the meeting, warranting the inference that

for good all-round sport it will eclipse its predecessors.

Last week the entries for the fixed events of the

Spring and Fall meetings of 188S and 1889 appeared.

They have attracted universal attention from horsemen,

and won general praise from the public, who are inter-

ested in the noble sport. "Whoever will read over the

list of nominations will find in them the most convinc-

ing arguments of the growth of racing in California.

For the California Stakes, Spring meeting of 1888, for

two-year-olds there are fifty-four entries. The names

of the nominators are, Messrs. Haggin, Winters, Thorn-

ton, Pritchard, J. B. Chase, Murry, Maltese Villa Stable,

Palo Alto and Todhunter, all well known as breeders and

racing men. Amongst the new names the foremost is L.

XJ. Shippee, of Stockton, who has seven entries. John

Adams has two, E. Flitner two, and the Laurelwood

Stables and C. Halverson one each. The Grano Stakes,

three-quarters of a mile, has one entry less, otherwise

the list is a duplicate of California Stakes. The sires

represented in these events are: Joe Hooker, Nor-

folk, Kyrle Daly, Flood, Shannon, who have each

proved themselves producers of grand racehorses, and

their ^et have performed wonders upon the great race-

courses of both West and East. The new names that

will attract much attention are, Luke Blackburn. Mr.

Pickwick, Glengarry, Hyder Ali, Long Taw and Long-

field.

For the Fall meeting of 1888 there are thirty-seven

entries iu the Ladies' Stake, three-quarters of a mile for

two-year-olds. The Autumn Stakes, one mile, for two-

year-olds, to be run at the same meeting, has fifty-seven

nominations, making 202 entries for the four events.

The forfeits, entrances and added money will make these

stakes much more valuable in the aggregate than

hitherto, and, as racing is for money, it is safe to antici-

pate that, as year3 advance, the stakes will grow in

importance. In following the entries in 1889, it will be

seen that the Tidal Stakes for that year, one mile and a

quarter, for three-year-olds, has fifty entries. The

Pacific Derby, for three-year-olds, one mile and a half,

has fifty-three entries; the Vestal Stakes for three-year-old

fillies, one mile and a quarter, has thirty- one entries,

and the Fame Stakes, one mile and three-quarters, for

three-year-olds, has forty-four entries. The time is

rapidly approaching when these events will become house-

hold words among Californians, and the honor of winning

one or the other will be anticipated by breeders of

thoroughbreds with as much eagerness as the breeders

of Kentucky and Tennesse Bhow in trying to win the great

turf prizes at Lexington, Latonia, Jerome Park, Chicago

and Monmouth Park.

The Petaluma Fair.

The Sonoma and Marin County Fair opened at Petaluma od

Monday. There was a most attractive exhibition of product?

and manufactures of the district. The wine interests were

especially prominent, and the show of carts and wagons both

large and attractive. Our special correspondent's reports of

the races will appear next week,when a full resume of all the

events will appear. We give jast an outline of the result up
to the hour of going to press.

The racing programme opened with the five furlong race

for two-year-olds, which was won by Carmen, Rosedale sec-

ond, Serpolette third, Kyrle D. fourth. This victory adds

another wreath to the crown of Laurelwood Stable. For the

two-year-old trotters four out of the seven appeared. Clara Z.

won the first heat, Alfred G. second, Starr King third, and

Anti-Coolie distanced. Time, 2:45. Clara Z. had it all her

own way in the second heat, Starr King second, Alfred G.

barely saving his distance. Time was again 2:4"). In tne

third race the starters were Woodnut, Longfellow, Joe Ar-

thurton and Marin in the 2:25 class. An exciting heat of

many changes which was won by Woodnut by three lengths

from Longfellow and the latter a length ahead of Marin, Joe

Arthurton barely saviug his distance. In the second heat

Woodnut won easily by three lengths, Marin second, Long-

fellow third. Time, 2:24£. Woodnut also took the third

heat and race handily, beating Longfellow four lengths, Joe

Arthurton being two lengths behind the second horse, Marin

last.

On the second day the racing was good. Cleveland won

the mile and repeat race in good style. The first heat he beat

Ninena, Parnell and Oro, in the order of their names, in

1 :44£. The Becond heat was a repetition of the first, only that

Oro was distanced; the time was faster, 1 :4.">v

.

In the trotting, 2:23 class, Alfred won the first heat from

Old Nick, Maggie third, Alio fourth, Inez and Perihelion

bringing up the rear. Time, 2:24£. The second heat showed

Alfred in front, Alio second, Inez third, Maggie and Peri-

helion in the order of their names, and the time 2:24f

.

The third heat gave Alfred the race, beating Maggie, Alio

Perihelion, Inez and Old Nick, in the order of their names.

Time, 2:23}.

In the 2:20 class, Lot Slocum, Sister, Maid of Oaks and

Menlo started. Slocum had it all his own way. He won the

first heat in 2:1S£, beating Menlo, Sister and Maid of Oaks,

in the order of their names. And the same result followed

the second heat in 2:19^. The fourth heat was a repetition

of the second and third, except that the time was 2:20£.

Sale of Holstein-Friesan Cattle.

The chestnut gelding John R. Wise arrived in San Fran-

cisco, last week, in Mi. Hicbok's stable. He took a severe

cold during the transcontinental journey, and died at the Bay

District Track on Thursday morning. He was by Hamble-

tonian Tiamby, dam by Plantagenet. Under Mr. Hickok's

driving he ban trotted with success through the Mississippi

Valley Circuit during the year, and he was entered for the

State Fair events.

In the business columns of the present issue will be

found the announcement of a highly important sale of

Holstein cattle, the property of Mr. Frank H. Burke, of

Menlo Park. Mr. Burke, having sold his ranch, is com-

pelled to dispose of his stock of young cattle, including

bulls, heifers in calf, heifers and bull calves. The sale

will take place at Sacramento on the 21st inst. during the

State Fair, and will be without reserve. The claim

is made for this lot of stock that they belong to the most

fashionable Holstein families known in Europe or the

East, and have, wherever shown, secured the highest

premiums for milk, butter and cheese.' The catalogue

shows that the claim is a fair one. The herd represents

the blood of Jacob, son of Mercedes, Pride of Twisk,

Sedro, and the Aaggies, Netherlands and Artis, the

richest blood ever offered for sale in public in this State.

Catalogues can be had at the office of the auctioneers,

Killip & Co. t 22 Montgomery street, and F. H. Burke,

401 Montgomery street.

Eureka Jockey Club.

The programme of the Fall Meeting of the Eureka

Jockey Club of Humboldt county appears in our adver-

tising department this week. The new track is not com-

pleted, but the old one will be specially refitted for the

occasion. The situation is set forth in a note from

Secretary Cohn, from which we quote:

"We regret that our new mile-track can not be finished

in time for these races, but owing to Mr. Clark (the

owner of the track) having subscribed liberally towards
the repairing of the half-mile track, we will be able to

place the same in first-class condition, and any person
inteuding to run or trot their horses need to have no fear

of their safety. We will have our races, as you will

notice by the dates, at a time when they will not inter-

fere with any other events, and we hope to have a large

array of horses from the city."

Horsemen who have visited this up-coast cily bring

back pleasant reports of the hospitality of the people and

the liberality of the association. The club deserves

success and will achieve it.

Willows' Agricultural Association.

The association announces three days racing on October

19th, 20th and 21st, 1887, and the sport will include

trotting, pacing and running. For the first day three

races are put down; trotting 3:00 class, purse, §300, free

for all; then follows a trotting and pacing event, free for

all horses in Colusa owned on August 1, 1887, Almont
Patcheu, Tilton Almont and Daisy S. barred. The run-

ning event is a free-for-all, three-quarters of a mile.

The second day has a free-for-all pacing, purse $300

;

trotting 2:40 class, free-for-all, and running heat race,

one mile and a half. The third day has a running raee

free for all, one mile and a quarter, purse S200; a free-

for-all trot, purse $400, and trot nearest to 4:00- This

makes a good programme, and as the dates come whi*u

many horses will be free from other engagements, the

Willows' Association should receive a liberal number of

entries on October 1st.

A Long Fast.

The report comes from Chicn that on the 18fch of August
Mr. Sam Montgomery was driving from Smith & Corrie's

ranch to Chico, when his horse shied and threw him out of

the buggy and then ran off at a full galop. The driver

secured another horse and searched far and near for the

missing animal without getting at any trace of either horse or

buggy. Sis days afterward he found the missing animal
with the buggy and harness intact, but jammed between two
large piles of wood. The horse was in the last stage of starva-

tion,

Thirteenth District Fair-

This fair opened at Mary BviIle last Tuesday. The entries of

live stock are more numerons and of a higher class than at

any previous exhibition. The exhibits in the pavilion are of

a must satisfactory kind. The attendance of spectators on
the first and second days shows that the enthusiasm of the

residents of the district has been thoroughly aroused. Next
week we shall give an exhaustive resume of the racing pro-

gramme. The first race was won by Sir Thad, with Johnny
Moore second, Clifton Bell third, in 49^ seconds; good time

for half a mile. Sutter Boy won the special trot, Will Boy
second. The fastest heat was trotted in 2:40*. In the 3:00

class eight horses started. Geronimo won, Hose Mac second

Alphens third; the best time in tbe race being 2:31*. On
Wednesday the trot for the 2:30 class was won by Florence

E , her fastest heat being made in 2:29}. The heat race, half

a mile, was won by Confidence in two straight heats, the best

time being :50£. Daisy D. won the six furlongs in 1 :16.

The Rule of Speed.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Inclosed I send you a
rule for figuring out what is a fast rate of speed, np to three
miles, for running races when the distance can be divided
into quarters of a mile or even number of furlongs. The rule
approximates the time to the fastest records, and it is based
upon the fact that running at the rate of a mile in one hun-
dred seconds is fast racing time. In racing, a horse runs,
after getting well started, each quarter faster than he does
the succeeding quarter, and the longer the distance the
slower is the quarter run as a rule.

Rule for distances up to three miles that can be divided
into quarters or an even number of forlongs:

Multiply one hundred seconds by the distance run in miles
and if the distance is less than a mile, subtract from the
product one second for each quarter or two furlongs under a
mile; if the distance is greater than a mile, add two and one
half seconds for each of the quarters, or two furlongs rnn in
the second mile and also five seconds for each of the auarters,
or two furlongs, run in the third mile.

Hence, for a distance of one quarter, subtract three seconds;
for two quarters, subtract two seconds; for three auarters,
subtract one second; for one and one-quarter mileB, add
two and a half seconds to the product; for one and one-half
miles, add five seconds (two and a half for each quarter) to

the product; for two miles add ten seconds) two and one-half
for each of thefonr quarters) to the product; for two and three-
qoarter miles add to the product two and one-half seconds;
for each of the four quarteis run in the second mile, and also

five seconds for each of the three quarters run in the third
mile; that is, add to the product ten seconds plus fifteen sec-

onds, or twenty-five seconds. The time to be subtracted
from the product, when the distance in quarters is below a
mile, are, viz.: Three seconds for first quarter, two for second,
one for third. And the time in seconds to be added when the
distance in quarters is above a mile, is 2*, 5, 7*. 10, 10+5
10+10, 10+15, 10+20.

Solution of examples:

One-fourth mile .(£x 100)-3= 22 sees

One-half mile.... (4 x 100)-2= 48 sees.

Three-fourth mile (| x 100)-1 = 74 secs.= 1:14.

One mile (lx 100)- 100 sees.= 1:40.

One and | miles .(l£x 100) + 2* = 127* sees.- 2:07}.

One and } miles. (l| x 100)+(2~x 2*) = 155 secs.= 2:35.

One and | miles .(lfx 100)+ (3x 2}) = 132} secs.= 3:02*.

Two miles (2x 100) +(4x2*) sees. = 210 sees. = 3:30.

Two miles and £.(2Jx 100) + (4x 2*)+ 5- 240 sees. = 4:00

Two miles and *.(2£ x 100) + (4x 2"*)+ (2x 5)= 270 secs=4:30.
Two and $ miles. (2|x 100)+ (4 x 2*)+ (3 x 5)= 300 sees. = 5:00.

Three miles (3x 100)+{4x2}j + (4x5)=330 seos.=5:30.
San Francisco, Aug. 30th. Xmo.

Ed. Corrigan.

Commenting on the trouble between Ed. Corrigan and the
judges at Washington Park, the Philadelphia Press says: "Mr.
Corrigan could do nothing but what he is said to have done.
If judges are to give instructions to jockeys bow they must ride

races they had better go a few steps further and assume the
responsibility of paying the training and other bills and thus
own the stables altogether. A judge has no more right to

instruct a jockey as to how he sball ride than he has to ord^r
what he shall eat for dinner. If the judges are not satisfied

it is proper for them to call the owner and talk to him, but
when they go over his head and undertake to give instruc-

tions to one of his employees, then it is evident that they are

not conversant with their dutieu and powers."

The Prince of Wales has bo far in his racing career bet-n

most unfortunate. His last piece of ill luck is that he has
tried his colt, The Falcon, by Hermit, so poorly that iu spite

of its having cost him 1,500 guineas as a yearling, he has
nipped tbe expense in the bud by makiug a present of it to

his trainer, John Porter. Iu two seasons only he has in-

vested £6,300 in the purchase of five yearlings which have,
among them, only won two small races, valne together
Now, out of these five two are dead; one has goLt
stud; another, as stated above, has been given
worthless to Porter, and the fifth is so bad on his 1

probably will not stand training. Truly, a long list
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Recollections of Felter's—A Bit of Old New
York.

New York, in the death of Mr. Harry D. Felter, which

(ook place at New Baltimore on Monday last, looses one of its

noted characters, and many old New Yorkers have been,

during the past week, talking about the famous Felter and

thinking about the merry nights and days in his famous
hostelry on Broadway. A wonderful place that back room
was, and a wonderful prince of wags presided there. From
the days when old Commodore Vanderbilt and the Astors acd
Niblo and the fine old gentlemen and sports of that day used
to mingle iu Harry's back room with the great politicians up
to the time when the remnants of the Tweed King dropped in

occasionally to sip port wine and mournfully recall oy-goue
days, it was always the scene of quaint gatherings.

It was about 1S40 that Harry opened his "fine grocery
store" on the west side of Broadway, just above Prince street.

There was the usual show of fruits, cigars and wine cases in the
front. But in a back room there was a generous sideboard
and the wa'ls were hung with good pictures. The great

promenade of New Yorkers iu those days was up Broadway
to Bleecker street, across Bleecker to Eighth aveuue, and up
Eighth avenue to Thirty-fourth street. All the noted men of

the day used to drop in Fetter's back room. There was a

series of lockers provided. Such men as judges of the
Supreme and Superior courts were provided with keys and
kept their private bottles locked up. At the end of the day's

business they would walk up Broadway, turn into Felter's,

and give their key to the young man who waited at the side-

board.
Harry was born in Orange county, and his father raised the

celebrated horse George Wilkes. He naturally attracted the

lovers of horseflesh to his establisment. One of his most
constant customers was George Alley, who owned the famoDs
Dexter. In fact any horse-owner of any standing whatever
was sure to get around during the week. All the noted men
of the day wers to be met there. It was like Delmonico's in

the sense that remarkable personages were to be found there

at all hours, but it was a democratic resort where single eye-

glasses were out of place.

As years rolled by, and lower Broadway became less and
less a fashionable strolling ground, the old brokers and
bankers and merchants began to desert the back room. The
horsey men and politicians still clung to it, and there were
some royal carousals that gray haired men still love to tell

about to their intimate friends. Just before the war broke
out Harry gave up his old stand and took a new building on
the east side of Broadway, just below Prince Street. It soon
became the headquarters of the Twead ring. The old leader

himself uBed to sit in a corner and tell stories to a jolly circle

of his followers. Prince Harry Genet and all the old-timers

were there every day. Harry Felter became a member of

the Americus Club, of which Tweed was president. In time
he became steward of the club. His powers as a story teller

were remarkable. But the chief trait of his character was
his enormous fondness for practical jokes. At that time John
McBride Davidson's safe establishment was on Broadway,
near Harry's hostelry. The two men were the leading wags
of the city. Whenever they went out together everyone who
knew them was on the alert for "put up jobs." Peppering a

cigar was their leading joke. Harry would wet the tip of

his little finger and dip it in red pepper. Then he would
step up to any person at the bar who happened to be smoking.

"Let me have a light, if you please?"

The smoker would hand hiB cigar to Harry, who would
take a light, and at the same time daub the wet end of the

borrowed cigar with the red pepper. When the smoker
resumed his cigar there wbb always a row and a roar of

laughter. Another favorite joke of Harry's was to cut up
little squares of yellow soap and put them with the free lunch
cheese. Old Commodore Vanderbilt bit a piece of soap, and
it was a long time before he forgave the joker.

There was a huge armchair in one corner of the room. A
darning needle was secreted in [he seat, so that when a string

was pulled it darted into the flesh of the victim for an inch
or so. This was considered a tremendous piece of fun by
everyone except the man who happened to be in the chair at

the time the string was pulled. One of the Astors was treated

to this une day, and he failed to perceive the humor of the
proceeding. In fact, he declined to sit down in the room
again. For a week or two this was quite natural, but he
Ptuck to the resolution until he finally gave up patronizing

the sideboard. This needle trick was also played upon
Tweed, and the old man ever afterward used to pay for the
pleasure of seeing other victims introduced to the joke.

Harry Felter would spend $100 at any time for the sake of

getting off a good practical joke. Once he and the late Com-
missioner Sydney F. Nichols went out to the Fashion Race
Course, at Newtown, which was owned by Joe Crocheron.
The latter had a gray horse of which he was very proud.
Felter and Nichols made a great many bets that this horse
could not run a mile in a certain time. Crocheron was a

jockey. Felter and Nichols stretched three ropes across the
track at different points. Some traitor gave the secret away
and the ropes were quietly cut. The horse, of course,
reached the winning post on time and the two jokers had to

treat all New York to wine.
One of the most prominent men in the city went to En-

gland and upon his return showed an umbrella which he said
the Duke of Cambridge had presented to him in a rain storm.
He used to flourish the umbrella and brag by the hour about
it, always taking care to repeat just what His Royal Highness
said and how gracefully he bowed. Harry could not stand
the story any longer, so one day he slyly dropped a blazing
match into the folds of the umbrella and it was destroyed.
There were times when the very sparkle in Harry's eyes was
sufficient to warn all who knew him to be on the outlook for

mischief.

But with all his peculiarities Harry Felter was a good-
hearted man who did a world of kind things for the poor in
a quiet, unostentatious way. There are few living who re-

member his earlier days without a sense of pleasure. Middle-
aged men of to-day remember him as the man who played
wonderful jokes upon their fathers, a man who stuck pins in
millionaires, put firecrackers in the pockets of merchants,
nailed fast the coat-tails of judges and put bricks in the hats
even of clergymen. He was one of the Jinks that connected
New York with the rare old days that preceded the war and
the rare old men who governed the metropolis then.
At the time that John Jacob Astor lived in Prince street,

Harry Felter's store was patronized by the best families iu

New York, and the purchases made by some of them—and
mostly made in person at that—would astonish some of the
"big guns" of the present day, who would no more think of
going into a store and buying three pounds of sugar and car-
rving it home than they would of jumping off the Brooklyn
Bridge for the fun of the thing.

However, in those days men who belonged to the best
society in New York and whose names were familiar in her
m- its of trade, thought nothing of living over their Btores,

and not a few of them had sleeping-roomB at the rear end of
the stores themselves.
John Jacob Astor was a steady customer at Felter's, and

the old books of the store show that the old man seldom per-
mitted his accounts to run over a week before settling them

The Good Hunter.

Lord "William Lennox said: "The English hunter may be
said to be an indigenous animal, for on no other spot of " the
earth is such an animal to be found. The stature of the
horse is no more absolutely fixed than that of the human
body, but the medium height is considered as best for
hnnters. say, fifteen hands two or three inches." Avon
adds: "Long and low, ought to be the sort for every man's
ey6 who wants to go to the end, and as much breed, com-
bined with substance as you can get. But a very tall man
does not look well on a low horse, although it Is perfectly
well able to carry him." Again, to quote the same author:
"Temper and mouth are essential points, for, in the absence
of either, no man can be said to be well-mounted. Tne
former not only contributes greatly to the pleasure and safety
of the rider, but a horse of fine temper takes less out of him-
self than one of a violent nature, especially in a country
where there is much fenciog; indeed, fretful horses are pro-
verbially soft." I am not quite prepared to agree with this
last passage, but most horses go all right if they are allowed
to sail alongside the hounds, and are not pulled about or
interfered with; and it is not so much the fencing that takes
it out of them—though, of course, a large succession of big
jumps must take the puff out of any horse—as the fretting in
standing about while the hounds are drawing, and in going
from covert to covert. It is this that takes so much out of
hot-tempered horses and makes them so disagreeable, than
which nothing can be worse, and many a good, clever horse
comes down to a low price on account of this abominable
and almost incurable temper. Nothing can look worse than
a horse gawking about with his head up and his coat in a
lather. Get into a crowd in a ride with such a beast

—

generally a chestnut; hounds have thrown up for a few
moments, and the huntsman and hounds are doing their
best to set matters right; a lot of good men, who have ridden
well up to this point, are intent on watching the hounds, and
you are in the middle of them; your hot mount stands still

for a moment, with his head well up and his eyes ready to

start out of his head—stands still, for a moment—aye, but,

unfortunately, it is only for a moment; he giveB a hasty
snatch at the bridle, and grates your knuckles on the
pommel; then he turns suddenly round, bumping two or
three horses who are standing perfectly quiet; your neigh-
bors wish you elsewhere, aud, for the matter of that, you
wish yourself out of it; but you have got there not anticipat-

ing a check. "Well, you would be content to let. him stand
with his head where his tail ought to be; but, do sooner does
he get in that position, than round he comes again, and so on
da capo. He is a regular nuipance to everybody, and to no
one more so than his rider. I have been many a time ready
to cry with vexation at such a brute, and didn't I give him
pepper when I got him away again. As to their being proverbi-

ally soft, I don't agree; but they take so mnch out of them-
selves unnecessarily, besides the exertion they undergo like

other horses, that it is no wonder they get gruelled. A light-

colored, hot chestnut, that cannot hold his corn, with short

back ribs, and an everlasting watery evacuation, ih only tit for

a handsome cab. I think it was Lord Alvanley who told

Gunter, the confectioner, to ice his horse, when he com-
plained that he was so hot he could not hold him. A first-

rate hunter should have courage, energy in all his paces, but
not too much of what is generally called action: his stride

in his gallop should be rather long than otherwise, provided
he briDgs his hind legs well under his body; and the move-
ment of the fore legs should be slightly round, but by no
means high. The best test of good action, however, in the

hunter is in what is termed dirt; and no animal can be said

to be perfect who cannot go well in ihe heaviest ground.
A perfect hunter should have a light head, well put on,

with a firm but not too long a neck; lengthy, and, conse-

quently, oblique shoulders, a very capacious chest, and great

depth of girth; a long muscular fore-ann coming well out of

the shoulder, the elbow parallel with the body, neither inclin-

ing inwards or outwards; a stout cannon or shank bone with

large tendons or sinews, forming a flat, not a round, leg; an
oblique pastern rather long than short, and an open, circular

foot; the back of moderate length, with well-developed loins

and fillets and deep ribs, making, what is termed by sports-

men, a spur place. This spur place was defined by a cele-

brated sportsman to be a particular spot of about four inches

in diameter, about sight inches below the saddle flap, and
slightly in the rear of it; and it is not everyone who can spur

ahorse properly. Unless a man has good riding legs, that

are hollowed out in the thigh, and not great big calves to his

legs, and has a good seat, it is very difficult to do so, but the

fashion of having long-necked spurs iB of great assistance to

a horseman; but woe betide the poor horse whose rider is

a short-legged, ronnd-thighed man, with a wash-ball seat, if

he has long necked-spurs on. How the men of a past genera-

tion, with spurs about half an inch long in the neck, suc-

ceeded, I cannot imagine. I think I could spot the good
men in a strange hunt, from seeing the way their spurs are

put on; but this rule is not infallible, as the very best got-up

man maybe the "bluest funker,"but it is, nevertheless, a

tolerably safe guide. From the loins to the setting on of the

tail the line should be carried on alm03t straight, or rounded
only in a very Blight degree. Thus, the haunch will be most

oblique, and will produce a corresponding obliquity in the

thigh-bone, which formation is peculiarly characteristic of the

well-bred horse. The dock of the tail should be large, and
the buttooks close together. The thighs should be muscular

and long, rather inclining inwards, with large lean hocks, the

points appearing to stand somewhat behind the body, which
will bring the lower part of the hind leg or shank under it.

The shank fetlock and pastern of the hind leg shonld exactly

resemble those of the foreleg, as also should the foot. The
legs should appear short, from the great depth of the chest,

and well-proportioned Bubstance of the body or middle piece.

Anyone possessing such an animal may congratulate himself

upon haviDg the beau ideal of a perfect hunter, and if he has

never been over-worked when young, and is in condition,

and he has the heart to ride him, need not fear being laBt.

Mr. Chaplin, the owner of Hermit, who won the Derby po

sensationally in 1863, and who has been such a marvelous

success for the past twenty years at the stud, advertises this

week that Hermit, in consequence of his old age (24) will

only oover five mareB this season besides his own few, and

that at a fee of £250 per head. This iB the biggest covering

fee ever demanded, but by the time you read this the rage for

him as a Bire is so great that all five subscriptions will have

been snapped up. It truly is wonderful how every mare

which is bred to him throws winners, no matter what their

breeding.

"We desire to call attention to the fact that the great racing
meeting at Kansas City, Mo., will be held November 5 to 17,
instead of October as originally announced. At this meeting
as much as $25,000 will be given in prizes and stakes, which
is very promising. It should be the effort of the Western
turfmen not to allow this meeting to want for partrouage. If
properly encouraged there are magnificent possibilities in
Kansas City as a leading racing point. The city ib the mopt
rapidly growing in the West, and in wealth it is progressing
at an astonishing rate. We think the prospectus it offers for
its inaugural meeting is the strongest argument that could
be offered in its behalf. It displays no cheeseparing spirit,
nothing niggardly in its inducements to owners of race-horses,
and if the latter meet the new club in the same spirit, they
will have given hostages to fortune. The stakes closeSeptem-
ber 25.

Doing right does not always lead to comfort. The editor
of the Sporting World took a firm and honorable stand in the
dispute over The Bourbon race, for which he was twice
ejected from the grounds of the Monmouth Park Association.

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
Association,

FALL MEETING, 1887.

REGULAR DAYS,
SATURDAY. October 29th,

TUESDAY, November 1st.

THURSDAY, November 3d,

SATURDAY, November 5th.

Entries Saturday, October 1st, '87.

PROGRAMME.
First Bay, Saturday. October "(lili

No. I.-INTRODDCTION PDRSE. $100, of which $50 to second $25 to
third: for three-year olds and upwards. Winners this year of two
races of tbe aggregate value of $1,000 to carry five pounds extra Non-
winners this year allowed five pounds. Maidens allowed ten pounds
One mile and a sixteenth.

No. 2.-THE LADIES' STAKES, for two-year-old fillies Three-
quarters of a mile. CloBed August 15. 1886, with twenty-four entries.
No. 3.—THE BAT CITr STAKES, a handicap for all ages; $50 each-

$25 forfeit, $10 if declared out. with $750 added. Second to receive
$100. third to save stake. Weights announced Thursday, October 27th-
declarations due at 6 o'clock p. M. the day before the race. One mile'
and a half.

No. 1.—POF.SE $103, of which S51 to second, $25 to third, for two-
year-olds. Winners of two-year-old races to carry three pounds; of
three, five pounds extra. Non-winners allowed five pounds Seven
furlongs.

'

Second Bay, Tuesday, November 1st.
No. 5.—PDRSE $100, of which $50 to second. $25 to third- for three-

year-olds and upwards. Winners of No. 1 at this meeting to carry 7pounds extra. Maidens, if three years old, allowed 8 pounds- if four
years old or upwards, allowed 12 pounds. One mile.

No. 6. -THE EQDITY STAKES, for two-year-olds; $10 each p pwith $101 added; first horse to take the added money, second horse 70
per cent., and the third horse 30 per cent of the stakes. Winners of
any two-year-old race of the value of $500 to carry 5 pounds- of two
Buch races 7 pounds; of three 10 pounds extra. Three-quarters of a
mile.
No. 7.—THE PARR STAKES, for all ages; $50 each, 525 forfeit or 810

if declared out October 15. 1887, with $600 added; second to receive
8100; third to save stake. Winners this year of a stake race of the
value of $1,000 when carrying weight for age or more to cany 5
pounds; for two such races 7 pounds extra. Horses that have not
been placed thiB year allowed 5 pounds. One mile and a quarter.
No. 8 .—SELLING PDRSE, $100. of which $50 to the second. $25 to tbe

third: for all ages. Tbe winner to be sold at auction, fixed valuation
SI ,500; 1 pound allowed for each $100 less, down to $1 000- then 2pounds for each $100 down to $300; 2 pounds added for each SIO'i above
fixed valuation. Selling price to be stated through the entry box at
the usual time of declaring, 6 o'clock p.m. the day before tbe race
Three-quarter mile heats.

Third Day, Thursday, November 3d.
No. 9.—PDRSE $100, of which $50 to second, $26 to third- for three-

year-olds and upwards. Winner of any race at this meeting to carrv 5
poundB; of two races 7 pounds extra. Horses that have not been
placed at this meeting allowed 6 pounds. Three-quarters of a mile
No. 10.-THE FAME STAKES, for three-year-olds. One mile and

three-quarters. Closed August 1, 1885, with 36 entries
No. 11 .-THE AU1DMN STAKES, for two-year-olds. One mile

CloBed August 15, 1886, with 13 BntrieB.
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of whicb SS0 1o «"« second, $25 to
the third. Conditions in all respects the same aB No 8 One mile
and a sixteenth.

'

Fourth Bay, Saturday, November 5th.
No. 13. -PURSE $100. of which $50 to the second, $25 to the third-

for two-year-olds. Winners of two two-year-old races to carrv 5
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3 Poa?ds lstra - Horses that have not run better than
third allowed 6 pounds. Three-quarters of a mile
No. ll.-THE VESTAL STAKES, for three.year-old fillies. One mileand a quarter. Closed August 1, 1885, with 21 entries.
No. 15. -THE DEL RIO STAKES, for all ages. S100 each S5n tnr

fell, or $20 if declared out October 16th, 1x87. with $1,000 added- second
to receive $200; third to save stake. Horses that have not won a r,oe
this year of the value of $1,000 allowed 5 pounds. Non-winners Ihl!year allowed 15 pounds. Two mlleB.

"inners this
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of which $60 to-rhe second, $25 to third A freehandicap for all ages Weights announced tbe day before the race

Oni! mile
declarations due at « o'clock p. M. the same day!

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
These raceB will be run under the revised rules of this Association

adopted February 1. 1887. Owner, and Trainers will b TslmETwithcopleB on application to the Secretary.
sui'pueu witn

In all stakes starters must be named to the Secretary or through theentry box at the track on or before o'clock p. M. of the day beforethe race. No horse not so named will be allowed to start. (Rule U)Entrance fee for starters in purees. Non-starters can declare out at
6 o'clock p. M. of the day before the race by paying five percent of the

toTtart °,Rule
P22"°' *" """'*' ""' "° decIared <"'«™ °» required

All declarations void unless accompanied by the money
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Entries close with the Secretary on Saturday, October 1 1887

E. S. t UI.VER, Secretary. * «<*™KE, President.

313 Basil Street, 1". O. Box 1603. Sau Francisco.
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ELEVENTH ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

Monterey
itiRICllTlRAL ASSOCIATE

District Number 7-

Commencing at SALINAS CITY. Oct, 4th,
and ending Oct. 8th, 188 7

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Tuesday. Oct. 4th.

No. 1. TROTTING—Two-year-old Colt Stake of
lS87;$5o entrance ; ?ioo added by the Association; best 'l

in 3.

No. 2. RUNNING—Three-quarters of a mile and
repeat, for all horses owned in the District ; purse $160

Wednesday, Oct 5th.
No. 3. TROTTING—Purse $250; for the following

nam 3d horses, and such others as the society may
deem eligible in this class: Pedro, Charley G., lioi L.,
Allen I«., Lady Juhnson, Ataud H., Lady Simpson,
Jim Crow, Aliehael Davitt, Queen, Nig.. Mainbrino
Jr., Kagle, Dixie, Sorrel Tom, Lady Mack, Susie, John
Splann, Bill Don itban, Charlie V.
No. 4. TKOTTING-Dst Season- Race. Purse

$150, for all two-year-olds in the District; winner of
first and second money in colt sttkes barred; best 2

in 3.

Thursday, Oct. 6th.
No. c

. TROTTING—For all stallions owned in the
Old District; purse $200.
No. 0. TROTTING—Two-mile heats; best 2 in 3;

for all horses that have never beaten five minutes for
two miles; poise $250.
No. 7. RUNN1NU—One-half mile dash, for all two-

y ear olds owned in the Old District ; purse $100.

Friday. Oct. 7th.
No. S. PACING—Free for all; purse S200.
No. 9. TtlOTTiNG— For all three-year-olds and

onderownedin the District: purse $io>; hest2 in 3.

No. ID. NOVELTY RACJS—Running—One and
one-fourth miles; purse $150. 1st quarter $25; 2d quar-
ter $25; Ud quarter $25; 4th quarter $2-i; 5th quarter $50.

Saturday. Oct. 8ih.
No. 11. RUNNING—One mile and repeat; free for

all; purse $300.
No. 12. TROTTING—Free for all; purse $400.

BEMRKS AMI t ONDI i IONS.
All races are the best three in five (unless other-

wise specified), five to enter and three to start; but
the Board reserves the rigLttohold a less number th-in
five to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the puree. Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Purses divioed at the rate of
60 per cent, to first horse, 30 per cent, to second, 10 per
tent, to third, unless otherwise specified.
Entries to all races andstakes to close with the Sec-

retary at 9 o'clock p. m., September lEth, le$7. Mark
the envelope ".Entries to Races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
from March 1,1837, and in any District races notowned
within the District from June 15, 1&S7, and any entry
by any person of any horse so disqualified shall he
held liable for the entrance fee thus contracted, with-
out the right to compete.
Where tue words "Old District" are used in the fore-

going Speed Programme, it is meant thereby the
counties of Monterey,^ anta Cruz, San Benito and San
Luis Obispo.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. it. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Horses entered In races can only be withdrawn by

consent > f the judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one -quarter of
the entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning a race is entitled to first

money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only, A. horse wins
but one money under any other circumstance.
The attention of all parties interested is particu-

larly called to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-
ing to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races altern?tely, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
Races to begin at 1 o'clock p. ar. sharp.
Stalls, hav and straw free to competitors.

J. D. tAHK, President.
.T. .V KELKXT Secretary. lojyll

FOR SALE.

Golden Gate Fair.

BAY DISTRICT TIUCK,
Sept. 5th to lOtli, inclusive.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Monday, September 5th.

No. 1-—Trotting Purse $S00. 2:40 Class.
a.. W. Finck names g m Jennie McCarthy
J. W. Donathan names br m Maggl« E.
W. B. Bradbury names b g Old Nick
J. A. Goldsmith names b g Perihelion
Palo Alto Farm names b f Gertrude Russel
Ptflo Alto Farm names b g Howard
A. C. Davenport names br s Alio
L. J. Rose Jr. names b m Inez
No. 2—.Purse $1,030. 2:25 Class.

P. Farrel' names bs Marin
B. C. Holly names ch s Woodnut
L. B. Lindsey names b m Jane L.
San Mateo Stock Farm names b g Joe Arthurton

Tuesday, September 6th t

No. 3.-Running-THE ALAMEDA STAKES —
Forall ages. Three-quarters of mile.
Owen Bros, names gg Johnny Gray
J. C. Simpson names ore Rathbone
B. C Holly names ch f Fusilade's Last
Thos. Hazlitt names chgJoe ChamberlainW . L Pritchar i names „ s m Lizzie Dunbar
C. H. Eldred n*nies b. g Tom Atchison
Matt Storn names „ ch g wrover Cleveland
Jno. Wolfs kill names „ br m Edelweiss
M. F. Tarpey names chf Notidle
Thos. G. J . Jones names _ b g \ppUnse
Alex. Lewis names cb s Rajah
No- 4.—THE CALIFORNIA STAKE— For three-year-

olds. One mile and a quarter
Owen Bros, names h c Oro
F. P. Lowell names s c Jim Duffy
J. Cabrera ch c Robson
Caleb Dorsey names „ sc Cycloue
Caleb Dorsey names ..

Davis Bros, names. . ..

J. C. Simpson names...
B. <\ Holly names
Mat' Storn mimes
M. F. Tarpev i

s c Fred Archer
..b c Jack Brady
..br c Rathbone

ch f Ninena
b f Narcola
chf Notiiile

D. J. McCarthy names chf Adeline
Thos. G. Jones names b g Applause
Harry Whitiog names..- he Wallace
H. L.Samuels names chc fuhoe
No. 5.—TEE JUVENILE STAKES—For two-year-

olds. Three-quarters of a mile.
Owen Bros, names. ch t Serpolette
R. J. McCarthy names s t Susie
W. M. Murry names _ bf Orinda
"W. M. Murrynames sc Peregrine
W. M. Murry names br c Surinam
Thos. Fisher nameB b f Nancy F.
Jas. Garland names b f Snowdrop
C. Eldred names b f Alma E, (for. Trifksy)
J. B.Chase names chf KilJafe
J. B. Chase nam*>8 ch f Rosedule
Laurelwood stable names bf Carmen
Laurelwood Stable names b c Kyrle D.
No. 6.--FREE PURSE—S3C0. Mile Heats.

J. Cabrera names „ „ ch g Manzanita
Thos. Fisher names ch m Mary D.
Jas. Garland names ._ chc Klwood
C. H. Eldred names b f Moonlight
Liurelwood Stable names h m Patti

Wednesday, September 3th.
No. 7.—Trotting-Purse §800. 2:27 Class.

J. A.McClondnames b s Mt. Vernon
L. B. Lindsey names „ spt m Platina
J. A. Goldsmith names b m Lilly Stanley
Palo Alto Farm names b g Howard
Harry Whiting names... ...b m Tempest

The Imported Thoroughbred Stallion

OATCAKE.
Rich chestnut in color, 1PI hands high, foaled 1832.

Bred in England and Imported to Australia in
ntero, imported from thence to California this sum-
mer.

Pedigree
Sired by Wild Oats, dam Miss Emma, by Saun-

terer; second dam Dulcimer by Trumpeter; third

dam Teddingtooia byTeddington; fourth dam Glacis

by Venison or Bolero ; fifth dam Fortress by Defence,
etc.

Wild Oats by Wild Dayrell (Winner Derby 1855)

dam The Golden Horn, byHarkaway; second dam
(Buccaneer's dam) by little Red River; third dam
Eclat by Edmund; fourth dam Squib by Soothsayer,

etc.

Oatcake is a horse of great power and fine finish,

and from all points of view is one of the best types

of the thoroughbred ever brought to America. He
ran successfully in the colonies, winning the Squat-

ter's Handicap at A. J. C. Spring meeting last year;

one mile and a quarter, in 2:10}, bearing suchrecog-
niz.e performers as Folly, Ben Bolt (the Caulfield

Cup Winner), Dagobert, Cerise and Blue (Sydney Cup,
Winner,) Oakleigb, Palarenda, Friendship, Rapid,
Phaon and Ravensworth.
Wild Oats, his sire, was a performer of note

winner of the Prendergast Stakes at Newmarket and
other important events. He was the sire of a long
line of racers, among them Eton, Guy Manoering,
Hetty, Kinfarnus and Wild Moss, all winners in Eng-
land last year.
Wild Dayrell won the Derby in 1855, and the Gol-

den Horn, dam of Wild Oats, was a daughter of

Harkaway, the best race-horse of his day. He won
eight King's Plates, the Goodwood Cup twice, and
the Royal Whip. Up to the close of his four-year-old

year he bad won 21 races out or 28 starts, against the

best horses in the United Kingdom.
On the side of bis dam. Oatcake comes from the

royal line, and to horsemen these extended notes of

performances and produce are perhaps not necess-

ary. The pedigree shows snch names as Saunterer

Irish Birdcatcher, Sir Hercules, Trumpeter, Ted-
dingtou, Bay Middleton, Orlando, etc., and the value

of these lines will be recognized by all breeders and
raring men.
Oatcake is now at the Agricultural Park Track,

In Sacramento charge of M. M. Allen, and inspection

is invited. Tabulated pedigrees will be furnished

on application to the Bbeedeb and Spobisman Oflice,

where I may be addressed augG
3

P. B. BALDWIN.

H. Hitchcock.. b ra Luella
A. McDo well names ch in iiaid of Oaks
No. 8.—Trotting—Purse 550). Three-year-olds.

L. A. Richards .. b f Flora M.
Palo Alto Stock Farm names b f Ella
Palo Alto Farm names ,™. b f Maiden
Harry Whiting names b c John C. fShellv
L.J. Rose names .. hlk c Soudan
San Mateo Stock Farm names hlk c Sable Wilkes

Thursday; September 8th.
No. 9.—Purse 91,000. 2:2-3 Cliss.

B. C. Holly names ch s "Woodnut
J. W. Donithan names „ ch m Magdallah
B. W. Levins names „ ch m Daisv S.
Jno. E. Moore names b m Lottie" M.
J. A. Goldsmith names s m Mamie Comet
Palo Alto Farm names _ b c Reiford
H. Hitchcock names blk g Black Diamond
J. H. Kelly names _ br g Valentine
E. H. Miller names.. blk g Thapsin
L.J. Rose names b sStamboul
O. A. Hickok names _ ch g John R. Wise
No. 10.—Purse SoOO. Two-year-olds.

G. Valensin names *.. bike Memo
San Mateo Stock Farm names _..b g Grandee
A. J Fleming names „ b cKSovernor
Paftj) Alto Farm names _ b g Grace Lee
Palo Alto Farm names b c Lowell
Harry Whiting names _ Moses S.

Friday, September 9th.
No. 11. -Running—SELLING PUBSES300, of which

$50 to second. One mile and an eighth.

Jas. Garlandnames chcElwood
Thos. Hazlitt names b g Belshaw
Laurelwood Stable names ch f Laura Gardner
D. J. McCarty names h c Bolero
Ales. Lewis names .„ ch s Rajah
No. 12.—THE OAKLAND STAKES—For all ages-

One mile and a half.
Davis Bros, names b c Jack Brady
J. C. Simpson names _ br c Rathbone
W. L. Pritchnrdnumes ch m Lizzie Dunbar
C. H. Eldred names _ b f Moonlight
Matt Storn names „ bm Narcola
D. J. McCarthy names _ _ ch f Adeline
Laurelwood Stable names b m Patti
Harry Whiting names blk h John A.

No. 13.—THE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For two-
year-olds. Seven-eighths of ainile.

W. M. Murry names s c Peregrine
W. M. Murry names b c Surinam
Thos. Fisher names „ Fancy F.
B. C. Holly names ch f Fusilade's Last
Jas. Garlandnames ....bf Snowdrop
C. H. Eldred names bf Alma E. (for. Tricusv)
J. b. Cnase names ch g Kildafe
J. B. Chase names ch f Rosedale
Laurelwood Stablenames b f Carmen
Laurelwood Stable names b c Kyrle D.
H. L. Samuels names ; b c Ed. Mc'Ginnis
Owen Bros, names b f Corona
No. H.—FREE PUPSE, $400. For all ages. $50 to

second. Three-quarter mile heats.

Owen Bros, names gg Johnny Gray
J. Cabrera names _. ch g Manzanita
Thos. Fisher names _. ch f Belle W.
Thos. Fisheru amt-s.... ch m Mary D.
Jos. Garland names _ chc Elwood
Thos. Hazlitt names ch g Joe Ciiamberlain
E. H. Eldred names ch g Tom Atchison
Matt Storn names ch s Grover Cleveland
Jno. Wolfskill names br m Edelweiss
Thos. G. Jones names b c Applause
A. Harrison names „.s g Hello
B. C. Holly names _ chf Ninena
M. F. Tarpey names _ ch f Notidle

Saturday.—PACING— Free-For-All, Lee barred,

Same Day—Pacing. Named horses.

Monday, Extra Day. Great Stallion Trot and
Stanford Stakes—Three-year olds.

Life members tickets can be obtained on
application io the Secretary on and alter
.Monday, All- 29th.

20 per cent, additional will be added to published
premium list on stock and poultry.

JAMES ADAMS, President,
: JOS. I. dimond, Secretary.

Office 1 09 Front Street, S. F. STauga

rouRTH annual fair 8th Annual Fair
OP THE OF THE

THIRTEENTH DISTRICT ninth district

Agricultural Society, AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OF

Del Norte & Humboldt,
TO BE HELD OS

« ItL BE HELD AT

Marysville,Cal.
oonHEKcnee

Tuesday, August 30th
AND CONTINUING FIVE DAYS,

$2,000 in Premiums for Farming. Me-
chanical, Mercantile and Manufac-

turing ExJiibits.

$2,000 In Premium for Live-Stock

$4,000 In Premiums tor Speed
acd Walking Contests.

Special Premiums for Ladies' Equestrian
Tournament and other Amusements.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day—Tuesday. August 30th.

1. TROITINij—Two-ytw-old Class. Purse MoO.
Free to rIi hursee in the fhirteeutli District.
2. RUXISi.>'G—Half mile dash. Purse #100. Free

for all norses in the Third. Thirteenth and Seveuteeth
Districts

3. TRuTTIXG—Three-minute Class. Parse $200.
Free for all.

Second Day—Wednesday, August 31st.
4. TROTTns"G—2:35 Class. Purse 3300. Free for all
5. TROTTING—Four-minute Class. Free for all to

as they please. Purse, $6U. The horse nearest to four
minutes to win the heat. First horse £20, second 310,
third So. fourth 35, fifth 35, sixth 35.

6. RUNXING-Half mile and repeat. Purse, 3200.
Free for all.

7. RUNNING—Three-fourths of a mile and repeat.
Purse 3260. Free for all.

Third Day—Thursday, September 1st
8. TROTTING-2: 27 Class. Purse 3400. Free for all.

9. WALKING—Best walking team. 330; best walk-
ing stallion 330; second best of either 3-0. One mile.
Purse 3100. For horses owned in this district.

10. PACING—Purse 3400. Free for all.

Fourth Day—Friday, September 2d.

11. TROTTING—2 .-45 Class. Purse 3200. Free for
all.

12. RUNNING—Two mile dash. Purse $300. Free
for all.

LADIES RIDING—Free to all in the District. No
entrance fee. Several elegant premiums have been
contributed for the occasion, and will he given, includ-
ing one cash premium, ?20, by the Society.

13. RUNNING—One mile dash. Purse 32CO. Free
forall.

i ifth Day—Saturday. September 4th.
14. TROTTING—2:30 Class. Purse $400. Free forall

15. PACING—2:30 Class. Puxse330O.

CONDITIONS AND REMARKS.
National Trot'ing Association rules to govern all

trotting races. All trotting and pacing races are the
best three in five, unless otherwise specified.
Rules of the State A^Tlcultural Society to govern all

all running. Four to eater and three to start ; but the
Board reserves the rightto hold a less number than
four to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten per cent, on
purse, to accompany nomination. Trotting, pacing
and running premiums divided at the rate of fifty per
cent, for the first horse, twenty-five percent, to the
second, fifteen per cent, to the third, and ten per cent,
to the fourth.
All horses" entered for trotting, pacing or running

races, for which entrance has been paid and who go in
the race designated and fai to win any part of the
purse, will have their entrance money returned to
them after decision by Judges.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race, if deemed necessary. For awalk-over a horse
is only entitled to its entrance fee and one-half of the
entrance retained by the Society from the other
entries for said race, and to no added money. A horse
winning a race entitled to first money only, except
when distancing the field, then to first aha fourth
moneys.
Non-starters must he declared out the dav previous

to the race they are engaged in by 8 o'clock p. m. , or
they shall he required to start or forfeit the eutranee
money.
All purses or premiums paid as soon as a decision is

rendered.
Entries to the races, except No. 5 and No. 9, will

close with the Secretary, August 10, 1886.

Races commence each day at l o'clock p. sr. sharp.
The Society furnish hay and straw free to competi-

tors.
OSPNo season tickets will be issued, and persons

contesting for a purse or premiums offered by the
Society will be required to pay regulai admission fee
Admission to Fair grounds 3.50; children under ]2

years, 25 cents. To the Pavilion, 25 cents; children
under 12 years 15 cents.

D. E. KMtiHT, President,
T. J. SHERWOOD. Secretary.
flSTPostoffl<w Address, Marysville, Cal.'^a

Clement Dixon,
ALE VAULTS.

No. 8 Summer St., near California Market.

The only place in the City where sporting gentle-
men can (tee the English

Daily Sporting Chronicle. ISsept.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

Toe most popular school on the Coast.

P. HXALD President. 0. 8. HALE I. Seo'y.

September 27, 28, 29
and 30, '87,

Rohnerville,
Humboldt Co., Cal,

Ninth District Board of Agriculture for 1887- G
C. Barber and R. J. Bugbee, Ferndale; S F Pine'Eureka; J. D. BarDe^, Hydtsvilie; C. L. Thompson*Camp Grant; Alexander ilasson and B H Me Veil
Rohnerville ; H. C- Rawson, Del Norte County

Officers of the Board: G. C. Barber, rernuale
President; S. H. Crabtree, Rohnerville, Secretary*
Maurice Levinger, Rohnerville, Treasurer.

SPEED PROGRAMME.

9th District Agricultural Speed
Programme.

First Day—Tuesday, Sept. 27th, 188?
atl.3UP.-lf.

No 1. -Running. Purse of ^0. Free for allsaddle horses haying no record under 53 seconds
catch we-ghts. half mile and repeat. Horses entered
for other than saddle races barred. First purse 320-
second Slu.

'

No 2.—Trotting, at 3 p. m. Humboldt State. For
colts of 18tin bred in the district; $75 added; S20 en-
trance, one-half of which being already deposited
the remaining 510 to be paid at the time of makio^
entries for the other races. W. H. £ smith agrees
to add t50 The whole sum to be divided as follows
sixty, thirty, and ten per cent. One mile dash.

'

Second Day, Wednesday, Sept. 28th 188J-
at IO A.M., Parade of Stock.

No. 3.—Trotting. At 1:30 p. m. Purse of $150
Three minute class. Mile heats two in three,
(Patchen barred). First S100; second ?5j
No. 4. -Trotting. At 2.30 p. M.-Purse of ?I25 for

two-year-olds. Mile heats two in three. First «85-
second 40.

v '

,
2fo-5--B"nnlnS. At 3 p. m. Purse of 5150. Free

for all. Three-quarter Mile and repeat First
$100; second g50.

Third D»y. Thursday. Sept 29th
at JO A.M.

t
N
?\!L

—TrottiD S- Ptirseof$175. 2:45 class." Mile
heats two in three. First $iw, second $55
No. 7.—Trotline. At 1:30 p. m. Purse of £125. For

three-year-olds. Mile heats two in three. First B85-second $40. •

No. 8-RuPDins. At 2:30 p. m. Pur^e of 81C0.Half-mile and repeat. First $70; second S30.
Fourth Day, Friday, Sept. 30tb, at 9;3oA. M. Parade ol'Stock and award-

iu<j of Premiums.
Ladies' Equestrianship at 11 a.m. First $15- oec-ond $10; third $5.

No. 9.-Running. At 1:30 p. at. Purse of £150.
Free for all. One and one-quarter mile dash. First
S100 ; second $50.
No. 10.—Trotting. At 2:30 p.m. Purse of 5300

Free for all. Mile heats, three in five. First S200-
sccondglOO.
No. 11.—Running. At 3 p. at. Purse of $150. Free

for all. Half-mile and repeat. First 3100 ; second
550.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

These races are ope»i to any horse owned in the
Ninth District, composed of the counties of Del
Norte and Humboldt, by a bona fide resident of the
district on the first day of June, 1887, except free for
all.

In all races three or more to enter and two or more
tostart Any horse distancing the field receives the
entire purse.
Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to accompany

the entrance. r J

All entries in these races must be made with the
secretary on the evening previous to the first day
of the Fair. The horses named and entered
In the name of the owner, who must be a member
of the Association, and the entrance fee paid in fnll
The trotting race will be conducted under the

rules of the National Trotting Association, bat the
Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats and
running race3 under the rules of Pacific Blood Horse
Association, edition of 1887.

All horses entered for the races will be under the
control of the judges from the moment they are
brought on the track.
If from any cause there Should not be a sufficient

amount of money received from all sources, includ-
ing appropriation from the State, to pay all purees
and prem<ums in full, after paying the expenses
of the fair or exhibition, the same will be paid pro
rata. *^ ^
Neither the Association, the Directors nor officers

in any event to be liable for any purse or premium
beyond such pro rata amount. augl3tf

rsend for Circular,

FOR SALE.
The Handsome Thoroughbred Stal-

lion.

Billy Ayras.
Sire Shannon, dam Lady Clare.
Billy Ayres is a bright bay, six years old, and so

well and favorably known as a race-horse that
further description Is unnecessary. Apply to

W- M. MURRY,
J15 Twenty-Third St.,

Or at Ihe Race Track, Sacramento.
20aue4

GOOD AGENTS WANTED.
LtdJeBartd Gentlemen to canvass for Si

ti 2,500 different Newspapers and ilui
P.*y. Send for 100 page Catalog* it-. Ail

JOHN R. K
3sept2 Box 83, Cantor
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Sept 3

Notice for Entries.

Bay District

Association.

A"otic*; for Entries for Fall Meeting com-
mencing October 1, 1889.

$7,500 in Purses, $7,500
Saturday. Oct. 1st Purse $600,9:20 Class.
Tuesday. Oct 4tli, Purse $500, 3:OU Class.
Thursday. Oct. fit h. Purse S500, 2:40 < lass.
Saturday. Oct. 8tti, PurseSoOO, 2:25Class.
Tuesday,Oct. tith. Purse $500, 2:35 Class.
Thursday, Oct. 13th Purse soOO, 2:2 7

Class.
Snturday,Oct.l5tli, Purse $600, 2:23 Class.
Tuesday, Oct. i Hth, Purse $500. 2:30 Class.
TUursday, Oct. 20th, Purse$500. Free lor

all pacers. 5". C. Lee barred.
Saturday, Oct. 2*£d, Purse S7 50. 2:1? Class
Tuesday, Oct. 25tlk, Purse S500. 2:26 Class.
Thursday, Oct. 2?th, Purse $500, 2:24

Class.
Saturday, Oct. 29th. Purse $1 ,000. Free

tor all trotters and pacers.

All trotting and pacing contests to be best three in
five; five or more to enter, three or more to start.

But the Association reserves the right to hold a less

number than five to fill by a withdrawal of a propor-
tionate amount of the purse. The Association also
reserves the right tn change the date set for any
class during the meeting by giving timely notice of
the same to persons interested.
Entrance fee 10 per cent., to accompany the entry.

Purses divided into 50, 25, 16 and 10 percent., to first,

second, third and fourth horse respectively.
Entries to close with the Secretary, Saturday, Sept.

10, 18i7.
W. H. HINCHMAN, Sec'y.

aep3 1435 California Street, S. F.

Important Sale

TrottingStock

S.B. WHITEHEAD & Co

AUCTIONEERS,

Will sell by Public Auction

ON

Wednesday, Sept. 7th, 1887,

BAY DISTRICT TRACK.
Between the heats of 2:20 class at the races

of the Golden Gate Fair Association, the fol-

lowing well-bred trotting stock, from the ranch
of Messrs. McDonald Bros., San Migael, San
LniB Obispo County:

No. 1. GIPSY, bay mare, sire A. T.Stewart,
dam by a son of Belmont. Gypsy is a hand-
some mare of good trotting action, and will

prove a valuable brood-mare.

No. 2. SOREELL JIM, ch stallion, sire

Altoona, he by Almont, dam by a son of Bel-

mont. Sorrell Jim is rive years old and a very
stylish horse.

No. 3. KEPPOCH, ch stallion, four years
old. Sire Altoona, dam Lady Stewart by A.
T. Stewart, he by Mambrino Patchen. Kep-
poch has a fine natural gait, and with very
little work shows great speed.
The stock can be seen at the Bay District

Track now.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.,
Livestock Auctioneers,

27aug2 20 LledeHdorff St., San Francisco.

Auction Sale
-OF-

Well-Bred Brood-Mares,
AT IS M., AT

Bay DistrictTrack,
ON

Thursday, Sept 8, lo87.

By direction of Mr. C. Griffin, Danville, Contra Coat*
County, we will sell the following trotting bred

mares

:

SUSY, bay mare, 8 years, by Whipple's Hamblelon-
ian, dam by Old Union, known as the Star Horse; 2d
dam Grey Eagle stock. Stinted to Cresco by Strath-
more, sire of Santa Claus.

NANCY, grey mare, 4 years, by John, he by Pinol8
Patchen, dam Kate by Geo. Moore; '2d dam by Ne-
vada St. Lawrence. Good mare for road use. Stinted
to Steinway.

MAGGIE, sorrel mare, 7 years, by Cardinal, dam
Jane by Emigrant; 2d dam Morgan Bay, a well*
known coach horse. Stinted to Conductor.

MOLLIE, bay mare, 8 years. Said to be Belmont
and Hambletonian stock. Stinted to Creeco.
All the above mares are believed to be with foal.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers.

AUCTION
OF

Hoistein-Friesian
BULLS,

HEIFERS
AND

CALVES.
Owing to the Sale to the Hon. Leland

Stanford of the land used as a Stock Ranch,
we have received orders from Mr. Frank H.
Burke, of Menlo Park, to

Sell Without Reserve,

All the Balls, Heifers and Calves. These ani-

mals are all Thoroughbred and registered, and
are all from choice prize-winners of deep
milk and butter strains. These animals are

of choice families, as the Aaggie's (the most
celebrated in the world); the Netherlands (a

great hotter tribe); the Menlo (the greatest

Holstein Show Cow in the world); the Jacob
(the only imported son of Mercedes, the bolder

of the milk record of the world); Twisk (holder

of the butter record of the United States).

At the Bame time, and for same account,

will be offered

A Number of Grade Calves,

Sired by some of the choicest bulls to be found
in the East.

E^fCatalogues can be obtained after Sep-
tember 3d from KILLIP & CO., 22 Montgom-
ery St., San Francisco, or F. H. BURKE, 401

Montgomery St., San Francisco.

SALE
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 21, 1887,

During State Pair 'and on the
Grounds
AT 11 A. M. AT

SACRAMENTO.

KILLIP & CO.,
Auctioneers.

2aept3

To Owners and Trainers

of Racing Stables.
I hereby warn all borBemen not to employ MOR-

RIS BRENNAN or WILLIAM fiENNALLY. now under
contract to me, as they have left my employ without
giving me notice.
The racing rnleB will be Btrictly enforced in the

case of above persons.

JOHN MA.CKET,
20aug4 Superintendent Raneho Del Paso.

FREE
TO EVERY READER

of

This Advertisement.
1,000 of these watches (riven absolutely free to in-
troduce THE HOUKKHOUX/uAlPAN ION. We will
also send The Household Companion six
months free to 1,000 persons who will answer this

advertisement, and Bend us
the address of 20 newspaper
rentiers, representing 20 dif-
ferent families, within GO days.

Companion, of New York, is

acomplrto family paper
In its fullest sense: cacb issue

profusely nnd beautifully il-

lustrated, containing several
complete and serial stories ot

fascinating interest, and arlcn

variety of fnnny sketches, anecdotes, news, condensed
notes on fashion, art. Industries, literature, &c, and
stands conspicuous among the tllust rated Metropolitan
journals of the country. Send 13 cts. In silver or

gtamps to help pay postniie.pftcklnK, &o. Address House*
bold Companion. 237 Broadway. New York. |

EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR
OF

THE SIXTH DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
AT

Los Angeles,
Best Fair in the State,

Not excepting Sacramento.

170 Entries in the Races.
Including fasteBt horses in the world.

Fruit, Agriculture and Horticul-
tural Display at

THE PAVILION.
Fifth and Olive Streets.

DON'T FORGET" THE DATE.

Oct. 10,11, IMS, 14 and 15.

SEND FOB PREMIUM LIST.
J. W. KOKI\so:«. President.

E. A. DeCAMP, Secretary—Box 210. S7augt

TWENTY-SECOND.

Industural Exhibition
AND

MECHAMICS' FAIR.
SAN FRANCISCO, 188}.

Opens Sept. 1, Closes October 8,

m
An Orchestra of 50 Celebrated Soloists and MubI-

clane, under the leadership of the celebrated Trom
bone VircuoBO, Fred N. InneB, will perform each
afternoon and evening.
The Immense Art GallerleB will be filled with choice

works of Painting and Sculpture; the Machinery
Hall and the Agricultural Machinery and Implement-
Department will contain the beet and latest inven-
tions in mechanic art.

Prices of Admission—Double Season Ticket, $5;
Single season Ticket, 53; Adult's Single Admission,
60 cents; Children's Single Admission, 25 cents.
Season TicketBto members of the Institute at half

price.
P. B. CORNWAIX, President.

A. IV. STARBIKD. Secretary. septs

KILLIP & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS,

S9 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO BAIZES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In A1J Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Geeen, Hon. J. D. Carr,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. Sakgknt.KoQ., Hon. John Rosea
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Robe, Hon. A. Waleath,
Lob Angeles. Nevada.
J. B. Hagoin, Esq., San Francisco

Represented at Sacramento bv Edwin F. Smith,
Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At San Jose by Messrs. Montgomery & Ben, Real

EBtate Agents.
Being tne oldest established firm In the live-stock

business on this Coast, and having conducted the
Important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-
ties for dlBposingof live stock of every description
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-
fiondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
nence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give full publicity to animate placed with us for sale.
Private purchases and Bales of live stock of all
descriptions will be made on commission, and Btock
shipped with the utmost care. PurchaseB and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KIIXIP A CO.. 22 Montgomery Street,
am j

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of
Ontario Veterinary Col-
lege, Toronto, Canada,

S3T Castration a Special-
ty. Advice by mall $9 00.

Veterinary Infirmary, 371 Natoma St.
Residence, 966 Howard Ht., San Francisco.

tmaltg

KENNEL.

FOB SALE.
Some fine-bred Irish Water Spaniel puppies

out of imported stock; over three monthtjold.

Address J. N-,
27aug4 P. O, Box 2060., S. F.

Hunting Dogs.
Hunting Dogs taken to handle on game, the com-

ing season.

B. LE^VESLEY,
auglStl G1LKOY.

GLOVER'S ALBUM.
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PEICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

DOG MEDICINES.
Mange Cure. - 50". Distemper Cure, St.OO
Blood Purifier, 50c. Vermlluge, - - 50c,
Canker Wash, 5Uc. Eye Lotion, - 5Uc.
Diarrhoea cure, 50c. Cure for Fits, - 50c
Tonic, - - 50c Liniment, - 50c.
Eennel and Stable Soap, best dog soap known, price

26c.

These remedies are sold by druggists and dealers
n sportsmen's goods.

ALL DOG DISEASES TREATED
H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian to the Westminster Kennel Club, New
Jersey Kennel Club, Rhode Island Kennel Club,
Hartford Kennel Club, Hcmstead Farm Company, etc
I8jul2 HO» Krondwav. Npw Vnrlc.

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and all

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc

for illustration purposes, furnished.
H. BOYD, Artist.

Pooff IK Post Street

FOR SALE.
Thoroughbred Irish Red Setters

By Mike T.—Lady Elcho T., both First prizewinners
on the bench, beside winning several specials. Cham,
plons Elcho, Rose, Noreen, Garryowen, PalmerBton,
all famous winners, appear in the pedigrees of the dogs
offered. Breeding ana health guaranteed.

ii.iiio ki:.v\i:i.s,
6agtf 2 1 2 Eleventh Street, S. F.

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector,
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec., 1884. Champion Beauchief,

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1886. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N. T.

Setters for Sale.
English setter puppies of the most approved

Llewellin breeding. By Harold (Qath—Oem) ex
Janet (Count Noble—Dashing Novice), lu blood they
have no superiors.

CAJ.ll'OKMA KCWKIS,
(HOST A WATSON,)

27aug4 614 1 Street, Sacramento, cal.

DO YOU WANT A DOS
P*T i5 DOC BUYERS' GUIDE. L

Colored platea, IOO engrnYiogal)
of different broods, prices they are I
worth, and where to buy them,

fj

Mailed for 15 Cents. •
ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

f,

837 S. Eighth St. Philadelphia, Pa. |
9apr

AMERICAN
KENNEL CLUB

STUP-BOOK.
Blanks for registering in the official stnd

book will be mailed on application.
Entries will close lor part Three on Septem-

ber 30, 18S7. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway.

*b New York.
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FALL RACES
OF THE

EurekaJockeyClub
AT

EUREKA,
HUMBOLDT COUNTY, OAL.,

Nov.2d,24,25,26,1887.
FIBST DAT.

1 Purse S290.—Running Novelty Race. Free-for-all,
dash of one mile. 93-i at first quarter, WO at the half. $50
at the tbree-qnaTter and 375 ut the mile. All paid-up
entries over five to be added, and equally divided
between each winner

2. Purse $2-50.— Trotting. Free for all horses that
have not beaten 2:36 up to Sept. lBt, 1887. (Cadmus
an i Bonner eligible to start.) First horse J15 >, second
$75, third $25.

SECOND DAT.
3. MERCHANTS' PURSR, $.100. Free-for-all, for

all aees. Three-quarters of a iniie and repeat. First
hoise 3200, second horse J7Q, third horse S3U.

4. Trotting—Three-minute class. Purse $150 for
horses owned in Humboldt County prior to Sept. 1st,

1887. (Patchen barred.) First horse $35, eecond horse
WO, third horse to save entrance.

1HIKI) DAY.
5. HOTEL PURSE-$I00. Free for all, for all ages.

One mile and repeat. First horse 325), second horse
$li n, third horse $50.
6 EUREKA TWO- YEAR -OLD TROTTING

STAKE— Mile and repeat. $10 entrance; half forfeit,

$100 added; second horse to receive $25, third to save
stake. Entries to this race to close with the Secre-
tary Sept. 17, 1887.

FOURTH DAY.
7. PurBe $100. For all ages. Running dash uf 600

yards. First horse $75, second horse J-'5.

8. Puree $150. For all ageB. Half mile and repeat.
PirBt horse $li5, second horse $25.

9. Purse $400. Trotting. Free for all. First horse
$250, second horse $100, third horse $50.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting races are best three in five, except the

two-vear-old, unless otherwise specified; five to enter
and three to start. But the Board reserves the right to
hold a 1 ess number than five to fill by tbe withdrawal
of a proportionate amount ofthe purse. Entrancefee
in parse races ten per cent.
In all trotting races the rules of the American Trot-

ting Association, and all running races the rules of the
Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association to gnvera. but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day 'a

racing.
In all entries not declared out by 6 P. m. of the day

preceding the race, shall be required to start.
No added money paid for a walk-over In all races

noted above, rive or more paid-up entries required to
fill and three or more horses to start.
Racing colors to he named in entries. In trotting

races drivers will be required to wear caps of distinct
colors, which must be named in entries.
Entries to all the above races, except the two-year-

old trot, to close with Secretary, Wednesday, Nov. 16,

1887.
One-half the entrance money must be paid at the

time of making entries and the other half at 6 p. m . the
night preceding tbe race.
Entry blanks will be furnished upon application to

the Secretary.
DAN'L MURPHY, President,

II. COHN, Secretary. septa

THREE DAYS RACING
Under the auspices of the

WILLOWS
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

October 19, 550,21, 1887,

WILLOWS.
AGRICULTURAL PARK,

WIIXOWS. COLUSA COUNTY, CAU.

First Day-Wednesday. October 19, 188 7.

No. l. Trotting—8300. Three-minute class. Free for
all.

No. 2. Trottingand Pacing—$200. Free fo^all horses
owned in Colusa County August 1st, 1887. Almont
Patchen, Tilton Almont and Daisy S. barred.
No. 3. ftmining—$150. Free for all. Three-fourths

of a mile.

Second Day—Thursday, October 20, 188?.
No. 4. Pacing—$3C0. Free for all.

No. 5. Trotting—5300. 2:10class. Free for all.

No. 6. Running -$WG. Free for all. One-half mile
and repeat.

Third Day—Friday, October 21. 1887.
No. 7. Running—$200. Free for all. One and one-

fourth miles.
No. 8. Trotting—9400. Free for all.

No. 9. Trotting—?60. Nearest to four minutes -

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
National Trotting Association Rules to govern aU

trotting and pacing races. Entrance fee of 10 per
cent, of purse to accompany nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races the purse Is to be

divided Into three moneys: six-tenths, three-tenths
and one-tenth.
The Rules of the State Agricultural Society to gov-

ern all running races.
In all the above races, five or more paid-up entries

required to till, and three or more houses to start, but
the Board reserves the right to hold the entries and
Btart the race with a less number and deduct a propor-
tionate amount of the purse or stake

.

The Board reserves the right to trotor run heatB of
any two races, alternately, or to call a special r*ce
between heats ; also to change the day.and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over a horse is only entitled to lto own

entrance fee and one-half of the entrance received
from the other entries of said race. A horse winning
a race is entitled to first money only, except when dis-

tancing the field, then to firstand third moneys.
Non-starters inuBt be declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in, before 6 o'clock p. u.,
or be required to start.
All entries for a race to close with the Secretary or

President, at Willows, October 1st, 1887, at 10 o'clock,
P.M.
The Board of Directors will have charge of the track

and grounds during the week of races, and will see
thtfc the rules are strictly enforced, and purses and
stakes will be paid wheo th« Judges have rendered
their decision before leaving the stand.
RaceB to start 1pm. sharp.

D. B. SUTTON, President.
J. F. SEBSANOUS, Secretary, a»eptr

Nevada State Fair
OF 18B7 WILL BE HELD

AT RENO,
Commencing September 21st and Ending

October 1st.

35 EACES, TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS
LIBERAL I'KKHilMS

Live Stock Department and Exhibits in Pavilion.

Indian Pony Races! Baloon Ascensions! Bicycle

Races! Stock Parades!

LADIES' TOURNAMENT.
Friday, September 23, Wednesday, September 28 and

September 20, Friday,

THE PRESIDENT'S GOLD MEDAL.
President Powning offers a Special Premium, a

GOLD MEDAL, value 5100, for the best
Exhibit in Any Department

.

Trials ot Speed to be Conducted under the
auspices oi" ilie Directors ot tlie State Agri-
cultural Society.
The State Agricultural Society was established in

accordance with an act of the Legislature of the State
of Nevada, entitled "An Act to provide for the man-
agement and control ofthe State Agricultural Society
of the State," approved March 7, 18&5.

MEMBERS OF THE 6TATE BOABD OF AGRICULTURE
L. J. FLINT, of Washoe County; B. F. LEETE, of

Washoe County; P. H. MTJLOAHY, of Washoe
County; AL. WHITE, of Washoe County; JOHN
SWEENY, of Ormsby County; T. B. RICKEY, of
Douglas County; C. C. P0WKIK6, of Washoe
County; ALVABO EVANS, of Washoe County;
THEO. WINTERS, of Washoe County; F. DANG-
BERG, of Douglas County; W. S. BAILEY, of
Churchill County; JOS. AIARZEN, of Humboldt
County.

PROGRAMME.
first i>aj -Wednesday, September 31st.
No. 1.-INTRODUCTORY—Three-quarter dash, for

District horses; $100 added; entrance $20; declaration
85, on or before September 1st
No. 2.—RUNNING—Five-eighths mile daBh. Dis-

trict horses; two-year-olds; $100 added; entrance 520;
declaration $5, on or before September 1st.
Nob. 3, 4 and 5 will be made and announced on Sat-

urday, Sept. 17th.

Second Day—Thursday, September Md.
No. 6.—TROTTING—2:50 class for District horBeB;

three in five, purse ?300; first nurse 8150; Becond horse
*100; third horse 850.
No. 7.—TROTTING—Mile heats, three in five; free

for all; purse 8600; 8300 to first horse; 8200 to second
horse ; $100 to third horse.

'I'll i rd Day—Friday, September 1B3d.

No. 8. — RUNNING—Selling purse for District
horses; dash of a mile; 8150 added; 825 entrance, half
forfeit; $o declaration, on or before September 1st,
Horses to be Bold for 81.000 to carry entitled weight-
Two pounds allowed for each 8100 under the? 1,000.
No. 9.—RUNNING—Half-mile dash; entrance free;

purse 8100.
Three other races for this day will be announced

on Thursday, September 23d.

Fourth Day—Saturday, September 24th.
No. 13 —TROTTING—Mile and repeat; free for all

three-yeai-oldB and under in the District; purse 8300;
first horse 5150; second horse 5100; third horse ?50
No. 14.—PACING—Mile heats, three in five ; free for

all; purse 8600; first horse 8300; second horse 8200*
third horseSlOO.

Fifth. Day—Monday, September 26th.
No. 15.—HANDICAP—Mile and a half dash; $300

added; 850 entrance; half forfeit; 310 declaration, on
or before September loth. Weights to be announced
Sept. 1st.

No. 16.—SELLING PURSE—Closes the same time
as stakes; one mile and a quarter dash; 8200 added.
Tbree other races for this day will be made Septem-

ber 24th.

Sixth Day—Tuesday, September 97th.
No. 20.—TROTTING.—Three-minute class for Dis-

trict horses; purse 8300; first horse 8150; second
horse $100: third horse 850.

No. 21.—TROTTING.—Mile heats, three in five; free
for all; purse$SQ0; first horse 8400; second horse 8250;
third horse 8150.

SeventhDay—Wednesday, September 98th.
No. 22.—RUNNING—Three-quarter mile dash ; two

year-olds; 3150 added; 825 entrance; half forfeit; five
or more to enter.
No. 23.—RUNNING—Mile and three-eighths; three-

year-olds; 8200 added; 850 entrance; halt forfeit; 810
declaration, on or before September 1st; three or
more to start.

No. 24.—RUNNING—Purse 8t00; dashof two miles;
ten per cent, entrance; me or mire to enter; three or
more to start.
Two other races for this day will be made Septem-

ber 27th.

Eighth Day—Thursday, September 99th.
No. 27.—PACING—Mile heats, three in five; free

for all; purse 3600; first horse 8300; second horse 8200;
third horse 3100.

No. 23.—TROTTING—Mile heats; three in five;
free for DiBtrict horses; purse 8600; first horse 3300;
econd rrse £200; third horse 8100.

Ninth Day- Friday. September 30th.
No. 29.—RUNNING—Mile dash for two-year-olds;

8200 added; entrance 820; declaration $5; on or before
September 1st.

No. 30.—RUNNING—Mile and five-eighths dash for
three-year-olds; 8300 added; 350 entrance; half for-
feit; 810 declaration, on or before September 1st;
three or more to start.
Three other races for this day will be made up Sep-

tember 28th.

Tenth Day—Saturday, October 1st,
No. 34.—2:35 Class; mile heats, three in five; free for

all; purse 38"0; first horse 8500; second horse 8200;
third horse 8100.
No. 35.-2:25 Class: mile heats; three in five; free

for all; purse 81,000; first horse $500; second horse $300;
third horse 8200.

REMARKS A5D CONDITIONS.
Nominations to stakes must he made to the Secre-

tary on or before the first day of August, 1887. En-
tries for the purses must be made: For Monday's
races on the Saturday preceding; for "Wednesday's
races, on Monday, and for Friday's races, on Wednes-
day, atthe regulartime for closing entries as desig-
nated by the rules. Those who have nominated in
stakes must name to the Secretary, in writing, which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p. m.
Horses entered in purses can only be drawn by con-
sent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific CoaBt Rlood Horse Associa-

tion will govern running raceB,
All jhorses entered for State purses must be owned

and kept in Nevada and California east of the Sierra
Nevadaa for six months prior to day of race.
Entries to all trotting races will close September

1st with the Secretary.
Five or more to enter and three or more to start in

all for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to govern trot-

ting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association
rules to govern running races, except as above.
All trotting and pacing raceB are tbe best three in

five, unless otherwise specified; five to enter and
three to Btart. But tbe Board reserves the right to
hold a less number than five to fill, by the withnrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance
fee ten per cent, on purse, to accomany nomina-
tion.
National Trotting Association RuleB to govern trot-

ting but the Board reserves the right to trot heats
of any two classes alternately, if necessary to finish
any day's racing, or to trot a special race between
heats. A horse making a walk-over shall be entitled
only to the entrance money paid in. When less than
the required number of Btarters appear they may
contest for the entrance money, to be divided as fol.
owa; &% to the first and 33M to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

uoieefl accompanied by tbe money.

PleaBe observe that, in the above stakes, declara
I

tions are permitted for a small forfeit.
In all raceB, entries not declared out by 6 p. M. ofthe

day precedlDgthe race shall be required to start-
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Each day's raceB will commence promptly at one

o'clock P. M.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stoddard, Sec.

retarv of the Society.

EQUESTRIANISM.
Ladles' Grand Tournament for the most accom-

plished and graceful lady riders, Friday, Sept. 23,
Wednesday, Sept. 28. and Friday, Sept. 30, at 10 o'clock
A. M.
The Society offers four premiums, valued respect-

ively at 3100, 370, 840 and 320.
The lady who is adjudged first shall have her choice

of all premiums offered. The second lady shall have
Becond choice, and bo on.
All ladies must ride with Baddies.
It is expected that other special premiums will be

added to this list by private contribution. No one but
ladieB of the highest respectability will be allowed to
compete for prizeB.

Lailies wishing to compete for prizes will please
send name to Secretary, indorsed by two members of
the Society.

INDIAN POXY RACES.
On Thursday, Sept. 22d, Monday, Sept 2fith, and

Thursday, Sept. 29tb, the novelty of an Indian pony
race will be provided, and the amusing sight of
twenty or thirty noble red men of the forest, mounted
on the wildest and most unmanageable cayuses imag-
inable, galloping around the track at break-neck
speert, will, as they say at the circus, be alone worth
the price of admission.

CLYDESDALE Ml.TtAl.S.

The American Clydesdale Association will give a
valuable medal, of suitable design, for the best re-
corded Clydesdale stallion, and a similar medal for the
best recorded Clvdesdale mare bred in Nevada and
exhibited at the State Fair of 1887.

BALLOON ASCENSIONS.
Arrangements have been made for a series of bal-

loon ascensions during the Fair, alike novel and excit-
ing. Ascensions will be made daily from the race
track.

BICYCLE RACES.
Two or three bicycle races will take place between

the fastest wheelmen in the State, and ten contests
are counted upon.

C. C. POWNING, President,
C. H. STODDARD, Secretary,
C. T. BENDER, Treasurer.

Stockton Fair.
BEGINNING

September 27, and Con-

tinuing five days.

$15,000.
IN PURSES OFFERED.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Entrance fee 10 per cent of all purses to accom-

pany nominations.
Inall races four moneys, viz: 50,25. 15 and 10 per

cent.

Tuesday. September fcj, 1887.
I. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Two.year-old stake,

865 each, 3150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 8

entries). One mile.
2. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Free for all, 8100. Mile

and repeat.
3. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 3:00 Class

$1,000.

4. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Free for all. 8800.

Wednesday, September ZS. 1887.
5. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Free for alL

Race hereafter to be namedfor the winner. 8100. One
mile.

TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:24 Class, 81 .000.

7 TROTTING—DISTRICT. Three-year-old stake

;

$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February 1st with 9

entries).
8 TROTTING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake $B5

each. $150 added; best 2 in 5. (Closed February 1st,

with 8 entries).

Thursday, September 29, 1887.
9. RUNNTNG—PACIFIC COAST. $500. Mile and

repeat,
ft. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:35 Class,

11.
' TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:18 Class

$1,000.

12. PACING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 Class, $500.

Friday. September 30, 1887.
13 RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Handicap

!

weights named 10 days before race; 8100. One mile and
re
i?
ea
RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Novelty race:

2 miles- 81,000; first half mile, 8150; first mile, $225,

first mile and a half, $275; first to finish $350. All

paid up entries over seven to be added, equally uivided

fi

V5T
e
TBOTriKG-PACIFIC COAST. Free or all.

''ie
00

' TROTTING— PACIFIC COAST. Tbree-year-

old stake. 865 each. $250 added. (Closeu February 1st,

W
1L 'TROTTING -PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 Class.

$1,000.

Saturday, October 1st, 1887.

18 RUNNING—.DISTRICT. Three-year-old Btakd,

$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February iBt, with 5

e
1?

e
TROTTING -PACIFIC COAST. 2:22 Class

"a^TBOTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Two-year-old

stake. $65 each. $250 added. (Closed February 1st,

W
2K ^ACING-PACIFIC COAST. Free-for-all. $700.

CONDITIONS.
All races best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified.

The Stockton track is one of tbe fastest in the world,

Stahles. hay and straw free to competitors.

Entries close August 1st, 1887. with the Secretary.

Stockton Fair. San Joaquin ^ alley District Tor

raceB comprise the counties of San Joaquin, Tuol-

umne Mariposa, Fresno. Calaveras, Stanislaus

Merced, Tulare and Kern. State of California.

Boardof Director*, for ls&7: L.U. SHIPPER, JOHN
FMOORFJAME. A. I.OUTTIT. R. C. SARGENT.
BFUNGFORD, JAS. A. SHEPHERD, FRED
ARNOLD. W. H. SNOW.

L. U. SHIPPEE, President.
For programmes and full conditions ap-

I ply to the secretary, J. M. LAKl'E.
P.O. Box 1 * Bt Stockton, CaUiornla, njqs

Seventeenth
Agricultural District

FAIR
Counties of Neyada and Placer.

Commencing Tuesday, Sept. t'iili, IS8 7

and continuing five days

Racing and stock exhibits at Glenbrook Park,
Pavilion at Grass Valley

$10,000 in Purses & Premiums 1

FIVE DAYS RACING
Tuesday. Sept. 6th.

No. 1* TROTTING—District. 3:00 Class. PurBe §250.
fc-o. 2. TROTTING—'.1:30 Class. FreeforalL Purse

$500
No. 3. TROTTING—For two-year olds owned in the

Counties of Nevada, Placer, Yi*ba, Sutler, Colusa,
Butte, Tehama, Plumas and sierra. Mile and repeat
Purse $:MK).

Wednesday. September Sth.
BOYS' TOURNAMENT, at 11 a. m., for various

Prizes.
No. 1. RUNNING-Free for all. $50 entrance, $25

forleit $3uo added; Becond horse §75, third $5u. One
mile and repeat.
No. 5. RUNNING-Free for all. For two-year olds,

$25 entrance, 10 forfeit, $15(j added; second horse $50,
third $25. Five-eighths of a mile.
No. 6. RUNNING—For three-year olds. Free for

all. $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $200 added. One mile
and a quarter.
No. 7. PACING—2:32 Class. Free for all. Purse $500

Thursday, September 8th.
GRAND STOCK PARADE at 10a. si.; BICYCLE

TOURNAMENT, for Gold Medal, at 11 A. M.

$500.

No. 10. TROTTING—Three-year olds or under. Dis-
trict. Mile and repeat. Purse $250.

Friday, September 9th.
LADIES' TOURNAMENT, for various Prizes, at

11 A. si.

No. 11. RUNNING—Open to all. $50 entrance, $25
forfeit, $ 00 added; second horse 575, third $50. Two
miles.
No. 12. RUNNING—Open to all. $25 entrance $i0

forteit $150added; second horse $50, third 325. Three
fonrtus of a mile and repeat.
No. 13. RUNNING—Free purse $150. Entrance free

to all beaten horses. Those not having run second
during the meeting allowedly pounds. $5o to second
horse. One mile and repeat.
No. 14. PA(_ING-2:23 Ctass. Free for all. $500.

No. 15. RUNNING—Saddle Horse St ike. District.
Catch weights. $5 entrance. -$iu added Four muuejs,
5u 25, 15 and 10 per cent. One mile.

Saturday. September I Oth.
GRAND STOCK PARADE and award of Premiums

at 11 a.m.
No. 16. TROTTING— District. One-year-olds. Half

mile and repeat. Purse $iuo.

No. 17. TROTTING-2:40 Class. Open to all. Puree
$500.
No. 18. TROTTING-2 :24 Class. Open to all. Purse

$500.
In races designated as "District" all horses are eli-

gible that were owned in the counties of Nevada and
Placer, comprising the 17th Agricultural District,
prior to June 1, 1687, unless otherwise specified.

conditions -

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in
five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to

fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse. Entrance fee lu per cent on purse, to

accompany nominations. Trottingand pacing purses
divided at tbe rate of 60 per cent, to first horse, 30
per cent, to second, and 10 per cent, to third.

National Association rules to govern trotting; but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over Bhall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less than the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows:

66jj to tbe first, and S?& to tbe second.
In all entries not declared out by 6 p.m. of tbe day

preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

Btart must be named by S p.m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Racing colors to be named in entries.

In trotting races drivers will be required to wear
caps of distinct colors, which must be named In
their entries.

Entries to close with the Secretary on August 1st,

1887.
SAMl'Ef. (;k.v>(.i:h, President.

P. O. Address Grass Valley, Cal,

GEORGE FLETCHER, Secretary,
P. O. Address Grass Valley, Cal. 2 jy 10

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh.

Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies,

Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
and Histology. The Williams' Prize, '8i-'85, for high-
est works in professional examinations, and six first-

class certificales of merit. Honorary Member Illinois

State Veterinary Medical Association.

OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
». Mccarty, prop.

I 129 Market St. S. F., Ret. 9th and 8th.
telephone No. 3117.

CORRIN'S GREAT

HORSE LINIMENT.
Snre cure for Swinney, weakness of the spine ,

sprains, strains, etc. It neither blisters nor causes
the hair to fall oft, and does not incapacitate the hors<>

from work during treatment. Though there 1 ;:..-

been many drugs on the market which arc claimed
rood, the observer will readily see their ueficiency,

from the number of lame horses which heevery where
meets, and that are mostly suffering from th»
scourge, Swinney, which not onlv causes thi

to gradually shrink away, but also the b

elate. Now where 1b the horseman so blind '

interest as to refuse this new remedy a f:-.:~

For sale by all druggists. MrN. A. C.

Prop., San Francisco. All rights eecurei":

Patent Office, Price, $1.00 per BotUt
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CALIFORNIA ANNUAL

State Fair
Will be held at

SACRAMENTO,
Sept. 12 to 24 inclusive, 1887.

TWO WEEKS FAIR!

NINE DAYS RACING!

SP£EI> I'KOOB.iM'IE.

There shall be awarded to the owner of the sire

whose set shall make the best average performance
in the races for trotting foals, two, three and four-
vear-ulds, in 1*57, lbi6 and 18*9. the Grand Gold Medal
of the California Slate Agricultural Society, the
actual cost ol which shall not he less than §200.

First D«y.-Thursday, September 15ih.
TROTTLNG.

No. i._THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1885.

with twenty-nine nominations. Value of Btake Jan-
uary 1,1887. §1.04-=!.

No. 2.—TROTTING PURSE. $1,000-2:23 ClaSB.
No. 3.—PACING PURSE, $600-2:30 Class.

Second Day—Friday, September 16th.
RUNNING.

No. 4—TRE INTRODUCTION STAKE—For two-
year-olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $250 added; $50 to
second; third to save Btake. Winner of any two-year-
old race this year to carry three pounds^ of two or
more 5 pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.
Nn.5.—THE CALIFORNIA BR KKl'ERS'sTAKE.

—For foals of 1*S4; $ entrance: p. p.; $300 added; $100
to second ; $50 to third. Closed in 1»S6 with twelve en-
tries. One mile and a quarter.
No. S.—THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-

year-olds; $50 entrance; h. f., or only $15 if declared
on or before September 1st. $;iOU added, of which $!00

to the second horse; $50 to the third. Weights five

pound b below the scale. Winner o' any rai-e over one
mile this year to carry rule weights. One mile and
five-eighths.
No. 7.—FREE PURSFJ. $2-0— Winners of any race

this vear, of the value of $3u0 to carry five pounds;
maidens allowed, if three years old, five pounds; if

four years or upwards fifteen pounds. Mile heats.

Third Bay—Saturday, September 1 «ih.
TROTTING.

No. 8.—TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE.—
$50 entrance, of which $10 must accompany nomina-
tion; $15, pavable Julv 1st. and remaining $25 payable
Aug. 10th, is*7; $.iuo "added by the Society. Closed
April l.=>th, with eighteen nominations. Mile heats.

No. 9.—TROTTING PUBsiE, $1,0"0—2:27 Class.
No. 10.—TROTTING PDRSE, $1,200-2:17 Class.

Fourth Day—Monday. September 19th.
RUNNING.

No. 11.—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages.
$50 entrance ; h. f. ;or onlv -15 if declared on or before
September 1st, with $.'V0 added; $100 to second; third
to save stake. Horses that have started and not won
this vear allowed five pounds; maidens if three years
old allowed five pounds; if four years old or over seven
pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.
No 12.—THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—

For foals of 1**5: $100 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added;
second horse $100; third horse $50. Closed in 1SS6

with twenty-four nominations. One mile.
No. 13—THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all

ages; $100 entrance; $50 forfeit, with $500 added, of
which $150 to second; *H>0 to third. Weights an-
nounced September 10th. Declaration , $20, to be made
with the Secretary by eight o'clock p.m., September
12th. In no event will declaration he received unless
accompanied with the amount fixed. Two and one-
quarter miles.
No. It—SELLING PURSE, $250.—Of which $50 to

second. Fixed valuation $1,000; two pounds for each
$103 below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

Fifth Day—Tuesday, Sepiember 20th.
TROTTING.

No. 15.—THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE
—For all colts (except Ella, Soudan, Shamrock and
Sable Wilkes). $100 entrance, of which $25 must accom-
pany nomination; $25 payable July 1st, and remaining
$50 pavahle August l"th, )SS7; $400 added by the Soci-
ety. "Closed April 15th, with fourteen nominations.
Mile heats, three in five.

No. 1'-.—TROTTING PURSE. $500—3:00 Class.
No. 17.—TROTTING PURSE. $1,200-2:20 ClasB.

Sixth Day—Wednesday, September Sfst.
RUNNING.

No. 18.—THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two
year-old fillies; $2-5 entrance; $15 forfeit.or only $10 if

declared on or before September 1st; $150 added; $25
to second. Those that have started and n->t run first

or second in' any race this year allowed five pounds.
Five-eiebths of a mile.
No. 19.—THE sHAFTER STAKE—Fur three-year-

olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit or only $ 15 if declared
before September 1st, with $300 added; $luo to second;
third saves stake. Winner of any race this year to
carry five pounds extra; of two or more ten pounds;
maidens allowed five pounds. One mile and a quarter.
No. 20.—THE DEL PASO STAKE— F.»r all ages;

850 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only *1« if declared on or
before September 1st, with $300 added; *l0llio second
third saves stake. Three-year-olds to carry $ flfl pounds

;

four-year-olds. 110 pounds; five-year olds. 1!2 pounds
sex. but not heat, allowances. Three-quarter mile
heats.
No. 21.—FREE PURSE, $'('fi-$,V) to second. Horses

that have started and not won this year allowed ten
pounds. Winners thiByear of any race of the value
of$4W to carry five pounds extra; winner of No. 7, ten
pounds extra. One mile.

Seventh Day—Thursday, September 22d.
TROTTING.

No. 22.-TROTTING PURSE, $1,000—2:25 Class.
No. 2.1.—FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—

(Conditions same as No. 15.) Closed April 15th, with
ten nominations.
No. 24.—PACING PURSE, $£00—Free for all.

Eighth Day- Friday, September «3d.
RUNNING.

No. 25.—THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—
For foals of 1884. $50 entrance; p. p.; $30" added;
second horse $100; third $50. Closed in 1885, with sev.
enteen nominations. One mile and a half.

No. 26.—THE PALO ALTO STAKE—For two-
year-olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if

declared on or before September 1st; with $250 added;
$75 to second; third to Bave stake. Winner of any
two-year-old Btake this year to carry five pounds
extra; of two or more, ten rounds. One mile.
No. 27.—THE GOLDEN CATE STAKE—For three-

year-oldB. $50 entram-e; $25 forfeit, or only $16 if

dVcl red on or before September 1st; with $350 added;
seco id horse $100; third to save stake. Winner of any
three-year-old race at ibis meeting to carry 5 pounds
extra; Colts not 1,2,3, in No. 19, allowed five pounds.
One mile and three-quarters.

* 28.-THE KtQHTHAWK STAKE-For all

a a. ?5f> entrance: $15 forfeit; $300 added; $100 to
.iid; -.'n to third; $200 additional to the winner if

is beaten. Stake to be named after the winner
^htliawk'stiine, (1:42!«0 is beaten. One mile.
29.—FREE PURSE, $250—For all ageB. $50 to

Horses not having won at this meeting
.1 live pounds. Horses that have not run eec-

; or butter at this meeting allowed ten pounds.
One mile and a sixteenth and repeat.

Ninth Day.—Saturday September 94th.
TSOTTINU.

No. 30— SPECIAL THREE-YEAR-OLD TROT.
TING STAKE-For Ella, Soudan, Shamrock, Sable
Wilkes and others. (Conditions, same as Regular
Stake No. 15.) Closed April fifteenth, with sis no mi.
nations.
No.Sl.-TROTTING PURSE. $I.200-Free for all.

No. 32.—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000—2:40 ClasB.
Entries for the following running events for 1&S6-S9

were ordered to be closed at the same time as the
races on the regular programme.
No. 1-CALIFORN1A BREEDERS' STAKE-For

foals of 1885, to be run at the State Fair of 1888. $50
entrance; $25 lorfeit. or only $10 if declared January
1st, 188*; $300 added of which $100 to second, and $50 to
third. One mile and a quarter.
No. 2—CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-For foals

a 1 1S.M3. to be run at the State Fair of 1838. $100 entrance

;

$25 forfeit, cr only $10 if declared Januarv 1st, 1888;
t.-w added; second colt $l00;third $50. One mile.
No. 3-CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—Forfoals

of ISiS.tobe run,it the State Fair of 1SS9. $lo0 entrance;
950 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1st, 1888;
$15 If declared January 1st, 18SH; or $25 if declared May
1st, 1S$9; $30o added; second horse $100, third horse
$50, One mile and a half.

REMARKS AM> CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a lesB number than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
ofthe purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purseB
divided at the rate of 5o per cent, to first horse, 2o per
cent, to second, 15 percent, to third, and 10 per cent,
to fourth.
The National Association Rules to govern trotting.

But the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any
two classes alterna.ely, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less tnan the
required number of starters appear thev may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as" follows: 66%
to the first, an t &JM to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

nnless accompanied by the money.
Pleate observe that in the above stakes declarations

are premitted for a small forfeit.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 P. M. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more Lhan one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p. m. of the day preceding
thn race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules ofthe State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which mnBt be named in their
entries.
Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished

upon application to the secretary. Entries in all,
except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary
Monday. August 1, 1887.

I« U. SH1PPEE, President.
EDWIN P. SMITH. Secretary. 21myl7

FIRST FAIR
OP THE

Amador and. Calaveras

AGRICULTI1AL ASSOCIATION.
DISTRICT NO. 26.

AT

IONE,
Commencing October 5th

And Continuing three Days.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Wednesday, Oct. 5tli.

No. 1. Banning—GOO yards and repeat, for horses
owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado counties.
Purse £150.
No. 2. Trotting—Mile heats, two in three, for

horses owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado-
Purse S20 '.

No. 3. Running -Quarter-mile nd repeat. Free
for saddle horses in Amador, Calaveras and El Dor-
ado. Purse £5Q.

Thursday, October 6th.
Ladies Tournament, for various prizes.
No. i. Running—Novelty Race. Free for all.

First horse at quarter, §50; first horse at half ?50;
first horse at third quarter, $50; first horse at mile's
end, $50. Total amount of purse S20").

No. 5. Running—Half-mile and repeat. Free for
all. Purse S^5 .

No. 6. 'trotting—Mile heats, three in five; 2:30
class. Free for all. Purse $250.

Friday, Oct. 7th.

No. 7. Running—Mile and repeat. Free for all
Pu^se 8250.
No. 8. Trotting—Mile and repeat, for three-year

olds. Free for all. Purse 8JC0.

No. 9. Running—Three-quarter dash. Free for
all. Purse $200.

Pacers will be allowed to enter in District trotting
races.
Consolation races and other special contests will

be arranged during the Fair.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
District horses must have been owned in the Dis-

trict prior to and continuously since August 1st,

1887.

In all the above races five to enter and three to
start, unless otherwise specified; but the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to
r.ll by the withdrawal of a proiortionale amount of
the purse.
PurseB will be divided at the rate of 75 per cent,

to first horse and 25 per cent, to Becond horse.
Non-starters in all races will be held for entrance

money
In all raceB entries not declared out by G o'clock p.

m. of the day preceding the race shall be required to
start.

The Board reserves the right to change the above
order of races by giving contestants notice of the
same by 6 o'clock p. m. of the day preceding the race.

Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association rules to gov-
ern running races; National Trotting Association
rules to govern trotting races.
The Board reserves the right to run or trot heats

of any two classes alternately, if necessary to finish
any day's racing, or to run or trot a special race be-
tween heats.

Entiles in all the above iaces, unless otherwise
specified, close with thn Secretary on Saturday, Sep-
tember 10th. Racing colors to be named In the en-
tries.

Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
entries.
augCtf F. S. UREGORV, President.
CI.OVIS i 1 Al.liAVi;, Secretary, lone. C«l

Petaluma Fair.

SEBSCR1BE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

Prom Aug. 30 to Sept. 3, 1887,

IMXl'SIVE

Over $x0,000 in Purses.

Agricultural District Ko. 4, « omprislng
the Counties ol" Sonoma, and Marin.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
District Races open for the Counties of

Sonoma, Marin, Napa and Solano.

Tuesday. August 30th.
No. 1. RUNNING — Two year-old Stake. Flve-

eightbs mile dash. §25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150
added; £50 to second horse. Winners of any two-year
old Btake this year to carry three pounds extra; of two
or more, five pouuds extra.
No. 2. TROTTING- District. For two-year-olds.

Mile and repeat. Purse §250. Closed May 1st, with
fourteen entries.
No. 3. TROTTING—2:25 Class. Purse $700.

Wednesday. August 31st.
No. 4. RUNNING—For all ages. Free purse $200;

$50 to Becond. Mile and repeat.
No. 5. TROTTING—2:33 Class. Purse $610-

No.6. TROTTING—2:20 Class. Purse $1,000.

Thursday, September 1st.

No. 7. RUNNING—For three-year-olds. One and
one-eighth mile dash. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250
added ; $101 to second; third to save stake. Winners of
any race this year to carry five pounds extra; of two
or more, ten pounds extra; maidens allowed five
pounds.
No. 8. PACING- Free for all. Purse $400.

No. 9. TROTTING— For foals of 1SS6. Mile dash.
$25 stake; $150 added. CloBed February 1st, with fif-

teen entries.
No. 10. TROTTING—For three-year-olds. Purse

$600.
Fridav, September IBd.

No. 11. RUNNING—DiBtiict—For all ages. Mile
dash. $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $150 added; $50 to Bec-
ond.
No. 12. TROTTING—District. For three-year-olds.

Purse $30J. Closed May 1st with five entries.
No. 13. TROTTING-For foalB of 1885. Mile and

repeat $50 stake; £200 added. Closed February 1st,
with eleven entries.
No. 14. TROTTING-2:23 Class. Purse $800.

Saturday, September 3d
No. 15. RUNNING—Forall ages. One and one-half

mile dash. Free purse fibO. $50 to second.
No. 16. TROTTING—District. 2:40 Class. Purse

$400.
No. 17. TROTTING—2:27 Class. Purse §700.

No. 18. TROTTING— Free-for-all. Purse$l,200.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Entrance fee, ten per cent, of purse to accompany

nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races, four moneys, viz:

50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent, except Trotting Btake
Races Nos. 9 and 13, in which money to be divided and
races trotted according to published conditions.
All races, best three in five, except as otherwise

specified.
National Association Rules to govern trotting, and

rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, except as herein slated.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race
between heats, also to change the day and hour oE any
race if deemed necessary.
Fur a walk-over in any race a horse is only entitled

to its own entrance fee "and one-half of the entrance
received from the other paid-up entries of said race,
and to no added money.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only

except when distancing the field, then first and
third moneys.
In all races, entries not declaredont bv 6 p. si. of

the day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person

or in one interest, the particular horse" they are to
start must he named by 6 p. M. of the day preceding
the race.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any X>istriet race that has
not been owned in the district six months prior to
the day of the race, and any entry by any person of
any disqualified horse shall be held liable for the
entrance fee contracted, without any right to compete
for a purse, and shall be held liable to penalties pre-
scribed by the National Association and Rules of the
State Agricultural Society and expulsion from the
Association,

[f. in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
finished on the closing day of the Fair, it may be con-
tinued or declared off, at the option of tne judges

.

In all races noted above, five or more paid-up entries
required to fill and three or more horaes to start, but
tbf. Board reserves the light to bold entries and start
a race with a less number and deduct a proportionate
amount of the purse.
The Petaluma track is one of the fastest and safest

in the world.
Trotting and racing colors to be named with all

entries and used in all heats.
Races commence each day at 1 o'clock P. M. sharp.
Stables, hav and straw free to competitors.
Entries close Aug, 1st, 1887, with Secretary.

ju23 J. H. WHITE, President
W.E COX, Sec'y, P. O. Box 27G, Petaluma, Cal

Outing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Trxvel

and Physical Hecreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OUB FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DURING THE TEAR THERE WILL BE ARTICLES UPON

Exploration, Travel and Adventure. Mountain
Climbing, Camping. Popular Forestry. Hnnting and
Fishing. Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting, Rowing
Canoeing. Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.

Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing. Tobogganing and Skating.

CONDUCTED BY POCXT>EY RIGEI.OW

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
Single numbers twemr-flve cents.

1 40 Nassau Street, New York.
39*03

EIGHTH ANNUAL
FAIR

$7,000! $7000!
OF

PUJMAS, IASSEN, SIEKKA, AM) MOum

AGRICULTURAL 4SS0CIATM
(Washoe Co.. Nevada, Lake and Grant

Counties. Oregon, "nd Bulte Co , Cal.,
admitted to District lor

Racing purposes)

AT

SusanvilIe,Cal.
COMMENCING

Monday, October 3. '87,

And Continniog Five Days.

Purses $5,000.

Premiums $2,000.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Money in all races to be divided as follows: First

horBe, 60 percent.; second,30 percent.; third, 10 per
cent, unless when otherwise specified. All races free
lor all, unless otherwise designated,

First Day.
1, TROTTING—2:50 Class, 3 in 5; purse $200.
2. RUNNING—Three-year-olds, mile dash; purs©

3.'RUNNING-MjlR heats, 2 in 3; purse $250.
4. RUNNING—K mile and repeat; purse $100.

Second Day.
5. TROTTING—3 in 5; purse 51.000.
6. RUNNING—^ mile dash; purse $100.
7. RUNNING—IS mile dash; purse 93M.
8. TROTTING- One-vear-olds (District) Three-

quarter mile dash; purse §100.

Third Day
9. TROTTING-2H0Class,3in5; purse $250.
10. RUNNING—Mite dash; purse $150.
11. RUNNING—1% mile dash; purse $250.
12. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to

4:30. Entiies to close at time of race; pursegoO.

Fourth Day.
13. TROTTING—

2

:3o Class, 3 in 5; purse $300.
14. RUNNING— J£ mile and repeat; purse$I60.
15. RUNNING—IK mile dash; purse $150.
16. TROTTIN 1 ~Singlebngfrv(District},2in3, own

er to drive; nurse $50. Entries close at 9 p. m., day be
fore race. Trained horses barred.

Filth Day.
17. TROTTING-2;3> ClaBB.3in5; purse $350.
18. RUNNING—two miles and repeat: purse $1,000.
19. TROTTING-Double teams (District), mile and

repeat. Untrained teams m ist pull buggv. owners to
drive. Entrance to close at 9 o'clock evening before
the race; purse $75.

Rl'EES OF THE TRACK.
Entrance to all trotting and running raceB to close

All entries to be made in writing, to give sex, color-
and marks of horses. Also name and residence of
owner, and in running races colors to be worn by rider,
and any other particulars that will enable the audi-
ence to distinguish the horse in the race.
Write "Entries to Races" on outside of envelope

and seal.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of purse, to accompany

entries.
In all races five or more to enter and three or more

to start.
National Association rules to govern trotting, but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between the heats.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned and kept in the District six (6) months
prior to the day ofthe race; and anv entry bv anv per-
son of any disqualitied horse shall he held liable for
the entrance fee contracted, without any right to
compete for a purse, and shall be held liable to pen-
alties prescribed by the National Association and
Rules of the state Agricultural Society and expulsion
from the Association.

If. in the opinion of the judges, anv race caunot be
completed on the closing day of the Fair, It may be
continued or declared off at the option of the Judges.
In all races noted above, five or more pald.up en-

tries required to fill, and three or more hones to
start, hut the Board reserves the right to hold entries
and start a race with a less number, and deduct a pro-
portionate amount of the puree.
When less than the required number of Btarters ap-

pear, they may contest for the entrance money, to be
divided as follows: 66% to the first, and 33'-j to the sec
ond.
R"les of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start his horse -_n«st no-

tify the Secretary in writiug on or before 10 o'clock the
evening previous to the day ofthe race.
Horses entered in races can only be drawn by con-

sent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be en-

titled to his own entrance fee and one-half of" the en-
trance received from the other entries for said nurse-
and a horse winning a race entitled to first money
only, except when distancing the field, then entitled
to first and third moneys only. A horse wins but one
monev under any other circumstances.
The'attentiuii of all parties interested is particularly

called to the rules of the National Trotting Associa-
tion, under the provisions of which, except as other-
wise specified, all matters appertaining to the trotting
races will he conducted.
RaceB to bee-jn each day at one o'clock p. m sharp

J w Thompson, President,
J. D. ItYFKN. Vice-President.

R. E. DAVIV «ecreiary. Knsanville. Cal.
.1. R. MERRAlf, Assistant Secretary
25jnil Greenville, Cal,

FOR SALE.
No. 1.—Bay Mare, foaled spring of 1881 by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Musidora "s dam by
son of Bertraud.

Terror by Woodburn, 1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d
dam Musidora, by Belmont, etc.

No. 2. -Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882,
by Ware's Bismarck,

1st dam by Owen Dole; 2d dam Musidora bv
Belmont. ' *

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Son of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Poche.
These are extra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belmont.
No. 1 is in foal to a Bon of Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

For further information address

W. M. WILLIAMSON,
noa7« saa Jom. Cal,

I
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PAOTFTO SYSTEM.)

rains leave and are due to arrive at
San Francisco.

L
Vob)

K
1
FromAngustS. 1889. [*£»&'

8:00 a 3

4:00 p 1

6:30 P 1

3 :30 F !

9:30 A i

10:30 a !

6:00 P :

•6:00 A >

17:30 A 1

12:00 it

8:30 A !

4:00 P !

•5:00 p l

9:30 a .'

3:30 P I

8:00 a J

t3 :30 P !

3:00 P :

7:30 a :

7:30 a :

7:30 a:
7:30 A :

5:30 a :

8 :00 p :

4:00 P :

(10:30 a :

12:00 a
3:00 P
*5:00 P
6:30 A

..Calistoga and .Napa

!!coles A Portland
..Gait via Martinez
..Hajwards and Niles...

" " Decoto c
.Haywards o
..Haywards —C

.lone via Ltvermore _..

..Knight's Landing.

..Livermore and Fleasanton...

..Los Angeles, Deming, El

... ....... Paso and East —

..Los Angeles and Mohave

..Martinez „ «

..Milton.

..Ogden and East
Bed Bluff via Marysville

..Redding via Willows —...

..Reno andTruckee

..Sacramento, via Benicia
" via Livermore.
H via Benicia
" via Benicia
" via Benicia

..Sacramento River Steamers.
,.^an Jose ™- -

J'.':lu a M
6:10 p u
7:40 A M
10:10 a m
12:4. P M
3:41 p M
8:10 P M
P:10 a it

[10:40 a u
2:40 P M
5:40 P M

10:10 a m
•8:40 a M

4:40 P M
10:4 . A M
6:10 P M

*5:4U p m
11 10 A M
5:40 P M
6:40 P U
6:40 p M
6-40 P M
5:40 P M
11:10 A
10:10 A
7:40 A M
•6:00 a M
•3:40 P m
$3:40 P *
8:40 p M
9:40 A m

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1887,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send fonr cents in stamps, to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in nse at Fairlawn

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTTERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE

sy coiyiF»AMy:.-c>
ii

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
San Francisco.

In effect September 1, 1S87.

12:01 p |
Cemetery and San Mateo... .

I
2:80 p

, 6 ;30 A
•8:00 a

. 9 :03 A
..San Mateo, Redwood and ij*10:C2A

,
.MenloPark .,

+6:35 p
! 6:40 p
17 :50 P

8:30 a' (
10:30 a I J S
•3:30 Pil
4:30 pi I

.Santa Clara, San Jose, and...
Principal Way Stations

~\\ «:03A
. Lino -02 a
. f 4 '-36f
) I 6:40 P

LOCAI. FERRY TRAINS.

From San Francisco Dally.

TO EAST OAKLAND— •6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8-30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00

5-30— 6:00— 6:30—7:00—-1:00—9:00—10:00-11:00—12:fX»

TO 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO
.EAST OAKLAND" until 6:30 p.m., inclusive, also

at 9:00 p.m.
TO FRUIT VALE—•6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00 8:30—

•2-30—3:30-4.00—4:3a -6:00—5:30—6:00-6:30—9:00.
TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—7:00-12:00.
TO ALAMEDA-*6:Ou-*6:30—7:00—«7:30-8:oO— *S:30-

9-00 —9:30—10 :00—±10 :30—11 :00—111 :30—12:00—$12:30-

1 -00—11 :30—2 :00—±2 : 30-3 :00—3 :30—4 :00— 4 :30— 5:00 -

5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.
TO BERKELEY—•6:00—"6:30—7:00—•7:30— 8:00—*8:30

9-00— 9-30— 10:00— tl0:30—11:00—$11:30— 12:00-|12:30

1 00-11:30 -2:00—±2:30—3:00— 3:30—4:00— 4:30—o:00—
5-30—fi:00—6:»i—7:iW—S:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00,

TO WEST BERKELEY -Same as "To Bebkf--.ev.'

To San Francisco Daily.

THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or further information, address

Lock Box 320. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky
Ijan52

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA CAL.

4:30 P 1
Almadtnaud Way Stations 1 H.-03 a

S^0a|( Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville, > •10:02"a
*3:30p'( Salinas and Monterey (I 6:40r
17:50 a J Monterey, Lorn a Prieta and Santa, (

I l Cruz (Sunday Excursion) I j 18:35 p
8:30 a

|
i

..Hollister and Tres Pinos ..
1 1*10:01

f\ 6 :4<

)Ai ( Wateonvllle, Aptos.Soquel (
(

*] 0:02 a
) p 1

l (Capitola>and Santa Cruz f 6:40 P
I ( Soledad, Paso Robles, Templeton ( i

I pan Luis O Iji s p u j A Way Stations, i I

a—Horning p.—Afternoon.
"Sundaysexcepted. tSundaysonly {Theatre train Sat-
urdays only.

Trains mn on Pacific Standard Time.

Nearly all rail line to San Lnis Obispo, unly z4
miles staging between Templeton and San Lnis
Obispo. Time from San Francisco 12 hours. Through
rate $8.50.

Special Rocn d-tbip Tickets, at reduced rates-
Gilroy and Parais^ Springs-

Special Notice—Round-trip tickets to th* lamous
Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton) can be Lad at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Francisco
Bate, 56.25.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
For Sundays only.j

t£iSSSSe oft™*' K( °d

ForSatnrday, ( Sold Saturday and Suxda t onJv,
Sunday and- good for return until following Mr n.
Mondav. > day.inelnBJT*'

,

at the following rales.

FBOM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20—-:50- 8:20-8:50—
9:20— 10:19—4:20—1:50—5:20-5:50-6:20-6:50—7:47—
9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— "5.22 - 6:52-
•6:22—19:14—•3:22.

FROM 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLANP-6:55—7:25
7-55-8:25—8:55—9 :2-5—9:55— 10:25— 10:55- 11:25—11:55
12:25—12:55— 1:25—1:55—2:25—2:55—3:25— 3:55— 4:2o—
4-55—5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:50—9:53

FROM EAST OAKLAND— •5:30-6:00- 6:30— 7:0J

7-30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— ll-^O

12-00—12:30—1:00—1 :30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3 :30— 4 :00—
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— o;57- 9:67—
10:57.

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 m nates later

than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—"5:30-6: TO-'6:30—7:00 -"7:30-8:00

«8-30—9:00-9:30—10:00— 110:30—11:00- 111:30—12:00—
112:30—1:00— 11:30—2:00— r.2:30-3:00-3:30—4:00—4:30
5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30-7:00—8:00—9:00-10:00—11:UQ.

FROM BERKELEY — •5:25—5:55—«6:25—6:55—•7:25—
7-55—•8:25— 8:55— 9:2-5-9:55— 110:25—10:55- til :25—
11:55— $12:25— 12:55— $1:23— 1:55- $2:25-2:55—3 :25—

3 :55_4 :25—4:55-5:25— 5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—8:o5—
9:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "From Eebe.
ELET."

CREEK ROUTE.

FBOM HAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—11:15—1:15-
3:15—5:15. „ .

FROM OAKLAND—*6:15—8:15—10:15-12:15— 2:1)-

•Sundays excepted. tSatnrdays excepted; $Sundays

C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland

Standard Time furnished by Lick Qbbervatoby.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These Varehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the hest and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current rates.

:0 :

Information legarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST..SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER, ALEXANDER WATSON.

President. Secretary.

THE PARKER GUN

A, H. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager.

T. II. U«m»MA-.V
Gen. Pass. ATtk Atri.

T.eads ilieni aJI in hard.
1» filing qualities.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAN FRANCISCO, <A1,

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL. $2,000,000
OFFICE 4101»INE STREET
G. L. BRAXDER , President

j L. FLOOD - Vice-President

C. P FARNFIELD ,
Secretary

J. 8. ANGUS Assistant Manager
Bankers. Nevada Bank of San Francisco.

16ap

.

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

Mixes instantly with cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drumB containing five Imperial gallons

equals nearly 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 160

sheep ata cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, anoorisher of wool, a certain cure

for scab. „„ALSO
UTTIFS PATE3JT POWDER MP*.

Poisonous, robces instantly with cold water. Sold in
a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; in a
seven-pounds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per ponnd.

OATTON, BELL & CO.

Hound Trip .Mm.
ikt.

Satto KouncTlTip Sun.
Tkt.

iatto
from San Mon. from San Mo)

.

Framrsco to Tkt. Francisco to Ttt.

San Bruno | 50 Mount'n View $1 50 32 00
Millbrae 65 1 50 2 35
Oak Grove 90 Santa Clara 1 75 250
San Mateo 75 1 10 1 75 250

1 00 1 25 Gilroy 2 75 4 00
Redwood. 1 00 140 3 00 5 W

Menlo Park...
125
1 25

150
1 60

Loma Pneta...
Soqnel

3 00
3 00 5 0U

Santa Cruz
Monterey

3 00
3 00 5 CO

Tickvet Offices.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station, No. 613 Market street,
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwin Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JCDAH

,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Ae'.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seeker?.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
BEBPECTFTTLLY CAIX3 ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bai li ing. Sb ooting and Fisnlns

.

TRAINS LEAVE SAN" FRANCISCO n-AlLY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort or tie

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Cbamberlin Cartridge
Co.'s.beldat Cleveland, Ohio, September 14, 1886, out of eighty-seven
entries from representative shots, representing fourteen States, the

Parker Gun won first and third money, winning 5900 out of the 51,200 purse offered, a tding another
victory to 1885, which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament for th« championship of the
World, held at New Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to 16th. Among the contestants shooting other guns were such
champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Stubbs, Erb and others.

PARKER BROS., Makers,
?tow York salesroom, 9 ? Cliamoers St.,

2jnlyl6
31eriden, Ct.

I2mitf

SUCCESSOBS
FAI.KNXR, BELL A CO.,

406 California Street, AGENTS.

S\MttlKSn CWMJ^mVVW

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of (ield Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. EST A"BUSH &D
1846. 14 FIRST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

^JjZJrlsHOTGUN^CARTRIDGEJ^,

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize winners at all the fairs in California and the

entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair
Sacramento, 1886.

Importations made direct from Enqlnnd every year

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the
best blood and most fashionable families of Dish-

faced Berkshires, regardless") -of cost, and all re-

corded in English and American Berkshire records.

|

Yonng plgB from these importations, male and
female, from entirely different families for sale at

I reasonaoie prices, and every pig guaranteed, AddreBs, ANDREW SMITH, Redwood City,
2odeco2 Or at 218 California Street, Ban Fnnciaco,

Pacific Coast,
with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trot t

in abundance can be obtained from the several Btrean s
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shootijg
may 1-e had in season.

THE BAT OF MONTEREY
Is ioted for the extent and variety of fleh which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bai-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
Che low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ABE UNSURPASSED,

hartng a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sandforenrf bathlnE. The BATH-HOUSE containe

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQFIX AND SANTA CRrZ
IS VTA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gange)

The Northern Division runs through tbe counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey, each of which abounds In game in great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Dnck, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by thie line. Stages connect with trains dally
at San Mateo for those well-known Retreats, PURIS-
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PE-sCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA*
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are bnt a short distance from Sac

Francisco and offer special inducements to the lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Ticke

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DO'*-*

when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge jf

Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instruct
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received In Baggie
Cere.
USj"In order to guard against accidents to D ,

while in transit, it Is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AM' (JUAIN. Guns and Fish'ng
Tackle will be carriedfree ofcharge. Guna taken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may i _

taken In Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Tot^>

street, Valencia Station, and No 613 Market a

Hotel
A. O. BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent Asjt.Pasa. anJ
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CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!

PURE AND UNADULTERATED.
\Ve offer for sale on favorable terms to the Trade.

CATHEK WOOD'S CE3.EBRATED FINK OLD WHISKIES
of the -ollowing brands, namely:

Cranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A. A., Old Stock, Herjr/ Bull,

Double B. and Mcnogram, Very Old and Choice.
Also, in cases of 1 doe. quart bottles each,

Brunswick Hub (Puw 01 t Hyp.) and U|»)>er Ten (Very Old and Choice).

45?" For excellence, puri'yand evenness of qnaKty the above are unsurpassed by any whiskies imported
Vhi only, objection to be mi.de to them by t.*e tuanipulatiug dealers being that they cannot be Improved
upotu

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
"SUME AGENTS. - - - SAS FRANCISCO, CAI.lt -MA

12mai '

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with ths C. P. & U. P. R. R's., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Eqaipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

ef Horses and Live Stock, in its own or "in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight trains.

Co umodions Rest, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all along
the I ne.

Over 6.O00 miles of first.cJass ro&il ru *• tttiis West. \onh and Jiortli- West trom Chicago.

Tus ORIGINS "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT IINE."

V'or further info mation apply to

HEN1 P. STANWOOD,
General Agent. San Francisco, lal.

FOR SALE

!

ONE GRAY GELDING,
15j hands high. Weight lflofl lbs. A fine disposi-

tion, the best of constitution. Five years old,perfectly
sound and without a blemish. A natural trotter with
a big, open, pure gait. Has bad A months training.
Can trot 3 or 4 heats fiom 2:30 to 2:35. Has arecord
of 2:52.

Sire Peacock, record 2:28*, by Whipple's Hanible-
tonian.
Dam Young Molly, by Budd Doble, he by Geo. M.

Patchen Jr.

Young Molly is the dam of Erown Jug, by Nut-
wood. Brown Jug's private trials were made in
2:10.
Anyone looking for a first-class young horse, that

bidB fair to trot low down in the twenties in his Fix-

year-old form, should not overlook this promising
horse. Anyone desiring to see him work with a

view to purchase can do so by calling at the Big
Tree Store, Sacramento, Cal.

For terms address,

F. A. Jones,
P. O. Box 154,

aug!3tf SA( ll.DIFSTI). CAl.

S. B.WHITEHEAD & CO,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS.

ARE PREPARED TO CONDUCT SALES Of

Thoroughbreds, Trotters
And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Our Mr. S. E. Whitehead has for fifteen

years successfully managed all the principal

sales of high-class stock ou this Coast.

REFERENCES
(By periuisBlonl.

IEL I.ATHROP, ESQ., BETH COOK. ESQ.,

B. HAGGIS, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ
P. ASHE, ESQ., WJI. CORBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B, WHITEHEAD & CO.
30 LcMesdorlT Street,

riiaartf San Francisco.

IMPROVED
1 ind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by Letters Patent, July */», 188%
Having thus described my invention, what I clai

as new, anil deBire to Becure my letteis patent, is:
1. The part D.supported by the Bide straps of the bri

lie, extending back aB Bhown, the front having at

.•peninc into which the blind is fitted, substantially
hb herein deBi-rihed.

2. Inn bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
tin1 curved I lindB F, Bcured to such extensions, ano
as sl.iiped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eve while .) re tiinscribing the vision, substantially ae
herein described.
3. rn » bridle, and In combination with the exten-

sions T>. blinds F, and side strupa A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
Bet, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and In combination with the check-
SieceB D and blinds F. as shown, tin* Btraps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyes, and having tin- adjusting slides or
buckU-s, substantially as an t for the purpose herelr
deBe.ribed.

5. In a bridle, and in com iniitlon with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle bo as to be movat
Me about the point of support, the adjustable iri.ni-

straps or bandV G and H, and the l ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
sood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the object lonn urged n gainst blinds, ana at the
J\ine time giving commute control of the line of
vision. By t browing the lower portion of the blind up
ft-<mi'thlni£ of the same eltt.'d on the action followB as
la Induced by toe-weigh te. Tl is 1b especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching thein to
bend the *.i.ee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
Fo' hrldleB of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKERRON.
No, 28U (wid 233 EUia St, San Franoi5co,

Sulkies, Speeding Wagons Carts and

BUGGIES IN GREAT VARIETY.

We are Agerjts for the Celebrated

Toomey Trass Axle Sulky,

"t'nlvin Tooniey's are the only genuine Toomey
Sulkies. The only sjuaraiileed Truss Axle."

Being without a Doubt the Best

Sulky in the World.

ALSO J. I C. TROTTING SULKIES.

Our Repository is the Largest and Finest on the Pacific CoaBt,

We have ia Stock Carts from $ 0-00 up to $150,00.

l'LEASE < A 1.1. AK" ICXAMINE «>l! « BfOCK,

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421 to 427 MARKET ST. S. F., CAL. 7d -v if

©a
OS

HORSE BOOTS, a

02

Em KACIMCt MATHjKIAL
IN ENDLESS VARIETY AT

J, A. McKEKRON'S
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street. San Francisco

jyis

WM. D. O'KANE,
767 MARKET ST. S P.

Sole Agent for the Pacific Coast
for the Genuine S. Toomey Truss Axle Sulkies.

MADE AT CANAL DOVER, OHIO.

Beware of Imitations !

!

Peters to the following who are using the

GENUINE TRUSS AXLE SULKIES,

S. Toumey & Co.

Can«l Dover,

onus.

B.C. HOLLY, J. A. GOLDSMITH,
J.W.DONATHAN, A. MCDOWELL,
J. MAGDIKE, H. HITCHOCK,

G. VALENSIN. LER SHAKER, M. SAULSBURY,
O. A.HICKOE, O. MARVLN. B. W. LEVENS,
F. VAN NESS. M. McMANUS, and many uthers.

All Sizes and Weights la Stock.

Road Carts of all kinds, at lowest Prices.

au8l3tf

THE

L. C. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Boltedin-

Top Action, uouo
B R E E CH—L O A D I N G GUN!

L. C. SMITH.

? o

<» e

" « o

e 5 JB
- m

I

Manufacturer of both Hammer and Harumerless Guns.
SYBAOUSE, N. T.

A Demonstration of the Shooting* Qualities of the "Ij. O. Smith" Gun.

In the trial for position In the Chamberlin Cartridge Co. tournament, eleven contestants brolce one
hundred straightInanimate targets. Flveol the eleven used an "1*. C. Smith" Gun, and below wegive the
names of the gentlemen and their place of residence.

Bf. Dan. Powers „ Cleveland. O. I Mr. Fred Erb, Jr. L'a Fayette, Ind
Mr. Andy Meaders XashvUlo.Tonn. Mr. H. McMurcby „ Syracuse, N.Y.
Mr. J, C.Henderehot,.... -Cleveland, O. I

We think this a most excellent Bhowing, as there was Beven different makes of guns used by the nineteen
PonfreBtanta in the ninety class. L. C. SMITH.

SEWD FOB DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AND PRICE EIST, ftUgfitf
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SUBSCRIPTION

JIVE DOLLARS A YEAK

Marysville RaceB.

Tbo races of the Thirteenth Agricultural District begau
at Marysville on Tuesday, August flOth. There was a good
attendance, the track in tine order, and weather pleasant.
For the first race the starters were Sir Thad, Johnny Moore,
Emma T., White Stocking, Clifton Belle and Surprise. In
tbe pools Sir Thad was the favorite at $10, Emma T. §4,
Clifton Belle $2, Johnny Moore $2, field $2.
A good start was made at the third attempt Clifton Belle,

Sir Thud and Johnny Moore showing in front. Sir Thad
soon had the lace in hand and won easily, Johnny Moore
second, Clifton Belle third.

Mahysville, August ;

:0tb.—Running. Purse of §100. Free for all

horses of the Third, Thirteenth and Siventeenth Districts. Half a
mile.
1*. Riley's Sir Thad 1
J. C. Moore's Johnuy Moore 2
G. W. Simpson's Clifton Belle 3

M McCriiunion's Surprise
A. C. Taylor's EraraaT
Geo. Hackett's White Stockings

Time, -.49$.

The second race was the special trot, for which Mill Boy,
Sutter Boy and Patchwork started. Pools sold: Sutter Boy
$10, Mill Boy §6, Patchwork $1.50. After three attempts
the horses were sent off. Patchwork broke at once. Mill
Boy led at the quarter, Sutter Boy close up. Mill Boy had a
good lead along the baok stretch which Sutter Boy lessened
before he reached the straight. There he broke and gave
Mill Boy the lead, but he recovered and beat Mill Boy by
half a length, Patchwork distanced.
The second heat opened well for a quarter of a mile, then

Mill Boy broke very badly and fell far behind. At tbe half

Sutter kept his lead, and finished with a long gap of daylight
to Bpare.

The pair went off on even terms for the third heat, but
Sutter broke very soon. Around the stretch Sutter made up
much of his lost ground, but he broks? again near the straight,

and Mill Boy look a strong lead; near the wire he broke, and
Salter Boy, coming up in tine style, won in a jog.

Special Purse 8150.
Sutter Boy—P. Harkey 1 1 1

Mill Boy -F.Grant 2 2 2
Patchwork—C. Raish dis.

Time, 2:40^, 2:44*, 2:41.

Third Race—Three-minute class. Entries: Alpheus, Gin-
ger, Rosie Mac, Daisy A., Olive E., Geronimo, Bird, Daisy,
and Bloodstone. The latter was withdrawn for unmanage-
able behavior while warming up. Pools: Geronimo $10,
Kosie Mac $8, field $2. It was slow work makings start.

When off, Eosie led, Daisy second, Alpheus third. The lat-

ter improved as he went. Eosie held her lead and finished
first, Alpheus second. Geronimo third, Daisy A. fourth, Bird
fifth and the others distanced. Time, 2:35£. In the pools
Eosie and Geronimo now sold for §10 each, field $1. Eosie
again led off, followed by Alpheus, Geronimo, Daisy A. and
Bird. In tha stretch Geronimo passed Alpheus, and round-
ing the turn took first place and held it to the finish, Alpheus
second, Eosie third, Daisy fourth. Time, 2:3!£. This heat
made Geronimo favorite at ©20, Eosie S5, field $2. There
was a good start for the third heat, Daisy A. showing in front
for a while, Alpheus second, Eosie third. Geronimo then
settled down and passed them all, winning the heat in good
style, Alpheus second. Time, 2:31}. In the foirth heat
Geronimo had it all his own way, but Daisy led Alpheus, and
the latter was followed by Eosie. Time, 2:34.

Puree S200. Three-minute Class.
Gerouimo—C. A Durfee 3 111
RosieMac-G. W. Woodward 13 4 4
Alpheus—A L.Hinds 2 2 2 2
Daisy - E. O. Clark 4 4 5 3
Bird— W. W. Marshall 5 5 3 5
Ginger— Ensign & Hollister dis
Olive E.—I L. McDaniels dis
Daisy A.—D. E. Knight dis
Bloodstone—N. N. Uraigh dr

Time, 2:36*. 2:31i, 2:31J, 2:3-1.

Second Day.

Wednesday, August 31st.—The weather waB again fine, the
track in excellent order, the attendance greatly improved,
and the sport of a higher class.

For the first race, 2:35 class, there was a large field, and it

turned out to be a very interesting contest. The starters

were Colonel Hawkins, Alpheus, Florence E., Lady Ligbt-
foot, Manzanita. In the pools Hawkins sold for $10, Flor-

ence E. $9, field ©3. There waB a good start for the first

heat. Hawkins was the first to show in front, but he never
got far away from Florence. She pressed him close to the
finish, but the Colonel had the best of it. Manzanita was
third, Alpheus fourth. Time, 2:34£.
Before starting for the second heat Florence advanced to

first place in the pools, selling at $20 to $5 on the field.

Soon after the start Florence took the pole from Hawkins

and the pair made a fine race to the straight, the horse doing
a liberal amount of running. The mare kept her gait and
won the heat in fine style, Alpheus and Manzanita making a

dead heat for third place.

In the third heat the mare kept to her work. Hawkins
again running very much, but Florence beat him ont in fine

style, the finish being verv exciting, Manzanita third. Time,
2:30.

Iu the fourth heat Florence did Btill better, taking and
keeping the lead from Btart to finish without a break. Haw-
kins beat Manzanita for second place. Time, £:31.

Florence R.—G. W. Griffln 2 J 1 1

Colonel dawkins-S. C. Tryon 1 2 2 2

Manzanita—James Dewau 3 3 3 3

Alpheus—A. L. Hinds 4 3 4 4

Lady Lightfoot—W. E. Merrill 5 6 dis

Time, 2:34$, 2:39$, 2:30, 2:31.

The next event was a trot to make the mile in the nearest

time to four minutes. George Simpson drove in 4:01, J.

Schmipf 3:58, George Van Bursk, 3:52.}, William Nutley 3:49,

William Robinson 6:01. The prizes were awarded in the

order of their names.
The third event was the half mile and repeat race for

which Johnny Moore, Sallie Hampton, Confidence, Rackety
Jack, Surprise and White Stockings started. The poolB sold

as follows: Eackety Jack §5, Sally Hampton $3, Johnny
Moore §1, field $1.
There was a good start, Confidence and Jack made the

running, and Confidence won in good style. In the second

heat he had it all his own way from start to finish.

Purse S200. Half a mile and repeat.

L. A. Blasingame's ch g Confidence 1 1

D. H. McAfee's ch h Rackety Jack 2 2

J. C. Moore's cb g Johnny Moore... 3 3

J. McCriwmin's ch g Surprise .'

D. Dennison's ch f Sally Hampton
George Simpson's ch g White stockings

Time, :50i, ;50£.

The last event was the three-quarter mile and repeat race>

and proved very exciting. The result is as follows:

Purse S25iJ. Three-quarter mile heats.

Daisy D . * 1

Sir Thad '* 2

Black Pilot
Menlo °

Blue Bonnet ° °

Jo Hamilton dis

Time, 1:17,1:16.

The Autumn racing Beason is now in full swing in the East,

and the N. Y. Spirit thus refers to the subject: The season

opens in this vicinity, and very appropriately with the

steeplechase meeting of the Eockaway Steeplechase Associa-

tion at Cedarhurst. "We have every confidence iu the success

of the meeting, although we should have suggested a period

later i-i the season. The great difficulty is that the opening

day is set on the very day of the closing of the Monmouth
Park Meeting, aud there is racing at Saratoga on the same

day. There is a steeplechase at Monmouth on the day named,

while at Saratoga there is a hurdle race, and on Tuesday, the

second day at Cedarhurst, there is an event of no less import-

ance than the North American Steeplechase to be decided at

Saratoga. Despite these disadvantages, there is nothing to pre-

vent the success of the meetiug, although the attractions at

Monmouth and Saratoga may keep some horses at those

places which would otherwise be at Cedarhurst.

The meetings of the Eockaway Steeplechase Association

offer a species of sport which, with the general public, ih

immenselvrjopnlar. Racing men may sneer at the sport, but

the mass of the people delight in it. If a poll of the public

could be taken we are quite confident that the general pub-

lic would, by a large majority, declare in favor of a steeple-

chase rather than an Omnibus or a Great Eastern Handicap.

There is a dash and brilliancy to tbe sport which is pecul-

iarly fascinating to the public. It suggests power and

weight-carrying ability in the horse and courage in the rider.

It is the hunting and steeplechasing of England that has

made the British cavalry service renowned and such eques-

ttian triumphs as Balaklava possible. But steeplechasing

has never made the same progress here that flat racing has,

from the fact that the race meetings have been under the

control of those who were opposed to it, and affected to con-

sider it anything but "legitimate." It is only since the

Eockaway Club arose that the sport has made any progress.

Cedarhurst is its home, where, instead of filling in the close

of a day's fiat racing, it is the great attraction.

Eecent importations from Paris, London and New York

of ties scarfs, handkerchiefs, vests; gloves of the moBt recent

patterns and Btyles. Walking and driving gloves in great

varietv Shirts to order. Underwear in silk, cotton and

wool.' At Beamish ;

s, Nucleus Block, Market & Third Sts.,

San Francisco.

Trotting Horses Must Trot.

The day is rapidly approaching when a trotting horse will

have to stick to the trot, says the Kentucky Slock Farm:

It is hard for judges to determine whether a horse actually

gains or loses by a break. The fact that some horses habit-

ually break to relieve the muscular tension that can not be

endured longer, has been recognized even when they failed

to keep up the rate of speed they were carrying before the
1

break, and the heat had been given to the competing horse
that trotted the full mile. Drivers may now look ont for

stricter ruling agaiost brpakp than ever before, and the only
safe way is to train a horse to stick to his gait. When a
horse gets back to the trot after floundering about for a
while, he goes like a shot ont of a shovel, showiDg that he
had a refreshing rest, which gave him an unfair advantage
over his competitor. Of course, these strict rulings cannot
justly be made against colts too young to be trained out of
their natural iustincts, but in all other cases a trotting race
will mean that the winning horse must have stuck to bia

business from end to end if he wants to be credited with his

lead at the finish. There are trainers who habitually force a
horse over his speed for the purpose of teaching him to get

back handy and at will. This is a dangerous practice, and is!

liable to place a good horse at disadvantage under the strict

enforcement of the rules now demanded by the trotting-horse

interest.
»

A man who "knew something" went up to a bookmaker,
who was fielding on the Flat, and inquired— "What
price the Ace?" "I'll take six to four," was tbe polite roply.
"Is that the best price?" asked the knowing one. "Well, if

you wait a little while it may be ten to one on him," replied

the ri elder. "All right, I'll lay yon a bob to " "Here,"
said the layer, "I'll give you eightpence, because if you are
plunging like this it mnst be a dead-bird; I'll go for him
myself."

HEED AND SWINE.
American Devon Cattle CJub—Transfers.

Belle Hudson 4370, Preston Atwood to Dwlgbt Rogers, North Corn-
wall. Ct.

Manager 3639. Geo. Baker & Son to Philo Root, Medina, Wis.
Chip 6063, H. D baker to Irvin York, Brock. O.
Pet 7485; Amy 7486, J.& E. Batchelder to G. L. Swan, North Tunbrldee,

Vt.
Osceola 3492, J. A. P. Campbell to T. J. Flar-ner. Cypress, La.
Donetella 4042, John A. CarsW'-ll to Fred Ziech, Reedsburg, Wis.
Orestes 4043, John A. Carswell to George Perkings, Edmond, W*s.
JoeepbuB S. 3587, Tbos. D. Coding to George Zobel. Prescott. Ind.
Naew Fiord 4113, Mrs. L. E. Cox to William F. Moore, Grafton Centre,

Maps.
Volunteer 4193; Queenle 7471, Dillard & Graves to E. L. Marshall, Char-

lemont, Va.
Pugilist 3714; Parley 4716, Hugh B. Erskine to L. P. Sisson, Roney's

Point, W. Va.
Lady Prince 5tll; Chidsey73R8, Wm. Forsyth & Son to Robert Mcln>

tire, CbandlTsville, O.
Leroy 3748, Fred 8. Fosdick to J B. Gelston. East Haddam, Ct.
Miss Meimaid 4449; Rocker 7238. L. W. Foster to Isaac Fuller Lone

Rock, Wis
Moodus 8*61; Ezekiel 4187, John B. Gelston to Fred, 8. Fosdick, North

Lyme, Ct.

Cherry 3d P19, Estate of Stanley Griswold to Erwin W. Hyde Torrinc-
ford.Ct.

b

Aggie 5436; Alice H. 7469, Geo. L. Hamlin to D. N. Van Hoosear & Son.
Wilton. Ct.

Tomhannock 4146, Jonathan Hoag to Dwigbt Rogers, North Cornwall
Ct.

Wynona 14th 2712. Edwin House to G. E. Pierce, RoyalRion, Mass
Hyde"a Duke 4158; Fairy loth E. 2976, E. H. Hyde to M. 3. Barton, Bel-

cbertown, Mass.
Ida 2d 1515, E«tate of Wm. R. Keeler to Seth Pmtt, Litchfield Ot
Cliff 37GB, H. S. Keeler k Son to C. R. Hamlin, Bethel, Ct.
Litchfield 4154, Lockwo^d Bros, to Henry Baldwin, Lliohfleld, Ot.
Texan 3842, J. W. Morse k Son to A. A. White, Wonewoc, Wis.
Dane Boy 20*0, D T. Newton to Henry Van Woert, Bridgewater, Dab.
Lady Superior 7439, I. S. Newton to Walter F. Cbermelde, Dickson Col'
Antrim 4222, P. Palmer & Son to Wm. S. Dent, New Comerstown O
Chancy 3653, S. H. Peck to N. W. Kinney, Northville, Ct.
Wynona 14th 2712, G. E. Pierce to W. H. Newton, Royal* ton Mubb
Phebe Hyde 6962; Pbebe Hyde 2d 6964, ChaB. M. Pendleton to 6 H

Peualeton, Scotland. Ct.

Ida 2d 1515, 8etb Pm.it to Henry W. Buell, Litchfield. Ct.
Ire 4058, Dwight Rogers to H. C. Hart, West Cornwall, Ct.
Woodbury 4165, Dwigbt Rogers to Chas B Webster, Litchfield Ct
Old Guard H122, A. W. Rumsey to B. F. Peck, East Bethany, N. T.

'

Deacon 2283, John Scbroeder Jr. to William Hamlyn, WeBt Bend Win
Fadette 6906, J B. Sims to O. H. Argue, Bayou Sara, La.
Taurus 4160, E. L. Smith to A. S. Newton, Durham, Ct
White Clover 3719. F.O. Spaulding o O. H. Pendleton, Scotland Ct
Vosel 4156; Adeline 3d 3147, John Strong to Ross 3. Smith, Elk'born

Wis.
Woodward 4153, Chas. A. Woodward to G. F. Smith, Woodbury Ot
Barefoot 272, 8. J, Wooley to W, 3. Furbay, Mt Gilead, O.

F. W. Reed, Secretary
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Petaluma Fair.

First Day.

Aug. 28th.—Attendance fair, track good, weather fine.

The opening event was a five-eighth dash for two-year-olda.

The starters were Carmen, Eosedale, Kyrle D. and Serpolette.

Fools sold: Carmen $25, field $S. Kyrle D. had the best of

the start, but Eosedale went at once to the front and at the

half-mile pole led, with Carmen second. At the three-quarter

Kosedale still led Cannon by a neck, Serpolette third. In the

run home Carmen just galloped and beat her field in an easy

way in 1:03. Mutuals paid §7.40.

Five-eighths mile dash, for two-year-olds. $25 entrance. $10 forfeit,

S160 added. £50 to second.
Laurelwood Stable's c f Carmen Navias 1

M. Storn's c f Eosedale Murphy 2

Owen Bros.' c f Serpolette Stewart 3

Laurelwood Stable's b c Kyrle D Appleby 1

Time, 1:03.

The second race was for two-year-old trotters for a purse of

$250. Seven entered, but only Clara Z., Alfred G., Stan K.
and Anti-Coolie appeared.

Fir6t Heat—Clara Z. ©25, field $15. Clara led around the

turn, and at the quarter was three lengths ahead of Starr K.

who led Alfred two lengths. Anti-Coolie broke at the quarter

and fell behind a distance. Clara kept the lead, and on the

stretch came easy and won the heat by three lengths, Alfred

G. second, Starr K. third, Anti-Coolie distanced. Time,
2:45. Mutuals paid $10 65.

Second Heat—Clara Z. $30, field $6. Alfred G. came out
lame. Clara led from the start, and at the quarter was three

lengths ahead of Starr K. who led Alfred three lengths. The
heat was not interesting, as Clara had it all her own way aud
won hands down, Starr K. second, Alfred G. just saving his

distance. Time, 2:48. Mutuals paid §6.70.

Purse S2E0, for two-year-olds.
Clara Z.—A. Zane 1 1

S'arrK. 3 2

Alfred G.—Mr. Gnrne {Dustin) 2 S

Anti-Coolie— I. De Turk die.

Time, 2:45, 2:48.

Third Eace—2:25 class. Entries: Wood nut, Longfellow, Joe
ATthurton and Marin.

First Heat—Pools: Woodnut barred, Marin $25, Long-
fellow $15, Arthurton $14. Marin broke soon after getting

the wcrd, and Woodnut led arouDd the turn with Arthurton
second. At the quarter Woodnut led Arthnrton by half a

length, Longfellow three lengths behind. Oo the back stretch

Arthurton broke and fell last. At the half Woodnut still led

with Longfellow at his wheel. On the upper turn Longfellow
out-trotted Woodnut, and at the three-quarters they were
head and head, Marin three lengths buck. In the stretch

Woodnut drew away from Longfellow, and won the heat by
three lengths, Longfellow being a length in front of Marin,
Arthurton just inside the flag. Time, 2:23|. Mutuals on
Longfellow paid $23.25.

Second Heat—Longfellow $50, Marin $20, Arthurton $5.
Arthurton broke at the tap of the bell. On the turn Mariu
broKe, and soon after Longfellow followed suit. At the

quarter Woodnut led by four lengths, Longfellow 6econd,

Marin third. At the half Woodnut was still in the lead,

Marin second, Arthurton third. On the upper turn Arthur-
ton trotted very fast, and it looked sure he would beat Marin
for seoond place, but in the stretch he broke. Woodnut
finished first, Marin second, Arthurton third, Longfellow
fourth. Time 2:24|. Mutuals paid $10.90.

Third Heat—Longfellow $25, field—.Woodnut wbb away
firBt, and led around the turn and at the quarter with Long-
fellow second, Marin third. On the upper turn Longfellow
wasatWoodnut's shoulder, butatthe three-quarters Woodnut
had a lead of a length. In the stretch Woodnut opened a

gap and won the heat and race easily by four lengths, Long-
fellow second, Arthurton third, luarin fourth. Time, 2:23.

Mutuals paid $6.40.

August 30th—Purse §600; 2:25 Class.

"Woodnut, ch s by Nutwood -B. C. Holly 1 1 1
Longfellow, s g—L. Shaner 2 4 2
Marin, bs-P. Farrell 3 2 3

Joe Arthurton. b g-J. A. Goldsmith 4 3 4
Time, 2:233. 2:242, 2:23.

Second Day.
Track and attendance good. Races all won by the favor-

ites.

First Eace—Running, one mile heats. The starters were
Grover Cleveland, Ninena, Fannie Parnell aud Oro.

First Heat—Pools: Cleveland barred, Ninena $25, field

$6. The flag fell with Cleveland in the lead, and at the

quarter he led by a length, Ninena second, Oro third. At
the half the positions were the same. At the three-quarters
Cleveland had increased his lead to three lengths, Ninena
second, half a length in front of Paruell. In the stretch

Ninena closed on Cleveland, but could not overtake him, and
he won by a length, Ninena second, Parnell third, Oro last.

Time, 1:44£. Mutuals paid $640.

Second Heat—Cleveland $25, field $7. Cleveland made
the running from the start, and led at the quarter by three
lengths, Oro second, half a length before Ninena. From the
quarter to the stretch Cleveland led the rest by four lengths,
and won in a canter by five lengths, Ninena second, Parnell
third, Oro, who swerved badly in the stretch, distanced..

Time, 1:43$. Mutuals paid $6 90.

One-mile heats for all ages. 850 entrance, $25 forfeit, £200 added
85u to second.
M. Btorn'e ch g Grover Cleveland Newell 1 1

B. C. Holly's c m Ninena Williams- 2 2
"Win. Biggin's b ni Fanny Parnell Navias 3 3

Owens Bros.' b g Oro Hazlitt 4 dis
Time,l:44i, l:43j.

Second Race—2:38 class. The entries were: Alfred S., Old
Nick, Maggie E., Alio, Inez and Perihelion.

First Heat—Pools sold: Alfred S. S25, field $6. Nick
had the best of the send-off and led to the half with Alfred
second on the upper turn; Alfred passed Nick and led by a
length at the three-quarters, Nick second, Maggie third;
Alfred won the heat easy, Nick second, Maggie third, Alio
fourth, Inez fifth, Perihelion sixth. Time, 2:22£. Mutuals
paid $6.90.

Second Heat—Pools: Alfred barred, Nick $30, field $9.
Alio was first to the quarter, Nick second, Alfred third. At
the half the positions were the same; on the upper turn
Alfred went to the front and led at the three-quarters with
Nick second, Alio third; Alfred won the heat in a jog. Alio
second, Nick third, Inez fourth, Maggie fifth, Perihelion
sixth. Time, 2:24£. Mntuals paid $14.85.

Third Heat— Pools: Alfred out, Nick $25, field $14. Alfred
led Nick a neck at the quarter. Oq the back stretch Nick
broke and Maggie took second plaoe; at the three-quarters
Alfred led with a length behind htm, three lengths ahead of
^ick. Alfred won the hett anl race, Maegis seoond, Alio
..Uird, Perihelion fourth, Inez fifth, and Nick, wtio broke
badly iu the stretch, last, Time, 2:23£. Mutuals paid, $11.75.

Purse S600. 2 :38 Class.
Alfred S., b g by Elmo—L. Shaner 1 1 1

Allo.br s—E. Havey 4 2 3
Maggie E., br m—J. W. Donatban 3 5 2

Old Nick, b g—Jas. Dustin 2 3 6
Iuez.b m—W. Mayburn 5 4 6

Perihelion, b g—J. A. Goldsmith 6 fi 4

Time, 2:22^,2:24^, 2:2%
Third Race—2:20 class. The starters were: Lot Slocum,

Menlo, Sister and Maid of Oaks.
First Heat—Slocum $50, field $8. Menlo had the best of

the send-off, and led at the quarter by two lengths, Slocum
second, Sister third. At the half Menlo still led. On the
upper turn Sister passed Slocum, and was only half a length
behind Menlo at the three-quarterB. In the stretch Slocum
passed Sister, and near the wire carried Menlo to a break,
and won the heat bv a head from Menlo, Sister third, Maid
fourth. Time, 2:1S£. Mutuals paid $6.65.
Second Heat—Slocum $25, field $9. Slocum led from

the start with Menlo second. In the stretch Menlo came
very fast, and at one time was on even terms with Slocum,
but Shaner let loose of Slocum, and he won the heat by one
length, Menlo second, Sister third, Maid fourth. Time 2:19£.

Third Heat—No betting. Slocum led from wire to wire.

Sister was second to the stretch where Menlo took that

position. Slocum won as he pleaBed, Menlo second, SiBter

third, Maid fourth. Time, 2:20}.

Purse SkOO. 2:S0 class.
Lot Slocum, br g by Electioneer—L. Shaner Ill
Menlo.bh—J. W. Donathan 2 2 2

Sister, b m—J. A. Goldsmith 3 3 3
Maid of Oaks—A. McDowell 4 4 4

Time, 2:183, 2:195, 2 :20j.

Third Day.

Attendance large. Track fair.

First race—Ore and one-eighth miles, running. Starters

Jim Duffy and Adeline. PooIb: Adeline §25; Duffy S8.
Duffy was first away and led, passing the stand at the quarter
pole. At the half the pair were neck and neck, and the same
at the three-quarters. In the stretch Daffy showed in front,

but near the wire Adeline came with a rush and they passed
the stand head and head, making a dead heat. Time, 1:59.

Mutuals paid on Adeline $3.75; Daffy $6.45.

The owners docided to run it off. Pools sold: Adeline $25,

Duffy $10. At the fall of the flag Adeline took the lead and
led all the way, winning the race by three lengths. Time,
1:59. Mutuals paid, $6.85.

Banning—One and one-eighth miles. Three-year-olds, S6Q entrance,
S25 forfeit. S2L0 added, $50 to second horse.
Laurelwood Stable's ch m Adeline Navias 1

C. H. Eldred's ch g Jim Duffy Stewart 2

Time, 1:59,1:69.

All drew out of the free-for-all pacing race but L. C. Lee,

and the Association gave him a special purse to pace against

his record of 2:17 J. In the first heat pools sold Lee $25, Time
$12. Lee was accompanied by a runner. He paced the

quarter in 32 seconds, and the half in 1:07£. After passing
ibe half he broke, but caught quickly, and the three-quar-

ters was made in 1:46. In the Btretch he broke again, and all

hopes were over for that heat. He finished the mile in2:23J.
In the second heat Lee sold for $50, Time $50. The first

quarter was made in 34, which was considered too slow by
the spectators. He passed the half in 1:103, and finished the

mile in 2:18; Time still ahead.
In the third trial Time was now favorite at $50, to $30 for

Lee. He paced the first quarter in 35 seconds, the half in

1:10|, and" finished the mile 2:19, losing the race by two
seconds.

Special Purse—L. C. Lee against Time 2:17i.
Time Ill
L. O. Lee, blk s—H. Hitchcock 2 2 2

Time, 2:233, 2:18,2:19.

Soudan was the only three-year-old to respond when the

race was called, so walked over for the entrance money paid
in.

The next race was for yearling trotters, daah of one mile.

The starters were George V., Secretary and Captor. Pools
sold: Secretary $25, field $10. Secretary was first to the

quarter by four lengths, George second. On the upper turn
George lapped the favorite, and at the three-quarters pole was
on even terms with him. In the stretch Secretary drew away
from George and it looked that he could not loose it, but
Havey commenced driving the son of Sidney, and near the

wire overhauled Secretary, carried him to a break, and won
the heat by half a length, Captor just saving his distance.

Time, 2:57£. The winner is owned by G. Valensin, Arno
Stock Farm, and is by Sidney, he by Santa Claus, dam by
Buccaneer. He is the second Sidney that has started in a
race, and, from the way he stood the drive in the stretch,

shows gameness, and if nothing happens him he will cer-

tainly make a very fast two-year-old.
To fill out the programme for the day a special pace was

put in. The starters were Ella S., Billy Bunker, Fred Ross
and Haverly.

FirBt Heat—Pools: Ella $50, field $16. Ross led to the

quarter by half a length, Bunker second, Ella third, Haverly
fourth. Down the back stretch Bunker passed Ross, and led

by a length at the half, Ella third; same at the three-

quarters. In the stretch Bunker eonld not be overhauled and
won the heat by three lengths, Ross second, Ella third,

Haverlv just inside the flag. Time, 2:25. Mutuals paid
$12.45."

Second Heat—Ella still favorite at $50 to $19 for the field.

Bunker was off in the lead, and at tne quarter led Ross three

leugthB, Ella three lengths behind him, and Haverly four

lengths behind Ella; name at the half. On the lower turn
Ella passed Rosb, and was second to Bunker at the three-

quarters. Goldsmith drove for the heat with Ella in the

stretch, but Bunker had too much speed and won by two
lengths, Ross third, Haverly fourth. Time, 2:24.

Third Heat—Ella $25, field $20. Bunker was first at the

quarter; at the half he aud Ella were head and head. In the

stretch Ella out-paced Bunker, and won the heat by half a

length. Time, 2:22|.
Fourth Heat—Ella $25, field $5. Bunker led Ella by a

length to the three-quarter pole. Turning into the stretch

Ella took the lead and won the heat by three lengths, Bunker
second, Ross third, Haverly fourth. Time. 2:22£.

The fifth and deciding heat was won by Ella, who took the
lead at the start and wou by one length, Bunker second,

Robs third, Haverly fourth. Time, 2:24J.
Special purse for pacers.

Ella S.— J. A. Goldsmith 3 2 111
Billy Bunker—H. Hitchcock 112 2 2
Fred. Ross—M. Alviso 2 3 3 3 3
Haverly—R. Havey 4 4 4 4 4

Time, 2:26, 2:24, 2:221, 2:224, 2:24*.

Foarth Day.
Sept. 1st.—Good attendance and slow track.

The races opened with a dash of one mile for district run-
ners. The entries were Fannie Parnell, Fusilade's Last and
Sunday, Sunday bad the beet of the start and led around
the turn. At the quarter Parnell led by a length, with Sun-
pay second. Down the back stretch Fusilade's Last paBsed

Sunday. At the three-quarters Parnell still led a length ahead
of Fusilade's Last. FuBilade's Last closed on Parnell but
could not beat her, Parnell winning by a length, Fusilade's
Last second and four lengths ahead of Sunday. Time, 1:45|.
Mutuals paid $6.
Sept. 1st. — Free purse $200. For district runners. Dash one mile.

William Biggin's bm Fanuy Parnell Navias 1
B. C. Holly's cf Fusilade's Last Williams 2
Jas. Maddox's b g Sunday liazlitt 3

Time, 1:452.

The second race was a dash of three-quarters of a mile, free-

for-all. The starters were.- Johnny Gray, Bolero and Nick
of the Woods. Pools sold: Gray $40, Bolero $16, Nick $5.
Gray had a length the best of the Bend-off and led at the half
by one length. At ihe head of the stretch led by two lengths.
In the stretch Bolero moved up to Gray, the pace being very
fast, but at the draw-gate Bolero swerved and Gray won by
two lengths, Bolero second, two lengths before Nick. Time,
1:17. Mutuals paid $8.70.

Free purse S200. Three-quarters of a mile.
Owen Bros.' g g Johnny Gray, 11 6 Navias 1
Laurelwood Stable's b g Bolero, 87 J Navias 2
A. D. West's Nick of the Wood?, 108 Hazlilt 3

Time, 1;17.

The third race was the two-year-old stake, free for all. Of
the eleven entered only three came for the word: Grandee,
Memo and MoseB S.

First Heat—Grandeb sold favorite at $50 to $8 for the field.

They were sent off with Grandee on a break. Moses broke
on the turn and Memo was first to the quarter by two lengths,
Moses second, three lengths before Grandee. Going down
the back stretch Grandee passed the leaders and led at the
half by a length, Memo second. In the stretch Memo looked
to be even with Grandee, but Grandee won handily by four
lengths, Memo second, Moses third. Time, 2:40.
Second Heat—No betting. Grandee broke at the tap of the

bell. At the quarter Memo led Moses a length, Grandee ten
lengths behind. On the back stretch Grandee gradually
closed on the leaders, and when Memo passed the half he was
only two lengths behind Moses, who waB a length behind
Memo. On the lower turn Grandee trotted to the front and
led Memo at the three-quarter by half a length. In the
stretch Moses did considerable running and finished second,
Grandee winning in a jog. Time, 2:33£.

Stake for-two-year-old trotters. §50 entrance, §200 added. Closed
with eleven entries.
Grandee, b c by Lefcrrand—W. Ccrbitt Goldsmith 1 1
Memo, blk c by Sidney—G. ValenBin Havey 2 3
Moses S., b.c by Hawthorne—L. D. Shippte Whiting 3 2

Time, 2:40, 2 :33*.

The fourth race was a purse of $800, for the 2:23 class.

Of the nine entered only Thapsin, Valentine and Daisy S.
started.

First Heat—Pools: Thapsin $40, Valentine $19, Daisy $6.
Thapsin took the lead on the turn, and was first at the quar-
ter by two lengths, Valentine second one length ahead of
Daisy. They trotted the whole mile in about the same posi-
tions, Thapsin winning, Valentine second, Daisv last. Time,
2:27a .

Second Heat—Thapsin $30, field 9. Like the first heat
Thapsin led the field, and at the quarter was four lengths in

the lead of Valentine who led Daisy one length. On the
back stretch Valentine made a bad break, and Daisy took
second place. Thapsin won the heat by four lengths, Daisy
second, Valentine third. Time, 2:24|.

Third Heat—Thapsin again took the lead at the word, and
led all the journey, with Daisy second, Valentine third.

Time, 2:23|.

Purse $800. 2:23 ClasB.

Thapsin, blk g by Berliu-E. H. Miller Jr Smith 111
Daisy S. ch m—B. W. Levins Dustin 3 2 2
Valentine, brg-J.H. Kelly Kelly 2 3 3

Time, 2:273, 2:244, 2:23J.

The fifth race was a special race for Marin, Joe Arthurton
and Longfellow.

FirBt Heat—Pools: Arthurton $25, Marin $15, Longfellow
$10. Marin had the best of the start and led to the turn,

where Arthurton took the lead. At the quarter Arthurton
was first, Longfellow second, Marin six lengths behind.
Arthurton kept the lead and won the heat, with Longfellow
second, and Marin, who was evidently being laid up but was
kept back too far behind the flag. Time, 2:23J. Mutuals
paid $9.80.
Seoond Heat—Arthurton $25. field $12. Arthurton was

first to the quarter by half a length; same at the half. On the
lower turn Arthurton broke and Longfellow took the lead
ana won the heat by five lengths. Time, 2:25i. Mutuals
paid $7.10.
Third Heat—Arthurton $25, Longfellow $10. Longfellow

led by half a length to the turn, and at the quarter Arthur-
ton showed in front, and at the half led by a neok; same
at the three-quarters. In the stretch they were head and head
and it was anybody's heat, but near the wire Arthurton broke
and Longfellow won by a short neck. Time, 2:253.

Fourth Heat—Arthurton led to the quarter by a neck, but
on the back stretch increased his lead and passed the half

two lengths in the lead. Longfellow came again, and after

a hard driving finish a.rthurton won the heat by half a length.

Time, 2:26|.

Fifth Heat—Arthurton $50, Longfellow $16. Arthurton
led by half a length all the way to the Btretch, and it was a

very close race in the stretch, Arthurton passing the wire one
length in the lead.

The judges deliberated for some time and finally decided

it no heat and put Donathan in Shaner'B place behind Long-
fellow.

Sixth Heat—The pair trotted head and head the whole
mile. About thirty yards from the wire Arthurton broke and
Longfellow won by half a length. Time, 2:28.

Special Purse 3 .

Longfellow, b g by Whipple's Hambletonian—L, Shaner 2 112 1

Joe Arthurton, b g—J. A. Goldsmith 1 2 2 10 2

Time, 2:23J, 2:251, 2:252, 2:26$, 2:28.

The last race of the day was for district three-year-olds.

Daisy S., Mortimer, Herman, St. Jacob and Annetto started.

Daisy S. took the lead and kept increasing and won the race

ju one heat, distancing the whole field. Time, 2:42.

Purse $300. District three-year-olds .

Daisy S., blk m by Mambrino Eclipse—Thos. Smith 1

Mortimer, br c-W. Page dla
Annetto, b tu-M. O'Reilly dis
St. Jacob, be—W. P. Fine dis
Herman, b c— S. Crandull dis

Time, 2:42.

Filth Day.
Sept. 2d—Attendance good; track fair.

The first race was for a purse of $200 for runners, one aud
a half miles. Pools sold: Laura Gardner $25, Moonlight $5,

Ninena $5, field (Fannie Parnell and Nareola) $5. Nareola
had the best of the start and led around the tprn, followed

by Parnell. Passing the stand the first time Parnell led,

with Nareola second, Ninena thiid, Gardner fourth and
Moonlight last. At the quarter Nareola led again, Parnell

second. On the back stretch Gardner moved up and led at
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the half, with Narcola second. Gardner and Narcola raced
head and head into the stretch where Newell commenced
driving lirst, and near the wire Gardner drew away; but
Narcola came again, and after an exciting finish Gardner won
by a neck, Narcola second, Niuena tbird, Moonlight fourth,
Parnell last. Time, 2:374. Mutuals paid $10.45.

Free purse $250. For all ages ; ?50 to second. One and one-hilf miles.
"W. L. Appleby's s m Laura Gardner, by Jim Brown Navins 1

M. Storn's b m Narcola Newell 2

B. C. Holly's s m Ninena Williams 3 I

C. H. Eldred's b m Moonlight Pepper i

V. McGovern's b m Fanny Parnell K. Navias 5
,

Time, 2:d7£.

The second race was for district horses of the 2:40 class.
]

The entries were Flora B, Mattie P., Viking and Nigbtingale. I

For the first heat pools sold: Mattie S25, Viking $12, Held

5 12. Mattie led at the first quarter, witn Flora second. At
the half Flora led by two lengths, Mattie second. Flora was
never afterwards headed, and won the heat by two lengths,

Viking -econd, Mattie tbird, Nightingale fourth. Time,
2:3ii£. Mutuals paid $24,25. '

Jn the second heat Mattie sold for $25, Viking $5, field
|

§15. Flora at once took the lead and was first at the quar-
;

ter by a length, Viking second. The same positions were
maintained at the half. On the upper turn Mattie passed
Viking and was second to Flora at the three-quarters. Flora
won the heat by two lengths, Mattie second, Viking third,

[

Nightingale fourth. Time, 2:334. Mutuals paid §14.50.

In the third heat the Held was favorite at §25 to $13 for
[

Mattie, and §3 for Viking. Viking broke at the tap of the
bell, and at the quarter Flora and Mattie were head and

|

head. At the half Flora led by a neck, and by half a length

at the three-quarters. Mattie stood the drive the longest and >

won the hent by three lengths. Flora second, Nightingale
third, Viking fourth. Time, 2:32. Mutuals paid S9.40.

Iu the fourth heat Mattie sold for $25, the Held $23. Mat-
tie led from the start and passed the quarter two lengths in

the lead of Flora, with Viking third. The same places were
kept to the three-quarters. In the stretcli Mattie out-trotted

Flora and won the heat by two lengths, Flora second, Viking
third, Nightingale distanced. Time, 2:34£. Mutuals paid

$7.50.
In the fifth heat Flora took the lead on the turn, and at

the balf led Viking by a length, with Mattie ten lengths back.

The same positions were maintained at the half. At the

three-quarters Flora led Viking by half a length. Mattie

came up fast in the stretch, passed VikiDg, aud was only
beaten bv half a length by Flora for the heat and race. Time,
2:3S|. Mutuals paid $14.50.

Purse S200. District, 2:40 Class.

Flora B., brm hy Wliippleton-T.'.W. Loeber 1 12 2 1

Mattie P., b m—Geo. Pierce 3 2 1 1 2

Viking, g g— P. J. Shifter 2 3 4 3 3

Nigbtingale, blk m— J Page 4 4 3 dis
Time, 2:35$, 2:331, 2:32, 2:341, 2:38f.

The third race was for the 2:27 class. The starters were:
Kate Ewing, Jane L., Luella, Mount Vernon and Maid of

Oaks. For the first heat Jane L. sold for $b'0, Vernon $25
aud the field $20. Ewing led at the quarter by three lengths,

with Vernon second, Maid third, and the favorite fourth. At
the half the positions were unchanged. In the stretch Ver-
non trotted to Ewing's wheel, but could not pass her, and she
won by a length, Vernon second, Maid third, Jane fourth,

Luella distanced. Time, 2:2U. Mutuals paid $18 80.

In the second heat Jane sold for $25, Vernon $10 and the

field $21. Vernon was first to the turn aDd led by a length

at the quarter, with Ewing second. At the half Vernon still

led, with Ewing second, Maid third, Jane fourth. Ewing
could not catch Vernon, and he won the heat by two lengths,

Ewing second. Maid third, Jane fourth. Time, 2:24|.

Mutuals paid $14.25.

For the third beat Jane was still a favorite at S&0, with
Vernon selling at $10, and the field at $27. Ewing set the

pace and led from wire tG wire, with Vernon second, Jane
third, Maidfonrth. Time, 2:22£. Mutuals paid $42.75.

jmln the fourth heat Ewing sold for $50, Jane $10 and the

field $5. Like the last heat Ewing led from the start. At
the quarter Vernon was second to her. At the half Ewing
was first, with Jane second, At the three-quarters Jane was
within half a length of Ewing, and although Li ndsey tried

hard in the stretch he could not beat Ewing, who won the

heat and race by a length, Jane second, Vernon third, Maid
last. Time, 2:21£.

Purse S700. 2:27 Class.

Kate Ewing, by Berlin—L. Sbaner 1 2 1 1

Mount Vernon -J. A. Goldsmitb 2 12 3

Jane L. -L. B. Lindsey 4 4 3 2

Maid of Oaks— A. McDowell 3 3 4 4

Luella—H. Hitchcock dia.

Time, 2:21J, 2:2i3. 2:22$, 2:21$.

THE CLOSING RACE.

The fourth and last race of the meeting was a free for all

trotters. The entries were Lot Slocum, Adair and Sister.

In the first heat there was no betting. Sister led to the

quarter with Slocum second. At the three-quarters Sister

and Slocum were even. Slocum beat Sister through the

Btretch, and won the heat by half a length, Adair third.

Time, 2:21f.
In the second heat Slocum had the best of the send-off,

and was the first to the quarter by half a length, with Sister

second. Down the back stretch Sister trotted np to Slocum,
and they passed the half head and head. Near the wire Slo

cum broke, aud Sister won the heat by three lengths, Adair
second, Slocum last. Time, 2:22.

In the third heat Adair was first away and led to the

quarter by a neck with Sister second. Down the back Btretch

Adair increased his lead and passed the half four lengths

ahead of Sister. On the upper turn Adair broke and Sister

was the tirst at the three-quarters, Slocum second; In the

stretch Slocum passed Sister and won the heat by a length,

Sister second, two lengths ahead of Adair. Time, 2:22£.

Fourth Heat—It was so dark that the horses could not be

distinguished after leaving the Btand till they got back there.

Slocum won the heat and race by a length, with Sister second
and Adair third. Time, 2:32.

Purse SI, 200. Free for all.

Lot Slocum, b g by Electioneer—L. Shaner 13 11
BiBter, bm- J. A. Goldsmith 2 12 2

Adair, b g—W. F. Smith 3 2 3 3

Time, 2:212, 2:22, 2:224, 2:32.

Russian trotters outrank those of every other quarter of

the globe, the United States only excepted. It is claimed by
some that for pluck and endurance those of Russia will com-
pare favorably with the best of those produced in America.

It may have had no influence upon the trotting stock of that

country, yet it iB a curious fact that Gray Diomed, one of the

best sons that Diomed got before coming to this country, and,

according to Frank Forrester, one of the most celebrated

horses that ever ran in England, was taken to Russia, where
he ran with as great success as Sir Archy and other of

Diomed's descendants in this country. The Russians were
so highly pleased with Gray Diomed, that they sent to

England and brought several of his get from that country to

Busoia,

The Loretta F. Case.

There was never a more fitting time than the present for
the National Trotting Association to make good its prom-
ises of speedy punishment lor men who disgrace the truttiug
tuif, and if there be failure to carry out these promises a
point not easily regained will have been lost.

At the recent meeting in Rochester, N. Y., the mare Loret-
ta F., that had been a winner in her class at Detroit, Cleve-
land and Buffalo, was defeated in a race by Charlie Hogan,an
animal whose inferiority to her had been demonstrated in
such a conclusive manner on previous occasions as to make
the question of their relative excellence no longer a matter of

doubt. The race was a suspicious one from start to finish,

and although the judges put a new driver behind the mare,
she was unable to win, not, however, because the competing
horse was in any way her equal. With the race thus decided
it looked as though there was nothing for the losers to do but
bear their disapi ointment with whatever degree of fortitude
they could command, but the subsequent utterances of the
driver of Loretta F. furnished ample ground on which to

base further investigation of the subject, and to take decisive
action. This man, George Tufts by name, while under the
influence of liquor, openly boasted that he had pulled Loret-
ta F., and named $2,000 as the sum received by him for his

share in the job. This talk was made in the presence of a

number of men whose honesty could not be questioned, and
on the strength of their testimony the judgeB of the race
promulgated an order expelling Tufts.
Then the case was dropped, at a point, by the way, where

the real developments should have begun, and where the
facts could easily have been ascertained had proper measures
in that direction been taken. It is evident that the party or
parties who paid Tufts $2,000 to have Loretta F. pulled were
even more guilty than he, and had there been any genuine
desire on the part of the management of the Rochester Track
to discover the real culprits, no great amount of trouble would
have been experienced in doing so. There are always other
people besides the guilty parties to whom knowledge of these
tarf scandals comes, and in less than twenty-four hours after

the race at Rochester it was current talk among the posted
division that the financial agent in the Loretta F. case was a
well-known pool-seller. That he went into the job solely on
his own account nobody who is at all familiar with the ways
of the turf for an instant believes. Were the Roohester peo-
ple to take hold of the matter in an intelligent and energetic

way, there is no doubt that all the facts could be speedily got
at, but thus far they have given no evidence of a deBire to

find and punish the men who put up the job to have the

poorest horse win. and who, in order to do this, corrupted a

venal driver. Even now there is plenty of evidence of an
interesting character on the subject. Mr. C. C. Pond, of

Jackson, Mich., the owner of Loretta F., says he is satisfied

that his mare was pulled by Tufts, and in corroboration of

this statement says that on the morning after the racehe exam-
ined the mare's harness and found that it had been changed
in three places, the check-rein haviDg been taken up sev-

eral holes, making the mare carry her head at least six inches
higher than usual, the nose-band having been tightened, and
the set of the martingales altered so that they were of no use.

Alfred Hutchinson, the mare's groom, makes affidavit to these

facts, and says in addition that on the day of the race he went
to dinner and left Tufts in charge of the mare. On his

return to the stable he found her tongue coated with some
substance of a bluish color, and noticed that she would not

eat her food. The driver of Lady M. swears that Tufts

admitted to him that he had made a lot of money out of the

Rochester race, and further stated that he didn't care who
knew it—he never expected to drive a trotter again.

To all this Tufts makes answer (sworn to), in a manner
which, while it does not in any way exonerate himself, opens
up another field of inquiry which might prove productive of

important facts. He says that at the Buffalo meeting (the

week previous to Rochester} Mr. Pond told him that he had
agreed to throw the race with Loretta F., and instructed him
to win tbe first heat and then lose the others, saying that Jim
Boardman, a Michigan man, would play the pool-box in the

interest of the job. Tufts says further that Pond came to him
subsequently and told him to win the race, saying that he was
afraid the Turner party would not do as they had agreed. Re-
garding the Rochester race, Tufts says that he drove to win,

aud put all tbe money he had, about $75, on JUoretta F. He
denies having changed any paTt of the harness, and that he

was given or offered any money to throw the race. It is a

significant fact, however, that Tufts makes no denial or ex-

planation of his boasting after thu race was over that he had

received $2,000 for pulling the mare, and in view of this fact

the balance of his affidavit will not go for much with men of

intelligence. Drivers do not go around telling about pulling

races, even when under the influence of liquor, unless there

is some truth in what they say.

Such is the present status of the matter, and it remains to

be seen whether or not the Rochester management will follow

the path that duty points out and ascertain who the origina-

tors of the job were. The public is not to be satisfied with the

expulsion of a driver when it knows that the men who made
it possible for him to be dishonest go scotfree.

—

Breeders' Ga-

zette.

The "trotting demon," Clingstone (2:14), has evidently

regained his old form, judging from the well-authenticated

report that he has been matched to trot against the wonderful

five-year-old, Patron (2:14^), at the Cleveland Driving Park,

Sept. 15th. If he had his speed as of old, the result will be a

genuine horse race. No gamer trotter than Clingstone ever

wore bridle, and he was as level-headed as the best. He is quite

closely inbred to Rysdyk's Hambletonian, his own sire Rys
nyk, and the sire of his dam, Chosroes, both being sous ot

the old Hero of Chester, The dam of Rysdyk was Lady
Duke, a thoroughbred daughter of Lexington; the latter was

by Boston, by Timoleon, by Sir Archy, out of Alice Carneal,

whose dam w"aB by Sumpter, another son of Sir Archy. The
dam of Lady Duke was Magdalene, by Medoc, son of Ameri-

can Eclipse by Dnroc. The dam of Magdalene was by Sump-
ter, son of Sir Archy, and ont of a daughter of Boford's

Eclipse, by imported Diomed. Gretchen, the dam of Cling-

stone, was by Chosroes and out of Lady Fallis, by Seely'B

American Star. The dam of Chosroes was by Nickey, son of

(Dukin's) Mambrino Messenger, and out of the Fowler Mare

by Post Boy, son of Duroc, giving Clingstone at least ten

direct strains to imported Diomed and not iess than twelve to

imported Messenger, eight of which came through Rysdyk's

Hambletonion. During Clingstone's turf career he was handi-

capped by a tumor, said to have resulted from lack of skill

in castration, yet he won first money nine times and second

money three times in a total of twelve races trotted in 1881

and 1882. The only trotter that defeated him in those sea-

sons wad Edwin Thorne (2:16J). Two years ago he trotted a

mile in public in 2:14 in an effort to beat his own record.

Clingstone furnishes auother example of the successful blend-

ing of the trotting instinct through Messenger with wonderful

nerve force inherited from Diomed.

An American in Search of Shetlands, on the
Islands.

We have been on these Islands now for two weeks, and
have "done them" very thoroughly, having gone a great deal
where we could on wheels, for which we pay twent} -five cents
per mile for a miserable old broken-kneed horse and tiap
(cart), and the expense of a driver, as the outfit is too fine to
trust to a stranger ( ?), and being loaded with two of us, in
addition to the driver, we must all of necessity walk up all

the hills, and as a matter of safety walk down. And as the
country is almost all hills we concluded to dispense with the
trouble and expense of a rig and go on foot, which we found
far more agreeable and almost as speedy. So we have walked
on road aud moor, to say nothing of pastures and ranges,
over one hundred miles in search of ponies, which we find
very scarce indeed of the really desirable kind.
This is a small country. The whole of the group only con-

tains about 325 square miles, most of which is covered by a
mass of peat bog reaching to the tops of the highest hills,

often six to eight feet thick, aud grown with moss and vtry
short hether, but not a bush or tree on all these islands!
They have brought larger stock onto the islands and crossed

on a great many of the native mares to increase the size so
they could better carry the peat for the crofter, and in that
way have spoiled the size, temper, and hardiness of the true
Shetland. On the Island of Fetlar Lady Nicholson has a
large pony herd whicn have been crossed with the Arab horse
till they are as much as twelve to fourteen bands high and as
full of business as a Mustang. They also have a lot of Scotch
Highland ponies here which have been crossed with the Shet-
land, and only for the care which a few breeders here have
taken, the true Shetland pony, with all of the good qualities
that made him valuable for ladies and children, would soon
be a thing of the past, and Shetland would have to come to
America for another start in the true kind. Of course any
pony that comes from these islands is supposed to be a Shet-
land, whereas not half of them are the "right Sheltie."
Then, too, there are a lot being shipped from Scotland about
this time and in the past month or two, and sold to onr peo-
ple for Shetlands, that are in fact Icelands of small size and
good colors which can be bought on this side for less than
half what a Shetland will cost, and compare with a Shetland
about as a donkey does with a good, smart Indian pony, only
the donkey holds over him in the matter of good temper.
There are also a good many Welch ponies goiug over about
this time which are really good ponies, but we have found
them, when well kept, to be too high-strung for children's

use, and as very few are used on our side except for a fancy
team for ladies and children, we do not consider them a valu-
able sort. The Shetland is the only reliable sort, and as the
same conditions now surround him that a while ago did the
French draft horse, the only solution seems to i e a stud book
with proper restrictions. At the present time a man on our
side can send an order of almost any size to Scotland for Shet-
land ponies and get it filled, aud every one may have come
from here, yet in fact get very few of the right sort. At least

we failed to find them there after looking at scores that were
in the hands of dealers, except some old worn-oat mares that
were about worthless for any use we could make of them.

—

Eli Elliott, Aug. 6, 'S7, in Breeders' Gazette.

The Dwyer Brothers' Luck.

A philosopher has observed that what people call luck is

nothing more than well-directed effort. We have always
been inclined to favor this idea, but since Champion day at

Monmouth we draw the line at the Dwyer Brothers. Fifteen
thousand people stood by and saw the stable sweep off both
championships, which a week before was deemed impossible.
Probably there were many who, reflecting upon the matter,
felt like paraphrasing the remark of Malvolio in the play to

read that some are born fortunate, some achieve fortune,
and some have fortune thrust upon them.
While we are always ready to concede to the Dwyers the

palm for sagacity, sound, practical judgment and perfection

of detail in the management of their affairs, we cannot Bhut
our eyes to the fact that they have also had a large share of

good fortune or "luck," as it is more generally termed. In
other words, they have been favored by events. During the
past two years they have had the best two and three-year-olds

in Tremont and Hanover. It could not be entirely "good
judgment" that led to their selection of these colts in open
competition as yearlings. Neither colt sold high. They were
"chance colts." What would have induced the best-informed
men to select them? Tremont was from a youn£ mare who
had never thrown a winner and traced to a by-no-means
fashionable family. Hanover was by an untried sire and
from an old mare who had been in the stud for fifteen years
without throwing a colt of any merit. In the autumn of 1S85
they won all the rich three-year-old stakes with the used-np
Richmond merely because the beat of the year had broken
down, and so in 1882 they did with the wretched Charley B.
for the same reason. Lunk, indeed! They were early in 1880
so disgusted with Luke Blackburn that they as good as had
him sold to Mr. Jerome, when the colt began wiuniug and
went through a phenomenal season. They offered {13. COO
for Connemara last winter. Her owner refused. Lucky
Dwyers' again, for the filly has won but one race since.

But the championships crowned the edifice. A week ago no
one considered the Dwyers in connection with either race.

Kingtish, their best colt, was in Saratoga, running second and
third to Los Angeles and Emperor of Norfolk, and to have
mentioned him as a possible winner would be only to be
laughed at. Hanover had left Monmouth a defeated horse.

He was at Saratoga, too, but the Dwyers had so persistently

refused to meet The Bard at Brooklyn and Couey Island in

May and June that no one dreamed they would start him for the
Champion, but rather that he would be reserved for the Omui-
bus on the 20th, when he would be called upon to meet only
colts of his own age. But there were prospectB of a mighty
all-aged battle between such champions as Troubador, The
Bard and Volante. The "Dwyer luck" asserted itself, how-
ever. Troubador fell lame and The Bard was taken so ill

that his life was despaired of. Thus was the path smooth for

Hanover,

—

N. Y. Spirit.

The horse exhibit at the New Eogland Fair this year prom-
ises to surpass in quality all previous ones ever held at Wor-
cester. Mr, L. M. Payoe's grand young stallion Harold
Thorne will be one of tbe attractions, and will be accompanied
by five yearlings, the get of William Tell, all from large-sized,

choicely bred dams. These youngsters will show that New
England breeders can compete successfully with those of
Kentucky or California, in spite of our cold climate, if they
use judicious care in the selection of parents, give plenty of
feed, and allow them to exercise in an open yard or field

every fair day during the Winter.

—

Ex.

An English paper states that Mr. J. B. Haggin has inv
$750,000 in Texas land, on which to establish a stud iar
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The Use of Blinkers on Horses.

The custom of putting bliokers on horses indiscriminately

is a great error. Carriage horses lcok well in showy head-
gear, and handsome blinkers are a great improvement to the
style and general appearance of real, well set up carriage

horses. But for gig, dogcart, stage, wagon, truck and general

work they are wholly unnecessary, and, as regards safety,

they are a detriment rather than an advantage. What do
general utility horses want with blinkers? Horses, like our-
selves, want to see where they are going, and the horse that

shies proves that he wants to keep out of danger by the very
fact of his shying.

"We must consider that a horse leading an artificial life,

like ourselves, walking in the dark in a strange place, doesn't
see what is around him if he has blinkers on, and is therefore
naturally timid and careful. If a horse is too careful, and
takes too wide a circuit in shying, it is with the best inten-
tions from his instincts. Bat because he does a little toomuch
and more than his driver sees necessary, he should not be
abused, but spoken to softly and kindly, and thus encour-
aged, for he means no wrong. The stupid blunder head will

go so close to a hole that one wheel will fall into it, while
the horse of intelligence will keep well away from it; but,

not having studied geometry he does not know the exact
length of the axles and the distance necessary to keep from
the danger. Man himself does not keep away from danger at
all times, though be has the advantage of sense and reason
supplied him. Many a horso does not care where he goes,
and depends on his driver to look out for danger, or he
expects to be pulied and hauled about and guided by the
reins which supply him with all the sense he wants; while
the intelligent horse that wants to see for himself is called a
"shyer" that does not care, while he overdoes it, is often
cursed at and whipped. When horses stop with some driv-

ers they are petted and coaxed until they start, then they
are whipped, checked and beaten, as if (to them) forgoing
on. If they are to be petted for what they should not do,

and whipped for what they should do, how are horses to

understand it?

A shying horse, and a sulky, balking horse are diffeient.

Shying is not a vice; it is more a habit than a fault, knowing
that he doesn't mean it. There are times when a shying
horse could save life if he would only shy at the right time
and place. One course is to, chastise or correct a horse, if

necessary, for doing wrong, and encourage him for doing
right. If he be whipped for stopping, the whippiug should
cease when he goes on and not until then.

To give a horse a fair chance to see round him we would
use a headstall without bliDkers. But we would make an
exception of the carriage-horse, for we want him for style,

park show and excusable vanity, and, to indulge this very
harmless ambition, we will admit that the carriage-horse, for

this reason, should have on blinkers, and let the driver,

instead of the horse, look out for danger.

Here Connery failed. The next height was live feet nine and
one-half inches. Kelly got over, apparently without an
effort. Page's two tirst efforts were fruitless; and it seemed
as if he was going to "stend still" at the height. To an
athlete who approached him to "rub down" the sprained
knee, I heard him remark, in a fine American accent, "Guess
I have got to do it this time. By Jove!" I will, too." and he
did. The bar now went up again withont a failure. At six
feet both failed twice; but again the third effort was the lucky
one with both. Next height six feet thirteen and eight inches
was cleared first by Page, Kelly failing in the two first
attempts. Page was excessively delighted with his at last
successful attempt to lower the world's high jumping record.
He was seeu at the telegraph office desoatching about a dozen
telegrams to Yankee-land with the glad tidings. His per-
formance was certainly something to be proud of, and six
feet three and one-quarter inches is likely to remain a record
on the A. A. A. list for a longer period than any of the other
times and measurements cow included in that document.

American breeders of trotters are findiLg a profitable market
for their stock in South America, of late. One of the recent
sales to parties in that southern clime is the six-year-old bay
Btallion Nevins, by Volunteer; dam by pacing Abdallah, son
of Alexander's Abdallah; second dam by American Clay;
third dam, Trotting Sister, by Alexander's Abdallah; price

said to be $2,500. The South American horsemen are evi-

dently good judges of the proper combination of blood lines

to produce levelheaded trotters with plenty of pluck and
endurance.

A new gentlemen's driving association was formed last

week at Gleveland, which will be known as "The Roadside
Club" The incorporators are Col. Wm, Edwarda, Messrs.
W. D. Caldwell, Charles A. Brayton, Geo. W. Short and
David McClasky. The capital stock is $2o.000. A handsome
clubhouse will be erected near the Cleveland Driving Park
entrance. The club has fifty members, with the roll increas-
ing.

ATHLETICS.
The meeting of the Pacific Coast Harriers on yesterday

closed At too late an hour to permit publishing a report in
detail. It was very pleasant and successful. A full account
will appear next week.

The Golden Gate Athletic Club presented an attractive pro-
gramme on Wednesday evening last. The boxing by the
heavy weight exponents was very good.

Of W. B. Page, member of the Manhattan Athletic Club of
New York, who did a high jump of six feet three and one-
qnarter inches at Stourbridge, Eag., on August 15th, an
Exchange says:

Several big races and local events were included in the pro-
gramme, but the event of the meeting was the High Jump
Handicap, which will probably prove a record performance
in England for many a long day. The starters were: W. B.
Page, of the Manhattan A. C., New York, owes fifteen inches;
W. T. Bowlby, O. U. A. C, owes nine inches; J. Baylis
(Birchfield), owes three inches; Kawson de Escofet (Birming-
ham), scratch. Bowlby only did five feet, but Baylis and De
Escofet both cleared five feet two inches, leaving Page six
feet five inches to even tie the latter for first place. The
pluoky little Yankee gamely set to work to beat record and
win. Six feet one inch and six feet two inches were success-
fully negotiated, the latter beating the American record, and
the best he had ever done, and then, after two unsuccessful
attempts, he cleared the bar placed at six feet four inches by
the standard. Amidst tremendous cheering the jump was
measured, the actGal height proving to be six feet three and one
quarter inches. Page tried another inchthree times, got fairly

over the bar with his feet, but elbow or hip brought the lath
down, and. well satisfied with his performance, he retired,
gaining second prize only; but of course the Stourbridge
Committee came out handsomely with a gold medal and
twenty guineas cup. Several members ot the A. A. B. were
present, including the Hon. Sec. Mr. C. Herbert and Messrs.
E. B. Holmes, T. Clulee, W. "W. Alexander, C. Wheelwright,
E. H. Godbold, etc All then carefully tested the ground,
the standards and the height from the center of the bar, so
no possible doubt can be thrown on the performance. When
it is considered that Page's height in only five feet six and

Olympic Election.

The annual election of the Olympic Club on Monday last,
was the occasion of much excitement and activity on the part
of members. The largest vote polled at any previous elec-
tion was three hundred and ninty-eight, while on Monday
five hundred and twenty were placed in the ballot box.
The ticket placed in nomination by the regularly chosen

nominating committee was opposed by certain members who
preterred the re-election of the officers who had served during
the year just closing, and theBtrnggle between the supporters
of the tickets was quite as earnest as was desirable. The
regular nominating committee, Messrs. O. S Buckbee, E. N.
Short, J. H. Gilhuly E. S. Van Court and J. G. McCarty,
was fortunate in enlisting the sympathy of one of the most
popular and energetic members of the club, Mr. "W. P. Law-
ler, aud conducted their side of the contest upon broad prin-
ciples and in an unexceptionable manner. The opposing com-
mittee was in great part guided by the experience of another
long-time and well-known member, Mr. M. H. "Weed.

In a few instances the contest was waged with bitterness
and with less regard for fairness and generosity than should
characterize an election in a body of such dignity as the
Olympic Club. The instances of extreme partizanship were
few, however, and the result may be regarded as a fair ex-
pression of the will of the club. The gentlemen supporting
what was styled the "opposition ticket" had secured a num-
ber of proxies, which were not received and were disallowed
by the election board, in accordance with a by-law of the
club which forbids the reception of any vote or ballot by
proxy. The refusal to accept proxies rather disconcerted the
ranks of the opposition, but very soon carriages were sent
for the elvers of the proxies and many of them voted in per-
son. The successful candidates and the number of votes
polled for them were as follows:

President, "W. Greer Harrison, 262; vice-President, H. H.
Briggs, 261; Secretary, F. S. Moody, 303; Treasurer, H. B.
Buss, 263; Leader, J. A. Hammersmith, 520, being ou both
tickets; Directors, G. E. Maxwell 295, H. A. Cummings 275,
J. B. Tibbatts 272, J. P. Kelly 262. E. L. Rhodes 260, W. B
Hearst and P. T. Good'oea tie, 257.

The gentlemen defeated were: for President, Surveyor-
General B. P. Hammond Jr., 258; vice-President, G. A. Dall,

256; Secretary; Charles Stallman, 214; Treasurer, "W. H.
Souther, 256; Directors, C. E. Havens 256, J. G. Hulse 233,
W. F. Bouton 251, A. C. Forsyth 255, and W. A. Scott 249.
The installation of the officers elect occurs on Monday even-
ing next.

New York Athletic Club,

The Nineteenth Annual Fall Games of the New York Ath-
letio Club take place at the club grounds, 150th street and
Mott Avenue, on Saturday, October 1, 1837, at 2:30 p. m.
Open to members of Amateur Athletic Clubs only.
Handicap Events.— 100 yards run, S80 yards run, one-

mile run, three-mile run, two-mile bicycle race, 120 yardB
hurdle—three feet six inches.

Scratch Events.—120 yards run, 440 yards run, pole
vaulting, running high jump, running broad jump, putting
sixteen-pound shot, throwing sixteen-ponnd hammer, throw-
ing tifty-six-pound weight.
Obstacle .Race.—Gold medals to first and silver to second

in handicap events. Gold medals to first, silver to second,
and bronze to third in scratch events.
Medals now on exhibition at the clubhouse.
Competitors in the hurdle race receiving eight yards or

more will be allowed a clear course to the second Hurdle.
Handicapping by N. Y. A. C. official handicapper.
The right to reject or strike out any entry reserved.

Entrance fee fifty cents per man for each event. Entries
close September 21st with Otto Ruhl, Secretary N. Y. A. C,
104 West 55th street, N. Y.
[The Olympic Club and Pacific Coast Harriers could send

likely entries to most or all of the events noted in Mr. Buhl's
invitation but for the almost measureless span of continent
which separates local athletes from their much-to-be-admired
brethren of the New York Athletic Club. Mr. Buhl's kind-
ness in extending an invitation is appreciated.

—

Ed.]
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Sales.

Mr. John Neild, of Alameda, has sold spaniel pupoie 8
by Brian Bom—Nellie, whelped May 21st, 1SS7:
To Mr. Isaac Upham, a dog.
To Major S. I. Kellogg, a dog.
To Mr. Milton S. Latham, a bitch.
To Mr. H. London, a dog.
To Mr. Prank Brow ell, a bitch.

A Remarkable Growth.

The many friends of Messrs. Montgomery Ward & Co.,

formerly at 227 and 229 Wabash Ave., Chicago, will be glad

to know that the rapid growth of their business has forced

them to remove from "Wabash Ave. to 111, 112, 113 and 114

Michigan Ave., where they have purchased a magnificent
building, the seven floors of which they will occupy exclus-

ively. These seven floors are each 100x165 feet, aggregating
nearly 120,000 square feet (about three acres) of floor surface.

The new quarters will enable them to handle their large busi-

ness to the better advantage of their thousands of customers.
Fifteen years ago MeBsrs. Montgomery Ward & Co. occupied
but one room, and that only 25x40 feet. The enormous
growth of their business during these fifteen years can only
be explained by the fact that they Bell direct to consumers,
supplying all their wants, and never misrepresent any article.

The success of this house proves the old saying, that "Hon-
esty is the best policy," and from this policy they never devi-

ate. The Fall cataloguesissued by Messrs. Montgomery Ward

• f'^ V '
Maynard reports that the litter of Belle to Kaed-

lng s Duke is in tine condition. Of tne nine, eight are dog nu D-

pies. Mr. Maynard will reserve the bitch puppy. The eight
dogs have been sold to sportsmen in Portland, and each one
of them will have a prize. Among the lucky buyers areJudge Scott, E. W. Moore and Mr. Keene, of the A P Hotal
lug Company.

We hear from Major S. T. Hammond, Kennel Editor of
forest and Stream, that he has been seriously ill but is nowagain in harness and looking forward to the held trial seasonwith eagerness. High Point, in the trial season, without thequaint wit, and benevolent cordiality of Major Hammondwould be robbed of much of its charm, particularly to his
fellow reporters, none of whom can ever forget the inexhaust-
ible capacity of the old trunk in t e corner which alwa-sheld ;'ooe more" dose of antiseptic. Even Doctor Howe's
medicine chest was empty before the Major ceased to admin-
ister advice with hot water and concomitants.

Professional jealousy and laudable business entetprise may
properly make men recluses during work hours and per
haps, in no business is exulusiveness so general' as in the
matter of news gatheiing and publication, but in tne after
hours when consciousness of duty performed lends zest to
social pleasures, there can be no jollier company than the
little knot of trial reporters which suffered together the
exposures of the long wintry days at High Point and Grand
Junction in 18S6. Most of them were men of deep learnine
in their specialty, and all, with one exception, and that onean extreme western representative from whom little was to
be expected, were men of unusual gifts in lines quite outside
of dogs and sport. u

Abstrnse discussions of the events of each day filled somehours others were given to much-needed lelaxation and in
those Major Hammond's mother wit and Doctor Howe's keen
sense of the ludicrous, tempered by the undercurrent of richhumor which percolated through Mr. Waters, made the too
short time pass rapidly. Nor were those mentioned alone incontributing to the fund of amusement. Mr Irwin reDre
senting tne Abilene Gazette, Mr. Milliken, Mr Fosch MrBichard Dorman of the American Sportsman, Mr. LukeWhite and others, had each a delightful habit of renerving
the jaded company of quill men by an apt little storv or acurious scrap of verse. Occasionally some of the reporters
ventured into the realm of poesy, and then the fun became
appalling In one heat, when birds were few and the fruitless
riding had grown almost unendurable, a composite poem wasevolved which would have done credit to McPherson or anv
poorer poet Mr Milliken suggested the first lines MrWaters added a few feet, Major Hammond drew himself
together, cocked the old corduroy hat which has braved
eight or ten held trials jauntily, took a fresh grip on his oldAunt Sally clay pipe, and finished the stanza in glorious
style. The irresistibly absurd thing was passed from one toanother, and, with the merriment which it aroused, all fatigue
fled for the nonce. «e»ia

None can appreciate the labor incident to reporting a field
trial in detail who has not actually done it. The notes aremade under difficulties, often while one's horse is in motion
All of the work must appear exactly as it done, and in
sequence. T

three-quarter inches, the sturendous nature of the feat can be & Co. ought to be in every family.

well understood. Given a little luck, and there is no reason
to doubt Page's ability to clear even two inches above thiB
height. Page likes to commence his jump at a very low
height. In deference to a wish expreBBed to this effect, P. J.
Kelly and J. Connery, Kilfinane, co. Limerick, courteouslv
allowed him to place the bar at whatever height he pleased".

Page elected to commence at five feet, aud seemingly it cost
him almost as much effort to get over this as it did at a foot
higher. After five feet was cleared, the bar went up two
inob.es after each jump until it reached five feet eight inches.

As being applicable to several recent athletic events, we
may repeat the remark of an authority who says that no
sportsman at heart is really satisfied with any kind of match
or race which is not brought to a definite conclusion, mean-
ing victory for one side aud defeat for the other. He does
not travel many miles at considerable expense, and very
often to the neglect of his business, in order to witness the
process of arriving at a conclusion which leaveB the question

of superiority precisely where it was. It ib true that he will

Difficult bits of work must be correctly interpretedand outlined withont coloring and without carelessnessThe reporter must be first in the field and last to retire from
it. At no time can be be absent from his post. He cannotskip a heat or any portion of one. When others are restinc
at intervals, waiting for dogs to be brought to a start, or whilejudges are consulting, he must be correcting his notes oradding incidents of the trials. At the end of the day whenothers rest, he mnBt remain at his work nntil the notes of theday appear in the form of fair "copy, "and the "small hours"
usually come before he can feel justified in ceasing Weknow of no task so prostrating, so wearisome as field
trial reporting, and Major Hammond may well write that
"reporting a field trial sfngle-handed is no joke."

Mr. Charles C. Carpenter, of Cincinnati, a prominentsportsman of that oity, is visiting California. He goes onMonday next to Oregon and Washington Territory to shootand hsh and we commend him to the courtesies of thegenial fellow-craftsmen of that country.

The Ranger Croxteth -Fannie Faust pointer bitch, men-
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Editor Breeder aat> Sportsman:—I have been thinking
of contributing an occasional article to yonr paper about the
merits of Paul Gladstone, Roderigo, Lillian, Glaostone,
Chance, Caesio, Allie James, Bo-Peep, Bob Gates, and others

j

as practical field dogs, having had the pleasure of killing
birds over them in the South. Whatever I do contribute will
be of the brief order. Jno. W. Besserer.
Helena, Mont., September 2, 1887.

[We shall be pleased to receive anything from so enthusi-
astic and practical a sportsman as Mr. Besserer, and hope he
will often contribute to our columns.

—

Ed.]

A Likely Pointer.

Editor Breeder axd Sportsman:—Lasl December I bred

Young Benlah to Robert le Diable, and March 5, 18S7, she
whelped by him three pups, one dog and two bitches; I kept

the dog and sold the two bitches. Mr. Jesse M. Baker, of

Media, Pa., bought one of the bitches and Mr. Barton H.
Grundy, of Richmond. Ya., bought the other. Young
Beulah is by Tom 2968, (Sensation—Colburn's Belle), ex

Beulah 1286, (Flake—Lily). There is no better blood than

this. She is half sister of Beaufort and Bellona and litter

sister of Tom Pinch, the great California crack. I have
exhibited her but once, and then at New York in the class
with Keswick, Revel Til, and other celebrated winners; she
scored a V. H. C, 18S6. But I care nothing for her bench-
show record, I want fielders and she is as good as they make
them. When she came in season she had been hunted all

through November and December, and when Robert served
her she was hunting every day in North Carolina. I believed
then that these conditions would breed to make hunting
dogs of the pups. My own pup, now five months old, has
been hunting since he was two and a half months old. To
show what he is, read a letter received from Mr. R. C. Selden,
who has him in hand. He is not for sale, but Mr. Grundy
having changed his plans wants to dispose of his bitch. She
is a perfect beauty aud as smart as tacks. I am very anxious
this bitch should fall into the hands of a sportsman; she is

too beautiful and promising an animal to be thrown away.
Her color is rich liver and white, beautifully and evenly
marked, liver head and ears with white stripe tip forehead,
spot on rump and liver ticked. If you or any of your friends
want a first-class animal, this is a rare chance. She is well
grown and extraordinarily handsome. Address, for partic-

ulars, John S. Wise, or
Barton H. Grundy.

Richmond, Va., August 20, 1887.

The letter mentioned by Mr. Wise speaks of Eoswell as

follows:

Dear John:— I took Roswell out the other evening and it

would have made you feel gcod all over to see him point. He
and Nellie trailed a bird for some distance, when he, passing a
blackberry bush, caught the scent and wheeled into the most
beautiful point I ever saw. His little match of a tail was as

stiff as an icicle in January, and you could see he meant busi-

ness all over. You have never seen a dog grow and improve
as he has done in your life, and since Beuiah was separated
from him has become a great deal more sociable.

Come up and let me rub some more cribbage in your almost
hairless head. You may be a good lawyer and possibly a good
fellow and a fairly good shot, but you can't play cribbage
worth a cuss. R. C. Selden.
Pemeerton, Ya., Aug. 19, '87.

[We give the letter of Mr. Wise's space, hoping that Mr.
Scnreiber, Mr. Linville, Mr. Trumau or some other fancier

of pointers may be influenced to secure it. Robert le Diable
is the popular sire of the day, and confidence may be placed

in the statement of Mr. Wise about Young Beulah. It is

hardly to be expected that the youngster spoken of will

develop into so handsome an animal as Tom Pinch, but if

it approaches that peer among pointers in bpauty it will be
better looking than most dogs of the breed.

—

Ed.]

King Marsh.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—It is "King Marsh"
that I bought from C. B. Bodes and not King Slash, as you
have it in the Breedrr and Sportsman last week. King
Marsh is a litter brother of King Slash, as you will see by
enclosed letter from Mr. Bodes. Edwin Goodall.
San Francisco. Sept. 6th, 1S87.

Edwin Goodall, Esq.:—I enclose you a cheap tintype of

my King Marsh. He is a litter brother to Champion King
Slash, whose cot you can see on opposite side of this sheet,

also pedigree (being same as King Slash). King Slash com-
menced at the "World's Fair at New Orleans, and went through
the circuit and won championship at Chicago and special for

best spaniel at show. He has met and defeated extra-cham-
pion Coant Bendigo, owned by Tim Donoghoe, twice, beat

champion Pat IL, at Cincinnati, and also J. D. Olcott's cham-
pion Storm. King MarBh is ten pounds heavier than Slash,

and weighs seventy pounds in ordinary condition. Solid

liver, no white on breast, handsome as a picture, fine

retriever, and one of the most intelligent dogs I ever saw.
He is game to the backbone, and will take any water, and no
crippled duck can get away from him. He won second at

Philadelphia this spring, when badly off coat, and in good
coat would have scored an easy winof first. I honestly think
he is a butter dog than King Slash. He will bring a dtrck to

me and hand it up to me on a horse. He always sits up and
delivers his game. The picture I send is a cheap one and
very poor. The morning was very hot and the room close,

and the dog was panting all the time when it was taken; and
then he has shed all the long hair from his back, and about
two-thirds of the way down his aides. He is tine in head,
good eye, tail and ear unsurpassed, good in coat and feathered

on legs fore and aft, down to toes; stands straight on his legs,

very strong in the loin, and will stay in cold water from morn-
ing till night. He is one of the beat duck dogs I ever shot

over, excepting one fault, which I will explain. I sold him
before he was a year old to H. L. Douseman (a millionaire),

of Prairie Dnchine, for $100. I had then had him on two or

three ducking expeditions and he had not a fault. Mr.Douse-
man in shooting over him in Wisconsin allowed him to go

for a duck the minute it fell, which habit has become settled

on him, and as soon as you shoot he will break shot whether
you kill or not. However he can soon be broken of this

fault. I bought him back from the Estate on the death, of

Mr. Douseman, to keep him from falling into the hands of

some Chicago men who were after him. He is in perfect

health, over distemper, and finely preserved, having always
been fond of children aud petted by the Douseman family.

He is the best stock dog to-day in America. C. B. Bodes.
Moberly, Mo,
[King Marsh is by Pat—Tide; Pat by Sinbad—Liffey; Tide

by Dan O'Connor—Irish Nell. The breeding is first-rate, and
we learn that Mr. Goodall is pleased with the dog.

—

Ed.]

Mr. Will Davidson's String:.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Mr. Will Davidson, an
excellent handler and trainer of field dogs, and a '-chip off
the old block," being a son of John Davidson, of Michigan,
is now and has been at Bozeman, Montana, all summer,
breaking dogs for the Bozeman Kennel Club and Eastern par-
ties. His striDg consists of Mr. J. W. Beaserer's English set-
ters Nortier by Paul Gladstone—Bo-Peep; Ontario King by
Dashing Berwin—Romp; Silk B by Roderigo—Lady Rake;
Lady Cress by Gladstone—Zell; BaDco by Count Noble—Liz-
zie HopKins, and pointer Rock Roy by Croxteth—Daisie;
Mr. "W. B. Wick's lemon and white pointer Chicago Wick by
Vandevort's Don; Mr. C. B. Wade's black, white and tan
Nellie W. by Sam Sterritt, and several other fine bitches,
including Rene by Paul Gladstone, Hoosier Belle by Count
Noble. May Blossom by Druid, Ontario Star by Dashing Ber-
wvn, June by Pontiac II and Devonshire Maid by Rex Bow
—Belle Bang. Ontario Star, owned by the Bozeman Kennel
Club, has jast whelped six—four dogs and two bitches—by
Champion—Paul Gladstone, all black, white and tan and
beauties. This cross ought to nick well, and we shall await
with much eagerness the result of the breeding of Paul Glad-
stone to Dashing Berwyn and Druids bitches. May Blos-
som is in whelp to Roderigo. This kennel is the only one to
our knowledge in tho north-west which has standard bred
dogs of the choicest strains of the Llewellins. Montana cli-

mate possesses peculiar advantages for developing speed aud
endurance in dogs as well as in horses. "Marx."
Bozeman, Montana.

A Croxteth—Patti M-

Mr. A. B. Truman, owner of the Elcho Kennels of this city
received last week a very handsome pointer bitch from Cleve-
land. She is about eight months old, liver and white, and i

c

by the noted Croxteth out of Patti M. Mr. Truman's Patti
Croxteth, as he calls the latest addition to his already large
list of thoroughbreds, is a bitch of great finish io form, has a
good head, full, piercing eyes, like those of Mr. Vandevort's
Don, good coat, good ribbing, excellent quarters, legs and
feet, and shows quality throughout. Her stern seems a bit too
heavy, but is whip like, and when the bitch begins to fill out
it will be about right. All in all she is a beauty, and should,
if she is half as good as her sire Croxteth. be a clinker. Crox-
teth, 2871 A. K. S.B., by Lowe's Young Bang (Price's Bang

—

Davey'sLuna) out of Macdona's Jane (Sefton's Bam—Sefton's
Flirt) is a grand fielder and has already gotten many good
dogs, among them the fashionable Robert le Diable. In Mr.
Truman's hands Patti M. is certain to be judiciously reared,
and if she gets field experience there is no reason why she
should not go near to sweeping the field trial prizes next year.

Westminster Show.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—The Westminster Ken-
nel Club has secured Madison Square Garden, New York,
for its Twelfth Annual Bench Show of dogs, which will be
held on the 2lst, 22d, 23d and 24th of February, 1888.
Babylon, L. I., Aug. 26, 1887. Jas. Mortimer, Supt.

Judge Post aud Geo. W. Watson of the California Kennels
attended the Bay District races during the week.

ROD.
A Bad State of Things-

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Salmon trout are very
plentiful in Eel River and would furnish good SDOrt, as they
take the fly readily, put aro being rapidly exterminated by
catching them with unlawful seines. The seines have
meshes only one inch square. The fishermen use them in
day-light not fearing prosecution. I hope the Fish Commis-
sioners will look after them, as our county officers pay no
attention to this violation of the law, which is practiced
every season. Respectfully, J,

Rohnerville, Sept., 2d. 1887.

[If "J." will address a complaint to Hon. T. J. Sherwood,
Secretary of the Board of Fish Commissioners, he will

receive prompt and effective assistance in abating the nuis-

ance complained of. What is done with the trout seined
from the river?

—

Ed.]

A Curiosity.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I send you a bunch of

feathers taken out of the stomach uf a one and one-half pound
trout caught in the Klamath River, sent to me. It is a great

curiosity. Chas. Kaeding.
San Francisco, Sept. 4, 1SS7.

[The bunch of feathers, which is about four inches long
and an inch in circumference, is the tail of the common
"shag," a cormorant-like bird which is abundant along the

coast, but which is rarely found far inland. That the fish

could gorge so great a mass is surprising.

—

Ed.]

The Carp and How to Catch Him.

Among the articles of interest in the current Fishing Gazette,

Eng., which, by the way, is a double number and elegantly

illustrated, is one on the subject indicated which is of espe'

cial value since carp have come to be common. The fish is

one that does not seem of great value, but as it is a good

breeder, grows rapidly and may be fed at slight cost, it is

growing in popularity with those who raise fish for market.

The correspondent, "Sweet Paste," says:

Can) fishing may be regarded as one of the most scientific

branches of bottom-fishing, and also as one of the most inter-

eating, both on account of the difficulty in deceiving this

wary fish, and also, when that desirable consummation is

attained, on account of the skill required in playing and land-

ing him.
Certainly the angler who can successfully delude a large

carp of 10 lb. weight or so, and on fine gut tackle wear him
out aDd eventually bring him to bank, may claim to rank
high as a good fisherman.

Before proceeding to describe the mode of capturing this

fish, let us notice a few points of interest about our quarry.

The ct*rp {Cyprinus carpio) is one of the most widely-dis-

tributed of fresh-water fishes, but is not a native of this coun-

try. Old Izaak Walton, who calls tbe carp "a Btately, a good

and a very subtle fish," thought that at the time he wrote

(about 1653) this fish had been introduced only about one

hundred years; but the "Boke of St. Alban's," published in

1496, make3 mention of carp, and it is said to be "A daynte-

ous fysshe." Next we find various rewards to persons for

bringing carp to Eenry VIII appearing in that King's list

of expenses in 1532, so at that time the carp must still have
been regarded as a rarity.

Now, this fish is found in almost all old ponds, and also in
many of the rivers of this country; probably, the time it will
live out of water, and, consequently, the ease with which it

can be transported from one place to another, will account
for its general distribution. Several writers havo noted the
fact that in Holland carp are often kept alive for weeks sus-
pended in nets rilled with wet moss.
The carp is exceedingly prolific. Frank Buckland, in

"British Fishes," mentions one of 16£ pound weight, which he
estimated to contain, in round numbers, two and a half mil-
lions of eggs, and if only a very small percentage of these
produced fish, it will easily be imagined that the increase
in suitable localities must be enormous. The fish also lives
to a great age. There are well-authenticatad instances of carp
more than a century old in the fish ponds at Versailles.
Some of these nsh were quite white about the head, and this
was naturally supposed to be caused by their great age; but it

has been shown that this appearance was in reality caused by
a fungous growth.
The monks in the olden times thought highly of the carp

as an article of food, and most of tae ponds which remain
roundabout the ruins of old monastries still contain patri-
archal carp.

Probably the cooks in those days had a way of counteract-
ing the muddy taste which is so marked in pond carp, and
which has caused an American paper to sum up the subject
by saying that "Carp are best caught with a hay-rake, and
make excellent manure." It was stated a short time back, in
one of the papers, that vinegar poured down the throat of thi3
fish as soon as it was caught would entirely remove the
muddy flavor. This may be true, but few anglers carry a
flask of vinegar about with them, having, strange to say, a
preference for whisky. Our venerable master also gives a
recipe for stewing the carp in claret. Tbis sounds rather
nice: but, perhaps before proceeding to cook our fish we had
better take the old advice and first catch him.
"We will commence by treating of pond -fishing. The ponds

the carp loves best are deep, quiet ones, far away from roads,
<vhere the bulrushes grow high in a wide fringe round the
edge, and where the silence isonly broken by the splash of
the water-rat or moorhen; in places like this he lives and
thrives, and thrives exceedingly, rooting about amid the
weeds, and occasionally rising to the surface and giving a
peculiarly smack with his lip?, which sound may be heard
for a long distance in the stillness of the evening; and Frank
Buckland remarks that this uncanny sound has sometimes
given old pits and disused quarries the reputation (amongst
the ignorant rustics) of being haunted.
So much, then, for a likely spot to find the carp. Let us

now proceed to describe the most suitable tackle to use for
his capture:—The rod should be a four-joint hickory and
lancewood, about twelve feet or fourteen feet long, strong,
but with plenty of spring in it, so that we may be able, if

necessary, to give the fish the butt, and put a powerful
pressure upon him. The running-line in a targe pond should
not be less than fifty yards in length, strong and tine; the gut
bottom, which is the most important part of the tackle,
should be chosen with the greatest care. Every link must
be round and clear, free from any blemish; in fact, the very
best and finest gut that can be procured.
The water in carp ponds is often of a brownish hue, and

by soaking the gut for some hours in a lukewarm decoction
of strong coffee a similar color may be given to it. The hook
may be number eight or nine on gut to match the re3t of the
line; the float a fine tip-capped or porcupine quill, weighted
with a sufficient number of small shot—the smaller the
better; in fact, the object aimed at must be to have the whole
of the tackle as fine as possible, and yet at the same time
strong.

Now we come to the all-important subject—bait. An
infinite number of different kinds of bait have been recom-
mended for carp-fishing. Old Iziak says: "Of pastes for this
fish there are almost as many as cures for the toothache, ; *

and then he goe3 on to describe a wonderful compound of
the flesh of a cat mixed with bean-flour, etc. "Worms, too, of
various kinds, cherries, green peas, and gentler are all useful
at times; but for pond-fishing nothing will be found to equal
sweet paste, which is made as follows:—Take a quantity of

the crumb of white bread about two days old and work this

up in a mortar with some pure honey till the whole becomes
a uniform paste, then knead this in a clean cloth for several
minutes and it will get white and tongh; a little water may
be added if the honey is not sufficiently moist. This paste,
which may be kept for some time in a damp cloth, is invalu-
able for carp, bream and roach.

In a large pond ground-baiting overnight will much con-
duce to sport; perhaps the best ground- bait consists of per-

fectly fresh brewer's grains, thrown in in rather small
quantities; but unless the grains are quite fresh, they are
worse than useless.

Walton mentions a way of ground-baiting which would
probably answer well for this fish, if anyone cared to take
so much trouble. The method is to get a round piece of tarf

as large as a bread trencher, and carefully sew red worms to

each blade of grass, and then sink the turf in the pond, and
after a day or so fish over the spot with well-scoured red
worms. A capital ground-bait is made by mixing oatmeal
and bran with a little clay, and making it up into balls about
the size of eggs. Having provided our ground-bait, let us go
to the pond the evening before we intend to fish, and look
out a likely spot, say a fair-sized opening between the weeds
where the water is deep, or under the shadow of an over-
hanging tree, or just over a reed bed. Next plumb tbe depth
for a few yards round most carefully, and fix the float so that

the bait may be as nearly as possible one inch on the bottom.
This plumbing is done overnight so as to avoid disturbing

the water in the morning, as our game is as shy and wary as

an old fox, and a little matter like the above may make all the
difference to our sport. We next fix a forked stick just in the

water for the rod to rest upon, and then, throwing in the
ground-bait, leave the fish to their own devices for the night.

Next morning, as soon as it is light enough to see the float,

we come with cautious steps to the pond, keeping well away
from tbe edge. First of all, make up a little of the sweet
paste into tiny pellets the size of shot, and throw in a few
whilst you are rigging up your tackle; then, entirely covering

the hook with a piece as large as a pea, cast the line as gently

as possible out over your baited swim, rest the rod on the
forked stick already in position, and standing back some
yards await results, your eyes fixed on the float. Presently
the float gives a shake and perhaps sinks down to the cap, or
moves away towards tbe middle of tbe pond. Do not be in a
hurry; if the paste is well made yon may safely wait a few
seconds till the fish has fairly got the bait in his month, then,
with a sharp strike, fix the hook well in his leathery month,
and then comes the tug of war.

Generally the first thing a large carp does on feeliDc

hook is to bore down into the mud with all his weight:

combat this by keeping a steady but not violent strati.
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him. Next he often goes Btraight away with a rush for the

nearest bed of weeds, and should he gain this cover the

chances of fouling the line and getting free are much in his

favor.

Now is the time to try the goodness of your tackle, so just

before he gets to the weeds yon must give him the butt and

put heavy pressure upon him; but should he gain his cover,

your only plan is to adopt an extremely valuable suggestion

given by Mr. Cholmondeley-Pennell in his "Book of the

Pike," and keep the line quite taut from the point of the

rod to the fish; by thiR means, the author points out, the line

will often cut the weeds like a knife, whereas if you allow

the line to bend under the edge of the weed-bed the fish is

almost certain to break away. The carp is very game and

will fight till the last, often making a determined rush just

when you are coaxing him over your landing-net. However,
all things have an end, and presently our handsome captive

is gasping on the bank, and we feel we have conquered a

"foeman worthy of our steel."

After a scrimmage like the above the fish are naturally

somewhat disturbed; but throw in a good handful of pellets

of paste, and then by the time you have sufficiently admired
your fish, and perhaps smoked the pipe of peace, you may
resume operations, and if the fish are fairly numerous you
may hope soon to repeat your good fortune. The fish will

not feed much after 8 a. m. (unless the day be cloudy aod

warm), but must be left undisturbed till about 7 p. m., wheu
you may give them another turn and tish till quite dark; but,

as a rule, the morning fishing is far the best.

Sometimes during the hottest part of the day you will see

large carp basking on the surface, often partly sheltered by

the water lily leaves; then if you can manage to keep out of

sight and drop a gentle or small red worm on one of the lily

leaves, and make it roll from thence into the water, the fish

will generally snap it up at once. Frank Buckland describes

this style of fishing for carp; but it is extremely difficult, and
generally results in hooking the lily leaf and scaring the fish

away. Carp seem rather partial to gentles on the surface.

The writer was once fiy-hshing for roach in a large pond,

using a fly tipped with a gentle, when he hooked a carp of

nearly live pound weight; but whether the fly or the gentle

was the attraction it is difficult to say. Should any black-

berry busheB overhang the water, the fish may often be seen

in the Autumn to take any berries that fall, and in this case,

by keeping well out of sight, and dropping the hook, and baited

with a ripe blackberry, under the bushes, large carp may some-
times be taken. So much for pond-fishing; now a few words
with regard to river-fishing.

Carp, as a rule, do not grow so large in rivers as in ponds,

one of six pounds being considered a good river fish. They
are not often fished for specially, but are more frequently

hooked when roach-fishing or legering. The most likely

spots are deep, sluggish parts of the stream, old weir pools

and eddies, and in the back-waters of the Thames. Perhaps

Ihe best bait is the flat tail of a well-scoured lobworm on a

No. 7 hook, or, instead of this, two or three tough gentles.

The place should be well ground-baited overnight with clay

and bian balls, in which worms and gentles have been put.

In Germany green peas and cherries are said to be the

most successful lure, the place being previously baited with

the same articles. Sweet paste is very good for river carp,

but is constantly washing off, and is also so attractive to

roach that the sby carp do not seem to get a chance at it. A
veiy good place for carp is generally about the lock gates

of old, little used canals; in places such as these the direc-

tions for pond fishing will apply. The best time for carp

fishiog is during August and September; they appear to

spawn about April, but soon recover, and will feeti all the

Bummer, provided the weather is warm. During cold

weather they seem to become almost torpid. We cannot do

better than to conclude our remarks upon the carp by quot-

ing old Izaak's advice to the carp fisher: "And my first direc-

tion is, that, if you will fish for a carp you must put on a very

large measure of patieuce."

AQUATICS.
Oakland Canoe Club.

The canoeists assembled in force on Sunday morning to

welcome home Commodore W. W. Blow on his return irom

attending the Eastern canoe meets. He had lots to tell

of how warmly he was received, and of the fun and good

times amougst th6 canoemen. He first attended the Western

Canoe Association meet on lake Erie, and then that of the

American Canoe Association on lake Champlain. The morn-
ing was fully occupied hearing all the Commodore had to

relate, and lookiug at the photos and souvenirs he had
brought home. Everyone was thirsty for information, as the

great complaint here is that there are no other clubs to com-
pare notes with or to challenge, and outside canoe matter is.

proportionately appreciated. Lunch was eaten in the boat-

nouse and two scrub races were sailed in tkeafternoon. The
Commodore in the Mystic was a familiar object, but Bomehow
the Mystic did not sail well and was nowhere in the

races. Probably her skipper has been doing too much
sailing in smaller canoes and is not yet quite at home in his

boat. In the first race Bonita and Echo dead heat first, Flirt

third, Zoe Mou fourth; in the second, which was a beautiful

race, Bonita first, Flirt second, Whisper third, and Mystic
fourth. The creek presented a very lively appearance, as

there were more canoes out than there have been for some
weeks, about twelve or fourteen being afloat, and it is prob-

able there will now be jenewed activity in canoeing circles.

Yachting.

The following are "America's" notes on the Jubilee yacht

races held at Halifax, N. S., August 19th and 20th:

What a fortunate thiug it was, in the interest of interna-

tional yachting, thatourgallant young friend CaldwellH. Colt

arrived at Halifax with the Dauntless in time for the Jubilte

races, otherwise therewould not have been a Bingle represen-

tative American yacht in the harbor. It is true that Lieuten-

ant Henn was there with his well-tried cutter, the Galatea, and
Mr. George H. Warren in his beautiful cutter, the Stranger,

from Boston; still, neither of these boats can be considered as

representative American yachts. Lieutenant Henn has so

thoroughly identified himself with all our yachting Bport6

and racing events during the last two years; he has taken his

defeats with euck perfect good humor, and has shown
throughout bis stuy in American waters so frank and gener-

ous a spirit in all matters c muected with the noble sport, thai

we should be only too glad to claim him as a representative

American yachtsman at Halifax, if it were possible to do so.

Lieutenant Henn's true sportsmanlike bearing, his can-lid

treatment of Buch yachting subjects as ho has had occasion

to deal with, both in public and in private, have endeared

him to the yachting public of the nation, and there is only

one feeling, and that is of Bincere regret that the gallant

Lieutenant's stay among us is growing so near its termina-
tion. Still, he was not at Halifax as a representative Ameri-
can yachtsman, and I repeat I am glad that Caldwell H. Colt

got there with the Dauntless in time to take part in the
Jubilee races.

After all the trouble the Halifax people had taken and the

very tempting prizes they had offered for American yachts, it

would certainly have been, a matter of grave regret if the occa-

sion had been spoiled by the entire absence of any of our
beautiful pleasure fleet from the starting-line. The brave old
ship was there, however, and right nobly did she carry the
blue burgee with a red cross and a single star in both events.

I don't understand why the Dauntless had to give the Galatea
time allowance. In all mixed races under English and Cana-
dian Club Rules schooners are entered at about three-fifths of

their real tonnage when racing against sloops and cutters, and
at the first blush of the thing, without going into aciual
niceties of measurement, one would be disposed to say that a

cutter of the first class, like Galatea, ought to be able to give

a schooner like Dauntless Borne time over a forty-mile course;

but it seems it was the other way at Halifax, and, although
Dauntless led the fleet on the first day over the finish line,

Galatea took first prize. The reports say that Dauntless had
to give Galatea over ten minutes' time. I think there must
be some mistake about that, but, anyway she had to give

some tiae, for Galatea got the $1,000 Cup of the Royal Nova
Scotia Yacht Squadron, though DauntlesB crossed the line

tifty-two seconds ahead.
The race was the first of the Jubilee programme, being for

the Royal Nova Scotia Yacht Squadron Cup, value $1,000,
with a second prize of §100, contributed by residents of New
York and Boston. It came off on August 19th. There were
only two entries for the first prize, namely, the Dauntless
and Galatea. The Stranger and Guinevere were entered for

a cup presented by A. B. Sheridan, of Halifax. Guinevere,
however, did not come to the line, and Stranger sailed the
course alone. The Galatea crossed the line at 10:30:35,

Dauntless at 10:31:05. There was a fine, fresh, wholesail

breeze blowing form west-southwest, and both boats went
over at a good pace. Dauntless had all plain sail, working
topsails and balloon jib-topsail, and Galatea all plain sail,

working gaff-topsail and jib-topsail. The wind was free, and
Dauntless soon forged ahead. She passed the first mark
ahead of the Galatea. From here there was a beat to wind-
ward of nine miles, duriug which Galatea naturally went to

the front to the second mark, when she turned a few minutes
ahead of Dauntless. From here to the finish the schooner
again overhauled and passed the cutter, crossing the finish

line fifty-two seconds ahead of the Galatea. Galatea gets the
first prize and Dauntless second. Stranger gets the Sheridan
Cup. She got in forty-five minutes after the Dauntless, hav-
ing started seven minutes later than the Bchooner.
The race for the $500 Cup presented by New York and

Boston yachtsmen came off at 11 o'clock. For this race

eleven yachts belonging to the squadron started. The first

prize was won by the schooner "Wenonah. PaBtime won the

second prize, Hebe third, and St. Kilda fourth.

August 20th the race for the Citizens' Jubilee Cup came off,

under very similar surroundings. The course and the entries

were the same, only that Stranger and five Halifax boats were
entered for first prize in this race, as well as Galatea and
Dauntlese. The wind was light from the north at the start,

giving a free run over the first nine miles. Stranger was first

over the line at 10:31:54, followed by Galatea at 10:32:15, and
Dauntless at 10:33:36, the Halifax yachts following pretty

closely. All had spinnakers set. Stranger maintained her
lead foi the first mile. When oft Meagher's Beuch (he wind
shifted to the south'ard, and, shortly utter, changed again to

the Bouthwest. Dauntless caught the sou'west air first, and
came quickly toward the front, having only the Galatea be-

fore her. At the first buoy, seven miles from the start, Gala-

tea was four minutes ahead of the Stronger. From here ihe

cutter steadily increased her lead as the southward breeze

freshened and the sea got up quite heavy. Stranger was do-

ing well to the last leg of the course, when her top mast went
by the board. The Halifax boats were a long way behind.
Galatea crossed the finish line a winner at 5:16:20, about 55
minutes ahead of the Dauntless, who gets the second priz*.

The official time is as follows:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. CorrM.
Galatea 10:32:15 5:16:20 6:44:05 6:00:54

Dauntless 10:33:36 6:11:55 7:38:19 7=38:19

Stranger 10:31:54 6:37:48 8:05:54 7:38:46

So Lieutenant Henn will have, the satisfaction of taking

home two splendid trophies in bis handsome cutter, and,

though these cups may not represent such hard-fought fights

as those of the Cape May and Brenton Reef Races, which
were taken home by Sir Richard Sutton in the Genesta, they

have this inestimable advantage, that they are not mere chal-

lenge cups, but actual prizes won forever. These cups can-

not be scooped up by tnose audacious ocean free lances, the

Jamieson boys, with their slippery cutter Irex, from Dublin,

as they did in the other case. Well, since we were not to get

the cups here 1 am really delighted that Lieutenant Henn has

got them; there is no man who deserves better to have his

sideboard decorated with well-won trophies of the sea. An-
other thing, the carrying home of these choice mugs year

after year by British yachts will help to keep up the spirit of

international yachting in Great Britain, and encourage more
of their best boats to come out.

THE GUN,
English Advances in Sporting Appliances-

A valuable resume of the piogress of invention in the line

of guns and shooting is that made by the editor of Shooting.

It is interesting because of the facts it contains, and especially

valuable because of its suegestiveness. The writer sajs:

The fact that the power of confining internal barrel pres-

sures to known parts of the surfaces governs the lines upon
which guns should be built, has induced several gentlemen
to turn their attention to the discovery of such pressures,

and gunmakers have not been slow to take advantage of their

discoveries^ in order to give the greatest power and the least

recoil with the least possible weight of metal, accompanied by
a large margin of safety to their guns.
The experimentalists in this direction within the year have

been Mr. Griffiths, Messrs. Curtis and Harvey, and one of our
correspondents, besides Mr. Allport, the chairman of the

Birmingham Gun Trade—a gentleman upon whose care the

Government practically, although not nominally, trusts the

safety of her Majesty's sporting and military subjects and
servants—who has carried out a variety of interesting experi-

ments to teat pressures at every point within the barrels.

This is going much further than has been before attempted
with fowling-pieces. The necessity has been greater, for

every new powder has ways of its own; and not only every

powder, but every new form of ignition also has its own

peculiarities, and these vary as applied to every different
powder. By the help of these experiments some laws which
before were only partially proved have been acknowledged,
and this acknowledgment baa set thinking men to work to
build up invention upon known facts.

Thus, three years ago, a correspondent of Land and Water
pointed out that the absence of recoil from the nirro-powders
was the result of the load being moved by a first ignition of
powder before the body of the charge became ignited. Mr.
Allport, Mr. Griffith and Messrs. Curtis and Harvey have
now proved beyond question that this is a fact; that whereas
the highest pressures with black powder are found within
one inch of the false breech, that with nitro powders they are
found at or about the cone of the chamber, or two and a half
inches from the false breech. The reason of this was clearly
explained by "Herald" three years ago, but it was not then
accepted. He found that the flash from fulminate of merenry
would not ignite the nitro powder quickly, except that part
of the powder in close proximity to the fulminate, whilst, on
the contrary, the same flash would ignite black powder
throughout the whole powder chamber. It is easy to see that
the knowledge that this pressure on the false breech, and
therefore upon the action of the gun, could be regulated to
one-half by the use of the nitro-powders, led to lines being
immediately laid down by several makers for special E C.
and Schultze guns. Prominent among these are Mr. Turner
and Mr. Lincoln Jeffries, who have taken the weight off the
actions and the fore parts of the barrels in order to put it at
and about .the cone of the chamber. Moreover, they have
been able, with the assistance of Messrs. Kynoch & Co.'s
brass cases to jeduce the cone itself, aud thereby still more
give strength where it is most required. The result of this
has been that we may carry two pounds less weight into the
field with an equal margin of Bafety; but in doing this we
do not always avoid some increase of recoil, although by no
means a proportionate increase. This difficulty will, we feel

sure, Booner or later be overcome by the manufacturers of
cartridge cases. What has already been done may be seen
by refereuee to the performance of Mr. Lincoln Jeffries' ten-
bore brass case gun, weight six pounds fourteen ounces,
which we reported upon a fortnight ago.

Entirely opposite to these lines should be guns bnilt for
Messrs. Curtis and Harvey's new brown powder, which is

Done the less a great advance. Here we have a powder which
starts with a low pressure, but which maintains throughout
less variation in degree than any other powder in use; but in
order to give full effect to this powder, instead of cutting
down the length of the barrels and putting the weight in one
spot, we require long barrels, because velocity in this case
depends upon the length of travel within the barrel. Here
we meet with a low pressure well-sustained throughout; with
E. C. and Schultze we have a low pressure which rapidly
increases and then as rapidly dies off. With fine grain black
powder the action is again entirely different—that is to say,
it starts with a very high pressure and then rapidly decreases
throughout the length of the barrel. Following up this knowl-
edge and basing their calculations upon the known fact that
big guns do not hurst after the projectile has begun to move,
Messrs. Bland have invented a cartridge whereby it shall be
impossible for the ignition of the mass of the powder to take
place until the projectile has begun to move. They do this
by placing a metal tube within the cartridge from the cap to
the powder wad, which latter is firmly seated upon the tube
itself. Along with the rest of the case, this tube is filled with
powder, the explosion of which at once starts the projectile
on its journey and ignites the mass of the powder. Then
arises a question which can only be settled by experiment

—

shall we get extra recoil or less recoil ? It is clear that the gas
pressures, driving backwards as well as forwards, will have
some other effect upon the density of the powder at the
breech end than where ignition from behind drove the ignit-
ing powder forward—how much, remains to be seen.
Auother subject of vast interest to Bportsmen is that of the

velocities of pellets and their variations in velocities when pro-
pelled by the same explosion. This subject was discussed
three years ago in Land and Water, and it was then suggested
that a simultaneous arrival of shot pellets, or as nearly"simul-
taneous as could be achieved, seriously discounted the
chances of hitting fast-crossing game. It was not, however,
until January of this year that our correspondent, "A B C of
Projectiles," demonstrated the full valne of what he termed
a consecutive arrival of shot pellets, It is clear that, so long
as the shot pellets are evenly distributed, crossing game will
receive the same number of shot, whether the charge at the
moment of reaching the game covers the space of a foot or
seventeen feet, measured in the direction of the game to the
gun, so long as the pace of the gnme does not carry it through
the lateral width of the pattern before the fast shot has
arrived. It is also clear that, as inaccuracy of allowance in
front is the only fertile cause of missing, the maximum
amount of inaccuracy which can be allowed with the assur-
ance of not reducing the effect of the charge is a distinct
advantage to the shooter. If we take the pace of driven game
at Bixly miles an hour, and the lateral spread or width of the
pattern at 30 inches, we find that the game takes l-35th of a
second to cross this 30-inch, and if we take the last pellets of
a charge to have a mean velocity over the last 17 feet of their
flight of 600 feet per second, we find that the last pellets will
arrive at the very instant that the bird has covered 30 inches.
If, then, a bird travels at sixty miles an hour, then the differ-

ence between the first-shot pellets and the last should be 17
feet at the moment when the first shot reaches the line of
flight of the bird. If birds were going faster than sixty miles
an hour, which they no doubt do when they have the assist-

ance of a high wind, then few sportsmen would be found to

shoot at them exactly at right angleB inside of fortyyards, the
distance at which these shot velocities are based upon. The
more the angle of flight of bird and 6hot approach each other
the further is his course through the charge, and therefore
the longer will it take him to accomplish it; so that, if the
sportsman knows the longitudinal spread of his shot, he can
regulate the angle at which he fires at crossing game so as, at
all distances, to ensure all the pellets crossing the line of
flight of the game before the game has left behind the line of
flight of the shot pellets.

Mr. Griffith followed up our correspondent's arguments by
some experiments, which he recorded in our contemporary,
the Field, These were designed to test the difference of con-
secutive arrival between shot from choke-bores aud cylinders,
and between various charges of powders and londs of shot.
These experiments, as our correspondent "A B C of Project-
iles," whose remarks, we expect, suggested them, pointed
out, failed, in consequence of an attempt to take the varia-

tions of the whole charge, to measure anything with accuracy.
If, however, we may take the general effeot exhibited and
dispense with Mr. Griffith's measurements, we find that up to

thirty yards, or, perhaps, thirty-five yards, a cylinder is

infinitely the easier weapon to shoot with at crossing game,
and after that distance the choke is the easier; in the first

case, because in the cylinder there iB more conseoutive
arrival up to thirty yards, and because, further, at greater
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distances the shot are not concentrated into a email enough
circular space (as seen on the face of the target) to ensure
killing, even if the aim is correct. The choke then becomes
the easier to use with effect, because, as you may shoot further
off, in consequence of its greater concentration of shot, or
smaller circle, you may for this reason reduce the angle, and,
therefore, increase the maximum of inaccuracy allowable, by
either firing before or after the game has passed the right
angle.

If these appearances may be taken, they go to show, in
accordance with common understanding, that the more pow-
der used in proportion to the weight of shot, the higher are
the velocities obtained. It appears somewhat ridiculous to

start out to prove an apparent truism of this kind, but inas-

much as the Field newspaper has for some years taught the
esBCt opposite, it has to be done. The Field force-guage has
been the misleading agent, and it has, while its exponents
have been attempting to make it register the best guns, only
succeeded in iscovering the loads which give the nearest to

simultaneous delivery of the shot, as opposite to consecutive
arrival, out of individual guns. It was easy to detect that
there was something wrong about the force-guage, inasmuch
as it necessitated a loading which was but little resorted to

by the best gunrnakers and crack shots—that is. too little

powder according to the weight of shot. Mr. Griffiths, one
of its chief advocates, adopted this loading; but bis late exper-
iments with the revolving target, although they are by no
means to be taken as scientifically accurate, established by
averages the position which our well-kuown correspondents
had asserted were beyond question that 3J drs. and 1^ ozs.

gave velocities much superior to 3 drs. and l£ ozs. At forty

yards the difference between them is about 100 foot seconds
to the advantage of the extra £ dr. of powder with No. 6 shot.

There is more difference between the first and the last pellets,

but both have an enormously increased velocity over the cor-

responding pellets propelled by The less charge of powder.
These points were immediately caught hold of by gunrnak-
ers, who, of course, gave up the last vestige of faith in the
force guage as a test for penetration.

The correspondence on this subject has led three or four
gunrnakers to turn their attention to a means of testing the

consecutive arrival of shot, and, at the same time, of obtain-

ing a correct measure of the power with which shot strike,

or, in fact, a reliable penetration test for small shot, which
none of the appliances in use can lay the smallest claim to.

This seems likely to be brought about by the introduction
into this country, by Messrs. Bozard and Jones, of the water
target, which consists of the simple expedient of measuring
the passage of shot through water, the resistance of which is

less variable than any other medium, and the laws of resist-

ance of which are easily ascertainable. We have already

tried and reported upon this contrivance, to the effect that

it is the only reliable test of power we know of, and the only
one also by which consecutive arrival may be taken.

Last autumn or winter our correspondent "A B C of Pro-
jectiles" wrote to us, calling attention to tbe mistaken notions
which exist with regard to the allowance made on crossing

birds. It was pointed out by him that the best authorities

differ about what distance they really do aim in front, some
asserting they aim yards in front, others believing they allow
only inches, and others again asserting that they aim dead
on. He explained these different appearances of similar phe-

nomena on the hypothesis that an image waa retained npon
the retina for longer or shorter periods; that is, the impres-
sion conveyed from the eye to the brain took time which
varied in individuals. This theory was followed up by Dr.
Fleming, who proved a variation in time in individuals from
the brain to the hand. It appears to us, however, that the

hand informs the brain in the majority of instances when
the trigger should be pressed; that this information coincides

in point of time with the information obtained through the

eyes before the will is set to work. It is clear, then, that the

transmission of information from the hand to the brain, and
from the eye to the brain, must occupy exactly the same
space of time or else error follows. Herein, then, lies a

canse for these divergent effects and opinions on similar phe-
nomena. The gun in coming up to the shoulder or after-

wards (it is the same in principal), travels with or faster

than the object, and is, therefore, always moving. Thus
when the eye is quick in forwarding its message to the brain,

and the hand is slow, the object is seen where it is in reality,

but the hand has started its message earlier to arrive at the

same time, and when that message arrives, has, by continu-

ing its swing, had time to get well forward of the object,

although when it started its message it might have been
merely on it; hence the shooter fancies he shot dead on.

In connection with this it has been discovered by Mr.
Griffith that the period from the instant of ignition to the

instant the shot leaves the muzzle varies with different pow-
ders, and that, contrary to appearances, it takes longer with

the nitro-powders, and this fully bears out the discovery

previously alluded to and recorded by "Herald," that the

fulminate does not ignite more than a small portion of these

powders, and that the mass of the charge is dependent for its

ignition upon this first ignited portion of the charge. It is

clear that the absence of smoke in the nitro-powder, and the

power to see the game struck has deceived most shooters as

to quickness. Another English writer *says of small versus

large bores:
Some prefer small bores for the reason they are lighter to

carry in a long day's tramp, but they seem to be ignorant of

the deplorable drawbacks which have occurred with twenty-

bores; and to put this fact most forcibly before your readers,

I may mention that there have been twenty times more
twenty bores burst than twelve bores, when twelve bores were
twenty times as numerous in tbe field as twenty bores. In
spite of this lamentable fact we still read numerous letters

asking advice as to what powder, what load of powder aDd
shot, is best for a twenty, twenty-two, twenty-four, twenty-

six, and even a twenty-eight-bore; but no later than last week
we read of a gentleman asking our old friend and "warrior,"

"20,000," if he really means what he says, viz.: "Am I to

use a twenty-eight bore for grouse ?" and who even mentioned
a perfect thirty-two boTe as the right thing. "Well I can

hardly contain my surprise in rational language; but, aB an

old sportsman must say none but naturalists fond of shoot-

ing insects should use such for an occasional shot. In days

of yore, before cover shooting was in vogue, many a snipe

we knocked over with a Joe Manton of sixteen-bore; but to

recommend anything smaller nowadays, when the number
of shots are thousands out of one gun to hundreds in those

days, is, to Bay the least of it, "downright folly." The
many accidents last year were in excess of any year in my
memory, or, indeed, of the oldest sportsmen, which have

become quite alarming; what with small bores, hammerlesB
guns, rifles, and nitro-eompounds, it is moat necessary to

possess the safest and most serviceable gun or rifle. Why is

it that small bores are more dangerous than the larger size?

Well, all experienced men know the various reasons; but, for

the benefit of your younger tyros, and those older ones giving

mistaken advice, I will mention the moat important causes

of disaster to large and small bores, or gun barrels made of

inferior stuff. "A fine-grained powder Jgives a pressure of
thirty tons per square inch at the breech of our cannon, and
only giveB one ton pressnrea certain distance from the breech;
with the coarser grained powder for these guns the pressure
is reduced to seventeen tons at the breech and seven tons up
the barrel. May I ask any sane man using sportiDg arms
loaded in proportion, if they consider for one moment the
risk they run when using these smallest of small bores, when
using any powder, whether nitro-eompouDds or not? I have
the presumption to advise everyone not to place reliance
(and that implicit) in certain statements which are quite con-
trary to safety, and which may appear in 'theory' correct,
but when reduced to practice are found fatal to the easily led
young tyro. The smaller the bore the greater the wave force,
the capricious pressure."

TEAR
California Wing* Shooting Club.

The last regular meeting of the club, at San Bruno, on Sun-
day last, was more largely attended and more interesting
than any previous gathering of the year. Mr. Crittenden
Robinson, whose residence is now at San Diego, came up for

tbe occasion, and was warmly welcomed by his admiring
confreres. The champion is out of practice and missed a
bird or two, but all of his former quickness and grace are

retained, and there is little doubt that he is still able to go
any race with any competitor and win. He will come up to

the State meetiDg on October 6th.

Mr. Frank B. Norton made a clean score. During the sea-

son Mr. Norton has never fallen below ten, and has scored
twelve twice. He is facile princeps, being seven birds ahead
of his nearest rival, Mr. John De V\»ull Jr. Dr. Knowles,
third medal winner, has been out of luck at several matches,
and his average is hardly so good as in other years.

Mr. Fay shot several of the earlier matches of the year
with a 12 bore, at 30 yards, and suffered from the handicap.
The Stockton member?, Messrs. C. J. Haas and Doctor

Cross fell, the one to 9 and the other to 8. Mr. Haas, for the
season, tied Dr. Knowles, but in a tie shoot the latter won.
At 12 birds, Hurlingham. For club medals.

2 11 ]—11

2 2 1—9
111 2—1212 2 11

12 2 11
2 2 10
10 111

Robinson 10-30—1 1

Fay 10—30—1
Norton 10-30—

1

1

Knowles in—30— 1 1

De Vaull 10—"0—

1

1

Hasa - 12—i8— 1
Cross 12-28—1 2

Osgood.... 12—28—1 11110
Liddle 10—30—1 112 11
Fordo 10-30—1 2 10
SbaS 12—28—2 10
Parke 10—30-

At 12 live birds, S2.50 entrance.

110 2 2 10
0- 5

0- 71202201110 1-

by Dr. Knowles, Mr. Forde and Mr.Shaff.
First, second and third divided

Hobinson.. 2212101110
Fay 2 110
Coffin 2 111
Slade 1121111 lf3 021
De Vaull... .1 12 111
HasB 1 1212110021
Cross 21100210
Appended will be found a table showing the work done by

the club during the year:

Os^ooa 212010001
Forde 2 11211012212
Fanning. ...0 12122101
Shaft" 2 10211111222
Venet 1 201110211
Smith 1 212121010

'

F.B.Norton 10 10 11 10 12 la 72 66

J.DeVaull, Jr 8 12

S. E. Knowlea 9 10 11

O.J. Haas 11 12 9

Ed. Fay 12 7 9

Meilly — 9 —
C.N. Cross — — 8

N. Loynacban — 8 —
Osgood 10 7 —
Forde — — —
K. Liddle — 6 7

H.H.Brlggs — 8 —
H.J. Brand 6—7

Blue Rook Club.

10 9 10 72 68
72 67

72 67
72 53

24 16
12 8
60 39
36 23

60 37
24 14

24 13

7 9

8 10

90 1-36

80 1-18

79 1-6

791-6
73 11-18
76

66 2-3

66 2-3

65

63 8-9

612-3
68 1-3

64 1-6

The club met at Adam's Point on Saturday afternoon last,

eleven members present. The average of birds broken was

higher than at any previous meeting. Major Kellogg won the

main match.

At 26 Blue Bock targets, 18 yards rise, three screened traps. For

club medals.

Kelloee 110 111111110 1110 11-15
Ha'i, ....1 001111110111100011 1-14

W aolober
"

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 u 1 1 1 1 1 1-13

Fox .... 10111111010111000 1-12
faini 1 000111001001011110 1-11

Crandaii 110010001111101011 0-U
Williams' 1 010010 1 1 1 001000 1100-9
T„i,h, noiicooiooioioooono-7
o""„: ..0 010100000000000010 0-8
ibbott . ...0 000000100000100010 0-3
Dewing'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'....'

000000000000000000 1-1
At 10 Blue Rocks, 31.60 entrance, t irst won by Major Kellogg; sec

ond and third divided by Messrs. Fox, Harris and Crandall.

j.„» 111110 0-51 Crandall ... .1101100001-5
ielloes 1111110 0-6 Tubbs 110 10 0-3

Harris '.'.... 1 1 1 1 1-6 | Williams.. ..0 10 10 10 0-3

At 5 pairs of Blue Bocks, S2.00 entrance . First won by Mr. W. J.

Fox; second and tbird divided by Messrs. Harris, Tubbs and Crandall.

Fox 11 10
Harris 01 10
Crandall 10 01

At 20 Blue Bocks,

Fox 1 1

Harris 1 1

Crandall. .0

Tubbs. ...0 1

Kellogg...! 1

10 11 11-8
11 11—7

11 11 10—7

For tbe birds.

Tubbs 10 10 10
Kellogg 01 10 00 11-

i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-12
110 110
1 1 1 10010111001111110

10 0—9
1110 1

1

1

-11
0-10
1—15

Seattle Gun Club Averages.

Through the kindness of Mr. William Eoberison we are

enabled to present the scores of the Seattle Gun Club at its

last meeting of the season, and also the averages of the mem-

bers The score came too late for publication last week but

its interest well justifies its publication to-day. Mr. Robert-

a

°There was a large attendance at the race track on August

26th, to witness the live bird match and the closing shoot

for the possession of the Club medals for the season o
:

1887.

The first event of the day was a match between E A. Strout

and Wm. Eoberison at ten single live birds twentv-six yards

rise and use of one barrel, for a purse of $60. The match

was won by Kobertson by the following score:

FA Strout 1 1 1-3 I
Wm. Robertson..... ..1 1 1 1*-*

•AS it was unnecessary Mr. Robertson did not shoot at more than

five birds. ,

j
,The next event was the tenth and last Club shoot for the

season of 1887, for I he
commencement of the
J West o o o

G. G, White... .10
W. H. Pumphrey 1
W. Robertson
P. A.Pontius ....0
L. S. Booth 1

H. H. Lewis 1

E. R. Clark
\\. H. Harris
J. McNaught 1
W. W. Newlin...
W. A. Hardy
W. McNatt
S. Hunter 1

gold medals offered by the club at the
season. Following is the score:

1

1

1 1

1 1

1

1

1 1

10 111111110111110

1 11 11 11
00 10 11 00
10 00 10 11

01 11 11 11
10 10 10 10
10 01 11 11
01 10 00 01

1 11 11 00 11
1 -01 10 11 11

11 01 11 11
03 10 11

1 1

1 1Oil
1

1 10 HO 11 11
10 00 10 10

1 10 11 11 11

10-13
on— 4
00- 8
11-16
10-9
11-15
01-11
0U—13
01—10
10—17
00- 4
11—13
10- 9
11-16

BACK SCORES.

Sing. Doub. Total.
McNaught 8 8
Clark 6 6
Newlin 4 2
Lewis 1 6 7
Newlin 4 2 6

12

Sing. Doub. Total.
G. G. White 3 2 6

W. H. Pumpbrey..7 4 11
White 2 1 3
Pumphrey 6 4 9

Robertson 7 8 15
Harris 6 8 It

At the commencement of the season the members of the
Club were classified accordiug to the percentage made bv
each during the preceding year, and a gold medal was offered
for the member in each of the three classes who should make
the best record during the season of 1887. The season's
totals at American clay birds are as follows:

F1BSX CLASS.
Name. Shot a

J. F. McNaught 200
Wm. Robertson 200
L. S. Booth 2l0
F. Boarman 80
Wm. McDonald 140
Jas. We9t 200
A. Harker 140
Maurice McMicken 40
J. Collins, Jr 80
H. H. Lewis 160
E. A. Strout 80
S. Hunter 200

SECOND CLASS.
Clarit 200
Hardy 200

. Harris 200
McNatt 200
Brown 80

Perry 160
White 200
Pumphrey 40
Sears 40

E. R.
W. A
W. H,
Wm.
T. D
W. A.

G. G.
T. E.
H. A.

THIRD CLASS.
F. A.Pontius 200
8. 0. Kirke 80
W. R.Thornell 180
W. H. Pumphrey 140
W. W. Newlin 100
A. A. Smith 120
J. Kenward 160 42 .25

The medol in the first class was won by J. F. McNaughtt
in the second class by E. K. Clark, and in tbe third class by
F. A. Pontius.

3roke Per cent.
158 .79

150 .75

150 .75

68 .724
97 .69 5-7

123 .61J
84 .60

26 .65

60 .621
81 .50 6-10
40 .60

99 .194

131 .65.1

118 .69

116 .68

115 .674
44 .65

78 .46 7-10

70 .36

10 .26

10 .25

95 .474
S9 .48 7-10

84 .46 6-10
63 .46

28 .28
35 .274

THE RIFLE
Shell Mound.

There was only a fair attendance at Shell Mormd last Sun-
day, and most of those present confined themselves to prac-

tice. The only official shoot was that of Battery A of the
Second Artillery, which was for the monthly medal.
In the contest for company medals Sergeant d'Arcy made

the top score, with 46 out of a possible 50 points. The shooting
was done at 100 feet with revolvers, with a sis-pound pull of

trigger.

Colonel H. J. Burns, one of the old Creedmoor team, and
L. R. Townsend tired a few strings at the short raDge. Town-
send made—4 45445454 4—43. Two of these bull's-

eyes were dead centers. Colonel Burns was very much out
of practice, and got about the poorest string he ever made iu

his life. "With a string from a rest, however, he proved he
had not forgotten all about shooting, obtaining—5 4 4 5 5 5

4 5 4 5—46.

To-Morrow at Shell Mound.

There will be a reunion of the California Creedmoor team,

which beat the best marksmen of the Union at Creedmoor, iu

1877. AH members of tbe team, together with those who
competed for places in it, will take a hand in a friendly con-

test.

San Francisco Schuetzen Verein.

The Verein celebrated its twenty-eighth anniversary on
Sunday last at Schuetzen Fark, Alameda. It was attended
by nearly all the marksmen of the vicinity. There were a

number of prizes shot for at both the company and publio

targets. As usual at meetings of this crack organization the

shooting was first class. The conditions for good scores were
almost perfect, and as a consequence what at other times are

counted good records were sufficient only to obtain medium
prizes. The prizts will be distributed within a week or two,

with the usual ceremonies that have made the San Francisco

Schuetzen Verein famous. Schuetzen Fark, Alameda, upon
which ground is the range of the Schuetzen Verein, has been
sold to Alameda boomers, and will be cut up and sold for lots,

and will cease to be a shooting-range.

Harbor View.

At Harbor View on Sunday last the German Rifle Club and
the Shooting Section of the Eintracht Club held their regular

monthly medal contests. There was a large attendance.

The medals of the German Club were won as follows: Cham-
pion class—L. Klotz, 415 rings. First class—Mr. Robertson,

397 rings. Second class—J. Young, 366 rings. Third class

—Mr. Roeme, 271 rings. First best center medal shot, L.

Klotz, 24 rings; last best center medal shot, J. Young, 23

lings.

L. Klotz won the champion medal of the Eintracht Shoot-

ing Section with 384 rings; Mr. Ropke won the first class

medal with 370 rings; I. Schmitt, second class medal, 308

rings; H. Wirtner, third class medal, 286 rings.

In the match between the Virginia Rifle Association and
the Nationals' Shooting Club, on the 29th of August, the

Comstockers won with a handsome score of 1,304 rings against

1,134 for the Nationals. The Washoe sharpshooters, however,

counted outers and inners, or twos and threes, which the

Natiouals scored as misses. The Nevada sharpshooters made
and counted fifteen threes and two twos, or a total of forty-

nine rings. The Nationals had twenty-three shots outside of

the four ring, which will probably add some points to their

total—not enough, however, to wrest the victory from their

antagonists.
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Removal Notice.

The office of the Breeder and Sportsman has
removed to No. 313 Bush Street, above Montgomery.

been

Special Notice to Correspondents.

Letters intended for publication should reach this office

not later than Wednesday of eaoh week, to secure a place in
the issue of the following Saturday.

Dates Claimed.

Chico Fair, Cbico, Sept. 6th to 10th.
Seventeenth Agricultural District, at Glenbrook Park, Sept 6th to

10th.
Golden Gate Fair Association, Bay District Track September 6th to

12th
State Fair, Sacramento, Sept. 12th to 21th.
Nevad- State Fair, Reno. Sept. 21st to Oct 1st.

Stockton, Sept. 27th to Oct. 1st.

Mount Shasta Agricultural Asso., Yreka, Sept. 28th to Oct. 1st.
Plumas. Lassen, Sierra and Modoc Counties, Susanville, October 3d

to 7th inclusive.
Monterey Agricultural Asso., District No. 7, Salinas, Oct. 1th to 8th.
Fresno, October 6th to 8th.

lone, October 6 to 7.

Bay District Association, San Francisco, October 1st to21th
Sixth District Agricultural Asso., Los Angeles, Oct. 10th to 16tb.
Willows. Oct. 19th. 2uth to 21st.
Vallnjo, October 4th to 8th.

Eureka Jockey Club, November 23d to 26th.

Closing of Entries.

SEPTEMBER lOlll.
SEPTEMBER llllll.

serniiKKK • ati>.-
-Ei'TEMKER ldlb.
SEP TEMUER 26th

lone.
-B»y District Association.
Monterey.
-Solano and Napa County Fair.
Khonervilie.

OCTOBER t St.- Willows.
OCTOBER 1 s> Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association

Opeu Events.
OCTOBER tst.—Willows Aaricultural Association.
NOVEMBER 1« tu.-Eureka Jockey club.

The Solano and Napa Fair.

The speed programme of the 25th Agricultural District

appears in another column. The races will take place at

the Vallejo track, which is an excellent one, and the dates

are from Tuesday, Oct. 4th, to Saturday, Oct. 8th. Both

Napa aDd Solano counties have long been celebrated for

a genuine racing spirit amongst their horsemen, and when-
ever that form of sport is within reach they are inter-

ested participants or patrons. The programme is a short

one, but the directors have wisely made the purses sub-

stantial prizes. Good purses, even if they are few, at-

tract large fields of entries, and liberal entries mean good
racing and well pleased supporters. For the first day
there is a one mile and a quarter race, free for all, purse

$300. The trotting event is the 2:21 class, for which

$600 is offered. The second day is trotting for district

two-year-olds, purse §200; the trotting 3:00 class,

purse $300. The third day has set down a free for all,

three-quarters of a mile, purse $250; for three-year-old

trotters of the district a purse of $300 is offered. Trot-

ting and pacing are named for the fourth day. In the

first the 2:40 class will compete, and the 2:22 pacers, eaoh

purse being $400. The meeting will close with a free-

fjr-all trot, purse $600, and $300 is the purse named for

the 2:35 class on the same day. This programme should,

and doubtless will, attract a good deal of attention from

horse owners, the dates falling at a time when but few

important engagements can be made within such a short

distance from this city.

The Sale of Soudan.

Last week we reported the sale of this fine son of Sul-

tan, with the purchaser's name given incorrectly as D.

W. Murphy, of San Luis Obispo County. The buyer of

Soudan is D. J. Murphy, of San Jose, and the horse will

be kept in Santa Clara County.

The State Fair.

Next Thursday, 15th inst., the State Fair's racing

programme begins at. Sacramento, and opens with one

of the most important trotting events of the year, the

Occident Stakes for three-year-olds. The entries have

come down to three, but it is satisfactory to report that

the three youngsters are representatives of the three

great trotting families of the Pacific Coast—Sultan,

Electioneer and Guy Wilkes. Sultan is no longer here,

but he is well represented by his produce. Of Electioneer

it is not necessary to write, the fame of his sons and

daughters is world-wide. Guy Wilkes has proved him-

self one of the greatest trotters of the day, and his

produce bid fair to eclipse the grand performances of

their sire. Palo Alto, Sunny Slope and the San Mateo

Stock Farm are to meet on even terms, and doubtless

each will be liberally supported by hosts of friends.

The race should be a great one, and will be unless some

unforeseen mishap occurs.

The second event will bring the 2:23 class together, for

which thirteen are named. The names of the horses

are all well known: Thapsin, Eexford, Lotty M., Marin,

Maid of Oaks, Black Diamond, Lilly Stanley, Mamie
Comet, Daisy S , Valentine, Magdallah, Stamboul and

John B. Wise. The last named has died since his return

from the East, and more than one of the others are

unlikely Btarlers, but Stamboul, Eexford, Marin, Maid

of Oaks and Valentine, if all fit on the day, will make a

fine race. The 2:30 pacers are to follow, of which eleven

are named. From a field that includes Lena, Haverly,

Charley Brown, Lela S., Fred Boss, Homestake, Eobert

St. Clair, Arrow, James L., Travis and Bracelet, a

good company of starters should cross the score.

On the second day, Friday, September 16th, the run-

ners will appear, opening with the Introduction Purse for

two-year-olds, three-quarters of a mile. Seventeen

youngsters are named. Of the lot, Carmen, from the Lau-

relwood Stable, has been the best performer so far. Then

there is Snowdrop, Serpolette, Eildare, King Idle, Gorgo,

Peel and Lenoke, all likely ones, judged by their breed-

ing and without seeing them perform. The winner

should be found amongst the list named.

The second race is the California Breeders' Stake, for

tbree-year-olds, for which t welve are nominated. The

probable starters are: Jim Duffy, Noddle, Argyle and

Sedor. None of them have performed recently except

Notidle, hence it is not ea=y to forecast the result. The

four-year-olds will run for the Capital City Stake, one

mile and five furlongs. Of the five possible starters,

Moonlight, Patti and Edelvv-iss have run this season,

Moonlight and Patti recently, but neither up to earlier

form, hence, if either Mayblossjm, by Joe Hooker, or

Hello, by Shannon, are right, they may be looked fur in

the front rank. The All-Aged Purse, mile heats, closes

the second day's programme. Nine horses are named,

of which Laura Gardner looks the most attractive.

Elwood, Ninena and Oro will have supporters if they

start. The list is completed by the names of Lizzie

Dunbar, Blackstone, Manzanita, Rock and Patti.

Saturday's sport opens with the two-year-old Trotting

Stake, for which six youngs' crs are put down—L. J.

Eose's Nehusta, Lowell and Grace L^.e from Palo Alto,

Mr. Corbitt's Grandee, H. Whiting's Moses S. and G.

Valensiu's Nemo, a very attractive lot, and should make
an exciting race, and no one will complain if the result

is a surprise to the men who know it all. The 2:27 class

will follow. Of the fifteen entries, Mount Vernon, Jane

L., Maid of Oaks, Gus Wilkes, Howard and Old Nick are

the best known, and they are all good enough to make a

dashing race for the $1,000 purse. The race of the day

should be the 2:17 class, with Adair, Anteeo and Arab

for competitors. The stallion will be doubtless in much
better form than when he beat Adair at San Jose, and

both must show a great improvement upon that race to

outfoot Arab.

The second week, and the fourth day's racing, will

begin on Monday. September 19th, when the runners

will be the attraction, leading off with the Premium
Stake for all ages, three-quarters of a milo. Nineteen

horses are named, including Grover Cleveland. Prince of

Norfolk, Edelweiss and Notidle, all well known to fame.

Eajah, Applause, Euth, Daisy D-, Elwood, Johnny Gray

and Blue Bonnet are not prominent performers, and

very little can be said of their chances of victory.

Twenty-four two-year-olds are named for the California

Annual Stake, one mile. The probable starters on the

list are nearly all untried, and must be seen to judge of

their chances of victory. The La Eue Stake is a handi-

cap for all ages, two and one-quarter miles. As the

weights are not yet announced, it is idle to speculate

upon the chances of any of the number. The Selling

Purse, one mile and a furlong, ends the fourth day's

sport. There are twelve nominations, Mayblossom,

Eock, Sir Thad, Tom Daly, Kenney, Daffodil, Elwood,

Laura Gardner, Bolero, Oscar Wilde, Bay Eum and

Eajah. Bolero, Daffodil and Sir Thad will carry top

weights, eaoh being valued at S1.000, the rest scaling
down to $200, the price put upon Eock, which will give
him sixteen pounds from the horses named; but even
that allowance will hardly bring him in a winner.

On Tuesday, September lOih, the three-year-old trotters

will appear. They are Dubec, by Sultan; Maiden, by
Electioneer; John C. Shel]>, by Hawthorne; and Flora
M., by Eichard's Elector. This will be followed by the
3:00 class, for which eight horses are named: Alfred S.,

Alto, Maggie E., Geronimo, Alpheus, Perihelion, Ger-
trude Eussell, and Eo3ie Mac. Alfred S., by his recent
performances, will attract a strong support. Alpheus'
condition is not so well known, but his speed is un-
doubted.

The 2:20 class follows, with Lot Slocum, Sister, Menlo
and Stamboul as probable starters. Lot has had his

clas3 at his mercy of late, aud in his present form should
win without being pressed.

The sixth day has three stake races. Sunny Slope,

Shafter and Del Paso; the first for two-year-old fillies,

five furlongs, with eleven entries; the second for three-

year-olds with twelve entries; the third for all ages, for

which eight have been nominated. The free purse, for

all ages, one mile, closing an excellent day's programme,
the last event having nineteen nominations. Before
these events are run off many of the horses will have ap-
peared in other races and good indication of their relative

merits will be ascertained and justice done them next
week.
The seventh day's sport will be worked out in harness

the 2:25 class coming to the front with Mount Vernon,
Ned Forrest, Spry, Woodnut, Marin, Jane L., Maid of
Oaks, Joe Arthurton, Longfellow and Bay Eose as com-
petitors. The four-year-olds will then take the track, of
which six are entered—Clifton Belle, Gertrude Eussell,

Eexford, Eosie Mac, Tempest and Valensin. The free-

for-all pacers will be the twenty-fourth attraction on the
programme. Killarney, Almont Patchen, L. C. Lee,
Pocahontas, Chapman and Arrow are the side wheelers.

The pigskin will be aired again on the eighth day,
starting with the California Derby for three-year-olds,

for which the nominations are seventeen. From this num-
ber a goodly field should face the starter. The other
stakes for the day are the Palo Alto for two-year-olds,

one mile; Golden Gate for three-year-olds, one mile and
three-quarters; Nighthawk Stakes, for all ages, one mile.

Thirty-eight horses are nominated for the three events,

to which further reference can be made next week. The
free purse, for all ages, closes the running part of the pro-
gramme for the meeting.

On the ninth day, Saturday, September 24th, the Spe-
cial three-year-old trotting stake will be competed for,

Soudan, Ella and Sable Wilkes being the entries. The
great free-for-all trot comes next, for which Adair, Arab
and Manzanita are the entries, the meeting winding up
with the 2:40 class, for which Steward, J. D. Carr's
Manzanita, Alfred S., Maggie E., Old Nick and Tracy
are the named competitors. Nine days' brilliant sport,

for which every detail is being carefully prepared by the
thoroughly experienced directors of the State Agricul-
tural Society.

The Bay District Fall Meeting.

To-day the entries for this meeting close as announced
in another column. The meeting is arranged for thir-

teen days in October, opening on Saturday, first idem.
$7,500 is offered in purses for trotters and pacers. The
meeting starts with the 2:20 class, on tho following
Tuesday the 3.00 class; the 2:40 class on the succeeding
Thursday, and for Saturday, October Sth the 2:25 class.

Each Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday of the month is

named, the classes alternating as follows: 2:35, 2:27

2:23, 2:30, free-for-all pacers, Lee barred, 2:17 class, 2:26'

2:21, closing with the free-for-all trotters and pacers for

$1,000. The whole programme is an attractive one, and
should bring out a lot of first-class horses. This should
make a most fitting wind-up of the circuit, and 'give

desirable openings for horses that started green or only
partially trained to get into the pink of form. The coni-
ple e list of the dates and conditions can be found in the
official announcement in another department of the
paper.

Special Rates to the State Fair.

As usual the Southern Eacific Company will make
special rates for return tickets from all Doints in the
State to Sacramento, during the State Fair. The exact
figures have not been handed us for publication, bu*. the
thousands of visitors to, and patrons, of the State Fair
oan ascertain the rates by applying at the various ticket

offices of the company.

Eureka TwoYear-Old Trotting Stake.

The entries for this event close with the secretary next
Saturday, Sept. 17th. The other events ofthe meeting, as

announced elsewhere, do not close until Wednesday,
November 10th.

, as

*.
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The Pairs.

For the first year since we have been in California we
have not seen anything; of the Fairs. A couple of days at

San Jose, and from that time until the Santa Rosa and
Petaluma were accomplished, pressing affairs compelled

staying; at home. The day before that set for the open-

ing of the Golden Gate we sprained our ankle badly and

broke or rather cracked the small bone of the right leg.

This is likely to put an interdict on visiting Fairs yet to

take place in 1887, as fur four days the limb was swollen

so badly and so painful that it bad to be kept in a hori-

zontal position, and our first attempt on crutches is con-

vincing proof that we will not sbow any speed for some

time to come.

It was a queer accident. A friend brought an Ante-

volo foal to show us, the dam being hitched to a high-

wheeled road cart. We rode from the track home with

him, the foal showing surprising speed on the trot for a

youngster of three months. As the cart was stopped on

the slope by the stable-door the foal turned back, and as

it turned we wheeled around and jumped down. The

twist and concussion combined did the mischief. Fairly

broken down, not only tendons gone, but joint and bone

with them. Our friend upbraided by Baying: "You got

out of that cart as though you were a twelve -year-old

boy in place of having grandchildren of nearly that

age."

It was a sore disappointment. The business which

prevented seeing Santa Rosa and Petaluma exhibitions

was accomplished, and from thence we anticipated noth-

ing in the way of making the tour of the others. This

is the first Fair of the Golden Gate we have missed, and

it may be thought that our opposition to the change

from Oakland was the cause. Much as we deprecated

the movement, there is not a particle of animosity felt,

and we were extremely sorry that the weather was so

nnpropitious for the opening days. Although our

opinions have not been changed, we should have been

satisfied if every day had been "as fair as fair could be."

The State Fair has also never been missed but once,

and at that and Stockton we have enjoyed ourselves

hugely. "When it was within bounds to attend Marys-

ville, Chicoand others of the California Fairs, there could

not be pleasanter visits, and, from our tiip to Los

Angeles, twelve years ago, there was a strong determina-

tion not to miss the coming one, which promises to be

such a grand affair. It is just possible that the leg

may be so much improved that the southern country

can be reached.

But leg troubles appear to be the bane of 1887. The

only horses we expected to do anything with this year

had ailments of that sort. When a two-year-old Antevol o

slightly strained his left hind ankle; he was never lame on

it to speak of, although at times there would be a slight

hitch, and in his three-year-old race at Stockton was the

first decided lameness. This year it was rather worse

—

excessively aggravated from his duties in the stud—and

so the season was extended to August 3d. This pre-

cluded entering him in the races of the circuit, though we

were in hopes of having him in readiness to trot later in

the season. The morning of the accident he moved so

well that we felt sure of showing a very fast mile, and,

for that matter, several of them in November, and it

might be on the cards to trot him an exhibition mile at

Sacramento and Stockton. This added to the disappoint-

ment of missing the "shows." As was predicted in

the Breeder and Sportsman, the Fairs of this year are

sure to be superior to those of any preceding season.

Those which have been held have been satisfactory, and

those yet to come are sure to be of the same class. For

the next two weeks there will be great doings at Sacra-

mento, and there is no risk in saying that Stockton will

far eclipse any previous exhibition.

The Park Speed Track.

The Golden Gate Pair.

The fine racing programme arranged by the Golden Gate

Fair Association has been seriously interfered with by

the unpropitious elements. The races were to have com-

menced on Monday afternoon, but early on that day a

drizzling rain began to fall, which continued until late

in the afternoon, when the races for that day were reluct-

antly postponed. On Tuesday the weather was no bet-

ter, and as the tract was too soft for trotttng, the second

adjournment was made. But Wednesday morning

opened fine, and the first day's running events were

brought off in good style. The day was perfect, the

attendance excellent, the sport first-class, and the man-

agement unexceptionable. The betting, especially on

the two-year-old event, was very lively, and Sam White-

head was kept busy calling the price of the favorite, the

figure for second choice, and naming the amount offered

for the field. As we go to press early this week on

account of the holiday celebrated yesterday, we cannot

give a report of the meeting. For to-day the running

races are arranged, and on Monday the Stanford Stakes

and the Special Trot will come off. Next week we shall

give a complete resume of the events from Thursday.

This highly important addition to the attractions of

Golden Gate Park has been consistently and vigorously

advocated in these columns. After many and long
delays the project is now beginning to assume definite

form. The probable cost will be $50,000, a compara-
tively small sum for a suitable track in the Park. The
amount subscribed up to the present date has not been

announced, but immediate application is to be made to

the residents of the city for donations. The committee
who do the work of collecting the amount needed are:

W. S. Hobart, C. S. Crittenden, E. H. Miller Jr., J. B.

Haggin, Frank M. Pixley, Judge W. H. Lavy, R P.

Hammond Jr., William Bridge, R. H. Lloyd, Milien

Griffith, F. C. Talbot, A. B. Spreckels, Adolph Sutro,

Ariel Lathrop, J. R. Dickey, R. S. Carroll, with Alvinza

Hay ward as treasurer. Seventeen of our most prominent

and enterprising business men. They are all accustomed

to dispatch details involving very large sums of money
in the shortest order. They are each associated with the

men who hold the wealth of the State in their hands.

They know where and how to ask for the money needed.

If they should start at ten o'clock on Monday morning
and give up two hours on that day and two hours on each

alternate days of next week, the $.50,000 would be in the

hands of the treasurer by noon on Saturday. The speed

track is not a project that demands either debate or con-

sideration. It is a simple business investment, from

which the whole wealthy class will reap the benefit.

There is not a road on the whole peninsula of San
Francisco fit to drive a good horse over at any pace

faster than a walk. It may be urged such a track is a

class benefit. So it is, particularly horse-owners; but it

is also for the general delight of all who admire good

horses, and the man, woman or child who cannot enjoy

the sight of horses in fine condition moving rapidly

may be regarded as a rarity. The whole State is

interested in such a track, for San Francisco is the finan-

cial and social center of the State. The charms of the

city are few and far between; when once it can boast of a

Speed Track open to whoever may choose to drive over it,

the tangibln gain to its enjoyments will be the most

marked it has ever known since it first had a name.

The committee named have been empowered to perform

all acts necessary to make the Speed Track the boon which

every sensible person knows it must prove to the whole

community. The task could not be put in abler hands.

It is a fair inference that before September has passed

the work will be well under way, and thai; by Thanks-

giving Day the grand celebration of the opening shall

take place. Gentlemen of the committee the eyes of the

whole country are upon you. Don't let them gaze in

vain,

State Fair Handicap.

Annexed will be found the weights for the La Rue

Handicap No. 13, two-and-a-quarter miles, to be run

at the State Fair on Monday, September 19th. Declara-

tion (§20) to be made with Secretary by 8 o'clock p. m.,

September 12th.
Entitled Weight. Weight.

Monte Cristo, ch c (4) 118 118

John A., blk h (6) 121 110

Moonlight, b m (4) 115 105

Palti, b m '...(4) 115 100

Mayblossom, b m (4) 115 EO

Lizzie Dunbar, ch m (6) 118 112

Narcola, bf (3} 101 96
Ninena, b f (3) lOl 92

Dave Douglass,bg (6) 115 90

Rathbone, br o (3) 104 90

Adeline, ch f (3) 101 95

Laura Gardner, ch f (3) 101 90

Racing and Trotting at Oakland Park.

As will be seen by the advertisement, Mr. Levens has

gotten up a meeting to be held on the Oakland Trot-

ting Park the week following the Fair at L03 Angeles.

There are four days allotted, and the programme should

certainly bring out good fields of horses. It may be

thought that by this time people will have been sur-

feited with trotting, though, from the entries closing after

so many have changed their records, new contestants

will appear. Quite a number of horses have lowered

their time, so that those which have shown such a marked

suDeriority over others of their classes are out of the way

of the slower.

The entries close on the 14th, with the Secretary, at

Oakland Trotting Park. Classes and particulars will be

found in the advertisement.

Yon may have seen a farmer spend an hour in trying to

catch his horse, coaxing and cornering him, and as he gets

the halter on the horse laBhing him soundly with the strap

to vent his spleen, perhaps thinking that the horse will

understand the punishment to be because he refused to be

caught, when the horse really understands it to be a punish-

ment for allowing himself to be caught, and on the next occa-

sion will make an extra effort to avoid being caught in order

to escape the punishment.

Changes in the State Fair Programme.
In the advertising columns appears an announcement

of changes in the programme of races at the comin^
California State Fair which horsemen should read.
Several races have been declared off and others substi-

tuted.

Death of Prof. Baird.

Prof. Spencer F. Baird, the eminent scientist, died last
week, at the age of sixty-tour years. He was at the head of
the Smithsonian Institution and the United States Fisheries
Commission. The result of his extended investigations will
be published in book form. The following shows in what
high estimation his abilities were held abroad:

Prof. Baird received the degree of Doctor of Physical Science
from Dickinson College, and that of Doctor of Laws frum
Columbian University. He was, in 1S78, awarded the silver
medal of the Acclimatization Society of Melbourne; in 1S79
the gold medal of the Societe dAcclimation of France, aud
iu 1880 the Erster Ehrenpieiz of the International Fischerai
Ausstelluug, at Berlin, the gift of the Emperor of Germany.
Iu 1875 he received from the Xing of Norway and Sweden the
decoration of Knight of the Hoyal Norwegian Order of St.
Olaf. He was one of the early members of the National
Academy of Sciences; served two years as permanent secretary
of the American association; was one of the trustees of the
Corcoran art gallery; was a trustee of Columbian University;
had been a president of the Cosmos Club of this city, an
association of scientists, and was the director and officia 1

head of the National Museum. He held honorary and cor-
responding memberships in many of the most renowned
scientific societies of the world. In early manhood he formed
a warm personal friendship with Audubon, with whom he
was for many years in correspondence, and later he was
associated with Agassiz in scientific work and publications.

*

Answers to Correspondents.
Questions answered only through theBe columns. No replies by

icail or telegraph. The name of the writer should accompany all
questions, not lor publication, but as a guarantee of good faith . Let
ters received without the writer's name cannot recei.e attention.

Frank P. Carleton, Lathrop.
Please give the pedigree of the stallion Overland, his recor

and when he died.

Answer.—Overland by Bald Chief, dam Madame Botts, by
John M. Botts, Son of Spaulding's Abdallah, Overland has
no record, but Mr. L. J. Bose, who imported him, states tnat
the horse trotted several years ago in many unreported races,
making the mile in 2:25. We have no record of when he died.'

H. B. S., San Francisco.
Are Alderueys and Jerseys the same?
Answer.—They are distinct breeds of cattle.

President Cleveland received a formal invitation from the
Piedmont Exposition Company to be present at the opening
at Atlanta, Ga., October 10th. Senator Colquitt and Mr.
Henry W. Grady were the bearers of the invitation, which ia
an unique piece of work. The design is in a degree emblem-
atic of the resources of Georgia. There are four leaves of
Georgia gold, bound with clasps of Georgia silver, and each
clasp set with a Georgia diamond. On the cover leaf are
engraved the portraits of the President and his charming
wife, the monogram of the Piedmont Exposition Company
and a picture of the clubhouse of the Piedmont Driving
Club. On the last cover page is a picture of the main Exposi-
tion building. On the second leaf is engraved the invitation
of the Exposition Company, and on the third leaf is the invi-
tation of the Diiving Club. The book is enclosed in a box
composed of sixty-eight inland specimens of Georgia wood,
and the whole is imbedded in a block of variegated Georgia
marble.

^
There is a lament going the rounds, based upon his recent

defeat, to the effect that Harry Wilkes has seen his best days.
Better not back such an opinion very strongly when Harry
sells low in the pools. .Remember that the old cardinal who
resorted to the wiles of the fox suddenly rallied from his
deathbed after securing the power which he sought. Harry
Wilkes is liable to play the same trick. He is but eleven
years old yet. Flora Temple was fourteen when she trotted
her fastest heat; Lucy was sixteen when she made her record
2:18£, and Lady Thome thirteen when she placed 2:18i to
her credit; Goldsmith Maid was seventeen before she proved
her ability to get a record of 2:14. It is more probable that
Harry Wilkes' defeat at Cleveland was due to a lack of con-
dition on that particular occasion than to waning powers.
Keport says that he has been matched against the pacer
Argyle (2:14|), the race to cume off at Poughkeepsie the first

week in September.

The Saratoga Meeting for 1887 closed last week, and the
stables which have sojourned there for the past eight weeks
have scattered over the country, Borne to Coney Island and
Clifton, some to Niagara Falls and Buffalo, while a few will
proceed to Louisville direct, and there prepare for the Autumn
campaign in the West. The meeting at Saratoga has been
unusually successful, especially during the last three weeks.
August alwayB was the best month at Saratoga, and there are
many who still cling to the hope that there will yet be an
accommodation made between the Saratoga and Monmouth
Park Associations, whereby the months of July and August
will be so divided as to avoid perpetual conflict and ensure
better racing at both places. Despite the heavy counter-
attractions at Monmouth, the attendance at Saratoga has this
season been large, and better racing could not be found on
the continent. Even if the future should not bring about
an agreement between the two associations, the distance is so
short that stables will nominate to both places and fill their
engagements as suit them. Mr. Scott, Mr. Belmont, Mr.
Gebhardt, Messrs. Chinn & Hankins, Mr. Baldwin, Mr.
Haggin and others have done so this season. The only
difference is that, while the present arrangement is favorable
to owners, it divides the public patronage.

. •»

Advices from Cleveland, Ohio, state that the well-known
trainer, James H. Goldsmith, of Washingtonville, N. Y., has
bought the black stallion Atlantic; price reported, $6,000.
Atlantic was bred by Gen. W. T. Withers, proprietor of Fair-
lawn; foaled in 1878, got by Almont, the most renowned son
of Alexander's Abdallah, dam by Kentucky Clay, son of Stra*
der's Caserns M. Clay Jr.; second dam by Pock's Idol, son o
Mambrino Chief. Atlantic's record is 2:24£, made at Eaa
Saginaw, Mich., August 28, 1884.

It seems probabk that another season w Iclose witho
the trotting record being reduced.
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'Ihe Laggard-Hanover Race.

Laggard's victory in the Omnibns and the downfall of

Hanover forms the raciDg sensation of the week. It wap
about the best, certainly the most desperately-contested bat-

tle between three-year-olds we can recall, and we have seen
nearly all the great stake races run in the East since 1865
We have seen faster races and some splendidly -cou tested
finishes, but for desperate racing, close finishing, and all

those elements which, on the part of horse and jockey, are
calculated to rouse the blood and excite enthusiasm, the
Omnibns bears the palm, and the finish between Laggard,
Fireuzi and Hanover will long be remembered, with the
Champion Stakes finish in 18S3 between Monitor, Parole and
Eole, and the Maturity Stakes of 1372 of Monarchist and Harry
Bassett as struggles as memorable in the history of racing
as Waterloo, Pharsalia and Gettysburgh are memorable in

the world's history.

Hanover's easy victory over Firenzi and Volante for the
Champion Stakes on the 13th, after his sojourn at Saratoga,
encouraged the belief that the colt had quite recovered his

form, and in the betting it was long odds on him. At first

sight the race looked quite at his mercy. It was true Lag-
gard, his conqueror in the Raritan, was ready to meet him
again, but Hanover had to concede him seven pounds, not
seventeen pounds, this time. Besides, everyone regarded
the Earitan as a "fluke, "and pointed to Laggard's subse-

quent defeat by Kingston at even weights. Besides, Hanover,
tney said, was anything but himself on that occasion. Fir-

enzi was a good filly, but Hanover had made a show of her
at Coney Island and beaten her again in the Champion.
Moreover, Mr, Haggin had not backed her with the same
conlidence he had shown in the Champion.

"Well, how do yoa like Laggard's chances?" we asked Mr.
Withers, meeling him before the race.

"I don't think he can win," he replied, "but he'll make a

good race. I'd rather it was a dry track; this mud is heavy
in places."

"But Laggard's race for the Delaware Handicap, on Tues-
day, certainly showed him capable of great things, as he won
very easily, with full weight up,"

"That's all true; but he wasn't meeting a Hanover. Be-
sides you forget Hanover conceded him seventeen pounds in

the Karitan—or, rather, fourteen and a half pounds, as my
colt carried two and a half pounds overweight. To-day it's

only seven pounds."
"But seven pounds, ordinarily, is equal to ten pounds

—

perhaps twelve pounds—on a heavy track like this, and at a

high staudard of weight," we pleaded.

"It may be, but Hanover don't mind heavy ground," per-

sisted the sage of Brookdale, bent, as usual, upon disparaging
his own horse's chances.
Mr. "Withers cultivates stoicism, but we watched him

closely during the race, and when he saw Laggard hold Han-
over on the backstretch and beat him for the great race of

the meeting, affer one of the grandest struggles ever seen on
a race-course, we remarked that even his stoicism was as

impressionable as most men would be under the influence of

such exquisite sensations, for, watch in hand, he dashed
forward, pale and nervous, and was soon out of sight. "When
we met him below on the lawn he had regained his compos-
ure.

"It was a great race," we began, and was about to say
something complimentary of Laggard.

"Yes, Firenzi's a great mare," was the calm response.

Of what avail was it to offer congratulations to this man
upon a victory such as fills the cup of racing ambition to the

brim. But the stoical philosopher of Brookdale must have
perceived the impression he had made, and relented.

"My colt ran a grand race," he concluded, "and was well

ridden."
"Yes," we replied. "Hayward's trick of easing him on the

upper turn up the hill, and letting Hanover race his head off,

waB clever."

"Yes, indeed ; and that pumped Hanuver out, " he answered.
"I knew my colt could stay as long as any, but I was afraid he
hadn't Bpeed enough. But if Hayward had followed my
orders and sent Laggard right along on the back stretch,

I tell you, Mr. Vigilant, he'd have won by five or sis

lengths." Then by the way of a little glorification he added:

"I wonder where that man is from Brighton Beach who last

season didn't think Laggard was worth $2,000. You know
when the colt won the Optional StakeB this man bought him
and sold him to me again almost immediately."
To our mind Hanover lost no honor in his defeat for the

Omnibus. When he came out we could see he was rather low
in flesh, and we do not imagine he was as good as he has
been. He was giving away weight to all save Firenzi, and
7 lbs, in the mud is a great deal. "We think McLaughlin
made a mistake such as possibly cost Hanover the race. It

was in forcing the pace in the third quarter. This quarter is

from the stand to the quarter-pole. It is around a sharp
curve and is uphill all the way. It is the most trying point

of a race. We have seen some great horses weaken ascend-

ing this hill. In 1883, when Miss Woodford was in her prime,

we thought Carnation had her beaten in the WeBt End Stakes
breasting this same hill, as Woodford almost stopped and
threw up her flag.

Hysward, on Laggard, clearly outwitted McLaughlin in

making this hill. When they came to the stand, Laggard and
Hanover were head and head, but going round the turn up
the hill Hayward took a pull on Laggard, while McLaughlin
continued to send Hanover along. It was Hayward's policy

to make use of his lighter weight by forcing the pace, and
making 7 lbs. tell on Hanover. But not up this hill. An old

English jockey, bred to the undulations of an English race-

course, is too well aware of their effect upon horses. An
American, accustomed to the dead level of oar tracks, loses

sight of them. And so, when they reached the top of the

hill and got to the straight running on the backstretch, Hay-
ward let Laggard go and it was seen he conld easily hold

Hanover. The latter was puffed, while Laggard was freBh

having been saved.

When we tind that the time of the third quarter round
this Bharp corner and up the hill was made in 23J seconds

it almost takes one's breath away. There is a tradition

among the Monmouth trainers who time the quarters that

any horse making this quarter in less than 25 seconds is

bound to be beaten. The strain necessary is too great. Yet
that Hanover should have done it and run the race he did

only demonstrates how good a colt he is. He was never

beaten, and responded with the greatest gallantry, although

he bad nevar been given a chance to catch his breath. That a

man of McLaughlin's constant practice should have made the

mistake he did seems incredible. The first quarter was in

PS seconds, the second in 27 seconds.

But despite the mistake with Hanover, there is no blotting

out the fact that Laggard 1b quite a good colt and that he is

an improving one. His Delaware Handicap, wifh full weight

up ( 107 lbB.), made us think more of him than we had, as,

while he only won by a neck, he had a lot in his bridlp. In

the Omnibus he showed more speed than we had credited
him with possessing. He is hardly first-dasH—he hasn't the
speed, but he can rate along like a four-miler. He is a big,
lusty, deep chestnut, with a blaze and oil hind-leg white
half way to the hock, and bears evidence of a great constitu-
tion, and Mr. Withers says he never leaves any feed in his
manger. No one would select him for a son of Uncas. He
breeds back to Irish Birdcatcher in color, marks and outline,
according to Herring's picture, Laggard's dam being by
Saunterer, son of Birdcatcher. Nor is he nervous like UucaB,
but a most indolent, sluggish fellow, and makes flesh very
quickly.

Firenzi's share in the Omnibns is full of honor to her. In-
deed, it is a question if she would not have beaten Laggard
had not Garrison, who was suffering with a sore hand, lost
his whip, and could not finish as powerfully as he might.
As it was, Laggard only beat her a head, and. she was conced-
ing him seven pounds. Of course, Bhe was made less use of
than any of the others, and had more left for the critical

moment of the struggle. The seven pounds, or even her sex
allowance of five pounds, would probably have reversed the
decision of the race, and now that she is bo good, as mares
usually are in the autumn, it is just a question if Bhe will not
finish the year as champion, for Hanover is unlikely to retain
any approach to form much longer. He has been keyed up
too long.

Monmouth Park, N. J., Aug. 20. 1887.—Omnibus Stakes, for three-
year-olda, at git each for starters ; SIO.COO added, $1,000 to second, $5C0
to third; $1,000 to the nominator of second and £500 to nominator of
th*> third Winners of any three-year-old state of the value of $2,600
(handicaps excepted) when carrying weight for age to carry 6 lbs.
extra ; of two such races, 7 lbs extra; maidens allowed 6 Ibe. Entrance
$25 (the only liability) to go to the race fund, 11)3 subs. One mile and
a half.
D. D. Withers' cb c Laggard, by Uncas—imp. Dawdle, 118. .Hayward 1
T. B. Haggle's b f Firenzi by Ulenelg—Florida, 120 Gampon 2
Dwyer Eros.' cb c Hanover, by Hindoo—Bourbon Belle, 1^6 lbn.

J. McLaughlin 3
G. T. Snedekei's b c Esquimau, 113 (M. Donohue), and Dwyer BroB,'

b or br c Kingston, 118 (Fitzpatrick), ran unplaced.
Time, 2:44.

Betting: 5 to 2 on Hanover; (i to each against Kingston and Laggard;
7 to 1 Firenzi; 20 to 1 Esquimau. Place betting: Nothing Hanover; 7
to 5 against Kingston; 7 to 5 each Firenzi and Laggard; 12 to 1 Esqui-
mau.—N. Y. Spirit.

<»

Gambling- as a Science.

Many men have attempted to reduce betting on games of
chance to some mathematical certainty, and many a man has
studied out a system how to beat this or that game. The
simplest games of chance are tossing coppers and throwing
dice, the former being far the simpler of the two. In tossing
a coin the chances are said to be even, for it will fall either
heads up or tails up, there being but the two chances. In
betting that tails, for instance, would turn up, the bettor
might lose once, twice, three or more times in succession, but
gamesters believe that there is an infallible law governing the
gama, whereby if played all day the coin will fall heads up as
often as tails. But of course mathematicians can not assist

you to determine after heads has turned once when it will
turn again.

Some devotees have studied the thing out carefully and
make the following unique computation ir> odd chances.
The question is, how would you bet to wir,, c dtting that in
every two throws heads will turn up both times? In two
throws let H represent heads and T tails, one of the following
combinations would occur: H and H, T and T, H and T or
T and H. It is evident that the chance is one out of four
that any one of the combinations will appear, as there are
four combinations and one is as like to appear as another.
You are betting on H and H and will have to bet SI to $3 in
order to_come out even, and $1 to $4 to win anything. That
H. H, H will appear the chances are one out of eight, and H,
H, H, H, one out of sixteun.

Throwing dice is more complicated. What are the chances
in two throws that any face, for instance the ace, will come
up twice?
Counting up the possible combinations, as 6, 1; 7, 2; 6, 3,

etc., then 5, 1; 5, 2; 5, 3, etc., you will find there are 36
caBes, and in only one do you find both aces appearing, hence
the chances are 1 in 36 and the odds 35 to 1.

It has also been computed what one's chance would be in
throwing three dice to have one ace appear. In three throws
the chances are 91 out of 216, and in four throws 671 out of

1,296. The law does not say that if three dice be thrown 216
times an ace will appear in just 91 throws, but that the
longer you throw the more closely will be the result approxi-
mate to 91 out of every 216. If any man bets you that an
ace will appear each time you throw three dice it does not
mean that you will win on 125 throws out of the 216, but the
longer you play the closer will your winning be in the pro-
portion given, 125 to youi opponent's 91.

Take from a deck of cards a king, queen and ace, and
shuttle them. What chance of an ace on top? One in three,

you answer. Then what chance of an ace twice in succes-
sion? This your mathematician proves as follows:

There are nine combinations and only one nas three aces.

It is certain that either king, queen or ace will be drawn, i.

e., £xj=:l, or certainly (Jx| 2 [squared]= 1-9x4-9x4-9. How
is this to be interpreted? Thus: one-ninth shows the chance
that any given card will be drawn twice in succession; 4-9

shows the chance that at least one of the two draws will be
that given card (i. e , shown by the product of the £ and §);
and 4-9 shows the chanceB that neither draw will contain
that card (i. e., the produot of $ by itself). The cube of |xg
will similarly show the chances of any card three times in

succession, etc.

Nathaniel L. Hunting, who died Aug. 16th, at his summer
residence, near Poughkeepsie, waB one of the moBt popular
members of the Driving Club of New York. He was not a
prominent horse-owner, but he was a lover of the trotting
horse, and took a keen interest in the affairs of the turf. Mr.
Hunting was in his thirty-ninth year when the hand of death"
was laid upon him. That swift but merciful form of mortal
illness, apoplexy, was the complaint that carried off a most
genial gentleman and trusty friend. He lingered three days
and died calmly.
The funeral took place at Poughkeepsie, Friday last. A

special car left this city the morning of the funeral, contain-
ing a number of the leading hotel keepers of this city many
of the employees of the Marry Hill Hotel, and a delegation
from the Driving Club of New York. Among the many old
friends and associates who paid their last respects to the
deceased were Messrs. D. S. Hammond, Mr. Hunting's part-
ner; F. J. Allen, of the Astor House; A. A. and David Bon-
ner. Albert C. Hall, Augustus Jewett, Wm. H. Hamilton,
C. H. Chat6eld, J. F. Dawson, John H. DeMott, Jason H.'
Miller, and many others.

The great meeting closed at Monmouth Park last week, and
the following item is the well expressed opinion of an observer
who has watched the racing from start to finish. He states

that the meeting was not only the most remarkable ever held
in this country, but it is very doubtful if one has been hbld
in England that would equal it. It is true that in England
the Jockey Clab gives twenty-eight days' racing each season
at Newmarket, but these are divided into seven meetings of

four days each, viz., the Craven, which begins the third week
of April; the First Spring, which follows, the fourth week of

April; the Second Spring, which begins the second week of

May; the July, which begins the second week of that month;
the First October, which begins late in September; the

Second October, which begins the second week in October,
and the Houghton Meeting, which begins the fourth week of

October. But here, at Monmouth, the meeting is continuous
twenty-five days, covering eight weeks. The attendance each
day is quite as large as that at Newmarket. This season it has
been something little short of extraordinary; from the begin-

ning the betting bus been wonderful, and, in short, the

affairs of racing have taken a flood-tide at Monmouth. The
outlook for the future is roost promising. Next season will

witness a great many improvements in the stand and grounds
calculated to afford more comfort to visitors, while the added
money will probably reach about $180,000, whioh is more
than is given at any race-course in the world.

Pacific Coast

BLQOD HORSE
Association,

FALL MEETING, 1887.

REGULAR DAYS,
SATURDAY. October 29th,

TUESDAY, November 1st,

THURSDAY, November 3d,

SATURDAY November 5th.

Entries Close Saturday, October 1st, '87.

PROGRAMME.
First Day, Saturday, October 29th.

u-Fi
'/-INTRODUCTION POR3E, S100, of which S50 to second 825 to

third; for three-year olds aDd upwards. Winners this year of two
races of the aggregate value of S1.0D0 to carry five pounds extra Non-
winnerB this year allowed five pounds. Maidens allowed ten poundsOne mile and a sixteenth.

"««o.

Wo. 2.-THE LADIES' STAKES, for two-year-old fillies. Three-
quarters of a mile. Closed August 15. 1880. with twenly-four entries
No. 3.-TBE BAY CITV STAKES, a handicap for all ages- 850 each-

??L
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,l

fe1
]'.

810 if aMl»™i "it. with $750 added. Second to receive
M00. third to save stake. Weights announced Thursday, October •>7rh-
declarations Que at 6 o'clock p. M. the day before the race. One mileand a half.

No. 4.-PURSE S400. of which 850 to second, fa to third, for two-year-olds. Winners of two two-year-old races to carry three poundB- ofthree, five pounds exlra. Non-winners allowed five pounds Seven
furlongs. '

l30Y0«
Second Day, Tuesday, November 1st.

No. 5.-PURSE 8400, of which $50 to second, 625 to third- for three-
year-olds and upwards Winners of No. 1 at this meeting to carrv 7pounds extra. Maidens, if three yearB old, allowed 8 pounds; if four
years old or upwards, allowed 12 pounds. One mile.

,

N
f'^'„7

TSE E°.DITY STAKES, for two-year-olds; 810 each, p pwith S403 added; first horse to take the added money, second horse 70per cent., and the <hird horse SO per cent, of the stakes. Winners ofany two-year-old race of the value of 8500 to carry 5 pounds- of twosuch races 7 pounds; of three 10 pounds extra. Three-quarters of a

i. *?• !'
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P
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o
K STAKES, for all ages; 850 each, S25 forfeit, or 810
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ut October 15, 1887, with 8600 added; second to receive
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StakC
' fnners ,hi8 5""arof a stake race of ,hevalue of 81,000 when carrying weight for age or more to carry 6pounds: for two such races 7 pounds extra. Horses that have notbeen placed this year allowed 5 pounds. One mile and a quarter

.wh
8:-SE

F'
LINQ ^.HSE 3*™. of which 850 to the second, S25 to the

£ InV
fora»»ees. The winner to be sold at auction, fixed valuation

81,600; 1 pound allowed for each 8100 less, down to SI 0CO- then 2pounds for each 8100 down to S300; 2 pounds added for each $11)1 abovefixed valuation. Selling price to he stated through the entry box atthe usual time of declaring, 6 o'clock P. M. the day before the raceThree-quarter mile heats. *

Third Day, Thursday, November 3d.
No. 9 —PURSE S400, of which 850 to second, S26 to third- for three,year-olds and upwards

.
Winner of any race at this meeting to carry 6pounds; of two races 7 pounds extra. Horses that have not beenplaced at this meeting allowed 5 pounds. Three-quarters of a mile
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No- 12 -SELLINQ PURSE. 8400, of which $50 to the second S25 In

and a

h
sUtcenth.
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Fourth Day, Saturday, November 5th
No 13. -PURSE 8400 of which 850 to the second, 825 to the third-for two-year-olds. Winners of two two-year-old races to carrv cpounds; of one 3 pounds extra. Horses that have not run heller thanthird allowed 6 pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

"

No. 14.-THE VESTAL STAKES, for three.year-old filliesand a quarter. Closed August 1, 18S5, with •/' entries
No. 15.-THE DEL RI0 STAKES, for all „„„ S10„ 6ach| ,„„ for_

One mile
, i. ..

felt, or $20?f
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ou. O^ob^lh^wltb $l'oo„ aXd'sV'dto receive 8200; third to save stake. Horses thai hav,? nn?~ '
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this year of the value of $..000 allowed i pounds Non-wilners tbn,year allowed 16 pounds. Two miles and an eight.
Winners this

No 10.-PUUSE8400, of which 860 to the second, 825 to third A freehandicap tor all ages Weights announced the day before the race

On.! mile
* - "" declara,1°ns du° <"-* o'clock P. I the same day!

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
These races will be run under Ihe revised rules of ti,i D a d „,. i .,

adopted February 4. 1887. Owners and Trainers wlU b. .utnHei w?thcopies on application to the Secretary
supplied w 1th

'"Injure
1

, V" f' "' r'"'1 ' ^aHowe'd"^ tarV tnuleW?EntraDcefee tor starters la purses Nnn-ninpiuro - n .
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All declarations void unless accompanied by the money
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re8 '" lerea^ *"' * ™*-.W name tbetr

EnlrleB close with Ihe Secretary on Saturday, October 1 1887

JE. S. CULVER, Secretary " Mcctl'«*. »"re»ident.

3t3 Bush Street. P. O. Box S603. San |.v,,„.i„.„.
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CALIFORNIA. ANNUAL

State Fair
"Will be held at

Sept

SACRAMENTO,
. 12 to 24 inclusive, 1887.

TWO WEEKS FAIR!

NINE DAYS RACING!

speed i'RoukaX'ee.

There shall he awarded to the owner of the sire

whose get shall make the beet average performance
In the races for trotting foals, two, three and four-

year-olds, in 1857, 1S68 and 18b9. the Grand Gold Medal
Of the California State Agricultural Society, the
actual cost ol which Bhall not be less than $200.

First D«y.-Thursday, September 15ih.
TROTTING.

No. 1.—THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1SS5

with twenty-nine nominations. Value of stake Jan-
uary 1, 1SS7, SI.045.

No. 2.—TROTTING PURSE, 51,000-2:23 Class.

No. 3.—PACING PURSE, §600—2:30 Class.

Second Day—Friday, September 16tli.

BDXNINO.
No. 4.—THE INTRODUCTION STAKE—For two-

year-olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $250 added; $50 to
Becond: third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race this year to carry three pounds; of two or
more 5 pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 5.—THE CALIFORNIA BR KJiOERS'bTAKE.

—For foal3 of 1834; 3,0 entrance; p.p.; ?:J00 added; SlOO

to second; $50 to third. Closed in 1»66 with twelve en-

tries. One mile anda quarter.
So. 6.—THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-

year-oldB; S£0 entrance; h. f., or only *io if declared
on or before September 1st. $300 added, of whichSlOO
to the second horse; $50 to the third. Weights five

pounds below the scale. Winner o* any race over one
mile this year to carry rule weights. One mile and
five-eighths.
No. 7.—FREE PURSE, ?250—Winners of any race,

this year, of the value of $3u0 to carry five pounds;
maidens allowed, if three years old, five pounds; if

four years or upwards fifteen pounds. Mile heats.

Third Day—Saturday, September 19 th.

TROTTING.
No. 8.-TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE.—

$50 entrance, of which $10 must accompany nomina-
tion; $15, payable July 1st, and remaining $25 payable
Aug. 10th, 1887; $300 added by the Society. Closed
April 15th, with eighteen nominations. Mile heats.

No 9—TROTTING PUR*E, $1,000—2:27 Class.

No.'lO.—PACING PURSE, $600-2:25 Class.

Fourth Day—Monday, September 19th.
BUNNKfl.

No. 11.—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ageB.
$50 entrance; h. f . ; or only el5 if declared onor before
September 1st, with $3u0 added; $10U to eecond; third

to save stake. Horses that have started and not won
this year allowed five pounds; maiiiens if three years
old allowed five pounds; if four years old or over seven
pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.
No 12.-THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE-

For foals of 1&S5: $100entrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added;
second horse $100; third horse $50. Closed in 1836

with twentv -four nominations. One mile.
No 13 —THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all

ages-' $100 entrance; $60 forfeit, with $500 adued, of
which $150 to second; $100 to third. Weights an-

nounced September luth. Declaration, $20, to be made
with the Secretarvby eight o'clock p.m., September
12th. In no event will declaration be received unless
accompanied with the amount fixed. Two and one-
auarter miles.
No 14.-SELLING PURSE, $250.—Of which $50 to

second Fixed valuation 81,000; two pounds for each
$100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

Fifth Day—Tuesday, September 20th.
TROTTING.

No 15 -THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE
—For all colts (except Ella, Soudan, Shamrock and
Sable Wilkes). $luu entrance, of which $25 must accom-
pany nomination; $25 pavable July 1st, and remaining
850 pavable August luth, 16S7; $400 added by the Soci-

etyf "Closed April 15th, with fourteen nominations.
Mil'e heats, three in five.

No firTROTTING PUR^E .
? St0-3:00 Class.

No! 17.—TROTTING PURSE, $1,200-2:20 Class.

Sixth Day—Wednesday, September fcist.

BONJTISG,

-THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two
- $25 entrance; $15 forfeit, or only $10 If

declared on or before September 1st; 8150 added; $25

to second Those that have started and n<>t run first

or second' in" any race this year allowed five pounds.

F
No"lL

Zl

-THE SHAFTER STAKE-For three-year-

nlrts S50 entrance; $25 forfeit or only 815 if declared

brfote September 1st. with $300 added; $100 to second;

third saves stake. Winner of any race this year to

carry five pounds extra; of two or more ten pounds;

maidens allowed five pounds. One mile and a quarter.

No 20 —THE DEL PAtiO STAKE—For all ages;

*50entrance; $25 forfeit, or only j 15 if declared on or

before September 1st. with $300 added; ?100tosecond

third saves stake. Three-year-olds to carry $ .00 pounds

;

four-year-olds, 110 pounds; five-year olds. 112 pounds
Sex, but not heat, allowances. Three-quarter mile

h
N<f'21 —FREE PURSE, $100—850 to second. HorseB

that have stanedand not won this year allowed ten

pounds. Winners this year of any race of the value

of $4iO to carry five pounds extra ;
winner of No. 7, ten

pounds extra. One mile.

seventh Day—Thursday, September %9d.
TROTTING.

No 22 -TROTTING PURSE, $1,000-2:25 Class.

No 23 -FOUR-YEAR OLD TROTTING STAKE-
(Conditicns same aB No. 15.1 Closed April 15th, with

te
No
n°2WACING PURSE, 8300-Free for all.

Eighth Day- Friday, September 33d.
RUNNING.

No 23 -THE CALIFORNIA DERBY 9TA
?,
Er

tear'oldB #50 entrance; *B forfeit, or only Slo if

d^cfared on or before September 1st! withSi.0 added;
?--, to second; tbird to save stake. Winner of any

two-yeKd l»ke this year to carry five poonds

i«ri- oftwoormore.tenoonndB. One mile.

No 27 -THE GOLDEN HATE ST \KE-For three.

Tear olds. #"j entrance; #» forfeit, or only Si5 if

oeclarecl on or before September 1st; with.33=0 added;

Becond Uorie S100; thlrdto Bave stake. Winner of any

tUreTytir obl rice atthis uieetmB to carry 5 pounds

extra; ?»\u not 1, 2. 3. In No. 19, allowed live pounds.

r»-ittS<mTKiWK STAKE-For all

ag??/ »M entrance; 315 forfeit- ™> .«*«< >

Ninth Day.—Saturday September 34th.
TROTTING.

No. 30— SPECIAL THREE-YEAR-OLD TROT-
TING STAKE-For Ella, Soudan, Shamrock. Sable
Wilkes and others. (Conditions, same as Regular
Stake No. 15.) Closed April fifteenth, with six nomi-
nations.
No. 31.-TROTTING PURSE. $I,500-Free for all.

No. 32.—TROTTING PURSE, $1,000—2:40 Class.
Entries for the following running events for lfcSS-S9

were ordered to be closed at the same time as the
races on the regular programme.
No. 1-CALIFORNlA BREEDERS' STAKE-For

foals of 18S5,to be run at the State Fair of 1888. $50
entrance; ?2o forfeit, or only $10 if declared January
1st, 183b: $300 added of which $100 to second, and $50 to
third. One mile and a quarter.
N0.2-CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STARE—For foale

of 1886, to be run at the state Fair of 1838. $li>0 entrance

;

$25 forfeit, cr only $10 if declared January 1st, 1S8S;
$250 added; second colt $100; third $50. One mile.
No. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For foals

of 1380, to be run at the State Fair of 1889. $100 entrance

;

$50 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1st, 1833;
$15 if declared January 1st, 1S*?H; or $25 if declared Slav
1st, 1889; $300 added; second horse $100, third horse
850. One mile and a half.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less numher than five to
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
ofthe pnrse. Entrance fee, loper cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 5u per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 16 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent,
to fourth.
The National Association Rules to govern trotting.

But the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any
two classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race "between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than the
requirednumberof starters appear th^v may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as" follows: &o%
to the first, anl 33J^to the second.
In all the foregoing Btakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the above stakes declarations

are premitted for a small forfeit.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 P. M. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where thereis more ihan one entry by one person,
1 in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named by 6 P.M. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules ofthe State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions' named are
otherwise.

oii-starter3 in running races will be held for
entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be namedintheir
entries.
Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished

upon application to the Secretary. Entries in all,
except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary
Monday, August I, 1887.

I,. V. SHIPPEE, President.
EDWIN F. SMITH. Secretary. 21myl7

FIRST FAIR
OF THE

Amador and Calaveras

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
DISTRICT NO. 26.

AT

IONE,

No. 18.-

year-old fillies;

$300 added; $100 to

No 29 -FREE PURSE, 8250—For all ages. SaU to

neeond Horses not having won at this meeting

allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run Bec-

ond or better at thifl meeting allowed ten pounds

One mile and a sixteenth and repeat

Commencing October 5th
And Continuing three Days.

SPEED PROGRA3UIE.

"Wednesday, Oct. 5tli.

No. 1. Running—600 yards and repeat, for horses
owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado counties.
Purse 5150.
No. 2. Trotting—Mile heats, two in tbree, for

horses owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado.
Pnrse $20J.
No. 3. Running -Quarter-mile nd repeat. Free

for saddle horses in Amador, Calaveras and El Dor-
ado. Purse $50.

Thursday, October 6th.
Ladies Tournament, for various prizes.
No. 4. Running—Novelty Race. Free for all.

First horse at quarter, $50; first horse at half S50;
first horse at third quarter, $50; first horse at mile's
end, $50. Total amount of purse $201.

No. 5. RunniDg—Half-mile and repeat. Free for
1. Purse $25 i.

No. 6. Trotting—Mile heats, three in five; t. 30
class. Free for all. Purse $250.

Friday, Oct. 9th.
No. 7. Running—Mile and repeat. Free for all.

Purse $250.
No. 8. Trotting—Mile and repeat, for three-year

olds. Free for all. Purse $200.

No. 9. Running—Three-quarter dash. Free for
all. Purse $200,

Pacers will be allowed to enter in District trotting
races.
Consolation races and other special contests will

be arranged during the Fair.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
District horses must have been owned in the Dis-

trict prior to and continuously since August 1st,
1887.

In ell the above races five to enter and three to
start, unless otherwise specified; out the Board
reserves the right to hold a les3 number than five to
fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse.
Purses will he divided at the rate of 75 per cent,

to first horse and 25 per cent, to second horse.
Non-starters in all races will be held for entrance

money.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 o'clock p.

M- of the day preceding the race shall be required to
Btart.

The Board reserves the right to change the above
order of races by giving contestants notice of the
same by 6 o'clock p. m. of the day preceding the race.

Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association rules to gov-
ern running races; National Trotting Association
rules to govern trotting races.

The Board reserves the right to run or trot heats
of any two classes alternately, if necessary to finish
any day's racing, or to run or trot a special race be-
tween beats.
Entiies in all the above races, unless otherwise

specified, close with the Secretary on Saturday, Sep-
tember 10th. Racing colors to be named in the en-
tries.

Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
entries.
augCtf r. S. GREGORY, President,
t'l.o vis T. I.AGRATE, Secretary, lone, Ol

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

Golden Gate Fair.

BAY DISTRICT TRACK,
Sept. 5th to 10th, inclusive.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Monday, September 5th.

No. 1.—Trotting Purse $800. 2:40 Class.
a. W. Finck names g m Jennie McCarthy
J. W. Donathau names _ br m Maggie E.
W. B. Bradbury names b g Ola Nick
J. A. Goldsmith names bg Perihelion
Palo Alto Farm names b t Uertrude Russel
PjIo Alto Farm names - h g Howard
A. C. Davenport names br b Alio
L. J. Rose Jr. names b m Inez
No. 2.—Purse 91 .010. 2:23 Class.

P. Farrel' names „ b s Marin
B. C. Hotly names ch 8 Woodcut
L. B. Lindsey names b m Jane L.
San Mateo Stock Farm names b g Joe Arthurton

Tuesday, September 6th.
No. 3.—Running—THE ALAMEDA STAKES.—

For all ages. Three-quarters of mile.
Owen Bros. naineB g g Johnny Gray
J. C. Simpson names ore Kathbone
B. C. Holly names cb t Fusilaoe's Last
Thos. Hazlitr names chgjoe Chamberlain
W. L. Pritchard names s m Lizzie Dunbar
C. H. Eldred names -;h g Tom Atchison
Matt Storn names „ ch g t+rover Cleveland
Jno. Wolfskin n.mes br ro Edelweii
M. F. Tarpey names ch f Notidle
Thos. G. J. Jones names bg ^pplause
Alex. Lewis names cb s Rajah

No. 4.—THE CALIFORNIA STAKE-For three-year-
olds. One mile and a quarter.
Owen Erus. names b c Oro
F. P. Lowell names & c Jim Duffy
J. Cabrera ch c Robson
Caleh Dursey names sc Cyclone
Caleb Dorsey names sc Fred Archer
Davis Bros, names. be Jack Brady
J. C. Simpson names br c Rathbone
B. O. Holly names ch f Ninena
Matt Storn names b f Narcola
31. F. Tarpey uames - ch t Not i He
D. J. McCarthy names ch f Adeline
Thos. G. Jones names b g Applause
Harrv Whiting names b c Wallace
H. L. Samuels names chc Tahoe

No. 5.—TEE JUVENILE STAKES—For two-year-
olds. Tbree-quarters of a mile.
Owen Bros names cht Serpolette
R. J. McCarthy names 6 I Susie
W. M. Marry names b f Orinda
"W. M. Murry n»iues „ sc Peregrine
W. M. Murry names br c Surinam
Thos. Fisher nameB _. bf Nancy F.
Jas. Garland names b f Snowdrop
C. Eldred names b f Alma E. (for. Tricksy

)

J. B. Chase names ch f Kildare
J. B. Chasenamps ch fRosedale
Laurelwood Stable names b f Carmen
Laurelwood Stable names b c Kyrle D.

No. 6.-FREE PDRSE—$3C0. Mile Heats.
J. Cabrera names _ ch g Manzanita
Thos. Fisher names ch m Mary D.
Jas. Garland names „ chc F.lwood
C. H. Eldred names b f Moonlight
Laurelwood Stable names b m Patti

Wednesday, September 7th.

No. 7.—Trotting— Pnrse $800. 2:27 Class.
J. A. McCloud names b s Mt. Vernon
L. B. Lindsey names spt m Platina
J. A. Goldsmith names b m Lilly Stanley
Palo Alto Farm names „ b g Howard
Harry Whiting names b m Tempest
H. Hitchcock b m Luella
A. McDowell names chm Maid of Oaks
No. 8.-Tiotting—Pnrse 8500. Three-year-olds.

L. A.Richards b f Flora M.
Palo Alto Stock Farm names b f Ella
Palo Alto Farm names b f Maiden
Harry Whiting names b c John C. Shelly
L.J. Rose names blk c Soudan
San Mateo Stock Farm names bike Sable Wilkes

Thursday; September 8th.
No. 9.—Purse $1,000. 2:23 ClasB.

B. C. Holly names ch b Wuodnnt
J. W. Donithan names ch m Magdallah
B. W. Levins names chm Daisy S.

Jno. E. Moore names _ b m Lottie 51.

J. A. GoldBmitb names s m Mamie Comet
Palo Alto Farm names b c Rexford
H. Hitchcock names blk g Black Diamond
J. H. Kelly names : br g Valentine
E. H. Miller names blk gThapsin
L.J. ROBe names b sStamboul
O. A. Hickok names _ ch g John R. Wise

No. 10.—Purse $300. Two-year-olds.
G. Valensin names blk c Memo
San Mateo Stock Farm names bg Grandee
A. J Fleming names h c'Governor
Pa"o Alto Farm names bg Grace Lee
Palo Alto Farm names b c Lowell
Harry Whiting names MoseB S.

Friday, September 9th.

No. 11. -Running—SELLING PTJBSES300, of which
$50 to second. One mile and an eighth.

Jas. Garland names chcElwood
Thos. Hazlitt names b g Belshaw
Laurelwood Stable names ch f Laura Gardner
D. J. ilcCarthy names .*. b c Bolero
Alex. Lewis names.... ch s Rajah

No. 12.-THE OAKLAND STAKES—For all ages.

One mile and a half.
Davis Bros, names b c Jack Brady
J. C. Simpson names .br c Rathbone
W. L. Pritchard names ch in Lizzie Dunbar
C. H. Eldred names - b f Moonlight
51 att Storn names bm Narcola
D. J. McCarthy names - ch f Adeline
Laurelwood Stable names b m Patti
Harry Whiting names blk h John A.

No. 13.—rHE GOLDEN GATE STAKE—For two-
year-olds. Seven-eighthB of a mile.

W. 51. Murry names s c Peregrine
W. M. Murry names b c Surinam
Thos. Fisher names Fancy F.

B. C. Holly names ch f Fusilade's Last
Jas. Garland names bf Snowdrop
C. H. Eldred names b f Alma E. (for. TricKsy)
J B. Chase names ch g Kildare
J. B. Chase names ch f Rosedale
Laurelwood Stable names b f Carmen
Laurelwood Stable names b c Kyrle D.

H. L. Samuels names - b c Ed. 5icGinois
Owen Bros, names b f Corona

No. 14.—FREE PURSE, S400. For all ages.- 850 to

second. Three-quarter mile heats.

Owen Bros, names gg Johnny Gray
J. Cabrera names ch g Manzanita
Thos. FiBher names ch f Belli- W,
Thos. FiBbern umes ch m Mary D.

Ja-. Garland names ch c Elwood
Thos. Hazlitt names ch g Joe Chamberlain
E. H. Eldred names ch g Tom Atchison
Matt St^rn names ch b Grover Cleveland
Jno. Wolfskill names br m Edelweiss
Thos. G. Jones names b c Applause
A. Harrison names 8 g Hello
B. C. Hollv names ch f Ninena
M. F. Tarpey names ch i Notidle

Saturday.—PACING— Free-For-All, Lee barred.

Same Day—Pacing. Named horses.

Monday, Extra Day. Great Stallion Trot and
Stanford Stakes—Three-year oldB.

Mfe members tickets can be obtained on
appticatiou »o the Secretary on and alter
Monday, Aug- 79th.

20 per cent, additional will be added to pubUshed
preminm list on stock and poultry.

JAMES ADAMS, President,
JOS. I. DIMOND, Secretary-

Office 1 09 Front Street, S. F. 27aug3

EIGHTH ANNUAL
FAIR

$7,000! $7000!
-OF

PLni.lS, LASSEN, SIERRA, A\I> JIOImm

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
(Washoe Co.. Nevada, Eake and Grant

lounties. Oregon, unci Butte Co , Gal.,
admitted to District lor

Racing purposes)

. AT

Susanville, Cal.
I'OMMESl'ING

Monday, October 3. '87,

And Continuing Five Days.

Purses $5,000.

Premiums $2,000.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Money in all races to be divided as follows: First

horse,60 percent.; second, 30 per cent.; third, 10 per
cent, unless when otherwise specified. All races tree
for all, unless otherwise designated.

tirst Day.
I. TROTTING—2:o0 Class, 3 in 5; pnrse $200.
2._ RUNNING—Three-year-olds, mile dash; purse

3. RTJNNING-Milp heats, 2in3; porse?2o0.
4. RUNNING—H mile and repeat; purse $100.

Second Day.
5. TROTTING—3 in 5; purse 51.000.
6. RUNNING—^ mile dash; purse $100.
7. RUNNING— \y. mile d;ish; purse $200.
8. TROTTING— One-year-olds (District) Three-

quarter mile dash; purse $100.

Third Day
9. TROTTING—2:40 ClasB, 3 in 5; purse ?2o0.
10. RUNNING—Mile dash; purse $150.
II. RUNNING-!^ mile dash; purse $250.
12. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to mate nearest time to

4 :30. Entiies to close at time of race
; purse $50.

Fourth Day.
13. TROTTING—2:35 Class, 3 in 5; purse $300.
14. RUNNING— K mile and repeat; purse $160
15. RUNNING—IK mile dash; purse $150.
16. TROTTINu-Singlebuggv(District),2in3, own

ertodrive; puree $50. Entries close at 9 p. m., day be
fore race. Trained horses barred.

Fifth Day.
17. TROTTING-2:31 Class, 3 in 5: pnrse $350.
18. RUNNING—two miles and repeat: purse $1,000.
19. TROTTING—Double teams (.District), mile and

repeat. Untrained teams m ist pull buggy, owners to
drive. Entrance to close at 9 o'clock evening before
the race; purse $75.

RULES OF THE TRACK.
Entrance to all trotting and running races to close

witn the Secretary at 9 o'clock p. m., on Fridav, Aue.
12, 1887.

All entries to be made in writing, to give sex, color-
and murks of horseB. Also name and residence of
owner, and in running races colors to be worn bv rider,
and any other particulars that will enable the audi-
ence to distinguish the horse in the race.
"Write "Entries to Races" on outside of envelope,

and seal.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of purse, to accompany

entries.
In all races five or more to enter and three or more

to start.
National Association rules to govern trotting, but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between the heats.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that has
not been owned and kept in the District six (6) months
prior to the day of the race ; and any entry bv anv per-
son of any disqualified horse shall be held liable for
the entrance fee contracted, without any right to
compete for a purse, and shall be Leld liable to pen-
alties prescribed by the National Association and
Rules of the State Agricultural Societvand expulsion
from the Association.
If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be

completed on the closing day of tbe Fair, It may be
continued or declared off at the option of the Judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up en-

tries required to fill, and three or more horses to
start, but the Board reserves the right to hold entries
and start a race with a less number, and deduct a pro-
portionate amount of the purse.
When leBs than the required number of starters ap-

pear, they may contest for the entrance monev, to be
divided ub follows : 66% to the first, and 33^ to "the sec
ond.
Riles of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start his horst :n"8t no-

tify the Secretary in writing on or before 10 o'clock the
evening previous to the day of the race.
HorseB entered in raceB can only be drawn by con-

se nt of the Judges

.

For a walk-over in any race & horse Bhall only he en-
titled to his own entrance fee and one-half of the en-
trance received from the other entries for said purse;
and a horse winning a race entitled to first money
only, except when distancing the field, then entitled
to first and third moneys only. A horse wins but one
monev under any other circumstances.
The"attention of all parties interested is particularly

called to the rules of the National Trotting Associa-
tion, under the provisions of which, except as other-
wise specified, all matters appertaining to the trotting
races will be conducted.
RaceB to begin each day at one o'clock p. m. sharp.

J W Thompson. President.
.1. D. BYERM, Vice-President.

R. I-. DA.VI", secreiary. Susanville. Cal.
J. It ill BRAY. Assistant Secretary,
25jnll Greenville, Cal.

FOR SALE.
No. 1.—Day Mare, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Musidora's dam by
Bon of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodburn, 1st dam by Owen ale; 2d
dam Musidora, by Belmont, etc.

"So. '&. -Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882,
by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musidora by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Son of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Poche
These are extra fine young mares of Buperior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to tbe blood of Belmont,
No. 1 is Jn foal to a sou of Geo. M. Patches Jr.

For further information address

W. M. WILLIAMSON,
DoQTif San Joh, <
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Short-Horns for the General
Farmer.

Paper Read by Mr. E. C. M'Kee at the Last Mich-
igan Shoit-Horn Breeders' Convention.

The subject before us is one of great interest

o me, and is or ought to be of interest to

very breeder of Short-horn cattle and to the

g oneral farmer. It has been well said that the

world moves—that this emphatically an age

of advancement. In the arts and sciences,

n the literary world, and in every sphere

of human industry, social and intellectual,

scientific and practical, we are advancing with
rapid strides; and last, but not least, in the
agricultural pursuits and industries of the
land we are making improvements that are an
honor to the age in which we live. Looking
upon agriculture as the worthiest of occupa-
tions, and the tillers of the soil the true "sons
of labor," as among the noblest of men, we
are led to look about us and to consider
whereby our cause can be advanced and the
farmers profited. At the close of another year
of general depressioo, especially in wheat-
raising, our attention naturally turns to what
we may very appropriately term a higher type
of agriculture—stock-raising; and in turning
our attention in that direction we wish to en-

list our energies so as to best profit us as gen-
era! farmers, at the same time to elevate our
calling and to lend our mite in advancing the
welfare ot the general public. And right here,

amid all the winds of controversy and differ-

ences of opinion, in the strife between the
breeds, the question comes home to us: What
cattle Bhall we breed? Hark! Can we not
hear from the lips of many grown old in ex-

perience, as well as from energetic scores of

the present, the answer Short-hornB?
Let us notice for a moment the character

and quality of a true Short-horn. Undoubt-
edly most of the breeders have their prefer-

ence for certain families, and may differ in

their ideas of individual merit, but all unite in

the common standard and true excellence of

this noble race of cattle. The Short-horn is

undoubtedly the most universally popuLr
breed of cattle in the world. Magnificent in

8ize, with great length, breadth, and depth of

carcass.and attractive in color,varying through
all the degrees aad shades from a white to a
pure red. As a bullock he is the earliest to

mature, among the most economical to rear

and fatten, yielding a quantity of superior
beef at an early age. As a dairy cow the
Short-horn in many cases has proved herself

equal if not superior to other breeds. History
tells us that from the eailiest account we have
of her the Short-horn has been a large milker.

When milk has been the main object no cows
have made larger yields, according to con-
sumption of food, than they, and in our own
time we have records of cows giving from
twenty-four to thirty-six and even forty quarts
per day and corresponding yields of butter.

Numerous notes of the kind may be found in

several volumes of the Herd Books. The
daiy qualities may have been partially lcmt

gut ot in some cases, but that she still retains

hese excellent qualities may be proved by

many instances of her good and even wonder-

ful performance in the dairy and on the farm.

Then the noble Short-horn, after performing

her full duty in breeding and at the pail, ful-

fills her destiny in a profitable carcass at the

shambles, thus combining in one animal better

than any other breed in the world the qualities

desired on the farm in a general-purpose cow.
Where can we find a specimen of the bovine

race more worthy the hearty welcome of every

progressive farmer than this— the "red, white

and roan"?
But I hear you ask: Would you have us all

breeders of pure-bred cattle? This is a

question which can better be answerod each

man for himself. Nature has not inclined all

our minds in the same direction, nor has she

ntended that as farmers we should all become
breeders of thoroughbred stock; but it is left

for the decision of each one according to his

taste and the means at his command. And
ight here let me say, select any of the

improved breeds in preference to the scrub,

which will injure the patience and pocket of

anyone who attempts to rear and fatten him.

And as long as there is a scrub to be found let

every breeder of improved stock, in whatever

breed he may be interested, unite all his

energies to eliminate or so improve him that

very soon he will become a relic of the past.

In this every farmer can help us, and at the

same time improve his stock and fill hiB own
pocket. At the present low price for pure-

bred sires no farmer should be without the

use of one. Do not try to improve by using a

sire with only a moderate infusion of blood

and a trifling gain in contour over the merest

scrub. The little gain in Buch an animal 1b

lost in the labyrinths of the scrub dam whose

full amount of ignoble blood unites with the

one-half or three-fourths inthe sire. Nothing

could be more natural than that the great

preponderance of similar blood in such a cross

should almost entirely give character to the

offspring.

In business transactions, as a rule, it is the

quickly-turned penny that pays a profit.

The movements upon the farm are governed

y the same rale, and in no procedure does it

cut a more important figure than in insuring

a quick return when a well-bred male is used

upon a female of lower grade, thus reaching

bv a single cross what repeated efforts may
fail to do by using poor material. In neighbor-

hoods where one does not wish to purchase

alone, let several unite and obtain a good sire

and let every farmer patronize him. Let us

not be content with what satisfied our fathers,

but consider that this is an age of improve-
ment and that we must keep pace with the
times, and in so doing prosperity will mark
out progress and success crown our effortB.
Suppose every farmer who has the taste and
means would invest in a few pure-bred Short-
horns, and those who have not would avail
themselves of the use of only pure-bred sires.
What do you think would be the result in
the next decade? Would we cot 6ee the
scrub almost universally replaced by the pure-
bred and high grade? Would not every hill-
side and every farmyard be graced by this
noble animal? Would not advance be writ-
ten on every rural hearthstone and prosperity
smile on every brow? And those who aid in
this advancement will not only promote their
own interest both socially aud financially,
but may trnly be termed public benefactors.
Then what is our duty in this direction as
breeders of Short-horn cattle? Should it not
be one great aim of the breeder to breed such
stock as will be best adapted to the general
farmer?

Just how far this is practicable, and just
how it can best be accomplished, are questions
upon which opinions may differ materially.
Some mny say, use fashionably-bred sires;
others, plain ones. Some may incline toward
one family, and some to another.

It seems to me that the matter of fashion is

oftentimes carried too far. What is it to be
rated with the fashion? Fashion is a very
fickle and a very blind leader, and adopts
things under a popular outcry. It is a follow-
ing after the shadow rather than clinging to
the substance. We must not lose sight of the
fact that from the beginning of all. breeding
one great principle hss stood out as the
foundation of everything—like begets like.

No matter how it comes to be what it is, being
what it is tends to impress its own character-
istics on its offspring, which, on an average,
will inherit the qualities of the parent. Should
we not take for our motto the practical rule
which grows out of this—breed only from first-

class animals? We do not wish to be under-
stood that we would disregard pedigree; far
from it. Something of the conquered terri-

tory wrung from nature by one generation 1b

the legitimate inheritance of the next. As
Short-horn men we have inherited an im
proved stock, and with it comes much of the
wisdom and skill of our predecessors, so that
what it reqnired genius to discover a hundred
years ago is now the common property of
every one who wants it. We are glad that
such men lived as the Collings, Mason, Whit
aker,Wetherell, Bates, Booth and others, and,
though dead, their example is among the most
precious of our heritages, the imitation of
which is a duty and a privilege.

What we want on the farm is a good, sub
stantial pedigree, coupled with individual
excellence. A good, broad, well-developed
anatomy, with good digestive organs capable
of transmitting their characteristics to "their

offspring, yielding a good flow of milk and
finally a profitable return at the shambles.
Such is the profitable cow for the farm, and
when she can be thoroughly introduced
throughout the State, then will Michigan be-
come richer and her farmers more prosperous.

25th Agricultural District.

Comprising tlie Counties of Solano and
Napa.

AT

VALLEJO
Oct. 4th, to Oct. 8, 1887.
Tlie District Races Open to the Counties
olWapa, Solano, Sonoma and Marin.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day, Tuesday, October 4tli.

No. 1. Running—One and one-quarter railes. Free
for all. furae 3300. Selling race, winning horse,
carrying regular weights, to be Bold fur f2,ftJ3. One
pound allowed for each hundred dollars less. One
pound added for each hundred dollars inure.
No. 2. Trotting—2:21 Class. PurBeSKB.
second Day, Wednesday, October 5th.

No. 3. Trotting—District two-year-olds. Mile and
repeat. Purse $2u0. Clara Y. and Allred C. barred.
No. 4. Trotting—3:00 Class. Purse 4300.

TIi i mI Day, 'Thursday, October 6th.
No. 5. Running—Three-fourths mile dash. Free

for all. Purse 8-ioO.

No. 6. Trotting—Three-year-olds. Purse $300.

Fourth Day, Friday, October 3th.
No. 7. Trotting—2:40 ClaBB. Purse $400.
No.8. Pacing—2:2:1 Class. Purse$409.

Fifth Day, Saturday, October 8th.
No. 9. Trotting—Free for all. Purse $603.

i\o. 10. Trottiug—2:35 Class. Puree $3i0.

In aU caBes five to enter and three to start. Sixty
per cent, of purse to flrat horse, thirty per cent, to
second horse, and. ten per cent, to third horse.
Races No. 3, 4, 6 and 7 are for district horses only
including Sonoma and Marin.

1.

BILES AND RECITATIONS.
All contests of speed will be conducted according

MECHANICS' FAIR.
SAM FRANCISCO,

IS NOW OPEN.
CXOSES SATURDAY OCTOBER Ntli. 1887.

California
State Fair.

IMPORTANT

Announcement
Races No. 10, 2:17 Class, and No. 31, fiee-

for-all, have been declared off.

The following races have been substituted:

Eace No. 10— Pacing. Pnrse $600; 2:25
Class.

Eace No. 31—Trotting. Pnrse $1,500; free
for all.

Conditions same as in published programme.
Entries will close with Secretary, Wednes-

day, September 14th.

L. U. SHIPPBB, President.
EDWIN P. SMITH, Secretary.

lOsept.

Hunting Dogs.
Hunting Dogs taken to handle on game, the com-

ing season.

E. LEiVESLEY,
augl3tf GIT.ROY.

to the rules of the National Turf Associate
2. All entrieB will be made at the office of the Secre-

tary "under cover."
3. The money or a certified check must accompany

all entries. Entries to cloBe September 15th.
4. Entries in all cases 10 per cent, of purae, unless

otherwise stipulated.
5. No horse shall take any money for a walk-over;

but shall receive his own entrance fee and one-half
the other paid-up entrieB or the same race.

6. In case one horse distances all others, he Bhall
take first and third rnoi.ey. Second money reverts
baek to the Association.

7. In all cases, five to enter aDd three to Bt rt
8. In all cases, first money will be si D T «ut.,

second thirty per cent., and thi; d ten. psr "He
whole puree.
9. The record of all horses ettere i J(B i'_

ered that made before Augusl 21c.

10. District horses rnus* have hfctn o '." n ed 1 a-

trict six months prior tothedau, of the ract
11. In all races noted above five or moit. -./>

entries required to fill aud three or more hoiwoa »o
start; but the Board reserves the right to hold entrieB
and start a race with a less number and deduct a pro-
portionate amount ot the purse.

F. W. LOBER, President.
A. J. McPIKE. Secretary. 10sep4

FOR SALE

!

ONE GRAY GELDING,
152 hands high. Weight lf50 lbs. A fine disposi-

tion, the best of constitution. Five years old.perfectly

sound and without a blemish. A natural trotter with
a big, open, pure gait. Has had i months training.

Can trot 3 or 1 heats from 2:3U to 2:35. Has a record

of 2:52.

Sire Peacock, record 2:23£, by Whipple's Hamble-
tonian.
Dam Young Molly, by Budd Doble, he by Geo. M.

Patchen Jr.

Young Molly is the dam of Brown Jug, by Nut-
wood. Brown Jug's private trials were made in

2:19.
Anyone looking for a first-class young horse, that

bids fair to trot low down in the twenties in Ma six-

year-old form, should not overlook this promising
horse. Anyone desiring to see him work with a

view to purchase can do so by calling at the Big

Tree Store, Sacramento, Cal.

Tor terms address,

F. A. Jones,
auglolf

P. O. Box 154,

SACRAMENTO. CAL.

KILLIP & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS,

9% Montgomery Street, San Francisco

BPKC1AL ATTENTION PAID TO SALEB OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In AU Cities and Counties of
tne State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Gbren, Hon. J. D. Cabb,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J, P. habqknt, Esa., Hon. John Bosgs
SargentB. Colusa.

Hon. Ii. J. Rose, Hon. A. Waleath,
Lob AngeleB. Nevada.

J. B. Haggin, Esq., San Francisco
Represented at Sacramento by Edwin F. Smith,

Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At San Jose by Messrs. Montgomery &. Ren, Real

Estate Agents.
Being the oldest established firm in the Hve-Btock

business on this Coast, and having conducted the
Important auction saleB in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel Justified In claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description
either at auction or private Bale. Our list of correB.
pondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give full publicity to animals placed with ua for sale.

Private purchases and Bales of live atock of al)

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KIIXIP A CO . 22 Montgomery Street.

am J

GLOVER'S ALBUM.
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

DOG MEDICINES.
Ma»»;je Cnr«\ - 50^. IMstemper Cure. SI.OO
Blood Purifier, 50c. Vermifuge, - - 50c.
ranker Wash. 50c. Eye Lmion, - 50c.
Diarrhoea Cure, 50c Cure for Fits, - 50c.
Tonic, - - 50c. I.iuinient. - 50c.
Kennel and Stable Soap, best uog soap known, price

26c.

These remedies are sold by druggists and dealers
n sportsmen's goods.

ALL DOG DISEASES TREATED
H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian to the Westminster Kennel Club, New
Jersey Kennel Club, Rhode Island Kennel Club,
Hartford Kennel Club, Hemstead Farm Company, etc.

'8jiil2 1^93 Rr«adwav. Npxv Vork.

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and all

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, eto

for illustration purposes, furnished.
H. BOYD. Artist.

9<Wf 18 Post Street.

FOR SALE.
Thoroughbred Irish Red Setters

^
By Mike T.—Lady Elcho T., both First prize winners

on the bench, beside winning several specials. Cham*
pions Elcho, Rose, Noreeii, Gnrryowen, Palmerston,
all tamous winners, appear in the pedigrees of the dogs
offered. Breeding and health guaranteed,

ELCHO KEGELS,
eagtf 212 Klevemh Street, S. F.

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector,
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec., 1884. Champion Beauchief,

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1886. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N. T.

Setters for Sale.
English setter puppies of the most approved

Llewellin breeding. By Harold (Gath—Gem) ex
Janet (Count Noble—Dashing Novice). In blood they
have no superiors.

CAIJFOKNIA KERNELS,
(POST A WATSON,)

27aug4 614 I Street, Sacramento, < al.

DO YOU WANT A DO« '

a DOC BUYERS' GUIDE. _
Colored plates, IOO engrnvinRS R
of different breeds, prices they are I
worth, and where to buy them, It

Mailed for 15 Cents. •
ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

f,

837 6. Eighth St. Philadelphia, Pa, £

AMERICAN
KENNEL CLUB

STUD-BOOK.
Blanks for registering in the official stud

book will be mailed on application.
Entries will close for part Tbree on Septem-

ber 30, 1SS7. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club,

6f.-b

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadwav.
A«w York.
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Notice for Entries.

Bay District

Association.

Kotlee for Entries for Fall Meeting com-
mencing October 1, 1887.

$7,510 in Purses, $7,500
Saturday, «ct. 1st, Purse $f0';, 2:CO Class.

Tuesday, Oct 4th, Parse $50 I. 3;00Cliss.
Thursday. Oct. fitli. Purse S.'vOO. 2:iOCIass.
Saturday, Oct. 8tli, Purse SSi », 2:25 Class.

Tuesday. Oct. 1 itli. Purse S50< . 2:35 Class.
Thursday, Oct. 13th, Purse 5500, 2:27Claf=a.

Saturday, «ct. tot Is, Purse S60n, 2:23 Class.

Tuesday, Oct. i win, Purse $5 0, 2:30 Class.

Thursday, Oct 20th. Purse S50C. Free for all

pacers. L. fi. Lee barred.
Saturday. Oct H'td, Purse $750, 2:17 Class.
Tnes'lay. Oct 155th. Purse 55(if, 2:26 Class.

Thursday, Oct. 2 7th, Purse 8500, 2:24 Class.

Saturday Oct. *29tli, Purse £1,000. Free for all

trotters and pacers.

All trotting and pacing contests to be best three in
five; five or more to enter, three or more to start.

But the Association reserves the neht to bold a less

number than five to fill by a withdiawal of a propor-
tionate amount of the purse. The Association also
reserves the right to change the date set for any
class during the meeting by giving timely notice of
the same to persons interested.
Entrance fee 10 per cent., to accompany the entry,

Purees divided into 50, 25, 15 and 10 percent., to first.

second, third and fourth horse respectively.
Entries to close with the Secretary, Saturday, Sept

10, 18i7.
w. If. HINCHMAIS, Sec'y.

sep3 1435 '"alil'o'nia Strei t, S. F.

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

AUCTION
OF

Holstein-Friesian
BULLS,

HEIFERS
AND

CALVES.
Owing to the Sale to the Hon. Leland

Stanford of the land nsed as a Stock Ranch,
we have received orders from Mr. Frank H.
Burke, of Menlo Park, to

Sell Without Reserve,
All the Bulls, Heifers and Calves. These ani-

mals are all Thoroughbred and registered, and
are all from choice prize-winners of deep
milk and butter strains. These animals are

of choice families, as the Aaggie's (the most
celebrated in the world); the Netherlands {a

great butter tribe); the Menlo (the greatest

Holstein Show Cow in the world); the Jacob
(the only imported Ron of Mercedes, the holder
of the milk record of the world); Twisk (holder

of the butter record of the United States).

At the Bame time, and for same account,
will be offered

A Number of Grade Calves,
Sired by some of the choicest bulls to be found
in the East.

Secured by letters Patent, July SO, 1883

Having thns described n,y invention, what I clai

as new, and desire to secure m y letteis patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind iB fitted, substantially,

as herein described.
2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,

the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ano
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.

3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-
sions D. blindB F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-

SieceB D and blinds F, as shown, the stiap6 or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose herelr
described.

, . „_ ._, _ _
5. In a bridle, and in com' ination with the bunds F,

supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
straps or bandV G and H, and the i ear band I and tiie

throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
sood. ._ _
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the

same time giving complete control of the line of

vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same effect on the action follows as

is Induced by toe-weights. This is especially the case
whenvonng colts are the pupils, teaching them to

bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKFBRON.
No. 28U and 232 Ellis St. San Franci5co.

eleventh annual EAiR 8th Annual Fair

E^*"Catalogues can be obtained after Sep-
tember 3d from KILLIP & CO., 22 Montgom-
ery St., San Francisco, or F. H. BURKE, 401
Montgomery St., San Francisco.

SALE
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 21, 1887,

During State Fair and on the
Grounds
AT 11 A. M. AT

SACRAMENTO.

KILLIP & CO.,
Auctioneers.

2sept3

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate oi
Ontario Veterinary Col-
lege, Toronto. Canada.

Sgr Castration a Special.
t- ty. Advice by mall $B.OO.

Veterinary Infirmary. 3J1 Natoma St.

Besidence, 966 Howard St., San Francisco.

loan

EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR

THE SIXTH DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
AT

Los Angeles,
Best Fair in the State,

>'o t exe pi ins Sacramento.

170 Entries in the Races.
IocludiDg fastest horses in the world.

Fruit, Agriculture and Horticul-
tural Display at

THE PAVILION.
Fifth and Olive Streets.

DON'T FORGET THE DATE.

Oct. 10,11, 1M3, 14 and 15.

SEND FOR PREMIUM LIST.
J. W. ROBIJtsON, President.

E. A. DerAMP, Secretary—Box 910. S7augt

S.B.WHITEHEADS CO,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS.

ABE PKEPABED TO CONDUCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters

And every other description of live Btoek,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Our Mr. S. B. Whitehead haa for 6fteen

years successfully managed all the principal

sales of high-class stock on this Coast.

Monterey

District Number 7.
Commencing at SALINAS CITY. Oct. 4tli,

aud ending Uct. 8th, 1889

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Tuesday. Oct. 4th.

No. 1. TROTTING—Two-year-old Colt Stake of
1S37; ?5j entrance; $loo added bv the Association: best -1

in 3.

No. 2. RUNNING—Three-quarters of a mile anc1

repeat, for all horses owned in the District
; purse $tiu

"Wednesday, Oct 5ili.

No. 3. TROTTINft—Purse 8250; for the following
naro'id horseB, and BUL-h others as the Society may
deem eligible in this class: Pedro, Charley G., Jim U,
Allen Li., Lady Johnson, Maud H., Lady Simpson,
Jim Crow, Michael Davitt, Queen, Nig. Mambrino
Jr., Eagle, Dixie, sorrel Tom, r.ady Mack.Susie, John
Spl:»nn, Bill Donathnn, Charlie V.
No. 4. TKOTTING-Dev Season- Race. Purse

_J50, for all two-year-olds in the District; winner of
first and second money in colt stikes barred; best l
in 3.

I li iirstlaj -, Oct. 6tli.

No. F. TROTTING-For all stallions owned in the
Old District; purse $200.
No. 6. TROTTING—Two-mile heats; best 2 in 3;

for all horses that have never beaten five minutes for
two miles; puise 3250.
No. 7. RUNNING—One-half mile dash, for alltwo-

year olds owned in the Old District ; purse $100.

Friday. Oct. Jib.
No. 8. PACING—Free for all; purse 8200.
No. 9. TROTTING—For all three-year-olds and

under owned in the District; purse8i5>; best 2 in 3
No. 1». NOVELTY RACE—Running—One and

one-fourth miles: purse $150, 1st quarter $2-i; 2d quar-
ter $'25; 3d quarter $25; 4th quarter $2-5; 5th quarter $50.

Saturday, Oct. 8th.
No. 11. RUNNING—One mile and repeat; free for

ill; purse 8300.
No. 12. TROTTING—Free for all; purse $400.

REMARKS AJVD CONDITIONS.
All races are the best three in five (.unless other-

wise specified), five to enter and three to sUrt; but
the Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
five 10 fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the purse. Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Purses divided at the rate of
60 per cent, to first horse, 30 per rent, to second, 10 per
cent, to third, unless otherwise specified.
Entries to all ra^es and stakes to close with the Sec-

retary at 9 o'clock p. m., September Icth, I b7. Mark
the envelope "Entries to Races."
No horse si a!l be qualified to enter anv free-for-all

I ice iu.it hs nut beeu owned on the Pacific Coast
rr^m Mar h I, IW7, and in any District races not owned
wit tin ilie Die riot from June 15. 1887, mud anv entry
by any pe 'son of any horse so disqualified shall he
held liable fo»" 'he entrance fee thus contracted, with-
out the right to Compet**,
Where ih - tturds "Q\'\ District" are used in the fore-

going Speed Programme, it is meant thereby the
counties of Monterev,= anta Cruz, San Benito an i s*u
Luis Obispo.
In all races entries not declared ont by 6 p. u. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by

consent of the judges.
For a walk over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and onequarter of
the entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning a race is entitled to first
money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under any other circumstance.
The attention of all parties interested is particu-

larly called to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-
ing to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
Races to begin at 1 o'clock p. m. sharp.
Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.

J. D. CAHB, President.
J. J KEUi Secretary. lOjyll

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARLEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOK, ESQ.,

J. B. HAGGtN, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ
R. P. ASHE, ESQ., WiL CORBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
90 Leldesdorff Street,

Wznsrtf San Francisco.

FOR SALE.

The Imported Thoroughbred Stallion

OATCAKE.
Rich chestnut in color, lPi haDds high, foaled 1882.

Bred in England and Imported to Australia in
utero, imported from thence to California this sum-
mer.

Pedigree.
Sired by Wild Oats, dam Miss Emma, by Saun-

lerer; second dam Dulcimer by Trumpeter; third
dam TeddingtoDiabyTeddington; fourth dam Glacis
by Venison or Bolero ; fifth dam Fortress by Defence,
etc.

Wild Oats by Wild Dayrell (Winner Derby 1855)

dam The Golden Horn, by Harkaway; second dam
(Buccaneer's dam) by little Red River; third dam
Eclat by Edmund; fourth dam Squib by Soothsayer,
etc.

Oatcake is a horse of great power and fine flnish,

and from all points of view is one of the best types

of the thoroughbred ever brought to America. He
ran successfully in the colonies, winning the Squat-
ter's Handicap at A. J. C. Spring meeting last year;

one mile and aquarter, in 2:10t , beating such recog-

niz,e performers as Folly, Ben Bolt (the CaulOeld
Cup Winner), Dagobert, Cerise and Blue (Sydney Cnp,
Winner,) Oakleigb, Palarenda, Friendship, Rapid,
Phaon and Ravensworth.
Wild Oats, bis sire, was a performer of note

winner of the Prendergast Stakes at Newmarket and
other important events. He was the sire of a long
line of racers, among them Eton, Guy Mannering,
Hetty, Kinfarnus and Wild MosB.all winners in Eng-
land last year.
Wild Dayrell won the Derby in 1855, and the Gol-

den Horn, dam of Wild Oats, was a daughter of

Harkaway, the best race-borse of bis day. He won
eight KiDg's Plates, the Goodwood Cup twice, and
the Royal Whip. Up to the close of his four-year-old

year he had won 21 races ont or 28 starts, against the

best borses in the United Kingdom.
On the side of his dam. Oatcake comes from the

royal line, and to horsemen these extended notes of

performances and produce are perhaps not necess-

ary. Thft pedigree shows such names as Saunterer

Irish Birdcatcner, Sir Hercules.. Trumpeter, Ted-
dington, Bay Middlcton, Orlando, etc., and the value

of these lines will be recognized by all breeders and
raring men.
Oatcake Is now at the Agricultural Park Track,

in Sacramento charge of M. M. Allen, and inspection

Is invited. Tabulated pedigrees will be furnished

on application to the Bbeedeb and Spobtsman Office,

wbere I may be addressed —.-^^iS?6
F. B. BALDWIN.

OF THE

NINTH DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OF

Del Norte & Humboldt,
TO BE HELD OS

September 27, 28, 29
and 30, '87,

AT

Rohnerville,
Humboldt Co., Cal.

Ninth District Board of Agriculture for 1887: G.
C. Barber and R. J. Bu^bee, Ferndale; S.F.Pine,
Eureka; J. D. Baroer, Hydesvilie; C. L. Thompson,
Camp Grant; Alexander Mas.son and B. H. McNeil,
Robnerville ; H. C. Rawson, Del Norte County.

Oflicers of the Board: G. C. Barber, rerndale,
President; S. H. Crabtree. Robnerville, Secretary;
Maurice Levinger, Eohnerville, Treaaurer.

SPEED PROGRAMME.

9th District Agricultural Speed
Programme.

First Day—Tuesday, S«>pt. IS 7th, 188 J,
Mt LJUP.ll.

No. 1.—Running. Purse of $40. Free for all
saddle horses having no record under 5S seconds,
catch weights, half mile and repeat. Horses entered
for other than saddle races barred. First purse $20;
second $10.
No. 2.—Trotting, at 3 p. m. Humboldt Stake. For

colts of 1886 bred in the district; £75 added; $20 en-
trance, one-half of which being already deposited,
the remaining $10 to be paid at the time of making
entries for the other races. W. H. E Smith agrees
to add $.i0 The whole sum to be divided as follows,
sixty, thirty, and ten per cent. One mile dash.

Second Day, Wednesday. Sept. ?Sth, 188?;
at lO A. H., Parade oi" Mock,

No. 3.—Trotting At l:Sfi p. si. Purse of $150.
Three minute class Mile heats two in three,
(Pitt chen barred). First i.O'i: i-econd ?S .

No 4. Trolling. At 2.m p.m.— Pnr*e of 51*5 for
Iwo-yfar-olds. Mile heats twointbiee. hirst g8-;
second 40.

No 5.-R"nntng. At d p m. Purse of $15il. Free
for all. Thiee-quarler Mile and repeat. First
ffluO; second $50.

lhirdD^y.ihur^dty.Sept 29th, atlO V.M.
No 6 —Trotting. Purse of $175. 2 A* class. Mile

beats two in Ibree. Fir-t Sl'211; second f.ia

No. 7.—Trotting. Atl:?UP. M. Purseof $125. lor
three-year-olds. Mile heats two in three. First &a5;
second $-10.

No. 8.—Running. At 2:30 P. m. Pur^e of $1C0.
Half-mile and repeat. First $"0; second $30.

I'ounh Day, Friday, Sept. 30th, at 9 ;30
A. M. Parade oi Stock and award.

ing of Premium**.
LadieB' Equestrianship at 11 A. m. First $15; sec-

ond $10; third $5.

No. 9. -Running. At 1:30 p. m. Purse of $150.
Free for all. Ono and one-quarter mile dash. First
$100 ; second $50.

No. 10.—Trottins. At 2:30 p. M. Purse of $300.
Free for all. Mile heats, three in five. First $200;
sscond $100.
No. 11.—Running. At 3 p. m. Pnrse of 8150. Free

for all. Half-mile and repeat. First $100 ; second
$50.

BE3IABKS AND COXDITIOXS.

These races are ope»« to any horse owned in the
Ninth District, composed of the counties of Del
Norte and Humboldt, bv a bona fide resident of the
district on the first day of June, 1887, except free for
all.

In all races three or mop t« enter and two or more
to start. Any horse distancing the field receives tbe
emire purse.
Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to accompany

the entrance.
All entries in these races must be made with the

secretary on the evening previous to the first day
of the Fair. The horses named and entered
in the name of the owner, who must be a member
of the Association, and tbe entrance fee paid in full.
The trotting race will be conducted under tbe

rules of the National Trotting Association, but the
Board reserves the right to trot beats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats, and
running races under the rules of Pacific Blood Horse
Association, edition of 1887.

All horses entered for the races will be under the
control of the judges from the moment they are
brought on the track.

If from any cause there should not be a sufficient
amount of money received from all sources, includ-
ing appropriation from tbe State, to pay all purses
and premiums in full, after paying the expenses
of the fair or exhibition, the same will be paid pro
rata.

Neither the Association, the Directors nor officers
in any event to be liable for any purse or premium
beyond such pro rata amount. augl3tf

Outing
2?t€ Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Tritel

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OUR FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DUBIKG THE TEAK THERE WILL BE ARTICLES UPON
Exploration, Travel and Adventure. Mountain

Climbing, Camping, Popnlar Forestry, Hunting and
Fishing, Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting, Rowing
Canoeing, Bicycling, Tricycliog, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.
Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing, Tobogganing and Skating.

Conducted by POlXT>EY BIGELOW

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
Single numbers fwemj-ii ve cents

140 Nassau Street, New Y^
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FALL RACES
OF THE

EurekaJockeyClub

EUREKA
7

HUMBOLDT COUNTY, CAL.,

Nov.2d,24,25,26,1887.
FIRST DAY.

1 Purse $200.— ti mining Novel tvRace. Free-for-all'
dash of one mile. ?35 at first quarter, ?40 at the half, $50

at the three-quarter and $75 ut the niile. All paid-up
entries over five to be added, and equally divided
between each winner

2. Purse §250.—Trotting. Free for all horses that
have not beaten 2:38 up to Sept. 1st, 1887. (Cadmus
an i Bonner eligible to start.) First horse $15 i, Becond
§75, third §25.

SECOND DAY.
3. MERCHANTS' PURSK, §.W0. Free-for-all. for

all ages. Three-quarters ofamiie and repeat. First

hoise §200, second horse 670, third horse *30.

4. Trotting—Three-minute class. Purse S150 for

horses owned in Humboldt County prior to Sept. 1st,

1887. (Patchen barred.) First noise $85, second horse

§50, third horBe to save entrance.

TBI I HI) DAY.
5. HOTEL PURSE-SI00. Free for all, for all ages.

One mile and repeat. First horse §253, second horse
$100, third horse §5(1.

6 EUREKA TWO -YEAR -OLD TROTTING
STAKE- Mile and repeat. §10 entrance; half forfeit,

3100 added; second horse to receive §25. third tosave
stake. Entries to this race to close with the Secre-
tary Sept. 17, 1887.

FOURTH DAY.
7. Purse SIOO. For all ages. Running daBh of 60p

yards. First horse 875, second horse $-'5.

8. Puree $150. For all ages. Half mile and repeat.
First horse ?i:s, second horse $25.

9. Purse S400. Trotting. Free for all. First horse
$250, Becon^ horse §1W, third horse §50.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting races are best three in five, except the

two-vear-old, unless otherwise epecified; five to enter
and three to start. But the Board reserves the rightto

hold a less number than five to fill by the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the puree. Entrance fee
in purse races ten per cent.
In all trottiiiL' races the rules of the American Trot-

ting Association, and all running races the rul^s of the
Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association to govern, but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing.
In all entries not declared out by ^ p. m. of the day

preceding the race, shall be required to Btart.

No added money paid for a walk-over In all raceB
noted above, live or more paid-up entries required to

fill and three or more horses to start.

Hacing colors to be named in entrieB. In trotting
races drivers will be required to wear caps of distinct
colors, which must be named in entries.
Entries to all the above races, except the two-year-

old trot, to close with Secretary, Wednesday, Nov . 16,

1887.
One-half the entrance money must he paid at the

time of making entrieB and thekother half at 6 p. M. the
night preceding the race.
Entry blanks will be furnished upon application to

the Secretary.
DAN'L IUVRFHY, President,

H. COIEN, Secretary. sept3

THREE DAYS RACING
Under the auspices of the

WILLOWS
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

October 19, ^0,2 1,1887,

WILLOWS.
AGRICULTURAL PARK,

WILLOWS. COLUSA COUNTY, CAL.

First Day-Wednesday, October 19, 1887.
No. l. Trotting—$300. Three-minute class. Free for

all.

No. 2. Trottlngand Pacing—3200. Fr^e for^all horses
owned in Colusa County August lBt, 1887. Almont
Patchen, Tilton Almont and Daisy S. barred.
No. 3. Running—#150. Free for all. Three-fourthB

of a mile.

Second Day—Thursday, October £0, t88J.
No. 4. Pacing—J3C0. Free for all.

No. 5. Trotting—3300. 2:10 class. Free for all.

No. 6. Running -8100. Free for all. One-half mile
and repeat.

Third Day—Friday, October 21 , 188?.;
No. 7. Running—3200. Free for all. One and one-

fourth mill'-.

No. 8. Trotting—MOO. Free for all.

No. 9. Trotting—§60. Nearest to four minutes'

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
National Trotting Association RuleB to govern all

trotting and pacing races. Entrance fee of 10 per
cent, or purse to accompany nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races the purse Is tn be

divided into three moneys: six-tenths, thr<je-tentha
and one-tenth.
The Rules of the State Agricultural Society to gov-

ern all running races

.

In all tbe above races, Ave or more paid-up entries
required to rill, and three or more ho^Bes to start, but
the Board reserves the rightto hold the entrieB and
start tbe race with a less number and deduct a propor-
tionate amount of the purse or Btake.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races, alteruately, or to call a special nee
between heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necesBary.
For a walk-over a horse is only entitled to ito own

entrance fee and one-half of the entrance received
from the other entries of said race. A horse winning
n race is entitled to first money onlv, except when dis-
ancing the field, then to first and third moneys.
Non-starters must be declared out tbe day previous

to the race they are engaged in, before G o'clock p. m.,
or be required to start.

All entrieB for a race to close with the Secretary or
President, at Willows, October 1st, 1387, at 10 o'clock,

.M,
The Board of Directors will have charge of the track

and grounds during the week of races, and will see
hat the rules are strictly enforced, and purses and

stakes will be paid when th* JudgeB have rendered
their decision before leaving the Btand.
Races to start l r m . sharp.

D. B. SUTTON. President.
J. F. sersajsofS: Secretary. ^septt

Nevada State Fair
OP 1S87 WILL BE HELD

AT RENO,
Commencing September IB I St and Ending

October 1st.

35 KACES, TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS
LIBERAL PREMIUMS

Live Stock Department and Exhibits in Pavilion.

Indian Pony Baces! Bahon Ascensions! Bicycle

Baces! Stock Parades!

LADIES' TOURNAMENT.
Friday, September 23, Wednesday, September 28 and

September SO, Friday,

THE PRESIDENT'S GOLD MEDAL.
President Powning offers a Special Premium, a

GOLD MEDAL, value 5100, for the best
Exhibit in Any Department.

Trials oi Speed to foe Conducted under the
auspices of i lie Directors oi tlte State Agri-
cultural Society.
The State Agricultural Society was established in

accordance with an act of the Legislature of the State
of Nevada, entitled "An Act to provide for the man-
agement and control of the State Agricultural Society
ot the state," approved March 7, lSb5.

SIEIJBKB.8 OP THE STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE
L. J. FLINT, of "Washoe County; E. F. LEKTE, of

Washoe County; P. H. MULCAHY, of Washoe
Countv; AL, WHITE, of Washoe Countv; JOHN
SWEENY, of Ormsby County; T. B. RICKEY, of
Douglas County; C. C. POWNING. of Washoe
County; ALVARO EVANS, of Washoe Countv;
THEO. WINTERS, of Washoe County; F. DANU-
BE KG, of Douglas Countv; W. S. BAILEY, of
Churchill County; JOS. MARZEN, of Humboldt
County.

PROGRAMME.
First Day—Wednesday, September fctst.

No. l.-INTRODUCTORY-Three-quarter dash, for
District horsea; $iuu added; entrance i~10; declaration
§5, on or before September 1st.

No. 2.—RUNNING—Five-eighths mile dash. Dis-
trict horses; two-year-olds; SloO added; entrance $20;
declaration 55, on or before September 1st.

Nob. 3. 4 and 5 will be made and announced on Sat-
urday, Sept. 17th.

Second Day—Thursday, September 2%d.
No.6.—TROTTING—2:50 class for District horses;

three in five, purse SHOO; first horse 3150; second horse
$100; third horse §50.
No. 7.—TROTTING—Mile heats. three in five; free

for all; purse SHOO; $300 to first horse; $200 to second
horse; 3100 to third horse.

Third Day—Friday, September 1B3d.

No. 8. — RUNNING—Selling purse for District
horses; dash of a mite; 3150 added; $25 entrance, half
forfeit; $5 declaration, on or before September 1st.
Horses to be sold for $1,000 to carry entitled weight.
Two pounds allowed for each $100 under the $1,000.
No. 9.—RUNNING—Half-mile dash; entrance free;

purse 3100.
Three other races for this day will be announced

on Thursday, September 23d.

Fourth Day—Saturday, September 2-tth.

No. 13.—TROTTING—Mile and repeat; free for all
three-yeai -olds and under in the District; purse 3300;
first horse $150; second horse $100; third burse -?50.

No. 14.—PACING—Mile heats, three in five; free for
all; purse $R00; first horse $300; second horse $200;
third horse$100.

Fifth Day—Monday, September 76th.

No. 15.—HANDICAP—Mile and a half dash; $300
added; $50 entrance; half forfeit; S10 declaration, on
or before September 10th. Weights to be announced
Sept. 1st.

No. 16.—SELLING PURSE—Closes the Bame time
as stakes; one mile and a cjuarter dash; 3^00 added.
Three other raceB for this day will be made Septem-

ber 24th.

Sixth Day—Tuesday, September 99 th.
No. 20.—TROTTING.—Three-minute class for Dis-

trict horses; purse $300; first horse $150; second
horse $100: third horse 350.

No. 21.—TROTTING.—Mile heats, three in five; free
for all; purse$800; first horse $!00; second horse $250;
third horse 3150.

SeventhDay—Wednesday, September 28th.
No. 22.—RUNNING—Three-quarter mile dash ; two

year-olds; $150 added; $25 entrance; half forfeit; five
or more to enter.
No. 23—RUNNING—Mile and three-eighths; threw-

year-olds; $200 added; $50 entrance; half forfeit; SIO
declaration, on or before September 1st; three or
more to start.
No. 24 —RUNNING—Purse *"W: dash of two miles;

ten per cent, entraucc; n\e or mire to enter; three or
more to start.
Two other races for this dav will be made Septem-

ber 27th.

Eighth Day—Thursday, September 29th.
No. 27.—PACING—Mile he3ts, three in five; free

for all; purse $t»0; first horse $300; Becondhorse $200;
third horse $100.

No. 28.—TROTTING—Mile heats; three in five;
tree for District horses; purse $600; first horse 5300;
tecond eras $200; third horse $100.

Ninth nay- Friday, September 30th.
No. 29.—RUNNING—Mile dash for two-year-olds;

$200 added; entrance $20; declaration $5; on or before
September lBt.

No. 30 —RUNNING—Mile and five-eighths dash for
three-year-olds; $300 added; $50 entrance; half for-
feit; $10 declaration, on or before September 1st;
three or more to start.
Three other races for this day will be made up Sep-

tember 29th.

Tenth Day—Saturday, October 1st,

No. 34.—2:35 Class; mile heats, three in five; free for
all; purse $800; first horse $500; second horse $200;
third horse $100.
No. 35.-2:25 Class: mile heats; three in five; free

for all; purse $1,000; first horse $500; second horse $300;
third horse 3200.

KEKARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Nominations to stakes muBt be made to the Secre-

tary on or before the first day of August, 1887. En-
tries for the purses must be made : For Monday's
races on the Saturday preceding; for Wednesday's
races, on Monday, and for Friday's races, on Wednes-
day, at the regular time for closing entrieB as desig-
nated by the rules. Those who have nominated In
stakes must name to the Secretary, in writing, which
thev will Ftart, the day before the race, at 6 p. m,
Horses entered in purseB can only be drawn by con-
sent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Associa-

tion will govern running races.
All [horses entered for State purses innst be owned

and kept in Nevada and California east of the Sierra
Nevadas for six months prior to day of race.
EntrieB to all trotting races will close September

lBtwith the Secretary.
Five or more to enter and three or more to start in

all for purseB.
National Trotting Association rules to govern trot-

ting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association
rules to govern running races, except as above.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, unless otherwise specified; five to enter and
three to start. But the Board reserves the right to
hold a less number than five to fill, by the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance
fee ten per cent, on purse, to accomany nomina-
tion.
National Trotting Association Rules to govern trot-

ting but the Board reserves the right to trot heatB
of any two classes alternately, if neci'Bsary to finish
anv day's racing, or to trot a special race between
heats. A horse making a walk-over ahull be entitled
only to the entrance money paid in. When lesB than
the" required number of Btarters appear they may
contest forthe entrance money, to be divided as foi-
ows: Q% to the first and ?>VA to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by toe money,

Please observe that, in the above stakes, declara
tions are permitted for a small forfeit.
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. u. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to Btart-

Where there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one interest, the particular horse they ate to
start must he named by 6 p.m. of tht- day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting raceB drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct coIoib, which must be named in their
entrieB.
Each day's races will commence promptly at one

o'clock P. M.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stoddard, Sec-

retary of the Society.

EQUESTRIAWISH.
Ladies' Grand Tournament for tbe most accom-

plished and graceful lady riders, Friday, Sept. 23,

Wednesday, Sept. 28, and Friday, Sept. 30, at 10 o'clock
A, M.
The Society offers four premiums, valued respect-

ively at $100,.?70, $40 and $20.
The lady who is adjudged first shall have her choice

of all premiums offered. The second lady shall have
second choice, and so on.
All ladies m ust ride with saddles.
It is expected that other special premiums will be

added to this list by private contribution. No one but
ladies of the highest respectability will be allowed to
compete for prizes.
Ladies wishing to compete for prizes will pleaBe

send name to Secretary, indorsed by two members of
the Society.

INDIAN PONlf RACES.
On Thursday, Sept. 22d, Monday, Sept. 26th, and

Thursday, Sept. 2trth, the novelty of an Indian pony
race will be provided, and the amusing Bight of
twenty or thirty noble red men of the forest, mounted
on the wildest and most unmanageable cayuses imag-
inable, galloping around the track at break-neck
speed, will, as they say at the circus, be alone worth
the price of admission,

CLYDESDALE MEDALS.
The American Clydesdale Association will give a

valuable medal, of suitable design, for the best re-
corded Clydesdale Btallion.and a similar m<-dal forthe
best recorded Clydesdale mare bred in Nevada and
exhibited at the State Fair of 1887.

BALLOON ASCENSIONS.
Arrangements have been made for a series of bal-

loon ascensions during the Fair, alike novel and excit-
ing. Ascensions will he made daily from the race

BICYCLE RACES.
Two or three bicycle races will take place between

the fastest wheelmen in the State, and ten contests
are counted upon.

C. C. POWNING, President,
C. IX. STODDARD, Secretary,
C. T. RENDER, Treasurer. 28myl8

Stockton Fair.
BEGINNING

September 27, and Con-

tinuing five days.

$15,000.
IN PURSES OFFERED.

SPEED PROGRAMME
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purses to accom-

pany nominations.
In all races four moneys, viz: 50,25. 15 and 10 per

cent.

Tuesday. September 2 J, 188 J.

1. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake,
365 each, S150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 8
entries). One mile.

2. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Free for all, $100. Mile
and repeat.

3:00 ClasB,

for all. $800.

TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST.
81,000.

4. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Free

Wednesday, September 28. 1887.
5. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Free for all.

Race hereafter to be namedforthe winner. 9100. One
mile.

TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:24 Class. 51,000.
7. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Three-year-old stake;

365 each. $150 added. (.Closed February 1st with 9
entries).

8. TROTTING-DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake 865
each. $150 added; best 2 in5. (Closed February 1st,
with 8 entries).

Thursday, September 29, 1887.
9. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. S500. Mile and

repeat.
10. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:35 Class,

$1,000.
11- TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:18 ClaBS,

11,000.
12. PACING-PACIFIC COAST. 2 :28ClaBs, $500.

Friday. September 30, 1 887-
13. RUNNING-PACIFIC COAST. Handicap;

weights named 10 days before race
; $100. One mile and

repeat.
14. RUNNING—PACIFIC COA^T. Novelty race;

2 miles: $1,000; firBt half mile, $150; first mile, $225;
first mile and a half, ?275; first to finish, $350. All
Said up entries over seven to be added, equally ulvided
etweeneach winner.
15. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. Free or all.

$1,200.
16. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. Three-year-

old stake, $65 each, $250 added. (Closed February 1st,
with 10 entries.)

TROTTING — PACIFIC COAST. 2:23 Class.
$1,000.

Saturday, October 1st. 1887.
. RUNNING-, DISTRICT. Three-year-old Btake.

$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 5
entries.)

19. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:22 Class.
$1 ,000.

20. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Two-year-old
stake, $65 each. $250 added. (Closed February 1st,
with b entries.)
21. PACING-PACIFIC COAST. Free-for-all. $700.

CONDITIONS.
All races best 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified.
The Stockton track is one of the fastest in the world.
Stables, bay and straw free to competitors.
Entries close August 1st, ifiS7, with the Secretary.
Stockton Fair. San Joaquin Valley District for

races comprise the counties of San Joaquin, TuoU
in ii in 1

. Mariposa, Fresno, Calaveras, Stanislaus,
Merced, Tularo and Kern, state of California.

Board of Directors for lt>S7: L.U.SFIIPPEE, JOHN
K. MOORE, JAMES A. I.OUTTIT. R.C. SARGENT,
B. F. LANGFORD. JAS. A. SHEPHERD, FRED
ARNOLD. W. H. SHOW.

t. U. SRIPPEE, President.
For programmes and lull eomlii Ions ap-

ply to tbe Secretary. J. M. LARUE.
P, O. Box 188, StocKtou, California, nju8

Seventeenth
Agricultural District

FAIR
Counties of Neyada and Placer.

Commencing Tuesday, Sept. 6th, 1887

and continuing five days

Racing and Btock exhibits at Glenbrook Park,
Pavilion at Grass Valley

$10,000 in Purses & Premiums!

FIVE DAYS RACING
Tuesday. Sept. 6tli.

No. 1' TROTTING—District. 3:00 Class. Purse §250.
No. 2. TROTTING—2:U0 Class. Free for all. Purse

$ftoo

No. 3. TROTTING—For two-year oldB owned in the
UountieB of Nevada, Placer, Yi-ba Sutter, Colusa,
Butte, Tehama, Pluuia3 and sierra. Mile and repeat
Purse $200.

Wednesday. September 5th.

BOYS' TOURNAMENT, at 11 A. it, for various
Prizes.
No. i. RUNNING-Frpe for all. ?50 entrance, ?25

forfeit ?3au added; second horse $75, third $50. One
die aud repeat.
No. 5. RUNNING-Free for aU. For two-year olds,

$25 entrance, 10 forfeit, $15n idded; second horse $50,
third $25. Five-eighths of a mile.
No. fi. RUNNING—For three-year olds. Free for

all. $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $200 added. One mile
and a quarter.
No. 7. PACING—2:32 ClasB. Free for all. Purse $500

Thursday, September 8th.
GRAND STOCK PARADE at 10 A. M.; BICYCLE

TOURNAMENT, for Gold AJedal.at n a.m.
No. 8. TROTTING— District. 2:40 Class. Purse $250.
No. 9. TBOTTING—2:25 Class. Free lor all. Purse

$500.

No. 10. TROTTING—Three-year olds or under. Dis-
trict. Mile and repeat. Purse $250.

Friday, September 9th.
LADIES' TOURNAMENT, for various Prizes, at

11 A. M.
No. 11. RUNNING—Open to aU. $50 entrance, $25

forfeit, $ 00 added; second horse $75, third $50. Two
miles.
No. 12. RUNNING—Open to all. $25 entrance $10

forfeit $150 added; Becond horse $50, third $25. Three
fourths of a mile and repeat.
No. 13. RUNNING—Free purse $150. Entrance free

to all beaten horses. Those not having run second
during the meeting allowed lo pounds. $50 to second
horse. One mile and repeat.
No. 14. PACING-2:23 Class. Free for all. $500.
No. 15. RUNNING—Saddle Horse Stake. District.

Catch weights. $5 entrance, $50 added. Four monejB,
50 25, 15 and 10 per cent. One mile.

Saturday, September 10th.
GRAND STOCK PARADE and award ofPremiuniB

at 11 a. u.

No. lti. TROTTING—District. One-year-olds. Half
mile and repeat. Purse $100.

No. 17. TROTTING-2:40 Class. Open to all. Purse
$500.

No. 18. TROTTING-2 ;24 Class. Open to aU. Purse
$500.
In races designated as "District" all horses are eli-

gible that were owned in the counties of Nevada aud
Placer, comprising the 17th Agricultural District,
prior to June 1, 1887, unless otherwise specified.

CONDITIONS'
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to bold a less number than five to
fill, by tbe withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
tbe purse. Entrance fee In per cent on purse, to
accompany nominations. Trotting and pacing purses
dlvidea at tbe rate of CO per cent, to first horse, 30
per cent, to second, and 10 per cent, to third.
National Association rules to govern trotting; but

the Board reserves the right to trot beats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than tbe
required number of starters appear they may coutest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows:
663 to the first, and 3;J J to the second.
In all entries not declared out by 6 p.m. of the day

preceding tbe race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must he named by 6 p.m. of the day preceding
tbe race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running raceB, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races driveis will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in
their entries.
Entries to close with the Secretary on August 1st,

1887.

SAMUEL GRANGER, President.
P. O. Address Grass Valley, Cal.

GEORGE FLETCHER, Secretary,
P. O. Address Grass Valley, Oal, 2 jy 10

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S.

VETERINARY STJRUEOX.
Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh

Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies
Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
and Histology. The Williams' Prize, '81-'8!i, for high-
est works in professional examinations, and six lirst-
class certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois
State Veterinary Medical Association.
OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
». Mccarty, Prop.

t!29 Market St. S. F., Bet. J Hi and 8th.
Telephone No. 3117.

< OICItINX tJHE.VT

HORSE LINIMENT.
Sure cure for Swinney, weakness of the spine

Bprains, strains, etc. It neither blisters nor causes
the hair to UiU ofT.and does iit.it incapacitatu tlio horse
from work during treatment Though there 1-jivo
been many drugs on the market which arc .-Uimed
ood, the observer will readily see their deficiency.
roiii the number of lame horses which heeverywhere
meetB, and that are mostly Buffering from th»
scourte, Swinney, which not only causes the shonhV-
to gradually shrink away, Imt also tiie body to en. a-
ciate. Now where is the horseman so blind to his own
Interest as to refuse this new remedy a fair trial.
For eale by all druggists. Mrs. A. C. Joseph.

Prop., San Francisco. All rights secured in U. 9.
Patent Office. PrIc«t$l,OU per Bottle. 23jyii .
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave and are dne to arrive at
San Francisco.

From Auaiist 8. 1S8S.
[

A

8:00 A M
HOpm
6:30 P M
3:30 PM
9:30 A M

10 :30 A m
6:00 P M

•6:00 A M
J7:30 A M
12:00 M
8:30 A M
4:00 P m
•5:00 p M
9:30 A m

3:30 P M
8:00 a m
t3 :30 f M
1:00 fm
7:30 am
7:30 a m
7:30 a m
7:30 am
8:30 a m
8:00 P m
4:00 p m
6:30 F m
'IffllPM
8:30 a M

(10 :?,-> A U
12:0OM
1:00 p u
•5:00 f u
8:30 A m
3:30 P M

..Calistoga and Napa

..Coles & Portland
...Gait via Martinez
..Haj wards and Niles

'. " " Decoto
.Haywards c
..Haywards c

.lone via Livermore
..Knight's Landing
...Livermore and Heasanton..
...Lob Angeles, Doming, EL...
... Paso and East
..Los Angeles and Mojave
..Martinez
...Milton.
..Ogden and East
Red Bluff via Marysville

...Redding via Willows
,..Reno andTrnckee
...Sacramento, via Benicla

* via Livermore
" via Benluia
" via Benlcia
" via Benicia.

...Sacramento River Steamers..
,..San Jobo

10 HO A M
6:10 p m
7:40 A M
10:10 a m
12:4, p ii

3:40 p m
S:40 p m
8:10 a si

HO :40 a m
2:40 P M
5:40 P m

10:10 a M
•8:40 A M

4:40 F H
10: ! A M
6:10 r m
*5;40 P M
11 |H A M
5:40 P M
6:40 F M
6:40 P M
6-40 p m
5:40 P M
11:10 a M
10:10 a m
7:40 A it

*6:00 a M
*3:40 P m
$3:40 p y
8 :40 p M
9:40 a m

LOCAL PERRY TRAILS.

From San Francisco Dally.

TO EAST OAKLAND— "6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—1^:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00 — 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5:30— «:00— 6:30— 7 :

nn—8:00—9:0*1—10:00-11:00—12:mi
TO 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO

jEAST OAKLAND" until 6:30 p.m., inclusive, also
at 9:00 P.M.

TO FRDIT VALE—*6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00 8:30—
•2 ;30 —3:30 -4 :00—4 :30- -5:00—5:30-6 flO-6 ;30—9 :00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—9:30—7:00-12:00.
TO ALAMEDA—*6:0o—'6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:U0— "8:30 -

9:00—9:30—10:00—tl0:30—11:00—{11:30—12:00—tl2:30-
1 :00—tl :30—2 :00—12 : 30—3 :00—3 :30— 4 :00— 4 :30— 5 :00 -

5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.
TO BERKELEY—*6:00—"6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—•8:30

9:00— 9:30— 10:00— (10:30—11:00—111:30—12:00—112:30
1 :00 —11:30 -2:00—12:30—3:00— 3 :30— 4 :00— 4:30—5:00—
5:30—6:00—fi:3(i—7 :iW—S;00—9:00—10:00—11:00— 12:i)0.

TO WEST BERKELEY-Same as "To Behket.ky.''

To San Francisco Dally.

FROM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20— ( :50- 8:20-8:50—
9:20— *10:19— 4:20—4:W—5:20—5:£0-6:i0 -6:60—7:47—
9:50.

PROM FRTIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5 .22 - 5:52-

•6:22-J9:14—*3:22.FROM 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND-«:55-7:25
7:55-8:25—8:55—9:2-5—9:55— 10:25— 10:55- 11:25—11:55
12:25—12:55— 1:25—1:55-2 35—2:55—3:25— 3 :55-4:25—
4:55-5:25-5:55-6:25—6:55—7:50—9:53

FROM EAST OAKLAND— "5:30- 6:00- 6:30— 7:0J
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00 — 11 -.SO

12:00—12:30—1:00—1 :30-2:00—2:30—3:00— 3 :30— 4 :00 —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— a:57- 9:57—
10:57.

PROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 m nutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—*5:30-6:n0—'6:30—7:00 -*7:30-8:00

•8:30-9:00-9:30-10:00— 110:30—11:00- JI1:30—12:00—
ti2:30—1:00— tl:30—2:00— J2:30-3:00—3:30—4:00—4:30
5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00.

FROM BERKELEY— *5:2o—5:55—*6:25—6:55—*7:25-
7:55—*8:25— 8:55—9:25—9:55— 110:25—10:55- til :25—
11:55—112:25—12:55—11:25-1:55-12:25-2:55-3:25-
3:55—4:25— 4:55-5:25—5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9 :55—10:55,

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "Fbom Beek-
bley."

CREElk ROUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—lia&-U5-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6:15—8:15—10:15-12:15—2:15-
4:15. _____

•Sundays excepted. tSaturdays excepted; {Sundays
only
C—Take ferry train and change carB at East Oakland

Standard Time furnishea by Lick Observatory.

A. *i. TOWNS.
Gen. Manager.

T. H. UOOD31AA.
Gen. Pas3. ATtk A.".

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAM FRANCISCO, fAI.

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 410 mXE STKEET
G.L.BRANDEB President
J. L. FLOOD • Vice-President
C. P FARNFIELD Secretary

!. S. ANGUS Assistant Manager
Banker**. Nevada EanU of San FranclNco,

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

Mixes Instantly with cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing five Imperial gallons

equals nearlv 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 180

Bheep ;it a cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, anourisher of wool, a certain cure

for scab.
ALSO

LITTLE'S PATENT POWDER DIP.
PoiBonotis, mixes instantly with cold water. Soldin

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; in a
seven-pounds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per pound.

OATTON, BELL & CO.
SUCCESSORS

FALKNER, IIELI. «S CO.,
12mrtf 400 California Street. A«E»TS.

CARTRIDGES

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1887,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send four cents in st amps, to prepay postage,

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in use at Fairlawn.

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of abont

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TE0TTERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
THE PULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or further information, address

Lock fox 3io. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,
ljan52

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA CAL.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular "Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These "Warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in "Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current rates.

Information i egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER, ALEXANDER WATSON.

President. Secretary.

THE PARKER GUN
Leads ihem all in liard.

bitting qualities.

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Chamberlin Cartridge

Co.'s. held at Cleveland, Ohio. September 14, 188G, out of eighty-seven
entries from representative shots, representing fourteen States, the
Parker Gun won first and third money, winning 3900 out of the 81,200 purse offered, a .uing another
victory to 1885, which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament for th« championship of the
World, held at New Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to I6th. Among the contestants Bhooting other guns were such
champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Stubbs, Erb and otbera.

PARKER BROS., Makers,
New York Salesroom, 9 7 Chambers St..

2julyl6
Sferlden, CI.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO 'WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

25dec52

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prizewinners at all the fairs in California and tho

entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair

Jacranento, 1886.

Importations made direct from England every ypar

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the

beet blood and most fashionable families of Disb-

faced Berkshires, regardless of cost, and all re-

corded in English and American Berkshire records.

Young pigs from these importations, male and
female, from entirely different families for sale at

reasonaDie prices, and every pig guaranteed, Address
25decSB

wemsm
TIME SCHEDULE.

Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo
(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
Saa Francisco.

EAVEI
a.F. I

In effect September 1, 1387.

..Cemetery and San Mateo
| 2:80 P

..San Mateo, Redwood and,.
... .Menlo Park

•8:00 a
9:03 a

•10: 02 a
4:36p
tfi:35P
6:40 P
V :50 p

..Santa Clara, San Jose, and.
Principal Way Stations.

) P
|

Almadenai.d Way Stations..

1 l 9:03 A
td...... 1 |*10-02 A

f ^6p
J I 6:40 p

...... Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville,

.

Dp 1

t Salinas and Monterey..
t7:50A l Monterey, Loma Prieta and Santa, t

Cruz (Sunday Excursion) I \ f8:35 p

•3:30 p! { Hollister and Tres Pinos

8:30 a. ( Wataonville, Aptos.SoMuel .

'3:30p'
i (Capit.ola)and Santa Crnz....

. 1*10:02 a
fl 6 H0p

1

I (SanLuisOuispo) & Way Stations, t I

-Morninfe ~ " P._AfternoonT"
*Sunday B excepted. tSundayBOnly {Theatre train Sat-urdays only.

Tralnarnn on Pacific Standard Time.

Nearly all rail line to San Luis Obispo. Only 24
miles staging between Templetun and Sdn Luis
Obispo. Time from San Francisco 12 hourB. Throuch
rate Sfi.Rfl. 6

Special Kuund-tbip Tickets, at reduced rates—to
Gilroy and Paraiso Springs.

Special Notice—hound-trip tickets to the ianious
Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton') can be (.ad at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Francisco
Rate, 56.0J.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
For Sundays only. 4, Sold Sunday Moenins; goodJ v J '( for return same day
ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and Sunday onlv

Sunday and-1 good for return until following Mob-
Monday, I day, inclusive, at the following rates.

Sat to
Mot.
Tkt.

12 00
2 25

Round Trip
from San

Franc 'sco to

San Bruno
Millbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood

,

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park...
Mayfield

,

>att..
Mon
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

FranciBCo to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara

,

San Jose I l 7;

>l .in

1 50

Gilroy
AptOB
Loma Prieta..,
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

5 00
5 Oi.

5 COTicket Offices.- Passenger ""fiepot".' Townsend
street, Valencia-street station. No. 613 Market street
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwin Hotel
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JTTUAH

,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass, k Tkt. Ae'.

AXnKKW SMI III. RetUvood <1ty.
Or at 218 California Street. Bao FraQoleco,

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO TKE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for reaching with Bpeed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Rathing, Sliootlug and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE ban FBANCIBCO I>aILY for

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort of tlie
Pacific Coast.

with Its beautiful Groves and delightful DriveB Trout
In abundance can be obtained from tue set eral strean s
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shootirirmay l>e had in season. b

TEE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish whichabound in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
(he low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DELMONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for snort".
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contain?

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x60 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim,ming baths with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places, UttU

APTOS, SOQCEE AND SAMTA CBFZ
IB VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the cnnntiw
of San Mateo, Santa Clara. San B«mto, Santa Cruzand Monterey, eacb of which abounds in came in £rV«t
variety Notably ° s«*at

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Dnck, Geese, Oeer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS Am
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains dallv
at ban Mateo for those well-known RetreatH Pim r
SIHA, SAN GHEGOKIO nnd PESCAJ3ERO Wewould particularly call attention to the unlimited at
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO &nd ^^r^f \HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE. JUCMA-
These reBorta are but a ahort dlat-nce from 8«rFrancisco and offer special Inducement, to the love™

of tbJB mwily sport. tuvera

SPECIAL NOTICE.

w§lo?lut,Sedt
0therB ™>*M'X P«Baea Tlcke

FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOU-when carried In Bagpaee Care ajd put In charge of

tofXe CHECKS -tor't l" J*™"^"!™ J"6 'n""5o«S
Cars

K received In Baggage
eylt. order to guard agalnat accidenta to D i.?hile In tTanslt. it Is necessary that the v be nVnvM. '

with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Gimm a^H
V
l-?J?f

ea
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Gnnltkk™ .«.'"'
and securely packed in wood or lelther ™»ea „",?"
taken lo Passenger Care. ul

'

TICKET OFFICES-Paasenger Denot Toi,-.,U&V °la StatU"'- a,ld N° «' MiketIt"

.

A. O. BASSETT, H. B. JUDAH.
Bupetlotendent Asat.i>aBB,.»ndTkt,3 -
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GHQIGE OLD WHISKIES!

PURE AND UNADULTERATED.
We offer for sale on favorable terms fo the Trade.

< ATHEIt HOOD'S • E5.EKKATED FINE OLD WHISKIES
of the .ollowingbrabds, namely:

Cranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A. A., Old Stock, Her it Bull,

Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.
Also, in cased of 1 doz. quart bottles each,

Brunswick Oub (Pur* OM Rye) and lT)>per Ten (Very Old and Choice).

4S" For excellence, puri'yand evenness of quality the above are unsurpassed by any whlskled i tinorted

Ch« only objection to be mude to them by hie manipulating dealers being that they cannot ht improved
upon.

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
SOLE AGENTS, ---------------- SA> FBASClStO, CALIF ( .*«A

1 2m.ii

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"0. 3c N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R- R's., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Crains.

Co-umodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all along
the line.

N:W.< 1| OS

i$$
Jji| 1

n H<| Is

Over 6.000 miles offlrst-cJass ro&d running West, Korf b. and >ortli-West Iroin Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT tINE."

For further information .apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD,
Rennral Asent. San Francisco, a I.

J. OTOE
P

767 Market Street, San Francisco.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

Horse Boots & Racing Hoods.
OP EVERY DESCRIPTION:

Agents for

« yntlilauaKnce Boot- Cyntlilana Quarter Boot.
THe best in use.

Never cnafrs.

Cynthiana Sliln, Ankle A.
Speedy cut Boot.
Sever cliafes.

m
Track Harness, Jockey Saddles, Bridles, Suits,

BANDAGES, SHEETS, HOODS &c, &c,
Sweat and Cooling Blankets,

Linsey Woolsey Suits.

SEND FOB PRICES.

Sulkies, Speeding; Wagons Carts and

BUGGIES IN GREAT VARIETY.
WE ARE AGENTS FOR

THE CALVIN TOOMEY
Celebrated truss axle sulky.

"Calvin Tooniey's are tlie only genuine Toomey
Sulkies. The only guaranteed Truss Axle."

Being without a Doubt the Best

Sulky in the World.

ALSO J. I. C. TROTTING SULKIES

Our Repository is the Largest and Finest on the Pacific Coast.

We have in Stock Carts from $0-00 up to $150.00.

PLEASE CALL AX™ EXAMINE OURS HICK.

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421 to 427 MARKET ST. S. F.. CAL. 'i :•!

9E2

HORSE BOOTS, CO

S3

zn

RACING- MiiTlUKlAL Cp
IN ENDLESS VARIETY AT

J, A. McKERRON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street. San Francisco

jyifi

LT C. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Bolted
BREECH—LOADING GUN!

L. C. SMITH,

? o

o s pi

<s »
*

sP

Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammerless Guns.
i

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

ADemonstration of the Shooting Qualities of the "L. O. Smith" Gun.

In the trial for position in the Chamberhn Cartridge Co. tournament, eleven contestants brove one
hundred straight inanimate targets. Five of the eleven used an "L. C. Smith" Gun, and below we give the
names of the gentlemen and their place of residence.

fir. Dan. Powers Cleveland. 0. 1 Mr. Fred Erb, Jr „ La Fayette, Ind
Mr.Andy fileadeis Nashville, Tenn. Mr.H. McMurchy „„...„ Syracuse, N. Y.
Mr. J. C. Hendershot, -.Cleveland, 0.

1

"We think this a most excellent showing, as there was seven different makes of guns used by the nineteen
Contestants in the ninety class. L. C. SMITH.

SEND FOB DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. aug6tf

To Owners and Trainers

of Racing Stables.
I hereby warn all horsemen not to employ MOR-

RIS BRENNAN or WILLIAM KENNALLY, now under
contract to me. as they have left my employ without
giving me notice.

The racing rules will he strictly enforced in the
case of above persons.

JOHN MACKBY,
20aug4 Superintendent KanelioDel Paso.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The moBt popular Bchool on the Ooaat.

P. HEALP President. 0. 8. HAIiEY,8eo'y«
WSend for CtrotUar. jae

FOR SALE.
The Handsome Thoroughbred Stal-

lion.

Billy Ayres.
Sire Shannon, dam Lady Olare.
Billy Ayres is a bright bay. six years old, and bo

well and favorably known as a race-horse that
further description Is unnecessary. Apply to

W. M. MURKY,
915 i wenty- I lilrd St.,

Or at i hr Race Track, Sacramento.
20aug4

W UNDEVELOPED PARTS
of the body enlarged and strengthened. Full partic-

ulars (.icalcd) free. ERIE MED, CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

10se5a
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General Topics.

We have known some rapid advances in the way of a return

for investments, though, nnable to recall any more startling

than the one recorded below. It is a fair inference that the

original capital was not more than one dollar, and, from the

account, probably less. He must have been successful in

"striking combinations" to obtain the $600, and showed rare

good sense in con6niog the gamble to land thereafter. From
that trove aud the ecceptance of the $10,000 it is a safe

augury lhat be will continue to invest "judgematically."

A Future Jay Gould.
Smi Francisco owns a smart youngster named Willie Roche,

who, while employed in a stock brokerage office, imbibed the
spirit of speculation. In a game with another hopeful he won
$2, and purchased a ticket on some horse-races with that
amnout. On this transaction he netted $600, and invested
in §6,000 worth of outside land, paying the necessary 10 per
cent, purchase money. He received an offer of $10,000 for
his property two days later, which he accepted.

For all that a "margin" put up in land is about as much
of a gamble as betting on a horse-race. The "boom," which
is now rampaging all over the State, as nearly as we can

learn, is con6ned to buying for a speedy rise. In some
localities it may be different when there are legitimate

purchasers securing the property for their own use, or, which
is just as legitimate, employing capital in the hope of an
advance which will be remunerative iD the future. There is

no question of the ultimate increase of value of lands in

California over that which prevailed a year or more ago.

But it mast be evident to every thinking person that the

whole State cannot be utilized for cities and towns, as no
matter how rich the country, or how dense the population,

there must be room left to grow the supplies for the

inhabitants, with a surplus to retain the "balance of trade"

in our favor. There is certainly no part of the United States,

and, perhaps, no portion of the world, which will support so

many people as California, throwing out the mountains;

that is, which will give them more than a good living. Ten,

twenty, forty acres of land in many sections will keep a

family ir comfort, aud if these small allotments will make as

large a return as a quarter, half, or full section of land in

"the West," it is manifest that they should bear an equal

value. Price per acre is no criterion. The very best lands

in the Mississippi Valley or in any of the other rich valleys

of the East, have a limited value in comparison. The
products there are restricted, aud, even in the same kinds,

California soil is far more liberal in recompensing the

cultivator for his labor and expenditure.

Furthermore, there is another thing to give permanence of

value. The climate is not only favorable for the growth of

everything which can be grown in temperate and semi-trop-

ical zones, but it has an attraction for those who desire to

live where climatic conditions are such aB to suit them, irre-

spective of making a livelihood. Wealthy and "well-to-do"

people will flock here when the advantages are fully appreci-

ated, many of the former building residences, if even only

oocupied during a part of the year, and the others

crowding the hotels from San Diego northward during

the winter, and coast and mountain caravansaries during

the Bummer. Besides these there will be a grand army
of tourists, "excursionists" by thousands, and from this

transitory population a great deal of money will be received,

adding to the wealth of the State. A very large proportion

of these visitors will make such a report when they return

home as will induce still larger numbers to come to this

ooast, and, without some great financial revulsioo. or other

disturbing element, the regiment of this year will be aug-

mented into brigades, and as time rolls along corps and
armies hereafter. It is difficult to keep within bounds when
contemplating the future of California. Twelve years ago we
elicited any amount of ridicule and not a little animosity by

prophesying that California was destined to take the front

rank as a horse-breeding country. That vaticination has

been fulfilled already, aud we have the same confidence now
in predicting that the era of prosperity has only dawned, to

ba followed by sunshine, with scarcely a cloud to make a

shadow; and if ever the curtains of night are drawn they

will be diaphanous draperies, a veil of lace which does not
hido.

The boom, however, how about the boom? We see many
reasons for regretting the craze which now prevails in a tew

sections. In the first place there is no doubt that it will

result in disaster to many of the boomers. It is in a meas-

ure fictitious. As we understand it the most of the transac-

tions are on margins. A gentleman we met in San Jose

imparted the information that he had bought five acres con-

tiguous to that beautiful town, though too far off to be thought

of as building lots in this generation at least. He made the

purchase the day previous. He expected an advance of

$1,000 within forty-eight hours, and when Tempus had meas-

ured only a few hours more than the stipulated time, he

refused $500 profit. But we have little sympathy with gam-

blers who whine over losses, and those who are caught in the

trap while the weight is heavy enough to release the jaws

must abide by the result. But the worst feature is that it

will retard immigration. People of moderate means, who
have made up their minds to "locate" in California, will be

afraid that they have not money enough to secure Buch a

home as they desire. At a distance from the scene the true

situation is not known. The boom is magnified as the intel-

ligence travels, and in place of being confined to town lots,

suburban properties, and lands which have an extraordinary

value from location, or remarkable advantages for the grow-

ing of fruit, etc., it is supposed that every available acre of

California soil has gone up, up, up, until a small patch even

is beyond the reach of any save those who have a good deal

of money. It will require a good deal of writing and talk to

correct these erroneous ideas, and unless rectified the very

places which are now the most eager to inaugurate booms will

suffer.

And, by the way, it may not be out of place to give a short

history of a genuine boom in Missouri lands. Northwestern

Missouri is one of the very finest sections of the great West.

It was comparatively unknown until the Kansas "difficulties"

were in fnll sway. Increased travel brought a knowledge of

what that country was, and there was a large immigration.

This was in 1856, and by far the largest portion of the country

was still Government lands. We were in the "land business"

in those d<*ys, and went from Central Iowa to invest in a

country where there was still so much that was "vacant."

The Laud Office was at Plattsburg, of which Judge Burch was

the Registrar. On account of the great rush a rule was

adopted requiring each applicant to deposit one dollar for

every entry he desired to make, that being credited when the

time came for his "turn." An entry meant each warrant

located or it cash up to a section, bix hundred and forty acres
t

A3 warrants could be bought for one dollar or less per acre,

there were few cash entries. Our first visit was in May, and

there were so many registered that it would be well into

August before we could secure certificates. Counting the

warrants, and making allowance for those likely to be bought,

'he fee was paid on sixty entries. Not long after a village

shoemaker came in and handed Judge Barch two hundred

dollars, demanding a receipt and that his name be placed on

the list. The Judge refused to take it, telling him that he

was surprised how he obtained that much even, and that he

would only hamper the business of the office by taking time

which belonged to real purchasers. The shoemaker insisted,

advancing the argument that he had granted one man sixty

chances and had not the power to discriminate under his own

ruling. His persistency prevailed, and the certificate waa

given, though the rule was immediately amended restricting

the number which conld be taken. There was universal sur-

prise what could be the intention. The shoemaker was

known to be without means, though when the time came for

our entries it was well known. The ink on the hotel registry

was scarcely dry after writing our name, when applicant after

applicant wanted to know for what we would make entries

for them. Quite large sums were offered to guard against lots

of lands selected, hut our "book was full," and one entry to a

land agent in return for maps corrected to date was all that

could be spared. Now came the shoemaker's chance. From
the lucky thought, or inspiration it might be called, he realized

a sum which in those days was quite a respectable fortune.

He warmly thanked us for giving him the hint as he thought

when we registered for so many, so far in excess of what

others had done that the game which he struck was to be our

play.

So much for booms, and now for something in the way of

horse topics. The California horsas are gaining fresh honors

at home and abroad. The race-horse now which has climbed

to the top notch of the ladder is Grover Cleveland. When
all things are taken into consideration his performances can

be recorded as remarkable. In the first place he was foaled

only a few days before the first of January, if our remem-

brance be correct the 27th of December. This entails four-

year-old weight, whereas if five days younger three-year-old's

would be the impost. He was quite sick only a short time

ago, and with so violent an attack of distemper that his throat

was swollen badly and he had to be thrown out of work.

After recovering from the distemper, or rather the finale of

that disease, there was something the matter with his back, A
quarter crack, too, can be added to the list of ailments, so that it

hardly appeared probable that he could show such high form

this year. His initial performance at San Jose was very good.

The first mile in 1:42 with the heavy weight surprised us,

aud after that it did not seem that he had condition enough

to repeat in the gallant style that he did. The disbelief

caused us to lose something, though there was the recompense
at seeing his trainer, who had run in bad luck so long, com*
ing to a turn in the lane. The race at the Bay District last

week was a brilliant affair. Heats at three-quarters of a

mile in 1:131, 1:14}, galloping in in the first; and after a bad

start in second was such a "cracking exhibition" of speed as

is only witnessed at long intervals. Not having the records

at hand, and trusting to memory, we cannot recall an instance

where it was beaten. Notidle ran well in it, wonderfully well,

and, as a man once remarked who was beaten for an office in

Tennessee, when opposed to General Jackson, that "it was an
honor to anyone to be even a poor second to 'O.d Hickory' ";

ro to be a close second to Grover Cleveland in suoh fast time

places a bright flower in the garland of Notidle.

It is rathor early yet to Bay much about the race-horses.

Sacramento may show something that will add to their

renown. So far the only surprise has been with the name-
sake of the president. The trotters have made great marks
already;Lot Slocum, Stambonl, Albert S, Meulo, JaneL , Mt.

Vernon, Thapsin, Tempest, Lillie Stanley, KateEwing, Sable

Wilkes, Soudan, Grandee, Old Nick,- and a number of others,

have shown a rate which is a prognostic that there will be

hot work all along the line ere the season com' a to a close.

It is also too soon to venture far in awarding places to the

trotters, as the next two weeks may changp the figures. Not
withstanding such a number of trotters have "gone wrong"
this season, there are enough left to ensure the best of sport,

although had none been disabled the interest would have
intensified. We do not remember a year when casualities

prevailed to such an extent, while the reverse has* been the

case with the gallopers. The epizooty which "obtained"

during the spring months adhered with a pertinacity tb

baffled the skill of the Vets, and when there was an

ent recovery, the dregs of the disease unquestionably le
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other troubles. Horses would go lame when no ctmse could

be discovered, and in some there was a shifting from one

limb to another, and then the shonlciers, loins or hips would

seem t j be the parts affected. Most of the cases, however,

were in feet or limbs, and swelled legs the rule. Ailments

were not confined to any one track or any particular locality.

Not a stable of any magnitude in which cripples did not pre-

dominate, and an entire freedom from lameness exceptional.

"When those who had them in charge could not accouut for

the prevalence of foot and leg troubles, it is, majbe, consid-

ered presumptuous for an outsider to present solutions.

Nevertheless we feel assured that there is a key to the situa-

tion, and at some fntuie time we will endeavor to show where

some, at least, could be accounted fur.

The "Standard" has always been a puzzle ever since it was

first promulgated. That i?, there are few men who could

"'carry it in their head" and, without reference to the printed

rules, were at a loss to say whether a horse was standard or

not. There is a Bhade of "humbug" in this standard busi-

ness, and at the same time a great deal of good. But it is

evident that if the rules can besimplitied so as to cover all

the essential points requisite for admission, there will be a

gain. The shorter the better. A conespondent of Wallace's

Monthly. Benj. W. Hunt, proposes the following, and we

cannot see anything objeclional in them:

1. Any horse, mare or gelding with a record of 2:30 or

better.

2. Any horse, the sire of two animals, with records of 2.30

or better. .

3. Any mare that has produced an animal with a record

of 2:30 or better.

4. The progeny of a standard hor^e out of a mare by a

standard horse, provided the grandsire or graudam is a

standard animal.

5. The progeny of a standard horse out of a standard

mare.

Golden Gate Fair Races.

For the first time since the Golden Gate Fair Association

was established, its races were held at the Bay District Track.

The meeting was announced to open on September 5, but on

that day soir.e gentle showers of raiu began to fall and the

races were postponed. Tuesday was no better, rather worse,

and, as for that day, the trotters were to compete, the track

was'decidedlyuufit'; a second adjournment was made. The

third attempt was a decided success; the weather was perfect,

the track in fine order, and a large crowd of spectators

cheered the hearts of the directors when the time came for

the first race. The day's sport was of a high order; the fields

in the four races were good, the time first class, and a

general tone of good humor prevailed. Visitors from all

parts of the State were present, and the speculation upon the

vaiious events was both active and large. The first race for

the Alameda Stakes, three-quarters of a mile, had seven

starters—Lizzie Dunbar, Tom Atchison, Grover Cleveland,

E lelweiss, Notidle. Applause, and Johnny Gray. In the pools

Edelweiss was made a hot favorite at §90, the held sold

for $76, and Grover Cleveland brought $27. The lot were

sent off on a good start, and they ran so closely bunched all

the way to the straight, that it was anybody's race. In the

straight Edelweiss drew out and won a good race by half a

length from Lizzie Dunbar. Grover Cleveland a close third,

Applause being at Cleveland's girth. Time 1:14$.

The Alameda Stakes, for all agps; Sou eutranc<\ half forfeit or only

S15 if declared on or before August uGth, with $400 added; 5100 to sec-

ond, third to save stake. Maidens, if three years old, allowed five

pounds; if four years old or over, seven pounds. Three-quarters of a

mile Closed with ten entries.

John Wolfskill's b f Edelwfi&s, 4, by Norfolk. 115 Cooper 1

W, L Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, C. by Bazar, 115 Carrillo 2

M.'&torn'scb g Grover Cleveland, 4, by Monday. US Newell 3

T.ti. Jones' bg Applause. 3, by Three Cheers, 104 Stewart

M F Tarpev'sch f Notidle. 3, by WildidU-. Iu9 Navais

Owen Bros.* gg Johnny Gray. 3, by Shiloh. 115 Vlincoe

C H Eldred's ch g Tom Atchison, 5. by Joe Hooker, ll.-< O'Neil

Time, 1:14*.

The second race for the California Stakes had fourteen

entries, of which five faced the starter. Adeline, Narcola,

Fred Archer, Jim Duffv aud Jack Brady. Daffy sold in the

pools at $100, Adeline "S60, field S40. There was an excellent

6tart. and the five rushed past the stand in close order, the

favorite, Narcola, and Adeline having the best positions.

They kept close company until the straight was roaehed,

when Adeline showed in front, and she kept her position to

the finish, Narcola and Fred Archer making a desperate fight

for second place which was won by the mare. Time. 2:11£.

The California Stakes, for three-year-olds; S50 entrance, half for-

feit. $100 added; SluO to second, $5i» to third. One mile and a quarter.

closed with thirteen entries.

D J. McCarty's ch f Adeline by Enquirer. 115 Appleby 1

M. Slorn's br f Areola by Norfolk, 115 Newell 2

C Dorsey's chc Fred Archer by Th.dStevms, 115 Miller 3

F P Lowell's ch c Jim Duffy by Joe Hooker, 115 O'Neil

Davis Bros.' brc Jack Brady by Wildidle, ltn Hennesay
Time, 2:11$.

The two-vear-olds then appeared to run for the Juvenile

Stakes; seven of them faced the starter. Peregrine and Sur-

inam from Mr. Hurry's stable, Fancy F., Snowdrop, Rose-

dale, Carmen aud Serpolette. In the pools Carmen sold for

S150, Snowdrop §130. and Geld $70. Carmen had become

very popular by winning the two-year-old events at San Jose,

Santa Rosa and Petaluma, but she had not met either Snow-

drop or Surinam. She was very heavily backed by hosts of

friends of the Laurelwood Stable. The youngsters gave very

little trouble at the post, aud were seat off to a fair start.

Rosedale and Serpolette having the worst of it. Snowdrop

soon showed in front, but Carmen bad to be content with

third place until the turn was made fjr home; then Snow-

drop, Surinam and the favorite appeared to be upon even

terms aud going at a very hot pace. Su jwdrop had the best

of it and wou an exciting race by half a length, Surinam

second, and Carmen close up for third place. Time, 1:15. A
protest was mado for a foul by Snowdrop on behalf of Suri-

nam, but was not allowed.

The Juvenile Stakcs -For two-year olds. §25 entrance, 810 forfeit,

SIUD added; $100 to second, third to save stake. Winner of any two-

vevr-old rice, after August 1st, to carry three pounds; of two or more,

five pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile. Closed with eleven

Janes Garland's b f Snowdrop by Joe Hooker, 107 Bally J

\V M Muny'3 b c Surinam by Joe Hooker, ll'i Miller 2

Laurelwood Stable's b f Carmen by Wildidle, 112 Appleby 3

W M Murry'schc Peregrine by Jumbo or Joe Honker, llu.Heuneesy

Tho's Fishers' b f Fancy F. by Wildidle, 11U Nickerson

J 13 Chase's ch f Rosedale by Joe Hooker, 107 Newell

Owen Bros .'chf Serpolette by Norfolk. 107 Vlencoe
Time, 1 :15.

The last race, one mile, iu heats, proved very exciting.

The staitere were Fatti, Moonlight, Elwood and Mary D,

The pools sold at, Patti $100, Moonlight $60, field §20, and
made very active business. In racing phrase, there were but
two horses in it—Patti and Moonlight; the first heat showed
that beyond all doubt. The four went off very evenly. At
the quarter Patti was in front, the outside pair following her.

Moonlight hard held in the rear. At the half Moonlight took
second place. In the straight Patti had a good lead, going
comfortably under an easy pull, but as the pair came up
from the drawbridge Moonlight was so shamelessly pulled
that an indignant protest weut up on all hands. The judges
changed the rider of Moonlight and put Cooper on her back;
so palpable was the pull, that Moonlight became a hot favorite,

selling at $60 to $30 on Patti, the field nothing. In the

second heat the leading pair made a fine race, going on even
terms around the track, Moonlight finishing with a length to

the good, the other two nowhere. For the third heat
Moonlight was again the popular favorite at $100 to $40.
The pair made a beautiful race; they ran side liy side the

whole way, Patti having just a shade the best of it, and she
wou by putting her nose under the wire first. She was
splendidly ridden, aud Navais deserves much credit for the
tine judgment he showed in handling the mare.

Free Purse, $300. Winners of any rr.ee after August 1st, of the value
of $:> 0, to carry five pounds. Maidens allowed, if three years old, to

«arry five pounds; if four years old or upwards, fifteen pounds. Mile
heats. Five entries.

Iuurelwood Stible'sbf Patti, 4, by Wildidle, 110 Navais 12 1

C. H. Eldred's b f Moonlight, 4, by Thad Stevens, llti, Cooper 2 12
J. Garland's ch c Elwoo I, 3. by Norfolk, 103 McLaughlin dr
Thos. Fisher's b f Mary D., 4, by Wildidle. 110 Nickerson dr

Time, 1:45, 1:454,1:45.

Second Day, September 8tli.

The day's sport was taken up with trotting events. They
did not attract so large an attendance as on the previous day,

but the racing was interesting, the betting lively, and the

weather a perfect San Francisco autumn day.
The firnt race was the 2:40 class, for which five started:

Alio, Old Nick, Perihelion, Maggie E. and Inez.

For the first heat Old Nick was made the favorite at $50,
against $20 for the field, the knowing ones planking their

money down on him. He made a good beginning by win-
ning, with Alio second and Maggie E. third.

The bettiug changed in the Sbcond heat, Alio coming into

prominence." Nick brought $57, field $50, Alio $20. The
Stockton colt won, with Perihelion second, Nick having to be
content with third place.

Nick was again favorite for the third heat, selling for $50.
Alio advanced a peg and brought $25, the field being bought
for $45. Nick won it, Perihelion again securing second
place and Inez third. Alio was run into in this heat and
forced to come in last.

For the fourth heat there was a general plunge on Nick, at

$50 to $10 for the field. Alio now.began to show his good
qualities and won the heat, Nick second, Perihelion third.

The fifth beat Alio won in good style, which gave him the

race, Old Nick being second..

Purse $800. 2:40Clasa.
Alio, bs—Dr. A. C. Davenport 2 15 11
Old Nick, b g-W. B. Bradbury 1 3 12 2

Perihelion, b g—J. A. Goldsmith 6 2 2 8 6

Maggie E., b m -J. Donathan 3 4 4 6 3

Inez, b m-L. J.Kcse 4 5 3 4 4
Time, 2:24, 2:252, 2:24j, 2:29, 2:28£.

The second race, 2:25 class, had three starters, Jane L.,

Woodnut and Marin. Jane L. opened as favorite in the poolB

at $170, Woodnut $120, Marin $30. Woodnut won the heat

in 2:24J, Jane L. second. Thi betting did not change in the

second neat, which was close and exciting; the judges could
not pick out the winner and so awarded it a dead heat. Time,
2:23.

For the third heat Jane L. kept her place of favorite at

$150, $50 being Woodnut's price, aud Marin brought $10.
The heat was won handily by JaneL. in 2:225-.

At the fourth attempt Jane L. led off in fine style and
was never headed. She won in the improved time of 2:22.

The fifth was almost a repetition of the preceding, heat and
was won. by Jane L., who, throughout, showed a splendid
gait, and finished the heat in 2:23, Woodnut second.

Purse 81,000. 2:25 Class.

Jane L., bm-L. B. Lindsey 2 I 1 I

Woodnut, s s—B. C. Holly 10 2 2 2
Marin, b s—P. Farrell 3 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:24 J, 2:23, 2:22^, 2:22, 2:23.

The race for three-year-olds needs very little description.

The entries were Sable Wilkes and Soudan. Sable Wilkes
was made a hot favorite from the start, and wou the race,

hands down, in three straight heats, going each mile without
a skip or break, with the perfect precision of a piece of

machinery.

Sable Wilkes, bike by Guy Wilkes—W. Corbitt Ill
Soudan, blk c by Sultan— L. J. Rose 2 2 2

Time, 2:28, 2:28, 2:17j.

Tliird Day, September 9th.

Being a holiday, and the weather perfect, there was a grand
gathering on the grounds, which was well repaid by witness-

ing some good racing.

The opening race of the day was the 2:27 class, for which
Mount Vernon, Tempest, Luelln, Plateua and Maid of Oaks
started. The first-named was elected favorite at $100, Tem-
pest $65, field $40. Tempest began well by beating the favor-

ite for the first heat, Maid of Oaks third. The time, 2:21J,
was excellent.

For the second heat Tempest was lowered a peg
in the bettiug, selling for $40 against $100 for Mount
Vernon. But Nutwood's bou was too good for the Hawthorne
mare, and she was beaten by Luella. Time, 2:23A.

Tempest was aguin lowered in price for the third heat, selling

at $9, the field $22, and Vernon $100. Vernon won, Platena
second, Maid of Oaks third. Time, 2:24§.
The fourth heat brought Vernon at $00, to $9 on the field.

This was a sumrise, for Luella woo, Vernon second, in the
fast time of 2:21*.

The fifth heat"Vernon had it well in hand all through, and
won in the slow time of 2:26£.

Purse S8t)0; 2:27 Class.
J. A. McClond's b s Mt. Vernon by Nutwood. Goldsmith 2 112 1

L. U.Shippee's b m Tempest—Hlckok 13 3 2
H. Hitchcock's bm Luella— Hitchcock 5 2 4 14
L. B. Liudsey's spi'd ni Plateua—Lindsey 4 5 2 4 3

M. Salisbury's ch m Maid of Oaks—McDowell 3 4 3 6 5

Time, 2:211, 2:23j, 2:211, 2:21*, 2:2Ci.

For the two-year-old stakes only two starters appeared

—

Grandee and Memo. Both are splendid youngsters, and
Grandee wou in two straight heals, showing fine action and
trotting without a break. Memo also has a most taking style

and is both handsome and speedy, and may yet take a lot of

beating. He was not in bis best form on the day of the race.

Purse of $b00, for two-year- old p. Mile and repeat.
W. Corbttt's b g Grandee by Le Grand—Goldsmith 1 1

G. Valenslii'a blk c Mumo by Sidney—Havey 2 2

Time. 2:32,2:314.

In the 2:23 class there were Wve starters—Stamboul, Valen-
tine, Thapsiu, Black Diamond aud Daisv S. Iu the betting

Stamboul was barred, but a lively business was done.on Thap-
ein $50, Valentine $20, Daisy S, $20. So far as the winner is

concerned therace needs no description. Mr. Bose's horse had
it all his own way, the aim of his driver being not to beat the
rest too badly. Stambonl broke several times but he always
had an ample supply of speed to make up any lost ground.
Valeotiue proved himself the best of the others, and made a
good losing race all through.

Purse $1,010; 2:23 Class.
Stamboul, b s by Sultan— L. J. Bose 1 1 1

Valentine, b {•—J. H. Kelly 5 2 3
Thapsin, blk g—E. H. Miller 2 4 4
Black Diamond, blk g— H, Hitohcock 3 3 3
UaisyS., ch m- B W. Levens 4 5 6

Time, 2:23. 2:223, 2:224.

Fourth Day, September loth.

The weather was again fine, the track in splendid order,
and the attendance the largest of the meeting. The Club*
House Balcouy was fairly patronized, the stands had a few
spectators, but the slope facing the judges' stand was a solid

mass of interested on-lookers, hailing from every quarter of
the State. The sport was of a high order, and the result with
one exception gave general satisfaction.

The first race was the selliug purse, one mile and an eighth,
for which there were three starters—Laura Gardner, Bolero,
and Ellwood. Laura was made first favorite, as she deserved
to be, but, strange to say, the field found a good many
supporters at $45 against $60 for the favorite. Bairing
accidents, che result of the race was never iu doubt; there
was no trouble in starting them. Bolero made the running,
Ellwood second, Laura bringing up the rear under a very
strong pull. In this order they passed the eland, the half

aud three-quarter mile posts. In the straight Appleby took
the measure of his competitors, and gave the mare a little of
her head, and she finished an easy winner by a length,
Ellwood being two behind Bolero. Time 1 :57$.

Selling Purse, $i:00, $50 to second; fixed valuation S100, two pound 1'

off for each $lfl0 below, and two pounds added for each glOO above fixtd
valuation. One and an eighth miles.
Laurelwood Stable's ch m Laura Gardner, 3, by Jim Brown. Appleby 1
D. J. McCarty's b c Bolero, 2, by Norfolk Naval •* 2

James Garland's ch c Elwood, 3, by Norfolk Stewart 3
Time, 1:574.

Betting: Gardner $60; field 545. Mutuals paid $8.65.

The race for the Oakland Stakes, one mile and a half, was-
the most exciting of the day, and for that matter of the meet-
ing. It had Adeline, Lizzie Dunbar, John A, and Narcola in

it, all well known performers, and each had strong support
in the pool market, John A., has won some good races, and
so has Lizzie Dunbar, both being fancied on accountof previ-

ous good co u duct, Dnnbar was the favorite, with John A.-

aud Adeline after pressing them close for popular favor.
Narcola and Jack Brady were not thonght much of. The
horsemen who had watched Adeline's ruuning in good com-
pany laBt spring had every confidence in her ability to win
with fourteen pounds from Dunbar and seventeen pounds
from John A. The result proved that their estimate of
Enquirer's daughter was correct.

The five got off in good order. In passing the stand Liz-
zie Dunbar led, Narcola and Jack Brady close np, John A.
next and Adeline last, they ran around the second and third
turns in this order, when Adeline passed John A., following
Dnnbar very closely. No change at the half mile for the
second time, Adeline challenged Narcola and Brady, and soon
had both beaten. In the straight there was good racing
between Adeline and Lizzie, but the latter drew away steadily
and won easily by a length, Lizzie Dunbar second, Narcola
third, two lengths ahead of John A., Brady last. Time, 2:37$.

Oakland Stakes, for all ages; $5 J entrance; half forfeit; 8400 added;
second horse $lun, third horse 550 One mile and a half.
D. J. McCarthy's ch m Adeline, 3, by Enquirer, 103 NavaiB 1
W. L. Pritchard'a ch m Lizzie Dunbar, <; by Bazaar, 117 Oorillo 2
M. Storn's b m Narcola, 3, by Norfolk, 103 Newell 3
H. Whiting's blk h John A, aged, by Monday, 120 Miller
Davis Brothers' b c Jack Brady, 3, by Wildidle, 103 Hennessy

Time, 2:374.

Betting: Dunbar $100; Adeline 570; John A. $60; field $20. Mutuals
paid; Adeline straight $14.50, place $fi.20; Dunbar place $6.25.

The race for the Golden Gate Stakes, seven furlongs, for
two-year-oldSj broughtout four youngsters. The Bpeoulation
on them took a peculiar form on the track; the field was the
favorite against Snowdrop, and as the field had but one horse
that was supposed to have a ghost of a chance, the betting
practically made Surinam the favorite. This state of affairs

was the more remarkable because Snowdrop had defeated
Surinam on Wednesday for the Juvenile Stakes, three
quarters of a mile. Another disagreeable feature was the
start, Snowdrop being left at the post. Surinam and Mc-
Ginnis seemed to have the race to themselves, but when in

the straight Snowdrop came up. Surinam was in the lead,

and when McGinnis tried to come up on the inside, Surinam
jammed him against the rails and the rider of McGinnis had
to pull up. While this was going on Snowdrop and her I
jockey were having a desperate fight. The Joe Hooker filly

wanted to win, but Bally, who was riding her, would not
conseut to it, and by almost pulling her neck from her
shoulders Surinam was allowed to pass nnder the wire first.

But he did not get the race. A claim of foul was allowed on
behalf of the Grinstead colt and he was given the race. Snow-
drop being placed second. But had her jockey been disquali-

fied for pulling her, very few of the investors on "beautiful
Snow" would have complained.
Golden Gate Stakes, for two-year-olds. 525 entrance, $10 forfeit,

$400 added; winner of any two-year-old race after August 1st to carry
three pounds extra; of two or more races, five pounds extra; of the
Juvenile Stakes at this meeting, three pounds additional penalty ,

Seven-etghtbs of a mile.
H. L. Samuel's b c Ed. McGinnis, 110, by Grinstead Stewart 1

James Garland's ch f Snowdrop, 110, by Hooker Bally 3
T. Fisher's bf Fanny F.. 107, by Wildidle Nickerson 8
W. M. Murry's be Surinam, J 10. by Hooker Carrillo

Time,l:29J.
Betting: Snowdrop $150, field $27(1. Mutuals paid: field, straight,

$7.95; place, $8.05. Snowdrop, place, $6.70.

The three-quarter mile heat race, for the free purse, wound
up the day's sport. It was a grand race. The starters were:
Grover Cleveland, Edelweiss, Notidle, Johnny Gray, Ninena
and May D. There was a good start made, Gray showing in

front for the first quarter of a mile, then Cleveland went up
and took the lead, followed soon by Edelweiss and Notidle,

Mary D. being several lengths behind and Ninena last.

There was no further change-until heading for home, when
Cleveland was clear of the field, Notidle, Edelweiss and Gray
making an even struggle up to the gate, when Notidle fol-

lowed her stable companion and ran clear of the others.
Cleveland finished the heat under a steady pull aud won by*
a couple of lengths, Notidle second, half a length in front of

Edelweiss, Johnuy Gray fourth, Mary D. and Ninena die*

tanced.
The time shows the heat to be the finest ever tun in the

country. The record is 1:13, made on a straight track, and
slightly down hill at. Louisville. Cleveland's time, 1:13£, was
made over a course with three turns, hence everyone here is

justified in shouting hurrah!! for Grover Cleveland. The
result made Cleveland a long-distance favorite for the second
heat, in which he got a very bad start. Edelweiss and Not-
idle ran neck and neck almost to the last turn, wheD Cleve-

land, who had to make up about four lengths, oame up,

made a wide, swinging turn, passed the leaders with eflBfl,,
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and a^ain, under a strong pull, won in a gallop in 1 :14, Not-

idle again beating Edelweiss by a couple of lengths.

Free Purse, ?1> 0; for all aees. $50 to second horse. Horses tbat have

not ttou at tLi.- meeting allowed five pouods; horses that have not run
second or betier, ten pounds. Three-quarter he^ts.

M. SLorn's ch h G rover Cleveland, 4, by Monday, 10 J Newell 1 1

m! F. Tarpcy's ch m N'olidle, S, by ujididle.94 Navais 2 2

J. Wolfskill's b m Edelweiss, 4, by Hooker, 110 Cooper 3 i

Owen Bros', g g Johnny Gray, a, by Shilob, 100 Vlincoe 4 3

B. C. Holly's ch m Ninena, 3, by Jim Erown, 101 Williams dis.

T* Fisher's b m Mary D., 4, by Wildidle, 100 Nickerson dis.

Time, l:13i, ia4.

Betting: First Heat—Cleveland 5200, Edelweiss $150, field $52.

Mu'uals paid: Cleveland, straight, ?14.75, place, $7.70; Notidle. place,

S32.10. Second Heat -Cleveland $50, field £10. Mutuals paid $6.65.

frxtra Day, Monday, September I2lli.

Again pleasant weather was met and a good track, and the

atteudance fair.

The first event oa the programme was the Stanford Stakes

for thret-vear-olds, for which there were but two starters

—

Sable "Wilkes and Soudan. The race does not need any de-

scription; it was a repetition of the race for the three-year old

stakes, and was in the same order and with a decided im-

provement for the first and third heats.

Stanfobd Stakes, for three-year-olds.

Sable Wilkes, blk c by Guy Wilkes—W. Corbitt 1 1 1

tJoudon, bike by Sultan—L. J. Rose 2 2 3
Time, 2u5A, 2:29, 2:26|.

The free-for-all brought a good field: Menlo, Adair, Arab,

Lot Slocum. Arab was made a most decided favorite in the

pools, $280 being his price, $50 for Lot Slocum and $80 for

held.' They were all well driven, Hickok behind Arab,

Shaner behind Slocum, Goldsmith held the reins over Adair,

and Douathau sat in Meulo's sulky. The race began with a

surprise to the betting men, Adair winning the heat, with

Meulo second.

Arab held his place of favorite in the pools sold before the

second heat, his price being $250, Slocum $50, field S-lO.

Menlo led off, but broke at the first turn. When the half

was passed Arab had a lead of a length, Menlo second, Slocum

third, Adair last, and all going at a grand pace. At the

straight all were in close company, but Arab had the best of

the finish and won by a length. Adair made a fine second,

Menlo third, Slocum fourth, the time improved to 2:19.

Arab now sold at §150 to §20 for the field. The third heat

was very exciting, Arab, Slocum and Adair going off in tine

style and keeping up a grand clip all the way. As the horses

headed for home, shouts went up for Arab and Slocum by

turns, but the latter won by a short neck in 2:18.

The betting was unchanged for the fifth heat. The fifth

heat was still more exciting. Arab, Slocum and Adair kept

close company all the way, Arab for the mo3t part showing in

front. The race from the drawgate to the wire was splendidly

contested, Slocum, Adair and Arab going for all that was in

them. The finish was so close that the judges could not

separate Adair and Arab and made it a dead heat. Time 2:1S.

The sixth heat found Arab a firm favorite against the field.

Menlo went to the stable and the three geldings had the

track to themselves. Arab had it all his own way. In the

stretch Adair passed Slocum and was overhauling the leader

when he broke and gave Arab the heat and race in2:21£.

Purse 51,000. Free-for-all trotters.

Arab b c by Arthurton-O. A. Hickok 4 1 3 1 1

Adair, bg by Electioneer- E. H. Miller 1 2 2 3 2

Lot Slocum, b g by Electioneer —Lee Shaner 3 4 1 2 3 3

Menlo. bs by Nutwood—W. Dwyer 2 3*44-
Time, 2:20i, 2:19, 2:18, 2:18, 2:18, 2:21$.

The free-for-all pacers, with Lee barred, closed the day's

Bport. The starters were: Ella S., Billy Bunker, Killarney

and Tocahontas. A good deal was expected of Kiilarney, but

he disappointed his friends and supporters. Iu the pools

he started at $100, Ella S. §80, Billy Bunker $23, Pocahon-

tas $9. The heat was a lively one. Killarney looked like a

winner for a while, but Bunker made the best finish and won
by a short length, Ella third. Time 2:22£.

Ella S. behaved so well that she was made the favorite at

$280 againbt $42.50 for Killarney, and $-15 for the held. The
result proved that she was wisely supported. She took in

the closing heats instraightorder, BunkeroutpacingKillarney

to the end of the race.

Purse of $600. Free for all pacers, L. C. Lee barred.

Ella S., ch m by Brown Hal—J. A. Goldsmith 3 111
Billy Bunker, b g—H. Hitchcock 1 2 2 2

Killarney, blk h-P. Fitzgerald 2 3 4 4

Pocahontas, ch m—A. McDowell 4 4 3 3

Time, 2:22$, 2:232, 2:234. 2:27.

Sixth. Day, September 1 3tli.

The weather was fine and the track fast. The first race

was the special pacing race, for which Damiana, Prussian

Boy, Emma Anderson and Loretta started, the pools opened

with Prussian Boy as favorite at $25, Damiana $16, field $S.

The first heat was taken by Damiana. with Prussian Boy
second in 2:36£. The pools at once chopped round to Dami-

ana for first choice at $25, Prussian Boy$12i field $5.

Prussian Boy led throughout the second heat, nearing home
Damiana came tip fast but broke badly and gave the heat to

Damianain 2 £9}. Again the pools wore around. Prussian

Boy at $25, being even with Damiana, $3 for the field.

The third heat was very close, all the way Damiana and

Prussian Boy leading. In the stretch it was head and head

work. Both were hard pushed and broke, running under

the wire nose and nose, the heat going to Damiana. Time,

2:32.

The fourth heat Damiana sold for S40 against $12 for the

field. Goldsmith drove Prussian Boy in this heat and kept a

lead of Damiana to the three-quarter mark where he broke,

and Damiana took his place and kept it to the wire, winning

by three lengths. Time, 2:3U.

Special Parse $150. Pacing.

Damiana, ch g—Geo. Bayliss 1 2 1 1

Prussian Boy, b g—P. Brandaw 2 1 2 2

Emma Anderson, b m—A. J. Fleming 4 3 3 3

Loretta, bm-fi, Smith 3 dis

Time, 2:364, 2:293, 2:32, 2:31$.

The second race was a match for $100 a side, between

Romeo and Monte, distance one mile. Borneo led all the

way, winning by ten lengths, in 3:20A.
' The pacers again took the track, Wells-Fargo, Peacock and

Carl starting. Wells-Fargo was favorite, at $25, Peacock $20,

Carl $10. In the first heat the horses each broke in turn,

[but Peacock and Wells-Fargo steadied in the straight and
' Wells-Fargo won by a short head, Carl last. Time, 2:25J.

|
It was now even money, at $25 for Peacock and W ells-

! Fargo, Carl going down to $3. Peacock won the heat with

Carl second. Time, 2:24}. Then Peacock sold at $30
against $10 on the field.

There was a good race between Peacock and Carl, the latter

i .eading from the third turn, and finished first by three lengths.

I Wells Fargo made the second half in a run and was distanced.

;rime, 2:27£.
< For the fourth heat Peacock's price was $40, and Carl sold

'or $25. Carl led to the stretch, and the pair made a good
. 'ace to the wire, which. Peacock passed first by half a length.

Time, 2:25£.

The pair made a good race in the fifth heat, reaching the

stretch side by side, when Carl drew away and won by five

length.". Time. 2:27*.

Darkness had already set iu and the final heat was post-

poned until "Wednesday morning, when Peacock won the heat
and race in 2:274/.

Purse 5500, special. Pacers.
Peacock, g g— Geo. Bavltss 2 1 2 1 2 1

Carl, ch g—H. Hitchcock 8 2 12 12
Wells Fargo, ch g-J. H. Penman 1 3 dis.

Time, 2:25*., 2:343, 2:27$, 2:251, 2:27*. 2:27J.

San Mateo Stock Farm.

The following notes of a pleasant day spent early in the
week amongst Mr. Corbitt's horses will not fail to interest ou-
readers who watch the progress of breeding and racing trotr

ting horses in California. The farm is in a very beautiful

part of tint most charming of districts, San Mateo County.
By rail the distance is eighteen miles from San Francises,

and the road of the Southern Paeilic Co. passes thiuugh th~

property. The farm cuvers four huudred acres, of which ihs

western boundary is the county ruad, the eastern boundary
the blue waters of the bay. The farm is surrounded by long
lines of blue gums, pines and other forest trees. The fields

and paddocks are also separated by lines of tr -c= of the same
kinds. There are also many avenues beautifolly shaded by
the same forest specimens. There is no hill land on the

farm, the natural undulations being very gentle. The farm
is subdivided into twenty-two fiel-'s of from ten to forty acres

each; these are every one shaded by tall forest trees. For
several years Mr. Corbitt has grown a great deal of hay to

feed his stock, bat this is the last season that the fields will

be so used. With the first rains they will be sown with the

most durable kind of grasses, and used entirely for pasture.

The change will greatly improve both the appearance and
growth of the stock, and especially the young and rapidly

growing colts and fillies. The training track is broad and
well laid out; it overlooks the bay, and is three-quarters of a

mile in measurement.
The stables are east of the family residence, and are most

substantially built. The first is for the weanlings and has nine-

teen stalls in which the youngsters are housed in pairs. The
training stable has fourteen stalls; it stands east and west,

and is, of course, replete with every article needed in prepar-
ing colts for racing. It has harness rooms aud rooms for

sulkies and carts under the Bams roof. The stable in which
the studs of the farm are at present kept faces the south. It

will shortly be put to other purposes, as a new stud stable

is almost completed, and will be ready for use within a couple
of weeks. It has four splendid stalls, lofty, well-ventilated

and lighted, and is being finished in a most substantial man-
ner. The ventilation and lighting of all the stabies is excel-

lent, the doors wide, easily opened from the outside, bat
perfectly secure. There are sis exercising corrals, enclosed
with board fences eight feet high, in which the youngsters
can have a free foot without risk of injuring themselves. The
farm is watered from a flowing artesian well, from which
pipes mn to every field and pasture paddock. The stallions

are:

Guy Wilkes, whose name is a household word amongst
California horsemen. He has proved himself the champion
of this side of the country. Last year be made his record,

2:15£, at Santa Rosa, and from that date on he had the purses
offered for his class at his mercy. He won at Petalama,
Oakland, the State Fair, Stockton and San Jose, the last being
a walk-over. When he met Harry Wilkes at the Bay District

Track, late in the Fall, he was out of form, but he secured a

heat in the race in good time. Gny Wilkes is by George
Wilkes, 2:22, dam Lady Bunker by Mambrino Patchen, the
best son of Mambrioo Chief, and a foil brother to Lady
Thorn, 2:184,; second dim Lady Dunn, dam of Joe Bunker,
2:19|, by Seeley's American Star; third dam Capt. Robert's
mare, supposed to be an inbred Messenger Mare. There is

enough in these few lines to show the high quality of Guy
Wilkes' breeding. Of his performances as a trotter, pages might
be written showing the justness of his claim to a foremost rank
in the galaxy of great living performers. That he has speed his

record of 2: 15£, in a fourth heat, shows beyond question, and
it also proves his endurance and high courage. In style his

action is unexceptionable; he moves with grace and power,
aud when himself, the stallion that can beat him will be the

marvel of the age. He is a noble horse to look at, a bright

bay, with a coat as fine as silk, a noble head, clear eye, neck
powerful, withers muscular, back strong enough to carry the
load of Atlas, legs without a blemish, showing both bone and
muscle, chest and loins in fine proportion, hind quarters
massive, and carriage a combination of grace and vigor only
found in horses of great speed and high courage; withal as

docile as a lamb and as easily handled as a toy horse. That
he is the pride of San Mateo Stock Farm no one can wonder.
It is pleasant to add that while his racing qualities have been
made manifest to thousands who have watched his victories

on the track, his prepotency as a sire has been proved beyond
question. Nc discerning horseman can walk about amongst
the young stock at his home without recognizing the impress
of his form, substance and style upon his produce. The
weanlings, yearlings, two and three-year-olds now on the
farm, of which he is the sire, all show the qualities in form,
substance and gait of their male parent. Within a week the

victories of Sable Wilkes have proved the assertion that Guy
Wilkes is not only a winner of races himself, but is the sire

of a most notable winner. During the past season he served
seventy mares, and on that account his owner decided not to

work him this year. Many horsemen were disappointed
when they found that his name was not amongst the entries

for the big events of the fall circuit. The disappointment
was natural, but the statements that he was kept out because
he was either lame or in poor condition are utterly ground-
less. He was never in finer health, and his legs are as sound
to-day as ever they were. But having gone through a long
and late season which extended into lust month, his owner
decided to give his horse a rest, and next year to limit his

book so that when the fall circuit of 18SS comes around the

champion of 1336 will be put in form to meet all comers, and
trained to knock some fractions or seconds off his present

record. This should prove good news for the racing world,

for there are but few trotting stallions of his class that are

likely to be pitted against him, and the owner of Guy Wilkes
fears neither stallion nor gelding in a fair race.

The second stallion is Le Grand, dark bay by Almonl, dam
Jessie Pepper by Mambrino Chief; second dam by Sidi

Hamet, son of Virginian, he by Sir Archy son of imp1

. Diomed;
third dam the Wickliffe mare, said to be by Barnaby's Dic-

med, Bon of Hancock's Hambletonian. Le Grand was never
regularly trained, but wnile in the stud showed great Bpeed

as a five-year-old. He is a horse of remarkable height, 16j

hands, and as handsome as he is tall. He has the fash-

ionable blood of both trotters and thoroughbreds in his veinB,

which is manifest in his form, style and action, which he

transmits to his progeny in the most marked fashion.

The third stallion is Lancelot by Governor Sprague, dam
by Alexander's Belmont; second dam by Pilot Jr.; third dam

,

,

by imp. Leviathan. Lane- lot was bred in Kentucky, and
fualed in San Mateo. He is a handsome yonng horse, but has
his name to make yet.

Of brood-mares there are forty-six, all of fashionable breed-
ings many of them representatives of the noblest trotting

furuilies in the country. Guided by Mr. Corbitt the writer
rambled around to tbe paddocks where each was to be seen-
The first to attract attention was Sable, black mare, foaled in
1S74, bred by L. J. Rose of Sauny Slope. Sable is by The
Moor, dam Gretchen, by Mambrino Pilot, dam of Romero,
2:19}, of Del Sur, 2:24*, of Inca. 2:27, of Neluska, 2:304,; second
dam Kitty Kirkman by Canada Chief. Sable is the dam of
Sable Wilkes, who has performed so nobly this season, win-
ning the three-year-old purse of $500 at tbe Golden Gate Fair,
Bay District Track, on September 9th, in which he beat Soudan
in three straight heats. Time, 2:23, 2:28, 2:29i, aud on last

Monday, at the same meeting, he carried off ihe'rich Stan ord
Stakes from the same competitor in the same style, winning
the three beats in 2:25$, 2:29, 2:26^.

Atalanta, brown mare, fowled ls75, bred by L J. Bose of
Suuny Slope (Atalanta is full sister to Beautiful Bells, dam
of Hiuda Bose) ; by The Moor, d im Minnehaha by Bald Chief;
second dim Nellie Clay by Strader's Cassius M. Clay Jr.

Atalanta shows her fine breeding at eveTy point, head, neck,
shoulders, back, loins, legs, feet, color and general form. Sho
is a beauty at all points.

Alice Clay, black mare, foaled 1875, bred by R. P. Pepper,
Frankfort, Kentucky; sire Almont, dam Bosa Clay by Ameri-
can Clay. Rosa Clay dam of Capon 1, 2:23. This mare has
the form and substance which go to make up a dam of trot-

ters.

Rosettais a black mare, another of The Moor fami'y, foaled

1876, bred by L. J. Rose; sire The Moor, dam Cecelia Clark
by Clark Chief; second dam by Capt. Baird.

Under the shade of a clustor of blue gums waB found a
gentle matron of royal hlood, the bay mare Woodford Qneen,
foaled in 1876, bred by R. P. Pepper, of Frankfort, Kentucky;
her sire Almont, dam Virginia by Billy To wnes (dam of Wood-
furd Chief, 2:22}).

Another noble matron from the bine-grass country is the
brown mare Lottie, foaled 1374, bred by A. J. Alexauder of
SVoodburn; sire Belmont, dam Tennessee by Pilot Jr.; sec-

ond dam by imp. Leviathan. Lottie has not been fortunate

in her produce, through no fault of her own but the result of
accidents to which brood-mares are liable.

Sable Hayward is a black mare, foaled in 18S2, by Poscora
Hayward, dam Sable by The Moor; second dam Gretchen,
by Mambrino Pilot.

Of the Sultan family, one of the most attractive from her
pedigree and appearance is Minnie Wilkes, a beautiful bay,

foaled in 1834, sire Sultan, dam Kittie Wilkes by George
Wilkes; second dam by American Clay. The most captious
critic that ever scanned a pedigree could demand no purer
strains of blood than that which flows in the veins of Minnie
Wilkes.
Buby, 2:19}, is a bay mare, foaled 1880, sire Sultan, dam

Fleetwing by Rysdyk's Hambletonian; second dam by George
M. Patchen. This is the first strain of the greatest of the
Hambletonian blood that attracts attention amongst the
matrons of San Mateo Farm.

Adella is the name of a full sister to Adair, 2:17J. She is a
handsome brown, foaled in 1SS0, sire Electioneer, dam Addie
Lee by Culver's Blaekhawk.
The third of the Sultan family, Margaret, 2:28, must prove

the dam of some noble horses. She looks the picture of a
matron whose sons aud daughters must do her honor. Mar-
garet is a bay mare just entering the prime of life, foaled in

1SS0, bred by L. J. Bose; sire Sultan, dam May Sproule; second
dam by the noble Belmont.
In addition to these there are two mares by the great Nut-

wood, that most popular sire now on the farm of the Messrs.
Stout, at Dubaque, Iowa. By Arthurton. who is now in
Kentucky, there are nine mares. The Irvington family (of

whom tbe sire is now in New South WaUs) is represented by
four mares. The Del Surs are also foe r in number. Win-
tbrop, Director, Anteeo aud Steinway have each a represen-
tative on the list. Guy Wilkes has two young matrons and
Le Grande has three. The crosses represented by these

highly bred dams are the most coveted blood lines in the
country. They belong tu families of producers and winners.
Breeding being for racing, and profit being the design of rac-

ing, the produce of these mares may be watched with the
most hopeful anticipations.

Of the three-year-oLls the first that must be mentioned is

Sable WilkeB, he is described elsewhere in th ;

s number. At
the time when these notes were taken he was in this city

^oing brilliant campaign work. Sable Wilkes, black colt by
Guy Wilkes, dam Sable by The Moor.
A very handsome brown filly that is being worked is by

Guy Wilkes, dam Huntress (dam of Hidalgo, 2:27) by Irving-

ton.

There is also amongst the nine three-year-olds a bay filly

by Guy Wilkes, dam Blanche, by Arthurton.
Thefourth that is taking kindly to work is a chestnut colt by

Guy Wilkes, dam Oak GroveBelle, by Arthurton. Thereisalso
a dashing-looking bay colt by Guy Wilkes, dam Norma, by
Arthurton; (Norma, dam of Grandee.)

In looking over so many colts of even age, and under nearly
the same conditions, it is not easy to make perfectly conclusive
comparisons upon their apparent merits when the time for both
seeing them and making notes 1b limited to the short part of a
single day; but at a venture the most attractive of the three-
year-olds nowathome may benameda bay colt by Guy Wilkes,
dam Molly Drew, 2:27, by Winthrop. If he grows as he is now
growing, and retains the same splendid symmetry, he mast
prove a great horse. Another that is especially fine is a bay
colt by Guy Wilkes, dam Napa Maid, by Arthurton. Of the
four that are being worked, beside Sable Wilkes, each shows
quarters in 37 to 40 sees., and the Blanche filly has trotted tbe
mile in 2:33. They are all easy to work, and Bhow a natural
unbrofien gait.

The two-year-olds come next in the order of importance,
and the foremost of them, Grandee, was doing service with
his stable companion Sable Wilkes in this city. Grandee,
2:31, is by Le Grand, dam Norma by Arthurtor; he is

referred to elsewhere.

Of those at home, aud well enough remembered to make a
note of, is the brother of Sab?e Wilkes, brown colt by Guy
Wilkes, dam Sable by The Moor. A very handsome fine-

coated fellow by Guy Wilkes, dam Lady Signal, 2:35J. Also
a bay colt by the same sire, dam Kate Arthurton, by Arthur-
ton, (Kate Arthurton, full sister to Joe Arthurton, 2:20$).

Great things may be fairly expected ot this young fellow.

Another brace with plenty of style and lots of finish, from the
same sire, is a chestnut, dam Claremont, by Arthurton, and a
bay, dam Woodford Queen by Almont. LeGrand has adashing
bay representative, dam Minnie Allen by Arthurton. Out of
that tine, wonderful, old mare Lucy, 2:14, there is a splendid
chestnut by Gny Wilkes. If a pick of the two-yeai-olds now
at home should be demanded, take a chestnut filly by Guy
Wilkes, dam Huntress by Irvington. She will bear the most
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critical inspection from her feet to her withers, and from the

tips of her ears to the end of her tail. Of the sixteen others

a 'want of space will not permit an extended notice.

Of the yearlings it may be truthfully written "they are a

noble lot!"

To start with, there is a brown filly by Guy Wilkes, dam
Flora Lan^ford by Langford, (Flora Laugford dam of Joe

Arthurton, 2:20^). By the same sire a brown filly, dam Ata-

lanta by The Moor. Sable is the mother of a yearling by Guy
WilkeB, and a finely formed black filly is the sister of the great

three-year-old. Alice Clay, by Almont, has a beautiful bay filly

by the same sire. But one of the yearlings have been worked;

she is by Guy Wilkes, dam Blanche, and she haB taken to

exercise in the kindly fashion for which the family is so well

known. Another Grandee in form, substance and disposition

is on the farm; she is a bay filly by Le Grand, dam Huntress.

Kapa Maid has also a beautiful brown filly by the sire of the

last named. There are thirteen of them all told, and Mr.
Corbitt may feel justly proud of his stock.

There are thirty -two weanlings, every one of them with good

points, all playful as kittens. The four or five months which

thty spent each by the side of his or her dam has been

improved. In the eye of every one of them there is a knowing
look. They are just learning the first lessons which are t>

develop all the qualities comprised in the term "horse sense."

Like some other students they do not thrive quite as rapidly

on ideas as they did on "mother's milk," but a few weeks or

months and they will have forgotten forever that within sach

a short while they were sucklings.

Ten of them may be run in a string, Guy Wilkes being the

Bire: Bay colt, dam Kate Arthurtou; bay colt, dam Sable

Hnyward; bay colt, dam Young Josie; bay colt, dam Ruby;
bay colt, dam Margaret; bay colt, dam Miunit; bay filly, dam
Woodford Queen; bay filly, dam Sable; bay filly, dam
Tobe Bosenbaum; bay filly, dam Mollie Drew.

Of the Le Grand weanlings three must be especially men-
tioned: Chestnut colt, dam Venturess by Arthurton, (Yen-

turess full sister to Venture, 2:27); bay filly, dam Mamie
Allen; bay filly, dam Signal. Of the thirty-two which might

all be named there is one that for form of head, shape of legs,

general style in neck, withers, back, barrel, loins and power-

ful hind-quarters, should be named as first choice, and that

is a bright
-
bay colt by Guy Wilkes, dam Margaret.

But a Bhort autumn day is not enough to get on speaking

terms with such an array of old and young trotting talent of

tried and unproved booe, sinew and courage. Butit is enough
to make one anticipate a better acquaintance all round. But
of the entertainment, that could not be made more delightful.

Entries for Fall Meeting- of the Bay District

Association.

State Fair Racine.

2:20 Class. Purse $600.
J. A. Goldsmith's b m Sister.

L. B. Lindsey's b m Jane L,

L. Shaner's bik m Kate Ewing.
3-minute Class. Purse §500.

J. A. Goldsmith's b g Perihelion.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's b s Clifton Bell.

2:40 Class. Purse S:00.
J. A. Goldsmith's b s Ben Ali.

L. B. Lindsey's b m Nantita J.

A. J. Fleming's b m Emma Anderson.
2:25 Class. Purse $500.

J. A. Dustin's b b Gus Wilkes.
L. B. Lindsey's spt m Platina.

W. H. Tully's b m Lester.

J. H. Penman's s g Wells-Fargo.

2:35 Class. Purse S5U0.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's b s Clifton Bell.

A. J. Fleming's b m Emma Anderson.
H. Hitchcock's b g Carl.

J. A. Goldsmith's b g Perihelion.

J. W. Gordon's blk m Baby Mine.
L. B. Lindsey's b m Nantita J.

H McConn'a blk g Little Fred.

2:27 Class. Parse $500.

J. H. Penman's s g Wells-Fargo.

J. A. Goldsmith's blk s Sable Wilkes.

A. McDowell's b m Maid of Oaks.
J. A. Dustin's b s Gns Wilkes.

L. B. Lindsey's spt m Platina.

W. H. Tally's b m Lester.

2:23 Class. Purse $600.
H. Hitchcock's blk s Black Diamond.
W. F. Smith's blk g Thapsin.
O. A Hickok's 8 g Condi.

L. Shaner's b g Alfred S.

W. W. Bradbury's b g Old Niok.
P. Farrell's b s Marin.

2:30 Class. Purse $500.
H. Hitchcock's b g Carl.

J. W. Gordon's blk m Baby Mine.
L. B. Lindsey's b m Nantita J.

H. McConn's s g St. David.

A. J. Fleming's b m Emma Anderson.
Free-for-all Pacing. Lee barred. PurBe $500.

H. Hitchcock's blk g Billy Bunker.
J. A. Goldsmith's r m Ella S.

P. Fitzgerald's blk s Killarney.

L. Shaner's b g Chapman.
2:17 Class. Purse $750.

L. B. Lindsey's b m Jane L.
W. T. Smith's b g Adair.

O. A. Hickok's b g Arab.

L. Shaner's b g Lot Slocum.
2:26 Class. Purse $500.

San Mateo Stock Farm's blk s Sable Wilkes.

A. McDowell's b m Maid of Oaks.

L. B. Lindsey's sptm Platina.

W. H. Tully's b m Lester.

J. H. Penman's s g Wells-Fargo.

2:24 Class. Parse $500.
H. Hitchcock's blk g Black Diamond.
L. Shaner's s g Longfellow.

W. W. Bradbury's b g Old Nick.

P. Farrell's b s Marin.
Free for all Pacers and Trottere. Purse $1,000.

L. Shaner's b gLot Slocum.
W. F. Smith's bg Adair.

J. A. Goldsmith's r m Ella S.

H. Hitchcock's blk s L, C. Lee.

Coaching gloves in great variety, walking and evening

gloves of the most recent patterns. Stylish neokwear, hand-

kerchiefs in silk and liDen; underwear to suit the season.

Shirts made to order; hose of Frenoh, English, Scotch and

domestic manufacture. New goods constantly arriving, and

every article of gentlemen's furnishing goods sold at very

reasonable prices. Address Beamish, Nucleus Block, Market

and Third streets, San Francisco.

By the time the present number reaches our readers,

two days racing of the State Fair Meeting will have

been decided. Our reports of these events must stand over

until next week.

To-day is the third of the meeting, with three trotting

events on the card. The two-year-old stake will doubt-

less be captured by Grandee who has already performed

so brilliantly. The 2:27 class should prove a great race

with such trotters as Mount Vernon, Jane L. and

Tempest. The 2:17 class has Adair, Anteeo and Arab,

and they will make low figures for each heat.

Monday's programme opens with the Premium Stake,

for-all-ages, three-quarters of a mile. Grover Cleveland,

Edelweiss, Notidle are most attractive names in it. The

two-year-old run for the California Annual Stake, one-

mile, judged by recent performances Snowdrop should

carry off the stake. The La Rue Stakes will bring

together Moonlight, Narcola, Adeline, Patti and Laura

Gardner. What they can do over two miles and a quarter

is a problem known only to their trainers, none of them

having run the distance this season. The Selling Purse,

one mile and an eighth, looks on paper a pretty safe thing

for Laura Gardner. The trotters appear on Tuesday,

starting with the three-year-old stake, the entries being

Dubec, Maiden, John C. Shelly and Flora M. The

3:00 class follows, for which Alio and Alfred S. will

doubtless prove the leading attractions. The 2:20 class

has Sister, Lot Slocum, Menlo and Stamboul, and Mr.

Rose's handsome bay may be looked for to win.

The Sunny Slope Stake, five furlongs, for two-year-old

fillies, will be a race between Carmen and Snowdrop.

When they met last Snowdrop had the advantage of five

pounds from Carmen and wen, and they will run at

even weights on Wednesday; the finish should be a close

one.

The Shafter Stake, for three-year-olds, one mile and a

quarter, may prove a surprise. Adeline will have to

carry a penalty, and as the allowances are liberal for

beaten horses, the result is not by any means certain.

The Del Paso Stakes, three-quarters of a mile heats,

should prove a certainty for Cleveland, judged by his

last week's work. The Free Purse, of one mile, for all

ages, has a lot of attractive names. Edelweiss, Moon-
light, Carmen and Laura Gardner should have it amongst

them. For the seventh day the 2:25 class come out;

with Mount Vernon, Woodnut, Marin and Jane L. to

start, there will certainly be some lively work. For the

four-year-old stake six are named, and all likely ones.

The free-for-all pacers has, L. C. Lee, Chapman, Almont
Patchen, Killarney, Arrow and Pocahontas.

The California Derby for Friday, one mile and a half,

for three-year- olds, has seventeen entries. In the Palo

Alto, Golden Gate and N"ighlhawk Stakes the entries

include the names already referred to in this item. Sat-
urday's programme has the three-year-old special trot-

ting stake, which will go to Sable Wilke3, barring
mishaps. The free-for-all will precede the 2:40 class,

which will wind up a thoroughly representative meeting
both in trotting and running.

American Devon Record.

Mr. F. W. Reed, Secretary of the American Devon
Cattle Club, sends this week Volume IV of the stud book

of the club. The book is well arranged, thoroughly

indexed and elegantly printed. Four thousand three

hundred and forty-seven Devons appear in it, by num-
bers, names, dates of calving and pedigree. It is indis-

pensable to Devon owners, who should procure it from

Mr. Reed, at Zanzeville, Ohio.

The Susanville Pair.

A leference to our advertising columns will show that

the Eleventh District Association has changed the date

of closing entries for the races named below to October

First. The 2:50 trotting purse, S200 , and mile race for

three year olds, purse ©125. Quarter mile and repeat,

purse $100; and mile and a half race, purse $200, and
one mile and three-quarters race, purse $250.

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies by
mail or telegraph. The name of the writer should accompany all

questions, not for publication, butas a guarantee of good faith. Let-
ters received without the writer'B name cannot receive attention.

to be divided as follows: first horse to take first and third

money, second horse to take second money. In case of a

walk-over the whole purse to go to that horse. Two horses

started without objection from the society, and I wish to

know if they are entitled to added money offered.

Answer.—The Association seems to have applied the pub-
lished conditions of the meeting, which were that five should
enter and three start. If there was any different specific

agreement in writing otherwise about the race described, the

matter must be settled by the parties in interest.

W. S. T., Redwood City.

J. A. Buffington, T. W. Barstow, T. Taylor, James
Boyd and Stocton Brothers agree to match their horses
Nutwood Boy, Stranger, Tommy T., Grosvenor and King
William in a race of mile heats, three in rive to harness,
for one hundred dollars a corner, judges, day and
date to be named by the directors of the Santa Clara
Valley Agricultural Society; all added momey to go in the
purse and divided as follows: 60 percent, to first horse, 30
per cent, to second horse, and ten per cent, to third. A for-

feit of lifty dollars each to be deposited with G. H. Bragg,
upon signing the agreement on or before Saturday, April

lGtb, 1887, and fifiy dollars on the 1st day of August, 1337,

between the hours of two and Bix o'clock p. M. Any of

the parties failing to comply with the above conditions for-

feits the amount already deposited. In case only two horses
appear on the track on the day set by said directors, the purse

5

ATHLETICS.
The Acme Club of Oakland has recently moved into new

and more commodious quarters near Fourteenth and Harrison

streets, and on Tuesday evening last it gave an entertain-

ment in honor of the change. The new rooms are well fitted

up with gymnastic appliances, and there are good bathini

facilities, beside good rooms to read and rest. The leadiUL

event of last Tuesday was a boxiDg bout between Mr. J.

Kitchen of the club, and Mr. J. W. Kenealey, of the Golden
Gate Atheletic Club. Mr. Kenealey is soon to meet Mr. J.

B Choynski in a heavy-weight competition, and his liuut

with Mr. Kitchen was a sort of trial heat. Both are pupils of

Professor Walter Watson and are highly scientific. Mr.
Kitoheu has had greater experience and is perhaps quicker,

but Mr. Kenealey showed great power and staying quality,

and is expected to make a good snowing wiih Mr. Choynski.

An incident of Installation Evening at the Olympic Club
last Monday, was the presentation of a richly headed cane to

Mr. W, P. Lawlor, of the club, by friends who, together with

Mr. Lawlor, worked for the "Kegular Ticket." An informal

meeting was called after the officers were installed, and Mr.
Walter A. Scott, in a neat speech, made the presentation.

Mr. Lawlor tried to seem embarrassed, but his U6ual equipoise

could not be disturbed and his words of thanks had all the

clearness and wit in them for whioh he is noted in club

circles.

The Olympic Club will give an evening of gymnastics on
Sept. 27tb. The leader, Mr. J. A. Hammersmhh, with the

asBistant-leader, Mr. J. B. Tibbatts, have arranged a most
attractive programme, and the exercising members of the club

are supporting their excellent leaders in such a hearty man-
ner that athletics will be of great interest during the coming
year.

Mr. B. T. Stombs has been appointed Superintendent of

the Olympic Club.

Olympic Installation.

On Monday evening last the gentlemen elected to office ir

the club for the year beginning September 12th were installed

About two hundred members were present, and the meeting
was one of interest. The retiriug officers made t eir annua
reports, all of which evidence^ the careful performance ol

the duties assigned o them. The Pref-i>"ent, Mr. W. Gree:

Harrison, outlined the various projects for the welfare of the

club which had been mooted in the Tt "rt\ of Directors

among them one which he thought wo- Id in nre the o^ner
ship of grounds and building by the cli b, He thought tha

if stock was issued in such ao enterprise, enough would b<

taken to furnish money to buy a lot and erect a building.

Mr. F. S. Moody, the Secretary, reported one hundred ant

seventy-one accessions during the year, with but few with
drawais.
The Treasurer, Mr. W. H. Souther, stated the expen

ditnres for the year to have been about $22,030, and th

balance in the treasury about $3,000.

The Chairman of the House Committee, Mr. C. B. Havens
reported the rooms and property of the club in fairly goo

condition, but said that some additions and some renovatin
were necessary.

The Leader, Mr. W. C. Brown, stated that the interest it

athletics had been well sustained during the jear; consider

able new apparatus had been placed in position; th

instructors had been faithful and successful, and the Juvenil

Class had met expectations. After the reports, the Presiden
in a very pleasing little speech, inducted himself into tb

chair for the succeeding term, he having been re-elected.

The other officers elect assumed the duties of the

respective offices, each, in turn, offericg thanks for the bono
and giving assurance of interest and intention to atten

closely to the duties properly incumbent upon them.
The officers for the ensuing year are: President, W. Grec

Harrison; Vice-President, H. H. Briggs; Secretary, F. t

Moody; Treasurer, Henry B. Buss; Leader, J. A. Hamme
smith; Directors, J. B. Tibbatts, H, A. Cumnihjgs, E. ]

Rhodes. P. T. Goodloe, J. P. Kelly and G. B. Maxwell.
After the installation of officers the President called

meeting of the Board of Directors, and announced tl

following standing committees:
Finance—H. B. Buss (Chairman), H. A. Cammings, G

Maxwell.
House Committee—H. H. Briggs {Chairman), J. A. Han

mersmith, J. P. Kelly.

Membership—J. P. Kelly (Chairman), F. S. Moody, G
Maxwell.

Social Committee—E.L. "Rhodes (Chairman), J.B.Tibbatr
P.T. Goodloe.

Athletic Committee—J. A. Hammersmith (Chairman),

B. Tibbatts, H. H. Briggs, P. T. Goodloe.

Pacific Coast Harriers.

A pleasanter day could not have been selected for the me
of the Harriers than Admission Day. The clearness, warm
and absence of fog induced the attendance of the largest am
ence seen at any athletio exhibition for several years. Of tl

spectators :i large proportion were ladies whose beantif *-

faces and brilliant attire lent great attractiveness to the we i-

filled seating stand. The Harriers were present in force, ai

the games began promptly, thanks to the clerk of the cuurf

Mr. Jas. M. Hamilton. The Secretary, Mr. Horace Coffl

bad arranged the handicap lines and all necessary detai
fc

although in so doing he quite put himself out of form f

competition in the mile handicap walk, in which he Buffer

also from too great a handicap in favor of Mr. Yates. In t

sprinting Mr. V. E. Sohifferstein won handily. There
much speculation about the capaoity of the gentleman. I

perts claimed that he ran well within his powers, and t >.

opinion was that he would soon do even time or better frc

the scratch, at one hundred, and two hundred and twee

y r-ls. Mr. Scbifferstein seems to get away from the ma
slowly, but he invariably breaks the tape. The mile hen<

cap walk was handicapped by Mr. Theobald, who gave &

Yates 28 seconds; a little too much, even if his competil

had been at himself.

The mile bicycle matoh race was done in slow time. A t putti

the shot each competitor fouled, and an extra put was perm
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ted. The 220 yards ran was brilliantly contested, Mr. Schif-
ferstein from scratch cutting his competitors down haud-
somely, and finishing first to Mr. Kenealey's second, ulso from
scratch. Mr. Eenealey burst a shoe bot ran ont a cWe sec-
ond. At hammer-throwing ilr. Quinn beat the Pacific Coast
records, the 12 pound record, by 1 foot 9 inches, and the 16-
ponnd record by 6 feet and five inches—a great performance.
The mile bicycle race was very keenly pedalled out, but

Mr. Milroy's handicap brought him in an easy winner. Mr.
Holroyd lost his tire in the first lap.
The closing number of the programme was the 1,000

yards run which was run out by two of the starters, MeBsra.
button and MacArthur. The latter made the running through
the race and at the finish was going 6trongly, but Mr. Sutton
had just enough left in him to spurt and win, with his com-
petitor 10 feet behind. As a whole the meeting was a flatter-

ing recognition of the energy of the Pacific Coast Harriers,
and those who attended will certainly be present at future
meetings. The Harriers have the nucleus of a much-needed
olub, and as they are all enthusiastic and popular young
.gentlemen they may expect rapid growth.
The officers of the day were: Judges, J. H. Gilhuly and J.

A. Carmichael; Referee, H. H. Briggs; Starter, G. F. David-
Bon; Clerk of Course, Jas. M. Hamilton. Timers, J. A. Ham-
mersmith, ~W. A. Scott and G. W. Jordan; Judge of Walking,
J. J. Theobald.
The record follows:

100-Yards Run— G. TV. Jordan, Handicapper. First heat—
y. E. Schifferstein, O. A. C, 2 yards, first, in 10 2-5 seconds;
B. C. Eagan, G. G. A. 0.. scratch, second, by 2 feet; S. V.
Casady, P. C. H , 5 yds., 0.

Second Heat—R. Lutringer, 7 yards, first in 10 3-5 sec-
onds; R. Gibson, O. A. C , 6 yards, and W. J. Eenealey, G.
G. A. C, scratch, a dead heat, which was run off and won by
Mr. Eenealey.

Final Heat—V. E. Schifferstein, O. A. C, 2 yards, first, in
10 1-5 seconds; E. Lutringer, 7 yards, second," by 2 feet; W.
J. Eenealey, G. G. A. C, scratch, 0; D. C. Eagan, G. G. A.
C. scratch, 0.

One-Mile Walk—J. J. Theobald Handicapper—C. M. Yates,

28 seconds, first, in 7 minutes 56 seconds. Horace Coffin, O.
A. C, scratch, second.
One Mile Match Bicycle Race—Chas. B. Wheaton, S. F. B.

C, first, in 3 minutes 16 seconds; B. H. Patrick, S. F. B. C,
second.

Putting 16-pound Shot—C. J. Schuster Handicapper; W.
H. Quinn, O. A. C, 2 feet, first; 31 feet 7J inches without the
handicap; S. C. Hunter, O. A. 0, 3 feet, second; 29 feet I

inch without the handicap; Vf. Zelner, E. A. C, 3 feet; 27 ft.

7 inch, without the handicap, 0.

Throwing Hammers, to beat the Pacific Coast record.
W. H. Quinn, O. A. C, 12-pound hammer, 92 feet 9 inches,
16-pound hammer 81 feet 11 inches.
One Mile Bicycle Race, Handicap—D. Milroy, B. C. W.,

50 yards, first, in 3 minutes, 18 seconds; A. Smvthe, 25 yards,
second; S. W. Cole, 50 yards, 0; F. D, Elwell.'scratch, 0; R.
Holroyd, 50 yards, 0.

1,000-Yards Handicap Ran— J. G. Sutton, U. C, scratch,

first, in 2 minutes, 30 seconds; R. MacArthur, O. A. C,
scratch, second; F. L. Cooley, A. a. C, 15 yards, 0; R. Gib-
Bon, O. A. 0., 20 yards, 0; R. Holroyd, P. C. H., 25 yards, 0.

Los Angeles Athletic Club.

The Club is negotiating for a lot 60x113 on Temple street

near Fort, npon which to erect a building suitable for such
an institntion.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication tbe earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deatbB
In their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Mr. J. B. Martin advertises some fine fox-terriers for sal6

this week. Mr. Martin's well-known liking for thorough-

breda, and his habit of scanning pedigrees closely, give

assurance to purchasers that the dogs are what they are

[represented to be. He may be addressed at 1157 Folsom St.,

City.

The Spratt dog biscuits are coming into great favor in

California. Many carry them on all shooting trips, and we
have known them to be eaten by both dog and master with
pleasure and satisfaction. To our notion there is nothing
better in the way of luncheon when in the hills than a flaBk of

oold tea and half of a Spratt cake.

The Annual Meeting of the Pacific Kennel Club will be
held on Wednesday evening next, at No. 7 Montgomery
Avenue. Important business will come before the club, and a
full attendance is particularly desirable.

If the Stock-Keeper is not Bardonic in the following, what

is it!

'•An accident happened at Scarborough Show to Mrs. Fos-
ter's lovely rough Toy, Daisy, which at one time looked like

becoming fatal. Had it been so this would have been a

serious loss, not only to this ardent and respected fancier, but
also to the public. It appears that the little 'dot' had jast

had her 'toilet' arranged, and was standing on tbe edge of her
bench, when an inquisitive juvenile looked at her. In bark-

ing at him she slipped and fell flat on her back on the floor,

sustaining such injury that she has only jast been restored to

something like convalescence."

Disappointment and No Soent.

[Br Mr. Teasdale-Bnckell.]

In reply to Professor Richard V. Tuson, will you permit
me to say that I spoke of carbolic acid as a deodorizer, being

at that time under the impression that the term could ac-

curately be applied to any agent which prevented the detec-

tion of odor, and whatever the cause of that prevention might
be. Professor Tuson seems to think the term is only to be ap-

plied when the agent acts on the odor, and not upon the

J olfactory nerves.

I It would be interesting to sportsmen to know what term to

{apply to au agent acting upon the olfactory nerves only.

| When Professor Tuson says that carbolic acid, as well as any
I other strong-smelling substance, is well known to aporlBmen
1 to be a cau°e of "no scent, " he is treading on more dangerous
I ground. However, he practically admits that in Borne way
[carbolic acid can be a cause of "no scent." That is all I

I wished to assert. However, as tbe assertion of any strong-

smelliDg substance being a cause of "no scent" has been

I
made as au accepted fact by sportsmen, and this has been
(done with the apparent intention of weakening a contention

i of mine, whioh I only ventured to make after years of ob-

servation, I should like to point out that bo far from any

strong smell beiog the cause of "no scent, "the exact opposite
is, I believe, the case. When the sweet odor of tbe heather
pervades the atmosphere the scent is not necessarily bad but
generally first-rate. When man can smell a turnip Held or a
potato crop a mile off, there is always good scent of game for
doga. When in the meadow you can smell the brook a quar-
ter of a mile away, your hounds will be able to race with
heads up and sterns down, frequently a field off the line of
their fox. When, after a shower of rain, the hot sun comes
out and bids the earth itself give forth the sweetest of all

sweet scents, your pointers will have no difficulty about
"finding"; but when, on the contrary, the ground is as hard
as asphalt, baked in the autumn sun, there is no scent of
earth to be detected by man and the cub-hunting is delayed
for want of rain. These are general known facts to Bports-
men. I could multiply them by individual observations. I
have seen beautiful work done in a field of blossoming beans,
and I have seen a field-trial won by a point on a manure
heap. By the way, that rather points to proof that, although
carbolic acid may not be a deodorizer of ammonia and sul-
phuretted hydrogen, yet, that being granted, the fact in no
way applies to its powers on the scent of game. The manure
heap gave off ammonia and sulphuretted hydrogen, yet the
Better detected the scent of game and clearly established its

point many yards away. Until chemistry can bottle what the
setter's nose detected along with and distinct from the am-
monia and sulphuretted hydrogen. I do not quite see how it

can pretend to know what effect carbolic acid would have
upon the hypothetical bottleful. That, however is not my
point; it is that carbolic acid injures tbe delicate nerves of

the dogs' nosea. If Professor Tuson can give any evidence
against this, he must get more delicately-nosed animals to
experiment upon than he has hitherto had, or else I, for one,
must decline to accept his evidence against that which I have
collected from the most delicate of all delicate-nosed animals.

CANOEING.

Oakland Ganoe Club.

The oanoemen certainly have the virtue of enthusiasm in

their sport and a constancy to it which might be emulated
by the local rowing clubs. Sunday last saw a fleet of some
fifteen canoes sailing about the estuary and basin, and a large
number of guests and spectators on the clubhouse verandah.
The breeze was good in the morning, strong and steady, but
got very puffy during the afternoon. In a race round the
long course, in which all participated, the Bonita came in

first, Whisper second, Flirt third. A trip to Goat Island is

arranged for the near future, in which all the old cruisers

will take part. Sunday next the tide is not favorable, but
that may not prevent the cruise if there is enough wind.
Mr. Darneal left for the East last week, and will visit the
principal canoe clubs there, and will also look in on the best

builders. He has several commissions to rill if he can fill

the bill, the canoeists here having found ont that written
orderB often result in very unsatisfactory boats. The Mystic
only got into place last Sunday, and the Commodore cannot
get her to sail to suit him since his return, and 19 diligently

seeking the cause.

THE GUN.
The open season for quail, partridge, grouse and rail,

began on Saturday last, and that day, together with the fol-

lowing were passed in the hills by a small army of sports-

men, of whom many had very good sport. The usual bright

anticipations were indulged in, and the customary dis-

appoinments were the common reward. The weather was
intensely hot, and the cover dry as tinder, two conditions
which always militate against good work with dogs. Water
is scarce, and so warm as to be nauseating on most of the

quail grounds.

Of those who went ont few have taken the trouble to send
notes about their success, but prospects may be fairly judged
from the statements of those who have furnished informa-

tion. Doctors Knowles aud Mr. Frank Norton went up to

Millerton, and bagged sixty-eight birds. The dog which
they used was not of much use, and a large proportion of the

birds killed could not be retrieved. The cover is high and
the hills steep on the coast near Millerton. Birds were in

plenty. Mr. William Schreiber, with reliable Mountain Boy,
visited Barney Galindo near Novate Mountain Boy had
been thoroughly prepared for work by Mr. Allender and
showed up in great form. Mr. Schreiber is averse to stating

the precise number killed, but says that he had very good
sport.

Messrs. E. W. Briggs and Clarence Haight shot on the

Throckmorton Ranch over Climax and Dick, their pointers.

Climax worked in good style but went a little lame, rather

favoring the left hind leg. Upon his return a veterinary

surgeon pronounced the opinion tbat the dog bad suffered au
injury to the hip joint and would probably never fully

recover. The fact, if it be a fact, which we doubt, is to be

deplored. Climax is a worthy son of Bang Bang, and in field

work is quite the equal of his half brother, Colonel Odell's

famous little Consolation. Mr. Haight's Dick worked hand-
somely.

Mr. Will Kittle raided his great friend, Mr. Payne J.

Shatter, at Olema, and conversed steadily for two days, shoot-

ing a bird now and then parenthetically. Mr. Kittle'a hand-
some setter Luke went to work in a way which reflected

credit upon his grandsire and grandam—Leicester and Dart.

The bag was about eighty quail.

Messrp. Will Golcher and Chas. Laing went up Sunol way,

and did well despite the excessive heat. Mr. Golcher'B

recent purchase, tbe Lucas pointer, is pronounced a wonder,

and Mr. Laing's fat, yellow dog did some nice backing. The
inseparable shooting friends fared about equally as to birds,

killing enough to make the trip pleasant.

The armv of unattached young sportsmen, which moves
into the hills about Oakland, had good average luck, as was

attested by the strings of birds brought back by them on

Sunday afternoon, ranging from ten to thirty birds to the

man. Upon the whole the opening day gave promise of a

good season, and the shooting will be at its bsst about Octo-

ber 1st.

A feature of the State meeting will be a mixed shoot at

artificial targets. All target agent6 are invited to send a trap

and birds of the sorts represented by them, and all who do so

will be accorded all facilities for showing their targets to

advantage, and a special match or matches will be arranged,

in which all the targets will be need, thus enabling shooten

to form some idea of their comparative merits. Live birds in

plenty will be on hand.

The preparations for the meeting of the State Sportsman's
Association, on October 6th, 7th and 8th are progressing
favorably. Mr. E. T. Allen, tbe wel'-known gun-dealer, has
signified his intention to give a number of valuable special

prizes. Messrs. Clabrough and Golcher also propose to draw
from their vast stook of useful sporting appliances a goodly
number of specials. The San Francisco Chronicle has pre-

sented a repeating rifie to be added to the list of special prizes,

and the list will grow.

Deer-Stalking in Scotland;

[Foe The Bbeedeb and Spoktbman.]

The usual dinner at Craigie Castle preceded a deer-stalking
party arranged by its laird: but as all had to be up aud
about before dawn, the post-prandial sitting into those "wee
Bma' hours ayont the twal" was omitted. Every preparation
had been made for this long-anticipated event of the season—
the pursuit of the royal buck, the Btately stag— that antlered
"Monarch of the Glen" which the pencil of Landseer, with
"the touch of a vanished hand and the sound of a voice that

is still" has made alike magnificent in combat as immortal in
death.
The slightest scintillation of the day's growing graynesa

—

this "light-color child of heaven"—fast beuming into bright-

ness, greeted the awakened party peering into its probabilities

and standing around its golden cradle to welcome tbe coming
of this new-born stranger—daily offspring of old Father Time.
The mountains around— "old Atlases on the edge of tbe

world, holding up the sky"— draped only in the vestment of

mist, like "shadowy thoughts," ever aod anon revealed their

cloud-capped summits in the sky with maiden modesty
blushing in the glow of oriel sunbeams. AU bespoke most
glorious sport and "deeds of high emprise" with the stag

surrounding. The glowing gardens of purple-crested
heather, in violet scent, silently emitted their essences of

worship in perfumed prayers of praise to Nature's Great
Creator witb sacred secrets, like the Bwan's in Mrs; Brown-
ing's poem, that Elsie was never to reveal—even to her lover.

Two gillies and "aula" Craigie, a faithful retainer of "the
Tightest right," who bad served under the laird's "faither"

before him, the laird and Maggie, with Captain Macduff,
tilled the complement of the party at starting. With Craigie

leading they proceeded to mount—not horses but—the hills,

till they attained au elevation of some 2,000 feet above the

level of old Neptune's sway. Here, haltingatthe 'sheelmg"
of a shepherd who anxiously awaited them, they learned the
joyful news that three herds of deer, led by three noble stagB,

had recently passed into the vale.

It was one of the wildest looking "BtrathB" north of the

Tweed.
The glowing prospect around held ail awhile in mute

adoration. Before them, as they turned to greet it, lay tne

mighty ocean, glassy and solemn in stillness, as if no storm
had ever Btirred that silent solitude of its bosom. Behind,
and on either side, rose the mountain peaks peeking into the

sunshine gilding their heaven-turned heads with celestial

glory. Beneath, in fresheBt "verdure clad," spread the

romantic vale torn by torrents of swollen "burns" rushing
impetuously to that engulfing ocean for repose.

On either side of the valley, into which they guzed with
astonished awe, frowned fringing freizes of forest—cover for

the deer, of which, as yet, their straining glasses could dis-

close no vision. Breathless, and silently creeping, they fol-

lowed Craigie, in Indian file, into the vale where he posted
them in position behind huge boulder-stones, near to the pass
which the deer would probably take while the gillies were
beating the wood.
The course of the wind is one of the most important factors

in deer-stalking; for if it be blowing from man to deer, the

latter can "wind" the hunter as quick as thought, though the
former should be covered from sight by the boulder of Babel;

and, as in these valleys, the wind, when it blows in a gusty
manner, is continually "boxing the compass," it requires
experienced dexterity to select the moat suitable position.

In that respect auld Craigie belonged to the cognoscenti

There was, however, only a brightening, breathless stillness

in the air, like the ominous silence preceding some mighty
battle. The conflict impended. Awaiting attack with heroic

patience, a spectacle was presently presented as grand in its

way as that which, when he saw the cuirassiers of France
rushing to onslaught on his British squares, evoked onu low-
voiced word from Wellington—"Splendid!"

An army of deer, as magnificently led as the charging
cavalry by Ney, was boldly approaching the hunters. It was
grand to see the royal buck "rushing by with light of battle

in his eye," throw up his antlered head in the high air and
sniff it. The pulses of the party beat quicker than doctors

Gull or Quain, or any member of the Royal College of Physi-
cians would consider orthodox.

The deera' approach had been divined by Craigie and the
order of battle accordingly arranged. The laird'B daughter,
stationed behind the boulder neareet to the pass, was to wait
till the foremost came within her rifle's range, then open fire

first. In succession every gun below her was to follow. On,
splendidly, they came, but fatally to fall— four to as many
shots. Their leader's death demoralized the rest, that con-
fusedly ran rapidly off. Deer Waterloo was won. Vce Victis.

Such is Life 1

rFoB The Bbeedeb and Sfobtsman.]

I was employed on a lumber flume in the Sierras, and was
located about nine miles and a half from everywhere. My
station was upon a rocky and barren ridge between two
canyons, upon an occasionally travelled wagon-road; the sta-
tion itself being constructed over the flume, consisting of a
cabin with two most luxurious and elegant apartments
through which the merry breezes and the rain whistled in
winter, and which were quite warm and sultry indeed in the
summer. In the balmy spring the frogs croaked exultingly
around under the house, some grass sprang from the inter-
stices of surrounding boulders, and the lumber bumped
musically along under the mansion and down the flume. As
snmmer advanced, the lizards crawled out and came into the
house, even becoming so tame and accustomed as to get into
the beds and board also, and, moreover, the centipedes and
tauntuluB presented themselves to our consideration and re-
spect. Then, after a while, as the hot, dry weather came and
cooked everything else, the rattlesnakes glided gently into
surroundings, and tbe exhilarating apparatus on one end of
their tails was heard in the land—sometimes in the house.
All this was about the state of affairs, and yet I was not al-
ways hilariously happy. And now, as my" mind reverts to
the calm salarious days I passed in that tranquil and miscel-
laneous Beclion, I collapse—and will proceed with my yarn.
Ab fall approached, and the rattlers and centipedes sus-

pended active operations for the season, I sometimes sallied
forth with my rifle and went down deep into the canyons in
quest of deer, diversion, ordinary jack-rabbits and other
game.
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Well, in those qnaint days of yeast-powder bread, bacon,

beans and flapjacks, aometioieB I had venison and sometimes
I didn't. There were deer abroad in the locality, however,

and there was one particular buck

"Ad antlered monarch of the waste,"

that shook the ground when he

"SpraDg from his heathery conch in haste;"

and,
"Lite crested lender, proud and high,
Toas'd his beam'd frontlet to the sky."

He was a huge old timer, and I walked many miles in the

vain hope of getting a fair shot at him. Bat he was elusive,

deceitful, and had a way of disappearing every time just in

time. I was determined, however, he should dually fall to

my prowess or rifle. But I hereby attest that he didn't.

In those days there came up out of Egypt, or some place in

Missouri, a young and Ligoted man by the name of Shade,

and he did tempt me to go forth in quest of the agile and
uncertain deer, beseeching that he might accompany me and
learn the haunts and manner of bagging the long-ear'd and
bob-tailed monarch of the waste. And I did succumb to his

enticements and did consent. Aod so, it came to pass that

the man Sbade came to my tent arrayed in his best clothes,

for he was not aware of the rugged obstacles encountered by

the hunters of deer; so his raiment was of broadcloth and
white linen, and his head was covered with a conspicuous

and fanciful conceit, which serves, in the streets of Gotham,
as a hat. Moreover, he was armed with various implements

that are dangerous, and did bear about him many weapons
such as knives and pistols, a shining new rifle with ammuni-
tion enough to sack a city. And I was dazzled by the glories

of his accoutrements and the brilliancy of his array, and
aside I murmured against him saying: "Surely this man
Shade will scare the deer into the middle of nest ultimo, and
away to the other side of the Sierras. I will lead him astray,

deal falsely with him, and then hie me alone to the covert of

the big buck."
But I said to him:
"All right, old fellow, now for the deer!" and we went

forth.

And we did walk several miles, and we refreshed ourselves

from the man Shade's bottle, and did smoke cigars until they

were gone; then, as we neared the habitation of the deer, I

did practice upon his ignorance and spoke, saying:

"This is the hunting ground. As your Bandals are busted

von had better do your feet up in portions of your shirt.

Here is a canyon. I will go up and you down, and will pro-

ceed thus until we meet again. Keep going."

And the man Shade shouted, inquiring about deer and
camp, but I heeded not, but proceeded into the brush rapidly,

and did go from thence, and closing one eye did chuckle to

myBelf:
"He will be near camp when he gets out of the canyon.

He will not scare the deer, for deer have not been there for

many moons. He is deceived and will be almost naked, but

he will be wiser. He will have experience, and I will divide

my game with him." And I went my way rejoicing, and did

sigh for the verdancy of amateur hunters, and I hunted long

and faithfully. Yea, until darkness approached did I toil

over the hills in the brush and the shadows of the ravines.

And it came to pass that I arrived at camp hungry, thirsty,

weary and chagrined, and was vexed, having seen no game

—

no, not any anywhere.
And behold! the man Shade was already there, was jubi-

lant, and did unlimber himself and was proud. Over against

my tent had he a horse laden from crupper to mane, and I

looked and it was with venison! Upon the saddle were the

antlers of a mighty buck, and it was the deer I had sought
for many days. And it was fat—I did marvel at its hugeness,

and the antlers were worth about seven or eight dollars and
six-bits.

So I rejoiced with the man Shade and said: "Yon are a

mighty man! By hokey-pokey! a great hero—a good shot!

You did well!"

And he acted modest as men do at such times. Then went
I aside and waxed wroth and smote my dog, saying: "

!

?
^ Esau.

Deer Stalking.

My first stalk may be at this moment of interest to mauy
young hands, it being the first week of general "stalking."

First of all, let me impress upon them that, no matter how
good they may be at pigeons or partridges with the gan, they
cannot expect to excel with the rifle unless the weapon suits

them in fit, weight, sighting, etc., exactly. Then, when a man
has such a rifle, his first object must be to get himself into

condition. "With condition a man may do wonders the very

first time out; without it it would be far preferable for him to

stay at home, as being incapable of doing anything more
than disgust the "stalker" under whose charge he may be
for the day. The most trying, humiliating performance pos-

sible for anyone calling himself a sportsman is the giving
j

in and total failure of "staying up hill" behind the stalker

long enough to achieve a successful stalk. Some fail through
pride; that is, they are ashamed to acknowledge that they
are done, and so further exhaust themselves, thinking the

stalker does not know how beat they are, whereas such folly

is well known to him at a glance; but, being a servant, many
snch men are shy of giving advice to strange gentlemen whom
they had at first hoped would have shown more common sense
than to pump themselves out when they may have a grand
"stag" in view, but to prevent their proteges becoming ner-

vous had not mentioned such glorious tidings to them. Let
me impress on all sportsmen, old and young, that the joy

of the successful professional is much greater, and often

grander, even to many true sportsmen, than that of the pro-

tege or sportsman, after killing the beast himself. For, after

all, unless a man is a beginner, what is the honor and glory of

having all the work cut out for him ? Surely, any young lady

may, in fact several I know do, stalb better than many men
I am acquainted with, one American lady I know being a

crack rifle shot, and has killed some fine heads in the High-
lands.
Having Btated these few hints to the beginner at stalking,

let me try to impress upon all such that, unless fit, they will

disappoint not only their own "vain glory," but they disgust

the stalker, who will become careless about their success in

getting a head, and will probably try him at some small beast,

disturbing the neighboring corries for miles, giving the
unfortunate "tyro" a little extra tramping, if inclined to

improve his luck. Here, I must confess, that neither my
friends nor self have ever met with anything but the most
astonishing, faithful, persevering, noble and generous help
from every stalker we have ever met in the Highlands; their

faces alone are worth going miles to see—such tine specimens
of honesty overflowing, and not, we believe, existing to such
a degree in any other sport.

The "tyro" must, therefore, be fit to go; he must, like

the rider of a steeplechase, be fitter than his horse. Well, if

he cannot be as fit as the stalker, he must be sane enough to

keep up as near as he feels he can, and when he finds he is

getting done, let him sit down and ask the stalkers for

accounts of former deeds of glory, etc , while resting. There
is no disgrace in getting done up a hill behind these pro-

fessionals. The Lowlandsr sportsman may be good at his

own flat walking, but let him remember the difference of

climbing hills which brings into play muscles that he has
never used before, and any little over-exertion the first day
out may sprain a muscle which may give him constant
annoyance the rest of his days. Many such cases have come
before me. The vain, over-anxious beginner, not willing to

take suggestions, invariably comes to grief, and many a time
his boasting at night after his day's performance have caused
great amusement at his expense. Then allow me to again
help the "tyro" by impressing on him a most important bit

of advice, never to wear new shoes. Often such carelessness

has caused woeful sore heels for weeks. Shoes should be old

and softened with "gishurstine" or dubbing with mutton fat

until quite pliable, and the hose should be soaped at the heel

before the shoes are put on. Thus, with a good telescope,

perfect rifle, and comfortable, loose-fitting knickerbockers,
which can be unbuttoned at the knee when wet (the tight-

knee knicks are an abomination up hill and when wet; no
buckles should be used, one small button alone) after a crawl
through mossy ground, a light water-proofed cloth cape (such

as made for "stalking" by Kobert Fraser, Inverness, who has
the adapted colors for each and every forest in Scotland),

will be all that the "tyro" wants, after which I will wish him
as "good luck" as I have had myself.

My First Stalk.—Fresh from Wimbledon I started for the
Highlands. My first stalk was the most interesting sport I

had ever before enjoyed. Alas! My noble friend, whose
heart was not only in the right place but was the biggest for

generous friendship and true love of sport and sportsmen of

any I had ever met, has since gone to his celestial hunting
giouuds. He was the best friend I ever had, and well known
to be the best shot, angler and most hospitable proprietor

—

idolized by his tenants as well as his connections—one of the
last specimens of the true sportsmen so well known in our
forefather's time. Few, if any existing now, even of his

successors, can hold a candle to him! Such a lover of true,

genuine sport, he would have as soon begged as let his forest,

even to an American millionaire! The most extraordinary
feature in the perfection of this lamented friend's shooting
was the way he picked out, without fail, in an instant, the

two best stags of a herd going full tilt; and as certain as he
saw them they fell right and left.

I had the honor of being first initiated into all the secrets of

stalking by this esteemed friend, who, in the essence of his

good nature, took the greatest trouble to teach me. On a
Monday morning, first week in September, 186—, we started

for the Forest of Strathfarrar, a drive of over twenty-five

miles. For the most of that distance we drove through forest

ground, the scenery enchanting me beyond measure; I had
never seen auy thing at home or abroad to come up to it. The
further we went the more beautitul it got, but at last, when
getting half-way to our destination, I exclaimed, "But where
are the trees? Where is the forest?"

Oh, that smile of delight at my query! And then he good-
naturedly informed me that no trees now were necessary to

give ground for deer the title of forest. No doubt trees had
once existed on most of the ground, but deer had double the

chance of becoming grand from the richness of the grass in

consequence of the absence of trees. Just after this explan-

ation my eyes became fixed, but, fearing to make a mistake,

I said nothing. What false pride! Had I not hunted with
staghounds all my life? But, gracious me, there were hun-
dreds of them looking down at us from a height of 1,200 feet

on the sky line. Never shall I forget his smile of pleasure
when anything new to me attracted my :il(eution and conse-

quent delight. Well, it is too sad to wriie so mucli of Li ai

whom I loved more than any sportsman I ever met. He was
made of gamer stuff than anyone I know of the present degen-
erate sporting world.
Notwithstanding light guns, smokeless powders, hammer-

less guns, enormous rents and every luxury conceivable, the

best soorc I ever had was in iha. days of the Bothy and Brown
Bess. Where are thehea Is new we had then for a day's work?
Alas! they have become as degenerate as the fashionable tout

ensemble connected with what is termed sport at the present

day in the Highlands. Our shooting lodges now must be
palaces; genuine sportsmen, with enn and bullet, are now
BUpplanted by the constant arrival ut whole armies of retain-

ers.

TKAP.
Du Bray (Gaucho) is out in the Breeder axd Sportsman

of August 20th, with one of the brightest, breeziest letters he
ever wrote. He is after the L. 0. Smith gun aud Miller's

great Bcore. It might as well be stated right here that Miller
on that occasion did not shoot under regular rules, so far as
they require two judges and a referee, but we believe that in
other respects, as to distance, etc., the shooting was regular.

Du Bray's argument in a nutshell is, that so improbable a
score should be attested by extraordinary proof iu order to

raise it out of the realm of romance and give it a habitation
and a home in the kingdom of reality.— Trap and Trigger.,

Gin.

The American Clay Bird Company, Cincinnati, gives notie
that Mr. J. E. Miller has retired from the management of the
company. The business will henceforth be in charge of Mr.
Peter Kessler as manager and treasurer.

The "Wild West" Rampant.

EeaderB of this paper will remember that in June last ap-
peared a letter signed "A California," which purported to

give actual facts relative to the doings and standing of the
two famous and very charming ladies. Miss Lillian Smith and
Misa Annie Oakley, who are giving shooting exhibitions with
what is known as "Buffalo Bill's Wild West," an aggregation
of vaqueros, Indians, buffalos and show people, which
illustrutes the incidents of life on the plains. The aggregation
is now the drawing card in Loudon, aud the leading people
have been subjected to marked and flattering attentions from
persons of all positions in society. The experience is a
peculiar one to the performers, and there is little wonder that

jealousies have arisen. This week there come letters from
the husband of Miss Auuie Oakley, from one of the pro-
prietors of the show, Mr. Nate Salsbury, and from the "Orator"
of the aggregation. No assurance of the modesty, skill and
attractiveness of Miss Oakley was needed by anyone who
knows Ihe pretty Diana, nor does petite and pit] mint Miss
Lillian Smith need indorsement to residents of the Pacific

Slope who have watched her progress with pride, but as

being inherently of interest the letters are published. They
are as follows:

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—The statement made by
your correspondent, (A California), regarding the status of

Miss Annie Oakley is entirely without foundation. In
public estimation and in social preference Miss Oakley is the
equal of anybody connected with our entertainment. Yon
will greatly favor me if you will not publish either side of a
story that should never have forced its way into the public
press. N. Salsbury,

Vice-President Buffalo Bill's Wild West Co.
London, Aug. 11th, 1887.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—A communication has
been called to my attention in a late issue of your paper,
signed "A California." Its illiteracy and evident bias I have
nottiing to say about; but I myself had the pleasure of pre-
senting Miss Oakley to Her Majesty, who complimented her
very kindly upon her skill. Miss Oakley has always received
a full recognition of her abilities during the four years I have
had a daily opportunity of observing her career as a profes-
sional wing-shooter, and the members of the royal families
who have honored us with their presence are no less fair

and generous, I am sure, than nre the general public.

Frank Richmond,
Orator of Buffalo Bill s Wild West Co.,

London, Aug. 16th, 18S7.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—In your issue of June
23d you publish a letter beaded "Wild West," and signed
"A California," in which he says Miss Oakley was not pre-
sented to the Queen. Had it not been that your paper is

circulated largely among people who do not know Miss Oak-
ley, I should never have answered it. Miss Oakley, as well
as Madame Patti, Mary Anderson, or any other lady who
distances all competitors aod gets to the front has her enemies,
and such letters as that have about the same effect on her as
rain would have on the back of a mallard duck. That letter

was written in the camp of "Wild West." There was no
need of the writer signing his name. All here knew who
wrote it. His bad English was as good as his signature. He
is not a Californian; had he been so you could justly claim
the champion liar.

Now, the facts are that Mr. Cody, Mr. Salsbury. Buck Tay-
lor, Lillian Smith and Annie Oakley were presented to the
Queen. She spoke very few words and handled no gUDs.
As regards Miss Oakley shooting a shotgun, nearly every
shooter east of the Kocky Mountains knows that for the first

three years before the public Miss Oakley did nothing but
rifle and pistol shooting, and gave it up because she could
not get a living salary for doing it. This was owing to the
fact that gallery or fancy rifle shooting was very early learned,
and at that time there were about twenty girls and women
giving exhibitions in that line. And I find by actual count
there were no less than sixteen here, some of them at present
playing iu music halls here, while Miss Oikley is the only
lady trap shot seen here yet. It may be well to Bay that she
has not entirely forgotten all her rifle shooting, as was proved
by her recent visit to Wimbledon, an account of which I sent
yon.

Inclosed you will find two letters, one from Mr. Salsbury,
the main owner of the Wild West, and which, in justice to
Miss Oakley, I hope you will publish. In conclusion, I will
say Miss Oakiey has the extract from your paper framed and
it hangs in her tent, creating no little amount of amusement.
To the readers of your paper I will say I may bring Miss
Oakley out to California before many years, when I venture
to say she will make as much of a sensation there as sho has
here. With thanks for sending paper, and hoping you may
find room for this, I am, respectfully,

Frank E. Butler.

[We shall be glad at any time to receive communications
from "A California," or Mr. Butler, and can assure the latter

that when he comes this way he aud Miss Oakley will meet
an appreciative reception.

—

Ed.]

The Trap Shooting of the Future-

Is the trap shooting of the future to be a recreation or a
business? Which? askB Trap and Trigger. In the whole
United States there are, according to the best obtainable in-
formation, from 2,500 to 3,000 trap shooting clubs. If the
rate of organization of clubs in 18S7 keeps up, next year will

see the number of them swelled to 5,000 or more. Some
clubs are very large, and a few are small. With an average
membership of 25 each, the Dumber of members would be
from b'0,000 to 75,000—very probably above the latter. In
fact the number of inanimate targets consumed in the United
States already this year indicates ihat the active shooters in
clubs greatly exceed the above cautious estimates. Now out
of all these 75,000 or more active shooters there are not more
than 1,000 capable of making shooting a business. Only the
best can make it pay as a business, and not all of these.
McMurchy, for example, was a traveling salesman before

he was a fiue trap shot. Now his powers at the trap, united
to his skill in handling the gun, make his services in travelling

for a gun factory invaluable. Mr. Tucker, the representative
of the Parker gun, is a fine shot at live birds, but it goes
without saying that he is by nature, if not by acquirement, a
master traveling salesman. His skill at the trap is an admir-
able adjunct to his aptitude for influencing trade. Penrose,
who travelled for the Lefever Arms Company, showed on first

sight his ability as a man of business, yet his great skill with
the gun supplemented his business qualities and rendered
him all the more adapted to represent a gun manufactory.
Another class of men that can with profit make trap shoot-

ing a business to a certain extent are the dealers in guns and
ammunition. One man of that sort in a gun house is a
magnet for votaries of the trap and target. Somehow he
gathers them around him and commands their respect and
confidence more than one is able to do if unskilled. Pur-
chasers like to chat with him on the subject and exchange
opinions. Still another class comes in the category, a class
devoid of business training or aptitude, but endowed by
nature with the eye, the nerve, the buoyant health, and that
exhilarating enthusiasm that makes shooting delightful aud
great skill in it of easy acquirement.
To the third class in the sohedole just made, the shooting

business, as a rule, is least profitable, not to say most demor-
alizing. As to numbers it is bard to tell which class is the
largest. That composed of shots who make shooting their

sole bnsiuess is certainly much the smallest, and their occu-
pation is by far the most precarious bb to profitableness. Bnt
even of this class theee are some who, by using a certaiu gun
or powder exclusively, become indirectly mercantile men, in
that they receive a pecuniary consideration from a manufac-
turer for using his make of weapons and demonstrating that
they can shoot well. In this class are, as a matter of fact,

nearly all of the purely professional shots. Outside of all

three ot these classes are also the phenomenal shots, such as
Bogardus and Carver, and perhaps Slice.

Iu the above classes are included most personB who attem
as participants the "open to the world" tournaments. To bi

sure there are a few occasional attendants upon these tour-

naments that are not included in the three olasses enumerated
and described, but their number is not great, and they seldom
travel far to get there. The remaining 74,000 are men of busi-

•

1
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Dess, in no way connected with shooting, but who shoot
more or less from fascination or for recreation. Of this ama-
teur class there are some that acquire good skill as a conse-
quence of much practice, but the great bulk of them are at
best uneven, irregular mediocre shooters, a few remain for-
ever below mediocre, be their practice much 01 little.

Before the invention of fine" inanimate flying targets the
number of shooter3 was small. This was the case five or sis
years ago. The growth of shootiugorganizations, the marvel-
ous multiplication of skillful shooters, and the formation of
classes of shooters according to degrees of skill have followed
and resulted from the invention of inanimate targeta. Not only
has trap shooting increased as a recreation and clubs multi-
plied in numbers and grown in membership, but tourna-
ments have increased both in number and in attendance.
Conditions have also changed so as to make an imperative
demand for a new departure in tournaments in order the
secure their highest success. The one thousand professional
shots almost unanimously object to tournaments in which
•every shoot is not free for all. On the other hand the seventy-
lour thousand amateur shooters will not go into and stay in a
free-for-all tournament. The demand of the hour is for'some
method of reconciling these elements. Plans for accomplish
ing this result have thus far failed. Others are now on trial.

It is evident that some just and equitable way of reconcilia-
tion is essential to popularizing trap shooting and giving it

the greatest development as a recreation. If the masses to
the exclusion of none are ever brought out to active partici-

pation in a great shooting carnival it will be after some satis-

factory method of classification has been devised, and he who
discovers that method and puts it in practice will be a public
benefactor.

angular match, the first winning with a score of 46 against
45 for Moore and 44 for Townsend.
The Huzzara, Capt. C. C. Keene, held their annual shoot

for the State decoration medals. They shot with the regula-
tion carbine at 200 yards, and the following obtained the
necessary percentages to win the prize: Captain C. C. Keene,
Lieutenants S. P. Blumenburg, James Eaton and Kobert
Beynolds, Corporal Fred Bunge, Privates Ed. Bony, John
Graves, P. Mertes.
The Second Artillery Begiment had its annual target prac-

tice at Shell Mound, on Friday last. The attendance was
light and none of even the crack shots of the regiment did
themselves justice. Lieutenant F. A. Kuhls, I. B. P., made
forty-two in ten shots. Annexed are the best scores of Com-
pany C: F. Kook 42, J. Bingen 41, Petry 41, Captain A.
Huber 40, Lieutenant Lemcke 40.

How to Use a Pistol.

THE BIFLE
Shell Mound.

Shell Mound Bange was crowded last Sunday with one of

the largest assemblages of marksmen ever seen on the
grounds. The SauFransisco Schuetzen Verein, Independent
Rifles, Hancock Bifles, San Francisco Hussars, and a majority
of the California Creedmoor Team of 1877, as well as a large
number of other sharpshooters, were present. The day was
a very beautiful one, and the conditions favorable for good
strings. The shooting began at an early hour, and the crack
of the rifles ceased only when the twilight shut out the tar-

gets from view.
The reunion of the Creedmnor Team was attended by

all the members who competed for "The Soldier of Mara-
thon, " except General John MeComb, Captain Brockoff
(dead), Captain Josh Bobiuson, and Messrs. linger and
Ladd. A dozen or more of those who took part in the prelim-
inary competion for places in the team, and a few contribu-
tors to the team were also present.
They fired two strings of ten shots each—one string at the

short range and the other at the 500-yords target, with Spring-
field rifles, the guns used in the great match when they beat
the choice teams that were taken from the National Guards-
men of the United States. A number of the team, and more
of those who competed for places in it, have within the
decade given up shooting. This, taken in connection with
the fact that there were more shooters than Springfield

Bifles, necessitating the use of strange rifles and ammunition,
explains some of the poor records. Following are the scores.

J.E-Klein 200 yards—5 54444444 5—41
500 yards—4 46456454 6—45-88

C.Nash 200 vards-4 44544344 5—41
503 yards—4 44555545 5—4C—87

T.E.Carson 200 yards—4 44465434 5—43
500 yards-4 454 5 4554 4-44-87

Philo Jacoby 200 yards—4 55444445 5—44
500 yards -5 63454563 4-41—87

-W.Leman 20d yards—4 54445444 5—43
500 yards -5 46445534 5-44—87

-J. Maner 20H yards—4 43544465 5—43
600 yar^s-4 54625534 5—42—85

iHarryHook 200 yards—4 44445444 3—JO

500 yards—4 53665355 4—44—84
"Wm. Wright 200 yards-4 44435444 5—41

6^0 yards—5 4-3 544554 4—43—84
CFWaltham 200 yards—4 45445444 5—43

500 yards -3 44455553 3—41—84
L. Barrere 200 yards—4 4S664544 5—45

600 yards—5 46343344 4—39-84
5 I.Kflllogg 200 yards—4 44544444 4-41

500 yards—

3

45443456 5-42—83
I Murphy 2C0 yards—

4

34434433 4—38
500 yards-4 43454555 5—43—81

J A.Warren 200 yards—

3

44444444 4—39
6d0 vards—

4

45344444 4—41-80
E X Snoot 200 yards-6 04444434 4—36

501 yards-5 55545435 3— 11- 80

H H. Burrell 200 yards—

4

4445445S 4—41
600 yards—3 45444345 3-39-80

A F.Klose 200 yards—4 44444445 4—41

5(10 vard9-5 34345453 3—39—80
H J. Burns 200 yards-^ 54444354 4-41

610 yards-5 43333444 5-38—79
C.PLeBreton 200 yards—i 44444444 4—40

500 yards—4 33435344 5-38—78
L. Townsend 200 yards-5 44444443 4—10

600 yards—6 43335543 3-38—78
W.E.Eiban 200 yards-5 34444444 4—40

500 yards—5 33333443 3—33—73
M Doane 200 yards—4 44434354 3—38

600 yards—3 33432405 5—32—70
A H.Hentz 2(10 yards—5 54453444 3-41

500 yards-4 0*023043 3—23-64
J Welsh 200 yards-0 43334433 4—31

500 yards—3 44533340 3—32—63
McElhinney 200 yards-4 34442324 4—34

500 yards—4 03434420 0—24—58
Yarrington 200 yards—3 44324434 3—34

5J0 yards— 00330005 5—16—50

A match was shot between ten of the Creedmoors and ten

8tay-at-home3, the latter winning by a score of 200 to 1S7.

During the day there were any number of catch-team con-

tests between the veteran marKBmen, with varying success, at

the 200-yards target, and they, altogether, had a most enjoyable

time, closing the day with a banquet.

The San Francisco Schuetzen Verein had their regular

monthly medal shoot. Following are the winners: Cham-
pion medal—K. K. Wertheimer, 402 rings; first class medal

—F. Boeokman, 380 rings; third cla39 medal
—
"Wm.Smedecke,

350 rings; fourth class medal—H. Doscher, 273 rings. The
second class medal was not won, not enough rings being

made.
The Independent Bifles, Captain Schmalholz, had their

annual picnic in the park and a shooting festival on the

range, at which the following made the best scores in five

shots at 200 yards; Mr. Tonnemacher 21, Captain Schmal-

holz 21, F. S- Staode 20, M. Gleisin 19. Sergt. H. Gleatzen 19.

The judges and scorers of the Independent BifleB shot for

prizes, with the following result: Captain A. Huber—4 5 4
6 5—23; Captain J. E. Klein—4 5 5 4 5—23; Major A.

F. Klose—4 4 5 3 4—20.
Corporal Maginnis made the best score of the Hancock

Bifles, ten shots at 200 yard3—4 544455334
1-41-
5 A. F. Ramm, K. C. Moore and L. B. Townsend had a tri-

I

Chevalier Ira Paine gives instructions on the use of the

pistol and revolver that will be of interest to a great propor-

tion of our readers. He says:

"Daring the years I have been before the public in the
Old and the New "World, I have received many hundreds of
letters asking for directions in selecting a pistol and revolver,
and for hints as to how to use them, and many other ques-
tions bearing on the subject of pistol and revolver shooting.
To reply to all of these communications was among the
impossibilities; aud, as I have always desired to impart to
gentlemen, sportsmen, or lover3 of pistol-shooting what
information I could, I have thought considerably of the
matter, and finally, at the suggestion of many of my friends,
have concluded that the best manner of doing so is to print
the matter contained in this paper, which will enable me to
give what information lean far more fully than I could by
replying to each qnerist.

"It has often been said that I possess a special gift, and
that no amount of practice couid bring ordinary mortals to

proficiency in the use of fire-arms my friends credit me with.
I fully believe that some persons acquire with less effort than
others the art of shooting, but I do not now, and never did,

believe that I am specially gifted, and know that almost any
individual possessing ordinary physical health, and, with that
blessiDg, enth'isiasm, patience, persistency, and an average
amount of intelligence, can become an expert shot with shot-
gun, rifle, pistol and revolver. I have met many gentlemen
who seem to have a temporary desire to become marksmen.
They become inspired, as it were, rush to a gun3tore, make
the most lavish outlay for fire-arms—purchasing the highest
priced shot-guns, the elegant rifles, and the artistically con-
structed pistols and revolvers—and seem to think that the
greater outlay they make the better shot they will become,
and with less effort. This is partially true so far as better
tools doing finer work than common low-priced ones; but
this tyro, on facing the traps or butts at the rifle range, or,

perhaps, in the field after game, finds that he has a great
number of misses scored to his credit, and after a few attempts
and a great expenditure of powder and lead, he concludes
that he never would make a good shot, aud either stores his
fire-arms in some attic or disposes of them at a great sacrifice.

"I have met other gentlemen, who, with limited means,
but possessing a genuine enthusiasm for the manly anc
healthful sports with gun and rifle, have procured ordinary
tire-arms, shot them, studied the arms, and, when a shot
went where they thought it ought not to go, they tried to

learn why it went there, and, finally, discovering the cause,
endeavored to remedy it, and, as one obstacle after another
was removed, and perhaps improved weapons procured, it

would become known that these parties were becoming crack
shots, and they were able to hold high places in tournaments
and matches in which they took part. I have noticed these
two classes of gentlemen; if the reader belongs to the first

class he will never become a fine marksman; if he is one of

the second class described, there is no doubt but what he will

become a good shot.

"Shot-gun shooting is generally indulged in in almost
every community, and there are so many good shots in nearly
every town—I will not use the limited space allotted me, and
the time at my command, to remark upon that branch of

shooting. The same is true of rifle-shooting; but pistol and
revolver shooting seems to be less understood than any other
styles, and, as the bulk of inquiries are for information on
that subject, I dwell more on that department.

"All tire-arms are daugerous things to handle by inex-

perienced and careless persons; too much care and caution
cannot be exercised when using them. "When I am in the
field hunting with a man who goes about with his gan or rifle

at full-cock, gets behind me, climbs over fences and drags
the gnu after him, pulls the gun out of a team by the muzzle,
looks into the muzzle of a gun or pistol, sights gun or pistol

on any living thing but what he intends to kill, I immediately
strike him off my list of shooting companions, for if, in my
indignation, I feel that the world would be better without
such idiots, I have a feeling that I don't want to be killed in

such an ignoble manner, nor do I care to see a friend or
favorite dog or horse murdered before my eyes. Guns aud
rifles are dangerous enough when in the hands of the parties

referred to, but put pistols and revolvers into their hands, I

want to get out of the way as quickly as possible; for pistols

or revolvers, owiug to the shorter barrels, are more liable to

be pointing where they ought not to be than guns or rifles.

"I have shot many different makes of pistols and revolvers,

and am always on the look-out for improved weapons, bat,

as yet, for my exhibition work, I find none better than the
Stevens single-shot pistol and the Smith & Wesson Bussian
model .44 calibre single-action revolver. Double-sction
revolvers generally captivate parties unfamiliar with re-

volvers, but they are very poor tools to do fine work with, on
account of the irregular trigger-pull; and my advice is, always
select a single-action revolver, for you will more than make
up in accuracy what you gain in rapidity of fire with a double
action. If you use a revolver as a weapon of defence, von
had far better place one shot accurately than half-a-dozen

wild ones, which is likely to be the case when using a double-
action revolver.

"The Stevens pistol is undoubtedly the best single-shot

pistol made in this country; as the single-shot pistol is likely

to be used chiefly for target-work or small-game shooting, I

woald recommend a .22 calibre. They are wonderfully accu-

rate up to fifty yards, the ammunition is cheap, and it is not

necessary to olean the pistol very often while shooting, as is

absolutely necessary when shooting levolvers and pistols

using heavy charges.
•'Parties who purchase pistols and revolvers frequently

become discouraged wheu they shoot them, because they find

that even at a short range, ten or twenty yards, the arm shoots
a foot or two feet above the mark, and in pistols they often

find it shoots under the mark. All these matters are easily

corrected. The arms as they come from the factory are not
sighted for any special distance; there is a sight on the

pistol, but man}- times I am forced to say it is of no use. On
the other hand, manufacturers do net know the distance the
purchasers of his arms desire to shoot, and if they sighted

them for ten yards the party using the weapon would,
perhaps, wish to shoot it for tine target-work at fifty yards.

But, as I have said before, it is an e isy matter to make the

sights. If you are handy with tools you can resight the
pistol better than any gunsmith ; if you possess no mechanical
skill you will have to rely on the gunsmith.

"If the pistol shoots below the mark, after having made up
your mind about the distance you will do most of your shoot-
ing, file off a portion of the front sight; do this carefully, and
a little at a time, as a very little more nr less taken off the
forward sight makes a great deal of difference in the elevation

of the shot. If there is a rear sight, the elevation can bo
lowered—if the pistol shoots high, as is apt to be the case,

especially with revolvers—by catting the notch deeper; but as
there is generally very little metal in the rear sight of a pistol

or revolver, it is the usual custom to raise the forward sight

by building it up or making it higher, which brings the
muzzle down lower when the aim is taken. It is a good plan,

if the pistol shoots high, to build up the front sight consider-
ably, and if it is then found that the pistol shoots too low, it

is an easy matter to take off a little of the front sight gradu-
ally until you get it just right. Many a good shooting pistol

has been condemned because its owner did not understand
sighting it, and nearly every good pistol shot has to resight
his pistol.

"Pistol and revolver shooting is more difficult than with
any other fire-arm. There are thousands of fine shot-gun
shots, as well as excellent marksmen with the rifle, who can
do no go;d work with the pistol. It is different from shoot-
ing with shotgun or rifle, for with these arms one has the
support of the body and both arms to aid in supporting the

weapon. With the pistol, if held properly, the arm is held
free from the body. The first time the majority of people
hold a pistol ready to fire and attempt to sight it on an object
desired to hit, they will find the pistol dances about in a very
lively manner, and they will think the object dances too.

Most persons try to hold the pistol motionless, but the harder
they try the more the weapon seems to move about; finally

they conceive the idea of averaging the thing, and make a

mental calculation that they can 'pull' the trigger so the
pistol will go off just the time when the pistol gets uround, so

it is poiuted at the object desired to be hit. This is the rock
on whtoh many aspirants for shooting ability fail, as they
learn after they have tried the experiment. They find they
were decidedly off in their calculations, and the bullet

has gone, but where, no one can tell, unless, as in the case uf

a New York policeman some years ago, it wounds a party on
top of a high house while the target remaius intict; or, as
in the ease referred to, the target, which was a 'yellow dog,'

trotted away unharmed but somewhat frightened. It is more
than likely that if one conld see themselves when they first

attempted revolver or pistol shooting th.y would see the
pistol wiggling about while the shooter was trying to take

aim, and when the weipon was discharged the most distress-

ing contortions and wincing of the face take place, and flinch-

ing from dreading the recoil or report. I have used the

expression 'pulling the trigger.' Never pull the tiigger, but
press it slowly, gently, all the while trying to keep the sight

on the object aimed at. Don't think an vthing about the dis-

charge or recoil; it is no less because yon flinch, and as soon
as you can command your nerves enough to stand quietly,

holding the pistol as quietly as possible, and gently press the
trigger, you will begin to improve in yoar shooting, if you
have a proper weapon; and the shots whicb, perhaps, at ten

yards would be covered by a circle three or four feet in

diameter, at your first attempt, will gradually be reduced in

size until you can empty the chambers of your revolver and
group your shots into a two-inch circle, and even less, at

this distance.

"In sighting, stand squarely on both feet so as to balance
the body. In cocking the revolver or pistol, always have the

muzzle pointed either to the ground or up, perpendicularly.

Never cock the arm pointing horizontally. Don't place your
left hand forward of the cylinders of a revolver after cocking.

Don't try to get the trigger-pull down to too light a pull. A.

heavy pull seriously interferes with good revolver or pistol

shooting, for it will be found that when your arm is trained

so you can hold a pistol at arm's length in one nand steadily,

when you begin to apply the pressure of the forefinger to the

trigger the pistol willjbegin to dance, therefore, the temptation
to reduce the pull is great. Never think of reducing it below
two pounds; by that I mean so a two-pound weight can be
lifted ou the trigger when the pistol is at full cock; even with
a pistol at two pounds' pnll it is dangerous, and thtee pounds
is much better for the reason it is safe. Some shooters don't

seem to mrad foar or five pound pull, but I think a person ia

handicapping himself when he gets a pull of over four pounds
on pistol or revolver. The chief object should be to get a
clean pull, as free as possible from the drag so noticeable in

double-action pistols, and which is a very great obstacle to

fine shooting.

"It is pretty generally understood among the shooting
fraternity that the length of a barrel is a very important part

in a good shooting pistol or revolver. No pistol or revolver

will shoot accurately with less than a three-inch barrel, and I

have no use for one less than five inches, and with one of that

length you will not be likely to get very satisfactory results

at over twenty yards. When you go to thirty to (itty yards,

I think T want a revolver not less than eight inches long,

barrel and cylinder; with such a weapon, if properly made, it

is possible to place the six shots within a three-inch circle at a
distance of fifty yards.

"It will be found that a few shots, especially when a heavy
charge is used, will foul a revolver. It has also been fully

demonstrated that it is necessary to remove this fouling often
if you wish to secure good and accarate shootiog; therefore,

it is desirable when shooting to clean the inside of the barrel

by running a brush or moist rag through.
"In sighting, if you hit the object aimed at, say at twenty

yards, and you desire to place a second shot there, see the

same amount of the front sight as when you' fired the first

time; if you desire to hit au object at twice thedistance away,
draw a little coarser sight, or see a little more of the front

eight. The more yon see of the front sight the higher eleva-

tion you secure, and the higher will be your shot. The further
your object aimed at is away from yon the more the bullet

will drop, and, consequently, the njore elevation you must
give the pistol by seeing more of the front sight. When you
see very little of the front sight through the rear sight, it is

called a tine sight; wheu about half of tbelront sight is seen,

it is termed a medium sight; when the whole or most of the
front sight is seen, it is called a coarse sight.

"The matter of holding the pistol steadily is almost wholly
acquired by practice; also the pressing of the trigger and
hobling the weapon still. Find a good, reliable weapon, and,
with intelligent practice, striving to learn why you fail to

the object aimed at, perseverance will surely make an;

who desires it an expert shot."
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Removal Notice.

The office of the Breeder and Sportsman has been
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Special Notice to Correspondents.

Letters intended for publication should reach this office
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Dates Claimed.

btate Fair, Sacramento, Sept. 12th to 24th.

Nevada State Fair, Reno, Sept. 21st to Oct. 1st.

Stockton, Sept. 27th to Oct. hit.

Mount SbasU Agricultural Asso.. Yreka, Fept. 28th to Oct. 1st.

Plumas, Lassen, Sierra and Modoo Counties, Susanvllle, October 3d
to 7th inclusive.
Monterey Agricultural Asso., District No. 7, Salinas, Oct. 4th to 8tb.
Fresno, October 5th to 8th.

lone, October 6 to 7.

Bay District Association, San Francisco, October 1st to2?th
Sixth District Agricultural Asso., Los Angeles, Oct. 10th to 16th.
"Willows. Oct. 19th. 2Uth to 21st.

Vallejo, October 4th to 8th.

Eureka Jockey Club, Noveaber 23d to 26tb.

Pacific Coast Blood Borse Association Oct. 29th to Nov. 6th.

Closing of Entries.

SEPTEMBER 26tli —Khonerville.
0< I OBER 1 st.- Willows.
OCTOBER Is'.—Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association,

Open Events.
OCTOBER 1st.— Willows Agricultural Association.
NOVEMBER l*tn.-Eureka Jockey Club.
OCTOBER 1st.—Susanville, changed events.

The State Fair.

Hurrah for tlie Fair of 1887 ! From what we read and

hear, there is not a reasonable doubt of it being the

grandest exhibition all through ever witnessed. No
matter how large the "expositions" of former years have

been, this is likely to eclipse all of its predecessors, and

that in every department. The pavilion is crammed

—

not an inch of unoccupied space that can be used. The

stalls, pens, coops, are all filled, and temporary additions

made to serve the overplus. It is needless to tell those

who have looked over the entry lists that stakes and

purses will bring out such fields as will not only ensure

the best sport, but set the sharp fellows to their wit's end

to guess the probable winners.

From the crowds of people which thronged the streets

of Sacramento the first of the week, and the long trains

of cars which have left here for the north Wednesday

and Thursday, not a seat to be had and standing-room in

the aisles at a premium, there is a certainty of the big-

gest gate receipts in the history of the institution.

Good weather, too, for though it may be somewhat

warm, the beat is not likely to become intense, and at

the most a day or two of fervency.

To be tied up in the house or hobbling on cratches as

far as the barn when there is such a prospect ahead is

the worst kind of luck. Regretted more, perhaps, than

if there were no bodily ailments in the way, as it is a

recognized principle in human nature that forced absence

is not so readily endured as when the will is all that

prevents.

As we go to press before intelligence of the races comes

to hand, we can only join in the general suspense of those

who cannot get there of what will be the outcome of the

races until wires and mail bring the intelligence. While

trotting, pacing and running again promise of being

good on the opening days of this week, there is not a day

of th6 following week which is not crowded with attrac-

tions. To specify them fully would occupy half of the

paper, and it is difficult to present a summary that will

give even a faint idea. There is one thing that we can

heartily recommend, and that is for everyone who can

possibly get away from home to visit the State Fair.

Everyone who has the least leaning to the sunny side of

life is sure to be pleased enthusiastically; those of a

contrary disposition will rid their hearts of gloom so

long as the Fair holds, and the remembrances cheer for

some time thereafter.

The Snowdrop Race.

It gives us pain to write of rascality of any kind.

The pain is increased when roguery is connected with

turf sports. For the better part of a life, which has

extended considerably over half a century, we have been

connected in Borne manner with that and kindred affairs,

laboring incessantly, though it was a labor of love, for

the good of the turf and track and those connected with

it, our aim has been to raise the standard, improve the

morality, and do all in our power to briug the most fascin-

ating of all outdoor recreations to such a position that

only bigots and fanatics could object.

However painful the task, when there are good reasons,

it may be said absolute proofs of delinquency, the only

course is to denounce in terms which cannot be misunder-

stood. There was a time, a long while ago, when we

thought that concealment was proper. That in order to

stop malicious tongues the skeleton must be closeted,

proofs hidden, and in place of cutting deeply so as to rid

the healthy flesh from the cancerous growth, cover with

ointment and bandages, hide, come as nearly as possible

to prevarication that the disease might not be seen.

This was akin to painting the festering sores which

disclosed a fatal and contagious disease and introducing

the victim into a healthy and happy congregation, and

it was not long until we recognized that the only treat*

ment was heroic handling.

Sorrowfully we have to write that from all the evidence

we have heard there is scarcely a question but that the

race which Snowdrop lost on Saturday last was a

deliberate fraud carried to a successful termination. It

is not our practice to write so authoritatively of what

was not witnessed in person, but in this case of the

many spoken to in relation to this affair there has been

a unanimity of opinion only met in this kind of cases.

The only newspaper report we have is the short sketch in

Sunday's Examiner, as follows:

GOLDEX GATE STAKES.

The Golden Gate Stakes, for two-year-olds, was next, with
Snowdrop, Surinam, Fancy F. and Ed, McGinnis as starters.

Snowdrop was at firnt favorite in the pools, bringing $250
against $125 for the field, but before the horses went to post,

for some mysterious reason, the odds changed and the field

brought $250 to $125 for Snowdrop.
Bally, who had the mount ou Snowdrop, made no attempt

to Ret off, although the filly is a good starter, and was conse-

quently left at the past. McGinnis had the advantage of

three lengths at the atait, the others strung out, Snowdrop
being fully six lengths in the rear. Surinam immediately
made play for the lead on the back stretch, and was on even
terms with McGinnis. Fancy F. fell back outclassed, w;nle
Snowdrop easily ran up within three lengths of the leader.

McGinniB led at the half, but at the turn Surinam was inju-

diciously forced to the front, and at the head of the stretch

led by a length. All now coiuweuced whipping. Bally, in-

stead of taking the outside, hugged the post, where he cuuld
not possibly get through. McGinnis made a brush for the

lead but was prevented from taking it by Carrillu pulling

Surinam in front of him, committing a palpable foul. Sur-
inam crossed the wire firat, but was disqualified on a claim of

foul and the race given to Ed. McGinnis, Snowdrop second
and FaDcy F. third.

In the first place it was suspicious that with four

starters, from the first pools were sold with one

choice and " the field." This unquestionably expedited

" getting the money in," and also made a " sure thing "

of picking the winner. From previous running, judg-

ment dictated that it was two to one that Snowdrop could

beat all the otherB, and this was the opening rate. Ac-

cording to the printed account the betting changed to

two to one on the field, and from verbal information we
learn that the odds increased and three or more to one

ruled before the start. We also learn from the latter

source that outsiders could not obtain a pool, and no mat-

ter what the bid was the party making it was " raised

out." "Left at the post" appears to be a favorite method

of late of losing a race. Xhe telegraph informs us that a

few days ago it was practiced successfully at Chicago.

Had the starter been acquainted with the disclosures of

the pool-betting he would have taken means to block

that part of the game, though in this case it did not

avail.

So superior was Snowdrop to the others that she was

within three lengths of the leader when three furlongs

had been covered, and to prevent her winning by giving

her clear ground on the stretch she was pulled directly

in the rear of the others, so that if bit or stirrup leather

had broken she would still have been compelled to stay

behind.

There are other proofs not so tangible as the above

which bear on the question. These will not be presented

as men who may be innocent are implicated, and the

charge is too serious to accept anything but incontro-

vertible evidence. The judges were men of little experi-

ence in racing affairs. To accuse them of participation

is not only unjust, reprehensible, but without an iota of

proof to connect them with the job. More than that,

the two we have the pleasure of knowing, Messrs.

Adams and Smith, we know to be men of honor who
would disdain to be a party to anything of the sort.

From the position Mr. Hammond occupies, and from
what we hear, he is of the same sterling stamp, and their

errors arose from lack of knowledge.

The matter may b2 partially rectified yet, and in

future articles we will endeavor to explain how it can be

righted.

The Golden Gate Pair.

The Golden Gate Fair of 1887 is a thing of the past.

What the result has been pecuniarily we do not know.
That the exhibition department was far inferior to that

of former years is apparent from reading a list of the

premiums awarded. So far as can be told from printed

accounts and reports of those who attended, the racing
and trotting, in the main, were very good. The manage-
ment of the trade sports is generally conceded to have
been proper with two exceptions, these being the decis-

ion which did not give the heat to Maid of the Oaks, and
the failure to punish for the manifest fraud in the Snow-
drop race. As we treat that elsewhere it is not necessary

to recall it in this connection, and we are sincerely sorry

that the necessity arose at all.

The claim made that exhibitors would not take their

stock to the Bay District Course has been fully sustained.

The trouble and risk of "carrying" Ihem from the ferry

landing or the depot at Fourth and Townsends streets,

through the streets of the city, is a trial which the owners of

valuable cattle do not like to incur. Sheep and swine can
be put in crates and carted there and back. Horses are

under better control and yet there are drawbacks. The
expense of carting is something, and broodmares with
Buckling colts are not easily handled amidst the turmoil

of a busy city. In proof of the paucity of exhibitors the

following slip, cut from the Examiner of Sunday last, is

offered:

POLLED ANGUS.

Best three-year-old bull, first, Seth Cook, Danville; Becondi
Seth Cook, Danville.

Best one-year-old bull, first and second, Seth Cook, Dan-
ville.

Best bull calf, S. Cook, Danville.
Best three-year-old cow, first and second, S. Cook, Danville.
Best two-year-old cow, first and second, S. Cook, Danville.
Best one-year-old cow, first, S. Cook, Danville.
Best heifer calf. S. Cook, Danville.

Best Polled ADgus herd, S. Cook, Danville.

HEREFORDS.

Best-three-year old bull, William Dunphy, Monterey
county. Best two-year-old bull, first, William Dunphy, Mon-
terey county. Best bull calf, William Dunnhy, Monterey
county. Best Hereford cow, first and second", William Dun-
phy, Monterey county. Best herd of Herefords, first, William
Dunphy, Monterey county.

AYBSHIRES.

Best two-year-old bull, George Bement & Son, Bedwood
City. Best one-year-old, George Bement & Son. Best bull
calf, George Bement & Son. Best cow three years old, first

and second, George Bement & Son. Best two-year-old cow,
George Bement & Son. One-year-old cow, first, George
Bement & Son. Heifer calf, first, George Bement & Son.
Ayrshire herd, George Bement & Son.

DtTRHAMS.

Best three-year-old bull, R. Ashburner, Baden, for first,

Baden Duke; second befet three-year-old bull, W. Page,
Sonoma; best two-year-old bull, first, W. Page, Sonoma; one-
year-old bull, first, W. Page, Sonoma; second one-year-old
bull, W. Page, Sonoma; bull calf, R. Ashburner, Baden;
three-year-old cow, first, W. Page, Sonoma; second, same;
best two-year-old cow, first and second, W. Page, Sonoma;
best one-year-old cow, first and second, W. Page, Sonoma;
heifer calf, first, W. Page, Sonoma.
Best Durham herd, W. Page. Sonoma.
Sweepstakes—Bulls, first, S. Cook, Danville; second, W.

Page, Sonoma.
Sweepstakes—Cows, first, W. Page, Sonoma; second, S.

Cook, Danville.

SHEEP.

Best Sonthdown ram, George Bement & Son. Best pen
Southdown ewes, George Bement & Son. Best Shropshire
ram, Andrew Smith, Redwood City. Best pen Shropshire
ewes, Andrew Smith.
Sweepstakes—First and second best ram of any breed,

Andrew Smith of Redwood City.

SWINE.

Best Berkshire boar, Andrew Smith, Redwood City, with
Redwood Duke; best Berkshire bow, A. Smith, Redwood
City, with Redwood Sally III; best sow and four pigs, Andrew
Smith, Redwood City, with Redwood Sally II.

Sweepstakes—BeBt boar of any breed, Andrew Smith,
Redwood City, with Redwood Duke; best sow of any breed,
Andrew Smith, Redwood City, with Redwood Sally II.

DRAFT HOESES.

Best tbree-yeer-old Btallion, Suffolk Prince, R. Ashburner,
Baden. Best mare three years old, Lizzie, R. Ashburner,
Baden. Two years old, first, Brunette, B. Ashburner;
second, Lucy, R. Ashburner.

In some of these olasses it is not expected that many
will be exhibited, as, for instance, Polled Angus, though

with the numerous herds of Durhams, Herefords and
Ayrshires in the State, that in the first named Messrs.

Ashburner, Page and Cook should be the only prize win-

ners; in the second Mr. Dunphy to carry all before him.and

George Bement & Son secure ever trophy in the famous

milk breed is a state of affairs which is rarely seen at

even minor fairs, to say nothing of one which embraces

Alameda and Contra Costa counties.

i
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Two exhibitors toot every premium in the sheep and
swine class and Mr. Ashburner was so successful in

taking all in the ring of draft horses. Had the rules

been enforced which prevails at the State Fair, excluding

from competition in show rings, horses which participate

in races, the thoroughbred department would have been

a flat failure.

"When we advanced the argument that although the

racing and trotting might attract fully as large an
attendance on the Bay District as on the Oakland grounds,

it was met with the counter-claim that exhibitors desired

to make a display before a large concourse of people, but

it seems that the argument was not supported by the

results.

We have not the least doubt that a horse fair, in con-

nection with racing and trotting, could be held on the

Bay District with great success. By taking the week
which Air. Hinchman selected and giving liberal pre-

miums for all classes of horses, with corresponding purses

for racing and trotting, thoroughly advertised and
judiciously handled, there is scarcely a question that it

would attract, and prove remunerative to those who took

it in charge. Then restore the Golden Gate to its orig-

inal field, and there will be two important fairs in the

vicinity of San Francisco.

That the fair just concluded was a proper test cannot

be denied. Owing to the feeling existing over the trans-

fer of the fair from O-ikland and the prophecies of failure

in the show departments, the managers exerted them-

selves to the utmost to secure entries. The premiums
were raised twenty per cent., everyone of the directors

was indefatigable, "worked like beavers," and used every

influence that could be brought to bear to insure success

in the department in jeopardy. With this lesson it

seems altogether probable that the Fair of 1888 will be

held on the old grounds.

M. D. Boruck.

Sharing as we do in the universal sorrow occasioned

by the death of Governor Bartlett, we are much gratified

at the appointment of M. D. Boruck to the Private Secre-

taryship of our present Governor. It is an important

position, and that Mr. Boruck is eminently well quali-

fied to fill the place even hi 3 enemies will admit. Thor-

oughly conversant with the wants of California, an

acquaintance reaching from San Diego to Siskiyou,

energetic, untiring, quick of perception, thoroughly

versed in the politics of the State and nation, his advice

to the Executive will be of the greatest value.

Seven years we were in the employ of Mr. Boruck;

nearly six years have elapsed since that connection was

severed, and there has never been a shadow to mar the

mutual friendship during the whole of that period.

While it is peculiarly gratifying for a friend to meet

with good fortune, the pleasure is enhanced when the

luck is such as the recipient desires. Therefore, we
tender our hearty congratulations to our friend, feeling

that the position is one which will be more satisfactory

to him that any pecuniary windfall.

"Fixing Races."

The Los Anereles Pair,

We have much pleasure in stating that the race-track

at Los Angeles is rapidly assuming its usual good condi-

tion. It has been widened throughout, the water facili-

ties have been greatly improved, and is now in the hands

of new lessees. By October 10th the new buildings will

be completed. They cover 25,000 superficial feet of

ground, and will greatly enhance the appearance and

accommodations of the ground.

Richard Barnes, of Butte, Montana, has arrived at Los

Angeles. He brought with him Harry Velox, the trot-

ter, who is entered in 2:16, 2:20 and 2:23 classes. Just

before leaving Montana Mr. Barnes suffered a severe

loss in the death of Captain Jack. The horse died sud-

denly of heart disease.

The pool-selling privileges for the meeting have been

ecured by Henry Schwartz & Co., who have been doing

a very successful business in their new rooms at Los
Angeles. ^^^^^^_^^^^^_

Bay District Fall Meeting-

The meeting, which opens on the 1st of October, and

lasts through the month, has thirteen days' racing. The

entries appear in another column. The 2:20 class has

three entries; the 3:00 but two, and three are named in

the 2:40 class. For the 2:25 class four are entered. The

2:35 class has brought out seven. Six are named in the

2:27 class. The 2:23 class shows up best, with Black

Diamond, Thapsin, Conde, Alfred S., Old Nick and

Marin. Five are named for the purse of the 2:30 class.

The free-for-all pacers (Lee barred) has four entries.

The 2:27 class brings out Jane L., Adair, Arab and Lot

Slocum. Five are entered in the 2:26 class, and four for

the 2:24 class. The free-for-all pacers and trotters has

two of each class, Lot Slocum and Adair as trotters, Ella

8. and L. C. Lee as pacers. They should make a very

lively race. With fifty-seven entries the meeting should

prove attractive both to horsemen and speculators.

The Pacific Coast Trotting Association.

There was a time when such a thing as "fixing races"

on the legitimate turf in America was unknown. Those
halcyon days of the sport, when the element of honesty
not only predominated but ruled without variation,

extended from its establishment on a regular basis until

this century was well under way. From the time of

the organization of the first jockey clubs until about the

era of the "log cabin" campaign, such a thing as "throw-
ing a race" was unheard of. There were few horses, but

these were in the hands of gentlemen, gentlemen by
birth and education, or those who had equal claims to

the much-abused title by a strict adherence to a line of

honorable conduct irrespective of their station in life.

The glory of winning was more highly valued than

pecuniary emoluments, and, in fact, there was not a

great deal of money to be won unless it was through the

instrumentality of wagers, and there were few plungers

in those days. As a rule horses were bred and reared by

those who owned them, and there was pardonable pride

taken in the victory of progeny which had been reared

under the eyes of master and mistress, the young gentle-

men and misses of the plantation or estate, and just as

dear to the servants, especially in the South, where the

blacks were, if anything, more enthusiastic in their

admiration.

A son or daughter of the favorite old mare, which was

permitted to crop the grass on the lawn, seemed almost

a part of the family, and from the time the foal came to

the hall door to nibble a bit of sugir from loving hands

until it became part of the "string," it was caressed and

petted. There was not even a suspicion of crookedness

in turf matters in those old-time days, and should anyone

have had the temerity to propose wrong-doing to an

owner, if an equal in station he would lose caste as com-

pletely as though guilty of downright robbery; if an

inferior, servants would have been ordered to duck him
in the horse-pond.

Now, as well as then, there are gentlemen engaged in

racing—men who are just as strict in the observance of the

decrees of honor, and who are the peers of the Taylors,

Ogles, Stevens, Jacksons, Halls, Craigs, Clays, Goldens

etc., of the past. But black sheep have forced their way
into the flock. Not so many as people imagine, though

enough of them to bring discredit on the whole. An
unparalelled increase in the number of race-meetings in

the last few years, facilities for winning large amounts

of money outside of stakes and purses, present tempta-

tions which these robbers cannot resist, will not attempt

to resist, but chuckle over the opportunity to steal. If

tho turf be saved from the raids of these freebooters,

though it is too great an honor to dignify them by a

name when boldness mitigated in part the obloquy of

lifting a herd of cattle, or "gathering the gear" of

those who were certain to fight desperately to save or

recapture, and it is nearer akin to the practices of garrot-

ers or sneak-thieves, with this in favor of the latter that

the risks of prison walls are taken, whereas fixers of

racers have only the fear of expulsion before them; in

many cases not that even. Those who have the power

of inflicting the penalty appear at times to be in league

with the pirates; in other there is a total lack of back-

bone to punish; in others a stupidity which blinds them

to what is going on, and in still others foolish good

nature which leads them to condone crimes of the worst

class.

All this must be changed. When there can be no

doubt of the guilt of the parties, there must be au inex-

orable firmness in inflicting punishment. Conviction

must be followed by sentences which will deter others

from pursuing a like course. The errors of the past can

be made a guide for the future, and though it is impos-

sible to remedy fully what has been done, a strict observ-

ance of the laws hereafter in time, will restore confidence.

The interests depending are too great to be hazarded.

In this State hundreds of thousands of dollars are at

stake, and the guardians of this large amount wili be

more than direlect if their stewardship fails to protect.

Horse-Shoeing.

We have lately received two works on horse-shoeing,

viz.: "Scientific Horse-Sboeing" by William Russell, and

"Artistic Horse-Shoeing" by Prof. Geo. E. Rich.

It is well known that we favor what may be termed

as near an approach to nature ic shoeing horses as the

uses which domestication entails will permit, and though

it might look like a misnomer Natural Horse shoeing be

the title. Nevertheless there are points to consider out-

side of our notions, and from a glance at these volumes

we expect to find a good deal to commend.

The true ar'ist copies nature as closely as he can.

Science may be defined as the teachings of nature, which

can only be made available by close study, and the

faculty of comprehending the lessons presented to the

student.

Some time ago wa advocated the organization of an asBOci

ation for the government of trotting, etc., on the Pacific

Coast and suggested that a meeting be held at Sacramento
during the State Fair, At the time there was some response,

and we had numerous letters from geDtlemen endorsing our
position. Bat when the American Trotting Association pro-

posed that their by-laws be changed so as to give this coast

entire jurisdiction over this section of the country, it seemed
as though that might answer the purpose. Not so well, how-
ever, as a distinct organization in many respects although
there might be some advantages.

In the last few days, or rather during the Bay District

Meeting, Mr. Hinchman's and since then we have conversed
with a number of men prominent in trottiDg affairs in
this State, and every one of them have unqualifiedly

expressed their desire for a home association. Still, we
thought that holding a convention dorfng the present State
Fair had been abandoned, until a short time before the paper
must go to press, when visitors to the office and written com-
munications received showed that the plan was yet cherished.

It may be rather late now to call attention to such an
important move, as proper publicity can scarcely be given,

though this is in a measure obviated by the fact that a large

number of those who are interested will be present. That
being the case, preliminary steps might be taken and a meet-
ing called. It appears to us that there are only two projects

to consider. Should the by-laws of the American Trotting
Association be changed so as to give full and absolute nower
to the vice-president and his associates over trotting affairs,

their decisions to be final and every case within this district

to ccme under this jurisdiction, that would be nearly as good
as a home organization. Bat if every society in the State, or
such a majority of them, as to be practically unanimous, will

join, then a Pacific Coast organization will be still better.

It is out of the question to be hampered with clogs which
compel all business pertaining to trotting to be finally passed
upon so far away from home. Then again there might be a
combination of breeders and tracks so that the interests of

both could be attended to. In fact there are so many argu-
ments in favor of such an organization that the advantages
must be apparent. Had we known that there were so many
in favor of taking the preliminary steps as first proposed, we
would have given it more attention. As it is there is only
sofficient time to get these few lines in before the forms are

"locked."

We should be much gratified to attend the convention, and
had it not been for the accident which has so completely
Btopped outdoor work, nothing would have prevented us
taking a part, not that we consider our taking a hand is in

the least essential, but a source of justification to ourselves.

It is barely possible that if the meeting were set for the latter

part of the week we might be able to attend.

The Stanford Stake.

This important three-year-old trotting stake has been
once more decided, the winner being a son of Guy Wilkes
and a representative of the San Mateo Stock Farm.
The winners of the stake since it was established in

1882, and the names of their sires are as follows:

Year Winner. Sire. Owner.
1882 .Adair Electioneer Palo Alto Stock Farm.
1883. .Sallie Benton. .Gen. Benton Palo Alto Stock Farm.
1884 . . Antevolo Electioneer J. C. Simpson

.

1885 .Kismet Electioneer Palo Alto Stock Farm.
1886..Rexford Electioneer Palo Alto Stock Farm.
1887.. Sable Wilkes.. Guy Wilkes San Mateo Stock Farm.
Of the six races Palo Alto has won four and of the

winners Electioneer has sired five. In 1882 there were
three starters: Adair, Clay and Anteeo. Clay won the

first heat in 2:34£, Adair took the next three in 2:36J,
2:40, 2:38. Sallie Benton had a walk-over for the

money in 1883. In 1884 Antevolo walked over for the

shekels. Kismet was opposed in 1885 by El Monte, Bon

of Echo. El Monte won the first heat in 2:29, and Kis-

met the following three in 2:25£, 2:34, 2:26£. In 1886

fiexford beat the Sunny Slope representative, Alcazar, in

three straight heats, in 2:25$, 2:24, 2:24. Sable Wilkes
made a clean sweep of the heats this year in 2:25£, 2:29,

2:26^. ^^^^
The Book of Boots-

The horse boots of J. A. McKerron are known all over the
country, from Washington Territory to New Orleans, from
Maine to California. Their fame has reached Australia and
penetrated into Canada. It is only a question of time, and a

very short time at that, when Mr. McKerron's horse boots
will be known and worn wherever a thoroughbred or trotting

horse is trained. The catalogue which has just come to hand
has twenty-three pages of illustrations, each with five styles

of boots, presented in colored drawings. The drawings are

singularly accurate, and as each is numbered to correspond

with a letter-press description, horsemen cannot make a
mistake in ordering from the catalogue. To enumerate them
all would require a separate volume, but to appreciate them
the catalogue need only be seen. Copies can be had by
addressing J. A. McKerron, 223 Ellis street, San Francisco .

The attention of owners of trotting stallions is directed

to the advertisement of Mr. C. W. Merritt of Sacramento
who is desirous of making purchase of a well bred a-

"

stylish trotting horse.
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Breeding as a Study.

Under the caption of "Gratifying '_ Spread of Advanced

Thought in Breeding" the appended article, copied from

Wallace's Monthly, will be found well worthy of perusal.

Men wno are old enough to recall the situation forty or more

years ago need not be tolJ that to speak of the necessity of

study to breed trotting horses then would have been held too

foolish to heed. At that time there was not a man in the

United States who could be termed a breeder of this class of

horses. A large proportion of the horses of that day, apart

from thoroughbreds, were bred by farmers from mares which

were used on the farms, and a majority of farmers depended

upon them to do the whole of their work, with the aid, per-

haps, of a yoke of oxen. The geldings were sold, beiDg readier

to dispose of than mares, though a surplus of the latter might

send them to market, and in most cases the best of the young

mares would be the ones selected, owing to a greater likeli-

hood of finding a purchaser. This may be the reason why

"roadmares," after doing service in the cities, figure so often

in trotting pedigrees. It is true that this class of breeders

made selections of sires, but uufortunately, in many cases,

those which could be obtained for the least money were the

ones employed.

So far as our knowledge extends Thomas January of St.

Louis was the first man to engage in the systematic breeding

of trotters, and his selection of a sire is the strongest proof of

the small amount of knowledge which then prevailed. He

bought St. Lawrence, a horse which'could trot fast, rated by

the speed of that day, but without form or breeding. There

was nothing that could be called selection of mares. Any-

thing that was not so misshapen as to be out of all propor-

tion was refused, and so the first trotting stnd farm was as

complete a failure as could possibly be. Koadhouse's St.

Lawrence could trot a little, and "Archie" Taylor had a

daughter by St. Lawrence from a thoroughbred mare which

took more after the form of her dam, and was a fair roadmare.

E. A. Alexander can be credited with the first attempt to

breed trotters on a large scale, and in accordance with an

advanced knowledge on his part. This was thirty-one or

thirty-two years ago, if our memory be correct, so that any-

one can see what wonderful strides have been made since. It

is true that Abdallah was bought in Kentucky and resold to

New York, and that James B. Glay purchased Mambrino Chief

previous to Mr. Alexander's venture. It is too long a story,

however, to touch open in this prefatory remarks, though if

some one would give a history of the breeding of trotters at

that early period, it would be of great interest. There is no

one more capable (if as much so) as Mr. "Wallace, provided he

could forget for a time his antipathy to thoroughbred blood

in fast trotting, and when picturing Lady Thorn, John

Morgan, Tattler and others ot that ilk, leave out "a to b"

and "pedigree not traced."

In connection with the spread of thought on breeding fast

trotters, we would like to see a corresponding advance in

those wbo "handle" them. The time is surely coming when

"book larnin' " will be considered a necessity in drivers as

well as breeders, and when that time comes, and, still more

important, when the knights of the sulky realize that stealing

on the track is more contemptible than "stopping a stage,"

and do everything in their power to avoid even the semblance

of wrong, the profession will ba regarded as honorable as any

other.

Gratifying Spread o« Advancetl Thought In Breeding.

"Wonderful indeed has been the progress made in breed-

ing trotters within the recollection even of young men.

It is not necessary to search the ranks of the "oldest inhabi-

tants" to find those in whose memory is green the time when
2:40 horses were rare and 2:30 horses were rather sensational.

And settiog down side by side these figures, pregnant with

history 2:40, 2 :0S£—we have reason to be gratified at the

progress of ageneration in producing trotting speed. He who
would a quarter of a century ago have predicted that the time

would come when a horse could trot in 2:10, would certainly

havebeen supposed to need a "straight jacket" of the same cut

as he who would hen have dreamed of the telephone. But

these have each ceased to be wonderB, and to the great mass

of breeders the 2:00 goal is in sight.

And commensurate with this advance has been the spread

ol intelligence among breeders. Haphazard methods and

fallacious ideas are 'being crowded to the wall by higher

intelligence and better conceptions of nature's laws. In the

early days the average breeder mated his animals with a sort

of instinctive idea that the foal would partake of tne quali-

ties of its parents, but the "why and the wherefore" con-

cerned him nothing. And as for supposing that his venture

was at the mercy of a law, such an idea never entered bis

head. He groped darkly and his "science of breeding" was

expressed in that most auackiBh of all quack phases— "nick."

"While men in almost every other field of industry made some
pretense and some effort to study why certain results followed

certain causes, and how to govern these causes so as to pro-

duce certain desired results, the trotting-horse breeder blun-

dered on with his "practical" knowledge and his "nick"

theories. An aversion to "book larnin'," too often an elastic

conscience, "nick" wisdom, and a reverential regard for the

cabalistic word "thoroughbred"—held sacred like witch-and-

warlock tales, only because of age, as if age could make fallacy

trath—this was the old time mental stock-in-tradeof the aver-

age trotting-horse breeder.

But ignorance and fallacy, though hoary with age, must at

length give wav before the march of intelligence and truth.

And in the breeding of the trotting-horse the spread of intel-

ligence is really wonderful. It is daily becoming clearer to

the people that breeding is a science, that to comprehend it

clearly calls for intelligence and education, and that it is not

a subject upon which ignorant louts can be teaohers, or

which brainless dabblers can intelligently pursue. The sub-

let of breeding and its cognates presents to the student a

'' iroad field in which, if he will, he can pursue scientific stud-

es to the fall extent of all that is known of the laws that con-

*rol reproduction and creation. There is no danger, reader,

t .
f exhausting the subject, or of finding it beneath your men-

tal oapacity. The simply marvelous labor and research of a

marvelously industrious and learned man, Charles Darwin,
seemed to be but a drop in the bucket, and while all his

works and all his researches were designed to enlighten man
on the law governing inheritance and reproduction, after we
close the last of his pages we can only marvel at "how much
the unknown transcends the what we know."
The study is fascinating, and should be to every man,

whether he aspires to be a breeder or not, but doubly so to

the breeder. It is especially fascinating because the field is

of illimitable extent, and the student's way lies by hidden
well-springs of knowledge. If "the proper study of mankind
is man," then here, in the law of heredity, and the principles

of generation, we have the very pith and cream of "the study
of man"—for here we seek to learn the very cause and reason

of his being and of his every mental and physical character-

istic. The same law that transmits to men the attributes

of their ancestors, transmits likewise to horses the attributes

of their's. The passions that work their will in the minds of

men are accounted for in exactly the same manner as the

vices of the lower creation. So that the study of the laws of

creation and reproduction run through all phases and varie-

ties of life, high and low, and no man should fool himself into

the belief that breeding is so simple a science that he knows
it all.

The correspondence received at this office every day is a

pleasant and constant reminder of the gratifying and marvel-

ous advance of public thought on this subject as can fre-

quently be seen in our correspondent's column, and as is

more frequently seen in unpublished letters. The readers

and correspondents of the Monthly study the laws of genera-

tion and reproduction, and think for themselves intelligently

of matters within the domain of science. They seek to com-
prehend the law and master its principles. Men who do this

elevate themselves, elevate the tiotting-horse and elevate the

industry of breeding. They are men who merit respect and
will receive it. Men of large mental caliber are not often ras-

cals. The rascals in the horse business are generally ignor-

ant and illiterate, and the pity is that so many of these have
been in it that a tendency has existed to brand the whole
industry as low and degrading. This was, of course, unjust,

and was due to ignorance of the true status of the business of

horse-breeding. There are, as we all know, among the great

breeders, men high in the social world, men prominent in the

higher walks of life, in the Senate, in commerce, on the bench,

and even in the pulpit; and it is for the great body of breed-

ers, the rank and 61e, as it were, to aim at a high plane of

intellectuality as well as morality. A few months ago the

writer sent to a learned friend a copy of the Monthly contain-

ing an article on breeding which dealt with a consideration

of the law of heredity, as expounded to us ordinary mortals

by lights of the scientific world. To a professor in a certain

college our friend showed the article, and, after reading it,

the professor declared that to him this was a revelation. He
supposed there was nothing in or about the breeding of

horses that required thought—that it was an occupation call-

ing for no intellectuality, and wholly foreign to science.

Henceforth in his mind the business wears the garb of respec-

tability. And so shall the horsemen of the whole country go
onward and upward, advancing in intelligence, broidening in

thought to the end that they and their calling will have the

respect of all the world, as it now has of intelligent men who
know in reality the extent and status of the industry.

L.

The Dublin Horse Show of 1887.

Hunting men have their calendar as well as the wielders

of the willow, grouse gunners, racing or yachting men, and
in this calendar the annual Ball'B Bridge Bazaar, or, to speak
more euphemistically, the great Dublin Horse Show may be
said to be epochal; for, in the first place, like the five or six

great horse fairs distributed over England and Ireland, fairs

which it has dwarfed and eclipsed very materially, it is a great

meeting place for hunting and horsey men from all parts of

the world, where the gallop of the highly bred hunter causes
the pulse to beat quicker than of yore. But it is, moreover,
the best opportunity within the limits of the United Kingdom
of selecting a high-class horse from a very large number com-
peting together; and in no place short of the steppes of Asia,

where, according to poor Fred Burnaby, in (I think) the
account of his most memorable visit to Khiva, the Khirghese
champions start ofl for an eight-and-twenty mile race (be the

same more or less); is there a better or fairer opportunity of

testing the paces, the powers, the temper and the accomplish-
ments of the proposed purchase, for here are paddocks where
you can gallop either personally or vicariously your con-1

templated acquisition, till rider andjridee are both very tired?

Here are the elite of the veterinary corps from all parts of the
kingdom to confirm or condemn from judgment, and not to

speak of the comparatively insignificant obstacles placed as a

hunter test, or perhapB even more as a temper test in the
paddocks of purchase, there is the regular steeplechasecourse,
which includes wall and water, banks and ditches, singles

and doubles hurdles and gates, over which a small entrance
fee will enable you to have your horse ridden. Among the
candidates for the ribband of the lepping "legion of honor,"
with the certainty that if he performs here satisfactorily,

undaunted by the unwonted presence of some thousands of

spectators and the strangeness of the scene, you have, if not
a first-class hunter—for nothing but a course of experiments
with hounds can decide this point—a very clever, capable
horse, fit to cross any country, whether in the Shires or out
of the Shires, with a fair amount of nerve, heart and temper;
and all these gifts and graces in a sound frame go a long way
towards constituting the desideratum of many hundred
hunting men during the season, a useful hunter.

Scrub Trotters.

in slow classes, but when they are brought down to fine work
and among horses that are able to do good work, they are
invariably failures, and never pay for the trouble in develop-
ing them. *
"Do you like the shape of K— for a stock horse?" queried

a breeder a few days since of the well-known trainer, James
Golden. "I do not care so much for their shape sb their

breeding. I find they go in all shapes. Give me one that is

bred right, that has a good inheritance of trottiug speed, and
I care little about his shape, so long as he is sound, strong
and not faulty in the limbs," replied Mr. Golden. Young
breeders can learn valuable lessonB from brief 6entenceB
spoken by drivers who have worked their way to the front.

The call in future will be for well-bred stock. By this is

meant such as come from the best of winning strains. Turf-
men prefer speed, pluck and endurance to beauty and style.

Gentlemen who drive for pleasure also value those qualities

highly, but are willing to add a few hundred dollars extra to

secure elegance of form and carriage combined with desirable

size. By a proper selection of stock the breeder can easily

produce an animal possessing all these attributes.

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
Association,

FALL MEETING, 1887.

REGULAR DAYS,
SATURDAY, October 29th,

TUESDAY, November 1st,

THURSDAY, November 3d,

SATURDAY, November 5th.

It is surprising to see the number of trotting and trotting-

bred horses that are to be found throughout the country

—

that is, in the imagination of the owners. The faBt horse
craze has struck nearly every neighborhood, and old men as
well as young men, who like good steppers, are frequently
blowing their tiorns about some favorite nag that they happen
to be in possession of, and that probably can out-foot an ordin-
ary work horse or draw a buggy along at a fair gait. A lit-

tle speed goes a long ways in the minds of some men,
especially those who know but little about the combinations
in trotting blood. A driving horse that can trot a mile within
or near three minutes is considered a good one—and there
are very few drivers that can do it. The great trouble is that
when owners discover a little speed in their horses they get
wild over it, and often ruin what would in all probability
make a good driver by trying to make a track horse out of
him. The first thing to take into consideration when the
development of speed is contemplated is the breeding and
pedigree of the auimal. If there is no trotting blood found
in the ancestry of a horse it is useless to try to make much
of a trotter out of him. The breeding is a better indication
of superior racing qualifications by far than any accidental
burBts of speed. Sorab trotters may show up well for a while

Entries Close Saturday, October 1st, '87.

PROGRAMME.
First Day, Saturday, October 29th.

No. 1.—INTRODUCTION PORSE, 3400, of which $50 to second, $25 to

third; for three-year olde and upwards. Winners this year of two
races of the aggregate value of £1,000 to carry five pounds extra. Non-
winners this year allowed five pounds. Maidens allowed ten pounds.
One mile and a sixteenth.

No. 2.-THE LADIES' STAKES, for two-year-old fillies. Three-
quarters of a mile. Closed August 16, 1886. with twenty-four entries.

No. 3.—THE BAY CITY STAKES, a handicap for all ages; $50 each;

S25 forfeit, $10 if declared out, with $750 added. Second to receive

$100, third to save stake. Weights announced Thursday, October 27th;

declarations due'at 6 o'clock p. m. the day before the race. One mile
and a ball'.

No. 4.—PURSE $40r>, of which 850 to second, 825 to third, for two-
year-olds. Winners of two two-year-old races to carry three pounds; of
three, five pounds extra. Non-winners allowed five poundB. Seven
furlongs.

Second Day, Tuesday, November 1st.

No. 5.—PURSE $400, of -which $50 to second, i25 to third; for three-

year-olds and upwards Winners of No. 1 at this meeting to carry 7

pounds extra. Maidens, if three years old, allowed 8 pounds; if four
years old or upwards, allowed 12 pounds. One mile.

No. 6.-THE EQUITY STAKES, for two-year-olds; S10 each, p.p.,
with $403 added; first horse to take the added money, second horse 70

per cent., and the third horse 30 per cent, of the stakes. Winners of

any two-year-old race of the value of $500 to carry 5 pounds; of two
such races 7 pounds; of three 10 pounds extra. Three-quarters of a
mile.
No. 7.—THE PARK STAKES, for all ages; S50 each, S25 forfeit, or 810

if declared out October 15, 1887, with $600 added; second to receive

$100; third to save stake. Winners this year of a stake race of the

value of $1,000 when carrying weight for age or more to carry 5

pounds: for two Buch races 7 pounds extra. Horses that have not
been placed this year alU wed 5 pounds. One mile and a quarter.

No. 8.—SELLING PURSE, S4U0, of which S50 to the second, $25 to the

third; for all ages. The winner to be sold at auction, fixed valuation

$1,600; 1 pound allowed for each 8100 less, down to $1,0C0; then 2

pounds for each $101 down to $900; 2 pounds added for each SlOO above
fixed valuation. Selling price to be stated through the entry box at

the usual time of declaring, 6 o'clook p.m. the day before the race.

Three-quarter mile heats.

Third Day, Thursday, November 3d.

No. 9.—PURSE $400, of which $50 to second, $25 to third; for three-

year-olds and upwards. Winner of any race at this meeting to carry fi

pounds; of two races 7 pounds extra. Horses that have not been
placed at this meeting allowed 6 pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 10.—THE FAME STAKES, for three-year-olds. Two miles. Closed
August 1, 1685, with 36 entries.

No. 11 .-THE AUTUMN STAKES, for two-year-olds. One mile.
Closed August 15, 1886, with 43 entries.

No. 12.—SELLING PURSE. $400, of which $50 to the second, $25 to

the third. Conditions in all respects the same as No. B. One mile
and a sixteenth.

Fourth Day, Saturday, November 5th,
No. 13. -PURSE $400, of which $50 to the second, $25 to the third;

for two-year-olds. Winners of two two-year-old races to carry 5

pounds; of one 3 pounds extra. Horses that have not run bettor than
third allowed 6 pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 14.—THE VESTAL STAKES, for three-year-old fillies. One mile
and a quarter. Closed August 1, 1885, with 21 entries.

No. 15.-TBE DEL RIO STAKES, for all ages. $100 each, S50 for-

feit, or $20 If declared out October 16th, 1*87, with $1,COO added; Becond
to receive 9200; third to save stake. Horses that have not won a race
thiB year of the value of $1,000 allowed 6 pounds. Non-winners this
year allowed 15 pounds. Two mileB and an eight.

No. 10.—PUtlSE $400, of which $50 to the second, $26 to third. A free
bandicap lor all ages. Weights announced tbe day before the race
at 10 o'clock a. m.; declarations due at (3 o'clock p. m. the same day.
One mile

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
These races will be run under the revised ruleB of this Association,

adopted February 4. 1887. Owners and Trainers will be supplied with
copies on appliealion to the Secretary.

In all stake" starters must be named to the Secretary or through the
entry box at the track ou or before o'clock p. m . of the day before
the race. No horse not so named will be allowed to start. (Rule 43).
Entrance fee for starters in purses. Non-starters can declare out at

6 o'clock p. M. of tbe day before the race by paying five percent, of the
amount of the purBe. All horses not eo declared out will be required
to start. (Rule 22).

All declarations void unless accompanied by the money.
Parties not having registered colors will be required to name their

color with their entry.

Entries close with the Secretary on Saturday, October 1, 1887.
D. AIcCLCRE, President.

E. S. CCIiVER, secretary.
313 Bush Street,!*. O. Box 3603, San Frinclsco-
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CALIFORNIA ANNUAL

State Fair
Will be held at

SACRAMENTO,
Sept. 12 to 24 inclusive, 1887.

TWO WEEKS FAIR!

NINE DAYS RACING!

SPEEI> JH-ROGRaMME.

There shall be awarded to the owner of the sire

whose get shall make the best average performance
In the races for trotting foals, two, three and four-

year-olds, in 1^7, 1S?S ami lr>;9, the Grand Gold Medal
of the California State Agricultural Society, the
actual cost of which shall not be less than $200.

First D»y.-Thursflay, September f 5ili.

TROTTING.
No. 1.—THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in ISS5

with twenty-nine uomiuatious. Value of stake Jan-
uary 1,1887, §1.043.

No. 2.—TROTTING PURSE, 51,100-2:23 Class.

No. 3.—PACING PURSE, $600-2:30 Class.

Second Day—Friday, September fl6th.

BUSNISQ.
No. 4.—THE INTRODUCTION STAKE—For two-

year-olds; $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; $250 added; §50 to
second; third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race this vear to carry three pounds; of two or
more 5 pounds" extra. Three-quarters of a mile,

Nn.5.—THE CALIFORNIA BR SEDERS' -STAKE.
—For foals of 1S84; S

:

i0 entrance; p. p.; $300 added; $100

to second; $50 to third. Closed in 18SS with twelve en-
tries. One mile and a quarter.
No. 6.—THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE-For four-

year-olds; $50 entrance; h. f., or only $15 if declared
on or before September 1st. $:Ju0 added, of which 3*00

to the second horse; $50 to the third. Weights five

pounds below the scale. Winner o* any race over one
mile this year to carry rule weights. One mile and
five-eighths.
No. 7.—FREE PURSE, $2n0— Winners of any race,

this year, of the value of $3ilO to carry five pounds;
maidens allowed, if three years old, five pounds; if

four years or upwards fifteen pounds. Mile heats.

Third Day—Saturday, September IStli.

TROTTINQ.
No. 3.—TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE.—

$50 entrance, of which $10 must accompany nomina-
tion; $15, payable July 1st, and remaining $25 payable
Aug. 10th, 18*7; $:iuu added by the Society. Closed
April 15tU, with eighteen nominations. Mile heats.

No 9—TROTTING PURsE, $l,0n0—2:27 Class.

No. 10.—PACING PURSE. $6011—2:25 Class.

Four ill Day—Monday, September 6 9 Hi
BUNNINO.

No. 11.—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages.

$50 entrance; h. f. ; or only $15 if declared on or before
Septemher 1st, with $3u0 added; $100 to second; third

to save stake. Horses that have started and not won
this year allowedfive pounds; maidens if three years
old allowed five pounds ; if four years old or over seven
nounds. Three-quarters of a mile.
No 12.-THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—

ForfoalBof 1SS5: $1U0 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250 added;
second horse $100; third horse $50. Closed in 188G

with twenty -four nominations. One mile.
No 13—THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all

ages-' $100 entrance; $50 forfeit, with $5uu adued, of
which $150 to second; $100 to third. Weights an-
nounced September 10th. Declaration, $20, to be made
with the Secretary by eight o'clock p.m., September
12th In no event will declaration he received unless
accompanied with the amount fixed. Two and one-
auarter miles.
No. li—SELLING PURSE. $250.—Of which $50 to

second. Fixed valuation $1,U00; two pounds for each
$100 below; two pounds added for each $100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

Fifth Day—Tuesday, September 90th.
TBOTTTNG. t

No 15.—THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE
—For all colts (except Ella, Soudan, Shamrock and
Sable Wilkes). $100 entrance, of which $25 must accom-
pany nomination; $25 payable July 1st, and remaining
|50 payable August lutli, 1^7; $400 added by the Soci-

ety. "Closed April 15th, with fourteen nominations.
Mile heats, three in five.

No W—TROTTING PURSE ,
$Sd0—3:00 Class.

No! 17.—TROTTING PURSE, $1,200-2:20 Class.

Sixth Day—Wednesday, September 21st.
BUSNISG,

No 18 —THE SUNNY SLOPE STAKE—For two
year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $15 forfeit, or only $10 If

declared on or before .-September 1st; $150 added; $25

to Becond Those that have started andnnt ruu first

or second in' any race this year allowed five pounds.
Five-eichths of a mile.

No 19 -THE SHAFTER STAKE-For three-year-

olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit or only $lo if declared

before September 1st. with $:lw added; $100 to Becond;

third saves stake. Winner of any race this year to

carry five pounds extra; of two or more ten pounds;
maidenB allowed five pounds. One mile and a quarter.

No -o —THE DHL PASO -STAKE-For all ages;

*50 entrance: $25 forfeit, or only jis if declared on or

before September 1st, with $300 added; $100 to second
third saves stake. Three-year-olds to carry $ i00 pounds

;

four-year-olds, 110 pounds; five-year olds. 112 pounds
Sex. but not heat, Qllowuucee. Three-quarter mile

No
8
"21 —FREE PURSE, $100—350 to second. Horses

that have stariedand not won this year allowed ten
pounds. Winners this year of any race of the value

of $400 to carry five pounds extra ; winner of No. 7, ten
poundB extra. One mile.

Seventh Day—Tb ursday, September W&d.
TROTTING.

No 22.—TROTTING PURSE, $1.000—2:25 Class.

No 23—FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—
(Conditions same as No. 15.1 Closed April 15th, with

Eighth Day- Friday, September 23d.
RUSSDTG.

No 25 -THE CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE-
For Wle of 1884. $50 entrance; p. p.; Won added;

second horse $mo; third $50. Olosed in 1886, with sev-

flnteen nominations. One mile and a half.

No "e -THE PALO ALTO STAKE-For two-

vear-olds' $50 eutrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 i£

declared on or before September 1st; with $250 added;

875 to second; third to save stake. Winner of any
two-year-old stake this year to carry five pounds
extra- of two or more, ten nounds. O no mile.

No 27 -THE Gi iLDEN GATE sTAKE-For three-

vear-olds. 850 entrance; 825 forfeit, or only
$J5

if

declared on or before Septemher 1st; with $350 added;

Becond horse $100; third to save stake. Winner of any

°S^
lS-THE

eaGHt

|
T
H
8AWK STAKE-For all

aees $5" entrance; $15 forfeit; $300 added; .$100 to

Becond'- >"" to third; t200 additional to the winner if

1-411?is beaten. Stake to be named alter the winner

if NW.thawk's time. H :42' 4 > ii beaten One mile.

No "5 -FREE PURSE, $250- For all ages. $50 to
_... 1.....1— m„« at this meeting

Ninth Day.—Saturday September 74th.
TROTTING.

No. 30— SPECIAL THUEE-YEAR-OLD TROT-
TING STAKE- For Ella, Soudan, Shamrock, Sable
Wilkes and others. (Conditions, same as Regular
Stake No. 15.) Closed April fifteenth, with six nomi-
nations.
No.'dl.-TROTTING PURSE. $1.500- Free for all.

No. ;«.—TROTTING PURSE, $1,001)—2:40 Class.
Entries for (he following running events for 1SSS-S9

were ordered to he closed at the same time aa the
ra^es on the regular programme.
No. 1-CALIFORN1A liKKEDF.RS' STAKE-For

foals of lS85.to be run at the State Fair of 1SS8. $50

entrance; 926 forfeit, or onlv$10 if declared January
1st, li^

; $3uu added of whieh"$i00 to second, and $50 to
third. One mile and a quarter.
No. 2—CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—For foale

of IS8B, to be run at theM.it e Fairof 1SS8. $100 entrance;
$25 forfeit, cr oulv $10 if declared January 1st, 1888;

$250 added; second colt $ioo; third $50. One mile.
No. 3—CALIFORNIA DERBY STAKE—For foals

of 1-86, to be ruu at the State Fairof 1889. 8100 entrance;
$50 forfeit, or only $10 if declared January 1st, 1839;

$15 if declared January 1st. ISM); or $25 if declared May
1st. 18M); $300 added; second horse $100, third horse
$50. One mile and a half.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Alltrotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-year-old, unless otherwise speci-

fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to

fill, bv the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
ofthe nurse. Entrance fee, lOper cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purses
divided at the rate of 5u per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 percent, to third, and 10 per cent,

to fourth.
The National Association Rules to govern trotting.

But the Board reserves thr right to trot heats of any
two classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less tuau the
required number of starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: 6Q%
to the first, ani 33j-Jto the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,
nless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the above stakes declarations

are premitted for a small forfeit.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. m. ofthe

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

Where there is more than one entry by one person,
__ in one interest, the particular horse tliey are to

start must be named by 6 p. ar. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Rules ofthe State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will he required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must he named in their
entries.
Entry blanks and raciug rules will be furnished

upon application to the secretary. Entries in all,

except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary
Monday, August 1, 1837.

I„ C SH1PPEE, President.
EDWIN P. SMITH. Secretary. 21myl7

Change of Date

ENTRIES
The Eleventh District Agricultural Associa-

tion announces that Entries for races Nos. 1,

2, 4, 7 and 11 will close with the Secretary at

Susanville,
CALIFORNIA.

On Saturday, Oct. 1,1887,

R. L. DAVIS, Secretary.

J. W. THOMPSON, President.

FIRST FAIR
OF THE

Amador and Calaveras

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
DISTRICT NO. 26.

AT

IONE,
Commencing October 5th

And Continuing three Days.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Wednesday, Oct. 5th,

No. 1. Running—COO yards and repeat, for horses

owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado counties.

Purse 3150.

No. 2. Trotting—Mile heats, two in three, for

horses owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado.
Purse -9203.

No. 3. Running -Quirter-mile nd repeat. Free
for saddle horses in AmmJor, Calaveras and El Dor-
ado. Purse §50.

Thursday, October Oth.
Ladies Tournament, for various prizes.

No. 4. Running—Novelty Race. Free for all.

First horse at quarter, S50; first horse at half S50;

first horse at third quarter, §50; first horse at mile's
end, §50. Total amount of purse $201.

No. 5. Running—Half-mile and repeat. Free for

all. Purse S25 '.

No. 6. Trottins—Mile heats, three in five; 2:30

class. Free for all. Purse S250.

Friday, Oct. 7th.

No. 7. Running—Mile and repeat. Free for all.

Purse S250.
No. 8. Trotting—Mile and repeat, for three-year

olds. Free for all. Purse $200.

No. 9. Running—Three-quarter dash. Free for

all. Purse S200.
Pacers will be allowed to enter in District trotting

races.
Consolation races and other special contests will

be arranged during the Fair,

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
District horses must have been owned in the Dis-

trict prior to and continuously since August 1st,

1887.
In all the above races five to enter and three to

start, unless otherwise specified: but the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to

fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of

the purse.
Purses will be divided at the rate of 75 percent,

to first borse and 25 per cent, to second horse.
Non-starters in all races will be held for entrance

money.
In all races entries not declared out by G o'clock p,

M. of the day preceding the race shall be required to

start.

The Board reserves the right to change the above
order of races by giving contestants notice of the

same by 6 o'clock P. M. of the day preceding the race.

Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association rules to gov-

ern running races; National Tiotting Association

rules to govern trotting races.

The Board reserves ibe right to run or trot heats

of any two classes alternately, if necessary to finish

any day's racing, or to run or trot a special race be-

tween heats.
Entiies in all the above races, unless otherwise

specified, close with thB Secrelary on Saturday, Sep-
tember 10th. Racing colors to be named in the en-
tries.

Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
entries.
angGtf V. S. GREGORY. President.
CXOVIS T. I.AGRAVK, Secretary, lone, Cal

25th Agricultural District.

Comprising the Counties of Solano and
Napa.

AT

VALLEJO
Oct. 4th, to Oct. 8, 1887.

The District Races Open to the Counties
of Napa, Solano, Sonoma and Marin.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day, Tuesday, October 4th.

No. 1. Running—One and one-quarter miles. Free
for all. Purse 9300. Selling race, winning horse,
carrying regular weights, to be sold for $2,000. One
pound allowed for each hundred dollars less. One
pound added for each hundred dollars mere.
No. 2. Trotting—2:21 Class. Purse $600.

Second Day, Wednesday, October 5th.

No. 3. Trotting—District two-year-olds. Mile and
repeat. Purse $200. Clara Y. and Alfred O. barred.
No. 4. Trotting—3:00 Class. Purse $300.

Thi'd Day, Thursday, October 6th.
No. 5. Running—Three-fourths mile dash. Free

for all. Purse $260.

No. 6. Trotting—Three-year-olds. Purse $300.

Fourth Day, Friday, October 7th.

No. 7. Trotting—2:40 Class. Purse 3400.

No. 8. Pacing—2:22 Class. Purse$403.

Fifth Day, Saturday, October 8th.
No. 9. Trotting—Free for all. Purse $603.

'" Trottiug—2:35 Cluss

Becond. Horses not having wo:

aUo wed five pounds. Horses that have not run sec-

ond or better at this meeting allowed ten pounds

One mile and a sixteenth and repeat.

._. Purse $3t0.

In all cases five to enter and three to start. Sixty
per cent, of purse to first horse, thirty per cent, to

second horse, and ten per cent, to third horse.
Races No. 3, 4, li and 7 are for district horses only,
including Sonoma and Marin.

RULES AND REGULATIONS.
1. All contests of speed will be conducted according

to the rules of the National Turf Association.
2. All entries will be made at the office of the Secre-

tary "under cover."
3. The monev or a certified check must accompany

all entries. Entries to close September 15th.

4. Entries in all cases 10 per cent, of purse, unless
otherwise stipulated.
5. No horse shall take any money for a walk-over;

but shall receive his own entrance fee and one-half
the other paid-up entries ot the same race.

6. In case one horse distances all others, he shall

take first and third moi.ey. Second money reverts
back to the Association.

7. In all cases, five to enter and three to start
8. In all cases, first money will be sixty per cent.,

second thirty per cent., and third ten per cent, of the
whole purse

1!. The r^coid of all horses entered will be consid-
ered that made before August 21d.

10. District horses mus„ have been o.vned In the Dis-
trict six months prior to the dait, ofthe race.

11. In all races noted above five or raoib paid-up
entries required to fill and three or more hoises to

Btart; but the Board reserves the right to hold entries
and start a race with a leas number and deduct a pro-
portionate amount ot the purse.

F. W. T.oiIER, President.
A.J. McPIKE, Secielary. lOsepl

FOR SALE

!

SIiBSCBJBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

ONE GRAY GELDING,
151 bands high. Weight 1050 lbs. A fine disposi-

tion, the best of constitution. Five years old,perfectly

sound and without a blemish. A natural trotterwith

a big, open, pnre gait. Has had i months training.

Can trot 3 or 4 heats from 2;30 to 2:35. Has a record

of 2:52.

Sire Peacock, record 2;23i, by Whipple's Hamble-
tonian.
Dam Young Molly, by Budd Doble, be by Geo. M.

Patchen Jr.

Young Molly is the dam of Brown Jug, by Nut-

wood. Brow a Jug's private trials were made in

2:10.
Anyone looking for a first-class young borse, that

bids fair to trot low down in ihe twenties in bis six-

year-old form, should not overlook this promising
bor^e, Anyone desiring to see him work with a

view to purchase can do so by calling at the Big

Tree Store, Sacramento, Cal.

For terms address,

F. A. Jones,

EIGHTH ANNUAL
FAIR

$7,000! $7000!
OF

PLUMAS, LASSEN, SIERRA, AND HOMi

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
(Washoe «'o.. Nevada, Lake and Grunt

Counties. Oregon, and Kuite < o , Cal.,
admitted to District lor

Racing purposes)

AT

Susanville, Cal.
COXHHENllNfl

Monday, October 3. '87,

And Continuing Five Days.

Purses $5,000.

Premiums $2,000.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Money in all races to he divided as follows: First

horse, 60 per cent.; second, 30 per cent. ; third, 10 per
cent, unless when otherwise specified. All raceB tree
for all, unless otherwise designated.

Mrst Day.
1. TROTTING—2:50 Class, 3 in 5; purse $200.
2. RUNNING—Three-year-olds, mile dash; purse

$125.

3. RUNMNG-Milp heats, 2 in 3; purse $250.
4. RUNNING—'A mile and repeat; purse $100.

Second Bay.
5. TROTTING—3 in 5; purse $1,000.
6. RUNNING— &" mile dash; purse $100.
7. RUNNING— \y. mile dash; purse $200.
8. TROTTING— One-year-olds (District) Three-

quarter mile dash; purse $100.

Third Day
9. TROTTING-2:40Class,3in5; purse $250.
10. RUNNING—Mile dasb; purse $150.
11. RUNNING—IK mile dash; purse $250.
12. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to

4:30. Entiies to close at,time of race; purse $50.

Fourth Day.
13. TROTTING—2:35 Class, 3 in 5; purse $300.
14. RUNNING-M mile and repeat; purse $150.
15. RUNNING—IK mile dash; purse $150.
16. TROTTINU-Single buggy (District), 2 In 3, own

ertodrive; purse $50. Entries close at 9 p. m., day be
fore race. Trained horseB barred.

Filth Day.
17. TROTTING-2:3) CIasB,3in5; purse $350.
IS. RUNNING—two miles and repeat: purse ?1,C00.
19. TROTTING—Double teams (District), mile and

repeat. Untrained teams m ist pull buggv, ownerB to
drive. Eutrance to close at 9 o'clock evening before
the race; purse $75.

KITES OF THE TRACK.
Entrance to all trotting and running races to close

with the Secretary at 9 o'clock p. m., on Friday, Aug.
12,1887.
All entries to be made In writing, to give sex, color-

and marks of horses. Also name and residence of
owner, and in running races colors to be worn by rider
and any other particulars that will enable the audi-
ence to distinguish the horse in the race.
Write "Entries to Races" on outside of envelope,

and Beal.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of purse, to accompany

entries.
In all races five or more to enter and three or more

to start.
National Association rules to govern trotting, but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
raciug. or to trot a special race between the heats.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to he entered in any District race that has
not been owned and kept in the District six (6) months
prior to the day ofthe race; and ;mv entrv by anv per-
son of any disqualified horse shall be held liable for
the entrance fee contracted, without any right to
compete for a purse, and shall be Leld liable to pen-
alties prescribed by the National Association and
Rules of the State Agricultural Society and expulsion
from the Association.

If, in the opinion of the Judges, any race cannot be
completed on the closing day of the Fair, it may be
continued or declared off at the option of the Judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up en-

tries required to fill, and three or more horses to
Btart, but the Board reserves the right to hold entries
and Btart a race with a less number, and deduct a pro-
portionate amount of the puree.
When less than the required number of Btarters ap-

pear, they may contest for the entrance money, to be
divided as follows : 66% to the first, and 33>fi to the sec
ond.
R"Ies of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Anv person not intending to start his horst ui"st no-

tify the Secretary in writing on or before 10 o'clock the
evening previous to the day ofthe race.
Horses entered In raceB can only be drawn by con-

Bent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse snail only be en-

titled to his own entrance fee and one-half of the en-
trance received from the other entries for Bald purse;
and a horse winning a race entitled to first money
only, except when distancing the field, then entitled
to first and third moneys only. A horse wlnB but one
monev under any other circumstances.
The"attention of all parties interested is particularly

called to the rules of the National TrottiDg Associa.
tion, under the provisions of which, except aB other-
wise specified, all matters appertaining to the trotting
races will be conducted.
Races to begin each day at one o'clock p. m . sharp

.

J, W THOMPSON. President.
J. D. DYERS. Vice-President.

R. r. DAVIS, Secretary, Susanville. Cal.
.1. R. MURRAY/, Assistant Secretary,
25jnll Greenville, Cal.

augiatf

P.O. Box 154,

SACRAMENTO, CAL.

No.
Terror

FOR SALE.
I.—Bay Mare, foaled spring of 1881, by

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Musidora's dam by
son of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodburn, lBt dam by Owen ale; 2d
aam Musidora, by Belmont, etc.

No. 2.—Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882,
by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musidora, by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Ron of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Poche
These are extra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belmont.
No. 1 Is in foal to a son of Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

For further information address

W. M. WILLIAMSCT
no37tf San Jo*
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Changing the Style-

The propositiou (o make tome of oar speed

contests mile heats, two in three, instead of

the orthodox number, three in tive, has cre-

ated quite a ripple of excitement. Last week

at Hartford the proposition fairly divided

popular attention with the great $10,000

stake, and opinions pro and con were freely

offered. The Tory element had little to offer

in the shape of argument against the new de-

parture, except that the old system developed

a greater amount of stamina, gameness or

endurance than could be obtained under the

new system . If this is true, and a long serieB

of heats are necessary to develop to the high-

est point of perfection the speed and endur-

ance of the trotting horse, why not make our

speed contests six heats in ten and devote the

entire afternoon to one race? Such a proposi-

tion, although strictly consistent with the line

of argument of those who obstinately adhere

to the present system, would be immediately

howled down by them bb an innovation. Is

it not a fact that under the present system

two gigantic evils have grown to Buch propor-

tions that a large number of races are not won

by the best horse? We refer to the twin evils

of laving up heats and using a "helper."

Nor do we believe that it is in the interests of

honest sport for a horse which has the speed

of his field to be held back for two and some-

times three heats which are trotted in fast

time, in order that he may then win the next

three heats in slower time. "Wo do not think

that such a course is in the true interests of

the national sport; but when it is remembered

that in such a race the pool-box is worked to

the fullest extent that the gullibility of the

public will permit, it is fairly open to the

worst charges that are made against the Bhort

races on the running course.

If every heat were fought out by all the

contestants on its merits, as if it was a race in

itself, then the three in five heats race would

be an almost infallible test of speed and en-

durance; but under the present system, in

spite of excellent rules and vigilant judges, a

smart helper, a cool driver and a full pool-box

will defeat the best horse.

But is it not worth while to ask, is the

present system the best one to test the highest

quality of the light harness horse? "We have

all heard the old story of the experienced

trainer who was asked what was the most

desirable auality in a race-horse; his reply

was, "speed." ""What next?" was the Becond

question. "More speed," said the trainer.

"And what else?" said the persistent ques-

tioner. "More speed yet," was the reply.

(Jan we have sustained flights of the highest

speed without a concurrent force of the high-

est endurance; for practical purposes must

not these qualities be always co-existent? "We

believe that trotting races of mile heats, two

in three, will result in a higher speed rate,

and that it will have no appreciable effect in

reducing the endurance of the breed. If the

innovation does not interfere with the quality

of our horses, on the score of variety it will

commend itself to the general public. The
managers of our leading trotting meetings find

the greatest difficulty in obtaining some sen-

sational specialty which will attract the publio

who are oblivious to the charms of the ordin-

ary programme. Each leading association

puts on its programme $5,000 for a special,

which is nothing but a tacit acknowledgement

that the regular $1,000 purse does not draw.

If our trotters are allowed to show their

powers under a variety of conditions, public

enthusiasm would soon be evoked. In addi-

tion to the orthodox best three in five classes,

let us have mile heatB, two in three, one and

two-mile dashes, and two-mile heats, let us

have prompt judges in the stands, no long

waits between heats, and a programme effi-

ciently completed in reasonable time. Trot-

ting is the national sport, and it will always

command the active support of our people if

diveBted of antiquated conditions and made to

harmonize with the progressive character of

the age.

—

Ohicago Horseman.

The Trotter's Advances.

The autumn approaches, and the trotting

season for another year is nearly closed.

There remains of the season but a few more

weeks, and the time draws nigh when the

merry patter of iron-Bhod feet, and the rapid

footfall of fleet-footed trotters will no longer

be heard in all the land. A few more great

battles are to be fought and the forces go into

winter quarters, then the work of the statis-

tician will begin. The season has so far been

an eventful one, and from the many brilliant

performances recorded, there are lessons to be

learned which will interest and inBtruct the

student of the great eoieuce of breeding. It

is only eighty-one years since the first horse

trotted a full mile in better than 3:00, and it

is much lees than thirty years since any well

defined ideas of breeding the American trotter

were established, yet to-day there are millions

of dollars invested in the business of system-

atically breeding the trotter, and the best

thought of the brightest intellects in the land

is directed to the solution of the problem of

how to moat surely and with the greatest

uniformity produce the highest type of the

pure-gaited trotting horse. Men eminent in

professional life, prominent and successful

merchants and manufacturers are engaged in

the study of this great science, and they pro-

nounce it the most fascinating study of their

lives.

In the last decade rapid progress towards

perfection has been made, and the day is near

at hand when this grand study will become
one of the exact sciences. Our observation

leads us to believe that the day is not far

distant when it will be possible for the

thoughtful breeder to produce with great cer-

tainty colts, which, without artificial appli-

ances, will be pure-gaited trotters.

It has occured to us that a brief reBUme or

skeleton of the hiBtory of trotting from the

time of the first 3:00 trotter might interest our

readers.

In 1806, a horse called Yankee trotted a

mile in 2:59, but it is alleged that the track

was short. In the year 1810, the Boston

Horse trotted a mile in 2:48$. In the decade

from 1820 to 1830, there was no fast miles,

but in 1827, Kanter, a hor6e, pedigree un-

known, trotted two miles in 5:24; in 1828,

Screwdriver, by Commander, trotted three

miles in 8:02, and in 1829, Topgallant trotted

four miles in 11:04.

In 1834, Edwin Forest, pedigree unknown,
paced a mile in 2:31$, and in 1839, Drover,

pedigree unknown, paced a miie in 2:28.

In 1844, Lady Suffolk, by Engineer, dam by

Don Quixote, trotted a mile in 2:26$, and it

was then thought this time would never be

beaten. In 1845, Moscow, pedigree un-

known, (rotted in 2:30, and in 1849, J?elham,

pedigree unknown, trotted a mile in 2:28,

and in 1848, Unknown, pedigree unknown,
paced a mile in 2:23.

In 1859, Flora Temple trotted her great

milein2:19|, and in 1855 Pocahontas paced

in 2:17$, and in the decade from 1850 to 1860,

six trotters and two pacers received fast

records.

In 1867, Dexter, by Hambletonian 10, dam
by American Star 14, trotted a mile in 2:17J;
in 1868, Lady Thorn, by Mambrino Chief,

trotted in 2:18i, and in 1869, American Girl

trotted in 2:19 and Goldsmith Maid, by Abdal-

lah 15, trotted in 2:19$, and these are the

first horses of great reputation which had in

theii veins the blood which is to-day recog-

nized as a valuable element in trotting pedi-

grees. In 1868 Billy Boyce paced to saddle a

mile in 2:14$. He was by Corbean, and his

dam by Tom Hal.

In 1879 St. Julien, by Volunteer, dam by
Harry Clay, trotted in 2:12J, and in 1878

Rarus trotted in 2:13}; in 1S78 Hopeful trot-

ted in 2:14|; in 1874 Goldsmith Maid trotted

in 2:14; in 1875 Lulu trotted in 2:14|, and in

1874 American Girl trotted in 2:16$. In 1879

Sleepy Tom paced in 2 :12}, and Sowdy Boy in

2:13J.
It will be noticed that in the decade from

1870 to 1880 the notable performances were
nearly all credited to horses whose blood lineB

were at least partially established, and are to-

day recognized as valuable. In the six years

from 1880 to 1886 inclusive, a great advance
was made in the average record both of pacers

and trotters, and the speed-producing lines of

breeding are well established. In 1885 Maud
S. trotted in 2:083; ia 1884 Jay-Eye-See trot-

ted in 2:10; in 1880 St. Julien trotted in 2:11};

in 1884 Maxey Cobb trotted in 2:13J, and Phal-

las in 2:13|, beating Smuggler's Btallion rec-

ord of 2:15$, which had remained undisturbed

is now attached to the potent influence of

great producing brood-mares. This is an ele-

ment which has only recently engaged the

attention of breeders, but its rapid growth

and the phenomenal somB paid for noted

mares and for their male produce has fixed

the attention of the breeding public upon

this great feature in producing the animal de-

sired.

'there can be no question but a mare which

to different horses of varied blood elements

gives birth to three or four noted performers,

is greater than a stallion which is the sire of

twenty trotters, for her opportunities are in

about the ratio of one to sixty.

An excellent illustration of this great prin-

ciple is the fact that at an advanced age

Nutwood Bold at publio sale for $22, 000, and

readily commands a service fee of $350 the

season. It was not because Nutwood was by

Belmont, for other sons of Belmont which are

siring trotters would not at the Banie age

bring a third of the sum. It was not alone

on aocount of his record, for other sires with

faBt records would not sell for anything like

the price, but it was the fact that hia dam,

MiBS Russell, waB the greatest member of a

great brood-mare family, whose daughters

produce extreme and uniform speed, because

to Harold she produced Maud S., 2:08$, and

to Belmont she produced Nutwood, 2:18$.

and Cora Belmont, 2:24$. Why are the year-

lings by Lord Russell in great demand at

$2,500 to $3,000, and why did an untrained

two-year-old grey stallion colt, by Harold,

dam Miss Russel, sell for $10,000? Was it

because thev were by Harold, or waB it

because by Harold the great Pilot, Jr., mare

Miss Russell, gave birth to the peerless Maud
S., and because the only extreme speed ever

sired by Harold was from Pilot, Jr., mares?

"Why were the servicee of Lord Russell, an

untrained two-year-old, eagerly sought at a

season fee of $200? Was it because he waB

sired by Harold which at an advanced age has

only three sons that have sired four trotters,

or was it because there was in his veins the

blood which produced Maud S, and his dam

was the ereat old white brood mare, which

prodnced"thtee great trotters and waB the ac-

knowledged queen of the great Pilot, -'

brood mare family 1—Chicago Horseman.
Jr.,

Lucy, 2:18J, a mare that was contempora-

neous with Goldsmith Maid, Lady Thorne,

and Dexter, is still alive at the Fashion Farm,

Trenton, N. J., although now nearly thirty-

two years old. She retired from the track in

1873, and the following year was bred to Jay

Gould, 2:21$, the result being a colt called

Inheritor, that died when four years old, and

yet so good a sire was he that he got Mont-

gomery, 2:21}. Her next foal was Lucia by

Jay Gould, and the following year Mikado by

Gen. Knox came. In 1880 she produced

Sapphire by Jay Gould. ThiB filly was bred

to Stranger (son of Gen. "Washington and

Goldsmith Maid, 2:14), and the produce, a

colt named Nominee, was sold at auction for

$3,000 last year. Gen. Washington is by

Gen. Kcox, dam Lady Thorne, 2:18}, by

Mambrino Chief, so that Nominee has his

veins the blood of the two best mareB of their

day.

Fishing With Sabre3.

The British Government has decided to

expend the snm of £5,000 (nearly $25,000) in

England, Scotland and WaleB in promoting

the breeding of an improved class of riding

and driviDg horses. This action on the part

of the Government meets with very marked

approval at the hands of breeders in that

country, and will doubtless be productive of

good results, especially if it Bhould be fol-

lowed up by an annual appropriation some-

thing like the custom which has long been _

practiced by the Government of France, and I

jor ei„£t j^ars; in "l884 Johnston paced his

it might well be extended to the draft breeds

instead of beingconfined to riding and driving

horses. But we believe the special incentive

to the appropriation just now was a desire to

improve the quality of horses especially

designed for the British cavalry service. The

money is to be expended under the direction

of trustees to be named by the Government.

The lateBt performance by Maud S. is a

mile to wagon, driven by Mr, Robert Bonner,

who is thirty pounds over weight, in 2:13}.

The first half was done in 1:08*, after which

Mr. Bonner spoke to the mare, and she trot-

tec' the last half iu 1 :04|, the last furlong being

in 15 seconds, a two-minute gait. There is talk

xk.w to the effect that Mr. Bonner will allow

y'urphy to drive Maud a mile in public in an

iort to beat her record of 2:08$, which feat

great mile in 2:06j, and in 1S86 Harry Wilkes
trotted a mile in 2:14|. It will be noticed that

until 1860 the rate of progress was extremely

slow and the pedigrees of the performers very
uncertain.
The question which will interest breeders

and instruct beginners in breeding is what has
caused this great and rapid increase which has

taken place in the last twenty years, both in

the number of trotters and the phenomenal
increase in the ratio or average of speed. It

is, of course, in a measure due to the greater

number of horses bred, to the growth of intel-

ligence in training and conditioning, to im-
proved appliances and better tracks, but all

this cuts but a small figure in the solution of

the problem, and should be considered as

merely collateral; the prime cause is the fact

that breeding is no longer a haphazard busi-

~a is thought oapable of performing, as her ness, but has been reduced to a science, and

w rk this season has been faster than ever it is our belief that the most important factor

before. I
m tne question is the great importance which

It was in the merry days when that "relic

of the dark ages," the inland customs barrier,

still flourished, that Jack Stowaway, a hearty

man and round who wielded the "cheese-

taster" at Kicha, India, invited ns to a luhki

under the leadership of Piru the Dhimar, says

"Art" in the Calcutta Asian. Sabres and

bathing drawers were, as he informed us, all

the equipment necessary, from which my in-

telligent readers will have divined that luhki,

in a language unknown, signifies the sport

which in fashion thus roundabout we have

undertaken to describe.

Sabres there were in plenty, each guardian

of the line being thus ferociously provided for

the chastisement of any bold spirit who,

regardless of thorns and an absence of

breeches, might essay unlawful passage of the

sacred hedge. But in these piping times of

peace the blades lay rusting in their wooden
sheathes, and not without much oily coaxing

did we succeed in obtaining their services.

The difficulty at laBt overcome, imagine us

mounted on our trusty steeds, outlass in band,

prancing gaily to the meet, happy to mark the

promise of a still dark night which betokened

good sport. An hearty and hospitable wel-

come from Stowaway, a solid supperand grate-

ful pipe, with melodious thrummings from

the Long One's banjo, served to till the time

till the hour of ten, when to the beach we all

adjourned, leaving "unmentionables" behind.

Here, armed with a yard of rusty hoop iron,

stands the master of the ceremonies sur-

rounded by a troop of dusky assistants. Pre-

liminaries settled we wend our way in silence

to the farthest point of the shallowB np which

we shall have to travel, yielding as we go an

ear attentive to the splash of many a rinuy

one lingering on its way to deeper waters

under cover of the darkness.

And now we divide our troop into separate

commands, eaoh under a sabre, and consisting

of torcb-bearer, sack holder, canteen carrier,

with a fourth man to provide fresh fuel for

the torch. No dirty rags and oil to foul the

stream compose the torches which we use;

simple and effective a bundle of flux stalks

will blaze into a brilliant flame as soon as the

signal is given. " Ready?" questions Pirn in

a whisper; "Ready" is the low reply. "Then
fire the torches!" and as the flames burst
forth we plnnge into the stream, extending
quick from bank to bank with whoop and yell,

to which the village urchins seated on the
cliffs above return a shrill echo. "Slay and
spare not " is our war cry, as with uplifted

sabres we made the shallow stream, which,
glittering with the glare of torches, glides

swiftly past to unruffled daikness. In deadly
fear our finny prey scamper hither and thither,

then rally and prepare to run the gauntlet
with what skill they can. Splish! splash! the
sabres rise and fall; the carnage has begun.
The loud wah! wah! denotes the clever Btroke,

while yells of disappointment riug at each
juicy mahseer's escape. Mark yon squalron.
headed by a whiskered leader of the Tengra
clan, poised and ready for a charge. Down
he comes with much insolent swagger bred of

poisoned spikes about his gills; the cutlass

whistles through the air; his head is off;

gather his remains thou keeper of the sack,

his insolent career is over. And now thou
bearer of the torch come nearer, for if mine
eyes belie me not the shadows of yon pebble
conceal a silver rohu preparing for a bolt.

Ha! here he comes swift as lightning flash,

but Allah Akbar! that stroke sped true; he
hath left his tail behind and, rudderless, he
falls an easy capture.

Hew and hack! hack and hew! the slaugh-

ter goeB on, and the carcasses of the sluio are
gathered by the handful till the capacious
sacks show Bigns of swelling. The glare of
torchlight, the glitter of sword blades, the
shouting and laughter, the dancing figures

rendered fantastic by the surrounding black-

ness, all go to form a demoniacal scene well

worthy the limner's art. Frequent and more
frequent grow the calls upon the laggard can-
teen bearers, who seem possessed with an un-
conquerable desire to linger in the rear, and
the excitement rises to its highest when a yell

from Pirn announces that a monster mahseer
is abroad. "I see him!" "khabbardar!"
"there he goes!" "look out!" ate shouted in
every direction as the big fish retreatB after

eaoh vain attempt to break the line, which has
now been reformed. Rapidly we close around
a deep pool in which he is last seen to take
refuge. Pirn knows the eyes of Richa are

upon him, and he must secure that mahseer
for himself or lose prestige, bee him peering
cautiously about while we cut and thrust in

aimless fashion. Suddenly there occurs a
great splashing, mingled with cries of "alliga-

tor!" "alligator!" from the Long One as he dis-

appears under water for an instant and arises

half choked with involuntary draughts of the
liquid, which, unadulterated, he detects.

But, in truth, it is only the fish which, com-
ing in contact with the Long One's shins, gave
a mighty plunge and took him off his legs.

Piru has all this time been on the qui vive, gets

his opportunity, and with one swift cut of his
hoop iron secures the quarry, then holding it

proudly aloft by the tail proclaims it the prize

of the night. Having by this time come near
the end of the shallows we seek the hut of

Jemadar Hoshiar Khan, and with appetites

made sharper than our blades with exercise,

do full justice to the Fpread of puris and curry
which that wide-awake individual has pro-
vided for his hakims. Hunger appeased and
the inner man refreshed with "a long pull

and a strong pull" at the source that never
fails to cheer, we light our pipes and recount
the exploits of the night. Luhki is voted the
best thing out, and a proposal to make another
onslaught at au early date is unanimously
carried.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of
Ontario Veterinary Col-
lege, Toronto, Canada
SST Castration a Special-

ty- Advice by mail $3 OO.

Veterinary Infirmary. 371 N'alomn St.
Residence, 966 Howard St., San Francisco.

ImafiS

KILLIP & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS,

ZZ Montgomery Street. San Francisco

8FKC1AX. ATTENTION PAID TO fiA LKS OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In All Cities and Counties of
tbe State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Gkken,
Sacramento.

j, P. Sakoknt. Eaa.,
Sargents.

Hon. L. J. Rose,

Hon. J. D. Cabb.
Salinas.

Hon. John Hoses
Colusa,

Hon. A. Walbath,
gelt _

Hagoin, Esq., San Francisco
Ren.reaei.ted at Sncrameuto Itv Edwin F, Smith,

Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At .Sou Jose by Messrs. Montgomery i Ren, Real

Estate Agents.
Being tlte oldest established firm in the live-stock

business on this Coast, and having conducted the
Important auction saleB in this line for the past
afteen Tears, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we fuel justified In claiming unequalled facili-
ties for disposing of live stock of every description
either at auction or private sale. Otir list of corres-
rondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prora-
nence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give full publicity to animals planed with us for sale.
Private purchases and sales of live stock of aU
descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KIIXIP A CO.. 23 Montgomery Street.
am J
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GLOVER'S ALBUM.
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated,

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

THOROUGHBRED
FOX-TERRIERS.

FOR SALE.
FANNY, white with black and tan markings, bv

Rags—Gin. Rags by Picklo II—Hysteria; Pickle II
by Tyrant IV—Olive, yery handsome and a good rat-
ter. Price S30.
BUFFALO BILL, white with black and tan head,

' whelped June 6th, 1857. by Flngal—Sunbeam. Flngal by
Tennyson—Merry ; Sunbeam by Rustic Royston— Sil-
verdale. Price §20. Apply or addrets

J.K. II ARTIX,
No. 1157 Folsom Street, San Francisco.

DOG MEDICINES.
Mange rnf. - SO«. Mstemper Cure, SI .OO
Blood Purifier, 50c. Veriniluge, - - 50c.
Canker Wash, 50c. Eye L»Hon, - 50c.
Oiarrhoeature, 50c. Cure lor Vita, - SOc
Tonic, - - 50c. Uulment. - 50c.

Kennel and Stable Soap, best uog soap known, price

25c.
These remedies are sold by druggists and dealers
n sportsmen's goods.

ALL DOG DISEASES TREATED
H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian to the Westminster Kennel Club, New
Jersey Kennel Club, Rhode Island Kennel Club,
Hartford Kennel Club, Hemstead Farm Company, etc.

'8jul2 I7Q3 Krnnriwav. Npw Vnrlc.

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and alj

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Ortginil designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc

for illustra ion purposes, furnished.
K. BOYD. Artist,

Orwtf 1M Post Strpol.

FOR SALE.

Thoroughbred Irish Red Setters
•

By Mike T.—Lady Elcho T., both First prizewinners
onthe bench, beside winning several specials. Cham-
pions Elcho, Rose.Noreen, G*\rryowen, Palmerston,
all famous winners, appear in the pedigrees of the dogs
offered. Breeding ano health guaranteed.

kwh«> tii:-:^'i,s,
6agtf *•« Fl-veiilliSlre: t, S.F.

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector,
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec, 1884. Champion Beauchief,

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1886. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N. f.

23apr26

Setters for Sale.
English setter puppies of the most approved

Llewellin breeding. By Harold (Oath—Gem) ex
Janet (Count Noble—Dashing Novice). In blood they
have no superiors.

t'Al.H'OKMA KONKI.S,
(POST «fc WATSON,)

27augl 614 I Street, Sacramento, Cal,

DO YOU WANT A DOS '-

DOC BUYERS' CI
Colored plates, IOO engi
of different breeds, prices they are I

worth, and where to buy them I

Mailed for 15 Cents. •
ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,
337 S, Eighth St, Philadelphia, Pa. |

Dapr

AMERICAN
KENNEL CLUB

STUD-BOOK.
Blanks for registering in the official stud

book will be mailed on application.

Entries will close for part Three on Septem-

ber 30, 1887. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club,

6le\>

Nos, 44 and 46 Broadway,
Bew York-

Hunting Dogs.
Hunting Dogs taken lo handle on game, the com-

ing season.

B. LEiVESLEY,
aucl3tf GII.KOY.

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers
FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by Letters Patent, July 9 A, 1889

Having thus described n.y Invention, what I clai
*s new, and desire to secure my letteis patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri
lie, extending hack as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle , in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ann
aB shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds P, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
pieces I) and blinds P, as Bhown, the straps or bands
G and H, connecting the branches or extensions above
and below the eyes, and having the adjusting slides or
huckles, substantially as an;I for the purpose herein
described.

5. Ina bridle, and In com' lnation with the blinds F.
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to he movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
straps or bandV G and H, and rhe i ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, anil ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patenl
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
Bood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eftect on the action follows as

Is induced by toe-weights. Tins is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the &nee without the Btrain of weights on the
feet.
For hridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. IWcKEKKON.
No. 2»J and 232 Ellis St. San Franci5co.

COKKIVS (JREiT

HORSE LINIMENT.
Sure cure for Swinney, weakness of the Bpine,

sprains, strains, etc. It neither blisters nor causes
the hair to fall off, and does not incapacitate the horse
from work during treatment. Though there tevo
been many drugs on the market which are claimed
-ood.the observer will readily see their deficiency,
from the number of lame horses which he everywhere
meets, and that are mostly suffering from thp
scourge, Swinney, which not only causes the sho'd'"*1 "

to gradually shrink away, but also the body to ei'. it-

erate. Now where is the horseman bo blind to hie own
intereBt as to refuse this new remedy a fair trial,

For sale by all druggists. Mrs. A. C Joseph.
Prop., San Francisco. All rights secured in U, S.

Patent Office. Price. $1 .OO per Rattle. MjyM

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh.

Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies

Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
and Histology. The Williams' Prize, '84-'85, for high-
est works in professional examinations, and six first-

class certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois

State Veterinary Medical Association.
OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
». JltlAKIV, Prop.

1129 market St. S. F., Bet. 5 Hi and 8th.
elcptaone No. 3113.

MECHANICS' FAIR
SAN FRANCISCO.

IS NOW OPEN.
CLOSES SATURDAY OCTOBER S«Ii, 1887,

AUCTION
OF

Holstein-Friesia n
BULLS,

HEIFERS
AND

CALVES.
Owing to the S.-ile to the Hon. Leland

Stanford of the laud used as a Slock Ranch,
we Uiive receive*! orders from Mr. Fraxk H.
Burke, uf Meulo Park, to

Sell Without Reserve,
All the Bulls, Heifers and Calves. These ani-
mals are all Thoroughbred and registered, and
are all from choice prize-winners of deep
milk and butter strains. These animals are
of choice families, as the Aaggie's (the most
celebrated in the world); the Netherlands (a

preat butter tribe); the Menlo (the greatest
Holstein Show Cow in the world); the Jacob
(the only imported son of Mercedes, the holder
of the milk record of the world); Twiek (holder
of the butter record of the Urjited States).
At the same time, and for same account,

will be offered

A Number of Grade Calves,
Sired by some of the choicest bolls to be found
in the East.

jglfCatalognea can be obtained after Sep-
tember 3d from KILLIP & CO., 22 Montgom-
ery St., San Francisco, or F. H. BURKE, 401
Montgomery St., San Francisco.

SALE
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 21, 1887,

During State Fair and
Grounds
AT 11 A. M. AT

on the

SACRAMENTO.

KILLIP &C0.,
Auctioneers.

2sept3

EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIJR

OF

THE SIXTH DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

Los Angeles,
Best Fair in the State,

Not excrplfiig Sacramento.

170 Entries in the Races.
Including fastest horses in the world.

Fruit, Agriculture and Horticul-
tural Display at

THE PAVILION.
Fifth and Olive Streets.

DON'T FORGET
-
THE DATE.

Oct. 10,11, 12JL3, 14 and 15.

SEND FOE PKEMI0M LIST.
J. W. ROBINSON, President.

E. A. IJe«'AMP, Secretary—Box 310. 37augt

S.B.WHITEHEAD&CO,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS.

ABE PREPARED TO CONDDCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters
And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast,

Our Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for fifteen

years successfully managed all the principal

Bales of high-class stock on this Coast.

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARIEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOK, ESQ..

J. B. HAGGtN, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ ,

R. P. ASHE, ESQ., WM. CORBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
•JO Leldesdorff Street,

Umartf San Francisco.

ELEVENTH ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

Monterey
MKIILTIUUL ASSOCIATION'

District Number 7.

Commencing at SALINAS mv, Oct. 4th,
and eliding Oct, Sih, 188?-

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Tuesday. Oct. 4ili.

No. 1. TROTTING-Two-vear-o Id Colt Stake of
1887: -:5j entrance ; $lou added by the Association; best 2

No. 2. RUNNING—Three« quarters of a mile anc"
repeat, for all horses owned in the .District; purse $1 o

Wednesday, Oct 5ih.
No. 3. TROTTINN-Purse 8250; for the following

narcnd horses, and su-h others an the Society luav
deem eligible m this class; Pedro, Charley G., Jim L„
.Alien L., Lady Johnson, Maud H., Lady Simpson.
Jim Urow, Michael Davitt, Queen, Nik. ' Mambrino
Jr., Eagle, Dixie, sorrel Tom, Lady Maek.'Susie, John
Splauu, Bill Donathan, Charlie V.
No. 4. T KUTTINU -Dry Season Race. Purse

$150, for all twu-year- olds in the District; winner of
first and second money in colt stakes barred; best Z
In 3.

Thursday, Oct. 6tli.
No.'". TROTTING-For all stallions owned in the

Old District; purse 3200

.

No. (i. TKOTTING-Two-mile heats; best 2 in 3;
for all horses that have never beaten five minutes for
two miles; piuseS250.
No. 7. RUNNING—One-half mile dash, for all two-

year olds owned in the Ola District; purseSloO.

Friday. Oct. 7lu.
No . 8. PACI N(i—Free for all ; purse $200.
No. 9. THOTTING—For all three-year-olds and

under owned in the District; purse $i5"; best 2 in a.
No. 10. NOVELTY RACE-Running-One and

one-t mirth miles; puree 3150, 1st quarter $25; 2d quar-
ter S25; ad quarter $2o; 4th quarter $25; 5th quarter $50.

Saturday. Oct. Slli,

No. 11. RUNNING—One mile and repeat; free for
a.11; purse §300.
No. 12. TROTTING-Free for all; puree MOO.

REMARKS AX!> CONDI ITONS.
All races ate the best three in five (unless other-

wise specified), five to enter and three to start: but
the Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
five to fill by the withdrawal ofa proportionate amount
ot the purse. Entrance fee ten percent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Purses idvitied at the rate of
CO per cent, to first horse, an per rent, to second, 10 per
cent, to third, unless otherwise specified.
Entries to all races and stakes to close villi the Sec-

retary at 11 n'clOCkp. M.,.si.pi.-iiiber Ifth, 1 b7. Mark
the envelope "Entries h, It, tees."
No h»rse si all he qiml.fi.-d to filter uilv fret -fur-all

race .liat has Hot hei-u owiu-d oi, thu i'HUirli: CiihSC
rr«m .Man-h I, Itw7, and in any Dh-trict races not mined
wit dn i he District fr [hub ifi, im?, and am . i.trv
by any person at any liuroe so iliso.ii nil tied tdiall he
held liable for die entrance lee thus contract d, with-
out the right to cumpt-tf.
W here tile words "nlfl District" an- nstd in the fore-

going .--p-rd iTi.-r.uiune. it i* meant therein ihe
counties ul Monterey, = anta Crux, uau Lenity mi i ^,*u
Luis Obispo.
in all races entries not declared out by 6 P. M. ot the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Horsesentered in races can only be.'withdrawn by

Consent of the judges.
For a walkover in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance lee and one-quarter of
the entrance received from toe other entries lor said
purse; and ahorse winning a race is entitled to first
money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under any other circumstance.
The attention of all parties interested is particu-

larly called to therules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-
ing to the trotting races will he conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural society to govern

running races, except; when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if defined necessary.
Races to begin at 1 o'clock p. m. sharp.
Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.

J. IK CAHJt, President.
I. .1 KEI.I.V Secretary. lojyll

FOR SALE.
The Imported Thoroughbred Stallion

OATCAKE.
Rich chestnut in color, 1P1 hands high, foaled 1882.

Bred in England and imported to Australia in
utero, imported from thence to California this sum-
mer.

Pedigree.
Sired by Wild Oats, dam Miss Emma, by Saun-

terer; second dam Dulcimer by Trump* t t; third
dam Teddingtonia by Teddinglon; fourth dam Glacis
by VeulBon or Bolero; fifth dam Fortress by Defence,
etc.

Wild Oats by Wild Dayrell (Winner Derby 1855)
dam The Golden Horn, by Harkaway; second dam
(Buccaneer's dam) by little Red River; third dam
Eclat by Edmund; fourth dam Squib by Soothsayer
etc.

Oatcake is a horse of great power and fine finish,
and from all points of view is one of (he best types
of the thoroughbred ever brought to America. He
ran successfully in the colonies, winning the Squat-
ter's Handicap at A. J. 0. Spring meeting last year;
one mile and a quarter, in 2:10$, beating such recog-
niz.e performers as Folly, Ben Bolt (the Caulrleld
Cup Winner). Dagobert, Cerise and Blue (Sydney Cup,
w'ioner,) Oakleigh, Palarenda, Friendship, Rapid)
Phaon and Ravensworth.
Wild Oats, his sire, was a performer of note

winnerof the Prendergaat Stakes at Newmarket and
other important events. He was the sire of a long
lino of racers, among them Eton, Guy ManDering,
Hetty, Kinfarnusand Wild Moss, all winners In Eng-
land last year.
Wild Dayrell won the Derby in 1855, and the Gol-

den Horn, dam of Wild Oats, was a daughter of
Harkaway, the best race-horse of his day. He won
eight Kind's Plates, the Goodwood Oup" twice, and
the Royal Whip. Dp to the close of his four-year-old
year be had won 21 races out of 28 starts, against the
best horses in the United Kingdom.
On the side of bis dam, Oatcake comes from the

royal line, and to horsemen these extended notes of
performances and produce are perhaps not necess-
ary. The pedigree shows such names as Saunterer
Lrish Birdcatcher, Sir Hercules, Trumpeter, Ted-
dinglon, Bay Middloton, Orlando, etc., and the value
of these lines will be recognized by all breeders and
racing men.
Oatcake is now at the Agricultural Park Track

in Sacramento oharge of M. M. Allen, and insj ivhv.n
is invited. Tabulated pedigrees will be f"
on application to the Breedes and Bpobi
where I may be addressed

P. B. BALD
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8th Annual Fair! FALL RACES
OF THE

EurekaJockeyClub
OF THE

NINTH DISTBICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OF

Del Norte & Humboldt,
- TO BE HELD ON -

29September 27, 28,

and 30, '87,

Rohnerville,
Humboldt Co. , Cal.

EUREKA
7

Ninth District Board of Agriculture for 1887: G.
C. Barber and R. J. Bugbee, Ferndale; S. F. Pine,
Eure-lta; J. D. Barber, Hydesvilie; C. L. Thompson,
Camp Grant; Alexander aiasson and B. H. McNeil,
Rohnerville ; H. 0. Rawson, Del Norte County,

Officers of the Board: G. C. Barber, ferndale,
President; S. H. Crabtree. Rohuorville, Secretary;
Maurice Levinger, Rohnerville, Treasurer.

SPEED PKOURAffEUE.

9th District Agricultural Speed
Programme.

First Day—Tuesday, Sept. 97th, 1887,
at 1:3(1 P.M.

No. 1.—Running. Purse of 880. Free for all

saddle horses having no record under 53 seconds,
catch weights, half mile and repeat. Horses entered
lor other than saddle races barred. First purse $20',

second S10.
No. 2.—Trotting, at 3 p, m. Humboldt Stake. For

colts of 188G bred in the district; $75 added; S20 en-
trance, one-half of which oeiug already deposited,
the remaining $10 to be paid at the time of making
entries for the other races. \V. H. E Smith ogrees
to add S50 The whole sum to be divided as follows,
sixty, thirty, and ten per cunt. One mile dash.

Second Day, Wednesday. Sept 28th, 1887;
at 1U A. ai., Parade ot Stock.

No. a.—Trotting. At l,iHQ p. M. Purse of §150.
Three minute class Mile beats two in three,
(Patcben barred). First SiOO; second S5i.

No. 4. -Trotting. At 2.30 p. m.— Purse of S125 for
two-year-olds. Mile heats two in three. First $B5;
secoud 40.

No. 5. —Running. At :1 p. m. Purse of g!50. Free
for all. Three-quarter Mile and repeat. First
SluO; second §50.

Third D«y. Thursday. Sept. 39th, at 10 A.M.
No G—Trotting. Purse of $175. 2:45 class. Mile

heats two in three. Fir*t $120; second §55.

No. 7.—Trotting. At 1:P0 p m. PurseofS125. For
three-year-olds. Mile heats two in three. First $85;
second 340.

No. 8.—Running. At 2:30 p. iff. Purse of 8IC0.
Half-mile and repeat. First $70; second S30.

rounh Day, Friday, Sept. 30tli, at 9 :30
A. M. Parade ofStock and award*

Ing of Premiums.
Ladies' Equestriansbip at 11 a.m. First ?15; sec-

ond $10; third §5.

No. 9.—Running. At 1:30 p. m. Purse of $150.
Free for all. Outi and oiie-quarler mile dash. First
$100 ; second $50.
No. 10.—Trotting. At 2:30 p. u. Purse of $300.

Free for all. Mile heats, three in five. First $200;
second $100.
No. 11.—Running. At 3 p. m. Purse of $150. Free

for all. Half-mile and repeat. First $100 ; second
$50.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

These races are opei to any horse owned in the
Ninth District, composed of the counties of Del
Norte and Humboldt, by a bona fide resident of the
district on the first day of June, 1887, except free for
all.

In all races three or more to enter and two or more
to start. Any horse distancing the field receives the
emire purse.
Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to accompany

the entrance.
All entries in these races must be made with the

secretary on the evening previous to the firBtday
of the Fair. The horses named and entered
in the name of the owner, who must be a member
of the Association, and the entrance fee paid in full
The trotting race will be conducted under the

rules of the National Trotting Association, hut the
Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats, and
runnmg races under the rules of Pacific Blood Horse
Association, edition of 1887.

All horses entered for the races will be under the
control of the judges from the moment they are
brought on the track.

If from any cause there 'should not be a sufficient
amount of money received from all sources, includ-
ing appropriation from the State, to pay all purses
and prein'ums in full, after paying the expenses
of the fair or exhibition, the same will be paid pro
rata.

Neither the Association, the Directors nor officers
in any event to be liable for any purse or premium
beyond such pro rata amount. auglStf

HUMBOLDT COUNTY, CAL.,

Nov. 2.3,24,25, 26, 1887.
FIRST DAY.

1 Purse $200.— Tl mining Novel tv Race. Free-for-all,
dash of one mile. $35 at first quarter, 940 at the half, $50
at the three-quarter and $75 at the mile. All paid-up
entries over five to be added, and equally divided
between each winner.

2. Purse $250.—Trotting. Free for all horses that
have not beaten 2:3S up to Sept. 1st, 1887, (Oadmi_B
an i Bonner eligible to start.) First horse $15', second
$75, third $25.

SECOND DAY.
3. MERCHANTS' PURsK, $300. Free-for-all, for

all ages. Three-quarters of a miio and repeat. First
horse $201, second horse i-70, third horse $31).

4. Trotting—Three-minute class. Purse $150 for
horses owned in Humboldt County prior to Sept. 1st,

1887. (Patchen barred.) First hoi se $35, second horse
$50, third horse to save entrance.

THIRD DAY.
5. HOTEL PURSE-$I00. Free for all, for all ages.

One mile and repeat. First horse $250, second horse
SlOrt, third horse $50.
6 EUREKA TWO - YEAR - OLD TROTTING

STAKE—Mile and repeat. SlOentrance; half forfeit,

$100 added; second horse to receive $25, third to save
stake. Entries to this race to close with the Secre-
tary Sept. 17,1857.

FOURTH DAY.
7. Purse $100. For all ages. Running dash of 601'

yards. First horse $75, secoud horse $-'5.

b'. Purse $150. For all ages. Half mile and repeat.
First horse $135 , second horse $25.

9. Purse 94O0. Trotting. Free for all. First horse
$250, second horse 9100, third horse $50.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting races are best three in five, except the

two-vear-ohl, unless otherwise specified; five to enter
and three to start. But the Board reserves the right to

hold a less number than five to fill by the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance fee
in purse races ten per cent.
In all trotting races the rules of the American Trot-

ting Association, and all running races the rules of the
Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association to govern, but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing.
In all entries not declared out by 3 p. m. of the day

preceding the race, shall Vie required to start.

No added money paid for a walk-over In all races
noted above, five or more paid-up entries required to
fill and three or more horses to start.
Macing colors to be mimed in entries. In trotting

races drivers will be required to wear caps of distinct
colors, which must be named in entries.
Hn tries to all tbe above races, except the two-year-

old trot, to close with Secretary, Wednesday, Nov. 1G,

1S87.
One-half the entrance money must he paid at the

time of making entries aud the^other half at 6 p. m. the
night preceding the race.
Entry blanks will be furnished upon application to

the Secretary.
DAK'L MURPHY, President,

II. t'OHN, Secretary. sept3

Outing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Trivel

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
ODK FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DTJBING THE TEAR THERE WILL BE ARTICLES UPON
Exploration, Travel and Adventure, Mountain

Climbing, Camping. Popular Forestry, Hunting and
Fishing, Walkiug, Yachting, Ice Yachting, Rowing
Canoeing, Bicycling. Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
rap'.y, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.
Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing, Tobogganing and Skating.

Comddoted by POBLTNEY RIGELOW

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
Single numbers tiveiiiy.five cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York.
29)013

THREE DAYS RACING
Under the auspices of the

WILLOWS
A«ULTtML ASSOCIATION.

October 19, is0,2 1, 1887,

WILLOWS.
AGRICULTURAL PARK,

WILLOWS. t'OIiUSA BOUNTY, CAL.

First Day -Wednesday. October 19, 188?.
No. I. Trotting-$:iO0. Three-minute class. Free Cor

all.

No. 2. Trotting and Pacing—3200. Fr 'e for^all horses
owned in Colusa County August let, 1887. Alniont
Patchen, Tiltou Almontand Daley S. barred.
No. ;<. Running—$150. Free for all. Three-fourths

of a mile.

seconil Day—Thursday, October SO, 188 J,

No. 4. Pacing—?3rn. Free for all.

No. 5. Trotting— i300. 2:(0class. Free for all.

No. 6. Running 9100. Free for all. One-half mile
and repeat.

Third Day—Friday, October 31, 1883. J

No. 7. Running—9200. Free for all. One and one-
fourth inileB.

No. S. Trotting—8400. Free for all.

No. 0, Trotting-$ft0. Nearest to four minutes -

REMARKS AMD CONDITIONS.
National Trotting Association Rules to govern all

trotting ami pacing races. Entrance fee of 10 per
cent, ot purse to accompany nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races the purse is to lie

divided Into three moneys: Bix-tentlis, thr<je-tenlhs
and onf-tenth.
The Rules of the State Agricultural Society to gov-

ern all running races.
In all the above races, five or more paid-up entries

requ'redto till, and three or more horses to start, but
the Board reserves the right to hold the entries and
start the race with a leas number and deduct a propor-
tionate amount of the puree orstake.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races, alternately, or to call a special nee
between heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over a horse is only entitled to Ho own

entrance fee and one-half of the entrance received
from the other entries of said race. A horse winning
a race Is entitled to first money only, except when dis-
tancing the field, then to first and third money?.
Non. starters must lie. duchired cut the rlnv previous

to the race they are engaged in, before ii o'clock p. ST.,

or he required to start.
All entries for a race to close with the Secretary or

President, at Willows, October 1st, IS87, at 10 o'clock,
.u.
The Board of Directors will have charge of the track

and grounds during the work of races, and will see
that the rules are strictly enforced, and purses and
stakes will lip paid when the Judges have rendered
their decision before leaving the stand.
Races to start 1pm. sharp.

D. R. SUTTON, President.
J. F. SERSANOl'S, Secretary, Ssept'

Nevada State Fair
OF 1887 WILL BE HELD

AT RENO,
Commencing September 31st and Ending

October 1st.

35 RACES, TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS
LIBERAL PREMIUMS

Live Stock Department and Exhibits in Pavilion,

Indian Pony Races! Bahon Ascensions! Bicycle

Races! Stock Parades/

LADIES' TOURNAMENT.
Friday, September 23, Wednesday, September 28 and

September L0, Friday,

THE PRESIDENT'S GOLD MEDAL.
President Powning offers a Special Premium, a

GOLD MEDAL, value $100, for the beat
Exhibit in Any Department.

Trials oi Speed to be Conducted under the
auspices oi" ilie Directors oi the state Agri-
cultural Society.

The State Agricultural Society was established in
accordance with au act of the Legislature of the State
of Nevada, entitled "An Act to provide for the man-
agement and control ot the State Agricultural Society
of the state," approved March 7, 1&&5.

UEMEEttS OF THE STaTK EOARD OF AGRICOLTUBK
L. J. FLINT, of Washoe County; E. F. LEKTK.of

Washoe County; P. H. MULUAHY, Of Washoe
Countv; AL. WHITE, of Washoe County ; JUflN
SWEENY, of Ormsby County; T. B. RICKEY, of
Douglas Countv; C. C. POWNING, of Washoe
Comity; ALVARO EVANS, of WaBhoe County;
THEO. WINTERS, of Washoe County; F. DANU-
BEEG, of Douglas County; W. S. BAILEY, of
Churchill County; JOS. MARZEN, of Humboldt
County.

PROGRAMME.
lirst Day—Wednesday, September 31st.

No. 1.—INTRODUCTORY—Three-quarter dash, for
District horses; $1UU added; entrance $-0; declaration
$5, on or before September 1st.

No. 2.—RUNNING—Five-eighths mile dash. Dis-
trict horses; two-year-olds; $li>0added; entrance $20;

declaration $5, on or before September 1st.

Nos. o, 4 and 5 will be made and announced on Sat-
urday, Sept, 17th.

Second Day—Thursday, September 33d.
No.fi.—TROTTING—2:5ii class for District horses;

three in five, purse $:i0G; first horse $150; second horse
$100; third horse $50.

No. 7.—TROTTING— Mile heats, three in five; free
for all; purse SP00; 8300 to first horse; $200 to second
horse ; §100 to third horse.

Third Day—Friday, September 33d.
No. 8. — RUNNING—Selling purse for District

horses; dash of a mile; $150 added; $25 entrance, half
forfeit; 55 declaration, on or before September 1st
Horses to be sold for $1,000 to carry entitled weight.
Two pounds allowed tor each. $100 under the$i,000.

No. 0.—RUNNING— Half- mile dash; entrance free;
purse SIOO.
Three other races for this day will he announced

on Thursday, September 23d.

Fourth Day—Saturday, September 34th.
No. 13,—TROTTING— Mile and repeat; free for all

three-yeai-olds and under in the District; purse $30U;

Brat horse $150; second horse 9100; third horse 550,

No. 14.—PACING—Mile heats, three in five; free for
all; purse $i>00; first horse $U00; second horse $200;

third horse $100.

I'ii'th Day—Monday, September 36th.

No. 15.—HANDICAP—Mile and a half dash; $300
added; $50 entrance; half forfeit; $10 declaration, on
or hefore September 10th. Weights to be announced
Sept. 1st,

>j0# if, —SELLING PURSE—Closes the same time
as stakes; one mile and a quarter dash; $^0O added.
Three other races for this day will be made -Septem

bar 24th.

Sixth Day—Tuesday, September 3 7 th.

No. 20.—TROTTING.—Three-minute class for Dis-
trict horses; purse $:100; first horse $150; second
horse $i0U: third horse 950.

No. 21.—TROTTING.— Mile heats, three in five; free
for all; purse $W)0; first horse $I0d; second horse $250;

third horse $150.

Seventh.Day—Wednesday, September 38th.
No.22.—RUNNING—Three-quarter mile dash; two

year-olds; $15:i added; $25 entrance; half forfeit; five

or more to enter.
No. 23.—RUNNING—Mile and three-eighths; three-

year-olds; $200 added; $30 entrance; half forfeit; $lu

declaration, on or before September 1st; three or
more to start.

No. 2-1—RUNNING— Purse *"0l; dash of two miles;
ten per cent, entrance; n\e or ni ire to enter; three or
more to start.
Two other races for this dav will be made Septem-

ber 27th.

Eighth. Day—Thursday, September 39th.
No. 27.—PACING—Mile heats, three in five; free

for all; purse $o0D; first horse $300; second horse $2U0;

third horse $100.

No. 28.—TROTTING— Mile heats; three in five;

free for District horses; purse $600; first horse $300;
second rrse $200; third horse $100.

Ninth nay- Friday. September 30th.
No. 25.—RUNNING—Mile dash for two-year-olds;

$200 added; entrance $20; declaration $5; on or before
September 1st.

No. 30.—RUNNING—Mile and five-eighths dash for
three-vear-olits; $300 added; $50 entrance; half for-

feit; $10 declaration, on or before September 1st;

three or more to start.

Three other races for Hub day will be made up Sep-
tember 29th,

Tenth Day—Saturday, October 1st,

No. 34.-2:35 Class; mile heats, three in five; free for
all; purse $Sn0; first horse $500; second horse $200;
third horse $100.
No. 35.-2:25 Class: mile heats; three In five; free

for all; purse $1,000; first horse $500; second horse $300;

third horse $200,

RKXARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Nominations to stakes must be made to the Secre-

tary on or before the first day of August, 1887. En-
tries for the purses most be made: For Monday's
races on the Saturday preceding; for Wednesday's
races, on Mondav.and for Friday's races, on Wednes-
day, at the regular time for closing entries as desig-
nated by the rules. Those who have nominated in
stakes must name to the Secretary, in writing, which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 v. u.
Morses entered in purses cau only be drawn by con-

Please observe that, in the above stakes, declara
tions are permitted for a small Forfeit.
In all races, entries not declared out by C p. M, of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start-
Where there is more than one entry bv one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
slart must he named by G y. m. of th. day preceding
the race. No added money paid lor a walk-over.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers »ill be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Each day's races will commence promptly at one

o'clock P.M.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stoddard, Sec-

retary of the Society.

EQUESTRIANISM.
Ladies' Grand Tournament for the most accom-

plished and graceful lady riders, Friday, Sept. 23,
Wednesday, Sept. 2t>, and Friday, Sept, 30, at 10 o'clock
A. M.
The Society offers four premiums, valued respect-

ively at $lu0, $7u,$4o and $20,
The lady who is adjudged first sliall have her choice

of all premiums offered. The secoud lady shall have
Becond choice, and so on.
All ladies must ride with saddles.
It is expected that other special premiums will be

added totals list by private contribution. No one but
ladies of the highest respectability will he allowed to
compete for prizes.
Lauies wishing to compete for prizes will please

send ndine to Secretary, indorsed by two members of
the Society.

INDIAN POSY RACES.
On Thursdav, Sept. 22d, Mondav, Sept. 26th, and

Thursday, Sept. 29th. the novelty of an Indian pony
race will he provided, and the amusing sight of
twenty or thirty noble red men of the forest, mounted
ou the wildest and most unmanageable cayuseB imag-
inable, galloping around the track at break neck
speed, will, as they say at the circus, be alone worth
the price cf admission.

4XYDESDAEE MEDALS.
The American Clydesdale Association will give a

valuable medal, of suitable design, for the best re-
Corded Clydesdale stallion, and a similar mi dalfurthe
best recorded Clydesdale mare bred iu Nevada and
exhibited at the .State Fair of 1887.

IIAf.LOON ASCENSIONS.
Arrangements have been made for a series of bal-

loon ascensions during the Fair, alike novel and excit-
ing. Ascensions will be made daily from the race
track.

DICYCXE RACES.
Two or three bicycle races will take place between

the fastest wheelmen iu the State, and ten contests
are counted upou.

C. C. POWNING, President,
C. If. Stoddard, Secretary,
C. T. RENDER, Treasurer. 28myl8

Stockton Fair.
BEGINNING

September 27, and Con-
tinuing five days.

Pacific Coast Blood Horse Associa-
tion will govern running races.
All t

horses entered for Stat*> purses must be owned
and kept in Nevada and California east of the Sierra
Nevadas for six months prior to day of race.
Entries to all trotting raceB will close September

1st with the Secretary.
Five or more to enter and three or more to Btart in

all for purses.
National Trottlnc Association rules to, govern trot-

ting races. Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association
rules to govern running races, except as above.
All trotting and pacing rueos are the best three in

five, unless otherwise specified; five to enter and
three to start. But the Board reserves the right, to
hold a less number than live to fill, by the withdrawn!
of a proportionate amount of the purse, Entrance
fee ten per cent, on purse, to acoomany nomina-
tion.
National Trotting Association Rules to govern trot-

ting but the Board reserves the right to trot heats
of any two clauses alternately, il" necessary to filllsli

anv day's racing, or to trot a special race between
heats. A horso making a walk-over shall he entitled
only to the entrance money paid In, When less than
the' required number of starters appear they mav
contest for the entrance im.Tiey, to be divided as fol-
ows; 6^; to the first and XiS to the second.
In all tho foregoing Btakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the money.

$15,000.
IN PURSES OFFERED.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purses to accom-

pany nominations.
In all races four moneys, viz.: 50,25. 15 and 10 per

ce«t.

Tuesday. September 2 7, 1887.
1. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake,

$05 each. $1.50 added. (Closed February 1st, with 8
entries). One mile.

2. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Free for all, $(.«. Mile
and repeat.

3. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 3:00 Class,
$1,U00.

4. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Free for all. $800.

Wednesday, September's, 1887.
5. RUNNING-PACIFIC COAST. Free for alL

Race hereafter to be named for the winner, $wo. One
mile.

TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:24 Class,?) .000.

7. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Three-year-old stake
;

$05 each. $150 added. (.Closed February 1st with 9
entries).

8. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake $RS
aeli. $150 added; best 2 iu5. (Closed February 1st,
vith Sentries).

Thursday, September 29, 1887.
9. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. S500. Mile and

1
i0.

a
fROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:35 Class,

$1,000.
11 TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:18 Class,

$1,000." PACING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 Class, 8500.

Friday, September 30, 1887-
RUNNING-PACIFIC COAST. Handicap;13.

igbts named 10 days before race; $100. One mile and
repeat.

II. RUNNING-PACIFIC COAST. Novelty race;
2 miles: $1,000; first half mile, 9160; first mile, $225;
first mile and a half, $275; first to finish. $350. All
Eald up entries over seven to be added, equally uivided
etweeneach winner.
15. TRoTTING-PACIKIC COAST. Free or all.

$1 .200.

Its. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. Three-year-
old stake. $il-i each. $250 added. (Closed February 1st,
with 10 entries.)

17. TROTTING — PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 Class
91,000.

Saturday. October 1st. 1887.
18. RUNNING-.DISTRICT. Three-year-old Btake,

965 each, 9150 added, (.©losed February 1st, with 5
entries.)

10. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:22 Class
91.000.
20. TROTTING-PACIFIC CO-VST. Two-year-old

stake, ?H5 each. $250 added, (Closed February lBt
wlthSentries.)

21. PACING-PACIFIC COAST. Free-for-all. 9700.

CONDITIONS.
All races best 3 In 5, except as otherwise specified
The Stockton track is one of the fastest in tho world
stables, hay and straw free to competitors.
Kut ri us close August 1st, [887, with the Secretary.
Rtocktoii Fair. Sail Joaquin Valley District for

races comprise the counties of San Joaquin, Tuol-
umne, Mariposa, Fresno, Calaveras, Stanislaus
Merced, Tulare and Keru. State of California.

Board of Director*, for 1687: L.U.SHIPPEE, JOHN
K. MOORK.JAMKs A. LOUTTIT, H . V. .sARliENT
It. V. LANGFORD. .IAS. A. SHEPHERD FRED
ARNOLD, W. II. SNOW.

L. U. SI1IPPEE, President.
Eor programmes ami full <<oudltloim ap-

ply to the Secretary, J. M. IdVKl'E.
F, O, Box 1 88. Stockton, CaUlornla. Ilju8
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave and are doe to arrive at
San Francisco.

From August 8. t883.

3 :30 P m
9:30 a M
10:30 a m
6:00 P m

•6:00 A M
17:30 a M
12:00 u
8:30 A M
4:00 P M
•5:00 P M
9:30 a m

3:30 P M
8:00 a m

t3 :30 P M
3:00 P M
7 :30 a m
7:30 a m
7 :30 a v
7:30 A m
8 :30 a m
3:00 P M
4:00 P m
6:30 P M

•1:00 P u
8:30 A M

t io :3n a u
12:00 m:

3:00 P M
•5:00 P M
B:3Q a m
3:30 P M

..Calistoga and Napa

..ColeB & Portland

..Gait via Martinez

..Haywards and NUcb c

" " Decoto c
.Kaywards .-c

..Haywards c

, .lone via Liverinore
..Knight's Landing
...Livermore and Pleasa'nton...
...Los Angeles, JDeming, jEl

Paso and East
...Los Angeles and Mojavu
...Martinez
...Milton.
..Ogden and East
Red Bluff via Marysville

..Redding via Willows
...Reno and'Pruckee
...Sacramento, via Benicia

" via Livermore..
" via Benicia
" via Benicia
" via Benicia

..Sacramento Rlvei Steamers..
...Ban Jose _

1U:1U a m
6:10 P M
7:10 a m
10:10 a m
12:4. p ii

3:4'J P h
8:10 p si
*:10 a m

HO;40a m
2:40 p si

5:40 p «

10:10 A M
•8:40 A M

4:40 P M
II': I A M
6:10 P M
•5:4u P M
11 10 A M
5:10 P M
6:40 p M
6:10 P M
6 40 p m
5:10 P M
11:10 a u
10:10 a m
7:10 A u
•6:00 a M
•3:40 P M
J3:40 P M
8 :10 p M
9:40 a m

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS.

From San Francisco Daily.

CO EAST OAKLAND— '6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30-3:00—
8 :30—9 :00—9 :30—10 :00—10 :30—11 :00—11 :30—12:00—1£ :30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00 — 3:30— 4:00— 4:30 — 5:00
5:30— fi:00— 6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00-11:00—12:00

TO 23D AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO
EAST OAKLAND" until 6:30 p.m., inclusive, also
at 9:00 P.M.

TO FRUIT VALE—"6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30-8:00 8:30—
•2 :30 —3 :30-4 :00—4 :30- -5 :00—5:30-6 K)0-6 :30—9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*9:30—7:00-12:00.
TO ALAMEDA—•6:00—*6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00— »8:30-

9:00-9:30—10:00—tl0:30—11:00—Jll :30—12:00—J12:30—
1 ;00—11 :30—2 :00—12 : 30—3 :00—3 :30—1 :00— 4 :30— 5 :00 -
5:30—6t00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—*6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00—*8:30
9:00—9:30—10:00—110:30—11:00—111:30—12:00-112:30
1 :00-ll :30 -2:00—12 :30—3:00— 3 :30— 1 :00— 4:30—5:00—
5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—S:00—9:00—10:00—11:00— 12:00,

TO WEST BERKELEY-Sarae as "To Beekelkt."

To San Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20—1:50- 8:20-8:50-
9:20— «10:19-4:20—4:W-5:20—5:50-6:20-6:50—7:47—
9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5.22 -6:52

-

•8:22-19:14—«B:2Z.
FROM 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55-7:25

7:35-8:25—8:55—9 :25—9:55— 10:25— 10:55- 11:25— 11:55
12:25—12:55— 1:25—1:55-2:25—2:65—3:25— 3:55- 4;25—
4:55—5:25-5:55—6:25—8:55—7:50—9:63

FROM EAST OAKLAND— '5:30-6:00- 6:30— 7:03
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11-^0

i3:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4 #0—
4:30—6:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 8:57-9:57—
10:57.

PROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 m nutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—•5:30—6:00—"6:30—7:00 -*7:30-8:00

•8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—110:30—11:00- 111:30—12:00—
112:80—1:00—11:30—2:00-12:30-3:00-3:30—4:00—4:30
6:00—5:30-6:00-6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00-10:00-11:00.

FROM BERKELEY— •5:25—5:65—•6:25—6:55—*7:25—
7:55—•8:25—8:55— 9:2.5 -9:55— 110:25—10:55 -til :25—
11:55— 112:25-12:55— tl :25- 1:55- 12:25-2:55-3 :25-
3:55—4:25— 4:55-5:25—5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "Feom Bebk-
ki^kt."

4 REEK ROVJTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7;15—9:15—11:15-1:15-
8:16—6:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6do—8:15—10 :15 -12 :15— 2:15 -
4:16.

•Sundays excepted. tSaturdays excepted; (Sundays
only.
C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland

Standard Time furtushed by Lick Obsebvatort.

A. M. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager.

T. H. U4H»DMAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk A pi.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION

OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAI»

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,O00,OOO
OFFICE 4IOMNE STREET
G. L. BRANDEB President
J. L. FLOOD • Vice-President
0. P FARNFIELD Secretary
2. 8. ANGUS ..Assistant Manager
Bankers. Nevada Bank of* San Francisco.

lGan i

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1887,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who eend four cents in stamps, to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in use at Fairlawn.

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTTERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

For Catalogues or further information, address

Lock Box 320. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.
Ijan52

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA CAL.

IPlRWSli
CC.MPANY. -Q\

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourtli Streets
San Francisco.

Storage Capacity , 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These Warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current rates.

:0 :

Information legarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER,

President.
ALEXANDER WATSON.

Secretary.

THE PARKER GUN
Leads diem all itn hard.

liEUing qualities.

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

Slixes instantly witli cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drumB containing five Imperial gallons

equals nearlv 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons Of cold water will dip thoroughly 180

sheep at a coat of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nourisher of wool, a certain cure

for scab.
ALSO

LITTLE'S PATENT POWDER DIP.
Poisonous, mixes instantly with cold water. Sold in

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; in a
seven-pounds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per pound.

OATTON, BELL & CO.
SUCCESSORS

FALKNER, IiEI.L A CO.,
12mrtf 406 California Street, AWE3JTS.

M/r- = SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Chamberlin Cartridge
Co.'s, held at Cleveland, Ohio. September H, 1886. out of eighty-seven
entries from representative shots, representing fourteen States, the
Parker Gun won first and tbird money, winning S900 out of the SI,200 purse offered, a uing another
victory to 18P6, wbich was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament for th« championship of the
World, beld at New Orleans. La., Feb. 11th to 16tb. Among the contestants shooting other guns were such
champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Stubbs, Erb and others.

PARKER BROS., Makers,
New York Salesroom, 9 9 Chambers St..

2julyl6
Merlden, Ct.

In effect September 1, 1887.

12:01 p
|

Cemetery and Ban Mateo..,

tS:10A f -i

8:30 A •8:00 a
10;30a -
•3:30 P
4:30 p
'5:10 p t6:35 P

tllHoP 1 J t7:-
riUP

8:30 a 1

(
10:30a[ I £
•3:30 PI
4:30 Pi I

V muz a
.Santa Clara. San Jose, and 1 *10*02j

. Principal Way Stations..,-ir
4«a0 p | Alnmden a».d Way Stations..

1 1 Gilroy, Pajaro, Castruville, t ,*10-1'2 a*3:30pi) .Salinas and Monterey fi 6:*0r
t7:50 A t Munterey, Lorn a Frieta and Santa, »

I

t ...... .Cruz (Sunday Excursion) If t8:35p

m ..Hollister and Tres Pinos .,

8:30a, s Watsunville, Aptos.Sou.uel ( *10:O2a
'3:30 p

1

( (Capltola)and Santa Cruz.. ) ! 6,

;

> Soledad. Faso Robles, Templeton i i

1

I (San LiusOLnspu) & Way StationB. i I

a—Morning p.—Afternoon.
•Sunday bexcepted. fSnndaysonlv {Theatre, train Sat-
urdays only.

Trains run on Pacific Standard Time.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO "WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

26aeo52

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize winners at all the fairs in California and the

entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair
Sacramento, 1886.

Importations made direct from England every year

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the

best blood and most fashionable families of Dish-

faced Berksbirea, regardless of cost, and all re-

corded in English ami American Berkshire records.

Young pigs from these importations, male and
female, Crom entirely different families for sale at

reasonsDxe prices, and every pig guaranteed. Address
25dec63

ANDREW sm in, Kedwood.CHy,
Or at 218 California Street, Ban FranclBco.

Nearly all rail line to San Luis Obispo, only '&i
miles staging between Templeton and San Luia
Obispo. Time from San Francisco 12 hours. Through
rate $0.50.

Special Ruund-trip Tickets, at reduced rates-
Gilroy and Paraiao Sprjr

Special Notice—Hound-trip tickets to the famous
Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton') can be had at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices iu San Francisco
Hate, S6.50.

JEXft'BSIOX TICKETS.
For Sundays only, 4, Sold Sunday Morning; good

J w J '(for return same day.
For Saturday, f Sold Saturday and Sunday only,

Sunday and-i good for return until following Mou-
Monday, / day,inclusive, at the followingrates.

Hound Trip
from San

Franc'sco to

San Bruno,...
Millbrae
Oak Grove
Sa~ .Mateo
BeStnont
Rej- wood^"i Oaks

Park .

.

field
Atuflo I

Mjfleb

S;ttr.

Mon,
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount's View
Lawrences
Santa Clara

i it) Ban Jose
1 25 \ tilroy *....

1 40 lir lpto8
1 oQg oma Prieta...

quel
^Jnta Cruz
[f^nterey

Tkt.

feat to
Slot

,

Tkt.

5 Ou
5 0i

3 00 5 00
Ticket Offices.— •*—i^ger Depot, Townsend

street. Valencia-street station. No. 613 Market street.
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwin Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JCDAH

.

•Superintendent. Asst. Pass. * Tkt. Ae'.

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seeker?.
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
rebpectfulxy calls attention to tke

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
beBt places in the State for

Sea Jt£atliiii£, Shooting; and Fishing;.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort ol tl. e
Pacific toii'.i.

with its beantlfnl Groves and delightful DrlveB. Trou t

in abundance can be obtained from the several strean s
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shootirg
raay )-e had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
fs noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Ear-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superiur
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES

"HOTEL
AT THE

DEL MONTE,
A£E UNSURPASSED,

haTine a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
Band for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contain?

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunpe and swim •

minp; baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Place3,

APTOS, S4MHJEL ASD SAKTA CRCZ
IS VTA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs throngh the counties
of Ban Mateo, Santa Clara. San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey, each of which abounds in game in gTeat
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Deer
anil Bear.

LakeB PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo for those well-known Retreats, PUHIs.
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tentof range at and about SAN BRUNO hnd McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These reBorts are but a short distance from Sac

Francisco and offer special inducements to the lovere
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Paseage Tlcke

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOGS

when carried In Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Train BaEk'ftpemcn. Train Baggagemen are instruct
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received In Baggi^o

ttij-Ii. order to guard against accidents to D i

while in traimlt, It le necessary tlmt they be Diovldea
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fiehim-
Tackle will be carried tree of charge. Guns taken spar I

and securely packed in wood or leather cases may lie
taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—PaBBenger Depot, Townee

n

street, Valencia Station, aud No 613 Markets) <

Hotel.
A. O. BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent A£Bt.Pa8B, tndTkr
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CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!

PURE AND UNADULTERATED.
We offer for sale on favorable terms io the Trade.

FATHER WOOD'S « E-.EIIRATKD FINE OLD WHISKIES*.
of the ollowing brands, namely:

Cranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A. A., Old Stock, Heorr fc*ull.

Double J3. and Mco^erram, Very Old and Choice.
Also, in case.* of 1 iloz q.'art bottles, each,

Rrniiswit-k i lub (Pure Ol 1 Hye) ami tipper Ten (Very Old and Choice).

8^ Forexcel'ence. purl y and evtnnfsf cf quality flie ithovfl .ire unsurpassed by any whiskies i uooriei

f'i < only objection to be m..(te lo ih*ni by lie munipuUli ah dealers beiDg 'hat they cannot he improv. j

NOI.E \«Evr<.
DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,

s,fV FK.VKllSlO.CAl.lt

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"0. fc N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R. R's., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Uneqnaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in. Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Crams.
Co umodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

over 6.000 miles of first-class ror.ri rii"iiin*r West. Xor'h and Jiortli-West (roin < I icBsrn

Tus Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT I HE."

For further icft rmation apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD,
General Ascent. San Francisco. - ai

J. O'KANE,
767 Market Street, San Francisco.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

Horse Boots & Racing Gooi
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION:

Agents for

H Fennel'sCynthiana

Dr. Dixon's Con
di ion Pow;'er.

Gombault's

^ Caustic Balsam

(yathlauaKnce Boot* I'yutliiana Quarter Root.
The best In awe.

Never cUafrs.

Cjnthiana Shin, Ankle A
Speedy cut Boot.;
Never chafes.

Track Harness, Jockey Saddles, Bridles, Suits,

BANDAGES, SHEETS, HOODS &c, &c,

Sweat and Cooling Blankets,

Linsey Woolsey Suits.

SEND FOR PRICES.

Sulkies, Speeding Wagons Carts and

BUGGIES IN GREAT VARIETY.
WE ABE .MiLM'S FOR

THE CALVIN TOOMEY
^ CELEBRATED TRUSS AXLE SULKY.

••Calvin Toomey's are tue only genuine Tooiney
Sulkies, I he only* cuarantci-tl Truss Axle."

Being without a Doubt the Best

Sulky in the World.

ALSO J. I. C. TROTTING SULKIES

Our Repository is the Largest and Finest on the Pacific Coast.

We have in Stock Carte from $:0.00 up' to $150.00.

PLEASE CA IX ASf» KXAMIXE OURS r«lK.

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421 to 427 MARKET ST. S. F.. CAL. 'i ;H

CO
CO

HORSE BOOTS, 53

ae

OS

RiiCIJNU- lVlilTiyKiiiL CTP
IN ENDLESS VARIETY AT

J, A. McKERBON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street. San Francisco

jyifi

LT C. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Bolted
BREECH—LOADING GUN!

<\^-S

ntf^

L. C. SMITH,

? ?

"S

5 pa

* -
m m

Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammertoes Guns. |

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

A'Demonstration of the Shooting Qualities of the "I* O. Smith" Gun.

In the trial for position in the Chamberlin Cartridge Co. tournament, eleven contestants broke on»
hundred straight inanimate targets. Five of the eleven used an "L. C. Smith" Gun.and below we give th»
names of the gentlemen and their place of residence.

AT. Dan. Powers....— — Cleveland. O.
|
Mr. Fred Erb, Jr..„„ _ La Fayette, Intf

Mr. Andy fifeaders —Nashville, Tonn. Mr. H. McMorchy ^—..m-„._ Syracuse, N. Y.
Mr. J. C. Hendershot^. „ Cleveland, O. |

We think this amost excellent showing, as there was seven different makes of guns used by the nineteen
Contestants in the ninety class. L. C. SMITH.

SEND FOB DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AM) PRICE IIS'JT. aug6U

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

The moat popular sobool on the Coast.

P. HEALD President, fl. R. HALEY. 8*w'y,

rflnnil for Olro.ilnr.

WANTED.
A Trotting Stallion.
Mobt show a 2:40 record aDd be from three

to eight years old.

Good pedigree and style essential.

Address

C.W. MERRITT,
[7Be 2 Sacramento, Cal,

CHILD'S CARHOECKYSTAE SHEEP DIP.
"Patented In Europe and America."

A positive scab enre. A liquid, soluble In
cold \\ liter. It Is absoi utely noii-

poisonous.
The chenpest and moBt effective dip on the nfftrket,

one gallon making one liumlred gallons of wash.
Price, si.'.vr) per gallon.

Special discounts an i terms to agents and large
consumers. For samples and other information ap-
plv to

*

E*. MH:.V Horuif, Agents for Pacific Coast
116 California St., San Francisco. Cul

17septI2

W undeveloped PARTS
of the body cDlarged and strengthened. Poll partic-

ulars (scaled) free. £BIE MED, CO., Buffalo, N. T,

106663

\
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General Topics.

When the late accident confined me to bed for several days

the usual practice was followed of reading, and mnst acknowl-

edge in that situation a fondness for works read with so much
avidity many years ago. Smollet, Fielding, the old-time

dramatists Swift, Goldsmith, Waverly Novels, etc. In the

latter many instances of Sir Walter Scott's horse knowledge

crops out, and in one case the recommendation so aptly tallies

with my advice that it is copied. After the battle described

in "A Legend of Montrose," when the earl presents Dngald

Dalgetty with a charger to take the place of Gustavns, killed

In the battle, after which the following conversation occurs:

Dalgetty, "Loyalty's Reward (the name he gave ihe gift) is as

perfect as Gastavas in all his exercises, and of a far liner

figure. Marry! his social qualities are less cultivated, in

respect till now he has kept inferior company ."

Not meaning his Excellency, the General, I hope?" said the

Ljrd MoDteiih. "Forshanie, SirDugald!"

"My Lord," answered the knight, gravely, "I am incap-

able to mean anything so utterly misbecoming. What I

asseverate is, that his Excellency, having the same inter-

coarse with his horse during his exercise that he hath with

his soldiers when training them, may form and break either

to every feat of war which he chooses to practice, and accord-

ingly that his noble charger is admirably managed. But as it

is the intercourse of private life that formeth the social char-

acter, so I do not apprehend that of the single soldier to be

made polished by the conversation of the corporal or sar-

geant, or that of Loyalty's Reward to have been mnch dulci-

fied or ameliorated by the society of his Excellency's grooms

who bestow more oaths and kicks and thumps than kindoess

or caresses upon the animals entrusted to their charge,

whereby many a generous quadruped, rendered as it were

misanthropic, manifests during the rest of his life a greater

desire to kick and. bite his master than to love and to honor

him."

"Spoken like an oracle," said Montrose. "Were there

an acadamy for the education of horses to be annexed to the

Mareschal College of Aberdeen, Sir Dugald Dalgetty alone

Bhould till the chair."

There are few of the professors who assume that title from

making a speciality of "taming" wild and vicious horses

which give as good advice. In lien of gaining tbe confidence

of their pupils by such treatment as the redoubtable Eitt-mas-

ter—afterwards knight—recommends, and which he practiced

in the case of Gustavus, and the first lessons are usually widely

different. There is no question that when horses, through

harsh, and it may be brutal treatment, are beyond the effects

of kindness, there must be a demonstration of the superiority

of man to govern. But it is essential that the teacher have

complete control of his own temper. Whenever the passionB

of the horse are met by anger on the part of the man, rage

which incites to blows, violent lashing "kicks, oaths and
thumps," then there is superiority displayed which is met by
corresponding violence. But were young animals handled

with uniform kindness, combined with firmness, from the

commencement of their education, such a thing as a vicious

horse would be rarely found. Stallion colts are proverbially

mischievous. There is such an inclination to play that few

can resist the temptation to have a hand at it with their

attendants. They are not as yet aware that those who come
near them are different from their playmates in the field.

They nip and nibble if given a chance, and if only met by a

slap on the nose there will be no offense taken. But if blows
are resorted to, and these given without regard to anything
like adequate punishment for the offence, there is fear at first;

repetitions engender a different feeling, and if at all high

bred the colt is sure to fight back.

Colts and boys are a good deal alike in this respect. Play

to begin with, one is rougher than play will warrant and

then there is a fight. The colts begin by catching at each

others' legs, dropping on to their knees to avoid the nip, rear-

ing, etc. Finally one catches too hard, around come the heels

and wax is inaugurated. I have a two-year-old that has an

absolute passion to nip anyone that comes near enough. He
will do this with good nature beaming from his eye, ears

pricked forward, and not a motion to indicate being cross.

A light slap will turn him oft for a moment. One day the

man who took care of him hit him two or three severe blows

with the curry-comb. His whole expression was changed,

and in place of the sparkle of fun in his large, hazel eyes

there was a flash of anger. It is needless to say that the man
thought he was unobserved. He was temporarily working,

and it is also unnecessary to state that there is no likelihood

of a repetition. Kind treatment will ensure this colt being as

well disposed as need be, a continuation of abuse in time ren-

der him savage. When brought on to the floor to clean now
the nose-band of his halter is buckled so tight that he cannos

get his teeth far enough apart to get hold of anything. And,

by the way, a halter which can be removed after the bridle it

on is the proper thing for stallions of any age. All that is

necessary is to put the buckle of the nose-band in front, the

pattern being the ordinary one, either "five-ringed" or bridle

shape. When the bridle is on, the billet and buckle end of

the nose-band is slipped back, the neck-buckle or throat-lash

unbuckled, off it comes, and can be replaced before the

bridle is taken off. Thus the animal is under control always

and the danger of getting loose while bridling or unbridling

done away with.

I am strongly tempted to quote further to show that Walter

Scott had a critical knowledge of horses, and though his

sketches are short when descriptions are given, quite often a

sentence or two will be met which proves that in horse and

dog lore he was well posted. One who had squandered his

estate, Chrystal Croftangry, in after years thus speaks: "Of
particular places I recollected that Garval-Hill was a famous

piece of rough upland pasture for rearing young colts and

teaching them to throw their feet {that is, improve their

action); that Minion-burn had the tinest yellow trout in the

country; that Seggy-cleugh was unequalled for woodcocks*

that Ben-gibbert Moors afforded excellent Moorfowl shooting;

and that the clear babbling fountain called the Harper's Well

was the best recipe in tbe world on a morning after a hard-go

with my neighbor fox-hunters." The whole sentence is

copied, showing what a young laird of the period sixty or

more years ago mo3t fancied, the arable and pasture lands

being only regarded for the rent they would produce. The

idea still prevails that hill pastures are better than level lands

for rearing colts, not only giving better feet but denser bones,

cleaner tendons and firmer muscles than where there is an

excess of moisture. Although every muscle is brought into

use in the different paces, if even the ground be level, there

is no question that galloping up ascents when animals are

growing has a tendency to give more freedom of motion to

the shoulder, increases the motor muscles wherever

located, enlarges the lungs and is in nearly every respect

beneficial. The race-courses of Great Britain, in a majority of

instances, are uneven, and, if I have been rightly informed,

the finish of the Derby is ap quite a stiff grade, while those

of this country are practically level. A colt which has ac-

quired the trick of going up hill fast is more likely to have

the capacity to breast a rising angle than one which has not

had the experience, and therefore of more importance in that

country than this.

English trainers had, and may still have, the idea that a

horse can hardly be got in proper order for a race without an

ap grade to finish the gallop upon. The reasoning is that it

brings the internal organs into proper condition without bo

much strain on the legs. ThiB appears to be a logical conclus-

ion, as everyone is aware how respiration ib accelerated by

moving up "a sharp rise" at a pace which will not cause a

long breath to be drawp on the fiat. Still I have a fancy

that much of that work will have a tendency to diminish

speed, especially with trotters. In their case the vehicle

retards, and a short-striding horse, although more capable of

climbing, might go still shorter. A long-strider might be

benefited by such work, as the tendency would be to quicken

his action and thus make amends for loss of ground covered

in his stride. Colts having no incumbrance, neither weight

to carry nor vehicles to haul and left to themselves to make
whatever pace suits them, are in a better position than race-

horse or trotter to go up and down hill. While "rolling land"

is preferable tothat which is level to rear horses upon, "steep"

hills may be dangerous by throwing too great a strain on the

muscles and with the risk of injury to the bony formation in

the mad gallops downward. There is little question that the

rough upland pasture of Garval-Hill was superior to the fair

holms of Croftangry for the colts which were destined to gain

glory on the links of Leith, carry their masters in the fox-

chase, and for the predatory expeditions of a century before

the era which the laird described. Even the war-horses

Sir Walter writes of are like

"St. George's sorrel and his cross of blood.''

Were I, however, to copy all that the " Wizard of the

North " writes of horses, there would scarcely be an end to

the disquisition. From Dannie Dinmont's Dumple to the

powerful charger of the Black Knight, the description, how-

ever brief, is always forcible. There is enough to prove that

Sir Walter recognized the importance of blood, and had he

jived in this day and in this country his trotters would be

liberally imbued with royal Btrains.

There is more in the article copied from the Chicago Horse-

man, and published last week, than it shows at first glance.

Some years ago we advocated a similar plan. The first idea

was obtained from Governor Stanford, who foresaw the trouble

that must eventually follow the inevitable "3 in 5." His

plan was to do away with time classification, substituting

therefore age qualifications, longer distances, variety of "rigs"

and free-for-alls. Thus there would be classes for colts of the

same age from two to five years old; dashes of two, three or

more miles; racee to road wagons of stipulated weights, for

"double teams,"and the "stars" which would contend in races

where there was no limit. At the time of which we write the

subject was treated somewhat fully, and now that the ball has

been set in motion again, will hunt the matterup, as it will be

peculiarly appropriate. At the time mentioned there was a

general outcry against the proposition. Drivers did not like

it, as few of them fancied "working" colts; track proprietors

had no fancy that way, as several races would have to be

given in lieu of a single one of broken beats, and poolsellera

were impressed with the advantages to them of fluctuations in

the bettiDg arising from laying up heats, and the endeavor to

"get out" when a wrong move was made at first, a battle, in

faot, to be replaced by a skirmish. It was, perhaps, too early

to make such a Btartling innovation several years ago, but

now that theEa3t has become interested in an analogous proj-

ect, that or a modification may be carried through. That it

will be advantageous there is little doubt, temptations to com-

mit fraud must be curtailed if abolition is beyond present

reach, and every move which will increase the confidence of

the admirers of trotting sport is worthy of being made.

The Horseman puts the pertinent question: "Is it

not a faot that under the present system two gigantic

evils have grown to such proportions that a large number of

races are not won by the best horse? We refer to the twin

evils of heats and using a helper." "Laying of heats" has

always been a difficult thing to handle. Judges are often*

times at a loss what to do in such cases. The only justifica-

tion possible is that the ease gained by not striving for a heat

or heats increases the chances to win the race. In that case

the views of the Horseman are correct, as a combination to
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weary the best horse by unison of effort is not a fair

criterion of respective merit. Without any combination there

is a like result. In a field of horses A, B and C are nearly

equal. A could beat either of them single-handed for any

number of heats, hut B "tackles" him for the first; C only

goes 1,660 or 1,680 yards while A is making the milo.

Another heat the same tactics may be pursued, and then C

comes a comparatively fresh horse to perform his part in the

play. Should B be a "helper" it is twin rascality. "When

C comes to the fore B does all he can to retard A. If unable

to pass him on a trot he takes the chances of a run, secures

the inside position, carries A to the outside, lets C slip by

on the inside, and this is done so adroitly that if the judges

are not more than usually sharp he "gets away" with the

job. If punished at all the penalty is totally inadequate to

the crime, a practioal condoning of the offense. I can pardon

a little infringement of roles against foul-driving when the

party is actuated by his desire to win; when a helper is the

violator he should be punished to the fullest extent of the

law. In one case it may be compared to killing a man in the

heat of passion when there is an actual combat; in the

other lying behind a wall and shooting him when so far past

that the ball strikes him in the back.

:

Heats of a mile will be a partial remedy. Adopt the racing

rule, and a horse which does not win first or second heat or

make a dead heat be "ruled out," and then the laying up

would be restricted to one heat. If it is thought imparative to

etain the three in five, make it imperative that a heat must

be won or a dead heat in first, second or third heats to retain

a dace. Still that would not correct the evil, as B had suc-

ceeded in his part so far as to force A for the first and second

heats, and enable C to win the third with as little exertion as

possible. As our contemporary states it would be a fair test of

endurance if every horse would go for every heat, but how sel-

dom this iB the case. So seldom that I doubtif ever such a race

was seen where there were four or more starters, and with

capable drivers behind them. A driver who would make

such an endeavor when he had "no show" to win the heat

would incur the opprobrium of being an ass in that respect,

or designedly forced his horse in order to have him beaten.

"Two in three" and dashes are the remedies. The first with

the proviso mentioned above, when everyone would have to

go for the second heat, and in place of tiring the patience of

spectators save those who were betting, and in wrong, there

will be life, animation, excitement from start to finish. Asso-

ciations and track proprietors may claim that smaller purses

must rule in order to make amends for the shorter time con-

sumed. This does not absolutely follow. Believed from the

incubus of laying up heats and the chicanery attendant on

that old-fashioned system, and the sport will become so much

more popular that increased attendance will counterbalance

loss. Speculation will be brisker as has been exemplified on

the turf since heats were practically abolished, and people

who are so wary, under the present condition of affairs, as

not to risk money under the impression that some kind of

rascality is inevitable, will gain confidence and join in the

sport with ardor.

The idea that by abolishing 3 in 5 races there will be a ten-

dency to breed "tiaBhy" stock, is not altogether based on

sound logic. As will be readily admitted by those who have

"been there" the "stoutest" horse in the lot may be beaten

by one of inferior endurance. The preceding illustration

shows how that may be done especially with the aid of an

efficient helper. "When all are forced to struggle then there is

a fair test of the two qualities, or rather three, speed, "game,"

and bottom. But if it be necessary to test endurance in a way

which will give none of the contestants an unfair advantage,

increase the distance. Heats and dashes of two miles, three

or more miles "out, "increase of weight, etc. Ic is well known,

however, that in trotting, as well as running, it is the "pace

that kills, "provided race-horse or trotter can go fast enough

to tire himself. With a race from start to finish, in which all

join, two heats will be a more trying ordeal than ever bo

many more when trotting and laying up alternate. When a

race-horBe has a flight of speed anywhere near a first-class

rate, he can be run to a comparative stand in going half a mile.

Let the jookey "sit down on him," drive with whip and

spur from the dropping of the flag and by the time the half is

accomplished he will be pumped out. The superiority of

the thoroughbred over those which have several black drops

in their veins, is the power to recuperate. The former, if given

'•a pull," will recover from distress and "come again," whereas

the latter has not that qualification, and his stride once lost

ir not regained until there is a sufficient lapse of time for the

inferior machinery to regain its tone. There is more of a

resemblance in the fast trotters of the present day to race-

horses than many imagine. The high rate of speed which is

necessary to win in any of the classes will tire if the driver

persists in keeping them on "tip-toes," and a horse which

ctn win two heats under these conditions cannot be said to

lack endurance.

In the old days of trotting, not exactly in the infancy of the

sport, but when Dutchman, Confidence, Battler, Americus,

Awful, Don Jnan, say from 1835—or it may be given an earlier

date—up to the time that Lady Suffolk had established her

right to the crown, heats of two and three miles were the rule.

There was a boom in trotting sports in 1835, though the

most notable performance in that year was that of Modesty,

trotting in 5:25, 5:19, 5:21, then being the fastest two-mile

heats on record. As late as 1840, a programme of a trotting

meeting only contained one three-in-five race, all the others

being at longer distances. It would hardly do now to copy

entirely from these ancient bills when 2:40 was considered a

great rate of speed, though it is not altogether unlikely that

a part might be followed with advantage, and longer distances

enoouraged. While it is true that there is a general antipathy

to going more than one "mile at a time," the dislike might be

overcome. But those men who argue so strenuously against

heats ol two miles, if consistent, cannot object to three in five

being curtailed to two in three. Their arguments were that

it was too risky to Bubject a good horse to Buch a strain, that

it would interfere with his speed, etc., and that the great de-

sire of the people of the present day was to witness "fast

time." This last assertion is in a great measure true. No
matter how close the contest, enthusiasm is not fully awak-

ened until the time is made public. Therefore, as this desire

will be gratified to a greater extent in heats without drag-

ging through the tangled maze of three in five, why not adopt

it? J. 0. S.

Marysville Races.

The first two days' racing in connection with the Fair of

the Thirteenth District Agricultural Association were reported
in our issue of 10th inst. The results of the third, fourth
and fifth days' sport is as follows, and was crowded out last

Saturday:
Third Day.

September tst—The weather waB pleasant, the attendance
large, the track in first-rate order, and the speculation on the
different events quite lively.

The first race was the free-for-all pacers, for which the
starters were Prince and Arrow, the latter was the favorite in
the betting, selling at $20 to $6 for Prince.
The first heat was taken by Arrow, who was very steady.

Prince broke three times, at the quarter, the half, and jast
before reaching the wire. Time, 2:26|.

The second heat was very evenly contested, but Arrow had
the best of it all the way, winning by a neck in 2:26.

The third heat was less interesting. Arrow led from the
start and steadily opened a gap between himself and Prince,
winning the heat and race by three lengths, in 2:27.

Purse Sa00. Free-for-all Pacers.
Arrow, b g— C. A, Dm-fee 1 1 1

Prince, bik g—S. &. Trefry 2 2
Time, 2:263, 2:26, 2:27.

The next event was a walking match, distance one mile.
The starters were William Gardner's chestnut (sulky), T. N.
Nelson's brown (buggy), J, McGrath's gray (cart). Nelson
won the first prize, $30, in 11:079; Gardner second, S20, in
11:11.

The double team walking match of one mile followed, for
which the starters were George Ohleyer Jr.'s pair of horses,
W. H. Carpenter's pair of mules, Frank Grant's pair of horses.
Carpenter won in 11:53, Ohleyer second, and Grant third.
The closing event of the day was the trot for ihe 2:27 class.

The starters were Flora G., Hazel Kirke, Artist, Scandinavian,
Alex Button. A protest waB entered before the start against
Artist on account of irregular entry, but was not allowed.
Pools before the race sold Artist $15, Scandinavian $10,
Button $5, field $3. Artist had the best of the first heat,
leading all the way, the others keeping close company, all

the way. In the straight Flora G. came out of the crowd and
secured second place, Scandinavian third. Time, 2:27&.
In the second heat Artist opened a gap of two lengths after

passing the quarter, and kept it until he reached the straight,
when Alex Button came up with a fine burst of speed and
reached Artist's shoulder, but the latter won, Flora G. third.
Time, 2:26£.

The third heat was both interesting and exciting. Button
got off with a good lead which he held past the half and
three-quarters, but in the straight Artist began to overhaul
him, and passed tinder the wire with a good lead in 2:26|.
Purse S400. 2:27ClaBS.

Anist, bik g—J. R. Hodson i j i
Alex Button, b s—G. W. Woodward 4 2 2
Flora G., br in—James Dewan !.!...""" 2 3 3
Scandinavian, bik g -Peter Johnson ['.'.

3 5 6
Hazel fiirke, b m-J. B. McDonald 5 4 4

Time, 2:27*. 2:26J, 2:2G£.

Fourth Day.
Sept. 2d—The weather was again pleasant, the trackin good

order, and the attendance the largest of the meeting. The
stand was filled with the ladies, the space set apart for car-
riages and buggies was all taken up, and a spirit of enthusi-
asm pervaded the whole gathering. Like the preceding days
of the meetings the favorites won throughout, showing how
well the knowing oneB had taken the measure of the compet-
itors.

The first race was the 2:45 class, for which Kosie Mack,
Manzanita, Patchwork, Alpheus, Sutter Boy, Brignolia, Ger-
ouimo, Dolly Bloodstone, Daisy A. and Major Mont started.
In the oools before the race Geronimo sold for $60, Kosie
Mack $15, Manzanita $5, field $5.
In the first heat Rosie Mack went off with a good lead, fol-

lowed by Geronimo, the other eight strung out very badly.
Geronimo broke several times, and Rosie Maok won the heat.
Geronimo second, followed by Daisy A., Brignolia, Alpheus,
Sutter Boy, and Manzanita. Patchwork, Major Mont and
Bloodstone distanced. Time, 2:30£.
In the second heat Rosie Mack again led off, keeping

her position until past the haif-mile post, then Gero-
nimo came on with a tine dashing gait and won the heat in
2:27, Mauzanita third, Alpheus fourth. Brignolia, Daisy A.,
and Sutter Boy found the pace loo hot for them and were dis-
tanced, leaving but four of the ten starters to go for the
Third Heat—Geronimo and Rosie got off in close company,

and kept Bide by side to the quarter, where the mare broke
and her place was taken by Manzanita; the latter followed
Geronimo to the finish, Alpheus getting third place. Time

In the fourth heat, Geronimo had the race in hand from
start to finish, beating Manzanita, who was second, three
lengths, Rosie Mack third, Alpheus last. Time, 2:28J.
Purse S200. 2:15 ClaBB.

Geronimo, b g-O. A. Durfee a j 1 1

Rosie Mack, b f-G, W. Woodward 1 2 4 S
Manzanita, ch g—James Dewan '..'...'.'..'.'.'.'. 7 8 2 2
Alpheus, oh h— A. L. Hindu, , 5 4 3 4
Daisy A., b m—D. E. Koigbt 3 dia
Brignolia, b s—P.Garrett 4 dis'
Sutter Boy, brg—W. P. Harkey ......" G dis.
Patchwork, b m—Chas. Raisb "

dis
Major Mont, bill s—C. H. Merrill dis
Dolly Bloodstone, br m-N. N. Craig dis!

Time, 2:30}, 2:27, 2:31, ?;28J.

For the second race of two miles there were three starters:
Dave Douglas, Black Pilot and Lige Clark. Dave Douglas
Bold as a hot favorite in the pools, bringing $20 against $5 for
Clark and S2 for Pilot. The trio got off at the first attempt,
Pilot leading closely followed by Douglas, Clark Beveral
lengths in the rear. In this order the first mile was passed
in 1:59. No change was made until the one and one-half

mile post was passed, when Douglas was given his head. He
at once challenged Pilot, and the pair made an exoiting race
until a quarter of a mile from home, where Douglas had the
race in hand and beat Pilot out by three lengths in 3:46t,
Lige Clark a poor third.

Puree of $200; two miles.
D. I .'i'ii Hi.-1 iti's b g Dave Douglas 1
J, H. Muae's bik g Black Pilot 2
E. Dawner'3 b g Lige Clark 3

Time, 3:4GJ.

For the third race of one mile the starters were: White-
stockings, Emma T., Edwin F., Daisy D., Rackety Jack and
Joe Hamilton. Daisy D. was barred in the betting; pools
sold on the others as follows: Edwin F. $25, Rackety Jack
$10, field $3. The favorite got off with a lead followed by
Whitestockings, the others trailing. When a half-mile had
been covered Whitestockings gave up, and Edwin F. took
second place. He pushed the favorite only for a short dis-

tance, Daisy D. finishing with a good lead in 1:46 J, Edwin F.
second.

Purse of S200. One mile.
J. Dewan "s b m Daisy D 1
D. Dennison's b g Edwin F 2
D. H. McAfee's ch s Rackety Jack 3
G. Simpson's ch g Whitestockings '.

A. C. Taylor's b m Emma T
J. H. McDantel's b h Joe Hamilton

Time, 1:46§.

Flltli Bay.
September 3d—The weather was disagreeable, the attend-

ance less than on the previous day, the track in fine order.
The first race was the trot for 2:30 class. The starters were
Wallace G., Flora G , Boss S., Col. Hawkins and Hazel
Kirke. Pools on the track sold $20 for Wallace, $6 for Flora
G-, $5 Hawkins, $2 field.

The first heat waB won by Flora G., Wallace second, Hazel
Kirke third; throagh an accident just after the heat Hazel
Kirke was slightly injured and withdrawn.

In the second heat Wallace showed hiB high quality; he
went off with the lead, held it steadily through, and won in
fine style in 2:31, Flora second, Hawkins third.

In the third heat Hawkins was pushed hard at the start,

and took and kept the lead to the half-mile where Wallace
passed him. Flora G. then came up in good style;, in the
straight she made a spurt and took second place from
Hawkins. Time, 2:26£.
In the fourth heat Hawkins was well driven and led to the

three-quarter mark, where Wallace and Flora passed him in
turn, Wallace going under the wire first, but the judges
charged him with foul driving and gave the heat to Flora,
Hawkins second, and put Wallace fourth. Time, 2:32.

In the fifth heat the mare and the favorite made a fine race
for three-quarters of a mile when Wallace forged ahead and
won by two lengths in 2:2S.

Purse S400. 2:30 Class.
Wallace G., ch h—P. Garrett 2 114 1

Flora G., b m -James Dewan 1 2 2 1 2
Col. Hawkins, br g—S. C. Pryon 6 3 3 2 3
Ross 3., bh—R. C. Sargent 4 4 13 4
Hazel Kirke, b m-J. B. McDonald 3 dr

Time, 2:30, 2:26*. 2:32, 2:28.

The second race brought out the pacers. The Btarters

were Charley Brown, Arrow and Bracelet. They brought
in the pools: Arrow $45, Bracelet §20, Charley Brown f5.
The first heat was won by Arrow, Bracelet second; Brown,

who had done about half a mile of running, was distanced.

Time, 2:27.

The pair left in made an exciting straggle for the seoond
heat, which Bracelet won in good style. Time, 2:25J.
In the third heat Bracelet pushed Arrow closer than ever,

but he was equal to the demand and won in 2:21. Very fast

time.

In the fourth heat the mare was tired out, and Arrow won
as he liked in 2:28.

Purse S300. Pacing, 2:27 Class.
Arrow, b g—Durfee & Co 1 2 1 1
Bracelet, b g—J. R. Hodson 2 12 2
Charley Brown, gr g—James Dewan dis.

Time, 2:27, 2:25i, 2:21,2:28.

The day's sport and the sport of a most successful meeting
was brought to a close with a Consolation Race, three-quarters
of a mile heats. The starters were Lige Clark, Surprise,
Whitestockings and Joe Hamilton, which was won as under.
Consolation Purse ?160. Three-quarters of a mile heats.

Lige Clark 1 1
Surprise 2 2
Whitestockings 3 3

Joe Hamilton dis.
Time not reported.

..+.

The Check-P ein.

The use and abuse of the check-rein is a theme periodically

discussed through the publio prints. A well-written, but
untenable article in a Hartford contemporary makes strong
opposition to the check-rein, and it is well answered by a
competent authority in a Waterbury journal. The majority
of writers taking the ground against the check-rein are not
practical horsemen. Humanity is the motive of their opposi-
tion—a commendable sentiment, yet, on the whole, mis-
placed. American trotting horse trainers, as a class, are men
of intelligence. We have yet to meet one who condemnB the
use of the check-rein as a oruel appliance. On the contrary,

as far as our observation goes, one and all endorse it as one
of the greatest helps to speed development. Improvement in

racing form under the universal system of balancing the ani-

mal by checking is a refutation of the charge of cruelty.

One of the strongest opponents of the overdraw oheok-rein

we ever discussed the subject with is a private gentleman who
prides himself upon his carriage horses. This humanitarian
was too merciful to use the check-rein, yet drove his horses
with severe curb-bits. The use of a Perfection or Victor bit,

with overdraw cheok, would have rendered perfect safety to

the driver, and a thousand per cent, more oomfort to the

team.
The writer of the reply to the attack quoted above makes

several good points in the course of his artiole which want of

space prevents our republishing in its entirety. He says:

"We all admire the exceptional horse that carries the head
and neok just right without cheoking; but there are compara-

tively few of these, and it is a mistaken idea that checking

sufficiently high to overcome the habit into which so many
horses fall of oarrying the head so low as to put the poll

below the line of the withers is cruel. That a horse checked

up to a reasonable degree is more surefooted is a faot well

known by all horsemen. That the oonfirmed runaway that

has been in the habit of dropping his chin and defying all

efforts of the most stalwart drivers to hold him or her, has

become Bate for a lady even with the invention of that 'bru-

tal horse jockey,' the overdraw cheok, is well known. That

the most confirmed kickers have found it impossible to get

their heels up at the same time that a Kemble Jackson chtok

held the head where it belonged, is an indisputable faot, and

such horses by thousands have given up the nabit under the

very salutary influence of the saiue bitterly denounced oyej»

draw.
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"Horses are driven in harness principally on a trot. The
natural position of the head in trotting is well up, with nose

out. In running, the same horBe will drop the head and
extend the neck with the nose still well out. In letting his

hind feet fly high in the air the head will be thrown down
and neck will be arched. Let any questioner go into an opeD
lot and start up a lot of unbroken colts for proof of tht cor-

rectness of these statements. The overdraw check, then,

tends to keep the horse's head in the position which goes with
the trotting gait, and to keep it out of the position which goes

with running and kicking."
While the fact remains that all our great trotters and pacers,

from Maud S. and Johnston down, have made their records

wearing an overdraw check, it will be a hard matter to abolish

that necessary portion of a horse's harness on the score of

cruelty.

—

If, Y. Spirit.

State Fair Races.

The racing programme of the State Fair began last Thurs-

day, Sept. 15th, at Sacramento. There was a large and bril-

liant attendance, the splendid track was never in finer

condition, and the sport so far has been of a more than
unusually interesting description.

For several years past the meeting has opened with the

trot for the Occident Stakes, and this year that important

event headed the programme. Of the long list of original sub-

scribers the entries dwindled down to three, and of these

but two started: Sable "Wilkes, the representative of San
Mateo Stook Farm, and Soudan from Sunny Slope. It was a

foregone conclusion that the son of Guy "Wilkes must win,

his easy victory over Sondan in the race for the Stanford

Stakes on the 12th inst , stamped him as a certain winner,

and naturally the pools sold on him were at the rate of $100
to $12 for Soudan. The race does not need much description.

Sable Wilkes went off with a lead in the first and second

heats, and maintained his advantage throughout, winning
comfortably by two lengths.

In the third heat he again led off, but broke at the half-

mile post and fell behind, Soudan taking the heat. In the

fourth heat Sable Wilkes led off and finished first without

being at any time pressed. The time for each heat being

much slower than in the race for the Stanford Stakes over the

Bay District Course.

The Occident Stake.—For foals of 1884. Entries closed January 1,

1885. 8100 entrance, of which 310 must accompany nomination; SIS to

be paid January 1, 1886, and $25 to be paid January 1, 1887, and §50

thirty days before the race. The Occident Gold Cup of the value of

8400 to be added by the Society First colt, Cup and six tenths; second
colt, three tenths, and the third colt one tenth of stake.

Sable "Wilkes, blk c by Guy Wilkes—San Mateo Stock Farm 1 12 1

Soudan, bike by Sultan—L. J.Rose 2 2 1 2

Time, 2:30, 2:29£, 2:31, 2:'U.

The second race was the 2:23 class, for which sis started

Black Diamond, Marin, Thapsin, Valentine, Maid of Oaks

and Daisy S. The battle was fought out between Blaok Dia-

mond and Marin, but both Thapsin and Valentine showed
good quality, staying well through the five heats. Stamboul

was entered for the race, but as it was regarded as a certainty

for him, he was withdrawn, taking, however, a share of the

purse by mutual consent of the starters. Pools sold: Valen-

tine $50, Thapsin $22, Marin $22, field $24; and, as the result

showed, it was a fielders' race.

The first heat astonished the backers of the favorite.

Blaok Diamond got off well, and led the whole way. winning

by a couple of lengths, Thapsin second, Valentine third.

The quarter was made in :35, the half in 1:11, and the mile

in 2:22J. The second had many similar features, Black Dia-

mond leading from the first turn to the wire. The qaarter

was made in :35£, the half in 1:11, mile in 2:21£. Marin

showed up well in the heat and beat Valentine out for second

second place.

For the third heat Blacfe Diamond showed them all the

way to the first quarter, which he covered in :35, and he

held his ground past the half in 1:11. In the straight he

broke badly, and Marin coming up in good form passed first

under the wire in 2:22J, ThapBin second, Black Diamond
third. This heat brought Marin to the front in the pool bos,

he being first choice.

The fourth heat gave Marin a lead which he kept to the

quarter, Black Diamond at his wheel, Thapsin close up.

The quarter was made in :35|. Near the half Black Diamond
broke so badly that he lost four lengths, Thapsin passing

him. In the straight Marin and Diamond made a brilliant

race, Marin getting under the wire a neck to the good, but

the judges announced a dead heat on account of a foul by
Marin in forcing Black Diamond out of his course. The time

for the half 1:13; mile, 2:25£.

Marin led to the quarter in the fifth heat in :35|, Thapsin

being second, Black Diamond quite three lengths hehind.

He did not improve his position at the half, which was passed

in 1:13. In the straight Marin kept his lead and had two

lengths to the good of Thapsin, but Marin broke, and Black

Diamond, moving in grand style, secured the heat and race

by three open lengths, Valentine second, Marin third. Time
2:26. After the second heat Daisy S. was found to be out of

form, and her owner was allowed to withdraw her.

Purse $1,000, 2:21 Class.

BlackDiamond, blk g—H. Hitchcock 1 1 3 1

Marin, b s—P. Farrell 5 2 10 5

Thapsin, blk g—W. F. Smith 2 5 2 3 3

Valentine, br g-J. H. Kelly 3 3 4 4 2

Maid of Oaks, ch m—A. McDowell 4 4 5 i &

Daisy 8., ch m—B. "W. Levens 6 G dr
Time, 2:22^,2:214, 2:22i, 2:25^, 2:26.

In the third race the 2:30 pacers appeared, represented by

Homestake, Lela S., Charley Brown, Fred Ross, Haverly,

Arrow and Bracelet. In the pooh Arrow was favorite at

$100, Homestake $25, Boss $16, field $11. The result

proved that the spectators knew their horse, although it took

two days for him to win their money. Both Arrow and

Homestake showed some splendid bursts of speed. Both are

young horses, and with proper handling and the stamina

which age alone can give may show many seconds lower than

either has yet paced. Homestake won the first heat, leading
" from wire to wire. He made the quarter in 34, and passed

the half in 1 £9, finishing in 2:21|, being eased up from the

gate to avoid distancing any of the followers; but Bracelet

was shut out in spite of Donathan's generosity. Lela S. was

second, Brown third, the favorite fifth.

HomeBtake made another clean sweep in the second heat,

leading the whole distance, the quarter in 34$, half in 1:10,

mile 2:16J. He could have made it much faster, but was

eased up at the finish to let in the stragglers. This time both

Lela S. and Haverly had to go to the stable, the company
being too fast for them.
With two heats to his credit won in such dashing style,

HomeBtake was made a hot favorite in the pools, selling at

$80 to $10 for the field. Homestake led off for the third

heat, and kept his position past the half-mile, Arrow second,

and as he pressed Homestake the latter broke, and Arrow

passed under the wire with several lengths to spare, Charley

Brown being second, Homestake third. Time 2:21J.

Arrow also woo tae fomfb beftt witii plenty to spare,

Homestake having broke badly, could not get nearer than
fourth place. Time, 2:22.

The fifth heat was postponed until Saturday on account of

darkness. When rung up at 1 p. m. on Satnrday, the pools
sold at §20 for Arrow, to $18 for the field. The scoring was
prolonged almost interminably. After thirteen attempts, Arrow
got away with the lead when the gong sounded. He kept it

to the quarter in 34, reached the half alone in 1:10, and
passed under the wire in a fast walk in 2:28.

Purse 5600. 2:30 Pacers.
Arrow.bg— C. A. Durfee 5 2 111
Homestake.br g—G. Van Gordon 113 4 2
Charley Brown, g g—H. P. Browa 3 4 2 2 3
Fred RosB.bg—Eugene Hart 4 3 4 3 4
LeIaS..brm~A. H. Hecock 2 dis.
Haverly, ch g—Frank Weber 6 dis.
Bracelet, b g—J. K. Hodson dis.

Time,2:2l2fYZ;16>*,2;21>$,2;-J2,2;28.

Second Day.
September 16th—The attendance good, the weather

pleasant, and the track in fine order. The first race of the
regular programme was the Introduction Stake for two-year-
olds, three-quarters of a mile, for which the starters were
Snowdrop, Surinam, Lenoke, Katisha, Peel and Monterey.
Snowdrop was the favorite at S60; Haggin's stable, (Katisha
and Monterey) $18, Surinam $8, field $9. Through a
blunder the horses ran over the course on a false start.

Surinam made the running and led with ease at the finish.

The judges announced "no race" and the horses were again
taken to the Btarting post and sent off. Surinam won
by several lengths, but was disqualified for foul ridiDg, the
horses being placed, Katisha, Snowdrop, Peel, amidst mingled
growls and rejoicing.

Inteoduction Stake, for two-year-olds. S25 entrance, S10 forfeit,

S250 added, of which $50 to second, third to save ytake. Winner of any
two-year-old race tbis year to carry three pounds, of two or more,
five pounda extra. Three-quarters of a mile. Seventeen entries.
Rancho del Paso's b f Katisha - 1

James Garland's ch f Snowdrop 2
Palo Alto Stock Farm's b c Peel 3

George Hearst's br f Lenoke
Rancho del Paso's b g Monterey
W. fit. Hurry's b c Surinam

Time, 1:19.

The second race was the California Breeder's Stake for three
year-olds, one mile and a quarter. Four faced the starter:

Notidle, Jim Duffy, Fred Archer, Bobson. Notidle sold

for first choice at $70, field $67.50, Robson $60. The four
got off in close order, and Notidle, Jim Duffy and Archer
made a tine race, Wildidle's daughter beating Jim Duffy by a

neck, in 2:12£.

California Bkeedehs' Stake.—For foals of 1884, to be rnn at the
State Fair of 1887. Entrance S50; 325 forfeit, or only $10 if declared
January 1, 1887; §360 added, of which $100 to second and $50 to third.
One mile and a quarter. Twelve entries.
M. F. Tarpey's ch f Notidle, by Wildidle 1

F. P. Lowell's ch c Jim Duffy, by Joe Hooker 2
C. Dorsey's ch c Fred Archer, by Tbad Stevens 3

J. Cabera's ch c Robson, by Joe Hooker
Time, 2:1 2i.

The third race was for the Capital City Stakes, one mile and
hve furlongs, for four-year-olds. Moonlight, Edelweiss and
Patti were the starters. In the pools they sold in the order
of their names for $60, $45 and §35, respectively. Moonlight
took to lead from the start, followed by Patti; Edelweiss fol-

lowed for a mile, then went up and beat Patti, but could
never get near Moonlight, and the Thad Stevens filly won eas-

ily, never being pressed. Time, 2:54.

Capital City Stake.—For four-year olds. Fifty dollars entrance;
hi., or only Slo if declared on or before September first; $1)00 added,
of which $100 to the second, S5!i to the third. Weights, five pounds below
the scale; winners of any race over one mile this year to carry rule
weights. One mile and five-eighths. Six entries.
C. K. Eldred's b m Moonlight, by Thad Stevens 1

John Wolfskill's br m Edelweiss, by Joe Hooker 2
Laurelwood Stables' b m Patti, by Wildidle 3

Time, 2:54.

The fourth race was the free purse, mile heats, for which
Lizzie Dunbar, Blackstone, Rock, and Manzanita started.

Lizzie was a long-distance favorite in the pools, selling at $60
to $18 on the field. The first heat Manzanita won by a neck
from Lizzie Dunbar, the pair making a fine race. Time,
1:45. Rock, who came in last, bolted, and was not pulled up
until he had run three miles, when he was withdrawn. The
second heat was a gift to Dunbar, she beating Manzanita by
three lengths, and distancing Blackstone. Time, 1:44. The
mare won the third heat in a canter in l:47f.

Free Purse, 5250; for all ages, of which 850 to second. Winners
of any race this year of the value of $300, to carry five pounds; maidens
allowed, if three year.? old, five pound*; if four years old oi upwards,
fifteen pounds, Mile heats. Nine entiies.
W. I.. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 6, by Bazar 2 1 1

J. Cabrera's ch g Manzanita, 8 1 2 2

F. Depoister's br c Blackstone, 3, by Wildidle 3 dis

W. P. Todhunter's en g Bock, 5, by Bob Wooley i dr
Time, 1:45, 1:14,1:17}.

Third Day.

Sept. 17th—The weather was cold but pleasant, the

track in tine order, the attendance large. The first race on
the card cf the day was the two-year-old trotting stake. Of
the eighteen nominated but two appeared: Grandee, the repre-

sentative of the San Mateo Stock Farm, and Memo, from Mr.
Valensin's stable. There were no pools sold on the race,

Grandee having beaten Memo for the two-year-old stakes, at

the meeting of the Golden Gate Fair Association, with the

greatest ease.

In the first heat Grandee went off with the lead and trotted

in that perfect style which has won him so much just praise,

finishing with many lengths to the good, in 2:33i- In the

second half Goldsmith drove him to the quarter in :34, and
reached the half in 1:12}, but he eased the colt up over the

rest of the distance, coming down almost to a walk in2:37£.

Two-Year-Oid Trotting Stake.—850 entrance, of which 310 must
accompany nomination; $15 payable July 1st, and remaining $25 pay-
able August 10, 1887; 33u0 added by the Society. Closed April 15th,

with eighteen nominations. Alile heat3. Eighteen nominations:
Grandee, b g by Le Grand—San Mateo Stock Farm 1 1

Memo, blk c by Sidney—G. Valensin 2 2

Time, 2:33£, 2:372.

The second race, 2:27 class, had for starters, Jane L., Maid
of Oaks, Luella, Mt. Vernon, Bay Rose and Kate Ewing.
Jane L. has been performing with even excellence quite

recently. She is a beautiful mare and moves with consum-
mate ease. She was backed in the pools for S60 against S12
for Kate Ewing and ©20 for the field. So confident was her

driver of her ability to win whenever he chose to call upon
her that he trotted her leisurely around the track for the first

heat and gracefully brought up the rear.

In the second heat she was content with second place, fol-

lowing Maid of Oaks home, she having also won the first heat.

Then Jane L. stepped out and won the third, fourth and
fifth heats without an apparent effort.

Purse 31,000. 2:27 Class.
Jane L., br m by Hambletonian Mambrino—L. B Lindsay. G 2 111
Maid of Oaks, ch m by Duke McClellan—A. McDowell ...11223
Luella, br m by Chickaicauga—H. Eitchcock 3 3 3 3 2

Mt. Vernon, b a by Nutwood—J. A. McClond 5 4 111
Bay Bose, by Sultan—J. N, AyreB 1 5 dis.

Kate Ewing, br m by Berlin -Lee Shaner 2 dis.

Time, 2:274, 2:232, 2:24*, 2:£9-l. 2;27J.

The day's sport closed with the special trot for named
horses, the starters being Wallace G.

(
Flora G., Rosie Mack,

Florence E, and Pasha. Florence R. was made a favorite iu

the pools. In the first heat she came in last and her drive

was changed, and she was distanced in the nest attempt
Wallace G. won in three straight heats.

Special Purse S6i 0, for named horses.
Wallace G Ill
Mora a 2 2 2
Bosie Alack 3 3 3
Florence B 1 dis.

Pasha dis.

Time, 2:27i,2:27i,2:26i

Fourtli Day.

Sept. 19th.—The weather was tine, track fast, and a large

attendence. The day was taken up with running races, of

which the first was the Premium Stakes, for all ages, three-

quarters of a mile. There were seven Btarters—Daisy D.,

Notidle, Edelweiss, Johnny Gray, Kenney, Carmen and
Grover Cleveland. The latter behaved so badly at the post
that the start was delayed half an hour, and when the flag

fell Cleveland was left standing. He was a firm favorite

before the start, and hiB bad temper doubtless lost a good deal

of money for his supporters. Gray got off first, closely fol-

lowed by Daisy D. and Carmen, and the three made a fine

race into the straight. Then Kenney came up with a rush,

and head and head he and Daisy D. passed under the wire,

the mare having the best of it, Notidle being third, Clever
land far in the rear.

The Premium Stake—For all ages; $50 entrance, h f., or only S15
if declared on or before Sept. )st„ with $ 00 added, of which £100 to

second, third to s»ve stake. Hordes that have started and not won
tbis year, allowed five pounds. Maidens, if three years old. allowed
five pounds: if four years old or over, seven pounds. Three-quarters
of a mile. Nineteen entries.
Cockrill Bros." b m Daisy D , 5, by Wheatley 1
Bancbo del Paso's b g Kenney, 5, by Duke of Montrose 2
M. F. Tarpey's ch f Notidle, 3, by Wildidle H
Owen Bros.' g g Johnny Gray, a, by Sbiloh
Laurelwood Stibles' ch f Carmen, 2, by Wildidle
John Wolfskill's br f Edelweiss, 4, by Joe Hooker,
M. Storn's ch c Grover Cleveland, i, by Monday

Time, l:16j.

The second race was the California Annual Stake, for two-
year-olds. One mile. Surinam, Snowdrop and Peel were
the starters. Snowdrop sold for S50 in the pools agaiDst §15
for Surinam and S2 for Peel. Snowdrop was relaetant to

start, but when she got off it was on even terms with Sur-
inam. The pair raced together the whole distance to the
straight, but heading for home the colt had the best of it, and
won by a length. Peel did not make a good showing. A
protest was made against Surinam for a foul and allowed, the
race being given to Snowdrop, Peel second. This is the
third time that Surinam, after beating his field, has been
disqualified for foul riding, all three within a fortnight.

California Annual Stake, for two-year-olds. S1C0 entrance, $21
forfeit with S250 added. Second horse $1U0, third horse $50. One mile.
Twenty-four entries.
J. C. Garland's ch f Snowdrop by Joe Hooker 1

Palo Alto Stock Farm's b c Peel by Monday 2
W. M. Murry's b c Surinam by Joe Hooker 3

Time, 1:122.

The third race, for the La Rue Stakes, two miles and a quar-
ter, brought a good field of seven, all stayers; John A., Nar-
cola, Adeline, Moonlight, Laura Gardner, and Patti have each
done well over a distance. The betting was very active

Moonlight S120, Adeline £90, Laura Gardner $65, John A.
$45, field §40.
John A. set the pace, leading for a mile and a half; they

were all in close company when passing into the stretch for

the last time and going in grand style. Adeline had the
most speed left, and with her light weight drew away and
finished a very fast race in 3:59.

The La Eue Stake.—Handicap, for all ages. $100 entrance; S50 for-
feit, with $500 added, of which $150 to second, $100 to third Weiehts
announced September 10th. Declaration $20, to be made with the Secre-
tary by eight o'clock p. M., September 12th. In no event will declara-
tion be received unless accompanied with the amount fixed. Two and
one quarter miles. Twelve entries. Value to the winner 51,350.
D. J. McCarty's ch f Adeline, 3, by Enquirer 1

M. Storn's b m Narcola, 5, by Norfolk 2
D. J. McCarty's ch f Laura Gardner, 3, by Jim Brown 3

0. H. Eldred's b m Moonlight, 4, by Tbad Stevens
G. W. Trahern's b g Dave Douglas, a, by Lenister.
Laurelwood Stables' b m Patti, by Wildidle
H. Whiting's blk h John A., a, by Monday

Time, 3:59.

The selling purse, one mile and a furlong, had eight starters (

for which dooIs sold at $50 for Mayblossom, S32 for Sir Thad,
$25 for Tom Daly and S47 for the field. They got off well

together; at the half-mile Tom Daly came out of the ruck
and won as he liked in l':57§-, Bolero second, the favorite

third.

Selling Purse, 8250, of which S50 to second. Fixed valuation, 31,000

;

two pounds foruach $100 below: two pounds added for each $lu0 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.
Bancho del Paso's cb g Tom Daly 1

Laurelwood Stables' b c Bolero 2
W. P. Todhunter's b m Mayblossom 3
P.Riley's bh Sir Thad
W. P. Todhunter's ch g Rock o
James Garland's ch c Elwood n

E. Flitner's b s Oscar Wilde
Frank Dodge's b g Bay Rum

Time, l;57fc

Filth Day.

Tuesday, September 20th—There was an improved attend-

ance over the four preceding dayu. The weather was delight-

ful, and the track, as usual, in excellent condition. The first

event or the day's card was the three-year-old trotting stake,

from which Ella, Soudan, Sable Wilkes and Shamrock were
barred. The entries announced were Dubec, Maiden, Flora
M. and John C. Shelly, but only the last-named appeared
and he had a walk-over for the entrance and forfeit moneys.
Three-year-old Trotting Stake -For all colts [except Ella, Soudan,

Shamrock and Sable Wilkes). 5100 entrance, oi which $25 must accom-
pany nomination; S25 payable July 1st, and remaining S5U payable
August 10, 1887. $100 added by the Society. Closed April 15th, with
fourteen nominations. Mile beats, three in five.

John O. Shelly, b c by Hawthorne—H. Whiting w-o

The second number was a special pacing purse for named
horses. The starters were Charley Brown, Ella S., Billy

Bunker, Bracelet and Pocahontas, for which the price in
the pools was, Ella S. S 100, Charley Brown $16, field S10,
the odds in favor of Ella S., showing how strongly she was
fancied by the talent. She proved that the confidence of her
backers was well-founded, the fate of their money being never
in doubt throughout the progress of the three heats- The
mare had her field at her mercy from start to'finish, and won
as she liked, the time for the first and sdcond heat being
good.

Special Purse, $400, for named pacers.
Ella S„ ch m- A. C. Smith 1 1 1

Billy Eunker, blk g—D. Sayers 2 2 4
Charley Brown, g g—M. J. Ryan 3 i 2

Bracelet, b h—J. B. Hodson 4 3 S

Pocahontas, ch m—A. McDowell dia
Time, 2:21$, 2:20i, 2:24 J.

The three-minute class were the next horses on the pro-

gramme, for which Alto, Perihelion aud Kosie Mack appeared.
It did not take long to find the favorite, Dr. Davenport's fine

young horse by Altoona being selected. His price was -~J

against $10 for Perihelion and S5 for the field, the resvT

proving that the starters were sized up accurately. Alto wo.

in three straight heats, Perihelion beiDg second iu the fir.-
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and second heats. This result looked so much like a moral

from the start that both interest and excitement were lacking

during the race.

Purse SSfiO. *:00 Class.

Alio, br s by Altoona-Dr. Davenport 1 1 1

Perihelion, b g by Admiral—J. A. Goldsmith 2 2 8

Kosle Mack, b 1' by Alex Button— Geo. W. Woodward 3 3 2

Time, 3:291, 2:27J, 2:291.

The closing race of the day was the 2:20 class, for which

four started—Lot Slocum, Stamboul, Sister and Menlo. The
betting could not be called speculation, fur the result, like Us

predecessors, was a foregone conclusion, barring accidents.

The horses sold at $200 Slocum, S60 Stamboul, §24 Sister

and $15 Menlo, the exact order in which the race was finished.

Slocum was practically barred after the first heut; the time

shows that he was never pushed but had seconds to spare in

each heat. "With Slocum out of the race, Stamboul would

have overtopped his field, so that there was practically no

interest in the contest, Slocum carrying off the three heats in

one-two-three order, and in slower time than he made
recently at the Golden Gate meeting.

Purse Sl.SOO, 2:20 Class.

Lot Slocum, b g by Electioneer—Lee Shaner 1 1 i

Stamboul. bs by Sulta.n— L. J. Rose 2 2 2

Sister, b m by Admiral—J. A. Goldsmith a 6 6

Menlo, b s by Nutwood—Wm. Dwyer 4 * *

Time, 2:22,2 =19, 2:21.

Sixth Bay.

Sept. 21—The attendance for the sixth day eclipsed all

previous gatherings at the present meeting. The races were

watched with great interest, the betting was active, the

weather was pleasant, and it is almost needless to add that

the track was in fine condition. The Sunny Slope Stake, for

two-year-old fillies, five furlongs, was the opening event on

the orogramme.
The starters were: Rosedale, Sally Hampton, Katisha and

Lenoke. In the pools Rosedale brought $60, Katisha 530

and the field $14. Lenoke made the running. At the half

Rosedale was close up but the Shannon filly was too good

for her and won in tine style by a length, Katisha third, the

tielderB having a general jollification over the result.

The Sunny Slope Spake—For two-year-old fillies. $25 entrance; $15

forfeit, or only 310 if declared on or before September first: Situ-

added, of which 525 to second. Those that hive started and not run

first or second in any race this year, allowed five pounds. Five-

ejgbths of a mile. Eleven en'riea.

George Hearst's or f Ltnoke by Shannon
j

J. B. Chase's cb fftcsedale by Joe Hooker 2

Rancno del Paso's b f liatisha by Kyrle Daly »

G. W. Trahern's b f Silly Hampton by Boots
Time. 1:09.

For the Shafter Stakes, for three-year-olds, one mile and

a quarter, five started—Jack Brady, Agues, Fred Archer,

ApplauBe and Elwood. Pools sold with Agnes as favorite at

$50, Archer S20, field $25. Again the short enders had a

triumph, Jack Brady winning, with Fred Archer second.

Thk Shafieh Stake?—For three-year-olds; $50 entrance, $25 forfeit'

or only $15 if declared on or before Sept. 1st, with ?3U0 added, of

which $100 to second, ttird saves stake. Winner of any race this year

to carry five pounds extra, of two or more, ten pounds. Maidens

allowed five pounds. One mile and a quarter. Twelve entries.

Davis Bros.' b c Jack Brady by Wildidle 1

C. Dorsey'sch c Fred Archer by Thad Stevens 'J

Rancho del Paso's cb f Agnes by Onondaga 3

Thos. G Jones' b g Applause oy Three Cheers

James Garland 'b ch c Ellwood by Norfolk
Time, 2;12i.

The Del Paso Stake was the next event, heats of three-

quarters of a mile, for which Adeline, Johnny Gray, Acton

and Grover Cleveland faced the starter. Cleveland was made

a very hot favorite in the pools, selling for $200, Adeline ?45,

held $20. Such odds are remarkable on a California course,

especially when such a good filly as Adeline is in a race under
anything like favorable conditions. Gray got off with a good

lead, Adeline second, Cleveland going easily under a steady

pull. When in the straight Cleveland was given his head,

and he soon passed the leaders, winning easily by four

lengths; Gray" second, Adeline third, Acton distanced.

Time, 1:16. The result made Cleveland a still warmer
favorite, he sold at $100 against $10 on the field. In the

second heat Adeline started off at a killing pace, and made
the running all the way, passing under the wire three lengths

ahead of Cleveland, who had passed Johnny Gray in the run

for home. Time, 1:15.

In the third heat Cleveland got off well, ran the distance

in tine form, Adeline never being near him. Time, 1:15£.

The Del Paso Stake.—For all ages. ?50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or

only $15 if declared on or before September 1st; with 88C0 added, of

which $100 to second; third saves stake. Three-year-olds to carry

100 pounds; four-year-olds 110 pounds; five-year-olds and upwards
112 pounds; sex, but not heat, allowances. Three-quarter mile beats.

Eight entries.

M. Storn's ch c Grover Cleveland, 4. by Monday 1 2 1

D. J. McCarty's ch t Adeline, a, by Enquirer 2 1 2

Owen Bros.' g g Johnny Oray, a, by Shiloh 3 3

Rancho del Paso's b g Acton, b, by Kyrle Daly die

Time, 1:10, 1:16,1:16},

The fourth race was the free purse for all ages, one mile,

The starters were Stanley, Kenuey, Monterey, Cannie Scot,

Elwood, Oro and Notidle. The Rancho del Paso pair, Mon-
terey and Kenney, sold as first choice in the pools at $70,

Notidle brought $60 aDd the field So5. Monterey was first

away, and he opened a wide gap at the firBt quarter. At the

straight he held his lead, with his stable companion second,

Notidle came up and passed Monterey but could not overhaul

Kenney. The latter, while running easily for the finish,

found Cannie Scot at his girth; and in a seoond tho Leinster

colt had beaten Kenney by a head, amidst the greatest excite-

meut. Time, 1:44. And the fielders for the third were made
jubilant.

Free purse $300. for all ages, of which $50 to second. Horses that

have Btarted and not won this year allowed ten pounds. 'Winners this

year of any race of the value of $41 to carry five pounds extra. Win-
ner of No. 7, ten pounds extra. One mile. Nineteen entries.

W L. Pritcbard's ch c Cannie Scott, 2, by Leinster 1

Rancno del Paso's br g Kenney, 3, by Dukn of Montrose 2

M. F. Tarpey's cb f Notidle, a. by Wildidle 3

Rancho del Paso's b r Monterey, 2, by Kyrle Daly

Owen Bros.' b c Oro, 3, by Norfolk

J Garland's ch c Elwood, 3, by Norfolk
Time, 1:M.

Two extra races were run, the first for saddle horses ridden

by their owuerB, distance one mile, in which Mr. Tom Wil-

liams on Bryant "W, easily beat Dr. Long on Franklin in 1:54.

The second was a match between Tom Atchison and Min-

lnie R.
(

five furlongs, for $500 a side. Atchison was the

favorite at $25 to $10, and he won easily in 1:04J.

The greatest match of the year and the most sensational

trotting event of the season will take place at Washington

Park on or before October 5th. Jay-Eye-Seo 2:10 and Patron

2:14A will trot a match race for $5,000 a side. We have a

vivid recollection of the magnificent condition in which this

track was put for the Harry Wilkes-Oliver K. match. Should

the weather permit we are confident it will be made as fast as

a bullet for the encounter of these two equine heroes, and we
shall not be surprised to see both the trotting and the stallion

records beaten,

Overland.

On September 10th, ft correspondent asked for the

pedigree of Overland and the date of his death. To the

first question we quoted the horse's breeding and made

a negative reply to the second. The item has brought

u. letter from S. N". Rehart of Lakeview, Oregon, in

which he states: "I own Overland, the horse described

in your issue of the 10th inst. He is healthy and sound

as a dollar and a sure foil getter. Two years ago, at

Bid well, Cal , he trotted a race in which he made the

third heat in 2:38. He had only thirteen days' prepar-

ation from the date of closing the season in the stud,"

Answers to vorresDondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies by
mail or telegraph. The name of the writer should accompany all

questions, not for publication, but as a guarantee of Rood faitb . Let-

ters received without the writer's name cannot receive attention.

Ales. F. Pollock, Jefferson, Texas.

1. Is not Harry Wilkes a gelding, with a reoord of 2:13* ?

2. Did he, before being altered, sire aDy colts? 3. Are there

two Harry Wilkes?
Answer.— 1. Harry Wilkes 2-AS], was foaled in 1876, cas-

trated. 2. "Yes, seven. 3. Yes, there is a Kahn's or Conn's

Harry Wilkes, but he is uot amongst the standard list and is

now in Canada. He never made a record of 2:13£.

John N. Fuller, Tacoma.
What is the pedigree of Gladiator?

Answer.—Gladiator, bay horpe, foaled 1858, by Belmont,

first dam Liz. GiveDs by imp. Langford; second dam Charlotte

Pace, by Sir Archy; third dam by imp. RestlesB, etc. (See

Bruce's American Stud Book, "Vol. I, page 663.) Belmont, by
American Boy, dam imp. Prunella by Comus.

C. V. T., Santa Rosa.
What constitutes a thoroughbred?
Answer.—A thoroughbred is a horse whose ancestry can

be traced through the American and Eoglish stud books.

The American standard admits animals that show five un-
contaminated crosses, and some of our most distinguished

racing families are in that class.

Removal Notice.

Pacific Kennel Club.

Messrs. Charles H. Kingsley & Co., the bookmakers,
annouce that they will remove on Monday, from their rooms
in Liedesdorff street, to Piatt's Hall on Montgomery, the

rooms which have been for somfa months conducted by W. H.
Overton & Co. This change will give Messrs. Kingsley in-

creased facilities for attending to the business of their many
patrons. Piatt's Hall is the largest betting-room in the

United States, and has been fitted up with every convenience

for conducting a large business with despatch. Charles

Kingsley was the first man to introduce and popularize book-

making as a mode of speculation in California. His rapid

and withal libera! methods have made him a favorite amongst
racing men and the general public, who always like to have
"something on" in the principal racing events in the coun-
try. As heretofore, the room will be open every evening,

and the odds posted on the leading races during the fall meet-
ings at the East and in California.

Name Changed.

I. O. for bay tilly, yearling, by Nephew, dam by General
McClellan, formerly Laura S. X. O. was bred by Mrs. Goff
of Stockton, and sold when her name was changed. Mrs.
Goff has repurchased her and restored her original name.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to Bend for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

In their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Sales.

Mr. Chas. Kaeding has sold Eoglish setter puppies by
Regent—Fannie, whelped May 7, 18S7:

To Mr. John Bergez, San Francisco, a bitch.

To Mr. H. E. Wright, Hawthorne, Nev . a bitch.

To Mr. E. G. Steele, Sau Francisco, a dog.

To Mr. Chalmers, San Francisco, a dog.

Mr. Kaeding retains three dog puppies.

Mr. A. B. Truman, Elcho Kennel, has sold Irish Bed set-

ters by Mike T.—Lady Elcho T„ whelped July, 18S7:

To Mr. A. J. Lewis, San Francisco, a dog.

To Mr. F. M. Ames, San Francisco, a bitch.

To Mr. Jos. King, San Francisco, a bitcb.

To Mr. Chas- Kaeding, San Francisco, a bitch.

To Mr. Richard Teddy, San Francisco, a dog.

Mr. Samuel Price, well known as owner of Champion Bang
and many other high-claBS pointers, died on September 1st.,

under most painful circumstances. He had arranged to go

partridge shooting on September 1st, and with that object he
left his house, Collatons, near Crediton, the previous even-

ing, and arrived at Exeter about 9:30. Shortly after this he
was taken suddenly ill and expired a few minutes after. Mr.
Price, who was sixty years of age, waB a keen Bportsman, and
had acted in the capacity of judge at many pointer shows
and latterly at field trials, not only in England, bat also on
the Continent. He was a tine all-round Bportsman, whose
geniality was never surpassed.
American pointer strains owe much to Mr. Price through

dogs of his breeding. In California there have been two
60UB of Bang, viz: California Bang owned by Doctor W. H.
Belton, at Colusa, a dog which was three-quarters Bang, aud
Vandevort's Don. Mr. E. W. Briggs' Climax is a grandson
of Bang, and like most other pointers of the straiu is a great

field dog.

Mr A. B. Truman, of the Elcho Kennels, announces through
the advertising ooiamns that he has placed his splendid

pointer, Kush T.. in the stud, at a very moderate fee. Rush
is a worthy representative of famous old Sensation, and should
be much sougbt after as a sire. Several good judges hold a

very high opinion of him, and one such connoisseur, Mr. W.
S. Kittle, considers him very near the peer of Tom Pinch in

beauty. Bush T. has been hunted recently by Mr. L. B.

Cooper, who states that the dog gives promise of becoming a

rare good one in the field. Rush T. will do much to refine

the pointer Btook of the State, and we hope will be generally

used by breeders.

The Annual Meeting of the club was hsld on last Wednes-
day evening, at No. 7 Montgomery Avenue, vice-President
Ramon E. Wilson in the chair, and eighteen members pres-
ent. After approving the minutes and receiving the report
offtbe treasurer, which showed a balance in favor of the club
of $287.40, a general discussion of the rights of dog owners
under the recently enacted, statute making dogs personal
property, followed. The secretary had requested the Chief
of Police to instruct officers to arrest the pound-keeper or his
deputies, when asked to do so, for taking dogs whether
tagged or not, provided the animals were in charge of and
accompanied by owners. Chief Crowley replied that he i on-
sidered the pound-keeper and the police co-ordinate powers,
both being created and sustained by municipal authority. It

was presumable that the pound-keeper was guided in his
acts by a desire to fulfill his duty within the law, and it was
not the province of the police to constrne the terms of appli-

cable statutes; that was a matter for the courts, in which
redress might be had against the pound-keeper or any other
officer who should go beyond bounds in the exercise of his
office. Chief Crowley professed respect for the Paciiie Ken-
nel Club and its objects, but suggested that recourse be had
to the courts to de6ne the powers of the pound-master under
the new law.
The letter of the Chief was sharply criticized by Messrs.

Gordon, Fritch, O'Reilly and others, while Messrs. Patten,
WilBon and others sustained the views expressed in the letter.

Chairman Wilson gave a resume of the law in the premises,
and strongly deprecated the action of the Executive Com-
mittee in cansing such a communication to be sent to Chief
Crowley. Further discussion of the matter was postponed.
An official notification of the election of the Pacific Kennel
Club to membership in the American Kennel Club was read,

and the chairman announced that Dr. R. J. DawBon had
prepared an article on the cruelties practiced at tho pound,
the reading of which would be deferred until the next
monthly meeting. The annual election of officers was then
held and resulted in the selection of the gentlemen named
hereafter.

The following officers were elected unanimously for the
next year: Colonel Stuart Taylor, President; Ramon E. Wil-
son, First "Vice-President; H. T. Payne, of Los Angeles,
Seoond Vice-President; Charles N. Post, of Sacramento,
Third Vice-President; M. E. C. Monday, of Petaluma, Fourth
Vice-President and J. Martin Barney, of Du tch Flat, Fifth Vice-
President. James E. Watson was re-elected Secretary and
Treasurer; Dr. C. G. Toland, J. Homer Fritch, S. Cameron
Alexander, H. H. Briggs, Ely I. Hutchison, John M. Adams,
and F. C. Zimmerman as Executive Committee.

ATHLETICS.
We commend the letter of "Mercury" to the reflection of

athletic readers. The writer is a leader in sports, and is an
earnest, thoughtful man whose interest in the Olympic Club
is absorbing. What he writes is written under conviction
that the positions advanced are to be supported by facts. If

there are those who differ with him, we should be glad to

receive their views for publication. If he is undeuiably cor-

rect, we should, nevertheless, be pleased to have suggestions
as to possible site for club grounds, aud the best methods in
which to improve them.

The Olympic Club ha3 just passed through its annual
scouring and cleansing, preparatory to the beginning of the
winter season, and the rooms are very wholesome and hand-
some. The club office has been renovated and refurnished
with more convenient business appliances, notably a board
room table which is the especial pride of Director J. 1*. Kelly,
to whose suggestion its presence is due. Mr. Kelly contem-
plates some changes in the billiard room in order to afford a
warm, comfortable corner where members may indulge in
whist by a sea-coal fire through the winter evenings. His
plan has not matured as yet, but the outcome will certainly

be a desirable change.

On Tuesday evening next the members of the Pacific,

Union, Cosmos and Bohemian Clubs aud the Bar Association
are to be received by the Olympic Club. An elaborate pro-
gramme of gymnastic exercises has been prepared, in which
most of the notable athletes of the institution will appear
Professor Smythes' finished pupils are always interesting!

particularly when Mr. John Hammersmith lend6 his wonder-
ful skill to an exhibition. The wrestlers of Professor Faulk
uer's teaching are well paired, and some exoiting bouts will

be done. Mr. J. B. Tibbatts, the invincible "big man," and
Mr. E. A. Kolb are matched, and several lighter weight events
are listed.

Professor Watson has arranged a fine programme of boxing
numbers, and Professor Martin will send some of his fencers,

The visitors will have the freedom of the club, and it is hoped
none of them will fail to see all departments of it and tc

understand its aims and facilities thoroughly.

Tha new Board of Directors of the Olympic Club has settlei

into working form, and each member is working vigorously

within the Bcope of his proper duties.

The Pacific CoaBt Harriers met early in last week, bn
adjourned without setting a day for the next meeting. Tin

club is in good condition and growing. It fills a large plaot

in public esteem.
4.

Suggestive!

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I beg to hand you hen
with a few ideas in regard to outdoor sports in oonnectioi

with the Olympic Club which may be ofinterest.
The first point is the securing of grounds at such a poin

that members can conveniently visit them for practice. I

grounds are secured at or near the Park, or at a similar dis

tance from the center of the city, it will be a heavy handioa
upon getting the members_jntereBted. The Bay Distri(

track which is fairly suitable for ruuniDg and walking, hfl

always been at the service of athletes, but is bo far remove
that but few find timo to visit it, aud theu only at a sacritic

of time and convenience. Without a doubt the Central Pat
grounds are the most accessible and convenient in towD, si

uated as they are at the intersection of all the prinoipal stree

car lineB. If we could secure control of these or seoure
suitable contract with the present tenant providing for a sui

able contraot with the present teDant providing for a suitab

cinder track, dressing-rooms and baths, interest in outdoi
sports would be assured. If the scheme of organizing a joil

stock company is carried out, I would respectfully sugge
that this would be a central aud eminently suitable positic

for our clubhouse nrd cinder track. Iu the Eastern state

all the fast tracks are made from cinders; and when we seen:

a track, it Bhould be certainly laid with cinders. There a:

many first-class runners and other athletes in this city an
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vicinity who would be glad to join the Olympic Club if we
had a convenient track on which they could exercise.

Having once obtained track facilities in a convenient loca-

tion, it will be eaBy to induce our men to visit it. It is, in my
judgment, a poor plan to give expensive outdoor entertain-

ments, at intervals of two or three months, The space
between the meetings allows interest to die out. The best

plan is to have weekly, or bi-weekly, Saturday afternoon and
holiday competitions, consisting of two or three events each.
By this means continued interest and activity can be
maintained at a less cost than by more elaborate meetings.
Our officers should make it a poiut to attend these meetings,
and should witness the boys' practice as often as possible.

An occasional word of encouragement and praise, and a feel-

ing that the officers and members of the club are interested

in him will do much to encourage an athlete to greater exer-

tions toward improvement.
I beg to call your attention to the fact that there is not

another club in the world of the size and wealth of the O. C.

that is not famous, the world over, for the out-door men
which it supports and produces. We frequently hear of the

Manhattans, the Brooklyn A. C, the N. Y. A. C, the Staten

Island A. C, the South London Harriers, and other clubs of

note mentioned. Now, how are they called to mind? Is it

by the fame of their dumb-bell lifters, their trapeze per-

formers, their gymnasts, or even their boxers and wrestlers?

No. It is by the suceess of their members in outdoor sports

—as Page, C. G. Wood, Myers, Fredericks, Lange, Murray,
George, and hundreds of others.

Now, I hold that so long as the Olympio Club does not

encourage and promote outdoor sports to an extent compat-
ible with its position in the community.it is not doing its

duty to the community or to its members.
I would state in addition tnat anyone who has visited the

larger athletic clubs in tbe Eastern cities wilt tell you that,

on a summer evening after business hours, you will hnd

—

on the Manhattan track for instance—at least a hundred
runners, walkers, jumpers and other athletes practicing for

competitions. Seated in the stands you will see the directors

and other officers of the club, and many members of the club

timing the men, encouraging them, criticizing them, calcula-

ting their chances of success and taking a generally fatherly

interest in them. The wealthy members are constantly offer-

ing valuable prizes for the athletes to contest for.

It is true that we have a far smaller population to draw our

athletes and our spectators from, but on the other hand we
have a climate in which it is possible to exercise out of doors

nearly 300 dayB in a year, while in tb.9 East not 150 are avail-

able for that purpose.
"Why should we not have our Flood cup, our Mackay

medal, our Fair pitcher, our Spreckels silver sugar bowl, our

Harrison soup ladle to compete for? It appears to me that a

little influence and pressure in the right direction would pro-

duce this result.

If there are any ideas in the foregoing that may be of use

to you, you are welcome to them, and if I have written too

strongly" or unadvisedly, I trust that you will ascribe it to my
zeal and pardon the assumption. Mercury.
September 20th, 1887.

Sixth, a "Victoria" leather gun case.

Seventh, a leather bound hunting coat and corduroy hat.

Eighth, one keg powder and sack of shot.

Ninth, one pair of rubber boots.
Tenth, a leather medal for the person making the poorest

score (a valuable prize enclosed).

The Selby Smelting and Lead Company offer two hundred
" Standard " cartridges in each match, one hundred to the
one making the best score, and one hundred to second, win-
ners to use "Standard 71 cartridges exclusively in the competi-
tions. The Selliy Company also offers one hundred dollars

in coin to be added to the entrance money in a special match
at Blue Rock Targets, to be kiiown as the "Standard" match.

Mr. E. B. Eambo contributes a Winchester repeating
shotgun.
The San Francisco Chronicle offers a repeating rifle.

The list of specials from the other gentlemen mentioned
are not at hand ut this writing, but they will be valuable.

The Association's diamond badge is about finished, and is a

beautiful bit of goldsmith'3 work as well as a very valuable

one.
Inquiries about the conditions of the matches have coma in

numbers, and the prospect is that more than one hundred
gentlemen will meet at the traps. Several notable shots,

among them Messrs. Tucker, McMurcny, Budd and Stice are

to be present, and all Californian experts are certain to be on
hand . The invitation to sportsmen is general, and all

matches are open except that for the diamond badge, which
ia confined to members of the Association.

Killiner Deer For Hides.

CANOEING.
Oakland Canoe Club.

There was lively sailing for the canoes on Sunday, and

most of those out had in double reefs. The boys are finding

out that in a stiff breeze more Bpeed can be got out of their

boats under reefed canvas than with full sail when sheets

have to be eased continually to prevent a capsize. All the

old stagers were out and several scrub races sailed. Lunch
was eaten at Brooklyn by all hands. Several lady passengers

were also out and did not seem to mind the flying spTay a

bit. The secretary has received a cordial invitation from the

Corinthian Yacht Club for the Canoe Club to spend next

Sunday at Tiburon; a tug is to escort him both ways, and tow

them if neoessary. The Yacht Clubs offer a prize pennant for

a three mile race in Racoon straits, and will sail the canoe-

men around in their yachts and offer them the hospitality of

their clubhouse. The tide will just suit, being on the ebb

till about noon, bo that there will not be much sea to

encounter on the return. Nearly all the canoes will partici-

pate. ^^^^___^^^_—

THE GUN.
State Sportsman's Association.

The coming meetiDg of the California State Sportsman's

Association is the leading topic of conversation among shoot-

ing and angling men, of whom San Francisco will see the

greatest gathering on October 6th that has been known since

the "Spring of '50."

Details for the entertainment of the visitors are about com-

pleted, thanks to the energy of vice-President Fay and Dr.

S. E. Kuowles, of the Committee of Arrangements. Too

much praise cannot be accorded to Messrs. Clabrough &
Golcher, to Mr. E. T. Allen, to Messrs. Liddle & Kaeding,

to the Selby Smelting & Lead Company, Mr. E. B. Rambo,

Mr. Chas. Sonntagg, Mr. John Skinker, Mr. Wm. Seaver, Mr.

Geo. Shreve and others who have voluntarily added many
and substantial special prizes to those given by the Associa-

tion. The list of specials is not quite complete, but as an

indication of the feeling of the gentlemen mentioned toward

the meeting, and as an incentive to others, a partial list is

given:
Messrs. Clabrough & Golcher, at 630 and 632 Montgomery

street, havo given the following specials:

First, a Clabrough breech-loading, 10-gauge gun, shot-

gun, 30-inch barrels, 10-pounds weight. Value $75. The
gun will be presented to the one making the best

average shooting at Cleveland Blue Rock targets during the

tournament. All competitors for the prize must participate

in all regular "Blue Rock" matches during the meeting.

Second, six and one-quarter pounds, Eagle Duck powder.

Third, a hunting coat.

Fourth, a drinking flask.

Fifth, six and one-quarter pounds Hazard Ducking powder.

Sixth, a pair of best leather-soled gun boots.

Seventh, a pair of red leather sewed hunting shoes.

Eighth, a pair of fine canvass leggings.

Ninth, a sole leather gun case.

Tenth, a can of "Quick loading" powder.

Eleventh, five sacks of Bhot.

Mr. E. T. Allen, at 416 Market street, offers:

First, a split bamboo fishing rod.

Second, a pair of "Empress of India" razors.

Third, a pair of English hunting shoes.

Fourth, two kegs Dupont's New Summer Shooting Powder.

Fifth, a silk wound lance-wood fishing rod, reel and Bilk

line.

The Record-Union, always outspoken in behalf of the

general good and particularly incisive when discussing

interests of especial moment to sportsmen, said receutly:

"It was stated at the session of the State Sportsmen's Asso-
ciation, which was held a few days ago, that in some of the

northern counties the law is ignored and deer are killed for

the hides. There is no close season with these hide hunters;

they have a fraternity of interest and refuse to reveal each
other's illegal doings. The people in tbe sections where they

hunt either sympathize witb them or fear to expose them,
and so the slaughter goes on. It is not confined, as we know
from other sources, to the northern counties. In Amador
and Calaveras the unlawful killing is prosecuted. Unless the

thing is stopped very soon the deer family will be extinct in

California uplands. There ought to be public spirit enough
among sportsmen and others feeling an interest in the preser-

vation of game, to provide the means for detecting and
punishing a few of the offenders, and thus putting a whole-

some check upon their practices."

"What our excellent exchange says has been repeated so

often as to have become almost trite, but while the evil

remains, there seems no excuse for keeping silence because

of the magnitude of the wrong, and because incessant dinning

into the public ear seems likely to induce a remedy sooner

than any other effort. The precise extent to which deer are

slaughtered for their hides in California cannot be ascertained,

but the number killed is assuredly very great, probably

approaching thirty-five thousands. It goes without saying

that only the merest moiety of the venison is utilized, the

rest being left to the coyotes and buzzards.

Only last week two four-horse teams loaded with deer-

skins are reported to have passed through Ukiah en route to

the railroad. It is easy to say, as the Record-Union does, that

the killers Should be detected and punished, but the difficul-

ties which lie in the way of convictions are almost insur-

mountable. No respectable man who has any knowledge
of the subject fails to denounce the crime, but few men would
care to undertake to stop it by visiting the localities in which
deer are plentiful enough to make hide hunting profitable and
arresting the depredators. A curiously mixed sentiment is

common among the hide hunters. Most of them are free-

handed men who would make any sacrifice in behalf of a

friend, or face any danger to rescue the imperilled, but they

cannot be brought to see any criminality in killing the deer

whieh browse about them, and they resent as an infringe-

ment upon personal liberty any espionage by officers of the

law. Deer range is proverbially rough land, and the officer

who begins a detective tour in such country is wholly in the

power of men who are not slow to express a willingness to

mistake him for a deer and shoot him down. It would be

unfair to intimate that all hide hunters would go such
lengths, but experience has proved that some of them would
unhesitatingly endanger the welfare of any man who might
attempt to arrest them. Nor does the difficulty end with

apprehension of offenders. They always demand jury trials,

and the juries are, per force, taled from the neighborhood,

and the jurymen almost invariably in full sympathy with the

accused as to whom they regard prosecution as persecution.

It is of little avail to bandy epithets with those who defend

the hide hunters. The vicious ones among them are proof

against vituperation, as they are against argument; they

stand in dread of the sheriff only, and since he is an elective

officer do not fear him much.
Education of public sentiment is the immediate duty of all

sportsmen, and when journals of such conservatism as the

Record-Union give space in behalf of that laudable purpose,

they are entitled to grateful recognition and generous sup-

port at the hands of all lovers of the rifle and hound.

Michigan Game Wardens.

Mr. "Wm. Alden Smith, Game and Fish Warden of the State

of Michigan, Bends, this week, a neat little book containing

the game and fish laws of that State, together with a list of

the deputv game and fish wardens, of whom there are one

hundred and forty-three, duly commissioned, in Michigan.

In view of the meeting of the California State Sportsman's

Association, which begins on Oct. 6th next, we think it

proper to extract from Mr. Smith's useful little book, so much

of the law of Michigan as relates directly to the appointment

and duties of the warden and deputies. California needs just

such a law. The Michigan Act is as follows:

(1.) Section 1. The People of the Stale of Michigan enact,

That it shall be the duty of tbe Governor to appoint some

person, a resident of this State, game and fish warden. Said

warden shall hold his office for four years, or until his successor

has been appointed and qualified, unlesB removed for cau=-e

by the Governor; he shall receive a salary of twelve hundred

dollars per annum, payable monthly, and sh ill also be reim-

bursed his actual expe'nses necessarily incurred bj him while

engaged in the performance of his duties, to be paid on the

warrant of the Auditor-General, monthly, on the approval of

his vouchers therefor.

(2.) Sec. 2. It shall be the duty of said game and fish

warden to enforoe the statutes of this State for the preserva-

tion of moose, wapiti, deer, birds and fish, and to enforce all

other laws of this State for the protection and propagation of

birds, game and tish, now in force, or hereinafter enacted, and
to bring or cause to be brought actions and proceedings in

the name of the people of this State to punish any parties for

the violation of said statutes and laws. Such actions and
proceedings may be brought in the name of The People, in

the like cases, in the same courts, and under the same cir-

cumstances as they may now or at any time hereafter be
brought by any individual or by the prosecuting attorneys of

the several counties under and by virtue of any laws now
existing or hereafter enacted.

(3.) Sec. 3. Said warden may make complaint and cause
proceedings to be commenced against any person for the vio-

lation of any of the laws for the protection or propagation of

game or fish without tbe sanction cf the prosecuting attor-

ney of the county in which Buch proceedings are commenced,
and in such case he shall not be obliged to furnish security

for costs.

(4.) Sec. 4. Said game and fish warden shall have the

same power to serve criminal process as sheriffs, and shall

have the same right as sheriffs to require aid in executing
such process. Said warden may arrest, without warrant,

any person caught by him in the act of violating any of the

aforesaid laws for the protection or propagation of birds,

game, or fish, and lake such person forthwith before a justice

of the peace, or other magistrate having jurisdiction, who shall

proceed without delay to hear, try, and determine the matter,

and the Bame proceedings shall be had as near as may be, as

in other criminal matters triable before a justice of the peace,

or other magistrate having jurisdiction. Such arrests may be

made on Sunday, in which case the person arrested shall be

taken before a justice of the peace, or other magistrate having
jurisdiction, and proceeded against aa soon as may be, on a

week day following the arrest.

(5.) Sec. 5. Said warden shall, in the month of Decem-
ber in each year, tile in the office of the Auditor General an
account in writing, stating the days and parts of days spent

in the discharge of his duty, the kind of service rendered
and the places v here rendered, and the expenses paid or

incurred in the time of tne discharge of such duties, which
account shall be verified by the oath of said warden, stating

that the same is correct and true in every particular.

(6.) Sec. 6. Said warden shall, at the close of each cal-

endar month, tile with the Secretary of State a report in

writing, and in detail, stating the service i erformed by him
during the last preceding month, including an account of

the suits commenced at his instance, as herein provided for.

the disposition made of tbe same, the result of any brought
to trial, and the condition of any undisposed of, and any
other particulars he may think proper, and no payment for

services performed or expenses paid by said warden shall be

made until he shall present to the Auditor-General, in addi-

tion to the usual oath of performance and payment, a certifi-

cate from the said secretary that he has made the report

required by this act. The Secretary of State Bhall cause the

monthly reports of said warden, or so much thereof as may
be of interest to the public, to be transmitted annually to the

Legislature when in session.

(7.) Sec. 7. The said game and fish warden shall have
power to appoint a deputy or deputies, not exceeding three,

in each county, who shall be residents thereof; said deputies

shall have the same powers in their respective counties as

herein provided for the warden himself, subject to the super-

vision and control of the warden. Said deputy warden or

wardens shall receive such compensation as the board of

supervisors of the counties in which such deputy warden or

wardens resides may allow and provide for, except in the

county of Wayne, where such compensation shall be fixed by
the board of county auditors.

THE RIFLE.
Shell Mound.

The annual target practice of the Third Infantry Regiment
took place on last Sunday at Shell Mound Park. Of the

eight companies in the regiment, companies B and G did not
shoot, the average for the others being uniformly good. The
following was the score at 200 yards, 50 being the highest
possible, all above 40 securing a silver and all above 25 a
bronze medal.
Company A—P. Gallagher 25, C. H. Becker 31, W. P. Dil-

ney 25.

Company C—Corporal Maginnis 41, Sergeant Dolan 41, T.
Fell 38, Sergeant McBryan 38, A. E. Fake 35, Corporal Vogt
33, Lieutenant Kyan 33, Sergeant Yager 32, D. O. Herrick 31,

L. E. Braguire 32, Lieutenant Crowley 27, Sergeant Jordan
27, J. Camniozzi 26, T. Orlup 26, P. Foley 25, James CrosBan
25, T. F. Murray 27.

Company D-Captain J, C. O'Connor 33, T. J. Sullivan 29,

M. T. Murphy 29, J. Garrity 25, J. Cardiff 28.

Company E—Lieutenant tl. Kennedy 34, W. J. Burke 31,

Sergeant T. Waters 34, D. Hudson 27, G. Hunt 25, E. Lawler
25, M. W. Molloy 25, M. Phillips 25, A. Stokes 25.

Company F—Sergeant Keefe 26, Sergeant Lyman 34, T.
McCabe 29, Sergeant Leary 32, L. Barry 32, W. Kearney 29,

M. J. Sullivan 30.

Company H (cadets)—Captain O'Dell 33, Sergeant Mahone
27, A. Murphy 30, D. O'Leary 25,
Commission and non-Com mission Staff vs. Enlisted Bank

and File, out of a possible 25 (five shots)—Lieutenant McAl-
pine20, Colonel Bendell 19, Sergeant Geary 16, Captain Smith
IS, Sergeant Middleton 19, Sergeant O'Brien 19, Lieutenant
Lawton 14, OaptainO'Connor 16; totall41. Corporal Maginnis
20, T. Foley 18, Sergeant Dolan 14, Sergeant Waters 18, Ser-

geant Stewart IS, Sergeant Murphy 18, W. Fell 7, Sergeant
McBryan 20; total 133, thus leaving the staff winners by 8.

Field Staff vs. non-Commissioned Officers—Major J. F.

Barry 21, Major and Surgoon F. B. Kane 33, Lieutenant W.
D. Lawton 41, Lieutenant T. J. Dillon 11, Lieutenant A. C.

McAIpine 35. Non-commissioned— Quartermaster-Sergeant,
H. B. Gleeson, 7; Orderly-Sergeant, S. A. Donahue, 12; Hos-
pital Steward, J. Sheehy, 25; Color Sergeant, D. Geary, 43; J.

J. O'Brien, K. G. G., 32; Signal Corps, Sergeant Middleton, 39.

In the officers' match for the Savage medal, out of a possi-

ble 25 (five shots)—Captain Smith and Lieutenant Lawton
tied at 20, Lieutenaut Lawton's shoot, by the Creedmoor
ruleB, being decided the best.

Battery A, Second Artillery, had a large turn out at the

pistol range at which the members practiced to get in good trim

tor the shoot for the State medals on the 25th instant. Cap-
itiiu Siuilb, Sergeant d'Arcy, Sergeant Elliott and Privates

Smith and Cumniings made up a match, which resulted as

follows:

Capt. Smith. ...10' reet-r.fi 5 5 5 J 5 J 4 4 4 5 5 M 5 4 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5—118
D'Arcy I » 1 • t *fiA6SB6544B546464'4 646566 4-ll''
Cumminga .... IIW '<-r t> 1 G 5 .". 5 H r. 1 4 5 4 fi 4 5 4 6 6 4 4 5 5 4 G 4—11'

Elliott li.O I eel— uo 54464465&45u* 4 4 4664656 4— 1

Prlv. Smlth....l00I'eet-5 46 4 61544 4 4 64446654465544-'
Company C, of the Second Artillery, held its annual pi<
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which was very largely attended, and waB, as usual, at this

company's annual reunions, a very enjoyable affair. The

company offered a number of prizes on the range for rifle-

men, five shots each, at 200 yards. Annexed are the highest

scores: Lieutenant F. A. Kuhls, Inspector of Kifle Practice,

Second Artillery, 4 5 5 5 4-23; Lieutenant Otto Lemcke,

21; Lieutenant Wulbern 20; Frank Koek 20; J. H. Petrel 20.

-* '

The Bullard Arms Company has disallowed the claim of

the National Shooting Club of this city to the honor of first

place in the rifle competition recently conducted under condi-

tions specified by the company. The Bullard people say

:

"Our Match No. 3, which took place in June, was a team

match of five men, 30 shots each; prize, one of our best

detachable rifles, with interchangeable barrel. The highest

team score in this match was made by the National Shooting

Club of San Francisco, Cal., whioh used military rifles-

Sharps-Borchardt, with pistol grip, open sights and 6-pound

pull- but, according to our conditions, they are not entitled

to the prize. In issuing our conditions it was not our inten-

tion to exclude any military rifles with 6-pound pull and open

military sights; in fact Bale 16 was intended to make pro-

vision for their use. The military rifles used by the National

Shooting Club of San Francisco wore not such as issued by

state or government'; they were pistol grip, and it is claimed

by some of fhe competitors that there is a special advantage

in using such a grip that cannot be had in a straight military

stock. While wishing to give the rules their broadest con-

struction, leaving out the question whether as a matter of fact

the rifles were actually issued by the state or government,

which is a technicality, we must decide that the peculiar

shape of the grip on their rifles debars them from complying

with the rule? of matches No. 3 and No. 4. The next highes

team score was made by the Cincinnati Eifle Association, of

Cincinnati, Ohio, which used sporting rifles, and as they

complied with all the conditions they are awarded the prize.

Match No. 4 was an individual contest, the highes score to

win the number of shots 50; prize, a valuable gold medal

called the 'Bullard Champion Off-hand Marksman s Badge

which must be won three times before it becomes private

Drooertv The highest Bcore in tbis match was made by

Private A. Johnson, of the National Shooting Club, San Fran-

cisco Cal We would say here had we known the military

rifles' used bv this company were not in accordance with our

roles, we would have so informed them before Match No. 4

took place. Capt. Chisholm, of Oakland, Md., had the second

highest score. He, however, fired his 50 shots on one target,

while our conditions require that only 25 shots shall be

allowed. The third highest score was made by Private Hd.

Hovey of the National Shooting Club of San Francisco, Cal.,

who used the same kind of military rifle as Private A. John-

son Thus the three highest scores with military allowance

are barred out, and in this case Mat. Gindele, of the Cincin-

nati Rifle Association, Cincinnati, Ohio, who used a sporting

rifle, is declared the winner in Match No. 4, as he complied

with all the conditions."

For club prizes.

10 12 1'

2 1 1 2

2 1 2

TRAP.
The Examiner published on Monday last what purported

to be a report of a meeting of the California Wing Shooting

Club on the previous day. The report had evidently been

prepared after the May meeting of the club. There was no

shooting done by the club on Sunday last.

"Guacho" and "Silalicum."

Editoe Breeder and Sportsman:—A few weeks ago I

read an article in your valued paper signed "Guacho

entitled "Ethics in Advertising."

Being present at the Seattle Tournament I had the pleasure

of meeting the two gentlemen who are the representatives and

adherents of the Parker gun and the Chamberhn cartridges,

"Silalicum" and "Guacho." "Silalicum" did use a Parker

gun and Chamberlin cartridges at that tournament, and in

his report he claimed that everything was won by that gnu

and those cartridges, which was not true, as W.K. McDonald

won the Smith gun, shooting a Smith m the contest, and

shells loaded by Haidy & Hall, of this city. "Silalicum,

we will allow, is one of the nicest of sporting writers, and a

very manly honest fellow in every respect, save his prejudice

in favor of the Parker gun and the Chamberlin cartridge

Yet during the club hunt of the Seattle Bod and Gun Club

in Eastern Washington, "Silalicum," I am informed, loaded

his own shells. Why did he not use ChamberlniB if he

believes what he preaches? Why does "Gnacho 'advocate

the Parker gun and shoot the Scott? Why does "Silalicum

advocate the Chamberlin cartridge and yet at night ^load

shells while other sportsmen sleep? Since "Guacno has

advanced the idea of "Ethics in Advertising, I would like to

have him explain whv, if the Parker is such a superior gun

to all others, why he does not use it? And would also like to

ask "Silalicum" why he uses shells of his own loading and

yet adviseB other sportsmen touse Chamberlins? H. A. W.

Seattle, Sept. 13, 1887. ^

Gun Club.

The Gun Club closed its season on Saturday last at Adam's

Point twelve members being present to enjoy the bright after-

noon 'and the beautiful grounds used by the club. The

birds averaged good in quality, and were helped by a Blight

breeze Mr. W. L. Eyre acted as referee, a duty which he

has performed at each of the meetingB of the season in a sat-

isfacto-y manner. Mr. Eyre is a pigeon Bhot of much

experience, and has in his day known pretty much all of the

notables of Monaco and the London clubs. His decisions

are. therefore, not often excepted to.

The best work of the day waa done by Mr. Fred Butler,

whose shooting during the season has been very fine. He

was closely pushed on last Saturday by Messrs. Will Golcher,

Jellett, Laing, Wattles and Levison, who scored ten each.

The prizes were very rich and valuable, and were distributed

uuder the following conditions:
_

First prize, club gold medal; second prize, split bamboo

trout rod (Leonard); third prize, Bilver pocket flask; fourth

prize, Winchester rifle.

The club medal shall become the property of any member

who first wins the same three timeB at the club matches, with

the understanding that should the medal be won three times

this year, then such member winning it shall not participate

in any of the other prizes.

The second prize shall be for the best average of any six

matches during the season.

The third prize shall be for the Becond best average ol any

six matches during the season.

The fourth prize shall be contested for only by the mem-

bers who shoot in the 26 and 28 yards class, and shall be for

the best average in this class; but should any member in this

class win either the second or third prize, he shall relinquish

all right to the fourth prize, which shall go to the member of

this class making the next best average.

All ties shall be Bhot off at the respective distances of each

class, at four single birds.
.

There will be eight regular matohes daring the seaBon of

1887. . . , u
In order for any member to participate in the above prizes,

it will be necessary for him to shoot in at least six matches

during the year. Any member who shall shoot in all the

eight matches may select his six best scores, and the average

will be madB up from them.
_

All the shooting has been done under handicaps arranged

All the shooting has been done under handicaps arranged

before the first match as follows:

Ewing, Orr, 32 yards for 10-guage guns, 31 yards for LZ-

guage guns. nn ,

Babcock, Butler, Gillette, Jellett, Laing, Wilson, 30 yards.

Golcher, 29 yaids.

Hanson, Hamilton, Havens, Howard, Grant, Kllganff, Lev-

iston, Swett, Smith, Woodward, 28 yards.

Dean, Fox, Haggin, Coleman, Davis, McShane, Shorb, Zb

y ardB. _

Secretary Butler announced the winners to be: of nrst prize,

F S. Butler; second prize, C. D. Laing; third prize, J. H.

Jellett; fourth prize, F. H. Swett. The scores of last Satur-

day were:

At 12 birds, Hurlingham, Handicap.
Jeilet 1 J
Laing °

Swett °
Golcher 1

Wattles 1

Williams 1

n . Levison 1

Hav ens 2

Rior dan 2

Butler 1 1
Gilette ° 2

Hamilton 1 x * v * * «

Freeze out, S2.60 entrance. Won by Mr. Will Wattles.

Jellett 1 1 1 0|Williams 1 1

Wattles 1 1 1 llScott 1 "

Laing 1 1 1 Siordan
Uillette 1 1 U

I

The table of averages is appended, showing the number of

birds shot at by each member of the Gun Club, and the rela-

tive excellence of their scores.
.

A glance at the averages would indicate Mr. Laing as the

winner of the first prize, but under the conditions governing

the season's shooting, Mr. Butler was entitled to it. The

medal was won in February by Mr. Will Golcher; in March

and May by Mr. Laing; in Jnly by Mr. Woodward, and in

April, June, August and September by Mr. Butler, the win in

August making it his personal property. The first prize is a

medal weighing one hundred and fifty dollars, of elegant de-

sign and Buperb workmanship. The second prize, a Leonard

fly-rod, will particularly please the winner, Mr. Laing, who is

a most enthusiastic angler, and who is fast developing tbe

deftness of wrist and quickness of eye which are indispensa-

ble to all accomplished trouters. Mr. Jellett's third prize, a

coin silver flask, handsomely chased, will not be of great ser-

vice to that abstemious gentleman, except as a thing of beauty

and a receptacle of cold tea.

Mr Swett, who won the Winchester rifle, the fourth prize,

is an accomplished rifle shot and a vi».ran hunter after large

game, who will put his trophy into Bervice. Mr. Will Gol-

oher's average was better than that of Mr. Swett, but the former

was precluded from gaining the fourth prize by the fact that

he shot at twenty-nine yards, whereas the rifle could only be

won by a twenty-six or twenty eight yards man.

The averages are:

POTTER'S TEAM.

Potter 1

Scovern 1

Qulnton
Karney 1

Holmes
Horbor
Biehter 1

Bovee 1

Doane
Dunsbee

liuuioonoi-
110 110
U 1 1 1

1 1 (10-
1 1-
1 1-

1 II 1010111O001 1 1

1— a
0— 7

Total °"

Mr. El. Dunshee won the medal for the season in the first

class, while in the second class the winner was Mr. K.

Wenzel.

ROD.
Shade Fishing'.

1 o

l

1
2
2

1 1
2 1

2

1-10
1-1U
0—9
1-10
1-10
0- 7

1-10
0- 8
0- 6

0-11

1-

1

a.

O. D. Laing 7

F. S. Butler 7

J. H. Jellett 10

W. J. Golcher 11

W. Wattles —
J. H. Kilgarif 10

J.E. Orr —
H. Babcock 9

D. B. Gillette Jr —
B. B. Woodward 6

P. McShane —
F. H. Swett 8

R.E.Wilson 8

W. H, Hanson 6

Thos.Ewi.nj 10

G. Leviston 7

Alex. Hamilton 8

A. W. Havens —
W. Leviston —
T. P. Reardon.... —

9 10
— 10

11 9fi

10 96
10

— — 10 24 21

— — 9— 10 —
12
3a

Bl 3-8

83 1-3

80 6-24

80 9-10

87 1 2

81 1-3

77 7-9

— 36 27 75.

9 12 9 75

8 — 9 9 84 61

_ — _ — 36 26
— — — — 36 26

8 36

8 48

73 1-3

72 11-12

72 13-21

72 2-9

72 2-9

70 5-6

65 5-1B

58 1-3

60 5-12

46 2-3

412-3

Lincoln Gun Club.

The closing meeting of the Lincoln Club for the season was

held at Alameda Mole on Sunday last, and was well attended.

The secretary has not yet furnished a resume of the season s

work, but we hope will" do so in time for our next issue.

FIItBT CLASB

At 15 Bingle clay pigeons, 18-yards rise.

O.Cate -

Dunahee 1

Bruns 1 °

Scbendel 1

Ford
Parks ! °

Potter ° °

Campbell
Scovern 1 °

Biehter l !

For club trophies.
110 110 1

1 1

10 11
1

1 1

1 1

1— 7
0- 7

110—6
10 0—5

0- 6

10 0-
0— 7

1 C 1 1 1-10
110 1-6

Same conditions.
Bovee 1

Holmes 1

Quinton 1

Wenzel 1

Horber 1

Karney '

F. Oate 1

Crandell .0

Brown 1

Doaoe

SECOND CLASS.

For club trophies. 110
1010110100011110 11110 110000001101000110101111101001 000

10 11 110 10
10 111

1—
1- 7
1— 9
0-12
0— 5
0—10
0— 5
0- 7

1-10
0- 6

The club waB then divided into two teams, and a oontest

was arranged for a dinner. Parks' team was victorious,

scoring a total of 68 against 59 by Potter's team

ing scores were made

The follow-

Parks ...1 o

Bruna ° 1

Wenzell 1

Brown
Oratidell 1 1

F.Oate 1 1

Ford 1

Campbell 1

Venker 1

O.Cate

TABES TEAM.
111

1

10 1

10 10 111 1-10
1110 10 11 1— 111

110 1111 1-10
ooiooiini— o

01010010—8
i 1 0— 3

1

oooiiiiooioiii
110 10 10-

5 i o 1 l o o l 1 o o o-

Absolution should be the reward of every faithful angler

by reason of his gentleness and purity, but it has been

reserved to the English Fishing Gazelle to place upon its staff

one who may by right administer soulful consolation in

extremis. The Honorary Chaplain of that excellent exchange

iB not unknown to our readers by reason of charming contri-

butions to the literature of the angle, and we have mnoh

pleasure in republishing his last article, upon "Shade Fish-

ing."

Shade-fishing for trout, as practiced in the North of

England, is, I fancy, but little known by South Country

anglers. A short acoount of it may interest some of your

readers, and as every known bait at which a trout will look

is pressed into the service of the shade-fisher, those who do

not confine themselves to the use of the artificial fly may find

something to amuse, or even, let. me hope, instruct them.

As soon as the rivers begin to run low and clear in summer,

the shade-fisher looks up his tackle, and makes preparation

for his favorite Bport. On hot, sunny days, even early in

Jane, the trout begin to Beek the shelter of trees and bushes

which overhang the stream. There, in the grateful shade,

they Bail slowly backwards and forwards, now rising with a

languid air to suok in a fly or beetle which has fallen half

asleep from its resting place on the underside of some broad,

overhanging leaf, and is floating helpless down the stream,

now turning with a sharp and eager motion at the flop of

some fat caterpillar as he falls with a splash into the pool.

Nothing Beems to come amiss to the trout under such cir-

cumstances—crumbs of bread dropped in will be scanned for

a moment with surprise, but eventually swallowed. Snails

taken out of their shells will be accepted freely, and even the

eyes from bird's-eye tobacco are sometimes taken by the

trout as they float over him, but are ejected from his month

with a promptitude and vigor which is amusing; and if you

can manage to deceive the same tront more than twice in

that way on the same afternoon you will be clever.

I have always been most successful in shade-fishing in

Julv, and again in the end of August and the early part of

September. As soon as the nights begin to get chilly, there

are certain flies which may be found sitting on the stems of

bushes and the underside of boughs which overhang the

water, in a half torpid state. Every now and again a passing

breeze will shake them off, or, in their sleepy condition, they

let go their hold and drop into the mouths of the expectant

trout. On such days I have seen rare baskets made. I

remember one, made long years ago by an old miner on the

Coquet, which made me ask him to initiate me into the mys-

teries of shade-fishing. I had started one morning in August

from Acklington Station, which is about a mile from the part

of the river where I used to begin fishing, and had fished up

to Felton. My basket when I got back to the station would

have been called a fairly good one. I had over two dozen

trout, and they were of average size for that water. On the

platform there was an old miner whom I knew waiting for

the train. I gave him a small drink from my flask, and

asked how he had got on. He said he had done well and

opened his basket. At first I could hardly believe my eyes.

He had Beven or eight tront, the smallest of which must have

been at least three-quarters of a pound, and the largest

weighed three pounds. I weighed the fiBh carefully with my
scales. That there were such fish in the Coquet was a reve-

lation to me, and I determined to find out how they were to

be caught. Some of tbe old hands about that country were

very shy of giving information; but, whether my whiskey

had warmed this old man's heart, or whether he was more
communicative than others, he was quite ready to tell me all

about it. We were going by the same train to the same sta-

tion, and before our journey was over it was arranged that I

was to have a lesson in shade-fishing as soon as possible. I

became very fond of it, and have killed some fair baskets,

but never could come up to the achievements of the masters

of the art. Instead of telling about my own lessons and per-

formances, let me describe the proceedings of my master.

As soon as ever the hot weather began to drive the trout

into the shade, he was to be seen wandering along the river

bank smoking his pipe in a meditative mood, and now and then

peering through a bush or round a stem of some overhanging

tree. He never started on a shade-fishing expedition till he

spotted some good trout, and had taken stock of all tbe diffi-

culties of the situation, and perhaps cut some boughs whioh

would have fatally interfered with his success. But all this

had to be done with care and seoreoy because there were

keen eyes sometimes watching him, and a slight indiscretion

on his part would have betrayed the whereabouts of the trout

whioh he had spotted. One evening a message was brought

to me that he would beat a oortain spot at eight o'clock the

next morning, and that he was going to try for two or three

good trout, which he had discovered on Sunday afternoon,

and that if I would meet him he would show me his way of

going to work. Punctually I met him—sandwiohes, tobacco,

and whisky were not forgotten; and after some half-hour's

walk we arrived at the proposed Bcene of operations. There

was a small wood on a steep-bank overhanging the river,

and about the middle of it at the tail of a fine stream was a

quiet pool. The water was from three feet to five feet deep

under the bank, flowing with a gentle current, and no ripples

on the surface, except when a slight breeze might ruffle it for

a moment. Fine and quiet weather is absolutely necessary

to successful ahade-fishing.

•'Now, sir," said my master, "sit down here a minute

while I go and have a look; it will be half nn hour or more

before the shade will be right, and I want to have a good F

look before I put my tackle together."

He orept carefully forward to the edge of the water, and,

taking advantage of enoh bit of shade and eaoh bush and

tree stem, he peered cautiously into the depths. At lust he

oarne back to me apparently well satisfied. '

"I've seen the three I'm after," he said, "and I think then

Total .

iere
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is a bigger one but the water is deep where he was, and no
shade over me, so I conld not make snre."
With that he began to put his rod together, and having run

the line through the rings, and put on a cast line of fine gut,
which had been kept wet between two pieces of flannel, he
told me to watch him, and when he was well settled into' his
place to creep cautiously down behind him, and on no
account to let the trout get a sight of me. As soon as he was
Beared behind the stem of a big plane tree, which slanted out
over the water, he made me a sign, and in a minute or so I
was beside him. The water was clear, about four feet deep,
and at the bottom were some big stones.
"Now," he said, "sit still whatever happens, and look at

that big stone with the white spot on it; you will see a trout
soon." (I do not attempt to write his Northumbrian dialect,
because I cannot spell it.)

I began to get quite excited. The water in the middle of
the river was very deep, and one could see the bottom shelv-
ing down into what seemed an unfathomable abyss. What
monsters might not be hidden in those dim depthsl Almost
before the old man had done speaking I saw a shadow slowly
cross the stone. It was a tront of about a pound, which
turned and swam slowly back again and vanished.
"Why don't you fish for him?" I whispered.
"Wait a bit; there is a better fish here and I must find ont

what they are taking. You watch while I get out my
things."

" '

With that, from his basket and from pockets innumer-
able he produced boxes, and tins, aud horns, and bottles,
which he arranged close to him so that he could reach
anyone without moving more than absolutely necessary. I
found afterwards that these various receptacles containsd all
sorts of insects, grubs, caterpillars and worms; there were
flies of various sorts, from the bnzzy blue-bottle and common
honse-fly to strange flies which he had caught in the woods,
there were great docken-grubs (a large white grub sometimes
as big as the top of one's thumb, which i3 found in the roots of
the dock), worms of various sorts well scoured in moss, cater-
pillars from the gooseberry bushes, wasp grubs, and one or
two of what we used to call hairy bears. His proceedings
drew my attention from the water for a moment, and when
I looked back there was a fine trout motionless just above the
stone.

"Look," I whispered, "there is a good one just over the
stone."
Slowly the old man's hand sought a horn close to him.

Without moving his eyes from the trout he got out a fly of
some sort, gave it a nip, and flipped it into the water a foot
or two above the fish. Slowly it floated over him, but he
simply looked up and did not move. Another fly was flipped
in with the same result, but was taken by a small trout a few
yards below us. Another kind of fly was tried with no better
result, aud then a small red worm. I saw it fall about two
yards above the trout and sink slowly down, wiggling towards
the bottom. The fish moved slowly up, opened his mouth,
and the worm was gone.

"He's ours," said the old man, and chucked him another
small worm.
"But why don't you fish for him?" I murmured.

_
He explained to me that it was absolutely necessary to wait

till the fish moved. But he put a nice little red worm on his
hook, and made all ready for a cast. Suddenly the fish
turned round, and swam slowly down the stream past me.

"He's a two-pounder," I said.

"No, pot so big," was the answer. ''You will be able to
weigh him soon if he does not break me."
Then, as quickly as possible, his rod was put out, the

worm dropped on to the top of the stone, and the gut made to
lie along the bottom (to have gut hanging down to the worm
is fatal in shade-fishing with shy fish), so that it was practic-
ally invisible.

Whilst watching the worm wiggling on the stone I was
aware of a shadow moving slowly up the water. It was our
trout. With calm dignity he sailed up to the stone, seemed
much surprised to see the worm, then bowed his head and
sucked it in. I could see the whole operation as plainly as
if it had taken place in a glass bowl in the window of my
room. Then there was a rare fight. We neither of us moved
more than we could help, and at last the net was under him,
and I had the pleasure of weighing and admiring as fine a
pound-and-a-half trout as I had ever, at that time, seen. We
wetted him, lighted our pipes, and looked out for more sport.

While we waited my instructor tried to instill into my
mind some of the principal maxims of the shade-fisher:

First and foremost, never be in a hurry. When you have
spotted a good fish, examine the place well, and take careful
note of everything which may prove to be a hindrance or a
danger should yon hook your fish. Make up your mind
what you will do supposing this or that to happen. In the
excitement of a struggle with a big fish, particularly if one is

among thick bushes and over-hanging trees, a beginner is

apt to lose his head, and that means loss of fish also.
Secondly, try and find out what he will take before you

make a cast for him, and never worry him long by dangling
a fly over his nose for which he has plainly no taBte.
Thirdly, never let the fish see jou put your rod out over

the water. When big trout are feeding in the shade, they
generally swim slowly up and down, taking a regular beat.
As a rule, if they are swimming near the top of the water
they aTe taking flies; if near the bottom, worm, or grub, or min-
now will be most effective. When a good trout has paBsed you
put out your rod quickly before he turns. If you are using
fly, let it be hanging about an inch above the water, that the
trout may see it as he comes back. Your rod must be per-
fectly still, and, if possible, under an overhanging bough, so
that it may not appear against the sky. If the trout looks up
at the fly and pauses, or slightly raises his head, drop it

gently on to the water, and the odds are that he takes it at
once. If he takes no notice of it, let him pass without mov-
ing it, and when you see him turn to come back, drop the fly
on to the water and give it the slightest possible movement to
attract his attention. If he will not have it, take it away
when he is not looking, and try some other fly or some kind
of bait. If you are using worm or minnow, always try and
get your bait into position on the botttom, with the line lying
along the bottom, before the fish sees it. If you once frighten
or raise the suspicions of an old shy fish, the odds are ten to
one against you for that day.

Whilst I was being thua instructed the old man got another
trout of about a pound, and missed a smaller one. He then
said we had better move, and that the shadow was just right
for the place where he had seen what he thought was a real
big one. We moved about twenty yards down the bank, and,
on looking over, I saw that the water was much deeper

—

seven feet or eight feet at least, I should think. For some
time we saw nothing. Suddenly my old friend said, in a
hushed voice:

"Look there, just below you, about three yards out."
I saw what at first I took to be a log of wood. But slowly

out of the depths came what I suppoaed was an enormous
trout,

"It's a salmon," whispered my companion," a fifteen-
pounder."

It was really a big bull-trout; but they call them salmon in
Northumberland sometimes. Most men would have tried for
him and got broken; not so the cunning old hand to whom
that luokless fish had shown himself. He said, quietly:
"Come away; I shall have him this evening or to-morrow

moruing."
We moved to another place, and, with fly and worm, made

up a basket of about six or seven nice trout, the largest a
little over one and a half pounds. About three o'clock we
started for home, the old man saying that he must prepare
his tackle for the salmon.
Next day he brought it to me as a present. The mark of

the gaff was plain enough; but I could find no mark of a
hook in its mouth. However, it is not good manners to look
a gift-salmon in the mouth, so I said nothing, kippered the
salmon, and ate him.

I got very fond of shade fishing, and had many a pleasant
day at it. It is a style of fishing eminently suited to elderly
men; and should I be spared to become an old man, I look
forward to quiet days in lonely woods, which overhang a
certain northern river, where I may sit and watch the trout
if I cannot catch them, indulge my passion for the beauties
of nature, and

—

"There meditate my time away.
And angle on, and beg to have
A quiet passage to a welcome grave."

Speckled Beauties.

[By John Humphreys.)
"A thing of beauty is a joy forever, " Bang some poet. In

a sense, this is true. But trout, which are the particular
"speckled beauties" just now in my mind, don't last forever
after they are once caught. The cook soon puts a period to
their beauty, and only in the poetic sense (i. e., as memories)
can they be said to fulfil the dictum of the poet.

It is sad, but true, that "things of beauty" seem to have
the property of stimulating the human mind to the perform-
ance of the most astounding feats of mendacity. A beautiful
horse or a beautiful woman alike produce from their respect-
ive admirers tales of simply incredible exaggeration.

'Tis so with trout. No fisherman, if he is worth his salt
will come home after a day's trout fishing, especially if he has
been alone, without a thrilling story of having lost a splen-
did trout, "weighing a pound if it weighed an ounce", by
Jove!

'
by some unlucky chance. Either he (the fisherman)

has tumbled up to his neck in the river in his desperate
efforts to land the beauty, or just as he got it near the bank
the beaBtly cast broke, or he (the fish) hadn't got hold quite
firmly enough, or something or another; anyhow, the shining
mottled beauty has got off, someway, "but I'll have him next
time I go round that way, you bet"
Such are some of the ordinary items of conversation

among those who venture their lives (in an amatenrish kind
of way) in whipping our rivers for trout. Sometimes the yarn
is varied something in this fashion.

A. "Going out fishing to-day?"
B. Looking up at the sky, "Don't think so, too bright."
A. "Have any luck yesterday?"
B. "Yes

—

usual luck."
A. "What's that?"
A. "Came home with a beastly lot of quarter-pounders."
A. "Oh, come! that's not bad."
B. "Well, it's better'n nothing, certainly; but I lost a

beauty—a beauty, my dear fellow. By Jove! believe me, I
thought I should have lost my line—cast and all

"

A. "How's that?"
B. "Well, you know the Bontnewydd river'"
A. "Yes."
B. "Well, there's one of those pools where I always get a

rise of some kind."
A. "Yes."
B. "Well, yesterday I came to this pool (it's about half

way down from the railway bridge, you know). I hadn't
caught anything up to then; I was glad to get tbere, I can
tell you, and I threw in, quite sure of landing something.
Well, believe me, I threw in that blessed pool for over an
hour and not a bite did I get—not a rise even."

A. "Nice, eh?"
B. "Nice be hanged. Anyhow, I determined not to go

without something, so I wound my line in and put a fresh
set of flies on all through."

A. "What did you put on?"
B. "Well, I put a starling on the tail and a coch-y-bondu

nearest the rod (the drop-fly, you know), and what do von
think I put in the middle?"

A. "Don't know."
B. "You couldn't guess. I collared a fat worm and stuck

him on one of those flies you see flying about a dung-heap,
you know."
A. "Ay, well?"
B. "Well, I thought that ought to land something."
A. "I should think so."
B. "Well, I no sooner chucked him in than there was a

tremendous kick up in the pool, and I had such a pull as
nearly landed me in the middle of the water. By Jove, man!
I was really frightened. But I soon made up my mind what
to do. I let the line fly out—the beggar by this time was
rushing like mad down the river—and off he went till I
hadn't an inch of line left.''

A. "What then?"
B. "Oh, the check fetched him back, and off he went up

stream. I reeled up and tightened the line nicely, and held
him jnst nice and tight, you know."

A. "Yes."
B. "By thiB time he was gettingtired and full of water (yon

may think!), and I thought I'd haul him in. So I began,
gently, you know. I'd just got him half-way out; and what
a monster he was! 6 lbs. if I mav never "

A. "All right."
B. "And the beggar doubled himself up somehow, and of

he went, fly, worm and all. And so I lost him."
A. "Big trout that, old man."
B. '"Twasn't a trout at all; it was a salmon."
Well, one has to put ud with this kind of thing, if he

begins to fish. No social meeting of "jolly anglers" would be
happy if this kind of anecdotal tall talk were tabooed, and the
only thing one can do, unless he wishes to be thought a
duffer, or regarded with suspicion as a Bceptic, is to try and
emulate such stories by incidents from his own experience or
imagination.
A friend of mine is a very good hand at this kind of story.

Mind you, I don't for a moment mean to cast any doubt on
his veracity. Far from it. Brntus says it (or rather tells

them), and Brutus is an honorable man.
The other night Brutus turned into the club. I noticed

the insignia of an angler about his hat, and asked him if he
had been out that day. He replied, with a wearied air, that
be had.

"Any luok?" I continued
"Yes, pretty fair" he answered; "two or three pounds

altogether. Nice little things, too."
"Where did you go," Iasked.
"Boutfaen at first, then fiBhed up the river to Bontne-

wydd."
"Anybody with you?"
"Well, yes. Bather. I Baw a fellow on mv way up, but I

lost sight of him after a while. Think he must have gone
asleep. But let me tell you. You see I've changed my togs."

"Yes. It was rather bright to-day, wasn't it?"
"Yes. but I had a very fine cast; hardly see it."
"Ay I"

"Who was the fellow you saw?"
"Couldn't be sure. Thought it was Dick Newton at first;

but Dick doesn't fish like that fellow. The beggar stood
right at the edge of the water aud his shadow would frighten
the bsh for miles around."

"No; it couldn't be Dick, then."
"Well, never mind that; I went on, and by-and-bye, about

hve o'clock, I got hold of a whopper. I could tell he was a
big un by the pull he gave when he hooked on, aud I was so
flurried that I snatched him clean out of the water, right into
the branches of a tree that were hanging over, and there he
was, dangling out of my reach, and such a size. Lor he
must have been a couple of pounds at the very least."
"Where do you get your tackle?" I interrupted.
"O! Castle-square. Why?"
"Good tackle," I replied, puffing vigorously.
"Well, there he hung, anyhow, good tackle Why do

you say 'good tackle?' " he suddenly asked.
"0, I've been looking for &fine cast that would jerk a two-

pound trout out of the water, for along time," I answered,
absently.

•'Well, you'll get it there," he said.
"Did yon get the fish?"
"No, confound him; but I got a duck."
"How?"
"I climbed into the tree. Had to stretch out when I got

up; branch smashed aud in I went, head over heels. Smashedmy rod, lost my reel, and never saw the fish again."
"Pity, "I ejaculated.
Half an hour afterwards I met Jones.
"Eeard of Brutus' adventure to-day?" Iasked him,
'•Saw it, my dear fellow," he replied.
"Did he go in ?"

'•Rathirl"

"How?"
"Slipped in jumping from one stone to another."
"Says he lost a big fish."

"So he did, fell off as he jumped."
"What was the size of the fish?"
"O, well, a decent fish, yon know; I should think it w*

quite a quarter of a pound."
"Must he mistaken."
"Why?"
"Brutus says it was at least two pounds."
"Brutus is mistaken,"

Shasta.

The Southern Pacific Kailway Company is fairly entitled
to the palm, by its most recent advertising issue, which is a
dainty jewel of a book written and illustrated by E. McD,
Johnstone, entitled "Shasta," describing the county traversed
by the recently constructed rail line to Portland, Oregon.
The text is sufficient to gratify the seeker after information,'
the illustrations, in choice of subjects and technique, are a
source of delight to all but the utterly rude, while the form
and letter press are models of taste and cleanness.

Tables of distances, altitudes and spots of particular
interest make the book most useful to the traveller. There
are hints about the caravansaries, from the magnificent
hotel at Lower Soda Springs to the inn at Upper Soda
Springs, where, the author says, the table groans with
"blocks of white honey in the comb, potatoes that laugh
their skins off, young venison and tront, quail and hare
in their seasonB, and fruit dishes full of great, fat, red
cheeked apples entreating you to come and eat them," The
Flora and Fauna are outlined, aud the pamphlet is of especial
interest and value to those who love to shoot and to angle.
The plate showing "The fish that got away, and the fish that
was caught" is a quaint conceit, and will bring a hearty smile
to the face of every member of the craft. A delightful little
article on McClond fishing should prompt all fishermen to
send for the book, while tho story of "A Man, a Dog and a Bone"
will revive pleasant recollections in those fond of the wilder
sorts of hunting. Each page has its interest, and the demand
for "Shasta" will be practically limitless. The book is
inscribed to General A. N. Towne, and we presume may be
had by addressing either that gentleman or Colonel X. H.
Goodman, although we are not advised as to whether it is for

Mr. Francis M. Walbran condenses the whole wisdom of

the accomplished angler into a few words which we venture
to italicize in the excerpt from the English Fishing Qazelte,

which follows:

I observe that once again have the rival exponents of wet
and dry fly-fishing commenced to hurl challenges against
each other. Once again I say that in their proper place,
under certain conditions, each system holds good. If I am
fishing upon one of our Yorkshire trout and grayling streams,
and find the fish feeding in the rough water, or upon a dull,
cloudy day, with a good breeze upon the flats, I employ the
"chuck-and-chance-it" system, as our Southern friends term
it; but if the day Is bright, aud the fish rising steadily npon
water as still as the surface of a looking-glass, then I mount
one of Geo. Holland's floating gems at the end of a three-yard
gossamer cast, and, wading carefully up stream, cover the
rising fish. It would be just as reasonable to argue that
floating fly is more deadly than minnow-fishing, or up-
stream worm than wet fly; the fact is, if a man intends to
become facile prmceps in the capture of trout and grayling,
he must have no crotchets, bnt adapt himself to circumstances,
employing as a lure whatever the fish are feeding on. Very
soon now the month of September will be here, and I hooe
that before then the welcome rain will descend aud the rive'ra
get into good order. September is a very favorite month of
mine; it is so delightful to spend a day npon the river, taking
first a trout and then a grayling with the fly. Thu air is
cooler than during July and August, and who can deny the
beauty of the foliage reddening under the influence of the
early evening frosts? Then, again, if sport is not good you
can turn your attention to nutting in the hazel copse yonder
or gather a dish of mushrooms in the pasture beyond the
wood. These are some of my reasons for loving September
that love dates from the time of my boyhood, and no dou'
now will remain true to the end of the chapter,
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Dates Claimed.

atate Pair, Sacramento, Sept. 12th to 24th.

Nevada State Fair, Reno. Sept. 21st to Oct. 1st.

Stockton, Sept. 27th to Oct. 1st.
. . .

Mount Shasta Agricultural Asso.. Yreka, Sept. 28th to Oct. 1st.

Plumas. Lassen, Sierra and Modoc Counties, Susanville, October 3d

'"MontereTiScnltural Asso.. District No. 7, Salinas, Oct. «h to 8th.

Fresno, October 5th to 8th.

lone, October 5 to 7.

Bay District Association, San Francisco, October 1st to 2 lth

Sixth District Agricultural Asso., Los Angeles, Oct. 101b to 15th.

Willows. Oct. 19th, 20th to 21st.

Vallejo, October 4th to eth.

Eureka Jockey Club. November 2?d to 26th

Pacific Coast Blood Borse Association Oct. 29th to Nov. 5th.

examiner, who is not fully up in this department of

horse-furnishing goods, will be so surprised that he will

fall back on Dominie Sampson's pro-dig-ious, to express

his feelings. If a trainer of twenty years ago were to

look over the assortment, his astonishment would be

nearlv as great, and he would be puzzled to tell the uses

of one-quarter of the patterns he saw. Mr. O'Kane has

the agency of the Cynthiana boots, although he manu-

factures as well, and very good boots they are. It is no

disparagement of them to give the preference to those of

home-make, for though the Kentucky patterns are well

adapted for the intended purpose, in fact nearly every-

thing the trainer of trotters can desire, there is the same

difference which exists between ready-made clothing and

that made by a competent tailor who measures with exact-

ness, cuts in accordance with measurements, and every

stitch put in the right place. While we are heartily

gratified at the lead which California has taken in this

department of horse affairs, the victory has not been

easily gained. The result has been gained by determina-

tion to excel, perseverance and what may be termed a

natural adaptation or rather genius for the business.

Mac, as his friends call him, is as enthusiastic in this

department, as we are about tips oi the value of racing

blood in fast trotters.

In another respect Califorria takes the lead, at least so

far as we know. The catalogue published by McKerron

is far in advance of any that has come under our obser-

vation; that is when boots and other equipments for the

hcrse are the subject of portrayal. It is artistically

gotten up all through. On one side of the cover is a

clever representation of the stands, clubhouse, hotel and

"first turn" of the Bav Distrist Course; on the other a

spirited picture of a steeplechase in which two horses are

leaping over a hedge and small stream. The frontis-

piece is a capital likeness of the proprietor, with two

pages of explanatory letterpress, and twenty pages of

illustrations. All is done in colors, and admirably done,

too. This not only adds to the beauty, as it gives a

better idea of the articles pictured. A person can form a

very correct idea of what the boots are from the cuts,

more so than from a photograph, as the coloring is a

material aid in obtaining a truthful idea .

Newspaper ToutiDg.

Closing of Entries.

SEPTEMBER S6tli —Rhonerville.

OCTOBER 1st.—Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association,

Open Events. , _ ..
OCTOBER 1st.—Willows Aaricultnral Association.

>OV±.MBER ltith.-Eureka Jockey Club.

OCTOBER 1st.—Susanville, changed events.

Old and New.

In General Topics a note is made of old time trotting

programmes, and the differences existing at present.

There are other points of comparison which are well

worthy of consideration. One hundred years have not

made such changes in racing as one-fifth of that time in

trotting. There is, of course, a dissimilarity between a

racer and trotter, and the tuition of the former mainly

consists in paying due attention to condition, and regu-

lating his exercise so as to perfect his action. There

have been wonderful strides made in training race-horses;

by selecting the best, generation after generation, there

has been constant progression, and in all probability,

a third rater of to-day shows superior form to celebrities

fifty years ago. The artificial is found in a far greater

degree in the trotters. Besides the improvements which

have followed breeding and rearing, there are other con-

siderations to which there is nothing analogous in the

race-horse.

Less than fifty years ago a sulky which weighed ninety

pounds was held to be a marvel of lightness. Skeleton

wagons were ponderous affairs, two hundred and fifty

pounds being the standard. Now forty-pound sulkies

and sixty-five pound wagons are not unusual. Some

years ago we credited American hickory with a good deal

of the improvement of the speed of trotters, and unques-

tionably it is well entitled to the reputation. But there

is another adjunct in the education of trotters of far more

importance than vehicles of extraordinarily light weight,

'z "boots." Not confined to trotters absolutely, as

lace-horses are likewise benefited by their use, though

not nearly to the extent of the harness division. For

instance, in McKerron's catalogue there are twenty

illustrations of racing boots, seventy-eight designs for

trotting. . , ...

The two leading houses in San Francisco for this

speciality are John O'Kane's, 767 Market street, and J.

A McKerron' s, 22S, 230 and 232 Ellis Btreet. A visitor

to' either of these establishments will be surprised at the

amount of "stock" carried. Piled on shelves, huge

drawers crammed to their utmost capacity, until an

If there is a thing of minor importance which we have

a decided dislike for, it is newspaper "tips," or what might

be termed newspaper "touting." Unimportant in one

sense, as there are other thing* connected with racing

which are of far more weight, although there is enough

to condemn to warrant calling attention I o the practice. It

has grown into such magnitude that the tipsof the Easte n

dailies are sent by wire, and duly published iu our morn-

ing pacers. This is merely an advertisement for the

bookmakers, as these tips induce people to wager who

would have been at a loss what to do without such

"pointers." But the phase we intend to discuss is in connec

tion with weekly journals, more particularly the Bbeedeb

and Spobtsman, or rather the course already pursued,

which it is our intention to follow in the future. We are

prompted to make this explanation in order to give an-

swers to queries desiring information as to which is likely

to win? In the first place those who have a slight knowl-

edge cf racing and trotting are aware that even the

shrewdest observers, who watch every gallop, trial, run

on a public track, and never miss seeing a race that they

can possibly overlook, and are still at a loss to make selec-

tions Trainers, who from their position should be the

best judges of comparative speed, are also at a loss, and

should the questioner be on such terms as to obtain

opinions from this source, in very many instances the

answer will be that it is beyond their skill to prognosti-

cate with any degree of assurance.

The sharpest and most unscrupulous touts are a long

way from being infallible, and after months of patient

watching are as likely to be wrong as they are to be

right. How is it likely, then, that men who are confined

a greater part of the time to the rooms of a newspaper

can give information which is worth the paper it is writ-

ten on? Granted that he makes a continual study of

Goodwin's Guides; that the volumes of the past have

not only absorbed a great deal of time but that he

has them at his elbow for ready reference. Granted

further that he has attended the races from the time of

the Spring Meeting of the Blood Horse until the close of

the Golden Gate Fair, and then the question is put;

What is going to win at Sacramento? The answer

would not be worth a straw. It is a fair interence

that the favorites in the betting are horses which a major-

ity has chosen for winners. It may be, as is oftentimes

the case, that favoritism is the result of one horse being

backed by parties who have the means and inclination to

wager more money on those they fancy than will be put

on all the rest of the field. But when there is a general

desire to back a certain horse in a race it is nearly certain

that the experts, or a majority of them, agree. Now in

the races of Monday at the State Fair the only favorite

which won was one which came in second, awarded tho

race from a "foul" committed by the leader. In all

probability touts and tipsters would have agreed in giv-

ing the beaten horses as a " sure thing," and in a vast

majority of cases the same state of affairs exist.

This newspaper picking of winners before the races

come off has long been the practice in England, though

it is of recent date in this country. It may secure a few

subscribers who are foolish enough to place value on the

vaticinations, but that which is gained in this way is

overbalanced in other ways.

Racing Blood in Pacers—Arrow.

Time and time again we have seen statements to the

effect that thoroughbreds and pacers were entirely differ-

ent types of horses. Dissimilar in form, not an approxi-

mation in the contour of the sidewheeler to that of the

fas', galloper, and that a tendeny to pace was a sure

indication of plebian blood. These charges were without

foundation, although iterated and reiterated for the past

twenty years, until many people thought that what was

constantly and dogmatically stated must be true. One

of the greatest, if not the greatest pacer, when all cir-

cumstances are duly considered, was Pocahontas, with-

out other known blood in her veins than thoroughbred,

and many others of the oldentime were full of that blood.

But it is not our intention in this article to present illus-

trations of the breeding of pacers further than to give

that of Arrow, and shall confine ourselves to a short

comparison of form.

Ask a man to describe pacing form, and in many

instances the reply will be—deep and narrow chest,

shoulder-blades wide though inclined to be upright, flat

sides sloping hips, cat-hammed, crooked hind legs, «tc.

That there are pacers, trotters and runners of the above

formation cannot be denied, though rarely will such a

form be found in a race-horse at all worthy of the name.

And we hate yet to see a really first-class pacer tcTikh would

ansicer the description. The pacers which have figured on

the track since we came to California were Longfellow,

Jim Brown, Lady St. Clair, Nimrod, Dan Rice, Defiance,

Dan Voorhees, etc., and at a later date Lucy, Washing-

ton, Maude B., Killarney, Almont Patchen, Pocahontas,

Mink and several others. Of the first-named seven only

one, Defiance, had the " pacing shape," all of the others

being "round built" smoothly made horses. Maud, Kil-

larney and Almont Patchen are also far removed from

the angular monstrosities occasionally seen. The brother

to Brown Jug and Brown Hal is as smoothly turned as a

Vermont Black-Hawk, and from a photograph of John-

ston, although his hip is somewhat sloping, in other

respects his configuration does not materially differ from

that of a majority of fast trotters. We have a three-

year-old thoroughbred filly that has more slope in her

quarters than Johnston, and were it not that her shoulder

is oblique, her ribs with plenty of curvature, the very

reverse of cat-hammed, she would he the ideal which

many fancy to be the pacing form.

When we read the account of the pacing race at Sacra-

mento won by Arrow, we wrote L. B. Lindsey to inter-

view Durfee and learn what he could of the history o

the horse we feel so much interest in. Apart from the

bearino- it has on the question of thoroughbred blood in

harness horses, there were other elements connected with

the horse. We brought his sire here and sold him to the

late M. S. Patrick, then a resident of San Diego, and as

oftentimes we have been questioned why he was sold, a

short account of the transaction may not be out of place.

When Mr. Patrick learned that we were coming to

California he sent a commission to bring him a road

horse for a stipulated sum. A satisfactory animal could

not he found, several of our horses had to be left, (they

were sent to Mr. Reber, Lancaster, Ohio, to keep and

breed to Hurrah). Tho car was crowded, and in the tur-

moil and hurry of leaving the order was neglected. A
day or two after our arrival in San Francisco w.e met

Mrs. Patrick on the street, accompanied her to the Grand

Hotel where she was stopping, when, after a few queries

regarding the folks and Chicago friends, she said, "Well,

^jr ,
g I suppose you have brought me a good road-

horse."

Mr. Patrick was one of the best of our friends. He

had done us many favors, and these is a way to heighten

the obligation, that it appeared culpably ungrateful

that his commission had not been executed. It did

not take three seconds to realize the position and without

much of a pause answered, "Yes, Mrs. Patrick, and

though you have driven many good horses this one is by

far the best you ever drew a rein over."

"I am so glad," was her reply. "San Diego is a fear-

fully dull place, (remember this was nearly fourteen

years a<*o) and there is not a horse in that country which

can trot fast enough to go to a funeral."

In this way A. W. Richmond went, and for a sum

which, five times repeated, would not have got him for
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anyone else. Crichton we bargained for and shipped

from Chicago to Mr. Patrick two years before we came,

so that we were also instrumental in the sire of Arrow's

dam coming to California as well as his sire. The fol-

lowing is Mr. Lindsey's reply.

Sacramento, Sept. 20, 1S87.

Dear Sir:—Yours of the 18th inst. received and contents

noted. I saw Mr. Durfee and had a talk with him in rela-

tion to his horse Arrow. He is certainly the most wonder-
ful pacer that ever lived for his age and handling.

He is fonr years old. bred by Hancock M\ Johnson of Los
Angeles; first dam by Crichton; second dam by Argyle.

Arrow was worked on the track twenty-seven days as a

three-year-old, and trotted a quarter in thirty-six seconds.

He struck his knee and was turned out for some time. Last

winter he was sent to the track again, worked twelve days and

was driven a quarter in thirty-five seconds. Mr. Durfee got

Arrow the 18th of last June—he had previously been driven

on the road to a buggy—and though he had given him but

little fast work, he sh wed two heats the last of July, one in

2:19|, another in 2:20J, the only miles he has had better

than 2:30, except what he has shown in public races.

He is about fifteen hands two inches in height, dark bay,

exceptionally good feet and legs. I think he is the deepest

horse for his size through the shoulders and chest I ever saw.

Mr. Durfee says he is very confident that Arrow is nearly, if

not quite, seven-eighths thoroughbred. Dr. Darfe6 tells me
he worked him with tips on all his feet until very lately, but he

has now a five-ounce shoe on each foot. Mr. Durfee thinks

that if there is any difference he went better with the tips.

As I am writing, there is the grandest display of tine blood-

stock on the grounds of the California State Agricultural

Society that any man ever saw in any country. Great com-

plaint among trotting-horse men in regard to the condition of

the track, and 1 think their strictures justifiable.

Yours truly, L. B. mindset.

It may be that trotting a quarter in thirty-six seconds

as stated was through inadvertence, the expression being

so common that trotting in place of pacing might easily

slip in. We will have more to say about the pedigree of

Arrow hereafter. In all probability the complaints

about the track came from its being too soft on account

of the running. "Were it not that the interval, as now

fixed, gives horses a chance to take part in more races

than if otherwise, it might be well to have the racing one

week and trotting the next.

too, we feel confident Mr. Corbitt will make the task of

description easier by following the good plan of which

be has so many examples.

The description of the stock was fuller, and as the

horses, mares and colts are the foreground of the picture,

this was better than leaving that unfinished and giving

more space to the landscape.

Since the above was written we have had the pleasure

of meeting Mr. Corbitt, and he appears loth to make the

change. We hope the ladies in Mr. C.'s family will take

it in hand and see that the awkward title is replaced by
one which will be more euphonious and surely more

appropriate.

Nevada State Fair-

San Mateo Stock Farm

We have done our endeavor to induce Mr. Corbitt

to give his farm a distinctive title.

The above caption does not meet the want, and surely

now when on it are domiciled Guy Wilkes, Le Grand,

Sable Wilkes, Grandee and so many first-class brood-

mares, it is eminently worthy of a name. It is about

the only farm in California, where fine and fast horses

are bred, which is wiihout an appellation, and there is

scarcely an exception to the nomenclature being appro-

priate.

Musical withal, Palo Alto, Rancho del Paso, Laurel-

wood, Eancho del Rio, Resaca, Rancho del San Francis-

quita, Sunny Slope, Santa Anita, Dewdrop, etc., are

harpy illustrations. As we write, however, a great

many more farms are brought to mind which should also

be named. Mr. Shippee has quietly increased his stock

of horses until he is one of the large breeders of the

State. Mr. Reavis of Chico, Mr. Sargent of Gilroy, Mr.

White of Petaluma, Mr. Hayward of San Mateo, and

quite a number of gentlemen besides whose places are so

extensive as to warrant a title. For that matter there is

nothing in the way of giving smaller country places a

name. Even a few acres of vines or fruits, a suburban

residence, a paddock or two where run a few highly

bred mares and colts, a home, in fact, however small, if

it is kept so as to be attractive, deserves christening.

Harking back to the days of childhood, recalling

scenes which were painted on the memory of more than

half a century ago, and the names of places, that is of

farms, return with startling distinctness. Those who

lived on them are forgotten, but the woods in which we

went birdnesting, the braes where we gathered gowans

and bluebells, the burnies where we guddled for trout,

the holms and the heathery haughs are presented with

the faithfulness of a photograph.

Now, if in place of San Mateo Stock Farm—awkward

to speak let alone writing it—there was a name, much

would be gained. After a short time when the farm was

mentioned there would be an association of the famous

trotters to which it is home. In no part of the world

where fast trotters are admired but that the mention of

Palo Alto will at once direct attention to the horses which

have been bred and reared there. Rancho del Paso,

Santa Anita and Rancho del Rio, when the names are

spoken, thousands of people will recall the brilliant per-

formances of colts who first saw light on these rich plains

and hills carpeted with native grasses.

In the communication printed last week, giving a

description of Mr. Corbitt's stock, the farm was partially

overlooked. It is one of the best for the purpose to

which it is put we ever saw. The natural situation

could scarcely be improved, and the adjuncts, fields,

barns, stables, track, etc., well planned, and in point of

construction will compare favorably with the best of any

country. We shall not depend on memory to correct the

lapse, as ere long we hope to pay it a visit, and then,

many horses in the teens as to challenge the world.

Menlo, Tempest, Luella, Mt. Vernon, Woodnut, Kate
Ewing, Lillie Stanley, Alfreds., and a number of others

so low down in the twenties that they have not far to go
to get into the charmed circle. After the busy season is

over—though at all seasons we are deucedly hurried

—

there will be plenty of pleasant work overhauling their

breeding and performances. Nearly every one which
has gained distinction is still young, mostly six years
or under, so that it is not over sanguine to expect a cor-
responding reduction in 1888.

Wednesday last was the opening day of the Nevada

State Fair, and as we write on Thursday we have not

heard anything in relation to the inauguration. That

the Fair will be by long odds the best ever held in Nevada

goes without saying. The programme is so comprehen-

sive that it is difficult to see where it could have been

bettered. Ten days of racing and trotting, liberal purses

and added money, also liberal on this score, it must be a

hypercritical cuss who will find fault. Running and

trotting alternately occupy the days. Wednesday was

allotted to racing;, Thursday trotting, and so on to the

close of the Fair. There is a provision on racing days

whereby races not on the programme will be added, and

so many of them that every race day will be boiling hot,

no matter how cool the atmosphere.

The trotting races are judiciously classified, and there

are pacing races, two of them, neither having class

restrictions, and so far apart that the same horses can

contend in both. Beside the grand array for running,

trotting and pacing, there are other attractions which

must act as a powerful magnet to increase the attend-

ance. Beside the stock display there is an equestrian

tournament for ladies, and as it is not likely that there

has been retrogression since we visited Reno several years

ago, it is safe to assert that better canDot be found in the

world. In some respects the ladies of Nevada are with-

out peers in this graceful exercise. Skillful in managing

horses, having apparently as much control of the most

unruly steeds as the best horseman can display, and still

as graceful as can be and as ladylike as graceful.

Then there is the Indian pony race, which to those who

are fond of fun will be well worthy of a journey from

San Francisco to see, balloon ascensions and bicycle races.

Wiiting of the Nevada State Fair does not increase our

equanimity, and we chafe and scold over the accident that

ties us up when there is so much to be seen. We had a

"big lay out" for this fall, and like many other schemes

planned was not only nipped in the bud, as root and

branch were dug up and excised.

It is somewhat unfortunate that the dates selected were

the same as the closing week of the California State Fair

and that of Stockton. But as we understand the condi-

tion of things in Nevada, it is almost an absolute necessity

to hold it from the middle to the end of September. If

sooner, the display of fruits and vegetables- will not be so

good; if later there is the risk of bad weather.

Fortunately there are horses enough now on the Pacific

Slope to have two meetings at the same time with plenty

for both, and when the places are so far apart as Reno,

Sacramento and Stockton, the attendance is slightly im-

paired, if felt at all. We cannot see how the Nevada

State Fair can be otherwise than a "grand success." If

it does not reach the top rung of the ladder, failure can-

not be ascribed to a lack of liberality on the part of the

managers.

San Joaquin Valley Fair-

Next week this popular Fair will commence, and, not-

withstanding that so many exhibitions have come to a

conclusion, there is always something to attract when
Stockton falls into line. Apart from being a trifle fer-

vent at times, especially to visitors from the bay who
are illy prepared 'o endure any great degree of heat,

everything is pleasant, "Times" are usually very lively

at the Capital of the ric*i San Joaquin Yalley, and dur-

ing Fair week there is excitement enough to suit those

who are accustomed to the rush and hurry of a big city.

There is always a fine display of stock at the Fair

grounds, and the racing and trotting uniformly good.

When in proper order (it is rarely otherwise during the

Fair) it is a fast track for racers and trotters, and those

who never take an interest in equine contents, without

plenty of opportunities to wager, are likely to be grati-

fied to their heart's content. On the opening day, Tues-

day next, there are thtee races, two running and one

trotting; a two-year-old stake for District colts; one

mile, and heats of a mile, in which are eight entries. This

is also district, and therefore, likely to be a stubborn

fight among the home division. The trotting in three-

minute class, Alio, Rosie Mc, Figaro, Prince, Gertrude

Russell, Alfred S , Perihelion, Alpheus, Geronimo, Dubec
and Maggie F,, being the entries. Wednesday i3 a big

day with four races on the bill, the racing free-for-all,

one mile, twelve being named, and among them some
very good ones. The Pacific Coast trotting, 2:24 class,

has a strong representation, Jane L., Maiin, Rexford,

Longfellow, Joe Arthurton, Daisy S., Maid of Oaks,

Black Diamond, Woodnut, Mt. Yernon and Magdallah.

Numbers seven and eight are for district two and three-

year-olds, nine in the first and eight in the second.

Thursday, as given in the original programme, had also

four races assigned, though the entry-list shows only two
that filled viz., 2:35 class and 2:2S class, pacing. This

will make good sport for a long afternoon, as there are

eight in the 2:35, thirteen in the pacing, and these uf a

quality which will ensure a good showing. Friday has

the novelty race, whicb is always a favorite in Stockton,

and with nine entries which will make the scrimmage

very interesting. The distance is two miles, purse

S 1,000. The leader at the half-mile receives $150, the

premium of the first mile $225, one and a half miles

$275, and first at the finish $350. From start to win-

ning score this is sure to be a race. The other races on

Friday are a three-year-old slake, with ten nominations

and 2:28 class, nine entries. Saturday, the closing day,

there it a district three-year-old race for runners, the 22

class in which are Lot Slocum, Sister, Stamboul, Menlo
and Valentine; Pacific Coast, two-year-old stake, trot-

ting, with eight nominations; and Pacific Coast pacing
with such cracks engaged as Almont Patchen, Killar-
ney, Chapman, Pocahontas, Arrow and L. C. Lee.

Oar Great Young Horses-

So many good youngsters have made their appearance

this year that it is somewhat troublesome to know where

to begin or where to leave off. It is rather early yet to

write authoritatively, as there may be changes ere the Los

Angeles Fair is brought to a close. There are numbers of

trotters which have made a mark in this their first year

and several which have lowered their mark enough to be

hugely gratifying to their owners. Among the debutants

are Alfred S-, who has won all his races, so far as we are

aware without losing a heat, Sable Wilkes and Grandee

in the same category, and Memo has made a ca pital

showing if he was overshadowed with superior speed.

The two bran new pacers Homestake and Arrow can be

rated as the best youthful sidewheelers that have

yet appeared, and the latter with the best pacing record

for a four-year-old, if our memory is not at fault.

Those which have cut down their records from last

year are quite numerous. Not having records at hand

we are unable to state with exactness how much has

been subtracted, though in many cases quite a handful

of seconds has been knocked off. Lot Slocum to 2:18,

Stamboul inside of twenty, and a whole lot which have

come so close to two minutes and a score of seconds that

it seems that by another year California will have so

The Washington Park Club.

In the present issue the announcement is made of the

closing stakes to be ran at the summer meetings of 1SSS and

1SS9. For 18S8 the Drexel Stakes, for three-year-olds, one

mile. The Eenwood Stakes, for two -year-olds, five furlongs.

The Lakeside Stakes, for two-year-old fillies, five furlongs.

To these three stakes the added money is SI, 000. The Fixed

Events for 1SS9 are the American Derby, for three-year-olds,

one mile and a half, with $7,500 added. The Hyde Park

Stakes for two-year-olds, three-quarters of a mile, with $1,500

added. The Sheridan Stakes, for three-year-olds, one mile

and a quarter, with $1,500 added. The Euglewood Stakes,

for three-year-olds, one mile, $1,000 added.

The entries for the above close on October 15th next, and
will certainly, as hitherto, attract attention of horsemen here.

The foil details can be found in the official announcement.

Rhonerville Fair.

There is still another Fair to come off nest week, that of the

Ninth District, at Rhonerville, Humboldt Co. Thus there is

a sort of a triangle, the longest leg of which will be well on to

a thousand miles in length, and the shortest measured by

several hundred miles. This being the case, there cannot

be any great interference or clashing of interests. Tuesday,

September 27th, is the opening day at Rhonerville, and four

days are allotted. The entries close next Monday, the eve-

ning previous to first day of the Fair: the trotting classes,

three miDutes, two-year-olds, 2:45, three-year-olds and free-

for-all, confined, however, to the district Del Norte and Hum-
boldt counties. There are several running races, and we
cannot see anything in the way of oor northern friends hav-
ing a good time.
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Glenbrook Races.

The racing connected with the Nevada and Placer Counties
Fair opened at Glenbrook Park on September 6th. The
weather was pleasant, the track in fine order* and the attend-
ance for an opening day excellent.

The first race was trotting for 3 :00 class, District horseB: The
starters wero Nettie J., Fred, Maggie O., Spider, Nettie J. had
the best of the first heat, beating the others handily, but she
was pat last for fouling. Fred won the first heat, Maggie O.

second, Nettie J. third. She took the third heat, with Fred
second. Maggie 0. showed her quality in the fourth heat
by beating Nettie J. and Fred in the order of their names.
She repeated her performance in the fifth heat, the horses
being placed as in the fourth. In the sixth heat Nettie 3.

had a good lead and looked like the winner of the race, but
she fell, yet managed to beat Fred out for second place.

The best time for the race was 3:01, made by Maggie O. in

the fouTth heat.

Tro ting Purse 5200, district horses; 3 :0G Class.
Maggie O., bm-W. A. Fiuley 2 3 3 111
Fred, ch g— A. Morgan 112 3 3 3

Nettie J., ch m—Geo. F. Jacobs i 2 1 2 2 2
Spider, blk s-Jobn McCarty 3 diB

Time, 3 :lli, 3 :08A, 3 :06j, 3 :01 , 3 :U3§, 3 :06.

The second race was the free-for-all, 2:30 class. The starters

were Geronimo, Kate Ewing, Flora G., Florence R , Col.

Hawkins. The race excited a great deal of interest, and
before the start Kate Ewing sold as a hot favorite in the
pools. The result proved that her backers knew what they
were about, as she won easily in three straight heats.

Trotting, Purse S503. Free-for-all. 2:30 Class.
Kate Ewing, blk m—Lee Sbaner 1 1 1

Florence R., ch m-G. W. Griffin 4 2 2
Geronimo, b g—C. A. Dnrfee 5 3 3
Flora G., b m—P. McCarthy 3 4 i
Col. Hawkins, b g—S.C. Tryon 2 5 5

Time, 2:26, 2:25, 2:27.

The special trot was then brought on, of which three heats
were trotted, and then, on account of darkness, postponed
until the next day. The starters were Sutter Boy, Clara G.
and Franklin. Sutter Boy won the first heat, Clara G. sec-

ond. The mare won the second heat with Franklin second.
The third heat was finished in the same order. On the fol-

lowing day she won the race by taking the fourth heat, Frank-
lin second.

Trotting. Special Purse $150.
Clara G 2 1 1 I

Sutter Boy 13 3 3
Franklin 3 2 2 2

Time, 2 :36. 2 :37i, 2 :37, 2 :89j.

Second Day.

The second day was again favorable for aport, the attend-

ance good and the track in tine order. The first regular

event on the programme was the running race, one mile heats,

for which four started—Dave DouglaR, Sir Thad, Daisy D.
and Mayblossom. This proved to be an excellent race. For
the first heat Daisy D. and Sir Thad ran to the three-quarter

post in close company, then Sir Thad dropped back and Dave
Douglas went up and took his place and followed Daisy D.

home, Uoth going at a rattling pace, as the mile was covered

in 1 :43, the best time ever made over the track, and good

time for any country track. Sir Thad pulled up lame and
was withdrawn from the second heat. Daisy D. took the

lead from the start and held it to the finish, coming in under

a strong pull in 1:44|, Dave Douglas beating Mayblossom for

second place.

Purse S300, free for all. One mile heats.

Cockrill Bros', b m Daisy D 1 1

D. Dennison's b c Dave Douglas 2 2

"W. B. Todhunter's b f Mayblossom 4 3

P. Biley's b h Sir Thad 3 dr
Time, 1:43, 1:44 J.

The second race was also a heat race of one mile, for which
Lige Clark, Rock and Edward F. started. The three got off

well for the first heat, which was won by Book, Edward F.

second. In the second heat Bock failed to sustain his popu-
larity, Lige Clark doing the running from start to finish,

Edward F. second, Bock being distanced, which gave the

race to Lige Clark.

Special PurBe 3150. One mile heats.
L. Downer's b g Lige Clark 3 1

D. Dennison's b g Edward F 2 2
W. B, Todhunter's ch c Rock 1 dis

Time, 1:45, 1:47.

The pacers of the 2:32 class closed the day's sport. The
starters were, Arrow, Charlie Brown and Bracelet. Arrow
won in three Btraight heats, for which he was well supported
by investors in pools, his price being §45 againBt §10 on
Charlie Brown and $5 for Bracelet.

Purse ofSSOO, free for all pacers. 2:32Class.
Arrow,bg-0 A. Durfee Ill
Bracelet, bg-J. R Hodson 2 2 2

Charlie Brown, ch h—H. P. Brown 3 3 3

Time, 2:23i, 2:26, 2:29.

mile and repeat, which was won by Dnroc, beating Bruns-
wick, Sidney J. and Thomas F.
The team race followed, one mile and repeat* for a purse of

$1,000. It was won by Wm. Menner, wno led by a dozen
lengths in the first boat, and with great ease in the second,
beating Robert McMurray and John Spaulding, who divided
second and third money; Time, 3:11£ and 3:07.
The 2:40 class followed, for which Alfred S;, Geronimo,

Colonel Hawkins, Ross S. and Manzanita started. While
scoring Geronimo became lame and was withdrawn. In the
betting Alfred S. was barred. The others Bold: Geronimo
S'5, Ross S. §10, Col. Hawkins $4, Manzanita $1. As
Geronimo was withdrawn, pools sold on him were declared
off. The race only gave Alfred S. a little exercise. He won
in three straight heats, never being pressed at any time.

Purse S500, 2:40 Class. Fr^e for all.

Alfred S 1 1 1

Col. Hawkins 2 2 2

Manzanita 3 3 3
Time, 2:30, 2:29j, 2:28J.

The special trot brought out a large field—Florence R.,
Flora G., Daisy A., Wallace G. and Artist. Wallace Bold

favorite at $60, against §25 on Artist, and £7 on Florence R.
The first heat had an excitiDg mishap, Florence R. and Daisy
A. came into collision, throwing Daisy's driver from the
Bolky. The mare ran twice around the track before she was
caught, and her driver was only shaken up by his mishap.
The heat was won by Florence R., Wallace G. second, Artist

third, Flora G. fourth, Daisy A. being placed fifth. Artist

won the second heat and Florence R. the third and foarth,

which gave her the race.

Special Trotting Purse S •

Florence R 13 11
Artist 3 1 3 2

Wallace 2 2 2 3
Flora G 4 4 4 4

Daisy A 6 dis
Time, 2:26$, 2:26j, 2;26£, 2:28.

The meeting closed with a heat race of five furlongs, for

which Edwin F., Bay Rum and Rock started. Edwin F.
won the tirst heat, Rock the second and Edwin the third and
race. Before the start Edwin F. sold in t e pools for §1.50,
Bay Rum for §5, and Rock §15.

Special Purse S . Five furlong heats.
Edwin F 1 2 1

Rock 2 1 2
Bay Rum 3 3 —

Time, 1:042,1:04.

made and adjusted to the bridle, I prefer it for hunting and
military use. Nine*tenths of those who use two bits in a
horse's mouth misuse one or the other, and ninety-nine hun^
dredths of riders could not give cogent reasons for having
two bais of iron in the horseVmoutb—both often defective in
action—instead of one of proper form and fit;

Hands and Head.

Third Day, September 8tli.

The third day was tine, with an improved attendance

of spectators.

The first race was trotting, for district horses, 2:50 class.

The starters were: Lizzie Mack, Dinah and Coon. Lizzie

Mack carried off the first ami second heats, when Dinah's
driver was changed and she won the next three heats in tine

style. Before the Btart she was nowhere in the betting, bring-

ing only $1.50 against §7.50 for Coon and §20 for Lizzie

Mack.
Purse S200, district horses. 2:50 Class.

Dinah, b m—Geo. Dickinson 2 2 1 1 1

Lizzie Mack, b m-M. P. Peaslee 112 2 2

Coon, bg-Geo. F. Jacobs 3 3 3 3 3
Time, 2:44, 2:45, .

The seoond race was the free-for-all trotting purse, 2:25

class, which brought out Alex Button, Longfellow and Artist.

Longfellow sold aa favorite at $40, Artist's price was §10 and
Button $4. The three horses were very evenly matched, and
the time shows that each waB driven ont pretty thoroughly.

The finishes in three of the heats were very cIobo. Button
won the first heat cleverly from Longfellow, the latter having
a long gap of daylight to the good of Artist.

In the second heat Button broke badly and allowed Artist

to win from Longfellow by a noBe.

The three made a game race for the third heat, which was
won by Longfellow with a length to the good of Bntton.

The fourth he beat Artist out and the latter lead Button.
The namesake of the poet and Artist made a deBperate

struggle for the fifth heat. Artist had the best of it, but lost

the heat through fouling Longfellow, and the latter took first

money, Button second.

Purse S50O, fiee-for-all, 2:2501asB.
Longfellow, ch g—W. E. Seale 2 2 111
Alex Button, b B—G. W. Woodward 18 2 3 2

Artist, blk g—J. R. Hodson 3 13 2 8

Time, 2:26J, 2:26$, 2:25, 2:26, 2:26ft.

Fonrlb Day.

On September 10th, there was a splendid attendance, and
the weather was delightful.

The first race was trotting, for district two-year-olds, half a

A cross-country rider, who writes knowingly, says of

hands in riding:

As the seat is but the fitting form of that part of equitation
of any gentleman or lady who is fortunate enough to secure a
saddle suitable to themselves and their horses (with well
adjusted stirrups besides), and because this is only a moiety
ot a horseman's requirements— allow me to remark on
another essential matter—the rider's hands and his horse's

head—the other moiety. The seat is the physical, the handB
the intellectual power under the guidance of the rider's brain.

Just as a badly designed saddle may prevent the sensible use
of the legs and body, so an ill-devised ''bit" may mar the
best efforts of the rider's hauds to guide or control the horse
that is ridden. Where is the merit of a good seat in horse*

manship? There should be none; anyone ought to ride

properly as well as walk properly. But if your horse makes
yon wait upon his caprice or viciousness—rears, jibs, or
buck-jumps—when you waut to enjoy a quiet ride or an
exhilarating gallop, ask yourself if you are the unwitting
cause of it. To be on Buch an animal is to waste time, and
is a source of risks through the bad training or faulty control

of the horse. You want to avoid this. How do you propose
to avoid making your young horse a four-legged nuisance
of which we have had a sorry display of specimens (the exhi-

bition of which evoked this correspondence) and of which I

propose this letter to be the sequel, if you can permit the
encroachment on your space.
A lady, fortunately for herself and her steed, is a one-

banded rein-holder for ordinary, easy-going riding; the
lighter pull on the mouth of a lady's hand gives and evokes
more sympathy and control of a well-trained horse; it is not
hurt by the gentle, flexible and always level pull of the reins,

and therefore does not resist, but feels a pleasure in obeying
the rider'B every varying wish or whim of guidance.

I find every lady can ride properly if using a suitable saddle
on a well-trained horse, even at first mounting. Having to

mount my sisters on young and skittish horseB, the only
cautions I venture to give to fearless girls are— "ride and
move in the saddle as if yon nad no reins until you want to

use them. The reins are the key to a telegraphic dial to

operate upon, not to hold on to by force. The reins need
not be strained to keep the horse from turning its head or
moving it within fair limits of freedom. The horse that

bores on the hand soon gets the habit; you mast not bore on
hie mouth but operate with snatches to admonish: The
horse is the stronger; its habit, if it exist, muBt be counter-
acted by diversion with the spur or whip, not to hurt or
irritate, but to caution and check; if the horse gets ont of

temper yon keep yours—it must yield to you if yon have
more patience than the horse."
On a reBtive horse, as when stung by an insect or by a

bramble hanging to its mane or tail, or from nervous terror,

riding is more dangerous for a lady than for a gentleman
rider.

When on a Blippery hillside or partly bogged in a morass
the plunges and lurches sideways often bring tho animal to

its knees or haunches, the horBe seldom ever rising vertically,

but on one side or the other, which means for the lady's seat

that it is oarried away from her centre of gravity, with the
almost certain result that she is displaoed from her saddle.

Even six inches may affect her equilibrium and cause a fall,

while much more than that extent of swerve would not affect

a man's safety. To put a lady in as good a position, with
the advantage of being able to maintain a balance which
would otherwise be lost, I devised for my sisters a serviceable

use of the tail end of the reins—that is, the loop of single

reins.

On the off-side corner of the cantle a small flexible steel spur
was made with the saddle-tree, about the shape and length of

the thumb of the hand, pointing up and back from the cantle,

and covered with leather. The tail-end of the reins were, for

about four inches or more, made into a pipe the size of a pen-
holder. This tail-end is often carried in the whip band by
riders, and may in an instant be slipped over the cantle-spnr
if the horse Bhows vicious or nervous restlessness. He may
go down on his knees or his haunches or his side and rise

with the Beat a foot further away from his former position,

yet the lady's reins under the spur, and held by the right

hand, keep her securely down in her seat. It is as a stirrup

for the right hand—there to be used if wanted in an emer-
gency.
Having mentioned single reins, it implies a snaffle-bit only,

whioh is beat for ordinary use with most horaes. If properly

Faulty Horse Feeding1

.

Over one-half the fees that are paid to veterinarians are
due to an impaired digestion in the animals thev are called
on to treat, thinks a writer in Whip and Being' The func-
tions of the stomach are so little known the feeders of stock
that it 1b ignorance of Nature's law that 1b the primary cause
of most diseases. Oats and hay are looked on as all that a
horse should need—and in the majority of caseB it is all that
he gets. It makes no difference wnat he wants, the average
feeder, as he shovels the useless mess into the manger, feels
that the norse should be thankful that he gets even that,
and cannot for the life of him understand why, when the
opportunity is afforded, the hor6e will leave corn, oats and
hay for the dirty and non-expensive clay bank. But clay is

a non-nitrogenous substance, and the horBe knows, if hiB
owners don't, that every bit of food that has gone into hie
mouth for a long while is of a highly nitrogenous character,
and he wants a change. Bat there is just as much Christian-
ity in feeding a horse intelligently as in eating intelligently
ourselves, and we all know how, every once in a while, onr
"mouths water" for any change from what has been our reg-
ular diet. The very best change that can be made from
corn, oats or hay is rich young grass. Its succulent juices
impart a strength and vitality to the system that can be
obtained from nothing else, and everyone knows that a
"season at grass" is a sure and Bale cure for nearly all the ills

that horse flesh is heir to. But this is expensive, and there
are few who have the opportunity of so doing, or wish to be
without his services while Mb system is being so recuperated.
Unusual quantities of grass are not the best for a working
horse, for the laxative effects are weakening to the muscles,
and should the animal then be called on for extra exertion,
some other part of his body might suffer in consequence.
The manufacturers of any of the prepared foods for stock that
flood our markets claim that their preparations have the
same effect as grass, without its debilitating effect, and while
it is not our province to push the claims of any of these foods,
we have good reason to believe that a good food of a condi-
mental character is a valuable addition to the diet of any ani-
mal, and that with it they would be healthier, hardier and
cheaper in the long run.
In the matter of feeding, too much care cannot be exer-

cised, as on the ability of the horse to properly assimilate
into his system the food he eats depends his nselulnesB. He
should be given that which is the easieRt digested, so that
all the nutritious parts will be absorbed into his system and
go to make bone, flesh and fibre, while the balance will pass
off as excrement. During the last few years there has been
more care exercised in this matter, and, as a consequence, the
average of horses to-day is better than ever before; but we
do not think that perfection has ever yet been reached, and
we hope it never will be, but that there may be always room
for hiB improvement.

«•>

Treatment of Jibbing- Horses.

The following different ways of treating jibbing horses are
recommended:—First, pat the horse on the neck, examine
him carefully, first one Bide, then the other; if you can get
him a handful of grass give it to him, and speak encourag-
ingly to him. Then jump into the wagon and give the word
go, and he will generally obey. Second, taking the horse
out of the shafts and turning him around in a circle until
he is giddy, will generally start him. Third, another way
to cure a balky horBe is—place your hand over his nose and
shat off his wind until he wants to go. Fourth, then, again,
take a conple of turns of stout twine around the fore-legs,'
just below the knee, tight enough for the horse to feel it; tie
in a bow knot; at the first click he will probably go dancing
off. After going a short distance you can get out and remove
the string to prevent injury to the tendons. Fifth, again,
you oan try the following:—Take the tail of the horBe
between the hind legs, and tie it by a cord to the saddle girth.
Sixth, the last remedy I know is as follows:—Tie a string
around the horse's ear close to the head; this will divert his
attention and start him.

VETERINARY.
Conducted by Thos. Bowhill, M. R. O. V. 8.

Subscribers to this paper can have advice through this column in all
caBes of sick or injured horses or cattle by sending an explicit descrip-
tion of tbe case. Applicants will send their name and address that
they may be identified. Questions requiring answers by mail ehoutd
be accompanied by three dollars, and addressed to Drs. Bowhill &
Fitzgerald, 1129 Market St., San Francisco.

Useful Hints.

Among the average horsemen the symptoms of the varions
intestinal diseases to which the horse is subject cause a great
many mistakes to be made. Colic, either spasmodic or flatu-
lent, enteritis or inflammation of the bowels, impaction of the
bowels, whether from hardened faeces or iutestinal calculi,
intussecption or telescoping of the bowel, twisted gnt, in
fact, any disorder causing the horse to express symptoms of
abdominal pain, spells, "gripes" or as it is more commooly
called "bellyache," and if the pain last somewhat longer than
common it is generally soon decided that it is inflammation.
This is very unsatisfactory, because treatment in Buch cases is
of no value unless the diagnosis is correct. In fact I have
heard men say such a would-be veterinary Burgeon is ouring
my horse of inflammation of the bowels; he has had him a week.
Comment on such a piece of quackery is needless, as trne
inflammation very soon puts the animal beyond the need of
such scientific treatment. In the horse "most abdominal
troubles occur suddenly, progress rapidly, and if no relief is
afforded speedily end in dissolution.
"When no qualified veterinary surgeon is within reach,

simple directions to distinguish between the common forms
of intestinal disorder are of value. The following, if carefully
noted, Bhould enable anyone accustomed to horses to decide
whether the case is one of colic or inflammation of the bowels.

COLIC.
AttackB BUddenly.

Pulse scarcely atfected.

Pressure against belly gives
passing relief.

Pain occasionally comes for a
time.
Ears and lege are ordinarily

warm.
Strength not or scarcely of*

feoted,

INFLAMMATION OF TBE BOWELS
Approaches slowly, preceded

with signs of fever.
Pulse much quickened, (rising to

between CO and 70 beats per
minute) but very small.
Belly so tei>der aa to give great

pain when touched.
Pain always present.

Ears and legs cold,

Great weakness rapidly sets in.i.
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In oases of colic resulting from impaction many people give

aloes. Now in impaction this usually produces death, and in
inflammation of the bowels it is certain death; therefore,
ponding the arrival of the veterinary surgeon, the owner
should give nothing more drastio in the way of a purge than
linseed oil, and the following drink should be kept at hand.
Tincture of opium 1 oz., sulphuric ether 1 oz„ water 6
oz. Give this in a pint of water and repeat in an hour if no
relief, and give a pint of raw linseed oil in half a pint
of lukewarm water. This is a safe remedy, and
in 90 per cent, of suoh cases is quite sufficient; you must
also give injections of warm water and soap suds. To decide
whether an animal has a ruptured bowel, stoppage from a
calculus, or from constipation, or whether there is a twisted
gut is much more difficult, and is a task before which the most
experienced would hesitate v/hen it comes to.giving a decided
opinion off-hand. There is, however, always one symptom
present in twisted gut that is absent inevery other form of bowel
disorder. If the hand is passed into the rectum there will be
on the right side an inflated portion of the colon, which to

the touch gives the impression that it is the bladder in an
enormously distended condition. In a double twist this

inflated bowel seems to block the passage of the hand— it is the
opposite in impaction—the rectum is enlarged like a cave.
These symptoms are very diagnostic.

The general directions in bowel affections are: Keep the
patient on its legs and prevent it from rolling at all hazards;
and in cases other than a twist it is advisable to do so in order
to prevent this unfortunate occurrence. But once it is de-

oided that a twist is really present, the conditions should be
reversed, and the animal encouraged to roll. Medicine is quite
powerless in such cases; there oan be no other result but
death, unless in rolling the twist should be uncoiled. These
hints are not given from a professional point of view, but
simply as a guide to those who have not a competent veterinary

surgeon within a reasonable distance when their animal be*

comes siok.

—

In our next issue will appear a valuable article by Thomas
Maclay, M. E. C. V. S., Veterinary Surgeon of Petaluma,
upon the subject "Why Horses Shy." The doctor is radical

in his views and most ingenious in supporting them. We
hope to receive many contributions from him.

Why Mares .Lose Their Foals.

The Secretary of the Ontario (Canada) Agricultural Bureau,

in his annual May report on the condition of live stock in

Canada, names the following as one reason why a great

many mares lose their foals:

From some quarters, however, come reports of an alarming
mortality among brood-mares and foals. Some mention oases

of mares dying while foaling, while others report that the

foals have been dropped weaklings and have died within a

few days. It is worthy of note that in nearly every locality

from which these misfortunes are reported it appears that

hay, straw, and other bulky foods have been rather scarce,

while coarse grains have been cheap and plentiful. It would
seem not unlikely that the fatality alluded to may have resulted

from feeding grain too liberally to the brood-mares during
pregnancy. Concentrated food does not distend the stomach
to such an extent as would hay, straw, or corn-stalks, and
as a result the abdomen would not be suitably expanded
during the earlier stages of pregnancy to afford sufficient

space for the proper growth and development of the fetus.

HERD AND SWINE.
A Word About a Breed that is New to Ameri-

can Farmers.

beast. And in this fact lies, at once, the explanation why it

has not won greater honors at the shows, and the ground for
believing it has entered only on the threshold of its career of
greater achievement and more extended usefulness. This
circumstance has resulted in the reservation of the best ani-
mals for breeding purposes, and has served to promote the
prepotency of the breed and to conserve its best characteris-
tics. It mnst not be inferred, however, that the breed is

wanting in victories. It has furnished at all times one of the
leading attractions and successful competitors at the local
shows. And no student of the question of meat production,
however careless, can fail to stumble upon the honors won by
the Sussex on the scales at Smithfield. Always to be seen on
the estates of the nobility, careless of the reputation of their
cattle as long as they proved profitable, in recent years a
number of gentlemen of means and position have sought to
bring them forward with commendable energy and intelli-

gence. And marked success has crowned their efforts, as an
examination of the pages of the English stock journals for the
past twenty years will disclose.

Comparatively few Sussex have been imported to the
United States, the round figures required to purchase good
ones prohibiting speculation, and the present depression in

our cattle industry having eet in about the time they began
to attract attention on this side of the Atlantic.

The few among us have realized fully the expectations of

those who brought them over, have taken kindly to the
changed conditions of soil and climate, have multiplied and
thrived, and rendered a good account of themselves when ex-

hibited.

The special merits claimed for the Sussex are large size,

early maturity, fine quality of flesh laid on in the most desir-

able parts, hardihood of constitution and uniform popular
color, and the capacity for impressing these characteristics

upon their offspring—that they are the equals of the best
under most auspicious circumstances, and excel upon the
treatment commonly allotted to the cattle of commerce. The
friends of the breed take most pride in its capacity for con-
verting rough food into flesh of excellent quality. In the
words of its enemies, "they are good range cattle." To quote
from the old text writers, "they make good early beef on thin

pastures." In the struggle to produce beef at a profit, now
impending and not likely to cease, rather than to pad a car-

cass with tallow into rectilinear lines to please the eye, they
deserve the attention of enterprising and intelligent stockmen.—Overton Lea, in Breeder's Gazette.

Sussex cattle are distinctively a beef breed, though it is

claimed the cows are generally deeper milkers than is the

rule with the other purely beef breeds, and the claim seems

to be well founded if there be aught of prophetic value in

"signs, " or in the testimony of those who have used the bulls

on dairy stock.

For a short description—by way of comparison—imagine a

Devon of excessive size, with broader, better filled loins and

rump, and the picture will convey an accurate idea of the

Sussex. They are classed with "the middle-horns." In-

variably red, with a gray switch and a few white hairs scat-

tered throughout the coat singly, except upon the foretop and

ears, where frequently they are so thick as to attract atten-

tion; and occasionally the udder is white, or nearly so. Both

light and dark shades of red are common, and sometimes the

two Bre found mingled, making a beautiful dappled bay.

The name comes from the county in England where these

cattle are now and have always been found in largest num-

bers. Their origin, like that of all the oldest breeds of En-

glish cattle, is involved in obscurity. Mr. Alfred Ueasman,

editor of the Sussex Herd Book, and author of the chapter on

Sussex cattle in the "Cattle of the British Isles,'' doubts

whether the breed was imported or found indigenous to the

country on the advent of William the Conqueror and his fol-

lowers. The question is only interesting as a matter of spec-

ulation. Be it as it may, whether the ancestors of the pres-

ent occupiers of the soil brought these cattle with them on

their coming or found them there, the breed is universally

recognized as a distinct one, and has been a prominent feature

of Sussex and the adjoining counties from time immemorial;

and it has held undisputed supremacy within its native

habitat by its ready adaptation to the services required by

successive masters, and throughout has preserved the same

characteristics—hardy constitution, great weight, aptitude to

fatten and red color—unchanged, except in bo far as improved

by better feeding and greater care. Originally the oxen were

used chiefly for draft purposes, but even in remote times they

were highly prized for their great weight and the excellent

quality of their flesh, and were largely bought up, grazed, and

put upon the markets. .,.,,,
The English Sussex Herd Book was established at a com-

paratively" early day in the history of the registration, and

bears much intrinHic evidence of the genuineness of the pedi-

grees given. The first entries were made in the year 1855,

but old agricultural journals incidentally establish the fact,

and the more satisfactorily on that account, that the breed

has been regarded as a pure one as far back as the curious

have made research. The Sussex was entered at the first

show of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, held at

Oxford in 1839, and a cow of the breed was among the prize-

winners. Mr. John ELlman, of Glynde, Lewes, Sussex, one

of the founders of the Sussex Agricultural Society in the last

decade of the last century, also one of the founders, a few

years later, of the Smithfield Fat-Stock Show, was a promin-

ent breeder and successful exhibitor of Sussex cattle.

The breed is to be found generally upon the holdings* of the

tenant farmers who oaDnot afford to keep an unprofitable

ROWING.
Rowing1 Styles.

Notwithstanding all that we heard a few weeks since re-

specting Hanlan's disoovery of a new and improved lowing
stroke, the recent account of the race with Gaudaur shows
that the Canadian could not avail himself of all the advan-
tages which he claimed for his alleged invention. The fact

is, that there has always been a little of the mountebank
about him, and he seemed inclined, from the first, to make
us believe that his success was the result of scientific skill

rather than of individual muscular power. When he ap-

peared in England in 1879, his mysterious training move-
ments, and the antics he played on heading his opponents,
savored much of the showman, and, what is more, completely
led the publio to suppose that his triumph was owing to

something other than mere physical prowess. Boat builders

and even engineers wrote to the papers, explaining how me-
chanical aid could be secreted in the bottom of his boat, and
absurdity reached its full height when Elliot, the English
champion, announced, shortly after his defeat, that he had
discovered Hanlan's knack, and was then practicing in a new
boat, which would be the means of enabling himself to re-

store the championship to what then was termed its natural
home. The principal feature of the supposed invention was
to be, ominously enough, a collection of gas bags fixed to keel.

The sporting press were unanimous in pointing out that

Hanlan had completely revolutionized style, and entreated

the British oarsmen to set about mastering the mysteries of

the long slides. All were unanimous in pronouncing his

victory one of science over brute force, and from what was
written an ordinary reader would suppose that the Toronto
man was a second David, and Elliot and the" others so many
aquatic Goliaths. Looking back through what someone has
styled the "vista of years," Hanlan's victories are easily ac-

counted for without going outside the realm of sport. In the

first place he is no pigmy, but a well-made athlete of good
size, and, though he did not appear so heavy about the

shoulders and arms as Elliot and Benforth, he was much
better balanced all over, and this in itself was important,

since the introduction of the sliding seat demanded more
from the legs and less from the arms. Another reason was
thac the English champions had then fallen away a little.

Spofforth, when asked for an explanation of the inferiority

of the last eleven in England, stated that cricketers come in

cycles, and a set of good men remain so long in the field that

novices are discouraged. Consequently when one generation

of champions is forced to retire, there is not another ready to

take its place, and years may elapse before such can be devel-

oped. This is what happened to rowing just after Benforth's

decease. There were no rising champions, and the old ones,

suoh as Kelly and Sadler, were on the decline. There is

little doubt that Trickett, and perhaps Hanlan, would not so

easily have borne away the championship had they appeared
a few years earlier or later. Higgins or Elliot would probably

have defeated the Australian, and it is bard to say what
Hawdon of Delavel might not have come to had he not been
the first man whom Hanlan encountered after arriving in

England. Hawdon was the most promising sculler England
has seen since the days of Benforth. Not only was his style

first-rate, but in half-a-dozen matches against second and
first-rate men he was an easy winner. When pitted against

the Canadian he was outpaced at the outset, and after the

race itself everyone laughed at his chance of being champion,
though the day before many were ready to back him against

Elliot, who then held the honor. His promising career

ended, though at this time he and Boyd looked like two men
who in a year or two might equal anything.

It is amusing to look over the files of the leading English

papers, and find that those who formerly swore by Haulan
now declare Beach to be the model whose style all novices

should copy. Yet Beach in no way differs from Green and
Chambers, whose method was declared obsolete, ineffective,

and ungainly when compared with the Canadian's innova-
tion. Beach, of course, uses a sliding seat, and the older

men did not. It must be remembered, however, that Ben-
forth and others of the old school knew the efficacy of sliding

even on a fixed seat, and we read that for this purpose they

used to sit on a piece of greased leather. The great difference

between the styles of Hanlan and Beach is that the latter sits

much higher in his boat, and does not seem to divide his

stroke into two parts by finishing with a sharp jerk, as do

the Americans. Sitting on the deck of the boat should not
only enable him to eXert more power, but also to get his
sculls out of the water with greater ease, especially in rough
weather, than if he Bat lower down. Even with Bwivel row ;

lockB, strength applied in the earlier part of the Btroke, or in
a straight line with the souller, should have more effect than
later on, and in this the Sydney man poBBesses an advantage.
But it cannot be denied that Hanlan is a most finished rower,
probably the most graceful ever seen, and likely his method
is the best suited to his own physique. It must be borne in
mind that the style is subservient to the man, and not the
man to the style. One method would not likely suit two
men different in strength and build. It is ridiculous, there-
fore, to hear so-called authorities urging learners to copy
each successive champion. If Beach be better than his pred-
ecessors we can account for his superiority on other grounds
than mere style. His dogged determination we have already
alluded to, and we now beg to point out another slight point
which many overlook in explaining his victories—he is far
and away a stronger man than any of the previous
champions.

—

Melbourne Sportsmau

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
Association,

FALL MEETING, 1887.

REGULAR DAYS,
SATURDAY, October 29th,

TUESDAY, November 1st,

THURSDAY, November 3d,

SATURDAY, November 5th.

Entries Close Saturday, October 1st, '87.

PROGRAMME.
First Day, Saturday, October 29th.

No. I.—INTRODUCTION PURSE, §400, of which 550 to second, $25 to
third; for three-year olds and upwards. Winners this year of two
races of the aggregate value of 51,000 to carry five pounds extra. Non-
winners this year allowed five pounds. Maidens allowed ten pounds .

One mile and a sixteenth.

No. 2.-THE LADIES' STAKES, for two-year-old fillies. Three-
quarters of a mile. Closed August 15, 1886, with twenty-four entrios.

No. 3.—THE BAY CIT? STAKES, a handicap for all ages; $50 each;
825 forfeit, 310 if declared out, with $750 added. Second to receive
$100, third to save stake. Weights announced Thursday, October 27th;
declarations due at 6 o'clock p. m. the day before the race. One mile
and a half.

No. 4.—PURSE $400, of which $50 to second, $26 to third, for two-
year-olds. Winners of two two-year-old races to carry three pounds; of
three, five pounds extra. Non-winners allowed five pounds. Seven
furlongs.

Second Day, Tuesday, 'November 1st.

No. 5.—PURSE $400, of which $50 to second, $25 to third; for three-
year-olds and upwards Winners of No. 1 at this meeting to carry 7

pounds extra. Maidens, if three years old, allowed 8 pounds; if four
years old or upwards, allowed 12 pounds. One mile.

No. 6. -THE EQUITY STAKES, for two-year- olds; $10 eaoh, p.p.,
with $400 added; first horBe to take the added money, second horse 70
per cent., and the third horse 30 per cent, of the stakes. Winners of
any two-year-old race of the value of 8500 to carry 5 pounds; of two
Buch races 7 pounds; of three 10 pounds extra. Three-quarters of a
mile.
No. 7.—THE PARK STAKES, for all ages: $50 pach, 825 forfeit, or 810

if declared out October 15, 1887, with $600 added; second to receive
$100; third to save stake. Winners this year of a stake race of the
value of 81,000 when carrying weight for age or more to carry 6

pounds; for two such raceB 7 pounds extra. Horses that have not
been placed this year allowed 5 pounds. One mile and a quarter.

No. 8 .—SELLING PURSE, 8400, of which $50 to the second, $25 to the
third; for all ages. The winner to be sold at auction, fixed valuation
$1,600; 1 pound allowed for each S100 leBs, down to $1,000; then 2

pounds for each $100 down to 8300; 2 pounds added for each $100 above
fixed valuation. Selling price to be stated through the entry box at

tbe usual time of declaring, 6 o'clock p. m, the day before the race.
Three-quarter mile heats.

Third Day, Thursday, November 3d.

No. 9.—PURSE $400, of which 850 to second, $26 to third; for three-
year-olds and upwards. Winner of any race at this meeting to carry 6

pounds; of two races 7 pounds extra, Horses that have not been
placed at this meeting allowed 5 pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 10.—THE FAME STAKES, for three-year-olds. Two miles. Closed
August 1, 1885, with 36 entries.

No. 11 .-THE AUTUMN STAKES, for two-year-olds. One mile.
Closed August 15, 1886, with 43 entries.

No. 12.—SELLING PURSE, 8400, of which 860 to the second, S25 to
the third. Conditions in all respects the same as No. 6. One mile
and a sixteenth.

Fourth Day, Saturday, November 5tli.

No. 13. -PURSE $400. of which 850 to the second, 825 to the third
for two-year-old b. Winners of two two-year-old races to carry 6

pounds: of one 3 pounds extra. Horses that have not run better than
third allowed 6 pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 14.—THE VESTAL STAKES, for three-year-old Allies. One mi e
and a quarter. Closed August 1, 1886, with 21 entries.

No. 16. -THE DEL RIO STAKES, for all ages. S100 each, $50 for-
feit, or $20 If declared out October 15th, 1H87, with SI,000 added; second
to receive 8200; third to save stake. Horses that have not won a race
this year of the value of $1,000 allowed 5 pounds. Non-winners thia
year allowed 15 pounds. Two miles and an eight.

No. 16.—PUK3ES400, of which $50 to the second, $25 to third. A free
handicap for all ages. WeightB announced the day before the race
at 10 o'clock a. u.; declarations due at 6 o'clock p. m, the same day.
One mile,

REMARKS AMD CONDITIONS.
These races will be run under the revised rules of thlB Association,

adopted February 4, 1887. Owners and Trainers will be supplied with
copies on application to the Secretary.

In all stakes Btarters must be named to tbe Secretary or through tbe
entry box at the track on or before 6 o'clock p. m. of tbe day before
tbe race. No horse not so named will be allowed to Btart. (Rule 43).
Entrance fee for Btarters in purses. Non-starters can declare out at

6 o'clock p. m. of tbe day before the race by paying five percent, of the
amount of tbe purse. All horses not so deolared out will be required
to Btart. (Rule 22).

All declarations void unless accompanied by tbe money.
Partiea not having registered colore will be required to name their

color with their entry.
Entries close with the Secretary on Saturday, October 1, 1887.

D. AIctXURE, President.
E. S. CM/VER, Secretary.

313 BusU Street, P. O. Box 2603* San Froi
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Washington Park Club
p

CHICAGO, ILL.
Announce the following stakes, to close Oct. 15th,

:

$1,000. The Drexel Stakes. $1 OOO.

A sweepstakes for colts three years old (foals of

1885); $100 each, h f, or only S10 if declared out on

or hefore February 1st; or S20 April 1st, 1888. All

declarations -void unless accompanied with the

money; with S1.OJ0 added, the second to receive 5200,

and the third S100 out of the stakes. A "winner of

any three-year-old stake race of the value of $l,CO0 to

carry three pounds; of S1.500, five pounds; of three

or more three-year-old stake races of any value,

seven pounds extra. Maidens allowed seven pounds.

One mile.

$1,000. The Kenwood Stakes. $1,000.

A sweepstakes for colts two years old (foals of

181*6); $50 each, h f ; or only £10 if declared out on or

before February 1st; or §15 by April let, 1888. All

declarations void unless accompanied with the

87, and to be run at their Summer Meeting of 1888.

money; with §1,000 added, the second to receive S200

and tbe third ?100 out of the stakes. A winner of

any stake race of the value of $1,010 to carry three

pounds; of three or more stake races of any value,

fivo pounds extra. Maidens allowed seven pounds
Five furlongs.

SI.OOO. The Lakeside Stakes. $1,000.

A sweepstakes for fillies two years old (foals of

188G); S50 each, h f; or only 310 if declared out on or

before February 1st; or 315 by April 1st, 1888. All dec-

larations void unless accompanied with the money;
with £1.000 added, the second to receive $200. and the

third $100 out of the stakes. A winner of any stake

race of the value of $1,000 to carry three pounds; of

three or more such races of any value, five pounds
extra. Maidens allowed seven pounds. Five fur-

longs.

FIXED EVENTS FOR 1889.
To close Oct. 15th, 1887, to be run at the Summer Meeting of 1899.

$7,5O0. The American Derby. £7.500.

A Bweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1886), at

$250 each, $100 f; or only §20 if declared out on or

before February 1st; or $40 April 1st, 1689. All

declarations void unless accompanied with the

money; with $7,500 added, the second to receive

$1 ,000, the third ?500. out of the stakes. A winner of

any three-year-old stake race of the value of S2,0u0

to carry three pounds; of three or more three-year-

old stake races of any value five pounds extra.

Maidens allowed seven pounds. To be run on the

first day of the meeting. One mile and a half.

$1,500. The Hyde Park Stakes. $1,500-
A sweepstanes for two-vear-olds (foals of 1837);

$100 encb, h. f., or only $10 if declared out on or be-

tore February l, or $30 by April 1st, 1S39. All declar-

atiouB void unless accompanies with themoiiRy: with
$1,500 ridded, the second to receive §300, and the third

$100 out of the stakes, A winner of any stake race
of tbe value of $1,500 to carry three pounds; of three
or more stake races of any value five pounds extra.
Maidens allowed seven pounds. Three-quarters of a
mile.

$1,500 The Sheridan Stakes. $1,500.
A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1886);

8100 each, h. f.,or only $10 if declared out on or before

February 1st, or $30 April 1st, 1889. All declara'ions

void unless accompanied with tbe money, witb $1,500

added, the second to receive $300 and the third $iro out
of the stakes. A winner of any three-year-old stake
race of the value of $1,000 to carry three poundrf; of
81,500, five pounds; of three or more such stakes of
any value, seven pounds extra. Maidens allowed ten
pounds. Oue mile and a quarter.

$1,000. The Tn-rlewood Stakes. $1,000.
A sweepstakes for fillies three years old (foals of

1836), $100 each, h f., or only $10 if declared out on or

before February 1st, or$20 April 1st, 1889. All declar-

ations void unless accompanied with the money; witb

$1,000 added, the second to receive $200, and the third
$100 out of the stakes. A winner of any three-year-
old stake race of the value of $1,000 to carry three
pounds; of $1,500 five pounds; of three or more three-
year-old stake races of any value seven pounds extra.
Maidens allowed seven pounds. One mile.

In addition to the above, additional stakes for two and three-year-olds and all ages will be advertised in due
time, to close January 15, 1888.

Please observe that in the above stakes declarations are permitted for a small forfeit.

Turfmen failing to receive entry blanks, can obtain them by applying to the Secretary or at the office of

J. E. BREWSTER, Secretary. P. H. SHERIDAN, Eicnt.-Gen. C. S. A., President.
SeptZl

KILLIP & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

A UCTIONEESS,

It Montgomery Street, San Francisco

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO SALES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell in All titles and Counties of
tbe State,

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Gbeen, Hon. J. D. Cabb,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J, P. Karsent, Esq., Hon. John Boqgb
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Rose, Hon. A. Walbath,
Lob Angeles. Nevada.
J. B. Hagoin, Esq., San Francisco

Represented at Sacramento by Edwin F. Smith,
Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At San Jose by Messrs. Montgomery & Rea, Real

Estate Agents.
Being tne oldest established firm in the live-stock

business on tins Coast, and having conducted the
Important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description
either at auction or private Bale. Our list of corres-

fondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
nence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to

give full publicity to animal b placed with ub for Bale.

Private purchases and saleB of live Btock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose naraeB are
appended.

KII.LIP A CO.. 22 Montgomery Street,

am J

S.B.WHITEHEAD& CO,
LIVE STOCK AND QENEEAL

AUCTIONEERS.

ARE PREPARED TO CONDUCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters
And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast,

Our Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for fifteen

years successfully managed all the principal
sales of high-class stock on this Coast.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Best Stock on tne Coast

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

AGENTS FOB
tENKELI/fi Ctnthiaka House Bootb,

J. H. Fenton'b Chicago Specialties,
Da. Dixon's Condition Powdebb,

-
6 24 tioMHAULT's Caustic Balsam.

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARIEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOK. ESQ.

,

J. B. HAGGIN, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ
R. P. ASHE, ESQ., WIL CORBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
90 Leidesdorfi* Street,

19martf San Francisco.

MECHANICS' FAIR
SAN FRANCISCO,

IS NOW OPEN.
CLOSES SATURDAY OCTOBER Htll. 188 3.

CHILD'S CARBOLCRTfSTAL SHEEP DIP.
"Patented in Europe and America."

SHEEP DIP.

A positive scab cure. A liquid, notable In
cold water. It is abso utely non-

poisonous
The cheapest and moBt effective dip on the market

one gallon making one hundred gallons of wash
Price, $1.35 per gallon.

Special discounts anl terms to agents and large
consumers. For aampleB and other information ap.
ply to

*"

LI MU; A HOI <;», Agents for Pacific Coast
116 California St,, San Francisco, Cal

I7aeptia

Change of Date of Entries.

PROGRAMME
OF THE

FALL MEETING
AT THE

OAKLAND
TROTTING PARK
Oct. 19, 20, 21 and 22, '87,

Entries Close fl I O'clock P. M. Monday,
October 10th, 188 7.

First Day—Wednesday, Oct 19th.
1. Running—SweepBtakes for all ages; $25 entrance

$10 forfeit; §150 added. $r>o to second, third to save
stake; non-winners this yeir allowed fifteen pounds.
Heats of five-eighths of a mile.

2. Trotting-Furse $250: 2:38 Class.
3. Trotting—Purse $300; 2;23 Class.

Second Day—Thursday, Oct. 20th.
4. Running—Handicap Bweepstakes for all ageB;

$25 entrance, $1U declaration, $2<iu added; $50 to see-
ond, third to Bave stake. Weights announced Oct.
17th. Declarations due 6 p.m., Oct. lflth. One mile
and a half.

5. Trotting—Purse $400; 2:20 Class.
6. Pacing—Purse $200; 2:35 Class.

Third Day—Iriday.Oct. 21st,
7. Running— Sweepstakes for all ages; $20 each

p. p,, $150 added, $50 to second, third to save stake.
Non-winner** this year allowed fifteen pounds. HeatB
of three-quarters of a mile.

8. Trotting—Purse S3U0; 2:27 Class.
9. Pacing—Purse$300; 2:20 Class.

Fourth Day—Saturday, Oct. 32d.
10. Running — Sweepstakes for all ages; $25 en-

trance. $ io forfeit. $2oo added; $5u to second, third to
Bave stake. Non-winners this year allowed fifteen
pounds. Heats of a mile.

11. Trotthig-PurseSlOO; 2:24 Class.
12. Trotting—Purse $250; 2:30 Class.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, unless otherwise specified; five to enter and
three to start. But the proprietor reserves the right
to hold a less number than five to fill, by the with-
drawal of a proportionate amount of "the purse.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, on purse, to accompany
nominations.
Horses Eligible.—The records of all horses will he

considered that were made hefore September 14. 1587.

American Association rules to govern trotting; but
the proprietor reserves the right to trot heats of any
two classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to tbe
entrance money paid in. 'A'hen less than the required
number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: GQ% to the
firBt, and 33|<;>o the second.
In all races horses not declared out by 6 p. is. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
When there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse tney are to
Btart must be named at 6 p. sr. of the day preceding the
race. No added money paid for a walk-over except
as otherwise specified. Running races will be con-
ducted under the rules of tbe Pacific Coast Blood
Horse Association.
Racing colors to be named In entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Trotting and pacing purses divided; 50 per cent, to

first, 25 per cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, 10
percent, to fourth horse.
Purses and stakes will be paid each day at the con-

clusion of the racing.
EntrieB close Monday, October loth, with the Secre-

tary,
J. D. MORRIS. 411 1-2 California St.. S. F.
Admission to grounds and grand Btands $1 ; Ladies

free.
AJiXOUNCEMKNT.

Races will be given each week during the winter,
weather being favorable.

IS W. LEVENS, Proprietor.
J D. MORRIS, Secretary. eept2i

EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR
OF

THE SIXTH DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
AT

Los Angeles,
Best Fair in the State,

Kot excepting Sacramento.

170 Entries in the Races.
Including fastest horses in the world.

Fruit, Agriculture and Horticul-
tural Display at

THE PAVILION.
Fifth and Olive Streets.

DON'T FORGET" THE DATE.

Oct. 10,11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.

SEND FOR PREMIUM LIST.
J. W. ROBINSON, President.

E. A. rjc*'AMI*, Secretary—Box 210. 57augt

< (IKKIVS i.i:i V I

HORSE LINIMENT.
Sure cure for Swinney, wcafcnesB of the spine,

sprains, etralus, etc. It neither blisters nor causes
the hair to fall oft, and doea not Incapacitate the hors**
from work during treatment. Though there La?o
been many drugB on the market which are planned
good,the observer will readily Bee their ueflclency,
from the number of lame borBus which heeverywhere
meets, and that ar>? 'mostly Buffering from th»
BCOiirge, Swinney, which not onlr causesthe sho'*l<V"
i" gradually Bhrlnk away, but also the body to en.a-
clate. Now where 1b the'horseman su blind to his own
IntereBt as to refuse this new remedy a fair trial.

For sale by all druggfsts. Mrt*. A. 1'. Joseph.
Prop., San Francisco. All rights secured In U. 8.

Patent Office. Price. $1.00 per Bottle. aSjyU

ELEVENTH ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

Monterey
MIC11LTI1AL ASSOCIATION

District Number 7.

Commencing at SALINAS CITY, Oct, 4th,
and ending Oct. 8th, 188?

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Tuesday. Oct. 4th.

No. 1. TROTTING-Two-year-old Colt Stake of
1S87; $50 entrance; 3100 added bv the Association; best

2

in 3.

No. 2. RUNNING—Three. quarters of a mile and
repeat, for all horses owned in the District; purse $150

Wednesday, Oct 5iu.
No. 3. TROTTING—Purse 5250; for the following

nam^d horses, and suuh others as the Society may
deem eligible in this class: Pedro, Charley G. t

.lira L„
Allen I.., Lady Juhnsou, Maud H., Lady Simpson,
Jim Crow, Michael Davitt, Queen, Nig. Mambrino
Jr., Eagle, Dixie, Sorrel Tom, r.ailv Mack,Susle, John
Splann. Bill Donatlian, Charlie V.
No. 4. TkoTTING-Dby season- Race. Purse

$150, for all two-year-olds in the District; winner of

Thursday, Oct. 6th.
No. F. TROTTING-For all stallions owned in the

Old District; purse $200.
No. 6. TKOTTING—Two-mile heats; best 2 in 3;

for all horseB that have never beaten five mlnuteB for
twomileB; pmse $250.
No. 7. RUNNING—One-half mile dash, for all two-

year olds owned in the Old District; purse $100.

Friday. Oct. 3th.
No. 8. PACING—Free for all

; purse $200.
No. 9. TROTTING—For all three -year-olds and

ander owned in the District: purse ?i5"; best 2 In 3
No, 10. NOVELTY" RACE—Running—One and

one-fourth miles; purse $150. 1st quarter $25; 2d quar-
ter $25; Sd quarter $25; 4th quarter $25; 5th quarter $50.

Saturday. Oct. 8th.
No. 11 . RUNNING—One mile and repeat ; free for

ill; purse $300.
No. 12. TROTTING—Free for all; purse $400.

REMARKS AM) * < >\ I> 1 IIONS.
All races aie the best three in five (unless other-

wise specified), five to enter and three to surt; but
the Board reserves the right to bold a less number th»n
five to fill by tbe withdrawal ofa proportionate amount
of the puree. Entrance few ten per cent, on pnrse, to
accompany nomination. Purses divided at the rate of
60 per cent, to first horse, 30 per cent, to second, 10 per
cent, to third, unless otherwise specified.
Entries to all races andstakes to close with the Sec-

retary at 9 o'clock p. m., September 15th, lt>87. Mark
the envelope "Entries to Races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter anv free-for-all

race that hue not been owned on tbe Pacific Coast
from March 1 , 1887, and in any District races not owned
within tbe District from June 15,1887, and anv entry
by any person of any horse so disqualified shall be
held liable for tbe entrance fee thus contracted, with-
out the right to compete.
Where the words "old District" are used in the fore-

going Speed Programme, it is meant thereby the
counties of Monterey.^ anta Cruz, San Benito and San
Luis Obispo.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. sr. of the

day preceding the race Bhall be required to start.
Horses entered in race.- can only be withdrawn by

consentof the judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one-quarter of
the entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning a race is entitled to first
money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and third moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under any other circumstance.
The attention of all parties interested is particu -

larly called to the rules and regulations of tbe National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-
ing to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricultural society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two raceB alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of an'
race if deemed necessary.
RaceB to begin at 1 o'clock p. m. sharp.
Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.

J. D. c.YRR, President.
J. J KELLY Secretary. lOjyll

FOR SALE.
The Imported Thoroughbred Stallion

QATGAEE.
Rich chestnut in color, lfii hands high, foaled 1882

Bred in England and Imported to Australia in
ntero, imported from thence to California this sum-
mer.

Pedigree.
Sired by Wild Oats, dam Miss Emma, by Saun-

terer; second dam Dulcimer by Trumpeter; third
dam Teddingtonia by Teddington; fourth dam Glacis
by Venison or Bolero ; fifth dam Fortress by Defence,
etc.

Wild Oats by Wild Dayrell (Winner Derby 1855)
dam The Golden Horn, by Harkawav; second dam
(Buccaneer's dam) by little Red River; third dam
Eclat by Edmund; fourth dam Squib by Soothsayer,
etc.

Oatcabe is a horse of great power and fine finish,
and from all points of view is one of tbe beBt types
of the thoroughbred ever brought to America. Ho
ran successfully in the colonies, winning the Squat-
ter's Handicap at A. J, 0. Spring weetlng last year;
one mile and a quarter, In 2:10j, beating such recog-
niz.e performers as Folly, Ben Bolt (the Caulfield
Cup Winner), Dagobert, Cerise and Blue (Sydney Cup,
Winner,) Oakleigh, Palarenda, Friendship, Rapid,
Phaon and Ravensworth.
Wild Oats, bis sire, was a performer of note

winner of the Prendergast StakeB at Newmarket and
other important events. He was the sire of a long
line of racers, among them Eton, Guy Mannering,
Hetty, Kinfarnus and Wild MosB,all winners in Eng-
land last year.
Wild Dayrell won-the Derby in 1855, and the Gol-

den Horn, dam of Wild Oats, was a daughter of
Harkaway, the best race-horse of his day. He won
eight King's Plates, the Goodwood Oup'twice, and
the Royal Whip. Up to tbe close of bin four-year-old
year he had won 21 races out or 28 Btarts, against tbe
best horseB In the United Kingdom.
On the side of his dam, Oatcake comes from the

royal line, and to horsemen tbeae extended notes of
performances and produce are perhaps not necess-
ary. The pedigree shows such names as Saunterer
Irish Birdcatcher, Sir Hercules, Trumpeter, Ted-
dington, Bay Middleton, Orlando, etc., and tbe value
of these lines will be recognized by all breeders and
racing men.
Oatcake is now at the Agricultural Park Track,

In Sacramento charge of M. M. Allen, and inspection
la invited. Tabulated pedigrees will be furnished
on application to the Brkedek and SPoniBUAM Office,
where I may be addressed &ug6

p. b. Baldwin,
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CALIFORNIA ANNUAL

State Fair
"Will be held at

SACRAMENTO,
Sept. 12 to 24 inclusive, 1887.

TWO WEEKS FAIR!

NINE DAYS RACING!

SPEED rKOGKAJIXIE,
There sball be awarded to the owner of the sire

whose get shall make the beBt average performance
in the races for trotting foals, two, ihree and four-
year-olds, in 1SS7, ISSs and IS$9, the Grand Gold Medal
of the California State Agricultural Society, the
actual cost ot which shall not be less than $200.

First D«r-Thursday, September 1 5ili.

TROTTING.
No. 1.—THE OCCIDENT STAKE—Closed in 1SS5

with twenty-nine nominations. Value of stake Jan-
uary 1.1887. *1.045.

No. 2.—TROTTING PURSE. $l,C0O-2:23 Class.
No. 3.—PACING PURSE, $600—2:30 Class,

second Day—Friday, September i 6th.
JtVSTStSG.

No. 4.—THE INTRODUCTION STAKE—Fortwo-
year-olds: $25 entrance; $10 forfeit; §250 added; $50 to
second: third to save stake. Winner of any two-year-
old race this year to carry three pounds; of two or
more 5 pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 5.—THE CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' .>TAZE.

—For foals of 1*34; 850 entrance: p. p.; 8300 added; $100
to second; $50 to third. Closed in lsS6 with twelve en-
tries. One mile and a quarter.
No. 6.—THE CAPITAL CITY STAKE—For four-

year-olds; $50 entrance; h. f., or only * 15 if declared
on or before September 1st. $300 added, of which $!GQ

to the second horse; $50 to the third. Weights five

pounds below the scale. Winner o? any race over one
mile this year to carry rule weights. One mile and
five-eighths.
No. 7.—FREE PURSE, $250—Winners of any race

this year, of the value of $300 to carry five poands;
maidens allowed, if three years old, five pounds; if

four years or upwards fifteen pounds. Mile heats.

Third Day—Saturday, September 17th
TROTTING

.

No. 8.—TWO-TEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE.—
$50 entrance, of which $10 must accompany nomina-
tion; $15, payable Julv 1st. and remaining $25 payable
Aug. 10th, 1SS7; $300 added by the Society. Closed
April 15th, with eighteen nominations. Mile heats.
No. 3.—TROTTING PCK^E. 31,000—2:27 Class.
No. 10.—PACING PURSE. 3600—225 Class.

Fourth Day—Monday. September 19th.
BC>'NEfO.

No. 11.—THE PREMIUM STAKE—For all ages.
$50entrance; h. f.;oronly-15 if declared on or before
September 1st, with ?:iX> added; $100 to second; third
to save stake. Horses that have started and not won
this year allowed five pounds; maidens if three years
old allowed five pounds ; if four years old or over seven
pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 12.—THE CALIFORNIA ANNUAL STAKE—

ForfoalBof 16*5: $1U0 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250added;
second horse $100; third horse $50. Closed in 1836

with twenty four nominations. One mile.
No. 13-—THE LA RUE STAKE—Handicap for all

ages; $100 entrance; $-50 forfeit, with $500 adued. of
which $150 to second; $IU0 to third. Weights an-
nounced September 10th. Declaration, $20. to be made
with the Secretary by eight o'clock p. u., September
12th. In no event will declaration be received unless
accompanied with the amount fixed. Two and one-
quarter miles.
No. 14.—SELLING PURSE. $250.—Of which $50 to

second. Fixed valuation $l,uuu; two poands for each
$100 below; two pounds added for each 9100 above
fixed value. One mile and an eighth.

Filth Day—Tuesday, September 20th.
TROTTING.

No. IS.—THREE-TEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE
—For all colts (except Ella, Soudan, Shamrock and
Sable Wilkes). $l00entrance, of which $25 must accom-
pany nomination; $25 pavable July 1st, and remaining
$50 pavable August lUth, 1S>7; $Ki0 added by the Soci-
etv. "Closed April 15th, with fourteen nominations.
Mile heats, three in five.

No K—TRuTTING PURSE. $500—3:00 Class.
No. 17.—TROTTING PURSE. 81.200-2:20 Class.

Sixth Day—Wednesday, September 21st.
RDXNING.

No. 18.—THE SUNNT SLOPE STAKE—For two
year-old fillies; $25 entrance; $15 forfeit, or only $10 If

declared on ot before September 1st; $150 adiled; $25

to second. Those that have started andn<>t run first

or second in any race this jear allowed five pounds.
Five-eighths of a mile.
No. la.—THE SHAFTER STAKE—For three-year-

olds $Soentrance: $25 forfeit or only $15 if declared
before September 1st. with $300 added; $100 to second;
third saveB stake. Winner of any race this year to

carry five pounds extra; of two or more re n puunds;
maidens allowed five pounds. One mile andaquarter.
No. 20.—THE DKL PASO STAKE—For all ages;

$50 entrance: $25 forfeit, or only i 15 if declared on or
before September 1st, with $300 added; <100 to second
third saveB stake. Three-year-olds to carry $ .00 pounds

;

four-year-olds, 110 pounds; five-year olds. 112 pounds
Sex. but not heat, allowances. Three-quarter mile

No. 21.—FREE PURSE, $i00—$50 to second. Horses
that have star edand not won this year allowed ten
pounds. Winners this year of any race of the value
of $4"0 to carry five poundB extra; winner of No. 7, tea
poands extra. One mile.

Seventh Day—Thursday, September 3«<L
TROTTING.

No 22,—TROTTING PURSE, $1.000—2:25 Class.

No 23—FOUR-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE—
(Conditions same as No. 15.1 Closed April loth, with
ten nominations.
No. 24.—PACING PURSE, $800—Free for aa
Eighth Day- Friday, September *3d.

RUNNING.

No 25 —THE CALIFORNIA DERBT STAKE—
For foal? of 18*4. $50 entrance; p. p.; $30<i added;

second horse $100; third $50. Closed in 1885, with sev.

enteen nominations. One mile and a half.

No 28 -THE PALO ALTO STAKE-For two-
year-olds. $50 entrance; $25 forfeit, or only $15 if

declared on or before September 1st; with $250 added;

$75 to second; third to save stake. Winner of any
two-year-old stake this year to carry five pounds
extra: of two or more, ten pounds. One mile.

No. 27.—THE GOLDEN GATE ST^KE—For three-

year-olds. $50 entrance; 825 forfeit, or only $i5 if

declared on or before September 1st; with $350 added;
second horse SWO; thirdto save stake. Winner ofany
three-year-old race at this meeting to carry 5 ponnds
extra; colts not 1,2,3, in No. 10, allowed rive poands.
One mile and three-qnarters.
No 28 -THE NIGHTHAWE STAKE—For all

ages" ?50" entrance; $15 forfeit; $300 added; $100 to

second- $50 to third; $200 additional to the winner If

1-41U is beaten. Stake to be named after the winner
if Nizhthawk'Btime. (1:42!;) is beaten. One mile.

No 29.—FREE PURSE, $250—For all ages. $a0 to

second. Horses -not having won at this meeting
allowed five pounds. Horses that have not run sec*

ond or better at this meeting allowed ten poands
One mile and a sixteenth and repeat,

Ninth Day.—Saturday September 1-lih.
TROTTING.

No. 30— SPECIAL THREE-YEAR-OLD TROT-.
TING STAKE- For Ella, Soudan, Shamrock, Sable

|

Wilkes and others. (.Conditions, same as Regular
Stake No. 15.) Closed April fifteenth, with six nomi-
nations.
*o.31.-TROTTING PURSE. $1.500—Free for alL
No. 32.—TROTTING PURSE, $1.1)0"—2:40 CUSS.
Entries for ihe following running events for 1S&S-S9

were ordered to be closed at the same time as the
races on the regnlar programme.
No. 1—CALIFORNIA BREEDERS' STAKE—For

foils of 1885. to be run at the State Pair uf l&oa. $50
entrance; $25 forfeit or onlv $lu it declared January
1st, 1 88*; $300 added uf which $I0j U secoud uud$5uto
third. One mile and a quarter.
No.2—CALIFORNIA AN NUA L STAKE—For foals

ori<*6. to be run at the state Fdirof 1888. $HK] entrance;
$25 forfeit, cr only $10 if declared Jannarv ist. lbbS;
$250 added; secoud colt 3100; third 830 One mile.
No. 3-CALIbORNIA DERBY ST \ K K—Fur foals

of 1386, to be rrm at the State Fairof 1889. Tim entrance;
|50 forfeit, or only $10 if declared Januarv 1st. 1*S8;
$15 if declared January 1st. I8S9; or $25 if declared May
1st. 18*9; $30u added; Becond horse $lu0, third horse
i
"

.. . Oue mile and a half.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, except the two-vear-old, unless otherwise speci-
fied; five to enter, and three to start. But the Board
reserves the right to holda less nuniher than five t»
fill, by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the purse. Entrance fee, 10 per cent, on parse, to
accompany nomination. Trotting and pacing purees
divided, at the rate of 5u per cent, to first horse, 25 per
cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per cent,
to fourth.
The National Association Rules to govern trotting.

But the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any
two classes alterna.ely, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less tnan the
requirednumberof starters appear they may contest
for the entrance money, to be divided as follows: 68=3
tothe first, anl33M to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void,

unless accompanied by the money.
Please observe that in the above stakes declarations

are premitted for a small forfeit.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 p. it. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start mast be named by 6 p.m. of the day preceding
the race. No added monev paid for a walk-over.
Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
Non-starters in running races will be held for

entrance, under Rule 3.

Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Entry blanks and racing rules will be furnished

upon application to the secretary. Entries in all,

except otherwise stated, to close with the Secretary
Monday, August 1, 1SS7.

I- P. SHIPPER, President.
EDW]\ F. SMITH. Secretary. 21myl7

Change of Date

ENTRIES.
The Eleventh District Agricultural Associa-

tion annonnces that Entries for races No s. 1,

2, 4, 7 and 11 will close with the Secretary at

EIGHTH ANNUAL
FAIR

$7,000! $7.00!
OF

PUMAS, USSEJi. Mini; A, A.\D MOInr.

AGRIITLTCRAI MCIATM
(Washoe «'o.. Nevada. Lake and Grant

lojuiifs. Orwgou, >• ml Hunt- 4 o , Cal..
admitted to District lor

(•.actus !»i[)-jin-i.-»

Al

FIRST FAIR
OF THE

Amador and Calaveras

AORICUITURAL ASSOCIATION.
DISTRICT NO. 26.

AT

IONE,
Commencing October 5th

And Continuing three Days.

SPEED PKOIiRA-iPIE.

Wednesday, Oct. 5th.
No. i. Running—600 yards and repeat, for horses

owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado counties.
Purse 5150.

No. 2. Trotting—Mile heats, two in three, for

horses owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado.
Purse 520'.

No. 3. Running—Quarter-mile nd repeat. Free
for saddle horses in Amador, Calaveras and El Dor-
ado. Purse $50.

Thursday, October 6th.
Ladies Tournament, for various prizes.

No. 4. Running—Novelty Race, free for all.

First horse at quarter, 550; first horse at half $5";

first horse at third quarter, 550; first horse at mile's
en^, 550. Total amount of purse 520 i.

No. 5. Running—Half-mile and repeat. Free for
all. Purse S25 .

No. 6. Trotting—Mile beats, three in five; 2:30

class. Free for all. Purse 5250.

Friday, Oet. 7th.

No. 7. Running—Mile and repeat. Free for all.

Purse 5250.

No. 8. Trotting—Mile and repeat, for three-year
olds. Free for all. Purse 5200.

No. 9. Running—Three-quarter da3h. Free for
all. Purse 5200.

Pacers will be allowed to enter in District trotting

races.
Consolation races and other special contests will

be arranged during the Fair.

REMARKS AND COM) I TH)NS.
District horses must have been owned in the Dis-

trict prior to and continuously since August Ist

1887.

In all the above races five to enter and three to

start, unless otherwise specified; out the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to

fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of
the purse.
Purses will be divided at the rate of 75 percent,

to first horse and 25 per cent, to second horse.
Non-starters in all races will be held for entrance

money.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 o'clock p.

m. of the day preceding the race shall be required to

start.

The Board reserves the right to change the above
order of race3 by giving contestants notice of the
same by 6 o'clock p. m. of the day preceding the race.

Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association rules to gov-
ern running races; National T trotting Association
rules to govern trotting races.

The Board reserves the right to run or trot heats

of any two classes alternately, if necessary to finish

any day's racing, or to run or trot a special race be-

tween heats.
Entries in all the above races, unless otherwise

specified, close with the Secretary on Saturday, Sep-
tember 10th. Racing colors to be named in the en-
tries.

Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
entries.
augCtf T. S. UREGORV. President.
CEOVIS T. I.AGRAVE, Secretary, lone, Cal

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

SnsaiiYille, Susan*cai-
f I

lOJIMEMISG

CALIFORNIA.

On Saturday, Oct. 1,1887.

R. L. DAVIS, Secretary.

J. W. THOMPSON, President.

25th Agricultural District.

Comprising the Counties of Solano and
Bfapa.

VALLEJO
Oct. 4th, to Oct. 8, 1887.
The District Races Open to the Counties

of" Napa, Solano, Sonoma and Marin

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day, Tuesday, October 4th.

No. 1. Running—One and one-quarter miles. Free
for all. Purse $300. Selling race, winning horse,
carrying regular weights, to be sold for $2,000. One
pound allowed for each hundred dollars less. One
pound added for each hundred dollars more.
No. 2. Trotting—2:21 Class. Purse$603.

Second Day, Wednesday, October 5lh.
No. 3. Trotting—District two-year-olds. Mile and

repeat. Purse $200. Clara Y. and All red (_'. barred.
No. 4. Trotting—3:U0 Class. Purse $300.

Thi'd Day, Thursday, October 6th.
No. &. Running—Three-fourths mile dash. Free

for all. Purse 3250.

No. 6. Trotting—Three-year-olds. Puree $300.

Fourth Day, Friday, October Jth.
No. 7. Trotting—2:4u Class. Purse $400.
No. 8. Pacing—2:22 Class. Purse$409.

Fifth Day, Saturday, October 8th.
No. 9. Trotting—Free for all. Purse $601.
.No. 10. Trotting—2:35 Class. Purse S3L0.
In all cases five to enter and three to start. Sixty

per cent, of purse to first horse, thirty per cent, to
second horse, and ten per cent, to third horse.
Races No. 3, 4, 6 and 7 are for district horses only,
including Sonoma and Marin.

RULES A_\D REUri,ATION5.
1. All contests of speed will be conducted according

to the rules of the National Turf Association.
2. All entries will be made at the office of the Secre-

tary "under cover."
3. The money or a certified check must accompany

all eDtries. Entries to close September 15th.
4. Entries in ail cases 10 per cent, of purse, unless

otherwise stipulated.
5. No horse shall take any monev for a walk-over:

but shall receive his own entrance fee and one-half
the other paid-up entries 01 the same race.

6. In case one horse distances all others, he shall
take first and third moi.ey. i>econd money reverts
back to the Association.

7. In all cases, five to enter and three to start
8. In all cases, first money will be sixtv percent.,

second thirty percent., and thtrd ten per cent, ot the
whole purse
9. The record of all horses entered will be consid-

ered that made before August 2id.
10. District horses mas. have been ».vned in the Dis-

trict six months prior to the dau. of tne race.
11. In all races noted above five or molt paid-up

entries required to till and three or more boisesto
start; but the Board reserves the right to hold entries
and start a race with a less number and deduct a pro*
porttonate amount oi the purse.

F. W. EORER, President.
A.J. JIcPIKE, Secretary. 10sep4

FOR SALE

!

ONE GRAY GELDING,
15} b3nds high. Weight 1050 lbs. A fine disposi-

tion, the best of constitution. Five years old,perfectly
sound and without a blemi?h. A natural trotterwith
a big, open, pure gait. Has bad J months training.
Can trot 3 or 1 heats from 2:30 to 2:35. Has arecord
of 2:52.

Sire Peacock, record 2:23J, by Whipple's Hamble-
tonian.
Dam Young Molly, by Budd Doble, he by Geo. M.

Patcben Jr.

Young Molly is the dam of Brown Jng, by Nut-
wood. Brown Jug's private trials were made in
2:19.

Anyone looking for a first-class young horse, that
bids fair to trot low down fn the twenties in|bis six-

year-old form, should not overlook fthis promising
horse. Anyone desiring to see him work with a
view to purchase can do so by calling at the Big
Tree Store, Sacramento, Cal.

For terms address,

F. A. Jones,
»UBl3tf

P. O. Box 154.

SA< R.VIF.M <», CAL.

Monday, October 3. '87,

And Continuing Five Days.

Purses $5,000.

Premiums $2,000.

SPEED PRO€!R\3EME.
Money in all races to be divided as follows: First

horse, bu percent.; second,3o per cent.; third. 10 per
cent, unless when otherwise specified. All races free
for all, unless otherwise designated.

First Day-
I. TROTTING—2:50 Class, 3 in 5; porse$200.
2._RL"NNJNG—Three-year-olds, mile dash; purse

3. JEUJNNING-MilP heats, 2 in 3; purse $250.
~. RUNNING—3tf mile and repeat; purse $100.

Second Day.
5. TROTTING—3 in 5; porse $1,000.
6. RUNNING—3£ mile dash; purse $100.
7. RUNNING— li* mile dash: purse $200.
8. TROTTING— One-vear-olds IDistrict) Three-

qUarter mile dash; purse 4100.

Third Day
9. TROTTING-2:t0 Class, 3ina; purse $250.
HJ. RUNNING—Mile dash; purse $150.
II. RUNNING—1J mile dash; purse $250.
12. GO-AS-Y"OU-PLEA:-E, to make nearest time to

1 :3u. Entiies to close at time of race ; purse $50.

Fourth. Day.
13. TROTTING—2;35 Class, 3 in 5; puree $300.
14. RUNNING— K mile and repeat; purse $150.
15. RUNNING—IJi mile <lash; purse $150.
16. TROTTINl.—Single buggv (District], 2 in3, own

er to drive; purse $50. Entries close at 9 p. u., day be
fore race. Trained horses barred.

Fifth Day.
17. TROTTING-2:3) Class,3in5; purse $350.
1'. RUNNING—'wo miles ami repeat: purse $1,000.
19. TROTTING-Double teams (District), mile and

repeat. Untrained teams m ist pull buggv. owners to
drive. Entrance to close at 9 o'clock evening before
the race; purse $75.

Bt'LES OF IHE TRACK.
Entrance to all trotrine and running races to close

All entries lo be made in writing, to give sex, color-
and marks of horses. Also name and residence of
owner, and in running races colors to be worn by rider
and any other particulars that will enable the audi-
ence to distinguish the horse in the race

.

Write "Entries to Races" on outside of envelope,
and seal.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of purse, to accompany

entries.
Inall races five ormoreto enter and three or more

to start.
National Association rules to govern trotting, but

the Board reserves the right to trot heats of aov two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any "day'3
racing, or to trot a special race between the heats.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse Is

qualified to be entered in anv District race that has
not been owned and kept in the District sis (6) months
prior to the day of the race; and anv entry bv any per
sonof any disqualified horse shall be held liable for
the entrance tee contracted, without any right to
compete for a purse, and shall he Lelrt liable to pen-
alties prescribed by the National Association and
Rules of the State Agricultural Society and expulsion
from the Association.
If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be

completed on the clos'ng dav of the Fair, It may be
continued or declared off at the option of the Judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up en-

tries required to fill, and three or more horses to
start.bat the Board reserves the right to hold entries
and start a race with a less number, and deduct a pro-
portionate amount of the purse.
When less than the required number of starters ap-

pear, they may contest for the entrance monev, to be
divided as futlows: 66& to the first, and Z3'A to "the sec
ond.
R les of the State Agricultural Society tn govern

running races except where conditions united are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start bis hors« -_n"st no-

tify the Secretary fn writing on or before 10 o'clock the
evening previous to the day of the race.
Horses entered in races can only be drawn by con-

sent of the Judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse Bhall only be en-

titled to his own entrance fee and one-half of the en-
trance received from the other entries for said purse;
and a horse winning a race entitled to first money
only, except when distancing the field, then entitled
to first and third moneys only. A horse wins but one
monev under &ny other circumstances.
Theattention of all parties interest*-d is particularly

called to the rules of the National Trotting Associa-
tion, under the provisions of which, except as other,
wise specified, all matters appertaining to the trotting
races will be conducted.
Races to begin each «iay at one o'clock p. m. sharp.

J W THOMP^OV President.
J. D. RYERS. Vice-President.

R. E. DAVIV Secretary. Susanville. Cal.
J. R. SURRAV, Assistant Secretary,
25jnll GreenvIJIe, Cal.

FOR SALE.
No. i.—Hay Mare, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Mnsldora's dam by
son of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodburn. 1st dam by Owen ale; 2d
dam Musidora, by Belmont, etc.

No. V.- Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1883,
by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musidora, by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Son of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Arcby) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Pocbe
These are extra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belmont.
No. 1 Is in foal to a son of Geo. M Patchen Jr.

For further information address

W. M. WILUAMSOr
DOSTtf SanJow?
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8th Annual Fair
OF THE

NINTH DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OP

Del Norte & Humboldt,
TO BE HELD ON

September 27, 28, 29
and 30, '87,

AT

Rohnerville,
Humboldt Co., Cal.

Ninth District Board of Agriculture for 1887: G.
C. Barber- and R. J. Bugbee, Ferndale; S. F. Pine,
Eureka; J. D. Barber, flydesvilie; C. L. Thompson,
Camp Grant; Alexander Masaon and B. H. McNeil,
Rohnerville ; H. C. Rawson, Del Norte County.

Officers of the Board: G. C. Barber, ferndale,
President; S. H. Crabrree, Rohnerville, Secretary;
Maurice Levinger, Rohnerville, Treasurer.

SPEED I>K01>KA.n.YIi:.

9th District Agricultural Speed
Programme.

First Day—Tuesday, Sept. 97 th, 1887,
at 1:30 P.M.

No. 1.—Running. Purse of $'d0. Free for all

saddle borees having no record under 53 seconds,
catch -weights, half mile and repeat. Horses entered
for other than saddle races barred. First purse $20;

second 310.
No. 2.—Trotting, at 3 p. M. Humboldt Stake. For

colts of 1886 bred in the district; §75 added; S20 en-

trance, one-half of which being already deposited,

the remaining £10 to be paid at the time of making
entries for the other races. W. H. E Smith agreeB
to add §50 The whole sum to be divided as follows,
sixty, thirty, and ten per cent. One mile dash.

Second Day, Wednesday. Sept. 28th, 4885;
at iO A.M., Parade of Stock.

No. 3.—Trotting. At 1:30 p. m. Purse of §150.

Three minute class. Mile beats two in three,

(Patchen barred). First $100; Becond $5j.

No. 4. -Trotting. At 2.30 p. M.—Purse of S125 for

two-year-olds. Mile heats two in three. First $86;

second 40.

No. 5.—Running. At 3 p. m. Purse of S150. Free
for all. Three-quarter Mile and repeat. First

5100; second £50.

Third Day. Thursday. Sept. '2 9 ( It
, at 1 A.M.

No. 6—Trotting. Purseof?175. 2:46 class. Mile
heats two in three. Firet $120; second $55.

No. 7.—Trotting. At 1:30 p. M. Purse of S125. For
three-year-olds. Mile heats two in three. First £85;

second §40.

No. 8.—Running. At 2:30 P. M. Purse of $1C0.

Half-mile and repeat. First S70; second §30.

Fourth Day, Friday, Sept- 30iu. at 9:30
A. SI. Parade ofStock and award-

ing of Premiums.
Ladies' Equestrianship at 11 a.m. First §15; sec-

ond §10; third §5.

No. 9.—Running. At 1:30 p. u. Purse of S150.

Free for all. Ono and one-quarter mile dash. First

§100 ; second §50.

No. 10.—Trotting. At 2:30 p. m. Purse of §300.

Free for all. Mile heats, three in five. First §200;
eocond§100.
No. 11.—Running. At 3 p. M. Purse of ?150. Free

for all. Half-mile and repeat. First §100; second
§50.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

TheBe races are open to any horse owned in the
Ninth District, composed of the counties of Del
Norte and Humboldt, by a bona fide resident of the
district on the first day of June, 1887, except free for
all.

In all races three or morn to enter and two or more
to start. Any horse distancing the field receives the
entire purse.
Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to accompany

the entrance.
All entries in these races must be made with the

secretary on the evening previous to the first day
of the Fair. The horses named and entered
In the name of the owner, who must be a member
of the Association, and the entrance fee paid in full
The trotting race will be conducted under the

rules of the National Trotting Association, but the
Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race "between heats, and
running races under the rules of Pacific Blnod Horse
Association, edition of 1887.

All horses entered for the races will be under the
control of the judges from the moment they are
brought on the track.

If from any cause there |should not be a sufficient
amount of money received from all Bources, includ-
ing appropriation from the State, to pay all purses
and premiums in full, after paying the expenses
of the fair or exhibition, the same will be paid pro
rata.

Neither the Association, the Directors nor officers

in any event to be liable for any purse or premium
beyond such pro rata amount. augl3tf

Outing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Trivel

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OOK FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DDBTNO THE YEAR THEBE WILL BE ABTICLES UPON

Exploration, Travel and Adventure, Mountain
Climbing, Camping. Popnlar Forestry, Hunting and
FishiDg, Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting, Rowing
Canoeing. Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.

Lacrosse, Snow-sbueing, Tobogganing and Skating.

Conducted by FOULTNEY BIGELOW

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
Single numbers uvcm;.|lvo cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York.

FALL RACES
OF THE

EurekaJockeyClub

EUREKA
i

HUMBOLDT COUNTY, CAL.,

Nov. 2d,24, 25, 26, 1887.
FIRST DAY.

1 Purse $200.—"Punning Novelty Race. Free-for-all.
dash of one mile. $35 at first quarter, $40 at the half, $50
at the three-quarter and $75 at the mile. All paid-up
entries over five to be added, and equally divided
between each winner.

2. Purse §250.—Trotting. Free for all horses that
have not beaten 2:38 up to Kept. 1st, 1887. (CadmUB
anl Bonner eligible to start.) First horse $15', second
$75, third $25.

SECOND MY.
3. MERCHANTS' PTJBSR, $300. Free-for-all, for

all ages. Three-quarters of amiie and repeat. First
horse $200, second horse $70, third horse $30.

4. Trotting—Three-minute class. Puree $150 for
horses owned in Humboldt County prior to Sept. 1st,

1887. (Patchen barred.) Firathorse $83, second horse
$30, third horse to save entrance.

THIRD DAY.
5. HOTEL PURSE—$100. Free for all, for all ages.

One mile and repeat. First horse §253, second horse
$1(K), third horse $50.

6. EUREKA TWO - YEAR - OLD TROTTING
STAKE—Mile and repeat. $10 entrance; half forfeit,
$100 added; second horse to receive $25, third to save
stake. Entries to this race to cloee with the Secre-
tary Sept. 17,1887.

FOURTH DAY.
7. Purse $100. For all ages. Running dash of 60t'

yards. First horse §75, Becood horse J25.
8. Purse $150. For all ages. Half mile and repeat.

First horse 9115, Beconrt horse $25.
9. Purse 84O0. Trotting. Free for all. First horse

$250, second horse $liX>, third horse $50.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting races are best three in five, except the

two-vear-olil, unless otherwise specified; five to enter
and three to start. But the Board reserve} the rightto
hold a less number than five to fill by the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance fee
in purse races ten per cent.

I n all trotti ne races the rules of the American Trot-
ting Association, and all running races the rules of the
Pacific CoaBt Blood Horse Association to govern, but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing.
In all entries not derlared out by 3 p. m. of the day

preceding the race, shall be required to start.
No added money paid for a walk-over In all races

noted above, five or more paid-up entries required to
fill and three or more horBes to start.
Racing colors to be named in entries. In trotting

races drivers will be required to wear caps of distinct
colors which must be named in entries.
Fntries to all the above races, except the two-year-

old trot, to close with Secretary, Wednesday, Nov. 16,

1887.
One-half the entrance money must he paid at the

time of making entries and the other half at 6 p. m. the
night preceding the race.
Entry blanks will be furnished upon application to

the Secretary.
DAN'L MURPHY, President,

II. COHN, Secretary. septs

THREE DAYS RACING
Under the auspices of the

WILLOWS
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

October 19,20,21, 1887,

WILLOWS.
AGRICULTURAL PARK,

WILLOWS, COLUSA COUNTY, CAL.

First Day-Wednesday, October 19, 1883-
No. I. Trotting—$300. Three-minute class. Free for

all.

No. 2. Trottlngand Pacing—$200. Free for;all horses
owned in ColuBa County August lBt, 1887. Almont
Patchen, Tilton Almont and Daisy S. barred.
No. 3. Running—$150. Free for all. Three-fourths

of a mile.

Second Day—Thursday, October 20, 1887.
No. 4. Pacing—$3C0. Free for all.

No. 5. Trotting—$300. 2:40 class. Free for all.

No. 6. Running -$li)G. Free for all. One-half mile
and repeat.

Third Day—Friday, October 21, 188?.
No. 7. Running—$200. Free for all. One and one-

fourth miles.
No. a. Trotting—$400. Free for all.

No. 9. Trotting—$60. Nearest to four minutes*

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
National Trotting Association Rules to govern all

trotting and pacing races. Entrance fee of 10 per
cent, ofpuree to accompany nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races the purse is to be

divided into three moneys: six-tenths, three-tenths
and one-tenth.
The Rules of the State Agricultural Society to gov-

ern all running races

.

In all the above races, five or more paid-up entries
required to till, and three or more houses to start, but
the Board reBerveBthe right to hold the entries and
start the race with a leBs number and deduct a propor-
tionate amount of the purse or stake.
The Board reserves the right tn trot or run heats of

any two races, alternately, or to call a special nee
between heats; also to change the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over a horse Is only entitled to lta own

entrance fee and one-half of the entrance received
from the other entries of Baid race. A horse winning
a race is entitled to first money only, except when dis-
tancing the field, then to first and third moneys.
Nonstarters must be declared out the dnv previous

to the race they are engaged in, before 6 o'clock p. m.,
or be required to start.
All entries for a race to close with the Secretary or

President, at Willows, October 1st, 1 887, at 10 o'clock,
.M.

The Board of Directors will have charge of the track
and grounds during the wefk of races, and will see
that the ruleB are etrictly enforced, and purses and
stakes will he paid when th« Judges have rendered
their decision before leaving the stand.
Races to start 1 p m . sharp.

D. B. SUTTON, President.
J. r. SERSAftons, Secretary, sjssptf

Nevada State Fair
OF 1887 WILL BE HELD

AT RENO,
Commencing- September 21st and Ending*

October 1st.

35 EACES, TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS
LIBERAL PREMIUMS

Live Stock Department and Exhibits in Pavilion.

Indian Pony Races! Bahon Ascensions! Bicycle

Races! Stock Parades!

LADIES' TOURNAMENT.
Friday, September 23, Wednesday, September 28 and

September 30, Friday,

THE PRESIDENT'S GOLD MEDAL.
President Powning offers a Special Premium, a

GOLD MEDAL, value $100, for the best
Exhibit in Any Department

.

Trials of Speed to be Conducted nnder the
auspices of the Directors ot the State Agri-
cultural Society.

The State Agricultural Society was established in
accordance with an act of the Legislature of the State
of Nevada, entitled "An Act to provide for the man-
agement and control of the State Agricultural Society
of the State," approved March 7, 18b5.

MEMBERS OF THE STATE BOARD OP AGEICDXTDEK
L. J. FLINT, of Washoe County; B. F. LEETE, of

Washoe County: P. H. MDLGAHY, of Washoe
Countv; AL. WHITE, of Washoe County; JOHN
SWEENY, of OrmBby Conntv; T. B. RICKEY, of
Douglas County; C. C. POWNING, of Washoe
County; ALVARO EVANS, of Washoe County
THEO. WINTERS, of Washoe County; F. DANG
BERG, of Douglas County; W. S. BAILEY, of
Churchill County; JOS. MARZEN, of Humboldt
County.

PROGRAMME.
First Day—Wednesday, September 31 st.

No. l.-INTRODUCTORY—Three-quarter dash, for
District horses; $100 added; entrance $20; declaration
55, on or before September 1st.

No. 2.—RUNNING—Five-eighths mile dash. Dis-
trict horses; two-year-olds; $100 added; entrance $20;
declaration $5 , on or before September 1st.

Nos.3,4and5 will be made and announced onSat-
urday, Sept. 17th.

Second Day—Thursday, September IBIBd.

No. 6.—TROTTING—2:50 class for District horses;
three in five, purse $300; firBt horse $150; second horse
*100; third horse $50.

No. 7.—TROTTING—Mile heats. three in five; free
for all; purse $600; $300 to firBt horse; $200 to second
horse; $100 to third horse.

Third Day-Friday, September 33d.
No. 8. — RUNNING—Selling purBe for District

horses; dash of a mile; $150 added; $25 entrance, half
forfeit; $5 declaration, on or before September lBt
Horses to be sold for $1,000 to carry entitled weight.
Two pounds allowed for each $100 under the $1,000.

No. 9.—RUNNING—Half-mile dash; entrance free;
purse $100.
Three other races for this day will be announced

on Thursday, September 23d.

Fourth Day—Saturday, September 24th.
No. 13.—TROTTING—Mile and repeat; free for all

three-yeai-olds and under in theDlBtrict; purse $300;
first horse $150; second horse $100; third horse 550.

No. 14.—PACING—Mile heats, three in five; free for
all; purse $600; first horse $300; second horse $200;
third horse $100.

Filth Day—Monday, September 26th.

No. 15.—HANDICAP—Mile and a half dash; $300
added; $50 entrance; half forfeit; $10 declaration, on
or before September 10th. Weights to be announced
Sept. 1st.

No. 16.—SELLING PURSE—Closes the same time
lis stakes; one mile and a quarter daBh; $200 added.
Three other raceB for this day will be made Septem-

ber 24th.

Sixth Day—Tuesday. September 99th.
No. 20.—TROTTING.—Three-minute class for Dis-

trict horaeB; purse $300; first horse $150; Becond
horse $100: third horse $50.

No. 21.—TROTTING.—Mile heats, three In five; free
for all; purse $800; first horse $100; Becond horse $250;

third horse $150.

SeventhDay—Wednesday, September 28th.
No.22.—RUNNING—Three-quarter mile dash; two

year-olds; $150 added; $25 entrance; half forfeit; five
or more to enter.
No. 23.—RUNNING—Mile and three-eighths; three-

year-olds; $200 added; $50 entrance; half forfeit; $10
declaration, on or before September 1st; three or
more to start.

No. 24.—RUNNING—Purse #\»; dash of two miles;
ten per cent, entrance; nve or mire to enter; three or
more to start.
Two other races for thiB day will be made Septem-

ber 27th.

Eighth Day—Thursday, September 29th.
No. 27.—PACING—Mile heats, three in five; free

for all; purse $600; first hoise $300; second horse $200;
third horse $100.

No. 28.—TROTTING—Mile heats; three in five;

free for District horBes; purse $600; first horse $300;
lecond rvse $200; third horse $100.

Ninth Day- Friday, September 30th,
No. 2S.—RUNNING—Mile dash for two-year-olds;

$200 added; entrance $20; declaration $5; on or before
September 1st.

jfo, 30.—RUNNING—Mile and five-eighths dash for
three-vear-olcU; $300 added; $50 entrance; half for-
feit; $10 declaration, on or before September lBt;
three or more to start.

Three other races for this day will be made up Sep-
tember 29th.

Tenth Day—Saturday, October 1st,

No. 34.-2:35 Class; mile heats, three In five; free for
all; purse $800; first horse $500; Becond horse $200;
third horse $100.

No. 35.-2:25 Class; mile heats; three In five; free
For all; purse $1,000; first horse $500; second horse $300;
third horse $200.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Nominations to stakes must he made to the Secre-

tary on or before the first day of August, 1887. En-
tries for the purses must be made: For Mondav's
races on the Saturday preceding; for Wednesday's
races, on Monday, and for Friday's races, on Wednes-
day, at the regular time for closing entries as desig-
nated by the rules. Those who have nominated In
stakes must name to the Secretary, In writing, which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p. m.
HorseB entered in purs eB can only be drawn by con-
sent of the JudgeB.
The rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Associa-

tion will govern running races.
All (horBes entered for State purseB must be owned

and kept Id Nevada and California east of the Sierra
Nevadaa for Bix months prior to day of race.
EntrieB to all trotting races will close September

iBtwith the Secretary.
Five or more to enter and three or more to start in

all for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to govern trot-

ting raceB. Pacific Coast Blood florse Association
ruleB to govern running races, except &b above.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, unless otherwise specified; five to enter and
three to start. But the Board reserves the right to
hold a less number than five to fill, by the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance
fee ten per cent, on purBe, to accomany nomina-
tion.
National Trotting Association Rules to govern trot-

ting but the Board reservea the right to trot heats
of any two classes alternately, If necessary to finish
anv dav'B racing, or to trot a special race between
beats. "A horse making a walk-over shall be entitled
only to the entrance money paid in. When less than
the required number of Btartera appear they may
contest for the entrance money, to be divided sb fol-
owb: 6% to the first and 333^ to the second.
In all the foregoing stakes the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the money.

Please observe that, In the above stakes, declara
tions are permitted for a small forfeit.
In all raceB, entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start-
Where there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named by 6 p. m. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Racing colors to be named In entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named In their
entries.
Each day's races wiU commence promptly at one

o'clock P.M.
All entries must be directed to C. IT. Stoddard, Seo.

retarv of the Society.

EQUESTRIANISM.
LadleB' Grand Tournament for the most accom-

plished and graceful ladv riders, Friday, Sept. 23,
Wednesday, Sept 28, and Friday, Sept. 30, at 10 oxlock
A. M.
The Society offers four premiums, valued respect-

ively at $100, $70, $40 and $20.
The lady who is adjudged first shall have her choice

of all premiums offered. The Becond lady shall have
second choice, and so on.
All ladles must ride with saddles.
It is expected that other special premiums will be

added to this list by private contribution. No one but
ladies of the highest respectability will be allowed to
compete forprizes.
Ladles wishing to compete for prizes will please

send name to Secretary, Indorsed by two members of
the Society.

INDIAN PONY RACES.
On Thursday, Sept. 22d, Monday, Sept. 28th, and

Thursday, Sept. 29th, the novelty of an Indian pony
race will be provided, and the amusing Bight of
twenty or thirty noble red men of the forest, mounted
on the wildest and raoBt unmanageable cayuBes imag-
inable, galloping around the track at break-neck
speed, will, as they say at the circus, be alone worth
the price of admission.

CL\ D1JSDAI.E MEDALS.
The American Clydesdale Association will give a

valuable medal, of Bultable design, for the best re-
corded Clydesdale stallion, and a similar medal for the
best recorded Clvdesdale mare bred in Nevada and
exhibited at the State Fair of 1887.

BALLOON ASCENSIONS.
Arrangements have been made for a series of bal-

loon ascensions during the Fair, alike novel and excit-
ing. Ascensions will be made daily from the race
track.

BICYCLE RACES.
Two or three bicycle races will take place between

the fasteBt wheelmen in tne State, and ten contests
are counted upon.

C. c. POWNING, President,
C. H. STODDARD, Secretary,
C. T. BENDER. Treasurer. 28myl8

Stockton Fair.
BEGINNING

September 27, and Con-

tinuing five days.

$15,000.
IN PURSES OFFERED.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purses to accom-

pany nominations.
Inall races four moneys, viz: 50,25. 15 and 10 per

cent.

Tuesday, September 27. 1889.
1, RUNNING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake.

$85 each, $150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 8
entrieB). One mile.

2. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Free for all. $400. Mile
and repeat.

3. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 3:00 Class,
$1,000.

4. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Free for all. 1800.

Wednesday, September »8. 1887.
5. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Free for alt

Race hereafter to be namedfor the winner. $400. One
mile.

TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:24 ClasB, $1,000.

7. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Three-year-old stake;
$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February 1st with 9
entrieB).

8. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake $85
each. $150 added; best 2 In 5. (.Closed February 1st,
with 8 entries).

Thursday, September »9, 1887.
9. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. $500. Mile and

repeat.
10. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:36 Class,

$1,000.
11. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:18 Class,

11.000.

12. PACING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 Class, $500.

Friday, September 30, 1887-
13. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Handicap;

weights named 10 days before race; $100. One mile and
repeat.

14. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Novelty race;
2 miles: $1,000; first half mile, $150; first mile, $225;
first mile and a half, $275; first to flnlBh, $350. All
paid up entries over seven to be added, equally ulvlded
between each winner.

15. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Free or aU.
$1,200.

16. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. Three-year.
oIdBtake.$65 each. $250 added. (Closed February 1st,
—ith 10 entries.)

17. TROTTING — PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 Class.
$1,000.

Saturday, October 1st. 1887.
18. RUNNING—.DISTRICT. Three-year-oldstak*,

$85 each. $150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 5
mtries.)
19. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:22 Class.

$1,000.
20. TROTTING-PACIFIC COAST. Two-year-old

stake, $65 each, $250 added. (Closed February 1st,
with 8 entries.)
21. PACING—PACIFIC COAST. Free-for-all. $700.

CONDITIONS.
All raceB beBt 3 in 6, except as otherwise specified.
The Stockton track 1b one of the fastest in iho world.
Stables, hay and straw free to competitors.
Entries close August 1st, 1887, with the Secretary.
Stockton Fair. San Joaquin Valley District for

races comprise the counties of San Joaquin, Tuol-
nmne, Mariposa, Fresno, Calaveras, Stanislaus
Merced, Tulare and Kern. State of California.

Board of Directors for lb87: L.U.SRIPPEE, JOHN
E. MOORE, JAMES A. LOUTTIT. R. C. SARGENT.
B.F. LANGFORD, JAS. A. SHEPHERD, FREDARNOLD. W. H. SNOW. *

L. t sill ppee, President.
For programmes and full condition* ap-

ply to the Secretary, J, M. LAKCE,
P.O. Box 188t Stockton, California, iijul
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave and are doe to arrive ai
San Francisco.

From August 8. 1887-
\

A

8:00 a M
4:00 p M
6:30 P M
3 :30 P M
9:30 A M
10:30 t

6:00 p si

•6:00 A M
t7:30 a it

12:00 U
8:30 a m
4:00 p M
•5:00 P m
9:30 a m

3:30 P m
8:00 a m
t330FM
3:00 P M
7:30 A u

3:00 P M
4:00 p m
6:30 P 'A

ISO P ji

8:30 A M
[10 :3n a M
12:00 m:

3:00 P u
•5:00 p if

3:30 P M
8:30 a m
3:30 f m

Calistoga and Napa...

!.!..Coles 4 Portland ...

.._.Gait via Martinez ,

:. ..Haj wards and Niles...

.Haywards ..

..Haywards...

.lone via Livermore..

Decoto c

...Xoa AngeleB, Deming, El.
„.... Paso and East ...

....Los Angeles and Mojave

....Martinez „ _ _

....Milton, „ ™

. ..Ogden and East _.
Red Bluff via Marysvllle

....Redding via Willows ...

....Reno andTruckee

....Sacramento, via Benicia
_..

" via Jjivermore.
" via Benicia
" via Benicia......
" via Benicia

....Sacramento River Steamers.
San Jose

.Santa Barbara
,

..Stockton via Livermore..
_ " via Martinez

io ao a m
6:10 p u
7:10 A M
10:40 a M
12:4- p m
3:41 p m
8:40 p m
?:10 a M

HO:40a m
2:40 p m
5:40 P «

10:10 A M
•8:40 A M

4:40 P M
10:4'j a M
6:10 p m

*o:4u p m
11 10 A M
5:40 P M
6:40 p M
6:10 p u
6-40 p m
5:40 P m
11:10 a u
10:10 a u
7:40 A m
•6:00 a M
•3:40 p m
J3:40 p V)

8 :40 P M
9:40 a m

ihrfOA'

M

5:4U p y
10:4n t i

LOCAL FERRY TRALJiS.

From San Francisco Dally.

TO EAST OAKLAND- •6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00-
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00— 1H:30—1 :00—1 :30—2 $0—2 :30—3 :00 — 3 :30— 4 :00— 4 :30— 5 :0n

5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9 :0n_i0:00- 11 ;00—12-01
TO 23D AVENUE. EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO

EAST OAKLAND" until 6:20 P.M., inclusive, also
at 9:00 P.M.

TO FRUIT VALE—•6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30-8:00 8:30-
•2 -20—3 :30 -4 :0Q—4 :30- -5 :00—5 :30—6 flO-6 -30—9 :0O.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*9;30—7 :00-12:00.
TO ALAMEDA—«6:00—•6:30—7:00—"7:30—8:U0— "8:30-

9:00 —9:30—10:00—ilO :30—11 :00—til :30—12:00—112:30-
1:00—tl:30—2:00—fi:30—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00

-

5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.
TO BERKELEY—*6:0O—•6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—*i:30

9:00— 9:30— 10:00— tl0:30—11:00—111:30—12:00— 112:30
1:00-11:30-2:00—f2:30—3:00— 3:30—4:00— 4:30—5:00—
5:30—6:00—fi:3Q—7:00—3:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—U:U0.

TO WEST BERKELEY-Same as "To Berkeley-."*

To San Francisco Dally.

FROM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20—7:50- 8:20-8:50—
9:20— *10:19— 4:20—1:W—5:20—5 :50—6:20 -6:50—7:47—

FROMFRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5 22- 5:52 -
'6:22—19:14—"3:22.

FROM23r> AVESUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7:25
7:55—8:25—8:55—9:25—9:oo—I0:25—10:55- 11:25— 11*55
12:25—12 55— 1 :25— 1 :55—2 £5—2 :55—3:25— 3 :55— 4:2a—
4:55—5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:50—9:53

FROM EAST OAKLANO- *5:30-6:00- 6:30— 7:0J
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11 •&)

^2:00—12:30-1:00—1:30—2:00-2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00—
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30 —7:00— 7:57—o»7- 9:57—
10:57.

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 m nutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—•5:30—6:00—•6:30—7:00 -*7:30—8:00

•3:30—9:00—9:30—10:00— Jl0:30—11:00- 111:30—12:00—
112:30—1 :00— tl:30—2:00— j2:30—3:00—3 30—i :00—4 :30
5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00-10:00—11:00.

FROM BERKELEY— •5:25—5:55—•6:25—6:55—•7:25—
7:55—•8:25— 8:55— 9:25—9:55— 1!0:25—10:55- 111 ;25—
11:55— tl2:25— 12:55— 11 :25- 1:55- 12:25-2:55-3:25-
3:55— 4:25—4:55— 5:25— 5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9 ;55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "Fbom Berk-
eley."

CREEK BOITE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—U05-1J5-
3:15-5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6a5—8:15—10115—12:15—2:15

-

4:15.

•Sundays excepted. tSaturdays excepted; tSundays
only.
C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland

Standard Time furnished by Lick Orskrvatory.

4- S- TOWNE.
Gen- Manager,

T. H. (JOODMA5,
Qen. Pass. ATtk Agt.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAN FBASXISCO, <AI»

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFKE 410 1M>E STREET
G. L. BBANDEB President
J. L. FLOOD - Vice-President
C. P FABNFIELD Secretary
I. S. ANGUS Assistant Manager
Bankers. Nevada Bank at San Francixco.

16an j

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

Mixes instantly with cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing five Imperial gallons

equals nearly 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 180
sheep ata cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nooxisher of wool, a certain cure

for Bcab.
ALSO

IXTIXirS PATENT POWDER DIP.
Poisonous, mixes instantly with cold water. Sold in

a two- pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; in a
seven-pounds package sufficient to dip 100 bheep.
Price 17 cents per pound.

CATTON, BELL & CO.
SUCCESSOBS

FALKNER. BELL .t CO..
12mrtf 406 California Street. AUE.VI's.

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR X887,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send four cents in stamps, to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in use at Fairlawn,

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTTERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
THE PULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or further information, address

Lock Box 310. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky
ljan52

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA, CAL.

Storage Capacity^ 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These TTarehonses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with' the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the hest and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current rates.

:o :

Information i egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER, ALEXANDER WATSON.

President. Secretary.

THE PARKER GUN
Leads ibem all Id hard.

||2I2|)_ liilting qualities.

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Charaberlin Cartridge

Co.'s.heldat Cleveland, Ohio, September 14. 1886, ont of eighty-seven

entries from representative shots, representing fourteen States, the

Parker Gun won first and third money, winning S900 out of the S1.200 parse offered, a uing another
victory to 1885, which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament for th<* championship of the
World, held at New Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to 16th. Among the contestants shooting other guns were such
champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Siubbs, Erb and others.

PARKER BROS., Makers,
JSewYork salesroom, 93 Chambers St.,

2julyl6

Merlden, Ct.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of (ield Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used, ESTABLISH &D
1846. 14 FIKST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO 'WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

25dec52

IMPORTED BERKSHIRE®.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize winners at all the fairs In California and the

entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair

Sacramento, 1886.

Importations made direct from England every year

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the

best blood and most fashionable families of Dish-

faced Berbshires, regardless of cost, and all re-

corded in English and American Berkshire records.

Young piga from these importations, male arid

female, from entirely different families for sale at

reasonsoie priceg, and every pig guaranteed. Address

aeowsa

A>r>KI.\V Mil III. iu «lv, »mi City,
Ox at 218 CaUforBia Street, San.Fraocisco.

ouTHErSWcrri
CCMPAhiy. -Ql

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Street*
San Francisco.

In effect September 1, 1887.

-Cemetery and San Mateo | 2:£o p
taaoA
8:30 a

10:30 a
•3:30 p
4:30 P
*5;10 p
6:30 p

U1:45P \

—

.

1MI11'
+6:35 P
6:40f

J I t?;50P
8:30a 1

(
10:30A| J £
*a:30Fi1
4:30 pi I

.Santa Clara, San Jose, and.
Principal Way Stations.

~l l 9:03 a
L-... I 1*10-02*

f 4 =3«*
J I 6:40 P

4 :30 e | Almaden aud Way Stations...

. Gilroy, Fajaro, Castroville, i i*10-02

*

-f' 6:40 rQp't Salinas and Monterey .

„

i Monterey, Louis. Prieta and Santa, l

1 < Cruz (Snnday Excnrsionj ! ( t8:35 £

8:30 Ai ( Wateonville, Aptos.Soqtiel .

'3:30 P 1

j (Capitola)and Santa Cruz...

a-30Ai i soledad, Paso Kobles, Temple ton)
i c ._;A

' HSanLaiB Obispo) A Way Stations, f I

fi:4°

a—Morning P.—Afternoon,
•bundayseicepted. tSundays only {Theatre train Sat-
urdays only.

Trains run on Paciflc Standard Time.

Nearly all rail line to San Luis Obispo. Only 24
miles staging between Terapletun and San Lois
Obispo, lime from San Frannisco 12 hours. Throneh

Special Round-trip Tickets, at reduced rates—to
Gilroy and ParaLso Springs

.

Special Notice—Round-trip tickets to the famous
Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton) can be bad at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Francisco
Rate, 38.5?.

EXtTRSION TICKETS.
For Sundays oolrA *

Sold
.
Su3fJ>AY MoBsnro; good

ForSaturday, ( Sold Satubdat and Suutiat only,
Snnday and< good for return until following Moh.
Monday, f day, inclusiv e, at the following rates

Round Trip
from San

Franc'sco to

San Bruno
MiUbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood
Fair Oaks
Menlo Park...
Mayfield

hnn.
fkt.

>.ittO
Mon.
Tkt.

*.. 9 50
65
90

75 1 10
1 00 1 25
1 00 1 40
1 25 150
1 25 1 60
125 1 75

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

*l 50
l SO

t 75

Mount'n View
Lawrences..„.
Santa Clara.....
San Jose I 1 75
Gilroy 2 75
Aptos 3 00
Loma Prieta... 1 3 00
Soquel 1 3 00
Santa Cruz 3 00
Monterey

I 3 00

Satto
Mod.
Tkt,

i 00

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station. No. 813 Market street
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwin Hotel,
A.C.BASSETT, fi. R.JTTDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Ag*.

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers.
TECE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
EESPECTFTJLLY CALLS ATTENTION TO TKE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Sbooting and Fishing.
T SAINS LEAVE SAN FBANCISCO L-ATLY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHAEMINe

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Tront
in abundance can be obtained from the several streau-s
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may 1* had in season.

THE BA T OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pomplno, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentionea attractions, In connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," nave made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

AJtE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contain*

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming batha, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
Individual baths, with douche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Place3,

AJPTOS, SOQCEE AM> SAWTA CRCZ
IS VTA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara. San Benito, Santa Crux
and Monterey, each of which abounds in game In great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck. Oeese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains dally
at San Mateo Zor those well-known Retreats, PURIS-
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the ""li mited ex-
tentof range at and about SAN BRUNO fcnd McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short dlst -nee from San

Francisco and offer special inducement e to the lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOG"*
when carried In Baggage Cars and pnt In charge of
Train Baggagemen, Train Baggagemen are instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received In Baggage

CSTlii order to guard against accidents to D>
while In transit, it is necessarv that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free of charge. Gunstaken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may be
taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Townsen

Btreet, Valencia Station. and No 613 Markets! Gr
Hotel.
A.O. BAS8ETT. F R.JUDAH.

Superintendent Aaat. Pase-AsdTkt, Ag
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IN ENDLESS VARIETY AT
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J, A. McKEKBON'S,
230 and 232 Ellis Street San Francisco

WANTED.
A Trotting Stallion.
Hunt show a 2:40 record aud be from three

to eight years old.

Good pedigree arid style essential.

Address

C-W-MERRITT,
17se2 '*nc'f;uiii'iiti.. CaJ.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post Si

—8an Francisco.

—

The nine! popular school OL the Coast

P H KAl.O ^TfiHlflp -,, r 4, HA ,FV Rq. v.
«tiP-^,. n .l in r fMrv.il "" 1 B

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

V' -iired »)v Loners Patent, July Sffl, 188*
.-laving thus described n.y Invention, wliat I claim

as new, and desire to secure my lettei h patent, is:
1. The part D,supTiurted by the side straps of thebri

die, extending back as shown, the fmnt having ar
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially
as herein described,

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, am
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to tin
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially at
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the Burew,nnl
and washer E, to secure tlie blind und allow it to bi

set, substantially as herein described.
4. In a bndle, and in combination with the check

SleceB D and blinds F. as sliown, tlie straps or bauds
and H. connecting the branches or extensions abi.vc

and below the eyes, and havingthe adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as an I for the purpose uereir
described.

5. In a bridle, and in combination with the blinds F
supported and pivoted to the bridle so as to be movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable frun-
straps or bandV G and H, and the i ear band I and the
throat-Jalch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described^

The above are the claims aUor-ed by the patent
office, aud though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
sood.
It meetB with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eftect on the action follows as
Is induceaby toe-weights. Tills is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the itnee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN" A. McKRRKON.
No. 28Jand232 Kills St. San Franci5cO.

W pi ^»

UNDEVELOPED PARTS
of the body enlarged and strengthened. Full partic-

ulars doled) tree. EflIB MED, CO., Buffalo, .N. Y.

10ee6a

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector,
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec., 1884. Champion Beauchief,

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1886. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885 ; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. TtfcKER—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N. T.

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and all

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on Btone, wood, etc

for illustration purposes, furnished.
H. BOVTD. Artist.

Qncit IS Post Street.

STUD POINTER.
Rl'SH T.. (3751 A. K. R.), lemon and white, by

Sensation (217 A. K. R.), exSeph (.J. by Dart—seney.
in the stud 10 approved bitches. Fee $25. Rush T
is a dog of good size, good mnrkingR, rare form, excel-
lent temper, high courage and marked field instinct
In breeding he has no superior. His sire was a grind
fielder and a bench winner. His dam i- a winner on
Hie tench and an uncommonly good field performer.
The kenned is breeding Irish red tetters of unexcep-

tionable strains
ELCHO KEGELS,

sep3i 31? Eleventh Stre* t, Sj. F.

DO YOU WANT A D OS &

H DOC BUYERS GUIDE, ki
Colored plates, 100 engravings R.
of different breeds, prices they are fl

worth, and where to buy them, ffl

Mailed for 15 rent*. «H
. ASSOCIATED FANCIESS, B

TH237 S. Eighth Bt, FailadelphU, Pa, J|

H.ipr

THOROUGHBRED
FOX-TEBRIERS.

FOR SALE.
F'.NXY, while with black and tan markings, hj

Rag—Uip Haps by Pickle II— Hysteria; Pickle II
by i'\ mm IV—Olive, very handsome audagnodrat
te-. Price *3(i.

BUFFALO BILL, white with black and tnn hear",
w.ielped June (itli,b^7, by Fingal—Sunbeam. Fingal by
T iinvsun-Merry; .sunbeam by Rustic Royston—Sil-
veriiaie. Price 820. Apply or address

17se2
J. II. MARTIN,

No. 1157 Folsom Street, San Francisco.

Hunting Dogs.
Hunting Dogs taken to handle on game, the com-

ing season.

E. LB .VESLEY,
augl3tf GILKOY.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary' Graduate of
Ontario Veterinary Col-
lect. Toronto, Canada
83T Castration a Special,

ty. Advice by mall $2.00,

Infirmary. 391 Natoma St.

066 Howard St., San Francisco,
Veterinary

Sulkies, Speeding Wagons Carts and
BUGGIES IN GREAT VARIETY.

WE ARE .UJD'IS FOR

THE CALVIN TOOMEY
^JELEBRATED TRUSS AXLE SULKY.

••< nlvlii Toomey'sare the only genuine Toomey
u Ikies, 'lie only guaranteeit Truss Axle/'

Being without a Doubt the Best

Sulky in the World.

ALSO J. I C. TROTTING SULKIES.

Our Repository is the Largest and Finest on the Pacific Coast.
We have ia Stock Carts from $ 0.00 up to $150.00.

PLEASE OAJJ. AS» EXAMINE OUR S TOOK.

TRUMAN, ISHAM & HOOKER,
421 tn 427 MARKET ST. S. P.. CAL. 7roytf

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & 0. P. B. R's., forma the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and TJoequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, :i» its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight drains.

Co umodious Best, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all aloDg
the Ine.

Over 6.000 miles oi first-claw ro&d running West, Norih and North-West from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT IINE. :

For fui ther information apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD.
«jy 7 General Agent, San Francisco, . at.

L: C. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Bolted
BREECH—LOADING GUN!

&&

L. C. SMITH,

? ?
>• -

£r a

e -

li

Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammer-less Guns.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

^.'Demonstration of the Shooting- Qualities of the "li. O. Smith" Gun.

In the trial for position in the Chamberlin Cartridge Co. tournament, eleven contestants broke one
hundred straight inanimate targets. Five of the eleven usedan "L. C. Smith" Gun, and, below we give the
names of the gentlemen and their place of residence

.

M. Dan. Powers.- _ Cleveland. O. t Mr. Fred Erb. Jr...™.,—. La Payette, Ind
Mr. Andy Meadeis - —^.Nashville, Tonn. Mr. H. McMorchy „...„.-„._._..„„....„.Syracuse, N. Y»
Mr. J. C. Hendershot... -—...-.Cleveland, O. |

We think this a most excellent showing, as there was seven different makes of guns used by the nineteen
CoBtestants iu the ninety class. I,, c. SMITH.

SEND FOB DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AM) PRICE LIST. aug6tf

GHOIGE OLD WHISKIES!
PURE AND UNADULTERATED

ami,

We offer for Bale on favorable terms to the Trade.
CATHER HOOD'S f'ETJEBRATED FINE OED WHISKIES

of the following brands, namely:

ranaton's Cabinet, Century, A. A. A., Old Stock, Henrp
Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.

Also, In cases of 1 doz. quart bottles each,
Brunswick «ub (Pure 01 J Bye) and Upper Ten (Very Old and Choice).

S3T For excellence, pnrlty and evenness ot quality the ahove are unsurpassed by any whisVU. < „., i
Ch, only objection to be made to them by the manipulating dealers being that they iannot; beimprove

SOLE AGENTS,
DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFOBNI.
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General Topics.

I sat on the porch of the Spingler House, in New York,

when there was a parade of carpenters, joiners, cabine-

makers and other workers in wood who used hammers,

when the landlord, an old Galifornian, John II. Cannon

remarked; "There is not one of all that multitude who has

not swurn many oaths and the sharpest kind of cnss words at

that." Being asked to explain he replied, "Every one of

them has hammered his thumb nail, the first move would

be to put the injured digit in his mouth, that is after the

hammer was dashed on the ground, the second to jerk

his band up and down as rapidly as possible, in the mean

time dancing with quicker steps than a premier jig-dancer,

pouring out a volley of oaths that gives the surrounding air

a cerulean tinge." "A man," he said, "who can strike his

thumb nail a sharp blow with a hammer—especially if it falls

on tbe roots—and does not curse, is hard to find as it is to dis-

cover perpetual motion, and is altogether too good for this

world. Pinching a piece of skin off in the endeavor to put

together the joint of a rnsty stone pipe is about as great a

provocation of words that burn, though the hammer must be

given the first place." There are few in any station of life

who have not had that experience or something akin to it.

Few trainers of horses who have not had a toe nail mashed

by the tread of a horse, or a finger nail rapped or may be

bitten, so that it is unnecessary to dilate on the acute pain

that follows. The coronet of a horses foot is analogous to

the root of the human nail, and the wall for some distance

below is equally as sensitive as mankind's horny appendages,

"Gutting the quarters," must occasion intense pain, and

"scalping," when the injury is where the toof and hair join,

nearly if not quite as bad. It may be that a cut is not so pain-

ful as a bruise, and I have seen bruises of the quarters which

were more troublesome than severe cuts. The latter may
leave a scar, while the former is likely to cause an enlarge-

ment which appears like an aggravated case of "sidebone,"

and this without suppuration, or rather visible suppuration,

as there may be "corruption" without an outward flow and

which the absorbing vessels cannot take up entirely.

Last week it was claimed in this paper that "boots " were

entitled to a great deal of the credit as a factor in the develop-

ment of trotting speed, and I think that position is not only

tenable but will be endorsed by every intelligent trainer,

particularly those whose memory carries them back to a

period when boots were in a great measure unknown. I can

recall the time when it was thought that a horse had to tear

his quarters off at some period of his education, and remem-

ber distinctly a circumstance which happened in Chicago

thirty years ago. John Stevenson, of Buffalo, brought ahorse

there to trot in some races on the Garden City track. The

track was built on a sandy piece of ground and consequently

very heavy. The horse was not accustomed to that kind of

footing, breaking, and cut the inner quarters of both feet

badly. It was only a few days before the races were to come

off and "John" was sorely troubled. He had a good horse,

with more than a good show to win, and to see what he fondly

hoped was within his grasp vanish like fog before a brisk

gale was enough to turn his sunshine into gloom. George

W. Bidwell was present and he proffered his aid, assuring

Btevenson that under the treatment his horse would be all

right when the day came for him to trot. The wounds were

thoroughly cleansed, the flap brought forward so as to place

the skin and adhering flesh in as nearly the same place as it

could be got, and then dressed with. balBam of fir. A piece of

strong canvas was cut into stripB about two inches in width,

and as these were wound around the foot every layer was

coated with the balsam. When the job was completed there

was a thick mase of canvas and balsam extending from the

heel of the shoe over the quarters, impervious to air or moist-

ure, and as tlje fcorse trotted and won hie race, ' 'going sound,

"

there is scarcely a doubt that the wound healed by "first in-

tention." If my memory is correct the horse thus operated

upon was Prince, which so long ago as September, 1863, trotted

on the Fashion Course in 2:24£. "With such quarter-boots as

are now fabricated, and generally worn, it would be impos.

sible to do so much injury.

The hind shoes which were put on horses in those days

were well calculated to do serious injury when the hind foot

caught the quarters of the front foot. " Turned " over the

horn of the anvil the slope of that projection gave a corres-

ponding bevel to the toe of the shoe on the inside. The angle

caused the ground suiface to be the widest, and after the shoe

was partially worn the inner edge was nearly as sharp as a

knife. The inner edge is what does the injury. That fact

was not known thirty years ago, though I made the dis-

covery in 1858 or 1859. My attention was drawn to it by the

peculiar form of the wound. When the piece was not cut

entirely off, the skin still hanging, it was in the shape of a

triangle, the base being where it was attached to the horn,

the apex the point nearest the pastern. Therefore it was evi-

dent that the toe of the hind foot was thrust over the heel,

and the drag of the fore foot forward or that of the hind foot

baok did the mischief. This can be readily understood by

taking a hind shoe in one hand and catching the toe of it back

of the base of the thumb, and if made after old patterns the

operator will not pull very hard to disengage his hand. But

if the shoe has the bevel from point of toe to inside of web,

the angle being so acute that the inner is brought to nearly a

feather edge, the thumb will slip away readily. There are,

of course, injuries caused by the toe striking as in "forging,"

only higher up, though I nave never seen a very bad cut from

that.

The first knee-boots I ever saw were fashioned as follows:

A piece of a thick blanket was cut something like a very wide

bandage, though not nearly so long. This was wound around

the knee several times, the lower edge a little way below the

oinfc, the upper edge extending as far abova the top of the

joint as the lower was below. A strap was buckled around

the middle of the envelope just above the buckle, as the boys

call it, and the upper portion was turned down. TMb was

better than some of the knee-boots Been now-a-days, if it waB

rather a rude contrivance. The best shin-boots I ever saw in

those old days were made by Warren Peabody. He used a

piece of sheepskin tanned with the wool on, the width being

regulated by the distance from ankle to knee or hock, and the

length such as to make two thicknesses around the leg;

buckles and billets were attached, and it formed a very fair

buffer to break the force of the blow. Bidwell, of all the

Chicago trainers, gave the most attention to boots, and in

Prince David, the first foal Princess had, he had a good sub-

ject. He " hit himself " in nearly every place where a horse

cculd strike, and his owner, Frank Parmlee, told with a good

deal of unction that when he went after the horse prior to

Bidwell's starting for California, he had to take an omnibus

to bring away the boots and other traps belonging to the

horse, thougn the boots were the main part of the load. Mr.

Parmlee matched Prince David against a mare belonging to

Walter Gurnee thirteen races, a race to be trotted each Satur-

day until the serieB was finished. After losing Bix and win-

ning one he sent Mr. Gurnee the balance of the money and a

free ticket on his bus lines.

A party of men interested in trotting sports were arguing

a few days ago about the propriety of doing away 3 in 5 races

and substituting 2 in 3. One of them made a suggestion

which is well worthy of consideration, viz., to shorten the

distance, and in place of 80 or 100 yards reduce it to 40.

There is assuredly nothing to say in favor of having a longer

distance for a 3 in 5 race than a 2 in 3, and there are strong

points against giving the additional 20 yards to lay up in.

bbOQld it be considered that old stereotyped usages still pre-

vail, the shortening of the distance, one-half or more, would

be a panacea for laying up, though it would increase the

efficacy of helpers. An "artist" in that line might manage

that the horse it was his business to retard was so thoroughly

hindered as to be outside of the flag, and were he placed in

the same situation that would not matter, his job was

executed with a certainty of his wages being paid. But help-

ing is more easily controlled than the "twin evil." Although

it may be dangerous to trust more to patrols than can possibly

be avoided, and still more dangerous when several men are

placed in that position; this can, in a great measure, be

overcome by mounting a reliable man on horseback to follow

the contestants from start to finish. With a horse educated

for the duty, a good rider, and level-headed withal, there

would be little trouble in carrying it out. He could keep so

far in the rear that the clatter of the hoofs would not disturb

the trotters, especially at this day when a "teaser" is a part

of every well appointed trotting stable. Every move of the

drivers would be within his vision, and also in close enough

proximity to warn an offender before the actual crime was com-

mitted. It would be impossible to "carry a horse out" undex

such supervision, as at the first attempt the note of warning

would be heard, and if persisted in punishment follow.

What will be adequate punishment in such cases? Not
fines, as the most that the rules permit will not deter in even
small affairs. Not by suspension, as that is likely to cover no

more than "the season," i. e., the year it was inflicted, and a

stake may be earned which will compensate for a short ban-

ishment. Expulsion is the only remedy. Expulsion inexor-

ably enforced and rigidly maintained. The fact that there is

a guardian to look after the interests of all engaged will go a

long way towards correcting the evil. A certainty of punish-

ment will deter the most reckless driver, and the knowledgo
that his fate is behind make him cautious. The judges

proper, those who occupy the stand, can watch but a small por-

tion of a trotting track. When the stand iB on the inside of

the track, after the horses are a Bhort distance "around tho

first turn" little can ba seen until they are fairly straightened

into the home stretch. "Breaking" and running can be dis-

tinguished, but the finer shades, such as "carrying out,"

"pulling out," to give the horse they want to favor abetter

chance, pinching a competitor so that he must fall back or go

into the fence, the bold intimidating those who are less cour-

ageous, cannot be determined from the stand, and if the

injured party complains, he is without evidence to sustain

his charge. The mounted patrol would soon acquire experi-

ence so as to be capable of exeouting his portion of the busi-

ness in a satisfactory manner. The best plan would be to

employ a man to go through the oirouit with two or more
horses which he would teach to play their allotted part. A
good horse will gallop a great many heats without tiring when
the pace is not faster than the top-notch in trotting, and
when races are sandwiched the saddle horses can be changed.

There would be no necessity to join in the scoring, as tho

patrol could be stationed a proper distance behind the wire

and oommence his chase when the bell tapped. Biding

behind the trotters is better than on an inside track, if even
there is one. He obtains a better view of what is going on,

and as his duty will be to look after foul driving, that is a bet-

ter situation to observe it than if he were alongside.

Laying up heats is more troublesome to govern. For in-

stance, in the free-for-all last Saturday, at Sacramento, it was
palpable that Adair was thus handled. Nearly every ono
who looked on said that it was wise management on the

part of the driver of Adair. Lot Slocum was battling his

best with Arab, and that so effectually as to win the second
heat. First and second were fast, 2:18 and 2:17£, and it v.

held that both Arab and Slocum must feel the effects. Xu
had there been complaints, Goldsmith could haveBhown
it was good judgment on his part, and that by so doing, i
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increased his chances to win the race. He "went" for the

nest heat, drove his horse to a break a short distance beyond

the quarter, broke again, and again laid up, Lot Sloeum tak-

ing up the tight and making Arab trot the third heat in 2:171 .

If Adair had been in prime condition, these tactics might

have defeated Arab, and not a string in the rules to forbid it. :

The shrewdest of jndges will be puzzled to tell whether a

driver is laying up to increase his chances to win, or whether I

the heat is thrown away in order to be a step towards losing
j

the race. I have knov?nmany races to be lost from following

these waitiDg tactics when there was the greatest anxiety to
i

win, and not a few when it was evident that the claim of

laying up was made to cover unquestionable rascality. A "dis-
j

tance" is established to provide for bad starts or Borne mishap
j

which interferes with horses, so as to place them further be-
,

hind than they would have been if the unlucky circumstances i

had not occurred. But, in fact, the main use of it is to give '

room for "management." Why should the distance in 2

in 3 be shorter than 3 in 5? "What reason iB there for mak-

ing heats of two miles nearly double to heats of one mile?

In the latter case it will be claimed that it is to equalize speed

and endurance, and give a horse which is some twelve sec-

onds slower than another a chance to win on the repeat.

There is a better chance to make up for a bad start or to

recover lost ground after a bad break in the longer course,

and, therefore, the former argument oannot be sustaiued.

But this does not cover the discrepancy in heats of 3 in

5, therefore why should it be the rule?

The controversy which has again broken out regarding the

authorship of the plays which are published as having been

written by Shakespeare is somewhat anolagous to questioning

the pedigrees of old-time horses. It does not add to or detract

an iota from the merit whether the "immortal bard," or the

"wisest, greatest, meanest of mankiud" was the author; the

reBult is the same, and in all probability these marvelous

dramas will delight generations to come as they have those

from the days of good Queen Bess until now. Now, what

difference whether Messenger was thoroughbred or not? Not

many years before the date of Messenger's birth such an ani-

mal as a thoroughbred horse was unknown, if judged by what

is necessary now to secure a place in the Stud Book, unless it

were some of the little Arabs which were brought to EDgland.

"Who in the world would prefer stock running back to an

Arab mare to that which traced to Messenger, or would

value a mare by Zilcaadi as the equal of one by American

Eclipse? There is a great deal of Donsense in the efforts to

overcome old beliefs in cases of this description. There is

scarcely a horse of prominence whose breeding could not be

called in question, that is?, that people are ready to take the

word of stable boys and grooms when it falls in with their

notions no matter how absurd their statements may be.

More than that, should the offspring differ in appearance

from what is expected, there will be planty to question the

paternity and charge rascality should the animal to whom is

assigned the parentage be at a high price and a stable com-

panion at a low figure. J. C. S.

State Fair Premiums.
Horses,

CLASS I.—THOROUGHBREDS.

Best stallion, four years old and over, §40, Joe Hooker; T.
Winters, Sacramento.
Best stallion, two years old, S20, Joe; L. U. Shippee, Stock-

ton.

Best stallion, one year old, $15. The Czar; T. Winters, Sac-

ramento. Second best, §7.50, Surento; D. J. McCarty, San
Francisco.

Best stallion, ander one year, $10, Norfolk-Marion colt;

T. Winters, Sacramento, Second best, $5, Hooker-Mattie
Glenn colt; T. Winters, Sacramento.

Best mare, four years old and over, with colt, $40, Marion
and colt; T. Winters, Sacramento. Second best, §20, Ballin-

ette and colt; T. Winters, Sacramento.

Best mare, two years old, §15, Verona; P. Siebenthaler,

Sacramento.
Best mare, one year old, §10, Isabella; C. Halverson, Bon-

tier's Station.

Best mare, under one year, §10, Norfolk-Ballinecte colt;

T. WinterB, Sacramento. Second beBt, §5; C. Halverson,
Routier's Station.

Best sire, with not less than five of his colts, §50, Joe
Hooker and colts; T. Winters, Sacramento.

Best mare, with not less than two of her colts, §40, Marion
and colts; T. Winters, Sacramento.

CLASS II.—HORSES OF ALL WORK.

Best stallion, four years old and over, £40, Maje; W. E.

Cometock, Pleasant Grove. Second best, §20, Echauson; F.
Skillman, Petaluma.

Best stallion, three years old, §30, Leopard; Frank R.
Shaw, Sahna, KansaB. Second best, $15, Francis; Frank R.
Shaw, Salina, Kansas.
Best stallion, two years old, $20, Jim Douglas colt; Frank

Depoister, Sacramento. Second best, §10, Mart Gibson;
John Adams, Brook's Station.

BeBt stallioD, one year old, §15, Selim; P. Russell, Brigh-
ton. Second best, $7.50, Johnnie Vernon; J. A. McCloud,
Stockton.
Best stallion, under one year, §10, Dennis; R. J. Merkeley,

Sacramento.
Best mare, four years old and over, with colt S40, Lucy

Gray and colt; A, D. Miller, Walsh's Station. Second best,

$20, Fannie and colt; H. H. Wilson, Nicolaus.

Beat mare, four years old and over, §30, Dolly Douglas;
W. E. Comstock, PleaBant Grove. Second best, §15, Lena;
W.Cole, Sacramento,

Best mare, two years old, $15, Nellie Vernon; J. A.
McCloud, Stockton. Second best, $7.50, Flora Vandee; W.
E. Comstock, PleaBant Grove.

Best mare, one year old, $10, Topay; W. E. Comstock,
PleaBant Grove.

Best mare under one year, §10, Jessie; H. H. Wilson,

Nicolaus. Second best, $5, Maud; JucobHeintz, Sacramento.

CLASS III.—NORMANS.

Best stallion, four years old and over, §40, Earnest*

Perriott; F. Skillman, Petaluma. Second best, $20, Hatohet;

A. J. Ogden, Woodland.
Best stallion, one year old, §15, Pixley; B. F. Chandler,

Elmira.
Best stallion under one year, §10, Shasta; B. F. Chandler,

Elmira.
Best mare, four years old and over, with colt, Bisch and

colt; B. F. Chandler, Elmira.

CLASS IV.—PERCHERON'S.

Best stallion, four years old and over, $40, Faisian; C. K.
Bailey, Stockton. Second best, §20, Hercules; F. Skillman,

Petaluma.
Best stallion, three years old, §30, Paradise; F. Skillman,

Petaluma. Second best, $15, Black; C. K. Bailey. Stockton.

Best mare, four years old and over, with colt, $40, St. Julia

and colt; C. K. Bailey, Stockton.
Best mare, under one year, $10, Carrie; C. K. Bailey,

Stockton.

CLASS V.—CLYDESDALES.
Best stallion, four years old and over, §40, Duke; James

Roberts, Irvington.

Best siallion, three years old and over, $30, Lord Pollock

2d; Frank R. Shaw, Salina, Kansas. Second best, §15, Sir

Leonard; F. R. Shaw, Salina, Kansas.
BeBt Btallion, two years old, §20, Sir Francis; F. R. Shaw,

Salina, Kansas.
Best stallion, one year old, $15, Prince; James Roberts,

Irvington.
Best stallion, under one year, $10, Jubilee; James Roberts,

Irvington.
Best mare, four years old and over, with colt, §40, Jule

and colt; JameB Roberts. Irvington.

Best mare, four years old and over, $30, Princess Beatrice;

F. R. Shaw, Salioa" KanBas. Second best, $15, Lady Smith;

F. R. Shaw, Salina, Kansas.
Best mare, three years old, $25, Damsel; James Roberts,

Irvington.
Best mare, two years old, §20, Dolly; James Roberts,

Irvington.
CLASS VI.—DRAFT HOUSE.

Best stallion, four years old and over, $40, Donald Dinnie;

H. S. Moddison, Sacramento. Second best, $20, Earl Derby;

R. G. McKeuzie, Pleasant Grove.
Best stallion, three years old, §30, Charley; Frank Cox,

Elk Grove. Second best, §15, Doctor; Frank R. Shaw,
Salina, Kansas.

Befit stallion, two years old, §20, Vandee, Jr.; R. J. Merk-
ley, Sacramento. Second best, §10, French; A. J. OgdeD,
Woodland.
Best stallion, one year old, §15, Damas Jr.: R. J. Merkley.

Sacramento. Second best, §7.50, Young Donald Dinnie;
James Coil, Sacramento.
Best stallion, under one year, $10, Mack; R. J. Merkley,

Sacramento.
Best mare, four years old and over, with colt, §40, Nellie

and colt; R. J. Merkley, Sacramento. Second best, §20,
Maggie and colt; H. S. Moddison, Sacramento.

Best mare, four years old and over, $30, Fannie; R. J.

Merkley, Sacramento. Second best, §15, Belle; James Coil,

Sacramento.
Best mare, three years old, $20, Myrtle; n. H. Wilson,

Nicolaus. Second best, $12.50, Fannie; C. B. Harris, Nico-
laus.

Best mare, two years old, $20, Belle; H. H. Wilson, Nico-

laus. Second best, $10, Minnie; C. B. Harris, Nicolaus.

Best mare, under one year, $10; R. J. Merkley, Sacra-

mento. Second best, $5; H. C. Moddison, Sacramento.
*

CLASS VII.—ROADSTERS.

Best four-year-old and over stallion, §40, Ross S.;R. C.
Sargent, Lodi. Second best, §20, Privateer; Henry Klemp.
Pleasant Grove.
Best three-year-old stallion, $30, Don Marvin; Frank

Lowell, Sacramento. Second best, $15, Kilmore; P. Fitz-

gerald, Woodland.
Best two-year-old stallion, $20, Peerless; H. G. Casey,

Sacramento. Second best, $10, Tilton Almont Jr.; George
A. Pierce. Woodland.
Best one-year-old stallion, $15, General; George Woodward,

Woodland. Second best, $7.50, Privateer Jr.; Henry Klemp,
Pleasant Grove.
Best stallion under one year, $10, Book-keeper; L. Whit-

more, Woodland. Second best, $5, Archie; H. C. Howard,
Brighton.

Best gelding, §40, Bum; B. F. True, Chico. Second best,

§20, Orphan Boy; J. L. McCord. Sacramento.
Best mare, four years old and over, $40, May Fly; John

Batcher, Sacramento. Second best, $20, Crescent; C. E.
Pinkham, Sacramento.
Best mare, three years old, §30, Nellie; J. H. Glide, Sacra-

mento. Second best, §15, Lute; L. Whitmore, Woodland.
Best mare, two years old, §20, Beatrice; E. C. Morgan,

Grass Valley. Second best, §10, Yolo Maid; C. R. Hoppin,
Woodland.

Best mare, one year old, §15, Yolo; C. R. Hoppio, Wood-
land. Second best, §7.50, Nora Vernon; J. A. McCloud,
Stockton.
BeBt mare, under one year, §10, Allie; J. J. McGrath,

Marysville. Second best, $5, Frances; Mrs. W. C. Stahl,
Pleasant Grove.

CLASS VIII.—CARRIAGE HORSES.

Best matched span carriage horses, §50, Tom and Jerry;
C. M. Corey, San Jose. Second best, §25, Garland and
Sister; E. M. Leitch, Sacramento.
The committee recommended that a special premium be

awarded to the span of Shetlaud ponies—Goldsmith Maid
and Lucy—owned by D. J. McCarthy Jr., of San Francisco;
and also a premium to Mr. Vaughn, of Sacramento, for his
span of Welsh ponies.

CLASS IX.—ROADSTER TEAMS.

Best team of roadsters, §40, Geo. Washington and Lady
Washington; R. C. Sargent, Lodi. Second best, §20, Luoy
and Dolly Bloodstone; G. W. Griffin, Woodland.

CLASS X.—STANDARD TROTTERS.

Best stallion, four years old and over, §40, Clay Duke; J.

W. Martin, Yolo Station. Second best, §20, Faliis; F. P.
Lowell, Sacramento.

Best stallion, three years old, §30, Corsair; T. C. Snider,
Sacramento. Secondbest, $15; Shamrock; G. Valensin, Sac-
ramento.
Best stallion, two years old, $20, Creole; T. C. Snider,

Sacramenlo. Second best, §10, Daybreak; J. A. Grove,
Fresno.

Best stallion, odo year old, §15, George V; G. Valensin,
Sacramento. Second best, §7.50, Chuck; M. W. Hicks, Sac-
ramento.
Best stallion under one year, §10, Billy Vernon; J. A,

McCloud, Stookton.

Best mare, four years old and over, S40, TrickB; Henry
Pierce, San Francisco. Second best, §20, Pansy; W. F.
Smith, Sacramento.
Best mare, three years old, $30, Daisy; G. W. Hancock,

Sacramento.
Best mare, two years old, $20, brown filly by Hawthorne

L. U. Shippee, Stockton. Second best, $10, Carrie Vernon,
J. A. McCloud, Stockton.
Best mare, one year old, S15, Effie; M. W. Hicks, Sacra-

mento. Second best, §7.50, Antonia; W. F. Smith, Sacra-
mento.
Best mare under one year, §10, Lady Guy; G. W. Hancock,

Sacramento. Second best, §5, Lalla Rookh; M. W. Hicks,
Sacramento.

CLASS XI.—SADDLE HORSES.

Best saddle-horse, mare or gelding, $20, Billy; D. J. Mc-
Carthy, San Francisco. Second best, $10, B. W. Cavanaugh,
Sacramento.

CLASS XII.—SWEEPSTAKES.

Best Btallion, $100, Joe Hooker; T. Winters, Sacramento.
Best mare, $100, Marion; T. Winters, Sacramento.

CLASS I.—DURHAMS.

Best bull, three years old and over, S40, 5th Kirklevington,
of Forest Home; C. Younger & Son, San Jose, Second best,

$20, OxfordDuke2d; R. M. Dunlap, Galesburg, 111.

Best bull, two years old. §30, Mugwump; Wilford Page,
Peun's Grove. Second best, $15, Counsellor; P. Peterson,
Sites.

Best bull, one year old, $20, Patsy Carroll; Wilford Page.
Penn's Grove. Second best, §10, 23d Kirklevington, of For-
est Home; C. Younger & Son, San Jose.

Best bull calf, §15, Occident: R. J. Merkley, Sacramento,
Second best, §7.50, Brown Frantio 7th; Robert Ashburner,
Baden Station.

Best cow, three years old and over, §40, Belle Medico;
Wilford Page, Penn's Grove. Second best, §20, Xylopia 6th;

H. C. Moore, Visalia.

Best cow, two years old, §30, Red Dolly 23d; C. Younger
& Son, San Jose. Second best, §15, Jessie Maynard 3d; C.
Younger .fc Son, San Jose.

Best cow, one year old, §20, Oxford Rose; C. Younger &
Son, San Jose. Second best, §10, Jessie Maynard 4th; C.
Younger & Son, San Jose.

Best heifer calf, $15, Oxford Belle; C. Younger & Son, San
Jose. Second best, $7.50, Violet; R. J. Merkley, Sacra-
mento.

Best herd, two years old and over, $60; C. Younger & Sod,
San Jose.

Best herd, under two years old, §30; P. Peterson, Sites.

CLASS II.—JERSEYS ASD GUERNSEYS.

Best bull, three years old and over, §40, Vim of Yerba
Buena; Henry Pierce, San Francisco. Second best, §20,
Keystone; W. E. Bowles, Brighton.

Best bull, two years old, $30, Billy Ralston; P. C. Ander-
son, Oakland. Second best, §15, Atlas of Yerba Buena;
Henry Pierce, San Francisco.

BeBt bull, one year old, §20, Prince of Oakland; P. C.
Anderson, Oakland. Second best, §10, Sir Walter; H.
Pierce, San Francisco.

Best bull calf, $15, Mclntire; J. A. Mclntire, Brighton.
Second best, §7.50, Livingstone; A. L. Nichols, Sacramento.
Best cow, three years old and over, §40, Susan Titus;

Henry Pierce, San Francisco. Second best, $20, Irene of
StTaatsburg; W. C. Smith, Florin.

Best cow, two years old, $30, Alimo; Henry Pierce, San
Francisco. Second best, §15, Princess of Sacramento; A. L.
Nichols, Sacramento.
Best cow, one year old, $20, Polyanthus of Yerba BneDa;

Henry Pierce, San Francisco. Second best, §10, Bly of Yerba
Buena; Henry Pierce, San Francisco.

Best cow under one year, $15, Martha of Florin; W. C.
Smith, Florin. Second best, $7.50, Ethel of Yerba Buena;
Henry Pierce, San Francisco.

BeBt herd, over two years, $60; Henry Pierce, San Fran-
cisco.

Best herd, under two years, §30; Henry Pierce San Fran-
cisco.

The committee examining this class of cattle have decided
that a herd (one bull and four cowb) from the exhibit of Henry
Pierce, of San Francisco, is entitled to the premium of §100,
offered by the American Jersey Cattle Club, whose office is

is in New York city. This prize is offered in every State in
the Union.

CLASS IV.—AYSHTRES.

Best bull, two years old, $30, Ethelbert; George Bement &
Son, Redwood City.

Best bull, one year old, §20, Lord Faxon; George Bement
& Son, Redwood City.

Best bull calf, $15, Red Mikado; George Bement & Son,
Redwood City. Second best, §7.50, Hotspur; GeorgeBement
& Son, Redwood City.

Best cow, three years old and over, §40, Elaine; George
Bement <fe Son, Redwood City. Second best, §20, Sybella;
George Bement & Son, Redwood City.

Best cow, two years old, §30, Sylph; G. Bement & Sod,
Redwood City.

Best cow, one year old, §20, Ethel Bertha; George Bement
& Son, Redwood City.

Best heifer calf, §10, Faxorioa; George Bement & Son,
Redwood City.

Best herd, §60; George Bement & Son, Redwood City.

CLASS V.—HEREFORDS.

Best bull, three years old and over, §40, Novelist; James
Kay, Sacramento. Second best, §20, Horace 30th; H. M.
LaRue, Sacramento.

Best bull two years old, §30, Samar; G. F. Morgan,
Cheyenne. Seoond best, §15, Storm King; G. F. Morgan,
Cheyenne.

BeBt bull, one year old, §20, Marsh; G. F. Morgan,
Cheyenne. Second best, Duke of Hereford; James Kay,
Sacramento.

Best bull calf, §15, Monmouth; G. F. MorgaD, Cheyenne.
Second best, §7.50, Mahmound; G. F. Morgan, Cheyenne.
Best cow, three years old and over, §40, Winona; George i

F. Morgan, Cheyenne. Second best, §20, Turtle Dove;!
James Kay, SacrameDto.

Best cow, two years old, §30, Mermaid 3d; James Kay,
Sacramento. Second best, §15, Sylvan; G. F. Morgan,
Cheyenne.
Best cow, one year old, §20, Mabel; G. F. Morgan, Chey-

enne. Second best, §10, Bounce; James Kay, Sacramento.
Best heifer calf, $15, Lucy; G. F. Morgan, Cheyenne.

Second best, §7.50, Moss Rose; G. F. Morgan, Cheyenne.

CLASS VI.—HOLSTEIXS.

Best bull, three years old and over, §40, Mahomet of Palo
Alto; L. Stanford, Vina, Second best, §20, Sedroj J, H,
Burke, Menlo Park.
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Best bull, two years old, $30, Nadine Veehman; L. Stan

ford, Vina. Second best, §15, Oro Blanco; J. H. White,

Lakeville.

Best bull, one year old, §20, Lauren; J. H. White, Lake
ville. Second best, §10, Shaokleford; 1j. Stanford, Vina.

Best bull calf, $15, Lornatas; J. H. White, Lakeville

Second best, $7.50, Bonita Prince; L. Stanford, Vina.

Best cow, three years old and over, $40, Pansyne; L. Stan
ford, Vina. Second best, $20, Sylpha; J. H. Burke, Menlo
Park
Best cow, two years old, $30, Aaggie Alpha 2d; L. Stan-

ford, Vina. Second best, $15, Georgie Truman; L. Stanford.

Vina.
Best cow, one year old, $20, Mozenia; L. Stanford, Vina.

Second best Lasoquite; J. H. White, Lakeville.

Best heifer calf, $15, Bamble Bee; J. H. White, Lakeville,

Second best, $7.50, Mahomet Lass; L. Stanford, Vina.

CLASS VIII.—GRADED CATTLE.

Best cow, three years old and over, $30, Music; Robert
Ashburner, Baden Station.

Best cow, two years old, $10, Daisy; Willie Tryon, Sacra-

mento.
Best cow, one year old, $5, Peaoh Blossom; Kobert Ash-

burner, Baden Station.

Best heifer calf, $5, Lulu; Lelaud Stanford, Vina.

HERDS.

Best Holstein herd, $60; Leland Stanford, Vina.

Best herd of thoroughbred Hereford cattle, $80; James Kay,

Sacramento.
Swine.

CLASS I.—BERKSHIRE.

Best boar, two years old and over, $20, Redwood Duke;
Andrew Smith, Redwood City.

Best boar, one year old and under two, $10, Falkland;

Andrew Smith, Redwood City. Second best, $15, William

Corbitt; Thomas Waite, Perkins.

Best boar, six months and under one year, S7.50, Red-

wood Duke 4th; Andrew Smith, Redwood City.

Best breeding sow, two years old and over, $20, Redwood
Bailie; Andrew Smith, Redwood City.

Best sow, one year old and under two, $15, Redwood Sal-

lie 2d; Andrew Smith, Redwood City. Second best, $7.50,

Lady Smith; Thomas Waite, Perkins.

Best sow, six months and under one year, $10; Redwood
Sallie 3d; Andrew Smith, Redwood City.

Best sow and six pigs, under three months, $20, Redwood
Trincess; Andrew Smith, Redwood City.

Best pair of pigs under six months old, $15, Dandy and
Beauty; Andrew Smith, Redwood City.

CLASS II.—ESSEX.

Best boar, two years old and over, $20, Tyler; George
Bement & Son, Redwood City.

Best breeding sow, two years old and over, $20, Josie;

George Bement "& Son, Redwood City.

Best breeding sow, six months old and under one year, $10,

Peggy; George Bement & Son, Redwood City.

CLASS III.—POLAND CHINA.

Best breeding sow, two years old and over, $20, Bertha's

Best; Jos. Melvin, Davisville.

Best sow, one year old and under two years, $15, BesBiej

Jos. Melvin, Davisville.

Best pair of pigs, under six months old, $15, King and

Lady; Jos. Melvin, Davisville.

SWEEPSTAKES.

Best boar of any age, $30, Redwood Duke; Andrew Smith,

Redwood City.

Best sow of any age, $30, Bertha's Best; Joseph Melvin,

Davisville.

Best pen of pigs, under six months; Jos. Melvin, Davis-

ville.

Best family $25; Andrew Smith, Redwood City.

Goats.

THOROUGHBREDS

.

Best buck, two years old and over, S25, T. H. Harlan, Wil-

liams. Second best, $12.50, Julius Weyand, Colusa.

Best buck under two years, $15. Julius Weyand, Colusa.

Second beBt $7.50, T. H. Harlan, Williams.

Best pen, two years old and over, $25, T. H. Harlan, Wil-

liams. Second best $12.50, Julias Weyand, Colusa.

Best pen, under two years, $15, Julias Weyand, Colusa.

Second best, $7.50, T. H. Harlan, Williams.

GRADED.

Best pen, over two years, $10; T. H. Harlan, WiUiams.

Best pen, under two years, $7.50; T. H, Harlan, Williams.

HERD.

Best herd, $30, JuliuB Weyand, Colusa. Second best, $15,

T. H. Harlan, Williams.
Sheep.

CLASS I.—BPAKLSH MERINOS.

Best ram, two years old and over, $30, King George; F.

Ballard, Woodland. Second best, $15, Lott; Kirkpatriok &
Whittaker, Knight's Landing.

Best ram, one year old and under two, $22.50, Gladstone;

F, Ballard, Woodland.
Best three ram lambB, $22.50; F. Ballard, Woodland.

BeBt pen of not less than five ewes, two years old and over,

$22.50; F. Ballard, Woodland.
Best pen of not less than five ewes, one year old and under

two, $22 50; F. Ballard, Woodland.

Best pen of not less than five ewe lambs, $22.50; F. Ballard,

Woodland.
,

Best ram aDd five of his lambs, $30, King George and five

lambs; F. Bullard, Woodland.

CLASS II.—FRENCH MERINOS.

Best ram two years old and over, $30, Bulger; James Rob-

erts, Irvington.

Best ram. one year old and under two, $22.50, Saltan;

James Roberts, Irvington.

Best three ram lambs, $22.50; James Roberts, Irvington.

Best pen of not less than five ewes, two years old and over,

$22.50; James Roberts, Irvington.

Best pen of not less than five ewes, one year old and under

two, $22.50; James Roberts, Irvington.

Best pen of not less than live ewe lambs, $22.50; James

Roberts, Irvington.
.

Best ram and bve of his lambs, $30; Jas. Roberts, Irving-

ton.
CLASS III.—SOUTHDOWN.

Best ram, any age, $20, Dick; George Bement & Son, Red-

Best pen of ewes, not less than five, of any age, $20; George

Bement & Son, Redwood City.

Best ram and five of his lambs, $20; Geo, Bement & Son,

Redwood City,

CLASS IV.—COTSWALD.

Best ram of any age, $20, Faraway; C. Younger & Son, San
Jose. Second best, 310, Primps; F. H. Barke, Menlo Park.
Best pen of ewes, $20; C. Younger & Son, San Jose.

Best ram and five of his lambs, 20; C. Younger & Son, San
Jose.

CLASS V.—SHROPSHIRE.

Best ram of any age, $20, Royal Duke of California;

Andrew Smith, Redwood City. Second best, $10, Freeland;
J. H. Glide, Sacramento.
Best pen of ewes, $20; Andrew Smith, Redwood City.

Best ram and five of his lambs, $20; Andrew Smith, Red-
wood City.

Suppressing Time.

A few weeks since, W. R. Kendall, of Blue Belle notoriety,

waB suspended by the National Trotting Association for par-
ticipating in the races at Worcester, Mass., in which time
was falsified and suppressed. Ac the time the Worcester
Telegram called attention to the fact, commenting severely

on the action of the judges, which elicited the followiog
extraordinary reply from one of the officials in the Btand:

"In the Telegram's report of the 'exciting race at Agricul-
tural Park,' last Friday, it is said of the judges that 'outside

of suppressing the accurate time, they performed their duties
well.' Now, sir, will you permit me to ask how the judges
could have done otherwise under the circumstances? The
trotting race was intended for all horses that had never
beaten 2:50, or, in other words, for all horses having no record
lower than 2:50.

"If I understand the duties of a judge or judges on such
occasions, it is to do the 'square thing' to the management
and to the owners of the horses that are to compete in the
race. On this occasion the judges were instructed not to

mark tho winning horse out of the class in which all had
entered. Upon this condition only did tho owners of the
horses consent to enter the race. The judges followed the
instructions given by the management, and the management
fulfilled its agreement with-the owners. By so doing nobody
was wronged and the public was treated for once to a 'square
race,' each horse doing his level best to reach the wire first.

The lookers-on could not have enjoyed the sport any more
had the time been announced ten seconds slower or ten
seconds faster than that actually made. But the winning
horse would have suffered considerably, for it would have
barred him from the 2:50 class thereafter, and who is there
amongst us owning a speedy horse without record that wante,

for a small, insignificant sum of money, to get a record on his
hoise? None of us, certainly.

"Therefore, so long as the ownerB of the horses and the
management understand each other, what have the judges to

do but to obey instructions and see to it that 'fair play' is

guaranteed to each and every one contesting for the prizes.

"By observing this rule it will be a comparatively easy
matter to have a tirst-class horse-race on Agricultural Park

—

a race like that of Friday, when each and every horse was
driven for all he was worth. Otherwise it is simply impos-
sible.

"In concluaiun, if you please, I would like to ask what is

the duty of the reporters on such occasions? Certainly not
to announce the time as they take it, or as somebody looking
on tells them, but to publish what the judges announce,
without comment. Dr. W. H. Anderson."

We have here the remarkable instance of a jadge openly
defending the suppression and falsification of time, two of

the direBt evils the trotting turf has to contend with. In his

desire to oblige all hands immediately connected with the

races in question, the worthy Doctor overlooked the fact

that he was contributing to an injustice to others who were
likely to start against the offending horses in future meetings.
The rule in regard to the suppression or misrepresentation of

time is explicit, and the penalties attached to transgression

bo severe that no official can find a valid excuse for violating

it.

The most charitable view to take of Dr. Anderson's action

is ignorance of the harm he contributed to in his complacency
to the wishes of men who are of no benefit to their calling

The administration of trotting contests should not be left to

incompetent hands.

—

N. Y, Spirit.

Entries at Vallejo.

The following is a list of entries for the races of the Napa

and Solano Fair Association:

October 4th.—Running, one mile and a quarter; purse
$300.
B. C. Holly, Ninena and Gundy; T. Hazlett, Joe Chamber-

lain; Dan Tally, Torpedo.
Trotting, 2:2L class; purse of $600.
B. C. Holly, Woodnut; H. Hitchcock, Luella; L. B. Lind-

sey, Jane L.; L. 8haner, Kate Ewing; J. Gcldsmith, Sister.

October 5th.—Trotting, mile and repeat, for a purBe of

$200.
Wm. McGraw, Silas Shiner; Thos. Smith, Star K.; A.

McFadyen, Redwood; D. R. Mizner, Anti-Coolie.

Trotting, three-minute class; purse $300.
Wm. McGraw, Solano Chief; Joe Edge, Gipsey C; Thos.

Smith, Mambrino Chief; C. W. Gardner, Burton.
October 6th.—Running, three-quaTter mile, free for all, for

a purse of $250.
B. C. Holly. Ninena and Gundy; Thos. Hazlett, Joe Cham-

berlain; Dan Tully, Torpedo.
Trotting, three vear-olds, for a purse of $300.

Thos. Smith, Daisy S.; F. R. Vail, Annette; W. P. Fine, St.

Jacob.
October 7th.--Trotting, 2:40 cIbbs; purse of $400.

W. McGill, Maud; H. V. Starr, Flora B.; C. W.Gardner,
Burton; Joe Edge, Nightingale.

Pacing, 2:22 class.

D. J. Sayers, Billy Bunker; J. W. Donathan, Homestake.
October 8lh.—Trotting, free for all; purse of $600.

H. Hitchcock, Black Diamond; L. Shaner, Lot Slocum.
Trotting, 2:35 class; purse of $300.

J. Sperry, R. Q. Boss; H. Hitchcock, Carl; L. B. Lindsey,

Platina; L. Shaner, Diamond.

Lord Clifden's famous race for the St. Leger has been paral-

leled by Kilwardin, an Irish bred colt, by Arbitrator, out of

Hasty Girl, dam of Bendigo. Kilwardin, second favorite

at 4 to 1, was so restive at the post that the flag was
dropped at last with the colt left at the post. He could not

be induced to try until the others were about a hundred yards

in front of him. Then he went after them so fast that at the

end of a mile he was on even terms. After that it was a des-

perate struggle to keep the lead, but the Irish colt won by
half a length, Merry Hampton second, a head in front of

Timothy (brother to Peter). Kilwardin is owned by Lord
Rodney, but managed by Captain Machell,

State Fair Races.

In our last number the races at Sacramento were reported

up to the sixth day, Wednesday, Sept. 21st. The following
completes the results of the events of this remarkable, suc-
cessful, and most thoroughly satisfactory meeting ever held
by the State Agricultural Society.

Seventh Day.

Sept. 22.—There v/as a fine attendance, beautiful weather
and the track in fine order. The card for the day was
headed by the trotting purse, 2:25 cUbs, for which seven
started—Mt. Vernon, Woodnut, Marin, Jane L., Maid of
Oaks, Longfellow and Bay Rose. In the pools Woodnut
sold for first choice $50, $25 for Jane L., $20 for Marin, and
$10 for the field. The first heat was fought out by Jane L.
and Woodunt, the others not being in it at any time. At the
half-mile Jane L. had the best of it. From there to the finish

the chestnut son of Nutwood changed the appearance of
thiDgs and passed under the wire first with a lead of two
lengths, in fas*, time, 2:213, Longfellow, Maid of Oaks, Mt. Ver-
non and Marin following. Bay Rose failing to save his distance.
In the second heat both Jane L. and Woodnut broke

before reaching the half-mile post. This gave Longfellow the
lead. He kept it to the straight, where Woodnut came up
and pressed him hard. Longfellow broke and gave Wood-
nut the heat in 2:23£, Maid of Oaks third, Jane L. fourth,
Marin fifth, Mt. Veruon last.

Before the third heat the betting was very active, Wood-
nut $100, Jane L. S40, Marin $20, field $20. Charles Marvin
taking the seat behind Jane L. made the race more interest-

ing to watcb. There was an excellent start and an exciting
race all through the heat. Jane L., while leadiDg near the
quarter mark, broke, and Longfellow went to the front, but
Woodnut went up in fine form and took first place. Then
came JaneL.'s turn. She made her way cIobo up'to the favor-
ite, the pair making a most exciting race in the Btrait, but the
horse was too steady for Jane L. and she broke, giving the
heat and race to Woodnut in 2:22£, Marin third, Longfellow
fourth.

Puree $1,000. 2:25 CI&bs.
Woodaut, chs by Nutwood—B. C. Holly Ill
Jane L., br m by Hambletonian Mambrino—L. B. Lindsay 2 4 2
Longfellow, ch g by Hambletonian—H. W. Seale 3 2 4
Maid of Oaks, ch m by Duke McClellan—A. McDowell 1 3 6
Marin, b s by Quinn'a Patcben—P. Fairell 6 5 3
Mount Vernon, b a by Nutwood—J. A. McCloud 5 6 S
Bay Rose, b s by Sultan—J. N. Ayres dia

Time, 2:21*, 2:23$, 2:22}.

The second race was the four-year-old trotting stake, for

whioh three appeared—Tempest, Clifton Bell and Rosie
Mac. In her previous races Tempest had shown a splen-

did style and great speed, hence she was made a hot favorite,

selling in the pools for $50 against $25 for the field. The
race proved that her supporters knew what they were about
when they backed her so readily; she won in three straight

heats, the others failing to press her at any time.

Foar-Year-Old Trotting Stake.—$100 entrance, of which ?25 must
accompany nomination; 825 payable July 1st, and 550 payable August
10th, 1887. 5400 added by the Society; closed April 15th. Fifteen
nominations.
Tempest, b f by Hawthorne—H. Whiting 1 1 1

Clifton Bell, b c by Electioneer—Palo Alto Stock Farm 3 2 2
Roaie Mac, by Ales Button-G. W. Woodard 2 3 3

Time, 2:26, 2:25J, 2:23*.

The third race was the race of the day, and in many respects
the event of the meeting. It was the free-for-all pacers. Three
Btarters appeared; the first, L. C. Lee, is the great Denver pacer
who had frightened off so many pacers here. The second,
Arrow, had done some wonderful work at Marysville, and had
beaten Homestake in the 2:30 class on the opening day of the

meeting, forcing the latter to a 2:16£ gait in the second heat,

and then beating him out in good time in the third, fourth
and fifth heats. Of Killaruey's chanceB no one thought very
much. In the pools Lee sold for $120, Arrow's supporters
running him up to $90, Killarney's price being $5. In the

first heat Arrow went off at a terrific pace, leading to the

quarter in 33, passing the half in 1:08. He kept his lead by
two lengths to the finish and won, in 2:15£, one of the most
wonderful heats on record for so young a horse. With such a
performance the betting swerved round at once; Arrow sold

for $225 against $100 for the field. In the second heat
Arrow repeated his previous performance up to the half,

the quarter being marked at 33, the half at 1:07£- Lee broke
badly and Arrow passed under the wire in a jog in 2:19},

Killarney six lengths behind, and Lee much further.

In the third heat there was a collision at the turn which
caused Arrow to break badly, and he did not recover from
it, Killarney and Lee getting a lead of more than one hun-
dred yards. In the straight Killarney broke and Lee won,
Arrow coming up in timeto save his distance. Time 2:24. In
the fourth heat Arrow got off in fine style, Killarney was
second at the half where Lee broke so badly that his driver

could not get him to pace again. Arrow won the heat in

2:16£, Killarney second, Lee distanced.

Purse 5800. Pacing, free-for-all.

Arrow, b g by A. W. Richmond—Durfee & Covarrubias' . . 113 1

Killarney, br s by Black Ralph—P. Fitzgerald 3 3 2 2

L. O. Lee, blk a by Elmo Jr.—H. Hitchcock 2 2 1 dis
Time, 2:15k, 2:191, 2:24, 2:16^.

The fourth race was a special purse for named horses.

Thapsin, Artist, Valentine and Luella being the starters. In
the pools Valentine sold for $50, Thapsin for ^>3o, Luella

$25, $15 for Artist. In the race Thapsin proved himself

much better than his supporters imagined; he won in three

straight heats; he and Valentine made a good race of it, but
Thapsin always had just enough speed and steadiness left to

win from his competitor, Luella never being in. She broke
at the first turn in the first heat, and was distanced.

Purse $800. Special.

Thapsin 1 1 1

Valentine 2 2 3
Artist 3 3 3

Luella dis
Time, 2:23J, 2:23j, 2:25.

Gen. Knox died at Fashion Stud Farm, Trenton, N. J., at

noon, on July 29th, and wbb buried in the encloBure where
the bones of Goldsmith Maid, 2:14; Lady Thorne, 2:18},

and other turf celebrities, who passed their last days on the

farm, rest. He was a black horse, 15J hands, foaled 1855,

and was consequently in his thirty-third year. Gen. Knox
was bred by Denny & Bush of Shoreham, Vt., and was sired

by Vermont Hero, dam by Searcher. He was sold as a three-

year-old to Col. Thos. Lang, and taken to Vassalboro, Me.,

where he was known as Slasher. He remained in Maine
where he was very successful in the stud up to 1872, when he
was purchased by Mr. H. N. Smith for $10,000. Gen. Knox
made a record of 2:32 in 1S63, and reduced it the following

year to 2:3U, at Springfield, where he obtained the title

"Champion of New England." Ho is known to the trotting

public as the sire of Lady Maud, 2:18}; Camors, 2:19^; Inde-
pendence, 2:21}, and eight others with records of 2:30 or be

ter. Fourteen of his sons have produced speed and are rep

sented by twenty-one performers. Four of his dauc'

have also produced 2:30 performers.
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Mr. Valensin Objects.

Editok Bbetoeb a>-o Spoetsma*-:—What encouragement

has a breeder to show his finest horses at the State Fair when

men ignorant enongh to render the following decisions are

entrusted with the award of premiums in no less a class than

"Standard Bred Stallions!" I do not wish to take the stanc

as a "kicker," but will give my experience with the utter

incompetents who awarded premiums in tms class, and let

the facts speak. Iu the three-year-old class of standard bred

stallions I showed Shamrock, and received second premium.

Corsair getting first. A. comparison between Shamrocks

merits and Corsair's stands thus:

Shamrock is by Buccaneer, sire of two 2:30 or better

performers. Shamrock has an individual record of 2:-o as a

two-year-old, the fastest stallion record of the age by several

seconds; the fastest two-year-old record in a race for stallion,

gelding or mare, by several seconds alsc Therefore Sham-

rock is of his age the equal to Mazy Cobb who held the

champion stallion record, and J. I. C, who holds the champion

gelding record.

Shamrock's dam Fernleaf is standard, because:

1st, Her sire Flaxtail is standard.

2d, She has produced a colt with a record of -:-o.

3d] She has an individual record of 2:28.

Corsair's merits are the following:

His sire Privateer is standard, because Buccaneer is

standard, mostly as sire of Shamrock. Privateer has never

sired a colt that conld trot in 2:30 or anything near it.

Li°htfoot the dam of Corsair, is standard, because ner sue

Flixtail is standard, having sired Fernleaf, 2:2S,
,

(dam of

Shamrock 2:25), and has also produced Empress L-.29J.

Corsair's individual merits enable him probably to trot a

mile in four minutes—so I am told. I have not seen him

Bv this it will be seen that what makes Corsair standaid is

his affinity to Shamrock through sire and dam nothing else.

He is able to take a dace in the standard class mainly

because he stands in the shadow of Buccaneer and Sham-

rock vet he gets the blue ribbon, and the star performer of

the family gets second. Is not ihat enough to disgust any-

one with showing at the State Fair? and is such a judgment

not sufficient to entitle the three judges m the standard class

to a medal for utter incompetency ? I do not know even by

name who the three gentlemen were, there.ore I might be

innocently striking at a friend, but in honor of the truth i

have made this statement. I will say, in conclusion that Dr.

Hicks, the owner of Privateer, sire of Corsair, stated enipnat-

ieallv'that he was not entitled to the premium.

. 27, 1SS7.
^

G. Talessec.

Clingstone and Patron.

Special race, trotting, parse S5.0TO.
#._»-i,„ i l 1 l

Clingstone, bg by Rysdvk-s HamMetonian, dam Gretchen 2 1 11
Patron, brhbyPancoast, dim Beatrice A - - ui3

Time by quarters.
One-quarter. One-half. Three-qnar. Mile.

KaSi::::::::::":::::::ia 131 £5. »«

ATHLETICS.

Olympic Reception.

At Cleveland, on the 15th, the third race of the day, but

the first one in importance and the one the crowd had gone

ont to see, was the special event for a purse of $5,000 between

W. J. Gordon's gelding Clingstone, 2:14, and C. F. Emery s

stallion Patron, 2:U. Everybody was talking of the race and

flitting around the bams in which the two cracks were kept.

Both looked fit to trot for a life and Saunders and Fuller Doth

said they were satisfied with their horses. There was no hesl-

no-withstandine the brisk race against Atlantic on Wednes-

tation among bettors. They saw only Patron as a winner, and

dav they backed him at odds of 525 to $S, and bet even

money that 2:14 would be beaten before the race was over.

Some of Patron's friends bet large amounts that the stallion

record—Maxy Cobb's 2:13i—would be beaten. The horses

were cheered as thev came ont. Patron with Fuller in purple

and Clingstone with Millard Sanders in red and black, and

all eyes watched the pair as they warmed np. Clingstone

drew the poie. ,

,

,..,.,
First Heat—The betting still held as earlier in the day.

On the average it was $10, to $35 on Patron. The pair came

np twice and on the second Patron was half a length behind,

but Fuller nodded for the word and got it. The great pair

swept to the turn and Clingstone held his own. But round

it Pat began to close in and at the quarter he was but a head

back Then with a burst of speed seldom seen on the track,

Patron drew up with and passed "The Demon." Itwasdone

so easily thet Clingstone seemed to have stopped. But he

was doing his best, and at the half Pitron led by two lengths

and wasgoing easily. Bound the lower turn Clingstone began

to close the gap, and at the big tree he was but a length back

and coming. But just as everybody rose up for a bruising

finish Clingstone broke and Pat came home an easy winner

by five lengths, lime, 2:17. Mutuals paid $9.60. The buz-

zing was intense, and both horses were roundly cheered as

their drivers came to weigh.

Second Heat—There were no pools sold. The pair came

np with Clingstone a half a length ahead. Fuller again

nodded for the word and again got it. At the turn he had

almost drawn np to the "The Demon," when he broke, and

before Fuller conld straighten Patron ont Clingstone was

eight lengths ahead. Then to everybody's astonishment Ful-

ler beuan to urge Patron and he responded and began to close

the gap Patron swept along the back like a storm and at

the half he was bnt two lengths back. Sanders was evidently

hanging out to Fuller the hope of catching him. Around the

lower turn Patron crept closer and was but an open leDgth

awav as they came into the stretch. But here Sanders called

noon Clingstone and he went away again, and at the big tree

Fuller saw that the jig was up and stopped driving, Cling-

stone winning the heat quite easily and by three lengths.

Time 2:19. Mntuals paid, $22.45.

Third Heat—Pools: Patron $25, Clingstone $10. PatroD

came ont in good condition and on the second trip under

the wire Fuller nodded for the word with Clingstone a quar-

ter of a length in front. At the turn "The Demon" was

nearly dear, but Patron spurted and was but half a length

back at the quarter. The great pair were trotting like a team

at the third furlong and it wa« a pretty race. Then Patron

began to draw away and at the half he was a length and a

half to the good. This lead was increased to three lengths on

the first turn, but then Millard Sanders sent Clingstone np

and there was but a length of daylight between as they came

into the stretch. Everybody stood np and the hum that

went over the track spoke of subdued excitement. Inch by

inch "The Demon" crept np with his machine-like gait and

action and at the drawgatea he had beaten the great Patron.

Fuller saw it and eased him up, Clingstone coming in four

lengths ahead and on a jog. Time, 2:19. Mutuals paid,

STilO The enthusiasm burst out like a storm when the

pair came back to the stand and Clingstone and his young

driver were very loudly cheered. The fickle crowd seemed

to forget Patron. . .. ... .,

Fourth Heat—Patron did not come out at the call of the

bell and the patrols reported that he wasn't being got ready.

Word was sent Mr. Emery to send out the horse. The

answer was that Patron shouldn't start. It was getting dark

and confusion was on all sides. Then Millard Sander* was

told to scorenpandhe was given the word and walked over for

he heat in 2:42. The race was then awarded to Clingstone.

The reception given at the Olympic Club on Tuesday even-

\uc last to the Union. Pacific, Cosmos and Bohemian LUb,

and the Bar Association, was most successful both in the

interest manifested by the gnests, who attended to the num-

ber of about four hundreds, and in the elegauce of the exer-

cises which were placed on the programme by the leaaer. Mr.

J A Hammersmith, and the assistant leader, Mr. 0. rs.

Tibbatt- The clnbrooms never looked more inviting, andmucn

favorable comment was heard from the visitors about tne

convenience and elegance of the institution Pr*5'n
??

lt
,
ti";

rison had given attention to all details, and so detailed his

assistants that every part of the entertainment passed on

without delay. The audience was a critical one for the rea-

son that most of the club inen present were citizens of the

world and had seen similar exercises in most of the cities oi

sufficient size to sustain great gymnasiums, and when it is

said that the general opinion was that they had seen no enter-

tainment of the sort given by amateurs which was better man

that of Tuesday evenine, no higher praise could be pronerea.

Among the guests were many who had been probcient in ath-

letics as was evidenced by their discriminating applause ot

the more difficult feats. All of the gentlemen who took part

in the programme were deserving of commendation tor tne

polish of their performances. The first number was pyr-

amid ladders by Messrs. G. A. Dall W. J. Horry. B. C.

Jones E. A. Kix. J. A. Hammersmith. E. A. Kolb, H. a.

Smith G. W. Harold and J. G. Mansfield. Mr. Dall was the

center man, and his command of the ladders was Pe»*«.

although it is a part requiring extraordinary strength, lhe

top man was Mr. Mnrry, and the abandon with which he

did his balancing was surprising. The ladder men were

attired in ti°hts with vests and claw-hammers and looked

verv natty, even to Mr. Murry's six-inch white collar, lour

members of the Juvenile class then did about thirty move-

ments with clubs in good time, to music. They were Masters

John Stack Jr , Willie Wright, Bert. Conner and Henry

Russ Their swinging was rem'arkably free and accurate, and

no errors were made. Number three of the programme was

two pairs of boxers, Messrs. W. Cavanagh and H. Leavltt,

J T. O'Brien and H. Leavitt, sparred three rounds each.

All but the first named are thoroughly grounded m Pro-

fessor Watson's methods, and their work was very clean and

lively. Mr. Cavanagh is better in a close thanat arms length.

Number four on the horizontal bar, by leader J. A. Ham-

mersmith, C. J. Schuster, E. A. Kolb, G. C. Bouse CHart-

manu, J. G.Mansfield, W. Snivth, G. V. Harrold, G. k.

Lamb, E. N. Short and F. Wermer was a brilliant perform-

ance, All of the participants seemed to have caught the free

spirit of their splendid leader, and the result was the most

finished turning that has been seen in the club. Mr. E IS.

Short, desoite the fact that he recently broke a leg. was as

fearless as'ever. Messrs. C. Hartmann and F. Wermer, botn

polished turners of the German school, kindly volunteered

their assistance and added much to the pleasure of the even-

^Number five was a perfectly absurd exhibition of comical-

ities by the Harvey Brothers, professional comedians. Iheir

antics and mnsical farcicalities kept the audience m a roar of

laughter, and they retired only after responding to repeated

^The fencing by Messrs. S. C. Hunter and J. F. Larkin was

very fine. They did the grand salute with all the courtliness

of the oid time when to be a gentleman was to be a fencer.

Mr. Hunter was rather too strong for his opponent and out-

scored him. „ , , , ,..

Number seven, wrestling in Graceo-Eoman style by ll£=> =.

3 B Tibbatts and E. A. Kolb. and in catch as-catch-can by

Professor Faulkner and Eugene S. Van Court was highly

apnreciated. Director Tibbaits is the club champion at the

sport in heavy weights, and is a rarely good wrestler, but his

opponent, Mr. Kolb, is also very strong and thoroughly

scientific, and the result was one of the neatest exhibitions

ever seen iu the city. After a number of brilliant locks and

breaks, each secnred a fall. The cateh-as-catch-can work

was of course, highly artistic. Professor Faulkner is cham-

pion of the world at that style, and Mr. Van Court is a close

student of the professor's art. The writhing-;, twists, spins,

and attemDts at flying falls drew great applause.

The last sparring event, also by two pairs, Messrs. M. it.

Hertel and K. MacArthur. Professor Watson ann P. T. Good-

loe. was an exhibition of heavy hitting. Mr. MacArthur is a

very punishing boxer, and his opponent, though a little less

effective, is also given to hard knocks.

Mr. Goodloe is very strong and administered some resound-

ing thumps to his teacher, who took them in good part and

returned them cordially.

The final number was on the high horse and trampoline

board bv Leader Hammersmith and class.

The tumbling was superb. Four of the class did double

summersaults fate the blanket, and the other acts were well

done. Mr. J. G. Mansfield showed especial pro6ciency in all

of his work, but particularly in summersaulting.

The whole programme was carried through without delays

between numbers, and at its close the evidences of gratihca-

tion from the visitors shook the building.

An incident of the evening was the presentation to Mr. « .

C Brown of a very rich medal from clnb friends. The \ ice-

President was requested to present the badge by President

Harrison, and in doing so rehearsed briefly Mr. Brown's years

of membership and services to the club. The recipient re-

sponded Dleasantly and was loudly applauded as he retired

After the regular exercises the visitors were shown about

the clnb.and appeared interested in becoming acquainted with

it, and several of them requested membership in it

Showers are to be placed in the attic dressing-rooms of the

Olympic Club. A needed addition already and one that will

soon be indispensable.

The Acme Club oi Oakland sent a fine representation to the

Olympic reception. The utmost friendliness exists between

the clubs, and either is always glad to forward the interests

of the other.

It is expected that the club men of the city will see that it

is »ood form to belong to the Olympic. Membership in it

should be a matter of coarse wit a them, and there is little

doubt that many will place their names in election soon.

The Pacific Coast Harriers are to walk to the Cliff Hoi se

to-morrow. __

THE KENNEL.

In their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of Sire and dam

and of giandpare-ts, colore, dales, and breed.

Whelps.

Mr Albert Peri, Marvsville, Pearl Laverack, by Prince

Laverack-Lulu Laverack, whelped eleven-live dogs-on

June Stb to Mr. I. N. Aldrich's N.xey by MacGregor—Casey s

slut. Four of the dogs and two of the bitches since dead.

Sales.

After the reception at the Olympic last Tuesday, Director

H. A. Cummings, at request of the Board of Directors, invited

those wno had participated to a little spread. They went

ravenously, and voted the idea a happy one. President Har-

rison had hoped to be present, but other demands prevented.

He sent bis regrets in pleasant words, however, ana was ably

represented by Mr. Cummings.

H is said at the Olympic that Leader Hammersmith intends

to appoint Mr. E. A^Kolb an assistant leader. The selection

could not be better. Mr. Kolb is a very good all-around

athlete, and is, beside, deservedly popular. He would induce

many to strip who do not do so now.

Mr Albert Peri. Marysville, has sold:

To Mr. I. N. Aldrich, an English setter dog puppy by

"Vixey—Pearl Laverack. .

To Judge Gale, Orovile, a bitch, litter sister to preceding.

— '

Pacific Kennel Club-

The regular monthly meeting of the clnb will be held at

clubroomrNo. 7 Montgomery avenue, on Wednesday even-

ing, October 5th, at S o'clock sharp.

Mr Buckel), trainer for Mr. Llewellin, recently aaid, "In

regard to the difference between the powers of dogs on vari-

ou
=
= days, and the supposition that such changes do not affect

deer I join in begging some old stalkers to tell us some of

thei' experiences, which could not faU to be most interesting.

In the meantime I may relate some information received on

first-rate authority of one setter which suddenly went straight

away from a party that was grouse shooting, right up to

another party,"more than two miles away, and arrived there

a few minutes after the greallach of a stag had been per-

formed- evidently this was done by the dog with the object

of bavin" his dinner. The witnesses to this believed that he

winded the greallach, and this I believe to be q-iite possible

at snch a distance. .

"I could myself recount numbers of instances of scent ot

game traveling great distance?. 1 believe however, that

there is always some scent to be detected at long distances by

the most sensitive-nosed dogs unless the birds are in fear, as

when falcons aie about, or when they are wounded and

ciouching apparently into half their usual size, or when they

are nesting. In ordinary days of "no scent," when nine

hundred and ninety-nine ont of one thousand dogs, and

nine out of ten field trial winners, cannot find game at

ordinary distances, the exceptional animal will accomplish

it with such skill as to make one believe the scent has sud-

denly changed. This mistake is only detected when, with

restored confidence, another change of dogs is resorted to.

Then again, as suddenly as before, the scent changes, or

there are no birds on the moor.

I think 1 never saw more than one dog on one occasion

find a bird on its nest. Yet they do give some scent when

sittin" but it is not such as is recognized by the best-nosed

pointers and setters when hunting for game in the ordinary

way Nevertheless, any hedge-hunting cur easily learns the

trick of finding birds on the nest, and the fox, unfortu-

nately, does not require to learn."

Mr Albert Peri, of Marvsville. a niort enthusiastic admirer

of English setters, has purchased from Mr. Llewellin's kennel

the yonngdog Jasper B. by Dashing Boudhu—Duchess Prim-

rose Jasper B was whelped April 3d, 1BS6. is lemon and

white and has shown good quality in the field. His litter

| sister, Coquette B , ran second in the Shrewsbury trials in

P
While not believing that Mr. Llewellin has at present any

better setters than are to be had in America, we cannot but

admire the enterprise manifested by Mr. Peri, and hope that

his do» wtich is dne to arrive next week, will turn out a

nailer™ Mr. Peri will show the dog at the Pacific Coast Field

Trials and mav run him in the aged stake, as he informed us

during a very pleasant call at this office on Friday last.

Mr H Boyd, whose animal portraits have been so much

admired has removed his studio to 415 Powell street, where

he is better than ever prepared to furnish counterfeit pre-

sentments of the pets of our readers. Mr. Boyd has done

much admirable work, as will be admitted by those who

have seen his pictures of Mr. Schreiber's Lassie and Moun-

ainBoy Mr Barney's Tom Pinch, Mr. Edward's Eoyal Duke

IL and other notable dogs. Mr. Boyd does not limit his art

to dogs, but pictures any animal successfully, and is, beside,

ready to undertake human portraiture.

Mr Albert Hoeppner, at 1024 Lombard street, oity, is

doing very much in behalf of the introduction of dogs of the

large breeds. About six months age he imported the Great

Dane bitch Lea, silver grey and white, standing 30J inches

at the shoulder, weights 130 pounds, of characteristic form

and markings, and of great beauty.

On Friday last he received, from Stuttgart, Germany, a

young dog of the same breed, Cassar by name. Cassar stands

3U inches at the shoulder, is steel blue, with white brisket

and toes weighs 125 pounds, though only fourteen months

old and 'is a dog of the highest type. Both animals are

trained to pull down deer and man at command, yet they are

kindly tempered and frolicsome. The pair look monstrous

as thev walk the street with their owner, and will make the

most attractive exhibit in the Pacific Kennel Club Show next

I

Mr Hoeppner is a most enthusiastic fancier who goes in

only for the best animals of the large breeds. He has a com-

mission now in England for the purchase of a pair of mastiffs

and a pair of St. Bernards, and proposes to go into breeding

systematically. There has been a demand for such animals,

and the demand could not be met, bnt henceforth fanciers

will be enabled to gratiiy their wishes with the assurance

that their purchases will be unexceptionable in breeding.

We hope soon to publish good pictures of Mr. Hoeppner'g

Great Danes.
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The letter from Mr. W. Bradford will recall the merry little

war which was engaged in by readers of this paper, through
its columns, after the dog show of 1SS3. If we mistake not,
Mr. Bradford was one of the warriors, and not the least scarred
of the contestants after the battle. It is pleasant to know
that retirement has healed his wonnds and left no disfigure-
ment such aato warp his mental countenance. In the days,
four years ago, when the air was full of dog hair and con-
tributions, Mr. Bradford manifested one admirable quality,
which was that of hardy braver}. He was never wounded in
the back.

TheBlueBoek Clubwillmeet at Adam's Point this afternoon
for the last time this season. Adam's Point is reached by
taking the 12:30 Oakland boat and train via Lake Merritt. On
this occasion the prizes for the year will be distributed, and
at the conclusion of the regular match sides will be- chosen,
and a shoot for a dinner held. As this is the final shoot for

the season it is desirable to have a large attendance of the
members, and the Secretary, Sir. Will. CrandaU, particularly
requests that all will be present. The meeting will afford an
opportunity to practice for the Blue Eock shooting in the
State Association Tournament nest week.

W. Bradford Redivivus-

Editor Breeder a^cd Sportsman:—I have not had the
pleasure of contributing to your paper since 'S4 in relation to

kennel matter; in fact, at that time, I had about concluded
to leave dog-matters alone in future, but in '85 I went East,
and got interested once more by attending several bench
shows. The temptation is too great, and I cannot resist saying
a few words of praise in favor of man's noblest companion.
I arrived in the city in the latter part of June, and surprised
a number of my friends, as they had given me up for good.
I would like to know how my old friends are getting along,

as I have not had the pleasure of seeing them all as yet, or
hearing of them. I hope to have the pleasure of exchanging
views through the Kennel columns of your paper, with the
following contributors of the past:

E. Leavesley of Gilroy, "Bow,"' of Tacaville; C. X. Post,
Sacramento; the great "X:

' at our city; "Irish setter"' at Gil-

roy, T. B. Hart of Centrevillej "X. T.," and also
"Yidee,

:
' the Irish setter authority also "31. S.,"

F. A. Taft; "Veritas;" G. W. Bassford, and many
others who contributed in 'S3 and '84. Since July I have
been quietly going around taking notes, examining choice
dogs and plenty that were called so, and listening to the opin-
ions of would-be authorities. I think I know a point or two
about the dog, as I have made it a business to go and see
the good one3 when back East, during the past two years,
also those I had seen before. My opinion I am willing to
give to the public freely, and shall try to do so impartially
in the Kennel columns of your valuable paper, with your
kind permission. Man's truest friend often thrusts greatness
upon its owner, which he nev>-r would have acquired without
the assistance of his faithful four-footed companion. He
makes gentlemen quarrel, causes some men to violate their

word of honor, and others to misrepresent ana cheat pur-
chasers, and other unmanly acU; but a good man and dog
are good Bights to see, and should be doly appreciated. By
the way, speaking of pedigrees, reminds me of an excited

individual the other day who was exhibiting a pedigree; the
sire was registered in the English stud book; his breeding
was O. K., but the dam was by Pete—Jane; Pete by Crib-Katie,

both imported. It doe3 not say from wnat kennel, by whom
imported or bred. It is simply no pedigree on the dam's
side, and anybody versed in dog matters would call her a
native, as there is no proof of her breeding in this much-
garbled, so-called pedigree. I desire to state that when giving
my opinion I shall only judge dogs—the owner shall not be
taken into consideration, and I hope that nobody will con-
sider it a personal matter, as it is not intended to be such. I

will refer to the pointer, English, Irish and Gordon setters,

Irish water spaniels, bull and fox-terriers, and several other
breeds, on different occasions, hoping that we may all glean
some useful information through gentlemanly argument,
through the columns of your valuable paper. Wishing all

my friends a happy greeting. W. Bradford.
Sa>* Francisco. Sept. 26, 1SS7.

[We shall be pleased to receive Mr. Bradford's ideas about
the dogs mentioned, and about any other matters of which
he chooses to write. The contributors of whom he speaks
have fallen into disuse of their pens, not so much because
they have ceased to be interested in dogs, as for the reason
that graver subjects engross their attention. We hope they
will respond to the invitation and let us hear from them all.

—Ed]
—

Irish Bed Setter Club Trials.

The Third Annual Trials of the Irish Bed Setter Club were
run on September 1st and 2d, on the moors of Viscount,

Poweracourt, near Enniskerry, County Wicklow, Iieland.

The trials were thrown open to public competition for the

first time trnq year, but met little support. The smallness of

the prizes, the want of competent trainers in Ireland, and the

lack of rules to govern the competition, all militated against

a good entry list. From English exchanges we collate a

report of the trials, using those made to LanH and TTater, the

Kennel Gazette, the Shooting Times and the Stock-Keeper and
Fancier's Chronicle:

The weather on the first day was of the most inclement
character. The early morning certainly was very fine, and
when a start was made the weather was fairly favorable, but

after a short time it rained with a vengeance, and if at inter-

vals it got lighter and looked like clearing up, the hopes were
delusive, as, with a strong south-east wind it poured down
again and again, penetrating all kinds of clothing that all

present wore. Under the circumstances it was most harass-

ing to the dogs to act well. A few trials were got off with

very slow progression. About three o'clock an adjournment

took place for luncheon, and the weather at this time seemed,

if possible, to increase in violence, so the committee decided

not to proceed with any further competitions that day. The
second day opened mo3t unfavorably, and, although it was
decided to make an early start, this did not take place until

nearly one o'clock. The afternoon, however, turned out sat-

isfactory; a few slight showers fell during the competition,

but not sufficient to interfere with the events. The attend-

ance was good on the first day, but a great falling off on the

second. Amongst those present were Messrs. C. C. tAlis-

Berkshire. R. J. Llovd-Price, Fletcher Moore. CaptaiD Lewis

Biall L. F. Perrin, Hon. Captain Monck. B. B. Lee, Rev. R.

O'Callaghan, B. M.. W. E. Burke. C. E., Cork, etc.

The place of meeting was the Paddock Gate, about a mile

from Powerscourt, Waterford.

PCPPY STAKES.—FIRST SERIES—FIRST DAT.

Shortly after the appointed time, the owners, dogs, keepers

and spectators mustered at the gate leading on to the pad-

docks, from which we proceeded to Viscount Powerscourt's
moors, wbich he graciously lent to the club for the occasion.
After proceeding to the top of the hill in order to get to a
point to give the spectators a good view, tbe first brace of
pops were slipped with the wind in their teeth.
Ginger—Kathleen Aroon.—Ginger, the property of Mr.

Lloyd-Price, worked in a very taking manner, quartering her
ground in brilliant fashion. Mr. Giltrap's Kathleen Aroon,
which was put down with her, had not the pace, consequently
did not cover anything like the ground, but she worked well,
and was under good control. Ginger found first, and was
well backed by Kathleen Aroon. Ginger then roaded on, the
bird having gone. Kathleen then flushed and dropped to wing.
Ginger then set where birds had just left. Kathleen then made
two sets. Ginger backing well and a hare stole away behind
Ginger. A wild bird then rose, and Ginger dropped to wing.
Ginger than roaded on, dropped to hand, Kathleen backing.
Kathleen then found, but flushed, and dropped only to wing,
Ginger dropping well to hand. Ginger then went away, rang-
ing in a very brilliant manner, Kathleen going too slow. Kath-
leen then made a false set where birds had just left. Ginger to

the left then set a hare and dropped too far. Kathleen then
had another set to with "gone away" birds, Ginger dropping.
Ginger beiDg ordered on by signal weDt up the hill, sighted
a hare, jumped up three times to look at pussy, but did not
chase. She then came to call at once, and ranged away with-
out the slightest desire to return to the direction pussy had
gone, working very merrily. Both bitches then dropped to
hand, birds having risen wild. A halt was then made, owing to

the fog and rain, and we tracked back. Ginger then found;
before Kathleen got the chaDce of backing the bird rose, and
was barely on tbe wing when Lord Powerscourt's keeper
Orton. had it knocked over. Both bitches dropped to shot.
Kathleen then found, and Ginger being brought down, stood
the winged bird, and it fluttered under her nose; she
remained steady. Both bitches behaved well on this bird,
and were well handled by their keepers, Merritt working
Kathleen and MicLi, of field-trial fame, handling Ginger.
Ginger won the heat. Ginger showed good pace and style,

and moved freely, but seemed a bit deficient in nose.
"Watroa—Drogheda.—The brace ran for ten minutes with-

out obtaining a point, Drogheda in splendid style. Then
Drogheda pointed on foot sceDt, Wairoa refusing to back.
The dogs were then taken up and the heat decided in favor
of Drogheda, a most unsatisfactory heat owing to the ram,
although, upon the quality shown and the slight work done,
the winner was clearly entitled to the palm.

SECOND SERIES.

Ginger—Drogheda.—The first heat of the second series

was begun about one o'clock of the second day, the morning
being rainy, though the barometer was rising. On being cast
ofT, Ginger pointed a hare and dropped when it broks form.
A pack of grouse then flushed wild, Drogheda dropping to
wing and Ginger to order. A hare next got up in front of
Ginger, who was dropped by hand, and while down a bird
got up well astern, and Michi'snng out "Point!" Birds then
got up in a ravine. Miehi uphand crying "Mark!" and down
goes Ginger. Drogheda nest stood, Mr. O'Callaghan declar-

ing that he saw a bird go around a corner, which the handler
of Ginger declared was a mile away. Ginger failing to back.
Ginger then put up a hare and behaved badly, would not
drop, in fact. Then a big pack got np, Drogheda at once
dropping to wing. Ginger to hand. To end matters the
keeper was ordered to fire, then Drogheda dropped in his
tracks. Ginger wheeled round, faced the judges, and Baton
his stern. In this trial both dogs proved themselves to be
grand goers and full of style and quality. Drogheda, how-
ever, proved himself to have the better nose and the better
breaking; he won easily; Ginger taking second, and Kathleen
Aroon receiving a reserve card.

Ibish Setteb Cixb's Thtbd &2S5UAI, Field Tbials.—Bun September
1st and 2d, 1C87, East Enniekerry, Ireland. Open to all dogs
whelped on or after January 1, 1B&G. First prize, a silver enp, valne
S25: second prize, a silver cap, presented by Spratfs Patent, valne
515.75. Judges, Fletcber Moore Esq. and Hubert M. Wilson Esq.

TTHST BESSES.

Mr. B. J. Lloyd Price's Irish 1 fife -J. L. Giltrap's Irish setter
setter Ginger, bT Bnfus—

i ) Kathleen Aroon, bv Manger-
Mirth; breeder, Rev. P. L. |- , , ' ton (19,7151—Iveragh (19.596);
Keene, IS months,

|

Dfcai
| breeder, Mr. J. M"Go3, 18

J [ months
Mr. C. C. Ellis' Irish setter
Drogheda, by Frisco (10,:

—Grouse n. i9.201 (; breeder, beat 1

Rev. E.
months.

O'Callaghan, 17

[Mr. D. G. Fitzgerald's Irish
setter Wairoa. by Manger-

I

ton (19,715>—Quail,
owner, 17 months.

SECOND SERIES.

Hector—Lord Graphic.—The brace pottered over a rabbit
for a time, then Graphic moved off and stood on recent scent,

Hector backing him handsomely. The dogs -worked on for

some time and were ordered up, the heat remaining unde-
cided.

Bellona—Moonlighter.—Bellona soon flushed a bevy
dropping to wing, then false pointed and was prettily

backed. Moonlighter then false pointed, Bellona honoring
the point. "When ordered on, Bellona scored another false

point and was backed, when the brace was ordered up, and
the heat left undecided.
Dixie a bye.—Disie, being the odd dog in the order of

running, had a bye.
THIRD SERIES.

Dms—Moonlighter.—By order of the judges, Moon-
lighter was put down to run with Dixie, without regard to
rules or precedents. Dixie soon pointed a hare. Moonlighter
backing unsteadily, both dropping when the rabbit ran and
was killed by the handler. Dixie was then given the heat
and first prize.

FOURTH SERIES.

Bellona—Moonlighter.—The brace was again ordered
down, and hunted down wind. Moonlighter soon pointed a
hare and was well backed, and he was then given the heat
ana second prize, third prize being adjudged to Bellona.
Ibish Settee Club's Thtbd aged Stake.—Bun at Enniskerry, Ire-

land, September 1st and 2d, 18B7. Open to all. First prize, a silver
cup, value $"25, presented by Lord Ardilaun; ana a cup. valne ?25.
presented by the Clab. Second prize, a cup, value $25; third prir,*, a
cop. value $15.75. Judges, Fletcher Moore Esq., and Hubert M. Wilson
Esq.

rrasr eeeees.

Mr. L. F. Perrin's Irish setter 1 { Dr. Gogarty's Irish setter Belle
Hector,by Attie—Kate [5,153),

J
beat

J
(pea. unknown*. 2 years, 6

5 years. G months, J ( months.
Mr. B. J. L. Price"; pointer Bel- l (Dr. Gogartv"s Irish setter

lona, by Ben—Belle Faust, C \ ^ . ' Sandy Keilv, by Major-Gen-
years, 7 months, f

oeai
"i eral-Lillie* ILL. 3 years, 7
' months

Mr. C. C. Ellis's Irish setter

)

/ Dr. Gogarty's Irish setter
Moonlighter (2\4?_9). by (

beat ) Busif, by Frisco (10.3n3>—

(

"

SEOOKD SEBTES.

Drogheda beat Ginger and -won first.

First, Drogheda.
Second, Ringer, placed without running by the judges.
Reserve Cird—Kathleen Aroon placed by the judges.

AGED STAKE.—FIRST SERIES.

Belle—Hector.—Dr. Gogarty's Belle and Mr. Perrin's
Hector, both Iri3h setters, were put down at 1:50 P. m. on the
first day, after finishing the first series. The work of the
brace was unsatisfactory, both seeming deficient in nose and
high quality. Hector soon pointed foot scent, Belle refusing
to back, and moving on, Hector barely established point
when the birds flashed wild, Belle again refusing to honor
the poins. Belle then sprung a woodcock and dropped to
wing. Hector was given the heat.

Sandy Kelly—Bellona.—Sandy Kelly, an Irish setter, and
Bellona, a pointer, ran a very short and fnnkish heat. On
being cast off Bellona false pointed, and soon after started a

hare which Sandy Kelly chased for ten minutes. Bellona was
declared the winner.
Moonlighter—EcsiF.—Two Irishmen met in the brace. Dr.

Gogarty handling Rusif, and Mr. Turner the other. The rain

was pouring heavily, but the dogs raced away at high pace in

typical Irish setter merry style, Moonlighter ranging the

wider and more nniformly. Busif seemed rather under
cowe, and when Moonlighter false pointed, Busif refused to

back and went to heel. When ordered on, both does pottered
on foot scent but did not find. The heat was accorded to

Moonlighter. The very bad weather made it necessary to

retire to shelter and the day not clearing no more heats were
run until Friday.

Ida—Dixie.—Mr. D. Sullivan's Irish setter the Marquis, by
Garryowen—Currer Bell, and Mr. C. C. Ellis' Irish setter

Mac's Little Nell not appearing, Dr. Gogarty's pointer Ida,

a daughter of Graphic, was run against Mr. R. J. L. Price's

Irish setter Dixie. Dixie had the heat well in hand from the

cast off, having the pace and staunchness of the bitch. Dixie
soon foand and pointed a covey. Ida refasing to back; then
beiDg ordered on, Dixie again pointed and Ida was brought
up to back, but refused, and stole the point and was unsteady
to gun when her handler shot, Dixie being steady. Dixie
then false pointed aDd Ida again stole in, refusing to back,

when the heat was given to Dixie.

Lord Graphic a bye—Mr. J. J. Giltraps' pointer Lord
Graphic by Graphic—Daphne had a bye, his opponent not
appealing.

Ccksure (li,161)—Quail, 2j
yeaars, 2monthB,

Zeta, 2 vears, 2 months.

Mr. B. J. L. Price's Irish ee ter
Dixie, by Boyal—Xorab, 2
years, 8 months,

Mr. J. J. Giltrap's pointer")
-"&). by]

beat

Gogartv's pointer Ida
10.230, by Graphic (13,267.

*Tora Creina (17,957), 8
5 months.

/Dr. Go
1 (i0,23;

~\ —Nors

[ years,

Lord Graphic (20,1ft 3).

Graphic (13,367) — Daphne ra bye
(9,041), by Naso, 2 years, 6

|

months, J

SECOND SEBIES.
Hector against lord Graphic, undecided
Bellona against Moonlighter, undecided.
Diiie a bye.

THTBD SEEIES.

Diiie beat Moonlighter and -won first

EOTjETH sebies.

Moonlighter beat Bellona and won second.
First, Dixie.
Second , Moonlighter,
Third, Bellona,

BRACE STAKE.

The Brace Stake was run off on September 2d under favor-

able conditions, the air being warm and moist and the birds
lying well.

Lord Graphic—Avondale.—The former stood a hare well,

Avondale being unsteady. Then Graphic chased a hare but
was stopped by the handler. When moved on, Graphic
flushed a covey and did not stop to wing.
Hector—Bess.—Bess soon pointed and was backed, both

dropping to wing. Bess then chased a hare but was stopped
by whistle.

Lobd Graphic—Kathleen Aroon.—Lord Graphic soon
false pointed, Kithleen backing well. Then a hare broke
away before Kathleen and the bitch chased, giving tongue.
LrcK. of the Goat—Bellona.—The former made tour false

points in succession, Bellona honoring each. Then Luck
pinned a bird and was prettily backed, both dropping to Bhot.

Moonlighter—Drogheda.—The last brace was put down
after five o'clock. Drogheda found and pointed a bird and
was well backed; then both came to point on a hare and
dropped to shot. The brace did their work in businesslike

manner, making no errors, and should have won the Btake,

says the Kennel Gazette. The judges thought otherwise.

Ieish Settee Club's Beace Staee—Bun at Ennisterry, Ireland, SepL
24, 1887. Open to alL First prize, a cup. value ?z5. presented by ihe
Marquis of Conyngham, and a cup, value 525, presented by the Clnb:
second prize ?^5. presented by West and Sons: third prize a cup, value
$15.75. presented by the Clnb. Judges, Fletcher Moore Esq., and
Hubert M. Wilson Esq.
Mr. J. J. Giltrap's pointer") f Mr. L. F. Perrin's Irish setters

Lord Graphic, 2 years 6 !

J

Hector. 5 years. 6 months.
months, and Irish setter

[ o(T
.

t J and Bess, by Bover — Wee
Avondale fcO.431), by Garry-

f

ap

o-wen 18.2621 — Moll Boe !

[14,168). 2 y^ars, 6 months. )

Mr. J. J. Giltrap's pointer Lord")
Graphic, 2yeaiB, 6 months.

|

and Irish setter Kathleen f-ag'st

Aroon, 1 year, P months,

Kitty, 3 years, 7 montbs.

I

Mt. 3- J- L. Price's pointer
Luck of the Goat, by Luck of
Eoenhall—Belle of Bhiwlas.
1 year. 8 months, and

[ pointer Bellona, 6 yrs., 7 mo.
Mr. C. C. Ellis' Irish setters

]
Moonlighter, 2 years, 2 '.a bye.
month', and Drogheda, 1 1

year, 5 months, )

Equal Ftbst.—Moonlighter and Drogheda, and Luck of the Goat and
Bellona. placed equal firsts by the judges without running the stake

out.
Secontj—Heclor arjd Bess placed by the jndges without running tbe

stake out.
»

Waltonian's Budsret.

Editor Breeder a>"d Sportsman:—Flitting, eh? by moon-
light, oh dear no! in the broad daylight anyhow. I much
rejoice to hear, my esteemed sir, that you have accomplished
the flitting business without hurt or detriment to the Breeder
a>"d Sportsman, Long may you reign in your new sanctum,
where friends and strangers will get a warm reception from
Messrs. Culver, Briggs and Sanderson. I am sure of that

and can speak from the correct card. This scribble is only a

preliminary, merely to ascertain if it will reach jour new
quarters. Since last I appeared there have been but few items
knocking about in my line of sport, and what was the use of

my tautaliziDg you with a commodity I knew no more about
than I do about SquL the first King of Israel.

Well, sir, you remember a little while ago I told you I

had been to see "'An All-England
1
' trotting match, and I

swore by the twelve Apostles (I think that was tbe num-
ber, if not, anyhow, get fishing editor to splice on his

bamboo and hook up another to make the bakers' dozen) I

would never go again, but I changed my tune tbe other day
from the dead march in Saul to a lively trot. Seeing great

posters stuck up "Legitimate*' Trotting Races at Aintre, and
being close at hand we put m an appearacoe, and I a
knowledge it urns a decided improvement on tbe last I

Good order was kept, the horses aDd drivers were left to

selves; there were five heats, one and a half miles, bar.
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follows; think ye, all my-people why all^theicrownea oe

Smteln the Scottish National was the crack meeting

"taught all the top sawyers on the carpet, ^jo? would

Let "tips" for the Waterloo, just as we get them from the

Border Union There will be a considerable number of cups

frfded to stakes this year of our blessed ubilee. Nothing

can be done or safd wfthont jubilee, even the shop-windows

are full of JubUee bacon at two pence half penny per pound

Moreover sir I think the Breeder asd Sportsman is jnbilee-

I ?„T;„,t exoress my admiration for its healthy appeai-

Tnl'e ItTbrim^Torarst-class information; in fact shows

We in all departments; no doubt you will be kept as busy as

the bee mproving every shining hour. Nothing like a good

helmsman
P
if you want the ship to creep up to windward

As I said before this scribble is only a wee bit canter until I

ge
8

t my harness on, then in ail probability you-^"^
Liverpool, Sept. 6th, 1887.

Mr Samuel Price.

6eld and on the bench have not been known, but both at

home and abroad the fame of Bang ha*i
been the most

marked at the stud. He was the sire of Bow Bells, Bow,

Mike Young Bang, and a host of others that have made great

names for themselves; and it is not saying toonjmkrtm

we assert that the Price's Bang line of pointers has a ireater

and more world-wide reputation than any other strain of

dog, no matter of what breed.
, „„„,,=„, „,„,.

In private life there was no man in Denshire more

resnected than Mr. Price. He was a hail fellow well met

wTh everyone, the best of company, as honest as the.sun

and perhaps one of the best-natured men living. As a Devon

worthy he will rank very high, and the Western county has

been notedTor its .port/men* to include JackJRussel ,

Charles

Trelawny Otto Davies, cum multis alius. We regret the loss

of Sam P ice as a friend, as one of the best pointer judges in

Fnpland and as a link of the past when we used to look for-

wa?X the fie?d trial meetings in a way difficult perhaps now

to understand.

THE GUK

Those verv pleasant reunions of the past in =°™ection

with field trials will be recalled to the memory of many by

the announcement of the death of one who has not been

nifssed from those gatherings for nearly twenty years, says

tte editor of the Kennel Gazette. Sam Price, as we have

been accustomed to hear him called, was a worthy Devon-

shire sportsm™ , of somewhat the old type, as from a lad he

had been habituated to the rough shooting of Devon and to

sport in those valleys and along those hillsides for Pheasant

woodcock, snipe, or rabbit, or whatever turned up and the

hard work threw a charm into the pastime. To shoot with-

out a dog? in Sam Price's opinion, would have been an inflic-

t°on and no matter what modern ideas had to do with he

matte^Us fine sportsman shot over pointers and very high

rangers, too, from the first of September until close time. He

was a capital shot, liked one companion m his shooting ram-

bles wno had as much appreciation of a dog's work as he had

and h r°iked| to see the work done without the restraint of

whipcord and whistle, and to witness all the beautiful quah-

tie of a dog. Those who have visited his kennels at Bow,

near Exetef, have been surprised to see the freedom he

allowed his young dogs. They would bound over the nrst

fence and go straight away, and the more pluck or wild-

ness they showed the better their owner liked them That

can all be rectified, he wonld say, but you cannot put it into

them, and when speaking of Mike he always spoke,in great

pride of his hardness and endurance. He would run from

Exeter to Land's End, he would declare, and hunt every

"Irrtltal public appearance was at Shrewsbury, in

1871, when he took two puppies to that meeting, called Bang

and Beppo. They both ran very well, but did not win, and

the general impression from their work was that the last-

named was the best. However, Mr. Price did not think so,

as Bang from the first was his favorite, and as time went on

the reputation of the owner and dog grew as it were to-

gether In local circles it was talked of that Sam Price had

a clinking good pointer, and the Devon pointers were coming

out just now, as Mr. Francis, of Exeter, had crossed some

old Devon blood with up-country strains; and Brockton s

Bounce, the first field-trial pointer of note, was represented

by Sancho to uphold the honor of Devonshire A bitch

called Vesta, sister to Sancho, fell into the hands of Mr.

Price, through the late Eev. Tom Pearce (Idstone), and be

bred her to Mr. Coham's Bang, a son of Hamlet. This

breeding produced Bang and Beppo, the puppies above men-

tioned, and Bang developed into the famous world-wide cel-

ebrity. He ran in the Cornish Trials m 1872, being then a

second-season dog, and although a lemon and white dog

called Eock, of Elias Bishop's ran him fairly close, and a

pointer of Mr. Corvtou's ran well too, Bang won in grand

stvle and was the ta'lk of the meeting by reason of the grand

points he made. Mr. Price confined him to the honors of his

county the next season by running him at Newton Abbott

first of all in the braces with a daughter that did not match

him, and then in the All-Aged Stake in which Bang got a

terrble beating from Brackenbury'a Romp the dam of Mr.

Salter's noted little bitch; and no one acknowledged more

heartily than Mr. Price did that Bang on that occasion had

found his master. The next year Mr. Price brought out

Mike, a son of Bang, and the work of the two at the Cormsh

trials we shall never forget. Those who saw them declared

at once that they were the best brace of pointers in the world,

and from the laudations bestowed upon them Mr. Price was

indu-ed to take them to Shrewsbury for the great brace stake.

This they won, beating the beBt pointers and setters m En-

oland and for three successive years nobrace was found good

enough to dispute their supremacy. In the meantime all

the greatest bench honors of the day fell to Bang, who was

very soon a champion, and in the smaller-sized classes Mike

also cleared the boardB. Two such successful pointers in the

The Illustrated London News, for September 17th, is a

handsome issue, and one picture, that of a falconer just free-

ing his hawk, is particularly spirited.

The supervisors of Sacramento County, by ordinance, have

made a close season for ducks in that county in eon raven-

tion of the general law. The open season began yesterday,

and prospects are said to be good for sport. Feed is plenty,

and the lakes about Sacramento have been well protected.

A Query.

Editor Breder and Sportsman :-Will you kindly inform

me if it is injurious to use paper shells, 2| inches in
^
lengtb in

a Parker gun chambered for shells 2J inches in length? Also

is there any difference between choke-bore^powder a idtt*

common kind? Would you recommend Dupont s No 5 grain

choke-bore powder for ducks in a No. 10
1

choke-bore.Parker

gun? Any information you can impart about P°wd" mU be

thankfully received. **> B -
Hayward

[No harm can result to the gun from the use of shells

shorter than the chambers, put recoil will be greater and the

pattern not so good, while penetration is materially reduced

The best results are only to be had by attention to just su h

details as having shell and chamber fitted. The so-called,

••choke-bore" powders are not highly glazed, and burn moist,

like the Dupont "Summer Shooting,'' thus avoid ng the for-

mation of hard cake at the choke and consequent danger of

swelling the muzzle, particularly in upland shooting. In

marsh shooting, unless a heavy flight is on, and rapid firing

necessarv almost any powder burns moist enough. Dupont s

No rchoke'oore powder is excellent, although not so much

used as No's. 3 and 4. Any of the powders ordinarily to be

hao are good, and there is little choice between them upon

the gounds of strength or cleanness. The higher priced

powder? are better finished, the elements perhaps more thor-

oughly incorporated, and the powder run more evenly in

strength As to the suitable sizes of grain and consequent

auickness opinions differ widely. For the average shot a

grafnUke thatof F. F. G. Hazard or Dupont is perhaps as

lood as any although manv use the finer grained powders.

There is a material difference in muzzle velocity of charges

propelled by coarse powder and finer grained. Penetration

however is noticeable better when the gram is.coarse and the

nowae? bums much "sweeter," i e„ does not "kick' so badly

Sdleave so much cake in the gun as when the grain is.toe.

A letter addressed to Major Sheldon I. Kellogg, or Dr. ±
.

E

Inow"s in care of this office would doubtless elicit much

va^Ue Information relative to powders since they have

both experimented a great heal in that hne.-ED.]

in the colors somewhat darker. Is this nothing? Is not

such a fact as this of at least as much importance as a point

in gunnery ? The range of a gun can be practically lengthened

by a knowledge of the rules that govern the effect of colors in

deceiving the sight of animals or birdB.

I only give the above incident because it is the latest in my
experience, for in reality I have studied the subject for some

years, and acted as well as I could on what I -have learnt,

though I have discovered just enough to show me that there

is a great deal to learn, and that I know very little. Taking

all the season through, and different surroundings, the kind

of color which I have found makes a man the most invisible

is a small shepherd's plaid, and next to that a kind of rabbit

color. With the former I have stood motionless against the

trunk of a tree (of course with the wind right) whilst a hare

has HeBurely cantered up and passed me within a foot.

On another occasion I saw two hareB coming along a field

towards a gate, and I went and Jleaned over the top of the

gate in foil view of them, and, being nearly six feet in height,

I might well consider that I was pretty much en evidence. It

was a large five-barred gate, and no bushes or anything to

check their view of me.
The leading hare came slowly hopping along till within a

yard of the gate. She then seemed to think all was not quite

right, and sat up for a moment regarding me. The second

one had meantime come up, and, after stopping and looking

at me, passed her by, and put her head under the gate to

come through within a few inches of my foot. I then gave

the gate a violent kick, and it was amusing to see how

ashamed of themselves the hares were at having been so com-

pletely done, and what a wild hurry they were in to leave

the neighborhood. Whilst I gave those colors I do not mean

to say that there is any single color that is the complete

panacea, any more than one fly for all fish and weather; it is

not so Bimple a matter, but, under many oircumstanceB, they

are useful "ones.

—

Shooting.

Color in Sportsmen's Dress.

Whilst there are so many complaints that buds get wilder

every year, and all sorts of plans are tried-afew more pellets

on the target, powders free from smoke, the invention of driv-

ing etc. e.c. there is one point which does not seem to have

much attention made toit-i. e., the kind and color ,o the

sportsman's clothing, and yet a very great deal depends upon

it if a man will but observe the part color plays in nature m
the life of wild creatures themselves. The fact is, I suppose

that, except for dandy purposes, sportsmen consider the study

of dress as beneath their attention. , . ,.,.
Colonel Hawker has stated that if you see a flock of wild

fowl pitched on a mud flat, and send two men after them,

onTbeing a gentleman sportsman, the other a common conn-

try fellow they will be likely to have very differont success.

TLgenHeman thinks he is going to do everything by his fine

shooting and will not condescend to stratagem; will not stoop

ow enough, for fear of dirtying his clothes and having to

tend his back. The rustic, on the contrary, having no scru

pesaoout dirt or anything,, pulls off his »P- c""1" tothe

birds, and is almost as certain to get a good shot at them as

the o her is not to do so. Now, whilst I do not ask gentle-

men portsmen to bend their backs or affront the..
r
dignity n

any other way, yet I do think there is a deal of trn h.n

?h f opinion of the colonel that they think everything is to be

done
P
by their fine shooting, and they hardly ever consider

how much can be done inthe way of stratagem if hey would

but look up the matter a little. It is, no doubt, heir idea of

shooting that has led to driving game, now that ithasbecome

so much wilder. Instead of contriving new modes of ap-

proaching birds they threw up the sponge and confessed

th
How

el

o
T
f

6

ten

b
h
a
ave
n
we not observed the noble sportsmac.in

November and December, when birds are wild, go to the held

to precisely the same manner and style as he did months be-

fore when he could have put salt on their tails. He wears

toe same kind of dress, of the same colors, making no allow-

ance for the fact that the colors of the surrounding landscape

are totally different in September and '"December He

marches boldly into a field, showing himself to the birds in a

fine, open, manly manner, trusting entirely to his celebrated

long-range prize medal choke-bore. Away the birds go over

yonder hedge. No matter, he scorns to alter his tactics and

so he has the pleasure of tramping many an acre whi st col-

lecting very few proofs of the powers of his patent prize

^AmongS't.ne many ways by which an approach to wild

birds can be assisted, a study of color is of great importance.

I have too much consideration for your valuable space to

enlarge much on this head, more than to start the idea which

can be worked out by those who oare to follow it up.

I have seen striking results from attention tc>
th<.above

points. Only the other day I was in a forest wbe.e I could

not approach within considerable distance of the deer. The

color of the clothes I wore was sober and non-conspicuous

enough to all appearance, being of a neutral grey tint.

To-day I happened to have on another shade of grey

lighter by a few degrees only, and, to my astonishment, I

seemed to the deer almost invisible, and could approach to

within quite half the distance I could have done when dressed

THE RIFLE.

Shell Mound.

The attendance of marksmen at Shell Mound range, last

Sunday, was the largest ever seen on the grounds. The First

Infantry, Second Brigade, turned out as if for dress parade.

Companies C and G were over fifty men each, and all the other,

companies were about as Btrongly represented. The condi-

tions were very favorable, and bb a consequence the shooting

was excellent. Captain Klein, of Company C, First Infantry,

Corporal H. L. Pendleton, of F Company, and Anthony John-

son of G. Company, won the State gold trophies, the only

one's that have been won so far in the annual target practice

of the National Guard. Caot. Klein made 90 per cent, and

Johnson and Pendleton 92 per cent, each; but Mr. Johnson s

score beat Mr. Pendleton's under the rules. The shooting

was done at the 200-yarde target, regulation sights and pull.

Of the other State trophies Company carried off nine si -

ver and fourteen bronze claBps—twenty-four prizes in all;

Company G four silver and eighteen bronze olasps—twenty-

three in all. Eaoh company has won more prizes than have

been carried off by auy regiment. This makes C and G, as

they have been for years, the champions of the military com-

panies of the Pacific Coast.

The Nationals held their regular monthly Bhootfor medals,

with the following result:

CHAMPION CLASS.

T. E. Caraon-200 yards 44
I

600 yaTds 47-91

FIRST CLASS MEDAL.

A. Brod-2C0 yards 42 I 600 yards M-M
SECOND CLASS MEDAL.

O. Nolte-200 yards 40 |
600 yards 38—78

THIRD CLAB8 MEDAL.

O.F.Peterson 200 yards-3 4 4 4 15 3 4 6 4-40

Company F, First Infantry, took the occasion to hold its

annual Company shoot for medals, with the following results:

Corp. Pendleton S ya
lf
8_

S I I I t~5S
Sergeant Kehrlein ™> yards-4 6 6 4 4-22

Corporal Barker ' 200yards-4 4 4 4 4-20

Lieutenant Longely won the officers' yearly medal.

The German Fusilier Guard held their annual picnic and

shooting festival. Five shots were fired by eaoh competitor

at the 200 yards target, from Mouser rifles, allowing of a pos-

sible twenty-five points. Following are the best scores:

Schwaner 22; Stettin 21; Schnoor 20; Major A. F. Klose 19;

Jansen 18.
. „ .

',.. * u
Battery A, Second Artillery, shot for State trophies at the

100-foot target. The following are the highest scores: Cap-

tain Smith 47; Sergeant D'Arey 47; Private Al. Smith 44.

The highest scores in the shooting of the First Regiment

were as follows: Company C-Captain J. S. Klein 45 (gold

medal); F. S. Carson 44; JnlioB Klein 43; A. P. Eaye 43; C.

L. Lods 42; C. F. Waltham 41; C. Meyer 41; A. H. Brod 40;

O Nolte 40; O. F. Petersen 40—all silver trophies.

Company G—A. Johnson 46 (gold medal); P. E. Kobertson

44; S. J. Pembroke 43; P. M. Diers 43; Lieutenant William

Sumner 40—all silver clasps.

Company B— A. F. Eamm 43; Lieutenant I. C. Cook 41;

L. E. Townsend 40— all silver clasps. Ten men won the

bronze or marksman's clasp.

Company F—Corporal H. L. Pendleton 46 (gold medal);

Sergeant Kehrlein 43—silver clasp. Five men won the bronze

After their offioial practice, several members of the Nation-

als tried their hand nt the 500 yards target, and' made

some really excellent scores. Annexed are the best Btrings:

A a Brod .. 600 yds—6 666666646664666544 4—95

TiE.' Carson 600 yds-5 1 6 5 5 I\i16 6 f> 5 5 4IS 6 6 6 6 5 4-93

P. E. BohertBOn....600 yds-4 63546 5546566446566 4-92

C. L. Lods 60° yds -6 5 3 6 6 3 4 5 5 1—44

Mr. A. Johnson, of G Company, will probably win the

State ohampion gold medal. This gentleman won the cham-

pion medal of the California Schuetzen Club at Harbor View

on the 18th instant, making 424 rings.

Some months ago the Nationals challenged the famous;

Polioe team to shoot a match at 200 and 600 yards with

selected teams. At the time the last street-car drivers'

strike was in progress, and the police had all they could

attend to and could not indulge in any ooteide enterprises.

As the city is now qniet, the Nationals think that some atten-

tion should be paid to their ohallenge. But in case the chal-

lenge should have been forgotten, the Nationals will again

send a formal ohallenge to Captain Douglass for a match with

his bull's-eye drillers.

Coaching gloves in great variety; walking gloves in new
styles; dress gloves from the leading manufacturers in Lon-

don and Paris; underwear to suit the season in silk, wool,

merino and cotton; scarfs, ties, handkerchiefs, cuffs, collars,

vests, every article of gentlemen's furnishing goodB at mOBt

reasonable prioes. The address is Beamish's Nuoleus Blook,

Third and Market Btreets, San Franoisoo.
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The Grand Circuit.

The Grand Circuit of 1887 closed at Hampden Park on
September 9th, after seven weeks of the fastest trotting and
paoing ever witnessed. The average time made at each way
of going was lower than ever before, notwithstanding the fact
that free-for-all events were trotted several seconds slower
than they have been at any time during the past ten years.
The weather daring the seven weeks has, with one single
exception, that of Island Park, been very favorable, and the
energetic measures adopted by that association carried it over
the tide of defeat, and left the clnb with a snug sum to its
credit. In fact, it is very gratifying to learn that not a single
association qoit losers. The betting at all of the meetings
has been very heavy and the attendance good. The racing
has also been admirable, favorites and fielders winning in
delightful confusion, and leaving the shrewd and uninitiated
speculator happy to-day and sad to-morrow.
The fastest mile trotted in the Circuit this season was the

2:14J made by Patron in the third heat of his race with Harry
Wilkes at Cleveland. The latter secured the honor last season
with 2:14iJ, made over the same track in a race against Clem-
mie G. and Phyllis. Patron is the youngest horse that has
ever secured the honor (we refer to actual performance in a
race, and not an empty record made against time), and, all
things considered, the greatest that haB appeared since
Goldsmith Maid and her rivals passed from the scene of their
triumphs. He proved conclusively that he was a race-horse
when he became famous as a three-year-old, and hiB show-
ing this season stamps him a performer of the very highest
order. There may be one, bnt there are not more than two
horses living that have provod that they can give him a race,
ana it is very doubtful whether they coald put him off with
seoond money. One of the oldest knights of the sulky, and
the shrewdest, referred to him while in conversation with ns
a few days ago as the greatest race-horse in training. He
said "I would not care to have a contract to beat him on
hand, as he has enough speed to break any horse's heart.
He makes no mistakes, can lead or follow like a shadow,
and can outfoot any horse I ever saw in a brush."
Johnston remains the king of the pacers, and none has

been found fast enough to make him hurry himself. His
2:11$ at Cleveland was the fastest heat paced in or out of the
Cirouit this season. It is two seconds faster thanLittle Mac's
performance at Detroit last year, and it stood as the best on
record for 1886.

An epitome of the programmes offered by the seven associ-
ations shows that there was fifty-eight races trotted and four-
teen paced. The latter does not include the special won by
Johnston at Springfield. The trotting races called for two
hundred and seventy heats, and the pacing contests for fifty-

three. The average time made by the trotters in all of their
races was a fraction over 2:22, and the pacers a shade under
2:19|. The average time for the entire Circuit was 2.-21J.
Patron, as stated above, trotted the fastest heat in the Circuit,
and comparing the time made by him in his two races with
that of the other stars we find that his average of 2:16J is the
lowest. Johnston occupies second place with 2:17", but it

must be remembered that three of his heats were paced to
wagon.
As would naturally be supposed the free-for-all presents

the fastest average of any of this series of events, adopted by
the stewards of the Grand Circuit, bnt at three of the meet-
ings the time made in one or more of the class races was
faster.

The following table shows the nnmber of heats trotted, and
the average time made in each clasB:

Class. No. of Heats. Av. Time.
2:33olas8 22 2:24f
2:29class 34 2:24|
2:27 class 31 2:24|
2:25 class 25 2.-23J
2:23class 24 2:21^
2:21 class 28 2:20J
2:19 class 24 2:2U
Free-for-all class 34 2:20"

2:24 pace 25 2:23
2:18 pace 29 2:19
Free-for-all pace 24 2:17

Six of the seven 2:33 class races were won in straight heats,
and the odd one occurred by au accident, as Valkyr would
have never beaten Sarah B. out at Utica if Brown had not
considered the heat won. The Almonareh mare, Sarah B.,
won the race on three different occasions, and Governor Hill
placed it to his credit twice. Bosaline Wilkes and Billy Freer
also won it. The former's 2:18f at Cleveland was the fastest
time made in it.

Clara was the only straight-heat winner in the 2:29 class,

which presents the same average as the above event. Misty
Morning won this race three times. The other winners were
Class Leader, Captain and Billy Freer. The fastest time
made in this event was the 2:21£ of Little Nell, by Jefferson
Prince, in the first heat of the race at Bochester.
The 2:27 claBs furnished the longest race in the Circuit this

year, nine heats being trotted before Valkyr was awarded the
honors in it at Buffalo. Amie King won it on three different
occasions, and Belle Ogle, JeBsie, and Green Girl once each.
White Socks is the only horse who was twice successful in

the 2:25 class, and on both occasions the gelding won it in
Btraight heats. The other winners were Lady Whitefoot,
Atlantic, Bare Bipe, Ben Starr, and Loretta F., who won the
stake for that class at Cleveland, trotting the third heat in
2:19*.

The 2:23 olass will long be remembered as the sensational
race in the Circuit of 18S7. It was won in straight heats four
times, but only once by the favorite. Wedgewood's great
daughter, Favonia, whose record is now the same as her
eire'B, and Ben Starr, Ed. Geers' converted pacer, won it

twice. Garnet asserted his superiority at Buffalo where he
won off the reel. McLeod, a noglected outsider, did the act

at Cleveland after one of the most stubborn five-heat races on
record, and most decidedly the fastest ever trotted by horses
of that class. Amie King furnished the surprise at Albany
when she lowered the colors of Skylight Pilot after her sup-
porters considered the race as good as won.
The 2:21 class was made memorable this season by the

Loretta F. scandal at Bochester. That great race mare, and
there was no better out this season, won it at Buffalo, but
was defeated at Bochester by Charley Hogan, who won in the
same class at Cleveland. Prince Wilkes won in this class
three times and Favonia once.
Three horses had the first moneys in the 2:19 class races

all to themselves. Belle Humlin won it four times, her
fastest heat being 2:16^-, and her average for the four races

2:20}. Kenilworth placed it to hiB credit at Hartford and
Springfield, and Judge Davis won it at Island Park. Six of
the seven races were wen in straight heats.

Six of the seven free-for-all were split heat races. Arab
was the only hoise who succeeded in landing it in straight

heats. He won in this event twice before he was shipped to

California. J. Q. and Kitefoot also won it twice, and Bessie

once. Both of J. Q 's victories were won in stubborn races,
his race with Arab at Bochester being one of the most excit-
ing ever seen on a trotting track.
Turning to the pacing events we find that the free-for-all

was a gift to Johnston wherever he was permitted to start.
He won i( at Cleveland, Bochester and Utica. Gossip Jr.
was in front at Island Park under his new colors, but Argyle
and Little Mac mowed him down at Hartford and Springfield.
Gossip Jr.'s race at Albany was the slowest in the series.
Argyle and Little Mac each averaged 2:17 in their races, and
Johnston about 2:16. Nearly every starter in the 2:18 and
2:24 pacing races succeeded in securing winning brackets on
the trip down the line. The former was won by Bix different
horses. Uncle Sammy Keys won it twice with his favorite
Charley Friel. The other winners were Jennie Lind, Puri-
tan, Ed. Annan and Argyle, whose 2:16J at Bochester was
the fastest average made in it. Ed. Annan and Uderim eaoh
won the 2:24 pace twice. The other successful candidates
were Lady Wilkins, Joe L and Johnny Woods.—iV. 7.
Sportsman.

VETERINARY.
Conducted by Thos. Bowhill, M. R. 0. T. 8.

Subscribers to this piper can have advice through this column in all
cases of sick or Injured liorses or cattle by sending an explicit descrip-
tion of the case. Applicants will send their nani* and address that
they may be identified. Questions requiring answers by mail should
be accompanied by three dollars, and addressed to Drs. Bowhill &
Fitzgerald, 1129 Market St., San Francisco.

Why Horses Shy.

Editor, Breeder and Sportsman:—I was somewhat sur-
prised at such papers as the Breeder and Sportsman and
Globe Democrat giving space to such aD article as appeared
in your issue of the third inst. The author of the article in
question—"Why Horses Shy"—slanderB the veterinary pro-
fession as a whole, and at the same time poses before the pub-
lic as a being possessed of great observing power and intel-

ligence. He says: " I have never met a veterinary surgeon
who knew anything about cataract of the eye in horses."
Now, Mr. Editor, if you or the author of the above assertion
will call upon any qualified veterinary surgeon in or out of

San Francisco, I am certain you will find said surgeon per-
fectly competent to diagnose cataract of the eye, and explain
what it 13. It seems to me that the author of the communi-
cation in question does not know what a cataract is, and
further lacks a knowledge of the anatomical arrangement and
physiology of the horse's eye. He says: "Cataract of the eye
is a brown growth, of a fungus nature, that spreads over the
pupil of the top downwarde, having the appearance of a
sponge growing away from its hold." I presume the fore-

going is meant to read— "a growth that spreads over the top
of the pupils," etc. Having taken it upon myself to say that
the gentleman in question does not know what he has been
writing about, I will now try to explain to him what cataract
is.

Cataract—Anatomy—The Crystalline Lens.— The lens,

as its name implies, is a solid, transparent body, sustained
at the smaller circumference of the zone formed by the ciliary

processes (behind the pupil and partially imbedded in the
vitreous humor). It is biconvex in shape and flatter on its

anterior than its posterior surface. The lens of the horse's
eye presents the following dimensions: Vertical diameter
six-tenths, and transverse diameter five-tenths of an inch.

The posterior face is evidently more convex than the anterior,

the transverse diameter of the last having been found to be
4-10 and that of the first 3-10 of an inch.

The lens is enveloped in a transparent membrane, the cap-

sule, which contracts no adhesions with it. Its thickness
is unifoim in the horse, and at its issue is slightly striated

transversly; its internal face is lined by a layer of pavement
epithelium. The lens receives neither vessels nor nerves.
The use of the lens is to bring the rays of light to a focus
upon the retina, they being greatly refracted in passing
through it.

Cataract is characterized by a more or less complete opac-
ity, seen a short distance behind or in the pupil, which more
or less impairs vision according to its thickness and extent.

The opacity may be seated in the lens itself or in its capsule

or in both lens and capsule at the same time. Different

kinds of cataracts are accordingly described, and are divided

into true and spurious or false. "When the cataract is in the

lens or in its capsule it is a true cataract. Under the head
of true cataracts we have lenticular, capsular, capsulo-len-

ticular, nuclear, etc.

Spurious or false cataracts, so called incontra-distinction to

opacities of the lens, consist of opaque deposits of lymph,
blood or pus in the anterior capsule, obstructing the pupil.

Various special names are given to the false cataraots, which
are derived from the anatomical character of the new forma-
tion. Thus a lymph cataract is spoken of when the new
formation, which has become permanent, resembles tendinous
tissue in its external appearance, or when the greater part

appears composed of it. The name is not changed if from
the Bymptoms a calcareous or osseous degeneration has
occurred. But if the plug has become hardened by haemor-
rhagic extravasation, or even if the principal part be the

remains of a blood coaguium, and the blood then changes
into pigment, the new formation takes the name of blood cat-

aract, Cataracta spuria cruenta or grumosa.
Permanent but not very dense new formation, closing the

pupil, is generally described as a pigment cataract, cataracta

choroidals.
Causes.—Cataract is usually developed without apparent

local cause.

Not unfrequently it is even congenital (cataracta adnata)

and is then often accompanied by some malformation of the

eyeball, Myopia, Mikrophthalmia, etc., and the consequent
functional disturbances of the deeper parts of the eye, par-

ticularly the retina. In many cases it seems to be hereditary;

still some colts and fillies, whose sires and dams had not this

diseased condition, have cataract occurring in early life or

congenital. In another series of cases the immediate cause

of cataract lies in inflammation of the deeper partB of the eye,

especially the anterior parts of the choroid.

The inflammation may, in various ways, disturb the nutri-

tion of the lens, and thus in different ways cause cataract.

In other eases the cataract is caused by the inflammatory
process ending with atrophy of the vascular organs of the eye

and thus destroying the chief source of nutrition for the lens.

"Wounds of the lens and its appendages play an important
part in the etiology of cataract.

Violent solutions Gf continuity of the ciliary processes are

to be mentioned amoDg the causes of cataract. These may be

produced by concussions propagated from the bones to the

eye, which shake the zonula and dioptric media. Most fre*

quently, however, they are caused by direct force to the eye,

as the cut of a whip, a blow or kick, whioh compresses the

globe in one direction, and, on account of the incompressibil-

ity of the dioptric media, causes a compensating expansion of

the other parts not immediately acted on by the mechanical
force; hence a momentary expansion of the circle of origin of
the ciliary processes occurs. Diabetes and various other
affections will sometimes produce cataract.
Course.—Cataracts are developed in various periods of time;

there are cases on record where cataract has been developed
in ten days from the commencement of an attack of ophthal-
mia. In other cases it will not develop for twelve months.
A cataract is usually developed as follows: "A gray or white
speck is seen, after the subsidence of the acute inflammatory
stage of periodic ophthalmia, in the centre of the pupil; this
grows at each successive attack until it quite fills up the
aperture; vision grows less and less distinct during its forma-
tion. The growth of the incipient speck during the time that
the organ is suffering from ophthalmia is commonly rapid,
but as soon as the inflammatory action has subsided iis

progress becomes comparatively slow, and now and then it

appears to remain quite stationary, for as soon as cataract
has formed the inflammation generally beginB to decline and
the eye seldom receives another attack. There are, however

t

some exceptions to this. And it is also, I believe, an estab^
lished fact that not only doeB the inflammation permanently
leave the cataractous eye, but, should the othbr have re-
mained free from the disease, it is in less danger of being
attacked. Under such circumstances, therefore, a cataract is
hailed as a favorable omen; this is explicable, seemingly, on
the principle of sympathy, which is known to have great
influence in ophthalmic pathology, and the circumstance has
been considered weighty enough to recommend the artificial
destruction of one eye in disease to preserve the other in
health."—(Percivall).

Treatment.—Cataract can only be remedied by an opera-
tion; but thiB operation is inadmissible in the lower animals
total blindness being preferable to imperfect vision.
As regards the brown growth of a fungus nature, described

by the gentleman in question, I am inclined to the opinion
that he saw the small masses I am about to describe. The
posterior face oi the iris (which is a veritable diaphragm
pierced with a central opening—the pupil), is covered by a
very thick layer of pigment named the uvea, portions of
which, supported by a small pedicle, frequently pass through
the pupillary aperture and appear in the anterior chamber of
the eye, where they are known as "soot-balls " or "corpora
nigra." (There are frequently several of these black spongy
masses, which are generally attached to the upper border of
the pupil; on the lower margin, when present, they are much
smaller. Their color is a brownish-black. They are some-
times bo large as to give riBe to apprehensions of injury to
vision).

I don't presume to be a horse-breaker or trainer, but I
think any of those gentlemen will agree with me in saying
that your correspondent's treatment for a shying horse was
anything but compatible with common sense; I don't think
it possible to cure a horse of shying by whipping and other-
wise maltreating him. Should your correspondent obtain
any information from these few lines I will be amply repaid
for my trouble.

Trusting you will excuse me for taking up so much of your
valuable space, I am, dear sir, yours respectfully,

Thomas Maclat, M. K. C. V. S.
Pbtaluma, Sept. 21, 1S87.

"Wholesale Poisoning.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I have just finished
breaking four colts. After getting them gentle, etc., I turned
them in a stubble field. This field borders on a lagoon,
where there is quite a lake in winter, but it is dry in summer.
My colts have been in this field two weeks.
Last Friday a. m,, the owner of the field informed me one

of my two-year-old colts was dead, also two of his own. I im-
mediately, on thut day, removed the three remaining colts to
my stable. Saturday p. m., 1 was informed that my bay filly,

two years old, was sick. I went to the stable and fouDd her
with head down, nose nearly touching the ground, shivering
and trembling, with a cold, clammy sweat all over her. heart
rattling zipity-bang, then in a few minutes seemingly beatiDg
regular, suffering no pain apparently. I immediately sent
for a veterinary, and before his arrival poured down her
one quart of Castor oil, with about as much milk fresh from
the cow. I then drenched her with two gallons of strong
soap suds. By this time the veterinary had come. The
horse was seemingly much better, but he informed me at
once he could not help her, and that she would die. At 11
o'clock last night we left her apparently much better; in fact,

I thought all right, but early this morning I went to the
stable and she was dead, and I think she died without a
struggle. Th6 veterinary says it is some kind of a slow
poison, but what it is he does not know.
To-day (Sunday) I am told seven head of horses have died

within the last four days in this field. A gentleman also
informed me that eight years ago he lost five hundred sheep
in this field in three days. The sheep would apparently be
well, but would suddenly jump into the air and fall dead

—

dying immediately. I am also informed that a gentleman
lost thirty head of cattle in this same field a number of years
ago.

The water is good, fresh water, in good clean troughs. (Also
there are two springs of water apparently good, but kept
dirty from pigs being in it), but plenty of good pure water in
troughs for horses.

Now, what can it be that kills the stock in this field? Is
there any poisonous weed or vegetable growing in this
country that stock will eat that would kill them? Around
this lagoon there is plenty of green vegetation; cockleburrs
and other green weeds that I do not know the names of. I
am satisfied it is a poisonous weed of some kind. Do you
know of any poisonous weed that a horse will eat that would
kill him? If so, what is the remedy and description of weed
or plant.

Vacaville, Sept. 25, 1887. J. M. Bassford Jr.
|We hoi e some of our readers will be able to give Mr. Bass-

ford the desired information,—Ed.]

June 13th, 1849, the chestnut gelding Trustee, by imp.
Trustee, out of Fanny Pullen, by "Winthrop Messenger, trot-
ted four miles over the old Union course in 11:06. The
record has frequently been shot at and remained unbroken
until Aug. 12th, of this year, after a lapse of thirty-eight
years. The chestnut stallion Satellite, a grandson of Kear-
sarge, with a three mile record of S:21£, started at Keokuk,
la., on the above mentioned date, to take down the mark,
and succeeded, trotting the four miles in 10:52£. It was
a great performance, average 2:43£ to the mile, over a half-
mile track.

George Wilkes and Blue Bull now stand even in the 2:30
list, eaoh with fifty-four performers to his credit. Myrtell
G., 2:28, and Hoosier Girl, 2:253, » re trie only new con
credited to the great Indiana pacer this season, while Geo-
Wilkes comes to the front with Cuba, 2:25; Jeff Wilkes 2
Baron Wilkes, 2:27, and Howard, 2:29,
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Removal Notice.

The office of the Breeder and Sportsman has been
removed to No. 313 Bush Street, above Montgomery.

Special Notice to Correspondents.

Letters intended for publication should reach this office

not later than Wednesday of each week, to secure a place in

the iBsue of the following Saturday.

Dates Claimed.

Btate Fair, Sacramento, Sept. 12th to 24th.

Nevada State Fair, Reno, Sept. 21st to Oct. lat.

Stockton, Sept. 27th to Oct. 1st.

Mount Shasta Agricultural Asso., Yreka, Sept. 28th to Oct. 1st.

Plumas, Lassen, Sierra and Modoo Counties, Susanville, October 3d
lo 7th inclusive.
Monterey Agricultural Asso., District No. 7, Salinas, Oct. 4th to 8th

FreBno, October 5th to 8th.

lone, October 5 to 7.

Bay District Association, San Francisco, October 1st to2)th
Sixth District Agricultural Asso., Dos Angeles, Oct, 10th to 15th.

Willows, Oct. 19th, 20th to 21st.

Vallejo, October 4th to 8th.

Eureka Jockey Club, November 2Pd to 26th.

Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association Oct. 29th to Nov. 6th.

Closing of Entries-

SEPTEMBER £6tk .—Rhoneri ille.

OCTOBER 1st.- Willows.
OCTOBER 1st.—Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association

Open Events.
OCTOBER 1st.—Willows A«rk-ulturai Association.
NOVEMBER 16th.-Eureka Jockey Club.
OCTOBER 1st.—Susanville, changed events.

One Afternoon at the State Pair.

With the assistance of the porter and our better half

we managed to get on board the Palace car, at Sixteenth

Street, Oakland, Saturday, and were soon comfortably

seated in a chair, which, though somewhat of an ancient

pattern, was a great improvement on an ordinary

seat, when a sprained ankle had to be taken care of.

Fortunate to meet Mr. J. B. Haggin on the car, so that

the time passed pleasantly in disquisitions on horse affairs,

and, as is nearly always the case, obtaining valuable

hints from the proprietor of Rancho del Paso. Among
other topics was that of the necessity of a change in the

shape of race-courses. With the large fields which now

prevail it is great good luck if the best colt in the lot wins.

Should the distance be more than half a mile, if a colt is

fortunate enough to get a good start and he runs to keep

his position, he will be beat at the finish, provided there

are others of the same, or nearly the same calibre, that have

not been made so much use of. But the chances are far

greater that he will be Btartcd in the ruck behind the

leaders, and if once in the gang he will have to be much

the best and lucky as well, if he manages to get through.

Then in rounding one turn, when that turn is a semi-cir-

cle every foot which a horse is outside of another counts

over three feet added to the distance to be run by the

outside horse. Should there be two or three horses inside

of another at least ten feet will be lost, and that is quite

a gap at the finish of a three-quarters of a mile spin.

Mr. Haggins' plan to remedy these evils is a straight

course or one which is slightly serpentine. The objection

which some will offer is that the start and a portion of

the race could not be seen from the stands located near

the finish, and while that is unquestionably true, there

are compensating advantages. At some future period

we will amplify on this idea, and so far cannot discover

anything serious enough to interfere with the feasibility

of the plan.

Lunch at the depot, and a carriage to the track brought

us there in some time before the first race was called;

we would fain have made a trip to the stables to see the

horses, but at that time we had not got the hang of the

crutches, and even after three weeks' practice feel con-

vinced that those useful appendages are not suited to our

way of going and will give up acquiring the knack as

soon as possible. All of our friends insisted that a seat

in the Directors' stand was better adapted to our con-

dition than any other place, and hence, for the first time

in nearly forty years' attendance on races, we sat in one

place from start to finish. A pleasant place, in truth,

and a person did not need a game leg to enjoy it. It

was worth sitting still far longer to see the daughter of

the owner of the winner of the first race, Douglas, as he

crossed the score Evidently somewhat nervous from fear

of the result, when he swept past the stand well in the lead

sunshine chased the clouds from her brow and she

bounded from her seat with the grace and agility of a

startled fawn.

The second race proved how little attention is paid to

weight by a majority of bettors. Bryant W. conceded

twenty-five pounds to Franklin, and even that heavy

concession was not sufficient to restrain the brown from

being the favorite at fifty dollars to twenty-five. The

result again sustained the adage that weight will tell,

Franklin galloping in the lead the whole of the distance.

There was a merry party of ladies and gentlemen in the

seats near us. The most prominent figure in the group

was a very handsome woman who appeared to give life

and animation to everyone. Tall and finely formed, her

beauty was not of the caste which depends alone on
regularity of feature and clearness of complexion, but

rather the result of expression. The hazel eye fairly

Bparkled with animation, flashed with delight, or, became

subdued at times, to scintillate with still greater brilliancy

when she spoke, or when she watched her favorite taking

the first place in the contest. Such a woman Moore must

have had in his mind when he wrote the following descrip-

tion and, though our poetical days may be numbered with

years long gone, we are tempted to copy the whole stanza.

"There's a beauty foreveruncbangingly bright,
Like the long sunny lapse of a summer day's light
Bhlning on, Ehining on, by no shadow made tender,
"Till Love falls asleep in its sameness of splendor.
This was not the beauty—oht nothing like this
That to young Nourmahal gave such magic of bliss;
But the loveliness, ever in motion, which plays
Like the light upon Autumn's toi't, shadowy days;
Now here and now there, giving warmth as it flies.

From the lip to the cheek, from the cheek to the eyes.
Now melting in mist and now breaking in gleams,
Like the glimpses a saint bath of Ueav'n in his dreams.
When pensive, it seemed as if that very grace,
That charm of all others, was born with her facel
And when angry—for even in the tranquillest climes
Light breezes will ruffle the Dlossoms sometimes —
The short, passing anger but seem'd to awaken
New beauty, like flowers tbat are sweetest when shaken,
If tenderness touch'd her, the dark of her eye
At once took a darker, a heav'nlier dye,
From tbe depth of whose shadow, like holy revealirtgs
From innermost shrines, came tbe light of her feeling?.
Then her mirth—ohl 'twas sportive as ever took wing
From the heart with a burst like the wild bird in spring;
Illumed by a wit that would fascinate sages,
Yet playful as Peria just loosed from their cages.
While her laugh, full of life, without any control
But tbe sweet one of gracefulness, rung from her soul;
And where it most sparkled, no glance could discover
In lip, cheek, or eyes, for she brightened all over

—

Like any fair lake that tbe breeze is upon
When it bieaks into dimples and laughs in the sun.
Such, such, were the peerless enchantments, that gave
Noubmahal the proud lord of the East for her slave."

It is long odds that the author of Lalla Eookh had
just come from the races when he penned this happy
description, and had been more taken up with the occu-

pants of grand stands and c.irriages than the fleet

coursers on the greensward.

There were numbers of handsome women and girls in all

the stands, and it has always been a problem beyond our

powers to solve which of the Caiifornian towns is entitled

to the precedence. Sacramento has the advantage, as the

State Fair is such a potent magnet that it attracts from all

quarters, and thus the home beauties are reinforced from
nearly every town in the State. Still, where we are for

the time being appears to be entitled to the palm, and
therefore come to tho conclusion that it is a dead heat all

around.

The lady referred to was not in the best of luck in the

first races. Pools were gotten up by writing the name
of the horses on slips of paper and drawing them from a

hat. She lost on the racing; there were four in the

pool, and only three horses in, in the Arab, Lot Slocum
and Adair race, so there had to be a blank and that she

drew, but Luella retrieved the fortunes of the day,

snatching victory from the jaws of defeat.

The Adair business was certainly about as singular an
affair as is usually seen on a track. Elsewhere we have
alluded to laying up heats, and in this instance it "laid

out" the baokers of Adair and left them in the cold. He
never made a move for first or second heat in which, as

will be seen from the account, Lot Slocum made a

gallant fight. The trainer of Adair was mistaken as to

his condition, his driver overrated his speed. There was
also an impression that Hickok did not intend to win
with Arab, or Lee Shaner with Slocum. To strengthen

this idea after two heats were trotted Adair went up, up,

up, until the rates were $160 on him to $40 on Slocum,

and $35 on Arab. The horse which had not won or

gone for a heat brought four times as much as each of

the winners of a heat, and those who had backed Arab at

the outset were completely demoralized. Had Adair been

sent for the first heat his lack of condition and his want
cf speed would have been apparent, and the only money
lost on him confined to investments before the start. As
it stood, a hor3e was backed which had to win three heats

to two by either of his competitors, one of them with the

same record as Adair, the other a second faster.

With Adair at a sharp edge it should be even betting

all around; that he was not "at himself" was shown by
his previous races. His trot at the Golden Gate Fair, it

is true, was an indication of improvement, though Arab
beat him in that. We have little sympathy for people

who wager their money on the expectancy that some one

is to play the rascal; the only extenuating circumstances

being that they had got in when they thought the race

was to be straightforward, and that after bets were made
to save money already in. The rule we have implicitly

followed through life is never to wager on a race which
has the flavor of dishonesty. We do not desire to win
money in that way, and should be still more loth to lose

it. Lot Slocum trotted a good race and Arab made as

good a showing as we ever saw him exhibit. The closing

race of the Fair was also very good. In that the favorite

Thapsin was defeated, after winning first and second

heats, and he alio seemed to lack condition for suoh a

desperate race as it proved to be. As in the previous

race, after two heats were trotted favoritism was so pro-

nounced that Thapsin brought $100 in the pools to $30

on all the others. In fact, it was a bad day for favorites,

and the "short end" felt as though a regular Los Angeles

boom had inflated their purses.

It was a grand evening in Sacramento. Evenings

and mornings there during spring, summer and fall

are Bure to be remembered, and were it not that

the hours which intervene between, say, 9 a. m.

and 5 p. m. are at times rather too fervent for

visitors from this and other coast sections, it would take

first place in a climatic record. We had dispensed with

one crutch and the remaining support, aided by a solid

crook'd handled cane, made progression possible for a

short distance, and as Arrow's box was within a few

stalls of the entrance gate, we managed to visit him.

These fine evenings, in former years, always tempted to a

stroll from the park to the central part of the city, and
the perambulation was hugely enjoyed. Now we were
forced to take that most uncomfortable of all pleasure-

vehicles, a close hack, whenever a change of location was
necessary.

Journeying in that to dinner at the Golden Eagle,

and to the pavilion and back, brought the day to a close.

Aided by the crutch and stick we hobbled around the

pavilion until satisfied that no previous display equalled

it, either as to fullness or quality, well worthy of a long

article, or a series of them, to give anything like a des-

cription. We paused for a moment at the grey horse

which the Messrs. O'Kane had set up to exhibit their

numerous equipments which are now the paraphernalia

of coach-horse and trotters. O'Kane, junior, was in high

glee, having taken first premiums on everything exhib-

ited, and this was no lightly acquired honor when the

active competition was considered. The Studebaker

exhibit of vehicles was a fine display, and there was a

knot of eager countenances surrounding the Chicago

Carts and highly finished light vehicles. There is no
mistake made in claiming that American taste is toward

"rigs" which will permit celerity of movement, and were

we asked what was the mo3t emphatic type of American-

ism would point to a road-wagon scarcely a long

hundred in weight, and a pair of fast trotters. That is

the phase of our country which has wealth to sport the

highest rate of speed and the most recherche vehicles.

Then comes the "single rig," natty wagon, spider-web

harness and fast-trotting horse, and then the farmer's

son with his well-bred colt before a cart of one of the

innumerable patterns now seen. We are of the belief

that the boy with his colt is the happiest of the lot, and

the light road cart the grandest invention of the age.

Happy boys! blithesome colts! who can say authorita-

tively that the coming two-minute trotter will not
receive its first lessons on our smooth California roads?

No winter to stiffen its joints, pure air to bring heart,

nerve and lungs to perfection, and the best blood in the

world for foundation.

Oonde.

This gallant son of Abbotsford haB joined the ranks

and taken a place in the twenty list. This is a greater

credit to his sire than the bare recital intimates.

Conde is the only Abbotsford we are acquainted with

that has been trained. Others may have been pottered

with or colts worked on tracks outiide of our ken, though

in our many enquiries it is not likely that they would

have escaped notioe. The facts are that Abbotsford was

doubly neglected while domiciled in California. He had
few mares, the progeny of which were given no chances.

He will be heard of now as soon as his Kentucky colts

are old enough to show. One of the best of the great

Mambrino Chief clan, there is no risk in predicting a

"glorious future" for him and his progeny.
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Arrow.

Since writing the Bketch of Arrow, which appeared in

the paper of last week, he has gained still more distinc-

tion. He has made the fastest time for a four-year-old,

either pacing or trotting, the fastest "harness" mile to

the credit of a California-bred horse, and shown a rate of

speed which gives promise of equalling the best pacing

record within one or two years, should there be no ill-

fortune to cloud his chances. A. first heat in 2:15^ and a

fourth heat in 2:16£ are tokens of future excellence, and

also prove that he can go the mile out and also keep

going. "We understand that he paced the "middle half"

in 1:03, and therefore it is well within bounds to claim

that on a fast track he can pace below the teens when-

ever called upon. "We saw him in his stable and he fully

sustains Mr. Lindsey's description. He is emphatically

a well-formed colt, with the quality which could be

expected from the large proportion of thoroughbred

blood he possesses. "We also saw him move, going around

the first turn of the Sacramento track in 32£ seconds, as

we were informed by those who were in a position to

measure the time accurately. "While it was evident that

he was pacing fast when he passed in front of the direct-

ors' stand, his gait is so easy that, depending upon the

eye it did not appear that ho was moving as fast as a
2:20 gait.

"We wrote to Mr. Johnson, desiring further information,

last Monday, and since then have received the following

note and slip, though written before ours was sent.

Los Angeles, Sept. 24th, 1887.

Jos. Cairn Simpson:—Knowing that you always like to

hear good things about old Crichton and Alf, I take pleas-

ure in enclosing pedigree of Arrow. Crichton and Richmond
both have proved great breeders of trotting dams—Pope Leo
is ont of a Crichton mare and by Romero; Barbaro is out of a
Crichton mare, a full sister to Arrow's dam, and is by Len
Rose. Yonrs truly, H. M. Johnston.

Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 23, 1887.
Editor Tribune: Beak Sir,—The race-horse Arrow, 2:15J,

(fastest heat ever paced in California), wan bred by Hancock
M. Johnston, of Ela Hills, East Los Angeles, California. Ped-
igree: Bay gelding Arrow, foaled February 5, 1883; sired by
A. W. Richmond by Simpson's Blackbird (thoroughbred),
dam Crichton's First by Crichton, by imported Glencoe (thor-

oughbred); second dam Bay G. by Argyle (seven-eighths
thoroughbred); third dam a mare out of the same Manada
(herd) as was Tommy Gates' dam, which mares were out of
selected California mares, and were sired by a son of Fashion,
{the celebrated thoroughbred). The manada (herd) was bred
and owned by Dr. John S. Griffin, who was then a large

stock breeder, and his ranch was the San Pascual, the Pasa-
dena of to-day. I have four full sisters to Arrow, and the
only one worked any is a very promising filly. Yours truly,

Hancock M. Johnston.

From the above it will be seen that there is another

cross of thoroughbred, and that a high one as the son of

Fashion must have been Hermes by Mariner, who was
by Shark from Bonnets o' Blue, and was therefore a half

brother to Fashion. He was the sire of Joseph, the sire

of the dam of Vanderlynn, 2:21. "We are on the track of

the pedigree of Argyle, with more than a cold scent to

lead. He figures in quite a number of trotting pedigrees,

and those who know him well say that he was a remark-

ably fine-looking horse. He was imported to "Walnut

Grove, Contra Costa county, not far from Oakland, and

one of his old bills states that he was a brother to Kate

Seaton. Should that prove correct he was thorough-

bred.

A note has just come to hand from Mr. Johnston that

it was a grandson and not a son of Fashion which Dr.

Griffin owned. Full particulars will appear soon.

Woodnut.

"Thick and fast" come the young trotters this year,

and since the circuit commenced one Oregon and four

California trotters have reached 2:20, three of them in

the teens.

A great year for the Nutwoods. That this grandson

of a thoroughbred mare is none too highly bred to get

trotters is so manifest that all the talk in the world can-

not upset it. Theory has given way to experiment and

fully " proven " must be the unanimous verdict of any-

thing like a candid jury.

"Woodnut has knocked the black out of 2:20. Mt. Ver-

non, Menlo and others are rapping at the door which

they will force open at the first opportunity. Then Nut-

wood's son Hawthorne, with another thoroughbred cross,

is making a big mark, and we fully believe that Tempest

will rub out the slight margin between her record and

the teens ere she ranks as a five-year-old. "We congratu^

late Iowa on the possession of this three-quarter brother

to Maud S. That fertile State was our home for nine-

teen years, with only one slight break, and many happy

days were passed on the banks of the big river. "We con-

gratulate the Messrs. Stout on the ownership of the great

stallion, and though his colts will have to contend with

the Frost King in the winter, buffalo gnats, mosquitos,

sand flies, black, white-headed horse-flies as large a3

bumble-bees, and, worst of all green-heads, in the sum-

mer, good horses, the best of horseB, can be reared in

Iowa, as we well know, if proper care be given.

Lady Washington—Dam of Ewinsr and Kate
Ewine:.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Absence from home
has delayed replying to your request as to the breeding of
Lady Washington. She was sired by Smith's Blackbird, or,

as better known in California, as Reavis' Blackbird; her dam
was a black bobtail mare brought from Cleveland, Ohio, by
Albert Crapser, who afterwards brought Eastman Morgan to
this State, the Bire of little Fred and several good ones, among
them the gray horse I sold to Mr. Singleterry, and who had
him last summer when I was in your State. Mr. Singleterry
bought of Crapser a team of mares, full sisters., one of which
was Lady Washington, the other we heard he either gave or
Bold to his brother*in-law in Wisconsin. As regards their dam
Mr. Crapser informs me that he bought her of his father who
kept a livery and sale stable in Cleveland, and who boughther
of a farmer in that vicinity. I remember her well. Sne was
a blocky, Morgan-built animal with any quantity of game.
The express-wagon story I imagine is a canard, but I timed
her over the old Lyons track in 2:52 or 2:53, driven by Wm.
Gallagher. Yours very truly, Bid Gage.
Ltons, Iowa, Sept. 17, 1887.

"We are much pleased to receive and publish the above

letter from our old friend, as it proves the breeding of one of

the noted brood-mares of California beyond any ques-

tion. That is, there is not a link wanting in the chain

of evidence to establish, as a fact, that Lady "Wash-

ington is by the horse best known as California or

Eeavis' Blackbird.

"We got the impression that Lady "Washington was by
American Boy Jr., and this came from there having been

a Lady "Washington by that horse, though lately the

information was obtained that tJie Lady "Washington,

which was the dam of Swing and Kate Ewing, was
brought to this State by Mr. Singleterry, and Mr. S. gave

the short history which was published in this paper of

August 6th. As Mr. Singleterry spoke of the mare as

being the same which he brought here, we may be justi-

fied in saying that nothing is wanting to perfect the

testimony; but to place it beyond any question we will

be obliged to Mr. Singleterry to furnish us with the

transfer from him to the nest owner and connect the

whole story by tracing her into the hands of the breeder

of Ewing, Kate Ewing, et at. Trotting pedigrees are too

important at the present time to take anything for gran-

ted when there can be absolute proof.

This much is settled, that E. Singleterry, of San Jose,

bought of Mr. Crapser, of Lyons, Iowa, Lady "Washing-

ton; that she was by Reavis' Blackbird, and her dam of

unknown blood. This mare was brought here, and the

late Mr. Skaggs, of Sacramento, bred from her Ewing by

Primus and Kate Ewing by Berlin. She died at Rancho
del Paso, and from that it was thought she was owned

by Mr. Haggin. John Mackey, superintendent of

Rancho del Paso, pointed her out to us some years ago

as the dam of Ewing, and said that she was a Blackbird

mare brought here by Mr. Singleterry. Thinking that

Simpson's Blackbird was the horse meant, we told Mr.

Mackay that in all probability she was a sister to Reavis1

Blackbird, although, as we remembered, that mare she

was not so large as the dam of Ewing.

"We met Mr. Singleterry on the ferry-boat, and on

questioning him in relation to the mare he answered as

given before. He was the purchaser of California Black-

bird for himself and Hon. John Boggs at the same time

that Lady "Washington and other horses were bought,

and he secured others of the same blood.

"When a mare has produced two colts with records of

2:21J, she is entitled to a prominent place among the

great brood-mares. Kate Ewing obtained the record in

a fourth heat after winning the first in 2:2L}, and the

third in 2:22£. This, too, under the great disadvantage

of bad feet, as we learn that her driver expresses the

utmost confidence that if her feet were sound there is

not a horse in California which could beat her. She is a

very handsome mare, having a striking resemblance to

many of old Blackbird's fillies, which is doubtless due

to the double strain of the blood.

"While Primus and Berlin have got the same speed
from the same mare, those who know them both say

that the Berlin is greatly superior both in form and
speed. This would prove that inbreeding has been the

best, although Berlin is unquestionably a better sire than
Primus. The records stand for Berlin, Kate Ewing
2:21^, Thapsin, five years, 2:22|, Pansy, four years,

2:24£; for Primus' Ewing 2:2l£, Magdallah 2:23£, Tump
"Winston 2:24£.

Los Angeles Fair.

What Means This?

Secretary DeCamp, of the Los Angeles Fair Association, in

a note enclosing tickets to the coming meeting, accuses, on

information and belief, some of onr north country people of

degree of meanness hard to reconcile with their standing as

gentlemen. We hope for their oredit that Mr. DeCamp's

information is incorrect. He says:

I was pained to hear from visitors above that there is a
studied effort to cast a shade over our meeting. Not a poster

of ours placed at Sacramento, Petaluma or Bay District. Not
less than half a dozen mailed to each place. No Los Angeles
Dapers circulated at any place, and, to cap the climax, the

Bay District management in nearly every instance, without
authority, announced entries of the horses engaged with us.

If it was not for the Bkeebdeb aio> Sportsman which,
thank God, daies to do all justice the others would wipe us
out. Our meeting will be grand notwithstanding the effort

made to break it up.

Although not of an envious disposition, we must
acknowledge having a feeling very near akin to that

malady when the Los Angeles Fair is brought to remem-
brance. It was bad enough to miss Santa Rosa, Peta-
luma, Reno and other Fairs, especially places that we
have never visited, but the cap sheaf of our discontent is

being debarred from the Southern tour. The Fair alone

is well worthy of a trip from San Francisco, and then
when added to that are the numerous other attractions

there is a magnet powerful, nearly irresistible to inhab-
itants who can get away and have the means as far on:

as where the wolves ho77l on Oonalaska's shore.

The races! "good gracious," it seems as though every
one who had a horse of merit was determined to have a
hand in the grand tournament. Take the opening day,

October 10th, and glance at the 2:23 class: Hunter,
Stamboul, Valentine, Jane L , Longfellow, Lillie Stanly,

lack Diamond, Rexford, Thapsin, Maid of the Oaks and
Harry Velox. Besides this there are four other races in

each of which are large fields. The second Tuesday,

October 11th, there is a pacing purse in which are Chap-
man, Pocahontas, Arrow, L. C. Lee and Almont
Patchen; Sunny Slope Trotting Stake, for two-year-olds,

with ten nominations, and a singular feature is that eight

are of the stock bred by L. J. Rose, the get of Sultan,

Del Sur and Stamboul. A running purse, heats of halfa

mile, with six entries, completes an attractive bill. Wed-
nesday, October 12th, has the 2:35 class, eleven entries,

Ladies' Equestrianism, and a trotting stake for three-

year-olds. Thursday, October 13th, has the 2:20 class:

Menlo, Harry Velox, Valentine, Sister, Maid of the

Oaks, Thapsin and Stamboul engaged; then a running

dash of two miles with nine good ones, viz., Robson,

Tahoe, Galgo, Edelweiss, Fred Collier, Clifton Bell,

Accident, Not idle and Narcola; and the round up for

the day is thirty miles out, four entries, with the usual

conditions incidental to that class of races. Friday the

trotting is for the 2:27 class, the running heats of three-

quarters of a mile, and a dash of three-eighths for two-

year-olds. Saturday there is the biggest kind of a bill to

close up with. The 2:45 class, with nine of the best green
ones; 2:16 class, Lot Slocum, Valentine, Adair, Menlo,
Harry Velox and the Palo Alto Manzanita, after which
comes the Los Angeles Derby, five named in it. Bravo
for Los Angeles! Every one must cry the fair must be a

San Joaquin Fair.

Like its predecessors, the Fair of the San Joaquin
Agricultural Society promises to be an unqualified suc-

cess. Promises to be is rather indefinite, though as this

is written Thursday, only two days' proceedings have
come to hand. "With that much information, however ,

there is an assurance of it proving to be the greatest

exhibition of the many good ones held at the metropolis

of the San Joaquin.

"With the new pavilion completed, there is an oppor-

tunity for such a display of farm, orchard, and garden

products, of machinery and the countless things which
are so important a feature in California fairs, as is rarely

excelled.

The stock display is also very good. It would be sin-

gular if it were otherwise when there are so many stock-

breeders in the district and who have taken pains to

obtain the best animals for procreation. "We hope to be

able to visit the Fair the very last of the week, though

our doctor had laid an embargo on making the trip, and
scolded like a good fellow for venturing on last Satur-

day's trip. "We are more anxious to see Arrow pace in a

race than any other contest which can be gotten up.

Although he defeated L. C. Lee and Killarney at Sacra-

mento, both are fast enough to make him pace some; in

fact the black from Denver is "as fast as a ghost," as the

boys say, and it may be that the four heats in Sacra-

mento may have bettered his condition. The day this is

written Arrow is engaged in a race with Homestake and a

big field of fast sidewheelers besides, and sure as guns if

Homestake has fully recovered from the illnes3 which
befell him at Sacramento, he will make the Los Angeles

crack pace inside of 2: I5j.

We hope to see these phenomenal pacing colts come
together while they still rate as three-year-olds on the

Bay District Course. 2:12 or better ! !

!

D. R. Misner and the bay mare Mattie P. have been sus-
pended for two years by the Petaluma Fair Association. The
suspension grew out of the race for the district 2:40 class on
the last day of the fair, on which occasion Mattie P. did some
in and out trotting, and was beaten by Flora B.

In the stakes of the Eastern Jockey Clubs, which closed
Aug. 15th last, California is represented by the Santa Anita
Stable, J. B. Haggin, C. W. Aby, W. L. Pritchard, Palo
Alto, Senator Hearst, Maltese Villa Stable, Theo. Winters and
D. J. McCarthy. ^

Senator Hearst has purchased from P. Herzog and W. M
Murry the bay colt Surinam, and the lusty son of J
Hooker and Addie C. has been placed in charge of
Allen.
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The Trotter's Advance.

Why is it that Sphyns, a four-year-old, was taken to a
lumber town in northern Michigan, and at once his book was
overcrowded at a season fee of §100? "Was it because he
trotted in 2:24£, or was it because his dam has at an early

age produced two trotters in the 2:30 list and, his graudam,
Waterwitch, by Pilot Jr., had produced, to different horses,

three animals with records better than 2:23, and because,

through his sire, he inherited the blood of old Green Moun-
tain Maid, which was the dam of two with records of 2:20,

and three others which have records better than 2:30. Peo-
ple wonder at the marvelous success of Electioneer, which
has to his credit seven with records better than 2:20, and
among them a yearling with a record of 2:36£; a two-year-old

with a record of 2:21; a three-year-old whose record is 2:19^;

and a four-year-old with a record of 2:16; but with a sire

which has gotten forty trotters, and whose daughters are the

mothers of forty-three trotters, and a dam which has produced
rive animals with fast records, the only question is how can
he help it?

Why is it that the owners of the great two-year-old Bell

Boy, 2:27i, are constantly importuned to seta price upon his

services? Is it because his grandsire got forty trotters, and
his sire eighteen? Of course that has some weight, but it is

mainly because daughters of his grandsire were the dams of

forty-three trotters; because the dam of his sire was the

queen of the great brood-mare family, and herself produced
rive with fast records; because his dam Beautiful Bells, had
a record of 2:29£, and was also the dam of Hinda Hose, with
a three-year-old record of 2:19£, and St. Bel, with a four-year-

old record of 2:24i, and because his graudam, Minnehaha,
was the dam of a three-year-old with a record of 2:23, and
three others with records better than 2:30, and breeders

believe that a colt with such ancestry, who is a trotter him-
self, cannot fail to sire a uniform and high rate of speed.

It is a singular fact that stallions which attain celebrity as

sires of a large number of trotters have not ae yet acquired

great renown as sires of brood-mares; with the single excep-

tion of Hambletonian (10), the number of brood-mares accred-

ited to any successful sire of trotters is greatly disproportion-

ate. He sired forty trotters, and tbirty-seven of hiB daughters
produced forty-three trotters, only sis of them having pro-

duced more than one, and but few of them having been the

dams of horses with extreme Bpeed. Abdallah (15) sired six

trotters, but nineteen of his daughters were the dams of

twenty trotters and two fast pacers. Aberdeen 1b the sire of

twelve trotters, and odo of his daughters is the dam of a

great trotter. Almont was the sire of thirty-four fast animals,

and a large number of his sons are sires of trotters, but only
live of his daughters have produced 2:30 trotters. Belmont
is the sire of seventeen trotters, and six of his daughters are

the dams of seven performers. Blue Bull sired more than

fifty trotters and pacers, and his daughters are the dams of

nine performers. Daniel Lambertsired twenty-eight perform-
ers, and his daughters are the dams of three trotters.

Dictator sired sixteen trotters and pacers, and one of his

daughters is the dam of a trotter, and so the list might be

extended. It is not in the leaBt intended by this argument
to suggest that mares by horses which sire a great number of

speed performers are not extremely desirable as brood-mares,

but it does seem as though nature expended her efforts in

one direction, and it is a fact that the great brood-mare fam-

ilies are by horses which are not noted as sires of trotters.

American Star sired four trotters, the fastest with a record of

2:29, but thirty-three of his daughters produced forty trotters

and one pacer. Pilot Jr. sired nine trotters, the fastest with

a record of 2:24; but thirteen of his dams have produced
twenty-five performers, among them the fastest mare and
gelding in the world, and three of them have each foaled

three fast performers.

Magna Charta sired only five trotters, none of them of

any special note; but his daughters are the dams of ten or

more trotters with records from 2:15J to 2:30. Mambrino
Chief sired six trotters, but only two of them gaining especial

distinction; but fifteen of his daughters are the dams of fast

trotters.

Mambrino Patcben sired fourteen trotters but only three of

them had records better than 2:25, yet thirteen or more of his

daughters have produced nearly twenty trotters, among them
such fast animals as Guy Wilkes, 2:15£; Elvira, 2:18£; Rosa
Wilkes, 2:18|; and Astral, 2:18, and so instances could be mul-
tiplied, shoeing that the sires of great brood-mare families do
not seem to acquire note as sires of trotters. If this article,

hastily written, shall be of interest to our readers, and shall

especially induce young breeders to more carefully study the

great science of breeding, we shall be well pleased. In a sub-

sequent article we shall write concerning some of the great

broodmares which have become especially noted as produc-
ers.— Chicago Horseman.

King Wilkes' Foals of 1887.

The following King Wilkes' foals of 1887 have been reported

y Mr. K. B. Conklin:

F. S. Birch, Swansea, Mass., April 28th, b f, no white, dam
Purity by Middletown; second dam by Alex. Abdallah.

G. K. Goldsborough, Easton, Md., June 22d, b f Ashland
Wilkes, Btar, both hind feet white, dam Lady Ashby by Alex.

Abdallah.
E. R. Hearn, Passaic, N. J., June 17th, b f, no marks, dam

Gnssie by Aberdeen.
B. W, Andrews. 119 Market street, Philadelphia, June 8th,

b c. both hind feet white, dam Minnie Clyde by Volunteer.

N. 0. Griffing, Shelter Itdand, N. Y., July 3d, b c Rex
Wilkes, near hind heel white, dam Hilda by Wedgewood;
second dam by Conklin's Abdallah, sire Rams, 2:13J.

W. J. Magee, 11 West Twenty-fourth street, N. Y., May
10th, b c King Wilkes Jr., no white, dam Dolly; breeding not

given.
E. G. DoolitUe, 80 Worth street, N. Y., June 26th, b c, no

white, dam Viviandiere by Volunteer; second dam Martha
by Abdallah.

J. F. Calder, Utica, N. Y., Jane 15th, b c, star, dam Lang-
try by Administrator; second dam by Volunteer.

P. J. Smith, S. Orange, N. J., May 17tb, b c Frank Wilkes;
breeding of dam not given.

A. Somerville, Newark, N. J., June 19th, Bella Wilkes, b f,

no marks, dam Daisy by Palmer's Norman.
J. O. Champlin, Tolland, Conn., June 19th, b o W. M.

Evarts, dam Tempest by W. H. Allen, son of Volunteer.

A. B. Darling, Fifth Avenue Hotel, N. Y., Jaly 3d, b o,

star, off fore foot, white dam Marguerite; breeding not given.

A. Post, Brickchurch, N. J., July 4th, br c, dam Lady of

the West by Minnesota Chief.

R. B. Conklin, Greenport, Long Island, June 3d, b f Ring
Dove, no marks, dam Puzzle by Celebre, he by Eomer, son of

Hambletonian, oat of dam of Rams, 2:13J.
May 28th, br o Live Oak, no white, dam Grace Rogers by

MaBter Lightfoot, son of Lexington.

August 1st, br c Wilkeswood, both hind feet white, dam
Nancy Wood by Wedgewood; second dam Nancy Awful, dam
of Rams, 2:13£.

HERD AND SWINE.
Jerseys vs. Holstein Friesians.

I was a little surprised lately to see the claim made by a
•writer on the Holstein-Friesian side that the Holstein-Fries-
ians had met the Jerseys in pu blic tests three times in this coun-
try and had won every time. The truth is that they have
met five times, and the Jerseys have beaten them three out
of five. He has counted as a public trial the contest between
MercedeB and Mary Anne of St. Lambert for The Breeders'
Gazette Challenge Cup— a contest by its express terms want-
ing in every element of publicity—and has ignored two
defeats sustained by the Holstein-Friesians in Canada and
one at Milwaukee. As to the Mercedes-Mary Anne matter, it

may be not inappropriate to remind your readers that Mr.
Fuller, objecting to the privacy of the test, challenged Mr.
w ales to a public competition, which was declined.
The following is believed to be a correct list of all the

public trials which have yet taken place between Jerseys and
Holstein-Friesians in America. I shall endeavor to state
them fairly for both sides. If I omit any other trial or any
material facts concerning these I hope they will be supplied
by otbers.

The two breeds first met at the Provincial Exhibition at
London, Canada, in September, 1885. Eight Holsteins com-
peted, belonging to six different breeders. Only two Jerseys,
both belonging to Mr. Fuller, were shown. Credit was
allowed '.or milk as well as for butter; also for cheese curd
and lingthof time since last calving. The Jersey Rose of
Eden won with a score of 109 points, an Ayrshire second, a
grade Shorthorn (the largest milker in the show) third, the
other Jersey fourth, an Ayrshire fifth, and the best Holstein-
Friesian sixth, with a score of 64.29. The two Jerseys gave
2 lbs. 2 oz. and 1 lb. 82 oz. butter, respectively. The best
Holstein- Friesian gave 1 ft). £ oz. butter; the worst gave 10 oz.

Their next meeting was at the Toronto (Can.) Industrial
Exhibition in September, 1886. But one Holstein-Friesian
cow was entered, viz., Glenburine. She had a ten-months'
yield of 20,138£ ftis. of milk, and her owners claimed for her
a weekly yield of 27 lbs. of butter. None of the Jerseys
entered has so large a test. The trial was, like that of 1885,
for milk, butter, and cheese curd, with an allowance for time
after calving. The five Jerseys entered stood first, second,
third, fourth and sixth, the Holstein-Friesian being fifth.

Soon after this the three-year-old Holstein-Friesian cow
Fyke met the Jerseys Gabrielle Champion and Sister Rex, the
Guernsey Coraline, and the untraced cow Rosa in a trial for

butter at Milwaukee, and was beaten by all of them. Rosa
stood first and the two Jerseys second and third. The Jersey
scores were 76.20 and 71-91. The Holstein-Friesian score
was 43.83. But the nativa cow Rosa scored 93.47. At the
same place, by the by. an untraced cow, Beauty, won the
prize as best milch cow, beating the two Jerseys mentioned
and the Holstein-Friesian cow Schoone.
At Minneapolis, a little later, these same two Jerseys, and

perhaps others, met Mr. Wales' cow Tritomia and were pretty
badly beaten, Tritomia scoring a yield of 2 lbs. 6£ oz. for the
day. My report of this competition is meager, and I cannot
give the yields of the Jerseys or the number or breeds of the
defeated contestants fully. My impression is that the best
Jersey made less than 2 lbs.

Last came the New York Dairy Show, where Clothilde and
Clothilde 4th stood first and second, beating the Jersey
Gold Lace by 9 and If oz. of butter, respectively, but by less

than 5 oz. and just £ oz. of butter fat, Clotbilde's butter con-
taining nearly 7 per cent, more water than Gold Lace's. Clo-
thilde's butter yield was 2 ft>s. 7£ oz., that of Clothilde 4th
2 lbs. \ oz.; Gold Lace's, 1 ft). 14£ oz.

A brief survey of these contests will help us to two or three
conclusions, which fair-minded men on either side will hardly
dispute.

First at London, 1885. the largest yield of milk by any
Holstein-Friesian was 37-60 fts., the smallest only 23.60 lbs.

It is impossible to believe that these were first-class caUle, or
if they were that they were in condition to do themselves
justice.

Next at Toronto in 18S6, it is stated that the Holstein-
Friesian cow Glenburine had been especially prepared for the
contest. She had a milk yield nearly as large as that of any
Holstein-Friesian, and the butter test claimed for her was 7

lbs. larger than that of any Jersey competing. For milk and
distance from last calving together she had 44 points in the
scale ahead of any competing Jersey. Yet she gained only
fifth place in a competition where milk, butter, cheese curd
and distance froiu calving were all considered. Her owner
protested that the scale of points gave an unfair prominence
to the cream and butter points, and thus lost him the prize.

She may fairly be considered a first-class Holstein-Friesian.
At Milwaukee, where the Holstein-FrieBian cows Fyke and

Schoone and the Jerseys Gabrielle Champion and Sister Rex
were beateo, by two native cows from Henry Boorse's dairy
for both milk and butter, but the Jerseys were beaten by the
Holstein-Fresians for milk and they beat the Holstein-Fries-
ians for butter, I take it that both breeds were indifferently

represented and poorly handled. For one thing, in the but-

ter test, the native cow got nearly five pounds of grain daily

more than either of the others, neither of them receiving as

much as fourteen pounds, while she got over eighteen. This
alone would account for their defeat.

At Minneapolis Mr. Wales seems to have shown a good
cow, well prepared. The Jerseys that met him were moder-
ate animals, poorly fitted. The best of them, by the Tecords,

Gabrielle Champion, has a test, made fourteen months
previous, of 17 lbs. 8 oz. More than three hundred Jerseys
have beaten this.

Now we come to the New York Dairy Show. Of the nine
cows tested here, whose yields have been given to the public
{I suppose all that were tried), five ate Holstein-Friesians,
three Jerseys, one Guernsey. Six of the nine (three Jerseys
and three Holstein-FriesianB) appear to have published tests.

By the following table it will appear that Clothilde, with a
test 7 lbs 1 oz. larger than Gold Lace, beat her only 9 oz.

per day, or not quite 4 lbs per week; that Lady Fay, with a
test 5 lbs. larger tnan Hinda A. 3d and 7 lbs. larger than Island
Chrissie, beat the former |oz. and the latter \\ oz. daily, or
five oz. and 12 oz. per week, and that the three Holstein-
Friesians averaged in this public test a falling off from their

best private yields of 42.15 per cent., while the three Jerseys
averaged only 32.88 per cent! How about nervousness?
Again Clothilde stands at the head of all Holstein-Friesian

cows. We have from one hundred and twenty to one hun-
dred and fifty Jerseys with better tests than Gold Lace. But
we have in this competition a Holstein-Friesian cow whose
test is only 1 lb 2 oz. larger than that of Gold Lace, namely,
Lady Fay. She was in first-class condition! having won the

prize as best Holstein-Friesian cow the day previous. Yet
Gold Lace beat her by four oz. of butter daily, or nearly 2 lbs
per week.
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Clothilde (Holstein-Friesian)
Clothilde 4th (Holstein-Friesian)..

lb oz
2 071

2 00}
1 11 ;

1 10J
1 09}
1 085

lb oz
17 011
U 013
13 051
11 094
11 an
10 13J

lb oz
28 021
^3 10i
21 (1
22 O.li

17 01

11 11

lb oz
10 11
9 1.81

7 11*

10
6 124
1 003

b oz
|

38.61
10.03
36.64
17.82
H3.97

28.03

Lady Fay (Holstein-Friesian)

Island Chrissie (Jersey)

One fact more: The two largest batter yields yet made in
public trials are those of Oaklands Cora (Jersey), teBt 3.742
bntler, and Oaklands Cora 2d (Jersey), test 3.405, both made
at Gnelph, Can., in the fall of 18SC. The smaller is nearly 1
lb larger than the yield of Clothilde at New York—Campbell

j
Brown, in Breeder's Gazette.

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
Association,

FALL MEETING, 1887.

REGULAR DAYS,
SATURDAY, October 29th,

TUESDAY, November 1st,

THURSDAY, November 3d,

SATURDAY, November 5th.

Entries Close Saturday, October 1st, '87.

PROGRAMME.
First Day, Saturday, October 29th.

No. I.—INTRODUCTION PURSE, $400, of which 850 to second, $25 to
third; for three-year olds and upwards. Winners this year of two
races of the aggregate value of 81,000 to carry five pounds extra. Non-
winners this year allowed five pounds. Maidens allowed ten pounds.
One mile and a sixteenth

.

No. 2.-THE LADIES' STAKES, for two-year-old fillies. Three-
qtiarters of a mile. Closed August 15, 1886, with twenty-four entries.
No. 3.—THE BAY CITY STAKES, a handicap for all ages; $50 each-

325 forfeit, $10 if declared out, with S750 added. Second to receive
$100, third to save stake. Weights announced Thursday, October 27th;
declarations due at 6 o'clock p. m. the day before the race. One mile
and a half.

No. 4.—PURSE $400, of which $50 to second, $25 to third, for two-
year-olds. Winners of two two-year-old races to carry three pounds; of
three, five pounds extra. Non-winners allowed five pounds. Seven
furlongs.

Second Day, Tuesday, November 1st.
No. 6.—PURSE $400, of which 550 to second, $25 to third; for three-

year-olds and upwards Winners of No. 1 at this meeting to carry 7
pounds extra. Maidens, if three years old, allowed 8 pounds; if four
years old or upwards, allowed 12 pounds. One mile.

No. 6. -THE EQUITY STAKES, for two-year-olds; $10 each, p.p.
with $403 added; first horse to take the added money, second horse 70
per cent., and the third horse 30 per cent, of the stakes. Winners of
any two-year-old race of the value of 8500 to carry 5 pounds; of two
such races 7 pounds; of three 10 poundB extra. Three-quarters of a
mile.
No. 7.—THE PARK STAKES, for all ages; $50 ^ach, $25 forfeit, or $10

if declared out October 15, 1887, with $600 added; second to receive
$100; third to save stake. Winners this year of a stake race of the
value of 31,000 when carrying weight for age or more to carry 5
pounds; for two such races 7 pounds extra. HorseB that have not
been placed this year allowed 5 pounds. One mile and a quarter.
No. 8.—SELLING PURSE, 8400, of which $60 to the second, $25 to the-

third: for all ages. The winner to be sold at auction, fixed valuation
81,500; 1 pound allowed for each $100 leas, down to $1,000; then 2
pounds for each $100 down to $300; 2 pounds added for each $ion above
fixed valuation. Selling price to be stated through the entry box at
the usual time of declaring, 6 o'clock p.m. the day before the race.
Three-quarter mile heate.

Third Day, Thursday, November 3d.
No. 9.—PURSE $400, of which 850 to second, 825 to third; for three-

year-olds and upwards. Winner of any race at this meeting to carry 5
pounds; of two races 7 pounds extra. Horses that have not been
placed at this meeting allowed 5 pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.
No. 10.—THE FAME STAKES, for three-year-olds. Two miles Closed

August 1, 1885, with 36 entries.

No. 11 -THE AUTUMN STAKES, for two-year-olds. One mile
Closed August 15, 1886, with 43 entries.

No. 12.—SELLING PURSE, $400, of which $50 to the second, 835 to
the third. Conditions in all respects the same ae No. 8. One mile
and a sixteenth.

Fourth Day, Saturday, November 5th.
No. 13. -PURSE $400, of which $50 to the aecond, $25 to the third

for two-year-olds. Winners of two two-year-old races to carry 5
pounds; of one 3 pounds extra. Horses that have not run better than
third allowed 5 pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 14.—THE VESTAL STAKES, for three.year-old Allies. One ml e
and a quarter. Closed August 1, 1885, with 21 entries.

No. 15. -THE DEL RIO STAKES, for all ages. $100 each, $60 for-
feit, or $20 if declared out October 16th, lb87, with 81,000 added- second
to receive $200; third to save stake. Horses that have not won a race
this year of the value of 81,000 allowed 5 pounds. Non-winners thin
year allowed 15 pounds. Two miles and an eight.

No. 16.—PUUSE $400, of which $50 to The second, S26 to third A free
handicap for all ages. Weights announced the day before the race
at 10 o'clock a. m.; declarations due at G o'clock p. m the same dav
One mile, ^, *

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
These races will be run under the revised rules of this Association

adopted February 4. 1887. Owners and Trainers will be supplied with
copies on application to the Secretary.
In all stakes starters must be named to the Secretary or throuch theentry box at the track on or before 6 o'clock p. m. of the day before

the race. No horse not so named will be allowed to start (Rule 4a)Entrance fee for starters in purseB. Non-starters can declare out at
6 o'clock p. m. of the day before the race by paying five percent o( theamount of the purse. All horses not so declared out will be required
to start. (Rule 22).

*

All declarations void unless accompanied by the money
Parties not having registered colors will be required to" name their

color with their entry. .

"
Entries close with the Secretary on Saturday, October 1 1887

ft S. tUIVER, secretary. " M<*™«* -redden..

313 Buah Street, I*. O. Box -2603, San I'r«nclsco

,
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EIGHTH ANNUAL
FAIR

$7,000! $7000!
OF

PLOIAS, IASSES, SIERRA, AMD JlOimi

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
(Washoe Co.. Nevada, Lake and Grant

Counties, Oregon, and Butte Co , Cal.,
admitted to District lor

Racing purposes)

AT

Susanville,Cal.
commencing

Monday, October 3. '87,

And Continuing Five Days.

Purses $5,000.

Premiums $2,000.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Money in all races to be divided as follows: First

horse, 60 per cent.; second, 30 per cent.; third, 10 per
cent, unless when otherwise specified. All races free
for all, unless otherwise designated.

First Day.
1. TROTTING—2:50 Class, 3 in 5; puree $200.

2. RUNNING—Three-year- olds, mile dash; purse
1125.

3. RUNNING-Mile heats, 2 in 3; puree $250.

4. RUNNING—>f mile and repeat; puree $100.

Second Day.
6. TROTTING—3 in 5; purse $1,000.

6. RUNNING—& mile dash; puree $100.

7. RUNNING—1% mile dash; puree $200.

8. TROTTING— One-year-olds (District) Three-
quurter mile dash; purse $100.

Third Day
9. TROTTING—2:40 Class, 3 in 5 ;

purse $250.

10. RUNNING—Mile daBh; purse $150.

11. RUNNING—19£ mile dash; purse $250.

12. GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE, to make nearest time to

4:30. Entiles to close attime of race; purse$50.

Fourth Day.
.13. TROTTING—2 ;35 Class, 3 in 5; purse $300.

Hi. RUNNING—X mile and repeat; purse $150.

J5. RUNNING—lJi mile dash; purse $150.

16. TROTTINU—Single buggy (District), 2 in 3, own
ertodrive; purse$50. Entries close at 9 p. m., day be
a°ore race. Trained horses barred.

Fifth Day.
17. TROTTING-2:30 Class, 3 in 5; purse $350.

18. RUNNING—two miles and repeat: purse $1,000.

19. TROTTING—Double teame (.District), mile and
repeat. Untrained teams mast pull buggy, owners to
drive. Entrance to close at 9 o'clock evening before
the race; puree $75.

RILES OF THE TRACK.
Entrance to all trotting and running races to close

witn the Secretary at 9 o'clock p. u„ on Friday, Aug.
12, 1887.

All entries to be made In writing, to give eex.color-
and marks of horses. Also name and residence of
owner, and in running races colors to be worn by rider
and any other particulars that will enable the audi-
ence to distinguish the horse in the race.
Write "Entries to Races" on outBide of envelope,

and Beal.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of purse, to accompany

entries.
In all races five or more to enter and three or more

to start.
National Association rules to govern trotting, but

the Board reserves the right to trot heatB of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing, or to trot a special race between the heats.
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, no horse is

qualified to be entered in any District race that haa
not been owned and kept in the District six (6) months
prior to the day of the race ; and any entry by any per
isonofany disqualified horse shall be held liable for

the entrance fee contracted, without any right to
•compete for a purse, and shall be held liable to pen-
alties prescribed by the National Association and
Rules of the State Agricultural Society and expulsion
from the Association

.

If, in the opinion of the judges, any race cannot be
completed on the closing day of the Fair, it may be
continued or declared off at the option of the Judges.
In all races noted above, five or more paid-up en-

tries required to fill, and three or more horses to

start, but the Board reserves the right to hold entries
and start a race with a lees number, and deduct a pro-
portionate amount of the puree.
When less than the required number of starters ap-

pear, they may contest for the entrance money, to be
divided as follows : 66& to the first, and 33K to the sea

ond.
Rnles of the State Agricultural Society to govern

running races except where conditions named are
otherwise.
Any person not intending to start his horse m"Bt no-

tify the Secretary in writing on or before 10 o'clock the
evening previous to the day of the race.

Horses entered in races can only be drawn by con
eentoftheJudges.

'

For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be en-
titled to his own entrance fee and one-half of the en-

trance received from the other entries for said puree;
and a horse winning a race entitled to first money
only, except when distancing the field, then entitled

to first and third moneys only. A horse wins but one
monev under any other circumstances.
The"attention of all parties interested is particularly

called to the rnles of the National Trotting Associa-

Hon, under the provisions of which, except as other-

wise specified, all matters appertaining to the trotting
raceB will be conducted.
Races to begin each day at one o'clockp. at. sharp.

J. W THOMPSON, President.
.T. D. DYERS. Vice-President.

R. L. RAVI**, Secretary. Susanville. Cal.
J.*R. MURRAY, Assistant Secretary,

Change of Date

ENTRIES.
The Eleventh District Agricultural AssooitT

tion announces that Entries for races Nos. 1,

2, 4, 7 and 11 will close with the Secretary at

Susanville
»

CALIFORNIA.

On Saturday, Oct. 1,1887.

R. L. DAVIS, Secretary.

J. W. THOMPSON, President.
7663

25th Agricultural District.

Comprising the Counties of Solano and
Napa.

VALLEJO
Oct. 4th, to Oct. 8, 1887.

The District Races Open to the Counties
of Napa, Solano, Sonoma and Marin.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
First Day, Tuesday, October 4th.

No. 1. Running—One and one-quarter miles. Free
for all. Purse $300. Selliug race, winning horse,
carrying regular weights, to be sold for $2,000. One
pound allowed for each hundred dollars less. One
pound added for each hundred dollars more.
No. 2. Trotting—2 :21 Class. Purse $600.

Second Day, Wednesday, October 5th.
No. 3. Trotting—District two-year-oIdB. Mile and

repeat. Purse $200. Clara Y. and Alfred C. barred.
No. 4. Trotting—3 :00 Class. Purse $300.

TliiMl Day, Thursday, October 6th.
No. 5. Running—Three-fourths mile dash. Free

for all. Purse $250.

No. 6. Trotting—Three -year-olds. Purse $300.

Fourth Day, Friday, October 7th.

No. 7. Trotting—2:40 Class. Puree $400.

N o. 8. Pacing—2 :22 Class. Purse $400.

Fifth Day, Saturday, October 8th.
No. 9. Trotting—Free for all. Purse $600,

JSo. 10. Trotting—2:35 Class. Purse $300.

In all cases five to enter and three to start. Sixty
per cent, of purse to first horse, thirty per cent, to
second horse, and ten per cent, to third horse.
Races No. 3, 4, 6 and 7 are for district horses only,
including Sonoma and Marin.

RULES AND REGULATIONS.
1. All contests of speed will be conducted according

to the ruleB of the National Turf Association,
2. All entrieB will be made at the office of the Secre-

tary "under cover."
3. The money or a certified check must accompany

all entries. Entries to cloBe September 15th.
4. Entries in all cases 10 per cent, of purse, unless

otherwise stipulated.
5. No horse shall take any money for a walk-over;

but shall receive his own entrance fee and one-half
the other paid-up entries of the Bame race.

6. In case one horBe distances all others, he shall
take first and third moi.ey. Second money reverts
back to the Association.

7. In all cases, five to enter and three to start
8. In all cases, first money will be sixty per cent,,

second thirty per cent., and third ten per cent, of the
whole puree.
9. Therecotd of all horses entered will be consid-

ered that made before August 22d.
10. District horse b mua'« have been o .vned in the Dis-

tricteix months prior to the daw. of tbe race.
11. In all races noted above five or moi<- paid-up

entries required to fill and three or more hoises to

Btart;butthe Board reserves the right to hold entrieB
and start a race with a less number and deduct a pro-
portionate amount ot the purse.

F. W. I.ODER, President,
A.J. McPIKE, Secretary. lOsepl

25jnll Greenville, Cal.

FOR SALE.
TS*. 1.—Bay Mare, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

let dam by Little John; 2d dam Musidora'a dam by
son of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodburn, 1st dam by Owen ale; 2d

dam Muaidora, by Belmont, etc.

No. IB. -Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882,

by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musldora, by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Bon of Bel-

mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by

flir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Poche

These are extra fine young marea of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belmont.

2*o. 1 1b In foal to a son of Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

For further information addreBS

W. M. WILLIAMSON,
^otttf San Jose, Cai.

FOR SALE

!

ONE GRAY GELDING,
153 hands high. Weight 1050 lbs. A fine disposi-

tion, the best of constitution. Five years old.perfectly

sound and without a blemieb. A natural trotter with
a big, open, pure gait. Has had 4 months training.

Can trot 3 or 4 heats from 2:30 to 2:35. Has a record

of 2:62.

Sire Peacock, record 2:23i, by Whipple's Hamble-
tonian.
Dam Young Molly, by Budd Doble, he by Geo. M.

Patchen Jr.

Young Molly is the dam of Brown Jug, by Nut-

wood. Brown Jug's private trials were made in

2:19.
Anyone looking for a first-class young horse, that

bids fair to trot low down in the twenties ln|cis six-

year-old form, should not overlook |this promising

horse. Anyone desiring to see bizn work with a

view to purchase can do so by calling at the Big

Tree Store, Sacramento, Cal.

For terms address,

F. A. Jones,
nugistf

P. O. Box 164,

SACRAMENTO, CAL.

Nevada State Fair
OF 18B7 WILL BE HELD

AT RENO,
Commencing September 91st and Ending

October 1st.

35 RACES, TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS
LIBERAL PREMIUMS

Live Stock Department and Exhibits in Pavilion.

Indian Pony Races! Bahon Ascensions! Bicycle

Races! Stock Parades!

LADIES' TOURNAMENT.
Friday, September 23, Wednesday, September 28 and

September SO, Friday,

THE PEESIDENT'S GOLD MEDAE.
President Powning offers a Special Premium, a

GOLD MEDAL, value 5100, for the best
Exhibit In Any Department.

Trials ot Speed to be Conducted under the
auspices ot the directors ot the State Agri-
cultural Society.
The State Agricultural Society was established in

accordance with an act of the Legislature of the State
of Nevada, entitled "An Act to provide for the man-
agement and control of the State Agricultural Society
of the State," approved March 7, 18&5.

MEUBEBS OF THE STATK BOABD OP AGB.ICULTTJSK

L. J. FLINT, of Washoe County; B. F. LEETE, of
Washes County; P. H. MULC&HY, of Washoe
County; AL. WHITE, of Washoe County; JOHN
SWEENY, of OroiBby County; T. B. RICKEY, of
Douglas County ; C. C. PO WNING, of Washoe
County; ALVARO EVANS, of Washoe County;
THEU. WINTERS, of WaBhoe County; F. DANG-
BERG, of Douglas County; W. S. BAILEY, of
Churchill County; JOS. MARZEN, of Humboldt
County.

PROGRAMME.
First Day—Wednesday, September 91st.

No. l.-INTRODUCTORY—Three-quarter daBh, for
District horses; $100 added; entrance $20; declaration
$5, on or before September lBt.

No. 2.—RUNNING—Five-eighths mile dash. Dis-
trict horseB; two-year-olds; $100 added; entrance $20;
declaration $5, on or before September 1st.

Nob. 3, 4 and 5 will be made and announced on Sat-
urday, Sept. 17th.

Second Day—Thursday, September Wd.
No. 6.—TROTTING—2:50 class for District horses;

three in five, purse $300; first horse 3160; second horse
$100; third horse $50.
No. 7.—TROTTING—Mile heats, three in five; free

for all; purse $M)0; $300 to firBt horse; $200 to second
horse; $100 to third horse.

Third Day—Friday, September «3d.
No. 8. — RUNNING—Selling purse for District

horses; dash of a mile; $150 added; $25 entrance, half
forfeit; $5 declaration, on or before September lBt
Horses to be sold for $1,000 to carry entitled weight.
Two pounds allowed for each $100 under the $1,000.

No. 9.—RUNNING—Half-mile dash; entrance free

;

purse $100.
Three other races for this day will be announced

on Thursday, September 23d.

Fourth Day—Saturday, September 24tb.
No. 13.—TROTTING—Mile and repeat; free for all

three-yeai-olds and under in the District; purse $300;

first horse $150; second horse $100; third horse *50.

No. 14.—PACING—Mile heats, three in five ; free for
all; purse $600; first horBe $300; second horse 9200;

third horse $100.

Fifth Day—Monday, September 26th.

No. 15.—HANDICAP—Mile and a half dash; $300

added; $50 entrance; half forfeit; 310 declaration, on
or before September 10th. Weights to be announced
Sept, 1st,

No. 16.—SELLING PURSE—CloBes the same time
as stakes; one mile and a quarter dash; $200 added.
Three other raceB for thiB day will be made Septem-

ber 24th.

Sixth Day—Tuesday, September %7th.
N"0i 20.—TROTTING.—Three-minute class for Dis-

trict horses; purse $300; first horse $150; Becond
horse $100: third horse $50.

No. 21.—TROTTING.—Mile heats, three in five; free
for all; purse$800; flrBt horse $400; Becond horse $250;

third horse $150.

SeventhDay—Wednesday, September 28th.
No.22.—RUNNING—Three-quarter mile daBh; two

year-olds; $150 added; $25 entrance; half forfeit; five

or more to enter.
No. 23.—RUNNING—Mile andthree-eighthB; three-

year-olds; $200 added; $50 entrance; half forfeit; $10

declaration, on-or before September 1st; three or
more to start. ....
No. 24.—RUNNING—Purse $^00 ; dash of two miles

;

ten per cent, entrance; nve or mire to enter; three or
more to start.
Two other raceB for thiB day will be made Septem-

ber 27th.

Eighth Day—Thursday, September 29th.

No 27.—PACING—Mile heats, three In five; free
for all; purse StiOO; first horse $300; Becond horse $200;

third horse S100.

No 23 —TROTTING—Mile heats; three in five;

free for District horseB; purse $600; first horse $300;

lecond rrse $200; third horse $100.

Ninth nay- Friday, September 30th.

No 23.—RUNNING—Mile dash for two-year-olds;

$200 added; entrance $20; declaration $5; on or before
September 1st. , , , ,
No 30.—RUNNING—Mile and flve-eighthB dash for

three-year-olds; $300 added; $50 entrance; half for-

feit; $10 declaration, on or before September 1st;

three or more to start.
Three other raceB for this day will be made up Sep-

tember 29th.

Tenth Day—Saturday, October 1st,

No 34 —2 ;35 Class ; mile heats, three In five ; free for

all; purBe $800; first horse $500; Becond horse $200;

third horse $100. .._,«_ , a
No 35—2-25 Class; mile heats; three in five; free

for all; purse $1,000; first horse $500; second horse $300;

third horse $200.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
Nominations to stakes must be made to the Secre-

tary on or bt-fore the first day of August, 1887. En-
tries for the purses must be made : For Monday's
races on the Saturday preceding; for Wednesday's
race6 on Monday, and for Friday's r^ces. on Wednes-
day at the regular time for closing entries as desig-

nated by the rules. Those who have nominated In

stakes must name to the Secretary, in writing, which
they will start, the day before the race, at 6 p. m.

Horsea entered in purses can only be drawn by con-
sent of the Judges.
The rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Associa-

tion will govern running races.

All iboraeB entered for State purses must be owned
and kept in Nevada and California east of the Sierra
Nevadas for six months prior to day of race.

Entries to all trotting races will close September
1st with the Secretary.
Five or more toenter and three or more to start in

all for purses.
National Trotting Association rules to govern trot-

ting races. Pacific Coast Blood HorBe Association
rules to govern running raceB, except as above.

All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five unless otherwise specified; five to enter and
three to start. But the Board reserves the right to

hold a less number than five to fill, by the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance
fee ten per cent, on purse, to accomany nomlna-

Natlonal Trotting Association Rules to govern trot-

ting but the Board reserves the right to trot heats

of any two classes alternately, if necessury to finish

any day's racing, or to trot a special race between
heats A horse making a walk-over ehall be entitled

only to the entrance money paid in. When lees than
the required number of starters appear they may
contest for the entrance money, to be divided aa fol.

owa : G% to the first and 33*^ to the second.
In all the foregoing Btakee the declarations are void

unless accompanied by the money.

Please observe that, in the above stakes, declara-
tions are permitted for a small forfeit.

all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the
day preceding the race ehall be required to Btart-
Wnere there Is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they ate to
start must be named by 6 p. M. of the day preceding
the race. No added money paid for a walk-over.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races drivers will be required td wear

caps of distinct coIotb, which must be named in their
entrieB.
Each day's races will commence promptly at one

o'clock p. M.
All entries must be directed to C. H. Stoddard, Sec.

retarv of the Society.

EQUESTRIANISM.
Ladiea' Grand Tournament for the most accom*

plished and graceful lady riders, Friday, Sept.
',at 10 o'clockWednesday, Sept. 28, and Friday, Sept. 3

A. u.
The Society offers four premiums, valued reBpect.

lvely at $100, $70, $40 and $20.
The lady who is adjudged first shall have her choice

of all premiums offered. The Becond lady shall have
secondchoice, and so on.
All ladles must ride with saddles.
It is expected that other special premiums will be

added to thiB list by private contribution. No one but
ladies of tbe highest respectability will be allowed to
compete for prizes.
Ladles wishing to compete for prizes will please

send name to Secretary, indorsed by two members of
the Society.

INDIAN PONT RACES.
On Thursday, Sept. 22d, Monday, Sept. 26tb, and

Thursday, Sept. 29th, the novelty of an Indian pony
race will be provided, and the amusing sight ot
twenty or thirty noble red men of the forest, mounted
on the wildest and most unmanageable cayuees imag-
inable, galloping around the track at break-neck
speed, will, as they say at the circus, be alone worth
the price of admission.

CLYDESDALE MEDALS.
The American Clydesdale Association will give a

valuable medal, of suitable design, for tbe best re-
corded Clydesdale Btallion, and a similar medal for the
best recorded Clydesdale mare bred in Nevada and
exhibited at the State Fair of 1887.

BALLOON ASCENSIONS.
Arrangements have been made for a series of bal-

loon ascensions during the Fair, alike novel and excit-
ing. Ascensions will be made daily from the race
track.

BICYCLE RACES.
Two or three bicycle races will take place between

the fastest wheelmen in the State, and ten contests
are counted upon.

C. C. POWNING, President,
C. H. STODDARD. Secretary,
C. T. RENDER, Treasurer. 28myl8

Stockton Fair.
BEGINNING

September 27, and Con-

tinuing five days.

$15,000.
IN PURSES OFFERED.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, of all purses to accom-

pany nominations. ., . .„
In all raceB four moneys, viz: 50,2a, 15 and 10 per

cent.

Tuesday, September 27, 1889.
1. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old stake,

$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February 1st, with 5

entries). One mile.
2. RUNNING—DISTRICT. Free for all, $400. Mile

and repeat.
3. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 3:00 Class,

$1,000.

4. TROTTING—DISTRICT. Free for all. $800.

Wednesday, September «8, 1887.
5. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Free for all.

Race hereafter to be namedforthe winner. $100. One
m

"TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. 2:24 ClaBB, $1,000.

7 TROTTING—DISTRICT. Three-year-old stake

;

$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February lBt with 9

ei
8 ^ROTTING—DISTRICT. Two-year-old Btake $65

each. $150 added; best 2 in5. (Closed February let,

with 8 entries).

Thursday, September *9, 1887.
9. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. $500. Mile and

a*
COAST. 2:35 ClasB,

Glass,

repeat.
10. TROTTING-PACIFIO

?1
il°°' TROTTING-PACIFIO COAST.

1?.°PACING-PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 Class, $500.

Friday. September 30, 1887.
13. RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Handicap:

weights named 10 days before race ; $100. One mile and
repeat.

14 RUNNING—PACIFIC COAST. Novelty race;

2 miles: $1,000; first half mile, $150; first mile, $225;

first mile and a half, $275; first to finish, $350. All

paid up entries over Beven to be added, equally ulvided
between each winner. .«-,.*-,

15. TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Free or all.

16 'TROTTING— PACIFIC COAST. Tbree-year-
old Btake, $65 each. $250 added. (Closed February lBt,

with 10 entries.)
17. TROTTING — PACIFIC COAST. 2:28 ClaBS.

11,000.

Saturday, October 1st. 1887.
18. RUNNING—.DISTRICT. Three-year-old Btake,

$65 each. $150 added. (Closed February let, with 5

entries.)
19. TROTTING —PACIFIC COAST. 2:22 ClasB.

20 TROTTING—PACIFIC COAST. Two-year-old
stake, $65 each. $250 added. (Closed February let,

with Sentries.)
21. PACING-PACIFIC COAST. Free-for-all. $700.

CONDITIONS.
All races beBt 3 in 5, except as otherwise specified.

The Stockton track is one of the fastest in the world.
Stables, hav and straw free to competitors.
Entries close August 1st, 1387, with the Secretary.
Stockton Fair. San Joaquin Valley District for

races comprise the counties of San Joaquin, Tuol-
umne, Mariposa, Fresno, Calaveras, Stanislaus,
Merced, Tulare and Kern, State of California.

Board of Dlrectore for lb87: L.U. SHIPPEE, JOHN
E MOORE, JAMES A. LOUTTIT.R.C. SARGENT,
B F LANGFORD, JAS. A. SHEPHERD, FRED
ARNOLD. W. H. SNOW.

L. V. SHIPPEE, Preside
For programmes and full condition

ply to the Secretary, J, M. LARUE.
P, O. Box 188, Stockton, California.
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The American Plunger.

Says the New York Graphic: "Pittsburgh

Phil" is in town. He arrived from Chicago

on the morning of the glorious Fourth, and

althoagh a bit jaded by the trip he went to

Monmouth Park and played three races. He

put §500 on Preciosa straight at 12 to 1 and

$500 for place at 8 to 5, $300 on iien Ali

straight at 7 to 1, and a like Bum for place at

2A to 1, and $1,000 on Petticoat against

$1,400. Aa Petticoat lost, the western mau
made only $S,650 on his three plays. Phil

regarded Petticoat as from one to two seconds

faster than anything else in tbe race and

would have played her for big money had he

not been afraid of a job as it was a welling

race.

The present is Phil's first visit to New York

on business. It sounds disrespectful toad-

dress a Btrauger worth anywhere from $350,-

000 to $500,000 by his first name, but if one

would go into sportiug circles and ask for Mr.

Philip Jones, of Chicago and Pittsburgh, an-

swers in the negative would be received, for

the heaviest bettor on the American turf is

known only by the nickname given him by

Eiley of Chicago— "Pittsburgh Phil." Phil

Jones has something of a history. Some
romancer on the Chicago Tribune attempted

to write him up a few weeks ago and the re

salt is a garbled version of the young plunger's

turf career now on its rounds. Three years

ago this protege of luck attained his majority.

He had a couple of hundred dollars, knew
something about bookkeeping, and left his

Pittsburgh home to try his fortune in Chicago.

At the city of boodlers and inefficient police

he failed to obtain employment, and while

waiting for something to turn up killed time

in the pool rooms. He knew nothing about

horses, but stumbled into a few light though

lucky plays, and even made up his mind that

turf speculation was better than bookkeeping.

He went to work diligently to post himself on

horse lore. He ".traveled with owners and

trainers, read and noted everything of conse-

quence about horses of promise, observed

finishes, track ocBLditions, weights,

proved a very ap:

closed he had soml
Two years ago he i

and the Dwyer yol
downs with Joe Cofl|

into winter quarters^

etc., and
,olar. "When the season

ing like $6,000 in bank,

ed the Corrigan stable

iprs, had his ups and
tnd Bersan, and went

ih $35,000. Ten thou-

sand of this sum he rffivoted to the purchase

of a home for his parents in Pittsburgh.

Last year Phil was treated with consider-

able respect by the Chicago pool rooms.

They discovered that he knew something

about the flyers, and when he backed a horse

in the auction pools or books his judgment

was taken in preference to track or post odds.

He followed Jennie Treaoy nntil she became

stale, played Ben Ali in the Kentucky and St.

Louis Derbys lost somo money in the Sub-

urban, made it up on Frankie B. the day

Ascender broke down, and then won $30,000

backing The Bard at odds 7 to 1 the day that

great colt defeated Dewdrop the first time.

He also followed Climax through the season

and seemed to have the knack of "getting on"

Millie, Telie Doe and Frank Ward, just at the

right time. Another nice little winning of

Phil's was $14,000 on Montana Regent, when
that good fellow made a Bhow of Ed. Corrigan

and Solid Silver, at Washington Park. He
closed the season at Washington last fall with

$200,000 to his credit.

This year Phil has enjoyed good luck. He
has lost a little by playing against plugs of the

Markland Richmond class, but he was on

Jacobin, Santolene, Egmont, Panama, and a

soore of other good horses when they landed

rich stakes. It was Phil's money that on
Suburban day raised Enrus to fourth choice in

the Chicago rooms. He liked the horse from

an earlier performance in the mud, and took

about all he could get of him in the auctions,

with Rupert barred, and for a good amount in

the books at 6 to 1. When the pool bill went

into effect at Chicago, last Friday, Phil deter-

mined to oome East for a few weeks and see

what tbe western horses must meet a little

later on. As he never playB tips, and endeav-

ors to "steer clear" of fixed and bookmaker's

races, he is likely to do well. Two months

ago, Wm. Riley, of the then firm of Riley &
Co., Chicago's big houBe, said to the Observer:

"The best informed horseman in this country,

and the coolest backer of his judgment is

'Pittsburg Phil'. He has taken more money
out of the Chicago rooms this year thau any

ten players I can recall. He would as soon

play a horse for $5,000 as the ordinary man
would for a hundredth part of that sum."

Colic in Horses.

Dr. Detmers has an excellent article on this

fatal malady, in the recent report of the Ohio
Experiment Station. He adopts the classifi-

cation of Prof. Roell, of Vienna, viz: true colic

and spurious colics. The latter produces ab-

dominal pains similar to true colic, but they
proceed from affections of other organs. True
colic h« divides into essential and symptom-
atic. Essential colics may or may not be

caused by anomalies of the cootents of the

intestines. In the latter case they may be
produced by overfeeding, by development of

gases (wind colic), or by solid obstructions io

the intestinal caual, as hard fcaces, concre-

ments, stones, etc. Symptomatic colics are

caused (I) by entozaa (worms), (2) by poisons,

(3) by displacements and morbid changes in

the texture of the intestines, (4) by peritonitis.

Fussing by all other preliminary observations
the doctor comes down to his subject as fol-

lows, whioh we bave abbreviated:

Until recently tbe real predisposing cause
of colic, and probably tbo sole cause in num-
bers of cases was not known. It was discov-

ered by Professor Bollinger, in Munich. A
small worm (Sclerostonum equinum) causeB
an aneurism in the anterior mesenteric artery.

Coagulation of blood, exudation, and finally

degeneration of the interior coat of the artery

ensue, followed by obstruction of the circula-

tion. Professor Bollinger found this condi-

tion—the worm and aneurism—in 94 per cent,

of all old horses killed for anatomical pur-
poses in the Royal veterinary school at

Munich. Three old horses were killed last

winter for anatomical purposes, at the
veterinary school of the O. S. Uni-
versity, and the aneurism and worm
found in every one of them. These facts

show that such an aneurism is a frequept oc-

currence, at least in old horses, and it is well

known that old horses are more subject to colic

than young ones. As a parasitic worm is the
cause, it is not strange that this trouble exists

largely in one part of the country and another
is comparatively free from it. The aneurism
(enlargement of the artery) may exist for

years, however, and the horse remain free

from colio as long as no exciting cause arises.

Exciting causes are catching cold, over-feed-

ing, large feeds of food difficult of digestion
fermenting food, etc.

Treatment.—Quantities of promiscuous
medicines poured into the stomach can do no
good, but are a positive injury. Treatment
should have but one object—tht restoration of

the circulation of the blood and of the peris-

1

taltic action of the intestines. The latter will

follow the former. Nature indicates the
proper remedy. A horse that has colic paws,
lies down, gets up, rolls, and thus brings into
action mechanical forces that sooner than
anything else will remove obstruction and
promote the flow of blood . Hence these
movements of the horse must not be inter-

fered with, but given full play, unless they
become so violent as to threaten injury to the
animal. If a horse shows a tendency to lie

down and not move, and if there is fever,

rapid pulse and quick breathing, rouse the
animal, and make him get up at least every
20 or 30 minutes. Gentle friction along the
abdomen, particularly on the right side, if the
animal is bloated, is useful, but violent exer-
cise, as compelling the horse to trot or run, is

decidedly objectionable. Muscular exercise
is dangerous and often hastens a fatal termin-
ation. The greatest injury by far is done by
drenching. A sick horse, particularly if

breathing fast, should never be drenched,
there is danger of the fluid passing

down the windpipe, when fatal inflamma-
tion ensues usually. Besides, tne medicine
can do no good. Opium should not be given
as it retards peristaltic action, which should
be promoted. In cases of great agony and
violent exertion, a subcutaneous injection

may be given. An evacuation of the rectum
by hand, and then a few injections of warm
soapsuds or oil can do no harm and may do
no good. In cases of so-called wind colic with
dangerous bloating use the trocar withont hes-
itation in time. If it is known that the ani-
mal has swallowed large quantities of food a
physic may be advisable, and if spasms are
very Bevere a few doses of camphor will

relieve. In cases of a soporous condition
spirits of ammonia and turpentine rubbed in
the flanks will rouse the animal to renewed
action unless it be the stupor that precedes
death. These general directions apply only to

such cases as are caused by a sudden inter-

ruption of the peristaltic motion.

DUPONT'S
New Brand Sporting Powder.

"SUMMER SHOOTING"
SUPERB IN aUALITY,

Shoots Moist and Clean.
This powder has just been made specially by Du-

pont & Co to suit the Pacific Coast Climate.
It shoots Moist, is high grade, and of superior

excellence as to quality.
For sale by all dealers and by tbe Agent,

JOHN SKINKBrV,
«58 Market Streets. F.

Price $700 per keir. Smaller packages in pro-

portion, octl

FIRST FAIR
OF THE

Amador and Calaveras

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
DISTRICT NO. 26.

AT

IONE,

A Smart Horse.

We find the following afloat: A man having

more horses than his normal amount of stab-

ling would accommodate, put up two of them

in an old hovel, temporarily divided into two

compartments by three bars of wood Btretching

from Bide to side. One of these beasts, an

iron-grey, was found every niorniag in the

Bame compartment as hiB fellow, and for a

long time the manner in which he got from his

own to his neighbor's stall remained a mystery.

One morning, however, he was found by the

coachman, who happened to look into the

"novel rather earlier than usual, lying on his

Bide under the lowest of the three bars, with

half of his body on one Bide and half on the

other,vigorously "scratchinghimself through,"

as the coachman expressed it. A few shoutB

hastened his movements and he quickly

worked himseif clean through and began

calmly munohing by the side of his compan-

ion.

Commencing October 5th
And Continuing three Days.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Wednesday, Oct. 5th.

No. 1. Running—600 yards and repeat, for horseB

owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado counties.

Purse S150.
No. 2. Trotting—Mile heats, two in three, for

horses owned in Amador, Calaveras and El Dorado.
Purse $20).

No. 3. Running -Quarter-mile nd repeat. Free
for saddle horses in Amador, Calaveras and El Dor-

ado. Purse §50.

Thursday, October 6th.
Ladies Tournament, for various prizes.

No. 4. Running—Novelty Race. Free for all.

First horse at quarter, S50; first horse at half S50;

first horse at third quarter, $50; first horse at mile's
end, S50. Total amount of purse $201.

No. 5, Running—Half-mile and repeat. Free for

all. Purse $25 i.

No. G. Trotting—Mile beats, three in five; 2:30

class. Free for all. Purse $250.

Friday , Oct. 7 th.

No. 7. Running—Mile and repeat. Free for all.

Purse $250.
No. 8. Trotting—Mile and repeat, for three-year

olds. Free for all. Purse $200.

No. 9. Running—Three-quarter dash. Free for

all. Purse $200.
Pacers will be allowed to enter in District trotting

races.
Consolation races and other special contests will

be arranged during the Fair.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
District horses must have been owned In the Dis-

trict prior to and continuously since August 1st,

1887.

In all the above races five to enter and three to

start, unless otherwise specified ; but the Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to

fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount of

the purse.
PurseB will be divided at the rate of 75 percent,

to first horse and 25 per cent, to second horse.
Non-starters in all races will be held for entrance

money.
In all races entries not declared out by 6 o'clock p.

m. of the day preceding the race shall be required to

start.

The Board reserves the right to change the above
order of races by giving contestants notice of the.

Bame by 6 o'clock p. m. of the day preceding the race,

Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association rules to gov-
ern running races; National Ti-otting Association
rules to govern trotting races.

The Board reserves the right to run or trot heats
of any two classes alternately, if necessary to finish

any day's racing, or to run or trot a special race be-

tween heats.
Entries in all the above races, unless otherwise

specified, cIobb with the Secretary on Saturday, Sep-
tember 10th. Racing colors to be named in tbe en-
tries.

Entrance fee ten per cent, of purse, to accompany
entries.
augCtf U. S. UREGORY, President,
CTOVIS T. IA«RAVE, Secretary, lone, Cal

GleaBon, the horse tamer, says that the
word "Whoa" should never be spoken to a
horse unless it is desired that he stop still.

A lad near Albany, N. Y., knows what'souud
advice this is. He was on a mowing machine
and fell in front of the knives. As he fell he
shouted "Whoa" to hiB horseB and they
stopped. The cutting knife of the maohine
was restiug on top of the boy's foot wben he
was taken up. Had the horses taSeu a single
step more the lad's foot would have been man-
gled.

This has been a good season for record
breaking aniODg trotting horses, although
the high-water mark has not been reached.
It is doubtful whether anv more fast heats
have ever been trotted by horses that have had
no special notoriety in any one season than
have been recorded this year.

The

Ouftngr
GtulltnmtL 8 Muyaziue of Sjjorl,

and Physical Recreation.

Trzvel

A horse in Buenos Ayres, mcluding har-
ness, is worth only two tons of ooal; hence
horses will be used on a railroad line 200 miles
long.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OUR FIELD 13 THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DUIHNQ THE YEAR THEnE WILL BE ARTICLES T/PON

Exploration, Travel and Adventure, Mountain
Climbing, Camping, Popular Forestry, Hunting and
Fishing, Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting, Rowing
Canoeing, Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tenuis, Archery. Cricket.
Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing, Tobogganing and Skating.

Conducted by. POULTNEY BIGEJLOW

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
SiUgle IHimm'l-s C Weill; -live rents.

140 Nassau Street, New York.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

PALL RACES
OF THE

EurekaJockeyClub
AT

EUREKA,
HUMBOLDT COUNTY, CAL.,

Nov. 24,24, 25, 26, 1887.
FIBST DAT.

1 Purse $200.—"Running Novelty "R Free-for-all,
dash of one mile. $35 at first quarter, J the half, $50
at the three-quarter and 375 nt tbe mile. All paid-up
entries over five to be added, and equally divided
between each winner.

2. Puree 3250.—Trotting. Free for all horses that
bave not beaten 2:38 up to sept. 1st, 18S7. (Cadmus
an I Bonner eligible to start.) First horse ?15 >, second
175. third $25.

Si:i«M» DAY.
3. MERCHANTS' PUR9R, $300. Free-for-all, for

all ageB. Three-quarters of a mfie and repeat. First
hoise ?200, second horse $70, third horse 530.

4. Trotting—Three-minute claBS. Purse $150 for
horses owned in Humboldt County prior to Sept. 1st,
I8b7. (Patcheu barred.) First horse $85, second horse
$50, third horse to save entrance.

THIRD DAT,
5. HOTEL FTJRSE-8100. Free for all, for all ages.

One mile and repeat. First horse $253, second horse
$100, third horse $50.

6. EUREKA TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING
STAKE—Mile and repeat. $10 entrance; half forfeit,
$100 added; second horse to receive $25, third to save
stake. Entries to this race to close with the tsecre*
tary Sept. 17, 1887.

FOURTH DAY.
7. Purse $100. For all ages. Running dash of 600

yards. First horse ?75, second horse %lh.

8. PurBe$150. For all ages. Half mile and repeat.
First horse $1^5, second horse $25.

9. Purse $400. Trotting. Free for all. FirBt horse
$250, second horse $luo, third horse $50.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting races are best three in Ave, except the

two-vear-olu.unleBS otherwise specified; five to enter
and three to start. But tbe Board reserves the right to
hold a less number than five to fill by the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse, Entrance fee
in purse races ten per cent.
In all trotting races the rules of the American Trot-

ting Association, and all running races the rules of the
Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association to govern, but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing.
In all entries not declared out by 6 p. M. of the day

preceding the race, shall be required to start.
No added money paid for a walk-over In all races

noted above, hve or more paid-up entries required to
fill and three or more horses to start.
Kacing colors to be named in entries. In trotting

races drivers will be required to wear caps of distinct
colors which must be named in entries,
Entries to all the above races, except the two-year-

old trot, to close with Secretary, Wednesday, Nov. 16,

1887.
One-half the entrance money must be paid at the

time of making entries and the other half at 6 p. m. the
night preceding the race.
Entry blanks will be furnished upon application to

the Secretary.
DAX'I. MURPHY, President.

II. COHN, Secretary. BepM

THREE DAYS RACING
Under the auspices of the

WILLOWS
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

October 19, 550, 2 1,1887,

WILLOWS.
AGRICULTURAL PARK,

WILLOWS. COLUSA COUNTY, CAL.

First Day-Wednesday, October 19, 1887.
No. 1. Trotting—S300. Three-minute class. Free for

all.

No. 2, Trotting and Pacing—$200. Free forlall horsea
owned in Colusa County August 1st, 1837. Almont
Patchen, Tilton Almont and Daisy S. barred.
No. a. Running—$150. Free for all. Three-fourths

of a mile.

Second Day—Thursday, October 20, 1887*
No. 4. Pacing—$3C0. Free for all.

No. S. Trotting—8300. 2:40 class. Free for all.

No. 6. Running -J1U0. Free for all. One-half mile
and repeat.

Third Day-Friday, October SI, 1887.
No. 7. Running—$200. Free for all. One and one-

fourth miles.
No. 8. Trotting—$400. Free for all.

No. 9. Trotting—$60. Nearest to four minutes'

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
National Trotting Association Rules to govern alt

trotting and pacing races. Entrance fee of 10 per
cent, ot purse to accompany nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races tbe purse la to he

divided into three moneys: six-tentha, three-tentha
and one-tenth.
The Rules of the State Agricultural Society to gov-

ern all running races.
In all the above races, five or more paid-up entries

required to fill, and three or more horses to stnrt, but
the Board reserves the right to hold the entries und
start tbe race with a less number and deduct a propor-
tionate amount of the purse or Btake.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heatB of

any two races, alternately, or to call a special r.ico
between heats; also to change the day und hour of uny
race if deemed necessary.
For awalk-overa horse is only entitled to ite own

entrance fee and one-half of the entrance received
from the othe r entries of Bald race. A horse winning
a race is entitled to QrBt money only, except when dis-
tancing the field, then to ilretand third moneys.
Non.Btartcrs in nut be declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in, before (J o'clock P. SI.,
or be required to start.
All entries for a race to close with the Secretary or

President, at Willows, October 1st, 1S87, at 10 o'clock,
.11.

Tbe Board of Directors will have charge of the track
and grounds during the week of races, and will Bee
that the rules arc strictly enforced, 'and purses and,
stakes will he paid when the Judges have rendered
their decision before leaving the stand.
RaceB to start 1 i» hi. sharp.

D. U. SUTTON. President.
J. V. SEKSANOUS, Secretary. feeptf

i
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HOESE BOOTS,

OS

RACING- MATERIAL CfQ
IN ENDLESS VARIETY AT

J, A. McKERRON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street. San Francisco

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh.

Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies
Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
and Histology. The Williams' Prize, '84-'85, for high-
est works in professional examinations, and sis first-

class certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois
State Veterinary Medical Association.
OFFICE;

RECORD STABLES,
i* Mccarty, prop.

1129 Market St. s. P., Ret. Jilt and 8th.
Telephone No. 3119,

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

P. HEALD President. O. 8. HALEY. S«c'y.
tW^nii for Circular. Oct d

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by letters Patent, July S ft, 1889
Having thus described my invention, what I claim

as new, and desire to secure my letteid patent, is:

1. The part D.BUpported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as Bhaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.

3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-
sions I>. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, not
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bndle, and in combination with the check-
&leces D and blinds F, as shown, the Btraps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyes, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose hereir
described.

5. Inabridle, and in combination with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so as to be movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
Btraps or bands G and H, and the lear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad*
jub table, substantially as herein, described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will he under-
sood.
It meetB with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vlBton. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same ettect on the action foIIowb as
is induced by toe-weights. TMb is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to

bend the inee without the strain of weights on the
feet
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKERRON.
So, 29U and 232 Ellis St, San Francioco,

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector,
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Bom Dec, 1884. Champion Beauchief,

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1886. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885 ; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing—Mr: Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N.
J.

2Sapr26

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and all

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to oruer,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc

for illustration purposes, furnished.
H. BOYD, Artist.

foctf 1R Post Street.

STUD POINTER.
RFStB T., (3751 A. E. R.), lemon and white, by

Sensation 1217 A. K. R.), exSeph G. by Dart—Seuey,
in the stud to approved bitches. Fee $25. Rush T.
is a dog of good size, good markings, rare form, excel-
lent temper, high courage and marked field instinct
In breeding he has no superior. His sire was a grand
fielder and a bench winner. His dam is a winner on
the "leuch and an uncommonly good field performer.
The kennel is breeding Irish red setters of unexcep-

tionable strains.
ELCIIO KENNFLS,

sep2:i *2 1 2 Eleventh Streft, S. F.

DO YOU WANT A DO©
XS DOC BUYERS' GUIDE. Li

Colored plates, lOO engTaving-g w.
of different breeds, prices they are n
worth, and where to buy them, [fl

Mailed for 15 Cents. « H
_, ASSOCIATED FANCIERS, IN

JE32S7 S, Eighth St, Philadelphia, Pa, gj
flapr

Hunting Dogs.
Hunting Dogs taken to handle on game, the com-

ing season.

E. LB LESLEY,
augl3tf GILKOV.

AMERICAN
KENNEL CLUB

STUD-BOOK.
Blanks for registering in the official stud

boob will be mailed on application.

Entries will close for part Three on Septem-
ber 30, 18S7. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club,
\oh 44 and 46 Sf-oadwar.

Sf»b Sew York.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of
Ontario Veterinary Col-
1' ^e, Toronto, Canada
BST Castration a Special-

ty. Advice by mail §*,00.

Veterinary Infirmary. 391 Natoma St.
Besidence, 966 Howard St., San Francisco.

lm&52

HUNTERS' OUTFITS.
M. J. FLAVIN & CO.

We offtr a most complete stock of Hunting Goods, such as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VEST3, etc.,

all of oar own manufacture, and all warranted np to the standard of former years.

SPORTSMEN ATTENTION

!

GREAT lis

924 to 928 Market Street,
SRXT THK BALDW1X.

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. 3c N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R. R's., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Uneqnaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or iu Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.
Conmodions Rest, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

Over 6.000 miles of first-class road running AVest.3forib.and Xorth.West from Chicago.

Tub Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT IINE.

For further information apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD,
«iy 7 General a sent, San Francisco. * al.

Li C. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Bolted
BREECH—LOADING GUN!

L. C. SMITH,

*a

o e

i

"X Q
" " w
o S CD

Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammerless Guns.
SYRACUSE. N. T.

A Demonstration of the Shooting Qualities of the "JJ. C. Smith" Gun.

In the trial for position In the Chamberlin Cartridge Co. tonmament, eleven contestants broke one
tnndred straight inanimate targets. Five of the eleven used an "L. C. Smith" Gun, and below we give the
names of the gentlemen and their place of residence.

AI. Dan. Powers — Cleveland. 0. 1 Mr. Fred Erb. Jr..™......™.. La Fayette, Ind
Mr, Andy Meaders „Nashville, Tenn. Mr. H. McMurchy „„.™.......„............Syracuse, N. Y.
Mr. J. C. Hendershot, Cleveland, 0. 1 "

We think this a most excellent showing, as there was seven different makes of guns nsed by the nineteen
Contestants in the ninety class. L. C SiUTH.

augCtlSENS FOB DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AKD PRICE IJST.

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!

PURE AND UNADULTERATED.
"We offer for sale on favorable terms to the Trade.

CATHER WOOD'S «'E3.EBRATED FIXE OED WHISKIES
of the .ollowingbrandB, namely:

Jranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A- A., Old Stock, Henry Bull,

Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.
Also, in casea of 1 doz. q^tart bottles each,

Brunswick Onb (Pure OU Rye) and V'i»per Ten (Very Old and Choice).

rzr For excellence, pnrity and evenness of quality the above are unsurpassed hy any whiskies imported

Ch-J only objection to 'be made to them by tiie manipulating dealers being that they cannot be improveJ

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
SOLE AGEXTS,

seil

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFOJl
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Change of Date of Entries.

PROGRAMME
OF THE

PALL MEETING
AT THE

OAKLAND
TROTTING PARK
Oct. 19, 20, 21 and 22, '87,

Entries Close t I O'clock P. M. Monday,
October lOtli, 1887.

First Day—Wednesday, Oct 19th.
1. Running—Sweepstakes for all ages; $2o entrance

$10 forfeit; $160 added, §a0 to second, third to Bave
stake; non-winners this yeir allowed fifteen pounds.
Heats of five-eighths of a mile.

2. Trotting-P urse S2SU; 2:33 Class.

3. Trotting—Purse $300; 2:23 Class.

Second l>ay—Thursday, Oct. 20th.
4. Running—Handicap sweepstakes for all ageB;

$25 entrance, 310 declaration, $200 added; $60 to sec
onn, third to save stake. Weights announced Oct.
17th. Declarations due 6 p. M., Oct. 19th. One mile
and a half.

5. Trotting—Purse $400: 2:20 Class.
6. Pacing—Purse §200; 2:35 Class.

Third Day—trlday, Oct. 21st.
7. Running— Sweepstakes for all ages; $20 each

p. p., $150 added, $50 to second third to save stake.
Non-winners this year allowed fifteen pounds. Heats
of three-quarters of a mile.

8. Trotting—Purse 3300: 2:27 Class.
9. Pacing—Purse $300; 2:20 Class.

Fourth Day—Saturday, Oct. 22d.
10. Running— Sweepstakes for all ages; $25 en-

trance. $10 forfeit. $200 added; $50 to second, third to

save Btake. Non-winners this year allowed fifteen
pounds. Heats of a mile.

11. Trotting—Purse 8J0O; 2:24 Class.
12. Trotting—Purse $250; 2:30 Class.

CONDITION'S.
All trotting and pacing races are the best three in

five, unless otherwise specified; five to enter and
three to start. But the proprietor reserves the right

to hold a less number than five to fill, by the with-
drawal of a proportionate amount of the purse.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, on purse, to accompany
nominations.
Horses Eligible.—The records of all horses will be

considered that were made before September 14. 1%87.

American Association rules to govern trotting; but
the proprietor reserves the right to trot heats of any
two classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. Arnen less than the required
number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66% to the
first, and 33^ to the second.
In all races horses not declared out by 6 p. it. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

When there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one interest, the particular horse they are to

start must be named at 6 p. si. of the day preceding the
race. No added money paid for a walk-over except
as otherwise specified. Running races will be con-
ducted under the rules of the Pacific Coast Blood
Horse Association.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Trotting and pacing purBes divided; 50 per cent, to

first, 25 per cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, 10
percent, to fourth horse.
Purses and Btakes will be paid each day at the con-

clusion of the racing.
Entries cloBe Monday, October 10th, with the Secre-

tary,
J. D. MORRIS. 411 1-2 California St.. S. F.
Admission to grounds and grand stands $1; Ladies

free.
AXSOVXCEMKST.

Races will be given each week during the winter,
weather being favorable.

B. W. LEVEKS, Proprietor.
J. D. MORRIS, Secretary. sept2l

EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR

THE SIXTH DISTRICT

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
AT

Los Angeles,
Best Fair in the State,

Not excepting Sacramento.

170 Entries in the Races.
Including fastest horses in the world.

Fruit, ARriculture and Horticul-
tural Display at

THE PAVILION.
Fifth and Olive Streets.

DON'T FOKGET
-

THE DATE.

Oct. 10,11, 12^3, 14 and 15.

SEND FOR PREMIUM LIST.

J. w. It<>Kl\so\. President.

E. A. DeCAMP, Secretary—Box 510. Waugt

• ORRIS'S UREAT

HORSE LINIMENT.
Sure care for Swlnney, weakness of the spine,

sprains, strains, etc. It neither blisters nor cauBOB
the hair to fall off, and doeB not incapacitate the horse
from work during treatment. Though there re7«
been many drugs on the market which art- planned

I, tin.- observerwill readily see their deficiency,
from the number of lame horses which he everywhere
meets, and that are inoBtly suffering from th»
scourge, Swinney, which notonly causes the Bho"l<>*
to gradually shrink away, but also the body to en.a-

ciate. Now where is the horseman so blind to liie own
interest as to refuse this new remedy a fair trial.

For sale by all druggists. Mrs. A. C Joseph.
Prop., 8an FranciBco. All rights secured in U. S.

tatentOfflce, Price, $1.00 per Bottle. 33jyia

THE

Washington Park Club,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Announce the following stakes, to close Oct 15th, 1887, and to be run at their Summer Meeting ot^lSSS.

money; with $1,000 added, the second to receive S2D0

and tbe third S100 out of the stakes. A winner of

any stake race of tbe value of $1,000 to carry three

pounds; of three or more stake races of any value,

five pounds extra. MaidenB allowed seven pounds.

Five furlongs.

$1,000. Tlie Drexel Stakes. $1-000.

A sweepstakes for colts three years old (foals of

1885); S100 each, h f, or only S10 if declared out on

or before February 1st; or S20 April 1st, 1888. All

declarations void unless accompanied with the

money; with 81,000 added, the second to receive ?200,

and the third $100 out of the stakes. A winner of

any three-year-old Btake race of the value of Sl.COO to

carry three pounds; of SI ,500, five pounds; of three

or more three-year-old stake races of any value,

seven pounds extra. Maidens allowed seven pounds.

One mile.

$t.OOO. The Kenwood Stakes. sl.OOO.

A sweepstakes for colts two years old (foals of

1886); 550 each, h f ; or only $10 if declared out on or

before February 1st; or $15 by April let, 1888. All

declarations void unless accompanied with the

Sl.OOO. The Lakeside Stakes. St,OOO.

A sweepstakes for fillies two years old (foals of

1886); 550 each, h f ; or only 810 if declared out on or

before February 1st; or 515 by April 1st, 1388. All dec-

larations void unlesB accompanied with the money;
with 81,000 added, tbe second to receive 5200. and the

third S100 out of the stakes. A winner of any Btake

race of the value of 51,000 to carry three pounds; of

three or more such races of any value, five pounds

extra. Maidene allowed seven pounds. Five fur-

longs.

FIXED EVENTS FOR 1889.
To close Oct. 15th, 1887, to be run at tbe Summer Meeting of 1839.

$7,500. The American Derby, S3.500.

A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1886), at

5250 each, $100 f; or only 820 if declared out on or

before February 1st; or S40 April 1st, 1889. All
declarations void unless accompanied with the
money; with 57,500 added, the second to receive

$1,000, the third 5500, out of the stakes. A winner of

any three-year-old stake race of the value of 52.0UO

to carry three pounds; of three or more three-year-

old stake raceB of any value five pounds extra.

Maidens allowed Beven pounds. To be run on tbe
first day of the meeting. One mile and a half.

$1,500. The Hyde Park Stakes. $l,50O.
A sweepstaKes for two-year-oldB (foalB of 1887);

510(1 each, h.f., or only $10 if declared out on or be-
fore February l.or ?30by April 1st, 1889. All declar-

ations void unless accompanies with the money: with
31.500 added, the second to receive 5300, and the third
$100 out of the stakes. A winner of any stake race
of the value of SI,500 to carry three pounds; of three
or more stake races of any value five pounds extra,
Maidensallowed seven pounds. Three-quarters of a
mile.

$1,500 The Sheridan Stakes. $1,500.
A sweepstakes for three.year-olds (foals of 1886);

$100 each, h, f ., or only $10 if declared out on or before

February 1st, or $30 April 1st, 1S89. All declara'iona

void unless accompanied with tbe money, with $1,500

added, the second to receive $300 and the third $100 out
of the stakes. A winner of any tbree-year-old stake
race of the value of $1,000 to carry three poundn; of
$1,500, five pounds; of three or more such stakes of
any value, seven pounds extra. MaidenB allowed ten
pounds. One mile and a quarter.

Sl.OOO. The En -lewood stakes. $1,000.
A sweepstakes for fillieB three years old (foals of

18Sfi>, 5100 each, h f ., or only $10 if declared out on or

before February 1st, or$20 April 1st, 1SS9. All declar-

ations void unless accompanied with the money; with
51,oo0added. the second to receive $200, and the third
$100 out of the stakes. A winner of any three-vear-
old stake race of the value of Sl.OOO to carrv three
pounds; of $1,500 five pounds; of three or more" three-
vear-old stake races of any value seven pounds extra.
Maidens allowed seven pounds. One mile.

In addition to the above, additional stakes for two and three-year-olds and all ages will he advertised in^due
time, to close January 15, 1888.

Please observe that in the above stakes declarations are permitted for a small forfeit.

Turfmen failing to receive entry blanks, cau obtain them by applying to the Secretary or at the office of
this paper.

Nominations and all communications to be addressed to the Secretary. Room 27, Palmer House, Chicago,
111.

J E. BREWSTER, Secretary. P. H SHERIDAN, Lieut-Gen. V. S. A., President.
Septal

KILLIP & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS,

•21 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

8PKC1AX. ATTENTION PAID TO SALBB OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Geeen, Hon. J. D. Cabb,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. Kabsent. Esq,, Hon, John Boess
SargentB. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Rose, Hon. A. Walbath,
Los Angeles. Nevada.

J. B. HaGGEN. Esa-. San Francisco
Represented at Sacramento by Edwin F. Smith,

Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At San JoBe by Messrs. Montgomery & Rea, Real

Estate Agents.
Being the oldest established firm In tbe live-stock

business on this Coast, and having conducted the
Important auction saleB in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description
either at auction or private sale. Our list of correB-
fiondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
nence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give f'lll publicity to animals placed with us for Bale.
Private purchases and sales of live stock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and saleB
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KILLIP «* CO.. 22 Montgomery Street,

ond

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Be«t Stock on the Coast

J. 0'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

AGENTS FOE
FaNVELL'fl Ctnthiana Horse Boots,

J. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties,
Db. Dixon's Condition Powdebb,

at2i Gombault's Caustic B.ilsam.

S.B.WHITEHEAD& CO,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS.

ARE PREPARED TO CONDUCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters
And every other description of live etook,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Our Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for fifteen

years successfully managed all the principal
sales of high-class stock on this Coast.

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARIEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOK, ESQ.,
J. B. HAGGIN, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ
R. P. ASHE, ESQ.. W1L CORBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
SO LeldeNdorfT Street,

19martf Kan FraueKro.

MECHANICS' FAIR
SAN I ItAM 1M <>,

IS NOW OPEN.
CLOSES SATURDAY, OCTOBER Ntb. f 88».

CHILD'S CARBOLCRVSTAI. SBEEP DIP.
"Patented In Europe and America."

SHEEP

A positive scab enre. A liquid, soluble In
coldvtatcr. Ills absolutely non-

nolsonous.
The cheapest and most effective dip on the market,

one gallon malting one hundred gallons of wash.
Price, Si.25 per gallon.

Special discounts an<i terms to agents and large
consumers. For samples and other Information ap-
ply toUM1EA HOI UH, Agents for Pacific Coast.

110 California St., San Francisco, Cal
XVaeptla

ELEVENTH ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

Monterey
iGRiCUlimiL ASSOCIATION

District Number 7.

commencing at SAMKAS CITY, Oct. 4th,
and ending Oct. 8th, 1887.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
Tuesday, Oct. 4th.

No. 1. TROTTING—Two-year-old Colt Stake of
1887; 950 entrance; $100 added bv the Association; best 2
in 3.

No. 2. RUNNING—Three-quarters of a mile and
repeat, for all horses owned in the District

;
purse S150

Wednesday, Oct 5th.
No. 3. TROTTING—Purse $250; for the following

named horseB, and such others as the Soriety may
deem eligible in this class: Pedro, Charley O., Jim L.,
Allen L., Lady Johnson, Maud H., Lady Simpson,
Jim Crow, Michael Davitt, Queen, Nig.. Mambrino
Jr., Eagle, Dixie, Sorrel Tom, Lady Mack, Susie, John
Splann, Bill Donatb.au, Charlie V.
No. 4. TROTTING—Dey Season Race. Purse

$150, for all two-year-olds in the District; winner of
first and second money in colt stikes barred; best -

in 3.

Thursday, Oct. 6th.
No. P. TROTTING—For aU stallions owned in the

OldDistrict; parse $200.
No. 6. TROTTING—Two-mile heats; best 2 in 3;

for all horses that have never beaten five minutes for
two miles; purse S250.
No. 7. RUNNING—One-half mile dash, for alltwo-

year olds owned in the Old District; purse 9100.

Friday, Oct. 9th.
No. 8. PACING—Tree for all; purse |200.
No. 9. TROTTING—For all three-year-olds and

underowned in the District: purselloU; best 2 in 3.

No. 10. NOVELTY RACE—Running—One and
one-fourth miles; purse $150, 1st quarter ?2-5;2d quar-
ter $25; 3d quarter $25; 4th quarter $2-3; 5th quarter $50.

Saturday, Oct. 8th.
No. 11. RUNNING—One mile and repeat; free for

all; purse $300.
No. 12. TROTTING—Free forall; purBe $400.

REMARKS AM* CONDITIONS.
All races ate the best three in five (unless other-

wise specified), five to enter and three to start; but
the Board reserves the right to hold a less number than
five to fill by the withdrawal of a proportionate amount
of the puree. Entrance fee ten per cent, on purse, to
accompany nomination. Purses divided at the rate of
60 per cent, to first horse , 30 per cent, to second, 10 per
cent, to third, unless otherwise specified.
Entries to all races and stakes to close with the Sec-

retary at 9 o'clock p. u., September 16th, le87. Mark
the envelope "Entries to Races."
No horse shall be qualified to enter any free-for-all

race that has not been owned on the Pacific Coast
frnm March 1 , 1S87, and in any District races not owned
within the District from June 15.1887, and any entry
by any person of any horse so disqualified shall be
held liable for the entrance fee thus contracted, with,
out the right to compete.
Where the words "old District" are used in the fore-

going Speed Programme, it is meant thereby the
counties of Monterev.c anta Cruz, San Benito and San
Luis Obispo.
In all races entries not declared ont by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.
Horses entered in races can only be withdrawn by

consent of the judges.
For a walk-over in any race a horse shall only be

entitled to his own entrance fee and one-quarter of
the entrance received from the other entries for said
purse; and a horse winning a race is entitled to first
money only, except when distancing the field, then
entitled to first and toird moneys only. A horse wins
but one money under any other* circumstance.
The attention of all parties interested is particu-

larly nailed to the rules and regulations of the National
Trotting Association, under the provisions of which,
except as otherwise specified, all matters appertain-
ing to the trotting races will be conducted.
Rules of the State Agricnltural Society to govern

rnnning races, except when conditions named are
otherwise.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races alternately, or to call a special race be-
tween heats; also to change the day and hour of an^
race if deemed necesBarv.
Races to begin at 1 o'clock p. M. sharp.
StallB, hay and straw free to competitors.

J. O, (AUK, President.
J.J KKL1.V Secretary. lOjyll

FOR SALE.
The Imported Thoroughbred Stallion

OATCAKE.
Rich chestnut in color, 1<"1 hands high, foaled 1882.

Bred in England and Imported to Australia in
utero, imported from thence to California tbis sum-
mer.

Pedigree.
Sired by Wild Oats, dam Miss Emma, by Saun-

terer; second dam Dulcimer by Trumpeter; third
dam Teddingtonia by Teddington; fourth dam Glacis
by Venison or Bolero ; fifth dam Fortress by Defence,
etc.

"Wild Oats by Wild Dayrell (Winner Derby 18561
dam The Golden Horn, by Harkaway; second dam
(Buccaneer's dam) by little Red River; third dam
Eclat by Edmund; fourth dam Squib by Soothsayer,
etc.

Oatcake is a horse of great power and fine finish,
and from all points of view is one of tbe best types
of tbe thoroughbred ever brought to America. He
ran successfully in the colonies, winning the Squat-
ter'B Handicap at A. J. 0. Spring meeting last year;
one mile and a quarier, in 2:101, beating such recog-
niz.e performers as Folly, Ben Bolt (the Cauloeld
Cup Winner!, Dagobert, Cerise and Blue (Sydney Cup,
Winner,) Oakleigb. Palarenda, Friendship, Rapid,
Phaon and Ravensworth.
Wild Oats, his 6ire, was a performer of note

winner of tbe Prendergost Stakes at Newmarket and
other important events. He was the sire of a long
line of racers, among them Eton, Guy Mannering,
Hetty, EinfarnuB and Wild Moss, all winners In Eng-
land last year.
Wild Dayrell won the Derby in 1866, and the Gol-

den Horn, dam of Wild Oats, was a daughter of
Harkaway, the beBt race-horse of his day. He won
eight King's Plates, the Goodwood Cup twice, and
the Royal Whip. Dp to the close of his four-year-old
year he had won 21 races out of 28 starts, against the
best horses in the United Kingdom.
On the side of his dam, Oatcake comes from the

royal line, and to horsemen these extended notes of
performances and produce are perhaps not necess-
ary. The pedigree shows such names as Saunterer
IriBh Birdcalcher, Bir Hercules, Trumpeter, Ted-
dington, Bay MIddleton, Orlando, etc., and tbe value
of tbeBe lines will be recognized by all breeders and
raring men.
Oatcake is now at tbe Agricultural park Track,

In Baoramento charge of M, M. Allen, and inspection
Is Invited. Tabulated pedigrees will be furnished
on application to tbe Bbeedrb and Bpobtsman Office,
where I may be addressed ftU gt3

F. B. BAU5WIN.
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave and are dne to arrive at
San Francisco.

8:00 am
4*0 P M
6:30 P M
8:30 P M
9:30 A M
10:30 A M
6:00 P M
6:00 a m
t7:30 a M
12:00 m
8:30 A ii

4:00 P M
•5:00 p M
9:30 A M

3:30 P m
8:00 A M

f3 30 P M
3*0 F M
7:30 A M
7:30 a m
7:30 a m
7:30 a m
8:30 a m
3:00 P M
4*0 P M
6:30 P M
•1*0 P M
8:30 a a

tlO :30 a M
I2*0u
3*0 p u
•5:00 P it

3:30 P m
8:30 a m
3:30 P M

" " Decoto c
_. Haywards c
c...Haywards c

..Calistoga and Napa..

...Coles £ Portland

...Gait via Martinez

...Hajwards and Niles...

.. .lone via Livermore
...Knight's Landing.
....Livermore and Pleasanton...
....Los Angeles, Deniing, El

Paso and East „.
....Los Angeles and Mojave
....Martinez „ „.
....Milton. „
. ..Ogden and East
Red Bloff via Marrsville

....Redding via Willows...-....™

....Reno andTrnckee

....Sacramento, via Benicia
" via Livermore.
" via Benicia.
" via Berdcia
" via Benicia

....Sacramento River Steamers.

....San Jose .™

. .Santa Barbara

...Stockton via Livermore..
™ " via Martinez

IOUOam
6:10 p M
7:40 A M
10:10 a M
12:4- P M
3:4QPM
8:40 P M
P:I0 a M

110:40 a m
2:40 P u
5:40 P m

10:10 a m
•8;40 A M

4:40 P M
10:40 A h
6:10 P M

*5:4J p m
11-10 A M
5:40 P M
6:40 p M
6:40 p M
6:40 P K
5:40 P M
11:10 a M
10:10 A U
7:40 A M
*6:00 a M
*3:40 F M
t3:40 P M
8:40 p sr

9:40 A m

10:4*6' "a*M
5:40 P M
10:40 A m

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1887,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all wbo send four cents in. stamps, to prepay postage.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS.

From San Francisco Dally.

TO EAST OAKLAND— •6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:30
—1 :00—i :30—2 *0—2 :30—3 :00 — 3 :30— 4 :00— 4 :30— 5 :00

5:30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00-11:00—12 :0U
TO 23n AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO

EAST OAKLAND" until 6:30 p.m., inclusive, also
at 9:00 p.m.

TO FRUIT VALE—*6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00 8:30—2 :30 -3 :30-4 *0—4 :30- -5 :00—5:30-6 *0-6 :30—9 :00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—7*0-12:00.
TO ALAMEDA—*6:00—•6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00— "8:30-

SiOO —9:30—10 :00—J10 :30—11 :00—111:30—12:00—±12 :30—
1:00—±1:30—2iOO—fi:30—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00

-

5:30—6:00—6:30—7 :00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11 :00—12:00.
TO BERKELEY—*6:Q0—'6:30—7iOU—*7:30— 8:00—*S:30

9:00— 9:30— 10:00— ±10:30—11:00—±11:30—12:00—±12:30
1 :00-tl :30 -2:00—±2 :30—3 :00— 3:30—4:00— 4:30—o:00—
5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—^:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY-Same as "To BEBKELEr."

To Nan Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20—7:50- 8:20—8:50—
9 50— n0:19— 4:20—4:W—5:20—5:50-6:20-6:50—7:47—

FROM
-

FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5 .22- 6 :52-
•6:22—±9:14—*3:22.

FROM23D AVENUE, EAST OAKXAND-6:55—7:25
7:55-8:25—8:55—9:25—9:55—10:25—10:55- 11:25—11:56
12:25—12 :55— 1 :25-1:55—2 55—2 :55—3:25— 3 :55—4:25—
4:55—5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:50—9:53

FROM EAST OAKLAND— •5:30-6:00- 6:30— 7:0J
7:30-8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11 -2h

^2:00—12:30—1:00—1130—2:00—2:30—3:00—3:30—4*0—
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57—0:57-9:57—
10:57.

PROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 m nutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMJEDA-«5:30-6:OO-*6:3O—7:00 -*7:30—8:00

•8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—±10:30—11:00- ±11:30—12:00—
±12:30—1:00— ±1:30—2:00— 12:30-3:00-3:30—4:00—4:30
5:00—5:30—«:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00.

FROM BERKELEY— *5:25—5:55-<6:25—6:55—•7:25—
7:55—•8:25— 8:55—9:25-9:55— ±10:25—10:55- ±11 :25—
11:55— ±12:25— 12:55— ±1:25— 1:55— ±2:25—2 :55-3 :25—
3:55—4:25—4:55-5:25-5:55-6:25-6:55—7:55—8:55—
9:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "From Beee-
eley."

CREEK ROVTE.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in nse at Fairlawn.

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TH0TTERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE,
THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

CC-MPAKY, .*Q1

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passes?

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fount
San Francisco.

In effect September 1, 1887.

..Cemetery and San Mateo

jlirfopl

..San Mateo, Redwood and.

_

...Memo Park
t5:35P
6:40 P
17:50p

8:30 A' r

10:30a|J £

*3;30p|"l
4:30 Pi I

.Santa Clara, San Jose, and.
Principal Way Stations.

}l 9:03 a
1*10-02 A

4 36F
I 6:40 P

4 :30 p |
Almaden and Way Stations

| 9 tOZ A
8:30 a ( GUroy, Pajaro, Castroville, ) *10-02 a
*3:30p' ( SallnaB and Monterey..

f7:50A i Monterey, Loin a Prieta ami Santei

..Hollister and Tree Pinos ..

8:30 a,

[ Wateonville, Aptos.Soquel J ,*10:02 a
I (Capitola land Santa Crnz j- 6:40 p

J
Soledad. Paso Robles, Templeton I

t
„ , n

"

I (SanLuis Obispo) & Way Stations, f 1
° :iV

For Catalogues or farther information, address

WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.
1jan52 ^

a—Morning
•Sundays excepted
urdays only.

Trains rnn on Pacific Standard Time

p.—Afternoon.
tSundays only iTheatre train Sat-

Lock Box 320.

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA, CAL.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These Warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the hest and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current rates.

Information legarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Nearly all rail line to San Luis Obispo. Only 24
niles staging between Templetun ana San Luis

i San Francisco 12 hours. Through

Special Rodnd-tbip Tickets, at reduced rates—to
Gilroy and Paraiso Springe.

Special Notice—Hound-trip tickets to the famous
Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton) can be had at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Francisco
Rate, 56.50.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
For Sondes o^ly.j

fô £ ê ££™»= *>««

ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and Sunday only,
Sunday and- good for return until following Moh-
Monday, I day,inclusive, at the following rates.

Bound Trip
from San

Francisco to

San Bruno....
Millbrae
Oak Grove....
San Mateo....
Belmont
Redwood.. ..

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park

.

Mayfield

Sat to
Mon.
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Mount'n View
Lawrences
Santa Clara
San Jose
GUroy
Aptos
Loma Prieta...
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

D<

Sun.
Tkt.

!I .50

1 50

Sat to
Mon.
Tkt.

5 00
5 01
5 00

FROM SA2J FRANCISCO—•7:15—9:la-ua5-ia>
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6as—8:15—10 J5—12:15—2;l"i

4:15.

•Sundays excepted. tSaturdaya excepted; tSundays
only.
C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland

Standard Time furrusnedby Lick Observatory.

4^ S. TOWSE.
Gen. Manager.

T. H. QOOD3IAN,
Gen. Pass. ATtk. Ae*.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAX FBAXCISl'O, CA1,

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 410 PISE STREET
G. L. BRANDEE President
J. L. FLOOD - Vice-President
C. P FAKrJFIELD Secretary

J. 8. ANG09 ..Assistant Manager
Bankers, Nevada Bank efSan Franciseo.

16ap»

GEO. L. BRANDER,
President.

ALEXANDER WATSON.
Secretary.

THE PARKER GUN

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

SUxes Instantly with cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing five Imperial gallons

equals nearly 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly ISO

sheep at a cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nouriaher of wool, a certain cnre

for scab.
ALSO

IJTTIX'S PATEVC POWDER DIP.
PolBonoos, mixes instantly with cold water. Sold in

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; in a
Beven-poiinds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per pound.

OATTON, BELL & CO.
SOCCES90BS

FALKMER, BELL A CO..

Msep 406 California Street, AUESTS.

At the two principal events of the year—at the World's Trap Shoot-

ing Carnival held at Wellington, Mass., Slay 80 to Jnne »
. 1887, the Par-

ker Gun won the leading prize for hest average for five day s shooting:

al.o atSeattle W. T., June 9, 10 and 11, 1887, the leading prize and best average was won with the Parjer

Sun addfng victories to 1886 as follows: The Second Annnal Tournament _of the Chamber In Cartridge

CohelJ at Cleveland, Ohio, September 14, 1886, ont of eighty-seven entries from representative shots

representing fourteen States, the Parker Gnn won first and third money, winning .5900 ont of the =1,200

OTrselffered . a lding another victory to 1885. which was the Second International C ay Pigeon Tournament

for tie championship of the World .'held at Sew Orleans. La., Feb. 11 h to 16th Among
:

the contestants

snooting other guns were such champions as Carver. Bogardns. Cody, Stubbs. Erb and others.

PARKER BROS., Makers,
Sew York Salesroom, 9 J Cliambers St.. oc" Meriden, Ct.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED

1846. 14 FIRST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

25dec52

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize winners at all the fairs in California and the

entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair

Sacramento, 1886.

Importations made direct from England every yenr

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the

best blood and most fashionable families of Dish-

faced Berkshires, regardless of cost, and all re-

corded in English and American Berkshire records.

Yonng pigs from these importations, male and

female, from entirely different families for sale at

reasons Die pricea, and every pig guaranteed, Address,

25dw63

AJUHKEW SMITH, Redwood City.
Or at 213 California Street, Saa.FranciBCO,

Ticket Offices.— Passenger f)epot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station. No. 613 Market street,
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwin Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JT/DAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Ar*.

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
BESFECTFTTLiY CALLS ATTENTION TO TKE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line fori eaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Eatiling, Sbooting and Flsblne-
TRAINS LEAVE SAK FRAN/CISCO DAILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort of tn e
Pacific Coast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Tront
in abundance can be obtained from the several strean.s
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of ehootirg
may l>e had in season.

TEE BA T OF MONTEREY
Ib .noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ABE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for snrf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(130x50 feet) for warm salt water plnnge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facihties-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOt*UE I, AM) SANTA CR I Z
IS VTA THE NORTHERN' DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Crnc
and Monterey, each of which abounds In game In great
variety Notably

Qnail, Pigeon, Snipe, Dock, eeese, f>eer

and Bear.
Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are

reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo Iot those well-known Retreats, PURIS .

SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PElSCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of ranee at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer Bpeclal Inducement s to the lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
and c

be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOG'S

when carried in Baggage Cars and pnt In charge of
Train Baggagemeu. Train Baggagemen are inBtrnctP*!
to lssne CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggnge
Cars.
a^"Ir» order to guard against accidents to Do ,

while in transit, it Is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Gnna and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Gunstaken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may
taken In Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Tow-,

Btreet, Valencia Station, and No 613 Markets!., i

Hotel.
A, O. BASSETT, K. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent Aflat. P*ea-»ncJTlct,A..
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SEVENTH ANNUAL TOURNAMENT

California portsman's Association.

Matches.

Thin-Nth-; . October 6tli.

No. 1. At 15 live birds, 21 yards rise, plunge trape, use of one barrel. Entrance $5.00.

No. 2. At 15 live birds, ;i0 yards rise. Hurlingham style, ground traps. Entrance $5.00.

No. 3. At 20 Blue Rock Targets, 18 yards rise, 5 screened traps. Entrance $2,50.

Friday, October JtU.

No. 4. Atepairs live birdB.18 yards rise, plunge traps. Entrance $5.00.

No. 5. At 12 live birds, 30 yards rise, ground traps, Hurlingham style. Entrance $5.00.

No. 6. At 10 pairs Blue Eock targets, 15 yards rise. Entrance $2.50.

SAN BRUNO, OCTOBER 6th, 7th, and 8th, 1887.
Special Prizes.

Presented by Messrs. Clabrough and Golcher, 630 and 632 Montgomery Street, San Fran-
eisco.

A Olnbrnugh breech-loading, 10-gnage gun, shot gun,
sn-inch barrels, in.pounds weight. Value $75. The gun
will bepri-sented tothe one making the best average
Shooting at Cleveland Blue Rock targets during the
tournament. All competitors for the prize must par-
ticipate in all regular "Blue Rock" matches during the
meeting.
Six and one-quarter pounds Eagle Duck powder.
A hunting coat.

A drinkingrlaek.
Sis and one-quarter poundB Hazard Ducking pow-

der.
A pair of best leather-soled gun hoots.
A pair of red leather eeued bunting shoes.
A pair of One canvas leggingB.
A sole leather cun eaBe.
A "Quick-loading" powder can.
Five sacks of Bhot.

Presented by Mr. E. T. Allen, 416 Market Street, San Francisco.

A split bamboo flsbinerod.
A pair of "Empress of India"razors.
A pair of English hunting shoes.
Two kf-cs Diipont's New Summer Shooting Powder.
A silk wound lance-wood fishing rod, reel and silk

line.

A '

' Victoria" leather gun case.
A leather bound hunting coat and corduroy hat.
One keg powder and sack of shot.
One pair of rubber boote.
A leather medal for the person making the 'poorest

Bcore (a valuable prize enclosed).

Presented by The Selby Smelting and Lead Company, -416 Montgomery Street, San
Frarj cisco.

One hundred dollars to be added to entrance money I Two hundred "Standard" Chamberlin cartridge Bin
in match No. 8. I each match.

Presented by Mr. E. B. Rambo, agent for the Winchester Repeating Arms Co., 4IS Mar-
ket Street, San Francisco.

A Winchester repeating Bhotgun.

Presented by the San Francisco Chronicle newspaper.
A Colt's repeating rifle.

Presented by Mr. John Skinker, agent for Dnpont's Powder Company, 256 Market Street,

San Franoisco.

One 12>£ pound keg Dnpont's "Summer Shooting"
|

One 12>< keg Dupont's "Summer Shootine" powder,
powder.

j

Presented by Mr. Harvey McMurchy, agent for the L. C. Smith gun, Syracuse, New York.
An L. C. Smith double barrel shotgun,

CONDITIONS.

rfwi^^fi^Th^ Association only to compete in match No. 7. All entrance money divided Into 40, 30. 20 and 10 per cent. Shooting to be under the Association rules a.revised in 1886. lne special prizes distributed as per circular announcement. Shooting to begin at 0:30 a. m. .Headquarters during the meeting, the Grand Hotel, San Francisco. All sportsmen invited.
H. H. RRltiGS, Secretary. L n FREEK, president.

Saturday, October 8tli.

No. 7. Association Match, at 20 live birds, ground traps, 30 yards rise, Hurlingham style. Prize, a

diamond badge, presented by Vice-President Fay. Entrance #5. The winner to hold the badge from year to

year, until won three tiroes by any member, when it Bhall become bis personal property. The winner at each
meeting to surrender the badge at the succeeding meeting, and to receive the entrance money of such last.

mentioned meeting. Open to members of the California State Sportsman's Association only.

No. 8. "Standard" Match, at 20 single Blue Rock targets, and 5 pairB Bingles, at 18 yards, pairs at 15
yardB. Entrance $2.50. S100 added by the Selby Smelting A Lead Company.

FOR SALE

EVERYWHERE
I

SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES

UNIFORM,

RELIABLE,

EXCELLENT.

SPORTSMEN
•ALL USB THE-

Paper Shot Shells, Wads and Primers,
MANUFACTURED BY THE-

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
WHICH MAY BE HAD OP

ALL DEALERS, and in "STANDARD" CARTRIDGES,
Loaded by the SELBY SMELTING & LEAD CO.

FIRE-ARMS, AMMUNITION, BASEBALL GOODS,
POLICE GOODS, GYMNASIUM GOODS.——BICYCLES=

w
E. T. ALLEN, 416 MARKET STREET.

FINE HUNTING KNIVES.

MARK!! THERE HE GOES!
INTO THE

LEADING SPORTING GOODS HOUSE
WHERE YOB CAN BUY -.

"CLABROUGH" GUNS,
"W. & C. SCOTT & SON'S" GUNS,

"PARKER BROS." GUNS,
••L.CSMITH" GUNS,

"COLT" GUNS.

FISHING TACKLE, BASEBALL GOODS, CRICKET and LAWN
TENNIS GOODS, CLEVELAND BLUE ROCKS.

"STANDARD"_Shotgun Cartridges.
EVERYTHING IN THE SPORTING GOODS LINE.-

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.
630 and 632 Montgomery St. gM



SAN FRANCISCO. SATURDAY. OCTOBER 8, 1887.
STJBSCBIPTION

FIVE DOLLARS A YEAB

General Topics.

In a P. S. appended to the letter from my old friend Bid

Gage in relation to the pedigree of Lady Washington, he

writes: "My health is very poor, and I sometimes regret

that I ever returned from California." I answered that he

should by all means return and not wait for Jack Frost to

catch him on the banks of the Mississippi; that this conn-

try was surely the paradise for old men, and though friend

Bid has not lived years enough yet to be fairly entitled to

the appellation, men age quickly when the thermometer sinks

in the winter to thirty or more degrees below zero, and six

months after mounts to over a hundred, with little variation

night and day. Then the sudden changes, especially in

spring time, and the malaria which the Father of Waters is

sure to leave as a legacy after every June rise. The low

lands and islands are coated with sediment brought from the

swamps of Wisconsin and Minnesota, and though there is a

strong current all of the year at Lyons, it being the narrowest

point in the river for hundreds of miles, it spreads above and

below in high water for miles. Iowa is a good enough coun-

try for young men to live in. I found it so, for, though

shaken up fox three years with the ague, in a residence of

ninteen years, was as healthy as need be. Ague was then

the inevitable doom of all new comers. Beside the rank

growths on the bottoms, submerged by floods, there were

hundred of teams breaking prairie in every county. In

order that the sod should "rot" it was necessary to do the

breaking in about sis weeks, from the end of May to the

middle of July, and then the prairiu grass was at its full

height.

I have 6een the operation going on when the grass was

midway to the back of the oxen, and it was an interesting

sight to a newcomer, Six, eight or more yoke of cattle to a

plow which would cut a furrow thirty incheB wide, some of

them more, turning the soil over with a regularity that the

best Scotch plowman could not equal, would not attempt, in

fact; the brown, nearly black, atrip on one side, the waving

grass and bright flowers on the other, was a novelty to one

who had been accustomed to the stumps and stones of north-

eastern Pennsylvania. The plows of that day were home-

made. The point and share of steel, the mold-boards of iron

rods having the proper curvature, a pair of wheels on the

clevis end of the beam, that which followed the turrow

having the largest diameter, and when kept in proper order

the plowman's duties were nearly a sinecure. Two to three

inches were the proper depths, for if deeper the sod would

not decay, though the matted rootB held the thin slice

together so that if the rods were properly carved there was

no difficulty in turning it over. Some plows, however,

would roll it into cones which stood on the bases, and this

was thought to be an additional aid to rotting, although net

looking so nice as when laid 3mooth. It will be readily

understood that such a mass of vegetation while it putrib'ed

would fill the air with "chills and fever," though I doubt if

this had a more potent effect than water stagnating in holes

and hollows on the river bottoms which were sure to be inun-

dated at every spring rise. In a great portion of Iowa prairie-

breaking is a thing of the past, and this source of ill health

removed; but there is enough yet to stiffen the joints of men

who have passed or are nearing their grand climacteric.

On the receipt of Bid's letter there was just time to answer

and have the answer reach Lyons, if no delays, for our friend

to grasp hiB satchel and gun and take the first train for Cali-

fornia to reach here so as to be present at the grand tourna-

ment which opens to-day. Should he put in an appearance,

we are ready to wager that, notwithstanding the long

journey, he will put our crack wing shots to their best speed

to keep in the lead. Mrs. Gage could follow with the

weightier impedimenta, children, dogs; I will see that he has

horses, and the chances are that another good citizen will be

added to California. One winter will "straighten him out"

so that he will feel like a new man, and then he can make a

trip in May to attend to his Iowa business and get back

before the extremely hot weather sets in. Again in the fall,

and if lucky enough to hit the Indian summer, that period

of the year will do east of the mountains. Glorious weather,

the Indian summers of the West! A trip from Lyons to St.

Paul then, on a steamer, is enjoyable in the highest sense,

June, too, in Iowa is nearly always grand, and it always

troubled me to give a decided preference to either of these

seasons. Then again, whether the heated term in July or

August, or the tenfold refrigerated days and nights in

December and January when the mercury kept sinking in

the tube until it became congealed, was the worst, it was hard

to decide. In the former we prayed for the return of winter;

when the cows' horns were bursting and ears frozen off of

the horses which were running in the stalk fields, the "back-

sight" became pleasanter and the present voted the worst.

There is plenty of sport, too. A young man can find lots

of enjoyment wnen everything freezeable is hardened to

adamanatine solidity. Grand sport if even the sleigh runners

screech as the steel shoes glide over the impacted snow, and

there is the music of the bells and the cadence of the hoofs

keeping time to the tintinabulations. Still grander where

there is a rush of trotters over the ice and the sharp calkings

throw a myriad of crystalline splinters to sparkle in the

sunlight. Fast as Arrow is, I doubt if he can show a faster

brush than his sire could exhibit on the "slough" which lies

between the big island near Sabula and the main land. The
ice on that was always smooth, and when it was so glare that

skating was first-rate, "All" would fairly fly. A two-minute

gait, sure, as no amount of urging would cause him to break,

and on straight work his leg did not trouble him. There

never was a "squarer-gaited" horse with a long, sweeping stride

on dirt, though on the ice he was more rapid. "When his grand-

nephew, Grandee, becomes matured, I have an idea that his

action will be very like that of Richmond. Grandee's second

dam, Nourmahal, was one of the most perfect trotters I ever

saw, so far as form and action went, and if her temper had

not been spoiled when first put in training, in all probability

she would have been the peer of the best. But I have made
a sort of tangling break, losing any number of lengths, and

bolting so far from the subject that it will require a strong

pull to get on to the track again.

"When the climate of Iowa and this section of California are

brought into comparison there is such a wide difference that

it is difficult to find words to express the divergence without

running into apparent hyperbole. Being so much better

posted on the climate of this section of California than other

parts of the State, I will confine the showing to the districi

which surrounds the bay of San Francisco. In a residence

of nearly fourteen years in Oakland I have not seen a single

day which coald be called disagreeable, from an Eastern point

of view. Twice in that time there has been a light fall of

snow; once enough fell so that snowballing could be indulged

in for several hours. The atmosphere was bland, even when

the snow was falling, and before the day came to an end the

only trace of it was on the Bummits of the Coast and Contra

Costa ranges. Once or twiceduring the winter, rarely oftener

there may be Blight frosts which will nip the calla lilies and

heliotropes on the lower ground, though roses and geraniums

and other tender plants are not injured. TherainBare invari-

ably warm. Winter is a misnomer. From the time the fall

rainB come, when there ia precipitation enough to start

vegetation fully, there is a continual springtime. November,

December, January, February, March, April, and usually in

May, there are occasional rains, with intervals of clear sun-

shine for weeks at a time. There is a prevailing impression

among Eastern people that during the "rainy season" there is

a continual downpour, In place of that the months above

mentioned are a counterpart of the pleasantest portion of

their season, with the distinction that we have six months in

place of one or two.

The "dry season." That appellation is more nearly correct,

although the impression conveyed is nearly as erroneous as

the former. While June, July, August and September may
pass with slight showers, perhaps no rainfall worth mention-

ing, there is a counterpoise which is hidden to those who live

on the other side of the big rivers. In 1874 I saw a field of

corn planted near Eden, Alameda County, after the spring

rains had ended. My business took me past it once and

sometimes twice a week, from the time of planting until it

was ready to gather. There was a capital stand, not a hill

missing bo far as could be told from the road, and very many
times the horse was stopped in order to get a better view. It

was thoroughly cultivated, and at the last time of "working"
the tops were well up the side of the horse. "When it

''tasseled" it was troublesome to tell where the rows were,

and, though not as tall as the corn grows on the Mississippi

bottoms, or the upper California valleys, made a fine crop. A
drouth of three weeks duration in the East would curl the

leaves, and if another week or two were added there would
be nothing but partially filled nubbins on the withered stalks.

I have seen fully as dusty roads in Iowa as in California, and
in the district which is now so slightly sketched the main roads

are coated with gravel, a preventive of dust in the summer,
of mud in the winter. There are no "breaking up" of the

roads when the frost is going out of the ground in the spring,

as the soil is never frozen, no "hubs" in the fall and winter,

nor any of the main tribulations of eastern climates.

Above all the grandest country in the world for old folks

and horses. The former are the present topio, and were
illustrations presented as fully as could be, there would be
no denying the position. The trouble is that men of seventy

years and over have such a young look that they are loth to

acknowledge their age, and as they would readily pass for

fifty, there 1b a desire to rate their ages by their feelings and
not by the dates of their birth. There are exceptions, how-
ever, and one of our friends takes pride in telling that he is

eighty odd years old, which his son denies, thinking it will

have a bearing on his own case. The " old man" is not only
in active business; he enjoys life with as much gusto as a

boy, and drives fast trotters with the skill of an artist. He
sends his team through the park at a faster rate than the

laws sanction, but as he was Chief of Police of San.

Francisco for many years in the old times, and a favorite

with the force, he is accorded privilegea which would not
be granted to the President of the United States. His son
complains that he drives the legs off of his favorites, but this

I know to be a groundless assertion, as he is skillful in gua-
iog them to the right distance, and takes all the advantages
of the ground to make a thirty clip or faster as easy as pos-
sible. The opportunity for daily drives has a good deal to

do with this man, born while the nineteenth century was in
its swaddling clothes, looking, feeling and acting as though
in the meridian of manhood, and to all intents and purposes
younger than a majority of the citizens of Eastern cities

who came into the world thirty years after his advent.

If anything, a more forcible illustration ib that of an
esteemed ex-president of the State Agricultural Society. Born
before Waterloo was fought he is not only hale and hearty in
appearance, but is active as a majority of men who have only
known ten decades. In as full mental and bodily vigor as
though a quarter of a hundred younger, and with a flow of
spirits which young men might envy. In giving these
examples of the effect of California olimate, it must not be
thought that I have picked up exceptional cases. There are
numbers of men who came here in 1S49 and 1850, not only
fully matured, but with many years added to maturity or
their arrival, who are now very little worse off for the veE
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and tear of thirty-seven years than one-third of the time

would effect in less salubrious climes; and there are natives

of California who heard the Mission bells pealing matins and

vespers when the first president of the original thirteen took

the chair of office. Here is what the Evening Post has to

say about one man beyond three score years and ten:

I saw a man the other day of seventy-three years of age,

yet he did not look more than fifty. He is a naturalist, and
lives almost altogether in the open air, often campiug cue.

Six feet in height, rather heavily built, fresh complexioned,
It was difficult to believe that he had passed three score and
ten. But so it was, "I will live to over a hundred," he
said. " I am sure you will," I replied. Contrasted with his

free, simple life, the indoor, cramped existence of most of us
seems anything but enviable and desirable. He travels

muoh on foot in California, Arizona, New and old Mexico,
his time being always filled, for a natnralist's occupation is

never gone. I asked him if be prosecuted his studies from
an evolutionary standpoint, and he confessed that as yet he
had not been able to reconcile himself to the evolution of

organic formp, though he saw the law held good applied to

many other things. "All my friends believe in it," he told

me, "but I cannot say I have accepted it. A man's life

seems too short to me to jndge of a process that involves such
stupendous periods of time." He went on then to speak of

the interest and pleasure of his work, of the fine health he
enjoyed, and the satisfaction he derived from his mode of

living, and made me wish that I could follow his bent and be
a naturalist, too.

Ent ies to Paciflo Coast Blood Horse Associ-

ation Fall Meeting:.

First Day, Saturday, October 29th.

1.—Introduction Purse.—$400, of which S50 to second, $25
to third; for three-year-olds and upwards. Winners this

year of two races of the aggregate value of SI, 000 to carry 5
pounds extra. Non-winners this year allowed 5 pounds.
Maidens allowed 10 pounds. One mile and a sixteenth.

G. Crismon's blk g Black Pilot, 6, by Echo, dam Ma^ge Duke.
Davis Bros.' b c Jack Brady, 3, by Wildidle, dam Sour

G rapes.

J. B. Haggin's br o Kenn6y, 3, by Duke of Montrose, dam by
Virgil.

B. C. Holly's b g Torpedo, 3, by Jim Brown, dam Julia

Morgan.
ThoB. G. Jones' b g Applause, 3, by Three Cheers, dam

Alice N.
Maltese Villa Stable's b h Alta, 5, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

Maltese Villa Stable's b o Triboulet, 3, (formerly Safe Ban)
by King Ban, dam Herzegovina.

Matlock Bros.' b m Repetta, aged, by Alarm or Reform, dam
Long Nine.

W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Danbar, 6, by Bazar, dam Tib-

bie Dunbai.
M. Storn's ch c Grover Cleveland, 4, by Monday, dam Robin

Girl.

M. F. Tarpsy's ch f Notidle, 3, by Wildidla, dam Bonanza.
Mrs. Susie B. WolfskiiFs b f Edelweiss, 4, by Joe Hooker,

dam Yolone.

.2.—The Ladies' Stakes.—For two-year-old fillies (foals of

18S5); $50 each, $25 forfeit, or $10 if declared out on Jan.

1st, 18S7; or $20 if declared out August 1st, 1887; all declara-

tions void unless accompanied with the money; with £400
added; second to receive $100, third to save stake. Win-
ners of three-stake races to carry 5 lbs. extra. Three-quarters
of a mile.

John Adams' ch f Miss Mitford by Joe Hooker, dam Pearl.

J. B. Chase's ch f Rosedale by Joe Hooker, dam Lady Clare,

by Joe Daniels.

C. H. Eldred's b f Tricksy by Joe Hooker, dam Abbie W.
James Garland's ch f Snowdrop by Joe Hooker, dam Laura

Winston.
J. B. Haggin's b f Loveknot by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam My

Love.
J. B. Haggin's br f Welcome by Warwick, dam Aeolia.

B. C. Holly's oh f by Milner. dam by imp. Intruder.
Maltese Villa Stable's ch f Geraldine by Grinstead, dam Cou-

sin Peggy.
Maltese Villa Stable's ch f Mother Hubbard by Rutherford.

dam Fannie D.
Owen Bros.' b f Corona by Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery.
Owen Bros.' ch f Serpolette by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glenn.
J. C. Ries' b f Orinda by Monday, dam Lillie Ries.

Santa Anita Stable's b f Winona by Grinstead, dam Clara D.
Santa Anita Stable's b f Lillita by Rutherford, dam Maggie

Emerson.
Santa Anita Stable's ch f Los Angeles by imp. Glenelg, dam

La Polka.
Santa Anita Stable's b f Truxilla by Virgil, dam Fair.

P. Siebenthaler's ch t Verona by Jim Gannon, dam Lizzie P.
L. U. Shippee's br f by Duke of Montrose, dam Talega.

Declared Aug. 1st, 1887, at $10 each: b f by St. Martin—
Maie, Olive, Elza, Dixianne, Waif, Cleo. Total 560.

3.—The Bay City Stakes.—Ahandicap for all ages; $50 each,

$25 forfeit, $10 if declared out, with $750 added; second to
receive $100, third to save stake. Weights announced Thurs-
day, October 27th; declarations due at 6 o'clock p. m. the day
before the race. One mile and a half.

W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner, 3, by Jim Brown, dam
Avail.

C. H. Eldred's ch g Jim Duffy, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Frankie
Devine.

C. H. Eldred's b m Moonlight, 4, by Thad Stevens, dam Twi-
light.

J. B. Haggin's b f Shasta, 3, by Spendthrift, dam imp. Bom-
bazine.

B. C. Holly's oh f Ninena, 3
3
by Jim Brown, dam Nannie

Hubbard.
Lanrelwood Stable's b m Patti, 4, by Wildidle, dam Nettie

Brown.
Maltese Villa Stable's b h Alta, 5, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

Maltese Villa Stable's b m Binette, 6, by Billet, dam Mirah.
Maltese Villa Stable's b c Triboulet, 3, (for. Safe Ban} by

King Ban, dam Herzegovina.

D. J. McCarthy's ch f Adeline, 3, by Enquirer, dam Analyne.
D. J. McCarthy's oh c C. H. Todd, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam

Rosa B.
W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 6, by Bazar, dam

Tibbie Dunbar.
M. Storn's ch c Grover Cleveland, 4, by Monday, dam Robin

Girl.

M. Storn's b f Narcola, 3, by Norfolk, dam Ada C.

G. W. Trahern's b gDave Douglas, 5, by Leinster, dam Lily
Simpson.

Mrs. Susie B. Wolfskill's b f Edelweiss, 4, by Joe Hooker,
dam Yolone.

4.—Purse $400, of which $50 to second, $25 to third. For
two-year-olds. Winners of two two-year-old races to carry 3
pounds; ot three, 5 pounds extra. Non-winners allowed 5
pounds. Seven furlongs.
J. B. Chase's ch g Kildare by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake.
J. B. Chase's ch f Rosedale by Joe Hooker, dam Lady Clare

by Joe Daniels.

J. B. Haggin's b c Sobrante by Kyrle Daly, dam Carrie C.

J. B. Haggin's br f Welcome by Warwick, dam Aeolia.
J. B. Haggin's br c Glen Echo by Glenelg, dam EcholeBs.
Geo. Hearst's ch f Question by Monday, dam Fostress.

D. J. McCarty's b c Bolero by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
Oregon Stable's ch c Oregon by Monday, dam Planetia.

Oregon Stable's b f Superba by Flood, dam Nova Zembla.
Palo Alto's blk f imp. Gorgo by Isonomy, dam imp. Flirt.

W. L. Pritchard's ch c Canny Scot by Leinster, dam Tibbie
Dunbar.

Second Day, Tuesday, November 1st.

5.—Purse $400, of which $50 to second, $25 to third. For
three-year-olds and upwards. Winners of No 1 at this meet-
ing to carry 7 pounds extra. Maidens, if three years old,

allowed S pounds; if four years old or upwards, allowed 12

pounds. One mile.

R. B. Coekrill's b m Daisy D., 5. by Wheatley, dam Black
Maria.

S. Cooper's ch f Etta W., 3, by Joe Hooker, dam by Foster.

J. B' Haggin's br c Kenney, 3, by Duke of Montrose, dam bv
Virgil.

J. B. Haggin's br f Shasta, 3, by Spendthrift, dam imp. Bom-
bazine.

B. C. Holly's b g Torpedo, 3, by Jim Brown, dam Julia Mor-
gan.

Thos. G. Jones' b g Applause. 3, by Three Cheers, dam Alice

N.
Maltese Villa Stable's b c Triboulet (for. Safe Ban) by King

Ban, dam Herzegovina.
Maltese Villa Stable's chf Idalene Cotton, 3, by Jim Brown,

dam Lizzie P.
Matlock Bros.' b m Repetta, aged, by Alarm or Reform, dam

Long Nine.
Matlock Bros.' ch m Lady Duffy, 4, by Patsy Duffy, dam

unknown.
W. L. Pritchard's chmLizzie Dunbar, 6, by Bazar, dam Tibbie

Dunbar.
M. F. Tarpey's ch f Notidle, 3, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
G. W. Trahern's ch f Blue Bonnet , 3, by Joe Hooker, dam

Kate Carson.

6.—The Equity Stakes.—For two-year-olds. $10 each, p. p.,

with $400 added; first horse to take the added money, second
horse 70 per cent., and the third horse 30 per cent, of the
stakes. Winners of any two-year-old race of the value of

$500 to carry 5 pounds; of two such races 7 pounds; of three
10 pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile.
J. B. Chase's ch g Kildare by Joe Hooker, dam Lady Clare, by

Joe Daniels.
J. B. Haggin's br f Welcome by Warwick, dam Aeolia.

J. B. Haggin's br c Glen Echo by Glenelg, dam Eeholess.
J. B. Haggin's b c Sobrante by Kyrle Daly, dam Carrie C.
Geo. Hearst's ch f Question by Monday, dam Fostress.
Geo. Hearst's br f Lenoke by Shannon, dam Tippera.
Lanrelwood Stable's ch f Carmen by Wildidle, dam Nettie

Brown.
D. J. McCarty's ch c Uarda by Longtaw, dam Income.
Oregon Stable's ch c Oregon by Monday, dam Planetia.
Oregon Stable's b f Superba by Flood, dam Nova Zembla.
Palo Alto's blk f imp. Gorgo by Isonomy. dam imp. Flirt.

W. L. Pritchard's ch c Canny Scot by Leinster, dam Tibbie
Danbar.

P. Siebenthaler's ch f Verona by Jim Gannon, dam Lizzie P.

7.—The Park Stakes. For all ages; S50 each. $25 for-

feit, or $10if declared out October 15th, 18S7. with $600 added;
second to receive $100, third to save stake. Winners this

year of a stake race of the value of SI, 000, when carrying
weight for age or more, to carry 5 pounds; for two such races

7 pounds extra. Horses that have not been placed thiB year
allowed 5 pounds. One mile and a quarter.
C. H. Eldred's ch g Jim Daffy, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam

Frankie Devine.
C. H. Eldred's b m Moonlight, 4, by Thad Stevens, dam

Twilight.
J. B. Haggin's b f Shasta, 3, by Spendthrift, dam imp. Bom-

bazine.
Thos. G. Jones' b g Applause, 3, by Three Cheers, dam Alice N.
Maltese Villa Stable's b c Triboulet, 3, (for. Safe Ban) by

King Ban, dam Herzegovina.
Maltese Villa Stable's b h Alta, 5, byNorfolk, dam Ballinette.

Matlock Bros.' b m Repetta, aged, by Alarm or Reform, dam
Long Nine.

W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 6, by Bazar, dam
Tibbie Dunbar.

W. L. Pritchard's ch c Canny Scot, 2, by Leinster, dam Tibbie
Dunbar.

M. Storn's ch o Grover Cleveland, 4, by Monday, dam Robin
Girl.

M. F. Tarpey's ch f Notidle, 3, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
Mrs. Susie B. Wolfskill's b f Edelweiss, 4, by Joe Hooker,

dam Yolone.

8.—Selling Purse, $400, of whioh $50 to the second, S25 to

the third. For all ages. The winner to be Bold at auction,
fixed valuation $1,500; 1 pound allowed for each $100 less,

down to $1,000; then 2 poundsTfor each $100 down to $300;
2 pounds added for each $100 above fixed valuation. Selling
price to be stated through the entry box at the usual time of
declaring, 6 o'clock p. m. the day before the race. Three-
quarter mile heats.

W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner, 3, by Jim Brown, dam
Avail.

S. A. Cooper's ch f Etta W„ 3, by Joe Hooker, dam by Foster
G. Crismon'B blk g Black Pilot, 6, by Echo, dam Madge Duke.
Jas. Dwain's b m Lady K., 4, by Wildidle, dam Susie Wil-

liamson.
E. Flitner's b c Oscar Wilde, 2, by Don Victor, dam Esther.
B. C. Holly's b g Sunday, 3. by Ironclad, dam by Shannon.
Maltese Villa Stable's ch gElwood, 3, by Norfolk, dam Bal-

linette.

D. J McCarty's ch g Tom Daly, 4, by Kyrle Daly, dam Col-
umbia.

Oregon Stables ch g Mark Twain, 3, by Monday, dam Jennie

Third Day. Thursday, >'oveniber 3d.

9.—Purse $400, of which S50 to second, $25 to third. For
three-year-olds and upwards. Winner of any race at this

meeting to carry 5 pounde; of two races 7 pounds extra.

Horses that have not been placed at this meeting allowed 5
pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

R. B. Coekrill's b m Daisy D., 5, by Wheatley, dam Blaok
Maria.

G. Crismon'a blk g Black Pilot, 6, by Echo, dam Madge Duke.
Davis Bros.' b c Jack Brady, 3, by Wildidle, dam Sour Grapes.

J, B. Haggin's br c Kenney, 3, by Duke of Montrose, dam by
Virgil.

Maltese Villa Stable's ch f Idalene Cotton, 3, by Jim Brown,
dam Lizzie P.

Matlock Bros.' b m Repetta, aged, by Alarm or Reform, dam
Long Nine.'

Matlock Bros,' ch m Lady Daffy, 4, by Patsy Duffy, dam
unknown.

M. Storn'B ch c Grover Cleveland, 4, bv Monday, dam Robin
Girl.

M. F. Tarpey's ch f Notidle, 3, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
G. W. Trahern's ch f Blue Bonnet, 3, by Joe Hooker, clam

Kate Carson.
Mrs. Susie B. Wolfskill's b f Edelweiss, 4, by Joe Hooker,

dam Yolone.

10.—The Fame Stakes.—For three-year-olds; $100 each,
$50 forfeit, or $10 if declared oat on or before Aug. 1st, 1SS6;
or $20 if declared out on Jan. 1st, 1S&7; or $30 if declared
out Aug. 1st, 1S87; with $500 added; of which $200 to the
second; third to save stake*. Two miles. Closed Aug. 1st,

1885, with 36 entries.

E. K. Alsip's b f Lady Boots by Boots/dam Lady Stacy.
W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner by Jim Brown, dam

Avail.

J. Cabrera's ch c Robson by Joe Hooker, dam Rosetland.
J. Cabrera's b f Leap Year by Norfolfc, dam Lady Jane.
P. Corrigan's b c Del Norte by Flood, dam Esther.
C- Dorsey's ch c Fred Archer by Thad Stevens, dam Brown

Bess.

F. Depoister's br c Blaokstone by Wildidle, dam by Monday.
C. H. Eldred's ch g Jim Daffy by Joe Hooker, dam Frankie

Devine.
J. B. Haggin's ch g Truant by Longfield, dam Medea.
J. B. Haggin's b f Chatelaine by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
Maltese Villa Stable's br c ModeBto by Monday, dam Rivnlet.
D. J. McCarthy's ch c C. H. Todd by Joe Hooker, dam

Rosa B.
Owen Bros', b c Oro by Norfolk, dam Golden Gate.
Santa Anita Stable's b c Goliah by Grinstead, dam Maggie

Emerson.
Santa Anita Stable's b c Laredo by Grinstead, dam Hermosa.
Santa Anita Stable's g c El Monte by Ratherford, dam Ophir.
Santa Anita Stable's br c Pendennis by Virgil, dam Persia.
Santa Auita Stable's b f Glorita by Lever, dam Return.
Santa Anita Stable's ch c Voltiguer by Bullion, dam Jessa-

mine Porter.

L. U. Shippee's b c Wallace by Joe Hooker, dam Countess
Zieka.

J. C. Simpson's br c Rathbone by Young Prince, dam Lady
Amanda.

M. F. Tarpey's ch f Notidle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
H. I. Thornton's b f Clytie by Monday, dam Lillie R.
H. I. Thornton's b f Narcola by Norfolk, dam Ada C.
W. B. Todhunter's b c by Wildidle, dam Lizzie Martin.
W. B. Todhunter's b c by Compromise, dam by Wildidle.
W. B. Todhunter's blkf by Compromise, dam Mollie Stock-

ton.

Theo. Winters' b c Alcatraz by Joe Hooker, dam Farralone.
Declared Aug. 1st 1SS6, at $10 each: Menlo. Italia, Lima,

Ursula—$40. Declared Jan. 1st 1887 at $20 each; Vera,
Elwood, Mark Twain, b c Shasta—$100.

11.—The Autumn Stakes.—For two-year-olds (foals of
1885); $50 each, $25 forfeit, or $10 if declared out Jan. 1st,

18S7; or $20 if declared out Aug. 1st, 1837; all declarations
void unless accompanied with the money; with $750 added;
second to receive $150, third to save stake. Winners of
three stake races to carry 5 pounds extra. One mile.
John Adams' ch c Mart Gibson by Joe Hooker, dam Jennie

Gibson.
John Adams' ch o Uncle Billy by Joe Hooker, dam Belle.
W. L, Appleby's b o Kyrle D. by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam Mag-

gie S,
J. B. Chase's ch g Kildare by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake.
J. B. Chase's ch f Rosedale by Joe Hooker, dam Lady Clare.
C. H. Eldred's b f Tricksy by Joe Hooker, dam Abbie W.
James Garland's ch f Snowdrop by Joe Hooker, dam Laura

Winston.
J. B Haggin's b g Monterey by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam

Comanche.
J. B, Haggin's br c Sobrante by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam Carrie

C.
George Hearst. s b c Surinam by Joe Hooker, dam Ada C.
Geo. Hearst's br c imp. San Simeon by Peter, dam imp.

Patilla.

P. Herzog's ch c Adonis by Joe Hooker, dam Puss.
P. Herzog's ch c Peregrine by Joe Hooker or Jumbo, dam

Irene Harding.
B. C. Holly's ch f by Milner, dam by imp. Intruder.
Maltese Villa Stable's ch f Geraldine by Grinstead, dam Cousin

Peggy.
Maltese Villa Stable's ch f Mother Hubbard by Rutherford,

dam Fanny D.
D. McCarthy's b c Bolero by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan,
Owen Bros.' b f Corona by Norfolk, dam Sister to Lottery.
Owen Bros.* ch f Serpolette by Norfolk, dam Mattie Glenn.
W. L. Pritchard's b c Leon by Leinster, dam Addie A.
W. L. Pritchard's ch c Canny Scot by Leinster, dam Tibbie

Dunbar.
H. L.Samuels' b cEd MoGinniss by Grinstead, dam Jennie G.
Santa Anita Stable's ch c California by Rutherford, dam Josie

C.
Santa Anita Stable's br o by Grinstead, dam Sister Anne.
Santa Anita Stable's oh g Puente by Grinstead, dam Hermosa.
Santa Anita Stable's b f Winona by Grinstead, dam Clara D.
Santa Anita Stable's ch f Los Angeles by imp. Glenelg, dam

La Polka.
Santa Anita Stable's b c Emperor of Norfolk by Norfolk, dam

Marian.
L. U. Shippee's br f by Duke of Montrose, dam Talega.
P. Siebenthaler's ch f Verona by Jim Gannon, dam Lizzie P.
L. H. Todhunter's ch c Phoenix by King Alfonzo, dam Fash-

ionette.

W. B. Todhunter's oh c Pocatello by Joe Hooker, dam
Countess Zeika.

W. B. Todhunter's br c King Idle by Wildidle, dam Augusta
E.

W. L. Whittemore's ch c Coloma by Joe Hooker, dam Oallie
Smart.

Declared August 1, 1887, at $20 each: Martine, Olive, Don-
ald W., Loveknot, Ferdinand, Waif, Glen Echo, imp. Winrow,
imp. Brutus—$180.

12.—Selling purse, $400, of which $50 to the second, $25
to the third. Conditions in all respects the same as No. 8.
One mile and a sixteenth.

W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner, 3, by Jim Brown, dam
Avail.

S. A. Cooper's ch f Etta W., 3, by Joe Hooker; dam by Foster.
G. Crismon's blk g Black Pilot, 6, by Echo, dam Madge Duke.
C. H. Eldred's b m Moonlight, 4, by Thad Stevens, daw Twi-

light,
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B. C. Holly's ch f Ninena, 3, by Jim Brown, datu Nannie
Hubbard.

Thos G. Jones' b g Applause, 3, by Three Cheers, dam
ilice N.

Maltese Villa Stables' oh g Elwood, 3, by Norfolk, dam Ballin-

ette.

D. J- McCarty's ch g Tom Ddly, 4, by Kyrle Daly, dam
Columbia.

Oregon Stable's ch g Mark Twain, 3, by Monday, dam Jennie
C.

Fourth Day, Saturday, November 5tn..

13.—Purse $400, of which S50 to the second, $25 to the
third. For two-year-olds. Winners of two twn-year-old races
to carry 5 pounds; of one 3 pounds extra. Horses that have
not run better than third allowed 5 pounds. Three-quarters
of a mile.

J. B. Cuase's ch g Kildare by Kyrle Daly, dam Mistake.
J. B. Chase's ch f Rosedale by Joe Hooker, dam Lady Clare

by Joe Daniels.
J. B. Ht^gin's b g Monterey by Kyrle Daly, dam Comanche.
J. B. haggin's br f Welcome by Warwick, dam Aeolia.

J. B. Haggin's br c Glen Echo by Glenelg, dam Echoless.
Geo Hearst's b f Hit-or-Miss by Shannon, dam Marshra.
Geo. Hearst's ch f Question hy Monday, dam Fostresa.
Maltese Villa Stable's oh f Geraldine by Grinstead, dam

Cousin Peggy.
D. J. McCarthy's eh c Uarda by Lingtaw, dam Income.
Oregon Stable's ch c Oregon by Monday, dam Plauetia.
Oregon Stable's b f Superba by Flood, dam Nova Zambia.
Palo Alto's blk f imp. Gorgo by Isouomy, dam imp. Flirt.

Palo Alto's b c Peel by Monday, dam Preoioas.
P. Siebenthaler's ch f Verona by Jim Gannon, dam Lizzie P.

14.—TheVestal Stakes.— Forthree year-old fillies. $25each,
p. p., with $400 added, of which $150 to second, third to save
stake. One mile and a quarter. Closed August 1, 1885, with
21 entries.

E. K. Alsip's b f Lady Boots by Boots, dam Lady Stacy.
W. L. Appleby's ch * Laura Gardner by Jim Brown, dam

Avail.

J. Cabrera's b f Leap Year by Norfolk, dam Lady Jane.
C. Dorsey'a b f Wanza by Thad Stevens, dam Mamie.
J. B. HBggin's b f Cuyama by Glenelg, dam Lightloot.

J. B. Haggin's b f Graoiosa by Glengarry, dam Bessie Bell.

J. B-. Haggin's b f Hazel by Lelaps, dam Hazem.
J. B. Haggin's b f Italia by Enquirer, dam Blondina.
J. B. Haggin's br f Napa by Enquirer, dam Bandana.
J. B. Haggin's ch f Lima by Erjquirer, dam Capitola.

J. B. Haggin's b f Shasta by Spendthrift, dam Bombazine.
J. B. Haggin's b f Ursula by Duke of Montrose, dam Sozo-

dont.

J. B. Haggin's b f Chatelaine by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
Maltese Villa Stable's b f Vera (dead) by Norfolk, dam

Marian,
Santa Anita Stable's b f Grisette by Glenelg, dam Malta.
Santa Anita Stable's b f Glorita by Lever, dam Return.
Santa Anita Stable's b f Arita by Virgil, dam Lava.
M. F. Tarpey's ch f Njtidle by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.
H. I. Thornton's b f Clytie by Monday, dam Lillie R.
H. I. Thornton's b f Narcola by Norfolk, dam Ada C.

W. B. Todhunter's blk f by Compromise, dam Mollie
Stockton.

15.—The Del Rio Stakes.—For all ages; $100 each, $50 for-

feit, or $20 if declared out October 15th, 1887, with $1,000
added; second to receive $200. third to save stake. Horses
that have not won a race this year of the value of $1,000
allowed 5 pounds. Non-winners this year allowed 15 pounds.
Two miles and one-eighth.

W. L. Appleby's ch f Laura Gardner, 3, by Jim Brown, dam
Avail.

C.|H. Eldred'B ch g Jim Duffy, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam Frankie
Devine.

C. A. Eldred's b m Moonlight, 4, by Thad Stevens, dam
Twilight.

J. B. Haggin's bf Shasta, 3, by Spendthrift, dam imp. Bom-
bazine.

Maltese Villa Stable's b h Alta, 5, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

Maltese Villa Stable's b m Binette, 6, by Billet, dam Mirah.
Maltese Villa Stable's b c Tiiboulet, 3, (for. Safe Ban) by King

Ban, dam Herzegovina.

C. Dorsey's ch c Fred Archer, 3, by Thad Stevens, dam Brown
Bess.

D. J. McCarty's ch f Adeline, 3, by Enquirer, dam Analyne.
D. J. McCarty's ch c C. H. Todd, 3, by Joe Hooker, dam

Rosa B.

W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 6, by Bazar, dam Tib-
bie Dunbar.

M. Storn's b f Narcola, 3, by Norfolk, dam Ada C.

16.—Parse $400, of which $50 to the second, $25 to third;

a free handicap for all ages; weights announced the day
before the race at 10 o'clock a. m ; declarations due at 6

o'clock p. m. the same day. One mile.

R. B. Cockrill's b m Daisy D., 5, by "Wheatley, dam Black
Maria.

G. Crismon's blk g Black Pilot, 6, by Echo, dam Madge Duke.
J. B. Haggin's br f Welcome, 2, by Warwick, dam Aeolia.

J. B. Haggin's br o Glen Echo, 2, by Glenelg, dam Echoless.

J. B. Haggin's br c Kenney, 3, by Duke of Montrose, dam by
Virgil.

B. C. Holly's b g Torpedo, 3, by Jim Brown, dam Julia

Morgan.
B. C. Holly's ch i Ninena, 3, by Jim Brown, dam Nannie

Hubbard.
B. C. Holly's b g Sunday, 3. by Ironclad, dam by Shannon.
Thos. G. Jones' b g Applause, 3, by Three Cheers, dam Alice

N.
Laurelwood Stable's ch f Carmen, 2, by Wildidle, dam Nettie

Brown.
Maltese Villa Stable's b c Triboulet, 3, (for. Safe Ban) by

King Ban, dam Herzegovina.

Maltese Villa Stable's b m Binette, 6, by Billet, dam Mirah.

Maltese Villa Stable's ch f Idalene Cotton, 3, by Jim Brown,
dam Lizzie P.

Maltese Villa Stable's ch g Elwood, 3, by Norfolk, dam Bal-

linette.

Maltese Villa Stable's b h Alta, 5, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette.

Matlock Bros.' b m Repetta, aged, by Alarm or Reform, dam
Long Nine.

Matlock Bros.' ch m Lady Duffy, 4, by Patsy Duffy, dam
unknown.

Oregon Stable's ch g Mark Twain, 3, by Monday, dam Jennie

C.
W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 6, by Bazar, dam Tib-

bie Dunbar.
W. L. Pntohard's ch o Canny Scot, 2, by Leinster, dam Tib-

bie Dunbar.
M. Storn's ch c Grover Cleveland, 4, by Monday, dam Robin

Girl.

M. F. Tarpey's ch i Notidle, 3, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza.

Mis. Susie B. Wolfskin's b f Edelweiss, 4, by Joe Hooker, dam
Tolone.

Doings of the Racers Abroad—Defeat of Merry
Hampton for the Leeer.

London, Sept. 17th —The decision of the L^-ger has some
what taken the wind out of my sails, leaving me small
resources upon which to draw fur gossip of iuterest. You
may feel inclined to smile when I lell you that the Leger wai
won by Kilwarlin, Meny tiampton second and Timothy
third; but I don't suppose the cable told you everything iu

connection with the race, so I will do so. at the risk of being
accused of retailing stale news.
On visiting the course every one who had backed Merry

Hampton was anxious to know the worst, and they were not
kept long in the dark, as he was paraded in the paddock
early. He looked a much improved horse to the day when
he won the Derby, and had nothing to tell of strained tendons
or Binews excepting a pair of heavy boots which religiously
encased his legs all the time, both before and during the race
The betting whs fast and furious, and people after the race
said: "We might have known Kilwarlin would win when
we saw the Captain backing him bo heavily." Capt
Machell certainly is a good judge of racing, and there is no
better lead than his to follow when he backs an animal which
is under bis charge. Lord Rodney gave £7,000 for Kilwarline
and has won in bets £20,000 on the race. Therefore, for a
new beginner on the turf, he may be said to have made a
very lncky commencement and is likely to prove an api
pupil of the Captain's.
The race may be said to have been one of flukes and mis-

haps throughout. To eommeDce with, Eiridspord and the
winner were both plunging and kicking at the post ann
delayed the start considerably. When the flag fell Kilwarlin
thought he had just time enough to get in another kick, and
in consequence of doing so was left 150 yards behind the
others. The pace was wretchedly slow, and this fortun-
ately enabled him to catch his horses before they had gone
one-fourth of the distance. Later on in the race the Dach-
ess of Montrose's second string, Timothy, who htld a clear
berth on the outside, crowded in. and by doing bo forced
Tom Cannon, who was riding the Duchess' first string Eirid-

spord to pull up to save himself from going over the rails. It

was bad luck for the Duchess that her outsider should Bpoil
the chance of the favorite, for Cannon says that but for hav-
ing to pull up he could certainly have won. There is no
doubt that had there been anything in fo take the field along
the result would have been very different; at any rate, good
jockeys who should know are my informants, but they were
all under waiting orders and could do nothing but obey
them. Jockeys often have to ride a suicidal race where they
could win if permitted to use the judgment nature haB
endowed them with. This same Duchess of Montrose's orders
bring to mind a tale of her on another occasion when Hux-
table had been riding for her.

She was very angry with him for losiDg, and after the raoe
thus addressed him: "I told you to come away from the bot-
tom turn; why didn't you do it ?"

"I couldn't, your grace, "responded Huxtable, "come with-
out bringing the horse."
The answer was so palpably true that be escaped further

wigging.
The finish of the race was a most exciting one, as Kilwar-

lin only got up and won in the last few strides by half a
length, while a head only separated the second, third and
fourth.
Robinson rode the winner. He is a jockey unknown to

fame, being at present only an apprentice in Captain Mach-
ell's stable. He had the mount by reason of the captain
being disappointed in more experienced jockeys and was thus
accidentally thrust into notoriety.

The value of the Leger was this year rather less than usual,

only amounting to £4,050.
Mr. Abington, the owner of Merry Hampton, felt annoyed

at some suggestions which had been made as to his having
lent an ear to the bookmakers in regard to his horse, and out
of pique placed £15,000 on the horse just before the race,

which prevented his being driven clean out in the betting, as

he at one time threatened to be. The way the horse subse-
quently ran, even with the drawback of the stoppage in his

work on account of his accident, was the best answer the pub-
lic could possibly have had to its uncalled-for insinuations.
The other principal races at Doncaster were the great York-

shire Handicap, won by Mr. VVardle's Merry Duchess; the
big two-year-old race (The Champagne Stakes), won by the
Duke of Portland's Ayrshire; the Portland Plate, won by
General William's Lisbon, and the Prince of Wales' Nursery
Plate for two-year-olds, won by Sir Tatton Sykes' Cardinal
Mai, by Hermit, and the time-honored Doncaster Cnp, won
by Lord Somerset's Carleton. On the whole it was a most
successful meeting in Hpite of the rain, which made the race
for the Leger and both concluding days comfortable, only for

those who had taken the precaution of bringing umbrellas
and Mackintosh coats to defy the elements. The rain also
was against the success of Tattersall'fi yearling sales, as only
enthusiasts and those strictly on business bent put in an
appearance, making the sale rings look widely different with
their attenuated ranks to what they generally do at Doncas-
ter. Prices none the less may be considered fairly good,
though nothing sensational. Thursday's sales were, per-
haps, the best, and Porter, the trainer, was a busy buyer for

some of the gentlemen for whom he trains, paying 5,400
guineas for two of those he secured, and several this same
day found buyers at figures over 1,000 guineas. There was
only one bid for the sister to Merry Hampton, 1,000 guineas,
so she was withdrawn, there being a big reserve on her for a
brood-mare.
With regard to other racing there has been nothing to clash

with Doncaster, nor will the meetings of next week cause
much excitement until we get somewhat cooled down. There
is the old-fashioned meeting at Litchfield early iu the week,
and one in Scotland, at Ayr, which is a big and important
affair for the Scotchmen. Manchester is the only really busi-
ness fixture, and the three day's sport there will be noticeable
more from their heavy betting than from the class of horses
which will compete.
The Cesarewitch and Cambridgeshire have formed big

fields for speculation, and as several participants in the
Leger were engaged—in the Cesarewitch more particularly
—the result of the Doncaster race changed the betting
considerably. Kilwarlin is in the Cesarewich at 8st. 3
pounds, but he finds few supporters, his price being 20 to I.

His stable companion, Humewood, who has been leading him
in all his work and is handicapped at 7 st. 1 pound, is

the favorite at 8 to 1, owing his position doubtless to the
recent success of the stable. But it is generally considered
a very open handicap, and there are forty horses or more
backed at prices which range down to 200 to 1.

Racing was in full blast again on the Bois de Boulogne, at
Paris on Sunday, and the authorities were not so stringent
with regard to the betting laws as tbey have been, but allowed
bookmakers to ply their calling with some modifications.
They have erected stands for betting, and the payment of

bets by mpans of the pans mutual, which somewhat simplifies
the thing, and have pot op a special stand to accomodate the
latest invention of a Freucuman, from which thry expect
g'eat results and hope to protect the public against tbe
rickery which it is so w.- 11 known bus loug bet-u practiced

at toe mutnals The machine, which i-» ctilld the "Comp-
tenr Sjnotiqne," consists tf nbout ruirty tubes, numbered
from one to thirty, it being assumed that there would never
be more than thirty runners, each tube hnviog graduated
numbers like a thermometer. Eicb tube, of course, repre-
sents a horse, and when a person invests on one of the run-
ners, a red flui i will ascend in the tube corresponding to his
or her number. This is the theory of the system, and
though on paper it may seem complicated- perhaps because I
am not very lucid in my discription of it—the idea appears
a very sensible one after an examination of the mechanism.
But the question is, Will it work? The chief two-year-old
race.was run over a mile course, and as a red-hot favorite
which had before only run over five furlong courses couldn't
stay more than that distance, it was easily bowled over.
An unfortunate mistake was made by the "officials on the
card, as they printed an entirely wrong pedigree to the
winner, the one given being that of a totally different
horse which rejoiced in the sume name. Since, however, it

was clearly an oversight the winner was allowed to remain in
possession of th« stakes, there being no fr-*ud about the mat-
ter, merely an official mistake. Racing will now be continued
each Sunday to the end of the season, but the horses of this
year are only an indifferent lot and not likely to make a
name either in France or on this side of the channel.
Parliament has at length decided to recommend the aboli-

tion of Queen's Plates, not that the money will be saved to
the country, bu* merely transferred from the race course to
the agricultural shows, as it is intended to make use of the
sums now given iu Queen's Plates for prizes to stallions and
mares of various classes. The loss will not be felt by the
turf in these days of big stakes, and on the whole I think the
action of the government will be endorsed by the majority,
whether they be racing and enthusiasts or otherwise. Coun-
try agricultural shows still keep a good class of horses before
the public eye, and many sales are being effected.

—

Anglican,
in Sporting World.

Foals of 1887.

At Abdallah Park, Cynthiana, Ky.

Maroh 10th, Amurath, bay colt by Sultan (rec. 2:24), dam
Smugglar Girl by Smuggler (rec. 2:15J); second dam Madam
Powell {dam of Monroe Chief, 2:18£) by Bay Chief; third dam
by Toronto.
March 18th, bay colt by Sultan (rec. 2:24), dam Annie

Cook by Pacing Abdallah; second dam Carrie by Mambrino
Medley.
May 9th, bay colt by Sultan (rec. 2:24), dam Ida Elliott by

Allie West (rec. 2:25); second dam Becky Bird by Mambrino
Chief; third dam by Downing's Bay Messenger; fourth dam
by Caven's Davy Crockett; fifth dam Old Ellen by Brown
Pilot; sixth dam by Paris Medley.

April 18th, bay colt by Sultan (rec. 2:24) dam Montana
Maid by George "Wilkes (rec. 2:22); second dam Annie Ware
by Almont; third dam Ellen by Ericsson, rec. 2:30JL
March 21st, chestnut filly by Simmons (rec. 2:28), dam

Corinne by Raveaswood; second dam Corinne Thomas by
Scott's Thomas, rec. 2:21; second dam by Edwin Forrest.

April 11th, bay filly by Simmons (rec. 2:28), dam Miss Wil-
son by Sterling.

April 18th, bay filly by Simmons (rec. 2:28), dam Marie
Roze by Smuggler (rec. 2:15^); second dam Flirtation by
Shelby Chief; third to nineteenth dams thoroughbred.

April 30th, chestnut filly by Simmons (rec, 2:28), dam
Peoria Girl by Indianapolis (rec. 2:21); second dam, Kitty
Lyons, (dam of Robert Sprague (rec. 2:24^), by Honest Abe;
third dam by Gamble's Grey Eagle.

May 1st, black filly by Simmons (rec. 2:28), dam Miss
Smalley by Indianapolis (rec. 2:21); second dam the Smalley
Mare by Camden.
May 18th, bay filly by Simmons (rec. 2:28}, dam Helen

Collins by Indianapolis (rec. 2:21); second dam, Mattie Stock-
bridge by Stockbridge Chief Jr.; third dam Old Ball (dam of
Dunklee, rec. 2:36) by Indian Chief.

May 30th, bay filly by Simmons (rec. 2:28), dam Julie by
Revenue (rec. 2:22J); second dam Juliet by Western Chief;
i bird dam bay Fanny (dam of Resolule (2:27£) and Alex-
ander (2:28|) by Bellfounder; fourth dam Lady Mary by
Signal.

May 20th, bay colt by Simmons (rec. 2:28), dam Gurgle,
pacer, (rec. 2:20} by Pocahontas Boy; second dam Matlock
by Grey Diomed; third dam by Allison's Tom Hal.

MaylSth, bay colt by Alcyone (rec. 2:27), dam Addie H. by
Ashland Chief; second dam Old Lady (dam of Little Mins,

2:26$, Charley Friel, pacer, rec. 2:16, and Jessie Kirk, dam of

Majolica, rec. 2:15) by Captain Walker; third dam by Brown
Pilot.

June 12th, bay colt by Alcyone (rec. 2:27), dam Rosa Spragne
by Gov. Sprague (rec. 2:20$); second dam Rose Kenney (dam
of Messenger Chief) by Mambrino MeBBenger; third dam
dam of Gen. Geo. H. Thomas by Mambrino Chief; fourth
dam by imp. Napoleon.
July 22d, bay colt by Alcyone (rec. 2:27), dam Kate by

Stocking Chief; second dam by Caven'B Davy Crockett.

August 2d, bay colt by Alcyone, (rec. 2:27) dam Belle

Brasfield (rec. 2:20.) by Viley's Cripple; second dam Sally

Chorister (dam of Proteine 2:18, Belle Brasfield 2:20, Belle

Patchen, 2:30^1 by Mambrino Chorister; third dam Miss
Blood by Blood's Black Hawk.
March 18th, bay colt by Jubilee de Jarnette by Jubilee Lam-

bert (rec. 2:25) dam Lady de Jarnette, by Indian Chief, dam
Baroness, by Smuggler, (rec. 2:15:}); second dam Sallie Wil-

son, by John Edsall; third dam Lady Forrest by Edwin
Forrest; fourth dam by Howard's Sir Charles.
Bay colt by Jubilee de Jarnette, dam Mollie by Indian

Chief.

Bay colt, by Jubilee de Jarnette, dam Kate, by Indian
Chief; second dam Lucy, by Black Hawk Morgan; third dam
Betty by Bay Highlander.
Chestnut filly, by Jubilee de Jarnette, dam Lena (sister

to Kate, above).

Chestnut filly, by Jubilee de Jarnette, dam Mattie (sister

to Kate, above).

Bay colt, by Jubilee de Jarnette, dam Chess by Shaw's
Indian Chief; second dam by Skinner's Boston.

The stallion Express died recently at the farm of his own-
ers, Sater Bros., New London, la. Express was a chestnut
horse, foaled in 1868, by Endorser, from Nantura (Longfel-
low's dam), by Brawner's Eclipse, and was a capital race-

horse. He left little stock, Gov. Stanford has a daughter
of Express, Esther, in the trotting department of Palo
She was bred to Flood in 1883, and the produce was the

colt Del Norte, who ran successfully here last spring.
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Closing Date Postponed.

The directors of the "Willows Agricultural Association,

Colusa County, bave postponed the date of closing entries

for their Fall Meeting to "Wednesday next, October 12th,

at 8 o'clock p. m., all entries to be in the bands of the

Secretary at that hour. The programme will be found

in our advertising department. The multiplicity of

meetings this season has distracted the attention of

horse-owners so muoh that many who intended to enter

have failed to note the date and get their nominations in.

All the privileges, including pool-selling, will be sold at

public auction at the sime day and hour.

The Association has a fine track, ample and superior

stalling and fixtures, and are now erecting a grand stand

which will be a credit to Colusa County. The directors

have assurance of abundant public, support and antici-

pate a most satisfactory meeting.

Auction Sales.

Too late for notices this week came advertisements .of

auction sales by Killip & Co.

October 25th a large draft from Rancho del Paso and Kern
county ranches, the property of J. B. Haggin, will be sold,

the locality of sale to be announced hereafter; and November
2d R. B. Milrov, Esq., offers a choice selection of brood-mares

and colts from the Arno Stock Farm.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and dealb

in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam
and of grandparents, colors, dateB, and breed.

Whelps-

G. W. Bassford's pointer bitch Blossom, (Glen R.—Josie

Bow), whelped. SeptT 20th, nine—four dogs—to Lemmy B.

(Prince Ranger—Graoie Bow). All lemon and white.

Judge Leavesley has had some setters, water spaniels and
cockers on sale at Central Park during the week. We are

informed that they have not been in active demand, although

several are very good-looking, paitioularly a grandson of

Carl R. through Toot—Ophelia. The present interest is about

equally divided between pointers and setters, though through

Mr. Truman, Mi. Linville, Mr. Watson, Mr. Schreiber and
others, the pointers are likely to forge ahead.

Mr. P. D. Linville has purchased from Mr. Barton H.
Grundy, of Richmond, Va., the pointer bitch by Robert le

Diable—Young Beulah, which was described in a letter from

Hon. John S. Wise to this paper several weeks ago. The
bitch will soon arrive and take her place in the kennel of her

enthusiastic new owner, to whom to know of a purchaseable

good pointer is to cast about to obtain it. Mr. Wise regards

Mr. Linville's latest purchase as one of the best looking ani-

mals be has seen, and Btates that she shows remarkable pre-

oocity. Her sire is the fashionable dog of the day, and
Messrs. Robert L. McCook aDd Mr. Duryea, his owners, will

be pleased to learn that a good representative of their idolized

Robert is to appear in San Francisco.

Mr. Washington A. Coster, Secretary and Treasurer of the

Eastern Field Trials Club, sends the revised running rules and

entry blanks for the trials of the club, which begin on Novem-
ber 18th next. With them comes a circular letter from the

club to owners and trainers, in the following word:

"In issuing the revised Running Rules for 1887, the Gov-
ernors of the E. F. T. C. hereby call the attention of all

owners and trainers to the following considerations and
requirements. Comparison will show that but slight (though
beneficial) changes have been made since 1886 in either the
rules or instructions to judges as printed, the club believing,

until better advised, that the object nf the trials can be justly
reached under these rules if interpreted in accordance with
past experience.

"The Club still adheres to the principles upon which these
rules were originally framed; Hrst that the Club is urgauized
for the improvement of the tield qualities of our setters and
pointers, and that a record obtained at the trials should be
gained mainly by the exhibition of qualities which, through
natural inheritance, will prove of benefit to breeders and to

the country. Experience has, nevertheless, shown that a dog,
to exhibit his natural qualities to best advantage, must be well
broken, and an order to relieve the judges from all possible
responsibility in awarding a heat between a dog of great
ability insufficiently broken, and an inferior dog well broken,
the Club will insist upon all dogs being thoroughly trained.

They will instruct their judges to iusist upon perfect backing,
steadiness to shot or wing, obedience and retrieving, and
penalize disobedience, unsteadiness, false pointing or any
other quality impairing the usefulness of a dog for everyday
shooting to the fullest extent of which the rules admit."

The requirements made by the Governors of the Eastern
Field Trials Club seem calculated to insure the success of
their trials upon the high plane to which all earnest, capable
men desire to see them elevated. After considerable time
spent in closely watching the methods of different trainers

and endeavoring to appreciate the spirit of the different field

trial clubs, we cannot avoid the conclusion that field trial dogs
should be in the best and highest sense field dogs. The folly

of establishing one oode of requirements for dogs Bimply be-

cause they are being shot over for a stake or for a purse, and
another code when they are being shot over for pleasure, is

becoming more apparent year by year. The fax system
which covers innumerable lacheB in dogs presumably broken,
by extravagant laudation of the very manifestations of lack of
breaking which unfit them for ordinary use, styling them
"natural qualities," must ultimately destroy field trials. The
field-trial winner should be the dog of great natural ability, to

which has been superadded all the steadiness and usefulness
under the gun which the skilled trainer can impart to him,
ind if the Eastern club can work to a successful finish upon
the line indicated, it will have justified its existence a thousand
times over.

One of the most satisfactory features of the American Field
Trials Club is the assurance it gives that it will be managed
by its Board of Control. We take it that the promise, fairly

interpreted, is that the officers of the club will at all cost

insist upon observance of the rules in letter, and in the rules

there is much to commend whioh we had hoped ere now to

discuss. Rules are in vain, however, if men are not at band
to construe them and apply them. One of the most impres-
sive scenes, we remember, was that at Grand J n notion last

year when, toward the close of the Aged Stake, General Shat
tnc forbade the division of third between three dogs. There
was precedent for the division, and those who desired it wer-
candid abcut the master, although close scrutiny of the rul-

forbade it. It would have beon done, however, if the General
had not assumed the reins and exercised his prerogative as

president. "What he said was kindly phrased, but there was
a firmness in the toue and a determination in his face which
carried his well-taken point against all odds. It iB men who
make or mar trials. Rules are quite subsidiary.

Mr. James E. "Watson received, on Wednesday last, from
the kennel of Mr. Pane at New Castle on Tyne, a black
pointer dog of what is known as the " Pape" strain. Mr.
Watson purchased a dog and bitch from Mr. Pape, but the
bitch waB loBt overboard when tue ship was just out from
the port of clearance. The dog is a heavy weight, of fairly

good, coarse form, plain about head and throat, rather wide
in brisket, well coupled, having good quarters and feet and
good stern. He came through in good condition, and looks
quite fit to be entered on birds. The bitch is said to have
been much handsomer than the dog, and Mr. WatBon feels

her loss keenly.

Pacific Kennel Club.

The monthly meeting of the club was held on Wednesday
evening last, at No. 7 Montgomery Avenue, seventeen mem-
bers present. President Stuart Taylor in the chair. The
Treasurer's report showed a balance of about $230 iD favor of

the club, after payment of a number of bills.

A communication from the Secretary of the American Ken-
nel Clnb was read, which informed the Pacific Kennel Club
that he couid not accept the proxy of the club delegate, and
suggesting that it be sent to some member of the A. K. C.

residing in or near New York. President Taylor suggested
the name of Mr. Chas. H. Mason, but it was stated that he
was not a member of the A. K. C. and would not be re-

ceived. Mr. Francis R. Hitchcock, a prominent fancier re-

siding in New York City, was suggested, and his many quali-

fications for the trust stated to the President. The whole
matter was relegated to the Executive Committee. Dr. R. J.

Dawson then read an article about cruelties said to be prac-
ticed at the City Pound. The article was mainly a clipping

from an evening paper and recited abuses said to be done by
pound deputies. A vote of thanks was ordered to Dr. Daw-
eon. Discussion of the paper brought out the fact that the

Doctor had never been inBide the Pound, and that he wrote
from hearsay. Many of the alleged cruel prao'ices at the

institution were shown to be not founded on fact. A long
statement of some difference withthe Oakland pound-keepers,
by a Mr. Evans, was read and placed on file, after which the

club adjourned.
-*

A Hail From Tennessee.

Editor Breeder akd Sportsman:—I rise to a question of

privilege, and trust the same courtesy will be extended me by
the gentleman who (ills the chair of the kennel department, as

is usual in parliamentary bodies.

We bore in silence the first attacks of Mr. Brigga, but
there come times when patience ceases to be a virtue. Now
Col. Briggs may think that distance insures safety, and that

he can continue to talk of us as he sees fit, but a day of reck-

oning will come when he shall make the amende honorable or
we will have gore.

Possibly we might bave still borne these personalities

had not Mr. Briggs, in the last issue of the Breeder and
Sportsman, developed sucb an amount of modesty and said,

in speaking of the reporters: "Most of them were men of deep
learning in their specialty, and all, with one exception, and
that one an extreme western representative from whom little

could be expected, were men of unusual gifts in lines quite
outside of dogs and sport."

Now, reporters are proverbial for modesty, but this beats
the record and entitles brotber Briggs to first place.

To the writer of this, a novice in field-trial reporting, the
sport, besides its other fascinations, possessed the zest of

novelty; and the jolly times which friend Briggs recalls, and
of which he might with less modesty and more truth have
written magna pars fui, have lost none of their pleasure by
the lapse of nearly a twelve-month.
Though the writer missed the inexhausible supply of anti-

septics from the old trunk in the corner, he has indelibly

sketched on memory the many happy hours passed in the
field with Col. Waters, the major, our poet and wit from
Frisco, and other gentlemen of the quill. Well does he
remember, too, that it was the perennial flow of humor and
anecdote from our modest western friend that came in to dis-

pel the occasional ennui of a dull heat, and make us forget

the rain, snow and sleet.

The Breeder and Sportsman, in its reading matter and its

initials, "B. and S ,"is very suggestiveof thatpopularantisep-
tic. Each issue comes effervescing and sparkling with news
from every field of sport, and making glad the heart of every
true sportsman. When we meet again at Phillippi we'll

drink in a B. and S., old Kip's toast, to the Breeder akd
Sportsman.
Apropos of him whom Byron says:

In life the firmest friend,
The first to welcome, foremost to defend,
WhOBe honest heart is ptill his master's own.
Who labors, fighti, lives, breathes for bun alone.

"We had the pleasure of a visit a few days since to the West
Tennessee Kennels, owned by B. M. Stephenson, at La
Grange. Mr. Stephenson has a number of as fine degs as can
be found in any kennel. Here we renewed acquaintance with
the famous Bob Gates, Dashing Lady C, Rubicon, Richmond,
Don's Dot and others less noted. We also were shown a lit-

ter of six fine puppies, a few weeks old, by Bob Gates out of
Lady Gladys. Bhe Roderigo out of Lady C. "With the hope
that we may meet at Florence, Ala., I am fraternally,

Memphis, Tenn. Sept. 30th. B, H. Milliken,

ROD.
Our friend. Mr. Charley Yale, contributed to Forest and

Stream, of September 15th, a rather pessimistio article on
angling in California. What his immediate gloom was result-

ant upon we cannot say, but it is certain that his article was
misleading. The Coast streams he thinks are fished out, or
fatally fouled by saw-dust. He surely cannot have been
awake to the deeds of his angling friends during the season
now closing. The fish bave not averaged large along the
Coast within our recollection, which covers, perhaps, not so
wide a span as that of Mr. Yale, but which is, nevertheless,
able to recall the trout of twenty years ago. The streams are

mostly small, and run very low in the late Bummer. Feed is

scarce in them and alongthem, and except in the lagunaB near
the mouths and in occasional deep cuts under banks, there iB

no suitable water and cover for sizeable trout, and, as a con-
-equence, rishing grows poor early in the season. It would
lie futile to deny that poaching has its influence. There is

ioo much of it, and it will continue, despite all corrective
measures, until careless, reckless men cease to he. But Mr.
Vale iB mistaken if he thinks that good tackle and adequate
skill will not insure sport in the streams along the Coast,
especially in the section lying between San Francisco and
Humboldt bays. Even in little Btreamslike Olema creek and
Sonoma river, running almost at the door of San Francis-

cans, the adept can fill a good-sized basket in a morning's
fishing. Both streams are lined during the early weeks of
the season by fishers, but the average person who goes fish-

ing does little harm. Trouting is an art to the refinements
of which there is no defined limit, and in low, cleat creeks,

without cover, it ia reserved to the one who matches good
powers of observation and gosBamer taokle against well-

schooled fish to have success.

We remember one forenoon's work done by Mr. John M.
Adams and a iriend, in April, on Sonoma river, which
returned twenty-oue pounds of good pan-trout. None were
more than eleven inches long, nor were more than a half dozen
under six inches. All were killed on the fly, and although
Mr. Adams and his friend bad perhaps fifteen competitors on
the mile of water fished, the artistic anglers took more than
all the rest. Olema creek has furnished a great many baskets
of twelve pounds and upwards, enough for any reasonable
brook-fisher. Gualala and streams further away along the
Coast are, of course, more productive, and have furnished tons
of trout during the years since they have been easily acces-
sible, but in them all the fish average about like mountain
trout everywhere. Except when one books a great hulking
fish that has held possession of a good hole for a long period,

be must be content to fill his basket with trout weighing
from three to six to the pound, and in doing that there is

little difficulty.

Five or six years ago Mr. Yale killed one hundred and
seventy-eight trout on the San Lorenzo river, and a friend
who fished with him took nearly as many. In May, of the
present yesr, that river was fished one day by Mr. Ramon
Wilson who killed two hundred and twenty trout, and in
doing so proved that in numbers, at least, the fish had not
decreased.

But Mr. Yale's notions about the Coast streams seem even
less erroneous than those which he holds about the fishing
in the Sierras. It is a singular thing that one who is so fond
of fishing should so scrupulously avoid the places where
grand fly liBhing may be had near the railroad in the Sierra
Nevadas. Mr. Yale's impressions are based upon an experi-
ence which includes Donner lake, Tahoe lake, Independence
lake and a flying visit to the storage lakes of the Sierra Butte's
Gold Mining Company above Sierra City. The thre$ lakes
mentioned by name have never affor led sport to an angler.

They may all be bait-fished with certainty of success, and
trolling always leturns heavy fish in them, but trolling and
bait-fishing are not held in good repute by those who know
anything of the excitement of killing good trout upon light gut
and midge flies. The mining company's lakes last year
afforded us the rarest sport we have ever seen. The fish were
not large, averaging about three to the pound, but were the
handsomest, gamest and liveliest trout we have ever seen.
One morning's casting from the shore of one of the lakes, the
Lower Salmon, brought twenty-six pounds of clean, splen-
didly rainbow-hued fish to our basket, and imperturbable
Mr. Joe Bassford Jr.. who was along, did as well or better.

Three of the lakes were fished, and from each there was no
difficulty in taking trout. The lakes mentioned latterly are
rather out of the line of travel, and Mr. Yale might easily be
excused if he had not gone to them. But he should not
venture to express an opinion about the fly-fishing iu the
Sierras without visiting the dozen places where fly-fisher

are wont to go.

Suppose instead of making a conventional tour to Tahoe,
Donner and Independence lakes, he had left the railroad at
Alta, gone down to the American river, fished it up to Sailor

canvon, then trailed over to the Yuba at Cisco and killed

a basket of Eastern trout, then to Fordyce, where two-pound
fish are eager for the fly, then to Bowman's, and thence a
short stage to Eagle lake, and from that place to Webber.
He might have had better fly-fishing for trout than can be
had anywhere else in America, save perhaps in Montana,
Idaho, Wyoming and Colorado, at nominal cost, and under
favoring skies. Or suppose he had fished the string of lakes
from Sierra City to Johnsville; he would have written very
differently to Forest and Stream, because he iB a very good
angler, and in love with the crags and woods and waters
which can nowhere be seen in grander junctures than along
the way suggested. Mr. Yale should make one real fishing

trip, and in his pleasant fashion set our exchange right
about fish in California.

British Columbia holds out greater inducements to anglers

than any other part of the continent, but much of the fishing

is trolling. Reports of great takes of trout on the fly come
sometimes, and we have known salmon to take the artificial

lure there. A recent writer says of that comparatively un-
known land

:

So little is known of British Columbia by the good people
in the old country, that I hardly expect them to have even
heard of Esquimalt, the naval port of Vancouver's Island, in
British Columbia; yet this said Esquimalt is a harbor of some
importance, lying four miles to the westward of Victoria, the
capital of the island. Here is the naval dockyard, powder
magazine, dry dock, coaling depot, hospital, etc., all Bnugly
ensconced on the different points which go to make up one
of the most perfect and ornamental harbors in the world.
Here also is to be had, during some four or five months in

the year, salmon trolling that would satisfy the most rapa-
cious of sportsmen that ever handfed rod.

We, in our ship (for I have the honor of being a member
of the naval profession), are fond of sport—more bo, I think,

than is usual in a man-of-war; and wherever we may happen
to be, so long as there is anything to be got out of the saddle,

gun, or rod, some one or other of us, I think, will get some
fun.

The second run of salmon began on May 2S this year;
earlier than usual, for it took the Indians by surprise," and
they are generally the firBt on the ground, but we were the
first this year to discover the fish in the harbor.

There are three distinct runs of fish during the year, viz.,

in March, June and Ootober. The March, or Spring salmon,
are far the best eating; the June, or sock-eye, are deep, red-
colored and dry, and are used for canning; the autumn run
are large fish, running up to 50 lbs. and 60 lbs., as has been
described in your columns, and are good eating. They come
in immense quantities, and I and a friend killed thirty in
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fonr or five hoars, spinning, some two years ago, the average
weight being tome 16 Ins. or 17 lbs.

The methods for catching the Baimon are as follows. If you
are an Indian, you go in a canoe, with a line fast to your
hand, baiting your hook with a small herring or spinning a
spoon; then, with about twenty yards of line out and a
sinker, you paddle about the harbor. The motion of your
hand working the paddle gives an alluring effect to your bait
which is irresistible to the tisb. The Englishman and sports-
man prefers a rod {a 12 ft. trout rod is very good) with a
salmon line, double gut and a spoon. Two friends pull
about the harbor in a small boat, and, having the tides at
their finger ends and knowiDg all the favorite spots, they will,

without doubt, during the runs, have magnificent sport, and
will kill three fish to the Indian's one; but, to do this, fine
tackle is a sine qua non. Within the last two months we
have, with six rods, killed 238 fish. A daily record kept by
one of our officers shows that we never had a blank day,
although, on one occasion, a solitary fish only just saved us
from this catastrophe, whilst upon our best day we had
twenty-three tiBh. Our last Bix days were our best, the
worst of them yielding twelve fish, the aggregate beiug 102—
an average of seventeen fish per diem. The largest weighed
27 lbs. and the smallest 2 lbs., the majority hovering be-
tween 51bs. and 71bs. The number of rods was five. I may
mention that we none of us fish before five in the evening
and stop at about eight o'clock.

Two evenings ago I had an exciting half-hour. I had a
fish on, and, although I had not seen him, I imagined he
could not last much lunger, when suddenly he went away
like a steam engine, taking off ninety yards of line, and
towing the boat after him. As I reeled my line in I could
not help congratulating myself upon having at length got a
good fish; when off he went again at lightning speed, and
I feit that no tackle could stand Buch runs very long, when
fortunately the line began to slacken, and what should
appear but a seal, with my fish in his month, looking at us
as much as to Ray, "possession is nine points of the law."
To make a long story short. I had no end of trouble with my
friend, but at length he had to give up the fish and I secured
it, a nice 3 lb. grilse.

The river and the lake fishing on the island is equally as
go >d as the trolling in the harbors, and a week spent on the
Cowitchau river will afford splendid sport to the fly-fisher

man. Two friends ani myself spent the inside of a week
there a month back. "We had three days' fishing, the first

day killing sixty-three trout, running from half a pound to

three pounds. I have been there od some three or four oc*

casions during the last three years, and have always had sport.
Plenty of salmon ran up, but tney are difficult to get hold

of with a fly; and very few people try, the river being diffi-

cult to navigate, and the fishing done entirely out of Indian

Trout Notes.

A member of the Severn Board of Conservators, England,

Mr. Baud, recently contributed to the journal of the National

Irish Culture Association, some notes on the habit of trout,

from which we extract a paragraph or two. He writes:

That trout ascend the brooks from the main river and
spawn, and, having spawned, drop back to the river, is, I

think, clear. The point I have no evidence on is this: "What
are the trout that so ascend ? Are they only large fish, or

are they small fish as well? If so, the better food that the

fish get in the main river may wholly reverse the state of

things found in the brooks. A female trout in the river may
begin to breed (and the reasoning is all in favor that she
should) far earlier in the river than in the brooks. A second-
season trout in the rivt>r may be over six inches, while it

takes three seasons to produce such a fish in a brook. I have
been trying, and hitherto without success, to collect some
reliable evidence as to this. I have only got as far as what is

almost everyone's experience: (1) That the river trout are

larger than the brook trout; (2) That the river trout ascend
the brooks in the autumn to spawn; (3) That a large propor-
tion of these ascending fish, having spawned, descend. The
points on which information is wanted are: What is the age

of the fish that ascend? Are they over two years old ? Of
the fish that descend, do the young fish come down to the

main river, or do they remain for a time in the place where
they are bred? I incline to think—but I say this with great

reservation, as the evidence is almost nil—that the fish that

are spawned in the brook remain there till they reach a
certain size. What that size is I cannot yet say definitely,

bat I am led to think that it is until they are about six inches

or eight inches in length, and that then they descend to the

main river.

If I am right in this, it would be an explanation—there are

also others—of how it is brook trout are, as a rule, so small;

but here one is met by this difficulty: There are numerous
small streams in which trout breed, bat the streams are so

small that there is not snffioient food to enable the trout even

to reach a Bize of six inches. "What becomes of these trout?

I think the trout only stay in the brooks during the first

year or two of their lives, and then, in the winter and spring

floods, having spawned, go back to the main river. Some of

the fish that have spawned remain; these are the large fiBh

one finds here and there in deep pools. They have found
comfortable quarters and they stay, eating all they can and
doing no end of mischief in devouring the food that should

go to the support of small trout. These fish should be caught

and killed. It is easy to Bay but difficult to do, for they

become as crafty as the professional poacher and know the

exact limits in which to trust themselves. I am far from sure

if the night line, which modern legislation has excluded from
our streams, was altogether hurtful. It captured the old can-

nibals; now they remain "monarchs of all they survey." It

is by no means certain—I Bay it with fear and trembling

—

that our modern precautions really do so much good. They
probably produce, by preserving the spawning fish, a larger

number of small trout. Bat, and it is a large but, does this

multiplication or small fish really beneficially affect our

streams? The stock of food is limited, the small mouths
must be fed and they require a good deal; is not the result to

retard development by short commons, and hence to delay

the fish, who used to grow larger a year earlier, another year

in the river, making bo many more mouths to feed and thus

injuring the rest? It seems to me that, in our great desire to

develop our trout fisheries, we have lost sight of one most
important point— that, so far as we know, the food supply is

a constant quantity, or, at least, it is not a quantity that

varies within the stock of fish; and that when we hear of Mr.

A and Mr. B having turned such a number of fry

into the river, it does not follow that they have done good,

but, with the best intentions, harm in giving so many more
mouths to consume the food of the river. I do not desire for

a moment to discourage fish culture, but I am by no means
sure that there is not a zeal which is not of knowledge, and

that the best thing for a trout stream is not necessarily to fill

it with artificially-bred fry. I am by no means clear that food
or want of it is not one of the re.isous why mountain trout
are always small. There are, however, a number of matters
to be taken into acoount before even a guess at this oan be
haz-irded. Of these I propose to treat iu a future paper. All
that I can now say is that I have found to my cost that exces-
sive preservation of a trout stream, although it may—I do not
even say it does—increase the number, does not as a conse-
quence increase the size of the fish.

Wet Ply Fishine for Trout.

It may seem like piling precept upon precept to add to what
has been printed in these columns upon fishing with the wet

fly, but the subject is eternally fresh to anglers, and if those

gentle folk ever tire of reading sueh delightful articles as that

which we reprint from the English Fishing Gazette, the whole

constitution of man must undergo a change. The article is

written in "knowing" Btyle, and its production stamps the

author, -, E. M. W." as both an angler and a graceful author.

He says:

There is no royal road to the art of fishing Patience and
observation, the two most necessary qualities in a fishermau,
can never be acquired from books. Handiness and smart-
ness, equally necessary attributes, can only come from
practice, constant, and above all well directed, for it is essen-
tial that a beginner's first efforts should be guided by some
skillful hand, for in fishing, as in many other pursuits, a

slovenly style prejudicial to success is only too easily ac
quired. Tue most useful hints contained in angling litera-

ture are those which treat of entyinology and the dressing of

artificial flies, but it must be remembered that a pattern
which will kill well on one river may be utterly useless on
another. There are very few hard-and-fast rules which cau
be applied to trout-tishing in general, and only perfect knowl
edge of a stream will teaoh one when and where to fish it.

The most favorable-looking day may prove a failure, and the
most likely places may be drawn blank on a strange piece of

water; it is, therefore, almost necessary to expand a good deal

of energy, fruitlessly at first, until one has learned where the
trout lie, and their feeding hours. As an instance: In April

of 18S5 I was fishing a most lovely-looking stretch of water,

and in which there were csrtainly plenty of trout, thougn
fairly well educated. On no occasion during my visit did the

rise last for more than an hour, and it ranged between the

hours of 11 a. m.. and 1:30 p. m. Again, during the rise there

were certain spots where one was sure of getting a fish, and
many other places equally fishy-looking where never a fin

was seen. The troth seems to be that one must fish every
inch of a stream, early and late, and in all weathers, until

one has found out the habits of its trout. One has only to

read the admirable reports from '"South-West" ia the columns
of the Field to see how capricious salmo fario is as to his

food, and how irregular he is as to his feeding time; and
Hampshire trout are not exceptional in these respects.

Dress.—The most comfortable dres3 for general purposes

is, I think, oomposed thus: Norfolk jacket, breeches made
rather loose about the knees, leggings and stout lace-up boots

with nails along the outer edges. The color of the suit should

be dark grey or dark " heather mixture." All fishermen are

agreed that too dark and too light colors should be avoided.

Of coarse, if a great deal of wading must be done waterproof

Btockings or trousers and brogues are necessary. But, as a

rule, in trout-fishing, only an occasional wetting comes into

the day's work, and I think it is better to endure this than be

hampered with wading gear. A waterproof coat reaching to

about the knees should be carried. They can be obtained

very light. If the chest, shoulders, back and hips be kept

dry, one need not mind the legs beiug wet. In the matter of

dress and wading a great deal depeads on one's age, health,

and disposition. A young man will plnnge into a stream,

when a middle-aged or old man would not, in order to better

fish a tempting piece of water. Does not one meet every day

with men who, conscious of their youth and strength, laugh

at all precautions, and disdain to even change their wet
things? It canDOt be too forcibly impressed on these imbe-

ciles that there is nothing heroic or magnificent in courting

rheumatism. If fishing from a boat, be sure to take a rag,

waterproof on the outside, and lined with some warm material.

It adds immensely to one's comfort.

The Rod.—Of course the length of rod mast depend on

the water to be fished. "Weight, however, is an important

item, and it is a fatal mistake to work with a weapon which
tries the strength too much. For general purposes, a rod

between 11 feet and 12 feet long will be found most service-

able, and, if made of greenheart all through, should not weigh

more than 12 oz. There should not be more than three

pieces, with the ordinary sliding ferrule joints. I must con-

fess a partiality for a two-piece rod with a spliced joint, for 1

find that this gives the best play and balance. It is awkward,
however, for conveying about, as the top3 and scarfed ends

for the splices are liable to be damaged.

Mr. Francis Francis, in "A Book on Angling," gives a

table of lengths and weights of rods. As it seems useful

information, I give the following from my own notes:

Length. Weight.
ft. in. Ounces. Construction.

14 6 .... 20^.... Ash butt; centre and top greenheart.

14 6 27 All greenheart.

12 6 14 Ash butt; center and top greenheart.

..All greenheart.

..Hickory butt; center and top greenheart
12 6 .. .. 15

14 6 .. .. 30
12 6 .. .. 16

12 .. .. 12J

12 .. . . 13*

11 6 .. .. 10

..All greenheart.

. .All lancewood.

Wo. 9 is a two-piece spliced rod. All the others are three-

piece. No. 7 I have used more than ony other, and it has

screw-joints which no doubt are, as a role, objectionable,

and it is also rather too whippy. A rod must be neither too

stiff nor too limber, and my objection to the built-up split-

cane rods is that they are too stiff, and at every cast one hears

an uncomfortable crack. They are, however, excellent for

casting against the wind, and are beautiful tools to handle.

Running Line.—The running or reel line should be from

30 to 40 yards long. My experience is that the best is made
of plaited silk and tapered. If the maker can be depended

on, let it be waterproofed, but be careful with whom you deal,

for there are many spurious articles sold. It is rather a sell

to find that after a few days' use the waterproofing material

sticks and comes off in patches. After use, spread yonr lines

oat to dry, whether they be waterproofed or not; and when
unwinding the lines for this purpose, be sure to take off a

good deal more line than you have actually had in use.

Avoid a combination of silk and hair; it is apt to kink, and
does not dry equally.

Casting-Line.—The gat casting-line or collar should be

tapered, and three yards will be found sufficiently long. If

you make up the cist yourself, always pick oat the roundest
pieces of gut for the purpose. The best general color is a
light greenish-blue. Toe thickness of the gut must depend
on the condition of the water aud the education of the trout;
but this much is certain, that the finer the tackle emuloyed
the more fish, or ai all events, the more rises, will be obtained.
One may certainly lose more fish, and on rocky or wooded
streams one may spoil a good deal of gut; and consequently
a renewal of tackle may be frequently necessary; but I deem
it better sport to hook and then loose a number of fish through
the employment of fine gut, than to occasiOnaly secure a
trout who, more hungry or less experienced than hie fellows,
tikes no notice of the heavier tackle. In making a casting-
line be careful to thoroughly soak the gut before knotting.
Half an hour in tepid, and from one to two hours in cold
water will be found sufficient. To knot two pieces of gat,
let us say A and B, lay them alongside each other, take the
end of A and knot it twice round B; take the end of Band
knot it twice round A. Before you draw these knots tight
pull in A and B till the knots come close together, then you
can draw them quite tight. Gut becomes very dry when
kept for any length of time. It should be placed between
pieces of chamois leather rubbed with vaseline, or flannel

soaked in oil. Copperas (sulpha r e of iron) and logwood are
usually employed to produce the greenish-blue tint. Place in

a basin with a quart of boiling water a piece of cpperas a
little larger than a pea, crushed fine. In another basin, with
also a quart of boiling water, put a handful of logwood chips.
Wait till the water becomes tepid, then immerse the gut first

iu the logwood, then in the copperas. The duration of immer*
sion depends on the tint required; but the gat must be very
much longer in the logwood dye than in the copperas solu-
tion. If boiling water were used the respective immersioua
would be to obtain the tint already mentioned, one minute
in the logwood and half a second in the copperas.
"Winch.—The winch or reel for a rod of 11 to 12 ft. long

should be 2k to 2| inches. This will carry a line of from 30 to

40 yards. It should be of the strongest aud most simple con-
struction, and should run freely, but with a sufficient amount
of check to prevent the line over-running. So loDg as these
points are attended to, the question of finish and style
depends on the angler's purse.
Landiug-Net.—Be sure yoa select a landing net of good

size. An inch or two in the diameter of the ring may make
a lot of difference, especially when you have to land the fish

yourself. The handle should be of cane, aud hollow, in
order to contain your tops. I would recommend the length to

be from 4 ft. 6 in. to 5 ft. Some years ago, when fishing a
stream along which there was a good deal of wood and bush,
I had a contrivance made for clearing away obtruding
branches. The blade was of the clasp-knife pattern, and had
a strong spring. "With the hook I could either pUBh or pull.

The screw was, of course, made to fit my landing-net handles.
Silk nets are by far the nicest to use, but thpy are a good deal
more expensive than the ordinary kind. "Waterproofed nets
always seem to me to be too stiff.

Basket. —Get a good fishing basket while you are about it

—one of English make. A padlook is' a very useful accessory.

By far the best manner of carrying the basket that I am
acquainted with is by means of two broad straps, one passing
over the left shoulder and the other round the waist, hook'
iug on to the shoulder-strap in front. The weight is thus
very evenly distributed, and the basket prevented from bang-
ing about on one's back. I have often wondered why some
enterprising tackle-maker does not have his baskets made in

Madeira. Judging from the chairs, settees, crates, baskets of

all sizes and shapes made in that island, fishing-creels should
be made there stronger, more elegant, and cheaper than in
England.

THE GOT.
Tropical Sport.

Few descriptions of hunting scenes and experiences of

greater interest than that which appears below have come to

notice. The side-lights indicate as much of the wonderful

richness of the country as do the especial descriptions. To
get venison, peacocks, " rhino's" and a half dozen other sorts

of game, within a small compass of territory, seems almost

uncredible, but doubt is not admissible when the tropics are

in question. The writer says of shooting Java:

We got also during these five days three or four peacocks;
they seem much the same as the tame variety, except the dark
rich blue about the neck is wanting in the Java bird. We
found peacock very good eating; of old it was a famous dish.
Our fathers swore their knightly vows before the peacock and
the ladies in days of yore. These birds feed in rice patches
early in the morning, just after sunrise, and late in the eve-
ning, bat always close to the forest, retiring during the day to

the depths of the jangle. They believe in Java that they fre-

quently follow the tiger, feeding on the excrement. They
sleep on the highest trees in the neighborhood of the rice

patches; they can be shot before saurise by stealing under
their roots, but break a twig through and they are off; they
generally go in pairs or families. The bird is exceedingly
wary and hard to kill. Even with our 10-bore chokes and
heavy BB shot we found it useless firing at them over thirty

yards; unless killed dead they are seldom or ever brought to

bag, and if wounded only, run nearly as fast as they can fly,

and they fly very fast indeed. The natives refuse to eat
them, for the whimsical reason that, in common with the
turkey, they have a tuft of hair on the breast, and conse-
quently must have some connection with the abhorred pig.

Yet, for all that, we found our peacocks only lasted us for
two or three meals. We often came upou tiger spoor, and on
oar last day's hunting here saw the tracks of an immense
tiger; the pad marks were as large as those of an ox, and
seemingly not an hour old. The natives seemed thoroughly
frightened, and wanted to return at once; on our refusal they
sat together in a circle and declined to stir. How we wished
for a dog of some kind, bat we foolishly brought none with
us, as they said in Batavia we could get good dogs in every
village. The two of us whites followed the spoor for half a
mile or so, and then lost it on hard ground. The natives
followed after a time, being afraid, I think, to remain by
themselves. One came to assist me in tracking, and actually

I found the wretch covering with his foot the track I wanted
to piok up. That native did not assist me afterwards. How-
ever, after an hoar's work, we had to give it ap, to the joy of
our beaters and gun carriers. (While we ourselves carried
our rifles we each had a lad to carry oar gans). How we
longed for a terrier even!

After five or six days we got tired of continually cutting
our way through thick scrub, and hearing there was grassy
country on the sea coast, we left Kreese for lUngahiranp, a
village on the beach. We waded through two or three stre:

en routet water to the waist, but oar coolies got aver al
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traps dry. Found the chamat, whom we had met before, at

home and expecting as; we were offered gin, claret and beer.

My friend got a gun lock to repair, and myself a scouring rod

to mend, which we managed with very primitive tools indeed.

We went out for an hour pig-shooting in the afternoon; my
ohum had a snap shot at a big boar, and tumbled him over in

quite a workmanlike manner at 100 yards with the Express, the

bullet striking in the loins. By the time we ran up the beast

was stone dead.

Next morning, with the chamat and a lot of his followers,

we took the field in force, und in a few hours bagged our first

large deer at 130 yards or so. Great was the shouting and
Bismillahing among the natives. For leagues and leagues we
find this part of the country covered with loug grass 6

high, and in some places reaching even 12 feet, uninhabited

and abounding in game of all sorts. The difficulty is to see

them in the long grass. The more we hunt the more we see

we have come at the wrong season; the grass is very thick

and luxuriant; there is water everywhere; it rains every day

for six hours; the streams are bankers; every little hollow is

full; the big game can drink every 100 yards; the rhinoceros

can have his daily wallow in the mud anywhere. "We ought

to have come here about the latter end of June or beginning

of July, then the long grass will burn, and is yearly burnt

about July 31st by order of the Government. At such a

time, with a field-glass, on a hill, miles of country could be

examined. At present game may be within five yards of you
unseen; if the animal gets your wind it has not the slightest

difficulty in stealing off unseen, be it as big as a rhinoceros.

But to return to our deer. The natives call the large species

"munjupan." Ours turned out to be a young stag, in tne

velvet, of course, like our luck. We notice no difference

between these and the red deer of our youth; if anything,

they appear to us larger. Ours was soon skinned and cut up
by the chamat's people. We thought it best to offer our first

victim to the chief, and he jumped at it; and, leaving us the

haunch only, he secured all the rest, except the skin, which
he Dromised to dry for us; even the intestines he had carted

off to his village. "We saw another deer after this but failed

to get within range, and the chamat and his party two more.

Towards night the natives put up a rough shed, roofed with

palm leaves and grass, in a quarter of an hour, and we all

camped socially together, the chamat and ourselves a little

apart.

Next day changed camp and went about five miles further

in the "ahlang-ahlang," as the natives call the grass country.

In going through a velp of scrub we noticed the natives cut

some thick vines (as we call them in North Queensland) and
drink from them; we tried it, and found the water pure and
good. The blacks and old bushmen try the same dodge in

Queensland, and we believe the practice obtains also in South
America. We saw many fresh tracks of "banteng" or wild

cattle, but the herd had probably got our wind and left. We
hear these animals are very wild and travel long distances

when disturbed. The natives say the bull charges on sight,

and it won't do to miss. As poor Gordon says

—

On that conical bullet your sole chance hangs,
'Tie the weak orre'B advantage fair.******
Should you miss one vision of home and friends,
Five words of unfinished prayer,
Three savage knife stabs, so your sport ends.******
Short shrift, Bharp fate, dark doom to dree.
Hard struggle, though quickly ending.

We have two professional hunters with us now with pre-

Adamite-looking guns, bound round in all directions with raw
deerhide. My man would keep in front and hold his gun
horizontally pointed at my chest, so after the first day,

I

refused to go out with him, and he left and I breathed again

in peace. My friend's hunter had a good eye for game, but

had the same ugly habit of holding his wonderful weapon.
He would persist in going in front and having the first shot

if he could; but my friend stuck to him through thick and
thin. The Mainot is evidently not a hunter; he left us in

two or three days, when deer meat got short. We saw our
first, and, as it proved, our last banteng to-day. My friend

saw him first. I ran back down a gully to cut off his probable
retreat, and, as it happened, was out of it altogether. The
hunter and my friend began to stalk the beast through the
long grass, and nothing would do the fool of a hunter but to

suddenly, when over 100 yards off, fire his old blunderbuss,

and of course miss; my chum had in consequence only two
snap shots at 150 yards, and unfortunately only wounded the

banteng, which turned out to be a young bull. He turned

back to charge, but being badly woanded, suddenly turned
again and bolted. After a few hours tracking by the blood
marks, the hunter sat down and sulked, and we finally lost

the tracks on the banks of a stream. We failed to pick them,

up on the other side, although we searched for some distance

up and down.
If we had had a dog or black boy we would soon have got

him, but the Maylays are poor trackers and easily discour-

aged, and so we lost our banteng. Next day we shot an
"oale,"as the natives name them. The English name, we
found afterwards, is the "active gibbon," like a large monkey,
but without a tail. One is in the Royal Park. They go in

pairs and howl fearfully. The mate of the one shot moaned
for fiours, untii we felt quite sorry we fired. We depended
entirely on our rifles for animal food, and meat got very short;

the deer seemed to have cleared out of the neighborhood.
Our meals now consisted of rice and tea alone, varied by an
occasional pigeon; not much bird life in this "ahlang-
ahlang."
My chum saw a very long snake to-day. The snakes of

Java are not unlike those of North Queensland, but there are

more tree and carpet snakes than venomous ones. The
natives say very large boas are found in the forests that prey
on deer and pig. Returned to Bangahirang for supplies and
fresh coolies; on the 13th returned again to the grass coun-
try. We mark to-day with a white stone; we bagged our first

and last rhinoceros as it turned out. Just at dark my chum,
when smoking the pipe of peace, saw something moving
in the long grass in the gaily below him. He was resting on
the top of a little hill. Down he went and found Mr. Rhino,
who took no notice at first, but when closed with, gave a
couple of snorts and a series of short charges and then quietly

lay down in its wallow. The hunter, in his usual style, let

off his old weapon and shot, as we afterwards found, the
beast through the ear. You would think no one could miss
Buch a big brute. Then the double Express woke up. The
first barrel, fired nt an angle, struck behind the shoulder,
struck a rib, and glanced along under the Bkin; the second
shot, fired square on, struck the shoulder full, broke the
shoulder-blade and penetrated to the vitals, killing in a min-
ute or so. We probed afterwards with a twig 14 inches
direct. For some time the natives refused to believe (only

knowing their own miserable weapons) that the rhinocerous
was dead; and only after my chum had stood by it a minute
or so would they approach, and the first man up promptly
cut the hind sinews with his kriss. The rhinocerous proved
to be an old female, without a horn, of course—our luck
again—and cut and gashed all over the body, probably by the

horn of the male. Some of the great cuts were 18 inches long
and 2 or 3 inches deep. Although we had nothing for supper
thai night but rice and tea without sugar, we were rather jolly

in camp. Next morning we went and measured the rhinoce-
ros; length, from nose to end of short tail, 12 feet; height at

shoulder, 6 feet; height from the ground as it lay on its side,

i. e., width 44 inches; circumference round body, about 14
feet; circumference of fore foot (three-toed) 23 inches.
The animal smell from the beast was sickening in the

extreme, and very nearly made all hands Bick. We made one
of the coolies cut off a strip of hide about 4 feet long by 4
or 5 inches wide for whips. Before drying it was about an
inch thick. We tried to get whips made from this afterwards,
but it was a failure. The whip-maker said the hide had
rotted. I read since that the rhinoceros hide takes a whole
year to tan. The horn of the rhinoceros commands a high
price here, as it is used in medicine by the Chinese and
natives—indeed, a Dutchman argued for an hour that it was
an admirable cure for all diseases of the chest. It was use-
less to tell him that all sorts of horn were nearly of the same
composition; he positively stuck out for his horn cure. The
Chinamen give from ten to seventy guilders for a rhinoce-
ros' horn.

TRAP.
The diamond badge presented to the State Sportsman's

Association by vice President Edward Fay, has been made by
Messrs. Eammorsmith & Field, goldsmiths of this city, and
was shown to us on Wednesday. It is an elegantly designed
and richly finished work of art. A beautifully-modelled
pigeon, with extended wings, and holding a diamond in its

mandibles, hangs between chains from a cross-bar. Below
the pigeon is another cross-bar from which is suspended a
very heavy gold plate upon which appears a perfectly accur-

ate figure of a man in position at the trap, and in the back-

ground a set of ground traps are shown. The lucky winner
will have something to be proud of. The medal does credit

alike to Mr. Fay's generosity and to the exquisite art of the
makers.

The hour at which this paper goes to press prevents the

publication of the proceedings of the State Sportsman's Asso-
ciation this week. A full report will appear in the next issue.

The meeting opened on Thursday with a large attendance,

including a large proportion of the leading sportsmen and
good shots of the State. Everything was in readiness for the

trap shooting, which was the feature of the meeting. Hith-
erto the shooting has been a mere incident of the meetings of

the bo3y, but in the hope of arousing more general interest

and inducing more active participation in the higher aims of

the organization, it was thought best to make the leading fea-

ture for the present occasion the trap work.

To no one more than to Major Sheldon I. Kellogg is the

success of the recent meeting of the State Association due.
As the representative of the Selby Smelting and Lead Com-
pany, in whose especial charge the "Standard" cartridge busi-

ness of the company is placed. Major Kellogg's acquaintance
among sportsmen and dealers is general, and he has been
most efficient in inducing interest, besides being lavish in

contributing special prizes.

The active members of the Committee of Arrangements in

connection with the Association's Convention, Dr. S. E.

Knowles and Mr. Edward Fay are entitled to much praise

for the perfection to which they brought all preparations for

the meeting.

Blue Rock Club-

The clab wound up its meetings for the season nn Satur-

day last at Adam's Poiut by one of the largest arjd pleasanlest

gatherings of the year. The shooting, as usuwl, was not
what one would expect who was not familiar with the diffi

culty incident to breaking "Blue Rocks." The day was
oppressively warm and perfectly calm.

At 20 Blue Rock targets, tbree-scrppned traps. For club trophies,
Kellogg 1 1 ' 1 U 1 1110101 1 1 1 1— 14

W. Golcher n 1 OOOil 1 01 00011 11)01 1 1—9
Laing 11 i 1 1 01 11 111 10 1 o 001 •i

Tubba 0001011O11 111000111 1—U
Crandall 00100 Or, 0000000 u 10 1-3
Johnson 1 10 a 1 <> n 000 1 U 000 1—5
Beaver ' " u 1 1 •> 1 1 0— 5

Fox 1 110 1 1 1 1 1 10110 101 11 1-16
Abbott 1 1 l) 1 11 1 1 1 0- 8
Han is 1 111101110011001100 0—12
Putzman 100101010010100000 0—6

At 5 pairs Blue Rocks, 15 yards rise. Entrance 31.50. Divided by
C. D. Laing and W. J. Golcher.
Laing 10 11 11 10 11-8 I Fox 11 10 10 11 01-7
Kellogg 11 10 11 111 111—7 "Williamson.. 00 0U 00 CO 10—1
Tubbs 11 10 10 00 01— 5 | Golcher 10 10 11 11 11—8

It being the concluding match of the year, the secretary,

Mr. W. G. Crandall summed the scores of the numbers and
announced the winners of the club prizes to be: First prize,

Mr. W. J. Fox, a Winchester Repeating Rifle; second prize,

tied for by Messrs. C. D. Laing and Major S. I. Kellogg, and
won on a "shake off" by Mr. Laing, a leather travelling bag;
third prize, Major S. I. Kellogg, a half dozen Bilk handker-
chiefs; fourth prize, Mr. W. J. Golcher, a leather "Victoria"
gun case; fifth prize, Mr. W. G. Crandall, two hundred
'Standard" Chamberliu cartridges. Only those who had shot
six scores with the club during the season could compete for
the prizes.

Secretary Crandall furnishes the following resume of the
season's work, all of the matches being at twenty single
"Blue Bocks."

Trap Shooting1 at Walla Walla.

W. J. Fox
0. D. Laing ...

S. 1. Kellogg .

W.J. Golcher
W. G. Crandall
A. F. Adams .

.

A. Tubbs
H.H. Briggs...
Mr. Harris ....
Mr. Ireland ...

F. H. Putzman
S.;L. Abbot, Jt
W. Johnson
J. K. Orr

,

C. 11. Gould ...

M. Bacon
,

W. 9. Kittle .,

J. H. Jelled ...

W. S. Wattles ..

A. W. Havens..
T. Schwerin ...

S. Beaver
G. Williams....
E. B. Rambo. .

,

E. Goodall
Mr, Dewing....
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On Monday, September 26th, at the opening of onr Annual
Fair, the Kod and Gnn Club of this town gave a one-day
shooting match at live birds, nndei the revised Illinois State
rules, and a most enjoyable affair it was.
The birds were in prime condition, and were furnished by

MessrB. Stine & Eberley to whom we owe many thanks for
the sport they afforded ns. The referee throughout both
matches, Mr. Geo. Savage, proved to be the very man for the
place, and under hiB able management everything went off
without hitch or murmur. His decisions were strictly just
and equitable, and in every sense under the rules.
A Bystem of handicapping was for the first time tried here

and worked admirably. The committee on this very import-
ant matter was composed of three of our well-known and
experienced men, Messrs. Straight, Schumacher and Clarke,
and to their good judgment, be it said, do we owe much of the
pleasure derived from this match.
Following are the scores of the

TOUBNAMENT SHOOT.
W. A. Eberly 31-*0 11 '0 2001010 1— 6
J. C. Eberly 31—»0 10102 •0 11012— 7
R. E. Bybee 29—0 01120112110-8
8. Bennett 29—1*0 01O00'*121o— 6
Jno. Foster 31—1*2 110011112 1—10
O. Schumacher 30—2 1110202121 0—9
9- Stine 31-1 1120112220 1-10
F- Nalder 30-1 2120120100 1—8
Z. K. Straight 31—0 21100111211—9
Jno. Sbarpstein 27—1 02*0 101 1 222n 8
J. D Cookey 28—1 0002101120 1—7
W.M.Clark 29—0 9110001112 0—6
Q.Taylor 29—1 OOuOlloOOOO— 3
A. W. Calder 26—0 1O2O0121C0O-5
Macomber 31—0 01201012012-7
J.Smith 29— 001 2011100 0— S
A. TV. DuBray 31—1 0201111221 1-10
R. Gilmore 29—0 11000221111—8
"W. Schumacher 30—2 2000000210 0— i
T.H. Brents 28-0 2012001000 0-*
M.Evans 29-0 0111001010 1—6
J. Messenger 26—1 00110211010— 7
W.T.Arbery 30—0 101200110 1*0-6
H.Taylor 30—

1

1112 2 10 11 0-9
D. Gwinn 29—0 1001010000 0—3
A. C. Wellman 28—1 21012110100— 8
•Killed out of bounds.

Ties—Foster 10, DuBray 10, Stine 10; tie for first money
divided.

C. Schumacher 9. Straight 9, H. Taylor 9; tie for second
money divided.

Bybee, Nalder, Sharpstein, Gilmore, Wellman, tie for third
money.
Dr. J. C. Eberly, Conkey, Macomber, Jos. Messinger; tie

for fourth money.
BECOME EVENT.

Three purses—60 per cent., 30 per cent, and 20 per cent. : entrance
fee S7. Eight live birds

:

Conkey 28—0 112 0-3
Fost" 31-0 11112 1 2-7
Jones 26—0 110 2 2 3 1-6
£}

ar
.

k " 29-1 12 12 0-6
Straight 31- u 2 10 0-2
W.A. Eberly 3J_ 1110 12 1—6
DuBray 31_ j 12 112" 1-8
£"?/ 31-1 110 2 112-7
Nalder 30-1 2 10 10 1 2-6
Sharpstein 27—1 110 2 1—6
Macomber 31—0 2 12 11 0—5
y"?™? 11

: ™-* 10 110 1-6
J.C.Eberly 31—1 1110 10 1-6
Schumacher 30—0 10 110 0—3
Ties—DuBray first money; Stine and Foster divided

second money; in the Bhoot-off for third money, J. C. Eberly
and A. J. Jones missed, and W. A. Eberly and Frank Nalder
divided.
The Parker guns as usual captured about four-fifths of the

prizes, the three leading men using them and scoring 62 out
of 58 birds shot at, not one bird of which had to be gathered
or in any way challenged. Gaucho
Walla Walla, Sept. 28, 1887.

THE RIFLE
Harbor View.

1
I

20

The Swiss Eifle Club held its annual shooting festival at
Harbor View Range, on Sunday last, which was a very suc-
cessful affair and was attended by a large number of the best
marksmen in the State. Prizes in coin and trophies to the
amount of SI. 000 were offered, and the receipts of the day
footed up $1,244. The prizes will be distributed at Eintracht
Hall, on Poet street, to-morrow evening.
Following are the best scores at the several tareets: Honor-

ary target—John Utschig, 70 rings out of a possible 75; Fred
Kuhnle 70, J. Dorubier 70, A. Strecker 70', A. Johnson 69'

Mr. Wetzler 68. Main target—A. Strecker, SO—a possible'-
John Utschig 78, E. Zahn 77. These gentlemen won prizes'
in the order they are named. Most bull's-eyes—K. Wert-
heimer 171, A. Strecker 158, J. Dornbier 145, Fred Kuhnle
128, J. Utschig 93, Captain A. Rahwyler 86. First bull'a-eye
in the forenoon, Mr. Leeman; last, K. Wertheimer. First
bull's-eye in the afternoon, Captain A. Bahwyler; last J.
Dornbier.

In the Alia recently, in commenting on the reoord made
by Company C, First Infantry, the assertion was made that
that Company had carried off a greater number of State
trophies than any other company in the National Guard of
California. At the same time it was 6tated that C waB the
champion shooting company in the State. A member of one
of the Sacramento companies has since claimed that Com-
pany G, First Artillery, of that city, won two gold, twenty-
one silver and twenty-three bronze tronhies—forty-sis in all
at the annual target practice. The writer also" questioned
the championship of C Company. If G Company of Sacra-
mento wishes to wrest the title of championship from Com-
pany C, First Infantry, at 200 yards, or 500 yards, or both
distances, any number of shots, or from one man up to forty-
six, or the strength of that company, by communicating
with C Company their challenge will receive the prompteBt
attention.

-c-

To-morrow the Nationals will shoot a ten-men team match
against a like team from the Nevada Rifle Association of Vir-
ginia City, Nevada. The latter will shoot on their own range
at Virginia City. The Isationals will use the Shell Mound
range. The match will be shot with military rifles, under
the rules, at 200 and 500 yards—ten shots at each distance.
This match has created a great deal of interest both here and
in Washoe, and the issue will be eagerly watched. Both
clubs have a national reputation, and teams from each have
beaten 88 per cent., and with favorable conditions it is con-
fidently expected that the winner will reach the coveted 90
per cent.—a reoord never yet made iu the same kind of a
match.
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Last Day at Detroit.

We copy from The Horseman tbe following account of the

close of the Detroit Trotting Meeting. As will be learned

from the description the day was cold and the track not at its

best, so that the performances are even better than the time

shows. That will give Sphynx an increase of honor, as well as

the others which trotted and make 2:23 equivalent to some-

thing faster. It also Bhows that this California-bred colt is of

the improving kind, and is an angnry of speed in the future.

"When Patron is beaten in from 2:17£ to 2:19£ and Harry
Wilkes, in apparent prime condition, unable to trot faster

than 2:15|, there is strong proof of unfavorable weather and
track

:

Detroit Mich., Sept. 24, 1887.—The weather to-day is an
improvement on that of yesterday, but it is still much too
cold to expect extreme speed. The management have spared
no pains to put the track in firBt class condition, and it looks
smooth as a billiard table. There is in the audience that air of

expectation and anxiety which precedes some great event.

There are on the card to-day two first-class races, in which
the contestants are supposed to be fast and evenly matched,
but nearly all the interest centers in the great Patron-Cling-
stone match. The result of the race last week between these

monarchB of the turf was very far from satisfactory to Patron's

friends, as it is well known the great stallion was not in con-
dition. Many are the questions asked in regard to these

great horses, but the owners, drivers, and all connected with
them are extremely reticent. Around Patron's stall an air of

Berenity and Almost indifference prevails, and in Clingstone's

quarters there seems to be just a flutter of excitement. It is

thought they are both fit, and it is hoped the contest will

prove a worthy battle of the kings. ""We shall see what we
shall see," and may the best horse win.

The first race of the day is for horses of the 2:25 class, trot-

ting, for a purBe of ©1,000 divided. Sphynx, bay stallionj by
Electioneer, drew the pole, Billy Freer, grey gelding, by

Western Fearnaught, secured second place; Seymour Bell

third; Justina, bay mare by Hamlin's Almont Jr. fourth, and
Ed. Mao, bay gelding, by Hambletonian George, fifth. Pools

sold: Billy Freer §25, Justina $10, Sphynx $10, field $8.

First Heat, 2:25 class—At the quarter Sphynx was first,

Freer at his wheel, Seymour Bell third, Jastina fourth. The
second quarter was trotted with Sphynx half a length in the

lead of Freer, Justina a length back third, Ed. Mac fourth.

At the three-quarters Sphynx was still in the lead, Freer at

his girth, Justina at Freer's wheel, and Ed. Mac a length

behind, fourth. Dowd the stretch the relative positions were

the same, and at the finish Sphynx was first, Freer second, at

his neck, Justina third at Freer's girth, Ed. Mac a good
fourth, Seymour Bell fifth. Time, 0:36£, I:12J, 1:4s* 2:23.

Time of second horse, 2:23J.
Second Heat, 2:25 class—On the turn Sphynx broke and fell

back. Justina and Freer were at the quarter head and head,

Ed. Mac third. In the second quarter Justina passed Freer,

and at the half was six lengths in the lead. Freer second, Mac
third, Sphynx fourth. At the three-quarters Justina led by a

length, Freer second, Mac third. Down the stretch the leaders

trotted well together until near the wire, when Justina broke

and Freer won as he pleased, Justina second, Mac third

Sphynx fourth, Seymour Bell fifth. Time, 0:36, 1:11}, 1:47£,

2-.24J. Second horse 255.
Third Heat, 2:25 clasB—At the quarter Justina was a length

in lead of Freer, Sphinx third, Mac fourth. At the half Jus-

tina was half a length in lead, Freer second, Sphinx three

lengths back. At the three-quarters Justina led by a length,

Freer second, Sphinx third. Down the stretch Justina led

by a length, and finished first, Freer second Mao third,

Sphinx fourth. Time, :36£, 1:13, 1:48, 2:23}; second horse,

254.
Fourth Heat, 2:25 class—Justina led all the way around,

finishing the mile two lengths in lead of Freer, Sphinx a good
third. Time, 2:26.

Ed. Mac remained in barn under rule.

Justina is a fine, handsome mare by Hamlin's Almont Jr.

She is a fast mare and goes much like Belle Hamlin.

After the second heat in the 2:25 class, Harry Wilkes went

a mile to beat his record. He is in prime condition, but the

weather is too cold for a supreme effort. Time, :35, 1:09,

1:43}, 2:17-

Harry Wilkes trotted a second trial, trotting the mile

Bteadily and without a break. Time, :34£, 1:08, 1:41|, 2:15£.

It was a great mile, considering the condition of the track and

the cold day. Harry is himself again.

The Special—After the Harry Wilkes mile the horses were

called for the great §3,000 special. Clingstone was the first

to appear and was assigned the pole. As he jogged leisurely

up the stretch he was greeted with applause. He appears in

superb condition and about 50 pounds heavier than when he

trotted over this track his great match with Harry Wilkes.

When Fuller appeared behind Patron the applause was
renewed.
First Heat, special—At the third scoring the word was

given. Around the turn Patron laid at Clingstone's wheel;

at the quarter Clingstone was one-half length in lead. The
quarter was trotted in :34. The second quarter was trotted

in same position until near the half, when Patron, with a

great burst of speed, went to Clingstone's neck. The half

was passed in 1:08}, the horses head and head. Around the

turn Clingstone led by half a length, and the positions were

the same as they passed the three-quarters in 1:42. Down
the stretch Clingstone led by nearly a length, finishing

about that distance in the lead. Time, 2:17}.

Second Heat, special—Clingstone led around the turn and

was first at the quarter by a neck. The three-eighths mile

was trotted in same position, but at this point Patron forged

ahead, and at the half was a length in the lead. On the turn

he increased the lead to two lengths, bat at the three-quarters

he was onlv a length in the lead. Down the stretch Patron

led by half"a length to the distance, where Clingstone, with a

tremendous burst of speed, succeeded in placing himself a

neck in advance, in which position the wire was reached.

Time, :35} 5
1:08$, l:42£

s
2:17}; second horse, 2:171-

Third Heat, special—Patron took the lead at the turn and

lead all the way around, finishing first by a length, Fuller

driving in with one hand. Time, :34f, 1:08:*, 1:43}, 2:17^;

second horse, 2:18f.
Fourth Heat, Bpecial—Pools: Patron $100, Clingstone $50.

Just after the word was given Patron broke and Clingstone

was first at the quarter by eight lengths; at the half he was

in the same position; at the three-quarters he was six lengths

ahead, and finished first at will. Time, :35J, 1:10}, 1:45},

2:19}.
It was a remarkable race under the circumstances. Patron

has his speed, bnt did not seem able to carry it. He had not

been driven a fast mile since his Cleveland race: Clingstone's

victory was of cource a great pleasure to Mr. Gordon and his

many friends. Mr. Millard Sanders drove him with excellent

judgment, and received his congratulations modestly.

First Heat, 2:18 Trot—After the third heat in the special
the horses were called for the 2:18 trot. Prince Wilkes drew
the pole, Rosaline Wilkes second. Lowland Girl third, Loretta
F. fourth. Pools sold: Prince Wilkes $75, Lowland Girl S35,
Rosaline $16. and Loretta F. S10. Prince led at the quarter
by a length, Lowland Girl second, Rosaline third; in the sec-
ond quarter Lowland Girl made a break, and at the half
Prince was first, ten lengths in lead of Lowland Girl, Rosaline
Wilkes six lengths behind; at the three-quarters Piinee led
Lowland Girl by eight lengths, Rosaline third; Prince led at
the wire by a length, Lowland Girl second, Rosaline third,
Loretta fourth. Time, :34J, 1:03*, 1:44}, 2:21*. Lowland
Girl's time, 2:21$.
Second Heat, 2:13 Trot—Prince led at the quarter by a

length, Lowland Girl second, four lengths in lead of Rosa-
line; at the half the positions were the same, but at the three-
quarters Lowland Girl was only half a length behind, and
Rosaliue a close third; down the stretch Prince led by half a
length and finished first, Lowland Girl and Rosaline dead
heit for second place, Loretta fourth. Time, :35, 1:09, 1:44,

2:18}.

Prince Wilkes has come to pretty near his form, and trotted
even a better race than Mr. Davis expected.
This brought to a dose a meeting which but for unfortun-

ate circumstances would hav6 been a complete success. A
resume of the events of the meeting would show that this
model association has added to it3 prestige. The classes
wer6 all well rilled, and the racing was in all respects first

class. The audiences though small, were, as is always the
case here, of the highest respectability.

Considering the cold weather the time made in the various
races was remarkable, and on the last day the racing was
almost phenomenal. It was universally conceded by horse-
men to have been an exceptional day's trotting. All things
considered, it was the most remarkable day's trotting I have
seen this Bummer.

President D. J. Campau, as is his custom, spared no effort

to make the meeting a success and to contribute to the enter-
tainment of the public.
The week selected proved unfortunate as to weather, and

from the fact that in this vicinity no less than four large fairs

were in progress.

Too high praise cannot be accorded the Detroit Driving
Club for their effort to build up trottiDg interests in their
midst and to give to the sport a character that shall make it

respected and beloved by ladies and gentlemen.
Detboit, Mich, Sept 24, 1887.—2:25 class; purse $1,000.

Juatina, b m by Almont Jr. -C- J. Hamlin 3 2 1 1
Billy t reer, g g—C. M. Wilson 2 1 2 2
Sphynx, b s—Southerland & Benjamin 14 3 3
Ed. Mac, b g— E. B. Dikeman 4 3 4 ro
Seymour Bell, b m— Shielila k Moore 5 6 dis

Time.
Quarter. Half. Three-quar. Mile.

First heat :3Si 1 :12J 1 :4Si 2 :23

Second heat :36 1:11* 1 :47£ 2:24*
Thirdheat :3fi4 1:13 1:48 2:23*
Fourth heat :36 1 : 12 1 :48^ 2:26

flame Day—Special purse 53,000.
Clingstone, b g by Kysdyk—W. J. Gordon 112 1
Patron, brs-C. F. Emery 2 2 12

Time.
Quarter,

First heat -M
Second heat :35j
Thirdheat :U%
Fourth heat :35j

Same Day— 2:18 class. Purse SI ,0C0.

Prince Wilkes, ch g by Red Wilkes -Davis 1 1
Lowland Girl, blk m—Caton 2 o

Rosaline Wilkes, b m—Van Ness 3

Loretta F., b m—Devo 4 4

Time.
Quarter. Half. Three-quar. Mile

First heat :34

J

1 :0P* 1 :44j 2:21$
Second heat :35 1:09 1:44 2:18*

Same Day—Harry Wilkes to beat 2:13*.

Time..

Half.
i:uaj
1:0^
1:0«4
1:101

Three-qnir. Mile.
l:ii 2:171
1 :«I 2:17 J

1:43J 2:17i
1:45$ 2:l9i

L
sore spot with Mr. Carslake, for with a ridgy bone, "ruga

here was wanting," as the cockney said.

The State Fair Racing.

i i

The following recapitulation of results at the State Fair is

from the Sacramento Bee:
The thirty-fourth aonual Fair of the California State Agri-

cultural Society was brought to a termination on Saturday
last, and in every way it was a successful exhibition. From
a financial point it was a far greater success than last year.
The racing—trotting, pacing and running—was much above
the average, and taken all in all there has never been a nine
days' mixed meeting that will compare with it. The quality
of the stock that participated in the various eveots was the
equal of any in the country, and when it is further taken into
consideration that most all of the starteis were bred and
reared on this coast, we may feel a little pride in the result.
The racing went off very satisfactorily, and while we have
seen more "split-up" racing at previous fairs, we duubt if we
have seen mure genuine contests, and, in maDy cases, "blood*
ed" contests. The exhibit of Jive stock was very fine, and
every known breed had its representative.
A study of these tables will show the improvement made in

our racing this season as well as in the quality of onr stock,
The fastest mile trotted or paced bfre in 1884 was 2:21; in
1SS5 2:18*: in 1886 2:16*; in 1S87 2:15£. In 1S85 rive heats
were trotted in 2:20 or better; in 1886. rive; in 1887, five were
trotted and four paced. In 1886 it required 65 mile heats to
decide the trotting and pacing races, and the average per
mile for each heat was 2:25*_. This season 59 heata were
trotted and paced at an average of 2:24f. Arrow'-* mile in
2:15A is the fastest ever trotted or paced over this track, and
beats Guy Wilkes' mile of last season b> three-quarters of a
second.
The fields of horses this year show a slight decrease over

those of last year, but a fair increase over the year previuus.
The entry list was larger this season than any prt vious «ea-
son, but the great speed shown by some of the horses caused
numberB of horses to be thrown out of traiuing. Last year,
in 16 trotting and pacing races, there were 69 starters, an
average of 4*, to eat1h race.

This year, in eighteen trotting and pacing races there
were 69 starters, an average of 3 5-6 to each race. Iu 1888
there were seventeen running events, in which 95 horses
started, an average of ovei 5*_ to eacn race; in 1887, SI starters
in 17 races, an average of 5 to each race.

THE HARNESS DIVISION.

Below will be found a comparison of the trotting and pacing
race3 decided at the State Fairs of 1S86 and 1887. The first

table is for 1886:

Harry Wilkes by George Wilkes—Van Ness 2

Time
Quarter. Half. Three-quar. Milfi.

First heat :35 1:09 l:43i 2:17

Second heat :34i 1 :08 1:412 2:153

An Australian Etching.

[The Sportsman, Melbourne.]

That there are few prettier localities in the vicinity of Mel-

bourne than those which environ the Caulfield race-course

will be readily admitted by most people who have visited it

in search of either health, sport or recreation. Elevated,

airy, yet sheltered, it affords views of the mountain ranges of

the Dandenong and Plenty on the one hand and the bay with

its shipping on the other, while in clear weather the You
Yangs in the west and the Dividing Range to the north can

be descried. Close at hand in this pleasant spring time all is

bright and vernal. Fruit trees of many kinds blossom in the

orchards. Prairie grass, rye grass and clover form plots of

pasture and clothe the roadside, and pretty villas and stately

mansions are half through groves of pine and exotic plants

and trees on every side; while occasional spots, still in a state

of nature, are thick with the beautiful waxy blossoms of the

indigenous heath, or yellow and purple with wild flowers.

The hedges flame with the yellow blossoms of the acacia and

English furze, of which last the old west country adage tells

us "that when it's out of bloom kissing is out of favor."

When will either be the case? Bent on seeking information

for the readers of The Sportsman, I found my way to the

western corner of the Caultield race-courpe, opposite which is

situated the pretty dwelling and commodious stables of Mr.

Isaac Thomas Carslake, best known by his racing worn de

guerre of Tommy Jones, which title his many friends are

likely to hail him as long as he lives. Many years have

elapsed since I first made his acquaintance in the days when
Imea, Tommy Dodd, Spitfire, and other celebrities of the

olden time earnt him celebrity as a dashing horseman on the

fiat, over hurdles and over fences, and those who saw the

fearful crushiog he received from the Baron at Wangaratta

hardly hoped to see him return to consciousness, much lesB

to see him the picture of health and condition he now is. A
bit of a Bohemian in his youth, I well remember his love of

fun and mischief in olden times, and even yet the leaven

shows occasionally. Once in the olden days, when youth's

hot blood ran riot in the veins, we met at a country meeting

held on a flat beside a creek, in the Plenty Ranges. The rac-

ing was honest and good, bat some of the visitors to it were

not for travelling back to my hotel at the township. I found

"Tommy" trudging through mud and mire. Some one had

Btolen his horse. Mine was a high and bony steed. "Get

up behind; it's better than walking." His toe was on mine

in an instant, and in a trice "Turangamp" (the native word

for long legs) had a double burden. A country ball, of which

he was the life, and at which a sporting M. L. C figured, gaily

passed the night away, and in the morning the coach was

crammed and Tom could find no place on it, though he had

to ride a race next day. Walking was out of the question.

Arugwaa folded, and my high- backed steed had again to

carry double to town. The memory of that ride is even now

Class "Winner Best
Time

No. 01
Heats

2:21i
2:23
2:25

2:2 *

2:21i

2:24$
2:27
2:16*
2:2*$
2 -MJ

2:35
2:20*

2:17J
2:23*

2:26i

Staniboal

Stallion purse

4

•llinkand Almont Patchen made a dead heat in 2:23, the fastest heat
in the 2:35-pace.
••Lot Siocum won tbe fastest heat in the 3:C0 clasB.
1 Mink won the fastest heat in the special pace.

The statement of this year's racing is given below

WinnerClass Best
Time

No. of
Heats

Occident
2:23
2:30 pace ArrowJ 2:16$ 6
Two-vear-old trot Grandee 2 :33J 2
2:27
Special
Three-year-old
Special pace
3:u0 trot

2:20
2:25
Four-year-old
Free-for-all pace
Special trot

Free-for-all trot ....

Special trot
2:40 Old Nick 2:24$ 3
Three-year-old Sable Wilkes 2:27i wo
tHomeateke won tbe fastest heat.
tMaid of Oaks won the fastest beat.

**Lot Siocum and Arab each trotted a heat in 2:17$,

•Tbapsin won tbe fastest beat.

THE RUNNING EVENTS.

The following table will admit of a comparison being made
between this year's racing and that of last year:

Sable Wilfces ...

Black Diamond .

Arrow}:
Grandee
Jane L.t
Wallace G
John 0. Shelly .

Ella S
,

Alio
Lot Siocum
Woodnut
Tempest
Arrow .

Tbapsin
Arab"
Luella'
Old Nick
Sable Wilkes ..

tManzanita won the first heat.
••Surinam won, but was disquclifled.

1 1 Adeline won the second heat.
tttLtzzte Dunbar win, but was disqualified.
•3urinam won, but was disqualified.

•••Irish Lass won the first heat, but was withdrawn on account of
lameness in third, and Leda bad no competitor.
•(Dave Douglass ran a dead heat with Hanzanita In ton first and

with Patti in the third beat. Patli won the fourth heat.

Sultan Jr., b h, 3 years old, by Sultan, dam PeanutB, by
Irvington, died on the State Fair grounds at Des Moines, la.,

Saturday, Sept. 10; was taken sick during the three-year-old
stake race Tuesday; Wednesday became violently ill and con-
tinued so until be died. He was 16 hands, a high strung,
resolute fellow, that would have trotted in 2:30 tois year and
had all the qualities of a first-class turf horse; had trotted half
miles in 1:17, and could have trotted the day of his race hn^
he been well, in 2:35. HiB record was2^2^ in a fifth he.

1

Knoxville,
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Removal Notice.

The office of the Breeder and Sportsman has been
removed to No. 313 Bush Street, above Montgomery.

Special Notice to Correspondents.

Letters intended for publication should reach this office

not later than "Wednesday of each week, to secure a place in

the issue of the following Saturday.

Dates Claimed.

Bay District Association, San Francisco, October 1st to 21th
Sixth District Agricultural Asso., Los Angeles, Oct. 10th to 15th.

Willows, Oct. 19th, 20th to 21st.

Vallejo, October 4th to 8th.

Eureka Jockey Club, November 2?d to 26th.

Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association Oct. 29th to Nov. 5th.

Closing of Entries.

OCTOBER 1 %tJU—Willows Agricultural Association.
\OVi.MurK Ititu.—Eureka Jockey Club.

Fall Meeting:—Pacific Coast Blood-Horse Asso-
ciation.

The forms were held in order to get the most impor-

tant points. At a meeting of the Trustees held yesterday

afternoon, it was decided that the meeting should be

held on the Oakland Trotting Park and on the dates here-

tofore announced in this paper.

As will be seen, the purses and stakes have filled so

largely as to ensure good racing, and the prospects for a

capital meeting could not be better.

Arrow Again.

Well worthy is this son of A. W. Richmond of the

encomiums which are now heard from all who have wit-

nessed bis great feats. The race at Stockton is without

a parallel in harness contests for a colt of his age. Even

the meager accounts which the telegraph brought are

sufficient to show that there was a greater display of

speed than any four-year-old has previously exhibited.

The first heat in 2:16£, the second he went to the half in

1:04£; made a break on the further turn, losing at least

half a dozen lengths, and then made the mile in 2:14.

Spectators agree that had it not been for the mishap, and

had he been sent from the half hame, 2: 10 would surely

have been beaten. As it was, he was eased the latter

portion cf the mile, and came in at a comparatively slow

gait. 2:16£, 2:14, 2:19£, an average of 2:16) is a great

mark for an animal that has not shed all of its baby

teeth.

Since the sketch which was published last week, we

have received the original bill of sale, or rather as it is

termed, "Age and pedigree of the thoroughbred stallion

Owen Glendower."

"He was bred by ThomasBallard, Esq., in Arkansas;he was
foaledinMay, 1849, is a bright sorrel, with a white strip on the

nose, a white star and both hind feet white. He was sired by
Argyle by Moub. Tonson, his dam Sumpter by Ogle's Oscar;

his grandam by Col. Thornton's imported horse Clifden, his

g. graudam by Mr. Hall's Spot, his g. g. grandam by Dr.

Marshall's Hyder AH, by Lindsey Arabian. John Loring.

Fannin County, Texas, May 6th, 1856.

Witness
Henry Perkins,
George Barnum.

The paper is endorsed John Loring, Pedigree of Glen-

dower, and in another part is the further memorandum:

The within-mentioned horse, "Young Argyle," was first

called Owen Glendower, but since the death of old Argyle I

have called him Young Argyle. James Magee.
Witness

John Cummings.

Accompanying the certificate was an entry card pre-

sumably of the California State Fair, the following being

. copy:

Description: Thoroughbred stallion.

Age: 11 years.

Name: Young Argyle, formerly called Owen Glendower.

Exhibited by James Magee, Contra Costa County.

(Pedigree: The same as given in certificate.)

"While there is a blunder in the pedigree, viz.: giving

the dam of Argyle, the sire of Owen Glendower, as that of

the soo, and naming her Sumpter in place of Thistle, it

may !*e that the horse brought to California was from a

mare called Sumpter, and that Mr. Loring made the

mistake by copying the breeding of Thistle. This much

is fairly established: that Young Argyle, the sire of the

grandam of Arrow, was by Argyle and bred by Thomas
Ballard of Arkansas. It can be further stated that the

breeding of his dam has not been traced, though there is

a reasonable supposition that she was thoroughbred, or

at least, highly bred. As a portion of a pacing or trot-

ting pedigree, it is immaterial whether she was thorough-

bred or not, though, as having a bearing on the question

of racing blood in pacers, if not material, is of interest.

Stamboul.

This grand young horse has added to his high repu-

tation by his race at Stockton on the first of this month.

It was a great race from every point of view. Six heats

in 2:20, 2:17£, 2:20, 2:20£, 2:22£ and 2:25, Stamboul

making a dead heat with Lot Slocum in the second, and

winnirg the fourth, fifth and sixth.

Two seventeen and a half is a good mark for any

horse, for a five-year-old stallion it is more than good.

It is a high mark. High all around. For Stamboul

himself, for his sire Sultan, for his dam Fleetwing, his

grandsires and his grandams. It is exceedingly gratify-

ing to his breeder and equally so to the owner of Sultan.

Mr. Rose can certainly be rated as one of the most suc-

cessful breeders. In seventeen years he has shown

some wonderful animals, and there has been steady pro-

gression, which conclusively proves that judgment as

well as good fortune has contributed to the result.

Starting in with The Moor he makes a record of 2:37, and

then in the next generation shows Sultan and Tommy
Gates, each with a record of 2:24, and Del Sur with 2:24£

to his credit. But when it comes to the get of the suc-

cessor to The Moor there are surprising strides and the

dropping somewhat remarkable, especially when it is

taken into consideration that all of the main performers

have been bred at Sunny Slope. There are Stamboul

(five years) 2:17£, Ruby 2:19£, Sweetheart (three years)

2:22£, Eva 2:23£, La Grange 2:24, Kismet (three years)

2:25£, and Stamboul (three years) 2:26£.

Some time ago we predicted that Sultan would be a

"grand cross on mares of Hambletonian blood, though it

did not require much penetration to see that, after Beau-

tiful Bells had demonstrated that the blood of The Moor
and Electioneer was so potent. Statnboul and Ruby are

"full" brother and sister, their dam being Fleetwing bv
Rysdyk's Hambletonian.

Now the outcross of Clay and whatever the blood of

Belle of Wabash was is pronounced, while the Hamble
toman, which Sultan derives from his dam, though only

one-eighth in amount, is a further guarantee. An old-

time maxim among English breeders was to couple the

dam with a sire possessing her best strains, and this, of

course, would be applicable io the male as well as the

female. Giving all crtdit to the paternal ancestry of

Sultan, few will dispute that the strongest trotting cross

is on the side of the dam, and thy proof is that his best

son and daughter have a near ciuss of the blood. Then
Kismet and Soudan had also a strain of Hambletonian,

the former, in our opinion, outranking Stamboul at the

same age. But Eva, Sweetheart, Alcazar and La
Grange also prove that Sultan can get trotters without

a reinforcement of Hambletonian, though in each there

is a dash of Mambrino Chief, and in all of them a goodly
portion of the grandsire of Hambletonian, the thorough-

bred Mambrino.

While the success of Mr. Rose can be attributed, in no
small degree, to a right selection of blood, he has paid
particular attention to form, and in his choice of sires

has made that a prominent consideration. Sultan is of

high form, Stamboul is also of a configuration that will

please the critical. "Horsemen" are prone to think that

if a man does not make a busi?iess of horses he must be
deficient in this branch of equine lore. So far as our
experience goes, and it extends over a good many years,

the best judges of proportion are not confined to those

who are the most intimately connected with horse affairs.

There is a natural adaptation to discover what may be

termed harmony of parts, symmetry of proportion, con-

sisting of the various portions of the machinery beino-

constructed so that the greatest effect will be derived

from a like expenditure of power. No matter how hi°-h

the pressure in a boiler, if the parts of the machine are

not constructed so as to run with the least possible

friction a great deal of the power will be wasted.

No matter how perfect the machinery, there must be a

certain amount of force to put it in motion, and vastly

more when extra speed is demanded. To move quad-
rupedal mechanism at a fast rate, and sustain it, more is

required than mere muscular power. Even should tbers

be no deficiency in bulk or placing of muscles, there may
be a lack of that which is of vital importance and not

so readily discovered; that is, a proper balance of nerve

power. An excess tends to burning the fuel in a flash,

an exuberance of effort which cannot be controlled, a
steam cylinder without a cut-off, a waste of propulsion
so that the magazine is soon exhausted. Many profes-
sionals are apt to ignore this portion of the form of a
horse, and depend on "points" which are recognized as
the proper type. As a rule breeders study. Attention
is paid to all the points, and those which are the most
successful recognize that something more is requisite
than gilt-edged pedigrees.

Equalize the Weights.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—With reference to the

leading article, page 40, of July 16th, 1SS7, I submit these

extracts from Rules of the Australian Jockey Club, which

govern all running races in the colony of New South Wales:

Rule 8—The age of a horse shall be reckoned as beginning
on August 1st, in the year iu which it is foaled, if foaled on
or after that day. If foaled before that day, it shall be reck-
oned as beginning on the lBt of August in the previuuB year.
Rule 85—In all races in whioh standurd weights forage

shall be earned, an allowance according to the following
scale shall be made to all horses sired north of the line, and
foaled between January 1st and July 31st, viz. :—2 and 3 years
old 10 pounds; 4 years old 7 pounds; 5 years old 3 pounds.

We are indebted to a friend in New South Wales for

the aboee, and from that it is seen that the Aus-

tralian Jockey Club has already adopted such a rule

as was recommended. It would have met the exigencies

of the case if the Board of Trustees of the Pacific Coast

Blood-Horse Association had advertised the stakes, which

closed on the first of August last, with a condition which

would have covered the case of Australian-bred colts

now in California, but the time for doing that having

passed, a rule similar to 85 of the A. J. C. can be adopted

at the next annual meeting. We would make it still

more comprehensive, and in place of weight for age races,

provide for admission into colt stakes. For instance,

colts which were foaled after Aug. 1st, and previous to

Jan. 1st south of the equator, should have the privilege

of making engagements in stakes for foals of the next

year by carrying as much more weight as would put them
on equality with younger competitors. To make it plainer,

suppose stakes were advertised with the following condi-

tions: Sweepstakes of $— each; $— forfeits; dash of

miles. For foals of 1887, and those which were foaled

south of the equator subsequent to Aug. 1st, 1886, the

latter class to carry — pounds extra; and if foals of 1887,

dropped south of the equator, after Aug. 1st of that year,

to carry — pounds less; those foaled north of the line to

carry rule weights. With a fair adjustment of penalties

and concessions, Australian breeders might name colts in

our stakes, and the effect would be to add immensely ti-

the popularity of the stakes in which they were engaged

and without being prejudiced to the interests of oui

breeders. Rating the ages from Jan. 1st here, and from

Aug. 1st, on the other side, precludes the idea of bringing

colts together under the same schedule of weights. But

it appears as though the A. J. C. were rather too liberal

in granting 10 pounds to three-year-olds, and 7 pounds to

four-year-olds. Take it for a Derby distance, one and a

half miles, "six and aged," in May, would carry 124

pounds, five years 123 pounds, four years 118, and three

years 100 pounds. The allowance for six months differ-

ence in age would give 90, 111, 120 and 124 pounds.
This is manifestly a wide divergence from the philosophy
of our present rule. In January a three-year-old would
carry 100 pounds to 6, and aged 121 pounds, while six

months after it would be 103 to 122 pounds. To subtract

or add for the six months seems the fairest method of

equalization, and easier managed than a specified allow-

ance.

The Horses of Woodstock.

Elsewhere in this number we have copied a part of the

pamphlet bearing the above title. It is of interest to all

who are engaged in breeding trotters, as it shows that in

Vermont the blood which prevailed in an early day was

largely that of the thoroughbred. This fact is well

established. We have seen in the early volumes of the

Turf Register where quite a number of thoroughbred

horses were sent from the vicinity of New York to the

Eastern States, others were imported directly from

England, and altogether such a number of stallions

brought into these States as to insure a large progeny.

The paucity of thoroughbreds in this country during the

latter part cf the 18th and the early portion of the 19th

century has been brought forward od an argument to

show that there was a scarcity of the blood, and that

crosses of it were rare. That there were few, when both

sexes are considered, is beyond question, but as nearly

every thoroughbred colt was kept entire, there was an

array of stallions sufficient to disseminate the blood over

a wide extent of country. After their racing days were

over very many who had figured on the race-courses of

the period were sold for "country stallions," and others

which had not speed enough to be kept in training were

also relegated to districts where their breeding became

of vast service. As an illustration of what effect one

entire horse has on the stock of the country, Rysdyk's

Hambletonian can be cited. Foaled in 1849, his

descendants are numbered by so many thousands that

computation is out of the question.
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The pamphlet, the author of which is Allen "W.

Thompson, a man more intimately acquainted with the

Btock of the far East, perhaps, than any other person,

contains a great deal which is of interest to the lovers of

fast lrotter3, and as twenty-five cents covers the cost,

there should be an immense demand. The address is

"Woodstock, Vermont.

Bay District Entries-

i he Pairs, Past and Present.

"We write past and present, as at this date there are six

which have not come to a conclusion, Fresno, Salinas,

Vallejo, Susanville, lone, Concord and Carson, and per-

haps some others which escape our recollection. A grand

year for fairs is the unanimous verdict of those who have

been fortunate enough to witness them.

Not a single exception which we have heard of, all

successful beyond precedent. The State Fair was by

odds in advance of those of former years, and the district

exhibitions superior to what had been heretofore seen.

Commencing at San Jose, then Santa Rosa, Petaluma,

Marysville, Golden Gate, Glenbrook, Sacramento, Stock-

ton, Kohnerville, Susanville, and this week those men-

tioned above to be followed by Los Angeles, "Willows,

Eureka, the meetings on the Bay District and Oakland

Trotting Park, and then the Fall Meeting of the Pacific

Coast Blood-Horse Association. Then in Nevada the

State Fair which was the grandest exposition in the his-

tory of that State, and that of Carson which is progress-

ing now. There are so many fairs on the Pacific Coast

that it is difficult to keep track of them, and that there

will be many additions in the near future is assured.

There is scarcely a county in California that has not the

material for an interesting exhibition. Fine grades of

cattle, sheep and swine; horses which would attract at-

tention in the horse centres of the world; fruit, veget-

ables and cereals that astonish visitors, and to this can

be added products of forests and mines, either of which

are without successful competition.

Sadly disappointed at the accident that prevented our

attendance, a tour was planned which would have been

the source of great enjoyment. Santa Rosa, Petaluma,

the Golden Gate, taken in rotation, the next two weeks

Sacramento, with a visit to Reno, back to Stockton in

time for the last three days, then a flying jaunt to lone,

Fresno, Salinas, on the way to Los Angeles. It was a

big lay-out and all of this knocked out, left behind the

distance flag the first heat, compelled to lie for days with

a foot pillowed above the level of the head, staggering

m About on crutches for weeks, and still having to depend

°on one crutch and a stick, and all of this due to jumping

from a cart, when five seconds more would have ensured

^safety as well as a more decorous dismounting, is more
J

than tantalizing.

I Still there may be something gained. "We have a

better knowledge of strains of joints and tendons than

possessed before, and trials of liniments and embroca-

"tions and bandages and supports which may be of

sufficient value to recompense for the pain, if it does not

make up for the disappointment of meeting so many

friends and other anticipated enjoyments.

A man who learned that a strain of a hind ankle was

the reason for not trotting Antevolo at the Fair, very

I

kindly gave us a bottle of medicine which he asserted

was a sure remedy. After thanking him we declined

; matin** a trial on the horse until tested on our own ail-

j 1 ment, and fortunately, too, as it took several cooling

applications to correct the inflammation, and had it been

applied to the more sensitive cuticle of a horse, been a set

baok that would have taken a long time to overcome.

Hereafter we will give the results on biped and quad-

ruped, and hope to present something which will be of

service.

And now we have a request to make, that being that

the Secretaries of the various fairs and meetings will

send official reports of the racing and trotting. It is of

the greatest importance that there should be absolutely

correct transcripts from the official records. In trotting

races the time of each heat, exactly as the stand-book

has it, is of great value. An error once published may

be troublesome to correct, and be the means of occasion-

ing protests, and no end to the tribulations of owners.

"While it is outside of the regular duties of secretaries

to furnish this for the press, the benefits to the Associa-

tions will more than recompense them for the trouble,

though, for the credit of California horses we will pay for

the coyying, and if the secretaries are too busy some one

else can be employed to do the work of copying, the sec-

retary attesting its correctness over his signature.

"We intend to write a full history of the fairs and meet-

ings of 1S87, and in order to do the subject justice, the

data must be on hand. There will be a grand snowing

Ifor
the P£cific Coast if our efforts are seconded by the

officials of the Fairs, and will give horse breeders of the

East a better conception of the advantages of California

for stock-breeding than almost any other information.

A copy of the official record is of paramount importance,

in fact an absolute necessity, to insure the work being

properly done, and we trust that these will be sent with

as little delay as possible.

"We republish the list of entries for the Bay District

Meeting, as the former list was not correct, there having

been additions since. A glance will show that the sport

should be very good. There are 53 entries in the ten

events, and the horses in each are so closely matched

that sharp fights are inevitable. The 2:3o will have been

decided ere this number is issued, though in time for the

2:27, which is to be trotted to-day. There is a great field

engaged, and whoever can select the winner from the

seven horses engaged, beforehand, will be entitled to a

medal for acuteness. It is a tough lot for a three-year-

old to tackle; though Sable "Wilkes has shown capacity

which warrants his owner in giving him a chance to fur-

ther distinguish himself. On the following Tuesday the

same horses come together again, with the exception of

Gus "Wilkes, and it is more than even betting that the

same horse will not win both. A week from to-day the

free-for-all pacing will be the issue, though that and

the balance of the programme can be better handled

next week. There are good prospects for a continuation

of the beautiful weather which has prevailed for the past

two weeks, and that the track will be in the best of order

j5 beyond question.
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The Bay District Trottiner Meetiner-

Llst of Entries.
-Revised

Oct. 7th—Purse $500. 2:35 class.

Palo Alto's b 8 Clifton Bell.

A. J. Fleming's b m Emma Anderson.

H. Hitohcock's b g Carl.

J. A. Goldsmith's b g Perihelion.

J. W. Gordon's b m Baby Mine.

L. B. Lindsev's b m Nantita J.

H. fclcConn's" blk g Little Fred.

Oct 8th—Purse §500. 2:27 class.
"

J. H. Penman nameB b g Wells Fargo.

J. A. Goldsmith names blk s Sable Wilkes.

A. McDowell names b m Maid of Oaks.

J. A. Dustin names b s Gus Wilkes.

L. B. Lindsey names spt m Platina.

W. H. Tulley names b m Lester.

Oct. 11th—Purse 5500. 2:26 class.

J. A. Goldsmith names blk s Sable "Wilkes.

A. McDowell names b m Maid of Oaks.

L. B. Lindsey names spt m Platina.

"W. H. Tulley names b m Lester.

J. H. Penman names b g Wells-Fargo.

Oct. 13th—Purse §500. Free-for-all pacing.

L. Shaner nameB b g Chapman.
J. A. Goldsmith names r m Ella S.

P. Fitzgerald names blk a Killarney.

H. Hitchcock names blk g Billy Bunker.

Oct. 15th—Purse $600. 2:23 olass.

H. Hitchcock names blk g Black Diamond.

W. F. Smith names blk g Thapsin.

O. A. Hickok names 6 g Conde.

L. Shaner names b g Alfred S.

W. W. Bradbury names b g Old Nick.

Pat Parrell names b s Marin.

Oct. 18th—Purse $500. 2:30 class.

H. Hitchcock names b g Carl.

J. W. Gordon names b m Baby Mine.

L. B. Lindsey names b m Nantita J.

H. McConn names b g St. David.

A. J. Fleming names b m Emma Anderson.

Oct. 20th—Purse $600. 2:20 class.

J. A. Goldsmith's b m Sister.

L. B. Lindsey's b m Jane L.

L. Shaner's blk m Kate Ewing.

Oct. 22d—Purse S750. 2:17 class.

W. F. Smith names b g Adair.
" O. A. Hickok names b g Arab.

L. B. Lindsey names b m Jane L.

L. Shaner names b g Lot Slocum.

Oct. 27th—Puree $500. 2:25 class.

J. A. Dnstin's b s Gus Wilkes.

L. B. Lindsey's b m Platina.

W. H. Tulley's b m Lester.

J. H. Penman's b g Wells-Fargo.

29th—Purse Sl.OOO. Free-for-all; pacing and trotting.

George Van Gordon's b g Homestake.

H. Hitchcock's blk s L. C. Lee.

W. F. Smith's b g Adair.

J. A. Goldsmith's r m Ella S.

Lee Shaner's b g Lot Slocum.

During the meeting the Association will give a purse of

$750 for the following named horses:—Black Diamond, Sis-

ter, Jane L., Thapsin, Kate Ewing, Conde, Menlo, Woodnnt,

Alfred S., Valentine, Clifton Bell and Maid of Oaks.

Racine at Walla Walla.

The appended report of the racing at the Walla Walla, W.

T., Fair, is from the Portland Rural Spirit:

Sept. 26th.—The Derby was the only race. For this event

Diavolo, Rosa Lewis, Dutty Winters and Mark Twain came

to the post. After several attempts the field got off to a fair

start, with Mark Twain leading to the quarter. At this point

Diavolo and Duffy came up and passed him, all running iu a

bnnch to the end of the mile, where Diavolo opened a gap of

several lengths, leaving the trio to tight for second, which

they did in fine style. Within a hundred yards of the wire

Duffy fouled Kosa Lewis, for which the judges gave him third

place.

WAli-a Walla, Sept. 26th.—Walla Walla Derby—Running, one and

a half miles, for tbree-yeai-olds . 350 entrance and 8250 added.

W. H. Babb'3 b c Diavolo by Shannon, dam Dime Winnie 1

J H Hamilton's ch f Rosa Lewis by Flood, dam Fannie Lewis 2

W. H Babb's b g Duffy Winters by Patsy Dnffy, dam Neva Winters. 3

Oregon Stable's cb g Mark Twain by Monday, dam Jennie C
Time, 2:40.

Pools: Diavolo and Duffy Winters (Babb's stable) 320, Rosa Lewi3

$lu, Mark Twain S5. Mutuals paid 38.

Sept. 27th.—Weather beantiful. The attendance to-day

was nearlv double that of yesterday.

The first race was the 2:44 class, between Kitty Ham, Susie

S. and Osgood Maid. This proved to be a tine race between

the two first-named mares. Susie was favorite, selling for

more than double that of the others. Kitty Ham had won
two heats before she sold even. Susie won third heat and

again went up to double.

Sept 27, 1887.—Trotting, 2:ii Class. Purse $250.
T. H. Tongue's br m Kit'y Ham by Hambletonian Mambrino,

dam Kitty Lewis —Sawyer 1
J.Sorenson's cb m Susie's., by Hambletonian Mambrino.

dam Bellfounder Girl—Woods 2
Osgood Maid, bm 3

Time, 2:37i, 2:31i, 2:3C, 2:*2*,

In justice to Susie S. it is proper to say that in the fourth
heat her check came off and let her head go to the end that
her friends believed she lost the race.

The nest was the Pioneer Stake, for two-year-olds. Pools:
Oregon $40, Hilda $20, field 35. Mntuals paid $S9.

Sept. 27, 1887.—Pioneer Stake for two -year-olds. Five-eighths of a
mile. Purse 3200, added to a sweepstake of $50 each.
W. L. Whitmore's ch c Coloma by Joe Hooker, dam Callie Smart 1

W. H. Babb's ch f Hilda by Geo. Wilkes, dam Neva Winters -j,

Oregon Stable's ch c Oregon by Monday, dam Planetia 3
J. H. Hamilton's ch f Miss Dudl°v by Glen Dudley, dam Laura C...

Time, 1:04.

Sept 27, 1887.—Running, one-half mile dash. Puree §200.
Bones, chg I

Forward Four, or c 9
Klickitat Tom, bg ; 3
Sagebrush S3m, bg o

Time, :50*.

The day's racing was tough on the talent and a bonanza
for the watermelon boys.

Sept. 28th.—Weather beautiful. Attendance double that
of either preceding day.

First race, three-quarter mile. Pools: Keepsake $70, For-
ward Four $40. field $20. The first time the horses came
up they were all bunched and all uuder equal headway, but
for some cause were not sent off. At the second trial Keep-
sake got the best of the start and won easily.

Sept. 28. 1887.—Running, three-quarter mile. Purse S301
J. Paquet's b m Keepsake, Z, by Flood, dam Katharion, 107 (orange

and blu*>). O'Hara 1

Twenty-one. Forward Four, Laura D. followed in order named.
Time. 1:18. Mntuals paid 88.40.

The nest was trotting, 3:00 class, purse $100. Pools: Geo.
Kinney $70, Black Bess $30, Belvidere and Lady Belle (field)

$10. Black Bess won first heat, Kinnev last three. Belvi-
dere distanced in third heat. Time, 2:58, 2:54, 2:52J, 2:52.
Running, three-eighths mile dash, purse $150. Bogus 1,

Pappoose2, Walt McCullough 3, Napa 4. Time, :35. Mutuals
paid $16.

Notes From Observer.

Oct.

Those who maintain the affirmative of the proposition, (and
many do, albeit all unwittingly,) seem to deriva much sup-
port from the recent performances of the Eastern mare Lu-
eila. Instance her last race at Stockton, Sept. 30th,

which she won, taking tbe last three heats in the excellent

time of 2:24, 2:24£, 2:27. Immediately the air became filled

with exclamations, Whuta game mare! Isn't she game? etc.,

followed by the more positive assertion, she's ''dead game."
Now all this denies, by implication, the possession of that

quality by the competitor, whom she defeated, Gus Wilkes.
While not denying that Luella is a game animal, it is held
that the race in question does not demonstrate it. Let us
analyze it a little. She had a previous record of 2:21]-, she
laid up two heats, making them, let us say, in about 2:30,

then won the third heat in 2:24, the fourth in 2:24], and the
fifth in 2:27. If she had trotted a heat close to her record,

say 2:23, repeated in 2:22 and "come back" the third time in

2:23£ to 2:24, then it would have been demonstrated that she
had "bottom. Gub' previous record was 2:27£. He won the
first heat in 2:26, the second in 2:25 and was a very danger-
ous second in the third heat in 2:24, as also in the fourth and
fifth, in 2:24^ and 2:27 respectively. Passing without com-
ment the driver's statement (Mr. Dustin) made to the judges
when scoring, that his horse was short of work; making no
criticism on that scoring, we come again to the question
which heads this article, and also ask if the defeated horse is

not a stayer?

Let us call him Mr. H and premise that he was an old-

time driver. He had been in California in its early and.

rough days, long before the advent of the trotters, and had
taken on a little of the rough ways of the times. In short he.

had been known, uuder great provocation, like " my uncle
Toby," to indulge in language more forcible than elegant,

more expressive than chaste. Calling one evening at the
house of a friend he met a minister of the Gospel, stopping
temporarily with that friend. Several ladies dropped in to

pay their respects to said minister. Church topics came at

once into the conversation, and as several different denom-
inations were represented, much badinage ensued. Finally,

one sprightly lady made an attack on the Baptists, then, sud-
denly checking herself, said " I mustn't say too much, there

may be some Baptist present." The host replied, with a

twinkle iu his eye, "I think not, unless, (turning to H) Mr.
H— is one." As much, concerning him has been left to the

imagination of the reader, it is also left to the imagination to

determine whether or not Mr. H felt exactly at his ease.

It was at a new town on the frontier where was located an
U. S. Land Office. A contest was going on before the

Register and BeceiveT; there were present eight or ten wit-

nesses on one side of the case, all stopping at the hotel of the

village. To say that the fare was frugal would be compli-
mentary—there was plenty of food, but oh! how it was
spoiled in the cooking. It has been said that the "Almighty
made the food, but the devil made the cooks." The wit-

nesses came from another State, and, of course, without com-
pulsory process. They must be conciliated, kept in good
humor, so the principal in the case sent out messengers to

scour the adjacent country in search of eggs, chickens, etc.,.

wherewith to eke out the slender repasts, remarking faceti-

ously that "a hungry man can't tell the truth." Three times

the chicken appeared, minus the breasts, nothing but the
legs, wings and backs of the fowls in sight. All this time,

with surprising regularity, the landlady's table was supplied

with delicate, snowy breasts of chicken. Now the frontiers-

man is generally honest and frank, therefore slow to entertain

suspicion, but finally it dawned upon the minds of some of

the boys that this had occurred too often to be purely acci-

dental, that the Landlady was regaling herself at their expense,

and they made some remarks to that effect. As usual with
disparaging remarks, they came to her ears, and she becamo
somewhat restive over the imputation upon her fair fame.

She took early occasion to visit a lady friend who's husband
was intimate with the boys, and who (she judged) would
report to them whatever she would leave with his wife. She
said, "Some of those fellows from say I took their chick-

ens. Just to think that I'd do such a thing! no, it's all that

Chinaman's fault, he left the cupboard door open and the

cats did it." Being a lady they, as in duty bound, accepted

her statement as the fact, but they continue, to this day, to

wonder at the rare discrimination of those cats. Obsebveb.

Name Claimed.

Wm. Buckley, of San Jose, claims the name of Sa>~ L~
Maid for grey filly, foaled in 1SS5 by "Webster, dam bv i

M. Patchen Ji.
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The Blood-Horse in Vermont.

[From Alleo W. Thompson's "Horses of Woodstock."]

It is well known that the soil and climate have much to do

with producing poor or hue animals. Ic is said of Vermont
tnat she is noted for producing hne horses as well as great

men; that her horses are much sought for in the markets on

aecoont of their tongh, wiry, enduring constitutions and

their hne style and make. Xnis makes it desirous to know
more as to the first Horses of Vermont, their breeding and

origin. The first settlers of the State came from Rhode
Island, Massacliusetts, Connecticut and New Hampshire, and

they took with them their horses and other stuck. From
Rhode Island was introduced the blood of the Narragausett

pacer; from the valley of the Connecticut the thoroughbred

English horse. At this time the English thoroughbred had

been quite largely bred in the Connecticut Valley. A num-
ber oi the purest blood had been imported from England, and

quite a number from New York, New Jersey and Virginia.

The Barb horse Hanger was imported to New London, Conn.,

about 1765. He was kept at Hartford and vicinity for several

years. Was ut first .. dapple gray fifteen hands high, and of

the finest form, symmetry and tinish. His great value was

that his descendants inherited in a marked degree his rare

qualities. It is admitted that he was the best Arabian ever

taken to America. There is quite a story as to his origin,

and how it was that he was taken to Connecticut. It may be

and it may not be true. The ridges on his legs show that

they were broken, and it may have been the cnuse of his

being taken to this country. The reason of his being taken

to Virginia shows his great value as a stock horse. It was at

the siege of Boston that the attention of Washington, his

officers and staff was attracted by the superior horses that

composed the eavalry from the valley of the Connecticut.

Upon inquiry it was found that they were mostly by an

Arabian horse called Kanger. This caused the "Virginians to

believe that Kanger would improve their horses at home, and,

through the advice of Washington and Lee, Captain Lindsey

was sent to see and buy the horse, if he thought best. This

he did, and took him to Virginia. The thoroughbred mareB

of Virginia and Maryland were largely bred to him, and the

cross is highly prized in the racer. In Virginia Ranger was

known as LindBey's Arabian.

There was a large number of young Rangers kept and ad-

vertised in the Connecticut Valley, and it is known that one

or more of them was taken to Vermont. One was kept at

Stowe and Morristown, owned by a Air. Stewart, a counter-

feiter. He said he was never afraid of the officers catching

him if he could get the start of them on his horse. The horse

General Putnam rode down the declivity of one hundred

steps when he escaped from the British was by Ranger. One
writer states that Washington's celebrated gray cuarger was,

too. This must be considered doubtful, unless Washington

obtained him when at Boston, or soon after. Some writers

have claimed, because the northern part of Vermont bordered

Canada, her tirst horses must have been largely of French or

Canadian origin. It can be seen how absurd this claim is

from the fact that the southern part of the State was first

settled, ani by settlers trom the South, who took their horses

with them. As the southern part became settled, the settlers

pressed north from the south. The southern towns were

settled fifty years earlier than the northern towns. The bor-

der towns of Canada were mostly settled by settlers from

Vermont.
In the first settling of the country, horses could only be

used as beasts of burden. The settlers in breaking into the

wilderness, unless by the side of large rivers, could go but a

short distance, as there were no roads, only the paths of the

wild beasts and the red man, and the lined trees marked by

the hunter and woodman. Another reason why they could

not go far from the borders of civilization was, that they must

be near a market. The tirst few settlers of many of the towns

of Vermont had no horses at first; they came into the State on

foot. They knew before they could have the horse something

must be raised and provided for. When this was accom-

plished, then the horse was procured. The horse then

wanted was the one the easiest to ride, as there were no

wagons and but few roads; the one that was the surest-

footed, that was the safest to get over the rough, bad routes

they had. The people were poor, and could not at first enjoy

the luxury of the saddle, so the horse wanted must have a

good wide" back; no rail-backed horse was wanted. In the

winter the good roads on the snow and the cold weather made
it more pleasant to ride behind the horse on the sled than on

his back. After a while the rich substituted the pung for the

sled; this was considered a little aristocratic. Woolen

blankets were used instead of "buffalo robeB." Now the sled

and pung have given way to the Bleigh, and it is hard to say

what the sleigh will give way to.

Though the horses of the eastern and western part of the

State had a common origiu, their type and characteristics did

not continue the same. The western part of the State borders

on New York, and this caused many of the inhabitants to do

their marketing at Troy and Albany. HorBes were taken to

New York, and, furthermore, horses were brought from New
York to the western part of Vermont, and it caused the

horses of the two sections to be somewhat alike.

The first important cross upon the horses of the western

part of the State was from a son of imported Messenger,

called Bishop Hambletonian. He was foaled on Long Island

in 1806; he was a bay, fifteen and a half hands high, and

weighed about eleven hundred pounds; had quite a reputa-

tion as a racer. He was taken to Granville, X. Y , in 1822,

and there kepi, with the exception of two or three season*,

until his death, which was in 1834. Some of the seasons he

was kept p.irt of the time at Pawlet, Wells, Pooltney, and
Burlington, Vt. The Hambletonian blood was largely bred

and highly prized. It gave size and speed, but with this

there was often a coarseness and a lack of style and beauty.

The cross is highly valued in the pedigree of the trotters.

But few Hambletonian horses were taken across the mountain

to the eastern part of the State, so that, comparatively speak-

ing, the blood was not bred on the eastern side of the moun-
tain; yet, wherever it was, it did leave quite an impression in

transmitting speed. The Morgan blood was the first cross

upon the horses in the eastern part of the State, and so pop-

ular was it that atone time nearly all the horses of the eastern

part coold be called Morgans. Their popularity commenced
about 1820, and it continued until 186J; then the demand
was for horses having more Bize and speed. Had the Morgan
horses been bred to average in weight ten hundred and fifty

pounds, and fifteen and a half hands in height, the demand
for them must have always been great. It was their small

size that cost them their popularity (there were too many
jmall ones). They were not bred at first to any extent upon

the west side of the mountain. The Morrills seemed to be

what the market demanded, and they have been largely

crossed upon the Morgins. The Morrills, properly speaking,

are a branch of the Morgans, as their founder, Old Morrill,

traces on his sire's aide to Bulrush Morgan. Yet the char-

acteristics of the two classes of horses are very different every

way. The Morrills are more rangy, larger made, and have
more speed than the true Morgan; their manes and tails are

not as fall; nor do they have the style, spirit and endurance
of the Morgans proper. Their founder, Old Morrill, was bred
in Walden, Vt., foaled in 1843, was a black, sixteen hands
high, and weighed at times thirteen hundred pounds. He
was kept the most of the time at Danville, Vt., and died there

in 1S62. The firBt cross upon the Hambletonians was the

Black Hawk cross. Old Black Hawk, the founder of the
family that takes hiB name, was bred and raised in Durham,
N. H., was foaled in 1833, was taken to Lowell, Mass.. when
rive years old, where he was owned by Benjamin Thurston
until 1S44, when he was purchased by David Hill, of Brid-

port, Vt., who took him to Bridgport and there kept him until

his death, which was in Deeernhar, 1S56. His beiDg owned
so long in Vermont gave him his name, Vermont Black Hawk.
He was called, when Hill owned him, Old Black Hawk, Hill's

Black Hawk, and Morgan Black Hawk. Black Hawk was a

jet black, not quite fifteen hands high, and weighed about

nine hundred and fifty pounds. He was a very smooth, fine-

made, handsome horse; was stylish and tine driving, and was
considered fast in his day. He was largely patronized at

Bridgport, and had the greatest reputation of any horse of his

day. He was a remarkably prepotent sire, and stamped his

characteristics in a marked degree on his progeny. The
Black Hawk cross gave beauty and style, with speed; many
of his sons were from fifteen and a half to sixteen hands high,

and weighed from eleven hundred to twelve hundred pounds.
The Black Hawks were not bred to any extent on the east

side of the mountain; one of the sons, Captain Lightfoot, was
kept at Bethel in 1854, and sired that season the dam of Draco
Prince; black horse, rec. 2:24£. Rattler (Bigart's) left some stock

in the southern part of the State. Was foaled at Danby, Vt.,

in 1S44: was a bay, fifteen and three-quarter hands high, and
weighed eleven hundred and fifty pounds. He won the stal-

lion race on Long Island in 1850. in straight heats, best time

2:46. Fie resembled the Hambletonians, as he had one or

more crosses of Hambletonian and Messenger blood, though
his sire was Sir Henry, grandson of the Garret horse, and he

by Leonidaa.
The Columbus blood had something of a run on the west

side of the mountain. Old Columbus, the founder of the

family, was a French horse taken from Canada to Bakersrield,

Vt., about 1842; from there he was taken to Massachusetts,

and in 1854 to Orwell, Vt. He was a chestnut with white

feet and a white face, fifteen hands high, and weighed one
thousand pounds; was a converted pacer and was fast. His

blood has given speed, but not beauty or style. The Coluni-

buses are not free, good drivers or roadsters.

The next cross was the Ethan Allen. He was kept several

years at Shoreham, Vt., as was his great-son Daniel Lambert.
The Ethan Allen and Daniel Lambert blood has been and is

very popular. It has given beauty, style and tinish, with

great speed. They are free, pleasant, fine roadsters and
drivers; yet there is too often a lacking of size among the

Ethan Aliens and Lamberts, which should be rectified by a

cross of some larger strain of trotting blood. A number of

sons and grandsons of Rysdyk's Hambletonian have been

biought into the State, both in the eastern and western part,

and have been quite largely bred from; some were used as

early as 1S70. It is hard to say now what the result of the

cross will be. In some instances expectations have not been

realized.

The Clay blood has not been bred to any extent in Vermont.
Ballard's Cassius M. Clay, 54, is the only one of note that has

been used. He was foaled in 1854, at Contoocookville, Hop-
kinton, N. H.; sire, Jones's 1st Cassias M. Clay, by old Cas-

sias M. Clay IS; dam by a pacing horse that came from
Maine. Was bred and was owned at one time by President

Pierce. One account is that he was bred by Judge Perkins,

was purchased in 1S59 by Jones & Ballard, and taken to

Hartford, Vt., where he was kept until his death, which was
in 1S78. He was a dark mahogany bay with star, fifteen and
three-quarter hands high, and weighed over eleven hundred
pounds; rec. 2:37. He was largely used, and proved a valu-

able cross for the Morgan and Morrill mares. Four of his get

are in the 2:30 list, and quite a number have trotted in 2:40,

or better. The marea by him have proved very prepotent in

transmitting speed. Lady Barefoot, rec. 2:26£, dam, was by
him, and the dams of several of the fast ones.

Thus briefly have been stated the facts, from the beginning

to the present time, as to the horses of Vermont, and they can

apply in a general sense to the horses of the different towns

of the State.

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies by

rcail or telegraph. The name of the -writer Bhould accompany all

questions, not for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith. Let-

ters received without the writer'u name cannot Teceive attention.

Figures and Facts.

J. M. L\, Ogden, Utah,

Please give pedigree of sorrel stallion Euchre, said to be

thoroughbred.
Answer—Euchre, chestnut horse, foaled 1S77, bred by W.

L. Pritchard, Sacramento, Cal. By Leinster, dam Flush by

Hiawatha; second dam Fanny Bugg by imp. Ambassador;

third dam Ida by imp. Belshazzar; fourth dam Madame Bos-

ley by Sir Richard, etc. See Bruce's Am. Stud Book, Vol. IV,

page 202.

R. O. N., Visalia, Cal.

Please publish the breeding of the horse Warfield, by Lex-

ington; also of the pacer called Canada Chief, he was imported

from Canada to Kentucky.
Answer— 1 . There is no Warfield by Lexington. 2. Canada

Chief was by Davy Crockett, dam by Blackburn's Whip. He
was not imported from Canada, but bred in Kentucky.

Sold at Auction.

In New York, the othnr day, at oneof Col. Bruce's sales, the

following Pacific CoaBt racers changed owners, and it is to be
hoped, changed their luck:

Bate Ban, b c, 3, by King Ban—Herzegovina; R, P.

Ashe $1,750
Monte Cristo, ch o, 4, by King Alfonso—GalanthiB;

Queens County Stable 1,600

King Idle, br c, 2, by Wildidle—Augusta E; E. J.

Baldwin 1,550

Bonanza, ch g, 5, by Joe Hooker—Mattie Glenn; C.

H. Petfcingill 900

Johnston, the king of pacers, is announced to try a novel
contest at Homewood Park, Pittsburgh, Nov. 1st. A match
of $3,000 has been arranged for the pacer to go in harness
against Charley Hogan and running mate, Father Johu.
Hogau trotted with runniDg mate at Chicago a few weeks ago
in 2:12A, the last half in 1 :02J. Johnston has palled a wagon
at nearly the same clip. The contest Bhould be exciting and
close, as it is a fair match.

[The Sportsman, Melbourne.]

Mr. Richard A. Proctor, in his work on "Chance and
Lack," just published, has a very interesting article on bet-

ting on races.

He says:—"When I was travelling in Australasia I sava
good deal of a class of men with whom, in this country, only
betting men ar6 likely to come much in contact—bookmakers,
or men who make a profession of betting. What struck me
most, perhaps, at first was that they regarded their bUBioess
as a distinct profession. Just as a man would say in Eng-
land, 'I am a lawyer or a doctor,' so these men would say that
they were bookmakers. Yet, on consideration, I saw that
there was nothing altogether novel in this. Others, whose
business really is to gain money by making use of the weak-
nesses of their fellowmen, have not scrupled to call their

employment a trade or a profession. Madame Rachel might
have even raised her special occupation to the dignity of 'a

mistery* on Shakespearean grounds ('Painting, sir, I have
heard say is a mistery, and members of my occupation using
painting do prove my occupation a mistery'); and if aught of
wrong in his employment could be made out to the satisfac-

tion of a bookmaker, his answer might be Shakespearean
also, 'Other sorts offend as well as we— ay, and better {qy.
bettor) too.'"

Although Mr. Proctor has but a very rudimentary know-
ledge of the intricacies of betting from a finessing point of
view, and his arguments are, in the main, theoretical, they are
closely reasoned out, and are very readeable.
"The statements made in the daily papers commonly refer

to wagers actually made, and therefore the uninitiated might
suppose that everyone that tried would be able to obtain the
same odds. This is not the case. The wagers whioh are
laid between practiced betting men afford very little indica-

tion of the prices which would be forced {so to speak) upon
an inexperienced bettor. Bookmakers—that is, men who
make a series of bets upon several or all of the horses engaged
in a race—naturally seek to give less favorable terms than the
known chances of the different horses engaged would suffice

to warrant. As they cannot offer such terms to the initiated,

they offer them—and in general successfully—to the inex-
perienced."

"Betting to figures" is treated exhaustively by Mr. Proctor,

who indicates at length how the victory of a favorite is

worse for the ring than that of an outsider. This frequently
happens, by the way, even when the bookmakers have
laid their full books, say. a thonsand pounds, against both
the favorite and the outsider. If the favorite wins Tie takes

more money "out of the ring" than the outsider would, for

the simple reason that he, the favorite, would be backed at

a shorter price than the outsider.

It is often said that a man may bo lay his wagers about a
race as to make sure of gaining money whichever horse wins
the race. This is not strictly the case. It is ot course possi-

ble to make sure of winning if the bettor can only get persons
to lay or take the odds he requires to the amount he requires.

But this is precisely the problem which would remain insolu-

ble if all bettors were equally experienced.
Suppose, for instance, that there are three horses engaged

in a race with equal chances of success. It is readily 6hown
that the odds are 2 to 1 against each. But if a bettor can get

a person to take even betting against the first horse {A), a

second person to do the like about the second horse (B), and
a third to do the like about the third horse (C), and if all

these bets are made to the Bame amount— say, £1,000—then,

inasmuch as only one horse can win, the bettor loses £1,000
on that horse (say A), and gainB the same sum on each of the

two horses, B and C. Thus, on the whole, he gains £1,000,

the sum laid out against each horse.

If the layer of the odds had laid the true odds to the same
amount on each horse, he would neither have gained nor lost.

Suppose, for instance, that he laid £1,000 to £500 against

each horse, and A won; then he would have to pay £1,000 to

the backer of A, and to receive £500 from each of the backers

of B and C. In like manner, a person who had backed each

hoTse to the same extent would neither lose nor gain by the

event. Nor would a backer or layer who had wagered differ-

ent sums necessarily gain or lose by the race; he would gain

or lose according to the event. This will at once be seen, on
trial.

Let us next take the case of horses with unequal prospects

of success—for instance, take the case of the four horses con-

sidered above, against which the odds were respectively 3 to

2, 2 to 1, 4 to 1, and 14 to I. Here, suppose the same sum
laid against each, and for convenience let this sum be £84
(because 84 contains the numbers 3, 2, 4 and 14). The layer

of the odds wagers £S4 to £56 against the leading favorite,

£84 to £42 against the second horse, £84 to £21 against the

third, and £84 to £6 against the fourth. Whichever horse

wins, the layer has to pay £S4; but if the favorite wins, he
receives only £42 on one horse, £21 on another, and £6 on
the third—that £69 in all, so that he loses £15; if the second

horse wins, he has to receive £56, £21 and £5, or £S3 in all,

bo that he loses £1. If the third horse wins, he receives £56,

£42 and £6, or £104 in all, and thus gains £20; and, lastly,

if the fourth horse wins, he has to receive £56, £42 and £21,

or £119 in all, so that he gains £35. He clearly risks much
less than he has a chance (however small) of gaining. It is

also clear that in all such caseB the worst event for the layer

of the odds is that the tirst favorite should win. Accordingly,

as professional bookmakers are nearly always layers of odds,

one often finds the success of a favorite spoken of in the

papers as a "great blow for the bookmakers," while the suc-

cess of a rank outsider will be described as a "misfortune to

backers."
"But there is another circumstance which tends to make

the success of a favorite a blow to layers of the odds, and
vice versa. In the case we have supposed the money actually

pending about the four horses (that is, the Bum of the

amounts laid for and against them) was L140 as respeots the

favorite, L126 as respects the second, L105 as respects the

third, and L90 as respects the fourth. But, as a matter of

fact, the amounts pending about the favorites bear always a

much greater proportion than the above to the amounts pend-

ing about outsiders. It iB easy to see the effect of tbiB. Sup-

pose, for instance, that instead of the sums L84 to L56, L84
to L42, L84 to L21, and LS4 to L6, a bookmaker had laid

L8.400 to L5.600, LS40 to L120, LS4 to L21, and LJ4 to LI

respectively—then it will easily be seen that he will lose

L7,958 by the success of the favorite, whereas he would gain

L4.7S2 by the success of the second horse, L5.937 by that of

the third, and L6.027 by that of the fourth. I have taken this

as an extreme case. As a general rule, there is not so great a

disparity as has been here assumed between the sums pend-

ing on favoriteB and outsiders.

"I scarcely think any bookmaker would be* found suffi-

ciently insane to attempt to make a book on the principle of

standing to neither win nor lose. If he did he would have to

make provision for one source of loss whioh Mr. Prootor
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appears to have overlooked. I refer to bad debts, which.
\

would probably amount to 30 per cent, of his book.

"Finally, it may be asked whether, in the case of horses
!

baviog unequal chances, it is possible that wagers can be so !

proportioned" (just odds being given and taken) that, as in the I

former case, a person backing or laying against all the four
shall neither gain nor lose. It is so. All that is necessary ia

;

that the sum actually pending about each horse shall be the
same. Thus, in the preceding case, if the wagers L9 to L6,
L10 to L5, L12 to L3, and L14 to LI are either laid or taken
by the same person, he will neither gain nor lose by the event
whatever it may be. And, therefore, if unfair odds are laid

or taken about all the horses in such a manner that the
amounts pending on the several horses are equal (or nearly
so), the unfair bettor must win by the result. Say, for

instance, that instead of the above odds he lays L8 to L6, L9
to L5, Lll to L3, and L13 to LI against the four horses
respectively; it will be found that he must win LI. Or if he
takes the odds LIS to Lll, L20 to L9, L24 to L5 and L28 to

LI (the just odds being LIS to L12, L20 to L10, L24 to L6,
and L2S to L2 respectively), he will win LI by the race. So
that, by giving or taking such odds to a sufficiently large

amount, a bettor would be certain of pocketing a consider-
able sum whatever the event of a given race might be.

*'lt is by no means necessary that the system I have
described above should be carried out in a precise and formal
manner. If you have a tolerably large capital, or if, in case

of failure, you have courage (greatly daring) to run away,
you may leave a little to chance on every race, and then, if

chance favors you, your gains will be proportionately greater.

"But fo." Bupreme success on the turf wider measures must
be adopted which may now be sketched in outline. The sys-

tem is exceedingly simple—and it will be found that when
the method of the great bookmakers is analyzed a little there

underlies it the fundamental idea of the system—yet prob-

ably not one among them knows anything about it in detail

though he may thoroughly well understand that his method
leaves verv little to chance."

VETERINARY.
Conducted by Thos. Bowhill, M. R. 0. V. S.

Subacrlbers to this piper can have advice through this column in all
caaes of sick or injured horses or cattle by sending an explicit deecrip-1
tion of the case. Applicants will send their name and address that
fhey may be identified. Questions requiring answers by mall should
be accompanied by three dollars, and addressed to Drs. Bowhill &
Fitzgerald, 1129 Market St., San Francisco.

The Bookless Farmer.

The bookless farmer is a one-horse farmer with a life-long

ambition to gain a reputation for wearing a dirty shirt.

He will alarm the neighborhood by getting up two hours
before day, then sit around and not go to work till after sun-

up.
He will complain of hard times, then tear his pants climb-

ing a fence where a gate ought to be.

He will get all his neighbors to help him in getting his cow
out of a bog, then let her die for want of attention.

Stock will get in and destroy his crop at a place in his

fence that he has been putting off repairing for six months.
He will talk all day Sunday about what he knows about

farming, then ride around the neighborhood Monday looking

for seed potatoes.

He will go in his shirtsleeves on a cold day to Bhow what
he can stand, then return home at night and occupy two-

thirdB of the fire-place till bedtime.

He will ridicule the mechanism of a cotton planter, and
then go out and mash his thumb nailing a board on a fence.

He will go to town on Saturday and come back with fifty

cents worth of coffee, a paper of pins, a dollar's worth of

chewing tobacco, and his hide full of whisky.

He is economical; economy is his forte. He will save ten

cents worth of axle-grease and ruin the spindle of a $70
wagon.
He won't subscribe for a newspaper but he will borrow one

from hiB friend, and his wife and daughters will forget that it

was borrowed and paste it upon the wall.

And it may be added that he will spend a dollar treating a

set of blackguard loafers, and let his wife and daughters go

in rag3 for want of fifty-cent calico dresses which he is too

poor to pay for.

He will leave his plow in the furrow and corn unplanted to

go to town to hear a political speech, and spend the balance

of the day telling what a "boss" his candidate is, and what a

fool and rascal the other party has nominated.

He is "wiser in his own conceit than ten men who can give

a reason," and "though you bray him in a mortar like wheat,

his foolishness will not depart from him."—National Stock-

man.

HERD AND SWINE.

American Devon Cattle CJub—Transfers.

Brazil 4253; Carver 4254, Chancy Atwood to D. B. Wheeler, Southford,

Ct.

Dlone 6354; Verity 5423, R. J. Bauguss to J. T. Bauguss, Columbia,

Tenn.
Bill's Hebron 4246; Bill's Cecil 7547, James A. Bill to Edwin I. Smith,

Hebron, Ct.

Model Prince 3P43, A. F. Bronson to Chapman Bros., 'Wells Bridge,

Bt. Charles 4252; Bed Bose 7557, T. D. Coffing to Jno. M. Daniels,

Estell, Neb.
Davidson 42S7, T. W. Davidson to Jesse Mead. Bowlu?ville, Ohio.

Moscow 4^42, J. P. Fish & Son to •'. W. Haines, Fort Fairfield, Me.

Otho 4249, Obas. C. Ford to D. Stone, New Milford, Ct.

Omega 4148; Brass 4149; Sogosewatba 6869; Also 6727, W. 8. Furbay to B.

Waddel, Marion, 0.

Lady G 2937, Jno. K. Gower to P. W. Davidson, Mechanics burg, O.

King of the Dairy 2035, Dr. W. H. Harwood to Robert Schroeder,

Malone, N. Y.

Bakery 4283, H. C. Hawley & Son to E. T. Finch, Carpenter's Eddy, N. Y.

Pytheus 3896, S. E. Holmes to E. T. Finch, Carpenter's Eddy, N. Y.

Hearty 69G8, Mrs. A. C. Howard & Son to J. D. Mercer, Carlwick, O.

Maggie N 5568, Newell C. Hunt to Chas. S. Tnrner, Chaplin, Ct.

Kintr Fred 2ir.fi. J. H. Magee to Lemuel Kunkle, Homer City, Pa.

Big Eollivar 2602; Davidson 4257; Bob 4258, Jesse Mead to B. Waddel

Bright Puritan 4634, John M. Miller to F. W. Spalding, Unesville, Pa.

Well^sley 3323, J. W. Morse & Sou to Thos. Bidwell, Uuxnee, 111.

Blossom Pet 5635, A. E. Norton to J. W. Yale, Meriden, Ct.

Burly Boy 4224, P. Palmer & Son to D. C. Falknor. Center, O.

Pathway 3476, B. F. Peck & Son to H. B. Cone, Batavia, N. Y.

Goliath 3796; Lonely 5105; Basic 6875; Message 6936, J. A. Pomeroy &
Son toT. D. Ludington, GoshRn, Ct.

Mountain King 4245; Nancy Bell 7546; J. A. Pomeroy & Son to G. F.

Merritt, Houltou, Me.
Mort 3797, J. A. Pomeroy fc Son to Ornn Pomeroy, Sidney Centre,

N Y.
Mikado, 4238, N. B. Reed; M. S. Barton, Belchertown.Mass^

Princess TJncas 3£01. N. B. Reed to S. H. Sprague,

Joe Hawley 4057; Sissie's Pet 5414; Meriden Girl 7188, Dwight Rogers

to D. W. Merrifield, Sheffield, Mass.

Exit 4007; June Girl 5310; Toledo 6667, B. J. Rundell to J. Benson

Wright, East Canton, Pa.

Millie 3052; Mystic 7511, W. P. Russell Adm'i

Carrie769 • Lovely 2963; Lucv 2965; Captor 5172; River 5141 ; Cassie 5342

Candor 5344; Pay Well 5345; Hasten 5984; Seller 6226, Nelson F.

Sholes to J. A. Pomeroy, Sidney Center, N, Y.

Ball 4239. Edgar B. Van Winkle to Lyman Tharp, Litchfield, Conn.

Horace 4240; Ketuian 7526, JuUus W. Yale to Manville Norton. Wol,

cott. Conn. . -—,*«
Juat 4229, Irvin York to W. H. Hannah, Grand RapidB, O.

F, w, Reed, Sec y

Westminster,

1 to Mrs. Russell.

The Aim and Obj ect of the Veterinary Surgeon -

TBy A. E. Buzard, M. R. C. V. S. L.]

"What is the aim and object of medical science?
The life, the health and the happiness of the human species.

Let this be deeply engraven on the memory of every practi-
tioner, and there will be a higher character given to his pro-
fessional career, a deeper insight into the nature of every
case that comes before him, an intuitive perception of the
means of cure, and a determination, a perseverance, and a
success in the use of them which rarely falls to the lot of the
presuming, the reckless and the ignorant quack.
What is the aim and object of the veterinary surgeon?
The life and health of his quadruped patients as connected

with the wish and interest of his employer. A somewhat dif-

ferent one, a compound one, yet essentially the same; the
wish and the interest of the master being substituted for the
charities of private life and the claims of society; the restor-
ation of the patient to health and usefulness. This deserves
consideration, for it is a doctrine to which all of us do not, I
am afraid, assent, and which certainly does not always cor-
respond with our treatment of our quadruped servants.
There is no doubt that, by Divine right, man holds suprem-
acy over the brute so far as his food, his convenience, his
interest demand, but not to do with him according to his
pleasure, not to commit any wanton outrage upon him; not to
render his life a misery and his death one of torture. In the
opinion of too many the inferior animals ar« considered as
mere machines created for our use; they have the same feel-

ings of pain as ourselves, but they are placed without the
pale of justice; they are made for our use and purpose, and
we may sacrifice them when we Dlease to our caprice or bru-
tality. Such is the feeling of too many persons. We will

not accuse them of being barbarians, but we will tell them
that they betray most wofal ignorance on one of the most
important subjects that could engage the attention of man.
Will they tell us what code of law, human or divine, bestowed
on them the right to nse their dumb slave with cruelty and
injustice? On what principle should there exist a plea for

justice and an acknowledged right in favor of the man and
none with regard to the brute? Is common feeling a differ-

ent thing in them and in us? Is there one kind of justice for

men and another for brutes? But these questions shall not
be pushed farther. The law of the land has begun to recog-
nize the jus animalium. It will not now permit the claim of

property to be urged against it. It will permit no man to use
even his own with cruelty and injustice. It has entered on
this glorious career of legislation, and it will pursue its course
until the brute receives sufficient nourishment and merciful
treatment, and a death as little painful as circumstances will

permit, in return for the benefit which he bestows on man by
his services.

Well, then, the life and health of his quadruped patients

are the aim and object of the veterinary Burgeon. Whatever
deficiency he may find in them with regard to intelligence

and moral worth, it is one of comparison only, and its effect

is, partly at least, supplied by the state of dependence and
helplessness in which they are found. If hitherto the veter-

inary surgeon has not so generally as he ought placed himself
in this situation and acted on these feelings and views, let it

be attributed (it ought so to be) to custom, to neglect of

investigation, to indolence, to defect in his early instruction,

to anything rather than to a natural want of sensibility.

Let him be supposed, at length, to acknowledge the natural,

the honorable character which he ought to assume, and what
will be the necessary consequences? The aim and object of

the veterinary surgeon is the life and health and enjoyment
of his quadruped patients. Then they find in him at once a

friend and au advocate, the champion of their natural and
unalienable rights. He cannot, after a moment's reflection,

be insensible to the justice of their claim; the more he has to

do with them, the more he is convinced of their good quali-

ties, and, without any affectation of extraordinary humanity,
any display of fine feelings, he becomes their lriend, and stead-

ily, unobtrusively, effectively, he, to a very material degree,

benefits their condition. By the force of example, by a quiet

but unyielding opposition to every act of cruelty, by the

seemingly unstudied yet irresistible display of the connection
between care and comfort, and kindness, and health and use-
fulness, and of disease and loss of power, and diminution of

usefulness with neglect and barbarity, how much misery may
he prevent, how much animal enjoyment scatter around him,
and at the same time essentially promote the interest of his

employer. How much good has already been accomplished
by the advice and at the suggestion of the veterinary surgeon.
Supposing that the owner, from ignorance, or carelessness,

or callousness, should wish that a certain course be pursued
with regard to his horse, or a certain operation be performed
that would be attended by considerable torture and no equiv-

alent benefit. These cases used often to occur. What is the

duty of the veterinary Burgeon? The question has been
already and satisfactorily answered. We cannot prevent
many of the sufferings of our quadruped slaves. Oar neces-

sities often heavily tax them, but where necessity and mani-
fest convenience do not demand it, we have no right to make
any wanton addition to their pains, and no expressed wish of

the owner can justify the surgeon in being the instrument of

inflicting unnecessary pain. Bat will not reasonings and
feelings like these incapacitate the veterinary surgeon for the

occasional discharge of his duty ? Let us inquire into that.

His object is the life and usefulness and enjoyment of his

patient. In proportion as he has entered fully into this and
made it his ruling principle of action, will have been the

pains he has bestowed in making himself thoroughly master

of the nature and causes, and usual progress of the diseases

which threaten the life or impair the usefulness, or lessen

the enjoyments of his patients; and here, as with the human
practitioner, his deep-felt interest with regard to his patient

will give him a thousand times clearer views than the indif-

ferent or brutal attendant can ever have. But when a serious

operation is to be performed which has the advantage, the

humane or the reckless surgeon? Yon have too acute

feelings for a veterinary surgeon and an operator, objects

someone. Now, in the first place, we object to this term,

always uttered with a half sneer, "acute feelings," "fine

feelings."

Tnere are no fine feelings in the case. It is a careful com-
parison of circumstances, the disease, the lesion, the means
of relief, the probability of considerable or perfect relief, and
the degree of suffering. It is a matter of calculation, founded
on the acknowledgment of the principle that we have no
right to inflict unnecessary torture. If the result of the

inquiry is, that the life of the animal will probably be saved,

and with it the capability of enjoyment; if the after pleasure
will exceed the temporary suffering, humanity will demand
the performance of that operation, and then the motives by
which the humane practitioner is influenced will give him a
degree of intellectual firmness and vigor, and a fertility of
resources which the rough, thoughtless, reckless man never
did. The terms "fine aud acute feelings" we repudiate. It
is a question of calculation; the balance struck between the
suffering of the present moment and the value of prolonged
life, and he who has sufficient coolness to enter into this cal-

culation will never fail when Dut to the test. Pity without
weakness and the blending of the considerate friend with the
operating surgeon form a character above all price, and thfise

are qualities oftener blended together than many have
supposed.
Our patients have not the intelligence and high moral

worth and importance in society which belong to those of the
human surgeon, but we have enough to interest and excite

us, to reconcile us to the neglect which we often experience
and to assure us that if we avail ourselves of the opportun-
ities that are placed in our power we shall not be altogether
inefficient in contributing to the great purpose of creation
the production of the greatest possible sum of enjoyment.

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
Association,

FALL MEETING, 1887.

REGULAR DAYS,
SATURDAY, October 29th,

TUESDAY, November 1st,

THURSDAY, November 3d,

SATURDAY, November 5th.

Entries Close Saturday, October 1st, '87.

PROGRAMME.
First Bay, Saturday, October 39th.

No. 1.—INTRODUCTION PURSE, $400, of which $50 to second, S25 to

third; for three-year olds and upwards. Winners this year of two
races of the aggregate value of $1,000 to carry five pounds extra. Non-
winners this year allowed five pounds. Maidens allowed ten ponnd3

.

One raile and a sixteenth.

No. 2.-THE LADIES' STAKES, for two-year-old fillies. Three-
quarters of a mile. Closed August 15, 188G. with twenty-four entries.

No. 3.—THE BAY CITY STAKES, a handicap for all ages; §50 each;
$25 forfeit, S10 if declared out, with $750 added. Second to receive
$100, third to save stake. Weights announced Thursday, October 27th;
declarations due at 6 o'clock p. m. the day before the race. One mile
and a half.

No. 4.—PURSE $-100, of which S50 to second, $25 to third, for two-
year-olds. 'Winners of two two-year-old races to carry three pounds; of
three, five pounds exira. Non-winners allowed five pounds. Seven
furlongs.

Second Day, Tuesday, November 1st.

No. 5.—PURSE $400, of which $50 to second, $25 to third; for three-
year-olds and upwards Winners of No. 1 at this meeting to carry 7

pounds extra. Maidens, if three years old, allowed 8 pounds; if four
years old or upwards, allowed 12 pouDds. One mile.

No. 6. -THE EQUITY STAKES, for two-year-olds; $10 each, p.p.,
with $103 added; first horse to take the added money, second horse 70
per cent., and the *bird horse 30 per cent, of the stakes. Winners of
any two-year-old race of the value of $500 to carry 5 pounds; of two
such races 7 pounds; of three 10 pounds extra. Three-quarters of a
mile.
No. 7.—THE PARK STAKES, for all ages: $50 *ach, $25 forfeit, or $10

if declared out October 15, 1887, with $600 added; second to receive
$100; third to save stake. Winners this year of a stake race of the
value of $1,000 when carrying weight for age or more to carry 5

pounds; for two such races 7 pounds extra. Horses that have not
been placed this year allowed 5 pounds. One mile and a quarter.

No. 8.—SELLING PURSE, $400, of which $50 to the second, $25 to the
third; for all ages. The winner to he sold at auction, fixed valuation
$1,500; 1 pound allowed for each $Hi0 less, down to $1.0CO; then 2

pounds for each $101 down to $300; 2 pounds added for each SlO 1^ above
fixed valuation. Selling price to be stated through the entry box at

the usual time of declaring, 6 o'clock p.m. the day before the race.
Threequai ter mile heats.

Third Day, Thursday, November 3d.

No. 9.—PURSE $400, of which $50 to second, $25 to third; for three-
year-olds and upwards. Winner of any race at this meeting to carry 5

pounds; of two races 7 pounds extra. Horses that have not been
placed at this meeting allowed 5 pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

No.10.—THE FAME STAKES, for three-year-olds. Two mile3. Closed
August 1, 1885, with 36 entries.

No. 11 .-THE AUTUMN STAKES, for two-year-olds. One mile.
Cloaed Augnst 15, 1886, with 43 entries.

No. 12.—SELLING PURSE, $400, of which 350 to the second, $25 to
the third. Conditions in all respects the same aa No. 6. One mile
and a sixteenth.

Fourth Day, Saturday, November 5th.
No. 13,—PURSE $400, of which $50 to the Becond, $25 to the third

for two-year-olds. Winners of two two-year-old races to carry 5
pounds; of one 3 pounds extra. Horses that have not run better than
third allowed 5 pounds. Three-quarters of a mile.

No. 14.—THE VESTAL STAKES, for three-year-old Allies. One ml e
and a quarter. Closed August 1, 1865, with SI entries.

No. 15.-THE DEL RIO STAKES, for all ages. $100 each. $50 for-
feit, or $20 if declared out October loth. 1^87, with $l,nOd added; second
to receive 3200; third to save stake. Horses that have not won a race
this year of the value of $1,000 allowed 5 pounds. Non-winners this
year allowed 15 pounds. Two niileB and an eight.

No. 1C—PUliSE $400, of which $50 to the second, $25 to third. A free
handicap for all ages. Weights announced the day before the race
at 10 o'clock a, at.; declarations due at 6 o'clock p. n. the same aay.
One mile.

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
These races will be run under the revised rules of this Association,

adopted February 4, 1887. Owners and Trainers will be supplied with
copies on application to the Secretary,

In all stake* starters must be named to the Secretary or through the
entry box at the track on or before o'clock p. M. of the day before
the race. No horse not so named will be allowed to start. (Rule 43).
Entrance fee for starters In purses. Non-starters can declare out at

6 o'clock p. m. of the day before the race by paying five percent, of the
amount of the purse. All horses not so declared out will be required
to siart. (Rule 22).

All declarations void unless accompanied by the money.
Parties not having registered colora will be required to name their

color with their entry.
Entries close with the Secretary on Saturday, October 1, 1887.

D. MctXURE, President
E. S. CUI/VER, Secretary.

313 Bush Street, P. O. Boi 2603, San I><iu
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The Triers on the Turf.

[The Sportsman, Melbourne.]

Those who were present at Uaulfield last

Saturday, and witnessed the Grand National

Steeplechase, must have been struck by the

determined way in which the whole number
of the horses competing in that race were rid-

den throughout the contest, although each

and everyone present must regret the terrible

accident which marred the whole day's enjoy-

ment, and which has resulted in the death of

that promising young cross-country horse-

man, J. Williams. This sad event can in no

way be attributed to the length of the contest,

occuring as it did at the very tirst fence

jumped io the race, especially when it is re-

membered that no other fall occurred. Wanted
on the voyage was certaiuly plaiuly shown by

the way in which all the horses ran in the big

cross-country event; and not wanted on the

voyage was the label affixed conspicuously to

three-fourths of the animals which ran in the

Balaclava Stakes, which ended the day's

sport. Ten to one bar three was freely of-

fered by metalliciaos on all sides, and except

from innocent members of the outside public

few takers of the templing odds could be

found. This state of things leaves one of

three issues before us. First, that our horses

fire terribly deteriorated when horses like old

Stafford can waltz away from big fields. Sec-

ond, that our handicappers are terribly at

sea in estimating form when the first four

horses, while well separated themselves, leave

the rest of the field beaten off. Third, that

an immense proportion of horses only go out

for an airing in order to induce the handi-

capper to reduce their burdens in future

events, so that a certainty may some day be

made and a surprise affected.

The first of these propositions is hardly

tenable with horses like Kangaroo and Blue

Mountain as contradictory examples. The
second is not even propable when we remem-

ber the many interesting finishes the same
handicappers have produced in the past, and

the vast amount of practice and experience

which they have had in bringing horseB to-

gether. We are thus driven to accept the

third issue as the correct one.

That the existence of this condition of things

does not tend either to the credit or prosper-

ity of the Australian turf goes almost without

saying: and that stewards shut their eyes to it

is decidedly discreditable to Australian rac-

ing. Unless a horse is stopped right under

the jadge :

s box no notice is ever taken of the

most manifest bye; and unless they begin to

deal summarily and sternly with cases of sus-

picions running, we shall continue to see sim-

ilar exhibitions to that of last Saturday's final

.event.

In the trotting races of America what are

rtermed district judges are appointed. The
duty of these officers is to watch the races

:irom different points of view and to report any

.malpractice which comes under their notice to

the stewards or committee of the race meet-

ing. Now, with such an amount of waiting

3.6 is now prevalent, a leaf from the book

of our American cousins might well be

taken and applied right here. Were four

officers appointed to observe running at differ-

ent portions of the race, each being allotted

a certain portion of the course to report upon,

the stewards would be able to obtain disin-

terested evidence as to what transpired at

different points during the progress of a race.

And where horses full of running were pulled

off at the last turn, they could award such

punishment as they deemed advisable. The
evidence of such officers would not only be

available as a check on the waiting brigade,

but it would also be most useful in check-

ing jostling, crossing, and other cases of foul

riding which occur outside the straight run-

ning, and which now occasionally put out the

chance of a heavily-backed public favorite,

and yet escape without punishment or even

reproof. No rule is "more honored in the

breach than in the observance" than that

which says that a horBe must be two clear

lengths in front of an opponent before it may
take its running. At every race meeting

which takes place horses are seen to dash

jight across the nose of their antagonists, and

*he first turn is almost sure to he the scene of

.a jostle or cross. Yet it passes without let

or hindrance from the stewards. Jockey's

.naturally shun the role of informer, partially

irom a sense of honor and partially from fear

of consequences; for in their vocation the

chances of anyone wishing to injure them

cither personally or in their chances of win-

ning are so many that they cannot afford to

make enemies. The necessity of their doing

bo would be obviated if stewards or paid offi-

cers of the club were to act in the same way
as the American district judges; and their tes-

timony, like that of the starter, should not be

allowed to be discredited; the stewards,

however, being the sole judges as to the pun-

ishment which faults reported by them should

receive.
Another matter which is exciting public

comment and disapproval is the fact that

gentlemen who act as stewards at race meet-

ings, even although they do not bet heavily

on their own account, sometimes execute

backing commissions for Btables. Of course

they do this without fee or reward other than

that of knowing which horse the stable sup-

ports, when two or three are denizens of the

same training establishment. Yet in case of

any malpractices or laches on the part of the

rider of "any horse running in the same inter-

est, the gentleman who has interested himself

in the stable's success is certainly placed in an

invidious position when called upon to exer-

cise his judicial functions on such a case.

"Without tear and without favor" should be
the motto of ail turf institutions. Yet in Vic-

torian racing the adage is rather that "noth-
ing shall succeed but success.'' And whether
that success is attained by fair means or foul,

the successful one is the subject of adulation
on all hands.
Among our racing men are some few com-

fortably off, some very few wealthy, whose
horses always do their utmost. How do they
fare? A long record of seconds and disap-

pointments falls to their lot. The magpie I

colors have filled innumerable places. "What
was their reward? A little more weight and
easy defeat by some horse which had been
pulled off behind them on the last, and let in

on thiB occasion. A thorough sportsman,
their owner still perseveres, and so do some
few others. But how many true lovers of

honest sport has it driven off the turf.

Only the other day I heard a well-known
racing man, and one who bears the best of

reputations, when speaking of a palpable bye
recently run by a horse which had shown
good form a short time previously, say, "Well,

you must expect it. A mun must do so who
wishes to make the game cover expenses; for

the most palpable byes are overlooked by the

stewards, while the haodicapper hardly feels

justitied in punishing them unless under
special direction, as his duty is to bring horses
together on public form. And if the stewards

find no fault, he is hardly justified in impugn-
ing the capacity of the club's chief and hon-
orary officers."

There is something in his aspect of the

matter, and the question arises whether it

should not be a special instruction from the

committee of each racing club to their haodi-

capper to exercise judicial functions, and to

punish what he believes to be crooked run-

ning by allotting weights which will at once
show not only hiB disbelief in the horse's

public form, but also that the stable has by
deceit insulted his intelligence, and that he
esentsand punishes it.

The more horses that are run right outnpon
their merits, the better it is for horse-owners,

the public and the ring. Many people love

sport for its own sake, and yet waste the cost

and keep of a couple of good horses yearly in

backing animals of which they know noth-

ing, or in sweepstakes, because they have be-

come disgusted with the amount of chicanery

and low cunning which now seems essential

to turf success. Why should I be forced to

fraud before I can hope to win a race? they

ask themselves, and therefore decline to race

at all.

And so, of the scores of wealthy men Vic-

toria boasts, hardly half-a-dozen keep a race-

horse in their own name, while very few of

this class care to race "under the rose."

The immense crowd which assembled at

Caulfield last Saturday testified how dearly

the Australian public love a good race honest-

ly ridden, and that they were gratified to the

fullest extent was shown by the cheers which
greeted Scobie and Bine Mountain on their

return to scale after the four-mile steeple-

chase. And with every race run in the same
way what enthusiasm would result, and what
prosperity the sport would attain. While on
the subject of this, the latest four-mile

steeplechase, 1 may mention that on Sunday
last I was shown a card of the first

steeplechase run over a portion of the pres-

ent Caulfield course, in 1853. It is indeed a

curiosity, and at the time must have excited

great public interest. They started from

Quirk Cottage, near the present St. Kilda

cemetery, and ran across what is now the

Caulfield Race-Course, and back to the com-
mencing point. It was about four miles, and
I think good measure was given. Mr. Geo.

Watson, our famous starter, won, beating a

good field, among whom were Messrs. B.

Bloxsidge and Geo. Savory, while ore of the

horses was owned by Mr. Frank Stephen, the

well-known solicitor to the City Council. The
card was headed with the emu and kangaroo,

a verse of sporting poetry preceded the con-

dition of the race and the names, weights and
colors, and after these it was annonnced that

a subscription hack race would end the day's

sport. I may mention that the race was
advertised to take place at Prahran, which then

had a very wide significance.

In thoBe days waitists were unknown, and
the good men and true who rode and raced

were always Triers on the Turf.

locks in places. On the morning of the race

old Wm. Day (who trained Foxhall) and I

were talking of the race, when I expressed

same doubts, owing to the horse's weight in

suoh heavy ground. But old Day shook his

head. 'No fear about that,' said he. 'Look at

his feet; those are the kind for heavy ground.'

Foxhall had an Eclipse foot—he bred back
—it was rather narrow and contracted.

It wqb contracted feet that drove him off

the turf in the end. But those are the kind
for mnd—a horse can pick them out quicker.

Emperor of Norfolk has grand feet, but they

are too flat and round.' No man knows much
more about a horse's feet than William Day;
but it certainlj is the case that EDglish train-

ers and horsemen consider fiat feet best for

gettiog through the dirt. There is, of course,

some suction when a horse's feet strike aod
leave deep ground, but contracted feet sink in

deeper than those of a flatter form. 'Good,
flat feet, to get through the dirt which is so

common at the time when chases are held,

are very requisite,' is the dictum of the Bad-
minton volumn on 'Steeplechasing,' And in

a later personal interview with 'Rapier,' Mr.
Day says, 'flat feet for the dirt, most decid-

edly!'
" ___

The Sheepshead Bay track is the fastest in

America. Kingstone's seven -eighths of a mile,

with 118 up, in 1:27£, last Thursday, Sept. 24,

beat all records. Four hoTses have run the

distance in 1:27£, and of these Telie Doe car-

ried the heaviest weight, 106J pounds.

For the eight months ending with August
the Chicago horse market received 32,781
against 19,537 in the same part of 1886. _

AUCTION SALE
OF

Standard Trotting

Brood-Mares,

COLTS AND FILLIES,
Bred by G. VALE N SIN,

AKKO STOCK FARM
PROEEKTT OF

GREAT SALE OF

Thoroughbreds
AT PUBLIC AUCTION,

LEXINGTON, KY,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,

Nov. 15, 16, 17.

Embracing the valuable stallions Buchanan,
Miser and Erdenbeim, and tbe cbolcely bred
brood-nitres, yearlings and weanlings formerly
owned by tbe late CAPT. COTTRILL, tbe Edtrewater
yearlings, get of Kprfnubok and Harwick, tbe
royally bred Btallious Bertram, Aretluo, Ton-
tine, Harry Hill and a large number ef brood-
mares from tbe best racing aud producing families,
among tberu tbe great race-mere Brambaletta.
Also a valuable lot of two-year-olds and yearlings,
Ibe get of tbe famons sir^s Longfellow, Ten
Broeck, Mortemer, King Alfonso. Falsetto ,

King Ban and others, out of tbe best producing
dams; in all about "„(') bead and representing all tbe
most distinguished racing families.
Bale will be held at tbe

STAPLES OF

TREACY & WILSON,
And oegin at It o'clock. A. M.

For catalogues address
S. I». HKL < r. Auctioneer,

Koom 1 6. linns Building.
8oct 59 and 42 Park Row, New York.

MR. R. B. MILROY

FORJ3ALE.
MISCHIEF, Standard, bm. 153 bands high, foaled

1875, sired by Young Tuckaho by Flaxtail, Bon of
Pruden's Blue Bull, dam Llde by Flaxtail; grandam
Fanny Fern by Irwin's Tuckaho, son of Herod's
Tuckaho, by Tuckaho, by Florizel, by Diamede; great
grandam by Leffle's Counsel, son of Shepherd's Coun-
sel, by Bono's rirst Counsel. Recorded in ?d Vol.
Wallace's I'rotting Register. Mit-chief is the dam of
Dr. Hicks' fast young stallion Erilliant. that showed
a two-minute gait to cart this summer. Her last year'B
colt was by Director, which is a square trotter, and
shows fast, for which S1.0G0 has recently been
refused. She has a weanling by Fallis, a square tiot-
ter, and shows even more promising than the Director
colt. She is ngoin with foal by Fallis (son of Elec-
tioneer) and will be d«e about Feb 2i>th.

PASSV, Standard, sorrel filly 15} handB high,
foaled 1884, sired by Sterling, by Egmont, by Bel-
mont (tire of Nutwood 2:18^) Sterling's dam is Mary
by Flaxtail (dam of Apes, four-year-old record 2:26).
Flaxtail is tbe sire of the dams of Buccaneer (five-

year-old public trial 2:21A); of Pearl, record 2:32J; of
Fawn,2:30i; of Flight, 2:29; of Pride, yearling record
2:14^ aud two-year-old 2:33j; of Shamroct, two-year-
old record 2:25, and of many others that are snowing
fast. Pansy's dam is Mischief, pedigree as above.
Pansy can undoubtedly be made to pace or trot very
fast with proper handling as she is full sister to
Brilliant. These mares will be sold at a bargain if

applied for at once.
For terms and other information address

P. P. LOWELL,
c8 Sacrammto, Cal.

-TO BE SOLD-

Big and Little Feet.

When authorities differ, who shall decide?

In looking over "Kapler's" notes in the Illus-

trated Sporting and Dramatic News, we tind

the following: "When Mr. Bathgate was in

England, managing Foxhall and Mr. Keene's

other horses, I had the pleasure of seeing him

frequently. This gentleman is a sound au-

thority on the turf, but on one point he differs

from authorities on this side of the Atlantic.

Mr. Bathgate was asked to what he attributed

the defeat of a horse called Emperor of Nor-
folk, and his suggestion was that the animal
could not act on the heavy ground. 'Did you
notice he had thoBe big, round, flat feet?' Mr.
Bathgate asked, and he continued, 'These feet

are the soundest, as a rule, but they don't

suit heavy ground. Every time a horse's

foot goes in there is some suction, and it is

more difficult to get a foot of that kind out
than it is a smaller or narrower one. When
we had Foxhall in Eogland I had au exper-

ience of it. You remember that before the

Cambridgeshire it had rained off and on for

nearly a week. The ground was very heavy,

so soft that a horse sank in almost to his fet-

Wednesday, November 2, 1887,

AT 11 A.M., AT

BAY DISTRICT TRACK,
SAN FRANCISCO.

The young animals are chiefly the get of Sidney, son
of Santa Clause and Sweetness. They include near
relations to the great young stallions Yalensin and
Shamrock. Also colts and fillies by Buccaneer and
Crown Point. They are decidedly the most superior
lot ot standard colts ever offered in California.
Catalogues giving full pedigrees and interesting

facts as to performances of colts end progenitors may
be bad at Nevada Stables, No. 1336 Market
St., or at

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers,
ocB 33 Montgomery St.

AUCTION SALE.
OF

FINE TROTTING
STOCK!

WORK and DRAUGHT
ANIMALS,

SHETLAND PONIES and others

PEOPERri OF

J. B. HAGGIN, ESQ.,
ON

Tuesday, October 25, '87,

AT

SAN FRANCISCO.

Location and full particulars hereaftor.

Tbe trotting and driving horses are sired by Echo,
Algona, Geo. M. Patchen Jr., Alaska, Norwood and
other noted stallions, and out of mares of approved
blood.
Catalogues are being prepared.

KILiLIP & UO., Auctioneers,
008 *» Montgomery street.

NOTICE
By direction of tbe Board of Directors of the "Wil-

lows Agricultural Association, held on October 3d,
1887, tbe entries to the races have been extended to
and including October litb, at 8 o'clock p. m., and
must be in tbe Lands of tbe Secretary at that time.
All privileges, including pools, will be Bold at

Public Auction to the highest bidder for cash, on the
same day and hour.

oc8
"

J. F. SERSANOUS, Sec'y.

FOR SALE

!

ONE GRAY GELDING,
15£ hands high. Weight 1050 lbs. A fine disposi-

tion, the best of constitution. Five years old.perfectly
sound and without a blemieh. A natural trotter with
a big, open, pure gait. Has had 4 months training.
Can trot 3 or i heats from 2:30 to 2:35. Has a record
of 2:52.

Sire Peacock, record 2;23*, by Whipple's Hamble-
tonian.
Dam Young Molly, by Budd Doble, he by Geo. M.

Patcben Jr.

Young Molly is the dam of Brown Jug, by Nut-
wood. Brown Jug's private trials were made in
2:19.
Anyone looking for a first-class young horse, that

bids fair to trot low down in tbe twenties ln|his eix-

year-old form, should not overlook |tbls promising
horse. Anyone desiring to see him work with a
view to purchase can do so by calling at the Big
Tree Store, Sacramento, Cal.

Tor terms address,

P. A. Jones,
»ugl3lf

P. O. Box 161.

SACKAMKOTO. CAL.

CHILD'S (IIIIKII.CIIVW.II. SHEEP DIP.
"PateiitecTTh Europe and America."

SHEEP DIP.

A positive scab cure. A liquid, soluble In
cold w ater. It is abso utely no j

i-

poNouous
The cheapest and most effective dip on the market,

one gallon making one hundred gallons of wash.
Price, $1-95 (Mi- call. in.

Special discounts uni termB to agents and large
consumers. For samples and other Information ap-
ply to
Ll'MJEA HOUGH, Agents for Pacific Coast.

f16 California St., San Franclseo, Cal.
Haeptla
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HORSE BOOTS, c=j
»2

ess

5<Q

KACIJNCr MATHjRIAL gq
IN ENDLESS VARIETY AT

J. A. McKERRON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street. - - - - San Francisco

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.G.V.S.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh

Awarded the Highland and Agricultural So ;i -lies
Medals for Uorse Pathology, Anatomy, flw-iilogy
and Histology. The Williams' Prize, r84-'B5, for uii>h-
est works in professional examinations, ani .six irst-

class certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois
State Veterinary Medical Association.
OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
i> Mccarty, Prop.

1139 Market St. S. F.. Bet. Stli ami 8th.
Telephone No. 3S 17.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post S,

Sap Francisco.

The moat popular school on the Coast.

P. HEALP President. 0. S. HALEY. Rw'y.
W*enii for Circular. oct d

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Seen red bv letters Patent, July 18 fi, 188*8

Having thus described my invention, what I claim
as new, and desire to seeure my letters patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the viBion, substantially as
herein described.

3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-
sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
Sleces D and blinds F. as Bhown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyes, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose hereir
described-

5. In a bridle, and in combination with the blinds F,
supported and pivoted to the bridle so us to be movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
Btraps or band? G and H, and the i ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letterB do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be undei-
sood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
flame time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eftect on the action follows as
is induced by toe-weights. TMb is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKERROH.
No. 26y and 233 Ellis St. San Franoi'jco.

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRITJS, and sire of champion Hector,
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec, 1884. Champion Beauchief,

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1886. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885 ; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N. J.

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and alJ

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc

for illustration purposes, furnished.
St. BOYD. Artist.

floorf ifl Post Street.

STUD POINTER.
RFSlfl T.. (3761 A. K. R.), lemon and white, hy

Sensation (217 A. K. R.). exSeph G. by Dart—Seney,
in the stud to approved bitches. Fee 325. Rush T.
is a dog of good size, good markings, rare form, excel-
lent temper, high courage and marked field instinct
In breeding he has no superior. His sire was a grand
fielder and a bench winner. His dam is a winner on
the bench and an uncommonly good field performer.
The kennel is breeding Irish red setters of unexcep-

tionable strains.
ELCHO KEVNr.I.S,

sep2S *£%.*& Eleventh Stref t, S. F.

DO YOU WANT A D OjS *,
DOC BUYERS' GUIDE, ht
Colored plates, 100 engravings W\
of different breeds, prices they are n
worth, and where to buy them, ffl

Mailed for 15 Cents. *|l
ASSOCIATED FANCIERS, fil

237 S. Eighth St. Philadelphia, Pa. gj

Hunting Dogs.
Hunting Dogs taken to handle on game, the com-

ing season.

E. LE iVESLEY,
augl3tf GILBOY.

AMERICAN
KENNEL CLUB

STUD-BOOK.
Blanks for registering in the official stud

book will be mailed on application.

Entries will close for part Three on Septem-
ber 30, 1887. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club,
f»os. 44 and 46 Broadway.

Bfob New York.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of
Ontario Veterinary Col-
lege. Toronto, Canada
£3T Castration a Special.

ty. Advice by mail $fc.OO.

Veterinary iit.il unary, 391 Natoma St.

Residence, 966 Howard St., San Francisco.

Ima53

HUNTERS' OUTFITS.
M. J. FLAVIN & CO.

"We offer a most complete stock of Huntirjg Goods, such as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VESTS, etc.,

all of onr own manufacture, and all warranted up to the standard of foinxer vears..

SPORTSMEN"ATTENTION

!

GREAT IXL
}

924 to 928 Market Street,
HEXriHE BALDWIN.

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. P.. R's., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.
Commodious Best, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

Over 6.000 miles of arst-cJass road running West, Korih and North-West from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT J.INE.'

For further information apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD,
toy 1 General Agent. San Francisco. - al.

LTC. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Bolted
BREECH—LOADING GUN!

L. C. SMITH, ^P
Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammerless Guns.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

A'Demonstration of the Shooting Qualities of the "L. C. Smith" Gun.

? ?
»* —

a a
:i
k n

3

In the trial for position in the Chamberlin Cartridge Co. tournament, eleven contestants broke one
hundred straight inanimate targets. Five of the eleven used an "L, C. Smith" Gun, and below we give the
nameB of the gentlemen and their place of residence.

Mr. Fred Erb.Jr
Mr. H. McMurchy „

..La Fayette, Ind
Syracuse, N.Y.

M. Ban. Powers Cleveland. O.
Mr. Andy Meaders - Nashville, Tonn.
Mr. J. C. Hendershot^. .™. ,...-——.Cleveland, O.

"We think this a most excehent showing, as there was seven different makes of guns used hy the nineteen
Contestants in the ninety class. L. C SMITH.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AND PRICE USX. augfitf

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!

PURE AND UNADULTERATED.
We offer for Bale on favorable terms to the Trade.

CATHERWOOD'S CELERRATED FINE OLD WHISKIES
of the /ollowing brands, namely:

Cranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A. A., Old Stock, Henry Bull,

Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.
Also, in cases of 1 doz. quart bottles each,

Brunswick Club (Pure OU Rye) and Upper Ten (Very Old and Choice).

SW For excellence, purity and evennesE of quality the above are unsurpassed by any whiskies imported
Or!) only objection to be made to them by the manipulating dealers being that they cannot be improved
upon.

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
SOLE AGENTS,

3624
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF •>

'
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Change of Date of Entries.

PROGRAMME
Of THE

FALL MEETING
AT THE

OAKLAND
TROTTING PARK
Oct. 19, 20, 21 and 22, '87,

Euim-s Cle»o 2 I O'clock P. M. Monday,
October lOtli. 1887.

First Day—Wednesday, Oct 19tb.
1. RWnning—Sweepstakes for all ages; $25 entrance

^10 "forfeit; $150 added. J-iO to second. 'Iiird to save
=stak*", non-winners this yeir allowed fifteen pounds.
-He*ts of five-eighths of a mile.

5. Trotting-Furse $25u; 2:*3 Class.
3. Trotting—Purse $3iX); 2:2a Class.

Second Day-Thursday, Oct. 2Utli.

4. Running—Handicap sweepstakes for all ages;

$25 entrance, $10 declaration, $2"U added; 850 to sec-

ond, third to save stake. Weights announced Oct.
17th. Declarations due 6 p. m., Oct. lyth. One mile
and a half.

5. Trotting— Purse $400; 2:20 Class.
6. Facing—Purse $200; 2:35 Class.

Third Day— * riday, Oct. 21st.
7. Running— Sweepstakes for all ages; §20 each

p. p., $150 added. $50 to secund third to save stake.
Non-winners this year allowed fifteen pounds. Heats
of three-quarters of a mile.

8- Trotting—Purse K0O; 2:37 Class.
9. Pacing—Pur.se $300; 2;iJ Class.

Fourth Day—Saturday, Oct. 22d.
10. "Running— Sweepstakes for all ages; $25 en-

trance, $io forfeit. ?2 o added; $5u to second, third to

save stake. Non-winners this year allowed fifteen
pounds. Heats of a mile.

li. Trottiug-Pnrse$li)0; 2:24 Class.
12. Trotting—Purse $250; 2:30 Class.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing race3 are the best three in

'five, unless otherwise specified; five to enter and
"three to start. But the proprietor reserves the right
to hold a less number than five to fill, by the with.
•drawal of a proportionate amount of the purse.
"Entrance fee 10 per cent, on purse, to accompany
'nominations.
Hoesks Eligible.—The records of all horses will be

considered that were made before September 14 1*»87.

American Association rules to govern trotting; but
the proprietor reserves the right to trot he-its of any
two classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing or to trot a special race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. A'hen less than the required
number o£ starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: &Q% to the
first, and 33JS io the second.
In all races horses not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start,
W hen there is more than one entry by ooe person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to
start must be named at S p. m. of the day preceding the
race. No added money paid for a walk-over except
as otherwise specified' Running races will be con-
ducted under the rules of the Pacific Coast Blood
Horse Association.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Trottine and pacing purses divided; 5n per cent, to

first, 25 per cent, to second, 15 per cent, to t .ird, 10
percent, to fonrth horse.
Purses and stakes will be paid each day at the con-

clusion of the racing.
Entries close Monday, October 10th, with the Secre-

X "D. MORRIS. 411 * -2 California St.. V F.
nission to grounds and grand stands $1; Ladies

THE

Washington Park Club,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Announce the following stakes, to close Oct. 15th, 18S7. and to be run at their Summer Meeting ot 1

$1,000. The Drexel stakes, si OOO.

A sweepstakes for coifs three years old (foals of

18P5), SlOo each, h f, or only $T0 if declared out on

or before February 1st; or $20 April 1st, 1888. All

declarations void unless accompanied with the

money; with $1,0J0 added, tbe second to receive S^00,

and the third 5100 out of the stakes. A winner of

any three-year-old stake race of the value of Sl.i 00 to

carry three pounds ; of $1,500, five pounds; of three

or more three-year-old stake races of any value,

seven pounds extra. Maidens allowed seven pounds.

One mile.

$1 OOO. The Kenwood Stikes. $1,000.

A sweepstakes for colts two years old (foals of

18*6); §50 each, h f ; or only $10 if declared out on or

before February 1st; or $15 by April let, 1888. All

declarations void unless accompanied with the

money; with Si ,000 added, the second to receive S2o0

and tte third $100 out of tbe Btafees, A winner of

anys;ako race of the value of $1,0^3 to carry three

pounds; of three or more stake races of any value,

rive pounds extra Maidens allowed seven pounds

Five furlongs.

$1 OOO. The Lakeside Stakes. $l,00O.

A sweepstakes for fillies two years old (foals of

1886); $50 each, h f; or only 310 if declared out on or

before February 1st; or S15 by Aprillst.lSSS. All dec-

larations void unless accompanied with the money;

with $l,u00 added, the second to receive 5200, and the

third $100 out of the stakes, a winner of any stake

race of the value of SI ,000 to carry three pounds; of

three or more such races of any value, five pounds

extra. Maidens allowed seven pounds. Five fur-

longs.

FIXED EVENTS FOR 1889.
To close Oct. 15th, 1S37, to be run at the Summer Meeting of 1SS9,

$7,500. The American Derby. S7-500

A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1886), at

5250 each, $100 f; or only $20 if declared out on or
before February 1st; or $40 April 1st, 1689. All
declarations void unless accompanied with the
money; with $7,500 added, the oecond to receive

$1,000. the third 5500, out of the stakes. A winner of
any three-year-old stake race of tbe value of $2,0u0

to carry three pounds; of three or more three-year-

old stake races of any value five pounds extra.

Maidens allowed seven pounds. To be run on the
first day of tbe meeting. One mile and a half.

$1,500. The Hyde Park Stakes. Sl.SOO.
A sweepstanes for two-vear-olds (foals of ISS7);

3100 each, h.f., or only $10 if declared out on or be-
fore February l, or $30 by April 1st, 1889. All declar-
ations void unless accompanies with the money; with
?1.5u0:idded, the second to receive 5300, and the third
$100 out of the stakes. A winner of any stake race
of the value of $1,500 to carry three pounds; of three
or mere stake races of any value five pounds extra.
Maidens allowed seven pounds. Three-quarters of a
mile.

$1,500. The Sheridan Slakes. $1,500
A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foalB of ISSSj;

$100 each, h. f.,or only $10 if declared out on or before

February l6t, or $30 April 1st, lbS9. All deelaraions

void unless accompaniea with tbe money, with $1,500

added, the second fj receive JfOOatid the third $100 out
of the stakes. A winner of any three-year-old stuke
race of The value of $1,000 to carry three pounds; of
51,500, five pounds; of three or more such stakes of
any value, sevei pounds extra. Maidens allowed ten
pounds. Oue mile and a quarter.

Sl.OOO. The Englewooti Stakes. $l.O00.
A sweepstakes for fillies three years old (foals ot

1S36), 5100 each, h f ., or only 510 if declared out on or

before February 1st, or$20 April 1st, 1SS9. All declar-

ations void unless accompanied with the money; with
5l,0o0added. the second to receive 5200, and the third
5100 out of the stakes. A winner of any three-year-
old stake race of the value of $1,000 to carry three
pounds; of 51.500 five pounds; of three or more three-
vear-old stake races of any value seven pounds extra.
Maidens nllowed seven pounds. One mile.

In addition to the above, additional stakes for two and three-year-olds and all ages will be advertised in due
time, to close January 15, lt*S8.

Please observe that in the above stakes declarations are permitted for a. Biuall forfeit.
Turfmen failing to receive entry blanks, cau obtain them by applying to the Secretary or at tho office of

thiB paper.
Nominations and all communications to be addressed to the Secretary, Room 27, Palmer House, Chicago,

111.

J. E. BREWSTER, Secretary. P. H SHERIDAN, Lieut. -Gen. C. S. A., President.
Sept21

free.
AXXOtNCEMrXT.

Races will be given each week during the winter,
weather being favorable.

IS W. LEVENS, Proprietor.
J D. MORRIS, Secrelary. septal

EIGHTH ANNUAL FAIR

THE SIXTH DISTRICT

Los Angeles,
Best Fair in the State,

Xot excepting sacraiuento.

170 Entries in the Races.
Including fastest horses in tbe world.

Fruit, Agriculture and Horticul-
tural Display at

THE PAVILION.
Fifth and Olive Streets.

DON'T FORGET THE DATE.

Oct. 10, 11, 12^3, 14 and 15.

SEND FOR PREMIUM LIST.
J. W. KOBIVSOV. President.

E. A. BeCAJIP, Secretory—Bor ?10. Waugt

KILLIP & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

A UCTIONEERS,

Zt jflontgomery Street. San Francisco

SPKC1AL ATTENTION PAID TO SALES OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell in All Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
flOK. C. GREEN,
Sacramento.

r. P. Sak&ent, Eso...
Sargents.

Hon. L. J. Rose,
Los AngeleB.

Hon. J. D. Cabb,
Salinas.

Hon. John Boqss
Colusa.

Hon. A. Waleaih,
Nevada.

* OKIIIN'S GREAT

HORSE LINIMENT.
Sure cure for Rwinney. weakness of tbe spine,

sprains, strains, etc. It neither blisters nor causes
the hair to fall oil, and does not incapacitate the horsf
"rom work during treatment. Though there ravo
been many drugs on the market which are rlniined
ood.the observer will readily see their deficiency,
from the number of lame horses which he everywhere
meets, and that are inostiv suffering from th»
scourge, Swinnty, which not only causes the sho"l'V*
to gradually shrink away, but also the body to en.a-
clate. Now where is the"horseman so blind to hie own
Interest as to refuse this new remedy a fair trial.
For sale by all druggists. Mrs. A. C. Joseph.

Prop., San Francisco. All rights secured in V. S.

Patent Office, Price, $1.00 per Bottle, 23jyl3

GfiXN. Esq., San Francisco
Represented at Sacramento by Edwin F. Smith,

Secretary state Agricultural Society.
At San Jose by Messrs. Montgomery &, Rea, Real

Estate Agents.
Being tne oldest established firm In tbe live-stock

business on this Coast, and having conducted the
Important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen vears. amounting to one-half a million of
Hollars, we feel justified iu claiming unequalled faclli-

ties for disposing of live Btock of every description
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-
pondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give f*ill publicity to animals placed with us for sale.
Private purchases and Bales of live stock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipp'd with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose nameB are
appended.

RTLLIf* A CO . 12 Montgomery Street,

ond

S.B.WHITEHEAD& CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS.

ARE PREPARED TO COXDUCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters
And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast,

Onr Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for 6fteen
years successfully managed all tbe principal
sales of high- class stock on this Coast.

FALL RACES
OP THE

EurekaJockeyClub

EUREKA, I

HUMBOLDT COUNTY, CAL.,

Nov. ^,24,^5, 2 6,1ft 87.

FlbST DAY.
1 Purse $2^0.—Running Novelty Race. Free-for-all,

dash of one mile. $35 at first quarter f40 at the half, «o0
at the three-quaf ter aud$7d at the mile. All paid-up
entries over five to be added, and equally div.ded
between each winner

2. Purse 5250.— i rotting. Free for all horses that
have not beaten 2-3tt up to Sept. 1st, IS87. (Cadmus
and Bonner eligible to start.) First horse $15.', second
$75, third $25.

SECOND HAY.
3. MERCHANTS' PURSK, $3i». Free-for-all. for

all ages. Three-quarters of a mile and repeat. First
horse $201, second horse $70, third horse ?3U,

1. Trotting—Three-minute class. Purse 8150 for
horses owned in Humboldt County prior to Sept. 1st.

18»7. (Patchen barred.) First horse #85, second horse
$50, third horse to save entrance.

THIRD DAY.
5. HOTEL PURSE-S100. Free for all, for all ages.

One mile and repeat. First horse $250, second horse
$100, third horse $50.

6. EUREKA TWO -TEAR -OLD TROTTING
STAKE—Mile and repeat. Sio entrance; half forfeit,
3100 added; second horse to receive §25, third to save
stake. Entries to this race to close with the secre*
tary Sept. 17,1587.

FOURTH DAY.
7. Purse 3100. For all ages. Running dash of 600

yardB. First horse 375, second horse J25.
8. Purse 3150. For all ages. Half mile and repeat.

First horse Sl-5, eecond horse 325.
9. Purse $400. Trotting. Free for all. First horse

3250, second horse 3100, third horse 350.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting races are best three in five, except the

two-vear-ohi, unless otherwise specified; five toenter
and three to start. But the Board reserve} the rightto
bold a less number than five to nil by tbe withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance fee
in purse races ten per cent.
In all trotti

n

a races the rules of the American Trot-
ting Association, and all running races the rules of the
Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association to govern, but
the Board reserves the right to trot- heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing.
In all entries not declared out by n P. M. of the da/

preceding the race, shall be required to start.
No added money paid for a walk-over In all races

noted above, five or more paid-up entries required to
fill and three or more horses to start.
Racing colors to be named in entries. In trotting

races drivers will be required to wear caps of distinct
colors which must be named in entries.
Kntries to all the above races, except the two-vear-

old trot, to close with Secretarv, Wednesday, Nov. 16,
1687.
One-half the entrance money must be paid at the

time of making entries and the other half at 6 p. m. the
night preceding the race.
.Entry blanks will be furnished upon application to

the Secretary.
DAN'L MURPHY, President.

H. COHX, Secretary. sept3

THREE DAYS RACING
Under the auspices of tbe

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Bc*t Stock on the Coast

J. 0'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENTS FOR
Fen: ell's Cyxthiana Hobbe Boots,

J. H. Fe:»ton's Chicago Specialties,
Db, Drsoy'n Condition Powdebs,

Be2i Goubauli's Caustic Balsam

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARIEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOK, ESQ.,
J. B. HAGGTN, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ
R. P. ASHE. ESQ.. WJL CORBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
20 Leidesdorff Street,

tStnartf San FranciKCO.

Outing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Trivet

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OUR ELELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DURIKG THE YFAIt THERE WILL BE AETICLES TJP0S

Exploration, Travel and Adventure. Mountain
Climbing, Camping, Popular Forestry, Hunting and
Fishing, NValking, Yachting, Ice Yachting, Rowing
Canoeing, Bicycling, TrtoycJlog, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.
Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing, Tobogganing and Skating.

Conducted by POCXTXEY BIGELOW

THREE DOLLAJRS A YEAR.
Single numbers twtmy.nvc cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York.
asjaia

WILLOWS
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

October 19,550,21, 1887,

WILLOWS.
AGRICULTURAL PARK,

WILLOWS. COLCSA COUNTY, CAL.
First Day-Weanesdaj-, October 19, 1887.
No. l. Trotting—$303. Three-minute cluss. Free for

all.

No. 2. TTottingand Pacing—?200. Fr^e for;all horses
owned in Colusa Conntv August 1st, 1687. Almont
Patchen, Tiltou Almont and Daisy S. barred.
No. 3. Running—§150. Free tor all. Three-fourths

of a mile.

Second Day—Thursday, October 20, 1889.
Nn.4. Pacing—33C0. FreeforalL
No. 5. Trotting—5300. 2:10 class. FreeforalL
No. 6. Running JluG. Free for alL One-half mile

and repeat.

Third Day—Friday, «ctober SI, 1887.
No. 7. Running—§250. Free for all. One and one-

fourth miles.
No. 8. Trotting—$400. Free for all.

No. 9. Trotting—$60. Nearest to four minutes'
REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

National Trotting Association Rules to govern all
trotting and pacing races. Entrance fee of 10 per
cent, ot purse to accompany nominations.
In all Trotting and pacing races the purse is to be

divided Into three moneys: six-tenths, three-tenths
and one-tenth.
The Rules of the State Agricultural Society to gov-

ern all ntnning races.
In all the ubuve raaes, Ove or more paid-up entries

required to till, and three or more houses to start but
the Board reserves the right to hold the entries' and
start tbe race with a less number and deduct u propor-
ouate amount of tbe purse or stake.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races, alternately, or to call a special race
between heats : also to change the day and tour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-overa horse is only entitled to Ito owa

entrance fee and one-half of the entrance received
from the other entries of s:tid race. A horse winning
a race is entitled to first money only, except when die
tancingthe field, then to first and third moneys
Non-starters must be declared out the day previous

to the race they are engaged in, before 6 o'clock p m
or be required to start.
All entries for a race to close with tho Secretarv or

President, at Willows, October 1st, 1S87, at io o'clock,

The Board of Directors will have charge of the track
and grounds during the week of races, and will see
that the rules are strictly enforced, and purses and
stakes will be paid when th« Judges have rendered
their decision before leaving the stand.
Races to start 1pm. sharp.

D. li. sctton, President.
J. F. SEKSANOl:s. Secretary. ggeptf

!1
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIO SYSTEM.)

rains leave and are dne to arrive at
San Francisco.

From Anaost 8. 1SSJ. |

A
f
*

8:00 a m
1:00 F M
6:30 PM
3 :30 P M
9:30 a m
10:30
6:00

•6:00
±7:30
12:00

4:00
•5:00
9:30

8:00

t3:30
8:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
8:30
8:00
4:00
6:30
•ISO
8:30

110 :3n

12:00
8:00
•5:00
3:30
8:30
3:30

c....Haj wards and Niles...

c. .Haywards ..

C...Haywards C

..Calistoga ana .'.•-..-

Decoto c

.. .lone via Iiivermore „

....Knight's Landing

.... Liverniore and Pleasanton...

....Los Angeles, Dealing, El

.....—« Paso and East

....Los Angeles and Mojave

....Martinez ........

....Milton. _

. ..Ogden and East _
Red Bluff via Marysville

....Redding via Willows _„

.—Reno andTruckee.
Sacramento, via. Benicia

— " via Livermore.
" via Benicia.
" via Benicia......
'* via Benicia

....Sacramento River Steamers.

.....San J use....

.Santa Barbara
-Stockton via Livermore..

" via Martinez

6:10 p m
7:10 a si

10:10 a m
I2:4j p m
3:40 p m
8:10 p si

8:10 a si

tlO:40A st

2:40 psi
5:40 p u

10:10 a M
"S:40 a m

4:40 P M
10:40 A M
€:1C p M
'5:40 p M
1110 A M
5:40 P M
6:40 p si

6:10 p M
6-40 e M
5:40 P m
11:10 A M
10:lil a M
7:40 a m
•6:00 a si

•3:40 p u
13:40 P M
3:40 p M

10:40 A M
5:40 p *
10:40 A •*

LVCAL FERRY TRAINS.

From San Francisco Dally.

TO EAST OAKLAND— •6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00 — 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5-30— 6:00— fi:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00-11:00—12-f>

TO 23D AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—.Same as '"TO
EAST OAKLAND" until 6:30 P. si., inclusive, also
at 9:00 P.M.

TO FROIT VALE—•6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00- 8:30—
•2 :30 —3:30 -4 :00—! :30- -5:00—5:30—6 i)0-6 30—9 :C0.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—7:00-12:00.
TO ALAMEDA—«6:00—*6:3O—7:00—•7:30—8:U0— *S:30-

a:00—9:30—10:00—$10:30—11:00—111:30—12:00—112 :30-
1:00—11:30—2:00—±2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00

-

5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—U :00—12:00.
TO BERKELEY—"6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—•8:30

9:00— 9:30— 10:M)— 110:30—11:00—111:30—12:00— 112:30
1:00 -t 1:30 -2:00—12:30—3:00— 3:30—4:00— 4:30—5 :00—
5:30—6:00—6:3»—7^w—^:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:ll0,

TO WEST BERKELEY-Same as "To Berbtet.kv.

To San Francisco Daily.

PROM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20—1:50- 8:20-8:50—
9^0— •10:19—4:20—4:50—5:20—5 :£0-6:20 -6:50—7:47—
9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— •S .22 -6:52-
•6:22—19:14—*3:22.

FROM 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7:25
7:55-8:25—8:55—9:25—9:55—10:25—10:55- 11:25—11:55
12:25—12 :55— 1 :25— 1 :55—2^5—2:55—3:25—3:55— 4;25—
4:55—5:25-5:55—6:25—6:55—7:50—9:53

FROM EAST OAKLAND— *5:30- 6:00- 6:30— 7:03
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11:31)

o2:00—12:30—1 :00—1 :30—2:00—2 :30—3 :00— 3 ;30— 4 :0n—
4:30—5:00-5:30—«:Q0—6:30—7:00— 7:57—

o

:57- 9:57—
10:57-

PROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 m notes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—"5:30—6:00—•6:30—7:00 -•7:30—8:00

•8:30—9:00-9:30—10:00—110:30—11:00- 111:30—12:00—
112:30—1:00— 11:30—2:00— j2: 30-3:00-3:30—4:00—4:30
5:00—5:30-6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00.

FROM BERKELEY — •5:25—5:55—•6:25—6:55—*7 :25—
7:55—•8:25— 8:55—9:25—9:55— 110:25—10:55- 111:25—
11:55— $12:25— 12:55— $1:25— 1:55— 12:25—2:55—3 :25—
3:55—4:25— 4:55—5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "From BERK-
ELEY."

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1887,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send four cents in stamps, to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in nse at Fairlawn.

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTTERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or further information, address

OUTftiftClffi
ccmpamy. -gages.

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
San Francisco.

In effect October 1,1887.

12:01 p | Cemetery and San Mateo
| 2;ii> p

tS;lu a r *1 6:30A
3:30a •8:00 a

10:30 a
•3:30 p i ... ...San Mateo, Redwood and.... ... . •10: 02a
4:30 P

1

"5:10 P t5:3o P
6:30 P |

tllMopj i. J \ 17 :B0 e
S:3ua

c
-i

i y;o3 a
10:30 a, J Santa Clara, San Jose, and I 1*10-02 a
*3:30p 1 Principal Way Stations f ^8p
4:30 P t. J\ 6:10 P
1 ::*J p

|
Almaden a-d Way Sta

8:30 a l Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville,
*3 :30 F ' f Salinas and Monterey.

I Monterey, Loma Prieta and Santai >
» I Cruz {Sunday Excursion) '

f +8:35 p

..Hollisterand Tres Pinos .

8:^0 a ( Watsonville, Aptos.soquel, ) *10:02 a
*i:30 p''( 'Capitolaiand Santa Cruz )

' 6:40 P
s-in*l i Soledad, Paso Robles, Teinpleton ) ,

_ ,_°-1UA
l HSan Lais Obispo) & Way Stations, f I

6:40g

a—Morning p.—Afternoon.
'Snndayseicepted, +SundayB only ITheatre train Sat-
urdays only.

Trains run on Pacific Standard Time.

Lock Fox 320. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.
Ijan52

Nearly all rail line to San Luis Obispo. Onlv 24
miles staging between Templeton and San LniB
Obispo. Time from San Francisco 12 honrB. Through
rate S3.50.

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA CAL.

<'REEK ROUTE.

FBOM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—1105-1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6u\5—8:15-1005—12:15—2:15-
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. tSaturdayB excepted; ISundays
only.
C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland.

Standard Time furnished by Lick Obsebvatoby,

A. S. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager.

T. H. fcJOODMAJi,
Gen. Pass. ATtk Aet.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These TTarebouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current rates.

Information 1 egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER,

President.
ALEXANDER WATSON.

Secretary.
24sep

THE PARKER GUN

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAN FBAXaSCO, CAL,

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 410 1"1KE STREET
G. L. BRANDER President

J. L. FLOOD - Vice-President

C. P FARNFIELD Secretary

I. S. ANGUS ..Assistant Manager
Bankers. Nevada Bank, ef San Francisco.

16a? >

Special Round-tkip Tickets, at reduced rates—t o
Gilroy and Paraiso Springs.

Special Notice—Hound.trip tickets to the famone
Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton) can be Lad at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices, in San Francisco
Rate, 86.59.

EXCCBSJON TICKETS.
For Sundays orUT,4 fJ°^ Sunday Moexetg; good

J - '
( for return same day.

ForSatnrday, < Sold Satdbday and Sunday onJy,
Sunday and-! good for return until following Men-
Monday. ( day, inclusive, at the following rates.

Round Trip
from San

FTanc'sco to

San Bruno....
Millbrae
Oak Grove....
San Mateo....
Belmont
Redwood.. ..

Fair Oaks
MenloPark.
HayfieM
Hount'n View

>JttO
Mod.
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Lawrences
Santa Clara
an Jose
Gilrov
Hollister
Aptos
Loma Prieta...
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

ISat to
' Mon
' Tkt.

4 00
450
50C

o 0i

Ticket Offices.— Passenper Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station. No. 6in Market street,
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwin Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JXDAH

,

Superintendent Asst. Pass, k Tkt. Agt.

I LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

Mixes instantly wltn cold "Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing five Imperial gallons

equals nearly 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 180

sheep at a cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a no urisher of wool, a certain enre

for scab.* ALSO
IJTTMTS PATEST POWDER JD1P.

Poisonous, mixes instantly with cold water. Soldin
a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; in a
seven-pounds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per pound.

CATTON, BELL & CO.
SUCCESSORS

F VI.KNER. BELL A CO.,

24sep 406 California Street. A«E5iTS,

At the two principal events of the year—at the World's Trap Shoot-

ing Carnival held at Wellington, Mass., May 30 to June M , 1887, Ihe Par-

ker Gun won the leading prize for best average for five day's shooting:

al«o at Seattle W. T„ June 9, 10 and II, 1S87, the leading prize and best average was won wiiu the Parker

Gun addin" victories to 1886 as follows: The Second Annual Tournament of the CharuberUn Cartridge

Co 'held at Cleveland, Ohio, September 14, 18B6, out of eighty-seven entries from representative shots,

representing fourteen States, the Parker Gnn won first and third money, winning $900 out of the 51,200

parse offered a Iding another victory to 1885, which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament

for tb* championship of the World.'beld at New Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to 16th. Anion- the contestants

shooting other guns were such champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Smbbs, Erb and others,

PARKER BROS., Makers,
5few York Salesroom, 9 7 Cliambers St., Herfden, ct.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

•~ STRAIGHT CUT CIGAEETTES.
REGAL AKD NOBLESSE.

Oar Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIKST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

25dec52

IMPORTED BEEKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

prize winners at all the fairs in California and the

entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair

Sacramento, 1886.

Importations made direct from Eneland every year

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the 1

best blood and most fashionable families of Dish-

faced Berksbires, regardless of cost, and all re-

corded in English and American Berkshire records.

Young pigs from these importations, male and
female, from entirely different families for sale at

reasonaoie prices, aodeyery pig guaranteed, Address

asdeoea

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
EESPECTfOLiY CAIXS ATTENTION TO TEE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with Bpeed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fish ing.
TRAXNS LEAVE SAN FBANCISCO T>a TT-Y FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHABMEfG

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast.

with its beantlfol Groves and delightful Drives. Troot
in abundance can be obtained from the Bet era! etrean s
in the vicinity of Monterey, and th.e best of Bhootirg
may 1-e had in season*

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waterB, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
aenda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ASE UNSURPASSED,

hartng a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
Band for surf bathlne. The BATH-HOUSE contain*

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming bathB, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
Individual baths, with douche and shower facilities-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

AJ»TOS, SOQfEX AM> SABiTA CRUZ
IB VTA THE NORTHERN DIVISION',

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division tudb through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara. San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey, each of which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

Qaail. Pigeon, Snipe, Sack, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo £or those well-known Retreats, PUBIS
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PEsCADEBO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at andaboat SAN BRUNO knd McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are bat a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements: to the lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

AJMMUSW SMITH. Me<l\* ootl *ity.
Or at,218„CalifornJa Street, SanvFrauciscQ.

be entitled to
FREE TRAJS'SPORTATION CF THEIR DOGS

when carried In Baggage Cars and pot In charge of
Train Baecagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
to IflBne CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggage
Cars.
eSflu order to guard against accidents to Do=

while In transit, it If iiccessarv that they be providei
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishioi.
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge, Gnnstaken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may be
taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, To

street, Valencia Station.and No 613 Market ?t.

Hotet
A- O. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Buperintendent Asst, Pass ana kT
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SEVENTH ANNUAL TOURNAMENT

California State Sportsman's Association.
SAN BRUNO, OCTOBER 6th, 7th, and 8th, 1887.

Matches.

Thursday, October 6th.

No. 1. At 15 live birds, 21 yards rise, plunge traps, use of one barrel. Entrance $3.00.

Xo. 2. At IS live birds,™' yards rise. Hurlingham style, ground traps. Entrance $5.00.

No. 3. At 20 Blue Rock Targets, 15 yards rise, 5 screened traps. Entrance $2.50.

Friday, October Jth.

No. 4. At S pairs live birds, 18 yards rise, plunge traps. Entrance ?5.00.

No. 5. At 12 live birds, 30 yards rise, ground traps, Hurlingham style. Entrance $5.00.

No. 6. At 10 pairs Blue Rock targets, 15 yards rise. Entrance §2.50.

Saturday, October 8th.

No. 7. Association Match, at 20 live birds, ground traps. 30 yards rise, Hurlingham style. Prize a

diamond badge, presented by vice-President Fay. Entrance 35. The winner to hold the badge from year to

year, until won three times by any member, when it shall become bis personal property. The winner at each i

Special Prizes.

Presented by Messrs. Clabrongh and Golcher, 630 and 632 Montgomery Street, San Fran-

cisco.

A Clabrmigh breech-loirting, Hi-gnage g»n, shot gun,
30-inch barrel s. m.pounds weight. Value 175. The gun
will he presented to thr- one making the best average
shooting at Cleveland Blue Rook targets during the

tourn «ment. All competitors for the i>rize must par
t'cinate in all regular "Blue Rock" matcbeB during the
me e ting.
Six and one-.qnarter pounds Eagle Duck powder.
A hunting coat.

A drinking flask.
Six and one-quatter poundB Hazard Ducking pow-

der.
A pair of best leather-BOled gun hoots.
A pair of red leather sewed bunting shces.
A pair of fine canvas leggings.
A sole leather enn ease.
A "Quick-loading" powder can.
Five sacks of shot.

Presented by Mr. E. T. Allen, 416 Market Street, San Francisco.

A split bamboo fishingrod
A pair of " Empress of India"razors.
A pair of English hunting shoes.
Two kegs Dupont'B New -Summer Shooting Powder.
As'lkwound lance-wood fishing rod. reel and silk

line.

A * 'Victoria" leather gun case.
A leather bound hnntinc coat and cordnroy hat.
One keg powder and sack of shot.
One pair of rubber boots.
A leather medal for the person making the poorest

score (a valuable prize enclosed).

Presented by The Selby [Smelting and Lead Company, 416 Montgomery Street, San
Francisco.

One hundred dollars to be added to entrance money 1 Two hundred "Standard" ChamberHn cartridges in
in match No. 8. I each match.

Presented bv Mr. E. B. Rambo, agent for the Winchester Repeating Arms Co., 418 Mar-
bet Street, San Francisco.

A Winchester repeating shotgun.

Presented by the San Francisco Chronicle newspaper.
A Colt's repeating rifle.

Presented by Mr. John Skinker, agent for Dnpont's Powder Company, 256 Market Street,
meeting to surrender the badge at the succeeding meeting, and to receive the entrance money of such last-

J
ua_ Francisco

mentioned meeting. Open to members of the California State Sportsman's Association only.

No. 8. "Standard" Match, at 20 single Blue Rock targets, and 5 pairs singles, at 18 yards, pairs at U
yards. Entrance S2.50. 3100 added by the Selby Smelting £ Lead Company.

One 12K pound keg Dnpont's "Summer Shooting"
|

One 12K keg Dupont*B"Snmmer Shootlne" powder,
powder.

Presented by Mr. Harvey McMnrchy, agent for the L. C. Smith gun, Syracuse, New York.
An L. C. Smith double barrel shotgun,

CONDITIONS.
All matches except No. 7 open to the State. Members of the Association onlv to compete in match No. 7. All entrance money divided into 40, 3f>, 20 and 10 per cent. Shooting to be under the Association rules sa

revised in 1SS6. The special prizes distributed as per circular announcement. Shooting to begin at 9:30 a. m. Headquarters during the meeting, the Grand Hotel, San Francisco. All sportsmen invited.

H. H. RKIGGS, Secretary. L. I> FREER. President

IN USE

AND

FOR SALE

Sell* Smelting A Lead Co,

EVERYWHERE.!
I

SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES.

POPULAR,

UNIFORM,

RELIABLE,

EXCELLENT.

SPORTSMEN
-ALL USE THE-

Paper Shot Shells, Wads and Primers,
•MANUFACTURED BY THE-

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
WHICH MAY BE HAD OP

ALL DEALERS, and in "STANDARD" CARTRIDGES,
Loaded by the SELBY SMELTING & LEAD CO.

FOR SALE.
No. 1.—Bay Hare, foaled spring of 1B81, by

Terror.

let dam by Little John; 2d darn Munition's dam by
SOD of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodburn, 1b* dam by Owen ale; 2d
dam Alusidora, by Belmont, etc.

So. Z.—Che-Mtnnt Mare, foaled spring of 1882,

by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musidora, by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "Con of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir \rcby) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Pocbe

7.neaeare extra fme younR mares of superior trot-

tiTij? action and well in-bred to tbe blood of Belmont.
X; , 1 la in foal to a son of Oeo. M. Patchen Jr.

for further information address

W. M. WILLIAMSON,
San Jose, Cai.

DUPONT'S
New Brand Sporting Powder.

"SUMMER SHOOTING"
SUPERB IN aUALITY,

Shoots Moist and Clean.
This powder has just been made specially by Du-

pont & Co io suit the Pacific Coast Climate.
Ituhoots Moist, is Muh grade, and of superior

excellence as to quality.
For sale by all dealers and by the Agent,

JOHN SKINKEfr.
Z5S Market Street S. F.

Price $700 per keg. Smaller packages Id pro-
portion, octl

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

IBreeder and Sportsman.

MARK!! THERE HE GOES!
INTO THE •

LEADING SPORTING GOODS HOUSE
WHERE yov CAN BUY

' 'CLABROUGH" GUNS, *

"W. & C. SCOTT & SON'S" GUNS.
'PARKER BROS." GUNS,

'L. C. SMITH" GUNS.
_ o

"COLT" GUNS.

FISHING TACKLE, BASEBALL GOODS, CRICKET and LAWN
TENNIS GOODS, CLEVELAND BLUE ROCKS.

"STANDARD" Shotgun Cartridges.

EVERYTHING IN THE SPOUTING GOODS LINE.

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.,
630 and 632 Montgomery St. MU
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Auction Sale of Rancho Del Paso Horses.

On Tuesday, the 25th day of October, Killip & Co.

will expose at public auction a draft from the breeding

farms of J. B. Haggin Esq., consisting of trotting-bred,

work, draft and Shetland ponies. The trotters are by
such noted sires as Geo. IT. Patchen Jr., Echo, Algona,

Norwood, Alaska, and other noted stallions, and from

mares that are of equally as good breeding and of high

form. There is no question that a great deal of trotting

speed has lain dormant in the fields of Kancho del Paso

and the still wider ranges of Kern county. "Wells-Fargo

was sold for a trifle, and now he has gained a record of

2:21 and is reported to have shown a trial a good deal

lower. Ben Ali was bought at the last sale of Mr.

Haggin's, and in a few weeks after went a lively clip

and fairly wore out a good field of horses on the Oakland

Trotting Park. As a rule the horses bred on either of

Mr. Haggin's farms are large, and those which do not

show speed enough for track uses are valuable for the

road. Very many of them have the requisite size and

finish for coach horses, and a large proportion have

weight enough for heavy draft.

Echo, Algona, Norwood and Alaska are of Hamble-

tonian blood, Geo. M. Patchen Jr. is one of the very

best representatives of the Clays. The union of these two

families has resulted in some of the very best horses of

the day, and it can scarcely be otherwise than that some

rare bargains will be obtained. The Shetland ponies

will set everyone of our boy readers agog wbeu it is

learned that these pets of the childrentwill be presented,

and it is long odds that fathers and mothers will have

little peace until promises are obtained.

The Meeting at Oakland.

Elsewhere will be found the entries for the meeting at

the Oakland Trotting Park, commencing "Wednesday

next, and which include racing, trotting and pacing.

Although the entries are not so numerous as those

which closed earlier in the season, the horses named are

so closely matched that there is a reasonable expectation

of exciiing races being the result. The track is in good

order now. Should there be rain, which appears likely,

to-day or to-morrow, and clear weather thereafter, it will

be in the best possible condition.

The Unwritten Liaw of the Trotting Course-

The unwritten law of the course, recognized and anminis-

tered wherever trotting contests are had, permits a driver to

drop a heat, whenever, in his judgment, to do so will improve

his chances to win the race. Under cover of this discretion

a dishooest driver, with a horse capable of wiuniog the heat,

can rob every man who bets a dollar that he will win it; and

if he has had the opportunity to place a few hundred he is

not likely to give up his money when he can get three or four

for one by a simple twist of the wrist.

This important and necessary law should be incorporated

in the National rules. Then the innocents woul i have due

notice that they were in the power of the jackals and conld

govern themselves accordingly. At least the associations

themselves would not then be open to the imputation that

they were parties to the fraud, because they admini-tered a

rule allowing a robber to rob with impunity, his victim being

ignorant of the license. They cannot afford tc hold men in

the fancied embrace of fair play and have them fleeced or

not as a pool operator who drives in the race m y determine.

This unwritten law should be incorporated in the rules,

that all may have an opportunity to estimate its operations

and be themselves respuusible for the outcome of their ven-

tures. In the meantime we propose to give it publicity, acd

as far as possible make the chances of the course fair and

even. The Kentucky Trotting Horee Breeders' Association
last year prohibited betting on heats to obviate this trouble.
This year they have determined not to modify the betting
rules to meet the case, but favor such publicity to the
unwritten law that he who runs may read, and that none
may be ignorant of it, unless willfully so.

Breeders, course officers and drivers, are alike constrained
by the principals of common honesty to shield every phase
of the great trotting horse industry from disrepute, and
should know that to do so is a condition of permanent suc-
cess. Its profits as well as its respectability depend on" the
honesty of its methods and the good opinion of the public.

—

Kentuchy Stock Farm.

"We cannot agree with the Stock .Farm on this point. Incor-

porate in the rules that laying up heats will be punished the

same as laying up the whole race, and punished accordingly.

There should, of course, be left a discretionary power with

*he judges, so that in cases where it was evidently detrimental

to the chances to win to force a horse to its utmost, to save

the animal under such circumstances. But once grant the

right to lay up heats and it will be nearly impossible to

corner fraudulent drivers.

Answers to Gorresnondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies hy
mail or telegraph. The name of the writer should accompany all

questions, not for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith. Let-
ters received without the -writer*!! name cannot receive attention.

W. P., Petaluma.
"Will you be so kind as to decide the following bets?

1. A bets B that under Sections 1 and 2, Bules of Bun-
ning Baces of the State Agricultural Society, a partner of

a bookmaking and poolselling firm may act under said

rules as judge, starter, or timer of a race on which his firm

is bookmaking and selling pools.

2. A bets B that under Section 2 of Rule 25, and Section

2 of Bule 39 of the National Trotting Association, a person
interested to the extent above specified can not act in the

capacities named.
3. B bets A that if A wins the latter bets but loses the

first, and, granting (1) one and the same set of judges act-

ing under both of these sets of rules, and in one instance iu

their capacity as members of the National Trotting Associa-

tion; (2) that said judges wilfully and erroneously interpret

Sections 1 and 2 of the Bules of Bunning Baces as A has
done, that then it is the duty of the National Trotting Asso-

ciation to take notice of this action of their members and
to punish them under Section 2 of Bule 25 of said N. T. A.

A, of course, contends that the members of the N. T. A.

may commit or countenance any frauds they please under
Bules of Bunning Baces on a National Trotting Associa-

tion track or course without rendering themselves respon-

sible or accessible under the rules of the N. T. A. B claims

that under Section 2 of Article XII, {Duties of Members) Buch
members can be punished for their action in running as well

as iu trotting or pacing races.

Answer— 1. It is clearly the intention that all persons inter-

ested shall be debarred from action as judge. The last sen-

tence of Section 2 reads: "No official named in this or the

preceding section Bhall, in any manner, be interested in the

race in which he acts." This includes judges, handicappers,

patrol judges, timers, flagmen and starters. But the ques-

tion as to what constitutes interest is not so easily answered.

The probable meaning is pecuniarily interested, and cer-

tainly a bookmaker would come under that head, presuming
that he has laid wagers on the race. A poolseller is merely
custodian of the funds which others wager, and in that case

he is not pecnnianly interested directly. It may be claimed,

however, that he has a pecuniary interest in the shape of

commissions, acd that declaring bets off will cost him what

the commissions amount to, and therefore, as that may come
under his judicial duties, he should be debarred.

2. A is correct.

3. The National Trotting Association is withoat a code of

racing rales and therefore turf matters proper are beyond
its cognizance. There are rules which might be twisted into

recognition of anything taking place on the grounds of a

member The American Trotting Association has adopted

a code of racing laws, and members of that society would be

amenable or the violation.

A. C. L., Portland, Or.
Can yon tell me where I can get Wm. Bussell's book

on Horse Shoeing, and what is the price? I saw a notice in

your paper two or three weeks ago.

Answer— Hoberi Clarke & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, are the

publishers; price not given.

J.

Please decide the follwing—Two horses, called A and B,
run a race, three-quarter mile and repeat. B gets distanced
in second heat. Is he entitled to second money? The race
was run under rules of P. C. B. H. Association.

Answer—Under the Pacific Coast Blood Horse rules first

adopted, distance was waived iu a deciding heat; B does
not lose his place. Under the new rules adopted before the
Spring meeting there is a definition of a deciding heat which
is somewhat absurd—that being that a deciding heat should
oniy apply to where two horses had run a dead heat and
were running it off. It will be necessary to know which
code the lace was run under before an answer can be
given.

Entries for Fall Meeting—Oakland Trotting
Park-

First Day—Wednesday, October 1 91b.

Bunning—Sweepstakes for all ages; $25 entrance, $10
forfeit, $150 added; $50 to second, third to save stake.
Non-winners this year allowed fifteen pounds. Heats of
five-eighths of a mile.
A. C. Smith's b g Bodie, aged, by Monday.
S. A. Cooper's s f Etta W., 3, by Joe Hooker, dam by Foster.
B. C. Holly's b g Sunday, 3, by Ironclad, dam Nellie Shan-

non.

Trotting—Purse $250; 2:38 class.

N. N. Craig's b m Dolly Bloodstone by Bulrush, fla™ by Billy
Bacchus.

A. Waldstein's ch h Bonanza by Arthurton, dam by John
Nelson.

A. L. Hind's b h Alpheus by Mambrino Wilkes, dam by
Major Mono.

D. M. Ayer's blk h Guy Davis by Erwin Davis, dam by lies
senger.

Second Day—Thursday, Oct. 20th.
Bunning—Handicap Sweepstakes for all ages; $25entrance,

$10 declaration, $200 added; $50 to second, third to save
stake. Weights announced Oct. 17. Declarations due 6 p.
m. Oct. 19th. One mile and a half.

B.C
1
Holly's ch f Ninena, 3, by Jim Brown, dam Nannie

Hubbard.
Laurelwood Stable's b f Patti, 4, by WUdidle, dam Nettie

Brown.
Thos. G. Jones' b m Buth, 4, by Joe Daniels, dam Queen

Emma.
Pacing—Purse $200; 2:35 class.

A. J. Fleming's b m Minerva by Jim Lick, dam by Wood-
burn.

ch g Haverly.
A. McDowell's b g Pleasanton.

Third Day—Friday, October 21st.

Bunning—Sweepstakes for all ages; $20 each, p.p., $150
added; $50 to second, third to save stake. Non-winners this
year allowed fifteen pounds. Heats of three-quarters of a
mile.

D. J. McCarty's ch g Tom Daly, 4, by Kyrle Daly, dam Col-
umbia.

B. C. Holly's b g Sunday, 3, by Ironclad, dam Nellie Shan-
non.

S. A. Cooper's s f Etta "W., 3, by Joe Hooker, dam by Foster.

Trotting—Parse $300; 2:27 class.

W. H. Smith's cb g Wells-Fargo by Geo. M. Patchen Jr., dam
by General Taylor.

Penman & Tally's b g Lester by Almont, dam Mother Hub-
bard.

A. McDowell's ch m Maid of the Oaks.

Pacing—Purse 300; 2:20 class.

George Van Gorden's Homestake by Whinpleton.
James Linden's blk s Killarney by Bluck Balph, dam

thoroughbred.
A. C. Smita's roan m Ella S. by Tom Hal.

Fourth Day—Saturday, Ocober T2d.
Bunning—Sweepstakes for all age?; $25 entrance, $10 for-

feit, $200 added; $50 to second, third to save stake. Non-
winners this year allowed 15 pounds. Heats of a mile.
S. A. Cooper's s f Etta W. pedigree above.
D. J. McCarty's b c Bolero, 2, by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan.
Thos. G. Jones' b m Buth, pedigree above.
B. C. Holly's ch f Ninena, pedigree above.
Trotting—Purse, $250; 2:30 clas3.

A. L. Hind's b s Alpheus, pedigree above.
Jas. H. Dustin's b g Emperor by Balston, dam KatyTri
G. W. Griffin's b m Lucy by Black Balph, dam by C

fellow.
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General Topics.

There was a great deal of talk on the lawn and in the bet-

ting ring regarding the action of Mr. Baldwin in not declaring

which of his two starters. Emperor of Norfolk or Los ingeles,

he intended to win the Laurel Stakes with. This question

of declaring which horse an owner will win with when he

has two or more starters in a race has been discnssed so often

that no sane oerson will question the right of an owner to do

as he pleases about the matter. There is no rule that requires

an owner to name the horse that he intends to try to win

with when he has more than one starter, and this fact is

known to everybody who can distinguish a race-horse from a

1

Mr. Baldwin had a perfect right to start the two horses

that he did from his stable and to try and win with either.

The public, or at least that portion of it who are familiar with

the rales of racing, were perfectly aware of that fact. To
Btart two horses for the race it cost Mr. Baldwin S50 each as

entrance money, and he paid for the privilege of having two

strings to his bow. That he tried to win the race there is not

the slightest doubt, but because he tried with the horse tbat

he thought had the better chance of capturing the stake, then

somebody most grumble. These people imagine that they

know more about the horses in a stable than the owner, but

sometimes tbey pay for their mistakes.

The grumblers really found fault because Mr. Baldwin did

not come out before the race and make the announcement

that at the weights and distance he thought Los Angeles

could beatEmneror of Norfolk. Mr. Baldwin is not in che

habit of telling'everybody that he meets bis stable secrets, and

right-minded people do not expect him to do so. Mr. Bald-

win has many times started two horses for the same stake,

and he has always paid for the privilege. The public have

been required to'take his pair as though they were the prop-

erty of separate individuals, so far as betting is concerned. In

the mutual poolB they are always coupled, but if the betting

public want the long oddB offered in the books against the

horses separately then they mnst always take the chances as

to which is the better of the two runners.

Mr. Baldwin is the beEt judge as to the respective merits

of his horses, and the public mnst rely upon his judgment in

such matters. The pair—Los Angeles and Emperor of Nor-

folk—were sold together in the auction pools, and they were

the favorites. In the books 5 to 1 was quoted against Em-
peror of Norfolk and 7 to 1 Los Angelas. The latter made a

bold bid for the race, and at one time looked like a winner,

but she was not quite up to the mark in condition, and died

away in the last few yards. Emperor of Norfolk moved up

in the stretch and joined his stable companion, but George

Oyster overhauled the pair at the end and beat them by a

neck.
Of course there were any number of people afti.r the race

who believed that Emperor of Norfolk could have won had

Murphy only persevered a little with him. The real trouble

was that Los Angeles beat Emperor of Norfolk out for second

place, and the backers of the last named did not win their

place bets.

—

Sporting World.

I am sorry to see that any paper which has the welfare of

the turf in view Bhould take the stand occupied by the Sport-

ing World. The only daily journal which makes a speciality

of Bporting affairs, it may be that in the hurry of furnishing

copy every twenty-four hours there was not time enough to

give the matter properconsideration. Perfectly correct in stat-

ing that there is no rule which compels an owner to name

which horse he will win with when he has more than one

starter in a race, but there are rules that state he must win

when it is in his power to do so. Under these it is just as obli-

gatory upon an owner to beat his own horse as one owned by

another and whenever the best is pulled in order to let an

inferior in the same stable reaoh the winning score first, the

only name for it is fraud. It is not the bettors alone who

are to be protected. Every man, woman and child which pay

their money to go into the gate, or a seat on the grand stand,

have a right to see what they have paid for, a horse-race. Had

there heen no other competitor within a score of lengths of

Los Angeles and Emperor of Norfolk, and the latter was re-

strained from winning, a large majority of spectators would

have been disgusted. The betting fraternity, that portion of

them at least who are up to the tricks and dodges of "in and

out" running, form a small portion of an assemblage which

are attracted by a racing programme. As a rule the fraternity

care little for the actual sport, and if their money is only "on

right," that to them is unalloyed pleasure. Those who attend

for the pleasure of witnessing a contest are not influenced by

mercenary motives, and when balked of what they had a right

to expect are not to be enticed to look on again.

The balance of the notes copied is only a special plea to

sustain Mr. Baldwin in an action which the daily press so fer-

vently denounced. That Mr. Baldwin imagined that Los

Angeles was better than Emperor of Norfolk at the distance

and weights is a matter of assumption on the part of the

writer. With five pounds less the Emperor, two days before,

beat Baceland the same distance in 1:16}, and in all of their

races the colt has shown to be more than five pounds better

than the filly. The Sportsman gives a cut, taken from an

instantaneous photograph of the finish of the race, and under

it in italics: "Garrison came so Btroug on Geo. Oyster that he

beat Los Angeles a head. Emperor of Norfolk third, a length

away. Murphy, about a hundred yardB from the finish,

thought Los Angeles could win, and stopped riding, but came

again when too late." This impression was bo generally

shared by the spectators that it may be termed the unani-

mous belief of those who witnessed the race and were compe-

tent judges. Therefore, had the best of the two been allowed

to win it would only have been justice to bettors and specta-

tors to have given Buch orders, notwithstanding beliefs and

money pressure. It is a serious drawback to turf sports

that there should be suoh an opportunity given for adverse

oritioism, and when paperB uphold, in lieu of denouncing,

the injury is intensified. The only remedy appears to be a

restriction of one starter to each stable. This will excite the

ire of those who are bound to English methods, and should

such a rule prevail there will be no end to the screaming.

Th. practice of putting in a horse to make running for a

stable companion will be brought to an end, and each starter
'

placed on an equal basis.

I am always grieved to hear of anything which has a ten-

dency to bring turf sports into disrepute, and regrets are

heightened when California turfmen are implicated. Several

years ago, James R. Keene was guilty of having his best horse

pulled back of an inferior stable companion, and there was a

torrent of indignation over the occurrence. It was a more
aggravated case than that of Santa Anita, as there was a wide

difference between the horses, and there was a contract under

which Mr. Keene was to pay a portion of the winnings to the

seller in addition to the purchase money. This part of the

bargain was kept, but those who had lost their money had to

accept the situation. The horses were Spendthrift and Dan
Sparling, and if my recollection is correct, Dan Sparling won.

In that case the stable secured the stakes, so it was not an

exactly parallel case to that at Gravesend, though it elicited

fully as much sharp criticism. "While jockey clubs permit,

and papers uphold such a course, there are men who will

take advantage of the chance. It favors the rich owner inas-

much as in his numerous nominations he can find two good

enough to start, one to "make the running," the other to "wait

and win." Racing has been defined as a game of weights, a

contest for superiority among fields of horses, a trial of

speed and endurance in order to prove which are the most

capable of going over a certain distance of ground in the least

time. There are numerous other definitions, and among them

a test not only of the horses but also of the skill of trainers

and jockeys, and the wealthy owner has the best of it in

being able to offer such a price for the highest talent, that a

turfman of moderate means cannot hope to be as equally well

provided on thiB Bcore.

These advantages should not be curtailed. He has an

undoubted right not only to become the owner of the best

horses but also to employ the best service obtainable. But

when the horseB are marshalled at the starting post there

should be absolute equality. It is not an equal show when
from a score of nominations two or more can be selected to

battle in the same interests, in heats provision is made to

govern this, and under some rules purse races are included

so that only one horse in the same interest can start. In

stakes there should be the Bame guard, as no one will deny

that a person having two horses in has more than a two-to-

one chance to win over the owner of a single starter. He
can avail himself of two methods of management. He can

made a pace with one, a waiting race with the other, and

though argument will be offered that by paying twice as much
money he has that right, it may as justly be said that as he

pays twice as much entrance in a heat race he should have

the same privilege. It will also be claimed that the number
of nominations will be reduced, though this does not

absolutely follow. When declarations and forfeits are so

small, as is the usual custom at present, it is worth the added

expense to have a chance for selection if even only one can be

run, and there is little cause for apprehension on this score.

But if such scandals are abolished as forms the text for the

articles which have appeared in relation to the Santa Anita

Stable, it will repay for a reduction of nominations.

Not long ago there was an allusion to the road-cart, and

that it was one of the grandest inventions of the age. That

America, or rather the United States, is so far in advance

of all other countries in this sort of vehicle that there is no

chance for comparison, and in order to show the difference

I copyfrom the Asian an advertisement extolling a cart which

weighs 195 lbs., although that weight "can be reduced." I

would advise our friend Mr. Frazier to send a cart to Cal-

cutta, and as quite a number of turfmen in that country are

favorably impressed with harness work for race-horses, it may
be that ere long he would have the benefit of that far-away

market. The price of the "Facile Spider Trap, " at 300 rupees,

would cover the cost in this country and expense of shipping.

When silver and gold bear the usual proportion a rupee is

worth about 46 cents so that R. 300. is equivalent to S13S,

and from the accompanying cut in the advertisement one
of our cuts will be a startling announcement to the dwellers

in the "far-off Ind." of the possibilities of light construction

in vehicles. If the builder of the "Chicago Cart" will consign

to the editor of the Asian just such a vehicle as he built

for Antevolo, I do not think it would remain unsold for

twenty-four hours, and with a rush of orders that will sur-

prise him. At all events he can send an illustrated pamph-
let, though the cart would be the thing.

Facile Spider Trap.
The body of this trap, in every way complete with springs

shafts, axle, etc., attaohed, weighs only 195 lbs. If made
solely for training purposes and to seat one, weight can be
reduced. Generally made to seat two iu front and a syce
behind. ThiB original and unique trap was designed with a
view to supersede, perhaps, the most hideous and uncomfort-
able trap known, viz., a bamboo trap, so common if not indig-
enous to this country. The following testimonial, given spon-
taneously by a well-known member of the Indian turf,

speaks for itself, and will, we think, prove that we have done
this effectually:— "I for a long time experienced difficulty in
training nervous, light-framed, bolting, unsound, and other
horses which, from their tempers or constitutions, I have
been unable to exercise on a race-course. Following Major
Humphrey's advice, I have endeavored to effect my purpose
by working them in bamboo carts; but this experiment has
likewise not been attended with success, as when Buch a cart
is built light, fast-trotting for protracted periods and the
plunging ot high-metalled animals have shaken the trap to
fragments, and if built strong and massive it is too cumbrous,
makes horses slow, and defeats the end contemplated. With
such experience it was with diffidence I ordered one of the
Spider Facile Carts from Cosser it Co., of Karachi, for pony
draught, but after having used it for some time I am glad I
can confidently say that it is exactly what is wanted by a rac-

ing-man. In wet weather, when race-courseB are closed for
work, such a trap is a desideratum in every stable. I have
a steeple- chasing pony that is too excitable to train on the
course or under the saddle, aud I drive him in the Spider
Trap which has stood his fast pace, constant wild-bounding,
and other tests admirably, while the pony keeps iu splendid
fettle. The curt combines extreme lightness—a syce can pull
it about with one baud— with sufficient strength and dur-
ability, runs very smouthly. the workmanship and the mate-
rial used are of the best, while in appearance it is jnst the
smart thing so much appreciated by sporting men. The
sketch hardly conveys an exact idea of its elegance, which is

as appropriate fur the strand at Calcutta as fur the
Simla Mall. My cart is much admired by all who havo seen
it."

Since receiving the above certificate we have made a num-
ber of improvements in the trap, which not only adds to its

appearance bat comfort also.

From the drawing it will be seen that our "Facile Spider"
is the simplest and easiest kind of carriage to get in and out
of; perhaps more so than any two-wheeler made either out
here or elsewhere. Iu appearance it is very stylish and will

show to advantage even when compared with a highly-fin-

ished dogcart; more especially if driven tandem with two
fast trotting ponies in it. We guarantee the trap to run as
smoothly as any carriage ever built, being without an iota of
"Knee Action," and in weight to be abuormally light. For
working ponies and race horses in that are difficult to train

on a race-course, we leave it to those concerned to judge
from the above certificate aB to its merits. Any ordinary
being can undo and put the various parts together again
after uupacking from its case. The wheels of this trap are
made of hickory spokes and ash felloes with rock elm hubs
and Collinge's patent axle. Body of trap of especially

selected pucka teak. Lining and cushions of good leather,

or Venitian cord, with rein clip, whip socket, and lamps,
Price Rs. 312, packed.

Tracks Less Than a Mile.

There appears to be a constantly recurring demand for

instructions regarding the construction of training tracks,

and this week we have received a request to publish measure-

ments and mode of laying out a half-mile track. Whenever
practicable we would urgently recommend a greater circuit,

although when three-quarters of a mile is reached it will be

found equally as well adapted for training purposes as the

regulation lengths.

In constructing a track of three-quarters of a mile, the
shape of which is to be with turns and stretches of equal
length, mark a parallelogram of 990 feet long by 624 2-10

feet wide. Midway of the end, viz., 312 1-10 feet, set a stake
and attach to it a wire of the latter length. Fasten the wire
so that it will turn easily, and mark the semicircle by putting
in a stake at a short distance. Care must be taken to keep
the wire taut, and a light copper wire will be found the
easiest to manage. If there are no obstructions this is

altogether the most expeditions way of laying in the curves,

and should there be trees or anything else to impede a free

swing of the wire, the end can be loosened from the centre
stake and the wire pulled back for another start. This will

be the inner line of the track, and three feet inside of where
the measurement will be for three-quarters of a mile. To
verify this calculation, after the stakes have been set, care-

fully measure the semicircle three feet beyond the stakes,

and should it not be the exact 990 feet, lengthen or shorten
the stretches in accordance with the trial measurement. It

is so many years since we had to use this kind of "figuring"
that we would not wager on its absolute accuracy, though
confident it is very near the thing, and that a radios of

315 1-10 feet will give a semicircle of 990. Plenty of stakes
should be set on the turns so as to have a true curve, and it

will not be a great deal of work to mark the inner line by
hand. By adding the desired width of the track to the
length of the wire the outer circle can be marked, and then it

is ready for grading. Assuming that the laud is so nearly
level that no cutting or tilling has to be done, the construc-
tion will be simple. The turns will have to be thrown up to

the proper grade, and for a curve of that radius one inch of

elevation to each foot of width will be ample. The stretches

should be nearly level, only grade enough to carry off the
water. The grading, when the soil is favorable, can be done
by horse power much cheaper than when shoveling is

resorted to. The widest a training track should be made is

thirty feet, so that the outside of the turns will be thirty

inches higher than the inside. Ordiuary scrapers will move
the dirt from inside to outside until the job is nearly com-
pleted, and then an implement is easily made which will put
on the finishing touches. This is a triangle made of plank,

hardwood is best, thotigh Oregon pine will do. One we used
at Atwood Place, near Chicago, was made of 2x14 ash plank,

the one that formed the hypothenuse 16 feet long, one leg

of the triangle 14 feet, the other S feet. This was faced with
steel, or rather a strip of steel was placed along the bottom of

each plank, that is, the long leg and the hypothenuse, the
other leg being merely a bar to keep the ends from crushing
together. The steel projected half an inch below the plank
on the longer wing, and nearly the Bame on the shorter.

This made a cutting edge on ihe iight-hand wing while it

kept the left in place. At first we tried a joint at the apex of

the triangle so as to make it Bharper or more obtuse, but iu

so heavy an implement found it better to have it rigid.

Three wheels were used, those at the joint and left-hand

corner parallel with the long leg which, always ruaning
straight, did not reqnire to be chauged; the other also

parallel.

The hitching place was far enough back on the hypothenuse
to give the right draft, and tliere were long handles iu the

rear to assist in carrying the dirt where wanted. Four horses

were used, and it was surprising how rapidly soil could be
moved. The wheels could be moved vertically so as to guage
the depth of cutting, and there was little left for the plane to

do. The soil, however, was a friable, black loam, aud when
dry enough was easily handled.
Should it be better to have longer stretches and shorter

turns, lay out the parallelogram which will form the stretohes,

and connect it with the semicircles, using the formula of as
314,159 is to 100,000 so is the ciroumference to the diameter
of the circle. Thus, if 1,200 feet stretohes were adopted the
turns would be 780 each, and 1,560,000.000 divided by 314, 159,

will give the diameter 499.42, one-half of which will be the
length of the wire, bearing in mind that the regulation throe

feet must be subtracted to give i W- inner line of the track.

While a parallelogram counected by semicircles at the ends
is the shape that is most fancied for trotting tracks, should
the land be better adapted for a different plan we should not
hesitate to adopt it. Thus there might be a square field,

which, in other respects, was desirable, but in order to get the

distance it would be obligatory to make the most of it, la .
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that case there would be four stretches, and, of coarse, four
turns. The aggregate of straight work deducted from the
whole distance will &how what has to be put in the circle,

and the previoas formula will give the diameter. The
Buff do track is of this shape, and though the soil is not the
best for the purpose, it wjs accounted one of the fastest in
the country sixteen years Hgo.

Introduction Palo Alto Catalogue 1887.

Although it has not been the practice heretofore to publish
an introduction to the caUlugues of Pain Alto horses, the
compiler for this year has deemed it proper to in,ike a few
pref<>tury temurks. not by presenting elaborate tables with
extended comments, nor by minutely rehearsing performances
of the auimulb incorporated in the list and those of their kin-

dr-d whiL-u ba«e gained distinction.

It would ue assuredly niipererogatory to do more than cull

attention to wliat Uas been done by Palo Alto-bred horse*
and those by Palo Alto stallions bred by others, as they are

too well knuwn to neod repetition. Sufficient in tbis resDect
to note that the success of this stud since it was organized
is unparalleled in the history of the breeding of trotting

horses.

In the early dayB of trotting very little attention was given
to "blood," which in this sense is synonymous with breed-
ing. Little was known of the ancestry of many celebrities of

the olden time, and few owners or drivers thought it had any
bearing on the question. While it was recognized that the
get of some sires were better adapted for fast harness work,
the supposition was that the really fast trotter was a sort of

an accident, and no attempt was made to systematize the
breeding of trotterB until long after tbe sport had become
popular. Therefore, trotting pedigrees which run back half

a century are somewhat shadowy, unless there are thorough-
bred crosses, and, in every instance, when the pedigree
could be clearly established, some of that blood can be found.
But it has been a point with many writers on trottingblood to

question that portion of a genealogical tree which embraced
racing strains, and pedigrees which were accepted at the time
the horsea were alive have been discarded on the ground
that some old man, an octogenarian perhaps, had a shadowy
recollection that it was different. In order that this cata-

logue should compare with general impressions, some of

these "corrected" pedigrees have been adopted, not with the
intention of endorsing, but as a matter which has little bear-

ing on the subject. It iB better to look at what is close at

hand than speculate on the right or wrong of the records of

fifty years ago. When the disputed crosses comprise one
thirty-second, one sixty-fourth, perhaps a still less amount of

the whole blood, it is scarcely worth while to make it a bone
of contention. Then, again, thebe same writers, when
"unknown" appears, jump to the conclusion that it must be
a "cold" strain. This is not warranted, especially in Cali-

fornia pedigrees. Among the large number of mares brought
here during the great excitement of forty-nine and the early

fifties, there were unquestionably many of them of good
breeding. Brought from countries where the thoroughbred
predominated, from sections where the most popular strains
of trotting blood of that era were valued, it is altogether likely

that the favorite horBes of their owners would accompany
tnem. Then, too, with a journey before them of thousands
of miles over a country which did not furnish supplies of any
kind save grass, and in places little of that, men who had the
means to choose, would select the very best; and therefore
when a pedigree runs back to an "emigrant" mare, it is a fair

inference that in that case "unknown" is more likely to mean
good blood than that of a "scrub."

While in this catalogue are embraced all of the most popu-
lar strains of the East, there are two families with numerous
representatives which belong to California exclusively, and of

these it may be proper to give a short sketch- These are Bel-
monts and St. Glairs.

Fortunately the blood of Belmont is as well attested as

that of Lexington, without the smallest opportunity for the
usual quibbliDg. By American Boy, from imported Prunella,
by Comus, bred by Garret Williamson of Ohio, and brought
to this coast, when quite young, by Air. Williamson's sons,
his descendants figure on turf, track and road, and many
race-horses, trotters and pacers owe to him the main portion
of their blood.

The youngest Belmonts are now twenty-one years, and
therefore sodb and daughters are rare, although there are a
number of granddaughters at Palo Alto, most of them being
by Langford and Don Victor.

The St. Clairs labor under the disadvantage of the founder
of the family being in the "unknown" class, so far as pedi-

gree is concerned, though by the best possible of all tests,

public performances, they are not only known but renowned
wherever fast trotters are admired. It is useless to speculate
on the breeding of St. Clair, though reasoning from analogy
it must have been "high." Among all the St. Clairs ever
seen on the track or road, with one exception, there was the

highest quality exhibited. Lady St. Clair, who had the fast-

est five miles on record, had the form and finish of a thor-

oughbred, and every one of the St. Clair mares, and even the
granddaughters, at Palo Alto, closely approximate the 6ame
model. Stallions of infeiior breeding do not beget such ani-

mals, and while the veil which obscures the actual blood of

St. Clair is impenetrable, the form, finish, spirit and capa-

bilities of his descendentB are better certificates of merit than
the genealogy extending to the royal mares, if lacking these
characteristic*. Then when to these are united the most won-
derful aptitude to acquire the fast trotting gait, when in the
second generation Ihey have conquered aDd occupy the high-

est place in three instances, in this case tbe unknown must
be acknowledged, so far as actual merit goes, to be potent.

Lady St. Clair, Mayfly and Mayflower were daughters. The
former paced five miies in 12:54j(-, and likewise showed a
trotting gait that gave promise of great speed if cultivated.

Mayfly trotted nearly twenty years ago in 2:30], at that time
about the top notch in California, and Mayflower, encumbered
with foreshoes which weighed nearly two pounds each, and
with rolls of shot, almost aB ponderous on eacn front paBtern,

made a mile in 2:30£. This was also done in the early days
of trotting on this coast, which gives it greater significance.

After years of constant labor hauling heavy loads, and
undergoing such abuse as would have broken the heart of

most horses, Occident, in 1873, trotted a mile in 2:16|. He
was the firBt horse to drop below 2:17, and the first of the

grandsons or granddaughters of St. Clair to gain distinction.

The above-named were bred., as may be termed, haphazard.
Nothing is known of the blood of their dams, thai of Occident

to all appearance having a dash of native bkod, while in all

probability the dams of Mayfly and Mayflower were the prog-

eny of "American" mares. But when the Hood of St. Clair

was blended with that of Electioneer, and rue attention was
paid to development, there followed startling results. In
J880, Fred. Crocker, then two years old, trotted a mile in

2:2oj, and the next year Wildflower. two years, trotted in

2:31, and Bonita, two years, in 2;24£. AVildflower became

incapacitated from a severe attack of distemper, so Bevere
that great portions of flesh were eateu away, ears curtailed
and a hole corroded tbrough the membrane which separates
the nostrils. Bonita, at four years, obtained areeord of 2:18$
and "trained on" as is proved by her trotting last year in
2:I8i. But by far the greatest performance, excepting the
2:2i of Wildflower, was that of Manzauita, and few will ques-
tion that it can be classed with the beBt when age is taken
into consideration. When four years old she not only trotted
in 2:16, but also defeated the best of her age, among them the
great Patron. Ir. iB not the intention to present illustrations
which htive not been made in public, or the value of this
blood could be showo in a much sironger light. And this

aketoh—etching would be a better name—is drawn in order to
give those at a distance a little insight into the merits oi the
St. Clairs; and the summary shows: The fastest five miles
either pacing or trotting; the fastest record up to 1874; the
fusie^t and second- fastest two-year-old record; the fasiest

four-year old, and three of the blood with records below 2:19.

It is manifestly beyond a reasonable limit to enter into an
analysis of the various strains of blood which are recorded in
this catalogue. Besides the stallions there is a galaxy of

mares such as never were congregated on one stud farm
before. In fact, the compiler takes it upon himsolf to say
that it would be a difficult matter to equal them if the
searcher had unlimited money at his command and the
whole world to select from outside of Palo Alto.
Neither is there any necessity for dilating on the blood

further than to call attention to the great variety and the
number of what is now called "gilt-edged" trotting pedigrees.
Whoever fails to satisfy himself on the score of breeding most
have peculiar ideas. The greatest living sire at the head of
the stud, seconded by stallions which, rated by form, breed-
ing and performances, cannot be excelled, and with two hun-
dred and eighty-five brood-mares eminently .qualified to be
mated with them, what more on this head can be desired?
Although there is no actual necessity for elaboration, the

compiler would be well pleased to go fully into the merits of

the subject. But in that case many chapters would be
required and a good-sized volume afford none too much
space. There is a necessity, however, for brevity, and keep-
ing that requirement in view compels curtailment to the
briefest'space.

There never was a catalogue of any magnitude, or stud-
book, or collection of pedigrees of any kind, that was free
from errors. This is not supposed to be an exception, though
it is hoped that tbe mistakes are few and of minor importance.
The plan of stud books has been followed in indexing. All

that are named will be found, and the few without a distinc-

tive appellation, under their dams.
Since the forms went to press Lot Slocum has lowered his

record to 2:17£, and Old Nick, by Electioneer from Stockton
Maid, has gained a record of 2:23.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.
San Francisco, Sept., 1887.

The Struggle ofan Amateur to Obtain aRecord.

He had gained, years before, some idea of the pedigrees of

thoroughbreds; had been with the William3ons when they
brought out the produce of old Belmont. He had patted and
stroked the old horse. Aye! on one proud occasion had
even bestrode and ridden, for the distance of two miles, that
high-bred, but docile animal. Of course he mastered that
horse's genealogy, and could speak it, trippingly, on the end of

the tongue. Sam Slick says "a little learning is a dangerous
thing." Our man proved no exception to the mle, for when,
in the lapse of time, he had a chance to purchase a fashion-
ably bred trotter at a low price, he ignored the breeding
entirely, because it was'nt thoroughbred, and relegated the
horse to service among a band of common mares, running
on Cncle Sam's domain, away out on the frontier. Fortun-
ately, for him, however, the former owner was possessed of

ideas abreast of the times, and had taken the horse, the pre-
vious season, to a section where there were some fairly bred
mares. Now when their produce reached the age of two
years, and one of them showed a mile in 2:42£, it was dinned
into our friend's ears so often that it finally dawned upon
his mind that there is something real about a modern trot-

ting pedigree.

Well, next year be bought this colt in his three-year-old

form, and set about the (to his mind) light task of getting

a record, which record would not only show up the colt,

but the sire as well.

The colt had hardly oome into his possession when the
epizootic marked him for itB own; that fell disease which
swept the country that year like a wave of destruction; a

veritable pestilence which "walketh by night and waateth at

noonday." So far from being able to work him that year, it

was with feelings of great relief that after long and anxious
suspense it becamo apparent that he would "pull through"
and ultimately recover. In his fourth year he had not
sufficiently recovered to be in condition to work, except a

very little late in the fall, and after his trainer had finished

"the circuit." He went into the stud at five years, made a

good season, but sustained a severe strain and came again
into the trainers hands in such condition that he was unable
to get him to a race, and had to pay his entries without
starting him. As a six-year-old he made another good season

in the Btud, but there was no idea afterwards, that he could
be made fit for a race, consequently there were no entries

with their resultant forfeits that fall. After a prolonged
season he reached the trainer about the middle of July of his

seventh year, and was able to take a little work, and finally

came to the starting post in a field of nine horses. The
owners had discovered a soft thing in the three-minute clash

at an interior town, but the trouble was that the owners of

several other good horses had done the same thing. So when
he had what was supposed to be the contending horBe, beaten

on the second heat, another horse which was held back for

just such a contingency came to the front and scooped him

—

and the money.
Two other races were fought out in almost exactly the same

manner, and with like result. While he did all that was
expected of him, trotting heat after heat better than 30,

still there was always a faster horse in each and every heat,

and tbe coveted record which often seemed so near, like the

Will-o'-the-Wiso," eluded onr friend's eager grasp. "It is

the unexpected which happens." The unlucky horse started

again under unfavorable circumstances in a field of fast

horses with the forlorn hope of saving his entrance. The
first heat was won by another in 2:25. At the finish of the

second heat he crossed the score with two others, with only

a throat-latch between them, in 2:26'; he was that throat-

latch (in the judgment of tbe judges) behind that record. He
was a close second in the third heat in 2:26. and in the fourth

heat he had his horses "beaten off" at the head of the stretch

and jogged in in 2:30. No. it was not our friend who
"hollered," it was the man beside him, an enthusiastic friend.

The record is not low, but it is within the prescribed limits.

It places the horse within the eb,arme<J cirole. Aa your Cali-

I i

ornia readers have already guessed that he is Alphrus, I
may as well add that it places two sons of Mambrino Wilkes
and grandsons of George Wilkes in the list, (Gna Wilkes
having a record of 2:25). If our friend didn't holler he
Bteppt-d very high, touching the ground only in the aigh
places. The reader will parciou him no doubt for feeling a
little buoyant at the sudden attainment of bis end after to
long a Btruggle at a time when it was so little expected.

Observer.

Dam of Kate Bwine.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—The mare Lady Wash
ington by Reavis' Blackbird, that you refer to in your issue
of Oct. 1st, is not the dam of Ewing and Kate Ewing, but a
mare bought by me of Mrs. Dawley, Sept., 1882, and is the
mare I pointed out to you on your last visit here Her prod-
uce was, in

1879, brown filly Primrose, by Reardon's Patchen.
1S81, chestnut colt Robert Lee, by Nutwood.
1882, black colt, by a horse that Mr. Hinds had at Oakland

Park.
1883, black filly, by HindB* horse.
1884, barren.
1835, bay filly, by Algooa.
1886, chestnut filly, by Algoua.
The Lady Washington that was the dam of Ewing. Kate

Ewing and a bay filly by A aska, was a dark bay mare, 16 1

hands high, and was owned by the late E M. Skapgs; she
was always claimed to be by Borne American bay horse.
She trotted at tbe State Fair, of 1867, in a race againBt Sor-

rel Ned and Lady Stockton, and was entered by F. M Chap-
man who now lives in San Francisco. At the same Fair she
and her male took the premium for the best double team,
entered by E. M. Skagas. Yours respectfully
Rancho pel Paso, Oct. 7th, 1887. John Mackey.
P. S.—She died on Ranoho del Paso in 1885.

Corsair and Shamrock.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—My attention has been
called to the card of Count Valensin in your issue of Oct. 1st.

I regret that the Count should take his defeat so much to
heart. The oommittee whom he so grossly censures are gen-
tlemen of intelligence and integrity, and were probably expert
horsemen before he owned his first horse.
The dams of Shamrock and Corsair were full sisters, and

the sire of Shamrock is the grandsire of Corsair. The only
difference in breeding is that Corsair has, through his grand-
dam, a Mambrino and Pilot out-cross. It was probably the
addition of this old-time aristocratic and popular blood that

influenced their decision.

The Count should console himself with the reflection that

the honor to Corsair is reflected upon Shamrock "as a mem-
ber of the family." Sympathetically,

Washington, Oct. 8th. T. C. Snideb.

VETERINARY.
Conducted by Thos. Bowhill, M. R. 0. V. 8.

Subscribers to this paper can have advice through this column in all

caseB of sick or injured horses or cattle by sending an explicit descrip-
tion of the case. Applicants will send their name and address that
they may be identified. Questions requiring answers by mail should
be accompanied by three dollars, and addressed to Drs. Bowhill &
Fitzgerald, 1129 Market St.. San Francisco.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: — Having carefully

perused Mr. Bassford's letter concerning the loss of his colts,

we would like to make a few suggestions:

I. The pasture in which the animals died should be exam-
ined by a competent botanist who is thoroughly conversant
with the poisonous plants found in this country. We would
recommend Mr. Bassford to apply to the State botanist.

II. That no more animals be put in the pasture until the

cause of the death of the others is demonstrated.
III. That the water supply be carefully examined.
Mr. Bassford also asks if there are any poisonous plants

that a horse will eat? Yes. These are numerous, especially

hemlock, fool's parsley, water hemlock, water dropwort and
meadow saffron. The hemlook (conium maculatum), as known,
iB a white flowering plant having a red spotted stem which is

smooth, thus distinguishing it from the water hemlock
(circuta virosa)which has a rough stem and hairy. The same
can be said of the water dropwort (cenanthe crotata). The
fool's parsley (aethura cynoplum) resembles common garden
parsley, and can only be distinguished by its pendulous
tracts. These plants all belong to one family, the order of

umbelliferffi. The meadow saffron (colchtcum autumnale) is a

bulbous, lily-like plant with flowers, and causes in

animals violent catharsis, loss of power, severe shaking, cold-

ness of extremities, syncope and death. It seems rather

curious that so many animals have died in this pasture in

previous years. If these deaths were due to anthrax, which is

one of the most deadly scourges we have, and if the animals
were buried in the pasture, the heat of the sun drying the

earth and causing it to crack and form fissures would liberate

the spores of anthrax which would affect other animals with as

great a severity as its former victims. It has been proved
that animals which died of anthrax and were buried in the

pastures that the said pastures again become centres of infec-

tion from the Bpores of the deceased animals gaining the

surface by means of fisBureB, earth worms, and also by drain*

age and thus contaminating the water. In conclusion we
would recommend in case any more deaths occur to have an
autopsy made and a thorough microscopical examination of

the tissures of the anim-d by a competent veterinary surgeoD.
Bowhill & Fitzgerald, M. R. C. V. S.

Why Horses Shy*

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—In your issue of Sept.

3d I noticed an article copied from some exchange, on the

subject, "Why Horses Shy." I was both surprised and

amused at the ignorance displayed by the correspondent.

Before he attempts to sling ink before the public he ought
at the least to know something of the subject on which he
s writing, and not condemn the veterinary profession on a

matter in which he displays Buch utter ignorance.

The cataract (?) he talks about of a "brown growth, of a

funguB nature, that spreads over the pupil of the top down-
wards" is no cataract at all, but a natural and important
formation. On the pupillary margin of the iris of the eyes of

every horse are situated small, dark bodies, three above aDd
three below, the superior bein^ much the largest; they are
called corpora nigra; their use is to concentrate the rays of

light, and preventing their too direct passage through
pupil. Further comment is unnecessary.

A. E Bdzard, M.R. C. V. S.

Fobt Grant, A. T., Sept. 24th,
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ATHLETICS.
In November a reception will be given at the Olympic Club

to members of the Chamber of Commerce, Merchant's Club,

Produce Exchange and Call Board, Stock and Bond Exchange
and the Board of Trade. A very tine athletic programme
will be presented, and the invitations are to go to g^ntlemeu

who are keenly appreciative of sport. A grand audience ie.

assured.

On Monday evening laBt.Mr. V. E. Schifferstein and Mr. A.

H. Lean had" a friendly competit on at high jumping in the

Olympic Club, in which Mr. Schifferstein exhibited remark-

able aptitude at the exercise. He jumps easily, fairly and
over a high tape.

The new lockers at the Olympic were completed yesterday,

so that waiting members may now secure keys.

The Board of Directors of the Olympic is considering a

scheme which will bring into active "exercise all of the pro-

ficients at the different exercises. The members are to be

divided into classes in sparring, wrestling, etc., according to

proficiency, and sets of medals given in each class. The
plan seems an excellent one.

Director J. B. Tibbatts is away from the city on leave of

absence from Board meetings.

The plans for the new building for the Olympic Club have
been prepared, and are under discussion by the Directors.

The plans provide for a coffee room, large plunge bath, a

Turkish bath, gymnasium, fencing-room, boxing-room, wrest-

ling-room, office, reading-room, Dilliard-room, card-room,

parlor and all other conveniences. The enterprise is a vast

one, and should enliBt the support of well-to-do San Francis-

cans both in and out of the club. Anyone of a hundred men
in mind could build a suitable home for the club and present

it to the institution. Such an act would do more to indicate

the public spirit and make imperishable the memory of the

donor than the erection of a hundred fountains or a thou-

sand monuments.

The latest fad among Olympics is to visit Tamalpais Villa,

near San .Rafael, on Saturday night, and remain until

Monday morning. The villa is a charming resort, and
the proprietor, Mr. J. Ross Jackson, has set asiie a

large tent for the use of club members. Tamalpais
mountain may be climbed, the swimming baths used, the

beautiful avenues about the villa sauntered through, or

visitors may Bleep if the proprietor does not desire to con-

verse with them. Not the least interesting of the cariosities

of the place is the proprietor. He is an "all-round" athlete,

measuring not less than three feet and a half in circumference

between the ensiform cartilage and the crests of the ilia, but
he can nevertheless converse faster than Mr. SchifferBtein

can rnn,

Mr. Ohoynski and Mr. Kenealey of the Golden Gate Ath-

letic Club, it is said, will box for a medal in the Olympic
club rooms soon.

A auggestiou of assistant-leader Kolb of the Olympic is

that the club prepare an especial programme to be given on
an evening when the members of all the strictly amateur
clubs of this city and Oakland can be invited. The Olympic
owes much to the kindness of the Acme Club of Oakland, to

the San Francisco Turn Verein, the Eintracht Verein Turnei
Section and other clubs.

The Pacific Coast Amateur Athletic Association met at the

Olympic Club on Tuesday evening last, President W. Greer
Harrison in the chair, and Messrs. W. C. Driffield, O. A. C.j

J. J. Theobald, Iff. C. C; O. Freund, E. A. C; C. H. Smith,

T. F. Flynn and J. J. Jamison, G. G. A. C. No definite action

was had, but an informal opinion was that the Association

should give its games on November 19th.

The Board of Directors of the Olympic Club, on last Wed-
nesday authorized the employment of a man to rub down
the athletes who train at the Cen'.er-street grounds in Oak-
land for the coming P. C. A. A. A. meeting. The man will

be in attendance to sprinkle the track, care for the dressing-

rooms, and rub tbose who take their spina there. The man
will be at the service of all who need him, whether they are

Olympics or members of the other clubs belonging to the
Association, and it is hoped that the unusual convenience
will induce many to get into first-rate condition.

Mr. J. F. Bassett, a member of the Oylmpic Club, is a very
fine amateur photographer, as well as an enthusiastic sports-

man. We acknowledge receipt from him of a photograph of

his camp, near Port Orford, in June, '86. The trip was a most
successful ono, as is evidenced by the seven deer hanging in

the camn and the elk heads lying about.

Mr. Walter A. Scott, President of the Pacific Coast Har-
riers, kindly sends the records made by some of the walkers
and runners of the day. Mr. Scott has prepared a full list of

such records for presentation to the 0. A. C. And on Wed-
nesday evening last he placed in the elnbrooms a large frame
containing photographs of the men named below. The
pictures are handsomely mounted, aud are hung in the place

of bonor. The records sent are as follows:

P. D. Skillman, 1 mile in 4 miu. 36 sec; 2 miles in 9 min.
44 see,; 5 miles in 27 min. 5J sec; 12 miles in 1 hr. 12 min.
13 sec
E. C. Carter, 1 mile in 4 min. 30 sec; 2 milesin 9min. 38 3-5

eec; 3 miles in 15 min. 16 2-5 sec; 5 miles in 25 min. 23 3-5

sec; 10 miles in 52 min. 58 3-5 sec
W.G.George, 1-2 mile in 2 min. 2 1-2 sec; 1 mile in 4

min. 12 3-4 see. 2 miles in 9 min. 17 2-5 sec; 5 miles in 25
min. 7 4-5 sec; 10 miles in 51 min. 20 see.

Lon. E. Myers, 100 yards in 10 sec; 300 yards in 31 3-8 sec.

1-2 mile in 1 min. 55 2-5 sec; 1,000 yards in 2 min. 13 sec.

1 mile in 4 min. 27 3-5 sec
A. "Waldron, 100 yards in 10 1-4 sec.

Eddie Lange, (walker) 1 mile in 6 min . 43 sees. ; 3 mile in 23
min. 10 3 5 sees.

P. Fitzgerald, (pedestrian) 610 miles in 6 days.

H. M. Johnson, 100 yardB in 9 4-5 sees.

Harry Hutchens, 220 yards in 21 4-5 sees.; 300 yards in 30

sees.

W. M. Cummings, 1,000 yards in 2 min. 17 sees.; 1 mile in

4 min. 16 1-5 sees.; 10 mileB in 51 min, 6 3-5sec.

Harry Fredericks, 1 mile in 4 min. 32 3-3 sbcb.

Wendell Baker, 100 yards in 10 sees.; 220 yards in 22 sees.;

440 yards in 47 3-4 sees.

Director H. A. Cummings, at the desire of the Board,
would like to meet all of those who participate in the exhibi-

tion on next Wednesday evening in the boxing gallery, imme-
diately after the entertainment. The Director will have some
little refreshment provided for the athletes who lend their

services on that occasion.

A social was given at the Olympic Club, on Thursday eve-

ning last. Director Rhodes, chairman of the Social Com-
mittee, had made all preparations for the entertainment of a
large number, but was rather disappointed when he found
only two or three hundred present. Ballenberg's music, the
best dancing room in the city, and an opportunity to meet
the scores of accomplished young gentlemeu of the club,

all failed to draw a great number, but the loss was more than
compensated for by the distinguished character of those who
did atteud. Richer toilets and more beautiful faces have
never graced the rooms.

At the last Olympic Board meeting, Treasurer Russ sub-
mitted his monthly statement, showing receipts and expen-
ditures in detail. The report shows a, balance of about
$2,300 in the treasury.

Those who are training at the Center-street grounds for the

P. C. A. A. A. meeting will find there aquautity of "Mitchell's

Magic Lotion." There is also some of the lotion in the club
dressing-rooms. It bas extraordinary efficacy in removing
inflammatory conditions, and the pains and aches incident

to active work. A cloth moiBtened with it aud laid upon any
abraded or swollen part will almost instantly remove swell-

ing and pain.

Olympic Ladies' Night.

On October 19th the Olympic Club gives an entertainment
especially for the pleasure of its lady friends. It has given
several like affairs which have been appreciated, and that to

come will be very interesting. Leader Hammersmith, with
the help of his assistant leaders Messrs. J. B. Tibbatts and
Ed. A. Kolb has arranged the following programme.
Dumb-bell exercise by the juvenile class; groupings, spar-

ring, wrestling, an exhibiton of high jumping by Messrs.
V. E. Schifferstein and A. H. Lean; comic eccentricities by
Messrs. Bogner and Durie, wand exercise by juveniles, single

stick, parallel bars, pantomimic evolutions and trampoline
exercises.

Each membor of the club is entitled to an extra ticket, and
it is the desire of the Board of Directors that all will exercise

their privileges and extend the hospitalities of their delight-

ful rooms to their friends. It is especially desired that the

fathers, mothers, sisters, cousins and aunts of the juvenile

members will be present. The youngsters are doing so

remarkably well that they have gaiued the admiration of the

club, and should be honored by the attendance of those near-

est to them and most interested in them.

"Mercury" Talks.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—It is believed that the

Pacific Coast Amateur Athletic Association is to hold a cham-
pionship meeting on or about Thanksgiving Day, but no pos-

itive information about the affair seems to be at hand. It

would be a favor to the Olympic out-door men if somebody
would get the Board of Directors to stir up our delegates to

the P. C. A. A. C, for we hear so little of them that most of

us do not know who they are. The programme should be
published at once so that the "boys" can commence training.

I am informed that the University boyB at Berkeley are
anxious to join the Association in a meeting and pay their

pro rata. Let's have them by all means, as they will do more
than anybody, except the Olympic Club, to bring the "crowd."
I bope the O. C. delegates will do what they can to give us a

programme at once and let the University boys iu. I think
that no cast-iron by-law should be allowed to keep them out,

for they always let us into their games. Mercury.
San Francisco, Oct. 12th, 1887.

Swindling Athletes.

A graphic account of a recent bold fraud in England appears

in Land and Water of Sept. 24th, it sayB:

"The disgraceful scene which took place at Lillie Bridge
Grounds, on Sept. l&th, deserves more than a passing notice
in these columns. On that day, at 5 P. m., H. Hutchens of

London, and H. Gent of Darlington, were to run a match,
distance 120 yards, for £100 a side, at the well-known metro-
politan enclosure. Hutchens was, and Gent probably is, the
fastest man ever seen at a short-distance spin. Hutchens has
won three Sheffield handicaps, a very rare occurence in con-
nection with these events. Gent has won two iu such bril-

liant style that he iB regarded as the coming sprint champion.
Hutchen's fame, however, is based upon many other brilliant

achievements on the path. Perhaps his most wonderful feat

being 300 yards in 30 seconds, at the Powderhall Grounds,
Edinburgh, on New Year's Day 18S4. Hutchens began life as
a newspaper boy at Messrs. W H. Smith and Sons' stall at

Putney Station. Gent Beems to have been not unconnected
with coal-mining in his early days. Both are splendid-look-
ing athletes, Gent being rather the larger of the two, and with
far more power about the hips and loins than the senior
champion.
As such a big and important sprint match has uever before

taken place in London, and Hutchens' name, at any rate, has
been long known all over the world as the typical embod-
iment of speed, there is small wonder that Lillie Bridge on
Monday evening was crowded with a thoroughly representative
mass of spectators about 5,000 strong. Not so many as were
pesent at either of the George vs. Cummings races, but a more
orderly, respectable and less rowdy lot, apparently, than
attended those big one-mile contests. Bookmakers of a very
low type were unpleasantly prominent, and their manners
and bearing being even mure than usually blatant and objec-
tionable, some of the more experienced visitors anticipated
trouble not very far distant. The men, with their traiuers,

appeared on the track about 5 p. ai., late as usual; and, after

a walk round the path, tossed for stations, Gent winning, and
then retired to the center grand stand dressing-roomB to get
ready for the race. In the meantime the betting had changed
round from 2 to 1 on Gent at 4:45 p. M., to 10 to 1 on Hutch-
ens at 5:30 p. si., and the backers of Gent saw at once that all

chance of saving their money was gone. Within a few min-
utes of 6 p. M. the referee sent in to the dressing-room for

the men to come out. T. Wilkinson, the Sheffield starter,

followed for the same purpose. The secret then leaked out;
the doors were locked, and the men had gone. This was
about 6 p. m. almost to the minute. There were 5,000 peo-
ple in the grounds who paid admission money to see a race.

Tne meu were gone; bo was the gate-money. The race was
asell. This state of things, to any ejmpetent police-inspector,

managers, or, indeed, anybody that knew the frequenters of
running grounds, meant a more or less serious riot when
once it was found that there was no money to be returned.
It was then, at 6 p. m., the undoubted duty of whoever had
control of the police arrangements to at once telegragh to

Hammersmith and elsewhere for a strong reinforcement of

police. Had this been done, the fire, at any rate, which sub- _

Bequently happened, would have been stopped. As it was, I

no steps whatever appear to have been taken to avoid a riot.
The a akenolder and referee left the ground without making
any announcement as to what he intended to do in the mat-
ter, or even announcing that the race would not take place
that evening; and then, and not till then, after waiting a long
time vtry patiently, did the mob break all over the ground, and,
failing to obtain a return of their entrance money, proceeded
to damage the property of those they considered hadswindled
them out of their coin. Tuey tore up the railings round the
track, broke down the telegraph ooard and the flag-stuff, and
then tried all they knew to smash np the roof and stands on
the Seagrave road side of the enclosure. A small force of one
sergeant and twenty police-constables were no earthly use
against this raging mob, and they had all their work to do to
guard the refresliment-room and stands whilst the rest of the
ground was being looted. At 6:30p. m. darkness began to set
in. No reinforcements of police had arrived, and some few of
the ringleaders of the mob started a bonfire of broken chairs,
tables, fences and stakes near the quarter-mile starting post
on the track. This was soon fed with fuel from all parts of
the ground, and in a very short time the blaze assumed con-
siderable proportions, and caught the fence of the railway.
In the meantime two other tires were lighted on the Seagrave
road side of the track, and then a desperate assault nn the
police in front of the refreshment bar ended in that sanctum
being stormed, the contents plundered, and eventually the
whole range of stands were set on tire, and more than half
burnt to the ground. In the middle of this conflagration the
police reinforcements at length arrived, and so did the fire en-
gires, and then, and only then, did the mob disperse, having
been in full possession of thegroundsforupwardsof one hour
unchecked and unrestrained, notwithstanding the fact that
Lillie Bridge is within a mile of several police stations. When
once the engines were at work the fire was soon got under,
but not before an extremely valuable stock of athletic appli-
ances and bicycles were destroyed or stolen. The grounds
present the appearance of a complete wreck, and the damage
done will take some considerable time, and quite £2,000 to
replace. The only thing that can be said for the rioters 1b

that they left the better class spectators in the grounds alone,
without any attempt at robbery and violence, devoting all

their energiesand ingenuity to the destruction of the property
of the ground lessees, who, as a matter of fact, were entirely
blameless in the matter, the enclosure being sublet for the
day to Mr. Lewis, who, by his agreement, would appear to
be liable for the damage.

It is very difficult indeed to arrive at the true facts of this
disgraceful affair, or to whose credit must be charged the
onus of stopping the race. Of course, the actual reason was
betting, and, 60 far as can be ascertained, the following may
be taken as a pretty correct version of one of the most
ruffianly emeutes in connection with a foot race. Gent was
going so well in his trials and preparation for the race that
at Doncaster, in the preceding week, good odds were laid on
his chance, and, indeed, so they were at Lillie Bridge up to
within a few minutes to 5 p. m., the time fixed for the «vent
to take place. The men were then on the ground with their
trainers, but before 5:15 p. m. the betting suddenly veered
round, and the bookmakers' odds, as the men tossed for
positions, at 5:25 p. m. were 10 to 1 on Hutchens. To the
most complete ignoramus in matters pedestrian, this meant
that Hutchens was going to win, and that somehow or other
Gent's prospects were hopelesB. As the men stood side by
side on the path tossing for choice of ground, in their ordin-
ary attire, fjoth looked equally tit and well, 10 to lon either
being, to all outward appearances, and on previous form,
absurd and preposterous odds. Against this, almost at the
very moment, the two men retired to the Pavilion to prepare
for the race; an old professional runner and trainer, a man
whose name is a household word all over the world in con-
nection with athletics and pedestrianism. and who was well
aware of the trial and form of both competitors, told ns that
both trying that evening it would be impossible to name the
correct amount of odds on Gent against Hutchens, whose
recent Bpins had quite proved him to have lost his old form
and marvellous pace. Hutchens and Gent retired into the
Pavilion but no one in that vast waiting and expectant
crowd saw them come out again. As far as can be gathered,
just as they had finished their toilets and were having a last

rub down, some dozen excited backers of Gent and a few
hired ruffians burst into the room, locked the door behind
them, and then told Hutchens plainly that he should not
run as the betting was too ominous to suppose Gent had any
chance of winning that evening. Finally Hutchens was
lorced out of the room and the ground by a back way
through the gymnasium, and Gent was equally compelled to

leave by another back entrance. The gate money was
cleared off into a safe place, by whom it is not quite apnar-
ent, and the events, as regards the swindled spectators in'the
enclosure, were allowed to take their course, with the natural
and inevitable result above detailed. Probably the precise
inner history of the affair will never be known. These sort
of scandalous transactions are generallv well-kept secrets,

and even supposing some accomplice gave the true version
of the means need he would not be believed on his oath.
The fiasco was in every way to be deplored. Not only is the
one ground in London where a big professional running
match can be brought off successfully destroyed, with very
little chance of ever again being restored, but even if it

should be once again put in order the management will
probably scarcely be tempted by any offer of a big considera-
tion to risk their property to the tender mercies of a mob like

the one gathered at Lillie Bridge last Monday. Also, no
matter how great the reputation of any couple of professional
runners, all respectable people will carefully avoid the ground
or enclosure when the said couple are announced to be
about to try their speed. In fact, pedestrianism and prize-
fighting will now be classed in the same category by all true
sportsmen. Yet in the face of last Monday's riot, there are
some people who still insist that betting is the baokbone of all

sport. That without it even amateur athletics would cease
to exist, and that any action to stop betting at a running
match or athletic meeting, will in the end put a stop to our
popular summer athletic reunions. The Amateur Athletic
Association has recently taken a decided step to stop this

crying evil at all meetings under their control, and has also
been much abused for insisting on their rule not to allow
professional races to take place' in connection with the sports
of any Amateur Athletio Club. What more direct proof
of the wisdom of their legislation could be desired than
Monday's proceedings at Lillie Bridge? The A. A. A. is

being constantly asked, in the interests of sport, to sanction
the meetings of ohampion amateurs with champion profes-
sionals. Truly a great and glorious result might be expected
if the betting element were allowed to influence the match,
as it most assuredly would if only the reputation of the men
engaged induced sufficient interest to cause large snms to be
wagered on the issue. The success of tne George v. Cum-
mings' Inst mile race in London is surely the exoeption that
proves the rule. What about the scenes at the first mile
race between these twoalsoatLillieBridge? It is true the mob
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then stopped short of actual incendiarism, but the better
class spectators and even the bookmakers themselves were
then the victims of an organized aud deliberate attempt at
wholesale robbery and violence, which ull those who were
then present can testify to and vouch for. The better class
and honest bookmakers rarely, if ever, dabble in pedestrian-
iem or athletios. They " do not back anything that can
talk," as a well-known race-horse owner once remarked.
Consequently, the betting fraternity, who patronize the cin-
der path are by no means desirable companions or patrons,
and are certain, sooner or later, to ruin any sport they honor
with their presence and attention. "We have no hesitation in
saying that cycling is being hopelessly ruined by betting
considerations, and the constant presence of bookmakers at
cjcling sports. Athletics will quickly follow the same
downward track unless betting is held strongly in check by
the controlling bodies of the sport. Monday's race at Li Ilia

Bridge has probably sounded the death-knell of respectable
professional foot-racing, which will only now flourish in ob-
Bcure corners, when competitors, spectators and bookmakers
are all thit-ves together, actuated by the one absorbing mo-
tive of robbing one another as quickly and as openly as
possible.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and death
tn their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Sale.

Mr. H. R. Brown, San Francisco, has sold:

To Mr. Herman W. Heeth, the b, w and t English setter

dog Grouse, by Traylor's Fred—Marble's Fanny, whelped
September 20th, 18S3.

*
Kennel matters have been forced into the background dur-

ing the week by the great tournament at San Brnno. Even dog
fanciers for the time forgot their pets in the excitement of

shooting for the great list of rewards posted for the State

Association meeting. Now that trap meetings are done with
for the year, nothing can interfere with preparations for the

field trials. Trap shooting is good sport, held work is bet-

ter. Dog owning is a pleasure, and dog training a higher
enjoyment. But the art of sportsmanship reaches its highest

development when the man who has by practice at the trap

or in the field made himself a qnick, sure shot, takes to

himself his keen pointer or setter and goes abroad at the field

trials. We have often been at a loss which to admire most, the

patient endurance of the handler, his wonderful skill with
the gun, or the extraordinary intelligence of the brute which
finds its greatest joy in doing nis bidding. Field shooting
without a dog, except on a duck pass, is tame sport com-
pared with that to be had by one who learns how to handle
his thoroughbred well.

Recent information inclines more strongly than ever to the

belief that in addition to training-schools for dogs, there

should be Normal institutions for sportsmen in which they
may learn how to use properly the highly-finished animals
which come from the hands of the breakers. Our observation

has been that not one amateur in a hundred fails to spoil his

dog after it is returned from the trainer. It is perhaps
asking too much to require that the man who goes out once
a week or a dozen times a year should possess the ability to

endure fatigue and the power to control his temper equally
with the man who goes into the field three-hundred
days in the year, but it is certainly proper that amateurs
should be fairly grounded in proper methods, and at

leaBt know what not to exact from their dogs. The
average amateur varies between over-kindness and abuse.
He has no faith in his dog, and persistently attempts to

direct the animal in doing that for which alone the latter

is fitted. The brute is ordered to barren places and called

away from spots to which his bird-sense and nose direct him.
He : i kept puzzling over a place where his fatuous owner
thinks he marked a dead or wounded bird, when, if permitted

to follow his instinctive desires, he would quarter out all

ground near by and find it. When the dog would range
widely for some reason not perceptible to his handler, he is

checked and disheartened. When on a hot trail he is ordered

away into wider raDge and put out of temper. In short, the

ordinary amateur has more faith in his own thick perceptions

than in die certainty of the quail-hunting machine which
accompanies him.

There is a remedy at hand and it should be applied. Let
owners oi good dogB select good field breakers, and then visit

them from time to time, go into the field with them, observe

their methods, learn their "dog talk," imitate their patience

and coolness, and there will be less complaint about bad dogs
being returned from the hands of trainers.

Good trainers are scarce on this western slope, and if the

report be well-founded that Mr. Geo. AUender contemplates
withdrawing from the business after this year, they will be
much more rare. Mr. Allender has always had more dogs
offered than he could receive, and has done well by his

patrons, but other business interests are likely to engage his

attention. There is business enough in the State for more
than one good breaker, and it may profit some one or more
of the first-rate handlers further east to come this way. Prices

average well in California, say $150, and dogs can be worked
every day in the year.

The Pacific Coast Coursing Club is to hold its Fall meet-
ing at Merced on October 25th and 26th next. The draw
will be made on next Friday evening, at No. 16 Third street.

Was Jemima a Quitter?

Editor Breeder, and Sportsman:—Please to insert in next

issue of the Breeder and Sportsman the following remarks
as to the merits and demerits of the greyhound Jemima, so

much discussed lately in the Examiner, between "Sight-

hound" and D. Shannon. Jemima produced some good grey-

hounds and some mighty bad ones. Pippin and Maud, by
Monarch—Jemima, were both good ones, and they both bore

a close resemblance to their sire Monarch in color and other

marks, which facts are indisputable. Sly Gill by Tribute

—

Jemima, is also another good one, but all the other progeny

of Jemima did not amount to much. Tallyrand, by Bradley

—Jemima, when in the heyday of his youth and prime, was
beaten pointless, at Merced, by Monarch in his old and declin-

ing years, and so much disappointed and disgusted thereat

was the clerical owner of Tallyrand, that he banished Tallyrand

to Saoramento. Stray Shot, another Jemina dog, was never

coursed in public, and hence was good and great and acquired

fame only in the estimation of his owner, D. Shannon.
Solid Silver, another Jemima, quit his game at Merced, last

fall, and bo disaster! was his owner, D. Shannon, that he

wonld not take him back to San Franoisco, but left him be-
hind as being of no good stock. Snowdrift, another Jemima,
disgracefully quit his game last fall, at Merced, in his course
with Blackthorn, and in presence of the whole field, which
quitting was loudly made known at the time by a gentleman
on horse-back, who took off his hat aud held it aloft in the air,

saying, "there is the Jemima stock," as he pointed to Snow-
drift quitting. Spendthrift, another Jemima, is now rusti-
cating in the San Joaquin Valley somewhere, with the expec-
tation of disposing of him as being of the good Jemima stock.
So Jemima is as much entitled to be called the "Mother of
quitters," as she is to be called the "Mother of winners." As
there is no effect without a cause, to what must we attribute
the qnitting propensities and performances of the Jemima
stock? We must attribute them simply and solely to Jemima
herself, who was a "quitter," and her progeny inherited her
quitting propensities. I have seen Jemima quit some years
ago, at Merced, in her course with old Zanna and at an-
other time in her course with Paul Jones. So much for

the "merits and demerits" of the Jemima stock. I have only
stated facts which are indisputable, and are known to dozens
of cousiug men in the State. A Subscriber.
San Joaquin, Oct. 5th.

TRAP.
There will be an informal meeting at Adams' Point, this

afternoon, for practice at Blue Bocks. Most of the partici-

pants will go over by the 12:30 Oakland boat.

At San Bruno, to-morrow, a live bird meeting will be held
to shoot off the thirty or forty dozen of birds left after the
tournament.

In the State Tournament Major S. I. Kellogg and Mr.
Frank Bassford tied on forty Blue Bocks for the gun offered

by Messrs. Clabrough, Golcher & Co. They will shoot the

tie off ai Adams' Point, within a month, at which time it is

proposed to arrange a match for all who care to enter, at ten

dollars each, or some other sum. Due notice will be given of

the date of the match.

State Association ournament-

On Thursday, Friday and Saturday of last week, shooting
circles in San Francisco were very much alive to the attrac-

tions offered by the State Sportsman's Association for its

Seventh Annual Convocation. In earlier years the gatherings

of the body have been given up mainly to discussion of game
and fish laws, and to the recitation of articles, by various
members, bearing upon many phases of sportmanship.
Hitherto the trap shooting done at the annual conventions
has been little, and the wishes of those members who were
especially fond of trap competitions have been disregarded.

When the Association met at Grass Valley, in October laBt, it

was voted to meet this year in San Francisco, and the local

members were given permission to make trap shooting the

main feature of the meeting. In accord with that purpose
the sportsmen of the city were notified of the date of the

meeting, and the extraordinary generosity with which they

responded to an invitation to assist in framing a schedule of

trap events and in securing a good list of special prizes,

entitles them to distinguished consideration at the hands of

their confreres of the inland cities.

The Selby Smelting and Lead Company, through its very
pleasant agent, Major S. I. Kellogg, offered seventeen valu-

able lots of the excellent "Standard" Chamberlin cartridges

of its manufacture, and in addition hung up a purse of one
hundred dollars for a special match.

Mr. E. T. Allen, whose pleasure is never so great as when
he is doing his shooting friends a kindly turn, placed in the

hands of the Committee of Arrangements ten handsome and
valuable prizes, and, with characteristic love of fun, made
one of them a leather medal. The thought of winning a

leather medal chills the blood of the average shot, but the

lucky winner of Mr. Allen's huge disc of hide was consoled

by the fact that the emblem of his bad eminence had enclosed

within it a ten dollar gold piece.

The other of the two popular gun houses, Messrs. Clabrough,

Golcher & Co., fairly outdid its reputation for generosity by
adding to its list of ten fine prizes a valuable gun, to be con-

tested for at Blue Rock targets, for which the house has the

agency. The active partners in the house, Messrs. Will and
Harry Golcher, were present alternately during the meeting,

and both were in the prizes at the finish.

A Winchester Repeating shotgun, with the compliments of

Mr. E. B. Rambo, the local agent for the extraordinary

weapon, indicated that as usual Mr. Rambo was on deck when
an opportunity offered to show cordiality to out-of-town

sportsmen. The gun waB won by the man who most desired

it, Mr. Frank Coykendall of San Jose, and the marshes about

Alviso will suffer from the lead-throwing machine.

The San Francisco Chronicle, as it has before done, pre-

sented a handsome special prize, a Colt repeating rifle. The
Chronicle has always been friendly to sport of all sorts, and
especially trap shooting, as was evidenced years ago when it

offered a magnificent cup for the State championship. The
cup went the way of pretty much everything else that Mr.

Crittenden Robinson shot for—into his trophy cupboard.

The agent for Dupont's Powder Company, Mr. John Skin-

ker, through his popular assistant Mr. Clarence Haight, sent

two half kegs of the new powder, the "Summer Shooting."

No more proper gift could be presented to a lover of the shot-

gun than powder, and the lucky winners of Mr. Skinker's

prizes will be pleased with the new explosive.

Perhaps the richest prize of the meeting was anL. C. Smith

gun offered by Mr. Harvey McMurchy, travelling agent for

the famous Syracuse maker. The gun was won by Mr. Al.

Donaldson, than whom few can use it better.

The attendance was large and representative. With the

exceotion of Mr. Robinson, who could not be present, the

entry list shows the names of the best shots in California, as

well as those of some of the worst. A team of ten men could

be formed from the entry list in any one of the matches that

it would be safe to back agaiDst a similar team chosen from

the rest of America. Nor was the ability of the visitors tn

shoot their only or best claim to hospitality. A more genial

and better-posted company of sportsmen than the representa-

tives from Stockton, Solano, Butte, Grass Valley and San

Jose it haa never been our fortune to meet. Stockton was

favored in its delagation to Grass Valley last year when Dr.

Cross, Dr. Davenport and Mr. Haas modestly represented the

high temperature and mo^quitnes of the slcugh city, but this

year the Alma Mater of the State Association sent three dele-

gates in addition to those named, who not only captured all

th« available assets, but also carried away the warm personal

esteem of everyone who came to know them. One of them,

Mr. C. A. Merrill, proved himself the best shot of the year,

and sbowed a coolness and certainty which entitles him to a

place in the first rank of experts. The two other new Stockton

men in the Association's ranks, Messrs. Frank E, Lane, and

Mr. Austin Sperry, while failing to connect as to prizes, were
so ornamental thut they will be indispensable at future mee.-
ings.

Mr. Lane left his tropic Stockton followed by fears and
tears. It was bis fifth match, and since he was to appear
among such great shots as Henry and Frank Bassford, the
Donaldson brothers, MessrB. Coykendall and Delmas, and ten
or fifteen more, Mr Jas. M. Littlehall promised him a
nice prize when he returned to his home, whether he dis-

tinguished or extinguished himself. It was to be an elegant
nursing bottle, with the ordinary rubber attachment. It will

be all right, unless some evil-minded person doctors the con-
tents of that beautiful bottle. Of course Mr. Lane does not
know the difference in taste between ybllow label and goats
milk. The Solano contingent, Messrs. Henry and Frank
Bassford and the Donaldson brothers, shot Bteadily through-
out the meeting, and carried away much pelf. The ban Jose
representatives, Messrs. Jos. Delmas and F. E. Coykendall,
were in the prizes most of the time, and palled down several
of the most valuable.

President L. D. Freer, never more happy than when
honoring a trap meeting by attendance, was untiring in atten-

tion to the wishes and pleasure of the participants. In the
early part of the first race it seemed likely that the Judge
would kill at least half of his birds, but habit was too strong
and he missed as often and as nonohalently as usual.
Grass Valley sent down Doctor I. W. Hays Jr., Mr. Geo.

Fletcher, Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Ellaiis. Dr. Hayssuffered from
bad lack somewhat, but Mr. Fletcher had everythiug his own
way, and won his rich prize, the leather medal, out of hand.
It is impossible for anyone now in the State to win the medal
from Mr. Fletcher, he Bhoots too badly. Of the nome entries
many did superior work. Mr. "Coffiu", Mr. Frank Maskey,
Mr. "W. E. Mayhew, Major Kellogg, Mr. P. J. Walsh, Dr.
Knowles, "Will and Harry Golcher, Mr. Cate, Mr. E. Dunshee,
Mr John De Vaull Jr., perhaps the best.

All of the .shooting was done under very trying atmospheric
conditions. On the first day a strong, cold wind blew from
the northwest all day, at times rising to a gale, and blowing
the smoke directly back into the faces of the shooters. The
second day was not so unpleasant, although windy. The
third day was still warmt-r aud less windy, but at no time
was it calm. The San Bruno ground was in D^rfect condi-
tion, Btock having eaten off all grass and weeds," and the tr ps
having been repaired. The Cleveland Bine Rock targets
having been adopted for use during the meeting, a trench
and screen were arranged and a set of traps in readiness.
The live birds averaged well throughout, the best of them
being thirty dozen secured from Mr. Geo. B. Polhemus at

San Jose, on Saturday. The Blue Rock shooting quite capti-
vated many of those who had not seen the target used before.
Few birds broke in the traps, and the target was voted harder
to score on than live birds.

Mr. E. T. Allen had some Peoria Blackbirds and traps
on the grounds, and some shooting was done at them. There
seemed little choice between the Blues and the Blacks,
A supply of "Standard" cartridges was placed in a little

tent back of the judges' stand, and the idea exactly met the
needs of participants, most of whom had occasion to visit

the tent and secure more or less of the perfect ammunition.
The various matches were shot off rapidly, in squads, and

the meeting passed off without a "kick" of any Bort. Many
of the visitors remained at San Bruno throughout, the rest
returned to the city each evening. The scoreB follow:
Eight matches were listed but it was found impossible to

shoot them all off and one, at 10 pairs of Blue Rocks, was
omitted. The conditions under which the Bhooting was
done were as follows:

Match No. 7.—Open to members of the Association only; all other
matches open to the ticate. In each match the winner of first place to bu
entitled to choice of prizes listed in such match; place winners to choose
from the list in the order of mei It. The Selby Smelting and Lead Com-
pany offers 250 "Standard" Chamberlin cartridges in each match to
tnoae who use only cartridges loaded by the Company, 150 10 the been
score and 100 to the second. .Messrs. Clabrough. Golcher 4 Co. offer a
Clabrough breech-loading, 10-guage gun, shotgun, 3u-inch barrels, 10-

pounds weight. Value $75. The gun will be presented to the one mak-
ing the best average shooting at Cleveland Blue Rock targets during
the tournament. All competitors for the prize must participate in all
regular "Blue Hock" matches during the meeting, air. E. T. Alien
offers a leather medal cont lining a valuable prize for the poorest score
of the meeting. Shooting to begin at 9:30 a. .u.,and lobe governed by
the Association rules as amended in 1886. Entrance money to he divided,
jnto 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent

.

First Day—October 6tli.

At 15 live birds, 21 yards rise, plunge traps, use of one barrel, 80 yards
boundary. Entrance 35.00. Referee C. H. Cate. First prize, $58, won
by John DeVaull; second, t ird, fourth, fitfh and sixth tied for and
"shaken off"; second and third divided by Al Donaldson and Frank
Maskey; fourth to C. A. Merrill; fifth to F. E. Coykendall; sixth, to E.
Dunshee; seventh won by Ed. Fay; eighth by Jos. Delmas ninth by
P. J. Walsh; tenth by John DeVaull Jr.; eleventh to P. J. WalBh.

PRIZES.
1. 40 per cent, of entrance.
2. 30
3. 20
4. 10

5. Colt Repeatiug Rifle, presented by San Franoisoo Chron'
icle.

6. Sis and one-quarter pounds Eagle Duck powder, by
Clabrough, Golcher & Co.

7 .A huutiDg coat, by Clabrough, Golcher & Co.
8. A "Victoria" leather gun case, by E. T. Allen.
9. One pair rubber boots, " "
10. 150 "Standard" cartridges as per conditions.
11. 100

FIBST MATCH.

Brigga 1 0000100111110 1-8
Cro?s 0111101111111 1_12
Sherry 1 110U110U11011 1—10
Dunshee 1 lOlllllliiiii o—13
Coffin 1 11O011O110O — 7
HaysJr 1 1 1 1 _<
Hiuman 110000 — a
Jellett (1 00110110 __ 4
Wilson 1 10 10 10 —4
Fay 1 1111110011101 1—la
Freer 1111011000 —

6

Lane 1 1100101111001 1—10
blade 1 1101011UU10 —7
Haas 1 1111110101111 0—12
Maskey 1 llllOllllllii 0—13
Merrill 1 1 U 1 1 1 1 l l n i i i j !_i 3
W, Golcher 111011 lloilllo- 11
H A. Bassford (I 1011110111101 1-11
A. Donaldson 01111110111111 1_13
E. Donaldson 1 lMOlllllloiOO —9
Kerrigan 1 110 10 _g
Leipscher 101010 _y
De Vaull Jr 1 1111111111110 1-14
b . Bassford 1 10 1 1 1 1 l I 1 oi 1—11
Walsh. 1101111111011 1—12
Coykendall 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 L 1 1 1 1 1—13
Delmas 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 i l n i i 0—12
Fanning w
Blanken 1 0111111010101 1-11
At 15 live birds, 30 yards rise, Hurlingham style, 80 yards bound-

aiy. Entrance 55.10. Referee H. H. Briggs. First, second, third,
fourth, divided by Ed. Fay, Frank Maskey. K. Donaldson, Al. Donald-
son und -los. Delmas, 329. each, and firth prize, an L. O. Smith gun
lapped on following matches, and finally won by Mr. Al. Donald «n:
sixth and seventn tied by C. A. Merrill, J. B. Burnett," Fran ';

ford, F. E. Coykendall, Ed. Dunshee and P. J, Walsh, aud "shu.
sixth being taken by Frank Bassford, and seventh by F. E
dall; eighth and ninth divided by Frank Bassford and P. J. VT.
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PBIZES.

1. 40 per cent, of entrance.

2. 30 "

3 20 < ..

4. 10 " " "

5. An L. C. Smith gnn, by Harvey McMurchy, agent for

L. C. Smith, Syracnse, N. Y.

6. A pair of English hunting shoes by E. T. Allen.

7. A pair of beet leather-soled gnn boots by E. T. Allen.

8. 150 " Standard " cartridges as per conditions.

9. 100
BECOXD MATCH.

Maskey 1 1112 12 1—8
A.E.Meyer 10 —

1

De Vautl Jr 1 w -1
Dr. Hays 0020 —

1

E. Wilson 1 10 111 0-5
Kellogg 2 2 2 2 2—5
Hinman 2 2011100-5
Delmas 2 111112 2—8
Coykendall 1 10 12 11 1—7
A. Donaldson ...1212211 2—8
Freer 1 1 1 1 0—4
Dunsbee 1 2 11110 1—7
Eyre 1 1110 12 0—6
Cross 2 1110 2 2 0—6
Walsh 2 12 2 2 1 2-7

Blade 1 12 12 0—5
Coffin 00010 —1
Fay 1 11112 1 1-8
W. E. Mayhew...l 2 10 2 1—5
W. Burnett 12 2 1—4
Merrill 11112 2 2—7
.Jellett 2 10 112 2—6
Haas 1 10 2 2 2 0—5
8perry 1 2 1—8
Lane —0
W. Golcher 112 12 0-5
J. B. Bnrnett ....1 111120 2—7
1. Bassford 1 111112 0-7
H. Bassford 10 200 —8
E. Donaldson... .1 2 12 111 1—8

Friday—October Jtli.

At 20 single Blue Bock targets, 18 yards rise, 5 screened traps,

Entrance 52.50. Beferee B. E. Wilson. First won by Ed. Dunshee;

second by A. Scbwerin; third and fourth divided by Frank Bassford

and E. Donaldson; fifth by Major 8. L Kellogg; sixth by Frank

Maskey; seventh by Henry Bassford; eighth by Jos. DelraaB; ninth

by Ed. Dunshee; tenth divided by Ed. Donaldson and Frank BaB&ford

PBIZES.

1. 40 per cent, of entrance.

2. 30
3. 20 "
4. 10 "
5. 12} lbs. keg Dupont's "Summer Shooting" powder,

by John Skinker.

6. A "Qaick Loading" powder can, by Clabrongh, Gol-

cher & Go.

7. A pair of hunting shoes, by Clabrongh, Golcher & Co.

8. A pair of canvas leggiugs, by Clabrongh, Golcher & Co.

9. 150 "Standard" cartridges as per conditions.

10. 100
THIRD MATCH.

Dnnwee ....1 111111111111111111 1-20
Covkendall 1 100001101110101111 0-12
KeiloBK 1 011110110011111011 1-15
31.de 1 101010100011001010 0—9
Walsh 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 o o—la

Deluias 1 1 uOul 111 11 111 111 1 1 1—14
H Bassford 1 110101011111110101 1-15
FBassford 1 001111111110111111 1-17
O H Cate 1100101101000011111 1—12
Al Donaldson..! 1 1111100110000011 (II 1—13

E Donaldson 111111111111111100 1—17
Maskey 0111111111111111111 1—15
Hays Jr 110110 000101001100 0— 8

Campbell'. ..' 1 01 1 1 1 11 1 1 01 00 11 1 1-14

Ford 0000011101000110010-7
Brans 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 U 1 1 1 1—14
Hinman I 011000001010110010 1—9
W E Mayhew 010101001000101111 1-10
White 10 10 10 10 10 10 111-9
E. H Burnett 110 10 1110—6
Coffin 110101101101011100 0—11
Smith 110101101111101110 U-13
H O Golcher 1 110101101110111100 1—14
A Schwerin 1 1111111110011111111-8
Buckingham 100010000010010111 1—18
W Burnett 1 001101011111110100 1—18

At 12 live birds. 30 yardB rise, Hurlingham style, 80 yards boundary.
Entrance 15. Beferee, H. H. Brigga. First won by C. A. Merrill; m=c-

ond, third and fourth divided by S. I. Kellogg, F. E. Coykendall. A.

Scbwerin and John Kerrigan, and filth won on a "shake off" by S. I.

Kellogg; Btltb tied for by Messrs. Fay. Eyre, Maskey, W. E. Mayhew.
Al. Donaldson, Frank Bassford, Ed. Dunshee, Haas and W. Burnett,

and won on a "Bhake off" by 0. J. Haas; seventh won by John Ker-
rigan; eighth by F. E. Coykendall.

PRIZES.

11110 1110 1-111110110 1—101100111011101111
w

1111101011111111111

1—9
10

0- 9
1—12

1. 40 nor cent, of entrance.

2. 30"

3. 20
4. 10
5. A leather-bound hunting coat and oordoroy hat, by E.

T. Allen.

6. A Bole leather gun case, by Clabrongh, Golcher & Co.

7. 150 "Standard" cartridges as per conditions.

8. 100 " "

rODBTH MATCH.
Blade 1 1 1 1

Coffin
Fay 1 1
J.Burnett 1 1

Eyre 1

Osgood 1 1

Maskey 1 1

Cross 1 1

Merrill 1 1

Delmas 1 1

W. V. Mayhew 1 1

DeEaull 1

A. Donaldson 1 1

Sperry 1 1

H. Bassford 1

H. O. Golcher 1 1

Howard 1

Kellogg 1

Ford 1 1

Freer
F. Bassford 1 1

Coykendall 1 1

Dunshee 1 1

Haas 1 1

White
Llddle
Bmyth 1

Schwerin 1 °

O.H.Cate 1

B.E.Wilson 1

Keirlgan 1 1

Lane 1

Hinman 1 °

E. Donaldson 1 1

Fletcher 1 1

W. Burnett 1 1

1

1

1

1

1 1

1

1

1 110 1-
110 1 1—10
i i o i l— e

10 11 1—101111—8
110 111-
1 1 1 0-

11111111100000 1-11
0- 6

10111101 1—10
1 1

1 1

I 1 1 1—11
111 0—10

1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1-10
1 1 1 w

1 1 w

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

w
1

11110 11-
1

1

11111 1-111110 1—911110-9111110 1-11010010 1—7

1 1 1 1 Ow

111111010 1-10

Saturday Oetober 8tli.

Association Match.—At 20 live birds, ground traps, 30 yards riBe,

Hurlingham style, 80 yards boundary. Prize, a diamond badge, pre-

sented by Vice-President Fay. Entrance 85. The winner to hold the

badge from year to year, until won three times by any member, when
it shall become his personal property. The winner at each meeting
to surrender the badge at the succeeding meeting, and to receive the

entrance money at such last-mentioned meeting. Open to members
of tbo California State Sportsman's Association only. Beferue, H, H.

Briggs. First won by C, A. Merrill; second and third divided by John
De Vaull and E. Donaldson; fourth and fifth, tied for and "shaken
off '' C. J. Haas winning fourth and Al. Donaldson fifth; sixth won by

John De Vaull; seventh by C. J. Haas.

PBIZES.

1. Diamond badge as per conditions.

2. One keg of powder and sack of shot, by E. T. Allen.

3. Five sacks of shot, by Clabrough, Golcher & Co.

4. A pair of "Empress of India" razors, by E T. Allen.

5. One 12}-keg Dupont's " Summer Shooting" powder, by

John Skinker.
!{',, 6. 150 " Standard" cartridges as per conditions.

serV'lOO

FIFTH MATCH—NO 7.

Fay 1 1110001000w
Sperry 110 10 1 10100110111 1—12
Cofflo ~. 11110110011100W
Haas i 111111011111111111 0—16
Maskey 101111111111111011 1—17
Osgood o 1100111011100W
DeVaull 1 111111101111111111 1—19
Cross 1 11000101100W
Fletcher 101000011010111111 1-12
Kellogg 111111110101101001 1—14
Hays 1 10001011000W
Fox 1 11U111101101010111 1—15
F. Bassford 001110011111111110 1-14
J. Delmas 010011111111101111 1—15
Al Donaldson 1 1111U1111111P11111 1—IS

Coykendall. o llllllllOiliiiiOll 1—17
Ed. Donaldson.....

1

lllOlllllllillllll 1—19
Dr. Slade 1 111111110011111101 1—17
W. J. Golcher 1 110111111111010110 1—16
Merrill 1 111111111111111111 1—20
H. Bassford 1 D 1 w
F. E. Lane 101010110011111110 1—15
Freer. 1001101100W
Jelk-tt 1 w
E. Dunshee 1 00011110W
W. E. Mayhew...

1

1 1 w

"Standard" Cartridge Match—At 20 single and 5 pairs Blue Rock tar-
gets, singles at IS vards. pairs at 15 yards. Entrance 81.50, 5100 added
ov the Selbv Smelting and Lead Company. All competitors to use
standard" shotgun cartridges loaded by the Selby Smelting and Lead
Company.
Referee Judpe L. D. Freer. First -won by W. E. Mayhew; second

and third divided by S. I. Kellogg and W. J. Fox: fourth won by Jos.
Delmas: fifth, sixth and seventh tied for and "shaken off," J. Fanning
taking fifth, J. H. Jellett sixth, and Mellish seventh; eighth won by F.
Bassford; ninth bv C. H. Cate; tenth, eleventh and twelfth divided by
Messrs, Coykendall, Golcher, Campbell, Al DonaldBon, Brans and Dob-
bins.

FRIZE3.

1. 30 per cent, of entrance and added money.
2 20
3 15

4. 10

5. 5
6. 5 " " (( "

7. 5 " '* " "
8. 5 " " " "
9. 5 " " "

10. 200 "Standard" cartridges.

11. 150
12. 100

SIXTH MATCH—NO. 8.

Delmas 111101 1110111 11110 1 1 011110 10 11-24
Coykendall lOlOlOOOllllOllllll 10 10 10 11 11—20
Fox 111011111 1 101111011 1 11 10 l-l 11 11—26

Kellogg 1110111110 1111111 Oil 0110 11 11 11—25
White C 101000000011100 101 1 01 11 00 11 —13
W.J. Golcher ....0 11 11 1101 J 1 1 1 1 101000 10 10 1110 10—30
Fanning ill 1011 11 1101 011011 1110 10 11 11—2*
Croniu 11010 Oil 1 00011001 w
Jollntt 011110 111111 I 01 1 111 1110 111010-23
Campbell 1 1110110011 10001110 1 In 1 1 00 11 11 - 20

H. Bassford 001 1 OuOlllOl 1001 111 1 11 10 10 10 11-19
Dunshee 1100011111100101001 10 10 00 10 10—15
Mellish 11110011111110101 111 10 10 1110 11-23
Smvth 101000 100W
A. Donaldson ....1 1 1 1 o l 11000110 1111 11 10 10 10 11-20
E. Donaldson 11101 »1 1 000111 010 1 w
Brown 011110010 1011 11000 1 I CO 01 11 01 11—17
W. E. Mahew, 11 H> 1111111 101101111 111101 11 11—20
Jones 01010 00100010110111 1 10 00 00 10 li - 14

C. H. Cate 11 10101110111100 1 011 11 11 1011 10—22
Bruns 1111 U11011 11000 1011 1 mil ol 10 01-21)

F. Bassford Ill 1101011 mil 1 1 1 11 " 1 1111 10 11 10—23
Dobbins 1 100110 111 luOOl 1011 1 10 11101110—20
Fletcher 01 OlOlOOJlUOlllllO w

At 12 live birds. Hurlingham, 30 yards rise, 80 yards boundary.
Entrance $5. Referee, Austin Sperry First and second divided by
Merrill and Fanning; third, fourth and fifth tied for by W. J. Golcher,
Dobbins and Delmas, who divided the money an i "shook off" fifth,

W. J. Golcher winning; sixth, seventh and eighth tied for by Messrs.

Haas, Fox, Cate and Coykendall, Haas winning sixth, Fox seven'h,

Coykendall eighth.

PRIZES.

1. 40 per cent, of entrance.

2 30
3 20
4. 10
5. A split bamboo rod, by E. T. Allen.

6. Two kegs Dupont's "bummer Shooting" powder, by E.

T. Allen.

7. Sis and one-qnarter pounds Hazzard Ducking powder,

by Clabrough, Golcher & Co.

8. Winchester Repeating f>hotguu, by E. B. Ranibo.

9. 150 "Standard" cartridges as per conditions.

10. 100
SEVENTH MATCH.

Fav I 1111110 11—9
Haas "'".'..'.'.

1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 0-1J
bolcher i 1 u 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l—11

Merrill 1 lillllllll l-l2
Fox 1 1101101111 1—10
F. Bassford 1 1 1 1 w
C.H. Cate I 111111110 1 0-10
Covkendall - - 1 1 1 1 1 l> 1 t 1 1 1—10
Ke'lJoES I 00011111111—9
Freer > OOOlllilull— »

Dobbins - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1—11
W. E. Mayhew 1 1 1 l 1 1 w
E. Donaldson ....0 1 w
Brown 1 0111111111 1-11
Delmas lillllllll 1—11
Smythe 1110111000 1-7
Eyfe 1 1 w
Osgood 10010110111-7
Fanning „ 1 lillllllll 1-12

State Association Annual Meeting.

The Annual Meeting of the State Sportsman's Association

was held on Friday evening, Oct. 7th, at the Grand Hotel.

The Secretary was not present at the opening of the conven-

tion, and reading of the minutes of the previons meeting was
dispensed with. Treasurer Dr. S. E. Knowles reported the

sum of $1.36.60 in the treasurv. The report was adopted.

Messrs. Ed. Dunshee, W. E. Mayhew, W. J. Fox, A. E.

Meyer, F. E. Lane, C. A. Merrill, Austin Sperry, Al. Donald-

son, E. Donaldson, J. Delmas and F. E. Coykendall were

elected to membership. President Freer then reviewed the

work of the association lor the year, and animadverted upon
the actions of so-called sportsmen who were, nevertheless,

arrant poachers. He Baid there was a generally prevalent cow-

ardice among people when any attempt was made to interest

them in behalf of game protection, and felt sore that the most

effective aid which could be secured by the Association was

the public press. He therefore proposed for membership the

reporters present, Messrs. W. L. Eyre, W. H. McGrew, R. A.

Capel and W. J. Carr, all of whom were elected. It was

ordered that the nest meeting of the Association be held at

Stockton beginning on the first Thursday in October, 1838.

Election of officers was then entered upon, and the Gentlemen

named below regularly chosen: President, Edward Fay, San
Francisco; vice-President, Dr. S. N. Cross, Stockton;

Secretary, H. H. Briggs, 313 Bush street, San Francisco;

Treasurer, Doctor S. E. Knowles, San Francisco; Directors,

C. J. Hass, Stockton; H. A. Bassford, VacavillejDoctor I. W.
Hays Jr., GrasB Valley; R. E. Wilson, San Francisco; F. B.

Norton, San Francisco.

A discussion of the various methods by which public at-

tention could be attracted to the Association, and its labors

and general interest aroused in behalf of the aims of the or-

ganization followed, led by Dr. I. W. Hays, Jr. Dr. Hays
thought that if the members of the body would address them-
selves personally to friends and acquaintances, more could be
accomplished than by newspaper appeals. He refuted the
statement made by one of the Grass Valley journals some
time since, to the effect that resident members of the asso-

ciation killed game out of season, and said that he wonld
pay a reward of $10 for the name of any member of the
Grass Valley Sportsman's Club who had, within three years,

killed unseasonable game. The discussion was participated

in by Judge Freer and others, and many interesting facts elic-

ited. The meeting then adjourned until the following even-
ing, at which time a qnornm was not present. On Saturday
evening, after the conclusion of the tournameot and npon the
return of the sportsmen to the city, several of them joined in

a dinner at the Poodle Dog Rotesserie. President Fay being
master of the feast. The dinner was in the style nsaal to

that noted restaurant, and was made exceedingly lively by
the jolly party who attended. Judge Freer announced the
toaste which were responded to by Mr. Fay, Dr. Cross, Mr.
Haas, Mr. Sperry and others in eloquent words. Mr. Ramon
E. Wilson made a lengthy address npon the past work of the
association, and discussed the difficulties attending game
and fiBh prosecations. The bright, particular star of the

evening, however, was Mr. F. E. Lane, whose entanglement
with ecreoisses afforded as much merriment as was safe

under the circumstances. An effervesceut amoer flaid was
passed about at Bhort intervals from large, yellow-labeled

flasks, which exercised a remarkable influence in removing
fatigue and arousiDg reminiscences in the minds of the royal

good fellows present.

With the end of the dinner came needed oblivion and rest,

and the finish of one of the most delightful meetings ever held
by the Association.

THE RIFLE
Shell Mound-

There was a very large attendance at Shell Mound last Sun-
day. The Nationals, San Francisco Schuetzen Verein, Com-
pany B Rifle Club and other companies having large repre-
sentations. There was rather too much haze for first-class

scores.

The Nationals held their regular monthly medal shoot,
with the following result.

CHAMPION CLASS MEDAL.

T.E.Carson 200 yards—4 45444544 5—43
500 yards—4 54555356 6—1*—89

A.Johnson 201 vards—5 46554455 6—47
500 yards—5 44544444 4—*2-89

Capt. J. E. Klein 200 yards—5 54446445 5—45
5U0 yards-3 55553355 3—42—87

P.E.Robertson 200 yards—5 44456544 4—44
500 yards—4 54444444 5-42-86
FEBST CLASS MEDAL.

C.Meyer 200 yards—

5

45434465 4—43
500 yards—

4

44544555 3—S2—85
O. L. Lods 2C0yards—

4

44454444 4—41
50J yards—

4

52545636 4—42-83
A H.Brod 200 yards—

5

44546444 4-43
500 vards—

5

3 5434345 4—40—83
B. J. Pembroke 200 vardB-5 44456544 6—45

600yards-4 44444452 3-38—83
SECOND CLASS MEDAL.

J. Klein 200yards—4 34345444 4—39
600yards-5 45244444 4-40—79
THIHD CLASS MEDAL.

E.Koch 200 yards—4 43444334 4—37
FOUBTH CLASS MEDAL.

O. F.Peterson 200 yards—4 43344443 3—36

The San Francisco Schuetzen Vereiu's shoot resulted as
follows: First class medal. Captain Fred. A. Knhls, 399 rings;

third class medal, William Schmadecke, 321 rings; fourth
class medal, A. Bahrs, 239 rirjgs. The champion and second
class medals were not won, none of the contestants making
enough rings to carry off the prize.

Mr. Aiken, who is a good rifle shot, and is an extensive
traveler, was on the range and shot a string with Captain
Klein at 200 yards. Their scores:

Captain Klein 200 yards—4 54555546 4—46
Aiken 200 yards—4 4R444634 6—42

This is Mr. Aiken's first visit for a loDg time, dnring which
period he Las seen much rifle shooting, but none, he says,
that can best Pacific Coast marksmen.
Mr. Pendleton, of the City Guard Rifle Crab, fired two

strings at the short range, making 42 and 43—85.

T. E. Carson, of the Nationals, not satisfied with the 89
that he won the champion medal with, tried his gnn at a
string at the double distance, making:
Carson 200 yards—5 45446455 6—46—

60J yards—5 44555466 5—47-93

The City Gaard Rifle Club also shot for monthly medalB,
and the following named gentlemen were the winners:

First-class medal, A. F. Ramm, 44; second-class medal, O.
Lnndqnist, 41; third-class medal, de Boonett, 34.

Tom Brown, of Battery A, shot his State record at the 100-

foot target with a revolver, and made 43 out of a possible 50
points.

The Cadets of the Second Artillery turned out well to shoot
their State record. It was the first time that many ever
handled a Springfield, and under the circumstances they did
very well. Three of the company made enough points to

entitle them to the bronze clasp.

About twenty members of Company A, Fifth Infantry, also

shot for the State record. Wnile some of them did fairly,

the average was away behind what A once was capable of et

the target.

While the marksmen were busy at the targets, a little bird
lighted upon the 200-yard bulkhead, and, not a bit frightened
at the crack of the rifles, smoothed his feathers as though he
enjoyed the noise and smell of powder. Just for a flyer one
of the shooters let go at the bird instead of the target and
missed. Others tried their hanctat the small object, but one
after another missed likewise, nor did they in the least dis-

turb the feathered target until Brod of the Nationals drew a
bead, when the bird was knocked all to pieces—a fine shot
for the distance.

During the day a novel kind of match was shot between six
men, the shooting being done off hand al 500 as well as 200
yards. The averages were fair. Annexed are the scores by
totals:

200 yds. 600 yds. Total.
A. JohnBOn 43 42 B5
Capt. J E. Klein 42 38 eo
A. H.Brod 41 30 71
O. L. LodB 42 20 68
P, E. RobertsoD 41 26 CO
L. R. Townsend 38 26 63

The match between the National Rifle Clnb and the Nevada
Rifle Club of Virginia City, which was to have come off on
Sunday last, has been postponed until to-morrow to accomo-
date the Washoe sharpshooters.

Reference was made recently to the fact that the Nationals
were anxious to meet Company G, First Artillery, of Sacra-
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mento. A couple of days after a formal challenge to the Cap-
ital City Company was pnblisbed to shoot sis or twenty men
at the short range with military rifles. Nothing was said as

to what kind of military rifles—of which there are several

makes, all of approved excellence— the challenger snppusing
of conrse that the shooting was to be done with the arm of

the State, the Springfield—the gun the Nationals shot with

for State trophies, and which it was supposed every other

company of the National Guards used on the day of annual
target practice. To this challenge the Sacramento company
responded that they would accept the deti. providing the

Nationals woild shoot twenty-bve men on a side, and allow

the use of the Sharp-Borchardt rifle by either party—the

Captain of the Sacramento company, as a reason for his

request, statins that the Springtields belonging to his com-
pany were old and unreliable. It may be stated that the

Springfields owned by Company G are of the same pattern

and were issued at the some time the Nationals received

theirs. The answer of the Sacramento company will be con-

sidered by the Nationals to-night in company meeting. It is

hardly probable, however, that the offer of Captain Hall will

be accepted, as the Nationals have not twenty-tive Sharp-Bor-

chardt rifles, as but few members practice with tbem. As
the Nationals are very anxious for a match, and the Sacra-

mento company appear to be willing, it is probable the two
companies will come together in some shape,

England's New Military Rifle.

•'The special committee on the new army rifle has been
conducting a long series of experiments with a view to fixing

a standard bore as well as settling the form of magazine to be

adopted in the service small arm. As already stated, it has

been decided to fix the diameter of the bore of the new rifle

at a point near .3. The exact gauge is to be .31, which means
a bullet about the diameter of an ordinary pencil or pen-

holder. This is a considerable lessening of size from the .450

of the present Martini-Henry, and much below the .400 of

the rifle of the future that was to be—the Eufield-Martini.

Over one hundred thousand stand of these Enfield-Martini's

have been completed, with sword bayonets to tit. That num-
ber is actually in the armories, and the rearming of the forces

with these rifles was to have been undertaken at an early

date. The adoption of the still newer and smaller bore of .31

renders the unissued Enfield-Martini's obsolete, so that the

government will be forced to sell them as useless or unneces-

sary stores. In the experiments with the now-chosen rifle of

the British soldier, the .31 bore, it was found that although

the bullet is not much bigger in diameter than that of a saloon

pistol, it wa3 remarkably efficient in range and destructiveness.

At 2,000 yards' range the shooting was exceeJingly close.

Compared with its diameter the bullet is very loDg. As it is

fired with a large charge of compressed gunpowder, it has a

high velocity, and consequently very flat trajectory. Up to

500 yards' range the soldier need not raise the back sight, but,

firing low, can easily Lit his enemy. In order to test the

destructiveness of bullets of so small a calibre, shots were fired

into the carcasses of dead horses and other animals. It was
found that bullets that had a small alloy of copper in them
gave the most successful results. So satisfactory were these

repeated experiments with the .31 rifle that it left the commit-

tee in no doubt, and its adoption was recommended. Having
settled on the bore of the rifle of the future the committee

found less difficulty with the other portion of their labors,

namely, selecting the type of magazine. With the use of u

Bmall bullet, and, as has also been decided, the adoption of

the new compressed gunpowder in solid drawn cases, not

only is the weight of the ammunition reduced, but a greater

number of cartridges can be placed in the magazine of the

rifle. For some time the committee have apparently been dis-

posed to take up the improved Lee rifle. The chief objection

to this rifle by military men was that the magazine, when of

a convenient practical size, could only hold five cartridges.

That number, it was argued, was too few, and unless they

could be made to carry eight or ten cases, it was not worth

while having the magazine, as a soldier could tire rive shots

almost aa quickly by single loading, picking the cartridges

from his bandolier.
" The new bullet and case will permit of

an increase in the number of charges that can be placed in

the Lee magazine. The committee are, however, still con-

ducting their inquiry into the question of the best form of

magazine for military purposes, and have by no means finally

settled to adopt the Lee. It is tolerably certain that the future

rifle of our troops will now be a magazine gun, containing

not less than eight reserve shots, which, in the supreme
moment in assault or repulse, can be almost instantly deliv-

ered in a death dealing shower."
"On an impartial consideration of the proposed military rifle,

we cannot forbear expressing our opinion that the new
weapon will prove disappointing, and cannot fulfill the con-

ditions required for the service arm of the British Infantry.

The bore of the present Martini-Henry rifle is .450, while

that of the rifle of the future that was to be—the Enfield-Mar-

tini—is .400. The committee sitting on the Enfield-Martini

determined on the .400 bore as the best possible for the Brit-

ish infantry. Now. as to the proposed new military rifle it

is announced that the exact guage is to be .31. "Was the

committee that decided on the .400 bore competent, or is the

committee that has pronounced for the .31 bore more or less

competent than its predecessor? Have any new facts come to

light since the determination was made by the military

authorities to adopt the .400 bore to make them believe that

our infantry will gain solid advantages by farther reducing

the service bore by 9-100ths? We pre in possession of the

reasons alleged theoretically for the change; but they are not

new, and must have been (or ought to have been} fully

known to the Solons who sat on the committee which voted

the adoption of the Enfield-Martini. At present we are not

going into the merits or demerits of the proposed .31 bore

rifle. We ask a simple question. How is it in a few months

that a change of front has been effected? Last year a bore of

.40 was the one -par excellence; now it is deemed advisable to

reduce it to .31. Have any new facts in the laws of project-

iles been ascertained to warrant this proposed change? Has

a superior Daniel come to judgment on the theory of small

arms, or are we again going to make an experiment and turn

out 100,000 stands of rifles to be converted before issued?

Theoretically much may be said in favor of the proposed

new rifle, but the same might be predicted as to the long and

the cross bow, and their efficiency at Cressy and Poitiers

adduced as a reason for resorting to them as service arms.

The new rifle, it is said, will have a high velocity, and conse-

quently flat trajectory. With the use of a small bullet a

greater number of cartridges can be carried. These are self-

evident facts. Corollaries, however, arise from them. High

initial velocity means increased charge of powder, and, conse-

quently, increased recoil. We shall sin against the gospel as

taught at Hythe, where the word 'kicking' is ignored in say-

ing that the new military rifle will not only kick, but kick

like the devil! Again, the small bullet adapted for a Laremty-

Boulanger sort of duel may wound more than kill. In war-

fare against civilized nations this may be an advantage. In
an eugagement, Letter wound than kill a man, for it takes a
couple of men to carry one wounded to the renr. Oar "small

wars,' however, are chiefly directed against savages, and we
question were El Teb or Abu Klea to bo foogut over again,

whether we should do the same execution with the .31 bore
as with the heavier calibre of the .450 Martini-Henry."

—

United Service Gazette.

The latest French military rifle is called the Pralon rifle.

It is adapted to a steel ballet, and its breech action is adapted
to a mechanism which gives an absolute closure of the breech,

the same as is used on the De Bang patent cannon. The rifle

is of an entirely new model, quite distinct from the recently
introduced Lebel rifle, although of the same calibre. More
powerful charges of powder can be used, and a consequent
longer range and flatter trajectory can be obtained by the
Pralon system. It is calculated that in the course of a few
months six army corps will be armed with the new model
small-bore rifle, model 1S36, or Lebel rifle, while at tho same
time the rifle of Captain Pralon is to be issued to a crack
corps, told off to disable batteries of artillery by picking off

the gunners and horses at some fabulous distances. Mean-
while the French Government is pashing the making of the

Lebel rifle in large quantities.

The Winchester Co. are sending a number of their Express
rifles in single shot to India, where they are giving great sat-

isfaction. They have sent some of .577 bore, using a powder
charge of 162 grains, and a 500 grain bullet. These make an
extremely powerful arm for large game, and we think they

would make an excellent arm for moose and caribou. They
are also Felling a number of .40 and ,45-calibre for home
trade, and we predict for them a growing sale here when our
sportsmen appreciate their wonderfal killing powers.

ROD.
"Wet Fly Aeain.

The concluding portion of "E. M. "W,'a" article from the

English Fishing Gazette is given this week:

Flies.—In fishing with the wet or drowned fly three can be
U3ed, but I am not sure that two would not be better, more
particularly in a stream much hampered with rock and bush.
The flies oaght to be about 2 ft. 6 io. apart when using

three, and about 3 ft. to 3 ft. 6 in. when two only are em-
ployed. They can be attached to the casting-line either by
making a loop at the end of the gat on which the fly is

mounted, placing this loop over a joint in the casting-line,

threading the fly through, and then drawing tight; or by
making a knot at the end of the gut, knotting the gat round
the casting-line above a joint, and then drawing tight till the

knot comes home.
Should the trout manifest a decided partiality for a partic-

ular fly, it is as well to put up two of that kind, one as tail

fly, the other as bob fly, with some other pattern between
them as dropper. Constant examination of the flies is abso-

lutely necessary to see that the points of the hooks are not

broken or bent, or the gut at the head of the fly worn. Many
a fish is lost through want of attention to this simple precau-

tion. When using two flies of the same pattern, it is advis-

able to have them slightly different in size or color, as the

condition of the water and state of weather may suggest.

And now as to the variety and number of flies with which
an angler should be equipped. "W. Barry, in "Moorland and
Stream," leads us to suppose that if the trout are hungry it

matters little what sort of fly is offered them. Stewart pins

his faith on six patterns, three dressed buz and three winged.
Pennell reduces his list to three, all dressed buz. These
authors scout the idea that the trout possesses a keen dis-

crimination in the choice of food, and laugh at the idea of an
angler being provided with patterns of the various flies which
appear on the water at different seasons; yet I do not suppose
they will dispute that in nearly every month fresh and
distinct varieties of flies make their appearance, varying also

in many respects according to the locality.. Would it not

rather surprise a gardener if, some morning, he were to find

cabbages growing . where he expected a fine show of roses?

And would it not equally astonish him were he to find ripe

strawberries in the open and in mid-winter, in Scotland, let

us say. ADd these illustrations are not far-fetched, unless

we are to suppose that the trout is absolutely ignorant of the

Bort of food he is taking; and to prove that this is not so, almost

every angler who has watched trout feeding has seen them
allow fly after fly to pass unnoticed until the right sort came
along. I remember one occasion particularly when I was
much struck by the slight difference between the flies rejected

and those taken. The flies were Olive Duns; but I am sorrv

to say I forgot in what the difference consisted—I know it

was but small.

No doubt "general" flies are often of great service. It fre-

quently happens that when no imitation of the taking fly

succeeds, some ' 'patent medicine" will do the business,

either because the imitation is not good enough, or, perhaps,

because trout, like ourselves, sometimes require a change of

diet, or because the fancy fly bears a resemblance to more
than odh of the flie3 "up. :

' Dr. Hamilton, in his delightful

work on "Fishing for Salmon, Trout and Grayling," gives a

list of various angling publications, with the number of flies

as recommended by each author. Aldam's "Quaint Treatise"

is not mentioned, though, judging from what Francis Francis

says of it and by its price, it must be a most valuable guide

to the fly-dresser.

The following works are mentioned in Dr. Hamilton's

list:—
Book. Author. Number of files given.

Complete Angler" Izaak 'Walton 14, besides Palmer.

The Experienced Angler" . .Venables Lon« list. 3 of each
sort

1 Anglers' Vade Mecam" 30

Complete Angler" (7 ed.)... Baiter Long list, besides
Palmers

'Autobiography of Angling''T. Best 42 besides Palmers
Complete Anglers' Vade Me-
cum" Cart. Williamson 20.

'Anglers* Manual" Hofland 46.

'Hints on Angling" "Palmer H*ckle".20.
'Handbook of Angling" "Ephemera" 92.

'Senior Angler" Wheatley M.
Springtide" O. Xrkerman 3 Palmers.
"Salmooia" Humphry Dav7. ...12.

"Alphabet of Angling" Rennie 25 to 30-

From my own small library I obtain the following data:

—

Mostly winged.
...Mostly wtnged, many having several dress-

ing!).

..Mostly winged.

. Nearly all buckle, only six winged,
..Mostly winged; suggests a few more.
. . :t winged and 3 buz.
..All hackle.

Date.
1651.

1662.

1700.

1803.

1814.

1822.

1839.
1846.

1^47.

1849.

1850.

Bonald's 47

Fraoci s 67

Theakstone. .90.

Pritt 62.

Hamilton 25.

Stewart 6 .

Pennell 3 ..

Here's a difference with a vengeance—from P6nnell's 3 flies

to "Ephemera's" 92!

Mr. Francis Francis gives an abridged list of some 22 flies

as being ahsolntely necessary; but it most be remembered
that to this list must be added many ot the Duns and Spin-
ners, and which for practical purposes might figure in the
list as other varities of flies.

I find that for general fishing (loch fishing excepted) I

cannot do with less than from 35 to 40 varieties of flies, whit

h

number includes the many sorts of Dons. In addition one
must have different sizes and shades of the same fly, and in
many cases it is necessary to have the fly dressed buz, as
well as winged. Local fishermen are generally correct as to

the exact color of the flies which take best on their particular

water, but their hooks and gut are almost invariably abomin-
able; it is, therefore, a good plan to take a small stock of

the best gut and hooks with one, and get the professional of
the locality to dress such flies as he recommends. A little

present of good gut and hooks, besides payment for the flies,

is often the means of acquiring a correct tip. On looking
through my log I find that the flies which have actually
killed most fish are : Hare's Ear and Yellow, Hare's Eir Dun,
Blae Dun, Olive Dun, Golden Dun Midge, Ash Fox, Red
Quill, Stone Fly, Coch-a-bondhu, Cowdung, Gieeuweil's
Glory, Red Spinner, March Brown, Bed Hackle, Soldier PaU
mer, Oraoge Wren, Scarlet "Wreu and Dotterel Dun. It must
be remembered that this list only shows the flies which killed

most fish, and many a day would the creel have been empty
but for the assistance of other varieties.

It seems to me unreasonable to argue that a fly which kills

well in the North of Scotland should kill equally well in the
South of England or the west of Ireland, at all seasons and in
all weathers; but how and where is the line to be drawn at

the necessary varieties? I would therefore suggest to the
beginner the following list for general purposes, to be altered

or added to as occasion may demand:—
March Brown, Red Spinner, Red Hackle, Greenwell's

Glory, Governor, Coachman, Cowdung, Alder, Black Gnat,
Red Quill Gnat, Coch-a-bondhu, Hare's Ear and Yellow,
Hare's Ear Dun, Olive Dnn, Golden Dun Midge, Blue Dun,
Stone Fly, Partridge and Grouse Hackles, Scarlet Wren,
Orange "Wren, August Dun, Yellow Dun, Sedge Fly, Soldier
Palmer, Wickham's Fancy, Red and Black Spiders, Dotterel
Dnn. These flies should be in two sizes—medium and
small.

Odds and Ends.— It will be found very convenient to carry
a few rubber bands, some pins, a piece of twine, some waxed
thread, and two or three yards of brass wire (size about No.
27 B. "W. G.). The angler should also be provided with a
good strong knife (with a corkscrew), a pair of scissors, a
pair of 4 in. cutting pliers, and a fine three-cornered 6Ie.

How to Fish.—I have as yet come across no description of

how to cast which fulfills its object. The truth is, as I have
previously observed, that no book can teach one the use of

the rod. The only suggestions of much practical value are:

—

Allow the line to extend itself behind you before bringing it

forward for the cast; use the wrist and forearm in casting as

much as possible; do not commence with too long a line;

under all circumstances, use the shortest line possible, for

you can strike quicker, and the fish is more under control
than with a long line. Of course, there are occasions in
which the latter most be employed.
Fish up-stream whenever you can, in preference to fishing;

down, for the following reasons:

—

1. The fish lying with their heads up stream are not so
likely to be aware of your approach.

2. On hooking a fish you are better able to bring it down
to you in water already fished, thus avoiding the disturbance
of water ahead of you.

3. The flies come down more naturally and with less com-
motion.

4. You have more command over the fish, and can conse-
quently kill it more easily.

-o. You are less likely to a breakage by striking a heavy fish

too hard, as the weight of the stream is with yon.

But it frequently occurs that the most favorable wind is

down stream, owing to the course of the river. You will

therefore use a longer line, and it is necessary to take advan-
tage of every shelter obtainable. The line must be cast aa

much across the stream as the wind or the impedimenta on
the banks will permit. As the flies float down, follow them
with the point of the rod, and before the line is carried out
to its full extent withdraw for a fresh cast, for it is evident
that should the line be allowed to get taut the stream would
cause a considerable ripple round the flies, and the sight of

an insect, presumably drowned, making headway against a

strong current, is not likely to establish any confidence in a
wary trout.

If, from the position you happen to be in, it should seem
desirable to fish some spot helow you, possibly under low-

stretching branches, or in an eddy under some overhanging
bank, and beyond the reach of your original cast, pay out
line with the hand as the flies are swept round, and fast

enough for them to travel with the current without causing a

ripple. Of course with so much slack line one is very
likely to miss striking, unless the trout are feeding very
greedily.

In fishing down-stream care must be taken not to strike

too hard. A quick raising of the rod-top and tautning of the

line is only necessary. Of course, the difficulty is to execute

this gently and at the same time smartly, and there are

many people, in other matters experienced fishermen, too,

who at the sight of a rise cannot prevent themselves from
hitting the fish with unnecessary vigor.

In fishing up.stream raise the point of your rod gently as

the flies come down, and when they are about abreast of you
withdraw for a fresh cast. If a fish continues to feed after

you have cast over him, or if he comes a second time at you,

keep at him till he either takes or leaves off rising. I re-

member casting over, or at, the same fish fourteen times, and
on the fifteenth occasion I got him—a good fish, over 1J lbs.

I was kneeling behind a clump of rushes; he was rising on
the opposite side, with a strong current between us, so that

the fly was often whisked away from him by the stream just

as he was about to take. My rod was not long enough to

prevent a considerable portion of the line getting into the

current.

Do not think that because yoa fish up-stream yon need not

adopt any precautions. You must avail yourself of every

inch of shelter. You mast also study every place you are

about to fish, so as to present your flies in the most natural

manner to the trout.

Absolutely still water, such as mill-dams, you need not

waste time in trying, unless there be a good ripple on, or in

the evening. Until you know the best spots, fish every bit

of a stream wherever the water is in motion and deep enough
to cover a trout.

I have avoided entering into many details, for I should but
be repeating that which Messrs. Francis FranciB and -

have so fully and clearly explained in their respective w
Space, moreover, is wanting for a complete and coin;

sive treatment of the subject.
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Dates Claimed.

Bay District Association, San Francisco, October 1st to2itn
Sixth District Agricultural Asso., L.os Angeles, Oct. 10th to 15th.
Willows, Oct. 19tb. IWth to i!lst.

Eureka Jockey Club, Noveu. ber 2?d to 26th.
Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association Oct. 29tb to Nov. 5th.

Closing of Entries.

XOVOIiirR 16th.-Eureka Jockey Club.

Bo not forget that the nominations In stakes, Wash-
ington Park. Chicago, close to-day. An entry plainly
postmarked Oct. 15l1i will be valid.

The Fall Meeting- of the Pacific Coast Blood
Horse Association.

Those who have the least acquaintance with racing

matters, and who looked over the list of entries pub-
lished in this paper of last week, do not require to" be

told that there are the brightest of prospects for a bril-

liant meeting.

There are nearly two hundred and thirty entries in

the sixteen purses, and, making due allowance for with-

drawals, there is an assurance of a large number of start-

ers in every race.

With a portion of the Rancho del Paso stable in the

East, and the whole of the Santa Anita string on the

other side of the mountains, some have thought there

would be a paucity of horses. The entry list is the best

proof of that idea being erroneous. People forget that

there are so many race-horses on the Pacific Coast now,
and the increase in the last few years has been so great that

few of those who are engaged in the business realize the

situation as compared with that of a few years ago. In
all probability there are four times as many thorough-

bred horses in California to-day as there were five

years ago, and the ratio of those in training still greater.

The arrangement of purses and stakes is verj good.

There are such varying distances and conditions that

the chances are that there will be no abatement of inter-

est from the time the first race is started until the cur-

tain is rung down on the last scene. What with the

stakes for colts, two and three-year- olds, and races for

all ages, handicaps, penalties, allowances, selling races,

there are new problems presented for solution at every

turn.

The "glorious uncertainty" is the charm of the turf

sports, and so far as can be foretold at present there is

not a race in the programme which will be easy to

guess.

We thought of selecting those which have gained cel-

ebrity in their past career, and picking some of the notable

contests they have participated in, but after looking over

the pages of the racing calendar there are so many which
have gained renown that it would be a longer job than

we like to undertake, and without a full history it might
lead to misconceptions. Still, a not very extended search

convinced us that whoever should make an attempt to

select winners in prospective, and strike right one time

in five, would have to be sharp, indeed, and with a good
deal of luck on his side to boot.

It is some years since the Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association has held a meeting in Oakland. The first

meeting ever held under its auspices was on the Oakland

Trotting Park, and several others in after yeara. In
some respects the Bay District course has advantages, in

others Oakland -deserves the preference. There is no

necessity for comparison , or dwelling on the reasons

which influenced the Board of Trustees in their choice.

That a first- class race meeting can be held on the other

side of the bay is beyond question. The course, when in

proper conditon to run upon, is as good as the most exact-

ing could desire, and that it will be put and kept in the

best order is fully assured. There is plenty of water,

and with that absolute necessity for a race-course in

California at hand, the track is easily "worked." The

soil is a mixture of sediment, and the natural soil per-

mitting softening to any required depth. It harrows up
without any tendency to breaking into clods, and, at this

period of the year, when rains may come at any time, has

the advantage of drying quickly.

There is plenty of stable room, and notwithstanding

the large number of horses to provide for, there are stalls

for all of them. There is not a track in the whole

country which offers superior advantages for shipment of

horses to and from it. Even the regular station at Six-

teenth Btreet is not far off, and with streets from the

depot to the course which are never so thronged as to

make the trip troublesome. But there is a "siding" and

platform within two hundred yards of the stables, and

arrangements can be made whereby the horses can be

landed and reshipped from there. Thus for convenience

and accommodation for the horses, the actors which will

play the mort prominent part in the meeting, there can

be few objections.

There is only one objectionable feature that has any

bearing, that being the stands. Not that there is a

lack of seating room, or that a good view of the races

cannot be obtained, as the first is ample to seat thousands,

and not a seat where the horses cannot be seen from

start to finish. But there is no attempt at ornamenta-

tion. There is a democratic plainness which may be

somewhat offensive to an esthetic taste, though we can-

not see that this should mar the pleasure of witnessing

the races, and the cheers which greet the winners will be

just as hearty as though they emanated from cushioned

boxes, and grand stands gorgeous with tinsel and

embellished with all the gew-gaws which fashion dic-

tates.

It is, of course, a souice of pleasure that all the

adjuncts of racing should be in keeping with the highest

type of animal beauty, and fine grounds, grand equipages

and sumptuous apparel complete the picture. Not abso-

lutely essential, however, and, provided comfort is not

sacrificed, adornments can be waived until the time

comes when elegance cu.u be added.

The facilities for reaching the Oakland Park are ample.

From the foot of Market street, San Francisco, thirty-

five minutes is all the time that is required to reach

Shell Mound station. Unquestionably arrangements can

be made with the railway officials to put on specials, or,

which will answer every purpose, half-hourly trains

from 12:30 until 4:00, at which time the trains run every

half-hour until 7 p. m. The regular Berkeley trains run

every hour, and the boats and Oakland trains every

half-hour, so that there is little question that this much
will be granted.

It is a pleasant trip across the bay, and the short rail-

way ride is also pleasant. For nearly fourteen years we
have journeyed between Oakland and San Francisco, and

the sail across the bay is an enjoyable interlude. This is

the peculiarly attractive season of the year on all sides of

the bay. The trade winds have ceased, and shouid there

be rains, it is not likely they will be of long duration.

There are indications of rain at the time of writing,

Thursday, and should there be rainfall in this or the

coming week, good weather for the races is a reasonable
expectation.

"What's in a Name?

Buccaneer, Crown Point and Sydney Stock at

Auction.

R. B. Milroy has given Killip & Co. a commission to

offer at public sale, Wednesday, Nov. 2d, Bay District

Course, a choice selection of trotting-bred stock, the get

of Buccaneer, Crown Point and Sydney. Twenty-seven

in all—brood-mares, stallions and colts. Mr. Milroy

obtained them from G. Valensin, Arno Stud Farm, and

it is within bounds to say that separately and in the

whole it is seldom that as much merit is offered at "pub-

lic outcry." The get of Buccaneer are noted for speed;

the son of Crown Point, Valensin, was one of the most

remarkable three-year-olds that ever appeared on a

track; and the youugsters by Sydney are of such promise

as to mark him as one of the "coming sires" while he is

only six years old. Catalogues can be procured of Killip

& Co., 22 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, in which

appear full information.

It may be thought that the portraits in that have been

painted with a too highly-tinted brush, though those

who have seen the work of the colts during the past

season can endorse the eulogisms.

A good deal. Those who have struggled over the task
of naming a lot of colts are fully aware of the tribula-

tions which beset one who is laboring to select appro-
priate titles. Novelty is one of the objects sought after,

appropriateness another, and then euphony puts in a
claim. Thereisnothingnewunderthesun, wastheremark
of one that has been credited with more than an ordinary
share of wisdom, though wise as he must have been
when so many centuries have endorsed his position, this

will not apply in the ninteenth century. What with the

wonders which fire, water and the more subtle spirit of

electricity have accomplished, the trite, saying will not
aPPly in &il cases, though to find a name for a colt which
has not done duty before is oftentimes a botheration far

greater than was anticipated.

Two-hundred and twenty years ago the Duke of New-
castle presented a list selected from four languages.
Thirty-six Italian and Spanish, to seventy-five from the
French, and a beggarly half-dozen for Dutch horses.

Some of them appear awkward enough to suit the views
of those who fancy a grotesque appellation, few of them
which would sound well if pronounced in accordance with
common ideas.

We felt that we had been fairly successful in naming
the first and second sons of Columbine. Anteeo and
Antevolo had the merit of novelty, as in all the stud-
books, racing calendars and catalogues printed prior to

the date of christening they were not to be found. They
are easily spoken and somewhat musical withal, though
it was in a measure hazardous to select names which
implied qualities that might be found wanting, when the

recipients were only a few days old wheh christened.

That has turned out fairly well, too, and may prove still

more appropriate hereafter. Bat in the endeavor to

keep up a nomenclature which would give a cue to the
pedigree, there is the danger of duplicating the sound until

there is difficulty in separating those which bear the
family title.

It is bothersome to remember which son of Almont is

meant when the almost universal prefix of Al is the
handle to the rest of the name, and iu California there

have been several sons of that famous sire, a trio of them,
bearing distinct names and yet easily mixed up, as

Alcona, Altoona and Algona. We have named four of

the get of Anteeo, Antecedo, Antaeus, Anteire and
Anteeo-Yiva, so that there is more than a likelihood of

the "An" becoming still more common than "Al," as

numbers of others have followed the same plan.

Lately we have cogitated a good deal upon this sub-
ject, having been fortunate enough to exchange a thor-

oughbred mare for the first foal that Antevolo has had
from a thoroughbred mother, and luckily, too, that of
the masculine gender. Particularly anxious that a good
name should be chosen, as we are sanguine enough to

anticipate a bright future for him, there was a desire

that the name should give a starting point for the

lineage, and to do this, required a combination of the

titles of the sire and dam.

It would be comparatively easy to select one which
was based on the sire, but with so much expected from
the dam there must be a union. Although not so satis-

factory to the ear as others which could have been
selected in order to fill the pedigree part of the bill, it

was decided to claim the name of:

VoLovrvA for dark bay colt, no white, foaled at Palo Alto
May 7th, 1SS7. By Antevolo.

First dam Lady Viva by Three Cheers.
Second dam Lady Amanda by imp. Hurrah.
Third dam Lady Lancaster by imp. Monarch.
Fourth dam Lady Canton by imp, Tranby.
Fifth dam Mary Randolph by Gohanna.
Sixth dam by Independence.
Seventh dam Meg of Wapping by imp. Bedford.
Eighth dam imported Alexandria by Alexander.
Ninth dam by Woodpecker.
Tenth dam by Phlegon.
Eleventh dam Lord Egremont's Highflyer mare.
We are of the opinion that Mr. Wallace will admit

that if our trotting pedigrees are to be contaminated
with " blood-horse" strains that those in the pedigree of
Voloviva are not so bad as might be.

Two crosses of imp. Hurrah, the sire of Anniversary,
two of Monarch, the grandsire of Monarch Jr. and
Monarch Rule, Bonnie Scotland, Trustee and Tranby,
the latter the sire of the dam of American Clay. The
ownership of this colt will give us the opportunity to
carry out our theory of the advantage of racing blood iu
trotters with less trouble than otherwise would be the
case. Should he trot as fast as we feel warranted to
expect, he will be coupled with a thoroughbred mare
when old enough for service, and though mounting- well
upon the steps of age, we hope to live long enough to
keep expanding the mare's blood until there are only a few
black drops left. We have just the right mare to couple
him with, and, by the way, the only broodmare that we
have retained. That is Sinta Cruz by Double Cross
her dam by Norfolk, aud with two other Lexington
crosses, and so far as can. be told from being partially
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broken, has the trotting instinct pretty well developed.

She is of fine sifte, and her configuration admirable.

As the dam of Voloviva with a little driving showed a

three minute gait, and her filly by Anteeo, sold to Mr.

Corbitt, showed a 40 clip, it is reasonable to expect that

the son of Antevolo should not be lacking in trotting in-

clinations. At all events a few years will determine,

and should he prove what we fondly anticipate it cannot

be said that there was a chance for selection.

After the above was in type we were not fully satisfied

with the name. The accent does not come in right, and
it is rather on the effeminate order. The meaning would
answer, as the definition, if it can be said to have any,

is to fly cheerfully, and a horse which can "fly away on

a trot and do it cheerfully " has two good qualities.

But, all things considered, we will make a change, and
therefore, in place of Voloviva, dub the young knight

with the name Praevolo, which signifies exactly the same
as that of his sire—to fly first or before.

Great Auction Sale of Hiffh Bred Cattle.

Killip & Co. on "Wednesday, October 26th, -vill offer

at public auction, at Railroad Stables, corner of Turk

and Steiner streets, San Francisco, a number of highly

bred cattle. There are thirty Herefords in the catalogue,

and theBe of the best strains, They are from the herd

of James Kay, England, and to those who are acquainted

with the stock of that gentleman further praise would be

unnecessary. The sale includes the sweepstake premium

bull Novelist, which is an exceptionbbly fine specimen

of the breed, and also a two-year-old son of Lord Wilton

a §20,000 lord of the whitefaces. There is no question

that this will be a grand chance to get some of this

extremely popluar blood. During the whole of next

week these cattle can be seen at Agricultural Park, Sac-

ramento, when they will be shipped, and from their

arrival ODen to inspection until the afternoon of the sale.

There will also be offered in connection with the Here-

ford a pair of imported "Welsh ponies, perfectly gentle in

harness, or saddle and so thoroughly broken as to be

entirely safe for ladies or children to ride or drive.

Ponies from "Wales are great favorites in Great Britian,

and there is quite a romantic account of their origin.

According to the best of our recollection the patriarch

of the tribe was an Arab named Katerfelto, and "The

Druid," a noted English writer on turf affairs, extols

them highly.

On the same day, and at the same place, Killip & Co.

will sell a draft from the Shorthorn herd of Robert

Ashburner, Baden Station, San Mateo county, Cal., and

people who visited the fairs are aware that the Baden

stock are of high excellence. Knowing people are also

aware that it will not do to depend on scrubs to make

money in cattle-breeding at this day. There is a steady

appreciation in the price of beef, and animals which will

put on the most and of the best quality for the amount

of food consumed will rule the roost. Herefords and

Shorthorns have stood the test for so many years that

they may be termed beef breeds without rivals. Polled

Angus have undoubtedly many good qualities, and there

are others which have demonstrated that as meat-pro-

ducing animals they are not unworthy of a place. Still

the lordly Durham and magnificent Herefords bear the

same relation to the stalls as the thoroughbred horse does

to the race course, and Hambletonians to the trotting

tracks. There are other families which can trot fast,

though the highest award must be given to the dominant

family, and few will dispute the right of those named to

the first place

the sale.

Mr. Ashburner also offers six horses at

Postponement of Pacing Race-

The pacing race which was first set for "Wednesday last,

on the Bay District Course, has been postponed until to-

day, Saturday, the loth inst. In it are Killarney, Ella

S., Chapman and Billy Bunker. This should result in a

good race, as the horses are very evenly matched.

There is also a trotting race in which Eros, Emma,

Anderson, Eddie F., Milkmaid and Loretta are engaged,

and from what we learn of the entries it will be a nip-

and-tuck affair. ^_^___^^_^^___

The Races—Los Angeles Pair.

The condition of the race track at Agricultural Park, yes-

terday morning, was very rough indeed. The ram of the

night before had ruined all hopes of speed, if any race at all

could be had. The unfinished trotting race of the evening

before had been advertised to come off at 12 o'clock, and

many interested in that event were on hand to witness the

race notwithstanding the threatening aspect of the weather.

At 12 o'clock a meeting of the judges was held in the stand,

and the question whether to proceed with the day s pro-

gramme or not was discussed. During the meeting the ram

poured down in such a manner that little hope could reason-

ably be entertained for a day's sport, and it was suggested by

a member that the races be postponed. To this proposition

the objection arose that many who were m attendance had no

right to any return of gate money for the very excellent rea-

son that they had paid nothing to enter upon the grounds.

Light peals of distant thunder aided to dampen the ardor of

the enthusiasts and owners of horses entered on the days

programme. This condition of affairs remained until about

2 o'clock when the rain ceased and the skies brightened, the

judges deciding that the half mile and repeat running race

should come off. It was the desire of the judges that the race

should take place on the inside track^ owing to the torn-up

condition of the main track. To this the owners of the

horses concurred, and the riders were ordered up to be
weighed. There were at least 2,000 people present when the
first race was called. The purse was §200; §120 to first, $60
to second, $20 to third. Weight for age. Half-mile heats.

The favorite in the pools was the handsome black filly,

Minnie Stratton, owned by Thomas Strattpo of San Diego.
The brown gelding, Telephone, was entered by George L.
Waring of Santa Monica. The third entry was a. chestnut
gelding, Glenell, of the Arcadia stable, Santa Monica.
At precisely 2 o'clock everything was deolared ready for

the race, when an officer rode up excitedly to the judges'
stand and said that the track was clear barriDg the preseoce
of a dog that refused to move on or off the course. On in-

quiry it was declared that the objectionable canine was the
properly of a prominent jonrnalist of this city. That gentle-

man was called upon and the dog being removed the horses
were placed in position for the start, Telephone to the pole,

Glenell second, and Stratton third. Minnie was decidedly
fractious, and it was after repeated trials by her excellent

rider, Leo Newell, that Bhe was held back sufficiently to get

anything like an even send-off with her two competitors.

A set-back of seventy yards was taken from the half-mile

pole, it being claimed that the inside track was at least thirty-

five and one-half yards short at either turn.

A start having at length been accomplished, Minnie at

once took the lead, keeping a length in advance to the three-

quarter pole, with Glenell a good second, leading Telephone
by a length and a half. On the stretch the positions were
but slightly changed, and coming under the wire Minnie
showed two leDgths of daylight between herself and her only
competitor, Glenell, as Telephone was laboring hard under
a heavy whip and made a fair third. Time, 0:55, The sec-

ond heat was a repetition of the first. Minnie was more
troublesome than before to start. At every effort to effect a

good send-off she would shoot away under a strong pull by
her rider, and would only quiet for a turn back after running
500 yards or more. When at length the flag dropped, Minnie
took the lead as before and held it until she reached home,
Glenell holding second place, Telephone receiving the whip
as before all down the home stretch, but could only hold
the third position in the heat. The race and first money
was given to Minnie; second to Glenell.

The jadge here announced that the unfinished trotting

race of the day previous would take place. This race was
for a purse of $400, mile heats; three in five. The six entries

were C. Edgar Smith's b g Pendennis, J. B. Dnnsmore'B b

g "Victor, J. L. Garnsey's b c Danger, D. G. Whiting'B ch
s Inoa Jr., L. J. Felton's b g Oliver, and W. M. Smith's
b m Belle Forest. In the first heat Pendennis took the
lead at the start and maintained it to the finish in 2:39, with
Danger a fine second; Oliver J., the favorite, third. The
next two heats were won by Belle Forrest.

Although Belle was the favorite on Monday by large odds,
Pendennis, by his good behavior in the first heat, had
lowered Belle's stock somewhat.

It only remained for Belle to get a heat to win the race yes-

terday, and this she accomplished in a very pretty race, her
rival of the day before cutting but fifLh figure in the contest.

A start was accomplished after a couple of failures, and the

half-mile pole was reacned, with Danger leading, Oliver

breaking badly second, and Belle third. Pendennis held
the rear end of the race and had no chance to maintain the
position assumed by him in the first heat of the day previous.
Coming down the stretch it was a very pretty race. The
horses were so bunched that it was difficult to tell where the
advantage lay, bat the white colors of Belle's driver soon
appeared at the front, although the advantage was not so
great but that a sudden burst by Danger, who was close to her
heels, might leave her to play the art of second fiddle. Down
the homestretch they plodded bravely through the mud,
passing under the wire with Belle winning by a neck ahead
of Danger, Inca Jr. third, Oliver J. fourth, Pendennis fifth

and Victor bringing up the rear.

Some complaint was made that Pendennis should be allowed

a position, owing to the fact of his running, but the judges
awarded him the fifth place and second money. Belle got

first money and place, Danger second place, Inca Jr. third

place, Oliver J. fourth, Pendennis fifth and Victor sixth.

Time, 3:03*.

The special purse for $1,000, best three in five, in which
great anticipations are held, was postponed on account of

the terrible condition of the track. The favorite bay geldings

Arrow and Arab will make, no doubt, a hot contest for this

purse.
The next event announced from the stand was for two-

year-old colts, best two in three, to harness. The several

hundred carriages within the enclosure were here granted the

privilege of taking a few turns around the track, the object

being to see if it were not possible to pack some of the mud,
the time of the last contest, together with the condition of

the mud-bespattered drivers, showing that something must
needs be done if anything of interest was to be accomplished
on the track. Then followed about the only fun of the day.

Every description of a horse was driven by the grand 6taud,

from the handsome npan of the capitalist to the spavined
roadster of some rural conveyance or the over-driven animal
of a local livery stable. Several teams engaged in what might
be called a brush. Passing the stand the respective drivers

were greeted with "go" or "come back," the driver of a raw-
boned hack being greeted with "come back," "hold him in,"

"turn him loose," etc. One contest of speed between a

couple of private teams caused the changing of a few dollars,

and the excellent time of five minutes was announced as the

correct time. Miss Louise Perkins drove a handsome span
around the track a couple of times, and showed herself to be

an adept with the whip.
"When the crowd of vehicles had been called in the last

contest of the day was announced. Ramon, abay colt, entered

and driven by C. A. Durfee, was by right the favorite and
was given the pole. The chestnut colt, Saltandin, belonging

to C. Edgar Smith, was driven by Dowell.
The start was effected with Ramon in the lead and Sal-

tandin breaking badly. Bamon, although breaking twice,

showed splendid movement, and bad the excellent qualifica-

tion of gaining when breaking and recovering in quick order.

The lead was held by him throughout. At the half-mile

pole the driver of Saltandin evidently considered his chances
of saving his distance were very slim, for he not only allowed

his horse to break, but apparently used no efforts to haul his

horse up. He ran for at least one-fifth of a mile, bringing

his horBe up only when within 300 feet of home. The race

and money were were given to Kamon, Saltandin being dis-

tanced on account of running.
This ended the day's racing.

Second Day.

The weather yesterday was all that could be desired for a
day's sport at Agricultural Park, and the 4,000 people who
attended the races were amply repaid for their visit. The
warm sun of the morning, aided by a stiff breeze coming up
about noon, dried the track so that by a thorough harrowing
and repeated rollings the course was placed in a very fair

condition. The track was by no means fast though, and
accounts for the slow time of horses who have many times
before traveled in the "teens."
ABide from the weather there were two attractions, namely,

the ladies' tournament and the three-out-of-tive special race
between the celebrated horses Arab and Arrow, which aided
materially in drawing together so large a concourse of people.
The pool men were kept very busy, and in the running race
many pools were bought, Grover Cleveland being the favor-
ite, though Ed. McGinnis had many strong supporters.

First Race.—The running race for a purse of $2u0 was the
firBt on the programme; $120 was offered for the first, $60 to
the Becond, and $20 to the third. All ages; weight for age.
One and one-sixteenth mile dash. The starters were Grover
Cleveland by Monday, dam Robin Girl, a handsome chestnut
colt entered by Mitt Storn of Oakland, who was ridden by
Newell at IIS pounds; Ed. McGinnis by Grinstead, dam
Jennie G., a bay colt entered by H. L. Samuels of Los An-
geles, and ridden by Durfee at S3 pounds; Carmelita by Hard-
wood, dam by Jack Hawkins, entered by Al Morine of San
Diego, and ridden by McCurdy at 106 pounds; Fred Collier

by Joe Hooker, dam Puss, by Norfolk, entered by S. B.
Dennis of Los Angeles, and ridden by Clifford at 115 pounds;
Dublin Boy, a fine bay Btallion by Grinstead, dam Amanda
Fortune, entered by F. M. Slaughter and ridden by Devoy
at 118 pounds. Dublin Boy was awarded the pole, McGinnis
second position, Carmelita third, Fred Collier fourth, and
Grover Cleveland fifth. Gen. Gordon was scratched.

Three ineffectual efforts were made for a start, the rider of

McGinnis acting in such a manner as to make his backers
feel suspicious that everything was not all O. K. A start

was at length accomplished with Cleveland in the lead at the
quarter-pole. At the half-mile Cleveland was still in the
lead, the others being pretty well bunched, with the except-
tion of McGinnis, who was far in the rear. At the three-

quarter pole McGinnis closed up the gap and managed to

get into tnird position in the stretch. Cleveland passed under
the wire ahead, Carmelita second, McGinnis third, Dublin
Boy fourth and Fred Collier fifth.

At the start, Durfee, the rider of McGinnis, came near
losing his seat, aud so strong did the opinion prevail that he
held his horse back that he was called to the stand and ques-
tioned about it. He stated that he did only as he had oeen
instructed. The time made in this race was 1:55.

Second race.—The next race was for a purse of $400, $240
to first, $120 to second, $40 to third; open to all 2:35 horses,

mile heats, best three in five. There were only two starters.

H. Hitchcock of Denver, Colo., entered ch g Carl by Hidalgo,

dam Lottie Swigert. driven by Mr. Hitchcock. C. R. Fickett,

of Los Angeles, entered br g Contractor, by Sultan, dam by
Overland, driven by Walter Mayben. Carl was the favor-

ite at the poolstand.
At the start Contractor showed a disposition to break,

and at the eighth was badly broken up. He gathered him*
self together before reaching the quarter, however, and at

that point was well up to his competitor, when he once
more went off his feet. At the three quarter pole the brown
was slightly ahead, but he lost his advantage, and Carl came
in under the wire, winniDg the first heat in 2:37.}.

The second heat was started with a good send off, Con-
tractor taking the lead. At the quarter Carl crawled well

up on the brown and the race down the home stretch

looked fine to those in the stand. Coming under the wire,

however, it was noticed that Carl was travelling under a

hard pull by his driver, and it was claimed that he would
bave won the heat had all been as it should have been.

The heat was awarded to Contractor. Time, 2:33.

Several attempts were made before a start was effected for

the third heat. Carl broke badly after leaving the stand,,

though the start was a fair one. Contractor led to the half-

mile pole, Carl gaining up to three-quarter. Contractor

broke once coming around the turn, but quickly recovered

himself, Coming down the home stretch Carl managed to

catch up and pass Contractor, coming in half a length ahead.

Time, 2:35.

The next heat was won by Carl in 2:35. At the half-mile

pole he was two lengths behind but gained on and passed

Contractor at the three-quarter pole. He came in three

lengths ahead, the brown horse seemingly taking it very

good-naturedly, and was not urged in the least by his

driver. There was a good deal of talk as to the honesty of

this race, and tbe knowing ones assert that the second heat

had been planned beforehand to come out the reverse to

what happened.
Third race.—The event of the day was the contest be-

tween the fine trotter Arab, driven by O. A. Hickok, and the

pacer Arrow, driven by the owner Durfee. Both horses

have good records, and great expectations were had of them.

The race was a Bpecial one, for $750, best three in five. Arab
won the pole.

Pools were selling at $100 and $120 on Arrow to $45 and
$50 on Arab. Arab took the lead by a neck, and kept the

same to the back stretch, along which it was a beautiful race.

It was as if they were being driven double. At no time was
there a hitch or a break, and daylight was never shown
once between them. The half was made in 1:13, and
together they made the turn. The enthusiasm at this

time was great among the spectators, and it would have
been a matter of impossibility to have guessed the winner,

as the horses were neck and neck until within fifty feet of

the wire, when Arrow managed to get under the string a

short neck in the lead. Time, 2:24$.

The second heat was got off in excellent shape, the pacer

leading by half a length at the quarter, reaching the half

in 1:12$. The contest down the home stretch was as even
as in the first heat. No choice could be had between the

pair until their arrival at the grand stand, when Arrow, as

before, won by a half length, lowering the time of the last

heat by two seconds.

The third and last heat was won by Arrow by a head in

2:28$. At the quarter pole the pacer was a full length

ahead, reaching that point in 0:36*. The half was reaohed

in 1:16J.
No prettier race could have been witnessed. At no time

did either animal show a disposition to go off his feet. In
all three heats, going along the back stretch, it was as even

as two horses could have traveled hitched double. Both
horses worked with a will, and the people seemed to feel

that each driver was doing his best to win, for the applause

was deafening at the end of each heat. The pools and
betting were as lively as they well could be, though the

odds were largely in favor of the pacer. Had the track been

in first-class order of course better time would have been

recorded.

Brood-mare for Sale.

Mr. Wempe advertises a brood-mare, by Hambletonian

for sale. She is not safe to drive, but judging from her

by Anteeo and Director she is likely to prove a si i

^reeder.
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Pierre Lorillard on Racine and Race-Horses.

"We reprint from the World the following interview with

Mr. P. Lorillard, which will be fonnd of interest:

As there has for some time been a rumor going the rounds
that Mr. Lorillard contemplated an early return to the turf,

the writer recently talked with him at some length on the

subject, during which Mr. Lorillard said many things of

interest to Bportsmen, and related many inoidents in his

famous career which have never appeared in print, and
which cannot fail to prove interesting.

" Is it true, Mr. Lorillard, that you meditate a return to

the turf?" was asked.

"No; I have no anch intention at present," he answered,
" I have too much to occupy my attention. There's Tuxedo
Park—that absorbs all my leisure. No; my farm at Eancocas
is for sale. I have offered it for $250,000 on easy terms.

That includes everything, the farm, buildings, and brood-

mares left. I will only retain a few pictures of my race-

horses and the yearlings now at the place, which my son will

use for racing. He is very fond of the sport and will main-
tain a small stable."
" Don't you ever feel like mixing again with the sport?"

"Oh, yes; sometimes when I go to the races I feel the old

fondness return, but 1 manage to keep out of it pretty well."
" Is there not a chance that you will come back some day ?"

" Not as I feel at present; but a man can't foretell what
will happen. Should I ever come back I will race on very
different principles."

"May I ask how?'*
"Well, I would keep a very small and select establish-

ment. My mistake before was in going into it on too large a

scale. Look at what a big stable I kept in training. And
thenmyBtud! "Why, it was the best thing that over hap-
pened that I sold out when I did. Just see; with about sixty

foals each year I was getting overstocked—they accumulated
too fast. It's too great a btrain on a man to keep op such an
affair."

" Should you return to the turf would yon breed your own
horeeB?"

(l
I would breed and buy both, I suppose. I like the senti-

ment of a man who breeds his own horses. There is some
glory about it, but none in a purchased horse. If I bred I

would send to England and buy 'a Newminster horse'—one
of the speedy Lord Olifden or Hermit stock. Then I would
never keep above a dozen mares. But they would be only
tirst-class ones—mares that came from the dams of winners
and had shown high form on the turf themselves—that's

Lord Falmouth's principle, and it's the only one."
"And Jour racing stable?"

"I should keep that down to small proportions also and
endeavor to make it pay expenses. I would go in for the big

two and three-year-old stakes. I have found that the only
way to do is to keep your good colts 'dark,' enter them in

big stakes, and bauk them well, and, if they win, sell them
immediately."
"Why sell them then?"
"Because their form is 'exposed' and you can never get

any odds against them again. Moreover, they will bring
more money then than later when they get penalized and
may be defeated, and their prestige is gone."

"Which was the beBt horBe yon ever raced, Mr. L.orilIard?"

was inquired.
"That's too hard a question. Falsetto, Iroquois or Kat-

rine—it's too hard to say. Falsetto was tried in England to

give Parole 16 lbs. and a beating. Iroquois was very highly
tried."

"Was Katrine really better than Wanda?"
"She was—the higheBt-tried mare at Kancooas. I thought

she had all the three-year-old stakes safe, but she took the

epidemic at Coney Island in 1885 and was never the same
mare. Besides she was unlucky—some horses are—they
always fouled her or run her out on the turns, and ended by
outting her leg almost off in the stake the same fall at Coney
Island."
"Your last season on the turf was your best?"

"I suppose it was; but I had a greater Bhare of ill-luck.

That spring, before my stable started for Sheepshead Bay,
I thought I had the best lot man ever owned at one time.

I had tried seven horses at Rancocas good enough to beat the
world. They were Pontiac, Emperor, Katrine, Wanda,
Cyclops, Savanac and Dewdrop—all first-clasB. But misfor-

tune came. The first day at Sheepshead Bay they were in

great form. Emperor and Heva won their races, and Pon-
tiac won the Suburban. But the authorities stopped the bet-

ting, you remember, and there was little chance to utilize

the opportunity, although I had backed Pontiac pretty well

in advance. Then all my horses took the epidemic and the
magnificent racing team couldn't win a selling race. Cyclops
came near dying, and Katrine was never again herself."

"Katrine, then, was the beBt of the lot?"

"Of the three-year-olds, yes. As to the older horses,

Pontiac held them up to a mile and a quarter—he did his

Suburban trial in 2:09 on my track, which is three-quarters

of a mile—but beyond that distance Emperor could always
beat him. If Emperor hadn't gone amiss I think I'd have
given Miss Woodford a great race with him. He was a
tremendously good horse; so good that we are breeding all

our mares to him. Like Falsetto, he was a son of Enquirer,
but I'd prefer him to Falsetto, as he had more constitution.

Just wait till his colts come out.'
1

"Do you consider that Mortemer has made a success?"
"Yes; what could beat Wanda? The only trouble with

the Mortemers was they were too big; but I don't tnow
whether to blame the horse, as most of my colts the last two
or three years were very large. My graBB at Eancocas im-
proved and was very rich."

" Has the system of training changed much since you be-

gan raising?"

"I think it has. When I began there were fewer races

and horses were trained more severely. Why, when I won
the Belmont Stakes with Saxon, iD 1874, my trainer, Pryor,

gave him a trial in the moonlight, and the colt was so finely

drawn that I thought him overdone, but he won it. Attila,

oo, was trained as if he was a four-miler, but he won on it.

Nowadays horses race so often you cannot train them bo tine."
" And how about riding?"

"Riding has improved; that is, there are more good riders,

but they get it purely by practice instead of teaching. The
great trouble is our jockeys are not selected from as good a

class of people as in England, where they are apprenticed by
respectable, intelligent parents, to some careful trainer, who
sees to their education and brings them up as reputable men.
Besides, they are carefully instructed in the art of handling
a horBe, and before they ride in regular races are put into

'apprentices' races,' as they are called. Hence they come into

the profession perfected, while most of our boys, picked up
hap-hazard, are thrown upon a horse and have to find out
for themselves."
"Do you not think there is almost as wide a field for the

improvement of the art of shoeing race-horses as there has

been made with trotting horses—the use of toe-weights, etc?"
"Certainly," replied Mr. Lorillard. Then he added, with

sudden Bpirit: "I'll tell you something you may not know,
few did; I ran Wanda in aluminum plates in nearly all her
races."

"On account of their lightness!"
"Of course; the entire set of four plates weighed only two

and three-quarter ounces, while you know a set of ordinary
racing plates will weigh eight or nine ounces. The difference
of weight must be an advantage; I should say it was equal to
the difference between a man running in ordinary street
shoes and a pair of light slippers."

''How came you to discover the idea of the aluminum

Well, it had long occurred to me that if a light shoe or
plate could be made it would give the horse wearing it a great
advantage. I had several experiments made in Europe with
different metals. A great many were tried and failed. They
were light enough, but not strong onough— liable to twist or
break—and of course dangerous. Finally, out of a dozen
experiments, we evolved the aluminum plates."
"Were not even those rather delicate and dangerous?"
"Oh, yes. On some horses they wouldn't do at all—Drake

Carter, for instance. I tried them on him, and he tore them
all to pieces. But on a light-moving, perfectly -actioned
horse you could use them. Wanda, you know, was one of
the smoothest, lightest moversflin the world."
"How is it nobody ever discovered your use of them?"
"We kept our secret. When I first used them Byrnes, my

trainer, asked me how we could keep it from the boys in the
Btable. I told him to urge 'bad feet,' or some such excuse.
But it was needless, for nobody ever noticed it."

"HaB there not been a great improvement in the condition
of stakes since you first began raoing?"
"A very great improvement. The conditions are now far

more favorable to owners than they were. I may say I was
the first to use the declaration clause in this country. I was
drawing conditions for the Lurillard Stakes in 1879. Up to
that time we had followed Bteadily in the old beaten track of
our grandfathers, and all our stakes were 'pay or play' or
'half forfeit.' I saw that these entailed too heavy a tax on
owners and we could never hope to receive a large entry, so
I made my stake $250, half forfeit, or only $25 if declared
out by August 1st as two-year-olds, or $60 if declared out the
day before the meeting began at which the race was run. It
was a big success— 108 subscribers—a great number in those
dayB. It netted Spendthrift, the winner, nearly $10,000.
"What changes would you suggest in the conditions of

stakeB?"
"I would make the forfeits as light as possible, but the

entrance money for actual starters should be as high as
possible. Now, take the great Futurity Stakes to be run at

Coney Island in 1888. The conditions say $25 for the
original entry, $50 if struck out as yearlings, $100 if struck
out two months before the race, and $250 additional for
starters. Now I would make the forfeits half what they are
and double the money on starters.

"But that would diminish the number of starters?"
'That is juBt what I aim at. The field will be too large, and

it is fifty to one the best horse will not win. The race will be
a big scramble to see who will get off in front, and a horse
who does not is beaten to a certainty. The trouble is that
too many owners of inferior colts will willingly pay $250 for

the chance of getting off in front and winning $50,000. It's a
game worth playing. But double it—make it $500—and it

would keep some out."
"That brings up the question of straightaway tracks?"
"Yes; and we shall have to come to straight tracks of three-

quarters of a mile for our two-year-old races. It's bound to

come. Ftacing large fields over circular tracKs around sharp
turns is a humbug. The races are not fairly or truly run;
too niuoh depends on the start, and valuable horses are
ruined. It accounts for 'in-and-out runniDg' of our two-
year-olds; the same colt does not win two races in succession
when the fields are large. They have no such trouble in
England over straight courses. The 'form' is more true, and
the relative merit of horses is apparent, and not a mere matter
of opinion or guesswork, as it is here."

Death of Gen. Knox.

Some weeks ago the famous old stallion Gen. Knox buc-
cumbed to the weight of years and was buried at Fashion
Farm beside Goldsmith Maid, 2:14, and Lady Thorn, 2:18J.
Gen. Knox was the most famous stallion bred in New Eng-
land, and was once perhaps the most noted horse of his time.
His name is yet potent in the East.
Gen. Knox was bred by Daniel Huestis, Bridport,

Vt., and was by Vermont Hero, son of Sherman Black
Hawk, by Vermont Black Hawk. His dam was a daughter
of Searcher, by Barney Henry, a horse whose breed-
ing has defied investigation. Knox was foaled in 1855,
and was sold with his dam to Oliver Eldridge, then to
D. A. Bennett, of Bridport, and when three years old to
Denny & Bush, "whose breeding establishment waB near the
east shore of Lake Champlaiu, in the town of Shoreham." In
January, 1859, he was purchased from this firm by Col. T.
S. Lang and taken to Maine. He was then known as Slasher,
and in that year won a race at Augusta. The next year he
defeated Penobscot Boy and Lewiston Boy, and was in turn
beaten by Hiram Drew. In 1863 he met and defeated
Hiram Drew, at Waterville, in 2:32£, 2:32, 2:34, which
was the last contest between these rivals, over whose
respective merits discussion was warm. At Springfield,

Mass., in December, 1864, Gen. Knox defeated Draco and
two others in 2;31£, 2:37, 2:34£, and at the same time and
place he was awarded first premium in the show ring. In
1871 he was purchased by Mr. H. N. Smith, of Fashion Stud
Farm, Trenton, N. J., and shortly afterward he trotted a
mile and repeat at Prospect Park in 2:254 and 2:24. In 1872
he was in service in WeBtcheBter Co., rj. Y., and the year
following he went to Fashion Farm,|where he has since
remained.
As a trotter Gen. Knox was puro-gaited, and he was quite

a positive sire of speed. Eleven of his get have records in or
better than 2:30, among them Lady Maud, 2:18£, Camors
2:19jJ, and Independence, 2:21^. Thirteen of his sons have
sired trotters, and four or five of his daughters have pro-
duced trotters. The best part of his life waB spent in an out-
of-the-way town in Maine, and it has been justly Baid of him
that he filled his part of the State with trotters and excellent
roadsters. Individually, he was somewhat coarBe, especially

about the head, neck and shoulders. Otherwise, although
the writer never saw Gen. Knox until extreme age was upon
him, he should say there was much of excellence in his con-
formation. Considering his inheritance and his opportuni-
ties. Gen. Knox must be conceded to have proved himself a
highly prepotent sire. His reputation yet rests wholly upon
what he did in Maine. Of his eleven performers only one,
Independence, was from a dam of positive trotting- blood.
The breeding of Camors* dam is unknown—the blood of Lady

Maud's dam was not a strain of value. All in all, barring
Daniel Lambert, it is fair to concede that Gen. Knox was the
best of the Vermont Black Hawk line.—L., in Wallace's
Monthly.

Trotting on the Bay District.

As a sort of overture to the regular trotting meeting on the
Bay District course, there were races on Friday and Saturday
of last week. The opening race brought another Electioneer

into the list, and from the showing he made it is altogether

propable that it will not be very long until he gains admission
into the class which requires ten seconds more speed than
the rules now require. Clifton Bell is a magnificient young
horse, sixteen hands and one inch high, and of such true pro-
portion that his size is lost sight of unleBB closely sciutinized.

A fine bay, set off by one fore and one hind foot and ankle
white, with a few white hairs in forehead his color would be
hard to improve. He was bred and is owned by Governor
Stanford, foaled March 5, 1883, and his pedigree is Bomewbat
remarkable. By Electioneer.

First dam Clarabel by Abdallah Star.

Second dam Fairy by Eysdyk's Hambletonian.
Third dam Emma Mills by Seely's American Star.
Fourth dam by Rediker's Alexander W.
This shows a breeding to both Hambletonian and Seely's

American Star, and this double portion of double gilt unques-
tionable tells.

The first race, 2:35 class, Clifton Bell was such a favorite
in the poolB as to sell for $50 against $12 for the field, in
which were Perihelion, Baby Mine, Anita J. and Emma
Anderson. The long odds never appeared to be in doubt, as
the Palo Alto representative out-olassed the others and won
easily in straight heats in 2:28.1, 2:25}, 2:26. In the first and
second heats Clifton Bell assumed the lead from the start,

with Perihelion from a length to two lengths behind, and
thus they finished, Baby Mine being third in each instance,
with Emma Anderson distanced in the first heat. In the
final mile Clifton Bell broke in the backstretch, losing some
ten lengths, but rallying on the straight, finally made up the
lost ground, winning by half a length from Baby Mine] she
on the run at the wire, with Perihelion a good third and
Anita J. distanced. •

The second race was a match between Mission Boy and
Damiana, the odds being five to one on the chances of the
latter. This was a second victory for the backers of the
favorite, as Damiana, in carrying Mission Boy to a run on
the third turn beat him home handily in straight heats in
2:34, 2:30£, 2:34.

Taking into consideration the beautiful weather and the
programme offered at the Bay District track, the attendance
Saturday was not bo large as might have been expeoied, but
then it must alBo be stated that a great many wealthy patrons
of the turf are enjoying sylvan sports during this tine spell,

and they will only return to town when the wet season may
be expected. There are also a number of country visitors
who generally make a trip to San Francisco during the fall,

who are going the round of the fairs where numerous attrac-

tions are offered.

The chief event on the card Saturday was the purse for
the 2:27 class, but owing to untoward events some of the
chief entries were withdrawn, leaving but Gus Wilkes, Wells-
Fargo and Lester to contest for the honors. As was to be
supposed, there was suoh a rush to get on Gus Wilkes that
he was rapidly made a great favorite, selling up to $50
agaxnBt $20 for WellB-Fargo and $8 for Lester. At these
odds, even, the fielders seemed to posses but little confidence,
and in many cases, if they were accepted, it was more with a
view of hedging than of standing pat on the proposition.
WellB-Fargo afforded them this opportunity by the very
brilliant display of speed ha made in the opening heat, when
he coverad the quarter mile in 37} seconds and leading
Wilkes all the way around to the seven-furlong post, where
he carried him to a bad break; he won by six lengths from
Gus Wilkes in 2:21, with Lester just leisurely saving bis dis-

tance, the last three-quarters of a mile having been made in
1:43*.

This fine exhibition of speed caused Wells-Fargo to be in
great demand in the pools, he bringing $80 against $50 for
Gus Wilkes and $15 for Lester, but on second sober thoughts
doubtB were expressed if Wells-Fargo could repeat on any
such termB, so Gus Wilkes was gradually again made first

choice at $42 against $40 for Wells-Fargo and $8 for Lester.
In the second heat the pace was very severe to the quarter
between the two favorites, but shortly afterward Wells-Fargo
indulged in one of his wild runs that lost him a dozen lengths,
so Gus Wilkes passed the half in 1.-10J, and, trotting with a
sure, even, and fleet gait, won easily in 2:22J, Lester again
reserving his forces for future eventualities. It was now $50
to $20 on Gus Wilkes, and in each of the succeeding heats
that horse showed that he not only possessed fine speed and
endurance, but that he had the gift of skillful catching on a
slight skip that would give him a great advantage over such
a wretched breaker as Wells-Fargo has Bhown himself to be.

In fact, it may be stated that the latter horse had shot his

bolt in the two first heats, Lester trying, but in vain, to

retrieve the honors of the day in the two final heats, that
were taken after a pretty tussle by Gus Wilkes in 2:23J and
2:24, with Lester a good second on each occasion, There
were a good many visitors who expressed their opinion that
Wells-Fargo should have won, but on what reasons they
based their ideas remains to be known. In the opinion of
the majority Wells-Fargo is one of those horses on whom
but little reliance can be placed when in a tight box, but the
future will show as to the soundest judgment in respect to

the merits of these horses.

The meeting proper commenced on Tuesday last, and
a very good opening it proved in the way of Bport. Though
the attendance was small, there was a spirited time among
the speculators. Favoritism shifted about so t.Ln<.t Wells

Fargo and Lester alternated in carrying the bulk of the

money, and had supporters of the "Bhort end" stuck to the

cheap ones all through, a handsome winning, whiohever came
to the Bcore first, would have been the result. The weather

was pleasant, and, as is always the ease at the Bay District

when the elements are favorable, the track was in the best

possible condition.

On the call of the judges the following horses made their
appearance for the contest for supremacy in the 2:26 class for a
purBe of $500, mile heats, tbree in five. Lester, behind whom
sat A. Lewis, sold in the pools at $20; Wells-Fargo, driven
by George BayliBS, brought $12; Platina, piloted by her
owner, and Maid of Oaks engineered by the veteran Andy
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McDowell, sold as the field for $6. After several attempts
they got the word for the first heat on a very even Bend-off.

At the qaarter Wells-Fargo showed in front of Platina, but
np the back stretch they trotted head and head and opened a

gap on the Maid and Lester of about five lengths. At the

half the leaders were nose and nose. Around the upper turn
Lindsey drew away about a length, but Bayliss was after him
fast and close at the three-quarter pole, and down the Btretch,

after a driving finish, landed WellE-Fargo the winner by a

short head, Platina Becond, Lester an easy third, as also

Maid of Oaks, who was fourth. Time, 2:24£.

The pools now sold, Lester and Wells-Fargo even money at

$40 each, while the field brought $15.
Second Heat—Considerable tedious and unnecessary scor-

ing was indulged in before the bell tapped, when Lester was
on a run behind, Wells-Fargo in the lead by about a length

from Maid of Oaks. On the back stretch the spotted mare
took second place, and at the half, in 1:10, was lapped on
"Wells-Fargo. Around the turn to the three-quarter pole

Maid of Oaks came very fast on the inside and collared Wells-

Fargo on the stretch, but broke and fell back, caught again

handily, and, amid the cheerB of the "Bhort-enders,
7
' won the

heat by about half a length, Platina third, and the favorite

(Lester) last. Time, 2:23. The pools now sold: field $20,

Wells-Fargo $11, and Lester $17.
Third Heat—On the stroke of the gong Lester fell away

behind, the result of a break, and the Maid opened a gap on
Wells-Fargo at the quarter of two lengths. At a merry pace
down the back Btretch she reached the half in 1:12J, and
which lead was never disputed until the head of the stretch,

when Wells-Fargo made a brush for the lead, but broke

badly, and Maid of Oaks finished an easy winner of the heat

by ten lengths, Platina second, Lester third, and the name-
sake of the express company last. Time, 2:24J.
The pools now sold: field $20, Lester $8, Wells-Fargo $3.

In the fourth heat at the start Maid of OakB and Lester

broke just after the tap of the bell, and before they recovered

Wells-Fargo took the lead, and at the half all four were in

Indian file. Around the turn Lester trotted faBt, and steady,

making a much better effort than before, under the guidance
of Dick Havey, who had been substituted for Lewis. Down
the stretch BaylisB drove hard and fast, and won the heat by
two leogths from Lester, Maid of Oaks third, and the spotted

mare last. Time, 2:23}.

The field now sold for $25, Wells-Fargo $17, and Lester

$10.
Fifth Heat—An even send-off, and at the quarter the Maid

broke and Platina and Wells-Fargo went lapped to the half

—where Lester moved up and down the stretch—was on even
terms with Wells-Fargo. Here both broke and Lester, catch-

ing handily, won the heat by three lengths, Maid of Oaks
Becond and Platina last. Time, 2:25^.

In the sixth heat Platina was sent to the stable for not win-

ning a heat in five, and the other three were soon tapped off

with Wells-Fargo in the lead, which advantage he retained to

wire, although Lester made quite a struggle for the heat,

Wells-Fargo winning quite easily in 2:27, Lester second and
Maid of Oaks last. The following is the summary:
Bat Distbict Track, Oct. 11, 1«ST.—Purse of $1,500; 2:26 class.

Georgs Baylies enters a g Wella-Fargo 12 4' 31
And; McDowell enter* br m Maid of Oaks 1 1 1 3 2 8

A . Lewis enters b g LeBter * 4 3 2 1 2

Mr. Lindsey enters spotted m Platina 2 3 2 4 4 ro
Time, 2:24i, 2:23, 2:24J, 2:23*. 2:25i, 2:27.

Reform in Trotting1 Methods-

We are very glad to observe that the Detroit Association

has initiated a real and much-needed reform at the meeting

in progress as we write. This reform is simply the restora-

tion of the old-fashioned "mile heats" instead of "mile heats,

beat three in five," which in practice and in large fields meanB
beBt three in six, eight or tan heats. The formula, "best

three in five," was brought into requisition originally in

matches between two horses, when one or the other expected

to win on his superior staying qualities. This formula pro-

vided for the possibility of five heats, and a contest thas

extended was considered a very severe one. If a proposition

had then been made to apply the conditions of "best three in

five" to a field of eight or ten horses it wonld have been con-

sidered very wild and very foolish. Regardless of the nature

of contests" limited to two or three horses, we still retain the

conditions when our fields of starters embrace three or four

times as many contestants.

The only answer that can be made and the only reasonthat

oan be urged in favor of retaining the "best three in five"

formula in all contests, is the stale and unreasonable one of

testing the endurance of our trotters. The flippant reply

comes back to us from many quarters: "We want horses that

can stay the route, and not quitters." If this is the real

reason for retaining "three in five," why not make the dis-

tance two miles instead of one? How many of these advo-

cates for "three in five" would enter in a two-mile contest?

Against the abuses growing out of an old formula intended

for two but now applied to a dozen horses, many reasons,

both moral and physical, might be adduced. At present we
have not time to elaborate these reasons, but we will try to

indicate two or three of them. 1. In large fields, three in

five, there are many opportunities for dishonest combina-

tions to beat the favorite and really the best horse in the

race, by first sending one and then another after him until he

is exhausted. Under such circumstances he may be able to

win two heats, but a fresh horse can beat him in the third.

Thus the race from that time out is a struggle between the

best horse and two or three others combined against him.

2. The struggle is thus prolonged till it ceases to be sport,

and degenerates into the most heartless cruelty. It is no

longer a question of which is the best horse, but who will

scoop in the contents of the pool-box. 3. These prolonged

contests not only take away the speed, but they impair the

soundness of the animals competing. A horse may have a

weak spot—and many of our best have more than one—he
may stand np for two or three heats without injury, but if

you send him six or eight heats you may ruin him forever

and fix in him an unsoundness that will be propagated in his

descendants. The races at Detroit furnish this example in

the direction of reform:

Purse 61,000, 2:40 class.

Miaa Woodford 6 14 1

Senator 2
J J

*

Emma E 1 „
3

Roy 7 2 2 ro

Alcyone f 4 3 ro

Jennie Sprague * ° ° ro

Catharines X „ „
r0

Prince , 8 7 7 ro

Time,|2:22t, 2:23$, 2:26$, 2:26*.

This summary had in it the elements of an eight-heat race,

but it was finished in four heats, notwithstanding that one or

perhaps two heats were "laid up" by the winner. The strik-

ing feature of the summary is that the five animals not

winning a heat in three were honorably dismissed to the

stable, instead of being pounded through two more heats

without the shadow of a hope of winning. These animals

made their three attempts, and were thus left comparatively
fresh to recuperate for their engagements of the next week.
There was comparatively but little exhaustion and no cruelty
in the contest. It is possible that after one heat was trotted

there may have been a combination to prevent the winner of

that heat from winning the race, but the margin was so
narrow and all the horses still so fresh, that a decided superi-
ority on the part of the winner of the first heat could not
prevent him from winning the second and the race.

The objection that a two-in-three race does not show the
"bottom" ot the performers has nothing in it, but the claim
that it would cut off a large percentage of receipts from the
sale of pools is probably valid, and right here is where the
war against the reform will have its stronghold. The
gamblers, whether they be in the sulkies, or surrounding the
pool-box, will be apt to fight it to the bitter end, without dis-

closing the real basis of their hostility. All managers of

crooked predilections will oppose it, because it would deprive
them of the opportunity for "fixing" things. Thus, between
gamblers, racing associations and "crooked" people generally,

the measure will have but few friends, and it must look in
another direction for its support, lhat support will event-
ually rally, and will prevail over all opposition, for the
American people who love the trotting horse will not con-
tinue to see him cruelly treated inertly to put money in the

pockets of a few unprincipled speculators.— Wallace's Monthly

.

Relative Size of Sire and Dam.

Racing at Walla Walla, W. T.

The relative size of sire and dam is a subject upon which
much has been written, and upon which I am satisfied there

has been much wrong teaching. It is true that nearly all

writers have laid down the rule that, in coupling the male
should be smaller than the female, but it is also true that

many persons write dogmatically upon subjects which they
know but little about; and it is further true that writers upon
heredity, for years and years past, have done but little more
than to repeat each other, accepting what has been said by
others as true without question, not knowing or caring to

know anything about the facts in the case. I imbibed the
doctrine that the male should be smaller than the female from
my early reading upon the subject, and began writing from
the same standpoint, but very early in my career as a writer
upon stock-breeding my esteemed Iriend, Judge T. C. Jones,

of Ohio, from whom I have taken many valuable lessons,

called my attention to the manifest unsoundness of this

theory, and said that he was fully convinced that the teach-
ing of the book upon this subject waB all wrong, and that
while he did not advocate disparity in the size of parents, he
was satisfied that when there was a difference it should be
the reverse of what the books taught—that the male should,
as a rule, be larger than the female. It was a startling prop-
osition to me, but it set me to thinking and watching the
subject closely; and now, looking back over more than a

quarter of a century of experience, I say emphatically that

nature's plan, as exemplified inall mammalia, is that the male
parent should be the larger of the two. In all animals, from
the horse down to the pig, wild or tame, the male as a rule

is larger than the female of tbe same breed. No observant
man can have failed to notice this. What pure breed or race

of animals, in any country, can be named as an exception to

this rule? ADd is this not also true of the human race?
How many of my readers are there who can call to mind
numerous instances of handsome, well formed and robust
children, the offspring of a large father and a small mother.
The same result has been observed in hundreds of other
cases, where large draft horses have been coupled with small
or medium-sized mares. In fact it is the almost universal
testimony of those who have watched closely the result of

the cross of the imprisoned draft stallions, brought to this

country irom France and Great Britain, that the very best
results have been obtained, not from large, coarse and loosely

made mares, as theorists would have us suppose would be
the case, but from those of medium size, compactly made
and highly bred.

The excellent results obtained by crossing breeds upon our
small native cows—also the health, vigor and tine form of

the lambs got by large Cotswolda out of small ewes of the
Merino breed—all go to prove that this supposed law of

nature is no law at all. In fact, if we study nature, we shall

be compelled to admit that her law is just the reverse of what
has been claimed; for, with scarcely an exception, through all

the stages of animal life, the males of any given species, race
or breed are larger than the females. It is, therefore, safe to

assume that the results are more likely to be satisfactory

where large males and small females are coupled for breeding
purposes than where the re\eise is the method practiced. I
would not recommend, neither does it follow as a legitimate

deduction from this general law, that great extremes in size

should be coupled. In fact, nature has herself interposed
many obstacles to prevent such a course of breeding.

There is not, as has often been alleged, any increased dan-
ger in parturition from tbe use of sires larger than the dam.
It is the dam that determines the size and growth of the

foetus, and not the sire. Wrong presentations, faulty con-
struction of some parts of the organ of generation or of the
pelvic bones of the female, an emaciated or too plethoric

condition of the dam at the time of partruition, an unnat-
ural or deformed foetus, are the usual causeB of difficult

parturition, and these conditions are brought about inde-
pendent of the relative size of sire and dam. It goes for

nothing to say that improvement in any breed has resulted
from the use of males of smaller breed upon females of a
larger. If one desires to bring about improvement in auy
direction he must select with a view to that quality, inde-

pendent of other considerations. "Were I desirous of improv-
ing the butter producing qualities of a Holstein cow I Bhould
use a Jersey bull, notwithstanding the male migbt be smaller
than the female. I would couple large, coarse-wooled ewes
with a Merino ram if I desired to increase the density of the
fleece; and I would breed large draft mares to thoroughbred
or trotting sires if I desired to procure fine Btyle, better

action and greater powers of endurance. But all of this is

independent of, and does not conflict with, the general law
of lelative size, and does not disprove the proposition—that

it is nature's plan that the male should be the larger of the

two parants.

—

Sander's Horse Breeding.

The Newmarket Slakes, to be decided at the second Spring
Meeting, 18S9, has closed with 204 subscriptions. The value
of the race 1b fixed at 7,500 sovs., the second to receive 1,000

sovs., and the third 500 sovs. out of the stakes. The list of

subscribers ib headed by the Prince of Wales, who nominates
Montgomerie, by Hermit—Bonnie Doon. Mr. Arbington,

Lord Gerard, Mr. J. Lowther and Mr. Manton are all numer-
ously represented, and few names among those of our best-

known owners are absent. Among the Duke of "West-

minster's lot is Fleur de Lys, sister to Ormonde. Lord Hast*
ings enters a sister to Melton, and Mr, Hamar Bags (a new
hand) a sister to Paradox.

Sept. 26th—Walla Walla Derby—Running, one and one half miles,
for three-year-olds, ?50 entrance and j^50 added,
W. H, Babb's b c Diavolo by Shannon, d*m Dame Winnie 1
J. H. Hamilton's ch f Rosa Lewis by Flood, dam Fannie Lewis 2
W. H Babb's h g Duffy Winters by Patsy Duffy, dam Neva Winters.. 3
Oregon Stable's ch g Mark Twain by Slonday, dam Jennie C

Time, 2:40.

Sept. 27th—Trotting. 2:40 clasB, purse 3250.
T. H. Tongue's br m Kitty Ham by Hambletonian Mambrino,

dam Kitty Lewie—Sawyer 1 1 2 1
J. Sorenson's ch m SuBie S. by Hambletonian Mambrino, dam

Bellfounder Girl—Woods 2 2 1 2
Osgood Maid, bm 3 3 die.

Time. 2:37*. 2:31}, 2:30, 2:32.

Sept. 27th—Pioneer Stake, f^r two-year-olds. Five-eighths of a mile.
Pnrse 5200, added to a sweepstake of £50 each.
W. L. Wbitmore'3 ch c Coloma by Joe Hooker, dam Callie Smart 1
W. H. Babb's ch f Hilda by Geo. Wilkes, dam Neva Winters 2
Oregon Stable s ch c Oregon by Monday, dam Planetia 3
J. H. Hamilton's ch f Miss Dudley by Glen Dudley, dam Laura C

Time, 1:04.

Sept. 27th- -Running. Half mile dash, purse 5200.
Bones, ch g by Old George, dam by Lummuxf. 1
Forward Four, br c by Lodi 2
Klickitat Tom, bg 3
Sagebrush Sam, b g «

Time, 0:60j.

Sept. 28, 1887.—Running, three-quarters of a mile, pnrse ?300.
J. Paquet's b m Keepsake, 4, by Flood, dam Katharion . 107. . . O'Hara 1
B. E. Snipes' ch g Twenty One, by Norwich, dam unknown 2
J. K. Ross" br h Forward Four, by Lodi, dam unknown 3
J. A. Porter's ch m Laura D., by Glen Dudley, dam Laura C

Time, 1:18.

Sept. 28th .—Running, three-eighths mile dash, purse ?150.
W. H. Babb's ch g Bogus, aged, by Ophir, dam unknown 1
C. William's b m Pappoose 2
F. Robs' s g Walt McCullough, pedigree unknown 3
J. H. Hamilton's b h Napa, aged, by son of Napa, dam unknown. . . .

Time, 0:35.

Sept. 28th.—Trotting, 3:C0 class, purse 8100.
George Kinney, o g by Alwood 2 1 1 1

Black Beaa, blk m by California Prince 12 2 2
Belvidere, b b by Beilfoundur Chief, dam by Bellfounder.. 3 3 dia
Lady Belle.b m by bellfounder 4 die

Time, 2:58, 2:51, 2:624, 2:52.

Sept. 29th.—Handicap, one-hall mile dash, puree 52C0,
C. William's o m Pappoose, 111 pounds *
W. H. Babb's ch f Hilda, by Geo. Wilkes, dam Neva Winters, 95 lbs.. •

F. Ross' ch g Walt McCullough, pedigree unknown, 105 lbs 3
J. H. Hamilton's b g Napa, by son of Napa, dam unknown
W. H. Babb'acb g Bogus, by Ophir
W. L. Whitmore's gr g Adam, aged, pedigree unknown. 105 lbs

Time, U:i9*.

•Dead heat for first place. Pappoose won the run off in 0:50.

Sept. 29, 1887.—Trotting, 2:50 class, purse 8250.
T. H. Tongue's br m Kitty Ham, by Hambletonian Mam-

brino, dam Kitty Lewis—Sawyer 1 1 1

A. C. Brey's blk h Blackwood, by Rockwood, dam unknown

—

Smiley 2 2 2
J. Sorenson'B ch m Susie S. by Hambletonian Mambrino, dam

Bellfounder Girl—Woods 3 8 3
Time, 2:31. 2:31$, 2:32i.

Sept. 29th. 1887.—Trotting. Two-year-old class, purse $200.
Silvertail, ch c by Badger 13 1

T. H. Tongue'Bblkc Fritz Rambletunby Fred Hambleton, dam
Buttercup—Sawyer 2 1 &

Mart Hallett'B blk i Truella by Altamont, dam Opuelia—Ululds 5 2 2
John Pender's blk f Lady Altamout by Altamom, dam Lady

Clark— Pender 3 4 6>

Sigaro, b c by Lee, dam Beile Driver 4 5 &
Time, 2:49, i:Uri, 2:5*.

Sept. 30th.—Running. One ami one-fourth miles, handicap. Purse 3250.
Oregon arable's ch g Mark Twain by Monday, dam Jennie C 1

\V. H. Babb'B ch g Tom Daly, 4. by Patsy Duffy, dam Sunshine 2
J. H. Hamilton's ch f Kosa Lewis, 3, by Flood, dam Fannie Lewis.... 3
B. E. Snipe's chg Twenty One by Norwich - o

Time, 2:09.

Sept. 30th.—Trotting, 2:40 class, purse $300.
Nelhe Russell, b m by BeLllounder, dam Black Bees.... 2 12 2 11
Democrat, bgbf Kisber, dam Mother of Broker 8 2 112 7
Osgocd Maid, b m by Osgood .... 13 3 3 3a
Bellfounder Chief, b h by Bellfounder 4 4 4 4 4
Von Tromp, b c by Badger Boy, dam Springfield Maid... dts

Time, i-M, 2:35, 2:40>$t. 2:44, 2:52. 2:38J.
* Ruled out for not winning one beat in five.

t Started to rain.
t Trotted Oct. 1.

Oct. l, 1637.—Running. Mile dash, handicap.
J. A. Porter's ch f Laura D., 3, by Glen Dudley, dam Laura C 1

J, Paquet's b m Keepsake, 4, by Flood, dam Katharion „... 2
Chas. Russell's b g Narrow Guage by Dick Herbert, dam Fern Twigs 3
W, Hogoboom's bg Butter Creek by Luther _
B. E. Snipe's b g Klickitat Tom by Montana

Time, l.:48.

Oct.) 1, 1887.—Trotting. Free for all, pnrse &600; $200 added for 2:20 or
better.
A. C. Brey's br g Little Joe by Bob Hunter, dam St, Lawrence

Mare Enos 2 1 1 B
Samuel Scott's ch h Ranchero by Clark Chief Jr.. dam Mary

Eagle Jeffries 12 2 2
Time,2:31M, 2:29af,2:3U, 2:2&W.

Pacific Coast

BLQOD HORSE
Association,

FallRacingMeeting 1887,
AT

Oakland Trotting Park.

$15,50l) in Stakes and Purses.

REGULAR DAYS,
SATURDAY, October 29th,

TUESDAY, November 1st.

THURSDAY, November 3d,

SATURDAY, November 5t&.

FIRST RACE at 2:15 O'CLOCK P. M.

Admission to Grounds and Grand Stand $1 .00

Oakland Park ia at Shell Mound 8tatlon on the Berkeley branch
Railway. Trains from foot of Market street, 9an Francisco.
hour, to the track. Time, 36 minutes Fare for the round trip, ::'

«. 8. CtH-VEB, Secretary.
D. MctXCRE, P
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Gaitine Young Horses.

It is oftentimes observed that the action of

young horses, after having been broken to

work, is disproportionate, the propelling

power of their hind legs being in excess of that

in the front ones. In order to overome this

difficulty, and to regnlate their movements
equally, the following method is to be ob-

served :

The feet must be levelled and straightened,

and the toes of the front feet pressed up close

and short. If the front action is then to be

accelerated, veTy light shoes, well rolled on

the ground surface, and shortened to avoid

the unnecessary friction, are to be resorted to.

The hind feet should also be shod light, but

long in tbe heels; the heels turned outward

and calked lengthwise. Fit the shoes closely

to the wall around both sides of the heel, and
carry them over at the heels, at least one

half of an inch longer than the foot—the calks

to be about one-fourth of an inch high.

In consequence of these long and calked

heels, the quick rising and flexing of the foot

is, to a certain extent, reduced, while the roll-

ing motion of the shoes having the effect of

quickening the action in the front feet, the

movement of both will thus be balanced and

equalized. In case a light shoe should fail in

producing these results, heavier shoes Bhould

be used on the hind feet. These should be

from four to five ounces heavier than the for-

ward oneB.
In former years, it was a cruel practice

among horsemen, in order to shorten and

quicken the stride of young horses, to drive

them over hard roadB until they became aore,

when, as a natural consequence, their action

would become shorter and quicker . It was

desirable that a more humane course be pur-

sued, if possible, in this manner; and I sought

to rind in a proper method of shoeing the

means necessary to accomplish the desired

effect. I aim to get the horse over his toe

quickly, whioh, of course, forces him into a

more rapid stride, and this is done by short-

ening up both front and hind feet as much as

can be conveniently done, and the use of a

nice rolling-motion shoe, both in front and

behind. If the action is balanced, the shoes

may be of the same weight all round.

One of the greatest difficulties 1 have had to

contend with has been the balancing of the

action of the trotting horse. Since the

requirements of each animal are so varied,

various methods had to be observed in the

treatment of them. Some being long, low

stridors and some high, short stridors; some
requiring heavy shoes and some light shoes;

some bar shoes and some open shoes; some
concave shoes on the ground surface; some
flat shoes; others rolling-motion shoes to

quicken the action in front; some toe-weight

shoes to lengthen the stride; some long toeB,

and others short toes. When the action of t

horse in front is short, high and quick, it will

generally be found that the toe of the foot is

too short. This can be remedied by lowering

the heel as much as possible which will give

the foot more to the ground. In case the front

part of the foot has been tiled or rasped too

short the shoe should be extended over and
beyond the toe and thus acquire a proper

extent of ground surface. The weight of the

shoe must be determined by tbe driver or

owner as to what is best adapted for the horse

to carry with ease and safety.

When the action in front is slow and low

and stiff-kneed, shorten the front part of the

foot as much as possible. Use the toe-weight

shoe, being well rolled on the ground surface

in front of the quarters to the toe.

The effects of this shoe will be to allow the

horse a quickening of the step in motion,

imparting, as it were, a "down-hill" effect,

which, with the weight being greatest at the

toe, will necessarily extend the stride. In

proportion, then, as the knee action is to be

increased, the roll in the shoe is likewise to be

increased. Great care mast at all times be

exercised in levelling and straightening the

foot according to the directions given for that

purpose.
One of the primary causes in the bad action

of horses when driven up to their best speed

is a soreness in the foot, caused by improper

shueing. An unlevel bearing will, as I have

elsewhere shown, twist the foot and impair

the action of the laminse, or by corn bruises,

or by under-punching and nailing around the

toe, cramping the foot and making it sore by
pressure on the sole, or by paring the sole

thin, and then shoeing with light, thin

shoe scausing what iB termed "foot-scald," or

by burning the foot causing it to become
hard and dry. Another is by having high

heels and short toes, or by destroying the

proper angle of the foot by having high toes

and low heels.

Much good judgment is required in shoeing

the hind feet of the trotting horse, as some
have more action in those parts than in front.

In this latter case we must quicken the action

of the fore and retard the action of the hind

feet, and this can only be done by shoeing.

By shortening the toes of the front feet, and

shoeing with the scoop-toed, rolling-motion

shoe, the effect of this will be to lessen the

ground surface—permitting the horse to get

over the toe quickly—and thus get out of the

way of the hind feet. In shoeing the hind

feet apply the shoe so that it projectB at leaBt

one-balf inch beyond the heel of the foot.

The effect of this Bhoe will be to destroy a cer-

tain portion of the down action of the flexor

perforans, and thus overcome, in a proportion-

ate degree, the quick flexing of the foot. The
weight of the shoe muBt be judged of accord-

ing to the necessities of the case. Borne horses

requiring more weight behind than otherB, so

that their aotion may be properly balanced.

A horse with a slow action behind cannot! judges' stand, and the other well out in the

carry much weight attached to his foot, as it

would be tiresome for him. The labor being
performed by the stifle and hip, the hock
scarcely bending, the shoe should therefore

be as light as safety of the foot will permit,

being well concaved on the ground surface

without heel calkins. Another class of trot-

ting horses, when in violent action, will some-
times carry one or both of their hind feet

between their front feet, producing what is

known as froging or clicking, and causing

them to leave tueir trot and break or run, evi-

dently from the effects'of fright. On close ex-

amination, the defect will be found in the

formation of the animal. Their stifle gener-

ally sets straight, and the toes of their hind
feet are inclined in. The only way to over-

come this difficulty is to quicken the action

in front. For this purpose, the scoop-toe,

rolling-motion shoe should be used, being

bevelled on the inBide and outside of shoe,

from the ground surface to the foot-bearing

surface, concaving the shoe on the ground
surface, in order that the hind foot may not

Btrike under the toe when the foot is lifted.

By shortening the toe of the front foot, it will

be assisted in getting over easily, and thus

paBB out of the way of the hind members.
The shoes on the front feet should be short,

so as to have as little ground surface as

possible.

In paring and dressing the hind feet, lower

the heels as low as safety will permit, care-

fully preserving the natural angle.

A Btyle of shoe designed for horses that

wear heavily on one side of the foot, is made
by being thicker and wider on one Bide, and
can be used in many cases to prevent ankle

cutting. If the horae wears hard on the in or

outside of the foot, place the thick branch of

the shoe on the Bide of the greatest wear; if

he twists or screws hiB foot at the heels when
raising it from the ground, put heel calkin on

the shoe, bowing the shoe heels inwardly to

prevent twist. When used in trotting, the

weight must be made to suit the gait of the

horse. When more weight is required to

carry the foot out, increase thB web of the

shoe. In case this does not do, cut off the

the inside branch of the shoe in front of the

tiret toe-nail, punch two nail holes on the

inside arm of the branch, and bevel the shoe

on the ground surface around the inside toe.

In case the inside branch of the shoe is cut

off, lower the outside of the foot as much as

the thickness of the shoe requires to make
both sides of the foot level from the coronet to

ground surface. If the above instructions are

obaerved this style of Bhoe will not fail to pro-

duce the desired alteration in the style of the

animal's going.

It is certain, however, that the web keeps

the foot on the side of greater wear from sink-

ing into the ground at each step. The natural

movement of the foot is obviously in the line

of action of the leg. If, therefore, there is a

tendency on the part of the foot, with a plain

shoe, to sink in the ground on the outside, if

tbe web be placed on that side it will serve

not only to keep the foot from sinking in the

ground, but also, on springing from the

giound, to carry it outside of the front foot

without hitting or bruising the hind members
of the shank or cannon bone.

course.
The expense of fitting up a dark room where

an operator could develop his plates would
be trifling, and while many b* Dishes would be
photographed that were easily determined by
the human eye unaided, one doubtful finish,

decided beyond question, would amply repay

the management for the additional precaution.

Photographing Finishes.

The New York Sportsman speaks thus of a

project which, if carried to successful opera-

tion, would give results invaluable for many
reasons:

From time to time we have suggested to

managers of racing and trotting associations

the feasability and desirability of having every

finish photographed by the instantaneous

process. The eventB nf the first two days of

the meeting now in progress at Jerome Park
have amply demonstrated how necessary to a

successful meeting the camera has become,

and this experience alone should prompt all

our prominent associations to provide suitable

accommodations for an operator, and have
every finish photographed in the future.

The sight at Jerome Park on Tuesday after

the decision in the Le Logos-Royal Arch race

was one that should never again be witnessed

on any track. Even admitting that the judges

were right, there were thousands present who
will alwayB believe that Royal Arch won, and
that his backers should have got their monej
We talked with Garrison after the race and
found he had no doubts as to having won,
and his belief was that of probably eight out
of every ten persons present.

A photographer stationed at the finish with
a suitable camera and the conveniences for

developing the plate would have been able,

inside of half an hour, and probably in ten

minutes, to have shown the judges the exact

position of the horses as reflected on the plate,

and thus have removed any chance for error.

On Wednesday another similar unfortunate
event occurred in the decision regarding the

finish of the selling race, whioh was awarded to

Phil Lee, although many believed that Gren-
adier was the winner.
Where it requires so little precaution to be

absolutely oorrect, why jeopardize the interests

of patrons by trusting entirely to the human
eye?
As we have stated, when treating this sub-

ject heretofore, the human eye cannot distin-

gaish objects passing before it at intervals of

less than one-sixtieth of a Becond, and when
horses are moving at a rate of speed covering

fifty feet in a second, it is simply impossible

for the human eye to be absolutely correct in

a close finish. Especially is this true where
two horses finish with one close under the

In the bright lexicon of the average French
jockey there is no such word as "shame-
faced." At least so M. du Boisgobey in his

Cceur Volant" would have the world believe.

There is nothing underhand about the villain-

ous Mowbridge's work on the peerless Snow-
flake. He courts not the tail end of the

bunch at the flag fall, he chokes not the life

out of her in the first half-mile, he lingereth

not in an opportune "pocket" until it is just

too late to quite get up. No! He scorns such
time-worn "fakes." When "near home" he
simply bends down, fumbleB a while in the

saddle cloth, extracts a two-pound weight and
throws it away! Poor Snowfiake is thus dis-

qualified and the Comte de Sartilly divorced

from many hard-earned ducats. M. du Bois-

gobey does not state just where he threw the

weight. He probably hit one of the judges

with it so as to attract hiB best attention to its

amputation.
Mowbridge is not the only original charac-

ter in the book, however. Oxwall, the bookie,

is delightfully bizarre. His especial idiosyn-

crasy is laying 10 to 1 against 4 to 1 shots.

He is willing to take all handed up to him at

this rate; the other bookies probably keeping

at a safe distance and impatiently awaiting

the two keepers and the straight jacket. The
spectators have their original little theories,

too. The moBt horsey personage in the book
is astounded at Mowbridge's hustling along in

front on a "horse that has any amount of

staying powers," and another worthy goes

into ecstasies over a series of convulsions

—

as if belifting his horse along by his knees"
—in which Mowbridge indulges a good mile

from home. M. du Boisgobey's ideal jock

would evidently "look on for the first mile"

on a horse with "any amount of staying

powers," and would continually execute some
approximation to a sailor's hornpipe on the

impalpable ether on either side of his horse's

body!

Brother Simpson has been spending the

beautiful September afternoons on the Pacific

coast re-reading the works of England's star

authors. Naturally the author of Waverly
and Mansion occupies a warm corner in his

affection, and where is there a Scot whose
heart does not swell with pride when the

"Wizard of the North" or Burns is mentioned ?

Scott's love for dogs and horses was almost

a passion, and his description of them prove

he was a capital judge of quality in both.

While reading the selections which Mr. Simp-
son takes from the "LegeDd of Montrose" and
"Gay Mannering," a group des nbed in the

"Fair Maid of Perth" come* to nind, and one
that contains a olass of horses hich, if we
are to believe many writers o the present

day, was never Been in England ci the Sister

Kingdom beyond the Cheviot Hi la. That is

the pacer.

It occurs in the description 9 J 'deputa

tion from the fair City of Perth wtne^rovost
on that eventful St. Valentines Day on
which Hal of the Wynd deprived Sir John
Ramorny of a hand. Referring to the mounts,

Henry Smith is placed on a black horse of

the old Galloway breed, of an undersize, and
not exceeding fourteen hands, but high-shoul-

dered, strong-limbed, well coupled, and
round-barreled. A judge of the animal might

see in his eyes a spark of vicious temper which
is frequently the accompaniment of the form

that is most enduring and vigorous. The bon-

net-maker was perched on a great trampling

Flemish mare, with a nose turned up in the

air like a camel, a huge fleece of hair at each

foot, and every foot full as large in circum-

ference as a frying pan. Simon Glover, how-
ever, was mounted on a pacing paltry, a class

of horse that must have been in use in the

fourteenth century, or Scott would not have

mentioned it, as he was very accurate in

every descriptive detail that entered into his

works.

—

Albemarle, in N. Y.Sportsman.

imposes upon each the necessity of adapting
their action to the ground in the midst of
which they are severally born.

—

Newark Call.

Waterville, Me., claims to have raised tbe
first horse which ever trotted a mile inside of

three minutes in this country. The Mail of

that bailiwick says that in 1818 a horse named
Suarrow, owned by David Nourse, the father

of the late Henry Nourse, trotted a full mile
in Boston in 2:57£. Mr. Nourse was engaged
in the boating business, and about that

time a club was formed in Boston called the
Boston Jockey Club, who offered, through
the press, $1,000 for a horse that could trot

a full mile in three minutes. There was a
man then living in Waterville by the name of

Palmer, who, on seeing the offer in the Bos-
ton paper, and being convinced that Suarrow
could perform it, made an exchange with Mr.
Nourse and obtained the horse, and, after

training, proceeded to Boston and trotted the
mile in the time as above, on which he was
paid the $1,000 for the horse, and obtained
nearly as much on a wager. This was the
fastest time ever made in the country in a

public race at that period.

IMPORTANT!

AUCTION SALE
OF

Imported, Full Blood, Recorded

HEREFORD
Cattle,

Englishmen who have given attention to

the breeding of trotters in the United States,

are at a loss to account for the wonderful

development of the American trotter, and
still further at a loss to understand how he
descended from Messenger, who was a

thoroughbred, without a known drop of trot-

ting blood in his veinB. The London Field,

commenting upon this seeming phenomenon,
mentions the fact that this excellence iB some-
times attributed to the strong cross of Barb,

as distinguished from the Arabian, It says

that the Darley Arabian and Godolphin
Arabian were in reality Barbs, and came from

Barbary, in Africa, and not from Arabia or

Asia. The Field says Barbary is a rough
country, hilly, aud intersected with ravines,

and in many places covered with prickly

bushes. The districts of Asia in whioh the

purest Arab horses are bred, present, on the

other hand, flat or slightly undulating sur-

faces, with scanty vegetation, while for the

most part they are carpeted with thiok layers

of sand. In Afrioa, the horse, being unable

to gallop with safety, accustomed himself to

the trot, as being the safest and easiest gait

under the circumstances, and the adoption of

this action forces him to bend the knee and
develop the muscles whioh are thus brought

into play. In other words, Barb horseB trot,

while Arabian horses gallop, because Nature

RAILROAD STABLES,
Cor. Turk and Steiner Sts., San Francisco,

ON

Wednesday, October 26,
At i p.m. isiinrpi,

Being the day following the Horae Sale of J. B.

Haggle,

About 30 Head of Imported.

Hereford Bulls,

Cows and Calves.
SaidBtocfc being a portion of the celebrated prize

winning herd of James Kay. direct from England,
including the Sweepstake Premium Bull NoveliBt"

also a two-year-old son of the renowned Lord Wilton
(the $20,000 bull). At the same time and place will

be offered a beaut if .1

Pair o Imported Welsh Ponies,

Perfectly gentle in harness or «&i and adapted
for ladles and children to ride or i>_

CSTFor further pa»-**o>il»r8 and e cgaes, apply
to

VAUGHN & WILLIAMS,
Agricultural Fair Grounds,

SACRAMENTO.
Or to KIIXIP A CO., Auctioneers,

29 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

jTSTThe Oattle can be seen up to the 22d of October
at tbe Agricultural Fair Grounds, Sacramento, Cal.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers.

PURE BRED

Shorthorn Cattle

FOR SALE AT AUCTION,
AT SAN FI1.1S( IS</«».

20 Head of Shorthorn Bulls. Oows
and Heifers; also 6 Head

of Horses,

BELONGING TO

ROBERT ASHBURNER,
Baden Station, San Mateo Co., Cal.

~ ON

Wednesday, Oct. 26th,
at t P. 11 .,

Being the day after Mr. J. B. Haggln's sale of horaes

AT

RAILROAD STABLES,
Corner Turk and Stelncr Streets., S. F.

ff5TCatalogues can be bad of

KIIXIP * CO., 29 Montgomery St., S. F.

Orel " K. VSHB1 KM K,

Baden Station. San Mateo Co., Cal.

KILLIP & CO, Auctioneers
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Change of Date of Entries.

PROGRAMME
OF THE

FALL MEETING
AT THE

OAKLAND
TROTTING PARK
Oct. 19, 20, 21 and 22, '87,

Entries Close 11 1 O'clock P. M. Monday,
October lOtli, 1887.

First Day—Wednesday, Oct 19th.
1. Running—SweepBtakes for all ages; 325 entrance

|10 forfeit; $150 added. $.t0 to second, lurd to 6ave
stake; non-winnerB this yeir allowed fifteen pounds.
Heats of five-trighths of a mile.

2. Trotting -FurBe 8250 ; 2:38 Class.

3. Trotting—Purse *3«Q; 2:2J Class.

Second Day-Thursday, Oct. 20th.
4. Running—Handicap sweepstakes for all ages;

$25 entrance, $10 declaration, $2"U added; 350 to sec-

ond, third to Bave stake. Weights announced Oct.
17fh. Declarations due 6 p. m., Oct. 19th. One mile
and a half.

5. Trotting—Purse 3400; 2:20 Class.
6. Pacing—Pnrse 3200; 2:35 Class.

Third Day— riday, Oct. 21st.

7. Running— Sweepstakes for all ageB; 820 each
p. p., 8150 added, 850 to second third to save stake.
Non-winners this year allowed fifteen pounds. Keats
of three-quarters of a mile.

8. Trotting—Purse §300; 2:27 Class.

9. Pacing—Purse S3U0; 2:20 ClasB.

Fourth Day—Saturday, Oct. *i*2<i.

10. Running — SweepBtakes for all ages; $25 en-

trance, $10 forfeit. 3200 added; $hu to second, third to

save stake. Non-winners this year allowed fifteen

pounds. Keats of a mile.
11. Trotting-Purse$l00; 2:24 Class.
12. Trotting—Purse 8250; 2:30 ClasB.

(OMUTBONX.
All trotting and pacing race 3 are the hest three in

five, unless otherwise specified; five to enter and
three to start. But the proprietor reserves the right

to hold a lesB number than five to fill, by the with,
drawal of a proportionate amount of the purse.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, on purse, to accompany
nominations.
Hobskh Eligible.—The recordB of all horses will be

considered that were made before September 14. 1*87.

American Association rules to govern trotting; but
the proprietor reserves the right to trot heats of any
two classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing or to trot a Bpecial race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
entrance money paid in. When leBa than the required
number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to he divided asfollowB: 66% to the
first, and 33^ to the second.
In all races horses not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

When there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one interest, the particular horse tney are to

start must be named at 6 p. m. of the day preceding the
race. No added money paid for a walk-over except
as otherwise specified. Running races will be con-
ducted under the rules of the Pacific Coast Blood
Horse Association.
Racing colors to be named In entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear

capB of distinct colors, which must be named in their
entries.
Trotting and pacing purses divided; 50 per cent, to

first, 25 per cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, 10
percent, to fourth horse.
Purses and stakes will be paid each day at the con-

clusion of the racing.
Entries close Monday, October 10th, with the Secre

xT». MORRIS. 41 1 1-2 California St.. s. p.
Admission to grounds and grand stands $1 ; Ladies

ANNOUNCEttEST.
RaceBwill be given each week during the winter,

weather being favorable.
B W. UEVENS, Proprietor.

J. D. MORRIS, Secretary. sept2i

FOR SALE

!

ONE GRAY GELDING,
15| hands high. Weight 1050 lbs. A fine diBposi-

tion.the best of constitution. Five years old,perfectly

sound and without a blemieh. A natural trotterwith

a big, open, pare gait. Has had 4 months training.

Can trot 3 or 4 heats from 2 :30 to 2 ;35. Haa a record

Of 2:52.

Sire Peacock, record 2:23*, by Whipple's Hamble-
tonian.
Dam Young Molly, by Budd Doble, he by Geo. M,

Patcben Jr.

Young Molly is the dam of Brown Jug, by Nut-

wood. Brown Jug's private trials were made in

2:19-
Anyone looking for a first-class young horse, that

bids fair to trot low down in the twenties In bis eix-

year-old form, should not overlook this promising

horse. Anyone desiring to see him work with a

view to purchase can do so by calling at the Big

Tree Store, Sacramento, Cal.

For terms address,

F. A. Jones,

THE

Washington Park Club,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Announce the following stakes, to close Oct. 15th, 1687, and to be run at their Summer Meeting of 1888.

$1,000. The Drexel Stakes. $1,000

A sweepstakes for colts three yearB old (foals of

18P5). SlOo each, h f, or only 610 if declared out on

or before February 1st; or S20 April 1st, 1888. All

declarations void unless accompanied with the

money; with 21,000 added, the second to receive $200,

and the third $100 out of the stakes. A winner of

any three-year-old stake race of the value of 51.(00 to

carry three pounds ; of $1,500, five pounds; of three

or more three-year-old stake races of any value,

seven pounds extra. Maidens allowed seven pounds.

One mile.

$1,000. 'llie Kenwood Stakes. $1,000-

A sweepstakes for colts two years old (foals of

1886); §50 each, h f ; or only j"10 if declared out on or

before February 1st; or $15 by April let, 1888. All

declarations void unless accompanied with the

money, with $1,000 added, the second to receive S200

and the third $100 out of the stakes. A winner of

any stako race of the value of S1.000 to carry three

pounds; of three or more Btake races of any value,

five pounds extra. Maidens allowed seven pounds

Five furlongs.

Sl.OOO. The Lakeside Stakes. $1,000.

A sweepstakes for fillies two years old (foals of

1886); $50 each, h f ; or only $J0 if declared out on or

before February 1st ; or $16 by April 1st, 1388. All dec-

larations void unlesB accompanied with the money:

with $l,U0O added, the second to receive $210. and the

third $100 out of the stakes. A winner of any stake

race of the value of $1 ,0C9 to carry three pounds ; of
,
850, "third horse to save entrance

Three or more such races of any value, five pounds

extra. Maidens allowed seven pounds. Five fur-

longs.

FALL RACES
OF THE

EurekaJockeyClub

EUREKA,
HUMBOLDT COUNTY, CAL.,

Nov. 2^,24, 25,26, 1887.
FIfcST DAY.

1 Purse 3200.—Running Novelty Race. Free-for-all,
dash of one mile. $35 at first quarter $iQ at tlie half. $50
at the three-quarter and $75 at the mile. All paid-up
entries over five to he added, and equally divided
between each winner

t. Purse $250.— 1 rotting. Free for all horses that
have not beaten 2;36 up to Sept. 1st, 16S7. (.Cadmus
and Bonner eligible to start.) First horse $15 i, second
$75, third $25.

SECOND DAY.
3. MERCH^TS1 PTJRsK.fm Free-for-all, for

all ages. Three-quarters of a mile and repeat. First
horse $200, second horse $70, third horse $30.

4. Trotting—Three-minute class. Puree $150 for
horses owned in Humboldt County prior to Sept. 1st,

(Patchen barred.) First hoise $85, second horse

FIXED EVENTS FOR 1889
To close Oct. 15th, 1887, to be run at the Summer Meeting of 1889.

The American Derby. £9-500.$7,500.

A Bweepstabes for three-year-olds (foals of 1886), at

$250 each, §100 f; or only$2U if declared out on or

before February 1st; or $40 April 1st, 1689. All

declarations void unless accompanied with the

money; with $7,500 added, the oecond to receive

$1,000, the third $500, out of the stakes. A winner of

any three-year-old stake race of the value of $2,0u0

to carry three pounds; of three or more three-year-

old stake races of any value five pounds extra.

Maidens allowed seven pounds. To be run on the

first day of the meeting. One mile and a half.

$1,500. The Hyde Park stakes. $1,500.
A BweepstaKes for two-year-olds (fouls of 1887);

$101) each, h. f., or only $10 if declared out on or be-

fore February 1, or $30 by April 1st, 188a. All declar-

ations void unless accompanien with the money; with
$l,6uo :idded, the second to receive $300, and the third

$100 out of the stakes. A winner of any stake race

of the value of 31,500 to carry three pounds; of three
or more stake races of any value five pounds extra.

Maidens allowed seven pounds. Three-quarters oi a
mile.

$1,500. The Sheridan Stakes. $1,500-
A Bweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1886);

$100 each, h. f., or only $10 if declared out on or before

February 1st, or $30 April 1st, 18S9. All declara'ions

void unless accompanied with the money, with $1,500

added, the Becond to receive $(00 and the third $100 out
of the stakes. A winner of any three-year-old stake
race of the value of $1,000 to carry three pounds; of
$1,500, five pounds; of three or more Euch stakes of
any value, seven pounds extra. MaidenB allowed ten
pounds. One mile and a quarter.

$1,000. The Englewood stakes. $1,000.
A sweepstakes for fillies three years old (foals of

18S6),$100 each, hf., or only $10 if declared out on or
before February 1st, or $20 April lBt,1889. All declar-

ations void unless accompanied with the money; with
$l,000added. the second to receive $200, and the third
$100 out of the stakes. A winner of any three-vear-
old stake race of the value of $1,000 to carry three
pounds; of $1,500 five pounds; of three or more three-
year-old stake races of any value seven pounds extra.
Maidens allowed seven pounds. One mile.

In addition to the above, additional stakes for two and tbree-year-olds and all ages will be advertised in due
time, to close January 15,1888. »

Please observe that in the above BtakeB declarations are permitted for a small forfeit.

Turfmen failing to receive entry blanks, cau obtain them by applying to the Secretary or at the office of

J. E. BREWSTER, Secretary. P. H SHERIDAN, Ulcut.-Gen. V. S. A., President.
Sept2l

KILLIP & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS,

Z9 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

SPKCJAL ATTENTION PAID TO BALES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell in AH Cities and Counties of
the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Green,
Sacramento.

J. P. Sab&ent, ESO-i
SargentB.

Hon.L. J. ROBE,
Los Angeles.

Hon. J. D. Cars,
Salinas.

Hon. John Boson
Colusa.

Hon. A. Waleais,
Nevada.

augl3tf

P. O. Box 164,

S V< HAMEMO. CAL.

< OKRIVS GREAT

HORSE LINIMENT.
Sure cure for Swinney, weakness of the spine,

sprains strains, etc. It neither blisters nor causes
the hair to fall off, and does not incapacitate the hors*1

from work during treatment. Though there ravo
been many drugs on the market which are Maimed
pood the observer will readily see their ueficiency,

from the number of lame horses which he everywhere
meets, and that are mostly suffering from thJ>

sconrte, Swinney, whichnotonly causes the 8ho»i"' r

to gradually shrink away, but also the body to en.a-

ciate Now where iB the horseman bo blind to hiB own
interest as to refuse this new remedy a fair trial.

For Bale by all druggists. Mrs. A. C. Joseph.
Prop.. San Francisco. All rights secured in U. 8.

Patent Office. Price. $1 .OO per Bottle. 23jyl3

SUBSCRIBE FOB THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

J B. Haggin. Esq.., San Francisco
Represented at Sacramento by Edwin F. Smith,

Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At San Jose by Messrs. Montgomery A Rea, Real

Estate Agents.
, „ . . ,. . ,

Being tne oldest established firm in the live-stock

business on this Coast, and having conducted the

Important auction sales in this line for the past

fifteen vears, amounting to one-half a million of

dollarB.we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock or every description

either at auction or private Bale. Our list of corres-

pondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
inence upon the Pacific C'oaBt, thus enabling us to

give full publicity to animals placed with us for sale.

Private purchases and sales of live Btock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales

made of land of every description. We are author-

ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended. '

KIIXIP «t CO.. 22 Montgomery Btreet-

ond

S.B.WHITEHEAD& CO,
LIVE STOCK AND OBNERAL

AUCTIONEERS.

ARE PBEPAEED TO CONDUCT SALES OP

Thoroughbreds, Trotters
And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Our Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for Bfteen
years successfully managed all the principal
sales of high-class stock on this Coast.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Be*t Stock on the Coast

J. 0'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

AGENTS FOE
FENKELL'a OYNTHIANA HOKSE BOOTS,

J. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties,

De. Dixon's Condition Powdebs,

gQ24 GoilBAULl'3 Caustic Balsam.

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARTEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOK, ESQ.,
J. B. HAGGIN, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ
B. P. ASHE, ESQ., WM. COBBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
"JO LefdesdorfT Street,

Wmartf San Francisco.

Outing
The Gentleman

1
8 Magazine of Sport, Trzvel

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OUR FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DUEIMG THE TEAB THEBE WILL DB ABTXCX.ES UPON
Exploration, Travel and Adventure. Mountain

Climbing, Camping, Popnlar Forestry, Hunting and
Fishing, "Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting, Rowing
Canoeing. Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and I"wn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.
Lacrosse, Snow-Bhoein?, Tobogganing and Skating.

Conducted by POUUTNElf BIGEL.OW

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
Single nnmbers twentj-flve cents.

1 40 Nassau Street, New York.

THIRD DAY.
HOTEL PDRSE-8100. Free for all, for all ages.

One mile and repeat. First horse $259, second horse
$10o, third horse $50.

6. EDREKA TWO -YEAR -OLD TROTTING
STAKE—Mile and repeat. 310 entrance; half forfeit,
3100 added; second horse to receive $25, third to save
stake. Entries to this race to close with the Secre-
tary Sept. 17,1887.

FOURTH DAY.
7. Purse SlOO. For all ages. Running dash, of 600

yards. First horse $75, second horse $25.

8. PurBe$l50. For all ages. Half mile and repeat.
First horse $!-£, second horse $25.

9. Purse 8400. Trotting. Free for all. First horse
$250, Becon*! horse $luQ, third horse $50.

CONDITION'S.
All trotting races are best three in five, except the

two-year-olu, unless otherwise specified; five to enter
and three to start. Bat the Board reserve§ the rightto
hold a less number than five to fill by the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance fee
in purse races ten per cent.
In all trotting races the rules of the American Trot-

ting Association, and all running raceB the rules of the
Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association to govern, but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing.
In all entries not declared out by 5 p. m. of the da/

preceding the race, shall be required to start.
No added money paid for a walk-over In all raceB

noted above, rive or more paid-up entrieB required to
fill and three or more horses to start.
Racing colore to be named in entries. In trotting

faces drivers will be required to wear cap b of distinct
colors which must be named in entries.
Entries to all the above races, except the two-year-

old trot, to close with Secretary, Wednesday, Nov. 16,
1SS7.
One-half the entrance money mast be paid at the

time of making entries and the other half at 6 p. n . the
night preceding the race.
Entry blanks will be furnished upon application to

the Secretary.
DAVI- MURPHY, President,

H. COHN, Secretary. sept3

THREE DAYS RACING
Under the auspices of the

WILLOWS
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

October 19, fc0,21, 1887,

WILLOWS.
AGRICULTURAL PARK,

WILLOWS, COLUSA COUNTY. CAU.

First Day—Wednesday, October 19, 1887.
No. 1. Trotting—$3C0. Three-minute claBB. Free for

all.

No. 2. Trottingand Pacing—$200. Frae foi^all horses
owned in Colusa County August 1st, 1887. Almont
Patchen, Tilton Almont and Daisy S. barred.
No. a. Running—3150. Free for all. Three-fourths

of a mile.

Second Day—Thursday, October SO, 1887,
No. 4. Pacing—$3C0. Free for all.

No. 5. Trotting—$300. 2:40 class. Free for all.

No. 6. Running -$U0. Free for all. One-half mile
and repeat.

Third Day—Friday. October 21, 1887.
No. 7. Running—$200. Free for alL One and one-

fourth miles.
No. 8. Trotting—$400. Free for all.

No. 9. Trotting—$60. Nearest to four minutes -

REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.
National Trotting Association Rules to govern all

trotting and pacing races. Entrance fee of 10 per
cent, ofpurse to accompany nominations.
In all trotting and pacing races the purse is to be

divided into three moneys: six-tenths, three-tenths
and one-tenth.
The Rules of the State Agricultural Society to gov-

ern all running races.
In all the above raceB, five or more paid-up entries

required to till, and three or more houses to start, but
the Board reserves the right to hold the entries and
start the race with a less number and deduct a propor-
tionate amount of the purse or stake.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of

any two races, alternately, or to call a Bpecial r.ce
between heats ; also to chaDge the day and hour of any
race if deemed necessary.
For a walk-over a horse is only entitled to ito own

entrance fee and one-half of the entrance received
from the other entries of said race. A horse winning
a race is entitled to first money only, except when dis-
tancing the field, then to first and third moneys.
Non-starters must be declarea out the dav "previous

to the race they are engaged in, before 6 o'clock p. m.,
or be required to start.
All entries for a race to close with the Secretary or

President, at Willows, October 1st, 1887, at 10 o'clock,
.M.
The Board of Directors will have charge of the track

and grounds during the week of races, and will see
that the rules are strictly enforced, and purses -i- '

stakes will be paid when th« Judges have red
their decision before leaving the stand.
Races to Btart 1 p it. Bharp.

D. B. SUTTON, Preside
J. F SEBSANOUS, Secretary. *a
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horse boots, m HUNTERS' OUTFITS.
M. J. FLAVIN & CO.

so

EC

b
K^lUIJNU- IVliiTiilKl-aL

IN ENDLESS VARIETY AT

J. A. McKERRON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street. - - - - San Francisco

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh

Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies
Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
and Histology. The Williams' Prize, '84-'85, for high-
est works in professional examinations, and dix rirst-

class certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois
State Veterinary Medical Association.
OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
». Mccarty, Prop.

29 Market St. S. F., Bet. JUi aud 8th.
Telephone No. 3113,

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The moBt popular school on the Coast.

R BALD President 0. 8. HALEY, fleo'y.

i-^prn-l for Circular.

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by Letters Patent, July 9/». 188%
Having thns described n,y invention, what 1 claim
m new, and desire to s retire rny lettet « patent, Is:

1. The part D.supported bv the siil.- straps of the bri
die, extending back as shown, tlie front having nn
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially &b
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side BtrapB A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
Sleces D and bunds F. as shown, the Btraps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyeB, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpoBe lierelr
described.

6. In a bridle, and In com' ination with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle bo as to be movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
Btraps or bandV G and H, and the lear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the hlinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claimB allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-

fBood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, ana at the
lame time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind np
a^mething of the same eftect on the action follows as
is trducedby toe-weights. This Is especially the case
when young colts are the pnplls, teaching them to
bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKERRON,
Xt. JWaniZK Ellis St. San FranciSco.

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo -Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector,
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec, 1884. Champion Beauchief,

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1886. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885 ; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N.
J.

23apr26

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and alj

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to or-ier,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc

for illustration purposes, furnished.
H BOYD. Artist,

flncrf in Post Street.

STUD POINTER.
RVSH T., (3751 A. K. R.), lemon aDd white, by

Sensation (217 A. K. R.).exSeph G. by Dart—Seney,
in the stud to approved bitches. Fee32o. Rush T.
is a dog of good size, good markings, rare form, excel-
lent temper, high courage and marked field instinct
In breeding he has no superior. His sire was a grand
elder and a bench winner. His dam is a winner on

the tench and uu uncommonly good field performer.
The kennel is breeding Irish red setters of unexcep-

tionable strains.
ELCHO KEWFI.S,

sep2:i %\*t Eleventh Street. S. F.

DO YOU WANT A DOS <

DOC BUYERS 1 CUJDE. 1%
Colored plates, IOO engravings !t.

of different breedB, prices they are H
worth, and where to buy them, ffl

Mailed for 15 Cents, wn
ASSOCIATED FANCIERS, JM

327 S , Eighth St, Philadelphia, Pa, $J

Hunting" Dogs.
Hunting Dogs taken to handle on game, the com-

ing season.

E. LE 4VESLEY,
aucl3tf GILKOY.

AMERICAN
KENNEL CLUB

STUD-BOOK.
Blanks for registering in the official stud

book will be mailed on application.
Entries will close for part Four on Decem-

ber 30, 18b7. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway,

6feb Ken* York.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate of
Ontario Veterinary Col-
lege. Toronto, Canada

,ti"'" Castration a Special,
ty. Advice by mall S^.OO.

Veterinary Infirmary* 391 Katoma St.
Residence, 966 Howard St., San FranciBoo,

iDUH

We offer a most complete stock of Hunting Goods, such as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VEST 3, etc,

all of onr own manufacture, and all warranted up to the [standard of former ye*r-.

SPORTSMEN ATTENTION

!

GREAT IXL,
I

924 to 928 Market Street,
XliXITllR BALDWIN. ocll

N.W. /

xE«k£¥?cT 1

n ^FYxiSMm

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry.'
In Connection with the C. P- & U. P. R. B's., forms t'ae

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Co-nmodioas Rest, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all along
tbe line.

Over 6.000 miles of first-class road runnius; West, N'orih and North- West from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT IINE.

For further information

my 7

apply to

HENRY P. STANW00D,
General Asrent. San Francisco. al.

Li C. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Bolted
[BEEECH-LOADING GUN!

t$Z€<

L. C. SMITH, W
Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammer-less Guns.

SYKACUSE, N. Y-

A. Demonstration of the Shooting Qualities of the "Jj. C. Smith'

?z

Gun.

In tbe trial for position in the Chamberlm Cartridge Co. tournament, eleven contestants broke one
hundred straight inanimate targets. Five of tbe eleven used an "JL. C. Smith" Gun, and below we give the
names of the gentlemen and their place of residence.

AT. Dan. Powers.^-.. - Cleveland. O. I Mr. Fred Erb, Tr „..La Fayette, Ind
Mr. Andy Meadeis - Nashville, Tonn. Mr. H. MrAfurahy mm ™.Syracuse,N. Y,
Mr. J. CHendershot.——..«—»».—-——.Cleveland, 0.

1

We think this a moBt excellent showing, as there was seven different makes of guns uBed by the nineteen
Contestants in the ninety class. L. C SMITH.

SOD TOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AMD PRICE LIST. aug6tf

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!

PURE AND UNADULTERATED.
We offer for sale on favorable terms to the Trade.

CATHEBIVOOD'S «E3.EBRATED FINE OLD WHISKIES
of the .ollowlng brands, rjatnely:

Cranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A. A., Old Stock, Henry Bull,
Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.

Also, in cases of 1 doz. quart bottles each,

Brunswick Club (Pure 0M Rye) and Upper Ten (Very Old and Choice).

*3T For excellence, purity and evenness of quality the above are unsurpassed by any whiskies 1 oporte
Cho only objection to be made to them by tno manipulating dealers being that they cannot be improve

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
SOIE A«EKTS. '".;«""" SAN FBA»«S«». VALWOHSIA
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIO SYSTEM.)

rrains leave and are dne to arrive at
Sau Francisco.

From Angus! 8. 1887.
[

A

8:00 a M
4:00 p M
6:30 P u

1U:30 a m
6:00 P M
•6:00 a ii

J7:30 a M
12:00 M
s:30 a m
4:00 P m
•5:00 P m
9:30 a m

3:30 P m
8:00 a m

t3 :30 P M
3:00 P m
7
Ii.,
7:3<

7:r

A M

QAM
_ ..0 A M
3:00 P M
4:00 P M
6:30 p it

*1:00 P m
8:30 A M

(10:3" a m
12:00 M
3OT P M
*5 :00 P M
3:30 P
8:30 a M
3:30 p M

..Calistuga and .Napa..

..Coles A Portland

..Gait via Martinez

..Haj wards and Niles...

" " Decoto c
.HaywardB c
..Haywards ....c

.lone via Livermore
..Kniglit's Lauding
..Livtjrnior*' ami I'leaBanton...
..Los Angeles, Denting, El
... . Paso and East
..Lob Angeles and Mojave
..Martinez
...Milton.
..Ugden and East
Red Bluff via Marysville

... Redding via WillowB

...Reno and'fruckee

...Sacramento, via Benicia

.„
" via Livermore..
" via Benicia
" via Benicia
" via Benicia

...Sacramento River Steamers..

...San Jose —

. .Santa Barbara

...Stockton via Livermore..
" via Martinez

lu:lu a m
6:10 p M
7:10 a si

10:40 a m
12:4 P m
3:4T p m
8:40 p u
*:10 a M

tl0:4" a u
l!:i0 P U
5:40 P

10:10 a M
*0:40 A M

4;40 P M
10:4c A M
6:1(- f m
•5:4o p m
II 10 A M
5:40 P U
6:40 P M
6:10 p td

6:40 p M
5;40 P m
11:10 A M
10:10 A m
7:40 A M
•6:00 a M
•3:40 P m
13:40 p m
8 :40 p M

10:40 A m
5:40 P ;i

10:40 A *

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS.

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOE 1887,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send four cents in Btamps, to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in nse at Fairlawn.

It also contaius descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTfERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE

ifiiliBmi
gQJVH3>VN.y.

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
San Francisco.

In effect October 1,1887.

THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

From San Francisco Dally.

CO EAST OAKLAND— •6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—1Z:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5-30— 6:00— fi:30— 7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00-11:00—12:00

TO 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO
EAST OAKLAND" until 6:30 p.m., inclusive, also
at 9:00 p.m.

TO FROIT VALE—*6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30-8:00 6:30—
•2:30—3:30 -4 :00— 4:30- -5:00—5:30—6 K»-6:30—9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:30—7:00-12:00.
TO ALAMEDA—*6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00— "8:30-

5:00—9:30—10:00—tl0:30—11:00—111:30—12:00—J12:S0-
1-00—11:30—2:00—12:30—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00 -

5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.
TO BERKELEY—*6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—*8:30

9:00— 9:30— 10:00— 110:30—11 ;00—111:30-12:00-112:30
1:00-11:30-2:00—12:30—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30—5:00—
5:30—6:00—fi:30—7:iHi—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—1^:00.

TO WEST BERKELEY-Same as "To Berket.ey."

To San Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20—7:50- 8:20-8:50—
9:20— *10:19— 4:20—4:50—5:20—5:50-6:20-6:50—7:47—
9:50.

PRuil FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5.22 - 6:52

-

•6:22—19:14—*3;22.
FROM 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7:25

7:55-8:25-8:55—9:2-5—9:55—10:25— 10:55- 11:25—11:55
12:25—12:55— 1:25—1:55-2:25—2:55—3:25— 3 :55 -4:25—
4:55—5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:50—9:53

FROM EAST OAKLAND- "5:30- 6:00- 6:30— 7:0J
7:30-8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11 :«
^.2:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3 :30— 4 flO

—

4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— °:&7- 9:57—
10:57

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 m nates later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—'5:30—6:00—•6:30—7:00 -*7:30—8:00

•8:30—9 :00-y:30—10:00— 110:30—11:00- 111:30—12:00—
112:30—1:00— 11:30—2:00— (2:30-3:00-3:30—4:00—4:30
5:00—5:30-6:00—6:30-7:00-8:00—9:00-10:00—11 :U0.

f"ROM BERKELEY — •5:25—5:5-5—•6:25—6:55—*7:2S—
7:55—•8:25—8:55— 9:25-9:55— 110:25—10:55- (11 :25—
11:55— 1 12:25— 12:55— $1 :25— l;55— $2:25—2:55—3 :25—
3:55— 4:25—4:55-5:25—5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "Fbom Bekk-
ELBT."

CREEK ROUTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—11:15—1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6:15—8:15—10:15-12:15—2:15-
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. tSaturdays excepted; JSundaye
only
C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland.

Standard Time furnished by Lick Obsebvatoby.

Gen. Manager.
T. H. U«toI»IAS,
Oen. Pass. ATtk A?».

For Catalogues or further information, address

Lock Pox 320. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,

12;01 P | ... ....Cemetery and San Mateo.,, ...
I

2:t0 P
T8:10a ( ~] .30*
S :30a I ,

"8:00*
10:30 a 1

]
b.03A

*3:30P 1 . San Mateo, Redwood and... .... '
, *1u:l2a

'5:10 p 1 t&:35P
6:30 p 1

| | , 6 .40 P
11! Hop! i ; t:..

riup

a :3u a (
10:30 a 1 &
•3:30P|1
4:30 pl L

.Santa Clara, Sau Jose, and....
Principal Way Stations

J. 'j-:. A
•10 -02 A

4:36 1

6:40 F

4 :'10 p | Alinaden ad Way btai iuns | y .03 a

*3:30p ) Salinas and Monterey..

t7:50 a t Monterey, Loma Prieta anJ Santa,
I ( Cruz (Sunday Excursion) I

..HolliBter and TreB Pinos .

) a ( WatsonviUe, Aptos.Soquel ( "10:02 a
Dp 1

) (Capitola) and Santa Cruz f 6:40 F
I Soledad, Paso Robles, Templeton i . . n
1 (SanLuiBObiBpo) A Way Stations, f I

b :W p

a—Morning p.—Afternoon.
•Sundaysexcepted. tSundaysonly (Theatre train Sat-
urday b only.

Trains run on Pacific Standard Time.

miles staging between Terapleton and Sdn _
Obispo. Time from San Franr.isco 12 hourB. Through
rate $8.50.
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Nevada Warehouse & Dock Co.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA CAL.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These TTarebonses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current rates.

Information i egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER, ALEXANDER WATSON.

President. Secretary.

Special Round-trip Tickets,
Gilroy and Paraiao Springs.

,t reduced rates—t o

Special Notice—Round-trip tickets to the famous
Lick Observatory (Mt, Hamilton) can be had at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Franciacu
Rate, 36.5a.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
For Sundays only,

{ f *£lS£SS?.Jg"™ «—
ForSaturday, ( Sold Satitkda ? and Sunday only,

Sunday ami good for return until following Moo-
Monday, I day, inclusive, at the following rates.

Round Trip
from San

Franc:sco to

San Bruno «
Millbrae

75
1 00

Redwood 1 00
Fair Oaks 1 25
Menlo Park... 1 25

Mount'n View 1 50

SittO
Mon.
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Lawrences
Santa Clara....
San Jose
Gilrov
Kollister
Aptos
Loma Prieta..
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Slonterev

Sat to
Mon
Tkt,

4 no
4 50
5 00

5 00
5 01

,„ 5 00
Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend

street, Valencia-street station. No. 613 Market street,
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwin Hotel.
A.C.BASSETT, H.R. JTJDAH,

superintendent Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

THE PARKER GUN

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAS FRANCISCO. (AL,

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL, $2,000,000
OFFICE 4iO 4-1SE STREET
G. L. BRANDER President

J. L. FLOOD - Vice-President

C. P FARNFIELD Secretary

2. S. ANGUS ..Assistant Manager
banker*. Nevada Rank ef San Francisco.

16ap,

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

Mixes instantly with cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing five Imperial gallons

eqnals nearlv 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 180

Bheep at a cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nourisher of wool, a certain cure

forBcab.
ALSO

IJTTMrS PATENT POWDER RIP.
Poisonous, mixes instantly with cold water. Sold in

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; in a
seven-pounds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 centa per pound.

CATTON, BELL & CO.
SUCCESSORS

FALKXER, BELL A CO.,

24aep 406 California Street. A«E»TS.

M tbe two principal events of the year—at the World's Trap Shoot-

ing Carnival held at Wellington, Mass., May 30 to June a
. 1897, the Par-

ser Gun won tbe leading prize for best average for live day's shooting;

also at Seattle, W. T., June 9. 10 and 11, 1887, tbe leading prize and best average was won W"- the Pa
rJ

er

Gun adding victories to 188S as follows: The Second Annual Tournament of the Chamberlln Cartridge

Co 'held at Cleveland, Ohio. September 14, 1886, out of eighty-seven entries from representative shots,

representing fourteen States , the Parker Gun won first and third money, winning »90il out of the 51,200

nurse offered a iding another victory to 1885. which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament

for th»championBbipoE the World, held at New Orleans. La., Feb. 11th to 16th. Among the contestants

shooting other guns were such champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody. Stubbs, Erb and others.

PARKER BROS., Makers,
New York Salesroom, 9 7 chambers St.. .llei idPii. Ct.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Gold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED

1846. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO 'WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

26dec52

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO TKE

SUPBBIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line fori eachiDg with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TBAINB LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO I>aILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast.

with Its beautiful GroveB and deUghtfnl Drives. Trout
In abundance can be obtained from the set eral Btreanis
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of ehootirg
may 1-e had in season.

THE BAT OF MONTEEET
Is ioted for the extent and variety of flsh which
abound in Its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Ponipino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACIL [TIES

'HOTEL
AT THE

DEL MONTE,

REDWOOD DUKE 13368.
Prize winners at all the fairs in California and the

entire list of sweepstakeB premiums at State Fair

Sacramento, 1886.

Importations made direct from England every yf-ar

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the

best blood and moat fashionable families of Dish-

faced Berkshires, regardless of cost, and all re-

corded in English and American Berkshire records.

Yonng pig" from theae importations, male and

female, from entirely different families for sale at

reasonaDie prices, and every pig guaranteed, Address

35dec53

ANDREW SMITH. Redwood city.

Or at 2J8_CaUfnrnja Street* Ban .Francisco.

ARE UNSURPASSED,
havine a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS S"W1MMING TAISIKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming bathB, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and Bhower facilities-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Place3,

AI'TOS, NOWEL AM> SANTA C&CZ
tB VTA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Crux
and Monterey, each of which abounds In game In great
variety Notably

tiuail. Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, I>eer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains dally
at San Mateo for those well-known Retreats, PURIS
8IMA, SAN GREGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO And McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to the lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Ttcke

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOG*

when carried In Baggage Cars and put In charge 'A
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
toissne CHECKS for all dogs received in Baggagt
Care.
BWTn order to guard against accidents to Do^

while in transit. It Is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Gnns and Fishing
Tackle will be carriedfreeof charge. Gunstaken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather cases mav t»
taken In Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Tov.-:

street. Valencia Station, and No 613 Market f
Hotel.
A. O. BAS8ETT. H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent Aast. Paea ud kTt,
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IN U6E

A.ND

FOR SALE

EVERYWHERE.

E.<

Selby Smelting & Lead Go.

SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES.

POPULAR,

UNIFORM,

RELIABLE,

EXCELLENT.

SPORTSMEN =
•ALL USE THE-

Paper Shot Shells, Wads and Primers,
MANUFACTURED BY THE-

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO,
WHICH MAY BE HAD OP

ATJ, DEALERS, and in "STANDARD" CARTRIDGES,
Loaded by the SELBY SMELTING & LEAD CO.

P

AUCTION SALE.
OF

FINE TROTTING
STOCK!

WORK and DRAUGHT
ANIMALS,

SHETLAND PONIES and others

AUCTION SALE
OF

Standard Trotting

Brood-Mares,

COLTS AND FILLIES,

Bred by G. VALE N SIN,
AUNO STOCK FARM

PROPERTY OF

-PROPERTY OF-

J. B. HAGGIN, ESQ.,
ON

Tuesday, October 25, '87,

RAILROAD STABLES-
Corner Turk and Stelner Streets.

SA\ FRAKCISCO.
The trotting and driving horses are sired by Echo,

Algona. Geo. M. Patch en Jr., Alaska, Norwood and
other noted Btallions, and out of mares of approved
blood

.

Catalogues are now ready.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers,
ocB 11 Moiitiroiner- street.

FOR SALE.
MISCHIFF, Standard, b m, 153 hands high, foaled

1875, sired by Young Tuckabo by Flaxtail, son of
Pruden's Blue Bull, dam Llde by Flaxtail', grandaro
Fanny Fern by Irwin's Tuckabo, son of Herod's
Tuckaho, by Tuckaho, by Florizel, by Diamede-, great
grandam by Leffle's Counsel, son of Shepherd's Coun-
sel, by Boud's First Counsel, Recorded in :

jd Vol.
Wallace's TrottiDg Register. Mi&cbief is the dam of
Dr. Hlcka" fast young stallion Erllliaot. tbat showed
a two-m i nut gait to cart *bls Bummer. Her last year's

colt was L • Director, which Is a equu. e trotter, and
shows fast, for which $1,0C0 has recently been
refused. She bas a weanling by Fallis, a square hot-
ter, and shows even more promising than the Director
colt. 8be 1b ftg^in with foal by Fallis (son of Elec-
tioneer) and will be due about Feb. 2 th.

PANSY, Standard, sorrel filly ]."'. hands high,
foaled 1884, sired by Sterling, by Egmont, by Bel-

mont (sire of Nutwood 2rl8i) Sterling's dam Is Mary
by Flaxtail (dam of Apex, four-year-old record 2:26).

Flaxtail is the sire of the dams of Buccaneer (five-

/ear-old public trial 2:2*A); of Pearl, record 2:32i; of
Fawn, 2:301; of Flight, 2:29; of Pride, yearling record
2:14£and two-year-old 2:3Hi; of Shamrock, two-year-
old record 2:26, and of many others that are Bbowlng
fast. Pansy's dam 1b Mischief, pedigree as above.
Pansy can undoubtedly be made to pace or trot very
fast with proper handling as she Is full sister to
Brilliant. TbeBe mares will be sold at a bargain if

:.ppll3d for at once.
For terms and other information address

P.P. LOWELL,
008 Sacramento, Cal,

MR. R. B. MILROY
TO BE SOLD

Wednes <
:

:

AT 11 A.M., AT

BAY DISTRICT TRACK,
SAN FRANCISCO.

The young animals are chiefly the get of Sidney, son
of Santa Clause and Sweetness. They include near
relations to the great young stallions Valensin and
Shamrock Also colts and fillies by Buccaneer and
Crown Point. They are decidedly the most superior
lot of standard colts ever offered in California.
Catalogues giving full pedigrees and interesting

facts as to performances of colts end progeuitors may
be bad at Nevada Stables. No. 1336 Market
St., or at

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers,
oc8 11 Montgomery st.

CHILI)'* < AKIEOIX ItWi\\\, SHEEP DIP.
"Patented in Europe and America."

SHEEP aw

A positive scab cure, A liquid, soluble lu
cold water. It Is abso utely mm-

poisonous.
The cheapest and most, effective dip on the market,

one gallon making one hundred gallons of wash.
Price, $1.25 per gallon.

Special discounts an I terms to agents and large
consumers. For samples and other information ap-
ply to
JL\M>E A HorUH, Agents for PactQo Coast
116 California St., San Francisco. Cal.

17septl2

For Sale.
A brown, rangy maie, fouled in 1875; 16% hands higb.
Bv Whipple's Humbletonian Jr. Dam the imported
aare Kate Leslie.
She is high strung and not safe to drive.

Applyto " BROS . 573 Market St., S.F.
tfocf

MAKKH THERE HE GOES!
INTO THE

LEADING SPORTING GOODS HOUSE
WHERE TlOV CAN BUV

<'CLABROUGH" GUNS,
"W. & C. SCOTT & SON'S" GUNS,

'•PARKER BROS." GUNS,
"L. C SMITH" GUNS,

o
"COLT" GUNS.

FISHING TACKLE, BASEBALL GOODS, CRICKET and LAWN
TENNIS GOODS, CLEVELAND BLUE ROCKS,

"STANDARD" Shotgun Cartridges.

EVERYTHING IN THE SPORTING GOODS LINE.

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & 'CO.,
630 and 632 Montgomery St. 00ll

GREAT SALE OF

Thoroughbreds
AT PUBUC AUCTION,

LEXINGTON, KY,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,

Nov. 15, 16, 17.

Embracing the valuable stallions Bncnnnan,
Mtser and Erdenlielni. and the choicely bred

brood-mares, yearlings and weanlings formerly

owned bv the late CAPT. COTTRILL, the Edeewater
yearlings", get of Springbok and Warwick, the

royally bred stallions Bertram, Aretlno, Ton-
tine, Harry Hill and a large number of brood-

mares from the best racing and producing families,

among them the great race-me.re Brambaletta.
Also a valuable lot of two-year-olds and yearlingB,

the get of the faraons sires I,o II y;fellow, Ten
Broeck, Morleiner, King Alfonso. Falsetto,
King Ban and others, out of the best producinc
dams; in all about 200 head and representing all the

most distinguished racing families.

Sale will be held at the

STABLES OF

TREAOY & WILSON,
And 'k- in at 1 1 o'clock A. M.

For catalogues address
S. D. BRUCE, Auctioneer,

Boom 16. Times Building.
8oct 5!» and A'i Park Bow, New York.

Proposals For Privileges

Separate bids will be received by the undersigned

up to November 7tb., 1887, for the privilege of pool-

selling, running of tho wheel of fortune, and the

selling of candies, nuts and soda water during the

races of the Eureka Jockey Olub, November 20th,

26th, 27th and 28th, 1387,

11. CiMIN,
Eureka, Cal. secretary.

DUPONT'S
New Brand Sporting Powder.

"SUMMER SHOOTING"
SUPERB IN QUALITY,

Shoots Moist and Clean.
This powder has just been made specially by Du-

pont & Co to Buit the Pacific Coast Climate.
It Phoots Moist, is high grade, and of superior

excellence as to quality.
For sale by all dealers and by the Agent,

JOHN SKINKEF,
S58 Marl*ctSlr««»t S. F.

Price $JOO per keg. Smaller packages in pro-
portion, octi

FOR SALE.
No. 1.—Bay Mare, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Musidora'a dam by
son of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodburn, 1st dam by Owen ale; 2d
dam Uusidora, by Belmont, eto.

No. 2.-Cliestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882.
by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam MuBidora, by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Bon of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Arcby) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp, Poche
These are extra fine young mores of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belmont.
No. 1 is In foal to a eon of Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

For further Information address

W. M. WILLIAMSON,
a°Ht< San Jose. lai.
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BAN FKANC1SCO. SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1887.
SUBSUK.1PTIUS

FIVE DOLLABS A YEAS

General Topics.

In passiDg the desk of our Kennel aod general sporting

editor last Saturday, I picked np the October number of Out-

ing. Turning over the pages ina mechanical sort of way, some

horse cuts were brought to view, and very expressive they

were, as, beside the steed, there was an equestrienne to finish

the picture. Now as a rule I prefer to see the horse alone

without adjuncts or accessories, and also insist that the sub-

ject shall be shown at rest. But that is when an individual

portrait is delineated, and in this case they were fancy

pictures to illustrate the accompanying article, that was

under a caption of "a chat from a side-saddle" and rarely,

indeed, is so much good sense exhibited in long and labored

articles on horsruauship as there is in this wiih so unpreten-

tious a title. At first I thought of publishing it entire, and

then a better plan, at least in my estimation, was presented

of cutting it up into sections with commtnls, and as praise

must be awarded the maia portion of tbe article, a little

adverse criticism can be pardoned. Tho first quotation I will

call No. 1, aud this treats of tbe selection of the horse. Had

there been no other merit than the recommendation of the

thoroughbred as ths best horse for a woman to ride, the fair

authoress would have gained many points in my admiration,

but as to that is j lined so much sterling advice on other

points that one so well posted could not fail tn be right on

tbe first proposition. The D use of Newcastle, in extolling

the Spanish horse, writes—though it must be born in mind

that the thorougbred proper was unknown in his day, used

the following language, which I copy literally:

"If he be Well cho*en, I assure you, He is the Noble*!

Horse in the World: Firot. There is no Horse so Curiously

Shaped, all over from Head to Croup: He is the mo->t beau-

tiful that can be; For he is not so Thin aud Lady like us the

Barb; not so Gross as the Neapolitan; but between Both.

He is of grpat Spirit, and of great Courage, ano Doc'd: Hath

the Proudest Walk, the Pmu iest Trot, aud the Best Action

in his Trot; tbe Loftiest Gallup, the Swiftest Career*; an is

the Lovingest ami Gentlest Morse, and Fittest fur a King iu

a Day of Triumph to Shew biujseif to bis People, or iu the

Head of an Army, of any Horse iu tbe World." What with

following capitals and italics it is troublesome to copy liter-

ally from tbe greatest horseman of the seventeenth century,

though, with the change from Spanish to thoroughbred,

"them's my sentiments." -'Constance Borlaud," however, in

recommending tbe blood-horse, wisely says that she does not

mean the "weedy, nervous, leggy auimals ." There are

thoronghbreds that are unfit fnr any purpose from the fault*

she 'point* out, though there are fewer in those of high

liuenge than are f mud iu other families1
.

ILinv women appear to tijit.k ihat tbe pos>rs-ioo of a
habit «*'. d its adjuncts, and. ability iu ait a gentle horse, will

make a hor-ewomau. aud eveu ibis foim of riding ir. better

than uotip; -lit to my mind the conditions favor«bU to this

noble recreation are irj-iuy. although extremely simple. They
are as follows; a thoroughly good horse; good, lghi hdim*;

fearlessness (not recklessness); a saddl* comfortable to horse

and rider; and last, but by no means least, a neat and com-
fortable habit, etc.

The horse is naturally the most difficult to obtain, for in

this country, where park riding is a comparatively modern
amusement, "ladies' hacks" are not a recognized class of

horse?, as in England. I have always found thorougbbred

horses the pleasautest, for they are characterized by honesty

and courage, which one rarely rinds in common-bred horses,

and they are far less prone to mean and vicious tricks. Bnt
I do not wish to be misunderstood as to the stamp of thor-

oughbred, for the weedy, nervous, leggy animal—many peo-

ple's sole idea of a well-bred horse—is as unBuited to

tbe purpose as one that has been trained for racing.

Horses' memories are extremely re'entive, and I consider

most horses unsafe for women's ridiog that have had any
experience of racing. Nor do I ever like to 6ee a woman
mountod on too large a horse, and I think a compactly built

horse, showing good breeding, and fifteen bauds in height,

he proper thing for the purpose.

The next selection from this sensible chat has a more im-

portant beaiing on other branches of horsemanship than even

a majority of horsemen are aware. Again, a quotation from

William Cavendish will not be out of place. "Light hands"

are discussed, and though too briefly to bring out all of the

points, will attract attention enough to be of service. The

Duke writes: "A Leight Hand is the greatest Secret we

Have." As the writer states, it is a peculiar gift, and though

English authors have dwelt on its importance, there have

been few instructions as to how the necessary faculty can be

acquired. In my opinion this has, in a great measure, to be

a natural inheritance. While it is true that tbe reverse can

be overcome so that a man whose only knowledge of horse-

manship is to tug with all his force at the bit may be taught

to lighten his pull, there is a nicety of touch needed which it is

difficult to describe. Strong at times when the restraining

power must be Tell, but the instant tbat necessity has passed

gentleness of touch takes the place of severity. I think it was

Chifney who advised to ride as though the reins were silken

cords liable to be broken with a sudden effort. This I would

change so that the rider or driver would feel that while the

reins were strorg enough to resist bis strength, if fourfold

greater, that they were attached to a bit which could be made
an instrument of torture or lead to a willing acquiescence in

his desires. His, as whenever a woman has become entitled

to be called more than an apprentice in the roya] craft it is

long odds that she has mastered this part of the profession.

There is u natural delicacy of touch which has more control-

ling influence than any amonnt of brute force, that and their

better temperament being unquestionably tbe causes why
boises, as a rule, are more amenable under their guidance to

that of man.
"liigtit was tbe louch, but it thrilled to the bone.''

So Byron says iu one of his weirdest pnems, and that is

the magic of the light hand which restrains, aud then excites

heart, nerves and muscles to renewed »xertion. Unless a

horse is light on the hand it is entirely unfitted for a

woman to ride, and anything but pleasant for a man. The

native horses of California were trained so th.it the slightest

teusion on the rein would I. ring them to a fnll stop, a touch

ou either si 'e of the neck turn them in the desired direotion

What little I have seen of the mode of riding practiced in

California by the natives and adopted by those who came

here in an early day, much can be learned in tbe way of

bauds. Tbe horse is left to himself, and even when galloping

over rough ground or down quite a steep grade there does

uot appear to be the least danger of stumbling. I have been

informed tbat iu the very early dajs, before horses were

sho't, a horse falling was a rare ocenrrenr-e. some of n-y

informants claiming that it never occurred unless caused by

some unusual obstacle.

How can I describe "liybt hands," and how can they be
too highly praised? I c*n ouly say th*t I" couturier them as

coustitutirg a rare gift which will give to its p ssessor more
'hanh>tif the battle where riding is concerned. If people
will only remember that a horse's mouth is a uin-t delina'e

piece of mechanism, aud very tender, they will he more
inclined to treat it considerately, and thus gain comfort for

themselves as well as ease for the animal.

Very few horses pull unless they are pulled at, and, in

consequence, the seemioglv paradoxical statement that tbe

lighter the bit used with a pulling horse, the less he will

pull, is in many cases a true one, and has been frequently

proved so in my own experience. Light hands are more
common with women than with men, and I have manv times

seen a horse conquered by a women, by virtue of good hands,

where a man's superior strength has entirely failed.

Iu this connection, dear sisters, let me urge you to use all

patience, for a good horse is well worth it, and once your
temper is gone, all hope of doing anytbiug with your horse is

done away with, and you may a« well give up the attempt,

for the delicate instrument you have to maoase feels every
impatient jerk, and instead of gaining your point you will he
farther from it than ever. Indiscriminate punishment ha«
had much to do with ruining the temper of many a good
horse, and, although I am a firm advocate of the opinion that

a horse must be made to know his master, yet I am equally

positive that the individual oharaoter of the horse must be

carefully studied, and the whip and spur used with great

judgment.

The illustrations to endorse the writer's advice in relation

to government do not require much preface. That there are

various tempers among thoroughbreds is well known to those

who have had mnch experiem e with them, though as a rule

they are more tractable than other breeds. Such examples

as the Virginian mare and tbe son of Warminster are not

infrequently met. It is manifest that such divergent natures

require different treatment, though the foundation of all suc-

cessful training is firmness, tempered with uniform kindness

and absolute control of the temper.

To illustrate this point I will quote two instances trom my
own experience, where equally well-bred horses had to be

treated by entirely opposite methods, and bad the same rule

been rigidly enforced in both cases, one of the two wonld

have become utterly spoiled and dangerous as a hack. No. 1

was a thonughbred Virginian mare of famous lineage, with-

out exception the most courageous auimal I have ever seen,

and, when properly treated, gentle to a degree. Of course

like all creatures, human or brute, she had her failings, and

while they were rarely exhibited, her obstinacy was very great.

1 eaunot recall any worse fault thaD an occasional very

determined effort to turn around when she thought it time to

go home, and then, if punishment were resorted to, pluDging

and a general exhibition of bad temper were the result, while

a firm, steady hold of the reins, with a determination that she

should not have her way, would win the day, and my heanti-

ful mare wonld quickly acknowledge her master. I don't

think that I ever knew her to give in when punishment was
resorted to as a means of subduing her.

On the other hand, No. 2, a wonderfully compaotly built

horse by imported Warminster, was a rank coward, although

perfectly good-tempered, aud had au insuperable objection to

any uuusnal object, vehicles coming towards him, especially

covered ones, being regarded with terror. No one could have

bad a very snecessful ride en him who was not provided

with whip and spurs, and prepared to use them.

He was very cunning, aud would take advantage of a strap-

per to shy more frequently and persistently than usual. I

remembej very W.-11 riding this horse one Hay, in company
*ith a friend, who was mounted on a fine hunter, quite

worthy of Leicestershire, and b he wanted me to try his

horse over a fence, we changed mounts, and be off-red to

yive me a lead. He started, but not hetng fully acquainted

with the peculiarities of the animal be bestrode, be failed to

use his spnrs when he came to the fence, so that my friend

went over, while the horse, not liking the object in front of

him, stopped very short and resolutely, remainine on my side

and I had to pull up suddenly not to ride over the prostrate

form of my would-be gnide. How angiy be was wbeD I

asked him if be was hurt, for a more decided "voluntary"

was never seen.

There are some very sensille remarks contrastirg feerlffs*

ness and recklessness. The definition of feflriessmsR as a

proper mingling of courage nud pinderce is very good, and

that of recklessness a tot*l igrorai ce of rost-ibje Mergers to

horse aud rider is also good. Foolbardiness is an appropriate

synonym, and is not an esbil ition of plurh but rather a

want of co mon sense. In giving a preference to the plniu-

est English saddle, so that it is well madeaod of proper sbape,

ho far as man can j'idge, is correct, though a '"Western side-

saddle" weighing over forty ponnds is rather too weighty an

affair when added to the avoirdnpois of some of our bnxoui

California girls of more than eleven stone, and who are

models of symmetry at tbat. It seems to one who haB not

the same "right" to know as the person who uses it that a side-

saddle if less than half that weight would give plenty of

bearing, and certainly equally as good a chance for ventilation.

With one more quotation I reluctantly lesve the subject,

feeling that a great deal more could be copied with advantage

to those of our fair readers who share with the authoresB the

pleasure of "horseback" exercise.

Iu conclusion let me add that one great requisite to thorough

enjoyment of horseflesh is love of your horse, but tbe "right

sort" always have it, and I am not writing except for tbat ri

lightful class. Can you imagine anything more thorough
calculated to drive the cobwebs out of one's brain than a gc

gallop on a good horse? for a, better, truer friend tha; !
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live things which people it in its later growth oome in grad-

ually from that side. When the yonng blades begin to

thicken and creep about the ground, as young wheat in con-

trast to oats always does, there is a perpetual spring damp-

ness underneath. Grubs and slues are generated, and big

green frogs from the river reeds follow in natural sequence,

as well as landrails, which feed variously on water inBects or

the soft-fleshed caterpillars clambering on the young wheat.

The wheat springs higher, and the lower blades dying away

leave space between the stalks. Then the field mice begin to

congregate, and wherever mice and frogs are gathered together

there will the snakes come also. As the summer advances

the grass is burned away out on the pastures, and the quail

of different kinds which live on the open plains are attracted

to the crops, and remain there for the nestling Beason. What

with the quail, hares and water-hens, a pair of large hawks

soon discover the field is a splendid hunting-ground, and as

they like to camp near their game they at once start to carry

thines to the moBt advanced patch—generally a tuft of wikl

outs—and to weave a bulky and not very comfortable nest.

If there are large trees in the field, with a hollow bougu

broken off the chances are largely in favor of findinga couple

of buff kestrels established theie, with their round rich brown

eggs almost lost in the soft decayed wood ( f exactly the same

tone The birds hover about the margin of the field, or beat

along the furrows, and in the open are a worse enemy to the

field mouse than even the snake. When the field is reaped

and the corn stored, the mice are taken away with the

sheaves, and the kestrels follow them to the stack-yards, aud

live theie through the winter, nipping up every mouse that

ventures into the open, and making life eventful and uncer-

tain for the sparrows also.

The snake seems to have a love for some geographical

feature about his home. If there is a quarry, a stone-covered

ridge a gully, or a bank about the margin of ft field that has

been 'constantly cultivated for hay or grain, a snake will find

a home there. When the paddock is bordered on one Bide

by a dusty lane, yon can approximately fix the residence by

so oflen noticing the curving trail in the same locality where

the snake has crawled acioss iuto the wheat and back home

again. They hunt largely about the borders of the field, and

this is why the mice are always more plentiful towards the

centre. The snake is unquestionably their worst enemy.

The kestrel is quicker in seizing them when abroad in the

day but they are not verv (ond of daylight, and so the hawk

is handicapped in his chase. But the snake follows the

mouse home, thrustB his small sinewy head and neck into the

burrow and drags out the owners. The frogs aud toads,

when they get away from the water, are a very easy capture.

When there is but one field by the river the snakes travel

to it along the banks, and as they have very much the same

architectural tastes, it is not nnusual to find more than one

in the same home. Once, at the corner of a wheat-field in

harvest time, I saw no less than five dug from beneath the

same dry stump, aud two of these were tiger and the other

three brown snakes.
.

But the bird above all others closely associated with the

wheat-field is the quail, and of the three kinds once plentiful

within a few miles of Melbourne two build largely in the

wheat, while the other, true to its earlier traditions, clings to

the grass lands even if bare, but is sometimes found in the

stubble. As the reaper comes down the field, felling another

swathe in the square of standing corn, you see the qnail

leave the wheat and run like guinea chicks down the line of

the log fence. Tbo binders following in train—I write of an

older era in wheat cultivation—find the homely nests filled

with a handful of eggs, sometimes slightly under, sometimes

over a dozen. This is the partridge quail, and its eggs are

always of one color-a bluish-white lightly speckled with yel-

low and sharply pointed at one end. The yonng are rarely

seen for like most of the plain wanderers, they have a won-

derful knack of hiding where there is no apparent shelter.

The color of the partridge quail is brown lined with dull

wnite aud its yellow legs, as well as the freckled eggs, are

very much in harmony with the stubble. The pectoral quail

lays occasionally, but not so often as the partridge quail in

the wheat field". Its eggs vary most remarkably m color, so

much so that anyone taking them as a guide to species would

be led to believe that at least a dozen varieties of quail were

native to the same locality. From a cream grouna heavily

blotched with chocolate-brown the colors range through a

score of tints, principally greys and browns, down to that

universal dusting of colors, which, in tweeds, is popularly

known as "pepper and salt." The third quail, more often

found on the plains than in the cornfields, lays fourlarge eggs

—the underground buff, thickly dotted with ashen-brown.

The nest is a mere hole scratched in the earth, and one could

hardly avoid noticing that however often hemayhave startled

the quail from the grass and been utartled by them in return,

as they sprang with a burr of wings from almost under foot,

the birds were yet rarely found near home. To-day, as you

walk along, your eye rests by chance upon the single egg

lying in the little hollow. To-morrow as you pass, there is

a second egg, and finally the customary four; but come as

often and as carefully as you may you never find the mother

bird there Often the eggs are warm, showing that she has

juBt left them, but the quail seems to have the gift of lying

flat as a flounder upon sand, and must be constantly on the

alert She probably runs from the nest as soon as a footfall

is heard in the distance, or an object is seen upon the plain.

Sometimes the nest of eggs is the only evidence that there are

quail in the locality. The rarest and most interesting of the

grass quail is the plain wanderer, more timid of aspect,

longer in neck and leg, while generally more awkward also

than the other species. ItB egg differs from the others in

being less sharply pointed, and the bird takes flight so reluc-

tantly that an adult quail iB often mistaken for a fledgling.

It is unfortunate for the quail that the two largest breeaers

among them build' so often in the hay-fields, for the fact of

the eggs being addled year after year must thin them down

ereatlv They fared best in the wheat, for where the stubble

was long they were not driven away, but brought out their

broods When fields are planted for hay the land is rolled in

the spring until not a clod remains, so that at harvest time

the mower may shave close down to the ground where the

cornstalk is thick and weighs best. What the mower spares

the hay-rake is certain to deBtroy. The landrails suffer con-

siderably also by building in the fields. Their large white

eecs with flesh-colored spots, are much more easily seen

when exposed to the daylight, and are taken by the first pred-

atory bird that passes, and they are always on the lookout

for these tasty morsels when flying over freshly-cut stubble.

The laudrail, with its black-barred breast, beautifnlly marked

wings uud back, tilled tail and bright red eyes, is the smnll-

est and certaintly the most handsome of Australian coots.

The name "wafer-hen" is given in the country lo all the

coots Out in the west the porphyry coot ib the water-hen,

hut duwu about the Gipnsland Lakes the water-hen is a little

black coot, while amongst the hayfields round about the

Werribee and Keilor Plains the landrail is rarely called by

any other name.

—

Ex,

BOD.
A Handful of Autumn Leaves for the Grave

of P. McStiane.

[For the Breeder and Sportsman].

I would some fitter gif i were mine to place

Upon the silent earth that form" tby grave,

Than these poor, wiud-swept children of a race,

Born for the restless elements to slave.

And yet, full oft. it is the simplest thiDg

That to the soul most welcome message bears;

The violet breathes the sweetest talc of spring,

The rose as truly Bummer's grace declares,

And these stray, upland waifs, borne to my hand
On steady, noiseless wings of destiny,"

Bring recent tidings, thoughtful little bandl

Of quiet, sylvan haunts well known to thee.

These yellow needles of the tamarack,

When in full vigor of their green life-tide.

Grew where blue Weber's bosom imaged back

The fretted hills tuat rose ou every side.

Fair was the cloud-wreathed sky, spread wide above

The moving bough on which ihey swuag,
And odors, cheering as the voice ot love,

From leaf and spray, from bud and blossom sprung.

Below, in sunlit shallows of the lake,

Gay trout their opal-tinted sided displayed;

Wiiile flirting insects followed in the wake
And strange fantastic chords of color made.

Bright scarlet things, wild grape from sweet Marin
Are these that scarce can bid their rustlings cease,

Such tender happerings have they seen.

So many days have dwelt in Nature's peace.

Beneath their screening shade the timiu quail

Have plighted troth and reared a chirping brood;

The robin, nestling close, has told his tale

Of love to plump, brown mate in merry mood.
And from the stream that, singing, found its way
Through canyons dim and full of mystery,

Have tired anglers come at noon of day
To rest and dream of pleasures still to be.

This tiny, withered oak leaf, brown ana dry,

Oaioe from a hillside bordering low tiuisun;

Where, on marshes green, the white mists lie,

And sweeping winds ahove ihem croon.

Here live* the wild duck, and his cUcting call

Breaks harshly on the tranquil morning air,

As soft, October's rain begins to fall,

And cunning beaver's winter homes prepare.

Here, too, the slender snipe, with anxious heart,

That fills life's merry-making full of fear,

Through bending tule makes a sudden dart,

Lest crafty foemen lurk in ambush near.

Not strangers, these I've brought, ah, do! old friends,

That settle on the turf with murium s low.

And it their presence deeper sadness lends,

A iresuened interest, too, 'twill show.
Thus, then, with all their tidings yet untold,

I leave them on this still and touching spot,

Tbat thou raay'st know thy frieuds are not grown cold,

That thou may'st see thou art not forgot,

San Francisco, Oct. 22, 18S7. Peteonella.
*

Free-Rising Trout,

,

Many anglers have no doubt been often puzzled to account

for the fact that in some streams and lakes trout rise with

the most reckless freedom, and suffer grievous penalties in

consequence; whilst in other streams and lakes in the same
district, and of much the same character, they are what we
call in Scotland very "dour," or scarcely ever rise at all, says

the Honorary Chaplain of the English Fishing Gazette. One
old Scotch Professor, who was a great theologian, used to

declare that trout were in one respect like men. In fact,

that there were wicked trout aud good trout, and that there

some trout so utterly profligate and abandoned that their

whole aud sole object in life was to worry and thwart honest
anglers. As a proof of the truth of his assertion he used to

mention a ceitain lake, aud tell us that if one began on a
Monday morning and fished till Saturday night with the fly,

never a single trout would rise—the surface of the whole lake

would be undimpled by a Bingle ring during the whole week;
but the moment one put on a worm or minnow the whole
lake would be in a boil. Change to the fly, and in a moment
the surface became a minor again. The Professor used
always to smile when he told this story.

Certain discussions which we used to hold on this subject

were brought to my mind by a remark in the " F. G." that

it would be a good plan to put some free-rising trout into the

Hungerford Club waters; but if the Professor's theory was as

true as his story, it might happen that the good, or free,

rising trout, might have wicked children, or ihat, at all events,

a large proportion of them might be led away by the children
of the present very wicked inhabitants of the water. That
animals and birds are much more ready to learn bad habits
than good ones is patent to anyone who has studied them
with attention. As the Professor proved the truth of this

theory by a story, let me do the same. Once upon a time
there was an old lady who had a magnificent parrot. Not
only would it learn any word or sentence with astonishing
quickness, but it really seemed to understand what was said

Lo it, and also what it said itselt. It lived in a room in which
mothers' meetings, district visitors' meetings, and Sunday-
school meetings were wont to be held. And it would every
now and then astonish its audience by an ejaculation, or a
quotation, or a remark of an eminently edifyirjg flavor. No
naughty word was ever heard to pass its beak. And if it had
any naughty thoughts, it evidently had absolute power to

school aud tame its tongue. The unexceptionable demeanor
and edifying conversation of the bird awoke a feeling of jeal-

ousy, and perhaps of envy, in the breast of a neighboring
elderly spinster. She also would have a parrot. So, a
nephew who was an officer on a ship trading in the far EaBt
was commissioned to bring home a parrot for hia dear aunt,
one of a kind that would most quickly learn to talk. For
months the old lady thought aud dreamed of little else but
what she would teach her parrot. It should learn more
phrases, and better phrases, and ejaculations of even a higher
flavor than those of that other parrot on which she already
looked as a rival, At last it arrived. The gorgeous cage
which had long been prepared received its tenant. No word
however, could it be persnaded to speak. It recieved Ub
food and all the little delicacies which parrats love iu a dig-

nified manner, as if they were its rigbt. It accepted bland-
ishments iu a gentle way, and never attempted to bite. But,
as for speaking, it would not even try. When the old lady
spoke to it it looked at her with amazement— it could not
understand, much less would it try to imitate a word. The
members of the mothers' mpetingH were called in in conclave
to consider the question of its education. Whilst they were
all petting and talking to the bird it happened that the
nephew called to see his dear aunt. He was somewhat
reproached for bringing home a parrot tbat could not talk.

We dool ired that it could talk. He said that he had so much
to do on board ship tbat it wbb impossible for him to take
care of the bird ou its passage home, aud tbat as sailors are

very fond of pets he had intrusted it to the men, who had
fed it well and taken great care of it, and assured him it

could talk a good deal. He weut up to the cage, stroked the
bird, talked to it iu the most seductive tone, aud used all the
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fond epithets that parrots are supposed to love aDd admire.

Not the slightest notice would it take. At laBt, losiDg hisi

temper, he twitched its tail, and said: "Hang it all, Polly,

say bomething!"
"Hang it all," screamed Polly, in a fury, and then ponredi

forth a torrent of language such as only sailors could have*

taught it. The nephew himself was fairly astonished and a

good deal vexed, aud found himself alone in the room, the*

aunt, and the members of the mothers' meeting having fled

on the instant with their ringers in their ears. He sought
his aunt, apologized for the parrot, offered to take it away;

and get her another; but in au evil moment the good old lady,

determined to try and reform the bird and teach him better.

The nephew shook his head, and expressed doubts on the

subject; but the Sauday-school teachers suggested that the

wicked bird should be put into the cage with the good bird

and be taught by him. The only fear waa that the birds

would tight. However, they made great frieuds, and seemed
heartily glnd to have companionship in their captivity. The
mistress of the good bird was leaving home for a fortnight,

and the old houaekeeper, who was as deaf as a post, was sol

emnly charged to take care of the two pets. On her return,

she hurt itd to the cage to greet her pet, and to her horroi

was saluted by a duet of language such as cannot be written

down. They called her in concert every bad name that she

kDew and a great many that Bhe had uever heard of. ]

really believe ber bird was delighted to see her, aud thai

both'of them meant the names they called her for termB ol

endearment. But the result of the experiment was that botfc ,^
birds had to be got rid of. The naughty bird had uotlearnec

one Bingle good word, and the good bud bad learned everj

naughty word that the other could Bay. So I fear that th(

naughty trout at Hungerford would teach the good ones thai

might be introduced all their evil ways.

But I have something better than theory to offer with re-

gard to Hungerford trout. I have known the Hungerforc

water for more than twenty years,. and have.had eveiy oppor-

tunity of knowiDg all that has been done with regard tc

stocking the water with trout since the club was formed, anc

have watched their doings with great interest.

Very soon after the formation of the club, when 1 doub
if there were 150 brace of killuble trout in the whole of tbei:

water on the Kennett, trout were introduced lrom Higl

Wycombe, from the Pang, and t, few from a stream in tin

Mendip Hills. These last I know to be very free risers il ^"

their native waters. Since that a number of Loch Leven trou

have been introduced. The result has been that there is a

this moment a magnificent stock of trout in the water. I d<

not believe that there is auy stretch of water in England o

the same length in which so many traut have bten killei

this season, and which has so large a stock left.

I happened to be at HuDgerford when the river was netted

and saw the wonderful haul at the Wine Cellar Bridge. Th
net was put in about one hundred yards above the bridge u
and I fancy that 519 trout in one haul of a hundred yard l

must be a "record" for any Btream.

I heard in the town from some of the commoners that th

stock was poor. But after what I saw I have come to th

conclusion tbat the commoners of Hungerford are like othe

anglers that I have known; when they cannot catch fish the

say "There are none in the water." My private opinion i

that there are quite as many trout in the water as it wl
carry. They are, however, as you have hinted in you
"Note" bad risers, except in the May fly season. And now
sir, with your permission, I will air my opinion as to som
of the reasons which combine to make trout bad risere. B
bad risers I mean trout that very seldom feed on the snrfact ^
A triend of mine always uses the expression "bad riser" a

meaning a trout which will not take his artificial fly. Lac

season he complained that the trout ou a certain piece r

water were bad risera. "Why, rhy dear fellow," I exclaime*

"they have been rising like mad for the last hour." "Oh!
said he, "that is only play; I have covered dozens, an
never had a rise." They were taking every dun that cam
over them, but because they would not take his fly thby wer
to him "bad risers."

But there are rivers—and the Kennett is one of them
which for days, and sometimes even weeks, in the spring yo
may walk the banks from early mom till dewy eve an
scarcely see a rise. Why! Simply because there are no flie

to rise at. The river-keeper at Hungerford informed me the

last spring and the spring before the scarcity of duns wa
remarkable. On the other hand, last September there was
wonderful rise of duns, which lasted more or less all day, an

then the Kennett trout became transformed into exceller.

risers; but nobody came to catch them.

Again, over-fishing makeB shy risers. A trout that has bee

pricked once or twice in a season gets very nervous. He wi

let fly after fly pass over him, and if he does take one h
seems ashamed of himself, and frightened at his own rasl

ness. And as for the artificial fly, when he is in that state <

nervousness one look at it is enough for him. He turns ta

and is off, and we see him no more that day.

But there is another cause which is the most fruitful of a

in making shy risers of the trout, aud that isasuperabundai
quantity of food ou the bottom. Where minnows swarm i

myriads, where every weed is covered with innumerabl '."'

animalculte, and where freshwater shrimps and transparei
|p

little water snails can be scooped up in thousands, whf |™"

sensible trout would come up to the top of the water and wa "

for a possible dun which might float over him once in five <

ten minutes? It has happened to me more than once <

twice to see a good rise of fly ooine on, and the trout take d

notice of them for half au hour or so. Then would come
rise here, and another there, till all the trout were well o

tbe feed, and perhaps, just as they had settled well in the M
places, and were takiDg the flies, as good trout should, th '^

rise was over, aud every fish returned to his well-know
pastures on the bottom.

I once saw this happen on a broad shallow below the Ho:
gerford Club water, when the May fly was on. The fly ha
been on for some days and the trout knew it. One afternoo

I was waiting for the rise, but the fly was late. The troi

were feediug ou the bottom; one could see great, broad tai.

waving about the water every now and then in all directioni ;'

There came a sudden heavy shower. In a moment tb L.

whole water was covered with May flies, which floated dow
the stream iu the most lovely way. Never a single trout rosi

whether they were taking the larvas on the bottom, or wei
iuteut on shrimps and snails, I know not, but can only fano !

f
"

that their attention was bo taken up with something at th \J

bottom that they never noticed the flies on the surface. Tb
rise lasted nearly an hour and never a fish came up, and
never made a cast. If I am right that these are some of tb

causes which make trout shy risers, I would suggest one 1

two questions, answers to which from men of experienc

would be interesting and valuable.

1st. Can auytbiug be doue, and what, to increase the stoe

of flies, especially duns, on a river? I once heard some taf

uf transportiug the grannon from the Test to the Kennett. 3

. ,
was proposed to catch a quantity in largo nets, auoh as aj
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used for catching moths, to transport the flies io large ham-
pers aod let them out on the books of the Eennett. 1,'hai the
graun.m will live on the Kennet: is certain; I have seen three
on its banks in the laot hve yrars.

2d. If there are a vast multitude of minnows in a stream,
wuold it be wne to tiestruy the gr ater part of theiu?

If it were 'tone, would the trout rise auy hotter? N> don t

minnows afford food for trout, but they eat an enormous
amount of food which would rind its way straight iuto the
trouts' stomach if they were not in the water. Poor Francis
suggested to me once that the use of the dry fly might have
something to do with making trout shy. In old days the trout
knew well that certain strange creatures which periodically
executed wild dances below the surface had very sharp stings,
and that some of their brethren who tasted them behaved in
the wildest way and never came back to tell them whether
thuy were good or not; but they were perfectly safe with any-
thing that fl( ate I well on the surface. Of late years tbey
have found that all this is chauged. The fine, fat larva which
rise from the bottom and struggle for a while on the surface
before they take wiog are not only harmless but most tooth-
some and fatteuins food. But many of ihose flies whioh
float down so uiceij under the bauk nave aot stings. Many
a poor trout can tell how his head was half pulled off. or a
piece of his lip snatched away by one of these stinging 'flies
Verily, it is a bad lookout for thedry.fly tisher If the wicked
trout will not rise at a fly at all and prefer lazily to feed on
fat miunows and worms and grubs on the bottom, and good
youug trout attend, as they probably will, to the admonitions
ol their parents who have made acquaintance with the float-
ing sting flies, where shall we dry fly fishers be a few years
pence?

as the general result of my investigations, that those lakes
which, among the mral population, had the repufjtiou of
beiug particularly rich in h\h were also particularly rioh in
cr istacea.is, worms and infusoria. With a due gauze ne; one
can in a feu- minutes, catch mvriadB of sma 1 crustaceans
and rotifers, so as to cover the bottom of the net to tho depth
of over au inch whh a thick mass consisting entirely of
dimmutive animals. A person wno has not seen the great
mass of these little animals brought op at a single haul has no
idea of the enormous quantity of living things contained in a
lake with an area of several square miles. Au inexhaustible
wealth of life moves in the clear waters of such a basin; and
in exact proportion to the quantity of small crustaceans aod
infusoria will be the product of fish.— Bulletin of the United
Slates Fish Commission.

Some of the Life-Needs of Fish.

Water is the main condition ol the life aDd well-being of
fish. The water should coutain food in the shape of infus-
oria, snails, worms and insect larva, but people trust to kind
nature to furnish a constant supply of these. In the vast
majority of cases this confidence is somewhat well placed,
but as a general rule nature will supply only the absolute
needs. If a good harvest of fish is to be a certainty, the
needs and habits of fish should be thoroughly studied, and
care should be taken to remove everything which will inter-
fere with these needs and habits.
Fish breathe through their gills, which consist of four

double rows of cartilaginous leaflets. The blood-vessels dis-
tributed through them give to the gills a bright red color.
Four bony arches support the double lamella?, which exercise
their important functions under a piece of horny skin cailed

v
the "gill-cover." For the purpose of breathing, the fish
passes water into the branchial chamber; here it comes in
contact with fringe-like leaflets, which it supplieswithoxygen.
The water makes its escape by the gill-opening. If yon take
a fish out of the water its breathing process is interrupted,

j
the gill-leaflets begin to shrink and hecome dry, when they
are nnable to absorb the needed air from the atmosphere.

t

Anyone who has carefully examined the gill-fringes of a
whiting or pike must be convinced that these tender organs

\
will be injured by muddy or impure water, just as our lungs

(

Bre injured by inhaling bad air or air filled with particles of
I dust. The first point to be observed, therefore, shonld be to
prevent water, in which fish are to be kept, from becoming

!
;.™Pnre by the refuse firm factories, mines, etc. Refuse float-
ing in the water will exercise some chemical, but principal? a

9 mechanical, influence by constantly irritating the respiratory
organs. In this respect the refuse from wood-turning estab-
lishments mnst be considered as dangerous, for the fine par

.
tides of wood-fibre will easily adhere to the gills and form a

L
,
basis for fungous growth. This may easily affect the entire
fish, and if a river contains a great quantity of small particles
Of wood fibre there is danger that all the fish in it will perish
Trout are particularly liable to be affected by this kind of
refuse, and many cool and clear brooks would contain a much
larger number of these fine salmonoids if there were fewer
paper factories and wood-turning establishments in their val-

' leys. If the refnse contained in the water is not of a soft and
8aky character, but is hard, the fish are exposed to hurtful
influences of another kind. One of our most prominent zool-
Jgists, the late Professor Von Siebold, of Munich, has proved

* ihat fish kept during continued rainy weather in a fish-tank.
*

p

ihrough which passed the water of a brook rendered impure
£
ay mud containing small particles of quariz, became totally
llind. In this case the constant mechanical irritation pro-
inced by small particles of quanz had caused inflammation in
ihe eyeB of the fish. They had also received actual injuries

* n their gills.

It will be evident that water, as well aerated as possi'-le,

J
ind as elear as possible, is the first and self-evident condition

;' "quired wherever rational fish culture is to be carried on.
The water, however, is not merely the medium of breathing,
rat is the bearer of food to the fish. If they are to prosper
.nd increase they need a superabundant quantity of food,

\ onsieting mainly of living organisms. These, in turn, need
' ood themselves. But this can be furnished only if the banks
' re fringed with acquatic plauts, and if the mud settling at
' he bottom contains a great dealof humus, so that it may form

food snnplying substratnm for numerous microscopic alga
'; Desmidiacece). etc. All the numberless infusoria and lower

j
rustaceans (varieties of Cladocera aud Cyclops) contained it?

* nr waters find their food in this microscopic vegetation, and

J
re, therefore, directly dependent on it As the young' tisn

-1 ve principally on the above-mentioned crustaceaus and infus-
- ria. it is evident that anything which causes a decrease in

-; le vegetation of the waters (beyond a certain degree) must
;
ierci«e an injurious influence on the life and increase of fish.

1 'he various organisms in nature are dependent upon each
ther to a wonderful and complicated degree, and the great

3t 1 nature is by various ways and means counected with the
i Hallest. When we Bee refuse and impure fluids from a fee-
s' try pass into the beautiful clear water of a brook, we think
m l the first place only of the direct injuries to which fish will

lereby be exposed. But the indirect injuries are much
•eater because they extend notonlyto the presentgeneration
it to the organic conditions of life, which, if endangered,
ill make it questionable whether any fish will, in future, be
lie to live in such water. By the settling of insoluble miu-
al particles at the bottom of a river its microscopic vegeta
on is gradually killed, and the immediate conseqnenoe of
lis will be that those aDimals which live on fresh or decayed

Sjigetable matter wilt disappear. Io consequence of this the
[rang fry, if any is raised, is insufficiently fed, and compara-
Ively few fish reach sexual maturity. In this way the fish of
Mr brooks and rivers are constantly decreasing, and, as we
live seen, from natural causes, whioh can be misjudged only
' persons who have never studied the needs of fish.

,.
The degree to which the abundance of fish in large water

j
eaa is dependent on very small (partly microscopical) ani-
als. whioh entirely escape the attention of the casual

; werver, m*y be observed in the large diluvial lakes in the
- irth of Germany. Last Bummer I investigated the waters of
Ostein, Mecklenburg and. Pomerania, and am able to state,

Two kinds of malformations most frequent among the fry
are those with two heads and one body or trunk, aud those
known as Siamese twins, from the fact of their being connected
similarly to that celebrated monstrosity. Rare cases occur
where the fish have three haa Is on one body. Among the
millions of young fry th it have passed under my observation
I nave *eeu but two specimens of this kind. The fry are also
sni-ject to all sorts of curvatures of the backbones. The
curves are found at nearly all degrees, from a slight bend to
a complete circle— tile head and tail meetiog. Some which
are affected in this way are able to swim, but they go rouud
and round in a continuous circle. Others are so knotted as
to be nnable to make any progress whatever. The cause of
death to these peculiarities is the absorption of the yuke sac
which ii attached to each young fry. While this remains
iood isunnecessary. and it will susiain life in a deformed fry
for about thirty days, and in a healthy fish for about forty
days. When it is gone Ihe former die of starvation, as tbev
are nnable to find food. For the sake of the experiment I
have tried to prolong their lives by carefol feeding, and have
succeeded in so doing for about sixty days, after which thev
succumb. One peculiarity is that the malformed fry have 'a

tendency toward a superabundance of heads rather than tails.
I have never found a specimen with more than its share of
caudal appendage. Albinism is not nnfrequent. The fish
are perfect albinoes in every respect, even to the pink eyes.
These we have raised, and they are really beautiful little
creatures, and when placed in a glass jar every bone and fibre
in their nearly transparent bodies, fins and tails, can be plainly
discerned.—Selh Green.

CANOEING.
American Influence on English Cano6S.

had a length of 17 ft. and conld carry two, but these boa'f
were proptlled by paddles, whereas the other l : 'ge boats o
greater beam were sculled when there was no wind. Th«
sculls having flat blades stowed verj Bnugl., on deck the
blades slicing under brass cotches on the fore deck. These
larger boats, on all the long passages, whether the wind was
high or low, or flat cilm, always held their own very well,
and there was certainly an amount of room and solid comfort
about them that made them well BUited for long trips of this
kind. The Brownie seemed to have an endless BUpply of
ship chandlery and tools on board, and whether it was a hal-
yard, a centreboard chain, or a hatch cover that had sustained
damage, a block or screw-eye that was wanted by any of the
fleet, there was always the article that was wanted and the
tools to accomplish the woik; yet the boat never Beemed
crowded with stores, there always beiug plentv of room to
spare. The owners of the large boats, ton, always had room
for the ladies, and so a great deal of pleasure was txperienced
by their owners, aud it is probable that many more of Ihese
large canoes will be built. Ii is already reported that four
are or lered on the Hnmber, and one has just been built by
S. Bond, of Birkenhead, for Mr. C. S. Ma.lan.
The nandsomest canoe at the meet was certainly tbeDainie,

huilt by Mr. Livingstone for bis own nse. She is 13 ft. by 2 ft'.

10 in
, and has no hollow iu her water lines. All her rigging

was very neat and remarkable for the absence of complica-
tions —Ex.

THE RIFLE
Shell Mound.

A general representation of sharpshooters was present to
nse Captain Siebe's popular range, on Sunday last. The
praeiice averaged high, but tne work done by Major Sheldon
I. Kellogg and Mr. R. 0. Moore was so superior as to be worthy
especial note.

Company F, First Infantry, beld its regular monthly club
Following are the best scores:shoot.

2—37
4—48-85
4—42
6—41—83
4—42
6-41-83
4—41
6-?«-

Tbe influence of recent developments of canoeing in Amer-
ica was very evident amongst the canots assembled at the
recent meet, on the Broads, to which we have already
referred in our issue of the 3d inst.

In the first place nearly every canoe present was steered by
a deck-tiller, and the crew sat on deck, and, as a natural con-
sequence, there was a remarkable absence of ballast. The
"lead mine" is a thiDg of the pabt in canoeing, and only some
of the large two and three-men canoes of the Humber yawl
had any ballast, the canoe proper being "held up" by the
weight of the crew on deck to windward, and ballasted only
with stores and kit.

The canoeists over the water were represented by a Cana-
dian, Mr. W. M'Kendrick, of the Toronto Canoe Club, in the
Mac, a Canadian-built canoe, somewhat after the style of
Pecowsie. There w*re the same sharp lines and crank mid-
ship section of the American crack, but a little more boat
above water, a very light and small centre-date, and a drop
rudder, while the rig was like Pecowsie's,"but improved to
this extent that the Bails could be lowered, running on rings
around the mast, instead of being laced, as in the original
The Mac showed a rare turn of speed, and was certainly
faster tban most of the canoes present, probably faster than
any except Mr. "W. Stewart's Charm, a canoe that -is also a
copy of Pecowsie's leading features, but being built on a
thoroughly scientific design is probably faster tban her pro-
totype, especially as Charm carries a large balance lug main-
sail fitted with reefing gear that enables her to shorten or
make sail almost as quickly as it can be thought about.
Charm was sailed at riret under pure Pecowsie rig, and

could never show the speed that Bhe has since displayed
under the rig bo generally adopted for canoes in this
country.
The bad featnre about the Charm is the fact that every con-

sideration of utility and comfoit in cruising is sacrificed to
attaiu speed in racing couseqnently ier freeboard and sheer
have been cut down till there is bo little boat left that there is

no possibility of her being made to carry the camping equip-
ment and stores required on a .Tuise.

Her speed is certainly remarkable, and in the race at Oul-
fon Bhe beat with the greatest ease boats that could take
three of her inside. It seems in these small craft, now that
stability is attained by the weight of the crew out to wind-
ward, that ballast and disp acement cannot compete with
sharp water-lines and diminished beam, and ali the ordinary
illowances ot time for size have to be reversed, the bigger
boat requiring to receive instead of give allowance. If the
existing rules for the classification of canoes, bo far as
regards the decrease nf beam io proportion as the length is

increased, were abolished, it seems likely that no one would
He tempted to exceed the usual propnition of beam in order
to win races. Before the deck, or rather the outside, position
of the crew was adopted, there were frequent complaints
that canoes were being built too large and ballasted too
heavily to be of any nse for cruising, and that some further
limits should be put on size and weight so as to discourage
the construction of raoing machines. N-w, some are already
beginning to cry out for a rule to prevent canoes being built
so snail us to be useless for angbt but racing. However, as
the first evil has found its own cure bo may the second. At
any rate, canoeists have a tough problem before them to pro-
duce a design that sh-ill combine the size necessary to carry
crnising eqnipmeut and the speed of the Pecowsie racing
machines. In America the problem seeniB to have been
solved by Mr. R. W Gibson, of Albany, who has again won
the A. C. A Challenge Cup with a good cruiser, the Notus,
an improvement on the Vesper, wilh which he won the tro-

phy last year. Pecowsie has again won most of the other
races, and, although the experience of the Charm here would
induce ns to think the balance lus mainsail is best, the Notus
and Pecowsie both won their races with sails that were all

abaft the mast.
A very noticeable thing about the canoes assembled at the

meet on the Norfolk Broads was the number of caDoes present
that were larger than the R C. C. classification, Castde, Tessa,
Sabrina, Muriel, Doris, Brownie, and many others having
3 ft. to 4 ft. beam, and being built with a special view to At 6 pairs clay pigeons. 15 yards rise,
cruising in rough waters and carrying two men. There were Campbell io ii in io io_s i mi«.
also the Irene and Buttercup wbiob, with a beam of. 2ft. 7in,. [ Dodge ..'.V.'.io io n n n-e [ Brown W.'.'.'.u

A Barter 2C0 yards—3 4 4 6 3 4 3
S"0 yards— 5 4 5 5 5 5 fi

E. Kehrleln 200 yards—6 4 4 4 4 4 4
5' yards—5 4 6 3 3 G 4

K.L-Ott 2'0 yards— 5 4 4 4 4 4 G
50 i yards-5363536

H.L.Pendleton 210 yards—4 4 4 G 4 4 4
5.0 yards- 4 3 8 3 2 2 3

The German Fusillier Guard 6hot for company medals at
the short range, aud made fair averages.
Major S. I. Kellogg shot his State 'record, with the regula-

tion Springfield, and made a score that entitles him 10 a
sharpshooter's gold clasp. The Major, in other days, was one
of the famous sharpshooters that made the name of Cal-
ifornia's marksmen known among riflemen all over the world.
Of late, however, he has given up practicing, appearing upon
the range only occasionally. His performance Sunday
shows he can hold a gun almoBt as straight as he ever could.
This is his State score:

Kellogg 200 yards—4 66445465 4—15
Major Kellogg tired another string at the short range and

two strings at the 500-yard target, making the following
splendid totals:

Kellogg 200 yards—4 65444645 6—45
5l'u yards— 5 44565564 6—37—93
2C0 yards—6 55466456 6—48
600 yards—5 64446664 6—46—94

R. C. Moore kept the Major company with a champion's
record at the double distance. His score:

Moore 200 yards—4 66445556 4—46
600 yarda-5 44466566 6—47—93

A. J. Smith and Lieutenant White of Battery A. had a
matoh at the 100-ft. target with rfgulation revolvers, twenty
shots each, Smith beiug the victor. Their scores:
Smith 100 feet—4 46555465G66G454444 5—92
White 100 feet— 4 44i6 3 3445444644344 4—80
Gob Hult, a recent recruit in the Nationals, who has shot

a military rifle but few times, bids fair to take a good place
in that band of noted marksmen. He shot two strings at the
short range with a Springfield yesterday, with excellent effect
for a beginner. His score:

Hult 2D0 yarda-4 44444454 4-41
600 yards -4 44444444 4—40—81

The California Schuetzen Club held its monthly medal
shoot at Harbor View with the following result: Cham-
pion medal A. Johnson, 422 rings; first class medal, J. W.
Browning, 403 rings; second class medal, A. L. Fields, 412
rings; third class medal, A. Browning, 352 rings; fourth
claso medal. Jacob Straub, 364 rings. Cadets—First claas
medal, A. Ebrenpfort, 342 rings; second olass medal Mr
Wtith, 270 rings.

In all probability there will be no matoh between the
Nationals of this city and Company G, First Artillery of
Stcramento. Captain Klein of the Nationals wrote CaDtain
Hull at Sacramento that he would shoot twenty-five men at
200 yards, with Springfield rifles, but Captain H«U writes
back that he will only accept a match npon condition that
each marksman may shoot with either a Sharp or Spring-
field, as he may ohoose. As Captain Klein basbnt three men
who use the Sharp-Borchardt, it w..uld be giving the match
away to go into a contest with old SpriugtieldB against one of
the best shurt-range rifles ever made.
A match has been mide between Companies A. and F.

Fifth Infantry, to shoot teams of sixteen men euoh, at 2i>0
yards, on the 30th instant.

TRAP.

.Lincoln Grounds.

The traps of the Lioouln Gon Clab were need on las
Rnnday by a few member-" of the elnb at artificial targets
The clnb grounds will be open to those holding membership
thronghont the winter, and many little private matches will
doubtless be shot.

At fifteen Btngle clay pigeons, 18 yards rise. Screened traps.
Campbell 1 110
Geo. Dodge 1 10
Hdler 1 1 1 J

Brown 1 10
Davidson 1 1 1

At 10 single clay pigeons.

Campbell..! 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 l_lo
Dodge ...1 llllllll l—io
Edler l 101110111—8
At 10 single clay pigeons.

Campbell.. 1 n 1 1 1 1 I 1— 7
Dodge ....1 111011111—0

0—10
1— IS

1 11
1—10
0-

Brown ...

Davidson.
1 1 I I 1 1 1 0— 7

1110100111-7

Edler 1 100110111—
Brown 1 11111100 1—

10-T
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Oakland Canoe Club.

Last Suudav was the dale set for the quarterly race for the

Masriscb baiige. and there was a lar2e crowd at the boa

house The race excited more than nsoal interest on account

nf several new additions to the fleet, and considerable prepar-

ation on the part of many of the skippers The new canoe

Pirate which has been on exhibition in the fair, was on hand,

also the Sampler, completely renovated. The Mystic and Flirt

both soread new racing mainsails, the former measuring

eighty-live square feet, and the latter ninety-eight. The foI-
eiB'"o i

.„f..^. Pirste R Eo"e brecht; Mvstio. Com.

^rrSviSm.! ^Harrison; Zoe Hon, H.

iLLl Sampler, k. Eogelbrecht; Bonita. H O.see;g,
a ri -,- Shadow G Wright; Agnes, J. Knster; Water Diiy,

F Hialocher There was a nice breeze which got very

t* towards" the finish. At the start the Mystic, Flirt,

Pirate and Bonita took the lead, keeping well m shore

fo avoid the strong ebb tide. When ..earing the stake die

Flirt and Mystic drew away from the otner two, tho Flirt

„ ,Li„ D first a few feet ahead.- The beat home was a aing-

do g strtgle beteen these two, and from the clubhouse it

3rd to tell wh.ch was ahead. The Fl.£ however.kept

her lead and won bv thirty-seven seconds from the Mystic,

Pirate third This is one of the bardest races ever sailed on

Fbe creek and the winner was Heartily congratulated on h.s

hard-earned victory. The following are the t.mes of finish:

THE KENNEL.

In their kenne", liall Instance* wrltloe pl.lnly names of siro.nddan..

and of grandparents, colors, dates, and Dreed.

Visits.

pirtridgeis, at the best of times, a more "tickle" bird than

a arouse, and if he is not carefully handled he is up sua

away. I thiuk the gnu part of th» business is also pretlier

in that kind of partridge -hooting than in grouse shooting.

1. Flirt 3:30:00

2. Mystic 3:30:37

3. Pirate 3:32:13

4 Gypsy. .
3:34:47

5. Bonita 3:36:02

Simpler
Water Lily.

Shadow
Zoe Mou . .

.

Agnes

3:39:44

.3:40:10

.3:40:57

.3:41:06

.3:43:00

Mr. W. Morrow has been elected treasurer pro tern, in

place of F. Tallant. resigned.

ATHLETICS.

* FreaDd
' f ^ fbatTh'e all niSngoi ^Association be

It was ordered that tbe"
Ce
S
n ter-street grounds, in

held on Thanksgiving Day, at:i ^ (ho Arjel

Oakland, if arrangement^.com
ds for that day .

Bicvcle Clnb wn.ch had_secnrea B
Q A c _ as nn

The resignation of Mr. v. ^ accepted , and Mr. W. A.

officer of the P. ^- »
,
:

bi plac6 and was also ap-

Scott, O. A. C, wa* *b'fBVciation. Resolutions of thanks

pointed T.™snrer o^ thB A
r

SOC ^.^^ ^
to Mr. Driffield for bis yea

chovnski foI reinstatement asan

An application from,iu..* aCommittee o£ Investigation,

amateur athlete was reterr
Gibson were appointed a

Messrs. W. A. Scott ano
Bir,vci e Club ana arrange

committee to confer ™" h ^e

k '^vVng Day.
f0
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-
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An entrance i^
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annual championship games:
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ne-mile run; run-

da8h, eight hundred and e-ghty jar
t

, ^^
^va^uV^iiT-iWanL'tobe hereafter deter-

mined. ,.. a„orif was inserted on the condition that

ltrr::So^l* are received to warrant an

LadiesNigM^J^ Olympic

., rooms of tne Olympic Club so

Never before ^" J
6

d evening, the largest propor-

crowded as on last Wed°^ ,
y
dies Twelve hundreds were

ti0Q of the au^ee b«nglad.es
a ^^ ^ long pro

seated, and a large num
iatber , exer-

gramme. Leader Hammer .
g readl ,y forglTen .

rises for one evening, but ron«
the athletea never

The ladies applauded generousiy^^ ^^^^.^ damb_

showed to better advantage. . ^^ aD(J

bells by the JQ'en
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1'e

n
?'a6
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B

;aTrngs by Messrs. Hammersmith,
followed bv a 6ene„

s °' ?"' Greenlbanm, Murry, Johnny

Smyth, Bouse bchust er ^.^ Several lmpor .

Stack. Eddie Stack Jones, **„,,_ Two pa,rs of dim.nu.
.._* nn tior veie done i:i»^ - , Hnt,«f«lfU ant*

Mr A B. Elford's pointer Jessie Banger by Ranger Crox-

teth—Fanny Faust, to the Elcho Kennel's Rash 1., by

Sensation—Seph G.

Mr Jas. E. Watson received, on Wednesday last, from En-

gland by the sbip Lord Diwnshire. a brace of fox-hounds of

Lt rate breeding. He had the misfortune to lose .he dop
;
in

leading it from the ship. The collar slipped off, and the d„g

ran away. Both are black, white and tan. of good size, hand-

some markings, and much quality The ears have been

roonded. The dog, Rubicon, is by Nestor-Redwing. Nes-

tor by Glansevin Playmate - Glansev.n Nautical. Reawng

bv Oakley R .yal—D.ik» of Beaufort's Revel. Tbe buch

Gaiety is by Soutbwold Gallant-Southwold Skylark. Both

are one-season dogs.

From "Waltonian's" welcome letter it appears that Mr.

Henry Mangels is improving his opportunities. He left.mlh

a roving commission to see the world, and in all probability

will return a cosmopolite.

Discussion about adding new blood to English setter

strains, which was initiated by this paper several years ago

is generally pravaleot. The subject is one of wide-spread

interest and tbe controversy is enlisting many of the leading

breeders in America and elsewhere. In so far as we have

been able to follow the discussion, it has been conducted

upon a plane not the highest attainable. Through it there

has seemed to rnn a vein of pecuniary interest which cannot

but cirenmscribe views and lessen the value of opinions.

When all facts are stated there will probably arise some one

capable of generalizing, to whose dictum the kenne world

will listen with respect, and when that time comes it is no.

improbable that the opinion of the philosopher will differ

materially from the commonly accepted not.oos about Llew-

ellios
" That some English setter kennels, as a rule, produce

do^s which average well in vital power cannot be gainsaid

but the fact brings into higher relief that other dismal fact

that from the majority of kennels whicn breed that sor of

d-g a "clinker" never comes and rarely a good dog. it IB

not to the point to say that great dogs are rare in any breed.

It is not of the extraordinary animals that we are writing,

but of the dogs good enough in vital power to reach maturity

under reasonable care, and after reaching full development

reasonably certain to prove good shooting dogs for an active

career of six or s%ven years. It is true that one Rodengo,

Bob Gates, Gladstone or Chance, is worth to his owner a

thousand pottering duffers, bnt it is yet a question whether

more good ones could not be produced if an out-cross was

made.
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s a whole the entertainment was as pleasant as any which
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His like is not, nor will be soon.
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Mr. Pnrcell Llewellin, with whose name the improvement of

English setters is inseparably conneoted, has been shooting

grouse in Scotland, and writeB to a contemporary a letter

from whicb we make an excerpt, mainly for the reason that

when read by the side-lights it shows some of Mr. Llswel-

lin's preferences as to the characteristics of his setters. The

winter grouse of which he writes should be much like the

quail of the Pacific slope. Strong of pinion, quick in get-

ting away from cover, and able to take a lot of killing. He

says:

When my dog points I find it a good plan to approaoh

to one side in such a way as to drive the birds in the direc-

tion 1 wish them to take, and, if possible, with the wind at

my back or, at all events, on the side. Thus the birds

when they rise, turning their heads for a moment to the

wind give a better opportunity of hitting tnem in front.

If on approaching, they do not rise. I beckon the dog by

signs to draw towards me, and thus discover whether they

have run (as often happens by this system of heading)

behind the dog. A good deal of this kind of required gen-

eralship makes getting a bag of winter birds over dogs a

far more interesting thing than the ordinary common-place

work of Augnst. No matter how well they lie, it takes a clever

dog and good-nosed dog to work them well in winter. If he is

not clever and experienced, and if he has not a far-reaching

noee and a quiet way of working, he will not make the bag

very heavy A dog that rushes up to hisgameand will not

point unless he is close on them had better he left at home.

In the case of a rash dog of this discription, the birds, nine

times out of ten, have their heads up, and if he is a wide

ranger holding his point several hundred yards distant,

while you are crossing to him they have been looking at him,

and tbe more they see of him tbe less they like him, so

that when you arrive vonr shots will all be long ones. On

tho contrary, a stealthy worker, working not only with

legs but more with nose and most with brains, would

be securely pointing out the covey to you, whilst the birds

had no idea lhat he was in their neighborhood, ana

you could easilv make the most perfect arrangements for

transferring some of them to the bag. I cannot quite agiee

with Mr Edwards-Moss in his assertion that winter gronse

shooting over dogs is the finest shooting sport in these

islands. It is certainly good; the air is most exhilarating at

such a time, none of the oppressive heat which mars August

shooting There is also far more in the sport, for lt takes a

real good dog, broken like a machine, for noise, whisthog,

e'o are fatal and it requires some management to get in

position and hit hard these hard birds. Nevertheless I

should place winter partridge shooting over dogs above the

same sort of shoot in which grouse formed the piece de

resistance. I do not mean partridge shooting in the ordiuary

English counties, where, indeed, it would be impossible to

shoot birds to dogs in late antumu or in winter, but in those

districts where there is plenty of good rough lying, and

where birds are also plentiful; in other words, partridge

shooting with grouse shooting snrroundings. I have had

snch shooting in many different parts of the country, and I

certainly place it higher than grou6e 6hootirg under equal

conditions. The work of a dog always looks so mucb

cleaner and neater on such ground, that when winding,

half-concealed, through peat hags or over broken heathery

ground. It, moreover, takes a far cleverer dog to do part-

ridges well than grouse, and, most decidedly, a superior

nose is required. A dog, to be a really valuable one to kill

partrblges loin the late autumn and in tho winter, i e, in

[them December and January, must be a most highly broken, careful.

The weather here clever animal; for, though such rough ground as I speak of
The weather ne

, ^^ ^^ disD , ay of p ,enty „f dash and brilliance of style

S" 1lin««^»«,' w,^rf ^GwMX.Ai*wi»«, h »™» be combined -«« J«"P»«« ••* eelf-control. A

Watsos^'Ilib, Oct. 20, !»»/•

Mr. Albert Hoeppner's Great Danes are the goiog things

interest in « kennel way, having been caricatured in the

dailies and written about at length. The gentleman deserves

credit for the venture, and it is not unlikely that the doL

and their progeny will "go" among those able to suppor

snch a fancy.

The Stock-Keeper in its current issue has this to say o

a dog show held last month at Stuttgart, from whence Mr

Hoeppner's dogs came:

The leading feature of theshow was naturally the Deutsche u

Doggen (Great Dane, the name by which this breed iB known |>

in England, was tabooed). The number of entiies in ths*

many classes provided for these giants reached the f normou.

lotal of 237. The jndges were Dr. Caster, Mr Onderwater,

and Mr. Hertuerk. ..ud it was no doubt in consequence ol

adopting the obsolete system of triple judging that they bac

uot got through their task by five p.m. on ihe opening day

In tbe challenge class fordogs or bitches which have won oni

first in Germany were seven eutnes, and tbe following put it

an appearance: Helios, Harras II., Nora Doos, Diana, aut

Faust. Helius took first; he is a light fawn, shown in veri

good form—although not a general favorite he has many
jg

,-ellent points; second, Harras II., is small; the commendel

Faust does not improve with age. as his head is thickenii -

and the same most be said of the v.h c, Nora Doos. In t

self-colored dogs, first went to the tall Pascha (Mr. Manser'_,

a fawn with black misk; and second to Mr. Maier's Caesar

also a big fawn; neither of them are flyers; c. Mr. Banhof

Lojd, fairly good, and Barth's Marco, lacking body qualities

Mr. Melch's Melak, quite black, is a very elegant animal, fnl

of qualify, and would no donbt have been first were he no ,.

so small. Self-colored bilches were headed by Mr. Harten •.:;.

stein's new acquisition, the fawn Eleclra. a bitch of the firs

order, tall, and with plenty of bone, shown in splendid coo

ilition. Next came her 1 eunel companion. Sai pho. blue

likewise a good one, with less bone, but tall. In the nel

class for brindle dogs, thirtv wer6 paraded, and not a orac
,

amongst them. First, Mr. UafTa Melak is only fairly gooc il

and that is all that can be said of the seoood, Mr. Suger'
: .

Caesar. Many of the rest are only mediocrities. We ar ;-

told that a first-rate brindle would command a high fignK n :

and many breeders are trying hard to produce a really goo K '.

one Qui vivra verra! In brindle bitches Mr. Bnrger'sFloi -:.

was awarded the Eltrenprcis. She is a light briudle wit

plenh of bone, combined with lots of quality. First. M'

TJIrich's Giroaa, good all over. The same owner's Girof

is very little behind her, but was beaten for second by M
Rotch's Bella, who deserved her place, being very typica is

The class for Harlequin dogs was splendid in numbers an
,j,

quality, and the twenty-five specimens formed a strikil m
spectacle in the ring. First, Mr. Nafzger's Milo, is a spler-di

animal iu shape, bat his spots are rather large; he has tf

characteristic wall eyes; second, Hector, very good, barru ,
:

.
;

lis hind quarters, which are rather weak; Roland has tc Kti

much color. Harlequin bitches—First went to a splend

specimen in Dora II , with black markings of the right sha|

__j 11 „-„... „t*** har in men! came lioreSS. OUite as U
specimen in Dora li , wun oiaoa lainaugo u» mo ng«i o"»

( ip

and wall eyes; after her in merit came ligress. quite as tt ,;,

and well made, but uot 60 good in color; the same fault oe
r,|,

u„ r„.,„ d in Mr. Blum's Flora. Dog puppies were, on tl -^

mall for their age; Pacha, a promising youngstf
| n

t. In the bitch puppies first went to one who b t^

«11 as quality. The special of the value of £25 f
,115

:— tua *,„an i>laccaa ^\- c 1 ri d" i n : nnnnies. was awardi ...

be found in Mr. Blum's Flora. Do
whole, small for their age; Pacha

took first

size as wen as qnamy. auo Bycum* v* v«« -.-- «- .

the best in the open classes, exclnding puppies, was awardi

to Mr. Hartenstein's Electra, by Sultan—Gritta.

From Waltonian.

uglihh dog Java by Aberbriant—Jet of Steam, diyid

Mr. Allendar will Continue Training.

sT^mav—In reading your very

flatteriog -lice concerning me publish ^^ ,

issue, I was much surprisedito l»r» t J
f

TjrJ^SSS&ir

:

:•:
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ptiressa fine spppimen or a well-bred nativeof San Franci«coH Mangels E ,i.. who turned np iu |„iu conditio,.'
Grangers at the ,.ra i ineet. lut rest assured it .lid no: lake
jiniatew uituuteslo wipe lhat nut nutil we became allied
Our yonng Irietid struck tbe keyuoie "dug." and youis truly
hlmed tu; whether it was F sharp u r B flat I know not any-
now it was iu harmony, sweet harmony, together unit,- and
.vedrank tbe healih of the members of the Pacific Kennel
Hob. We went plnm ibrongb. from our esteemed president

J"'"
°Dy OTn "Dne Vth ",eir 'heorelioal lertera or

deck - Y,n ~hT' ""r l\'tam '
"8 * UmAy- '^ea.. thedeck. You well know [bat there are phenomenal dogs insome lt.iers- Paul Gladstone, for instance; Boderigofals

lm«r h h ?•
Gwa""U '«- <"<> Whoever hear.; of thelitter brothers aud sisters of these? Take the great Glad-stone too. Two years ago I was offered a litter brother andsister of hi, for sixty dol.ars. I have been studying formEl. Taylor, to the highest private. Berng'saTu'rieTweTa'i > eudnran™"

h"
f

11 '*.'1"""9
-

.
* •»»« been studying form,

Cdtl [ir,i.infe icli.t ., . »_ ™. , _
rpet a signt our young friend never saw, and wished to
e: Hold hard on the left; you have "struck oil " mv boy
programme was soon marked out, he to visit the gree'n isle

f Erin, and to report to me in person on the 27th of Sep-
imber, and in the meantime I wonld put myself iu comniuni-
ition with the clerk of the weather, informing him lhat 1

can produce what a shooter wants. To show yoVthaTl "amon the right track, loo*, at the Liters produced from my oldRuby by Druid. Tney Were Sue, Buckellew. Black MariaMax.iudl.au, Baby's Druid, Florence. Flax e, Flirt VanDruid, Grue, K,.by II. Find Iho same number of good onesfrom any other bllcb. After two years of quiet search I d°s

...

—

„.„ ul >uo •"'"«, miorming nim lhat 1 from an

t wiffl oS^iZ 'tne nryttertTZ££ HlZiVJ?— ™°f*«"«—i£ask wou.d be Hue weather d-^SEffi I Shelby£J«^S^^^^*^
Combines the D.n Klr.n.1 o« .1 ui_ ..... , """.) '

auu
... _ ..__ ......... uo 11UD weaiuer ouriua installation
ays, and prayers would be offered long „nd loud to be heard
•om the L.nd s End to John O'Groals. Mr. Mangels turned
p as per agreement. Harness ou, we shaped our course for
.aydock Park, the Qieeu'sconrsiug ground. The weather
as all that could be desired. Ou our arrival I was sadly dis-
jointed at the comparatively limited general attendance
I course, other meetings elsewhere clashing together had its
feet, but so far as the influential patronage was concerned
owever, the Haydock execu lives were fairly so pported Any-
ay, tho-e that old attend were amply rewarded. Take itall
all I never saw betler coursing on this famed ground

lunfcs to the gallant way in which the hares mostlv ran'
.any of the puppies showed up in good firm, galloping
ooolhly and handling their game like top sawyers that
iparted additional interest in Ibe trials. The dogs that took
y fancy are Maggie Park. Corby Hill, Harp..x. Craek-a-Lea
idy Alice othand Bonnie E dLburgh. Yourcoursing readers
.0 mark them, as they are sure to give a good account of
emselves later on. Haydock Park Slakes only brought on'
lrty doj yuppies at £4 10 each; Mr. Dent's (Jrack-a-Lea by
ster—Miss Taylor aud Mr. Hornby's Harpax by Handi-
aftsmau— Hoax, divi ed. Newton Slakes, for twentv-om
ich puppies, at £4 10 each, which Mr. Giaham s Maseie
;rk by Mi,tertou—Gleugowen aud Mr Dent's Lady Alice
l by L .udou—Mary Morrison dhided. September Slakes
31. all ages, at £4 each, which Mr. Pdkingron's Barnaby
Be Joyful—Baroue.-a and Mr. Lirge's Lammas bv

tra.ch-Liberty divided. Three eignt dog stakes wne
ded to tbe card and run out to the bitter end that caused
me excitement. I think the reason why there was so much
are and share business done amougsr the youngsters is
at the Haydock Company gives another "meet.no two
leks hence, with a Champion Produce Stake, the winner
aranteed £500. With that amount staring a smart dog in
face is soma inducement to let up on yonr dog, as was

ne in tho above. The second and concluding day brought
e weather, but did not add to the mnster roll. The trials
re mostly of a thoroughly legitimate character. Hares thai
re coursed to-day had tried conclusions with the longtails
t spring. They showed clean heels to tbe dogs, arid very
were killed. In fact, iu my opinion, some of the juven

- could put some of their older brethren to blnshm glad to say that the first lesson Mr. Mangels got ol
irsing impressed him very mneh, and he will return to his
live land a fall blown courser. It did not require a
dge hammer to koock it into his cranium. The first li»bt
ich went right home, and I have an idea the plaster" is
sking well, Bir. The best of friends mast part, aud I am
ry that he conld not prolong his stay in old England. But
managed to drown our sorrow over a. "wee drap of Bod-
kDhu." I am sure his many friends in S. F. will be
ased to hear that he is in fine spirits and the picture of
id health. He left here for bonnie Scotland and the Cum-
dand Lakes, thence to the continent and God knows
ere and He wont tell me. Now, Mr. Kennel Editor, I have
'to the end of my tether. My paper spun out. but the

_ip holds on to burn, so you can cry oat Hold! Enough 1

..iverpool, Oct. 4th, 1S87. Walto;;ia.\\

. - - - —" ~"-*.= a i.L.er sister ot itaov flnacombines the Dan blood so thoroughly that she lacks threeand one-eighths per cent, of being half Dan blood. Bred t*Count tr„z who is also strong in Dan blood, their pr,.g~uv isover seven sixteenths Dan bloo.i. and in the Da., and D .rabloods almost live-eighths, (GO per cent). Every pupwhelped by Br.mmy has been a natural hunter, points andbacks uaturahy, and with speed and endurance oil bulb sidesdog men have got to go a long way to find their eqoals. DC. Berguudthal told me when he sold Fritz to me '-as a doato shoot over you have better. As a stud dog for blood andreproduc.ng held qualities you will never see or hear of abetter, and ,nc one h,s equal." B rgy's prediction has come
true, hmce dealh of Llewelliu'a Dau. Cunt Wind em has
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Dake Un<sb" ol au* etnd dog,here(Eagland) and ne has bat iwenty-hve per een:. Count Noblehas but thirty-seven and oue-half, aud he came lo America
It bt-hoonn Amencans lo save this Duke Hhabr. blood forere long England has got to come here lor it if they use it at

T\ h i-",^6 of D
r

r
-
Ro "e

' "-y °"g« are "Eugl.ah setter,"
a.,d not Llewel ins. I yet hope to deliver in your cily. foryou.a. Count Irilz ex Brimstone pap that will -clean them

"new York. Oct. 12th. 1887.
H
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[Thoughts of the raresportsmeu of the Eistrru seaboard aremore common with us than are snch valuable comributionsfrom them as that from Captain Han-iltou. It is not hard toa„der»land why one deeply engaged in working out breeding
problems should forget to j.too* n the resul.s for pub .ca-non. We shall be at ail times pleased to hear from the manycompetent and eloquent fau.-iers. into asaooiation with whom
a kindly fate threw ns during last winter.—Eu.]

elation was formed at Slockton, in '81, amid such a concate-
..al.ouof joys lhat n is little wonder It has survived so lungoome ,.f the then leaders have fallen .y ihe iM.jsi.le. res. theirsouls! but enough are lelt to make the town luminous ,n
October nest, even without tbe phosphorescent brilliancy ofAlessrs. Lane and Sperry. When lhat is added, there isprospect uf a supernalurul glare.

Gun notes during such hot Ociober days as have recentlysmelted all outgoing Sportsmen, are me,, ly a record of blankdays. Iu the hills cover is scant, travelling noisy, and valeran unknown quantity. The best dogs are faulted when theytry to work inuning birds atler the sun has been shining loran hour while their perspiring masters had belter remain athome. After toe hrsl showers the shooting will imp.ove. Onthe marshes there is still less reward except alono ,h_ SmJoaqum, and even there the reward is by no means°adequate.The Suisun Clubs are all in readiness for the season andsome members go up regularly now, but the bag, are vc-rv

Mr P Iw.n
6
r
eSt

,°
f

,,"i!
m aremade 0D the Teal P r««^ whereMr. Eiw n Goodall has retrieved thirty-four i„ a morning.Last week Mess.s. Goodall and G. Frank Smiih visited Teaibut the .lay was hot. clear and calm, aud, except jusi at day-break, there was nu shooting.

Captain H. E. Hamilton About Setters.

iunoB Breeder asd Sfortsuax:—Though a constant
derof yonr valuable paper, 1 miss your occasional notes
.wing that yonr Eastern friends are "yet to memery dear."
it Spring I wrote you that my streak of bad luck had been
ken by my little (Brimmy) Brimstone presenting me
h a fine litter of nine puppies. Six are living and thev
daisies. Quick as a flash, high headed; for tail action
Id not be better, and never tire. Am not foolish enough
ran a six months' pup all day, for this reasou: A pup is
. a boy full of fire and vim. I run them with the fastest
; to be had until they show signs of tiring; then call
in to heel, walk home slowly, and by the lime they arrive
he barn they are thoroughly rested; then wait until even-
and give them another run. My experience has shown
that suoh a course makes the pup ambitious, and teaches

i to go at his best speed every minute. It has resulted
iroducing a dog, at eighteen months, of great endurance
i a flyer. You will remember at High Point my Brimstone
. no slow dog, and when aided by sight of a whip she
Qt donbled her speed. To-day she is as fast as any man
Id ask, and her little six-and-one-half months old pnp,
Jy Jr., can beat her. Kuby runs evenly, with no appar-
effort, and seems to Bkitn along. No lumpiDg in the air
avery jump and on striking the ground pounding the
nlders as we often see, bat sends the fore-feet well for-
d, and gathers herself like a greyhound. She is
inch, very high-headed, and is, in my opinion, the most
cocions pup in Bpaed, nose, action, and form I have ever
>. Every one of the litter 1b the same, though before
ling them among friends I saved the best for my own use.
•se who condemned my course in breeding Brimmy to her
le, my Count Fritz, are now as loud in their praises of the
jeny. You will remember my letter on this inbreeding
k three-quarters Bake ex Fanny and one-fourth Gladstone

Aided stocK, and my most sanguine hopes are more than
Sized. So well pleased, in fact, that in December I shall
Sine same cross again. Dog men to day condemn inbreed-
H and evidently trom a lack of study and the courage of
«' ding by their convictions. Instead of looking for blood,
:Wng constitutions, intellect, and a desire to get a dog for
jk, they breed to a bench-show winner who has won a
'yt blue ribbons that would make a streamer ten to twelve
'jlongand howl about his performances on thd bench, when

J
re field this dog couldn't get oat of his own way. None

jiat for me. My experience with that kind of dogs cost
jiouie thousands, until our friend, Coster, induced me to

) my old Baby, of Druid and Buby fame. That little

-J
3, Baby, in her own peculiar way, backed up with her

^1 ist human sense, taught me more in dog sense than I
i ever oulled from books or ever could. It converted meI*.- I L _. a__ __• -m

THE GTUST,
From Mr. George Fletcher, Secretary, there comes an

invitauon to attend the annual quail hunt and camp stew
of the Grass Valley Sportsman's Club, at Penn Valley, on
October 22d It was our good fortune to be present at a like
affair under the auspices of the club, last year, and we cannever forget the sport enjoyed or the hospitality of the club
Despite the heat aud the saddening jokes of Mr. Fletcher'
the day passed flittingly. The club has a complete camping
outht-pots, table, crockery, etc.-and its stews are artistic
Last spring a sample of the stew made at the "Dovehunt" oftheclobwas sent to (Lis office and submitted to the criti-
cism of the senior editor, whose taste in such matters is the
result of an experience covering several countries and manv
sections of America. The editor pronounced the stew "tic,
top, which is praise enough.

CInb hunts, as they are styled, do not seem to be suchunmixed evils as Doctor Bowe considers them. It matters
little whether seven or eight dozens of birds are killed by acompany of gentlemen hunting as a club, or whether thev are
shot by the ^me persons individually. No extravagant bags
are made, at least, by some clubs, but when each has killed
enough for his own supper, with perhaps a few to meet the
needs of some chance guest, he returns to camp and passes
the time in resting or in characteristic jollity until the spoils
of the chase are ready for mastication. In fact, fewer birds
are destroyed when a clnb goes into camp, as does the Grass
Valley Club, than would be killed by the same keen sports-men if alone. A "side hunt" for a stake or some substantial
reward is an unpardonable thing, because it is nothing but
butchery, every man killing for "points" without regard to
decency or sportsmanlike practices. But against a hnnt in
which a club of gentlemen participates, in which the shooting
is done over dogs and on the wing, in which moderation is
practiced, there is no cogent argument. It is a good thing formany reasons. It is most pleasurable; makes men better
acquainted; develops skill by openess to the criticism of
friends; affords opportunity for interchange of ideas on spcrt
in all its phases; and, what is more important than all
else, it gives an opportunity to non-experts to learn the
pleasure that lies in shooting when it is done with tilting
adjuncts. The fellow who lies by a water hole and "pots" adozen quail at a discharge, is no whit better than the trap-
ping monster; in fact, no t so desirable an acquaintance. "
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al presented to the State Association byMr. £,. x. Allen, has already caused much sadness, and its

mission seems yet unfulfilled. Judge Freer insisted npon
dlsrigaring the Secretary of the Association by " decoratioo"
him with it, but fortunately the brilliant score of eight out of
fifteen made by that officer saved him, and the medal was
passed on to Mr. Geo. Fletcher, on whose large sternum itseemed likely to repose indefinitely. It seems, however
that there was even a worse score than Mr. Fletcher's and
that gentleman writes from Grass Valley, under date Oct
12th, as follows:
"Thinking probably, from the extremely mixed state of

affairs at the presentation of the leather medal, you may con-
ceive and publish that I am the recipient of it I beg to state
clearly that I took it only for Dr. I. W. Hays Jr., to whom I
presented it in due form. If you will take the average of the
score you will find he is j lstlv entitled to it, Judge Freer
being next. He also is pleased to receive it, nojoke You can't
set him back when a medal with 310 in it is in question."

At the next meeting of the Association it might be a good
idea to offer a medal to be competed for in a special match
by those only wnose average is less than fonr or five birds in
the dozen. We could name a good many eligible competitorsm such a match, as to none of whom a win could be pred-
icated. r

We learn from Mr. F. E. Lane that the Stockton sports-me
,?j"'e£ sed beCttase the State Association is to meet there

in 88. Their pleasure cannot equal that of those who have
h ! °J"

cu.iec, zrom oooks or ever could, it converted me I enjoyed the courtesies of Stocktonians in the past and who«. » bench-show dog man, and a some ol our "doggy ' rely upon a repetition of the friendly treatmem, TheW

Messrs. Hall McAllister Jr., and Ely I. Hutchinson usedtheir ponds at the Ib.s Club, nut spent the day in sinking andyelling at their spaniels, ducks being ebseni
S

Cnrfeln,' h\
K' liu^ h "9

,

miide " deceu ' bag or two at theCordelia, but nol on flight birds, which are just begining
to come in freely. K B

Messrs. B.ucroft, J. M. Adams, and Chas. Josselyn visited

wiih,,Z u
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£,g i0^e at lhe ™» Uelle
y
a.,d hadwith them Mr. Dan O'Connell and another chronicler Tbeparty destroyed several of Mr. Josselju's inim.lable saladsand obscured several immense steaks, but oid little else iuhe way of sport except lo imb.be sulphur water and nlavne hose on one another. Ducks were not present at ihe t--lvu.es, but Mr. O'Connell segregated a few Eaglish snip^,larding the ma.sh betimes as he groaued aud shot!
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Vi" ila ' 1 "y "«*» Wai-rd. Burlingand F.a,er. all ot whom brought home good assorted sizes ofknobs resultant upon mo.-q.ulo bite s, but little else?
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h ', " ttro aboal 'a" same luck prevailed.Mr WiUliuu ocnrelber went up to N .vato am, gut back. Mr.« ,1 K,ule carried a new story to Payne Saa.t r at O emaand alter laughing a lew laughs returned. Mr. David Ihouiwal.ed through the Vegetation np some hi Is, they walkeddown again Mr L B Coper pace I offline L. t, e Tnmck-mutton ranch and reached home in salely. It really seemsabsurd mat no mention „f quail can be made in a recital ofquad hunts, but while cuu.roi.teu wiih the lad that few or""birds are being killed, a proper legard for the " wave.ihgpuiar enjoins mention of the lads merely.

There seems every reason to expect a "dry winter" andconsequent good shooting until spring. '1 here are many
blue-bills roming into the bay, aud a good flight of widgeonbegan on Thursday, at Alviso.

B

Some instantaneous photographs of the distinguished shotswho attended the State Tournament were made Thev show
the men in position at the traps after the word "pull" hasbeen given and are very interesting. They can be had on
application to this office.

«»

Wild Life Among the Crops.
There is no better illustration in miniature of the birth

progress and destruction of a world than is given everysummer in the wheat fields. The planting, growth and the
reaping are a cycle in natural liie, except that both creationand decay are forced and artificial. Where either plants or
animals run wild and multiply they die at length of theirown exuberance. When some particular weed becomes a
pest the farmer hnds it best to let it thrive and take posses-
sion of the field, for finally wili come a spring when it disap-
pears entirely from the face of tbe earth. It may be possible
that, as with in-breeding, the race deteriorates. It the weed
has taken entire possession of the field the bees and honey-
seeking insects move only from one flower to another of its
kindred, and so cross-fertilization with the dust of other
flowerets is denied. The republic of the wheat field is rarely
over-crowded, however. The animals, birds and insects
gather and accumulate, and their enemies follow But
before the struggle has developed man steps in with his
reaper on some warm summer morning, and in a few days
the community is destroyed or dispersed.
The hares are about the first to establish themselves in theyoung wheat. Perhaps on some windy night towards the

close ol winter they come down from the plains to feed and
not caring to face the bitter cold of the platean again lodge in
the young wheat as well as feeding there. Hares and rabbits
attack the young crop in somewhat different fashion. If it
borders a river bank the rabbits nibble it down on that side
leaving their traces in a hundred little barrows scratched in
the soft mould. But the hares commence on the 6ide next
the pastures or theopen plain, and cut tbe blades down evenly
Ihey are less prone to play and run about at meals tfiao the
rabbit. They feed round about them, and having taken off
everything within reach, move with one long lone torward to
higher pastures. Hares seem to have a strong sense of safety
in what scientists call "uniformity of environment " Where
fields of red soil have been ploughed they take np their resi-
dence quicKly. and are slow to leave their forms when
alarmed. It is an interesting Btudy to oome within a few
feet of a hare thus squatted. It is so flat in the lorm that
nothing breaks the evenness of the surface, but just before
the Held is harrowed a practiced eye may sometimes notes
slight nnevennessin one of the lines formed bv the nicely-
packea sods which induces a second look and'a discoveryThe chestnut eyes, so closely in harmony with the vellow tip
of the fur, stand out on either side, so that front or"rear they
see you as plainly as yon see tbem. The pliant ears are flat
along the neck, and to accommodate the higher hind-qnarters
the form is hollowed out a little more at that end. Indecision
is the characteristic failing of tbe bare. It is rarely satisfied
with its first form, but alter settling down cosily for a minute
moves away to another part of the field. So when in motion
lhe ears are back for an instant, and a few strides are taken
in real earnest. Then the black-lipped signals, which seem
to say "slop her." go np, tbe hare eases her pace has
perhaps one curious look at the enemy while standing on
her hind legs, then away again at full speed and out of e.obt
before another halt is made. Living iu the young crop, and
nndingit grow up and shelter her, the hare breeds ihere- and
just as the season is late or early, the young, becoming vent-
uresome and independent, leave the field when the reaping
begins, or lying close, as very young hares do, are cut to
pieces with the knives of the machine.

If the field border a river with sorubby banks, most ot the
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excellent individual is rarely to be fonnd. I often wish that

more people could know the exquisite pleasure to be derived

from the thorough love and frienaahipfor horses which I have

been fortunate enough to gain from my bringing up and Bur-

roundiugs, and that they couid share with me the keen enjoy-

ment of galloping for miles and miles over the beautiful

prairies ol my western home, feeling a real love for the animal

that I am mounted upon, and boundless confidence in oar

mutual knowledge of each other.

We Americans have been aceusedof Anglomania within tbe

last few years, and with our National tendency to exaggeration

we have undoubtedly driven this, in many cases commend-
able infamation, into the ground; but surely if it has been

the cause of increased love of, and interest in, sport and out

door amusement, it is not altogether to be laughed at. 1

would, therefore, say tbat as we should all be glad to

resemble English women of the upper classes in their fine

physiques and splendid figures, lei us carry oar Anglomania

to the point of trying 10 resemble them in their love foi

horses and their familiarity with the saddle, and thus gain

health and a thousand limes more, enjojmeut than is to be

derived frem the hot-house existence common to so large a

porportion of my compatriotes.

A few days ago I had a conversation with two friends, one

of the topics being the two trotting associations. As one was

a director and the other the secretary of a society which held

membership in the N. T. A., it waB expected that would be

their preference. But in making the statement that the A.

T. A. would have to succumb, they showed a lack of knowl-

edge wnich I endeavored to replace by a clearer conception

of the situation. There is no likelihood of either being

abandoned, but if that should be the case the N. T. A. will be

the one which will be the "dead cuck in the pit." The rule

adopted some time ago that tracks which had formerly

belonged to the N. T. A. and had joined the other, should be

denied privihges which had besn solemnly contracted, will

deter associations from joining, and if not rescinded will

greatly interlere with obtaining members in the future. It

is a virtual mandate that even should there be a desire to

change, that in case it is done no benefit Bhall be derived

from previous agreements. In all probability that ruling will

be remedied at the next convention, as it iB not likely that the

Board of fteview will be sustained when the biennial is held.

The following "Detroit Letter,'*cutfrom The Horseman, shows

that the new association has a membership already which is

a sufficient guarantee of permanence:
Detroit, Mich., Oct. 4, 1SS7.

During the month of September nearly one hundred

members of the American Trotting Association held meetings,

and in every instance ihe result has been satislaotory to tne

member and to tbe horsemen. The association has now
about two hundred and twenty-five active, associate members;
all, with one or two exceptions, huve or will hold meetings

this year, and at least one hundred of these members have

hitherto belonged to tbe "free lance" brigade, with no means
or authority to protect themselve-, or higher tribaual for

appeal by norsemeu in case of injustice or error. If the

American bad done nothing more tfian to enroll these socie-

ties dunug the seven months of its existence, it would have

been fully worth organizing and fighting for. The principal

societies enrolled since my last letter are the associations at

E.itou, Deshler and Upper Sandusky, O.; Kinsley, Lyons and

Kinsman, Kans.; Strawberry Point, la.; North Piatte and St.

Paul, Neb ; Grand Kapids, Mich.; Fond du Lac, Wis.; Mt.

Carroll, 111.; La Porte, Ind.; Casicaua, Tex., and Kiitanning,

Pa.
These are facts, and there are important deductions to be

drawn. The American Association has two hundred and
twenty-Eve members who will hold two hundred and twenty-

five meetings in 1SS7. If the National Association hes as

mauy, and they claim to have, then four hundred and fifty

trotting and pacing meetingB will be held this year under

virtua.Jy the same mles, and protected as regards horsemen

by a stioug parent or supervising association, certainly this

is a good sbowiug for the American Trotting Turf, and tbe

pastures fur ringers and outlaws must be growing beautifully

less. How any reputable society can afford to stay out is

hard to see. How any honest and intelligent horseman can

afford to trot on tracks not members is yet more of a mystery

.

By so doing he has not only to compete with the ringers

virtually forced from the association tracks, but is at the

mercy without recourse of judges and officials who, even if

houesi, are frequently grossly incompetent, and from whose
decUions. however unjust or contrary to rule, there is no

appeal. Let owners aud drivers stick a pin here, the Tiot-

tiug Rales (those of the American and Nationtil are virtually

the name) were framed in the interest of hoDest trotting and

pacing. They protect the horseman equally with tbe society,

and the president or judge on an association track can no

more override them with impunity than the owner or

driver of the least valuable horse entered or performing at

the meeting.

To show the injustice perpetrated and the risk incurred, it

is unnecessary to go further than the last few issues of The

Horseman. Its correspondent's column has weekly contained

accounts of decisions made by officers aud judges of outside

societies that were clearly unwarranted under any trotting

rules, and manifestly unjust to the horsemen engaged. In

each case the question was, ""VV bat can be done abnut it?"

"Is there no appeal?" The auBwer was: "As the society on
whose track the race was trotted is not a member of either

parent organizations, the authority of the president or othbr

officials is paramount, and there is no remedy. :
' The best

and strongest societies everywhere are members of either tbe

American or National Associations. They offer the largest

purees and greatest inducements to horsemen. They are

bound by rules that give equal protection to society and
horseman. They are in every way the best. Tbe outBide

societies are necessarily more subject to riugers. They are

bound by no rules save those of tbeir own making, and with

the beat intention, often commit grave injustice and error for

wbich there is no redresB. "Which is most likely to prove

advantageous to horsemen, owners or drivers? The advan-

tages of the parent society to the associate members have been

peieisteully urged, and with reason aud good effect, but the

aavautagee to houest and intelligent owners, of tbe protection

afforded by an "Association Track" would seem to be still

mure obvii.us and important. Tbe society can to some extent

prot' ct itself. The horseman is absolutely powerless to do

BO.

—

X.

1 am fully assured tbat tbe/e will be nothing thrown in the

way of complete harmony of action by the American, and it

will rest with the Nutional whether there shall be discord-

ant notes. There was nothing to justify the bitter antagon-

ism which was displayed by theN.T.A. The whole country,

with the exception of a few partisans of an individual, de-

manded that the affairs of ihe track should be conducted on

another basis than that of "6oo(/te." Kefusirjg reasonable

requests for better management, treating with contumely

petitions for a more efficient, and, by all means, an honester

transaction of the business, a deaf ear was turned to suppli-

cations, and in place of recognizing that it was the servant of

every member of the association, put on tbe air of a master,

and arrogantly refused to heed complaints, justified all

the mismanagement, ail of the crimes which bad been com-

mitted in the name of the N. T. A. and added to the histor-

ical query, "What are you going to do about it?" by abusing

the promoters of an association which would remedy the

existing evils. Much can be forgiven that ib done while the

temper is hot, and allowance made for actions prompted on

the spur of the moment, but after there is time for calm con-

sideration and the wrong course still pursued, pardon is not

so readily granted. That the N. T. A. will not only recon-

sider that part of its proceedings which ignored the fulfill-

ment, on its part, of a binding agreement, or which, at least,

should be regarded as a sacred ooligatioo, but also recognize

the penalties of the sister organization, I fully believe, and

wben there is a mutual understanding on that essential, the

"interests of the American Trotting Turf" will be fully pro-

moted and protected.

When the conventions meet it would be a good idea, per-

haps, to appoint conference committees to fix upon a plan

which would remove all obstacles to a mutual understanding

and mutual good feeling. That the American will stay should

be within the scope of the weakest intellect; that the National

will not withdraw from the field is also assured. But if either

is driven out it must be tbe elder. Some of the tentacles of

the old Octopus still adhere, and there is still left remem-

brances which rankle. Should the bulldozing tactics continue

to prevail eventually it will be crowded into narrow limits

which, like the dungeon with constantly encroaching walls

move in and in until the life is crushed out of the wasted

body. Should the gratification of a mean-spirited reveDge

continue to govern iu place of a desire to uphold the vast

interests depending, it cannot be crushed any too soon. B it,

as has been stated before, I have not the least doubt that bet-

er counsels will prevail. In this connection the article in

the Kentucky Live-Stock Record and the comments of Wal-

lace's Monthly are appropriate.

TIip 'irotiiiiii Associations.

We find the following commendable article in the Kentucky
Live-Stock Record:
"We cannot see any good to arise from the efforts of parties

to create a war of ill-feeling between the National Trotting
Association and the American Trotting Association. There
is certainly room for both, and this state of ill-feeling which
has been created and kept alive by eome persons cauuot tail

to do great injury to the Hotting interests of tbe country.
"Tbe East runs under a difl'eient set of racing rules from

the West, and even some of the Eistern club rules differ, yet

there is no ill-feeling or conflict between them. Both the

trotting associations are striving fur the same end, the purity

and hunor of the trotting turi, aud the advancement ami
development of this great interest. They cau collect entrance

fees for each other like the racing associations do for each
other, and any person suspended or ruled off by one associa-

tion should stand suspended or ruled off the course and
not be recognized by the other. By recognizing the rulings

of ea* h other and working in harmony in the collection of

forfeits or the suspended list, they can do much to advance
the interest and keep the trotting luif pure and honest.

"We do not pretend to say which association is most at

fault, but the best interest of the breeders and owners of

trotting stock demands that this warfare should ceaBe and
harmony prevail."

The question as to whether there is room for two associa-

tions is a dead issue now. We have the two, and in place of

there ever being only one again, the number will likely

increase in the future. But for the folly and blindness of

those who refused to see that the new association could be

until it was, and to whose obstinacy the rapture iu the

National Association was due, we would probably have now
only one association ruling East and West. But new the

American Association is here—it is growing—and has come
to stay.

If the associations refuse to recognize the penalties

imposed by each other, they do not only a very foolish but a
culpable thing. Such a course is destructive of discipline on
the turf, and utterly paralyzes the arm of authority. Such a

course long pursued will lower the turf to complete degrada-
tion. Tbe ultimate end, in a course of years of such lunacy,
would be the wreck of both associations, upon the ruins of

which something guided by a higher wisdom might arise.

The Lice-Slock Record speaks wisely. To keep up discord
is imbecile. Such a war is as senseless and destructive as
tbe famous unpleasantness among the Kilkenny cats; and

1 those disappointed parties who try to keep up bad feeling aud
discord are simply enemies of the trotting interest. Let
harmony and order prevail.

J. C. S.

Delayed Entries.

A curious case of delayed entries has occurred with the

Blood Horse Association. Mr. A. T. Stephenson entered by

telegraph from Beno, on October 1st, the bay mare Avondale,

5, by Marmaduke, dam Pirouette, in races Nos. Sand 12, and

the chestnut filly SubIo S., 2, full sister to Avondale, in Nos.
4 and 13. The telegram never reached the Secretary, and
nothing was known of it until Mr. StephenBon arrived with
his horses a .ew days ago. An examination of tbe Western
Union Company's tiles showed that tbe dispatch was sent on
the date mentioned, and received at the office iu this city. It

was properly addressed to the Secretary, with bis address
iu full, but for some reason not yet explained was not
delivered. The facts came to light too late to have the entries

iu th<- programme bonk, but they are vaiidaod Avoudale aud
Susie S. will run at tbe meeting. Occasionally entries sent

bv mail go astray and lose time en route, but it is rare tbat

telegrams fail. In this case the telegraph company bad the
full address correctly given, and such a failure seems to be
without excuse,

How to Establish a Trotting Pedigree.

Office of the American Tbotting Register, \
280 Broadway, New lurk.

J"

Eoitor Breeperand Sportsman:—In your issue of October

1st. you use this language: 'Trotting pedigrees are too im-

portant, at the present time, to take anything for granted

when there can be absolute proof." It affbrdB me great pleas-

ure to place my endorsement on this remark, but I would

like to ask what you would do when there cannot be "abso-

lute proof?" When we fail to get absolute proof, after we
have done our best, shall we then "take it for granted?"

Here we touch the marrow of all that is valuable iD pedigrees,

for unless they are absolutely true they do far more harm
than good. The question for you and I to consider, then,

Mr. Editor, as public teachers on this subject, is how we can

best reach the truth. To accomplish this we must go to

work methodically, and lay down certain vital requirements

which the evidence must cover, and all that is not so covered

must be rejected. To afford a basis upon which to illustrate

my meaning here, I will take from your issue of date cited

above, the case of the phenomenal pacer, Arrow, not because

it is more striking than many others, but because it is more
likely to receive the attention and thought of your readers.

I just now observe that the paragraph is quoted from the

Lob Angeles Tribune.
Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 23, 1887.

Editor Tribune:—The race-horse Ariow, 2:15£. (fastest heat
ever paced iu California), was bred by Hancock M. Johnston,
of Eia Hills, East Los Aog^-les, California. Pedigree: Bay
geldiug Arrow, foaled February 5, 1883; sired by A. W.
Biebmond, by Simpson's Blackbird (thoroughbred), dam
Cruhton's First, by Cricbton, by imported Glencoe (thor-

oughbred); second dam Bay G. by Argyle (seven eighths
thoroughbred); third dam a mure out of the same Manada
(herd) as was Tommy Gates' dam, which mares were out of

selected California mares, and were sired by a *na of fashion,
(the Crlehrated thoroughbred) The Manada (herd) was bred
and owned by Dr. John S. Griffin, who was then a large

stock breeder, and his ranch was the Sao Fascnal, the Pasa-
dena of to-day. I have four full sisters to Arrow, and the
only one worked any is a very promising filly.

Tours truly, Hancock M. Johnston.

1. It is here stated over Mr. Johnston's signature that he

bred the colt Arrow. That he was got by A. W. Bichmond,

and was foaled February 5th, 1S83. Under all ordinary cir-

cumstances this must be accepted as "absolute proof" of the

particular horse that was the sire, and the particular mare

that waB the dam. This is the first step in the pedigree, and

nothing but the bad character of a breeder or the possibility

ot the mare having been covered afterwards by another hotse

can overthrow it.

2. We most know when, where and by whom the Crich-

ton mare was bred, and her full and complete identity must

be established from ber breeder to her owner when she was

bred to Richmond. This is a vital point which may be cov-

ered, but Mr. Johnson has not attempted to cover it. How
can we possibly know that Arrow is out of a Crichton mare,

and how can we know that this particular mare was by

Crichton unless we first knew by whom Bhe was bred? This

defect in our information may be supplied, but as it now
stands the pedigree breaks down at this point, and, except

for purposes of illustration, it is not ueceeBary to go further.

3. The name of the grandam is given as "Bay G." and it

is stated that her sire was Argyle, "seven-eighths thor-

oughbred." Now, the fact that the name of this mar-) is

given is an encouraging circumstance and implies that Mr.

Johnston had some knowledge of her, but before she can be

accepted even with a "said to be" we must know when and

by whom she was bred aud all about her history.

4. It is Btated that the third dam was "out of the eame

Manada herd as was Tommy Gates' dam * * * which

mares were sired by a son of Fashion, the celebrated thor-

oughbred." Farther on you remark that Mr. Johnston, in a

supplementary note, says this was a grandson and not a son

of Fashion. Here we must apply the same method of reach-

ing the truth, and we must know by whom this mare was

bred, how it is known she was by a grandson of Fashion, and

that particular grandson must be folly identified in his name
and history. IE this mare is a half sister to the dam of

Tommy Gates and bred as here represented, we have a very

grave error in our records. Tommy Gates is recorded as out

of a mare by a Bon of Gen. Beale's horse Little John.

5. This last point suggests a very important reflection that

may apply to each one of these several damB. If mares are

turned out in herds and left to roam the season through

without their owners once seeing them, how can we tell

what horse was the sire of a given foal when it may have

been any one of twenty? A mare may have been coupled

with a horse before she was turned out, bnt not stinted, and

within a few weeks half a dozen other colts aud horses may
have had access to her. In the nature of things it is, there'

fore, impossible to knoio the_ paternity of colts dropped by

mares that have not been kept inclosed.

From this analysis of our "object lesson" it becomes appar-

ent that not a single fact is established in the breeding of

lit!

I

Arrow except that he was got by A. W. Bichmond, and this fee,

even is rendered doubtful if the dam was permitted to run at

large during the season of 18S2. In this attempt to briefly

define the vital requirements in establishing a trotting pedi-

gree I have simply tried to illustrate the rule aB laid down
by the National Association of Trotting Horse Breeders foil

my guidance in carryiug forward tbe woik of registration^:?

That rule is imperative, and makes it my duty to cut off a'*;

pedigree at any point where there is a failure to give the'

breeder and a satisfactory account of auy dam, and in conclu-

sion I wish to remind you aud your readers tha' it makes no

shadow of difference whether the exscinded crosses represent

ruuniug, Hotting or pacing blo-d, the vital information

must be furnished or they will be cut off.

Yours very truly,

Johk H. Wallace,

i
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Trotting on the Bay District.

The afternoon of Saturday Just was as fine as could be
desired for raciog, and the track in keeping with the after-

noon. When the weather is suitable the truck is sure to be
in good condition, as the proprietor spares no pains or
expense to have the course so that it most be a chronic
fault tinder who takes exceptions. There was a good pro-

gramme too, which should have insured a foller attendance.
The first race was a match between Ansel and the pacer

Prussian Boy, which was a one-sided affair, as Ansel won as

he pleased in 2:24£, 2:24. This was Ansel's tirst race, as he
had a *' leg" which precluded him trotting in the circuit as

was the intention. Though 2:24 is a good mark for a stallion

in his tirst race, previous to *' going wrong" he displayed a

flight of speed which would, unquestionably, have landed
him well down in the twenties. He is by Electioneer, from
Annette, by Lexington, the dam of Camille Urso and Chance.
Bat Distbict Tback, Saturday, Oct. 15, 1B87.—Match 8^50. Heats of a

mile.
Pa o Alto's b h ADsel hy Electioneer 1
Peter Brando w's b Prussloo Boy ( pacer) 2

Time. ;S£4£,2:24.

The second race was the fre^-for-all pacers, with Lee and
Arrow barred, for which, as Chapman Was withdrawn, there
were but three that remained tu contest for the puises

—

namely. Eila S.. Kdlarney and Billy Booker. The bettiug all

through the ruce was heavily in favor of the mare, who, it

was well judged, could ouispeed the others and still have
soniethiiig to spare. The betting opened at about two to

one on the chances of Ella, and toward the close the odds
were increased to $60 to §15. The first heat was very tame
throughout, for although Bunker and Killarney made a sem-
blance of a right for it, the result was a hollow victory lor

Killarney in 2:25, the mare makiug no special move through-
out the mile. Notwithstanding this fact Ella became a

greater favorite than ever, selling at $60 against $10 for the

field. In the second heat Bunker and Killarney went off

with a strong lead, but at the baif-mile post Ella was in the

second position close to Bunker, and pacii>g very fast; the two
turned into the straight almost on even terms, when the
mare indulged in a disastrous run that resulted in Bunker
taking the heat by two lengths from Killarney in 2:194, Ella

beiug pulled up when the final issue was hopeless.
It was still $50 to $1S on Eila, and in the ensuing heat she

showed her qualities to better advantage, as, taking the pole

from Bunker and always holding him at a safe distance, sbe
won handily by two lengths, in 2:20, with Killarney a fair

third.

"With $50 to S10 offered on the mare, with no takers even
at that figure, the fielders thought that perhaps a change of

driveis mikht benefit their interests, so C. Marvin took

charge of KillarDey. while G. Bayliss handled the reins over
Billy Bunker. The new hands could do no better, however,
as Killarney broke at the first turn and Bunker was altogether

outspeeded on the home stretch, Ella winning by six lengths,

in 2:22, from Bunker, and Killarney third. This was con-

sidered hs the crucial test, so the two original drivers of

Bunker and Killarney were reinstated and then Ella 8. cap-

tured the heat and race in a jog in 2:25^, Killarney second,
bnt Billy Bunker got the second money.
Same day. Free for all pacers. Lee and Arrow barred. Purse $5(0*

Mile heats, 3 tn 5.

Goldsmith's sm Ella S. by Tom Hal 3 3 111
Hitchcock's bgBillv Bonber. 2 1-223
Fitzgerald's blk s Killarney 12 3 3 2

Time, 2:25, 2:19£, 2:20,2:22, 2:25$.

Sandwiched within the final heats of the previous race

there was a trot for a purse and sweepstakes between Emma
Anderson, who was slightly the favorite in the betting over
Eros, while Loretta and Milkmaid sold in the field. Emma
Anderson and Eros showed most prominently in the first

heat, which was taken by the former in 2;42£, with Eros,

Loretta and Milkmaid in the order mentioned. Emma now
sold for $40, with $25 for Erosaud $10 for the field. Loretta
made a bold bid for the second heat, and speedily getting

Emma and Eros into difficulties she won in a jog in 2:39,

with Emma second, Eros third, and Milkmaid distanced. A
rush in the chances of Emma caused her to bring S70 in the

pools against $25 for Eros and $12 for the field. Eros now
showed good speed and staying qaalities, as he took the three
ensuing heats and race in 2:36&. 2:34}, 2:34}, Emma Anderson
being second on each occasion, thus securing second money,
while the backers of Eros were jubilant at having secured a

good return on their outlay.

Puree and Stake of $250; mile heats, three in five.

F. H. Burke's b s Eros by Electioneer 2 2 111
Owner's b m Emma Anderson 1 1 2 3 1

Owner's b m Loretta 3 a 3 3 3

Owner's b m Milkmaid 4 dis.

Time, 2:42$, 2:39, 2:36j, 2:34i, 2:34*.

Notice of Penalties and Reinstatements of the
American Trotting Association.

The following persons and horses are suspended for non-
payment of entrance: By order of the Kewanee District

Agricultural Board, Kewanee, Ills.:

D. F. Seacord, Galesburg, Ills., and s g Kobert S.

E. Hall, Busbnell, Ills., and s m Orphan Babe (runner).

H. L. Simon and Bobert Deathridge, Rio, Ills., and b h
Bob L. (runner.)

Louis Holmes, Westport, Mo , and b m Little Jennie
(pacer) suspended by order of the Kansas State Fair Associ-

ation, Topeka, Kans., for non-payment of entrance, are rein-

stated, the claim having been paid.

Bowman & Sons, Clyde, Kansas, and blk h Elector, sus-

pended by order of the Kansas State Fair Association, Topeka,
Kaos. t for non-payment of entrance, are reinstated, the claim

having been paid.

A. B. Kenaga, Urbana, Ohio, and gr m Moss Agate, sus-

, pended by the Southern Ohio Fair, Dayton, O., for non-pay-

\
xnent of entrance, are reinstated, the claim having been paid

: under protest.

E. L. Canneld, Tama City, Iowa, and b h Trouble, sus-

pended by order of the Manning Union Fair and Driving

J Park Association, Manning, Iowa, for non-paymtnt of en-

t
trance, are reinstated, the claim having been paid.

A. A. Bombeck and George Van Vleet, Kansas City, Mo.,

\ Buspended by order of the Audrain County A. and M. Asso-

, ciation, Mexico, Mo., are reinstated, the claim and penalty

I
having been paid.

C. Beebe and J. C. Burns, Wahoo, Neb., suspended by
i order of the Audrain County A. and M. Association, Mexico,

j
Mo ., are reinstated, the claim and penalty having been paid

, under protest.

By order of the Springfield and Southwestern Agricultural

i and Mechanical Association, Springfield, Mo., C. H. Mills,

,
8t. LoniB, Mo., and ch m Flyaway are fined S100 for viola-

i tion of Rules 31 and 32, and are suspended from all tracks

of members of the American Trotting Association until the

tine is paid and the premiums won returned.

October 10, 1887. J. H. Steinxb, Secretary.

Stonehenge od Breeding.

In a short conversation with a gentleman a few days ago,

he signified that he had become a convert to the doctrine that

in-breeding in race-horses was prejudicial, and under his pres-

ent convictions he would value very little a sUlhon who had

two near crosses cf the same blood in his pedigree. Count

Lendorbfl's teachings were the means of his conversion, and

he laid particular stress on ihe tables prepared by that gentle-

man. Tables without being fuhy explained are misleading.

In the case of in-bred animals they are particularly so. There

is such an abhorrence of incestuous coupling in the human
race that breeders of horses are loth to try it, and for one

animal bred in this way there are hundreds where out-crossing

has been the rule, especially with mares of a high class.

The owner of such would not try experiments, or go outside

ot the bea'.en path, and heuce there is scarcely an lllustrition

ot iu breeding iu Hues of high merit. Iu old times in this

cuuncry there were a few iustauces of such close in-breed-

ing to Sir Archy in two cases, at least, where he was cjupled

*ith "own" daughters, and in boihof them it was successful.

'Double Archya" were highly valued, and there was good

reason why they should be. Ere lung we will present a few

of the results of in-breeding in America, and also extracts

from Count Lendorhffs interesting book.

Iu*»iid-iu Breeding.
"When any new breed of animals is tirst introduced into

this country, iu-and-in breeding (t>y which is to be under-
stood the pairiug of relations within the decree of seoond
cuusius twice or more in succession) can scarcely beavuided;
and hence, when first the vulue of the Aiab was generally
recognized, the breeder of the race-hurse of those days could
uot well avoid hHving recourse to the plan. Thus we nud,
in the earlj pages uf the Stud book, constant instances of

very close iu-breeding, often carried to such an extent as to

bccuine incestuous. The result was uur ruuderu thuruugh-
ured; but it does not follow that because the plan auswereu iu

prouueing that celebrated kind of animal, u will be equally
auccessful iu .keeping up the breed in its original perfection.

Iu "British Rural Spurts," I have given a series oi examples
uf success resulting ironi each plan, which I shall nut now
repeat, merely remarking tbat the opiuiOu which I formed
frum an attentive examination of them remains unchanged.
This opinion was expressed iu the following words:

—

"If the whole of the pedigrees to which I have drawn at-

tention are attentively examined, the breeder can have no
hesitation in cumiug to the conclusion that in-ureediug, car-

ried out once or twice, is not only not a bad practice, but is

likely to be attended with good results. Let him ask what
horses have been the most remarkable of late years as stal-

lions, and, with very few exceptions, he will find they were
considerably in-bred. It has been remarked that the Touch-
stone and Defence blood almost always hits with the Selim;
but it is forgotten that the one was already crossed with that

horse, and the other with his brother Rubeos. On the other
hand, the Whisker blood in the Colonel has not succeeded so
well, it being made up of much crossed and more distantly
related particles, and therefore not hitting with the Selim and
Castral blood, like his cousins, Touchstone and Defence. It

has, however, partially succeeded when in-bred to the Waxy
and Buzzard blood, as in Chatham and Fngleman, who both
reunite these three strains. The same applies to Coronation,
who unites the Whalebone blood in Sir Heicules with that of

Rubens in Ruby; but as Waxy and Buzzard, the respective
ancestors of all these horses were both grandsons of Herod,
and great grandsons of Snap, it only strengthens the argument
in favor of in-breeding. This conclusion is in accordance with
the 14th and 15th axioms, which embody the state of our pres-
ent knowledge of the theory of generation; and if they are
examined they will be seen to bear upon the present subject,

so as to lead one to advise the carrying out ot the practice of

in-and-in breeding to the same extent as has been found so
successful in the instances which I have given. Purity of

blood is intimately connected with the practice, because the
nearer it is to one standard the more unmixed it is and
by consequence the more fully it is represented in the prod-
uce. Hence, it is doubly needful to take care that this pure
blood is of a good kind; because, if bad, it will perpetuate its

bad qualities just as closely as it would the good, or perhaps
still more so."

I have nothing to add to these remarks, and if I were to

adduce the few instances in their support which can have
ocenred since 1S55-6, when they were written, I should add
little to the mass of evidence which I have already collected.

An appeal to the past can only be answered in the way which
I have recorded; for the evidence of repeated success in re-

sorting to the practice of in-breeding is too strong to be gain-

said. We will now consider whether the effects of an out-

cross are of superior or equal value.

Out-Crossing.

Between in-and-in breeding, which I have defined as the
pairing of animals within the relationship of seoond cousins,
and the opposite extreme of uniting those which are not at all

allied in blood, there are many degrees; but, as in the thor-
ough-bred horse, there are scarcely two iu the Stud book
which cannot be traced back to the same stock in one or
more lines, we do not generally understand "a cross"
to demand absolute distinctness of blood. For instance,
Teddington is generally considered as the result of

as marked a cross as we ever meet with in the mod-
ern Stud-book. For five generations the same name
never appears in the pedigree tables of his sire and dam; but
in the sixth we find the name of Sir Peter occur three times
on the side of his sire, and twice on that of his dam, besides
six other lines of Herod blood on the part of the Bire and
eight on that of the dam. Bere, therefore, there was a re-

turn to the original lines of blood, which had been in-bred
twice each, after five successive departures from them as far

as could be effected in this particular kind of horse. These
last are called "crosses, " though not being exactly the reverse
of in-breeding, for the reason, as I before remarked, that an
absolute freedom from relationship is not to be found, or, if

so, extremely rarely. Breeders very often fancy that they
out two animals together which are without any correspond-
ing lines or strains of blood iu their composition; whereas, iu

point of fact, the relationship exists only four or five degrees
off. The horse and mare are, perhaps, fourth or fifth cousins,
often second or third; but, iu examining the Stud-book, the
blood of the sire, grandsire, Hud great-grandsire is apt to be
forgotten, because it is not given, tbe name only being men-
tioned. In the book to which I have already alluded, I have
inserted h long series of pedigree tables, drawD out to the
sixth generation, with a reference also to the earlier pedigrees,
by which, at one glance, the breeder may see how constantly,

i

in going back, the same name3 occur in every table. Eclipsa,

Herod and Conductor, the three ci-ntemporarv descendants
uf tua Durlev Arao, tne byerley Turn, aud tue (i<jdulphia

Barb, or one of their immediate descendants, will be seeu in
tbe nftb, sixth, or beventh remove of all our thoroughbred
horses, and often tne names of all three will he found repeated
four, five, or six limes Hpiece; yet the horse itself wLose ped-
igree is heing examined, as iu the instance of Teddingtun, is

considered to be the produce of a cross, and is not, the.efure,
said to be in-bred.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Eacli Plan,
Having thus explained the meaning of the two terms, and

having, in "British Rural Sports," collected a series of ex-
amples of success in crossing nearly equal in number to those
adduced in which in-breeding had been resorted to advantage-
ously. I shall now proceed to say a few words upon the prob-
able advantages to be derived from each plan. Iu tbe first

place, it may be laid down that nearly an equal number of
good horses have lately been bred byadop'iug either mode of
proceeding; but no first-rnte horse has appeared who^e pa-
rents were iucestuuuiy allied. Iu the secuud place, it may
be gathered from experimeuts with horses and uther domes-
tic animals, that very close in-breeding, contiuued for any
length of time, is apt to develop the wtab points in tLe con-
stitutions uf the breed in which it is adopter!. Tbe c*utiuus
breeder, therefore, will do well to avoid running ibis risk,

and will strive to obtain what be wants wiihont baviog re-

course to the practice, though, at the snrue time, he will make
up bis mind that it is unwise to sacrifice a single poiut with
this view. Experience tells us thut it is useless to expect to
develop a new property or quality in tbe next generation by
putting a female entirely deprived uf it to a male which pos-
sesses it even in a marked degree. Sume instances of suc-
cess will attend the adoption of this course, but as a rule it

cannot be relied on in tbe majority of instances. Thus, a
slow, stout mare, containing no lines of fast blood in her ped-
igree, will not he likely tu breed a fast colt, thoieh put to a
flying stallion whose blood is not stout in a considerable
proportion of his ancestry. Two or three consecutive crosses
with tbe same or similar blood will almost of a surely effect

the object; but the first will rarely do so. Again, we know
if we put two auimals together, equally in-hred or eqnally
crossed, the produce is. ou tbe whule. as likely to lesemble
the one parent as the other, though there may tie a difference
of opinion as to particular points. But. ii not thus equally
composed of similar elements, the more in-^red parent will

be represented in a greater proportion than the crossed oue;
and bence it follows that it it is desired to keep up the qual-
ities of the horse or mare in his or her descendant, the mate
must be selected, if possible, less in-breed than he or she is.

"West Austialian himself and his stock are excellent examples
of this theory. His sire. Melbourne, was the result of a
series of crosses; while his dam, Mowerina, was in bred to

Whalebone and Whisker, own brothers; and her sire and dnm
were second cousins. The result has been, that both in "The
West" and in his stock the Whalebone element ha3 been uni-
versally manifested, and not the slightest trace of Melbourne
has ever appeared, as far as my knowledge of his stock allows
me to judge. This is in perfect accordance with the 13th
axiom in the epitome of the laws which govern the breeding
of our domestic animals.

Peculiar Horses.

"There goes a horse," said an old sport, leaning over the
fence at tbe Driving Park the other day, " that has broke
about every man that ever had anything to do with him, and
he ain't such a mighty handsome animal at that, either," and
he pointed toward a big chestnut gelding that galloped lazily

by on his way to the starting-post. "He's a hard horse to

bet against, and a mighty sight harder to bet upon, I'm tell-

ing you." The horse that he referred to was old Revoke,
and a better specimen of an "in and outer" can not be found
in a year's circuit traveling, unless, perhaps. Biddy Bowling
is excepted. "When old Doc Farrell, a well-known veterinary
surgeon of St. Louis had him he kept the old gentleman
guessing two-thirds of the time, and so disgusted did he be-

come that in the fall of 18S4 he sold him to R. C. Pate, whose
blue and white stripes were then in the zenith of their pop-
ularity. It was then that Pate's trouble began. When the
horse was apparently fit to run for a man's life and the Btable
had backed him up to the hilt, he would run a race that
would discount the poorest performance of a counterfeit sell-

ing plater. The very next day, perhaps in much better com-
pany, and with fifteen or twenty pounds more in the saddle, he
would run a grand race, and then the stable would have not
so much as a single dollar on his chances. Such an erratic

performer was he that R. C. Pate once feelingly remarked,
"To own such a mean cuss as that is enough to ruin any
man's reputation for honesty on the turf. Why he never
runs two races alike, and when you tbink he won't he'll win,
and when you think he'll win he won't.
With the breaking up of the Pate stable, the chestnut geld-

ing passed into the hands of his present owner, and running
in his colors his porformance have been 60 erratic as to cause
many people to account for it by the statement that "he has
a Kiley cross in his pedigree."

There may be just a grain of common sense in that state-

ment, but if Tom Kiley's books could be examined by an
expert, the chances are that they would show that the old
gelding had cost Tom more than he had ever earned. The
last time that he won he carried 115 pounds and Tom rode
himself.

"You're a fine bird, you are," he said, addressing the old
gelding, as he removed the saddle in front of the weighing
stand; "You're a pretty bird."

"What's the matter, Tom?" asked a friend, "What are you
finding fault with the old horse for?"

"What for? I'll tell you what for. The other day he carried
ninety pounds in the same company and I backed him straight

and place, and where did he finish? Last, yes sir, the last

horse in the race. To-day I didn't have a cent on him either
way, and he wins as easy as falling off a log. I'd just like to

know just when the old cuss is out for the money myself,
blamed if I wouldn't. I think I'll send him a list of the odds
before a race, hereafter, and see if I can find out whether ho
thinks it's worth while winning or not. If I can find out,
I'll be a rich man in a year." And Tom looked like he
meant every word of it.

—

Hyder Alt.

Harry Wilkes' name will appear among the list of speed-
producing sires, Billy Wilkes, one of the five foals got by him,
having made a record oi 2:29£ at Lincoln, 111., on the last day
of August. Billy Wilkes is a brown horse, seven years old,

out uf Dora Seldon by Clark Chief, and has always been used
in the stud.

Matt Storn desires notice given to owners and trainer?
two exercise boys, Thomas and Daniel Murphy, brother:
have left his employ without cause, and the rules will

invoked against any owner or trainer employing them.
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Removal Notice-
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Willows, Oct. 19th. 'J.jth to 2lst.

Eureka Jockey Club. Noveu ber 2^d to 26th.

Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association Oct. 29th to Nov. 6th.

Closing of Entries.

>OV£>IUEK ltfth. -Eureka .lockey Club.

Ansel.

The success of Ansel in hid tirst race on the Bay Dis

trict Track last Saturday is gratifying to us in many
respects. Three years ago we saw him and Whips trot a

mile in 2:29 at Palo Alto, and at the time made a proph-

esy that he would gain great distinction thereafter.

That was in the early part of the season, and when Palo

APo trotted a public ttial as a two-year-old on the Bay

District iu 2:23$, Mr. Marvin assured us that the son of

Annette had improved so much that he considered him

the best colt he had ever driven. We have never sought

to discover what he bad shown in private, being aware

how captious the criticisms would be, aud, further than

to vaticinate at rare intervals, have paiiently awaited the

time when he would "appear in public." There has

been a constant succession of misfortunes. The exact

ailments we are unacquainted with, though they have

been sufficient to throw hira out of training again and

again. While pleasing, indeed, to have predictions ful-

filled, there has been another source of gratification of still

greater moment, that being the breeding of Ansel. Here

is the genealogy:

Ansel, b s, 16 hanrJs; fooled April 29, 18S0; bred by
Lelauu StaLford, Palo Alto. By Electioneer.

First d.»w, Annette, by Lexington.

Second daw, Grey E»gleuiare, by Grey Eagle.

Third duru, Mary Morris, by Medoc.

Fourth dam, Mi=s Oualiuute, by Sumpter.

Fifth daw, Jeuuie Slamerkio, by Tiger.

Sixth daw, Paragou, by iwD. Buzzard.

Seventh daw, Iudiuua, by Butler's Columbus.

Eighth dam, Jaue fluut, by Wade Hampton's Paragon.

Ninth dam, Moll, by imp. Figure.

Teuth, darn Old Slaweiain, by imp Wildair.

Eleventh dam, imp. Cub mare, by Cub.

Twelfth dam, Amaraoiuua, dam by Second.

Tuiiteenth dam, daw of Leede's Flash and Fop by Starling.

Fourteenth dam, sister to Vane's Little Partner, by Croit's

Partner.
FdteeDth dam, eistertoGuy, by Greyhound.

Sixteenth dam, Browu Farewell, by Makeless.

Seventeenth dam, by Brimmer.
Eighteenth dam, by Place's White Turk.

Nineteenth dam, bv Dudswortb.

Tweutieth dam, Layton Baib mare.

There is no question about this pedigree. Not a link

wanting on the side of the dam, and tracing to the

imported Cub mare from which more race-horses have

deceuded than auy other mare in the American S'ud

Book. Annette was the dam of Camilla Urso, the bes

>f the gel of Ljdi, and also of Chanc* who ran very ere-

ditabl), though bis sire. Venture, had a trotting record

of 2:274. That two stallions have been bred nt Pali

Aho fioin thoroughbred mares with record* of 2:20$ and

2:24 will be sotueibing of a revelation 'o the scribe whe

auibonratively s'atediu tb« Breeder's Gazette, some limn

.i"0, hat the experiment of Gov. Standard of breeding

trotters from thoroughbred marea, had been such a total

failure that it had been given up. The end is not yet.

List week we copied the introduction to the Palo Alto

Catalogue for 1887. In that there in a brief—so brief that

it can only be termed a statement— that there was a

"breed" in California called St. Clair's. That race has

earned the distinction of being credited a ''trotting

family" by sheer force of merit, and forced its way into

a. prominent place, despite the strongest efforts to keep it

under.

In giving it a place more prominent than others in the

.reface, the writer was governed by a sense of duty to

. ne class, and also to correct an erroneous impression

\ revailing iu the East that it was an inferior strain.

In gaining the distinction of "The fastest five miles

either pacing or trotting; the fastest record up to 1874.

ine fastest and second fastest two-year old record, the

Jastest four-year-old; and three of the blood with records

below 2:19," even prejudice must give way. With the

exception of Occident and Ltdy S:. Clair, the performers

alluded to were bred at Palo AUo, aud when the other

stock of that breeding farm is taken into consideration,

it will be conceded that the places could not have been

secured without extraordiuary qualifications.

Our purpose in this and succeeding articles -will be to

show the wonderful collection of brood-mares which have

been gathered into the fields and paddocks of Palo Alto,

a^d endeavor to draw information therefrom regarding

th.-i breeding of fast trotters.

Begiuniug with mares which are grouped under the

letter A, twenty four are presented. Of these four are

bv Electioneer, one by Gaorge Lincaster, one by Rys-

d^ k's Hambletouian, one by Toronto Sontag, one by

Fallis, one by Nutwood, one by Ashland, one by Ken-
. .cky Prince, one by John Nelson, one by Mohawk
-Dief, two by Almont, two by Messenger Duroc, one by

^lambletonian Chief, one by Black Donald, three by

general Benton, aud two by Whipple's Hambletonian.

-here are sixteen sires of mares the names of which com-

d ence with A, one of them throroughbred. There are

weuty in the B list, and the sires not mentioned before

are: A. W. Richmond, Blarneystone, Beutonian, Idol,

Knight of St. George, Piedmont, The Moor and Wildidle

To simplify, the mares which come under A, B and C
are 64, and the sires in alphabetical order are:

Rep re.

Almont 2
Arthurton 3

AbdallabStar 1

litntonian 1

A. W. Richmond 2
black Diamond 1

L larwyxtone 1

Don Victor 1

Del Sur ;. 1

Dictator 1

Electioneer 8

Fallis , 2
Fred Low 3
Geo. Lancaster 1

Gen'). Benton 11

Repre.
Hambletonian Chief 1

Idol 1

John N^Irou 1

Krntne.ky Prince 3
Knight of St. George 1

Messenger Duroc 3
Mohawk Chief 3
Nutwood 1

Piedmont 2

Rysdyk's Hainbletoutan. . 2

The Moor 1

Toronto Sontag 1

Vigil 1

Whipple's Hambletonian . 2

Wildidle 1

Thirty sires, of which five are thoroughbred. With

the additions which come in .7hen the other letters are

presented, it will become apparent that there is not a

strain of trotting blood which is not represented in the

mares, and in order that this important information be

presented at once the catalogue will be gone over, and

all of t he sires of broDd-mares incorporated in this article,

the arrangement and further analysis of the strains

back of the top cross appearing in subsequent issues.

Thoroughbreds are marked in italics.

Planet, Billy Townes, Sultan, George Wilkes, Clark

Chief, Norfolk, Woodburn, Express, Robert E. Lee, Long-

fellow, Berlin, Volunteer, Shannon, Enquirer, Harry Clay

(Coming's), Asteroid, Governor Sprague, Primus, Ham-
bletonian Prince, Paul's Abdallah, Yorktown, Gooding's

Champion, Hurrah, Reserve, McCrackeu's Black Hawk,
Carr's Mambrino, Shultz's St. Clair, Lodi, Homer, Gen-

eral Taylor, Joseph, William's Minuriuo, Three Cheers,

St. Clair, Stauifer's Woful, Alexander's Norman, Clay

Pilot, Henry Clay, Hambletonian Jr., Hercules, Mambrino
Pilot Wissaliickon, Milton Medium, Sparkle, Leinstcr,

Enquirer, Knox, Olengary, Owen Dale, Ware's Bismarck,

Iiificman, Contractor, Thorndale, Nephew, Monday,

Signal, lliuoli. Flood, Hamlet, Leveller, Alexander's Bel-

u. out, Geo. M Patchen Jr., Foreigner, Mahomet, 1'ipper-

ary, Baird's Hambletonian Prince, Speculation.

A grand array, truly, which only lacks a trio to make
ui the hundred. It could scarcely be otherwise that in

tfcis immense collection of brood-mares that noted strains

w-uld be found, but until an examiner went carefully

ovjr the whole catalogue he would not be prepared for

ti e exhibition. Iu ihtse days when the blood of Rys-

dyk's Hambletonian is so thoroughly appreciated, it

would be reasonable to expect that this blood would pre-

aominate. Even in so small a portion of the catalogue

as is embraced in the letters A, B and C, there are two

mares by Hambletonian and six of his sons are repre-

sented. Electioneer has eight mares in this division,

Messenger Duroo three, Mohawk Chief three, Arthurton

Ihree, Dictator and Hambletonian Chief each one. In

direct descent on the paternal side from Hambletonian

are Alinunt two, Whipple's Hambletonian two, Pied-

mont two and Fallis two. Thus, in 64 mares, compris-

ing the group under these letters, twenty-nine are

descended from Htmbletoiian on the side of the sire,

some having a double portion through sire and dam,
while those by others than sires of Hambletonian descent

derive the blood through their dams.

General Benton has eleven brood-mares in the division,

six of which have the blood through their dams. The

three representatives of Kentucky Prince are from mares

by Rysdyk's Hambletonian, aud Don Victor, Abdallah

Star, Toronto Sontag and Wildidle, in their single names,

are all from dams having more or less of the famous

blood.

Forty-two cf the sixty-four possess the fashionable

strain, and wiih the opportuui'y for "in-breeding" aud

"out-crossing" there is at Palo Alto, there can be li'tle

questiou of it sustaining the fame already acquired.

Wallace's Tear Book affjrdstoe information that Rysdyk's

Hambleiouiau got ninety-nine sires of four hundred and

twenty-five performers, and were his grandsons brought

in, the list would be "ponderous." From the same source

we learn that there are thirty-seven dams of forty-three

performers, so that it is no light task to keep up the pace

which has been set.

What these sixty-four mares have done will be the

subject of the next article.

Object Lessons—Ele:tioaeer Stallions and
Blood of Tneir Dams-

Anteeo, 2:16£. grandam thoroughbred.

Autevolo, 2:19£, four yeirs old, "separately timed" in

the race with Htrry and Guy Wilkes when five year9

old in 2:16£, grandam thoroughbred.

Albert W., 2:20, dam Trustee and Abdallah.

Palo Alto, 2:20£, thoroughbred dam.

Ansel, 2:24, thoroughbred dam.

Rexford, 2:24, three years old, dam General Benton,

American Star and Rysdyk's Hambletonian.

St. Bell, 2:24$, four years old, dam Clay, Pilot Jr.,

Mambrino Chief, AbdalKh.

Sphinx, 2:24£, three years old, dam Alexander's Bel-

mont and Pilot Jr.

Clay, 2:23, five years eld, dam Henry Clay and thor-

oughbred.

Clifton Bell, 2:2o£, four years old, dam American Star,

Rysdyk's Hambletonian.

Bell Boy, 2:27£, two years old, brother to St. Bell.

Thus we have shown that of the four fastest entire

sons of Electioneer one is from a thoroughbred dam,

the two fastest having a thoroughbred graudam. Let

us take some other illustrations Harold for instance:

Maud S , 2:08$, thoroughbred grandam.

Noontide, 2:20£, thoroughbred grandam.

Mattie Gtahaui,2:21£. Mambrino Chief.

The fastest of the get of Harold outside of the three

named is Hartford, 2:25, he being from a Mambrino
Chief mare.

Now for Dictator

—

Jay-Eye See, 2:10, thoroughbred grandam.

Phallas, 2:13$, d»m hY Clark Chief.

Director, 2:17, dam by Mambrino Chief.

Alexander's Belmont

—

Nutwood, 2:18$. thoroughbred grandam.

Wedgewood, 2:19, dam by Woodford, thoroughbred.

Pilot Jr.—
John Morgan, 2:2i, thoroughbred dam.

Pilot Temple, 2:24£, dam of Flora Temple.

Tattler, 2:26, thoroughbred dam.

Norman

—

Lula, 2:14$, dam by imp. Hooton, thoroughbred.

May Queen, 2:20, dam Arabian and thoroughbred,

Mambrino Chief —
Lady Thorn, 2:18£, dam by Gano, thoroughbred.

Woodford Mambrino, 2:2 1£, dam by Woodford, thor-

oughbred.

Breeders who are not entirely blinded by prejudice, or

their vision obstructed by thinking there is a vital necessity

to decry thoroughbred blood in fast trotters, should cer-

tainly see the bearing the above lessons have on the ques-

tion. The fastest trotter and the second iu the "record"

being granddaughter and grandson of thoroughbred

mares. Theu the second of the get of Harold, Noontide,

has also a thoroughbred giaudam, and there is 12$

seconds between this mare with a "strictly thoroughbred"

cross in the second generation and the fastest of her sires

get from a strictly trotting cross, and that so potent as

Mambrino Chief. The next picture is equally as demon-

strative.

Dictator leads the record in having the two fastest,

Jay Eye-See and Phallas, yet there is 3$ second* in favor

of the grandson of a thoroughbred mare, ' though, as

Phallas is a s'allion, and only one- half a second behind the

fastest record for that class, it will not be unfair to place

the performances on an equality. Mambrino Chief
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again figures quite prominently, as the dam of PhaUas
was a granddaughter of that horse, and the dam of

Director, who is third in Dictator's list, a daughter.

Alexander's Belmont presents a clearly cut picture.

His fastest, Nutwood, has a thoroughbred grandam, and
his second, Wedgewood, had one thoroughbred grandaire,

while a sister to Nutwood has a record of 2:24$, and
there iali'tla question that thedaoi of Dick Moore, 2:22£,

was by Monmouth Eclipse.

Pilot Jr. comes out with great biilliancy on the can-

vas. Without troubling ourselves about the breeding of

his dam, there is no line of blood which figures more
prominently.

What would it have amounted to without the aid of the

thoroughbred? By all odds his best daughters had
thoroughbred dams. His fastest was froai a thorough-

b.ed Diare, and his second fastest entire son alsu from a

thoroughbred. "When it comes to procreative qualities

there is no comparison between Pilot Temple and Tat-

tler. The former we do not find in " Wallace's Tear
Book," whereas Tattler is credited with Voltaire, 2:20£,

Iudianapolis, 2:21; Slander, 2:2S£; Eumor, 2:29£; and the

pacer Gossip, 2:18.

Alexander's Norman has a daughter which trotted in

2:14jJ some ten years ago, and her dam was by imported

Hooton, by Despot, his dam by Catton, the sire of

Trustee. The next and only other of the get of Norman
to trot in 2:30 or better was May Queen, and her dam
was by Crockett's Arabian, and he was by Mokhladi, an

imported Arabian, from Kate Crockett, the dam of

Lula.

Mamhrino Chief has one which beat 2:20, Lady Thorn,

2:181, and her dam was by Gauo, a sou of American
Echpse, and so well thought of as a race-horse that he

was matched for a large sum against Boston. Wood-
ford Mambrino was not far off with 2:21£, and his dam
was by the thoroughbred Woodfoid.

We omitted a prominent figure in the above list, viz.:

Lucy by Geo. M. Patchen. She was the only one by
that renowned stallion to show the teens, 2:18£, and her

dam was by May Day, a son of Henry, the competitor

of Eclipse, and her grandam by Prizefighter, a son of

imported Expedition.

It would require a large blackboard to outline every

lesson found in the records, though it is enough to show
what a factor the blood of the race-horse has been in

"producing" "performing" animals.

When the breeding can be positively established it will

be found that every trotter of great merit is not far

removed from that source of speed and endurance.

entrance g*te. Return tickets only C03t one-quarter of
a dollar, aud the trips across the biy are well worth that
at this grand season of the year.

The Coming Race Meeting.

Never in the history of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association has there been a better prospect for a bril-

liant meeting than is now presented for the Fall Meet-

ing of 1887. Never before were the entries so numerous,

never a better showing for hotly contested races. There

are so many horses engaged which have exhibited such

high form, and these being found in every one of the six-

teen races, that it can hardly result otherwise than in

grand sport, and that not confined to one day bat ex-

tending through the meeting.

As an illustration we will take the initiatory race of

the meetiug. It is aptly named the Introductive prurse,

with the following conditions:

$400, of which $_0 to second; $25 to thirdj for three-year-

olds and upwards. Winners this year of two races of the

aggregate value of SI, 000 to carry five pounds extra. Non-
wiuners this year allowed five pounds. Maidens allowed 10

pounds. One mile and a sixteenth.

Now, the cracks engaged are Grover Cleveland,

Edelweiss, Eepetta, Triboulet, Lizzie Dunbar, Kenney

and Notidle, but there are six others, among them Alta,

who will have a five-pound allowance, and others ten

and it may be fifteen pounds allowance.

Some have acquired the honor of a five-pound penalty,

so that, taken all through, it will be guessing and guess-

ing, with a wide variance in the views of those who

plume themselves on being experts.

We have not the least hesitation in promising that

the track will be put and kept in the best possible condi-

tion. This we do from the certainty that the pro-

prietor will spare no efforts on his part, and there is noth-

ing lacking. Plenty of water, ail the necessary tools,

men and horses, water wagons, harrows, etc., to com-

plete the outfit. Those who pride themselves on being

weatherwise predict that the present glorious weather

will continue until the November new moon, and those

who are speculatively inclined offer wagers which prove,

at least, that they are sincere in their belief.

As that is on the 15th prox., ten days after the close, so

that the advocates of the "dark of the moon" for a

Pluvial dispensation will also be obliging enough to

carry the rains over uutil thu meeting is a thing of the

In all probability arrangements will be made with the

railway officials to run half-hourly trains, and stop

them on the siding which is only a few steps from the

"How to Establish a Trotting Pedigree."

We were much gratified to receive an article from Mr.
J. H. Wallace under the above "heading," and feel sure

that our readers will appreciate the views expressed.

In the first place we will reply to hid query "When we
fail to get absolute proof, shall we then take it for

granted?"
By no means, without sustained by evidence which is

a stronger presumption of the breeding claimed than

that if to the contrary.

Absolute proof is difficult to obtain. Without a

breeder can positively testify that there was no oppor-

tunity for the mare to become "stinted," still, if a reput-

able breeder were to stale that a certain stallion was the

sire and a certain mare the dam of an animal he bred,

an affidavit that covered all the circumstances would not

be required.

The sentence which Mr. Wallace quotes and approves

is so constructed that there might be a negative meaning,

and that if it could not be absolutely "proven" it should

be taken for granted. The intention was to impress on
the minds of those who furnish the breeding of horses to

present proper proofs, or plainly state the reasons why
such proofs cannot be obtained. In that case, as is often-

times known in the breeding of race-horses, there may be

collateral evidence which fixes the paternity in a meas-

ure, though still leaving it an open qu 'Stiou.

Thus in Thorminby, Melbourne or Windbound has to

share the paiernity, although it is so certain that Wind
hound was the sire that he is given in all of the tabulated

pedigrees, or rather the ancestry of Windhound is carried

out. Lady Amanda was bred to Norfolk the 12th of

March. After she was brought home she "broke" and

was stinted to Thad Stevens the 30th of May. Her foal

came the 27 th of April, so that it was as near absolute

proof as well could be that the offspiing was by Thad

Stevens. Very properly the racing rules require that

both should be given when making an entry, and "Nor-

folk or Thad Stevens" be in the paternal column.

The points which Mr. Wallace presents are to the point.

There is not a man in the whole wide range of Mr. Jchn-

8ton's acquaintance who would not accept his word as

though it were endorsed by the affidavits of a dozen

good men and true. Still, the most truthful might be

deceived, and why he gives the dam of Arrow as by
Crichton and his grandam by Argyle is a pertinent ques-

tion. He might have become her owner through pur-

chase, and her seller misrepresented.

Crichton died the property of Mr. Johnston, and he

assuredly would know something about his progeny if

even he did not breed the mare, ard consequently there

is little doubt of his being able to establish all that he

claims.

We were aware that nothing less than absolute proofs

will be required to establish the breeding of Arrow,

The statement has been made and reiterated that horses

with thoroughbred blood, that is, which had a prepon-

derance of that blood, did not pace, and though there

have been plenty of proofs to the contrary it is still

adhered to by many writers.

There has never been an instance in which the repu-

tation will be as complete as that of Arrow. He has

excelled all previous performances so far that there is

scarcely room for comparison.

That his breeding is as Mr. Johnston has stated it, so

far as came under his observation, we have not the least

doubt, and feel the utmost confidence that it will be

established in the thorough manner Mr. Wallace directs,

There is a chance that Gen. Beale's Littlejohn may be

the sire of the mare bred to Arvgle, aud it may also

prove that he was a grandson of Fashion. Mr. Maillard
brought to California one grandsoD, and he may have
brought another which went to southern California, or

it might be that 'the brown colt by imported Eclipse

from Etiquette was brought here by Geu. Beale. This

is the merest conjecture, however, and has no bearing

on the question.

Mr. Wallace accepts an old custom in California as

still prevailing, though it is certain that neither Rich-

mond, Crichton nor Arygle ever ran with a band of

mares.

Racine and Peciner at Oakland-

Poisonous Weeds.

Editor Bkeedes and Sportsman:—In looking over the

Breeder Axn Sportsman of Oct. 1st, my attention was drawn
to the poisoning of Mr. Bassfovd's colts. He Bays that there

were cockleburrs around the edge of the lacoon. In all

probability aa the water receded late in the spring the cockle-

burrs might have come op and the colts must have eaten them.

I have lo»t a great many hogs by eating young couklebmrs,

when they Hrst come up, while they are young And tender, be-

fore they get the second leaf. I have lost aa high as 50 head in

twenty-four hours after turniog ODt of the pen, on a sandy
lot, when they were just coming up above the ground
They &re deadly poison, wcise than strychnine. That I

know to be so.

Danville, Oct. 14th. Wm. Meese.

S. B. Whitehead & Co., 20 Leidesdorff Btreet, being the

highest bidder, have been awarded the pool-selling privilege

at the coming meeting of the Blood Horse Association,

There could not be a finer afrcmoou than that of
Thursday at theCukUnd Trotting Park, when there were
two races on the bill. The first was a handicap, d*-»h of
one and oue-half miles, Patti, Ninena and Ruth being
the entries. Patti was largely the favorite in the pools
and she won quite handily in 2:33.

The next was a pacing race the starters L?ns, Haverly,
Minerva. It proved a very close con'est between Lens
and Haverly, Minerva distanced in the second heat.
Lens won the first in 2:31, the second in 2:30, Haverly
getting the third in 2:2o§.

The fourth heat was so suspicious that the judges
d3clared it no heat, and apparently with good reasons,

as 2:39 was the time reported. The fifth heat was wou
by Have) ly in 2:3()£, when the finish wa3 postponed uu-
lil Friday, at 1 p. m.

The proprietor, Mr. Lavens, is making active prepara-
tions for the race meeting, aud should the present fine

weather hold, everything will be in good order. It is

safe to assort that the course will be put in admirable
condition for racing, aud the other adjuuets to a success-
ful meeting all that can be desired.

Strader's Cassius M. Clay Jr.

It is doubtful if any one of the great trotting families has
gained mure rapidly in public favur duriug the past tifieeu
years tban that which had its origin in Henry Cluy, nud lew
uf the members oi thai family are better kuowu tln'uugh the
victories won upou the turf by their descendants lhau
Straders Cassius M. Clay Jr. The circumstances of his
breeding, as give u by H. 1'. Helm iu " American Boadsvers."
id as fallows: A Dr. Spaulding uf Greeupsuurg, Ely., pur-
chased his dam through Joseph H. Goodwin ui New Yl>rk
who bred her and shipped her to Dr. Spauldmg, whose prop-
erty the cult was, fualed Aug. 23, 1853.
^traders (Jussius M, Clay Jr. was got by old Cassius III

Clay, son of Henry Clay, by Andrew Jackson, by Kouug
Bashaw, son of imported Grand Bashaw. His dam was by
Abdallah, by Mambrino, by imported Messenger; second
dam by Lawrence's Eclipse, by American Eclipse, bv Duroc
son of imported Dionied; third dam, the Charles" Hadley
Mare, by imported Messenger. The dam of American
Eclipse was by imported Mesoenger, and the second dam of
Young Bashaw was also a daughter of imported Messenger
giving Strader's Cassius il. Clay a strong inheritance ifom
that famous progenitor of trotting instincts. He was owned
for a time by the Messrs. Strader of Cinciunati, Ohio and in
1876 was purchased by Gen. Withers, proprietor of Fairlawn
Htook Farm, Lexington, Ky., whose property he died Jan
22, 16S2.

He was very highly esteemed by the General, as is apparent
from the following description, taken from Fairlawu cata-
logue of 1S77.

"Cassius M. Clay Jr. is beyond question the highest bred
stallion of the Clay family. Hia sire, eld Cassius M. Clay
stood ut the head of the trotting sires of this noted family'
and his dam had more of the blood of imported Messenger*
and through a more direct aud approved channel thau°he
Charles Kent Mare, tne dam ot Bysdyk's Hambletonian.
Thus C. M. Clay Jr. unites, in a marked degre», the very
beBt strains of the Clay and Abdallah blood. In fact, he is
much more Abdallah than Clay, his dam being by old Abdal-
lah, and thrice inbred to imported Messenger. While de-
scended in the male line from the Clays, and. therefore in
public estimation classed as a Clay, yet few living stallions
have as much of the blooa of imported Messenger coursing
in their veins.

He inherited from his ancestors on both sire and dam's
side wonderful trotting action, and is to-day one of the fast-
est, if not the very fastest trotting stallion of his age in
America. He has trotted in 2:26, and when sixteen years
old made a mile in 2:30}, atLawrenceburg, Iud.. over a third
of a mile track, which, with a horse of his big gait was
equal to about 2:25 on a full mile track. C. M. Clay ia not
ouly a trotter, but is a tine show horse, anJ has taken num-
erous premiums in Kentucky, Ohio, and Indiana, and was
never beaten but once in a show ring. He 13 still inline
health and well preserved, moves like an eight-year-old and
can speed a 2:30 gait, although now tweutv-fuur years' old

While possessing a trotting inheritance o"f the verv strong-
est nature, Strader's Cassius M. Clay was evidently lacking
in some of the elements necessary to constitute a great trot-
ting sire, liis list of 2:30 trotters at the close of last season
contained bat two names, viz., Durango (2-232) and the
black gelding Harry Clay {2:23^); seven of his sous, however
had produced 2:30 performers, the most distinguished of
which is American Clay, whose dam was by imported
Tranby; second dam by Aratos, bv Director, son of the great
Sir Archy. From a highly bred daughter of Berkeley's
Elwin Furrest American Clay got Magic, which in turn was
mated with another highly bred mare and produced Clemmie
G. (2:15£), one of the gamest trotters of her day. Daughters
of Strader's Cassius fcl. Clay are proving very successful speed
producers, when crossed with amnial* possessing an abun-
dance of nerve fores. They have already brought six trotters
found in the 2:30 list. Could this horse have been limited to
such maies as the daughter of imported Tranby, from which
he got American Clay, his fame would have been far creater
than at present. e

Answers to '7-^rresr>ondents.

Qneotiona answered only through these columns. No reclln* h*
mall or telegraph. The name of the writer Hhould accomnln? anquealiona, not Tor publication, hut as a guarantee of aoodS u
tera received without the wriler'n name cannot receive attention.

J. H. M., San Francisco, Cd.
Two colts are sired by the same stallion ont of different

mareB. A claims that these colts aro no relation to each
other whatever. B claims they are. Which wint?
Answer—B wins.

E. Leslie Bainbridge, San Luh Obispo.
I have made a bet about the fastest four-mile time ever

made. We have left it to your paper to decide. I have beei
a subscriber to yonr pnper for some lime, and bhould be mi'
obliged if you would kindly give me the record in your u
issue.

Answer—Ten Broack, fnnr yeais, 101 pounds Lou,
September 27tbt 1876-7 :15$.

v '
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Change ot Date of Entries.

PROGRAMME
OF THE

FALL MEETING
AT THE

OAKLAND
TROTTING PARK
Oct. 19, 20, 21 and 22, '87,

Entries Close I «»'« Joels P. M. Monday,
October 10th. I8h!.

First Day—Wednesday, Oct 19th.

1. Running—Sweepstakes for all ages; $2* entrance
|10 forfeit; $lill added. $W to second, lilrd to Pave

Btake; uon-wiuners ibis yeir allowed fifteen pounds.
Heatt. oi five-eighths ot a mile.

2. Trotting furse S'^u; 2:-i8 Class.

3. Trotting—furge *3u0; 2:2i Class.

Second l>ay-Tliiirsd»y, Oct. 20th.
4. Running—Handicap Bweepatakes for all ages;

$25 entrance, $1U declaration, ?2"U added; Sou to sec-

ond, third to Biive stake. Weights announced Oct.
17th. Declarations due 6 p. m., Oct. 19th. one mile
and a half.

6. Trotting—Purse $400; 2 ;20 Class.
6. Pacing-Purse S20U; 2:35 Class.

Third Bay— » riday, Oct. Slst.

7. Running— Sweepstakes for all ageB; ?20 eacl,

p p , 3l.u added, p>0 to second third to save Btake.

Non-winner* this yc*r allowed fifteen pounds. Heat;,

of three-quarters of a mile.
B. Trottiug-Fur^e $3ju; 2:27 ClaBB.
9. Pacing— Pur.se $3uu; 2:2JC1usb.

Fourth Day—>aluiday, Oct. *22tl.

10. Running— sweepstakes for all ages; 325 en-

trance, $iu forfeit. ?2-'0 a.ided; S-i" to second, third to

nave sta.ke. Non-winners ihis year allowed fifteen

pounds. Heats of a mile.
li. Trotting PurseSmil; 2:24 ClasB.

12. Trotting—Purse $25u; 2:30 Class.

All trotting and pacing racea are the hest three in

five, unless otherwise specified; five to enter and
three to Btart. But the proprietor reserves the right

to hold a less number than five to fill, by the with-
drawal or a proportionate amount of the purse.
Entrance fee 10 per cent, on puree, to accompany
nominations.

,

Hobs£8 Eligible.—The- records of all horses will be
considered that were made before .September 14 1^7.
American Associatiou rules to govern trotting; but

the proprietor reserves the right to trot healB of an>
*wo classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's

racing or to trot a Bpecial race between heats. A
horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to the
enirance money paid in. A'hen less than the required
number of starters appear they may contest for the
entrance money, to be divided as follows: 66% to the
first, and aaj-j ro the Becond.
In all races horses not declared ont hy 6 p. u. of the

day preceding tbe race shall be required to start.

When there is more than one entry by oae person,
or in one tntere&t, the particular horse they are to

start must be named at 6 p. m. of the day preceding the
race. No added money paid for a walk-over except
as otherwise specified. Running races will be con-
ducted under the rules of the Pacific Coast Blood
Horse Association.
Racing colors to be named in entries.
In trotting races, drivers will be required to wear

caps of distinct colore , which must be named in their

entries.
Trotting and pacing purses divided; 50 per cent, to

firBt, 25 per cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, 10

per cent, to fourth horse.
Purses and stakes will be paid each day at the con-

clusion of the racing.
Entries close Monday, October 10th, with the Secre
ary,
J. II. MORRIS. 411 1-2 California St., S. F.
AdmisBion to grounds and grand stands $1 ; Ladies

AMJOUNCEM1-NT.
Races will be given each week during the winter,

weather being favorable.
B w. TjEVEKS, Proprietor.

J. D. MORRIS, Secretary. sept24

GREAT SALE OP

Thoroughbreds
AT PUBLIC AUCTION,

LEXINGTON, KY.,

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
Nov. 15, 16, 17-

Embracing the valuable stallions Bnchanan,
Miser and Erdenbeim. and the choicely bred
brood-mares, yearlings and weanlings formerly
owned by the late OAPT. COTTRILL, the Edgewater
yearlings, get of Sprlncrbok and Warwick, the

royally bred stallions Bertram, Aretiuo, Ton-
tine, Harry HU1 and a large number of brood-

mares from the best raciDg and producing families,

among them the great race-mare Brainbaletta.
Also a valuable lot of two-year-oIdB and yearlings,

the get of the famons sir*>s Longfellow, Ten
Broeck, Mortenier, King Alfonso. Falsetto,
King Ban and others, out of the best producing
dams; in all about aOf) head and representing all the

most distinguished racing families.

Bale will be held at the

STABLES OF

TREACY & WILSON,
And negin at 11 o'clock A. 91.

For catalogues address
S. D, BRUCE, Auctioneer,

Room 1 6. Times Building.
Boct 59 and 42 Park Row, New York.

THE

Washington Park Club,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Announce the following stakes, to close Oct. 15th, 1887, and to be run at their Summer Meeting of 1888.

$1,000. The Drexel Stakes. $1,000.

A sweepstakes for colts three years old {foals of

18P5), 810o each, h f, or only $10 if declared out on

or before February 1st; or S2U April 1st, 1888. All

declarations void unless accompanied with tbe

money; with gl.OiH) added, the Becond to receive $100,

and the third Si 00 out of the stakes. A winner of

any three-year-old stake race of the value of §1 i 00 to

carry three pounds; of §1,500, five pounds; of three

or more three-year-old stake races of any value,

seven pounds extra. Maidens allowed seven pounds.

One mile.

$1,000. Tbe Kenwood Stakes. $1,000.

A sweepstakes for colts two years old (foals of

1 886); $60 each, h f ; or only S10 if declared out on or

before lebruarylst; or slfi by April 1st, 1888. All

declarations void unless accompanied with the

money; with §1,000 added, the second to receive §2(10

and tbe third $100 out of the stakeB. A winner of

any stake race of the value of S1.010 to carry tbree

pounds; of three or more Btake races of any value,

five pounds extra. Maidens allowed seven pounds

Five furlongs.

$1 OOO. Tbe Lakeside Stakes. $1,000.

A sweepstakes for fillies two years old (foals of

1886); ?50 each, h f; or only $10 if declared out on or

before February 1st; or SIB by April 1st, 1888. All dec-

larations void unless accompanied with the money;

with $1,000 added, the Becond to receive §210, and the

third $100 out of the stakes. A winner of any stake

race of the value of @l,u00 to carry three ponndB; of

'bree or more such races of any value, five pounds

extra. Maidene allowed seven pounds. Five fur-

longs.

FIXED EVENTS FOR 1889.
To close Oct. 15th, 1887, to be run at the Summer Meeting of 1889.

$?.50O. Tbe American Derby. £3.500.

A sweepstakeB for three-year-olds (foals of 1886), at

$250 each, S100 f; or OTily i'ii\ if declared out on or
before February 1st; or $40 April 1st, 1889. All
declarations void unless accompanied with tbe
money; with $7,500 added, the second to receive
Sl.GOJ, the third $500, out of the stakes. A winner of
any three-year-old Btake race of tbe value of S2,0.0
lo carry three pounds; of three or more three-year-
old stake races of any value five pounds extra.

Maidens allowed seven pounds. To be run on the
drst day of the meeting. One mile and a half.

$1,500. Tbe Hyde Park stakes. $1,500.
A sweepstases for two-year-olds (foals of 1887);

$100 each, b. f ., or only $iu if declared out on or be-
fore February l, or $30 by April 1st, 1889. All declar-
ations void unless accompanies witb the money; with
$1,600 :idded, the second to receive $300, and the 'hird
$100 out of the stakes. A winner of any stake race
of the value of $l,5l'0to carry three pounds; of thrt-

e

or more stake races of any value five pounds extra.
Maidens allowed seven pounds. Three-quarters of a
mile.

$1,500. Tbe Sheridan Slakes. Si. 500
A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1886)

$100 each, h. f ., or only $10 if declared out on or before

February 1st, or $30 April 1st, 1«89. All declara ions

voll unless accompanieu with tbe money, witb $1,500

added, the second to receive $'00 and the third $100 out
of the stakes. A winner of any three-year-old stake
race of the value of $1,000 to carry three pounds; of
$1,600, five pounds; of three or more such Btakes of
any value, seven pounds extra. Maidens allowed ten
pounds. One mile and a quarter.

$1,OOO. The Englewood Stakes. $l.O00.
A sweepstakes for fillies three years old (foals ot

lSSSi, $100 each, h f ., or only $lo if declared out on or

before February 1st, or$20 April 1st, 1889. All declar-

ations void unless accompanied with the money ; with
$l,00Oadded. the second to receive $200, and the third
$100 out of the stakes. A winner of any three-year-
old stake race of the value of $1,U00 to carry three
pounds^ of $1,500 five pounds; of three or more three-
year-old stake races of any value seven pounds extra.
Maidens allowed seven pound.-*. One mile.

FALL RACES
OF THE

EurekaJockeyClub

EUREKA
i

In addition to the above, additional stakes for two and three-year-olds and all ages will be advertised in dne
time, to close January 15, 1*88.

Please observe that in the above stakes declarations are permitted for a small forfeit.
Turfmen failing to receive entry blanks, can obtain them by applying to the Secretary or at the office of

this paper.
Nominations and all communications to be addressed to the Secretary, Room 27, Palmer House, Chicago,

111.

P. II SHERIDA>, Lleut.-»en. I". S. A., President.
Sept21

J. E. BREWSTER, Secretary.

KILLIP & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS,

99 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

8PECJAL ATTENTION PAID TO BALES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In All Cities and Counties of
tbe State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Gbken, Hon. J. B. Cabb,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. SABeENT.EsQ., Hon, John Bo&sb
SargentB. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Rose, Hon. A. Waleath,
Lob Angeles. Nevada.
J. B. Hagbin, Esq., San Francisco

Represented at Sacramento by Edwin F. Smith,
Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At San Jose by Messrs. Montgomery 4 Rea, Real

Estate Agents.
Being the oldest established firm In the live-stock

business on tins CoaBt, and having conducted the
Important auction sales in thiB line for the paBt
fifteen yearB, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel j us tided in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description
either at auction or private Bale. Our list of corres-
pondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
inence upon the Pacific CoaBt, thus enabling us to
give full publicity to animals placed with us for sale.
Private purchases and sales of live stock of all
descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KI1-LIP A CO . 22 Montgomery Street,
ond

S. B.WHITEHEAD& CO,
LITE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS.

ABE PEEPAEED TO CONDUCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters
And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Our Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for fifteen

years successfully managed all the principal
sales of high-class stock on this Coast.

HUMBOLDT COUNTY, OAL.,

Nov. 2,5,24, 25,26,1887.
FI&ST DAY.

1 Purse $2no.—Running Novelty Race. Free-for-all,
dash of one mile. *3S at first quarter $40 at the half, *50
at the three-quarter and $75 at the mile. All paid-up
entries over five to be added, and equally div.ded
between eacb winner

z. Purse §250.— l rotting. Free for all horses that
have not beaten 2'3s up to Sept. 1st, 1887. (.CadniLe
and Bonner eligible to Btart.) First horse $15 , Becond
S7o. third *2$.

SEC«X1» Ml.
3. MERCHANTS' PURSR, £Jtw. Free-for-all, for

all ages. Three-quarters of a tuiie and repeat. First
horse fcio'i, second horse $70, third horse *3t».

J. Trotting—Three-minute class. Purse $150 for
horses owned in Humboldt County prior to Sept. 1st,
18h7. (Patcheu barred.) First hoise $85, second horse
$5o, third horse to save entrance.

Till ECD DAY.
5. HOTEL PURsE-8100. Free for all, for all apes.

One mile and repeat. First horse $25j, second horse
$100, third horBe $5n.

6 EUREKA TWO-YEAR- OLD TROTTING
STAKE— Mile and repeat. $m entrance; h-ilf torfeit,
$lo0 added; second horse to receive $25, third to save
stake. Entries to this race to close with the oecre-
tary Sept. 17, 1887.

FOURTH DAY.
7. Purse $100. For all ages. Running dash of 60°

yards. First horse $75, second hor.-e * s.

b. Purse$l50. For all ages. Hal£ mlleand repeat.
First horse $i;5, second horBe $25.

9. Purse $400. Trotting. Free for all. First horse
$250, Becond horse $1 1J, third horse $50.

CONDITIOMM.
All trotting races are best three in five, except the

two-vear-ohi, unless otherwise epeclfied; five to enter
and three to start. But the Buard reserve} the right to
hold a less number than five to fill by the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance fef
tn purse races ten per cent
In all trotting races the rules of the American Trot-

ting Association, and all running raceB the rulfs of the
Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association to govern, but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing.
In ail entries not declared out by ^ p. m. of tbe da/

preceding the race, shall be required to Btart.
No added money paid for a walk-over In all races

noted above, five or more paid-up entries required to
fill and three or more horses to start.
Racing colors to be named in entries. In trotting

races drivers will be required to wear caps of distinct
colors which must be named in entries.
kntries to all the above races, except tbe two-year-

old trot, to close witb Secretary, Wednesday, Nov. 16,
1887.
One-half the entrance money must be paid at the

time of making entries and the other half at 6 p. m. the
night preceding the race,
Entry blanks will be furnished upon application to

the Secretary.
I»A.\L BIERPHY, President.

H. COHN, Secretary. sept*

Proposals For Privileges

Separate bids will be received by the undersigned
ur to November 7tb., 1887, for the privilege of pool-
selling, running of tho wheel of fortune, and the
selling of candies, nuts and soda water during the
races of the Eureka Jockey Club, November a5tb,
26th, 27th and 28th, 1987.

H. C\>HN,
Eureka, Cal. Secretary.

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S.

VETERINARY SCRGEOS,
Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh

Awarded tbe Highland and Agricultural Societies

Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
and Histology. The Williams' Prize, '84-'85, for high-

est works in professional examinations, and dix lrst-

class certiticaies of merit Honorary Member Illinois

StjtP Veterinary Medical Association.

JFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
». Mccarty, Prop.

-9 Market St. S. F„ Bet. ?tb and 8th.
Telephone No. 3117,

ESTABLISHED 1856.

Race Goods.
largest and Be«t Stock on the Coast

J. 0'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENTS FOE
FENHELL'S OyNTHTANA HOESE BOOT8,

J. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties,
Db. Deson'r Condition Powdebs,

H624 GrOMBAUU's Caobtio Balsam

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARLEL LATHBOP, ESQ., SETH COOK, ESQ.

,

J. B. HAOGIN, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ
R. P. ASHE, ESQ.. WJL CORBITT, ESQ.,

ami others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
SO Leiflt'silorir Street,

19martf San Francisco.

FOR SALE.
No. 1.—Bay Hare, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Musidora's dam by
son of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodbnrn, 1st dam by Owen ale; 2d
dam Musldora, by Belmont, etc.

No. 3. -Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882,
by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Mnsidora, by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Son of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of KosciUBko by
Sir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp, Poche
These are eslra fine young maxeB of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to tbe blood of Belmont.
No. 1 Is in foal to a son of Geo. M. Patcheu Jr.

For further information address

W. M. WILLIAMSON,
noSTtf San Jmu>, i n I.

Outing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Trxvel

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
ODR FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DTTBINO THE TEAK THERE WILL BB ABTrOLEB UPON
Exploration, Travel and Adventure, Mountain

Climbing, Camping, Popular Forestry, Hunting and
Fishing, Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting, Rowing
Canoeing. Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn TenniB, Archery, Cricket.
Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing, Tobogganing and Skating.

Conducted by PIWLTKEY BIGFLOW

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
Single numbers twenty*flve cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York.

CHILD'S CABBOXCRYSTAI, SHEEP DIP.
"Patented in Europe and America."

SHEEP DIP.

A positive scab enre. A liquid, soluble In
cold water. It Is abso utely non*

poisonous
The cheapest and most effective dip on the market,

one gallon making one hundred galloiiB of wash.
Price, SI "45 per gallon.

Special discounts an I terraB to agents and large
consumers. For samples and other Information an.
ply to

*

JLYNOE A HOf'till, Agents fcr Pactflo Coast.
116 California St., San Francisco, Cal.

17septl2

For Sale.
A brown, rangy mate, foaled in 1875; 15^ handa high-
By Whipple's HambletouJan Jr. Dam the imported

mare Kate Leslie.
She is high strung and not safe for a lady to drive,

Apply to
Vvr-EfflLPE BROS., 533 Market St., S.F.

15oc4
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PAOIFIO SYSTEM.)

rains leave and are due to arrive at
San Francisco.

From August 8. 188?.

8:00 a M
4:00 P H
9:30 p M
3:30 P M
9:30 a m
1U :.:!.' A M
6:00 p M

•6:00 a i.i

17:30 a M
12:00 u
8:30 a m
4.-00 p m
•5:00 P M
9:30 AM
3:30 p m
8:00 a M

t3:30 F M
8:00 p m
7:30 A M
7:30 A M
7:30 a v
7:30 A ii

6:3U A U
8:00 p m
4:00 p m
6:30 P M

•1:00 P u
8:30 A v

fin 30 A M
12:0OH
MOO P M

•5:00 P M
3:30 P M
8:30 a m
3^np»

..Callstoga and .Napa

..Coles & Portland

..U.iit via Martinez..

..Ha} wards and ,N'ilcs - .

Decoto
.Haywards .

..Haywards...

.lone via Llverniore
..Knight's Landing _...

..Livermore and Pleasanton„

..Los Angeles, Demlng, £1

... ....... Paso and East ...

..Los Angeles and Mojave

..Martinez.. _™ ..._.

..Milton. „

..Ugden and East „
Red Bluff via MaryBvtlle

..Redding via Willows «™.

..Reno and Trnckee ..„

..Sacramento, via Benlcta
" via Livennore.

_ " via Benicla
" via Benlcia„....
" via Benlcia

..Sacramento River Steamers..

..Ran Jose..

. .Santa, Barbara ...

...Stockton via Livennore..
*' via Martinez

IUUU A M
6:10 p si

7:10 a m
10:11) a a
12:4. P m
3:41 P m
8:40 p M
P:10 A M

110:40 A M
2:40 P M
5:40 p a

10:10 A M
*o:40 A M

4:40 P M
10:4.. A M
6:10 P M
•5:4o p m
11 10 a M
5:10 P m
6:40 p m
6:10 p m
6-40 P m
5:40 p m
11:10 a M
10:10 a m
7:40 a ii

•6:00 a M
•3:40 P M
t3:40 p *
8:40 p M
9:40 a y

10:40 'am
5:40 P 4.

10:40 A >

LOCAL FERRY TRAILS.

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND— •6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—e:A>—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:'JO—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5:30— «:0O— *i:3O— 7:00—S:0()—9:0n- in;0o- 11:00—12:0i

TO 23d AVENUE, EAST OA KLAND—-fame as "TO
EAST OAKLAND" until SmOp.m., inclusive, also
at 9:00p.m.

TO FRUIT VALE—•6:00—«:30—7:00—7:30-8:00 8:30—
•2-30—3:30 4:00—4:30- -fl:u0—5:30-6^0-6:30—9:00.

TO FROIT VALE (via Alameda)—•H:30—7.-00 12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—*8:0u—*S:3O—7:00—"7:30—»:uU— *&:30
9:00—9:30—10:00—tlO^JO—11:00—tll:30—12:00—tl2:3i)-
1:00—tl:30—2:00—t2::iO-3:00—3:30—1:00—4:30— 5:00
5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO BKRKELEf—*6:00—•6:30—7:0o—•7:30— 8:00—•» 30
9:00— 9:30— 10:00— 1!0:30—11:00—111:30—12:00—{12:3o
1 00-11:30-2:00—12:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:80—5:00—
5:30—6:00—fl:1"—7-'»»—t:no—9:00—10:00—11:00— 12:i»,

TO WEST BERKELEY-Same as"To Beekblet."

To >an Francisco lftaity.

PROM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20—7:50 8:20-8:50—
9:20— *10:19— 4:20—4:W—5:20-5:50-6:Z0 -6:50—7:47—

FROM
-

FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— "5 22 -6:52
*6:Z2—19:14—*3:22.

FBOM23D AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7:25
7:55-6:25—8:55—9 :£>—9:55— 10:25— 10:55- 11:25— 11 ;5fi

12:25—12:55— 1:25—1:55-235—2:55—3:25—3:55— 4:25—
4:55—5:25-5:55—6:25—8:55—7:50—9:63

FROM EAST UAK.L,AJtfD-«5:;J0-6:00- 6:30— 7:00
7:30-8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11 :0t— 11 :%
^2:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4 :00—
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57—a^7- 9»7—
10:57

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 m notes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—•5:30—6:00—•6:30—7:00 -*7:30—8:00

•8:30—9:00-9:30—10:00— (10:30—11:00- tH:30—12:00—
112:30—1:00— tl:30—2:00— £2:30-3:00—3:30-4:00—4:30
6:00—5:30-5:00-6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00-10:00—11:00.

FROM BERKELEY —•5:25—5:55—•6:25—6:55—*7:25-
7:55 —•8:25— 8 -JA— 9:25 —9:55— (10:25—10:55- {11 :25—
11:55— ±12:25-12:55— 11:25— l:55-t2:25—2 :55-3 :Z5—
3:55— 4:25— 4:55-5:25—5:55-6:25-6:55—7:55—8:55—
9 :55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "Fbom BERK-
ELEY."

CKEEK KOHTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—11:15-1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—•eaB—8:15—10 US—12:15—2;15-
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. tSaturdays excepted; {Sundays
only
C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland.

Standard rime fumiBneu by Lick Observatory.

4. M. TOWM&.
Gen. Manager.

T. H li«MH»LAN,
Gen Pass. ATtk Acn.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAN FRANCISCO, < AL,

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 410 PINE STREET
G. L. BRANDER President
J. L. FLOOD - Vice-President

C. P FARNETELD Secretary

I. S. ANGUS Assistant Manager
Banker**. Nevada Bank, ef San Francisco.

16ani

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1887,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send four cents In stamp9, to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in tise at Fairlawn.

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTTERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or further information, adrress

Lock Fox 32 0. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky
Ijan52

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA CAL.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These TTarehOTises are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest improvements foi

the rapid handling and storine of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the hest and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and amutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current rates.

Information i egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER,

President.
ALEXANDER WATSON.

Secretary.
Steep

THE PARKER\GTJN

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

Hixes instantly with cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing five Imperial gallons

equals nearlv 6 American gallonB. One gallon mixed
with 6u gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly ISO

Bheep at a cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nonrisher of wool, a certain care

for scab.
ALSO

IilTTMTS PATEN l POWDER DIP.
Polsonons, mixes instantly with cold water. Sold In

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 2o Sheep; in a

seven-ponnds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per pound,

CATTON, BELL & CO.
SUCCESSORS

24Bpp
I'AI.li \F.R. BEIT. «1 CO.,

406 California street. AUfcvrS.

. srtXwSRRS CW&WK.WAW

VwS SI SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES I

TIMl!) SuHiiDUL,E.
Passenger Trains leave ana arrive Passenger Depo

'Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
San Francisco.

In effect October 1,1887.

12 01 p
|

Cemetery and i-an Mateu...

10:30 a
•3:30 P
4:30 P
"5:10 P
6:30 p ,

111 :4oPi I

fllOOA
a .03 a

*1U:(2a
4 36P

t6 :3o P
6:40P

J\ J7.50P

At the two principal events of the year—at the World's Trap Shoot-

ing Carnival held at Wellington, Mass., May o0 to Jnne a. 188", ihe Par-

ker Gan won the leading prize for best average for five day's shooting;

also at Seattle, W. T., June 9, 10 and II, 1S87, the leading prize and best average was won wi.^ the Parker

Gun, adding victories to 18HS as follows: The Second Annual Tournament of the Chamberlin Cartridge

Co, hell at Cleveland, Ohio, September 14, 1886, out of eighty-seven entries from representative shots,

representing fourteen States, the Parkerflun won first and third money, winning c^uu out of the 31,V00

"i, which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament
New Orleans, La., *eb. 11th to 16th. Among the contestants
larver, Bogardus, Cody, Stubbs, Erb and others.

presenting
purse offered, a iding another victory

for th° championship of the World, he[

shooting other guns were such champio:

LRKER BROS., Makers,
Sew York Salesroom. 9 7 ciiambers St.. Jleriilen, Ct.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of (jold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never bo fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESXABLISH"GD

1846. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO "WORKS, ROCHES iER, N. T.

25dec52

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize winners at all the fairs In Californlaand the

entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair

-•acra'nento, 1H86.

(mpor*alions made direct from Encland every ypnr

from the most noted Breeders, selected from tht-

tiest blood and most fashionable families of Dish

faced Berkshires, regardless of cost, and all re-

corded in Englisn aDd American Berkshire record?.

Young pigs from these importations, male and
female, from entirely different families for sale at

reasonaDiepriceB, and every pig guaranteed. Address
asdeosa

A>J*ki.\\ SMITH, KedwooU .Cliy,
Or at 218 California Street, San Francisco.

o:3u a
10:3o a
•3:30 p
4-30 P'

"^
I M:uj A

..Santa Clara, San Jose, and 1 >10 -02 a

.... Principal Way Stations . f i M i
J I 6H0r

..Aliuailcn a a W*j bt* i<j

8^0 a t Gilroy, Fajaro. Castruville,

,

*3;30p ( SaHiiAp and Monterey..-..

17:60 a i iLunterey, Loina Prltta an.i Saiitu J
1 Cruz CMinday Exoursiun) | t8:3o P

.. HolUster and Tree PinoB .

z-tO a ) WiitsuuviUe, AptuB.-^uquel * •10.02 a
:3Q p I (,1'apltola > and .-lanta Cruz \ «;40 I

tliiA ' feoledad, Paso Koblts. Tt-inpltton (,A| Uaan Luis Obispo J A Way Statious. i

a— Morning p—Afternoon.
Snndaypexcepted. tSondays only ^Theatre train Hat
nrdays only.

Trains run on Pacific Standard Time.

Nearly all rail lln^ to t*au Luis Oi'ispo. unl\ ^4
miles staging between Tenipltt..n and S^n Luis
Obispo. Time from San Francisco 12 hours. Through
rate g>.50.

*

spkcial RuuND-TKiF TicKKT&.at reuuced rates—t

O

tjilrov and Paratst sprl^B.
spkcial .Notick— Kuund-trip tickets to the farm-as

Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton) can be I art at any
if the Company's Ticket Offices in San FrancioCo
Kate. $6.5 .

CXCVRMON TK'UFIX
Por SnndayB onlv.l ,

Sold Shnday Moenkb
: goodJ

' I for return same day.
-'or Saturday, ( Sold Satcbdav and Sukdav only,

Sunda\ and-' good for return nntil following Wtn-
Monday, ' daY.inclnaiv^.at Hie folium ing ratte.

Kound Trip
from San

rranc'sco to

-an U.-jno....
aillbrae
Jak Grove....
San Mateo....
ielmont
Redwood.. ..

fair Oaks
vlenlo Park.
vfay field
Mount'n View

[Sattt
Ijlon.
ITkt.

Round Trij
from San

Francisco to

Lawrences
*anta (iara„..
<an Jose
Gilrov .. .„
HolH'ster
Aptos
Loma Prieta..
woquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey I 3 00

Sat to
Men
Tkt

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot. TownseDd
itreet, Valencia-street station. So. 61^ Market street,
irand Hotel, and Rotnnda.Baldwir Hotel.
VC.BASSETT, H.R.JUUAH,

Superintendent Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Agt.

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
HESPECTFDXIiY CALI> ATTENTION TO TKE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
\FFOBDED BY THE "I^ORTHEBN DIVISION
of itsUnefoneaching with speed and comfort the
beat Places in the State for

sea Bathing, Snooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHAEMCfS

iummfr and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast,

*ith Ite heantifnl Groves and delightful Drives. Tront
ji abundance can be obtained from the Be\eral streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may )<e had in season.

THE BA 7 OF MONTEREY
1b noted for the extent and variety of fish which
tbotmd in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bai-
icuda, Pomplno, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
he low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
iccomraodationB furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for Bport=-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MON TE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
haTing a MAGNXFTCENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
1.150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim*
mingbathB, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
Individual baths, with douche and shower facilities-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Place3,

APTOS, SOOXEL A5D SAJSTA CBCZ
IB VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of Sat. Mateo, Santa Clara. 6an Benito, Santa Cms
and Monterey, each of which abounds In game in great
variety Notably

Quail. Pigeon, Snipe, Dock, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains dally
at San Mateo for those well-known Retreats, PCRis
SIMA. SAN GREGORIO and PE^CADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA*
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from Sax

Francisco and offer special Inducement* to the lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Ttcke

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOH>

when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge yf
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instruct
to issue CHECKS for all dogs received in Bscc-tee
Cars. * R

agyli. order to guard against accidents to D >

while in transit. It 1b necessary that they be urovided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and PIiWob
Tackle will be carried free ofcharpe. Gunstaken apart
and seen rely packed in wood or leather case? i

taken In Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES-Passeuger Depot,''

street, Valencia Station, and No 613 Markt-
Hotel.
A. O. BAS8ETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent Asst. Pass and T
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Bay District Trottiner-

For an off day of the f.ill programme of the association, the

attendance on Tuesday at ttid Biy District Track was simply

fair, the mam event lioiug the purse for the 2:30 class, iu

which were Carl, B iby Mtue, Nintita J-, St. David, aud

Eujui* Anderson. It waa generally acknowledge-. I
tbat, ao

ojrdiag to pul'lio form, the coolest was between Carl aud

the Baby, the f. inner being installed favorite at $20 agaiutii

$ld for the latter, and $3 for the remtiuiug horses bunched

in the Held. The tnlenc were pretty correct in their judg-

ment, as the two favorites outclassed the other entries froin

start to tinir-b, thns reducing materially the interest taken iu

the race. In the rirst heat Baby Mine went to the fore with

St. David and Carl within easy reaching distance; but on the

npper turn, when Carl tried to close the gap, he was twice

off his feet, and, although he was iu each instance cleverly

caught, Baby M.iue took the heat with 2:27, with Carl a

good second, St. David third, Emma fourth and Nantita J.

badly distanced.

1 bere wts very little fluctuation in the betting, and again

at the tap of the gong the two favorites went on even terms,

to tbe quarter, where St. Da. id moved up speedily, takinu

the second position to Call, aud, improving bis position,

tney went on even terms to the sis furlougs, wheie St. David

was off his feet; so Ctrl came home at an easy gait iu 2:29J,

by hve lengths from St D ivid, he beating Euiiua by haif a

length for second position, while Btby Mine was a puor

fourth. The bettiug was now $20 to §5 iu favor of Carl, who
for a moment looked dangerously close to a collision with S'..

David on the rirst turn, but that horse swerving out-

ward took Emma Audersou slightly with him, while he

went off in a bad run, seemingly resisting all control. The
Btrnggle was close aud interesting hetweeu C.irl and Baby

Miue, and to outsiders the result appeared to be a dead-heat,

but Carl roceived the honors by a neck iu 2:30, Emma Ander-

son third and St. David distauced. The final heat resulted

iu the norses coming iu, with the same positions, in 2:29, so

that, alter all, Baby Mine made a very fair showing in the

race.
Bat District Association Fall Meeting, October 13, 1887, Purse

55. 0. ') : class. Mile boats, best three in live.

5 gCarl-Hi cbcocb 2 111
Bit m Eiby Mi qb-Gordon 1 4 2 'I

B m Emma. A.nilt:rson- Fleming 4 3 3 S

SgSc. David—McConQ 3 '•* tH»

Blk m Nantita J —Lindsey dls

Time, ^:27, 1;'ly\, 2:30, 2:29.

There was a fair gathering Thursday at the Bay District

Track, the chief event being a purse of $600, for which Black

Diamond, Conde and Thapsin were the contestants. Conde

was looked upon as the probable wiuner, he bringing $50

against §20 each for the two others In his preparatory trut

the favorite did not show to advantage, as he seemed to lacn

his nsnal dash and speed, Black Diamond and Thapsin in

fine fettle. In the rirst heat there appeared to be some mis-

understanding in tne minds of two of the drivers as to the

start, as Orrin Hickok and Wilbur Smith both pulled up their

horses, so that when they had regaiued their stride Black

Diamond had opened up a big gap, which the other two did

not strive to lessen, so the heat was given to Black Diamond

in 2:24, Conde taking second position by a scant half-length.

Conde still held a pride of position in the pools, bringing $30

against $15 for the two otlurs. Again he deceived the hopes

of his backers, as be gradually fell behind, leaving Black Dia-

mond and Thapsin to fight it out. Black Diamond had about

the advantage uf a length at the half-mile post, and held it

to the finish, after a very pretty struggle, in the fast time of

2:19$. Black Diamond was now held at $40 against $25 for

Conde and $2 for Thapsin. Black Diamond went off with a

break that did not, however, lessen his chances, as he led

Thapsin bv a length down the back stretch, while the hopeB of

Conde's supporters were shattered by a couple of runs he

made, the latter one being in the turn when he was moving

up to the leading horses. Thapsin kept well within reaching

distance of Black Diamond until nearing the stables, when
the latter drew away and won the heat and race in 2:20 by

four lengthB, Thapsin securing second money by half a

length.

Bat District Fall Meeting, October 20, 1887. 2:23 class. Purse 3600,

divided. Mile heats, three in five.

Hitchcock's blk g Black Diamond 1 1 1

W. Smith's blk g Thap3ln 2 2 2

Hickok's b R Conde 3 3 8
Time. 2:21,2:195,2:20.

There was also an unfinished trot in which both Nantita J.

and Diamond won two heats and a dead heat, the former win-

ning the rirst and third iu 2:37£, 2:32; Diamond the fourth

and fifth in 2:30, 2:32£, the dead heat between them being

2:34. Cyrus K. is left in, Loretta distanced in the fourth

heat, the finish being postponed until Friday at 10 o'clock.

*

Oakland RaceB.

Wednesday was the inaugural opening of the Fall Meeting

of the Oakland Trotting Association. A rather limited con-

course of people assembled on the Oakland Trotting Park to

witness the contests. The day was beautiful and the track

could not be placed in much better condition for either trot-

ting or running races.

The first event on the programme was a running sweep-

stake for all ages. $25 entrance, $150 added; $50 to secund,

and third to save stake. Heats of five-eighths of a mile. Sun-

day and Eddie W. were the only starters, Bodie having been
withdrawn. Williams rode Sunday and Eddie W. was piloted

by Richardson. Previous to the rirst htal Sunday Bold

favorite at $20 to $15. The heat was won by Eddie W. by a

neok, iu 1:02$. Pools on the second heat went in favor of

Eddie W., who won as he pleased in 1:04.

The nest on the programme was a trotting match, 2:33

class, best three in rive, for a $250 purse. Tne entries were

Bloodstone, Bonanza aod Guy DaviB. Pools Bold with

Bonanza favorite at $20 to $6 on the other two. There was
very little preliminary scoring. The horses got away pretty

evenly, and after going over about one hundred yards of turf

Davis threw up his tail and started on a run, which lasted

until he reached the quarter pole. Bloodstone led her com-
petitors from start to finish. At the half pole she was lead-

ing Bonanza by at least ten lengths. The latter, however,

after passing the three-quarter pole, came down the home
stretch at a good pace, but not good enough to cut off Blood-

stone's chance for first place. She came under the wire a

winner by one leugth. Time, 2:40.

The pools for the seoond heat still sold in favor of Bonanza,

at $10 io S3 on Bloodstone and $3 on Davis. When the

gong sounded and the "flyers" came upon the track it was
seen bant Guy Davis had a chauge in drivers. Dustin had

tefce*- Ayres' Dlace as ribbon manipulator. The start was
tolei .,bly good, but, like Davis in the rirst heat, Bloodstone
brub at tbe Btart, but was soon righted by her driver, and
then, trotted very fast up to the half, where Bhe passed Davis.

juanzaat this juncture was leading the van by several

lengths. Bloodstone trotted splendidly and was gaining on
"onuuza when he reached the three-quarter pole. Here he

broke again and Davis c-tme along with a dash and pasBed

bim. Do*n fhe stretch B>uauzi moved bc-HUtifnlly, with
Davis a good Bee md. Wheu tbe wire was reached B inauza

dine under it an easy wiuuer, with Davis socoud aud Blood-
stune thir I. Time, 2:384.

Pools on the thir-i hem" sold strongly in f*vor of Bonanza,
who won th« boat witb Bloo tstoue second and D-tvis third iu

2:3ii. Tbe founh aud last heat was won byBjnauzi with-

out much apparent exertion in 2:41£, Davis second and
Bloodstone third.

Bonanza 2 1 1 1

Bloodsione 18 2 3

UuyDavta 3 2 8 2

Time, 2:40. 2:38|, 2tf5&, 2:Jlfr.

Alcantara.

The following is cut from The American Cultivator and is

a capital description of a noted horse. It does not require an

expert to Jistii guish tbe thoroughbred characteristics in the

picture, and that is lawful inheritance is shown from the ped-

gree.

By George Wilkes

—

Fust (ium
(
Alma Mater by Mambrino Patchen.

Second daw, E^iella by impor'ed Australian.

Third dam, Faunie G by imported Margrave; and then
tbrough nearly a score of blue-bloods.

Not only the grandson of a thoroughbred, the dam of his

maternal graudsire was by a thoroughbred with severul other

thoroughbred strains not far cff. Be nhoutd show quality.

Alcantara, tbe only son of George Wilkes upon the ground,
is an equine king in every sense of the wurd, aud it is

admitted by all that he never looked tiner. He is a boise of

immense power and grand substance, stands fully 15.3, and
weighs in stud condition upwards of 1.100 pounds. He is a

beautiful mahogouy bay iu color, with black points, and a

short, Batin-like coat, mdictive of high breediug and great

quality. His head is clean cut, lean and bony, and much
inure neatly joined to the neck than that of many noted repre-

sentatives of tbe Hambletuuinn tribe. His neck, while mod-
erately small at the throttle for a horse of his size, is remark-
.bly deep through the crest au.t at its junction with the

shoulders, bu that at first glance it might be considered short.

A close examination, bowever, shows ihat it is of good length.

His shoulders are oblique aud strongly muscled. His back
is remarkably short and strong, and terminates iu one of

the most powerful loins that we ever saw in a hor6e of hi-

r*ize. His hips are broa.i, loug and roundly turned, the

croup moderately straight aud handsomely rounded. His
quarters are in perfect harmony with his back and loin, being
neavily clothed with the firmest of muscles. His thighs and
forearms are long, broad and heavily muscled, his hocks low
set, caunons short and strong, with plenty of bone and
remarkably large, 6trong cords. His pasterns are just right

forstrengtn and durability. Taken as a whole, he is a model
of power, and a critical examiuatfon will show him to be a

much better finished horse than he is generally represented.

His short back, massive loin and light tail at rirst glance will

give a stranger the impiession that he is a short animal.
Applying a line to tbe point of his shoulder and extending it

to the poiut ot his rump will show him to be a horse of

uuusual length. He is short on the back but long under-
neath, aud is stroDg enough at every point to handle a loaded
dumpcart with ease. Mr. Davis iuforms us that he is a

remarkably resolute roadster, and everyone who knows his

early history is aware of the fact that he waa one of the

fastest, gamest four-year-olds that ever set foot upon the

turf. He has proved his ability to transmit his valuable qual-

ities by producing Whitesocks (2:20^), Alpha (2:25£), Alcauala

(2:29), Autograph (2:29). Lady Emma (four-year-old, 2:30£),

and Alcagetta (two-year-jld, 2:31|). His stall was one of the
chief centers of attraction at the exhibition. Upon its Wulls

was suspended a beautiful painting executed by Harry
Lyman, representing Alcantara and Alcyone facing each
other. Above the latter a neat bow of black crape recalls the

sad story of his untimely death.

Anent Judges' Stand.

Jerome Park is now at its best for racing. The track was

bad on the opening, and but little better on Wednesday.

Some good racing was witnessed on both days. The details

are amply treated of in our race reports, but some of the

events require comment in theBe columns, not in a conten-

tious spirit, but in the plain line of duty.

Owing to the alterations in the track two years ago, the
finishing points vary for different distances. For nearly
twenty years, spring and fall meetings, jockeys have been in
the custom of finishing at one spot. It is difficult for the
jjckeya to recollect in the excitement of a race just where
the finish is when not at the old place. This may or may
not have been the case with Hayward on Eurus. It has been
said that he had strict orders to ride his eccentric horse past
the grand stand under persuasion in order that the animal
might not get into the pernicious habit of stopping at any point
short- of the actual finish. It is a very reasonable theory.
But, nevertheless, one or two jockeys did make mistakes in
this very race. Murphy thought he had, or he would not
have continued to ride. McLaughlin continued on Ben All,

perhaps, however, with the same theory that Hayward acted
upon. The publio were misled, for the majurity did not
know where thn rinish was, and some were astounded to see
Murphy sitting still while Eurus was overhauling him. As
long as the finishing points are movable, every precaution
sbould be taken to show the jockeys just where they are.

Of course, jockeys are not expected to be so dense that they
must be treated as if they were mere automatons. But a
movable stand of considerable aize, and with plenty of bunt-
ing displayed, would help both the public and the jookeyB to

realize that there and there alone was the objective poiut.

The judges' stand, we have always contended, 1b too close

up to the stretch. From actual experience in hundreds of
just such cases the writer knows that when a horse running
fast finishes close up to the judges, the vision becomes con-
fused at the electric-Hke iush so near the eye, and uncon-
sciously that h< live is treated unjustly. He is not taken in

(he line of sight until too late, and the most conscientious
men in the world go on day after day ignoring the horse
nearest to thorn and placing tbe opposing horse (who may
rinish furthest aw»y) in front. So many times has this been
doue, that the everyday race-goers, iu such emergencies, fear
the worst. So it was in the Royal Arch-Le Logos race on
Tuesday. It waB hard to convince meu, who had every
facility for seeing to good advantiige, that Le Lorob had won.
Yet, we have kuown three men in the judges' stand to dis-

agree iu just such cases. Now, in such emergencies as this,

what should a decent public do? Should they endeavor to

precipitate a state of chaos by turbulent demonstrations, or
should the; bear with philosophy the deoision which to some *

conscientious men was just and to others tinjnst? Do not
tbe public virtually agree to accept the fiat of tbe ju ges
wheu they pa) admission to ibe grounds aud ma^e bets on
tberHces? Is there uot a goo i old rule tb*t tbe relVn e'a

decidou ahull lie final? Aud when it is apparent th t there

i» room for doubt iu any close riuisb, is it not the better part
to wait with patience the decision ot the arbitrators, * lio tut
not lightly chosen, than to attempt to influence those persons
by riotous demonstration*? After all, tbe jn 'ges are, or
should be, so disinterested that no distracting influence
ought to divt-rt their attention from the business in hand—
the placing of the horses.

But by virtue of their positions, judges assume sacred
functions. Hence, it behoovts those responsible for their

selection to see that every opportunity is given them to

decide with equity. They should not be hampered by im-
perfect or unwieldy points of Bo-called vantage. And we now
take this opportunity of again solemnly warning the man-
agements of the respective associations that the majority ot

judges' stands are not well situated for the decisions of cloe*
linishes. It is a favorite theory with the wiiier that the
stands should be moved back t±s far as poBbible from the
quarter stretch so that a " si^ht" cau be got on every suoh
ruce as the Iioyul Arch-Le L~gos race on Tuesday, and ihe
tirenadier-fbii Lee race of Wednesday. If either of the gen-
tlemen who usually act as judges would but spend a season
iu checking off from a point directly in the rear of the judges'
stand nil the close riuibhes of a year, and should report his

experiences lo his associates, there would be no time lost in
remedying mutters with respect to mechanical improve-
ments. This is the nineteenth century, aud the most liberal

mouey spenders in the world demand all the perfection in
these matters tbat brains aud money can bring about. The
tendency of the age is to meet the reasonable requirements
of the patrons of the turf. Noncompliance wilh their wieb.es

is very likely to engender an omuions feeling m their breasts

which will uot augur well for the sport wheuever it becomes
necessary to submit its prolongation to their suffrages.—^T.

Y. Sportsman.

It seems singular that the English do not make better field-

trial reports. Those who read tbe report published last

week will riud it hard to understand the wotk doue by the

dogs. There <»re ton many elisions. We do not lemember
to have read an Euglish repart which compares favorably

with anyone of those made for a half dozen American papers.

AUCTION SALE.

On Saturday, the 6th of November, I will offer at Public Auction, on
the OAKLAND TKOTTING PARK, my brown colt

RATHBONE,
Bred by Hon. T.eland Stanford. Foaled Bla u 13th.

1WW-3. by imported Vonns Prince.
I'ir.st dim L'idj Amanda by imp. Hurrah.
Second dam Lady Lancester by imp Monarch.
Third dam Lady Canton by imp. Tranby,
(See Brace's American Stud Book.)

Imported "Vounjr Prince, bay colt bred, by Mr. Ja £-

land, foiled 1870, by Knowsley.
First dam Queen of Spain by King Tom.
(See English Stud Bonk, Vol. 13 page 3G3).

Knowsley, bay colt, bred by Lord Glasgow, foh
Blockwull:

First dam by Orlando, from Brown BeBs by Camel.
(See English Stud-book, vol. 12, page 301 )

Ratlibone, is a colt of very high form and a great turn o ned.
He ran, in May, lEBfi, on tbe Bay Distiict Course, half a mile 49?
H€CO"d-<. beating Voltiguer, C. H. Todd, Notidle, and Leap Year.

lie is believed to be thoroughly sound, aud In good shape to be pat
in training.

JOSEPH CAIRN SI.UPSO

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE
Association,

FallRacingMeeting 1887,

Oakland Trotting Park.

$15,50u in Stakes and Purses.

REGULAR DAYS,
SATURDAY. October 29th.

TUESDAY, November 1st,

THURSDAY, November 3d,

SATURDAY, November 6

FIRST RACE at 2; 15 O'CLOCK P. M
Admission to Grounds and Grand Stand $1.OO
Oakland Park la at Shell Mouml Station on tbo Berkeley branch

Railway. Trains from foot of Market street, San franclsco, every half
hour, to the track. Time, 3G minute* Far, for tne round trip, 26 cenla.

G, S. COKVEB, Secrewn.
D. MetXITHE, PnwldUlt.
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There ia pleDty of fun to be picked tip at a

race rueetiag, irrespective of the r«ciDp, if a

man has a sense of the reriicnlons, and will

keep hn eyes open. Recently at Jerome Park

it was as good as a play to watch Barney
Aaron chafing a deluquent in the paddock.
He eanght him, aud the yonng fellow proba-
bly knew Barney, and had heard tell of his
prowess. At auy rate he never attem i ted any
resistance, bat merely asked to be allowed to

walk off with him quietly.

An hour afterward there was yet another
amusiig chase of a posse of policemen across

the track after an offender, for all the world
like a pack of hounds after a hare. What the

hare's offense was didn't transpire, bnt the
hounds at any rate, showed considerable
speed and ran into him.
The steeplechase, the last race of the day,

created more fnu than all the rest ot the sport

pnt together. Th*re was a large held of

fifteen starters, aud presumably good jockeys
were scarce for some of these were riding on
their necks and all over the place, while
others cnnldn't induce their mounts to nego-
tiate the first fence. A fall at the fence, near
the stand, when it was seen not to be serious,

added to the long list of mishaps, and alto-

gether the crowd were convulsed with merri-
ment at the wind np of the day.

FOR SALE.
Two well bred stallion colts close, to the

best speed strains in the trotting families, one

a Nutwood.

Send for pedigree and price to,

G. W. HANCOCK
22oc4 Sacramento.

BALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The moat popular achool on the Coast.

P. HEALTt PrPBHfint 0. 8. HALEY. 0»<-'y.

tt^Send for Circular. oct d

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plaic Method of

Horse Shoeing

.WITH A.N APPENDIA
Treating of the Action of the Bace Horse and Trotter a _ own bo

Instantaneous Pliotography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Bound-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."
—Shakespeare,

o

Tips and To© WeiscntS.—'W'e have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Beeedes a>_d Spoetsjlan, San Francisco, Cal., a copy of his book entitled "Tips and Tee
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse am --.teras shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." 3Jr. Simpson
has had many j ears of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining 10 the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training"we ever read. Jfor several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hone
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hooi
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and wo Delieve every horseman
who reads the result of bis experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that i,be common .system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to fiorses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to

do with our conversion. We would not take $50 for for this book and be without it. and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, $1; cloth, $1.50.— V.'tftrii Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal. ,

** Tips &nd Toe 'Weights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is th* title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical hook from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Breedee asd Spobtsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his

readers, and his researches lmo the past show that heisatoncean enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest cndorsation from his famous colt

Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter 13 a step oi

the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory anu
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has real it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to

the last sentenpe. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News.

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has teen prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. lie has given a great

deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting lor a

timber of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats

of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Beeedee asd Sportsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport-

It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. Y.

Spirit, May 10th.

r*T>«j and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
byaot **** which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unvi-:. _ "rrn shoe that gives no rlay or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, a^c everybody know3 they are hurtful. Ho is a beliver iu the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of tho loot By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20£. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-

quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to uso them, aud advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send $1.50 to him an! he will

send yon the book and it will he as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Eurai
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the sytem,
trotting a public trial in 2 :-lU, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in lti seconds while a

four-year-old. The best evidence of tho genuineness of the trials was his sale for £10,(100, wiXh other
parties ready to lake him at the price. Antevolo.two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when afoalitwas the universal impression that he never could trot fast-

He did veil as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three yearsold, he won the Occident
Stakes, £1,221, in which be got a record of 2:20 J, last half In 1:I3£; first money in purse at Sacramento,
$o00; second money at Stockton, 8150; the Stanford Stakes, &1.&72; and the Erubryo, $87(1, making r cash
return for the season of $1,514. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first rut ln
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Breedee and Sportsman will ue given a complete history of the treatment of Antevctr, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscoplst to

make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foo*

of the horse, which will he incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman.
Fullv convinced by practical results, that this Dart of the anatomy of tho horse is not understood a-s

thoroughly aa the other portions of the frame. _ anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from thj

revelations of the microscope. Jos. Catrx Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of tie United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send order; w

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

Tie above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direot to the.office.

IMPORTANT!

AUCTION SALE
OF

Imported, Full Blood, Recorded

HEREFORD
latt

RAILROAD STABLES,
Cor. TnrU and Stiiner Sts , San Francisco,

Wednesday, October 26,
At I P.M. (Sliarp),

Being tbe day following tbe Horse Sale of J. B.
Hoggin.

About 30 Head of Imported.

Hereford Bulls,

Cows and Calves.
Said Stock being a portion of tbe celebrated prize
winning herd of James E?.v. direct fr^m Englaud,
including the Sweepstake Premium Bull Novelist-
Uso a two-year-old son of tbe renowned Lord n'iltou
(the £20,000 bulli. At the fiame time and place will
be offered a beautiful.

Pair of Imported Welsh Ponies.
Perfectly gentle in barnpp<= or saddle and adapted
'or ladies aud cbildrer to Tide or Jrive
<* For further particulars and catalogues, apply

o

VAUGHN & WILLiAMS,
Agricultural Fair Grounds.

SACKAHEVFO.
Or to KlXT.ip a c'ft.. Auctioneers.

2^3 Montgomery St., San I'ranrisco.

jISTThe Cattle can he seen np to ihe 22d of Oclo^er
at tbe Agricultural Fair Grounds, S.»cramento, Cal.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers.

PURE BRED

Shorthorn Cattle

FOR SALE AT AUCTION,
AT «AJi FRAJil'ISCO.

20 Head of Shorthorn Bulls. Cows
and Heifprs; also 6 Head

of Horses,

BELONGING TO

ROBERT ASHBURNER,
Baden Station. San Mateo Co., Cal.

Wednesday, Oct. 26th,
at t P. M..

Being the day after Mr. J. B. Haggin's sale of horses

AT

RAILROAD STABLES,
Corner Turk and steincr Streets., s. F.

jI2fCatalogues can be had of

KILLIP «1 CO.. -« Montgomery St., S. F.

Orot'R. ASIIBUKSER,
Baden Station. San Mateo Co., Cal.

KILLIP & CO, Auctioneers

DUPONT'S
New Brand Sporting Powder.

j

"SUMMER SHOOTING"
SUPERB IN QUALITY,

Shoots Moist and Clean.
'

This powder has just been made specially by Du-
pont 4: Co to suit the Pacific Coast Climate.

I It eboots Moist, is high grade, and of superior

j
excellence as to quality.

I For 6ale by all dealers and by the Agent,

JOHNSKINKEfr,
S58 Market Streets. F.

Price $70U per keg. Smaller packages ln pro-

portion, octl

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

AUCTION SALE
OF

Standard Trotting

Brood-Mares,

COLTS AND FILLIES,
Bred by G. VA LENS IN,

ABM) STOCK FAKM
PROPERTY OF

MR. R. B. MILROY
TO BE SOLD

Wednesday, November 2, 1887,

AT I i A . M., AT

BAY DISTRICT TRACK,
SAB FRAXC'ISCO.

Th" young animal" are chit fly the get of Sidney son
of Sinra Clause and Sweetness. Tbey include near
relations to the great young stallions Vai-rsln and
Shamrock Also colts and filln-s l>y Buccaneer and
Crown Point. They are decidedly tbf most superior
lot ot standard colts ever offered in California,
Catalogues giving full pedigrees an'l interesting

factR as to performances or colt* end p'ocenirors may
be bad at JNevada stable!*. So. 1336 Market
St., or at

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers,
°c8 11 Montgomery St.

AUCTION SALE.
OF

FINE TROTTING
STOCK!

RK and DRAUGHT
ANIMALS,

SHETLAND PONIES and others

PROPERTY OF

J. B. HAGGIN, ESQ.,

Tuesday, October 25, '87,

RAILROAD STABLES-
Corner 'lurk and Sieiaer streets.

SAX FK*M IKCO.

The trotting and driving hordes are sired byEcb",
Algona, Geo. M. Paichen Jr., Alaska. Norwood and
other noted stallions, and out of mares of approved
blood.
Cata'ogues are now ready.

KILiLIP & CO., Auctioneers,
oc8 fS Montgomery street.

FORSALE.
MISCHIFI', Standard, b m. 15J hands high, foaled

1R75, sired by Young Tucfcaho by Flaitail, son of
Pruden's Blue Bull, dam Line by Fiuxtail; grandam
Fanny Fern by Irwin's Tuckatio, son of Herod's
Tuekaho. by Tuokfthr, by FJorizrl, by Diamede; great
grandaiu by LeffiVs Counsel, i-on of Shepherd's Coun-
sel, by Bout's Hr-t Counsel. Becwed in ;d Yd.
Wallace's Trolling Register. Mi-chief is tbe dam of
Dr. Hicks' fast young etJllJon Eiiilhmt that eho* ed
a two-minute gait to cart this summer Her last year's
colt was by Director, which is a pqu:ire trotter, and
shows fast, for which Sl.uCfl has r*-c«-iiily been
refused. Sbf has a weanling by Falli*, a squar** tiot-
ter, and 8l:owsev-n num- pioruistngtran tie Director
colt. 8be is (-gin with ion by ruHis ison of Elec-
tioneer) and will be (hie about i-eb '! ih.

PA.\SV. Siamiard. sorrel filly 1 •J Lands high,
foaled 18*J, afred l>y Sterling, by Egmont, by Bel-
mont (-tie of N'utwool 21*$' SteilingV dum is Mary
by Haxtnil idam of Apex, fuur-year-uld record St:<i6),

Flaxlnll Is the sire of the dams of Buccaneer (fivs-

yejr-old public Trial 2:21*); of P arl, record W;i\ of
Fawn.2:M0i: of Might, 2:29; of Pride, yearling record
2:Uiand two-year-old 2:3£j; of ShamiocK. two-year-
old record 2:if>, un'l or many others that are bDowlng
fast. Fancy's dam is Mischief, pedigree as al ove.
Pansy can undoubtedly be made to pace or t^c-i very
fast with proper handling as she Is full sister to
Brilliant. These mares will be sold at a bargain if
applied for at once.
For terms and other Information address

F.P. LOWELL,
oc8 *jk rani' mn. Cal.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate ot
Ontario Veterinary Col-
le^e, Toronto, Canada
S2T Castration a ^pcclnl-

ty. Adrice by m;

Veterinary Infirmary. 371
^sidence, 966 Howard fet,, San

1 lm!i$3
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VETERINARY.
Conducted by Thos. Uowbill, M. R. 0. V. S.

Subscribers to this p ip^r can have advice through this column in all

caBta of bick oriujuteu i.oise>- or cattle bysending au explicit drsciip-

tion of tlifc case. Applicants will isemt their nuin<> »nd address tLat

tbry may be idenlined. Questions requiring answers by mail should

be accompanied by three dollars, and addressed to Drs. Bowbill &
Fitzgerala,lli;9 Market St.. San Francisco.

The Chemistry of Vegetation.

[By Sir H. E. Roscoe.]

The phenomena of vegetation, no less than those of the

animal world, have, during the last fifty years, been placed

by the chemist on an entirely new basis. Although before

the publication of Liebig's celebrated report on chemistry

and its supination tu agriculture, presented to the British

Association in 1S40, njuch had bi?en dooe, many fundamental

facts had heeu established, still Liebig's report marks an era

in the progress of this branch of our science. He not only

gathered up in a masterly fashion the results of previous

workers, but put forward his own original views witb a bold-

ness and frequently with a sagacity which gave a vast stimulus

end interest to the questions at issue. As a proof of this

I may remind yon of the attack which he inat-e on, and the

complete victory which he gained over the humus theory.

Although atiussure and others had already done much to

destroy tbe basis of this theory, yet the fact remained that

vegetable physiologists up to 1840 continued to hnld to tbe
opinion that humus, or decayed vegetable mitter, was
the only source of Lhe carbon of vegetation. Liebig, giving

due cuu;ideia:iun to the labors of Saussure, came to the
conclusion that ii was absolutely impossible that tbe carbon
deposited as vegetable tissue over a given area, as, for

instance, over an area of forest land, could be derived from
humus, which is itself the result of the decay of vegetable

mattei. He asserted that the whole of the carbon of vegeta-

tion is obtained Irom the atmospheric carbonic acid, which,
though only present in the small relative proportion of four
parte in lU.OUO of air, is contained in such absolutely large

quantity that if all the vegetation on the earth's surface were
burnt, the prupurtiou of carbonic acid which would thus be
thrown into the airwoul i not be sufficient to double the pres-

ent amount. That this couclnsion of Liebig's is correct

needed experimental proof; but such proof could only be

given by loug-coiuiuned aud laborious f-spenment, aud this

serves to show that chemical research is not now confined
to laboratory experiments, lasting, perhaps, a few miuuies,
but that it has invaded the domain of agriculture as well as

of physiology, aud reckons tbe periods of her observations in

the field not by minutes, but by years. It is to our English
agricultural chemists, Liwes and Gilbert, *that we owe the
compile experimental Droof required. And it is true thai

this . xpenment was a long aud tedious one, for it has taken
fonv-fuur years to give the definite reply. At Botbamsted
a plot was Bet apart for the growth of wheat. For forty-four

successive years that field has grown wheat without addition
of auy carbonized manure, so tbat the only possible source
from which the plant could obtain the carbon for its growth
is the atmospheric carbon acid. Now, the quantity of carbon
which on au average was removed in the form of wheat and
straw from a plot manured only with mineral matter was
1,000 pounds, while on another plot, for which a nitrogen-

ous manure was emyloyed, 1 500 pounds more carbon was
annually removed; or 2.500 pounds of carbon are removed by
this crop annually without the addition of any carbonaceous
manure. So that Liebig's provision has received a complete
experimental verification. May I," without wearying you
with experimental details, refer for a moment to Liebig's
views as to the assimilation of nitrogen by plants—a much
more complicated and difficult question than the one we
have jnst considered—aud compare these with the mosr
modern results of agricultural chemistry? "We find that in
this case his views have not been substantiated. He imag-
ined that the whole of the nitrogen required by the plant
was derived from atmospheric ammonia; whereas Lawes and
Gitbert have shown by experiments of a similar nature to

those just described, and extending over a nearly equal
length of time, that this source is wholly insufficient to

account for the nitrogan removed in the crop, and hav<- come
to the conclusion that the nitrogen must nave been obtained
either from a store of nitrogenous material in the soil, or by
absorption of free nitrogen from the air.

These two apparently contradictory alternatives may per-
haps be reconciled by the recent observations of Warrington
and of Berthelot, which have thrown light upon the changes
which the so-called nitrogenous capital of the soil undergoes,
as well as upon its chemical nature, for the latter has thown
that under certain conditions the soil has the power of ab-
sorbing the nitrogen of the air, forming compounds which can
subsequently be assimilated by tbe plant. Touching us as
human beings even still more closely than the foregoing is

the iuflueuce which chemistry has exerted on the science of
pathologv, and in no direction has greater progress been
made than in the study of micro-organisms iu relation to
health and disease. In the complicated chemical changes to

which we give the names of fermentation and putrefaction,
the views of Liebig, according to which these phenomena
are of a purely chemical character, have given way under the
searching investigations of Pasteur, who established the
fundamental principle that these processes are inseparably
connected with the life of certain low forms of organisms.
Thus was founded the science of bacteriology, which, iu

Lister's hands, has yielded such splendid results in the treat-

ment of surgical cases; and in those of Klebs, Koch and
others has been the means of detecting the eiiise of mauy
diseases both in man and animals; the latest aud not the
least importaut of which is the remarkable series of success-

ful researches by Pasteur into the nature aud mode of cure
of that most dreadful of maladies, hydrophobia. Aud here
I may be allowed to refer wiih satisfaction to the results of

the Jdb-TS on this subject of a committee, the formation of

which I had the honor of moving for in the House of Com-
mons. TheBe results confirm iu every respect Pasteur's as-

sertions, aud prove beyond a doubt that the adoption of his

method has prevented the occurrence of hydrophopia in a
large proportion of persons bitten by rabid animals, who, if

the ' had not been subjected to this treatment, would have
died of that disease, lhe value of his discovery is, however,
gt cater than can be estimated by its present utility, for it

sfi )ws that it may be possible to avert other diseases besides
i drophobia by the adoption of a somewhat similar method
o' investigation and of treatment. This, though the last, is

ce: .ainly not tbe least of the debts which buunnity owes to

the great French experimentalist. Here it might seem as if

•ye had outstepped the boundaries of chemistry, and have to

ao.with phenomena purely vital, But recent research indi-

cates that this is not the case, and points to the conclusion

that the microscopist must again give way to the chemist, and

that it is by chemical rather than t>y biological investigation

[ hat tbe & uses of ( is-ea^e will be dibeovtred and lie pov er

of removing them obtained. Fur we learn that the s>mp-

toms of infective diseases are no more due to tbe microbe*

which constitute the infection than alcholic intoxication is

produced by the yeast cell, bnt that these symptoms are due

to the presence of definite chemical compounds the result of

fb life of these microscopic organisms. So it is to the action

of these poisououB substances formed during the life of the

organism iather than to that of the organism itself that the

special characteristics of the disease are to be traced; for it

has beeu shown that tbe. disease can be communicated by

such poisons in entire absence of living organismB.

Los Angeles Fair.

Tliird Day.

Another enormous crowd assembled at the Agricultural

Park Wednesday afternoon, and the opinion prevailed that

there must have been a thousaud more than the preceding

day. Such a great mass of humanity iB not often seen

together at one time iu Lob Angeles. The enthusiasm dis-

played throughout the afternoon was unbounded, and the

wmuerB in the different contests were cheered to the echo.

The track, as can well be imagined, was not in the best

possible condition, and was hard and lumpy.

The first card on the programme was the Southern Cali-

fornia Trotting Stake for three-year-olds. Not a very great

amount of interest centered iu this event, as it was thought

to be a furegoue conclusion for tbe Dashwood mare Leonor,

and the pr-'puecies in this proved correct, for Leonor experi-

enced no trouble in winning three straights. Leonor is a

very promising mare, and moves iu excellent style. Tom
Rice, under the ab e manipulation of Walter Mayhen, made a

oetter showing than many anticipated, aud defeated Cada-

mus, who has a teudency for breaking, for second money.

Narcola sold a heavy favorite in the two-mile dash. A
few, however, could be found to invest a few odd dollars on

Galgo and Fred Collier. Narcola is a fine appearing animal,

aud is a full sister to Ballot Box, who ran four miles when a

three-year-old in 7:30, with a month's training, at the Oak-

land Park. The only race Narcola won when a two-year-old

was a very important one, as he beat Todd, who won the

American Derby at Chicago this year. At the Sacramento

Fair Narcola was leading iu the two and one-fourth mile dash

at the two-mile post, which was reached in the extraordi-

nary fast time of 2:31$. Narcola's performance, everything

considered, was first-class. The only real contest in the

race, however, was the fight for second place between Galgo

and Fred Collier. Galgo won after a hard race.

Stambuul was such a heavy favorite that he was barred in

the pools. Thapsiu can move just fast enough to keep

dtamboul moving. The great thirty-mile running race iu

which each rider was allowed six horses and was compelled

to change at the end of every mile created no end of excite-

ment aud enthusiasm. The competitors were Carl Pugh, a

San Bernardino boy. and M. Pryor of San Juan Capistrano.

Pugh is rather small but is exceptionally active and lithe. He
is twenty-six years old and rode as if born in the saddle.

Pryor is rather tall and slim, but is remarkably agile. An
enormous amount of money was wagered on the result of this

race. At one lime Pugh would be the favorite and then

Pryor, but the latter was mostly a heavy favorite as he has

been training for a month past and was equipped with good

horses. Pugh did not manage, to get his animals together

until the last minute. Both men displayed wonderful horse-

manship and the alacrity with which they dismounted and

mounted fairly aroused the enthusiasm of the vast assem-

blage. Pryor assumed such a big lead before three miles had

been traversed that all hope for Pugh appeared to be gone.

Cut the San Bernardino man stuck gallantly to his work and

more than surprised the multitude by overcoming the great

lead and passing his opponent before half the distance waB

traversed. Pugh's horses were very fractious, and he expe-

rienced great difficulty in mounting them in consequence,

but as the horses got used to the work this defect was rem-

edied. Pryor's animals behaved splendidly, and he lost but

little time in changing, but, as the result showed, he rode

injudiciously, driving his horses too fast at the start, which

told on the "animals very considerably towardB the end. It

was a great contest between two great riders. Tbe distance

was accomplished in the extraordinary fast time of one

hour, six minutes, and thirty seconds, which constitutes a

record. Carl Pugh is also credited with another record

which appears in the Clipper Annual. It is as follows: Fifty

miles, 1:50:03J. Carl Pugh, ten horses, changing at will,

match race, Sa'n Bernardino, Cal. July 7th, 13S3. This con-

cluded one of the best day's Bport that has taken place in this

city for many a long day. The details are as iollows:

The Southern California Trotting Stakes for three-year-olds, mile

heats, best three in five. Stake compu'ed and divl ^ed.

0. A.. Dur fee's b m Leonor by Daahurood, dam Geraldine

—

C. Durfee. * 1 *

L. J. Felton's cb g Cadamus by Shamrock Doc Williams 3 3 2

J. P. Palin'e b c Tom Kice by Bob Mason, dam Eva P.—
iValter Mayben 2 2 ».

Time, 2:49, 2:46-1, 2:42.

First Heat—The three animals were sent on their journey

on even terms, after scoring several times. L onorsoon went

to the frout, where he remained throughout. Tom Kice

finished second and Ca amus last. Time, 2:49.

Second Heat—The bell was tapped on tbe first score.

Leonor was the first to show in front and led Cadamus a

couple of lengths at the quarter. Cadamus now broke badly,

aud before "Williams got him under way again tbe gelding

was fully four lengths behind Rice, who was moving very

nicely. Tom Rice was nearly on tqual terms with the leader

at the half. A pretty struggle now ensued, aud they both

turued into the straight together, and it was anyone's heat,

but lorn Rice settled his chances b\ breaking badly at the

draw gaie. Leonor finished several lengths iu advance.

Time, 2:46V.
Third Heat—An admirable start was made. Leonor was

again sent to the front and was leading four lengths at the

quarter, which she increased to half a dozen before the half

was reached. Leonor won the heat and purse. Cadamus
came up at the end, trotting very strongly and beat Tom
Rice for second position. Leonor got the purse and Tom
Rice second money. Time, 5:42.

Running Purse—Purse I'jOO; SI^O to first, &90 to second, 830 to third;

all ages. Two-mile dasb.
Matt 8lorn'a b f Narcola, S, by Korfolk, dam Addle C, 1P3 lbs.

Leo Newell *

Jo Thomas' ch g Galgo, 5, by Rutherford, dam Nina R., 117 lbs ,

Brennan 2

S. B. Dennis' cb c Fred Colliei, aged, by Joe Hooker, dam Pubs. 117

lbs .... . .. Clifford 3

Time, 3:37*.

At the fall of the flag Newell sent Narcola along at a high

rate of speed, and bail soon opened up a wide gap and must
have been twelve lengths ahead at the half. Fred Collier, who

.

had beeD last, now tn<>ve'i up to Galgo, and both riders net to

work to overtake N.ircola, but it proved a hopeless tabk.

Galgo »nd Fr:d Collier were racing neck and neck at the

three qnarters. Narcola passed by the stand galloping in

fine form a long way in the lead, and Galgo led Fred Collier

by almost a length Nan-ola won the race with the greatest

of ease, and Galgo beat Collier by several lengths for second

money. Time, 3:37£.

Trotting— tor 2:3u cUbs; mile heata, 3 in|5; purse, $600; $360 to first,

$180 to second. S5U to third.

L. J. Rose's D s Stamboul, 6, by Bultan, dam Fleetwlng—
Walter Mayben 1 1 1

E. H. Miller Jr.'a blk g Thapsln by Berlin, dam Lady Bnbbard
- Willmr Smith - 2 2 2

J H. KelWa o g Valentine, 6, by Ferral's Clay, dam Queen—
Kelley 3 3 3

Time, 2:291, 2:26, 2:261.

First Heat—The blue aud black of Valentine was the first

to show to the front. All three trotters moved along in

fanltless style and trotted hunched for the greater part of the

distance. Stamboul led by a ahort neck at the half (1:1*2).

A blanket would have covered the trio at the three-quarter

mile post (147). Thapsin holding second position. Stamboul
entered the finish with a -light lead, which he maintained
until the tiniBh. Time, 2:23J.

S'-cond fleat— All three moved over the line together, but
Stambonl was the tirat to reach the quarter. Valentine, who
had beeu moving finely up to this point, broke badly aud
lost half a dozen lengths before he recovered. Thapsin was
a length behind at the half. Stamboul bow broke and lost a

great deal of ground. Walter Mayben soon had the Sultan

stallion on his feet and following Thapsin up. A grand strug-

gle now took pbice. but Stamboul coming at a high rate of

speed won by less than half a length after a pretty finish.

Time, 2:26.

Third Heat—This was merely a repetition of the former
two.
KunniDg. thiTty mileB, change horses each mile. Each

rider had six horses. Purse, $500; $30i) to first, $150 to

second, and $50 to third.

Carl Puph, San Bernardino 1

M. Pryor, San Jaun Capistrano 2

Time. 1.-06J.

This event was watched with great interest and proved to

be the greatest drawing card of the whole meeting. Both
men were loudly cheered upon making their appearance.

No difficulty wa9 experienced in dispatchiug the men on
their long journey. Pryor led by thirty yards at the end of

the first mile, and when the men pulled up their horses

abruptly and jumped on another the crowd yeded themselves

hoarse. Pugh was 200 yards behind at the end of three mileB,

and at five was fully a quarter of a mile behind and his

chance of success appeared very slim. The fifteenth mile

proved the most exciting one in the race, for Pugh struck a

good horse and Pryor tbe reverse. And on the sixteenth

mile when Pugh nassed Pryor the crowd cheered aud cheered,

aud the scene of excitement baffles description. Men hol-

loed, boys shouted and ladies waved their handkerchiefs.

Both had capital mounts on the twenty-first mile. At the

end of the twenty-third mile Pugh was an eighth of a mile

ahead, and, increasing his lead on every mile, won amidst a

scene of greatest excitement by fully a quarter-mile. The
winner was lifted off his horse and carried on the shoulders

of his admirers, while che^r after cheer rent tbe air.

Cannon Ball, Galgo and Telephone were the horses that

did the great work, and as a judge in the stand remarked.
" blood will tell."

Fou rib Day.

Five thousand people struggled with their emotions and

each other at the Agricultural Park Thursday afternoon.

The track, under the careful management of Mr. Byan, the

lessee, was in splendid condition, considering it was so slip-

pery and muddy on Tuesday. The racing was of an inter-

esting character throughout.

The ball was set rolling with the three-quarter mile and

repeat. Grover Cleveland was such a red-hot favorite that he

was barred in the pools. Adam sold first choice and Glenell

had a large following. Dublin Bay was not very much fan-

cied. Grover Cleveland won the first heat rather haodily

in 1:16, although he has accomplished the distance in 1:134.

Adam secured second place. A large sum of money went

into the pool-box on the second heat. Adam and Glenell

alternate i as favorites, and Dublin Bay was left out in tbe

cold. Of course Grover Cleveland won again, but Dublin
Bay surprised the talent by securing second position, and,

according to racing rules, second money, as position iu the

deciding heat counts. The lucky few who backed Dublin
Bay reaped a big harvest.

A quintette of lively youngsters were now saddled up for

the five-eighths mile dash. The Chase stable, consisting of

Kildare and Kosedale, sold as favorites. Typesetter had many
staunch supporters, aud several were found willing to invest

on Hazel and Nettie Washington. The winner proved to be

BoBednle, a splendid-appearing muscular Joe Hooker filly.

Typesetter managed to get second money by tbe shortest of

heads from Kildare, who came up with a big rush near the

end. The trotting puise of $300 for 2:27 class resulted in a

walk-over for Rajah. The special mile dash between Ed.
McGinnis and John Treat proved to be the great event of the

dav. Pool after pool was sold on the result, and the betting

varied very much. The judges got au inkling that all was
not right, and believing tbat the race was cut aud dried, and
wishing to prevent anv fraud being practioed on tbe public,

ordered that new riders be put upon the horses. Newell rode

John Treat, and Gabey Ed. McGiuniB. Both riders were cau-

tioned by the judges before starting. A graud start was
effected at the third attempt, and one of the best races ever

rteen on the course took place. Ed. McGiunishad the pole.

Johu Treat woo the raoe, after a slashing struggle, by a neck.

The owner of McGinnis immediately after the race entered

a protest against the rider of John Treat for foul riding. He
claimed that Newell, on Jobu Treat, took the inside pole

goiug around lhe turn before he was clear a length ahead.

The judges upheld the protest aud awarded the race to Ed.
McGinnis. As it was to be expeoted a big kiok was indulged

in over tbe judges' decision by the backers of John Treat. It

was rather hard luck for them to lose their money after their

horse got in first, bnt 6iich are the chances of racing. No
blame should attach to Newell. It was simply a mistake of

judgment liable to happen to the best rider in the. country.

He thought he was far enough ahead to out inside. The rules

say that no rider is allowed to take the inside running before

be is a clear length ahead. The special trot between Victor,

Oliver J., Pendenuis and Ioca Jr. was unfinished when dark*

ness put a stop to any more trotting. The details are ap fol-

lows;
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Running, all agea—Three-fourths of a mile and repeat, parse S250;
$150 t" first, 375 to second, $25 to third.
Matt Siorns' oh c Grover Cleveland, 4, by Monday, dam Robin

Girl. 113 Newell 1 1

B. P. Hill's, cb g Adam, 5, by Reveille, 110 F. McCurdy 2 3
Arcadia Stables' cb g Glenell, aged, by Glenell, dam Planetar-

ium, 110 S.McCurdy 3

George L. Waring's br g Telephone, aged, by Wildidle, dam
unknown, 110

F. 11. Slaughter'a b s Dublin Bay, 6, by Grinstead, dam Amanda,
113 Devoy 2

Time. 1:16, 1:15$.

First Heat—After three false attempts the field was dis-

patched to a fairly pood start. Grover Cleveland was the
tirst to show to the front, with Telephone aDd Glenell close

up, and Adam and Dublin Bay bringing up the rear. Tele-
phone was sent up to Grover Cleveland, and a pretty race
ensued for about a furlong, when Grover Cleveland drew
ahead. Turning into the straight it was noticed that Tele-

phone was in difficulties. Glenell was now shook up aud
was second coming down the straight, but Fred MuCordy on
Adam challenged him, and a slashing race ensued for second
money, which resulted in a win for Ben Hill's chestnut geld-

ing. Grover Cleveland won handily by a length. Time,
1:16.

Second Heat—A grand start was effected after several
breakaways, in which Telephone got a little the worst of the
send-uff. After going a quarter uf a mile the order was
Adam, Dublin Bay and Grover Cleveland, and the pace was a
corker. Newell sat down on Grover Cleveland and was soon
at the head of affairs. Grover Cleveland, Adam and Glenell
was the order turning in the straight. Devoy, who held a
good position on Dublin Bay throughout the race, now made
his effort, and passing Glenell tackled Adam, and after a
game struggle he gradually drew ahead and secured second
position after a pretty finish. Grover Cleveland won in a
galkp by several lengths. Adum finished third, Glenell
fourth and Telephone fifth. Time, 1:155-

Running—For two-year-olds, five-eighths of a mile; winner of any
two-year-old event previous to carry seven pounJs exfra; purse Sl5u;
SUO to first, $45 10 second and S15 to third.

James B. (Juase's en f Rosedale by Joe Hooker, dam Lady Clare, 107
Newell 1

F. JIcLain's b c Typesetter by Hock-Hocking, dam by Ben Wade, 110
McOurdy 2

James B. Chase's ch c Kildare, by Kyrle Daly, dam Miatafce, 110
liabey 3

B. F. Bragg'e ch f Nettie Washington by Jupiter, dam unknown, lu7
Brennan

Charles Thomas' bf Hazel by Balboa, dam Armed a Howard, lu7

Machado
Time, 1:04,

A great amount of tronb.e was experienced in sending the
youngsters off to an even start. Huzel was especially obstrep-
erous. After eight false attempts the flag was lowered to a
moderately good start. The green colors of Typesetter's
rider was the first to show clear of the ruck. Hazel aud Rose-
dale being the next in order, with Kildare lust. The rider of

Hazel began to apply his whip from the jump, aud was lead-

ing the field soon after they got going by a couple of lengths.
Newell now let Kosedale out and soon had the lead. Type-
setter now moved up, and Kildare, who had been last, came
with a big rush near the bend, and there was very little dif-

ference between the leaders, ilazel fell back to Nettie "Wash-
ington, who had never shown up prominently once through-
out the race. Rusedale came away down the straight, and,
lookiug all over a winner, won cl< verly by a length and a
half. Typesetter secured second place and money by the
shortest of necks. Kildare ran very wide at the turn or the
colt would have secured second place. Nettie "Washington
beat Hazel out for last place. Time, 1:04.

Trotting purse, §600. $300 to first, $150 second, to $50 to third, for
2:27 class. Mile beats, three in five.

K. D. Wise's b s Bajah, 4, by 3ultan, dam Kitty Wilkes 1
Time, 1:04.

This event resulted in a walkover for Kajah.

Bunning dash of a mile. Match Race.
H. L. bimuel's b c Ed. McGinnis by Grinstead, dam Jennie G..Gaby 1

AlMorine's g g John Treat by Beveille Newell 2
Time, 1:43.

The Race—This proved to be a beautiful race. Both horses

moved off together, necK and neck. Turning the bend John
Treat assumed the lead and . ed by a length and a half for

about 100 yards before the quarter pole, which was the great-

est distance between the animals throughont the race. At
the quarter John Treat had a length the beBt of it. Around
the back stretch the horses stuck together, and at the half

McGinnis was right at Treat's girth. The greatest excite-

ment now prevailed. They were nose and nose at the quar-

ter, and a prettier race was never seen than the finish down
the straight. Gaby was the first to use his whip, and Newell
was obliged to do the same at the drawgate. Nearer and
nearer they come, so close together that the crowd became
greatly excited, but John Treat, who came with a great rush at

the end, managed to get his nose in front, although McGinnis
was in advance a few yards past the winning post. Time,
1:43.

A special trot was put on and two heats trotted, when
night brought about a postponement.

Oliver J. sold a big favorite. First heat: Fendennis went
off with the lead, closely followed by Inca Jr. Fendennis

broke badly at the quarter, and Inca Jr. assumed the lead,

which he kept till the end. Second heat: It was bo dark it

was impossible to tell the changes in the race. Oliver J.

came in first, Victor second, Inca Jr. third. Victor was dis-

qualified in this beat for running.

jLast Day
The last day of the Fair of 18S7, was largely attended.

The t*ack was in very much better condition than any day

except the opening day. The inside running was a trifle

heavy and the drivers hugged, the outside with great per-

tinacity. The track must be accounted at least three sec-

onds slow, consequently the time made in the 2:16 trotting

and pacing events was very good.

The opening event was the unfinished trot from the day

previous. Oliver J. proved the victor in this event.

Through some misunderstanding in the changing of the

drivers of Pendennis the day previous the owner of Penden-

nis C. Edgar Smith refused to start his horse, claiming

tha't the driver had not used the horse properly the day

before. An expert, at the request of the judges, examined

the horse, and pronounced him fit to start and that there

was nothing wrong with the animal except a small abrasion

which did not amount to anything.

Mr. Smith could not be prevailed to start the animal, so

the judges fined him $100 and suspended him and the horse

until the fine is paid. Contractor won the 2:45 trot in three

straight heats. The judge announced that Contractor was

entitled to $100 premium given by the Cynthia Associa-

tion for all Sultan horses trotting a mile in less than 2:30.

Four thoroughbreds sported silk in the Derby. Narcola

was the favorite, although Carmelita was heavily backed

and had a large following. Narcola proved victorious, and

could have made the distancein 2:36 had occasion demanded.

The pacing race was watched with great interest. J. C.

Lee surprised the talent by winning the first heat from

Arrow Arrow won the next two heats, There is no sqaarer

driver living than Hitchcock, but as several people shot off
their mouths to the effect that Lee was being pulled, Mr.
Hitchcock made the request that Mr. Hickuk should drive
Lee in the fourth heat, and with the famous driver behind
him, Arrow, notwithstanding that he lost a half dozen
lengths, beat Lee worse than in any of the previous heats.
The trotting 2:16 class was won in three straight heats by
that wonderful little trotter Arab. Adair and Lot Slocum
are just fast enough to make Arab trot. The details are
as follows.

Special trot. Purse S400.
L. J. Felton's b g OUver J., 4, by Oddfellow, dam by Pat-

chen 3 111
D. G Whitney's cb s Inca Jr., 6, by Inca, dam by Black

Warrior—Doc Williams 12 3 3
J. G Denman's bg Victor, 4, by Don Victor, dam Flora—

Irwin 2 1 2 2
C, Edgar Smith's b g PendenniB by Sultan, dam Blonde,

by Tecumseh 4 3

Time, 2: 38 J.

Third Heat—Oliver J. assumed the lead soon after the start,

and led throughout, winning by a length or more in 2:38 L
.

Victor finished second, and Inca Jr. third.
Fourth Heat—A vexatious delay ocenrred at the start.

Oliver J. led by a length at the qu*rter, Inca Jr. and Victor
being neck and neck. Ioca Jr. broke after passing the half,

wbich was made in 1:20. A nice struggle took place down
the straight, which resulted in a win by the shortest of heads,
Victor second and Inca Jr third. The first money was
awarded to Oliver J., second money to Inca Jr., and third
money to Victor.

Running, L03 Angeles Derby Stake; for three-year-olds, one and a
half miles. Stake computed and divided 60, i0 and 10 per cent.
Matt Storn'e b f Narcola, by Norfolk, dam Addie C, 115 pounds.

Newell 1

AI Morines' b f Carmelita, by Hardwood, 115 pouods ..F McCardy 2
A. J. Hutchinson's b f Manzanita, by Hardwood, 115 pounds,

Machido 3

B. H. Hill's ch c Mikado, by SMloh, dam Margery W. W. Weeks
Time, 2:4uJ.

The Eace—Considerable difficulty was experieuced in

effecting a start, Carmelita and Manzarita generally being
left at the pole. On the eighth attempt the ring was lowered
to a capital start. Carmelita and Narcola were the firBt to

show to the front, with Mikado and Manzanita dancing
attendance. Before going a quarter the field was bunched,
with Narcola first and Manzanita second. Passing the graun
stand Narcola led Manzanita by a neck. Carmelita now
moved up, and it was nip and tuck all along the back
stretch between Narcola and Carmelita. The leaders now
opened the gap. The first mile was made in 1 :46. Carmelita
and .' e on even terms tnrning into the straight,

and a pretty race ensued. Whips were freely brought idto

requisition with the sole exception of the rider of Narcola,

who won in a gallop by a length from Carmelita. Manzanita
finished second and Mikado last. Time, 2:40.;

Trotiing—2:45 class: mile heats, three in five; pur3e $350; §210 to

first, $105 to spcond, $35 to third.

C. B. Ficketfs br g Contractor, by Sultan, dam Overland—Barnes... 1

William Smith's b m Belle Forest, 4, by Chief of Echoes—Daggert.. 2

Time, 2:^7,2:29^,2:38.

First Heat—Belle Forest broke badly soon after the start

and Contractor followed suit. Milone soon got Contractor

on his feet again, but Belle Forest lost a ilozen lengths by the

transaction. Belle Forest got going again in good shape, but
the lead was too much to overcome and Belle Forest was
almost shut ont. Time, 2:37.

Second Heat—This heat needs very little description.

Contractor went to the front, Belle Forest again breaking
badly at the usual place. Belle Forest was shut out, but by
prior arrangement distance was waived. Time, 2:29£.

Third Heat—This heat proved to be an exact repetition of

the second. Time, 2:38.

Racing—Free for all; mile heats, three in five; purse §600; $360 to

first. $1h0 to second, ?60 to tbird.

Durfee & Covarrubias' b g Arrow, 4, by A. W. Bichmond,
damCrichion Durfee 2 111

H. Hitchcock's blk s L. C.Lee, aged, by Elmo Jr...Hitchcock 12 2 2
Time, 2:17i, z:19, 2:214, 2:20-

Auction pools varied considerably, but the average was five

to one in favor of Arrow.
First Heat—A splendid start was effected at the second

score, Lee leading Arrow by a head. The' first eighth was
made in 10;.; seconds, with Lee still a nose in advance. The
quarter was reached in thirty-five seconds with Lee a full

length ahead. It took just seventeen seconds to reach the

third furlong post. LesB than three-quarters of a length

separated the celebrated pacers at the half, which was made in

1:09. Arrow gained the length's difference before the animals
reached the three-quarter polo, and both turned into the

straight neck and neck. A grander struggle was never seen
than that which followed to the wire. Lee gradually drew
ahead and beat the Los Angeles pacer by a length in 2:17^,

which is the fastest pacing ever seen in Los Angeles, and the

fastest mile ever paced over the track.

Second Heat—A capital start was made at the first attempt-

Arrow was three-quarters of a length in advance at the quar-

ter, which was made in 35.J seconds. Durfee moved Arrow
along at a terrific gait, and was leading three lengths at the

half which was reached in 1:00^. Hitchcock followed after

the leader, and was within a length of the leader at the three-

quarter pole (1:454;), and a brilliant struggle took place down
the straight, which resulted in favor of the Los Angeles-bred
pacer by less than three-quarters of a length. Time, 2:19.

Third Heat—Another good start was effected on the first

score. Both pacers were locked at the quarter (35]). Arrow
broke at this point and lost five lengths. The heat was
thought to be finished by many as far as Arrow was con-

cerned, but Durfee sent the great four-year-old along, and waB
only three lengths behind at the half, in 1:1U. Durfee
gained two lengths in the next furlong, and the pace was a

corker. At the three-quarter mile post less than a length

and a half separated the contestants. Turning in the

straight in grand style, Arrow outpaced the wonderful Den-
ver animal, and won, amidst great enthusiasm, by very little

to spare. Time, 2:21$.

Fourth Heat—Both pacers moved off together. Both
animals broke early in the contest. Arrow broke a second
time and lost considerable ground, but going along the back
stretch like a streak of lightening, won easily. The time for

the different quarters was: quarter, 35s; half, 1:09$; three-

quarters, 1:46; one mile, 2:20.

Trotting—For 2:16 class; free for all; mile heats, 3 in 5; purse
$1,000; 5600 to first. $300 to second, §10J to third.

Ornn A. Hlckob's b g Arab by Arthurton—Hickok ..1 1 1

E. H. Miller Jr.'B b g Adair, by Electioneer, dam Addie Lee—Wil-
bur Smith 3 2 2

Lee Shaner's br g Lot Slocum by Electioneer, dam Glencor

—

Shaner 2 3 3
Time, 2:22, 2:2I£, 2:20j.

First Heat—The bell was tapped on the second score to a
fine start. Arab led by a neck, Lot Slocum and Adair locked.

Arab gradually increased his lead and led Lot Slocum by a

length at the quarter (35). Adair here broke badly and was
fully ten lengths in the rear before Wilbur Smith got him on
his feet again. Arab led Slocum by two lengths at the half,

which was reaohed in 1:11. Shaner now began to slowly but

gradually decrease the lead of Arab. Both animals were
moving in grand form, and turning into the straight, there
was not a great deal of difference, and at the drawbridge it

was anyooe's race, but the pace was too fust for Slocum, who
broke near thtt finish. Adair finished several lengths behind
Slocum. Time, 2:22

Second Heat—On the fourth score the bell was tapped to a
good start with Adair slightly behind. Arab led Slocum half
a length at the quarter (35) Adair being two lengths in the
lead. The trotters were well together at the half which was
reached in I:10£. Lot Slocum broke here but quickly recov-
ered himself, but lost several lengths by the contretemps.
Adair was sent along at a lively gait, and was witLin a quarter
of a length of the leader at the three-quarters (1:47). The
leader came down the straight locked, but Hickok managed to
keep his perfect little trotter in the lead, and won by half a
length. Lot Slocum was half-a-dozen lengths behind. Time
2:21J.
Tnird Heat— After two or three false attempts the bell was

rung to a g>od start. There was less than a length between
the three pacers at the quarter (371. Arab led by two lengths
at the half ( ' -12A )- At the three-qnarter pole (1:47) Arab
was three le«gtLs ahead and Adam led Slocum by about the
same distance. Arab won easily in 2:20|. Adam beat Lot
Slocum by half a dozen lengths. The first money was
awarded Arab, second money to Adam, and third money to
Lot Slocum.

Premium List at Los Angeles.

CLASS I.—THOROUGHBRED HORSES.

Stallions, best four years and over, 320; Bitehelor, b s by
Hock-Hocking*, dam Maid of the Mist; Grover Cleveland by
ilonHay, dam Robin Girl by Ejquirer. First prize.

Best three years, $15; Tahoe by imp. Fcchter, dam Mari-
tana. Prize.

Best two years. §10; b c Ed. McGinnis by Grinstead, dam
Jennie G. Prize.

Best colt, one year or under, $15; ch c Crawford by Billy
Lee, dam Poliy Lee. Prize.

Best three years and over, S10; Narcola by Norfolk, dam
Addie C. Prize.

Best two years and over, $8; Bosedale by Joe Hooker, dam
Lady Clare. Prize.

Best mare colt, one year or under; ch f Senovia by Billy
Lee, dam Belle Mason. Prize.

Best dam other than thoroughbred, with no less than two
of her colts, S15; ch m Nellie by Nigger Biby, dam by Old
Turk, and Conuor aud Snowball by Del Sar, and Lightfoot
by Hardwood, dam Nellie. Prize.

GRADED HORSES.
Stallions—Best four years old and over, $20; fs Falcon,

four years, by Hardwood, duni Grey Eagle. Prize.

Best colt, one-year-old or under, SS; Harry Gage, steel
gray, by A. "W. Richmond, dam by Ben Wade.
Rory O'.Vlore, ch s by Salisbury, dam by Richmond. Prize.

Mares—Best four years and over with colt, $15; Jennie Linn,
s m by Young Lexington, dam by Leviathan.

Sicramt-nto Belle, b m by Old Sacramento, dam unknown,
and colt Jane by Donald, dam Sicramento Belle. Prize.

Best three years old and over, $12; Georgia, d b m by
Dashwood, dam by Belmont. Prize.

CLASS IV.—DRAFT HORSES.

Stallions—Best tnree-years-old and over, $15; Dnke, four
years, b s by imp. Ben Lomond, dam by imported Glancer.
Prize.

Mares—Rhet, six years, b mby Gambetta, dam Bet by Rod-
ney, and colt Leon. Prize.

CLASS V ROADSTERS.

Stallions—Best four years and over, S2C; Connor, ch s by
Del Sur, dam Nellie; b h Fargo by Athertou, dam unknown.
Oscar Steioway, 6 years, ch by Steinway, dam Frankie

Eaton by "Whipple's Hambletoman.
Dashwood, b s, 8 years, by Legal Tender, dam Graves'

Maid. Prize.

Garnet, b s by Mambrino Belmont, dam Grace by Jaok-
son's Rollo Gold Dust.
Best three years old, $15; Jack Hill, gray by A. W. Rich-

mond, dam by John Morgan.
Best two years old, S10; Mark Twain, blk by A. W. Rich-

mond, dam Jennie by John Morgan. Prize.

Best three years old, §15; Georgia, b by Dashwood, dam by
Belmont. Prize.

CLASS VT.—CARRIAGE HORSES,

Best-matched span of carriage horses, owned and used as
such by one person thirty days before the fair, shown to car-

riage or buggy, two or more to compete, $20; entries—Inca
and Ned, Prince and King. Prize. Lula and Kitty, Nick
and Bird. Spotted team.

CLASS VII.—ROADSTER TEAMS.

Best double team of roadsters owned and used as such by
one person thirty daye before fair, $25. Lucky, light gray,
and Rowland iron grey. Prize.

CLASS VIII.—HORSES FOR GENERAL PURPOSES.

Stallions—Best four years and over, $10; Snowball, blk s

by Del Sur. dam Nellie.

Chief of Echos, b s by Echo, darn Crokell. Prize.

class rx.—COLTS.

Free to all except those entered as thoroughbred and graded.
Best yearling colt, $8; Lightfoot b s by Hardwood, dam Nel-
lie. Prize.

Be3t suckling colt, $8; Leon, four months, b colt by Pat-
terson's Leon, dam Rhet. Prize.

Best yearling colt, $5; Tono, s g by Salisbury, dam by
"Whipple's Hambletonian. Prize.

Prince, c by imp. Ben Lomond, dam by imp. Glancer.
Best suckling colt, $5; Ruth P. by Lexington, dam Jennie

Linn. Prize.

CLASS 51.—BWEEPSTAKES OPEN TO ALL.

Best stallions, any age or breed, $20; second best $10;
Batchelor by Hock-Hocking, dam Maid of the Mist. Prize.
Leon, b s, four months, by Patterson's Leon, dam Rhet by

imp. Gambetta.
Dashwood, eight years, d b b by Legal Tender, dam Graves'

Maid.
Rory O'More, ch s 1 year, by Salisbury, dam by Richmond.
Snowball, blk s 5 years, by Del Sur, dam by Nigger Baby.
Grover Cleveland, by Mond*y, dam Robin Girl, by

Enquirer. Prize. Best mare, $20. Seeoud best mare, $10.
Georgia, d b m, by Dashwood, dam by Belmont.
Jennie Linn, ch m, by Young Lexington, dam by Levia-

than. Prize.

Narcola, by Norfolk, dam Addie C. Prize.

JACKS AND JENNIES.

Maltese Jack, 3 year*, by Samp -ion, dam by Me
Prize. Judges—C, S. Crittenden, Alex, Buzzlet

a

A. De Camp.
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IN ENDLESS VARISTY AT

J, A. McKEBBON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street. San Francisco

Hunting* Bogs.
Hunting Dogs taken to handle on game, the com-

ing H'AMili.

E. LEAVFSLEY,
anel.llf fill.HOY.

V DO YOU WSNT,A-.DiQ
DOC BUYERS' CUIOE.

f»|
Dtdored plates, 100 engravinpraftOolored \

of different breeds, prices they are f
worth, and where to buy them

[(

Mailed for 15 Cents. - |
, ASSOCIATED FANCCEeS, K

jf JH237 s* £"6** Btl Philadelphia, Pa. |

AMERICAN
KENNEL CLUB

STUP-BQOK.
Blanks for registering in the official stnd

bj'ik will <»e mailed on application.

Entries will close for part Four on Decem-
ber 30. IS87.. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club,
Koh, -1-1 nutf 44i llroudivnv,

5P«b N«»\f ViVrK

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

CLOVER'S ALBUM.
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

DUG MEDICINES.
«a"jic rur". - 50*- Disleiaper Cure. SI .««
itlomi I'cirlficr, 50c. VerniUut»e, - - 50e
i anker W-*sh. 5»H*. fl;>e r,<»*l<»n, aoe
01arrtro3UCUre t'50c Cure tor *W* - SOe.
I'oiitf!. - d'UC. Liniment - 50«.
Ke u:u i and Stulile Soap, hest ilog soap known, price

.tfc.

These remedies are sold by druggists and dealers
n sportsmen's goods.

&.LL DOG- DISEASES TREATED
H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian to the Westminster Kennel Club, New
Jersey Kenne' Club, Rhode Island Kennel Cluh,
Harlford Kennel Club, Hemstt-ad Farm Company, etc.

22oc'3 l^*»:* Krnmlwav. N«»w Vorfa

I

Secured nv Cotters Pati'iit. fitly »A. INK'S

Having tlniM iiencriberi n,y inve ntton. wlial I (sli

16 new, and denlre tu e-eurt- mv ii-1 ti- 1 s p;lteni, is:

1. Tlif |t*rt iMsnppnrredM Mie «M. rttrnfiU.il Hit* till

din. extending back xs shown, the fruni Imv] .<

jperjniilnto wliich.the lOimi ie fitted. sultBt>uUi*ll)
as herein described!

2. In a bridle. In combination with Mi-1 extend nn IS,

the curved blinds F, se^.ired to such ris! tmHiona, anu
as Blnipi-il. to «ive full freedom and ventilation to tli*-

eve while cir-uniscribing the viBion, substantially a*
herein described.

3. In a bridle, and in combination with Che ex-ten
Binns D; blinds F, and aide straps A.the screw, mil
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
Bet. substantially as herein described.

1. In a bridle, and In combination with the check
Sier.es D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
and H , connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyes, and having the ad Justine; slides or
buckles, substantially as an.i for the purpose herein
described.

5. In a bridle, and in com ination with the blinds F,
supported aid pivoted to the bridle so as to be movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
straps or bande G and H, and the tear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, andad-
Justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
efl.ee, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will bounder*
aood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

vith all the objections nrged against blinds, and at the
lame time Riving complete control of the line of
rlsion. Bv throwing the lower portion of the blind up
*"in-thlng of the same eftect on the action follows as
. \ induced by toe-weighte. This la especially the case
vhen young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the &nee without the Btrain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. MeKERROK,
N*. 38b «jid 283 SUla g*. San Franolaoo.

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector,
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec, 1884. Champion Beauchief,

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1886. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing.—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N. \.

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, .Horses. Cattle, and all

descriptiouB of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original deidgns or drawing* on stone, wood, etc

for Illustration purposos, furnished.

Pnetr
H. BOYD. ArtlNl.

in PorI Street.

STUD POINTER.
RITSH T.. (3751 A. K. R.l, lemon and white, by

Sensation (217 A. K. R.).exHepu O. by Dart—*eney,
lu the stud to approved bltcbefi. Fee 25". Hindi T.
is a dog of good size, good m-trklngs.rare form, excel-
lent temper, high courage and market! field instinct
In breeding ho hus no superior. 1 1 in sire was a grand
fielder and a bench winner. H1b dam 1r a winner on
the tench and un uncommonly good field performer.
The kennel is breeding Irish red setters ot unexcep-

tionable strains.
EJLCHO KEVNELS,

»paa 31* Eleventh Street, S, T,

J. FLAVIN & CO.
"We offer a most complete stock of HuutlDg Goods, euch as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VESTC, etc.,

*11 uf our owa manufacture, and all warranted np to the standard of former year?.

SPOKTSMEN ATTENTION

!

I' Ul A I n»B
If ft ij.il J 1 A Jj

924 to 928 Market Street,
rnx'THK niiBinv. octi

IMPORTANT TO

and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry.'
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R. B's., forms thp

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, iii its own or iu Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.
Co umodious Eest, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

Over 6-Of.O miles ortlrst-t'luvs road rimuing West. North and North-West from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT IINE.

E«'or further information apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD,
ncmnral Ascmt. San rrnncUrn.. C-tl.

L. C. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Bolted
BREECH—LOADING GUN!

«$>**

L. tt SMITH, ^W

?

"

"• m
<*«
SO .

si a

9 5 m

P.
Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammerless Guns.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

A. Demonstration of the Shooting Qualities of the "Ii. O. Smith' Gun.

In the trial for position in the Chamberlin Cartridge Co. tournament, eleven contestants broke one
hundred Btraight inanimate tarcets. Five ot tho eleven used an "L. C. bmitn" Gun, and below we give tha
i
,a mee of the gentlemen and their place of residence.

M.Dan- Powers....™. «— Cleveland- O. I Mr. Fred V-rh, .Tr
, , L j^ Fayette. Ind

ATr. Andy Headers...... ™ _„.Kashvllle,Tcnn. itr. H. Mciforchy —™«_.™„.___..Syracuae,N. Y.
i!r. J. C. Jlonderphot. Cleveland, O. I

We think this a mopt excellent showing, as there was seven different makes of guns nsed by the nineteen
Contestants in the ninety class. L. C. SMITH.

SEND FOB DESCRIPTIVE CATAXOGUE AND PRICE XJSX. aogetl

GHOIOE OLD WHISKIES!
PURE AND UNADULTERATED.

We offer for sale on favorable terms to the Trade.

CATHEH HOOD'S CELEBRATED FINK OLD WHISKIES
of the -oliowing brands, namely:

Cranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A. A., Old Stock, Henrp Bull,
Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.

Also, In cased of 1 dos. q.iart bottles each,

RruutwTck. Club (Pure OM Rye) and Ci»per Ten (Very Old and Cholcs).'

g^T For excellence, pnrl'yand evennese of quality the above are unaurpasaed by any whisblsa I sports
fbo only objection to be made to them by U\e> maulpulatiug dealers being that they cannot be Improve
npon.

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
- SAK FRANC9SCO, GAUFVH9IUSOI.F AGENTS,

"jbM
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SUBSCRIPTION

FIVE DOLLARS A TEAS

1 Chestnut horse, bred In England; imported to Australia in

tero; foaled 1882; imported to America in 1887 by Mr. F. B.

Baldwin.
BY WIXDOAIS.

st dam Miss Emma by Sannterer

d dam Dulcimer by Trumpeter

4 dam Teddingtonia by Teddington

th dam Glaois by Venison or Bolero

OATGAEE.
5th dam Fortress by Defence

6th dam Jewess by Moses
7th dam Calendnloe by Oamerton
8th dam Snowdrop by Highland Fling

9th dam Daisy by Bnzzard

10th dum Tnlip by Damper
11th dam by Eclipse

12th dam Rarity by Matchem

13th dam Snapdragon by Snap

14th dam byBegnlm

15th dam by Bartlett's Cbilden

16th dam by Honeywood's Arabian

17th dam by Byerly Tnrk

Wildoats by Wild Dayrell, dam the Golden Horn, a daughter

of Harkaway.
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General Topics.

Wallace indorses the 2 in 3 movement the New York Spirit

of the Times mildly denounces. The Horseman took firm

ground in favor of the change from the first, and I mast

acknowledge that there appears to be a deal of merit in the

plan. The time will come when heat trotting will give way

to dashes as heat racing has already done. If heats must be

retained, shorten the distance. Station the red BtandaTd

within forty yards of the wiuniDg score, and connect it with a

wire to the judges stand so that it will fall the moment the

head of the leading horse comes under the wire. Instruct

the distance judge to stand on the opposite side of the track

from the flag, pay no attention to the leaders, but note every

animal which is behind the mark. It will curtail entries,

will be one cry, interfere with the poolsales says another.

No matter what interference of these kinds result, honeBt

trotting will make amends. That there are dishonest prac-

tices outside of actual " pulling" of races few will deny.

Perhaps not under the present code and present laxity of

government, but as surely dishonest, or it may be better to

write dishonorable, as patent fraud. In a previous number

there was an illustration of the laying up heats as exempli-

fied by the Arab race at Sacramento. In that case there was

recalcitration. Hoisted with his own petard. The main

engineer of the scheme fell heavily, others shared in his

downfall. There was a general wail; not at the conception

of the scheme, failure was the cp.ubo of the mourning.

show more distress and was known to have equal endurance

with the other. In place of that there may be a few pools

sold in which the suckers are tempted by what they see, but

before long those in the Becrefc cannot resist the temptation to

get every dollar in sight, and back he goes, when in goes the

observer and secures a share of the plunder.

When an entry is made one would be led to think that the

fleetest and stoutest horse Bhould win. There are things to

consider. Combinations, helpers, layiny up heats. Two

pluck one, three or more to share in the denuded feathers

judges made a party to the fraud, the "unwritten law" of the

track called upon to add its sanction to the printed code.

How can it be remedied? Compel every horse to be driven

for each and all of the heats. Iusist that every driver shall

strive to win regardless of position, and drive from end to

end as though his life depended upon the effort. The leaders

are struggling, why should those in the rear be exempt?

There is a fair test when all are doing their best, anything

but fair when one has to fight against fresh reinforcements,

each heat a battle against new foes. If three in five is to be

the supreme test of endurance, mako it such by requiring

that horses be so handled as to try the quality, which a

margin of one hundred yards in 1,760 does not show. Beside,

the opportunities for working against a horse which can only

be beaten by alternating laying-up with other tactics, it also

affords a chance for working the poolbox. This seems to be

the main object of Borne of those who may be termed the best

drivers, or, at least, those whioh are credited with being in

the front rank of the profession. Lacking that quality which

prompts to win at all hazards, which prefers to gratify an

honorable desire over the sordid calculations of how to win

the most money, irrespective of the means employed, either

Btring is pulled as suits their book. If, contrary to their

manipulations, the rates do not suit, another heat can be laid

up, when more money is to be made by losing than winning;

or they can go in and win when they give an emphatic assur-

ance that their winning is out of the question.

A few years ago I saw a forcible exemplification of the lat-

ter method. A noted driver was in the habit of betting

money conjointly with a friend. He had a horse of his own

in the race, and told that friend to bet that she could not win-

Even after winning two heats he still assured him that i^

was the right play, and, as he was a half participator in the

venture, more money was risked. The loss of the money did

not convince the victim that he had been misled, and it was

accepted ae a token of honesty on the part of this honorable

knight of the sulky that he drove it out when his own money

was lost. As a still more particular friend won largely on

the race it required a good deal of faith to persist in the

belief that the " tip" was honestly given. This was some-

thing like a counterpart to the story which Splann tells?

although the finish was different. By the instructions of

those who were betting the big money two heals were laid

up, two more were won. wheu the next was also laid up,

which brought the race to a close. On being reproached for

what he had done he retorted that they were hard to please,

as it could not be expected that after serving them twice he

conld not suit himself once.

Illustrations could be giveD, so many of them that the

repetition would grow tiresome, to show the ills resulting

from this cherished right, as claimed, of fooling the public.

If there is anything which tends to bring trotting into dis-

credit it is this cnstom and its nearest of kin, throwing off

the whole game. At times farcical. Not long ago there was

a pacing race on the Bay District Course; one of the con-

testants was quite a favorite in the pools. The first heat was

lost without disturbing the order. The second went, and in

time which was faster than twenty, and still the favoritism

was greater than ever. She won the third, fourth and fifth-

There can be only two reasons given. The first that the

favorite was superior to all the others, in which case the loss

of two heats was a fraud on her part, or rather on that of

her driver; the second, that it was prearranged that she

should win, and that was a fraud in which all were impli-

cated. One of the Bhrewdestpoolbuyers of our acquaintance
1

b a man who does not give any attention to th6 horses. He
manages to secure a seat from which he can watch the crowd

in front of the auctioneer and gauges his investments on

what he sees. In square, honest trottiDg, a horse which had

secured two heats would certainly command a higher price

than one which had been "away back," provided he did not

Judges are blamed without cause. The forced construction

of the rules, recognizing the right to lay up heats, is a diffi-

culty which is hard to overcome. It ties their hands, whereas

if laying up a heat was placed in the same category as losing

a race intentionally, there would be no trouble. A late trot-

ting race will give an example. A, B, C and D were engaged.

The first afternoon each won a heat, when the race was post-

poned. The favoriie had struggled for every heat, won the

second, waB beaten the third by a neck, and in the fourth

every driver appeared to be determined to beat him. At the

next session there was a grand struggle in the first heat.

Every driver was doing his level best, and the heal was in-

tensely exciting. A won in 2:23ij, B was second, C third and

D last. So far as could be told from a glance at the horses

the heat was no harder on one than another, though D was

trifle lame. A led off for a pool or two when D resumed his

place of favorite. A made a break when in the lead near the

quarter pole, falling so far back that he was out of the race,

and D won in 2:25$. The next heat was won by B in 2:26,

so that three of the horses had each two heats to their credit.

Still D was a big favorite, while B with two heats, and C with

one, sold in the field, A bringing a comparatively small

amount. D won the deciding heat in 2:28i, and it would

have taken a persuasive toDgue to convince a majority of the

lookers-on that the result was not preordained,

I hear people argue that a pre-arrangement whereby the

best horBe is to win is all right. It is all wrong. In' the case

cited the driver of D could not be influenced, and if a "sure

winner" were selected before the start it must be the horse he

drove. Although well managed it did not require a large

amount of penetration to "drop on the racket." The appar-

ent determination to beat D at all hazards was confined to

heats which would not settle the controversy. There was

only one horse which could win the eighth heat without

bringing the race to a close, and she was unequal to the task.

D had a long lead at the quarter, at the half and three-

quarters. When within a furlong of home it did not look as

though it were possible to beat him, and A and B closed a

good deal of the gap. D broke when inside the distance, A
followed suit, caught quickly, and stuck to his trot notwith-

standing a free use of the whip. Had he made anything like

so good a break in the second heat of the day he could not

have lost it. There is no doubt that the judges were anxious

to do right, but as a rule the average judge is not up to the

tricks and dodges of the sharp fellows whom he has to deal

with, and then, as stated before, he is hampered by the

customary interpretation of the rules.

They do not sanction the laying up of a single heat. The
driver of Adair at Sacramento, of Ella S. at the Bay District

of A and B in the last quoted instance, were amenable, and

the judges would have had an undoubted right to unseat

them. It seemed like good management on the part of Adair

to let Lot Slocum and Arab fight while he rested. Id was

unfair, however, to grant that advantage, and surely unfair

to spectators who had paid their money to see a race between

all the entries, and not a combination to defeat one. But

this unwritten law comes in and nullifies the printed edicts.

Grant the right even to lay up a heat or heats when it betters

the chances to win, and the door to fraud is left wide open.

Let a law be added to the code which will settle that point

beyond controversy, and whioh will state in words that can-

not be misunderstood that there must be actual contests in

every heat, and every horse must make an honest endeavor

to win each game in the rubber; that judges must enforce

this provision and trotting will stand on a different basis.

Suppose that the revenues from pool sales are cot down. If

the gate receipts are increased so as to more than cover the

loss, associations can afford to have the change made.

Breeders, and those who fancy the American trotter for other

reasons than as a vehicle for laying wagers, will surely lend

their aid towards clearing the Bport of the shadows which

darken it now, and which are likely to grow blacker and

blacker until there are few bright spots left.

That track sports have a Arm hold of American people is

beyond question. The small attendance at trots is not due

to a lack of relish, but is owing to the nearly universal distrust

of those who control the horBes. Although there are few

fraudulent contests in comparison with what is thought to be

the number, the few leaven the whole mass. When men who
are prominently brought before the public are, with apparent

justness, acou6ed of wrong-doing, it is not surprising that the

whole fraternity should share in the odium. The taint is on

all. When a man whose circumstances are so solid

that there are no pecuniary reasons for endeavouring

to obtain money in any way is guilty, the poverty-

stricken driver, who has difficulty to pay his feed

bills, is supposed to be under compulsion to aid and

humbly follow the course which is marked for him to

pursue. This may be rank injustice, though when judges and

associations are prone to make him the scapeooat it is not

surprising that the public Bhould accept the verdict as cor-

rect. It is rare, indeed, when an example is made in cases

where a prominent driver is, or rather should be, the example.

No one who haw paid any attention to trotting for a series of

years can be ignorant on this point. There ara, unfortunately,

to deny the truth of the charge. The number of entries a

man can control oftentimes gives him a "pull," and the jury

which Bhould try him impartially is influenced by the fancied

power he wields.

An incident which occurred many years ago, and which

came under my observation, may not be out of place. It

took place in Buffalo when Buffalo was not only the center,

but the moBt prominent theatre for the display of spectacular

trotting. The Saturday before the opening day of the regu-

lar meeting there was a trot in which there waB unquestion-

ably crooked work. A driver from Chicago played a part in

it, though others were more conspicuous, and he was seleoted

for the victim. A friend was depending on him to drive his

horses, which were heavily engaged, and through a good

deal of solicitation action was deferred until the close of the

meeting. The last day there was a trot between the cracks.

One man owned two of the greatest celebrity, though this was

not generally known. Father and son were the drivers, the

latter behind the one which was to win. This was, in all

probability, the last time when the "old man" would drive

the mare, and he appeared not to be averse to Bhow that it

was only on sufferance the other could win. In the last heat

it was palpable that on that day, at least, the one which was

playing second fiddle was the best. Her head was pulled

clear around, and only in the last few strides was she beaten.

Before he was out of hearing of the judges' stand the son

upbraided his father for sitting him so hard a stint. It was

suggested to the presiding judge that this could be made a

more potent example than the punishment of a comparatively

obscure individual. The heat could be declared void, a' new
driver take the place of the one which was so clearly culpable,

and another heat trotted. The reply was that it would not

do with horses of that classaud ownership, but he was given

to understand that it would not do to let them escape and not

pardon tbe lighter transgressor. No fnrther action was taken

in the case of "Nosey. " What had been done had a sulutory

influence, as he stated that he could not sleep or eat while

his case was pending, and swore, in the most emphatio terms,

he would never be guilty again. So far as I know he kept

the promise, and until the day of his death never heard of

subsequent transgressions.

It has been the fashion to claim that all this kind of iniquity

was confined to the trotters. That is, those who had no fancv

for the harness gait were prone to charge the whole rasoality

on turf and track to the latter division. I am inclined to the

opinion that since racing has been made a business there are

some engaged in it who are not a whit better than the vam-

pires of the tracks. As haB been stated heretofore, the favor-

ite method this season has been to secure defeat at the start-

ing post. Here, in Chicago, at Latonia, and other places

there have been many suspicious cases, not a few where

there waB absolute proof of wrong-doing. "Broadcharch" in

the N. Y. Spirit of the Times, presents the following sensible

remarks:

But the public generally, I think, do not appreciate the
difficulties incident to the Btarter's position. The popular
idea is that all the jockevs struggle to gat away in the front.

Such is not the case, ae there are some who try jnst as zeal-

ously to get away ia the rear. On this point I heard Williams
unburden himself not an hour ago, when he was trying to

explain the difficulty of getting horses off in good shape.
Said he: '-Early in the week, in a two-year-old purBe race. I

could have effected a start much quicker than I did but for

one of tbe jockeys who would not move up, and persis ed in
getting left. 1 knew then what his game was, and I warned
him that I would not only suspend him, but report him to

the judges. Well, at last he got off at the tail end, and was
never in the hunt. I reported the matter to the judges,
remarking: 'Just see how this will turn out. I predict now
this same jockey on this same animal will win before the
week is over.' Sure enough, yesterday, with good odds against
him, he ran away from the victor of the other occasion and
landed a pot of money for his backers. What show has the
Btarter in cases of this kind where a jockey will persist in
getting left?"

And all this makes pertinent the remark that there have
been rumors—tolerably pointed and specific—of jobbery
here during the week. Some unknown writer in one of the
morning newspapers makes a sweeping charge in that direc-

tion. Making every allowance for the license of unbridled
and unsavory gossip, I am inclined to think that some of the
rumors are not without foundation. I have heard it intimated
time and again tbat a little more vigilance and strictness in

the judges' stand might possibly insure more honest sport.

Be that as it may, some of the boys, if common rumor is to

be credited, have got ir their work. In the nature of things
racing will never be entirely without corrupt and disreputable
features. The character of some turf followers make that

reasonably certain. I have seen race meetings virtually

broken up and the racing Bport pretty effectually squelched
by the license of lawless and drunken vagabonds, aided by
the nefarious work of tricksters and jobbers. Possible this it*

exceptional, but it is nevertheless true, and it strongly con-

veys the moral and the lesson that turf sports can only be
made successful and popular where the orderly and better;

class of people can be made to feel at home in the grand Btand,

!

where a gentlemen cun be free from the annoyance and.
insults ef vicious and drunken outlaws, and where trickery and
jobbery, it not entirely unknown, are at least at a discount.

I am ordinarily disposed to take an optimistic view of the!

turf and its future, but for all that it will not do to ignore'

existing evils, when those evils have been the prime cause

of the decline and fall of more than one raoing association i!

could name.

In these days when "boodlers" and jury-fixers are attract-

ing so muoh attention, the magnates of the turf can profit by

the example. In place of giving a premium to the successful'

manipulator, come down on him "hot blooks." You can tell

him that the highway in place of the grade,d race-course or

Bmoothly surfaced trottiDg track is the ground on whioh to

pursue the calling that seems fitted to his capacity, though it

.il.

» .

is the longest kind of odds that courage is lacking to stop a

too many instances in the past, too many of recent occurrence J stage or garrote even a drunken passer-by. Obloquy they

i.
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care nothing aboat. Id place of realizing how mean-spirited,

how oontemptible their actions are, it is even betting that

hey will boast of their aeuteness. and relate to an admiring

circle of chums how sharp they have been. Not a door

should be left open for their escape. Get rid of them, and if

better material cannot be obtained, give the whole thing up.

There is no trouble to be apprehended on this score. When-

ever it is understood that a fair share of honesty, not to say

honor, is a necessary qualification for driver or jockey; when

it becomes evident that roguery has had its day; when

rudges are inflexible and owners careful to whom their horses

shall be entrusted, their honesty will have a cbanoe. In the

article copied from "Wallace's Monthly" there are valuable

hints. '-Taking a man out" is inadequate punishment, and

jeprimandiug or tining a jockey virtually a premium to repeat

he offense. Clear them away as far as it is possible to make

a clearance, and this task, though difnoult, can be accom-

plished so as to result in great good. J. 0. S.

Mr. Haggin's Sale.

On luesday last the popular auctioneers, Messrs. Killip &
Co., conducted a very successful sale of harness, work and

draft horses and mares at the stables, coiner of Turk and

Steiner street, city. The horses were drafts from the farms

of Mr. J. B. Haggin, and naturally the interest aroused was
marked. Buyers were present in numbers and bid freely. A
list of the horses sold, with names of buyers and prices paid,

is giveu:
Harness Horses.

No. 1. Bay filly, no marks, 14.3 hands, by Norwood, dam
Weasel by McCracken's Black Hawk; S. B. Cushing, $100.

No. 2. Bay rilly, star in forehead, 15.1 hands, 3, by Algona,

dam Young Dimple by CharleB Dickens; M. Conlin, $80.

No. 3. Chestnut filly, star in forehead, 15.1 hands, 4, by
Jim Brown, dam by Monday; S Silver, §65.

No. 4. Bay filly, star in forehead, 15.2 hands, 6, by Victor,

dam by Bismarck; John Buck, $80.

No. 5. Chestnut rilly, irregular stripe In face, right fore

foot, aud right hind foot white; 15.1 hands, 4, by the Bar-

ney Horse, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam Black Mills

Mure by Easton's David Hill; M. Conlin, $120.

No. 6. Chestnut nlly, blaze face, left hind foot white; 15.2

hands, 4, by the Barney Horse, by Whipple's Hambletonian,

dam Mills Mare by Whipple's Hambletonian; W. p. Lam-
bert, $140.
No. 7. Chestnut filly, large star in forehead; 15.1 hands, 3,

by Algona, dam Lola (the old Patton Mare), by John Nelson;

W. P. Lambert, $150.

No. 8. CueBtuut filly, no marks; 15 3 hand, by dam the

Tobin Mare by Lodi; John Buck, $100.

No. 9. Brown rilly, no marks; 15 2 hands, 3, by Admirable,

dam by Biamark; C. S. Chapman $110.

No. 10. Black filly, no marks, 15.2 hands, 3, by Alaska,

dam Gray Mare by Norwood; M. Conlin, $130.

No. 11. Black filly, no marks, 15 2 hands, 3, by Bismarck,

dam Fry Mare; S. B. Cushing, $120.

No. 12. Black filly, no marks, 15.2 hands, 4, by Geo. M.
Patchen Jr., dam by Billy Cheatham; D. S. Hand, S175.

No. 13. Black filly, no marks. 15.3 hands, 4, by Norwood,
dam Lucy by Washington; I. Kohn, $150.

No. 14. Black rilly, spot on nose, white spot on left1 hind

foot, 15.3 hands, 6, by Norwood, dam Victoria by Geo. M.
Patchen Jr ; M. Conlin, $140.

No. 15. Bay fillv, no marks, 15.1, 3, by Algona, dam Mar-

tin Mare by McCracken's David Hill; F. H. Burke, $150.

No. 16. Bay filly, dim star in forehead, 15.2 hands, 4, by

Norwood, dam Boot Mare by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.; C. H.

Kingsley, $400.

No. 17, Bay filly, star in forehead, left hind foot white, 15.3

hand, 3, by Exile, dam Brown KinDey Mare, by Whippleton;

John Buok, $110.

No IS. B iy filly, small star, left fore foot and left hind foot

white, 15.2 hands, 3, bv Kentucky, dam Gay Filly by Ulster

Chief; S B. Cushing, $120.

No. 19. Bay Mare, dark spot on left side, 7, by Ulster

Chief (he by Kysdyk's Hambletonian), dam Gay by Black

Prince; J B. French, 160.

No. 20. Bay filly, small star in forehead, 3, by Norwood,

dam Young Lola, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.; J. A. Goldsmith,

$ao.
No. 21, Bay filly, star in forehead, 15.3 hands, 4, Alaska,

damC.rinen by Charles Diokens; C. S. Critteuden, $250.

No. 22. Bay filly, dim star in forehead, 15 2 hands, 4, by

Black Balyh, dam Billings Mare, by John Nelson, C. S. Crit-

tenden; $'145.

No. 23 Bay filly, strip in face, left fore foot and both hind

feet white, 15 3 hands, 3, by Exile, dam Fanny; M. Conlin,

$180.
No. 24-. Bay filly, right fore foot and right hind foot white,

{oaled , by Alaska, dam by John Nelson; 0. S. Critten-

den. $230.
No. 25. Bay filly, star and snip and both hind feet white,

15 2 handB, 3, by Exile, dam Ann Mary by Charles Dickens,

8. B. Cushing, $160.

No. 26. Bay filly, few gray hairs in face, 15 1 hands. 3,

y Echo, dam Lady Berkey ny Mnlrioon, B. C. Holly, $105.

No. 27. Chestnut filly, star and snip, right foot white. 15 3

hands, 3. by Kentucky, dam unknown; M. Conlin, $105.

No. 28 Chesthut filly, star in forehead, ltltle white on

both hind feet, 16 hands, 3, by Kilrush, dam unknown; M.
Conlin, $100.

No. 29. Chestnut filly, star in forehead, both hind feet

white foaled , by Exile, dam by Lougford; M. Conlin,

iii» *75-
No. 30. Chestnut filly, small star, white on coronets of

both fore feet, 16 hands, 4, by Admirable, dam Daphne by

Whipple's Hambletonian; C. S. Chapman, $150.

No 31. Chestnut filly, dim star in foreheak, 16 hands, 3,

bs Bismark. dam General Dana; P. Conway $145.

No 32. Chestnut filly, no marks, 15.2 hands, 4, by Nor-

ood. dam Miss Boyer by The Moor; C S. Chapman, $140.

No. 33. Chestnut mare, no marks, 16 hands, 8, by Bis-

marck, dam by Alexander; C. S. Crittenden, $205.

No. 34. Chestnut tiily, star in forehead, right hind foot

ii>*> white, 15.1 hands, 4, bv Bismarck, dam Kenney Mare by

Fohuny Walker; C. F. Swan, $140.

No. 35. Chestnut filly, star in forehead, left hind foot

hite, 15.1 hands, 4, by Bismarck, dam The Cherokee Mare;

, F. Swan, $160. ,,..,.
No. 36. Chestnut filly ,8»ar in forehead, 15.1 hands, 3, by

dmirable, dam by Bismarok; G. Ball, $155.

No. 37. Chestnut filly, no marks, 15 2 hands, 4, by Bis-

jarok, dam by Alexander; C. F. Swan, $120.

No. 38. Chestnut filly, no marks, 16 hands, 3, by Adrair-

tble, dam Daphne (see No. 30 of this Ust); B. C. Holly, $125.

:
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No. 39. Chestnut filly, star in forehead, little white on cor-

oDet of left hiud foot, 15 3 hands, 3, by Kentucky, dam bv
General Dana; C. F. Swan, S110.
No. 40. Chestnut filly, no marks, 14. hands, 4, by Bis-

marck, dam Kate by David Hill Jr.; C. F. Swan, $170.
No. 41. Bay blly, no murks, 15 hands, 3, Bismarck, dam

by Berlin; S. B Cushing, S110.
No. 42. Bay filly, star in forehead, left fore ankle gray, 15.5

hands, 3, by Exile, dam Young Nora by Inauguration, T.
Hyde, $115.
No. 43. Bay filly, star in forehead, 15 hands, 4, by Victor,

dam by Bismarck, C. F. Swan, $115.
No. 44. Bay filly, small star in forehead, 15 2 hands, 3, by

Victor, dam by Bismarck; C. F. Swan, S140.
No. 45. Bay filly, little white on both hind feet, black spots

on coronets, 15.3 hands, 4, by Alaska, dam Sally Coward by
May Boy, he by Jobn Nelson; B C Holly, $165.
No. 46 Bay filly, both hind feet white, 15.1 hands. 3, by

Echo, dam sister to Alexander by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.; J.

Kohrn, $120.

No. 47. Bav filly, large snip on nose, 15 3 hands, 3, by
Geo. M. Patchen, Jr., dam by Norwood; B C. Holly, $115.
No. 48. Bay filly, star and snip, both hind pastern white,

15.3 hands, by Exile, dam Augusta by Gus (he bv Millmao's
Bellfounder out of Jenny Noves); T. J. Powers, $115.
No. 49. Black rilly, both hind pastern white, 15.3 hands, 6,

by Glory; Baron Von Schroeder, $165.

No. 50 Gray fillv, 16 hand, 3, by Exile, dam Eiley Mare
by Hercules; jas. Williamson, $120.
No. 51. Gray fillv, 16 hands, 3, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr,

dam Viola; B C. Holly, $180.
No. 52. Gray rilly, right fore foot white, 15.3 hands, 4, by

Geo. M. Patchen Jr, dam General Taylor; K. O'Grady, $155.

No 53 Gray filly, 15 3 hand, 4, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr,

dam by Pilot; J J. Wren, by C. Kane, $125.

No. 54. Koan filly, star in forehead, both hind feet white,

15.1 hands, 6, by Western, dam by Black Hawk; Arnaught,
$110.
No. 55. Gray mare, white nose, 16.1 hands, by Kentucky,

dam by Langford; Dr. Carpenter, $150.
No. 56 Gray mare, 16 2 hands, 6, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr,

dam by BismaTck; P. Creichton, $180.
No. 57. Brown filly, no marks, 16.2 hands, 4, by Alaska,

dam the Dooly filly by Muldoon; B. C. Holly, $500.

No. 58. Brown mare, small star in forehead, 15.3 hands, 6,

by Western, dam unknown; E. B. Milroy, $145.
No. 59. Chestnut filly, strip in face, both hind legs white,

15.1 hands, 4, by Exile; Ben. Timmins, $100.

No, 60. Roan mare, blaze face, left forefoot and right hind
foot white, 15.2 handB, 8, by General Dana, dam by Mc-
Cracken's Black Hawk; P. B. Milroy, $120.
No. 61. Roan mare, star in forehead, both hiDd feet white,

15.3 hands, 4, by Kilrush, dam Caliope by CharleB Dickens;
M. Conlin, $145.
No. 62. Bay filly, strip in face, right hind foot white, 16.2

hands, 3, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr, dam by Langford; Count
Valensin, $140.
No. 63. Bay filly, small star, white on lip, 16.1 hands, 4

by Western, dam by Owen'Dale; Baron von Schroeder, $250_

Work and Draft Horses.

No. 64. Black gelding, no marks, 15.2 hands, by Rupert;

J. H. Swain, $155.

No. 65. Black gelding, no marks, 15.2 hands, 3, by Rupert;

C. A. Powell, $150.

No. 66. Black gelding, small star and hind feet white, 15.2

hands, by Rupert, 3,; P. Norton, $155.

No. 67. Black gelding, left hind leg white, 15.3 hands,

by Rupert, 3; C. Kenny, $130.

No. 68. Bay gelding star, snip and hind legs white, 15.3

hands, by Albert Edward, 3; J. Brennan. $150.

No. 69 Bay gelding star, snip and hind feet white, 15.2

hands, by Albert Edward, 3; J. Brennan $150.

No. 70. Black gelding, star and stripe and left hind foot

white, 15.2 hands, by Rupert, 3; R. Millikin, $140.

No. 71. Gray gelding, no marks; 15.3 hands, by Rupert,

3;R. I Green, $145.

No 72 Black gelding, star, snip and left fore and both

hiud feet white, 16 hands, by Rupert, 3; R. I. Green, $150.

No. 73. Black gelding, no marks; 16 hands, by Sam, 3;

W. Bewinger, S130.
No. 74. Bay geldiDg, face and hind legs white, 15.3 hands,

by Albert Edward. 3; S. Wilmont, $145.

No. 75 Bay gelding, botn hind feet white, large star and

iip; 15 2 hands, by Sam, 3; L. Kramer, $120.

No 76. Gray gelding, left hind foot white, 15.2 hands, by

Rupen. 3; Mr. Footman & Co., $170.

No. 77. Bay gelding, right hind foot white, and left hind

heel white; 16 hands, by Albert Edward, 3; I. M. Brown,

$120.

No. 78. Bay gelding, no marks; 16.2 hands, by Albert Ed-

ward,' 3; K. O'Grady, $135.

No. 79. Gray gelding, star in forehead; 16.1 hands, by

Rnpert, 3; H. Neiman, $125.

No. 80. Gray gelding, right hind foot and left fore foot

white, and star in forehead; 16.2 hands, by Sam, 3; E. B.

Stone', $130.

No. 81 Gray gelding, both hind feet white aud light color

in face; 16.1 hands. 3; Footman & Co., $125.

No. 82 Buckskin gelding, star and left hind foot white;

15 3hauds, by Rnpeit, 3; W. Bewinger, $110.

No S3. Bay gelding, stripe in face and left hind foot white,

white hairs on left hiud foot; 15. 3 hands, by Albert Edward,

3;K. O'Gradv. $140.

No. 84 Bay gelding, no markB, 15.3 hands, by Rupert, 3

W. BerriDger. $110. ,_,«.,. a ...

a

No. 85. Brown gelding, no marks, 15 3 hands, bybam, 3;

J. Ososky, $185. . .

No. 86 Bay gelding, both hiud feet wmte, 16 hands, by

Alhert Edward, 3; T. Doran, S105.

No 87 Brown gelding, small star and right hind heel

white 16 1 bands, by Albert Edward; S. Wilmot, $135.

No.' 88 Bay geldir.g, face and both hind legs white, 16

hands, by Rupert, 3; S. Wilmot, $135

No 89 Bay gelding, hind feet aod left fore foot white, star

in forehead, 16 bands; by Albert Edward, 3; Ah Sing, $135.

No 9P Bay gelding, face and both hind feet white, 16

hands, by Cairnsmore, 3; M Hanna, $140.

No 92 Bay gelding, star in forehead, lb.l hands, by

Cairnsmore. 3, McNabb and Smith; $170.

No. 92. Bay gelding, star aod white on left hind foot, 16

hands, by Sam, 3; Ah Siog, $160.

No 93 Bay gelding, large Btar and left hind foot white, lb

hands, by Enterprise, 3; B. Carter, $140.

No. 94. Blaok gelding, no marks, 16.1 hands, by bam, 6; I.

McDevitt, $130.
. .

No 95. Gray gelding, stripe to right of nose, 16 hands, by

Rupert, 3; I. McDevitt, $145. .,,,,_,., .

No 96 Black geldiDg. star in forehead, 16.3 hands, by

Rnpert, 3; McNabb & Smith, $250. .,.„.,..„
No 97 Black gelding, smallstar in forehead, and both bind

feet white, 16.3 handB, by Prince, 3; Macnabb & Smith, $250.

snip;

No. 98 Bay gelding, star, snip and right hind foot white
17 hands, by Prince, 3; Ah Sing, $205.
No. 99. Bay gelding star lu foreLead, snip nn nose left

hiu-* foot white, 17 hands, by Prince, 3; W. Montgomery
$180.

J '

No. 100. Bay gelding, strip in face, snip on nose, both
hind feet and left foie fno*. white, 16.2 hands, by Prince 3-
Ah Sing, $240. ' '

No. 101. Black geldiDg, star in forehead, snip on Dose, left
fore foot aod both hind feet white, 16.1 hauds, by Rupert
3; S. Wilmot, $145.
No. 102. Browu geldiog, white on lip and both hind feet

white, 17 hands, by Prince, 3; I. McDevitt, $150.
No. 103. Gray geldiog, 15.3 hands, by Sam, 4; Gambrinue

Brewing Co
,
$lu5.

No. 104. Bay gelding, right hind foot white, small star, 15 1
hands, by Sam, 3; Ah Sing, $110.
No. 105. Chestnut gelding, right fore foot and right hind

toot while, little white ou left hind foot, 15 3 handa by Al-
bert Edward, 3; W. H. Dwyer, $105.
No. 106. Bay geldiog, star-snip, white on left fore foot and

both hind feet, 15 3 hands, by Albert Edward, 3; Ah Sins
$130.

B'

No 107. Black gelding, star, white on left fore and both
hind feet, 15.3 hands, by Sam, 3; Baron Von Schroeder
$95.

No. 108. Brown gelding, left hind heel white, 15 handa
by Rupert, 3; Oweu McCue, $125.
No. 109. Black geldiog, star and white on left fore and

left hiDd foot, 16 haode, by Rupert, 3, E. B. Stone, $105.
No. 110. Bnckskiu gelling, black legs, 15 haDds by

Alhert Edward, 3; Ah SiDg $120.
No. Ill Sorrel geldiDg, white face and white legs, 15 2

hands, by Albert Fdward, 3; S. B. CushiDg, $85.
No. 112 Buckskin gelding, 15 hands, by Rupert, 3; Mc-

Nabb & Smith, $125.
No. 113. Bay gelding, star and snip, left fore foot and both

hind feet white, 15 hands, by Albeit Edward, 3; Ah Sing, $100.
No. 114. Roan gelding, star, bolh foie feet and left hind

foot white, 15.3 hands, by Albert Edward, 3; I. Doran, $115
No. 115. Bay gelding, face and legs white, 15.3 hands, by

Rupert; S. B. Cushing, $90.
No. 116. Black Shetland gelding; Mr. Bei-nhart, $65.
No. 117. Bay Shetland gelding: Mr. Bernhart, $80.
No. 118. Bay Shetland gelding; Mr. Bragg, $60.
No. 119. Bay Shetland gelding; Schroedor Harris, $70.
No. 120. Black Shetland gelding; H. C. Waters, $70.
No. 121. Saddle horse; H. Pierce, $110.
No. 122. Bay Shetland stallion; Mr. Bernhardt, $70.
No. 123. Bay Shelland mare; H. Casey, $110.
No. 124. Bay Shetland gelding; Mr. Bernhardt, $50.
No. 125. Bay Shetland stallion; Mr. Bernhardt, $50.
No. 126. Chestnut Shetland mare; Mr. Bernhardt, $150.
No. 127. Chestnut Shetland mare; Mr. Bernhardt, $155.

*

• A Far-East Two-Year-Old-

The wonderful two-year-old trotter Alcagetta, which aston-
ished everyone by her remarkable Bpeed and staying powers,
is a well-proportioned dark gray fijly, a trifle under fifteen
hande in height. She is very smoothly turned and strongly
muscled, with clean, flinty limbs and shoulders, back, loins
and quarters that cannot be surpassed. Her trotting action
is Bimply perfect. She wears 7£-ounce shoes forward, with
one-ounce toe weights. She needs no boots behind, but
wears shin, ankle and quarter boots forward to protect her
against accidents, although she never strikes herself when at
Bpeed. Her resolute way of going is admired by all horse-
men, and the game manner in which she finishes her heats is
a sure indication that she possesses those indispensable qual-
ties of a great race-horse, pJuck and endurance in the highest
degree.

Her sire, Alcantara (2:23) was the fastest, gamest trotter ai
a four-year-old that had been produced at that time. Her
dam, Lady Daggett, got a record of 2:26. and Mr. Daniel Big-
ley, who developed her speed and handled her for years, says
that in her prime she could trot a mile in 2:22 or 2:23, and
possessed pluck and endurance equal to the best. Mr. Bigiey
informs us that he trotted Lady Daggett in ninety-two races
and got first nfloney with a bonus in many of tho^e which she
did not win. He bought the mare when four years old of a
man from St, John, N. B., who stated that she was by the
league Horse, a sou of imported Cannon Ball. Her dam wag
a flea-bitten gray, owned by a farmer and used for farm and
family purposes. Her sire, the League Horse, could not trot
and her dam never had an opportunity to do so, but evi-
dently imparted the trotting instinct to her foal. After she
waB retired from the turf, Mr. Bigiey bred Lady Daggett to
Bonny Doon (2:35), a giandson of Gen. Knox. Sbe dropped
the foal prematurely, Home sis weeks earlier than the regular
time. She was bred again to a son of Daniel Lambert, but
failed to produce. Alcagetta is her first living foal.

There was a talk of matching Alcazetta after this race
against the famous California colt Bell Boy, the race toooour
at Lexington, Ky. We hope that the match was not made,
however, for after her brilliant victories of the past few week*
this promising rilly is entitled to a let-np at once, and will
stand a much better chance of making a low mark hs a three-
year-old if Bhe has the run of a paddook barefooted, than if

taken to Kentuoky and given a bruising race. Her perform-
ance at Mystic Park has never been surpassed by but one
other two-year-old bred ontside of California, if we remember
correctly, and that was Nutbreaker, which beat Sphynx and
Diatonic at Chicago, 111., Sept. 24, 1855, losing the first heat
to Sphynx in 2:29J, and winning the next two in 2:31, 2:29.
Parties in this vicinity would have given M*. Gilbert $500
cash for this little lady before she left Mystic Park.

Alcagetta never wore harness "mil last April. Her speed
has been developed by Mr. C. E. Swan, a "young man who
bids fair to rival Puller and Marvin a« a colt handler. Mr.
Swan informed us that Alcagetta has never lost a feed, and ii

so eager to go when in harness that it is difficult to jog her
blower than a 2-50 gait. He has brought her to her present
condition by giving her short brushes at top speed, instead of
giving her full miles. Every morning that she was worked
at Mystic Park during the meetiug she showed quarters in
from thirty-eight to thirty-six seconds, and never appeared
better satisfied than when allowed to burst out and fly along
at a 2:20 clip.

October Outing offers a rare treat to sportsmen readers aDd
to those athletically inclined. A little fencing, some horse-
manship, a "Chat About Cricket, "the story of a "First Trout,"
and the always-excellent editorial matter make the number
especially interesting.

The glass hood recently ordered by the Directors of the
Olympio Club to be placed over the Vienna shower has been
put in position, and adds very mnoh to the pleasure of tisin

the bath. The room was dark and noisome, but is now lig

and clean.
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THE KENNEL
Dog nwnere are requested to eend for publication the earliest possi

ble notices of wbelps, sales, names claimed, piesentaiione and deaib

tn tbeir kennels, In all instances writing plainly names of sire- and dam,

and of uraudpare-ts, colors, dates, and breed.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Ad article appeared in

your p:iperol October loth with this caption, "Was Jemima a

qnitter? Fur me to deny thnt Jemima was a quitter is a

•work of supererogation. Her record as a winner and the

dam of winners stands with scarce a parallel. When he

wrote the article he could not help but know that he was

uttering a falsehood, as all who a-ere there knew differently.

Why should he be an exception ? I was not at the meetiug,

being compelled to be in another part of the country, but the

judge of that meeting told me some years after that the

bitch Jemima led for ever three miles, and when

exhausted nature assarted itself she ft-11, game and true

to the last. Can this in all truth be called quitting?

Indeed, no! Paul Jones, who only ran a few hun-

dred feet farther, fell down from a like cause, yet

"Subscriber" does not call him a quitter. Furthermore he

asserts that in the race with Zarina Jemima quit. While the

truth is she (Jemima) in striking for her game mistook the

distance, striking her head so severely as to render her uttit

for further work. This again can not be called quitting. One

mote of his false assertions: "Tallyrpnd was banished by

reason of his being beaten by Monarch, who was then in his

declining years." The proof of the falsity of this statement

hes in the fact that Monarch was iu the prime of greyhound

life, not yet live years of age, while Tall; rand was scarcely

O'U of his puppyhood, only twenty months old, and without

experience.' Tallyrand led from the slips; the hare, witnout

being pressed, turned in favor of Monarch, not being turned

by either dog, Monaich p,ot placed, and picked up a poor hare

on a straight run. I will leave the truth of this statement to

the judge of that meeting. The only thmg that could be

possibly claimed iu Monarch's favor was the kilting. To con-

tinue a recitation of his either falsehoods or lack of know-

ledge, he statei that the dogs Maud and Pippin took more

after their sire than their dam. Thia at first sight would

appear to be true, and any lack-knowledge would procUim

it true. The fact is Jemima has the better claim to a white-

colored progeny than Monarch. Monarch's sire was a blue

in color, his dam a black and white. Jemima's sire was

white and fawn, and Jemima's fuil sister Minnehaha was a

whi'e bitch. He again falsely stales that Solid Silver quit

his game at Merced last fall. This is absolutely untrue, and

all who were there know it to be so. He was beaten in a

fair aud hotly contested race with Mr. Thomas Hall's Fannie.

After the lace Mr. Hall asked me to leave tbe dog (Solid

Silver) with him. I did so, giving him the privilege of felling

him. He found a purchaser in Mr. Ladd, of Sweetwater,

Merced Co., who is glad and proud of his bargain. Snow-

drift was a quitter, and I don't deny it. He came *if a base

quitting sire, and he was put to Jemima without my knowl-

edge. I hold myself too true to the virtues of a good dog io

defend a quitter. Anyone who has had the least experience

in the breeding of animals knows that from the Lest families,

be they dogs, horses, or cattle, sulkers aud quitters will come.

As for Spendthrift he was never sold or offered foi sale; he

was given by me to Mr. Thomas Hall of Merced Co. In con-

clusion, I, without fear of truthful contradiction, declare

Jemima to be the best winner and the best getter of winners

ever on the coast. D. Shannon,

San Francisco, Oct. 21, 1887- 13 Post Street.

Diseases of the Teeth.

One of the principle objections to a pet dog is that the

breath frequently becomes offensive as age advances, in some
cases this duagreeableness is present even in young dogs

that are highly bred and delicate, says A. J. Sewell, ill. B.

C. V. S. This may be entirely prevented if the owners
would only give a little attention, occasionally, to their pet's

teeth when the dog is young.
Causes—In some cases it is the result of the puppy or milk

teeth remaining iu the mouth when the permanent ones huve

come, and, as a consequence, food more easily collects

between them, which decomposes, and an offensive effluvium

is emitted each time the poor little animal breathes. This
condition of things, as a rule, may be prevented by giving a

puppy when he is changing his teeth, which takes place at

about the fourth month—sometimes earlier and occn6ionHlly

later—large bones to gnaw, or hard, dry biscuit to eat, aud in

this way the sucking teeth are generally dislodged. If this

should not happen, then they must be carefully removed
with a pair of forceps. Particular care is necessary when
dr&wiDg these teeth, as th*-y are extremely brittle and easi'y

bre»k, aud from their shape it is difficult to remove tbe

stump—besides, to do so is to put the dug to a good deal of

unnecessary pain. Again, by leaving the milk teeth in the

new ones are prevented fioin assuming their proper position,

and are thereby more likely to become diseased and loose,

and drop out, and thus the dog becomes prematurely old,

therefore no puppy should be allowed to retain the Eucking
teeth after six months. The accumulation of tartar around
the teeth of pet dogs ia very common. If this is Dot removed
the gums become inflamed and swollen, and leave the teeth

and bones formiog the cavity for the let th, which becomes
diseased, tbe dog showing unmistakable signs of toothache.

The teeth soon get loose and fall out. This is not all, for as

a result of tbe irritation of the tartar against the cheek, gums
and tongue, sore and unhealthy ulcers frequently form,

which are extremely paii ful, and prevent the sufferer from
eating. The tartar should be at once removed by careful

scaling. This may be done in some cases when the tartar is

not quite thick, with the point of a peuknife, but where a

large quantity has collected around the teeth a stronger

instrument is required. A proper instrument, if possible,

should be obtained. Tbe cost is only eighteen pence, but if

one is not procurable, then a steel Dail cleaner may be used.

At one end of this instrument there ioa stroDg point which does
well to elevate the tnrtar; the other end is round and sharp,

and slightly bevelled, which answers well in cleansiDg or

scraping the surface of the teeth. Very loose teeth cannot
be scaled but should be removed, as they are quite useless;

besides they oause pain when the dog is eating. After hiB

teeth had been cleaned they should be well brushed with a

weak solution of Condy's Fluid, and if this is thoroughly
done all decomposed food and the loose pieces of tartar will

be removed. In brushing the teeth the bruBh should not

only be carried across the teeth, but it shonld be applied

from downwards to upwards on the lower j-iw, and from
upwards to downwardH on the upper jaw, in this way the

space between the teeth is also cleaned. Dogs at first object

to having their teeth brushed, but if it is done daily they
soon get used to it, and after they have b*en once properly
cleaned the regular use of the brush, and an occasional large

Hone to gnaw, prevents further accumulation of the tartar.

The gums also require attention. "When they are mnch
swolleu, inflamed, and separated from the tee'b, the applica-

tion of a suction of chloride of zinc— eight grains to the

ounce of distilled water—used once a day with a small piece

of sponge or camel-hair bru:-h, will be found very healing

Iu some cases, where the gums are very spongy, tincture of

iodine, sparingly applied every other day fur a week, answers
httter. Ulcers on tbe cheek and toitgne usually heal very
quickly after the tartar has been removed, but occasionally a

stimulant is required. Fur this there is noibli.g letter tb.HU

a solution of nitrate of silver—six grains to the ounce of dis-

tilled water—applied morning aud eveniog with a camel-hair
brnsh, and the mouth washed out occasionally with a weak
solution of Cor.dy's Fluid.

In consequence of the peculiar shape of the dog's tooth, it

seldom decays as the human tooth does; it may be covered
with a quarter of an inch of tartar yet when this is removed
the tooth is generally found sound. Of course now and then
one may find a spot of decay in one of the tangs or molar
teeth. In such cases the diseased parts should be thoroughly
removed by scraping, and the whole rilled by white Mutta
percha. This will prevent the decay spreading, or the adjoin-

ing teeth becoming similarly affected. Abscesses occasionally

form at the root of the tooth, the face or jaw is swollen and
tender to the touch, and matter escapes between the tooth

and gum. The tooth should be immediately removed, or
else the abscess will break externally and a fistulous wouud,
difficult to heal, may be the result. There is'another disease

affecting the tooth, erroneously called canker, the complaint
affecting the enamel, giving the teeth a spotted appearance,
which is eaten away, the dentine becoming exposed. This
disease is generally seen in puppies over four monthB old

affected with rickets, or it may occnr when a dog changes his

teeth during a severe attacK of distemper, in my opinion the

result of the high fever. Teeth affected this way are soft, and
wear away very quickly with hard food, as bones, <fec. Milk
teeth are never thus diseased. There is no curative treat-

ment for this comulain 1
, but by keeping the teeth clean with

daily brushing and the use of charcoal the disorder may be
checked. Iu conclusion, by keepiDg the teeth in good con
dition a dog's existence is more comfortable, the health is

better, and his lile is prolonged.

Good Doff to Shoot Over.

Mr. Teasdale Buckell, kennel editor of Land and Water,
seems, by implication, to admit that field-trial trainiog is not
necessarily of the sort best calculated to make a dog a com-
fortable shooting companion. He is not singular in holding
such an opinion, but the fact that such a man, after many
years of experience, does not hesitate to announce such a
belief will go uear to arresting attention. He says:
Judging from the results of auction sales of dog*, we think

a good many sportsmen are under the impression that a
pointer or setter which has won at field trials is necessarily an
acquisition which aDy man could get on witb and inane a
bag over. Possibly it will appear somewhat damaging to field

trials to say this is not so. Nevertheless, if we are to say
anything about it we must confess the truth. Possibly we
have known every field-trial winner in this country, and we
speak, therefore, with a great deal of experience when we say
that

t
.
these crack dogs differ very much more than the

majority of dogs of tbe same breed. The reason why this is

so we do not know, but it seems probable that as field-trial

winners are bound to display some one or more qua ides in
excessive proportions in or«ler to become field-trial winners,
it follows that Nature keeps the balance even by sacrificing

other qualities and excellencies to the superabundance of
one or two. Nearly every field-trial winner we ever knew uhs
been more than a match for two, and sometimes three, of the
ordinary run of dogs. Nevertheless, these cracks all want
different treatment, and the greater cracks they are the more
do their peculiar cnaracteristics vary from the average, and
all the more, therefore, from others equally strong in some
other direction.

"We are constantly receiving detailed accounts of the per-
formances of field-trial winners from various quarters, and it

is to us exceediutily interesting to see how peculiarities we
have observed at field-trial meetings have afterwards devel-
oped into confirmed characteristics. It may be interesting to

some of our readers to quote from these experiences as they
have been given to us, of course taking care to disguise the
identity of dugs aud men. It will not be difficult to gather
from the following account that it is not every field-trinler

ihat would suit every sportsman. The dogs alluded to aie
all field-trial winners aud in snitable hands are unquestion-
ably first rate. But here we see a man with a team of dogs
auy one of which has the power of a team iu itself, and con-
sequently most of them are too brim full of vitality that, as
our correspndent says, they "have not time to think."
The weather evidently means to see me out. just as bad as

at the beginning. It is howling and blowing and raining iu
the old style. It rains every day a btt, even on what we have
to call "fii.e days." Yesterday was a nasty wild day. I was
out for a while and got IOA brace. I got five brace' of them
in little over h«lf an hour to D . It is always the way as
soon as I have her out the moor seems good for birds. She
just went from one point to aootber. Then, when all or any
or any of the other B lot are down, birds are quite
scarce. She is a splendid old bitch, there is no doubt, and,
besides, she works in a way that I can shoot to. I only
missed one shot when she was down, and that wasa bird dip-
ping under a bank, so it was not a bad miss. She hunts close
(•it least, closer than they do), and goes about quietly and is

never very far off when she points. If I am to kill birds
that is what I want. * " Nuw they are very showy, and
range like mad, and their points are always yards off. I
have, then, all that walking to do to get to the point, aud am
blown when I get there. Instead of doing the ground before
one, there are those points on the side—so far off. People, I
know, are apt to say a wide ranger is most killing because he
covers more country. I don't believe it. Here is an instance
ot it. Here is D

, not ranging half as far as they do, keeps
finding just before you, and I could make a bag twice as big
over her as any of them. It is not rauging.it is nose aud
docility and sense that makes a bag. Now, C than which
I never saw a faster or a wider ranger, and she has a very
good nose, too, has no false point, and can last at a great
pace for hours. Indeed, I believe she would exactly suit a
hard-working young man who had ooly one dng; but she is
desperately excitable. It is all go and gallop. You oan
hardly get her to stop to look for a dead or wounded bird
much less to hunt carefully a likely bit. She is all in a fuss
to be off, and where she is going to I do not believe she
knows or cares so long as she is going. B is just the
same. Let her "go" and she ia happy. They seem as if

stung hy an insect, possessed by a sort of madness which
drives them to keep going, going—perpetual motion. M
was just the same. They have no patience, and do not give
themselves time to do their best. HeDce it is that when (like
old )they cannot go or have to do all the work they are
much improved.

Mr Burnett, at the office of Menzles, Bingham & Co., 512
Brt'iery St , writes us this week that he h«s a bull and fi.x-

terrier bitch with some puppies which he would t.e pleased to

show to Mr. J. B. Martin, Mr. J. E. Watson or othei cunnois-
seurs of the breed.

A pointer of superlative form and quality ranched San
Franci-co on Tnesd»y lust, C'lu-igoe-l iu Mr. P D. Liuvide.
It is a bitch by Robert le Dwlile— Y«UDp Banian, Hubert hy
Croxteth—Spiuaway. Young Benlah by Tom— Beidnh. The
youngster was bred by ihe Hon. John S. Wise, at Richmond,
Va., and is said by him to be as good looking as any young
pointer be ever saw, and it gors without saying that onewho
has judged setters and pointers so often, has seen a good
many first-raters. The bitch wa6 whelped on March 5tb,

1SS7, weighs forty pounds, is white, with liver head and ears
and white blaze in face. Has a liver spot over the loins and
some liver flecks nbout the brisket and barrel. Her head
is of good size, lean, on the long order, clean and square
about the nose, deep through tbe muzzle, sb>p fairly pro-
nounced, ears fine iu leather, of good length and perfectly

hong. Eyes light hazel, neck long and clean and veil car-

ried, forequarters well set on and legs clean and b'pgish.

Brisket rather wide and deep. Ribbing first-rate, couplings
short and arched. Thighs, second thighs, and legs big *>id

clean. Stern heavy at set on aud tapering out, rather short.

Feet big but round and close. The bitch was carefully ex-

amined, and there seems to be leally nothing to .criticise

about her. In spirit she is lively, in fact perfectly uncon-
trollable. She was sent from Richmond in a large crate, and
must have had the best of care since she reached this city,

fat, saucy, and perfectly well. High expectations were pre-

dicated upon Mr. Wise's praipe of her, but she is better even
than represented to be. With Mr. Truman's Patti Croxteth
she will make a pair bard to beat anywhere, and it is matter
for congratulation that to rare an animal has been secured
by a Califurnian. It need not be paid that her owner, whose
lur-k in i ointers has not been of the beBl hitherto, is about
tbe proudest man about town over the daughter of handsome
Robert le Diable.

The Philadelphia Sporting Life evolves pleapant iDaccu
racies sometimes, its latest being that thePacific Kennel Club
dog show is to be held in June next, and is to he judged by
Messrs. John Davidson and Charles H. Mason. The facts

are that the show will be given on April 5tb. 6 h, 7tb and 8ih,

13S0, aud will be judged D.V. by Mr. Davidson and Mr.
Tames Watson, the latter an attache of 'he Sporting Life.

fhe gentlemen were selected as judges by the Executive
Committee of the club and have accepted. Mr. Davidson
will judge tetters, pointers, spaniels, deerhounds, foxhounds
and beagles. Mr. Watson will judge all the other classes,

and may heaven rest the souls ot buth, for the omnipresent
disgruotled exhibitor will not.

The club has no reason to be dissatisfied with the judges.
Mr. Davidson has judged many times before and has given
as great satisfaction as any judge can expect to give. Mr.
Watson is comparatively a new man but has had consid-
erable experience iu and about dog shows, beside having
judged several limes acceptably. Buth are said lo have
the courage of their conviciiuns which is au admirable
quality in any judge. Mr. Davidson judged in this city in

July of last year, at a shew iu which but one or two breeds
were lairly represented. In one of those breeds, pointers,

the judgments were easily made aud could all be sustained.
In setters was more room for difference of opiuion and, to

some, it seemed difficult, if not impossible, to determine what
type of setter Mr. Davidsou pn ferred. whether the light,

daintily finished auimal of the Paul Gladstone type or tbe
more strongly characteristic dog ot the Couut Noble sort.

It was our hope in passing through LoodoD, Canada
recently to find time to see Mr.T.G. Davey, who owns several

dog* of Mr. Davidson's breeding, and by study of tbe animals
learn definitely what the 1 itter regards as the best form, but
the evantscent Pullman began fading before we found time tc

do more than run into Mr Davey's ofib-e and l^ave regrets for

him. If correctly informed, Knight of Snowdon from Mr.
Davidson's kenDel, is a heavyish dog, of rather equate profile,

and not of the prevailing racing type. Post-ibly a good wood
cock or ruffed grouse dog, but not such an animal as one would
select to find bevies or range rapidly atid widely. If the

dog is of the form suggested, aDd is more suitable for slow
work in heavy cover than for field trial winning on quails,

then it would seem that he should not be selected as a pat-

tern after which to place dogs iu a bench show which, iu the

sporting clashes at least, is worthless of it, does not emph»m-
size proven field f.irm by confining awards to animals which
have either shown ability in public enmpetitions or are imme-
diately descended from such parentage.

ROD.
A Tuba Hermit.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:— \way up among tbe
Sierra Nevadus there lies <*n artificial lake, about C.OOU feet

above sea level, formed by a massive dam of masonry thrown
across the lower aud narrower end of a valley through which
one of the many forks of the Tuba river flows.

This is probably not the Yuba dam quoted by tbe exasper-
ated preacher when he was butted out of temper and the
perpendicular by an intrusive aud sacriligious ram for

lh«t particular dam. was, on the authority of the poem, a
California town. But the circumstance is not at all material
to our pre-ent purpose.
This Yuba dam lies about eight miles' or probably a little

more, fjom Cisco, a wav station on the Hue of the Central
Pacific road; and to reach it the visilor has either te ride on
mnleback along the most precipitous and daugerous-looking
cliff route it has, probably, ever been his lot to traverse; or

he must foot it. If he elects, to do the latter, and he is a

fairly well-traiued mountaineer, he will probably find an ad-

vantage at the end of his journey in feeliug far less stiffened

iu his limbs, aud with less loss of "leather," than if he had
made the journey on tin bard Mexican saddle which forme
the quarterutck jf "Cisco Aleck's" surefooted but not very
smooth-pacing mules.
Bough aud hazardous-looking as the road now is, it is not

bo long ago siuce it was a busy thoroughfare, crowded witl

waggons and traversed by a daily staRecoach plying betweei
the then thriving town of Cisco (no trace of which now re-

mains) and the prosperous mines by the Yuba, and a lumi
mill ou the summit of the divide, both long since abandoned

How these vehicles managed to pass each other on the narrow
r.adway without pushing each other down over the dizzy

verge is a conundrum wuich the traveller of to-day wil

seek in vain to solve. Along the whole route scarcely anj

sight or sound is seen or heard to betoken man's preseow
there, except, perhaps, very occasionally, when the travellei

falls in with a vaquero riding along in quest of an eetraj
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^rom one of the few herds of cattle which fiDd a scanty sum-
mer pasturage in the valley far below. Signs of other auima*
life are few enough in all conscience. Occasionally the cal'

of the mountain quail breaks the stillness, or the sbarp met-
allic chirp of tLe cicada, which reminds one unpleasantly
of the rattler's warding, is repeated at intervals aloug tbe
monutaiu path. The scene is alioge her nut a cheerful one,
fur the bare hillside abuve the line of sciuty pines is cuvered
with huge boulders of rock, some of which are undoubtedly
"travelled" relics of the glacial period, while others are of

the same primitive stratum of which the mountains themselves
are composed, aud have been laid bare by the action of the

winds aud rains of ages, assisted, doubtless, by occasional
thunderbolts "writing the sign-manual of thG Storm King
with firy pen on the rough scroll of the jagged mountain
side."

Atter riding, or walking, those eight miles, the traveller

finds himself on a slight elevation overlooking the particular

"Yuba Dam," which is supposed to be the objective point ol

his j juruey, and at the lower end of the lake thus formed ho
will observe a cluster of fairiy well-built frame houses. All

of them, however, with one exception, described. That
exception is the two-story and very commodious dwelliug

erected for the ase of the man who, during tbe summer,
keeps solitary watch aud ward over the dam, regulating the

amount of water which uours through tbe sluice into the bed

of the creek to supply the town of Nevada with water for

domestic use, and to furnish also a number of hydraulic
mines far down tbe valley with the amount of water neces-

sary to disintegrate th- hillsides and enable their gulden store

to be gathered in by the miners. This man is the hermit of

Yaba. In winter a companion is furnished him who stands
"watch and watch" with him and saves him from wbat one
cannot help thinking must be the serious danger of his

becoming melan.hoy mad from sheer loneliness. In the

summer, which, by the way, is a very short season at that

altitude, Booing, the castellan of this lone fort in the fast-

nesses of the "everlasting hills," leads a very monotonous
existence, save aud except the periodical visits of "old Aleck"

the packer from Cisco, and au occasional angler who ventures

thus far in quest of the trout with which tue lake aud the

creek abound, he is debarred from the sight uf his kird

almost as much as was Robinson Crusoe. Yet, slrauge to any,

though be but rarely seen a human face, he holds daily, aud,

if he wishes it, hourly conversation with tbe people who live

eight miles or so off, at Cisco. Of course, he does this by
telephone, and ihe instrument serves him in good stead, for

by its means he can send for any supplies he may need; he

can apprise the owners of the dam in the event of any dangej

threatening the structure—a risk which is not at at to be

ignored, notwithstanding the massive nature of the building,

and not Its least valuable use is in the fact that in the event

of his becoming ill irom any cause he can summon assistance

within rive or six hours at the outside. Of course the wire

was stretched primarily for the convenience of sending orders

to him to increase or diminish the volume of water according

as the necessity might »ri=e, but it serves the purposes above
mentioned equally w<ll and eaves his lot from being alto-

gether that of a world-forsaken hermit.

The lake and stream teem with the finest varieties of trout,

the former, which is abon t three miles long by a half to three-

quarters of a mile in width, having been stocked some years

ago with speckled beauties from Webber Lake. They have
taken very kindly lo their new quarters, and the usual weight

of those captured in the dam itself is from two to three

uounds. A few of these make their way through the opening

in the dam into the stream below and are occasionally taken

there, but the average trout of this, as of most of the other

branches of the Yuba, does not as a rale exceed half a pound
and is generally much less. Roning manages to get himself

an occasional mess of the lake trout by means of set lines.

He cannot spare time to go far from the house from the

nature of the watch he has to keep and so cannot fish the

whole lake or select the choicer spots.

Bnt the winter is the time when his mountain-home is

indeed a hermitage. The lower story of the house is com-
pletely covered up with snow, and the surface of tbe snow-
bank reaches the balcony, which is on a level with the

second'story windows. Indeed, there is a gate in that bal-

cony, the use of which puzzles the summer visitor until it is

explained to him that it is particularly convenient as a means
of egress in winter.

One 3 ear Roning kept some pigs and they, having in some
way escaped frou? the pen where they were confined, set out

one morning on a voyage of exploration and to their owner's

astonishment, when he awoke, be found them promenading
on the roof of his house. They had found no difficulty in

getting to that elevated position by means of the inclined

plane formed by the drifted snow. How he spends the long

winter evenings is explained by a well-tilled book case which
stands in one of the two bedrooms contained in the house,

and which is kept stocked with fresh magazines and even

more solid literature by his employers and other friends

interested in the comfort of this out-post sentinel of civiliza-

tion. The lower story of the house is filled partly with a

winter's supply of firewood and partly with stores of food

and other necessaries. Should he get short of food or any-

thing else that be cannot well do without, Eoning dons his

snow Bhoes and in a remarkably short time reaches Cisco

over the smooth snowfields where every rock, boulder and
stump is hidden and his progress is unimpeded. He has

for seven or eight years led this kind of life and is apparently

quite reconciled to it. Whether long habit has induced a

placid indifference to its privations or Eoning is a profound

philosopher of the Cynic school, I do pretend to say, but

many a man who thinks his lot infinitely better might well

envy this contented young Swede, pursuing the even tenor

of duty performed and grateful rest well-earned in his moun-
tain hermitage, "far from the madding crowd."

San Francisco, Oct. 1887. Venatob.

fine old yew, io the heart of the country, and write for our
especial beueru from morning to night.

Wheu there is water in our '.Tars he chats away about trout
and grayhug, aud wheu tbe rivers are dry he taketh us into

the fields, aud makeih us leel like boys Hgaiu.

Hornets are not bshes any run re ibau "dens are not lab-

slers." but we all feel "j jlly glad" (I feci that's a boyish touch
auyhow) to read about wasps aud hurut-ts, to laugh at the
daring of Little Toddler, and admire the heroism of Joyce
Oh, "Amateur Angler," whoever you may be, you have
handled a pen before now! Indeed, and indeed, I almost
feel inclined io turn traitor and tear off your musk, but that
your writing have already revealed your identity.

May I only ask, and in all humility (I am not a "scholard
naturalist"

—

i, e., I have never given natural history more
than a "skim" over), for imformation? It has ever been my
belief hat the stiug of tie bee and tbe wasp differ in this

important particular: the bee's sting is one mass of small
barbs, aud once in. cannot be withdrawn by the honey bee,

which stings and dies, or becomes harmless for ever. The
sung of the Vt^pa vulgaris, aud I also fancied tbat of the

Vt'spa crabio (buih wasps, tbutigh the latter is named the

hoinaij. weie, I thought, perfiuily smooth like a needle, aud
ihis gives the wasp tribe tbe power of stinging as often as

ibey like- a power waspy seems to eoj -y io his ueart's con-
tent should you put him inside your trowpf-rs on a fine

iiUirner morning just as yon fauey yourself ft for the break-

ast table. I usk for light. I confess when I inn ed up a

book of natural history to-day it seemed to me as if there was
everything else but a description of the stings of the bee aud
wasp, and threw the book down as if it was full of wasp
slings ifself— but enough!

I si journed for over rive years in the Port Curtis district.

(Queensland, aud I usei to read nature from the live animal,

sir, for I had hardly a book of reference up country w lb me.
1 know this, that the most profound ignorance generally pre-

vails even amongst gentlemen who are engaged in pastoral

pursuits of all tbat pertains to natural science in a wild

cou try like this. N.iy, even pit), not to say contempt, is

freely bestowed on ihe "'amaienr naturalist." May I give a

frw of my expeneuces in a perfectly umfoimal, discursive

fa-ui 'ii? I had hardly ' een a mouth up conutiy when I was
rilled with a desire to make a collection of butierfiies. Alas!

I did not understand then tbe mysteries of net, killing bottles,

setting boards, plus aud such trifling matters of detail; I ban

bui my legs, my arms and my hat. One day a lot ot tdack

fellows came up to the station aud I soon enli>ted a few of

the most inielligent-lookiug fellows into my service. I pointed

out a butterfly, saving that "plugs" of tobacc-j would reward

the industrious black brudder.
They scattered right and left, and I rubbed my hands in

anticipation. I had torgntteu the incident and was wander-

ing down to the creek, gun in baud, to shoot ducks, when I

saw a huge black fellow break cover aud rush at me in a state

of evident excitement. Did he mean to murder me with his

waddy, or nullah nullah—a short club pointed at either end
and thrown with grtat force and precision— for if so, I should

pepper him with No. 6 "Ah'la," "Giu'dee!" on he came! His

eyes were blazing and his teeth were grinning; but it soon be-

came evident that hewas in a ecstacy of delight. Had he fou nd

a nugget, or lost his mother-in-law? I thought the latter the

latter the most probable event of the two. Eunning still

harder from another direction came another, and I stood still

in amazement. Are ail the mother-in-iaws killed off to-day?

Is it a kind- of Jubilee amongst son-in-laws? If so, why was 1

only a batchelor? Sad reflections like these tilled my brain,

when black No. 1 bounded into my arms almost. He was
very hot aud I involuntarily pat my pocket handkerchief up
to my nose. It was a close day and the wind was blowing

my black boy literally into my arms, and, ahem! he was just

a trifle "foxy."
Suddenly he opened the palm of his left hand with a shout

o( triumph. It was a nugget after all! Devil a bit, though

—

it wasn't. There, in that palm, lay in "bitties," wine?, heads,

bodies and legs, and whan I saw it was the mortal remains of

some half-dozen butterflies, I said, "How you catch him, this

fellow butterfly ?" He held op his waddy aud then sent it

spinning through the air like a boomerang to show how he

had managed it. 1 remember that I had a pain in my side

for some time after this event, and that I lelt fatigued. I

laughed, and this set them laughing; it grew infectious, and

I laughed till I became sore. It was well worth the tobacco,

that side-shaker. That was twenty-six years ago, and I don't

often get a side-shaker nowadays. Need I say that I thought

collecting butterflies was not my forte. My boys nowadays

have made me quite an adept in the art; but. alas! it is not

half the fun of the good old days—no, nor a quarter.

Now, with our crass ignorance, we speak of all the wasp

tribe as hornets. They are very plentiful, and as various as

plentiful in Queensland. The honey bee of the country is

stingless; and so to obtain "sugar bag," as the blackscall "the

comb," entails only a climb up some hollow tree and cutting

out with the tomahawk.
The horneta present some varieties. The smallest is no

larger than a house fly, aud hangs its nest in bushes, and I

have twice got in for it, for the little beggars charge gamely

and sting sharply, though the effect lasts but a short time.

There is an interesting variety called the mason hornet, which

builds his nest like a bit of honeycomb, only with clay for

wax, and the pipes, five or six in number, gradually built side

by side like organ pipes, and then sealed up. I remember
noticing one of them, flying daily past my nose, and going

into my bookcase (a small one). I used to watch him alight

on a particulai book, crawl along the top of it, get behind it,

aud then from behind it came regolarlya sound of "bizz,

bizz, bizz!" say for five minutes or so, and then silence, aud

then Mr. Hornet would fly past me out of the open window,

and return after a time to resume his "bizz, bizzing." I pur-

posely let him alone, and when be seemed to have discon-

tinued his labours, and gome time had elapsed, I one day

qnietly and cautiously removed my books. There were his

clay cells, say an inch and a half in length, and about ont-

eignth of an inch in diameter, beautifully sealed up. I

opened the first and found the grub of a hornet, and to my
amazement the others were tilled with—wbat do yon think,

Amateur Angler?"— with dead spiders—food, I suppose, for

the provision of the yonng hornet.

I have on various occasions found the nests full of spiders

sioce tbat discovery, and I have often seen them carrying

the spiders, when passing into the nest, in an outhouse or

woodshed. It is a funny-looking "vespa" this, with his

thorax and body united by such a thin pedicle, that you can

scarcely understand how the head ran have time to telepbone

to the ant-like body the brief command, "Sting him!" Amongst

.„ tbe rarer varieties was a very large, thick-built, handsome,
to be a boy (like himself) again, and go a-wasping in bis m hornet, with a scarlet "what d'ye call 'em" towards
company. I presume, Mr. Editor, that you know him per- ^ ^.^ He fl]go buikU a c|ay Eestj^ gQ fflr &g j rftmem .

Mr. E- M. Tod Discusses Hornets, Etc.

Mr. Tod, at Brighton, Eng., already well-known to and

most favorably regarded by our angling readers because of

his contributions to this paper, and by reason of his charming

OBsays written for that paragon of aDgler's journals, the

English Fishing Gazette, writes in the laBt Gazette of hornets,

tarantulas and other bugs of more or less interest to his

brother-fishermen. He says:

That dear old "amateur angler" makes one almost desire
'- his

Bonally, and lam sure you most be proud to insert any

article bearing that honored name. Jeffries, the amateur

poacher, who delighted all the world with his writings, is no

more. Would that that "amateur angler" of yours (of ours)

had more leisure, and could ait down under the shade of some

ber, I only saw one during my stay, and, if I may, I will tell

how I recognized it at all.

I had been riding in the tropical summer sun, and I was
tired. Arriving at a shepherd's hut, and finding the man.

ont, I walked in at the open door an 1 sat dowu on the bnti

end uf a log that served lor seat, eattb floor for Brus.-e s cur-

pet, aud ratter?, covered with bark for root au<t ceiling,

leniniiiber as I sat tb<-re how my foreueHd Muiply dripped o*.i

tue dry flour—so hot was I. Au uutiMiully loud aud deep
basso pr 'fundo "boom" made me aware that a huruel uf

uuiiniiu. size ha i entered, tie hovered about t r a moment
aud then settled on two large, soh'ary, clay cells attached
to the side of one of the rafters.

"Ha!" I said, "a cise of home at last," and I watched, feel-

ing a kind of respect for that big brute overbead, with his

{pardon me. Reverend Chaplaiu of "F. G."—ob! how I thank
thee for ths word) scurlet "doup," as he entered into posses-

sion, and, as he placed his head in, commenced a bizzing,

tben a huzzing, tben an angry booming, and, before I could
remove from my stool, two enormous red-douped hornets,

locked together, fell within a foot of my toes, and with a per-
ceptible little thud, and, despite the fall, fighting as scarcely
two turnets had ever fought before. I could have ended it

all by lifting my tioot, but *as delighted at the novelty of ihe
situation, aud I wauled to see it fought ont.

It was evident tin' I passed fur a bit of au old tree, or any-
thiug, !>>r tbere they lay bugging, aud biiiu«, ai.d stinging

like i.
'

'.< demon h n.e .-. Suddenly one rose and Li . .. uiii,

aud ti e other, after a inomeut ol rt-flecnon, to my gieat sur-

prise, followed htm. Had the warn, r found a strange geuilt-

inau in bis w.te's apartment, or ho! it been a case ot an old
fiit-ud?—for it wa^ evident that both were males. It seemed
to me as if the boruet had only me two c< lis. aud possibly

one of them was intended for winter food wrun completed;
but they were quite out of my reach, and I fancy both on
finished.

I remember gofog on a picnic with some neighbors— a two
days' ride to reach tbe honse— the only marriageable young
lady in the district at the journey's end Every iellow, save
myself, had "popped," aud "the ieddy had said ni," as that

quaint lady auswered tbe Laird o'Cockpen. Why should not
I ventnre? It was evidently the correct thiug to do, and tbe
"picnic" was to last four da\s! Home each night for music,
etc. Just within a few miles of our destination, *e were can-
tering together tbrou.u the open limber, and I found myself
suddeuly deserted by my companions, who scatteied to right

aud left as I passed under the low bough of a tree. Iu
another moment I saw a cloud of hornets round me. I was
on a very high-spirited horse, my dear ol.i faithful * Mam-
moth;" ut if he slatted biick-j^mping and I was thrown. I
might be stung to ddatb, so I rammed iu the t-purs, aud
shonted out, "Go on!" holding bmh hands well down, and
setting well back, and prepared for the buck-jumping He
had ibiowu and half-killed a friend some lime pieviunsly,

after breaking both girih straps, and sending man and sadole
flying—so I had to look out. Then my vision became
obscured for u moment, as on lhat ridge or septum which
divides the noetrils into two I saw, to my dismay, that a hor-

net had taken up his quarters. At it he weui! Oh, Amateur
Angler," some one must have taken the barbs off his fish-

hook.
I dared not move; I had to use both hands to keep my

horse in hand, for he was- excited—going like the wind

—

and there was a risk of running foul of a tree. It was too
much for human nature at last, and I raised m\ hand only to

rind that someone seemed to have glued him on\ At last he
dropped off dead. The other fellows joined me now in roars

of laughter. They said that they had kept silence to allow
me fairly to get caught in the trap, and to prevent me follow-

ing them. Also, perhaps, the young lady was a considera-
tion, aud my pips was out for good.
She had never seen me till now, and wbo could look twice

at a man whose nose looked as if he had been flrst drinking
and then in a "mill?" I took the hint and did not propose.
How my nose blushed and swelled I need hardly tay.

By the way, nest eveuing a painful incident occurred in the
little drawing-room. "She" was opening a bagatelle table,

and put her hand iuside to lift up the lid. when suddenly she
gave a little suppressed sigh, and withdrew her hand quickly,
evinciug pain. We opened the table and found a scorpion
which had just stung her. Fortunately it was a small one
aud not dangerous Need I say that all of us gallantly went
to her assistance. She earns my everlasting respect to this

hour; for, after some simple remedy was applied, and a rag
wrapped round her finger, she resolutely relused further sym-
pathy, and weut on playing as it nothiug had happened. Of
course, she must have- been suffering paiD, and who bears
pain liae a brave woman? Few men, according to my exper-
ience, and I have had exceptional opportunities of observing
both sexes.

I will close this by relating a very ghastly combat between
two large tarantulas—huge spiders with strong, black, poison-
ous nippers, the bite from which giveB, I am told, intense 6uf
feriug, and is not without risk.

I was called inlo tbe "bachelor quarters" by a friend who
was in bed reading. The tarantulas had fallen from the roof,

apparently in a deadly feud, on an empty bed. I siood close

to them, watching intently. The prominent, beady eyes glit-

tered and rolled savagely, and the long, hairy legs, wLh sharp
claws, moved slowly but viciously, as they reared up on end
in a deadly, unearthly embrace. Soon, to my horror, I saw
that one of the limbs was cut clean off at the joint, falling on
the coverlid, and then the loathsome blood, which resembles
green paint, oozed out on tbe counterpane! T think I Baw
another limb dismembered, and then I lifted a stick, and
sent them flying off the bed, and instantly killed both. I was
thoroughly disgusted, and even sickened by the sight.

Another night tbere had been a perfect deluge. I had gone
to bed, and was lying still, when my hair was shaiply tugged.
I turned out in a moment, and went into my friend B's

room, who was reading, as was his nightly custom, the Sat-

urday, Homeward Mail, Times, etc., all sent regularly by his

brother. Major B., from India, then resident magistrate at

Trichinopoly.
"Bring your light Tom, and come to my assistance," I

said; and in we went. There, on my pillow was an enormous
centipede. Now, if I had a horror, it was for centipedes

—

they made me Bbodder.
I killed him with a whip, after a few bad shots, and then

I lifted my pillow to show him off, when—thunder and light-

ening!— a smaller one was just underneath. I killed him,
too; but I was ont of that room, you'll bet, till I could hunt
him well in the daylight. And I went across and took one
of the spare beds generally giveu to travellers in the " bache-
lor's quarter*," and there camped.
Thus ends this little chapter. 1 may add that any old

Australian will at once recognize how the wet outside had
driven in ihe centipef es for shelter. It is always worth
keeping a lo;>k-out when heavy rains succeed a long dronght;
snakes, centipedes et hoc genus omne are apt to struggle up in

a way that is no doubt highly satisfactory to themselvt
but less so to the inmates.

Ah! " Amateur Angler," forgive this very amateur
litterateur and naturalist, who makes his final bow in

latter oapacily.
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THE GUN,
"Billy MacDermott;."

iBy "Andy ."J

The manner of my becoming acquainted with "Billy" waB

as follows: I had aBked my friend, the Ductor, to tell me
the best place to tind a few ducks. "Well, now, Andy," said

he,
'
'I really don't know how to advise yon. You might

travel all day, as I did yesterday, get utterly used up, and

not get three shots. Suppose you go early into the little

pond I showed you this evening, and stay by it patieutly all

day, yon may do aB well, or better, with very little hard work."

Good advice, I thought, (especially the part about getting

rid of hard work) and, acting npon it next morning at four

o'clock found me paddling across the Bwift-flowing San
Joaquin in a very light and rattier "cranky" duck-boat, well

loaded with decoye, gun, ammunition, lunch, and all the

other appliances for a persistent and patient duck-hunt,

except a bottle of whiBkey. The moon is shining brigktlj

and it will not be daylight for an hour yet. Mount Diablo

looms up in the distance with unclouded brow, though who
can say what tire may be raging in his heart. The water is

perfectly smooth, but a nervous feeling comes over me in

Bpite of myself when 1 think how slight a careless motion or

change ot position in this little boat and I should go plung-

ing to the bottom, borne away by the rushing current and,

perhaps, weeks, or even months hence, dragged out of the

water, miles away from here, tangled with weeds, cold, clammy
and disagreeable. Not a pleasant thing to think about, surely .

But, after all, how much more is it to be dreaaed than wiiui

we are ail exposed to almost every day of our lives? We arc

passing a pleasant evening at a theatre or church festivaJ;

Borne iaiot raises a cry of "are!" and in an instant the quiet,

orderly assemblage becomes a struggling, shrieking mob,
fighting (or thetuu uarrow, crowded doorway, and trampling
each other unoer foot in a mad rush for life; or, we are

Btaudiug for au instant on the platform of a swiftly rushiug

car; a sudden rounding of a curve, a quick, surging motion,

and we are thrown down under the merciless wheels to be

taken up, a spectacle from which the most stout-hearted

turns away in horror. And, while thinking of these cheerful

things, I approach the opposite snore; confidence is restored,

and 1 laugh to myself when I think of the weather-beaten old

sailor who, during a terrible storm at sea, exclaimed: "How I

pities them poor chaps on shore to-night with the chimney
pots a-tumbiiug down round their ears." Now I am in

smooth water, and I watch the shore for the slight opening in

the high growth ot reeds—tules we call them in California

—

where I went in last evening. Here it is at last, and I drive
the little boat quickly in, bending low to run. under the
branches of the overhanging wiIIowb that line the levee. 1

am somewhat startled by a loud "Hallo there!" close behind
me, and a tall, athletic specimen of manhood comes up
behind and alongside me.
"Who are you?" I exclaim, for, to my excited imagination

the gentlemen standing in his boat, in the moonlight, looks

about ten feet high, and might be the "boatman pale" come
to ferry me across.

"Well, my name is MacDermott," says he.

"My name is Andy, front name William," introducing
myself.

"Oh, is that so, my name is William, too," says he.

"Why, then, yon are Billy MacDermott," says I, with a

feeble attempt at familiarity.

"Yes, but don't stand blathering there all day, or we won't
get any ducks."

"Will you show me a place where I can get a shot at a few
ducks?"
"YeB, oome on."

So I begin to recognize him as the presiding genius of the
place, let him go ahead, and I follow on as fast as an amateur
with a double blade can follow an expert with a push-pole.

After a long pull through a very narrow trail in the high
growth of tuiea, we come out upon au open pond, of several

acres in extent, the surface covered with a tangled growth of

hue weeds, the mud underneath of unknown depth.
"Come on," says my uew friend, "we ought to have been

here hall an hour ano."
Did ever any oue go out after ducks who didn't regret he

hadn't been on the ground haif an hour sooner? Well, yes,

I have twice; once, up from Beuicia, with a friend by name
of Duffy, many years ago, to ponds known as the "Thick-
brooms," and we got there so early that we sat in our buggy
nearly an hour waiting for daylight. Again, at Collinsville,

near a little pond, and no Bigns of daylight, 1 crawled under
a most inviting haystack and slept soundly till long after

sunrise. It will be unnecessary to explain here that I belong
to the fraternity of "dnck-cranka," men who will sit all day in

a cold, wet marsh for the sport of bringing down the wary
"canvasback" or the "lordly mallard," or even, if it comes to

that, the "lowly mud-hen"; and, in fact, I once knew an
accomplished and gentlemauly sport, who on one occasion,

got in brat-class work on a mud-hen. But my friend is wait
ing, and we make for the opposite shore as last as the weeds
will permit. Thousands of mallards and teal rise in the air

as we approach, and take flight in every direction. The air

is literally thick with them, and my friend, standing up, and,
for a brief moment, taking note of the direction of the wind
and the flight of the birds, says, "Put out your decoys right
along here, and wo will go in together on this point.'

3 We
throw out our "dummies" as quiculy as possible, making
quite a show when all together, and then drive our boats
well into the tules, about fifteen feet apart from each other.
Billy is perfecily at home and commences shooting at once,
bat I require more preparation, and I hope I shall not tire

the reader if I explain my manner of securing my boat. On
each side, exactly amidshipB, and about three inches below the
gunwale, I have fastened a cleat or becket. Taking about
two feet of strong cord, I lean over and tie to two or three
stalks of tules, and heeling the boat weil over, bring the cord
in over the gunwale and take a couple of turns aruund the
becket, but do not tie. Leaning hard over on the other side
I repeat the operation with another cord, and I have a firm

floor to stand upon. If I want to run out to chase down a
cripple, I have only to "cast off," no knots to untie, and when
I come back my strings are all ready for me again. I carry h

narrow box in my boat, long enough to hold my gun when
taken apart, and upon which I sit while paddling. This I

now take up and lay across the gunwales, and it BerveB for a
seat or a rest for my gun while standiug. Now I have got
comfortably fixed, I will straighten up and see what is going
on. Billy is doing good work knocking the ducks down
right, left and in front, in most approved style. My first

shot bringa a mallard down, but he drops away over in the
tales far behind us.

"Djn't do that," says Billy, "we Bhall never find him; dro
them in the open water, in sight, if you can."
My next mallard drops in open water all right enough, but,

after splashing about awhile, starts to swim away, but Billy

pushes out, chases him down, kills him, and returning,pue

tosses him into my boat, and this service he good-nataredly

performed about eight times in course of the forenoon. The
ducks are sweeping by in front and overhead in continual

streams; as sunrise approaches they setm to come in clouds,

and all this time we are tiring as fast as we can load, and I

begin to realize that this is a "hot corner."

"That is a wicked shooting little gun yon have there,"says
my friend, and I ieel that it iB a well-dt-served compliment to

the little muzzle-loader ihat has afforded me so much sport

in the past twenty years. Sometimes a big flock of teal will

come in from behind us, close over our heads, croi-s to the
opposite side of the pond, swing aronnd, and come straight

for the decoys, setting their wings, and showing their white
bellies; four shots ring out, and the ducks will fairly rain

down. "Bully," shoots my friend, as excited as myself,

"Thore's some style about this."

Sometimes a duck would be seen coming straight toward
as, aB though he had found two long-lost friends, but at a

loud shout of "Hey there," from Billy, he would turn, only
to drop dead at the report of his gun.

"I don't believe you hit that fellow at all."

"What killed him then?" says he.

"Why, you just scared him to death. Do you think we
have got fifty ducks down ?"

"Yes,"sajsBilly, "1 can count more than that." Theycer-
tainly do look pretty numerous with their little feet and ends
of wings sticking up in every direction, and still they keep
Cuming, and there is no occasion to have to wait for a shot.

Sometimes a flock of four or five ducks would come over, and
uot one get away alive. Bye and bye my friend says, "I can
count seventy-three, now."

"Good, woul.-n't it be a joke if we should get a hundred ?"

"We shall do it, 1 think if we stick to it."

Towards ten o'clock the weather gets pretty warm, the ducks
are not moving about bo much, and do not come to the
decoys with such a rush aB in the earlier morning, and at

half past eleven o'clock Billy, who has been poling about
after a cripple, says, "I guess we hud better pick up," so he
utoes and recovers the ducks that have fallen in the tules, and
afterwards takes up the decoys, while I paddle about and
pick up the birds, my boat every instant getting deeper in
the water, till at last the gunwales are not two inches above
the surface, and I can hardly move her through the weeds,
but who ever remembers any hard work or danger on an
occasion like this. We get back through the narrow trail with
less difficulty than I had feared, draw onr boats up to the
river bank and take a good breathing spell, t hen we count
onr ducks, one-hundred ahd six, principally mallard and teal

and sprig tails, a few widgeon and black-jacks, and one beau-
tiful wood-dnck. We clean out our boats, divide the ducks,
and on invitation visit my friend's hunting scow, which I

tind neatly and conveniently fitted up, and after a most
appetizing breakfast, I take leave, hoping for the pleasure of

another morning's sport with him in the future.

San Francisco, Oct. 28, 1887.

The Grass Valley S. C Goes Shooting.

The second semi annual outing of the Grass Valley Sports-

men's Club for the year 1SS7 took place Saturday, October

23d, at Indian Springs, a mo-t beautiful spot some ten miles
west of Grass Valley. This club numbers only twenty-five
picked and chosen men, men especially noted throughout tb9
mountains for their skill as sportsmen and their a.curacy as
marksmen. The number of members is limited to twenty-five,
and every candidate for membership must wait until a
vacancy occurs before he can be possibly initiated. This club
has become famous for its outings. Ou these occasions the
invited guests are treated right royally. The cuisine iB, with-
out fault, the hospitality geneiuus. A ctriaiu four "o'clock
stew," indicative of tbe sporihinan'a bkill, has become a
prominent feature of tuese occasions, and many are the
wishes of outsiders to be among the favored few invited to

partake of it. The early morning of the 23d of October saw a
large company, the members of the club and their invited
friends en route for Indian Springs. The morning air was
ensp and bracing. Lucifer, the morning star, si one bril-

liantly in the East, the hxrbiuger of the coming dawn. Tbe
istant mountain tops fairly bh> ne in the light, for Ihe star is

just now one of the most brilliant objects in the heavens and
shines with such a powerful light as almost to rival the moon
in her brilliancy and beauty. Iu the clear, deep azure of the
Sierra region the stars shine with peculiar luster at times
fairly lighting up the landscape that lie asleep beneath them.
As soon as the sun rose all the surpassing loveliness of the
Sierras was disclosed to still greater advantage. The distant
snow-oapped summits, the rounded hills, the beautiful plains,

the clear running streams all formed a picture which ouce
seen can never be forgotten. Though bent on pleasure, the
merry company was not oblivious to the loveliness of nature
and frequeut wera the ejaculations of delight as scene after

Bcene was disclosed to view. After arriving on the UBual pic-

nic groundB and partaking of a most bountiful repast, all dis-

persed themselves for the day's sport, returning at length at

eventide, laden with spoils which found their way into the
huge kettle which hissed over the crackling flameB beneath,
supplying the now tired and famished hunters with a repast

worthy of a king. Just as

"The western waves of ebbing day.
Rolled o'er the glen their level way."

the hunters, jolly and happy, started for home. For the
information of those interested the writer appends here the
nameB of theofficerBof thisclub: Dr. I. W.Hays, Jr. President;
C. H. Mitchell, vice-president; Geo. Fletcher, Secretory and
Treasurer. Granville F. Foster.
Grass Valley, Cal. Oct. 23d, 1887.

Messrs. Will Golcher and Chas. Laing visited Alviso and
had a lively shooting for a short time in the early morning.
They report birds plenty on the salt marsh but not yet moving
in regular flights. At the Tbis Club ou the Suisun, Mr. Hall
McAllister Jr., killed about twenty-five ducks, and bis guest,
Mr. J. M. AdamB, about twenty. The Tule Belle preserve
afforded more English snipe than ducks.

Writing of the Tule Belle brings to mind the fact that
incorrigible Mr. Dan O'Connell is responsible for a very poetic
account of the club and its furnishings which appeared in the
Argonaut of last week. Wilton carpetB, traiued attendants
in swarms, warm baths, champagne by buckets and all that

sort of thing were what Mr. O'Connell thought he Baw. Iu
reality |he was glad to stand in puris naturalibue on the
outer bulwark of the ark and be drenched with amber water
from the muddy slough. His champagne was of the old
reliable Bye Bort, much better than "lizz" when good shoot-
ing is to be done. The Tule Belle is a well located, oomfor-
tably fitted clubhouse and its fare is such as suits its high-
living president Mr. GhaB. Josselyn, but the bothersome
extravagancies outlinedby Mr. O'Oonnell exiist only in his
highly furnished cerebrum.

The Racing Season—What We Can Copy
From the Running- Turf.

The writer has often and always contended that the

trotting-horBe breeder has, if we may be pardoned for bor-

rowing a poetio phrase, "many a lesson deep and long" to

learn from a study of the running horse, or as Brother Simp-

son, of the Breeder a::d Sportsman delights to call him,
"the blood-horse." From time to time, in the discussion of

breeding questions, we shall not forget to "point these

morals;" but now on the eve of the close of racing for the

leading features of the season.

year, we think it not amiss to refer to some of the general and
New York is the "head center" of running in America.

Here the season opened at Brooklyn on May 14th; then fol-

lowed the Jerome Park meeting; then Brooklyn again; then
Shetpshead Bay, Monmouth, back to Sheepshead Bay, then
Brooklyn again, followed by the fall Jerome meeting. This
is what we may call the running-circuit of this Bection, and
without counting the running at Brighton Beach, which is

not recognized by the better class ot turfmen, there is al-

most five months of racing, the chief support of which iB

drawn from this city. Now the question i-: Is not racing

overdone here? Will the interest be sustained year after

year sufficiently to draw from New York the crowds we saw
this season day after day flock to the tracks? To this ques-

tion we have very often heard from well-informed turlmen
a reluctant negative. In bo much racing much must neces-

sarily he below the level of respectability.

Though in point of attendance, and consequently in a

financial senBe, all the meetings referred to have been highly

successful, it has not been a season of contests a t.ongst

brilliant race-horses. There were no Longfellows, Hindoos,

Duke of Magentas, Harry BassettB or Luke Blackburns on
the American turf in 1887. In the early season enthusiasm
went wild over Hanover, the three-year-old son of Hindoo
and Bourbon Belle, by imp. Bonnie Scotland, and The Bard,

son of Longfellow. They weie giants then, and some who
are wont to speak as oracles of the turf declared they were

worthy to class with the champions of other days which we
have named. The Bard, so rumor Baid, would cross the sea

and teach the English that the mighty Ormonde was not in-

vincible. Then, too, Hanover was " the unbeaten," and

great stakes were conceded to him "as a galloping exercise."

But the idols werb enthroned only to be shattered. At Mon-
mouth the giants fell. First The Bard lowered Mb colors to

the patched-up cripple, Troubadour; and a few days later the

stout little son of Longfellow agaiu struggled in vain against

he of the gigantic buttocks and shaky legs. Then only

Hanover was left as the one presentable champion ot the

American running-turf; when one fine day at Monmouth,
with dazed vision, a great multitude saw tbe hitherto do-

spised Laggard trample Hanover's laurels in the dust of the

quarter stretch and win in hollow style. He that had im-

periously brooked no opposition in the radiant days of May
and June had fallen before a rival not of the first class; and

of the reputations of the two that had at the opening of the

Monmouth meeting aspired to championship honors, at its

close only shattered images remained.

If there haB been a strictly first class race-horse, either

aged or young, on the American turf this year, old and posted

turfmen cannot recall his name; and it now begins to look as

if such as have seemed for a brief season great, were only great

by comparison with mediocrity.

A very gratifying feature of the running-turf of the past

year, and one which we hope every trotting-horseman will

seriously ponder, is the general excellence of the manage-
ment of the chief tracks. Theie may be, and of course are,

faults in the management of Jerome, Monmouth, Coney
Island and Brooklyn Parks, but in comparison with the

worst of them the average of the large trottingcourses make
—we regret to say it—poor comparison. At the most of these

traoks the ease with which great crowds are received, accom-

modated and handled, the promptness with which races are

called, the bulletin systems and programmes by which any

intelligent spectator knows just what is going on and what

is to follow, the firmness and decisiveness of the judges, and
the generally business-like and frictionless manner in which

matters are managed, the courtesy of the officials to the

public and the press, are all features which the managers of

trotting-tracks not only should, but must, emulate if they

Beek to keep up with the times and keep the trotting-turf

popular and prosperous. Discipline is better maintained ou

the important running-tracks than on the Grand Circuit.

The jockeys at Monmouth or Brooklyn don't attempt to

"bulldoze" the judges. Imagine Jockey Garrison telling Mr.

D. D. Withers, at Monmouth, that he wouldn't wear any

"monkey colors," and would ride in such "uniform" as he

choose, without regard to programme or rule! That would
lie a frigid moment for Mr. Garrison. But the other day, on

a Grand Circuit track, we saw two jockeys do this very thing

with the judges, and the judges calmly argued the question

with them! The "iron hand of restraint" was nerveless and
vacillating.

That there are rascals on both the trotting and running-

turf we all know; and that the authorities on both are too

slow to see and punish fraud is patent. But here, again,

the men who control the trotting trackB have no advantage

in comparison. When discipline is lax, fraud is bold. To
merely take a man out of a sulky for "pulling a race'

simply encouraging crookedness. To put a horse and

driver, or owner, mixed up in fraud under a penalty which

can be "fixed up" and wiped out with dollars and cents at

Hartford or Detroit will never terrorize the rascals. More

expulsions that aro expulsions are needed. There are dis

reputable running-tracks in this vicinity; but recently the

great aBSOoiationB which we have named have practically ex-

pelled from their tracks every horse, owner, rider or trainer,

who appears on one of these unsavory racing-grounds. The
effect is good—it tends to more sharply define the line that

separates legitimate racing from unmasked gambling with

plugs and cripples for dice. "Bat a trotting-riuger, with his

owner and driver, can go through seasons of the most dirly

work, a horse may be hippodromed, driven out or pulled,]

according to the state of the pool-box; this may be so notori-

ous that none deny it, and if by any mischance the authori-

ties take cognizance of the matter, this same owner can "fix *:

it up" by paying tines, etc., and he with his tarniBhed para- \ at

phernalia can goon the Grand Circuit with g-ntlemen, as

-.

'i:

Rood a man as anyl Is this the best way to encourage %
breeding the national horse? .

Ill

If the great trotting associations would imitate what u «:
5]

good in the kindred branch ot turf sport—improve track* to J;

and their management, maintain better discipline, be qniokel

to see, swifter to punish wrong, replace hnlf-way measures

with 'severity, and "boycott" every track where fraud

nourished unpunished—the trotting turf would reach a

higher level and be more attractive to gentlemen and lew

invested by the other kind of people.—L., in H'aMace'i

Monthly. K<K
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THE RIFLE
An Expert'3 Opinion.

-----

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:— It would appear from
recent advices tnat Eugland has at last concluded that Ler
troops shall be armed with repeating rifles, the last model
being of cal. 31. The matter of caliber in an army gun is a
question npon which much fiction, in the way of debate,
must arise, bat there can be no possible argument advanced
that will prove a single shooter the equal to a good repeater,

and that's the idea 1 have held siuce 1370, when first I used a
Wiuchester cal. 44, shooting only 28 grains of powder to 200
of lead.

The mere assertion of this fact may not at first blush appear
to convoy anything startling, but when it is understood that
previous to tnat date I had used exclusively rifles of Eoglish
make, costing from £20 to £50, and by the most celebrated
makers of that country, world-famed for its superior tire-arms,

then the extraordinary advantages combined in a good repeater
become apparent.

I will admit that I deplored the lack of killing power of a

200 grain ballet propelled by only 2S grains of powder, the
proportion being nearly 7£ to 1 as against 3 or 4 to 1 the
charge I had heretofore used. The trajectory consequently
was extremely high, the shock of the bullet iusignihcant as
compared with that of any English sporting rifle— l>ut tue
ever-readiness of the rifle was its main stay—its absence from
recoil, its accuracy at short ranges, and, above ail, the rapidity

with which it could be tired unJerall circumstances, mounted
or aooc, counterbalanced its defects as purely a hunting
weapon, more particularly when used in timber on deer,

when the distance at which it has been ased seldom exceeded
75 yards.

Tne next step in advance was the 44 caliber, with same
weight of ballet but almost double the powder charge, i.e ,

40 grains. "With this I killed a good many deer, over one
hundred antelope in one summer, some elk, buffalo, and
quantities of wild fowl, besides doing some very decent tar-

get shooting at dibtances under 200 vans. The sale of this

Winchester, called the 1873 model, ha^ reached enormoas
proportions, being over 200,000 stands of arms. That alone,

aside from anything else, ought to prove its excellence, for

surely 200,000 sportsmen could hardly be gulled into buying
an inferior weapon. My observation leads me to believe that

this particular arm is the most popular and generally ased in

America to-day. I say this after deliberate consideration and
forethought, and solely because, go where I will, in woods,
mountains, or plains, the 73 moael confronts me at every
turn, with none to condemn it and thousands to praise. It

is not to be supposed for an instant that I would recommend
that gun to-day as unqualifiedly as I would have done ten or

twelve years ago, but this I do say, that for several years it

was the very best repeater made in America, and that it is

still caliber for caliber, charge for charge at the fore. In 1876

this same concern turned oat their 40-60 repeater, and a

splendid combination it is, the charge being 62 grains of pow-
der to 210 grains of lead, always retaining nearly the same
weight of bullet, but increasing the powder nearly threefold

from the original model of 1886, which was itself an improve-
ment on the old and now obsolete Henry.

Of this rifle, the 40-60, I shall say that I have known
hunters in different States and Territories who would Dot

lay it down for any shooting iron the world over, nor are they

far out in their estimate of their favorite weapon, for it is

extremely accurate, well balanced, has a low trajectory, is a

powerful shooter, and, all in all, is a most desirable deer gun.

The climax on that model, however, was reached when the

50-95 was turned out, and as a bone-crnsher it surpasses all

its predecessors, the charge being 95 grains of powder to 300

of lead, nearly thiee to one, and using for the most part the

hollow pointed bullet so thoroughly recognized as the only

rue projectile for game killing purposes.

Of this caliber I can speak in the most positive terms, as,

though I have not had the opportunity of killing much
game with my own, still, personal friends of mine who have

used them assure me that they are simply excellent guns.

Better by far than any double Express or any other gun
whatsoever. The highest praise that can be bestowed on
any fire-arm of American make is that it finds favor among
English sportsmen in India, a most trying climate in which
to test guns, to say nothing of the deep-rooted prejudice

which is innate in the average Englishman to any but a first-

class London weapon. In their defense be it understood

that as a class they are men of means, who order their guns
single or in pairs from their favorite makers, so saying not

a word as to price, stipulating only that they must have

the very best that can be built. These men don't regard

the cost of a gun in any way whatever, its superiority of

marksmauship, accuracy, symmetry and thorough soundness
being all they demand. If, then, money can buy those

qualities, it is fair to presume that men who work at the

bench, and whose grand and great-grandfathers have been

there before them, should turn out the very best weapons for

all purposes, the art of gunmaking haviDg been imparted

to them through generations by their progenitors, aided to-day

by science, skill, and all the modern appliances thereunto

appertaining.

Yet in the face of all this we learn from reading English

journals devoted to sports in India and Apici, that many of

these same plain, cheap, bat thoroughly Bound and honestly

built Winchesters, principally the 50-95, have found their way
among these exclusive and hypercritical sportsmen who
daily risk their lives in quest of dangerous game armed with

guns that actually cost less than a first-class and equipped

English rifle case. Can anything be more conclusive as to

the sterling worth of the Winchester? The enterprise of

this particular firm is distinctively shown in the variety of

the calibers and rifles it yearly brings forth. Their single

shots run the gamut from 22 to 50 and soon go to 57. Tbe
array comprises from the tiny Flobert pistolet de salon car-

tridges to the terrific 57 caliber with its thunderbolt weighing

500 grains driven by 162 grainB of powder, enough in all

conscience to smash the life out of anything that breathes;

but just so surely as any new combinations of ammunition
come into demaud, just so certain are they to manufacture

it, and what is more, make a gun that will use it equal as

a Bhooter to the best, while in action, be it repeater or

single shot, superior to all.

In these parts we have do use for rifles of any kind so far

as hunting is concerned (worse luck), but we occasionally use

the 32 and 38 single shots for target and turkey shooting, and

they get them in "great shape when properly handled. The
reloading pots furnished by the company are perfect, some
men preferring to load their ammunition when extreme

accuracy is required to usiDg the factory loads, so that in

every particular one can make no mistake in purchasing a

Winchester, the only point to decide being which one out of

bo many calibers and kinds should be used.

A repeater is of no advantage as a target gun, that is obvi-

ous; it is not so easily cleined, its weight is not concentrated
iu the barrel, its general make-ip inferior fur this as a
specialty to the single shot, theiefure I would say for a
"arget gun, if for nnd«-r 200 yards, use tbe 32. if over that

distance and under 40U the -":h or .40, ii tor long ra< ge
choose from the .40-90 and .45-100 straight, if for au all around
target gnn either the .33-55 or tbe .40-70, and you can't

go amiss.
If for a hunting rifle my choice lies exclusively with the

repeating 50 95, though perhaps tbe new model .45-90 might
do just as well, and were I compelled to a -e the single shot,

(I put it in this language, for I would never use a single shot
unless obliged to) I would choose between the 45-125-300 and
the 40-110-260, my preference probably going with the former,
using in all, at all times, the hollow-pointed ballet, as I'm not
good at tracking wounded animais on bare ground, neither

do I espouse the idea of providing food for wolves and
coyotes, to say nothing of sending off countless, inoffensive

animals to die a lingering death, which is so often done when
using small solid bullets, the use of which at one time pre-

vailed almost exclusively in this country . As I have said before,

no hunting rifle is complete without a set of Lyman sights;

these are indispensable, and so is a jointed rod in the butt,

for accidents will happen, and I've been deprived of a whole
day's shootiDg more than once while hontiug on the prairie,

because soioethiug happened tbat could have been removed
in an instant had I bat had a stick to pash through mv gun.
Walla Walla. W. T., Oct. 20, 1SS7. Gaucho.

From London.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: The match at live Blue
Bock, in which Miss Annie Oakley, the American wonder,
was backed to kill 35 out of 50, tools place September 30th,

at the private shooting grounds of Mr. Charles Lancaster, the

noted Bond-street gun-maker of London. The ground is

situated at Wiilesden Junction, about five miles from London
and is well laid out for sport, there being a 200 yard rifle

range, also a ranuiiig deer as well as trap shooting. The
grounds are used by a great many sportsmen wbo go to take

lessons from Mr. Lam-aster in the art of trap-shooting, Mr.
Lancaster being a very fine sUot himself.

I had the pleasure of seeing one of Mr. Lancaster's

gnns shot, which consists in being able to use eitber

ball or shot in the same barrels. The bullets were shot first

and shot very well, after which shot was used and madp some
very fine targets, all guns being first shot while the goo is in

the soft shape, and then again after the gun is finished. The
match of Miss Oakley's was watched with considerable interest

by the many sportsmen assembled, and all woDdered to see

so small a lady killing the best Blue Rocks procurable in

such tine style. Sbe is certainly a wonder with her little 20

gauge Lancaster Hammerless, weighing 51bs 2oz., using 2£
orams Schullze powder, and foz. shot. Most of her birds

were killed by the first barrel. Twice she made very long

shots with the left barrel and two dropped dead out of hounds,
her score of 41 out of 50 being considered by fine shots pres-

ent as a very fine piece of work.
Miss Annie Oakley was matched to kill 35 out of 50 live

birds for a bet of £100, 25 yards rise Hurlingham rules, using

20 bore Hammerless, made by Lancaster, with 2i drams
Schweltze powder and £ oz. shot.
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The way the birds left the trap was a caution. They went

as if they had an engagement out of bounds, but as will be

seen from the above score, the American wonder stopped

some of their calculations. Several bets were made on the

accomplishing of the task, and one of the best trap shots

present was heard to remark that it beat all to aee a woman
doing such fine work.

Sept. 2Sth.—Miss Oakley divided a $50 sweep with Lord
Mandeville at the ground of the Sporting and Dramatic Club

at Barnes, each killiDg 7 out of 8; there being a large com-

pany present to enjoy seeing a lady killing birds in suchfine

shape. Miss Oakley's wonderful shooting has started the

ladies of England to try and do likewise, several of the

leaders of fashion having taken up shot gun shooting since

witnessing heT shooting. "London,"
London, Eng., Oct. 10, 1887.

Shell Mound.

Whether it is that the shooting boom has come to stay, or

the fact that last Sunday was one of the pleasantest days of

the year, certainly it is tbat the crowd of marksmen at Shell

Mound and Harbor View were as large and as enthusiastic

as any gathered at those places during the year. The con-

ditions were all that could be desired—little or no wind, a

perfect light, with no mirage to obstruct the aimj and ou

both ranges scores were made only just below any ever re-

corded at either place.

At Shell Mound the gathering was very large, and the

crack of rifle and pistol was continuous throughout the day.

Eight or ten military companies were well represented.

I Most of those present, "however, indulged in practice only.

The City Guard Rifle Club, (Company B, First Infantry),

held their monthly medal shoot at the short range, the fol-

lowing being the best scores: Wesson, 42; Ramm, 42; Town-
send, 41.

James S. Howard and W. M. Hutchings shot their State

records, the former getting 45 and a gold clasp, and the latter

scoring 42, winning a Bilver trophy.

A. H. Brod and R. C. Moore had a scrap at the two dis-

tances, ten shots each, and both gentlemen won glory in

making the best scores of the season. In face of the annexed

figures, comments were needless:

Brod 200 yards — 5 4 5 6 5 5 4
6t0 yards—5 5 5 6 5 5 5

Moore 200 yards—4 4 4 4 4 5 6 5 4 5-44
5u0 yards—5 55565o66 6-50—94

This is Mr. Brod's best record, and the second time Mr
Moore has obtained a possible at 500 yards on the range.

The other time he made sixteen bull's-eyes in succession,

hia total at the two distances on that occasion being 9G out of

a possible 100 points.
.

Some members of Company G, Second Artillery, shot their

State records, with the subjoined result: Kelly, 36; Ward,

34; Sergeant Powers, 32; Averill. 32.

Private Specht, Company F, First Infantry, also shot his

State record and made 50 per cent.

R C. Moore and J. S. Howard shot against H. L. Pendle-

ton and A. Smith, a teu-Bhot match with regulation revolvers,

at the 100-foot taruet. the latter winning. Their scores were:

Pendleton 100 feet-

4

454 5 5556 5-47

SmUh 100 feet—

5

5445644° 5—4b-9
Hoore 100 teet— 5 55545554 4—47

Mowar'd.:..: l.Ofeet-5 4 4 5 5 5 4 4 5 4-45-92

These gentlemen, Ed. Hovey and other crack shots, are

going to organize a pistol club, and after getting down to

business will issue challenges.

The Golden Gate Rifle Club is beiDg reorganized, are! will b
materially strengthened by the addition of some of the best
marksmen in the State.

To-marrow the much-talked of match between teams from
Companies A and F, Fifth Infantry, will take place at Shell
Mound.
A -earn match has been arrange 1 between Companies B

and F, First Iufaniry. The date has not been ueriuuely set,

but the affair wdl take place within the next few wetks. TLe
teams will consist of ten men each, and the distance will te
200 yards.

On the 16th instant, the Nevada Rifle Club team, selected
to shoot against tbe Nationals team, shot their scores, which
will be found below. The Nationals did not shoot on ac-
count of other engagements:
H. Cardew 200 yds—4 45444456 5- 44

500 yds - 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 50 94
M. H. Burke iOiMds—5 44444556 4—44

600 yde-6 65454545 6—47—91
J. D. Cameron iO yds—5 65544444 4—44

600 rds 5564565644 4—91
J. bpargo iOo yds—4 446*5446 4—43

5- li yds -4 6 4 5 5 5 6 6 4 5 4-90
S. Curcow 2 li yds—5 44464654444

MM yds—6 64546466 4-*t>-90
J.Ferris '.0 y.is 5444455554 45

50 vds-5 555434445 ii-HH
fl. Stocker ^00 yds—444454445444

50 yds 4554 54 454 5-45-87
J. Wratten i.00 y's— 4 55544445 4—44

500 yds- 3 54453454 5—i2~Z6
T. Uren 2i0yds—4 44544445 4—12

600yd 3 -2 545544554 4<—85
B. J. Genesy 2ui yds—4 55444444 4—42

SbOyds—4 35443354 4— iy—81—884
»

Harbor View.

The bull's-eye shooting of the California Scheutzen Club

took place at Harbor View, on Sunday last. The shootiag

was open to members only, and $20- 50 was given in prizeB

—sixty prizes to members and five to ihe cadets. The dis-

tance was 2U0 yards, and e-ich member was allowed to ahoot

thirty times if he did not get a bull's-eye. The shooting closed

at 4 o'clock and the bul/s-ej^es were rutasured by Doruuieri r*s

machine, the only one in California, and which measures

within one two-thou.-an ith of a inch. Eighty-three members
and five cadets contested. The bull's-eye was divided into

theee thousand points, the one getting the lowest ncmber
obtaining the tirst prize. J.Bachman won tirst money by a

score of 20S points. The following were the other winners:
J. Leeman, Fendleton, A. Utschig, G. Hatch, William

Ehrenpfort, H. Schubert, A J. Martin, E. Zahn, A. Strecker,

Lebmus, Fields, Freese, Bertelsen, JJlose, Rahwyler, Brandt,
Keihrfenkle, Otto Bieneck, SchumaDn, P. Jacoby, Streuber,

Otto Burmeister, K. Wertheimer, Carson, C. C. Rohiffs,

Schneilly, Captain Oberweyer, Browning. Carroll, Altinger
Barnett, Stamer, Max Heilbronner, A. C. Adams, Joseph
Strauss, C. Meyer, A. Johnson, L. Berrere, Acker, O. F.
Young, William Hatge, Eckmann, C. Rapp, Hagerup, Guem-
bel, Nolden, Otto Bremer, C. Mangels. Ed. Hovey, H- Heath,
Charles Simon, Krahmann, McLaughlin, Mettinger, Cum-
mings, Waller, Streuber and Wagner.

The following took the cadet prizes: H. Heath, Wuth, A.
Ehrenpforth, Finking Jr., Wertheimer Jr.

The annual prize shooting of Company D, Second Artillery,

N. G. C, was also held at Harbor View, on Sunday. The
highest scores out of a possible 50 was as follows: Capt. P.

H. Schultz 30, John F. Stiltz 33, Sergt. Wm. Umlnnd 20, A.
J. Wagner 78, H. W. Clark 30, W. Drieman 25, N. J. Sturke
36, N. H. Schnoor 37, B. T. Knife 27, J. T. Collins 39. The
judges of the shooting then shot out of 25, making the scores

given: Captain C. F. Obermeyer 19, Chris Schnibbe 11,

George Rick 14, L. G. Flanuagan 19, Adam Newman 10,

Captain Chas. F. Peters 7. The .distribution of the prizes

will be made in two weeks.

Sacramento.

The range of G Company was crowded on Sunday last

with the usual results in high scores. The company is

shooting in championship form, and we should like to see it

matched against the Nationals or any other military organiz-

ation. The scores on Sunday were:

Captain Hall 4 44444454 4—41
Lieutenant Klaherty 4 43463544 4—40
Sergeant Sheeban 4 4*254444 4—40
Sergeant Kennedy 6 56456445 4—16

Corporal Siearns 5 5 4 6 3 4 4 4 5 4—4a

Corporal Carroll 3 52344444 3—36
Corporal Sheenan 4 44443 644 4—40
Corporal Lowell 5 44444444 5—40
private Boase 4 4 3 4 4 5 6 5 4 4—*2

Private McDermott 4 45333346 3—37
Private McMillan 5 34444454 4—40
Private Connors 5 434343*4 4-37
Private Heffernan 4 44354444 4—S9

Private Carroll , 4 43443443 4-37
Private Griffen 4 44*34333 4—36
Private Zittenger 4 32444334 4—35

Private Nutie 3 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 5 6-42
PrivateKunz 4 54445544 4—43
Private Stevens 4 54434333 3—36

PrivateElein 3 S4455444 4—40

The following honorary members also participated:

Lieutenant Miller 4 64444544 4—42

Sergeant Mott 4 5 5 3-44354 3-40

P Coffey 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 5 4 4-40

(i. McColIum 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3-37
J.Foster 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 3-35
J.J.Paulsell 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 6-43

5—46
6—49—95

Duck shooting has begun at last, the bags of the week have,

iog been very good. At the Teal Club on Saturday last Mr-

Edwin Goodall retrieved forty widgeons, twenty sprigs, thir,

teen teal, two mallards, a black jack and a spoonbill; in all.

seventy-seven birds. At the same club that day, Mr. G*

Frank Smith bagged forty-four birds, Mr. \V, F. Whittier

twenty-eight, Mr. Fuller nine, and Mr. Lou Wyman about

twenty.

Mr. David Thorn the well-known gun maker, who is asso

ciated with Mr. E. T. Allen, at 416 Market street, pent to this

office last week a pecaliarly good gun cleaner of his own
invention and manufacture. It is an ordinary wire scratch

brush set in a solid brass head, and fastened to a hickory rod.

There are no joints to mar the barrels in using it, and it can

at all times be made to fit closely by poundiDg the brush a

little so as to swell it. It is by far the beBt thing of the sort

that has come to our notice, and we cannot do owners of tine

guns a greater kindness than to advise them to procure

similar implements.

The verv interesting letter of " Guacho" will meet ger

eral indorsement. Winch- ster armes and ammunition a;

staples everywhere. The '86 model is about a perfect

peater, in rapidity, eaae of manipulation and Htieogth
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Removal Notice.

The office of the Breeder and Sportsman has been
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.

Special Notice to Correspondents.

Letters intended for publisation ehonld reach *his office
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Dates Claimed.

Bay District Association, San Francisco, October 1st to 9th
Willows. Oct. 19th. 2uth to ilst.

Eureka Jockey Club, Noveu her 2?d to 26th.

Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association Oct. 29th to Nov. 6th.

Closing of Entries.

NOVEMBER iPth.-Eureka Jockey Club.

Endurance in the Trotter.

We have never yet met a man thoroughly posted in

horse lore who did not acknowledge that tha biood of the

thoroughbred was an element of endurance at a fast ra'e

of speed. There are great divergencies in thoroughbr« dd
in this respect, and also in part-bred animals, though

one point must be conceded that to live at really fast

racing pace over a distance there are none which can

compete with them. At times an exceptional performer

of the class of Jim Renwick appears which can cover a

mile in time that few of the purest breeding can accom-

plish, but this is held lo be outside the usual course and

of rare occuirenee.

The progeny of a thoroughbred mare, parlicularly one

that had shown speed arid belouged to a speedy family,

after shotting a son which had the fastest record for five

furlongs, and from to l£ miles exhibited winning form in

good fields would attract purchasers, whereas Big Gun.

and her daughters were unable to induce buyers to give

more than a mediocre price for their produce.

But we do not intend in this article to portray the dif-

ferences between thoroughbred and part bred in legiti-

mate racing, the intention being to set a friend right in

regard to the influence of the biood in giving endurance

to the trotter. He claimed that Palo Alto, in his cam-

paign of last year, had not shown endurance and argued

from a stand-point that we knew to be wrong. As the Yeir

Book was across the bay, the evidence was not at hand.

and in place of having that for reference the refutation

would have entail* d going over the files of thepa3t year-

And by the way the compilers of Guides, Calenders and

Year Books are not duly credited for their labor. As to

money return it is inadequate that is does not amount to

twenty per cent, of what it should, and other credits are

stingily conceded if given at all. The claim made was

that Palo Alto obtained his record in a heat that was

trotted in a coutiuued race, one full day intervening

beside the forenoon of the day it was trotted and that

the last heat of the first day was comparatively slow.

This was in part true, though the deduction was not

warranted by the circumstances. The following is a

snmmary.
ClkvblaVd, Ohio Sept. 18, 1886.

Fur»e *' 0' . 2:ai) class.

Ptlo Alio, b o by Electioneer 4 2 1 3 6 1

Dick Wright, bK 13 6 2 12
HarrTRoberts.bg 2 1 2 6 4 dls

Alert.bK 6 6 3 3 2 2

Ceorgie W.,bm 8 4 4 4 3 2

Time, 2:20*. 2A0, 2:21, 2:21i, 2:25, 2:20*.

Lait heat trotted Srpt, 20th.

In that he equaled his fastest record which was made

July 14th, at East Saginaw, Michigan. In that Wilton

won the first heat in 2:24; Palo Alto the second, third

and fourth in 2:22, 2:22, 2:20^. There were ten starters,

the contest being between Wilton, who was second in

each of the heats, wou by Palo Alto, the latter second to

Wilton in the first heat.

Wilton was the fastest of the two, judged by the

record, and he was the onlv horse which beat Palo Alto

ttrough the whole campaign, so that it does not require

any argument to show that he outlasted him. In the

race which Wilton won the time was 2:19$, 2:19£, 2:20;

Palo Alto second in third ard fourth heats. July 30th,

at Cleveland, Ohio, he won a race over six competitors,

the first heat of which was won by Mabel A., in 2:23£,

Palo Alto the second, third and fourth in 2:23, 2:22+;,

2 21.

In a six heat race at Corington Ky he faitly wore out

such tried campaigners as Deck Wright and Tom Rogers.

C. F. Clay was also in the race, and at S'. Louis, Mo ,

he won the first heat in 2:18, Charley Hogan won the

second in 2:19£, Palo Alto *he third and fourth in 2:21,

2:21£, Albert France the fifth in 2:244;, and Palo Alto the

sixth and deciding beat of the race in 2:25. A syno sis

shows that he was engaged in eight races, won six in

active contests, walked over for one, and defeated only

once. A parallel cannot be found in the whole history of

trotting. A four-year-old stallion, in his first campaign,

beating in every case old horses and those of high cele-

brity, victorious in all but one. The only race he lost

was decided in three heats, and every one he won, four

or more heats were trotted, Fourth heats in 2.21, 2.20^,

2:22£ and 2:21^, is such evidence in favor oi his stoutness

that further argument than a plain statement is mani-

festly supererogatory.

The Race Meeting.

"The End is Not Yet.'

In a short editorial in the paper of last week relating

to the trotting of Ansel in 2:24, the concluding sentence

vas framed by the words which head this. In order to

render them more emphatic they were italicized. This

was intended in a double sense, oue being that Ansel

would make a mark far below 2:24, whenever things

were favorable, and the other that the sons and daughtei s

of thoroughbred mare3 would not loose the prestige

gained, and henceforth theie would be a succession of

performers from their alliance with trotting sires.

Ansel has done his part sooner than was anticipated.

A man who shares in the prejudice, and is always ready

to disparage highly -bred trotting, informed us that he

considered the 2:24 a fluke, and that the so- of Aunette

would never reach that figure again. It was on a par

with m rjy other arguments offered. Ipsie dixits, state-

ments with not even a foundation of sense to base them

upon, opinions urged witn a dogmatism which imposes

on credulous li-iteners. Within one week the time of

2:24|, 2:24 is reduced to 2:28, 2:20, 2:20, and it must be

borne in mind that these are the only two races in which

Ansel has shown, and in place of having reached his

limit there are good grounds for belief that he will get

"well down in the teens," and not altogether improbable

make a mark which will change the "Stallion record."

There is just as much sense in claiming that position for

him as to say that he has trotted as 'fast as he ever will.

Here is the summary.
Bat Disteict Tback. Saturday, October ?2. 1E87.—Special PurBe.

Palo Alto's b h Ansel, by Electioneer—AnDette by Lexington 1 1 1

R, B. Melroy'B bg Ben Alt, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr. (Qoldsmitn) 2 2 2
Owner's Wonder 3 dls.

Time, 2:28, 2.20, 2:20.

This makes nine of the get of Electioneer to trot in

2:20 or better and places him in the lead of all other

trotting sires when measured by the standard of a high

rare of speed.

Now, as to the other meaning of the " head line," we
only offer it as an opinion if even the belief is sanc-

tioned by which would in other cases be called

solid proof, that in a year from this time there will be

three more of the pro luce of thoroughbred mares which

will trot inside of 2/20; Palo Alto has only to take half

a second off to make the mark. His sister Gertrude

Russell, we saw trot with so much ease in 2:24^1 ast July,

the last quarter of the n ile in 35 Beconds that it is a

mere question of health and conaition for her to go he-

low 2:20. Azmoor we have seen going at a flight of

speed that surely indicates a low mark and there are

others which have the qualifications so far as it is pos-

sible to judge of what is likely to come.

As we write this, Thursday the 27th inst , there could
1 not be better prospects for fine weather. There is Dot

one chance in a hundred that the opening day of the

meeting, Saturday, will be otherwise than all that can

bi desired and though it may be difficult to progncsti-

i ca'-e so long before there is little doubt that the whole

; of the meeting will have favorable weather and with

good weather the odds are very long that there will be

a brilliant series of races. The track is in the best pos-

I

sible condition and will be kept so as there is no lack of

I water and everything else necessary. The trainers who
! have been there for the past week agree in pronouncing

the conrse in admirable order for fast work, and not a

horse has gone wrong. In place of the clattering of hoofs

which is usually beard on a California race course the foot-

falls are inaudible unless when contiguous to the observer

and there is freedom of stride in place of the cramped
action which hard ground is sure to produce. A course

may not be quite so fast as when there is only a trifle

of loose soil on top, though the slowness is fully recom-
pensid by greater safety.

With the weather and course favorable the only

requisites to ensure good sport are good horses and good
maoagement. The latter quality the past of the associ-

ation guarantees. Ever since its organization it has been
recognized as a potent force in the establishment of

racing on this Coast. Previous to its inception there

were evils which would surely have ended disastrously

to the turf had they not been corrected. This has been

done in a great measure, and the example of the P. C. B
#

H. A. has had a good effect on other institutions, so that

what was commonly practiced years ago is now of rare

occurence.

California is now recognized as one of the main race-

horse regions of the continent and colts bred and reared

here have gained renown in the great racing centers of

the country. That the same ihorough management will

prevail hereafter, as ii has in the past, is reasonably

assured, and in this respect there will be little oppor-
tunity for adverse criticisms.

Judging from the entry list the horses engaged are

bound to play their parts. We can say, without any
hesitation, that there could scarcely be a better showing
for exciting events. Plenty of them and those of high
quality. Grover Cleveland has proved himself a great

race- horse. Although foaled in December, 1883, and
therefore within a few days of taking rank as a three-

year-old, he takes up four-year-old weights and wins in

fast time T-nd with apparent ease. But good as he is he

will meet company which is well worthy of hi
8

prowess.

Repetta is a great mare: Lizzie Dunbar is very nearly
at the top of the ladder; Kenney has shown a flight of

speed which indicates a whole lot of trouble to those

which oppose him, but there are are so many teat have
claims to consideration that nearly the whole list would
have to be copied to name the flyers. There are fiv

races on the opening day, Saturday, an extra being
added to the regular programme. This is a five-furlong

spin to give the "short horses" a chance to earn then-

feed. What with the introduction purse, the two stakes

for two-year-olds, the Bay City bandicap, and the extra

there is the promise of grand sport.

No one can find fault with the means of transit from
San Francisco to the race course. Half-hour trains wil^

be run, that is, the boats which leave Market-street

wharf at the hour and thirty minutes after each hour, in

connection with the Berkeley train, will land passengers
within a few yards of the entrance gate in thirty-five

minutes. The trip is delightful and at this season of the

year when the trade winds are lulled, and before the

winter rains set in it could scarcely be pleasanter. The
round-trip tickets are only 25 cents each, so that the

cost is trifling. We look for a very large attendance

and sport which will be first-class.

Cannot Answer.

The following telegram was received in due time:

Watsonvilie, Oct. 22, 1887.

Breeder and Sportsman:—Is Stallion Adrain bred by
Leuruue, Stockton, in stud Book. Answer quick, at my
expense. J. A. L.

A rule which is rigidly adhered to is not to answer

otherwise than through the paper any questions which

might be the basis of a wager. The propriety of this

will be evident, and though it may have been that an
answer was desired on other accounts than to obtain a

sure point to bet upon.

Adrain is in the Stud Book. He is standard, and his

registry number 970.

Arrow and Hie Ancestry.

We are greatly pleased to receive and publish the let-

ter of H. M Johnston which establishes the pedigree o*
Arrow. Up to the native mace the breeders of the dams
are given and, as we supposed, Mr. Johnston bred the

Crichton m&re and his uncle, Dr. Griffin, the Argyle and
Joseph mares. Although not positively stated it is very

unlikely that either Argyle or Joseph ran with a band of

mares, though, as that was a practice common in Cal-

ifornia befora it became a portion of the United States

the opinion has prevailed that the custom was kept up.

When Romero trotted his first races in this section of the

State it was claimed that he had been so treated, but

taat notion was dispelled by Mr. Thomas who, in a letter

to this paper, gave his early history. We have

known only one instance where stallions ran with tho

mares since our residence in California. That was on the

ranch of the late Charles McLaughlin, and these were
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confined in fields where there could be no commingling-

With one lot was Dan Voorhees, and another was pre-

sided over by a thoroughbred horse. Even in that case

there could be little doubt of the paternity, and wi'b th^

stock of Mr. Johnston none at all. He bred Arrow and

his dam. Bay G. was presented to him by her breeder,

Dr. Grriniu, and who also bred her dim. Therefore, the

Richmond, Crichton, Argyle aud Joseph Strains are duly

established and that so clearly as to be placed on record-

Hermes, the sire of Joseph, was the produce of ll<iriner

and Fashion both of which were from Bonnets o' Blue'

Bounets o' Blue was by Sir Charles by Sir Archy, from

Beality by Sir Archer so that there was double inbreeding

As Shark, the sire of Mariner, was by American Eclipse

from Lidy Lighifoot by Sir Archy, Hermes had three

near crosses of the "patriarch of the American turf."

Then there are other Sir Archy crosses in the pedigree ot

Arrow so many cf them, in fact, that when we have time

to spare will tabulate the genealogy of the phenomenal

pacer in order to show how much of that blood runs in

his veins. There will be comyaratively little "unknown"

and nc t a single drop that can be shown to be pace

ing blood. A short time ago "Albemarle'* in the New

York Sportsman said that, according to many writers of

the present day, a pacer was unknown in England or in

Scotland south of the Cheviot Hills. In this they are

surely mistaken* Had snch been the case the Dnke of

Newcastle would not bavft been likely to describe a3

accurately as he did he action of the pacer, although he

calls it an Amble. In his definition, or rather explana-

tion of the "natural paces" of a horse, he is fully as

accurate as writers of a later day until instantaneous

photography taught what the real movements were. The

last sentence of his description is: "Thus, an Amble

removes both his legs of a side aud every remove change"

sides. Two of a side in the air, and two upon the ground

at the same time. And this is a perfect amble." There

s nothing to warrant the assertion that the pacing gait

is an evidence of plebeian blood. The fastest pacers have

more or less of it and there is little doubt that by the use

of hobbles a large proportion of horses of all breeds

could be taught to pace and some of them pace fast.

Oatcake.

We are well pleased with the picture of Oatcake which

appears in this number. It certainly represents a fine

looking horse, and those who have seen him say that it

is an admirable likeness. As we shall pay a visit to the

Bay District Track this morning, we shall improve the

opportunity tor a critical examination which will appear

in the paper of next week. His breeding is very good,

in fact, it would be difiicult to find a more prominent

list of names than those which are presented in hiA

genealogical tree.

Oatcake is a rich chestnut, 16{ hands high, of fine

form and finish. He ran successfully in the colonies,

winning the Squatter's Handicap at A. J. C. Spring

meeting last year; one mile and a quarter in 2:10^; beat-

ing a strong field.

Wild Oats, his sire, was a performer of note, winner of

the Prendergast stakes at Nowmarket and other import-

ant events. He was the sire of a long line of racers,

among them Eton, Guy Mannering, Hetty, Kinfarnus

and Wild Moss, all winners in England last season.

Wild Dayrell won the Derby in 1855, and the Golden

Horn, dam of Wild Oats, was a daughter of Harkaway,

the best race horse of his day. He won eight King's

Plates, the Goodwood cup twice, and the Eoyal Whip.

Up to the close of his four-year-old year he had won

twenty-one races out of twenty-eight starts, against the

best horses in the United Kingdom.

On the side of his dam, Oatcake comes from the royal

line, and to horsemen, these extended notes of perform-

ances and produce are peihaps not necessary. The pedi-

gree shows such names as Saunterer, Irish Birdcatcher,

Sir Hercules, Trumpeter, Teddington, Bay Middleton.

Orlando, etc., and the value of these lines will be recog-

nized by all breeders and racing men.

Hats previously published we feel the most good will be dorj e 1 through tbe performances of Hanzanita, Bonlta, and others

by presenting only tbe names of mares that are the dams of

dams of three or more 2:30 trotters, of the same tirue show-
ing what blood lines go :o form their pt-digree. There are

nineteen of these mares, nod as *.hey are essentially the stars

among trotting matrons the facts regarding them will be of

general interest.

Of the nineteen in this list one has produced rive 2:30 trot-

ters, and three others are to be credited with fonr each.

Beginning with tho-e wbo stand so clearly at the head one
is at once impressed with the fact that three of the four are

of the Clay tamily, and if the advocates of the blood of

Henry Clay would stop tniog to make people believe that

D.-ster was not by Rysdyk's Hambletonian aDd turn their

attention to the influence of Clay blood in the female line

they would very soon discover facts which could be utiliztd

for the purpose of placing where he belongs in the history of

Americau trotting sires so good a horse as Henry Clay. The
tact is that by their unwarranted attack od the penigree of

Dexter when that horse was looked upon as a trotter whose
like would never again be seen the friends of Henry Clay

raised an opposition to him which grew in force and power
for fifteen years, and practically buried Henry Clay and his

sons, eo far as giving them a fair opportunity in the way of

tiring trotters was concern d. Of coarse, the merits of tbe

daughters of the family could not be so easily suppressed,

because mares that can trot a little are pretty certain to be

ored to a trotting stallion, no matter, no matter whether
their blood liues are fashionable or not; and by the time that

the Clay family was practically dead, so far as the malb line

was concerned, the daughters of the old horse beg*n showing
so prominently in the breeding ranks that recognition could

uot be denied them, and thus it is that we see to day the

blood of Henry Clay more highly prized, when fonnd in the

female line, than that of any other stallion save Pilot Jr.

The greatest of these mares and of all trotting brood mares

is of course. Green Mouutain Maid, a daughter of Harry

Clay, Ham a mare of unknown breeding, but whose courage

showed her to be anything but a dunghill. The recent

attempt, however, by running blood fanatics, to make people

believe that this mare was thoroughbred because she looked

like it is nonsensical. Green Mcuntaiu Maid fortunately is a

mare whose history is well known, and there is not the slight-

eat doubt that she was not a phenomenally fast trotter.

Indeed, when she was but a three-year-old and running at

pasture crowds would assemble to see the brown filly trot

across the lot when chased by a dog. This great trotting

speed she transmitted with wonderful uniformity to her sun

and daughters, tbe result beiug that to-day she stands at the

bead of all brood mares as to the number of 2:30 trotters pro

duced. Her list includes Elaine, 2:20; Prospero, 2:20; Dame
Trot, 2-22; ilausbeld, 2:26, and Antonia, 2:2S£, by Messenger
Daroc. and Storm, 2:26|. byMiddletown. Her greatest success,

however, was when she was bred to Bysdyk's Hambletonian,

the produce being that brilliant sire Electioneer—a horse that is

absolutely without a rival as a sire of speed at an early age, hia

get having for years held the records at one, two, three, and

tour years old. It is unfortunate that Green Mountain Maid
should, with two exceptions, have been bred to Messenger
Duroc, a horse that, to say the least, is of very moderate
worth as a sire of trotters, even the speedy ones that he gets

beind too faint-hearted to get the money in hotly-contested

public races. Electioneer, by the way, was just as fast as

any of the other foals out of Green Mountain Maid, but by
reason of his breeder's intense prejudice in favor of Messen-

ger Duroc no chance to show what be could do as a sire was
given Electioneer, aud his sale to Gov. Stanford, of California,

for $12,500 was considered an excellent stroke of business.

The moment he wis given an opportunity Electioneer fairly

leaped into prominence as a sire, the wonderful speed of his

colts from the day they were foaled attracting immediate and

universal attention, and in five years from the time the first

of his California colts appeared as baby trotters he was at

the head ot the list, and there is not to-day a trotting stallion

in the world that would sell for anything like the money
Electioneer would bring, or that has so good a chance of get-

ting one hundred of his sons and daughters into the 2:30

list. This little digression has been made because Electioneer

does not appear among the foals of Green "Mountain Maid
that have beaten 2:30, but his work as a sire has been of a

character that makes him of far greater value to the breeding

interests than all the other colts out of his dam, and to not

mention him when she i& being considered, simply because

he has not made a record of 2:30, would be the height of

absurdity.

The next greatest brood mare is Minnehaha by Bald Chiefi

dam by Strader's C. M. Clay Jr., 2d dam by Abdallah. It

of the family. Carrie C. was an extra good one as a two-
year-old, ber record of 2:274 that season b^ing the best ever
made by a trotter of ber age in a case against other hoises.

At three sue was not trotted, but a year later came East
with the Stanford string and won a stake »t Chicago in

straight bents, getting her pn-sent record at that time. This
was in 1885, aud si' ce then Fannie C. has not performed
prominently, so that as to her present merit wfi have no
means of knowing.

"Ned," a curious name for a mare, is the fourth mare
with a quartette of sons and daughters in the 2:30 list, and
too much can hardly be said in praise of her wonderful
individuality, because three of ber four foals that have
made themselves standard—Clemmie G., 5:15A; Post Boy,
2:23, aud Mistery, 2:25$—are by Migic, sou of American
Clay, a horse that is not particularly ncted as a sire, the
other, Alice Stoner, 2:244, being by Strathmore. But iu the
case of the three first mentioned we have auotheriuslanee
ot the valoe of standard trotting blood, tbeir sire ben g a
grandson of Berkley's Ned Forrest. ' Neo" herself is a
mare of excellent breeding, bth g by Berkley's Ned For-
rest, dam l»y Manibrino Chief; second dam by Gray Eagle,
son of Woodpecker; the first two crosses being of &uch atan-

darrl trotting blood as to overcome in a great measure the
rncning-blood characteristics in the secooo and third genera-
tions. Clemmie G.. the best of **NedV foals, is a wonder-
fully good mare, being dead game as well as speedy and, to

it all she adds the faculty of recovering quickly from a break
aud has perfect health, her only difficulty being from corns,
which at times have seriously detracted from her racing
qualities. Beginning as a four-year-old she went steadily
forward, always improving season by season nulil she had
placed a mark o 2:lg£ to her crtdit, and for two seasons she
was always ready to trot to this notch, bting beaten only a
head in 2:lo£ in 18S5 by that stauuch old mare Phyllis in
one of the most desperately contested heats ever seen on
the Cleveland track. Lost season she was uot so good,
many season of hard racing baviDg somewhrt dulled the
edge of her greet speed, and at its close John SpUn, who
hns no fancy for working with poor tools, very sensibly
advised her retirement, and sha will be bred to Hysdyk,
sire ef Clingstone, 2:14. Of thd other foals of "Ned ' that

have beaten 2:30 there is not much to be s »iri one wayor the
ther. Post Boy wjs a game little fellow in his day, being
lways willing to try as many times as his diiver asked, but
he had no great Bight of speed, and the tendency to break
into a run when hard pressed by an opponent was encour-
aged to such an extent by those who had him in charge that

he soon became one of the "skipjack" order of trotters that
have now gone out of fashion.

The facts in regard to these four mares show tbat in the
maternal line Clay blood must, all things considered, be
placed at the lop of the list, Green Mountain Maid being
unquestionably the most successful trotting brood mare
that has yet appeared. Her only rival thus far is Water-
witch, whose death was chronicled not many weeks ago.
This daughter of Pilot Ji. gave us three 2:30 performers in
Mambrino Gift 2:20; Viking, 2:204; and Scotland, 2:22$;
while two of her daughters are standard by the performan-
ces of their foals, Sprite being the dam of Sphinx (three

years), 2:24£, by Electioneer; and Spry (four years), 2:28$,

by Gen. Benton; and another daughter having foaled Nym-
phia, 2:26i;-, by Mambrino Patchen. Mambrino Gift got half

a dozen 2:30 trotters before an early death closed his
career.

Emeline's recent addition to the 2:30 list is Jersey Prince,
a son of Kentucky Prince, and his record of 2:27£ was
made in a well- contested race against other horses at the
New Jersey State Fair. He is the fourth of the produce of

Emeline to beat 2:30, and the fact of his becoming standard
places that mare on an equality with Maid of Clay, Ned,
and Minnehaha.

Of the mares that have produced three with records of 2:30

or better further extended mention cannot be made at the
present time, but a list of them, giving their breeding and
the names of the sires of their 2.-30 performers, is herewith
given. ^ —

Pedigree of Arrow.

The Great Brood Mares.
[The Breeder's Gazette.]

Something like a decade ago the editor of The Gazelle com-

piled and punished a list ot the mares that had produced

two or more trotters with records of 2:30 or better. Iu those

days when the breeding of the light harness horse was only

fairly beginning to be understood and followed out on lines

to which the laws of heredity plainly pointed as the proper

ones the compilation of such a list was a matter involving a

vast amount of labor, the result of which was distressingly

small because the mares that had produced two or more 2:30

trotters were so very few. Now the status of affairs is very

different ihere being no less than 117 mares entitled to places

in buch a list, and that some have been overlooked is more

than probable. , ,, . .

With such a vast increase in the number of mares that have

produced more than one 2:30 trotter it is plain that a pre-

Bentatkn of the enure list now would not be of as much

yalue or interest to breeders as has been the case in the past

when there were fewer matrons thus honored, and as a great

majority of the names have been given in these columns in

will be" seen that her breedieg is Clay all over, and there is
I

every prospect that she will yet lead Green Mountain Maid
in the race for elory. as her produce showed speed at an ear

lier age, and there are more of them yet to come. At present

Minnehaha has to her credit Alcazar (three years), 2~:23, by

Saltan; Beautiful Bells (four years), 2:294, by The Moor;

Eva, 2:23|, by Sultan, and Sweetheart, 2:234, by Sultan.

Like Green Mountain Maid, Minnehaha is already becoming
distinguished in the second generation, her daughter Beauti-

ful Bells beiug the dam of three in the 2:30 list, one of them
being the yearling and three-year-old trotter Hinda Kose,

2:194, another St. Bel, that made a record of 2:24 last season

as a "four-year-old, and the third Bell Boy, 2:27£, this season

as a two* year-old. An addition to this another son of Beau-

tifnl Bells, Chimes, was a stake-winner in his three-year-old

form this season, making a record of 2:34, and that he will

beat 2:30 in 1SS3 if trained there is not the shadow of a doubt.

It should be remembered that all these colts out of Beautiful

Bells are by Electioneer, so that there is a double cross of

the Clay blood indirect lines, joined to that of By-dyk's

Hambletonian. The entire sons of Beautiful Bells will go in-

to the stud at an early age (two of them this season), so that

we shall soon have an opportunity of seeing whether or not

the prepotency of this blood in the line hue of getting trotters

continues in the male line with the Bame intensity that has

thus far characterized it on the female side of the house.

lie luxi lEhie *iib Icnr to ler credit in the 2.30 list

Maid of Clay by Henry Clay, dam by Dey's Messenger; 2d

dam by Baldface Consul. She is not so deeply bred in trot-

ting lines as Minnehaha, nor has shebeen given so good a

chance in the matter of sires, so that her showing is all the

more creditable, her 2:30 representatives being Carrie C. (four

years), 2:24. by Electioneer; Clay, br h (5 years}, 2:25, by

Electioneer, Clay, blk g by St. Clair, and Capt. Smith, br g
by Locomotive." It will be noticed that her two foals by

Electioneer have a much higher rate of speed than the two

by other horses, showing that the double cross of Clay

blood, backed up by tbat of Hambletonian, intensified the

good qualities of each family. Of these four foals by Maid

of Clay that have become standard by performance only one,

Carrie C, has been seen on Eastern tracks, and of her it can

only be said that she is a typical Electioneer in form and
gait, having the frictionless gait that has become so familiar

Editor Breeder axd Sportsman:—I have just read your
article in the Breeder of the Sth ult., on Young Argyle
I also have been at work regarding the breeding of the
horse pnrchased by my uncle (Dr. John S. Griffin) from

Gen. E. F. Beale, and as the Doctor was not sure as to his

pedigree, at my request he wrote to the General, and in
answer received the following copy:
Dear Doctor; Joseph was of the bluest blood. His dam

was Patsey Anthony, a mare as famous as Fashion. His
sire was Hermes, out of Fashion. The Stud Books will

give you all the rest, as far back as the Godolphin Arabian.
I gave S 1,000 for him which in that day was a great price for

a yearling colt. I took him to California via Panama, used
him for my saddle a great deal, often hunted him, and
brought him back by the same long journey. When I get

letters like yours, telling me his grandsons are doing good
service I feel that I am getting interest on the money he
cost me. Signed, E. F. Beale.

Beale <fc Bishop had at the same time a horse called Little

John, and Mr. Bishop thought the colt sold to Dr. Griffin

mast have been by him, as he was a company horse and
Joseph was not. One thing sure and thit is, Dr. Griffin

thought he bongbt a grandson of Fashion, and as he bought
him when a colt Mr. Bishop didn't tax his memory with the

colt's breeding and I take Dr. Griffin's recollection as tbe

better under tbe circumstances.

I have no object in disclaiming Little JohD, as his pedi-

gree is good enough for a trotter certainly, but I feel sure

of the Fashion cross, and heretofore have given it in some of

my pedigrees, in a vague sort of way, as I had no particular

interest in establishing it, and I think General Beale's letter

is conclusive. You were kind enough to establish the Young
Aggie cross for me. As to Crichton, as you know, when he
died I owned a half interest in him, and Chas. Thomas, of

San Diego, the other half. He died on my place. I owned Bay
G. and bred her to Crichton (Dr. John S. Griffin owned Bay
G. and presented her to me); she foaled Crichton's First, bo

named because the first foal of Crichton's in this country. I

bred this mare to A. W. Richmond when two years old. I

was so anxious to see the cross that I never either broke
Crichton's First to buggy or saddle; simply halter broke ber

f<>r a brood mare, and her first foal was such a line horse that

I have never bred her to any other stallion until this spring.

My mares for twelve years past have been enclosed by a rive-

board fence; aud not many breeders are more carefcl tl

am. This onght to satisfy Mr. Wallace, I think, (hat

has a pedigree. H. M. John;:

Los Angeles, Oct. 19th.

1
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Luck in Gambling.

The great mistake made by the majority of players is that

of supposing, or, by their mode of playing, appearing to sup
pose that because they have been exceedingly lucky for a

time that luck is likely to continue, saya the Cosmopolitan

A lady on one occasion walked up to the table as the ball was
Bpmning and threw down a note, telling the croupier to put
"ail that was possible" on 32. The croupier had just time to

call out "Cava, madame," when the ball rolled into 32, and
she had won the maxim. As she was gathering up her notes

and gold, and while the ball was again spinning, she threft

another on 17. She had hardly done so. before that numuer
made its appearance—another maximum! The same evening

at different tables she placed six louiB on 32 and won (21U

louis) and the next morning she won a very large stake od
that number again. But she did not appear lo understand
that sutih luck was uncommon, or that the betting was, after

all, 36 to one against her; for she went on persistently for

several days backing 32, wliile this number as persistently

refused to appear, and that is how she got rid of her win-

nings.
Before the tables had been banished from Germany a

Btu.leut from Frankfort, who nad just received a par. utal visic

and a tip for 1,000 francs, rushed over to Hamburg as soon

as his fond parent had left him aad hurried to the tables.

He was very lucky, and before dinner had won a considerable

sum. E-icoiiraged by the best of dinners and plenty uf

champagne, he returned to the attack, and before 11 o'clock

had won no less than $50,000; but the proprietor, aware of

what was going on, and knowing that such luck was unlikely

to last, engaged a Bpecial train back to Frankfort, and just

before 11 o'clock informed the players that the tables would
remain open till 12 o'clock. Before that time tne tide turned,

and the student had lost all he had won, which was no doubt
a very good thing for him, if he only could have looked at it

in the proper light.

Now, if he had. been playing on even chances aud won
largely on the red he would not in all probability have
insisted on continuing to back that color after black had
begun to assert itself, because the latter color color was as

likely to win as the former, and had, so to speak, arrears to

make up; and yet, after being enormously suocessful at firct,

be continued tu back himself after luck buid departed, quite

forgetting that a plajer loses in the long run as often as ha
wins, and that he had arrears of losses to make up.

The Trott6r as a Producer of the General
Purpose Horse.

"While it is believed to be impossible to produce an all pur-

pose horse or even to establish a general purpose breed of

horses, it is believed to be entirely practicable to produce
horses adapted to a variety of purposes, or generol purposes

horses, by the use of sires of one or the other of the well-

established special purpose breeds; and it is my purpose to

show that the trotter has special characteristics and is better

adapted to the production of the general purpose horse than
any other, having breeding sufficient to produce uniformity

in the offspring. While many general purpose animals are

as profitable practically and individually the equals of many
special purpose animals or full bloods, yet they cannot per-

petuate themselves as general purpose animals, for the reason

that a sire whose breeding represents general characteristics,

however good he may be as an individual, has no power of

choosing whether he will give to his offspring one quality or

another, or a combination of any or all of them, and hence
has no power of producing uniformity in his offspring.

The tendency in such cases is to transmit only the qualities

adapted to the surroundings, which aB often leads to degen-

eration as to improvement. A sire whose breeding repre-

sents only special characteristics or is a full blood of some
special purpose breed must transmit to his offspring these

special qualities or none, and hence must produce uniformity

in his offspring. Aside from feed and care, success in breed-

ing general purpose horses depends on choosing a sire of

some general purpose breed whose speciel characteristics

come as near as possible to what is desired in the offspring.

The general purpose stallion is one of the standing num-
bugs. Whenever anyone happens to have a lively colt,

whether his breeding represents a little of the blood of all

the breeds, or not much of the blood of any breed, he is con-

sidered the perfection of horseflesh for a general purpose
Btallion is generally advertised under some high-sounding

name, suou as coach horse or Morgan and frequently travels

peddling his wares from house to house at prices ranging from
three for a quarter to stand upand suck to any price he can get,

depending on the gullibility of customers and the variety

and assortment of tne different breeds he curries in his loins.

He is very appropriately called the general purpose stallion,

for given time and opportunity, he will produce the most
general variety known in the business. But it's mighty
uncertain just when he will produce the kind a fellow

wants.
Perhaps thes general purpose stallions are not all of them

worthless, but it ib perfectly safe to say that the farmers and
communities who patronize them never attract horse buyers,

while it is also perfectly safe to say that farmers and commun-
ities that patronize stallions of one of the established breeds

never fail sooner or later to attract buyers. Horse buyers
know that it is very hard to pick up a carload of salable

horses in a community where no attention is paid to pedi-

gree. An animal's pedigree is simply a statement showing
that all his ancestors were of one kind of breed. Stud books
do not make the breeds, but breeds make the stud books,

and they are only a neccesity as a matter of convenience, and
because the memory of people is treacherous and their truth

and vivacity not always reliable.

There is no better bred animal in existence than the mus-
tang, for the reason that his sire and dam, two grandsires

and two grandams, and so on back for generations, were all

of them mustangs, and in the male line at least were the

best mustangs in the herd. The community that breeds to

mustang stallions is on the road to success, for sooner or
later they will attract the buyers of mustangs. The mustang
also possesses one qualification for producing the general

purpose breed, and has breeding in that one line sufficient

to produce uniformity in his offspring. Unfortunately, how-
ever, is not of the right kind.

Now, if a horse can be found whose sire and dam, two
grandBires and two grandams and so on hack for generations,

have, like the ancestors of the mustangs, all been of one kind
j.ud in the male line at least been the best of the kind, and
that kind was in form, size, speed, way of going, etc, adapted
to a greater variety of different purposes than any other kind,

it would appear to be almost self-evident that such an animal
would be the one from which to produce the general-purpose
horse.
In presenting the claims of the trotter as producer of the

general purpose horse, it is, of course, necessary to make
comparisons with other breeds, but not in the sense of de-

tracting anything from their merit for the purpose to which
the are espeeially adapted.
The thoroughbred ruouing horse has breeding, endurance

and speed, aud will produce uniformity in the offspring
almost unequalled by auy other breed. Some of them have
also size and substani-e, but they are too hot-headed aud
their speed can only be used in an impracticable way.
The draft horse of either of the well-established breed, like

the Clydesdalds or JPereherous, has breeding sufficient to pro-
duce uniformity in his offspring but it is too bulky and
neither has speed nor the disposition to use it if he had. It

is scarcely neceasary to make further comparisons, for it can
harnly be shown that any other reputed breed that has any
qualifications of producing the general purpose horse has
breeding sufficient to produce uniformity in the offspring,

and without this essential qualification it must take a place
even below the mustang.
The specialties of the trotter are for trotting races, gentle-

men's road driving, aud ordinary roadsters. In these special-
ties the trotter has no competitor. The trotter has nearly the
speed of the runner with a way of using it that is practically
available. The trotter has intelligence, disposition, and
endurance unequalled by auy other breed. These character-
istics have become as firmly fixed ny continual and repeated
tests that no other breed in existeuce whose tests are simply
color, weight, or the fact of being imported, or taking pre
minms at shows, or a certain quantity or quality of hair on
the legs, can compete with them in producing uniformity in
the offspring, The larger class of trotters have also size aud
substance, being full sixteen hauds high or over, and having
1,200 pounds or more of solid bone and muscle.
Iu form the trotter has not altogether the biood-like appear-

ance of the thoroughbred which some people always associate

with high breeding. The trotter hes generally more sub-
stance and more blocky form, is generally a little heavier
built through the head and neck, and in these respects takes
a luK; of the form of the draft horse, and is likely the nearest
approach that can ever be made to uniting speed with tne
ability to approve weight. The trotter bas generally good
style, but it is of the plain and useful kind and not the style

of the dude who parts his hair in the middle and has a world
of room outside of his head for brains.

While the trotter cannot, in all respects, be called the

model coach horse (a horse with a peculiar high stepping

actioo), yet breeders of trotters are furnishing the market
with more and better practical coach horseB that have some
go and a fair amount of show than all of the breeders of bo-

called coach horses combined. And hundreds of trotting-

bred stallions, if only furnished with a Bohemian wfth a

Bohemian oats sort of a pedigree, aud had imported fixed to

their nameB, would pass for the very cream of France.
The trotter is almost an American product, aud comes to

greater perfection in this country than any other, and instead

of being dependent on annual importation of breeding Btock,

the profits of breeders, the trotter is being exported in largely

increasing numbers every year to almost every oountry on
the face of the earth.

These are some of the claims of the trotter as a horse better

adapted to producing the general purpoae horse than any
other possessing breeding sufficient to produce uniformity in

the offspring.— Western Farm Journal

nairy-J-iegged Horses.

Our old readers will remember ttiat there appeared in The
Journal some time ago an article on the question whether
ttiere was an advantage in the heavy growth of hair on the

legs of horses, which is so strongly contendtd for by some.
In the article referred to a report was given of the answers
received from those who used heavy horses in London and
Liverpool, and who had been asked whether they preferred

those with considerable hair to the cleaner-leeget horses.

This Bubject is brought up again, and we find the following

contribution in a foreign exchange:
Judging from the prevailing fashion among some of our

cart-horse breeders, it would almost Beem as if hairy legs, or

feather, were sought after as indicative of weight and strength

of bone. Tbis, it will presently be seen, does not necessarily

follow. Size of bone is very desirable in a heavy draft-horse,

but the quality of the same is of far greater moment than the

quantity. That thickness of bone does not denote strength

can be proved by comparing the small bones of the thorough-

bred with those of the ordinary cart-horse. The amount of

strain which the bone can stand depends far less on its size

than on its texture. It is also well to remember that devel-

opment of the tendons and ligaments of the leg is subject to

the construction of the bone, and whether it be flat or round,
of good or bad quality. A broad, fiat cannon-bone is usually

associated with muscles freely co-operating with the other

aids to locomotion aud power, and is less liable to suffer from
ligamentuous and joint lesions than a round cannon-bone,
the latter beins also a prolific source of contracted and de
formed limbs.

The object of nearly every breeder of Clydesdale and Shire

horses seems to be to secure a superabundant growth of hair

on the lower parts of the limbB; but for what purpose has

not yet been explained. The tasteB of the early breeders

would appear to have tended in thiB direction, until, doubt-

less, plenty of rough hair came to be considered indispen-

sable. It is well, however, to inquire into the uses of suoh
an appendage. There are, perhaps, many people who regard

feather on the legs as an essential of beauty as well as of

constitution in the dr. ft horse. And we cauuot deny that

the appearance of a heavy strong-boned draft-horse is consid-

erably improved by a fringe of hair on the legs; but this may
only be a fancy we have acquired from loDg looking at that

type. Breeders of the clean-legged, Suffolk cart-horse would
at any rate say so. It would be difficult to name a single

advantage in favor of long hair on our horses' legs, whereas
the disadvantages of it are manifest. We must take the

horse as we find him, toiling on the road or in the field, it

may be in mud or in wet, and then ask ourselveB whether
the clean-legged or the hairy-legged horse has the advantage.

There is no need to recount the inconvenience of feather on
suoh occasions, besides its evil effects in harboring dirt and
predisposing to irritation and slough on the pasterns and
coronets.

The external influences of a profuse growth of hair on the

legs are all bad, but they do not compare with thoBe almost
invariably present in its production. We can not explain

this more tersely or on better authority than to quote Prof.

Walley on the point. He says: "A profusion of hair pre-

supposes a coarse skin, aud a coarse skin means a corre-

sponding decrease in vitality, and consequently a greater

liability to diseases such as grease, thick legs, aud cracked

heels. It further means a more highly lymphatic constitu-

tion, aud, as a consequence, a greater tendency to suoh affec-

tions as "weed."
That these diseases and affections are, then, the result of

hair, nobody can deny, and such being the case it doeB Bfiem

etrange that the patrons of the Clydesdale and Shire horses

should go in so much for "feather." It ia only a mistaken
fancy, the same as color-craze or something of that sort, and
it would be better if breeders would disregard it altogether.
CK course, fashion spreads wide, and even to foreign lands,
but although some American buyers may still ask and pay
for good feather on the Clydesdale or Shire horses they buy.
We know from experience that on the farm, as a rule, they
clip «.ff all superfluous hair on the legs of their horseB. In
the winter the hair sometimes "ballB" bo with snow that the
horses are not able to put one foot past another, and they
are equally handicapped in deep mud. Many of the Ameri-
cans prefer the bare-legged Suffolk or Percheroh to the Clyde
or Snire for this reason, so that while the home trade may
still demand rough legs, a good deal of the foreign is lost
through this cause.
In some of our show-yards, even, the judges pay so much

attention to feather on the leys that they at timee forget the
horse in looking after the hair. A nice fringe, they tell us,
is very becoming ou a Clydesdale; but then in the majority
of the cases it is overdone, and undue importance is attached
to a full feather or the want of it. Indeed, a Clydesdale or
Shire horoe, however good it may be otherwise, has little
chance iu a show-ring if he is bare of hair; but there is one
advantage attending this feature of the show-yard—it pre-
vents overfeeding, which is generally attended by a casting
of feather aud a dreaded baldness of the legs.

Regarding the utility of heavy-feathered or hair-legged
horses, let us hear what the great contractors and railwav
companies, who each employ hundreds of the heaviest class
of van horses, have to say on the subJ3ct. Mr. Oakley, tbe
general manager of the Great Northern Railway Company,
London, says: "For railway work, horses with long hair on
their legs are very unsuitable, and we avoid purchasing
tht-m as much as possible We find the long hair vettC
difficult to cleanse effectually, and if carelessly done, the
hair mats at the roots, and, in the opinion of our 'master of
the horse,' provokes grease and otner inconveniences. We
have in Luodon about 1,100 horses." Mr. Nnwcombe, of the
Midland Railway Company, expresses himself us follows:
"We purcnase as few hairy-legged horses as possible, and
always prefer a clean-legged animal. We have a decided ob-
jection to tne coarse, hairy-legged horse, and I entirely con-
cur with our veterinary when he says that such horses are
more predisposed to disease, such as itching of the legs,
grease, etc." We know a few contractors, indeed, who aver
that a good leather on the legs prevents the glutinous street
mud from getting near the skin, and acts as a protection
from scab. But by far the greater number of owners
aud managers of large studs of van and cait-horses are of the
same opinion as the managers of the two railway companies
above quoted as to the utility or otherwise of hairy legs.
The following arb a few of the expressed opinions:
Horses with mo lerately hairy legs have the most enduring

legs and feet.

—

Great Western Railway Company, London.
We do not find that hairy-legged horses have better legs or

feet than clean-legged horses.—Northeastern Railway Com-
pany, York.
We do not find hairy-legged horses so good iu legs or

hoofs. The hair retains the wet and dirt, and so induces
cracked heels, grease, etc.— Glasgow and Southwestern Rail-
way Company, Glasgow.
We oujeot to hairy legs if we can get weight without.

—

Courage <& Co., Brewers, London,
We find that olean-legged horses, as a rule, have the best

legs for endurance.— The Caledonian Railway Company.
An unsigned return from .Dublin sayB: 'We find, as a

rule, that hairy-legged horses have poor feet, the horn being
brittle, and also that they are more subject to itch and grease,
partly from the trouble of drying them." Many other opin-
ions to the same effect might be quoted, but these should
suffice to show that breeders may easily err in striving much
after feather on the legs of their horses.
The remark is often made that unless a heavy draft-horse

has plenty of hair on his legs he will not "stand the stones."
The statement is very generally accepted as true, but when
we begin to make inquiries of horsemen, it receives little con-
firmation. Hairy legs ean only enable the horse to stand the
stones better if accompanied by Btronger bone and it is not
easy to Bee the relationship between feather and bone. In-
deed, the great majority of contractors, and other people con-
cerned in this question, tell us that they would prefer clean-
legged horses if they couldgbe procured heavy enough; but
the large contractors, railway companies aud brewers, etc.,
must have their horpes of sufficient weight to draft four to
six-ton loade, and they cannot always get the stamp of horse
required with clean legs. A great deal of the evidence to be
gathered on thfs subject merely connects size with feather.
Indeed, it is only in regard to size that hair and bone, feather
and feet, seem to have any close relationship. If, then,
"feather" is corelated with good, deep, open, tough feet, then
by all means let us make it a point to breed for; but if it
serves no usefhl purpose and induces scurf and grease from
the difficulty of keeping it cleaD, then by all means let us
have clean-legged horses. If feet and feather do not go
together some of our Clydesdale and Shire breeders must look
well to the matter, for there is an unmistakable tendency on
the part of the users of heavy draft-horses to substitute
lighter vehicles and lighter loads, and a trotting pace for tbe
heavier and slower traffic. There are now in most of our
large cities quite a number of smart active, clean-legged
horseB of good substance which can trot away with a good
load in a two-harse van, aud it is not unlikely that in these
fast-moving times this type will prevail, and that the draft-
horse of the future will have to move more quickly and haul
a lighter weight.

It is claimed that there is not the same tendency to grow
abundant hair after horses have been in this oountry a while.
We Bhall be pleased to have our readers give the result of
their experience, through the columns of the Journal.—Live
Stock Journal.

CANOEING.
Oakland Canoe Club.

There waa quite a good attendance last Sunday, despite tho
light breeze. The morning was warm, and many came down
in the hopes of some wind in the afternoon but were disap-
pointed. The Pirate oame out with a big bonnet on her sail
and moved fast with the beam wind; Myetio, Flirt, Sampler,
Shadow, Agnes and Whisper cruiBed around all day. Darneal
sniled the Sneak-box Ripple round to the Alameda shore on
Saturday and Wright brought it back Sundav morning. Flirt
had out as a passenger Mr. W. W. Campbell, who has just
returned to California after a two years absence in Canada
and South America. Mr. Campbell was the first commodore
of the original Oakland Canoe Club, and one of the founders
of the sport on this Coast. He received a hearty welcome
from both old and new members, and should he remain here,
he will again take the aotive part in oanoeing. Next Satur-
day and Sunday a trip to Goat Island is proposed.
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HERD AND SWINE.
The Ten Points of Butter-Making.

Mr. Thos. Carroll, M. K. I. A., Superintendent Agricul-

tural Department, National Education, Ireland; Inspector of

Agricultural Schools; andn Mr. Thomas A, Forrest, Head In-

spector and Chief Saperitendent, Cork Butter Market, have

recently laid down the following formula:

—

1. Keep cow-houses clean. Be sure that cows have pure
water to drink, and have the udders perfectly clean by
sponging with tepid water before milking. Don't dip the

fingers into the milk to moisten cows' teals. Milk the last

drop from the cow.
2. Strain the milk carefully through two folds of clean

muslin—not straining cloth—when setting it.

3. Set milk in shallow-tinned pans. In summer time kaep
dairy very cool by means of blinds which may be kept
damp in very hot weather. If cold waier is to be had, plac-

ing the pans in it will cause the cream to rise very rapidly.

Cream will rise more rapidly in a cold than it will in a warm
dairy, provided the milk is set while it is warm; but if the

temperature is very low the milk should be slowly warmed
to 120 degrees before it is Bet.

4. The cream should be skimmed as soon as it has all

risen, which ought to be in about 24 hours after setting.

The cream should be kept in a deep cream-vessel; it should

be stirred and mixed as each skimming is added.
5. Before churning, cream should be brought to the proper

temperature, which is 58 degrees in summer, 60 degrees in

winter. This may be done in summer by standing the

cream-vessel in very cold water; and in winter by standing

the vessel in a tub of warm water, taking care to keep the

cream stirred. A clean jar full of hot water may also be

placed in the crean- vessel. Tiie churn Bhould be scalded

tefore churning, the cream to be put in whilst the churn
is warm; but the temperature of the cream should not be above

60 degrees. If necessary, a little butter coloring of the best

descrption should be put into the cream before churning.

6 Churning should be done twice or three times a week
in Bummer and once or twice in winter. The churn should

be only half filled with creacu; it should be worked neither

too slowly nor too quickly. Forty revolutions per minute
with barrel churn—fifty to fifty-five with Holstein churn.

The churning should occupy twenty-five to thirty minutes.

The churn should be ventilated frequently if it is a barrel or

closed churn. Great attention should be given to the time

for stopping the churning. This should be done as soon as

the butter comes in very small grains, not larger than turnip

seed. Fresh, clean, very cold water should now be added
to reduce the temperature to as near 50 degrees as possible.

The churning may go on again until the butter is noticed as

being in grains about the size of wheat. No further churn-

ing will increase the yield of butter—stop churning—draw
off butter milk. Putin fresh cold water; work the churn to

wash the butter. Change the water, adding fresh until the

last drawn off is quite clear.

7. Take butter out of churn with " wood hands;" press

the water completely from it, either on butter-worker or by

pressing it with the " wood hands." Put salt, which should

be of the beBt kind, on butter in proper proportion, and mis
well, but do not overwork butter. Remember that a press-

ing, not rubbing, action should always be the way in which
butter is worked. The proportion of salt recommended by

the Cork Butter Market Trustees is five pints to the firkin of

75 lbs. net for " cured" butler, and not exceeding 2£ pints to

the firkin of 75 lbs. fcr "mild" and " snperfine" butter.

After salting, Bet butter aside in cool place for two or three

hours, and afterwards give another working before packing.

The second, working will thoroughly mix salt, and so prevent

Btreakiness. Every effort should be made to do all the

working of butter while it is in a cool state. It works best

at a temperature of 56 to 57 degrees.

8. Use nice clean firkins, which should be properly scalded

before use, otherwise the butter will adhere to the timber and
cause loss, and endeavor by good careful feeding of cows

—

clean houses for them, clean apartment for milk setting,

clean vessels for dairy, clean cold water for butter making

—

to put upon the market butter of the finest description.

U. The utensils for producing the best butter need not be

costly; care and attention, with a fair knowledge of business,

will do more than an expensive outlay on implements. No
outlay will compensate for want of care and attention.

10. No dairy Bhould be without a thermometer, for the

purpose of marking temperature; a supply of clean muslin

for the purpose of straining milk; the " wood hands" for

either making butter or taking it from the churn. A " butter

trough'' ia also a useful article.

Prepotency of Bulls.

A Salty Tale.
\

"One of the smartest things I ever saw in my travels," said

a passenger from the west, "a cowboy stopping a cattle stam-

pede. A herd of about six or eight hundred had got scared

at something and broke away pell-mell with their tails in the

air and the bulls at the head of the procession. But Mr.

Cowboy didn't get excited at all when he saw the herd was

going for a straight bluff where they would certainly tumble

down into the canyon and be killed.

"You know that when a herd like that gets to going they

can't stop no matter whether they are rushed to death or

not. Those in the rear crowd those ahead and away they go.

I wouldn't have given a dollar ahead for the herd; but the

cowboy spurred up his mustang, made a little detour, came
right in front of the herd, cut across their path at the right

angle, and then galloped leisurely on to the edge of the bluff,

halted and looked around at the wild mass of beef coming

right toward him. He was cool as a cucumber, though 1

expected to see him killed, and was so excited that I could not

Sneak
"Well, when the leader had got within about a quarter of a

mile of him, I saw them try to slack up, though they could not

do it very quick. But the whole herd seemed to want to stop,

and when the cows and steers in the rear got about where the

cowboy had cut across their path, I was surprised to see them

Btop, and commence to nibble at the grass. Then the whole

herd stopped, wheeled, straggled back and went to fighting

for a chance to eat where the rear guard was.

"You see, that cowboy had opened a Dig sack of salt he

had brought out from the ranch to give the oattle, galloped

across the herd's course and emptied the bae. Every critter

sniffed that line of Ealt, and of course had broke the stampede.

But I tell you it was a queer sight to see that man out there

on the edae of that bluff, quietly rolling a cigarette, when it

seemed as though he'd be lying under two hundred tons of

beef in about a minute and a half.

—

Ex'

Reading the article by Mr. Burnett on "Judging Balls,"

and the following one by Prof. Brown on "The Marking
Power among Cattle," on page 768 in your p<ip«r of tne 6tu

inst., reminds me of an experience of my own some twenty-

five years ago and later.

Among the variety of domestic choremen whom I have
employed during my past fifty years of housekeeping in this

city, I at one time had an old Irishman, a faithful, good
creature, skillful in many domestic dnties, but like many of

his countrymen, Bometimes fond of whiskey, yet h\ his good
nature had so attracted the good will of the two little sons I

then had with me, that I kept him two or three years in my
employ. He was generally faithful in caring for my garden
and other work about the house and stable; a good groom for

the horses and care of the cows, never being without either

of those appendages of family convenience. The man's name
was "Jimmy," as I recollect, but what his surname was I

either never knew or have forgotten it. Whenever his wages
had amounted to a few dollars over his moderate expendit-

ures for clothing and other necessaries, "Jimmy" was inclined

to "trade" in one way or another, chiefly ending in a dead
loss of his merchandise among the sharper countrymen with
whom he dealt. On one occasion he brought home to the

stable-yard a cow, and invited me out to see the "fine

crathur" of which he had come possessed in a "capital bar-

gain" he had made. I went out and looked at the thing. It

was a cow apparently six or eight years old, but of a quality in

appearance which I had seldom ever seen, and cared not to

Bee again. She was of medium size, "punkin and milk" in

color, as the street boys would call her, head and body of the

meanest look, the tail running down from her hips at an
angle of fully forty-five degrees; crooked hind legs, yet an
udder under her flanks of tolerable shape, fair teats, indicat-

ing, with good feed, a possibly decent milker, and as a further

recommendation, poor in flesh, showing almost every bone in

tier depleted body.
"Well. Jimmy," said I, "how came you to get such a sorry

specimen of a cow and bring her here for me to look at?"

"And sure, sir," he replied, "I could do no better. I lent a
friend of mine a few dollars. He had nothing to pay me with,

and said he would give me the cow. So I took her and
thought you might send her to the farm and make some use
of her."

I would not have given five dollars for the brute in a pur-

chase, but the thought struck me to try an experiment on
her, and I consented to do as be asked me. She was driven
to the farm and placed with my other comely cows of Short-
Horns and their grades. After a few days of good feeding
she came in heat and was served by a fine thoroughbred
Short-Horn bull then in use, and milked on through the sea-

son until a heifer calf was born. The calf was a comely one,

good in shape and roan in color. I reared it and soon after-

wards got rid of the cow, not caring to mortify my herd with
further companionship. That heifer reared to breeding age,

turne 1 out a capital cow, was retained in the heid, and from
her and the heifers she produced by the continuous service

of thoroughbred bulls, were bred a lot of fine-looking cows,
useful in the dairy, without a single feature in figure of the
wretched original from which they descended. That experi-

ment demonstrated fully the strong power of good blood on
the part of the sire to perpetuate his quality on even the
meanest thing subjected to his services.

But I have not done with "Jimmy," and will give a simple
note of his administrative ability. A poor young Irish

woman, whose *hnsband a few months previous had been
killed by an unfortunate blast in a stone qaarry, had a day or

two before died, leaving a few-months-old baby to the care of

the neighboring women who occupied the shanties adjoining
her humble domicile. A "wake" immediately followed, to

which Jimmy was invited. Of course, he attended it, and of

what happened at the miscellaneous assemblage I knew notb
ing, and was not anxious to inquire. The next morning
going into the back yard, I met Jimmy, his head thrown up
with an important, responsible look, and a new cast of

expression on on his features. "What has happened to you,
Jimmy 1" I asked. "And sure I was at the wake last night,

and Dennis Murphy and meself was appointed to go to the
funeral and to look after the goods of the poor woman that
died." And he walked around with proud air, full of the
importance of the great honor bestowed upon him — the
administration of so important an estate as now taken in
charge. The funeral passed; the pots, kettles, bedstead and
other few movables left in the deserted tenement, were taken
by the charitable neighbors ready to appropriate them, and
Jimmy came back with a drooping countenance. "What's
the matter now, Jimmy?" said I; "you don't look as bright

as you did a day or two ago." "Well, no—bad luck to me!
After the things in the house was give to the neighbors, there
was nothing left but the pig and the baby; so Dennis he
took the pig and told me I could take the baby!" This
ended his brief executorship of that estate, and I afterward
learned that the baby was cared for by the kindly associates

of the deceased poor woman, for want of near relations to

look after it.

I had another striking instance of the influence of a Short
Horn bull in reforming the produce of a very inferior look-

ing cow. My farm manager bought four milch cows of com-
mon stock, all good milkers. Three of them were comely in

their looks, but the fourth was of most ungainly shape, and
as bad in the rumps as the one previously described. On
breeding her to the bull then in use on the farm, she brooght
a remarkably tine heifer calf, roan in color, whicu grew up
into a noble 1,440-pound cow—a finer milker, imposing every
way in form, and would pass, to an eye not acquainted with
the deficiencies of her dam, as one fully seven-eights in

Short-Horn blood. At four years old I sold her to ft neigh-
bor as a dairy cow, for one hundred dollars. I give the
above two experiments to show what may be done by using
first-olass bulls to build up valuable herds of cows from the
humblest class of beginnings.

—

Cultivator and County Gentle-

man,

let it will not break as is the case in a great many times with
the Blue Rock and Blackbird, and reversing same, the Blue
Rock and Blackbird I have seen on a warm day perfora*ed
through with as high as seven pelletB and not break. I hard
you score of a friendly shoot I had with a friend to decide
wbo was the best live bird shot. The score was good consid-

ering that we hav- shot but few live birds and the boundary
was so Bhort. We each lost five birds out of bounds that

would have been scored in fin 80 yard boundary. The birds

were an extra lot of good old birds and moBtly drivers. We
had but two incomers in the ninety birds shot at. We intend
having another live bird Bhoot in a few days, and I will send
you score. Belle, the daughter of Mr. Taft's Dorr, which you
Bent to me.has turned out nine of the nicest puppies you ever
bhw. I have reserved four out of the litter for friendB o
mine.
At 50 live birds. S50 a side. 26 ya*-ds rise, 30 yards boundary. Won

by Sir. Wm, Robertson at the twenty-fiith round.

Win Robertson.... 1011111110 1111111110 11
0101111IP1011011111 11 -36

E. A. Stront 1100111110110 "101110101
10111001100110110 —28

Seattle, Oct. 21st, 1887. Wm Robertson.

At San Diego.

A San Diego corroapondent kindly sends particulars of a
match shoot in th-it booming city on Ojtoher 21st, between
Messers. Martinez Chick and Mr W. C. Hinman on one side
and Doctors Parson and Brilton on the other. The match
was at 15 single Peoria Blackbirds, and five pairs. The sides
tied and shot off at six singles and two pairs. The score
was:

Dr. Parsons 11111111111110 1 10 11 11 11—22
Dr. Britton 1 1011110110110 1 10 10 10 10—16

Total 38

M. Thick 111111110011111-
W. C. Hinman 1 1000111 '111111—

Total

-11 10 10 11 10-19
-10 0u 11 11 11—19

BE3TJLT OF THE TIE.

Parsons 1 1

Dr Britton 1 1

M. Chick 1 1 1
ff. C. Hinman 1 1 1

1 1—11 11—8
n 1—0U 10—4-12

1 1 1—11 11—10
1 1 1—10 10- 8—18

TEAR
At Seattle.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: Your inquiry at haDd;
but, like yourself, I have both hands full all the time and not
much time for correspondence. The rules used by the Seat-
tle Rod and Gun Club are thoBe of the American Association,
5 traps unscreened; 5 yards apart; 18 yards on siugles, 15
yards on doubles. We used American clay birdB this season
on account of non-breakage in shipping from the East. They
are a more difficult target to shoot being harder than the Blue
Rock or Blackbird to break with shoot and their flight not so
Bteady, especially in the wind. The birds gave good Butis-

laction, but the trap is a failure. Take the clay bird with the
Blue Rock trap and it is the best in the held: at the centre of
charge will break every time, while if hit with an outside pe\-

Mr. Hub, G. Parker of Carsun City, whoso inspiratingpres
ence was missed at the State Tournament is in the city and
favored as with a call on Thursday last. He tells great sto-

ries of recent shooting trips in Idaho among the deer and
sage chickens.

ATHLETICS.

EnRlish Harriers.

The Highgate Harriers' Autumn Meeting came off at Tuf-
nell Park Grounds near London, England, on October 1st,

in dull, cold weather. The racing, however, was decidedly
good, and the only open event on the programme, a One
Mile Handicap, produced a big Held, a good race, and not too
fast time for E. Leaver (S. L. H.), who was Bcratch man and
alao an absentee. Had he started be should certainly have
nearly won, a chance not given him by many handicappera.
The members' races were good contests, except the Walk,
which Helsden won very easily. The time of the 15n yards
handicap was very fast, if correct, and Earles baa never done
anything like it before from such a short mark. The old L.
A. C. half-miler, H. H. Sturt, made a very good starter, and
all the officials were capable and experienced athletes. The
following are the results:

—

150 yards handicap (members).—Heat 1: A. "E. Saunders,
9£ydB. start, 1;G. H Johnson, 1|, 2. Heat 2: E. A. Stur-
man, 9£ yds. Btart, 1; E. Williams, 4£. 2. Heat 3: J. Thomp-
son, 54 ydB. start, 1; W. J. Poston-Gann, scratch, 2. Heat
4: W. J. Earles, 3£ yds. start, 1; W. A. Palmer, 9, 2. Heat
5: C. J. Holloway, 8£ yds. start, 1; A. C. Pearson, 4i, 2.

Final heat: E-uies, 1; Sturman, 2; Williams, 3. A good race,

won by a bare yard; half-a-yard between second and third.

Two miles handicap {members).—W. Bates, 25 yds. start,

1; W. T. Pettitt, 30, 2; J. W. Blake, 215, 3. C. W. Hart was
at scratch. Bates gradually passed the long-start men, and
taking the lead a lap and a half from home, drew away and
eventually won by fifty vards. Sixteen ran. Time, 10 min.
27 sec.

One mile walking handicap (members).—H. Hildsden, 25
vds. start, 1;G. Fothergill, 10. 2; G. BettiaiD, scratch, 3; F.
Smee, 70, 0; G. Day, 75, 0; C. Cousins, 75, 0; J. K. Freeman,
85, 0; R. W. Clarke, 95, 0. HilBden, was in front at the end
of fhe first lap and won by more than his start from Bettison,
and won easily at the finish. Time, 7 min. 32 3 5 sec.

One mile handicap (open).—C. Pearce (Newport Pagnell F.

C), 65 yds. start, 1; J. E. Postle (North London H.), 75. 2;
E. F. Avent (Spartan H.), 130, 3; W. T. Petit (Highgate H.) t

50, 0; W. Bates (Highgate H.), 60, 0; S. T. Brown (Finchley
H.), 80, 0; J. S. EaB t (Highgate H.), 150, 0; H. Carvell (un-
attached), 80, 0; E. A. Sturman (Highgate H.). 80, 0; F. W.
Bates (unattached), 85, 0; J. W. Tricker (South London H ),

85, 0; B. H. Willis (Highgate H.), 90, 0; J. R. Deeley (Lytton
R. C), 90, 0; R. G. Welland (Hampstead H.), 100, 0; T.
Ward (unattached) 100, 0; M. A. Cripps {Belmont H.), 110,

0;T. A. Shaw (Highgate H.), 110, 0; H. Rata (Polytechnic
H.). 120. 0; W. F. Manktelow (Spartan H.), 125, 0; H. P.
Nelson (Spartan H.), 125. 0; H. V. Winter (C. S. S A. A. C),
125, 0; W. H. D. Clark (Amateur S. C), 125, 0; R. C. Lock-
yer (West London H.) 130.0; O. Partridge (Highgate H.),

135, 0; F. Smee (Highgate H.). 160, 0; J. C. Smith (Highgate
H ), 160, 0. Postle led half way round the second lap (three

to the disrauce), but Pearce eventually won by ten yards
after a rare set-to with Postle and Avent, the latter finishing
a yard and a half behind the second man. Time, 4 min.
40 sec. MeBsre. A. F. Gardiner, R. W. Clark, A. W. Foul
ham and T. A. Murphy were the judges; Mr. H. H. Sturt.

tarter, and Mr. H. Robinson, timekeeper.

London Athletic Club Meeting.

The first autumn meeting of the London Athletic Club
took place at Stamford Bridge on October 1st in dull, cold,
cheerless weather, that quite accounted for the rather sparse
attendance of spectators were secured. The entries alao were
poor after the monster programme of the S. L. H. Why, at
the latter gathering, there should be over one hundred names
sent in for the Sprint, and yet the L. A. C. only obtain thirty-
nioe, is a mystery, and not very easily accounted for. If the
entry, however, was small the finish amply made amends for
this, as in the final beat the four men were almost in a line,

and the back-marker just won, helped by the wind, in fast

time. Indeed, nearly all the heats were splendid hi

of S. H. Baker's handiwork, and conclusively prov.

be the very best London sprint handicapper we ha-
half-mile was another good piece of weight allot'.

the Oxonian Merchant Taylor, Le Maitre's parfo 1
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getting through a large field in the fast time of a shade out-

side two miuutes, was highly creditable. The three miles

handicap was uot quite so successful, as two of the hmg-siurt

meu has matters pretty much their own way, and the three

scratch rueu were never in thw hunt, A.. B. Gtorge soou

sloppiug mid M. Mubouy and A.J.Brown both not com
pleting the distance. Thirty entries for a one mile bicycle

haudicap was, indeed, an exceptioual thing at an L. A. C.

meetiug, aud the time was very fair. H. A. Speechley was
scratch mau, and this was stated to be his last race. Three
of the Challenge Cups were walks over, and the Hundred
Yards Cup, which was expected to be the event of the after-

noon, with Basnet!, Levick, Polling and "Webster eDgnged,

was quite flat aud spoilt by a bad start. Webster, however,

would probably in auy case have won, as he beat all his

opponents ou the previous Saturday. Levick, the holder,

got away so badly that he never stood a chaDce, but after his

Oval race Brissett appeared to hold him perfectly safe. Bas-

sett i* j'lat now rnnuiog in remarkably good form, although

the limb was not vi-ry fast. Bullimore, iu the haudicap, did

obuut the beat peiformauce he has yet ..c30m1.1li.shed, aud rau

ri^bt on to the tape with toe greatest possible gameness.
Details are yiven oelo*: Two Miles Ch^lleu^e Cup—E J

Btsnsby (holder), unchallenged, S8U Yard* Challeuge Cup—
A- G. L-Mditre, w. o. 100 Yards Chrtllenyn Cup—J. D. Bas-

sett, 1; C. F Levick (bol er). 2; L. W. Webster, 3. Wou by

two yar is. Timo, 10 2-5 sec. 120 Yards Haudicap (upeu)-
39 eutries- Final heat: M. B.illimore (Fiucbley Harriers),

2* yards start, 1; H. U. C. Booth (L. A. C), 74, 2; J. Saiup-

bou (L. A. C ), 9, 3. A spleunid race, won by six inches; the

others close up. Time, 12 sec. SSO Yards Handicap (open)

—A. G. LeMaitre ([j. A. C. aud O. U. A. C), scratch, 1; J

W. W.st (Spartan Harriers), 53, 2; W. Pollock Hilt (S. L. H.

aud O. U. A. C). 6, 3. "Won by a yar«l; rather more divided

second aud third. Time, 2 min. 2-5 sec. One Mile Bicycle

Haudicap (opeu)—Final heat: E. E. Beruhnrd (North Road
C. 0), 70 yards start 1; J. JB. Carlyle (Woolwich B. C), 75.

2; E. J. "W.llis (Bath Road C C). SO, 3. Won by four yaids.

a yar-l and a half between secoud aud third. Time, 2 mini

51 4-5 sec. 120 Yu-ds Hurdle Challenge Cup—S Joyce

(holder), w o. Three Miles Haudicap (open)—C. E. Twining
(Spartan Harriers), 275 y rds start,!; A. Smith (Fiucbley

Harriers), 320, 3; S. H. Smith (S. L. H.), 115, 3. Won by

twenty yards. Time, 15 min. 14 2-5 sec.

Bright Prospects for the Coming Race
Meetings.

[Daily Morning Call.]

The turf world, that part of the turf world at least which
embraces the Pacitte Slope, is all agog over the comics race

meetiug. It is held to givs prospects of the greatest affair of

the kind that has ever been witnessed on this side of the

continent, and there are good reasons for this high estimate.

More entries, better horses in the aggregate, and the only

drawback is unfavorable weather. So tar the "signs" are

right. The moon waxes and wanes, while the planets which
indicate fair weather are in the ascendant, and hence the

weatherwise agree that there is not likely to be a plentiful

downpour for the ensuing two weeks. It may be that the

astrologers are mistaken, though tome are so confident as to

offer wagers that their predictions will be verified, though
this is not an absolute guarantee it is a proof of sincerity.

Tbe track is Burc ta be iu good condition. Owing to the cou-

Btant mellowing of the ground the Oakland Park may be a

trifle slower for trotters than it has been in years gone by,

though that is a decided advantage for race-horses, and as

there is an unlimited BUnply of water and a determination on

the part of the proprietor to spare no pains on his part, there

is no question of that important adjunct to good raciDg being

all that can be desired. Already there are a number of

horses at the park and there are lively scenes from early morn-
ing until noonday, In a day or two the whole force will

arrive aud there will be anxiety ou the part of expectant bet-

tors to get a line to guide them in their investments.

At this early day there is a good deal of speculation on the

opening race of the meetiog. It iB called the Introductiou

purse, and there are penalties and allowances which compli-

cate the matter. Grover Cleveland, from his brilliant per-

formances during the circuit, is a favorite now and likely to

remain in that position until the start is made. But there

ore several which have a good right, to dispute such a prefer-

ence. Repettaruna mile in Buffalo in 1:42 carrying 107

pounds, and with 110 pounds up made a mile in Chicago in

1:43, Safe Ban may be troublesome, as he ran in Chicago
one and a sixteenth miles in 1:49, and was within a leugth of

Aiundel, a half brother te Repetta, who won at Brooklyn a

mile in 1:42£.

Alta makes his reappearance in this race. He will he con-

ceded five pounds, and there is Lizzie Dunbar, who upset

some heavy riots last fall, her most notable performance being

the "gruelling" she gave to Volante, C. H. Todd, Neilsonand
others in the Park Stakes, running the one and a quarter

mile in 2:0SJ. Besides these three are several in which will

have maiden allowances, so that tbeie is no telling what the

outcome will be. Twelve pounds are conceded to maidens,

that meaning horses of any sex which have not won up to the

time of starting, aud that much weight iu a run of more than

a mile is equivalent to two and some claim twice two lengths.

The ladies' stake is a dash of three-quarters of a mile for two-

year-old fillies, aud tho coming together of Snowdrop and
Geraldiue will be an event which will cause a great deal of

speculative talk, with the more weighty accompaniment of

lots of coin to back the divergent opinions. Not that these

two are at all likely to have it their own way, as there are

several highly-bred damsels to contend for; the honor of first

place.

But in all probability the great race of the day, and for

that matter, one of the greatest of the year, is the Bay City

stakes, which is a haudicap for all ages; one and a half miles,

and iu it area number of the best horses—Grover Cleveland,

C. H.
t
Todd, Lizzie Dunbar, Alto, Jim Duffy, Nurcola,

Edelweiss, MooDliSht with several others of nearly as high

olass, aud as the object of handicap is to equalize tbe chan-

ces of all the horses by the weights apportioned, the poorest

horse in a "weight-forage" contest may win when given the

best of a handicap. Then it is not so hard a task to bring

horses together in a dash as heats, and in so long a course

as that of one aud a half miles there is a better chance for

equalization than in shorter routes. The fourth race of the

day is a purse for two-year olds, a daBh of seven furlongs,

with eleven entries, aud among ihem are rarely bred ones.

The Palo Alto filly Gorgo has the deepest ultramarine; so

darkly blue is the azure flood which rushes through her veius

that it would be impossible to heighten the tint, By Isnn-

omy, tbe greatest race-horse of his time, her dam by The
Hermit which now Btauds far iu the lead of English sires;

grandam by Wild Dayrell. a Derby winner; the next dam by
Melbourne, the sire of Blink Bonny, and her fifth dam the

flying Queen of Tramps by Velooipede. She won so easily

at the State Fair in 1:43$ that it was evident that that mark
,

was far withiu her rate. But highly bred as she ip—good as
she has showu, there are some of home breeding whicn will

be fouoil worthy competitors, Sobraute by imp. Kyrle Daly,
from Carrie 0, by Mouday who wou the Gauoe slakes at tbe
spriug meetiug, deleatiug Suowdrop, Pocatello. Geraluiue,
Suiiuaui aud several other.-, is iu, an I Riuouo DA Paso has
a second atriug for tbe bow iu Weloume by Warwick, and
Warwick is the sire of Wary, which is credited with being
one, if not the crack, of the three-year-oid fillies of 1837.
then tbete is Canny Scott, by Leiuster from the dam of
Lizzie Duubar, a Monday from Planilia, and a Flood from
Nova Zembia, while there is additional backing in J. B.
Chase's two, a Kyrle Daly, from Mistake, a daughter of Katy
Pease, aud Rosedale, by Joe Hooker, which has demonstra-
ted that she possesses the Hooker attribute of a great turn of
speed. Should the imported filly reach the winning Bcore
first in this field, she will add to the honors of her high
liueage.

Tbe fourth race of the day will be started at 2:15 P. M
,

with intervals of thirty minutes between the races. Making
uiauy ailowaucbS lor the delayed starts the last r.iCe will be
setiu in time for those who attend to take the train which
will leave at 5 P. M„ aud very likely tbe 4.30. Even the 1 li-

ter will give ample lime to reach San Frauciico for th« usual
iiinuer hour, aud as there will be cars euougb to accommo-
date the crowd, however large, the trip will be pleasant.

The buruiug of tbe row of stables ou tbe Bay District
Course has druwu atteutiou to the necessity of a night warch-
ujau, where so much is at stake, aud the proprietor of the
Oakland TrottiDg Park has. employed a trusty man for that

purpose, who entered upon his duties the next night after

the tire. With men aud boys sleeping iu the stalls, many of

whom smoke cigarettes, and who are extremely careless in
the use of matches and lights, it is not surprising that fires

should occur. The watchmen has orders not to permit
smoking iu the stalls, and to see that the lights are propeily
guarded.
There is another necessity for a close watch during the races.
Lately there have been several arrivals from the East, some
of which bear a bad rt-putatiou, aud have been proved guilty
of ufi'euses which caused '.heir banishment from Easteru
tracks. That a watch Bhould be placed ou them iB heyond
question, aud there, is no doubt that the association will take
the necessary precautious to thwart their nefarious schemes.
Should the attempt be made to " nobble" auy of the horses
which are to take part in the coming iacesit is long odds
that the perpetrator will not bother courts other than that of

the man who makes the discovery. Should jockeys or
stable-boys be seen in conversation with this class a close

watch should be placed on them. The safest plan will be to

put a special detective in charge. Their presence is suffi-

cient notice, as it is uot likely a California (rip, was made
without an eye to " business."

One of the most pungent supporters of the present order

of things is Major J. W. Moman, at Keeling, Tenn. The
Major has owned several good English setters, and now has

Sportsman. In reply to Mr. H. E. JoueB, who is somewhat

interested in Daisy F., and who is disposed to try crossing

native blood upon English setters, Major Murnan says in the

American Field:

Mr. Jones lives in a portion of Tennesee where the breed-
ing of the thoroughbred horse is made a specialty. I would
like to ask him if Jack Malone, Bonnie Scotland, Brown Dick
aud many other noted sires, got all "top sawyers," or if the
produce of Alice Oarneal, Canary Bird, or Nautura, were all

Lexingtons, Harry Bassetts, or Lougfellows? Certainly not,

must be the answer. Then why expect more from a breed
of auimals, yet in its teens, than from other breeds further
removed from the parent block, when it is a well-established

fact that the farther one can get from such foundation, always
using the best sires and dams, each generation will be an
improvement on its predecessor, and more likely lo produce
good ones. It the above proof and surmises are correct, and
I believe they are, I should say if owners wish to improve
their nativeB breed them to Llewellin sires, but if they want
to improve the Llewellins, by all means breed them lo Llew-
ellin sires.

I have heard so much lately of puny, delicate Llewellin
offsprings, I often wonder how they have been raised. I
have been breeding them for six or seven years; in that time
I have never bred a delicate one, nor have I ever seen but
one litter that could be classed as such. I have, however,
seen several litters that became puny and delicate, and sick-

ened and died when seven or eight weeks old; but this was
from no want of vigor or vitality, but from carelessness on the
part of the breeder in neglecting to treat them for worms at a

proper age. I make it a rule to always treat my puppies for

worms when four or five weeks old, and I am never troubled
with the puny sort. My experience with the Llewellin is that
they are just as strong aud vigorous and as easily raised as
auy dogs I nave ever bred; and I believe any breeder that will

see that his bitches get plenty of exercise while pregnant,
and kept ueither too fat nor too poor, and when the litter is

whelped treat them as near after the fashion of nature as
possible, always being sure to rid them of worms when five

weeks old or younger, if necessary, allowing them plenty of

room to romp aud exercise, and my word for it he will not
be troubled with delicate Llewellius; and then, when dis-

temper strikes them, it will be in a mild form, frequently so
mild tbat it will uot be known they have had it.

Let me give a little proof in support of the correctness of

this method. The first litter Champion Sue had consisted of

eight stroug, healthy puppies. Dr. Ware, of Stanton, took
one of them to the country and turned him loose. Mr. Bry-
son kept the other seven in Memphis, The only one that

lived to be three rnonttiB old was the one that went to the
oountry. Sue's second litter consisted of twelve as strong
and vigorous youngsters as I ever saw. Sportsman, Fate
Gladstoue and Lillian are alive. The balance of them died in

Memphis. There were ten strong, healthy puppies in her
next litter. She overlaid four of them; one was sold and is

alive now. Mr. Bryson saved, by hard work, one of the
remaining five. At first he waB disposed to think they were
like many of the Llewellins he had heard of and read about,
"hard to raise." Being a close observer, he noticed that all

he had sold and delivered were raised; still, his would die,

so he came to the couclusion that it was the hot-bed, artificial

method he had of raising them that was the cause of their

death, aud the next lot she had he sent to the country to be
raised like a common cur. What was the result? Did they
sicken and die? No, not oue of them. This being the case,

is it not likely that the same treatment that caused the
miijority of Sue's product) to die is meetiug with the same
success in tbe keuuels of the owners of those puny, del-

icate Llewellin3 that need a dash of native blood in them to

keep them alive.

The time may come when a cross will bo beneficial, but

as long as the best of the Llewellins are more than a
matoh for all comers, be they natives, cros3-bred or anything
else, I see no cause why anyone should expt-ct to improve the
Llewelliu by crossing with his inferior. This was not the
way Mr. Llewelliu improved the Laveracks; on the contrary
he selected a dog that waH not only superior in the field to
the best of the Laveracks aB a field-trial performer, but one
that bad also proven be was superior to the best Laverack
sire* f..r producing field-trial performers. Can any of the
advocates for crossing the Llewellin setter deny this? Then,
may I ask, where is the Duke—Rhcebe to produce the Dans,
Doras, Dicks and Rakes, etc., necessary for the occasion.
The owners should let the public see them, and when they
have such convincing proof, as Mr. Llewellin had, of Duke's
superiority, not only as a field-trial performer, but capable of
producing soch cracks aB Dan, Dick, Drake and Rake, they
will find the Llewellin breeders not only willing but qnite
anxious for the mixture. In other words, when they can find
a native dog or any dog of the Eoglish Better breed, as much
superior to the best of the Llewellins as Duke was to the best
of the Laveracks, and when tbat dog proves, by the perfor-
mance of his produce, bis superiority as a sire to tbe best of
the Llewellius as Duke was to the Laveracks, then, and uot
uutil theu, can they reasonably expect to permanently improve
the Llewellins by oulside blood.

': he Cominer Auction Sale.

The sale by Messrs. Killip & Co., of the trotting stocki

property of Mr. R. B. Milroy, next Wedneeday, at the Bay
District Track, will give the opportunity of procuring some
very highly bred trotters, and in all probability at prices

which will be below their real value. There is no risk in

saying highly bred as the pedigrees show that, but there is

more than tnat to say. The get of Sydney are showing so

well as to warrant very high expectations of their future, and

possible purchases will do well to consult the advertisements

which appears elsewhere.

AUCTION SALE.

On Saturday, the 5th or November, I will offer at Public Auction, on
he OAKLAND TaOTTING PARK, my brown colt

RATHBONE,
Bred by Hon. reland Stanford. Foaled March fl3th.

U8H4, by imported Young Prince.

First dam Lady Amanda by imp. Hurrah.
Second dam Lady Lancester by imp Monarch.
Third dam Lady Canton by imp. Tranby,
(See Bruce's American Stud Book.)

Imported Young Prince, bay colt bred, by Mr. Jas. Smith, Eng-

land, foaled 1870, by Knowsley.
First dam Queen of ypain -by King Tom.
(See English Stud Book, Vol. 13 page 303),

Knowsley, bay colt, bred by Lord Glasgow.' foaled 1859, by
Siockwull:

First dam by Orlando, from Brown Bess by Camel.
(See English Stud book, vol. 12, page 301.)

Batlibone, is a colt of very high form and a great turn of speed.
He ran, In May, 1^86, on the Bay Dfstilct Course, half a mile in 49}
seconds, beating Voltiguer, C. H. Todd, Nolidle, and. Leap Year.
He is believed to be thoroughly sound, aud iu good shape to be put

in trainiug.

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSO

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE

Association,

FallRacingMeeting 1887,

Oakland Trotting Park.

$15,50u in Stakes and Purses.

REGULAR. DAYS,
SATURDAY. October 29th,

TUESDAY, November 1st,

THURSDAY, November 3d,

SATURDAY, November 5

FIRST RACE at 2:15 O'CLOCK P. M.

Admission to Grounds and Grand Stand $ 1 00
Oakland Park Is at Shell Mound Station on tho Berkeley branch

Railway. Trains from foot of Market street, San FranciBco, every half
hour, to the track. Time, 35 mlnutfiB Fare for the ronnd trip, 26 cents..

E. S. CIJ1.VER, Secretary.
It. McCJLUltE, PrculdoiK.
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Notes from the Yards.

Several hundred Texas fail-clippei eb^da
have Birived within the last week. "They sold
at $3 10 to $3.15.
Among the flue cattle od the market during

the last week was h luad of 1,633-1 1>. steers
owned hy J P. Johnson, of Frnnont, Neb.

Dr. Tj Tnrutr, of Cherry Bui, Mo., was
here Monday with fifty-one head of choice,
heavy cattle. The drove averaged 1,641 lbs.
and brought§5,15.
For no week within the last elevoD months

were so many cars of stock shipped from
ChicBgo as during Id* week ended Saturday
last. The total was 1,848.
Last week's (week ended Saturlay, Oct.

15). wheep receipts were larger by more tuau
5,000 head tuan ev-r previonsly ree rded for
one week. The total was 37.717 hf-ad.
The trade io stock calves coutinnes to lan-

gnish. Only one load has arrived within the
last week. They were Illinois calves and
were closed ont at S3 per 100 lbs. Qaota-
tions remain at §8 to Sll per head.
Daring the week euded Saturday last the

shipments of bogB and sheep were larger th»n
for any previous week of the year 1S87. Of
the former 66.281 head aod of the latter 15,-

917 bead weie sent out from the yards.
Montana has turoed off an immense num-

ber of sheep this season. They have gener-
erally been of good quality and have sold at
very good prices, all things considered. The
great bulk of them went at $3.5U to S3.65
A few brought S3. 70 to S3 75 and in one in-
stance £4- was obtained. Texas also has con-
tributed liberally to the market.
The Stock Company ai last realize the ne-

cessity of providing better accommodations
for 6beep, and will at once begin the erection
of additional pens. Onr receipts of sheep
have more than quadrupled witbin the last
seven years, and frequently withiD the last
twelve months it has been found necessary
to turn a part of the supply into the pens set
apart for bogs. There will no longer be aDy
occasion for complaint on that score.
The Chicago & Alton and the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Qaincy have put in scales at the
Stock Yards and are prepared to begin ship-
ping live stock by actual weight, as was
agreed upon bv Western roads some weeks
ago. But the Northwestern and St. Paul are
not yet ready and it may be thirty days hence,
when the new system goes into effect. Ex-
periments have been made by which the
feasibility of catching the weights while the
cars are in motion was demonstrated.

Messrs. /Mallory & Son, of this city, H8ve
just issued a circular containing a mass of
valuable information regarding the corn and
hog crops, hog cholera, etc., in the Middle,
Western, and N »rthwestern States. They
have received overdue thousand replies to let-

ters of inquiry recently sent out by them,
and tbe information thus collated is unqes-
tionably the most comprehensive as well as
the most trustworthy yet presented. Hog
cholera appears the most prevalent in Iowa
and Illinois, that disease existing in sixty-
nine placeB ia the former State and in eixty-
six places in the latter. Michigan, K-msaB,
Nebraska and Missouri are comparatively
free fnm the disease, and Minnesota and
Dakota appear to be entirely exempt. The
report shows a falling off both in the corn
and hog crop.

—

Breeder's Gazette.

PURE BRED

Shorthorn Cattle

FOR SALE AT AUCTION,
AT «AN FKAXdSlll.

20 Head of Shorthorn Bulls. Cows
and Heifers ; also 6 Head

of Horses,

BELONGING TO

ROBERT ASHBUilNER,
Baden Station. San Mateo Co , Cal

Wednesday, Oct. aeth,
at I P. m,

Being tbe day after Mr. J. B. HaggiD's sale of Dorses

AT

RAILROAD STABLES,
Corner Turk and Stelner Streets , S. F.

ASTCatalogues can be had of

KUIIPdCt)., 22 Hontrromery St., S. F.

OroJR. ASHKl'KSEK,
Baitei' Station, .--an Mateo Co., Cal.

KILLIP & CO, Auctioneers

GREAT SALE

THOROUGHBREDS
AT PUBLIC ACTIOS.

By B. G. BRUCE,
At LexiC£ton, Ky,

November 11 and 12.
Consisting of over 122 head. Eight, stallions; the
imported stall iuns Kingston and Surge; Brazil (bro-
ther to Lis'-on), brother to Levant and 8 hiuh Inert
roiingstallions; 12 hiuh brerl brood mares. IS thiee-
vear-olds, 29 two-year-olds, 67 yearlings and 3$ wean-
lings.
Among tbe youngsters are seventeen imported

mares of high ami ftshinmrtle breeding. This pale
represents ill of the most distinguished English and
American racing families. Tbe sale will b-, heM at
the

tables of TRE\.0Y & WI0SO N, at 10 a. m
For catalogue address II. G. Bruce, Live Stoc* Re-

cord, Lexington. Ky.. >portsinau, Spirit of the Tiim-s
and Turf, Field and Farm New York City: The
Hors man CI icigo, 111.; and Breeder <fc fepuftaman,
San Francisco, Cal.

Harry E. Carpenter, V. S.,

Honorary Graduate oi
Ontario Veterinary Col-
lege. Toronto. Canada
35T Castration a Special-

ty. Advice by niai] S3 oo
Veterinary infirmary. 331 Natoma St.

Residence. -"""
,; Howard St., San Francisco.

'moK?

AUCTION SALE.
-OF

FINE TROTTING
STOCK!

WORK and DRAUGHT
ANIMALS,

SHETLAND PONIES and others

-PEOPERIT OF-

J. B. HAGGIN, ESQ.,
ON

Tuesday, October 25, '87,

AT

RAILROAD STABLES-
Corner Turk and Steiner Streets.

SAN FRANCISCO.
Tbe trotting and drlviDg horses are sired by Ech<">,

Algona, Geo. II. Paicben Jr., Alaska, Norwood and
other noted stallions, and out of mares of approved
blood.
Catalogues are now ready.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers,
006 %% .Montgomery Street.

IMPORTANT!

AUCTION SALE

Imported, Fall Blood, Recorded

RDHEREFO
Cattle,

RAILROAD STABLES,
Cor. Turk and Steiner Sta , San Francisco,

ON

Wednesday, October 26,
At 1 P.M. (Suarp),

Being the day following the Horse Sale of J. B.
Haggin.

About 30 Head of Imported.

Hereford Bulls,

Cows and Calves.
SaidSiock being a portion of tbe celebrafd prize
winning herd of James Kav, direct fr^m England,
including the Sweepstake Premium Bull Novelist-
also a two-year-old son of the renowned Lord Hilton
(the 320,000 boll). At tbe same time and place will
be offered a beautiful.

Pair of Imported Welsh Ponies,
Perfectly gentle In harness or saddle and adapted
for ladies and children to ride or drive
*WFor further particulars and catalogues, apply

to

VAUGHN & WILLiAMS,
Agricultural Fair Grounds.

SACRAMENTO.
j

Or to KILLIP A CO., Auctioneers,

32 Montgomery St., San Francisco.
|

a^TThe Cattle can be seen np to the 22d of October
at the Agricultural Fair Grounds, Sacramento, Cal.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers.

DUPONT'S
New Brand Sporting Ponder.

"SUMMER SHOOTING"
SUPERB IN QUALITY,

Shoots Moist and Clean.
This powder has just been made specially by Do-

pont & L'G lo suit ibe P;icir.c Coast Climate.
It * hoots Moist, is high grade, and of superior

excellence us to qiuliiy.
For tale by all di al-rs and by tbe Agent,

JOHNSKINKEF-.
258 Market Sire^t S F.

I»r£ce SSOO po»" kei*. Smaller packages in pro-
portion, ocil

iness College, 24 Posl s

SOS l \ ;u ,-, .,.

liie most popular school on the Coast.

P. HEAJ.n pTfsidwnt O R. HALEY. fl«'- y.
Send forCircnlar. Oct d

FOE SALE.

A Thoroughbred Bull Bitch..

Apply at 305 Washinirlon st

Twn well Ineil siulliiMi coll- t* o-f, io He
ben1 .snee.l htraiu> iu the irotuu^ families uue
a Nni wood.

Srnd for pedigree and price to,

G. W. HANCOCK
22oc4 Sacramento.

Sl BSt'RlltK l'UK THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of
Horse Shoeing

.....WITH 4N APPENDIA
Treating of tbe Action of the Race Horse and Trotter

Instantaneous PJiotograpliy.
-own b^>

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Bound-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."—Shakespeare
o

Tips and Toe Weights.—We have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Propria,
lor of the Ebeedes and Sportsman, San Francisco. Cal., a copy of his hook entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights: A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse am *— (eras shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many ; ears of experience in training trotters and runners .and is besides a inost able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips In the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hooi
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and wo believe every horseman
who reads tbe result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master, We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with tbe knowledge that che common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to borses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take 550 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to seoure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, $1; cloth, §1.50.—Wertern Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

••Tips £*nd Toe Weignts," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, Is th« title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Breeder and Sportsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" be had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and hi3 researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest cndorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his nrst shoeing to tbe time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step ot
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory ana
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether tho horseman believes in his conclusions or
not.be will not quit the book till he has real it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News.

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently Identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. lie has given a great
deal of study to horses* feet, and tne best way to improve their action. After experimenting tor a
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book *orm. ThiB work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats
of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of lips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. Tbe work is meeting with a large sale, and Is
deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Bbeedeb asd Spoetsslax, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpsou is tbe Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. X".

Spirit. May 10th.

jT*ps and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
byaoQi ''p wbichis almost worth iis weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, uny»£. - "rnu shoe that gives no rlay or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes axe
unnecessary, a^ everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe- of tlie icot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
yearsold in 2:WS. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-
quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send SI.50 to hirn anl he will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment a& you evermade for the money.—Coleman's Sural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of th«» *&%I*RD,
trotting a public trial in 2:LUi, and showing half-miles in 1:0B and furlongs in ll> seconds wMJe m
four-year-old. Tho best evidence of tho genuineness of tbe trials was his sale for $m,(JUQ, wlMi other
parties ready to take himat the price. Antcvolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when afoalitwas the universal impression that he never could trot fasL
He did well as a yearling and two-year-old. and this pastse-ison, whenthree years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, $1,221, in which he got a record of 2:292, last half ial&3i; first money in purse at Sacramento,
3500; second money at Stockton, £-c^; the Stanford Stakes, SI,CT2; and the Embryo, §870, making p cash
return for the season of §4,514. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first put la
training be would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Breeder and Spoexsman will be given a complete history of tbe treatment of Anteveln, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscoplat to
make full examinations of tbe horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foot
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman.
Fully convinced by practical results, that this part of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as
thoroughly as tho other portions of the frame. - anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from taa
revelations of the microscope. Jot>. Caxbn Simpson.

PRIOE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Oloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of tbe United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send order; tc

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco

Theiabove treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, wbr
orders direot to. the offloe.
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AUCTION SALE

Standard Trotting

Brood-Mares,

COLTS AND FILLIES,

Bred by G. VALE NS IN,
ARNO STOCK FARM

PROPERTY OF-

II

MR. R. B. MILROY
TO BE SOLD

Wednesday, November 2, 1887,

AT 11 A.M., AT

BAT DISTRICT TRACK,
SAX FRANCISCO.

The young animals ate chiefly the get of Sidney, son
of Santa Clause and Sweetness. They include near

relations to the great young stallions Valensin and
Shamrock Also colts and fillies by Buccaneer and
Crown Point. They are decidedly the most superior

lot ot standard colts ever offered in California.

Catalogues giving full pedigrees and interesting

facts as to perfoimances of colts end progenitors may
be bad at Nevada Stables, No. 1336 Market
St.. or at

KILLIP & CO-, Auctioneers,
oc8 £2 Montgomery St.

FORSALE.
MISCHIEF, Standard, b m, 153 hands high, foaled

1875, sired by Young Tuckaho by Flaxtail, son of

Pruden's Blue Bull, dam Lide by Flaxtail; grandam
Fanny Fern by Irwin's Tuckaho, son of Herod's

Tuckaho, by Tuckaho, by Florizel, by Diamede; great

grandam by Leffle's Couusel, son of Shepherd's Coun-
sel, by Bonn's First Counsel. Recorded in :

jd Vol.

Wallace's Trotting Register. Mii-cbief is the dam of

Dr. Hicks' fast young stallion Erilliant. that showed
a two-minute gait to cart this summer. Her last year's

ccit was by Director, which is a square trotter, and
shows fast, for which Sl.tiCO has recently been
refused. She has a weanling by Fallis, a square tiot-

ter, and shows even more promising than the Director

colt. She is »g"in with foal by Fallis (son of Elec-

tioneer) and will be d»e about Feb 2"'th.

PASSV, Standard, sorrel filly 152 handB high
foaled 1884, sired by Sterling, by Egmont, by Bel

mont (sire of Nutwood 2-18ii Sterling's dam is Mary
by Flaxtail (dam of Apes, four-year-old record 2:26).

Flaxtail is the sire ff ihe dams of Buccaneer (five-

year.old public trial 2:21$); of Pearl, record 2:32i: of

Fawn . 2 :b0* : of Flight, 2:29; of Pride, yearling record

2:44$ and two-year-old 2:33£; of Shamrock, two-year-

old record 2:25, and of many others that are snowing
fast. Pansy's dam is Mischief, pedigree as above.

Pansy can undoubtedly be made to pace or trot very
fast with proper handling as she is full sister to

Brilliant. These mares will be sold at a bargain if

applied for at once.
For terms and other information address

F. P. LOWELL,
ocR *acram* ntO, Oil.

GREAT SALE OF

Thoroughbreds
AT PUBLIC AUCTION,

LEXINGTON, KY,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday.

Nov. 15, 16, 17.

Embracing the valuable stallions ISuclmnaik,
Miner and Erdeubelm., and the choicely bred

brood-inures, yearlings and weanlingB formerly

owned bvtbe late CaPT. COTTRILL, the Edeewater
yearlings", get of !*prlu2bok and Warwick, the

royally bred stallions Bertram, A retino. Ton-
tine, Harry Hill and a large number of brood-

mares from the best racing and producing families,

among them the great race-mere Brambaletta.
Also a valuable lot of first-class race horses in train-

ing two-year-olds and yearlings, the get of the fam-

ous sir^-s I<ouj;fellow, Ten Broeck, Martemer,
King Alfonso, Falsetto. King Ban and
others, out of the best producing dams; in all about

200 head and representing all the moat distinguished

racing famili- s.

Bale will be held at the

STABLES OF

TREACY & WILSON,
And wgiu at i 1 o'clock A. M.

For catalogues address
S D. BRUCE, Auctioneer,

Koom 1 6. Times Building-
goct 59 and 42 Park Row, New York.

MPROVEDHorse GLOTHIN G.

becured by Letters r&tent reissued march 2a issi'.

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-
ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims
granted

1. An improved blanket or covering, consisting of
the bodv-piece A, flap C.anrt the extension B, formed
or united together, so as to cover the body and legs of
the animal, substantially as herein d^-scribed.

2. The blanket ur covering A, having the flap C, and
the extensions B, to fit the fore and lunri legR of the
iiiiui.i). frontfasteningR F G, and the permanent straps
or bands E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

3. The blanket or covering A, with its extensions B,
permanent securing-bands E, and the front fastenings
F G, in combination with t lie elastic neck-extension H,
substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A andbood J in combination withth6
elastic connecting-scrip I, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The close-fitting hood J. having the elastic band L,
beneath the jaws, so that they may be allowed to move
without iiisturbiug the fit and adapted to be secured
to ihe cover by means of straps, substantially as herein
described.

6. The improvemert in covering-ManketB for ani-
mals, consisting of the blanket A, having the flap C,
and permanent straps or bands fixed to it to secure it

around the body, w erebv the use of loose surcingles
is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S.

VETERIKARTf SLFGEON,

Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh.

Awarded the Highland and Agricultural SocletieB

Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology

an i Histology. The Williams' Prize, '6i-'S5, for high-

em works in professional examinations, and *ux 3rat-

cl-SB certificates of merit Honorary Member Illinois

S ' ate Veterinary Medical Association.

OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
D. McCABTY, Prop.

!i»9 Marlf.et St. S. F., Bet. 9 th and 8th.

L. D. STONE & CO.,
422 and 424 Battery St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

KILLIP & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS,

t2 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

8PKCIAL ATTENTION PAID TO BALKS OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

v\i]i Sell In Ail Cities and Counties of

tlie State.

REFERENCES,
Hon. C. Gbeen, Hon. J. D. Cabb,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. sausent, Esa., Hon. John Bosqb
Sargents. t'olusa.

Hon. L- J. Rose, Hon. A. Waleath,
Lob Angeles. Nevada.

J. B. Hagotn. Esq., San Francisco
Represented at Sacramento by Edwin F. Smith,

Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At San Jo3e by Messrs. Montgomery & Rea, Real

Estate Agents.
Being tne oldest established firm In the live-stock

ousiness on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction saleB in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description
either at auction or private sale. Our Ust of corres-
pondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
inence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give f'tll publicity toanlnials placed with us for sale.

Private purchases am! sales of live stock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care, Purchases and sales
mane of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

K II III* A CO . 22 Mbnteomery Street
ond

S.B.WHITEHEAD&CO,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS.

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
largest and Be^t Stock on the Coast

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENTS FOE
Fennell's Otnthiana Hoebe Bootb,

J. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties,

Db. Dixon's Condition Powdebb,

6624 gombault's c-au8tic balbau.

ABE PREPARED TO CONDUCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters

And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Onr Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for fifteen

years successfully managed all the principal

sales of high-class stock on this Coast,

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ABLEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOK. ESQ.,

J. B. HAGGIS. ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ ,

R. P. ASHE, ESQ., «. CORBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
20 LefclcMlorfT Street,

ISmartf Nan Fr-anc'.lwro.

FALL RACES
OF THE

EurekaJockeyClub

EUREKA
}

HUMBOLDT COUNTY, CAL.,

Nov. 2«j,24, 25, 26,1*87.
FIRST DAY.

1 Purse 5200.—Running Noveltv Race. Free-for-all,
dash of one mile. $35 at first quarter $40 at the half, $50
at thethree-quaiter and $75 at the mile. All paid-up
entries over five to be added, dnd equally div.ded
between each winner

2. Purse $250.— 1 rotting. Free for all horses that
have not beaten 2;3» up to Sept. 1st, 1887. (.Cadmus
and Bonner eligible to start.) First horse $15 , second
$75, third $25.

SECOND HAY.
3. MERCHANTS' PCRSR,$m Free-for-all, for

all aces. Three-quarters of a miie and repeat. First
hoise i20o, second horse 4-70, third horse $3o.

4. Trotting—Three-minute class. Purse $150 for
horses owned in Humboldt County prior to Sept, 1st,
1887. (Patchen barred.) First hoise $85, second horse
$5u, third horse to Bave entrance.

THIRD DAY.
5. HOTEL PTJRSE-S400. Free for all, for all ages.

One mile and repeat. First horse $2oj, second horse
$100, third horse $50.

6. EUREKA TWO-YEAR- OLD TROTTING
STAKE—Mile and repeat. $1U entrance; half forfeit,
$100 added; second horse to receive $25, third tosave
stake. Entries to this race to close with the aecre*
tary Sept. 17,1857.

FOURTH DAY.
7. Purse $100. For all ageB. Running dash of 60U

yardB. First horse $75, second horse $.''>.

8. Purse$!50. For all ages. Half mile and repeat.
First horse $JU5, second horse $25.

9. Purse $400. Trotting. Free for all. First horse
$250, second horse $l *i, third horse $50.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting races are beBt three in five, except tbe

two-vear-olu, unless otherwise specified; five to enter
and three to start. But the Board reserve} therightto
hold a less number than five to fill by the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance fet*m purse races ten pur cent.
In all trotting races the rules of the American Trot-

ting Asscciation. and all running races the ruh-B of the
fa<"ific Coast Blood Horse Association to govern, but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish anyday'B
racing.
In all entries not declared out by ^ p. m. of the day

preceding the race, shall be required to Btart.
No added money paid for a walk-over In all races

noted above, hve or more paid-up entries required to
fill and three or more norses to start.
Kacing colors to be named in entries. In trotting

races drivers will be required to wear caps of distinct
colors which must be named in entries.
Entries to all the above races, except the two-vear-

old trot, to close with Secretary, Wednesday. NoV. 16.
1887.

One-half the entrance money must he paid at the
time of making entries and the other half at 6 P. m. the
night preceding tbe race.
Entry blanks will be furnished upon application to

the Secretary.
DAN't MIHPHY, President,

II. COHN, Secretary. Bepw

Proposals For Privileges

Separate bids will be received by the undersigned
up to November 7tb., 1S87, for the privilege of pool-
selling, running of tho wheel of fortune, and tbe
selling of candies, nuts and soda water during the
races of the Eureka Jockev Club, November ^5th
26th, 27th and 28th. 1S87.

H. I i>HN.
Eureka. Cal. Secretary.

Oufrngr
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Trzvel

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OUR FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DDBING THE TEAR THEBE WILL BE AETIOLES UPON

Exploration, Travel and Adventure, Mountain
Climbing, Camping, Popnlar Forestry, Hunting and
Fishing, Waiting, Yachiing, Ice Yachting. Rowing
Canoeing. Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.
Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing, Tobogganing andSkating.

Conducted bt - POCETNEY BIGFEOW

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
Single numbers i\vcni;--ttvc cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York.
WjaU

FOR SALE.
No. 1.—Bay Marc, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Musidora's dam by
son of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodburn, 1st dam by Owen ale; 2d
aam Musidora, by Belmont, etc.

No. 2. -Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882,
by Ware's Bismarck.

iBt dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musidora, by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Pon of Bel-
moDt and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Arcby) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp Poche
These are exlra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belmont.
No. 1 is in foal to a aon of Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

For further information address

W. M. "WILLIAMSON,
an77tf «an JntiA. I»l

CHILD'S CARBOECRY^TAE SBEEP DIP.
"Patented in Europe and America."

SHEEP DIP.

A positive scab cure. A liquid, soluble In
cold \\ ater. It Is abso utcly nou>

poisonous
The cheapest and most effective dip on the market,

one gallon making one hundred gallons of wash
Price, SI «5 p<*r gallon.

Special discounts an terms to agents and large
consumers. For samples and other information ap-
ply to

1 \ MiF A HOIGII, Agents for Pacific Coast
116 California St., San Francisco. Cal

17BepI12

For Sale.
A brown, rangy maie, foaled In 1875; i5y hands high-
By Whipple's Kumbletonian Jr. Dam the Imported
aare Kate LeBlie.
She 1b high strung and not safe for a lady to drive

Apply to
VVEMPE BROS . 5 S3 Market St,, S.F,

15004
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC 8Y8TEM.)

rains leave and are due to arrive at
Nab Francisco.

L E A VAVE]
FOB) I

1 rum Oct. ber S3. I«SS. ABEIVl
(FROM)

8:0 A M
IrJO p m
8:30 F M
3 ;oJ P M
9:30 a M

10:30 ,

6:00 P M
•6:00 A M
t7:30 A M
12:00 M
3:30 A M
4.-00 P U
•5:00 P m
8:30 A M

3:30 P M

7 :SC

7:3<

) A U
I A U
) A M
J A M
J A M

3:00 P M
1:00 P u
6:30 P M
ns» p u
8:30 a m

(10:3n a M
12:00 M
3*0 P M

•5:00 PM
3:30 P M
3:30 a a
3:30 P m
tS:00

..Calistuga and Napa..

..Siskiyou A ^Portland

..Gait via Martinez..

..Ha5 wards and Niles

Decoto c
.Haywards ..

..Haywards...

.lone via Livermore
..Knight's Landing.
..Livermore and ^feasant on,..

..Los Angeles, Deming, El

... .—. Paso and East „,„

..Los Angeles and Mojave

..Martlnez„.„__.. „„„„„_.

..Milton. _ __

..Ogden and East _...

Red Bluff via Marvsville
..Redding via Willows . ._.

..Reno and Trnckee
...Sacramento, via Benicia
_ " via Livermore..

" via Benicia..
" via Benicia..
'* via Benicia.

..Sacramento River Steamers..

..San Jose..

...c

. .Santa Barbara .

..Stockton via Livermore..
" via Martinez

..Tracy

luau a u
6:10 p *
7:10 a H
10:10 a u
12:4^ p M
3:40 p M
8:10 P M
8:10 a M

tl0:40 a M
2:40 PM
5:4U P M

10:10 A M
*a:40 a M

4:40 P M
I ->

: 4 . A y
C:1G f M
•3:40 P m
II 10 a H
5:40 P m
6:40 F id

6:10 F M
6 40 p M
5:40 F M
11:10 a U
10:10 a m
7:40 a M
•6:00 A M
*3:40 P M
t3:40 p a
8 -.10 P M
9:40 a x

10:40 am
5:40 P t
10:40 a ic

J6:10 f M

LOCAL FERRY TRAI3S.

From San Francisco i>aily.

TO EAST OAKLAND— "6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9 :00—9 :30—10 :00—10 :30—11:00—11 :30—12 :00—14:30
—1:00—1:30—2*0—2:30—3:00—3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5:30— fi:00— 6:30— 7:00—8 :00—9 :0»-10:00- 11:00—12:00

TO 23D AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—same as "TO
EAST OAKLAND" until 6:J0p. M., inclusive, also
at 9:C0P.u.

TO FRUIT VALE—"6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00 8:30—
•2:30—3:30 -4:00—4:30- -5:00—5:30-6«)-6:30—9:00.

TO FKPIT VALE ivla Alamedat—•9:30—7.-00 -12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30—*:W — *e:30
9:00-9:30—10:00—110 :30-U:Q0—111:30—12:00—112:33-
1:00—11:30—2:00—£1:30-3 :U0—3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—3:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO BEBKELEl'-'6:0O-•6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00—«8. 30
9:00— 9:30— 10:00— U0:30—11:00—tll:30— 12:00-112:30
1:00-11:30-2:00—±2:30—3:00— 3:30— 1:00 — 4:30—o:Q0—
5:30—6:00—«:3"—7 »—4:00—9:00—10:00—11:00-12:«X1,

TO WEST BERKELEY-Same as "To Berke-lev."

To san Francisco Daily.

FROM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20—'.:50 - 8:20-8:50—
9^0— "10:19— 4:20—4:t0—5:20—5 ^0-6:4) -6:50—7:47—
9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5 22 -6:52
•6:22—19:14—«3:22.

FROM23D AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7:25
7:55-8:25—8:55—9;2o—9:55— 10:25— 10:55- 11:25—11:55
12:25—12 :55— 1 :2o— 1 :55-2 £5—2 :55—3 :25— 3 :55— 4:25—
4^5—5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:50—9:53

FROM EAST OAKLAJSD— *&:30- 6:00- (5:30— 7 :0J

7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:01 — 11 <0

j2:0O—12 :30—1 :00—1 :30—2:00—2 :30—3 :00— 3 ;30— 4 :00—
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30 —7:00— 7:57—a»7- 9:o7—
10:57

PROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 nv nates latex
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—'5:30-6:00—•6:30—7:00 -•7:30—8:00

«S:30—9:00—9:30—10:00— 1,10:30—11:00- 111:30—12;UO—
±12:30—1:00— 11:30—2:00— r2:30-3:0O—3:30—4:00—i:30
3:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—3:00—9:00—10:00—11:00.

FROM BERKELEY — •5:25—5:5-5—•6:25—6:55—*7 :25—
7 :55_«8;25— 8:55—9:25—9:55— 110:25— 10:55 -tH =25—
11:55— $12:25—12:55— {1:25—1:55-12:25—2:55—3 :25-
3:55— 4:25— 4:55-5:25—5:55— 6:25—6:55—7:55—8 :55—
9:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "Fbom Berk-
ELET."

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOE 1887.

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send four cents in stamps to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in nse at Fairlawn,

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTrERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE

CREEK HOVTE.

FROM 8AJS FRANCISCO—•7:15—9:15—11:15-1:15-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6:15—8:15—10 a5—12-15—2:15-
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. tSaturdays excepted; ISundays
only
C—Take ferry train and change care at East Oakland

Standard Time furaished by Lick Obsebvatoby,

4.
Gen. Manager.

I. H. U4MIJB3IAA,
Oen. Pass. ATtk A^.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAX FRA5CISIO, IAL,

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 4IO!'15iE STREET
G. L. BRANDEB President

J. L. FLOOD - Vice-President

C. P FAESFIELD Secretary

I S ANGUS Assistant Manager
Banker*. Nevada Bank of San Francisco.

16ai,

THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

TIMBi SoHEDULfi.
Passenger Trains leave ana arrive Passenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Street*
San Francisco.

In effect October l, 1887.

2:i0 p

tS:10A ( ") 6:30 a
8:30 a •8:00 a

10:30 a
I

9 *3 A
•3:30 p i San Mateo, Redwood and. „. ! •10:02 a
4:30 P \ .Menio Park ( 4^6P
'5:10 p t«:35p
6:30 p fi.4'.l P

ti: Hop K J J7:50p
8:30 a f
10:30a J.
•3:30 p "1

4:30 P 1

I

.Santa Clara, San Jose, and..
Principal Way Stations

1 i 9:03 a
.. . I. *l:.. Vl A

) I SHOP
i :W p

[
Almaden a d Way stations...

Oilroy, Pajaru, Uastzwllle, ^... i •itM A
Salinas and Monterey .„ 1 6H0p

t7:50A I Muuterey, Loma Prieta and Santa,
..Cruz (Sunday Esoursioni. \ t8:3;

..Hollister and Tree Pinos .,

i
•'.' a (..„.. Watsonville, Aptos, Soqael..
-"" -»

l (Capitolai.ind Santa Cruz..

s -in i * Soledad, Paso Kobles, Teunplcton ,
a^ A|

< (San Lnis Obispo) A Way Stations. < '

Morning p.— -A fternoon.
•Sundays excepted. tSnndays only {Theatre train Sat
urdays only.

Trains run on Pacific Stanrtard Time.

For Catalogues or further information, address

lock kox3*o. WE T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.
Ijan52

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA CAL.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These "warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished, with the latest Improvements for

the rapid handling and storiue of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in "Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current rates.

Nearly all rail line to San Luis Obispo. Only 24
miles staging between Templeton ana S^n Lais
Obispo. Time from San Francisco 12 hoars. Through
rate 98.50-

Information i egarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER, ALEXANDER WATSON.

President. Secretary.

THE PARKER GUN

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

Mixes instantly with cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing five Imperial gallons

equals nearlv 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 180

sheep at a cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a noorisher of wool, a certain cure

for scab. „„ALSO
UTTLES PATEYr POWDER DIP.

Poisonous, miies instantly with cold water. Sold in

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; in a
seven-pounds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.

Price 17 cents per pound.

CATTON, BELL & CO.

21sep

SUCCESSOBS
FAXKNER, BIXI. * CO.,

406 California Street. AGENTS.

P>,HQP*.%\i CWNMBESXMk

WJ 'shotgun cartridges]— - - - ~r ii' -ii '-"f

At the two principal events of the year—at the World's Trap Shoot-

ing Carnival held at Wellington. Mass., May 30 to Jnne a
,
1807, the Par-

ker Gqh won ihe leading prize for best average tor five day s shooting:

al«o at Seattle w T.. June 9, 10 and 11, 1887, the leading prize and best average was won w,. .
tile Parker

sin adding victories to 1886 as follows: The Second Annual Tournament of the Chamberlln Cartridge

Co 'hell at" Cleveland Ohio, September 14. 1886, ont of eighty seven entries from representative shote.

ren'resenting fourteen States , the Parker Gun won first and third money, winning S9U" out of the tl.vOO

nurse cnered a HOng another victory to 18»5. which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament

forti°oha^ "'"to 16th Among the contestant

shooting othei guns were such champions as Carver. Bogardus. Cody. Stubbs, Erb and others.

PARKER BROS., Makers,
?!<>w York Salesroom. 9? Chambers St.. Meridpn, «"t.

F.agrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of (rolrl Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED

1846. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,

PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS. ROCHES iER, N. Y.
J-LJ~"- 25dec52 ^^^

IMPORTED BEEKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize winners at all the fairs in California and the

ilSo! sweepstakes premiums at State Fair

^SSaTmns made direct from England every year

female, from entirely ain
d AMrM8 ANOBKW VMITH. Redwood uty.

reasonaoie prices, and every pig gwaraxi^u,
California Street, San Francisco.

25decfi3

Special Round-trip Tickets, at reduced rates—t o
Gilrov and Parais< Springs.

Special Notice— Hound-trip tickets to the famous
Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton) can be lad at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Francisco
Rate. s6.5..

EXCURSION TICKETS.
Sold Sunday Morning; good,

for return same day.For Snndaye only,-

ForSatnrday, ( Bold Saturda y and Sunday onJv,
Snndaj and<good for return until following Mon-
Monday, I dav.inclnsivv-.at the following rates.

Bound Trip
from San

Franc :sco to

San li.'jno «.
Miilbrae
Oak Grove
San Mateo 75

1 00
Redwood. .... 1 00

1 25
Menlo Park...
May field
Mount'n Vie

Satto
lion.
Tkt.

Round Trit
from San

Francisco to

Lawrences ..—.
Santa Clara_...
San Jose ,

Gilroy ..

nolli'ster
Aptos
Loma Prieta_.
Soquel
Santa Cruz...
Monterey

Sat to
Mon
Tkt

4 (10

4 50
5 Ot

5 Oi

5 00
Ticket Offices.— Passenper Depot. Townsend

street, Valencia-street station. So. fiia Market street,
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwir Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, fl.R.JUDAH,

Superintendent Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Ac.

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED ET THE "NORTHERS DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best Places in the State for

Sea Batlilns, Shooting and Fishing;,

TBAESS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO I>aXLY FOR

MONTEREY,
TEE MOST CHARMING

Summer and Winter Resort ot the
Pacifie coavt,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
In abundance can be obtained from the several streai- s
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of sbootli g
may 1-e had In season.

THE BA 7 OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Fompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sportn-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
hflring a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
Band for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE containe

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQCTX A5D SANTA CBCZ
IS VTA THE NORTHERN DIVISION

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of Sa-> Mateo, Santa Clara. San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey, each of which abounds In game in great
variety Notably

Quail. Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo for those well-known Retreats. PCRIS
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PEsCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO knd SIcMA.
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special inducements to the lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Ticke

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DCXtewhen carried In Baggage Cars and put In charge of

Train Baggagemen. , Train Baggagemen are instruct
to issue CHECKS for all dogs receved in Baggige

tt^-Ti, order to guard against accidents to D
while in transit, it is necessary that they be urovidpd
with Cor i.ar AWT. PWATN G«w «dK
Tackle will be carriedfree ofcharge. Guns taken apart
andsecurciy packed iu wood or leather cases mav t«taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES-Passenger Depot, Ttr

stTp. t Valencia Station, and No 613Markete
Hotel

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUT'
I baperlntendent, Pas>*ua 7.
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HORSE BOOTS,

paha
|
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It^UlJNU- lVliiT.tUK.Ltt.Ij 9P
IN ENDLESS VARIETY AT

J. A. McKEERON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street. San Prannisno

Hunting Dogs.
Hunting Dogs taken to handle on game, the com-

ing season.

B. LEAVESLEY,
angl3tf GILROY.

DO YOU WANT A DOS'-
DOC BUYERS' GUIDE, Li

Colored plates, 100 engravings W.
of different breeds, prices they are fl
north, and where to buy them [fl

Mailed for 15 Cents. v M
ASSOCIATED FANCIEftS, M
337 S. Eighth St. Philadelphia, Fa, J|

AMERICAN
KENNEL CLUB

STUD-BOOK
Blanks for reentering in the official stnr!

book wit] f>e mailed nn application.

Entries will close for part Four on Decem-
ber 30. LSS7. Ad.lress,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club
Non. -14 anil 46 Urnadwii",

5f*b »w York

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured r>v Letters Patent. July 3/i, 188*9

H»vlnn tliim described n.y invenuo.. • .n I ui*.m
as new. Hiid desire t-.B'-cure my l^tt*-! a patent: is:

1. The p*rt D.8iipp'»rtf*'l by the st it- straps ••( tlie bri

die. extending l>'*cft ;ts shown, the fri.nl having *i

«*penim: into wliich the blind i? tlrte'l, Biibatiiutially

as herein debcribed.
2. In a bridle, in combination with the extrusions D,

the curved Idiiuls F, secured to such i-tteusionfl, &tn-

as shaped, to Klve loll freedom and venriUtiou to tlir

eye while circumscribing the viBion, Bulistantially *?

herein described.
3. In a bridle, and In combination with the exten

Hions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw , unt

and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
eet.substantiallv as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and In combination with the check-
pieceB *0 and blinds F, as shown, the straps or b;inris

O and H, connecting tlie ijrancheB or extensions above
ant" below the eves, and having the adjusting slideB or

bnO :l-t, nubstantially as an i for the purpose Uereir
described.

5 in a bridle, and in com inatlon with the blinds F,
supported ard pivoted to the bridle so us to be movat
blc about the point of Bnpport, the adjustable fron-
straps or bandV G and H, and the i ear band T and the
throat-latch or lash connected with tho blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
offlce, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will betmder-

It meets with universal approbation, doing away
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
name time giving complete control of the line of

rlslon. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
l-mething of the same effect on the action follows as

is indnced by toe-weights. This Is especially the case
vben young colts are the pupils, teaching them to

i end the *nee without the strain of weights on the
;-»et
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. NcKEBROX.
So. »j and 232 Ellis St San Francisco.

SLOVEE'S ALBUM,
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

iZ±Ji&

DOG MEDICINES.
faVge 'ur*\ - SO" uisiemper Cure. Si.00
)EIuo<i Purifier. 50c Vcmilu«e. - - 50c
atilccr W»»b, 5©.C Eye l.«<lon, - 5Or
'darrliocaiure. 5'th; Cure lor 'its, - 50c
i"o«ic - - .i'ic. Liniment - ftO*.*-.

Kenntl and Stable Soap, best uog soap known, price
5c.

These remedies are 6old by druggists and dealers
n sportsmen's go ids.

iLLi DOG- DISEASES TREA1ED
H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian to the Westminster Kennel Club, New
'ersey Kenne' Club, Hbode Island Kennel Club,
iariford Eeunel Club, Hemstt-ad Farm Company, etc.

22oc'3 *2«S Kmailwav. K«w V»rlc

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector,
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec, 1884. Champion Beauchief,

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1886. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N. J.

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs. "3orses, Cattle, and alj

description* of Live Stock drawn or painted to or-ier,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc

for illustration purposes, furnished.
K. UUYD. Artist.

Port* IK Pont Street.

STUD POINTER.
RUSH T., (3751 A. K. R.l, lemon and white, by

Sensation (217 A. K. R.).exSeph G. by Dart—seney,
In the stud 10 approved bltcheB. Fee 825. Rush T.
Is a dog of good size, good markings, rare form, excel-
lent temper, high courage and marked field instinct
In breeding he has no superior. His sire was a grand
fielder and a bench winner. Ills dim i- a winner on
the >ench mid an uncommonly good field performer.
The kennel is breeding Irish red Betters of unexcep-

tionable strains,
ELCHO Ki:\>TI.S

sepia 313 Eleventh Street, S. F.

HUNTERS' OUTFITS.
M. J. FLAVIN & CO.

"We offer a most complete stock of Hunting Goods, such, as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VESTS, etc.,

all of onr owii mannfaeiure, and all w-irnnted np tn the htaudarc! of former year**.

SPORTSMEN'ATTENTION

!

GREAT IXL.
924 to 928 Market Street,

X

B

tl'TWK B'l.nffiv. cell

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. St N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R. R's., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Co umodious Best, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all aloDg
the line.

Over 6.O0O miles of first-class rood ru»>nln<r. West. Norib. and North.West from tlika^o.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE.

For further information apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD,
<-cnet-al Agvnf. **nt» Vrnnefwn. <'«!.

EC. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Bolted

$>

BREECH—LOADING GUN!

8 «tc ."
•*«sa«fe,

l. c. smith, ym

1*
? »
» moc
- £
= a
g B
•i «

— m

Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammerless Guns.
SYRACUSE, N. Y-

A. Demonstration of the Shooting Qualities of the "L. O. Smith Gun.

In the trial for position in the Chamberliu Cartridpe Co, tonrnament, eleven contestants brolce one
hundred straight Inanimate tarcets. Five of the eleven used an "I*. C. fcmitli" Gun, and below we give the
names of the gentlemen and their place of residence,

-*d~. Dan. Powers „ .„ Cleveland. O.
|
Mr. Fred Erb. **>

... ...,!> Fayette, Ind
Mr. Andy Menders Nashville, Tenn. Mr. H. McMnrchy «yrfl- , "Hf*,TJ .''r

.

Mr. J, C. Henderehok™—™.—...——.Cleveland, 0.

1

We think this a most excellent showing, as there was seven different makes of gnna used by the nineteen
Contestants in the ninety class. L. C SMITH.

SEND FOB DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. auqCtf

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!
PURE AND UN ADULTERATKi).

Vi «.? offer for Bale on favorable terms to the Tr-ide.

CATHER HOOD'S 4 ESjEBRATED FINR OLD WHISKIES
of the -ollowingbraiide, namely:

Cranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A. A., Old Stock, Henr? Bull,

Double B. and Mcuogram, Very Old and Choice.
Also, In cased of 1 doz. qviart bottles each,

Brunswick Club (Pure 0U Kye ) and Cpper Ten (Very Old and Choice).

t3T For excellence, pnri'y and evenness of quality the &hore are nnsurpassed by any whiskies i unorte
Hi only objection to be mude to them by tut- manipulating dealers being that thoy cannot be Improve
upon.

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
SOLE AGENTS. SASi FU.IM 1SIO, tAl.il"...».

A

I
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In the central portion of Kentucky there is a fair group of

counties lying together like a picture—elegant farms that

spread out their broad pastures like so many private parks;

acre upon acre of waving grain; and everywhere the long,

rich blue grass that nature has so bountifully provided for

his region, undulating like the waves of the sea. It is the

famous Blue Grass country—famous the world over wherever

fine horseflesh is known and appreciated.

Perhaps this old and aristocratic little city of Lexington is

ti be considered the very soul and centre of this garden-spot.

All roads seem to lead to it, and from it they branch off into

infinite distance. They are called turnpikes here, and are

broad and smooth, and white with limestone dnst, for the

whole fertile region rests upon a limestone substratnm.

Here and there, in between these turnpikes, are the stock-

farms whose names have become familiar through the length

and breadth of the land. They can be descried afar off—the

dwellings and fences gleaming white in the midst of their

surroundings—and not a stray scrap of debris about to mar

the beautiful neatness and order. It is not at all infrequent

to find the dwelling-house small and unpretentious, while the

stables are roomy and handsome, quite overpowering the

residence, for here the horse is king. It is to this section

that the Bonners and Yanderbilts, the Lorillards and Bel-

inonts come when they want a fine young trotter or a prom-
ising thoroughbred. Many of the Eastern millionaires who
have a fancy for horseflesh keep a resident buyer here, who
constantly makes the ronnds of these celebrated breeding
places, and atteDds all the great horse sales, with a watchful
eye for anything like a prize turning up in his line.

In this city and section not to be well up in the pedigrees

and the general horse vocabulary is to be away behind the

spirit of the times. The race course is naturally the great

institution, and this one was laid out in the days of the

Revolutionary war, and is as old as our, independence. On
the opposite side of the town is a handsome trotting track,

which is much more modern. Lexington is oue of the

quaintest and most conventional of towns. There is a schol-

astic flavor in its quiet atmosphere—happy relic of its palmy
days, when old Transylvania University tilled the land with

its fame, and toraed so many eyes towards "the Athens of

the West." More than all else, here dwelt the silver-tongued

statesman at Ashland, just beyond the tangle of streets, who
drew so many of the world's dignitaries to his gates. Clay's

colossal statue in the cemetery uplifts its head above all sur-

rounding objects, and opposite, east of the city, the waving
ash and walnut trees of his old home lift their green crowns.
Ashland is once more in the hands of the Clay family, and
that part of the mansion which contains Henry Clay's private

apartments, with the same furniture used by him during his

life, is set apart for the sightseers, who still come daily from
all parts of the world to stand reverently in the rooms once
inhabited by their illustrious owner. A. special servant is

kept by the McDowell family to attend such visitors, and a

huge register records their names, sometimes as many as ufty

in one day.
Just across the pike from historic Ashland is Ashland

Park, the breeding establishment of Mr. B. J. Treacy. These
stables contain the finest young trotting stock in the country
the year round. "Wealthy buyers from the East and West,
from the Pacifio coast and the territories, come to these stables

to purchase. Mr. Treacy is joint owner of the well-koown
"TatteraslTs," on Main street, in this city—a stable so vast

and elegant that it quite outshines its neighbor, the Phoenix
hotel, that ancient and swell hostelry of the Blue Grass. "Tat-

tersallV has a department fitted up for ladies, who transact

their own business, for many a proud Kentucky dame, with

a pedigree as long aa her thorougbred's, raises superb stock

on her rich acres, and knows how to market them too.

Back of Ashland is Forest Park, the home of that genial

gentleman and turfman, Dr. Herr, and also of Mambrino
King. To the leftis Gen. Wither s fine place, Fairlawn, from
whose stable the general a few years since shipped a lot of

young trotters to the far-away Sandwich Islands. Directly

across from him is the old Warfield fairn, the birthplace of

the great Lexington, whose name is yet a household word
in this region. Farther up this same wide turnpike rises a

stately mansion set on a green hill, with many crystal windows
and long piazzas, handsome drives, and a sweep of smooth
lawn before it. This is the once-famous McGrathiana, form-

erly the property of Price McGrath—since his death in the

possession of Milton L. Young. Under the hill are the long
stables built by the former owner, in which the Great Tom
Bowling and his confrere, Aristides, used to dream of victory.

Noted as the Kentuckians are for hospitality, perhaps no
place in the state dispenses it so profusely as McGrathiana;
and no one enjoyed life so keenly as its genial owner, who
went by the title of "the Laird of McGrathiana.'' Each year,

as the spring meeting came on, this mansion was crowded
with distinguished gaests, and a grand banquet inaugurated
the festivities, on which occasion every guest was expected
to qnaff from the massive silver punch bowl, which was a

trophy of one of Tom Bowling's Eastern victories.

All the way from Lexington to Frankfort the route is lined

with notable places, whose names are conspicoons in turf

annals and whose representatives have won honors upon
every prominent race-course in America—many of them pos
sessing more than national fame. Clustered around the little

Kentucky capital, and diverging from it like the spokes of a

fan, are the Alexander and Harper estates, the Griustead,
the McDowell, the Hunt Reynolds place. reaching way off o
Indian Hill, the property of R. S. Veecb, a Louisville
banker, whose stock ranks at a premium, and where, it is

said, distinctively, tne true blue grass begins. Along the dis-

tant horizon may be seen the outlines of Blue Grass Park, the
demesne of the late Keene Richards, the only American who
ever went in person to the deserts of Arabia, and imported
Arabian stock for his private use. A portion of the duelling
was burned shortly after the death of the owner, but enough
remains to denote what the mansion was when intact.

Nearer at hand is the Buford farm (adjoining Alexander's)
connected with which was a long litigation and at last a

series of bloody tragedies, including the killing of Judge
Elliott at the Capital hotel in Frankfort by Tom Buford, the
subsequent death of the latter in a madhouse, and the suicide
of his brother, Gen. Abe Boford—thus completely obliterating

one of the oldest and proudest of Kentucky families. Then
there are Elmendorf, Ronnymede, Edgewater, Dixianna, and
a host of others familiar to every horseman in the land.
A dozen miles or more out on the Frankfort pike is Nan-

tuna, the Harper homestead, where old John Harper and his
aged sister were mysteriously murdered a few years since,

and where their nephew, Mr. Frank Harper, himself a man
near 70, rugged and home-^pnn, now lives and rules. The
farm contains about 600 acres, divided mainly into pasturage
and woodland. Indeed, these stockbreeders seldom give
much land to cultivation, but purchase largely the necessary
farm supplies. The dwelling is rather small, and very old-

fashioned, and nestles quiefly away in a thick grove of
maple and beech, abont a mile from the road. The stables
are about tne most complete and extensive arrangements in
the place. Here a few months ago the great Fen Broec-k
departed this life, and is buried just in front of the door of
his old stable. An Eastern film is now constructing a mauso-
leum for him, which is a cottage in design, seven feet high,
surmounted by an urn. Inscribed upon it will be the record
of birth and death, and each of his great turf triumphs.
Truly, these rough old stockmen love their dumb charges
surpassing well. These are the same stables that received
the kingly confrere of Ten Broeck, Longfellow, when his
great achievements on the course were accomplished and he
was retired from the tnrf. Mr. Harper always sleeps in the
stable with his horses when they are preparing for a great
race, but at home the utmost freedom is allowed. The negro
boys on the farm, whose pride in the horses equals their
master's will leap on the bare back of a $50,000 turf favorite,
and drivd up the cows, or fly off to the post office on any
household errand.

Adjoining the Harper estate is Woodburn, the homestead
of the Alex, nders, and the best-known place in America,
having given more winners to the track than any other. It
is four times the size of New York's Central park, and is truly
a princely demesne. It is now nnder the management of Mr.
L. Brodhead, a genuine lover of the horse, who has devoted
himself to the high development of the thoroughbred. Look-
ing upon the rich acres of level pastures knee-deep in luxuri-
ant blue grass, and the stately woodlands of maple and beech
and oak, of walont and ash, beautifnl as the primeval forests,
it is not difficult to conceive how the first of these Alexan-
ders, a Scottish nobleman, came to Kentucky on his youthful
travels, and losiog his heart to the bsauty and great "possibil-
ities of this lovely land, relinquished his proud birthright
across the sea. and linked hia name and fortune with the
enterprise that stands at the head of all such in America to-
day
There is something very taking in the frank, free hearti-

ness of the Kentuckmns, especially- to the Strang- r within
their gates, let him come whence he may. The latch-strings
hang on the outside in every dwelling, high or low, and the
best the establishment affords is offered to the guest, and "no
questions asked."

Death of Georg-e Ford ham-

Death has been very busy lately iu the world of sport, and

now we have to chronicle the end of George Fordham, who
passed quietly away on Wednesday evening at his residence,

Montrose Villa, Slough. That insidious disease, consump-

tion, had set its seal upon him for some time, and for the
last week his life had hung in the balance.

George Fordham was born at Newmarket on September
21, 1837, and at the age of eleven was apprenticed to Drewitt,
of Mickleham. His first mount was on Isabella at the
Brighton Autumn Meeting in 1S50, when he scaled 3st 8 lb,

and he scored his first win on Hampton, in the Trial Stakes,
at the same meeting in the following year. As a jockey he
gained world-renowned fame, principally for his fertility of
resource, and, though never so great a public idol as Fred
Archer, be w-s considered by many good judges of riding to

be his snperior over certwiu courses, among which the Derby
Course cannot, rmwever, be reckoned. To chronicle all his
achievements would fill columns, for during bis career he
rode 2,479 winners, but we must jnst glance at his principal
performances. The first great hit was made by his riding of
Little David in the Cambridgeshire of 1853, which he won by
six lengths, and in the following year he achieved another
fine victory on Epaminondas for the Chester Cup. He has
ridden a winner in every event of consequence, except the
St. Leger, in which he was unluckily second three times. In
the Derby, too, he was unfortunate, for, though several
times placed, his only success was on Sir Bevys, in 1S79. In
the Two Thousand Guineas be steered Vauban in 1867, and
Petronel in 1SS0. both these winners being the property of
the Duke of Beaufort. In the former year we well remember
Fordham being at Badminton, and, mounted by the Duke,
he rode as well to hounds as might be expected from so bril-

liant a horseman. Seven times he carried off the One Thou-
sand Guineas: on Mayonnais. in 1S59; Nemesis, in 1S61;
Siberia, in 1S65; Formosa in '863; Scottish Queen, in JS09;
Thebaic, in ISSt; and Hauteur, iu 1883. Five times he won
the Oaks: on Summerside, in 1S59; Formosa, in 1868; Gamos,
in 1S70; Reine, in 1S72; and Thehdis. in 1881. He won the
Cesarewitch once on Prioress, in 1S57; while the Cambridge-
shire was recorded 10 bis credit foar times, the winners he
rode being Little David, in 1S53. OM Trick, iu 1857; See
Saw, in 1S6S; and Sabinus, in 1871, and those who s«w the
tinish on the latter will never forget it. Six limes he stet-red

the winner of the Goodwood Cup, and at Ascot was 6ve
times successful in the Gold Vase, three times in the Ruyal
Hunt Cup, and twice in the Ascot Stakes. Among his chief
patrons were the late Baron Rothschild, Mr. Leopold de
Rothschild, the Duke of Beaufort, the late Marquis of Hust-
ings, M. Lefevre, and the late Mr. Crawfurd.
He rode several times in France, winning the Grand Prize

three times, and the Prix da Jockey Club twice, and the
French Oaks once. The "Demon's" last win was on Mr.
Leopold de Rothschild's Brag, in the Brighton Cop of 1883,
and bis last appearance in tbe saddle was in the Park Stakes
at Ascot in 1834, when he rode Aladdin. So ended a long
and honorable career on the turf, extending over thirty years,
dnring which no breath of suspicion has sullied his fair fame.
It will be a gratification to many to know that he died with-
out suffering. Carefully attended by affectionate hands, he
has crossed the Valley of the Shadow of Death, leaving be-
hind him a name that, we are sure, will never be mentioned
without a kind thought to the memory of one of the fairest

riders that ever crossed a saddle. Of all the celebrated
jockeys of the century, including Buckle, Flatman and Archer,
none exceeded Fordham for his ability in the saddle, and cer-

tainly not one has commanded more thorough respect for his
character as a man.

Dick Conklin, the Former Breeder of Rarus
and Wedgewood, Passes Away-

Greexpobt. L. I., Oct. 27.—Richard B. Conklin, proprietor
of the Sound View Stock Farm, died yesterday of inflamma-
tion of the bowels. He was 70 years old. As a breeder and
raiser of tine stock Mr. Conklin was well known. He was
born in New York and was a stag^ carpenter. For many
years he was employed at the Academy of Music. In the
year I84S he purchased a provision stand in Fulton Market,
where he acquired a fortnne. In 1S65 he purchased the
Sound View Stock Farm at Arshamamogue, about two miles
from Greenport. He built the best-designed and most-com-
plete buildings for stock raising purposes in the couu'rv
here he T&Ue many horses whose reputations are wori 1

including Rarus, sold to Robert Bonner for 536,000; W
wood, sold for $20,000; Abraham Lincoln, R. B. Hay.-
King "Wilkes. As a successful trainer and breeder h* st

very high among horsemen.
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p. C. B. H. A. Fall Meeting.

The Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association Fall Meeting for

•87 opened anspicioosly on Saturday last at the Oakland

Trotting Park. .

The day was so fine that it would be difficu t to imagine

anything finer. Such an afternoon as California alone can show

in a latitude which is measured by thirty-eight degrees

north of the equator, in the latter days of October. Balmy as

June An atmosphere which gave pleasure to inhale. Not

so redoifnt of perfume, perhaps, as in February, when he

wild flowers are blooming and the grass has covered the

hiUs with a green carpet and spring blossoms are everywhere

fhongh the western zephyr was ladened with the freshness of

the wide Pacific, and There was inspiration in the air which

put horses and' people in the best of humor. The course

was in good order. Not quite so fast as it would have been

had he harrow been gauged to a shallower mark, though it

was just in the condition to please trainers, and not a

wamble was heard from those who are not easy to please on

Score The attendance was good for an opening day-

more than good, as the gate receipts demonstrated, and this,

which i to* be*' touchsfone, proved that there were fully as

many people present as has been known at previous mee-

Jno°
y

There was quite a number of carriages. The bal-

cony of the hotel ana the stands had more than he usual

number of occupants, and the space where spectators con-

^Ss'eZs a^'ookTefdidaHvely business, and as only one

favorite won in the four races, fielders and penc.lerx were

alike jubilant. The "talent" were at sea The first race

m-oved something of a Waterloo, the second recouped them

romewhat, the third brought utter demoralization and the

fourth was nearly as bad. The racing throughout was very

good the handicap esnecially, as in the large beld of starters

ft was only at the last moment the horses could be separated

"uneven
y
then, after the first

*°V*T fJ^lSnd The
others were closely bunched and not far behind, lhe

Ume was good-only two seconds slower than the best on

Je?ord?or one and a sixteenth miles, one and a half seconds

slower than the fastest for three-quarters, and that was made

onTstraight track, whereas in this there was a semi-circle

to nesotiale and the contestants two-year-olds with stake

weiehts up The time in the handicap was fair and also in

The seven Furlongs, though the start in the latter was unfor-

tunateT and tnf timinl-flag unquestionably dropped too

soon Question was left at the post, and she stood there

after two others had finished the spin. The following

"TK^oX^dwas the; ^fd-tion Pu.e Jor

Track last fall, when forty to one was offered against her,

being a hot favorite, but she failed to get a P ace The win-

„„, r,.„n was a six to one chance from Mr. ttaggin »

Ka
r

nch
K
o defprso stable. He was ridden by Wiuchell who

has been East with the Haggin stable. Applause by Three

Cheers who ran second, met with an accident being lonled

on the fi^st turn, where his jockey, Dennison, lost a stirrup,

spur and whip. He ran in great form, and barring accidents,

shouldTnave won, as he was at least ten lengths behind on

the upper turn and was only beaten half a length.

Kenny was first off, followed by Tnboulet. On the first

turn Applause, who was running in the ruck was fouled and

his°ockey lost stirrup, whip and spur. At the quarter-po e

Kennv led by half a leneth, Notidle second, and the res

bunched and close up. Near the half-mile pole Tnboulet

fouled Apolause again and both came near going down In

the run around the lower turn Applause ran very fast, and

when the horses turned into the stretch was in third posi-

tion It was a driving finish. The jockey on Dunbar drew

his whip first and she responded, but near the distance stand

let eo, and Kenny, who was running easy, won by half a

length from Applause, Triboulet third.

Tb. Haggln-s br c Kennv, '. by Duke of Montrose, dam b^Virgil
j

Ma.Se'vli.S^erb'cS'bVuiet.-^bVKVog Ban, dar, He^e- :

G.&n
onrblV

b
gBlaok PiVoV.-V;iy Ecbo;dam-Maa?e Bufce.no

^

Dav.^BroBVo-cJackBr.dyViiVwHdidie-.dam Sour 8=,1»
q

Matlock Bros'.' b mBepeita,' aged,by i'irm « Reform, dam Long
^

W. £%££& ch mLiie-bunbarVeVby-iazar.dam TftUj
o

B.oiHoiley'ebgT^eaoVslbyJtoBMwn.-d.mi^
fl

lbS
time, 1:104.

Poole- Lizzie Dunbar S25; Kepetta S12; Kenny S6; field S8. Post

odds : Kenny 6 to 1, Applause 5 to 1 for place.

Next came the Ladies' Stakes, for two-year-olds, and of the

eighteen entered only three came to the post Geraldme

Snowdrop and Welcome. Geraldme was a big favorite but

Snowdrop and Welcome, the last one from the same stable

that won the first race and ridden by the Eastern crack jockey,

Hamilton, had many followers. Geraldme was true to her

backers and won at will in good time. Snowdrop had the

worst of the send-off, but ran well, beating Welcome for a

"'iriook some time to start this race. The delay was occa-

sioned by Snowdrop's stubborn actions at the post. Finally

toe starter droppe/the flag and the horses got off on equal

erms, with the exception of Snowdrop, who was several

lengths behind. Geraldine cut out the running and^ moved

along at a rapid pace, with Welcome close up. After pass-

ing the first quarter the speed of the horses was seemingly

"creased and a grand race ensued between Welcome and

Geraldine. After passing the half Snowdrop gradually closed

up her gap and passed Welcome on the lower turn. Down

Z straight it was nip and tuck, and although Snowdrops

iockey applied whip and spur vigorously, he was unable to

grasp a victory from Geraldine, who won the race by two

lengths, Snowdrop Becond.

m t „,„„'<!TAitFi!-Forrwo-year-old811ieB (foals of 18861; SSOeaoh,
THE Lmjies Stakes 1 °r™ y

Jan . , 1B; orm if declared out
;S5 forfeit; or S >» "^^™oli unlM8 ac-ompanted with the money,
Aug. 1, 1»8 '

•
"" °™;„rj Vo receive $100, third to save state. Winners

with 3101. added; eeconaItoreceivs,j> w Three-quarters oi a mile,
of three sta^ races to carry 5 ^exto ^q ^ Dh(lann0 ,

Declared Jan. 1.,™87
' ^. '„d Trotting Pirk, Oct. 23th, 1887. Judges

fTofa"? Th^tn^.aSmlnry'cSvotfskiU.
Starter. W. B. Wil-

MaSVilta Stable's ch f Geraldine by Grinstead, dam Cousin
j

,* rs

e

G
B
ariand

;
.

b
ch f Snowdrop by Job Hooker, dam Laura Winston.

iQ7 1ba. (Carried 109) ' "

J. B, Haggin's br f Welcome by Warwick, dam Aeolia, 107 lbs
Hamilton 3

Time,l:14i.
Pools: Geraldine S2U0; Snowdrop S110; Welcome $35. Post odds:

Geraldine 2 to 5, Snowdrop 2J to 1, Welcome 5 to 1.

The third event of the day was the Bay City Stakes a

one and a half mile dash handicap for all ages. Of eighteen
entered nine were scratched. It was a grand race.

Narcola, who has several times this fall made the running,
after going a mile and a quarter gave it up. Her trainer

said she was not at herself. The public played Shasta,

,
but the winner turned up in a fielder, Ninena, who was
not prominent in the race until the horses entered the stretch

I and only won by a neok. Her victory was due to the good
I
riding of her jockey, Hazlitt.

', There was was very little preliminary scoring attached to

|

this event, notwithstanding that nine horses started. The
j
horses got away to a tolerably fair start with Narcola in pre-

mier position, Shasta second, and Adeline third, the others
i bunched and well up. The positions were not changed until
I the horses entered the stretch, where Patti moved up and
i took second position. Passing the stand the first time Nar-

|

oola led by a length, with Patti second and ShaBta third. In
the run down the back stretch Adeline spurted and worked

' her way into second place, but in turning into the home
i

stretch Moonlight came along with a rush and passed Adeline.
!
Ninena, Shasta and Edelweiss, who had been running in the
ruck, came away from the bnnch, passed Moonlight and Nar-
cola, and the finish was very close and exciting, Hazlitt
landing his mount, by good riding, a winner by a neok,

Shasta second, half a length before Edelweiss. This was
considered the best race of the day, whioh. truth the "talent"

can attest.

The Bat City Stages—A handicap for all ages; Soti each, ?25 forfeit,

$10 if declared out, with $750 added; second tc receive $100; third to

save stake. Weights announced Thursday, Oct. 27th. Declarations due
at 6 o'clock p. M. the day before the race. One mile and a half. Oak-
land Trotting Park, Oct. 29, 1887. Judges—Senator Geo. Hearst, C. C.

Coleman. J. O Wolfskin. Starter— W. M. Williamson.
B. C. Holly's ch f Ninena, 3, by Jim Brown, dam Nannie Hubbard

M5 lbs Hazlitt 1

J. B. Haggin's b f Shasta, 3, by Spendthrift, dam imp. Bombazine,
109 lbs Hamilton 2

Mrs. Susie B. Woifskill's b f Edelweiss, i, by Joe Hooker, dam
Yolone, 105 lbs Cooper 3

"W. L. Appleby's cb f Laura Gardner, 3, by Jim Brown, dam Avail,
1C1 IbB Navais

C. H. Eldred'sbm Moonlight, 4, by Thad Stevens, dam Twilight,
108 lbs. (Carried 112) Duffy

Laurelwood btable's b m Patti, 4, by Wildidle, dam Nettle Brown,
HOlbs Leigh

D. J. McCarthy's ch f Adeline, 3. by Enquirer, dam Analyne. 1Q-J lbs
Wenchell

M. Storn's b f Narcola, 3, by Norfolk, dam Ada C, 108 lbs Newell
G. W. Trahern's b g Dave Douglas, 5, by Leinster, dam Lily Simp-

son, 98 lbs (Carried 100) DenniBon
Time, 2:38*.

Pools: Shasta 350; Adeline S50; Narcola $22; Laura Gardner 520;
field $35. Post odds: Ninena 15 to 1, Shasta ^ in i for place.

Fourth and last came a purse-race for two-year-olds, which
had eleven entries and sis starters, and again the favorite

was beaten. The second choice never left the poBt, and Glen
Echo, from Mr. Haggin's stable, won. Canny Scot, the
favorite, did not run up to his Sacramento form, and only
secured third place. Glen Echo is in the Equity Stake on
Tuesday and a purse-race on Saturday, and unless he goes
amiss should be well up in both. Kildare ran a good race,

but the top weight he carried told on him.
Kildare had the best of tbe start by a length. Question,

who sold second choice in the pools, was left standing at the
post, being faced toward the stand when the flag fell. Kil-

dare showed the way down the bat* k stretch, with Scot second,
SuBie third. Passing the three-quarter pole Kildare led by
half a length, Scot still second. In the stretch Glen Echo
came with a grand rush on the extreme outside, passed
Kildare and Scot and won by a neck fmm Kildare, Canny
Scot third and Susie S. fourth.

Purse £400; of which 85u to second, ?25 to third. For two-year-olds.
Winners of two two-year-old races to carry a pounds; of three, 5

pounds extra. Non-winners allowed 5 pounds. Seven furlongs. Oak-
land Trotting Park. Oct. 29, 1887. Judges, J. N. Bailhacho, Peter Don-
ahue, Col. H. I. Thornton. Starter, W. M. Williamson
J. B. Haggin's br c Glen Echo by Glenelg, dam Echoless, 102 lbs.

Winchell 1

J. B. Chase's ch g Kildare by Kyile Daly, dam Mistake, lu7 lbs.

O'Hara 2

W. L. Pritchard's ch c Canny Sc t by Leinster, dam Tibbie Dunbar,
105 lbs Kelly 3

Geo. Hearst's ch f Question by Monday, dam Fostress, 102 lbs. Hart u

D. J. McCarty's b c Bolero by Norfolk, dam Neapolitan, 105 lbs
Dennison

A. Y. Stevenson's f Susie S. by M.i-muii.ke. dam Pirouette, 102 lbs.

Williams
Time, l:i9i.

Pools: Canny Scot $25, Question $17, Glen Echo S14, field Sll. Post
odds : Glen Echo 6 to 1, Kildare 5 to 1 for place.

The fifth race did not come off, darkness preventing it. It

was almost 6 o'clock when the judges informed the specta-

tors that the day's sport had ended, and the vast multitude
departed from the grounds, thoroughly satisfied with the
afternoon's racing and the general management. The con-
tests, from first to last, were tiptop, and the many sports-

men who failed to be present at the inaugural day's sports
missed a rare treat in the annals of horse racing.

Second Day.

The second day of the Fall Kace Meeting of the Pacific

Coast Blood-Horse Association was characterized by another
beautiful afternoon and a large attendance. The weather,
like that of the preceding Saturday, was all that could be
desired, and the course iu very good order. Heretofore, the
second days have usually been light in gate receipts, though
on last Tuesday there waB not a great deal of falliug off from
that of the opening day. There were four good races on the
bill, one of them exciting more than common interest among
the followers of racing, and all likely to prove close contests
The contretemp which occurred in starting the first race
was the only thing to mar the pleasure of the day, and is the
second instance of the flags falling at the wrong time at this

meeting. To get fair starts in running races is evidently of

the greatest importance, and of all the troubles which bother
managers of race meetings is the worst, worse than all other
tribulations combined, and if some genius could fix upon a
plan that would insure good starts he would deserve a statue

to perpetuate his memory, in addition to the mere tangible

reward of present remuneration. An attempt was made to

introduce so novel a Boheme that owners decided that it

would not do to risk either jockeys or horses in making the
trial—four huge posts, two on each side of the track, on the

tops of which ropes were strung, and from them pendant
cords, with bamboos, to form a stall for each animal. It can
scarcely be expected that owners will tuke the chances of

injuring horses in a network of ropes, bamboos and canvas,
and the only show for the inventor to have it awarded a prac-

tical trial will be to offer a purse, one of the conditions being
that the horses engaged shall start from the machine. Should
that secure entries, and the trial be satisfactory, there will be

a certain reward.
The first race being a dash of a mile, the horses were

started near the winning score. This being directly in front

of the stands, starter and horses are apt to be more uervoua
than at other points. The betting showed that there was

little choice between Kepetta and Eenney, all the others
grouped in the field. When the starter dropped his flag the

rider of Kepetta appeared to be 6xing his bridle reins. Ken-
ney was in advance, but stood quartering on the track. In
all probability something obstructed the view of the starter,

and he was not aware of the exact position. At all events

the favorites were ont of the race, Bepetta not being started

at all, and Kenney cantering along in the rear. Those who
supported the field were not kept in suspense, and though
there was a very pretty finish, it was all the same to them
which won. It is rare that a better race is seen than the

Equity Stakes disclosed. "When Glen Echo went under the

wire Carmen was only a "head" in the rear, the other Reucho
del PaBO colt, "Weloome, not a neck behind his victorious

stable companion. The great race of the Park Stakes was no
test for heavy investments. Grover Cleveland was a big

favorite, bringing more than all the others, though thiB did

not frighten the backers of the others. The books did a big

business; the auctioneer in the poolstand did not have to

wait for bids.

It was a strong field, and Shasta had shown such a capacity

in the handicap of Saturday as to give her prominence in the

betting. There was a long delay at the post. This did not
seem to weary the patience of the spectators, and they were
amply rewarded by one of the best races ever run in Cali-

fornia. It was a truly run race, and when Triboulet came in

first Shasta was so close, and Edelweiss also, that the result

was in doubt up to the last few strides. The time was fast

—2:0S£—especially when made by a three-year-old carrying
109 pounds. The winner carried a good deal of money. His
owner, after supporting him in the pools and otherwise, won
$1,000 of a bookmaker by venturing one-tenth of the amount.
The only favorite of the day which won was Laura Gardner,
and that was not on much of a margin. The following are

the details:

There was quite a delay at the post and several breakaways,
and when the flag fell Bepetta was left standing at the post.

It was a very straggling start, and caused much dissatisfac-

tion. Kenney, the favorite, was almost left. Etta W. was
first away, followed by Blue Bonnet. On the back stretch

Lady Duffy ran into the first place, and at the half was first,

with Idalene Cotton second. On the upper turn Kelly took
first place with Cotton, and at the three-quarter pole Notidle
had second position. Kenney, the favorite, was hard ridden

by Hamilton, but could not overtake the leaders, Idalene

Cotton winning by three lengths, Notidle second, Blue Bon-
net third.

Puree $400, of which S50 to Becond, $25 to third. For three-year-olds
and upwards. Winners of No. 1 at this meeting to carry 7 pounds
extra. Maidens of three years old allowed 8 pounds ; if four years old
or upwards, allowed 12 pounds. One mile. Oakland Trotting Park,
November 1, 188/. Judges, Col. H. I, Thornton, David McClure, P. J.

Donahue. Starter, W. M. WilliamHon.
Maltese Villa Stable's ch f Idalene Cotton, 3, by Jim Brown, dam

Lizzie P., 106 lbs Kelly 1

M. F. Taipey's ch f Notidle, 3, by Wildidle, dam Bonanza, 106 lbs.

Navais 2

G. W. Trahern's cb f Blue Bonnet, S, by -Joe Hooker, dam Kate
Carson, 98 lbs. (carried 103) Dennison 3

J. B. Haggin's br c Kenney, 3,.by Duke of Montrose, dam by Virgil,

1131bs Hamilton
Matlock Bros.' b m Bepetta, aged, by Alarm or Reform, dam Long

Nine, 115 lbs Duffy
Matlock Bros.' ch f Lady Duffy, 4, by Patsy Duffy, dam unknown,

115 lbs Matlock
B. C. HoUy's b g Torpedo, 3, by Jim Brown, dam Julia Morgan, 98

lbs Williams
S. A.Cooper's ch f Etta W.,3, by Joe Hooker, dam by Foster, 10S lbs.

(carried 107) Cooper
Time, 1 :43J.

Pools : Kenney 826, Repetta 825, field $10. Post odde : Idalene 8 to 1,

Notidle 5 to 1 for place.

In the second race the starter again had his patience tried,

for the youngsters acted badly, but when the flag fell all were
in motion. Carmen led the band down the back stretch. All

were bunched at the upper turn. After turning into the

stretch Carmen, Glen Echo and Welcome drewaway from the

rest, and it was the finest finish of the day, all the riders

using whip and spur vigorously. Glen Echo stood the drive

the longest, and Hamilton landed her winner by the shortest

of heads, Carmen second, a neck in advance of Welcome.

The Equity Stakes—For two-year olds; S10 each, p. p., with $400 ad-

ded; first horse to take the added money; second horse 70 percent., and
the third horse 30 per cent, of the stakes. Winners of any two-year-old

race of the value of $500 to carry 5 pounds; of two such races 7 pounds;
of three, 10 pounds extra. Three-quarters of a mile. Oakland Trot-

ting Park, Nov. 1, 1887. Judges, Col. H. I. Thornton, David McClure,
Caleb Dorsey. Starter, W. M. Williamson.

J. B. Haggin's br c Glen Echo by Glenele, dam Echolesa, 110 lbs.,

Hamilton 1

Laurelwood Stable's ch f Carmen by Wildidle, dam Nettie Brown,
. 107 lbs O'Hiira 2

J B Haggin's br f Welcome by Warwick, dam Aeolia, 107 lbs.,
Wincbell 3

J . B. Chase's ch g Kildare by Joe Hooker, dam Lady Clare by Joe
Daniels, 107 lbs Dennison

Geo. Hearst's ch f Question by Monday, dam F„stress,;i07 lbs. Ross

Geo Hearst's br f Lenoke by Shannon, dam Tippera, 107 lba. (car-

ried llli) Duffy
W. L. Pritchard's ch c Canny Scot by Leinster, dam Tibbie Dunbar,

110 lba Kelly
Time, 1;16.

Pools: Haggin's stable (Welcome and Glen Echo) $40, Hearst's stable

(Lenoke and Question) $40, Carmen $16, field $18. PoBt odds : Glen
Echo 8 to 6, Carmen 7 to 5 for place.

When the start was made for the third race Cleveland had

a length the best of it, and went out and made the running.

Passing the stand the first time Cleveland led by two lengths,

EdelweiBS second, Dunbar third, rest bunched. Kunning
around the first turn Dunbar moved up second, and Applause

took third place. On the baok stretch ShaBta fell into third

position and Applause fell back beaten. Coming into the

stretch Cleveland still led, but only for a short distance.

Kelly brought Triboulet up with a rush, as did Hamilton on
Shasta, and both passed Cleveland, Triboulet winning by a

length, Shasta second, Edelweiss third.

The Pake STAKE3-For ullages. $50 each, $25 forfeit, or $10 if de-

clared out October 15th, 1887, with $600 added; Becond to receive $100,

third to save stake. Winners this year of a stake race of the value of

S1.00U when carrying weight forage op more to carry 5 pounds; for two

such races 7 pounds extra. Horses that have not been placed this year

allowed 5 pounds. One mile and a quarter. Oakland Trotting Park,

Nov. 1, 1887. Judges: Col. H. I. Thornton, David McClore, P. J. Dona-

hue.' Starter, W. M. Williamson.

Maltese VillaStahle'sb cTriboulet (formerly SafeBan>,3, by King

Ban, dam Herzegovina, 1U9 lbs Kelly 1

J B Haggin's b f Shasta, 3, by Spendthrift, dam imp. Bombazine
JOOlbs. (carried 107J) Hamilton 2

Mib Susie B. Wolfskin's b f EdelweiBS, 4, by Joe Hooker, dam
Yolone, 115 lbs •

:;
Du5y 3

Tbos G. Jones* b g Applause, 3, by Three Cheers, dam Alice N.,

106 lbs. (carried 107) Leigh

W L Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, 6, by Bazar, dam Tibbie

Dunbar, 116 lba .....Carillo

Mr Storn's ch c Grover Cleveland, 4, by Monday, dam Robin Girl,

118 lbs Newell
Time,2:08i.

Pools: Cleveland 3160, Shasta $75, field $105. Poet' odds: 8 to 1 Tri-

boulet, 8 to 6, Shasta for place.

The fourth race was called late in the afternoon, and as it

was a heat race the laBt heat was run iu the twilight.

First Heat—All got off well but Oscar Wilde, who was left.

Ellwood took the lead, and led well into the stretch, where

he swerved badly. Daly and Gardner, who had been run-
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ning second and third, took the lead, and, after a driving
tiiiish, Gardner won, Daly second, Blajk Pilot third.

Second Heat— It was so daik that it was hard to distinguish

the color of the horses. Ellwood led all the way to the
Beven-eigbths pole, where he again swerved badly. O'Hara
straightened him again, but Gardner came with a rnsh iu tae
last 100 yards, and won by a neck, Avondale second, Ellwood
third.

Selling Purse, ?400, of which §50 to the second,
4S25 to the third

For all ages. The winner to be sold at auction, fixed value il ,500: 1

pound allowed for each 5100 less, down to ?l,UO0, then 2 pounds for

each §100 down to i'itO: 2 pounds added for each SlO'l above fixed valu-
ation. Selling price to be stated through the entry box at the usual
time of declaring, 6 o'clock p.m. the day before the race. Three-
quarter mile boats. Oakland Trotting Park, Nov. 1, 1887. Judges:
Col. H. I. Thoraton, David ilcOIure, P. J. Donahue. Starter, M. Wil-
liamson.
W. L. Appleby's ch f Lama Gardner, 3, by Jim Brown, dam Avail,

105 lbs Navais 1

A. Y. Stevenson's b m Avondale, 5, by Marraaduke, dam Pirouette,
105 lbs Wiuchell 2

Maltese Villa Stable's cb g Ellwood, 3, by Norfolk, dam Ballinette,

102 lbB (earned 10jA) .. . O'Hara 3

D. J. McCarthy's ch g Tom D;ily, i. by Kyrle Daly, dam Colum jia,

95 lbs. iCirriedliHI) Morton
B. C. Holly's b g Sunday, H, by Ironclad, dam by Shannon, eC lbs

. . . Williams
E. Flitnei-'s b c Oscar JWilde, 2. by Don Victor, dam Esther, 8n lbs.

(carried 85) Burger
G. Crismon's blk g Black Pilot, 6, by Echo, dam Madge Duke, 95 lbs.

(carried 1GLJ) " Hazlitt
Time, 1:16, 1 :16A.

Pools : Gardner £25, Avondale §24, Ellwood ?12, field §30. Post odds.
First heat, Gardner, 2 to 1; second heat, Gardner, 6 to 10; Avondale,
2 to 1 for place.

Bay District.

Saturday, Oct. **9.

The 6rst race was for a purse of $1,000, mile heats, 3 in 5,

free for all pacers and trotters. The Denver horse, L. C. Lee,

handled by Hitchcock; Homestake, whose record is 2:16,

driven by Billy Donaihan, and that great foar-year-old mare,
Elln S., half-sister to Little Brown Jug, and piloted by Johnny
Goldsmith, were the only three to show np, Adair and Lot
Slocum being on the sick list, and withdrawn.
L. C. Lee was the favorite in the auction box at $40, Home-

stake at $16 and Ella S. at $12.
First Heat—On the tap of the bell, to an even send-off,

Lee took the lead and was in front of Homestake at the quar-

ter by a length, Ella S. five lengths off. Down the back
stretch they paced fast, widening the gap somewhat on Ella,

and they reached the half in 1:06$. On the upper turn Lee
drew away a couple of lengths. These positions remained
unchanged to the head of the home stretch, down which Lee
and Hmoestake came "head and head." At the drawgate,

after a most exciting struggle, Lee managed to get his head
in front, and won the heat by a nose, Ella S. third, in the

fast time of 2:15^, the last half being paced in 1:061,.

Second Heat—Lee now sold for $50 against $19 for the

field. An even send-off, the mare third and the black horse

and Homestake "upstickB" at the quarter, and they went
like a double team to the half-mile pole, where, so even were

they, that Homestake and Dunathan, his driver, conld not be

seen. On the turn Lee paced away and opened a gap, and
down the stretch Ella S., the phenomenal four-year-old, the

property of A. C. Smith, paced very fast, and passing Home-
Btake was only beaten by Lee by two lengths in the improved
time of 2:15. The first naif was paced in 1:05.

Final Heat of the Pace—Poolselling was now over. After

a very lively clip to the quartar Lee again showed in front of

Ella S. (
Homestake five lengths off and apparently tired. At

the half Ella Bhowed in the fore in 1:09. On the turn and
down the stretch Lee showed his supeiior speed, and pacing

home, beat his own previous record, in this, the third heat of

a hard race, Ella S. second, Homestake third. Time, 2:18.

Bay Dibtbict Tback. Purse of 51,000, mile heats, three in five, free-

for-all pacers and trotters.

Hitchcock's blk g L. 0. Lee 1 1 1

A C. Smith's s m Ella S 3 2 2
Donathan's b g Homestake 2 3 3

Time, 2:153, 2:15,2:18.

THE SECOND RACE.

Now came a race that excited the pool-buyers and caused

intense excitement. All of the advertised entries appeared,

Black Diamond, behind whom sat Hitchcock, bringing in the

auction pools $40, Jane L. driven by Lindsey, at $28, and
the field, consisting of Wells-Fargo (Bayliss) and Sister (Gold-

smith) bringing only S6.

The First Heat—A splendid start was made, and trotting

fast "Wells-Fargo showed at the quarter a length in front of

Black Diamond and Sister, who were side by side, Jane five

lengths away. Black Diamond moved up second after this

point and closed on "Wells-Fargo at the halt in 1:13. Around
the upper turn Sister disputed with Black Diamond for

second honors, and finally at the three-quarter polo he suc-

cumbed, and Goldsmith, beating a lively time with the "silk,"

was only beaten by the veteran campaigner by half a length

in 2:18|, his best record, Black Diamond third and Jane L.

away back.
Second Heat—Pools still showed Black Diamond at $30,

Jane L. $13, and the field, with the winner of the last

fast heat and Sister, at only $4. After four attempts Charles

Crittenden rang them off on a beautiful start, Wells-Fargo in

the lead at the quarter, Sister and Jane L. third and fourth

lapped on one another. At the half Black Diamond had
improved his position and Bhowed his head in front, Sister

trotting fast behind him with Jane L., and at the tnree-

quarter a large blanket could have covered all four horses.

"Nip and tuck" down the straight and no one could tell who
held the "tuck." At the drawgate the excitement was
intense, yells for all the horses being given as the winner,

but "Wells-Fargo made a splendid brush under the able man-
agement and driving of Bayliss, who pushed hi3 nose in front

and fairly lifted him under the wire, the winner of one of the

best-contested heats ever witnessed, in 2:19, Black Diamond
second, Sister third, Jane L. again last.

Third Heat—Before the start of this heat, notwithstanding

that Wells-Fargo had won two fast heats, Black Diamond
still had the call in the pools at $100, Jane L. $40, and the

field at $28. In this heat Goldsmith gave his seat to Marvin

behind Sister. Bang* goes the bell, with Wells-Fargo Blightly

in the rear. Jane L. now broke and acted badly, and fell

twenty lengths in the rear, Wells-Fargo, by a fine burst of

speed for a horse "supposed to have quit," resumed his place

in front of Black Diamond "jam up." "Look at Diamond!"
was the shout as they went up the back-stretch to the half-

mile pole, where he was on even terms with the leader.

Around the turn they go "head and head," but the black

horse lasted the longest under the severe strain, probably

owing to his ability to rest himself with a skip or two—and
Bayliss eased his horse and allowed Black Diamond to win
the heat bv three lengths, Sister third and JaneL. just inside

the flag. Time, 2:21.

Fourth Heat—Owing to the exhibition made by Jane L. in

the previous heats, only trotting at best in 2:24 or 255, when
it waB known that with proper management she could beat

2:20. the jndges saw Ht to remove Lindsey and substitute

Billy Donathan behind her, and the result of the heat showed
their good judgment, for Billy, after a very bruising race,

made a dead heat with Black Diamond, amid the greatest

enthusiasm and applause, in 2:20, Wells-Fargo last, having
evidently "laid up."

Fifth Heat—The pools now veered around and Black Dia-

mond sold for 3100, Jane L. for $60, and the field for $10.

It waB now nearly dark, and almost impossible to see the

horses on the back stretch. At the quarter, Diamond led Jane
by a length, with Wells-F&rgo taking it quietly in the rear,

Bayliss evidently aware that it could not be trotted out
in the dark, and with rare good sense saving his horse
the punishment and bruising he would get, and waiting until

they came together on Monday.
Jane L. and Diamond kept up the interest, however, and

the mare, under Billy Donathan's superior skill and handling,

was lauded a winner of the heat in the fast time, for a fifth

heat, of 2:20, Black Diamond second, Sister third and "Wells-

Forgo last. It now being quite dark the judges postponed
the finish of the race until Monday at 2 p. M., and also an-

nounced an extra rice Monday for a purse of $250, mile

heats, three in five, for the following pacers: Haverly, Charlie

Brown, Prussian Boy and Damiana. This ended the finest

and best day's racing, as was admitted by all, that ever took

place over the Bay District Track under any management.
After the conclusion of the fifth he>U Mr. Crittenden, one

of the judges, was approached by Lindsey, who was taken

from behind Jane L, and asked why Le did so.

Mr. Crittenden replied that the reason was that in the opin-

ion of the judges he was not trying to win. Lindsey called

him a liar, which Mr. Crittenden very pioperly resented by

a blow in the face. Friends interfered now, and while so

doing Lindsey struck Mr. Crittenden over the eye with the

butt of his whip, and raised quite a lump. Further hostilities

were then postponed, but in the opinion of all present Lind-
sey was blamed, as, if he wa3 trying to win as he claimed,

the judges had favored his chances by removing him when
he had demonstrated to all his inability while in the sulky.

Monday.
A fair number of spectators defied the raw wind which

blew with chilling effect from the ocean on Monday after-

noon, and assembled at the Bay District Track to witness the

conclusion of the unfinished race and the pacing event
improvised for the day's sport. It was a poor day for horse

and man, but notwithstanding the climatic drawback the

races were closely contested, and the betting quite spirited.

At precisely 2 o'clock the horses were rung up for the

unfinished trot. "Wells-Fargo, with two heats in his favor,

was made the favorite at two to one over the field. In the

pools he brought $50 against $15 for Jane L. and $10 for

Black Diamond.
As soon as the horses were tapped off for the sixth heat,

"Wells-Fargo broke and fell back ten lengths. On passing the

quarter Black Diamond was rive lengths ahead of Jane L.,

with the same amount of daylight between her and the favor-

ite. Down the back stretch and on the lower turn the mare
reduced the gap, and trotting fast on the straight work for

the wire looked a winner, but a break at the drawgate
destroyed her chances, and Black Diamond jogged in first by
five lengths,, Jane L. second and Wells-Fargo just inside the

flag. Time, 2:20f

.

Wells-Fargo still had the call in the betting, at $25 to Sll
for Black Diamond and SS for Jane L.
In the seventh heat Black Diamond again went to the front

at the tap of the bell, but did not retain his advantage long,

for Jane L. was about even at the quarter. Down the back
stretch the pair raced like a team, with "Wells-Fargo four
lengths behind. On the lower turn the latter broke and fell

back beaten for the heat. Eotering the stretch Blaei:

Diamond still led. but Jane L., admirably handled by Gold-
smith, was not to be easily defeated, and closed on the leader

as they trotted for the string. At the drawgate she waseven,
and Diamond, giving up the fight, she jogged in winner by
three lengths in 2:22.

Jane L. was now made a hot favorite, and she brought joy
to the camp of her backers by taking the lead in the last

heat, with Black Diamond second, two lengths behind, and
Wells-Fargo trailing three lengths further in the rear. The
procession was maintained during the circuit, Jane L. win-
ning the heat and race. Black Diamond second and Wells-
Fargo third. Time. 254.

2:20 class, for a purse of 31,000, divided . One mile heats.

Jane L., "or m-Lindsey 14401211
Black Diamond, bg—Hitchcock 32102122
Wells-Fargo, ch g Bayliss 11244333
Sister, b m Goldsmith 2 3 3 3 3 drwn

Time, 2:182, 2:19, 2:21, 2:2U, 2:20, 2:201, 2:2?, 2:24.

The day's sport was concluded with a pacing race for a

purse of $300 between Charley Brown to cart, and Damiana
and Haverly to harness.

Charley Brown, with his record of 2:21, was installed

favorite at $20, against $15 for Haverly and $6 for Damiana.
In the first heat Charley Brown broke at the beginning of

the first turn and fell back ten lengths before he recovered.

Before reaching the quarter Damiana ?.l-o left his feet, and
on entering the back stretch Haverly led by five lengths, with
Damiana two lengths in front of the favorite. Haverly main-
tained his advantage to the straight and won the heat, with
Charley Brown second, in the slow time for horses of this

class of 2:31.

Haverly now superseded Charley Brown as first choice and
brought $25, against $9 for Brown and $7 for Damiana.
In the second heat Haverly went off in the lead and was

never headed, winning the heat, with the other two (who had
made a series of breaks all the way around) just inside the

flag. Time, 2:27.

The final beat was a repetition of the second, Haverly head-
ing the procession and winning the heat, race and first

money by three lengths, Damiana second, and Brown third.

Time, 2:25.

Pacing race, purse of 8300, divided.
Haverly, ch g—flovey 1 1 1

Damiana, ch g-BayliPS 3 2 3
Charley Brown, g g—Johnson 2 3 2

Time, 2:31, 2:27. 2:25.

A Trotting Wonder.

The greatest trotting wonder of the season is the KeD-
tucky-bred yearling filly Sudie M. On the 14th inst. this

peerlees little miss showed a trial mile at Lexington, Ky.,
in 2:36, and was immediately bought by J. S. Clark, New
Brunswick, N. J , for $5,000. On the following day Mr. Clark
backed her to beat ihe beat record ever made by a yearling
trotter, which whr 2:36A that stood to the credit of the Cali-

ornia oily Hioda Rose by Electioneer. Mr. George Bowerman
of Lexington, Ky , mounted the sulky behind Sudie M.,
and easily accomplished the remarkable feat at the first effort,

going to the quarter in 41 seconds, the Becond in 38|, the
third in 38], and the last in 37:. passing under the wire in
2:35;,-. This trotting prodigy is by Sherman's Hambletonian
son of Bysdyk's Hambletonian. Her dam is Fanny Clay, by

American Clay. The latter is by Strader's Caseins M. Clay
Jr. dam by imported Tranby; second dam by Aratun, by
Director, by Sir Archy, sou of importe-i Dionied; third dam
by Josephus, by Ainencau Icliise, by Duroc sun of impor-
ted Diomed. Fourth dam Columbus, thoruu^hi-rcii. sou .j.

Archy by imp. Diomed. The second dam ol ibis tilly is by
Gsno, he by American Eclipse, son of Duroc, by iuuporte-4

Diomed, out of Betsey Richards, by Sir Archy, sun of Dio-
med. The dam of Sherman's Hambletonian was by Seely's
American Star, a horse inbred to the Diomed strain. Kys-
dyk's Hambletonian and Strader's Cassius M. Clay were
strongly inbred to imported Messenger. This is the kind
of *'bosh" found in the record breakers. Young breeders
just note that fact. Mr. J. K. Graham has a weanling filly

oy Don Carlos, out of the dam of Sadie M.
Study the records carefully and form your own occlusions

regardless of theorists. The science of breeding trotters with
sufficient speed and stamina to break the records is yet in
its infancy.—American Cultivator.

Racing Notes.

After all hope had been for some time abandoned, George
Fordham died and thus within less than twelve months
two of the greatest jockeys ever seen on the turf have
gone over to the majority. As regards the respective
merits of Fordham and Archer as horsemen we have no
intention now of entering inlo any comparison; suffice it

to say that each in his way was unrivalled, as, though
the latter was tne stronger finisher, Fordham was a perfect

master of all those various resources of the art that so often
serve to steal a winning verdict. Whilst the late Fred
Archer may be specified as the greatest representative of the
modern school ot jockeys, George was one of the best exam-
ples of the old style nf which we have, unfortunately now, but
few samples left. Although net opposed to the principle of

education which is oow in vogne, we cannot deny that the
modern system has brought evils in its train. George Ford-
ham was a jockey pare aud simple, and received no higher
education than fell to the lot of nearly all in his class of life

at a time when board schools were not. "When we consider,
indeed, that he had his first public mount when only thirteen
years of age, we can imagine at what tender years he was
first apprenticed to a trainer. The raising of the lowest
weight to 5 st. 7 lb. in our handicaps was a step in the right
direction, as we no longer witness pigmies weighing 3 si. iu

the saddle; and there is small dou t that George Fordham's
delicateness of chest was in great measure dne to the rough
life he had to lead when quite a child. From an owner's and
a trainer's point of view, George Fordham was an ideal

jockey, for not only was bis honor an t honesty unimpeach-
able, but his silence and discretion could be absolutely relied

upon. Thus his services in all important trials at head-
quarters and provincial training establishments were as
eagerly sought after as they were in the actual contests.

Although quite at home on all our racecourses, it was a* New-
market generally that his choicest gems of jockeyship were
exhibited. He knew the position of the various winning
posts on the famous heath to an inch, and often when his

mount was behind just before and just after the fatal line, it

was found that his head was in front at tbe all important
moment. He was short in the legs, and, therefore, did not
present that elegant appearauce iu the saddle that mauy of
our well known jockeys have exhibited, but there has been
no more accomplished race-rider within the recollection of

the present generation, and it was always an advantage to

secure his services in a .natch where knowledge of pace and
the finesse of the art count far more than they do when there
are a number of starters, some of whom are pretty sure to

make stiong running from the outset. It was a curious cir-

cumstance that though Fordham was the premier jockey for

many years, and successful over and over again in nearly
all our principal stakes, the Derby only fell to him
once, when quite late in his career, whilst he never suc-
ceeded in steering the winner of the St Leger. Still

more curious was it that he should have missed winning
the Derby on a Lord Clifden and gained it on a Sir Bevys.
Many thought that Fordham ought to have secured the blue
riband of the turf for Lord St. Vincent in 1S63, but these
were probably prejudiced or pecuniarily interested in the
success of Lord Clifden. This son of Newminster was un-
doubtedly a grand specimen of the thoroughbred; but Mac-
aroni's three-year-old career proves that he was an excep-
tional race-horse. The only Guineas' winners Fordham
rode in the Great Epsom event were Vauban, who came in
third, and McGregor, who started such a hot favorite but
broke down in the race. He was also on the back of Lady
Elizabeth; but. though this mare started favorite, she was at

the time no more capable of winning the Derby than the
veriest plater then in training. The best mount he ever had
in the St Leger was Buckstone, who only just succumbed to

the guineas winner, The Marquis, after a desperate struggle
though he managed to run Pero Gomez very close on Mar-
tyrdom. He might have had the winning mount in the St.

Leger, in 1868, on Formosa, whom he had piloted in her other
notable three-year-old triumphs, but preferred to steer Paul
Jones, with whose owner be was intimately connected. As
Fordham had some years ago retired for good from his pro-
fession, his death in no way affects the fortunes of the turf,

on whose annals he has indelibly stamped his name. To
his descendants it must ever be a source of great pride and
satisfaction that whilst for so many years a professional
jockey, exposed to the strongest temptations that can assail

any human being, no breath of suspicion was ever associated
with the name of George Fordham.

Hayesville, Ohio.

The Camden Colt Purse of $50, offered by the owners of

Camden for the best three-year-old Camden colt, mile heats,

was run at Hayesville, Ohio, Oct. 20th, 1854, and out of his

numerous progeny but two came to the Btarting post. These
were John Scott Jr.'s, bay colt Little Frank, and Luther M.
Pratt's black colt Blackbird. Ever since these colts were
dropped there has been made wise speculation in regard to
their respective merits. The Bird has taken the first perm-
ium as the best blood colt, over Frank, atthe county fair, when
a weanling, and when a two-year-old. And this race was not
only to test the merits of the colts, but to confirm or reverse
the decision of two committees on colts and fillies at the
county fairs. And when weighed on the track it took Little

Frank just one minute and fifty-one seconds to decide it

and prove that at least about horseflesh it is human tn err.

Friday Oct. 20th, 1854.—Purae $50, for all three-year-old colt

Camden Mile heats
John Scott Jr.'s b c Utile Frank by Camden.dam by Baccb.ii.*, i

lbs
Luther M. Pratt's bl c Blackbird, by Camden, dam bv pn=»h. -

lbs
Time, 1:51,1:54.

—Spirit of the, Times, Dec. 2d, 1854.
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Third Day of Meeting on the Oakland Park.

The third day of the races was an unqualified success in

every reBpect. Another fine afternoon, an attendance fully

up to that of the previoue meetings, and good raciDg all

through. The starts were favorable, and though Borne time

was taken in getting the horses together, in nearly every

instance no fault could be found with the official who handled

the flag. Spectators are willing to condone a loss of time

when the horses are sent off on even terms. As in each of

the races the horses were closely bunched and all of them in

motion, there was not a decided advantage, and the day

could be marked by a white stone so far as that portion of

the racing was concerned. There was lively speculation.

Race-goers are prone to Belect favorites among horses which
have done something sensational. The winning campaign of

Grover Cleveland established him so firmly in the estimation

of the heaviest bettors that even the lesson of the Park Stakes

was ignored, and his defeat in that accounted for in a way
that made him a Lig favorite for the opening race, a dash of

three quarters of a mile, although Kenney, Edelweiss and
Repetta. besides those classed in the field, were opposed to

him. Kenney, notwithstanding a penalty incurred by his

winning on the opening day, had many admirers, E ielweiss

was fancied, and the Oregon mare, Repetta, was not over-

looked, though Cleveland brought nearly as much as the

three combined. Repetta led from start to finish in the fast

time of 1:14£. The second race was the Fame Stake, which
IB held to be the test of California three-year-old form. Jt

bears the same relation to other three year-old races as the

St. Legar does to the Derby, the distance being still farther

than the famous English race by nearly a quarter of a mile.

Owing to the run which Jim Duffy made in Stockton at the

Bame distance he was installed fuvonte, though in that he
carried "weight for age," whereas in the Fame Stake the

weights are 118 pounds, with the upual allowances. Laura
Gardner, with 115 pounds, rau in 3:34, which can be classed

as a notable performance. This was the secoud time the

favorite suffered, and still for the Autumn Stakes Snowdrop
was selected as a sure winner. The twlent could not get

enough of her, thongh Surinam and Gerald ine were not with-

out support. The race was rather disappointing, as Surinam
won in slower time than was expected. Three dowufalis to

the backers of favorites was rather a severe lesson, though
those which had pluck enough to hang on were rewarded by

Ninena carrying off the selling purBe, and Oregon scored the

second win of the day, when Lady Duffy captured the closing

race of the day in very good time, the five-furlongs race,

within a Becond and a quarter of the best record. The details

are as follows:
FIRST KACE.

There was quite a delay at the post, the field being large.

When the flag fell Repetta had the best of the start. She at

once set out the pace, followed by Cleveland and EdelweisB.

Passing the half Repetta was two lengths in the lead of Cleve-

land, and Kenney lapped on Cleveland. On the upper turn

Edelweiss ran on even teams with Kenney, and the shout

went up "Kenney's beat." Repetta was never headed, and

won by three lengths from Cleveland, Edelweiss third, the

reBt Btrung out. Kenney, the favorite, was never better than

third any time during the race.

purse S400—Three-year-olds and upward; $50 to Becond, S25 to third;

three-quarters of a nrle.

Matlocfe Bros.' b m Kepetta, a, by Alarm or Reform—Long Nine,

110 lbs Leigh 1

T D. Lundy's.ch c Grover Cleveland, 4, by Monday—Robin Girl, 113

lbs Newejl 2

F. Depoyster'B b m Edelweiss, i, by Joe Hooker—Yolone, 115 lbs.,

Cooper 8

3. B. Haggln's br g Kenney, 3, by Duke of Montrose—by Virgil, 116

"lbs".
Hamilton o

Maltese Villa Stable's ch m Idalene Cotton, 3, by Jim Brown-
Lizzie P., 115 lbs Morton

G. W. Traheru'B ch f Blue Bonnet, 3, by Joe Hooker—Kate Carson,

115 ibs Dennison

Davie Bros.' b c Jack Brady, 3, by 'Wildldle—Sour Grapes, 108 lbs.,

Hennessy
Matlock Bros.' cm Lady Duffy, 4, by Patsy Duffy—unknown. 110

lbB Short

G Crismou's blk g Black Pilot, 6, by Echo—Madge Duke, 110 lbs
Hazlitt

Time,l:14i.

Pools: Grover Cleveland 840; Edelweiss §16; Kenney S15; Repetta

614- field S5.

Betting- Kenney 8 to 6; Cleveland 2 to 1; Edelweiss 4 to 1; Repetta

6 to 1- Idalene Cotton 12 to 1; Lady Duffy 15 to 1; Jack Brady 20 to

1; Black Pilot and Blue Bonnet 6u to 1 each.

SECOND RACE.

Another delay at the poBt, on account of the bad behavior

of Robson, who insisted on going the reverse way on the

track and when he did come up he broke away and ran

nearly to the quarter pole before he could be pulled up. The
flag fell to a good start, all being in motion. Robson cut out

the work and led around the turn, and at the quarter led Nar-

cola by a length, Notidle third. The positions were the same

at the half. On the upper turn Duffy took third place, and

they ran in that order to the stand, all being close together.

Going round the firBt turn the second time Narcola passed

Robson and led him by a length at the mile and a quarter

pole. On the second mile, down the back stretch, all moved

up on Narcola, Gardner running into second position and

Duffv third as they passed the mile and a halt pole There

was no change till near the head of the home stretch, where

Gardner took up the running, and at the laBt eighth pole was

won eaBily from Narcola. Duffy third, Notidle fourth,

on even terms with Narcola. Gardner then came away and

Robson fell near the fifty-yard distance, throwing his rider,

but not injuring him. Robson broke down, and the proba-

bility is he will never face the starter again.

m„„ it.ww RTAKES-For three year-olds; ?100 each, $50 forfeit; ?500
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Ji™ Duffy8to5; Narcola 2 to 1: Laura Gardner 4 to 1: Rob-

Bon6 to f; Notidle 15 to 1.

THIRD RACE.

Tha favorite Snowdrop, aoted in hernsualway and delayed

'ho «iart and when the flag fell had a length the worst of it.

Wniu'e took the lead at tha quarter, with Snowdropaecond,

nriuam third Seott fom-lh, a leuath separating e.ich one.

The positions remaiued the Baui* to the stretch wher. »11

era numbed. Snowdrop pasaed Geraldine at the aeven-

-iuhths uol«, closely followed by Sminam. By good „d,ng

orTtho nart of Hamilton he got Surinam through next to the

"ails and at the distance passed Snowdrop and won by a

length Snowdrop second.. Canny Scot, who came with a

rash, 1 .at Geraldine for third place.

The Autumn Stakes—For two -year-olds: $50 each, $25 forfeit, 8750
added, 3150 to second, third to save stake. One mile.
George Hearst's b c Surinam, by Joe Hooker—Ada C, 110 lbs.

Hamilton 1

James Garland's ch f Snowdrop by Joe Hooker—Laura Winston, 107
lbs Bally 2

W. L. Prlcbard's ch c Canny Scot by Le inster—Tibbie Dunbar. 110
lbs O'Hara 3

Maltese Villa Stable's ch f Geraldine by Grinstead— Cousin Peggy.
112 lbs

,
Kelly

D. J. SfcCarty's b c Bolero by Norfolk—Neapolitan, 110 lbs,...Stewart
Time, 1:44)*.

Pools: Snowdrop 860; Surinam $35; Geraldine $45; field $14.
Betting: Snowdrop 7 to 5, Geraldine $ to 5, Surinam 2 to 1, Canny

Scot 15 to 1 , Bolero 40 to 1.

FOURTH RACE.

A good start was made. Elwood went at once to the front.

As they shot aronnd the turn Elwood and Daly were run-
ning head and head, Applause third. At the half, Daly led

by half a length, Elwood second, Applause still third, the
rest straggling. Daly kept his lead to the stretch, where he
gave way to Applause. When well into the stretch, Ninena
made her run, passed the leaders, and won in a gallop by
three lengths, Applause second, Moonlight third.

Sei/ltng Puk8b,$.00; for all ages; $50 to second; $25 to third. One
and a sixteenth miles.
B. C. Holly's ch t Ninena, 3,by Jira Brown—Nannie Hubbard, 97 lbs.

Hazlitt 1

T. G. Jones' b g Applause, 3, by Three Cbeers—Alice N., 110 lbs.
_ Hamilton 2

C. H. .Elured's b m Moonlight; 1, by Thad Stevens—Twilight. 115 lba.
Dennison 3

D. J. Mccarty's ch g Tom Daly, 4, by Kyrle Daly—Columbia, 102 lbs.
Stewart

Maltese Villa Stable's ch g Klwood, 3, by Norfolk— Itallinette, 105 lbs.
O'Hara

S. A. Cooper's ch f Etta W., 3, by Joe Hooker—Fostress, 101 lbs.

Richardson
G. Crismon's blk g Black Pilot by Echo—Madge Duke, 115 lbB.

A. Cook
Time, 1:50.

Pools: Ninena $25; Applause $10; Elwood $7; field $10.
Betting: ApplauBe 8 to 5, Ninena 2 to 1, Elwood 4 to 1, Moonlight

5 to 1.

FIFTH RACE.

All ran bunched, Duffy leading by half a length to the
three-quarter pole, where Duffy increased her lead to a length,

Bonnet secoud, Hancock third. There was no change to

the finish, Lady Duffy winning, Blue Bonnet second, Han-
cock third.

Extra race, purse 3200; five-eighths of a mile.
Matlock Bros', b m Lady Duffy, 4, by Patsy Duffy—unknown, 115

lbs : Short 1

G. W. Trahern's cb f Blue Bonne*-, 3, by Joe Hooker— Kate Carson.
100 lbs Dennison 2

F. Depoyster's b g Hancock, a, by California—Abbie W., 118 lbs.

Cooper 3

E. Flitner's b m Minnie R, a, by Sc.amperdown—unknown, 115 lbs.

Hazlitt
Time 1 :01$.

Pools: Lady Duffy S100; Minnie R, $C5; field S45.
Betting: Lady Duffy 6 to 5; Minnie R 2 to 1; Blue Bonnet 5 to 1

;

Hancock 8 to 1.

Valensin Sale.

An auction sale of blood horses was held by Killip & Co.,

auctioneers, at the Bay District Track on Wednesday last.

Twenty-seven mares, colts and fillies, the property of R. B.

Milroy, and bred on the Arno Stock Farm, were disposed of

for $6,910. Following is a list of the buyers, with their pur"

chases and the prices paid:

H. Perkins, bay mare Alma, foaled 1S74. by Dashaway,
dam a Canadian mare, $205.

A. McDowell, gray mare Grey Dile, by Hollenbeck's
American Boy Jr., dam Grey Poll, $65.

H. W. Meek, bay mare Lady Hayes, by John Nelson, dam
by St. Clair, $85.

H, Clairson, Borrel mare, No. 4, dam a daughter to John
NelBon, $60.

D. McCarty, gray filly, No. 5, by Frank, dam Kate, by
George M. Patchen Jr., §50.

D. McCarty, brown stallion Arno, foaled 1831, by Buc-
caneer, dam by Volscian, by Vandal, by Glencoe, §200.

J. D. Smith, bay stallion The Ill-Used, foaled 1884, by
Buccaneer, dam Nettie Lambert, by John Nelson, $400.
W. B. Bradbury, brown filly Matilda, foaled 1884, by

Crown Point (2:24), dam Fiigbt (2:29), by Buccaneer, S675.
S. Burton, bay gelding, No. 9, foaled 1SS4, bv Buccaneer,

dam Guadeloupe, by Crichton, $120.

B. McMahon, black gelding, No. 10, foaled 1S85. by Sidney
(2:2s), dam Dell Foster, by A. W. Umhmond, $165.

M. Hill, sorrel gelding, No. 11, foaled 18S5, by Sidney
.(2:28) oat of the dam of Allan Roy (2:17i), $205.

C. Farris, brown tilly, No. 12, foaled 1885, by Arno, dam
Adele by A. W. Richmond, $55.

A. J. Fleming, bay filly, No. 13, foaled 1SS5, by Arno, dam
a daughter of John Nelson.

J. P. Klinck, bay tilly, No. 14, foaled 1835, by Arno, dam
the dam of Lady Hayes (2:26), $155.

B. McMahon, sorrel filly Fancy, foaled 1885, by Sidney
(2:28), dam Guadaloupe by Crichton, $175.

J. A. Goldsmith, bay filly Sister V., foaled April, 18S5, by
Sidney (2\28), dam Nettie Lambert (the dam of Valensin, 3
years old, record 2:23), by John Nelson, $800.
M. Hill, black filly Linda, foaled 1885 by Sidney (2:28), dam

Flight (2:29), by Buccaneer, $550.

C. Farris, brown geldiug. No. 19, foaled 1885, by Sidney,
dam by Arthurton, sire of Arab (2:16.$), $230.

J. D Smith, brown filly, No. 20^ foaled 1386, by Sidney
(2:28), dam Maud R., by W hippie's Hambletonian, $240.
M. Hill, sorrel tilly, No. 21, foaled 1886, by Svduey, dam

Grey Dale, by Hollenbeck's American Boy Jr,, $140.
J. D. Smith, bay colt, No. 22, foaled 1S86, by Sydney, dam

Highland Mary, tilly by Arthurton, Bire by Arab (2:16A)
t

$400.
E Geddings, sorrel colt, No. 23, foaled 1886, by Sidney,

dam Alma, by Dashaway, he by Belmont, £265.
C. Tliornquest, bay oolt Cipid, foaled 1886, by Sidney

(2:28), dam Venus (two miles 5:04), by Captain Webster, he
by Belmont, out of a mare by Rysdyk's Hambletonian, $1, 110,

A. J. Fleming, sorrel filly, Nu. 25, foaled 1886, hy Sidney,
dam by Arthurton, $230.

M. Hill, bay colt, No. 26, foaled 18S6, by Sidney, dam
Lady Hayes, dam of the pacer Lady Hayes, $255.

J. D. Smith, brown filly, No. 27, foaled 1886, by Sidney,
dam Guadaloupe, by Crichton, $125.

Stake Races at Sacramento.

Breeders on Top,

The breeders may well be proud this year, not oDly of their

achievements at their own meetings and at the agricultural

fairs, but the excellent showing they have made at the regu-
lar trotting meetings. They have in many instances pitted

themselves against professional turf men, and come back
crowned with victorious laurels. The active presence and
co-operation of the breeders at the great trotting meetings
will be an immense benefit to the national sport. The inter-

ests are incidental, and the breeders with their wealth, influ-

ence and numbers by taking an Active part in the manage-
ment of trotting neetings will assist to maintain the honor
and popularity of the sport, and incidentally materially bene-
fit themselves.
In this year's roll of honor in the yearling class, Kentucky

and the Lexington autumn meeting take the prize, Sudie D.,

2:35^, having broken the record so long held by Hinda Rose,
2:36|. In another column her breeding and performances
are fully described. The champion two-year-old of the year
is undonbtedly the famous Bell Boy. He has been cam-
paigned from the beginning of the season up to and inclusive

of the Lexington meeting, and has proved himself to be a
trotting star of the first magnitude. The concluding victories

of the year were the Osage Slakes at St. Louis, when he
trotted the last heat in 2:28£, and at Lexington where he won
the Special Stake, best time 2:27i, and the Lexington Stake,

time 2:26. Bell Boy is by Electioneer, first dam Beautiful
Bells, by The Moor; second dam Minnehaha, by Bald Chief;
third dam Nettie Clay, by Cassias M. Clay Jr., etc.

The three-year-olds have shown up remarkably well this

year at the breeder's meetings, and under favorable circum-
stances the record would have been broken in two instances;

as it is Houri, by Onward, obtained a record of 2:1 9$, and
her great antagonist Susie S., by Hylas, scored 2:20. At
Maysville, Ky., on August 19th, in the three-year-old stake,

Susie S. won the stake iu the first, second and fourth heats in

2:23£, 2:23 and 2:23. Houri was second in each beat, win-
ning the third heat in 2:24.}. At the St. Louis meeting in the
Gasconade SUke the great pair met again, Susie S. winning
this time in straight heats in 2:25|, 2:214 and 2:20. At Lex-
ington in the Stallion Produce Stake Houri had a walk-over,
but she was driven two fast heats in 2;21 and 2:19J.
The most sensational four-year-old of the year is the pacer

Arrow, 2:14, whose recent performances have been the prin-
cipal excitement of the California fairs. $7,500 was recently
offered for this young sidewheeler, the owner holding him at

$10,000. The performances of all the five-year-olds is over-
shadowed by Patron, 2:14J, which he accomplished in his

great match with Harry Wilkes, on July 29th, at the Grand
Circuit Meetiug at Cleveland. Princeton, six years old,

reduced his record to 2:19^ at Lexington, and Belle Hamlin
at the Cleveland Breeder's meetiug cut her time down to

2:134. The breeders may well be congratulated upon the
work of the past Reason.

—

Chicago Horseman.

Answers to Correspondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies by
icai] or telegraph. The name of the writer should accompany all

questions, not lor publication, but as a guarantee of good faith . Let-
ters received witbout the writer'u name cannot receive attention.

Sac. Oct. 21, 1887.-Sacrampnto Two-year-old Stake. Value §580.
Mi not by B iy Rose— U id din us l l
Rosbbud by Prompter - Ober 3. o

Time, .1:20j, 3:17.

Samo Day—Sacramento Yearling Stake. Dash of one mile. Value of
stake $750.
(ieor>;e V. by Sidney— R. Havey j

Gen. Logan by Alex. Button— \\ ood ward 2
Oaptor by Caprt—Sperry 3

Time, 2:68i.
Wilder Fielu Smith:.

M. R.
p
Eeno, Nevada.

"Will you please give the breeding of Blackbird (Simpson's),

date of birth and where he was foaled? 2. Has he produced
any speedy sons or daughters? 3. Give the breeding of

stallion Bourbon, place and date of birth?

Answer to the first inquiry will be found in editorial in

this number. 2. Eeavis' Blackbird, a son, trotted in 2:22,

Sacramento, Cal., Sept. 22, 1874; Albatross, daughter, 2:32f

;

Camden, son, 2:36; Nourmahal, daughter, 2:39A. five miles

13:39; grandsons—Little Fred, 2:20; Romero, 2:19J; Arrow,
pacer, 2:14. 3. There were several thoroughbreds nimed
tiourbon.

M.
PleaBe answer the following? What is Maud S's best

time? Did she make it with a running mate? What con-
6titutes a running mate? Is horse under saddle in any way
a running mate?
Answer— 1. 2:08$. 2. No. 3. A rnnning mate is a

trotter and galloper, hitched to the same vehicle, and where
the running mate is intended to pull the weight. 4. No.

A. W. Nickelsen, Sierra Valley.

Please give me tbrough the columns of your paper the
pedigree of the stallion State of Maine, and what is his

record ?

Answer—There have been three stallions called State of

Maine. The oldest, with a record of 2:40, was by the Storne
Horse, dam by Winthrop Messenger. The two Californian

stallions which have the title are grey, owned by E. W.
Grover, San Jose, record 3:00£, and chestnut by Elmo, who
obtained a record of 2:5S when a four-year-old.

S., Paso Robles, Oct. 1887.

Will you please decide bet as to what was the best four-

mile time made by running horse? By what horse, when
and where? and oblige.

Answer—Ten Broeck, four year6, 104 pounds, Louisville,

Kentucky, Sept. 27, 1876, 7:I5J.

TRAP.
Some "Standard" Cartridge Work.

Major Sheldon I. Kellogg has kindly compiled some resnlts

of the use of Standard Cbamberlin cartridges as loaded by the

Selby Smelting and Lead Company.— It need not be said that

the scores were made by first-rate trap shots—they show that

—

but it is reasonable to believe that good ammunition had
much to do with their success. At one time or another it has
been our good fortune to try about all the Borts of loads sent

out by the Selby Company, and after such experience we are

more strongly than ever confirmed iu the belief that never
before the introduction of the Cbamberlin machine were
sportsmen perfectly able to insure the best results from their

cartridges throughout a series of discharges. It is perhaps
possible to load one shell or a hundred by band very well,

but the average hand loaded cartridge is a poor affair com-
pared with those turned out at the rate of twelve hundred
an hour by the Cbamberlin machine. Tbe machine-loaded
cartridges have pmctically driven out those prepared by hand
or by the common loading blocks.

There have been some objections to certain of the "Stand-

ard" cartridges ou the score of small nesa of powder load, aud
not long siuce we learned the reasou why one man at leaBt

made such objections. He professed to shoot four and one
quarter drams of powder and he always loaded his own shells.
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The opportunity was afforded to weigh the powder and
shoot, which he has been accustomed to place in a shell,

using an ordinary scoop, and the powder load proved to be
actually five drams and three grains, while the shot charge
was jost under one and one-half ounces. The scoop used
was inaccurate and there is little wonder that when he
changed from his overcharged shells to the accurately loaded
"Standard," he felt less recoil. If he had taken the trouble
to order from the Selby Company precisely the load
which he desired, measured in grains, he would have
received it. The Chamberlin machine measures to a grain
and makes no mistakes.
The following scores were made in 1SS7, with Standard

Chamberlin shotgun cartridges, in club matches, at live pig-

eons, 30 yards rise.

Date. Locality, Club. Name Shot at. Killed
Feb. 22—San Bruno—Gun Club-Mr. J. H. Jellntt 12 10
Mar. 19—Adams Point—Gun Club-Mr. F. S. Butler 12 10
April 9—Bird's Point—Enreka G .C—Mr, John Uaynard 12 10
April 9—Bird's Point—Eureka G. C—Mr. A. F. Adams 12 10
April 16—Adams Point—Gun Club-Mr. F. S. Butto 12 1'

April 23—Bird's Point—A. C. S. C —Mr. C. B.Gould 12 11
April 23—Bird's Point—A. C. S. C—Dr. S. E. Knowles 12 12
May 1—San Bruno—C W. S. C—Mr. J. DeTaull. Jr. 12 12
May 14—Bird's Point—Eureka G. C—Mr. A. b. Adams 12 11
May 28—Bird's Point—A C. S. C—Dr. a. E. Knowles 12 12
June 5—San Brano-C. W. S. C—Dr. S. E. Knowles 12 11
June 18—Adama Point—Gun Club—Mr. F. S. Butler 12 11
June 27—Bird's Point—A. C. S. C.-Dr. S. E. Knowles 11 10
July a—San Bruno—C. W. S. C—Mr. J. DeVaull, Jr. 12 10
July9-Bird's Point—Eureka G. C—Mr. A. F. Adams 12 11
July 23—Bird's Point—A C. S. C—Mr. A. F.Adams 12 11
Aug. 21 -Adams Point—Gun Club—Mr. F. S. Butler 12 12
Aug. 7—San Biuno—C. W. S. C—Mr. F. B. Norton 12 12
Aug. 20—Adams Point -Gon Club—Mr. F. S. Butler 12 12
Aug. 27—Bird's Point—A. CJ. S. C— Mr. A. F. Adams 12 12
Sept 4—San Brnno-C. W. S. C—Mr. F. B. Norton 12 12

At Fairfield-

A trap meeting was held at Fairfield on Sunday last, and
the following scores made:
At 15 Blue Bock targets, 18 yards rise, 31.50 entrance. First won by

F. J. Bassford, second by AL Donaldson, third by Henry Bassford,
fourth byMr. Wyckoff.
F. J. Bassford 1 1111110111111 1-14
J. Holt 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0— 9

Al Donaldson 1 1111111111101 0—13
H. Bassford 1110110111111 1—12
Wyckoff 1 1011111001011 0—10
H. Buckingham 01011 OllllOin 0—8
ColliDS 11011000100011—7
Abe Bassford 1100000110100 0—5
At 20 Blue Bock targets, 18 yards rise. S2.50 entrance. First and

second divided by Henry Bassford and Al. Donaldson, (bird won by
F. J. Bassford, fourth by H. Buckingham.
H. BaBsford 1 1 1 1 11 U 11 00 1 I 1 11 1 1—15
Al. Donaldson 1 11101101111001 1101 1—15
F. J. Bassford 1 011 01 1 U 1 01 1 1 1 1 1 1—13
Abe Bassford OUlOOOw — 1

H. Buckingham 1 OlOlOlOOlOlllllOrO 1—12
Team match, at 10 Blue Bock targets, 31 entrance.

F. J. Bassfoed's Team.
F. J. Bassford. .1 111111010
H. Boyce 00001100
Abe Bassford...0 1 11001 11—6
Ford Bassford.. Oi 0101010
Wyckoff 10 0110010 1-

Chub

At. Donaldson's Team.
Al. Donaldson.. 1 10 111111 1—9
H. Bassford 1 1 1 1 1 1—

S

G. Bassford 100111001 1—6
J.Holt 1 00 111 0—4
H. Buckingham 100101101 1—6
Geo. Bassford.. 001011100 0—4

Total —25 Total -25

ATHLETICS.
Reliance Athletic Club.

The Reliance Athletic Club of Oakland was formed about a

year ago with a small membership and in plain quarters. It

has grown in membership and wealth steadily until it now
has two hundred and fifty active members and is increasing

in geometric ratio. Its old rooms were too small, and it

recently rented a whole floor of the Masonic building where
it has a large gymnasium, a billiard and reading room and
the necessary dressing and retiring rooms. Its gymnasium is

well furnished with approved appliances for muscular devel-

opment. Its billiard room is elegantly fitted and the club
throughout presents a vigorous, prosperous aspect which
Cannot but be encouraging to its promoters. On Thursday
evening last it gave its initial exhibition in the new club-

house, and the club may well be proud of the attendance

and interest shown. More than four hundred ladies and
gentlemen were comfortably seated in the "gym" while the

excellent programme was being rendered. The instructor in

gymnastics is Professor W. Smythe of the Olympic Club,

whose distinguished success in the latter has made him very
prominent among the physical educators of the country.

Professor W. Watson, also of the Olympic Club, teaches box-

ing at the Reliance and the club may be sure that its teacher

will quickly arouse interest in his branch. On Thursday
evening most of the programme was given by members of the

Olympic Club who generously, as they always do, volun-

teered their assistance in giving the new clob a "boom."
Number one of the programme was groupings by mem-

bers of the Reliance Club, and was very gracefully done.

Some of the pyramids were new, and all were greatly

applauded. Those who took part were Messrs. Comstock,
Melvin, Stulz, Caire, Bush, Cullen, Ro=borongb, Smith,

Knight, Berry, Lussier and Prot. Smythe. Number two,

horizontal bar, bv Messrs. G. C. Rouse, J. G. Mansfield, E.

A. Kolb, Geo. W\ Harrold, W. R. Berry. N. Lussier. H. H.

H. Smith, G. H. Stulz, and Prof. Smythe, all Olympics was
very finished, and some of the more difficult feats, such as

Professor Smythe's front and back horizontal, drew much
applause. The third number, an exercise on the rings by
Messrs. Smith. H*rrold, Smythe, Kolb, Rouse, was not what
it would have been if the rings had been hung higher. They
should be raised six or eight inches. Number four, a tug of

war by teams fmm the Reliance and the Olympic was a one-

sided affair. The Reliance men outweighed their opponents,

and after a long pull drew them over the marfc. Tha Olymp-
ics were chagrined somewhat and intimated a desire to have
the Reliance team visit the Olympic Club and try a tug.

The club swinging, number five, by Professor Smith and

Messrs. Stombs and Vaughn, was done in the exceedingly

polished style in which those gentlemen have so often done

it. Nnmber six was a sparring bout by Professor Watson and

C. E. Spinney, of the Olympic. It was lively, although the

professor's mastery of his art makes it difficult to say jast

how much real boxing there was in it. Number seven was a

series of comicalities by the professionals, the Harvey Brothers.

They are always side-splitting, and even never more so than

at the Reliance. The last event of the evening was wrestling

in Grecco-Roman style by Messrs. Ed. Kalb and Dewitt

Davis, and in cateh-as-citch-caa by Professor Edkner and

Eugene Van Court, all of the Olympic. Wrestling is always

most interesting to a non-expert audience, and the foar gentle-

men named tried their utmost to make a good exhibition, the

result being one ef the neatest demonstrations of the respect-

ive styles that has recently been seen. Before the sports

began the president of the club, Mr, Tompkins, in a bright

little speech, recited the history of the club and extended its

hospitality to those present. His invitation to inspect the

rooms was generally accepted, and after the programme an
hour was passed in social enjoyments. The opening was a

great snceess, and the exhibitions of the club will certainly be

well attended hereafter.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earliest possi-

ble notices of wbelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and death

in their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Judge Post has had a siege of distemper in the California

Kennels. The disease was of virulent form, and oarried off

the young setters very quickly. Pretty much the whole

kennel was affected, and Stephanie and Honor Bright, the

latter belonging to Mr. Thomas Beunet died, together with

five three months pups by Harold—Janet. Judge Post

luckily saved Loadstone by Gladstone—Flounce, and Sirocco

and Sunlit, all of which were very sick. None of the reme-

dies used seemed to be perfectly effective, but Judge Post

writes that what success he did have is due to the advice

given by "Ashmont" in his invaluable little book on the

"Management and Diseases of the Dog.

A match race between Daisy F. and Bob Gates is on the

tapis. Both are great field dogs, and it is not easy to select

the winner, but we venture the prediction that Daisy F., if

at all in the form she showed last year, will make it hot for

her competitor. The race will probably be a one-day spin for

$200 or $250 a side, at Florence, Ala., during or after the

meeting of the American Field Trial Club.

In looking over a tile of this paser a few days ago, we
chanced upon a sentence or two written by the senior editor

in relation to inbreeding to the famous trotter Hambletonian.

The phrases seem to fit the prevailing discussion of English

setter breeding very aptly, and contain in a few words, the

essence of the matter. The editor wrote: " Great as our

faith is in inbreeding, we do not believe it will do to carry

it so far as an adherence to the same strains through several

generations. There must be fresh infusions, and whether

ft-isbestto find these in animals which are distantly con-

nected or something entirely new, will be a mooted point as

long as there are arguments on the mysteries connected with

propagation." The statement that "there must be fresh

infusions" in horse breeding, coming from so great an

authority, may be accepted as conclusive, yet if we are cor-

rectly informed, horse breeders have never ventured to in-

breed to anything like the degrees of consanguinity common
in English setter kennels. Mr. Laverack bred eight or ten

generations of setters from one brace, Ponto and old Moll.

Brothers upon sisters, sires upon progeny, darn3 to sons and

so on through all the countless variations, but always with-

in the original brace, and to the day of his death he adhered

to the belief that his course was the only correct one. It

certainly produced "sorty" dogs, but few in this day will

assert that the pure Laveracks have not practically lost about

all desirable characteristics except, perhaps, nose. Even at

the time that Mr. Llewellin crossed Dan upon the Laveracks

the latter were " fined" to such an extent as to impair their

vitality. The outcross made by Mr. Llewellin produced

wonderfully good dogs, and similar breeding has since pro-

duced a line of world beaters, but the time seems near at

hand when it will be necessary to inquire whether there

should not be "fresh infusions."

Mr. P. D. Linville sold his black pointer bitch by Joe Pape

—Nellie Pape to Mr. Geo. Flournoy Jr., last week. Mr.

Flournoy has recently purchased several pointers and a set-

ter, and is having them trained. Next year he will have a

strong kennel, and we hope will go in for field trials with

all the vigor characteristic of him.

In reporting the Pacific Kennel Club meeting of Wednesday

last one or two of the dailies credit the kennel editor of

this paper with remarks about a fellow kennel writer, Mr.

Jas. \V. "Watson, which he is not concsious of having given

utterance. It is true that we opposed the selection of Mr.

Watson as the delegate of the Local Club to the American

Kennel Club, but, not upon any bitter personal grounds.

Mr. "Watson is a very charming companion, and a bright, well-

posted man, but lacks in our opinion several of the charac-

teristics essential to enable him to be of the greatest service

to the local club. If no other bar interposed, the fact that

he conducts a rival kennel register and does not hesitate to

ridicule the A. K. C. and the official kennel stud book would

make him quite ineffective as a delegate.

The Pacific Kennel Club acted wisely when it decided to

hold its meetings at the Palace Hotel hereafter. That place

is central, convenient and pleasant. A meeting there is

always well attended.

A note came during the week from Mr. R. T. Vandevort,

saying that he will be present at the Pacific Coast Field

Trials and judge them. Mr. D. C. Bergundthal was invited

to come from Indianapolis and judge, but could not accept,

which is much to be regretted. There is little wonder that

Mr. Bergundthal hesitates to serve longer as a field trial

judge. He has undergone the hardships of the position un-

complainingly, year after year, and has earned a right to ease

and pleasure in attending to trials hereafter. After much
solicitation Mr. Bergundthal consented to judge the East-

ern trials this year, after which he expects to retire. On
whom his mantle will fall it is not easy to guess. His place

will not soon be perfectly filled, although there are good

judges enough.

Judge Post intimated, while in this city, on Tuesday, that

Mr Franklin Satterthwaite, who was one of the judges at

Hanford last year, would be on the Pacific Coast in January,

and might consent to judge again. Many of those who
attended tbe trials were pleased with his judging. The club

should bestir itself and settle tbe matter of judges. Several

members have written us asking an opinion as to the best man

to secure, and we have replied that in our opinion no man in

America is more comnetent than Col. Arthur Mernman, at

Memphis, Tenn. We have before mentioned the qualities

which especially distinguish Colonel Merriman as a judge of

field trial work, but may add that in competency, thorough-

ness and fairness he has no superior. Whether he could be

induced to visit California we do not know, but it is certain

that bis close, inexorable judgments would serve as modelB if

he could serve. The Pacific Coast Trials of the year will be

of considerable importance both in the number of dogs and

the quality of the entries, and it is to be hoped that compe-

tent persons will be engaged to judge them. The matter of

expense is a serious one when securing some of the Eastern

experts U under consideration, but for once in a way the

club might profitably put out some funds in that way.

Mr. T. J. "Watson, of this city, recently purchased from Mr.
J. W. Ballentine, Washingtonville, Ohio, the English setter

bit ^h, now about six months old, by Dashiug Lion—Delle
Dashing Lion by Blue Prince (4259E)— Armstrong's old

Blue Kate. Delle by Druid—Rose, by Rob Roy—Victress.

We have not seen the bitch, but Bhe is described by Mi A.
B.Truman us being of good size, good markiugs, lody white
with black ticks, head evenly marked in black, mnzzle long,

ribbing very good, legs and feet goori, coat flat and heavy,

good stern, good carriage. In breeding she is a grade Laver-
ack, and is very near the English kennels. Her courage is

good, and she gives promise of becoming a good fielder. She
will make a large bitch. With Sunshine Noble, Mr. "Wat-

son's other setter, she will make a good foundation for a
breeding kennel.

Mr. R. C. Van Horn, Secretary of the Western Field Trials,

Association, requests us to state that the bitch Stella Jackson,
which appeared in the Derby entry list of the Association,
published last May as a red setter, is a pointer.

Pacific Kennel Club.

The regular monthly meeting of the club was held on "Wed-

nesday Jevening last, Mr. John H. Wise chairman. After

the approval of the minutes, Treasurer Watson made his

report, showing a balance of $201.78 in the treasury, to

which was added the sum of $10.50 in dues, paid during the

evening.

Letters from Messrs. John Davidson, of Monroe, Mich.,
and James W. Watson, of Philadelphia, were read. The
gentlemen had been invited to judge the Pacific Kennel Club
Show in April next, and both accepted. Mr. Wtson, in
accepting, intimated a desire to represent the club at the
meetings of the American Kennel Club, since it was necessary
that some one who could attend in person be selected by the
P. K. C. Mr. "Watson's intimation raised the question, and
the club discussed the fitness of several persons named for

the position. Mr. Watson was opposed for the reason that
he is an avowed opponent of the American Kennel Cluband its

official Stud Book, and is not in such accord with members of
that body as to insure the utmost effectiveness as a delegate.

Messrs. Jas. E. Watson, J. M. Adams, and H. H. Briggs
were appointed a committee to select and report to the club
the name of some person to whom the club property might
be sent. The committee met and reported the name of Mr.
Francis R. Hitchcock, of New York City, who was unani-
mously chosen as the representative of the Pacific Kennel
Club for one year, to the American Kennel Club, and the
secretary was instructed to so notify him. The monthly
term for which the rooms of the P. K. C. had been rented
was about expiring, and the advisability of retaining the
rooms was discussed. Most of those present thought the loca-

tion an inconvenient one for evening meetings, and several
could see no reason why the club should rent rooms at all

until about the time of its show. It was finally ordered that
the rooms be given up and the club meet at Parlor A., Palace
Hotel, until further notice. After some desultory conversa-
tion the club adjourned.

A Defined Standard of Points for all Breeds of
Dogs-

Every breeder and exhibitor of dogs has probably come to
the conclusion that many of the criticisms which he sees pub-
lished in papers dealing with the subject of dog shows are
written by those who are either ignorant of the matter on
which they profess to be instructors and guides, or. what is
worse, are influenced by motives of very doubtful character.
Sometimes their object is to cast ridicule upon the judge, at
another to depreciate or damn by faint praise the dogs of
some particular exhibitor or to unduly extol those of some
intimate friend. Not unfrequently the exhibitor, who looks
upon the showbench as a market rather than the arena of
friendly contest, may be seen at the convenient bar, coaching
up the reporter with little hints on the classes in which his
more immediate interest lies; and those who are experienced
can pretty well tell the source from which the little stock-
phrases with which the report is furnished have emanated.
This unfair criticism tends much to lower the general tone
of dog shows, and to disgust the novice in such matters, but
the old hand knows too well the worthlessness, and takes no
notice of such criticism. How often, too, the reports speak
mostly of faults such as first prize "too large in ear and
full in eye;" second prize "too leggy and curls his tail;" third
"wanting in bone and dished up in face;" whereas tbe fairest

way would be to state the best and tbe worst points, leaving
it to be understood that others are of average excellence. "We
must, however, admit that of late the press has shown that
it is trying to mend its ways, and we know how difficult a
task it is to get a large show well reported, and that too often,
in the hurry to get "copy," those who form the fringe—and
it is a deep one—of the doggy world, are too frequently
pressed into the service. Critics are proverbially the losers
and laggers-behind in the pathway who find a congenial task
in finding fault with the style of going and the work of their
more successful rivals in the race. Of what use, too, is the
criticism which as frequently as not in the same caper con-
tradicts itself three or four times in as many monthB? In
order to get some idea of it it is necessary to Rtudy the sev-
eral reports for a considerable period and take an average.
Some sympathy is, however, due to the* critic who is a good
judge of the work he criticises, and uses his power in a fair
and unbiased way, because in many of the breeds of dogs he
has to take his standpoint upon a shifting sand; and this
brings me to the real object of this letter—viz., that tbe type
and standard of every breed of dog should be fixed and unal-
terable, except under very exceptional circumstances which
might render it necessary. The practical suggestion that I
would offer is that it should be the work of the Kennel Club
to appoint different sub-committees to confer with delegates
from the various specialist clubs, and to fix the standard type
and delineate in words the points of their particular breed.
These, rendered in a concise form, should be printed in the
catalogues at the head of the respective classes for the guid-
ance of jadges, exhibitors and the general public. This was
done on one occasion at the Aston Show, 1 believe, but the
descriptions of the desired points were given by private in-
dividuals, and therefore not with the Bame authority as would
be thecaBe if supplied by the Kennel Club and the specialist
clubs in combination. In the case of those breeds which
have no club of their own two or three of the most noted
judges and breeders should be asked to meet the Kennel
Club sub-committee of their section. It is surely time that
we knew what was the desired standard for any and every
breed of dog, but such time has certainly not arrived, and in
some breeds it seems to be deferred to arrive simultaneously
with the Greek Kalends. Take fox-terriers as an instanc-
At one time it was the fashion to breed for "even marki
as a principal feature; then cameHhe era of "legs and
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followed by another of a "working jacket," which has now
been succeeded by "narrow front and longer head." It would

appear that when a point which has for a time been some-

what neglected and deficient in any breed, becomes a flagrant

fault the pendalum of public opinion undergoes extreme o- cil-

lation, and swings back too freely, so that its resting points

are widely distant. There is a feverish anxiety in some
exhibitors to obtain a predominance in some special point,

and a belief that the attainment of it will condone defects.

General properties should always have their just considera-

tion. Mastiffs were at one time all "size"—bigger the better;

"heads" were required, size and symmetry at a discount;

"darker eyes and smaller earB" are now in demand. St. Ber-

nards were all "dew-claws and benevolent expression;" "flat

coats" were wanted, dew-claws waning, heads with square

muzzles are being sought for. All this ought to be settled,

and if we do not kuow whatany particular breed of dog should

be like it is quite time we did. The specialist clubs have

done much to settle the question of standard, no doubt, but

the general public would be better satisfied if. by the com-
bined action suggested, the several standards of points were

given the weight and authority which would accrue to them
under this condition.

—

Est.e in Kennel Gazette.

Hydrophobia.

It is just a year ago sloce we wrote on this deplorable

subject, and in the meantime a great deal has been seen, and
much discussion has taken place. There has been a society

formed to protect dogs from so-calJed cruelities, suggested

by the means adopted to prevent hydrophobia, and another
society has been formed claiming as its object to stamp out
the dread malady. Whether much good has arisen from so

much zeal and sympathy in the cause remains still to be

seen, but in justice to the first-named section of friends to

the canine race it must be admitted that their endeavors
bad a good deal to do in removing some of the most silly

police regulations that conld well have been imagined. Dogs
had to be placed under control, and could be ruthlessly

seized by police agents in one parish within the Metro-
politan district, and they could be free in another. By thiB

means the dog-owning public were put to about nine months'
inconvenience without any object in view, and it was alto-

gether a onesided enactment. If the regulation had been
general throughout the whole country fur six months the

second formed society might have been satisfied, and few
people would have complained; but at present we fail entirely

to see what good the second society nas done. There has
been also a Goverment deputation, composed of the most
eminent and scientific members of the medical profession, to

examine iuto Monsieur Pasteur's system, and their report was
highly favorable. On scientific principles there was 6very
reason why the disease should be dealt with in much the same
manner as Jeuner's antidote for smallpox, but the latter great

discovery was immediately illustrated by the almost com-
plete overthrow of the complaint, lint can this be said of

Monsieur Pasteur's system? Every unfortunate who has
been bitten by an animal suffering from rabies has not been
treated by the Professor, but a good many from thiB country
have taken the journey to Paris, and still they have in due
course died of hydrophobia. There have been two cases

during the past month—one of which has been reported
within the last few days—and we insert the account in this

mouth's Gazette. Then, the month before lant, there was
Lord Doneraile, and there must have been at least twelve
Englishmen treated during the last twelve mouths at the
Parisian establishment who have succumbed in about the
oadiuary time the disease takes its course.

It has been said, and we can believe it, that not more than
one in five of those bitten by rabid dogs are infected, and
therefore the majority of the supposed curee may have been
in reality no cures at all. This mak^sthe fatal oases of far

greater importance, and the question readily comeB home as

to whether the remedy is a sound one. Those who entertain

the opinion that no disease can be removed excepting on
scientific principles have laughed down the remedies that

have been tried in this country, and would do so still; but
in such an important matter as hydrophobia every sort of

clue to an even thought of cure should be examined, and
prejudice should not stand in its way. The source of Jen-
ner's small-pox remedy was simple and suggested by a most
natural cause, and it was the application of it only that was
scientific. There was a remedy years ago in Essex, and we
can produce a man who was bitten by a mad dog twenty-
rive years ago, and was treated by the same, but the remedy
expired at the. death of the owner. There was another in

Lincolnshire, and the one existing now is the Birling rem-
edy. Is it at all unlikely that they were all the same? The
Birling remedy was strongly recommended to ourselves
through the case of the Thanet barriers seven or eight years
ago, when the master tried it on several of the infected

hounds, and left a similar number under the same conditions
without any such treatment. All the hounds treated re-

mained healthy for four or five months before they were
ultimately destroyed out of precaution; but all those that

were not treated went rabid at periods from six to nine
weeks. There was also a mare helonging to this gentleman
and his man servant, both badly bitten by a hound when
in the fit, and, duly treated by the remedy no, evil effects

followed. This appeared to us somewhat conclusive, and
corroborated much that was stated in the printed testimon-
ials; but we were not so much taken up with it as we have
since been with the case o! Clark, the South Mimms coach-
man, as this came under our personal observation, and the
man went to "West Mailing for tbe remedy at our advice.

It was a most decided case of a mad dog, as tbree animals
he bit within two or three hours of the time he bit Clark
went mad, two calves in six weeks, and a cow in seven
weeks. Then Clark was a bad subject, as he was a deli-

cat, nervous man, and he was bitten badly in the fleshy

part of the forearm, the faugB of the dog meeting. ThiB
made a point to inquire after him periodically, and have heard
of him as being perfectly well, this being the report of him
within the last few days. We do not state that the Birling
remedy is infalliable, but we do state that there are
substantial proofs to show that there may be something in

it; and if there is, in totally unscientific hands, what might
it be if turned to occount by specialists in medicine?
Meeting a very able editor of a contempory devotted
much to canine subjects, we put the question to him,
and he replied that together with several friends he had
apllied to the owner of the recipe, and offered to have it

examined in some scientific manner; but they had met with
n reply. After leaving our friend though, it struck us
t'uat this had not been exactly the right way to go to work,
a = the owner of a valuable recipe need not necessarily court
t'nch investigations. Goverment deputations have gone to

Ionsieur Pasteur, but it has not been demanded of Mon-
: eur Pasteur to leave his own laboratory to enlighten other

r cipe, whoever he may be, and propose to establish a small hos-
pital in his village to be used in a measure for experiments

under his own supervision? It must be worth the trial, as,

supposing it supplied something to the system, that in due
deference to Monsieur Pasteur must be allowed to be par-

tially successful, it might grow into an absolute cure for this

dreadful complaint, which has defied the medical world

for ages, and is defying it now.

—

Kennel Gazette.

Entries to the All-A.ged Stake, Western Field
Trials Association.

Mr. R. C. Van Horn, Secretary and Treasurer of the Asso-

ciation, sends the list of entries to his All-Aged Stake for 18S7.

Though not large, the list averages high in quality. Mr. J.

I. Case Jr. comes to the front with a very tine draft from the

Racine Kennel of setters. He expects to start his stud dog

King Noble, aud if brilliant King is at all himself he will

run wall to the fore. Mr. Case shows faith in King Noble's

prepoteuoy by entering three of his puppies. Mr. F. H.

Bull, a cousin of Mr. Case, but proprietor of the Laredo
Kennels, also at Racine, will start Bessie B., a daughter of

King Noble, with which he won the Derby last year. Bessie

B. was a remarkably speedy and plucky young bitch, and
she is a good card for the stake.

Handler Gleason will steer the pointer Cornerstone through

the stake at instance of Mr. A. A. "Whipple, his owner. Mr.
Gleason and "Tony," as he calls the dog, afforded much
merriment last year.

Mr. Van Horn is a tine executive officer, and those who
attend the trials may be sure of courteous attention and a

good time.

The entry list is as follows:

King Noble, English setter dog by Count Noble—Rosa-
lind. Owner, Mr. J. I. Case Jr, Racine, Wis.

King's Mark, English setter dog by King Noble—Belle Bel-

ton. Owner. J. I. Case Jr., Racine, Wis.

King Dan, English setter dog by King Noble—Elsie Bel-

ton. Owner, Mr. J. I. Case Jr, Racine, Wis.

Qoegn Noble, English setter bitch by King Noble—Belle
Belton. Owner, Mr. J. I. Case Jr., Racine, "Wis.

Dixie Belton, setter bitch by Dick B.—Belle Belton.

Owner, Mr. J. I. Case Jr., Racine, Wis.

Bessie B., English setter bitch by King Noble—Elsie Bel-

ton. Owner, Mr. F. H. Bull, (Laredo Kennel) Racine, Wis.

Roderick, English setter dog by King Noble—Elsie Belton.

Owner, Mr. F. H. Bull, (Laredo Kennel) Racine, Wis.

Ruby Buckellew, English setter bitch by Buokellew

—

Brimstone. Owner, Mr. T. W. Stoutenburgh, Davenport,

Iowa.
Duqoesne, English setter dog by DoncaBter—Flirt. Owner,

Mr. A. S. Bishop, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Bohemian Gikl, English setter bitch by Count Noble

—

Mollie Belton. Owner, Mr. W. G. MelHn.
Cornerstone, pointer dog by Meteor—Accident. Owner,

Mr. A. A. Whipple, Kansas City, Mo.
Dana, pointer dog by Cornerstone—Nellie Tren, pointer

bitch. Owner, Mr. Geo. J. Gray, Kansas City, Mo.
Rod, pointer dog by Meteor—Accident. Owner, Castleman

Kennels, Trenton, Tenn.
Spot, pointer dog by Drake—Fan. Owner, Mr. J. B. C.

Lucas, St. Louis.

Spring, pointer dog by Mainspring—Curfew. Owner, Mr.

R. M. Hutchings, Galveston, Tex.

THE RIFLE.
Shell Mound.

The bright weather on Sunday last broucht out a large

crowd at Shell Mound Range, and the day being a fair one for

shooting, some excellent recordB were made.

It was one of the regular days for the Nationals to shoot,

but for lack of notice only tbree of the club were over. These

were Captain J. E. Klein, A. H. Brod and C. Meyer.
_
These

gentlemen indulged in some shooting at the double distance,

with the following result:

Klein 200 yds— 4 445446545444454544 5—87
500 yds—5 554545455544455645 4-92-177

Brod 200vds-4 445544455456444664 2-86
600 yds-4 425425364456555555 4—86—172

Meyer 200 yds—5 5556445644445555444- 31

500 yds— 344353335444433554 6—74—165

The same gentlemen tried their hands at the 500-yard tar-

get, firing off-hand five shots each, Brod leading with 19 out

of a possible 25, Meyer next with 18. Captain Klein also

obtaining 18.

A number of members of Company C, Second Artillery,

turned out for practice, making, as usual, good averages.

The match between Companies A and F, Fifth Infantry,

did not come off, as F did not appear. Company A's team was

on the ground, but had nothing to do except to fire a string of

two to keep their hands in.

Next Sunday a team of ten men from Company B, FirBt

Infantry, will shoot a like team selected from the Third

Infantry Regiment. The distance will be 200 yards, ten shots

for each man.
Pendleton, Kehrlein and Ott of the City Guard Rifle Club

had a friendly match at the short range, eaoh firing three

Btrings. Their scores:

Pendleton 200yds- 6444556544446544655H446444545 4—132

Ott 200yds-3 5544445465435444454464464444 6-128

Kehrlein 200yds—4 4534454444444444446444664546 4—126

Sergeant Garrison and Hosmer of the same club shot a

string each, making:
Garrison 200 yds—4 44454344 3—39
Hosmer 200 yds-4 44844434 4—38

Sergeant Burke, Company B, First Infantry, shot his

State record, obtaining fifty per cent.

On the 13th of November the San Francisco Schuetzeu

Verein will have a Thanksgiving turkey shoot, and on tbe

20th Mr. Hermann of Haibor View will hold out a number
of the same kind of birdB at Harbor View.

On Saturday Major-General Dimond and Brigadier-Gen-

eral Cutting, with members of their respective Btaffs, went
over to Shell Mound to shoot their State records. Major

Parsons was the only one who obtained a silver clasp. The
shooting was at 200 "yards, Springfield rifles, ten shots each.

The scores:

Major Pnrsons 5 52443466 4—41
Major Puelan 4 43442544 4—88
aflreeant-Mnjor Smith 4 34334444 4-37
Lieutenant-rolonel Kobler 4 44443433 4-37
Lieutenant-Colonel De Pue 4 33623444 4-36
Lieutenant-Colonel KngliBh 3 444344H3 9—34
Major-General Dimond 3 343423*4 5-32
Brigadier-General Cutting 5 04033366 »-Sl

Major Danike 04303453 3—25
Major Cuttler 2 3 3 3 2 3 2-18
Lieutenant-Colonel Hecht 1 00042003 3-14
Lieutenant-Colonel Staples 00003003 4—10
MajorOluff 30200000 2-7
Lieutenant-Colonel Piatt 00033000 0-6

On the same day and on the same range L. R. Townsend
and Captain Frank Sweet, Fifth Infantry, shot four strings
at the short range, the former winning. Their scoreB by
totals:

First Second Third Fourth Total
String. Siring. String. String.

Town&end 3& 43 42 43 167
Sweet 3tf 38 40 41 165

Sacramento.

The Record-Union represents the members of G. Company,
N. G. C, as being distempered over their failure to get on a

match with the Nationals of San Francisco, in which the

former prescribed conditions. It says:

Sacramento can boast of having the best military shots
upon the Coast, and a military company that can turn out a
stronger team than any other in the National Guard of Cali-
fornia. Some weeks ago & San Francisco company sent a
challenge to Company G. of this oity, to shoot for $2-i0 a side,

at a 200-yard range. Captain Hall and his company re-
sponded with promptness, accepting the challenge, but have
failed to receive a response. "That iB the way with San
Francisco; it is all brag and no shoot," remarked one of the
disgusted militiamen last evening. "They made the bluff
just to get their challenge published in San Francisco, and
then kept our acceptance out of the Bay papers. They
can't shoot with us, and never saw the day that they could
put twenty-five or thirty men against an equal number of
Company G, and get away with it. Their challenges are
mere bosh, and the next time they are heard from we will
ring tbe chestnut bell."

The following scores were made at Company G's 200-yard
range Sunday. Several of the best shotB were absent, and
the conditions of the weather were not favorable for good
shooting. Lieutenant Flaherty and some others were not up
to their best form, but still the scoreB are something that San
Francisco marksmen cannot sneeze at. The twenty-four
men Bhooting average 40 out of a possible 50.

Lieutenant Sheehan 4 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4—40
Lieutenant Flaherty 4 46444463 4—40
Sergeant Kennedy 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 4 3—40
Corporal Lowell 5 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4—12
Corporal Carroll 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 5 4 -36
Corporal Stearns 5 4 5 4 4 4 6 4 4 3—42
Private Boase 6 4 5 5 4 4 5 i 4 5—45
Private Stevens 4 4 3 4 4 4 6 4 4 5—41
Private McDermott a 3 4 4 4 4 3 4 a 4—36
Privite Dunphy 4 6 4 6 6 4 6 4 5 4—44
Private Shortridge 3 3 5 4 4 3 3 3 4 3—35
Private McMillan 4 54544446 4-43
Private Dougall 3 43433444 4—36
Private Connors 4 43343444 3—36
Private Greenlaw 6 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4—39
PrivateNutie 343454444 3-38
Private Klein 4 44344445 4—40
Private Judge 3 54444523 4—36
Private Heffernan 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4—42

Honorary members, same range:

P. Coffey 5 45444444 4—42
J. J. Paulsell 4 65544444 4—43
Aokerman 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 6—42
W.Mott 4 44444433 4—38
J.Miller 4 54544345 4—42

"Jim Kid" Announces Himself.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—-In your isue of a Re-
cent date Appeared an Article headed MiBB Annie Oakely.
The writer of the Said letter Signed his name a cow boy the
man who wrote the letter is no Cow Bov nor never was in
this letter he Says Col. Cody Buffalo "Bill Natt Salsbury
Annie Oakley Lillian Smith was all presented to the Queen
to gather and bowed and Betired and the Queen did not take
Miss Smiths Gun in her hand witch is Positively a Lie Col.
Cody was presented to her Majesty and so was Mr. Natt
Salisbury and some of the Squaws and Bed Shirt and they
was all Presented asperate except Bed Shirt the Sioux Chief and
the Sqnaws Miss Smith was then Presented after doing her act
she bowed and turned to leave when the Queen called her back
and Miss Smith was called into the Royal Box and the Queen
Took her Gun a Repeating Winchester 22 cal. and remarked:
"this is a very heavy gun for yon to use," and complimented
Miss Smith on her shooting very highly after witch Miss
Smith retired and Miss Oakley after doing her Shot Gun Act
Rau up to the Royal Box and bowed and retired not receiving
and invitation from The Queen to come into the Box She did
not enter the letter allso says the Grand Duke Michell came
to the show on purpose to see her if this is the case I can only
say her success waB a sad failure as the Grand Duke mingled
among the Cowboys and in company with the Hon. W. T.
Cody Buffalo Bill running the Buffalo Hiding Horse Back and
in the old Stage Coach none of the Wild West LadieB being
Present except just long enough To do their Aot the Grand
Duke stood by Miss Oakley during her Shooting and after she
had finished he took her Gun and tired several shots at Clay
Pigeons he all so stood by Miss Smith during her Performance
and after she had Finished both the Grand Duke and the
Prince of Wales took her Rifle and expressed their surprise at

her wonderful skill with Fire Arms and so small a caliber
The Grand Duke said he would Like to be Able to shoot a
Rifle he was master of a Shot Gun but a Rifle got the best of
him I will acknowledge Mr. Butler Miss Oakley's Husband is

good at advertising her but as a oowboy he has never bore
that name as he is Miss Oakley's Husband and manager
and takes no Part in the show except with Miss Oakley's
shooting witch is about eight or Ten minutes work
in the arena and Loading her Shells she uses if

that is a cow Boy I give up and if Mr. Butler
thinks Miss Oakley is so great a shot Let him put up his
money as that is what Talks and then we will see who is best
shot with h gun and that will Put an End to it and when a
Feice is written to a Paper let the writer Signe his name and
not take up a Title he cannot support.

Yours reBpfully,

Jim Kid,
Buffalo Bills Wild West,
Earls Court, London, England.

[The letter from our unique correspondent is printed in all

itti native foreefulnese, and is refreshing after a long series of
conventional writings. Of the merits of thscontrovsrsy we can
know nothing, but there is no doubt that Miss Lillian Smith,
Miss Annie Oakley or any other well-behaved person might
with propriety be presented to Queen Victoria. Mr. "Jim
Kid" touches the further verge when he says in his plain way
that some statement is a "lie," but to his frank, rough per-
ception any statement is a "lie" whioh is not made as he
would word it.

—

Ed.]
. *. _

Reoent English inventions are diamond Bights aud porce-
lain foresights. Both are said to be effective, the latter,

especially, for night shooting. Both rear and foresights are
fitted with diamond sparks, and in theory Bhould be good,
although we should imagine it difficult to draw One with
them in a bright sunlight.
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THE GTO
How is it a Man Can Shoot Well at One Kind

of Game and Not at Another?
Confession, they say, is good for the soul. I do not know

how that may be, bat I intend to make you my father con-
fesBor, with the hope that I may not only obtain an antidote
for my trouble, but what you or your readers may impart
may possibly benefit otherB who may want the same physio
as myself.

I confess that I am a very mediocre partridge shot, and
should be very glad to know "the reason why." The gentle
reuder will obviously retort, "does this conceited man think
it strange that he should be a bad shot? are not baa shots
plentiful, and is he not, of course, one of the noble army?"
I should be the b'rst to knock under to that humbling hunie
thrust if I telt it was deserved, but it is not. As a pannage
shot I feel I am uot a success, but beyond that I draw the
line. At ground game I am very good; and from long obser-
vation of this kind of shooting I can say 1 never yet saw a
better. Pheasants I do not shoot, perhaps, quite so well,
but there is only a shade of difference, and it they fly well
and come overhead I can kill them, though I am not sore of
one if it muddleB up before me, or is puked out of a fence.
Grouse I can kill almost, if not quite as well as pheasants;
and I uBed to be a very good snipe shot, but of late years I
have lived in a suipeless part of the country, so will not say
that I, now, am equal to what I used to be on thuse birds.
A very old sportsman, who was eighty when he said the
following, and had shot, all the year round, all over Great
Britain and Ireland since be waB eighteeu, and seen shots of
all kinds, told me that I was the best shot at wild snipes he
ever saw. I can also perform respectably at blue rocks from
the traps. Why, then, is the little brown birdie one too
many for me ?

I do not mean to say that sometimes I do not shoot well at
partridges, but I am quite uncertain, and I feel uncertain. If

a hare or rabbit gets np 1 feel a strong feeling that it will be
very bad for him in about a minnte; but if a partridge rises I
know that it is quite a toss up whether I shall miss both
barrels at the most easy shot, or kill brilliantly a long and
difficult right and left, for I constantly do both. Not that I
do not often kill a succession of easy shots, and miss easy
and difficult ones. The fact is, I feel nowhere with them.
Some days I shoot very well for a while, and then begin to

miss, most unaccountably, a number of fair, easy shots, and
then, later in the day, commence to shoot well again; other
days it will be just vice versa. If I could see any system in
my bad system, any sort of regularity in my irregularity, I
should long ago have got at the secret, for I have given much
observation and thought to this matter; and even if no cure
could have been found, the discovery of the mistery would
have been eminently satisfactory. It is the extraordi-

nary in-and-out style of the shooting that puzzles me. If the
secret is in health, or in powders, shot, bend, weight, or bore
of guns, why would not the same hold good in reference to

hare, rabbit, pheasant, grouse, and snipe Bhooting? in all of

which I shoot well and with confidence. The partridge, all

my life, has been my bete noir. It is not because of his

size, for I can shoot snipe and qnail 100 per cent, better. I

may as well describe the guns I ase for partridge shooting.

I will omit nothing if I can remember that may, perchance,
afford some clue to my bad luck.

In the early part of the season I use a 12-bore, weight 5£
lbs., and shoot 3 drs., and I oz. of No. 7 shot in the right,

and of No. 6 in the left barrels. Later in the season I take a
12-bore, weight 7 lbs., and shoot 3£ drs. powder, and H oz.

of No. 6 in the right, and of No. 5 in the left barrels. I fancy
I shoot better at the end than at the beginning of the season.

Curiously enough, I can shoot driven birds better than any
other. I have not had any but the very smallest trials of

driving, but the results surprised me. lean get my right

and left out of driven birdB in succession, when I Bhonld
surely have made a mess of them if walked up—which makes
me think I should make a very good driving shot if I had
practice. Both the guns I mentioned are full choke, and
with the heavier one I have made many extremely long
shots; and the other is a very good one also. I do not use
any nitro-compound powder, as my guns were built some
time ago, and I prefer to keep my head on my shoulders, I

use Curtis and Harvey's good black powder.
As I said above, I should never have ventured to inflict on

you such a long personal recital, even though I might self-

ishly expect benefit from your advice myself, but I cannot
help thinking that others may have experienced something of

the same, in kind, if not in degree, and that I may give them
a leg np at the same time with myself. I wonder if the par-

tridge is generally found a more difficult shot than the other
kinds which I have enumerated, and how this in-and-out

nncertain sort of shooting style can be accounted for when
the objet de chasse iB partridge?

—

Breechloader, in Shooting.

ROD.
The Trout's Precept—and Practice.

If birds can talk, ae ffisop. Gay,
"With PhffidriiB, Grimm and others Bay,

And beasts can aigniiy their wishes
In proBe or verse, then why not fishes?

Horace, 'tis true, has called them "mute ;"

But talk they do, beyond dispute.

And if you'll listen to my story

I'll demonstrate the fact before ye.

"Where Thames with silver current flows,

Not yet with acent salutes the nose,
Or furnishes the missing link
Between "Superior Stout" and Ink,

Snug in a hole beneath a weir
An aged trout had made his lair.

He wts the hermit of the reach,

His hoary scales and sapient speech
Combined among the finny Datlon

To give him wisdom's reputation.
Full many a time and oft, they say.

From rod and line be broke away:
While curses loud aDd deep as thunder
Lit on the piles he darted under.
The deep experience gained by age
Had made him now so trebly sage
That all in vain the lure was spread,

Dace, lobworms, flies, or lumps of bread;
He wouldn't even smell a "Pirate,"

(I hope G. K. will not be irate).

In vafn the angler searched his book.
He "Blung," but wouldn't take his "hook."
Feeling at last the end was near

Wben water should become Mb bier,

He sent for all the finny clan

And thus hiB farewell speech began:
"My friends." said he, "before I go
The way of all fish here below,
Tbla legacy I leave, a plan
To clicumvent that monster, man."
At onci there issued loud applause

From all the clrcle'B gaping jaws.
For joy (in lieu of clapping handa

)

They n"mote their tails against tho sands.

"With conscious pride the veteran smiled.
And thus resumed in accents mild:
"The fatal step, aB I'm a sinner,
That ruins us. is fish .'or dinner.
I own myself in earlier years,
Before repentance sprang from fears,
I've eaten minnows, dace, and bleak,
Hundreds at least, or more, a week.
"What toothsome food the rascals were,
And plump—but that's nor here nor there.
While heedless thus we gormandize
Man stands above with watchful eyes.
He marks our haunts, he spies our ways,
Then right across our path he playa
In placid stream or pnrling brook
A live bait tethered to a book.
Oh! ne'er can memory forget
That piercing pang-I feel it yet

—

When first the barb's tenacious grip
Olung to my lacerated lip.

I rushed and tugged, and fought in vain,
'At each remove I dragged a lengthening chain.*

At last, impelled by wild despair,
With lively bound I leapt in air.

F'lick went my tail, the line gave way,
Or else I'd not been here to-day.
But, ob! my friends," (he raised bis eyeB,
Devoutly turned towards the skies)

"Be warned while yet 'tis time, and flee

ThiB fatal vice of gluttony.
Why should we prey on one another?
Is not the dace a fish and brother?
Believe me, worms and grubs and flies

Are most unwholesome luxuries.
The choicest morsels, rarest treat.

Are oftenest barbed with man's deceit.

Safe from his wiles in peace I feed
And mortify the flesh on—weed."

11- ceased, and with seraphic smile.
Beamed like a h.ilo'd saint in "ile."
Amazement seized the scaly crew,
Wben thus the plKemade answer due:—
"I must confess our fiiend the trout

Is somewhat bite in finding ont
That virtue, safety, all we need,
Lies in a vegetarian creed.
His arguments bad moved me more
Had he propounded them before.
Now that hi? teeth are gone, his teaching,
From lack of practice, turns to preaching.
Perhaps old blood and feeble bones
Can live on weed, or snags or stones!
A weed, forsooth, when one is ill,

May serve as a cathartic pill.

In my case, Dr. Carp's prescription
Is of a different description.
He recommeDds of dace quant: sun':

Of gudgeon, minnow, bleak and ruff
'Hausturo quotidie capiendum'
As long as providence shall send 'em.
I can't find anything to shy at

In such a truly generous diet;

The new regime I'll gladlyfollow
When—I find nothing else to swallow ."

Approval shown from every face,

When, low, an uninvited dace
Came slowly wobbling passed the chair.
"Insolent upstart, does he dare

To interrupt our conference,
And deem unscathed to get him hence?
"No," cied the Trout, "for once my vow
I'll break, and teach the rascal how
To rue bis beggarly intrusion."
He snapped him up. When, oh! confusion!

Once more he found his lip impaled.
Not now his youthful strength prevailed;
The friendly pileB were far away,
And death bad marked him for bis prey.
The pike, amidst the consternation,
Thus spoke his funeral oration:
"My friends, oui dear departed brother
Haa left this world to try another.
Whether his fate shall be to fry
Or stuffed to grace a wall on high,
These mysteries we may not pry.
I fear up there he'll have no need
To teBt his theories on weed.
I always warned him not to fast;

I fear his mind gave way at last.

He mixed, a melancholy fact 'tis,

A pound of theory to an ounce of practice.

-As for ua miserable sinners

—

We'd DeBt disperse and get our dinners."
—Ci Git, in Land and Water.

Notes.

Angling readers will Gnd a practical point or two in the

following excerpt from a contribution by that famous angler

Mr. T. E. Pritt, to the English Fishing Gazette.

Ten yards deep of snow—this is not an exaggeration—in a

wide ravine a mile and a half long, and a hundred or more
ravines as per sample (in addition to the amount on the hill-

tops and on the level) in the same valley, represent a pro-

digious amount of liquid when in time it is all thawed. If

a sudden thaw comes there is a tremendous flood, with a

consequent disturbance of the bed of the river, thousands of

tons of gravel are shifted, and a vast quantity of the larvse

are Bwept away and lost. And yet, bad as this is, a slow

and gradual rise in temperature has an almost equally un-

fortunate effect on fly- fishing, as I think I shall be able to

show you.
Warmth is as necessary to the full development of the tiny

atoms which paas their early stages on the bed of the river

as it is to man himself, only in a less degree; and with an

enormous mass of snow melting slowly day by day, and
sending down a steady accession of water not much above

freezing-point, the feeble heat of the early spring snn is hardly

sufficient to take the chill off. All practical anglers who
keep their eyes open at the riverBide know that tinder these

conditions flies do not hatch ont. This is what has hap-

pened for several seasons past, during which the number of

flies observed on the surface of the river has been infinitesi-

mal in comparison with the uBual crop. Previous to the

advent of the cold springs the Btock of larvee was abundant;

as they have not hatched into flies, and reproduction can

only be brought about through the winged state, the reason

of the present deficiency is apparent. But what became of

thelarvaa? That is the point which I hope to make clear.

The temperature of the water never reached the degree—
and I am sorry to say that for lack of observation we do not

know what that degree is—necesRary to vivify the larval grub

into the perfect fly; the latter, be it understood, is not born

in the water, but in the air, as will shortly appear. The lar-

val insects had sufficient vitality in the ordinary course of

nature to enable them to crawl out of their frail bouses; but

warmth was lacking to bring them from the bed of the river,

or the weeds to which they were attached, to the surface.

Thas happened only a partial transformation from the larval

grub to the fly, and the nondescript insect then set free was
carried hopelessly down stream, to fall an easy prey to trout.

Two facts in proof of this are forthcoming: 1. That anglers

in northern rivers are accustomed to trout taking an artificial

fly with a " pluck" which is entirely underneath, and so far

underneath that not a dimple is produced on the surface of

the running stream. The days on which trout take an

angler's flies in this way are usually fine, with a rather full

river, due to melting snow, and there is no live fly on the

water. The only possible deduction from this is that trout

take a hackled fly for au imitation of the larval grub in its

transition state from the bed of the river to the surface.

They never see a perfect-winged insect under the surface,

because the moment a fly is immersed it ia done for. Catch
any of the aquatic flies you like, and try the result by dip-

ping them in water. 2. During the recent scarcity of sur-

face food, a constant remark by northern anglers has hud
reference to the surprisingly good condition which trout have
all along maintained. Clearly, therefore, the tish have been
feeding extensively underneath. Here I wish to say that,

although I am an advocate of the wet-fly syBtem for all rapid
rivers, and particularly those of the colder North, I by no
means despise the use of the dry fly in certain places and
under certain conditions, being well aware from experience
that a floating fly on quiet water in a clear light will often
kill, when a hackled imitation would be no nse at all. A
large number of our aquatic flies belong to the Phryganidce,
and are flat-winged, and I have never seen a floatiug fly

dressed by any maker which even attempted to counterfeit
these insects, and to put "cock" wings to a flnt-wiug<-d fly is

to ignore the thing we are trying to imitate. It only remains
for me to show that my remark as to the impartial hatch-
ing of flies is not mere theory, but is the result of personal
observation, before recorded.
Some time ago I turned 40 of th^ larvte of the Phryganidce,

which I may be pardoned for reminding those who have not
gone deeply into the matter are commonly called "stick-
baits"—into a glaBS aquarium, in order that I might, it pos-
sible, watch the hatching process. I succeeded in doing this;

but out of the 40 only three reached the surface aB perfect
flies; the others crawled out of their larval caseB and never
got any further. If there had been a stream througu the
aquarium the nondescript grubs would have been carried off

by it. I satisfied myself, however, on two points— first, that
the power of the sun is necessary to bring the larvel grub to
the surface, two of the three perfect flies being hatched out
in consequence of my moving the aquarium to a position in
which the direct rays of the sun fell upon it; then the insect
dragged himself forth from his case, and roBe quietly to the
surface. In doing so his body and wings depended perpen-
dicularly, his legB alone working away to aid the upward
movement, all the rest being enveloped in an exquisitely fine
transparency. Even as it emerged from the water, instan-
taneously—quicker, indeed, than the eye could follow accur-
ately—the fine envelope was gone, and there was the perfect
fly. The second point was this: that as the insect was ris-

ing to the surface, nothing I can imagine would imitate its

appearance more accurately than a sparely-dressed hackled
fly. I leave anglers to think this out further for themselves,
remarking, before I leave the subject, that no system of dry-
fly tihsing will ever satisfactorily represent an insect which
is not dry, but wet. The object of the fly-fisher is to catch
trout by deceiving them by the general correctness of our
counterfeits of Nature, and I admit at once that, in mere
mechanical art and skill, the floating fly is the best imitation
of the living Ephemeridae, and the system of fishing it the
most skillful; but a floating fly will not float on a swift river
broken into spiteful ripples, and a perfect-winged insect
under the surface of the water is unknown. And, after all,

we must copy Nature. Anglers of the North may therefore
comfort themselves with the knowledge that a hackled fly

bears a very striking resemblance to an aquatic insect in a
transition state, upon which trout feed largely; and that a
floating fly, capsized or immersed, has no advantages over
the ordinary winged flies dressed in the North.
My own fishing this year has been very limited, two or

three days on the Yorkshire rivers and a fortnight in North
"Wales representing all the time at my disposal. But the
WelBh outing I shall never forget. It was at that period of
the year when the hedgerows and the umbrageous lanes were
fringed with lilac, and laburnums, and wallflowers in pro-
fusion; the first fresh green of the reluctant spring was on
every tree and every blade; acres of apple blossoms were all

aronnd, and meadow-sweet and hawthorne perfumed all the
air; melodious birds were singing among the trembling leaves
and in the sky; and white cascades, dividing deep green
pine-covered hills, were foaming, and dashing, and making
merry musio everywhere on their way to the angler's play-
ground, the river. Those who like may call the fisherman's
sport dull, stupid, and slow; but they must at least admit
that no other sportsman ever sees Nature, or (mark the
words) has time to see Nature at home and at her best, pure
and unsullied by any of the black arts of man. There is a
tendency in this degenerate age to scoff at all this, and to
look solely at the practical side of angling, which is to catch
fish; but that reoreation will always be the best which pro-
vides food for the mind and the memory, as well as the
necessary exercise for the body. It is not a little thing to be
able, in the twinkling of an eye, to transplant one's self from
the dingy stuffiness of a banker's sweating-room in the heart
of smoke-covered Leeds on a dull November afternoon to the
Fairy Glen on the Conway, or the Swallow Falls on the
Llugwy, where trout are splaBhing all around, and the
bright sylvan green is over all again, and the wind whispers
softly of freedom through the branches overhead. And
depend upon it—purely practical angler though you are

—

you will find yourself doing it. And that is why, in spite of
yourself, and though you may not know it—you continue an
angler; and it is one of the chief reasons why so many old,
and I will dare to say so many good men have remained
ardent anglers to the last day that Time and his attendant,
Decay, would permit them.

CANOEING.
Oakland Canoe Club.

Some of the members of the club enjoyed a very pleasant

cruise last Saturday and Sunday. The fleet consisted of

Mystic, W. Blow; Flirt, A. D. Harrison, with W. Campbell
as passenger; Zoe Mou, H. Dameal; Shadow, Geo, T. Wright,
Gypsy, A. Blow. Starting at 2:45 they had a tedious beat
out of the creek, the breeze being very light, but out in the
bay it was better, and a pretty sail acroFs was enjoyed, the
first boat arriving at 5:30. A cosy camp was made in the
cove, each canoest sleeping in his boat. Next morning, after
a dip in the briny and a hearty breakfast, the canoes' were
launched about ten o'clock and proceeded round the north
Bhore of the island and thence across to the French frigate
Duquesne. She was not open for the inspection of visitors
but the boys rubbed up their French and explained how far
they had come to see her, and finally, after some delay, per-
mission to board was granted. By the time this inspection
was over the tide had commenced to ebb and quite a fresh
breeze bad arisen, making it a little awkward to embark, but
soon all were afloat and booming away for home under
reefed canvas. Passing Goat I&land the Bonita and Pirate
were viewed just entering the cove, and boou joined compan v,
the fleet reaching the boathouse about 4:30. The next a
will probably be down the Alameda shore, with a can:
the loot of Grand street.
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Dates Claimed.

Eureka Jockey Club, November 2?d to 26th.
Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association Oct. 29th to Nov. 5th.

Closine of Entries.

NOVEMBER 16th—Eureka Jockey Club.

Arrow and His Ancestry.

Since Arrow established nis claim to be the greatest

pacing colt which has ever been seen in public, there has

been a good deal of inquiry about his ancestry. The let-

ter of Hancock M. Johnson has fixed the breeding of his

dam. That of his sire, further than that he was a son of

Simpson's Blackbird, has been questioned. A. W. Rich-

mond was bred by Azariah Prussia, of Van Buren, Jack-

son Co., Iowa, of whom we purchased him. His dam
was bred by Thos. W. Pope, near Cleveland, Ohio, Mr.

Pope bringing the mare to Iowa, selling her to Prussia

before going to California. He returned from California

in 1851 and lived on a farm at Mount Algor, eight miles

west of Sabula, Jackson Co., Iowa. We "traded" to

Mr. Pope lands in Missouri for Mt. Algor, and were not

only well acquainted with him but had the right to call

him a warm friend. We were members of the same

Masonic lodge, and were on terms of more than ordinary-

intimacy. He also bred the grandam of A. W. Rich-

mond, and which he claimed to be by "Spotted Ranger,"

an Arabian horse. He was somewhat nettled when we
questioned this Spotted Hanger being an Arabian which

we did from some of the progeny of the dam of Rich-

mond showing the Opelousas characteristics, viz.: A mix-

ture of colors and rat-tails. The dam of Richmond, he

said, was by Rattler, a thoroughbred horse, but the ped-

igree of Rattler we are unacquainted with. That Mr.

Pope believed the pedigree to be correct will not be ques-

tioned by any one who knew him. That it was correct

we have not the least doubt.

This much we do hnow that A. W. Richmond was by
Biackbird from the mare bred by Thos. W. Pope, and

owned by Azariah Prussia, who paid us for the services

of Biackbird, and of whom we bought him in 1869 in

company with Horace Gregory. The said Gregory's in-

terest in A. W. Richmond we purchased, and brought

him to California the spring of 1874; sold him to M. S.

Patrick, who disposed of him. to Hancock M. Johnston.

Now as to Blackbird: The winter of 1855-1856, we
were going to Dubuque in company with two friends,

Dr. E. M. Westbrook and T. C. Kendall. Stopping at

Andrew, the county-seat of Jackson county, for dinner,

we heard of a fine colt which was lately brought there,

and when he was shown, took a great fancy to him.

-riis attendant got on him without a saddle, and though

the streets were frozen into hubs, he showed a trotting

gait with which we were well pleased. His owner was

away, though his father was present, and we told him
that we would give $800 for the colt. This was thought

n exorbitant price in that day, and in that part of the

ouutry, and our friends vouchsafed a good deal of

a Ivice regarding our foolish offer. The following spring

we bought him for SI, 000, and placed him in the hand?

of Wm. Robinson, at that time living in Maquoketa,

Iowa, to break to harness and train as a trotter. Pre-

vious to the purchase he bad been run several races, and

when we bought him Barnhart had started on a racing

tour, that sort of a tour which meant going around the

country ;.nd making matches from a quarter of a mile

to two miles. The only portion of his history which we

will touch upon now is that which has a bearing on his

breeding.

From Barnhart we received a pedigree extending back

several generations. Hearing that Barnhart's title

might be questioned, and learning the name of his

breeder, we wrote to him for a certificate, as this would

be a recognition of our ownership as well as proof of his

pedigree.

Barnhart, at the time of the sale, gave us a certificate

from Jno. Scott Jr., the owner of Camden, that he was

by that horse, and we showed him at the State Fair of

Iowa, that year held at Muscatine, in the thoroughbred

ring.

As Mr. Scott's letter did not show the pedigree of his

dam he was very properly "ruled out." The following

is the letter from his breeder:

Chelsea, Butler Co., Kansas. T. \
September 8, 1859. J

Jos. Cairn Simpson, Esq.:—Your letter of July 25th is

received. Sickness has prevented me from answering it

earlier.

I hereby certify that Blackbird, the stallion now owned by
Joseph Cairn Simpson, Esq., of Iowa, was bred by me at

Perrysville, Ashland Co., Ohio. He was foaled on the 17th of

May, 1851. He waB Bired by Camden. Blackbird's dam was
a dark bay, full sixteen hands high. She was four years old

when Blackbird was foaled. Her sire was Postboy by Henry,
the competitor of Eclipse. Postboy 1b the identical horse that
ran the great match race on Long Island (the North against

the South) against Bascom, owned by Colonel Crowell, of Ala-

bama. Blackbird's grandam, Cinderella, was also dark bay,
about fifteen and one-half hands high, of great muscular
power. She was sired by Cone's Bacchus, whose unrivalled
success on the turf and longevity needs no comment. Black
bird's great-grandani (Jude) was dark bay, fifteen and one-
half hands high. She was sired by Bay Bolton. I purchased
her about thirty years ago. She was a mare of remarkable
powers of endurance, of great strength and remarkable con-
stitution, never lame or sick, and like Cone's old Bacchus,
they being about the same age, died a short time ago, up-
wards of thirty years of age. Blackbirds' dam and grandam
were bred by me and are now living, one twelve and the
other twenty-three years of age. You must let me know how
Blackbird performs this fall. He is a well-bred horse pater-
nally, but I think he owes Mb powers of endurance to his
maternal connections. I own a half-sister to Blackbird. She
was six years old last spring (she was sired by Boston)" as good
a mare as can be found in Ohio. She had a colt last spring,

and they write me it is a fine one. She is with foal at this

time by a first-rate horse. I ordered her put to breeding to

prevent them from running her. 1 would sell her. She will

suit any lover of good stock. Yours respectfully,

L. M. PfiATT.

Some time after the receipt of this we wrote to Mr.

Pratt to learn if he knew anything in relation to the

dam of the Bay Bolton mire, but not receiving a reply

we have even never carried the pedigree further than

what is given above.

Lately we have heard that Luther M. Pratt was
unknown as a resident of Perrysville. As will be seen

from his letter he had removed to Kansas, but that he

did live there, or in that section of Ohio, is corrobor-

ated by the following copied from the Spirit of the Times

of December 2d, 1854.

Hayesville, Ohio.
The Camden Colt Purse of $50, offered by the owners of

Camden for the best three-year-old Camden colt, mile heats,
was run at Hayesville, Ohio, Oct. 20th, 1854, and out of his
numerous progeny but two came to the starting post. These
were John bcott Jr.'s, bay colt Little Frank, and Luther M.
Pratt's black colt Blackbird. Ever since these colts were
dropped there has been made wise speculation in regard to
their respective merits. The Bird has taken the first perm-
ium as the best blood colt, over Frank, atthe county fair, when
a weanling, and when a two-year-old. And this race was not
only to test the merits of the colts, but to confirm or reverse
the decision of two committees on coltB and fillies at the
county fairs. And when weighed on the track it took Little
Frank just one minute and fifty-one seconds to dish the Bird,
and prove that at least about horseflesh it 1b human to err.

Friday Oct. 20th, 1854.—purse $50, for all three-year-old colts got by
Camden. Mile heats.
John Scott Jr.'s b c Little Frank by Camden.dam by Bacchus. 100

lbs.
Luther M. Pratt's bl c Blackbiid, by Camden, dam by Postboy, 98

lbs 2 2
Time, 1:51,1:54.

—Spirit of the Times, Dec. 2d, 1854.

It would really seem superfluous to offer more proof

on this score, though as Camden was bred in Virginia it

may be proper to show how Camden came to Ohio. He
"stood" at Ashland and was "advertised" by Henry Clay,

and if our memory is not in fault, became the property

of E. Blackburn (Uncle Ned), a*id was purchased of him
by John Scott Jr. We bought of the latter-named gen-

tleman "Little Frank" (we afterwards named him
Frank Scott), the conquerer of Blackbird, and Mr. Scott

also brought to Iowa another son of Camden, which he

sold to a Dr. Hoffstetter.

We have also heard that Luther M. Pratt was a re-

putable citizen and a man who was "well-to-do." His
son brought Blackbird to Wisconsin, where Barnhart

*The Boston Mr. Pratt refers to was Bay Boston, alBO
wned by John Scott Jr.

got him. He ran a race against Buckshot, at Beloifc,

Wis., heats of two miles, in which Blackbird was beaten,

and we were informed that there was some sharp prac-

tice on the part of Barnhart, through which he obtained

he ownersDip.

Taking later events into consideration, and it does not
seem that the committees were very far-off in awarding '

the premiums to the black colt if Little Frank did "dish

up the bird.'

Race Week.
A comprehensive headline. To those who can recall

the recollections of a half century it is more than com-
prehensive. Such remembrances must necessarily be of
the morning of life. Fifty years is a good deal in the

longest spans of human longevity. When taken from
the period which is usually classed as the limit, it means
the verging of boy into man; when there is continual

springtime; when the clouds are also of rosy hue; when
the shadows flit by with momentary darkness, and that

followed by a brilliancy of sunshine which intensifies

whatever it falls upon. It may be that the recollections

are more vivid than really belongs to the picture. There
may be remembrances too florid, there may be a gout,

a harking back, when the mental palate was easily

tintillated and a gourd of cider better relished than a
brimming goblet of champagne at an advanced ago. Be
that as it may, we old folk cannot be expscted to turn
iconoclasts and hurl from the pedestal the idol which we
worshiped in youth. We are not going to discuss the
merits of horses which have figured in the far away past
with the present actors on the hippie stage. Whether
Reality, Flirtilla, Boston, Fashion or even so late cele-

breties as Lexington, Lecompte are to be classed with
horses of the present day we du not care to discuss.

The logic of the watch would be sure t o down us in

the argument. It would be useless to call attention to

the courses of less than a half a century ago, on which
the feet sank so far that the pasterns were imbedded, to

the times when sweats under a load of blankets and two
and two gallops, and drastic medicines, and stalls which
were almost hermetically sealed, and when " pointing"
for a race meant restriction from food and water ever
so long before, and whole lots of nonsense (that is what
would be called nonsense under our present lights) were
in vogue.

Partial as we may be to modern practices and modern
horses, there are remembrances which are fondly cher-
ished. In those old days, racing was more of a recrea-
tion than it is now. Few there were who made it a
business in comparison with the many who bred reared
and raced for the glory of leading the winner back to
scale, and who were better pleased to win a cup or plate
than they would have been to obtain four times its

value in coin. Race week was anxiously anticipated.
Spring and Fall meetings were the grand events of the
year. In what were peculiarly the racing regions of the
country at that time, high and low, rich and poor shared
in the florid expectations, in the enjoyments which had
little alloy. South of the line which marked the divi-
sion between North and South the black portion of the
population entered into in it with all the zest of their
ardent natures. When the colts won which had been
reared on the place, there was no end to joyful acclama-
tions; when beaten, corresponding sadness. In Southern
stables nearly all the attendants were blacks, and a man
who made an attempt to corrupt a groom or jockey
would have been assured rough treatment.

There are still a good many old timers who attend the
race meetings of the present day, and it is a source of
great pleasure to us to listen to old time reminiscences.
There are vivid recollections of the days when Boston
was the "travelling terror of the turf," of Fashion, Blue
Dick, Wagner, Grey Eagle, Peytona, Lexington,
Lecomte, etc., and a few carry their recollections so far
back as to include celebrities of a still earlier peiiod.
As a matter of curiosity the conditions of a race which

was run two hundred years ago is appended:

insula ( Articles for the plate which is to be ran for in the said
MONffi. J

island, being of the value of five pounds sterline (the
,

fashion included.) given by the Right Honourable Wil-
t ham Larl of Derby, Lord of the said Isle, &c.

"lat. The saidphite is to be run for up*n the 2:ith day of Julv ineuery year, whiles his honour Is pleased to allow the same , be'ln*
the day of the nativny of the HononraOle James Lord S ranee t

except it happen upon a Sunday, and if soe, the said plate is to h*run for upon the day following. —
"2d Thatnoehoise, gelding, or m air. shall be admitted to run forthe said

i
late, but such as was foaled within the said island nv

in the Calfe of Mann. isiana, or

" 3d. That euery borse. gelding, or mair, that is designed to run shallbeentred at or before the viiijtb day of July, with his mastersname and his owne, if he be generally knowne by any or els his
col our, and whether horse mair or gelding, and that'to be done
at the x comprs. office, by the cleark of the rolls for the time

' 4th. Tliat euery person that puts In either horse. mair, or gelding,

'6th

shall, atthe time of their entring, depositt the'smne 'of fiue shill
apiece into the hands of the said cleark of the rolls which is tn
eoe towards the augmenting of the plate for the year following,
besides one shill. apiece Jo be giuen by them to said cleark of th«
rolls, for entring their names and engrossing these articles

That euery horse, mair, or gelding, shall carry horseman's
weight, that is to say ten a one weight, at fourteen pounds toeach stone, besides sadie and bridle. • *UU"UH lo

6th. That euery horse, mair, or gelding, shall haue a person for its
tryer, to be named by the owner of the said borse. mair, or geld-ing, which tryers are to have the comand of the scales and
weights, and to see that euery rider doe carry full weight accord-
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inKaais mencioned in the foregoeing article, and especially that
the wining rider be soe with the usuall allowance of one pound
for .

" 7th That a person be assignsd by the fryers to start tb°. rtininge
horses, who are to run for the aaid pi >te, betwixt the howers of
one and three of the clock in the afternoon.

"8th. That euery rider aball leave the two first powles which are Belt

upp In Macybreas close, in tliis maser following, thai is to say,
the first of the said two powles upon his right baud, and the other
upon his left band; and tb* two powles by the rockes are to be left

upon the left hand likewise; and the fifth powle. which 1b sett up
at the lower end of the Conney warren, to be left alaoe upon the
left hand, and soe the turning powle next to TVm. Looreyea house
to be left in like maner upon the

. left hand, and the other
two powles. leading to the ending powle, to be left upon the
right band; all which powles arc to be left by the riders as afore-
Baid, excepting only the diBtauce«powle. which may be rid on
either hand, at the discrecion of the rider," &c. &c. &c.

July lltb, 1687.

"The nameB of the persons who have entered their horses to run for

the within plate for this present year, 1687.
" Eo. Heywood. Keq., Governor of this Isle, hath entered

ane bay-gelding, called by the name of Loggerhead,
and hath deposited towards the augmenting of the
plate for the next year £00 05 00

" Captain Tho. Hudlston hath entred one white gelding,
called Snowball, and batb depositted, 00 05 00

"Mr. William Faigler hath entred bis gray gelding, called
the Gray-C-*rraine, and deposiitted. 00 05 Ou

" Mr. Nicho Williams hath entred one gray stone horse,
called the Yorkshire-gray, and deposited 00 05 00

"Mr. Demster Christian hath entred one geldiDg, called
the Dapple-gray, and hath depositted, CO 05 00

" Memorandum, "28th July, 1687.
" That this day the above plate was run for by the fore-mencioned

horse, and the same was fairly won by the right worshipful governor's
horse at the two first heateB.

" 17 August, 1688.
" Beceived this day the above .which I am to pay to my

master to augment ye plate, by me,
" John Wood.

" It is my good-will and pleasure yt ye 2 prizes formerly granted
(by me) for bors runing and shouting, shall continue as they did, to

be ran, or shot for, and soe to continue dureing my good-will and
pleasure. Given under my hand alt Lathora, ye 12 of July, 1669.

"DBBBX,
" To my governor's deputy-governor, and ye
rest of my officers in my Isle of Man."

Darebin.

When the cable brought the intelligence that Australian

Peer had won the T. R. C. Derby, we determined to

republish the description of his sire, Darebin, which

appeared soon after his importation by Mr. J. B. Haggin.

We do not hesitate to reiterate the opinion therein ex-

pressed that he is the finest big horse we ever saw, and

that he was destined to be a successful sire was as nearly

assured as anything in the future can be foretold. But

the winnng of the Y. E. G. Derby is not the only point

in favor of Australian Peer and his sire. Unquestionably

the crack horse of Australia at the present time is Trident.

He is held in such high estimation that Australian Peer

was the only one to put in an appearance against Trident

and his stable companion Aberdeen in the Eandwick

Plate. The following is the account from the Sidney

Mail of October 1st.

The Australian Peer was the only one that dared oppose

the Hon. James "White's representatives in the Kandwick
Plate, and so great was the confidence in the mighty Trident

tnat 8 and 10 to 1 were laid on him by plungers and those

who went to make a recovery for previous losses. Aberdeen

cut out the work for his stable companion until he was
run to a standstill five furlongs from home when Trident

appeared at the front, but had no sooner done so than Gorry

challenged him with the Australian Peer, and the pair raced

round the bend and into the straight, where the champion
was in great trouble, and the colt, drawing away, won com-
fortably at the end amidst a scene of the wildest excitement.

Mr. Gannon's win was enthusiastically received, and Trident

also came in for a great reception. When returning to scale,

Hales was desirous of entering a protest against Gorry for

crowding him against the railes at the home turn, but the

matter was withdrawn. The Australian Peer was bred at the

Grange, Queensland, where Le GraDd, Wheatear, and other

celebrities first saw tho light, and, though his high action

does not denote a stayer, is a remarkably tine colt. Ho is by

the Sydney Cup-winner Darebin from imported Stockdove,

(the dam of Stockdale), by Macaroni from Anonyma, by

Stockwell from Miss Sarah, by Don John from Miss Sarah,

by Gladiator from Easter, by Brutandorf from Wagtail, by

Prime Minister, and is engaged in the Melbourne Gup with

6 st 12 lb.

The Eandwick Plate is three miles, weight for age,

and as horses date their ages in Australia from August

1st, it was equivalent to a three-year-old here running

in the latter part of February. Under our schedule a

three-year- old in a race of that length would carry 93

pounds. In the Eandwick Plate Australian Peer carried

97 pounds.

Dabkbin, brown horse, white stripe in face, left forefoot

white, sixteen hands two and a fourth inches in height,

weight 1,240 pounds; foaled 1878, bred by Mr. S. Gardiner,

Victoria, Australia.

The above, something after the formula of the Stud Book,

would convey a faint idea of what sort of a horse Darebin is.

In order that our readers may be prepared for what may seem

to be a description in which the purpose was to flatter, we

will begin by characterizing him as the very best big horse

which has come under our observation in tne many years

that horses have been made a study.
_

The color is as handsome as the most aesthetic can desire.

A beautiful seal brown, shaded in places, or rather blended

with lighter tints not exactly tan-color, but more delicate, like

the edge of a purple cloud when the sun has dropped below

the horizon, or the hue of old Tokay wine in an antique

goblet. The white in the face adds to its beauty. In the

forehead the white is nearly as large as the hand of a belle,

aarrowing to a line below the eyes, and then widening again

lo as to take in part of the left nostril. The eyes are a dark

Lazel, lustrous and yet tranquil, giving evidence of strong

rfill power and also amiability of disposition. The ears are

Jong thin and pointed, and set on in a way to please the

most fastidious observer. The jawbones are wide apart, giv-

ing ample room for the large windpipe, and the nostrils, when

dilated, are more than usually large, with thin edges. Ihe

breathing apparatus, or rather the channels for respiration,

from nostrils to thorax are of such magnitude as to supply

the lungs with air, no matter how rapid the pace. Ine neok

ib muscular, of great depth at its juncture with the body,

tapering; and the setting on of the bead altogether admirable.

The crest is sharp, with just the right curves for beauty, and
the side muscles very strong. The line from the springing
of the withers to the poll is long and of graceful sweep. The
shoulder is first-rate, scapula broad and falling back into the
sway, the point prominent and the humerus long. There is

an immense bulk of muscle covering the humerus and the
lower portion of the scapula, the upper arm, us some term it,

being very prominent. The arm is large, the back muscle
hugh for even so large a horse, and the tendons, to which it

is attached, big and clean. The knee is shaped admirably.
Just the right length, just the right width to suit our idea,

with the trapezium well developed, so that there is no lack

of space for the fastening of ligaments and tendons. The
knee iB "well let down," an ambiguous phrase to those who
are not posted in horse terms, the meaning being that there

is greater proportionate length from the elbow to knee than
from knee to ankle, a conformation whioh meets with the

most favor, though we do not regard it as of so much import-
ance as we formerly did. And in mentioning the elbow
reminds ub that that important point was nearly overlooked
in following the shape from withers to feet. Like other

parts it is "in keeping." The olecranon is long, and the

"set" is parallel with the body, ensuring "straight action"

and a thorough command of limbs and feet. The canon
bone is of good size, the flexor and suspensory tendons
larger than usual, clearly cut, and giving a width of leg which
is rarely met. The ankles are truly shaped and the pastern
exactly what is required to carry bo heavy a body. There is

the right "Bpring," that is the angle from coronet to ankle, a

degree of obliquity which will ensure proper strength, and
at the Bame time give elasticity of movement. The lower
part of the pastern swells out so as to till the upper part of

the foot without that abrupt jog of the coronary band which
is sometimes seen, especially in large horses. The foot is the

only part of Darebin which gives an opportunity for adverse
criticism. In a horse of his size a small foot would be a

serious defect. What would be considered a medium size in

a horse of under sixteen hands and one thousand or eleven

hundred pounds, would be small for a horse of such ponder-
ous frame and muscular development. Still, his feet might
be curtailed somewhat and a sharper angle given to the

wall with advantage in point of looks. It is a good foot

in every other respect. The frog is wide and the point

of it well forward; the sole has a good deal of concavity and
there is enough thickness of wall. The horn is smooth
and has the tough appearance rarely seen in anything but

well-bred horses. In forming an opinion, based on the pres-

ent condition of the foot of Darebin, we are liable to be

misled. The shoes on his fore feet (the hind feet are bare)

were put on in Australia, in all probability about two months
ago. Consequently, there is from a half to three-quarters of

an inch growth of horn in excess of what there should be,

and we all know how disfiguring that is. "With his feet

properly prepared and decently shod, there will be such a

vast improvement that it will be difficult to recognize. If

this is a specimen of Australian horse-shoeing, the smiths of

the antipodes are far away behind the times in this impor-
tant part of Btable economy. The shoe is simply a rough
band of iron with a huge clip at the toe, utterly devoid of

form or comeliness or adapted for the purpose to which it

is put.
From the shoulderB to the hind extremities the make-up is

so nearly perfect that the most exacting critic will be troub-

led to pick a flaw. The "middle-piece" is remarkable. A
good girth, seventy-four inches, the back ribs long, and so

wide that the spaces can scarcely be observed, elliptical in

front so as to permit of the greatest expansion, with an
increasing curvature so that all the vital organs have plenty

of room. From the spring of the withers to the "coupling"

there is just enough room for a saddle with length of tree

for a man to sit comfortably on, and at the same time bring

the weight where it can be carried the easiest and with the

least hindrance to speed. Owing to this information the

first glance might mislead regarding the length of body,

though, more careful examination will correct the erroneous

impression which the tape corroborates by proving his length

to be nearly two inches in excess of his height. The hip is

long, with just the right deviation from a horizantal line to

give the proper angle to the femur, and this, -as a general

rule, governs the "sweep" from the whirlbone to the hock.

The tibia is long, there being plenty of [reach from stifle

to hock, the latter joint being broad, with a length of calcis

which insures perfect command of the lower limb. From
hock to ankle is as good as can be. Plenty of bune, still

better, plenty of tendon.
As in the fore extremities ankle and paBtern are capital,

and from the excess of horn being broken away the foot

shows much better. The hind feet are none too large, and
this is another proof that the greater portion of the unsight-

liness is due to the extra growth of horn. The muscular

covering of loin and quarters may be termed remarkable.

While the backbone is large, extraordinarily large, the fillets

which support it are immense. There are masses of muscle

where strength is needed, the upper thigh being so clad that

it projects beyond a line from point of hip, while the hips

are wide without an approach to raggedness. The gaskin

or lower thigh is very full inside and outBide, the muscles

dropping close to the back hamstring (tendon Achilles) being

also large. One part we had nearly omitted, that being the

brisket and fork. The brisket is prominent, the fork moder-
ately close, the outside covering viz., skin and hair, is in

keeping with framework and motion power. The skin thin

and elastic, mane silky and not too heavy, flowing tail. "We

have heretofore attended to his color, and the rich tints

would not show as they do if the coat were less glossy.

Attitude. Much is said, written and sung when human be-

ings are the theme, or even statues are the topic, and the "poBe"

of a thoroughbred horse is just as legitimately considered.

Given his head, and that of Darebin is as perfect as any king

of the stage displays, in fact, an equine picture. Standing

squarely upon his legs, his head elevated without showing a

particle of restraint or that the position waB anything but

natural, ears pointed forward, the prominent eye glowing, a

slight quiver of the distended nostril, and there he is a true

king of a royal line. Expression too. We are prone to judge

character in our own race by the expression of the counte-

nance; and those who are at all familiar with horseB are

aware that it is a guide whioh seldom fails. A better criter-

ion, perhaps, in equine than human, as they are not taught

to dissimulate and there is candor in place of disguise. Dean
Swift had some grounds for his biting satire embodied in Gul-

liver's travels to the land where horses held the reins over

the Yahoos—we dare not attempt the spelling of the name of

the country without the book—and the praises not without

reason. The subject of this sketoh is wonderfully endowed
in this respect. Eye, forehead, muzzle, play of the ears

indicate kindness of disposition united with resolution to

carry him through the hardest contest. We took plenty of

time to scan his form as he stood under the big oak tree

in front of the stable, and after that he was turned into a

paddock large enough to give him a chance to exhibit his

action. A roll in a sand bed when he turned from side to
side with nearly as much ease as you can turn your hand,
and then he was off, bounding, curvetting, capricoling like a
two-year old. In a fast gallop he glides along with smooth,
equal strides. When he trotted his action waB "rounder"
and he bent his knees and brought his haunches under him
with evident power.

It may be that we were so strongly impressed with the big
level-made, and consequently handsome thoroughbred that
judgment iB biased, though we must reiterate the belief that,

if anything, the picture is underdrawn.

Sable Wilkes-2:18! 2:18!! 2:18!!!

Any number of exclamation points, any number of

times repeated is none too often to place under the name
of the champion three-year-old. Inasmuch as we shall

present our readers with a portrait of Sable Wilkes in

the nest number of the paper, and an accompanying;

description of the hero, together with his near relations,

a bare recital of the event will be all that is given at

present. We were present, and therefore have personal

knowledge of the affair, excepting that the warming up
heats took place before we reached the course. From a

trustworthy source we learned that he trotted the home
stretch in 32£ seconds at the finish of one of them, so that

he was greatly the favorite over his competitor, Old

Tempus. The day was fine, the track in good order, so

that these essentials were not lacking. Still, it was a
huge task, and to reduce the time of the cracks of all

time by even a fraction of a second an extremely arduous

job under the most favorable circumstances.

Once he jogged past the judges' stand, came back on
his customary "shack" when going slow, turned about

the 3 in 5 distance, and before fifty yards were covered

he was moving rapidly and with action which showed

that limbs and feet were fully under control. The run-

ner accompanying him was kept a little way in the rear,

and 35 seconds was the mark at the first quarter. An
acceleration of pace was visible on the back stretch, and

1:09 was the time for the half-mile.

The further turn was also made in 35 seconds, which

gave 1:44 for the three-quarters. Hitherto he had been

trotting so easily that it was evident he had still a link

to let out. The runner ranged alongside when the

straight was reached, and Goldsmith began to drive.

The colt responded gamely, chough at the seven fur-

longs he wavered for an instant as though on the point

of breaking. To a close observer it was plain that he

fell back a trifle as though to obtain momentary relief,

though it was also apparent that he was finishing at a

faster rate than any other portion of the mile had been

made. This was also proven by the time of the last

quarter, 34 seconds, which, after making allowance for

the loss mentioned, fixes the eighth furlong as the fast-

est of any.

Two minutes and eighteen seconds, one-and-a-half sec-

onds placed to the credit of California, and that is of

vast significance when subtracted from 2;19£ by a three

-

year-old stallion. We were in a position to see and meas-

ure the time with the utmost exactness. Directly over

the wires, our station being in the press stand, and from

which every foot of the track can be seen, and tbe frac-

tions taken with exactness.

There was little variation in the watches of those who
timed outside the officials. Ours agreed in every respect,

with the exception of the half-mile which one of the

chosen judges made 1:09£.

Catalogues of Kentucky Sales.

The sale of thoroughbreds which B. G. Bruce adver-

tises will come off on the 11th and 12th inst., and there

will still be time to send communications by telegraph.

That of Col. S. D. Bruce will take place on the 15th,

16th, and 17th of this month, which gives plenty of time

to send by mail.

Catalogues of both sales can be obtained at this office.

One of our exchanges gives an account of a novel horse
race which formed part of the entertainment at the recent
Webster (la.) County Fair. The distance was a mile and a
half, the horses to walk the first half-mile, trot the second
half, and finish with a half-mile run. thus testing the animals
on all gaits. There were fifteen starters. The fast walkers
had the advantage, as the horse that could leave his closest

competitor even six or eight rods in a walk of a half-mile

could open up a gap at a trot while the others were finishing

their walk to tbe wire that it would require sharp truttiDg to

overcome. It is stated that this novel race created a great
deal ot excitement and was the leading attraction on the Fair
ground, and we BUggest that some such trial as tbis might be
better for county fairs generally than to give purses for reg-

ular races to be competed for by trained trotters or runners.
The object had in view in giving this novel performance
was evidently to test the country road horses at all gaita,

giving the horses that had never had any training whatever
on the track just as good a chance as the trained racers, and
testing the ability of the horse to go at all gaits. It certainly

has the merit of novelty and would doubtless prove else-

where, as it did at Fort Dodge last September, a strong and
drawing card.

Many commendations of the picture of Mr. F. B. Baldwin'^
thoroughbred Oatcake presented last week reach us, and -

agree with our readers in liking the picture. Nest w
portrait of Sable Wilkes will be given.
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Australian Sportiner Gossip.

[By Oemtaub.]

I send a short account of the racing at our Spring Meeting

net finished at Eaudwick, Sydney, thinking to interest

some of your readers, especially as the only representative of

your Australian-bred horse Darebin occupied a prominent

place at the meeting, running third in the Australian Jockey

Club Derby, and later on at the meeting in the Raudwick

Plate, 500 sovs, three miles, defeating our champion Trident,

who last, year won the two Derbies and Legers and three mile

champion race, and has hitherto proved himself invincible at

weight for age. The meeting commenced on Sept. 13tb, and

occupied four days. During that time £8,993 was run for, the

honorable James White coming in for the lion's share, £2,928,

as his horses won six out of the twenty-four events, and ran

dead heatB for two more, dividing both. "With one exception

all hiB winners were bred by himself, whioh makes victory all

the sweeter to him. He has been a remarkably successful

man and won no end of Derbies, OakB and Melbourne Cups

since he came on the turf about ten year3 ago. It has be-

come a by-word down here to say " like White's luck," and

there would appear to be a strong element of that useful in-

gredient in his racing, yet those who have studied the man
know what a large amount of judgment he brings to bear on

his favorite pastime, It was not luck so much as judgment

that made him such a successful buyer at our yearling sales,

and when he selected poor Mick Fennell (since dead) and

Dayten as his trainers, his good judgment was not at fault.

He has retired from the sale ring now and runs his own

stock, and it is here that he may be said to have had a big

slice of luck from the fact that the lord of his harem, Ches-

ter, has proved e. success as a sire " from the jump." This

horse's stock all have a sure turn of speed, and the great two-

year-old races have been at his owner's merey the last three

years. The first day of the meeting saw the Derby, of £500,

with a sweep of 30 sovs. each, fall to Mr. White by Aber-

oorn a colt of his own breeding by Chester, from Cinna-

mon by Goldaborough. from Brown Duchess by Whalebone,

from Clove by Sweetmeat, an imported mare. Chester is by

the Australian-bred horse Yattendon, from Lady Chester

(imp.) by Stockwell, so you see there is nothing wanting on

the score of pedigree as all the progenitors go back to English

stock. A New Zealand-bred colt Niagara by imp. Anteros,

from Frailty, by Guldsborough, ran a good second and the

Australian Peer by Darebin, from imported Stockdove, was

third. The time for 1$ miles was 2:39$. On the second.day

the prinoipal race was the great spring handicap the Great

Metropolitan Stakes, of 20 sovs. eaoh, with 500 sovs. added.

For this fourteen horses started, the winner turning up in

Cardigan who has been much fancied since he pulled off

the Hawkesbury Handicap a fortnight since. He is a beautiful

chestnut by Goldsborough, from Signora (imp.) by Newcastle,

from Actress by Stockwell, and was bred by Mr. W. J. Dan-

gar, whom you may remember passing a few weeks in Frisco

in 1883, when we viBited Mr. J. B. Haggin's ranch, as also

Stanford's big stud. This colt was sold as a yearling for 600

guineas, but being messed about somewhat as a two-year-old,

was resold for 250 guineas, and, much to the chagrin of his

former owner no doubt, has won the two big Bpring handi-

caps and some thousands for his owner, a sporting butcher

who last year bought a cast-off named Houeydew (by Golds-

borough) for £200, and after winning a big double parted

with him at the nice profit of £2,000. Cardigan, 5 years, car-

ried a rather light impost, 95 lbs., and he will probably be

heard of later on. Mr. Dangar also bred Algerian, the

winner of the Sydney handicap of 250 sovs. on the third day.

This is a magnifioent bay horse, 5 years, by Goldsborough

from Algeria (imp.) by Blinkhoolie. (The English Derby win-

ner this year was also out of a Blinkhoolie mare). He car-

ried in this race, 1$ miles, the steadier of 122 lbs., and won
easily in the fast time of 2:3S£. He is handicapped at about

6st 12 in the Melbourne Cup which would appear a foregone

conclusion if he only keeps well till November. On the

fourth day he ran a good second, * rid would have won but for

being blocked with a big field. He carried 132 lbs., run-

ning 1| miles in about 3:12. Eis owner, Mr. Osborne, is a

wealthy man, and races for sport, so that his backers will

be legion for the great sporting prize of the southern world

in November next.

Another of Mr. Dangar's breeding, Melanion, pulled off the

Suburban Handicap of 150 sovs. He is a promising chestnut,

4 years, and carried 126 lbs. The great two-year-old race, the

Richmond Stakes of $2,500, was won by the Hon. W.

Long's Consequence, by the imported Gang Forward, from

Haidee imported. It would serve no purpose to write the

details of all the races, as I forward yon full accounts in the

sporting papers. I cannot say how pleased I am to be able

to chronicle the forward running of a Bon of Darebin. That

great performer was purchased on my recommendation by

Mr. Haggin (as well as Sir Modred), and one naturally watches

with more than ordinary interest the running of the progeny

A very promising colt named Huntingtower, who ran very

prominently as a two-year-old here, developed some temper

and was castrated, from the effects of which he died. He
was a big, overgrown colt, and Bhould never have been started

as a two-year-old. Had he been kept untried till three years,

it is quite on the cards that he would have pulled off the

Derby. Those who have studied pedigree and know the

value of Melbourne blood, keenly recognized what a great

^oss we sustained when Darebin left our shores, as he is

not only a direct descendant of the old Glasgow horse, but

a brilliant performer into the bargain. "May his shadow

;aever grow leBs" is the prayer of your humble servant. Sir

Modred's fame will depend upon his behavior with you,

for his stook have been unlucky here. Signora, the dam of

Cardigan, was sent by Mr. Dangar to him at my request, as

her foals by Goldsborough appeared to be delicate, and Bbe

dropped a handsome tilly by the faultless bay, whioh has

since died by strangles. The late Mr. D. F. Mackay (his

former owner) had his best Sir Modred filly crippled. He
Bired only a few foals, as I purchased him early in his first

season.

Mr. Haggin's name is quite familiar with the Bporting pub-

lic here, and we watch the doings of his stable with much
interest. It went the rnund of the English paperB, as well as

ours, that he and Baldwin had betted their whole racing estab-

lishments as to who should w n most Btakes this year. Not

having seen any mention of it in your paper I presume it

only existed in the fevered imagination of some lover of sen-

sations. If anything of the kind did take place it is sin-

cerely to be hoped that the man who had the Bpirit to go so

far afield for racing material will meet with the success he so

richly deservts, though one feels rather curious as to what

his action would be if Baldwin worsted him at the game.

Would it incite him to redoubled efforts, or would he throw

up the game in disgust? I think not the latter, if I am any

judge of men.

Hanlan has arrived here, and it goes without saying that

his reception was anything but enthusiastic. This was only

to be expected after the many equivooal speeches he made,

both in America and Eogland when referring to his defeats

by Beach. If he was not fairly beaten on those occasions he

must have played rather a double game, for he declared the

best man had won, and, indeed, behaved so well as a loser

that he received many valuable presents and quite an ovation

when he left the colony. He talks of running a "public" in

Sydney, but his indiscreet behaviour will tell very much
against him, notwithstanding his assurance that he was mis-

reported, and never said anything except highest praise of the

oolonies and people. He may, however, rest assured that in

the coming race for the championship he will meet with a
"fair field and no favor.'' Beach will probably start with
odds betted on, as the public have great faith in his honesty
andpatriotic spirit.

«.

Sudie D.

Palo Alto Catalogue—Press Opinions.

The following is from the Chicago Horseman by this time,

that the "honors are not equally divided," and that Califor-

nia has only one more to gain to resume her old position

of first m all of the colt records. Should, Norvaile recover

entirely from her cold she will Burely lower the record for

yearlings on Friday:

Our Artist, Mr. Frank Whitney, was commissioned by us
to attend the late meeting of the Kentucky Trotting Horse
Breeders, at Lexington. We were strongly impressed with
the idea that it would be a sensational meeting, and we were
not disappointed. In our last issue the history of the meet-
ing was fully told, and on the front page of this number we
present to our readers a portrait, by our own artist, of the
marvelous yearling Sudie D., 2:35£, which has torn from the

brow of Hinda Rose the diadem which for six years Bhe has

so worthily worn. On November 14, 1881, at San Francisco,

Cal., Hinda Rose astonished the trotting world by making
a record of 2:36J. For a yearling to achieve suoh a record,

exceeded the most extravagant expectations of the most
enthusiastic believers in the possibilities of early education,

and even good judges believed that it would take a decade
to produce another phenomenal yearling which would beat

the record. Since that time early development has received

the careful attention of the Kentucky breeders, while those

of the other great breeding states have been keenly alive to

the financial importance of the question. The supremacy of

California in the one, two and three-year-old records, was a

constant gage of battle, and the horsemen on this side of the

Rockies accepted the challenge. In 1835 the three-year-old

record wes tied by Patron: Sudie D has now captured the

yearling record, bo that honors are about evenly divided
between the west and the east.

Sudie D was bred by Mr. Chas. Clasby, of Lexington, and
was sold in August to Messrs. Bowerman Bros, for the sum
of 81,300. It need not be Baid that those excellent judges
of trotting stock would not have paid such a figure had they
not discovered great merit in the filly. Under the able

tuition of her new owners she rapidly acquired speed, and
on Friday, Ootober 14, she was driven a mile in 2:36. Mr.
George Bowerman was the kinght of the sulky. The first

quarter was passed in 41;} seconds, the second in '3$\ seo-

onds, the third aud fourth in exactly the same time, thus
making the mile in 2:36. She was at once purchased by Mr.
John S. Clark, of New Brunswick, N. J., for the Bum of

$5,000. On the following day she was entered to beat the

yearling record of 2:36 J, held by Hinda Rose, and although a

high wind was blowing, and the day was not favorable for

fast time, she gallantly accomplished the feat. The record by
quarters is most marvellous. The first quarter was trotted in

41 seconds, the second in 33£ seconds, the third in 38J sec-

onds and the fourth quarter in 37:] seconds; the total being

2:35|. With each quarter the baby trotter came faster, and
the concluding one was trotted at the rate of 2:31. That this

is not her speed limit is shown by the fact that Mr. M. Bow-
erman offered to wager that Bhe would trot a mile on any
good track in 2:33.

Sudie D. is brown, stands 15 hands 11 inch high, and weigh,

750 pounds. She wore 7$ ounce shoes forward and 3$ ounce
shoes behind. She is by Sherman's Hambletonian, a son of

Hambletoniau 10. Her first dam is by American Clay; the

second dam is a daughter of Gano, son of American Eclipses
and the third dam is by Steele's Whip, son of Blackburn'B
Whip. On the sire's side we have the blood of Hamble-
tonian 10 and American Star, while on that of the dam we
have American Clay and the most fasMonable thoroughbred
blood through her second and third dams. We congratulate

Mr. Clark upon the purchase of this latest record breaker,

and we hope that next year she will beat the two-year-old

record.

Sam opened aoampaign of 1887 in May, and from that time
up to the close of the Lexington meeting he has won fifty-

three races, put six in the 2:30 list and one in the 2:20 list

for the Kalamazoo Stook Farm.

Reject a horse unless he has a good rein. With a clumsy
neck the head is in consequence badly set on, Without a

good rein a horse will never break well.

We are in receipt of a presentation copy of the Palo Alto
catalogue for 18S7, compiled by Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson,
of the Breeder, and Sportsman. Before entering into a
review of tbe contents we must pay tribute to the taste dis-

played by the compiler and all concerned in the making of
the book. It is quarto size, embracing 283 pages of cream-
laid paper, beautifully printed and bound in cloth. It

is a model of typography and preBs work, and in point of
arrangement is perfect.

There is an interesting preface by the compiler, and then
follows the pedigrees and descriptions of 348 trotters and
thoroughbreds. Electioneer, as a matter uf course, has the
post of honor. The success of this Btaliion as a getter of
extreme speed haB earned him a national reputation. Still,

his powers in this rebpeot are not to be wondered at, *teing
he id by a aire of apeeel, out of the greatest producer of t-peed.

Out of more than a >-core of 2:30 performers by Eleutioueer
over one-third have records of 2:20 and better. This is u dis-

tinction eujuytd by no other aire. The next sire in the cata-

logue is Nephew, a son of Hambrino out of i rotting Sister,

by Alexander's Abdullah. Nephew is the sire of Lucilla,

2:28£; Voucher, 2:22; Lottie M., 2:24, and the pacer Barney
Horn, 2:23J. Geu. Benton is the next, and he sired Sallie

Benton, four-year-old record 2:173; Bonnie, four-j ear-old
record 2:22; George fl., Z&6g; Gypsy Queen, 2:29£, and
Helen, trial in2:23£ Piedmont, 2:171, follows, and he sired

Pequot, with a record low down in the twenties. The
younger aspirants are AdsoI by Electioneer, Clay by Election-

eer, and Whip* also by Electioneer.

The broodmares are a grand collection. We agree with
Mr. Simpson in his statement, "There is a galaxy of mares
such as never were congregated on one stnd farm before. In
fact, tbe compiler takes it upon himself to say that it would
be a difficult matter to equal them if the searcher had un-
limited money at his command and tbe whole world to select

from outside of Palo Alto." There are 285 of them, choice in
breeding and individual excellence. We can do no more in
this limited space than to avert to the producers of speed and
those with records. In the first category are Addie, dam of
Manon and Woodnut; America, dam of Bonnie; Beautiful
Bells, 2:29 J, dani of Hinda Bose, St. BeL Chimes and Bell
Boy; Columbine, dam of Anteeo and Antevolo; Dame Win-
nie, dam of Palo Alto; Lady Rhoades, dam of Stella; Lady
Thorn Jr., dam of Santa Claus; Maid of Clay, dam of Clay,
by Fred Low, Clay by Electioneer, Captain Smith and Carrie
C; Mayflower, dam of Wildflower and Manzanita; Mayfly,
dam of Bonita; Melinche, dam of Fred. Crocker; Nellie Wal-
ker, dam of Peruvian Bitters, pacer; Bebecca, dam of Bexford;
Sprite, dam of Spry and Sphinx, and Glencora, dam of Lot
Slocum. Fifteen mares that have produced between them
twenty-five 2:30 performers. Of the record mares in the
harem there are an equal number, namely, Alameda Maid,
2:27$; Aurora, 2:27; Bonnie, 2:25; Carrie C, 2:24; Elaine,
2:20; Gazelle, 2:21; Lady Ellen, 2:28; Lou Whipple, 2:26|;
Lula, 2:15; Mattie, 2:22*; May Qneen, 2:20; Sallie Benton,
2:171; Susie, 2:26$; Wildflower, 2:21, and Prussian Maid,
pacing record, 2:19.

CopieB of this handsome catalogue will be forwarded]upon
application to the Superintendent of the Palo Alto Stock
Farm, at Menlo Park, San Mateo County, Cal.—JV. T. Spirit

of the Times.

Palo Alto.

Palo Alto's catalogue for 1887 came to hand during the past
week, and is awarded the blue ribbon on sight. It is not
only the largest and best bound work of the kind thathas yet
appeared, but also the most independent. The entire two
hundred and eighty-eight pages are devoted exclusively to

the stock at Palo Alto, and their sisters, aud their cousins,
and their aunts are excluded.
The work, which is, at the present time, almost as indis-

pensable as a Stud Book, was compiled by Mr. Joseph Cairn
Simpson of San Francisco, and the introdnotory remarks are
written by him. They contain a brief sketch of the Belmouts
and St. Clairs, and as the daughters of the latter have pro-
duced the fastest two, three and four-year-olds to date, the
family oconpies a very important place in the annals of Palo
Alto.
According to the catalogue there are now four hundred

and fifty-eight head of stock, exclusive of this year's foals, at
Palo Alto. Three hundred and eighty-three are in the trot-

ting department.
Fourteen stallions are standing for service, Electioneer

being the premier, and General Benton and Nephew his
associates. Piedmont also occupies a very important position,

and has scored his first 2:30 performer since the work went
to preBs. Mohawk Chief is still retained, together with four
sons of Electioneer and four of General Benton. The young
stallions, of which there are sixty-nine, present such names
as Will Crocker, brother to Fred Crocker, who trotted in

2:24$ as a two-year-old; Palo Alto, 2:20$; Clifton Bell,

2:2d|; Kriss Kringle, by Electioneer, dam Lady Thorne Jr.,

(dam of Santa Claus, 2:17$), and a yearling brother called

Navidad; Bexford, 2:24; Electricity, by Electioneer out of

Midnight (dam of Jay-Eye-See, 2:10. and Noontide. 2:201);
Admont by Piedmont, dam Addie (dam of Manon, 2:21, and
Woodnut, 2:21); Wild Boy, a two-year-old, by General Ben-
ton, dam Wildflower, 2:21, and her yearling colt by Wood-
nut; Conrad, a brother to Anteeo, 2:16£, and Antevolo, 2:19$,
and a yearling by Electioneer out of May Qneen, 2:20.

Nearly all of the fillies have been retained for breeding,

and the harem now shows two hundred and eighty-Gve

names. Thirty-five mares by Electioneer, including Carrie

C, 2:25, Mayflower, 2:21, and her sisters Flower Girl, May
Bell and Flowret, have been bred. General Benton is repre-

sented by thirty-four, Sallie Benton, 2:175; Bonnie, 2:25,

and Rebecca, dam of Bexford, 2:24, being among them.
Mohawk Chief, who got the dam of Sallie Benton, appears as

the sire of twenty-four broodmares, one being Prima Donna
out of the dam of Occident, 2:16$.

Fifty-four other trotting sires are represented, as well as

twenty-six thoroughbreds. Among the trotters Messenger
Duroo has eleven, one being Elaine, 2:20. Hambletoniau
seven, including Gazelle, 2:21, and Mattie, 2:22$. Whipple
Hambletonian, Lou Whipple, 2:26|, and seven others. The
Moor two, one being Beautiful Bells, 2:29i, the dam of

Hinda Rose, 2:19$; St. Bell, 2:24$; Bell Boy, 2:26, and
Chimes, 2:30$. Fred Low contributes ten, three being out of

Mater Occidents, tbe dam of Occident, 2:16$, and St. Clair

Melinche, the dam of Fred Crocker, 2:25$; Mayflower, dam Of
"

Manzanita, 2:16, and Wildflower, 2:21; Mayfly, dam of

Bonita, 2:18$, and Lady Zetler.

Three of Alexander's Norman's best daughters are owned
at Palo Alto. They are the famous mares Lula, 2:15; May
Queen, 2:20, and Norma, 2:33$. Lula'a daughters, Lnla
Sprague and Lula Wilkes are being used as broodmares.
Almont has four representatives, two being the sisters MoCa
and Winona, who are out of Dolly (dam of Director, 2:17;

Thorndale, 2:22$, and Onward, 2:25^).

Among the turf performers riot already mentioned are
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Aurora, 2:27; Alameda Maid, 2:27£; Lady Ellen, 2:28; Susie,

2:26£; Prnssian Maid, 2:19 (pacer), and Barnes Idol, two
miles 5:I6£. The group of producers also contains Maid of

Clay (dam of four 2:30 performers), by Henry Clay; Water-
witch's daughter Sprite, dam of Spry, 2:2S$. aud Sphinx,
2:23; America, dam of Bonnie, 2:25; Dame Winnie, dam of
Palo Alto, 2:20$; Glencora, dam of Lot Slocunv 2:17*; Lady
Rhoades. dam of Stella, 2:30; Lady Scully, dam of Vander-
lynn, 2:21, and Lady Thome Jr., dam of Santa Clans, 2:17i.

Forty-three mares by thoroughbred stallions, and the
majority of the mares are thoroughbreds, are being mated
with the trotting sires. To date they have produced 117
foals, of which fifty-six are old enough to be trained. Palo
Alto, 2:20^; Azmoor, 2:30$, as a two-year-old, and Gertrude
Russell, however, are all that have been heard from. If

Columbine, by A. W. Richmond, is added to the group, the
names of Anteeo, 2:16$; Antevolo, 2:19£, appear in the group.
Thi3 raises the number of foals to 123, with sixty old enough
to appear in public. Five performers from sixty foals, or

eight per cent., tells its own story without further comment.
The blood of the despised pacer St. Clair or the neglected

Clay family is much more deeiiable.

—

New York Sportsman.

The Palo AJto Catalogue lor 1887.

When Senator Stanford, the famous California breeder of

trotting and thoroughbred horses, issued his catalogue for

1886. we thought the limit in that line had about been
reached, for it was the largest and most complete publication
of the kind ever printed, but that one is so far surpassed by
the copy before us for 1887 that we wonder what the next
will be like if he continues to improve. This one is more
on the order of a Stud Book or Trotting Register than an
ordinary catalogue of fine stock, both in compilation and
mechanical execution. It is superbly bound and perfectly

printed on the finest heavy white book paper. Two hun-
dred and eighty-eight pages give brief descriptions and ped-
igrees of nearly 500 head of horses, twenty-five of which are
aged trotting stallions, nine three-year-old trotting Btallions,

nineteen two-year-old trotting stallionB, thirty yearling trot-

ting colts, nine two-year-old fillies, hve geldings, and 285
trotting broodmares. Of the thoroughbreds, thirty-two are
broodmares, three aged stallions; one four-year-old, three
three-year-olds, five two-year-olds, nine yearling colts,

twenty one and two-year-old tillies and geldings. The foals

after February, 1887, are not given, or the book would as-

sume the proportions of our largest family Bible.

The stock in no other oatalogue can compare with thiB,

either in numbers or quality, and though lack of space pre-

vents us from even mentioning the most celebrated ones, the
unbounded fame of Electioneer, who heads the list of trot-

ting stallions, impels us to give the reader his roll of honor.
— Western Sportsman.

-

Saddle Horses and Saddle Gaits.

There are three gaits that are possessed by almost all

horses to some extent—the walk, the trot, and the gallop.

Some are fast walkers but gallop and trot badly; others walk
indifferently well but are great trotters; thoroughbreds, as a
rule, are naturally gallopers. Then we have another class,

by no means -uncommon, which possesses, as natural gaits,

the walk, the pace, and the gallop, the pace being the dis-

tinctive characteristic. Many horses possessing this par-

ticular quality may be found in Southern Indiana and Ten-
nessee; and, in fact, the pacing gait is pretty well distributed

throughout the United States, and appears to have grown
greatly in popularity within the past ten years.

These four gaits— the walk, the trot, the pace and the gallop

—may be regarded as natural gaits, and the trot and pace
may be regarded as to some extent interchangeable, for by a
judicious system of hobbles most trotters can be trained to

Dace, and by the use of toe-weights it has been found that

mcst pacers may be converted into trotters. The use of toe-

weights for thiB purpose is very common, and the manner in

which they are applied is known to all trainers of trotting

horses. In brief, it may be described as a system of adding
weight to the fore feet of the horBe by very heavy shoes, or

by an attachment of lead fastened to the point of the hoof,

which has a tendency to cause the animal to assume the

diagonal motion which characterizes the true trot. In the

trne pace the horse moves both hind and fore feet of the

same side together, and the system of hobbles which has been
referred to as a means of converting pacers to trotters may
not be quite so well understood by modern horsemen as is

the use of toe-weights, although twenty-five or thirty yearB

ago almost every farmer's boy in the country where I then

lived was master of the system; and one of the first things a

young man did with the colt which his father gave him was
to hobble him and teach him to pace, so that he might be-

come a good saddle horse— buggies, sulkies, and light road

wagons being at that time almost nnknown in that country,

and the young man who could not go to meeting or to see his

girl on horseback must needs go on foot. The hobbles con-

sisted of a strap on each side connecting the hind foot with

the forward one of the same side, so that when the colt was
urged forward he would be compelled to move the two feet

together. Most young horses acquire the lateral or pacing

gait with facility, and soon become passably good pacers

under this treatment. The other and more distinctive char-

acteristic saddle gaits are the fox-trot, the running-walk, the

rack, and the singlo-foot.

The Fox Trot ia simply a modification of the trne trot; and
while it is not a true diagonal motion it, departs from it

simply in the fact that the fore foot touches the ground
slightly in advance of the diagonal hind foot. It is perhaps

the slowest of the distinctive or artificial saddle gaits, but

it is above all others an all-day gait, and a horse possessing

it to perfection will perhaps make a longer jonrney from
snnriBe to sunset under saddle than at any other gait. I

have myself frequently ridden a horse which I once owned
seventy-five miles in a single day at this gait, and in the

evening, npon getting out of the saddle, neither the horse

nor the rider were serionsly tired. His rate of speed at

that gait was from six to seven miles an hour, although prob-

ably from five to six miles per hour would be a fair average

for moBt horses. The hoTse, when going at thiB gait, should

wayB be ridden with a lose rein, as he usually carries his

lad low.

The Running Walk is simply a modification of the trot,

trat the head is carried higher than in the fox trot or the

ordinary walk, and the hind foot takes the ground in advance

J8f the diagonal fore foot, which breaks the concusBion. A
Hoser rein is generally held here than in the fox-trot, and the

pace is a faster one and may he carried to a three-minute

gait before the horse is forced out of it. This is a more

showy gait than the fox trot, and in it the poise of the horse

iB such as to give him more of a olimbing action in front. In

he running walk the sound of the footfalls is not unlike that

i the ordinary walk quickened, and the feet take the ground

i the same order. It might be described as a variation of

e true walk by imparting to it an elastic or bounding quality

—in fact a walk on a run, if suoh a contradictory description
is admissible. Trotters in harness frequently get away at
this gait when started suddenly u uder a firm pull upon the bit
before they settle to the true stroke.
The Rack {or side rack, as it is sometimes called) is a

modification of the true pace, in which the hind foot touches
the ground foot in advance of its leading fore foot. This
gait admits of a wide range of speed, say from four miles an
hour to faster than a three-minute gait. This is a favorite
saddle gait with ladies, and seems better suited to the side-
saddle than any other. Few gentlemen like it as well as the
fox-trot, though it is often used as an all-day business gait,

and of the two is more readily taken by horses that have a
natural pacing tendency.
The Single Foot (or single-footed rack) cannot be classed as

either a diagonal or as a lateral gait. It is exactly interme-
diate between a trot and a pace, or, if you please, is Buch an
exaggeration of the fox trot as to bring it halt way to the
rack, or vice versa. Each foot seems to move independently
of association with either of the others, and the same interval
of time elapses between each foot -fall. It is seldom seen in
harness. It is a fast gait, generally not less than ten miles
an hour, and can be increased to a three-minute gait. It

affords a smoother seat of all the gaits, because that
portion of the animal which supportB the saddle appar-
ently glides evenly forward, while each quarter, moving sep-
arately, causes none of that bounding or jolting that accom-
panies the trot or pace. These four artificial gaits, in con-
nection with the four natural ones first named, constitute all

the requisite gaits of a trained saddle horse.
A good saddle horse must alwajsbe a sure-footed horse, for

astumbleris a nuisance under the saddle, and there is no
particular enjoyment nor recreation in having a horse fall

down with you, as a stumbler iB liable to do when you are
riding him on a good fast gallop. He must be of a quick,
active, wide-awake disposition, without a particle of sluggish-
ness or bullheadedness in his nature; his neck should be
lithe, head rather small, wide between the eyeB, full in the
forehead, with erect, pointed ears, indicating intelligence and
alertness; and, he should be always courageous, for a horse
that is constantly shying and scaring at every strange thing
that is seen upon the road is an abomination under the sad-
dle. The size of the horse depends very much upon the
weight of the person he is to carry, but large horses are not
usually desired. A good saddle horse is usually high and
thin on the withers, with a long shoulder-blade, sloping well

back; hocks not too straight, and fore legs set well under
him. And right here let me make a suggestion, that when a

man or woman has a saddle horse well trained and broken
to his or her notion, it is a bad plan to let anybody else ride

him, because no two persons will handle the reins in precisely

the same manner, and it confuses the horse to have a variety

of persons tugging at his mouth in different ways to indicate

a desire for certain kinds of work on his part.

I repeat what T said at the outset, that our main reliance

for saddle horses must be in the skill of the trainer. Any
active, spirited, clean-limbed, sure-footed, intelligent, cour-

ageous horse may, with care and patience, be trained to a

number of the saddle gaits.

—

Iowa, in Breeder's Gazette.

English Racing- Gossip.

[Sporting World.]

London, Oct. 15.—The racing of the past week has been of

such importance, that with the exception of Monday each day
calls for separate comment. Those who went to Newmarket
on the Monday had to have all the discomforts of the ele-

ments, for it was both wet and cold, and the racing hardly
compensated them. It looked as if the Cesarewitch would
prove a very disagreeable entertainment, but the clerk of the
weather, thought better of his ill-humor, and on Tuesday
morning the Cesarewitch day was ushered in by a bright
frost which dried up the ground, and, after the bone was out
of it, rendered the going all that could be desired, seeing
that there was plenty of grass to prevent the turf from becom-
ing slippery.

No marked changes took place in the betting on the big
event, and when the twenty-three Btarters went to the post
Humewood was a favorite at 4 to 1, Bendigo being backed at

10 to 1 and for a great deal of money at 2 to 1 for a place
The flag fell at the first attempt to a good start, and for

some distance the horses kept well together. Half a mile
from home Humewood came out from the ruck, and from
that point was never again headed.
Tom Cannon, who was riding Bendigo, only struck him

once with the whip, and then finding he had done his utmost
eased him and allowed Humewood to win by a length and a

half, Carlton beng eight lengths behind, third. The time
taken was 3:59 2-5 and the value of the stakes £1,125.
Phil Savile and others of the runners in the Leger which

took part in the Cesarewitch performed very badly, proving,

as was stated, that the Leger of this year was probably one
of the poorest class races run for some years past. Bendigo's
performance, on the other hand, was exceptionally good, as

he had the crusher of 9 stone 7 pounds on his back, and
struggled very gamely under it for the whole two miles and
a quarter.
Lord Rodney purchased the winner from Tom Cannon only

a short time back for £2,000, with some contingencies, and
Cannon also sold to him at the same time the indentures of

the apprentice Robinson, who rode the horse. Early in the

year the horse was so sick as to be despaired of, but much
to everybody's surprise recovered, and mended so rapidly as

to be enabled to win the Jubilee Handicap at Sandown.
He then went to Goodwood, and waB sold immediately pre-

ious to winning the Drayton Handicap there. He iB by See-
Saw, out of Par Excellence, by Stoakwell, and is a decidedly
grand looking colt, doing credit to the judgment of Capt.
Machell, who selected him from Cannon's string.

Tom Cannon's son had been engaged to ride him in the
Cesarewitch, but was taken suddenly ill, and in haste Robin-
son had to be substituted, and, moreover, to carry five

pounds overweight. Many of Humewood's backers were
very much incensed at this arrangement and hedged their

money, but the captain, it seems, felt justified In putting up
the extra weight, and no doubt he gave Robinson this addi-
tional chance of winning laurels, as some return for his

having won the Leger for him. It is stated on good author-
ity that Capt. Manhell and Lord Rodney profited between
them to the extent of £50,000 on the race, and betting gener-
ally was very brisk and heavy, the attendance being the
largest ever known on Newmarket Heath.
On Wednesday the exciting event of the previous day was

followed by the struggle for supremacy in the Middle Park
Plate as to which should be the champion two-year-old of the
year. Favoritism naturally inclined to Friar's Balaam, as he
had an unbeaten certificate, and had won all his engagements
hands down. Hazelhatch had also won all his races, but still

he did not take so well with the public as Friar's Balsam. It

was the smallest number of starters ever sent to the post for

this big two-year-old event, owing, no doubt, to the grand

reputation of the favorite, and only five faced the starter.

The betting at the start was 9 to 4 on Friar's Balsam, 6 to 1

against Seabreeze, 7 to 1 Hazelhatoh, 20 to 1 Marmiton, 50
to 1 Rose Window. Marmiton was the first to give wHy, and
Rose Window soon followed. Seabreeze next compounded,
and then the issue was left to Hazelhatch and the favorite.

The former was hard ridden to keep his place, but failed to
maintain it, and Friar's Balsam coming on won easily by a
length and a half, Hazelhatch being two lengths in front of
Seabreeze. The time was 1:15 3-5 seoonds. The winner is

an exceedingly good-looking brown colt, by Hermit out of
Flower of Dorset. He runs as the property of Sir F. John-
stone, but in reality belongs to a partnership, Lord Alington
being one of the owners. Ten thousand pounds has been
bidden and re'uBed for him already thin st-ason, and with
good reason, for bo far he appears to have the other big two-
year-old race. The Dewhurst Plate is at his mercy, in addi-
tion to the many big thiee-year-old events of next year, in all

of which he is engaged. He was for a time eased in hiB work,
and doubts were entertained of his legs standing the hard
ground to which so many training quarters have been vic-
tims this summer, but anyhow his legB appear perfectly in
order now, aud his most serious defect would appear to be
hiB feet, which, Porter, his trainer, says, are terribly shelly
and brittle. This is his sixth win, his previous successes
being scored in the New Stakes at Ascot, the Hurstbourne
Stakes at Stockbridge, and the Richmond and Molecombe
Stakes at Goodwood. The value of the race was £2,235. and
up to the Dresent the son of Hermit and Flower of Dorset
has won £7,219.

After the race theie was considerable betting on next
year's Derby, and Friar's Balsam was backed at 5 to 2 for
many thousands), this being the shortest price on record as
having been taken about a horse for the Derby so long before
as in the month of October. The prices of others were as
follows:

The Derby—Run Wednesdav, May 30th. One mile and a
half.

Offered. Taken.
Friar's Balsam 5 to 2 5 to 2
Ayrshire — 8 to 1

Hazlehatch 100 to 8 100 to 8
Crowberry 100 to 6 100 to 6
Ossory 20 to 1 20 to 1
Galore 20 to 1 20 to I

Marmiton 25 to 1 25 to 1

On Thursday the sport was not equal to that of the two
previous days, but to give zest to it a number of gentlemen
who were staying at Newmarket and its neighborhood made
up a purse for a prize fight which came off for breakfast,
behind The Ditch, which is a remote part of the heath.
They seem to have had plenty for their money, and the com-
batants had such a good purse put up for them that no doubt
they would be willing to have their heads battered in once
a month for the same price. The racing began with a four-
mile heat race, a surviving relic of the olden times. This is

the two hundred and twenty-second time it has been run,
and it has to be continued year by year or otherwise the
money given, by the terms of the bequest, would be forfeited

forever. It was this year won by Mr. Lashmar's Fabrico in
two straight heats, though no one even took the trouble to
watch it. The Newmarket Oaks brought out the winner of

the Oaks Reve d'Or, and odds of 9 to 1 were laid on her
against her opponents. The Duke of Beaufort'B filly never
caused her supporters the slightest fear as she went to the
front a quarter of a mile from home and landed the long odds
laid on her with consummate ease by a length. Bendigo
too, had odds of three to one laid on him for The Champion
Stakes, and in like manner easily defeated St. Mirin and
Eiridspord, his only opponents.
Friday everyone began to have a surfeit of racing, and

as the rain once more made matters uncomfortable, peo-
ple were not sorry to think that the meeting was nearly at
an end.
The Tenth Great Challenge Stakes brought out Lord Rod-

ney's Kilwarline, and with odds of 3 to 1 on him he oantered
in an easy winner from four two-year-olds, which included M.
Lefevre's crack French filly Frondeuse. She beat the others
easily enough, but was no match for the Irish bred Kilwar-
line, who beat her easily by two lengths. The same afternoon
Eiridspord, who was so heavily backed for the St. Leger, suc-
ceeded in placing the Newmarket Derby to Mr. Manton's
account, and with his race a very successful meeting was
brought to a conclusion.
During the race week Messrs. Tattersall held sales of year-

lings and blood stock each morning, finding the people a
pleasant lounge to while away the time until racing began.
On Tuesday morning the sensational lot was the stud of Lord
AUesbury and one horse, the property of his late trainer,

Tyler. The prices they realized showed that the public
thought more of them than their performances would war-
rant, for they sold at absurdly high figures, more especially
in the case of Gallinule, which made 5, 100 guineas, and
Everitt, the horse whose performance caused his suspension,
1,100 guineas. Altogether the twenty-four lots realized
10,496 guineas, which, for that class of animal, is an exceed-
ingly high average.
Among the jockeys Wood continues his winning career and

is still in the lead. His second best, George Barrett, has
fallen a victim to the working of the recently passed rule, or
rather the enforcement of the old rule as to fouling and cross-
ing. He was summoned before the jockey club stewards on
Thursday last, at Newmarket, for crossing the Chaplet colt

when riding King's CroBB in the Ditch Mile Nursery, at New-
market, and suspended from riding until the Houghton meet-
ing. This little episode will probably cause him to lose his
place in the winning monntB, but his suspension will set a
good example, as he is always known among his brother
jockeys as not being particular where he comes or goes, and
he need expect no sympathy from them.
The best jockey England has ever known has finally suc-

cumbed to consumption, which had long since destroyed one
lung and claimed him for its own.
With the death of George Fordham a career of fifty years of

honesty was brought to a close. It is sufficient for me to say
that his honesty was equaled only by his ability and his
chivalrous fairness by both. He was never known to make
a frivolous objection, to ride an unfair race, or to betray the
secrets that belonged to his master. He was not what would
be called a pretty horseman, but so far as perfection of hands
went he stood far and away above the generality of jookeys.
He had a wonderful idea of honor in refusing mounts belong-
ing, as he thought, to other jockeys, and the same good
principles actuated his whole life. A leading paper remarks
of him:

"If devotednesB to his employers, an honest heart, a genius
for his profession aud a manly Bpirit of fair play and inde-
pendence are qualities worthy of admiration, then, indeed,
we may admire George Fordham, and hia memory will always
be Bpoken of in terms of the greatest respect," and the sert ;

ment will be echoed wherever "Little George" waa know
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The meetings for the coming week are Gosfcrth Park, near
Newcaetle-on-Tyne; Shrewsbury, Sandown and Croydon; so

that both north, south and midlands are well catered for in

the way of racing. The field for the Cambridgeshire doesn't

promise to be quite so large as that for theCeBarewitch. The
race is run on Tuesday, tbe 25th, and is shorter than the

Cesarewitch, the distance being only one mile and 240 yards.

In the way of other sports I have little to chronicle. I

hear from Paris that their new Paris mutuel invention, which
I spoke to yon about some weeks ago, is an unqualified

success, and as a consequence the bookmakers are losing

their trade and are np in arms againBt it.

A serious blow has been struck indirectly at hunting in the

neighborhood of Dublin. Sixteen valuable hunters, the

property of Capt. Steeds, of Clonsilla, have been poisoned,

and at present there is no clew to the perpetrator of the out-

rage. It was thought that Dublin was entirely free from such
hideous crimes, but this last outrage on Capt. Steeds has
rather upset calculations on this head.
Haulers are selling by auction at about seventy guineas,

and the demand for them is active.

Burnet horse fair, which is one of the oldest institutions of

the sort in Eugland, ib about to be abolished, as the inhabi-

tants complain of the quiet serenity of their neighborhood
being so ruthlessly destroyed by the low class which follow

these country fairs from place to place, and are determined if

possible to put an end to them.- -Anglican

Hanover's Defeat.

It was a great race, and Garrison demonstrated that as a

finisher he has no superior, and that he is fast getting to be
an accomplished judge of pace. A pretty fair start was
effected at the second attempt, King of Norfolk, Ontario and
Florence M. being first away. At the quarter King of Nor-
folk led a length, with the CateBby gelding second, the same
distance in front of Florence M. Next came Hanover, while
Eolian trailed behind. AloDg the back stretch Hanover
moved up with a rush, and, passing the half, led a length
with King of Norfolk second, half a length in front of

the Maryland gelding a length in front of Eolian. In
the run to the three-quarters Hanover increased his
lead to two lengths and Ejlian began to move up.
When well straightened out Garrison called on Eolian,
and the black colt came in like a steam engine. After pass-
ing the furlong pole McLaughlin drew his whip. Hanover
responded nobly, but Garrison and Eolian were not to be
denied, and amid the wildest excitement Eolian handily won
by a neck, with Hanover second, six lengths infrout of Onta-
rio. Next came Florence M., the Catesby gelding, and King
of Norfolk as named. Time, 1:43, which was remarkable for

the track.

—

Sporting World.

HERD AND SWINE.
American Devon Cattle Club—Transfers.

Theory 3472, Geo. W. Brown to A. B. Preston, Sharon, Vt.
Lillie 7628, H. D. Catlin to F. L. Taylor, Torrington, Ct.
Sap 3755. M. S. Crull to John Fackler, Ettera. pa.

Fairy 1174; Jessie of Shadeland 4943, M. 8. Crull to John Grenwald,
York, Pa.

Lizzie Laurel 1850, John Dimon to Natt Hazard, Charlestown, B. I.

Boyal 3242, D W. Gallup to Willis Sherman, Davenport, N. Y.
Tap 6578; Sip 6739; Follow 6741; Jot 7231, Edwin House to H. G. Barnes,

Walpole, N. H.
Fairy 2d; E. H. 4073; Verbena Ros6 4077, Edwin House to Chas. A. Luce,

Chelsea, Vt.

Eve 7619; Supple 76^0; Faoetia 7621; Housewife 7622, N. D. Honse to H.
G. Barnes, Walpole, 8. H.

Chat 7625, N. D. House to Edwin House, Waitsfield, Vt.
Mill 6177, J. B. Longenecker to J. M. Miller, Hickory, Pa,
Lockroy 3731; Mill 6177; Muff 6178; Courage 6836; Tradition 6838, Jno.

M. Miller, G. W. Zollman. Medora, Ind.
PuBsy 397li, J. W. Morse & Son to S. C. Gill, perry. Mo.
House 4152, W. H. Newton to S. H. Sprague, Westminster, Ct.
Winchester 4055. H. M Phelps to Wm. L. Nash. Wincbestar, Ct.
Theory 3472, M. F. Preeton to Geo. W. Brown, Sharon, Vt.
Otbo 4249, D.Stone to Jas. P. Cummings, Brookfield, Ct.
Builder 3920, D. K. Wakefield to Stocker Bros., Danville, Vt.
Laura Lee 5700, D. J. WMtmore to Irvin York, Brock, O.
Juicy 3877 (steen, Wm. Younger to J. W. Morse & Son. Verona, Wie.

If in any case the name of the purchaser is misapelled it is the fault
of tbe writar of tbe sale certificate. F. W. Keed, Sec.

Expose a bare limb to the air when the weather is cool, and
how quickiy it feels the chill! Not that the cold from the
surrounding air has penetrated or lowered its temperature in
the least degree, but because part of the internal heat sup-
plied by the blood has been radiated and last in the cooler
medium. The life-sustaining heat of the blood is kept at its

normal standard by the consumption of food, and to secure
health and support life with the smallest expenditure of food
it is necessary to prevent, as far as possible, the escape of
heat from the body, and to retard its radiation into the sur-
rounding atmosphere. It is not practicable in the case of
live stock to cover their bodies with clothing the same as we
do our own in order to prevent the radiation of heat (and
clothing, by the way, keeps no cold out, but simply keeps
heat in), and they must accordingly be supplied with an ex-
tra amount of food to compensate for the extra amount of
heat they are constantly losing. The colder the surrounding
atmosphere the more rapid the radiation and loss of heat,
and the greater the demand upon the vital forces. It \u also
more rapid where the surrounding atmosphere is in motion
than where it is still, because as one panicle of air next the
body is warmed by contact with it, it is swept away, and
cold air again presented. For these reasons tbe provision of
shelter for stock is practically a saving of food. When stock
is well protected from the inclemency of tbe weather, especi-
ally from the wind and from damp storms, it requires far less

food to maintain it in any given condition than when such
Bhelterisnot provided. This consideration isan important one
at all times, but is doubly so during a season like thiB, when
the Bupply of stock foods is everywhere short. Economize
the food by providing the stock with suitable shelter.

Live-Stock Notes Carefully Collected.

[The Stock Grower.]

Twelve years ago cattle were killed in Texas for their hide
and tallow, and the carcasses thrown to the fishes in the Gulf
of Mexico, Now they are sent to Chicago, where they are
worked up without the waBte of a hair or drop of blood, but
don't net tbe producers as muoh as under the old system.
Because why?— Texas Live-Stock Journal.

A Corpus Christi batcher has been conscience-strioken and
has reduced the price of his meat in keeping with the price of
cattle, and sells it by the steak at six cents, and twenty
pounds and over at five uents per pound, throwing in dog
meat and soup bones. Let the work of converting butchers
spread to other suffering communities,— Texas Live-Stock
Journal.

The scarcity of heavy, thick, fat cattle is beginning to be
felt on the market here, and values of such beasts are no
longer influenced by the starvation prioes that are being paid

for range cattle. On Tuesday, while a good, smooth western
steer could have been bought at $2 50 per cwt., Messrs.

White & Rial sold for Arthur & Keoyon, of NeodeBha, Kas.,

twenty-three native shipping steers, averaging 1,538 pounds,

at $4.80.—Kansas City Record and Farmer.

The acting commissioner of Indian affairs received a tele-

gram from Agent Williamson, of the Crow reservation, in

reply to an inquiry from tbe commissioner a few days ago
regarding the existence of glanders among the horses of the

Crows. The agent says but ten horses on the reservation are

as yet affected, worth about ©25 apiece. The acting com-
missioner thereupon instructed the agent to obtain the con-

sent of the Indian owners to have the diseased animals killed,

promising reimbursement at a future time.

As showing what good breeding and good feeding will do,

even in these depressed times for the beef industry, the fol-

lowing item from an exchange is encouraging: ""We under-
stand that Carlton Alexander, Paris, Ky., has Bold to Moses
Kahn for Goldsmith Bros., 350 head of fat cattle for shipment
to London, England, weighing 1,600 poands, at 4,4A and rive

cents per pound, aggregating $40,000." Forty thousand
dollars would buy a very respectable herd in the west at cur-

rent prices—close to three thousand head. The money
always clusters around the best.

—

Northwestern Live-Stock
Journal.

The feeling in cattle of all kinds is becoming decidedly
firmer in this section of country. It is years since southwest
Texas at this time of year has had better prospects lor the
wintering of stock, and the impression seems general that in

the spring and late winter the beef market will have greatly

improved. While stock cattle have not changed hands to

any great extent, there is some inquiry and a confident feel-

ing that they would be a safe investment. PriceB have
actually advanced from ten to fifteen per cent, within the past
month, with little pressure to sell by holders. The stock
busineBs has undoubtedly began its long-looked-for turn for

the better, although no great boom should be expected, at

least for some time.— Texas Live-Stock Journal.

"We are at the end of our work," said Dr. McChesny, of

the live-stock commission. "There is no more contagions
pleuro-phneumoma in Chicago or Cook county. Almost all

the quarantined and suspect cattle have been killed, and
they have been found healthy. A large proportion of the
cattle at the Phcenix, Chicago, and Sbufeldt distilleries have
been slaughtered under provision of the commission, and
they also have been found in a perfectly healthy condition, as
will the balance, I have not the slightest doubt. In spite

of all opposition and the many obstacles and unfavorable
oomment upon our work, Prof. Law and his staff have
stamped out a virulent plague of great magnitude in the
shortest time on record." Prof. Law has left for Baltimore
and New York and will probably not return to Chicago again.

The majority of the examiners have been transferred to other
citios, most of the clerks have been discharged, and on or
before the 1st of November the United States Live Stock com-
mission of Cook county will be officially wiped out. The
La Salle street offices will be closed up, and the state veter-

inary board, who at present ocoupy a portion of them, will

return to their quarters at Springfield. Col. Wilson, of the live

stock commission, is at present at Clinton, 111., attending to

the "Maladie du Coit," the venereal epidemic among breed-
ing horses and mares, which was fully described some time
ago by the Tribune. The diseased animals have been quar-
antined and the spread of the plague arrested. Col. Wilson
is making arrangements for the slaughtering of the infected
animals if incurable, and the permanent cure of those who
have a mild form of the disease.

—

Chicago Tribune.

It has been a practice to turn the dry cows into the beef
herds and send them to the market. In view of the facts in
the case, that such a large percentage of the cows lost their
oalveB in the spring, and that we have such abundantly fine

feed this year, it hardly appears to us that it is the proper
policy to pursue this Beason, for the cows are quite sufficiently

limited by natural causes without adding a reducing element
in the way of sending cows to market. The cattle all over
the range country are in fine condition and the feed is suf-

ficient to carry them through the winter in fine shape, and
we will badly need an increased instead of decreased calf

crop next spring, for tbe losses of cattle will begin to be
appreciated in the beef supply next year and the year fol-

lowing. The best thing that can be done is to hang on to the
cowb now.

—

Montana Stock-Grower's Journal.

Having an inquiry as to how best to save alfalfa seed, we
submitted it to Mr. S. Pelton, of Dickinson, Dakota, who
has had experience in the work. He replies that alfalfa is

cut, cured and threshed the same as red clover. If the
grower has no clover huller a common thresher may be used
by running at a low speed. This will take the seed recepta-
cles from tbe straw. Then put in all tbe concave teeth and
make the concave tight by plugging the openings. Place a
board in front of the cylinder reaching three-fourths the way
aoross. leaving one-fourth open through which to feed the
seed shells, pushing them in with a stick. Place a board
behind the cylinder to close three-fourths of the discharge
opening, letting it discharge at the opposite end of the cylin-

der from which it is fed in. The seed shells will readily
work around a few times, getting sufficiently broken to liber-

ate the seed. A clover huller is preferable, however. The
motion of the machine must uot be so high as to crack the
seed, and the wind from the fan must not be strong enough
to blow the seed over. Use a No. 8 fan riddle. The work
can be done on a barn floor with the old flail and a hand fan,

but it is a slow, tedious operation.— The Farmer.

The cattle seizuros by the Northwest Territory police for
the infraction of the custom laws, whieh attracted so much
attention some weeks ago, has been taken hold of by the
Alberta Stock-Grower's Association. The secretary of that
association was instructed to write to the secretary of the
Montana Stock-Growers' Association, saying that the mem-
bers of the association do not sympathize with the action of
the government through their oustom officials, in seizing and
Belling cattle recently strayed from Montana into the North-
west Territories, and that they will do all in their power to

have the sold cattle returned, or the owners compensated, and
will further communicate with the government regarding defin-
ite arrangements for the future, providing for cattle drifting
from Montana to the Northwest Territory. A committee waB
appointed to draft a memorial to the Dominion Government,
which has been ordered presented. It is hoped that our
stookmen who have suffered loss may at least be reimbursed,
and that the custom officers of her MajeBty may be iustmcted
to take a more rational view of these matters, which might be
bo tnrned as to be of very grave importance to Canadian
cattle owners.—Montana Stock-Growers" Journal,

A rumor comes from the reservation that the beef diive

of Carter & Belknap, from Wyoming, was held up on Pryor
creek by "Sharp Head," an Indian who lives a short dis-

tance above the crossing of the Custer road. The Indian,

accompanied by several of his braveB, rode into the cow
camp and demanded a beef, and was refused. They immedi-
ately went into their own camp for guns and ammunition and
returned, threatening to clean up the camp. The foreman
thought it best, under these pressing arguments, to give a

steer, which the Indians received without any expression of

gratitude and went on their way rejoicing at the feast they

were about to have. This is an annual occurrence with Pen*
ticous' outfit, but he gets his without trouble, and his Indi-

ans have never assumed such a threatening attitude as

"Sharp Head" did on this occasion, owing to the cattlemen

looking upon Penticous' draft on their herds as a usual thing

and not opposing it.

—

Montana Stock-Growers' Journal-

From Mr. A. M.Jackson we learn that the losses on the
western Wyoming ranges are likely to prove less than was
expected at the close of tbe local round-ups. In his case the
largest loss was found to be among the large steers, and this

was apparently unaccountable, for the reason that a three-

year-old steer is supposed to be able to rusile and get through
a storm period when the cows and calves would perish.

Near the close of the round-up he heard of a few cattle in

Colorado, two hundred miles south. After debating the feasi-

bility of sending a man after these few cattle he fortunately

decided to do so. The result was that this one cowboy found
and brought home sixty seven head of three and four-year-

old steers in a few weeks' time, working but a small areu of

country. He is confident that many more will be found in

the southern country. This iB explained on the theory that

the strong eattle, wearying of the continued snow and starva-

tion, struck out south for a better range, leaviDg the cowb
and youngsters to battle with the elements at home. Ordin-
arily the cattle in the western part of the territory drift less

than those on the plains east of the mountains, the high
ridges forming barriers difficult to get around. The past win-
ter foroed them out.

—

Northwestern Live-Stock Journal.

AUCTION SALE.

On Saturday, the 5tb of November, I will offer at Public Auction, on
tbe OAKLAND TROTTING PARK, my brown colt

RATHBONE,
Bred by Hon. i-elaml Stanford. Foaled Marcb 13th,

1884, by imported Vouds Prince.

First dam Lady Amanda by imp. Hurrah.
Second dam Lady Lancester by imp Monarch.
Third dam Lady Canton by Imp. Tranby,
(See Bruce's American Stud Book.)

Imported Youuir Prince, bay colt bred, by Mr. Jas. Smith, Eng-

land, foaled 1870, by Knowsley.
First dam Queen of Spain by King Tom.
(See English Stud Book, Vol. 13 page 363).

Knowsley, bay colt, bred by Lord Glasgow, foaled 1859, by
Sfookwull:

first dam by Orlando, from Brown Bess by Camel.
(See English Stud-book, vol. 12, page 301.)

Ratlibone, is a colt of very high form and a great turn of spued
He ran, in May. 1£86, on the Bay District Course, half a mile in 49^
seconds, beating Yoltiguer, C. H. Todd, Notidle, and Leap Tear.
He is believed to be thoroughly sound, aud iu good shape to be put

in training.
JOSEPH < AUtN SI.UPSO

Pacific Coast

BLOOD HORSE

Association,

FallRacingMeeting 1887,

Oakland Trotting Park.

$15,50u in Stakes and Parses.

REGULAR DAYS,
SATURDAY. October 29th.

TUESDAY, November 1st.

THURSDAY, November 3d,

SATURDAY, November f

FIRST RACE at 2; 15 O'CLOCK P.

Admission to Grounds and Grand Stand $1 00 '

Oakland Park is at Shell Mound Station on tbe Berkeley branch
Railway. Trains from foot of Market street. 9an Francisco, every half

hour, to tbe track. Time, 36 minutes Fare for the round trip, 26 cant*.

E. S, CCI/VEB, Secretary.
B. MoCLURE, President.
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i There are a good many things about the

:
establishment of a family of trotters which it

! takes years to accomplish, and so there are

, few only who will pioneer the way. Among

that few of our day and generation, Joseph

Cairn Simpson stands preeminent. On an-

(
other page under the name "Praevolo," our

readers may catch a glimpse of his undertak-

ing, to establish a breed of thoroughbred

trotters. As far as he has gone, he has done

remarkably well. Antevolo 2:19J and Anteeo

2:163-, being his 6rst steps below 2:20. Bu fc

his colt Praevolo is still higher type of a

thoroughbred trotter, and should he beat 2:20,

Simpson will be pardoned for crying "Eure-

ka!" Mr. L. E. Sinsabaugh, proprietor of the

Bashaw Stock Farm at Syracuse, Neb., is

another of those wise pioneers ia the breeding

business. Mr. "William Sinsabaugh of Wash-
ington, la., now of this city, owned the noted

road mare Lady McNair, and from her bred

a number of colts and b'llies, as you may have

Been In the Dunton Register. Every one of

her produce could trot well, but only two of

them were championed—Rose of Washington
2:21£ and Governor 2:24. Nevertheless, with

little handling the others mnhe the following

records: Billy Bashrw 2:31£, Young Bashaw
2:34^, Maj Downing Jr. 2:40, and the follow-

ing trials: J. L. |-mile to wagon, 1:44; Libby
8. (3) mile 2:45; Mas 2:40. In 18S0 Lady
McNair gave birth to her last foal, Lil-

lian Hunt, which has never been speeded
at all, but shows as much natural trot

as any oDe of the others. All of Lady
McNair's produce were by Green's Bashaw
and his two sons, Dick McNair and Major
Downing. And as all of them were fast, the

Messrs. Sinsabaugh have very wisely taken
for the Bashaw Stock Farm the daughters of

Lady McNair and Young Sentinel's Agnon to

found a McNair family of trotters. Agnon,
by Young Sentinel by Sentinel 2:29J. by Ham-
bletonian, dam Lillian H. by Dick McNair by
Green's Bashaw; Becond dam Lady McNair,
as above, Dick McNair'B dam Mary Blaine

2:85, by Long Island Black Hawk. Green's
Baghaw, by Vernol's Black Hawk. Thus,
the blood of Bashaw and Hambletonian bave
been introduced in both the warp and woof
of the 6tcck at the Sinsabaugh farm and we
doubt not that good results will flow there-

from.

—

Dunton's Spirit of the Turf

The *'Why" Notes in Dairying.

As we now recollect, it was Prof. Sturtc-

vant who some five years ago said that '-win-

ter dairying would be made a success; but with

it must come a way of preserving some kind

of succulent food; probably ensilage." In

churning whole milk be had found if the

cows were fed on dry food exclusively it

would take several re-churnings of the milk

to obtain all the butter, and as a rule once is

sufficient. As ensilage has become a factor

in winter dairying, and its character so im-

proved that the highest-priced butter in New
York is made from it, and no butter dealer

objects to it, but on the contrary inquires
after it on account of its fine flavor, it might
be well at the institutes this winter to inquire
into this matter of winter dairying, and cheap,
succulent food a little, and let some of the
dry, prosy, sermony lecturers and lectures

go, and talk on a live, practical and profitable

subject.

There is another thing the dairymen might
discuss with a great deal of profit at the com-
ing institutes. "What form and size of cow
will bring the mostproBtto the dairy-farmer?"
The discussion, if based on facts, will not get

far before it will be found that the dairy-

man has no use for a "general purpose cow."
The beef cow eats her head off, beside the
medium-sized dairy cow. The beefy must cow
needs be kept too many years before her extra
400 pounds of beef can be made available,

and then it must sell for the cheap sort of

beefj^ In France an experiment has just been
concluded between two cows of 300 pounds
difference in weight. The produce of the
small cow for the ten years equalled that of

the large cow, and the difference in the cost

of maintenance was 720 francs—$145—while
the extra 300 pounds of beef sold at last for 45
francs, S9. In thiB country we will find that

we are keeping millions of pounds of cow that
are not only of no profit, but actually consum-
ing the profits of the real dairy cows.
One of the lessons of the drouth that will

escape the eye and attention of a great many
dairymen iB that the drouth does not affect

the well-fed and housed winter dairy. When
the dry weather came, with shorter pastur-

age, and fierce heat, and flies, the Bpring
Hailker dried up to a large extent, nor could

IHjpy persuasion of good fall feed brins her

back to a paying mess of milk. The cow that

calved in October, and was well fed, goes into

the winter with a fall flow, which with uni-
form rations she will maintain, and when
grass comes again in May she will "spurt"
in her yield for Beveral weeks. "Oh," says
one, "I did not cut much hay, and I shall

have to scrimp to get through the winter
^without feeding extra feed to get milk." To
such we would ask, Do you not read The
Stockman to any profit? Have you not been
told repeatedly that ensilage oorn, planted ou
clover sod, or rye turned coder, will grow a

big crop in any season, if taken care of ? Every
acre of such corn is ample to winter two cows
in milk. You saw it, but did not believe itl

And so you let those who did believe it make
the money.
One often hears a man say "The native

cows are longer milkerB than many of your
fancy breeds, and what's the use buying new
breeds?'' Now there is a big point here for

consideration, for the man is more than half

right; but the other three-eighths are wrong
enough to just balance. He is simply con-

trasting a beef breed against dairy cows, by

the standard of natives. The natives are, as

a rule, better milkers than the beefy thor-

oughbreds, but how will they milk as against

Guernseys, milking strains of Jerseys, Ayr-

shires and the Holsteins? Now if our dairy-

man will look sharp he will find a similarity

between milking strains, let the breed be

thoroughbred or native. Forty-seven times

out of fifty the long, deep milker, will have a

small, bony head and prominent eyea, thin

neck, sharpish backbone and roundish hips,

thin thighs, and a long udder, extending along

the abdomen, to give absorbing surface, rather

than have it long in a downward direction,

and small in its attachment to the body. "Why
does not the dairyman recognize this form,

and breed to it and double its intensity by

mising bulls from the best and deepest milk-

ers, rather than to bring in unknown "scrub"

qualities or a bull from a beef strain? The
same principles recognized and followed out

in breeding aud feeding native stock will

result in success if the btart is made from

stock with fair size abd good milking form,

not fat, ruund, be^fy cows with quartish

udders, who give milk only four momhs. The
three-eighths wrong that outbalances the five-

eighths right in this matter is in mixing in

this blocky, beefy form, and its detrimental

qualities to milk giving, along with the milk

form given and then expecting big results in

both milk and beef. If you doubt this pleaBe

rind out the bottom facts about the "show"
cattle of the beef breeds. Find out just how
much milk these beef mothers give; bow long

they hold out; how reliable they are to breed,

etc; and then compare the truth with the

known results of performance of a bony cow,

all muscle and milk and not beef, that was
fed and bred for milk; and then ask yourself

whether profit in dairying goes with milk or

beef production, when the two are blended

together.

After the milk is set for butter-making, how
many get all of the cream by the usual meth-

ods of setting? From careful experiments

recently made it was found that when the

fresh-drawn milk from the cow was set, and

with as little cooling as possible, and in

e-mail cans set in ice water at 40 deg., all the

cream came up in less than eleven hours; and

the reBults were as 2 to 7 as compared with open

pan setting. The difference in butter-mak-

ing in favor of cold setting would soon pay for

a creamery, not to mention the superior, uni-

form quality of the butter, and the great sav-

ing of labor. This setting milk as quickly as

possible after it is drawn applies tally as

much, if not more, to open-pan setting than

to any other. The less milk is cooled after

setting the more quickly it sours, and Bouring

milk quickly is against good cream raising.

Long before milk gets thick, even when it

begins to taste sour, cream raising is sus-

pended, for souring is not to hasten and per-

fect cream raising out to retard and stop it

altogether, as the milk in acidulating loads

the little cream globules Oown with cheese,

and they cannot rise. Good cream rising

means keeping the milk sweetas long as possi-

ble; and this is possible by cooling it down
qnickiy in the cans and keeping the tempera-

ture uniformly low. Then the cream all

comeB np, which it cannot do if the milk

does not get cooled down, as anyone knows
who attempts open-pan setting in hot weather,

with no facilities for cooling the room. Cream
raising is a principle of different gravities in

the oils and casino of milk, produced by cold.

The cream rises rapidly as the temperature of

the milk falls, but is not suspended as soon as

it reaches its lowest point, but ceases in about

eleven hours at 38 deg. to 40 deg., for want of

fats to continue tbe "riBe."

—

Jason Jones, in

National Stockman.

An English flockmaster tells, in the A gri

cultural Gazette, of a cart made for the pur-

pose of feeding turnips, which he describes as

follows, and which would certainly be a

novelty on an American sheep farm: It very

much resembles an ordinary farm cart; but

underneath the flooring-boards or cart-bottom

wo metal-cased turnip-cutters are placed.

These cutters are fixed to cross beams and

supplied from the body of the cart; turnips

thrown into the cart fill up the space above

the cutting cylinder, and as the root6 are cut

others simply keep descending. These two

cutters are put in action by a handle which

connects one of the cart wheels to the main

axle. The cutters being keyed to the axle,

revolve as the axle revolves. When out of

gear the cart moves along aB does any ordin-

ary cart; but if tilled with turnips and the

gearibg handle put into working position, the

cutters revolve along with the wheel, and two

linea of sliced turnips are to be seen extend-

ing behind the cart. I have had one of these

cutting carts for fourteen years and used it

every year; it has never needed repairs yet,

and does its work as well as ever. Having

provided ourselves with , a cart, we have it ,

tilled with turnips. The cart (out of cutting
j

gear) is driven to the field upon which we
,

intend to feed our ewe hoggets. Arrived

there, throw the cutters into work, and drive i

your horse in the direction you may wish
,

your sheep to feed. The gearing handle is

held in place by a pin, and a man to drive
'

the horse is all that is required. The sheep

pick up the tinge as all, follow

ing in the wake of the cart. There is no
waste, and less refuse than in the case of sup-

plying sliced roots in troughs. You can give

any quantity you iike in this way, taking

care to let the Bheep clear up as they go. It

will readily be seen that by the aid of this

cart sheep can be carefully and regularly fed;

but we have also to notice that by going

over fresh ground every day our field

of young pasture receives a valuable

and regular manuring. This plan of manuring
land by turning sheep has a very marked
advantage over the common system of sup-

plying sliced roots in troughs. Even taking

for granted that there is no folding, it is a faot

that wherever the trough standR, even for one

day, there is an extra deposit of manure more
than should in fair play be. Next spring the

sites of the feeding troughB are marked by a

strong rank growth of grass which is carefully

avoided by grazing stock, and which will

Drobably result in producing coarseness.

With the cutting card we need apprehend no
such issue. This apparatus is sold over there

at about $70, but if there is any similar

machine on this side of the Atlantic we have
never heard of it.

BAY DISTRICT
ASSOCIATION

ENTRIES! ENTRIES!
For^two.year-old pacers and trotteie. Purse 8^00

Divided 60, 30, and 10 per cent.

Conditio us:

jive or more to *>nter, three to start. To be trotted
Decembers, lb87. Entries close with the Secretary
Nov. 26 ,1887.

W, H. HIMHMAX, Secretary,
1435 Calilorula street.

Harry E Carpenter, . ) 1 7. i .,

VETERINARY SURGEON.

Honorary Graduate of
Ontario Veterinary Col*

lCECe. Toronto, Canada.
,--.' Castrated Rtdslings.

Veterinary Infirmary. 3 71 Natoma St.
Residence. 966 Howard St., San Francisco.

'TT)Ofi9

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of

Horse Shoeing

.....WITH A.N APPENDIA ..

Treating of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter a .'owi fcy

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horee Portraiture.

•Bound-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."

o —Shakespeare*
o

Tips and Toe Weights.—We have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Bueedeb and Sfoktssian, San Francisco, Cal., a copy of his book entitled "Tips and Toe
Welghta; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse and *ucter as shown by Instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hone
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hooi
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for. and we believe every horseman
who reads tbe result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading tbe plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by tbe author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with tbe knowledge that the common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take S50 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to seoure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, SI; cloth, 81.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal*

**Tips said Toe "Weights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. Is the title of a very
Clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Bbeedeb and Sportsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;'* he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest ondorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step ol
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory and
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News,

f
y

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently Identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has givenagreat
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats
of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub*
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is
deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Bbeedeb and Spoiusman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Bbeedeb and Spobtsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc. , and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on tbe Pacific Slope.—X. 1\
Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe "Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a boob
byabov- ^*'e which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyie_. ..* '.ron shoe that gives no play or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the toot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
.years old in 2:20i. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-
quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send 81.60 to him and he will
sendyou the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for tbe monev.—Coleman's Sural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the s„
trotting a public trial in 2 :20i, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs In 16 seconds while
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for 810,000, with other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to bis foot when a foal it was the universal impression that he never could trot fast.
He did well as a yearling and two-ynr-old, and this past season, when three yearsold, he won the Occident
StabeB, 81,221, in which he gotarecord of 2:29j, last half in 1:13J; first money in purse at Sacramento,
8600; second money at Stockton, 8253; the Stanford Stakes, 81.G72; and the Embryo, 8870, making a cash
return for the Beason of $4,514. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first put in
training he would bave been hopelessly crippled.

In the Bbeedeb and Spobtsmah will be given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscoplst to
make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the fooi
of the horse, which will be incorporated in tbe forthcoming articles in the Bbeedeb and Spobtsman.
Fully convinced by practical results, that this part of tbe anatomy of tbe horse is not underitood as
thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. * anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from thy
revelations of the microscope. Jos. Cairn Suipson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send orders to

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

ThVabove tre°tise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who ear
orders direct to tbe offloa.
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FOR SALE.
Two well bred stallion colts close, to the

best speed strains in the trotting families, one

a Nutwood.

Send for pedigree and price to,

G. W. HANCOCK
22oc4 Sacramento.

GREAT SALE
OF

THOROUGHBKEDS
AT I' II! I.I < AUCTION,

By B. G. BRUCE,
At fcexicaton, Ky.,

November 1 1 and 1 2.

ConBisUng of over 122 head. Eight: Btallioos: the

imported stallions Kinfistoo and surge; Brazil thro,

trier to Lisbon!, brother to Levant and 8 high bred

voungstallions; 12 high bred brood mares, 15 three-

par-oldi. "aTtwo-year.olds, 57 yearlings and 38 wean-

'among the youngsters are seventeen Imported

mires of high and fashionable breeding. This sale

represents all of the moBt distinguished English.and

American racing families. The sale will he held at

the

tableB of TREACY & WILSON, at 10 a. m

For catalogue address B. G. Bruce, Live Stoc*
]

Re-

cord, Lexington, Ky. sportsman. Spirit of tie Times
and Turf, Field and Farm heff. YorkJCity; Hi

Hors'-man Chicago, 111.

San Francisco, Cal.

and Breeder & SporlBman,

GREAT SALE OF

Thoroughbreds
AT PUBLIC AUCTION,

LEXINGTON, KY.,

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday.

Nov. 15, 16, 17.

Embracing the valuable stallions Bncnnnai.,

Miser and Eraenbeim, and the choicely bred

brood-mares, yearlingB and weanlings formerly

owned by the late CAPT. COTTBILL, he Edgewater

yearlings; get of Sprinsbok and Warwick, the

royally bred stallions Bertram, Aretloo, Ton-

tine, Harry Hill and a large number ef brood-

mares from the best racing and producing families,

among tbem the great race-mare Brainftaletta.

Also a valuable lot of first-class race horses in train-

ing, two-year-olds and yearlings, the get of the fam-

ous sires Longfellow, TenBroeck, Mortemer
Klng Alfonso, Falsetto. King Ban and

otbeM, out of the best producing dams; in all about

200 head and representing all the most distinguished

racing families.
Bale will be held at the

STABLES OF

TREACY & WILSON,
And begin at 1 i o'clocfc A.M.

For catalogues address

S 1>. BRUCE, Auctioneer,
Boom 16, Times Building.

80Ct 59 and 42 Park Bow, New York.

I HMPROVBD IlORSB ULOTHING.

Secured by Letters Patent jgg^S^ViS!:
The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims
granted

1. An improved blanket or covering, consisting of
the body-piece A, flap C, and the extension B, formed
or united together, bo as to cover the body and legs of
the animal, substantially as herein described.

2. The blanket or covering A, having the Sap C. and
the extensions B, to fit the fore and hind legs of the
aninial, front fastenings F G, and the permanent strapB
or bands E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

3. The blanket or covering A, with its extensions B,
permanent Becuring-bands E, and the front fastenings
F G.incombination with the elastic neck-extension H.
substantially aB and for the purpose herein describe J.

4. The blanket A and hood J in combinaticn with the
elastic connecting-strip I, substantially aB described
and for the purpose set forth.

6. The close-fitting hood J, having the elastic band L,
beneath the Jaws, so that they may be allowed to move
without disturbing the fit. and adapted to be secured
tothe cover by means of straps, substantially as herein
described.

6. The improvement in covering.Mankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the blanket A, having the flap C,
and permanent straps or bands fixed to it to secure it
around the body, whereby the UBe of loose Burcingles
is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by

L. D. STONE & CO.,
423 and 434 Battery St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

DUPONT'S
New Brand Sporting Powder,

"SUMMER SHOOTING"

SUPERB IN aUALITY,

Shoots Moist and Clean.
This powder has just been made specially by Du-

pont & Co to BUit the Pacific Coast Climate.

It shoots Moist, is high grade, and of superior

excellence as to quality.

For sale by all dealers and by the Agent,

JOHN SKINKBR,
15S8 Market Street S. F.

Price SSOO per Ueg. Smaller packages in pro-

portion. "s"

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.

Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh.

Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies

Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology

and Histology. The Williams' Prize, 'M-TO, for high-

est works in professional examinations, and six first-

class certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois

State Veterinary Medical Association.

OFFICE

:

RECORD STABLES,
». Mccarty, prop.

«129 Market St. S. F., Bet. »lh and 8th.
Telephone No. 3 1 1 7

.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

3an Francisco.

The most popular BChool on the Coast.

P. HEALD President. 0.8. HALEY, fl«o'y.

WSend for Circular, oct d

KILLIP & CO.,
lilVE STOCK AND GENERA L

AUCTIONEERS,

ZZ Montgomery Street, San Francisco

6PKC1AL ATTENTION FAXD TO SALES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In All Cities and counties of

i lie State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Gbeen, Hon. J. D. Cabb,
Sacramento. SallnaB.

J. P. Sargent, Esq., Hon. John Bosob
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Bobe, Hon. A. Walbath,
Lob AngeleB. Nevada.
J. B. Haoqin, Esq., San Francisco.

Represented at Sacramento by Edwin F. Smith,
Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At San Jose by Messrs. Montgomery A Rea, Real

Estate Agents.
Being the oldest established firm In the live-stock

business on thlB Coast, and having conducted the
Important auction sales In this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified In claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres>
Rondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
nence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to

give full publicity to animals placed with ub for sale.
Private purchases and sales of live Btock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utrooBt care. PurchaBeB and sale

s

made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names are
appended.

KIIXIP A CO.. 22 Montgomery Street,

ond

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods
Largest and Best Stock on the Coast

J. 0'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS AND SADDLERY,

AGENTS FOR
Fennell's Oynthiana House Boots,

J. H. Fentok's Chicago Specialties,

Db. Dixon's Condition Powdeeb,

B02i GOAIDAULI'S CAUSIia BAL9AM

S.B.WHITEHEAD&CO,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS.

ABE PREPARED TO CONDUCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters
And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Our Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for fifteen

years successfully managed all the principal

sales of high-class stock on this Coast.

FALL RACES
—of the:—

EurekaJockeyClub
AT

EUREKA,
HUMBOLDT COUNTY, CAL.,

Nov. ^,24,25,26,1887.
1 IliS I DAY.

l Purse $200.—Running Novelty Race. Free-for-all,
dash of one mile. S35 .it lin-t quarter $10 at the half, $50
at the three-quarter and $75 at the roile. All paid-up
entries over five to be added, and equally divided
between each winner

2. Purse $250.—Trotting. Free for all norseB that
have not beaten 2:.'1B up to Kept. 1st, 1887. (Cadmus
and Bonner eligible to start.) First horse $!&.', second
$75, third $25,

SECOND DAY.
3. MERCHANTS' PUR8F,, $300. Free-for-all, for

all ages. Three-quarters of a miie and repeat. First
hoise $200, second horse $70, third horse $30.

4. Trotting—Three-minute class. Purse $150 for
horses owned In Humboldt County prior to Sept. iBt,

1887. (Patchen barred.) First horse $85, second horse
$50, third horse to save entrance.

THIRD DAY.
5. HOTEL PURSE-B100. Free for all, for all ages.

One mile and repeat. First horse $250, second horse
$100, third horse $50.

8. EUREKA TWO -YEAR -OLD TROTTING
STAKE—Mile and repeat. $lu entrance; half forfeit,
$100 added; second horBe to receive $25, third to save
stake. Entries to this race to cloBe with the (secre-
tary Sept. 17, 1887.

FOURTH DAY.
7. Purse $100. For all ageB. Running dash of 606

yards. First horse $75, second horse 8^6.

8. Purse$l50. Forallages. Half mile and repeat.
First horse $1^5, second horse $25.

9. Purse $400. Trotting. Free for all. First horse
$250, second horse $lo0, third horse $50.

CONDITIONS.
AU trotting races are best three in five, except the

two -vear-oli i, unless otherwise specified; five to enter
and three to start. But the Board reserve} the rightto
hold a 16bs number than five to fill by the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance fe<*

in purse races ten per cent.
In all trotting raceB the rnleB of the American Trot-

ting Association, and all running races the rules of the
Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association to govern, but
the Board reserves the right, to trot heats of any two
classeB alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing.
In all entries not declared out by S p. m. of the day

preceding the race, Bhall be required to start.
No added money paid for a walk-over In all races

noted above, five or more paid-up entries required to
fill and three or more horses to start.
Bacing colors to be named in entries. In trotting

races drivers will be required to wear caps of distinct
colors which must be named in entries.
EntrieB to all the above races, except the two-year-

old trot, to close with Secretary, Wednesday, Nov. 18,

1887.
One-half the entrance money must be paid at the

time of making entries and the other half at 6 p. M . the
night preceding the race.
Entry blanks will be furidshed upon application to

the Secretary.
DAM, MVRPHY, President,

H. COHN, Secretary. sepW

Proposals For Privileges

Separate bids will be received by the undersigned
up to November 7tb., 1887, for the privilege of pool-
selling, running of tho wheel of fortune, and the
selling of candies, nuts and soda water daring the
races of the Eureka Jockey Club, November 26th,

26th, 27th and 28th, 1S87.

H- COHN,
Eureka, Cal. Secretary.

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARIEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOK, ESQ.,
J. B. HAGGIN, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ

,

R. P. ASHE, ESQ., W1L CORBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
20 LeldesdorfT Street,

19martf San Francisco.

Outing
Tlie Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Trivel

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OUR FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD
DUBING THE TEAS THEHE WILL BE AETICLES UPON

Exploration, Travel and Adventure, Mountain
Climbing, Camping, Popnlar Forestry, Hunting and
Fishing, Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting. Rowing
Canoeing. Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.
Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing, Tobogganing and Skating.

Conducted by POIXTNEY BIGEI.OW

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
Single numbers twenty-five cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York.
situ

FOR SALE.
No. 1.—Bay Mare, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Mnsidora's dam by
eon of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodburn, iBt dam by Owen ale; 2d
dam Musldora, by Belmont, etc.

No. B.-Chestnut Marc, foaled spring of 1882,

by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musldora, by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Son of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. PdBbe

These are extra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well In-bred to the blood of Belmont.
No. 1 Is in foal to a son of Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

For further information address

W. M.WILLIAMSON,
floOTtf San .lo^. 4 stl.

CHILD'S CABBOECRYSTAE SHEEP DIP.
"Patented in Europe and America."

SHEEP DIP.

A positive scab cure. A liquid, soluble In
cold water. It Is absolutely nou- *fpoisonous.

The cheapest and most effective dip on the market,
one gallou making one hundred gallons of wash.

Price, $1.25 per gallon.
Special discounts anl terms to agents and large

consumers. For samples and other Information ap-
ply to
I.1.M»»:a HOH.M Agents for Pacific Coast. %
116 California St.. San Francisco. Cal.

i7sBptia

F0R_SALE.
A Thoroughbred Bull Bitch..

Apply at SOS Washington St.
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Southern Pacific Co.
{PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave and are due to arrive at
San Francisco.

LEAVE
(FOB) I

From October S3. 1887.

8:00 a M
4*0 p m
6:30 P u
8:30 p m
9:30 a M
IU:30 a M
6:00 P m

•6:00 A u
t7:30 A M
12:00 M
8:80 A M
4:00 P M
•5:00 P M
9:30 A M

3:30 f m
8:00 a H

t3:30 pm
3:00 f m
7:30 A M
7:30 am
7:30 A v
7:30
8:30
8:00 P M
4:00 p h
6:30 P m
•1:00 P u
8:80 A V

(10 -.30 a
12:00 M
8*0 F W
•5:00 P M
3:30 p M
8:30 a M
3:30 P h
18:00 a M

...Siskiyou & (Portland...
.....Gait via Martinez
c...Ha; wards and Niles....

..Calistoga and Napa..

" " Decoto
Haywards _

c...Haywards c

...lone via Livermore. «.„„..

....Knight's Landing.

....Livermore and Pleasanton..

....Los Angeles, Deming, El
Paso and East ™

....Los Angeles and Mojave

....Martinez „.... „ „_ „..

....Milton.

. ..Ogden and East
Bed Bluff via Marysville

....Redding via Willows

....Reno andTruckee
_..Sacramento, via Benlcla

" via Livermore.
" via Benicia ,

" via Benicia
" via Benicia

....Sacramento River Steamers,
Ran J c a e ......... . „..

, .Santa Barbara
...Stockton via Livermore

" via Martinez
.-Tracy

luauAH
6:10 P M
7:40 A M
10:40 a m
12: -U p m
3:40 P m
8:40 p m
8:10 A M

tl0:40 a u
2:40 P m
5:40 p M

10:10 a M
•8:40 am
4:40 f M
10:4u a M
6:1G P H
*5;4o F M
11 10 a u
5:40 F M
6:40 p U.

6:40 P m
6:40 P M
5:40 P M
11:10 a M
10:10 a m
7:40 A if

•6:00 a M
•3:40 P M
13:40 P M
8:49 PM
9:40 A M

lOrfO AM
5:40 P *
10:40 A M
16:10 p M

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS.

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND— "6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2*0—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5:30— 6:00 — 6:30— 7:00—S:00—9:00—10:00-11:00—12:00

TO 23D AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO
EAST OAKLAND" until 6:30 p.m., inclusive, also
at 9:00 P.M.

TO FBTJIT VALE—•6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00 8:30—
•2:30—3:30-4*0—4:30- -5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30-5:00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*9:30—7*0-12:00.
TO AIiAMEDA—•6:00—*6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00—*8:30-

9:60—9:30—10:00—ilO -^0—11:00—Jll :30—12:00—J12 :30—
1:00—11:30—2:00—£2:30—3:00—3:30—4:00— 4:30—5:00-
5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—•6:00—•6:30—7:00—*7:30— 8:00—"8:30
9:00— 9:30— 10:00— ^0:30—11:00—Jll :30— 12:00—±12:30
1:00-11:30-2:00—12:30—3:00— 3:30—4:00— 4:30—5:00—
5:30—6:00—6:30—7:<J0—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO WEST BEBKELEY-Same as "To Berkeley."

To San Francisco I>ally.

FROM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20—7:50- 8:20-8:50—
9:20—*10:19— 4:20—4:50—5:20—5:50-6:20-6:50—7:47—
9:50.

FBOM FRUIT VALE {via Alameda)— *5 32 -5:52

-

•6:22—19:14—•3:22.
FBOM23D AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6=55—7 :25

7:55-8:25—8:55—9:25—9:55—10:25—10:55- 11:25—11:55
12:25—12 :55— 1 :25—1 :55—2 £5—2 :55—3 :25— 3 :55— 4;25—
4^5—5:25—5:55—8:25—6:55—7:50—9:53

FROM EAST OAKLAND— "5:30- 6:00- 6:30— 7:0J
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11:30

^2:00—12:30—1 :00—1 :30—2 :00—2 :30—3 :t)0— 3 :30— 4 *0—
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30 —7:00— 7:57— »:57- 9:57—
10:57.

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 m'nutes later
than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—"5:30—6:00—*6:30—7:00 -*7:30—8:00

•8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00— 110:30—U;00- tll;30—12:00—
tl2 :30—1 :00— tl :3»—2:00— 12 :30-8 :00—3 30-4 :00—4 :30

5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00.
FBOM BERKELEY— •5:25—5:55—•6:25—6:55—*7:25—

7:55—•8:36— 8»5—9:25—9:55— 110:25—10:55— til :25—
U:55— 112:25—12:55— tl:25— 1:55— 12:25—2:55—3 :25—
8:55— 4:25— 4:55—5:25—5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9:55—10:55.

FBOM WEST BEBKELEY—Same as "Fkom Bebk-
klbt.w

CREEK ROFTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6:16—8:15—10 H5 —12 :15

4:15.

•7:15—9:15—U 05—1 05—

2:15-

•Sundays excepted. tSaturdays excepted; lSundays
only.
C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland

Standard Time furnished by Lick Observatory.

A. J8. TOWWE,
Gen. Manager.

T. H. UOOD.tLV>,
Gen. Pass. *Ttk Apt.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 410 FINE STREET
G. L. BRANDER .- President
J. L. FLOOD Vice-President
0. P FABNFIELD Secretary

1. S. ANGUS ..Assistant Manager
Bankers. Nevada Rank of San Francisco.

16ap >

FAIRLAWN
N^W CATALOGUE FOE 1887,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send four cents in stamps to prepay postage.

THE THIBTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in use at Fairlawn.

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of abont

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTTERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

Mixes Instantly with cold Water.

Price $1 .25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing five Imperial gallons

eqaals nearly 6 American gallons. One gallon miied,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 180

Bheep at a cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nonrlsher of wool, a certain cure

for scab. MALSO
UTTXirS PATENT POWDER DIP.

Poisonous, mixes Instantly with cold water. Sold in
ft two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; in a
seven-pounds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per pound.

OATTON, BELL & CO.
SUCCESSORS

FAIKNER, BEIX * CO.,

2<sep 406 California Street. AGENTS.

THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN TEE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or further information, address

Lock Box 320. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky
ljan52

Nevada Warehouse & Dock Go.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS, PORT COSTA, CAL.

Storage Capacity, 100,000 Tons. Regular "Ware-
house for San Francisco Produce Exchange

Call Board.
These Warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished with the latest Improvements for

the rapid handling and storing of Grain. A mill attached, supplied with the hest and newest machinery
for cleaning foul and smutty wheat
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on Grain stored in Warehouses. Insurance effected at lowest

rates in first-class Companies, or Grain sold, if desired, at current rates.

:o :

Information legarding Storage or other business can be ob-

tained at the office of the Company.

412 PINE ST.,SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
GEO. L. BRANDER,

President.
ALEXANDER WATSON.

Secretary.
2Jsep

THE PARKER, GUN

At the two principal events of the year—at the World's Trap Shoot-

ing Carnival held at Wellington, Mass., May 30 to June a
, 1887, the Par-

ker Gun won the leading prize for best average for five day's bhooting;

also at Seattle, W. T., June 9, 10 an' ", 1887, the leading prize and best average was won wiiu the Parker

Gun, adding victories to 1886 as follows: The Second Annual Tournament of the Chamberlln Cartridge

Co., 'held at Cleveland, Ohio, September 14, 1886, out of eighty-seven entries from representative shots,

representing fourteen States, the Parker Gun won first and third money, winning $901) out of the $1,200

purse effered, aiding another victory to 1885, which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament
for the championship of the World, held at New Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to 16th. Among the contestants

shooting other guns were such champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Stubbs, Erb and others.

PARKER BROS., Makers,
New York salesroom, 93 Chambers St.. Merlden, Ct.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of (told Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Oar Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

25dec62

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize winners at all the fairs In California and the

entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair

Sacramento, 1886.

Importations made direct from England every year

from the most noted Breeders, selected from thf

best blood and most fashionable families of Dish

faced Berfesbires, regardless of cost, and all re-

corded in English and American Berkshire records.

Tonne pigs from these importations, male and

female, from entirely different families for sale at

reason&Die prices, and every pig guaranteed. Address

XOeoffa

AMntt.u mii in. Keilwootl tity.
Or at 218 California Street. San Francisco.

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Street*
San Francisco.

In effect October 1, 1887.

12:01 e | Cemetery and San Mateo. .

,

tfl:10A
8;30a

10:30 a
•3:30 p
4:30P
•6:10 p
6:30p

:ilj46p

4:36P
16:35 P

i
6:40 p

ItTjSOp
8:30 a' C
10:30 a J S
•3:30pn
4:30 Pi I

.Santa Clara, San Jose, and.
Principal Way Stations....

Tl 8:03 a
... 1|*10-02a
.... f * 36 *

J\ 6:40 F

4 :30 p
|

Almaden ai.d Way Stations...

8:30 a i ( . Gilroy , Pajaro, Castroville, ..

*3^0f 1

t Salfnas and Monterey..
l Monterey, Loma Prieta and Santa, j
I Cruz (.Sunday Excursion) I ( 18:3a p

)A| (

Pp ! |" ..Hollister and Tree Pinos „

6:30 A. ( Watsonville, Aptos.Soquel...
'3:30 p'

t (Capltola)and Santa Cruz.. _.

1*10:02 a
I 6 :40 r

l Soledad, Paso Robles, Templeton } ,

{ (San Luis Obispo) A Way Stations, f I

a—Morning p.—Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted. tSundaysonly {Theatre trainsat
urdays only.

Trains run on Pacific Standard Time.

Nearly all rail line to San Luis ObiBpo. Only l\
miles staging between Templeton ana San Luie
Obispo. Time from San Francisco 12 hours. Through
rate $3.50.

Special RoCNn-TRiP Tickkts, at reduced rates—t o
Gilroy and Paraiso Springs.

Special Notice—Kound-trip tickets to the famuns
Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton) can he had at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Francisco
Bate, 36.50.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
For SundavB onlyA . Sold. Sunday Morning; goodru ^"^"^3° "*"'• (for return same day.
For Saturday, ( Bold Satueoa y and Sunday only,

Sunday and -J good for return until following Mon-
Monday, f day,inclusive, at the following rates.

Bound Trip
from San

Francisco to

*
Mlllhrae

. „ .._...

7h
1 00

Bedwood 1 00
Fair Oaks 1 25
Menlo Park... 1 25

Mount'n View 1 50

Sat to
Mon.
Tkt.

2 00

Bound Trip
from San

Francisco to

Lawrences......
Santa Clara
San Jose
Gilroy
Hollister
AptOB
Loma Prieta..
Soquel..„
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Satto
Mon
Tkt.

4 00
4 50
6 00

5 00
5 01
5 00

Ticket Officeb.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station. No. 613 Market street,
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwin Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. B. JTTDAH,

Superintendent AsBt. Pass, k Tkt. Agt.

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CAXL8 ATTENTION TO THE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFOBDED BY THE "NORTHEBN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing, Shooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FEANCISCO DAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHAEMZNS

Summer and Winter Resort ot tfa

e

Pacific Coast.

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Tront
In abundance can be obtained from the several streams
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may >-e had in Beason.

THE BAT OF MONTEREY
Ie noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon, Bock Cod, Bai-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

TEE BATHING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MON TE, "

ABE UNSUBPASSED,
ha-Ting a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contain*

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm Bait water plnnge and Hwtm-
mlng baths, with ELEGANT BOOMS connecting for
Individual baths, with douche and Bhower facilities.

THE FAVOBITE BOTJTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQUIX AND SA.YTA CRCZ
IS VTA THE NOBTHEKN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Crux
and Monterey, each of which abounds In game in Treat
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Duck,
and Bear.

Lakea PILABCITOS and 8AN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo for those well-known Betreats, PCBT^
SIMA, SAN GBEGOBIO and PE.SCADEBO We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex.
tent of range at and about SAN BBCNO and MrM\.
HON'S forBIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special Inducements to the lovers
of this manly eport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passaere Tick«

will be entitled to
=™«* '<c«

FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOGS
when carried In Baggage Cars and pnt In charm of
Train Baegagemen. Train Baggagemen are instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs receved in Baggage

OSTTii order to guard against accidents to Di<-
whlle in transit, it Is necessarv that thev be imwirtPfi
with COLLAR AND CHAIN, Guni and Fhl'l"
rack^ewillbecarriedfreeofcharge. Gunstakec
and securely packed in wood or leather cases re
taken In Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Tcr

street Valencia Station, and No OlaMafketst
Hotel

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JOT
dnuerintendeot. PasMud Tkc

Geese, Deer
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HORSE BOOTS,

a

-ti.ft.Ci IN U" !VlilTili±tI^.J_i
IN ENDLESS VARIETY AT

J, A. McKERRON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street. San Francisco

Hunting Dog's.
Hunting Dogs taken to handle on game, the com-

ing season.

E. LEA.VFSLEY,
augl3tf GILROY.

DO YOU WANT A D O-S '

^5 DOC BUYERS' GUIDE, i*
Colored plates, lOO engravinfra y

1

of ditfereut breeds, prices the? are 1

worth, and where to buy them,
f

Mailed for 15 Cents. •
ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

,

287 6. Eighth St, Philadelphia, Fa,
J

AMERICAN
KENNEL CLUB

STUD-BOOK
Blanks for registering in the official stud

book will he mailed on application.

Entries will close for part Four on Decem-
ber 30, 1887. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway.

6f>b New York.

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers
FOR RACE HORSES.

GLOVEE'S ALBUM.
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

DOG MEDICINES.
Mange «'nr<\ - 50*1 Distemper Cure, Si.OO
Blood Purifier, 50c. Vermiiuge, - - 50c.
ranker W»sh. 50c. Eye Lotion, - SOc
IMarrlioea lure, 50c. Cure lor *'its, - 50c.
Tonic, - - 50c. Liniment. - 50c.
Kennel and Stable Soap, best dbg soap known, price

26c.

These remedies are sold by druggists and dealers
n sportsmen's goods.

ALL DOG DISEASES TREATED
H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian to the Westminster Kennel Club, New
Jersey Kennel Club, Khode Island Kennel Club,
Hartford Kennel Club, HemsteadFarm Company, etc.

22oc>3 11B93 Broadway". Npw York

Secured by letters Patent, July A ft, 188%
HavingthoBdescrlbednjyinvention, what I claim

as new, and desire toBecure my letteis patent, 1b:

1. The part D.supported by the side Btraps of the bri-

dle, extending back as Bhown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,

as herein described.
,

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, sefured to such extensions, ana
bb shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.

3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-
aions D. blindB F, and side straps A, the Bcrew.nut
and waBher E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-

Sleces D and bLindB F. as Bhown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyes, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose hereir
described.

6. In a bridle, and in combination with the blinds F,
enpported and pivoted to the bridle bo ilb to be movat
ble. about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
etraps or bands G and H, and the tear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The "above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
ap, ear on the cut, the general principle will be under-

it meets with universal approbation, doing away
Vffthalltne objections urged against blindB, and at the
Sf>me time giving complete control of the line of
*• slon. By throwingthe lower portion of the blind up
methlng of the same eftect on the action follows as

; 'i inducedby toe-weights. This is especially the case
en young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
I. '-'hi.- Knee without the strain of weights on the

feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKJBRUN,
Wo. 2SU and 232 Ellis St 'Sao Francisco.

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.

Litter brother to English champion
SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector,
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec, 1884. Champion Beauchief,

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1886. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing.—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N. L

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and all

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, eto

for illustration purposes, furnished,

Ooctf
II. novo-. Artist.

1H PoHt Street.

STUD POINTER.
lirsil T., (3751 A. 3R.JJ lemon and white, by

Sensation (.217 A. Kp t X Seph G. by Dart—Beuey,
in the Btud to npprov .tches. Fee 925. Rush T.
is a dog of good Blze,g00u markings, rare form, excel-
lent temper, high courage and marked field instinct
In breeding he has no superior. H1b Blre was a grand
fielder and a bench winner. His dam Is a winner on
the i»ench and an uncommonly good Bold performer.
The kennel is breeding Irish red setters of unexcep-

tionable Btrains,
EXCIIO KENNELS,

Bep23 VI V Eleventh Street, S.F.

HUNTERS' OUTFITS
M. J. FLAVIN & CO.

We offer a moBt complete stock of Hunting Goods, such &a

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VESTS, etc,

all of our own manufacture, and all warranted up to the standard of_ former years.

SPORTSMEN ATTENTION

!

GREAT IXL
924 to 928 Market Street,

}

KEXITHC BALDWIN.

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"O. Sc N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the O. P. &U. P. R. R's., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Oars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.
Commodious Best, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

Over 6,000 miles of first-class road running West.Norihand Korth-West from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT IINE.

CHICAp|0
,

' A'HB!:i;'"::'i'

NORTH-WESTERN

:RY
17I0X

"ft

For further information apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD,
floy 7 General Agent. San Francisco. < >l.

L; C. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Bolted
BREECH—LOADING GUN!

$M$^^v

L. C. SMITH,

? ?
»

»

as .

Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammerless Guns.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

ADemonstration of the Shooting Qualities of the "Ii. O. Smith" Gun.

At the Cleveland Caruiu^c lo.V.Iul.u i... n I e u ;u i u . i in, i l.i lu teph u.b r 13 to Hi inclusive
the "Smith'" gun won first mnnev ll. every t-lnst*. It also won nparly two-'hirds of the entire
amout (S^.uOn) of cash prizes, and championship trophy for ihe b> st average in the UP class. In the 90-
class it won the 1st, 2nd and 4th moneys; In the BO-class It took the 1st. !(rd, 4th and 5th; in the

r
iO-clasB it

cook 1st and 2nd, with the 1st and 6th in the 60-claes, making a total winning nearly four times greater
than any other gun . of either foreign or home manufacture.

We think this a most excellent showing, as there was seven different makes of guns need by the nineteen
Contestants in the ninety class. L. C. SMITH.

SEND FOB DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE: AND I'ltlCE USX. augotf

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!
PURE AND UNADULTERATED:;

We offer for sale on favorable terms to the Trade.

CATHERWOOD'S CELEB ItAlien FINE OLD WHISKIES
of the jollowing bra Lid b, namely:

Cranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A. A., Old Stock, Henr? £ullr
Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.

Also, In cases of 1 doz. q.iart bottles eoob,

Brunswick Club (Pure 01 J Rye) and Upper Ten (Very Old and Choice). •

S3T Forexcellence, purify and evenness of quality the above are unsurpassed by any whiskies 1 noorte
The only objection to be made to them by the manipulating dealers being that they cannot be improve
upon.

SOLE AGENTS,

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
.-----.------- SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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STTBSCKrPTION
FIVE DOLLARS A TEAB
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SABLE WILKES, 2:18!
THE CHAMPION THREE-YEAR-OLD.
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Third Extra »ay-

The third extra day's races of the Bloud Horse Association

came off on Satuiday last, at the Oakland Park. The weather

was Bne and the track was in excellent condition. The club-

house balcony and the grand stands were well tilled, the

ladies being out in large numbers.

The first event of the day was a dash of one mile. The

horses were started ont of Mr. Finigau's patent chute. They

were in the patent stalls just eight seconds and got away on

the tirst attempt. It took only eight seconds more to clear

the track of the stalls or chute.

The patent invented by P A.Finigan for starting race-

horses worked excellently, and the spectators who witnessed

the trial were agreeably surprised with the result. As the

full particulars of the patent have been explained, it is enough
to say that the horses are stationed on the track in what may
be fittingly termed an improvised stable, which is divided

into stalls. The horses are arranged in such a manner in

the stalls that neither they nor their riders can see each other,

consequently there can be no jockeyiug. At a given signal

an attendant, who is stationed behind the animals, pulls the

rope which stretches across the track, and everytbiug is m
readiness for the start when the canvas is reuicved. On the

sound of the bell or tap of a drum, the attendant in the rear

touches a spring, and the rope which stretches immediately

over the horseB' backs strikes the auimjils almost simultane-

ously, and the bunch of six or ten, or whatever number they

may be, shoot out of the stable together, and the result is a

perfectly even start.

A good horse by this scheme will never get left at the post,

and this is one of the principal reasons tbat induced the

inventor to study upon a scheme which would remove an
undesirable incident in horse-racing.

Etta W. was the favorite in the books and won, with Tom
Daly second.
Next came the three-quarters of a rrrle handicap. Again

the favorite won. The time was good and Kenuey won with

ease.

The third race was a dash of seven-eighths of a mile, for

two-year-olds. Snowdrop was considered a sure winner, so

there was very little betting. She waited until well into the

stretch before taking the lead, and when she did, won
handily.

fhe gentleman's race came next. Of the fix entries only

two starieo, Bryant W. and Etwood They ran neck and
neck till near the wiie, wh«n Bryant drew away and won by

a length.
The two-mile race was the event of the day. Narcola was

a slight favorite, Adeline and Laura Gardner beiog heavily

backed. Narcola was run differently in this race than on
previous occusions. She was kept back until the home stretch

was reached, ther made her ruu ami won a good race.

The last race was won by Triboulet (formerly Safe Ban) in

good time, the last mile being run in 1:41. The Haggin stable

were favorites, but neither secured a place.

FIRST RACE.

The horses were started out of Mr. Finigau's patent chute
and got a tine start on the first attempt. Duly took the lead,

with Etta W. second, Chamberlain third. They ran in this

order to well into tha stretch, where Etta W. passed Daly,
and won an easy victory by two lengths, Daly second, Black
Pilot third.

Purse £^00 One mile.
Owner's b f Etta vy., 4, by Joe Hooker- Ly foster, 115 lba.Ricbardson 1

D. J. McCarty's cb g Tom Daly, 4, by Kyrle Daly—Columbia, 115

lbs Hamilton 2
G. Crlsmou's blk g Black Pilot, 6, by Echo—Madge Duke, llalbs.

Hazlitt a

Owner's cli g Joe Chamberlain by Rifleman, dam by Norfolk, 115
lbs Cook

£. Flitcer's b c Oscar Wilde by Don Vicior—Esther, 100 lbb.Guntber
Time. 1:45J.

Pools: Black Pilot $95, field .?17.

Betting: Etta W. C to 5, Black Pilot 7 to 5, Tom Daly 2 to 1, Joe
Chauibeilain 20 to 1, Oscar Wilde iO to 1.

SECOND RACE.

When the flag fell all were well together with Dunbar in

the lead. At the half Dunbar led with Cleveland second, the
rest bunched. On the upper turn Kenney moved up to third

place and Cleveland took tirst. At the three-quarters Cleve-
land led, with Kenney second, the re&t well up. In the run
up the stretch Kenney collared Cleveland and won the race

by one length, Cleveland second, Lizzie Dunbar third.

Handicap for all ages. Tbree-quarters of a mile.
J. B. Haggin's br c Kenney, 3, by Duke of Montrose—by Virgil, 114

lbs Hamilton 1
"W, JL. Appleby's ch h Grover Cleveland, 4, by Monday— Robin Gir],

114 lbs.. Appleby 2
W. L. Pritchard's cb m Lizzie Dunbar, C, by Bazar—Tibbie Dunbar,

111 lbs O'Hara 3

Matlock Bros." b m .Lady Duffy, 4, by Patsy Duffy—unknown, 108
lbs Newell

F. LePoister's b g Hancock, a, by California—Abbie W., liO lbs.
Richardson

Owner's ch g Sleepy Dick, a, by Joe Daniels—unknown, 114 lbs.

Bernard
Owner's g g Johnny Gray, a, by Sbiloh.dam Margery, 100 lbs.

Howson
Time, 1:16*.

Pools: Kenney StiO. Cleveland £45, Sleepy Dick £35, field $25.
Bettiug: Kenney 6 to 5, Cleveland 2i to 1. Sleepy Dick 4 to 1. Lady

Duffy 8 to 1, Lizzie Dunbar 10 to 1, Jobnny Gray 30 to 1, Hancock 60 to

1.

THIRD RACE.

All got away on even terms. At the quarter pole Welcome
led Carmen a neck, she a length ahead of the favorite. They
ran bunched down the back stretch, and at the half Welcome
still led. On the upper turn Snowdiop passed Carmen, and
turning icto the stretch was af Welcome's saddle. In the
&tretch Kelly, on Snowdrop, let go his mount's head, and she
romped home a winner by two lengths, Welcome second, half

a length before Carmen.
For two.year-olds. Seven-eighths of a mile.

James Garland's c f Snowdrop by Joe Hooker—Laura Winston, 107
lbs. Kelly 1

J. B. Haggin's br f Welcome by Warwick—Aeulia, 107 lbs. ..Wincbell 2
Laurelwoud Stable's ch f Carmen by Wildidle—Nettie Brown, 107

lbs Eowson 3

Time, 1:3^.
Pools: Snowdrop $50, Carmen $H, Welcome$13.
Belling: Snowdrop 2 to 5, Welcome i to 1, Carmen 5 to 1.

FOURTH RACE.

The horses were sent away together and ran neck and neck
until well in:o the stretch, when Mr. Williams outrode bis-

opponent and won by a length.

For gentlemen riders. Three-quarters of a mile,
Thomas Williams* br h Bryant W. by Monday—Babe, 1G0 lbs.

Mr. Williams 1

Maltese Villa Stable's cb g Elwood by Norfolk—Ballinette, ICO lbs.

Captain Johns 2
Time, 1:181.

Pools: Bryant W. $50, Elwood ?20.

Batting: Bryant W. 1 to 10, Elwood 8 to 5.

FIFTH RACE.

The horses broke away several times before a good start

was effected. "When started on the long journey Patti at

once took the lead, with Narcola second, Adeline third.

They ran the tirst mile in this order, Gardner laying well

back under a pull. After passing the stand the first time

Adeline took the lead, with Narcola second. At the one-and-a-
quarter miles Adeline was first, two lengths ahead of Nar-
cuirt, she four lengths before Gardner. On the back stretch

Nareula closed the gap, Gardner also moving up. Turn-
ing into the home stretch Narcola caught up to Adeline,

passed her, and won a good race by two lengths, Adeline
second, two lengths beiore Gardner.
Purse for all ages. Two t.Ujs.

M. Slorn's b in Narcola, 3, by Norfolk—Ada C, 97 lbs Winchell 1

D. J. McCarty's ch m Adeline, 3, by Enquirer—Analyne, 07 lbs.

Navais 2
W. L. Appleby's ch m Laura Gardner, 3, by Jim Brown—Avail, 100

lbs Hitchcock 3

W. L. Appleby's r m Patti, by Wildidle—Nettie Brown, 105 lbs.

Howson
Time, 3:36.

Pools: Narcola S60, Adeline $5$, Laura Gardner $42, Patti $G.

Betting: Narcola 6 to 5, Laura Gardner 8 to 5, Adeline 3 to 1.

SIXTH RACE.

The horses were sojoetime at the post, as the field was
large. When the flag fell Dunbar had the best of the start,

aud ran in the lead, with Eepetta second, Triboulet third,

to the head of the stretch. When straightened into the
stretch Kepetta and Triboulet passed Dunbar, and the fight

was fierce. Triboulet, the great horse that he is, stood the
drive the longest and won a good race, with Repetta sec-

ond, Edelweiss third. Kenney, who was heavily backed
was fourth.

Handicap for all ages. One and an eighth miles.
Maltese Villa Stable's b c Triboulet, 3, by Kin^ Ban -Herzegovina,

113 lbs Kelly 1

Matlock Bros.' br m Repetta, a, by Alarm or Reform -Long Nine,
110 lbs..- Stewart 2

F. DePoister's b m Edelweiss, 4, by Joe Hooker—Yolone, 100 lbs.

O'Haia 3

J B. Haggin's br c Kenney, C, by Duke of Montrose—by Virgil, 113

lbs HamiKon
J. B. Haggir 'e b m Shasta, ?, by Spendthrift—Bombazine, 1U7 lbs,

Wincbell
W. L. Pritchard's ch m Lizzie Dunbar, B, by Bazar—Tibbie Dunbar.

lOOlbs Hitchcock
T. Jones' b g Applause, 3, by Three Cheers—Alice N., 05 lbs.
A. Y. Stevenson's b m Avoudale, 5, by Marmaduke—Pirouette, 95

lbs
Time, 1:55,

Pools: Haggin's Stable ?120, Triboulet $90, Edelweiss §21, field $26.
Betting: Kenney 8 to 5, Tribonlbt 7 to 5, Shasta 4 to 1, edelweiss 6

to 1, Dunbar H to 1, Uepetta 10 to 1. Applause 25to 1, Avondale 40 to 1.

A Derby.

Finch Mason thus describes one of the classic English rac-

ing eventB:

The nest minute, and headed by the great Sam Landham,
the horses au<l their riders emerged from the paddock on to
the race course to take part in the usual canter and parade.
Ten minutes more, and down went McGeorge's hug, BDd a
roar of "They're off!" uttered by thousands of voices in

unison (how well we know that roar, followed by the clang-
ing of that perfect beast of a bell), announced the fact that

the start for the Derby was accomplished.
Let the reader imagine himself in a private bos in the

grand stand, enjoying a capital view of the race for the Derby
from start to finish.

"What a splendid start! All togethei! Why, a sheet might
cover them! What's that making strong running on the left?

Oh, that's Aide-de-Camp forcing the pace for the favorite; he'll

have enough oC it soon, you'll see. Ah! I told you so! He's
coming back to his horses already, and Tom Tiddler's bang in
front, now! Yes! but the Mayonnaise colt is close up and full

of running, I'll be hanged if he isn't. Boadicea is going well,

too; see, her jockey is holding her hard. Now, then, let's see
how they get down the hill. By Jove! whatnerve that fellow
Landham has got! Watch him! What a fearful pace he
comes round the corner, and, of course, nest the rails as
usual; I could swear he almost brushed oue with his knee.
Here they come! What did I tell yon ? See, the two favor-
ites are coming bang away from their field and are racing
neck and neck! But hallo! what's this? Why, there's some-
thing else close up, just behind the favorite! Whioh one's
that? Boadicea, do you say? Where's my card? So it is,

and I'm blessed if Sam Landham seeB him either. He's
watching the Mayonnaise colt, and thinks he's playing with
him. By the powers, he'll get done if he don't mind. Oh,
Lord! Look there! The mare*s coming up on his near side
and he doesn't know it, and she wins! She wins! The mare
wins, I tell you! Not a bit of it! Sam sees her, I tell yon.
Yes, but he's just too late; he's been caught napping for once
in his life, and he hasn't quite got up, 1 don't think. Impos-
sible to tell, though, for a second. Dash it all, this suspense
is awful! There go the numbers up! What is it? 16, 2, 5.

Boadicea first (I told you so); Tom Tiddler second, and the
Mayonnaise colt third". Hang that Boadicea! I was told to

back her after the One Thousand, but wouldn't—made sure
the favorite would beat her. What a good jockey that Tom
Dapper is, though! He regularly snatched the race oat of
the fire and Btole a march on Sam Landham into the bargain.
Won't Sam be savage—eh? It's not often you catch him
asleep, though, is it?"

The speaker was quite right. It is seldom, indeed, that the
wide-awake Sam Landham is found wanting; but in thia case
there is no doubt that our friend, Tom Dapper, for once, out-
jockeyed him. Sticking close behind the favorite all the way,
Sam never saw him; aud when, after turning Tattenham cor-
ner the Mayonnaise colt—whom he thought he held safe

—

came up on his whip band, he thought the race was all over
but shouting. Tom Dapper bided his time and never moved
on tbe mare until past the Bell, when he crept up unseen on
the rails in Sam's old place (Sam had mo^ed into the center
of the course), and, coming with one run, just managed to
win ou the post by a head. Sam saw him too late, and made
almost superhuman efforts to beat the mare; bat it was too
late, as we have already seen; he could never quite get up.
The defeat of the favorite was a severe blow to Sam's dig-

nity, as may well be imagined; for the great jockey after the
race had no alternative—though sorely against his will—but
to own that for once in his life he had been caught napping.

A Geo. Wilkes Sold.

W. H. "Wileon, of Abdallah Park, Cynthiana, Ky., has sold

to F. O. Fowler, of Moodus, Conn., the brown stallion Kaiser,

No. 2200, foaled 1SS2 by Geo. "Wilkes 519, dam Fair Lady
by Dictator 113; second dam Monie "West by Almont No.

33; third dam Eagle by Zenith; fourth dam Eagletta by Grey
Eagle, etc.

Bay District Track.

Lovers of trotting who went to the Bay District Track on
Saturday last returned elated at the entertainment offered.

Beside an interesting series of trotting and pacing events the
world's record for yearlings was beaten by the Palo Alto filly

Norlaiue, foaled February 15th, 1886, by Norval ont of

Elaine. Norval by Electioneer, dam Norma, by Alesander's
Norman; second dam by Sir Wallace (Todhunter's); third
dam Eagletta by Grey Eagle; fourth dam Mary Howe by
Tiger; -tifth dam Lady Robin by Robin Grey. Elaine by
Messenger Dnroc, by Rysdyk's Hamblelonian, dam Green
Mountain Maid, the dam of Electioneer, Prospero and D.:me
Trot; second dam Shanghai Mary, a trotting inure of note, ped-
igree untraced. Norlaiue is a brown filly of good size and
very high form. She trots squarely and with great ease.

Previous to the great event of the day the three races post-

poned from the previous day were finished.

First on the list came the pacing race, with Damiana a

favorite in the pools over Prussian Boy at 2 to 1; but the lat-

ter upset their calculations and was never headed, Damiana
making two bad breaks in the mile. Time, 2:24.

The following shows the result of the two days' race:

Bay Disteict Tback, Soy. 11th and 12th.—Pacing. Mile heats, 3 in
5, for named horses.
George Buyliss' s m Damiana 3 112 2 2
P. Brandow's b g Prussian Boy 2 3 a 1 1 1

Billy Toiget's bits Robert St. Clair 1 2 2
J. Garrity's b g Johnny Weisle. 4 4

Time, 2:31, 2:29*, 2:26i, 2:32, 2:27A,2:24.

The Gentlemen's race was now called, after a long delay to

replace a shoe on Dick Brown, and waiting for his driver, Ira
Kanisdaie. By the time this was done Charlie Kingsley
found he had to go to Oakland, and as the others would not
allow Goldsmith tn drive his horse, Allie Whipple, he left the
track. "When the horses weie called up he was missing, and
Allie, in consequence, was sent to the stable.

Willie S., under Tom Williams' skillful driving, proved too

much for Dick Brown, and won the two succeeding heats and
race handily in 2:43 and 2:37.

The pools were declared off and Ira Ramsdale fined $20 for

tardiness, and C. H. Kingsley ruled off for thirty days.

Bat District Track, Sow 11th and 12th—Gentlemen's roadster race,
for gentlemen drivers. Mile beats, 3 in 5.

Thomas H. Williams' br g Willie S 3 3 3 2 111
Ira Hamsdale's br g Dick Brown 1 2 13 2 2 2

C. H.Kiugsl*y's b g Allie 'A hippie 2 12 13
Time, 2:411, 2:37$. 2:43$, 2 :3T*, 2:38, 2:13. 2:37.

The last race was the postponed trot between Palaliua and
Lester, in which the mare had two heats to her credit the
night previous. On the order of the judges Orrin Hickok
took charge of Lester, and although he led until well inio the
home stretch, he failed to win, Palatina seeming to huve a
reserve speed, and beating him home by a length, winning
the heat, race and monej in 2;24£.

Bay Disteict Tback-2:25 class; named horses.
Mr. Lindsey's sptd m Palatina 1 1 1

J. H. Penman's b g Lester 2 2 2

J. Hitchcock's s g Cirl w
Time, 2:43, 2:28A, 2:24$.

At the finish of the three postponed races of the day before,

Mr. Marvin appeared behind Norlaine, and it was announced
that she would attempt to beat Sudie D.'s great record of the
world for yearlings of 2:35|.

She was accompanied by a running horse in a sulky, and
on the second attempt Marvin nodded for the word and away
she went on her famous journey for a mile. On the turn she
wavered and broke, but, in the language of an old turfman
present, proved herself "as haudy as a pocket in a shirt/'

and recovering at once, sped ou to the quarter, which she
reached in 39 seconds.
Down the back stretch she flew, making the galloper extend

himself, and passed the half in 1:15^, or 36} seconds for the
second quarter.
Around the turn Marvin eased the little beauty and made

the three-quarter pole iu 1:53|, or SSJ seconds for the third

quarter. Down the stretch she came toward home, vhile
the crowd waited with bated breath, as the timers called

out the progress of the quarters on the still morning air. All

knew theu that she would beat the record, barring an acci-

dent. She fairly flew past the stand and under the wire in

the unprecedented time of 2:31£. This is 37| seconds for the
last quarter.

When the timers called out the fact the pent-up excitement
broke loose, and cheer upon cheer rent the air for Norlaine,

Marvin and California.

Well may the State feel proud, with now the one, two,
three and four-year-old records of the world to California's

credit. The following shows the full mile by quarters:

Sax Fbancisco, Nov. 12th.—To beat the world's record for a year-
ling of 2:352.

Governor Stanford's bf Norlaine—Marvin 1

Time, 2:35:1 2
Time-First quarter, 0:39; second quarter, 0:36-1; thirdquarter, 0:38J;

fourth quarter, 0:371 Time for full mile, 2:31$.

Mr. J. W- Knox Returns.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Mr. Salisbury's trotting

stock, together with two belonging to James Boyd of Milpitas

and three in my charge, arrived from Lexington, Ky., to-day.

They comprise Director by Dictator; Sweetness by Volunteer;
Eehoria by Echo; Maid of Clay by Ballard's Clay; bay mare
by Gibraltar; bay mare by Mambrino Gift; two yearling fillies

by Director; one gelding yearliDg by Director; one two-year-
old by Director, dam by Mambrino Gift— ten head in all.

For Mr. James Boyd—bay colt, three years old, by Bev-
erly, Bon of George Wilkes, dam by Gen. Wilkes; bay year-

ling colt by Florida, dam by Mambrino Chief.

For Mr. Simmons, Lexington, Ky.—bay colt, yearling, by
Pilot Wilkes, sou by Geo. Wilkes, dam by Geo. Wilkes; bay
filly, yearling, by Florida, dam by Geo. Wilkes; bay colt,

yearling, by Stranger— son of Goldsmith Muid, dam by Jay
Gould; second dam by E hau Allen. I have passed the two
last seasons in Lexiiigtun, Ky , handling colts mostly of ibe
Fashion S(ud Farm, Trentou, N. J. For the present I will

make Pleasanton my headquarters; aud handle a stable for

the public together, with those from theEust.
Pleasanton, Nov. 11, 1S87. J. W. Knox.

Mr. Lawrence's Catalogue-

Mr. A. J. Lawrence sends the list of stallions and brood-

mares now on his farm at Maqaoketa, Iowa. Ole Bull by

Blue Bull, dam Miss Davison, heads the list, and is described

as haviug a sloping, heavy-muscled shoulder, round barrel,

strong loins, powerful quarters and forearms, the best of

legs aud feet, and a general conformation as fine as a thorough-

bred. Among the brood-mares are Miriam, by Shelby Chief,

by Alexiioder's Abdallah, aud Perhaps, by Ole Ball, dam Kit

King, by Frank Bruce, by Simpson's Blackbird. Mr. Alex-

ander also owns a grandson of Simpson's Blackbird.
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Shall the Scale of Weights be Raised?

An able editorial in the New York Spirit of the Times on
the subject which is at present engrossing the attention of

racing men, presents the arguments pro and con in such fair-

ness and so exhaustively that we cannot but recommend it

to the studious perusal of our readers. Editor Buck says:

There is a decided sentiment in favor of raising the scale
of weights. That the present scale is altogether too light
seems to be the opinion of all practical racing men, with a
few exceptions, and these are persons whose habit it is to
oppose rtuything savoring of innovation. Since the autumn
raciug began we have been approached by several gentlemen
on the subject. "Yon should open this question," they said;
"it is your duty to doit." The sporting journals are the
proper mediums for the agitation of all such matters. If we
are to await the action of the jockey clnb authorities in all

needed reforms, very little will be gained. Not that they are
averse to taking needed action, but they always act upon
measures only after ascertaining the extent of their popular-
ity. And how can this be done better than through the
newspapers?"
We recognize the fact that a higher scale of weights is an

imperative necessity. It is necessary to secure good and safe
riding. It is true that we run but few weight-for-age races
now, but therein lies the trouble. Our races mostly have
conditions of penalties and allowances, and the allowances
are greater than tbe penalties. The consequence is that
with 7 pounds or 10 pounds allowance off the present light-
scale horses are in so light that none of our best jockey3 are
ava.lab!e. The result is the bringing to the fore a lot of
mere children without the experience and judgment neces-
sary in scientific race riding. The whole aim is to get off in
front and ride a boise's head off, and, even if ordered to
wait, they rntike their run too soon ani are beaten, and, as a
consequence, we have the most in and out running, which
renders "public form" a delusion and a snare. These bovs
ride without regard to their own necks or those of others.
Horses are cut down, knocked out of their stride and
injured. They ride all over the track and throw races away,
give their horses bad mouths, or mako them turn rogues.
It is folly to expect a high standard of race riding under our
present scale, for no sooner do our jockeys arrive at a degree
of perfection and mature judgment than tiiey are compelled
to step aside, being unable to get to the weights. The severe
wasting of flesh produces malarial and typhoid fevers, very
often consumption. McLaughlin can no longer ride under
115 pounds, and has had several fainting fits. Fitznatrick
has a nasty hacking cough whenever he tries it. Some of
them have reduced their weight to an extent that bo com-
pletely enfeebled them that they lost all form in riding

—

Feakes and Hughes, for example, than whom there were no
better jockeys.

Compared with our scale the English scale is humane. It

averages 8 or 10 pounds heavier than ours. Yet it has
proved little better than murder to jockeys. Nearly all the
greater jockeys of later days, who have persevered in wasting
to ride at the scale, after reaching mature years, have paid
the penalty with their lives. Frank Butler sank unaer it.

"Wells, Tom French and Constable, three transcendent horse-
men, all died of consumption produced by the direful results
of the "wasting" process. George Fordham's death was from
consumption, no doubt developed by it, although he was a
small man. All the world knows that Fred Archer's death,
a year ago, was due to no other cause. He had reached his
twenty-eighth j ear, and was a man standing ovet 5 feet 8
inches, and his normal weight was 140 pounds. He reduced
himself to ride St. Mirin, for the Cambridgeshire, at 119
pounds. ThiB was accomplished through the enervating pro-
cess of physic and Turkish baths. What was the result?
The tremendous reduction of tissue and impoverishment of
blood produced typhoid fever, and in a delirium he seized a
pistol and died a miserable suicide.

We have talked to several jockeys on the subject, nearly all

of whom expressed themselves in no uncertain sounds. Hay-
ward said: "It would bo one of the best blessings that ever
happened racing if we could get higher weights. I don't
complain about the present weights myself, because I don't
make flesh and don't have to reduce so much, buc it is hard
on the others, and injures a man's health. But that isn't

my main reason. I think that by raising the weights it

would get rid of a lot of these little boy riders. Sometimes it

isn't safe to ride in a race with them. They have no idea of

danger for themselves or anyone else. They only aim to get
in front, and will ride right across you to get there. Several
times I've been compelled to pull my horse up to prevent
being knocked down, and then the public can't seem to

understand how it is that a horse runs well one day and bad
another. But that's often the reason. With older men
riding this wouldn't happen, and races would be run true.

If you ride among a lot of these lightweights it's all you can
do to save having your horse cut down, and if you ain't care-

ful they'll run into you and throw you over the rails." Fitz-

patrick Baid: "Raise theweightB? Yes, of course. If they
don't no man has a chance to ride after he's twenty-five.

Take me, for instance. I can't get down to scale at 115
pounds when the weather gets cool; it won't come off. When
I take too much off I haven't strength enough to ride a hard
race. If they don't do something soon I'll have to take to

rubbing horses, and that's a pretty hard come down for a

man when he has to stand and see a lot of 'kids' get all the

mounts—and rnin the horses, too. My health won't stand
the wasting." Isaac Murphy said: "It would help me if the

weights were raised, for it is as much aB I can do to ride at

117 pounds in the hot weather, and in the cold months I

can't do that. It almost kills a man to get down to the

weights. 1 don't expect to be able to do it more than a year
or so more, and I have thought this year would be my last.

It's a pity, too, as it puts all the riding in the hands of a lot

of little boys, and they ride wild. Hurt the horses to raise

the weight? No, most of the races are so short now, and
they make better time than they used to do with lighter

weights." Spellman said: "If the light-weight boys were

only older it would be all right, but the trouble is few of them
have any sense or judgment. Weight don't make a bit of

difference in the short races, but it would at a mile and a

half. But then older jockeys would not take half as much
out of a horse as these boys do." Garrison replied: "RaiBethe
weights? Yes, I think it would be good. Just as a man
learns to get riding down to a science be gets too heavy and
has to stop." McLaughlin said: "Yes, I would like it. It's

hard work to ride at the weights." Godfrey said: "The
weights haven't troubled me much yetjbut they will if I keep

on growing, and I suppose it would be better to put them up
higher."
We have not increased our weights in the same proportion

as we have reduced our distances. Weight does not tell at

short distances, as witness how much more weight two-year-

olds can give each other than old horses. Fifteen years ago

six furlong races were the exception, and we ran more

distance races. Now six furlongs is the general distance.
Only ten years ago, 1876, there were 327 dashes reported, of

which 44 were at six furlongs, while in 1886, out of 2,753
races, 686 were at six furlongs. In 1876 there were 62 races
at a mile against 508 in 18S6, Heat races have quite died out.

In 1876 as many as 95 were run out of a total of 422 races, or
one-quarter of the races were heatB; but in 1886 only 393 out
of 3, 146, or only an eighth. In 1S79 races over a distance
were common. In that year there were as many as 125
races, out of 327, at a mile and a half and over. In 1886
there were only 168. In other words there has been anincrease
of only 43 races at a mile and a half and over, while below a
mile and a half there is an increase of 2,3S3 in ten years.
The present standard of weights is unJuly favorable to

three-year-olds over older horses. This we have not heard
denied by anyone with whom we have discussed the matter.
It is, in fact, a common remark. Not only at short distances
but at all distances. In the spring months the present scale
is not so objectionable, but later in the season it is all in favor
of the three-year-old. And why? Simply because the four
and five-year-olds do so much racing in these progressive
days that they are stale; most of them lose their speed, and
stamina, too. A dozen years ago horses were in their prime
as four-year-olds. Four-year-olds were then plenty. But
nowadays a majority of horses do their best work at two and
three. They run so many races at those ages that they have
"turned the corner" at four. We have no doubt that, in the
natural order of things, a horse is at his best in the autumn
of his fourth year, or as a five, if ha has been tenderly treated,

as we see an example in the case cf Bendigo, in England, or
Linden here. But those are exceptions—isolated cases. The
majority—yes, nine-tenths of all the horses have seen their
best at the end of their three-year-old season.
We could readily prove by a citation of cases that a horse

under the existing order is at his best at three in the autumn;
and hence the present scale discriminates too greatly in his

favor. In the autumn the difference between a three-year-
old and older horses at a mile is now 10 pounds; at a mile and
a half it is 12 pounds. At a mile a three-year-old has only
108 or 109 pounds. Yet we see Kingston put up 112 pounds
and win the Oriole Handicap as he likes, and at Jerome
Park, October 12, he put up 114 pounds and beat Richmond
with 116 pounds with all ease. In England, at a mile, the
three-year-old in October has 118 pounds, or S pounds less

than older horses. Yet, since 1877, no less than twelve of the
twenty-one Cambridgeshire winners have been three-year-

olds, and, moreover, the highest weights have been carried
by the three-year-old Foxhall, 126 pounds; Jongleur, 116
pounds; See-Saw, 114 pounds; Montargis, 111 pounds;
Plaisanterie, 124 pounds. It is the same at the longer dis-

tances, too. At two miles, in October, our scale makes an
old horse concede a three-year-old 13 pounds. Yet only a
few years since we saw George Kinney, a three-year-old, put
up 119 pounds, a concession of 16 pounds to General Monroe
(118 pounds), and beat the latter, a splendid race horse.

The English give a three-year-old only 113 pounds in October,
or 13 pounds less than a four-year-old. Yet what do the
records show ? St. Gatien wins with 122 pounds and Robert
the Devil with 118 pounds. The proportion of three-year-
olds winning the Cesarewiteh, two miles and a quarter, ie

even greater than in the shorter Cambridgeshire. Since 1S77
out of twen'y-one Cesarewitchesfifteen of them have been won by
three-year-olds.

The weights have been revised twice within the past twenty
years, once in 1876, when the present sliding scale was made,
and again in 1S81. The last change was to put the weights
up a trifle higher on the three-year-olds, as it was found they
could always beat the older horses. Hence the weights were
put up a trifle higher on the two and tbree-year olds during
the autumn months; but the increase of weights has been
nothing like in proportion to the shortning of distances.

Some time ago we spoke to Mr. Withers on the subject.

"Why don't you raise the weights?" we asked, and stated

our reasons.
"I agree with you," replied Mr. Withers. "If I had my

way I would put on about 7 lbs. more weight than is carried

now. Our present scale is too light for short distances."

"Then why do not the jockey clubs make the change?
Would it not be generally popular?"

"I think it would, but there would be some trainers—more
trainers than owners—who would antagonize it, and I am
tired of fighting."

"Who would object?" we inquired.
"Why, Jennings, of Baltimore, for one. Some time ago I

happened to say to him that two and three-year-olds ought
to carry 122 lbs., and he became frightened, and said that if

that was done he would have to stop breeding and racing."

"Then Mr. Jennings must breed a mighty poor lot of

horses," we retorted.

"Yes," said Mr. Withers, laughing, "that's one answer;
but Jennings and a few others are lightweight men and hon-

estly believe weight stops a horse. I don't, unless its over a

distance; but you can't make them think so."

We have been asked what was our idea of a scale of weight
for age, and we have been requested to prepare suoh a scale.

Below will be found a scale, which, while we do not claim

for it the merit of prefection, is, in our judgment and of those

who have scanned it, a more equitable one or better suited to

the present exigences of racing than that now in ubo. Of
course we do not present it for adoption, but merely to

illustrate our idea as to the changes made necessary by the

wonderful change that has taken place in racing matters

since the shifting scale was first established in 1876:
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In all races of intermediate lengths horses carry weights for the
shorter distances. Races exclusively for three-year-olds, 122 lbs.;

raceB exclusively for two-year-olds, 120 lbs.; mares and geldings
allowed 3 lbs.; mares allowed, prior to Sept, 1,5 lbs. In heat races,

10 lbs, allowed from tbe regular scale.

The above scale amounts to little else than from 5 lbs. to
8 lbs. more than is at present carried. At long distances, or
over two miles, we have actually made the weights lighter
for older horses, on a suggestion of Mr. Charles Whetuly,
who advised us that "weights should be raised fur the
shorter distances and reduced for the long distances." We
have been at special pains to raise the weights on three-year-
olds. In the spring months we have left the three-year-
olds nearly where they stand at present and kept it high on
the old horses. In the autumn monthB we have raised the
weight of the three-year-olds some 6 or 7 lbs. at six furlongs
and about 7 lbs. at a mile, as we think all experience shows
that three-year olds have too much the best of it. We have
reduoed the proportion in favor uf the old nuraeti in the
autumn, as we are firmly convinced, as are all turlmen, that
at that season the old horses are pretty stale irum the exces-
sive campaigning now in vogue. We have made the two-
year-olds carry 100 lbs. in October (or 5 lbs. mure than now)
at half a mile, and if our scale has a weak point it is here, as
a majority of two-year-olds oan readily beat older burses at
the difference. In fact, the whole aim uf the scale is to
adjust the weights to suit the cnangea wrou^ut in raciug,
giving the older horses a living chance, which tbey have not
under the present scale, which has btcome aniiquated and
needs a revision to suit the new and suddenly developed
changes with which the seven-year-old scale does not keep
pace.

Doings of the Trotters.

The trotting season of 1887 is practically ended, and it is

now possible to take an intelligent survey of its history. It
is not probable that any important record will be reduced
before the new year, neither will anything cousi. eraole be
added to the number of r^ces contested. It has been un the
whole a great year, albeit, neither tiotter nor pacer has
approached the fastest time recorded for their respective gaits.

There was a time this fall when it was hoped by many that
Jay-Eye-See would lower his record of 2:10, and it was known
that Mr. Bonner had caused her majesty Maud S. to be pre-
pared tor the defence of her crown if 2 :08| should be reached.
But the hope of the Western men apparently would not
remain in condition long enough to reach his highest speed,
and no other dangerous rival to the great daughter of Harold
has appeared on the turf this year.

The fastest recorded mile of the year—2:13$—was made by
Harry Wilkes early in the season, but this brilliant beginning
was not sustained, and at the close of the season his score
shows more defeats than in the four previous years that oovers
his brilliant history.

The only other trotter that has beaten 2:14 thiB year is

Belle Hamlin—2:13|. But if there has been an unusually
small number of such performances it is to be noted that this
is the first year in which more than one trotter has obtained
a record below 2:14.

The yearling record has been reduced to 2:35| by the Ken-
tucky filly Sudie D., by Sherman's Hambletonian (since re-

duced to 2:31£ by peerless Norlaine), and the three-year-old
record has been lowered to 2:18 by Sable Wilkes, son of Guy
Wilkes, dam by The Moor. The conditions under which this
last performance was made have been so imperfectly reported
as to create a doubt whether it constituted a record, but full

advices from San Francisco assure me that it did. Among
the other notable performances of the year may be mentioned
the mile made by the double team, Belle Hamlin and Justina
at Buffalo. Driven by Mr. C. J. Hamlin, who weighs about
200 pounds, these great mares trotted in 2:18. This feat was
the more remarkable because it was performed late in the
fall.

The volume of trotting races for the year has not yet been
accurately oomputed, but enough is known to prove a large
and healthy increase over any previous year. An unprece-
dented number of trotters have entered the 2:30 liBt, and it

is probable that the number of records made better than 2:20
is 20 per cent, greater than in 1886.

The first of the annual cup races given by the Driving Club
of New York were trotted a week ago, and the 2:40 races
developed a peculiar situation, which has caused much dis-
cussion among the members. The race was limited to mem-
bers' horses, members to drive, to top road wagons, and the
entries were S. McMillan's bay gelding William H.; W. E.
Parsons Jr.'s brown gelding St. Louis; Fred Gerkin's brown
mare Nora B., and D. Cashman's bay gelding Festive. Wil-
liam H. won the first heat in 2:36. After this heat it was
learned by the judges that he was not owned by a member,
and he was ruled out, the heat being given to Norah B., who
finished second in 2:36f . Then Festive, a very workmanlike
son of Gen. Sherman, dam by Daniel Lambert, won the sec-
ond and third heats and the race.

Under these circumstances the judges recorded William H.
as having obtained a record of 2:36, and also gave Nora B. a
record of 2-.36J, obtained in the same heat. There seems to
be some doubt as to the propriety of this, but I am satisfied
that the judges were absolutely right. Rule 40, section 1,

provides that "the two leading horses shall be timed separ-
ately * * * and if the winning horse shall afterward be ruled
out of the raoe for fraud or ineligibility he shall retain
the record or bar acquired by the time so announced."
Under this rule there can be no question but that the record
of 2:36 must be applied to William H. as a penalty.

That Nora B. was properly given a record of 2:36£ is equally
apparent, though the rules are not so explicit in this case as
is to be desired. She was regularly timed by the judgeB;
she hnished second, and the heat was awarded to her. If
William H. had been distanced for any cause, certainly Nora
B. must have received the record she made, and there" could
hardly be any valid reason why the ineligibility of William H.
should have any other effect on the mare's record.
The lovely weather of the last few days has served to keep

the local trotters out of their winter quarters, and to main-
tain the interest at the Driving Park. Last Sunday there was
an unusually large gathering and plenty of sport. Tom
Courtney, who weighB 200 pounds, drove the five-year-old
bay geldmg Clayton a mile in 2:32£. Hiram Smith, who
has shown remarkable skill in training rather difficult horses,
drove the black stallion Idol Gift to tne half in 1:10, and the
mile easily in 2:33§. This young horse, under his Dresent
trainer, has greatly improved in his way of moving. "

Smith
also drove Mr. Bassini's bay stallion Cypress in 2:28! going
to the half in 1:11}.

Mr. D. DeNoyelles Bhowed a singularly beautiful gray mare
by Mambrino Boy, dam the well-known Stout mare. This
gentleman has a tine tilly by Nutwood—2:18^—dam Adelaide
2:193. At the proper age Mr. DeNoyelles intends to breed
the tilly to Guy Wilkes, 2:15^. If this plan is carried out the
result will be an unrivaled combination of ancestral speed
that will be most interesting to breeders.

Mr. C. F. Caulfield reports that Irish Lad, by
record 2:23.}, is showing more than his old-time -

that he expects him to lower his record materially
sou.
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"What is the reason that the time made in three-year-old

classes is so often faster than that made by fonr-year-olds at

the same meeting?" was asked in a group of horsemen at

Fleetwood last Sunday. The answer came from one of the

most eminent trainers and drivers of the day. "In the fourth

year," said he, "colts get what are known as 'tUBhes,' or 'wolf

teeth,' and as a rule their mouths ure more inflamed and
feverish than at any other time during dentition. Of course,

a driver will use the softest bit he can contrive at such a time,

but if the colt breaks and one tries to pull him to his gait, the

pressure on the inflamed gums must cause great pain, and as

a rule he will dance instead of trotting. The only chance in

most cases is to let them settle when they get ready and to

trust to the sunie misfortune befalling your competitors. Of

course this doesn't apply to all colts. They are like children

teething, some of wnom get their teeth easy, while the most
of them—all of mine being included—keep their parents

awake half of their nights. Now and then a fonr-yeai-old

gets his teeth without appearing to suffer, hut they are

exceptional cases. Probably Manzauita, who got a four-year-

old record of 2:16, and Maud S., who went in 2:17^ at the

same age, were among tho lucky ones."

All this is probabiy true, but I fancy the explanation, in

the case of the mares is, that as a rule they don't cut the

"tushes." It is a fact recognized by the most eminent writers

on the horse that the fourth is the most critical year of his

life. During itb progress there is more frequent derangement
of the health, and a greater liability to many forms of sick-

ness than at any other time. Probably the phase of denti-

tion has much to do with this, bnt the facts should induce
the owners of valuable four-year-olds to give ihem unwonted
care, and makes the wisdom of engaging them in races requir-

ing severe training appear very doubuul.
A well-known and successful breeder said to me yesterday:

"I am tempted to sell out my stock and give up breeding

because of the trouble I have in securing a faithful and com-
petent foremau. It is easy to find stable hands that will

answer, but beyond that the trouble begins. Ii you get a

sober, honest man, you rind him lazy or ignorant of his

duties. If you rind one who suits yon otherwise, you detect

some dishonesty. And so it goes. Some fatal defect shows
itself, or, if not, ii yon congratulate yourself on having
secured the right man, he forthwith breaks a leg, or develops

a roving disposition that deprives you of him. I am inclined

to think that the most important breeding problem to-day is

how to breed the rigtit sort cf men from the subordinate

charge of stock farms.
The black mare, Gilbreth Maid, by Gilbreth Knox, record,

2:25i, disappeared from the New England tracks, where she

was well known, early in the season nf 1S87. Shortly after a

mare called Belle Kidder appeared in the Illinois and Wis-
consin circuits, starting in the three-minute classes, and it

was Boon asserted among horsemen that the new comer was
Gilbreth Maid. The matter was considerably agitated, and
Belle Kidder was withdrawn from the gaze of a too inquiring
public.

In the last issue of the Western Sportsman I note the fol-

lowing: "Crooked work in a trotting race between E. T.
Jennison's b g Hargrave and E. O. Stevens' black mare Fannie
at New Haven, Conn., on Saturday, for $250 a side, caused
the judges to leave the box. Fannie was given three of five

heats."

I am informed by a gentlemen who knows Gilbreth Maid
well that the Fanny mentioned above is the same mare, and
that the fact was notorious in New Haven when she trotted

there.

—

San Juan, in Sporting World,

The Great Three-Year-Olds.

As a ultra-expression from one who will not admit any ben-

efit from the infusion of thoroughbred blood into trotting

strains, the following from the Breeders' Gazetlem&y be inter-

esting. That journal says:

It is very amusing to notice the gingerly manner in which
the New York turf journal which has long been an advocate
of breeding trotters from thoroughbred dams—or at least of

attempting to do it—handles the wonderful performance of

the California three-year-old Sable Wilkes, that has just

reduced the record for trotters of his age to 2:18. It does not
expatiate on the matter at all, merely giving the facts in a

few lines, and there is an utter absence of any statement as

to the colt'B pedigree and the causes which combined to

make him such a fast natural trotter. But in the same issue

of the paper, which disposes of the wonderful work done by
Sable Wilkes in such a summary fashion, there is an enthu-
siastic notice of the fact that the seven-year-old stallion Ansel,

by Electioneer, dam by Lexington, has trotted in 2:20, the

editor going into mild raptures over the fact that at last a

2:20 horse, whose dam was a thoroughbred, has been discov-

ered. The Gazette is perfectly willing that the thoroughbred
cranks shall indulge in all the literary pyrotechnics they see

tit to place before the public over the solitary exception to so

important a rule as that governing the breeding of 2:20 horseB,

but cannot refrain from calling attention to the equally im-
portant fact that Electioneer, the sire of Ansel, also got from
a thoroughbred mare the stallion Palo Alto, that last season,

as a five-year-old, madea record of 2:20.}. How strongly bred
in trotting lines Electioneer is, the readers of this paper
know, he being by Rysdyk's Hambletonian, dam the famous
Clay mare Green Mountain Maid, that in addition to produc-
ing Electioneer is also the dam of five that have beaten 2:30,

two of them having records of 2:20. When a stallion with
this kind of breeding, and that has sired the fastest young-
sters the world has ever seen; that has half a dozen sons and
daughters that have beaten 2:20, and nearly a score in the

2:30 list; that is, in fact, beyond question the foremoBt trot-

ting stallion ever seen, gets a couple of 2:20 horseB out ot

thoroughbred mares, the natural conclusion of thinking peo-

ple would be that he overcame the running tendency of their

dams, a tendency transmitted generation after generation

and intensified by reason of her ancestors having been raced

in public for something like three hundred years. Of course

the few people who have been preaching the value of the

blood of the runner in making a horse go fast at the trot do
not accept this view of the case, their idea being, in a vague
and misty way, that because a thoroughbred can run fast,

and because the run is faBter than the trot, that if one can
only fill with running blood the veinB of a horse that trots

the result will be the fastest trotter ever seen. Naturally

enough, the theory has not worked, but once in a while a

trot
ling stallion of more than ordinary positiveness gets a

tro.ter from a thoroughbred mare, and although the same
stallion invariably gets better oneB of the same and other

ag-s from trotting-bred mareB, the running blood enthusiasts

i 7er think of that but proceed to talk about the single swal-

h W that they fondly imagine makes a summer.
->ut it does not take long to puncture the running blood

io irotters balloon, and bring it fluttering down to the hard
lied of cold facts. The best performing trotters of every age

and at every way of going are without exception by trotting-

bred stallions and out of trotting-bred mares. Sudie D., the
fastest yearling, is by a son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian. So
is Wildflower, the fastest two-year-old. Sable Wilkes, the
fastest three-year-old, is by a grandson of Bysdyk's Hamble-
tonian, and in addition to this his sire has a record of 2:15$,

and his grandsire had one of 2:22. Manzanita, the fastest

four-year-old, is by a son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian, and
Jay-Eye-See, whose five-year-old record of 2:10$ will stand
for a long time, is by another. Maud S. is by still another.

Tbe team that made the best record to pole, Maxey Cobb and
Neta Medium, were by a son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian; and
Great Eastern, whose saddle record is the best, is bred in a

similar manner. And while on the subject of fast three-year-

olds a word about the breedingof the animals that have success-

ively lowered the record for that age since the figures were
placed below 2:30 will not be amiss. Lady Stout, that was
the tirst three-year-old to beat 2:30, is by Mambrino Patchen,
son of Mambrino Chief. Her sire was out of a mare by the

thoroughbred horse Gano. Lady Stout waB sold for a long
price to Mr. Robert Bonner, but she never improved in speed,

and has either been barren since being put to breeding, or

has not produced anything fast enough to attract attention.

Then came Elaine, a daughter of Messenger Duro^ (son of

Rysdyk's Hambletonian), her dam being Green Mountain
Maid (dam of Electioneer), and she reduced the record to

2:2S. The next one to cut down the figures was Steinway by
Strathmore (son of Rysriyk's Hambletonian), and he placed
the mark at 2:25f. Less than two months after Steinway's
performance Jewett went a mile in 2-.23J. He was, by Allie

West (record 2:25$) by Almont, and through this branch of

the Alexanders Abdullah family he got a pacing strain that

made him want to go the side-wheel gait all the time, and
finally gave him a record of 2: 14 at that way of going. Two
years after Jewett had set the mark so high Phil Thompson
trotted in 2:21. He was by Red Wilkes, son of George
Wilkes. Electioneers daughter, Hinda Rose, was the first

three-year-old to beat 2:20, and in breeding she had a double
license to do it, her dam having made a record of better than
2:30 at four yearB of age, and being herself out of a mare that

is the dam of four that have beaten 2:30. Two years after

Hinda Rose had beaten 2:20 Patron tied her record. He waB
by Pancoast, a trotter with a record of 2:21f, and Pancoast
was by Woodford Mambrino, that made a record of 2:21J
when 16 years old, he being by Mambrino Chief. The dam
of Patron was by Cuyler, Bon of RyBkyk's Hambletonian, and
Elvira, her full sister, made a record of 2:18£ as a four-year-

old, so that there was plenty of performing trotting blood in

Patron's veins. And now Sable Wilkes has lowered the three-

year-old record to 2:18. He is by a trotter, his grandfather
was a trotter, and the full pedigree shows that there is noth-
ing but trotting blood in his veins. It is the only blood from
which to breed trotters or light-harness horses of any degree
of excellence.

Imported versus Native Mares.

Among those who discuss the subject of breeding race-

horses one of the commonest remarks is that English stal-

lions succeed well in this country, but that English mareB
are not as good as Dative ones. We have heard this for many
years. Of recent years we have fceard less of it than formerly,

but we still hear it at times. A more absurd notion has never
prevailed. It arises from the fact that a stallion attracts

greater attention than a mare. The mare has but one foal a

year; but the stallion will be the sire on an average of from
ten to thirty foals, and thus he has about twenty chances to a

mare's one chance; nay, he may have even more, tor tbe

mare may prove barren one or two seasons, may slip herfoal,

or may lose it as a suckling, weanling, oryearling. Moreover,
she may be bred to stallions with which she does not "nick.*'

The stallion, od the other hand, has many unions and has
many chances of getting the proper "niok." But people do
not seem to consider these circumstances. They wax elo-

quent over the wonderful success of Leamington, of Glenelg,

Phaeton, Bonnie Scotland, Billet, Mortemer, Rayon d'Or,

King Ban, and other English and French sires imported into

this country, but are straDgely silent on the influence of

imported mares. We propose, therefore, to take up this sub-

ject and give it the benefit of a little ventilation, hoping to

not only correct a popular erroT, but to prove that aB a

whole the imported mares have exercised a considerable

influence; nay, more than that, they have been commonly
successful.

It is only old-time racing men or profound students of the

stud-book who are fully aware of the fact that such imported
mares as Castianira (Sir Arcby's dam), the Delaucey Cub Mare,
Gallopode, Maria Black, Allegrante, Myrtle, etc , were all

eminently successful mares in the stud, and built up most of

our present most distinguished "native families." We will

not cite them at length, although it would be interesting to

do so. We will, rather, confine the citation of cases to mares
imported from England, whose foals have pla^ ed a prominent
part on the theatre of the turf during the present generation,

or, rather, have come more immediately under the observa-
tion of the present generation of racing men.

First let us premise that breeders in this country have
never imported brood-mares as frequently as they have stal-

lions. In 1860, however, the Kentucky Importing Company
was formed for the purpose of securing English mares, and
Messrs. B. G. Bruce and Nelson Dudley where sent to En-
gland, where they purchased a number of yearling fillies,

which were brought to Kentucky and sold. It is a singular

fact that each of these mares became distinguished as a brood-
mare, viz.: (1) Eltham Lass, by Kingston, prodaced King-
fisher and Majestic (dam of Eurus); (2) Cairugoune, by Cother-
stone, produced the good horse Pilgrim, and Coral (dam of

Wanderer and Uncaa); (3) Biitannia IV, by the Flying Dutch-
man, produced Madam Dudley, Brigand and Brown Prince;

(4) Cicely Jopson, by Weatherbit, produced the famous Wav-
erly and Gold Ban; (5) Zone, by The Cure, produced Cape
Race and the great mare Arizona (dam of Aranza); (6) Sunny
South, by Irish Birdcatcner, produced Ozark and Harry
O'Fallon; (7) Maud, by Stockwell, produced Alarm, Maudina,
(Cloverbrook's dam) and Attraction (dam of Magnetism, she
the dam of Magnetizer); (8) Silverstar, produced Viley; (9)

Weatherwitch, by Weatherbit, baB proved one of the best

mares in America. She produced Fonso, Mack, Weatheroock,
Weatherby, Florence, Mollie Cad and Waterwitch. Florence,
in turn, foaled Hindoo and Florida, the dam of Firenzi.

Waterwitch foaled Cardinal McClosky, and Mollie Cad has
foaled Beveral winners.

It iB a fact, perhaps not generally remarked, that, aside
from Hanover, the best three-year-old colte of 1S87 were all

from imported mares, namely: Laggard, Dunboyne, King-
ston and Stuyvesant. But let us rather take up some of the
imported mares and show what they have done in the stud,

and we think the matter will appear in a new light: Bapta,
by Kingston, foaled Glenelg here on Staten Island, and there
was no better race-horse, while, as a stallion, he beads the
"Winning Sires" nearly every year; Bernice, by Stockwell,

foaled Bertram, Bella and Beatrice (Belinda's dam); Blair-

gowrie, by Breadalbane, has foaled Breeze and Blossom;
Agenoria, by Adventurer, foaled Pontiac and Pontico; Sec-
ond Hand, by Stockwell, foaled Exile and Esquimau; Inver-
ness, by Macaroni, foaled Joe Cotton, Garrick and Short
Line; Pussy, by Diophanthus, foaled Lelaps and Wilful; Lady
Love foaled Brazil and Lisbon (Troubador's sire); Frey, by
Dundee, sired Dunboyne; Dawdle, by Saunterer, foaled Lag-
gard; Fleur des Champs, by Newminster, foaled Nellie James
and Woodbine (dam of Forester and Woodflower); Fillagree,

by Stockwell, foaled Fiddlestick, Alta Vela, Finesse and Fine-
work (Portland's dam); Essayez II, by Cremorne, foaled
Issaquena; Dublin Belle foaled Stuyvesant; Constantinople
foaled Dutch Roller; Bon Bon foaled Little Ruffin and Cara-
mel; Blue Cap foaled Torchlight; Authoress fcaled Bankrupt;
Barbarity foaled Ruthless, Relentless, Remorseless and Merci-
leBB; Target foaled Creedmore; Stolen Kisses foaled Reform
and Isonomy; Kapanga foaled Kingston and Speedwell; Nellie
James foaled Jack of Hearts and Jaeobus;Oceau Queen foaled
Triton; Siskin foaled Frolic (dam of Freda) and Onflamme.
We can readily add to this list by naming many more

imported mares, the dams of racehorses scarcely less noted.
Lady Lumley produced Miss Lumley and Rataplan, tbe cup
horse par excellence of 1886; Lady Meutmore produced Rica,
the champion two-year-old of 1SSI; Presto produced balan,
Pocomoke and Change; Camilla produced Caroline and Ourita
(King Crab's dam); Chamois produced Antelope; Clovtr pro-
duced Flagoletta; Cyclone produced Pampero; Dauntless
was the dam of Delilah; Doncaster Lass foaled Bronzomarte;
Duchess of Cherwell produced Armstrong; Falling Star bred
Burgomaster; Faverdale produced Oneko; Felucca produced
Forager, Felicia and Freebooter; Fluke bred Silkstocking;
Gondola bred Gonfalon; Invercauld bred Invermore; Malvina
produced Red Girl; Merry Wife bred Marguerite (the dam of
Rupert); My Nannie O produced Maid of Athol and Touche
Pas; Patience foaled Patroeles; Princess produced Prince
Royal; Santa Lucia produced Aurelia; Toucques produced
Turco; Hoitense was the dam of Young Duke; Wombat was
the dam of Princeton; Yorkshire Lass produced Little Fred;
L'Anglaise produced Heatheroelle (the dam of Viator).
We think the above exposition will convince any reason-

able man that imported mares have, as a whole, become very
useful in the production of race-horses in America. And
yet we question if a really tirsl-claBs mare has been imported
from England within the past twenty years. For the most
part they have been third-rate mares. We have never im-
ported mares of the kind such as Lord Falmouth or other
successful Eogli6h stud masters would retain, 6uch aB breed
the Silyios, the Wheels of Fortune, Gailliards and other
winners of the Derby, Guineas and St. Leger. Many of the
mares imported have been cheap yearlings or matured mares
of not the most fashionable blood, purchased because of

their cheapness. As a sample of this, it need only be stated
that the dams of Laggard and Dunboyne were purchased at

the Middle Park sale of 1871, as yearlings, for 35 and 20
guineas respectively. If we can breed as good horses as
these from the rubbish of the English studs, what might we
not do with the cream—with such mares as Devotion, Hasty
Girl, Lady Masham, etc. ? We do not know that the average
English horse is any better than our own, but certainly the
English have been breeding longer for tbe kind of races we
are now running in this country, and the inferior samples
we have brought over have done so well as to encourage
the belief that great things might be done by the importa-
tion of choicer lots. What we should select 1b mares from
the most successful maternal lines, those of Devotion, Maid
of Mashara, Pocahontas, Queen Mary, Queen Bertha, Re-
becca, Beeswing, Miss Letty, and other families.

—

N. Y.
Spirit of the Times.

Winter Quarters for Idl6 Horses.

Exercise is very necessary for horses that are not in use in

winter. So is fresh air. Horses are naturally active, and
they love freedom as much as or more than any other domes-
tic animal. This being true, there are many mistakes made
in the way that idle horses are kept during the winter.
Stables are turned into prisons and the doors are unbarred
only when the horses are led cut to water. Some times this

opportunity for exercise is denied them, and the water is

carried into them. The walls and ceilings are made close

and tight to keep the cold air out and the hot and impure air

in. Ventilation is not taken into consideration, and the
cracks that are found around the doors are depended upon
for the fresh air fund. Farmers who have the best interests

of their horses at heart will not keep their horses in this way.
It is an expBUBive as well as a cruel way to winter horses.

Good sheds that will protect from rain and wind, built in or
along the 6ide of a small field or lot, is the best arrangement
that can be made for the comfort of horses that are not in

use. The sheds should be large enough to allow the horses
plenty of room for comfort, the doors or entrances should be
made so that there is no danger or injury in passing in and
out, and the field or lot should be entirely free from all rub-
bish, etc. With such an arrangement the horses can have all

the exercise they want, they can have their choice in regard
to shelter, and feeding and oaring for them is a much less job
than where they are stabled all the time, as their rough feed
can be given them out doors, which is quite an item in itself.

The outlay in fixing up this kind of winter quarters need
not be heavy, as sheds can be built out of cheap lumber, or
straw sheds could be provided.

When George Wilkes made his advent in Ke«tucky he was
slurringly called "The little Yankee Rat" and many a wise-
acre ridiculed the idea of breeding to him; but now it is a
common occurrence for visitors to take off their hats while
viewing his grave at Ash Grove Farm. A powerfully built
little stallion of good breeding, with proven speed and stam-
ina, is preferable to a big bombaBtic dress-parade fellow

whose form and character will not stand critical examination.

ROD. '

An Anglers' Society.

On Tuesday evening last an informal meeting of persona
interested in fly-fishing, was held at 417 Montgomery street

in this city, for the purpose of forming an Anglers' Society.

Mr. Ramon E. Wilson called the meeting to order and pro-

posed Mr. Dan O'Connell as chairman, and in doing so re-

marked that there had for some time existed a desiro on tbe
pait of local anglers to have some association, such as those
which had been in operation elsewhere for years, to which
anglers might give adhesion. Mr. Wilson eloquently out-
lined the pleasures and benefits derivable from such an organ-
ization, and intimated bis willingness to lend active support
to it. Mr. O'Connell, in taking the chair, said that the forma-
tion of such a soeiety had for a long time been a pet scheme

.
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with him, and he thought there were enough fly-fishermen in
and aboat San Francisco who would be glad to join, to
make the institution respectable in number of members. Mr.
Briggs was heartily in accord with both previous speakers,
and would do all possible to make the society successful.
Mr. J. M. Adams considered the idea an excellent one and
would be glad to lend any assisiance in his power. After con-
siderable desultory talk, it was decided to send out invita-
tions to a meeting at which organization could be perfected.

It indicates the cosmopolitan character of the Olympic Club
when it is said that all of those present at the meeting to
form an ADglers' Society were active members of that club.
If it appears that any laige proportion of the society, when
fully formed, are members of the club, it might be possible
to meet during the winter months in the cosy parlor of the
club.

The time is at hand when rods should be rotten-stoned,
rewound, if necessary, carefully varnished and laid away to
dry into flinty hardness. Anti-moth drugs should be plenti-
fully placed among flies and lines, and the sacred toggery of
the troiating days be secured against the destructive insects.

An event in angling circles during the week was the cele-
bration of the eleventh wedding anniversary of our contribu-
tor "Petronella." It was an elegant affair, conducted in her
inimitable cordial way, in the rare home to which anglers
journey with ever-increasing pleasure. When both husband
and wife, the head and heart of toe house, are given over to
angling, there peace is and real enjoyment. May they live to
angle in good streams for many a decade!

The Fish Commission at its last meeting dismissed Deputy
Catania because of charges against him for conduct unbecom-
ing an officer of the Commission.

Mr. Ramon E. Wilson has been appointed a Deputy Fish
Commissioner, and has entered upon the discharge of the
duties of the position. He may be expected to do much good.

ATHLETICS.
Across-Country Work.

Edward Colston Carter, than whom no athlete is better

known an this or the other side of the Atlantic, again dis-

ti nguished himself on Nov. Sth, by winning the annual 'CroES-

Country Championship run. The race was given under the

auspices of the New York Athletic Club, and has for weeks

past been the chief topic of interest in the athletic world.

The race was announced to be Rtarted at 2:30 o'clock, but
long before that hour groups of athletic enthusiasts 'cross-

country rnnners and harriers wended their way by various
circuitous routes to the historic country on the extreme upper
end of Manhattan Island, known as 'Fort George. In the
valley a perfect course had been laid out to test the abilities

and staying powers of the athletes.

The start was from the flags in the road immediately in
front of the Fort George Hotel, and at ten minutes to 11
eight contestants, the very pick of the athletic fraternity
ranged themselves in line to await the signal to start. They
were E. C, Carter and G. Y. Gilbert of the New York Athletio
Club; P. D. Skillman, E. Hiekey and A. P. Roth of the Man-
hattan Athletic Club; E. Hjertberg and "W. F. Thompson rep-

resented the Olympic, and T. Avery C tllett wore the Brazilian

cross of the Pastime Club. Two minutes later Referee Cur-
tis gave the signal, and the octette of fleet-footed athletes

bounded away. Hjertberg and Skillman set out to make the
running, with Carter raiing along some distance in the rear.

They ran bunched for a quarter of a mile before the first

obstacle— a rail fence—was reached. Skillman took this first,

and after topping it the men strung out in Indian file. Car-
ter seemed unable to do himself justice, and steadily dropped
further and further to the rear. Down the hill and into the
valley which marks the spot whereon the battle of Harlem
Plains was fought in Revolutionary days, the flagged course
took the runners. Gilbert, Hjertberg and Skillman were hav-
ing a hot race over the steep country. The first incident of

the race was when Hjertberg made a sudden dash to the

front and had placed a hundred feet between himself and his

rivals before he discovered that he had gone the wrong
course and had to retrace his steps. The leaders were now a

good hundred yards ahead of Carter, but after going about
three-quarters of the distance through the swamp and heavy
country they began to come back, and Carter's exceptional

ability as a steeplechaser began to tell. Hjertberg was the

first to fall back and Carter redoubled his efforts to reach
Skillman and Gilbert. In the Cow Swamp in a large

meadow, the leaders were c/iught in the heavy mod, and
before they could extricate themselves Carter had come up
and passed them.
The finish np the hill was more exciting. As Carter

approached the line of flags, leading Gilbert about seventy
yards, he was greeted with cheers. He finished, what he
afterward said, was the hardest race he ever ran in 34 min.
51£ sees., Gilbert second, Skillman third. The distance was
over five miles. TV*. B. Curtis was referee, J. E. Sullivan,

S. C. Austin and W. G. Schuyler were the judges.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the eanlest possi-

ble notices of wbelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and dealbe

In their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

At this writing the Members' Stake of the Eastern Field

Trials Club is in progress at High Point, North Carolina.

Each train brings 'fresh faces and eager sportsmen to the

quaint little town in the woods where so many exciting

episodes have happened that the place has become historic

in the kennel world. From this subjective point, with a

sky overhead as cloudless as overhangs the Mediterranean,

a temperature constant at 66 degree Fahr, a barometer steady

at "Fair," we may be pardoned for expressing sympathy
with those who are riding from morning until night through

the bleak and biting wind, jumping ditches, scaling worm
fences and knocking epidermis off in sections among the

hemlocks of GnilfoTd county in the "Sunny South." Seen

through the haze of a year's absence the Belle Vue Hotel at

High Point has nevertheless a world of pleasant associations.

The time when we reached there a year ago this Friday, in

the inky black of a stormy night, is vividly remembered.

Snow and sleet in "gobs" pervaded the air; no one was

expected by the east-bound train, and there were conse-

quently none but porters at the depot. Asking for the

*'Belle Vue" we were shown to a building just across the

street from the depot and into a large room with a red-hot
stove frying the boots of a lank but kindly looking lot of men.
On registering and asking for the accommodations engaged
weeks before, the hearty, six-foot proprietor disappeared, but
soon returned in company with a tall, light-complexioned,
easy seeming, rather reserved gentleman wnom he introduced
as Mr. Washington A. Coster. The name was enough to

reassure a rather faint-hearted stranger, but when Coster's
reserve disappeared and we were installed in a good den
reserved against the day of our coming, things began to seem
more cheerful.

Mr. Coster's attention was unceasing until after the removal
of the stains of travel, when he ushered us into bis own room,
a huge place with three or four beds and an army of chairs,

each, beds included, sustaining some notable among fanciers

of sporting dogs. We looked sharply at the men, and in

return were as keenly inspected. What the verdict was en
the other side we have no means of knowing, but the result

of an hour's quiet study of Donner, Gregory, Hitchcock,
Hamilton, Coster, Orth, Leach, Walker, Henricks, Uncle
Ned Dexter, and a dozen others equally noted, prepossessed
in their favor, and it is a moderate statement that better

acquaintance established a warm regard for them all.

Decadent Llewellins.

The minutes passed too fleetingly as the doggy men
talked, and we answered questions by the score about west-
ern men, dogs and sport, until abont eleven o'clock, when
there entered the room an elderly man of heavy frame, and
looking like the breaking up of a hard winter, in a well-

worn suit of corduroy, pipe in mouth and jnst a twinkle
about the eyes. He carried a notebook and pencil, ana the
thought came that he must be one of the men in compe-
tition with whom we were to pass many days of hard endeavor
in reporting. Every peculiarity of manner and speech was
noted, and we had come to like the man before he was intro-

duced as Major Hammond, and from the moment of intro-

duction we felt that we had at least one friend in the pt range

land. "When we afterward came to know Bernard Waters,

Leslie Bruce, and finally Doctor Kowe, we could not with-

stand the geniality of them all, nor was it possible to avoid
admitting their superlative skill in their profession. The
days were days of labor for the reporters and the nights were
given also to work, with a bright hour sometimes after com-
pletion of a set task. And those recreative hours are never
to be forgotton. Snch wise talk covering the whole series of

American field trials can be heard nowhere else than at the

Belle Vue. Such lavishly generous entertainment as was
repeatedly offerer! to members of the club and guests by Mr.
Dexter, Mr. Donner, Captain Hamilton, Mr. McCook and
others characterizes no point but High Point. Snch a collec-

tion of great setters and pointers is to be seen nowhere else in

the wide world. Such absorbing pleasure can nowhere else be
found as in the wind-swept, crack-fissured Belle Vue and
the cirenmferent fields.

The handlers Avent, Short, keen Height, jolly Lewis, quiet

McMurdo, bright Tallman, modest Seager, bland Tucker, lank
Stafford, nervous Stephenson, broad shouldered Titas,

pleasant faced Nesbitt, and the rest can all be seen with
the retrospective eye as they sit about the stoves, or walk
their dogs, or strip for the rushing competition of their

races. A substantial, acute company of men to whom more
than to all else is due the continuance and success of field

trials. "What stories the walls of the dingy little room below
stairs at the Belle Vue have heard, as the handlers rehearsed

their deeds, would make a volume more interesting than books
usually are.

Duty, distance and other reasons combine to preclude
attendance, but to all the trialers at High Point hearty salu-

tations are extended, with thanks for kindnesses shown last

year, and the warmest wishes for a greater trial for 1S8S than
any of the glorions events which have preceded it.

Death of Vandevort's Don.

Mr. R. T. Vandevort sends from Pasadena a note full of

the sadness which cannot but weigh upon any sportsman
worthy the name when the faithful companion of his days
afield passes on to hunt Elysian fields. He says: "It is

with extreme regTet that we have to record the death of

poor old Don. He died, after a very short illness, on Friday,

Nov. 4, 1887- Language fails to express our deep sorrow
for the dear old fellow, and we all feel as if we had lost

our truest friend and best companion." Old Don was known
to the world of sportsmen as perhaps the best field dog of

his breed in America. He was bred by Sir W. A. Leth-

bridge, in England, and was whelped on June 1, 1S79. He
was purchased in England by a brother of Mr. Vandevort's,

and on being brought to the United States was hunted by

the latter. In breediag he was the peer of any pointer,

being by Mr. Sam Price's Bang {739 E.) out of Peg by Drake
(842 E!) out of Sail (1,286 E.) Don's record of winnings

was: second, Atlanta, 1882; first, Pittsburgh, 1S82; divided

field trial record special witn Foreman, Pittsburgh, 18S3;

V. H. C, reserved, San Francisco, 18S6; firBt in all-

aged stake, Fairmont, 1832, also special for best pointer

at the trials, and cup for beBt dog owned in Pennsyl-

vania. Mr. Vandevort pitted him against both setters and
pointers, and the wonderful nose, snap and stamina of

the old dog brought him out winner of many a hard

heat. Don was utilized to a considerable extent in the

stud, and one of his sons, Richmond, is probaUy as good

a pointer in the field as lives to-day. Several sons and
daughters of Don are owned in California, and all of them
show high working quality. For a year or more he had
suffered from incurable canker of the fauces, to which, to-

gether with the weakness resultant upon years of hard work,

he at last succumbed. Mr. Vandevort may well feel sad, not

alone because be has lost a good friend, but also because he

may cast about for years and not secure so excellent a worker

as his famous old Don.

Humbugged.

Colonel Stuart Taylor sends the following note:

"Mr. Lang, of Stuttgardt, without being ordered to do so,

recently sent to Mr. Albert Hoeppner of this city a so-called

maBtiff bitch. The bitch is a mongrel, and perhapB with a

cross of Great Dane in her. She has not one point typical of

a mastiff, but has a bad long head, coarse ears, long neck,

bad, lanky body, poor feet, wretched ring-tail, coarse coat,

pily in texture and of bad color. In fact a worse specimen
never was sent to a purchaser. Mr. Lang has outrageously

cheated Mr. Hoeppner, and such an act deserves severest

condemnation."
There is a ring about Colonel Taylor's words that bodes

trouble for the purveyor who imposed upon Mr. Hoeppner.

We are informed that the bitch will be returned, with accru-

ing charges. As we understand the matter, Mr. Lang had

no authority to ship the animal, and has overstepped all

bounds, particularly since he sent ao bad a specimen.

A well-posted correspondent, who is a specialist in Eng-
lish setters, writes us this week as follows:

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: — I miss the frequent
wail over the decadence of the Llewellin setters from your
last paper, and was somewhat surprised thereat from the fact
that so many prominent fanciers and breeders like ' Old Domin-
ion, "Ellzey, Jones, et al, are addressing themselves to the
task of saving the English (Llewellin) setter from total rout
and disgrace when brought into competition with the "grand,"
"keen," "high-mettled, 1 ' "sterling" pointer and natives of
the "good old sort" crossed with the bines. Poor Blues!
They can't hunt over an hour and a half at any time, and
on a hot day are totally useless; and then, too, tbe decep-
tion of those miserable, mercenary "breeders for profit" who
invented those atrotious field trials where those worthless
blues could go, and for years keep winning about eight-
tenths of all the prizes against all other breeds combined.
All this must be corrected. The proper self-re=pect of the
losers and disinterested patriotism of the afore mentioned
"old and prominent" breeders ( ?) demand it. And the while
those mercenary "breeders for profit" will go right along
practicing the iniquity of breeding miserable blues who will
year after year "do up" all the other breeds. Such is tbe
natural perversity of human nature, "breeders for profit" not
excepted.

Indiana Field Trials-

The entries for the Indiana Kennel Club's first annual trials

at Bicknel, Iud., November 7th, are as follows:

ALL-AGED STAKE.

Change, black aod w vjite setter dog by Dashing Don

—

Daisey Starlight. S. H. Soewell.

Topsy W., black, white and tan setter bitch by Sweep-
Lady Pape. M. K. Williams.

Lark P., black, white and tan setter dog by Glen—Topsey
S. Cortis Wright.

Jim Blaine, orange and white setter dog by Don Nillson

—

Nellie B. Joseph Becker.
Polly II, white and bluck ticked setter bitch by Josh

Whit2omb—Polly. J. B. Stoddard.
Ben Lanier, lemon and white pointer dog by Jo Bowers —

. Harry S. New.
King Don, seal brown, white and ticked pointer dog by

Vandevort's Don—Vandevort's Luck. King Don Pointer
KenDels.
Gladdes. black, white and tan setter bitch by Gladstone

—

Sanborn's Nellie. P. Tindolph.
Pendbagon, black, white and tan setter dog by Count Noble

—Floy. S. H. Soewell.

Jack "W., orange and white setter dog by Sargent—Eva.
E. M. Usher.

THE derby.

Zetta Keng Don, lemon and white pointer bitch by King
Don—Queen Fausr. J. B. Carnahan.

Glennis, red Irish setter bitch by Chief—Grace Glencho.
H. A. Comstock.
Qceen of Tennessee, black,, white and tan setter bitch by

Gath's Hope—Freda. W. A. Evans.
Cherrystone, li^er and white pointer bitch by Trinket's

Bang— Pearlstone. Devonshire Kennela.
Lou Roy, liver and white setter bitch by San Boy—Nettle.

Royal Robinson.
Daisy Roy, liver, white and tan setter bitch by San Roy

—

Nettle. Royal Robinson.
Dash, red Irish setter dog by Royal C.—Belle. John A.

Hunter.
Shot, red and white cross-bred setter dog by Nellie

B. Joseph Bicker.

Link, liver and white pointer dog, pedigree not given.

Geo. Sluthour.
Rose, red Irish setter bitch by Elcho— . Harry S.

New.
[Additiooal Kennel on Page 331.]

CANOEING.
Oakland Canoe Club.

There has been so little wind lately that the canoeists have
almost given it up in despair. Saturday morning the Mystic,

Gypsy and Ripple were out with lady passengers, and had a
pleasant sail. In the afternoon the Flying Proa, Sneak-box
and Ripple started for Alameda. When about half-way down
the creek the mast tube of the latter gave way, breaking up
the deck and smashing things up generally, so she had to

return. The Proa reached Alameda about 6 o'clock. On
Sunday there was scarcely a breath of wind all day. Harri-

son brought the Zoe Mou rouud from Alameda and was met
at the mouth of the creek by Wright and Campbell In the

Shadow and Columbia; they were forced to paddle home
against the tide. Sever.il of the other canoes were ont, but
could do no sailing. Messrs. Harrison and Wright are going
to take the Sneak-box down to the foot of the bay for some
duck-shooting at the end of the month. These boats are

specially built for this purpose, though the Ripple is finished

in handsomer style and assigned for pleasure sailing. The
club received an invitation to sail up to Pinole Point next
Saturday and Sunday, but the trip is considered too long in

this uncertain weather.

The Triangle Idea.

There is an old expression, "two's company and three's a
crowd;" like many other old sayings, it is but half true. It

all depends, as the girl says in the Mikado. Many girls think
that three make a very good company, if the other two are
men. Nearly every man believeB himself capable of looking
after two girlB at the same time.

Three make the very best canoe cruising company. If two
fellows go cruisiDg together they are sure to differ in opinion
on every point that comes np to be decided, and unless they
are both angels a split is almost Bure to occur. The same
division occurs when four so off together. With three it is

alwavs two agaiost one, and the one backs down gracefully.

Even if a man and his wife go cruising together they are sure
to have a happier time if there is a third member in the
party. They keep their tempers better under trying circum-
stances, and do not have so much work to do. If a portage
is to be made two of the party will take the first load, leaving
one behind to guard what is left. One of the two will return
to the starting point, leaving the other to guard the property
already transported. In this way nothing is left tected,.

With a party of three the work falls lighter .

with any other number. One member d o

curing stores, milks the cows and draws the

cuts wood for the fire, sets the table and ws^
The third man cooks. One man can do all ' u
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in each one of these departments, bnt not for four or any

larger number. It tases almost as mnoh work to provide for

two as for three. All the cooking ntensils will hold enough

for three bnt not for fonr, so only one round of cooking is

necessary. A baggage car will generally hold three canoes

and its complement of trunks, too, bnt a fourth canoe is sure

to make trouble. The work of camp life can be easily and

evenly divided up into three parts, but if the party consists

of more than three the clever fellows shoulder more than their

Bhare of work. There is luck in odd numbers on a canoe

cruise every time, and for good reasons. If a man goes canoe-

ing alone he has to carry all the cooking ntensils, tent and

fixings, food, etc., and has to do all his own work. If two go

together in two canoes the common property is divided up,

one taking the tent (if a shore tent is nsed), and the other the

cooking Ihiogs. With three the common property is still

further divided up, and the load for each canoe therefore light-

ened. One tent, one frying-pan, a stew-nan, a milk pail, a

butter tub, broiler, kettle, coffee pot, dish pan, etc., will do

the work for three as easily as for one, and they can be

divided between the three canoes. Each man carries his own
spare clothing and his blankets, and has spare room at all

times. It is not so when he cruises alone; then hiB canoe is

heavily loaded all the time, especially if he adds to his neces-

sities a gun, a camera, sets of dry plates, sketching materials,

fishing tackle, a library and writing desk.

It is very hard work all the time when cruising alone. It

is a running fight or a dull sulk most of the time cruising

double. The fun of cruising comes out when three congenial

companions cast their lots together and start off for better,

for worse, determined each to do his share of the work and

give in every time he is on the minoiity side of a question.

Canoe racing courses are usually triangular; a part of, or

the whole sail is a triangle; the section of a tent is generally

a triangle; a canoe has three sides, the starboard, the port

and the inside; the skipper can always look three ways when
he is sailing on deck, ahead, behind, and to starboard or

port, and three ways when paddling, ahead and to the right

and left. Canoeists, like other people, give three cheers when
enthusiastically excited. The sailing time limit for the A. C.

A. trophy is three hours. There are three commodores,

commodore, vice-commodore and rear-commodore. There

are but three positions in any race, first, last and between the

two. A canoe has three positions, right side up, upside down
and on her beam ends. There are three winds, a head wind,

a beam wind and a free wind. Canoeists generally have at

least three ideas. The above conclusively shows that three

iB the great canoe number.

—

American Canoeist.

THE Gim,
The San Diego Union, of November 6th, is responsible for

the following:

*'C. W.Budd, champion pigeon shot of the United States,

has written to an agent in this city to make a match from
$1,000 upwards with Crittenden Robinson, champion shot of

the Pacific Coast. Budd's action was caused by a brother of

Kobinson announcing recently that he would match Critten-

den against any shot in the United States. The terms are to

be 100 birds, Hurlingham ruleB."

Sportsman ship.

I did not intend to say any more upon this subject—it is a

paradoxical one at all times. I ventured upon the few
remarks I have made more because I observe so little sports-

manship in every-day life and so much egotism invading the

domain of sport, than with any hope to please you. But
after the invitation and encouragement yon give me, after

feeling my feet on one safe step amongst all the paradoxical

perplexity of mounting the Parnassus of pure sportsmanship,
I am tempted to make another effort on the steep incline.

But softly, Sir. The opprobrious "egotist" hardly has a

sweet sound' from the month of one whose text is generosity

and whose admiration skill. But let that pasts; the crowd has

made the fact, and it is not for me to dispute the necessity of

borrowing from the dead a word un-English for a mob-made
vice. If the wondering mob runs after the little hero who
was a billiard marker and now is "ohampion," and "draws"
like a new play, it is not his fault, with all his faults, if he is

oblivious to the woild without his world and king of all with-

in it. And yet, how many there are, who, unlike your bil-

liard markers, have rubbed against the higher thoughts of

men, and still, with all their chances, are blind to all outside

their lesser orbs within some little world. Opprobrious
terms of sporting parlance tell us many a curious story.

"The currant-jelly dogs" were not 60 named for nothing, nor
were the "calf-hunters'* called so for best of friendship.

They are terms which only found creation in that part of

hunting which is greater than the whole. And so it is on
every side. "Fox-hunting is first, there is no second, and
salmon-fishing is a bad third," I hear on one side. "Deer-
stalking is the only sport worth going in for in these

islands," another tells me. "I don't fish for tTont, but sal-

mon fishing is the king of sports," another says. "Deer-driv-
ing is good fun, but stalking is butchery," is another bold
opinion. "Grouse-driving is fine sport, and requires skill,

but as for potting them in the legs as they flutter up before a

dog, I see no sport in it," whispers some one else, who
would be after making an impression. How many more
curiosities of this kind expose the single idea of the mind or

the unfitness of body of their exponents, 1 know not. I

could repeat them by the dozen. They are shallow, Sir, as a

mountain brook in last July, and every motive shows as

clearly as the little pebbles as the bottom. Shall we take the

last and see how it bears the test as a display of skill par
excellence?

Well, Sir, to begin with, I can go to Sheffield town, where,
from behind the counters, men have risen to the office, from
the office to the butts, and there have all the Bkill of others

who profess it the greatest test of shooting skill and sports-
manship to boot. Skill it is, and so is the billiard marker
skilled who draws a crowd to see his "brilliant" breaks; but
I am not sure that either man would live with hounds ten
minutes, nor is there anything to show that either man could
climb a rocky cliff, could creep a mile and run two hundred
yards, then still his thumping pulse to do his stag to death,

hit through the heart while urging on his hinds. Nor is the
example one uncalled for, either; for equal exertion is

required to get grouse as to get deer, where birds are scarce

and t'.e moors rocky and steep; and, more than that, as the
shooter jumps from rock to crag, the birds may rise, and
often do, or choose the moment when he Bpringa across some
soft doss to land insecure on some shaking hag, yet must he
take them then, no other time will do, no other bird will

rise these are missed; he cannot choose his shots to suit

his gv a, nor yet his gun nor load to suit his bird. Then
: n>y in mid-air must he Belect his birds and take his right

ad left before he knows how far his weighted feat have
ink, for he must carry what he kills; Ootober grouse do not

prefer the company of two. It is the wit of man, the

physique, the experience, plus shooting skill, against the

grouse. The big flask and the well-served lunch peculiar to

the butts is absent here, the shooter is not brought to the

scratch, as he is in the butts, without turning a hair or

allowing his heart one extra beat. For two guns to kill eight

partridges as a covey swings over the trees, such as is men-
tioned in the "Badminton Library," is unquestionably a

feat. To kill a whole pack of five grouse, three as they came,
two as they left the butts, in five shots, as Mr. Lloyd-Price

tells us he saw Lord De Grey do, was also a feat, but not an
unexampled one. Lord De Grey is about the best shot in

his set at driven grouse; but, Sir, the very infrequency of

his misses, and other men's, too, show that snooting driven
grouse well is more attainable than that of taking every

opportunity at birds, to find and approach which an athletic

frame and the best of nerves are as necessary as skill in

shooting. The sameness of the grouse driving shots, the

coolness with which they are taken, has frequently made me
enquire, "Is this sport?" Why, Sir, Mr. Lloyd-Price tells us
that even the dogs get sick of it. Numbers satiate even
them. But their masters, greater gluttons than their dogs,

regard it as the cream of sport and skill. Well, Sir, it is

very good fun; but if we wore doomed to do it alone, if that

were possible, there is not a crack shot of them all who
would not vote it uncommon slow work. I began, bir, by
sayiDg there was too much egotism creeping into sport, and
there should not be. I have taken grouse-shooting as an
example of the shallow foundations of such ideas generally.

I am quite aware. Sir, that a driven grouse may come at any
pace; but I take him as he does come, and I find the same
men score more driven grouse per shot than they do pigeons
per double barrel at Hurlingbam and the Gun Club. Yet
never did we dignify pigeon shooting by any higher title than
that of good practice. So much for the sportsmanship, so

mnch fot the skill required in the butts! As the holiday of

the Sheffield and Bradford manufacturer, it is doubtless an
institution. But for a display of skill commend me to rock-

eting pheasants witb the guns standing back amongst, and
the birds coming over, oak tiees, before the leaf is all gone;
the rabbits popping in and out of the ferns; and the wood-
cock flipping along between the stems. The pheasant
should always be shot with his head to the shooter, for the

reason that his legs are the best part of him, and those who
break them should be made to eat them. A grouse is a dif-

ferent bird; his legs are small, and he is far more difficult to

kill when bounding into the air like a cricket ball than when
he is coming at the shooter with his fast but steady flight.

Nothing, Sir, but the affectation of some men to despise

shooting in the old methods would have led me to say a word
to show that tbeir own performances will bear criticism, for I

have enjoyed many a day's driving and hope to have many
another, and the paradoxes of sport are far too involved to

allow of lines between sport and skill being attempted to be
drawn.

—

Shooting.

Testing a Gun Barrel.

It has been frequently a mptterof conjecture tome what
amount of strain a gun would stand, and my desire for knowl-
edge has been greatly stimulated by some writers in the sport-

ing press who laud a certain gnn and others also who con-

demn the same weapon. As far as I have seen no one in the

United States has gone to the trouble and expense of finding

the limit of strength in any make of gun, nor have I heard
any mention of such an experiment on the other side of the

wates.
Now, I think I have solved the problem pretty fairly as far

as one make and grade of gun is concerned. Having resolved

to find out what a gn n would t-tand, I selected the one of my
two guns for which I bad least use, a Parker 10-bore, weigh-
ing 9 lbs. 13 oz., full choke in both banels, wbu-h were 32

inches in length. The gun was bored specially for No. 6

shot and made an average of 190 each barrel with 1} oz.

Leroy No. 6 and 4£ drs. FG, 30 in. circle, 40 yds. It was of

the $70 grade and was bought from Bead & Son, Boston,
three years ago. The gun had not been tired more than 350
times, with ordinary loads, so that it was to all practical

intents as good as new.
The powder used in the test was Orange FG, and the shot

Tatham's No. 10 chilled; they were measured in the combined
powder and shot measure made by tbe B. G. I. Co., and the

measure was always struck off level with the top.

A rest was constructed to fire the gun from. The bed was
a square log, and spiked upon its upper surface was a square
block with a groove cut along its upper surface in which to

lay the barrels, and a long, heavy, squared piece of timber
with a groove cut down itsface to receive the bntt of the stock.

Underneath the bed were placed two heavy pieces of timber
to raise the bed off the ground. The gun was secured in the

rest by two half-inch ropes, one of which passed with a
double turn round the barrels at the point of the fore end,

and stretched back to a piece of wood nailed under the bed
log to prevent the rope slipping forward. The other rope
passed with a double turn around the pistol grip and stretched

back was secured in the same way as the other. The ropes,

when in position, were twisted up tight with a stick, tourni-

quet fashion. This held the gun fast, and the ropes stretoh-

ing back held the gun up against the rear block and prevented
jumping.
The gun was fired by a thirty-yard cord attached to each

trigger, and the barrels were wiped out three times after the

second, fourth, and eighth shots; this was to see if the gun
was leading to any great extent.

In the experiment I tired a series of four shots (two from
each barrel) of each different load, using only four shells,

which I drew and recapped as required; the shells were Win-
chester 2^ brass. The experiment was made Oct. 27th, and
the following were the loads and tbe results:

In loading the gun I inserted a primed Bhell at the breech,

closed the gun and poured the powder in at the muzzle, fol-

lowed by a pink-edge wad, the shot and a wad of paper.

The loads used were 8 drs. powder, 3 oz. Bhot in each bar-

rel for first series of two shots with each barrel; 9 drs., 3£ oz.

for second series; 10 drs., 4 oz. for third series; 11 drs., 4J
oz. for fourth series; 12 drs., 5 oz. for fifth series; 13 drs.",

5£ oz. for sixth series; 16 drs., 7 oz. for seventh series.

The first damage appeared at the third shot of the third

series, when the stock split in two longitudinal craoks from
the lock plates right through the grip. The grain of the

wood ran in a line with the barrels, instead of in a line ex-

tending from end to end of the stock. I lashed the split

stock, but the next shot broke it off, bent out the trigger

guard and slightly bent the left trigger. As the trigger

guard was in the way without the stock I took it off, sawed
off the broken end off the stock, and butted it against the

rear block with n piece of wood under the locks to raise the '

triggers clear of the bed log. Things continued in this state
j

till the third shot of the fourth series, except that each recoil

'

drove the broken end of the stock about an inch into the

rear block and jammed up the locks with broken splinters,

which I had to stop aDd pick out. At this shot the cracked
left trigger was bent and doubled up under the plate, and
the upper strap or tang was bent down at tbe end. The
next shot bent the tang still more, and bent in the rear end
of the left lock plate.

On firing the first shot of the fifth series (the right barrel)
the gun turned over and striking on the other trigger both
barrels went off almost simultaneously, the result being that
the bent left trigger was nipped off and the barrel therefore
disabled. I always loaded both barrels at once and cocked
both hammers at once; my object was to see if tbe explosion
of one barrel would set off the other, as has happened to the
guns of some of your correspondents, but tbis was the only
occasion on which such a thing happened, and it would not
have occurred had the gun not fallen upon the trigger. Dur-
ing the remainder of the experiment I was therefore confined
to the right barrel.

No further damage occurred during the rest of the shooting
till I reached the first shot of the seventh series, except that
the gun turned over again and cracked and bent up the right
trigger. I found it difficult to prevent the gun turnine over
at the shot after the loss of the stock. The load for tb.6 last
shot was the trifle of 16 drs. powder and 7 oz. shot. This
burst the barrel, making an aperture 5$ in. in length, com-
mencing one-half in. behind the shoulder of the chamber, and
extending in width from the edge of the upper rib nearly to
tbe upper edge of the fore-end; apiece of brass shell was
also blown out; the extension rib which was inserted 1^ in.
within the barrels was intact, but the upper rib from that
to within 5£ in. of the muzzle was ripped off and bent for-
ward 2 in. The fore-end lump was broken out and the
under rib from that to within 13 in. of tbe muzzle was torn
away from the right barrel but still adhered to the left barrel,
The space between the ribs was filled in with plaster of Paris,
and this also was blown out; tbe right trigger was broken
off, the left lock-plate bent in at the rear corner and bulged
out in the middle, and the left barrel was bulged out quite
perceptibly. The fore-end was a complete wreck, smashed
into splinters, many of them small enough for toothpicks;
the iron work was, however, intact.

Now as regards the frame and action. I could not see from
a close examination that they showed any signs of strain, the
action worked with perfect ease, the bolt locked and the
barrels fitted as closely aB when the gun was new; indeed the
frame, action, extension rib, barrel lumps and the rear ends
of the barrels could bo put on another gun and no one know
that they had been through such a trial. I think fchiB says a
good deal for the Parker action.

After examining the gun I shipped it to Parker Bros, with
a report of the experiment and a request that they examine
the gun thoronghfy and let me know the result.

—

J.Camp-
bell, in Forest and Stream.

Mr. McMurchy About Kicking Guns.

"There isn't a bit of need in the world of any man ham-
mering himself up and bruising his arm black and blue with
shooting any good, shotgun in the world. If any man gets
kicked into a jelly, it's all his own folly, and I half believe
such a man deserves all the hammering he gets. It's a sort
of retributive punishment for his want of sense or neglect of
duty, a case of poetic injustice."

Mr. McMurchy eaid all this in a Midland railroad car,
while it was speeding through Clinton and Fayette counties,
on Sept. 6th, bound for the league meeting at Columbus.
Mack had one eager, attentive hearer, who, while he listened
to the speaker's earnest words, watched with thrilling interest
h e soft play of light that came in flashes from the inmost
depths of that speaker's dark hazel eyes, lighting and shading
the thoughts as he uttered them.
And what was Mack's cure for muscle mauling? Whv,

nothing but lengthening, and lengthening, and lengthening*
and keeping on lengthening the stock of the gun, till the
trigger arm had to be extended so far forward to reach the
trigger that it would be impossible for the man to set the butt
of the gun in shooting anywhere except inside of his shoul.
der joint. If a man has a short stock let him pad the butt
and keep on padding it until it becomes impossible to put
it in the wrong place.

Now, Mack would not have a man shoot forever with a long
stock if he likes a short one, but he would have him adopt
whatever means are necessary to break himself of shooting
from his arm instead of from his shoulder. When that is
done and well done, he would leave him to his taste as to
length in the stock. Another bit of advioefrom this paragon
of American marksmanship is to hold the gun at the small of
the stock, with the grip of a vice.

In all this he gives the result of his own personal experi-
ence.

—

Cincinnati Trap and Trigger.

Trap and Trigger, Cincinnati, for October, says editorially:
"Not fewer than twelve million artificial targets were con-
sumed in the United States this year. Next year, if the
target manufactures charge fair moderate prices, not fewer
than twenty millions artificial targets will be used. A greedy
policy will obstruct the progress of shooting as an American
popular recreation. Small profits and immense sales is the
motto that will win for the manufacturer of targets." And
also Btates that the excellent products of the Spratts Patent
are fast growing in popularity about Cincinnati, as they are
everywhere else. It says:
"A year ago not a pound of Spratts dog biscuit was sold in

Cincinnati. Now tons of it aie used, and many dog owners
will use nothing else. It is going into the townships on the
farms. Mr. A. Kling, a well-known bird-dog owner and
handler in Green Township, will use nothing else in the bird
hunting season, and will not be without the biscuit at any
season."

TEAR
Pacific Sportsmen's Club.

The olub met at Agricultural Park, Sacramento, on Snnday
last, and used up a good lot of birds, in very fine style, the
scores being, with four exceptions, high.

At twelve live pigeons, 30 yards rise, ground traps. For the club
medal. Won by Mr. Adam Damm.
Adnm Damm 1 1 1 l l i i q 2 2 1 1 12
Morrison 1 102112122] 1—11
Miller 1 1112 112 2 2 1—11
O. Flohr 1 1 1 l i o 2 2 1 1 1 2—11
Parrott 1 1111001212 2— 10
Chapman 1 11012021 12 2- 10
B. Flohr 1 2010122111 1—10
Nicolaue 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1— ]Q
Judge 1202111210 2—9
Smith 1111200111 J—

9

Gotobed 1111020212 0—8
Mannfx 1 1 1 1 2 2 2—7
Captain Hall 1 2 I 1 1 1 2—7
Phillips 1 0121001000 2—

C

Facfl 1 01200200010—5
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Bassford Wins the Match at Blue Rocks.

Daring the last State Sportsman's Association shoot at San
Bruno, Frank Bassford of Vacaville, and Colonel Kellogg of
this city tied on a score of forty each for the prize, a $75
Clabrough gun, and decided to s"hoot the tie off at fifty single
and twenty-five double blue rocks, at Alameda Point, on
November 13th.

In consequence, quite a large delegation of sportsmen
and friends gathered at the grounds of the Lincoln Gun Club,
Sunday, to witness the shoot.

Bassford led off at the singles, and only succeeded in
breaking 29 out of 50, and, although he considered he shot
poorly, he made a better score than Kellogg, who only broke
twenty-eight.
At the doubles both shot much better, frequently making

Bhots that elicited great applause from the spectators.
Frank Bassford's shooting was particularly noticeable, and

it was claimed by many present that his score equaled, if it

did not, as some thought, excel the best ever made at this
kind of traps. His score was forty clean breaks out of a pos-
sible fifty.

Kellogg failed to do as well, as he succeeded only in break-
ing twenty-nine out of his fifty.

So Bassford was deolared the winner and entitled to the
gun, by a score of 67 out of 100, against Kellogg's 53.

After the main event a sweepstake was shot at ten Blue
Eocks, and was won by Scovern of the Lincoln Gun Club,
with sis breaks, Bassford winning second money, with five
breaks.

In the second shoot, under similar conditions, Scovern
again won first money, with seven breaks, while Messrs.
Brown, Ingalls and Campbell divided second money.
The latest improved Blue Rocks were used in the traps

and gave great satisfaction, and were admitted by all to have
been exceptionally well-thrown "birds."
Below will be found the scores:

Fifty singles, 18 yards

:

JF. Bassford 1011 1 1 1 001 1 1 01 00 1 1 1 01lioioiiooiiliooiooinoon 1—29
Col. Eellogg 1 01001 I 0001 111001 01 110110

110100110001110011101100 1—28
Twenty-five doubles:

01 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 II 11 11 n
11 11 11 10 11 11 11 11 11 —44
11 00 01 11 11 01 01 01 11 01
01 TO 10 11 11 11 10 10 .. —29
Kellogg, 53.

11 00 CO

Bassford 10
11

Eellogg...
II 11 w

Grand total-Bassford, 67

Ten singles. 18 yards.

BasBford 110 10 11 0"0—5

Kellogg 1U101000 1—4
Scovern 11010101 1-6

j

Ten singles, 18 yards

:

Brown 0001 01111 1—

C

Boss 10110010 0—1
Bassford. ...0 110 110 1-5
Horbex 100001001 0—3

Campbell..
Robinson.
Horber

.000111010 0—4

.000010001 1—3

.0 01000100 0—2

Ingalls . .

.

Scovern ..

Can pbell.

.0 11111010 0-6

.0 11011101 1—7
-.000111 011 1—6

A Query.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Will you please in-
form me, about shooting under Hurlingham Rules, as fol-

lows?
If a shooter pulls both barrels at once and kills his birds,

or if both barrels go off at once accidentally and he kills his
bird, is ne entitled to the bird, or must he shoot another bird ?

Sacramento, Nov. 14, 1S87. Chas. Flohr.
The Hurlingham rules, proper, are not in use in California,

nor, indeed, anywhere else on the coast. The rules of the
California State Sportsman's Association for ground trap
shooting govern such shooting, which is in the Hurlingham
style. In those rules there is no provision specifically cov-
ering the point raised by Mr. Flohr. Rule 6 is, that "The
gun shall be held fairly down from the shoulder until the
word pull is given, and the bird shall be shot at when fully
on the wing, with the first barrel; after which the second
barrel may be used as the shooter likes, without leaving his
position." The evident implication is that no one shall
shoot more than one barrel at once, and the matter would,
perforce, he left to the discretion of the referee. Our decis-

ion would be that when both barrels were discharged at

once the bird would be a "no bird" whether killed or missed,
and the shooter would have another bird.

There is to be a pigeon tournament at Gridley on Thanks-
giving Day, Nov. 24th, 1887. The main match is at twelve
birds, for entrance money and $75 added. For particulars
address H. Biggs, Gridley.

THERIFLE
Shell Mound.

A. Johnson 200 Yards-

5

455455 5 5 5—48
Capt. J. E. Klein 200 yards—

5

55454455 5—47
H.L.Pendleton 200 yards—

5

5 5 5 4 5 4 5 S B—46
T.E Carson 200 yards - 5 44555 144 5-45
A. H. Brod tfiuyards—

5

3 5 5 5 4 5 5 4 4-45
R.O.Moore £00 yards—

4

444455 5 5 4—44
P. F. BobertFOn 200yaids—

5

4 5 544454 4—44
C.Meyer i00 yards—

3

54554444 4-42
L. R. Townsend 200 yards—

3

44443445 4—39

Johnson fired three more strings, and obtained 46, 45, 46,

which, added to his 48, gave him the splendid aggregate for
his four strings of 185, or an average of 92J per cent. Cap-
tain Klein made 1S1 in four string, or an average of 90A per
cent.

Having won his own offering, Mr. Johnson will, on the
second Sunday in December, put up another eagle for the same
gentlemen that shot yesterday, the best score to take it, open
to all who shot for the prize. Mr. Johnson bars himself.
A great deal of miscellaneous shooting was indulged in at

the short range, for the sandwiches, etc., and for fun, and,
tir3t and last, some strings were made that can be held up
anywhere. Following are the best scores made by the different

gentlemen named:
H.L.Pendleton 20,i yards—

5

54465545 5—47
R.C.Moore 200yards-o 44555445 5—46
T.E.Carson VOO yards—

5

55544444 5—45
C. M>yer 200 yards—

4

55455445 4—45
F.A.Ramm. 200 yards—

4

44345555 5-44
F. Stevens 200 yards— 5 45543444 4—42
O.F.Peterson 2fl0 yards-5 45454443 4-42
L. L. Townsend *f>0 yards—

4

45433445 5—41
J. O'Conoell 200 yards—

5

55343444 4—40
C.L.Pendleton 200 yards—

5

44543344 4—40

Captain Huber, of Company C, Second Artillery, has
accepted the terms of Company G., First Artillery, of Sacra-
mento, and will shoot a team of 25 men at the 200-yards tar-

get against a like team from the Sacramento compauy. The
match will come off shortly.

Harbor View.

The Swiss Riflemen's Benevolent Society held a meeting at
Harbor View on last Sunday, which was largely attended. S.

Boon won the society's gold medal on the military target
with a score of seventeen out of a possible twenty-five. Two
hundred dollars was offered for cash prizes which were won
as follows: J. Dornbier, §25; A. Rahwyler, S20; J. Utschig,
$17.50; P. Jacoby, $15; A. Johnson, $12 50. A. Strecker,
S10; J. Bachman, $9; F. Stnhls, $S; J. Stanton, $7; G. Orsi,
$6; J. Lennan, S6.50; O. Klein. 35.50; J. Martin, $5; C.
Adams, $5; E. Zahn, $4.50; William Ehrenpfort. $4; F.
Schuemann, $4; — Ruebold. $3.50; J. Straub, $3; — Streuber,
$3; O. Burmeister, $3; A. T. Fields, $2.50; P. Croce. $2 50;
G. Bartola, $2.50; R. H. Aiken, $2.50; — Liuthold, $2; —
Scherble, $2; G. Marioni, S2; —Game, $1.50; B. Segesser,
$1.50. Mr. Dornbier made ninety-five out of a possible
hundred rings in four shots, and A. Rahwyler, ninety-three.
The Italian Rifle Club's target practice resulted as follows:

Champion medal—G. Rossi, 148 rings; second. Dr. Ollino,
110; third, R. Paunelli, 78; fourth, G. Galigames, 76.

Sacramento.

On last Sunday, at the Twelfth-street range, members of

Company G made the following scores at the 200-yards target.

When ,(the boys'' get their new Springtield rifles and will be

able to throw away the poor weapons they now use, they will

make "bull's-eyes" every time:

Sereeant Sheehan. 4 454544455- 44
Sergeant Kennedy 4 44444444 4—40
Corporal Lowell 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 4 4 4-42
Corporal Steam? 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4—42
Corporal Carroll 4 34443443 4-37
Private Boase 5 45444554 4—44
Private Heffernan 5 45444444 5—43
Private Dunphy 4 45544444 4—i2
Private McMillan 3 34544444 4-39
Private McDermott 3 43443 4 34 4—36
Private Nutie 4 3 3444443 4-37
Private Carroll 3 34444433 3—35
Private Zittenger 4 5 4433344 4—38
Private Elein 3 34445445 4—40
Private Stevens 5 445444 3 3 4—40
Privite Judge 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4-4—36

Honorary members at same target:

O. E. Hughes 4 54444445 5—4^
P. Coffey 5 44445454 5—14
JlcCollum 4 34344445 5-41
P. Coot 4 44445345 4—41
F. J. Rutstaller 3 54453444 4—40

The following match was shot:

O.E. Hughes 4 44444545 5—43
W. Buaee 5 34434554 4-41

Important Work for toe N- R. A.

The pleasant November day, with its bright warm sun and
balmy atmosphere, induced many marksmen to go over to

Shell Mound on Sunday last. Some excellent shooting was
done, as will be seen by the accounts below.
The Nationals held their monthly company medal shoot.

Annexed are the best scores of the several classes:

CHAMPION CLASS.
Capt J. E. Klein 200 yards—

4

44544445 5—43
500 yards—

5

45555455 5—18—91
T. E. Carson 200 yard3—

5

55544444 5—45
500 yards-5 55543465 5—4G-91

A.Johnson 200 yards—

4

45454445 4—13

500 yards—

5

44545544 6—15—88
FIRST CLAS3.

A. H". Brod 200 yards—

3

54455553 5—44
600 yards—

4

44444453 5—13—87
C.Meyer 2P0 yards—

4

45445445 4—43
500 yards—

5

33443245 4—37—80
SECOND CLASS,

O.F.Petersen 200 yards—5 45454443 4-42
. O'Connell 21.0 yards-5 45343444 4—40

THTBD CLABS.

G. Hult 200 yards—4 44444434 5—39
W.S.Alexander 200 yards-4 34444542 3—37

The San Francisco Schuetzen Verein had its regular medal
contest, which resulted as follows: Champion-class medal,

K. Wertheimer, 423 rings; first-class medal, Fred A. Kuhls,

421; fourth-class medal, H. Doscher, 295 rings. The second
and third-class medals were not won, not enough rings being

scored under the rules. Seventy-seven members were
present.
The Schuetzen Verein also indulged in a turkey shoot at

the 200-yards. 25-ring target, three shots on a ticket. Annexed
are the best tickets made: F. Freese, 69 out of a possible 75

rings, John PHsto 67. C. Eisenberg59, J. H. Snyder 59, K.
Wertheimer 59, Captain Adolph Huber 57, H. Jecker 57,

Charles Thierbach 56, A. Browning 56, Fred A. Knhls 56.

A. Johnson of tb<* Nationals held np a $10 gold piece for

the best score of ten shots at 200 yards, and won it himself,

but had to beat Captain Klein's fine score to do it. Follow-

ng are the best scores made:

There are two very important questions to be settled by the

National Rifle Association of America, which are the defining

clearly and explicitly the present unsettled question of what

is a strictly military rifle, and the making of a rule which

will make all military riflemen ou an equal basis, so far as

their arms are concerned. It has been clearly shown that no

plan for allowing points to the supposed inferior arm will

ever regulate the difference in a manner which will satisfy the

entire rifle-shooting fraternity.

In summarizing the views of many prominent riflemen

from all sections of the country, it is apparent that a majority

believe that in all military contests in which men compete
from different States or Territories, the rules governing these

contests should state distinctly and clearly the kind of rifles

permitted.
One of the following conditions should be adoDted:

—

In matches where the members of the National Guard of

several States and Territories compete, or where the National

Guard of several States and Territories and men from the

regular army compete, the rifle used must be the regulation

Springfield rifle, 3 grooves, chambered for 2 1-10 in. shell. No
change or alteration in any way shall be permitted except the

changing of the trigger-pull, which must not be less than the

prescribed rales.

The second suggestion for a rule governing Inter-state or

National matches is as follows:

—

The rifle used most be one of the following patterns:

—

The U. S. Springfield, .45 calibre, as above; the New York
State Model Remington, .50 calibre, with any barrel and Ed-
wards' sight, or the Sharps Military rifle, .45 calibre, without

wind-gauge. None of the rifles to be rechambered; .45-calibre

rifles to be confined to a bullet not exceeding 500 grains in

weight; .50-calibre rifles to use a bnllet not exceeding 550

grains. Competitors may use either of the named rifles, and
no others, all others being considered specials.

The third suggestion : In Inter-state or National matches any
rifle may be used which is issued to any State or Territory.

A competitor may select the rifle preferred, whether it be the

arm issued the troops of his State or not, and may affix such
sights as preferred, and make such alterations in the arm used

as desired, providing such alterations are within the rules of

the National Rifle Association governing military arms.
All ammunition for military rifles must have the bnllet

firmly seated in the shell, not less than two-thirds of its diam-

eter, and with no exposed lubricant.

It is believed that, unle33 a rule similar to one above sug-

gested is made, there will be no further Inter-state or National

competitions under the auspices of the National Rifle Associa-

tion. The great desideratum now is to make rules to disarm

the criticism that the National Guard of one State have an
advantage over the men from other States. If a rule similar

to any of the ones suggested is made by the National Rifle

Association, then all will be an equal basis. If critical mur-
murs are heard they can be met with the response. You are

privileged to do the same; "Go thou and do likewise." Let

State matches be shot as the State authorities elect, but In-

ter-state and National matches, or contests permitting the use

of different rifles, should be so arranged that all contestants

are privileged to use the same arm as his competitor, and no
attempt be made to adjust the supposed difference by an
allowance of points.— The Rifle.

Pistol Record Broken.

Mr. F. E. Bennett, a member of the National Lancers,
broke the pistol record of 100 shots at Walnnt Hill, near Bos-
ton, on November 4th, making a score of 857 points. A
Smith & Wesson army revolver .44 calibre, with factory
ammunition was used. Last spring Chevalier Paine made at
Walnnt Hill, what was supposed to be a record impossible to
surpass, but the record of yesterday's work by Air. Bennett
beats it badly.
The conditions of yesterday's shooting were identical with

those under which Paine established his best record, viz.,

100 shots, Standard American target, 50 yards. Chevalier
Paine's total was S41 points, which included 70 bull's-eyes.
Mr. Bennett's aggregate was 857 points, in which were 77
bull's-eyes. The result of the match gives the best revolver
record on the target by 16 points to Mr. Bennett. The last
string of 10 shots was all bnll's-eyes.

The conditions for shooting were unfavorable, a high,
gusty wind blowing from 6 o'clock. The exhibition was con-
ducted under the supervision of Mr. A. C. Gould of The
Rifle, and the scoring was performed by the official scorer of
the Massachusetts Rifle Association. Tbe detailed scores are
appended:
1 7 8 10 in 9 7 10 7 9 10—87
2... 8 9 8 9 7 10 8 6 9 9—83
3 6 10 9 8 10 *0 9 8 10 7—87
4 8 9 10 9 6 10 7 10 8 8-85
5 7 9889569 10 7—78
6 9 10 8 7 10 10 8 10 6 9-87
" 10 9 9 8 10 10 10 7 7 9-89
8 10 9 9 7 9 9 7 10 8 7—85
9 9 10 79 10 7 89 7 10-^e
10 10 8 9 10 8 8 10 9 9 9—90

Total 857

The JRifle for Ncvember presents a picture cf Mr. Bennett

in position at the score. He stands facing squarely to the

target with pistol arm fully extended and left hand resting

upon the hip. Oar exchange also gives some particulars

about him which may be of interest. It says:

All of this gentleman's shooting up to a receot date was
done with the Smith & Wesson single-action, .44 calibre, Rus-
sian model revolver, and with factory ammunition. The
shooting in the fall meeting ol the Massachusetts Rifle Asso-
ciation was done in the presence of tbe writer, a represent-
ative of the Union Metallic Cartridge Co., and many of the
prominent rifle shots of Ntw England.
On Oct. 12th, Mr. Bennett, for the first time, was persuaded

to shoot some of the new light ammunition recently perfected
by the Union Metallic Cartridge Co. for iu-door or gallery

shooting in the regular .44-ealibre Russian model revolver.

Mr. Bennett shot the same revolver with a different sight, to

regulate the difference in the ammunition, at 30 yards on the
100-yards Standard American target. Following are the three
consecutive scores made by him under the above conditions:

7S778897 10 9-SO
10 9 10 9 S 8 10 7 10 9—90
9 10 8 5 7 9 10 10 8 10—86

The scores of 4S in five shots, and 90 in ten shots, are the
best -<cores on record.

Mr. Bennett would be pleased to meet in competition any
revolver shot in the country, barring Chevalier Ira Paine.
He would be willing to shoot at Creedmoor or Walnut Hill,

or any accessible place near New York or Boston. Should a

match be arranged, he wishes it to be shot under the follow-

ing conditions: One hundred shots at 30 or 50 yards, or one
hundred shots at each distance. If shot at 30 and 50 yards,
the aggregate of the two distances to determine the winner.
On the Standard American target, tbe 200-yards rifle target
ieing the one for 50 yards, and the 100-yards target for 30
yards. Calibre of revolver not less than .44—factory ammu-
nition, full charge. Revolver barrel not to exceed 10 inches
in length, which shall include cylinder. Cleaning allowed
after each ten shots. Each competitor to deposit $100,
which shall go to the person securing tbe highest aggregate.
Details of the match to be arranged when the party or parties

signify their willingness to enter a competition.

Agrees "With "Gaucho."

We hfive for some time past heard much complaint from
practical hunters that the hollow Express bullets have not
proved to be such a killing bullet, when used on our game,
as had been expected from the wonderful reports given of

its great disabling and killing qualities by our cousins on the
other side of the water. It was but a few weeks ago th it a
praotical hunter of large experieoce told the writer that the
hollow- pointed Express bullet was a failure, so far as his exper-

ience went, although he believed thoroughly in the Express
system, but that he wanted a solid bullet of the same weight
as the hollow-pointed one. ThiH experience is but one of

many of which we have heard, bnt more especially since

the advent of the American Express rifles, and cartridges

made for use in the Express rifles. We are glad to hear
that tbe same has been the experience of our English
friends who have done uny hunting to any extent on this side

of the Atlantic, and that they are usiog a solid Express bullet

more largely on the other side than formerly. Some of the
prominent makers and users of Express rifles are advocating
their use, and are also advocating the use of much softer bul-

lets than even we are accustomed to use. We know that a
soft bullet, driven by a large powder charge, acts very much
the same as a hollow bnllet— often breaking up as badly as
an explosive bullet.

One thing we do believe, we have for a lot_
using too long and heavy bullets for hunting work
we shall do better work, at least for close range.

I and softer bullets and heavier charges of powder.-
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Removal Notice-

The office of the Breeder and Sportsman hoB been
removed to No. 313 Bash Street, above Montgomery.

Special Notice to Correspondents.

Letters intended for publication should reach *his office

not later than Wednesday of each week, to secure a place in

the issue of the following Saturday.

Dates Claimed.

Eureka Jockey Club, November 23d to 26th.

Sable Wilkes.

We take a great deal of pride in presenting- our readers

with so good a picture of the champion three-year-old.

It is, as anyone conversant with the subject is well

aware, a difficult task to get a good likeness of a horse.

The human face is comparatively easy to put on canvas,

and the camera will return a faithful poi trait of the

individual.

Photographs of horses are usually caricatures, and it

can safely be asserted that not one in a hundred can be

depended upon as giving the faintest idea of what horse

is the subject. Even the best artists, that is the best in

human portraiture, cannot reproduce the individual

animal, if such a term is admissible, though having the

benefit of colors. When restricted to black and white

there is a still further divergence from truth.

We have been exceedingly fortunate in this respect, that

is, securing talent for this specixlity. It is only neces-

sary to refer to Mr. Wyttenbach's work as proof of what

he could do in animal portraiture, and when he went

away we had little hopes of securing a successor of the

same calibre. In fact it could not be expected that a

man with approximative talent in that line could be

found, and then years of experience would be required.

Our present artist, Mr. Boyd, has had a great deal of

practice, but even with that advantage we did not antici-

pate so much merit in his work at the outset.

Oatcake was truthfully portrayed, and now comes the

presentiment of the champion three-year-old, which must

be admitted to be also faithfully drawn. Those who are

familiar with the colt will not require other explanation

than a glance at the picture. Those who are unac-

quainted with him will be interested in having a printed

description appended.

We had seen the colt during the time he was at work
on the Oakland track and until his departure to fulfill his

engagements during the circuit, but in order to place

little dependence on memory a visit was made to the Bay
District Course last Wednesday—and, by the way, this

was the first day we were able to leave our room for

more than a week. Had we been in our usual high con-

dition, in the form that we only rarely lose, the trip

would be worthy of description. The day could not be

finer, and to a person in even ordinary health there was a

great deal to enjoy. The objective point, however, was to

see Sable Wilkes, and, by good fortune, wealsosaw his ow-
ner. Mr. Corbitt cannot be called phlegmatic in disposi-

tion or lymphatio, and while he is unquestionably proud

of the doings of his colt, he appears to take it as a matter

^f course.

When he trotted in 2:18, it would have been within

bounds for him to have made some active demonstrations

of pleasure. Old as we are in the business, had a three-

year-old colt, especially a stallion which was of our own
breeding and whose sire aod dam were still in our

possession, made such a display, we could not have re-

strained from showing an exuberance of feeling. In fact

it was with some difficulty we could restrain from exhib-

iting a delight, perhaps too demonstrative, that Cali-

fornia had again secured the lead, arid, in place of a dead

heat for the three-year-old record, had obtained the first

place by a margin which left no room for controversy.

But this is all outside of what we want to say at

present. There will be anxiety all over the trotting

world to know what sort of a looking colt the champion

is, and in order to answer the question authoritatively

the visit of last Wednesday was niade.

The picture on the first page will show that he is in

"high form." This might be expected from his per-

formance, although even some of the great performers

may be decidedly at fault in some of the points. Not-

withstanding the thoroughbred strains are a short way

off, the form of Sable Wilkes closely approximates that of

the thoroughbred.

Thirty years ago we wrote that the greatest of trotters

would be an approximation to the shape of a high-class

race-horse, and we are still more convinced of the truth

of the position after these thirty years of close observa-

tion.

Sable Wilkes, black colt foaled in the spring of 1884,

bred by William Corbitt, San Mateo Stock Farm. By

Guy Wilkes.

First dam Sable by The Moor.

Second dam Gretchen by Mambrino Pilot.

Third dam Kitty Kirkham by Canada Chief.

Fourth dam by Fanning's Tobe.

Fifth dam by imported Leviathan.

In height he is between \b\ and 15^ hands. His

length is in proportion to his measurement. He is so

level-made that it is troublesome to say where he excels

and where he is deficient. One of the most level colts I

ever saw, was the reply of every looker on. There are no

prominent points to describe. He is so truly formed that

to add to his excellences or defects would require a closer

analysis than can be now given. It would bo nearly

supererogatory to say anything in relation to his pedi-

gree. That is so eminently good that a long article will

be unnecessary to place it properly before our readers.

The Anelers' Society.

The most enjoyable bit of news of the week is that an

Anglers' Society has been formed in San Francisco. The

idea was suggested iu these columns two years ago, and

has been revived repeatedly since, but the slothful

anglers have not, until within a few days, overcome the

inertia which has so beset them. The scheme is one of

such great potentialities in the way of sport and of

improvement, however, that the negligence may be con-

doned.

There hangs about the very words, "Anglers' Society,"

a suggestion of warm heartedness, of mutual respect,

and manly cordiality which make them very dear to

many. The spring and early summer days are days of

hibernation to such a society, if the word may be so

strained in use. The members are abroad in the land

from April to November, dropping tackle into all streams

and putting into keenest exercise all the wiles which

experience and association with brother anglers have

taught them. There is no time then for society other

than that highest of all societies which is formed when

friendly anglers meet by the stream for a pleasant word

and a half hour's rest, or when, after a day of honest

casting, they take their ease in their inn and play again

the struggles of the sunlit hours. But when glowering

November comes, and sparkling fires and long evenings

in warm corners are enforced, then the Anglers' Society

is the fittest home for those who fish fair. Such a society,

if formed under proper auspices, and conducted simply,

may be made a source of delight and a means of culture.

Busy hours may be passed in study of the tackle used

by members. Each appliance may be made the subject

of speculation and possible improvement. Another time

methods in 'fishing might furnish matter for a night's

discussion. Essays, didactic and otherwise, would be

forthcoming, and would be of interest. At times, on fit

days, the society might visit some still pool and do com-

petitive work, under casting rules. At intervals a cosy

dinner, where none but true anglers should feast, would

prove attractive enough to draw members out on the

gustiest night. A world of simple pleasures opens as one

thinks about such an association, and we are glad that

the preliminary steps have been taken to give San Fran-

cisco something which it has lacked and needed. It will

be a pleasure to receive suggestions from readers about

the society, and particularly about the rule restricting

membership. The bait fishermen for trout and salmon

are perhaps entitled to recognition as fishermen, but

whether they should be admitted to an Anglers' Society

is a question. In all the intricacies of light, sunny tackle

and proper flies, they could have only slight interest. It

is easy to draw the line at fly-fishermen. '

Side Hunts.

In a recent issue the views of Dr. Rowe relative to

club hunts or side hunts were discussed, and the idea

expressed that the trenchant Doctor was opposed to all

such affairs, both the ordinary butchery for a stake and
the very different club hunt such as is biannually in-

dulged in by the Grass Valley Sportsman's Club and simi-

lar organizations where the utmost propriety prevails.

Through the American Field Doctor Rowe so recasts

his opinions as to make them substantially the same as

those which have for several years found expression

through these columns. It need not be said that we
would not willingly misrepresent our brilliant friend,

but he will admit that, as expressed, his utterances were
fairly amenable to the criticism made. We agree with
him fully in deprecating indiscriminate slaughter, and
are glad to know that as a leader in sportsmanship he
upholds such friendly reunions and perfectly legitimate
shooting parties as club hunts commonly are.

Pleasanton Notes-

The Pleasanton track is fast assuming the aspect of a large
and fine breeding farm of fine horses. Mr. Salisbury is
gathering together all of his fine stock here, and uew buildings
going up in all directions or repairs on the old ones in prog-
ress, is what first strikes the eye; corrals without number,
each with four or five head of brood-mares or colts.

Last Friday evening, the large express car of the A . T. & S.
F. R. R., No. 657, arrived here from Lexington, Ky., in charge
of Messrs. J. W. Knox (the former owner of Nutwood) and
Win. O'Neil, containing the following line stock: the stal-
lion Director, the well-known mares Sweetness and Echora;
one yearling filly by Director—Sweetness; one yearling filly

by Director—Echora; one bay mare May Day, dam by Bal-
lard's Clay; one yearling colt by Director—May Day; one
bay mare five years old, by Gibraltar, dam by Ballard's Clay;
one bay mare eight years old, by Mambrino Gift, dam by
Flying Cloud. One bay filly, two years old, by Director,
dam by Mambrino Gift, property of Mr. J. A. Travers, of
Chicago.
Mr. Knox has one yearling stallion by Stranger, a son of

Goldsmith Maid, dam by A. J. Gould; one yearling stallion
by Pilot Wilkes, dam by Geo. Wilkes; one yearling filly by
Florida, a son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian, dam by George
Wilkes.
Mr. Jas. Boyd, of San Jose, also has two head which he

has brought from Kentucky, at a great expense, to take the
place of his stallion Grosvenor, and, as he intends to place
the oldest one in the stud next spring, I will give his
breeding in full, which shows that he is an inbred Wilkes.
The colt is a rich bay, about fifteen hands high, strong, well-
muscled arms, a tine-arched neck, and a very intelligent
head, being very broad between the eyes, which snap with
fire. It fell to the writer's lot to lead him from the car* As
soon as he struck terra firma he com menced to jump and play,
which Bhowed considerable grit, considering that the horses
had all been five days and uightB in the car without unload-
ing. He is called Billy Thornhill, is three years old, and
haB a quarter mile in 37 seconds placed to his credit as a
two-year-old. His breeding is as follows: Billy Thornhill
(formerly Gerard) by Beverly, dam Emily. Beverly by Geo.
Wilkes, dam Neilson by Mambrino Pilot, out of an nntraced
but fast mare. Emily by Geo. Wilkes, dam Sue Stout by
Surplus, out of the dam of Jim Irving and Young Jim, the
latter the sire of Butterfly, 2:19£, and Garnet, 2:22£; and so
on way back to the best sires and dams imported and
raised in the country.

Mr. Boyd's other colt is also a stallion, one year old,
Darned Ario, by Florida, by Ryskyk's Hambletonian; dam of
Florida by Volunteer. First dam Cryntal Belle by Brigand,
a son of Mambrino Chief, who was sire of Red Cross, 2:21£;
2d dam, Puzzle by Mambrino Chief; 3d dam, s t b by
Kosciusko; 4th dam, by Woodford; 5th dam by the Hughes
horse, a son of imported Envoy; 6th 'dam was the dam of
the famous pacer Roanoke.
The future home of the famous stallion Director will be

at the Pleasanton track, where, with Monroe Chief, he will be
worth a day's visit to see. A large number ot their off-

spring are being handled by the veteran Andy McDowell,
and from what is already being done, the readers of the
Breeder and Sportsman will hear from this stable dnring
the coming season. Saturday is the busy day on the track;
from fifteen to twenty head of pacers, trotters and colts get
a little education, and several sharp brushes and fast miles
are indulged in.

In my next I will give a list of what horses are being worked
and what they are doing. Till then, adios. "Don."
Pleasanton, Nov. 15, '87.

The Cedars.

The annual field day given by ThomaB E. Moore, at his

breeding farm, "The Cedars," near Shawhan, Ky., on Oct.

27th, last, attracted a large number of his neighbors, together

with many friends from long distances.

The colts, the get of Capt. Moore's great stallions Victor von
Bismarck and Twilight, and Idol, all strong in Hambletonian

blood, were paraded and elicited unstinted commendation.

Among the get of Bismarck shown were Kentucky Hamble-

tonian, four years, record 2:27; Edgemark, two years,

record 2:33; Hambrino Bismarck, one year, record 2:49A;

Blue Grass Hambletonian, public trial 2:27; Victor Wilkes,

three years, public trial 2:29*. and several otherB with about

equally good records. Ten of Bismarck's two-year-olds have

shown better than a 40 gait, and several of hia yearlings have

gone a pace of from 2:49£ to three minutes. Fifteen of his

produce have shown ability to beat 2:30, and the extraordin-

ary showing accounts for the early filling of his book for 1838

at $200. Victor von Bismarck is a horse of fine appearance,

weighs 1,150 pounds and is capable of showing a 2:16 gait

when in condition. He is by Hnmbletoniao, dam Hattie

Wood, the dam of Gazelle, Louis Napoleon, Idol and other

fast ones. Captaiu Moore also owns Idol, a full brother to

Bismarck. Idol sired Pickwick, 2:29^, and is now in the pub-

lic stud at $75 with insurance.

The third of Captain Moore's great stallions, Twilight, is

also by Hambletonian, dam Mary Eulse, by Seely's American
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Star. Twilight is a blood brother to Diotator, the sire of Jay-

Eye-See, although his fee, $50, is much less than that of hie

famous relative. "The Cedars" stud is strong in the Hamble-

tonian, Clay and Star blood, and it is predicted by wise men
of Kentucky that the produce of one or other of the stallions

mentioned will go near to leading in record age for age with the

best of those met next season. Captain Moore has catalogued

a number of choice young colts and fillies sired by tbe famous

stallions mentioned, and will be glad to send the list, on

application to him, at Shawhan, Ky.

Heats.

The Chicago Horseman says editorially:

The movement inaugurated against the stereotyped same-

ness in the programmes of our trotting meetings has brought
forth a warm response from all points of the compass. The
California papers at once placed themselves in line, and sev-

eral eastern journals have also grappled with the question.

We maintain tbe moderate proposition that there is nothing

sacred about the rule which demands that all trotting and
pacing contests should be decided by the winner going

through the ordeal of winning three heats. In a large lield

the contest is liable to be so prolonged as to tire the public,

afford ample opportunities for disnonest combinations, and
finally result in the poorest horse winning the prize.

As long as the present system is the rule, the pernicious

system of laying up heats will continue to be permitted, and,

as long as such is the case, fraud will always be possible. In

a closely-contested race, a driver who does not wish to

"expose" his horse is able by driving out the leaders to

insure a settlement before the race is over, for the simple and
sufficient reason that the party have ample time between
heats to square themselves in the pool box.

Under the present system the power of the "combine" is

almost omnipotent, and the drivers who will defy it and run
the gauntlet are few and far between. The pernicious system

of betting on heats has also assisted to make the old system
more dangerous, and it must be surrounded with safe-guards

or abolished altogether. A stringent rule should be laid down
that every heat must be looked upon as a race, and if a horse

can win in three straight heats he must do so. It is abso-

lutely absurd to Bee a horse remain a strong favorite after los-

ing two heats, and then win in one-two-three order. In the

vast majority of such cases the earlier heats are simply lost

in order to extract the last possible dollar from the outside

public. The experienced horsemen are not to be deceived by
the exhibition. The nimble "helper" should be crushed out

by the stern hand of the intelligent judge, and the voice of

mercy should never be exercised upon his behalf. He is a

pest that should be wiped out by the iron hand of unrelent-

ing justice.

With these securities we think the regular three-in-five

heat contests will remain a useful and interesting feature of

trotting meetings. But variety is the spice of life, and the

two-in-three heats system having been fairly started, ensuring

a high rate of speed and quick action, it will always be pop-

ular. Iu a case of broken heats, under the present tedious

system of scoring, it is amply able to demonstrate both

speed and stamina. The slow processes of the past would be

utterly useless today, and the running track which relied

upon four-mile heats"would speedily have to close its gates.

The national sport has to-day a stronger hold than it ever has

had upon the popular heart. Trotting sport has still as warm
a place as it ever had in the affections of the American people,

but in order to attract them it must be in harmony with the

progressive tendencies of the age.

The programme should be varied. Let us have, in addition

to the regulation three-in-five contests, heat races, and mile

dashes. Two mile dashes and two-mile heats would also be

in order. "While horsemen should receive all the protection

and justice which the law allows, the managers of trotting

associations should remember that it is the public that they

must cater to if they wish to succeed. The Philadelphia

Record puts the case very neatly, and in one short article hits

the nail on the head, thus:

Several of the circuits during the past season, including

the "grand" one have had incompetent judges, men who have

failed to see that horses which were driven by noted drivers

were being "pulled." Two drivers were notoriously known
to have campaigned their horses from Detroit to New York

city, playing only for second and third places, though one of

them was forced to take a record at the last-named place.

Now, if competent and trustworthy judges had presided these

two drivers and their horses would have been expelled from

the tracks. With incompetency on one side and rascality on

the other there is little wonder that trotting races are not

booming into popular favor. There is no doubt as to the

honeBty and well meaning of many of the gentlemen who
improperly occupy the judges' stand, but the pub-

lic have been so often deceived by their incapacity that many
people have become quite disgusted.

Among the first things the managers of the tracks should

look to are the comfort and protection of their patrons.

Those -who pay at the gates Bre the valuable customers.

They should consequently be taken care of and be shown

fair play by having competent judges in the stand and

square drivers behind the horses. To increase the attend-

ance at the tracks the managers should have more variety

in the races. Instead of 3 in 5 to harness day in and day

out, let them present some 2 in 3 to harness, 2 in 3 under

the saddle, double-team races, specials with running mateB,

specials of 3 in 5 to harness, trotting against time, etc.

Then give larger purses, so as to command the best horses

and draw more people, and adhere strictly to the rules and

regulations, and good and popular racing will be the inev-

itable result, with a bigger crowd each succeeding day.

"With the advertisement which such a track would thus get,

there would be no question to its financial success.

There are a number of drivers who have started in to do

the right thing, but the continual scoring they have been

made to take and the unfair Btarts they have been given in

their races, added to "funny" decisions by the judges, have

doubtless made some of them eager and ready for "put-up

jobs " On the other hand there are drivers who are noted

for "chucking" heats and races. These should be weeded

out, as there are plenty of capable and honest hands to take

their places. . .

The opinions of the Horseman on the question of compe-

tent judges are well known, and the comfort and conveni-

ence of the public should be the first consideration with

the executive of every association. The public pay for the

entertainment, and the revenue derived from them Bhould be

sufficient to enable the associations to command the sup-

port of horsemen. The grandest and most useful sport ol

modern times deserves the highest encouragement, and the

trotting associations upon whom tbe responsibility rests ol

carrying the sport to its perfection should be equal to the

occasion/ukew

Among the Horsemen.

As winter draws near the meetings of roadites are more
frequent at Case's, Judge Smith's, Gus Sibbern's and other
road-houses. Sitting iu some quiet ouroer they talk over the

affairs of their acquaintances, and pass opinions on the cali-

bre of the various road horses. Many a steaming glass of

toddy will disappear and fragrant weed vanish during the

winter afternoons and evenings at these favorite places of

resort. The Club House at Fleetwood is the scene of such
sittings from spring until fall. Then passing events, horses,

men and things, their uses, capabilities, and like subjects

are discussed, and often betting points raised, hands shaken
to bind a match, or back an opinion, but the questions in dis-

pute rarely reach an issue, for in calmer moments one or

other of the parties seems willing to "take water."
Something of this kind occurred a few weeks ago when

Frank Work, the millionaire, owner of the ex-champion team,

Edward and Swiveller, met John Daniell, the Broadway dry
goods merchant. In tbe course of their talk they became
reminiscent, and each referred with pride to the bodily activ-

ity which they displayea in bygone years. The argument
waxed warm, and Mr. "Work, feeling "just so young as he
used to was," offered to bet his friend $1,000 that he eould
beat him a foot-race around Fleetwood track. The bet was
promptly taken; bat on Mr. Work's producing the §1,000 in

currency Mr. Daniell wished to cover it with his check, as he
did not happen to have the amount in cash with him. Mr.
Work Baid "the stakes must be put up in cash, or no race,"

and so the proposed match was off for that time.

Later on the parties met again and the old subject was
renewed. On this occasion Mr. Daniell took the initiative

and offered to start with Mr. Work at the scratch, or wire,

and run around Fleetwood track back to the wire, before Mr.
Work could reach the three-quarter pole. The latter gentle-

man promDtly accepted the bet, and S2.000 was put up in

John Barry's hands as stakeholder, the race to be play or pay,

and to come off the following day, Mr. Daniell appeared at

the time set, and Mr. Work came a little later. He had evi-

dently taken a second thought overnight, and intimated to

bis friend that it looked as if they were about to make fools

of themselves. Mr. Daniell replied, "Get off your coat, come
down on the track, and run for the stake like a man." "All

right," replied Mr. Work, "If you insist on loosing your
money I will just take a turn around the track behind Edward
and then be ready for you." But he and Edward at once
wended their way to the palatial stable on 56th street, and
left Mr. Daniell at the post. The race of course was post-

poned, and now Mr. Daniell claims the stakes as a forfeit in

the sense of a walk over. If Mr. Work recognizes his claim

Mr. Daniell says he will give Barry $500 and the other $500
to Charlie, the policeman stationed at McComb's Bridge; but

Mr. Work will scarcely stand this, and I think will hold out
for a race or return of his money.

True, a few ambitious and wealthy Northern breeders, hav-

ing special facilities for handling their colts at inclement

Beasons of the year, think they can meet their brethren of

Kentucky and the Pacific slope on common vantage ground.

But we cannot more conclusively show the advantages which
spring from mild latitudes, in favoring precocity and early

development of speed, than by reviewing the fastest records,

ranging from yearlings to four-year-olds, for the past six

years. November 24, 1881, Hinda Kose scored 2:36£ in

California, which stood as the best yearling record until

beaten by Sudie D., 2:35^, at Lexington, Ky., October 15,

1887, Palo Alto's Wildflower holds the two-year-old record,

2:21*, which Bhe made at San Francisco, October 22, 1881;

but she has done nothing really noteworthy since then. In

18S3 Hinda Kose came to Kentucky, and there set the three-

year-old mark at 2:19£. Patron partly redeemed the credit

of his nati7e State by equalling this mark in 1885, and the

present year Houri strengthened Kentucky's claims by trot-

ting in 2:19^-. But la6t came Sable Wilkes, and effectually

proved that California is foremost with three-year-olds, as he

lowered the mark to 2:18. The actual Btruggle for four-year-

old honors has been confined to California and Kentucky.

October 11, 1883, Bonita ascended the throne, and 2:18£ was

inscribed on her crown. September 26, 1884, "Elvira forced

her to abdicate by trotting in 2:18£. Another Palo Alto rep-

resentative wrested the honor from her December 30, 1884,

having that day gained a record of 2:17$, and to make assur-

ance doubly sure for the house of Palo Alto, Manzanita won
ihe Association Stake for four-year-olds at Lexington, Ky.,

September 2, 1886, scoring 2:16 the third heat. This is the

most worthy performance of those above enumerated, as it

was in a regular race, and not a single tilt against time.

The above achievements show conclusively that the race

for champion honors up to five years olds has been confined

to California and Kentucky, and until some of the Northern

stables send out young warriors of equal prowess, it is wise

to make a few of the races protective. Looking over the fore-

going list of peerlesB performers it is a visible fact that fillies

mature earlier than colts. Queens reign in tbe yearling, two-

year-old and four-year-old domain, and we find three ex-

queens in the four-year-old circle, Sable Wilkes being the

only undisputed monarch of the lot within the term and ages

specified. But beyond these ages the North can point with

pride to many rulers of the past and present, in harness, to

wagon, under saddle and to the pole, and its tenure in pro-

ducing their successors seems secure.

"Fearnaught" contributes the following: "Liveth there

no advocate for him?" came to my mind the other day while

among a knot of horsemen at Lexington, who were 'going

back' on Harry Wilkes with a vengeance. At last a silent

member of the party broke out, saying, "I'm for the little

horse, and hope to see him round, too, next season. Now
because he has been beaten a few times you're all down on

him. You forget that he has stood more than anybody's

trotter, the past three years, going against time, in free-for-

alls matches, exhibitions and all sorts of races, against trot-

ters and pacerB, on mile and half-mile tracks, in moBt of the

states and large cities, from early spring till late fall. No
wonder he grew stale at last. He drew thousands of people

atone time, and may again; that is if he is wintered judici-

ously and not asked to tax his powers early in the season.

Then look out for him in the grand circuit and great fall

fair.— Veritas, in Chicago Horseman.

Clyde and Shire Stallions.

Messrs. Killip & Co. advertise elsewhere the annual im.

portation of Clyde and Shire stallions and mares, sent by Mr-

John Scott from Melbourne. The stock will arrive by the

Australian steamer, due about January 10th. The former

importations from Mr. Scott were received with Rreat favor,

and the animals to arrive are fully up to the standard estab-

lished by that gentleman. Catalogues may be had of Messis.

Killip & Co., at 22 Montgomery street, immediately upon

arrival of the horses.

Cowboys and Boots.

The most ordinary "outfit" of a herder costs about $125,
which seems like needless extravagance, and is so, in part,

The extraordinary dearness of certain articles, such as a
fine sombrero or a heavy water-proof coat, is quite beyond
their intrinsic value. The taste is indulged as a matter of
whim mostly, but the cowboy is far more the slave of cap-
rice and the fashion of his kind than is imagined. Touches
of ornament here and there betray how much of the civil-

ized convention still clings to him, or, if you please, how
much of the savagery to which he is exposed and gradually
conforms to has grown into his nature. His life is so
rough, bo rude and brutal, that a Bort of internal reaction
occurs at intervals, out of which there Hashes a coarse but
genuine need for pleasure, for gayety, color, and its mani-
festations assume the strangest, most comical and pathetic
forms. The old and tattered sombrero has its sun-parched
hat tassels of gilt and tinsel; the sash encircling the waist,
and streaming in the wind as he rides, is sometimes of
orange or green like that of a Spanish torador in the bull-
ring. But of all parts of his costume the boots are emphat-
ically the most wonderful. It s in boots that the instinc-
tive dandjism lying at the bottom of a savage's nature crops
out unmistakably. Over a pair of stiff, straight boots

—

jacks, Bluchers, or raw hides—an Indian is complacently
and outrageously exultant. The cowboy is discriminating
and fastidious; he soars bigher, and, what is better, really

attains his aspiration. I am not traveled enough to say
what the mode is everywhere among the drivers of cattle

but in Texas they really surpass the most ambitious con-
ceptions of the modern Beau Brummel in the matter of

leather and prunella. There the cowboy sets himself out
like the jay in the fable, with as small and narrow and
high-heeled a boot as ever the cavaliers who followed Rupert
could boast, so close and so tightly pinched that it is only
donned and endured on certain solemn occasions. You
will not see these extraordinary foot coverings if ho is

whipping up a caballo or caballada (bunch of horses fol-

lowing a round-up) or a remontha (bunch of saddle horseB),

or if he has any other active work to do. The solemn
occasion is when he enters town after a long absence on
"the trail." Nothing then can be allowed to dispense with
the ceremony of boots; they must be worn, displayed,
exulted in mightily and unctuously, as a monk exult** in a
haircloth girdle. They are delectable things to the nascent
cowboys, the novices of the trail. See how high they are!

Look at the parti-colored faces in front! And listen to the
conchas, the silver ornaments outside the spur, as they jin-

gle and ring to the broncho's tread! This is indeed a glo-

rious moment in his experience. But once out of town, and
far from admiring eyes, off come these terrible toimentors,
and a few miles out of San Antonio you will meet your hero
or martyr, as the case may be, with the beautiful boots hang-
ing to his saddle, and his eye surveying them with a de-

fiant satisfaction. The heels, I omitted to say, are tbe chief

points of pride. No Athenian buckskin could have Btood so

majestically high; they lift a man several inches into the air

of this poor world, and lend him a Bort of moral loftiness.

When, through over-much usage, they wear down on one
side and the occupant stumbles and goes down, as may
easily happen, what a fall and humiliation is there, my
friends! It is said that the audacious among the "bull-

whackers" dance from this elevation, but only he can believe

it who has seen them egging around in a doleful bolero. As
for the boots themselves, I am quietly convinced in my own
mind 'that they are neither American nor Mexican, but pure,
untarnished Castilian. They have their proper and vener-
able parentage in the boots of the stately Dods who came over
with the old friars who Bought the seven cities of Ciboa

—

Scribner's Magazine.

Sensible Training of Farm Teams.

About every owner of a horse has some idea or particular

way of just how a horse should be broken to work. And it

would indeed be rare to meet with one who did not think
himself amply qualified to handle his horse in the right way.
The majority of horse owners consider a horse broken when
he is once subjected to line and bridle, and can be ridden or
driven while being goaded on with whip and rein.

Now, while for a time this may be very appropriate, yet
we can teach very many other tnings that are" indispensable
to a well-broken horse as the first few lessonB usually given
him. A horse should be made familiar with every duty he
is expected to perform. There is no easier way to do this

than to harmonize your action by word and speech of a con-
fiding nature. It is surprising how quick they will become
familiar with what is required of them, and readily obey
with an act of appreciation, that seemingly would only be
possible from man himself. When horses become familiar

with the voice of their owner or master, coupled with the
call of their own names given them, and which they will

readily learn to answer to, there is but little use of unneces-
sary trouble to get them to do as you wish. To-day I hitohed
a strong pair of young geldings to the mower, that have done
but little work at anything, and after the first two or three
rounds, it was surprising to see how soon they obeyed my
voice.

I might say here that I have always used a few words, in

a certain way, which distinctly mean just what I want a
horse to do, especially in ploughing, reaping or mowing.

For, as every farmer knows, we have to make accurate
turning at all such labor, if done anything like it should be,

and it should be made as easy as can be, both for ourselves
and teams. In making turns, which should always be on
the square, I teach my team to keep a steady gait straight

out until spoken to to stop. By speaking distinctly the usual
call "whoa" they will halt at once; when I call out "back
haw," "back gee," just as the turn may be, and will make a
square and easy turn every time. The horse to the turning
side will fall back one step, while tbe other will step round.
If at any time I need to make a gradual turning, or change
the course of my team a little, they will do so at the com-
mand of "haw" or "gee."

In working horses single or double it is well to teach them
to go by word, and in case of emergencies much might be
gained by it.

Two years ago, just during our hay harvest, I met with an
accident that made both my hands and wrists useless for a
time, so much so that I cuuldn't hold up the weight of a
line; but as I had a span of mares broken well to go by word,
I would have the lines fastened to the seat of the mower and
go round after round without the use of the lines at all.

—

Farming World, Edinburgh.

Count Valensin has purchased a ranch about two miles
from Pleasanton, and will put his horses into winter trainii

there. There are now at Pleasanton several fine Nut
colts belonging to Mr. Geo. Cropsey; also Mr. Carter's

Jim Carter, in the hands of Mr. A. A, Miller; also the
I Fred Ross, record 2:22, belonging to Mr. J. M. Alvis
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HERD AND SWINE.
Contagious Pleuro-Paeumonia.

M.J

The Hon. Norman J. Oolman, United States Commissioner

of Agriculture, delivered an address before the last Convention

of the Consolidated Cattle Growers' Association at Kansas

City on October 31st. which is of great valae to cattle men.

He spoke as follows:

Among the subjects of greatest importance to the industry

which you represent there is nothing which concerns yon

more than that of contagious pleuro-pneumonia among cattle.

This insidious disease, which has so seriously injured the

cattle interests of England, Scotland, Ireland, and the whole

Continent of Europe, has, as you know, secured a foothold in

this country, and is now threatening the great cattle industry
of the United States. As this subject is one of such peculiar

interest to yon, and as Congress has placed the work of sup-
pressing this plague in charge of a bureau that is under my
supervision, it will be appropriate for me to make a state-

ment, semi-official in character, of the means that have been
adopted and the work that has been done to secure the extir-

pation of this plague.
The act of Congress creating the Bureau of Animal Industry

was deficient in several particulars. It limited the number
of employes to twenty; it gave no power to destroy diseased

or exposed animals; it limited the expenditure of money to

quarantining and disinfecting herds and premises in States

whose executive officers would co-operate with the Bureau of

Animal Industry; it appropriated an amount of money
insufficient to accomplish any practical results; and lastly, it

failed to provide proper penalties for the enforcement of the

means adopted to extirpate the disease. It was hoped that

these defects would be corrected at the last session of Con-
gress, but the unfortunate division of sentiment between two
different measures apparently prevented legislation which
might otherwise have been obtained. The friends of the

Bureau of Animal Industry, however, succeeded in obtaining
at the very close of the session an appropriation of $500,000
—the first that has been sufficiently large to be of practical

use in stamping out disease—and at the same time some
additional authority was conferred upon the bureau in the
appropriating act. The limit to the number of employes was
removed; the right to kill both diseased and exposed animals
was granted, and money could be expended in States even
though the authorities failed to co-operate with the bureau.
Immediately after the passage of this act, and in consulta-

tion with the Chief of the Bureau of Animal Industry, I pre-

pared rules and regulations for the suppression of contagious
pleuro-pneumonia, in accordance with section 3 of the act of

Congress, approved May 29th, 18S4; and these roles and reg-

ulations by virtue of the authority contained in that section

became of equal force as if made by Congress itself. These
rules I certified to the Governors of all the States and Terri-

tories, and asked their co-operation in enforcing them. The
Governors of thirty-one States and Territories accepted theBe
rules and regulations, and promised the assistance of the
police officers of their respective States and Territories to

secure their enforcement.
To further strengthen the hands of the bureau in accom-

plishing its work, I suggested to the Legislatures of several

States, then in session, an act providing for State co-opera-
tion by placing the work in charge of the Bureau of Animal
Industry, and providing penalties for violation of any
quarantine regulations that might be made. The bill that I

suggested was considered favorably, and became a law in the

States of Khode Island, Virginia, New York and Illinois. So
much for what has been done in securing authority and
power to carry on this work. I will now tell you of what
work has actually been done toward suppressing the disease.

I placed in quarantine Cook Co., 111., on the 24th day of

May, 1887. On the same day I placed in quarantine the
counties of Baltimore, Howard, Carroll, and Prince George in

the State of Maryland, and the counties of New York, Win-
chester, Kings, Queens, Suffolk, and Richmond in the State

of New York. As Cook Co., 111., was the point of greatest

danger to the cattle industry, I placed in charge of the work
there Prof. James Law, professor of veterinary medicine in

Cornell University and State "Veterinarian of the State of

New York. In Maryland the work was in charge of Dr.
"Wray, and in New York in charge of Drs. McLean and Bell.

At the time of making these quarantines I issued a circular

letter to all of the railroad companies throughout the United
States requesting their co-operation with the bureau, and sug-
gesting the most effective way in which they could be useful
in assisting us to suppress pleuro-pneumonia and prevent its

spread. And I am pleased to state that very effective assist-

ance has been rendered us by the railroad companies, and in
every instance we 6nd thorn refusing to ship any cattle from
quarantined districts without permits given by our inspect-

ors. They also show a disposition to keep their cattle cars
oleaner and in better condition than formerly. During the
past year from January 1st to October 15th inspectors of the
Bureau of Animal Industry have examined 12,655 herds of
cattle. These herds contained 92,696 head. During the
same period of time they placed in special quarantine 478
herds, containing 6.956 animals, and 1,209 of these animals
were found diseased. This statement does not include the
animals quarantined in the city of Chicago. There have been
killed and poet-mortem examinations made of 7,741 head of

cattle, and 1,572 of these animals were found to be affected

with contagious pleuro-pneumonia. These figures represent
the total work of the bureau in all the quarantined districts.

And now as to the work done in the respective quarantined
counties. This work in Cook Co., Illinois, was, as I have
stated, placed in the charge of Prof. Law of New York State.

This gentleman needs no words of praise from me either as to

his ability or character. His reputation is national, and the
result of his work in Chicago is my best indorsement for hav-
ing assigned him this task. With the hearty and active co-op-
eration of the State officers of Illinois the bureau, during the
last six months, established a thorough and effective quaran-
tine in Chicago. Every bovioe was inspected and tagged;
not a cow could be moved from one stable to another, or
through the streets, or on the commons without a permit
from the officers of the bureau. Not an animal was allowed
to enter or leave the quarantined district without such a per-

mit. Ab quickly as diseased animals were found they were
slaughhtered, as well as all animals with which they had
come in contact. When premises were cleared of stock they
were thoroughly disinfected by the bureau's disinfecting corps.

As a result of this work carefully, thoroughly, and system-
atically performed, I am able to-day to Btate to you that
pleuro-pneumonia has been successfully stamped out of Cook
Co., III., and there is no longer any danger to be feared from
that locality. The quarantine will be removed about the 1st

of December, and the thanks of the cattlemen of the country

are due to Dr. Salmon, Chief of the Bureau of Animal Indus-
try; to Prof. Law, and to the State Board of Illinois for this
successful termination of their work in Chicago. The total
number of herdB examined in Chicago since January 1st of
the present year is 6,652, and the number of animals" 22,447.
A total of 4,607 cattle were killed, and 349 found diseased.

"While Chicago, being in the heart of the cattle district and
a great disturbing center, has seemed to be the greatest point
of danger, the States of Maryland and New York are in
reality the great hot beds of contagious pleuro-pneumonia
in this country. For years it has existed iu Maryland and
de6ed all efforts of the State authorities to stamp it out.
In New York State the cities of New York and Brooklyn
and their suburbs are plague spots that have been infected
for more than forty years, and from which the disease has
again and again spread to other parts of the country.

'

In Maryland to-day we have the disease under control.
The same system of quarantine that was enforced in Chicago
is being established in Baltimore. Prof. Law is at present
reorganizing the work in that city, and it will be done ha
thoroughly as is possible. As the disease exists there to a
gr£ater extent than it did in Chicago, and as the contagion is,

[ might say, "rooted in the soil," it will take a much longer
time to effectu allay stamp it out. What has already been
done since Jan. 1st is shown by the following figures:
Three thousand eight hundred and fifty-five herds have

been examined, numbering 45,387 head of cattle; 298 herds
have been placed in special quarantine both State and
National, and 3,808 animals forming these herds have been
locked and chained. Eight hundred and fifty-three of these
animals were diagnosed as being diseased. "We have par-
chased and killed in Maryland 2,224 animals, and 954 of theBe
on post-mortem examination were found to have contagions
pleuro-pneumonia

.

The disease in Maryland to-day is practically confined to
the county of Baltimore. W e believe we have succeeded in
stamping it out in tne counties of Howard, Carroll and
Prince George, but the quarantine of these counties will be
maintained until "assurance" has- been made "doubly sure."
In Virginia and the District of Columbia the bureau has

failed to find any pleuro-pneumonia during the past year.
Some 3,675 animals were examined and none showed any
symptoms of the disease.

In New Jersey some cases of pleuro-pneumonia have been
found. Nearly 10,000 animals have been examined and 561
of them placed in quarantine. One hundred and twenty-
seven animals have been slaughtered, fifty-eight of them hav-
ing the plague. The bureau and the State officers are work-
ing in harmony, and all precautions are being taken to
promptly destroy every herd among which the disease may
be found. The ferries and water front of Jersey City are
carefully guarded to prevent stock coming into the State from
the infected districts of New York.
The outbreaks found in New Jersey have been mostly

traced to animals brought into the State from New York.
This importation of cattle is now being watched, and it is

thought further outbreaks from this source will be prevented.
In New York State fresh outbreaks of pleuro-pneumonia

have occurred during the year in the counties of Delaware
and "Washington. The infecied herds in these counties were
promptly seized by the officers of the bureau and the plague
was quickly Btamped out. In both instances the disease was
traced to cattle purchased at the stock yards of New York
city. Since that time the county of New York has been
placed under a Rtrict quarantine, and we hope to prevent any
more outbreaks from this source. The act of the Legislature
of New York, together with an executive order made by the
Governor of the State, places the work completely in the
hands of the Bureau of Animal Industry. It is made a mis-
demeanor to move any bovine animal out of the quarantined
distiicts without a permit from the officers of this bureau.
You can see, therefore, that we have all the necessary author-
ity and penalties to carry on the work successfully in New
York. So far there have been examined in New York State
11,234 animals and 848 animals have been slaughtered, 238 of
them being diseased.

I have thus, gentlemen, briefly sketched for you the work
of the Bureau of Animal Industry for the year 1887. I might
summarize it by saying that pleuro-pnuemonia has been
stamped out of Chicags, 111., out of the counties of Delaware
and Washington, State of New York, and the counties of
Howard, Carroll, and Prince George, in Maryland; and that
it is under control in Baltimore, Md., and in the remaining
infected districts of the State of New York. The bureau at
present has all the authority and law necessary for it to suc-
cessfully handle the disease in the States where it exists, and
the most important thing that remains to be done in the way
ot legislation is to obtain for next year a sufficient appropria-
tion that may be used for the same purposes as that given for
the current year. It iB true that some amendments are needed
to the animal industry law, but with an appropriation clause
suoh as we are now working under, such amendments are
not essential to the success of the pleuro-Dneumonia work.
Any new legislation urged by the friends of this work should
be first considered with the greatest possible care. It would
be far better to have no additional legislation of this charac-
ter, than to secure that which would cripple the work now in
such active progress and having such prospects of success. I
trust that tne convention will consider this subject with
deliberation, and I promise you my sincerest efforts in the
future, as in the past, to bring about the speedy extermina-
tion of this dangerous plague.

Packing Montana Beef.

Digestibility of Hay.

In the consumption of hay and clover, there is, perhaps,
under ordinary circumstances, a less proportion digested and
so rendered available in the growth or fattening of animals
than is generally supposed. This has been pretty clearly

demonstrated in a serieB of digestion experiments that have
been conducted at the Maine Station. The composition of

the timothy hay is given as follows: Protein compounds,
5.94; crude fibre, 2S.S9; nitrogen free extract, 47.41; fat, 2.67.
Of the above there is under ordinary circumstances digested,
protein compounds, 2.7; crude fibre, 12.4; nitrogen free

extract, 27.9; fat, 1.4.

By the above it appears that only about one-half of the
nutritive principles of timothy are digested. In the case of
clover hay the result is very nearly the Bame, the only differ-
ence of any account being in the fact that clover hay furnishes
about twice aB much of protein compounds as the timothy.
Assuming that 3,875 pounds of timothy is out from an acre
there will be digested 104.6 pounds of protein matter, while
from an acre of 4,075 pounds of clover hay, would be digested
228.2 pounds of protein, with but little difference iu the fat
and nitrogen free extraot. As the protein contains the sub-
stance for animal tissue, this is important in the feeding of
growing and young aoimals.

It may not be generally known, butit is a fact, nevertheless,
that the city of Minneapolis sends abroad no small quantitv
fo that popular article of diet known as "sow belly." In
spite ot the Bismarckian aversion to American hog, most
of this export goes to Germany, and the quantity is rapidly
increasing" year by year. As yet the northwest exports no
beef, as it requires for its own consumption all it can kill,
but the time is not far distant when a large train of refrigera-
tor cars will each day leave the Twin Cities, carrying Mon-
tana cattle to be shipped to Europe. "What is now carried on
on a small scale will eventually becomea gigantic enterprise,
and that time is not far distant, either. Few people there are"
who have not, at some time in their lives, witnessed the pro-
cess of slaughtering domestic animals. They have seen' the
maul fall on the forehead of the bullock and the caif
and the knife pierce the throat of the hog and the sheep
all of it done in an unintentionally barbarous Btyle that
would have called out an indignant protest from the humane
society. This is the farm style of slaughtering, and is far
different from the professional methods in vogue in the aba-
toir of the large packing house of a stockyard. "While such
scenes are daily being enacted about the city, they are
unfamiliar save to those directly interested, unless it is the
dozen or more consumptives who make a daily visit for the
purpu-3 of drinking warm bull's blood.
"Did you ever Bee the packing of Montana cattle?" was

asked a (Jlobe reporter by Meat Inspector Mea the other day.
The answer was evidenced in the fact that a half hour later
found the pair in the packing house of the Minneapolis
Provision Company, at the Transfer. A car load of Montana
steers had just been run into the yards, and the visit was an
opportune one. They are wild as buffaloes, and their long,
sharp horns are a menace which is not without its meaning.
To venture amoug them on foot would be almost certain
death, yet a cowboy might ride among them with impunity.
For this reason the mode of killing them is entirely different.
Over the pens board walks are laid for the drivers, who prod
the cattle with a pole and drive them to the packing- house
as required. Connected with the pens and standing directly
up to the dressing room are four small pens, each just large
enough to admit one steer and in which he cannot turn.
"When ready for the sacrifice he stands in this little coop
facing the house and is visible through a small aperture
opening in the doors. When a carcass is wanted a rifle is
thrust through this aperture and a bullet goes crashing
through the steer's forehead, bringing him to the ground.
The doors are thrown opeD, a rope passed about his neck
and the carcass dragged out upon the floor. A dextrous
movement of a knife severs a large artery in the neck and
the blood pours out in torrents. In a few moments life ia
extinct and the huge body is turned upon its back. One
stroke removes each leg at the knee and another severs the
head, the five pieces passing to another workman. The
hide is ripped from throat to tail and a few strokes loosens
the viscera. Hooks are caught in the hind quarters and the
carcass is gradually elevated as the work of cleaning goes on,
and by the time the body is free of the floor, the interior has
been nicely cleaned, the contents going to still another
quarter for treatment. The hide iB then stripped off in a
few minutes, and the pink and white carcass wiped off and
dried, the finishing strokes falling to the man with the large
clever, who Bplits it into sides and runs the sides into the
refrigerator. Not ten minates have been required for the
operation which converted a wild steer into two sides of
marketable beef, and the animal warmth has not left the
body when the work is done.
The tail, liver, heart and sweetbreads, all of which are

delicious, are nicely cleansed and carried to the refrigerator.
The intestines are washed and packed for Bologua sausage
cases, and the inner lining of the huge pauch goes for tripe.
The refuse of all kinds, including the blood, which rapidly
coagulates, goes to the rendering works and is converted into
fertilizer, instead of being dumped into the river, which im-
provement was brought about by a recent article in the Globe,
describing the horrors of the dump. The head is carefully
skinned and every veBtige of flesh removed, to be converted
into sausage meat. The shank, tendons, and other sinewy
parts are glue stock, while the horn, hoof, and shank bone
are converted into buttons, combs, and knife handles. Not
a particle is wasted.
Strange to say, the killing room is devoid of the slightest

unpleasant odor. There is a smell of fresh blood, with its
unmistakable saline flavor, but that is wholesome and not
disagreeable. The Blanting floor carries off the torrents of
blood, with the assistance of a rubber scraper, such as is used
to wash plate windows, and the plentiful use of water keeps
even this clean and sweet. It is noticeable that every one of
the workmen is stalwart and brawny, and gives evidence of
the wholesomeness of the occupation. Indeed, it is proverb-
ial that butchers are fat and healthy.—Husbandman.

POULTRY.
Preserving Eggs.

Prof. JameB Long, the well-known writer on dairy topics, and
Mr. Tegetme'er, the great British authority on poultry matters,
were the judges this year of the Birmingham (EDgland) show,
which offered prizes for the best modes of preserving eggs,
and Professor Long, in a recent issue of the Mark Lane
Express, gives the following aocount of their deliberations
and conolUBions:

I have had the advantage of going through the preserved
egg classes with Mr. Tegetmeier, the judge of the dairy show,
and of seeing every sample opened, aDd, although there have
been a very large number of entries, there can be no question
sb to the perfection of preserving in lime and in salt, though
several other artioles have beetf'nsed for the purpose. It is
strange to note that although many exhibitors employ both
lime and salt, these articles are prepared in a different man-
ner. I have in past years observed that eggs have repeatedly
failed when they have been packed in salt, and it is evident
it was on account of their being invperfecly paoked. As thf
result of the competitions Mr. Tegetmeier is of the opinion,
and from what I have repeatedly seen I can endorse what he
sayB, that when salt is used it is advisable to obtain a box in
which tho bottom is screwed on. A layer of an inch of salt
is followed by a layer of eggs packed close together but not
touching eaoh other. These are again covered with a loyei
of dry salt well pressed in. and followed by unother layer o:

eggs, and so on until the top is reached, core being taken thai
the salt is perfeotly dry throughout, and that'it is thoroughl
well pressed in the box. When the box is filled the lid is
fixed, and whon it is necessary to commence to use the eggs
the bottom of the box is unscrewed and the stalest taken out
first. Where lime is adopted as a preservative a different
course must be observed from that whioh has been common.
It has been the custom to recommend a thick mixture of lima
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; and water, or lime cream, but it is found in practice that the

ieggs become so firmly imbedded in the lime that it is fre-

quently difficult, or even impossible, to take them out; and
as there is no advantage in using a large quantity of lime, for

I the water can take up only a certain proportion, it is found

I

preferable to simply drop the eggs into lime water, such as
i would be made from a mixture of a good handful of lime to

•a gallon 'of water. In preserving it is better to use a large

vessel than a small one, and all should, if possible, be of

jearthenware, the mouth being perfectly secure and made air-

tight when the vessel is filled. The numerous systems of

preserving with mixtures containing salt lime, besides tartaric

laoid and oil, are all inferior to the methods referred to. One
other system, however, appears to succeed. It is that of

jpacking the eggs in sweet bran in boxes which are turned once
{every week. In some instances sawdust is used for packing
jeggs which have been dipped in some preserving composition,
but although they are preserved a flavor is conveyed to the
white corresponding to that of the material in which they are

THE KENNEL.
• Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earnest possi-

Ible notices of wbelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and dealbs

3ln tbeir kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
Jjuid of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Waltonion Goes Coursing.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—From east, west, north

and south the battle is raging fast and furious among the

longtails. Ever since I knew what coursing was this season

takes the "cake;" that really so many meetings advertised is

.nearly as bad as though there were but few. Coursing men
are almost in the doldrums to know which meeting they will

I

patronize. Secretaries of clubs are hopping about pretty lively

and sending out circulars to every Tom, Dick, and Harry

lhat owns a greyhound, soliciting their patronage for a nomi-

nation for their special meetings; nevertheless the intended

programmes fall far short of their expectations. I am sorry

W mention that the once-famous Scottish National Club fell

into that category. They issued their card for a 32 all-ages

it £6 10s. each, with a valuable Jubilee Cup added for the

sinner, and only 14 answered to the call. Caledonian Cup

sor 32 DUppies brought together 16. No doubt the Laird of

Dnndas Castle felt aggrieved at the meagre programme, as he

aad worked hard to resuscitate the meeting. There are some

zents in San Francisco that have witnessed many brilliant

rials in the good old days of Bab-at-the-Bowster. She was
,he only near match for the wonderful Master HcGrath.

3ab always figured at the principal meetings throughout the

ringdom, and generally came out with the winning number.

ji her day she was considered to be the best piece of dog

lesh that was ever lapped in a skin, whereas MeGrath was a

)arlordog, and bottled up from year for the coveted Waterloo

3up. Anyhow the popular owner of Dundas Castle had one

tonsolation in seeing such a large and orderly crowd of spec-

ators witnebs some first-class coursing. My friend and name-

lake won the Jubilee Cup with Darline, a bitch he bought

ast year from Mr. Lea (of sauce fame), who has given up
lis kennel of greyhounds for bigger four-footed animals.

Che Puppy Stakes were divided by Mr. W. Patterson's Wigho
md his Mongolian. Consolation Stake was won by the

jaird J. Russell's Rival King. It is to be hoped the next

'enture nominators will rally round the Scottish National

Slab and give them a bumper. The Litchfield Club have had
grand time. That indefatigable secretary, Mr. Trevor, can

ie congratulated on the success of the meeting, while the

hanks of coursing sports are due to the Marquis of Anglesey

ox permission to hold forth over his well-stocked preserves.

?he noble marquis, like a great many more, has been trying

or years to get hold of a clinking good dog, but so far has

ailed, although he did manage to pull off a small stake with

is Arabelle, by Assistance—Golden Plover. Mr. Trevor, the

ongenial secretary, has fallen into bad luck lately, yet he keeps

large kennel of the best blood. Some of his strains figure

•retty prominently in California. Ridgway (Lytham) have

ast got over a two days' heavy business amidst fine weather

nd grand running—which the Clifton Estate is famous for

—

reducing fast-running hares, generally known as Jack o'

»ods. I have before mentioned the bad luck Sir R. Jar-

ine and Sir Thomas Brocklebank have had for years back,

o the old problem is true that a long lane has a turn, and

torn the present outlook they have struck "ore" at last, the

wrner having supplemented his Gosforth Park victory with

is puppy dog Wigtown by again earning winning brackets.

irThomas carried off the palm with his two bitches Breaksea

ad Barbotun. A third, Black Mail, after winning two

Dorses, had to be drawn from the stake on account of lame-

ess, as' no doubt she would have participated in the division.

Everybody seemed pleased to see the two old veterans bid-

ing for the front ranks. Truer sportsmen never put foot

lto a field.

North Lancashire Stakes, for dog puppies, at £3 5s.

ioh, brought out 31, and 90 paid 10s. each forfeit. Mr.

tornby's Hungerford by Waterford—Hiogo, and Sir Robert

ardine's Wigtown, byLochinch—Woodruff, divided. South

ancasbire Stake for bitch puppies, at £3 5s. each, brought

at 23, and 100 paid 10s. each forfeit. Divided by Sir T.

rocklebank's Breaksea, by Aberbreant—Banchory, and his

arbolan, by Mineral Water—Bandera. Mineral Water died

vo weeks ago. Clifton Cup, for twelve all-ages, at £6 10s.

tch, Mr. Porter's Pomeroy, by Picking Band—Peppercorn,
as declared the winner. Capt. Archdale's Alcander, by As-

don—Aunt Heela, drawn lame. Farmers' Stake, a privilege

ie tenants has of nominating a dog, as they are not allowed

i keep a greyhound. The nominator of the winner gets a

.ece of plate. The meeting was only poorly attended by

ie upper ten, which was anything bat encouraging to Lady

Lifton, who keeps a large staff of gamekeepeis for the club's

anefit. However, I trust the members will muster in strong

rce next time. Aberbriant's puppies are running remarkably

ell. I saw him when he first made his "bow" in public,

I

id put him down as a fast dog. He was far from being a

>od general in coming up to his hare. He never would try

: id steady himself, but let fly, hit ox miss, and tumble head

/er heels. His extra speed saved him many times from de-

'. at. His father, the celebrated Misterton, waB both fast and
'

ever at close quarters, seldom ever making a mistake. He
1 over twelve years old. and yet kept quite busy at the stud.

As there was no coursing last Monday, for a change my bet-

; r half and self took a trip to the Manchester Exhibition, and

a last peep on the face of the raost-popolar man in the

;dom—Gladstone. When he entered the building I never

such an ovation given to any human beiDg. Hats,

sticks, handkerchiefs and babies waving overhead. Shouts
of "Gladstone for ever!" "Gladstone the deliverer of Ireland!"
"Gladstone the poor man's friend!" "Gladstone and tbo
United States!" Well, corns and bunions had special atten-
tion paid them. At 2 p.m. 23,000 people had come in at the
gate. Pioture that immense mass of people surging to and fro,

and a big fat tellow jamming you up against an iron pillar. It

was no joke. Oar slim timbers began to creak as though we
were carrying on a heavy press of canvas. It took us one
hour to find our way out of the building to make the journey
home, not sorry when "boss" and self reached oar humble
cottage. Tuesday last I started for Haydock Park to see the
Great Champion Produce Stake run for. The weather was
all that could be desired. Despite the attractive programme
the attendance was slim. Before the business of the day
began I came across an old acquaiutance, a scribe for a Lon-
don sporting paper. He has never yet fell in love with en-

closed coursing. He contends there is not the excitement as

in open country, where you see the judge, slipper and beaters
looking for puss. Then up she jumps, away go the dogs over
hedges and ditches. There is excitement in that! Well, that

is true, and I had to patronize enclosed coursing many times
before I could take kindly to it, and I must admit I have seen
this last week trials to test the merits of any dog. Again,
this new style of coursipg, I notice, suits a good many more
who are m the same fix as "Waltonian," that do not profess

to wade through hedges and ditches as in dayB gone by. Mo,
no, my gentle readers, there's no rubbing that out. The
card showed 12S puppies at £5 each, winner £500, runner-
up £150. At 11:30 a.m. a commencement was made by hand-
ing over to the slipper the Irish dog Prince Alexander and the
Lancashire dog Green Pea, A better course I never saw on this

ground. It was contested inch by inch from start till puss
made her escape. Neither youngster threw a chance away.
Prince got tne verdict with little to spare. He is fast and a

splendid workman. "Mark that!" Mr. Fawcett's Fashion
Follower gave us a nice exhibition in running away from
John Barleycorn, slap-bang into his hare, and tumbled two
or three times over with puss in his mouth. Mr. Hinks, in

my opinion, has a fast clipper, although he did not raise a

flag. He is named Hartington, and will put more to the

right about than will put him, or I am no judge. The
allotted day's work of 64 courses and two "no go's," including

one hour for lunch, finished by 4:15. Wednesday we began
in the second stage of the Produce Champion Stake in charm-
ing weather, but that did not increase the attendance. The
sport was of a first-class character, with 64 dogs standing on.

There were added to the card 32 all-ages, -at £4 each, which
made another day's work of 64 courses. In the all-ages there

were a few old stagers that can do a wonderful amount of

looking on. Dogs that have run over enclosed ground a few
times generally know the windward side, as was the case to-

day. A judge that sees the rascals playing the waiting game
gives them their ticket-of-leave, and justly so. Thursday
was auotber ,glorious day, hares running in their very best

form. Most of them gave the dogs all they could do to pull

them down. Two eight-dog stakes were added to the card,

that made a very fair day's work. Friday, and the "final,"

which has lasted four days, was brought to a successful con-

clusion so far as sport went. The last four remaining in the

Champion Produce—Mr. Park's Prince Alexander by Mac-
pherson—Brighton Lady, beat Mr. Fawcett's Forest Fire by
Free Forester—Ella; Mr. Darlinson's Dick Vrvian by Dick
Day—Miss Station, beat Mr. Graham's Maggie Park by Mis-
terton—Glengower; divided by the Irish dog Prince Alexan-
der and Engli-h dog Dick Vivian, on account of a blunder
having been made with the all-age stake. A long division

occurred between Mr. Wansbrough's Wimbourn, Mr. Swin-
bourn's Crown Point, Mr. Park's Prince Napoleon and Capt.

Archdale's Algazer. I have not as yet picked a Waterloo dog
out, at the same time I have my eye on two or three. In
my neighborhood Saturday is devoted to fox-terrier rabbit-

coursing, got up by the young bloods of Liverpool, and a

very pleasant sport it is amongst the little gamesters. I

understand you have quite a number of tbose game little dogs
in San Francisco. Then why not, sir, get up a meeting. I

am sure it would be quite a change from killing rats in a back
room. "How's that, brothers Jeems and O'Mar?1

' Adoo!
Adoo! Waltonian.
Liverpool, Oct. 25, 1887.

American Field Trials Entries.

Following are the entries for the All-Aged Stake and Cham-

pion Stake of the American Field Trials Club trials next

month. There are forty-one setters and nine pointers, a total

of fifty, distributed thus: Arkansas 2, Connecticut 1, Georgia

2, Kentucky 1, Maine 1, Manitoba 1, Mississippi 3, Missouri

1, Montana 1, New Jersey 10, New York 2, Ohio 8, Pennsyl-

vania 2, Tennessee 17, Virginia 2, Wisconsin 6.

SETTERS.

Jim Gladstone, black, white and tan dog, March, 1885, by
Paul Gladstone—Busy Bee. John DresB, Little Hock, Ark.
Mat, black, white and tan bitch, May 2, 1836, by Gath's

Mark—Dell. James N. Maclin, Keeling, Tenn.
Rena, black and white bitch, Feb. 2, 1835, by Ben Hill—

Zoe W. Chas. F. Loudon, Cincinnati, O.

Noble C. black, white and tan dog, April 22, 1884, by
Count Rapier—Belle of Hatchie. Walter H. Drain, Clarks-

ville, Tenn.
Rod-Gem, black, white and tan dog, Oct. 18, 1885, by Rod-

engo—Gem. L. A. Boli, Hamilton, O.

Breeze Gladstone, black, white and tan dog, June, 1885,

by Gladstone—Sae. Wm. A. Buckingham, Norwich, Conn.
Effie Hill, black, white and tan bitch, Dec. 26, 1885, by

Prince B.—Donna. A. L. Malone, Palo Alto, Miss.

Kocrs, black, white and tan dog, June, 1882, by Lava
Rock—LedderBdale. W. W. Titus, Montpelier, Miss.

Donna Tello, orange and white dog, May, 1885, by Baden
-Baden—Glover's Daisy. Edward Hyde, Decatur, Ga.

Daisy F., lemon and white bitch, Sep. 1883, by Gleam-
Dean. Dudley & Fisher, Nasbville, Tenn.
Dad Wilson, black, white and tan dog, Aug. 9, 1884, by

Cambridge—Dido II. J. Shelley Hudson, Covington, Ky.
Keystone, black, white and tan dog, Jane 27, 1885, by

Gladstone—Sue. S. L. Bogge, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Tasso, black, white and tan, Oot, f 1883, by Startle—Nellie

C. Jerry Cockrell, Memphis, Tenn.
Gay Gladstone, orange and white bitch, Dec. 26, 1884, by

Gladstone—Flounce. B. P. Holliday, Prairie Station, Miss.

Mandan, blue belton dog, June, 1883, by Count Noser

—

Lola. R. B. Morgan, Akron, Ohio.

Kino Noble, bloe belton and white dog, Aug. 28, 1833, by
Count Noble—Rosalind. J. I. Case Jr., Racine, Wis.

King's Mark, blue belton and while dog, April 12, 1886,

by King Noble—Belle Belton. J. I. Case Jr.

Dixie Belton, black and white bitch, March 27, 1885, by
Dick B.—Belle Belton. J. I. Case Jr.

King's Dan, blae belton dog, Jaly 26, 1885, by KiDg Noble
—Elsie Belton. J. I. Case Jr.

Blssie B., blue belton bitch, July 25, 18S5, by King Noble
—Elsie Belton. Laredo Kennel, Racine, Wis.
Bohemian Girl, black and white bitch by Count Noble

—

Mollie Belton. Laredo Kennel.
Juno A., black and white bitch, May 14, 1882, by Draid

—

Ruby. Memphis and Avent Kennel, Memphis, Tenn.
Cassio, black, white and tan dog, April 28, 1S85, by Count

Noble—Lizzie Hopkins. Memphis and Avent Kennel.
Jean Val Jean, black, white and tan dog, March 7, 1885,

by Mingo—Twin Maud. Memphis and Avent Kennel.
Allie James, lemon and white bitch, March 7, 1835, by

Mingo—Twin Maud. Memphis and Avent Kennel.
Chance, black, white and tan dog, June 1, 1885, by Roder-

igo—Bo-Peep. Memphis and Avent Kennel.
Nat Goodwtn, black, white and tan dog. June 1, 1885, by

Roderigo—Bo-Peep. Memphis and Avent Kennel.
Ollie S., black, white and tan bitch, March 7, 1S86, by

Paul Gladstone—Lottie. Memphis and Avent Kennel.
Nellie Cambridge, black, white and tan bitcb, June 18,

18S5. by Ricket— Daisy Cambridge. Richard Dorman, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Prince, black and white dog by Jeff—May. D. E. Ran,
Lawrenceburg, Tenn.

Cyclone, black, white and tan dog, Jan. 1, 1884, by Light-
ning—Dora Royal. H. A. Renfroe, Cole City, Ga.
May M., black, white and tan bitch by Dake—Fannie. R.

B. Morgan, deputy, Akron, O.
Bun Roy, liver and white dog, March 30, 1SS5, by San Roy

—Queen Bess. L. B. Sgugs, Memphis, Tenn.
Dure, black, white aad tan dog by Doncaster—Flirt. A.

S. Bishop, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Gloster, black, white and tan dog, July 24, 1S34, by Dash-

ing Rover—Trinket. James L. Breese, Tuxedo Park.
Nortier, no particulars given. John W. Besserer, Helena,

Mont.
Dan, liver and white dog, Aug. 9, 1884, bv Cambridge—

Dido II. W. B. Shattuc, Cincinnati, O.
Count Paris, liver and white dog, May 2, 1S86, by Count

Noble—Dido II. C. W. Paris, Cincinnati, O.
Cambria, blue belton bitch, by Cambridge—Pet Laverack.

Tbos. Johnson, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Jim Bludsoe, dog, Dec. 3, 18S3, by Bader-Baden—Daisy

Dot. J. W. Renfroe, Atlanta, Ga.

POINTERS.

Spot, liver and white dog, 18S3, by Drake—Fan. J. B. C.
Lucas, St. Louis, Mo.

Joe Pape, black dog. John Drees, Little Rock, Ark.
Bead of Portland, black, white and tan dog, Nov. IS,

1885, by Graphic—Zitta. H. F. Farnham, Portland, Me.
Pap Smizer, liver and white dog, July 24, 18S4, by Meteor

—Diana. Charles Wheaton and Gustave Sander, Dayton, O.
Duke of Hessen, liver and white dog, May 9, 1885, by Lack

of Hessen—Blarney. F. R. Hitchcock, New Xork.
Graphic, liver and white dog, April 15, 1881, by Bonus

Sancho—Fursdon Juno. Graphic Kennels, Netherlands, N.
J.

Bracket, liver and white dog, Feb. 8, 18S4, by Graphic-
Leach's Bloomo. Graphic Kennels.
Lad of Bow, liver and white dog, March 19, 1884, by

Graphic— J. Price's Climax. Graphic Kennels.
Beppo TIL liver and white dog, May 26, 1884, by

Meally. GraDhic Kennels.
Graphic III, liver and white dog, Feb. 18, 1SS6, by Gra-

phic—Leach's Bloomo. Graphic Kennels.
Meally, liver and white bitch, July 12, 1881, Statter's Pat

— J. Price's Climax. Graphic Kennels.
Revel III, liver and white bitch, Feb. 2, 18S3, by Graphic

—Beryl. Graphic Kennels, Netherlands, N. J.

Lass of Bow, liver and white bitch, March 19, 1S84, by
Graphic—J. Price's Climax. Graphic Kennels, Netherlands,
N.J.
Bloomo, liver and white bitch, August, 1881, by Bang II

—

Weppel's Belle. Graphic Kennels, Neitheriands, N. J.

Nick of Naso, liver and white dog, April 15, 1885, by Naso
II—Pettigo. C. J. Peshall, Jersey City, N. J.

Rod, liver and white dog, 1834, by Meteor—DelL W. B.
Stafford, Trenton, Tenn.
Rex, liver and white dog, 1836, by Mainspring—Dell. W.

B. Stafford, Trenton, Tenn.
Joy of Prince, liver and white bitch, Aug. 23, 1835, by

Parcell's Flockfinder—Ion. J. A. Purcell, Hickory Grove,
Va.

champion stake.

Gate's Mark, black, white and tan setter dog, May 23,

1884, by Gath—Gem. James ft. Maclin, Keeling, Tenn.
Richmond, liver and white poiuter dog, Jaly 27, 18S3, by

Vandevort's Don—Beulah. James E. Gill, Franklin, Pa.
Roderigo, black, white and tan dog, by Count Noble

—

Twin Maud. Memphis and Avent Kennel, Memphis, Tenn.
Cincinnati, O. C. W. PARfs, Sec. and Treas.

Prom Mr. Henry Maneels.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I wish to drop you a

few lines in regard to sending me a copy of the Breeder and
Sportsman with which I have thus far been supplied by our

esteemed friend Mr. Clem Dixon, who is at piesent living in

Liverpool. I spent about ten days with him, attending a num-
ber of coursing meetings, and had a splendid time in general.

I have also met a Dumber of doggy men in Eaglaud to whom
Mr. Chas. Mason, of New York, was so kind as to introduce

me, and also Mr. Graham, of Belfast, the owner of the cham-

pion IriBh terrier, to whom Col. Taylor introduced me. I

also saw the king of dogs "Plinliuamon." Mr. Elitor, you
ought to send for him. Mr. Smith, of Leeds, only wants one
thousand guineas for him. He stands thirty-five inches to

the shoulder, and weighs two hundred and seventeen pounds.
He would be an ornament to our city. To-day is Sunday,
and usually a very quiet day in London, but the working
men (unemployed) are having a meeting in Trafalgar Square.
I never saw Buch a throng of people. Trouble is expected
every moment, but the police forceis outin great numbers and
will be able to subdue them in a short time. There is no
country like the United States, and I shall be happy when
I reach the American shore again. I was invited to a par-
tridge shoot,but found oat that it was such ioferior sport to our
qaail shooting that I would not waste my time at it. They
slaughter the birds here. I have beeu enjoying myself im-
mensely since leaving 'Frisco. In about a week I leave for

Norway and Sweden, from thence to Germany and southern
Europe, aud about February I Dioceed to Asia, so you see
there is quite a little trip left forme. Charging you witfc

remembraaces to members of the Pacifio Kennel Club and
all friends. J. Henry Mangels,
American Exchange, toN., Oct. 24, '87.
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A Few Scattering Remarks-

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—There is nobeUerilius

t ration of my views on setter breeding than Captain Hamilton

expresses in yonr issue of October 22d. I long nnrsed a

desire to own a dog Btrong in the Dnke—Ehoebe blood, believ-

ing then, as I do now, that this combination is the sub-

stratum of setter breeding; therefore, when I finally pur-

chased from Dr. G. A. Stark his dog Stark's Eake, I was

happy in the thought that I had secured what I was looking

for; and I believe I have. Stark's Eake is by Eake ex

Madame Llewellin; she is Eake ex Eocksie, she by Eock ex

Dora; Eock bv Field's Bruce ex Daisy; Field's Bruce by

Dash II ex "Bhmbe; Dora by Duke — Bhcebe; Eake

by Dan ex Baby; Dan by Duke—Ehcebe; and Euby by Fred

Rhce.be; this gives as strong Duke—Bhcebe blood as there

is to be had. It was a happy thought of Dr. Stark's when he

bred Madume Llewellin back to her sire Eake. Before I

became the owner of Stark's Eake, I saw his litter sisters

Baby Mine and Fidget, both in the hands of N. B. Nesbitt

for training. Baby Mine succumbed to such an extent to an

attack of the distemper it was deemed useless to run her in

the trials. Fidget was at that time the personal property of

Mr. Nesbitt, and I have had the pleasure of mauy a fine

day's shooting over her; broken to perfection in Nat's thor-

ough mauner, and possessed of remarkable speed, nose, style,

bottom, and almost human intelligence, coupled with the

sweetest of dispositions, she was a "thing of beauty and a joy

forever," and when old Nat used to walk up to her on one of

her grand points, and say, "There, Billy, look there! ain't

Bhe a daisy? you take the right while I make a selection from

the left; and" mind you, don't you miss lest I wipe your eye.

I grassed a brace, Billy, what's the number of your dead?"

and so on through many a well-remembered held, until the

twilight shadows would Hud us sometimes six miles from

home with our shell pockets empty and our game pockets

full, and while on our homeward tramp the other dogs were

content to follow at heel, Fidget would be going like a steam

engine for all the world like she was just out for exercise and

had not cutout the work all day before good dogs. Stark's

Eake is just like her—big-boned, like all the Eake's, a trifle

out at the elbows, perhaps, but a field dog every inch of him,

with the energy of a circular Baw. As Captain Hamilton

says, "these dogB are no parlor pets or blue ribbon dudes but

everlasting workers." I was at one time a "sort of stalled" on

in-breeding myself, but Fidget knocked the fidgets out of me
on that score; for her superior for rock bottom I have yet

to see, and if Bhe was ever sick a day in her life I never knew
it. Her appetite kept Nat short of funds as long as he owned
her. Stark's Eake possesses the same stamina with double

the appetite thrown in. I have not fully decided yet just

what blood I will breed him to, but, like Captain Hamilton,

I feel satished with him as a sire, and if he will furnish the

brimstone I'll be along directly with a "chunk o' fire" and

we'll kick up the "dog-gondest" odor with our in-breda that

some of these anti-iubreeders ever have smelt. I intended to

write to quite a length my views on breeding, but after read-

ing what I have already written from the bottom of my heart

I pity you and will stop. I'm sort of broke up, anyway, and

tho' the "spirit is willing the flesh is weak." I have been

stirring the sedge grass with my number nines from dewy

morn to Btarry eve; and, to tell the truth, 1 feel like a bar of

soap after a hard day's washing. Birds are plenty, but it

is extremely dry and hard; no frost but one light one; grasB

still green and the foliage ditto. How I will come out in get-

ting ready for the trials it is hard to say. My salvation

depends upon a rain and a cold snap, and that immediately.

I can't for the life of me see why they don't hold their trialB

later and give all the boys a chance. I have in my all-age

string Gay Gladstone (Gladstone—Flounce), Canadian

Prince (Lava Eock—Glenfilass), Little Nell (Startle—Topsy),

Eod-Gem (Eoderigo—Gem), Effie Hill (Prince B.—Donna),
and Joe Pspe (Sambo the Devil—Spot), the latter a black

pointer. My Derbies are a Count Noble—Belle Boyd, a San

Key—Nettle, and a Eoderigo—Lillian. What was I keeping

bo still for when Mr. D. E. Bose was bidding for a race with

Lillian's pups? Oh! just because. Montpelier.

Montpelier, Miss., Nov. 1, 1887.

The Society of Dogs.

Mr. Guggenberger, in his interesting paper on "Dogs in

Germany," in the current number of the Nineteenth Century,

asserts that dogs play "a conspicuous social part in German

life,
11 and especially in the life of South Germany, in proof of

which he quotes the practice formerly prevalent in Bavaria,

and Btill more recently in Austria, of always having a regi-

mental dog, which accompanied the band on all occasions,

drawing the big drum during the playing of the music; but

he admits that, as the German Empire has perfected its war

machinery, it has dispensed with this pet of the regiment,

though the Intelligence Department has trained doge aa

Bcouts, and will use them freely to obtain information of the

proceedings of the enemy in any future war. Again, in the

universities, each corps of students has a superb dog belong-

ing to the corps, in which the whole body of students take

delight; and Mr. Guggenberger maintains that "the German

grudges his favorite no comfort, and takes a pride in his edu-

cation as in keeping him smart and healthy." But, then, it

appears, on the other hand, that, at least in Bavaria, the law,

"not unkindly," according to Mr. Guggenberger, provides

against dogs living to old age. Every year the dog muBt be

taken to the government office for its yearly license, when it

is inspected by a veterinary, and "if he be found aged or

hopelessly sickly, he is rathlessly condemned to death. You

must go home without him. Decrepit dogs are not allowed

in Bavaria." Now, that tells volumes, we think, against the

Germans as regards their esteem for dogs. If they will Bub-

mit to a law sentencing their oldest friends to death— not

beoause they threaten the well-being of the community, but

simply because they are aged—they may find a great deal of

kindly amusement in dogs, but they do not and cannot

regard them as friends. „„-,.». u i *

They cannot feel as Sir "Walter Scott felt when he lost

"Camp," and declined to go out to dinner on the ground that

he had just lost a dear friend. We do not think Englishmen

would allow the law to iuterfere with their friends in this

way, and permit the police, on the sentence of a veterinary,

to destroy them, not because they are dangerous to anybody,

but because the law in its arbitrariness chooses to destroy all

infirm dogs. If that had been the rule in ancient Greece,

Homer could never have told ns the story of the dog which

recognized Ulysses after his twenty years' absence, and died

at his master's feet. Indeed, half the pathetic evidence of

dogs* affection and fidelity, which multiply rapidly with the

age of the dog, would be wanting. It ib when the dog gets

old and dim-sighted, and follows its master and mistresB

about like tbeir shadow, that we first begin to feel how close

is the relation between lb* dog and the man. Yet, accprdxng

to the. new law in Bavaria, and for anything we know in

other parts of Germany, the law takes no account of this most
affecting tie, and cuts off the dog simply because it iB infirm,

without the least regard to the fuct tbat it is only as the dog
gets infirm that the man comes to recognize fully his loyalty

and his love. We cannot say we believe much in Bavarian

esteem for dogs if it tolerates, as it appears to do, this ruth-

less destruction of the infirm because they are infirm, even

though sagacity, loyalty and fidelity be all the more conspic-

uous for the infirmity of the limbs and the dimness of the

sight. There is reason in putting an end to the Bufferings of

a dog from any Bource of pain that cannot be removed, or to

the life of a dog which is dangerous either to man or beast,

but to murder a dog at the age at which he shows most
clearly how much life there is in him which is more than

animal life, how much that often puts even human affection

to shame, does seem a proceeding that no community would
tolerate in the Bocial life of which dogs play a really important

part.

What does one really learn from the society of dogs, if we
observe their characters with close sympathetic insight? One
learns at least simplicity, sincerity, and the insufferableness

of egotism, for, however playful and clever a dog is, he is

never an egotist, and even if he sbowB off his little tricks to

please his master, it is because he takes delight in doing what
he has been taught to do, never because he thinks himself

the perfection of creation and wants everybody to admire him.

We do not deny that dogs are at times guilty of affectation, if

they can by that means attract pity or get themselves petted.

A dog will limp long after he is really quite sound of limb, if

there is anyone in sight to pity or pet him; but even this is

not egotism; indeed, it is half delight in the kindness shown
him, and half humor, aB he will show his sense of fun if he

perceives that he is found out and kindly laughed at for his

affectation. Never was there a dog whose ruses of this kind

went deeper than the wish to attract affectionate notice;

whereas the loyalty of the dog iB the deepest instinct in him.

What was it Cowper said of his water-spaniel "Beau," after

he had watched "Beau" capturing and bringing to his

master's feet the water-lily which the poet had in vain

endeavored to hook with his stick?

But chief myself I will enjoin
Awake at duty's call,

And Bhow a love as prompt aa tbine,

To Him who gives me all.

And what did the great Dublin physiologist and divine,

Dr. Haughton, say the other day, when recounting how the

little Skye terrier, which had been enjoined by his master to

fetch the medicines from the ship for the sick children, had

refused to touch his dinner, though he had had a sixteen

miles' run, till the bottles were safely strung round his neck,

after which he devoured it with the utmost zest? "Am I as

faithful to my Master as that little dog was to his? Do I

always refuse to eat or drink, or do my own business, before

my Master's work iB done?" So that each of these acute wit-

nesses and close observers insists on the very same lesson,

that we cannot be intimate with the better kind of dogs with-

out learning something of the promptness and simplicity with

which they postpone the desires which would be most urgent

and natural in them as dogs, to the feeling which their wish

to obey their master's will, and to show their love to him,

engrafts upon their natures from above. The love for some-

thing higher than the dog often transforms the dog much
more surely and permanently than the love for something

higher than the man transforms the man.
And while the dog shows that he is a good actor, if he gets

the opportunity, only in order to obtain those signs of regard

and pity of which he is so fond, the man usually shows that

he is a good actor, if he gets the opportunity, not to obtain

signs of love or pity—the latter of which emotions he can

seldom endure—but in order to get admired for qualities

which he does not possess, though he has acquired the art of

simulating them. For the purpose of ridding himself of

egotism, and understanding the limits within which affecta-

tion is innocent and harmless, you could hardly keep better

society than that of attached dogs, if you study them well

from youth to age. Even the little affectations they have in

their youth fall off as they approach old age, when they

become sincerer and more devoted with every year. And
yet these are the qualities which Bavarians, in their great

love of dogs, repay by describing the law which puts them to

death merely for getting old as one that is "not unkindly."

We should like to see what a faithful dog would say to a

policeman who marched off his master to death for having

attained a certain age. He would show pretty clearly, we
think, that he thought of such a law as unkindly as he well

could.

One thing seems certain, that neither Hobbes, nor Bentham,

nor John Stuart Mill could have been convinced, utilitunans

as, from their different points of view, thoy all were, if they

had kept good canine society and availed themselves of the

opportunities such society would have given them. For if in

the races below us the highestsense of obligation is felt where

there is least of benefit to be derived from discharging that

obligation, it is quite obvious that the feeling of obligation

does not spring from the feeling of utility. The Skye terrier

of which Dr. Haughton gives so impressive an account had

no expectation of even getting a caress the more for insisting

on obtaining his medicines for the sick children before he

would look at his own dinner. All he felt was the profound

desire of his master that he should bring back to the High-

land hut what Dr. Haughcon would haug to his collar, and

till he felt the weight attached to his collar he was not easy

enough in his mind to eat or drink.

"What could illustrate more clearly the fact that, even in

races with nothing like the range of man's experience, the

Beuse of obligation is entirely independent of the sense of

utility? The dog knew somehow that his master wanted

something which be was to bring, but could not have known
that any utility of any sort would arise from his bringing it.

The sense of command and obedience was much deeper and

more original than the sense of any consequence advantage-

ous either to himself or to his master. It was a sense deeper

than his hunger or thirst, though he was both hungry and
thirsty; and it was certainly deeper than any expectation he

could have formed of benefit to arise from his mission, unless

he had acquired a real knowledge of the value of drugs and

of the skill of the person who sent them. Nothiug is more
impressive to the psychologist than the evidence which the

study of sagacious and obedient animals gives, that the sense

of law and duty is observable at a stage in the development of

animal intelligence at which the forecast of useful conse-

quences is hardly even conceivable. We see with our eyes

the sense of duty and fidelity, and of promptitude in duty,

where a calculation of consequences is quite inconceivable,

and where even the laws of association would not explain the

eagerness of the nnimal to fulfill its mission. An intelligent

use of the social advantages to be derived from the compuny
of dogs would, we believe, have guarded many of our most

1

ingenious philosophical writers against some of their most

fatal mistakes.

—

Spectator,

Regent and Lulu Laverack.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Can you give me
pedigree of Bonnet's Regent and Gale's Lulu Laverack?

Virginia City, Nov. 11, 1887. Wm. Oate
Regent is a black, white and tan English 6eUer, wbei

alout 1879. By Royal Duke, (242 A. K. S. B.)—Gift (38.

K. S. B.) Royal Duke by Uarlowitz—True, by Prince—

D

Carlowitz, by Pilkington's Dash—Llewellin's Countess,
by Hob Roy—Pickles, by Prince—Lill II. Rob Roy by 1 *<

—Rhoebe.
Lulu Laverack, now dead, was a black, white and

flecked Laverack setter, by Carlowitz — Petrel, by L
ellin's Prince—Lill II. Carlowitz by Pilkington's Das 1^*'

Llewellin's Countess. . eta
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There is much practical wisdom in a communication to -

London Shooting Times upon the subject indicated. '

editor, Mr. Lewis Clement, is a thoroughly posted field

and sportsman, and in the note which he adds to the c

munication there is matter for pessimistic bodings. He s

"With regard to our views on the coming dog, we do
depreci te retrieving setters—just the other way—bui

point oui that good onea are so scarce that, perforce, spc
men have to fall back on spaniels,

"

The ci rrespoudent writes:

It is not my wish to draw swords with such an old spc

man and writer as "Wildfowler," nor is it my intentioi

carry on any correspondence, but merely write, as an
sportsman of thirty years' experience, to show the ree

why men take to spaniels, and why setters are disparaj

To begin my digression, I have two jolly sporting friends

always shot with spaniels (every year thty have a day
me and I with theui), but after seeing my dogs work one i

keeps apointer and the other a Better. One of "Wildfowle
remarks is quite in accordance with my own, there are
with broken setters, and that for reasons which will be
plained hereafter. Men will not take the trouble; if t

would a dog works better for a man who has taught and <

cated him. No keeper, however good a man, can put
polish on a dog, aB finding a winged bird in a ditch; it n
be taught by a sportsman, by the dog's master, and then ^
dog is rewarded lor the work and admires his master's < :

-"

gence.
Now for my experience, and then a few hints as to bn

ing and keeping a good setter, for I am one of those
fashioned men who would rather go out, see my dogs wr ->-

kill a brace or two of birds, relish my dinner afterwards
down, smoke my pipe, consoling myself—the old dog
haved beautifully over some some birds in turnips, and
young dog backed him well.

Why men canaot have good dogs, the first reason is t r-^
do not take care to begin with agood pedigree puppy. I t fcolt

bred several litters from one of the handsomest dogs in I

land, but alas! my mistake, he was unbroken; the mo toosiy 1

one of the best dogs a sportsman ever took out in the fi

not one of her puppies got by this dog ever turned out \

A great many died of the distemper, some could not be
steady, very few could be got free from chase, one out of t] -Willi

or four litters was a good dog, although a little headstn eralJy

but a thorough good woiker. Having learnt this much, i

my advice to all, if breeding, do so from parents you k
are thoroughly broken. Mind what is called a good wo:

is not one that will "hustle a hare from a fence, worry a
bit out of furze." I do not allow that, but my setters wil

down, whilst my boy or myself kick a furze bu6h, and s<

If I or my friend should miss it, which we do sometii m m
though rarely, "lie Btill" until we "hie ' them on to ^ n

again, but they will beat rushes for a duck, for snipe anc !*&,

them, and, what is more, a young dog I am now putting
polish on retrieves as well as any 40guiDea retriever,

old dog can be backed against any in the kingdom.
Having obtained a puppy, or bred one, you will say,

there any choice?" Yes, decidedly. A blue Belton or a (

Gordon. Shall it be a dog or bitch? Do not have anytl

to do with the female, dust as September comes on
sexual organs trouble her, you cannot work her, you are
without a dog in the best of the season, and if you work
no dog will work on the ground for weeks, as she seem
leave a peculiar smell on the soil or hedge that the next
seems to think that he ought to go "courting" as well, ins tte

i:

of doing his work.
Having got the puppy, let it grow, ramble about, and

it whenever you can for a walk, but never beat it or chedft-:^
It may be scolded and taught to lie down when told, prtai

to come to heel, but the most important thing to do i

teach it two things: look for a bone or a piece of biscuit

always take care to hide it in a difficult place, under tbe
cushion, under the corner of tbe hearth rug, and when rifi-

finds it give him a pat or two and let him eat it quietly,
nextthiog is to get an old piBtol, and when walking oat
it off, but only loaded with a little powder, and the less

better. This gets the puppy accustomed to the noise of

gun. Do not attempt to teach bim any more- unless it ie

shooting season; then take the dog out and kill a few b

over him. But I do not like putting young dogs to g
before they are ten or twelve months old. If you do
get over-broken and it spoils their ranging. I grant th . |t

:

dog takes more breaking and a little more "whip," but i

does that matter if a good one is secured? No one
thoroughly break a dog and shoot at the same time. 2>

there the difficulty lies, and what ruins many a promi
dog—men think they can, but I cannot do so. My advi
to do a little, then when spring comes let the dog go
good gamekeeper to run the dog. When birds are pairet

will teach it to range, down charge and steady him at

point. But recollect one thing, when the dog comes boa
is March or April, you will put him by until Septembei -;.

:

August, and then expect it to be perfect and blame tbeke
for not doing his duty. But he ought to have it agaii i;.r

run it again for a week, to revive all he taught it, in the Anf
;-,-i

following. Without these three periods of tuition men
not have good dogs. I Bhould like to take "Wildfowler"
with me to see my dogs work. He would not take to spat
unless he went out rabbiting, When once a sportsman D i^\\

good dog there must be strict obedience, no attempting ih^j

chase a wounded hare or moving after a bird is winged \^\.

shot. Wait, let dogs down charge, then walk on. I and
old dog often have had four or five brace of partridges &
before we picked one up, never spoken a word to one anot
and this is the way to kill game. Men marvel to see my d '

But setters, like everything else, require to be well cared
not taken out with other dogs, and by following my advi '

feel sure no one will give up the pleasure, the enjoyment
the gratification of seeing a pair of dogs work wel"

behave well.
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VETERINARY.
ow Stallions Lose or Make Repu-

tations.

Dr. Kichard A. Finlay, V. S., the veterin-

$ y, contributor to the New York Sportsman,

mments on Dr. Corrigan's letter about the

bject indicated, whioh was printed in this

»per last week, as follows:

The letter of Dr. Corrigan is worthy of the

j 1 tention of breeders throughout the country,

it calls their attention to a subject which is

the utmost importanca to them. In keep-

% with the general tenor of the letter, we
»ve deemed it wise for the benefit of breeders
quote from a staudard work on this subject
lemiug on Obstetrics) on the causes of ster-

ty, believiDg that it would prove of benefit

the breeders by possibly opening up new
annela of thought for them, whereby they
ight be enabled to understand better some
the causes of barrenness, which heretofore

ay have puzzled them.
Statistical observations on breeding record

at of ICO thoroughbred mares covered tbe
Tcentage of tbose which carry foal is 73.36,

id those which abort or are infecund 26 64.

the studs of France the fruitful mares are

1.67, and the unfruitful ones 40 33 per cent.

; the haras of Pin, during a period of twenty
>ars, there was a percentage of 68.27 fecnud
ares, abortion 5.66, non-fecund 26.67, while
the Pompadour haras, where Oriental

nses are cniefly bred, the births iu three

jars were 79.55, abortion 2.27, and non-
cund 20.45.

Fleming states in his work on Obstetrics

nt sterility may depend on organic or physi-

1 causes, and may amount to permanent
ipotence, more particularly when congenital

id located in the generative apparatus, or
animals in which one or more important
gans of the sexual apparatus are absent

Its rolonged continence and old age is not an
ofrequent cause of infecundity, as is wit-

sssed in mares which have worked for many
ob ^ars in townB and then transferred for breed-

g purposes.
Change of climate has in many cases a
arke<i influence on fecundity, sometimes
attiDgit altogetherin abeyance, and atothers
nderiDg the animals infeeund for a longer or

iorter period. It may also be impaired or
spended temporarily or permanently by
nise of the generative function, bad hygiene,
o.

It may likewise be due, though temporarily,
tardy coition when the generative organs

e not in a physiological condition for con-
iption, or when they are in an iiritabie,

jnormal 6tate. Under-fed or over-fed animals
merally do not breed so readily as those
bich are in moderate condition; fat anima ] s

e especially unfruitful. Excitable, vidous
ares are less likely to pro-create than those
hich are of an equable and gentle disposition;

t ie latter are often impregnated at one at-

.mpt, and it has been observed that with
,are6 accustomed to work, active exertion,

/en to produce fatigue, before being put to

:ii
ie horse, is favorable to conception. So it

that the Arab submits his mare to a severe
dlop and brings her almost breathless before

,e stallion, when, the act being accomplished,
a leaves her quietly to rest for some time.
Various diseased conditions of generative or

:her organs, as well as general derangements,
,ay also prove antagonistic to fecundity
here may be disease or alterations in the
varies fallopian tubes, uterus, or vagiDa.

ihich will hinder conception, and if material
ostacle to the contact of the spermatic fluid

ith the ovula be present in these paits

icundation cannot take place. Tumors of

irious kinds in this region are not an unfre-

aent cause of sterility.

In all these conditions a careful examination
huld he made, as removal of the obstacle to

meration may be quite within the scope of

lrgical or medical measures. More paTtic-

larly is this the case when the obstacle is

flated to some abnormal condition of the neck

f the womb—a circumstance more common
lan is generally supposed.
Occlusion of the canal leading to the cavity

E the uterus (womb), and the neck has been
nown as a caude of sterility in the mare from

ie earliest times. This occlasion may be

jmplete during intercourse and prove fatal to

inception; it may be due merely to a spas-

lodic condition of tbe muscles of the neck of

ie womb (cervix); the oiled band should be

ittoduced into the vagina to ascertain the

ate of the part, when, if the closure is sus-

ected to be owing to muscular defect, the

eck of the womb may besmeared with extract

I bella donna; if, however, this does not suc-

sed, or if there be a thickening disorganiza-

on, or a rigidity of the neck of the womb,
aen an operation will be necessary. Thick-

aing from previous in8ammatory action and
ie formation of false membranes is a frequent

inse of sterility and usually occurs during or

fter the first birth. In many cases the mor-

id closure of the neck can be remedied in a

ery safe and simple manner. The mare is

scored by a side line and the oiled hand in

ie form of a cone is passed up the vaginaa to

ie neck of the womb in a rotary or screwing

lanner; on reaching this the tips of the 6n-

Brs are to be gently insinuated by the same
lovement into the opening, and pushed gen-

yon until the cavity of the uterus is reached,

arious instruments have been devised to

ilate the closed neck, but nothing is equal to

ae fingers or sound; the animal may be put to

ie male on the same or following day. This

jnple operation for the cure of sterility has

been very often practiced, and with good
results. In rare instances dilutation of the
(os) may be effected by a cutting instrument,
but should never be attempted until the simp-
ler and safer means have been first tried
There are other conditions which may at times
occasion sterility, such as changes in the posi-

tion of thtj uterus (womb), principally found in

old mnrep, but as they require an educated
hand to determine the change from the normal
situation we will omit mentioning them, our
purpose being simply to call attention to some
of the causes ol sterility that might be over-
come by mechanical means by the breeder.
Operations, however, call for professional skill,

as well as in determining certain inflammatory
attacks that the uterus is often the seat of,

aud which often prevents conception from tak-

ing place.

A correspondent writes- as follows to the
London Field, from Colombo, Ceylon: "The
following is probably a uniqu e case. A bay mare,
Bolina, granddaughter of Stockwell, 3 years,
was bro ight op here from Australia in March
last. She won two races on the hills in April,

and was trained for the chief events at our
annual meeting in August. She was galloped,

swea'ed, and physicked more than any horse
in training, and yet 'the fat* did not come qff.

An August 15, carrying 149 lbs, she won the
Government Cup, one mile, in a common can-
ter, beating a large field. On tr-e I7th she
started for the Turf Club Plate, two miles, got
off with a bad start, and went round all the
way, finishing nowhere, in evident distress.

The following morning she was found to be
in pains,' oDd died undelivered on the Friday
three days after. Tbe muscles inside the pel-

vis were so developed that it was impossible
to get the band on to the foal. A fine colt foal

of eight months was found in perfect position.

There is no veterinary surgeon in Colombo,
and the mare's state was suspected by no one
but a doctor, who was also an owner. I fancy
this is the first time it has ever been recorded
that a mare carrying an eight months' foal

won a good race in good time."

Jay-Eye-See.

(2:15), by Startle; and St. Julian (2:111), by
Volunteer. He closed the campaign of his
five-year-old form with a record of 2:10$, made
at Providence, K. I., Sept 13, 1883, in a
match agaiust time to beat 2:14. He won a
purse of $2,000 at Mystic Park. Sept. 20, 1883,
in an effort to beat 2:14, trotting his mile in
2:1 If. Five days later, during the stallion

race at Beacon Park, he trotted that track in

2:17£ and the day following, showed a pullic
mile at Beacon in 2:15A,

—

Cultivator.

Roarers.

Measured by his achievements, Jay-Eye-See

is tbe greatest trotting gelding that ever saw

light, but by the standard and scales he is

below the average trotter in size, his height

being but a fraction over fifteen hands, and

his weight in trotting condition about 820

pounds. His height is at out the same at the

bips as over the witbers.

He has a clean-cut, intelligent head, full

eye, neatly pointed ear, neck of fine propor-
tions, and a little longer than the average
Hambletonian. His back is straight and
smoothly coupled to slightly drooping hips
and rump, his barrel of fair length and well

ronnded, his quarters, stifles and gaskins
remarkably well developed, which all together
give him a blocky appearance, so that in road
condition he bears a stronger resemblance to

the Morgan-Black Hawk pattern than to the
Hambletonian type. His propelling powers
are immense for a horse of his inches. When
jogging he has from the first shown a peculiar

nod like many other speedy trotters, which, to

the novice appear lame. His trotting action

is remarkably fine, and he is so evenly bal-

anced that in his races he wears but eleven-
ounce shoes forward and six-ounce ones
behind.
Jay-Eye-See's first appearance in public was

at Chicago, 111., July loth, 1882, in a race for

four-year-olds and under. In this event he
met "Waiting, a bay gelding by Lexington
Chief Jr., and the bay filly Bronze by Morgan
Messenger; also Jim Boorman, Adelaide and
Ed. Geers. The first heat was won by Waiting
in 2:28^, with Jay-Eye-See second. The next
heat also fell to Waiting, time, 2:25$. In this

heat Jay-Eye-See finished fourth. The third

neat was won by Bronze in2:25, with Jay-Eye
See third. The fourth was also captured by
Bronze in 2:26J, with Jay-Eye-See second.
The latter was only prevented from winning
this by a break inside the distance stand,

caused by a cheer from the crowd, prompted
by his magnificent display of speed and cour-
age down the home stretch He came borne
from the half in this heat in 1:09.

The fifth and sixth heats were won by the
plucky little son of Director, in 2:22^, the last

half being trotted in 1:09£. He also captured
the sixth heat in 2:23£, trotting the second
quarter in 34£ seconds. In the seventh heat
Jay-Eye-See was a length behind when the
word was given, and immediately made a
losing creak which placed him at a great
disadvantage. When he recovered he went
along at a rattliDg clip, but made a break on
the back side, and still another at the head
of the stretch. Waiting won the heat in

2:30.

The little black beauty was beaten, but he had
shown such unmistakable capacity for speed,

coupled with the highest degree of pluck and
endurance, that old turfmen, regarding him
with wonder and admiration, predicted for him
a brilliant future. His next appearence was in

a race against Bronze, at Chicago, 111., Sept. 23
following. In this he won the first, third and
fourth heats in the remarkable time of 2:22£,

2:19, 2:19. The above were the only events in

which he started as a four-year-old.

In 1873 he came out in fine form, and his

campaign that season was an unbroken series

of victories whenever he started against other

horses. Among the distinguished turf per-

formers that suffered defeat by him last year
were Phil Thompson (2:161,), by Red "Wilkes;

Clemmie G, (2:15$), by Magic; Majolica

..

I have read a good deal about tracheotomy

in the columns of the Field as a cure for roar-

ing. Mr. McKeuna, V. S., is said to be a

specialist for the operation, and if it can only
be brought to a successful certainty a great
boon will have been conferred on horse own-
ers, a low voice (or no voice) being as excel-
lent a thing in a horse as King Lear said it

was in a woman. Just now, however, roarers
are at the top of the tree. Ormonde lowered
the laurels of the sound Bendigo, aud only the
other day, Kilwarhn, the reputed roarer, de-
feated his less out-spoken contemporary rivals

over a long course. Shylock, a half-brother
to The Sinner, won the Prince of Wales' Plate,

at Puncbestown, though laboring under some
infirmity of wind, and for a short time was
undefeated iu welter races, and many can re-

call wonders in the hunting field done by
noisy nags. They are, however, under gen-
eral taboo, and treated as parians and lepers
by must hunting men, though some persous
defend their appearance in the field on the
griund that wheu a man gets a good start and
cuts out his owu work he can hear the ruarer
in his wake, and be thus prepared for him,
whereas a sound-winded horse steals up as
noiselessly as a bicyclist on an indiarubber-
tyred machine. This reminds me of a
"faddy" farmer in Ireland who never would
allow his cart wheels to be greased, as he said

that the car-piercing noises made by the un-
lubricated axles in. the boxes informed him
that his carters were at work, and without
such a test he would have to go and judge for

himself. No one has, I believe, ascertained
the precise causes of roaring, but many per-
sons say that bad hay tends to bring it on.
In the present year there is practically no
bad hay, and if scarce, it is very good—"a
comet year," in fact—while the new oats are
almost as hard as last year's corn.

—

N. Y.
Sportsman.

FALL RACES
OF TUE

EurekaJockeyClub

EUREKA
)

From a filiating paragraph we gather the
following points concerning equestrianism
among noted men in the natioual capital.

There are two citizens of Washington who
uever miss taking a ride on a fair day. These
are George Bancroft, the historian, and A. Pt.

Spofford, the Librarian of Congress. They
re great chums and ride good horses. Sen-

ator Butler, of South Carolina, -is an excellent

horseman. He rides a large iron-gray, which
he had out to-day for the first time this season.
Senator Gibson, of Louisiana, also loves a

good horse, and during the session of Con-
gress manages to take a canter every day.
Ex-Senator Warner Miller when here always
took a ride after breakfast mounted on a small
bay that looked unable to bear its heavy
rider. Secretary Bayard keeps two or three

fine saddle-horses in his stable, and hurries
home from the State Department in the after-

noon to take a jaunt into the country accom-
oanied by his daughters, who are good horse-

women. Senator KenDa, of "West Virginia,

rides a good deal and likos lots of company
with him. Senator Spooner, of Wisconsin,

keeps his own saddle-horse, and once or twice

a week takes a long run into the country.

Commissioner of Agriculture Colman has
taken to the habit lately solely as a means of

exercise. He rides a sway-back horse, and
rarely goes off a walk.

^
W. H. Gregg has sold to Kobt. Steel , Phil-

adelphia, Pa , the bay mare Effie, record 2:27J,
by Almont, dam by Kentucky Chief.

HUMBOLDT COUNTY, CAL.,

Nov. 2«j,24,25, 26, 1887.
FIRST DAV.

1 Purse 5210.—Runoins Novelty Race. Free-for-all
dash of one mile. 835 at first quarter ? mat the half $50
at thetbree-qiiaiter and$75 at the mile. All paid-iip
entries over five to lie added, and equally divided
between each winner

2. Purse 8250.—Trotting, Free for all horses that
have not beaten 2::i» up to Sept. 1st, 1S87. (Cadmus
and Bonner eligible to start.) First horse S15 , second
$75, third i2b.

SE< <»|> DAT,
3. MERCHANTS' PTJHSR, $300. Free-for-all, for

all aces. Three-quarters of a niiie and repeat. First
burse **0'>, second horse 870, third horse $30.

4. Trotting—Three-minute class. Purse $100 for
horses owned in Humboldt Countv prior to Kept 1st
1SH7. (Pntchen barred.) First hoise $Js>, second horse

third liurse to save entrance.

THIRD MAY.
HOTEL PUIiSE-$lU0. Free for all, for all ages

One mile and repeat. First horse $25j, secund horse
$10". third burse $50.
6 EUREKA TWO -YEAR -OLD TROTTINGSTAKE— Mile an.l repeat SlU entrance; half forfeit,

SIUU added; second liurse to receive $25. third to save
stake. Entries to this race to close with the secre-
tary Sept. 17, 1837.

FOURTH DAY.
_ Purse $100. For all ages. Running dash of 60*

yards. First horse $7."., second horse $J5.
5. PurBe$i.50. ForailageB. Half mile and repeat.

First horse ?I-o, second horse $25.
9. Purse $400. Trotting. Free for all. First horse

3250, second horse $iw, third horse $50.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting races are best three in five, except the

two-vear-ohi, unless otherwise specified; five to enter
and three to start. But the Board reserves the rightto
hold a less number than five lo fill bv the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance fe<*
in purse races ten per cent.
In all trotting races tbe rules of the American Trot-

ting Association, and all running races the rules of the
Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association to govern, but
the Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing.
In all entriet. not declared out by s p. m. of the da?

preceding the race, shall he required to start.
No added money paid for a walk-over In all races

noted above, five or more paid-up entries required to
fill and three or more horses to Btart.
Kacing colors to be named in entries. In trotting

races drivers will be required <o wear caps of distin.tt
colors which must be named in entries.
Entries to all the above races, except the two-vear-

old_trot, to close with Secretary, Wednesday, Nov. 16,

One-half the entrance money must be paid at the
time of making entries and the other half at 6 p. m. the
night preceding the race.
Entry blanks" will be furnished upon application to

the Secretary.
BAS'I MURPHY, President.

H. COHX, Secretary. 6ept3

FOR SALE.
So. I.—Ray Mare, foaled spring of 1381, by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Musidora's dam by
son of Bertrand,

Terror by Woodburn, 1st dam by Owen ale; 2d
aam Uusidora, by Belmont, etc.

No, 9.-Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882,
by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musidora, by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Son of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Arcby) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Pocbe
These are extra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belmont.
No. 1 is in foal to a son of Geo. SL Patchen Jr.

For further information address

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S.

VETERINARY SVRUEOV

Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh
Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies

Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
and Histology. The Williams' Prize, '84-'85, for high-
est works in professional examinations, and dix first-

class certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois

State Veterinary Medical Association.
OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
d. Mccarty, Prop.

1129 Market St. s. F.. Bet. 3lhan<18th.
Telephone No. 3117

BAY DISTRICT
ASSOCIATION

ENTRIES! ENTRIES!
For two-year-old pacers and trotters. Purae SU00.

Divided 60, 30, aud 10 per cent.

Conditions:

Five or more to pnter, three to start. To be trotted

December 3, 1887. Entries close with the Secretary
Nov. 26, 1887.

>V, H. H1HCBSAB, Secretary,
1435 California street.

W- M. WILLIAMSON,
San ,lnm>. 4 a J.

TO ARRIVE!

Thoroughbred Clyde and Shire

Stallions and Mares.

Our Annual Importation!
(OSSI«Mli:VI OF

MR. JOHN SCOTT,
MELBOURNE.

Per Australian Steamer due about Jamnry 10th, w«
will be in receipt of our Annual Consignment of
Clydesdale and English Shirt' Stallionn ;md Mares
selected with the greatest care by Mr. Jolin Scott'
The former importations of Messrs. Brink Icsr A Scott
were received with great favor or California Stock
lireeilers, and we are assured the aminals to arrlv«
are fully up to tbo high staudard of those imported
during the last five years.
Catalogues wiU be issued immediately upon arrival

KILLIP&C0.,
Live Stock Auctioneers,

H>°°8 93 Montgomery m., s. r.
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Improved Horse ClothinG.

Manufactured and for sale by

L. D. STONE & CO,
422 and 424 Battery St., SAN I KAX 1S< O, (.11.

KILLIP & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS,

22 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

8PKC1AL ATTENTION PAID TO SALEB OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In All Cities and Counties of

the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Gbeen, Hon. J. D. Cakb,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. Sargent, Esq., Hon. John Boees
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Rose, Hon. A. Waleath,
Lob Angeles. Nevada.

J. B. Haggin. Esq... San Francisco
Represented at Sacramento by Edwin F. Smith,

Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At San Jose by Messrs. Montgomery & Rea, Real

Estate Agents.
Being ine oldest established firm in the live-stock

business on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction Bales in this line for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars,we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-
f>ondent8 embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
nence upon the Pacific Coast, tbus enabling ub to
give foil publicity to animals placed with us for sale.
Private purchases and sales of live stock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and Btock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names ar
appended.

K flXI P A <"0.. 22 Montgomery Stiwt
ond

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
largest and Be«t Stock on the Coast

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

AGENT3 FOR
Fenkeix'b Oynthiana Hoese Boots,

J. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties,

De. Dixon's Condition Powdees,

MM GOMBAULX'fl CAUBTIO BaLBAM.

S.B.WHITEHEAD& CO.,

LIFE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS.

ARE PREPARED TO CONDUCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters

And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Our Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for fifteen

years successfully managed all the principal

sales of high-class stock on this Coast.

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARIEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOK, ESQ.,
J. B. HAGGIN, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ

,

R. P. ASHE, ESQ., WM. CORBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
20 Lefdesdorir Street,

San Francisco.19martf

Outing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Trzvel

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OUR FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DUBING THE TEAB THEEE WILL BE ABTICLEs UPON

Exploration, Travel and Adventure. Mountain
Climbing, Camping. Popular Forestry. Hunting and
Fiehing, Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting, Rowing
Canoeing, Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.
Lacrosse, Snow-Bboeing, Tobogganing and 8kating.

Conducted by POUI.TMEY ltl(,i|<M\

THREE DOLLARS A TEAR.
Single numbers twemr-flve cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York.
asjoia

Secured by Letters Patent reissued march 29, issi.

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-
ing the improvements in the hood. The following aire the claims
granted

1. An improved blanket or covering, consisting of
the body-piece A, flap C.aud the ext^usiouB, forineii

or united together, so as to cover the body and legs of

the animal, substantially as herein described.
2. The blanket or covering A, having the flap C. and

the extensions B, to fit the fore and hind legs of the
animal, front fastenings F G. and the permanent straps
or hands E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

3. The blanket or covering A. with its extensions B,
permanent securing-bmris E, and thefront fastenings

F G, incombioatiou with the elastic neck-extension H,
substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood J in combination with the
elastic connectiug-sirip I, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The close-fitting hood J, having the elastic band L,
beneath the jaws, so that they mav be allowed to move
without disturbing the fit. and adapted to be 6ecured
to the cover by means of straps, subs tautially as herein
described.

6. The improvemert in covering-'dankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the blanket A, having the flap C.
and permanent straps or bands fixed in it to secure it
around the body, w ereby the use of loose surcingles
is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method
Horse Shoeing

,.WITH AN APPENDIA
of tiie Action of the Eace Horse and Trotter

Instantaneous Photography.
TO» 19

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"Eound-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long.'

Tips and Toe Weights.—We have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proi__.
Vu»of the Bbeedeb akd Spobtsieau, San Francisco, Cal. ( a copy of bis book entitled "Tips and To
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action t
the racehorse and autferas shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpso
has had many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasai
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and be*
works on "training" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips In the hon
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoc
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments hi
alreada demonstrated that tips •will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we believe every horsem
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revo
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing co
vert to tips as against fuU shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the autl
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system of shoeing has cam
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much
do with our conversion. We would not take £50 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of 1

"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of
and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, §1; cloth, f1.50.— \Y c^rn Sportsman and Live Si

Journal.

** Tips &nd Toe Weights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is the title of a r
Clever, Ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Vroprietor
the Ebeeeeb, axd Spobtshas. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with a]
gies;** he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious st "

of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest ondorsation from his famous
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated,
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter Is a step
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusion
not, he will not qnit the book till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect know led|

the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audiem
the last eentenjje. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public—Cbii
News, . -

$

Tips and Toe "Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has givenagrea
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting fori
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treat
of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and "li

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Bbeedeb asd Sportsil&n, Sai
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Bbeedeb and Sportsman, which is a weekly joura*
devoted, to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport
It is the chief medium and representative of the hreeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. 1'.

Spirit, May 10th.

Tips and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a bool
byaoov- ~*ie which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He doe3 not believe in tht
rigid, unyie.-' ug iron shoe that gives no ph^Y or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes an
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the foot. By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when fom
years old in 2:20*. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are
quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We an
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send $1.50 to him and he wil
send you the book and it will be as good an investment as you evermade for the money.—Coleman 'a Rnnj
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the
trotting a public trial in 2-.20J, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while l

four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for 510.000, wiVh otbei
parties ready to take himat the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that he never could trot fast
He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, $1,221, in which he got a record of 2:293, last half in 1:13J; first money in purse at Sacramento,
$500; second money at Stockton, 8250; the Stanford Stakes, 3L672; and the Embryo, S870, making a cash
return for the season of $4,514. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first pat U
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Bbeedeb and Sportsman will be given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent niicroscoplst to
make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, aDd all the tissues which compose the fool
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsmam,
Fully convinced by practical results, that this part of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as

thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. * anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from tbtt

revelations of the microscope. Jos,. Cairn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TEEMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send order/ w

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

(Pie. above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who
orders direct to the office.

DUPONT'S
New Brand Sporting Powder.

"SUMMER SHOOTING"
SUPERB IN aUALITY,

Shoots Moist and Clean.
This powder has just been made specially by Du-

pont A: Co. to suit the Pacific Coast Climate.
It Mhoots Moist, is high grade, and of superior

excellence as to quality.
For Bale by all dealers and by the Agent,

JOHN SKINKER,
258 Market Street S. F.

Price $3.00 per keg. Smaller packages in pro-

portion, ootl

tHItD's CARIHUXRYSTAI. SBEEP DIP
"Paienfeain Europe ond America."

SHEEP DIP.
(U

A positive scab cure. A liquid, soluble I

cold \\ ater. It In abso. utclv uoii-
poisonous.

The cheapest and most effective dip on the market,
'

one gallon making one hundred gallons of wusb.
Price, $1.25 per gallon.

Special discounts an<l terms to agents and larflB
consumers. For samples and other information ap-
I'lv tO
LI-MUM HOI <.ll Agents for Pacific Coast.
116 California St., San Francisco, Cat

17septl2
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.) .

rains leave and are due to arrive at
Sau Francisco.

Nov. 13. 188J.
|

A

FAIELAWN
8:00 am
4:00 P M
6:30 P U
3:30 p M
9:30 a M
10:30 a a
5:30 p M
•6:00 a m
t7:30 a M
12:00 M
s:3u A M
4:00 P u
•4:30 P M
a:6Q a m

3:30 p m
J3:00 a u
1-3:30 p m
7:30 a
8*0 p m
8*0 a M
8.00 AM
7:30
8:00 A u
8:30 a m
8:00 P M
4*0 P H
6:30 P M
n*o p m
8:30 a u

(10 :30 a
12.-00 M
3*0 P U
"5:00 P M
3:30 A u
3:30 P M

c. ..Haj wards and Nites _ c

.....Calistoga and Napa..

....Sisfcivou k Portland..

._.Galtvia Martinez..

Haywards

.

?.... Haywards...

.„ .lone via Livermore
Knight's .Landing
Liverniore and i-Uasantou...
Los Angeles, Demiug, El

Paso and East
Los Angeles and Mojave
Martinez and Tracy —

....;Milton. _
Ogden ami East

....Ogden and East -
Red Bluff via Marysville
Bedding via Willows _.

—

....Sacramento, via Benicia
" via Benicia ....
" via Livermore.
" via Benicia.
" via Benicia

„, " via Benicia
Sacramento River Steamers.
Ran Jose.. _ —

':40 -

10:40 a u
12:40 P u
3:40 P M
8H0 pm

"f :10 A M

i:40 P M
5:40 P M
10:10 A M
*8:40 a m

4:40 P M
10:40 a m
t6:10 P u
*5:4o p M
*:40 A H
7 :10 P m
5:10 P M
6:10 P M
G -40 a M
6:10 p M
5:40 P M
7:10 p M
10:10 a m
7 :40 a M
•6:00 A M
•3:40 P M
J3 :40 p «
8 :43 P M
9:40 a u

lOCAL PERRY TRAMS.

From San Francisco Dally.

TO EAST OAKLAND— •6:00—6:30—7:G0—7:30—8:00—
8-30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2*0—2:30—3:00—3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00

5-30— 6:00— «:30— 7:00—.S:00—9:0<)—10:00-11:00—12:00
TO 23D AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO

EAST OAKLASD" until 6 -JO P. M., Inclusive, also
at 9:00 p.m.

TO FRUIT VALE-'6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00 8:30—
•2 :30—3 :30 -4 *0—4 :30- -5 :0O—5 :30—6 *0—6 30—9 :00.

TO FRUIT VALE (via Alameda I—*9:30—7:00-12:00.
TO ALAStEDA-•6:00—*6:30—7:00—"7:30—8:00— *8:3Q-

9 :00 —9:30—10 :09—110 30—U -.00—til :30—12 :00—112:30—
1 -00—U :30—2 :00—J2 :30—3 :00—3 :30—1 :00— 4:30— 5 :00

-

5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9;U»—10:00—11:00—12:00.
TO BERKELEY"—*6:00—«6:30—7:00—«i:30~o:00—"8:30

9:00— 9:30— 10:00— tl0:30—11:00—til :30—12;00-tl2:3i

1 00 -11:30 -2:00—12 :30—3:00— 3:30—1 :00— 4:30—o:uo—
5.30—6:00—fi:3u—7-"0—S:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

XO WEST BEREELEV-Sdme as "To BebkET-KY."'

To san Francisco Dally.

N^-W CATALOGUE FOR 1887,
Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send four cents in stamps to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in nse at Fairlawn.

It also coutains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTTERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young" Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
San Francisco.

^^[ In effect November 7, 18&7. 1*5"^*

12:01 p | —Cemetery and San Mateu. 1 2:80 r
T7:00a
8:30a

10;30a
•3:30 p

1 ,
6^0 a

I
•8:00 A
9*3 A

..San Mateo, Redwood and.. ' 1*10:02 a
Memo Park _ f| t3:30 p«

i t-juju r
i 4:36 P
. 6:40 p

)\ 17 :50 P

THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or further information, address

Lock Foi 320. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky,
ljan52

THE PARKER GUN

FROM FRUIT VALE — 6:50—7:20— ". :50 • 8:20-8:50—
9:20— *10:19— 4:20—l:**)—5:20—5:c0-ti:-0 -6:50—7:47—

FROM' FRUIT VALE (via Alameda.)— «5.Z2 -5:52
*6:22—19:14—*3:22.

FRO SI 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7:2-
7:55—8:25—8:55—9:2&—9*>—10:25— 10:55- 11:25—11:05

4^55—5 :25—5 :55-6 :25^-6 :55^-7 :50—9 :53

FROM EAST n Agl.A V ll— «a;3»-fi:0Q- 6:30— 7:0J

7-30—8:00—3:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— ll Cv
^2:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00—
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 0:67-9:67—
10:57.

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAKB-7 nannies later

than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—"5:30—6:00—"6:30—7:00 -*7:30—8:00

•8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00— $10:30—11:00- 111:30—12:00—
112:30—1:00— $1:38—2:00— 12:30-3:00—3 30—4:00—4:30
5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—3:00—&:00—10:00—U:00.

FROM BERKELEY- *5:25—5:55—*6:25—6:55—*7 :2o—
7:55—"8:25— 8^5— 9:2.5—9:55— $10:25—10:55 -$11 :25—
11:55— $12:25— 12:55— $1:25— 1:55— $2:25—2:55—3:25—
3:55— 4:25—4:55— 5:25— 5:5o— 6:2o—6:55—7:55—a;55—
9:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "Feom Beek-
ELEY."

8:30 a (
10:30a J i

•3:30 pi
,

4:30 p I,

Santa Clara, San Jose, and.
Principal Way Stations

~l l 9:03 a
... . I 1*10-02 a— f 4 36 1

J ' 6:401

..Almadtn a d Way St*

830 a ) Gilroy, Pajaru, Uastroviilt
•3:30pm Salinas and Monterey._

..Hollister andTres Pinos ..

8;30a j WatsonviUe, Aptos.Soquel ) •10:02 a
3:30 P' \ (Capitolajand Santa Cruz ) t6:40l

i Soledad, Paso Robles. Teinpltton )

\ (SanLuis Obispo) A Way Stations, i '

a—Morning p.—Afternoon.
•Sundaysexcepted. tSundayeonly $Theatre train Sat
iirdays only.

Trains run on Pacific Standard Time.

Nearlv all rail lint to San Luis Ubispo. Only ;

miles staffing between Templeton ana San LuJb
i Francisco 12 hours. Throngh

Special Rocnd-teip Tickets,
Gilroy and Paralsr Springs-

,t reduced rates—t o

CREEK BOVTE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO-*7:15-9:15-lia5-ld3-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—•6^5—8:15—1005—12:15—2:13-
4:15.

•Sundays excepted. tSatuxdays excepted; tSandaya

C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland

Standard Time furnished by Lick Qbsebvatoby.

4. S. TOWB0S.
Gen. Manager.

T. H. fiUODMAN,
Qen. Pass. ATtk Afi.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAS FRA>CISCO, CAJU

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 4iOFI3fE STREET
G. L. BEANDEB , President

J L FLOOD - Vice-President

C. P FARNFD2LD Secretary
j S ANGUS ..Assistant Manager
Banket*- Sevada Bank of San Francisco.

16an >

At the two principal events of the year— at the World's Trap Shoot-

ing Carnival held at Wellington, Mass., May 30 to June a. 18*>\ ihe Par-

ker Gun won the leading prize for best averagefor five day's -hooting;

al=o at Seattle W. T., June 9, 10 an ' ", 1387, the leading prize and best average was won wi i u the Parker

Gun addin° victories to 18S6 as follows: The Second annual Tournament of the Chamberlin Cartridge

Co held at^Cleveland, Ohio, September 14, 18tf6, ont of eighty-seven entries from representative shots,

representing fourteen States, the Parker Gnn won first and third money, winning S9uu out of the Sl.iQO

purse offered a Iding another victory to 1885. which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament

for to" championship of the World, held at New Orleans, La„ Feb. 11th to lfith. Among ihe contestants

shooting other guns were such champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody. Stubbs, Erb and others.

Special Notice—bunnd-trip tickets 10 the famous
Lick observatory (Mt. Hamilton) can be had at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Francisco
Rate, 35.5..

EXCURSION TICKETS.
For Sundays only,-} ^etu^nTeS??™ =

K° 0<1

ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and Sunday onJv,
Sunday and • good for return until following Mob -

Monday, ' aav.inclnsive.at the following rates.

San LS.
_

uno...
Millbrae. ..

Oak Grove..
San Mateo...
Belmont . ...

Redwood..
Fair Oaks...
Menlo Park
Mayfield
Monnt'n View

sat to
' Jlon.

I Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Lawrences
>?anta Clara
San Jose
Gilrov
Hollister
Aptos
Loma Prieta^
Soquel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

Satto
Mon
Tkt.

4 CM)

4 50
5 (X

5 00
5 Ot
5 00

Ticeet Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station. So. 613 Market street,
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwin Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, H.R. JLDAH,

Superintendent Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Ae*.

3«>w York Salesroom,

PARKER BROS., Makers,
9? Chambers St.. octl Heriden, ct.

FISHING RODS.
"We would call the attention of

THE TRADE
To our Catalogue of Fishing Tackle for

Dealers upon application. Address,

1S8S, which we will be pleased to mail to

THOS. H. CHUBB,
nol2tf POST MILIjS, VT.

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
. Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

Mixes instantly -with cold Water

.

Price $1 .25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing five Imperial gallono

equals nearlv 6 American gallons. Oue gallon mixed.

witli &J gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 150

Bheepatacostof lesBtnan one cent each.

Easily applied, a noorisher of wool, a certain care

forBCab. ALSQ
UTILE'S PATEN * POWDER DIP.

Poisonous, mixes instantly witb cold water. Sold in

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; in a

seven-ponuds package sufficient to dip 100 sheep.

Price 17 centa per pound.

CATTON, BELL & CO.
SUCCESSORS

24sep

FALKSER, BEIX A «>-„
406 California Street, AOEBiTS.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of fold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Oar Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED

1846. 14 FIRST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
ROCHES TEE, N. T.PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS

25dec52

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize -wieners at all the fairs in California and the

entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair

-ramento, 1886.

Importations made direct from England every year

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the

best blood and most fashionable families of Disb-

faced Berkshire? . regardless of coat, and all re-

corded in English aiid American Berkshire records.

Yonnepigs from these importations, male and

female, from entirely different families for sale at

reaaonaoie prices, and every pig guaranteed. Address

3IidfW&9

ro

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO Tin!

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BT THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best ilaces in the State for

Sea Bathing, Sb ooting and Fishing,
TEALKS LEAVE SAN FEANCTSCO DATXY FOE

MONTEREY,
Summer

TTHE MOST CHABMXSS
and Winter Resort

Pacific t oast.
ot the

A>'i>KKW MHITH. Kwlwood tity.
Or at 218 California Streft. San Francisco.

FOR SALE.

A Thoroughbred Bull Bitch..

Apply at 305 WasIiln£«on St.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

P. HEALD President^ 0. 8. HALEY. 8eo*y.
rSend for Circular octd

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Tront
in abundance can be obtained from the se\ eral strean, s
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may >-e had in season.

THE BAY OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Rar-
acuda, Pompiuo, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, In connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL, DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sporta-
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES
AT TILE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ARE UNSURPASSED,

having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(1-50x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facuities

-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQUET, AND SANTA CTtUZ
Tfl VTA THE .VOETHERS DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gange)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara. San Benito, Santa Crux
and Monterey, each of which abounds in game In great
variety Notably
Quail. Pigeon, Snipe, Dock. Geese, Deer

and Bear.
Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are

reached by this line. Stages connect with trains dalli
at San Mateo /or those well-known Retreats PURIS
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PE^CADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO tnd McMV-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special Inducements to the lovers
of this manlr sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOGSwhen carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are instructed
toissne CHECKS for aU dogs receved in Baecics
Care. *** *

Bfi^-In order to guard against accidents to Do*
while In transit, it is necessarv that they be urovided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Gnnl and FIbM™
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Guns taken apart
and securely packed In wood or leather cases may te
taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES-Pasaenger Depot, Townsen"

street, Valencia Station, and No 613Marketst Gr
Hotel

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAF
Superintendent, Asst. Pasa and Tkt A^
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HORSE BOOTS, sq
93

y.» iiL»
fl

RAGING MATERIAL
IN ENDLESS VARIETY AT

J, A. McKEERON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street. - - - San Francisco

D O YOU WAMT:A.D;0S
3 DOC BUYERS' GUIDE. Li

Colored plates, lOO engravings RL
of different breeds, prices they ore H
worth, and where to buy them, jfl

Af ailed for 15 Cents. «H
. ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

ft]

Ja 237 S. Eighth St, Philadelphia, Fa. gj
9api

STUD POINTER.
KrSH T., (3751 a. E. K.), lemon and white, by

Sensation ^217 A. K. R.),exSeph G. by Dart—Seney,
In the stud to approved bitches. Fee $25. Rush T.
is a dog of good size, good markings, rare form, excel-
lent temper, high courage and marked field instinct
In breeding he has no superior. His sire was a grand
fielder and a bench winner. His dam is a winner on
the bench and an uncommonly good field performer.
The kennel is breeding Irish red setters of unexcep-

tionable strains.
ELCHO KEXNEES,

sep23 3 1 2 Cloven tli S I reet, S . F

.

GLOVER'S ALBUM.
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RAGE HORSES.

Secured by Letters Patent, July 9A, 188V
Having thus described my invention, what I claim

us new, and desire to secure my letteis patent, is:

1. The part D,supported by the Bide straps of the bri-
dle, extending back as Bhown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
asdierem described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,
the curved blinds F, Becured to such extensions, ana
&b Bhaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, atid in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side Btraps A, the screw, nut
and waBher E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, snbBtantiallj as herein described,

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
&leces D and blinds F, as sn>wn,«the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches oy extensions above

and below the eyes, and having th* adjusting slides or
buckU-s, substantially as anil for the purpose lierelr
described.

5. In a bridle, and in com Ination with the blinds F,
supported and pivoted to the bridle so as to be nmval
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
straps or bandp Q and H, and the lear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, ami ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be inider-

sood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
Bnmfthlng of the same edect on the action follows as
la induced by toe-weights. This is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. IHcKRRRON.
No. Kin and 232 Rills fit San Francisco.

Harry E. Carpenter, M.O.C.V.S.
VETERINARY SURGEON.

Honorary Graduate oi

Ontario Veterinary Col.

lege, Toronto, Canada

83? Kldallngs Castrated.

Veterinary Infirmary, 371 Natoma St.

Eesldence, 966 Howard St., Ban Francisco.
Iuia52

DOG MEDICINES.
Sia^ge «*or«*. - 50« Distemper Cure. SI .00
isJoori Purifier, SOc. Vermifuge, - - 50c
tanker W»sh, SOc. Eye L««ion, - SOc
3 (arrhoealure, 50c- Cure lor Cits, - 50e.
Ionic, - - SOc. Liniment - SOc.
Kennel and Stable Soap, best uog soap known, price

25c.
'

These remedies are sold by druggists and dealers
n sportsmen's goods.

ALL DOG DISEASES TREA1ED
H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian to the Westminster Kennel Club, New
»ersey Kennel Club, Rhode Island Kennel Club,
Hartford Kennel Club, HemsteadFarm Company, etc.

22oc'3 HBQ9 Krnndwav. Npw Vork

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec, 1884. Champion Beauchief,

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1886. Win
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing.—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

.Kennels—Montclair Heights, N '

Anl al Portraits.
3 "

Do'uesiic Eels, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and all

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

cither from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc

for Ulus-'-ation purposes, furnished.
H. BOYD, Arlist.

Ooftf 18 Post Streftt.

AMERICAN
KENNEL CLUB

STUD-BOOK
Blanks for registering in the official stud

book will be ^"iled on application.
Entries will* close for part Four on Decem-

ber 30, 18S7. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club,

Heb
Mos. 44 and 46 Broadway,

Mew York.

HUNTERS' OUTFIT
J. FLAVIN & CO.

"We offer a most complete stock of Hunting Goods, such as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VESTS, etc,

all of our own manufacture, and all warranted up to the standard of former years.

SPORTSMEN ATTENTION

!

LrREAT IaIi,
924 to 928 Market Street,

NEXTTHF ISW.OWIIV. ocll

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

B"C. Sc N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the O. P. &U. P. R. K's., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and TJnequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Co-nmodlons Eest, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

Over 6.O0O miles offirst-class road running West. Norih and North-West from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT IINE.

tor further information apply to

HENEY P. STANWOOD,
'ipnfral Asront. Nan Francisco. C •(.

IHJfci

L C. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Bolted
BREECH—LOADING GUN!

&t&
*«ff ft- °ej;
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L. C. SMITH,

?a

•so

eg 3
3 3 g

o S 01

I

Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammerless Guns.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

A. Demonstration of the Shooting- Qualities of the "L. C. Smith" Gun.

At the Cleveland Cartridge Co.'s tournament, held at Cleveland, O., from September 113 to 1G Inclusive
the ' Smith" gun won first money in every class. It also won nearly two-thirds of the entire
amout (33,0001 of cash prizes, aDd championship trophy for the h' st average in the 9i» class. In the 90-

elass it won 'he Is*. 2nd and 4tb moneys; in the 80-class it to^k the 1st, Hrd, 4th and 5th; in the 10-class it

cook 1st and 2nd, with the 1st and 6th in the 60-class, making a total winning nearly four times greater
than any other gun, of either foreign or borne manufacture.

We think this a most excellent snowing, us there was seven different makes of guns npofl hv r**n iifneieei
onteBtantsin the ninety class. L. t: S.\in ...

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST an n

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!
PURE AND UNADULTERATED

"We offer for Bale on favorable terms to the Trade.

CATHER WOOD'S CES.EltKATED FINE OLD WHISKIES
of the -ollowing brands, namely:

Cranston's Cabinet, Century, A- A. A., Old Stock, Henry-
Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.

Also, in cases of 1 doz. quart bottlee each,

Brunswick Club (Pure Old Bye) and Upper Ten (Very Old and Choioe).

S3T For excellence, purity and evenness oE quality the abova-cire unsurpas* J '.,/ „Uy whiskies i nnorto
th<i only objection to be made to them by the manipulating dealers being that they cannot be ijr£rove

Bull,

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO •

»

SOLE AGENTS, SAN FRANCISCO, CAUFO.1CM4
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NORLAINE,
BY NORVAL DAM ELAINE BY MESSENGER DUROC.

YEARLING RECORD 2:31 1-2

SAN IKANtlS<\> S»T. i», 1882.
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May Judges Reverse Decisions?

Editoh Breisver and Sportsman:—The Board of Appeals

of the Pacific District, (N. T. A.) a couple of weeks ago, ren-

dered a decision of considerable iuterest to the trotting fra-

ternity and breeders of trotting horses, as well as to judges

of trotting races.

Dan Mizner appealed from a decision of the Sonoma and

Marin Agricultural Association which suspended him and

the mare Mattie P. for alleged fraud in a race that had

occurred three weeks previous to the date of their decision.

All of the judges who had acted in that occasion concurring

in the decision.

The Board of Appeals held in substance that neither the

Sonoma and Marin Agricultural Association nor the judges

had any right under the N. T. A. rules at any time after the

decision of ike judges of the day had been announced from the

stand to take further action against, or permit a horse, its

driver or owner, for misconduct or fraud committed in said

race, even though the fraud be admitted by the driver or owner.

It did, however, hold that the associate member tr the judges

could ask that a previous decision be reviewed and tried

before the District Board of Appeals, (Section 8, of Article

VII., of By-Laws N. T. A.
t
undoubtedly gives them the latter

right) and that Eaid District Board could decide on the testi-

mony then adduced what action to take in the premises.

Is this not an unnecessary piece of red tape? If the judges

of the day or the associate member for whom they act are

worthy to act as judges of a race they should be given the

power to review their » ecisions when proof is made that

said judges have been deceived through fraud, and are

convinced that their first decision was erroneous, a reason-

able lime, of course, to be set inside of which the second

decision shall be made. Requiring the parties who wish

to review a decision to bring their wituesses and testimony

to a place and at a time to be uamed by the District Board of

Appeals is tantamount to instructing the judges that no such

appeals are wanted; that said judges must make a busiuess

of knowing exactly how fast and how game every horse is

before they go into the judges' stand, so that they may not

be deceived in the first instance, In other words, the judges

must be unerriDg in every instance, and where, may I ask,

are such to be found? Even the Supreme Court of this

State sometimes goes back on previous decisions of its own

aud grants a new trial of a case which they are given their

own time to study and decide. Why, if new evidence, and

evidence of fraud at that, can be br >ught in, must our

"Amateur" judges be denied the ri^ht so far as possible to

alleviate a false judgment by punishing the party whose

fraudulent acts misled them in their first decision?

Then again, are Pacific Coast judges supposed to be supe-

rior to those of the East? I note that Tufts, the driver of

Loretta F., waB expelled by the judges of a race in which

she participated at Rochester, N. Y., several days after that

race had occurred. (Vide Breeder and Sportsman, Sept.

10th, page 163). IE this be a privilege of Eastern judges, why

not also that of tha Pacific Coa^t judges?

It seems singular that the rules shmid provide for such a

contingency as occurred in the Lester- .Palatini race a couple

of weeks ago at the Bay District, wherein the judges and a

substitute driver were threatened, insulted, etc.. by one of

the drivers (Peniman), but should not be made to cover a

fraud, even though that fraud be not detected until after the

race was finished and decided. Surely an accomplished and

successful fraud perpetrated upon the judges aud the public

is as great an insult and just as worthy of punishment by

said judges or an associate member as any insulting language

a driver, trainer, etc., may use to the judges or to a substitute

driver either during or after a race. Sonoma.

Is the Canadian Pacer Descended from
Narragansett?

the

Importation of English Thoroughbreds.

The following imported English thoroughbreds arrived in

New York City on Friday, October 21, in good shape. There
are eleven, ten mares and one stallion. Their breeding is as

follows:
Rossington, chestnut horse, foaled 1881, bred by the Duke

of Westminster, by Doncaster, (winner of the Derby); first

dam Lilly Agnes (dam of Ormonde and Farewell) by Mac-
aroni.

Lizzie Hampton, chestnut filly, 18S4, by Hampton, dam
Dynasty, by Sterling.

Scrubbing Brush, black mare, 1874, by Saunterer, dam
Scrubbing Brush, by Tcuchstoue.

Flora McDonald, bay mare, 1877, by Knight of the Gartei,

dam Lady Mc'Donald, by Tombstone.
Bread aud Honey, brown mare. 1S79, by Brown Bread, dam

Honey, by Melbourne or The Cossack,

Ismalia, chestnut mare, 18S7, by Macaroni, dam Rifle's

dam, by Tom Bowline.
Florry Jones, bay mare, 1S79, by Tomahawk, dam Mrs.

Jones, by Paul Jones.
Pretension, bay mare, lb77, by Pretender, dam Bell

Heather, by Stockwell.

Rosette, black mare, 18S3, by Rosierucian, dam May
Queen, by Claret.

Margery, buy mare, 1878, by Sterling, daJi Playrough's

dam, by The Duke.
Platoon, bay mare, 1879, by Musket, dam by Tom Bowhue.
Of the above mares Lizzie Hampton, Isnaalia, Florry Jones,

Rossette, Margery, aud Platoon are in foal to Glen Arthur, by
Adventurer; Scmbbing Brush and Flora MacDonMd are in

foal to The Rake; Bread and Honey is in foal to Rossington,

and Pretensiou is in foal to Lenox Love.

The Palo Alto catalogue is before us with an introduction

bv the compiler, Joseph Cairn Simpson. We need hardly

say that the volume is a model, and well worthy of the

veteran horseman and journalist. Tbe list includes two
hundred and eighty-five head of trotting slock and thirty-two

thoroughbreds, all of which are concentrated in two hundred
and eighty-five excellentlyprinted and bound pages.

—

Chicago

Horseman.

This question may be somewhat startling, and in asking it

our purpose is to seek information rather than to attempt to

impart it. There can be no doubt that all the traditions

among the French Canadians lead to the conclusion that the

Canadian pacing horse came from France originally, and it

is possible that these traditions are correct, but at the same

time it is possible they may not be correct. The early his-

tory of the colonists on the St. Lawrence seems to be hope-

lessly barren of all mention of the horse or reference to him

as constituting any element or feature in their domestic aud

industrial development. Iu the first fifty or sixty years of the

French settlements on the St. Lawrence we have not been

able to find any allusion to the horse, and from this we infer

that tnere were no horses there during that period, and per-

haps even later. That a full half-century should have passed

in the history of these primitive people without having a

horse among them seems to us at this day a very strange

fact, if it be a fact, and yet in studying their lives and habits

we can very easily see how they could get along without

horses. Their pieces of laud, whether large or small, were

all given a narrow front upon the river, running back an in-

definite distance, and thus neighbors were not far removed
from each other and all close to the water. Like the gon-

dola in Venice, the canoe took the place of the horse in all

the purposes of travel, whether for business or pleasure. At
this point we will drop the Canadian side of the inquiry for

the preseDt, without having determined when nor from whence
the first horses were introduced into that country.

For more than twenty years we have been searchingfor some
definite trace of the importation of the Narragansett pacer into

Rhode Island, but our efforts have been barren of any satisfac-

tory results. The statement made by Mr. I. T. Hazard many
years ago, that his grandfather, Governor Robinson, imported

tbe original of the breed from Andalusia, in Spain, is wholly
untenable, and must have resulted from some misconception

of what Mr. Hazard really said on that point. 1. There never

were any pacers in Andalusia or any other part of Spain. 2.

Governor Robinson was born in 1693, and the Narragansett

pacer was extensively bred and widely exported tnirteen

years before that according to the official records. As fully

one-half of the horses of all England were pacers at the time

of tbe fouudiog of the American colonies, as he was then the

most popular of any breed, aud as he was specially suited in

size and constitution to undergo the dangers of a sea voyage
and the hardships of a life in the wilderness, it may be

accepted without question that the colonists brought their

hjrsea with them just as they brought their other domestic
animals.
This is practically all we Know of the original introduction

of the pacer into Rhode Island, and we have no official

account of him or how he flourished until a period of about

forty years hid elapsed from the formal organization of the

colony of Rhode Island and the Providence plantations. In
J6S0 the English Government, through the board of trade,

submitted a series of ioterrogatories to the colonial authori-

ties, touching their industries, products, manufactures, im-
portations, exportations, etc. In replying to the question

relating to exportation the governor and council say: "The
principal matters that are exported are horsts, provisions,"

e,tc. Taking this early date of 1680 as the starting point

when the horse first became the leading item of export, and
following him along till Cuba carried away the last in cargoes

of hundreds, we have a period of over a century in which
Rhode Island was conspicuous above all the colonies in breed-

ing and distributing a particular type of horse whose descend-

ants are still to be found on every trotting course in this

country. In our own time we have h^d the demand for

the Morgan Horse, spreading like a prairie fire, but it only
Listed for one generation of horses, and purchasers never
cirne back for the second supply. The Narragansett pacer
maintained hip pre-eminence more than five times as long and
made his impression more than twenty times as effective.

The fame of the Narragansett was built up upon two qual-

ifications, both of which were solid and enduring. He was
the very ideal saddle-horse, and as all journeys, whether long
or short, were then made in the saddle, he was exactly suited

to his time and surroundings. As a race-horse his speed was
phenomenal, and tbat speed was often tested under the most
exciting circumstances. Early in the eighteenth century, and
long before the "thoroughbred" horse was ever dreamed
of even in name, they had a regular and fashionable course
in Philadelphia, then the chief city for pacing races, and the
horsemen of Rhode Island and Virginia had their matches and
return matches between their pacers. It is not our purpose
now, however, to go into the history of the pacer, but to put
the question in such shape as to secure the assistance of

workers in determining the origin of the Canadiau pacer. It

is possible that tho Canadian pacer was brought from France,
aud it is possible also that he was taken from Rhode Island.

If we admit there were pacers in Normandy and other por-

tions of France from which the colonists came, about which
we are not fully informed, the possibilities would balance
each other, but there are several considerations which
seem to make it more probable that the true origin was
Rhode Island. 1. It is certain that the supply could be had
there. 2. There was intercourse of a semi-commercial char-
acter for a great many years between the Canadiau-French
and tbe colonies of New England. 3. The distance outside
of water lines was not very great and it is probable the
expense would be 1-ss in carrying a horse from New England
than from fc'rance.

Several years ago some correspondant, in the course of a
letter on other topics, remarked that at au early day there

was quite an active trade carried on by the Freuch-Canadiaus
with the New Eugland colonies in exchanging their skins,

furs, etc., for horses. We are not able to recall the address of

this correspondent and we hope he will reuew the informa-
tion if this should meet his eye. As a matter of course a mere
tradition on a question of this kind is of very little value
unless it is Burruunded and supported by circumstances and
incidents that may give it life. Many of our friends are fond
of historical investigation and many others have acquaint-
ances who are devoted to such inquiries. Now, if each one
will cast about a little he may be able to put us in commun-
ication with some writer or some author who may be able to

solve tbe problem. The only apology we have to offer for

thus calling upon our friends for help iB that we may be able
to clear up this question iu the volume we now have under
way, entitled "The Origin, History, Breeding and Develop-
ment of the Trotter." The pacer is a great factor, perhaps
the greatest, iu the trotter, and it is of the highest moment
that we should reduce the indefinite phrase "pacing element"
to its lowest terms by bringing the whole as near to uuity as
possible.

Since writing the foregoing we have learned that the first

horses ever seen in Canada arrived at Quebec in 1665, from
the ancient province of Picardy, in France. This province,

which is not to be found on modern maps, laid just across
the channel from England, aud we are informed that pacing
horses of small size and unattractive appearance are still to be
found iu that part of France. These animals may be the
remnants of a breed of pacers that flourished there two hun-
dred years ago, just as they flourished in England at that

time. After examining the dates and facts about the planta-

tion of the different American colonies of New England, we
have reached the conclusion that probably Rhode Island
never imported any horses direct from England. Massachu-
setts Bay commenced importing in 1629, and continued to

bring over ship-loads for some years. They multiplied
rapidly, and in 1640 she exported a ship-load of about eighty

head to the Barbadoec This was about the time Khorie
Island began to assume an organized existence; and, like

the other New England colonies, it was very natural that Bhe
should get the foundation of her horse-stock from Massachu-
setts Bay. As the settlers of Rhode Island were refugees

from the Puritan intolerance of the other colonies, as that

was the only place in all New England where pacing races

were tolerated, and as valuable prizes were offered for speed,
it was wholly natural that the fastest and best specimeus of

the equine race should there be gathered together. The Nar-
ragausetts thus had their origin in the best and the fastest as

tested by the course and the watch. This, however, still

leaves the question open as to whether these same Narragau-
setts were the true progenitors of the Canadian pacer, and to

this question we specially invite the attention of our friends.
— Wallace's Monthly.

English Racing Gossip.

London, Nov. 5th.—Little has been occurring in the racing

world during the past week, the legitimate season being over.

Hurdle-racing and steeplechasing are now more the ordinary

topic of conversation than any doings on the flat, and flat rac-

ing has died a more than usually sudden death by the com-

parative collapse of the Liverpool Cup, which has.always pro-

duced a heavy autumn betting medium. This time only a

very small number indeed of these weighted have accepted

their imposts, and in consequence the field is likely to be
largely reduced in numbers, and the betting upon it is paral-
ized. The meetings just finished were Brighton and Lewes,
Lincoln and Four Oaks, but no stakes were given at any one
of them sufficient to bringing out horses of any pretensions.
The sale of the Duke of Hamilton's horses in training

took place at Newmarket, on the 27th of last month, but it

may be taken for granted that his grace has no intention of
entirely withdrawing his patronage from the sport, as the
prohibitive reserve of 10,000 guineas was placed upon his

smart two-year-old Nina, who won the Homebred Foal Stakes.
The highest price realized was 810 guineas, at which figure

Monsieur de Paris was taken by Lord Cardross. and Jacob
went into the same quarter for 610 guineas. Both will remain
in Marsh's stable, having been, it was rumored, purchased on
behalf of Lord Dudley.

It is understood that Mr. Barclay intends to retire his

horse Bendigo from the turf and send him to the stud, though
he is still sound as ever. He has been such a consistently good
performer and has put such a fitting climax to his career in

this last Cambridgeshire, that he will be widely sought after.

His owner has already given some long prices for mares pur-
posely to mate with him.
Of the two big stakes projected for Leicester, the Portland

Stakes, for two-year-olds, to be decided at the Spring Meet-
ing next year, has closed with 112 subscriptions, and the
Prince of Wales' Stakes, for three-year-olds, run the following
season, has secured 94 nominations. H. R. H. the Prince
of Wales has entered his colt Peter Athol for both events.
Several foreign sportsmen have also supported the races, of

which the Portland Stakes, value 7,000 sovs., will be dis-

tributed as follows: The winner 6,000 sovs., the second 750
sovs , and the third 250 sovs.; and in the case of the Prince
of Wales' Stakes, of the 12,000 sovs. 11,000 will go to the win-
ner, 750 to the second, and 250 to the third.

Now that Friar's Balsam* has added the Dewhurst Plate to

his list of winnings, the amount won by the son of Hermit and
Flower of Dorset this season is £8,666, made up as follows:

New Stakes, at Ascot, £1,322; Hnrstbourne Stakes, at Stock-
bridge, £1,150; July Stakes, at Newmarket, £1,320; Rich-
mond Stakes, at Goodwood, £817; Molecombe Stakes, at

Goodwood, £375; Middle Park Plate, £2,235; Dewhurst
Plate, £1,447.
As was to have been expected, the withdrawal of Queen's

Plates has not met with general approval. At a recent meet-
ing of the Jockey Club, Lord Rosslyn expressed his belief in
the utility of the Plates aud his regret at their withdrawal,
whereupon Lord Hastings intimated the intention of the
stewards to endeavor to supply the Iobs by instituting races
on somewhat similar conditions, and expressed a hope that
the same would be done throughout the country.

All very well, but it cannot be expected that the best class

of horses will compete for Queen's Plates which are only
worth 200 guineas, while there are so many valuable stakes
given. In the old days 200 was thought a fairly rich prize,

But times are changed, and that amount of money is com-
monly added to a minor selling plate or a hunter's stake now-
a-days.

To those interested in the fate of horses that have achieved
big successes, it will be interesting to know that Kisber, who
won the Derby of 1S76 for Mr. Baltazzi, was sold lately to dis-

solve a partnership between the brothers Baltazzi, the pur-

chaser being Count Lehudorf, acting for the North German
Breeding Society. The price paid was £4,000, and he will

now stand at the Hartzburg Stud, near Bruuswick.
Speculation or the Derby is brought almost to a standstill

through the strong position taken by Friar's Balsam. The
best offer now is 500 to 200, and only a day or two ago there
was a proposal to give a "tenner" "to anyone who would lay

1,100 to 400. And it is my belief that at the present moment
11 to 4 would be taken without any consideration whatever.
Among those who patronized the racing at Brighton was

the renowned Jem Smith, of pugilistic fame, and to those who
anticipate the forthcoming battle with Kilrain with anything
more than passing iuteieBt, it will come in the light of good
news that he haB set to work in earnest, and having already
reduced himself materially in weight, is looking as ruddy as
a cherry and as bright as a star.

From France I hear that Baron Finot has been winning
races at the rate of three a day, and is looked upon as
almost invincible. The trouble which arose between the
myrmidons of the law aud the bookmakers in that coun-
try has been settled so far aB Johnny Gideon, the chief book-
maker of Paris, is concerned. He produced such a mass of

evidence as to clubs he was a member of, the class of people
he was accustomed to bet with, and his endeavors to bet iu

compliance with the requirements of the authorities, that he
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fairly nonplnssed bis prosecutors and won bis case. His
verdict will, however, form no precedent for tbe many who
are yet likely to be summoned, and tbe trouble is by no
means at an end.

There seems to be a terrible state of affairs there among
tbe jookeys, and to us who are blessed with a set with but
very few black sheep among them, the account seems almost
incredible and makes it evident that tbe stewards can be
stewards only in name, that they have not long since ruled

such rogues off and put an end to their dishonest praotices.

One case arose lately which was so flagrant that even they

had to warn the jockey off. It was a lad named Moreton.
He simulated drunkenness and rolled from his horse, the

only pitj being that be did not break his neck or injure him-
self severely in doing so.

Horses are selliDg at prices lower than have been known
for years, and as a sample of the badness of the times I take

the figures of one of our leading horse auctioneers, who sells

a large number weekly. He tells me that good driving horses,

soULd and young, are going at prices ranging between 15 and
40 guineas, aut it tak s a tirst-dnss draught horse to reach as

high as 45 guineas.

—

Sporting World.

Grinnell's Chatupioa.

It was with no thought of obtaining the ma erial for a dis-

anisiti -n on the champion family, that I entered the stables

of Mr. Van Cott, on West 58th street, N. Y., a few days siuce,

but while seated in the office my attention was attracted to a

spirited paimiug uf a hor»e that hong again*t the wall. In

answi r to my inquiry Mr. Von C-jtl said: 'This is a very

faithful portrait of a vtry great horse, the must beautiful

horse I evtraaw—Gr nneil's (Jbaujpiuu." The picture repre-

sented a young stabiou, a rich golden chestnut in color.

Certainly he was very handsome if tbe picture was a true

portrait. He had a hue blood-like, intelligent hea I, the neck

was justly prop irtioned, the barrel was short, rather than

extremely long, as in other pictures of the horse, and was

well ribbed up. The legs were perfect, in the appearance of

bone, but noticeably straight and fine, so much so that they

suggested fancy work on the part of the artist, but this Mr.

Van Cott strongly repudiated. "Champion had," said he,

"tbe straightest and cleanest legs I ever saw on a horse, and

the picture barely does him justice in that respect." Alto-

gether it was the portrait of as finished and blood-like an

animal as ever delighted the eye of a horseman.

Though somewhat has been written of the history of this

horse it is a theme comparatively unknown to the trotting

world' and Mr. Van Cott gave me such an interesting story,

that i trust readers will find it worthy of their perusal.

The origin of the American trotter goes back to the year

1780, and to merry England. In that year the first Derby

was run, and the winner was the three-year-old Diomed.

In the same year the gTay colt Messenger was foaled, and

both were subsequently imported to this country. Erom
these two, so far as pedigrees can be established, all the

American trotters of note descend. Mambrino, by Messenger,

dam by imp. Sour Crout, left three sons, each of whom was a

great trotting progenitor. Of these Bons, Abdallah was

"facile princeps," as the sire of.Eysdyk's Hambletonian.

Second in rank was Mambrino Paymaster, sire of Mambrino
Chief, and these two all trotting horsemen know. But the

third, Almack, whose dam was Sophonisba, by a grandson of

imported Baronet, is, by comparison, little known. He was

the sire of Grinnell's Champion, and his descendants have

given to tbe trotting turf many of it's staunchest and speed-

iest performers. They breed on, too, so that tbe Champion

family stands among the foremost, and promises to be still

more highly esteemed by intelligent breeders. Col. Wood,

and Charley B., his sire, Naiad Queen, Nettie Bnrlew, Eva,

and a host of others, famous for their courage in long races,

are among the distinguished scions of this family.

Therefore, when Mr. Van Cott began to give me reminis-

cences of old Champion, I listened with deep interest, the

more so, because they were told in so graphic a way.

"He was four or five years old," he said, "when Mr. Grin-

nell arranged to send him to me. He had killed one of tbe

stable men some weeks before, and the people about him were

so afraid of him that they Bhut him up in a stable and gave

him feed and water through the front, poking it at him as if

he had been a grizzly bear. He had had no exerciBe and no

grooming, and when he was brought into my place a man led

him by a'pole ten feet long. -Inst as he was, bis coat matted

with dirt, his feet grown unnaturally out of shape through

standing 'so long in bis stall, I thought him the handsomest

horse I should "ever see, and I have never changed that

opinion. I went up to him, and the man in charge of him

yelled out, 'For God's sake, look oat!' dropped the pole and

ran. Champion and I looked at each other, and I took him

by the cheek strap and led him to his stable. I could see

that he was delighted to find a man who understood him and

was not afraid of him.

"Ee was ugly enough at times, but I could manage him.

One day a party of gentlemen had come out to see him, and

when I led him out I told them to keep outside of the enclos-

ure, as he seemed out of Borts and was likely to hurt some

one'. I had hardly given them this warning when he came

at me, and hiB eyes looked like two green glass bottles. I

mastered him, and Boon after took him to his stall. As I

was about to fasten him, one of my stable men, a green hand,

walked into the stall. I called to him to get out, but before

he could obey me the horse grabbed him near the left shoul-

der, and literally tore the muscle of his arm out. I secured

the'horse and then tied up the man's arm, to keep him from

bleeding to death before a doctor arrived. A few minutes

later Mr. Grinnell came in. His face was white with excite-

ment and anger. 'That Bottles it,' said he, 'you must kill

that horse to-night.' I tried remonstrance, but it was of no

effect. 'I won't allow such a dangerous brute to exist, he

said 'and unless vou promise to kill him to-night I will do it

myself." Finally'l persuaded bim to let the matter reBt until

I could get a permit from the Mayor, and he went away. As

he left the city that night nothing farther was said about kill-

ing the horse. About six monthB after Mr. Grinnell wrote

to me, asking me to meer him at the railway station, as he

intended to visit my place. At the proper time I hitched

Champion to a light wagon and drove to the tram. Mr. Grin-

nell arrived and jumped into the wagon without notioing the

horse, and away we rattled; but we had only gone a few

rods when he exclaimed, 'What horse is that, Van? When

I told him he wanted to get out of the wagon, insisting that

be wouldn't ride behind that murderous brute; but by the

time we arrived at my house he was satisfied, and pronounced

him the most beautiful horse he had ever seen.

"He was no more vicious than wasCassius M. Clay, but be

was vicious in a different way. Cassins was ugly all the time,

but Champion was very intelligent, and dangerous only when

he fancied he had been wronged, and then be would kill the

person if he could."—San Juan, in Sporting World.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send (or publication the earnest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths
In their kennels, In all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
and of grandparents, colors, dates, and breed.

Name Claimed.

By Mr. P.D. Linville, San Francisco.

Roberta, for a white and liver pointer bitch, by Robert
le Diable—Young Beulah, whelped March 5th, 1S87.

Sale.

Mr. A. B. Truman (Eloho Kennels) has sold to Col. W. F.
Stone, Yreka, the Irish red setter Sandy, by Mike T.—Lady
Eicho T., whelped Nov. 17, 1886.

Mr. Linville'a handsome daughter of Robert le Diable has
been sent to Mr. George T. Allender, at Watsonville, for train-

ing. The bitch Roberta has quite recovered from the fatigues
of the long jonruey from Richmond, and is the carniheation
of keenness and sprightliness. Her name waB chosen by her
breeder, John S. Wise, and is a fitting one. If she shapes up
well in Mr- Allender's hands in time to start in the all-aged

stake of the Pacific Coast Trials, her owner will let her go.

Mr. Allender wae in the city last week, and favored us by
calling He reports his dogs well, and coming on in good
style for the field trials. It has been very dry and hot at

Watsonville, and the Hogs have been getting much road work
so that when tbe rain comes they will be fit to be put on birds

and kept at their work.

Judge C. N. Post came down from Sacramento on Saturday
last and spent three days. His Derby entry, Sunlit, has had
but little preparation yet, but the Judge will take her to Han-
ford about Dec. 27th, and give her three weeks of hard work,
which will turn her up quite tit. Judge Post thinks that Mr.
Ecklon and several of the Sacramento sportsmen will attend
the trials, and, as a large representation from San Francisco
is assured, the question now is whetherall can be entertained.

Some of those who attend may prefer to remain at the Han-
ford Hotel, several miles from the trial grounds, but most will

probably accept the invitation of Mr. Lillis, and stay at his
rancho.

A correspondent writes for the address of Mr. D. C. Ber-
gunathal, of field-trial fame as a judge. The query enables
us to say that Mr. Bergunathal ia a member and Secretary of

the Van Camp Hardware and Iron Company, doing business
at 80 S. Illinois street, Indianapolis, Ind. The company is

a mammoth institution dealing in tools, cutlery, iron and
Bteel, and all sorts of heavy hardware. Mr. Bergunthal is

therefore a very buBy man, but his love for setters and
pointers is so great that he goes year after year into the
trials for two weeks with unfailing zest.

"Westminster Kennel Club Election.

The "Westminster Kennel Club's annual election, held at
Delmonico's, Twenty-sixth street and Fifth avenue, last week,
resulted as follows: President, J. Otto Bonner; vice-President,
Robert C. Cornell; Secretary, Francis R. Hitchcock; Treas-
urer, Bradish Johnson Jr.; Board of Governors, C. 'DaBois
Wagstaff. W. B. Smith, G. Lees Knapp, R. C. Cornell, J. O
Bonner, J. Coleman Drayton, H. Walter Webb, F. R. Hitch-
cock, G. Be F. Grant, L. K. Wilmerding, T. H. Terry, Louis
C. Clark, F. O. De Luze, G. S. Floyd-Jones, Bradish John-
son Jr., R. H. Williams and Elliot Smith. The elub will hold
itB annual bench show on Feb. 21, 22, 23 and 24, 18S8, at Mad-
ison 8quare Garden. The premium lists will be ready on
Becember 15th.

Some English Notions About American
Breakers.

In presenting to Ms readers some American expressions

about breaking, the editor of Shooting says:

With the exceptions of fox-hounds and greyhounds English-
men might well take a lesson from the American sportsmen
of the clay in the thoroughness with which they enter into the
questions of breeding and breaking. Of course the practice
of driving birds has not yet found its way into America, and
the dogs of the country are first the setter and then the
pointer, both of which are made to retrieve and answer every
purpose in that direction. As many as seven or eight field

trials are annually held in the United States, and the dogs
which win are educated up to a very high standard. The
highest couraged and the fastest animals are necessary. The
Americans soon discovered that it was easier to guide a horse
that would go than one which wanted encouragement to step
out. Dog shows are also great institutions in Americia, but
they have been losing ground since it became evident
that they tended to create a second breed of sporting dogs,

which were good for shows only, and not for field trials and
shooting to.

The letters, which have appeared lately in the American
Field, will be read with interest. That by Jacob Staff conveys
some very useful information to those gentlemen who would
send their dogs to field trials.

The name "Llewellin setter," which constantly recurs,

alludes to dogs descendedfrom Mr. Llewellin's kennel, well

known at our own field trials, but better known in America,
where Mr. Llewellin for years sent all his best drafts.

Not even the most advanced field-trial breaker will read
Jacob Staff's letter without interest. Its practical common-
sense views might teach that it is one thing to break a dog
and quite another to bring him up to the scratch, when broken,
in a fit state to win field trials. It is a far more difficult task
to make the most of a pointer and a setter than it is to show
the best form of a racehorse or a greyhound. In the two
latter the whole care turns on the physical fitness; in the
other, physical fitness, which is quite as necessary, has to be
grafted on to the highest development of sen«e and obedience
of which canine nature is possible. The difficulty consists in

the fact that the more education is pumped in the more phys-
ical condition is pumped out. It ia because Jacob Staff's

letter does something to explain how the two things can be
brought to prefection at the same time that we think it worth
quoting.

Mr. Arnold Burges* letter treats of the question of inbreed-
ing. It is not so long ago that the same queries were asked
in reference to the Laverack setters. Boes in breeding
damage them? The answer munt be still fought out, as it wan
impossible to obtain an answer from Mr. Lavarack's expe-
rience. It is well known that surreptitiously he introduced
Irish Better blood, and the onlyMogs we now know ofjjas de-
scended on all sides from his kennel are those which contain

this blood. When the question of how far in-breeding could
be carried first began to be a^ked in regard to his dogs, they
were at that time reduced to brothers and sifters, and these
were afterwards all crossed out. We may, however, bay ihat

when we first knew Mr. Laverock's kennel, eighteen years
ago, his dogs showed the first inbreeding weakness, which
always exhibits itself mentally before it begins to effect the
physique. In setters and pointers false pointing is the first

flag of distress.

The dogs which are now usually known at dog shows as

Laverack setters are, in all caaeB, crossed, and, in the major-
ity, with some blood never used in Mr. Laverack's experi-

ments. Several of thete have lately been exported to Amer-
ica, and their portraits, as Laverack setters, have appeared
in the American Field. They are very heavy dogs, with loaded
shoulders, and are as distinct from field-trials types as possi-
ble; there is as much difference between the two as there is

between a fox-hound from Belvoirand a bloodhound from Mr.
NicholL Yet it is these heavy dogs, whose bodies indicate
the character of their brains, which are for the most part on
the market. It is, therefore, useless to condemn the exten-
sion of driving to counties where good dogs might still be
used with advantage to the bag, when, as a matter of fact,

good dogs are almost as scarce as white elephants, and bad
ones swarm.
W e have detected good reasons for regretting breeding for

show purpuses, even in the crack field-trial kennels, Mr.
Lonsdale's, Mr. Llewellins, Mr. Lloyd trice's and Elias

Bishop's. Our own opinion has long been that <-ix hours
over stiff fallow is the t^lace and time t-j judge appearance in
-poring dog-. No dog^how judge can ; ell, at a dog show,
whether hi-, "fancy dog" will stand the te?t, although, in the
majo -ity of ca-es, if he had even teen it applied to any dog,
he would be able to condemn many uf the show cracks as
incapables at firot sight.

Standard of Points of the St. Bernard.

[Adopted by the International Congress at Zurich, on June 2, 1887.]

(A) THE SHORT-HAIRED (SMOOTH) ST. BERNARD,

General Character—Powerful, tall, upstanding, with hard
muscular development. Massive head and very intelligent

expression. In dogs with dark face markings, the expression
is more solemn, but ought never to be sour.

Head—like the body, very powerful and imposing; the
massive skull is wide, slightly arched, and sloping at the
sides with a gentle curve into the very well-developed cheek-
bones.
Occiput only slightly developed.
The supraorbital ridge is strongly developed and forms

nearly a right angle with the horizontal axis of the head.
Between the supra-orbital arches at the root of the muzzle
begins a deep furrow, which, clearly defined in the first half,

extends over the whole skull, getting gradually shallow
toward the occiput. The lines at the sides, from the outer
corners of the eyes, diverge considerably towards the back of

the head. The skin on the forehead forms over the supra-
orbital arches deep wrinkles, which converge towards the
above-mentioned furrow. They are particularly noticeable

when the animal is rery animated without giving it a savage
expression.
The stop is clearly defined.

The muzzle is short, not snipy, and an imaginary line

through the muzzle straight down from the stop must be
longer than the length of the muzzle. The bridge of the
muzzle is straight, not arched, and, in some good dogs,

slightly broken. From the root of the muzzle or stop
descends its whole length to the nose a rather wide, well-

marked, shallow farrow.
The strongly-developed lips of the upper jaw do not form

an angle at the turning point, but slope with a graceful carve
into their lower edge, and are slightly overhanging. The
lips of the lower jaw must not be pendant, Teeth in pro-
portion to the size of the head, only moderately large.

Black roof to the month preferred.

The noBe very substantial and broad, with well-dilated

nostrils, and, like the lips, always black.

The ears medium-sized, with the burr strongly developed,
which causes them to stand away slightly at the base, and,
bending suddenly, they drop without any curl close to the

side of the head. The flaps are not too leathery, and form
rounded triangles slightly elongated towards the points.

The front edge ought tu lie close to the head, but the back
edge may stand away a little, particularly when the dog is at

attention. Ears with weak burr, causing them to lie close to

the head from their roots, give it an oval shape, which
imparts too much softness to the outline, whereas strongly

developed ear muacles make the skull appear more angular
and wider, thus giving the head more character.

Eyes set more to the front than the sides, are of moderate
size, brown or nut-brown, with an intelligent and friendly

expression, set moderately deep. The lower eyelids do not
as a rule fit close to the eyeballs, and form towards the inner
corner an angular wrinkle. Eyelids which are too pendent,
with conspicuously protruding lachrymal glands, or a very
red haw are objectionable.

The neck set on high and carried upright when the animal
is animated, otherwise horizontal or slightly downward.
The junction between head and neck distinctly indicated.

The neck is very muscular and rounded at the sides, giving

it an appearance of shortness.
Clearly noticeable dewlaps, but a too great development not

desirable.

Shoulders sloping and broad, very muscular and powerful.
The part of the body answering to the withers in the horse
well developed.
Chest well arched, moderately deep, not reaching below the

elbows.
Back very broad and only slightly arohed over the

loins. Otherwise straight to the hip, and from the hip gently

sloping to the rump, it merges gradually into the tail. Hind-
quarters well developed, legs very muscular.

Belly ouly slightly drawn up, and showing distinctly where
it joins the very powerful region of the kidneys.

The tail—Starting broad and powerful directly from the

ramp, is long, very heavy, ending in a blunt tip. In repose
it hangs straight down, turning gently upwards in the lower
third. In many specimens the point is slightly turned up
(as, according to old pictures, in all former Hospice dogs),

an i haogs, theiefore, m shape of an/; in excitement all dogs
carry their tails more or less raised, but it must not go to the
extent of being erect, or even curled over the back; a slight

curling round of tbe tip is sooner admissible.

Arms—Very powerful, and extraordinarily muscular.
Fore-arms—Straight aad strong.

Hindlegs—Slightly bent in the hocks, and, according to the
presence of single or double dewclaws, the feet turn our

more or less, which, however, must not be tindersto*

mean cowhocked.
Feet— Broad, with strong toes moderately well olos

and knuckles rather high. The single or double d
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set on low, so as to be almost on a level with the pad of the

foot, giving a greater surface, and preventing the dog from

breaking su easily through the snow.

There are dogs which have on their hind feet a regular

developed lifth toe (thumb), the so-called dewclaws (Wolfs-

klauen), which sometimes occur on the inside of the hind

legs, are imperfectly developed toes; they are of no use to the

dog,' and are not taken into consideration in judRing.

Goat is very dense, broken-haired, lying smooth, hnrd,

without being rough to the touch. Thighs are slighly

fenthered. The hair at the root of the rail is rather long and

dense, getting gradually shorter towards the poiut. The tail

appears bushy, but not feathered.

Color— White with red or red with white, the red in all its

variousshadesjwhite with light to dark barred brindle patches,

or these colors with white markings. The colors red, brindle

and tawny areof equal value. Obligatory markings are white

chest, feet, poiut of tail, and white round the nose and collar.

The white spot on the nape of the neck aud a blaze are much
desired. Never self-colored or withmi t Huy white. All other

colors are faulty, escept the favorite dark shadings in the

face markings and on the ears.

Height at shoulder of the dog (measured with the Hound
measure) ought not to be less than 70cm. and the bitch 65cm.

[27h in. and 25 5-8 iu ]. The bitches are throughout of a less

powerful and slighter build.

Variations from these poiDts are to be considered faulty.

(C) THE LONG-HAIRED (ROUGH) ST. BERNARD.

The long-haired dog is exactly like the other with the

exception of the coat, which ought not to be broken-haired,

but of medium length, smooth or slightly wavy, never very

wavy, curly, or shaggy. The coat is, as a rule, more wavy

on the back, particularly in the region of the hip and the

rump. The same thiugis Blightly noticable in the short-

haired, even the Hospice c'ogs.

The tail is bushy, with much but moderately long hair.

Wavy or lucky hair on the tail is not desirable. A feathered

tail, or one with a punii g, is faulty.

Face aud ears covered with short sofi hair. At the basis

of the ears, longer silky hair is permissible, in fact this

occurs nearly always, and must be considered normal. The
fen'herou the fore-legs is only slight, hut on the thighs it

appears bushy.
Faults are all formations which indicate a Newfoundland

cross, such as a saddle back and a disproportionately loug

back, hocks too much bent and spaces between the toes with

upward grcwiog hair.

Zurich, June 2. 18S7

Baron A. Von Rauch, {delegate of the German Commis

sion).

Ludwig Beektnun, Dnseeldorf.

H. iDman Betterton. England.

Max Huitenstein, Plaueu (Committee Member "Hector,"

Berlin).

Radetzki (President of the Club "Hector, Berlin).

E. K. Korthals, Btebesheim, Hessen.

0. Pinggera, Kennel "Baviria" Munich.

B. Siegmund, Basel, \ Delegates of the "Schweizer

j)r. Th. Kunzli, fat. Gallon, [Kynologische Geaellschaft/'

Hermann Dur, Burgdorf (delegate "of the Swiss St. Ber-

nard Club).

Dr. Machwurth von Luttwitz, Zurich (President of the

"Schweizer Kynol. GesellschaH").

Dr. C. voo MuraU-Wild, Zurich (member of the Smd-
bouk Committee).

A. Rittman, Basel (member Committee "Schweizer Ky-

nolog. Gesellschaft").

—

Stock-Keeper and Fanciers' Chronicle.

Western Field Trials-

The third trial meeting of the Wett -rn Field Trials Clab

was concluded near Carthage, Mo., ou Nov. 12th, having

began on Nov. 7th. drthuge was chosen as the place for

thy meeting because birds were plenty, aud the sand burrs,

which weie common abuut Abilene. Kuu., where the former

lacetiLgs have been held, wi-re not present, but birds were scarce.

The cover was dense and the ground rough and hilly, while

wire fences abounded, causiug many delays. The weather

was hot and the ground dry, and the birds wild, and dis-

poned to take cover in which it was almost impossible to work

the uogs. The trials weie unsatisfactoi y as a test of the dogs.

No suitable ground on whioh to test range was accessible, and

rabbits were present in numbers, and were often pointed by

the dogs.

The regularly selected judges were J. W. Munson, Theo.

Mosher and Louis Kunz, but as Mr. Muuson was not present

on the rirst day R. C Van Horn acted iu his place and con-

tinued to judge throughout the Derby. On the last day Mr.

Mucson was called away, and his plaoe was most acceptably

filled by Bernard Waters.

The Western Field Trials Association held a meeting on

Nov. 8 in the Harrington Hotel, Carthage, Mo. The list of

officers elected for the ensuing year is aB follows: President,

A. A. Whipple; 1st vice-President, Theo. Mosher; 2d vice-Presi-

dent J. I. Case Jr.; 3d vice-President, D. Underwood.

Executive Committee, Louis Kunz, A.C. Walmsley, H.P. Dil-

ljn Ju ». W. Munson and L. H. Faulkner. Board of Appeals,

G. N. Huling, R. M. Hutcbiugs, E. C. Sterling and G. W. C.

Rubier. The following new members were elected: A. T.

Harridge, Alma, Kan.; Caleb H. Malin, Ft. Scott, Kan. The

meeting adjourned till the following nigbt. The location for

ruuuiug the trials next year was considered, and a committee

of three, D. Underwood", Louis Kunz and R. C. Van Horn,

wan appointed to report to the execuiive committee as soon aB

po.->M le after January 1.

Mr. J. A. Bolen's Pi'jy's Gladstone, the wiuner of the

Derby, is a symmetrical dog, a pleasiug, effective dog on

game* and stylish iu bis work. He wa b broken by Mr. A. A.

Glea>un. Mr. J. I. Case's King's Mark, winner of second,

showed some excellent work, and if his performances as a

whole ure considered he was the best dog in the stake. Of

the dogs placed third Mollie Jr. was the best, and was a very

close second to King's Mark. Iu the AU-Age Stake the two

poiutet-6 that ran for first showed about equal merit. K. M.

HuicuIl's Spring, broken and haudled by N B. .Nesbiit,

sLowerl decided finish in his training, as did Spot, owned by

Mr. J. B.C. Lucas, also broken and handled by Nesbitt.

Spriue was sadly scratched and galled by the huavy cover

au.l briars yet be ran gamely to the end. T. W, Stouten-

tMiigu'* bitcb. Ruby Bnck.liew, broken aud handled by Mr.

A. J. Gleasou, a pretty orange and white, showed line uose,

accuracy and judgment in her work.

MONDAY.

Little Gift—Nell.—At 10:17, Little Gift, handled by N.
B. Nesbitt, aud Nell, handled by "W. B. Stafford, were put
down as the first iu the Derby, in an open field, which was
drawn blank, Nell drawing to point where a rabbit had prob-

ably been. A bevy soon alter flushed wild into thick cover,

escept a few which scattered iu a corntield, when Gift was
lost and Nell ordered up until the former was found. When
found Nesbitt claimed a point, which was disallowed. The
dogs were then -worked on a marked bird, but did not find,

although the bird was soon after flushed by a spectator. The
brace was ordered up at 11:52, and decision reserved.

King's Mark—Mollie Jr.—Down at 12.00, Mark handled

by C. "JV. Barker and Mollie by her owner A. T. Harridge, in

an open field where Mollie pointed a rabit aud waB backed.

Soon after a Bingle bird was marked in Bedge, and when
sent to it Mollie made game, but in locating, flushed. Then
Mark pointed and was well backed, but no bird was found.

An hour was taken for lunch at 12:3S and after lunch in

dense cover, a bevy was marked and the dogs sent to it.

Mark soon pointed in high weeds and a pair of birds was
put up before him. Mollie soon after drawing on running
birds which she roaded for a hundred yards into short grass

aod pointed them. King's Mark went by the birds without

taking scent. Both were steady to wing. Mark then

pointed on the trail of the bevy and was backed, and at 2:37

the dogs were ordered up for consultation. At 2:47 they

were again cast off, when Mollie pointed handsomely and
both were steady when Harridge killed. Ordered on, Mark
pointed a bevy which flushed a moment after, both being

steady to wing. On the scattered birds Mark pointed a

single and stood to wing; on in heavy cover both dogs passed
a bird which was flushed behind them by a handler. At
3:15 they were ordered up, King's Mark winning. Mark had
the best of the range, Mollie having the advantage in

style, uose Hud judgment.
Pray's Gladstone—Hdeert.—Down at 3:25, Gladstone

handled by A. J. Gleason, and Hubert by N. B. Nesbitt. In

timber ou u maiked bevy Pray's Gladstone secured two bevy
flushes, but ou the scattered birds in high weeds dropped to

poiDt anl wa-i steady to wing. Moved on he again pointed

in thick cover and was steady when Gleason killed, as was
Hubert. A few yards further on Gladstone was held on
point for Hubert to back, but the latter took 6centand refused

to back. No birds were found but Gladstone was not penal-

ized, having betn held on point. Then in corn Gladstone
pointed a bird and was bteady to wing; Hurbert soon pinned
a bird, and Gladstone, coming up from the other side, pointed

the same bird which flushed a moment after. The heat was
main heavy cover. At 4:04 Pray's Gladstone won. Both
were speedy in good style.

Belle of Kansas City—Jill.—The pair were put down at

4:50, the former handled by W. B. Stafford and the latter by
J. L. Barker, in an open field, where Belle chased a rabbit.

Belle then scored a point on a bird and Jill a flush, both in

the open. At 5:35 Belle of Kansas City was given the heat.

TUESDAY.

Little Gift—Nell.—Put down at 9 a. m. to finish their

undecided heat, both went off at high pace into a corntield,

which, together with an orchard and another held, were
drawn without finding. At 9:44 they were taken up to be
put down again.

Trinket's Countess—Queen Noble.—At 9:52 Countess,

handled oy N. B. Nesbitt, and Queen, handled by C W.
Barker, were started in grass, a large field of which was
worked out without locating birde. Then in a cornfield a
bevy was found which scattered in another cornfield, where
Countess scored a good point on a single, Qneen backing or

pointing, which it was impossible to say. The bevy flushed

again and on a part of it Queen made a flush, moved on,

pointed, then passed along and a bird was flushed by a hand-
ler wliere she had pointed. Up at 11:24 for eleven minutes
consultation, then ordered on to a bevy marked in thick

cover, where Queen left the pointer and went into cover so

dense she could not be seen, where her handler said she got

a point. When stie came in sight she scored an excusable

flush, and together with Countess made several flushes in

high cover, wliere no score could be made. At 12:21 Trin-

ket's Countess was given the heat.

Little Gift—Nell.—At 1:45 the brace waB again sent off

to finish their heat, when Nell scored two good points and a
false point, and the heat was awarded to Little Gift at 3:13.

second series.

King's Mark—Little Gift.—Cast off at 3:42 in open sumac,
Mark was soon lost, and when found was on point in a
cornfield, two birds flushing as the judge came near. Lit-

tle Gift then pointed and was backed, bat made out an error
aud moved on. Mark, in weeds, got a single and stood to

wing aud shot. On the trail Mark stopped to order and
Gift refused to back. Ordered on, King's Mark scored a

point on a single, and at 4:45 was given the heat.

Pray's Gladstone—Belle of Kansas City.—Down at 4:57
and run until 5:25 over open grass and cornfields without
finding, then ordered up ior the day.

WEDNESDAY.

The day was gloomy with a stiff norther, but the air was
damp and birds were scarce.

Pray's Gladstone—Belle of Kansas City.—The unfin-
ished heat was resumed at 8:30 a. m. Gladstone, in a corn-
field, pinning a bevy, but being unsteady on point, though
standing well to gun, On the singles Gladstone soon pointed
and was nicely backed, Gleason crippling the bird and Glad-
stone showing unsteadiness. Moved on, Belle pointed the
cripple, an 1 at 9:35 Pray's Gladstone was given the heat.

Trinket's Countess a bye.

THIRD SERIES .

King's Mark—Trinket's Countess.— At 10:23 they were
sent off in sumuc, where Countess false pointed and was
backed. Then, in weeds, Mark pointed but moved on with-

out order, and so* n scored two points on singbs and was
steady to wing. Ou the scattereu birds Mark pinned a single

in brush and was backed by Countess, m the opinion ol sev-
eral, others thinking she was pointing. Sent on, Mark stood
but discovered error, then each false pointed, and at 11:18
the dogs were held up until 11:31, when they were sent
toward a marked bevy, which Mark flushed across wind.
Mark then lound a single, rented, thtn ran in and put the
bird out, being backed by Countess Then, in grass, King's
Mark located a single, and at 11:30 was given the heat.

fourth series.

Pray's Gladstone—Kino's Mark.—Sent off at 11:44,
Gladstone stood a rabbit aud was backed. The dogs then went
into high cover, and when again sighted, Gladstone was
rangiug off into more high cover and Mark was held up while
GleaBon went after him. Before ordered to proceed, Glad-
stone made two points, aud the handlers wrangled ab<>ut scor-
ing them. They were cautioned by Mr. Vau Horn, but did
nut heed it, uud the dogs were ordered up while a reprimand

was pronounced. When ordered on, Mark false pointed, and
Gladstone soon after located a single and was steady to wing.
Mark then pointed a rabbit and was backed, and at 12:34 the
dogs were held up for lunch. At 2:00 they were again started
in sumac and corn without finding, but in briars Mark false

pointed and was bucked. At 2:52 they were taken up for

forty-sis minutes and moved to the grounds used on Monday
morning, in sugar caue, where Gladstone pointed a single.

Considerable ground was then worked blank. When in the
open both dogs scored a point, aud at 4:30 Pray's Gladstone
was awarded the heat and first money.

Frostv and clear.

THURSDAY.

FIFTH SERIES.

King's Mark—Bf.lle of Kansas City.—CaBt off at 9:20 in
the opeD, which, with some corn and an orchard, were drawD
blank. In grass Mark scored a bevy point and was backed,
and on the scattered birds Mark pointed a single which hiB
handler could not flush, but which was put up after he was
moved on. Belle then pointed a single aDd wae backed, and
the heat was ended, King's Mark winning the race and second
money.

SIXTH SERIES.

Third place and money was divided by Mollie Jr., Trinket's
Countess and Belle of Kansas City, the judges placing them
in merit in the order named, although on the record they
stand equal thirds.

Carthage, Mo., Novembei 7, 1887 -Derby- Open to setters and point-
ers whelped on or after January 1, 1S86. S10 entrance. $16 additional
to slart. First prize S250, second $]SQ, third $100. Judges, R C. Vau
Horn. Thao. Mosher, Louis Kunz

Bert Crane's black, white, and
tan bitch Little Gift, by Rod-
erigo—Queen Bess (setter),

J. I. Case Jr's blue belton dog
King's Mark, by King Noble
- Belle Belton (setter).

J. A. Bolen's black, white and
tan dog Pray's Gladstone, by
Paul Gladstone—Bessie A.,
(setter),

D. Underwood's black, white
and tan bitch Belle of Kan-
sas City, by Paul Gladstone
—Bessie A. (setter),

Paul Franbe's liver and white
bitch Trinket's Countess, by
Croxtetb—Trinket (pointer),

King's Mark beat Little Gift.

I.

Pray's Gladstone
Kansas City.

beat Belle of

P. S. P. Randolph's bitch Nell,
by Guido -Nell (pointer).

A.T.Earridge's liver and white
bitch Mollie Jr.. by Frank— Flora ipoint«i).

E. C. Sterling's liver and
white dog Hubert, by Main-
spring—Dell (pointer).

/ W. G. Mellier's black, white
J and tan bitcb Jill, by Dash-
j

dale—Bonnl'e Dot (setter).

(J. I. Case Jr.'s blue belton
i bitch Queen Noble, by King
( Noble—Belle Belton (setter)

Trinket's CountesB (a bye).

King's Mark beat Trinket's Count-
|
Pray's Gladstone (a bye).

Pray's Gladstone beat King's Mark and won first.

V.

King's Mark beat Belle of Kansas City and won Becond.
1st, Pray's Gladstone.
2d, King's Mark.

f Mollie Jr,

id, I Trinket's Countess.
( Belle of Kansas City.

PBEVIOUS WINNERS.
- PDPPY STAKE.

Abilene. 1685.

C
Malite, by Meteor—Dell i

J
Belle B.. by Beaufort- Gertrude 2

•
l White Cloud by Druid -Princess Draco.. .".3*

[ Blitz burglar D, by Burglar—Queen Dido.. 3"

|
Bessie B., by King Noble—Elsie Belton 1

]
Spot Belton, by Dick B—Belle Belton 2

! Dillsey.by Meteor—Dee 3*
"

J
Tansey.by Meteor—Dee .',"."* S"

I
Marksman, by Doncaster—May Queen b*

| Ruby Buckellew, by Buckellew-Briinetone.3*

ALL-AGE STAKE.

The Ail-Age Stake was commenced upon finishing the
Derby.
Spring—Bohemian Gtrl.—The Btake began at 11 a. m.,

Spring, handled by N. B. Nesbitt, and Bohemian Girl by J. L.
Barker. Much corn was drawn blank, and Spring then false

pointed, Girl backing to order. Both then falBe pointed, but
a momen*. after Spring pinned a single, which soon flushed
wild". Moved on toward a brauch Spring made a snappy
bevy point, Girl also getting a point on the bevy and both being
steady to wing. Bohemian Girl then false pointed, aud at

12:40 a recess for lunch was taken until 1:33, when Spring, in
the open drew to point, but moved on without orders. In
bottom, among alders, Bohemian Girl made a Hue bevy
point, and retrieved nicely when Barker killed a bird, SpriDg
not near to back; ou the scattered birds, in sedge, Spring made
a good point on a single, waB steady to wing and gun and
retrieved well. Moved on iu the sedge, Spring soon located

another bird, and Girl backed to order; both standing to

wing. Cast off again, Spring scored a good point on a single

aud was steady to wing. At 1:52 Spring was given the heat,

which he won by equal nose and sense and superior style

and range.

Bun Koy—King's Mark.—King's Mark was withdrawn by
reaBon of siekneBs, and Bun Roy had a bye.

Spot—Cornerstone.—Sent off at 2:15, Spot, handled by
N. B. Nesbitt, and Tony by A. J. Gleasou. In open sedge
the dogs separated and Spot soon pointed, holding the point
wheu a rabbit ran near bim, and retrieving nicely when Nes-
bitt killed. Spot then pointed a rabbit, and when moved on
again drew to point but discovered his error. Cornerstone
false pointed, aud the dogs were sent into high cover when
Spot drew to point on a rabbit. Sent on, Spot looated a sin-

gle in good style, Cornerstone backing nicely, and both being
steady to wing; up at 3:03 Spot winning. Spot was best in

pace, range and style, thougb Cornerstone was not up to the

standard of bis previous performances.

Ruby Buckellew — Queen Noble.— At 3:32 Buokellew,
handled by A. J. Gleason, and Queen Noble, handled by C.
W. Barker, were cast off in the orjen, wbicb, with some corn
aud fields, was drawn blank. Theu in a thicket, Queen
roaded to a bevy point handsomely, Ruby not being near to

back. The bevy on flu bing covered on a side-hill in sedge,

and wheu *eut toward the place Ruby pointed a single and
was backed, both being steady to wing and shot. Moved on,

Ruby pointed ti rabbit, and a moment after eaoh scored a
point ou birds and were steady to wing. Woisked about on
the scattered birds Ruby soon pointed, and was held so long

by Gleasou that no bird could be found; wheu ordered on
the bird flushed a few yards ahend of the bitoh. Ruby very
soon pinned another single, and after it flushed, pointed on
the foot scent. In a thicket near by Queen pointed a single

and was steady to cun, retrieving fairly well. Sent on, Ruby
pointed a bird by a thicket and retrieved uicely when it was
killed, Queen backing indifferently. At 5:22 Ruby Buckel-
lew wub given the heat whioh Bbe won by better judgment
and backing.

il
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FRIDAY.

A pleasant day, with southeasterly breeze. Mr. B. Waters
took Mr. Munson's place as judge.
King's Dan—Bessie B.—The brace was pat down at 9:15,

the former h indled by C. W. Barker and the latter by J. L.
Barker. Mach blank ground was drawn in good style and at
high pace. Then in weeds Dau pointed a bevy, was steady
to wiug aud gun, and retrieved well. A few yards further on
Barker claimed a point (or Dan, but no bird was seen by tbe
judges. Fifty yar is ahead on the trail and Dan again
pointed a single. Then in sedge Dan began roacling, and
Bessie's handler near by claimed a point on the bevy, but the
birds were flushed, before judgmeut could be had. On the scat-
tered birds Bessie pointed a single uncertainly, fiually being
ordered, on, when tbe bird were put up by the handler.
Moved oh, Bessie and her handler were lost to sight in the
high, cover and her handler claimed a point which cjuld not
be accorded. Soon after King false-pointed and was backed.
Bessie then making a good point, Dan backing and Bessi«
retrieving well. At 10:57 King's Dan won the heat.
King Noble—Dana.—Down at 11:11, King Noble coached

by C. VV. Barker and Dana piloted by A. J. Gleason, were
started on open grass toward a marked bevy. On the way
King pointea but moved on, and the bird was flushed after
him. Dana then pointed a rabbit. Each then fake-pointed
several times, Dana seemiDg prone to that practice. At 12:20
lunch was brought, and at 1:4-4 the heat resumed in weeds,
where Dana pointed a bevy; both standing to wing. Follow-
ing the birds into bruBh Dana pointed again, aud Gleason
put the birds out of the tree tops. Worked back into the
thicket King Noble pointed a rabbit, and Dana ahead false-

pointed. The dogs were then taken into the open toward
a marked bevy and Dana false-pointed. King Noble soon
after locating the bevy aud retrieving nicely when Barker
killed. On a marked single of the bevy bung pointed again
and was steady to guu, Daua retrieving the bird after a short
time. They were then worked fruitlessly on the scattered
birds, and at 2:54 King Noble was awarded the heat.

SECOND SERIES.

Ruby Buckellew—Bun Roy.—The brace was seDt off at
3:31 under the same handlers as before. Ruby soon pointed
part of a bevy and was steady to wiug and gun. On the
scattered birdB Ruby again pointed, bat no bird could be
found, but when ordered on sue roaded to a point on a pair
which Gleasou flushed, Bun Roy backing fairly well and
both being steady to gun. Ordered back to a marked bird
Ruby again drew to point and was backed. The dogs were
then ordered up at 4:10, Ruby Buckellew winning easily.

Spring—King'sDan.—Put down at 4: 35; in a cornfield, by a
plum thicket; Spring pointed and was steady to Nesbitt's shot
and kill. Sent to retrieve, SpriDg found with some difficulty,

but mede a good retrieve. Tue dogs were then worked toward
a single in high grass, aud on the way Spring pointed a rab-
bit. Then an episode in which Judge Waters, a quagmire, a
turned saddle and a bucking horse were the actors the
Judges agility saved him scathless. After the episode Spring
pointed a rabbit, and at 5:24 the heat ended, SpriDg winning.
Spring was the better in all but range.

SATURDAY.

Day clear and warm, with south-easterly wind.
Spot—King Noble.—Cast of at 8:24 in sedge, where Spot

soon pointed a bevy, locating well and in good style. KiDg
Noble ran in across wind, and Spot, moving up a little, put
jijLthe birds. Moved on, King Noble false-pointed. On the
scattered birds Spot roaded out a single and pointed it, then
made an excusable flush. Then he worked out another single

well, was steady to shot, and made a nice retrieve. King
Noble, after pointing a rabbit, roade.t out a marked bird in
dry sedge, and flushed it down wind. At 9:02 Spot was given
the heat.

THIRD SERIES.

Spring—Ruby Buckellew.—At 9:20 they were sent off for

the first heat of the third series. Ruby soon pointed a rab-

bit and was backed, and repeated the performance a moment
after. Then Ruby false-pointed, and wbeu ordered on Spring
false-pointed in sedge and was backed. Ruby, when sent on,

found another rabbit and pointed it. Much blank ground,
corn and grass land was drawn, when three birds were marked
b\ a branch. Spring pointing a rabbit while going to the birds,

and the handlers claiming a point in the brush, which was dis-

allowed. At 12:04 lunch *vss eaten, and at 1:44 the dogs
were sent off in sedge. Toward a run Spring pointed a bevy
in willows; Ruby, refusing to back, stole in and pointed also.

Nesb.it t crippled the bird, and Spring attempted to retrieve,

but the bird flew too well. Nest SpriDg pointed a rabbit,

and Ruby scored a false-point, and they were cast off to find

another bevy. Spring soon pointed down wind, Ruby back-
ing. Then Spring began roading? and Gleason swung Ruby
in ahead, and stole the point but did not score it. At 2:23

Spring won.
Spot, a bye.

FOURTH SERIES.

Spring—Spot.—The brace was cast off at 2:45, in open
sedge, on scattered birds marked during the previous heat.

Spot soon false-pointed, then Springpointed and Spot refused
to back. Each then got a good point, Nesbitt making a
double and each dog retreving a winged bird nicely. Ordered
on Spring pinned a single, Spot backing, and both steady to

wing. Worked along a run on some marked birds Spring
pointed a cripple and Spot backed well. A 4:00 the dogs
were taken up and Spring awarded the heat, first place, and
the special cup.

FIFTH SERIES.

Ruby Buckellew—Spot.—At 4:15 Spot was started with
Ruby, the latter being selected by the judges as tbe best

dog previously beaten by Spring. Both false-pointed, and
Ruby soon after pointed a lark and was well backed. Soon
after Spot drew to a point and Ruby backed. Then on
marked birds Ruby poiuted and was steady to gun when
Gleason missed. Across a cornfield, toward a hill, Gleason
got a good point from Ruby, and when he killed the bitch

retrieved nicely. At 5:15 Ruby Buckellew was declared win-

ner of the heat and second money.

SIXTH SERIES.

The judges placed Spot, King's Dan and Queen Noble
equal thirds.

CABTHiQE, Mo., November 10, 1887.—All-Age Stake—Oppn to oil

setters and pointers which have not won a first prize in any recoR-

nized trial. ?10 entrance; 315 additional to ntart. First prize S25U

and American Field Cap, second $160, third 9100. Judges, J. W. Hun-
son, Tneo. Mosber, B. 0. Van Horn, Bernard Waters.

I

B. M. HutchingB' liver and
white dog Spring, by Main-
spring—Curfew (pointer),

L. B. Sugg's lemon and white
j

dog Bun Boy by San Roy— t

Queen Bess (setter),

[ W. G. Mellier's and John L.

I Barber's black and white
\ bitch Bohemian Girl by

j
Count Noble—Mollie Belton

|_
(setter)

( J. ". Case Jr.'a blue belton dog

J KiTig's Mark by King Noble
] —Belle Belton (withdrawn)
I (setter).

J. B. O. Lucas' liver and white 1

dog Spot by Drake—Fan
[

(pointer),
)

T. w, Stouienburgh's orange
jand white bitch Ruby Buck- f

ellew by Buckellew—Brim. ["

stone (setter), I

J. I. Case Jr.'s blue belton dog i

King's Dan by King Noble—
[

Elsie Belton (setter), )

J. I. Case Jr'a blue belton dog i

King Noble by Count Noble
[—Rosalind (setter), )

Ruby Buckellew beat Bun Roy.
Spring beat King's Dan.

Spring beat Ruby Buckellew.

white dog Cornerstone by
( Meteor—Accident ( pointer)

.

/ J. I. Case Jr.'a blue beltoa
' bitch Queen Noble by King
w

i Noble—Belle Belion (setter).

i Laredo Kennel's blue belton
J bitch Bessie B. by Kin«
( Noble—Elsie Belton (setter).

( Geo. J. Gray's liver and whiie

J
dog Dj.na by Cornerstone

—

( Nellie True (pointer).

Abilene, 1885

Abilene. 18f6

•Divided

| Spot beat King Noble.

I

m.
I
Spot (a bye).

IV.

Spring beat Spot and won first.

V.

Ruby Buckellew beat Spot and won second.

1st, Spring.
2d, Ruby Buckellew.

( Spot,
3d, I King's Dan.

( Queen Noble.

PREYIOTJS WTNNEBS.

f Trinket's Bang, by Croxtetb—Trinket 1

I
Patsy, by Lord Dufferin—Queen BeBB 2*

I
Lillian, by Gladstone—Sue 2*

! Cato, by Keno—Maud 3*
""

j Bridgeport, by Dashing Monarch—Vannette. .3*

I
Queen Bess, by Gl^d stone—Donna J 3*

j
Count Rapier, by Druid—Magnolia a*

I Richmond, by Vandevort's Dou—Beulah 3*

fLufra 1

I
Rod 2

\ Bridgeport 3*

I
Cornerstone 3*

[_ Dick T 3*

ATHLETICS.
[Account of Thanksgiving Day Games on Page 318.]

The Daily Report, published on Monday last purported to

be an autboriative statement about the securing of exercising

grounds by the Olympic Club. We have no means of learning
from what source tbe information came, but upon tbe best
authority we may state that the publication was not with sanc-
tion of the Board of Directors, and may say further that no such
proposition has been submitted either to the Board or to the

club. Mr. "W. A.Scott and Mr. L. R. Fulda were appointed a

committee to look for suitable grounds, and as both are active,

energetic members, it is reasonable to expect a report upon
all sites fit for the purpose, but it is unfortunttethat tbe pur-
poses of the club should be even partially frustrated by such
premature statements as that referred to. The club is in

earnest about getting out-door grounds, and we think will

have them before long, but until the various suggestions have
been discussed and some action had, the newspapers can do
nothing but harm by printing unauthorized and garbled

statements about the intentions cf the Olympic.

The Olympic Club has been giving two public exhibitions
in each month since the beginning of the club year in Sep-
tember, and they are beginning to pall on public taate. The
exercising men are wearied, aud it is probable that no more
will be given for several months.

Mr. Ed. A. Kolb informs us that in response to challenges

to wrestle from Mr. A. H. Lean, he has endeavored to bring
him to agree to a wrestling meeting, but has failed because of

the seeming dislike of the man to make a definite agreement.
If Mr. Lean really wishes to wrestle he will find Mr. Kolb
ready at short notice, and as Mr. Lean is the challenger, Mr.
Kolb is entitled to choice of place, which he informs us will

be the Olympic Club, if a match is made.

OUR ATHLETES.
Authentic Table of the ''Record" Performances

on This Coast- Description of an Ath-
letic Meeting, Comparative Tables.

The Championship, etc.

[Written for the Breeder and Sportsman,]

"Are you ready, gentlemen ? Please get ou your marks

—

bang!" and simultaneously with the flash of the pistol, the

timers Btart their watches, the crowd as by a common im-

pulse rises to its feet, and the field of modern Hippomenean

disciples strain every nerve to reach tbe other end of the

"straight;" for it is not an old-time duel that we are describ-

ing, as you probably thought in the beginning, but an
amateur race meeting of the present day. The "hundred
yards dash" has started the meeting, and henceforth for a

couple of hours, all is excitement and anxiety; modest exal-

tation of the winner, and chagrin of the defeated—the latter

thoroughly disguised in a hearty congratulation of the more
able or fortunate competitor, and both alike soon forgotten

in the deep interest awakened by some of the other "events."

Ptrhaps tbe 100 yards dash, having a large number of

entries is run in heats, the winners of each heat to compete
n the final, and as each batch of runners is sent struggling

to the goal ou the opposite side of the field, far across the

track may be seen the glistening of the steel spokes, as each

rider on his wheel, and attended by his trainer or assistant, is

slowly making his way to the starting point of the half-mile

bicycle dash. In front of the grand stand the officials are

getting out the poles for the jumping contest*, and the leaden

globes for the weight putting, and their time is otherwise

well occupied with judging the winners, announcing the

omcial time, trying to keep the track clear, and affording

information to the reporters. The grand stBnd, be it known,
has always its full share of ladies, all interested spectators,

each one almost invariably specially interested in some par-

ticular contestant, and all deeply sympathetic for every
individual member of tbe great army of the defeated.

Now the mile event is on, that great effort which has taken

weeks of training to properly prepare for, and the starter is

going round the track, seeing that each contestant is placed

on his proper mark, for, of course, it is a handicap, and the

coast champion is on scratch (just in front of the stand, and
under the aforesaid sympathetic eyes), standing in wait for

the signal which is to seDd tbe whole field on its long

journey; and while thoroughly indifferent to tbe admiring

and envions glances of the small boys who crowd against

the fence, he is perhaps looking somewhat anxiously at the

long starts allowed by the committee to bis less experienced

and less capable adversaries. But the gun has been fired,

and the struggle has commenced in earnest. With a quick

glance ahead the champion settles down to work, the man
just ahead of him is a dangerous customer, and may run him
very close at the finish; bat the long-handicap men are

usually much less likely to show fight after one or two laps
have been negotiated, unless, indeed, the committee has mis-
judged one of them and allowed a good performer too much
leeway. Four out of the five laps have been steadily reeled
off, one by one the rosea with the long stars have fallen, and
sought the seclusion of the dressing-rooms, and the crowd is

fairly alive with excitement, for that other man has stayed
ahead of the champion with alarming persistency, aud
appears to be still running strongly. But the pace has been
tellinc on him, the (-cratch man sees his opportunity, and
keeping his strenglh well in hand, gathers it all for a great
effort at the finish, passes him in front of the stand which
has cheered both lustily at each trip, and breaBts the tape a
winner by a clean yard. Both exhausted, accept the support
of their friendly assistants and repair to the tents where all

hands talk it over; but there is no ill-feeling, aud no recrim-
inations. "Well run, indeed, old man; I'd no id«-a you would
give me such a struggle." "Well, I thought I'd laud it up
to the last moment, but you were too good for me; better
luck next time!'' and that ends the whole matter.
And what are the prizes for which these yonnq athletes

have trained so long, and struggled so despera:*-lj ? Simple
badges or medals of gold or silver, inscribed with tbe name
of the winner, and the date of the e vent, etc. And what the
consequences? Sounder health both daring preparation and
subsequent to the training period; a practical lesson in physical
training and of judiciously applying exercise for one's especial
needs which caunotfail to be beneficial; and, by no means least
the cultivation of a spirit of "keep-at-it-iveness," and of stand-
ing a defeat at the bauds of a better man after a fair struggle
—good schooling for the daily struggle of existence. And
experience has shown that participation in these contests is

only injurious when the strength is severely taxed without
the proper preparation, or when, on the other hand, a man
keeps himself continually tuned up to the highest piteh
without relaxation, aud races all the time, without regard to

the moderation wbich is demanded in every indulgence of
our lives. It almost stands to reason that an occasional, or
even a frequent course of "training" must be of benefit phys-
ically to any business man, for "training" so called may 1 e
denned as a "perfect and healthy condition of living " With
all their admiration for the meetings, the natural enemies of
amateur athletics are tbe wives and mothers who are posi-
tively certain that " John is killing himself by doing surrh

terrible things," but let them once carefully notice the bright-
ened eye, and the increased appetite, and enjoyment of rest

which come as a natural consequence, and such fears should
be readily appeased. And anyone who seriously doubts tbe
benefits accruing from an indulgence in athletic exercises,
would do well to carefully read some of physician Blaikies
well known works on the cultivation of physical strength,
etc , or a recent article by Dr. Sargent in one of the month-
lies.

At any rate, to leave this theoretical branch of th« subject,
we have here more to do with what has been accomplished
to date by the amateurs on tbis coast belonging to the differ-

ent athletic clubs, and as set forth in the following table
which has been carefully compiled from original records and
reports of the meetings kept in scrap book form by the writer
during tbe past eight or ten years.

Pacific Coast Records-Amateur Aililetic Performances.
SUNNING.

Seventy-five Yar is—7 4-5 sees., Jos. Masterson, O. A. C,
Oakland Grounds, Nov. 30, 18S3.

One Euudred Yards—10 sees., R. S. Haley, O. A. C, Oak-
land Grounds, Sept. 23, 1882: 10 1-5 sees, \V . C. Lubbock,
Nov. 30, 1883; 10 2-5. sees , Jos. Masterson, Jan. 10, 1883,
and H. A. Lucas, C. A. C, Nov. 27, 1834; 10* sees.,

W. J. Flynu, N. A C , May SO, 1884, and S. M. Heller,

M. O. C„ Sept. 9. 1885. [R.B.Jones was returned as run-
ning 100 yards in an even 10 sees., at PUeerville, Sept. 8,

1881. There is no doubt that this was a go^d performance,
but it cannot be allowed as a record, as no amateur athleiic
club or association in any way supervised the e^ent or meas-
ured the track. W. C Lubbock was also given ' eveus" on
the final heat of the 100 yards handicap of the Olympic Club
games, Nov. 30, 1883, but the starter allowed bim to -beat the
pistol" at le?>st three yards.]

Two Hundred Yards—20£ sees., R. S. Haley, O. A. 0.,
Bay District Track, Nov. 30. 1881.

Two Hundred and Twenty Yards—22 3 5 sees.. R. S. Haley,
O. A. 0., Oakland Grounds, Sept. 23, 1882.

Two Hundred and Fifty Yards—28 sees., "W. R. Stewart,
O. A. C, Oakland Grounds, July 4, 1883. Same, but with
"flying start," A. E. Nerrinder, 27 4-5 sees., Nov. 30. 1883.
Three Hundred Yards—32} sees. R. S. Haley, O. A. C,

Oakland Trotting Park, Sept., 1SS2.

Three Hundred and Fifty Yards—3SJ sees., R. S. Haley, O.
A. C, Oakland Trotting Park, 1«81.

Four Hundred aud Forty Yards, (} mile)—50 3-5 sees., J.

T. Belcher, O. A. C, Oakland Grounds, Oct. 9, 1830.

Eight Hundred and Eighty Yards, (i mile)—2 mins., 08
sees., "W. A. Scott, O. A. C, Central Park Grounds, Feb. 22,

18S6. Two mins. 8 1-5 sees.. M. M. Martin, O. A. C, Oak-
land Grounds, Nov. 27, 1384.

One Thousand Yards— J. G. Sutton, P. C. Harriers, (U. C.)

2 mins. 30 sees., Oakland Grounds. Sept. 9, 1S87.

One Mile—4 mins. 45 sees., Thos. JenningB. Stockton Race
Track (M. C. C. Games), July 4, 1384; 4 mins. 464 sees., W.
A. Scott, O. A. C, Oakland Grounds, Sept. 9. 1885.

Two miles— 10 mins. 46 sees., R. Locke, Oakland Grounds,
May 30, 1884.

WALKING.

Quarter-Mile —1 min. 27$ sees., i). Eiseman, O. A. C, Feb.
22. 1884, Recreation Grourds.
Oue-Half-Mile—3 mins. 31 sees., Horace Coffin, O. A. C,

Harriers' Meeting. August 6, 1S87.

One Mile—7 mins. 10£ sees., Cbas. B. Hill, M. C. C, Oak-
land Grounds, Sept. 9, "1885.

Two Miles—16mins. 57 2-5 sees., and three miles—25 mins.
51 \ sees.—P. N. Gafney, G. G. A. C, Harriers' Meeting, Aug.
6, 1SS7, at Oakland Grounds.

HURDLING.

One Hundrei and Twenty Yards, over ten hurdles, 3 ft. 6
in. high, with turn, 19$ sees.—R. B. Jones, M. C. C, Oakland
Grounds, Dec. 8, 1883.

BICYCLE RIDING.

Quarter-Mile—37 3-5 sees., Fred Russ Cook, B. C. W., San
Jose Track, May 10, 18S5.

Half-Mile— 1 min. 29^ sees., F. R. Cook, B. C. W., Oakland
Grounds. Nov. 27, 1834.

One Mile—2 min. 50 1-5 sees., C. A. Biedermau, Santa
Cruz Track, July 4, 18S7.

Two-Mile—6 mins. 171 sees., Wm. G. Davis, S. F. Bi. C
,

Santa Cruz Track, July 4. 18S7.

Three Miles—9 mins. 28 3-5 sees., A. S. Irelac
Crnz Track, July 4, 1S87.

Four MileB—12 mins. 42 sees.; Five miles— 15 mine.
—W. G. Dayis, S. F. Bi. 0., Santa Cruz Track, Ju'.y
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i. C, Oakland

H. Lean, Peta-

9 in., W. H.

11J in , W. H.

Recreation

Ten Miles—32 mins. 00 2-5 sees., C. E. Adcock, B. C. W.
Santa Cruz Track, July 4, 18S7. [In this race Mr. Adcock

doubtless broke all coast records from seven miles to ten.]

Twenty-four Hours Biding—J. E. Gibson, July, 1885, 211

miles.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Running High Jump-5 ft. 5 in., J. T. McGillieray, TL C.

Standing High Jump-4 ft. 2J in., H. Powers, D. 0. Uni-

versity Grounds, Nov. 17, 1883.

Standing Long Jump—12 ft. 6J in., W. S. Lawton, O. A.

°
Bunning Long Jump, 19 ft. lOi in., E. S. Haley, 0. A. C,

Oakland Grounds, May 30, 1S82.

Pole Vault—9 ft. 1J- in., 0. H. Slater, O. I

GroundB, Nov. 30, 1883.
.

Putting Sixteen-pound Shot—37 ft. 8 in., A.

luma, June 12. 1887.

Throwing Twelve-pound Hammer—yi tt.

Quinn, O. A. C. Oakland, Sept. 9, 1SS7.

Throwing Sixteen-pound Hammer—81 ft.

Quiun, 0. A. C, Oakland, Sept. 9, 1S87.

Kicking Football—156i ft., F. B. Peterson

GroundB, Feb. 22, 1S83.

Looking over this table of performances, some of which are

extraordinarily good and others sufficiently ordinary to war-

rant the expeetatton of a "record-breaking" in one of the

impending meetings, one canuot help noticing how soon the

generation of participants changes and cnanges again. After

one or two seasons the enthusiasm to some extent dies out,

or gives way to an intense satisfaction in watching the

struggles of others; and then few men in this intensely busi-

ness community can find time to spare from their occupations

for training etc. Who does not remember the Myers of the

Pacific Coast? "Poor" Bob Haley, of the O. A. C, some of

whose short distance performances will stand for many years

to come and prove hardly less lasting than the recollection

of his genial personality. Bob Haley's failing was not too

much training, but too little by far. He disregarded all the

warnings of his manv friends, who can now but sorrowfully

regret the resulting"illness, which was indirectly the cause

of his premature loss to his club-mates and to all the athletes

of the Pacific Slope in common. There is another name in the

above list which will be recognized by all his many admirerB,

and who has recently had a far happier ending to his popular

and pleasantly successful career on our running path Com-

ing out here a visitor to this city from the New York Athletic

Club and also as a member of the O. A. C, he materially

strengthened the cause in California by a generous and gentle-

manly exhibition of the true amateur spirit, backed by a capa-

bility as a short-distance runner by no means unworthy of

his celebrated club, and carried back with him many prizes

and left very many pleasant recollections. The local papers

have quite recently chronicled the end of his second visit to

this city, and his return to New York with one of the most

charming young ladies of "our society" as his bride.

As the time for the Amateur Championship meeting draws

near these reoords become of especial interest, for it 13 expected

that several of the weaker figures will be replaced by better

performances, and tbey doubtless would be, but the year just

closing has not been a brilliant one for the Pacific Coast

amateurs and while the Eastern journals have been filled

with reports of enthusiastic gatherings at frequent race-meet-

ings on the other side, and have had occasion to praise the

sometimes successful attempts of New York amateurs at En-

glish meetings, the clubs on this coast have been singularly

slow in announcing programmes and encouraging training.

In fact, other than the regular spring games cf the University

of California in May, the scrap-book above mentioned con-

tains the returns of only one 6eld day worthy of the name,

viz that of the Olympic Club on Decoration Day. The

Pacific Coast Harriers, started by some prominent athletes of

the Olympic and Merion Athletic Club came to the rescue

later in the vear, and held two less pretentious meetings on

as many Saturday afternoons, which partially redeemed the

desultory record of the season of 1887.

To show how the Pacific Coast figures compare with the

best American performances the records for the principal

"events" have been placed sideby side in the appended table.

It will be seen that in all the records, except those for short

distance running, we are Etill far behind the Eastern cracks,

a result not at all surprising when we consider the vastly

superior opportunities enjoyed by their amateurs. (Query,

what has become of our "hurdling" performers ? We have not

seen a hurdle race on the programme for over four years, and

there is certainly no prettier contest on the list, betides

which the record can certainly be reduced by the present

holder with the first opportunity.) However, here are the

figures, they will speak for themselves:

Comparative Table ol P. C. and A, A. A. Performances.

Event,

100 Yards Run
220 Yards Run
440 Yards Run
One-half Mile Run. .

.

One Mile Ron
120 Yards Hurdling..
One Mile WalH.

Three Miles Walk
One Milo Bicycle
Five Miles Bicycle. ..

Ten MileB Bicycle

Running High Jump
Running Long Jump.
Pole-Vaulting
Putting 16-lb Shot ...

Throwing ls-l^hammer

Pacific
Coast
Record

10 sees
22 3-5 Bees
50 3-5 sees
2 m 08 sees
4 m 45 sees
19 3-4 secB

7 m 10 1-2 sees

25 m 61 1-4 sees

2 m 501-5 sees
15 m 49 sees

.*2 m 00 2-5 secB
5 ft. 5 in.

19 ft. 10 1-2 in

9 ft, 1 1-4 in

37 ft. 8 in

82 ft.

Best
American
Record.

At Last
National

Championship

10 BecB
22 sees

47 3-4 aecs
1 m 55 2 -5 sees
4 m 37 3-5 sees

10 1-5 sees
6 m 30 sees

21 m 03 1-5 sees

2 m 36 2-5 seCB
14 m 07 2-6 sees
28 m 37 4-5 Bees

6 ft lin
23 ft. 3 in.

11 ft. 4 in.

43 ft.

105 ft. 5 1-4 in

10 2-5 sees
23 1-5 sees
61 4-5 sees

i m 30 B9C8
17 2-5 sees
7 m 04 s»cs

23 m 12 3-5 sees

6 ft. 1-2 in.

22 ft. 3 1-2 in.

10 ft. 11 ?-i in.

42 ft. 3 in-

. 102 ft. 7 in.

To those who on erstand the full meaning of these figures

they appear creditable enough, withal they are often bo far

below the Eastern Coast records, for with the slight encour-

agement afforded by our clubs there is little incentive for

training; and tbeo training itself becomeB irk-ome and

unpleasant enough from the want of a track io any way suit-

able for the purpose. It was a pleaaiog bit of news that

appeared recently in this paper to the effect that the Olympic

Club was, through its new offieers, taking steps to remedy

this great want. May such efforts prosper. And when a

good athletic ground, within easy reach of the business centre

is provided, and when a Saturday half-holiday has been agi-

tated for the benefit of the clerks and young men who are

cooped up at desks in our business houses from one week's

end to another, and when the gentlemen composing the Park

CommisBion see lit to allot and prepare a piece of ground in

the Park for cricket and foothall, then will a comsummation

most devoutly to be wished have been brought about. For

then will Imsioess and professional cares be alike forgotten in

the exhilaration of an afternoon's sport in the open air, and

the Sabbath will be more generally devoted to reBt, as it

should be, and all will go to work on Monday morning with

a fresher spirit and a clearer conscience.

Sam Francisco, Nov. 21, 1887. Podarces.

Injuries of Baseball Players.

Dr. A. H. P. Leuf writes a timely article in the Medical
and Surgical Reporter on the above subject, of which he

speaks from personal knowledge both as a physician and as a

participant in the game. Among the other injuiies spoken of

are the subluxations so commonly met with. On this point

the author says: ''I have a finger on my right hand which
presents one of these thickeniDgs. It was derived from five

successive injuries received at the same place within one

week while I was serving an apprenticeship to the game. It

was treated secundum artem. The result was bad. Every
one of the other nine fingers have been injured since, and
some as badly as the specimen mentioned, but to-day they

are perfectly normal. They were not treated according to the

"best surgical methods," but according to baseball custom.

This consisted in continuing to play, and whenever oppor-

tunity offered, either iu the street, in the office, on car, or

upon the field, in firmly grasping the finger at about the mid-
dle and rubbing towards the tip. If continued a little while

the swelling, stiffness and soreness diminish, and after Borne

weeks are entirely gone."
Compound dislocations, while not common, have been

observed by the writer to do well when simply pulled into

place aud bandaged moderately tight. Playing in each

instance was continued the very nest day, or after a lew days'

rest at most. Primary union was the rule.

In the treatment of baseball injuries great stress is laid by
the writer on hot water. "Nothing else," he Bays, "compares
with it. Its effects in the relief of pain are almost instanta-

neous. It is easily applied aud inexpensive. To be effective

the water must be hot as can be borne, and it must be kept

so for an hour at a time if possible. The moBt marked swell-

ing of the hands and severe pain can thus be reduced within

twenty minutes. Otherwise it would require hours and be

accompanied by some suffering. I have repeatedly observed

that nothing will do so much harm to a player as to have him
abstain altogether from playing because he has some trivial

injury or sore muscles. No other treatment should be

attempted for subluxation and simple dislocations without at

first liberally using hot water. After this it is best to sur-

round the injured member with adhesive plaster and to place

over all a moderately firm finger-bandage. The player may
then continue playing if he choose."

THE GUN.
With the change in the weather toward rain during the few

days last passed, reports of good success both at quail and
ducks are more common. The visitors to the preserves on
Saturday last, did well, as a rule, and some very large bags
were made. At Byron Mr. John Maynard killed ninety-one
ducks, principally widgeon and gadwall, with a few mallards
and teal, and a half-dozen gray geese. Mr. Ben Burling, at

the same preserve, brought seventy-cue ducks and five geese
to bag, and Mr. L. C. Fraser of the club killed about thirty,

of which some could not be retrieved because of having been
dropped into heavy tule. Mr. Elwin. Goodall killed eighty-

five ducks at the Teal Club iu one day, and fifty-three on the
succeeding. Mr. G. Frank Smith at the same place retrieved

about fifty birds. On the Tule Belle marsh the flight was not
good, nor was it on the Ibis grounds. At both places the bags
averaged under fifteen. The Cordelia Clnb did fairly well,

but the flight was much inferior to that of three weeks ago.

The indications of frosty night?', aud the fact that most of the
birds killed are new comers, justify tbe opinion that the com-
ing weeks will afford good sport.

Quail shooting has bpen a dying task to dog and master
because of heat and luck of water uniil within a very few
days. The latest reports are that the scent is bttter and the

birds lying fairly well to the dogs.

It is gratifying to note the growth of sentiment among
Bhooting men in favor of working over pointing dogs. Almost
every week information comes of someone who has put aside
the habit of years and invested in a good pointer or setter.

There may be some graiiiic;iiion in slashing around through
cover shooting at wild flushes and retrieving out a fraction of
the birds killed, but the pleasure cannot approach that

derived from sport with fairly good and reasonably well-

trained dogs. The shootu g is better done, fewer birds are
crippled, and all of those shut du»n tire retrieved, while there
is less of the suggestion of butchery. The impression which
is common, that any man, without study, can do well enough
in getting good work from trained field dogs, is an error
which is daily ruining very good animals. Because one can
speak trippingly a few of the phrases used by those who
really do know what to expect from a shooting dog and how
to draw it out, does not at all argne his practical acquaints
ance with proper field methods. That there are many ama-
teur handlers quite or fully the equal of good professionals is

not to be doubted, but that there are very many more who
would profit by observation of the ways of a good handler is

sadly true. It can not be too often repeated, that those who
purchase good dogs and have them well trained should take a
course of training themselves at the hands of the man wbo
breaks their dogs. If this was done there would be fewer
complaints of the lack of training in dogB returned by hand-
lers as broken.

A New Invention

Quite the most unique and original idea reaches us from
France, and as it is principally designed for the benefit of
hunters of big game, it is worth while to describe it in detail.

M. Dubois, the author and patentee o£ the new invention,
has a feeling and humane heart, aud has suffered keenly at

tbe mere contemplation of the risks and injuries incurred by
the adventurous shikaries of this mighty empire, ao he set
his fertile brains to work, and the result is an invention which
will, he says, revolutionize the "chasBe" of wild beasts, and
so it will. There can be no douht of that when his patent
is adopted everywhere, in the steppes and forests of Russia,
in the juugleB of Iodia, or in the wilds of Africa, mnnkind
will be indebted to M. Dubois for a carriage which will cany
them triumphantly through any emergency, and lead them
to brilliant successes. This carriage is capable of many devel-
opments, each one rendering the safety of the occupants
more absolute. In its simplest form it resembles an IriBb
jaunting car muoh raised, and with a high board on either
Bide to protect the hunters' legs. The great feature, how-
ever, is the manner in which the horBe is guarded, by having
the car suspended right over his back like a saddle, with the
wheels Blightly extended to allow a free use of the legs. The
advantages of this are manifest, nothing of the horBe is vis-

ible but the head and lower part of the legs; wherever a horse
can turn bo also will this vehicle be able to do so—being no
longer—and the driver, being seated on his steed's neck, has
the utmost control of him. For specially dangerous dis-

tricts this remarkable conveyance assumes larger dimensions,

and the horse is entirely hidden, with only his head emerg-
ing. At this stage the car becomes a horse-box. But we are
assured it is quite light. The third transformation, however,
is the one that will commend itself to our sportsmen. The
horse-box is so increased in height that only the head of the
driver is visible, and a hole is cut out to enable the horse to

see its way; the top, front and sides are protected by iron
Bpikes, which serve to inflict deadly wounds on an animal
hurling itself against it. Thus armed, who would not ven-
ture out tiger-Bhooting? Had that mighty hunter Tartarin
of Tarascon but been provided with such an equipagewhen in

the African deserts, his adventures with the lious would, no
doubt, have had different terminations.—Scind Gazette.

Why Can a Man Shoot Well at One Kind of
Game and Not at Another?

On this subject an English writer says:

I am a good shot—or, at all events, a respectable, 6teady
one on all other kinds of game, and have never been, as some
men are, a wonderful shot one day and a very poor one the
next. On all game, except partridges, I can always be relied

upon to go out ana do a fair day's work in the shooting way,
hence it is that my failure on partridges so puzzles me. It

has always been so. As long as I can rememler—and I have
shot for thirty years—if ever I was invited to a shoot at rab-
bits or hares, I looked forward to it with pleasure, and when
the day camel took the field with confidence, and the pleasant
consciousness that, come what will, I should be as nearly
certain as most things are, that I should be as good as my
neighbors. The same, to nearly the like degree, were my
Eeehngs when woodcock, grouse, or pheasant formed the
( 'menu." I never felt the same when joining a partridge-shoot-
ing party, because I never knew what was going to happen.
The first turnup field I entered I funked the moment when a
parb'idge would rise, and, if we were shooting over dogs, my
heart would sometimes beat violently on going up to the point.
If I was, however, hunting my own doa, I felt hardly any, if

any of that anxiety; no doubt because my attention was
diverted to a great extent from the birds to the behavior of

the dog.

Still, there is no certainty in this, for sometimes if birds
spring unexpectedly, as they do when walked without dogs, I
knock them down well, and at other times thje springing takes
me unawares, and I am startled and all abroad. When I
miss or "tailer" my birds I fancy it is because I really shoot
without aim. Over and over again I must repeat, because it

is so strange that I can not repeat it too often, the shooting is

with coolness, confidence, and success on all kinds of game,
from roe-deer to jack-snipe, but on partridges with uncer-
tainty, nervousness, and bad aim. In fact the difference is

so marked that I am a different man when shooting partridges

to what I am on other game. Why is this?

Is it habit? I mean, could I have contracted a wild, "snap
at 'em" sort of way, once upon atime, and now it has become
second nature ?

Even now on some days I seem to fall for a while into a
good hal-it, and so long as I continue in it I kill steadily, a
succession of good shots, but then a relapse comes, I shoot a
careless shot or two and instantly the old nature comes over
me, the old Adam, and my partridge shooting form is, as tbe
commercial gentB say, "as per usual." I explained in my
first letter that when the season is well advanced I think I

shoot better. I loose partridge form a good deal and shoot
at partiidges more in my grouse form. This cannot, I think,

be accounted for as your correspondent does, by the fact

that the distances are greater, because even if birds rise

near at that time I believe I shoot at them with more com-
fort than I should do if the same birds rose at the same dis-

tance in September; when I know I am going to kill a bird

or beast it somehow looks clear and distinct to me when it

gets up. A partridge at such a time would loom bb large

—

I was going to say, as a turkey—at all events it looks big;

then I am pretty sure to bring it down no runner.
This optical effect has nothing to do with distance; if I

am going to kill a bird even at 70 yards he must look like

that or else I shall miss or "tailer" him.
"When birds rise near or far and look confused and indis-

tinct it is quite a toss up if I kill them, and if they do come
down I do not feel the least satisfaction as I know it has
happened by a sort of fluke, "more by hap than cunning,"
as an old keeper observed.

Is there not some clew in the above? "Never Too Late to

Mend" states that he snaps at hie birds. I have noticed
many men do that and they have never been good shots.

The men I have generally observed to be given to that sys-

tem are professional and business men, whose opportunities
for shooting are few in the year. Such men smack away,
and if something tumbles are pleased enough; it does not
seem to occur to them that the perfection of shooting
pleasure is not so much the doing of the thing, but bow it

is done, and to go home with a certain quantity of "stuff,"

the result of a day's shoot, got anyhow, is no satisfaction to

many men if they know that said "stuff"
1 has been brought

to bag in a scrambling sort of way, and with the indispen-
sable help of the retriever and much hide and seek in the
hedge bottoms. Men who know what is would go home dis-

gusted with themselves, even if they had a big bag of

"various," whereas, if they had bagged half the quantity
with the knowledge that it had been killed clean and dead
and m sportsmanlike style, and not a poaching sort of

scramble, they would feel the glow of satisfaction only felt

by those who have the power to shoot properly.

I Bnap also when I miss or kill in a bungling manner, and
when I shoot partridges I shoot in that manner, for as I Baid

before, I am another man when I am partridge-shooting.

When I shoot any other game but partridge I do not snap,
but however quickly I may, on occasion shoot, I always aim,
and know where I am. When I say this, however, I do not
mean that I take a rifle-like aim, but keep both eyes open
and look at the bird. Nevertheless, I aim, and know that I

am aiming by judgment, though not by aligning, for if I

misB I know how far out I was. A't times when I shoot par-

tridges well, I do the same, but that is not often.

The newly-born ostrich is a curious looking object. The
body and wings are covered with what looks like hard, coarse

hair, in texture resembling dry hay, and in color very mnch
that of a hedgehog. The head and neck are covered with very
short, fluffy down; the head is brown and three dark brown
lines run down from the head, parallel to the neck, through-
out its length, one line from the back of the head running
down the back of the neck, and two lines, one on each side of

the neck. In front of the neck are a number of spots of the
same dark brown color. The beak is a dusky, dark gray with
a flesh-colored tip, and the legs and feet are also flesh-colored.

The chicken utters a plaintive, chirruping noise at short inter-

vals; those hatched in the incubator do not appear to be so

healthy or so strong on their legB as those brought out by the
parent birds; the latter, when only ubont the size of a ohikore
follow the old birds about at a great pace.

t
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Long and Short Barrels.
The Pheasant.

Discussion aboat the comparative shooting powers of the

ordinary thirty-inch barrels and shorter ones is general in onr

exchanges.

inch barrels which only experience can overcome, bat an

appeal to those who have used barrels of that length will do

much to remove the prejudice. Mr. Parker Gilmore, known
throughout the shooting world as "Ubique;

' recently wrote

thus about the matter:

The interesting and temperate discussion on the above sub-
ject,which has now been conducted for some time, leaves, I

think, the combatants very much in the same position they

occupied when they took up the cndgels. My lengthened
experience of guns has not yet induced me to decide whether
a 26 in. barrel or a 30 in. barrel gives the best results in the

tield. Still, if I ordered a new gun for all-round work, I

Bhould give instructions for it to be made nf the latter dimen-
sions, although the hardest shooting gun that I ever saw was
the former length. Why this gun was only 26 inches long was
the result of accident, it having lost four inches through the

barrels becoming pinged with snow previous to its discharge.

A few years ago there lived in New York—possibly he is

still alive" —a gunmaker in the true sense of the word. His

name was, or is, Patrick Mullin. For years I knew him, and
never spent mure agreeable hours than in his society.

Independent of his specialite, gun-making, he was an
engraver, artist and classical scholar, while his fund of anec-

dotes of living Amerian celebrities was unlimited. Few
sportsmen with any pretences to the social position of gentle-

men visited New Xork without paying a visit to this remark-

able man, and I myself would sooner have a gun made by
Patrick Mullin twice over than one from the hands of any
London maker.

Well, Mr. Patrick Mullin was the maker of this gun whose
barrels had been shorteoed, but, before this took place, the

weapon was considered an unusually hard-shooting one. I was
present at its final trial before leaving the maker's hands,

when it was of its original dimensions. A friend who accom-

panied me then and there offered 100 dollars over and above

the price to be paid for it by the person for whom it was con-

structed, so greatly was he impressed with the excellence of

its performance; but Mr. Mullin was the last man to accept

such an offer.

Three or four years afterwards I was shooting wild fowl on

the northern shores of Lake Erie. The weather was calm and
mild, consequently the ducks fiew very high. I had at that

time what I considered a good gun, but for all that my bag

was far from heavy. I would not have complained at such

being the case—when the wildness of the fowl was considered

—but within 300 yards of my position was a gunner, who
every few minutes fired, and, to my astonishment, with suc-

cess, fori could see the duck topple over and descend till

Bhut out of sight by the thick reeds that surrounded his local-

ity. Again, again and again in regular rotation was this per-

formance repeated, so I resolved to up killik, and see for

myself what kind of "shooting iron" the stranger was using.

Before proceeding further with my narrative, I would say

that the report made by this "shooting iron" was most pecul-

iar, from the depth of its intonation, yet was far from as

quick and sharp as is usually to be expected from a hard-hit-

ting gun. On reaching the unknown sportsman I saw that

the bottom of bis scow was covered with mallard and pintail

duck—in fact, far more birds than I expected to see, in spite

of the good work I was aware its occupant had been doing.

"Stranger," said I, "that's a tarnation long-reaching gun of

yours."
"You bet," was the reply.

Then followed two reports, and a brace of pintails came

down.
"Would you let me have a look at the article?" I inquired.

"Surely, fori am done for the night."

I took the prodigy in fire-arms gently and carefully in my
hands, touching it with the delicacy and respect it deserved.

The stock I thought I recognized by a knot near the heel-plate,

and the name on the lock-plates confirmed my recognition;

still, the shortness of the barrels puzzled me. "I know that

gun," I exclaimed, "but she has been shortened."

"That's so (emphatically) she has been ra-zeed."

Then the owner explained how tbat had come about. This

twenty-six inch barreled gun was, doubtless, the hardest hit-

ter at long range that I ever saw. Still, in spite of this expe-

rience, I would sooner order a gunmaker, if I required a new

gun, to furnish me with one thirty inches long in the barrel.

Many of our transatlantic friends knew Mr. Patrick Mullin.

Through them I should like to know of the wellfare or even

demise of this prince among gunmakers.

The pheasant is the game bird of England, and although

I

"frequently likened to a barn-door towl, there is a certain

; wildness and timidity about it which centuries of domestica-
tion have neither overcome nor apparently lessened." There

There is a strong prejudice against twenty-six I

ar6 several remarkable traits about the English pheasant
which are worthy of mention. In confinement it breeds with
domestic fowls, though the offspring are remarkably wild.

When confined, the number of eggs are about a dozen,

though eighteen or twenty are not at all uncommon wben
the pheasants live wild in the woods. If kept iu an aviary,

the color of the eggs become lighter, the palest producing
small and weakly chicks, while the dark olive eggs hatch out
the largest and strongest birds. Nearly every pheasant in

England is now hatched under the superintendence of the

gamekeeper, and receives constant care and attention, and it

is estimated that each bird costs the wealchy game preserver

at east three shillings and six pence, while they are so plen-

tiful in the market that they are offered for half that sum.
Some game preservers make it a business of supplying e3tate3

either with eggs or birds. At Elredon, in one season, nine

thousand and five hundred pheasants were shot, and yet, in

18S3, as many as one hundred and thirty-four thousand
eggs were sold to other proprietors anxious to have a good
head of game against the coming autumn. As I said be-

fore, these birds require great care. At intervals they are

fed with maize, or, when younger, with ant's eggs and larva?.

Later in the season the abundance of acorns, beech nuis,

sloes, haws, oak-galls, and other fresh food renders them less

needful of the keeper's care, and therefore when the shoot-

ing season begins it is always easy for an experienced sports-

man to distinguish a wild from a barn-yard pheasant.
There are are several kinds of pheasant shooting. The

battue species does not require very great exertion or much
skill, yet it does require much pradence and judgment, and
it is the favorite sport of those elderly gentleman who have
for two score years enjoyed this season of the year. As a

good sportsman, as well as writer, has said: "To shoot well

at the covert's side is not a simple matter, but by a man
possessing normal quickness of eye and hand nothing more
than practice is required to obtain the knack of killing the

birds with almost automatic regularity as they are reluctantly

driven from their last refuge." It is on account of this feat-

ure that battue shooting is not considered the highest species

of pheasant shooting, and yet, with very brief experience, I

would say that it was the most enjoyable. I love to see the

whipping and the clear voice, "There they go." The great

argument against the battue shooting is that there is a greater

slaughter of the birds. This may be true, but I have not seen,

thus far, more brutality in battue shooting than when one or

two crack sportsmen go over moor and hedge with their spaniel

dogs, "raising Cain," and determined to bag everything that

comes in their way. These dogs are trained to be as expert

as the beater of the bush, and then, again, with the dogs only
two or three are brought up, and yet not one of these are

likely to escape. There are one or two other species of pheas-

ant shooting, but, after all, the "slaughter" means the same,
and the sportsman's idea and desire and aim are the same

—

"kill," whether by the battue, the dogs, or quietly creeping

along the hedgerow for the stragglers. Each sportsman has
his preference and taste for all kinds of shooting, and he is

likely to follow the same, any objection notwithstanding.

—

Ex.

The turkey shoot was a success. The marksmen shot at

the 24 and 25 rings on the Schuetzen taTget, anything out-

side of this being a miss. Philo Jacoby and Captrin J. E.

Klein each won three of the birds; Captain Yolkmann and
Aiken and Tietjen each two, while any number of others

brought home something for Thanksgiving.
The German Fusileers held their monthly medal shoot

with the following result: First class—Schwaner, 40; H.
Tietjen, 40; H. Stettin, 39. Secood class— C. Schafer, 34;

E. Helig, 33; J. Siebert, 30.

The military rifle practice was confined to the short range,

and among the strings fired the following are picked out:

A. H. Brod 200 yarda—

5

51445555 5—17
H.C.Pendleton 200 yards -4 44545554 4- 44

E. Kehrlein 200 yards—

5

5 5453445 4-44
A. L. Ott 2lfl v;(rds—4 55445554 »—44

Lieut. Hollister 200 Yards—

5

45434445 4-42
Serg. Stevens 2O0yards-4 44444445 4—41
Geo. N. Taylor 2C0yard9-4 55543344 4—41

L. R- Townsenn and Captain Burdick, of the City Guard
"Rifle Club, had a scrap. Their score:

Townsend 500 yards 4 54444445 5—43
Captain Burdicfe 200 yards—4 44444544 6—42

Company B, First Infantry, will hold its annual shoot on
Thanksgiving Day. at Shell Mound, the scores to count in

the State record also.

J. C. fluguenin, one of the good shots here, went to the

great Geneva, Switzerland, shooting festival in July last, and
from some twenty thousand picked rifleman of the world
brings back the twenty-fourth prize, a magnificent trophy in

the shape of a silver goblet, appropriately chased and en-

graved. Mr. Hu^uenin is also high up in the li»t of the honor-
ary target. Philo Jacoby, Fred Kubnle, Mr. Hngnenin and
other Californiaus who have ^hot at the Swiss festivals have
ail maintained the honrr of the State, and been among the

very first at those famous meetings.

Springfield Notes.

Powers of Swimming of a Buffalo Calf

he said.

As I was being rowed down the Sutlej River this month

(August) we caught up with a mau in the water, escorting acow

buffalo and calf. I stopped the boat to speak to him.

"What are you doing?" I asked.

"Taking the buffalo to Bhayeke village,

"Where have you come from?"
"Lakhuwala."

,

"How far is it between the two villages by the river?

"About eight and a half kos."

"That seems a long way to tike that very young looking

calf."

"Not at all," said he, "the calf is about a fortnight old and

would swim a much longer distance if necessary. Why, I

have taken a calf across the Sutlej in flood that was only born

the night before. Buffalo calves swim like fishes from the

day of their birth, and can remain almost any rime in the

I looked up the distance between Lakhuwala and Bhayeke

on the map, and found it abont eleven or twelve miles by the

course of the main stream of the river. The Sutlej, in flood,

at that part 13 about two miles wide, and the velocity of the

water would not permit, of course, of a crossing in a bee line;

the passage would mean a distance of probably three or four

miles—a long swim for a calf only twelve hours old. The

men support themselves on bundles of sarkauda grass, or of

sticks of the castor-oil tree (a very light wood), or of both.

The bundle is placed against the chest, a string round it

being held with one hand, while with the other and the legs

the men guide and propel themselves. They thus travel

enormous distances bywater, and cross and re-cross the river

in the highest floods without the least hesitation. The Sutlej

often presents quite an animated scene on an evening dotted

all over with these amphibious creatures. The nver swarms

with crocodiles, but they do not appear to attack the men and

ca'tle which are constantly crossing. I have frequently, too

seen pariah dogs swim across safely, though I have expected

every moment to aee them snapped up.

—

Asian.

A well-known expert in the science of building small arms,

says of barrel boring:

We have been building our guns for ordinary mortal?, fel-

low countrymen of Francis Francis' celebrated colonel, who
killed an elephant and a snipe right and left, the elephant

with the snipe shot, aud the snipe with the bullet. With too

much choking we shall choke off patriotism at this rate.

Cannot somebody build a cylinder once more? I have seen

choke-bores with which you might shoot straight all day and
never touch a feather, but not so an old cylinder. Why, you
have but to shoot somewhere in the neighborhood, and if

you don't kill what you aim at, you are bound to hit another.

Has anyone tried a cylinder—I mean a- real cylinder—after

using a choke moderately welt? The feeling is astonishing,

at least with me. When I am entirely off, and think there is

no chaDce, down comes the game. I have been wondering
whether it is possible to miss a grouse sis times with a cylin-

der. This year. Sir, I had the first barrel of one of my
chokes converted into a cylinder. I can shoot much quicker

with it, and am seldom so far off my mark in a snap shot as to

miss. The delicious sensstion of being able to snap at

everything within 25 yards, and to kill a retreating partridge

at 50 yards, is involved in this. To pot an old grouse cock

while there is still 60 yards between us gives me lots of time

to compel his wife, on closer acquaintance, to attend his obse-

quies, and then to change guns, if necessary, for undutiful

children behind.

Outing for December offers another rich treat, both in test

and inillustrations. An article by General Marcy on Moose
hunting, one by W. H. Gilder abont travel in the Arctics,

and a further installment from Mr. Stevens about bicycliag

in Afghanistan, are enough to make the Xooas number
rarely good, but to them are added others quite as good,

besides the crisp editorial which is always worth reading.

THE RIFLE
Mr. Wm. Schreiber has recently received from the Win-

chester Repeating Arms factory a specially ordered rifle of the

1886 model, The gun is a 45-95. with 26 inch octagon barrel

and curled walnut shotgun, butt, stock and fore end. In fin-

ish it is unexceptionable, like all the arms made by the com-
pany, and in shooting its owner says it is superior.

Shell Mound.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—There is considerable

game in this section this se&son, some fair good bags being

made. A few days ago Messrs. A. Keyes aud T. T. Cart-

wright went to Ludlow, about seven miles out, and got ten

partridges, one woodcock nnd three rabbits. On another day

Mr. Keyes got sixteen partridges. Mr. Keye3 has a jewel in

his English setter Bess, who is one of the finest-broke setters

I ever saw, and seems to kaow every word spoken to her.

Mr. Keyes broke her himself. Mr. T. T. Cartwright, the

well-known rifle shot of this city, arrived heme from Europe

a few days ago, after a four months' absence, where he took

in the two large rifle tournaments at Wimbledon, England,

and at Geneva, Switzerland At Geneva Mr. Cartwright met

the well-known rifle shot from your city, Mr. J. C. Hngnen-

in, to whom he was indebted for several kindnesses. Mr.

Caitwright brought back with him the "Tir Federal" silver

medal and several money prizes; he also won two or three

more prizes, which will be sent to him at his home. Mr.

Cartwright devoted considerable time to live-bird shoot-

ing while in England, and took part in several matches and

sweepstakes. Mr. Cartwright was referee in the 50-shot

match, where Miss Annie Oakley was backed to kill 35 En-

glish Blue Rocks out of 50. He thinks that Miss Oakley is

a3 good a shot at live birds as there is in the country, and

predicts that on her return to this country she will keep some

of the champion wing shots moving to beat her. Miss Oakley

is a great favorite with the sportsmen of England. The first

Blue Rock ever shot at by Miss Oakley, and which she kiile ',

she had mounted and presented it to Mr. Cartwright, and
it now adorns his desk in a very prominent position.

Mr. C. is very proud of it, and speaks in flowing lerms of

Miss Oakley and her husband, Mr. Frank E. Bntler. Mr.
Cartwright brought back with him a very handsome Clabrough,

hammerless, which he used in England at partridgss and
pheasants, and which he will now use at the trap here. He
has about decided to give up rifle-shooting and confine him-
self to trap-shooting, and should he do so he will, with a

very little practice, he as good as the best. He expects in

the new year to make a trip to California, and probably ex-

tend the trip to Australia, Africa and India; but the planR

are not fully decided on, and will not be until the return

from Europe of a friend of his, who wants to take the trip

also. Mr. Cartwright met, while over in England, what he
considered the most wonderful all-round shot in the world in

Master Charles Brown, of London, aged 13 years, who hits

pennies thrown in the air, with a rifle, smashes swinging

bottles at 40 yards with a rifle, and can make 42 or better, off-

band at 200 yards, and at the trap at Blue Rocks is a wonder.

Mr. C. saw him kill 23 out of 25 of as good Blue Rocks as

ever were let out from a trap. Mr. Cartwright is negotiating

to bring the boy out to this country, and make a tour of th'is

country giving exhibitions. Rifle shooting for this season is

about dead. The Springfield City Guards won the State

match for teams of seven men, at South Framingham, Lieut.

H. McDonald being second for the officer's prize. M. W.
Bull won the skirmishers' match at Chicago. It is proposed

to put the shooting pit into good shape for the winter months,

as some of our shots go to the range all winter, even when
sdow is two feet deep and the thermometer away below zero.

The full returns of the Bullard Repeating Arms Co., Match 4,

I will send with my next letter. "Springfield."

Captain Siebe's annual Thanksgiving shoot for turkeys

and young porkers, on Sunday last, attracted a very large

attendance of jolly marksmen who entered into the spirit of

the affair fully. The shooting was surprisingly good when
the convivial character of the oocasion is considered. The
most comical portion of the meeting came when the prizes

were distributed. Dignified gentlemen were to be seen driving

squealing pigs before tbem or carrying the grunting prizes by

the legs, or lugging mammoth turkeys and chickens. The
ferry boat has seldom been so suggestive of a barn yard as on

Sunday evening. The quernlous piping of the turkeys and
the discordant yells of the pigs made the lower deck fairly

rustic in seeming.
The shooting section of the Swiss-American Social Club

opened a range for the first time, and there was a large turn-

out of the club. Hereafter the Section will meet on the third

Sunday in every month for medal Bhooting.

The American Exhibition, and with it Buffalo Bill's "Wild
West" Show, closed its long and brilliant season iu London,
on Oct. 31st, last. The popularity of Colonel Cody's graphic

entertainment has been almost unnreceuted, and that astute

Westerner aud his partner, Mr. Nate Salsbury, have man-
aged to make a smart "pile" out of the enterprise, Well, no
one begrudges them that, for tbey have given the Britishers

good and full value for their money up to the la^t. The Wild

We^t will make tracks for Birmingham, and afterwards go on
to Manchester. By the way, the show, when it winds up
its career at Broropton, will lose ODe of its principal attrac-

tions in the person of Mi-is Annie Oakley, who severs her

connection with the Wild West voluntarily. Miss Oakley
means to go in for a somewhat prolonged rest, after which
we shall probably see her in London again in a different kind

of entertainment. This week she goes down to Shropshire

to join a fchooting and hunting party at the house of a cohl-

try mngnate. Afterwards she intends visitiDg varioc

on the Continent. Litt'e Sore Shot's personal url

well as her wonderful skill in her profession, will

a warm welcome whenever she may decide to turn, bor

steps Londonwards once more. Her losa to the Wild
Show will be a serious one.

».
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Dates Claimed.

Eureka Jockey Club, November 2?d to 26th.

The New Queen.

We present this «reek one of Mr. Boyd's happiest efforts

at portraiture, Gov. Stanford's peerless filly Norlaine.

The supremacy of Palo Alto in the records of trotting

colts, although the point of attack for years, has

remained unbroken until recently. On October loth, last,

Sudie D. trotted at Lexington, Kentucky, against the

yearling record of Hinda Rose, 2:36£, and scored 2:35j.

It was a matter of great pride and congratulation all

over the Mississippi Valley that at last the spell had been

broken. It was a just pride, too, for it was a great per-

formance and the dread of Palo Alto had become so

fixed that colts bred there were practically barred from

the stakes. No higher compliment could bj paid to Gov.

Stanford and his horses than this barring movement,

but the master of Palo Alto was not satisfied with that

sort of commendation. He established the stud and has

poured out his money like water to maintain it, solely

through his love for the American trotter. There was

nothing speculative in it; there was nothing selfish in it.

He had certain theories of breeding and education iu

which he had the fullest faith, and he demonstrated them

at his own expense for the benefit of the world at large,

That the benefit might be conferred in its fullest extent-

he has allowed the choicest blood of Palo Alto to be

scattered to the four quarters of the republic, and the

gates of the great farm have always been open to breed,

ers and all interested people, and the systems employed

have been free to the fullest inspection. The yearling

record of Hinda Rose has long been a shining mark at

which the breeders of Kentucky and the east aimed.

They reached it at last and it marked a great advance.

Perhaps nc one interested in the trotter noted this proof

of progress with greater pleasure than Gov. Stanford

himself. But the wheels must not be allowed to stop;

bo a new mark was set—Norlaine, 2:312- There it stands

and probably will staud for several .eons. Norlaine is

as beautiful as she is fast and now famous. Blood-like in

appearance, courageous, rapid, a perfect picture in point

of conformation, the ideal of a trotter in her action and

disposition. As the breeding of such an animal is of the

highest importance, we give her pedigree in tabulated

form.

the double cross of that greatest of all matrons, Green

Mountain Maid. Her record to date is: Elaine 2:20,

Prospero 2:20, Dame Trot 2:22, Storm 2:26J, Mansfield

2:26J, Antonio 2:28j|, with others yet 10 hear from. She

is represented at Palo Alto by her son Electioneer, and

her daughter Elaine Thus Norlaine is a granddaughter

on one side, and a great granddaughter on the other, of

that renown* d old mare, Norval, the sire of Norlaine,

was bred as a three-vear-old to this one mare Elaine.

His dam Norma, by Alexander's Norman, was also the

dam of Lucy Cuyler, 2;15£, and her blood lines are

strictly thoroughbred back of the Norman cross, and

mainly so in that. Perhaps the performances of Nor-

laine contain a lesson for the theorists that believe, or

affect i o believe, that thoioughbred blood in the trotter

will not breed on. A yearling record of 2:31^ is an accom-

plished fact, and no amount of sophistry, theory, doctored

tables, or other devices of the advocates of cold f>lojd can

blot out these figures. When they are relegated to a

second position Palo Alto may be heard from again. We

shall follow Norlaine with portraits of Norval and

Elaine.

I.

1

J
Abdallah.

(
Hambletonian (Kent Mare.

_.jeer....j j
HarrJ Clay (Sayre'B).

(Green Mountain Maid (Shanghai Mary.
i Morse Horse.

/ Alexander's^ Norman.
J
Daughter of Magnum

Norma I ( Bonum.
S i Sir Wallace.

( Daughter of ]
Daughter of Gray Ea-

( gle.

1 Abdallah.

!

Hambletonian t Kent Mare.
I Abdallah Chief (Koe's).

Satlnette t Cat Bird.

j
Caasius M Clay Jr.*20.

/ Harry Clay (Sayra'e.) j Sister to Crabtree Bell-
'

( founder.

Green Moun-

J

Dntraced.

tain Maid. { Shanghai Mary I Untraced.

The notable feature of Norlaine's genealogical tree ie

American Trotting Association-

-The California Board of Review of the American

Trotting Association has been organized for business,

and will bold its first meeting on Tuesday, Dec. 20, at

the office of this paper, 313 Bush Street, S.F. The Board

consists of M. F. Tarpey, vice-President for California

and ex officio Chairman; I. DeTurk of Santa Rosa, and

N. B. Edwards of San Jose associate members. Mr. De-

Turk was selected clerk, and in order to facilitate busi-

ness by having the central office in this city, he appointed

E. S. Culver his deputy. All communications should be

addressed to Mr. DdTurk, or his deputy, at 313 Bush

Street, San Francisco. This Board has original jurisdic-

tion in all matters pertaining to the turf in this State,

as well as being a Board of Appeals. The plan of State

Boards is a most excellent one, ensuring prompt adjust-

ment of allquestions by making the appellate body acces-

sible without the expenditure of unnecessary time and

money.

Racing Officials.

Rule IV of Racing. Sec. 1, enacts, that the fall programme
of every meeting must be advertised in the "Raciug Calen-

dar;" then, in Sec. 2, goes on to s*y Chut the advertisement

must state the names of twu or more prisons as stewards,

and of the judge, starter, clerk of tbr course, handicapper,

stakeholder, and clerk of the sc-*l^, -md furthermore it says

tnat the clerk of the course or eorre-pouding official shall be

the sole person responsible to the nicvar is for the gener.il

arrangements of the meeting.

Then Rule VIIIseN forth that the ute.vards shall appoint

an adequate staff of i:ficial> I -r ever iu -..-tiLg. and thai t e

following officials sh.Jl lequne ' a hec .uc to t-e _;r„nteo oy

the stewards of the Jockey Ciub auuually befyie they can

act" (the "they" here refers to the officials, not to the stewards

of the Jockey Club, but the Rules of Racing aid occasionally

independent of the rules of grammar), viz : judge, starter,

clerk of the course, handicapper, clerk of the scales, and
stake holder, and one of nach Bhall be named for each

meeting advertised iu he [J,ileiidar." Power is of couise

given to the stewards to employ au unlicensed deputy uu
emergency, but in such case they are bound to rep -it to the

Btewards of the Jockey Club.

These then are the officials wh-\ amongst them, have to

carry out the whole business >.f i i .ce-ineeting, and of these

by far the larger burden of responsibility falls upon the

shoulders of the clerk of the course. He is himself appointed

by the company or committee, or whoever may be the

guarantors of the necessary funds in the way of added money
{we are not now speaking of Newmarket, Ascot, or Good-
wood, where the staff is as it were ex-officio that of the Jockey
Club), and he does practically appoint the stewards

—

i. e. he
requests a oertain number of gentlemen of local influence, or

of position and experience on tne turf, to accept the office,

and if at the time of the meeting none of them appear upon
the scene, and have not chosen their substitutes, he has to

find deputy-stewards from the turfites present, and to affix

their names in some conspicuous place that men may know
with whom they have to deal. One of his principal labors is

the soliciting of entries—"canvassing" it is called—a work
which has to be carried on for weeks, or it may be months
before the meeting, and for which purpose it is necessary

that he should be known to all (racing) men, and, if possible,

personally popular. Oue of the most successful men ever

known in this line was the late Mr. John Frail, of Shrews-
bury, who may fairly be styled, in more ways than one, the

father of clerks of courses. Entries he would have, and
entries he got somehow. He is said to have invented the

system of entrance fees, which have now been universally

adopted, and which are a large source of revenue to every

racing exeoutive.
CLERK OF THE COURSE.

The clerk of the course is expeoted to look to every detail

of the business—the arrangement of the weighing-room,
press-room, jockeys' room, the posting of the gatekeepers,

the ordering of the couiBe—all more or less devolves upon
him, and during the progress of the meeting he is supposed
to be, and 1b, ubiqnitoua; he it is who knows th.6 men who
may have a free pass into stand or paddock, he it is who
suggests the summary ejection of evil-doers. He has to pro-

vide good temper for himself and for his patrons, he has to

explain away the burdens laid upon other men's horses, yet

no one will touch hi.-: load with a little ringer. If everything
goes right, he is passed unheeded; if anything goes wrong, he
is roundly abused. Of a truth he is no sinecure—no bed of

roses—yet withal not an unprofitable berth. He is paid by
salary, by percentage on profits, or on entries, or by a mixture
of all three.

Mr. Bell, Mr. Ford, the Messrs. Frail and I'Anson, Mr.
Johnson, Mr. Lawley, the Messrs. Sheldon and Topham, Mr.
Ridge, Mr. Dorling, uud Mr. Verrall are among the best

known of the clerks of the course who yet survive, and
apparently thrive under their onerous dntieB.

THE STARTER.

It is not easy to decide which of the two—judge or starter

—holds the moBt responsible position. Ou the absolute
incorruptibility of each large fortunes daily depend, yet must
they be possessed of other high qualities besides honesty. The
starter should be a cool, resolute man, with nerve equal to

the strain of moral responsibility and of actual physical

danger; for when he drops his flag he is, or should be, in

front of a field of horses, all of them wild with excitement,

some of them steered by very puny riders; and he stands a

fair ohance of being knocked down by a runner-out or

awerver in the first mad rush of the jump off. He must be
quick to see and to seize his opportunity. He must be 6rm
even to severity, yet strictly just to the jockeys, who are

sharp enough to note any sign of faltering resolution; and
when he orders them to "turn round and walk back," he must
see that everyone obeys the word, and also when they wheel
again to come up to him that all heads are the right way. If

the jockeys once lose their confidence in, or their fear uf, the
starter, chaos quickly ensues. He should also be a, ioung
and active man, as he may be obliged to take mni-h exercise

in the course of a day's racing. The late Mr. McGeorge,
perhaps the best starter the world has ever seen, used, when
in the full vigor of his health, to walk to the siarting-post for

every race at Ascot, returning to the weighing-room as soon
as he had dispatched his horses, if time permitted. Lord
Marcus Beresford, the preReot Jockey Club starter, bids fair

fully to rival the fr.me of his predecessor. His was a singu-

lar instance of a public appointment which met with uni-

versal approbation. He ib the liiat gentleman who has pro-

fessionally wielded the flag in England. He is paid by fixed

salary for his duties at head-quarters, but this of course forms
but a small portion of the emolument which accrues lo the

Jockey Club starter. What is good enough for the strict

orthodoxy of Newmarket, is good enough for most other
places, and engagements follow as a matter of course. The
other starters who now obtain the most employment about
the country are: Mr. H. Custance and Mr. J, H. McGeorge,
deputy starters to the Jockey Club; Mr. R. I'Anson and
Major Dixon.

THE JUDGE.

Nor must the judge be less cool and decided than his
colleague at the other end. It is true that, seated in his

coign of vantage the judge runs no persona] risk, for there is

no authenticated instance of a horse bolting into the box; yet
not the less does the man there enthroned need to have all

his wits about him. From the moment the flag falls his

glasses are fixed upon the coming cohort; as they approach
nearer he is able to pick out those that are still in it and
their relative positions on the course; then when the supreme
moment comes, with his eye ou the opposite post it is a
matter of comparative ease to a practised hand to decide in

what order the first three heads shoot past— if only people
would hold their tongues. But think, in a near race, especi-

ally if an important one, what a babel of clamor rises round
the box, and how easily a nervous man, one not sur de son

fail, might be bounced into putting up the wrong number.
No. 6! No. 6! No. 6! shout the partisans of the horse thus
numbered, trying to convince themselves, and the judge ere

it be too late, that a good second has really got his head in

firBt, Vain hope! just is Mr. Clark and tenacious of his

opinions, and no civium ardor cao affect his judgment.
Turning to his signalman he says, very clearly, "No. 5;" up
goes No. 5; then after a short pause for the public iully to

realize what has won, "No. 6, No. 7," the numbers of second
and third are hoisted; the judge descends and solemnly wends
his way to the scales, there to watch the jookeys weighed, to

take down the numbers, and note in his private book the
colors, for the ensuing race.

Owing to the exceptional advantages he enjoys for seeing
everything that goeB on towards the finish of a race, he is

almost always the first and most important witness called

when there is an objection or complaint on the score of a
cross, jostle, or any form of foul riding, and his evidence is

usually taken as conclusive. "Where the weighing-room is

very close to the box, it is not impossible for the judge to

double his part with that of clerk of the scales, but it is by
no means a desirable arrangement. He has to send a Bigned
report of each race to the Registry Office. When all is said

and done there is now but one judge and his name is Clark,

though in his deputy, Mr. Robinson, he has a very able

prophet. We would here express our deep regret that Mr. R.
Johnson, the Radamanthus of the Northern Circuit, has been
compelled by failing eyesight to relinquish the profession.

Other men may sit in the box and name the winning number,
but for the bulk of the racing public Mr. Clark reigns supreme
as the Racing Lord Chief Justice of Eogland. Long may he
continue to do so.

He also is paid, by fixed salary from the Jockey Club, for

his services at Newmarket.

THE CLERK OF THE SCALES.

Of almost equal importance to the success of every well-

conducted meeting is the clerk of the scales. Before the
commencement of each day's operations he usually throws
his handkerchief into one side or other of the swinging recep-

tacle of weight, and if the carefully adjusted balance yields to

such trifling pressure, he may feel sure that he will be able

to weigh his flesh-and-blood customers to the fraction of an
ounce. It was, indeed, this absolute certainty as to the

accuracy of the weigh-out, which led to the detection of the
attempted fraud when Catch-em-alive won the Cambridge-
shire. Needless to say that the clerk of the scales must be a
man of unblemished integrity, and of strict business habits,

for the slightest mistake, willful or unintentional on his part,

would lead to the most serious complications. He is respon-

sible too in great measure for the punctuality of the start, and
by strict adherence to the regulation which enjoins that the

numbers of the runners shall be exhibited on the telegraph

board one-quarter of an hour before the time appointed for

the race. "Newmarket time" hasnow become the rule, instead

of as formerly the exception, throughout the country. On
the clerk of the scales, too, devolves the duty of seeing that

notice of color* unpublished on tbe card, or of any alteration

of colors, or of any declaration of over-weight, be posted on
the board as soon as practicable after the hoisting of the

numbers; in the latter case the declaration must be made
twenty minutes before the start. The clerk must be in his

place the moment a race is over, as every jockey is expeoted

to weigh in immediately after the race, and from official lips

must issue the fiat "all right," which has so often filled the

cup of joy or of despair to overflowing.

Though under the "Rules" the extra two pounds in the

scale as a precaution against the carrying of undeclared over-

weight Is only necessary on weighing in, this test is as a
matter of custom equally applied on weighing out.

The clerk of the scales should to the utmost of his ability

keep his weighing-room clear of intruders. By law, "the
owner, trainer and jockey, or other person having the care of

u
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a horse engaged in a race" are alone entitled to admission.
Stewards are often culpably remiss in the exercise of their

authority in this direction; for it caD hardly be expeoted that

the clerk, busy as he is, can keep his eye on every one who
comes through the doorway, and the policeman on guard is

of more use aa a "chucker-out" than as a Cerberus.
In this "department of weights," Mr. Manning of New-

market is facile princeps; he is of course a Jockey Club offic-

ial, though, like the judge and starter, he acts at many other

meetings. Of this be sure, wherever you rind him you will

rind a weighing-ruom as business-like and orderly as a bank
parlor.

THE HANDICAPPER.

Except for overnight handicaps, the work of the Handi-
capper is finished before that of the above-mentioned officials

begins; nevertheless it iB of a most arduous nature, and his

iB perhaps the most thankless office of all; for who yet was
ever known to avow himself thoroughly content with the way
his horse has been treated in this respect? If he is top weight

with a stone in hand, there he is top weight, and that of itself

is sufficient cause for grumbling; it he has 5 st. 7 li s. and 21

lbs. in hand, "the top weight could always give him another
stone," "no boy can ride him," "'a fluttering handicap," etc.,

etc. To all this ihe haudicapper must listen with a sympathetic
countenance, and a partially tieHi ear—we say partially,

because in tht nature uf things he must ofteu make mistakes,

and from the outpourings of the torrent of olloquy he may
perchance catch a cupful of common sense. Sumetimes, too,

from the fullness of the heart the mouth speaketh. Who does

not remember the touching incident of the defeated owuer at

Croydon, who cried aloud in his despair, "Pulled him six

times, and now when we slip him at last to get beaten; it's

too bad, too bad! !" after which he suffered himself to be led

gently to the refreshment bar. All such incidents should the

handicapper mark, not too ostentatiously, and inwardly

digest; and for this purpose he must be a constant attendant

on race-courses, and during the progress of each race note

towards the finish, not so much the doings nf the first three

horses—for of these the newspapers will give him sufficiently

accurate information—but what the other runners are about

(what could have been close up, what never took any part at

all, etc., etc.); and he must draw hie own conclusions, and,

having formed his opinion, act on it. If he is on friendly

terms with judge and starter, so much the better for him;

both are capable of giving very useful hints.

There are various systems of handicapping. Some men
keep books

—

i. e. they daily write down the names of the tirst

three horses that have contended in every race of which a

description is published, with the weights at which they ran,

and the distance between each at the finish, and on the

opposite side of the page, re-handicap them at such variation

of impost as might presumably bring them to a dead heat.

Some keep only "ladders,"? e. long li-ts of horses handi-

capped 07er various courses, from rive furlongs upwards, and

re-cast the weights constantly. Others, like Mr. Weatherby,

(who has unfortunately now resigned the post of Jockey Club

handicapper, being out-wearied by the worry of the position),

go through the book anew for each fresh compilation, aided

only by such notes as they have made from personal observa-

tion, and this is perhaps the safest method to adopt.

The handicapper must indeed be sober and vigilant, for

much of hiB work has to be done at night; he should be a

man of infinite tact and temper, and to a certain extent he

should possess a gift, which at first sight seems hardly nec-

essary for so prosaic an occupation, viz., imagination. The
Keeper of the Match Book has ere now been heard to say

that so-and-so was a good haudicapper, but had no imagination

—that is, if called upon to handicap a horse for a distance

over which he had never ran in public, the man could not

make a brilliant or even a fairly good guess—tor it can be

nothing else—at the form likely to be displayed.

Never, if you can help it, admit that yon have made a mis-

take, is a sound piece of advice in this as in other professions.

No man asserted his infallibility more loudly than did

Admiral Rous,* and no man was more thoroughly believed

in, though he was tripped up now and then.

1 The Admiral was one of the rare instances of a man whose deaf-

ness did not seem materially to affect his enjoyment of society—for

he certainly was very deaf, though no doubt he heard many things

which were not intended to reacn his ears: indeed, his friends used

to say that he never misled hearing an offer of a good match at New-
market. Match-making was his delight—his affectation of bewilder-

ment over the form of two horses whcse merits he knew as well as he

did the Rowley Mile, his start of sudden inspiration, his solemn and

deliberate announcement of the weights, his pompous mandate,

"Hands in pockets, gentlemenl" followed by "Show!" and his glee when
the half-crowns of two acceptors rewarded his skill, were treats to

see and to heor. Perhaps one reason why he was never bored in com-

pany, even when he could not hear the conversation, was that he had

the resource of constant mental handicapping. When his life was

drawing very near its close—in tact, a few days before he was con-

fined to his room—he said to on* of bis intimate friends, '"It's a very

odd thing. I lose my way now going from the Turf Club"—then in

(jrafton Street—"to my house in Berkeley Square; but," be added with

a gleam of satisfaction, "I can still handicap!" No faster fnands than

he and Mr George Payne ever lived, and the latter looked a broken-

down man ever after the Admiral's death. It was great sport to watch

the two at billiards, and to listtn to their comments on each other's

play and the tidings t bat "the Admiral and G. P. were playing

together" would any night send the Turf Club-men flocking upstairs.

Lord Calthorpe said to him one day, apropos of one of his

recently published handicaps, "Now, Admiral, do you think

that my horse has g)t any chance for this race?" "None what-

ever " unhesitatingly replied the Admiral. "Then pray, do

you call that handicapping? I thought that every horse waB

at any rate supposed to be given an equal chance?" An
unanswerable question whichremained unanswered.

Tet does the apportioner of weights not infrequently ecore

off his tormentors. Over and over again have instances been

known where official or quasi-official complaints have been

lodged as to the unfair handicapping of a horse, who a few

hours afterwards has won the very event his impossible

weight wherein has been the subject of such bitter invective.

In such moments of triumph the conqueror does well to

bear himself modestly, and as if this vindication of injured

innocence was a matter of every-day occurrence. Perhaps it

1S

*The most terrible possibility in the lot of any handicapper

is the having to listen to a remonstrance or rebuke from any

betting lady on one of his handicaps, more especially if she

advances her reasons. After this infliction he is usually by

his own desire, at once consigned to his county lunatic asylum.

The Jockey Club handicapper is paid, like other servants

of the Club, by fixed salary, and is pretty generally employed

all over the kingdom. Of the rest, Mr Ford, Mr. R. John-

son, Messrs. Frail, Messrs. Topham, Mr. Lawley, Mr. Boi-

ling, and Mr. Verrall seem to have the moBt work.

THE STAKEHOLDER.

The Stakeholder incurs some considerable pecuniary lia-

bility; but beyond this the duties of his office are not of a very

harassing nature.
THE STEWARDS.

We have left the stewards, as the amateur or unpaid ele-

ment in racing officialism, to the last; though
>
^ they know

their duty and do it, thev are very important factors in the

wndnct of a meeting,'
-"-"— - "A™* a11 objections or

matters of dispute which arise out of the running or business
of each day, and formerly there was no appeal from their

decisions (except hy their own consent) to the stewards of

the Jockey Club; but, on the motion of Mr. J Lowther dur-
ing ihe Houghton week of 1883, Rule 38 was modified iu this

respect, and appeal is now in any casb allowed to the stewards
of the Jockey Club, "so far as relates to points involving an
interpretation of these rules, but not as to questions of fact."

From thedecisiun of the last-named authorities there can be,

of course, no appeal under any circumstances. The poweis
of the stewards commence with the meeting and continue
after it, for all purposes relating to disputes, disqualification,

etc , which shall arise in connection with such meeting; but
if they fail to give a decision within seven days after a case
has been referred to them, it must be reported to the stewards
of the Jockey Clult, who then summarily deal with it. and il

they consider there has been any negligence, order payment
of costs out of the funds of the meeting—a wise regulation,
which has the effect of preveotiug cases being "hung up,"
thereby causing a partial or complete failure of justice.

Stewards have power of postponement of a meeting, or of any
races from day to day, until the intervention of a Sunday;
this rule is enacted out of deference to our great British arbi-

ter—the Clerk of the Weather.
The penal jurisdiction of the stewards is limited to the

duration of the meeting over which they have control—in

other words, they can suspend any person from acting or
riding at such meeting, and they can also at their own sweet
will expel anybody from the stands and enclosures, and they
can inflict a fine not exceeding 501., unless they happen to be
also Stewards of the Jockey Club, when the tine may amount
to £100. Any further punishment which may be considered
necessary must be reported to the stewards of the Jockey
Club, and as this is only done in extreme cases, the recom-
mendation seldom fails to have the desiied effect.

There is yet another responsibility, and that a very serious
one, which may devolve ou the stewards of any meeting; for

Rule 8 says that "any complairt* against the above-named
officials" (i. e. Judge, Starter, Uierk of the Course, Handi-
capper, Clerk of the Scales, and Stakeholder! "shall be made
in writing to the stewards of the meeting only, who, if they
think fit, shall forward the same to the Stewards of the Jockey
Club." Fortunately, or unfortunately, for the peace of mind
of those most nearly concerned, this rule is not often acted
upon. Fortunately in the first place for the stewards. Even
to racing men thoroughly versed in lurf details a coustant
flow of documentary protest against real or imaginary (chiefly

the latter) grievances, would prove such an intolerable nuis-
ance, such a complete hindrance to their own business or
pleasure, that, like Mr. Gladstone, they would think twice,

nay thrice, before accepting an office so fraught with annoy-
ance; but it has already been mentioned that oft-times at

country meetings the Btewards appointed at first hand, those
whose names appear on the card, are conspicuous by their

absence, and deputies have to be sought out who may act

tant bien que mal in th6 place of the absentees. Conceive,
then, the puzzled dismay of some local magnate, who has, for

the first time in his life, had greatness ou a race-course thrust
upon him, at being presented by an irate "little man" owner
or trainer with a written manifesto, not unaccompanied by
ornate verbal exposition, of the ruinous wrong he has suffered

by the handicapper's too-exalted estimate of the powers of

some thrice-pulled crock. Think, too, of the disgust of the
Stewards of the Jockey Clnb if, in his anxiety to escape from
immediate pressure, the bewildered provincial sent up such
a case for their serious consideration.

2

Unfortunately, however, for the much-abused employes, the
written protest is, as we have said, rarely resorted to; hot,

hasty, aud too often unjust denunciation is showered upon
them, and then as time presses, and business must be
attended to. the denouncer forgets all about it and expects
them to forget too.

If this rule were insisted on, and all complaints formulated
in writing, what a wondrous collection of scribble, on leaves

of belting-books and backs of race-cards, would be in the
hands of the stewards at the end of each meeting! The frag-

mentary MS. of the late Teufelsdrockh, with which theauthor
of "Sartor Resartus" had to deal, would be a joke to it.

As guerdon for their services the stewards have free access

to all stands and enclosures at the meeting over which they
preside, but the privilege does not seem to have the effect of

insuring a greater regularity of attendance.
A most desirable change in this respect might be brought

about if gentlemen would resolutely decline to allow their

names to be published as stewards, except for meetings at

which they have a reasonable prospect of being present.

2 Since these lines were written the stewards of the Jockey Club
have issued a notice, that a complaint against any official made other
wise than in writing to the stewards of the meeting will subject the
complainant to a fine, which will als" be inflicted in the event of the
complaint being adjudged as frivolous. A very interesting and
voluminous correspondence is anticipated.—Badminton Library Rac-
ing.

History of American Horses.

To them are referred all objections or

The first horses landed in the United States for breeding

purposes were shipped from England to Jamestown in 1609.

The cargo consisted of six mares and one stallion, which laid

he foundation of the first horses in Virginia. Some author-

ities have claimed that M. L. Escabot, a French lawyer, im-

ported the Norman from France into Arcadia previous to this

date. However these dates may conflict with the introduc-

tion of French horses into the United States, they were soon

after introduced into Canada, and became the founders of the

famous French ponies of that province.

In 1626 the Dutch "West India Company imported horses

from Holland into New York. There is but little doubt that

the tirst horses introduced into New York were of German
origin, brought over by the early pioneers who first settled

that state. The Conastogas of Pennsylvania probably
spiling from the old Flanders breed of draught horses. In
1629 Rev. Francis Higginaon of Salem imported from England
horses and cattle into Massachusetts. It was from this im-
portation of horses and cattle by this enterprising divine
that the first horses and cattle of New England descended.
The common horses of the United States are made up of

French, Spanish, Dutch, and English breeds. The pioneere
in the Northern and New England states were of French and
English origin. The French and Spanish Barb predominated
in Lousiana and some of the western Btates. For that warm
climate they outranked all others in market value. The
leading importations in modern times have been of draught
horses. They have found an extensive market in the west-
ern states. They must eventually revolutionize the horse
stock for heavy work. Thoroughbreds have been extensively

f>atronized in the southern and middle states. They have
eft their refining influence upon the native stock. We are

indebted to a cross of oar common mires with thoroughbred

sires for our stout, enduring roadsters. It is claimed to be
the source from which our fleet-footed trotters derive their

speed. One of the first English thorougbreds imported into

the United States was Spark, sent over by Lord Baltimore to

Gov. Ogle of Maryland. The date ot his arrival in this coun-
try is unknown. He was bred by the Prince of Wales, father

of George III, and presented to Lord Baltimore as a royal
donation to be sent over to the Governor of Maryland. The
Prince of Wales died in 1751. Spark is claimed 10 have been
sent over some time before his death. About 1750 Col.

Tusker imported into Maryland the celebrated English mare
Selitna, a mare that left an enduring impress upon the race-

horse of that period. She was the mother ot some of the
most celebrated champions that triumphed in tha early annals
of American horses.

Jolly Rogers, got by Roundhead, son of Flying Childers.

imported in 1748, left his mark upon the early champions of

the turf through the famous scions of his get. Morton's
Traveller, another famous sire, was covering mares at Rich-
mond, Va., as early as 1754. He was got by Partner, who
was a grandson of the Byerley Turk, and the grandsire of

King Herod. Such a heritage would command ihe homage
and respect of horsemen in every age of the civilized world.
The stock of Morton's Traveller contributed in an eminent
degree to the speed and endurauce of the racer. Fearnought
was imported iuto Virginia in 1764. He was got by Regulus,
the best sou of the Godolphin-Arabian, out of Silverduie, a
granddaughter of the Darley -Arabian. Fearnought gave 6ize

and power to the small thoroughbred that had hitherto been
crushed down with jockey club weights. These horses,

together with the marts SeJima, Kitty Fisher and Jenny Cam-
eron, may be said to have bred, nurtured, and established

the four-mile race-horse upon American boil, whose remark-
able speed aud remarkable powers of endurance—as shown
by their iuur-mile records—have eclipBed the performances
of the best horseB in the world.
We have imported stallions that have left an enduring im-

press upon thtir colts with an unconquerable resolution to

triumpn over their adversaries. Among them was Medley,
who was imported into Virginia in 1785. He was got by
Gimcrack, out of Amanda, by Snap. Medley was a hard-
bottomed, powerful race-horse, and one of the best sires ever
imported into America.

Sparks, foaled iu 1771, and imported into Virginia, was got

by Marske, the sire of Eclipse. He was a celebrated race-

horse, aud left valuable colts that inherited the speed and
courage of a long line of famous ancestors. Diomed, imported
into Virginia in 1798, was got by Florizell, son of Herod, dam
by Spectator, graudam by Blank, great grandam by Childers.

Diomed was undoubtedly the greatest sire of the greatest win-
ner getters of any horse ever brought to this country. He
sired a host of winners; amoug them was Sir Arch y. the most
renowned race-horse of his day, and the sire of more winners
tnan any other stallion, living or dead. His colts ran well at

all distances, and won more races than the get of any other
stallion that had left their footprints upon the American
turf. .Messenger was imported into Philadelphia in 1788.

He was by Mambrino, out of a dam by Turf. He was more
celebrated for founding a family of trotters than running.
Among the early trotting celebrities were Topgallant, Whale-

bone, Paul Pry, Screwdriver, Betsey Baker, Edwin Forrest,

Lady Suffolk and Dutchman. Dutchman was purchased out
of a brick-yard, where he was used for grinding clay. He
ground down to the dust of ignominious defeat the fastest

horses that had scored their records upon the trotting turf.

Topgallant was long used as a hackney without discovering

his speed. He finally struck out for a higher position, and
became one of the most popular trotting prodigies of olden
times.

Four miles was the standard distance in the early annals
of trotting. The old performers must have been a very hardy
race, to stand four miles and repeat. They must have had
sinews of steel and an iron constitution to perform such won-
derful tasks. It would break down all weak competitors

and leave nothing but the stout performers to stay out those
long bruising races. All great losses must have some small
gains. It would weed out the culls and instruct the breeder
upon endurance as a factor in reproduction. Some breeders
hold that distance promotes endurance; that short races

secure rapid speed at the expense of staying qualities. It

has been confidently asserted that old-fashioned Btamina haB
declined from hard-bottomed endurance in consequence of

shortened races. Whatever may be the logical deductions
from distance, speed has rapidly increased since the change
from four to one-mile heats.

The American draught horse is produced by crossing En-
glish or French draught horses with our native mares. They
have been somewhat diminished in size from foreign breeds,

but are more active, and are better adapted in this country
to the different pursuits of industry. They are large enough
to draw the plow, or to distribute the merchandize of com-
merce, or to market the lumber of the forests. So long as

they have plenty of bone and muscle to give them great

strength in proportion to weight, it would not be desirable to

increase their bulk. It would load them down with super-
fluous flesh that would encumber their action and diminish
their motive power. The draught horse with great power
and action combined is the most useful animal of the equine
species. He saves the wearing out of the bones and muscles
of human beings, and prolongs human life by performing the
work of men. More ol the necessaries of life will fall to the
lot of every man whose labor is lessened by horse power. It

costs some more to raise the draught horse than it does the
diminutive pony, but they will sell for twice as much money
in the markets of the world.

The breeding of carriage horses has not been prosecuted
with much energy in this country. It has failed from the
want of a practical system of mating progenitors to secure
uniformity in color, style, and action of the produce. They
should be bred with uniform color and similar in conforma-
tion, with a kind disposition, and speed enough to travel fast

ou the road with heavy weight behind them. In short, they
should have all the marks, proud action aud grand style of

the famous English coach horse.

—

Observer, in National Live-

stock Journal.

Mr. N.I. D. Solomon, owner of the Spring Valley Stock Farm,

Omaha, Neb,, offers to pace his yearling colt Ed. Rosewater

against any other yearling pacer or trotter in the United

States or Canada, half-mile heats, best 2 in 3, for from one

hundred to five hundred dollars a side. At the head of Mr.
Solomon's stud is Blaok Wilkes, by Geo. Wilkes, dam Fanny
Bell, by Confederate Chief, an own brother to Woodford

Chief.

The racing stable of Mr. R. P. Ashe, after a successful

seasjn, has gone into winter quarters at the Malt<

Farm, Merced county. Jim Garland and Snowdr<_
down in the car, and will cool out on the rasch
campaign of 1888.
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STABLE AND PADDOCK-
Trainine Farm Animals-

"When one is chasing around a Geld after a horse that is

unwilling to be caught or a cow which has objections against

being milked, he is paying the penalty for badly training his

animals," remarks a writer in the N. E. Farmer. The old

adage, "As the twig is bent the tree inclines" applies to the

management of farm animals. By proper training every ani-

mal may be brought under such a discipline that its after

management may be pleasant and easy, and this system may

be generafand not as it is—quite rare and exceptional. All

training of animals, like trees and plants, must be done in

yonth, when habits and instinctive proclivities have not

become permanently fixed. Horses 'should be trained when

only colts and when runniDg with the dam, and the educa-

tion should be followed up continually as long as the horBe

lives, for horses, like men, are never too old to learn. The

first lesson given the colt should be to come to its owner's

outstretched hand. The hand should alwayB be significant of

friendship and kindness and not of danger or a cause for fear.

Some little tempting morsel should be offered that will always

be associated with the offered hand. Gentle stroking of the

neck, pattiogon the baok, and any friendly, petting act is grate-

ful to a horse whose disposition is naturally kind and friendly

to its owner. Mules, too, while young, should be trained. Too

many farmers think, "Oh, that's a mule, and a mule is a

a mule, with or without training." Mules are quite as sus-

ceptible of training as horses, and they are wise enough to

know when they they are kindly treated and return the

kindness by docility, inimals properly trained need no

breaking. They are ready to do anything for their owner,

and as soon as they know what is wanted they will exert all

of their power to do it. To know what they are to is the

great thing needful, and iu the latter training for work, which

follows training for docility and kind disposition. This is to

be taught by easy steps and short lessons. It is the same

with cows. The calf is the thing to train and kindness is the

secret of training. "Breaking heifers" is a term we dislike.

It entails useless labor on the owner and worries and annoys

the animal. It should be done by early discipline and

training and bv preparatory lesBohs. Cows need this train-

ing, and it avoids much loss of time and weariness when they

are taught to come at call or by the sound of horn or whistle.

Gentleness and firmness are two necessary qualities to be

employed in training cows.

Abuses of the Whip.

The whip is the parent of stubbornness. This is especially

true of high-spirited animals, remarks an exchange, while

kindness and gentleness will win obedience, and, at the

same time, attach the horse to his driver. It is the easiest

thing in the world to win the affection of any animal, and

this is especiallv true of the horse. An apple, a potato, or a

lump of sugar, given from the hand now and then, will cause

the horse to prick up his ears at the sound of his owner's

footsteps, not with fear and trembling, but with a whinny-

ing,note of pleasure. And the confidence of the noble beast

thus gained, we lead him to obey the slightest intelligent

tone of the voice or indication of the bit.

There is no such thing as balkiness in the horse treated

from the first with uniform kindness; he Tapidly shows a

desire to obey, whereas a few blows of the whip smartly

applied, if he be a horse worth having, will at onoe arouse in

him a spirit of retaliation and stubbornoss that may cost the

owner hours of trouble, and perhaps endanger life and limb.

There is no doubt that horss are made gentle by kindness;

thousands of examples go to prove it, while the reverse of

this is equally well established. The horse has faith in the

master he loves, and his voice when heard in gentle tones,

will soothe his fears when he has been frightened, or cause

him to struggle onward with a load whioh he would utterly

Tefuse to carry if whipped.

No man knows the true value of his horse until he has

won his regard by kind treatment. The whip can never

accomplish this, but will always have the opposite effect. A
kind hand and gentle voice act like magic.

These facts especially apply to the breaking of colts, some-

thing in which the Arab of the desert understands better

than we, and might give the best of us a lesson. An Arab

would as soon Btrike his wife or daughter as his horBe, and

t n Arab steed is a model of gentleness and docility, as well

as of speed and endurance.

—

Stockman.

Management of Shetland Ponies.

Chambers' Journal gives some good advice in regard to the

treatment of these nonies in the following; The best way to

treat an imported "Sheltie" is to keep it as nearly as possible

as it has been accustomed to be kept in its native wilds.

High feeding and constant stabling are positively injuri-

ous to these ponies. They should, if practicable, have

their heads looBe, and be assigned rough pastures. They are

the hardiest of the hardy, and thrive best on Spartan fare.

Though they will stand the immediate consequence of

an overfeed better than an ordinary horse—a surteit of wet

clover, whioh might be fatal to the one, not more than tem-

porarily inconveniencing the other—yet the rich fare in time

tends to enfeeble the smaller race, more especially as

from early scarcity they are, as a rule, of an unbounded
stomach. They should have unfailing access to water at all

times; no animal suffers sooner or more seriously from the

consequence of thirst. And, once more, if your pony be

kept outside, as he always should be, save, perhaps, in the

severest weather, when an open shed will do for covqt, do

not take from him, by undue trimming and reckless dipping,

the abundant hair with which nature has provided him as a

covering and defence. The coat will of itself become thinner

and finer on better diet. The poorer the fare the closer and

thicker the coat. An ill-fed pony runs all to hair and hoof.

Clip your pony's tail as little as possible; it is enough if it

keep clear of the ground. A flowing mane and tail are

the Shetland pony's chief adornment, and the latter its most
effectual means of warding off the attacks of Bummer insects,

as well aB its warmest covering from the wintry blast.

Fast Stallions.

The following is a list of living stallions which have a

record better than 2:20: Phallas, Patron, Guy Wilkes, Smug-
gler, Jerome Turner, Bonny McGregor, Anteeo, Jerome Eddy,

Director, Black Cloud, Piedmont, Robert McGregor, Santa

Claus, Hannis, Duquesne, C. F. Clay, Monroe Chief, Nut-

wood, France's Alexander, Wedgewood, "Wilton, Abbotsford,

Antevolo, Von Arnim, Pilot Knox, Dawn, Moody, Epaulette.

McLeud, Romero, Staniboul.

Care of the Colts' Feet.

A writer in the American Cultivator gives some good points

in the following: The breeder should not forget that feet of

young stock require attention now as much as at any time in

their lives, and more than in summer. The reason is that

young stock is generally confined at this time of the year to

yards that are covered with straw, and there is little or no
wear upon the rim of the feet. The feet go on growing larger,

while the lower foot binds it and pincheB the internal

machinery of the foot. Moreover, colts that are not given
plenty of room for exercise are likely to kick in their stalls,

and thus receive injuries that will terminate in permanent
injury. The toes, too, will grow to excessive leDgth, throw-
ing the strain unduly on tbe back tendons, and unduly
pinching tbe anterior joints of the foot. I speak from what
I have seen when I say that neglect of the feet in colts is a

fruitful source of ring-bone and other kindred diseased con-

ditions of the foot. The coif should be taken into a barn
with a plank floor, held by one man while another takes a

sharp two-inch chisel and a mallet, if the colt is not, as he
should be, broken to have his feet handled. The surplus

hoof can be easily, quickly and safely removed; the heels

will have a chance to spread, and the feet will approach at

least their natural bearing. A better way would be to have
the feet pared all round tbe foot from below, as the angles of

the bars cannot be got at under the former method; but if

the colt is not broken to handling it will be best to try tbe

former method.

Alfalfa as a Horse Feed.

B. F. Johnson writes the New York Tribune: Intelligent

and observant horsemen tell us the California two-year-old

thoroughbred is, as an average, quite as well grown and as

fully developed as the three-year-old of our side of the moun-
tains. This, they say, is probably owing to the mildness of

the climate, and a green forage all the year round, if needed
—that keeps a colt growiDg right along. These are, no doubt,

good reasons; but possibly they do not embrace all of them.

Has it ever been sufficiently considered whether the feeding

of alfalfa (lucerne) green and dry may not have something to

do with the rapid firowth and size attained at an early age?

We know there are no better pastures in the worldfor putting

on fat and flesh than those of Kentucky, where blue grass

abounds, supported by timothy and clover, white and red;

and we know, too, that, in spile of these advantages, Ken-
tucky-bred stock is loosing in size and weight every year

—

however it may gain in quality. And the same is, to a cer-

tain extent, true of the blue grass, timothy and clover pas-

tures of the entire blue grass region west of the Alleghanies

and North of the Obio river. In view of these several facts,

will it not be worth while to try experiments with alfala,

and learn by actual trial whether it may not do for Eastern

stock what it has done for that of the Pacific slope—given it

the lead in fast and fine horBes with other kiuoB of stock

to be heard from later on.

Horse Markets.

There is but little intelligence in regard to the horse market
to report, except that trade is quiet at nearly all points, and
values about the same as have been ruling for Borne time.

Western markets are well supplied with common and infe-

rior horses, and on this account the ordinary grades are sell-

ing slower and, perhaps, a shade lower, but even where the mar-
kets are overstocked with the ordinary grades, the best classes

of draft and driviDg horses are commanding strong prices, with

buyers ready to pick up all such stock that is offered. Tbe
heavy receipts in the west referred to above is accounted for

by the scarcity of feed, and tbe anxiety of farmers to get rid

of all surplus stock during the winter. The fact that horses

of good quality hold their own and are in good demand at

all the markets from which aDy intelligence can be obtained,

would seem to forebode no bad state of affairs for those who
have good horses for sale later on. The markets are cer-

tainly doinn their Bhare toward encouraging the production

of better live stook of all kinds, and in no other case do they

show more clearly the advantages than in the raising of

horses. The markets of the future will teach their lessons

more clearly.

Feeding: Pregnant Mares.

In his last report the Secretary of the Ontario Agricultural

Bureau noted the fact that there had been an unusual
fatality among the brood-mares and foals and that many of

the foals when dropped were weak and undeveloped. By
investigation it was found that in the sections from which
these misfortunes were reported there was a scarcity of

bay, straw and other bulky foods, and that grain had
been cheap and plentiful. The conclusion came to in

this connection was that grain had been fed too liberally

to the mares during pregnancy; that the concentrated

foods did not distend the stomach to such an extent as would
hay, straw or cornstalkes, and as a result the abdomen would
not be suitably expanded during the earlier stages of preg-

nancy to afford sufficient space for the proper growth and
development of the fcetus. There seems to be some logic

in this conclusion. The importance of having good, strong,

healthy foals is not to be overlooked. Owners of mares that

are pregnant Rhould give this matter some attention, and if

there is anything in the theory advanced in the above state-

ment it will be well to pay some attention to the feeding of

such mares.
— *»

Cheap Horses.

Horses sell by the carload in Texas, generally not less than

S20 per head, and frequently the poorer grades at less than
©10 per bead. This is the kind that peddlers bring through
the Northern States and sell to men who care but little what
kind of a horse they have, just so it is a horse. The graBB

and grain in Texas are capable of raising as good horses as

those of any other section, and why these farmers and ranch-

men do not grade up their horse stook more rapidly is hard

to understand. There is no recognized demand for such
stock anywhere in the country, and dealers who bring it to

the states where better horses are plentiful have to create a
demand by the extreme low prices which they ask for it.

Not being fit for breeding purposes these horses must occupy
about the same position as mules do on a farm, and as they
are too small for general use it is a mystery why they find

favor in the eyes of farmers, at least.

Little Wonder, a roan Mustang bought out of a drove of

Texas ponieB for twenty dollars, paced a heat in 2:42 the

third time of asking, at Hillsdale, Mich., the other day.

H^no^er's 1". me" esc i^ not prnMrVre* s°rious. H ;
fl total

winniugs for the past season foot up to $84,210.50.

Horse Interests at Farmers' Institutes.

In arranging the programmes for the Farmers' Institutes
this winter, would it not be well to see that the horse inter-

ests are not overlooked? It frequently occurs that institutes
of two or tnree days or more are held with well-arranged
"bills of fare," but theinterests of the farmer's best friend

—

the horse—is entirely ignored. It is all right to discuss en-
silage and silos, and dairying and truck farming, and every
othrr thing connected with farming, but it certainly will

bo fully as interesting and as profitable to devote a part of
the time and talent to the breeding, raising, care and treat-

ment of the horses, when they form such an important fac-

tor in the prosecution of all farm operation.

HERD AND SWINE.
Berkshire Pigs.

The following remarks, from such a well-known breeder of

Berkshires as Mr. Nathaniel Benjafield, which appear iu the

Farmers' Gazette, will be of value to all who are interested in

the porcine race:

—

The 'reed from which the orthodox type of Berkshire pig is

desce. d-dd was much more after the type of the Tamworth as
at preset seen, and even now some of the old-established
herds often produce animals with a tendency to rust in the
white markings which I never object to in tbe least, as it, to
my minu, indicates true blood. At the same time I consider
the present type of animal vastly superior to the reddish-
brown spotted ancestry from which it has dt-scended. No
breed has such a firm, good-quality, well-grained meat as the
Berkshire produces. They can be killed at any age, being
excellent as small porkers or sucking pigs, and may be fed
into very prime bacon or heavy weights. They are hardy aud
suited to any climate. Breeding sows will do very well during
the spring,- summer and autumn on grass if tbey have an
open shed for shelter. In winter I give breeding sows a little

mash twice a day, and maize or beans and ruots to eat. Sows
with young, of course, in cold weather require good shelter,

and tbe little pigs should be well fed directly they can be
induced to eat, which I generally find they will do at about a
month old, tben I rail off a corner of the sty for them, and put
a trough with something tempting iu it. My litters are about
ten each on the average, which I prefer very much to a great
number, as oftentimes some die from very long litters; besides,

they do not, as a rule, come so strong as when only abuut
ten are produced. "When I intend feeding into bacon I allow
the stores to run in yards and meadows until they are about
Bis months old; then take them into sties and feed well with
mixed meal and whey, giving them some small coal two or
three timeB a week, which they seem to immensely appreci-
ate. If I intend them for small pork I do not allow them to

run at all, but feed them right away from the start, and get
them into about 60 lbs. at three months old. From seven to

eight score is the weight mostly killed in this neighborhood.
My pigs are supplied with food morning, noon and night,

excepting Sunday, when they only get two servings. Persons
keeping ordinary sows would find it greatly to their advan-
tage (if they did not care to sell out and get well-bred ones) to
buy a good Berkshire boar from any well-known breeder; the
result would be certain to be highly satisfactory to them in

their litters, and they would very soon came to the conclu-
sion that good pigs, as well as good stock of any other kinds,
are much more likely to be profitable than inferior, slow-
growing, long-snouted mongrels. Berkshires will stand cold
weather much bttter than whites- or small blacks. I have
tried both, and they are much less affected by skin diseasein
hot climates. I have been breeding them for over twenty
years, and 1 am perfectly convinced of their absolute superi-
ority in any country or any climate.

A Satisfied Feeder.

It is a pleasure to meet in the older states a farmer that

fats over 100 head of hogs, averaging over 300 pounds when
sold. Such a man we talked with not long since. He has

never had cholera on hiB farm, except in one instance, when
he was induced to buy a few sick hogs because they were

cheap. Tbe hogs he bad recently sold were nearly all bred

on the farm, and were fed during the summer on grass,

lightly atfirst, may be not more than two ears of corn each daily;

but the amount increased gradually during the summer. He
considered it a waste of time and loss of grass to let them con-
sume the grass without gain, which was so easily obtained by
a light feed ol corn. Great stress was also laid on the value
of salt and ashes, given at regular intervals of twice a week,
using two quarts of salt approximately to 100 head of hogs,
carefully scattered so they could all get their share. We have
no doubt that many lose a safe grip by neglecting this one
matter. They salt irregularly as to time and quantity, and
tha injury resulting often overbalances the good. In this lot

of hogs were a number of sows that farrowed during the
summer; but the farmer did not speak of this as a desirable
feature, for the sows became stinted against his plan of man-
agement. However tbe acknowledged bud management was
not devoid of profit this year. The sows all went off fat, leav-
ing a fine lot of pigs that had eaten coin with them, and car-

ried all the fat their frames should carry. Now tbe plan with
these pigs is to keep them growing and fat until about the
1st of November, when they will be sold, weighing from 125
to 150 pounds. His aigument was this, that aftergrass failed

and the weather became cold they would not make a profitable

gain on corn alone, as they had already been fed so much
corn that their systems would fail to assimilate it properly,
and they would cease growing. He thought it more profitable
to sell at Nov. 1st at 4cents, and, buy stockers in the spring
at 5 cents, that bad been wintered properly, than to try to

bold these highly-fed pigs over. But from his conversation
we gathered that when he bought his stockers he aimed to

know what kind of keep they had been given, and on this he
based hiB judgment as to whether they would be a profitable
investment. Often hogs were bought ot a neighbor {that

kept a dairy) that were grown on dairy wastes up to the lime
they were large enough to fatten. These hogs were always
profitable feeders. They had never been burnod out with
corn, as the term is. Their digestive organs were well devel-
oped, and they had fine frames, strong in bone and muscle.
It is a wonder the way suoh hogs lay on fat when given a full

corn ration for a few weens. Because hogs are thin and have
large frames it does not follow that they will (eed well. Be-
fore a safe opinion can be arrived at as to their feeding quali-

ties it must "be known how they came by these large frames,
aDd why they are low in flesh. They may be low in flp«h

because diseased, cr fmra want o ( f t-'orni'ne fon'. It the

latter they will feed well.

—
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Prejudices Against Salt.

While looking at a bunch of young feeding hogs belonging

to a friend, that were confined to a small dry feeding lot, we

said to him that he should keep salt and ashes by them.

Being shut up in such a small lot with nothing to eat but

corn, they should have appetizers, or something to absorb

the gases of the stomach. He said he knew they were crazy

for salt, but on account of being advised not to give it to

them, as it would kill tbem, he had withheld all except what
was in the slop.

But he concluded at once to try our plan, and procured a

bucket of ashes with nearly one quart of salt mixed with it,

for 35 head of hogs, averaging about 100 pounds. He poured

the mixture in a trough, and if the greed they showed in

trying to get a share in the salt and ashes was an indication

of their need for it, surely do man observing it would with-

hold on account of danger. Tbis lot of hogs could have ail

been made very sick in a few minutes' time, and probably

some of them would have died bad tney been given what pure

salt they would eat; or even had a small quantity been thrown

down to them one or two would have taken more than they

should. It is not the abundance given at regular intervals

that makes trouble, but any quantity given at irregular

intervals is likely to eause loss. And these losses under

these circumstances cauae the prejudice against the use of it.

We would not say so much about this matter were it not for

the fact that it crops out often, and is one of the most impor-

tant factors in the management and fattening of swine. This

friend had had but little experience in feeding or manage-

ment, and to make a good use of a fair corn crop for this

season he waB very anxious to do the best that could be clone

by his nice lot of BDring pigs. But hy following the advice of

neighbors that hold the wrong notion with the grip of death,

he was in a fair way to fail. And we believe more hogs suffer

from want of attention in this matter than from almost any

other.— Ex.

Experience and Theory.

The great factor in successful swine growing is experience.

And we may also say that the great element in causing men
to abandon swine growing is adverse experience. With the

former there is a knowledge of all things that bear on the

conditions that govern the health of animals. With the lat-

ter there is a want of knowledge and the bringing into use

of well known scientific principles. Theory is well enough,

used as incentive to discover safe rules and develop knowl-

edge, but theory wilhout practical application, developing

experience, is valueless. Men are continually on the look-out

for successful experiences—something that will stand the

test when put to trial.

Fine-spun theories are of little value to the general farmer.

He has no time to spare to bring them into uncert in develop-

ment. He had much rather leave these things to be tested

by experiment stations, and to men who have time and means

to spare, and delight in experimenting. It is much easier

often to get their conclusions than those of the shrewd, prac-

tical farmer, who through a line of experiences brings to mar-

ket once or twice each year a fine lot of thrifty and thoroughly

fatted home-grown porkers. His work is done silently and

without pretension, and if asked for his experience can much
more easily point to his living examples than he can tell you.

Experience with b^m is continual practice. He does not

belong to the box ornaments of the corner grocery. If he did

he could spin out his experience all day loDg, with a zest and

fervor known only to such time-killers. The practical is

wanting in these box talks. We must go to the farmers to

get this, and must get much of it by observation. If farmers

undertake to tell you "how they do it" they will give you

the main points, but leave out the minor ones that are

always necessary to make a complete whole.

corn crop, in the vain hope that they may lengthen out its

usefulness; when the true way to make the most of it would
be to commence early, calling to their aid the pleasant days of

fall weather to keep up animal heat. The colder the days
grow the more corn is required to make a pound of pork.

This withholding of feed in pleasant early fall weather "tend-

tth to poverty."

A Pointer.

While you make preparation to eat corn cake and mash and
milk, and snooze while you ro >st your shins, think and make
proper arrangements for the comfort of your 6wine herds. So
if you ttart from your sleep before the tire it will not be on
acconnt of dreams of unkindne?s to your pigs, but because

your shins are too hot. So remarks a contributor.

EOD.
A Sheffield Angling Match.

Buying Diseased Hogs-

The farmer that has never had any disease of a fatal nature

among hia hogs is sometimes induced to buy hogs that are

sick because they can be had cheap; and he thinks they are

not so sick but what a change of location and a change in

keeping will bring them aronnd with profit. One venture in

this direction is usually all the farmer wants. If the animals

do not die it costs too much to briog them around to health

and fatten them. One of the most unsatisfactory jobs that

falls to the lot of the farmer is to doctor sick hogs. If you

have never had diseased hops don't allow this fact to give yon

the belief that sick ones will regain their health and vigor

under your care. There can hardly be a more fatal delusion.

Let them alone, and work along in the quiet old ways that

have brought success to you. The work of disease in your

herd in one season may destroy your confidence in rearing

swine. A strong degree of confidence must abide with us in

all our efforts. A few losses weaken confidence, and cause a

corresponding loss in diligence, the price of success.

Ranee for the Sows.

If you can, in the distribution of the hogs of the farm,

give the brood-sows the range of the pastures or woodlands.

If the former ring them carefully before the land becomes

soft, and severe -weather comes. We have thought that the

process of ringing was doubly hard in severe weather. If

your sows can have the range of dense forests, where there

is no Bod to destroy, do not ring them. When it is desirable

to rin" them it is important that it be done early, that the

wounds may heal before the weather gets very cold. When
their noses are so sensitiveto touch they cannot bed themselves

as well as they would otherwise do. This range gives the

bow necessary exercise, and a chance to gather what mature

demands for the proper development of her young. Ihese

demands we may be able to supply without the range. But

it is hardly probable that we will do it as well as the sow

herself wilL But the exercise is a very important part, and

if all other demands of the system are met by us, the animal

will lie in lazy indolence, laying on fat and laying up trouble

for the coming litter, as well as for the owner.

Low Condition.

Most, if not all, angling clubs have at least one fishing

match during the season; this ib known as the club match.

Besides this there are scratch or sweepstake matches; a few

members will join together, pay a subscription of Is. or more,

and, dividing the money into three prises, will have a quiet

half-day's amusement to themselves. The large public and

advertised matches, 6nch as are organized in Sheffield, are,

however, matters of very considerable importance to those

concerned in them. The first prize of the All-England £100

Angling Match, lately held in Lincolnshire, amounted to to

less than £30—quite a young fortnoe to a working man, so no

wonder these matches are earned on in a very businees-like

manner.

I propose, in this article, to give a description of a Sheffield

angliog contest, in which 1 myself took part, Dot, indeed, as a

winner, but oot of which I came a wiser man, for I picked up

a fiw wrinkles which have served me in good stead ever

since.

The match is duly advertised in good time. Large posters

are sent round to the ai'gling clubs of the district, as well as

fly-sheets for distribution amongst the club members. The

amount of entrance fee varies from 2 s. 6 d. to 5 s. On the

day appointed the sput selected for the match (usually in

Lincolnshire) bears the appearance of a holiday resort. Tbe
morning trains all bring their heavy contingent of anglers.

The station for the time being looks like a military depot,

rods and baskets takiDg the place of muskets and kuapsacks.

If the arrivals have come from Sheffield they make their way
immediately to headquarters, usually some small village on
the waterside. There they remain, some to discuss the com-
ing contest, some to fish to wnile away the time till matters

are arranged and the places settled, others to refresh the

inner man, and thus fortify him for the approaching struggle.

Those who wish to lay odds against the field or on a certain

supposed-to-be lucky individual, who may have secured a

win or pl->ce in a former match, have every opportunity of so

doing. Many anglert* back themselves. I suppose it is the

case in most contests, of whatever nature they may be, but
ctrtainly in angling matches there is a considerable amount
of belief in that mysterious qualitv, luck. One angler, a

friend of mine, is known by the name of "Lucky Bill," and
he has alwayB a good number of supporters. I know a case

where "good luck" was supposed to follow a certain rod, the

proud owner thereof boasting to me, with a certain amount
of pardonable gloire, than on two occasions, when he had
lent that particular rod to friends who were going to fish in a

mutch, it had brought home a first and second prize.

I forgot to mention that the Sheffielders themselves enter

tbeir names for the match at Sheffield; others are met at the

railway station by the match officials, who receive their

names and entrance fees.

About thirty minutes to an hour before the match com-
mences the competitors are called together to hear the rules

read out, and to decide the exact spot for fishing, "up or

down," in one long line, on one side, or with aDglers on both

BideB of the water. This latter plan is adopted where the

entries are very numerous. The rules read and ground
selected, the calling out of names and numbers commences.
Two large bags contain—one of the numbers from 1 to the

amount of entries received, the other the names of the fisher-

men. In the larger matches, however, only one bag is pro-

vided, containing the competitors' names. No. 1 is called, and
a name is drawn from the bag. The owner of that name makes
his way to the front and receives his number; off he goes to

his place, which may be a couple of miles or bo distant. No. 2,

3, 4, etc., in like manner until all the names are drawn. No.

1, of course, has a long way to go, but he gets a good start.

Arrived at his appointed place the angler generally takes in

the whole scene and his prospect of success at a glance. He
has his ten, perhaps twelve or fifteen, yards allotted to him.

He must fish within the stakes, and not leave his ground,

when once time is called, until the end of the match, under
penalty of disqualification. He may have been fortunate

enough to have been drawn in a place clear of weeds, or his

ground may be infested with them. He says nothing, but
intends to make the best of it. One thing would strike a

looker on, and that is the silence that reigns amongst the

competitors. Tbey have not time to talk. Each one has

come inteut upon winning a prize of some sort, possibly

hoping that luck may favor them and smile upon them in

the shape of prize No. 1. After surveying his ground, the

angler gets his eround-bait ready. This varies according to

the water, and the time {early or late) of the season. Amongst
the baits most frequently used are creed rice mixed with bran,

scalded bran, oatmeal and bran, creed wheat, bread and
bran, gentlep, and worms. Gentles ere mostly in favor, and
rightly, too, for they prove the most attractive and certain

lure. The peculiar wriggling motion of the maggot as it

descends to the bottom will draw fish together when nothing

else will. Moreover, it quickly burrows its way into the

sand, mud, or weeds into which it falls, and is lost to sight.

The fish hover about expecting to pick up the dainty morsels,

and are loath to leave the spot where they have seen them.-

The Sheffielder is aware of this. The maggot attracts, but

does not feed or gorge the fish, which get but few of them.
Bran by itself attracts but does not feed; but it does not

keep the fish so well together, for i$ has not much taste

as a food. Let us suppose that al! is in readiness. Signal

to commence is given at 1 m. "Time" echoes down the

long line of anglers, and the work commences in real

earnest. Ground bait is piled in by handfals, "swish" goes

Observation confirms the belief that a large proportion of

swine, whether Bpring pigs or stockers, are brought to the

feeding grounds in the fall too low in fiesb. We know it is a

pleasure to the farmer to see how rapidly he can put on flesh,

but the better the condition when the final work begins the

quicker the work is done. Stockers at this time should be

well on the way; whereas with the majority of farmers we find

^uVa"^ the ** rod
'
to *e- Sheffielder has. peculiar wa> of

throwing in, and he is dead to everything else but his tiny

float. Let me here describe the fishing outfit. The rod is

about 10 ft. to 11 ft. long, weighing but a few ounces, say

10 oza., or 1 oz to the foot, as straight as a dart, and answer-

ing at once to the movement of the wrist. Many of the

men make their own rods, and samples of them which
I have examined would do credit to some of the best rod-

makers in the kingdom. The line is of the finest quality

made, and as light as it can be procured. It n ntt not hold

the water and then be liable to sink, for this wuuld involve

the loss of the fish in striking. The line under wa'er would
have to be struck first before the float could be touched. The
float is made of the top end of a small quill; the while or

solid part of the quill is cut off, leaving only the quill proper.

It is about 3 inches long, tipped with red varnish, and carries

about two small shot, enough to sink it to a quarter of au
inch of the top. The tackle is of the finest drawn gut, a yard
or 4 feet long, never under. The hook, or hooks, for many
use two, one at the extreme end and the other 1 ft. or 13 in.

above it, attached to 3 in. or 4 in. of gut, is, in many cases,

a No. 16 or 17 (00 or 000), and baited with one lively well-

scoured gentle. If worms are used for one of the two hooks
that hook is a shade larger. The basketor creel completes ihe

outfit. This is generally about lb' inches long, 12 inches de*p,

and 12 inches wide; some are a trifle larger. It is very strongly

made, for it has to do duty as a seat. Once be commences
to fish a Sheffielder seldom leaves his place; there he sitB for

weal or woe, watching his tiny float. One hears nothing but
the "swish" of the rod, the splash of an occasional hand of

ground bait, and the struggles of a captured fish. He fiBhes

well on the bottom, and mark the wisdom of this; fish, as a

rule, feed on the bottom, they take their food off the bottom,

it is natural they should do so (of course, I am not now speak-

ing of fh -fishing). The gentles thrown in as^ruund bait Boon
disappear. The fish hover round expecting 10 see them turn up
somewhere, and down cometwolively maggots, wriggling and
twiBting, and finally settling themselves at the bottom, when,
unlike the loose maggots, they are held captive by the hook.

The unsuspecting tish picks one np, the tiny float at once
disappears only to reappear in a moment bearing the captive

with it. In small matches the happy angler cries out, "Fish!"

No. . The capture is at once booked by the "policeman"
to his credit. The word "policeman" may sound strange, but
in all prize matches a certain number of men are deputed to

act in that as well as in the capacity of "searchers, ' for be-

fore the match cemmencts each competitor is examined. He
is stopped at the entrance to the match ground and politely

requested to open his basket to show all that it contains. His
pockets are felt, and usually he is required to exhibit "the

name of his hatter." There are all kinds of stories told of

the numerous dodges that have been resorted to to conceal

fish about the person or in the basket. Wagers have been
made that the vigilance of the searchers would be evaded,

and it has been clone with success. Perhaps the most clever

dodge of the kind I have heard of was that of putting some eelB,

which had been reminded that they muBt remain quiet by a

knock on the head, into a pie-dish covered with crusr. The
pie was in the maa's basket; it looked like his dinner, and
was passed. The ruse succeeded and the man won his bet.

Of course he revealed the contents of the pie at once. IguesB
that "searcher" never pasBed another pie.

Concealing fish is a dangerous trick, and rarely, if ever,

resorted to. I would not like to be the culprit if the offence

were detected, as I Bhould be compelled to take a cold bath in a

hurry, without the option of stripping. The Sheffield anglers

like fair, but tbey abhor foul, play. There is a spirit of Honor
amongst them. They care not who gets the prize, so

long as it is done fairly. Pardon this digression. As soon

as a fish ib caught and booked it is pot into a close-meshed

net or carefully sewn bag, and dropped into the water at the

competitor's side. It is thus kept alive, and retains itB true

weight till weighing in time. An ounce or two of weight Ib

soon lost in allowing a number of fish to die and get dry on
the bank, and a quarter of an ounce is quite sufficient to turn

the scale in case of a tie.

Speaking of single-maggot fishing, I was this summer fish-

ing by the side of a man who secured, I believe, second prize

at a match fished in the Saxilby canal, in Lincolnshire. I

knew that there were some large bream about, and in hopes

of securing a three-pounder I fished fairly heavy with worm.
I hoped also to secure a large eel or two, for eels weigh well.

My companion started the one-maggot-on-No.-seventeen-hook

business. He ground-baited rather copiously with gentles

and was not long in getting his first fish; it was small, very

small, but still it was a fiBh, and would count. Fish after

fish came out, and now and then an eel. He did not bother

to try and get the hooks out of the eels' mouths; he broke off

the gut, and tied another in its place. He was a wise man.
He saved time and the loss of blood to the eel, for had the

hook been any way into the throat the back of the eel's neck
and spinal cord would have had to have been severed, and
this meant loss of blood, and, consequently, Ioes of weight.

I heeded him not, for I knew that one big fish would out-

weigh all his small fry, and so it would have done, only the

big one did not come! Still, out of pure bigotry, I kept to

my heavy worm-fishing. I caught 4£ ozs. of eel as the result.

My companion weighed in some 4 lbs. of fish, besides losing

a considerable number. So attractive and judicious had his

ground-baiting been, that after the match (which had been of

three hour's duration) he had gathered the tish so effectually

together that a very large take of big bream was made.
Until that day I thought I could fish any man. I found I

could not, and I went home a sadder but a wiser, man. I

saw the first prize taken in another match by precisely the

same tactics. The winner caught sixty-one fish, weighing

but 4 lbs. 15£ ozs. He was wide awake enough to see that the

big fish were not on the feed, so he commenced to fish for

small fish, and was rewarded with a five guinea clock.

The match endB at the given signal. "Time" again echoes
down the long line of anglers, and rods and tackle are laid on
the bank. If it should happen that a man has hooked and
is playing his fish when the signal is given, he is entitled to

land and count it as part of his stock.

Weighing-in commences immediately the match is over.

This is a tedious process for all the fishermen, who are forced

to remain on their ground, under pain of disqualification,

until the weight of their fish is taken. They are not allowed

to fish. A pipe or refreshments are the solitary amusements
left to their occupations.

The weighing-in process is simple. The policemen go from
man to man and register the weight of each one's catch which
is carefully noted down in the match book. The further

tbey get down the line the larger is the crowd th3t accom-
panies them. Many anglers, however, as soon as their

weight is chronicled, pack up and make their way to the

village, where they remain talking over the events of the day
till train lime. Some remain to fish, singling out the spots

where the largest weights have been taken. I have seen k :

capital baskets made after a match. The prizes are usi

distributed a few days after the competition.—H. Cajfi

in Land and Water.
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ATHLETICS.

P. C. A. A A. Championship Meeting.

The third championship meeting of the Pacific CoaBt Ama-

teur Athletic Association was brought off on Thursday after-

noon last, Nov. 24th, at Center-Street Grounds, Oakland.

The meeting was jointly couducted by the Association and

the Ariel Bioycle Club of Oakland, which had engaged the

grounds, and was the most successful in the history of the

Association. The day was a little too cold and overcast for

the best possible results iu the way of records, but the attend-

ance, about twelve hundreds, was very flattering, and the vim

shown by contestants gratifying. One record, that for the

half-mile bicycle, was broken by Mr. W. G. Davis of the San

Francisco Bicycle Club, The track was in perfect condition

for bicycling, though a trifle bard for sprinting. The pro-

gramme was ilivided into parts, the bicycling events being

under control of the following officers:

Referee—Robt. M. "Welch. Judges—H. Houseworth, S.

F. B. C; W. W. Meeker, B. C. W.; "W. G. A. Miller, A. B. C-

Starter—J. D. Arkison, A. B. C. Scorers—R. C. Brower,

A. B.C., Ed. Haven. Timers—Geo. H. Strong, A. B. C.J

C. B. Hill, J. A. Hammersmith, Col. Geo. C. Edwards. Clerk

of the Course—J. L. Tisdale. Umpires—Percy Hazlet, A. S.;

C. D. Haven Jr., A. B. C; W. K. Mitchell, A. B. C.

The athletic portion was officered by: Referee—Wm. Greer
Harrison. Juoges—G. E Perrie, J. J. Jamison, -Robt. Gib-

son. Starter—Geo. F. Davidson. Timers—C. B. Hill, J,

A. Hammersmith, Col. Geo. C. Edwards. Judge of Walking

—

J. J. Theobald. Clerks of the Course—"Wm. C. Brown, C. H.
Smith.

All of the officers were present and performed their duties

admirably, particularly the clerks of ilie course. Club feel-

ing ran higb between the Olympic and Golden Gate Athletic

Clubs, each of which had sent up its best men, the former
entering twelve and the latter fourteen.

The Olympics won eight first medals, three seconds and
one third, against two firsts, sis seconds and six-thirds, by
the Golden Gates. In estimating the points, which deter-

mine which club shall hold the championship pennant, each
first counts 5, each second 3, and each third 1, so that it

appears that the Olympic Club has fifty points to its credit,

the Golden Gates thirty-three, the Acme Club one, and the

University Athletic Club one. Such a victory may well elate

the young gentlemen of the Olympic, but it must be said that

they bear their honors witn the utmost modesty.

Of the Olympic men, Mr. V. E. Schifferstein is entitled to

the palm, having won three firsts and one second, a score of

eighteen points for his club. He stripped in tirst-rate form,

and won the sprinting events bo easily as to justify the
belief that he will hold the records soon at the sport. He
and Mr. Egan were penalized a yard in the 220 for a false

start, but when starter Davidson fired the pistol Mr.
Schifferstein got away from the mark like a ballet,

and within ten yards had the pole, which he held

at pleasure to the tape. In that event Mr. Kenealey did as

pretty a bit of square ranuing as is often seen, sustaining a
racing pace from start to finish; but he could not overhaul
his winged competitor. The time made by Mr. Schifferstein

was not particularly good, but it may be said that in no race

waB he pressed. In the mile bicycle race for novices Mr.
Sanford Plummer did a good bit of pedalling, keeping an eaBy
lead.

The three mile walk was the most exciting event of the

day. Two of the entries, Mr. Horace Coffin of the Olympie
aud Mr. P. N. Gafney of the Golden Gates, were very evenly
matched, and walked arm and arm for most of tneir long
journey. At timeB Mr. Coffin would feel his fellow walker by
spurting a little, and then fall back into a waiting position.

On the last fifth of the last lap Mr. Coffin let out a kink or

two, took t-ne lead, and despite a great burst of speed by Mr.
Gafney, walked in a winner by six feet. Both are entitled to

plaudits for the fairness of their walking and gameness shown.
The half-mile bicycle State Championship of the League of

American Wheelmen, was won out of hand by Mr. "W . G.
Davis, who has a great turn of speed. He had the cham-
pionship in hand at all stages of the race.

The mile run was a very interesting number. Mr. "Walter

A. Scott, present champion, showed hiB knowledge of pace,

and won eaBily, although he had worthy competitors in

Messrs. MacArthur, O. A. C, and Frank L. Cooley, A. A. C.

The latter is but 18 years old, and bids fair to make it warm
for the other distance men when he is more matured. Mr.
H. I. Pritchard, G. G. A. C, led from scratch at great pace,
but was rather high in flesh and stopped after a few laps.

In the mile Mr. J. A. Code, O. A. C, did not seem to be
in his usual form, although he ran second in the half-mile a

short time after.

In the wide jump Mr. A. H. Lean, G. G. A. C, was looked
upjn as a winner, but Mr. Schifferstein fairly out-jumped
him, and that after competing in several hard events.

In the mile bicycle race for riders of "Safety" machines Mr.
R. W. Turner, B. C. W., on a "Star," held an easy lead over
Mr. 0. F. MichaelB, who rode a "Victor" safety.

The mile bicycle race, open, was easily won by Mr. W. G.
Davis, S. F. B. C.

At pole-vaulting 6ve competitors appeared. Mr. Charles
Hartman cleared the cross-bur at 7 feet lOJ, inches, and all of

the others failed, which entitled Mr. Hartman to first. He
was in good form and cleared the bar with an ease which
showed that he could have gone much higher.

In vaulting for Beoond place Mr. Sexsmith, who had failed

at 7 ft. 10£ inches, cleared the bar at 8 feet 5J inches, and
won second. Mr. C. J. Schuster won third at 8 feet 3&
inohes. Mr. Hartman desired to vault again for a record,

but aa the programme was long and he had won first it was
not considered advisable.

The half-mile run was closely contested, but Mr. Scott
cut down his fellow racers one by one and came an easy win-
ner, Mr. Code taking second after a struggle with Mr. E. G.

Hill. Mr. MacArthur did not appear quite tit, and did not
snow his usual pace.

A half-mile bicycle race, open to members of the Ariel, was
won by Mr. Wm. Miller, with Mr. H. A. Maxwell a bad
second.
At high jumping Mr. A. H. Lean was an easy first. He

jumps with great power and much art. Second was taken
by Mr. V. E. Schifferstein who has juBt taken up jumping,
and who does remarkably well, although promising to do
much better when he learns the art.

In a three-mile handicap bicycle race Mr. Sanford Plum-
mer, With 200 yards, rode in an easy winner, the handicap
proving too much for the scratch man Mr. W. G. Davis. In
the second mile Mr. L. Sears, one of the riders, fainted and

had a hard fall with his machine. He was assisted to the
dressing rooms by friends and found not seriously injured.

At putting the 16-pound shot Mr. A. H. Lean was again a
winner by more than four feet. His put is fair and very pow-
erful. Mr. Quinn was not fully at himself, as he has dune
much better in practice than he did on Thursday. The win-
ner of third Mr. McVicker, is a powerful Golden Gate, but
fell a little short.

The final event was a one lap obstruction race for bi-

cycles. Two starters, Messrs. E. W. Adams aud Robt. Bittle
appeared and rode over s >me of the obstructions, dismount-
ing at others. No time was taken and the race was called
'*off,

M though Mr. Adams rode in first.

Tbe spectators were generous in applauding and all were
sent away delighted with the sports. To Mr. J. J. Jamie-
son, Secretary of the Golden Gate Athletic Club, much
praise is due for his energy in behalf of the Association and
the meeting. The Golden Gates have just joined the Associa-
tion, aud it speaks well for the Club that it can send four-
teen men of such excellence into the field. The Aome Club
had but.one representative, Mr. Cooley, and his wm in
such fast company was a griat honor.
Mr. Hill, the sole entry from the University Athletic Club,

also ran into a plice. A large proportion of the Board of
Directors of the Olympic Club demonstrated their intei- st in
out-door athletics by attendance. President Hanison,
Treasurer Russ, Leader Hammersmith, Secretary Moody and
the vice-President remained throughout the gameB.
The bicycling numbers seemed especially attractive to the

lady spectators. Consul Welch had his men ready, and was
at all times the active, urbane executive officer. The meeting
was most satisfactory from an athletic point. Though no
records were broken, the average work done was superior,

and the large number of entries showed that general interest

was felt. When the sports ended the bicyclers and athletes

gathered on the ferry-boat and cheered the Olympics, Mr.
Schifferstein, Mr. Hammersmith, the Golden Gates, and
pretty much everyb >dy else connected with the affair. The
medals won will be pre-iented at a date in the near future
which will be announced through the papers.
The technical record is as f.'llotfs:

One Hundred Yards Run.— V. E. Schifferstein, O. A. C,
first, 10 2-5 sees.; D. C. Egan, G. G. A. C, second by six

yards.
One Mile Novice Bicycle Race —First Heat—Carl Allen, A.

B. C, first, 3 mins. 19 sees.; Tbos. Stevenson, B. C. W.,
second; T. C. Fuulkes, C. C. W., third.

Second Heat—Sanford Plummer, B. C. W., first, 3 mins.
12 sees.; Wm. A. Ruthrauff, S. F. B. C, second; John M.
Brewer, Outings, 0.

Final Heat- Sanfor-l Plummer, B.C. W., first, 3 minB. 7

3 5 sees.; Thomas Stevenson, B. C. W., second; Carl Allen,

A. B. C , third; Wm. A. Ruthrauff, S. F. B. C, 0.

Three Mile Walk.—Horace Coffin, O. A. C. first, 25 mins.
56^ sees.; P. N. Gaffuey, G. G. A. C, second, by two yards;
C. M. Yates, G. G. A. C, third.

Two Hundred and Twenty Yards Run.
—

"V. E. Schiffer-

stein, O. A. C, first, 24 sees; W. J. Kenealey, G. G. A. C,
second by tight yards; D. C. Egan, G. G. A. C., third.

Half-Mile L. A. W. State Championship Bicycle Race.

—

First Heat—W. G. Davis, S. F, B. C, first, 1 min. 32 3 5
sees.; L. Sears, A. B. C, second; H. J. Toll, C. C. W., third.

Second Heat—R. W. Turner, B. C. W., first, 1 min, 30 4-5

sees.; R. A. Smythe, B. C. W., second; H. W. Melendv, W.
A., third.

Final Heat—W. G. Davis, S. F. B. C, first, 1 min. 27|
sees.; R. W. Turner, B.C. W., second by 15 yards; L. Sears,

A. B. 0., third.

One Mile Run.—Walter A. Scott, O. A. C, first, 5 min. 3-5

sees.; R. McArthur, O. A. C, second; Frank L. Cooley, A. A.
C, third; J. A. Code, O. A. C, 0; H. I. Pritchard, G. G. A.

C, 0, Wm. Parr, G. G. A. C, 0; E. C. Hill, U. A. C. 0.

Wide Jump.—V. E. Schifferstein, O. A. O, first, 21 ft. 9|
in.; A. H. Lean, G. G. A. C, second, 21 ft. 8 in.; J. Sex-
Bmith, G. G. A. C., third, 17 ft.; W. J. Zelner, G. G. A. C,
0., 16 ft. 3£in.
One Mile Safety Bicycle Race.—R. W. Turner, B. C. W.,

using a Star, first, 3 m. 18 sec; C. F. Michaels, Alameda
Scorchers, using a Victor, second.
One Mile Open Bicycle Race.—W. G. Davis, S. F. B. C,

first, 3 m. 1 Bee.; S. F. Booth, U. B. C, second; R. A.
Smythe, B. C. W., quit in third lap.

Pole Vault.—C. Hartman, O. A. C, first, 7 feet, 10£ in.; J.

Sexsmith, G. G. A. C, second, 8 ft. 5£ in.; C. J. Schuster,
O. A. C, third, 8 ft. 3J in.

John A. Hammersmith, O. A. C-, 0., 7 ft. 8 in.: W. J. Zel-

ner, G. G. A. C, 0., 7 ft. 6 in.

One-Half Mile Run.—Walter A. Scott, O. A. C, first, 2 m.
8 4-5 sees.; Jas. A. Code, O. A. C, second; E. C. Hill, U. A.
C, third; R. MacArthur, O. A. C, 0.; D. C. Egan, G. G. A.

0., 0.; J. J. Larkey, G. G. A. C, 0.; F. E. Holland, G. G.
A. C, 0.

One-Half Mile Bicycle (Club) Race.—W. Miller, A. B. C,
first, 1 m. 38| sees.; H. A. Maxwell, A. B. C, second.
High Jump.—A. H. Lean, G. G. A. C, first, 5 ft. 6* in.;

V. E. Schifferstein, O. A. C, second, 5 ft. 1J iu.; F. E. Hol-
land, G. G. A. C, eqaal third; W. J. Zelner, G. G. A. C,
equal third; J. Sexsmith, G. G. A. C, equal third.

Three-Mile Handicap Bicycle Race.—Sanford Plummer,
B. C. W., 200 yards, first, 9 m. 24i sees.; W. G. Davis, S. F.
B. O, seratoh, Becond; L. Sears, A. B. C, 200 yards, fainted

and could not finish.

Putting 16-Pound Shot.—A. H. Lean, G. G. A. 0.. first,

36 ft. 9 in.; W. H. Quinn, O. A. C, second, 32 ft. 6 in.;

A. McVicker, G. G. A. C. third, 31 ft. 8 in., J. Sexsmith, G.
G. A. C, 0, 28 ft; W. J. Zelner, G. G. A. C, 0.

One Lap Obstruction Race (bicycle).—E. W. Adams. B. C.
W., first, no time taken; Robt. Tittle, U. B. C, 0.

Olympic Exhibition.

The exhibition given at the Olympio Club, on Tuesday
evening last, was worthy a larger attendance. It was
arranged especially for the gratification of the members of the
Stock and Bond Exchange, Merchants' Club, Chamber of

Commerce of San Francisco, San Franoisco Produce
Exchange, and Board of Trade of San Francisco, but only a
very meagre representation from those institutions responded
to the invitations. Not more than one hundred and seventy-
five or two hundred were present other than members of the
club. Those who did attend, however, were very apprecia-
tive, and rewarded the exertions of the participants with great
applause. Number one of the programme was the olub
swinging exercise which has been several tiroes given by Pro-
fesBor Smythe, Mr. H. M. Vaughn and Mr. R. T. Stonibs.
They were never more precise and graceful. Gladiatorial
groupings by Leader Hammersmith, Assistant-leader Ed. A.
Kolb, Mr. Ben. Bogner and Mr. Joe G. Mansfield were very
impresBive and were loudly applauded. Masters Reinstein
and Wilson, two juveniles, did two lively bouts at catch-as-

catch-oan, and were followed by Professor Faulkner and Mr.

Ed. Ryan at Graeco-Romao in which the Professor, after a
very handsome exhibition, took two falls. Sparring, by
Messrs. F. A. Houseworth, and C. S. Spinney, A. Hampton
and C. A S'nart, was exciting, as it always iB. The men
went in for lively work, and were very smart. Professor Mar-
tin and Leader Hammersmith did a number of points ut /oil
fencing. Mr. Hammersmith has only recently taken up fenc-
ing aud his proficiency demonstrate t both his own aptitude
and 'he c.ififul instruction given by his teacher. Messrs.
Kutiu >s and Bogner gave one of their old time turns on the
double trapeze and were very finished.
The regular programme was brought to an end bv trampo-

line exercise by Messrs. H. H. Smith, J. G. Maustield, C.
Hartman and Ben Bogner. The most interesting eveut of
the evening was an impromptu wrestle after the audience
had been dismissed but before it had left tbe ball. Mr. Ben
Bogner in fun grappled with Morgan, the laundryman of the,

club, and the two went at grab-as-you-lika wrestling; Morgau's
Virginia blood was stirred, and his ducky face was gladia-
torial in firmness as he set about throwiug bis wiry challeoger.
after a few minutes the uld man tumbled Bogner in e heap,
and when he arose gave him another fall. The shriek* and
applause made the Alcazar tremble, and Morgan the hero of
the evening.

CANOEING.
Oakland Canoe Club.

On Thanksgiving Day the club held a ladies' day, the in-
tention being to have the ciub towed out to Goat Island,
where luuch and scrub races would be enjoyed, and to sail

home in the evening; but the morning was cloudy and puffs
of wind from the south gave the appearance of a south-easter
brewing. So, on the advice of some of the more cautious
cruisers, it was resolved to dismiss the tug and stay in the
estuary. Some very fine sailing was enjoyed, and the ladies'

took as keen an interest as the skippers themselves. How-
ever it was pretty cold work in the morning before the sun
got up. About Doon all repaired to tbe elubroom of the
boathouse where a fine lunchon was spread. The big coal
oil slove diffused a genial warmth to thaw out stiffened limbs.
Nobody had perceived bow cold they were getting in their
enthusiasm. The table shortly looked as if a tornado had
struck it, not eveu the bones of the turkey surviving to tell

the tale. The breeze bad freshened a little when they were
ready to reembark and the sun came out occasionally. The
creek presented a very animated and pretty scene with all

the small crafts darting about. The Columbia created a
diversion by upsetting, and her crew remarking it was quito
cold; their word was not doubted. All went home well
pleased with their day and in ample time for Thanksgiving
dinners.

Chicago Horse Market.

A Chicago exchange, under date of November 5th, gives
the following points in regard to the horse market at that
point: The week has developed no featnres radically differ-
ent from those previously noted. The principal demand, as
for some time past, has been for heavy nraught horses.
Trading in that class is on a more generous scale than iD any
former year, and, uotwithstanding the fact that the supply
has continued notably large, there has been no weakening of
prices, which range at §300 to $500. It should be said, how-
ever, that there are exceedingly few sales at above $450, ihe
prevailing prices being $350 to $450. Streeters are in some
request at an average at about $130, while there is a steadily
good inquiry for smooth chunks at $165. For other descrip-
tions of horse flesh the market presents the quiet aspect
usual to the season.

Numberless would-be trainers of trotters are constantly
presenting themselves at the stock farms and in the racing
arena. A few make a fictitious reputation by driving into
public notice behind a "top sawyer" that incompetency and
inexperience cannot spoil, but in time they reach their level
and relapse into obscurity. Looking back over the list of
living and dead masters in "the business I find that they have
advanced step by step from early manhood, anc by experience
and observation have gained a thorough knowledge of the art
of conditioning and driving the trotters. It is the mature
judgment of such men as Fuller and Marvin which accom-
plishes the greatest results in colt education and subsequent
speed development. I have talked with many drivers, good,
bad and indifferent, and have noticed that tbe successful
ones, year in and year out, are men of brains, who can give
an intelligent ieison for "tbe faith that is in them, "and
possess a fund of information about the affairs of this life,

Such a man is Peter Johnston, who took his first lessons at
Marshall, Mich., at the expense of his father's mare Abbie
Kelly. I've sat and listened to Pete's graphio account of
taking her freah from pasture, more than once, and beating
some of the over-trained local stars. But her pasture train-
ing was more merciful than the treatment Little Nell, by
Rivera' American Star, was subjected to by her rustio owner,
as described by a traiuer at Geneva, N. T., who says:
"She never went a mile faster than 2:46 or 2:47 until I got

hor, and no wonder. I've seeu her draw 1,500 pounds of

coal from our place, over hilly roads, for ten miles, fresh
from pasture, and then turned out again. A little later there
were races at Naples, twenty-two miles away. They took
her out of pasture, hitched her to a buggy with sulky behind
it and two men in the wagon. She drew the load to Naples
in the forenoon, trotted and won two races the same after-

noon. The Beoond race lasted seven heats, which mode
eleven heats for her in both, and they drove home with her
that night. They offered to make oath that she never had
eaten ten bushels of oats in her life until X bought her.
After two weeks handling I drove her on the outside of the
track very easily in 2:36. last half in 1:16. Just think, forty'

four miles of heavy roadster work and eleven mile heats in
one day! She came honestly by her toughness, as the
American Stars are whipoord and no mistake. They put a
good deal of backbone into the HambletonianB."

—

Veritas, in
Horseman.

Senator Hearst has purchased from Palo Alto a pair of
rank good yearlings. Philander, chestnut colt by Wildidle,
dam Precious, by Lever, from Frolic, by Thunder; and
Kenneth, bay colt by Joe Hooker, dam Kathariou, by Harry
of the West, from Kathleen, by Lexington. These colts are
well engaged, and promise to distinguish themselves. Terms
private.

L. O. Lee, the black pacer, has a weanling son in Colorado
that can trot a mile in three minutes when led along side a

saddle horse. This youngster belongs to Morrissey of Den-
ver, and is valued at $1,000.

i
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A Kentucky Sale-
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Esston's Kentucky Tattersall's was opened

at Lexington on the 14th inst A large Dum-
ber of prominent horsemen were present.

Sixty-nine head of boises sold for $46,9S0, an
average of $681. Thav comprised thorough-
bred stallions, brood-marts, weanlings, 2 and
1 year- olds, among which were the imported
stallion Rossington, that sold for $12,000, and
ten imported brood-mares.

Mary Winfred, by Buckden—Catina;
M. Young, Lexington $

Glendella, by Glenelg—Millie J; M.
YouDg

Pixy, by Bramble—

L

; z . Davis; M.
Young 400

Molly Hart, by BoDnie Scotland—Bene-
cia; Ed. Kelly, New York 600

Long Cloth, by Long Fellow—Brocade;

M. Young 1,200

ZiDgard, by Tom Bowling—La Ghana;
Goodloe & Swigert, Lexiuaton. Ky.

Imp. Star Actress, by Biderolite—Tinted
Venus; J. W. Wilgus, Lexington

ImperatrJce. by Warminsier—lnverar>;

J. B "\Yilgus, Lexington
Type of Beauty, by Typhoon—Eltham

Beauty; M. Young
Youghiogheny, by Virgil—Belle Peyton;

M. T. Danahar, New York
Barrister, by Bramble—Miss Harding,

Walker, Lexingt on
Silverihread, by Luke Blackcurn—Sil-

vermaiil; L. Broadhead, Woodford
County, Ky

Bay celt, by Virgil—Diana; Littleheld,

Nc w York
Suretout, hy King Alfonso—Quickstep;

H. P. Headley, Laxit-gum, Ky 725
Lupn, bv Virgil—t>usie Linwood; Good-

loe '& Swigert 400
Aledi, by Virgil—Acoustic; Cbas. Eailey,

Versailles, Ky 1,600

Amorette, by Alarm—Artifice; Goodloe
& Swigert 1, 500

Dolly Varden, by Gleuelg—Nannie
Black; J. B. Wilgus 1,000

Enqoiress, by Enquirer—Crossland's

dam; M Young 1,500

Chestnut filly, by Macaroni—Enquiress;

J. E. McDonald, New York 500
Flash oi Lightning, dam Cicely Jopson;

J. B. Wilgus 350
Chestnut filly, by Macaroni—Flash of

Lightning; Roberts & Stone,

Georgetown 450
Rossington, by Doucar-ter—Lily Agnes;

F. B. Harper, Midway, Ky 12,000

Ismaelia, by Macaroni, dam Rifle's dam;
James Swigert, Natchez, Miss 2, tOO

Flora McDonald, by Knight of the Gar-
ter—Lady McDonald ; L. Broad-
head. Spring Station, Ky 1,250

Platoon, by Musket, dam Rifle's dam;
J B. Wilgus 800

Bread and Honey, by Brown Bread

—

Honey; James Swigert '. 1,525

lUselle, by Rusicruciau—Mav Queen;
Clay & "Woodford, Paris 1,500

Margery, by Sterling, dam Playrough's

dam; James Swigert 575
Scrubbing Brush, by Saunterer—Scrub-

bing Brash; J. B. "Wilgus 1,225

Pretension, by Pretender— Belle Heath-
er; James Swigert

Florey Jones, by Tomahawk—Mrs.
Jones; E. D.Frazier, Richmond, Ky

Comedie, by Ten Brceck—Little Sis;

R. Tucker, Louisville

Frederick, by Ten Broeck—Little Sis;

R. Tucker, Louisville 550
Braganza, by Bertram—Myopia, H. Gil-

more, Versailles, Ky 325

Marv Ellis, by Lelaps—Sally Howard;
L P. Holiday, rincastle, Va 500

Three Cheeis, by Hurrah—Chance; H.
Berry, New Yoik 600

"West "West, by King Alfonso—Zephyr;
William Agnew, Lexington 600

more easily spoiled by too much talking than out much danger of heavy straining or great

slow and quiet horses, but the too frequent fatigue, and when in caretul hands the work
use of the tongue is to be avoided when hand- of this kind can be done by the prospective

ling either kind. I
hordes, and in such a way tuat it will be an

^ advantage to them in many ways. The thor-

_, _ , _ ... ough training that can be given colts while ut
The American Turf Congress which met at

thirf bilid of
°
work is quite an iiem> and win

600

500

500

The Use of Talking to Horses.

It takes a horse but a short time to learn

whether yon mean anything or not when you

speak to him. Continually commanding with-

out seeing that any attention is paid to the

commands is calculated to spoil tho best kind

of a horse, and to ruin entiiely horses that are

naturally inclined to do as they please. The

best hoise trainers make it a rule never to ask

a horse to do anything that is impossible for

him to do, and never give a command without

seeing that it ib obeyed in full. The hap-

hazard way that many men have of yelling

and shouting at their teams is calculated to

sooil the horses at once, and the wonder is

that there are not more unruly and unsafe

horses in the country than there are. Every

word that is nsed in connection with the

handling of horses should have a meaning,

and the fiist thing to be done in training a

huise is to teach him the meaning of each

word used while working bjm, and the next

thing is to make him obey each word to the

fullest extent. If the word "whoa" is in-

tended as the command for a horse to stop

and stand still, then it should be nsed for

no other purpose, and every time the

word is spoken a stop should made at

once. Abs.lute obedience is necessary, aDd

the authority of the driver should be enforced

when immediate obedience does not follow

each cammand. It is a good idea to talk to

horses, but no talk should be indulged in un-

less it feas some meaning. A sharp word is

often as effective in the way of punishment as

a cut from the keenest whip, but such is not

the case where a continual growling and

snarling is kept up by those who handle the

horses. High tempered, sensitive horses are

Lexington, Ky , was exceedingly conservative

in its character. It failed to make many need-

ed reforms, yet what legislation was passed

was in the right direction.

A practical pernium nt organization was per-

fected by a rt solution making the dubs repre-

sented charier members, and rtqninng an
admission fee of $1(J0 from all ass'icintious

which in future may wish to join. No club
can join unhss it is a legally chartered coipo-

rat on.
A most impoit*i't resolution passed is to

the effect that the president ha6 the power to

call the congr- ss together at any time for the
despatch of u rgent business, or to decide any
important question of turf law, and if he
should not a requisition signed by three mem-
bers of the congress will compel him to do so.

Two valuable resolutiots were passed re-

specting speculation. No. 1 is, that in future
neither auction pool-sellers, the French mul-
luals or the bookmakers will be allowed to

sell the whole field against the favori'e, aud
secondly when more than one horse star's in

a race from the same stable, the siarteis from
that stable shall be bracketed for all betting

purposes, and shall not be sold separately
eitber iu ibe books, mutuals or auction pools.

This 1 utter rule in eminently a good one.

The old rule of deelaiing to w.n was sur-

rounded with uncertainty, and even with au
ho'iest owntr olten led the public disas-

trously astray, while in ihe hands of an un-
scmuulous mau it was a most poteDt lever for

fraud. The result may be to reduce the
number of starters, but the puolic will be
better protected. We think the rule will

woik well
We also chronicle with pleasure the fact

that the iicense fund was audited Hnd found
correct. The statement in dela'l with vouch-
era for all the receipts and payments were
checked, and fuund to be correct. The only
claim whirh >-ernains unsettled is one from
C«lifo nu in which the doctor's visits are

charged at the rate of $25 each. The Bo >rd

will willingly settle this claim, if it is reduced
to reasonable dimensions
In future the offices of secret.ay aud treas-

urer will he divided. Major B. G. Bruce
retaining the office of secretary, while C. L
Bradley, of Lexington, will assume the office

of treasurer for which he has given ample
bonds. This wise action will silence adverse
criticism, and satisfy the contributes to the

fund. There was a strong disposition in the
cougress to do away with the license fee, but
better counsels prevailed. When it is con-
sidered that the fund is principally devoted

to aid and relieve aged and disabled jockeys
and trainer-', or to pay taeir funeral expenses,

the wisdom of retaining it cannot be too

highly commended.
The congress will meet next year at New

Orleans, and if there are no accessions to the

ranks in the meantime, the members will

then be the St. Louis, Latonia, LoniBville and
Louisiana Jockey Clubs, the Kentucky Asso
ciatiou and the Washington Park Club. But
iu all probability every racing association in

the south and west will be then represented.

With a strong organization aDd an able cen-

tral executive, no respectable jockey clab can
afford to remain outside the pale.

The powers of starters were slightly cur-

tailed, and the qaestion of official paid judgeB

discussed. The latter proposition was looked

upon favorably by the larger clubs, but the

minor associations did not see their way clear,

in sDite of the proposition to pro rate on the

expense. Unfortunately the objectors do not

realize the difficulty of the situation; the

reform is simply delayed, it must eventually

come. No association, however powerful it

may be, can afford to have a howling mob
surrounding the judges, stand, either through
ignorance of the law in the stand, or a want
of confidence in the ability of the occupants

The congress very fully discussed this and
kindred topics in no spirit of hostility, but

with a strong desire to do all that was thought
practicable at the present time to advance the

interests of the turf, and next year should the

machinery of organization be perfected, much
useful legislation may be expected.

—
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FALL RACES
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save trouble when they are placed iu the team
next spring or summer.
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We are not ready to accept "Reader's"

advice, as embodied in our "Track and Road"

letter, that time records should be allowed to

continue for what they are worth. Neither

can we admit tne application of his argument

as to pacing and trotting-brtd horses. Each
kind have their admirers, and trotters come in __
various forms. Speed and endurance arc the

])J QV. iw Jj4 2u ^
t) Ife 8 I

HUMBOLDT COUNTY, OAL.,

qualities welcomed by breeders' generally,

Many contend that tbe pacing element bnn^s
ready made or easily developed speed; and is

therefore valuable when united wiiu the thor-

oughbred blood or long dwelling, gaited trot-

I

r-ng lines. We cannot see the analogy of
j

Haider's reasoning that as a purely trottin^-

bred horse will eventually exterminate the
|

plebeian pacer, by force and puwir of suped-
ority, so will time records be extinguished by I

the voice of public opinion. "We do not tbink
j

pacing-bred animals will be driven from stock

farms and trotting tracks and giadnally

wither from the Ian I, like the Indi m trh. nk-

!

ing before the march of civiliz ti n. We are

free to recuid our up.nion itml n • such tate

awaits the uiuUem p .cer, WuO a lelatives are

olten near of km to the heads of trotting fam-
ilies.

It is a curdina' p-'n 'iple in all kin is of gov- !

e.njient that ab.^cs E i.ou.d be l^meoieii by
legislation. Now, few will dt-ny that the spirit

of racing and the letter of the rule Las oeen
outraged by many of these finale mile dashes
against time for the purpose and object of

ma King the performer standaid and increasing

the number of his sire's representatives in the

2:30 list "We are iuformud_ that such pro-

gressive breeders Messrs. Z. B. an I Win. Sim-
mons, S- A. Browne hnd B. J. Treacy favor

.in attentive revision of the rule regulating

performances aga>n-st time. The learned jurist

and enliglitenai breeder. Gen. B. F. Tracey,
gave us his opinion recently. It wfts in sub-
stance that time made agaim-t the watch
should not be entered us a record unless the

performer had already made a record i f 2:20

or better in a bon i tida ra&j against other

hjrse or burae*-, an 1 that in ail match races

undoubted pro iU s;n»ul,t be turnisheit of their

genumtn ss lie agrees with us that ihe real

purpose t tne .ime rule was to record thi

efforts of the efforts of the reigning king
quetn after all living competitors had been
vanquished. But if colts wnd aged horses wno
canuot wn t ieir 2:30 spurs in regular races

must be allowed to enter the list against time,

let them be required io make three heals

according to rule. Speak n. of rules regulat-

ing time performan.es we tin 1 they are at

variance. For example, Geo. Bowerman
recently drove Alice Blackwood at Lexington,

Ky., for a stated match of $50 to beat 2:30.

Sue trotted the first heat in 2:34£ and the sec-

ond in 2:29£. The litter constitutes a record

according to the rules of the American and
National Trotting Associations, but will not be
rr cognized by the National Association of

1 rotting Her e bret ders as an admission to tbe

standard. The last-named association, seeing

that "hole and corner" attempts to enter the

list were successfully carried out, wisely deter-

mined to prevent the evasion by requiring

that all performances against time must be
made on a public day of racing and before the

judges of the races. The rule should be

extended to cover doubtful match races.

Confusion will arise, owing to the diversity of

rules, and the necessities of the situation

seem to demand that the trotting and breed-

ers associations should meet and enact a uni-

form rule with well considered limitations of

time records to suit the improvements of the

breeding age and the general interests.

—

Chi-
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FlhST DAY.
1 Purse J^O.— Running Novelty Race. Free-for-all,

dash of one mile. $35 at first quarter, *i» at the half, ISO
at the three-quarter and $75 at the mile. All paid-up
entries over five to be added, and equally divided
between each winner

i. Purse 5250.— Trotting. Free for all horseB tha t
have not beaten 2:3tJ up to .'Si'pt. 1st, 1887. (L'admi a
and Bonner eligible io start.) First horse ?15 , Bee d
J75, third *25.

st:i OM> DAI,
3. MERCHANTS' PTJRSK, |3<Ki. Free-for-all, for

all aues. Three-quarters of a nilie and repeat. First
horse $200, second burse i-70, third horse *3U.

4. Trotting—Three.minute claRs. Purse $150 for
horses owi>ed in Humbolnt County prior to Sep'. 1st,
18»7. I Patehen barred.) First lioise $So, second horse
850, third horse to save entrance.

T«HKS> DAI.
5. HOTEL PUR-E-$ton. Five for

<)i,e mile and repeat. First borne $'£

$100, third horse *S0.
6 EUREKA TWO- YEAR - OLD TROTTING

STAKE— Mile and repe it. Si" entrance; half forfeit,
Sibii added; second hurse toTPC lve 325. third to save
stalo. Entries to tli s rate l v. cIusl- wiiu the secre-
tary Sept. 17, 1887.

FOJItiH DAY.
7. Parse ?ino. For all ages. Running dash of 60t

yards. First horse $75, second horse £-'5.

8. Puxse?150. Forail ages. Half mile and repeat.
First horse *1.5. second horse §25.

9. Pu<-se §4fti. Trotting. Free for all. First horse
$250, second horse $10, third horse §50.

CONDITIONS.
All trotting races are best three in five, except the

two-vear-oUl, unless otherwise specified; five to enter
and three to start. But tbe Board reserve? therightto
hold a esr. number th.in five lo fill by the withdrawal
of a proportionate amount of the purse. Entrance fef
in purse races ten per cent.
In all trotting races the rnb-s of the American Trot-

ting Association, and -ill running rices the rul*-s of the
Pacific Coast Bloud Horse Association tu govern, but
Ihe Board reserves the right to trot beats of any two
classes alternately, if necessary to finish any day's
racing
In all entrie:- not dfflared out hy p. m. of the da/

prefeding the race, shall l>e required to start.
No added money paid for a walk-over In all races

noted above, bve or more paid-up entries required to
fill and three or mure uorses tn start.
hacing colors to be named in entries. In trotting

races drivers will ben-quired >o wear caps of distinct
in 1 colors which must be named in entries

t- ntries to all the above races except the two-vear-
ul old trot, to close with Secretary, Wednesday, Nov. 16,

1887.
One-half the entrance money must he paid at tbe

time of making entries and the other half at S p. M. the
night preceding the race.
Entry blanks will be fun ished upon application to

the .secretary,
DISL Hl'Kl'HI, I'rebicK-nt.

II. COHX secretary. BepH

Light Work for Young Horses.

Winter treatment of colts, feediug, fihelter-

ing, wat ring, etc , is of the utmost import-

ance; but there is one thing that must not be

lo^t sight of when the matter of wintering

youog horses is taken iDto consideration, and
that is the handling of those which are at an

age that they may be expected to do some
work on the farm or road Dext summer. It is

a grand mi-.take to winter youog horses ai? you
would a lot of hogs or beeves, and when the

season of spring work opens up attempt to

have them take their places beside old horses

and do their share of hard labor. It is a mis-

take to winter old horses in this way, nnd a

much greater one in regard to youog horses.

Colts that are iising three or four year* old

should have more than the exercise that fields

or paddocks afford, or that they will take their

own free will. Light work should b/ inter-

spersed with their exercise quite frequently,

and as the opening of tbe busy season ap-

proaches the work should be of a heavier

nature. In the hauling of feed for the live Btock

of the farm is generally found a light class of

work to which young horses can be put with-

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S

VETERINARY MKflilUIV

Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh
Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies

Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
and Histology. The Williams' Prize. *84-'85, for high-
est works in professional examinations, and mx. nrst-

class certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois

State Vet^ri nary Medical Association.
OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
». Mct'ARTY, Prop.

1129 Market St. S. F. IS.-t ?tb and Stli.
teh-plione No. 3113

FOR SALE.
\o t.—Bay ASare, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Mtisidora's dam by
son of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodbnrn, 1st dam by Owen ale; 2d
aaia Musidora, by Belmont, etc.

3fo. 3. -Oiestnnt Mare, foaled spring of 1882,
by Ware's BiBmarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musidora,, by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "{Son of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp, Poche

These are extra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to tbe blood of Belmont.
No. 1 is in foal to a son of Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

For further information address

W. M. WILLIAMSON,
no97tf *i-in Jo-*-. 4 »i.

TO ARRIVE!

Thoroughbred Clyde and Shire

BAY DISTRICT
ASSOCIATION

ENTRIES! ENTRIES!
For two-year-old paceis and trottera. Purse $300.

Divided 60. 30, and 10 ppr cent.

Conditions:

Five or more to enter, three to start. To be trotted

Decembers, 1887. Entries close with the Secretary

Nov. 26, 1887.

W, H. HIWHMA!V, Secretary,
1435 California Street,

Stallions and Mares.

Our Annual Importation!
CONSIGNMENT OF

MR. JOHN SCOTT,
MELBOURNE.

Per Auetralian Steamer due about Januiry loth, w«
will be In receipt of our Annual Consignment of
Clydesdale and English Bblre btallinns and Mares,
selected with the greatest care by Mr. John Scott
The former importations of MeFsrs. Bookless & Scott
were received with great favor by California .Stock
Breeders, and we are assured the animals to arrive
are fully up to the high standard of those imported
during the last five years.
Catalogues will be issued imcnedi&teip upon •rival

KILLIP&C0.,
Live Stock Auctioneers,

19no8 99 Montgomery St., S.
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Improved Horse GlothinGL

Secured by Letters Patent ISSUED MAY 27, 1879.
REISSUED MARCH 29, 1881.

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-
ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims
granted

1. An improved blanket or covering, consisting of
the body-piece A, flap C, and the ext>Misiou B, formed
or united together, so as to cover the hotly and legs of

the animal, substantially as herein described.
2. The blanket or covering A, having the flap C, and

the extensions B, to fit the fore and hind legs of the
animal front fastening F G, and the permanent straps
or bauds E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

3. The blanket or covering A, with its extensions B,
permanent securing-bands E, and the frout fastenings
JF G, in combination with the elastic neck-extension H,
substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood J In combination withth
elastic connectiug-strip I, substantially as debcribed
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The close- fittiug hood J, having the elastic bandL,
beneath the jaws, so that they may be allowed to move
without disturbing the fit, and adapted to be Becured
to the cover by means of straps,substantially as herein
descrihed.

6. The improvemert in covering-blankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the blanket A, having the flap C,
and permanent straps or bauds fixed to it to secure it
around the body, whereby the use of loose surcingles
is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by

L. D. STONE & CO.,
433 and 434 Battery St., SAN FRANCISCO, IAL.

KILLIP & CO.,
LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL

A UCTIONEERS,

33 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO SALES OP

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In All Cities and Counties o.

the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Green,
Sacramento.

r. P. Habgent, Esq.,
Sargents.

Hon. L. J. Robe,
Los Angeh

Hon. I. D. Cabe,
Salinas.

Hon. John Boess
Colusa.

Hon. A. Waieath,
Nevada.

_. B. Haqqin, Esq., San Francisco
Represented at Sacramento by Edwin F. Smith,

Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At San Jose by Messrs. Montgomery & Rea, Real

Estate Agents.
Being the oldest established firm in the live-Btock

business on this Coast, and having conducted the
Important auction sales in this liue for the past
fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-

fiondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
nence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabliug us to
give full publicity to animalB placed with us for Bale.

Private purchases and sales of live stock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and Btocb
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales*

made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names ar
appended.

KHXir A C4> . 22 Monteomfu-v b^et
ond

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
largest and Be*t Stock on the Coast

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

AGENTS FOE
Fennell's Oynthiana Horse Boots,

J. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties,

Eb. Dixon's Condition Powdebs,

ae2t GouBAULT'a Caubtio Balsam

S.B.WHITEHEAD& CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS.

AKE PBEPAEED TO CONDUCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters
And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Our Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for fifteen

years successfully managed all the principal

sales of high-class stock on this Coast.

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARIEL LATHEOP, ESQ., SETH COOK, ESQ.,

J. B. HAGGIN, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ
R. P. ASHE, ESQ., WM. CORBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
ctii Leldesdorff Street,

San Francisco.19martf

Ouftngr
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Irivel

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OCR FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD
DUBING THE TEAK THERE WILL BE ARTICLES UPON

Exploration, Travel and Adventure, Mountain
Climbing, Camping, Popnlar Forestry, Hunting and
Miming, Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting, Rowing
Canoeing, Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.
Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing, Tobogganing and Skating.

Conducted by, - POITI/fNEY 1IIOFXOW

THREE DOLLARS A TEAR.
Single numbers tweniy.flve cents.

140 Nassau Street. New York,
(

a&joia

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of

Horse Shoeing

.WITH AN APPENDIX ..

treating of the Action of tbe Race Horse and Trotter a.

Instantaneous Photography.
own fc$

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraitura

"Bound-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."

Tips and Toe Weights.—We have received from Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Bbeedeb and Spoktsman, San Francisco, Cal , a copy of his book entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse anc *oiteras shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many j ears of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining 10 the horse. His "tlorse portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in tbe hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of tbe many hooi
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and -wo believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. "We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that Jae common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to

do with our conversion. We would not take §50 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, iu paper, SI; cloth, 81.50.—Weo^rn Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

• Tips S»nd Toe Weights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, Is the title of a very
elever, ingenious and practical book from the pen oi" Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Eeeedek and Spobtsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do bo, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches Into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest cndorsation from hi& famous colt

Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a Btep oi

the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory ana
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
trot, he will not quit the book till he has real it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to

the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to ihe attention of the public.—Chicago
News,

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has given a great
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats

of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not Send orders to the Sau Francisco News Company, or to the Hbeedeb and Seobtsman, San
FranciBco, Cal. Mr. Simpson Is the Editor of tbe Bbeedek and Spobtsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the Interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.

It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacifio Slope.—N. I.
Spirit, May 10th.

T*ps and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco,'California, has just published a book
byaoo- J+1e which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyis. - * 4ron shoe that gives no rlay or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, auc everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-

tect the toe of tbe loot. By theiruse, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20i. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-

quired; that that fearful cause of lameness .contraction, is entirely avoided by tbe use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send SI.50 to him ani he will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Sural
World.

Since the book waB published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2:20j, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a

four-year-old. The best evidence of tho genuineness of the trials was his sale for 610,000, vriSh other
parties ready to take him at the price. Anteyolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoo, and
owing to an injury to his foot wlien a foal it was the universal impression that be never could trot fast.

He did well as a yearling and two-year-oid, and this past season, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, £1, 221, iu which he gotarecord of 2:293, last half in 1:133; first money in purse at Sacramento,
§500; second money at Stockton, S253; tbe Stanford Stakes, 81,672; and the Embryo, §870, making a cash
return for tbe season of §4,514. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first put in
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Breeder and Sportsman will be given a complete hiatory of the treatment of Antevplo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscoplst to
make full examinatious of tha horny deposit in wall tnd sole, and all the tissues which compose the foot
of the horse, which will be incorporated in tbe forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman.
Fully convinced by practical results, that this nart of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as
thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. - anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from thy
revelations of the microscope. Jot>. Caibn Simpson,

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send orders to

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The. above.treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

DTJPONT'S
New Brand Sporting Powder.

"SUMMER SHOOTING"
SUPERB IN aUALITY,

Shoots Moist and Clean.
This powder baB just been made specially by Du-

pont & Oo. to suit the Pacific Coast Climate.
It Bhoots Moist, is high grade, and of superior

excellence as to quality.
For sale by all dealers and by the Agent,

JOHN SKINKER,
258 Market Street S. F.

Price $9.00 por ke£. Smaller packages in pro-

portion, ootl

(IIILIIs tARBOWRYSTAI. SBEEP DIP.
"Patented In Europe and America."

SHEEP DIP.

A positive scab cure. A liquid, soluble In
cold water. It In absolutely non-

poisonous.

The cheapest and most effective dip ,on the market,
one gallon making one hundred Bullous of wash,

Price, $1.95 per gallon.
Special discounts an) terms to agents aud large

consumers. For samples aud other information ap-

P
i,VM)i;.V HOFUH, Agents for Paclflo Coast.
116 California St., San Francisco, Cal,

17septl2
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rrains leave acd are dne to arrive at
Sau Francisco.

:*r,
K

l
From Suv. 13. 1887. h1**"*

8:00 a m
1*0 P M
6:30 P M
3 :30 p m
9:30 a M
IU:3Q a m
5:30 p M
•6:00 a m
J7:30 a si

12:00 M
3:30 A M
4*0 P M

*4:30 P M
j:oj A M

3:30 P M
i9:00 A m
f3:30 p M
i :30 a u
3:00 p m
8:00 a M
8.03 A
7:30 a m
8:00 a m
8:30 A M
3:00 P M
4*0 P M
6:30 P si

*1*0 P U
8:30 A si

(10 :3n a u
12:00 m
8*0 P _
•4:30 P M
3 :30 a M
6:30 A H
8:30 p m

..Calisioga and Napa....

..Siskiyou & Portland..

..Gait via Martinez

..Haj wards and Nilea._

, .Haywards c
....Hay wards c

.. .lone via Livermore

....Knight's Landing

....Livermore and lleasanton...

....Los Angeles, Deming, El
Paao and East

....Los Angeles and Mojave

....Martinez and Tracy

....Milton.

....Ogden anu East

. ..Ogden and East

....Red Bluff via Marysville

....Bedding via Willows

....Sacramento, via Benicia
via Benicia
via Livermore..

" via Benicia
" via Benicia
" via Benicia

....Sacramento River Steamers.,

....San Jose

..Santa Barbara

..Stockton via Livermore..
" via Martinez

10 U0 A M
6:10 p M
7:40 A M
10:10 A M
12:40 P M
3:40 p M
8 : !0 p m
**:10 a m

i!0:4O a M
Z:40 p sr

5:40 p si

10:10 a M
•8:40 A M

4:40 P M
10:4u a M
±6:10 F si

'5:40 E.M
6:40 A M
7:10 pm
5:40 p M
6:10 P M
6 -40 a u
6:10 p M
5:40 P M
7:10 p M
10:10 a M
7:40 a m
•6:00 A M
•3:40 p M
J3:40 p si

3:41pm

10:40 a m
5:40 p M
10:40 a M

LOCAL FERKY IRAI.MS.

From San Francisco Daily.

TO EAST OAKLAND— -6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:30—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—12:30
—1:00—1:30—2 .-00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5:30— fi:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:0"l—10:00-11:00—12:00

TO 23n AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO
EAST OAKLAND" until 6:30 P.M., inclusi' i, also
at 9:00 p. si.

TO FRUIT VALE—•6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00
•2:30—3:30-4*0—4:30- -5:00—5:30-6*0-6^0—9:00.

TO FKDIT VALE (via Alameda)—•9:3U—7:00-12:00.
TO ALAMEDA—"6:0U—*6:30—7:lX>—•7:30—o:UU— «b:3U

s:00—9:30—10:00—tl0:30—11:00—111:30—12:00—±12:3 t-

1:00—±1:30—2:00—±2:30-3:00—3:30— 1:00— 4:30— 5:00-
5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00.

TO BERKELEY—*6:U0—•6:30—7:0o—*7:3O--»:00—^ 30
9:00— 9:30— 10:00— (10:30—11:00—±11:30— 12;Uu-{12:3o
1 :00 -tl :30 -2;00-±2 :30—3:00- 3 :30— 1:00— 4:30—5:00—
5:30—6:00—6:311—7 -01>—S:0O—9:00—10:00—11:00— 1J:'X).

TO WEST BERKELEY-Same as "To Beekelev.''

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1887,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send four cents in stamps to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in nse at Fairlawn.

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTTERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies aiud Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE,

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
San Francisco.

In effect November 7, 1887.

12:01 P [ Ceme^eTy and San Mateo..,

*5:10 p
6:3ffp

tll:4op

..San Mateo, Redwood and.,
^..Menlo Park „

G.iO A
•8:00 a
9 :03 A

*10:O2a
t»^0P
4:30 p
6:40 P
i7:5Qp

10:30 a I

1 Santa Clara. San Jose, and...,

•3:30P 1 Principal Way Stations...
4:30 pi

l

9:03 a
•10-02 a

6:40 f

10:30 a
I

Almaden a..d Way Stations...

8-J0 a > Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville, ..

•3:30p I Salinas and Monterey

THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or further information, address

Lock Rox 3lO. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.
Jjan52

THE PARKER, GUN

I'o .>a.ii c raiuiH't) Oaity.

FROM FrtOTT VALE— 6:50—7:20— ', :50 8:20-8:50—
9:20— *10:19— 4:20-4:W—5:20—5:E0-t>:4) -6:50—7:47—
9:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *S 22 - 5:52
•6:22—«:14—*3:22.

FROM2SD AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7:«
7:55-8:25—8:55—9:25—9;55— 10:25— 10:55- 11:25—11AS
12:25—12 :55— 1 :25—1:55-2 ;25—

2

:55—3:25— 3 :55— 4.25—
4:55—5:25-5:55—6:25—6:55—7:50—9:53

FROM EAST OAKLAND— -5:30- 6:00- 6;S0— 7:0J
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11 -:*j

^2:00—12:30—1 :00—1 :30—2 :00—2 :30—3 :00— 3 ;30— 4 flO —
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 0:57- 9:57—
10:57.

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 m'nntes later
than from East Oakland.
FKOM ALAMEDA—*5:30-fi:00—"6:30—7:00 -•7:30—8:00

•8:30—9:00-9:30—10:00— J10:30—11:00- $11:30—12:00—
J12:30—1:00— 11:30—2:00- t2:30-3:00-3:3u-4:00—4:30
5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00.

CEOM BERKELEY— •5:2-5—5:55—•b:25—6:55—*7:25—
7:55—•8:25—8:55—9:25—9:55— 1!0:25—10:55- Jll :25—
11:55— i 12:25— 12:55— $1:25— 1:55— ±2:25—2:55—3 :2a -
3:55—4:25— 4:55-5:25—5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9 :55—10:55.

/ROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "From Bebe-
ELET."

) a, 1 ...... Watsonville, Aptos.Soquel..
) p 1

j (Capitola)and Santa Cruz....

I

t Soledad, Paso Robles, Templeton | i

1 > (San Lnis Obispo) & Way Stations. S l

a—Morning p.—Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted. fSandaysonly ITheatre train Sat
uxdays only.

Trains run on Pacific Standard Time.

Nearly all rail line to San LoIb Obispo. Only 24
miles staging between Templeton and San Lnie
Obispo. Time from San Francisco 12 hourB. Through
rate 88.50.

Special Round-trip Tickets, at reduced rates—to
Gilroy and Paraisi Springs.

Special Notice—Hound-trip tickers to the famous
Lick observatory (Mt. H?milton) can be had at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Francisco
Rate. $5.5..

EXCURSION TICKETS.
For Sundays only,{J^™^ £«™»= *ood

ForSaturday, f Sold Satueda y and Sunday only,
Sunday and- good for return until following Mon-
Monday, ' day, inclusive, at the following rates.

Round Trip
from San

Franc eco to

(REEK ROUTE.
FROM SA^I FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—11:15—1:15-

3:15—5:15.
FROM OAKLAND—*6 J5—8:15—10 d5 —12 :15— 2:15 -

4:15.

A for Morning. P for Afternoon.

•Sundays excepted. tSaturdays excepted ; tSundaya
only
C—Take ferry train and change cars at EaBt Oakland

Standard Time furnished by Lick Observatory.

4- S. TOWNS,
Gen. Manager.

T. 11. UOODMAK,
Gen. Pass. ATtk Air".

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAJf FRANCISCO, CAL,

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 4 1 JftSE STJBEET
G. L. BRANDER President
J. L. FLOOD Vice-President
C. P FARNFLELD Secretary

2. S. ANGUS .Assistant Manager
Ranker**. Nevada Bank of San Francisco.

16ap>

At the two principal events of the year— at the World's Trap Shoot-

ing Carnival held at Wellington, Mass., May SO to Jnne H, ]8f*7, the Par-

ker Gun won the leading prize for best average for five day's .-booting:

al"0 at Seattle W T , June 9, 10 an ' ", 1887, the leading prize and best average was won wiiu the Parker

Gun addin" victories to 1886 as follows: The Second Annual Tournament of the Cbamberhn Cartridge

Co heM at"cieveland, Ohio, September 14, 1886, out of eighty-seven entries from representative shots,

representing fourteen States, the Parker Gun won first and third money, winning S9UU out of the tl.'iOO

purse offered a iding another victory to 1885, which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament

for th« championship of the World, h«id at New Orleans. La., heb. 11th to lfith. Among the contestants

shooting other guns were such champions an Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Stubbs, Erb and others.

PARKER BROS., Makers,

San Bruno...
Millhrae . ...,

Oak Grove...
San Mateo...
Belmont . .„,

Redwood.. .

Fair Oaks....
Menlo Park
Mayfleld
Monnt'n View

New York Salesroom, 9S Chambers St.. Meriden, Ct.

FISHING RODS.
"We would call the attention of

THE TRADE
kle for 1888, which -we will be

\

reBB,

TH0S. H. CHUBB,

To oni- Catalogue of Pishing Tackle for 1888, which -we will be pleased to mail to

Dealer3 upon application. Address,

nol2tf POST MILLiS, VT.

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

Mixes Instantly wltli cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing five Imperial gallon™

equals nearly 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 1&0

sheep at a cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nouriaher of wool, a certain cure

for scab.
ALSO

UTTXITS PATEYr POWDER OIP.
Poisonous, mixes instantly with cold water. Sold in

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; in a
seven-pounds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per pound.

CATTON, BELL & CO.
SOCCESSOES

rAI.KNER, BEIX A CO.,
24sep 406 California Street. AUEKTS.

W" =1 SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES 1

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of Geld Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Oar Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED

1846. 14 FIEST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHES IER, N. T.

26dec52

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize winners at all the fairs in California and the

entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair

-ramento, 1886.

Importations made direct from England every year

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the V

best blood and most fashionable families of Dish-

faced Berkshirea, regardless or cost, and all re

corded in English aDd American Berkshire records.

Yonnp pigs from these importations, male and

female, from entirely different families for sale at

reasonaDie prices, and every pig guaranteed. Address

35deo69

kt.

sat to
Mon
Tkt.

Round Trip
from San

Francisco to

Lawrences
,

Santa Clara....
San Jose
Gilrov
Holiister
AptOS ...

Loma Prieta..
Soqnel
Santa Crnz
Monterey

Satto
Mon
Tkt

$2 25

4 0T>

4 50
5 0(

i 00

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street Btation. No. 613 Market street,
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, BaldwiD Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, H.R.JTDAH,

Superintendent Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Ap*.

ANDREW sillIBI. Ke<hvood * iiy.

Or at 218 California Street. San Francisco.

FOR SALE.

A Thoroughbred Bull Bitch..

Apply at 305 Wastolneton st.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San FranciBco.

The moBt popular school on the Coast.

P. BZALD President 0. 8. HALEY. Hw'y.
rSend for Circalar octd

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION TO TEE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY TEE "NORTHEfiN DIVISION
of its Hue for leaching with speed and comfort the
best ilaces in the State for

Sea Bathing, Sbooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FEANCISCO DAILY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOBT CHABMTNS

Summer and Winter Resort of the
Pacific Coast.

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the se\ eral stream s

in the vicinity of Monterey, and the beet of shooting
may 1 -e had in season.

THE BA r OF MONTEREY
Is fioted for the extent and variety of fleh which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompiuo, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for" aport°.
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ABE UNSURPASSED,

baring a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pnre white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contain*

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

AJ*TOS, SOQCEL AND SANTA CRUZ
IB VTA THK NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey, each of which abounds in game in great
variety Notably

Quail, Pigeon, Snipe, Dock, Geese, Oeer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains dally
at San Mateo for those well-known Retreats, PURIS
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO knd McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from San

Francisco and offer special Inducements to the lovera
of thiB manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Ttcke

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOGS

when carried in Baggage Oars and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs receved in Baggage

flS~Ii. order to guard against accidents to Do-
while In transit, it is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AMD CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Gunstaken apart
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may te
taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot, Towns i-

street, Valencia Station, and No 613Marketst I

Hotel
A. C. BASSETT, H.;R. JUDAH
Superintendent, Asst. Pa&aand Tkt l
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HORSE BOOTS, eej

RACING MATERIAL CfQ
IN ENDLESS VARIETY AT

J, A. McKEKBON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street. San Frannison

• DO YOU 'WAMT A D 0« '

J? DOC BUYERS GUIDE.^ Colored plates, lOO cngrraviogs R
of different breeds, prices they are 1
worth, and where to buy them.

[(

Mailed for 15 Cents. * |
ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

fl

337 S, Eighth St PhUadelpiii-i, Pa, |
napr

STUD POINTER.
RCSH T., (3751 A. K. E.), lemon and white, by

Sensation (,217 A. K. R.). ex Seph G. by Dart—Seney,
in the stud to approved bitches. Fee$30. Rush T.
is a dog of good size, good markings, rare form, excel-
lent temper, high courage and marked field instinct
In breeding he has no superior- His sire was a grand
fielder and a bench winner. His dam is a "winner on
the iiencn and au uncommonly Kood field perfonner.
The kennel is breeding Iris'lired setters of unexcep-

tionable strains. A B. TRUMAN.
ELCHO KEVVFI.S

eep23 91fc Eleventh Si i-e*-t. *i I.

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

GLOVER'S ALBUM.
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

S

Set-urea by Letters Patent, July 90. 1889
Having thuB described ray invention, what I claim

as new, and desire to secure mvletteid patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back aB Bhown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,

as herein described.
2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D,

the curved blinds F, seoured to snch extensions, ano
ae shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, BubBtantially as
herein described.

3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-
sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check,
iecee D and blinds F. aa shown, the Btraps or bandB
J and H, connecting the branches or extensions above
and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or

buckles, substantially as and for the purpose hereir
described. , , _

5. Inabrtdle.andincom -lnation with the blinds F
supported and pivoted to the bridle bo us to be movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-

Btraps or bande G and H, and the i ear band I and tbr

throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and »<i

instable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patenl

office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-

eood. , ,

It meets with universal approba. .on, doing awa>
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the

same time giving complete control »f the line ol

vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the game eftect on the action follows as

la induced by toe-weights. This Is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. MfKEBRON.
U«. 2*i and K12 Kills St Ran Francisco.

Harry E Carpenter, M.O.C.V.S.,

VETERINARY SCRUEON.

DOG MEDICINES.
.tl»i»jje Cur**. - 50'* Otwiemper Cure. Si .00
iloocl Purifier, SOe. »crmliii«e, - - 50c

« anker w»m!i, 50c. Eye l,oiloii, - ftUe
J'iarriitkat urc, 50c Cure lor »'it*., - 50c.
Home. - - 50c Unfmeiit - 5lle

Kennel and Stable Soap, best dog soap known, price
26c.

These remedies are sold by druggists and dealers
n sportsmen's goods.

ALL DOG DISEASES TREA1ED
H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian to the Westminster Kennel Club, New
jersey Kennel Club, Rhode Island Kennel Club,
Hartford Kennel Club, HemsteadFarm Company, etc.

22oc '3 I « ft3 K rnsi f Iwn r. Np'wv Vorlt

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector,
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec, 1884. Champion Beauchief.

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov.. 1886. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1S85; 1st—New York, 1887.

"

Importing—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N '

93apr26

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Worses, Cattle, and al'i

descriptions of Livestock drawn or painted to or., or,

Uther from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood, etc

for illustration purposes, furnished.

fit
H. BOVD, AriM,

1R Pont Strent.

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col.

lege, Toronto. Canada

, gsr Bldalinss Castrated.

Veterinary Infirmary, 3?1 Natoma St.

Beaidence, 966 Howard St, San Francisco.
]mniM

2*1

AMERICAN
KENNEL CLUB

STUD-BOOK.
Blanks for registering in the official stud

book will be mailed on application.

Entries will close for part Four on Decem-
ber 30, 1887. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club,
Hob. 44 and 46 Broadway,

Ifeb Sew York.

HUNTERS' OUTFITS.
J. FLAVIN & CO.

We offer a most complete stock of Hunting Qoods, snch as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VESTJ, etc,

all of onr own manufacture, and all warranted up to the standard of former years.

SPORTSMEN ATTENTION

!

GRE1T SXL,
924 to 928 Market Street,

NKXrTHF. BALDWIN. octl

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R. R's., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Uneqnaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Co umodious Best, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all along
the line.

Over 6.0H0 miles oi'flrst-elass road ranning: West, Xorih and North- Uosi from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT IINE.

jT further information apply to

BKNR7 ?. STANWOOD.
<>«DAral Asciit. Kan Fr»n<*bieo. Cii

L C. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Bolted
BREECH—LOADING GUNI

? o

<] I

3 ' hi"X Q

"o.O"

Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammerlesa Guns.
SYRACUSE. N. Y.

A. Demonstration of the Shooting Qualities of the "L. C. Smith Gun.

At tbe Cleveland Cartridge Co. 's tournament, held at Cleveland. O.. from Sept.mber 13 to 16 inclusive
the "Smith" gun won first money in every class It also won nearly Iwo-'hirds of tbe entire,
aniout (S:t,C00) of cash prizes, and championship trophy for the b' 8t average in the 9i class. In tie 90-
class it won the Is*. 2nd and ttb moneys; in the SO-class it took the 1st, :'rd, 4th and 5th; in tbe .0-class it

cook 1st and 2nd. with the 1st and 6tb in tbe 60-class, making a total winning nearly four times greater
than any other gun. of either foreign or bom* manufacture.

We think this a most excellent showing, as there was seven different makes of guns used bv t»-e nfneffier
.ontestants in the ninety class. L. t: SMITH,

SEND FOB DESCRIPTIVE t A I.UOGl'E AND PRICE IJST. v, II

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!
PURE AND UNADULTERATED.

We offer for sale on favorable terms to the Trade.

CATHER HOOD'S CEIJEBRATETJ FINE OLD WHISKIES
of the .ollowing brauds, Damely:

Cranaton's Cabinet, Century, A. A- A- f Old Stock, Henrp Mull,
Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.

Also, In caaeB of 1 doz. quart bottles each,

Bransivlck Club (Pare Oli Rye) and Upper Ten (Very Old and Choice).

S3F For excellence, purity and evenness of quality the above are unsurpassed by any whiskies i UDorte
rh'3 only objection to be made to them by the manipulating dealers beiDg that they caimot be improve

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
SOLE AGENTS SAN FRANCISCO. CAEIt.-...MA



NORVAL,
By Electioneer, Dam Norma by Alexander's Norman.

SIRE OF MIRLAIXE, VEARIIKG ltl< t>KI> «:.i 1 1-2.
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From Healdsbursr-

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—At tbe solicitation of

some friendB I am going to give youa brief description of our

track, and upon my own behalf write pertaining matters

"horsey" in this locality, for years past many men who

were interested in breeding and reining trotters and road-

horses have made ineffectual efforts to secure some place for

a race-track, whioh would be a permanent thing, and would

at least be good enough to exercise horses and "work" colts

upon. Two different places have been secured in the years

gone by, but the lack of "a long pall, a strong pull, and a

pull altogether" (especially the pull altogether) brought

matters to an unfortunate termination in each instance. We
have at last, however, leased a piece of ground joining the

town, in fact, within 150 yards of the main street—or of one

ead of the main street—more properly Bpeaking. The soi*

is heavy, Bandy loam, and worth something like $700 or $800

an acre. Mr. Gates, formerly a well-known livery man of

.Oakland, was the immediate means of making the track a

possibility and in conjunction with others has carried the

matter to a successful issue. It is but a half-mile, but I cer-

tainly claim it to be the best half-mile track in this State.

The turns are thrown up well, being some three feet higher

on the outside than the inside; and although theturos appear

somewhat sharp, a horse can pull a wagon a 30 clip around

them, and it will run perfectly true. The ground could

hardly be better for the purpose, and tiling has beeu put

around the entire track for the purpose of perfect drainage.

Various improvements will be made in the future, as occasion

seSms to demand, and the time is not far off, it is thought,

when we will have every necessity of a first-class track. It

will certainly make one of the best training tracks to be found

anywhere, and that is one of the chief cod si derations.

I notice much more interest of late taken in goorf horses

than formerly. With the advent of a place to drive comes

light vehicles, sulkies and carts, and yearlings and two-year-

olds are met every day, and not long since I saw a preacher

in a 75-pound cart, to which was hitched a two-year old, that

the divine was piloting down a quiet lane at a rattling pace.

I noticed in the Chicago Horseman a picture of Sadie D.,

the yearling who recently lowered Hinda Rose's time of 36J
to2:35|. The Easterners were proud, aud justly so, at the

performance of Sudie D., and the good feeliug of the Horse-

man took effect in'the production of tbe following melody:

"Who beat the yearling record?"
"I," Baid Sudie D,
"Just as slick as slick could be,

I beat, tbe yearling record."

Alas! however, for human hopes, they were dashed to the

ground, and almost before the ink was cold upon the Horse-

man's forms Stanford's Norlaine lowered the record to 2.-31$.

It will now be in ordeT for the Breeder and Sportsman to

publish a picture of Norlaine, accompanied by the following

doggerel:
Where, ob where is Sudie D.

"Who for a record once did flee?

We may be thought a trifle -vain,

But she's too slow for our Norlaine.

And from the prompt and cheerful manner in which the tilly

went, the mile we can't help speaking cf it. H. W. Peck.

Healdsedrg, "Nov. 24, 1887.

Waiting for the Flaer to Fall-

The Fastest Yearling Trotter.

"Dagonet
(

:>
a writer in the London Referee, of very poetic

turn, embalms the last words of George Fordham, thus:

The Flag Falls
[George Fordham. Died Oct. 12,>1887.3

"I'm waiting for the flag to fall,"

The dying horseman whispered low:
Then, with a smile: "God bless you all,

The starter soon will bH me 'Go.'
"

A blameless record his through life

—

A life beset witb scares to sin,

With many a deadly pitfall rife;
He loved his art—and rode to win.

The flag has fallen. Never more
Shall we behold "the Demon's" face

Or cheer him as the mighty roar
Proclaims him victor in the race.

Tbe flat's gained, tbe post is past;
May we not say our heart's within,

"Our hero's won this race—his last

—

And gained the prize he rode to win."

The American Turf Congress.

f-

St. Lours, Nov. 18.—Io the course of a talk yesterday with

Mr. Charles Green, president of our jockey club, that gentle-

man gave several interesting pieces of information about the

recent meeting of the American Tnrf Congress at Lexington,

Ky. Kansas City is not (as it has been stated it was) admit-

ted to the Circuit. A number of changes have been made in

the rules, and it was felt that it would he unfair to admit the

"Waldo Park people on their original application until they
had mastered these. Matters of dates, etc., are involved, and,
although the Kansas City folkn were very anxiouB to come in
straight away, it is best that Ihey digest the conditions before-

hand. If, after studying these ou 1

, ibuy are as eager to come
to the fold, the presideut, Mr. Green, has authority to call a
meeting when and where he pleases toward that end. No
official starter was appointed, but Mr. Brewster, the Chicago
secretary, was directed t > pot himself in couimnuication with
Mr. Sberidao, and if satistiictory term* are arranged with that

gentleman he will tap the drum through all of the Western
meetings nest seeson. It was decided that the fund derived

from licenses for trainers and jockeys shall in future be
applied to the relief of turf employees who shall be injured

or be taken sick on only the tracks subject to the jurisdiction

of the Turf Congress. This ruling has arisen from the bill

for more than §400 sent in for a jockey hurt at a meeting in
California, who claimed benefits oecause he bad paid license

in Kentucky. It has also been resolved that the employees of

book-makers receive no more free passes to the tracks, each
association having pledged itself to the rule. In, luture when
tenders are mwde for privileges the contractors will have to

take this point into consideration. The ruling that more
than one horse owned by a person or a confederacy must be
put up as a stable iu auetiou pools, etc., will bo most rigidly

enforced.

California is evidently not to b 1? beaten in the matter of

records for young trotters, and now btands at the head of the
list as to yearlings, tvo-year-olds, three-year-olds and four-

year-olds, the wonderful performance, ou Nov. 12th, ot the
yearling tilly Norlaine, who trotted a mile iu 2:31J, having
placed her far in advance of any trotter of her age ever
foaled.

It waB a great surprise to horsemen as well as to the gen-
eral public, this extraordinary accomplishment by a filly of

whom nothing had been said, and all the more so because,
but a few days ago, a Kentucky-bred hlly, Susie D., had, as a

yearling, lowered the record of 2:36£ made by Hinda Rose
several ytars ago, and when the announcement was made at

the Lexington meeting that Sadie D. bad done a mile iu

2:35;}-, there wa* a feeling tLat the yearling championship
would not soon be laken away, because nothing looked more
difficult than that a yearling phenomenon could exist on the
Pacific Coast, and nothing concerning the" matter has leaked
out. That was the way Johu S. Clark, the well-known New
Jersey breeder and speculator in horse flesh, felt when he
paid $5,1.00 for Sudie D. after her great mile bad been
trotted. Peter Johnston, ever cautious iu such matters, was
approached by Mr. Clark, and at once said that the price was

. a long one, something in his manner indicating that he
thought it a trifle too long. ''But, "said the enthusiastic

purchaser of the flying tilly, *'a yearling that beats the rec-

ord for horses ot her age is like a black diamond—a very
scarce article." Mr. Clark must have felt that black dia-

|

mouds of the 2:35| variety, while not perhaps more common,
I were growing cheaper when he read that 2:31$ had been ac-

complished by a California yearling.

But to the performance itself. The dispatches have thus

I

far furnished absolutely no infoimatiun txcept that Norlaine
trotted a rave at Sau Francisco, Nov. 12th, m 2:3H, but a

I glance at the Palo Alto catalogues shows that the tilly was bred
at Senator Stanford's gre«t ranch, and that in point of breeding
she is doube distilled essence of the Hamhletonian and
Harry Clay blood. Norlaine is by Norval and out of Elaine.
Norval, ihe sire of this wonderful youngster, is by Election-
eer, and his dam is Norma by Alexander's Norman. This
speaks voiumes whun Che blood lines come to be examined a
little farther. Electioneer, sire of Norval, is, as the readers of

this journal are well aware, the most successful living sire of

trotters, and it is equally well-known that his sire was
Rysdyk's Hambletonian and his dam the famous old mare
Green Mouutain Maid, that, besides producing Electioneer,
has five sons and daughters with records better than 2:30.

It is the wonderful pioducing qualities of his dam, as well as
those of hi>i sire, that have matte Electioneer such a wonder-
ful begetter of speed at the trot, and it was but natural that,

having become the owner of his half-sister Elaine, Seuator
Stanford should have decided to still further intensify this

speed-producing quality of the family by judicious mingling
of tbe blood. To that end he bred Elaine, a daughter of

Messenger Duroc (son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian), and
out of E'eutioueer's dam, to Norval, a son of Elec-
tioneer ami a inure by Alexander's Norman. The result

was Norlaine, that is still technically a yearling, although
actually twenty-two months old, and that truts a mile in the
unprecedented time, for a yearling, of 2;31£.

If any colt wan ever bred to beat the records Norlaine is

the one To begin with, her granc'sire is the most prepotent
stallion that the world has ever known in the matter of get-

ting extreme tpeed at the trot at an age when horses are not
usually well brokeu to harness, and this striking feature of
Electioneers work in the stud became aprjarent as soon as
he was taken to California aud given au opportunity to show
what he could do. He got the fastest youn x trotters of all

ages up to five years with such rapidity that even the Cali-
fornians were surprised, and for a time the records at various
ages set by the Palo Alto youngsters were not lowered until
others from the *ame farm did the work. It is true the
Kentucky filly Elvira held first place among the four-year-
olds for two or three da>s until Sailie Benton could be fitted

to go 4ii 2:17|, and that P&trou tied Hinda Rose with 2:19£ at
three years, but these are the solitary exceptions, up to five
years of age to the rule that Palo Alto held all the honors. To
such a sire as Electioneer was bred Norma by Alexander's
Norman, and it should not be forgotten that this last-meu-
tioned horse, while he is represented by only two in the 2:30
list, was the begetter of a high rate of speed at the trot, and
had he lived at a time when an opportuuity could have ex-
isted for giviDg his sons and daughters the benefit of good
training and good tracks, he would have ranked much higher
in the statistics than he does to-day. As it was he got Lula,
2:15, and May Queen, 2:20, and that these mares had as
great a flight of speed as any trotters of tlieir day is unques-
tioned. Therefore, when Norma was bred to Electioneer it

was the uniting of two wonderfully speedy strains of trotting
blood, and there was good reason to expect that in Norval, the
product of this union, the power to transmit speed would be
increased and intensified. Norval was foaled in 1882, so that
he is at present but five years old, and when he h »d reached
the age of three years he was bred to Elaine, a rui.re tbat, at
three years old, had trotted in 2:29, those figures at that time
representing the best performance ever made by a trotter of
that age. Later in life she acquired a record of 2:20, and
since 1881 she has been in the breading ranks at Palo Alto,
her first foal, a filly by Gen. Benton, beiug dropped in 18S2.
In 1883 there was a premature birth, the mare having been
stinted to Piedmont; in 1884 twins by Piedmont were prema-
turely foaled, ami in 1885 came a filly by Ansel, a sou of
Electioneer, that has since made a record of 2:20. By this
lime Norval was a three year-old aud it was decided to breed
Elaine to Uim. Ou the 15th of February, 1886, she foaled the
filly now known as Norlaine, and this year she was barren
and has been stiuted to Piedmont.

It will be seen from ihis summary of the blood lines of
Norlaine what a remarkable inheritance—not alone of speed,
but also of speed-producing qualities—she has, aud that Bhe
should have been clothed in speed from her birth to such an
extent that she trots a mile in 2;3U when twenty-two
months old is evidence enough that the bluod of Rysdyk's
Hambletonian aud Greeu Mouutain Maid, brought together
again in double lines through Norval and Elaine, has lost
none of its virtue.— Breeder's Gazette.

An Effective Law.

Au eastern sporting journal thus sums up the result of the
first season's experience with the New York pool law:
Those who last winter opposed the passage of the Ives Pool

bill cannot but be compelled to admit now that they attempted
to destroy what has beeu proved to be a very worthy meas-
ure. It has guarded against au excess of racing in tliis State
by confining it to six months in the year. It has effectively
put an end to wholesale and indiscriminate speculation in
the city, and it has placed racing on a legitimate baBis and

given breeding that recognition which it deserves as a national
industry. In addition to that, as will be seen by the reports
to the Comptroller, the racing associations alone have con-
tributed over S2I.0U0 to the State under the 5 per cent, tax
rule. The trotting associations are yet to be heard from.
This ruoDey will now be distributed among the different fair

associations, to be used as premiums for the development of
other agricultural pursuits.

Some Curious Wagers.

So far as we can go back in the world's history we find the
rage for making wagers prevalent. Romans had a great

taste for wagers and beta, and they had a conventional lorm
of ratifying these contracts, which consisted in taking from
the finger the ring which the higher classes invariably wore,
and giving it into the keeping of some third party or umpire.
One of the wildest bets ever made was that of a physician of

the ancient world, named Asclepiades. He wagered against
Fortune that he would never be ill during his life, uuder
penalty of losing the reputation he had acquired of being the
most famous physician of his time. Absurd and mi; sous as
was this presumption, he won his wager, although he could
not enjoy it, for, at avery advanced period of life he died irom
the effects of a fall down stairs.

The Romans were forbidden by the lex titia and the lex
Cornelia to bet upon the success of any unlawful game, or,

indeed, of any games whatever, unless they were trials of

courage, bodily strength, or skill. In the later days of Rome
her citizens were prohibited from making wagers upon the
death or exaltation of the popes and on the promotion of
cardinals. At Venice no wager might be laid upon the elec-

tion of persons to till the public offices; at Genoa, on the
revolution of states or kingdoms, the success of military expe-
ditions, the arrival and departure of vessels, or proposed mar-
riages. Somewhat similar to this last was an Act of Par-
liament passed in Pans in 1565 which rendered it illegal to

make a woman the subject of a wager,
In the early part of the present century sporting men were

fond of betting on the duration of tbe lives of celebrities.

Napoleon I was specially the subject of these wagert*. It is

related that at a dinner party in 1809, Sir Mark Sykes offered

to pay anyone who would give him a hundred guineas down
a guinea a day so long as Napoleon lived. The offer was
taken by a clergyman present, and for three years Sir Mark
paid him three hundred and sixty-five guineas per annum.
He then thought that he had thrown away enough money,
and disputed further payment. The recipient, who was not
at all disposed to lose his comfortable annuity, brought an
aclion which, after lengthy litigation, was decided in favor of
the baronet.

A Derby Winner.

Apollo, the Kentucky Derby winner of 1S82, is dead. He
was in maay respeuts a sensational horse, though at berit

nothing but a chance animal. His dam was Rebecca T.
Price, by The Colonel. She was covered both by Lever and
by Ashstead; but it is probable that the latter was his sire.

Ashstead w fts an imported horse got by Vedette, dam by The
Cowl. He died some years ago, but outside of Apollo never
got anything worth mentioning. Green Morris got Apollo as
a yearling, but £ie never carried silk as a two-year-old. Iu
his early spring work iu 1882, however, he showed fair form,
and at New Orleans made his debut in the Pickwick Stakes,

running second to Anglia, who was a capital filly. Two days
later he finished second to Mat tie Rapture at mile heatB, but
on the last day of the meeting he won the Cottrill Stakes in

2:42A, beating Babcock, Mamie W., Anglia, Erne H. and
Warrington.
His next race was for the Kentucky Derby. There had

been some nibbling at him in the future books after his Cot-
trill victory, but it did not amount to much. The Dwyers
that year sent on that promising but unfortunate colt Runny-
mede, and on the day of the race he was a tremendous favor-

ite, selling for $250, while Mistral and Wendover brought
§50 each, Lost Cause $40, Robert Bruce and Bengal §30
each and -the field $75. Apollo sold in the field. Those who
saw the race cannot foiget the consternation with which the

plungers saw Apollo come out and beat Runnymede half a

length. So little was he thought of that in the mutuels he
paid $169. HiB owner, if I remember rightly, had a few
dollars on for form's sake.

That year Apollo ran all told in twenty-one races, of which
he won ten. The next year he started in thirty races, of

which he won fourteen. In 1884 Apollo started four times

without winning, but he was then a very bad cripple, and
Green Morris gave him away. Such is the history of a Derby

It is asserted in good quarters that Mr. Haggin stands
ready to pay Garrison a salary which would yield him $15,000
pet annum, provided the jockey gave up his interest in the
racing stable. Garrison has announced that he will go to

San Francisco in January, but will not ride there. The Wash-
ington Spring Meeting will be tbe place at which he will make
his re-entre for 1SS8. Godfrey will, as generally understood,
ride for Mr. Belmont. JFitzpatrick has as yet made no en-

gagement, and contemplates the disagreeable necessity of

riding steeplechasers once more. This is hard, for "Fitz" is

generally regarded as one of the best men engaged in the pro-

fession of riding. Murphy will no doubt stay with Mr.
Baldwin nest year. Hamilton is positively engaged to Mr.
Haggin, so we are informed. McLaughlin will, of course, con-
tinue with the Dwyers. Hayward ditto with his present
employers. Church with Capt. Sana Brown. Blaylock's
future is not settled. Conkling has as yet no engagement for

next year. Donohue, no doubt, will continue withEph Sued-
eker. Fred Littlefield. we suppose, will again bear the orange
and blue of Mr. Haggin. Shaner seems to have no idea of a

permanent engagement. Andrew McCarthy has made no
engagement, and is not of the temperament to seek one.

"Tiny" Williams, a very tine lightweight, will continue with

the LauiaKiieys. Vincent will ride for Mr. Baldwin. George
Covington is, it is said, crippled for life iu one particular

—

since his fto i-'ent one ui his legs is nearly two inches shorter

than the other, and he has no power for finishing. George
Meehan has lost his nerve. Infant de Long will ride for Mr.
Corrigau. Eilke will have a good deal of practice at New
Orleans this winter, and will win many mounts. Lewis and
Fishbnrn, two colored jockeys, have both made bad impres-

sions by their riding of Raceiaud this year. Higgs has not

had much practice of late. Robert Maynard is an owner of

race-horses in a small way.
This is not a long list of available jockeys, though, of

course, it is not a complete one. The point is*, where are the

jockeys to come from? Formerly, the more influential

stables tiad no hesitation in taking the best of the Brighton
boys, who had so much practice that they of necessity were
fitter to put up than other boys who had had less prac_

tice. Now, while the embargo exists, the Brighton boys can.
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not be made use of. This iB where the shoe pinches on the

other foot. How long can owners afford to let the present

rule remain in fi-rce, when a strong protest would wipa it

out.

—

N. Y. Sportsman.

Racing in Australia-

slight advantage, but was fairly at his top; while Niaraea.

who had come the last furlong and a half at a wonderful pace,

and The Anstraliau Peer, on whom Gorry had not yet

moved, were dangerously -close, and Tranter held a good

position, while the, others had died away. One look to the

Niagara, while Sardius was beaten off, and Meteor was the

next last. As they floated past the mile post the Charmer

was still en the quarters of Silver Prince, and scarcely half

a length away, pulling hard, was Algerian, with Tranter,

Recall, The Australian Peer and Oakleigh, too close to be

right showed Hales that a bitter battle was about to be ,
separated, and scarcely clear from Cranbrook, Silvermine,

The appended account of the principal races run at the

Spring Meeting of the Victoria Racing Club, Melbourne, is

from the Sydney Herald. The meeting opened Oct. 29th.

The Mmubybnong Plate, a sweepstake of 3'J soys each, li. f., or 5

sovs. only if declared and (jafd to the secretary nf the V. R. 0. or A. J.

0. before i p. si. od Monday, .id October, 1H87, with l.UiiO added, for two
years old— colts, ti st. lu lb.; allies, 8 st. & lb.; gel lings at time of tun-

ning allowed 5 lb. The secoud lior^e to r.ceive 3i)0 so vs. and the t.ilrd

liOuaovs. out of tne stake. Winner of any race mot a handicap) v due
lt)0 soys, to carry 7 lbs extra; of 2UU sovs., 1 lbs. extra; of d(JU sovs. or
upwards, li lb. extra; 8.1 subs rive furlongs.
Air. J. Wilson Jr.'s borbr c Lousdale, by First King—imp. Yard-

ley, 122 lbs Moore 1

Hon. W. A. Long's ch f Consequent, by Gang Forward—imp.
H:iidee, Itfl lbs., including i4 lbs. penalty Gorry 2

Mr. W. 0. Cooper's cb f Lady Betty, by St. Albans—Pardon, 131 lbn..

including U U-s. penalty Robertson 3

Mr. J H. Hill's bcVenture, by Richmond—Success, 122 lbs.,.. Quinn
Mr. W. Bailey's ch c Quadrant, by St. Albans-Pilgrimage, 122 lbs.,

Power
Mr. M. Loughlin's b c Sylvester, by Somnus—Astaite, 123 lbs.,

Ramage
Mr. D Fountain's ns br or bl c Lord Roseberry, by Richmond—Brit-

tania, lal lbs. Trahan
Mr. S. Miller's b c Wyvis, by Dante—Glycerine, 122 lbs.. ..Gallagher

Mr L. L. Smith's br f tlegira, by Darriwell—Alethe, 117 lbs ,

O'Brien

Mr T. Jones' ch c Gladstone, by Gang Forward—Irish Queen, 122

lbs., Saunders (1

Mr. t M/Quade's br f Tourbillou, by Robinson Crusoe—Cracker,

1 IT lbs., Fielder U

Mr H tjannon's br 1 Ajiss Tbiiza by Goldsbrough -Thirza, 117 Hjs..
Williams U

Mr. A. A. Devlin's br c Honeymead, by Henchman—Queen Bee, 122

lbs., Smilta

Belling: 4 to 1 against Consequence; 5 to 1 Sylvester; 7 to 1 Lons-

dale; a to 1; Lady Betty and Venture; lu to 1 the olhers.

There was considerable delay, owing to Gladstone and
Hegira playing up at post, but when the signal was given the

start appeared from the stand to be a good one. Lonsdale

and Quadrant were the first on their legs., and got a slight

advantage of Miss Thirza, Venture and Lady Betty. Miss

Thirza, who was against the rails, was the first over the tan,

with Venture in the centre nest, and just clear from Lady
Betty, Consequence and Sylvester, who were succeeded by

Hegira, Lonsdale, Gladstone, and Quadrant who had fallen

back. At the distance Miss Thirza was still in cornui. ud,

but ii was clear thit she was rapidly tiring, and at half dis-

tance Venture and Consequence closed upon h«r, when she

disappeared in the ruck, and Venture, Consequence and

Lady Betty appeared at the front; while Lonsdale put in a

powerful claim, and Ventura resigned in favor of Conse-

quence. When less than 10U yards from home the Sydney

filly looked like winning; hut the heavy penalty told, and

Luusdule, fi ishing at a great pace, caught her in the run

nooif, and beat her by halt .-. leogtb, Lady Betty was half a

leiigm ;ivvav thin; and a te gth from her succeeded Glad-

yioue, who was followed by Hegira, Venture, Wyvis, Lord

li Hebeny, Sylvester, Tourbillon, Etoneymead, Miss Thirza,

and Quadrant. Time, 1:04

The fulJowiug are the winners of the

fought, and when fairly iu the straight he sat down on the

favorite, who, answering gallantly, flattered his friends,

and a cry went up that the New South Wales crack had his

field in trouble; but it was all too soon, for Niagara, dashing

up on the outside, the "grand horseman" was compelled to

draw his whip, and The Australian Peer and Tranter, making
their effort at the same time, the quartette flashed past the

distance in a cluster. Then ensued a terrible struggle, and
f_»r a moment Niagara headed the favorite, and the pair

settled down to finish; but they had no sooner done so than

Gorry brought The Australian Peer with a desperate rush,

and like a flash of lightning Mr. Gannon's colt appeared at

the front. Abercorn came again at the half distance, and he

and Niagara raced home locked together; but The Australian

Peer, who was ridden out to the last stride, held his own.

and won a great race by a short length, leaving Abercorn to

just get up in the last stride and run a dead heat with

Niagara for second place. Tranter was a short length off

fourth, with Lava two lengths away from him, and then came
Pakeha, Enfilade and Whakawai, with Jebusite, who was
beaten off, last. Time, 2:40.

The following are the winners of the Victoria Derby, one

and a half mile:

Horse. Time.Pedigree.

.Flying Colors Dolo—Sheil-na-Guira 3 2

, Camden Conrad or Warhawk—Calliope 2 5a

.Barwon Boiardo -Jeanette 2 5a

.Oridamme Boiardo—Tricolor

.M.iMUVRNONG plate—

ifear. Horse

-FIVE FURLONGS.

Pedigree. Time.

ltfi'l Argus Scandal Ace of Clubs—Lady Heron 16
1872 Dagmar Maribyrnong—Kightlight 16
Wd .Stockbridge Sloctvbam -Granny 19
lti7i Maid of All Work King Alfred—Mischief 19
1U75 Ncwminster Th*> Marquis—Spa 18
1876 .Habena Xa>tendon—Athloue 1 3j

1837 Vulcan Yattendon -Montana 11%
1878 Nellie Tim Whiffler—Sappbo 1 5

1879.. Palmyra Maribyrnong—Fawn 1 4

1880 Welcome Jack Betbnal Green -Colleen Bawn 1 5a

188o"!Lavinia Talk o" the Hill—Nancy 1 5£

1881..Segenhoe Maribyrnong—The Fawn J 4

1882 Narina Yattendon—Atnoline 1 44

lS83!!lolanthe Maribyrnong—Rosedale 1 2£

1884 . . Newstead Neckersgat—Ada 13
1885 .Acme Chester—Princess Maude 1 4i

1886*.Hortense Gang Forward—Josephine 1 Ih

1887..Lonsdale *'irst Ring—Yardley 1 4

The Victobia Derby, a sweepstakes of 25 sovs. each, 5 forfeit, with

650 added; the second horse to receive 100 sovs., and the third 50 sovs.

out of the stake, tor three years old-colts, 8 st,

5 lbs.; geldings at time of running allowed 5 lbs.

one-half mile.
Mr W Gannon's b c The Australian Peer, by Darebin -imp. Stock-

' dove, 122 lbs • - • • - - • -
: V„«

G
?7?J

Hon J White's ch c Abercorn, by Chester—Cinnamon ±22 lbs.

T. Hales

Mr/'wi'c.' Cooper's b c Niagara, by Anteros-Frailty, 122 lbs

10 lbs.; fillies,

107 aubs. One and

Robertson

Mr A.' Harvey's ch c Pakeha, by The Englishman—True Blue, 122

"lb"s
Power

Mr E Mitchelson's b c Tranter, by imp. Musket -Pungaweiewere,
122 lbs Hughes

Mr E Mitchelson's bl c Whakawai, by imp. Leohnus—Lure, 122
'

j^,9 ,

Rawiings u

Mr T Coffey's br c Jebusite, by Darriwell—Tyropean, 122 lbs.

Williamson

Bon J White's br'f" Lava, by Chester—Etna, 117 lbs ..Bowes

Hon W. Robinson's br c Enfilade, by Musk«t—Onyx, 122 lbs.

Gallagher

t Dead neat.

Betting; Even on Abercorn; 4 to 1. Tranter; 5 to 1- The Ausiralian

Peer; 10 to 1 each Niagara and Enfilade; 20 to 1 theotn^'d.

No lime was lost before the flag was lowered to a xcel-

lent start, Abercorn aud Niagara getting first away; b l they

were immediately steadied, and Lava, in the interests of

Abercorn, rushed to the front at a gTeat pace, and led past

the stand by four lengths, Enfilade nest, attended by Aber-

corn, Wnakawai, Tranter, Niagara, Jebusite, and Tne Austra-

lian Peer in that order. Lava increased her advantage ut ihe

river turn, where Tranter slipped and lost grou
, md

greatly interfered with Niagara and The Australian Peer.

When half a mile had been travelled Lav.i had a lead of live

lengths from Abercorn and EnSiade, who were two lengths

in Front of Whakawai and Tranter, while Niagara and ihe

Australian Peer weie slid last, in patient waiting. After

passing the bridge the whip was turned on Whakawai, who

ran into second place, and two lengths from him came Aber-

corn and Enfilade, just clear of Pakeha and The Australian

Peer, while Niagara fell back last. With a view of cutting

down Lava, Whakawai joined her at the abattoirs, where be

pair were four lengths in front of Abercorn, who had Enfi e

at his girths, and a length from him came Pakeha, a lun ih

in advance of Tranter and The Australian Peer, who were

two lengths from Niagara; while Jebusite waa hopelessly i ut

of it. fhe pace now became very severe, and Whakawai led

Lava'by half a length past ihe sheds; but when half a mile

from home both began to tire, and Lav.a gave placj in

Abercorn, on whom Hales was sitting still. Here PaKuha

and Enfilade cried enough, aod Niagara on the outsi le, and

The Australian Peer and Tranter m the center, move!

towards the front. As they turned into the straight,

Year

1860.
1861.
1862.

186a
1864 . . Lantern Muscovado—Nigbtligbt 2 58

1865. .Angler Fisherman—Marchioness 2 51

1866. .Seagull Fisherman—Omen 3 4

1867. Fireworks Kelpie-Gaslight 2 56

1P68.. Fireworks Kelpie—Gaslight 2 53

1869*.My Dream Fisherman—Nlghtlight 2 48

18fiy.. Charon Ferryman -Juliet 2 05

187U-. Florence Boiudo -Rose of Denmark 3

Ifcil.. Miss Jessie Maribyrnong — Musidora 2 49

18?2..LoupGarou Lord of Linne-Hebe 2 46

1873,.Lapidist Fireworks -Chrysolite 2 51

1874.. Melbourne Panic—Myth 2 46

1875. .Robin Hood Fireworks—Sylvia 2 48

H7 ;..Briseis Tim Whiffler—Musidora 2 43

1877. .Chester Yattendon—Lady Chester 2 43

1878.. Wellington Panic - 1- rou Frou 2 47

1879..Su\vairow Snowden—Pbizgig 2 43

1880.. Grand Flaneur Yattendon- First Lady 2 44

1881..Darebin The Peer—Lurline 2 41

1882.. Navigator Robinson Crusoe—Cocoannt 2 41

J 88a.. Martini-Henry Musket—Sylvia 2 39

l884..Rufus King of the King—Princtss Alice 2 41

J

1885..Nordenfeldt Musket—Onyx 2 481

1886. .Trident Robinson Crusoe -Cocoannt 2 39

18*7..AuBiralian Peer Darebin—Stockdove (imp.) 2 4u

*Xn this season two Derbys were run.

The Australian Peer is one of the most fashionably-bred

animals that ever trod the Australian turf as he i6 by the

Sydney Cup winner Darebin from imported Stockdove, by
Maccaroui from Anouyina, by Stocfcwell from Miss Sarah, by
Don John from JMiss S*rah, by Gladiator from Easter, by
Brutandorf from Wagtail, by Prime Minister -a pedigree that

cannot be excelled in the slud-book.

Melbourne Cop, a handicap sweepstakes of 2t sovs. each, 10 forfeit,

or o sovs .onlyif declared to the secretary of the V. K.C., A.J. C. or
(J. J.O., belore 1 p. m. on Mondav, Aug 1st, with "2,601) sovs. and a trophy
value of lUii sovs. added. The handicap weight of the winner of the A.
J.C.orV.R. C. Derby of 1837 to be not less than 7 st. o lbs., and the
w inner oi any handicap race of the value of 10U sovs., after the declara-
tion of the weiglus.to carry 3 lbs. extra; of &)G sovs., 5 lbs. extra; of 303

sovs., 7 lbs. extra; of 50U sovs or upwards, 10 lbs. extra. The second
horse to receive 50U sovs. and the third 2o0 sovs. out of the stake. 128

subs. Two miles.

Mr. R. Donovan's b or br h Dunlop,5, by Neckersgat—imp. Etta, llo
lbs,, including,b lbs. penalty Saunders 1

Mr. H. fct. Faulkiner's brorgrh Silvermine, 6, by Napoleon—Silver-
hair, llo lbs Robertson 2

Mr. "W. Oannon'sb or br c The Australian Peer, 3, by Darebin—Stock-
dove, 103 lbs., including 7 lbs. penalty Gorry 3

Mr. S. Nathan's b h Sardius, aged, by Emulation—Ruby, 117 lbs.

Hon. W. Kubinson's br h Thui.c't-rbuft, i>, bv .Mnyk.'t— l.ucket, 106 lbs.

_ Gallagher
Hon. J. White'e ch c Abercorn, 3, by Chester—Cinnamon, 105 lbs.

Hales
Mr. R. Orr's b h Recall, 5, by The Drummer—Crochette, 10a lbs.

^ .-. Power
Mr. M. L,aughlin's b hOakleigh,5, by Roodee—Adela, 102 lbs., in-

cluding 10 lbs. penalty /..Fielder
Hon. W. Robinson's ch c Silver Prince, 4, by Anteros—Sylvia, 101

lb3 Cochrane
Mr. W. C. Cooper's b c Niagara, 3, by Anteros—Frailty, 103 lbs., in-

cluding '2 lbs. over Trahan
Mr. K. K. Maicland's Meteor, aged, by St. Albans—Deception, 100 lbs.

M Fiddee
Mr. G. Osborne's b h Algerian, 5, by Goldsbrough—Algeria, 96 lbs.,

including 5 lbs. penalty Nerriker
Hon. J. White's ch c Cranbrook, 3, bv Chester—La Princesse, 961bs.

O'Keefe
Mr. S. U. Cook's ch c Rernus, 5, by Gang Forward—Ro inula, 95 lbs.

Cracknel!
Mr. A. Harvev'sch c Pakeha, 3, by The Englishman—True Blue, 118

lbs : _ Osborne
Hon. E. Mitchelson's be Tranter, a, by Musket—Pungawerewere,

91 lbs., including o lbs. over Walker
Mr. S. G.Cook's ch h The Charmer, 3, by Henchman—The Witch, 91

lbs. including 5 lbs. over O'Neil
Mr. J. Cohen's b e Jebusite, 3, by Darriwell—Tyropean, 90 lbs., in-

cluding 3 lbs. over Howie
Betting: 5 to 1 against Meteor; 6 to 1 each The Australian Peer and

Algerian; 7 to 1 Oakleigh; 12toJeach Remus, Recall, Siver Prince and
Silvermine-; 15 to l Cranbrook; 20 to 1 each Tranter. Dunlop and Niag-
ara; 25 to 1 Abercorn; 50 to 1 the others.

The comparatively small field soon took up their places,

and when Mr. Watson had them in hand Pakeha and Thun-
derbolt were close against the rail, Niagara, Silvermine, Alge-

rian, Dunlop, Silver Prince, The Australian Peer and Abercorn
in the centre; while on the right could be seen the colors of

Cranbrook, Oakleigh, The Charmer and Sardius. A trooper

rode across the course and delayed the start for a moment,

Niagara and Abercorn, who had the patiently-waiting Dunlop
at his girths. "When they passed the bridge Nerriker, finding

his horse going so strongly under him, took him up, and
Silver Prince and the New Zealander, determined not to be

deprived ot* the lead; the pair raced locked together along the

back of the course at a terrific iace, with Cranbrook, who
came all too soon, half a length off, aod attended by Tranter,

Kemus, Pukeba, Oakleigh, Dunlop, The Australian Peer,

Recall and Silvermine. Making the scraping sheds the win-

ning post, Silver Prince and Algerian raced side by side to

ttie abattoirs, a length clear from Cranbrook, who had the

colors of the beaten daughter of Henchman in his wake,

attended by Tranter, Pakeha, Oakleigh, Abercorn, Recall,

Tne Australian Peer, Niagara, Silvermine and Dunlop. Aa
they rounded the bend leading towards the home turn, Silver

Prince aud Algerian were fighting a desperately bitter battle

for New Zealand an! New South Wales, and racing right

gallantly at their quarters, but apparently tiring fast, came
the long-strided Cranbrook, nearly a length in front of Oak-
leigh, on whom young Fielder was at work to keep his place.

Here Recall, who was on Oakleigh's right, reeled in his stride,

and fell back beaten; while Remus ah=o sought shelter in the

ruck, and when the leaders, who were still locked together,

commenced the long bend from the abattoirs to the home
turn, a great cry went up as the colors of The Australian Peer,

S lvermine, Niagara and Dunlop began to forge towards the

first flight. As their heads turned into the straight for home
Silver Prince made oce last mighty effort on behalf of Maori-

land, and his stride shortening he retired beaten, leaving to

Algerian the honor of leading iuto the straight, with Cranbrcok
at nis quarter; but both were in desperate difficulties from the

great pace they had made, aDd Oakleigh came again, ran to

the front with Dunlop, who had' dashed up cleverly on the

inside. Oakleigh died, out almost immediately, and Dunlop,
who was full of running, shot to the front, while The Austra-

lian Peer. Silvermine and Niagara, clearing themselves from
the troubled field, settled down to catch the son of Neckers-

gat, but they were not in the hunt, and leaving them as he
chose Dunlop won the "Cup" almost comfortably by a length

and three-quarters, in the fastest time on record in Australia.

Silvermine, who came from the clouds, beat The Australian

Peer by a short length for second place, aod Niagara finished

with his bead on The Australian Peer'B quarter. Then four

lengths away came Abercorn, followed at fair intervals by
Recall. Oakleigh, Algerian, Remus, Silver Prince, Cranbrook,
Jebusite, Tranter, Pakeha, Meteor, and The Charmer, while

SaTdius did not complete the course,

following are the winners of the

Time, 3:2gJ. The

Year Winner
MELBOURNE CUP—IWO MILES.

Sire Age Weight

1861. Archer William Tell 5

1862 .Archer William Tell 6

1863.. Banker Boiardo 3

186J.. Lantern Muscovado 3

l«65..Toryboy Wollaton a
1866 .The B^rb Sir Hercules 3

1867..Tim Whiffler New Warrior 5

1868. Glencoe Lord of the Hills 4
1863.. Warrior New Warrior 6

1870..Nimblefoot Panic a
1871..The Pearl New Warrior 6

1872..The Quack Peter Wilki»s rB

1873. .Don Juan .r Lucifer 4
1874. .Haricot Ladykirk 4

l875..Wollomti Ace of Clubs 6
1876..Briseis Tim Whiffler (imp.) 3

1877.. Chester Yattendon %

1878 . Calamia Maribyrnong 5

1879.. Darriwell Tim Whiffler (imp) 5

1880.. Grand Haneur Yattendon 3

1881.. Zulu Barbarian 4

1882..The Assyrian Countryman 5

1883. .Martini-Henry Musket 3

1884..Mania St. Albans E

lfa85. .Sheet Anchor St. Albans a
1886.. Arsenal Goldsbrough 4

1887. .Dunlop Neckersgat 5

6 11
8 11

7 in
6 12

6 12
8 2
7 4
6 10
6 10
7 13
7 5
9 y
7 H
7 4
8 6

Time
m. s.

3 62

3 47

3 44
3 52
3 44
3 43

3 39

3 42
3 40
3 37

3 Sfi

3 37i
3 38
3 36*
3 33|
3 35|
3 30}
3 34|
3 :il'i

3 4a

3 SO*
3 m

Nubseby Handicap—A sweepstake of 5 sovs. each, 1 ft., with 200

added; second horse to receive 40 sovs., and the third 20 bovs. ont of
the stake. For two-year-olds. Winner of any handicap value 100

bovs. or upwards, after declaration of weights, to carry 7 lbs. extra.

Five furlong-i.

Mr. T. Sampson's b f Maggie by Darebin -Margaret, 108 Smith 1

Hon. L. L. Smith's br c Salisbury by Neckersgat—Adeliza, 120,

O'Brien g
Mr. D. Fountain us b c or br o Lord Roseberry by Richmond—Britan-

nia, 103 O'Connor 8

Mr. W. Bailey's ch c Quadrant by St. Albans—Pilgrimage, 109. .Power
Mr. B. Allen's ch f Liberatress by Liberator—Sister to Stockrose,

108 Drysdale
Mr, S. Davis' br c Churchill by Newminster—Primrose, 107,

Gallagher
Mr. S. Miller's b c Wyvis by Dante—Glycerine, 104 Trahan
Mr. J. Bedfern'e b f Contrition by Maribyrnong—Penitent, 103,

„
.' Redfern

Mr. M. F. M'Quade's br f Tourbillon by Robinson Crusoe—Cracker,
100 Fielder

Mr. W. T. Jones' D c Lmpetus by Neckersgat—Aurora, 98 Walker o
Mr. A. Davies' b c Risk by VeBpasian— Peril, 93 Argall n
Mr. S. G. Cook's Maroon and Silver by King of the Ring—Marigold,

93 Tomlin
Betting: 5 to 2 against Impetus; 4 to 1 Salisbury; 5 to 1 Maggie; 10

to 16 to 1 any other.

A bad start sent Quadrant away, attended by Maggie and
Lord Roseberry, and as soon as they got fairly settled down
to work Maggie disposed of Quadrant, and galloping well

within herself won comfortably by two leDgths from Salis-

bury, who came well at end, and was followed by Lord Rose-

and then, almost before the crowd could realize that the berry, Wyvis Quadrant, and Liberatress, while Bisk finished

great mce bad begun, the flag flashed down to one of those
starts that has made Mr. Watson famouo. For snch a big

horse Algerian was wonderfully smart on his legB, and from
the stand he appeared to be the hrst to move, while Silver

Priuce, Oakleigh, Thunderbolt, recall aud the AustrahanPeer
also got well away, and after ih m could be seen Niagara,
Pakeha and Cranbrook. Taking advautage of his excellent

position Silver Priuce led over the tan and to the distance

with his fellow-colonists, Tranter and Thunderbolt, on almost
even terms, and scarcely half a length in advance of The
Australian Peer, Pafeehe and Charmer; while Oakleigh, Ke-
mus, Silvermine aud Cranbrook showed most prominently of

the others, and Meteor and Sardius appeared to be thus early

in trouble. Even row the pacd wan desperately fast, aud The
Charmer on the outside led Silver Prince, who was hugging
the rails, by half a length past the stand; Tranter and Alge-

rian together were half a length away, and were succeeded
by a cluster, comprining Thunderbolt, Recall, Pakeha, Oak-
leigh, The Australian Peer, Dunlop and Silvermine, with
Meteor and Sardius still lost. Gaining a slight advantage
irom being so close to the rails, Silver Prince showed pretty

clear of his horses at the turn, aod led along the river bank
>y a clear length from The Charmer, who was nearly three
lengths in advance of Algerian. Tranter, Keoall and Oakleigh,

I
sifter whom came Cranbrook, Kemus, Thunderbolt, The Am

Whakawai collapsed, and Abercorn turned the corner with, u ! tralian Peer, Pekeba, Dunlop, Silvermine, Abercorn and

last. Time, 1:02$.

Mr. A. B. Ashley states that Ashley's Ethan Allen, sire of

the handsome, speedy pacer, Allen Maid (SiSO 1
), was by Hol-

abird's Ethan Allen, a son of old Ethan Allen," instead of by
the latter horse. Mr. Ashley says that the correct name of

Holabird's Ethan Alleu, and the one by which he now goes, la

Yonng Ethan Allen. Mr. Ashley addR that the cause of Allen
Maid getting distanced at Mystic Park was a mistake on the
part of her driver. "My mare," says Mr. Ashley, "made a
break on the first turn, and her driver decided to lay her np
that heat, and only try to get her inside the distance. In
the heat before there were eight hoises started, and the dis-

tance flag was 150 yards, but one horse got distanced, which
he did not notice and the flag was moved up fifty yards
nenrer the wire, and he got shut out, but was inside the 150
yards and could easily nave got her inside the 100 yards, if he
had known that it was necessary. The little mare had a terri-

ble fight in that race, and is was a fearful race, but she came
out of it as bright as a gold eagle."

We wish to know who imported Knte Leslie, by Great
West, when she was imported, and from what place,

who now owns Commod >re Nutwood by Nutwood.

Neither Raceland nor Emperor of Norfolk, the en
year-olds of 1887, are in the Kentuoky Derby.
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The Fact About the Sale of Sultan.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—"When I sold one-half

interest in Sultan, to William T. Handy, of this place, I care-

fully wrote the item for you, mailing it to you. In your

issue of Nov. 12th I was surprised to fee a few lines saying I

had sold 51 percent, of Sultan to Walter Handy. There is

no such man as Walter Handy, and I had hoped that of all

the sporting Dapers that notice the sale that the Breeder and

Sportsman, for which I have a very high regard, would be

the last to give Sultan a black eye, i.e., that I would dispose

of the controlling interest unless I could put him in better

hands than my own. Mr. Wm. T. Handy is a nice gentle-

man, but not a well-known horseman, and tbe transfer of Sul-

tan at this critical moment to 0De not known as well as my-

self would be considered by the publican intimation that the

horse was not considered much by me, or I would not do

this; or that I bad better horses left and wished to rid myself

of Saltan at any kind of terms.

The notice that I sent you of the sale of one-half interest

in Sultan was just as Mr. Wm. T. Haniy and myself wanted

it printed, and 1 hope that it will yet appear. 1 have partially

promised myself a visit to California tins winter, but as yet I

have not decided to go. But if E do go I shall set aside a few

days to visit you and some of the stuck farms near your vicin-

ity. I am going to have a sale in February and may be too

busy to go, but will try to make th-s trip. Why don't you

visit Kentucky and get some refreshing Kentucky breezes; its

good for one of your years and miue. You must make my
house your home while in Kentucky if you do come.

Cynthjana, Ky.. Nov, 19, 1887. W. H. Wilson.

A Son of Darebin "Wins.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I have much pleasure

in informing you that the colt Australian Peer, three years,

a son of Darebin and Stot-kdove won the V. R. C. Derby, of

25 sovs. each, with 650 sovs. adde^. The Honorable James

White's Abercorn and W. C Cooper's Niagara ran a dead

heat for second place. Time 2:40. I believe I gave you an

account of the A. J. C. Derby, in which the same three colts

ran, Abercorn first, Niagara second, and Australian Peer

third. In consequence of this win the Australian Peer's

weight will be raised to 7 st. 5 lbs. in the Melbourne Cup
run to-day (I will arrange that an account of the race be

forwarded to you), and I fear he cannot concede two years

and 7 lbs. to Algerian, a horse which ran very prominently

at the A. J. C. meeting. We 1 >ok upon the running in

the Melbourne Stakes, a weight for age race, last Saturday, as

a great guide for the Cup. It was won by Silvermine, with

DunlapseeoDd and Algerian third. I can hardly thick this is

Algerian's true running, though perhaps the distance, one

and a quarter waB shun for him, and expect .to see for the

Cup: Algerian first, Silvermine second, the Australian Peer

third. But the paper will tell you, and I am living some
distance from Sydney and writing to catch the mail boat at

10 a, m. on the Cup day.

Mr. Haggin woold naturally bo (
"ujj in the stirrups" when

he heard the news of a son of Dareuin winning the great

three-year-old event, and knowing how interested he would

feel I sent him a cablegram.

Darebin's price would be. about 5.000 guineas now. It is

certainly a great feat to win with the tiist of his stock, and

there will of course, be a "howl" amongst sporting men that

he has left the Colony. Centaur.

New Sooth Wales, Nov. 1, 1887.

Hot Work at the Bay District

Last Saturday was an interesting day at the Bay District
Track. The forces of ill-fortune, like the villian in the story,

have persistently pursued Mr. Hinchman for some months]
i nd the horsemen quartered at the track, as an appreciation of
his pluck and energy, tendered him a benefit. It was one of
the pleasantest of meetings, and although we have not seen
the figures it was undoubtedly a substantial benefit as well as
a graceful compliment. Three races were on the card. Two
were finished and both of them gave the fullest satisfaction,

the first because it was a "banger" all through; the second
because, while it proved to be a one-sided matcht, it resulted
in some double team work snch as California race goers had
never seen before, and which has been but once beaten in a
j ace over any track.

For the first event Sister, Black Diamond and Wells-Fargo
started, but the last named was eoon out of it. Admiral's
daughter won it by hard fighting, and distinguished herself
by trotting the third heatin2:19J and the fourth in 2:201-.

Black Diamond wbs good goods, and was at Sister's throat
latch when the game ended. Sister has been an unlucky
mare for Mr. Goldsmith. She has disuppointed him several
times by going unaccountably amies wlien much depended
un her, and he will probably send her to the breeding pad-
dock nest spring. Her performance last Saturday will add
materially to her value as a brood-mare. The following are
the details:

Bay DiBTEicr Ooubse, November 26th.—Purse $500. Fot named
horsea.
fiidier, bm—J. A. Goldsmith.. 2 111
Black Diamond, blk g—H. Hitchcock 12 2 2
Wells-Fargo, cb g-Geo. Bayliss 3 aj 8

Time, 2:aui, 2:23, 2:19J. 2:^01.

For the double-team race Mr. Hickok named Arab and
Coude, and Mr. Lindsay Jane L. and Palatina. Although
new to pole work, Arab and Conde proved apt scholars, and
the race was a procession. Mr. Lindsay's team worked well,
but Palatina could not support her pole companion when a
20-gait was called for, and the Oregon pair had to be content
witli second place. After winning the first heat by half a
length in 2:29^, and the second by two lengths in 2:23, Mr.
Hickok decided to cut them loose, and they turned the track
in 2:18$.

S;iioe Day—Match for double teams.
Arab and Ooode—O. A. Hickok Ill
-Jane L. and Palatina—L «. Lindsay 2 2 2

Time, 2;29£, 2:23, JfclS}.

The third race was called and Emma G., Robert St. Clair

and Boss responded, but after two heats darkness caased a

postponement. As it has rained continuously ever since, the

race is at this writing, Thursday afternoon, yet unfinished.

A Correction.

C. M. Chase, Director of the State Agricultural Society,

informs us that he was WTongly represented in one of

the city dailies, and desires to be set right with our

readers.

In some remarks at the meeting of last Monday, in

Sacramento, he said the Golden Gate Fair, and this the

reporter changed to the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Asso-

ciation. Under gross provocation he stated that there

had been three fraudulent races at the Golden Gate Fair

of which his accuser was a director. Mr. Chase thinks

that the reporter knowingly misrepresented him in fur-

therance of a scheme. Should that be the case the

offending scribe should receive merited punishment.

TilEjGTO.
Readers will note in the advertising columns that Mr. D.

R. Jurgens has opened the "Walker House at Bouldin Island.

He offers good accommodations for hunters at reasonable
rates, and the duck and snipe shooting are said to be very
fine.

Last Sunday's bags of ducks were generally good. The
Byron Club, two members and a guest, sent down about sixty

birds. At Ttal tbe bags averaged larger, and at the Cordelia
they were very good. The ibis Club and the Tule Belle had
good sport. On the salt marshes the shooting was much
better than it was earlier in the season, but not so good as in

the corresponding mouth a few years ago.

ATHLETICS.
A Wrestling Tournament.

Upon suggestion of Secretary F. S. Moody, of the Olympio
Club, a tournament at Greeco-Roman wrestling, for middle
weights, has been arranged to be brought off at the club rooms
on the evening of February 19th, 1838. A suitable trophy
will be presented to the winner by the club, and with the
trophy will go the championship of the State at the weight.
It has long been a mooted question to whom the title be-

longed, and it is hoped that the coming event will settle the
matter for a time. Mr. Gus. Uogerman of the Eintrachts, if

not overweight, should contest, together with Mr. Ed. Kolb
and many others. The only conditions required for entrance
to the tournament are that the men shall be bona fide ama-
teurs and strictly within the weight. Entries will close with
Secretary Moody on February 12th nest.

The splendid showing made by Olympic men at the ama-
teur Athletic Association meeting last week has been the
subject of much talk during the time intervening since then.

Messrs. Sohifferstein, Scott, Coffin, Hartman, MacArthur,
Code, Schuster and Quinn are the heroes of the hour, and
their fellow-members are proud of them. As a substantia)
recognition of their efforts the board of directors remitted a
year's dues to each of those winning a first, and assumed all

expenses incident to training, entrance fees and rubber for

all of the men.

The article by "Podarces," which was printed last week,
should be preserved by all those interested in athletics. It is

a careful compilation by one whose enthusiasm abuut out-
door Bports has made him the champion mile-walker of tbe
State, a leading cricketer, and an authority about out-dour
games.

On Tuesday last, our old-time friend Mr. Dick Brooks was
married to Miss Mattie Dall, sister of Geo. A. and Charley
Dall. The wedding was private. The young people are
well known and begin their journey with the good wishes of
their numberless friende.

Golden Gate Athletic Club.

On Tuesday evening last the much-talked of boxing contest,

between Mr. J. B. Choynski and Mr. W. J. Kenealey, both
members, for a medal and the heavy-weighi championship of

the Club, was brought off before a crowded hall full of spec-

tators. Both men had undergone careful preparation and
were in yood form. Mr. Choynski has bad considerable

experience in ring affairs, while Mr. Kenealey was a novice,

having had but a few months' instruction. He w8s .such an
apt pupil, however, and so powerful that it was thought he
would win. The outcome proved that experience is essential
to success in the ring. The affair was to a finish and lasted
through four rounds. In the early part of the contest Mr.
Kenealey had tbe best of it, knocking his competitor down
several times. In the last round, however, Mr. ChoyDski
landed several heavy blows on the head and neck of his
opponent, and finally knocked him on to the ropeB where he
remained until mure than ten seconds had passed. Mr.
Choynski remains cliampion, and becomes the owner outright
of the very rich medal presented by the club.

California Athletic Club.

On Friday evening last week the California Athletic Club
gave an entertainment to a large audience of members and
guests, A boxing tournament for light weights had been
arranged for the evening, but only two of the six entries

appeared: Messrs. J. V. Harrison of the Olympic Club and P.
Early of the Golden Gates. Tney were well matohed in

weight, but otherwise were quite different. Mr. Harrison is

quite tall, with great reach, while Mr. Harty is compact and
shorter. Too pair boxed several rounds in which Mr. Har-
rison did most scoring, although honors were about easy.
In the third round the men were at close quarters when time
was called, and Mr: Hurrison struck his opponent a heavy
right-hander just as the call was made. A.moment after oue
of Mr. Hurty's seconds, Riordan by name, jumped into the
ring, walked over to Mr. Harrison and knocked him down.
The blow daze! and weakened him but his seconds refused
to claim the match, as they had a right to do, and the contest
went on through seven rounds, when the referee awarded the

medal to Mr. Harty. After the boxing Mr. Ed. A. Kolb, of

the Olympic, and Mr. H. I. Pritchard. of the Golden Gates,
wrestled for nearly two hours at Grseco-Roman without a fall.

Mr. Pritchard outweighed his opponent nearly twenty
pounds and was on the defensive most of the time. Both
were in first-rate condition, but Mr. Pritchard's weight and
great strength offset Mr. Kolb's superior skill. At a late hour
the match waB adjourned to be resumed on last evening.
Mr. Pritchard has grown considerably since his match with
Dewitt Davis last spring, and has improved in knowledge of

the game. The California Club is growing fast, and under
the new management 1b popular.

The Champions Dine.

The gentlemen of the Olympic Club who took part in the

recent meeting of the Pacific Coast Amateur Athletic Associ-

ation, were entertained on last Tuesday evening at Frank

La CoBte's rotisserie. Tbe dinner was all that the famous

caterer could make it, and the company, confined to the

officers of the day and the athletes mentioned, was decidedly

lively.

President Harrison sat at the head of the table, and was at

home. He is always at his best when acting as toast-master,

and after the appetites had been appeased the president called

upon the various diners for little speeches, which were applaud-
ed vociferously. Director H. A. CnmmiDgs, John Hammer-
smith, F. S. Moody, and the vice-president, with Presi-

dent Harrison, represented the OlympicBoard, and all of them
made remarks eulogistic of the men who had won the cham-
pionship for the club. Responses were made by all present.

Mr. Scott, Mr. Scbiffersteih, Mr. Coffin, Mr. Quinn, Mr.
MacArthur, Mr. Code, Mr. Flynn, Mr. Hartman, Mr. Schus-
ter, and a dozen others made from oue to a half dozen
speeches each, in which there was a noticeable increase of

eloquence as the evening passed. All sorts of suggestions for

the benefit of the club were offered, and some most interest-

ing reminiscences related by Mr. Petor Mclntyre and other
notable out-door men. Some songs were execrably sung,
and a lot of jollity was indulged in until about midnight.
The dinner was a very successful affair throughout.
Following is the list of toasts and respondents:

"Our Champions of 1SS7, " responded to by V. E. Sehiffer-

stein and W/A. Scott; "The Other Champions," by Horace
Coffin and C. Hartman; "The Friend of tbe Athletes," by P.

Mclntyre; "Our Vice-President," by H. H. Briggs; "Our
Leader," by J. A. Hammersmith; "Our President,'- by W. G.
Harrison; "The Man Who Ran Carter," by R. MacArthur;
"W. R. Stewart," success to his bride and himself: "Our ex-

Leader," by W. C. Brown; "Positives and Negatives," by
Neilsen; "Our First Prize Gvmrjast," bv C Hartman; "The
Trainer," by C. Plowden; "What We Intend to Do," by J. A.

Code; "The Genial Light-Weight," by H. A. Cummings;
"Another Light-Weight," by P. T.Goodloe; "On r Secretary,"

by.F. S. Moody; "Pole Vaulters," by C. J. Schuster; "The
Ladies," by H. H. Briggs.

THE KENNEL,
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earnest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

In their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
and of grandpare.ts, colors, dates, and breed.

We are indebted to the American Field for advance sheets

containing the report of the Eastern Field Trials. The Field

has established an enviable reputation for the fullness and
accuracy of its Trial reports, which were begun ten or

more years ago by its editor "Mohawk," and which have been

continue i bv that famous writer and able assistants. The
Members' Stake seems not to have been as interesting as it

was last year, either in the number of entries or in the

amount of* high-class work done. Tbe winner of first, Mr.

Hitchcock's Tammany, is good enough for any company,
while the other winners, Buckellew, Bang Grace and Roy
Monarch are very good indeed, although, to our notion, Roy
Monarch lacks vim and pace. Buckellew is a very fine,

steady worker, and a pleasing shooting dog. although he, too,

is a bit slow for anything like open country.

Mr. Francis R. Hitchcock telegraphs from fligh Point that

he cannot attend the next meeting of the American Eennel
Club, and consequently prefers not to accept appointment as

delegate from the Paoihe Kennel Club. He sngge^s Mr
Elliott Smith, who is well known to Colonel Taylor and oth-

ers of the local club, and it gives us much pleasure to add

an expression of esteem for Mr. Smith, in whose keeping the

interests of the P. K. C. would be jealously guarded.

At risk of offense we repeat that the Pacific Coast Field

Trials Club should select and announce its judges for the com-

ing trials. Men wish to know who will judge before deciding

to make entries to the Aged Stake or qualify for the Derby.

Entries to the AU-Aged Stake close on January 1st, with tbe

Secretary. Mr. N. P. Sheldon, at 320 Sansora St., in care of

J. 6 Edwards.

In the Eastern Field Trials Club Derby, Mr. Bonnet's

entry, Sirius. was drawn against Mr. Edward Dester's Jack

Modoc, but no advices about the running have come to hand

to date! Sirins has a long, hard road to travel to win even a

plac6, but we hope he has done himself credit.

Eastern Field Trials Club—Members' Stake

The Members' Stake began on Thursday, November 17th,

tad was finished on Friday. Messrs. S. L. Boggs, of Pitts-

burgh, and C. Fred Crawford, of Pawtucket, R. I., judged

during the first heat. Mr. W. A. Soster then took Mr. Craw-

ford's place, and judged the remainder of the day. Birds

were found iu abundance on Friday, although on the pre-

vious day but few comparatively were found.

The stake was wou by Mr. F. R. Hitchcock's celebrated

pointer dog T.immany, by Tory—Moonstone. He was in

splendid condition and ran an elegant race. Second was won
by Mr. Jas. L. Breese's pointer dog Bang Grace, by Bang-Bang

—Grace and Mr. Washington A. Coster's setter dog buckel-

lew bv Druid— Unby, both of which ran well and did some

very superior work." Third was won by Mr. C. C. Gray's

setter dfg Roy Mounrch, by Dashing Monarch—List.

His last beat was a remarkably good one.

On the whole the weather was favorable for field work.

THURSDAY.

The morning opened bright and pleasant. A gentle wind

blew from the northwest. Toward the middle of the day the

sky was overcast with clouds which, toward night, showed
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signBof rain. Birds were not found in great nnmbers daring
the day. The start was made near the school-house near
town.
Buckellew— Gloster.— At 9:40 Mr. W. A.. Coster's orange

and white setter dog Buckellew, by Druid—Ruby, and
Mr. Jas. L. Breese's black, white and tan dog Gloster, by
Dashing Rover—Tnnke', were cast off in an" open field.

Both dogs showed signs of game at different times, but no
game was found until Gloster, goiDg along the edge of a
thicket, wheeled iu the open to a very pretty point on a
siDgle bird; Buckellew drew up and flushed and both dogs
were steady to wing. The dogs were then worked in the open
to find scattered birds of the bevy, but without success.
Gloster pointed, then drew oq and began roading. Buckel-
lew coming up, caught the scent and began roading in an
opposite direction and pointed the bevy; Gloster backed;
both dogs were steady to wing. Gloster should have been
permitted to road his birds withoot competition after he had
found the trail, according to the rules of the club, bat this
very important rule was several times ignored. The scat-
tered birds were followed. After going a short distance,
Backellew roaded to a point in weeds; Gloster coming in
thirty yards ahead, pointed. Goster flushed the bevy, "shot
and missed. Nothiug was found to Gloster's point, although
he probably pointed on the foot scent. Both dngs were
steady to wing and shot. The birds were followed Gloster
made a couple of points which proved barren, and Buckellew
ref ased to honor them properly. The dogs worked qnite a
while in the timber after scattered birds without finding. In
the corner of the woods Gloster drew to a point, drew on a
few yards by the bevy aod pointed asain and held bis point
staochly. Buckellew, coming in from the opposite side,

pointed the bevy, and both were steady to wing. Here again
Gloster did nut have the benefit of the rale which protects a
dog in a find. In timber, while working on the scattered
birds, both dogs made points without any desirable results.

Next Gloster pointed a woodcock, and Buckellew drew op
and took the point with him. In a hollow in the timber
Buckellew pointed some of the scattered birds and Gloster
backed handsomely. The birds were missed when shot at;

both dogs were steady. Nest Buckellew pointed on the foot

scent and was handsomely backed. While hunting for the
scatttered birds Backellew flushed a single bird. In piaes
both dogs pointed separate birds some yards apart and were
steady. Next Buckellew got a very close point to a single in
cover. Next, iu the pines, Gloster pointed a single which the
judges did not see. A few yards further on Gloster pointed,
but the point proved barren. Gloster had a decided advan-
tage in style; in range and speed there was little difference.

Gloster backed well while Buckellew refused or only stopped
to order. Gloster's nose was not at its best, ns he showed
inaccuracy, yet the heat had hardly been run long enough t^

consider him a beaten dog: moreover, he did not receive
credit enough for bevies which he found but which were
shared with Buckellew. Up at 10:27 and Buckellew won.
Down 47 minutes.

Tammany—Rot Monarch.—Mr. F. R. Hitchcock's liver

and white pointer dog Tammany, by Tory—Moonstone, and
Mr. C. C. Gray's black and white setter dog Soy Monarch,
by Dashing Monarch—List, were cast off at 10:31. After

working a short time Roy pointed a single bird in thick bri-

ars, doing a very good piece of work. Shortly afterward Tam-
many made a similar point nn the edge of the same briars.

Both dogs were steady. Moved on and soon Tammany
pointed and Roy backed, and nothing was found. S>me corn
and open fields were drawn blank. Roy pointed a mouse
nest and Tammany backed well. Next the handlers flushed

a bevy, and the dog3, at the same moment coming in down
wind, ran into it and did not pay pr -per attention to wing.

The birds were followed to cover in woods, but were not

found; some open ground was then drawn blank. Roy
pointed in sedge by a fence and was steady to shot. The
remainder of the bevy flushed wild and flew to the woods
elose by. Tammany, going across wind, dropped to a flush.

At the same time Roy pointed a short distance away (the

handlers were separated) drew on and got up wind or hi3 bird

and roaded to a flush. Some open fields and cover were
drawn blank. In some sedge Tammany stopped to a hand-
some point on a bevy, and was steady to shot. A bird was
crippled and it was retrieved after the heat ended. The birds

were marked down in the run about one hundred yards

away. Roy pointed a single bird very prettily in heavy bri-

ars but broke in when the bird flashed. A few yards further

on he pointed a moment, then moved on. Tammany won.
He had the advantage in range, speed and style. Ordered up
at 12:24. Down 1 hour and 53 minutes.

Lucia—Foreman's Lass.—At 1:33, after lunch, Mr. D. S.

Gregory's liver and white pointer bitch Lucirf, by Croxteth

Belle, and Mr. C. Fred Crawford's black and white setter

bitch Foreman's L^ss, by Foreman—Grace B., were cast off

in an open Held. Both dogs roaded aboat fifty yards to a

fence; Lucia crossed the fence into the woods, roaded a few
feet and pointed just a moment before two quails flew.

Some cover and open fields were drawn blank. In a corn-

field a bevy flushed near Lass, but whether the flush was

caused by an error on her part we cannot say. She was
feathering and roading after the bevy left and was presumably

blameless. In cover on the scattered birds Lass flushed

excusably. Then in sedge grass in pines. Lass pointed a

single very nicely, and was well backed by Lucia, both were

steadv to shot. Then in pines, Mr. Crawford claimed a point,

but before the judges could ride through the thick cover, the

bird flushed. Next, in dry leaves, Lucia wheeled to a point,

then moved on and both dogs roaded; a single bird was

flushed some yards from them by the judges. In a bottom

Lucia made game, and her handler being close on the bevy, it

flushed. The bevy was followed and Lucia flushed a single

bird and the remainder of the bevy flushed wild and went to

cover. Lucia pointed a single bird and was held some

moments while Lass was being brought up to back, which she

did not do. Lucia was slightly unsteady to wing. Lass, in

a hollow, pointed presumably on foot scent. Some woods

were then worked. Lass feathered and drew to a point,

Lucia backed. Lass pressed her bird too closely and flushed.

Lass then pointed twice without birds being found. On a

wheatfield Lucia roaded about one hundred and fifty yards

up wind on the back track of a bevy. As she was coming in,

the handlers being close to the bevy, it flushed. The birds

flew only a short distance into some weeds and briars on top

of a hill close by. Lass flushed three or four and the rest

flushed wild. The dogs were steady. At 3:39 the heat ended

and Lucia won. Down two hoursand threeminutes. Style,

speed and range were about equal.

Bang Grace—Flash R.—At 3:50 Mr. Jas. L. Breese's

lemon and white pointer dog Bang Grace, by Bang Bang-
Grace, and Mr. D. S. Gregory's liver and white pointer bitch

Flash R-, bv Dilley's Ranger—Dilley's White Lily, were cast

off in open* fields. A great deal of woods and open fields

were drawn blank. At 5:00, when the dogs were ordered np,

no birds have been found. Down one hour and ten minutes.

This ended the running for the day.

FRIDAY.

A chilly wind blew from the north, and the morning was
cloudy. Toward the middle of the day the weather became
clearer and warmer. "Work was begun near the Glass House
Bang Grace—Flash R.—At S:42 they were cast off to

finish the heat of the previous day. Bang Grace pointed a

bevy accurately and Flash backed. Mr. Breese made a
double and Bang Grace retrieved both birds; a very nice
piece of work in short grass and weeds. Some of the scat-

tered birds were marked down in a small piece of thicket in

the corner of the field. A large bevy happened to be there,

and Bang Grace soon located and pointed it; Flash backed or
pointed close to him. Both dogs were steady. On the scat-

tered birds Bang pointed a single Dicely and Flash backed
handsomely. ' Several birds then flushed wild. Some of the
birds Were followed into the open. Bang pointed a single

bird, but was not given enough time by his Handler ani he
moved on, and Mr. Breese flushed the bird near where the
point was made. Then Flash pointed on the foot scent where
a. bird had flushed a moment before; Bang Grace backed well

In the open, on scattered birds. Bang flushed a bird, then
stood and held his point stanchly; Flash lacked. Mr.
Breese flushed several birds to the point, and both dogs were
steady. Bang was quicker in his work on birds, displayed
excellent nose and jndgmentand won. Style and range about
alike. Time, 9:21. Down thirty-nine minutes.

CotJNT Belton*—Nellie II.—At 9:25 Mr. I. Norris Coch-
rant's bl icb and white setter dog Count Belton, by Yale Bel-

ton—Polly Blue, and Mr. C. Fred Crawford's black aud white
setter bitch Nellie II,, by Count Noble—Rosalind, were east

off in the open. Count pointed close by a fence, the bird

being ou the opposite sine. Nellie refused to back, jumped
the fence, pointed a moment then flushed the bird. About
fifty yards further on, Nellie pointed and was well backed by
Count. The point proved barren. In sedge, in pines, Count
pointed and Nell backed and broke her back, took a short
cast and pointed; no bird to eilher poiut. After working
some open and cover blank, Count began to draw very cau-
tiously in the open, and pointing. Nellie, coming one
hundred yards ahead, roaded nicely to a flush. Nellie made
two points then to which nothing was found. In woods
Count false-poi ited ami Nellie refused to back. Iu a path
Connt pointed a single nicely aud Nell refused to back. Both
were steady to shot. The heat ended at 10:03 and Count
Beltou won. Down thirty-eight minutes. Count showed a
very fine nose, but was slow and over-cautious in pointing his

birds, and also showed a disposition to point on foot scent.

Nellie showed fine natural qualities, but was brash aud out
of control. In speed, range and style, in motion, she was
superior to Count.

1 second series.

Tammant—Buckellew.—Mr. Crawford judged, with Mr.
Boggs, from the beginning of this heat to the end of the trials.

The dogs were cast off at 10:20 in an open sedge field. Soon
after starting two or three birds were flushed by horsemen.
Tammany pointed at the foot of a hill but did not have the

bevy located accurately: Buckellew pointed the bevy, then

made a short cast, got up wind of it and pointed; Coster

flashed and both dogs were steady. Tammany flushed one

of the scattered birds by the edge of some woods; the dogs

were then worked into the woods after some scattered birds.

Buckellew drew about but failed to locate. Several bir.^s

were flushed by the horsemen. Tammany made a good point

on a single bird in dry leaves; his handler, thinking there

was no bird, ordered him on and Tammany flashed. Several

birds flushed wild. After going about one hundred yards

further in the woods Buckellew pointed; Tammany backed,

then they backed each other but there were no birds to the

point. Some woods and open were drawn blank, except a

point by Tammany on a rabbit. Some birds were marked
down in woods. Tammany pointed a single bird and Buck-

ellew stopped to order in place of backing; both were steady

to wing. Soon after being ordered on Tammany pointed

another single, and Buckellew backed; both were steady to

shot and wing. A very nice piece of work for Tammany.
Moving on, Tammany wheeled, while going at fall speed, to

a very nice point on a single bird; Buckellew backed. Tam-
many spoiled a superior piece of work by jumping, in and
flushing, yet it might have been slightly wounded, as the

birds had been shot at a few moments before. Next Buck-
ellew pointed and the bird flushed wild at the same moment;
as he moved another flushed near him. A few yards further

on Tammany pointed, then drew on, located the bird and

pointed it. Buckellew refused to back, and took the point

with Tammany. Next Buckellew backed to order Tammany's
point on the foot-scent. Nest Buckellew pointed close to a

fallen tree-top; Tammany bacEed. Buckellew drew around

to the opposite side and pointed, and Tammany drew in and
pointed. The bird flushed near Backellew and Coster killed.

The dogs were steady. They were then worked for a bevy.

Tammany pointed a bevy handsomely and retrieved well.

Backellew had some advantage in range. In style and speed

Tammany waB superior. They were ordered up at 11:54 aud
Tammany won. Down one hour and thirty-four minutes.

Bang Grace—Lucia.—They were cast off at 12:00 in an

open sedge field, and were worked in a circle in the open

fields to get down wind of the bevy, flushed at the finish of

the last heat and marked down in pines. While going down
a valley, both dogs roaded hut failed to locate. The bevy

was subsequently found by Lucia near the end of the heat.

The pines were then worked; both dogs made false points,

and after moving a short distance backed each other. Bang
Grace made a very nice point on a single bird and was steady

to wing. Several were flushed in the open by the handlers.

Turned into the pines again. In the valley in weeds, where

both dogs first showed signB of game, Lucia roaded to a point

on a bevy, and was steady to shot. The bevy was followed

into the Dine woods close by. Bang pointed a single bird

and Lucia backed well. The heat then ended; time 12:32.

Down thirty-two minutes. Bang Grace won.

Count Belton had a bye in this series.

THIRD SERIES.

Tammany—Count Belton.—At 1:36, after lunch, they

were east off in an open sedge field. Count false-pointed

several times, and Tammany backed well. Tammany flushed

a single bird and dropped to wing, and soon afterward Count

scored a flush. Several birds flushed wild. In sedge Count

pointed a single and the point was duly honored by Tam-
many. Tammany pointed a single stylishly and Count

backed well; both were steady to shot and wing. Moving

on, Count pointed and two birds were flushed a short dis-

tance from him by a horseman. He pointed again, soon

after being sent on, in pines, and a single bird was flushed

to it. Next he pointed" where a bird had flushed a momeDt
before. At the edge of the woods Count pointed and Tam-
many backed well; both were steady to shot. Next, Count

false-pointed. At 1:59 the dogs were ordered up and Tam-
many won. Count showed a very sensitive nose, but

showed a want of confidence in himself and did not go to his

birds with sufficient promptness. In motion, Tammany had

the most style and the better range. Down twenty-three
minutes.
Bang Grace had a bye in thie series.

FOURTH SERIES.

Tammant—Bang Grace.—At 2:15 they were cast off to

decide the final heat for first place. Tammany, in an open
sedge field, pointed a bevy handsomely and dropped to wing
when the bevy flushed wild. The bevy was found in the

open; both pointed it independently, and they were steady
to wins. The birds went to the woods and were followed.

Tammany pointed a single bird, and Bang Grace, fifty yards
to the right, pointed. A bird was flushed to Tammany's
point, and as he was going up to Bang Grace, he pointed
another bird. The b'rds were flushed to Bang Gr^re's point,

and moving on he pointed another that was left. A few _

yards further on he pointed another bird and was steady to

shot. They were then worked in a thicket after scattered

birds, without finding. In the open Tammany pointed
three or four nicely, and the dogs were then ordered np;
time 2:45. In style and speed there was little to <-boose; in

range Tammany had a slight advantage. Down 4ij minutes.
Tammany won the heat and first prize.

FIFTH SERIES.

Buckellew was elected to run for second with Bang Grace,
but the owners agreed to divide without running.

sixth series.

Roy Monarch—Gloster.—The judges selected these two
to compete for third, and, taken as a whole, it was the best

heat of the trial. The quality of the work was excellent, and
there was a great deal of it considering the length of the

heat. They were cast off at 3:14 in open sedge. Roy started

off slowly, but as he got warmed up he widened his range
and increased his speed. Gloster took a caBt into a hollow
and pointed, he drew tip a path into some woods close by,

then backed in the open field to where he first pointed, and
was feathering when his handler called him off; he soon
made a cast back again, and pointed the bevy; his handler
did not go to the right place to flush the bevy, and he called

Gloster off again, but Gloster returned and pointed again

and this time Mr. Breese flushed them, shot, and Gloster
retrieved. In the meantime Boy had been pointiDg a bevy
on top of the hill in sedge gr.iss two hundred yards away.
He was steady to shot. The scattered birds were followed

into a run in the valley. While Gloster was making a loug
cast in the open Koy pointed a single bird and Gloster came
in soon enough to back nicely a very Btylish piece of work
for both dogs, and both were steady to shot. In the nin,

Gloster flushed a single, and at the same moment Boy
pointed well, and was steady when the bird waB flushed.

Glosler stiffened on a point after h§ made the flush, and sev-

eral were flushed to the point. Next Roy pointed on foot

scent, and soon afterward Gloster made a point which proved
barren; Roy backed the point. Next Roy secured a pjint iu

thick elders and was steady to shot. The run wa-t then
worked back again. Roy picked up a poiut ou a single and
Gloster honored the point. The judges consulted a few
moments, then ordered the dogs on again. In the run, Glos-
ter pointed a single lord and was backed well: the bird was
shot at and missed. A few yards further on Roy pointed,

and it was said Gloster flushed the bird, but we could nut

see, the cover hiding the dogs from vie*. At 3:57 the heat
and stuke ended aud Roy Monarch won the heat and third.

Down furty-three minutes. Considering the quality of the
points, Gloster had the advantage, and was the wider ranger
and had more styie when in motion. Roy Bhowed himself a
very superior field dog and ran mucb better than in his pre-

vious work.
High Point, N. C, November 7, 1887. -Members' Stake—Open only

to flub members, eucb entry to be owned tbree months prior to clos-

ing of stake, and bandied by the member making such entry, hirst

prize, Cup, value SluO, to be known as the Extern Field Trials

Cap; second prize value S75; third prize, a piece ot' plate, v;due ;50.

(Winners allowed the choice of cash or plate.) Entries close night
previous to running. Each member allowea one entry free; each ad-
ditional entry 810.

W. A.Coster's lemon and white \ (Jas. L. Bre-se*'-* black, white
dog Buckellew, by Drnid— I h t J

and tan dog Gl^ttier. by
Ruby (settei),

f
') Dashing Hover — trinket

'
(, (setter).

F. K. Hitchcock's liver and 1 (CO Gray's black ;ind white
white dog Tammany, by > beat 1 dog Roy Monarch, by Dash-
T ry—Moonstone (pointer),

)

( ine Monarch—List (setter).

D S. Gregory's liver aud wbite i / C. Fred Crawford's black,
bitch Lucia, by Croxteth— [ b t

) white and tan bilcb Fore-
Belle (pointer), f

j
man's Lais, by Foreman—

) ( Grace B. (setter).

Jas. L. Breese's lemon and
j

* D. 8. Gregory's liver and
white dog Bang Grace, by f

b
. J wbite bitch Flash R, by

Bang Bang—Grace (pointer),
f i Dilley's Ranger — Dilley's

) { White Rose (pointer).

I Morris Cochrane's black, 1 i C. Fred Crawford's black aud
wbite and tan dog Count ' ^ . J wLite bitch Nellie II, by
Bel son, by Yale Belton— f

Deai
) Count Noble—Rosalind (set-

Polly Blue (setter). ) ( ter).

n.
Tammany beat Buckellew. I Bang Grace beat Lucia.

| Count Belton (a bye).

Tammany beat Count Belton.
in.

| Bang Grace (a bye),

TV.
Tammany beat Bang Grace and won first.

V.
Bang Grace and Buckellew divided second.

VI.
Roy Monarch beat Gloster and won third,

1st .. .Tammany.
„j j Bang Grace.*
£a " (Buckellew*
3d ...Roy Monarch

•Divided.
PREVIOUS WINDERS.

Robin's Island, 1881 Brock, by Count Bosco.—My Duchess.
High Point, 188.; Don.
High Point. 1883 Rue, by Snapshot—Ruby.
m-*. n.1.1 iqui ) Backellew, by Druid—Ruby iHigh Point, 1884

| Brock _ by Coam Boaco_uJ DacheaB ; 2
High Point, 1885 Foreman, by Dashing Monarch—Fairy IL

/ Gloster, by Dashing Hover—Trinket 1

_
] Dashing Noble, by Count Noble—Dashing

Novice 2
Brandon, by Royal Rock—Nellie 3

High Point, 1886...

u
Our current Stoeic-Keeper and Fanciers' Chronicle chats of

fanciers and fancying in this keen fashion:

"Who amongst us doggy ones has not at sometime or other
felt a little shamefaced when the rich relation of the family
has, in the presence of 'company,' slightingly referred to our
having 'taken up with dogs and thatsort of thing?' It would
be waste of time, and everything else probably, t) try to make
such a small-minded human stick understand that breeding
and eshibiting dogs is a tolerably innocent, oftimes profitable,

and even worthy pursuit, followed by all classes of society.
No, so long as be lives your p;im relative, who is suffering
from acute respectability, will c*ll you a dog-fancier, will

think you keep the company of sponiug-look'ug gents w'
wear colored handkerchiefs round their hutky thro

he will go to his grave in the belief that yoa are passi

days and nights smoking clay pipes, drinking ame:
and generally wasting your substance, -AH tot th<.
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«.« „^A -notiiTpd friend puts his | the guidance of Judaea and others, it is to the "Edge" type
Sometimes the good-natured trienapw^

| ^ ^^ ^ f^ ^.^ fio where njj wilu ther0 are nowa.

'the matter
,me

GeoeraTly;howe;er, iti the solemn we most go for points. Go where you will

'"wfhave"ctations.' 'Howev.r, who- | days no pointers of for^rrperlor to what
dogs'. Phew
'spoke' into ._

noodle from whom we have 'expectation^

soever, wheresoever, and whichsoever ye be know ail men

bylhe e presents (our knowledge of legal terms has been

esnensivelv purchased on occasions when the plaintiff has

had the law of us) that ye may henceforth »«?*»«»'*
your nose and curl your lips, tor we can prove that our tastes

Ire not incompatible with honorable callings and lofty asp r-

atfons For be it known-and those who purchase The

Me and Letters of Charles Darwin, F. K. S.,' can read there

£r themselves-that this great naturalist and P^oscph"

the author of 'The Origin of Species.' was a leader m the

sporaug world of his University, and was at that period told

o
P
r his father 'You care for nothing but hunting and dogs

lliTatting aud you will he a disgrace to yonr f.m.*j-and

yourself.' This is real balm, Honey and sweet (

doggv souls This is comforting for the peers and peeresses,

members of Parliament, parsons, officers, stock-Droters aud

Ss who so persistently disgrace themselves by breeding

and exhibiting dogs.

A Word for the Pointer.

Headers of this paper will remember that a few weeks since

there was printed a remark by Mr. Lloyd Pnce to the effect

that pointers and setters were going out of nee in Eogland.

The remark was well calculated to startle the canine world,

and as an offset we taSe from the English Kennel) Gazette an

article by "Borderer," who holds a contrary opinion. He

Mr Price of Ehiwlas, has been rendering the Field readable

bv contributing some instrnctive and amusing aiticles on the

subject ot "grouse driving." There was one remark of his

however which carried a chill with it; it was to the effect that

the day of pointers as dogs to shoot over is on the wane and

about to vanish. But surely we are not yet come to that!

Surely there are still some left who, having been properly

brought up, can appreciate good pointers, and eel that it is

trae sport ,o shoot over them. Mr. Price Mmself is, I believe

a aood sportsman, and therefore cannot but view with regret

the gradual disappearance, if it be so, of the chief assistants

to our enjoyment of this, one of the best of field sports. I

can imagiue the Squire of Khiwlas with the ghosts, as it were,

of Belle Drake, and Bow Bells at his feet, and car-

ried away by the spirit of the prophetic bards of his country

lamenting over the departing pleasures of legitimate shoot-

ing— »
On a rock whose bangbty brow
Frowns o'er old Conway's foaming Hood,

Eobert in sable Barb of woe.

With haggard eyes the squire stood:

And with a master's hand and prophet's fire

Strack the deep sorrows of bis lyre.

But we will hope that his prophecy of the fall of the

pointer in the good opinion of those who have ground to

shoot over will not be fulfilled. Why should it? We are

breeding as good dogs now as ever were seen; and, thanks to

field trials, some of the best are more widely known than

was possible in the old days; and although our foreign neigh-

bora and Cousiu Jonathan have carried off some good ones to

improve their stock, we have plenty left as good and better

It is all very well to crack up "driving, bat to one who

has tried both it is very poor sport when compared with a

quiet walk, whether over moorland or lowland with a brace

of pointers to the front which know their work And, after

all what is the history of "driving?" "Driving in its origin

was a makeshift, a substitute for shootiug over doga when

birds were too wild to be got at in any other manner Well,

everything in its proper place. Why cannot its exhibition

be still reserved for that time and season? It is an abuse of

an allowable paitime to do otherwise. When one hears of

grouse being "driven" on "the 12th,' it causes a thrill of

horror' The sensation is similar to what one would feel

towards an M. F. H. who, late in the spring, knowingly hunted

a "vixen" to ground and'dng her out for the hounds! And
th„„ what is soinatobethe effect of this "driving and

His knowledge of

Edge
are

we used to. see in

the kennels of Mr. G. Moor», of Appleby, Eev. J. Holden,

Lord Derby, Lord Lichfield, Lord Sefton and some others,

whose dogs were of that same strain. But, on the other hand,

there are now some pointers of high rank, more or leas, as

r-".rds prize winning, which in the nays of old would not

have been sllowed to live beyond the day on which the

color of their eves could be ascertained. To take that point

alone, it is really quite sad to see the prevalence of the

"gooseberry eye."

Hitherto we have been fortunate in having two or three

judges who are well acquainted with the correct type of the

pointer, so that breeders have the opportunity of learmog

what to breed to; but
Eheu! fugaces * • * * *

Labuntur anni.

And the day must come when their guiding eye will no

longer be of service to the novice in pointer breeding.

Linquenda tellus, et domns, et placens canis.

Must we, then, have the type and standard of the pointer

defined and fixed by specified points? It seems so; and if

the type is not to be altogether changed from what it was

thirty years ago, the sooner it is done the better-

ROD.
Bob's Big Trout.

then, what is going to be the effect

"driving" upon the youthful sportsman

sport will be very limited; of course he. will know nothing of

the habits and customs of "far and feather; his knowledge

ot dogs will be confined to the ways of his retriever; and

should he by accident be sent out to shoot over a brace o

pointers, though he might be the pick of Hiirhugham, it will

not be an unlikely question from him to the keeper, Why

do the dogs stand still?"

Two or three years ago a youthful sportsman of this type

was staying with a country gentleman in Westmoreland, and

one bright morning, accompanied by the keeper, who knows

his master's enjoyment of a practical joke, he went out to

shoot. He spent the whole morning in one large turnip held

shooting at thrashes, which were very numerous there, under

the pleasing delusion that he was shooting at partridges, for

he killed not one.
, , , . „ L l-l i

If gentlemen of all degrees would but adopt the simple

rule no driving till birds, whether partridge or grouse, are

too wild to be got at with dogs. And again, as to grouse,

shoot no "chirpers" or old hens with broods in the early days

of August. Why, legitimate grouse-shooting over dogs might,

even in Eogland, be carried on to tbe 20th of September with

much benefit to health and real enjoyment. Then, instead

of a gradual disappearance of the pointer, there would be a

great revival of the noted strains of days gone by. That tou-

little-known pastime of field trials, which embodies the very

essence of sport, will be more widely taken up-our youth

will be taught that a grouse is something more than 'a thing

like a blackball" coming at them, which they must Bhoot;

and in after life they will feel that their happiest days

were those spent on the heather, when, breathing in invigor-

ating air, they waited upon the well-trained Bang and

Belle
Bat the columns of the Gazette for October declare that

there is still another "rock ahead," that all breeds of dogs

are likely to suffer from the want of a fixed Btandard of pointB

for the guidance ot judges at dog shows. If this statement

be true then, taken with the fact that the great kennels

where the typical pointer of pure Btrain could formerly be

found are now for the most part broken up, it seems lo say

that this breed of dogs will suffer more than, perhaps, any-

other for even now there are judges who appear to think that

the standard type of the pointer may be arrived at by con-

suiting the "inner consciousness," or by gathering it from

specimens on the show-bench, and then carrying it "green in

the memory" to tbe judging ring. The result is that when

the dogs are led out before such a judge, faults are detected

and good points discerned which have been invisible to the

eves of judges who ha t the advantage of being educated in

youth into the knowledge of the correct type of the pointer

by intimate acquaintance with dogs of the pure Edge strain.

If we are to have a standard type fixed by authority for

A writer, whose nom de plume "Johnny Chat" is enough

to gain him favor in tbe guild, chats delightfully in the

English Fishing Gazette about ft tussle with a heavy fieh, in

this wise:

I often pity those unfortunate individuals who are not

anglers I even go s> far in my egotism as to think it im-

possible that any other sport or amusement cm afford their

votaries the pleasure and enjoyment which a successful day s

Hailing does. And what a grand leveller the gentle craft is!

There is no ceremony at the pleasant waterside; the best man

there is he who catches the most fish, no matter how hum-

ble in rank he may be. And then a real good day s sport-

how we can store it in our memories, and at times take it

down con it over, and in imagination catch thorn again.

Or 'if you are troubled with sleeplessness, then yon can

conjure to your restless minds that one particular stretch

of charming riverside-your fav.onte swim-and ther( with

visionary rod in hand, deftly drop your tackle into its hshy-

looking depths, with half closed eyes dreamily following

vonr spri*htlv little float, till, in imagination, it bobs with a

seemin- reluctance to betray the little scaly sprite whom

vou cau almost persuade yourself is swimming beneath. A

few swims down and that little float might b^b in reality as

fast and furious as it likes for all you would know or care, for

vour harmless little conceit will have accomplished its purpose,

and enticed you into a sound sleep, where, maybe, if you are

an habitual dreamer, your sleeping visionary power will still

show fancied prowess in your favorite sport.

The end of last snuimer I had a letter from an old school-

fellow of mine, which ran, as near as I can now remember,

something like the following:

"Dear Johnuv.-Pack up vonr fishing traps and come

down at cnee. "There's a corner in trout, and yours truly is

in the know. In haste-BoB. 1\ S.-Bring something

d

To
ll

speak°c
J

a
8
udidly. I attached verv little importance to

the above missive.. ,. t rtly becmse I was no stranger to

Master Bob's exagg- va'ory of o 1, an .! p rtlj hecansetlmt n.

the matter of angling ue knew very hale, an 1 bad nev«r

handled a rod but once in his life. But that once! I nave

never forgotten it, and I feel pretty sure Bob has nt either.

It was this way. When Bob and I were ahnnt nine aud

ten years old respectively aud went to school together in

varvine the monotony of our school attendance one darby

one of those stolen holi L.ys a ni.b, I believe, is more famil-

iarly known amongst scbo lboysas -playing the wag, we

saw a man catch a large pike, and noticed what fun it seemed

to be winding the line in and letting it out whilst playing the

fish, and we both seriously made up mir minds to bave a try

and see what it was like; but as it seeded to us to be a dim-

cult matter to obtain a legitimate run by catching a fash, we

made the following arrangement. Bob's father was a salmon-

fisherman, and we planned this way. Bob was to borrow his

father's rod, winch, and a large, strong hook, and I was to

entice a little bull terrier pup which resided next door into our

back garden. He was then to be hooked in some portion of

his anatomy which we thought would hurt him the least,

and we were to take it in turns, holding tbe rod and playing

the pup whilst the other chevied him about to make him

run well. This charming programme so cscited our youth-

ful imagination that I do not believe either of us slept a wink

all the night preceding the morning which was to afford us

so much supposed sport, and, for the matter of that I do not

snppose the pup would have done either could he have

guessed what a treat was in store for him nest morning

After breakfast the next day, Bob doly performed bis part of

the contract and brought tbe rod. hook and line, as promised,

and I on my part, being an old friend of tbe pups bad no

difficulty in 'getting him t> accompany me to a meadow close

to the river which we decided would be better than tbe back

yard in case our victim—or, as we considered more properly,

but colleague—turned out unusually lively.

Arrived at the scene of action, Bob put tbe rod together and

got everything ready. The pup was very quiet and seemed

mighty curious and intensely interested in the proceedings

but apparently betrayed no suspicious of tbe rok he was in-

tended to act." It now became a matter of grave argument

between Bob aud myself as to whether it would be best to

hook him in the head or in the tail. Bob was in -favor of the

h>ad I thought tbe Uilbest as affording him better scope to

„-„... i,;maQl( This latter snonestiou was ultimately votel
exert himself. This latter suggestion

for by both, and we tossed for innings, the lucky winner to

have the privilege of holding tbe rod first. Bob won {subse-

quent events made me very gl id I didn't), and grasped the rod.

I slipped the hook well into some nobby part of tbe animal a

tail and asked Bob if be was ready. He said he was, and

then I started to obevy, and . Well, the only running

done that morning was done by Bub and myself., and wheu we

nltimatelv got away from what I considered to this day was one

of the warmest corners I was ever in in my life we com-

pare damages, and Bob's calf was minus about half a pound

of good solid flesh, aud. as for niv^lf, about half a leg and

two brace buttons were all that remained to remind me that

I came out iu the morning with a moderate y respectable

pair of p«nts on. An 1 tbe list recollection 1 have of that

event is, when on momentarily turning back in my flight to

see if Bob was following, tb.j vis'oo of a dog sitting on it?

haunches and assiduously licking his hind quarters as hard as

he could licki

Well, I caught the 5:30 train and reached B , where
Bob lived. About half past six i was warmly welcomed by
Mib. Bob and the children, had my tea, and after t^at my
old chum and myself adjourned to another room, whilst tbe

good lady put the children to bed. Bob now uufulded to

me the meaning of the letter he had sent me. and wound up
his graphic description of the doings of an enormous trout

which ho had seen constantly feeding in one spot in the

river, which I well knew did contain some good fish, by say-

ing

—

"Johnny, my boy, if be's an ounce, he is seven or eight

pounds, and I'll come to-morrow with you and help to catch

him."
"But, Bob,*' I ventured to remark, "are you sure it's a'

trout!"

"Do you tbink I don't know a trout when I see one?"' he
asked indignantly.

Well, speaking confidently, I didn't think he did. my
impression of Bob's piscatorial knowledge making me think

it quite possible that a jack or any other tish were all the

same to Bob. However, I would not have hurt Bju's feel-

ings for any consideration, so gravely told him I bad always

considered him the greatest living authority in the theoretical

part of all matters appertaining to the gentle emit, and that I

felt morally certain he only needed a little practice to become
a big-bug amongst the angling commnuity. This completely
pacified him, and he told me the followiog angling incident,

which had happened a short time since in the neighborhood.
There was an old fisherman living near the river who let

himself and his punt to intending anglers at so much a day;
when he was too busy to attend to this, his son—a tine young
fellow of abonfc nineteen, and a thorough fisherman—took his

place. There was a lady extremely fond of barbel-tishiug

who came down from town twice a week and hired the old

man's punt with the services of the son, to whom she seemed
extremely partial, and had promised him tbat if ev t r she

caught a 10 lb. barbel when he was with her that she would
present him with a ten-pound note. Many and many a day's

barbel-fishing had young Billings done with this lady, but no

signs of either the tish or the money seemed forthcoming.

One day. however, he mentioned her promise to the old man.
and they consulted together as to the best means to make
their fair patron catch tbat fish, and give them the promised

reward. According!}', old Billings, after some trouble,

obtained a live barbel a little over 10 Its. iu weight, for which
he paid fifteen shillings. This was duly deposited in the

well of the punt previous to the next fishing excursion, and
carefully kept dark till the required time. As they had
arranged to

t:whaek" the ten pounds between theni, they both

accompanied the lady to the baited swim. However, things

were very quiet all tbe morning, and not a nibble of any de-

scription rewarded their efforts; but as it was customary for

their fair visitor to indulge in a quiet nap in the fore part of

the punt after lunch, they waited till that time came, and
whilst her ladyship was fast asleep, the old man noiselessly

withdrew the tackle, hooked master barbel well od, and.

quietlv dropped him overboard. A momentary interval was.

allowed, and then young BUlings, in a joyous shout,,

announced, "A bite, ma'am! a bite!" Up the fady sprang,,

seized the rod, and strove with tkaf barbel as only a woman,
could. Twice it was turned and brought very near to the

landing-net, which young Billings itched to place beneath it;

but, no—away it went again, and fought and disputed, inch

by inch, the encroachment the winch was making in its item-

ing allotted existence. At last her ladyship could bear it no
longer; the slow work of reeling in seemed too much for her

excited patience, and throwing down her rod, she nervously

jerked tbe line in, hand over hand, and before either could

prevent her, she grasped the line as Bhort as possible, and;

tried to induce tbe fish to resume its former quarters in the-

punt by swinging it in holus-bolus. And then those two

arch conspirators had tbe mortification of seeing that fish for 1

one brief moment iu mid-air, and the nest an angry lash of

tliH tail from their disappearing victim and a broken line in

Ler ladysbip.'s hands, were all that remained of fifteen "bob"
and a 10 lb. barbel, hopelessly lost through the over-im-

piitience of their fair patron. But, as Bob remarked solao-

ingly to tbe enraged old man as they went home, "NeveY
mind, dad, we'll try again, and give her something stronger

to pull with next time." To which the old man replied

"It'll have to be a d thick clotbes-line then, and the fish

knocked on the bead before it's thrown in

Next morning found us at the river: it was just clearing

after a heavy flood, and the water was well colored. ]

ledgered with a worm. My chum lolled by my side alter-

nately bantering me as to the extreme probability of my ever

catching that fish, and expressing his firm conviction tbat

fishing was a very easy every-day matter which any juggina

(I use bis own term) could easily do. Dinner time came; no
luck— so we adjourned to t ie h-.'Use and staid till the early

part of the evening, when we came out again. To my aston-

ishment my companion brought with him a stout pole, and
composedly informed me that as fishing seemed so cussedly

easy, he'd be hanged if he wouldn't have a go himself.

His rod, which further examination on my part proved to

be a longish and very stout bean stick, with about five yard*

of very thick water cord, completed his outfit: he borrowed

a hook from me, and I purposely eave him the most clumaj

specimen I could tind to harmonize with the rest of his out

fit. A bullet more like an infant clock-weight than a re.spect

able ledger-lead, v. as then actually tied about three feet froi

the hook, upon which an immense lob was impaled in any
thing but an artistic manner, and then iD it was pitched.

*

begged him not to disturb the water by pulling it out, ani

he promised to let it lie there till he got a bite. I gave up id

idea and hopes of doing anything for at least an hour to com*

after the terrible bombardment the clock-weight bad inflicted

upon the surface of the stream; and after getting my owt
light ledger in, sat down aud waited till the water should haw
recovered its normal condition. Hardly bad I made mysel
comfortable before Bob dashed to his bean-pole, seized it

and struggled for an instant, and tbe next moment a slimy

scaly form soaked me square round the face, aud knocked nu

down agian into the recumbent position from which I was ri*»

ing. When I recovered, there stood Bob, proudly gazing wit)

an air uf victory upon a glorious trout of about six lbs. weight

which was kicking upon thegrassv bank, apparently as mncl
tivastonished as auyone at its summary ejection from its na

elemeut.

My first feeling upon recovering was one of sincere grati

tude that Bob's modest ledger bad not struck me instead o

tbe fish: if it had, I feel positively convinced that from th

manner in which Bob struck it would bave brained me 01

the spot. Bob became nuboarable after this. Hie airs c

superiority upou everything to do with angling are woudfl
ful. and he patronizes me greatly since he caught that troul

and I am sure that ever since then his prevailing idea cf th

tackle necessary to cateh fish is embodied iu the followin

articles—a bean pole, a olock-weight, aud a miniature gt
*

-i
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and maybe a worm; and although my old chum is the beat-
hearted and dearest old chap that ever lived, and the cheer-
iest companion a man could wish for to spend a pleasant
evening with, yet I'll be hanged if I ever go out fishing again
with'him under any consideration.

After Grayling-

We have from time to time ventured to reprint from the

English Fishing Gazette the soulful admonitions of the Hon
orary Chaplain to that superb journal, C. Hevit, but rarely

has it been our privilege to offer a more delightful treat than
that from his pen in the current issue of the Gazette, about

grayling fishing, a sport which is denied to most of our

readers, but which is near akin to catching trout. Mr. Hevit

says:

The wind had at last got out of the north and east. The
day was still, the air w-irui, and every now and ihen the sun
peeped out from a nit in the soft gray clouds which floated
slowly up from the south and west. "Grayling" was the
word which burst simultaneously from our lips as I and my
host met on the steps at the front door before breakfast. The
luwn slopes down from the house to a broad shallow, in
which abide one or two mighty grayling and a few large trout.
The Dreakfast bell had not yet soundei, so wo strolled to the
water's edge, and were rewarded by the sight of one or two
duns floating slowly down. It was settled that we Bhould
have what we call a social tish—that is, we should go together,
smoke the social pipe, converse on the mysteries of the
angling art, with special reference to the capture of grayling,
and pick up wrinkles one from the other On such occa-
sions, if we see a rising tish one or the uther goes for him.
"What happens is a^ follows:

Strolling leisurely down or up the river bank, keeping a
sharp look-out on the water, and. discussing some mystery of

knot, or fly, or method of casting, we both at the same
moment catch sight of a rise under the opposite bp.nk, ana
simultaneously exclaim, "There he is, old fellow; go for

him!" Being the guest on this occasion, it is my lot to take
the 6rst tish. The eye of a keen critic is on me; it behoves
me to be very careful. Every mistake will be noted, and
should I make a notorious bungle of it there will be much
chaff at luncheuu or dinner for the amusement of the ladies,

who are no mean judges. Having selected the spot from
which to make my attack, I creep to it as quietly as possible,

and kneeling, or sitting, or even lying prone on the bank,
commence the siege. My hoBt says not a word, escep: to tell

me whether my fly is over the fish or not. I kill, or scratch,

or put the fish down, and then, but not till then, begins the
criticism, somewhat, perhaps, in this manner:
"You might have safely got a little nearer your fish. A

long line is a mistake in all fishing, especially with respect to

grayling, when a shorter liDe cau be used. If you bad got a
little higher up, or a little lower down, you would not have
had so much trouble with the drag. If jour fly had not
fallen with the emphasis of a quoit you would not have put
the tish down. If you had only been a little quicker you
would have had the fish to a certainty." Or it may be, "That
was a good shot; the fly covered him well the fiTst cast, and
yuu deserved your success." Then we each take a cast or

two at the spot from various places, either to prove the cor-

rectness of our criticism, or to illustrate our idea. The
oldest and best fisherman may learn something by following
our plan, and it is invaluable to a young iiand, or to one who
is not yet experienced in dry-fly fishing.

On the day of which I am writing our bag was not large;

but we had one of the most charming day's bshing that ever
fell to my lot, and a short account of it may interest some of

yonr readers. There was a time when I counted a day's

fishing good or bad in proportion to the slaughter. Now I

am glad to say that I enjoy the fishing as much as the catch-

ing, and would rather, on a lovely autumn day, kill a brace

of nice grayling from a pretty stream, especially if they were
each captured from a difficult place, than kill ten brace on a

disagreeable day from a dull, heavy water, where one had to

"chuck and chance it."

The day was simply lovely. The sun came out more fre-

quently towards the afternoon, and lit up with an indescrib-

able glory of color the autumn-tinted willows, the rich brown
weeds and golden-colored grasses which fringed the river-

bank. The air was still ana warm, but crisp and lung-satis-

fying. And over all was that strange autumn hush and still-

ness which seems to whisper of the approaching death of

Nature. The stream alone in all that quiet land seems full

of life and motion, and goes rippling away with its delicate

music, down under the willows and over the shallows, laugh-

ing and Binging, and bubbling with joy. But it, too, has its

serious moments. See how it rests, silent and still, in that

long, deep pool. Is it dreaming of the icy hand that may at

almost any moment be laid upon it?

But what am I dreaming of? There was a rise—a grayling,

unless we are both mistaken—just where the stream begins to

slacken under the opposite bank by the old willow stump.

It is a favorite spot for a big one. A small Red Tag, by the

greatest good luck, lights about sis inches above his nose,

and up he comes, fully meaning* business. The fly disap-

pears; a Blight turn of the wrist, a commotion in the water,

and I hear, in lugubrious accents, "Oh! you muff! scratched

him by all that is unfortunate!" I look at my hook and
remark, "My friend, observe this—it was the hook-maker
who was the muff. See how the hook has spread, and as I

am using the finest drawn gut, the hook can have had no

temper."
"With a sigh and a gentle smile comes the answer: "The

wise man tests bis hook before using." He is right, bat for

all that I feel a burning hatred of bookmakers in general for

some minutes. I almost think I will import a Malay and
teach him to fish. After having two or three hooks spread he

would "run a muck" in Redditch to a certainty. But then,

in his blind fury, he might kill the good hook-makers and
spare the bad ones, and so the last state of us poor anglers

would be worse than the present.

I elect to remain where I am for a while and watch. My
host goes down about twenty yards to a good place. Pres-

ently we are both at work, I at a fish about ten yards below

the one I scratched, he at one in the middle of the stream.

We can watch one another and chat about all manner of

angling matters, and we do. Presently I hear "In him
at last!" and I soon have the net under a three-quarter-

pound grayling. We wet him, and I return to my place.

I have two or three rises, but cannot touch my fish. At

last I cry "In him!" but do not like the way he plays. He
turns out to be a splendid dace. Do not scoff, dear reader.

The keeper's children will be delighted when they see him at

breakfast to-morrow morning, and prepare to choke them-

selves with his bones. And, believe me, shy dace are capital

practice, and teach one to strike promptly. My host tries

his hand at one iust below me and misses it. I have a cast

and kill it and triumph not a little over him. So the morning
wears away. We triumph over bim aud chaff one auother by
turns. I hook and lose a nice grayling iust as he is near the
net. It was my own fault, I held him too hard, aud meekly ac-
cept thecriticism pronounced on my performance. Bat there
goes the luncheon bell. What appetites the crisp October air
has given us! We have each a healthy thirst also, and we
know that a great beuker of "whiskey and Polly," with a
lump of ice in it, awaits eachof us. "We count our spoils

—

my host has a brace of grayling and a dace; I have only two
brace of dace. Bat I forgot to say that 1 had also a fine
fight with, aud landed and returned, a trout of one aud a
half pounds.
Luncheon is despatched es quickly as possible. I do not

meau that we hurry over it aud gobble, we are much too
wise for that. "We have both of us arrived at years of dis-

cretion, and I know that we have digestions; but we waste
no time, and in half an hour orso pipes are lighted aud we are
off to the lower water. We know that there are several two-
pound grayling, and one or two of three-pouud, and tront of

greut size and ferocity in the stream to which we are going.
We know this for certain, because these tish were all takeu out
and put carefully back wheu the water was netted for coarse
fish. Wo are rather silent, partly because our pipes are going
well, partly because the process ot digestion is going on, and
partly because of the sense of awful responsibility which will

rest on the man who hoobs a 3 lb. grayling. Our flies are the
smallest, our drawn gut the finest, and the long waving
weeds in the middle of the stream are the strongest. This
particular stream is some fifty or sixty yards long. The far

side is lined with boards to protect ihe bank, and behind
each post to which the boards are nailed, and which projects
somewhat into the stream, is a little curling eddy. The
water close to the boards is some 3 ft. deep, rather rapid,

with a clean gravel bottom. In the middle are luDg streamers
of weed yards and jards in length, about 6 in. under water,
Here and there is a villainous bulrush. There are a lot of

Olive Duns coming down, aud several good fish rising. Oat
in the middle of the water at the head of the stream we see a

grand rise. The broad back tin of a big grayling slowly rises

out of, and sinus into, the water, and immediately afterwards

the tip of a broad tail does the same, lhere seems to us to

be a vast distance between the fin and tail; it must be a

three-pounder. I insist that my host shall try for it, and at

length persuade bim. Twice the fly goes over bim perfectly;

but there is no response. "Try a yard or two above/' I

whisper, "he may have moved up." A light breath of wind
takes the fly a couple of yards higher than was intended.
As it touches the surface there is a grand rise, a flash through
the water, the reel shrieking sweet music as the fish takes out
ten or fifteen yards of line, and dashes under an overhanging
bush on the far side some distance above the boards. Slowly
he is coaxed out, and, after a long and desperate fight, I net,

not a grayling, but a splendid trout of over two pounds. The
struggle has frightened our big grayling, and we see him no
more. There are, however, several good tish rising below,

close to the boards. They are making little more disturbance

in the water than a big minuow could do, and it is hard to

tell which are trout and which are grayling. After awhile I

fancy I see the tip of a back fin, and settle myself on one
knee hidden by some rushes. The first time the fly comes
over him he takes it like a lamb. An unmistakable grayling,

and a good one; but, alas! after one roll over the fly comes
back to me, and my grayling sinks to the bottom. Without

moving I dry my fly, and make a cast for a fish which has

been rising persistently a little higher up. I am iDto him
directly, and have a fine riot with a trout of nearly two

pounds; but the keeper manages to net him cleverly, and he

ib soon back in the water. Almost before his tail is out o

sight, a yell from my host proclaims that he is in the father

of all the tish. His little rent cane rod is bending double; the

water is foaming as if a steam-launch were being driven up
the middle. It is hard to tell which is the captor and which

is the captured; certainly, the fish is taking my friend up the

bank at a pace which displays more vigor than dignity on his

part. "Why does he stop? Ah! he is into a weed. With an

expression of awe on his countenance, my friend whispers,

"He was over four pounds—a big trout." But he is gone.

Being a trout it does not so much matter; but, still, we
should both have liked to have had' him out and admired

him. So we go on for some time. In about an hour I have

a brace of nice grayling, a brace of dace, and have hooked

and landed three good trout, one of which I estimate as a

good three-pounder, but which the keeper says is more.

Could a man wish tor a more charming boor's sport? Per-

haps the most remarkable point of the whole thing was the

luck. I should have thought it impossible for any man
living to have landed m> three-pounder in that particular

place and on the tackle I was using. The tish, after his first

rash, which was a grand one, fought like a tiger for the

weeds. Time after time he got into them, but by running

down stream and keeping him "moving on," I had the luck

to get him out again and again, and at last land him.

After this I determined to cross the meadows and have a

look at the place where I had scratched the grayling in the

morning. The grayling had all stopped rising when I got

there, but I picked up two big dace and had a real good fight

with a trout of nearly 2 lbs., which I landed and returned.

My host coming ap and the light beginning to fail, we started

for the house, chatting by the way, and having thoroughly

enjoyed our day.

The two flieB that I killed with were an ordinary Kedlag and

a very light, almost white dun, with quill body. Sometimes

I'had the two flies on at once, sometimes only one. Being

but a novice at grayling-fishing with the dry fly, it is with

diffidence that I venture an opinion about it. It seems to

me that if the gravling run large and are rising well, one fly

is best if you fish dry. If the grayliDg are roaming about,

rising occasionally, now here, now there, or if you are search-

ing likely places for ihem with a sort of half wet, half dry

way of fishing, two flies are best. But I must confess that I

am always in an agony of fright if there are weeds about

when I have hooked a big grayling and have two flies on.

It would interest me very much and probably, others of your

readers too, if someone who is a real authority on grayling-

fishing would discuss the pros- and cons, of the the one-fly

and two-fly method.

If your patience is not utterly exhausted, let me urge a

caution with regard to weeds. I have seen really good fisher-

men come to hopeless grief the first time they fished a weedy

stream. And every novice should have the maxim, "Always

run your fish down the stream" if there are weeds about,

dinned into his ears again and again. But that is not all.

If there are weeds about, particularly those long, tough, rib-

bon-like weeds which have brought us all to grief at times,

always, if possible, fake up a position well below your fish

before yon cast tor him. If you hook him, try and bustle

bim at once. Once flustered and on the top of the weeds the

fish loses his head, and you have a good chance, if only you

keep on hustling him down stream, of bringing him to the

net. If once he is able to get his head down, the chances are

all against you. Should he get well hnng up in a weed, put
on a steady strain, as mach as your tackle will safely bear,
straight down stream. I have sometimee got a good trout
out of a mass of weeds after five or even ten minntts* steady
strain oa him. If the lisb is thoroughly hong up and th«
water is not too deep, go in, part the weeds cautiously with
yonr hands, and if the fish is still on, either try and get the
net under him at once or try aud disentangle your line gently
so as to get him out and finish your fight in the open water.
On no account, when hung op in a weed, Jet your keeper or
atteudeut try (a« they are so fond of doing) to poke out the
tish with the haudleof the landing-net. The fish has en-
tangled the line in the weeds; a poke with a stick simply per-
suades him to make a violent rush, and he smashes the cast-
line between himself and the entanglement. Please notice
that this is addressed to novices. I have no ambition to be
set down as a would-be teacher of mv betters.

A Dakota Hotel Gard.

[Cedy House, Mayville, Dak ]

Accommodation for 730 guests
(during the year—two at a lime.)

Three elevators
(can be seen from the front door).

Hot and Colt Watir
(cold water for guests—proprietors

always in hot water)
Bell^ Throughout the House
(they were tnrew out la^t year).—Dakota Bell.

THEJIIFLR
Harbor View.

The City Guard Rifle Club met for their regolar medal
shoot at Shell Mound on last Sunday, and the following were
the best scores made:
L. R. Towosend 20<> yards—4 4446 H 545 4—44
A. f. Ramm 200.yards -4 4-1444454 4-41
G. Wesson ai yards—4 4443434 5 4—J»9
Oapr. Burdick 20U yards— 5 2534445:* 0-35
Company D, First Infantry, Captain Jansen, turned out in

force for practice at the short range. This company has
recently taken to practicing in earnest, and the progress made
is very creditable.

The monthly medal contest of Company C, Second Artillery,
resulted as follows:

FIB^T CLASS MEDAL.
Lieut. Wilburn 100 yards—4 4 5 3 4 4 5 4 3 5-41

SECOND CLASS MEDAL.
H. Petrie 900 yards— 4 5 4455444 5—44

THIRD CLASS MEDAL
J - Siebe you yards—4 X 44534 3 33 3—39
There was considerable unofficial practice at 200 aud 500

yards, from which the ai nesed best scores are selected:
Capt. J. E. Klein 200 yards—

4

44 554*455 4—44
n „ 600 yards—

5

54555545 5—48—92
R.C.Moore liO.i yards—

4

54444455 5-64
rt „ „ _

BOH yard«-4 54*45545 4-45-80
O. H. Brod 2uu yards-4 54555445 4—45

F. P. Ponlter, on-j «.f the crack shots of Sacramento, visited
the range with his Sbarps-Borchardt. and shot a couple of
strings at the American ring target. He made the following
score?, the value of the shots on the Creedmoor target being
also given:

RingTarget 9 10 111110 7 5 6 9 10-88
Cre-dmocr 555554445 5-47
RingTarget 9 8 8 8 6 10 7 9 9 1. —84
Creedmoor 5 444454555 45

Total Ring Target ~j^7,

Total Creedmoor u.,

Sbell Mouad.

Quite a number of marksmen assembled at Shell Mound on
Sunday la^t, though the greater number kept uo record of
their shooting.
The score uf Company B, First Begiment. ran as follows"

S. Townsend, 44; A. T. Bamm, 41; G. Wissou, 39, and
Captain Burtick, 35.

Company C, Second Artillery, was represented by the fol-
lowing membeis making the appended scores:

45344546 5—41

64564444 5-44
THTBD CLASS.

J. Slebe 4 3 4 4 6 3 4 3 3 3 3—39
Among the others who tried their skill, Klein headed the

list at 50U yards. The score was as follows:
Klein 5 6
Brod 4 5
Moore 4 5

Brod 200 yards—

4

5
Klein L 200 yards-4 4
Brod 211O yards—

4

4
Moore 200 yards—

4

4

Klein -juo yards—

4

4
Biod 2(m yards—

4

4
Moore 2ini yards-4 5
Kird 200 yards—4 4

Meln ...200 yartfs— 5 5 4 4 4 4 4
Brod 200 yards—4 4 6 4 4 4 4
Moore U0O yards— 5 5 4 4 6 4 4

Klein 500 yards—

2

4
Bird 600 yards-4 4

Poulton... 200 yards— 4 6

7 9
Pendleton 300 yards— 5 4

11 6
Moore 200 yards— 4 6

Sacramento.

4555545 6-
5 4 5 6 4 2 4

5 6 4 5 4—46
5 4 4 6 4—45

4 5 6 4 4 4 4—42
i 4 4 4 4 fi 5—43
b 6 4 6 4 4 4—43
5 5 4 4 6 6 4—44
t 4 4 b 4 4 4—42
4 4 4 4 S 6 6—41
4 4 e 4 4 4 4—42
6 4 4 4 5 4 4-64
4 4 6 6 4 4 6—64
4 4 4 4 4 4 4—04
6 3 3 4 4 4 6-3"
4 4 6 a 2 4 2—34
J 4 5 i 1 4 6-44
S 7 12 8 8 6 9—83
1 3 5 4 8 4 4—40
1 11 6 11 6 8-64
4 6 4 4 4 4 4—43
8 9 7 3 B 1 7—68

On Thanksgiving Day a number of the members of Com-
pany G. faced (he 200-yards target, at the Twelfth-street
r.iDge, with the following result:

O. E. Hughes 4 4 4 6 6 6 4 4 6 4-44
f ColTey 4 46444464 4-42
W. Bomb 6 44655344 4-43
P. J. Kennodjr 6 4 4 4 4 5 4 6 4 4-43
A. Steams 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 4 4-40
J . F. I'eobom 4 4 4 3 4 3 4 4 4 6—39
J. A. Klein 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 6-40
A. McUlllen 3 3 4444446 6-40
A. F. McCollum 4 4 4 3 3 5 4 4 4 6-40
W.Mott 4 4 4 5 5 3 4 4

A match of 100 shots each between O. E. Huqlu
Boase resulted as follows:

Hughes 420 | Boaae ,
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NOTICE.
D G. Waldron, so well known on this Coast, is the traveling agent,

solicitor and correspondent of the Bbeeder and Sportsman.

San Francisco, - Saturday, Dec. 1387.

Removal Notice-

The office of the Breeder and Sportsman has been

removed to No. 313 Bush Street, above Montgomery.

Special Notice to Correspondents.

Letters intended for publication should reach *his office

not later than "Wednesday of each week, to secure a place in

the itisue of the following Saturday.

Norval.

Again we take pleasure in presenting a portrait of one

of the notable horses of California. A fine representa-

tion, too, for though it is some time since we saw

him, it recalls his form with exactness as we remem-

ber him, and those who have aeon him lately pro-

nounce it an accurate resemblance. He is a grand-

looking horse all over, being so "evenly made" that

it is difficult to select a weak point. He is of good

size, fully fifteen hands, three inches in height, and

with a great deal of substance. The Electioneers are

so generally endowed with immense muscular develop-

ment that it would be somewhat anomalous to find

one deficient in that respect, and Norval carries the

family characteristics in an eminent degree. His dam
is one of the finest-looking mares at Palo- Alto, and will

strike the most casual observer at first sight. Among
such a grand collection of brood-mares as are domiciled

on that famous farm it requires superior excellence to

attract attention, and Norma, notwithstanding her

twenty-four years, will "catch the eye" at once of those

who have the least idea of form. She is a mare of a

great deal of quality, and, as a proof of her vitality, she

had a bay colt January 28th of this year, by Ansel. A
remarkable mare truly is the dam of Norval. Her

daughter, Lucy Cuyler, with well authenticated trials of

one-half mile*to wagon in 1:05^, and a mile in 2:15£, is

one bright flower in her garland, her son Norval adding

another which is of as radiant a hue; not only as the

sire of the fastest yearling by 4£ seconds, but that his

first and only progeny for 1886. '

As he is only five years old we can only recall one in-

stance of a stallion which has shown at the same age a

faster, that being Sultan who got Sweetheart when he

was two years qld. But there was no choice to make.

Restricted to one representative, the most sanguine of tem-

perament could not anticipate a result approaching 2:31^

on yearling form. Great as the performances of Sable

Wilkes and "Wildflower are, hard figures as 2:18 and 2:21

are to lower, it is a puzzling question to say which is the

most difficult to overcome. Heretofore we have regarded

the two-year-old record as the best of all colt perform-

ances, but then the three-year-old stood at 2:19£, the

two-year-old, next to that of Wildflower, 2:24^.

Hinda Rose trotted, when a yearling, in 2:36£ in 1881.

This was scarcely approached and only once beaten,

after a lapse of six years. In 1881 Wildflower made

her mark, and up to this time nothing has come near it.

Hinda Rose trotttd in 1883 in 2:19£, and this Patron

"tied" in 1885. Two years lowered the three-year- old

to 2:18, and that subtraction of 1£ seconds intensifies the

ardnousness of the job to beat it hugely.

Fractions count when the 'time gets down to a low

figure, and therefore 2:18 and 2:21 is striking very close

to the center of the bull's-eye. But when it is seen how
difficult it has been to get three-quarters of a second be-

low the yearling mark with trials extending over six

years, that gives 2:31 still more importance. "Accord-

ing to Daboll" it would stand thus: If three-quarters of

a second entailed a lapse of time of six years, what will

4£ seconds give? The answer will be thirty-four years.

Fortunately, however, the "rule of three" cannot be

brought into trotting matters, though, mathematically

considered, the yearling is the second best, as the two-

year-old cannot be calculated in this way.

Then again, there is no necessity for comparison

when all are so good, and comparisons are merely con-

jectures at the best.

Norval is entitled to half the credit of Noriaine,

Elaine the other half, though the dam of Elaine and

the grandam of Norval must not be robbed of her

share of the credit.

Next week, accompanying the picture of Elaine, the

pedigree of her daughter will be more thorougly anal-

yzed In the article of last week the writer of it

claimed that Todhunter's Sir Wallace was a thorough-

bred. This may be a mistake, though there is no ques-

tion of the grandam of Norma being of that blood.

Double Team Trotting:.

The trotting last Saturday by Arab and Conde on the

Bay District Coarse can certainly be classed as a wonder-

ful performance. In the report of the race which was

published in the dailies last Sunday there was an error

in the statement that it was the fastest ever made in an

actual race. Maxy Cobb and Neta Medium trotted

against Charley Hogan and Adelaide in Chicago, Sept.

25th, 1885, Maxy and Neta winning. The following is

the summary copied from Wallace's Year Book;

Board of Tbade Purse, 52,000; teams.
Maxy Cobb and Neta Medium -I. Cohnfeld 1 1

Charley Hogan and Adelaide—C. Schwanz 2 2
Time, 3:21$, 2:18J.

J. A. Dustin drove the winning team and Budd Doble

the losing. It was a great race in many respects. The

following details Mr. Dustin gave us: Maxy Cobb and

mate were shipped from New York some ten days before

the time fixed for the race. It had filled with four

entries. The teams mentioned above, Prince Arthur aud

Butterscotch belonging to Commodore Kitson, and a

pair belonging to Mr. Brennick of Chicago. Some
time before the day for trotting it was known that the

Kitson and Brennick teams would not start, and
Mr. Schwartz fouad that Sam Hill, the intended mate
for Hogan, was not reliable enough to depend upon. It

seemed to be a "foregone conclusion" that the race would

fall through, and Mr. Dustin was a good deal worried

that the expense incurred was likely to be a total loss.

It was at his earnest solicitation that Mr. Cohnfeld

had consented to let his horses go West, and therefore

there was more than the usual interest taken by him in

the result. He informed Mr. Schwartz that he could

find him a good mate for Hogan in Adelaide. He had

driven her in Albany in 2:19^, in Rochester in 2:19^, at

Cleveland won first and second heats in 2:18, 2: IS, the

third in 2:19^. Mr. Schwartz had offered §10,000 for

heo; Dustin tcld him she could be purchased for §12,000.

Dustin had sent her home to Milwaukee, aud Mr.

Schwartz agreed that if she proved a suitable compan-

ion for Hogan he would buy hpr. Dustin went to Mil-

waukee, saw her owner Mr. Bradley who agreed to the

proposition. The trial was satisfactory. Hitched to a

light road wagon, Dustin drove the toam a half mile in

1:10 when Schwartz gave him a check for the purchase

money. This was only a few days before the race came
off and Doble took them in hand. Maxy and mate were

walked three or four days, jogged a few times, and worked

two heats in 2:28, 2:26, the last quarter of the second

heat in 34 seconds.

The first heat of the race, after a good deal of scoring,

was won in 2:2 1£, Hogan and Adelaide close up. The

second, after going comparatively easy around the turn,

Dustin "set his team agoing," and they came from there

at their best pace. Hogan and mate were "timed" from

the half in 1:07, so that the leaders must have come very

fast home, as the gap was, if anything, increased. The

losing horses gained laurels as well as the winners, the

short time allowed for practice unquestionably operating

against them. Great as this performance was and the

triumph attending the best on record, there are circum-

stances which place the California team on as high a

plane. Maxy Cobb had a record of 2:13£, Neta Medium
2:22£, and they were driven together for a long time. In

1884 they trotted together in 2: 15f , and were as nearly

perfect in qualities for this sort of worn: as can be imag-

ined. Our recollection was that- the time was 2:15£, but

as the Year Booh gives 2:15^, that is accepted. Maud S.

and Aldine trotted in 2:15|, but that was an "exhibi-

tion" whereas the others observed the conditions neces-

sary for a technical record. As we understand the situa-

tion-, Arab and Conde have only been harnessed a few

times together, neither having been given much work "to

the pole," and this was Conde's first season on the track.

Therefore to be within half a second of the "best on

record" is no small praise; and as the day was scarcely

as favorable as some which preceded it, this was another

point to consider. Should the weather prove favorable

after this storm passes over, we hope to see them make
another attempt, feeling a great deal of confidence that

another first place will be awarded California-

Decorum on the Track.

At the Bay District Track recently there was occasion J
for some salutary discipline for offences not generally ,

punished or considered of sufficient importance to call .

for action. Two men were expelled for gross infrac- j

tions of the law of decorum and outrages upon public

decency. There is a rule in the turf code intended to

Becure order on race tracks and framed to protect the rac- I

ing officials from the assaults of blackguards, whether the

assailants masquerade as gentlemen or appear an naturelm

as representatives of the sub-stratum of society. This

rule has fallen into disuse, and has been for years a dead
letter in the book of laws. It is more than unfortunate

that this state of things exists. The law was wise in its

conception, and more important than most unthinking

people suppose. The dignity of judges and the standing

of racing associations depend mainly upon it. Without
the protection the rule was designed to give, gentlemen
•vill refuse to preside over turf contests and will avoid i

the courBe as they would the slums of the Barbary Coast.

Without recognized integrity in the stand the public will (

have none of it, and the sport of Kings will be left with-

out devotees enough to give it decent burial. However
great the attraction, ladies will not frequent a place

where their ears may be shocked with sounds repulsive

to even the ordinary standard of decency. Polite society,

conventional and exacting always, naturally taboos

the ground where blackguards have license to vent their

vileness and instinctive depravity. Free speech as a
political privilege is no doubt a powerful agent to pro-

tect personal rights, and upon the turf, as in all civil

relations, it cannot safely be denied, bat it may be restrict-

ed to legitimate uses, and the line be drawn between*^

liberty and unchecked license. The law of decorum is not

oppressive and it should be rigidly enforced. That it
]

has not been, is indicated by the fewness of the cases on

record where penalties have been imposed for viola--:

tions of the rule. That there have been infractions, gross

and not infrequent, every habitue of the racecourse

knows. It is to be hoped that the stand taken by Mr.

Hinchinan will suggest to all associations the advisability

of a positive policy in this direction. There is a com-

mon fallacy that in an ultra-democratic community like

California something of the uncouth and angular must

be tolerated because of the presence of a class that,

having spent their earlier years on the border, have

become fixed in habits of speech and action that show
rough edges. The people referred to have no right to

that consideration now; California has been under the

iufluence of an enlightened civilization for thirty years;

or more. The element referred to can be depended

upon to conduct themselves properly in the theatre or ,

church; not because the atmosphere of the place has<

any iufluence, but because they know any departure

from the rule of order or propriety would not be toler-

ated. If they are convinced that the same law governs*?

the race course they will be as circumspect in heir con-

duct there as in any other place of public assemblage.

We Must "Crow."

Until in better condition than we are at present we
:

could not crow very lustily, even if that way inclined.'

Bat we must be forgiven if a little jubilation is indulged

in over the performacce of our colts. Two minutes

thirty-one and a half seconds for a yearling, 2:21 for

two-year-old, 2:25 for a two-year-old in a race, 2:18 foi

a three-year-old* 2:16 for a four-year-old. The top

notch in every age of colthood, and that by sue'

margins as to make decisive victories. Noriaine,

Wildflower, Shamrock, Sable Wilkes, Manzanita, names,

which are familiar in every country where fast1

trotters are appreciated. It has been a stubborn

fight, which enhances the glory. The old his-

torian, Froissart, records that a singular feature in the*

Scotch character was, that even if defeated in battle

they gave thanks to the Lord for giving them so good ft'

fight, and we must acknowledge that we share in that

feeling of our countrymen of ye olden time. We admire

pluck; delight in exhibitions of game; in fact esteemj

men and horses which possess these qualities and hang

on, come and come again, with the resolution of a true'

gamecock.

We never doubted the courage and persistency of Ken-

tuckians. Their ability in every department of horse-

breeding, reariug and training is of the highest class.

They had the right stock to build upon. They had)

unbounded faith in their horses and played their hands

for all they were worth.

We cheerfully acknowledge that the California clima'

was a valuable auxiliary. Not so potent, perhaps,
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Blucher to Wellington, though an advantage which

helped to turn the scale. Climate was hacked by intel-

ligence and spirited outlay. Palo Alto has furnished

three of the champions, and the immense expenditure and

wise management of that huge establishment has been

of vast service. Mr. Corbitt has also been a liberal sup-

porter. He has expanded a large amount of money and

spent it wisely. He paid $2,300 for Sable, for a

broodmare, when that was held to be an immense price

for an animal to be put in the trotting stud. The credit

of Shamrock must be divided between Dr. Hicks and

Mr. Valensin, for though the latter bred him the Doctor

brought his sire and dam to the country.

Credit to all and that each may have a succession cf

prodigies is the sincere wish of the Breeder and Sports-

man.

Brother to Arrow.

"We are pleased to learn from the apppnded letter that

there is such a good showing for the brother to the great

pacing colt, Arrow, to make his mark at the diagonal

gait. Arrow has certainly demonstrated that plebeian

blood is not essential in the composition of a fast pacer.

All the hioien blood, with the exception of "Spotted Kan-

ger" in the sire and the "Native" mare in the dam is

thoroughbred, and there is so much of that as to prepon-

derate, even granting the unknown crosses to be dung-

hill. We have known several thoroughbreds to pace, one

or two of them in our opinion which would have paced

fast with proper tuition. Many of the best pacers trace

to a thoroughbred ancestor, and one of the very greatest,

Pocahontas, was nearly allied to the blood-horse on both

Bides.

Pacing appears to be a gait which may spring from

any- family. It is true that there are families which

take to that manner of progression as the members of

others do to trotting, though not unfrequently the very

fastest pacers descend from recognized trotting strains.

A large proportion of fast trotters have a tendency to

amble when going slow, and not a few who can go fast

at either gait. Why one brother should pace and the

other trot or why an animal can go fast at either gait

are questions which only can be answered on the hypoth-

esis that neither breeding nor form has anything to do

with fixing the propensity—maybe it should be termed

instinct— and therefore something else must be the gov-

erning power.

It may be habit. A colt which has tried the "lateral"

method of progression learns that he can go easier to

himself, at the rate which his driver demands, deter-

mines that he will adopt it, and if permitted adheres

to the idea, gaining speed as his practice continues.

The tendency to pace is more general than those who

are not thoroughly conversant with training trotters

imagine. Few, indeed, which at times do not display

the preference, and hence the use of weights, hobbles and

the various inventions to correct the tendency.

Formation has certainly no influence. The fastest

pacers we ever saw had not what is considered the typi-

cal formation, and in place of very sloping hips, high

withers, narrow chest, crooked hind legs, etc., were as

nearly models of high form as is seen among first-class

trotters. Arrow is an exemplification, bo was Jim

Brown, Lady St. Clair, Nimrod and many others, the

most noted divergence being Defiance, who, after pacing

in 2:17^—if our memory be correct—trotted in 2:24.

"Double-gaited" horses would be unknown if the action

was absolutely determined by formation, bo it is safe to

discard this idea, so generally shared in not very many

years ago. Heritage does not fix the action, or the pac-

ing-bred, pacing stallion Blue Bull would not show forty-

nine trotters with records below 2:30, and only three

pacers to gain that distinction. Then, to show that a

higher rate of speed was developed at the trot 2:17£,

2:17£ marked the trotters, 2:19jJ the fastest for the pacers.

But whatwe^intended as merely introductory to the

letter of Mr. Wilson has drifted into a subject which is

well worthy of a more extended research than can be

given at present. In all the claims and counterclaims

for pacing blood in fast trotters discussions have been

confined to the results of the admixture. There is cer-

tainly more in it than has yet been shown.

Editor Breeder and Sfortbman:—I see by the iBsue of

October 8th that you establish the pedigree of Arrow I am
greatly interested in his welfare as I own the only full brother

to him ever foaled. As undeveloped as Arrow was six months

ago I purchased him, and not knowing his pedigree I only

relied on his good looks for my encouragement and con-

cluded to put him to work, giving him a trial to sulky when

hetirst went to work, and he trotted the mile out in 2:3S£ and

the third quarter in :37J. With fifteen days work he showed a

quarter in :36. He is ambitious, and his driver says will come

back as often as called on. Barring accidents I am in hopes

I will have a horse that will add one more to the liBt of fast

trotters raised in California that will go inside of 30, and 1

am in hopes to get him inside of 20 as he is making such

Bhowing that we have no doubt that he will get there when

he does start. He can go in any class as he has no record.

Hoping that some time he may furnish showing that will be

of interest to your valuable paper, I am respectfully yours,

A Promisiner Youngster.

Jos. Cairn Simpson:—Thinking^ you would be pleased to

hear good reports from an antevolo colt, I write you to say j

that Anteal, by Antevolo, dam Lady 'i'iffney by Gibraltar,

second dam by A. W. Richmond, is a wonderfully fine young-
Bter. I took the Sweepstake premium with him at San Luis
Obispo fair last month for the beBt colt of any breed or age,

and won the half-mile trotting race with his half-brother

(for yearlings). As I once wrote \ou he was 45J inches tall at

his birth, has grown until he looks almost like a yearling.

He is a great big, fine colt, and if his movements in the pad-
dock indicate anything he is surely very speedy. He is

bred well enough, three-sixteenths Rysdyk's Hambletonian,
one-quarter A, W. Richmond, etc.

Anteal is a colt of very fine disposition, and is quite a pet

about the ranch. His dam is now in foal to a son of Elec-

tioneer whose dam is by Mohawk Chief.

We had quite a creditable and successful fair here last

month; have good grounds, buildings and a good mile track.

Onr show of horse and cattle was good. The cattle show was
fine, comprising Herefords, Holsteins, Durbams and Jerseys.

The horse department was represented by Electioneers,

Monroe Chiefs, Nutwoods, Patchens, McClellans, Almonts
and Altoonas, besides King Bans, Grinsteads, Newrys. Nor-

folks and other thoroughbreds. We had some thoroughbred
stock at the fair from Australia, the property of Senator

Hearst. I am sick in bed at the present writing, but I hope
that you may recover from your recent illness, that I may
also recover and live to have the pleasure of meeting you at

our nest annual fair here.

San Louis Obispo, Nov. 22. ~N . H. Taylor.

The above was not sent for publication, but as we are

so much interested in the get of Antevolo we make it

public.

We are fully as much interested in the progeny of

Richmond, and to hear of another of his descendants

which has the merit of good looks positively and a good

promise of future speed, it is made public.

We have always been partial to inbreeding when the

"doubling" was on the part of good strains. Anteal is

inbred on both sides, there being two crosses of Hamble-

tonian. There has been a prevailing opinion that in-

breeding reduces the size, though this is not sustained

by what we have seen.

We have a two-year-old by Anteeo, his grandam by

Simpson's Blackbird, which is fully sixteen hands and

big in proportion. Another of the same age and by the

same sire (owned conjointly with John N". Bailhache)

from a mare by A. W. Richmond, giving him three-

eighths of Richmond blood, which is a good deal above

medium size.

Palo Alto presents a hundred of examples, at least,

that inbreeding does not decrease the size, and quite a

number that it is not detrimental to speed. In another

part of the paper will be found a striking illustration of

the value of inbreeding in fast trotters.

Palo Alto Catalogue.

A Grand Showing.

of interest to your
Los Angeles, Nov. 8th. F. R. Wilson.

The best commentary on the efficiency of the Board of

Directors of the State Agricultua] Society is the financial

statement made by the Secretary at the meeting held en

Monday last. On the first of January, 1887, there was

an indebtedness of §22,900, which has been reduced to

$6,351.71. Thus, beside paying the large premiums and

running expenses, there was an overplus of $16,348. It

is a grand showing, indeed, which the people of Cal-

ifornia will appreciate. The State Fair is a* popular

institution. Its importance is recognized from San

Diego to British Columbia; from the Pacific Ocean far

beyond the summit of the Sierras. Beyond question

it excels every State Fair in the United States,

so far in advance that the only comparison that

can be made is between it and the grand expositions

which call upon the whole country for support. Pre-

vious to our residence here we were familiar with

the main exhibitions of the East, and up to that

time, 1873, the St. Louis Fair was inferior in many
points. We have seen 80,000 people, as shown by the

gate receipts, on the grounds of that association, and

there was less to instruct the agriculturalist, the breeder,

the mechanic and the horticulturist than was brought

before them at Sacramento. Whoever endeavors to

impair its influence, to lessen its value, is an enemy to

the people at large, though there is little danger from

that source, as any one man, or clique of men, are as

powerless in that direction as they would be to roll back

the tide which rushes through the Golden Gate. So

long as the management is as able as was manifested by

the President and Directors and officials previous to

and during the last fair, it will receive the countenance

and support of so large a proportion of the people that

adverse criticism will fall warmless.

As to the attack made the proper reply would have

been contemptuous silence. Reply was unnecessary.

Slanders which are known to be inspired by venom are

as innocuous as the stroke of a snake with its fangs

extracted.

We shall await with interest the appearance of the

annual report. The State can well afford to print many
extra thousands of copies over the number published
heretofore for distribution in the East. A better under-
standing of the capabilities of California can be obtained

from a perusal of .vhat it will contain than dozens of

pamphlets would afford. The scope is so great that

there is scarcely an industry which is not represented,

and at this time, when California is the cynosure of so

many eyes, it will be peculiarly appropriate.

[Wallace's Monthly.]

The annual catalogue of this great establishment for 1S87
comes to us in the shape of a handsome bound volume of
288 pages. The trotting department embraces 240 pages,
and the runners the balance. The trotters, as named and
enumerated, count up to 285 head in the d partment of
brood-mares, fourteen stallions and eighty-four young stal-

lionB, colts and geldings, making in all 383' head, with prob-
ably twice as many not contained in the catalogue. In the
ranoing department there are thirty-two brood-mares and
forty-three stallions, colts, fillies, etc., making in both de-

partments 45$ animals. From an accident to the head
trainer, Mr. Marvin, early in the season, the establishment
has not made so much of a showing this year as usual. This
is the largest breeding establishment in this country, and it

is handled strictly with a view to reputation rather than to
make money. The premier stallion, Electioneer, the great-

est of living stallions, by his strong and undivided trotting

inheritance and instinct has proved himself able to meet and
overcome the running instinct in a few cases, and this has
given hiB owner new hope in hiB theory that the way7 to

breed the trotter is to go to the runner. This will do iur a
man who has no fears of the sheriff. When we visited Palo
Alto, two years ago, we expostulated with Governor Stanford
for not giving Piedmont a better chance on some of his best
producing mares. It affords us a great deal of pleasure to

now "point with pride" to what we then said aud to what
has happened on the turf this year. It is not Pequot alone
that has broken the charm against Piedmont; but, so far as
known, those of his get that were sold here are all doing
well and are held in the very highest esteem for their prom-
ise as trotters. The sale of Piedmont colts on this side of

the mountains at riig prices is now assured, but it will take
a long time to convince the horsemen, and especially the
breeders, of this region that they want any of the get of

"half and-half* bred sires. A purchaser may want a runner
and he may want a i rotter, but he never wants both gaits,

and instincts in the same animal.
This catalogue was prepared by Mr. Joseph Cairn Simpson,

the founder and editor of the Bb.eedes and Sportsman, of
San Francisco. Mr. SimjDson is a man of ideas and marked
ability on all practical subjects of horsemanship, but he has
never been able to "catch on" to the modern methods of
sifting the true from the false in pedigree matters. The
larger part of the introduction is made up of a kind of im-
personal complaint against the form in which some pedigrees
are stated in the catalogue and an apology for so inserting

them. As a matter of course the complaint is against the
Trotting Kegister, although not named, for there is no other
publication to complain of. Without attempting to review
this complaint we must say a word or two in justification of

our methods of investigating and determining whether a

pedigree or any part of it is true or false. Mr. Simpson says:
"Trotting pedigrees which run back half a century are some-
what shadowy, unless they are thoroughbred crosses, and in

every instance when the pedigree could be clearly estab-

lished, some of that blood can be found," etc. Now, why
should "thoroughbred crosses" be more likely to be true
than any other kind of crosses?
No person knows better than Mr. Simpson that the natural,

the uniform and the universal tendency, for all past time,

in pedigrees is and has been to exaggerate in the direction of

the well known and famous. After an experience of many
years we can unhesitatingly say that a very large majority of

the crosses we have been compelled to reject have been
"thoroughbred" crosses. In carrying forward the work on
the Register we have but one rule, and everything must be
measured by that rule, for we have no other means of get-

ting at the truth. As the method is brief and to the point,

we will state it. 1. The description, breeder and history of
the animal offered. 2. The breeder and history of his dam.
3. The breeder and history of his grandam. 4. The breeder
and history of his third dam, etc. Now just so far as the his-

tory and breeders of the dams can be satisfactorily given, the
pedigree is accepted and recorded, and just at the point
where they cannot be given the pedigree is cut off. This is

the rule laid down by the National Association of Breeders,
and iu administering it we make no distinction between run-
ning, trotting or pacing crosses. This rule has been laid

down by the highest authority in this country, and if Mr.
Simpson objects to it as a method for reaching the truth we
would be very glad to have him formulate and present his

objections to the readers of the Monthly.

In place of taking exceptions to the rule given in the

above article we heartily indorse it, and must acknowledge

that heretofore we have ascribed other reasons for cut-

ting out crosses which involved thoroughbred blood.

While it may work injustice in some cases, it is in reality

the only method.

In the introduction to the Palo Alto Catalogue the

Trotting Begister was not thought of. What we meant
Wiis the taking of shadowy recollections of old men as

the basis for overthrowing pedigrees which were received

as genuine in the lifetime of the animal.

The answer to the question, Why should thoroughbred

crosses be more likely to bo true than any other kind of

crosses? is that these have been recorded for more than

a hundred years before the genealogy of trotting was
thought of. Now there are hundreds of animals in the

English aud American Stud Book the breeders of which

are unknown, but that takes us back to an early day.

The ruling of the English courts that to sustain the

claim of thoroughbred the animal must be registered iu

the S. B., this being regarded as prima facie evidence.

But a compiler who should accept a foal of 1887 with-

out the name cf the breeder of foal, dam, grandam,

uuless previously recorded, would be derilect in his

duty. Mr. Wallace will have to acknowledge that since

Ansel trotted in 2:20, and Whips inside of 2:30, that

half-and-half trotters are accumulating. The two
fastest stallions yet bred at Palo Alto are from thorough-

bred marua, and there are more to come. Those who trot

horses in hard races are changing base, and there is not

a prominent driver of our acquaintance who does not

prize the thoroughbred crosses.

That the half-and-half will prove their capaci

stud as well as on the track we have not the It
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Cleveland Bay Horse Association.

The annual meeting of the members of the Cleveland Bay

Horse Association was held a} the Grand Pacific Hotel,

Chicago, on Tuesday evening, Nov. Sth.
_

Mr Geo. E Brown, President of the association, presided,

and Mr. K. P. Stericker, the Secretary, read the minutes of

the previous meeting, which were adopted.

The president stated that he had prepared a paper to be

read at the meeting, but expressed himseli in favor of defer-

ring it for some future occasion, when a larger attendance

would be afforded an opportunity of listening to his views in

regard to what he considered one of the most valuable bieeds

of animals, the Cleveland Bay horBe.

It bein<* the unanimous wish of those present to have the

paper read at the present meeting, Mr. Brown acquiesced in

the desire, and from his essay we make excerpts as copiously

as space will permit. He Baiu:

I congratulate you a3 importers and breeders of Cleveland

Bay horses upon the success that has attended your efforts m
the organization of this society, which places these justly-

celebrated horses on an equal footing with other improved

breeds iu the United States; and ihough last in forming a

societv and establishing a register, our horses are among the

first in public favor; for it is a fact tnat no other horse com-

mands more general interest than tne Cleveland Bay at the

present time. .

It has been said, and truly, that he is a public benefactor

who causes two blades of gra-s to grow where but one grew

before. How much more is he entitled to commendation

who devotes his time and money to the genuine improvement

of that noble animal and faithful servant of man—the horse?

The equine branch of animal industry is divided into or

composed of several classes. The sporting and heavy draft-

horses represent the iwo extremes, and each is confined to a

comparatively limited number of BUppoiters. The former

has been developed mainly for questionable purposes, and to

this class we owe much ot tne odium that is cast upon the

horse business in general. The latter, being only fitted for

the slow, plodding cart or plow, is appreciated only by those

who are compelled to use him. But the coach and carriage

Horse is one of general interest, and to this clasB the Cleveland

Bay belongs. The early history pertaining to the origin of

this now world-renowned breed is meagre and on some points

conflicting, which may be accounted for in part by the preju-

dice and self-interest of the various contestants, and largely

to the neglect of its early promoters to keep authentic

records^ .

One prominent writer says: "It is the progressive mixture

of the blood of horses of higher breeding with those of the

common race which has produced that class of horse known

as the Cleveland Bay," while another contends they have

been a pure and distinct breed for several centuries, improved

by judicious selections and matings, and persistently follow-

in" a particular and scientific line of breeding till the desir-

able qualities and characteristics were flxed and could be

depended upon to transmit themselves from parent to off-

spring with certainty. It is not my purpose at this time to

attempt to reconcile those conflicting accounts of the origin

of the Cleveland Bay. It is enough for our purpose to know

that this persistent effort was crowned with buccosb, and that

to-dav we have at our command the material with which to

improve the small inferior horses with which a very large

portion of our country is stocked.

It is generally admitted that Yorkshire is the home of the

Cleveland Bay, he deriving his name from his rich color and

the picturesque vale of Cleveland, where he was first brought

into perfection, and from there his fame and favor have

spread to all parts of the world where any attention has been

paid to improved breeding in horses.
_

It was the wide reputation the Cleveland Bay had obtained

and the consequent large foreign demand, combined with a

change of conditions at home, that at one time threatened the

extinction of these horses as a pure breed, and it was at that

time that I became personally and practically acquainted

with them. -•-*.-- * ..

In speaking of their introduction into this country and the

result, I trust you will pardon me for the reference I find it

necessary to make to the part I have taken in the work.

Although occasional importations of Cleveland Bays had

been made into Canada and the United States at intervals

during the past fifty year?, it is only within the last fourteen

yearB that any decided steps have been taken to introduce

them on a permanent basis. It was, I think, in 1872 that my
attention was first cailt d to them by accidentally taking up a

work on the horse, which gave a limited account and de-

scription of this breed, and which showed one rather imperfect

engraving; and although at that time I had no thought of

engaging in my present business, I at once took a great inter-

est in the Cleveland Bay, being satisfied ne wbb jnst the horse

needed in this country, and when in 1S74 I was solicited by

a gentleman in Massachusetts to engage in the importation of

Holstein cattle I consented, making one of the conditions the

including of Cleveland Bays in our importing business, pro-

vided I found them all I expected.

On visiting them in their native home and making a thor-

ough investigation, I found 1 had not overestimated their

qualities, and was convinced of their value to the horse inter-

ests of the United States; but the heavy demand for them

from other countries had greatly reduced the parent stock

and advanced prices so much in comparison with other breeds

tbat I had not sufficient courage to invest much of my limited

means in a new enterprise attended with so many risks, and

I returned home with only one, the mare Maud, No. 1 in the

American Cleveland Bay Stud Book. She was so generally

admired that I felt encouraged, and in the spring of 1875 I

imported the stallion Criterion, No. 679, Vcl. II. of the En-

glish Cleveland Bay Stud Book—he being then two years old.

I showed him at leading fairs in Iowa and Illinois, winning

first prize at each, and at the IllinoiB State Fair, fiiBt prize

and sweepstakes. In the antuma of 1875 I imported two

others, one of them Leo (half-brother to Maud), who became

quite noted as a breeder and prize winner. If I remember

rightly, he was never beaten either as an individual or in the

breeders ring. He died two years since.

In the spring of 1877, just as Criterion was developing into

one of the grandest stallions I have ever seen of the breed,

and just as his foals were coming forward and showing the

strength and value of the blood, he was accidentally Killed,

inflicting a loss on this state and country that no one

can estimate. This was a very serious loss to me at that

time, but having satisfied myself of the great value of the

breed, a&d consequently of tbe safety oi the enterprise, I

determined not to be disheartened, and in the autumn of

1877 imported four others—Bay Splendor, Vanguar 1, Co^k

Robin and Emperor—all of which gave excellent results a*

breeders. Two of them, Cock Robin and Vanguard, are still

in service and apparently as vigorous as ever. Cock Robin

is still in my possession, and although fifteen years old, is

as active as a colt. Bay Splendor died last year, havii'g

been a very successful sire up to the time of his death.

Our competitors interested in other breeds folly realized

at the outset that the Cleveland Bay, when once introduced,

would be a formidable rival of their favorites, and saw at

once the necessity of diverting attention from them, and lost

no time in fabricating various stories to create a false im-

pression. Fir=t, it was said the breed was long since extinct.

This fabrication was met by positive pro^f to the contrary,

in the form of such grand specimens of the breed as Criterion,

Bay Splendor, Leo and Vanguard. .Next came the report

that tfiey were only cross-bred horses without pedigrees. I

replied to this by producing pediyrees bhowing true Cleve-

land breeding back over one hundred years.

Several amusing incidents occurred during this contro-

versy. One very prominent editor was applied to for infor-

mation. He answered through the columns of his paper that

they were not a breed, and could cot be relied npon to re-

produce themselves. I asked him why he made such an

assertion, and after a little hesitation he admitted he knew
nothing about them. I remarked upon the injustice to me,

an advertiser in his paper, of such a hap-baz ird. unwarranted

statement. He then said I might use his columns to give a

true account ot the horses andtheir breeding, which, of course,

Host no time in doing.

Soon after this the editor of another prominent and influ-

ential journal, one devoted almost exclusively to horse 1 ter-

ature, was questioned regarding the breed of so-called Cleve-

land Bays. He promptly replied: "They have been extinct

for years, and when they were in existence were of no use,

being a very inferior race, neither one thing nor another."

To him I wrote quite a long letter, giving some accounts of

the breed, described some of my horses, and sentbim authen-

ticated pedigrees, naciug their ancestry in a direct line back

to 17S6. I told him I had carefully investigated the merits of

the breed and had invested my little all in them, and pro-

posed to demonstrate their value practically; and also told

him that an editor of his prominence, having immense influ-

ence, could unintentionally do great harm to a goDd cause.

This, presumably, led him to investigate the subject, for in

the next issue I read with great satisfaction the following

concise opinion f.s the result of his investigation and experi-

ence, which I give verbatim:

"Having lived twentj-five years on the prairie, and all that

time actively eDgaged in agricultural affairs, we have a right

to know what kind of a horse best suits the average farmer.

He is a big bayhorse, sixteen hands high, weighing 1,200 lbs.,

with plenty of bone, symmetrical all over, elegant and stylish,

and a natural trotting gait, equal to a mile in three and a

half or four minutes. Now, of all the varieties of horses that

have been imported into this country, first and last, what is

still called the Cleveland Bay comes the nearest filling the

description. He has the size, the color, the bone, and the

general form of the ideal farmer's horse.

''From a very general knowledge of the way breeding has

been carried on in Yorkshire we are disposed to think the

element of size has been propagated with far more uniformity

than in this country, and, this being the case, we may ex-

pect horses from that district to transmit that element with

more uniformity than American horses of the same general

qualifications. -

' 'If we start with the Perchevon as a basis, and seek to

breed elegance and style, connected with size, it will require

several generations before we reach the present status of the

Cleveland Bay. "When you talk about a horse that weighs

1,800 or 2,000 being suited to the employments of the aver-

age farmer, it is worse than nonsense."

For several years the number of Cleveland Bays competing
at the leading shows in Yorkshire have been so small tht>t,

until quite recently, no separate class was allowed them, and
they were obliged to show in the coach-horse classes. This
fact had led to applying the name "coach-horse" to them; and
when I imported my first stallion, Criterion, I advertised

him as an "English Coach." But on subsequent considera-

tion realized that to adhere to that name in this country would
permit all horses having coaching qualities to be imported on
the same footing as Cleveland Bays, and foreseeing the posi-

tion they were to attain, the necessity, value, and propriety

of the name as indicating a distinct breed, was apparent, and
I subsequently advertised them under their proper name.
This confusion of terms has also been used by our compet-
itors to give color to their assertions.

I regret that the conservative ideas of English breedeis

have led to a controversy resulting in establishing two stud

books in England under different names for practically the

same breed, and I cannot too strongly urge upon this society

the wisdom of adhering to the name "Cleveland Bay" for

the reason that, while all Cleveland Bays are coach-horses, all

coach-horses are not Cleveland Bays. I deem it quite essen-

tial that we impress it upon the public and our patrons that

the term "coach-horse" signifies nothing in the way of breed-

ing. The veriest mongrel in breeding may, by chance, have
the form and appearance of a tine coach-horse.
Leaving the question of the exact origin of the Cleveland

Bay in abeyance, it cannot be denied that the blood of the

race-horse has been a valuable factor of late years in modern-
izing and bringing him to a higher standard of quality and
elegance.

Pure breeding, as it should be considered, consists in the
judiciouB selection and amalgamation of desired qualities or
characteristics, to fix and establish a type which may be
relied upon to reproduce itself. I claim that any class of

animals is entitled to be considered distinct and thorough-
bred when their characteristics are so fixed that they are trans-

mitted with certainty, though in a literal sense they may not
be 6trictly pure.

There is among Americans a too prevalent idea that a mare
may be bred to a running horse, a trotter, a coach, or a draft

stallion regardless of their fitness for either, and if she fails

to produce what is desired or satisfactory, the whole blame
is cast on the stallion or breed. Owners of stallions are, in a

great measure, to blame for this, for in their greed for pat-

ronage they often recommend their horse for use on any
mare that may come, not considering that every poor colt

sired by their stallion is a detriment to him. I have always
made it a point to advise my patrons in this matter, for 1

prefer to lose the patronage of many mares than to encourage
a course of breeding tbat wouH injure the reputation of my
stallion. Many good mares are bred to guod stallions and
the result is a total failure, because they are unsuited to eaoh
other, when either one, if, differently mated, would have
secured success.

In all classes of native domestic animals in America, and
particularly among horses, a lack of uniformity is strikingly

apparent, resulting from this haphazard, no-system style of

breeding. A definite plan persistently followed is as neces-
sary in breeding as in any other line of business.

Let no one suppose he can, starting with a small, inferior

mare, produce a large, perfect horse oy one cro^s.

There are many sections of the United States where,
ulthough the farmers and breeders have heard and read of

Clevelands. they bave not taken steps to introduce and try

them, and where, if once introduced, an immense field would
soon be opeued up. This is particularly true in some of the

Middle and New England States, as well as all over the great

western plains, and even on the Pacific slope.

I have never been a believer in, or advocate of, violent

crosseB, i e , mating two animals of the two extremes in size

and form. While this may be successful in a few cases, it

will be a failure as a whole. By careful investigations dur-

ing a series of years, I find that when good judgment has
been exercised in the choosing of mares to breed to Cleve-

land Bay pttllions, uniform success and perfect satisfaction

h>vp i llowed. My experience is that mares ranging from
1,000 to 1,250 lbs, and standing from 15 tu 15J hands high,

are the best type to breed to a Cleveland Bay t-tallion. From
such mares tbe result is almost uniformly a large, fine-styled

coach horse, standing from 1G to 1GJ baods high, and weigh-

ing from 1,150 to 1,350 lbs. The progeny of smuller mares
is proportionately satisfactory, resulting in very genteel driv-

ing horses suited to livery and light driving. The middle

and eastern Btates are snpplied with this style of mares [the

proi uce of trotting stallions of more or less celebrity), and
that field is worth cultivating. The same is true of the

great breeding-ranch secions of the west. If owners of large

ranches will select a portion of their nicest-formed and be»i-

eaited mares and breed them to good Cleveland Bay stallions,

they will be sure of great success in producing choice road-

sters and carriage horses; and if the best mares resulting

from fhis cross are reserved, and again bred to pure stallions

their j •> 'uce will be grand coachers; aud I may say here

with all -isurance that the market for tine coach horses can

not be glutted, for it is not only a class of horse tbat will

always be in request for city use, but makes the very beBt

farm hor.-e. I hope importers will recognize the great advan-

tage that will result from pushing the Cleveland Bajs into

these two fields, and also feel the importance of advising

their patrons how to obtain the best results in crossing and
breeding; for upon the breeders' success depends our own.

I believe a prosperous series of years is just now before us, j

and that the demand for first-class stallions will be greater'

than ever. "We should see to it that our favorite breed com-,

maods his share of public attention, and to this end some
concerted action should be taken to secure separate classes at

all the leading or prominent fairs throughout the states and
territories: and it may also be necessary for such breeders

as can conveniently do bo, to join aud make the circuit of

those fairs which they can reach to the best advantage; not

so much with a view to making money out of premiums as

to bring their horses directly to the attention of many who
would otherwise not see good specimens of the breed.

Vehicles as Civilizers.

After the Carriage Makers, Convention, recently held i:

"Washington, a banquet was given at which Hon. Norman J.

Colman U. S. Commissioner of Agriculture responded to the

toast, "Vehicles as CiviUzers," as follows:

Mr. President and Gentlemen:—I am very much embar-
rassed. For a plain, practical horny-handed son of toil like

myself to be called upon, after such a display of eloquence

by the gentleman who has proceeded me, certainly places me
at very great disadvantage; and more particularly as I had
been informed that the toast to which I was to respond was
"Our Country," and I was not undeceived until I arrived

here to-night. I had prepared myself with a great deal ol

care, and had written out my speech, and happened to come
near my friend, General Black, and lo and behold the speech

is gone! And you can imagine where it has gotten to.

The magnitude of your industry, gentlemen—for it is one
of the greatest industries of the country—I believe is not
generally appreciated by the public at large. I did not know
that my enterprising friend, Mr. Parker, had been notified

two months in advance that he was to respond to the toasl

"The World on Wheels," and that be had been reading up an

address of the secretary or of some other gentleman who hat

been posting himself in regard to the statistics of this indus«

try, and this afternoon I therefore set myself to work to gt

at the figures, and I referred to the Census Keport of ISSd

Of course the figures have increased, aud very rapid!

since that time. I am not going to bore you, but will gi

you only a few figures.

In 1SS0 the number of establishments tnaoufacturing'ca!

riages was 3,841. The capital at that time employed wi

$37,973,493- The wages annually paid to laborers amountei

to S1S,98S,615. The value of material used in constrnotioi

thereof amounted to $30,597, 0S6. The value of the produ
at that time, not including the materials which are man 1

factured for carriages and wagons, amounted to $64,951,61

The hands employed numbered 45,394.

In addition, there were at that time manufactories for pt<

ducing material used by carriage-makers to the number
412. The capital employed in manufacturing such materi

waB §7,034,718. The wages annually paid amounted
$2,733,004. The value of materials used amounted to $4,79
095. The value of the products of such manufacturers w:

$10,114,352. At thai time, therefore, §75.000,000 was abo'

the annual output of the carriage and accessory trades;

there is no doubt that at this time, as has been said, tl

value of the output of your enterprising establishment

amounts to over $100,000,000.

In the nest fifteen or twenty years it will amount to $!

000,000, because this, gentlemen, is a rapidly growing ai

progressive country, and a wealth-developing country. T]

population of this country has doubled every twenty-ti'

years since thiB country became a free people. In 1775 tbe:

were 3 million of people; in 1S00, 6 million; in 1325, 12

lion; in 1850, 24 million; iu 1S75, 4S or 50 million; and
this time we have over 60 million. Let us go on in this

and where shall we be in another hundred years? At ti

same rate we would have over S00,000.000 of people, and tl

carriage-makers of this country would have those people

supply. The progress of this country and the natui

inorease of population will tend to the consumption of yi

article being constantly on the increase.

Now, what has staggered ine—and I have given the subji

much thought since occupying the position I do—is to km
out of what material those carriages and wagons for f ati

generations are to be made. Our forests are disappearing J:

frost before the morning sun, and it is estimated that, will

the nest ten years, all the pine timber of the entire no:

west will disappear. Our Southern forests are dissppea]

at about the sunie rate. In the West, whenever a new fi

is opened up. the axe is put to the trees, and they are felli

and consumed by fire. Your timber material is faBtdisapj

ing, and the price is constantly increasing. I hold it is tl

duty of this nation in some manner to prevent the dest

tion of our forests. I claim that the timber lands of

country now, so far as they can be, should be controlled

Congress, and should not be Bold to 'be despoiled
desiroyed.
We are under an obligation to posterity. We have boi

thing else to do beside looking at.our immediate wants,

must look to the future, and protect the interests of the
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erations coming on. I have urged this in my reports; bave
urged replanting or restocking, especially of worn-out land.

Many of our timber tracts have already almost entirely disap-

peared. Onr valuable timbers are almost exhausted. It is

now impossible for you to find black walnut anywhere. I am
glad to Jinow that trees are being planted by enterprising men,
and I believe that many good kinds ot woods can be produced
in this way. i believe that hickory can be planted and
grown. It is a lapiri-growing tree, and what you want is sec-

ond-growth hickory. I believe the Government ohould do
something to encourage this tree planting, for what would we
do without our carriages aud wagons? There is no other

material we know of now that can take the place of timber in

their construction. I claim it is your duty to use your influ-

ence with your respective members of Congress to have them
enact laws to save and protect from destruction whatever for-

ests belong to Uncle Sam at this time.

If you will go further aud use your influence in urging the

planting of tree* ou the farms—of hickory, ash, white oakand
poplar, all of which you use in the construction of your car-

riages and wagons—you will bo setting an example which, ere

long, will be felt. A great deal of our land is already despoiled

and ruined. We have b,-en roibiug the soil of its fertility,

and there are now millions of firms, I may say, no longer tit

for cultivation. This it- particularly the case in the State of

Virginia, and in States further South, where tobacco and cot-

ton, and in some places wheat, were raised as long as it paid

to produce them. Thtse lands would still pioduce timber

if the Government would encourage the planting of trees on
these lands under a proper bounty, if Congress sees proper to

offer a bounty for the rtstocking of out forests.

You all know some oi the evil effects in the WeBt of the

destruction of our forests. Severe droughts have been caused,

as well as terrible o^rflows, and there is no doubt that an

increased severity is shown in both of these. There are no
longer forests where the eround is covered with decaying

leaves and vegetation to soak uu the water as it falls, but it

falls on dry hillside and rushes on to the ocean in immense
freshets, destroying property and bearing everything before it

because it is no longer held as in a sponge, and we, therefore,

have the extremes we are now experiencing, This is a ques-

tion of national importance. It brings itBelf home to every

citizen.

What could we do without your carriages? We talk about

evolution of the human beiDg, and when I see the evolution

taking place in carriages, when I recollect the beBt carriages

and their expense fifty years ago, and compare with them
the magnificent vehicles of to-day, I say there has been a

most wonderful evolution in this respect. I can recollect

when the first elliptic springs were used in this country, and

when I recall all the improvements since brought about by

the genius and mechanism you have used in the construc-

tion of your vehicles, I do not think there are more enter-

prising men in any industry than in the tield you represent.

If I compare your light, easy-running, beautifal carriages of

all kinds with those of any other country in the world, I feel

that your genius and skill have surpassed all other nations in

this respect. And, gentlemen, the same evolution is going

on in other lines. We have the fastest wagons, partly be-

cause the mechanism and skill of the carriage-makers have

developed them, and partly because we have the fastest horses

in the world. (Applause.) We can beat others nations not

only with our wagons, but also with our yachts.

Gentlemen, I am glad to know that men who make their

living with their brains—that merchants, bankers, lawyers,

physicians and ministers of the gospel— all approve of your

wagons. They appreciate your light vehicles, they appreci-

ate faet horses, and they appreciate the importance of riding

out in the country and eojoying the 6unshine and in-

haling the pure air of heaven, uncontaminated by the duBt

and dirt and smoke of cities. It is a relief to them from the

mental toil resulting from long hours behind the desk or at

the bar. (Laughter.) And within the sound of my voice

aDd within the limit of my vision I see the ladies, God bless

them! (Prolonged applause.) You who are good husbands

or good lovers do not forget to give them a drive. If they

are afraid to drive as fast as you do, buy them a carriage and

a steady horse that they may lake their pleasure by driving

behind^it with their children and enjoying the sunshine and

the fresh air.

A good husband, if he lives in village or city, delights to

give them this enjoyment, because he loves to give them hap-

piness. By supplying them with a horse and carriage he

improves their health, lengthens their lives and increases his

own happiness at the Bame time.

The ladies are here to bless you and honor you for your

carriages, and the finer you make them and the cheaper they

are—for wo all have to buy them—the better we shall all be

pleased. ______________

Management of Swine.

HERD AND SWINE. -

American Devon Cattle CJub—Transfers.

"VasBar 4330; Voice 6242; Portley 7265, Geo. Baker & Son to August
TJifalein, Milwaukee, Wis

Steel 4215, H. D. Baker to Noah Baker, Baker, O,

Sheaf 7603; Tracery 75U4, JaB. D. Baker to August Uihleiu, Mil-

waukee, Wis.
Bill's Mountain Jack 3937, J. A. Bill to D. S. Bigelow, West Chester,

Conn.
Bill's Mountain Boy 3636, J. A. Bill to A. P. Daniels, Waterford, Conn.

Cracker 2s58, Bobert Boyd to Geo. Swan, Knoxville, O.

•GoMah 4278, N. B. Choate to Hiram Barse, Parker, Dakota.

Acbland 4290, M, S. Crutl to S. K. Carson, Port Deposit. Md.
Hosball 4324; Duckie 7646, M. S. Crull to CM. Hoshall, White Hall,

Frankenstein 2483; Orange Boy 4359; Cbickahominy 4360; Lady Kate

1752- Imogene 2780; Almaralda 4766; Sunset 7670; Red Rosette

7671; Imoge7672; Anna Lee 7673; Almaretta 7674; Kate Chatsworth

7675, G. B. Dillard to M. B. Rowe, Fredericksburg, Va.

Sanford F. 2d 4275, S. F. Dutton to John F. Bennett, Tunbridge, Vt.

Venus 2d 7497, J. P Fish & Son to G. F. Merritt, Houlton, Me.

Maud Graves 7669, Est. of B. F. Graves to M. B. Kowe, Fredericksburg,

Va
Tom Brown 4132; Alma Aster 2d 738], Est. of Stanley Griewold to

J H Hopkins. Nortbfield, Conn.

LefevTe'3784- Malandrin o902; Lacbesis 6921; Caltidice 5934; Sif 6988;

Cereal 7085. Edward D. Hicks to J. L. HarriB, St. Matthews, Ky.

Beauty 3d G. 574; Pattie 2206, E. H. Hyde to Samuel L. French,

Pearl°Hum74985;
D
F

'

ltrt 76i9( r, b. Hume to Henry R. Stirling, Barton,

Hi™ 1830 -N. A. Humphrey to Peter N. Dennis, Trout Creek, N. Y.

Lord Lvnn'huret 8971, W. H. Jones 4: Son to A. S. Worden. Ulysses, Pa.

Bantam .
J 6:>7. Mrs. E. M. Keeler to C. L. Dudley, Bantam, Ct.

Almeda 3509, R. A. Love to B. A. Rawls, Columbia, S.C.

T .„iQ47 i a Ormiston to A. J. Bacon, Luke Chute, O.

dITsj 6671,"Ward Parker & Son to James T. Greely, Thornton's ferry,

N H
Chick'7012 C. C. Paine to M. F. Preston. Sharon, Vt,

Aberdeen *9B . I "W. Putnam & Son to Leo Herbert, Harmar, O no.

Pretzel 7607, Simuel Putnam to M. F. Preston, Sharon. Vt.

Beauty : 698; Bell* Beauty 4432, D. Wait k Son to Peter N. Dennis,

Trout Creek, N. Y.

Clveses Duke 4*55, D. Wait & Son to A. ^. Worden, Ulysses, Pa.

Daily Boone 6209; Lottie Puritan 7640, 6. C, Work & Sons to Jobs Alvln

VwfSjSn «S7r?di°*r?k 4822; Buffalo Queen 6265, 8. C. Work & Sons

to Robt.M. Ferguson, Washington, Pa.

There is perhaps no branch of the business of stock-raising

in which so much money is lost by carelessness and neglect

as in raising hogs. It is too commonly the case that the pigs

are left to shift for themselves as best they can, making their

beds in the mauore pile or the straw-3tack as they choose
during cold weather, and in the summer being coutiued iu

filthy pens or turned on a scanty pasture.
In the following commu uication a brteder comments on the

condition in which swine are kept on a great many farms.

He says:

The want of clean, well-ventilated styes, exposure to too

much sun, damp, unclean pens, feeding on damaged prov-

ender, etc., altogether form a series of irregularities which
would kill any hog, however hardy or healthy, in a very short

time. Yet how mauy hogs with this treatment, or at least

with treatment that approximates to this, drag along a miser-

able existence until killing time, when they produce meat
which is unhealthy and often injurious; lard, il there by any
chance be any, that is poor and illy tit to form a part of the

daily food of man; it is ill-tasting and bad, and if sold by
quality alongside of that obtained from a well-cared for hog,

it would be rated at merely a nominal price, scarcely paying
for the expense of shipment, without leaving any margiu for

prob't to the producer. Any breed of swine, if poorly kept,

will deteriorate rapidly, and produce similar or correspond-

ing results.

The cause of the great prevalence of hog cholera and the

epidemics which are killiug vast droves of swine iu the west,

and almost ruining many large breeders who place their

whole or principal dependence ou the pr. tits accruing from
their production and sale, can be traced to the mismanage
men' and bad treatment jast enumerated above. For where
large droves of swine, poultry, or in fact auy animals or binib

are kept together, too much care or attention can not be paid

to them to see that they are fed with suitable prov-

ender at regular intervals, as well as to prevent tho=e that

have, by some misfortune, beuunie diseased, from com-
municating the disease to others, and to give the sufferer or

sufferers, whichever the case may be, prompt and energetic

treatment and relief if possible, or end the suffering one's life

immediately.
As unclean, illy-ventilated pens, too much exposure to the

burning sun, dry food and inefficient water, or wet food or

slop is the cause of so many diseases to which the hog is

incident, the preventive and cure, it the ease be not an

aggravated one, is to make a radical reformation in all the

different departments, substituting efficiency for inefficiency

in every particular. The cure of aggravated cases of diseased

swine must be accomplished by veterinary treatment, proper
care, etc.

The third requisite to successful pork-raising, viz : Proper
food given at regular intervals, is one of vast importance;
engaging the attention of all careful breeders who raise pork
for protit, and is the shoal on which many would-be breeders

wreck their seemingly staunch bark, and are obliged to

forego the profits which will sorely rise from a proper course

of treatment, for pork has always paid.

I will not now go into details of the different feeds for

swine, nor of the respective values of the same, but merely

the advantages accruing from a judicious and systematic

course of feeding.

Some farmers give their hogs a few nubbins, stray potato

Bhells from the house, dirty dish water, etc., and expect to

have r>ne porkers, but are not very agreeably surprised that

they remain poor all summer—why shouldn't they? And
even if they are permitted, on the approach of winter, to have

as much corn or other suitable food as they will, they never

make either heavy or fine pork. Now the reason of this is,

as we have found out long ago, that pigs must be kept in an
improving, growing condition during the summer months, to

enable them to take on flesh and fat rapidly, and prove a profit-

able speculation to the producer instead of a dead letter. No
hog that has been Blunted or underfed during spring and
summer will fatten well or quickly, and often will not improve
to any appreciable degree, although fed on the choicest tid-

bits that a hog could wish for.

If you wish to fatten your pork rapidly, do not give great

quantities of rich food, grain, etc., at once, but give a regular

feed of a small quantity until you give what you think they

will eat up clean; but as soon as they leave any feed in their

troughs, you should not feed them again until they have
finished eating up their breakfast or dinner, as the case may
be, when you may give them a rather diminished supply,

leaving them sufficiently hungry at meal time to eat with

relish what is given to them. Too much feed at the com-
mencement of fattening is as bad for swine as improper food,

a stunted growth being the noticeable result in both cases,

and any breeder of experience knows that it is worth almost

as much, if not more, to fatten a Btunted hog than it is

worth.
As there are so many different kinds of grain which each

particular breeder gives as the proper food to obtain the best

results, it is not possible to say decidedly which is the best.

Some kinds must be used early in the life of the porker, other

sorts as he advances in age, and still others when he has

arrived within a month or two of killing time, so that each,

to my idea, has its distinctive merits at different periods of

growth. Now we would not think of feeding whole corn,

oats, wheat or rye to newly-weaned pigs, unless we were
foolish enough to impress ourselves with the idea of profit-

ableness, which we should assuredly not do, for we have
raised swine too long to be deluded by any such idea as that,

although, like all other human beingB, we make many mistakes

and learn more every year of the nature, habits, requirements,

etc., of this large family.

Some breeders, or would-be breeders, I do not know whiob,

give a description of certain mixtures of two, three, or more
different kinds of grain, prepared according to a given for-

mula; others say that but one kind of grain should be given

and only one, and that to be prepared, mixed, and manipu-
lated according to the set theory—perhaps practice—of the

breeder. I know of one breeder, or at least heard of him,

who gave his swine a certain proportion of coal oil with each

feed, highly commending and extolling its virtues, and urg-

ing others to go and do likewise. Now, as long as I can get

sufficient grain of different kinds I will not try the "coal

oil trick," fori have no faith in it at ail, as the oil, if healthy

and possessing great fattening powers, which I very much
doubt, must impart an unpleasant taste as well as odor

to the pork fed on it, besides making the meat, aud likewise

the fat, flabby, soft, and undesirable, and injuring its keep-

ing qualities. And anyone who has a lut of swine to pack,

either for home use or market purposes, regards the keeping

qualities of the meat as worthy of the first and moBt impor-

tant consideration.

As regards regular feeding, many breeders do notattach the

importance to it that they should, for it is worthy of mature
consideration and attention. The best way to prove this is

to make the experiment: Take two young pigs of exactly the

F. W, Bebd, Sec. same size, age and vigor, and put them into separate pens;

feed one of them regularly on nourishing food, say at 6 o'clock
in the morning, at the same time in the evening, aud at 12
o'clock at noon. Now take the other pig, give him the fiame
quantity and quality of food, but instead of feeding regularly
feed in the morning at any time from G till 10, give him his
12 o'clock meal, and his supper whenever you feel in the
notion of so doing, any time from noou until night. Having
given each porker the same kiud and measure of feed,

note the result every mouth for two or three months, and
again at butchering give the subject close atteuiiuu, aud my
word for it, fellow purk-growers, yon will not need a more-
convincing pruof that regularity in this case, *s well as in all

others, is of the utmost importance. Where large droves of.

swine are kept for profit, the producer sustains a loss, iu the
aggregate of many dollars, which rightly belonged to him, aud
which could have been pocketed by him but for his inatteu-
tioD, carelessness, or neglect, whichever one—perhaps all

—

the loss iB attributable to, being best known to that particular
person.

—

National Live-Stock Journal.

The Successful Feeder.

He who would have his animals thrive and make satisfac-

tory gain in flesh, must eiudj not only to make them cum-
fortable, but also to have their food such as they relish.

Animals, like people, tire of one kind of food ted constantly,
and need variety to keep up their appetite. With the various
kinds of grain, combinations may be made that will be rel-

ished by the stock, causing them to gain flesh faster than
when confined to any one kind. The skillful feeder is h&
who studies how best he can combine the foods to make
ratiouB that will be eateu heartily and prove nutritious. The
use of various kinds of materials to give me luod a pleasing
flavor has been more generally followed by feeders abroad,
than in tnis country, though in the case of fattening animals
particularly, these are made use of now quite often.
Especiady is it the case where animals are being fitted for
exhibition purposeB, and where it is desired to have them iay
on fat rapidly. From linseed oil-cake, flaxseed, corn meal,
and molasses, with hay, roots, etc., combinations can be
made that will be relished by the stock, and on which they
will thrive satisfactorily. A correspondent writing to our
English namesake gives the result of his observati'. n and
experience in the use of spices, as follows:

Mustard, peuper, and salt are perhaps the best known and
most common of all condiments used as human food. Singly
or colleutively these three spices are generally to be found
on every dinner table, aud however rich or abundant the
repast may be, the meat is seldom enjoyed unless the cruet-
stand or more simple mustard-pot, tin pepper-box, and plain
salt-cellar are within reach— with uomething iu eacn, of

course. They are, in fact, the first things asked for hi the
table, and nobody cares to eat without them. Custom mucI

habit have, no doubt, a great deal to answer for in respect to

both what we eat and drink, but hardly anyone will deny
that seasoning of some kind in our food is absolutely iuucS-

sary, both forgiving a relish and assisting in the digesLiou of

it. That it is possible to live without suuh ahts may be per-

fectly true, but for all that we would not otherwise enjo^ our
food so well, nor yet keep bo healthy. Knowing all this,,

and admitting that the lower animals are equally sensitive as.

ourselves in the matter of taste, appetite, and digestion, it.

must be evident that the food supplied to them, given, as a
rule, without the addition of spice or seasoning of any kind,
must often be eateu with a very bad grace which, could the
animals speak, would not always convey numble and heart-

felt thanks for the feast. But laying aside comparisons of

this kind, the question that may profitably be discusse . is,

whether in the feeding of farm live Block any pecuniary or
sanitary benefits are to be derived from the use of spice or
condiments.

Cattle spice is a somewhat vaguely defined article about
which the average farmer knows very little, either as regards
its composition or practical value. In respect to the former
of these qualities I will not venture any hasty assertions.

Different makers, no doubt, have different recipes, which aie.

preferred to one another very much in the same way as York-
shire relish is to Worcester sauce. As a modern agent in the
science of stock-feeding the use of condiments has not yet
become general. That it is a practice which ie gradually
gaining in public estimation, however, may be inferred from
the increase during recent years of the number of mercha^iK
dealing in that class of goods. Farmers who attend agricul-
tural shows will also recently have noticed the invasion ol

numerous little tents belonging to these spice manufacturers,
which are decorated with pictures of fat animals, and contain
sample bags of various sizes, filled with some mysterious fat-

producing kind of meal. And in agricultural papers an
occasional advertisement may be read, which speaks of the
same material, and tells how many of the prize cattle at the
exhibitions were fed upon it. All of which evidence goes to

prove that the substance in question must have some merit
to recommend it, and that a much greater quantity is now
being made use of than formerly. It appears, however, that
converts to the new-fangled system of feeding, as it is some-
times termed, are extremely difficult to enlist, but if once
they can be induced to give it a trial they hold on to it with
surprising tenacity.

—

National Live-Stock Journal.

The Weieht of Hogs.

Anyone who will visit the stock yards when large num-
bers of hogs are being received will notice a great difference
in the size of those marketed now compared with what were
to be Been some years ago. Then the course followed quite
generally was to keep on feeding hogs until they reached a
weight of from 400 to 500 pounds, which necessitated keeping
them through two winters. This manner of feeding for

market was less profitable, to be sure, than that followed now,
when comparatively few hogB weigh over 300 pounds, but it.

took farmers some time to fully comprehend how much bet-
ter in every way it was to crowd the swine by full feeding
from birth, so that they would reach 300pounds weight wht n
a year old. When they came to realize the advantages of the
earlier maturing system, old-time methods were abandoned,
aud now very few hogs are kept till they reach 400 pounds.
Those that weigh from 250 to 300 pounds sell bb readily and
at as good prices as those weighing more, and these weights
may be made by the time the hog is ten to twelve months
old.

This plan is in marked contrast to that followed before
when pigs were kept along on a light ration the first wiattr,
and often had not made a weight of over 60 to 75 pounds'
when they were eight to ten months old. The farmer ha-l not
then calculated the cost of feeding as he has done since. His
idea was simply to keep the pigs until they had reached a cei-
tain size and then put them up to futten, Ofu
of this was nearly or quite what it would have \_>

them in such a way as to reach a marketable size

same age. The question of feeding is better und.
among farmers than it was in those years. They
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that it takes less food to put a pound on a pig two months
old than on one double that age, and less to put weight on a

pig that weighs 100 pounds than on one that weighs 200
pounds. The younger the aoimal the less food it takes to

make the same gain. Generally speaking, the older the ani-

mal grows the more food must be given to add to its weight,

and this continues to iucrease until maturity is reached. It

is estimated that it takes from thirty to forty per cent, more
food to make a full ration the second year than it didthefirst,

and at the same time the gain is only about two-thirds as

much. Skillful feeding must be followed in older to grow
the largest amount of meat at a given cost, and the sooner
the pig has reached a marketable weight the belter the protit.

The more thoroughly the farmer studies the question of feed-

ing the more successful he will be.

—

National Live-Stock

Journal.

Ration For a Yearling1 Heifer.

In raising heifers it is important that they should be
fed liberally during the entire period of growth. If

pinched whtn young, it not only takes louger for them to

mature, but they will, in all probability, never prove as

valuable as tbey would had they bten treated more liberally

while growiDg. In rearing heifers eveiy effoit should be

made to develop strong digestive organs. "Without these a

oow is comparatively useless, for the amount of milk she

gives depends upon the quantity of food she can eat and
assimilate beyond what is required for the support of her

br>dy. A cow of weak digestive power is a failure for any
purpose.

It a heifer is designed for the dairy, she should have nutri-

tious food enough to keep her growing rapidly as possible

without fattening. If she is disposed to lay on fat easily ti

will be found more profitable to feed her lor beef. Strong,

hearty eaters will grow into large, welt-developed cows that

will return a profit for thy food consumed.
Animals vary greatly in the amount of food required to

maintain a steady growth, some doing this on what would,

perhaps, barely support another of the s ime size and weight,

hence the need of careful ouservation on the part of the
attendant.

A good daily ration for a yearling may be made up of four

pounds wheat bran, one pound oil meal, and three pounds
corn meal, with ten pounds or more of hay, the amount to be
increased or diminished, as the wants of the amimal may
indicate.

The term oil meal is sometimes used to mean both linseed

and cottonseed meal, but generally it means linseed (flax-

seed) meal The last named is mild and laxative in its

influence, while cottonseed meal is more heating and stimu-

lating, Iiuseed meal contains a large percentage of muscle-

forming matter, while corn meal is uehcient in that and rich

in starch or fat-proaucing matter, hence the two, when fed

together, form a well-balanced food. Linseed meal should

be fed sparingly to animals with young, as the oil, except in

a very small quantity, is regarded likely to cause abortion.

The old-process oil meal bad ten per cent, of oil in it, but

the new process has only one-fourth as much, and may be

fed more liberally to such animals.
4> .

Restrictions on the Foreign Cattle Trade.

It may be stated for the information of the Denver Range
Journal, which comments upon the depressing effects of the

English quarantine restrictions on American cattle interests,

that these regulations were set up in 1879, » great many years

before the Bureau of Animal Industry was thought of. Pre-

vious to that time American cattle were received without

restriction, beyond a more formal iuspection. That year,

however, American cattle were received affected with what
was supposed to be contagious pleuropneumonia. Then
inspectors of the English Government were sent over here to

see whether that disease existed among American cattle, and
they found it did exist in the districts along the seaboard

from New York to Washington. Upon the report of its own
inspectors the English Government set up the quarantine
regulations which have been enforced now about eight years

and are in force to-day. They require that American, cattle

shall be slaughtered upon the dock within ten days after

lauding. As the owner cannot ship them to other markets,

or sell them to the interior to be further fattened or to

recover from the effects of the voyage, and is not permitted

to hold them if the market at the port where he has landed

is for any reason temporarily depressed, their value iB

lowered and the importation necessarily limited entirely to

cattle bo thoroughly fat that they can be slaughtered on
arrival, and all "feeders" and half-fat cattle are practically

Bhut out and must find their market at home. The differ-

ence between the price of American cattle and of similar

cattle from Canada, landed on an adjoining dock, and which
may be taken anywhere and sold at any time, is from $10 to

$15 per head.
The restriction in the number of cattle exported under

such disadvantages, and the fact that "feeding" and half-fat

cattle cannot be exported at all, has undoubtedly taken $5
per head off the value of every steer sold in our home markets
uuring the past eight years. That is to say, that if we had
the privileges of unrestricted exportation to England, which
we enjoyed until the existence of pleuro-pneumonia here led

to their withdrawal, enough cattle would have been exported

to the relief of our own market to raise the home price of

every steer at least ©5 per head. It has been a pretty seriouB

drawback upon the farming and range interests to submit to

a reduction like this on every steer they raise. During these

eight years there has been a claBs of people, mainly those

connected with stock-yard interests, who have denied
vociferously that there was any pleuro-pneumonia in this

country or ever had been, and who resisted and opposed all

legislation for its extinction on the ground that such legisla-

tion would be of itself an admission that the disease existed.

But what have these denials amounted to except to deceive

our own people and to prolong the difficulty and fasten the

burden more securely upon our own shoulders?

The English Government knows we had the disease in

1879, and it also knows that where it once gets a foothold it

never dieB out of itself, and the only way fib get rid of it is to

stamp it out. It also knows that until within the paBt year

nothing has been done toward stamping it out. The Bureau
of Animal Industry is now engaged in that work, and when
this is completed it is possible that the privileges of free

importation to the English markets may be again extended,

but it is certain that they will not be extended before. "We
doubt whether it is to the interest of any farmer or rangemau
to obstruot the authorities in this work. The Bureau has

been in existence but three years. The first two years its

authority was so restricted by legislative action that it could

do scarcely anything beyond investigating. The third year,

which is not yet coacladed, it has had more latitude, but is

still sadly handicapped by a lack of authority to do many
essential things. During this time, with the co-operation of

he Illinois State Board of Commissioners, the disease has

been stamped out in the West, and western cattlemen and
rangemen relieved from their most immediate danger, and
similar work is being prosecuted wherever proper authority
exists in the districts along the seaboard, where the EDglisb
inspectors found it. If the Range Journal has any objections
to th iswork being completed it should make them kuown

—

they will prove interesting reading to the rangemen.
There is always room for an honest difference of opinion,

and perhaps our contemporary does not believe this disease
is the true contagious pleuro-pneumonia. Well, the English
inspectors sent over here found it to be the same disease
which prevailed at home and which is there called contagious
pleuro-pueamoaia, and all experts agree that the disease
recently prevailing in Chicago was the same disease which
the English inspectators found among the cattle of the sea-

board districts, and its contagiouB nature has been clearly

demonstrated.

—

Breeder's Gazette.

STABLE AND PADDOCK-
Renovating a Broken-Down Horse-

The beast was twelve years old aod a mare. One day last

fall I was driviug the horses to the brook. On the way
thither I met a neighbor who is something of a trader in old
horses.

"You don't mean to winter that old mare, do yon?" point-

ing to the beast in question.

"I think so; yet I'm not sure,"

"I'll tell you what I'll do; I'll give you ten dollars for her
and take the risk."

"Hardly," I said. The idea of having a bea3t on my place

worth only ten dollars nettled me a little, and I then and
there decided to do what I could in bringing her round.

At once I sent to Montreal for three boxes of Dick's condi-

tion powders, which were previously recommended to me,
and began operations. I gave her the powders according to

directions, and adopted the following ration and treatment:

Each day a small pot of potatoes and barley was boiled for

her. Boiling water was put into a pot over a quart of bar-

ley, and allowed to boil a short lime; a gallon of potatoes

was then put in, and when done was taken off and allowed

to cool. This mess was given in the middle of the day. I

do not think a day passed duriog the winter but she got this

feed. Twice a week, and sometimes three times, a half pint

of flaxseed was put in the bottom of a pail, over this a half

gallon of oats was put, and over this again a quart of bran
was spread evenly. Boiling water was poured over the mix-
ture, and covered with an old cloth to keep in the Bteam.
When ceol this was given, generally at night. I fixeii a box
before her, with a lid so arranged that the beast could open
it at will. This box was constantly kept filled with good
black oats, and would contain perhaps a bushel; so she had
all the oats she could eat. Plenty of good hay wbb given
during the day, and oat straw at night. She also got an
occasional feed of turnips or potatoes. She was groomed
regularly, and every day exercised.

"Well, at the end of the first month very little gaining of

fleBh could be observed, but her skin began to assume a

healthy cast, and she tilled out well. The ration was con-

tinued for the next month. Her nervous force, I thought,

was much debilitated, and I began giving her daily doses of

nux vomica in the feed, previously diluted with water. I
noticed that at the end of the second month she became very
spirited, and took on flesh rapidly; her coat began to shine
beautifully, and a wonderful change had taken place. Dar-
ing the third month the feed was continued without inter-

mission. I began to give her a good deal of exercise daily.

About that time there was a beautiful sheet of ice, nearly a
mile in length, on the bay. On this she was driven each
evening for an hour or more. I found, by practice, she
would trot very fast on the ice. Is hould have mentioned that

the animal came from trotting stock, and weighs about 1,000

pounds. "Whether or not it was the nux vomica that gave
tier the fine spirit, I know not, but certainly she was in ad-

mirable condition at the end of three months. She was
handsome and spirited, and by daily practice trotting on the

ice, would go a mile easily inside of three minutes to a sleigh.

Well, it puzzled my neighbors more than you can imagine

what treatment I was giving the mare when such a wonder-
ful change took place. The beast that three or four months
before no man would offer me more than $10 for—and cer-

tainly she was worth no more, aB she could hardly draw the

empty wagon—by spring I refused $150 for from more than

one person. It might be imagined that the animal would
sicken by gorging with oats, as they were before her in quan-
tity all the time. This she never did. By actual measure-
ment, she never would eat more than an average of two and
one-half gallons a day. By the end of the third month the

drug was discontinued, as it was deemed unnecessary.

—

J. A.
McDonald^ in Country Gentleman.

Feeding Horses-

Soma recent experiments have been made, under the direc-

tion of Dr. "Wolff, at Hohenheim, to test the comparative
digestibility of foods by the horse and sheep, and, incident-

ally they Bhow the amount of food required by the horse
experimented upon. Unfortunately the experiments were
all made upon the same horse. The criticism to which Ger-
man experiments ate most liable is that they are generally

tried on too limited a Bcale and for too short periods to fully

accomplish the purpose intended; and yet these experiments
have much interest on account of the great care in their exe-

cution; they throw much light upon the comparative econ-
omy of digestion in the horse and sheep, or between the
ruminating and non-ruminating animals. Dr. ArmsbytranB-
lates the conclusions arrived at by Wolff, as follows:

1. Meadow hay is less fully digested by the horse than the

sheep; the difference amounting to 11 or 12 per cent, of the

dry substance.
2. The crude albuminoids of the hay is nearly as digesti-

ble by the horse as by sheep. In the better qualities of hay
experimented upon the difference amounted to from four to

ix per cent, of the total amount, while in some of the poorer
sorts more was digested by the horse than by sheep.

3. Of the non-nitrogenous constituents of hay, the nitro-

gen-free extraot is slightly and the crude fibre considerably

better digested by the sheep than by the horse. Ab a result

the nutritive ration of the portion of the hay digested is nar-

rower in the case of the horse than in that of sheep. As
regards fat, all the experiments gave very low results for this

nutrient, owing to the presence of a considerable quantity of

biliary products, etc., in the excrements.

4. In two kinds of lucerne hay the nitrogenous and nitro-

gen-free extract, were equally well digested by the horse and
by sheep, while the crude hbre appeared to be relatively bet-

ter digested than tbat of meadow hay.

5. The digestibility of winter-wheat straw was found to

depend somewhat on the amount of mastication it received,

but in general to be small. Under ordinary circumstances
it seems to be hardly half as well digested by the horse as by
ruminants.

6. Cun tntrated feeding stuffs (oats, beans and maise, the
two latter soaked with water) are digested to the same extent
by the horse aod by sheep.
The result of the experiments on concentrated foods and

coarse fodders seem to be borne out fully by practical experi-
e'l'v iu mis country, in feeding the large numbers of horses
Uoeu for hard labor on street railways and omnibus lines

—

and with the practice of all livery men in cities and towns.
Itisfouud to be most profitable to feed only from nine to
twelve pounds of hay per day to each horse, and the rest of
the ratijn in grain, either ground or whole. The tendency
for the last twenty years has been to lessen the quantity of
hay or other coarse fodder, while the oats or ground feed has
been increased.
These experiments of Wolff show pretty clearly why the

practice has taken this form. The concentrated food is bet-
ter digested than the coarse fodder, after a certain amouut is

given. It requires a proportion of fibrous food to keep
horses healthy; and from 25 to 40 per cent, of the whole
weight of the ration for a work horse maybe hay, and thiB
will be economically digested. The light livery horse usually
gets eight to ten pounds of hay and twelve pounds of oats;
but o '.vork horse gets twelve pounds of hay and sixteen
pounu- if grain, often corn and oats ground together. It is

well settled in practice that concentrated food is cheapest for
the largest proportion of the ration for horses. And this
appears to be scientifically explained in these German exper-
iments. But we must not fail to gain what information these
experiments afford in reference to the standard ration re-
quired bj a horse of given weight. The horse experimented
upon had a weight varyiug from 1,100 to 1,200 pounds, and
when fed on hay exclusively ate*from 22 to 27£ lbs. per
day. This was equal to from 19.4 to 24 lbs. of dry food, and
when grain was also fed the largest amount of dry matter
was 25 lbs.

The experiments upon this one horse would indicate that
20 to 25 lbs. of dry matter is a full ration for a horse of 1,200
lbs. weight. Dr. Wolff fouud, during these experiments,
that sheep consumed, per 1,000 IbB. live weight, 31.25 lbs. of
hay, having 27.2 lbs. of dry matter". Some have interpreted
this to mean that ruminants consume much more per weight
than non-ruminants—as the sheep have consumed 30 7 per
cent, more per weight than the horse—but this is probably
an erroneous conclnsiou, for a proper consideration of the
difference in the size of the animala may account for a large
part of this greater consumption by the sbeep. It would take
six large or eight moderate-sized sheep to equal this horse in
weight. Experiment has very clearly shown that large ani-
mals eat less, per weight, than smaller ones of the same
species; that is, a horse weighing 1,600 lbs. will eat leas than
two horses of 800 lbs. weight, or two cows of 1,200 lbs.

weight each will eat less than three of 800 lbs. weight each.
This is accounted for by greater surface for radiation of heatin
the smaller animals, causing a greater consumption of respira-
tory food. But it is also probable that his horse was
individually peculiar in the small consumption of food.

Dr. Wolff recommends the following:

FEEDING STANDABDS FOE HOBSES, PER 1,000 LBS. LIVE WEIGHT.

Light work
Ordinary work.
Heavy work

a
— Digestible.

a

H
•a as o w

cB r§
A 6a

lbs. lbs. ll>8. lbs.

210 1.5 9.1 0.3
22.5 1.8 11.2 0.6

25.5 28 13.4 0.8

6.5

7.0

5.5

—Dr. Stewart, in National Live-Stock Journal.

Off the Roll.

John Spellman, the well-known jockey, is lying danger
ously ill at St. Vincent's Hospital, and, as I learned last night,
the doctor's believe that the chances are ten to one against
his recoTery. He has been unconscious since Monday, and
yesterday he was seized almost every fifteen minutes with
paroxysms of pain which made him fairly rigid. Spellman
was shockingly assaulted on Tuesday of last week. At first

he did not pay much heed to his injuries, but about the end '

of last week he had to take to his bed. It is believed that his
sknll is fractured and that he is injured internally as well.

Spellman has done scarcely any riding this year. He made
weight very fast, so that even now he scales 150 pounds, and,
having some horses, and being upon the whole lucky in bis
speculation?, he did not care to subject himself to the physi-
cal discomfort of wasting. In his day, however, Spellman
had not a superior as a finished horseman. He was grace
personified in the saddles, and his judgment of pace, his
hands, his instinctive knowledge of wuen to make his run,
and his vigor aod determination in finishing were equally
remarkable. But he was uneven in his performances, and it

was ooly when he was thoroughly aroused that he displayed
his brilliant abilities. Had he possessed the industry of
McLaughlin and the steady devotion of Hayward to his pro-
fession, Spellman would have ranked second to no one in the
roll of successful knights of the pig skin.

Spellman haB, in his time, ridden for almost every promin-
ent racing stable in the east or west, and in an important
race where nerve, dash and courage were required he was
always in demand. His last regular engagement was with
Mr. Haggin, but of late years he has grown too indepen-
dent to remain under engagement to any one man for any
length of time.

—

Sporting World.

Oh Dear!

Way back in old Kentucky there's a yearling, Sudie D.
And when she beat the record she fillttd all hearts with glee;
But now in California a yearling's born to fame,
For she knocked that record silly, and we call her plain Norlaine.

She came from Palo Alio, the horse ranch of the coast.
And of a faster yearling no other ranch can boast.
The world will have to beat it before we try again.
And if it does we'll knock it down with Marvin's pet Norlaine.

Her dam she is a daisy, Elaine, of whom you know,
Her sire is by Electioneer, who is bound to make them go.
Of late we've talked of climate, and our horses, not in vain,
You've got a record now to drive at, for we've downed you, just the

same.

( 'Knapsack" McCarthy has decided not to winter his string
of trotters in Kentucky, but will take the lot to Alhambra, in
Southern California. The latest advioeB from McCarthy were
to the effect that he had bought the bay gelding A. V. JPamV
liud, record 2:20$, and the bay mare Jessie Ballurd, record
2:27£. Neither of them has been very successful (his season,
the general opinion among horsemen concerning them being
tbat they were outclassed.
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VETERINARY.
Remedy for Colic in Horses.

Colic is one of the most comm m com-
plaints from which stabled horses suffer. It

often proves fatal, ami every year causes the

death of many valuable animals in all part>

of the country. There are two iorms ot this

malady, spasmodic and flatulent. One of the

most frequent causes of spasmodic colic is

drinking cold water when the animal is heated.

A copious draught of water cousideiably
colder thun that to which thy horse is uccus-

somed will sometimes pro luce colic, even
when the animal is not heated from exercise.

Sudden ohanges of dial, particularly from
grass to hay or from old to new oats, are not

an infrequent cause of this dangerous com-
plaint. The nature of spasmodic colic should
be understood by evervune who owns or has
care of horses. A good idea of this may be
obtained from the iollowing extract from
"Youatt, on the Horse:" "The passage of the

food through the intestinal canal is effected

by the alternate contraction and relaxation ol

the muscular coat of the intestines. When
that action is simply increased throagh the

whole of the canal the food passes mure
rapidly, and purging is produced; but the

muscles of every part of the lrauie are liable

to irregular and spasmodic action, and the

musnlar coat of some portion of the intestine

may be thus affected. The spasm may be

confined to a very small part of the canal.

The intestine has been found, after death,
strangely contracted in various places, but

the contraction did not exceed five or six

inches in length in any one place. In the

horse, tho intestine c<tlltd the ileum is the
usual seat of this disease. It is of much im-
portance to distinguish between spasmodic
colic and inflammation of the bowels The
symptoms of these complaints have considera-

ble resemblance, but the mode of treatment
should be very different. The attack of colic

is very sudden. There is oftt-n not tbt

slightest warning. The horse begins to shift

his posture, look around at his flanks, paw
violently, strike his belly with bis feet, and
crouch iu a peculiar manner, advancing his

hind limbs under him. He will then sud-
denly be or fall duwn and balance himself

upon his back, with his feet resting on his

belly. The pain now seems to cease for

time, He gets up, shakes himself and begius

to feed. The respite, however, is but shurt.

The spasm returns more 'violently, every in-

dication of pain is inoieased, he heaves at the

flanks, breaks out into a profuse perspiration

and throws himself about more recklessly.

In an hour or two the pain either begins to re-

lax and the remissions are of longer- duration,

or the torture is increased at every paroxysm,
the intervals of ease are fewer and less

marked, and inflammation and death finally

supervene. The pulse is but little affected at

the beginning, but soon becomes more fre

quent and contracted, and at length is scarcly

perceptible. As already remarked, the symp-
toms between spasmodic colic and inflamma-
tion of the mucous membraue of the bowels

are very similar. Some of the leading dis-

tinctions between them are as follows: The
attack of colic is sudden. It comes without
warning. That of inflammation of the bowei^
is gradual in its approach. In colic the pulse

is rarely much quickened in the early period

of the disease. In inflammation of the bowels

it is very much quickened, but small and
somatimes can scarcely be felt. In colic the

legs and ears are of natural temperature. In
inflammation the ears^nd lege are cold. In

colic, robbing the belly with the palm of the

hand affords relief. In inflammation the

belly is extremely tender and hand rubbiug
increases the pain. In a case of colic, walk-

- iug or trotting the horse about gives relief, Iu

ioflammation, motion evidently increases the

pain. In colic there are intervals of rest when
the animal will take food. In inflammation of

the bowels the animal ie in constant distress

and rejects, food. In colic the strength is

scarcely affected, but inflammation of the bow-

els reduces the strength very rapidly. These
points of difference should be remembered
and carefully observed, as the method of

treatment which effects a cure in most cases

of colic might aggravate the complaint if it

were inflammation, and at all events would
prove inadequate to effect a cure. Among the

causes of colic is the drinking of cold water

when the animal is heated. There is not a

surer sign of violent Bpasms than this. The
water passes directly through the stomach

into the intestines. Hard water is very apt to

produce spasms. Colic will sometimes follow

the exposure of a horse to the cold air or a

cold wind after strong exercise. Green food,

although generally most beneficial to the

horse, yet when given in too large quantities

or when heated will frequently produce

gripes. Doses of aloes, whether large or

small, are freqoeDt causes of colic. Some
horses are constitutionally predisposed to this

complaint. In many cases when horses so

predisposed have died calculi have been

found some parts of the alimentary canal.

Habitual costiveness and the presence of cal-

culi are frequent causes of colic. The seat of

colic is occasionally the duodenum, butoftener

the illeum or the jejunum; sometimes, how-

ever, botn the caacnm and colon are affected."

"When an attack of colic occurs prompt meas-

ures should be adopted to relieve it. Many
remedies have been suggested for the accom-

plishment of this objeci, all of which have

their advocates. Tincture of aconite root is

as highly recommended as any of the modern

Temedies, and a small vial of it should be

kept by every horseman, as it is undoubtedly

the most valuable agent that can be employed "W. H. "Wilson of Abdallah Park, Cynthiana

in pneumonia when takeu in its early stages. Ky., has sold for SI, 000, to Dr. J. K. Kutoow-
In cases of colic give a full-grown animal sky, Redtield, Dak., the two-year-old black

twenty-five drops in a pint of water. Unless stallion Win. Penn by Simmons 2:28; dam
relieved repeat the dose in four hours, and Phallicia, by Pballas, 2:13ij; 2d dam Kate, by

continue to do so until four doses have been Parson's Abdallah, by Alexander's Abdallah;

given. X-ver go beyond that point, as it is a 31 dam by Andrew Wilson, by Bellair; 4th

deadly puison, and if given in too large doses
|

dam Fannie, pacer, by Bayleas' Faro, Cana-

or continued too long wdl produce fatal re- dian. Dr. Kutnewsky has shown good judg-

sults. It is always safe to give an injection of ment in the selection of this young hnrBe that

warm water, having the temperature at about combines in himself three liues of Hambleton-
100 degree F. fins can be doue with an ordi- iau blood, coming through Geo. Wilkes, Die-

nary rubber bulb syringe. If a syr nge caunot tator and Alexander's Abdallah Wm. Penn
be.'btainert, take a piece ofrubber tube 1\ feet lso has three lines of Mambrino Chief hlood

and frum one-fourth to a ball-inch in i through the daughters of> Clark Chief, Erics-

diameter. Oil one end aud pass it g ntly up
the rectum several inches. Elevate the free

eud eonsideiably and place a small tunnel in

it. Add a very little soap and a small hand-
ful of salt to the water, then pour several

quarts into the tunnel. When tbis 1 as been
accomplished, walk the patient about briskly

for a time, and when he is not in motion rub
the belly with the palm of the hands, passing

them from the front to the hind parts. A
remedy which one veterinary of laree exper-

ience fays he has never known to fail, is the
following: Chlorofurm one ounce, laudauam
one ounce, sulphuric ether one ounce, iinseed

oil eight ounces. Mis, aud pour down the

throat from a horn or rubber bottle. One of the

most prompt aud tffective remedies for reliev-

ing the pam is to iujtct under the skin on the

neik ten gtainsof morphia with a hypodermic
syringe, ao article wfiich every horse owner
should possess. This injection should ba re-

peated every hour uutil the pain subsides.

Many of the best horsemen depend upnn the

h) podemiic syringe and Humphreys' Specifics

in cases of colic, aud are remarkably successful

in curing their patients. The specifics are

increasing wonderfully in popularity every

year, and are uuquestiouably the safest as well

as moBt convenient remedies that can be

tound. not only for colic, but for all other

ailments that the equine family suffers from.

When relief has been obtained in a severe

case of colic, waim, dry blankets should be

substituted for those saturated with perspiia-

tioD He should be placed in a warm stall,

deeply littered with clean, dry straw, and be

feed lightly for two or three days, giving a

bran mnsli rv- ry night. The water given him
to drink bUuukl beluke-warm. Whenacunite
has been given it is very importaut to observe
these precautions —American Cultivator

son and Mambrino Patchen.

TO ARRIVE!

Thoroughbred Clyde and Shire

Stallions and Mares.

Our Annual Importation!
I'ONMUVMENfi' i

Utilizing City Mares-

Waring has told in a delightful little story,

says the Rural New Yorker, how he found a

perfect ridiug mare iu the harness of a fish-

peddler, in New Y:ork. Snehad fallen through
one misfortune after another, into the hands
of brutal drivers, who had pounded all beauty
out of her, and left her a mere rack of bones.
They could not destroy her spirit, however,
nor entirely club away the evidences of her
good breeding. With care and proper baud-
Ling she recovered much of her beauty, and
rose from the humiliating position of a fish-

cart horse to that of an intelligent and affec-

tionate saddle anim >1. There are hundreds of

just such horses in New York to-day. They
started in as faithful add hunest animals.

They fell into the hands of brutal and cureless

drivers, who could not distinguish between
spirit and intelligence, and viciousness. Witn
good handbag and care they would quickly
show their worth. We see many mares on
the variuus horse-car lines that would make
excellent breediug animals. * Foot-sore and
weary from hard service many of them go
aimlessly stumbling along, but a good judge
of horses can easLy see their possibilities as

breeding auima's. Many farmers along the
Hudson river have already determined the
value of these imres. Hben in the city they
always visit the horse railroad stables and are

often able to find some slightly crippled mare
of good style and breeding that can be bought
for a fair price. Such mares are taken back
to the farm and turned out to pasture, or put
to light work until they recover. Then they
are served by first-class driving stallions.

The colts are sold as three-year-olds. This
business pays. Mares of good breeding are

secured at a low price. The best of stallions

are used and a quality of colts produced that

sell readily at good prices.

MR. JOHN SCOTT,
MELBOURNE.

Per Australian Steamer due almnt Jami ry 1 0th, we
will be in receipt of our Annual Consignment of I

Clydesdale and English Shire Stallinns and Mares,
|

selected with the greatest care by Mr. John Scott
!

The former importations of Messrs. Bookless £ Scott
ware received with great favor hf California Stock
Breeders, and we are assured the animals to arrive
are fully up lo the high standard of those imported
during the last five years.
Catalogues will be issued immediately upou arrival

KILLIP&C0.,
Live Stock Auctioneers,

]9no8 2*2 Mont«rorciery St., S. F.

Notice.

C. BRUCE LOWE,
STOCK AND STATION AGENT,

Auctioneer, Horse, Cattle, and Property
Salesman.

Is prepared to accept orders from breeders in
America to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies: or will undertake to receive and
dispose of stock from America; or act as Agent
for California firms.

References kindly permiiied to J. B. Haggin, Etq.,
and Major Kathhone of San trancisco.

e. MRIK E LOWE.
Wright, Heaton's Buildings.

Pitt Street, Sydney,
3de Wn-w Smith WhIik

GREAT SALE
OF

RaceHorses in Training

YEARLINGS, &C.
Mr. WM. EASTON has the honor to announce

that, by the direction of the HOW. W. I,. SCOTT,
of Erie, Pa., he will send by auction, without reserve ,

on

Thursday, Dec, 15, 1887.

—AT it A M. AT—

Eastern's Ke itucky Tattersall's,

LEXIN«TON, KY..

MR. SCOTT'S entire stable of famous racehorses
in training and grandly bred and promising year-
lings, the prodnceof imp. Rayon d'Oi- and Kantaka,
Longfellow, Virgil, King Ban and Leonatus.as fol-

lows;
FOUR-YEAR-OLD.

Quito, ch c, by Duke of Magenta, out of Quits.

TanEE-YEAR-OLDS.

Roi «rOr. cb g, by imp. Kayoo d'Or, out of imp.
tin* C^p.

Arundel, b g, by imp. Rayon d'Or, cut of Long
Nine.

Fla»eolet!;i, b f, by imp Rayon d'Or. out of imp-
Clover.

TWO-YEUl OLD3.

Tea Tray, ch c, by imp. Ray >n out of Ella T.
Torchlight, ch c, uy imp Rayon d'Or out of Blue

Cap.
Satan, blk c, by imp. Rayon d'Or. out of imp.

Piesio.
Ouitber. ch c, by imp. Rayon '''Or. out of Quits,
Faciei IhiIi, ch g, by Springbok, out of Easter

Plan-t.
Hayli^ht, b f, by imp. Rayon d'Or, out of Vallc-ia.
Dangu ch g, by imp. Rayon d'Or, out of Lilly R.
Ve'veteen, ch g, by Algerine, out of Vivid.
Cantolet, ch f , by imp. Kantaka, out of Springlet.

YEARLISGR.

Ormonde, it is said, will run no more; it is

also stated that he will staud next season as a
stallion. It is pleasant to learn that his

owner has determined to pit Ormonde no
longer in the racing arena, as the defeat of

the mighest racer that ever trod the turf

wonld be a national misfortune. It would be
an ungracious act indeed not to give Ormonde
a chance at the stud, alter his magnificent ser-

vices on the course; nor can we make up our
minds to believe that an animal who com-
bines with such extraordinary racing powers
the commanding appearance and perfect sym-
metry and action uf Ormonde, can prove a
stud failure, notwithstanding the wind in-

firmity he has unfortunately developed.
Home of his stock may turn out thick-winded,
but if the generality of them are only half as

good as their sire, they will greatly profit and
delight their owners.

BAY DISTRICT
ASSOCIATION

ENTRIES! ENTRIES!
For two-year-old pacers and trotters. Purse ?a00.

D-'vit'ed 60, 30, and 10 per cent.

Conditious:

Five or more to ^nter, three to start. To be trotted
December ."5, lbti7. Entries close with the Secretary
Nov. 26, 18H7.

W. H HI\<llMAN, Secretary,
1435 California street.

Since April last Mr. W. C. France has sold

$30,000 worth of stock by Red Wilkes and the,

.-nm total in fees for his stallions daring this

sea-uu has been $29,500. Red Wilkeb' book
is now full for next year It $300.

An Australian bucking horse has been de-

,

fined as to be a croBs between a she-devil and i

a mad kangaroo, J

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S.

VETERINARY SURtiEON.

Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh
Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies
Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
aud Histology. The Williams' Prize, '84-'85, for high-
est works in professional examinations, and di>: irst-

class certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois
State Veterinary Medical Association.
OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
u. Mccarty, Prop.

1129 Market St. S. F.. Bet. -Hi ami Stli.
Telephone No. 311?

HUNTERS, MARK!
-JUST OPENED—

TheWalker House,Bouclin Island
Fine accomodation for hunters. Reasonable rates.

Splendid shooting!!
Take Steamer T. 0. Walker. Mondays, Wedneadays

anri Fridays. i>. R. .Il'R«E5iS. Prop. *de4

j Tour Name on this Pencil Stamp, 25c,

./wiUiIndialnk.agrsterms&outntfree
S*Agts. are selling hundreds ofthese st'ps.

ThalmanMfe.Co.,Baltimore,Ma.,tJ.S.A.
.,Leading Importers &WholeaaloSt»mpH«ui«,

3deG

Ransom, ch c, by imp. Rayon d'Or, out of Nellie
Ransom.

Florentine, ch c, by imp. Rayon d'Or, out of Flor-
ence I.

Tipstaff, ch c, by imp. Ravon d'Or or Kantaka, out
of Verdict.

Plunder, b c, by imp. King Ban, out if Booty.
Fin s. br c, by Leonatus, out of Endless.
Sin, 1 r g by iinn. Rayon d'Or, out of imp. Pieato.
Aftermath, b g, by imp. Rayon d'Or, out of imp.

Clover.
Breii'ier, ch g, by imp. Rayon d'Or, out of Brenda.
t'apulet, cb g, bv imp Kantaka, out of Springlet.
Verona, b g, by imp. Kantaka, out of Blandona.
Oypsy Queen, b f, by imp. Rayon d'Or, out of

Liatunah.
ColiHion, ch f, by imp. Rayon d'Or. out of Reel

Dance.
The Belle, ch f, by imp. Rayon d'Or, out of Blue

Grass belle.
Madomta, b f, by imp. Rayon d'Or, out of Val-

letta.

Blue fira.HS, ch f, by imp. Rayon d'Or, out of imp.
Blue Cap.

Lucerne, b f, by Longfellow, out of Geneva,
P»tty. b f, by Longfellow, out of Patty of Cork.
Iris, br f, by Virgil, out of Itene,

The following racehorses In training, yearlings
&c, comprising JIB. UIaHIUJ RYE'S entire
stable will be sold at the same time ami place.

t'ol Zeb. Ward, b c, 2 years, by Hindoo—Galatea,
Will Lyons, br c, 2 years, by Onondaga— Nellie

Booker.
Little Rock, ch c. 2 years, by WanSerer—Kiss-Me-

Quick.
Tlte (row, blk f, 2 years, by Onondaga—Beatric3.
BixlM , b g, 3 years, by Onondaga Beatrice.
Our .lames, ch c, 5 years, by Heretog, dam un-

known.
Loti£ Banee, b c, yearling, by Longtellow—Gala-

tea.

IIontoon, chc, yearling, by Lisbon—Sail ie How-
ard.

Moxie, br c, yearling, by Duke of Montrose-Maria
D.

Lake View, b c, yearling, by Duke of Montrose —
Oliva.

31K. P. MACK will also sell the famons race-
horses
Poteen, br c, 3 years, by Powhatan—Miss Carter.

Ed. .Tlark, b c, 2 years, by Ten Broeck—Lizzie
Billet,

And all bis other racehorses in training.

The eale will also include the well-known ra-'e-

horee

Flitter, be, 2 years, by imp. The IIl-Csed-Flibber-
tiglbbet, and four others, the property of MR.
JUUN T IRGLAAD, Lexington, Ky.

AUo the imp. stallion London, ch h, foaled 18/8,
by Lowlander— Bracelet, and many other well-known
racehorses, together with numerous promising year-
lings, the produce of such celebrated sires as
Spendthrift, Longfellow. Iroquois, En-
quirer, Pat Malloy, I.tike Blackburn, Re.
gent. Imp Brigadier and I.-union, etc.
Further entries for this sale will be received by

Mr. Easton, at 1123 Broadway, opposite Delmouico's,
New York City, up to the end of the present mouth.

Mr. Scott's catalogue will be ready for distribution
in a few days.

WM. EA.NTOX. Aticii.imvr,

GASTON'S KEMKKV TATTERS ILLS.
3de2 Lexingtou, Ky.

FOR SALE.
No. I.—Bay Mare, foaled spring of 1881, by

Terror.

1st dam by Little John: 2d dam Musidora's dam by
son of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodburn, 1st dam by Owen ale; 2d
dam Musidora, by Belmont, etc.

No. *&.—Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882,
by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musidora, by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Son of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Poche
These are extra hne young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belmont.
No. 1 is in foal to a son of Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

For further information address

W. M. WILLIAMSC
ao27tf San Jose.
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HORSE BOOTS, 53

so

RACING MATERIAL CJQ
IN ENDLESS VARIETY AT

J, A. McKEEEON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street. San Francisco

DO YOU: WANT A DOG*
~3 DOG BUYERS' GUIDE, hi

Colored plates, 100 engravings B!
of different breeds, prices they are H
worth, and where to buy them, ffl

Mailed for 15 Cents. ** M
ASSOCIATED FANCIERS, |M

287 S, Eighth St, PhiladelphU, Pa, Jg
9apr

STUD POINTER.
Ill SVG T., (3751 A. K. R.), lemon and white, by

Sensation (217 A. K. R.).exSeph G. by Dart—seuey,
in the stud io an proved bitches. Fee $30. Rush T.
is a dog of Rood size, good ra irklngs. rare form, excel-
lent temper, high courage and marked field instinct
In breeding he has no superior. His sire was a grand
fielder and a bench winner. His dam is a winner on
the tench and an uncommonly good field performer.
The ktniiel is nre fling Irish red ,-etters of unexcep-

tionable strains. A R. TRUMAN.
EICHO KE\NEUS,

sep23 BI15 Eleven til sir** t. s; l.

GLOVER'S ALBUM.
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured bv Letters* Patent, July »fi, 1889
Having thus described my invention, what 1 claim

as new, and desire to secure my letteia patent, is:

1. The part D.supportedby the side straps of the bri-
dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with th- <. ctensions D,
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps' A, the screw, nut
and waBher E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination witb the check-
Sieces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or hands
and H. connecting the brandies or extensions ah >ve

3nd below the eyes, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose hereir
described.

5. In a bridle, and In com ination with the blinds F.
supported ard pivoted to the bridle f.ij as to lie ninvat
ble about the point of support, the i.ljnntaine t-i,n

straps or bande G and H, and the i ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with th.i diuds, an ad
Jub table, substantially as herein descn iu >.

The above are the claims allowed by r
< intent

office, and though the corresponding lertfirs 'o not
appear on the cut. the general principle will b** 'i idt-r-

sood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing ana_\

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
flame time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same eftecton the action follows as
Is induced by toe-weights. This is especially the cose
whenvoung colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the Knee without the Btrain of weights on the
Feet,
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. MpKFRRON.
Vb. 23u and 1XL Rills Rt. Ran Francisco.

Fairy E, Carpenter, M.O.C.V.S.,
VE'I'ERIMRY Sl'KOE»,\.

Honorary Graduate ol

Ontario Veterinary Col.

lege. Toronto, Cauada
B3T Rluelings Castrated.

Veterinary Infirmary. 331 Natomn St
Residence, 966 Howard St., San Francisco.

imaSa

DOG MEDICINES.
.««'••£« i'uv: 50'- Distemper Cure, Sfl.OO
> looii B'ijrifier. 5«c. ^eriiaiiuge, * oiie
• anker W»gh. 50c, Eve l.-"ioii. - 5»'c
iiHrrha>a«ure.50c Cure lor "-'Its. - 50«-
ionic. - - 50c l.iuimciu - SUr
KenDel and Stable Soap, best dog soap known, price

^5c.

These remedies are sold by druggists and dealers
n sportsmen's gonds.

ALL DQG- DISEASES TBEA'l - _.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian to the Westminster Kennel Club, New
ersey Kennel Club, Rhode Island Kennel Oluu,
Hartford Kennel Club, Hemstead Farm Company, etc.
22oc'3 ("SB:* KmnrlWHT. Vowr Vnrb

St. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $100.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector.
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Victor Joseph—Fee $50.
Born Dec, 1884. Champion Beauchief.

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1886. Win-
nings, 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885 ; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N '.

Animal Portrai :s.

Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Rorses, Cattla, , id an
Jesorlptio * of LiYe Stock drawn or painted i ur,

itht-r from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wj 1 1, eu
for itluetra'-ion purposes, furnished.

H. BOYD, Artlsl.
Qoftf ik pOB t HtrAnt.

AMERICAN
KENNEL CLUB

STUD-BOOK.
Blanks for registering in the oiicial ;:ad

book will be mailed on application.
Entries will close for part Four 01 J u-

ber 30, 1837. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennei Hu
Noa. 44 and 46 Broadway.

Mob New York,

HUNTERS' OUTFITS.
M. J. FLAVIN & CO.

"We offer a most complete stock of Hunting Goods, such as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VESTS, etc.,

all of oar own manufacture, and all warranted up to the standard ofj former years.

SPORTSMEN"ATTENTION

!

GREAT IXL,
924 to 928 Market Street,

KEXT THE BiLDWIV octl

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R- R's., forme thp

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, .n its uwn or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Co umodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

Over 6,000 miles of first-class road rannlus: West. Norih and North- West from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT LINE.

For further information apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD,
'oy 7 *-'pi»pral a arent. San Francisco. <X'-

L C. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Bolted
BREECH—LOADING GUN!

-Pi™

L. C. SMITH

3*
? o

ea .

;:* M
s g- CO

Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammerless Guns.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

A Demonstration of the Shooting* Qualities of the "U. C. Smith" Gun-

At the Cleveland Partridge Co. 's tournament, held at Cleveland, O., from September 13 to 16 inclusive
the •Smith" gun won first money in every class. It also won nearly two-*hirds of the entire
amout {SV'OID of cash prizes. and championship trophy for the b'6t average in the 9e class. In the 90-
class it won the Is*. 2nd and 4tb moneys; in the 80-class it took the 1st. 3rd, 4th and 5th; in the 70-class it

cook ltd ami 2nd, with th« 1st and 6th in the 6it-class, making a total winning nearly four times greater
Iban any other gun. of either foreign or hom«* manufacture.

We think this a most excellent showing, as there was seven different makes of guns uned hy the nineteen
•• ontestants in the ninety class. L. C! SMIT11.

SEND FOB DESCRIPT1 VK CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. &u*>( t(

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!
PURE AND UNADULTEBATKJ.

<*ull,

We offer for sale on favorable terms to the Trad©.

CATHER WOOD'S CEIJJBRATED FINE OLD WHISKIES
of the following brands, namely;

Cranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A. A., Old Stock, Henr?
Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.

Also, in cases of 1 doz. quart bottles each,

Brunswick Club (Pure OU Rye) and Upper Ten (Very Old and Choice).

4^T For excellence, purity and ovennese of quality the ahove are unsurpassed by any whiskies i unortft.
Ch'J only objection to be rJiude to them by tne manlpulatlug dealers being that they cannol be improve
upon.

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
SOLE AGENTS SAN FRANCISCO. CAIU*>...iiAB624 "•.
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

leave and are due to
Sail Francisco.

Lrrrve a*

From JS-v. 13. 1883.
|

A

8:00 a m
i?X> p u
6:3>] P XI

3:30 p M
9:30 a SI

L3;3J A M
5:30 P it

12:00 SI

s:30 a U
4:00 P M

*4:30 P M
.<:l; a m

3:30 P u
13:00 .

f3 -.30 P m

8.0? '

7:C. ^

8:00 J
&;30 A M
3:00 P M
4:00 p M
6:30 P M

8:30 a
tl0:3o a m
12:00 m
J:O0 F it

•4:30 P M
3:30 A M
8:3U a M
3:30 p M

..Ualistoga ana .Napa....

..Siskiyou h Portland...
-.Gait via Martinez
..Hay wards and Niles...

c. .Haywards .

c... Haywards..

... .lone via Livermore _
Knight's Landtag
Livermore and Hfeasanton..,
Los Angeles, Demiug, EL

Paso and East
Los Angeles and Mojave
Martinez and Tracy _...
Milton. ..

Ogden ana East
.. ..Ogden and East

Red Bluff via Marysville
Redding via Willows

....Sacramento, via Benicia
via Benicia
via Livermore..— via Benicia.— " via Benicia

" via Benicia.
Sacramento River Steamers..
San Jose

,

..Santa Barbara

..Stockton via Livermore..
** via Martinez

lULlU A M
6:10 p u
7:10 a si

10:iM A M
12:40 e ai

3:40 f m
8:J0 e u
*e:10 a si

{10:4<i a M
2:40 P M,
5:40 p si
10:10 a a
*o:40 a M

4:40 P M
lU:4t a M
tSilS F M
•5:4-j p «
6:40 am
7:10 p a
o:10 P m
6:1D p m
6:40 a a
6:10 P SI

o:40 p m
7:10 p M
10:10 a m
7:40 a si

•6:00 a m
•3:40 p m
j3:4o p a
8 :40 p u
9:40 a m

10:40 a si

5:40 F *
10:40 a si

LOCAL FERKY TRAINS.

From San fr'raueisco Daflj.

TO EAST OAKLAND— •6:00—fi;30—7:00—7-30—o-JU—
S:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12 :0j-L: -JO
-1:00—1:30—2 .-00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
&:30— 1:00— 6:30— 7:00—S :00—9:00—10:00- ] 1-00—l^-OOTO 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—.same as "TOEAST OAKLAND" until 6:30 P.M., inclnsiT 3 also
at 9:00 P.M.

TO FRUIT VALE—*h;00—6:30—7:00—7:20-S:0.- 8-30—
*2;30—3:30-4:00—4 :30- -5:00—5:30—fiflO-6;30—9:00

TO FRUIT VALE (Via Alameda)—"9:30—7:00-12:00.
TO ALAMEDA—•6:00—*6:30—7:u0—*7:30—a:UU—»5-oy

9:00 —9:30—10:00—tlO :30—11 :00—JU :3U—12:00—Ji» :dJ-
1:00—U:30—2:00—12::-:0—3:00—3:30—1:00— 4:30— 5:00

-

5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9;00—10:00—11 :uo— 12:00
TO BEBKELEf-*6:00—*6:3u—7:00—*7:3u— 8-00- - '0

9:00— 9:30— 10:00— 110:30—11:00—111:30—12:00—112:30
l:OG-tl:30-2:Ou-f2:30—3:00— 3:30—4:00— 4:30—5:00—
5:30—6:00—6:3"—7:11.—S;00—9:00—10:00—11:00— 12-C

TO WEST BERKELEV->.,me as "To Beeke: by '

to >aii * i auclM'v Dally.

FR03: l-'RUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20— ", :50 8:20—8:50—
'h :_!- — *10:19— 4:20—4:W—5:20—ft:eu-6u0 -6:50—7-47—
9:5 .

FRO.M FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— «5 22 6:52
'633-19:14—•8:22,

FROM2?d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7:«
7:oo— 8:25—S:5-5—9:25—it :»i— 10:25— 10:55- 11:25— 11 -5.->

12:25—12:55— 1:25—1:5.5-2:25—2:55—3:25— 3 :5i- 4.25—
4:55—5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:50—9:53

FROM EAST OAKLAJSD— *a;30- 6:00- tt;30— 7:01
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:0* —.1 t
.2:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:C0—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4*0

—

4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57 — o:57- 9 :57—
10:57

l-ROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 m nutea later
than from East Oakland?
FROM ALAMEDA—•5:30—6:00—•6:30—7:00 -"7:30-8:00

•8:30—y:00—a:30—10:00— tlO:30—U:00- 111:30—12:u0—
112:30—1:00— 11:30—2:00— (2:30-3:00-3:30—i:00—1:30
5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—a:00—10:00—11:00.

.•ROM BERKELEY — •5:2->—5:55—•6:25—b:55—*7:25-
7:55—•8:25—8:55— 9:25— 9:55— tl0:25—10:55- til :25—
U:55— $12:25—12:55— |I:2S— 1:55— {2:25—2:55-3:25-
3:55— 4:25— 4:55— 5:25— 5:55— 6:25—6:55—7:55—B:55—
9 :55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "From Beee-
ELEY."

(REEK RUl'TL
FROM SAN FRANCISCO—"7:15—9:15—liao—1:15-

3:15—5:15.
FROM OAKLAND—*6:15—8:15—10:15—12-15—2:15-

4:15.

A for Morning. P for Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted. tSaturdavs excepted; tSundays

only
C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland

Standard Time furnished by Lick Observatory.

\_ N. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager.

T. H. (JOUOMA.V
Oen. Pass. ATtk Ac

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SA3i FRAXOSCO, «'AX.

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OlTKi 410 eXSE STKEJET
G. L. BRANDER President
J. L. FLOOD Vice-President
C. P FAENFIELD Secretary
J. S. ANGUS .Assistant Manager
Bankers. Nevada Bank of San Francisco,

Man.

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

Mixes Uurtantly with coJd Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing five Imperial gallons

eqaahr nearly 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly ISO

sheep ata cost of lesB than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nourisher of wool, a certain cure

for scab.
ALSO

UT'IXCS PATEN I' POWDEK DIP.
Poisonous, mixes instantly with cold water. Sold in

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; In a
seven-pounds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per pound.

CATTON, BELL & CO.

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1887,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send four cents in stamps to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUA.L CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in use at Fairlawn.

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of abont

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTrERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies add Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.

24sep

SUCCESSORS
FAI.K>XR. BEIX A CO.,

406 California Street, AUEATS.

THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

;qutherHMcif[i

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Paesenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
San Francisco.

iEAVEl
8.F. I

In effect December 1, 1887.

12:01 f | Cemetery and San Mateo
I

2:80 t-

t7:COA f Ti 6:40 A
8:3Ua| I \-:m a
10:30a I 9:03a
•3:30 PI ..San Mateo, Kedwoodand.— ! *10:02a
1:30 pi MenloPark { f3:30 P
*5:10 P 1:36 P
6:30 p | 6:40 P

For Catalogues or further information, address

¥M. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.lock Boi 340

iTHE PARKER GUN

At the two principal events of the year—at the World's Trap Shoot-

ing Carnival held at Wellington, Mass., May :-0 to June *. 18 Q7 , 'he Par

terGan won the leading prize for best average for five day's hojtiug;

also at Seattle, W. T., June 9, 10 an ''". 1SST, the leading prize and tiest average was won witu the Parker

Gun, adding victories to 1886 as follows: The Second Annual Tonrnament of the ChambfrUn Cartridge

Co. hel "• at"cieveland, Ohio, September 14, 18h6, out of eignty sevtn entries from representative shots,

representing fourteen States, the Parker Gun won first and fhir.l monpy. winning pJ-of out of the £l,J-'0

purse offered, a iding another rtctory to 18F5. which was tie Secon-i Inlernatiooal Clay Pigeon Tournament
for th° chnmpionship of the World, held at New Orleans. La.. *-eb. 11th to lrith. Anionic the contestants

shootin" other guns were such champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody. Stubbs, Erb and others.

PARKER BROS., Makers,
Sfw York Salesroom. 9 J (hamoers St.. >lerld*»ii, • €.

FISHING RODS.
"We would call the attention of

THE TRADE
To otit Catalogue of Fishing Tackle for 1SSS, which we will be pleased to mail to

Dealers upon application. Address,

THOS. H. CHUBB,
nol2tf POST MILJjS, VT.

Fragrant, Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of bold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIRST PEIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO 'WORKS, ROCHES lER. N. Y.

25dec52

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize winners at all the fairs in California and the

entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair

*raoiento, 1886.

Importations made direct from England every year

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the 1

best blood and most fashionable families of Dish-

faced Berkshire*, regardless of cost, nnd all re-

corded in English aDd American Berkshire records.

Yonne pigs fronl tne-06 importations, male and

female, from entirely different families for sale at

reasonaDie prices, and every pig guaranteed. Address

35dec52

ANDREW SMITH. Kedwood lily.
Or at 21R California Strept. San Francisco.

FOR SALE.

A Thoroughbred Bull Bitch..

Apply at 305 WaaUlngton St.

HEALD'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

P. HEAXP President. 0. 8. HALEY. S*c'y,
rSend for Circular oct d

8:30 A' (
10:80 a J 8
•3:30 pi
4:30 pi I

Santa Clara, San Jose, and....
Principal Way Stations

9:03 a
•10 -02 a

4 26r
6:40*

10:30 a) Almaden aud Way Stations
| 4;J

•3:30p'"t Salinas and Monterey..

—Hollister and Tree Pinos ..

6:30a, i Watson-viUe, Aptos.Soquel t *]0:(f2 a
*3:30P 1

'f (Capitolaiand bantaCrnz f tfi:40 I

$ Soledad, Paso Bobles. Templeton i ...
' t (SanLnis Obispo) A Way Stations, j I

briU p

a—Morninp p.—A fternoon.
•SundayB excepted. tSundays only JTheatre train sat
urdays only.

Trains ran on Paci6c Standard Time.

Nearly all rail line to San Lois Obispo. Only 24
mites staging between Templetun and San Luie
Obispo. Time from San Francisco 12 huors. Through
rate £5.50

Special Round-trip Tickets, at redaced rates—t o
Gilroy and Paraiso Springs.

Special Notice— Konnd-trip tickets to the fantons
Lick Observatory iMt. Hamilton) can be bad at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Francisco
Rate. 35,&_.

EXCFSSIOS TICKETS.
For Snndaya only,

{ fô £-™ ^"-^»»
ForSaturday, ( Sold SaTcedai and Suxday onJv

Sundiy and-1 good for return until following Mon
Monday, I day,inclusive, at the following rates.

Round Trip
from San

Franc 'sec to

san Bruno.—
Millbrae . .. .

Oafe Grove. ...

San Mateo..—
Belmont . .„...

Rtdwood. ...

Fair Oaks
Menlo Park.,
May field
Mount'n View
Ticket

>nn.
itt.

Mon.
Tkt.

* it !

65

90
75 1 10

1 00 1 26
1 00 1 «
1 25 150
1 25 1 60
125 1 75
1 so 200

P.onm: Trip
from San

Francisco to

Lawrences
Santa Clara
San* Jobo
Gilroy
Hollister
AptOB -.

Lvma Prieta...
Soqtiel
Santa Cruz
Monterey

l 50
I 75
1 75

Satto
Mol
Tkt

i do
450
5»

5 > •

SO
5 CO

pices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station. So. 61? Market street,
Grand Hotel, and Ro*unda, Baldwir Hotel.
A.<\BASSETT, H.H.Jl'DAH.

Superintendent Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Ae\

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTEXTION TO THE

SUPEEIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THE "SOBTHEBN DXVISIOK
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best -"-laces in the State for

Sea Batliing, Sfjooting and Fisnins.
TRAD-'B LEAVE SAX FBAXCISCO DATLT FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHABHTNS

Summer and Winter Resort of tne
Pactfle Coast,

with Its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the several strean.s
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may l-e had in season.

THE BAY OF MONTEREY
Is ioted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in Its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions. In connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE." have made Monterey a paradise for eporto.
men.

THE BA THING FACILITIES
AT IE£

"HOTEL DEL MON TE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
having a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pare white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming bathe, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower faeilfties-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those weU-known
Watering Places,

APTOS. SOQrEX AND SANTA C'&rz
IP VTA THE NORTHERN DIVISION

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counttes
of San Mateo, Santa Clara. San Benito, Santa Crux
and Monterey, each of which abounds in game in ere&t
variety Notably

B ^"
Qnail. PUteon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Deer

and Bear.
Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are

reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daili
at San Mateo lot those well-known Retreats PUR IS
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PE^CADERO We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAX BRUNO *nd McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE. "
These resorts are but a sbort distance from Sao

Francisco and offer special inducement* to the lovera
of this manly sport,

SPECIAL NOTICE.

FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOG--
when carried in Baggage Cars and put In charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogB receved In Baggage

ft*-In order to guard against accidents to D•
while in transit, it Is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Gnni and FLbUdb
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Gunstaken arsrt
and securely packed in wood or leather cases mav be
taken in Passenger Care.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depot. Tom- -

Btreet, Valencia Station, and No OlSMarket s;
Hotel

C. BASSETT. A. H. R. JUD^
Superintendent, Asst. Pas* and Tkt

.
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I Horse C]MPROVED ilORSE ULQTHIN G.

Secured by Letters Patent %%S,fit&&W£81:

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-
ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims
granted *

1. An improved blanket or covering, consisting of
the bodv-piece A, flap Cam] the extension B, formed
or united together, so as to cover the body and legs of
the animal, substantially as herein described.

2. The blanker u>r, covering A. having the flap C, and
the extensions B, to tit the fore and liind legs of the
animal, front fastenings F G, and the permanent straps
or hands E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

3. The blanket, or covering A, with its extensions B,
permanent securing-bands E.and the front fastenings
F G, in combination with the elastic neck-extension H,
substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood J in combination withthe
elastic connecting-strip I, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The close-fitting hood J, having the elastic band L,,

beneath tneMfc's, so that they may be allowed to move
without disturbing the fit and adapted to be secured
totiie cover by means of straps, substantially as herein
described.

6. The improvement in covering-Mankets for ani-
mals, consisting.of the blanket A, having the flap C,
and permanent straps or bands fixed to it to secure it
around the body, w ereby the use of loose surcingles
is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by

L. D.. STONE & CO.,
42S and 4S4 Battery St., SAN FBAN< 1SCO, CAL.

KILLIP & CO.,
ilVE STOCK AND O E N E R A L

AUCTIONEERS,

l* Montgomery Street, San Fraiici«w«

8FKC1AL ATTENTION- PAID TO SALES OK

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will SeJJ In All Cities and Counties o>

the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Gbekn, Hon. J. D. Cabs,
Sacramento. Salinas,

i. v. SAB.6KNT, Esq., Hon. John Boees
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. L. J Rose, Hon. A. Waleatf,
Los Angeles. Nevada.
J, B. Haqgin. Esq.. San Francisco

Represented at Sacramento by Edwin F. Smith,
Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At San Jose by Messrs. Montgomery & Rea, Real

Estate Agents.
Being tne oldest established firm In the live-stock

business on this Coast, and having c«n' lucted the
important auction Bales in thiB line for the past
fifteen vears, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified in clai Tiling unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stoek of every description
either at auction or private sale. Out list of corres-

fiondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
nence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give f*»ll publicity to animals placed with us .or sale.

Private purchases and sales of live stocl' of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases anil sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names ar
appended.

HIIXIP A «X» . 22 MontgomfM-v S*T»«>t

ond

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
largest and !><?*- 1 Stock on the Coast

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. P.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

114 AGENTS FOE
FE INFIX'S CYNTBIAyA HOESE BOOTS,

3. H. Fenton*s Chicago Specialties,

Db. Dixon'b Condition Powdees,

bom gombauxi's oaustio balsam

S.B.WHITEHEAD& CO,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
A UOTIONEERS.

ARE PREPARED TO CONDUCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters
And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Our Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for tifteen

years successfully managed all the principal

sales of high-class stock on this Coast.

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARIEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOK, ESQ.,
J. B. HAGGIS, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ

,

R. P. ASHE, ESQ., W. CORBITT, ESQ.,

and others. '

S. B. "WHITEHEAD & CO.
20 LeldesdorflT Street,

ISmartf San Francisco.

Curing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Irxvel

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OUR FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DDBING THE YEAS THEBE WILL BE ABTICLES UPON
Exploration, Travel and Adventure, MountainUimbing Camping. Popnlar Forestry. Hunting andMsbing, Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting. Rowing

Canoeing, Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery Cricket
Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing, Tobogganing and Skating.

'

Conducted BY POCLTNEIT BIGELOW

THREE DOLLARS A TEAR.
Single numbers tweniy.five cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York
asjaza

A

Tips and Toe Weights.

Natural and Plain Method of

Horse Shoeis^
.WITH AN APPENDIX

uv-AtcFn^ ot ttte Action of the Race Horse and Trotter &
Instantaneous Photography.

B? Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraitura

"Botrad-hoofd, ehort-jointed, fetlocks shag and long.*
—-Shakespeare

. — o —
FSpS ant) Tr*e Weights.—"We have received from ' Mr. Joseph Calm Simpson, Editor and Proprte-

wr ot the Breedeu and Sportsman, San Francisco, t'al , a copy of his book entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights, A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing. wi;ii an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse ani * ter as shown by instantaneous pLoiogriipLy. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
bas had many j ears of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining 10 the horse. His "liorse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years be bas been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hoot
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreada demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude witli us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. "We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that the common system pi shoeing has caased
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take S50 for for this book and be without it. and on behalf of tie
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, $1; cloth, 33.50.—We»*ern Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

•• Tips &nd Toe Weights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, Is the title of a very
elever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Bleeder and Sportsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies ;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest ondorsahon from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step oi

the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory ana
experiment into play to support hiB argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, be will not quit the book till he has real it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. TVe heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News.

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has given a great
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting lor a
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe 'Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats

of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Breeder and Sportsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Breeder and Sportbman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to tab interests &*' breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. J.
Spirit, May 10th.

JT*os and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
by no; J *ip which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyi£. * -ron shoe that gives no rlay or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, auc everybody knows they are hurtful.^He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the loot. By theiruse, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20$. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all thas are re-

quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send $1.50 to htm and he will
send yon the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Enrol
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the a.. ___

trotting a public trial in 2:20j, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for $10,000, wUh other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo.two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when afoalit was the universal impression that he never could trot fast.

He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, 51,221, in which he got a record of 2:29.?, last half in 1:131-, first money in purse at Sacramento,
S500; second money at Stockton, §250; the Stanford Stakes, $1,672; and the Embryo, §870, makings cash
return for the season of 84,514. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first put la
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Breeder and Sportsman will be given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show*
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscoplst to
make full examinations of tba horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the fooi
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Bheedeb and Sportsman.
Fully convinced by practical results, that this uart of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as
thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. ~ anticipate valuable accessionsof knowledge- from Urn
revelations of the microscope. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TEADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send order? tc

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

DUPONT'S
New Brand Sporting Powder.

"SUMMER SHOOTING"
SUPERB IN aUALITY,

Shoots Moist and Clean.
This powder has just been made specially by Du-

pont & Co. to suit the Pacific Coast Climate.
It shoots Moist, is high grade, and of superior

excellence as to quality.
For sale by all dealers and by the Agent,

JOHN SKINKER,
*58 Market Street S. F.

Price $9.00 per Keg. Smaller packages In pro-
portion, ootl

< HILITs CARBOUHYSTAL SHEEP DIP.
"Patented in Europe and America."

SHEEP DIP.

A positive scab enre. A liquid, soluble in
cold water. It Is abso utely non-

poisonous
The cheapest and most effective dip on the market,

one gallon making one hundred gallons of waBh.
Price, S1.95 per srallon.

Special discounts an 1 terniB to agents and large
consumers. For samples and other information ap-
ply tomoiM- HortJH, Agents for Pacific Coast.

116 California St.. San Francisco. Cal.
17septl2
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FIVE DOLLARS A YEAR. 1

ELAINE, 2:20.
By Messenger Duroc, dam Green Mountain Maid, by Sayre's Harry Clay.

DAM OF 7.0RI.AISE, YEARLING RECORD 2:31 fl-S.
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1

Blaine.

In order to give a full description of the dam of Norlaine

we copy a part of an arlicle which we wrote for the Califor-

nia Spirit of the Times in 187S, and the account of the race

with Santa Claus, Nov. 13ih, 1380- A prophet has always

some pride in the accuracy of his pradictiouB, and even

modest vaticinators are pleased to rehearse what was foretold

years before; that is when their prophecies are fullfilled, and

it cannot be expected that failures will be as eagerly dwelt

upon.

There was not a great deal of h izard in rosy anticipations

of the future of Elaine. Iu 1877, when three years oil, she

trotted ia 2:28, in 1878 in 2:24J. These were the best on

record at tbat time, and when her form aud breeding were also

taken into consideration, it would have been somewhat of an

anomaly if she had not proved a great brooi mare.

Although defeated, ber raca with Santa Claus was remark-

ably good. We always considered it one of the best races we

ever witness 'd.

* * • * * "Then ber shape
"From foreo*hd down to-foot perfect—again,
"From foot to forehead exquisitely turned."

It is sonistbiug to know that the bearer of a nime, which

has been worn ani become distinguished by another should

possess isome of tne qualities which mar Ked the first owner

uf the sol-riquet, aud the picture will &bow that the highly-

bred filly is not unworthy uf teat parr, lit least, of Tennyson's

beautiful description, which is quotud -b jve. The engraving

is couie 1 from an oil punting by Jauie.-> 13. Burr, a. brother of

the famous trained of colts, Carl S. Burr. As tbe letter

whicu Gov. StauJord received from the artist explains the

painiiog aud the histo y of it in au admirable manner, we
give it entire:

New York, Dec. 17, 1S77.

Hon. Leland Stanford, San Francisco, Cal :My Dear Sir

—I have the houor and. pleasure of presenting to you a little

work of art. which I h-ivn painted duriug my leisure hours

wit-iiu the past few mouths, of youi celebrated three year-.dd

Eiaiue, the young 'Queen of the Tun." whatever imper-

IcCLious you may discover must De^aributed to the fac: that

1 nave never ha>i tue bene-nt of any instructions, or even an

upportumty to cultivate my taste in order to oecome a good

artut, therefore ihe painting you ua?d neiure you is tue worn
ut my o*u skill. I uiij; .i also remark t.itt tor the last nvo

years I have done all tue nurse-shoeing <o my broLhei Carl's

stables, My objeot, however, i* to giVeyuu a iilelike aud true

painting oi Eiaiue. aud if the opinion oi good j idgts are cor-

reut then my efforts have not been in vaiu. I should be

pleaseil to nave you accent this painting a» u token of my
respect aud esteem tor the distinguished ex-Governor of Cal-

iiorma, an J trust you may dud merit ouoa^h in it to give it

some '"snug corner" in your elegant mansion.

With assurance of my best wishes for your good health, I

have the honor to be your obedient servant,

James B. Burr.

It will be noticed that the author is very happy in his

epistolary effort, and the painting is assuredly a rtniarkable

one for a person who ni<k-n no pretentious to artistic skill,

'fnosj who have seeu Elaine claim that it is as faithful a

representation as they ev^r saw, and we certainly can award

it uitih encomiums f >"r trithfuluess of drawing, und a uniah

worthy of Troye or Scott. From what we had seen of the

stock a: Palo Alto, purchased of Mr. Backman, we imagined

that the foremost thret-yeai-old, not only of the year but of

all the y^ars, would prove to be not i nly a riue-luukiug ani-

mal, but also show a good deal of quality, yet when uur atten-

tion was called to the painting we supjj ise.i that it represented

some arislouratie tiiiy with nothing out blue blood in her

Veiuft. She is not only of tine appearance "irom loot io fore-

head exquisitely lurn-d," but the "points" denote speed.

When an animal has become disuuguiautd it is generally the

ca-e that people see qualities tm-y could not discover before,

und aided by the glamour oi success are prone to look over

defects which they wjU d readily acknowledge iu the horse

without fame. This is uot the case with the picture of

Eiaioe. Wuen we tirwi »aw it there was nothing to indicate

tue individual it represented, aud beiug in the office of the

Spirit the locality did not affjr i a clue io guide us in locat-

ing v. We were impressed with the idea that it must be the

.leliueation, as we have stated before, of a thoroughbred "by

some deft limner traced, "aud when asked our opiuiou scanned

it carefully. The leu^th oi body appearad to be too great for

true proportion, in comparison with the height, but on meas-

urement we found it to coincide exactly with what "otone-

henge" recommends, viz , oue-teutu longer from point of

shoulder to pjmt of buttock than irom the ground to top of

withers. As that eminent author is distinguished for Ms
critical knowledge of the form of the horse, and it also nearly

corresponds with the proportions ot Recovery, which were

considered the most nearly petfect of auy horse in England,

the weight of testimony is for a horse of this conformation.

George Tatteraall in "The Pieional Gallery of English Race-

horses," gives the following reasons tor placing Recovery at

the head of his string of "cracks." "An Equestrian statue

having been finally determined to bo the httest subject for

*The Wellington Testimonial,' and the execution of the group

entrusted to the taste aud skill of Mr. Wyatt, he, after look-

iug long in vain for any horse of such proportionate beauties

as shoul i be pleasing to the common tye without offending

the severe taste of the classic, declared that such rare quali-

ties were only to be found united in the chape aud symmetry
of limb displayed by the subject of this memoir. Kecovery

having therefore been modelled from measurements taken by

the artist himself, is destined 1 t associate his name, however

humble, withthe fame of Welhugtou." And over two hundred

yeais a<*o the Duke of Newcastle, iu his advice to breeders,

says: "If you want mares to Breed Running-IIomen, then

th<-y must be shaped thus: As Letght us possible, Large aud

t.ony. but well Shaped, a Short Hack, out LowjSides." Not-

withstanding the Duke was partial to capital letters aud italics,

and orthography not quite iu accordauce with the present

custoin, he paid very close attention to all pertaining to

horses, and was. beyond question, the best horseman of the

time. Although "a short horse is the soonest curried," it is

veiy rare that a fast aud Listing one has not good length.

With so good a representation of Elaine us the engraving

gives, it will not be necessary to go iulo full detail.

The form of this tilly is such as will please tho*e who care

ouly to see a "handsome horse," and at the same time comes

up t»i the best standard of the couuoiseur of the shape the

best adapted for rapid locomotion. There is immense power
iu the quarters and gaskins, which gives full control of tbe

leverag- of the loug thigbs. and enables the animal to keep

up the leugth of stride so essential to speed.

The chest is capacious, giving plenty of room fur heart aud

langs, aud the breathing apparatus is further guaranteed to

be all right by the fineness of the neck where it is attached
to the head, the wide jaws and the full nostrils.

Eiaiue is modelled after the greyhuuud pattern, and we
hold this the most advantageous for a fast trotter. Many are
under the impression that the light flank an I straight loin is

a defect; and if the "coupling," as they term it, is further
back than they consider proper, they condemn the animal.
If the loin be broad it is all that is necessary, and we are par-

tial to the formation which shows the coupling well back and
pro ument. It gives a better attachment for the muscle, and
usually accompanies wide hips and plenty of propelling

power.
While the engraving gives all the information regarding

her appearance, except to state that she is 15£ hands high, it

is almost superfluous to say ought of her performances, they
oeiug so fresh in the minds of our readers. But these are £0
graphically described in an editorial iia late number of the

Turf, Field and Farm, that we copy the account. It is a por-

tion of an article under the head of "The Rapid Three-Year-
Olds."
Monday, Sept. 3d, Elaine, by Messenger Duroc, dam Green

Mountain Maid, by Harry Clay, walked over, at Fleetwood
Park, for the Turf, Field and Farm Three-year-old Stakes,

aud afterwards surprised the wise men by pulling Carl Burr's
weight to the half-mile pole in 1:12£. On the following Sat-

urday Eiaiue won new laurels at Fleetwood. In the Turf,

Field and Farm Stakes, for the foals of 1874, she was success-

ful. The colts which started against her weTe Hambletouian
ilohawk, by Mohawk Chief, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian;
Elwood Meuium, by Happy Medium, and Frank Medium, by
Happy Medium. The track was heavy from recent rain,

therefore fast time was out of the question. In the first heat

Elaine was handicapped by the weight of Carl Burr, and she
waB beaten by Elwood Medium, in 2:41£. The second heat
was captured by Eiaiue in a jog, in '2:44, and third was taken
by her in 2:36.}. At Haitford the sister of Prospero trotted

the fastest mile known to the three-year-old record. In the

contest for the three-year-old stake, under the management
of the National Association of Trotting Borse Breeders, she
deleated Stir Duroc by Messenger Duroc, and Effle by
Almont. Ihe hist heat was won by Elaine in 2:38a, and iu

tbe second heat the tilly w^s sent tor a record. She trotted

noin wire to wire, according to the watcheB of the judges, iu

2:28. Outside watches made the time faster. Owing to a

mi^underslauding, Murphy checked the flight of Eiaiue at the
head of the home-stretch. Had he driven resolutely to the

fiuish it is s..te to say that 2:27 would have been made. This
was on ScX^t- 20. The Bister of Prospero won a great name
f<>r herselt oy trotting a mile in 2;28. She was bred iu the
North, whero the -ong, cold wiuter is presumed to retard

developmeuE, and yet she had surpassed the record of the
paragon reared in the latitude of Kentucky. It was a proud
day tor Mr. Backman, aud oue which will long be celebrated

by the friends of Messenger Duroc. the great stallion which
occupies the place of honor at Stony Ford.
The misunderstanding alluded to, which unquestionably

prevented a lurther reduction of the time, was occasioned by
Mr. Humphr -y, the owner of Judge Fullerton, having neg-
lected to carry out the plan agreed upon. This was, should
the filly leach the three-quarter pole at a rate of speed which
would indicate that she could "beat the record," he was to

walk off the track, his station beiog near the three-quarter
pole.

She came so much faster thau he anticipated that

the amazement caused him to forget the giving of the
signal, aud he ke* t his place. Joe Murphy pulled her up
to a much slower pace, and had to be told to go along, which
must have had the effect to cause a loss of more than one
second, and without doubt had it not been for this uulucky
contretemps the mile would have been enough faster to make
the performance still more wonderful
In the article copied from the Turf Field and Farm Mr.

Busbey says: "The Am-rican trotter is, now made to order
with a degree of certainty which is truly astonishing." While
the improvement of the American trotter has progressed with
unparalled strides in the last decade, there have been good
reasons for the certainty with which the knacK of fast trotting

is produced.
Thirty years ago, or perhaps a short period anterior to that

date, the supply of trotters was dependent on a chance dis-

covery. No one thought of breeding expressly for the pur-
pose, and though a farmer might be induced to consider the
possession of a faBt-trotting gait in a stallion an additional

incentive to use him, size, form and 6tyle were more valued.
There were no breeding farms, with scores of horses selected

especially for this department; neither were the colts particu-

larly trained to find out which of them were the best adapted
for the purpose.

Systematic breeding of trotters may be sai"i to have com-
menced in Kentucky, for though when Ab lallah was pur-
chased for that slate it was for the promi&en.ns use of tbe
people, Mr. Jas, B. Clay bought Mambriuo Chief more espe-
cially for his own use, and a short time after Ro >ert A. Alex-
ander bought Edwin Forrest aud Pilot Jr., and at the same
time the dam of Flora Temple and other mares to breed to

them. Previous tj thiB Mr. January, of St. Louis, had se-

cured St. Lawrence, and also bought a number of mares, but
the prevailing x^ractice was to get a trotting sire, and "trust

to luck" for the rest.

The breeding of race-horses, with which the Kentuckiaus
were well acquainted, taught that one parent would not do
to rely upon for success, and, fortuuntely, the whole equine
stock of that region was strongly imbued with the blood of

the race-horse, and the selection was much easier
Mambrii'o Chief selected ou account of his beinglikely to get

carriage-hoises, aud ihe hue mares would remedy the coarse-
ness in his form. They surprised the trottiug world as soon
as the colts were ready "to sho.v, aud the fastest four-year-old
time for many years was the result.

Trotting increased iu favor. Associations were organized
whiuh gave large sums of money in prizes, and wealthy
gentlemen piid Urge prices for the fastest. It was evident
to those who gave muuh thought to the subject tbat the busi-

ness of breeditu aud rearing them was carried on iu anything
but u perfect manner, and many possessing large means
engaged iu it, and brought to bear minds which had been
trained to close analysis aud a systematic method of accom-
plishing what they sought to do.
But it would be foreign to our purpose in this article to

consider the successive step 3 which have resulted in such
animals as have marked the calender fur 1877 the most noted
in trotting auuuls. A two-year-old trotting in 2:31, a three-
year-old iu 2:28, and a four-year-old iu 2:24$, would have been
held more unlikely a few years ago than tor an aged animal
to trot iu 2:10.

But in a history of one of this trio of celebrities it will be
advantageous to consider the breediug as of major importance.
Especially is this the case when tbesaine crosses have turned
out several of first-class merit, proving that Elaine is no chance
performer, but has inherited it in company with her brother

Prospero, her sister Dame Trot, Miranda, and her three-
quarters brother Electioneer.

There are several notable features in the pedigree of Mes-
senger Duroc, the most striking, however, being the number
of Messenger crosses, of which there are thirteen.

He is also a double Abdullah—a grandson ou the side of his

sire, a great-grandson ou that of his dam. The inbreeding
pervades the whole of the pedigree, and the only palpable out-

cross is the B> llfonnder.

There are several thoroughbred strains besides the Messen-
ger and the Diotned, and there are five of Diomed's son
Duroc. This combination suggested the name to Mr. Back-
man, and a very appropriate one it is.

The pedigree of Decatur shows still more inbreeding, and
that it did not result as disastrously as many claim is evident
from the performances of Henry, his sire and dam being by
the same horse, and yet, under many disadvantages, he beat
American Eclipse a heut, the time of which was not equalled
for twenty years.

The sire and dam of Young Damsel were by tbe same
horse, while the sire and dam of Ostrich were t-t H more
closely connected, beiog seven-eighths of the same blood.

Decatur was a very fair race-horse, and Postboy of nearly
the same breeding, being by Henry, out of his grandam Gar-
land was the crack of the North iu his day. Postboy in

his old age got many very fine race-horses and trotters in
Michigan, and his blood runs in the strains of many of the
fast trotterB of the present day.
When we come to the pedigree of the dam of Elaine we

find more inbreeding and another cross of Bellfcunder.

We have full faith in the statement which Mr. Jacques made
in the old Spirit of the Times, nearly forty years ago, regarding
this horse, and we transcribe a part of it, so that onr readers
can have it in his own words.

Bellfounder was imported from England in 1822, by Jas.

Boot, Esq., of Boston. Bellfounder was sired by that well-

known fast and high-bre ) trotter Old Bellfounder, out of

Velocity, by Haphazard, he by Sir Peter, out oj Miss Hervey,
by Eclipse. Velocity trotted on the Norwich ro^d, in 1806,

sixteen miles in one hour, and althongh she broke fifteen

times into a gallop, and as often turned, won her match. In
1808 she trotted twenty-eight miles in one hour and 47 min-
utes, and has often done many other great performances
against time.

Bellfounder at five years old trotted two miles in less than
six: minutes, and the following year he was matched for 200
guineas to trot nine miles in thirty minutes, which he won
easily by 22 seconds. His owner afterwards challenged to

perform with him seventeen miles and a half in one hour,
but it was not accepted.

Old Bellfounder was a true descendant fro u the original

blood of the Fireaways, which breed of horses stands unriv-
alled in England, either for gig or saddle.

Some have questioned Velocity, the dam of Bellfounder,
being by Haphazard, the services of that horse being held in

such high esteem that it was not likely he would be allowed a
part-bred mare. But some of the foremost of that day were
bred to cocktail mares, and the performances of Velocity,

which Mr. Jacques giveB, would be further proof of good
breeding.
There is little doubt but that Bellfounder was purposely

disparaged during his life, and false statements promulgated,
which have had an effect to leave erroneous impressions to

the present time.

For many years we believed him a coarBe horse, without
any valid claim to consideration, and until wf. conversed with
those who knew him, and took wme pains to acquire reliable

information, we harbored the common and false opinion.
Mr. Theobald, the breeder of Stockwell, and one of the

largest proprietors of thoroughbreds in England, was also

very pariial to the trotters of the same strain to which Bell-

founder belonged. "The Druid, " in a short description of

"The Squire of Stockwell," thus speaks of his trotters:

"Mr Theobald's highest ambition was to have the best of
everything, cost what it might. Mat-o'-the-Mint was the
result of this feeling, and so was a dun trotting mare. He
also owned Rochester, who did the five miles on the Brown
Bridge Road in 15 minutes 3S seconds, against the Squire's

hunting-looking Rattler; and MacDonald never handled any-
thing much better that his Rockingham, who, with his shaggy
mane and low set tail, reminded bystanders more of a lion

than a horse."

The conjunction of the blood of Messenger Duroc and
Green Mountain Maid brought a further influx of Messen-
ger, and united two of the greatest trotting families, Bashaw
and Messenger, and of a later era thos- of Clay and Abdallah.

There is little necessity for speculations on the advantages
which this brought, as it has "been proven in so many in-

stances, and the "nick" between Messenger Duroc and mares
by Harry Clay have also resulted in first-class animals, Hog-
arth, one of the crack four-year-olds of 1877, being by him,
and out of a mare by Harry Clay.

The dam of Neave's Cassius M. Clay Jr. was by Chancel-
lor, a double Messenger, and the dam of Engineer 2d, was
over a city directory. But to the student and the practical

by Plato, a brother to Bishop's Hambletonian.
Engineer 2d was the sire of Lady Suffolk, her dam by

Don Quixote, a son of Messenger, so that the greatest of all

the trotters of the oldeu time was much inbred in the same
strains as the horses we are describing.

The study of pedigrees to those who huve uot mach knowl-
edge of breediug may be a drysubject, and the table of names
in a geueological statement of no more interest than to pore
breeder it is of the greatest importance, and the consideration

of family characteristics gives the only correot indication of

what the progeny will be.

It is unnecessary to dilate further on the breediug of Elaine.

That it is good will be admitted, and corresponds with her
form aud performances. Before leaving the consideration of

the breediug, however, it may be well to state that imported
Bellfounder was of tbe very oldest trotting families, unless
the rather fanciful description and history of Nacksheb,
which appeared some years ago-in the Turf, Field and Farm,
be accepted as true.

Kace Willi Santa < Inn-..

BAT DISTRICT COUHSE, NOVEMBER 13, 1880.

First Heat—Santa Claus had the pole, though Elaine was
moving with the greatest rapidity, and in the efforts to keep
up, the famous young stallion broke before the turn had
been half mule. This appears to be a difficult place for him
to get by. und in his races the first quarter has been an
obstacle which has caused him the los6 of the only heats in

which he has been beaten. Elaine was forced to go wide, as

the t-fforts of the driver of Santa Claus to recover him from
(he !"' lv caused his horse to swerve partially in front of her,

and it wns a difficult matter to restrain him/ Elaine led at

the qnarter by ut least ten lengths, the time at that point
being 'AG seconds, and at the half in 1:09;}. She had the best

of if by at least fifty yards. From the half Santa Clana

trotted fast, and when Elaine was passing the three-quarter

'KB J
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pole in 1:44 he had shortened the gap somewhat. From
thence the mare was taken in hand, jogging over the score in

2:20, Santa Clans a few lengths behind.

The result of this heat established Elaine the avorite at

the odds uf $100 to $50, though seme of the more astate turf

speculators were quietly backing the horse.

Second Heat—This heat was commenced at the third score,

Elaine having a slight advantage, both moving finely. She
opened a gap of thiee lengths at the quarter, which was
made in 35.V seconds, and there was fully that distance

between them at the half in 1:10. But Santa Claus had got

over his dangerous ground in safety, and after passing the

tank at the commencement of the further turn he was evi-

dently gaining on the mare. At the three-quarter mark,

1:45, there was only a length between them, and when half

way down the home stretch it was impossible to tell which
was in the lead; both were trotting very fast, the stallion

sticking to his work with such determination, as to carry the

mare ofl her feet about 150 yards from home, and tbe Saint

came from thence more at his leisure, the mile having been
made in 2: IS. Sauta Clans was timed from the half mile in

1:06$. Had he finished at the same rate of speed he came to

the mare with, he would surely have taken his old place of

the second fastest stallion on record, Hannis now out-

ranking him a quarter of a second. It is rather singular

that he should mark 2:18 so often, this being the fourth time

he has struck squarely in that notch.
Third Heat—Promptly on time the third heat was called,

and at the second score the word was given. The pace was
fast, the driver of Elaine allowing her to go along, and Santa
Claus putting forth every effort to retain his position. Mar-
vin was determined not to go over more ground than was
necessary, aud the sulkies were close together on the circle.

It was a little too cramped for the comfort of Santa Claus,

and again he broke when within a hundred yards of the

quarter. A break with him entails the loss of many rods,

and be was benind thirty yards when Elaine passed the first

post in 35£ seconds. He was nearly a distance behind at the

naif mile, which Elaine made in 1:09$, but from there, as

usual, he came with a rush, and at the three-quarters

—

Elaine 1:45—he had recovered half of the lost ground. The
mare was eased in the last furlong, crossing the score about

four lengths in front of Santa Claus, the time being 2:20£.

Before this break Santa Claus was selling for $50, $25 on
Elaine; and again there was a change, Elaine resuming the

first place with the bettors, and the odds veered to two and
one on her.

Fourth Heat—This heat was a fine exhibition of speed by
both. Elaine led to the quarter in 35 seconds. She was
first at the half in 1:09.}, and first at the three-quarter pole

in 1:44J. Santa Claus was still a clear length behind when
the home stretch was made, bat he was coming with such
vim that -he overtook her at the draw-gate. From there both

were taken in hand, Santa Claus gaining the heat in 2:18}.

Fifth Heat—There were many who still thought that

Elaine's chances were worth $50 in a hundred, and the

money still went in with spirit. The first score they were
off, and it was evident that the driver of Elaine had made up
his mind to a different system of tactics. The quarter was
slow, 37 seconds, though when the mare moved up on the

back stretch the pace was accelerated, and the half was made
in 1:1H. Again she came up coming home, but it would be

a St. Jhlien or Maud S. which could out-pace Santa Claus on
that ground and though she made a gallant fight, he was too

much for her, winning the heatin 2:20, the last half in 1:0S£, a

grand finish for a fifth heat. The whole race was a grand one.

Two twenty, 2:18, 2:20£, 2:1S£, 2:20, would be considered

good for the best of the tracks at this season of the year, and
victor and vanquished are entitled to high praise. Even the

losers admitted that they had the benefit of an honestly con-

tested and game race, and were satisfied that everything they

expected from the mare had been accomplished.

If tbe winner had not trotted a better race than either of

his previous performances of the year, Elaine would have

beaten him. As it was she surprised those who looked for

her to quit, as she was only one-quarter of a second behind,

and a fifth heat in 2:20}, especially after so slow a first quar-

ter as 37 seconds, and she with the disadvantage of the out-

side. Santa Claus is "coming around" to the form he exhib-

ited in the early summer, and another year will probably

witness him in the front rank, we opine holding the loremost

Dlace among the entire horses. Hannis, Wedgewood, Mon-
roe Chief, Bonesetter, any of the cracks in his class, will be

accommodated with a match for any sum they will name, if

they will come here to meet him, and a reasonable sum for

expenses allowed. It is rumored that Governor Stanford

intends retiring Elaine to the breeding stud, and she will be

a brilliant addition to the numerous matrons at Palo Alto.

With the youngsters which are in his stable, Elaine will not

be so badly missed on the tracks, though we would like to

see her have one more season of active life before incurring

the pleasing duties of materuity. That she will change her

record of 2:20 to one considerably faster, is as sure as such

things can be, and with a low mark in the teens she would
retire with still more eclat.

Palo Alto Catalogue.

Fleasanton Notes.

The catalogue of any well-appointed stock farm is always

interesting to those who have a love for fine horses. But
when the catalogue is that of a gentleman who has attained

far greater success in producing fast trotters than any other

breeder in the world, it becomes one of the most instructive

as well as interesting works that can be obtained by any

practical breeder.

The Palo Alto Catalogue for 1S87 is a work of this kind.

It has been carefully compiled by Joseph Cairn Simpson,

editor of the California Bbeedee a>~d Sportsman, who takes

high rank among the deepest thinkers and most instructive

writers upon horse topics living. Mr. Simpson is a thor-

oughly practical horseman, who well understands the science

of breeding trotters, and is also skilled in the art of develop-

ing their speed, and keeping their feet in proper condition.

The Palo Alto Catalogue is a work of 28S pages, and contains

tbe names and pedigrees of 370 animals, including seventy-

five thoroughbreds. Tbe proprietor does not promulgate

any theories, or even mention the success which has attended

his breeding venture. The pedigrees of the stallions and

brood-mares are given concisely. Following the pedigree of

each mare is her produce, with their record and the name
of their sire. After this, in parentheses, is the name of the

stallion to which the mare was last stinted. A study of these

blood elements will furnish hours of interesting and profit-

able employment for any progressive breeder. The preface

to this elaborate work contains a sketch of California Bel-

mont and St. Clair, whose strains are found in many of the

fastest horses on the Pacific Coast.

—

American Cultivator.

The Brooklyn Jockey Club has decided to add $5,000 to

the Brooklyn Handicap, aD amount equal to that of the great

Suburban Handicap of the rich Coney Island Jockey Club.

In my last I promised to drop a few lines on the sporting

events from this vicinity, and what the Jiyers were doing.

On the 23d of the past month we had some turkey shooting

in which a dozen fine turkeys were killed over a 200-yards

range, off-hand shooting, averaging eight shots to a turkey,

and several fine scores were made at black bird, trap shoot-

ing, single barrel, to rule, by different members of the Pleas-

anton Sportsman's Club, A. Nusbaunier scoring five straight

dead birds, C. L. Crellin aud C. Harlan each scoring four
out of five shots. Ou Thursday, the 24th, there were two well-

contested races over the race track, as follows:

No. 1.— tree for all trotting horses owned in .Murray Township. 5100
entrance, $50 added by the track; puree divided in 60, 30 and lfl per
cent.. Maid of Oaks barred, in which the following horses were

j entered and started.

Sobrante, b g—W. MendeTiball 1 I 1

Billy Giltnore, g s—A. McDowell 2 2 2

Stanhope, b g—A. A. Miller -. 3 3 3

Time, 2:37 J, 2:39, 2:38.

Pools sold very lively at S20 for Sobrante and $10 for the

other two.

No. 2.—Free for all trotters and pacers owned in Murray Township.
Entrance and conditions same as No. 1.

In this race two pacers, Lens and John Carter, started. Lens
won, after being nearly distanced in the second heat as he
would have been, had John Carter been driven out, Lens
making a series of bad breaks on the first quarter.

Lens, b g—A. McDowell 12 11
J. Carter, s g—A. A. Miller 2 12 2

Time. 2:32}, 2:37, 2:33*. 2:20*.

Pools: Before the first and second heats Lens §20, John
Carter §16. After the second heat Carter sold favorite at
about the same odds, and even after losing the third heat, in
which Lens only beat him out a neck, he still sold favorite.

Lens won the final heat through Carter breaking on the
back stretch. Judges: J. TV. Knox, J. Ryan and J as Gillis.

Timer, Count Valensin.

On Friday and Saturday your correspondent visited the
track and saw the following horses aud colts take their work.
Maid of Oaks has been clipped and looks in fine condition
and was given a four-mile jog, and after a little cooling out
w^s driven a mile in 2:22^.

Nest eame Direct, a two-year-old stallion by Director

—

Echora, who was driven a couple of miles and then a half in

1:25, sliding along very easy and -without a bobble.
Then came Combination, a yearling gelding by Director,

dam by Admiral, who was jogged a mile and then taken to

the stable.

Nest was a two-year-old stallion by Director—Sweetness,
who was given three miles, going up the back stretch and down
the home stretch at a forty gait iu the last mile.

Then came the two-year-old filly by Monroe Chief, dam by
Norfolk, who was given three miles, doing the last quarter
in 3S£ seconds.
Then came the two-year-old pacing filly Goldleaf by Sid-

ney—Fernleaf, who was given three miles, finishing up the
last half in 1:15.

Tbis finished Friday, and on Saturday forenoon the follow-

ing were driven:
A two-year-old stallion by Director, and the dam of which

is the dam of the famous pacer Brown Jug. He is called

Black Jug, and was given four miles. This colt has a very
easy way of going, and if he does not prove a honey cooler

nest season the writer is very mnch off.

The pacer Lens was jogged for three or four miles. He
has frequently been worked miles lately in 23 and 24, and as

he has no record better than what he got last Thursday, he
may also prove a good one nest saason. He belongs to

W. Mendeuhall of Livermore.
Nest comes a beauty, the yearling filly Pearl by Grosvenor,

dam by Speculation; she is the property of Mr. Waltenbaugh,
of Livermore, and took the premium for two years at the San
Jose Fair, last year as a suckling and this year as a yearling.

She is driven three miles at a slow gait and needs some work,
as she appears not to know esactly how to place her feet.

The gray stallion Billy Gilmore, three-year-old, by Rich-
mond, dam by Creighton, belonging to Mr. H. I. Thornton of

San Francisco, is slowly jogged several miles. This colt showed
himself in Thursday's race to be a very cool, steady-going
horse; what he can do will be seen in the future.

Here is the five-year-old mare by Gibraltar—May Day, who
showed quarters as a three-year-old in 38|, and was bred, and
now, after raising a colt from Director, is being worked again.

She is only given four miles at a slow gait this morning.
The above named horses and colts have all been driven by

Mr. McDowell. In the meantime other colts have been
jogged Blow by the boys and Mr. J— R—, the second trainer,

on the track.

Mr. Miller has also had out the sorrel pacer John Carter,

who comes down the heme stretch very fast, as some of his
competitors will find out some day; if Mr. Miller succeeds in

getting this horse steady he will be a good one nest season.

He has also the trotter Stanhope, who is owned by Mr, S. F.

Martin of Oakland, and a fine Monroe Chief filly, that he is

working.
The pacer Fred Ross was very sick with the pneumonia

last week, and only the careful nursing of his trainer, J. M.
Alviso, and the veterinary, Dr. Owens saved him. they
being with him constantly for 48 hours. He is now out of

danger, aud with good care, which he is sure to get, will

come around all right in a few weeks.
Count Valeusin has brought his brood-mares and colts, 63

head in all, here from Sacramento and placed them on hiB

recently-purchased ranch on the Santa Rita. He is fast

building a fine stable of bos stalls for his stallions which will

be brought here as soon as the accommodations are ready for

them. Mr, Salisbury bought of the Count a weanling colt by
Sidney—Fernleaf, a full brother to Goldleaf, pacer, before

mentioned, on Tuesday, at a sum containing"four figures.

More in the future. Do>'.

Eatontown.

Eatontown may justly be termed the Newmarket of Amer-
ica. The village is the borne of Babcock and C. Littlefield

and his sons, while Jeter Waldeo and Mat Byrnes live in the

immediate neighborhood. The village hotel, the Wheeler
House, is headquarters for both Mr. Sheridan, the well-

known starter, and also Mr. D. D. Clarke, who usually acts

as advance flagman to Mr. Caldwell. Any spare hour that a

man chooses to drop in there he may make sure of finding

some kindred spirits with whom to have a sporting chat, the

landlord himself beiDg quite a sportsman. At Ocean Port,

again, a mile away, there are three or four more jockeys' and
trainers' homes, J. McCreery, Tom Little, Lewis Clark, Jim
Clark aud Bill Hayward all having houses there. The whole
neighborhood, therefore, is thickly populated wilb men
whose business is connected with horseflesh, aud Monmouth
Park aud vicinity is a hotbed of sport.

Mr. Sheridan says that his offers to start at meetings in the

West, not to mention in California, are so numerous that they
will engage nearly the whole of his time in the coming year.

None the less he will be found handling the flag as usual for

the Brooklyn Jockey Club, for whose meetings he has a spe-

cial partiality.

Eureka Jockey Club Pall Races.

Mr. H. Cohn, Secretary, kindly sends the following notes

of the Fall Meeting of the Eureka Jockey Club which began

on "Wednesday, Nov. 23d last, and lasted through four

days. The climatic conditions were favorable to the sport,

and the track in good shape. -

First Day.
The first race was a dash of one mile, in which there were

ten entries and sis starters. After several attempts the flag

was dropped, with Stoneman in the lead and lt»-petta last.

Stoueman led until near the three-quarters post, when Bepetta
passed him and won the three-quarters and mile with some-
thing in hand.

No. 1. -Purse $200.—Bunning Novelty Race—Free-'or-all dash of on*
mile. $35 at first quarter. £4'i at the half, *M) at the three-quarters-
and 375 at tbe mile. All paid-up entries over five to be added and
equally divideJ between each winner.
C.J. Matlock's b m Rep*tta, a, by Alarm or Reform—Lone Nine, 116J

lbs Morse 1
T. J. Knight's g g Stoneman, a, by Kirby Smith—Hunkey Dorey, 115

lbs Dennison 2
C. J. Matlock's g m Nellie Gray, a, pedigree unknown, 116J lbs.

Short 3
W. L. Davis' b h Jack Brady, 3, by Wildidle—Sour Grapes. 109 lbs.

Hennessey
G. W, Criopen's b h Ealley Crane, a, by Norfolk—Signal Belmont.

117 lbs Carrillo
B. F. Sears' s g Belvidere, a, pedigree unknown, 115 lbs. Leigh
Stoneman won the quarter in :25, the half in :50; Repotta won the

three-quarters in 1 :20$. the mile in 1 :46*.

Second on the card was a free-for-all trotting race in which
three starters went to the wire, neither Cadmus nor Bonner,
although eligible, appearing.

No 2.—Purse ?250.—Trotting—Free for all horses that have not beat«n
2:38 up to Sept. 1st, 1887. tCadmus and Bonner eligible to start.) First
horse 8150, second $75, third $25.
T.J. Knight's bb Idaho Patchen bv H. B. Patchen.... 2 112 2 1
E. Downer's blk g Franklin by Gen. Reno 3 2 2 113
S. C. Tryon's brh CoL Hawkins by Echo 1 3 3 3 3 2

Time, 2:35$, 2:41, 2:39, 2:37, 2 :4t, 2:34*.

Second Hay.

On account of the three-quarter mile and repeat trot being
filled, a special race, a one-quarter mile dash was given in place
of No. 3, between Nellie Gray, Lulu B., John D., and Black
Bess. After considerable scoring it was impossible to get
Black Bess to go, consequently he was left at the post when
the flag was dropped. The three horses had a even start with
Nellie Gray a little in the lead, which she kept u ntil she passed
the wire, with John D., a good second, and Lulu B. third.

No. 3.—Special Race.—One-quarter mile dash. Purse $150. First
$75, second $50, third $25.

C. J. Matlock's g m Nellie Gray, a, pedigree unknown, 116 lbs.

Short 1
J. Dougherty's b g John B., a, by Lindsey—Lummux, 1165 lbs.

Dennison 3
P. E. Smith's b m Lulu D., 3, by Indicator—Nettie Moore, 110 lbs.

Kelsey 3
C. W. Crippen's blk b Black Bess, a, pedigree unknown, 117 lbs.

Carrillo
Time, :25j.

The fourth race had four starters and was a closely con-
tested event.

No. 4. —Trotting—Three-minute class. Purse $150 for horses owned
in Humboldt County prior to September 1st, 1887. (Patchen barred.)
First horse $85. second horse 850. third horse to save entrance.
W. T. Olmstead's r p. Blue Dick by Bonner 2 1 1 2 1
H. C. Haas' s g Felix by Overland 3 2 2 1 3
M. Groten's g g Peter Steinway by Steinway 1 3 dls.
B. Holmes' b g Bart Holmes, pedigree unknown 1 dis.

Time, 2:474. 2:47$, 2:46, 2:52, 2:49*,.

Third Day.

The mile and repeat having not rilled, the Board gave a
special race as No. 5, between Bepetta and Jack Brady for a
purse of $250, Bepetta to carry 120 lbs. and Jack Brady to
carry 104 lbs.

C. J. Matlock's b m Bepetta, 120 lbs Morse 10 1
W. L. Davis' b h Jack Brady, 104 ibs Hennessy 2 2

Time, 1:47, 1:484.

No. 6 was a mile and repeat for two-year-olds, and brought
out three likely fillies.

No. 6. -Eubeea Two-Tea n-Ouj TBorrrNG Stake.—Mile and Kepeat.
$10 entrance, half forfeit; $1"0 added; second horse to receive $25, third
to Bave stake. Entries to this race to close with the Secretary, Sep-
tember 17, 1887.

A. A. Frank's g f Silver Shield l 2 1

R. Noble's g f Daisy Hayward a 1 3
P. Qufnn's b f June Bug 3 3 3

Time, 3.-07}, 3:14, 3:05.

The afternoon's sport was closed with a special saddle race.
a half-mile dash at catch weights, for a purse of $75.

A. H. Knight's Queen of Spades j

S. Allard's Vengeance 2
F. Ellery's Oregon Joe..

Time, :54,

Fonrtli Day.

No. 7 of the regular programme, for all ages, was an excit-
ing race, being well rnn out from flag to post.

No. 7.—Purse $100. For all ages. Bunning dash of 600 yards. First
horse $75, second horse $25.

J. Dougherty's b g John D. , a, by Lindsey—Lummox, 116J lbs.

Dennison 1
C. W. Crippen's bit h Black Bess, a, pedigree unknown, 117 lbs.

Carrillo 2
0. w. Crippen's b g Bailey Crane, a. by Norfolk—Signal Belmont,

115 lbs Dillon
B. F. Sears' s g Belvidere, a, pedigree unknown, J16 lbs Leigh
J. E. Abbott's g m Nellie Gray, a, pedigree unknown, 115 lbs.

Short
P. E. Smith's b m Lula B., 3, by Indicator—Nettie Moore, 110 Ibs.

Kelsey n
lime, :334.

No. 8 was a lively half-mile and repeat.

No. 8.—Puree $150. For all ages. Half-mile and repeat. First horse
$125, second horse $25.

J. E. Abbott's cb m Lady Duffy, a, by Patsy DufTy—unknown,
114 lbs Short 12 1

W. L, Davis' b h Jack Brady, 3, by Wildldle—Soar Grapes,
108 lbs Hennessey 3 13

B. F. Sears' s g Belvidere, a, pedigree unknown, lli> lbs.
--. Dillon 4 dis

T. J. Knight's g g Stoneman, a, by Kir by Smith—Hunkey
Dorey, 117 lbs fierney 2 dis

Time, :50j, :52. :68.

The meeting ended with a free-for-all trot, which was post-
poned after the third heat until the Monday following, owing
to the lateness of the hour aud darkness, On Monday the
horses were started after little scoring and Patchen won the
heat, but so many complaints of foul driving were made and
the job was so transparent that the judges ordered every horse
distanced and all pools were declared off.

Clifton Bell's well-known race-horse Beaconsfield,
reported, has broken down so that he will never be et

again. The horse is in Kentucky, aud will boused 11

stud.
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Important Auctions-

In the advertising columns Messrs. Killip & Co. an-

nounce several auction sales which horse-buyers will

do well to note. Five thoroughbreds and three trotters,

the property of Colonel Caleb Doraey, will be sold on

January 12th, at the Bay District Track. On December

20th a number of excellently bred animals, fiorn the

farm of J. B. Prather, Esq,, at Maryville, Mo., will be

sold, including Jessie D., Allen, Robert E. Lee and In-

truder. The horses can be seen at the Bay District. On

the same day Messrs. Killip will offer all of the trot-

ting stock heretofore owned by A. Waldstein, Esq. The

sale is made because of the ill health of Mr. Waldstein,

aud is peremptory. Among the animals are the dam
of Albert W-, in foal to Antevolo, the stallion Bonanza,

and a number of fillies and geldings by Albert "W.,

out of mares by Elmo, Nutwood, John Nelson and
oth jr standard sires. Catalogues may be obtained from
Killip & Co., at 22 Montgomery Street, City.

Mr. Ed. Corrigan's faithful old brt ad-winner Penrl Jen-

nings, having become the property of Mr E J. Baldwin, will

probably end her da\s as a matron iu the balmy atmosphere

of Califoin-a.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication tbe earnest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deaths

In their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
and of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

Three famously bred King Charles spaniels were brought

fn m Earope by Mr. S. R. Hindley of Springfield, Mass.

They strain from Bend'Or the going champion; are black and

tan and are three monthB old.
&

Name Claimed.

By Mr. R. M. Wyman, Quisun.

Tolenas, for a white and lemon pointer dog by Leminie

B.—Blossom, whelped Sept. 20, 1887.
•

We nse a large portion of the American Field report of the

Eastern Field Trials' Derby this week, and take pleasure iu

acknowledging the excellence of the report

The Memphis and Aveut Kennel has justified all that was
said of its wonderful young setters, which ran the Derbys

lust vear, by having three of them placed at the Eastern

Field" Trial Club's All-aged Setter Stake this year. In that

ttake Hist was won by Gloster (Dashing Rover—Trinket)
owned by Mr. James L. Breese; second by Chance (Roderigo

—Bo Peep), and third divided by Jean Valjean (Mingo—Twin
Maud), aod Nat Goodwin (Roderigo—Bo Peep), the three

latter all being owned by the Memphis and Avent Kennel.

Oakland Coursing Club.

Mr. P. K. Jacoby of Oakland recently organized a coursing

duo in that city, and offered some valuable plate as first prize

lo be coursed for. He met eucouragenient, and the club

went to French Camp, near Stockton, on Decemher 4th and

5.h last for its first meeting. Hares were found in numbers,

a id the ground was very fit, having been softened by the

raius. Considerable interest was shuwn by Stocktcnians, of

whom many attended on both days. An incident of the

wetting calls for condemnatory remartt. The judge, Mr. A.

A. Bun ton, states that one of those having entries, J Har-

king by name, approached him on two occasions with intent

f» influence his judgmenls. in one ins'ance asking him to

"remember Gallagher," a person who had a dog rnnning,

and iu another instance asking the jndge, after the dogs had

inn a "no course," to "make it a race." Mr. Bouton is clear

about the matter, and is naturally indignant that anyone
shoud so affront him. The action of the judge in making

the affair public is a proper one, and will assist in excluding

from participation in coursing such persons as are capable of

conduct like that of J. Harkins. The officers of the meeting

were President, J. O'Connell; Field Stewards, J. Koenig and

Ge i. Sharpe; Flag Steward, S. Getchell; Judge, A. A. Bouton;

Slippers, P. K. Jaooby and J. Harkins.

Two of tbe dogs were injured by wire fences, Black Bart

being severely cot, and "White Lily badly scratched.

Those who went up speak in the pleasantest terms of their

treatment by the keeper of the hotel at French Camp.
The winner, White Lily, took a silver pitcher, goblet and

fruit dish. The runner-up, Lily Rogers, took two boxes of

cigars, while the third dog. Flying Dutchman, took a gallon

of whiskey. A resume of the running is given.

FIHST SEBIES.

Geo Sharpe's Flying Dutchman beat Jim Harkin's Lady Queen.
J. C. Coleman's Heine beat J. W. O'Connor's Pound Lass.

P. K. Jacoby's Lady Guess beat J. Gallagher's Ply.

J. Racer's Lady Rogers beat 8. Getcbell'a K. K.

J. Coleman's White Lily beat P. Mullln's Chance.

J . Coleman's Black Bart beat J. Callahan's Mikado.
J. llarkin's Gainer beat J. Koenig'a Fawn Doe

SECOND SERIES.

Flying Dutchman beat Reine.
|

White Lily heat Gainer. .

Lily Rogers beat Lady Guess. I
Black Bart a bye.

THIBD SEBIES.

White Lily beat Flying Dutchman.
|
Lily Rogers beat Black Bart.

FOTJBTH SEBIES.

White Lily beat Lily Rogers and won.
White Lily first.

Lily Rogers second,
Flying Dutchman third.

EaBtern Field Trials Club, Derby.

Tbe Derby began on Monday, November 21st, and ended
uu the following Friday. Thirty-five youngsters started, a

number too great for satisfactory results. In quality the

htike did not equal that of 1886, although many superb dogs

were shown. The weather throughout the stake was all that

could be desired, and birds were present in sufficient

numbers.
The Btake was judged by Messrs. D. C. Bergundthal, C.

Fred Crawford aud Washington A. Coster, and their attentive-

ntss aud conscientiousness gained general approval for them,
while their judgments, were almoBt without exception, fully

sustained by the work done.

Tbe winner of rirst place, Joey B., is a medium-sized black,

whit* and tan setter by Boderigo—Lilliau, aud is owned by

ibe Memphis and Avent Kennel. Joey B. is a stylish doe,

with much verve, and in motioD runs high-headed, with

much snap in taking points. He was broken by one of his

owners, Mr. J. M. Avent, and was conceded to be the best

dog in the stake.

Second waB taken by Go Bang, a son of Graphic—Leach's
Bloomo. Go Bang is a largeish, good-looking pointer, and
is very quick among scattered birds, showing much bird-

sense and excellent nose.
Third was divided by Ossian and Waterford, the former a

pointer, and the latter a setter. Ossian is a son of Croxteth,
aud is a dog of great field quality, as is also Waterford.
Tbe dog in which Oalifomians were most interested, Mr.

Thos. Beunet's Siriup, by Sportsman—Sweetheart, did not
show the ability that was expected. He seemed a little off

in nose and made several inexcusable flushes, besides not
being up to high standard in range, pace and style. Some
allowance should be made for him because of the fact that he
had not been long in the Soutb, where all conditions differ

widely from those present where he was bred and lived moBt
of his life.

Monday.
After a frosty night came a clear day with a northerly

wind, and a bright sun. -The stake was begun at the Glass
House.
Joey B.

—

Pearl Waxdan. -The brace of English setters

was put down at 8:32, the former handled by J. M. Avent,
and the latter by B. B. Morgan. Most of a grass Held was
drawn blauk, until a likely corner was reached, where Joey
B., jumping a fence, pointed a bevy, and was steady to wing.
Working on the scattered birds, Joey B. scored another bevy
puiot, Pearl Mandan not backing. The birds covered in a

thicket where Joey pointed a single a few seconds, then
flashed, but stopped to wing and was steady to gun. Con-
siderable sedge and grass was drawn without finding, and a
cast made into little pines, where Joey B. pointed a single

which flushed wild, the dog standing to wing. A few yards
further on he again located a bird, breaking in when Avent
put it up aud shot, Pearl backing poorly. Ordered on. Joey
made an excusable flash, and the remainder of the bevy then
flushed wild, both dogs being steady to wing and gun.
When ordered on Joey B. soon false-pointed, and a moment
after pouted a woodcock, Pearl backing. Each then scored

a point on singles, and at 9:18 Joey B. was awarded the heat
Both showed much merit, but Joey B. had the better range,

pace and style.

J. Otto Donner—Noble Dido.—Sent off at 9:21, W. Sea-

ger handling Otto, and Charles Tucker Dido. After a spin
over sedge, the dogs passed into woods where at pace they
flushed a bird, the rest of a bevy getting up immediately
afterward. Sent across a gulch into pines, Otto drew to a
false-point aud was backed badly by Dido. Then in a

thicket Dido pointed and was backed, both moving on and
trailing a bevy which flushed before the dogs could locate.

Following tbem Otto scored a good point on a little bunch of

birds, Dido not being near to back. At 10:02 J. Otto Don-
ner was adjudged the winner. He had better noBe.
Dashing Joe—Foxchase.—Down at 10:08. Joe, an English

seiter handled by Charles Tucker, and Foxchase, a pointer,

han lied i>y C. E. Buckle. The heat was begun down wind
and little work was done untda bevy was flushed wild and
the dugs given the wind of it, when Foxchase false-poiuted
and both ttoeu made game and roaded together for several

hundred yard^, Joe in the lead and Foxchase honoring each
stand on the trial. The bevy waB finally located by the dogs
in pines, aud both were steady to shot. Ordered on Joe
pinned a single and was nicely backed. When sent along
Joe flushed a siugle, then put up a woodcock which pitched
near by, and the dog moved up and pointed it, several quails

flushing wild near by. Leaving the cock Joe made two
points on singles, and was steady lo wing. Foxchase, always
going at high pace, took sceut but the bird would not lie.

Then Joe pointed and Tucker failed to flush, but a bird was
afterward put out by spectators. Sent into woods Foxchase
made a bad up-wind flush on a single and Joe got a good
point, which Foxchase, refusing to back, stole the point, and
both stood to wing. At 10:5S Dashing Joe was given the

heat for better nose, the pointer showing better pace and
style.

Claude—Cocntess Poppet.—Claude, conducted by J, M.
Avent, and Countess Poppet by Charles Tucker, were cast

off at 11:06, in an open field. Claude soon took scent of a
bevy, which was flushed by Countess down wind, just as
Claude located it. After drawing about through some woods
and sedge the dogs were taken to new ground, a bevy flush-

ing on the way for which Mr. Avent claimed a point. After
the birds. Claude flushed a single in leaves, and Countess
then false-poiuted, Claude backing. Considerable likely

ground was then drawn blank, corn and sedge, and the dogs
ran outinto an open sedge patch, where Claude pointed abevy,
and Countess again flushed it down wind. Sent to the birds,

Countess falBe-pointed, then pointed a single, and was un-
steady to wing. Ordered on, she soon pointed again, and
was steady when the bird was put out. Claude scored a
second flush in leaves, Countess iu the same cover making a
good point, and both standing to wing and shot. Moved on
into pines Claude made a nice point, but broke in when Avent
flushed and shot. They were then taken up, an.i Claude
declared the winner at 12:48. A handsome brace, but Claude
had the best of it in pace, range and style.

Go Bang—Cincinnatds.—The pair waB cast off at 12:55,

the former handled by C. E. Buckle aud the latter by Chas.
Tucker. Go Bang soon flushing a bevy down wind, Cincin-
natus having the wind of the birds but failing to point them.
Sent into the woods after the scattered birds, Cincinnatus
false-pointed and Go Bang got a bevy point in sedge, to

which he stood when the birds flushed. When ordered on,
Go Bang flushed a single, dropping to wing, aud a moment
after fatse-pointed. When ordered on Go Bang began road-
ing a bevy, but Ciucinuatns ranging down wind put the
birds up. At 1:15 Go Bang won.
Dave B.—Count Noble Jr.—At 1:24, Dave R., handled by

D. E. Bose, and Count Noble Jr., handled by Jesse M. Whaite,
were put down in sedge. Dave B. soon located a bevy,
Count backing aud both being steady to gun. After the
singles, Dave pinned a bird, Count backing but soon
breaking back. Count then false pointed and Dave R. backed
well. At 1:39 an iutermissson of 41 minutes for luncheon
was had, after which they were again started on a marked
bevy, Dave soon getting a point aud being steady to wing,
At 2:41 Dave R. won, having the best of it all around.
Merry Girl—Guymard.—At 2:4b, Merry Girl, handled by

Charles Tucker, and the pointer dog Guymard, handled by
Jesse M. Whaite, were cast off iu an open sedge field, which,
with several others, was drawn blauk. Merry Girl pointed
two birds nicely and Guymard flushed bevy at the edge of the
Bedge field, aoross wind; both dogs were Bteady. Then Merry
Girl drew about twenty yards and pointed; two birds were
flushed close by by spectators, after the dogs had boon hied
on Next Guymard pointed and whs backed well; nothing
found to the point. About thirty yards further Merry Girl
pointed, broke in, but stopped to" command; a short distance
and Gu\mard flushed a single. Next Merry Girl pointed a

single very prettily; Guymard drew across and flushed the
bird, and Merry Girl dropped to wing and Guymard was
steady. Then Gaymard took a turn in the woods and was
found on a point on a bevy and dropped to shot nicely. Merry
Girl, soon afterward, roaded well and pointed two or three
birds in sedge glass in woods and was steady to shot. Next,
Merry pointed in sedge; Guymard backed; both drew ou,
Guymard to a single bird which he flushed, and then broke
in badly; Meny Girl drew up wind to a flush, and the bird
flew close to a spectator who killed it with his hand as it was
passing. The he>it ended at 3:31. Down 45 minutes. Merry
Girl won; she had better style when in motion, and a superior-
ity in range.

Romeo—Mars,—At 3:33 Hon. John S. Wise's liver aud
white pointer dog Borneo, by Graphic—Seph G,, handled I y
D. E. Rose, and F. R. Hitchcock's black and white dog Mars,
by Bang Bang—Modesty, handled by John White, were cast

off in the open. Romeo pointed a bevy soon after starting;

Mars backed and both were steady to Bhot and wing. Next
in weeds, Mars pointed, drew on forty yards; at the same
time Borneo pointed about eighty yards to the right; as Bose
went in to flush his dog drew on aud pointed again. Rose
tried to flush but did not go far enough ahead of his dog,

and the bevy flushed as he moved off; next, fifty yards fur-

ther, Mars flushed some birds that had probably separa ed
from the bevy. Moved on and Mars flushed a single; Rornej
pointed on foot scent. Next, in sedge, Mars made a good
point; Romeo backed; both were st ady to wing. Then
Romeo dropped to a point on a single bird almost amongst the
horses; next he pointed a single bird where a bevy had
flushed in the sedge grass; then Mars pointed and Romeo
backed; no bird was found. At 3:5b they were ordered up
and Romeo won. Down 23 minutes. Both were stylish, good
workers and ran a good heat; but Romeo outclassed Mars
greatly.

Lizzie Lee— Ioledo Blade.—At 4:00, Lizzie Lee, handled
by Hart Height, and Toledo Blade, by Roderigo—Lillian,

handled by Charles Tucker, were cast off in open sedge. Aft<r

going about one hundred yards Lizzie made a kind of unde-
cided point and the bird flushed. Toledo pointed in an oak
thicket very nicely and was steady to wing; he repeated the

performance and Lizzie backed. Then Lizzie made a tine

point on a single in a thick run. Toledo pointed and moved
on. In the open field Lizzie began roading carefully and
Toledo whipped in and took a point about fifteen yards
ahead. Nothing was fomd to the point. A cornfield was
drawn blank. In sedge near timber Toledo made a barren
point aud Lizzie backed; Toledo abandoned the scent, Lizzie

returned to it, roaded very carefully about forty yards along
a road, and located and pointed the bevy—a very good piece
of work. The scattered birds were followed into a hollow.

Toledo pointed to wing. Moved on, and Toledo pointed a

single, and soon afterward repeated the aot; very Rood work.
Nest Toledo flushed in weeds and was unsteady. At 4:46

the dogs were ordered up. Lizzie Lee won. Down 46 min-
utes.

Chief—Latonia.—At 4:52 the pointer Chief, bandied by
Jesse M. Whaite, and Gen. W. B. Shaituc's Latonia, handled
by Charles Tucker, were cast off in sedge, and were worked
toward a bevy which was marked down in a run by some
spectators. Latonia flushed a single bird; moved on, Chief
pointed nicely in the run and was steady to wing and shot;

Latonia backed. Nest Latonia flushed. After a little more
running the rauuing for the day ended, and the heat was
undecided. Time, 5:08. Down 16 minutes.

Tuesday.

The morning was bright and pleasant, and was just cool

enough for good work. There was a sharp frost during the

night, which was severe enough to form a good thickness of

ice on still water. A start was made at the Snow farm. A
gentle wind blew from the northwest.

Chief—Latonia.—At 8:29 they were cast off to finish their

heat. Both dogs ranged much better than on the previous

day. Several fields wtre drawn blank. Both dogs roaded
and moved on. Chief ran along a run and flushed a bevy
which flew to piue woods and was followed. Latonia flushed

a single and the remainder of the bevy flushed wild; they
were followed and were flushed by the judges. Mr. Whaite
was handling his dog very badly, would not obey the judges
and he wasted a great deal of time. Next, Latonia flushed a

single bird and chased. Then Latonia pointed in pines and
oak woods; Chief backed; no bird6 were found to the point.

Moved on and Latonia pointed two or three birds in sedge
grass, Chief backing; both were steady to wing and shot.

Latonia roaded a bevy to a flush. The birds were followed

but could not be found. Latonia pointed and the poiut

broved barren. A side hill covered with sedge was drawn
td nk. Next, Chief made a grand point on a bevy in short

weeds and Latonia backed handsomely. Both were steady to

shot. The heat ended at 9:41 and Chief won. Down 1 hour
and 12 minutes. Both ranged well. Latonia had the better

style when in motion; on point they were about equal iu this

respect.

Jack Modoc—Sirius.—The dogs were cast off at 9:49.

Mr. Edward Dexter's English setter Jaok Modoc by Buckel-
lew—Ida. handled'by Capt. C. E. McMurdo, and Mr. Thomas
Bennet's orange and white English setter Sirius by Sportsman
—Sweetheart, under care of CharlesTucker. Soon in an open
field each dog scored two flushes. Passing into pine woods
both seemed to take scent, but did not locate. Moving on
towards a gully both false-pointed. Jack then false-pointed

again and was backed, Sirius equalizing matters a moment
after by false-pointing and being backed. When sent along

Sirius scored a flush, and soon a second flush, several flush-

ing wild afterward. Sent after the birds into a thicket, Jack
located a single, and was steady to wing and gun. The dogs

were then taken to a marked bevy, but the birds flushed

wild and covered in a gully near by, the dogs being sent

toward them. Jack Modoc soon flushed them, and the heat

was eDded at 11:24, Jack Modoo winning by wider range,

better pace and Btyle.

Ossian—Lady Zeal.—At 11:32 the pointer dog Ossian,

handled by D. E. Rose, and John E. Gill's bitch Lady Zeal,

a sister to Ossian, handled by Charles Tucker, were cast off

in a cornfield. In the woods Ossian pointed a bevy very
nicely, and Zeal refused to back. The birds were followed.

Ossian pointtd two or three in dry leaves iu 6ne style, and
both were steady to shot and wing. Next Ossian pointed and
Zeal refused to back; no birds found. In dry leaves Ossian

pointed, Rose ordered him on and he flushed the bird. The
heat ended at 11:48 and Ossian won. He was superior in

every respect. Down 16 minutes.

Dexter—Lady Smoke.—At 11:53 the Highland Kenuel's

liver and white dog Dexter, by Nip—Tuck, handled by Hart
Height, and the Pittsburgh Kennel Club's black pointer bitch

Lady Smoke, by Sweep—Flotsam, handled by W. Seager, were
cast off in the open, and a branch was crossed. In crossing it

four or five horses fell in succession in the same pkice, much
to the amusement of those who did not fall. In thick brush

in a run Dexter pointed a bevy, which ran away through the

brush in sight of the judges. Dexter moved on and pointed
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again, and Height flushed two or three to the point. A very
good piece of work. He moved on and pointed two or
three remainiug birds and wis steady. The larger part of the
bevy was marked down in sedge by a rail fence, and Dexter
roaded to a flash on them. The scattered birds were fol-

lowed. Lady pointed well and was well backed by Dexter.
Both were steady to wing. Dexter roaded and pointed bevy,
which flashed wild on bare ground. In pine woods on the
scattered birds Dexter pointed. Lady went ahead of him
and flushed. Dexter wou. Time 12:16. Down ojq hour.
The party then went to luuch.
Roger Williams— iliss Dudley.—At 1:24 the Middle

Tennessee Kennel's black, white and tan bitch Miss Dudley,
handled by D. E. Rose, and Luke W. White's lemon and
white dog Roger Williams, by Bang Bang—Lalla Rookh,
handled by owner, were cast off in the open. Miss Dudley
had greater speed, range aud style in motion; on point both
were very stylish. Soon after starting Miss Dudley made
game and drew to the right away from the bevy, and Roger
came in and pointed it, then moved in and the bevy flushed.
The scattered bevy was followed aud searched for but could
not be found. The dogs were then worked on a bevy
marked down by spectators. Miss Dudley pointed on the foot

scent where the bevy had been flushed from; a short dis-

tauce farther she roaded to u fine point. Roger backed finely;

both were steady to wing. Both pointed separately a few
yards apart, or Miss Dudley was backing, we could not de-
termine which. White shot and the dogs were steady.
Moved on and Roger pointed and Miss Dudley backed; the
pjint proved barren. By a fence in grass Miss Dudley
pointed, roaded along carefully and made a stylishpoint; she
was steady to wing. In the woods Roger pointed a single

stylishly and well, and was steady to shot aud wing. The
dogs were ordered up at 2:U2 and Roger won. Down 3S
minutes. Miss Dudley had the advantage in pace, range and
style. Both were very Btylish on point. A very doubtful
decision, as Roger had a very little advantage on birds and
was inferior to Miss Dudley in other respects.

Hector—Rose Ma>-dan.—At 2:09 Gen .W. B. Shattuc's
biack, white and tan dog Hector, by Count Noble—Dido II,

handled by Charles Tucker, and R. B. Morgan's bine belton

bitch Rose Mandan, by Mandan—Sue, handled by owner,
Were cast off in woods. Hector pointed and left his point,

then Rose pointed and Hector went in and flushed. Hector
next pointed; no birds found. Rose flushed a single bird in

dry leaves. Next Hector pointed a bird very handsomely and
was steady to snot and wing. Hector flushed a single, then
turned aud pointed on the foot scent. Rose was a trifle

unsteady to wing. In the open Hector pointed and Rose
flushed his bird. Hector pointed; Rose refused to back,

and drew in and flushed. A long hunt was taken through
woods and open fields, all of which were drawn blank. Hec-
tor flushed two or three outlying birds of a bevy, then;

pointed it; Rose refused, to back. The heat ended then,

time 3:00. Down 51 minutes, Hector had the advantage in

pace, range and style.

Merrylegs—Tempest.—A"fc3:10, the pointer bitch Merry-
legs, handled by C. E. Buckle, and the English setter bitch

Tempest, by Count Noble—Lit, handled by Charles Tucker,

were cast off in weeds in an open field. Tempest started

very fast and was gone out of sight some minutes. In a

thicket where the dogs could not be seen Borne birds flushed

and one was marked down in weeds. Merry flushed it and
Tempest was slightly unsteady to wing. Both made false-

pjints. Crossed a creek, and tnree or four horses fell with
iheir riders in their efforts to cross. Sj-ne riders fed more
gracefully than others. Tempest got a point on a large bevy
a moment before^ Merrylegs pointed: ooth were steady to

wing and shot, in a thicket, on the marked birds. Merry-
legs pointed a single bird; Tempest drew up and took the

point with Merrylegs; handlers were close up and when the

dogs moved on the bird flushed. Merry flushed, then the

remainder of the birds flushed wild, on ground that both

handlers and dogs had been over. Merrylegs pointed and
Buckie kicked up two or three close-lying birds. Tempest
pointed, Merrylegs came in ahead and pointed, and both

dogs were steady to wing. Tempest roaded to a flush.

Very difficult ground to work. Merry roaded in open weeds,

pointed and roaded alternately, located and pointed bevy,

and was steady to shot and wing. Tempest pointed a sin-

gle in weeds; the bird flushed wild and Tempest was
unsteady to wing. Tempest roaded into a bevy and flushed

it. Merry pointed well; Tempest scored another flush; then

he pointed nicely on two or three. The judges consulted a

brief moment at 3:52 and ordered the dogs on again. Tem-
pest in a few moments flushed a single and the heat ended;
time, 3:55. Merrylegs won. Down 45 minutes. This heat

was a poor one so far as work on good opportunities was
concerned. Tempest bad the advantage in range, pace and
style, had a good nose, but behaved very badly on birds

and was disobedient.

Cinch—Daisy Fair Oaks.—At 3:58 the Memphis and
Avent Kennel's black, white and tan dog Cinch, by Roder-

igo_Bo Peep, handled by J. M. Avent, and the Pittsburgh

Kennel Club's lemon and white bitch Daisy Fair Oaks,

handled by W. Seager, were cast off in a cornfield. In sedge,

Daisy dropped to a point on foot scent; Cinch flushed a sin-

gle bird after walking through the bevy, and the bevy

flushed after the handlers had moved up to the dog. Daisy

flushed a bird in very close cover. The birds were followed.

Cinch made an uncertain point, and two or three birds were
flushed near him by his handler in very close cover. In
pines on the scattered birds, Daisy dropped to a point on

a single; the bird flushed wild, then the bevy went. Next
Cinch pointed a bird; Daisy refused to back and was
unsteady to wing. Cinch pointed a bird in sedge in pines.

Daisy roaded, Cinch pointed and the bird flushed wild.

After making two barren points Daisy secured a good point

on a single bird. She showed a good nose, but dropped on

her points, and did not go promptly to her birds. In short

grass by a fence Cinch pointed and was backed. Avent

beat about in the open, then he kicked the fence, and two

birds flushed on the opposite side; both dogs steady. Just

as the handlers and dogs crossed the fence together Cinch

pointed, and the bevy flushed a moment afterward. In a

thicket, on one of the scattered birds, Cinch pointed well,

and the bird flushed wild out of the dry leaves some yards

ahead. Up at 4.48, Cinch won. Down 50 minutes. He had

the advantage in pace, range and Btyle.

Waterford had a bye.

SECOND SERIES.

Joey B.—Waterford.—At 4:56 Joey B. and the Pitts-

burgh Kennel Club's lemon and white dog Waterford, by

Pembroke—Queen Alice, handled by W. Seager were cast off

in a sedge field. In sedge in some plum bashes, Joey

pointed, and nothing was found to the point. In some corn

Waterford pointed and drew on; Joey roaded, drew by and

pointed; Waterford roaded and pointed the bevy, Joey a

short distance behind pointed the bevy also; both were

rteady to wing. Next Waterford flushed a bevy. "Waterford

wttexed some on foot scent in a hollow; Joey, on a side hill

one huDdred yards away, pointed very stylishly; he took a
cast and pointed a^uin, then took another quick cast and
pointed again several y-ir Is further ahead; Waterford, at the
same time, pointed. Joey located and pointed the bevy,
which flushed wild some yards ahead. Bach then secured
separate points. Joey pointed some birds in thick briars,

jumped in and flushed; next he flushed and chased a short
distance. The running for the day ended at 5:20. Down
24 minutes.

Wednesday.
The day was pleasantly warm. A gentle wind blew from

the west. A start was made at the Glass House.
Joey B.

—

Waterford.—They were cast off at 8:21. An
open sedge field was drawn blank. The handlers walked
into a bevy on tho stubble, and it was followed. In woods,
Joey made a very stylish point on a single bird and it flushed
wild some yards ahead. Moved on a short distance and
Joey quickly caught a second point, in the woods, on a single,

and was steady to shot and wing. The heat then ended;
time 8:29. Down S minutes. Joey was superior in pace,

range aud style.

Dashing Joe— J. Otto Donner.—They were cast off at 8:35,

and ran a long, tiresome heat. But little work was done,
although there were several opportunities. A number of

fields were drawn blank. Joe pointed a single in woods, and
was steady to wing and shot. Nest Joe pointed a single bird

and blinked it, or else he had dropped to wing and the bird
happened to be near him. Moved on and a number of fields

were drawn blank, but some birds were found and there

were several opportunities unimproved. The judges or-

dered the dogs up at 11:25 to be put down again, but subse-

quently decided in favor of Dashing Joe. Donner ranged
wide and fast, and started well, but his nose appeared to be

off in scenting powers- Down 2 hours and 50 minutes.
Go Bang—Claude.—They were cast off in pine woods at

11:33. In a thicket where Claude was a large bevy flushed;

it looked as if he flushed it, but we were not near enough to

see whether he flushed or not. The birds were followed into

the pine woods'. Go Bang dropped to a good point on five

or six and was steady to shot and wing; Claude was nut near
to back; a very good piece of work. Both showed good style

and worked merrily. In a run, a bevy flushed close by the

dogs, and it was followed into the woods close by. Bang
flushed and dropped well to wing: Bang remained dropped
for a few moments aod was backed by Claude. Bang was
then shortening his pace and range. At 12:07 the party went
to lunch. At 1:13 the heat was continued. Several fields

were drawn blank. Bang pointed a bevy in high weeds and
Claude soon afterward pointed, independently, the same
bevy, a few yardB to the right. Both were steady to wing
and shot. Bang got a second point on some remaining birds

of the bevy, but this point had no special merit. On one of

the scattered birds in pine woods Bang pointed a single

stylishly and well; Claude jumped a fense close by him and
backed. At 1:42 the heat ended. The setter had more pace,

range and style.

Merry Girl—Dave B.—At 1:47 they were cast off in an

open sedge h'eld. Dave soon after starting pointed a bevy in

thick grass by a branch, in an uncertain manner, and began

to draw when Kose came up. TucKer sent Merry in and she
stole the point. Both were steady to wing and shot. The
birds were followed to an open sedge field. Dave pointed

but did not stiffen on his point. A single bird flushed a lew

yards ahead. Dave still stood. Eose ordered him on and he

flushed the bird. Merry pointed simultaneously wi h the

flush of the bird. She flashed a single excusably afterward.

Next she made a clever point on a single bird. Next she was
well backed by Dave and the point proved barren. She again

made a good point and was steady when the bird flushed

wild. Dave roaded in woods on a side hill. Merry joined

in the roading and they both pointed several times, but the

bevy was not round then. A turn was taken round the woods
back to where the dogs began roading. Dave began drawing

along by thick ousbes, and half pointed. Merry going in an

opposite direction foundand pointed the bevy, and was steady

to shot. The heat ended at 2:41. Merry Girl won.

Romeo—Lizzie Lee.—They were cast off aloDg the edge of

pine woods at 4:46. A great deal of ground was worked over

before anything was found. Both dogs made game. Borneo

got close on a bevy and stopped to a point just as the bevy

flushed and he dropped to wing. A few yards further on he

flashed some outlying birds. They went to the pine woods

close bv. Romeo pointed and Lizzie backed. They drew on

and Lizzie secured the point on a single and was well backed.

Komeo made a couple of points which proved barren. While

preparing to cross a fence a bevy was flushed and marked
down in pines, and Komeo got a very handsome point on

them. Komeo pointed and flushed a single bird. A long

hunt was made for birds. Romeo pointed a bevy and wus

steady. Lizzie backed. A good piece of work. They were

ordered up at 4:25 and Romeo won. He waB the wider ran-

ger; style and pace about equal. Both showed a great deal

of merit, and Romeo did not have much to spare in his win.

Jack Modoc—Chief.—At 4:29 they were cast off in an open

field, and a circle was taken to bring them up wind on the

bevy marked down in weeds in the open held at the finish of

the last heat. Both dogs roaded and pointed on the foot

scent. The birds had run, and flushed wild to one side.

Chief had the birds near where he first pointed. Some
points were made on the foot sceDt. The birds were fol-

lowed. Chief pointed part of the bevy in brush. Jack

backed nicely. Both were steady to shot. Chief was

showing more speed and range than in his previous

heat, and had the advantage in these respects. Chief

pointed in briars. Jack made two flushes. The scat-

tered birds were followed into some pines, bit only two or

three were found, and they were flushed by spectators. Next

Jack pointed a bevy nicely and Chief backed. Both were

steady. At 5:18 the ranning ended for the day. Down 49

minutes. Chief had almost won when Jack began to pick up
toward the finish.

Thursday.

The day was very pleasant, although quite warm during

the middle of the afternoon. A mild breeze sprung up in

the afternoon for a short time, but the rest of the day was

calm. Birds were found in sufficient numbers, and the

quality of the work as a whole decidedly improved. The
start was made on the Snow place.

Jack. Modoc- Chief.—At 8:03 they were cast off to finish

their undecided heat. In woods Chief poiuted a woodcock.

Jack backed and the degs were steady to wing. Jack next

pointed a bevy in woods in sedge. A very good piece of

work. Working on the scattered birds Jack pointed one and

Chief flushed. Both dogs were steady. At 8:30 the heaf

euded. Both ranged wider and showed more speed than on

the previons day. Jack had an advantage in style and a

slight advantage in range.

Ossian—Dexter.—At 8:33 they were cast off in pine woods.

Dexter pointed a bevy; Ossian backed nicely. Both were

steady to wing when the bevy flushed wild. The birds were

followed into oak woods and Ossian pointed and waa nicely

backed: both were steady to shot. Ossian held his point on
a single some time while Rose was going up to him ; he moved
in and the bird flushed. The horsemen flushed the remainder
of the bevy. Next Dex'er made two flushes. Dexter next
flushed a bird tu Ossmu's point and the heat ende I. Time.
9:06. Ossian wus superior in style, range and pace.

Roger Williams—Hectoh.— At 9:10 they were cast off in

oak woods. Roger soon began drawing in an open field ; they
both drew about nud pointed alternately, a distance of about
two hundred yards, and lost the trail; they had passed the
birds and they passed near them while roading. Returning
near the same place they were going in opposite directions,

and met and pointed the bevy which they had been roadiDg.
The bevy flushed wild. In woods, while working on the
the scattered birds, each made a point that wm probably
made on the foot scent of the running birds. Iu grassin a

tnin growth of young trees Hector made a point, a-id a bird

was flushed about twelve yards behind him by the judges as

they rode up. Next he flushed a bird. In an open field

Roger made a false point and was well backed. Moved on,
and he next flushed a bevy; he pointed two of ih-j scattered

birds and was steady to shot. Hector then made u point and
was steady to shot. Roger made a flush, dropped to wing
and became rigid; White flushed another bird near him.
Both dogs made game, roaded, pointed and backed; Roger
pointed the bevy an 1 Hector also pointed near him. They
were ordered up and the judges held a short consultation.

They were ordered on. After goiDg a few yards Roger
quickly pointed a single bird and was well backed. At 10:07

the heat ended. Roger Williams wou. Both had good style,

and Roger ranged the better.

Clsch—Merrylegs.—At 10:11 they were cast off in a corn-

field. Cinch showed a superiority in speed, range and Btyle.

Merrylegs flushed a bevy, and when she started to go on,

flushed a single bird. She false-pointed and soon afterward

scored a flush. In briars Cinch pointed and was steady to

wing. Moved on he secured another point and was nicely

backed; buth were steady to shot. Merry flushed on dry
leaves. The heat then ended, Cinch winning. Time, 10:30.

third series.

Joey B.

—

Dashing Joe.—They were cast off in oak woods
at 10:46, and Joey B. had a decided superiority in speed,

pace aod range from the start. After going a short distance

Joey B. drew quickly to a point and Dasbing Joe backed
neatly. Avent failed to flush in front of him and ordered
him on. He swiftly drew ahead, carrying a high nose aod
had a point on the bevy; Joe backing. Avent flushed the

bevy about thirty yards in front of his dog; Joe was slightly

unsteady to wing. In pines on the scattered birds, Avent
called a point, but the dense cover prevented the judges from
seeing the work dooe at that time. The bevy then flushed

wild. By a gully in the pines, Joey made a quick, stylish

point, and Avent beat the ground ahead of his dog without
finding: finally he flushed tbe bird, about three feet from the

ground out of a pine tree a few yards from the dog: a very
pretty piece of work. The heat then ended. Time, 11:01.

Go Bang—Merry Girl.—In a cornfield tbey were cast off

at 11:09. In the open both roaded aud poiDted seveial times;

Bang roaded down wind, a single bird rose a few inches from
the ground and acted so mnch like a wounded bird that Bang
started to retrieve it; this brought him through the center of

the bevy aud he flushed it. While hunting for the scattered

birds in pine wo >ds. Merry had a fine point on a large bevy
in sedge grass. At the same time Bang pointed to the rear

about fifty yards away; his point was probably on the foot

scent. A single bird of the bevy did not fly; Bang made a
good point on it; soon afterword he made another good point
and Merry refused to back. He soon picked up another
point on a single in the pines. Next he made a sensational

point on the steep, sloping side of a gully. His forefeet held

on to the top of the gully, his chest on the ground, one hind
leg extended behind, the other well forward under him, aod
he was perfectly rigid; both were steady to shot. Bang won.
Time, 11:35. Range and pace were nearly alike; Bang had
the better style on point; in motion they were far'y s^yli-h.

Romeo—Jack Modoc,—They were cast off at 11:43 In a
pine thicket Romeo got two points and two fleshes and J ick

got two flushes. Birds were very numerons in the thicket

and more woik was expected on them, but they appeared to

be unusually wild. Jack flushed a bird down wind and was
unsteady to wing. Romeo pointed and won. Time, 12:17.

Ossian—Roger Williams —At 1:14, after luoch, they were
cast off in an o^en field. Soon after starting Roger made a
falsa point; Os=i*in backed well. A bevy was marked down

[Continued on Page 380.]

Graphic Kennels.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—The Graphic Kennels,

being as desirous to-day as they have always been to benefit

the pointer interests of America, anl having demonstrated

conclusively to the American public that dofis bred by them

cannot alone win on the bench but in the held in competition

with the progeny of what have been claimed to be the best

field-trial pointers (even under most adverse oircumstanseu)

at the trials of a club that has hitherto barred our handler,

while in our employ, through malice and spite, and, as we be-

lieve, in order that the pointer interests in this club might

not have the competition of our kennel in their pointer slake,

beg to make the following announcement:

1st. On and after this date the stud fees of the several dogs

in our kennel will be as follows:

2d. Champion Graphic $50, Lad of Bow $40. Champion
Bracket $30, Champion Donald $25, Beppo III $20, Graphic
III (litter brother to Go-Bang and Alerry Legs, and own
brother to "that bench show duffer" Champion Bracket) $20.

3d. All persons who have heretofore bred their bitches to

either Graphic, Lad of Bow, or Bracket may return the
same bitches to the same dog for one free service.

4th. All pnrchtisers of bitches bred by us shall have the
service of any dng owned in the kennel on payment of one-
half the regular fee.

5th. All pointer bitches that have been placed at any
recognized field trial shall have free service, and said rale

shall apply to all pointer bitches, the dams of field trial

winners as well.

6th. Tbe price of pointer puppies bred by u^, and under
three months old, shall hereafter be $50 each instead of $100;
and iu every case where any puppy so purchased ii entered
and run in any recognize 1 Derby, the keunel will refund $25
of the purchase money.
The object of this kennel u now, as it has alwajs been, to

benefit the pointer interests of the country, without regard to

profit of any kind and notwithstanding the scurrilous attar'

and untruthful statements emanating from press (?) be

breeder's and others writing field-trial reviews in the inte<

of jealous competitors. We shall continue to do oar b r
. it
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attain that end, regardless of personal attacks, malicious

statements or innuendoes.

In concluding we may remind the public that the direct

progeny of our kennel has had the honor of winning at

field trials, not only in America but in Germany, England

and Ireland, in fact we believe in every country where field

trials have been held. Jas. L. Anthony,

Netherwood, N. Y., Nov. 26, 1887, ' Chas. Heath.

"Waltonian's" Resume of Coursing.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Since my last, Carmi-

chael open meetiDg was the first of importance to show up,

with head quarters at Lanark, a nice cosy town with good

accommodations for man and dog. The meet is about eight

miles distant; a speoial train rnDS you to the ground and

brings yon back. Then there is Castairs Junction of some pre-

tensions, only 20 minutes walk from the scene of operation,

so that it is easy and a straight iine from John o' Groats to

the Lands End. The card was weak in numbers, which quite

astonished coursing men, as there was not a meeting of im-

portance going on during the week, and it was anything but

complimentary to Sir "W. Anstrnthers, as he works hard to

keep up the good name of old Scotia. I know four gentle-

men who did not have a representative, that generally send

from a dozun to eighteen dogs, hence the meagre card. Sir R.

Jardine did not put in an appearance on account of the

death of his sister, a constitutional excuse; however, the

lovers of the leash that did turn up were well paid, as the

sport was of a high order, as is the case generally by the River

Clyde. Sir T. Brocklebank carried his success from Lytham

by supplying a runner-up in one stake and a divider in

another. Southport, Lancashire, comes next with a full

programme, independent of the Gosforth Park clashing

with it. Take the coursing season from beginning to end, I

notice that at the Lancashire open meeting nine out of ten

nominations are taken up and toe the mark, so that we can
safely say Lancashire is the home of coursing. For the

Scarisbrick Cup, for 32 all -aged dogs, at £4 10s each, winner
£60 and cup, runner-up £28, Mr. Halston's Glencotho, by
Misterton—Glengower, beat Mr. Hornby's Himileo, by Haco
—Highland Nora, and won. For the North Mtols Cup, for

32 puppies, at £4 10s each, winner £60 and cup, runner-up
£28, Mr. Osborne's Show Mercy, by Jester—Squirrel, beat

Mr. Duseen's Be Good, by Macpherson—Baby, and won. In
the Southport Stakes, for 16 all-ages, at £3 10s each, winner
£28, runner-up £12, Mr. Wm. Fletcher's Culraven, by
Courtoise—Hopwood, and Mr. Crossley's Lady Sarah An. by
Picking Baud—Lady Agnes, divided. In the Manor Stakes,

for 16 puppies, at £3 10s each, winner £28, runner-up £12,
Mr. Dusetn's Be at Home, by Macpherson—Baby, beat Sir T.
Brocklebank's Bakewell, by Mineral "Water—Bandera and
won. Two 8 dog all-aged stakes were added to the card,

which made it a busy two days' work, in the face of a gale of

wind and rain, which caused great destruction of life and
property in this district. The Gosforth Park company is-

sued its second programme of the season. The St. Leger, for

an unlimited number of dog and bitch puppies, which brought
together 55 at £4 10s each, Mr. Richardson's Vendix, by
View Halloa—Queen of Scots, and Mr. Patterson's Phyllis,

by Jester—Edith, divided. In the November Stakes, for 64 all-

ages, at £3 10s for dogs that have never won more than 3
courses in one stake, Mr. Richardson's Leazes and Mr. Nes-
bitt's Lisles Burn divided. There were six other stakes not
run to a finish, as they all appeared to play the safe game.
The meeting lasted lour days and was pretty well

attended.
Now we come to the Border Union, the "boss" meeting of

the season of this little but great country, "In union there

is strength," and the name is very appropriate. The trysting

place is on the dividing hoe of Dunifrieshire and Cumber-
land, England, close to the once-notorious Gretna Green
where the lassies and lads brought up when they ran
away from home to get wedded together as man and wife by
the old blacksmith. There were many exciting scenes in

those days. Horsemen galloping up to Smithy door to stop

a marriage, only to be told by the blacksmith, "Too late my
gaed man, I have made the bounie lassie a wife. The rich,

poor, lame or blind that sought the services of the old man
were all treated alike, so long as the sillei was forthcomiug.

No railroads in those days, tbe lovers had to do the fair heel-

and-toe traveling in the dead hours of the night, and hiding by
daylight so as not to be caught by their dear papas. The black-

smith minister is dead and gone many jears ago, but the

name Gretna Green will live forever. His cottage and
smithy stand to this day. I have passed by it at all times of

the year, and it strikes me that the outside walls get a daub
of whitewash every Saturday, as they are always as white as

snow. I have no doubt, my good editor, but what you in

your boyhood days have toddled in the same neighborhood
amongst the blooming heather, or gathering gowans, or
haughs or the bonnie blue bells of Scotland, or perhaps bird

nesting, and come across one with eggBin, and peered in to

see how many, and, of course, boy-like you left them; of

course you did.

Anyhow, I must get back to the trvsting place, Gretna Sta-

tion, where thousands are waiting to start. In the meantime
it is very amusing to watch Sac. R. B. Cruthers pilot stran-

gers to the dividing line which separates Scotland and
England, where there is a sluice box that runs water to the
mill dam. He bids them put their right leg over. "Now,"
he says, "Gentlemen, you have one leg in Scotland aDd the
other in England." All seem quite delighted. No doubt
there are many people who have an idea that to reach Scot-

land you must take a ferry boat; but you and I, Sir, know dif-

ferently. The last train hauls in with its living freight, and
the cavalcade gets in motion for the scene of action. The
Netherby Cup, for all ages, did not till, 56 at £10 10s showed
up, eight short of the desired programme. Such has not been
the case since the first attempt. Some few years ago I owned
a dog of some preteosions, and went a begging all up and
down the country for a nomination and failed. Time changes
all things. There are more coursings now than ever
Picture eleven all clashing together! and the Liverpool

Autumn Cup races! All nave their special attractions.

Nevertheless the Border Union holds its own. The first

orace in the cup was handed over to the slipper—Crown
Point and Sensation. After a long search for pnss, they were
Bent on their journey, and a rattling course it was, all in favor

of the Irish dog Crown Point. For the first two hours sport

progressed very Blowly. Proceedings, however, became more
lively as the day advanced until darkness put a Btop to fur-

ther work, leaving eight courses to finish the allotted day's

work. On the second day hares came to hand as fast as they

were wanted, and gave some of the dogs all they required

for some weeks to come. Third and Final Day the meet, as

usual, atLongtown, Athurst Hill, where you have a fine com-
manding view of the meadows, below which the finishing tri-

als take place. The Netherby Cup, Mr. Crosse's Hermes and
Mr. Fawcett's Fluttering Fersen divided. The Border
Union Stakes, for sixty-four puppies at £5 5s eaoh, Sir W. C.

Anstruther's Aritbumos, by Athos—Anguish, and Mr. Amos'
Cheque Book, by Greentic—Cayenne II, dividedjandthusends
a most successful meeting. But I have my doubts whether
the best dogs of the puppies saw the end of the strikes, as

some of them got regular pipe openers which had to come
against dogs that got bad hares and short trials. Take it all

through the running was up to the usual standard. In my
next I will give my coursing friends a "tip" for the "Waterloo

Cup. I must now quit and prepare my "harness" and start

for the Altcar meeting, and ship to your care, for Mr. Kennel
Editor, the following, clipped from a Scotch paper:
"There waB a very eccentric old minister at Old Meldrum,

named Harry Likely. One day, when preaching, he sud-
denly paused, and said to the Beadle: 'Tammas, pit out that

dog there that's lyin' in the pass; he's like to gar me laugh,

gnashin' an' gnappin' at the fleas. Pit him out, mon, and
diuna miss a hud o' him till ye hae him by Nether Fowlie's

door, and haste ye back to the worship." "Bon Soir"
Liverpool, Nov. 15, 1887. Waltonjan.

An Aniseed Hunt-

It may not be generally known, that "Drag Hunting,"
which is the name given this sport on the other side of the
Atlantic, was originally started by the military element, who,
particularly in Great Britain, are hunting men from the word
"go." But a comparatively short time elapses after being
located in a new country, no matter in what clime or conti-

nent, that the natives see the "stranger," be he "friend or

foe," wildly careering over their country on horseback behind
a pack of (oftimes) nondescript curs, hunting whatever game
that leaves "scent" enough behind that the so-called hounds
caD be "sent" to follow. Numerous casualties as might
easily be expected often followed the daring and thoughtless
rider who ventured heedlessly into a foeman's country, and
many a bright life has been suddenly cut off by an assegai or
arrow discharged from savage handB. It was this danger
that forced the military authorities to interfere in this costly

sport and limit the distance from the camp or settlement for

their hunting excursions. Now, what were these young
bloods to do?. Camp life was a great deal too monotonous for

them, and "a fellow, don't you know, must do something or
die of ennui." Now, necessity becomes the mother of inven-
tion, and although the native game could not be educated to

restrict its wanderings to the confines of the moral (of)"fence"

as given in the regimental degree, it was soon discovered that

dogs would eagerly follow up the line made by dragging a

highly-scented body across a country. At first this was done
by a rider trailing a red herring at the end of a string, but
this was found to have its disadvantages, for if the bounds
over-ran tbe line for any length of time or a slight shower
would put an end to the day's sport, this led to a variety of

experiments which have termiaarfd in the "Aniseed bag."
As it is a fact that all dogs, no ot matter what breed, will

hunt deer, bo it has been proven that tht-y will, if anything,
more eagerly, hunt the trail lef by aniseed, and as the scent
is so strong so as to enable the hounds to run it breast high,

the pace is vastly different. These foreign experiences were
brought back to the mother counlry and were adopted by tlie

regiments at their own headqn»rters. but, of course, in a more
orthordox manner. The hou nds were chosen for speed
rather than stoutness, quickness rather than surenese. It is

the special pride of masters of hounds to keep their pack* as
nearly level as possi -le in puce as w H as size and &-1 r,

and to do that they " thw" b >th the *!• v and f«sr hou'" 1

*,

and it is their fastest li >nndt tli it go t • i >ruj the p »ek oi i he
"drag bunt," and the result of what time, judgment and
money will do towards this can be found in the kennels of

tbe "Windsor Drag Hounds," owned by the officers of Her
Majesty's Life Guard, who hunt around "Windsor and its

neighborhood, holding meets at times even as far up as tbe
Harrow Country, which is wf-11 known as being a "big oup,"
so much so that a well-:\!iuw:i spirting writer remarks thut if

anyone wanted a "bigger one" they would have to go to a v-iy
sultry clime to find it.

—

Ex.

THE RIFLE
"Cowboy" Identified.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—In your issue of Nov.

5th appears an article signed "Jim Kid," which I should

never have troubled to answer if it had not cast reflections on

an innocent man. Jim Kid seems to think, and in fact says,

that Mr. Frank E. Butler wrote the article which appeared

in your issue some time ago signed "Cowboy." While it is a

rule of mine never to be drawn into a controversy if it can

possibly be avoided, I cannot let this pass without contra-

dicting Mr. "Jim Kid," and telling him that instead of Mr.

Butler being the culprit it is yours truly. If "Jim Kid," as

he styles himself, had read my letter carefully he would at

once have seen that Mr. Butler would hardly have had a

letter of introduction to himself from a leading Boston mer-
chant. As far as taking up a title I cannot support, viz.,

cowboy, I was surprised when it was shown to me at Mr.
Chas. Lancaster's shooting grounds, one morning, having
been forwarded to Miss Annie Oakley, "the World's Lady
Champion Wing Shot." Until then I was under the impres-
sion that I had signed it very differently from that, for I am
willing to admit that I am no cowboy. Now, Mr. Jim Kid, or
whatever your name may be, what do you want to shoot Mies
Gakley a match at. Now, please remember this is business.
Name your game, and if there are any laws governing the
same the little American wonder will accommodate you for
doughnuts or dollars. I wish to say to the many readers of
the Breeder and Sportsman that what I stated in my letter

from LondoD, August 8th, is true as far aB it was and iB pos-
sible to get the truth, as the letters that have since appeared
bear out. Mr. Frank Butler had nothing whatever to do with
it, and as a correspondent to the Breeder and Sportsman
I would not publish anything that a man came and tried to
work off on me for the purpose of free advertising. I see Mr.
Butler publishes that he will probably go to California
with Miss Oakley. I bespeak for them a hearly welcome
from the sport&men of your State, and I am sure that when
they meet them that yon will one and all say with me that
they are nice people. Now, I have said all that I mean to-
say on this question, and should have passed it over, as I
said before, except that I wished to take Mr. Jim Kid's curse
off Mr. Butler and pnt it on to T. T, Cartwright.

SPRTNOFrELD, MASS. .

THE GUN,
From a Noted Sportsman.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Enclosed please find

an order for your paper which was due on the 11th of

November. Please continue it—the Breeder and Sportsman—
until I say discontinue. Without it I would lose sight of all

my old-time sporting friends and their doings in the field.

Many of them ask me through the mail to let them know
where there is good shooting in this neighborhood, but I find

the letters too numerous to answer separately, aHd should I

answer one and not the other I find I make the parties not
written to feel as if I had thrown off on them. Now I say
that any sportsman who wishes to be informed on shooting
should take the only sporting paper on our Coast, the
Breeder and Sportsman. Had I to depend on my old
friends for sporting news from their letters, I would think to
myself shooting and courting were things of the past.
Now, sir, if you wish to let my friends know where there is

good Bhooting to be had, you can tell them through the
Breeder and Sportsman that on this island, Buuldin, there
are thousands of geese, and a man don't need to wet his feet,

either, and that suits some of your city hunters. They don't
need to get on the field earlier than 7 o'clock a. m. It would
excite the oldest sportsman in the country to see the ducks
come on the same ground from four in the evening until
dark. This is nice shooting for people who like to have a
day's Bhooting between a late breakfast and an early dinner.
But those who are willing to rise earlier can cross the river
and have a whole day at ducks from a blind. Just think of it!

two of my old friends came here two weeks ago. I met.
them at the landing and told them where to go; they went,
and came home with only twenty-two ducks between them.
When I asked them if that was all, they said the birds did not
fly to suit them. Immediately after them came Herman, an
old market hunter. I called my two friends to the wharf to
see Herman's game, and hailed the hunter in this way, "How
have you made it to-day, Herman?" "Oh, I got a few." I
said, "How many do you think?" "Oh, about two hundred
and ten, Tom." "Bid you see two strangers out there?" was
my next question. "Yes." "How did they make it?" "Oh,
pretty well, I guess." "Did they get as many as you?"
"Don't think so." "How was that?" was my enquiry.
"Well, Tom, they had a couple of bad-mannered dogs—guess
that was their trouble." Snipe have been plentiful, but the
duck-hunters were doing so well on ducks they did not
trouble them.
Last week I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Anderson, an

old friend from the city, and took him to a piece of snipe-
ground and found quite a lot there of the long bills. My old
friend was as good on them as ever. He bagged within two
of making four dozen that day; next day he got ten less.

Now I will tell you how to get here. Take the steamer T.
C. Walker for Walker Landing, Bouldin Island. She will
get here about balf-past ten or eleven o'clock p. m. There is

a good hotel at the landing. Ask tbe landlord, whom you will
find to be a very accommodating gentleman, where to go and
how to get here, and he will be only too glad to tell vou;
and should you want a guide he will send one with you. A
good dog is quite a help on any kind of game to which he has
been trained, but if my two friends wno were here a week
ago will take their dogs to Jake Lindo, I will go with them
next time they come here for a day's sport. Yours,
Bouxbin Island, Dec. 5, 1887. T. T.

Schultze Powder.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—I have of late been
using Schultze powder for the first barrel in my general

shooting, and would like through your columoB to say a few
words on that powder. I caDnot speak as authoritatively on
the sterling qualities of Schultze powder as I would wish to,

having so far had but limited experience with it; therefore

I will reserve for some future occasion a full detailed account.

So far as I know now Schultze powder is the very best

explosive I have ever tried for use in the first barrel. The
price, of course, is against its general use, costing as it does
here SI.35 per half pound (equal in bulk to one pound of
black powder). It is simply wondeful how clean it kills, how
far it reaches, how thoroughly good it is. It leaveB the gun
clear and bright after tiring any number of times; it makes
hardly any smoke, very little report, and the recoil is almost
imperceptible. Unlike wood powder it burns fast, so that
there is no lingering hang-tire, go-off-by-and-by kind of
don't-be-in-a-horry snap to it. I found at first offer that 1

could kill cross shots just a& dead and far as I could with black
powder, and, furthermore, did not have to lead them an inch
further. With 4 drams of it in a 12-gauge 91b. gun, aDd IJoz.
chilled 6s, I doubled up mallards aud chickens and dropped
them stone dead at from 40 to 50 yards just as well and much
more pleasantly than I ever could with my favorites,
Hazard Trap No. 2, or F. G. dead shot. Not a particle of dif-

ference in the killing power cohld I discover, while the
absence of smoke made me much more certain with my sec-
ond barrel at all times. I was induced to try this powder
from reading of its great popularity in England and on the
continent. I reasoned this way: If Englishmen accus-
tomed to the quickest of powders—Curtis & Harvey's, Pigou &
Wilkes' etc.—oan make good scores at the swiftest of birds
from the traps, Blue Rocks—there can be no doubt as to the
merit of the powder, nor -can there be any as to its rapidity of
ignition, for with slow powder, initial velocity being retarded,
it is extremely difficult to kill svs ift cross-flying pigeouB. Now
it is well known that Schultze has in a great measure taken
the place of black powder when two barrels are likely to be
used, hence there oan be no doubt as to its being all that is

claimed for it. If some of the gentlemen who shoot so well
at live birds in the vicinity of San""Francisco and elsewhere
oh the coast will give the Schultze a fair trial, I am inclined
to believe they will hereafter use no other. It is with this
object in view tbat I have written the above, and I would
very much like to hear through your columns if the experi-
ence of others agrees with miue.
One word more. I notice in your issue of the 19th an article

taken from the Forest and Stream relative to the severe ordeal
a Parker gun was put to in order to test the Btrength of its

locking parts and action. It appears from Mr. Campbell's
report that these pails withstood, without the least give, the
terrific strain of holding together while the enormous charges
of 16 drams of powder and 7 oz. of shot were fired from the
gnu, a ouarge sufficiently Btrong to blow the barrel to pieces
but not equal to loosening the bed of the barrels from the
frame, nor yet springing tbem forward fiorn the false breech.

It now remains, my dear sir, for s >me genuine L. C. Smith
gun champion to come forward and prove this particular
gun was fitted together at the L. C. Smith factory, aud
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furthermore to demonstrate that any such gnn can comfort-
ably and conveniently withstand at least doable the charge
fired from this or any other Parker gun. That's abont the
hue of reasoning we have been accustomed to in print at the
hands of the L. C. Smith advocates. So io-v look out for

something startling in that direction.

The other day, while dnck-shooting at Sprague, W. T., the
gentleman who kindly took us out had the misfortune to

look cross-wise, I presume, at his double cross-bolted strong-
est-fastening-kno-wn, L.-C.-Smith-Terror. "Well, something
happened at which the automalic-joint-compensator or the
strongest-fastening known took offence; the result was that
the lever could not be palled back in order to allow the
extensive rib-locking device to slide in its bed. By dint of

much coaxing, some profanity and a good deal of accident,

the lever was at length pushed back, the gun closed, when
lo! it absolately refased to move forward, so there was my
friend with his multiple choke, strongest-fastening known,
tra la, tra la li, completely used up—no gun and plenty of

ducks, which seemed to quack forth in their greasy guttural

tones as they went whizzing by:

The strongest fasteniog known, tra la,

So strong it can't be closed, ha! ha!
Oh! huw we "larf"
At Voir.- and bars,

Ob the strongest fastening known, Selah!

Pray, good friends, don't criticize this very raw attempt at

verse, but pity my friend in adversity. I will now say

''Next." Gatjcho.

A Mixed Bag.

One day last year I had u let.er irom my friend B. , tell-

ing me that he wished to get away lor four days, and asking

if I could airauge anything in Devonshire. I consulted

the oracle of the town I was ia. and was recommended to try

Dartmoor. I accordiugly wrote immediately to Mr. Berring-

ton, of Torr Royal, Prmeetown, the head ranger of the Forest

of Dartmoor, enclosing my card and a reference, and in course

of post received from that courteous gentleman the necessary

licenses for sporting over the forest. These licenses, "which

specify the boundaries and where you may and may not go,

and what you may and may not kill, are issued in limited

numbers at the trifling cost of 10s. R and I met at New-
ton Abbot, R having come from Paddington by the

"Dutchman." From Newton we went to Moreton Hamp-
Btoad. and dined at the White Hart, but that night Chagford was
our destination, and at about half-past eight we found ourselves

on the top of an omnibus which plies betweeu the two places,

aDd at that time driven by about as careless and reckless a

devil of a boy as it has ever been my lot to .--it behind. We
pat outside, and had our gun-cases, etc., and I had in chains

an old setter dog. Captain, and a retriever, Fan. "Right

before?" "Yes, sir." Right behind?" "Yes, sir." The
demon on the box then whipped up the horses, a white and

a bay, and off we went down the pitch dark street, very soon

colliding with a hsh-cart, which had been left at an alehouse

door while the owner there" t went inside to refresh the inner

man. The 'bus-driver curted the fish-cart man, and the fish-

cart man cursed the 'bus- Jriver, and I believe R and

myself said something about the pair of them, whilst in the

meantime the old women and men, the young men and

maidens who had appeared on the scene were running off in

all directions with spoils from the fish-carl; the great respect

that is paid on the country side to the difference between meum
and luum being thereby brilliantly exemplified. Nothing on

our side being lost we made a fresh start for Chagford. The
road from Moreton to Chagford reminds one very much of

the switchback railway, and is, for the most part, in between

high banks and hedges, so that you may rest assnred that

when we reached Chagford ia safety we were indeed thank-

ful.

When we had made arrangements for staying at the Three

CrowDS Hotel, we Bent for Mr. Perrott, who acts as a guide

to the moor, and who, in this capacity, has accompanied

Charles Kingsley and many other celebrities, of whom he has

a rare store of anecdotes and other interesting matter, which

he relates in a quaint and pleasant manner. The old man
knows every tor, cairn, stream and stone on the moor, and

is a very intelligent and good guide.

October is about the nicest time of the year for a visit to

Chagford, as the visitors to that delightful spot are then

mostly fled, and at any period between this and April one

meets with uncommon civility from the Chagfordians, for it

is said, if you meet one of these gentlemen in winter, and

accost him thusly:— "From whence comest thou?" he replies:

*'From Chagford, Lord help me!" But, in the summer.
made glorious, by the influx of many visitors, his invariable

reply to the question is ''Chagford, and be d d to you."

Breakfast at 8:30, and as we are just finishing a Partaga our

guide draws up to the door of the Three Crowns in a well-

appointed wagonette and pair, driven by his son, who is also

a guide over the moor. We bundle in our shooting irons,

followed by the dogs, and, after a beautif-il drive of about an

hour's duration, we find ourselves on one of the best bits of

snipe ground on the moor. Old Captain is cast off and

flushes three or four snipe, at which he makes no attempt to

point. I call him up and rate him and then sommence to

try to walk up one or two. I very soon get on to one and
, R . on to another, which we put down to Captain. Bless

your life! he understands it in a moment, for he looks up
into my face and says "It's all right, old man, I know what

you want; let me go." We cast him off again and away he

goes through the swampy ground and presently draws up as

stiff as a crutch, and R walks up to him. "Scape," says

the snipe; but scape he does not, for, as he shows his white

belly, over he goes. Poor old Captain looks up as much as

to say "How is that for high?" Our guide takes us from bog

to bog, and as we are skirting the sunny side of one of these,

cautiously feeling our way, we almost stepped on to a black-

cock, and, although I am shooting with No. 8 ohilled shot in

my right and No. 6 in my left, I manage to bag him with the

first barrel. Shortly after this a mallard rose to R——,
for

which he duly accounted, and it now being past one o'clock,

we stopped for lunch. Lunch over, the old man thought we

had better look for a cock, and so led the way up a beauti-

I fnl dingle, all brackens, wort bushes, heather and bushes of

stunted growth. Jast as we got to the head of this dingle I

made the first mistake of the day, and found myself up to

my waist in a small green patch. R laughed, but as he

laughed up got cook No. 1, almost close under his feet, at

which he had a right and left, both clean misses; and I.

bogged as I was, made a long shot at him, and had the sat-

isfaction of wiping R 'a eye. This was the smallest

woodcock I ever saw, it not being much larger than a full

snipe and Tery dark in the plumage.
We passed out of this dingle on to another large flat bog.

which yielded four snipe and the first jack snipe of the day.

R had the shot at him, missed him, marked him down,

missed him again, and so on until he had the fifth shot at

him and blew him to smithereens. "We passed from this

bog into the head of another dingle, and old Perrott said,

••Sow, gentlemen, if there is a cook on Dartmoor he is here.

There was a cock on Dartmoor, and here he was, to prove our
gnide correct, for we had not gone thirty paces when R
flushed him, and accounted for him very cleverly. It was
now nearly five, and our guide thought we should be making
tracks for the road, where the trap was lo meet us. We
accordingly went over three other bogs, and procured another
shot or two each, and found ourselves abont a mile farther
on the road from whence we starced in the morning, and our
guide told us we had been working in a circle. A ainart

drive through the pleasant October evening and we were soon
back to the inn at Chagford.
We found our bag for the day to be made up of eleven

brace of snipe, one blackcock, a brace of woodcock and a
mallard, and I think a very pretty bag, too.

The next day we made an early start from Ashburton to

Holne Village, and there picked up a guide fur the moor.
On this part, however, we did not find snipe nearly so plenti-

ful as they were at Chagford, and after a very arduoas day
we found our bag to consist of only funr and a half bruce uf

snipe, one blackcock aud a rabbit. On returning, however,
to flolne Village, we found everything very comiortable, an
excellent dinner well served, aud all a sportsman could wish
for. This house is the only one in Horn-, either hotel or
pablic, and, us either fi^hing-quaners ur shooting-quarters,

is second to none ou Dartmojr. Tne proprietor s name is

either Easterbrook or Easterhouse, I lorget which, but I

suppose either wo aId find him; and I must say that both he
and his partner for life are ever anxious for the comfort of

their patrons. The trap from Ashburton came tor us on
Tuesday, and drove us through Ashbarton and down the
lovely valley of the Dart to Totnes, where R and I

parted, find so ended a pleasant trip to Dartmoor.— IV. F.
Haigh, in Land and Water.

liongbills and Longtails.

[By "Andy."j

"What time does Tom generally come down after his mail?"
"Oh any time, atter eight or nine o'clock." I look up at

the clock that hangs in tde liitle country grocery and it

points to half past seven, and as 1 do so the door opens and
Tom's Biniling face appears, none the less welcome fur being
earlier than 1 had expected. After hearty handshakes and
mutual enquiries after health we mount the buck-board, and
turu the horses toward Tom's ranch, about two miles distant.

Our road lies across one of the most productive of the
reclaimed islands, bordering on the San Joaquin river, and as

we ride througn vtst fields of strawberry and blackberry
vines and asparagus beds, reaching almost to the horizon,

the time is so taken up with pleasant chat and plans for the

day's sport, that the ranch is reached almost belore I am
aware of it. A comfortable two-story house, almost hidden
by weeping willows, flanked by immense barns, aud almost
over-topped by lofty piles of baled straw, making the place

look as it fortided against the invasion of an enemy. Driving

up to the door we are met with kindly greetings by Mrs.
T., my friends wife, and little daughter Mamie, and we step

in and rest for a few moments, alter which we go out and
inspect the lire-stock, of which there is a great variety. Of
cows, I would noc pretend to say how many, only, that a

steam-engine runs morning and evening to drive the

pleasure. This poor animal has, to all appearances, been
lying here for days, is nearly famished, biting ravenously at

the willow brunches that we hold down to him, and we can-
not go away and leave him to die in this manner. But how
to get him out, that's the question. Tom goes back to the

landing, returning presently with the painter-rope from my
canoe and an armful of hay. Gerard, Heury and I have,

ia the meantime, found a long heavy plank, aud with much
labor we now succeed in getting the eud of it under the ani-

mal's belly, aud by prying over the Lank we raise his body
clear of the mud. Having well packed around and under
hib fore-quarters with willow branches, we now all get hold
of his tail for a grand united effort. Right here, perhaps,
some sportsman reader will Bay, 'Oh come off, let the steer

alone, and'let U3 go and bunt." Rave patience, my friend;

if this tail don"t pull out we will be with the snipe in fifteen

minutes." Perhaps Tom detects a shade of imp tience in

my face, for he ta>s, "Keep np your courage, Audy; the
birds are getting fatter all the time."

Now, then, all together, and we drag the steer bodily out of

the mud upon a comparatively dry bed of willow branches,
where we will leave him for the present. We now travel some
distance across the marsh without seeing any game, but
preaeutly the groor.d becomes wetter, and occasionally a

snipe will jumpup with his peculiar little remark of "Hensk."
I don't get a shot at first, pernaps through fear of hitting my
companions, for we are rather close together, so I lag a little

behind, and after one or two misses I succeed in tumbling
one of the little fellows to rhe ground, quite a distance away.
Marking the locatiou carefully, I walk up and find him in the
death struggle, his wings aud little iau-tail spread aud every
nerve quivering. How handsome be is, too handsome to be
poked carelessly into a dirty hunting coat pocket, so taking a

tine wire about four inches long, of wuieh I carry a package,
I double it in the middle and twist it around the bird's leg

' close down to the foot Another twist «_f the ends forms a
ljop through which a cord is passed and slung around my
bhoulder or tied at my side, as most convenient. In this

manner snipe may be carried all day without their plumage
being disarranged, and wheD the day's sport is ovc-r they will

look clean and fresh and will not have the grimmy, draggled
appearance that they will when dumped out of the hunting-

|
coat or game-bag, and a bunch of a couple of dozen snipe,

I
hung in this way, will be something almost to be proud of.

i
"That's all very due," come Eastern sportsman will say,

j
"jnst show me where I can get the dozen or two of English

: snipe, and I will hang them in any manner that you may
recommend." My friend, this laud of corn, wine and oil is

only six days railroad travel from New York. Owing to sharp
1 competition fares are now reasonably low, and there are

I

plenty of marshes where a fair shot can get that number of

birds within a few hours' ride from San Francisco, if he is n jt

afraid of mud or hard work. But at the same time I will not

|

promise that I will show you the locatiou of this particular

piece of ground.
."Come along, Andy," shouts Tom from far ahead, "we

will have to hue you." But I notice that ihe birds driven up

I

by my companions ^eeoi loth to leave the Diarsh, and, after

circling around i« r a minute or two, pitch down, often within
gun shot, so I walk about back and forth and get plenty of

shots. One little wet piece of bog where the ground is so
machinery that automatically separates the cream from the i "springy" that a person jimpug on it will shake it for sev-

mitk, and which is, of iiself, a curiosity well worth seeing.
\ eral yards aroun., "pans ont" partieola:

Coming next to the fowl yard, we rind an immense flock of

tame geese, and ducks, and chickens; and another curiosity

is, that there are always a greater or less number of wild

geese in the flock with the tame ones, that come and go at

pleasure. At present there are four, and they do not seem
to be frightened, although we approach pretty near to them,

probably because no one ever distarbs them. Next come the

dogs, they all came some time ago. in fact, when we first

arrived, to renew our acquaintance. One of them. Lemons,
is a full-blooded "Polanu" dog. a breed so called because in

some countries people stick them on poles and use them to

wash wiuoows. A few weeks ago Tom and I were having

good sport with passing flocks of teal a half mile above here,

and the ducks that we dropped all fell in a tine p^tch of

alfalfa. Lemons and the shepherd dog had come along

with us to make up for the abseuce of Duke, the favorite red

setter who had got penned up between the cows in the barn

and did not dare to come out. I had four teal down, but

could only find three. After loug searching through the thick

alfalfa, I noticed little woolly Lemons digging and scratch-

ing at a hole in the ground, with the shepherd dog standing

beside him as if superintending the job. Suspecting some-

thing I ran my hand down into the hole, and scraping away
the dirt I found my miss.ng teal where Lemons had been

trying to dig him out. Not the least interesting of the ani-

mals is little Mamie's pet beaver that climbs up into her lap,

and only shows fear when the dogs approach too closely.

But we must get ready for the snipe nunt, which we have
planned for the afternoon. Tom goes away to the armory to

load shells. I take out my fifteen-foot canoe from the place

where it has been carefully housed since my last visit, and
launch it in the river which flows within a few rods of the

house. Soon the rest of the paity come along and we take to

the boats. Kind-hearted Mrs. Tunstead, our hostess, comes
down to the river to see us off, and brings for us a bag of nice

apphs and pears, and a package of lunch, never imagining

that she was getting her name into print. Now we pusd off.

lam alone in my boat. The other carries Tom, Mr. Henry
Voorman, his nephew, and Mr. Gerard Oulton, a neighbor;

the red setter, Duke, is perched up at the bow. "Tom,"
I remark, in an ordinary tone of voice, "your boat is too

heavily loaded to pull easily, better let Duke come in with

me." Now Duke is almost human, and is too thoroughly

American to want to be in the slowest boat, so, at the tirst

mention of a cnange he pops overboard, swims alongside,

and I drag him aboard, wet, but contented and happy. This

little river, usually so smooth, is a splendid place for exercis-

ing the double paddle, but this morning there is a stiff north

wind, dead ahead, that holds us back somewhat, but it will

be just the wind we want on the snipe-marsh. After quite a

long pull we arrive at the island of our destination, ruu into

a little cove, haul up our boats, and prepare for a tramp over

the marsh. But first we sit down upon a convenient pile of

hay and attack the lunch, which, in my case at least, certainly

goes to the right Bpot. Tom finishes first, aud is out upon

the marsh; a shot, and he holds up the first snipe. Now we
are all interested and eager to get at them. Little Duke is

running frantically about, wagging his tail as if be would
break it off. What a curious miuner of expression the wag
of a dog's tail ia; but it is genuine all the same. Cold-hearted

mau will look you in the face and smile, and murder while

he smiles, but who ever heard of any one being bitten by a

dog that was wagging his tail. A long distance now over the

marsh, and no signs of auy more birds, when Tom, from
ahead, shouts, "Come up boys, we are just in time." We
hurry up, almost expecting to see a large lot of snipe, all

ready killed and tied up in bunches, but instead we find a

steer mired down in the soft black mud. Now here is an

interesting job for a party tl at has oome out purely for

eral yards aroun., "pans out" particularly rich, and I go
over it many tiims and the little bird first bung upon my
string has now plenty of company. Presently Tom and our
companions cone back over the marsh. Tom looks weary
and used up. No wonder, he has been carrying abouta fear-

ful load, of which he now delivers himself. "Andy, why
would this be a terribly severe place for a poor man?' :

"Give it up." "Because he «ould have so many long bills

presented to him, " and he marches away, light-hearted and
happy.
The sun is getting pretty low in the horizon now, but this

has always seemed to me the best time for smue-huutiug, a^

the birds do not seem to be so wild as earlier in the ri»\.

One little fellow jumps up and skims away as if trying to

make me believe he would alight a few yaroa iiirthtr ou; but
I am not to be deceived by any such maneuver, aud he- rjpa
at the crack of my right barrel, away off at that tail buDch of

weeds. While I carefully take note of the location another
flies by me from behind and he, too, pitches d wn at the

report of the le t, almost at right angles with tne direc-

tion of the first, aud exactly in range of that peculiar round-
topped tree away off on the river-bank. I must have those

birds, so I drop my handkerchief at my feet, walk straight

for the tall weeds aud nnd the first; come back to the hand-
kerchief, take a "bee line" for the tree and pick up my sec-

ond. My friends have ceased firing. Presently, irom over

the marsh, comes "We are going home now, Andy." "Why
don't you i-tay and hunt?" I ask. ""We will if you will show
us anything to shoot," and I am finding plenty, of birds. I

do not go immediately, as I hate to leave such fascinating

sport, but presently remembering that it is a long distance

away from home I hurry up and overtake my companions
who seem rather lagged out. We stop a momeut aud look at

the steer, who is munching the hay and seems in a fair way to

live. Arriving at the landing we sit down and rest a little

while on a pile of straw and count our birds. The others

have filty-eight, my string carries thirty-seven; ninety-five

snipe in all. "Just one bird short of eight dozen," says

Tom, "let's go back and get the other bird." But I notice

that his motion does not meet a very vigorous second, and
we lake to the boats. Dake steps carefully into mine and
flattens himself down, perfectly tired out. The river is calm
and smooth and the paddle home is only a resting spell for

me at least. Arriving at the wharf a loud masculine "Hoo-
Hoo" from Tom is answered by a feminine one from the

house. We draw up our boats, and in a few minutes are

seated at a smoking hot dinner, with appetites born of good
digestion and sharpened by healthful exercise.

•San Francisco, Dec. S, 18S7.

Mr. L. C. Smith writes from Syracuse, N. Y.. tbat the travel-

ing representative of his factory, Mr. Harvey McMurcby,
will soon start for the Pacific Coast. We are glad to know
it, and the hundreds of friends made by Mr. McMnrchv will

welcome him wurmly. By a curious coincidence the mail
which brought Mr. Smith's letter also brought one from our
esteemed correspondent "Guacho," in which he says -among
other good things, "If Harvey McMurchy calls on you,
which he certainly will if in your city, tray give him my
compliments and best wishes. He is one of my ideal sports-

men and shots; in fact, we all like and reBpect plucky, pleas-

ant "Mack." and none can have greater admiration for him
than I. He is a splendid fellow in every way—his magnifi-

cent shooting being but a drop in the bucket compart-
manliness and stt-rlivg worth. The only grudge I b

against your coriesuondent "Marks" is that he attei

make it appear I was no friend of "Macks." In that h

an untruth and I will never forgive him for it. "Mack
I have shot together for years—latterly he forged L

ahead and left me far behind—we can't all be iron inej
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Half-and-Half.

la the article copied from Wallace's Monthly, and which

appeared in the paper of last Saturday, the above head-

ing was used. We suppose that it was intended to

mean half "trotting-bred" and half "running-bred,"

and that Eastern breeders would not purchase stallions

of that class. There we think our contemporary is vastly

in error, and that intelligent men, men who study the

various problems connected with the breeding of fast

trotters, will prefer that kind of breeding when accom-

panied with proper form, proper action, soundness and

the capacity to trot fast to that which does not show

nearness of kin to the racehorse. It has been so long

the fashion to decry the blood of the thoroughbred, that

unquestionably maoy who have little practical knowl-

edge of the subject, and those whose pecuniary interests

warp their judgment—if it does not bias them from a

moneyed standpoint—continue their opposition in the

face of results. The first is misled, the second deter-

mined not to make acknowledgements detrimental to

their interests, and so the outcry is repeated. But the

stern logic of facts is coming in the way, and ere long

truths will force fiction to the wall, and results prove

the falsity of the position.

Arguments based upon facts are accepted as logical,

and conclusions from what has been done reasonable.

We will, therefore, see what half-and-half has accom-

plished, -^he half-bred mare Miss Russell was bred to

the trotting-bred Harold; result Maud S., 2:08$. The

half-bred mareMidnight was bred to the trotting-bred Die-,

tator; results Jay -Eye-See, 2:10. These are not the only

results from these two mares. Miss Russell, in addition

to the Empress, showing Nutwood 2: 18$, and Cora Bel-

mont 2:24£, and Midnight with the added credit of Noon-

tide, 2:20£. From three sires these two mares Bhow three

of their offspring vith records below 2:20, which is sub-

stantial proof that it was no chance nick, and that the

dams are entitled to the most of the credit. Further-

more, to show that breeders are net afraid of the half-

and-half influence, Gov. Stanford has been offered for

Electricity, son of Midnight and Electioneer, a sum
which would buy a drove of ordinary no-breeding stal-

lions.

From Wallace's "Table of Great Brood-mares, 18S6,"

(and, by the way, we must acknowledge our indebtedness

to the Year Book for the facU in this article) it is found

that there are only two mares which have produced two

performers in the teens, these being the half-and-half

Miss RuBsell with Maud S. and Nutwood, and the rather

more than half-and-half Columbine with Anteeo, 2:164;,

Antevelo 2:19£. The latter mare is the only one which

has two entire sens which have beaten 2:20, Quoting

from the table, Midnight will get the next place with

J*y-Eye-See and Noontide. Sally Chorister will come
next with Belle Brasfield, 2:20, and Protien, 2:18. As
the dam of the sire of Sally was by the thoroughbred

iorse Chorister, the running-bred is not far off. Tackey
L
as little blood to boast of, accepting the statement that

t'*e dam of Pilot Jr. was a "dunghill," and she has

Naiad Queen, 2:20$, and Pilot Boy, 2:20. Tansy, combin-

ing the blood of George Wilkes and Daniel Lambert,

has Butterfly, 2:19$, Eagle Bird, 2:21. Waterwitch, with

running blood a good way off, makes a good showing:

Mambrino Gift, 2:20; Scotland, 2:22£; Viking, 2:20^.

Woodbine, a half-and-half mare has Wedgewood, 2:19,

and Woodford, Mambrino 2:21£, and her sons have "gone

on;" Wedgewood four in the list and WoodfordMambrino

eleven, Although more might be gleaned from the

Year Boole, the above illustrations are sufficient for the

purpose.

Now, then, as was shown in a late article, Palo Alto,

a half-and-half four-year-old, went through an arduous

campaign, and that in the East where fast trotters

congregate, won seven races and lost one, gaining a

record of 2:20^, and in every race contending against

old and tried horses. The half-bred Ansel on his first

trip from home trots in 2:20. The form of both is

superior, and why should they fail on trotting-bred

mares any more than where the half-and-half is on the

o fher side? It is no argument to say they will fail, and

some reasons must be given for the asseveration Admit-

ting that the sire has greater protency than the dam in

governing the action, such horses as Palo Alto and

Ansel trace paternally to the great source of trotters,

viz , Rysdyk's Hambletonian, Abdallah, Mambrino and

Messenger.

It has been generally accepted that the male parent

gave the outward conformation, the female the internal

organs. This is only relatively true. There are numer-

ous instances where the offspring bear so close a resem-

blance to the dam that scarcely any trace of the sire is

visible. Action does not depend entirely on the form.

Horses which are so nearly after the same model that

there are only slight points of divergence, differ materi-

ally in their method of progression. Neither can it be

successfully established that it is the result of breeding,

as in that case those which were exactly of the same

breeding would have like action. Apart from the breed-

ing, eliminating that important factor at present, and

the action must be determined by the form, i. e., the

mechanical portion of the living machine or framework,

muscular power, heart and nerve force. Education has

a great deal to do with the action. Natural tendencies

are improved, and in some instances, where natural ten-

dencies are latent, they are aroused and developed by

skillful teaching. But it is safe to assert that, other

things being equal, in a great majority of instances sup-

erior form will give superior power. The foundation for

our belief in the efficacy of running-blood in fast trotters

is that the form of the thoroughbred is the best for rapid

locomotion at any gait, walk, pace, trot or gallop. The

nearer approach thi-it- is to that form the be*ter chai.ee.

for the animal which possesses it logo fast and wi h

accompanying endurance. The nearer the relationship

to the thoroughbred the more likelihood of approxima-

ting that form. If that form can be maintained, and

with it an adaptability to acquire the fast-trotting step,

every reasonable man must acknowledge that it is a "step

in the right direction." We do not claim that propin-

quity to thoroughbreds is absolutely essential tc the pos-

session of the shape and many of the other characteris-

tics of the blood-horse. There are few of the really fast

trotters, those which have the capacity to go on as well as

to show great speed, which lack in this respect. It is

due to "harking back" to distant ancestry, and anyone

who will take the trouble to extend the pedigrees of the

celebrities of the tracks for a few generations back will

be surprised at the many thoroughbreds in the genealog-

ical tables.

The grandsire of Rysdyk's Hambletonian, Mambrino,

was thoroughbred. His grandam on the maternal side

was by a horse very nearly thoroughbred, and her dam
is claimed to have been a daughter of Messenger. Mam-
brino Chief's sire, Mambrino Paymaster, was by Mam-
brino, from a mare by imported Paymaster, and though

the breeding of the dam of Mambrino Chief is unknown,

it does not follow that she was entirely devoid of blue

blood. Without taking into consideration unknown

strains, although there are just as good reasons for claim-

ing blood lines as that the whole composition was impure,

it must be acknowledged that thoroughbred predomi-

nates in the greatest of all the progenitors of fast trot-

ters, and with a goodly sprinkling of it in the sire of

Lady Thorne, and the founder of the family to which she

belonged. The Clays trace through Young Bashaw to

the imported Barb Grand Bashaw, and the dam of

Young Bashaw was a very highly-bred mare. The

Champions, from Gooding's, King's to Grinnell's, show

many strains of high blood until they culminate through

Almack in the greatest of all names in trotting history,

that of Mambrino. Greater than his sire, as from him

were three sons which have founded distinct families.

With the exception of Morgan all of the distinguished

families of trotters in the United States have descended

from the thoroughbred, and with fresh reinforcements of

that blood in succeeding generations. It is not surpris-

ing, then, that there should be "reversions" to the form
i even afVr the supply has been cut off. It may be com-
pared to a number of clear rivulets flowing into a stream,

the waters of which are tinged with other shades. As is

frequently seen in the bay of San Francisco, the mud-
hued current of the Sacramento river runs in streaks. A
bucketfull taken from one place is aB clear as the waves
which wash the Farallones, contiguous to that it is so

opaque that a bright silver dollar would be hidden from
view two inches below the surface, and if allowed to

settle a substantial deposit of yellow mud will follow.

The very fastest trotters are represented by the clear

streak, there may be a slight tinge in the second class;

those of "no account" for track or road the d;bris-

stained current.

In taking the table of great brood-mares for 1886

as the foundition for the selectiou of mares, we came
very near omitting one which is entitled to the credit of

two of her progeny which hava beaten 2:20. The Year
Booh is correct, as the two selected were the only ones of
that rank when the book was published. . This is Fleet-

wing by Hambletonian, her dam by Geo. M. Patchen.
Her daughter Ruby trotted at S:ockton last fall in 2: 19J,
and at the same place, last September, her son Stam-
boul trotted in 2:17£. Both are by Sultan, and this

great representative of the Clays shares with Election-
eer the honor of being the only sires which have two in

the teens from the same dam. Ruby and Stamboul are

emphatically "trotting-bred," and had we omitted to

place her in the list it might have been ascribed to a
desire to present only one side of the case. In this con-
nection it may be as well to state that we do not nor
never did claim that fast trotters could only be obtained
from near crosses of thoroughbred blood. Time and
time again we have advocated the claims of all the prom-
inent trotting families, and, though awarding the first

place to the Hambletoniaus, have endeavored to do jus-
tice to every tribe

The pedigree of Ruby and Stamboul is remarkable in

some features. It cannot be fairly treated at the tag end
of an article already of greater length than was intended
and therefore it will be taken up in the next article on
this subject. There are ether mares which stand very
high—more of the half and-halfs—quite a number
which do not stand on that ground: Alma Mater the
dam of Lulu, Alley, Belle Brandon, Betsey Trotwood,
Minnie B., Mollie Walker, Miunehaha, Ned, ever so
many more well -vorthy of a place among the leaders.

These and the half-and half stallions will "come in"
with peculiar propriety in a discussion, or more properly
a review of breeding capacity.

Before closing we must award a higher position to the
Year Booh than we have heretofore given it. It is a valu-
able work to those who have a fancy for fast trotters and
who take any interest in their breeding and perform-
ances. It is a study in itselt; an epitome of the trotting

world; a condensation which does away with the absolute
necessity for reference to many volumes; the °ist of
breeding and performances in convenient form.

Blaine.

The portrait on the first page completes the group of
the championess Norlaine, her sire and dam. Following
the cut there is so full an account that further remarks
in regard to Elaine are scarcely necessary, and all that
remains is to scrutinize the pedigree of the flying filly.

There are remarkable features in it. Close inbreeding
to two animals, Rysdyk's Hambletonian and Green
Mountain Maid. The latter predominates inasmuch as
there are three-eighths of the blood of Green Mountain
Maid, one-quarter of Hambletonian. Thus more than
one-half of the blood of these two animals is found in
Norlaine, five-eighths to three-eighths of all other kinds.
As one stands far in the lead of any, or, it might be said
of all other stallions as the progenitor of fast trotters

and the other leads all broodmares in the numbers of her
progeny which have beaten 2:30, that was to be expected
when inbreeding intensified natural proclivities. Elec-
tioneer and Elaine are three-quarters of the same blood
and the first outcross is Norma, the dam of Norval. She
was by Norman, the sire of Lulu, 2:15, and May Queen
2:20. The dam of Norma was., by Sir Wallace (Tod

-

hunter's), and as there are several horses of that name
we are unable to say which one of them it is. As all

that we know of were thoroughbred, it is altogether
likely that the sire of Norma' s dam. was of that blood;
but leaving that out the second dam ;vas thoroughbred,
and she by a horse, Grey Eagle, which frequently figures
in trotting pedigrees.

There are other thoroughbred crosses in this genera-
tion, notably, two of Mambrino. Back of that there are
more, so that the "foundation" is largely composed of
that blood. There are three strains of imported Bell-
founder, so that the Norfolk trotter must be credited
with a portion of the honor, two of Clay, three of
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Abdallah, and four of Mambrino. Although the "potent"

blood of Mambrino Chief is lacking, the four lines to his

grandsire will make amends for that.

The only trotting blood which is not found is the

Morgan, as in nearly all of the other recognized strains

there is some relationship. But as the near crosses may
be said to be the governing principles, these are worthy

of the closest attention. The sire and dam of Norlaine

stand thus: The dam with a record of 2:20, and, as will

be seen by referring to the account of the race with

Santa Claus, trotting five heats close to that mark, and

in two of them she must have beaten it.

We do not know anything positively about the trotting

capacity of Norval, although we have an indistinct

recollection of seeing him driven when a two-year-old,

and that he made a very good showing. In the second

generation there is a quartet of names which are awarded
high renown. Electioneer with twenty-four representa-

tives in the list, and nine sons and daughters which

have trotted in 2:20 or better, s^ven of them inside of 2:20.

Norma trotted in 2:33£, and is the dam of Lucy Cuyler,

who showed half a mile to wagon in 1:05£, and one mile

in harness 2:15^.

Messenger Duroc has thirteen in the list, two of which

have trotted in 2:20, five of his sons which have got

progeny trot\ing in 2:30 or better, and three of his

daughters in the same category. A fitting companion to

the trio mentioned is Green Mountain Maid. The dam
of five, two with records of 2:20 flat, one 2:22, one 2:26£,

and one 2:28^. Storm was seventeen years old when she

trotted in 2:26£, and, as we have been informed, had been

kept for a road and broodmare previous to her training.

She was the first foal of Green Mountain Maid.

In the nest column areRysdyk's Hambletonian, Green

Mountain Maid, Alexander's Norman, Daughter of Sir

Wallace, Hambletonian again, Salinette, with two

strains of Mambrino and one of Duroc, Harry Clay and

Shanghai Mary. While it is unfortunate that the breed-

ing of the last named cannot be traced, the undisputed

fact that she was the dam of the greatest of all the trot-

ting matrons, when measured by her sons and daughters

and their offspring, is glory enough.

to the Bay District at an early day, wheo. a closer exam-
ination will be made and a full description given.

No matter how great the hurry we could not leave the

course without a lookcat the Anteeo colt, which is under

the charge of Mart Rollins. His dam is a Mill on Medium
mare, and ever since he was broken we have heard good

accounts of what he could do. He was laid up part of

the summer with an attack of influenza, but since his

recovery has steadily improved. Mr. Rollins informed

us that since his sojourn at the Bay District he has

driven him around the "first turn" in 36 seconds, and a

half mile ia 1:15. This is very good for a two-year-old,

remarkably so for a colt which had to be "let up" for a

long time. He is a very handsome colt, a deep bay,

with a little white on each hind foot; legs, mane and tail

black. The latter appendage is so full that, in the lan-

guage of N. P. Willis, it would be fit for a Pacha's

standard. He is not only handsome, but is a truly

made colt with points that will please the most exacting

of horse critics. Should no more ill fortune intervene he

is sure to make a very fast trotter. As a rule the Anteeoa

are good-looking, some of them that can be termed

beautiful without any stretch of the imagination, and

this colt must be placed in the latter Category.

Stanford

Oatcake.

Stakes 1888 and 1889—Occident
take for 1889.

Tuesday last we made a flying trip to the Bay Dis-

trict Course. The main purpose of the visit was to see

Oatcake, the horse lately brought here from Australia by

F. B. Baldwin. The picture of Oatcake appeared in this

paper of October 29th, but owing to rheumatism and other

ailments which compelled confinement to the house for

the best part of a month and precluded adequate

notice of the horse. At the first glance we saw

that 'Mr. Boyd had made an accurate delineature. It

was more than a fair representation of the horse, and

with that as a guide he could be selected from a hun-

dred horses of nearly the same formation. He is a big

horse from every point of view. Sixteen hands one inch

in height at the withers, 73^ inches girth, 6Q inches from

point of shoulder to point of buttoeKs, with powerful

muscula? development all over. He has a ahort back

for a horse of his length, great quarters, muscles on

arms and gaskin3 of good size. Neck large at the base

and tapering nicely to the throttle. He has rather a

peculiarly shaped head, wide between the eyes, wide

jowls, his muzzle small, having more than the usual

cutting away below- the eyes. His head is a good deal

after the Arab shape, being smaller than that of a

majority of horses of smaller size. Good sense and

kindness is depicted in his countenance, and at the same

time there is a resolute look. From knees and hocks up

he is very good, so good in fact that it would be difficult

to better that portion of his frame. We would prefer

that his knees and hocks were a little larger and a trifle

more width below. His toes turn out a little, though as

there is no tying in of the elbows this is probably occa-

sioned by the injury to his tendons. His feet are good,

and taken as a whole he is certainly a fine specimen of

the high-bred horse. He could not well be otherwise

when his pedigree is duly considered. His sire, Wild-

oats, was by Wild Dayrell, from Golden Horn, a daugh-

ter cf Harkaway, the former a Derby winner, and of

the latter George Tattersall, in the "Pictorial Gallery of

English Race Horses," says, "if this horse had been fairly

dealt with he would have figured now as one of the fore-

most, if not Hiefirst of all the cracks of our day." The

breeding on the side of the dam is equally good and the

maternal side of the table presents an array of names of

great prominence on the English turf.

James B. Prather, of Maryville, Missouri, has a quar-

tette of stallions at the Bay District: imported Instructor

by Crater, his dam by Gladiator; Jester by Almont, his

dam by Messenger Duroc; Allen by Smith's Almont, and

Robert E. Lee, a remarkably fine Baddle-horse. They

arrived only a few days ago, and, though they endured

i the long journey exceedingly well, a few days will add

greatly to their appearance. We shall pay another visit

The time is not far distant v hen payments will be due

on the above stakes. The first of January is the time

fixed, but inasmuch as that date falls on a Sunday, sub-

scriber will have twenty -four hours longer to consider.

In order that nominators may see just what they will have

to meet, the list is republished. There is only a trifle of

risk for the amounts to win. Twenty-five dollars each

for second and third payments in the Stauford, $15 for

second payment in the Occident, and $25 for third pay-

ment in the Occident. These stakes aggregate a large

sum, and the same amount paid in entrance money to

trotting purses would not bring in one-half as much
money.

The following made second payments in the Stanford

Stakes of 1888:

Jos. Cairn Simpson's Antaeus, bay or brown colt, small

star in forehead, foaled March 30, 1885, by Anteeo, his dam
Avola by Alhambra; graudam Oriole by Simpson's Blackbird.

Jos. Cairn Simpson's Anteire, darK grey colt, strip in face,

both hind feet white, foaled 1S85, by Anteeo, his dam Queen
by A. W. Richmond; grandam by Wellswood.
M. Salisbury's Jno. J. Crittenden, brown colt, foaled 1885,

by Director, his dam Sweetness by Volunteer.

Jas. McCord's — f Nellie May by Electioneer, dam Lady
Ellen.

Wm. Corbitt's br c by Guy Wilkes, dam Sable by The
Moor.
Wm. Corbitt's ch f by Guy Wilkes, dam Huntress.

L. J. Rose's br f Nehusta by Stamboui, dam Neluska by
Sultan.

Palo Alto's b c Monteith by Electioneer, dam Mamie C. by
imp. Hercules.
Palo Alto's b f Doe by Electioneer, dam Nora by Don Vic-

tor.

Palo Alto's blk f Georgina by Ansel, dam Glencora by
Mohawk Chief.

The nominations in the Stanford for 18S9, and on

which the second payment will be due on the 2d prox.,

aie:

C. R. Lewis, Oakland,' Cal., names Athenian, browa colt,

star in forehead, foaled April 1st, 1886, by Antevolo, his dam
Ruby by VVinthrop; grandam by Chieftain.

G. ValenBin, Oakland, names George V., bay colt by Syd-

ney, his dam Flirt by Buccaneer.

G. Valensin names Cupid, bay colt by Sidney, his dam
Venus by Captain Webster.

H. W. Meek, Sau Lorenzo, Cal., names Brilliant, dark bay

colt, staT, and a little white on heel of left hind foot, foaled

March 17th, 1886, by Director, his dam Lady Bell by Chief-

tain; grandam Bonnie Bell by Bellmont.

Wilber Field Smith names E. H. Miller Jr. 's Antonio, black

filly, star, left fore heel white, foaled February 8th, 1886, by

Berlin, her dam Arabia by Fred Low; grandam Lady Hubbard
by Beneeia Boy.

F. L. Duncan, Walla Walla, W. T., names Carrie A., sorrel

filly, white strip in face, foaled March 22d, 1886, by Ante-

lope, by Nutwood, her dam Gold Elsi by Sam Furdy.

F. L. Duncan names ZilpiZ., dark brown 611y nearly black,

near hind foot white half way to pastern, foaled March 19th,

1886, by Antelope, her dam Nellie H. by Signal.

Palo Alto's be Coin by Electioneer, dam Cecil by Gen. Ben-

ton.

Palo Alto's b o Good Gift by Electioneer, dam Miss Gift by

Wildidle.
Palo Alto's b f Essie by Clay, dam Esther by Express.

Palo Alto's brf Norlaine by Normal, dam Elaine by Messen-

ger Duroc.
Palo Alto's b f Sunol by Electioneer, dam Waxan* by Gen.

Beuton.
Palo Alto's blk c Niles by Ansel, dam Juliet by Mohawk

Chief.

Palo Alto's ch c Will Florence by Piedmont, dam Florence

by Electioneer.

Palo Alto's cL c Isonomy by Piedmont, dam Ivy by Don
Victor.

L. J. Rose's b c by Stamboui, dam Flower Girl by Arthur-

ton.

L. J. Rose's b f by Stamboui, dam Gulnare by The Moor.
Wm. Corbitt's blk f, star, foaled March 4, 18 <6, by Guy

Wilkes, dam iable by The Moor.
Wm. Corbitt's b f, star, near hind pastern white, foaled

April 6, 1886, by Guy Wilkes, dam Altauta by The Moor.

Wm. Corbitt's b f, foaled May 13, 1886, by Gay Wilkes,

dam Blanche by Arthurton.

Jas. Martin's blk f Directress by Director, dam by Specula-

tion; grandam the dam of Lou Whipple.

The second payments in the Occident for 1888 we can-

not give, but if M>\ Smith will sond the list of those still

eligible, will publish them next week.

OCCIDENT STAKE, 1889.

In the stake for 1889 the following were named:

Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Coin by Electioneer, dam Cecil
by General Benton.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, b c Good Gift by Electioneer, dam

Miss Gift by Wildidle.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, b f Essie by Clay, dam E?ther by

Express.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, br f Norlaine by Norval, dam Elaine

by Messenger Duroc.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, b f Sunol by Electioneer, dam Wax-

ana by General Benton.
Palo Alto Stock Farm, blk c Niles by Ansel, dam Juliet by

Mohawk Chief.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch c Isonomy by Piedmont, dam
Ivy by Don Victor.

Palo Alto Stock Farm, ch c Will Florence by Piedmont,
dam Florence by Electioneer.

E. H. Miller Jr., blk f Antonia by Berlin, dam Arabia by
Fred Low.

Ben. E. Harris, br c Slorm by Tempest, dam Jeanne
Perault by Signal.

L. J. Rose's b c by Stamboui, dam Flower Girl by Arthur-
ton.

L. J. Rose, b f by Stamboui, dam Gulnaie by The Moor.
L. J. Rose, b f by Stamboui. dam Inez by The Moor.
G. Valensin, b c George V. by Sidney, dam Flirt by Buc-

caneer.

G. Valensin, b c Cupid by Sidney, dam Venus by Captain
WebBter.
Wm. Corbitt, blk f by Guy Wilke3, dam Sable by The Moor.
Wm. Corbitt, dk b f by Guy Wilkes, dam Atlanta by The

Moor.
Wm. Corbitt, b f by Guy Wilkes, dam Blanche by Arthur-

ton.

Wm. Corbitt, b c by Guy Wilkes, dam Rosalind by Del Sur.
Wm. Corbitt, bf by Guy Wilkes, dam Alice Clay by Bel-

mont.
Wm. Corbitt, br f by Le Grande, dam Napa Maid by

Irvington.
E. H. Pardee, bf Edith by Lynwood, dam by Duane.
Jos. Cairn Simpson, b or br f Jo-Viva by Joe Hooker,

dam Lady Viva by Three Cheers.
La Siesta Rmche, s c Holstein Milk by Echo Royal, c'am

Placida by Alexander.
H. Whiting, b f by Hawthorne, dam by McCracken's Black

Hawk.
H. Whiting, b c by Hawthorne, dam Tempest by Morgan

Rattler.

James Martin, blk f Directrees by Director, dam by Specu-
lation.

H. W. Meek, b c Brilliant by Director, dam Lady Belle by
Chieftain.

H. W . Meek, b c Sport by Fleetwood, dam Witch by Dolphin.
L. A. Richards, b f by Elector.
D. E. Knight, br f Zinfandel by Brigadier, dam Mollie by

Saba Boy.
Geo. E. Whitney, ch f Judith by Lynwood, dam Western

Girl by Chieftain.

A. W. Pulcifer, b f Ernie by Lynwood, dam Carrie M. by
Conductor.

E. Newland, b f Linnet by Linwood, dam Lady Bndd by
Alexander's Belmont.
Frank Leighton, b c Leighton by Lynwood, dam by Tramp.
A. S. Greene, b f Lynette by Lynwood, dam by Electioneer.
C. R. Lewis, br e Anthenian by Antevolo, dam Ruby by

Winthrop.
D. S. Frasier, blk c Secretary by Director, dam by Gold-

smith's Volunteer.
W. H. Hammond, g c Electeeo by Anteeo, dam Maud

Medium by Milton Medium.
John A. Goldsmith, blk c Combination by Director, dam by

Admiral.

There is a feature in colt trotting which increases the

interest. There is "no telling" what a colt will do. In

many instances there is so little progress that the

trainer is disheartened, when all at once they show a

flight of speed which is a surprise to those who had
classed them as "no good." It is not entirely improbable

that colts which are now highly valued may prove win-

ners of these stakes.

Stanford Stake 1890.

As will be learned from the advertisement, the Stan

ford Stake of 1890 is again before the breeders of trotters.

It is the most important of all the trot ting-colt stakes

in the country, bringing the largest amount to the win-

ner.

The prevailing idea that the possessor of a few colts

cannot compete with our large breeding farms is erron-

eous. That is shown by the result of the sis stakes

already decided. Palo Alto has won two, L. J. Rose

one, Williau- Corbitt one, E. H. Miller Jr. one, and one

to our credit.

The winner is not unlikely to turn up in a single nom-
ination, and should it be otherwise the risk is small.

An outlay of $25 is all that is necessary to "get in."

With $25 more the time is carried along until a good
idea can be obtained of the capacity of the colts, and §75

secures a chance until thirty days previous to the time
set for trotting.

The advertisement gives all the necessary informa-

To Our Correspondents.

We are always grateful for opportunities to be of ser-

vice to friends who wish such information as is at com-

mand, and promptness in replying to favors is our rule;

bin duiing our illness, for the month past, queries have

accumulated to such an extent as to make it imprac'-

cable to reply to all at once. We hope within

days to bring our correspondence up to date, at

indulgence until that time.
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The Chicago Stable—A New Firm vs. Chinn
& Hankins.

Sales at Abdallah Park.

At the commencement of this season there were two racing

partnerships hailing from Chicago, the one Chinn & Hankins,

the other Campbell & Fenton. The former, as is well known

to all Eastern race goers, had a more than usually good

string, headed by the profitable horses Jackobin and Little

Minch. Campbell & FentoD, on the other band, had very

little luck falling to their share aud few good horses.

The Campbell of the partnership was J. 8. Campbell, a man
well known as a skillful trainer and a rare judge of racing

and all connected with it. His partner, Fenton, was a dealer

in horse goods, doing an extensive business ou Wabash ave-

nue, Cbicago. After a time the latter grew tired of his con-

tinuous losings aud also of bis partnership, so he proposed to

Campbell to either buy the oLher half share or sell his own at

a fixed price. Campbell's decision was to buy, and, in conse-

quence, some few months back he became the sole owner of ,

the horses late Campbell & Fentou's. Hankins and Chinn

likewise had agreed to dissolve, and Hankins was left as the

sole representative of the late Chinn & Hankins. He had a

string of hordes, but he did not profess to be able to fcraiD

them; in fact, he had other business to attend to, and in

looking around for some one to train and help him with the

stable in his possession, conceived the idea oi joining forces

with Campbell, his proviso being that, as he had much the

more valuable string to put into the partnership, Campbell
should give his services as trainer. The bargain was struck

and the confederacy established as the Chicago Stable.

Their stable consists of twenty-sis horses, which are dis-

tributed about the country as follows: Little Minch, Elgin,

Florence E., Wanderoo, Tudor and three others are at New
Orleans, while fifteen, including Jackobin, Jim Gray, Lafitte,

Tarn o'Shanter, Dave Hennessy, Ligan, Santalene and Spald-

ing are at Latonia. Three only. Punkah, Dave S. and
Leonata are at Chicago, and they will probably be sent very

shortly to join the others at Latonia.

Jackobin is mended considerably, and will be fit to run
again in the course of three or four months. An own brother

to him, by Jils Johnson—Agnes, three years, of which great

things were predicted, gave way badly in both Lis front

pasterns, and has had togo through a severe course of treat-

ment this summer, though it is expected that he will now
stand training and make amends in the spring for bis long

idleness.

Tim Gray has come to the front again since being laid by
after Sheepshead spring meeting, and under a course which

has been tried on him seems to have almost got rid of his

roaring propensities. Indeed after his recent races it was
scarcely perceptible that he made any noise at all.

Seeing that Florence E. was alwajs supposed to be a one-

day-a-week mare, her good and frequent performances of the

past few days do Campbell much credit, and with the pood

material his partner nas for him to work on the Chicago

Stable is launched on the road to success, and is sure to carry

off a lion's share of the money when the time comes for it to

turn eastward. At present they intend keeping from eight to

ten running all through the winter at New Orleans, using

Latonia as a recruiting place, and a source of supply.

Chicago merely gives its name to the stable, it being the

home of Mr. Hankins though not of the horses; in fact most
of those stabled at Washington Park are trotters, and it is a

novelty to see such a thing aB a running horse in this big

Western center excepting at race times.

Raise Weights.

[Sporting Topics.] .

Since poor Fred Archer's death, which was undoubtedly

due to the action taken while suffering from exhaustion pro-

duced by excessive wasting, it has been constantly agitated

the necessity of raising the weights to such an extent that

without positively injuring the horses it will prevent that

self-abnegation and torture which practically goes hand in

hand six months in the year of the jockeys' life, and leaves

them with weakened and ruined constitutions, or else they

have to give up the battle and retire to those places "from
whence no more mention shall be heard of them," and when
this is the alternative there is little wonder that they should

hold on as long as possible, and when people express surprise

and envy at the large wages earned by the successful jockey,

they only remember him 'as he appeared fiashijg in a winner
amidst a glorious excitement; but would they exchange places

with him during the weeks that he is in sweat jackets, Turk-

ish baths, and deprivation of both food and drink, sapping

willingly and willlully the very life out of him, drying aud

eating np the tissues of his body, leaving himself reduced

perhaps to the necessary weight, but at what a cost; and is it

wise or necessary that man should inflict such an injury

upon hiB fellow man? It is easy to imagine the answer—they

do not force them to do it; it is purely voluntary on their

part. But that is not so; they may not do it theoretically,

but practically and morally they do, for if the weights were
not bo ridiculously low they would not be obliged to carry oat

this system of Belf-torture, and if the inducements held out

were not bo tempting then again the desire to do it would be

considerably lessened. Putting aside the question of human-
ity for the moment, what objection is there to raise the

weight? None, I take it, with the good men of the turf, who
use their horses fairly, but it would not be difficult to imag-

ine where the cry would come in, and that would be from
men who run their stock to such an extent as to deprive them
of the capability of carrying weight, and an extra pound
would be- somewhat like the last straw on the camel's back;

and is there not some advantage on the other Bide to counter-

balance this? Most decidedly, yes. How many good men
have to stand down now and let stable-boys, shoeblacks, or

apprentices ride, and it is this elemeut that causes trouble to

the starter, and otherwise detracts from the interest in the

turf. If the weights were raised there will be plenty of jock-

eys, and good ones at that, so that we shall be spared seeing

good horses stand in their Btable, because a good jockey could

not get down to weight. In England it is universally consid-

ered that the weights should be raised, and a glauce at the

following table will show even the most sceptical the imme-
diate necessity of the matter being here dealt with at once:

UNITED
ENGLAND. STATES.
May June May June

/ 2jjyears 81 84 76 77

_. , , 3 years Ill 113 108 107
furlongB J

4 J flftra nG u6 nS 118

(6, 6 and aged 127 116 120 120
/ 2 years — — 75 76

U years 109 111 102 103
- - mile. . . . ,

4 years u6 126 118 118

(6,6 and aged 129 128 122 122

f 2 years — — — —
, 3 years 107 109 300 101

C e mUe and !

4 i,earB 126 12e lis 118
a half....

5 B la0 J29 123 122

bandaged 130 129 124 123

Mr. W. H. Wilson, of Abdallah Park, Cynthiana, Ky,, has

recently made the following sales:

To George R. Caldwell, of Chillicothe, Ohio, fillies foaled

in 18S7, all sired by Simmons, No. 2744, record 2:28, son of

Geo. Wilkes.
Dakota, br f, by Simmons, 2:28, dam Marie Roze, by

Smuggler 927, record 2:15£; second dam Flirtation by Shelby
Chief 93.

Alerta, ch f, by Simmons, 2:28, dam Corinne, by Ravens-
wood; second dam Corinne Thomas, by Scott's Thomus, No.
919, record 2:21; third dam hy Edwin Forrest, No. 2340.

Chillicothe, ch f, by Simmons, 2:28, dam Peoria Girl by
Indianapolis 517, record 2:21; second dam Kitty Lyons (dam
of Bob Sprague, 2:24£) by Honest Abe 3411; third dam by
Gamble's Grey Eagle.

Galconda, blk f, by Simmons, 2:28, dam Miss Smalley, by
IndianapoliB 517, record 2:21; Becond dam the Smalley mare
by Camden.

Gracie H., bay f, by Simmons, 2:28, dam Julie, by Rev-
enue, record 2:22£; second dam Juliet by Western Chief 695;
third dam Bay Fanny (dam of Resolute, record 2:27£, and
Alexander 2:28jj) by Bellfonnder 63; fourth dam Lady Mary
by Signal 3327.

Elsie Collins, bay f, by Simmons, 2:28, dam Helen Collins

by Indianapolis 517, record 2:21; Becond dam Mattie Stock-
bridge, bv Stockbridge Chief Jr.; third dam Old Ball by
Indian Chief, No. 832.

Narcissa, ch f, by Simmons, record 2:28, dam Carrie

Almont, by Almont Mambriuo, No. 3715; second dam Mar-
garet by American Boy.

lo Valentine Wenz, Canal Dover, O., the brown filly Annie
Penn, foaled 18S5, by Simmons 2744, record 2:28, dam Lulie
Phallas, byPhallas, No. 1446, record 2:13£.

To E. E. Moffitt, Thorntown, Ind., the bay stallion The
Baron, No. 1873, foaled 1879, by Smuggler 927, record 2:15$,

dam Sallie Wilson, by John Edsall 1716; second dam Lady
Forrest by Edwin Forrest, No. 49; third dam by Howard's
Sir Charles.

About John Spellman.

The well-known jockey John Spellman died at St. Vin-

cent'B Hospital, New York City, on Wednesday morning,

Nov. 23d, from injuries received in an at present unknown

manner, although many theories have been advanced and

many rumors put in circulation. At last accounts his friends

and the detectives who are at work on the case had not been
able lo secure any cl;w to the murderer. He had been drink-

ing heavily for «ome lime, and as he was quarrelsome when in

liquor, one theory advanced is that he got into a brawl aud
was beaten in a house of ill-repute, while another is that he
was assaulted by parties who had lost heavily on a mount of

his when they were satisfied he pulled the horse. All that is

known about the matter is that on Saturday he reached the

Brower House, where he had been living, and was in a sad

plight, his eyes being closed, his face and head beaten and
bruised in a terrible manner, and nearly his whole body black

and blue. Dr. Colwell was called at once and did all that

could be done for the injured jockey. Spellman positively

refused to tell where or by whom he was injured, his only

replies to such questions being given in the shape of profuse

threats that he would get square with his assailants. He
became delirious and was removed to the hospital where he
raved coutiuually about revenge until he expired. His
brother, residing in this city,has'tened to New York as soon aB

informed ot John's injuries. He has made a great deal of

money in his time but has squandered every dollar of it in

riotous living. The World says: Spellman was taught to

ride in Kingston, Canada, whence he came to the United
States. His first recorded mount this side of the border was
H. Quickfall's Leader, which he rode Aug. 12, 1875, at

seventy-eight pounds. He also rode at the same meeting
Lewis & Co.'s Vinaigrette at seventy-five pounds, and Vag-

abond at seventy-eight pounds. At Fleetwood—now the

Gentleman's Driving Park—he rode, Sept. 6th, F. Steam's
Frank, at ninety pounds, a winner, at mile heats, with Billy

Donohue on the second. He also rode Fleetwood, a winner,

at the same meeting. At the Jerome Meeting, also at Balti-

more and Washington, he rode mostly for Col. McDaniel.
In 1876 he rode nearly all of Col. McDaniel's light-weight

races, winning at mile heats at the Centennial Point Breeze
Meeting, on the Lester of Bassett, now owned by Mr. With-

ers and known as Miss Bassett. At Saratoga he won the

Summer Handicap on Vigil, at ninety-one pounds; at Jerome,

in the autumn, he won the Manhattan Handicap, on Vir-

ginius, at ninety-seven pounds, and tne Grand National, ou
Vigil, at one hundred pounds. He also won the Dixie with
Vigil under the Dwyer colors, but when Vigil won the Breck-
enridge Spellman was on Virginius, with Walter Clark on tne

winner.
From 1887, until about two years ago, Spellman rode at

nearly all the important meets, but he rarely won any of the

stake fixtures—probably one or two a year. In 1880 he won
the Peyton Handicap, at Baltimore, on Gabriel, and in 1883,

while under an engagement to Green B. Morris, he rode Drake
Carter, a winner of several stakes, although he was beaten for

the Kentucky Derhy by Leonatus. He was on Drake Carter

when he won the Omnibus Stakes at Monmouth Park, imme-
diately after which Pierre Lorillard paid $17,500 for Carter, but
Spellman did not ride him two days after when Lorillard won
a mile and a half handicap with his new purchase. Spellman's
laBt important engagement was in 1886, when he engaged to

ride for J. B. Haggin. But as Mr. Haggiu, latein theautumn,
put Hayward up instead of Spellman, the latter resigned,

saying that he would "stand down for no jockey, not even
Billy Hayward." During the season just over, Spellman ran

several horses in his own name, as he had done at frequent
intervals during the laBt three or four years, the best of

whieh was Strathspey. But Spellman's unfortunate habits

and reckless associates kept him nearly always in trouble,

and what with his entries being refused at Saratoga and
several fines at Clifton, the season of 18S7 was anything bat
a profitable one.

As a jockey but few could best him. He had a good seat,

nice hands, a thorough knowledge of pace, and he was not
afraid of anybody or of anything. He could ride to the very
letter of his instructions, or, if left to his own judgment, he
would win if the horse was good enough. Unfortunately,
however, Spellman's habits during the last few years bad
given him a bad name, and although nt-at and fastidious in

dress, many of his old friends had to avoid him or pay the
penalty of the association.

—

Chicago Horseman.

The good race-horse Aretiuo, by Aramis out of Sprightly,
has probably finished bis career ou tbe turf, as he hus been
purchased for $2,800 by a Tennessee breeder, for stud pur-
poses. He should produce some good ones if properly
matched.

Dams That Have Records.

The fact that the California yearling Norlaiue has trotted
a mile in 2:3 1^- does not seem to have discouraged the owner
of the Keutucky-bred filly Sudie D., whoBe record of 2:35£
was the best until Norlaine beat it, as the announcement 1 h

made that the filly will be put in training again and another
effort made to lower the record with her about Dec. I, if the
weather be favorable at that time. It is hardly probable,
how- ver, that the Califomian's mark will be reached, and in
view of what Sudie D. has already done it seems foolish to
call on her for another effort this season. At present Norlaine
is Queen beyond question of the yearling trotters, and the gap
between her performance aud that of Sudie D. is such a great
one that it is not likely to be overcome for many a day to
come.
And while on this subject of fast young trotters it should

not be forgotten that since the practice of breeding mares
with records below 2:30 to the best stallions in the land has
become general a great deal of light is beginning to be shed
on a subject that is of vital interest to breeders. Ud to with-
in a few years the men who held that a mare that had been
campaigned was of very little use for breeding purposes,
arguing that training must have Bapped her vitality, had a
shade the best of the argument, because there were compara-
tively few mares with records that made them standard that
had et-u bred, the great majority of such animals going on
the ru >i when in their prime or after their days of useful-
ness on the track were over, and being used for private
driving until they died or reached an age at which they were
of very little use for breeding or anything else. No man of
Bense expects that a twenty-year-old mare that has been
campaigned five or six years and then banged along the road
eight or ten more possesses the vitality necesBary to make
her a successful matron, and yet in the olden days it was
generally this class of mares that went to the Btud—that is,

when mares with records better than 2:30 are considered.
Of late years this has changed, and at the present time there
is many a fine, healthy young mare that trots in 2:30 or bet-
ter, but that does not show signs of great improvement, that
is purchased by some enterprising breeder and bred to a
Btallion of well-known speed lines and established reputation.
That these mares will give us some of the fastest trotters of
the future there can be no doubt, and in the meantime the
evidence is every day increasing that it is from the mares
whose speed has been developed that the beBt results are to
be expected. Norlaine, the fastest yearling, is an example
of the new order of things, her dam having a record of 2:20,
and when she was a three-year-old she set the mark for
horses of that age at 2:29, which record was at the time the
best. Everybody knows that Hinda Rose, 2:19£ as a three- •

year-old, is out of Beautiful Bells, 2:29£ at four years old,
and this same mare, Beautiful BellB, has, in addition to Hinda
Hose, produced Bell Boy, 2:26 as a three-year-old, and St
Bell, 2:24£ as a four-year-old. Such old-time trotters as
Tackey, Dixie, Mattie Lyle, Ella Madden, and a dozen others
have been throwing trotterB right along since they were
retired from the turf, and the younger generation of mares
that Wbre celebrated on the track will follow them in even
greater numbers and with even greater success. Senator
Stanford, who ie unquestionably the most successful breeder
of trotters in the world, is a firm believer in the use of mares
with fast recordB in the breeding ranks, and at Palo Alto
there are scores of such from which Electioneer and the
other stallions there are getting trotters every season, and in
fact Electioneer was first brought into notice.by the perform-
ance of his young trotters that were out of mares that had
trotting records. Since then his best ones of every age have
been from trotting dams. His fastest yearling, Norlaine, is

from a mare with a record of 2:20; his fastest two-year-old,
Wildflower, from a mare with a record of 2:30£; his fastest
three-year-old, Hinda Rose, from a mare with a record of

2:29£; his fastest four-year-old, Manzanita, from a mare with
a record of 2:30£. His latest work in the way of getting a
trotter from a mare with a record is seen in the three-year-
old filly Maiden, her dam being May Queen, 2:20. by Alex-
ander's Norman. Maiden trotted in 2:23 in a match to beat
2:25. Her dam was trotting more than a dozen years ago,
and in 18/5 was at her best. Another three-year-old by
Electioneer that has just beaten 2:25 is Clifton Bell, that
went a mile in 2:24J. His dam was got by Abdallah Star,
by American Star Jr., son of Seely's American Star; his
second dam was Fairy by Rysdyk's Hambletonian; and his
third dam Emma Mills (dam of SweepstakeB) by Seely's
American Star. Thtre is nothing but trotting blood in this
pedigree.

—

Breeder's Gazette.

Intelligent Horses.

It is just as important with huises to breed for intelligence
as it is with the human race. A dumb, stupid colt can never
be educated to be a valuable horse. Without intelligence he
will always be sluggish, and will never have an attachment
to his master, nor mauifest any disposition to obev and serve
him as a pleasure. Most intelligent horses are naturally
docile, or can be easily trained to be kind, reliable and even
affectionate. Breeders of horseB should look to the native
intellect of the mare and stallion with as close a scrutiny as
they examine their pedigrees. Once make an intelligent
horse believe that bis owner or trainer is his best friend,
there will be little trouble in training him, or in trusting him
in all emergencies. It is true there are caBes where very
intelligent horses are vicious and always dangerous. In
some caaeB thin is owing to the way they were treated early in
life. Others are always vicious and dangerous to trust under
any circumstances. Iu most caseB thiB is inherited, and the
breeder should investigate the question of disposition as well
as intelligence. Never breed to a horse which is vicious,
dangerous or even disagreeable. A horse which is danger-
ous or treacherous to his groom, no matter how tine his form,
how pure his blood, or how great his ancestry, should be
taken out to the public commons and shot. Thousands of
precious lives are sacrificed to vicious stallions and their
descendants. All other good qualities cannot redeem a
vicious disposition. Nor can beautifnl form overcome a
lack of intelligence and sprightliness. Horse breeding is one
of the most prominent questions in the North Pacitio, and
farmers and breeders, while selecting a PercheroD, a Clyde, a
Cleveland Bay, an English Draft, Suffolk Punch, trotter or
thoroughbred, Bhould seleot those of a mild domestic disposi-
tion, with an intelligent and sprightly mind.
Few people realize how much the disposition of the future

horse depends upon the treatment of his dam before he sees
the light. The care of the female while pregnant is almost
universally acknowledged as bearing prominently upon the
offspring in the human family, and in breeding some of the
higher animals, notably the dairy cow, fauciern have begun
to realize the importance of keeping the female in a healthy
condition, free from annoyance aud excitement; but we can-
not learn that horsemen give this subject the attention due it.

Mares in foal should have exercise and moderate work, but
under no oironmstances should they be subjected to harsh
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treatment, nor should they ever be allowed to go where they
are in danger of being frightened or startled. Under such
circumstances the unborn colt is quite likely to be influenced,
and may for his whole life be a nervous, timid horse, shying
at every trifle, inclined to run from every new or strange
object be meets. This quality, if inherited, cannot be over-
come, hence the necessity of avoiding those things that cause
it.

—

N.P., in Rural Spirit.

Pace.

Sixty years ago the type of animal most commonly to be
found in the British hunting field was a broad-chested, some-
what thick-shouldered horse (though the shoulders were well

set and high), with great girth, muscular loins, wide hips
and pasterns we would now consider too short and upright.
He was bred off the old type of farmers' mares evolved from
the pack horses generally, and invariably ridden to hounds by
the breeder. Bat green-crop cultivation became general,
fallows were less common, hceut improved, and hounds care-

fully bred and impruved in scenting capabilities. So the
latter began to run much faster and just as with the mail-
coach horses of the period, the thoroughbred sires were in-

troduced in order to confer great pace. The cry has been
''pace" ever since that time, and the cry is "pace" still. Half-
bred horses of the old-fashioni-d type could not live with a

first-class pack of hounds in a good run nowadays for ten
minutes. Kacirjg blood tells at every stride, and when half

through a run the half-bred begins to roll and blunder at his

fences from distress, the "Surething, by own Brother to Blair
Athole" is going clear, free and straight, and with as much
fire as he had when he started. But sis-furlong races on the
turf have developed an extraordinary number of roarers
among our thoroughbreds in recent years, and light weights
have reduced their carrying power. Farmers have not been
able to give the price charged for the service of first-class stal-

lions, and so they have had to put in their thoroughbred blood
with all attendant infirmities—lameness in the knees being a

very common one, inherited through a sice which was noto-
rious for leaving stock afflicted with a weakness in the joints

mentioned. The real first-class flying British hunters are,

as a rule, those bred by noblemen and gentlemen to whom
money is no object in the mating of their mares.—English
Cor.

Ridine for Pleasure.

Ten years ago an equestrian was a rarity in our city

streets and parks, and a lady on horseback was a veritable

curiosity. Now, at certain hours of the morning and after-

noon the uptown streets of New York and Brooklyn are

tilled with riders of both sexes, and the boulevards and bridle

paths of Central Park and Prospect Park are astir with the

hoofbeat of the horses, and the laughter and gaiety of their

pilots.

There is no doubt that horseback exercise has come to be

recognized as one of the foremost species of athletic enjoy-

ment, and any physician will say that, while it is the most
pleasant, it is the best all-around means for physical develop-

ment. It brings into play all the muscles of the body, and,

while adding to strength, improves the delicacy of touch and
the suppleness of joints. At the same time it whets all the

faculties of the mind, tends to produce quickness of decision,

fertility of resource, courage and that self-reliance which is

invaluable in moments of difficulty.

To all of this we are indebted to racing. Man at best is

an imitative animal, and the prowess of professionals in the

saddle brought with it a desire among onlookers to excel

equally or nearly as much. The growth of equestrianism is

almost simultaneous with that of racing, and as the turf is

annually growing at a marvelous rute the time is not far dis-

tant when New York will have a worthy counterpart to the

Rotten Bow of Loudon, the Bois de Boulogne of Paris, or the

Prater of Vienna.

—

Sporting World.

STABLE AND PADDOCK-
Unclean Horses.

As autumn passes into winter changes take place in the

animal economy, in that of the horse most markedly; for the

smooth, shining soft coat of summer is shedding to make
place for development of the coarse, heavy coat of winter

need. Now, while all this is going on the skin is more highly

sensitive; therefore the horse needs a moderately warm stable

as shelter from the inclement autumn nights.

At this period the stable management is more important

than at any other, for should the cold air be permitted to act

unduly the hair bulbs are chilled, the coat becomes broken,

and all the winter long it is remarked, "How bad this horse's

coat looks; why, he cannot be well." The medicine is pre-

scribed but no benefit follows, and the horse looks unthrifty

all through the winter time right into the next summer, and
all through the neglect of careful stable management during

the fall season, which carelessness no medicine can obviate,

for the palsied hair follicles have not done their work in

yielding the winter covering, and not begin again until ensu-

ing summer time or later spring.

Cleanliness of the body and legs is next to be considered,

for after the horse ha* been in a condition of nature, and is

suddenly brought into the artificial state of domestication,

he ceases to roll or shake off the dirt accumulating on his

body and legs. Now, if the stablemen will attend, cleanse and

dry the legs of horses by genuine elbow grease, the trouble

they call scratches will never be heard of again. Scratches,

cracked heels, and grease are all the result of bad stable man-
agement and chronically lazy grooming.
In the army the regular trooper dare not have his horse

thus troubled; if he does he finds himself in very grave trouble,

and every private groom should be fined for having theBe

cases, for it is his fault. With proper care none of these

troubles should be a nuisance to the hoTse-owner.

Winter Care of Tools.

Did anyone ever see a farm with too much shed room?

Vehicles, tools and implements accumulate on every farm

homestead, and storage room has to be continually increased,

or else something must be left out in the weather. Shed-

room is too valuable to be filled up with trash, and this is a

good time to do a little sorting. If an implement is worth

keeping at all it is worthy of shelter; if not worth a place

under cover it should be divided between the wood-pile and

the box or heap of old iron.

As winter approaches it is true economy to overhaul the

farm machinery, clean it up, and see that all is properly

housed. Running a wagon, a mower or a harrow out into

the sun on some fine morning in November or December, let

a dry cleaning be first in order. This can be done very well
with the stump of an old broom, although there will be corners
and cracks from which the mud or dust must be scraped
with a sharp Btick or old case-knife. This done, it will often
appear that a thorough washing will better clean both wood
and metal; if so, wash by ull means, and give time to fully
dry. Every implement thus prepared by cleaning should be
well coated with oil before final storage for the winter. When
oiled the parts should be quite dry, and a sunny day is pref-
erable. The cheapest and most satisfactory oil for this pur-
pose is heavy, crude petroleum. With a pot of this oil and
hu old paint brash coat every portion of both wood and metal.
Ail rust is arrested, and the oil is almost equal to a coat of
paint for the woodwork of farm tools. In this and numerous
other ways I find crude petroleum very useful on the furm,
and always like to have it on hand. Bought by the barrel it

can be got for seven to ten cents a gallon, freight included,
plus the barrel, which can be used when enipty in so many
ways that it is well worth all it costs.

Run-Down Farms.

Good judgment, of a somewhat rare kind, is needed inbuy-
ing land. Its present capabilities are shown perhaps in what
its owner gets from it. What it may be made to do is more
problematical and depends upon the labor, capital and skill

that its owner can put into it. Some men can do more with
certain kinds of laud than others can accomplish. They
have learned the proper way to manage a saudy or clayey
soil, as the case may be, and would feel lost if put anywhere
else. Their experience would go for n ithmg and they must
begin learning over again. "We know a wealthy man who
has greatly increased his gains by the purchase of badly-run
clay farms. These are almost always richer than their pres-

ent productiveness would indicate. His method first was to

do some necessary uuderdraining, and then for three or four
years seed with clover every moe he got a chance. Th»
draining and the clovor combined loosened the subsoil, broke
up the clods in which fertility was locked up, and restored
the land to a good state of tilth. The increased crops grown
while this was being done paid for most of the expense, and
the restored farm was then well worth dou le the price per
acre that it had cost its improver.
Something like this is probably what a correspondent

meant in writing recently of "farms that have two sides,

whose owner can skin one side and then turn it over
and skin the other." The idea thus whimsically expressed
has a solid basis of truth under it. Although we believe

that usually when the owner of a farm sets to work
skinning it he is apt to skin himself worse than the land,

it is true that naturally good soil has a recuperative power
not possessed by soil naturally barren. The accumulated
plant food for thousands of years is not to be wholly ex-

hausted by oue or even two or three generations of improv-
ident farming. We are ^old by English farmers that the nat-

ural characteristics of the soil as regards fertility are not
greatly changed by hundreds of years of cultivation. That
originally fertile, if exhausted, is still more hopeful than land
that has always been barren. So we may say that pedigree,

if it can be so called, counts for as much in land as it does iu

breeding.

The thing to do, therefore, in buying land is first to learn

its former reputation and capacity. If these are favorable

then go ahead. The present condition of land, buildings,

fences and other improvements are of some importance, bnt
subordinate. Almost always, a good growth of clovtr, fol-

lowed by grass and then clover again, will put the land in

heart to produce as well as it ever did. But this second fer-

tility must somehow be left on the farm. Because the land
has been skinned once and has recovered is no reason for

continuing the process indefinitely, but the reverse. It is

possible for this pretence of good farming to simulate for a
time the real article, but like hypocrisy in morals, the only
result is to leave the last condition worse than the first. A
farmer may be getting large crops by means of thorough
cultivation, arid if these are all sold and nothing returned
to the land, the soil will be exhausted more rapidly than it

would if crops were poorer.
The first thing for the owner of a run-down farm to do 13,

therefore, to stock up with the beat obtainable animals he can
afford. His object must be to feed out a large part of the
produce of his furm, and if he has good enough stock he
can afford to do this, otherwise he cannot. The farmer prac-

tically depends upon his stock for his income, rather than
upon the raw products of his land. Young, growing animals
will generally pay a larger precentage on the cost of keeping
than those fully grown or past their prime of equal breeding
Bat it is nowdays indispensable that a part, and as large a

part as possible, of the successful farmer's stock be either

thoroughbred or high grade. It is thus that the yearly

revenue from his land is increased much more rapidly than
it can be by increasing his crop p*rodoct. If the laud is

rich enough the character of the stock is proportionately less

important. The ranchman on the Western wild lands cares

more for hardiness of stock than for good breeding, His
feed costs nothing, and moBt of what he gets from his herd
is clear profit. With the Eastern farmer, especially on ex-

hausted land, the breeding of his farm stock and its capacity

for rapid increase in value are the factors most essential to

success.

The greatest bugbear to the farmer on poor land is debt.

It is the necessity for meeting interest and other obligations

that obliges the poor farmer to sell from his farm instead of

feeding on it what he grows. This he truly styles the skin-

ning process, bnt he justifies it by the necessities of bis posi-

tion. It is debt already incurred for poor land that too ofttn

prevents him from stocking it as he would like to do. Yet,

unless the farmer iB in debt nearly or quite up to the value

of his farm, he ought not to let the debt unbalance his judg-
ment and prevent him from doing what he knows to bo the

best. Many a farmer fiils of the success he might attain

because he is in too much of a hurry to clear off a mortgage.
Your correspondent, "Rutland, "in the American Cullivaioroi

October loth, speaks of bis debt of $1,000, which he intends

to pay off in two years. Without doubt he can do it by, as

he Bays, "skinning the land." But is this the wiser polioy?

It may be that this is the second or third Bkinning that his

farm has had. If he pays off the eocumbrauce in that case,

what will he have left? Let him tike five or six years to pay
off that $1,000. The interest accjunt wilt be $60 a year.

With a part of this money judiciously invested in the best

young stock he can get hold of, and some more usod in feed-

ing it grain and oil meal, his laud will not lie skinned but
will constantly grow bettt-r In four or five ye'irs from the

natural increase of his improved stock he can sell more than
$1,000 worth if he chooses, and have his farm in better shape
than he can get it by the oonrse that he proposes to adopt.

Still, if the mortgage makes him nervous, spoils his sleep and
troubles his dreams, the wiser policy for him may be to get it

out of his wny ns quickly ** possible, as he proposes.

Guess Work on the Farm.

In these days of sharp competition, narrow margins of
profit, close calculati n and the application of mathematical
accuracy to the conduct of almost all human occupations, it is

astonishing that the business of farming is still often carried
on in such a loose way. In many cases it iB very largely
guesB work.
Every merchant and manufacturer knows that to escape

bankruptcy he must clearly observe business principles, and
must at least keep accounts, simple perhaps, but complete
and accurate. On the contrary, a goo I many farmers don't
even keep a cash account; they know how much money there
is iu the wallet, but beyond this their financial affairs are
very misty, and the income and outgo judged only by guess-
ing, more or less shrewd. Yet farming is a business; indeed,
it is the business of the country upon the generul success of
which all others depend. The farmer is a manufacturer, ttnd

a merchant, and much more, and of all persons he is the one
who should conduct his affairs on the strictest business
principles. The very fact that farming so often utterly dis-

regards fundamental business maxims and methods, without
utter ruin, iB in itself the strongest evidence that it is a busi-
ness offering unusual security and a wide margin of profit

when properly managed.
Every farmer's boy knows all the tables of weights and

measures "by heart," but how little these are used on the
farm. Even the size of the faroi itself is a nutter of uncer-
tainty, dependent upon an old and unverified deed or the
books of the assessor. There is no accurate knowledge of the
size of the various fields or their actual produce; it is all

guess work. The farmer guesses which cow eats the most,
and guesses which is losing weight, and which gaining, and
guesses which givt-s the most milk in a year, and guesses
which milk is the richest, and so guesses at the merits and
profit of all his stock, with very little actual knowledge as to

any, and making frequent serious mistakes which are never
known. And in the house they guess that the cream is just
warm enough to churn, and guess it won't pay to become
patrons of the creamery. It is a wonder that clocks and
watches are ever u^ed in such places, instead of depending
upon the sun, and guessing at the time of day in cloudy
weather.
Dry measures are in common use, it is true, but they are

seldom needed, and only for matters of minor importance,
like the sale of a few bushels of apples, potatoes nr grain.
Weighing is the simplest method of measuring all standard
products, and now almost universally used when quantities
are involved. A wagon load of wheat or of onions, instead of
being measured by the bushel is weighed like a load of hay.
The best way to keep the record ot a cow's mtlk product is

by weight. All butter aud cheese factories handle milk by
weight, and it won't be long before eggs aro sold by the
pound. No grocer would think of doing business for a day
without scales of all sorts, but appliances for weighing, at
least in any variety, are unusual on farms.
A tape line, or a surveyor's chain in foot links !b an inexpen-

sive article, and every farm should have one and use. it, thai
the size of every field may be accurately measured and re-
corded, and the exact acreage of every crop known, not
guessed at. And to apply ordinary prudence and system to
ona's business affairs the farm equipment should include
scales of such capacity and variety as to enable a complete
record of everything going into the barn or storehouse, and
of everything consumed or sold. In place of estimates and
rough guesses there should be a correct record of almost
every occurrence ou the farm which involves time or quan-
tity, product, purchase or sale.

Some time and some money are needed to start such a sys-
tem and to maintain it. But experience proves that the time
necessary to substitute absolute knowledge for the usual
guesswork in farming is far lesB than one would suppose,
and that it soon proves to be time so used as to be true econ-
omy., In like manner the cost of scales and measures is soon
saved by their ubo in place of guessing, as in the case of
other useful farm tools. In short, it don't pay to depend
upon guesswork on the farm, when it is so easy to have in-

stead that systematic management, mathematical accuracy
and proper record which lie at the foundation of success in
every business.

—

American Cultivator

.

CANOEING.
Definition of a Canoe.

Rule I.—A canoe to compete in any race of the A. C. A.
must be sharp at both ends, with no counter stern or tran-
som, and must be capable of being efficiently paddled by one
man. To compete iu A. C. A. paddling races it must come
within the limits of one of the numbered classes, I, II, III,
IV. and to compete in sailing races it must come within the
limits of either Class A or B.

Class I—Paddling—Any canoe.
Class II—Paddling—Length not over 15 feet, beam not

under 26"inches. Depth inside from gunwale to garboard
streak, at any part of canoe, not less than eight inches.

Class III—raddling—Length not over 16 feet, beam not
under 28 inches. Depth as above, not under 9 inches.

Class IV—Paddling—Length not over 16 feet, beam not
under 30 inches. Depth as in Class III.

Class A—Sailing—Length not over 16 feet, beam not over
28 inches.

ClasB B— Sailing—Length not over 17 feet, with a limit
of 28£ inches beam for that length. The beam may be in-

l
creased one-eighth inch foreaoh full inch of length decreased.
The greatest depth of a canoe in Classes A and B, at fore

end of well, from under Bide of deck amid ships to inner side
of garboard next to keel, shall not exceed 16 inches.
In centerboard canoes, the keel outside of the garboard not

exceed 1} inches in depth, including a metal keel hand of
not over £ of an inch deep. The total weight of all center-
boards shall not exceed 60 lbs.; and they must not drop more
than 18 inches below the garboard; when hauled up they
must not projeot below the keel except as follows: Canoes
built before May 1, 1885, may be fitted with centerboards
which, when hauled up, may project below the keel, pro-
vided such projection of board and case is not more than 2*
inches in depth below the garboard, and not more than 30
inches in length. In order to be admitted in races without
ballast, the centerboard or boards, including bolts and other
movable parts, but not including fixed trunks or cases, must
not exceed 15 lbs. in total weight.
Cauoes without centerboards may carry keels, not over 3

inches deep from garboards, and not weighing more than 35
lbs. Leeboards may be carried by canoes not having center-
boards.
Measurement—The length 6hall be taken between i

diculars at the fore side of stem and at the aft side c

the beam at the widest part not including beading.
Bailing class the beading shall not exceed 1£ inches in
if deeper than 1£ it shall be included in the beam.
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The word "beam" shall mean the breadth formed by the

fair-lines of the boat, and the beam at and near the water line

in the paddling classes shall bear a reasonable proportion to

the beam at the gunwale. The Regatta Committee shall

have power to disqualify any canoe which, in their opinion,

is bailt with an evideut intention to evade the above rules.

As the minimum in Cl'.ss III and Class IV coincides with the
maximum iu Class A aud Class B respectivelv, a quarter-inch

each way is to be allowed in measuring for these classes, in

order that a canoe built to come well within one class may
not thereby be ruled out of the other.

A Few Hints to Office Seekers.

[By one who has always had the office(r) seek him.]

The first thing a man does (when he gets home from the

annual canoe club meetiny) after being elected to an office is

to look over the cluh constitution and by-laws to learn what
his duties are to be, and how he is to conduct himself in office.

The articles that cover these points are quite short and
seem very simple. So they are, but they do not cover one-

quarter of the held. There are certain things, called the

unwritten laws, that no man who hopes to be successful ever

neglects to obey. The object of this little paper is to put in

print (for the editor has assured me he will publish my MS.
even before he has seen it) a few of these very unwritten

laws. That the reader may believe me and give due weight

to what I write, I here state solemnly on my word of honor
as a canoeist, that I have held, at different times, every office

in the power of my club to bestow upon any one.

Commodore—His first duty is to sweep out the clubhouse
whenever he visits it, no matter how often, and to see that

everything is in order therein. The house committee expects

this of him. Be is expected to treat all visitors to the club-

house well—to lnnchsb, beverages, or anything else that they

can by any chance be in need of at his personal expense. The
canoeists who are not club members expect this much of

him. His time—during business hours especially—is the

property of any member who wishes it, either for suggestions

about club affairs or entirely personal matters, such as sails,

rig, ballast, etc. On a cruise it his duty to du pretty much all the

work, and he is expected to carry in his canoe whatever any
club member cannot find room for in his own canoe, and
thinks be may need by chance before he gets home again.

The Commodore always headB any subscription list that is

passed round if he is any kind of a man at all. The Commo-
dore must never do what he particularly wishes to do him-
self, if any member desires him to do something else. He
muBt attend the A. C. A. meets to represent the club, whether
it is convenient for him or not. He must always give good
advice when asked for it—but at no other time. He is looked
to on regatta days to subsidize the press by personally seeing

and treating every reporter present. At the annual dinners

he is expected to afford amusement for everybody all the time.

The Commodore always teaches the new members how to 6ail,

paddle, and cruise. There are many other things that if he
fails to do be is politically killed in the club for all time. He
flies a blue flag.

Vice-Cummodore has no duties and nothing is expected of

him. If he does do anything he is considered presuming,
and is at once sat on. If the Commodore for any reason
cannot attend to his duties the vice does everything and the
Commodore gets the credit of it. The vice can fly a red flag

if he wants to and has one, but as nine out of ten would not
know what the flag signified if they saw it, the displaying of

Buch a flag is not vitally important.
Secretary-Treasurer is the man in the club to borrow money

from, and it his duty to lend whatever sums any member or

members may desire, as his dues are not expected of him
while holding office, and he is in constant receipt of com-
missions for selling and buying canoes for members, and then
he always has the club money for private speculation pur-
poses. He carries around all subscription liBts, and has an
easy time of it generally, as he spendB most of his time in the

open air—on collecting tours. His opportunities for improv-
ing his penmanship are unexcelled, and the lessons he learns

in bookkeeping are of immense advantage to him in after

life. If a regatta subscription run3 short of the expenses, or

the money raised for a cup is not enough, he always has the
first chance to make the balance good—and this is generally

expected of him—making balances good. He can use club

postage stamps for his private correspondence. This is the

most desirable office to hold.

—

Am. Canoeist.

Eastern Field Trials.

[Concluded From Page 373.1

by the spectators and the dogs were taken to it. They roaded
and pointed on the foot scent, but failed to find. Ossian made
a false point and was well backed. Roger dropped to wing
as a bird flew out of a tree, a few feet from the ground, and
stiffened on a point. "While ordered him on and he flushed

the bird. Another bevy was marked down in thick pine

woods. Eoger pointed a bevy. On the scattered birds,

Boger secured a point and was slightly unsteady. Oasian
pointed nicely and was steady to wing and shot. A great deal

of pointing was done on foot scent. Roger pointed and the

bud flushed at the same instant and Roger dropped nicely to

wing; he held his point and Wliite flushed another bird to it.

Ossian roaded nicely to a point just as the bird flushed. A
bevy was marked down in sedge grass. Ossian secured the
first point and was backed well. Roger dropped as a bird

flushed. The birds were in a small field and it waB difficult

to determine the work the handlers hurried so much. They
were worked to find a bevy. Quite a large section was then
drawn blank. As the handlers were crossing a small run the

dogs closed in, they flushed five or six birds. Ossian
pointed three or four birds nicely in an old roadway, and
won. Time, 3:39. A great deal of false-pointing was done
in this heat.

FOURTH SERIES.

Go Bang—Cinch.—They were cast off at 3:45. Go Bang
soon made a point on three or four birds and was well

backed. "While looking for the scattered birds Cinch
pointed a bevy nicely; Bang made a fine back. Avent shot

and Cinch was steady when cautioned. Bang made a point

on two birds in sedge grasB, Cinch backed. Cinch flushed a

bird, and Bang dropped to wing; he flushed a bird soon
afterward. In weeds mixed with briars Ban pointed;

Buckle beat about but-failed to flush; Bang moved a few
Btsps and pointed again and Cinch pointed with him. When
the' dogs were ordered on Cinch flushed the bevy. After-

waid Cinch flushed a single and broke in. At 4:04 the beat

ended. Cinch's fore feet were very sore and he did not run
eoaal to his usual good form.

Joey B.

—

RomeoT—At 4:14 they were cast off, and after

$. ing a short distance Joey pointed a bevy in tine style.
v *hen Avent flushed the bevy it flew over the dog's head,

atl the dog was steady. Joey next pointed twice and was
backed handsomely; the birds flushed several yardB ahead.

J.\omeo secured a point; soon afterward Joey pointed; the

horsemen flushed a bird several yards behind him. "While

going at speed Romeo flushed a single bird, then wheeled,
dropped to a point on a couple of remaining birds. At the
same time Joey was steady to shot to a bird which he
pointed very stylishly. Up at 4:37. Down 23 minutes. It

was a very good heat. Joey had the advantage iD range,

was faster and had better style, although the pointer was
very superior in all these respects.

Ossian had a bye.
FIFTH SERIES.

Go Bang—Ossian.—They were cast off at 4:51 and ran for

four minutes, when the running for the day ended.

Friday.

Hardly a breath of air stirred during the day and the

weather was warm and sultry and trying to the handlers and
dogs. Birds were found in great numbers, but the work
done was hardly up to good tield-trial form, considering the
good opportunities and the standing of the dogs; yet the

close, warm weather undoubtedly affected the work. A start

was made at the Glass House. Some heats of the All-Age
Setter Stake were sandwiched in at the final, which will

explain the interval between first and second firal heats.

Go-Bang—Ossian.—They were cast off at 8:15. Go Bang
secured a point on a bevy soon after starting. A bevy was
flushed by a horseman in a cornfield close by and it followed
after the other bevy. Another lurge bevy flushed wild and
also went after the others, and birds were very plentiful in

that cover. Both pointed on foot scent. A few yards further
ou Bang pointed a single bird. Bang made three good
points in quick succession on the scattered birds in woods.
Bang pointed a single nicely and was steady to shot. Ossian
made a good point on a single in sedge grass by the edge of

a thicket and was steady to Bhot. Next Ossian pointed and
began roading; Go Bang came in and took up the roadine
thirty or forty yards ahead, and Ossian roaded directly after

him fifty or sixty yards when he branched off after some
birds which separated from the others. He made a good
point. Go Bang roaded about eighty yards further and also

made a good point. Both were steady. They were well

matched in speed, range and style, but Go Bang was superior
in the work on birds. They were ordered up at 8:41. Go
Bang won.
JoetB. had a bye.

SIXTH SERIES.

Joey B.—Go Bang.—At 9:00 they were cast off in an open
field to run the final heat for first place and prize. Joey's

pace, range and style were so superior that it was a foregone
conclusion that he would win the heat if he worked up to

hiB good form on birds, although his competitor was formid-
able and an excellent worker. In a hollow Bang ran into

a single bird and made a bad flush; then flushed two birds

a moment afterward, which was also a bad flush. In oak
woods, both made game but no birds were found. Some
fields were drawn blank. Next Joey pointed a rabbit. Bang
flushed a single bird. Joey pointed a bevy a long distance.

Bang worked up and got a point behind Joey when the latter

moved on to locate better. Avent flushed and the birds flew

over Joey's head and he was steady to order. An open field

was drawn blank. On a bevy marked down by spectators,

Joey flushed a single bird. Next he pointed a single bird

nicely, and Bang flushed two or three. Afterward he dropped
to a point and a bird was flushed to it. A bevy was marked
down by one of the spectators, and as the dogs approached
the bevy Joel flushed a bird, and Bang, immediately after-

ward, did the same. Next Bang pointed on the foot Bcent,

and Joey baoked. Next made a false point, and Bang backed.
Moved on, and Joey pointed a bevy and Bang, thirty yards
behind him, pointed another bevy. Each dog was steady to

wing. On the scattered birds Bang made a point which was
simultaneous with the flush of the bird, or else stopped to

wing. Joey then pointed two or three very stylishly in

sedge grass, and Avent flushed two or three to the point.

Joey was not quite steady to wing. Up at 10:06 and Joey
won.

seventh series.

"Waterford—Romeo.—A side heat was run between these

two doge, selected as the best dogs previously beaten by Joey
B., to determine which would run with Go Bang for second
place. They were cast off at 10:44 and were ordered up at

11:40. Romeo was unwell and did not run equal to his pre-

vious performances. The setter wonnot'so much on his own
merit as the errors of his competitor. Down 56 minutes,

eighth series.

Go Bang—"Waterford.—At 3:35 they were cast off in

sedge to determine the winner of second place. Soon after

starting, the handlers walked up a small bevy. Buckle
flushed two or three to a point of Bang, made soon after-

ward. "Waterford stood close by and Seager flushed one un-
der his nose. On the scattered birds, in a bottom in heavy
cover, Bang pointed, then moved on, crossed a branch and
pointed a single nicely. "Waterford backed, then pointed

two or three birds that happened to be near him. Both
worked close to their handlers, but the pointer had done
Borne hard work during the trials and had Bhown 6ome re-

markably good work. The heat ended at 4:06, and Go Bang
won.
The judges decided that "Waterford and Ossian were the

best of the remaining dogs, and declared them equal thirds.

This wan correct, so far as Ossian was concerned, but a sad

blunder in respect to Waterford. He was inferior to Roger
Williams, Dashing Joe, Jack Modoc and Romeo, the latter

having shown superior work in previous heats—Cinch, Liz-

zie Lee, Chief, Claude, Miss Dudley and others. He was
so decidedly inferior that it was beyond question.

High Point, N, C. November 21, 1887. -Eastern Field Trial's
Seventh Derbs.—Open to all setter and pointer puppieB whelped on
or after January 1, 1886 1st prize, 8400; 2d prize. $200 and two equal
thirds of SJ00 each. Breeders' Cup, ?100, Forfeit S10; S20|additional to

fill. Closed May 1, 1887, with 90 entries-58 setters and 32 pointers.
Judges, D. C. Bergundthal, C. Fred Orawfo.-d and Washington A.

CoBter.
I.

Memphis and Avent Ken-

i

(R. B. Morgan's blue belton
nel's black, white ani tan \_ beat

J
bitch Pearl Mandan, by

dog Joey B. by Roderigo
( ) Mandan—8ue (setter).

—Lillian (setter), ) {

Pittsburgh Kennel Club's \ /Gen. W. B. Shattuc's black
black, white and tan dog J. f beat

J
white and tan dog Noble

Otto Donner, by Count
[ ) Dido, by Count Noble—

Noble-Gladys (setter), ) ( II (setter).

H. E. Hamilton's black, white \ / Richard V. Fox's liver and
and tan dog Dashing Joe, ' beat 1 white dog Foxchase, by
by Count Noble—Dashing C "j Mainspring—Lady Beaufort
Novice (setter), J ( (pointer),

Memphis and Avent Kennel's i / Sanborn Kennel's blick, white
black, white and tan dog ( beat and tan bitch Countess
Claude, by Roderigo—Lil- f ~\ Poppet, by Count Noble—
lian (setter). ) { Lit (setter).

O. W. Conner's liver audi /J. E. Dager's black, white
white dog Go Bang, by ( beat

J
and tan dog Oincinnatus,

Graphic — Leach's Bloomo
( J

by Count Noble—Dido II

(pointer), )
' (setter).

J. S. Fisher and R. M. Dud-) (Ohio Kennel's black, white
ley's lemon and white dog [ beat

J
and tan dog Count Noble

Dave R., by Gath's Hope—
f

i Jr., by Count Noble—Dell
DalBy F. (setter), ) \ (setter).

H. I. Barney's blue belton
bitch Merry Girl, by Count
Noble—Blanche Gladstone
(setter),

Hon. John S. WNe'a liver and
white dog Romeo, hy Graph-
ic—Sepb G. [pointer!,

Highland Kennel's liver and
white bitch Lizzie Lee, by
Nip—Tuck (pointer),

John B. Downing's liver,
whfie aud tan dog Chief, by
UiuXieth—Trinket (pointer),

beat

Edward Dexter's black and 1

white dog Jack Modoc, by [ beat
Buckellew— Ida (setter), )

P. J. Madison's liver and white
dog Ossian, by Oroxteth—
Amine (pointer),

Highland Kennel's liver and
white dog Dexter, by Nip

—

Tnck (pointer), ,

Luke W. White's lemon and
white dog Rover Williams,
by Bat'g Bang—Lalla Rookh
(pointer),

Gen. W. B. Shattuc's black.
white and tan dog Hector,
by Count Noble—Dido H.
(setter),

O. W. Donuer's liver and white
bitc'i Merrylegs, by Graphic
Leni; ' Bloomo (pointer),

Memphis ind Avent Kennel's
black, white and tan dog
Cinch, by Roderigo—Bo-
Peep (setter),

Pittebirg Kennel Club's lemon and white
broke—Queen Alice (setter), a bye.

II.

Joey beat Waterford.
Dashing Joe beat J. Otto Donner.
Go Bang beat Claude
Merry Girl beat Dave R.
Romeo beat Lizzie Lee.

beat

beat

beat

beat

beat

beat

I

J. N. Cochran's liver aud white
dog Guymard by Croxt*>th
—Gwendoline (pointer).

(F. R. Hitchcock's black and
white dog Mars, hy Bang

( Bang-Modesty (pointer).
( J. E. Dager's black, white and

tan dog Toledo Blade, by
' Hoderigo—Lillian (setter).
I Gen. W. B. Shattuck's black,
! white aud tan bitch Lato-
j

nia, by Count Noble-Dido
( II (setter)
' Thoa. Bennet's orange and

white dog Sirius, by Sports-
man—Sweetheart (setter).

'John E. Gill's liver and white
bitch Lady Zeal, by Crox-
teth—Amine (pointer).

: Pittsburgh Kennel Club's
! black bitch Lady Smoke, by
( Sweep—Flotsam (poinler).
Middle Tennessee Kennel's
black, white and tan bitch
Miss Dudley, by Gath's Hope
—Lady M. (setter).

R. B. Morgan's blue belton
biich Rose Mandan, by
Mandan -Sue (setter).

Latonia Kennel's black, white
and tan bitch Tempest, by
Count Noble -Lit (setter),

Pittsburgh Kennel Club's
lemon and white bitch
Daisy Fair Oaks, by Count
Noble—Daisy Queen (setter).

dog Waterford by Pem-

Jack Modoc beat Chief.
Ossian beat Dexter.
Roger Williams beat Hector,
Cinch beat Merrylegs. .

IU.

Joey B. beat Dashing Joe.
Go Bang beat Merry Girl.
Romeo beat Jack Moduc.

Go Bang beat Cincb.
Joey B beat Romeo.

I Ossian beat Roger Williams
Cinch a bye.

IV.

I Ossian a bye

Go Bang beat Ossian.
| Joey B. a bye.

VI.

Joey B. beat Go Bang and won first.

VII.

Waterford beat Romeo.
vm.

Go Rang beat Waterford and won second.

IX.

Ossian and Waterford divided third.
1st—Joev B.
2d—Go Bang.

qj I Ossian.
"

I Waterford.

PREVIOUS WINNERS.

Robins Island...
| J

01^^ ^ash iri-Diana i

1881 i
FeriJa

' °y Ranger II—White's Daisy 2
( Sensation Jr., bv Sensation— White's Grace

"

3
(" Darkness, by Chips—Nettie '

1

High Point, 18B5J^ ^ ^?
b
-T
Dl
Q
d0

--— ,

'.".'.'"-".'.'.
2

\ Lalla Kookh, by Sensation's Son—Grace, and By-
{ ron, by De Jonce—Jane, divided 3
(
San Roy, by Count Noble-Spark

"""
1

High Point, 1883. I Poarter, by Gladstone—Ress ]" 2
( Drake by Croxteth—Lass !"!.""

8
/ Gladstone's Boy, by Gladstone—Sue ..'.'.'. 1

High Point, 1884.J2.1"? ^"^'^^eD^^-GipsyQ^en '.'. 2
J

Clifford, 1-y Emperor Fred—Fanny Bell, and
{ Drab, by Dan—Arrow, divided 3
{Belle, by Dan— native bitch ' l
NannieS., by Dashing Berwyn -Jnno A.I.

..'."".'
2

Bang Grace, by Bang Bang—Grace, and Prince
Imperial, by Emperor Fred—Bessie 3

i Paxtang, by Count Noble-Fate Gladstone . . . . 1
High Point, 1886. < Consolation, by Bane Sang -Grace III g

( Jean Val Jean, by Mingo—Twin MaudI

'.'.'.'. 3

Pacific Kennel Club.

The regular monthly meeting of the club was held at Parlcr
A, Palace Hotel, on "Wednesday evening last. Because of the
serious indisposition of the popular President, Col. Stuart
Taylor, the hrst viee-PreBident, Bamon E. WilBon, took the
chair. Present twenty-one members. Secretary Watson read
the minutes of the last meeting, which were approved. In
his capacity as Treasurer Mr. Watson reported the sum of
$303. 98 in the treasury. A communication from Harry L.
Goodman of Auburn Junction, HI., was read. Mr. Goodman
intimated a desire to bring a carload of dogs of different
breeds to the Pacific Kennel Club Show. His idea was to
bring eight or te i different breeds and show them, if any
inducement was offered. He said that the project would
necessitate a large expenditure, and thought that the club
could safely offer some Bpeeial inducements. Mr. Goodman
was urged te show dogs at the coming show by Mr. John
Davidson, and desired early advices so that he might make a
careful selection of animals to bring to California.
A letter from Mr. David Clark, living at Armen'a, Salvador,

C. A., asking for a remedy for some skin disease affecting his
dog, was read and referred to the veterinary Dr. Bowhill.
Secretary read a telegram from F. K. Hitchcock declining

appointment as delegate of the Pacific Kennel Club to the
American Kennel Club Meeting. Mr. Hitchcock suggested
Mr. Elliott Smith as a delegate. ' The secretary had tele-
graphed Mr. Smith, who had accepted, and credentials had
been forwarded to him. Mr. Smith regarded the appoint-
ment as a oompliment, and would make every endeavor to
do for the club as he would do for himself.
In reply to Mr. Goodman's letter, Mr. Schreiber moved that

the secretary be asked tc learn from Mr. Goodman just what
he desired. Mr. Munday seoonded the motion and it was
carried.

On motion of M. E. C. Munday, it was ordered that the
club distribute $1,000 m regular prizes at its coursing show,
together with such specials as seemed likely to induce par-
ticular entries. Messrs. Schreiber, Watson and Briggs were
appointed a committee to arrange a prize list for the show.
Some lively discussions followed an intimation by the sec-

retary that at the coming show judges would not be permitted
to see the catalogues and would be instructed to withhold
prizes unless entries were of high quality.

Messrs. Patton, Munday, Watson and others held that no
discretionary power rested in the club to classify entries or
reject them. Mr. Boyd, Mr. Schreiber and others insisted
that rigid classification was the duty of the olub, and that
after such classification the judges were supreme within
their classes. They were presumably honorable men and
would resent any intimation that their opinions could be in-
fluenced either by knowledge of the breeding ownersnip of
dogs shown or by speoih'c instructions from the Club.
The meeting was one of the most interesting held by the

club and argued well for the coming dog show.

1
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VETERINARY.
To Gnaw or Not to Gnaw.

Mr. William Corbitt recently asked why
yoong horses gnaw their hoses an-1 paddock

fences, and several readers of the Chicago

Horseman, reply thus:

Mr. Edwin Thome, Thorndale, Millbrook,

N. T , writes:

*'I trust that Mr. Corbitt's inquiry in rela-

tion to the canse of yoong horse slock gnaw-
ing their boxes in stable, as well as fences in

paddocks, will be the means of elicitirjg re-

plies that will eventually leal to a solution of

the myBtery, and be tffectual prevent it if it

does not satisfactorily do so a' once. As far

as my observation and experience extend no
breeding establishment is free from it I

have seen horses of all ages and conditions

indulging in the habit, and by some parties

have been told that dentition, by others indi-

gestion, want of thrift, or worms was the
cause; but I have never been able to arrive at

a satisfactory conclusion in my own mind. I

am, however, disposed to believe it arises from
different causes in different cases. It does

not Beem possible that a smooth coated thrift

j

colt could be actuated by the cau>e that an

unthrifty 'pot-bellied' one would I e, yet you
will see them both doing it. Then again tuey
may be seen gnawing a new soft bonrd and
allowing the gnawings to fall on the around,
and again they will attack an old rail, chest-

nut for instance, aud shallow the gnawings.

I have for years made it a practice to keep
rock s ilt where my stock can get at it. and in

(he winter my weanlings have, in addition to

it, wood ashes and salt a i libitum, and it is

astonishing how much they will get away with

duriDg the season. Still they will do some
gnawing, but I think they do much less of it

than others I know of."

Mr. Chas. Backman, Stonyford, Orange Co.,

N. y., says:

"I know of nothing that will prevent horses

from eating stalls and fences. I now build

my fences and boxes of white oak which is the

only preventive I have found."

Henry C. Jewett, managing owner of the

Jewett Stock Farm, Willink, Erie Co., N. Y.,

writes:

"Yours of the 17th receive^, and pleased to

hear from you. I hope that Mr. Corbitt will

put the tbree-year-old mark as high as he
possibly can Time to do it is when you
have the material and it is iv condition to do

it. "What he has doue is wonderful, but I

would be pleased if he could knock off two or

three seconds, although it would be asking

enough if reduced one to two seconds.

"As regards gnawing of feoces. we have

always had some of that kind of thing done,

but it has generally been practiced by suck-

ling a"d weanling colts. This year colts o!

that age have not bothered us at all, but the

colts from yearlings up and our brood-mares

have taken to gnawing fences in such a man-
ner as to destroy the fences, and in one in-

stance gnawed an opening in the fence in one

night large enough for a horse to pass

through. We can't understand it nor explain

it. "We had fences doped with kerosene

which did no good, then with tar, with Bame
result. "We would like to know what causes

it, so as to prevent it, but cannot as yet, deter-

mine the cause."

STANFORD

BTAHlab
1890.

Trotting and Running

Stallions

IMPORTED BY

J. B. Prather, Esq.
OF MARTVILLE, MISSOURI.

To be Sold At

Public Auction
AT 11 A. M. ON

Tuesday, Dec. 20, 1887.

A sweepstakes for trotting colts and fiillies of 1887t

£176 each. S25 payable on tbe 2d of January, 18^8,

at whicb time the stakes will close: $25 on tbe Is,

of January, 1h80, =25 on the first of January 1890.

and SlOu thirty days before the day fixed for trotting,

whatever amount up to be considered forfeit, and
ihe neglect to pay at tbe stipulated time incurring
forfeiture of :be previous payments. The race

to be heats of a mile, test three in fivn, to har-
ness. First to receive six-ninths of the whole sum,
tbe second two-ninths, tbe thir^ one-ninth. In ad-
dition to tbe stakes and forfeits the proportion of

the gate money, pro6t on pool sales, and all other
sources of emolument will constitute the gross
amount, to be divided in tbe foregoing proportions.
Five or more subscribers to fill. The race to be
trotted in 1890, not sooner than tbe 1st of August.
The exact date to be fixed and announced on tbe 1st

of April, 1890, or sooner.
On the 2d of January, 1888, therp will be due the ! dam by Salt Fiver, son of Allen'i

following payments in the Stanford Stakes, to wit:;
Second payment in Stanford Stakes for 1889, 325.

Third payment in Stanford Stakes for 1888. 3^5.

The stakes for 1890 will close January 2d, 1888; 925
entrance.

R.ice to be governed by the Rules of the National
Trotting Association. Nominations to be made to

N.T. SMITH, Treasurer, S P Railroad office*. Fourth
and Townsend streets, or JOS. CAIRN SI.UPSON,
-ecretary, Breeder and Spobtsman Office, <m or
before the 2d day of January. 1888. The colts must
be named, the name and pedigree, su tar as known,
given
Under the new trotting rules letters' legibly post-

marked January 2d will be eligible.

N. T. .SMITH. Treasurer.
JOS. CAIRN SUIPSON, Secretary. 10de4

GREAT SALE

RaceHorses in Training

YEARLINGS, &C.
Mr. WM. EASTON has the honor to announce

that, by the direction of the HON. W. I. SCOTT,
of Erie, Pa., be will send by auction, without reserve ,

on

Thursday, Dec. 15, 1887.
—AT 1 1 A. M.- AT—

Eastern's Keitucky Tattersall's,

LEXINGTON, KY.,

MR. SCOTT'S entire stable of famous racehorses
in training iind grandly bred and promising year-
lings, tbe produce of imp. Rayon d'Or and Eantakn,
Longfellow, Virgil, K'ng Ban and Leonatus, as fol-

lows:
FOOB-YEAR-OLD.

Quito, cb c, by Duke of Magenta, out of Quits.

THREE-YEAR-OLDS,

Roi d'Or, cb g, by imp. Rayon d'Or, out of imp.
Blue Ccp.

out of Long

. AT

BAY DISTRICT TRACK,
SAN FRANCISCO.

I Jester D. 5696, lay horse, foaled 18S0. by Al-
mont, dam Honense by Messenger Duroc, grandnm

|

Nel'it McDonald by Colossus, (thoroughbred).
Allen, bay horse, foaled ]88l. by Smith's Alroont,

_-un by Salt River, son of Allen's Pilo , he by Pilot, ,

pacer, sire of Pilot Jr , who sired the dams of Maud ' Arundel, b g, by imp. Rayon d"Or,
S. and Jay-Eye-See. Nin^.
Robert :;. Lee. bay horse, foaled 1881, by On I Flaseoletta, b f, bv imp. ftavon d'Or, out of imp-

Time, by Stonewall Jackson, darn by Ned Foes*.' Clover
Lee is an inbred Denmark TMs ,.s the greatest two-year-olds.
saddle-gait strain in thf world.
Intruder (thoronghbred), bav horse foale • 187) j

Sea 'r ' aT -
CD c - bv im P- Riy°n a '°*"". On! of Ella T.

imported by D. D. Withers, Esq.,"New York. By Ora- !

TurcMigfltt, cb c, by imp. Rayon d'Or, out of Blue
ter. son of Orlando, and Vesuvienue by Gladiator, i

Cap.
,-i3 T_.,_~ *=-_, ^ . . J

Sut,!i>,

The Occident Stake
FOR 1890.

A Trotting: Stake for Foals of 1887-

To be trotted at the California Stvte Fair of 1890.
Entries to close January Int. 1i8m, wiib Edwin F.
Smith Secretary, at office in Sacramento. One hun-
dred dollars entrance, of wtirh ?I0 must accompany
nomination; ?I5 to be paid January ls>t. 1889; *~>d to be
paid I89u; and ?50 thirty days before th* race. The
Occident Cup of tbe value of $41 to be added by the
Society. Mile heats, three in five, to harness. First
colt to receive Cup and six-tenths; secon.l colt three-
ten*hs; and third colt one-tenth of stake. Five to
enter, three to start, otherwise N. T. A. Rules to gov-
ern.

L.U. SHIPPEE, President

SDWINP.SMITE Secretary-
10de4

t dam Lidy Bountiful by Rataplm."
:d dam Plentiful by Hon John.
: d dam Plenty by Bay iliddleton.
Tbe above horses may be seen at Bay District

Track until day of sale.

Catalogues giving extended pedigrees and descrip-
tions may be had upon application
Satisfactory guarantees will be given as to Mr.

Prattler's responsibility and authenticity of pedi-
grees.
At the same time and place will be sold Standard

Mares and tillie3, property oi Mr. A. Waldstein.

KILLIP & CO
,

A netInner- rs, 'fi Mo"1<romery St.. S. F.
10ie4

AUCTION SALE
OF

Thoroughbred
AND

Trotting Stallions,

TO ARRIVE!

AUCTION SALE

Standard Brea Trotting \Z%

Stallion,

Marts and Fillies.

-PROPERTY OF-

.'».

MR. A WALDSTEIN,
AT 11 A.M. AT

Thoroughbred Clyde and Shire BAY DISTRICT TRACK,
'

BAY DISTRICT
TRACK,
AT 11 A.M. OS

Thursday, Jan. 12, 1887.
PROPERTY OF

COL. CALEB DORSET.
THOROUGHBREDS.

Blrdcatclier, brown horse, 8 years, by Spectre-

pet by Melbourne.
pickpoefcet. chestnut horse, 1 years, by Joe Dan-

lels-Mattie O. by Spectre.

Trouble, brown colt, 2 years, by imp. Partisan—

"prS? Archer, chestnut colt, 3 years, by Thad

Stevens—Brown Bess. ,

Tb-eo "Winters, chestnut colt, 2 years, by Joe

Hooker—Mattie O.

TROTTIKG STAMJOSS.
Crescent, sorrel mare, 6 years, by Nutwood—Pet

by Melbourne. _ , .. .„,,„
Ebony, black colt, 3 years, by Revolution -t-ady

Early by imp. Nena Babib. Revolution Is an ml.red

Hambletonian. .

Catalogues giving full pedigrees now ready.

KILLIP & CO.
Auctioneers. SS Montgomery St., S. F.

IQdeQ

Stallions and Mares.

Our Annual Importation!
CONSIGNMENT OF

ME. JOHN SCOTT,

MELBOURNE.
Per Australian Steamer due about Janu ry 10th, we

will be in receipt of our Annual Consignment of
Clydesdale and English Shire StaUions and Mares,
selected with the greatest care by Mr. John Scott
The former importations of Messrs. Bookless & Scott
were received with great favor bp California Stock
Ereeders, and we are assured the animals to arrive
are fully up to the bigh standard of tho.se imported
during the last five years.
Catalogues will be issued immediately upon arrival

KILLIP & CO.,

Live Stock Auctioneers,
19no8 22 Montgomery St., S. F.

SAJi FBiSllSfO.

On Tuesday Dec. 20, '87.
The ill-bealth of Mr. Waldstein compels the per-

emptory sale of all his trotting stock. Among the
animals are the dam of Albert W . his noted Elec-
tioneer stallion, which has a record of 2:';0 and 4:51
in a two-mile heat. This mare is with foal by Mr.
Simpson's stallion Antevolo. The stallion Bonanza
is by Arthurton (sirs|of Arab, 2:17) ont of Albert ft .'s

dam. This young horse troited a mile in 2:35 when
a three-year-old. Also fillies ind geldings by Albert
W. out of mares by Elmo, Roach's American Star,
Nutwood John Nelson, Whipple's Hambletonian and
other well-known Standard -ireB.

Horses may be seen at Oakl md Trotting Park until
December 18th, after that at Bny District Track Cat-
alogues are now ready giving full particulars and
pedigrees.
At same time and place will he sold Trotting and

Sunning Stallions, property of Mr. B. Prather,
Maryville, Mo.

KILLIP & CO.,
.A lie. i outers SIS Mmagomery St., S F.

lPdei

blk c, by imp. Kayon d'Or. out of Imp.
Piettio.

Quibbler. cb c, by imp. Rayoo u"Ur. out of Quits.
FaMerbok, ch g, by Springbok, out of Easter

Plan*; t.

Hayliulit, b f, by imp..Rayon d'Or. out of Valleria,
Dailgu. ch g. by imp. Rayon d'Or, out of Lilly B.
Ve»veteen, ch g. by Algerine, out of Vivid.
Cant i lei, cb f, by imp. Eantaka, ont of Springlet.

YEARLINGS.

Ransom, ch c, by imp. Eayon d'Or, out of Nellie
Ransom.

Florentine, cb c, by imp. Rayon d'Or, out of Flor-
ence I

Tipstaff, cb c, by imp Rayon d'Or or E^ntaba. ont
of Verdict.

Plunder, b c. by imp. King Ban, out f{ Booty.
Fin *. br c, by Leonaius, out of Endless.
Sin, br g by imn. Rayon d'Or, out i»f imp. Presto.
Aftermath, b g, by"imp Rayon i.'Oc, ont of imp.

Clover.
I!reii* rer. cb g, by imp. R*yon d'Or, out of Brenna.
iap'-ilel.cb g. --v imp Kaotaka, out f Springlet.
"erona, b g, by imp Itantaka, out of Blandona.

p-> Utieen, b 1, by imp. Rayon d'Or, out of
Li .iiis.h

,
OHiiiion, ch f, by imp. R.iyon d' Jr. out of Keel

Dance.
i Tlie itelle, ch f, by imp. Rayon d'Or, ont of Blue

Gr.-.ss Belle.

\ Haduui>a, b f, bv imp. Rayon d'Or, out of Val-
leria

;
Blue (.raw, ch f. by imp. Rayon d'Or, out of imp.

j
Blue Cap.

!
Lucerne, u f, by Long'elK>w, out of Geneva.

{
S'-'iiy. b f, by Longrellow, out of Patty of Cork

' Ills, br f, by Virgil, out of liene,

I The following racehorses in training, yearlings
' &c, comprising 3IK tiFOKUL KIE'S entire
stable will be sold at the same time and place.

tol Z*-b. Ward be, 2 years, by Hindoo—Galatea.
Will Lyons, br c, 2 years, by Onondaga— Nellie

Boolier.

Little Rock, ch c. 2 years, by Wan3erer—Kiss>Me-
Quick.

TheCrovr, blk f , 2 years, by Onondaga—Beatrice.
Rixb' , h g, 3 years, by Onondaga—Beatrice.

Our .lames, ch c, 5 years, by Heretog, dam un-
kuo n.

Notice,

C. BRUCE LOWE,
STOCK AND STATION AGENT,

Auctioneer, Horse, Cattle, and Property
Salesman.

Is prepared to accept orders from breeders in
Vmerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or will undertake to receive and
dispose of stock from America; or act as Agent
for California firms.

References kindly permiiied to J, B. Haggin, Esq.,
&ud Major Rathbone of San Francisco.

C. BKI'CE LOWE.
Wright, Heaton's Buildings,

Pitt Btreet, Sydnej

,

3de V«r «onth Wolo*

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S.

VE!XKS.\ARY Sl'R(JE(>\,

Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh
Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies

Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
and Histology. The Williams' Prize, '84-'85, for high-
est workB in professional esamlnations, and six Srst-

class certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois

State Veterinary Medical Association.
OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
». Mccarty, prop.

1129 Market St. S. F„ Bet. 7tliand8th.
Telephone No. 31 1

J

Long Dance, b c, yearling, by Longtellow—Gala-
lea.

Huntoon, ch c, yearling, by Lisbon—Sallie How-
ard.

Moxie, br c, yearling, by Duke of Montrose—Maria
D.

Lak«- View, b c, yearling, by Duke of Montrosfl—
Oliva.

MR. P. MACK will also seU the famous race-
horses
Poteen, br c, 3 years, by Powhatan—Miss Carter.
E<1. Mack, b c, 2 vears, by Ten Broeck—Lizzie

Billet,

And all bis other racehorses in training.

The eate will alBO include the well-knowu r&/*«-

borse

Flitter, b c, 2 years, by imp. The Ill-TJsed-Flibber-
tigtbbet, and four others, the property of MR.
JOHN T. IRELAND, Lexington, Ky.

Alfeo the imp. stallion London, cb h, foaled IRrg,

by Lowlander— Bracelet, and many other well-known
racehorses, together with numerous promising year-
lings, the produce of such celebrated sires as
.spendthrift, Longfellow. Iroquois, En-
quirer, pat Malloy, Luke Blackburn, Re-
gent. Imp. Brigadier and London, etc.
Further entries for this sale will be received by

Mr. Easton, at 112S Broadway, opposite Df-lnionlco's,

New York City, np to the end of the present month.
Mr. Scott's catalogue will be ready for distribution

in a few days.
WM. EASTON, Auctioneer.

EASTON'S KENTUCKY TATTERSAIAS.
3de2

HUNTERS, MARK!
-JDST OPENED—

TheWalker House,Boudin Island
Fine accomodation for hunters. Reasonable rates.

Splendid shooting!!
Take Steamer T. C. Walker. Mondays, Wednesdays

and Fridays. D. R. .ICFGENS. Prop. 3de4

Your Name on this Pencil Stamp, 25c

Lexington, Ky.

FOR SALE.
No. I--

Terror.

/with IndiaInt, agt's terms& outfit free

ts. are selling huudredsofthese st'ps.

aalmauMfg. Co., Baltimore, Md,,U.B- A.
..Lwdinglmporters&WriolasaleSUmprUusa.

sdee

Bay Mare, foaled spring of 18B1, by

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Musidora's dam by
son of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodburn, 1st dam by Owen ale; 2d
dam Musidora, by Belmont, etc.

No. 9.—(Tiestnal Mare, foaled spring of 1882,
by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale: 2d dam Musidora, by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Son of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir irchy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Poche
These are extra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belroont.
No. 1 is in foal to a son of Geo. M. Patchen 3 i

for further information address

W.M.WILLIAM"
Sau
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I Horse C]MPROVED nORSE ULOTHING.

Secured by Letters Patent REISSUED MARCH 29, 1881.

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-
ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims
granted

1 An improved blanket or covering, consisting of
the body-piece A, IUp C.awl t lie ext- imion B, tunned
or united together, bu as tu ever the body and legs uf
the animal, substantially as herein described.

2. i lie blanket or covering 4, having the nap C. and
the extensions B, tb fit the fore and hind legs of the
animal, front fastenings F <J. aiid the permanent straps
or bauds E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

3. The blanket or covering A. with its extensions B,
permanent securing-bands E. rind the front fastenings
F y, incom hi nation with the elastic neck-extensiou H,
substantially as and for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A ami hood J in cnmbinatioai v'ththe
elastic connecting-Strip J, substantially as described
aud fur the purpose set forth.

.i. i lie cluse-fjiringhood J, having the elastic band L,
beneath th~ jaws, so that they may be allowed to move
without disturbing the fit anil adapted to be secured
to the cover by means of straps, substantially as lierein
described.

6. The improvemert in covering-blankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the blanket A, having the flap C.
and permanent straps or bands fixed ti it to secure it

around the body,w ereby the use of loose surcingles
is avoided, substantially "as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by

L. D. STONE & CO.,
422 and 424 Battery St., SAN FRAXISIO, CAX.

KILLIP & CO.,
IVE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEEBS,

M rflontgomery Street, San Franel^-f

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO SALES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In All titles and Counties oi

the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Greex, Hon*. J. D. Caek,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. Sabsest, Esq., Hon. John Boees
Sargents. uolusa.

Hon. L- J. Kobe, Hon. A. Waleath,
Lob AngeleB. Nevada.
J. B. HaGSLN. Esq., San Francisco

Represented at Sacramento by Edwin F. Smith,
Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At San Jose by Messrs. Montgomery & Kea, Real

Estate Agents,
Being the oldest established firm in the live-stock

Business on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction Bales in this line for the past
fifteen Years, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description
either at auction or private sale. Our list of correB-

fiondents embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
nence upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to

five full publicity to animals placed with us for sale,

rivate purchases and sales of live stock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales

made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentleman whose names *r
appended.

KIIXIP * CO. 22 Monteorofrv b*««"
ond

ESTABLISHED 1355.

Race Goods.
largest and Be*>t Stock on the Coast

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALLli

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENTS FOE
L'ENTIELIi'S OYKTHIANA HoBSE BOOTS,

J. H. Fekton's Chicago Specialties,

De. DrxoN's Condition Powdebs,

ISM GOMSATTLl'S 0AU6TIQ BALSAM,

S. B.WHITEHEAD& CO,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS.

ABE PKEPARED TO CONDUCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters

And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Our Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for fifteen

years successfully managed all the principal

sales of high-class stock on this Coast.

REFERENCES
(By permission}.

AELEL LATHEOP, ESQ., SETH COOK. ESQ.,
B. HAGGIS, ESQ

.

,

THEO. WINTERS, ESQ .

E. P. ASHE, ESQ., TTO. COKBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
20 LeidesdorfT Street,

lSmartf San Francisco.

Oufingr
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Irzvel

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OUB FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DUBING IHE YEAE THEBE WILL BE ARTICLES UPON
Exploration, Travel and Adventure. Mouatain

Climbing, Camping. Popnlar Forestry. Huntine and
Hening, Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting, Rowin-
Canoeing, Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photo""
raphy. Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket
Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing, Tobogganing and Stating.

Conducted by POULTOEY BIOFLOW

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
Single numbers twenty-five cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York
styou

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of

Horse Shoeing
WITH AN APPENDIA ..

i-ofjLia- of *-ue Action of the Bace Horse and Trotter a. —'own •$
Instantaneous Photography.

ax Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiture.

"rioand-lioofd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long.'

Itps and Toe Weights.—*We have received from Mr. Joseph Calm Simpson, Editor and Propria-
wr or the Bbeepes akd Spobtsiiax, San Francisco, CaL, a copy of his book entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights, A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse anr -• ter as shown, by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-"Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many j earn or experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining io the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
thatthey might be madeto serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hooi
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses* feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he bad hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of bis experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. "We are a willing con-
vert to tip3 as against full shoes, and reading ihe plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that 'ihe common system of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to
do with our conversion. We would not take $50 for for this book and be without it. and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it
and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, ?1 ; cloth, §1.50.—We&Aern, Sportsman and L> ve Stock
Journal.

••Tips &nd Toe Weights,** a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, is the title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the peu ot j .jseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and t roprietor of
the Bueedeb and Spobtsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed In the most perspicuous manner before hia
readers, and his researches inio the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest cndorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo,whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step oi
the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory ana
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has read it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. "We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News.

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently Identified with trotters for many
years, not only as awriteron the Bubject, hut as an expert handler and developer. He has givenagreat
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe "Weights," claims to he a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats
of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is
deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Breedeb asb Spobxsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson Is the Editor of the Beeedeb asd Spobtbman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. I.
Spirit, May 10th.

T*»s and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
byaoc **'* which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyi£. • * Iron shoe that gives no rhvy or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, aii<? everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro*
tect the toeof the foot. By theiruse, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20*. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-
quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send 51.50 to him an! he will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Bural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2:20J, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for £10,000, wiih other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo.two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a sboe f and
owing to an injury to his foot when afoal it was the universal impression that he never could trot fast.
ne did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, 61,221, in which he gotarecord of 2:29^, last half in 1:131; first money in purse at Sacramento,
§500; second money at Stockton, 5250; the Stanford States, $1,672; and the Embryo, $870, making p cash
return for the season of $4,514. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first put in
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Breeder and Spoetsman will he given a complete history of the treatment of Antevelo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscopist to
make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues -which compose the foot
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Bbeedeb and Sportsman.
Fully convinced by practical results, that this uart of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as
thoroughly as the* other portions of the frame. - anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from thd
revelations of the microscope. Jos. Cairn Siia?soN.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send order* tc

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

DUPONT'S
New Brand Sporting Powder.

'SUMMER SHOOTING"
SUPERB IN aUALITY,

Shoots Moist and Clean.
This powder has just been made specially by Du-

pont & Co. to suit the Pacific Coast Climate.
It shoots .Hoist, is high grade, and of superior

excellence-as to quality.
For sale by all dealers and by the Agent,

JOHN SKINKEB:,
258 Market Street S. F.

Price $9.00 per keg. Smaller packages in pro-

portion, ootl

CHIUTs CARBOLCRYSTAL SHEEP DIP.
"Patented in Europe and America."

SHEEP DIP.

A positive scab cure. A liquid, soluble la
cold \\ atcr. It is abso utely non-

poisonoDs.

The cheapest and most effective dip on the market,
one gallon making one hundred gallons of wash.

Price, $1.75 pereallon.
Special discounts an>l terras to agents and large

consumers. For samples and other information ap-
ply to
UM>LM- HOFGH, Agents for Pacific Coast.
116 California St., San Francisco, Cal,

17eeptl2
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PAOTFIO SYSTEM.)

rains leave and are due to arrive at
Sail Francisco.

From NtT. 13. 1885.

8:00 am
4:00 P M
6:30 p M
3:30 P
9:30 am
i0;30 A M
S:30 p M
•6:00 i

t7:30 a m
12:00 M

3;30 P at

£8:00 A M
fj^OPM
7:30 a m
3:00 P M
8:00 a m
8(0 '

7:30 A M
8:00 a m
8:30 .

8:00 P M
4:00 P M
6:30 P si

•1*0 p M
8:S0 .

(10:30 A m
12:00 M
3*0 p M
*4:30 P m
3:30 a si

8:3(1 A M
3:30 p m

Siskiyou A Portland...
.Gait via Martinez

c....Haj wards and Nilea...

..Callstoga aud Nap*..

.Haywards .

..Haywards...

.. .lone via Livermo ri-

....Knight's Landing

....Livermore and Wrasanton...

....Los Angeles, Demiug, El
Paso and East

....Los Angeles and Mojavu
...Martinez and Tracy
....Milton.

,

....Ogdenanu East

. ..Ogden and East

....Red Bluff via Marysville

....Bedding via Willows

....Sacramento, via Boiiicia
via Benlcia .....

" via Livermore.
" via Beniuia
" via Benlcia
" via Benicia

....Sacramento Blver Steamers,

....San Jose

..Santa Barbara 10:40 a M

..Stockton via Livermore 5:40 P *
" via Martinez 10:40 a m

1
i.i :1U a M
6:10 p u
7:40 A M
I0:4J a m
12:40 P M
3:40 r M
8:40 p M
*C:10 A M
110:40 a si

2:40 P m
5:40 p m

10:10 A M
•8:40 a m

4:40 p M
10:4u A m
t6:10 p m
•5:4u v m
6:40 a it

7:1U P u
5:40 P M
fi:10 p m
fi -40 A M
6:10 P M
5 :40 p m
7:10 p M
10:10 a m
7:40 A M
•6:00 A M
•3:40 p a
J3:40 p \r

8 -.40 P M
9:40 a M

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1887,

Is now ready, and will he mailed free to all who send four cents in stamps to prepay postage.

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in nse at Fairlawn,

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of abont

170 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTIERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE

rotAL FERRY TRAJUiS.

From San Francisco Dally.

TO EAST OAKLAND— "6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—o:Ju—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:00—U:30
-1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00 — 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5:30— fi:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:0(1—10:00- 11:00—12:00

TO 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO
EAST OAKLAND" until 6:30 P. M., incluBi* i, also
at 9:00p.m.

TO FRUIT VALE—*6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30-n:OJ 8:30—
•2:30—3:30-4:00—1:30 -5:00—5:30-6:00-6:30—9:00.

TO FRUIT VALE Ivia Alameda)—*y;3t>—7:00-12:00.
TO ALAJtfEDA-^UO—*6:30—7:0O~*7:30—tt:00— •bidu

9:00—9:30—10:00—110:30—11:00—$11:30—12:00—}12:3»-
1:00—tl :30—2:00—12 :30-3 :00—3 :30—1 :00 — 4:30—5:00 -

6:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—»:00—10:00—11:00— 12:00.

TO BERKELEY—*6:00—"6:30—7:0o—*7:30 -8:00—* 3n

9:00— 9:30— 10:00— $10:30-11:00- tH :3n- 12:00- $12:3.,

I:00-$l:30-2:u0-t2:30—3:00-3:30— 4:00— i;20—o:UJ—
5:30—H:00—«:*'—7"«)— -i;00—9:00—10:00—11:00— 12: *),

TO WEST BERKELEY-Sarae as "T<> Bebkk'.kv,"

to hau i- runcKLn Ouil}.

FROM t- ttUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20— ,:50 8:20-8:50—
9:20— -10:19-4:20—4:10—fi;20-'S:-r0-6:i0 -6:60—7:47—
9:50.

FROM .''RUIT VALE (via Alameda) — "6 22 6:52
"6:22—$9:14—*3:22.

FROM2*D AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7:>K
7:55-8:25—8:55—9:25—9:55—10:25—10:55- 11:25—MSiS
12:25—12:55— 1:25—1:55-2:25—2:55—3:25—3:55- 4.2o—
4:55—5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:50—9:53

FROM EAST OAKLAND— "5:30-6:00- 6:30— 7:0J
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11 :W— ll <u

.2:00—12:30—1:00—1 :30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3 ;30— 4 :00—
4:30—5:00-5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 7:57— 0:57- 9:o7—
10:57

PROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 m 1 nates later
than from East Oakland.
PROM ALAMEDA—*5:30—6:00—'6:30—7:00 -*7:30—8:00

•8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00— $10:30—11:00- $11:30—12:00—
112:30—1:00— $1:30—2:00— f2:30-3:00—3:30—4:00—1:30
5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00.

/ROM BERKELEY— •5:25—5:55—•6:25—6:55—*7 :25—
7:55—•8:25— 8:55— 9:25—9:55— $10:25—10:55- $11 ;25—
11:55— $12:25 — 12:55— $1:25— 1:55— $2:25-2:55—3 :25

-

3:55— 4:25— 4:55-5:23— 5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9 :55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "Fbom Bebk-
ELEY."

THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo

(Townaend Street, between Third and Fourth Street**
San Francisco.

In effect December 1, 1887.

..Cemetery and San Mateo | 2:3

'6:10 P
6:30 p

$11:4op! t.

"8:00 a
9 ;03 A

*in:02*
t3:30P
4:36 P

I

6:40 p
I $7:50P

S;30a' ( ~\ | 9:04 a
10:30 a: J Santa Clara, San Jose, and.... . ! ,»l0-02 a
•3:30 e\\ Principal Way Stations f USr
4:30Pl V. ) I 6:40p

1Q:B0 a
|

Almaden and Way Stations
| 4:&6 P

iaiI Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville J "JO:!! a
Dp 1 ! Salinas and Monterey i 6:40 i

4":|o p! "J

Hollister and Tree Pinos

S:30a, I Wateonville, Aptos.Soquel \ *I0:O2a
* 1:30 p 1

( (C'apitola)and ~?auta Crnz f
' +6;40P

l

10:02 A
I +6 ;4U r

a in 1 1 i Soledad, Paso Robles, Templeton J i

b.wai-j (SaD LuigQ^ispo) a Way Stations. (I

For CatalogaeB or further information, adoresB

Lock Hox 310 WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.
IjanS?

a—Morning p.—Afternoon.
•Sundaysexcepted. tSundayEonly JTbeaire train bat
urdays only.

Trains rnn on Pacific Standard Time.

Nearly all rail line to Nan Lois Obispo, only t\
miles staging between Tenipletun and S^ri Luis
Obispo. Time from San Franr.isco 12 hours. Throngh
rate 18.50.

Special. Rucn d-trip Tickets, at reduced rates-
Gilroy and Paraisc Springs. [_

THE PARKER GUN

CREEK ROUTE.
FROM SAN FRANCISCO—"7:15—9:15—11:16-1:15-

8:15—5:15.
FROM OAKLAND—"6 :15—8:15—10 05 —12 :15— 2:15 -

4:15.

A for Morning. P for Afternoon.

•Sundays excepted. fSatnrdayB excepted; $Snndays
only
C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland

Standard Time furnished by Lick Qbbebvatort.

*. *8. TOWNE.
Gen. Manager. Gen. Pass. ATtk Ao-t.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAN FRA3UCISCO, CAI»

FIRE AND MARINE.
OAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFH E 410 VISE STREET
G. L. BRANDER President

J. L. FLOOD Vice-President

0. P FARNFIELD Secretary

1. S. ANGUS Assistant Manager
Bankers. Nevada Rank of San Francisco.

16axl

At the two principal events of the year— at the World's Trap Shoot-

ing Carnival held at Wellington, Mass., May :0 to June.*. >8" 7
, h^ H.ir-

ker Gun won the leading prize for best average for five day's -homing,

also at Seattle, W. T., June 9, 10 an '", lb87, tbe leading prize and best average was won wiiu the Parker

Gun adding victories to 1886 as follows: The Second Annual Tonruament of the ChamberlJn Cartridge

Co held at Cleveland, Ohio, September 14, 18B6, out of eighty sevr-n entries from representative shots,

representing fourteen States, the Parker Gun won first and tbird money, winning $9im out of the Sl.vOO

purse offered a iding another victory to 1885. which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament

for th« championship of the World, h«id at New Orleans, La.. nh. llrh to lfith. Among the contestants

shooting other guns were such champions as Carver, Bogardus. Cody. Smbbs, Erb and others.

PARKER BROS., Makers,
Sew York Salesroom, 97 Chambers St.. ^ieriden, < t.

FISHING RODS.
"We would call the attention oi

THE TRADE
To onr Catalogue of Fishing Tackle for 1888, which we will be pleased to mail to

Dealers upon application. Address,

Spkcial, NoTlCE--houii(l-tri!> tickfris ':> tine J'ann-tis
Lick ubeerviitory (Mt. H?milton) can b^ i nd at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in yan Francisco
Kate, 35.5 .

EXCURSION TICKETS.

ForSaturday, ( Sold JSattbdait aud SirNDAYunJy
Sonda. and good for return until following Mon
Monday, I day, inclusion, at the full owing rates.

Millbrae. ..

Oak Grove. .

siir. Mateo...

Redwood. .

Fair Oaks....
MenloPark.
Mayfield ,

Mo'unt'n View

ikt.
Moil.
Tkt.

8 51!

65

7h 1 10
1 00 1 25

1 JO 1 4P

1 25 1 .TO

1 ffii 1 60
1 25 1 75
1 50 200

Round ii..
from San

Francisco to

Lawrences...
>anta Clara.,
Sau Jose
GUrov
"olli'ster
Aj.toa..
Loma PriftL
Soijael
Santa Crnz
Monterey

?1 50
i 75

1 75

2 75

Sat to
Moii
Tkt^

$2 25

-i on
4 50
501

S0>
5 CO

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Denot. TownBend
atreet, Valencia-street statior.. No. 613 ^larket street.
Orand Hotel, and Eorunda.Balrtwir Hotel.
A.C.BASSETT, H.K.J UDAH,

Snperintendent Aast. Pass. A Tkt. Ae~.

ro

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFUL!/* CALLS ATTENTION TO TOE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFOBrjED BY THE "KORTHERiN DIVISIOK
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best Places in the State for

Bathing, Shootingsea and

THOS. H. CHUBB,
nol2tf POST MILJ-iS, VT.

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.

.tlixes instantly with cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing five Imperial gallon*

eqnalB nearly 6 Ajnerican gallons. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly ISO

Bheep at a cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nourisher of wool, a certain care

for scab. ^ALSO
UTTLE'S PATEMIf POWDJEK DIP.

PoiBonous, mixes instantly with cold water. Sold in

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 Sheep; in a
seven-pounds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.

Price 17 cents per pound.

CATTON, BELL & CO.
SOCCESSOES

FALKNEB, BELL .V CO.,

2431-11 <06 California Street. AUESTS.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of bold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used- ESTABLISHED

1846. 14 FIRST PBIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,

PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS. ROCHES LER. N. Y.
25dec52

IMPORTED BERKSHIEES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize winners at all the fairs in California and the

entire List of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair

Sacramento, 1886.

importations made direct from England every year

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the'

beBt hlood and most fashionable familieR of Dish-

faced Berbsbires, regardless of cost, and all re-

corded in English aDd imenran Berkshire records.

Young pigs from these importations, male and

female, from entirely different families for sale at

reasonatue prices, and every pig guaranteed. Addresi ANDREW smith. Kedwood <ity.
Ornt 218 California Street. K.in FmnfJHCO

FOR SALE.

A Thoroughbred Bull Bitch..

Apply at 305 Washington St.

HEALB'S
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

P. HKALD President^ O. 8. HALEY. fl*>e'y.

rSend for Circular octd

Fishing.
TRAIXB LEAVE SAN FEANC1SCO I/aILY FOB

MONTEREY,
>.uuimer

THE MOST CHAEMJN8
and Winter Re-sort

Pacific Coast.

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the se\ eral Btreanj s
In the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
mav 1-e had in season.

THE BA T OF MONTEREY
is int-ed for the estent and variety of fish which
ibjnnd in its waters, notably Salmon, Rock Cod, Bar-
buda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
he low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations famished at the "HOTEL DEL
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sports-
men.

THE BATHING FACILIT I ES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

AFtE UNSURPASSED,
ha-ring a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing, The BATH-HOUSE containp

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connectinefor
Individual baths, with douche and shower facilTtles-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQUEL AKD SANTA cftC/
IS VTA THE NOETHEBN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the conntiea
of San Mateo, Santa Clara. San Benito, Santa Crui
and Monterey, each of which abounds in game in grea
variety Notably

ttnail. Pigeon. Snipe, Jtntk. Uee.se. I>eer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by thiBline. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo tor those well-known Retreats, PCRIS
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PESCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex.
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These reBorta are but a short distance from Sac

Francisco and offer special inducements to the lovera
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Ticke

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOH.-

when carried in Baggage Oars and put In charge ot
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs receved In Baggage
Cars.
CS^In order to guard against accidents to Dc i>

while in transit, it Is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. GnnB and FI^Mre
Tackle will be carriedfree ofcharge. Gm. t ken ^par
and securely packed In wood or leather i

taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES—Passenger Depo*,

street, Valencia Station, and No '"

Hotel
O. BASSETT. 1. H. :

Superintendent, Asat. Pas* «i
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HORSE BOOTS, CC

EC

RACING MATERIAL Op
IN ENDLESS VARIETY AT

J, A. McKEREON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street. San Fran

DO YOU WANT A D.CM5'
DOC BUYERS* GUIDE, b

Colored plates, 100 engravings [l

of different breeds, prices they are I

worth, and where to buy them
[j

Mailed for 15 Cents. «|
ASSOCIATED FANCIERS, F

237 S. Eighth St, Philadelphia, Pa. |
9apr

STUD POINTER.
FISH T„ (3751 A. E. B.), lemon and white, by

Sensation (217 A. K. R.), ex Seph G. by Dart—Seney,
in the stud to approved bitches. Fee $30. Rush T.
is a dog of good size, good markings, rare form, excel-
lent temper, high courage and marked field instinct
In breeding he has no superior. His sire was a grand
fielder and a bench winner. His dam is a winner on
the >ench and an uncommonly good field performer.
The kennel is breeding Irish red setters of unexcep-

tionable strains. A B.TRUMAN.
ELCHO KERNELS,

eep23 311S Eleventh Si reft. S r.

IMPROVED
Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RAGE HORSES.

Secured by letters Patent, July «fi, 188%
Having thus described my invention, what I claim

as new, and desire to secure my letteia patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-
dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the e ^tensions D,
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, and
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and In combination with the check-
Sieces D and blinds F. as shown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyeB, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as and tor the purpose herein
described.

5. In a bridle, and in com 1 ination with the bUnds F,
supported and pivoted to the bridle so as to be movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
strap b or bands G and H, and the lear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by th-* patent
office, and though the corresponding letterB do not
appear on the cat, the general principle will be under-
sood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same efltect on the action 1 llows as
Is Induced by toe-weights. This is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKERRON.
Vo. 23>iand232 Ellis St. San Francisco.

Harry E, Carpenter, M.O.C.V.S.,
VETERINARY SCJUJEON.

Honorary Graduate of

Ontario Veterinary Col.

lege. Toronto, Canada
BST Ridallngs t astra'ed.

* r-terlnary Infirmary, 3? 1 Natoma St.
Eeeidence. 966 Howard St., San Francisco,

lmasa

GLOVER'S ALBUM.
A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

DOG MEDICINES.
Mange rnr***- 50«* Distemper (ur?. l-OO
ttlooil Purifier, "jOc. Vermifuge, - *jOc.

(anker Wash, 50c. Eye l.n'ion, - •
J «-

Diarrhoea I tire, 50c. Cure for Fits, -

Tonic. - - ' 50c. Eiuiment.
Kennel and Stable Soap, bestdogsoap kmw «

These remedies are sold by druggists u.
n sportsmen's go >ds.

ALL DOG DISEASES TR I \

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S

Veterinarian to the Westminster Kennel i , New
iersey Kennel Club, Rhode Island lieuinl CLuh,
Hartford Kennel Club, Hemstead Farm om pany, etc.

220C , 3 1^93 Krondivav. Waw Vol- It

*S/. Bernards
At Stud.

Champion Apollo Fee $900.
Unbeaten in Switzerland or America.
Litter brother to English champion

SIRIUS, and sire of champion Hector.
Rigi and other noted prize winners.

Viator Joseph—Fee $50,
Born Dec, 1884. Champion Beauchief.

ex-Bertha. Imported Nov., 1886. Win-
nings. 1st—St. Bernard Club, England,
1885 ; 1st—New York, 1887.

Importing—Mr. Hy. Schumacher
selects for us in Switzerland ; Mr. Sydney
Smith in England.

W. W. Tucker—Lorenzo Daniels.

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y.

Kennels—Montclair Heights, N
23apr2fi

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle,, id ah

descriptions of LiTeStock drawn or painted -er,

cither from photograph or from life.

Orit>inil designs or drawings on stone, V i » ., e c

fQrllluetra'.ion purposes, furnished.
H. BOYD, Art<

Oo^tf IS Post I •

AMERICAN
KENNEL CLuB

STUP-B00&
Blanks for registering in the official ;nd

book will be mailed on application.

Entries will close for part Four on Dili 1-

ber 30, 1SS7. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel 31 lb
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway,

6feb New Ifork.

HUNTERS' OUTFITS
M. J. FLAVIN & CO.

We offer a most complete stock of Hunting Goods, such as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and CAPS,
CARTRIDGE VEST3, etc.,

all of our own manufacture, and all warranted up to the standard of former years.

SPORTSMEN ATTENTION 1

GREAT lit,
924 to 928 Market Street,

SEt' THF BlinKIV

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. & N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. R. R's., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Uneqnaled Equipment for the Speedy aDd Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Trains.

Co umodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

Over 6.00© nilles of first-class road running West, North and North. West from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT IINE.

*-;.„ m-x ^
CHICAGO

AMD

NORTH-WESTERN

'

IRY
17101 i- tt U' ''

f u7T...J.i

ror further information apply to

HKNRT P. STANWOOD.
General Agent. San Franeinoo. C n

L C. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Bolted
BREECH—LOADING GUN!

^^MliM^
>*k®$

L. C. SMITH,

? o

5 a <
'i " H
•» at O
"it 3
5 5 pa

•S _

Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammerless Guns.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

A Demonstration of the Shooting- Qualities of the "L. C. Smith' Gun.

At the Cleveland Partridge Co. 's tournament, held at Cleveland, O., from Septrmber 13 to 1G inclusive
the "Smith" gun wou first money in every class. It also won nearly two-thirds of the entire
amout (83,000) of caBh prizes, and championship trophy for the b'Et average in the 9P class. In the ^0-
class it won *be Is', 2nd and 4th moneys; in the S0-class it took the 1st, 3rd, -1th and 5th; in the 10-class it

cook 1st and '2nd, with th* 1st and 6th in the 60-class, making a total winning nearly four times greater
than any other gun, of either foreign or hom« manufacture.

We think this a most excellent showing, as there was seven different makes off guns us>ed hy the nineteen
Contestants in the ninety class, .L. (J SMITli..

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AM) PRICE LIST. uig u

GHGIGE OLD WHISKIES!
PURE AND UNADULTERATED.

We offer for sale on favorable termB to the Trade.

CATHER WOOD'S CEIJERRATED FINE OLD WHISKIES
of the .ollowing braudB, namely:

ranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A. A-, Old Stock, Henrp Bull,
Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.

Also, in coses of 1 doz, quart bottles each,

Brunswick. Clan (Pure Oil Bye) and Fiiper Ten (Very Old and Choice).

.

ggr For excellence, purity and evenness of quality the above are unsurpassed by any whiskies 1 uDorte
I'iiv only objection to be mode to them by the manipulating dealers being that they cannot be impro-ve
upon,

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
SOLE AGENTS, --------.-----.. SAM FRANCISCO. IA1UH..MA
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General Topics.

I must adiit that personally little attention has been paid to

the regulations for admission into the Trotting Stud Book.

Carelessness was partially the reason, and the Standard was

not thought of the consequence it really has proved when a

better knowledge has been the result of becoming ac-

quainted with the system. I have erred in charging the

compiler, J. H.Wallace, with favoritism, when he was bound

by rules which did not permit of variation, and the man-

dates of the censors ha i to be enforced. Still when there is

a partiality for any race or family, it cannut well be other-

wise than lhat evidence which will be accepted in one ease,

will be rejected in another. I endeavor to be j'ist, to hold

the sciiles as evenly as possible, and yet there may be a ten-

dency to f ivor those I have Mich a strong fancy for. An ex-

tract from a private letter received from Mr. Wallace is to

the point:

" It just now occurs to me that if a thoroughly competent

man were selected to designate the particular horseman who

was the UKst ready to accept thoruughbied crosses he would

pitch upon you, and if he were to go further and select the

man who was the most ready to reject them he would pitch

upon me. From our respective positions at the poles we

must have due regard for the pre-conceptions of each other."

No one could desire a more candid statement. I will not

deny that in my advocacy of running-blood in fast trotters

that I may have been prone to accept evidence which was

not sufficiently strong to establish the point beyond question,

and on the other hand testimony rejected which a majority of

people would accept as sufficient proof. In founding a trotting

Stud Book Mr. "Wallace unquestionably erred on the right

side, if errors were committed. But without the exactness

required to tind a place in a register of trotters, the absolute

knowledge insisted upon for admission, the evidence may be

of that character which will warrant acceptance in consider-

ing the blood lines of eminent animals.

The following is cut from the blank form for registering

pedigrees to instruct people regarding the requirements to be

followed

:

Select good, short names, and don't borrow. It is in bad

taste to attach "Jr." or "Young" to a name. Owners' names
will not be accepted as a prefix or part of a name. Avoid the

use of initial letters to names. The recent action on this

subject is as follows:

"Resolved, That every stallion and colt entire should be
registered under a name distinctively his own, and that the

name of a distinguished ancestor or sire, or any material part

thereof, should not be repeated in any form when naming
animals further removed than the immediate progeny of such
ancestor or sire."

This action means a great deal, its language is plain, and
all we need say about it is that it will be carried out.

Fill out the blank form carefully and fully as far as you go.

Designate sires by their numbers when you know them.

Don't omit little things like color, sex, and year of foaling.

If you are careless you will have to pay for it.

Observe the heavy letters—A, B, 0, etc.—to the left. At

A insert the name of the animal to be registered, with all that

is suggested in the blank; at B insert the dam, her breeder,

her sire, etc., as indicated; at C insert the second dam, her

breeder, her sire, etc., and thus continue till you have ex-

hausted all that you know of the pedigree. Guess at nothing.

"Don't forget that at the point where you fail to give the

breeder and a satisfactory account of any of the dams, the

pedigree will there be cut off. Go no further than you can go

safely.

There has been no change made in the standard. Don't

forget, however, that when a horse becomes standard the ani-

mal or animals upon which that rank is dependent must first

be traced and registered, at the expense of the owner.

Admission to the Non-Standard Department bas been made
more stringent. Nothing depending upon trotting blood will

be admitted there except fillies and mares, and they must be

by a standard horse, and this horse must first be registered

at the owner's expense.

Pacers will be admitted to the Non-Standard Department

on basis of a 2:30 pacing record, and under the same rules

and conditions as apply to standard trotters. The admission

of non-standard historical pedigrees will be at the option of

compiler.

Although only one paragraph is really applicable to the

subject, the whole is so good that it is well worthy of consid-

eration. The paragraph is the one marked by a star, and

when I saw that the reasons were plain why so many "s t

bs" and "unkuown's" occurred—for instance, when in the

"Year Book," Belmont was given as by "American Boy; dam

(s t b) by Comua," I could not understand why one of the

best-known and unquestioned pedigrees in the Stud Book,

and also known to nearly every horseman on this coast,

should have the stigma of "srid to be" attached to his name.

Prunella, the Comu-? mire, dam of Belmont, was bred by

William IV, imported into New Jersey by Commodore R. F.

Stockton, of New Jersey. In all probability the connection

was not shown. Had the transfers of the mare from Comus'

Stockton to Mr. "Williamson been given there is no question

that Mr. "Wallace would not have attached the abbreviations.

It is altogether probable that either Henry or W. M. Williamson

can supply this information when the objectionable feature

will be expunged. Let us suppose, however, that after the

lapse of so many years these transfers could not be shown,

but that she was known to be in the hands of Garret William-

son, and that a false claim would have led to immediate dis-

covery. There was what was called the Jersey settlement in

Ohio, and I have always understood that the elder Mr. "Wil-

liamson brought most of his thogoughbred stock from his

former home. Had he claimed to own Prunella, without hav-

ing the right to do so, his neighbors would have nailed the

counterfeit to the counter in short time. Then, again, Bel-

mont had all the characteristics of the race from which he

sprung. Form, action, and, above all, the power to transmit

thoroughbred characteristics, he was by long odds the best

of the old-time California horses. Until what can be termed

late importations, his sons and daughters were the champi-

ons of the race-course, aud not a few have figured on the

trotting tracks.

In this connection it may not be amiss to consider the

"unknown" phase of the question. Different breeds of horses

have well-known characteristics. Thoroughbreds have dis-

tinguishing marks which are only shown by the purely bred

or those which have a good share of the blood. These are

so generally known that it is unnecessary to dwell upon or

describe them in full in these notes. The argument has been

advanced by those who are opposed to thoroughbred blood

that certain mares, claimed to have "hot blood" in their

veins, could not be bred aB represented inasmuch as they did

not show it in their form. The dams of Abdallah and Mum-
brino Chief were especially selected for and their coarseness

commented upon as positive proof of a lack of breeding. If

the absence of recognized qualities proves one side, why
should it be that the possession of them does not tend to

establish the other side? Now, if a mare was brought here

from a "race-horse region" at a time when there was bo great

an exoitement as to preclude any care for or investigation of

pedigrees, that 8he had the appearance of a thoroughbred

and her progeny followed her in looks aud action, while it is

only an assumption, it is reasonable to conclude that she in_

herited some of the blood. Again, in the early days of Cali-

fornia, there was a number of thoroughbreds kept for service

and their get was scattered all over the country. There were

advertised in the California Spirit of the Times in 1860 and

1861, Belmont, Owen Dale, imported Lawyer, Rifleman, Bel-

shazzar and Billy Cheatham, thoroughbreds. In 1862, to

these were added Jack Hawkins, Joseph, Dashaway, Rifle-

man, Cosmo, Ashlaud, importel Nena Sahib and Oddfellow.

I understand that all of these horses were well patronized,

and there is scarcely a qnestiou th it the blood of every one of

them now courses in the veins of many mares which can

only be classed as unknown,

And properly so, though there might be a strong pre-

sumption that among their ancestry were some of the highly-

bred animals which were brought to this country at an early

day. Another feature is presented in the history of A. "W.

Richmond. In the Year Booh he is given by Blackbird

401, dam (s. t. b.) by Rattler. I am under the impression

that when the last calendar was gotten up Mr. "Wallace had

no knowledge of the person who bred his dam and grandam.

The breeder of these mares was thoroughly reliable; a man
who stood very high in the estimation of his neighbors, and

who had no other interest, or, for thai matter, inclination, in

anything save telling the truth. His former home was near

Cleveland, Ohio, and he must have migrated to Iowa in the

forties. He went across the plains in 1844, and returned

from California in 1851. He sold the dam of Richmond
before making the overland journey, and I have conversed

with him and his son-in-law, Sullivan Vial, about her a great

many times. Richmond would stand thus: grey colt, foaled

April 5th, 1862; bred by Azariah Prussia, Van Buren, Jackson

Co., Iowa. By Blackbird 401; first dam a white mare, bred by

Thomas "W. Pope, formerly of Ohio, by Rattler, claimed by

Mr. Pope to be thoroughbred, second dam by Spotted Ran-
ger, also claimed by Mr. Pope to be an Arabian. There are

no good reasons to doubt that the sires of these two mares

were thus designated. But there is not sufficient ground to

admit them into a critical registry of pedigrees on that state-

ment. Although from my acquaintance with Mr. Pope I am
confident he would not confuse thoroughbreds with Morgans
or Blackhawks, to be positive the breeding of Rattler would
have to be given. Thirty years ago, in sections where thor-

oughbreds were scarcely known, it was the general impression

that Morgans, Blackhawks and many other families were,

thoroughbreds, and they were thus entered and received pre-

miums at fairs.

It is altogether improbable that Mr. Pope is alive. He
"moved" from Iowa to Missouri thirty years ago, and was
more than sixty years old at that time. His son-in-law Vial

may still be alive, and he wbb equally well posted in regard

to the horses which Mr. Pope bred in Ohio. Now if the
exact locality can be learned, and the years when the mares
were foaled, it may be that the breeding of Rattler oan be
"dug up." Should it prove that there was a horse there by
that name, and with an established pedigree, it will be as

good as "proven" that the claim was justified. As to the
claim that Spotted Ranger was an Arabian, that is readily

acoounted for. Where I was "raised," north-eastern Penn-
sylvania, these rat-tailed, qneerly-marktd horses, known in
the south as "Opelousas" horsefl, were invariably called Ara-
bians. The dam of Richmond did not show the least indica-

tion, exoepting that her skin was dark, and when wet from
sweating thero was a blueish tinge. Richmond has none of

the markings, and I have never seen a colt of his that exhib-
ited anything like reversion. Bat Nourmahal, "full" sister to

Richmond, in appearance was emphatically Opelousas, and
her colts carry the brand.

More than that, Mr. Prussia had a pair of stallions from
the dam of Richmond whioh were white with black spots
from the size of a dime to two inches in diameter. They
were finely-formed horses, full tails, and their owner sold

them for a good price to a circus company whioh was tour-

ing through Iowa. Few who have studied the mysteries of
animal breeding will question the propriety of accepting these
characteristics as nearly positive proof of that strain of blood.
Jacob was successful in producing oddly-marked coats, and
there are numerous instances of color being determined by
outside influenoe. But when several members of a

have shown these markings, the inheritance is unquesti.

.

I remember a rat-tailed, roan gelding by one of these m
stallions whioh was quite a trotter. Capital horses gor.-.

and though, as a rule, of high form, they were anyth.i
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handsome to look at. Io Pennsylvania I was acquainted

with a Doctor who had a very large practice, extending sev-

eral miles on each side the village. He made it a point to

get "Arabians," and if a likely one was offered would pur-

chase, if even he had a supply at the time. He reasoned that

horseflesh was cheaper than his time, and that breed had

more wear in them at a fast pace than any other.

As an evidence of the utter lack of knowledge of what consti-

tuted a thoroughbred less than thirty years ago, the old adver-

tisements will be trotted out. From the tirst American occupa.

tionof California the blood horse figured quite largely, and

therefore it might have been expected that there would be a

correct understanding. A synopsis of the early stallions will

also be of service by showing the prevailiog blood. In 1860

only eight were advertised, and the pedigrees given as follows:

John Nelson by imp. Trustee, from the Redmond mare, by

Abdullah. Black Leg, bred by James Biggart, "Washington

Co., N. Y., by old Rattler, bis dam hy Hamiltonian. Bel-

mont by American Boy, from Prunella by Comas. Lawyer,

imported from England, by Flatcateber, from Royalty by Bay

Middleton. R&ttler, "Werner's, by Biggarl's Battler, his dam

Ninrod mare by Bishop's Hamiltonian. Trustee by imp.

Trustee, his dam American Doe by Daniel Haight's Pay-

master. Hamlet by old Black Hawk, his dam Lady Kate by

Navarino by Harry. Bellfounder, no pedigree given, stated

to be a dark bay, 16* hands high, weighs 1,520 pounds, and

is ten years old. Yolo Chief, alight bay, 16i hands high;

weighs 1,400 pounds and ii five joars old; "sired" by Bell-

founder, out of an imp. Morgao mare. Nearly a full column

is given to the advertisement of Owen Dale, by Belmont, from

Maria Downing by American Ejlipss, the pedigree being

elaborated and an apuended certificate from Bailie Peyton

regarding a wonderful trial, heats of two miles, which that

eminent turfman jnd breeder witnessed io 1850.

Abe Lincoln by Keokuk, his dam by Trustee." Stockbri ge

Chief by "old Stockbridge Chief, his dam Fanny Dawson a

Messenger mare."

Owners appear to have learned tne advantages of advertis-

ing, and iu 1862 twenty-one are recorded. Some which had

been restricted to short space were indulged with the best

part of a column in which there wsb a decided tendency to

amplify. Eleven thoroughbreds and twelve trotters. Joseph by

Hermes (son of Mariner and Fashion) from Patsey Anthony

by imp. Priam, is one of the new comers, and for the short

|

time he was kept in California did his part towards fast trot-

I ting. Tie was the sire of the dam of Vanderlynu and the

grandam of Arrow. Imported Nona Sahib is still heard of

through his progeny, although not successful as the progen-

itor of race-horses. Among the trotters of this year pre-

sented for public service are Geo. M. Patchen Jr., Captain

Fisher, General Taylor, Chieftain and some additions to the

Vermont Black Hawk family. Quite a number of the latter

strain were brought from Beloit, "Wisconsin, and, as a rule,

affidavits from David Hill, the owner of Black Hawk, are

appended. By all odds, however, the most successful of the

trotling stallions which were here in 1862 was George M.

Patchen Jr. Whipple's Hambletonian was brought here in

1S62, then only one ye&r old, and St. Clair was here, but his

immediate descendants will not rank with those of Patchen,

though when two generations are taken into consideration,

he will take a high place among trotting progenitors.

Iu 1S61 there was quite an addition t) the foregoing list.

The new-comers in the advertising columns were Comet by

Y^uug Black Hawk, by old Black Hawk of Vermont, his dam

by Morgan Tally-ho. Benicia Boy by "oil Vermont Black

Hawk, dam a full-blooded Messenger mare." Sherman

Morgan by Fisher's Morgan, a son of Sherman Morgan, his

dam of "Messenger stock." Lannts by Burgess' Sherman

Morgan, (the above) his "Jam a full-blooded Morgan mare

brought from Vermont and owned by E. Baker & Sons,

bankers, Cedar Rapids, Iowa." The nest horse on the list

is' worthy of more than a passing notice. He was the first

Clay horse I have found recorded, his name Mystery, by

"Cassius M. Clay, by Heniy Clay, his dam Maid of Honor by

Duke (known as the Bowman Horse), and he by imp. Prince

Le Rove. The Maid of Honor was raised by Joseph Laberee

of Eaton, Canada East, and never beaten in her race?" at three

and four-mile heats. She was sold by Mr. Laberee to D. G.

Cunningham of Brooklyn, L. I., who bred the horse Mys-

tery, and sold him when a colt to F. L. Brown of Essex Co.,

Vermont, of whom he was purchased and brought to this

State." Had all of the old-timers been thus particular in pre-

senting data there would be comparatively little trouble in

fixing the bloodlines. Mystery is desctibed as a "dark chest-

nut, full sixteen hands high, and weighs about 1200 pounds;

is a horse of great power and fine action, and trotted at the

County Fair, Essex Co., Vermont, in 1857, to wagon, in 2:46;

was brought to this State last year via Panama. Some three

months after arriving, the horse being in no condition to trot,

not having recovered from the effects of his severe trip by

steamer, he trotted a 3 in 5 race over the Marysville

Park Course, against the celebrated trotting stallion John

Nelson, winning the race with ease." Mystery was the sire

cf the dam of Tommy Dodd, 2:24, and his blooi will cer-

tainly be a good mixture in trotting pedigrees if uncontatnin-

ated with base strains thereafter.

And now we come to a double illustration. Interesting as

being the first son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian brought to this

side of the mountains, and few, indeed, of them had been

taken anywhere when he was purchased. The head lines of

the ad are "The thoroughbred stallion Abdallah," and the

tiist two lines "The Okly Trotting Horse That Ever,

took a premium in this Btate as a thoroughbred." He was

fualed the 29th of March, 185i, bred by Charles Hultz, Orange

Co., N. Y., by Hambletonian by Abdallah (this was before the

' 'Hero of Chester" was known as Rysdyk's Hambletonian); his

dam by Roebuck, grandam by "Sir Henry" the celebrated race-

horse that ran with Eclipse. William M. Rysdyk's affidavit

is attached certifying to the correctness of the pedigree.

"With this and other examples it is not surprising that Mr.

Wallace should ask. "What proof bave yon that the animal is

thoroughbred? Wine Creek Black Hawk is given by Ver-

mont Black Hawk, his dam by Young Sir Walter, grandam by

Sir Charles, great grandam a Morgan mare. Sir Charles is

noted as a eon of Duroc which distinguishes him from a

more celebrated Sir Charles. Manhattan is said to be a son

of Wine Creek Black Hawk his dam a Duroo mare, Rifle-

lii ad by Glencue, from the dam of FrazierjBelshazzar by imp.

ilelshazzar, "dam Whip;" Billy Cheatham by Cracker, from

Ln'-v by Mingo; ABhland by Glencoe, from Mary Bell by Sea

Gill are the advertised additions in 1S61 to the thorough-

breds. There are more trotters for the year, however, Black

Hiwk by Vermont Blaok Hawk, "dam a thoroughbred Mes-

senger mare, g. d. by Argyle, g. g. d. by imported Spread

Ei*le." Vermont by Independence, his dam by Gifford.

"Witerloo by "Rattler, his dam was a thoroughbred bay mare

Naucy, imported by Col. Ray of New York, she by Chanti-

cleer." Black Hawk Keokuk, by Hill's "old Black Hawk, dam

by old Bishop Hamiltonian, grandam by Bellfounder,"

In 1863 "The celebrated trotting stallion Garibaldi" was

advertised, and the above caption was followed by the

announcement that "Garibaldi is a thoroughbred horse and

has made the best time of any stallion in the State." Chief-

tain makes his appearance, the pedigree given being by

"Hia-Togne, dam by Eclipse, (Trimble's) grandam by Ken-

tucky Whip." He is represented to have been 16| hands

high and of powerful build. His blood figures quite promin-

ently in trotting on this coast. His son DeSance trotted in

2:24 after pacing in 2:17 and a fraction. Cairo trotted in2:26,

and the dams of Honesty and Mt. Vernon are his daughters,

besides the dams of others of less note. Kentucky Hunter

represented the family to which Flora Temple belonged;

Marmion by Mambrino Chief that family of great trotters,

and Hamilton Chief waB the son of Royal George. From this

slight sketch it is evident that in what may be termed the

early days of Cdifornia there was a large number of thor-

oughbreds and representatives of all the most noted trotting

families of the era. With the continual changes of location

which prevailed among the inhabitants horses must necessarily

become scattered, and as scarcely any attention was given to

the preservation of pedigr.es, a large proportion of those bred

twenty-five years ago and their descendants have become

unknown.

The locations of the stallions which were adveitised were

in various Dortions of the State. San Francisco, Star House

Sacramento Co., Putah Creek, Napa City, San Jose, Sacra-

mento, Green Valley Contra Costa County, Folsom, Santa

Rosa, Red Bluff, Stockton, Mayfield, Petaluma, San Mateo,

Napa, Marysville, lone, San Antonio, San Leandro, French

Crossing Colusa County, Tehama, Nicolaus, Mountain View,

Snscol, Oakland, were some of the points named, others being

on ranches in specified counties. The wide extent of terri-

tory covered by the "stands" was of service disseminating

the blood from San Jose to the northern portion of the State.

In the old files I have examined there are no notices of

horses standing in the southern portion of the State, the

probable cause being that that section did not become Ameri-

canized bo soon, and there v. as a strong feeling in favor of the

native breed. Saddle horses were favorites, and the hardy

untiring mustangB, which could gallop from sunrise to sun-

set, the best fitted to fill the bill for that country.

Walter Colton in his interesting work, "Three Years in

California," published in 1850, giveB an account of the

famous ride made by Colonel Fremont, in company with Don
Jesuse Pico, from Los Angeles to Monterey and back. The
home journey is thus described: "At four o'clock in the

afternoon of the day succeeding that of their arrival, the

party were ready to start on their return. The two horses

rode by the Colonel from San Lnis Obispo were a present to

him from Don Jesuse, who now desired him to make an

experiment with the abilities of one of them. They were

brothers, one a year younger than the other, both the same

color—cinnamon—and hence called el canelo or las canelos.

The elder was taken for the trial, and led off gallantly as the

party struck the plain which stretches toward the Salinas.

A more graceful horse and one more deftly mounted, I have

never seen. The eyes of the gathered crowd followed them

till they disappeared in the shadows of the distant hills. Forty

miles on the h'ind-gallop and then camped for the night.

Another day dawned, and the elder oauelo was again under

the saddle of Col. Fremont, and for ninety miles carried him
without change, and without apparent fatigue. It was still

thirty miles to San Luis, where they were to pass the night,

and Don Jesuse insisted that canelo could easily perform it,

and so said the horse in his spirited look and action. But

the Colonel would not put him to the trial, and shifting the

saddle to the younger brother, the elder was turned loose to

run the remaining thirty miles without a rider. He imme-

diately took the lead and kept it tho whole distance, entering

San Lnis on a sweeping gallop, and neighing with exulta

tiou on bis return to his native pastures. His younger

brother, with equal spirit, kept the lead of the horsei under

the saddle, bearing o a his bit and requiring the constant

oheck of his rider. The whole eight horses made their one

hundred and twenty miles each in this day'B ride, after

having performed forty the evening before."

It is not surprising that the Dons of the southern country

did not "cotton" at once to the introduction of new ttock

when possessors of such animals as those described by Colton.

But he had not exhausted his panegyrics, and as the book is

now somewhat rare, I will copy further:

"After a detention of half a day at San Luis Obispo by a

rainstorm, the party resumed the horses they had left there,

and which took them back to Los AngeleB in the same time

they had brought them up, thus making their rive hundred

miles each in four days, with the interval of repoBe occupied

in the ride from San Lois to Monterey and back. Iu this

whole journey from Lob Angeles to Monterey and back

—

making eight hundred and forty miles—the party had

actually bnt one relay of fresh horses; the time on the road

was about seventy-six hours. The path through the entire

route lies through a wild and broken country, over r'dgeB,

down gorges, around bluffs, and through gloomy denies

where a traveller, unused to these mountains, would often

deem the 6low trot impracticable. The only food which the

horses had, except a few quarts of barley at Monterey, was

the grass on the road; though the trained and domteticated

horses, like the Canelos, will eat or drink almost everything

their master uses. They will take from his caressing hand

bread, fruit, Bugar, coffee, and, like the Persian horse, will

not refuse a bumper of wine. They obey with the gentlest

docility hie slightest intimation; a swing of his hand or a tap

of his whip on the saddle will spring them into insumt

action, while the check of a thread-rein on the Spanish bit

will bring them to a dead stand; and yet in these sudden

stops, when rushing at the top of their speed, they manage

not to jostle their rider or throw him forward. They go

where their master directs, whether it be a leap on the foe, up

a flight of stairs, or over a chasm. But this is true only of

the conduct and behavior of those horses trained like the

Canelos, who vindicate, io the mountain glens of California,

their Arab origin. They are all grace, fleetness, muscle and

fire; gentle as the lamb, lively as the antelope, and fearless

as the lion."

Enthusiastic as the Duke of Newcastle was over two hun-

dred years ago when pictnring the good qualities of the Span-

ish horse, the reverend Alcalde is not far behind. From A.D.

1650, to the year 1850, i6 a long gap, plenty of time for favor-

ites to wax into full proportions anl wane into comparative

insignificance. The Duke wrote when thoroughbreds were

io their infancy, in fact unknown, three-quarters of a cen.

tury before the advent of the Godo'phin.some years before the

importation of "royal marea." Mr. Colton is in error, how-

ever.in ascribing their origin to the Arab. It is well established

that the Barb was the progenitor of the Spanish horse, and

after these many centuries have elapsed, the distinguishing

marks are still palpable. But it is evident that the position

I have taken regarding the early blood in California is tenable,

and that the unknown quantity in a California trotting pedi-

gree is more apt to be a good mixture than otherwise.

J. C. S.

Fair List for 1888.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Three or four months

hence the directors of the various fairs will be hard at work

getting up their premium lists, and colt stakes for the next

fall meetings. I desire again to call the attention of theBe

gentlemen to the lack of uniformity in those lists, and to sug-

gest that some one association take the matter in hand by

inviting the managers of our several District Fairs and the

Slate Fair to meet them and agree upon a common list with

fewer incongruities than those now existing.

The breeders of horses and cattle would like to make the

whole circuit, but it is utterly impossible for them to do

it under present arrangements. One fair, for instance, will

require a stallion and three colts to be shown, while a second

cal'sfor a stallion and Jive colls, whilst a third requirs ten coltn

as the proof of the stallion's breeding. The same may be

said as regards cattle in the herd and other classes. Some

offer premiums on each and every breed of cattle, whilst

others bunch three or more classes in one, in which event

premiums are almost invariably awarded according to preju-

dice and not upon merit, provided the judges don't make mat.

ters easy for themselves by dividing up, share and share

alike.

The five leading fairs in this section viz., San Jose, Oak-

land, Petaluma, Stockton and Sacramento are certainly in a

condition, and on a footiug to offer a fair list of premiums to

all olasses of live-stookwithout showing favor to special breeds

or belittling others. Nor should there be any cause for

their reducing the premiums offered in the event if there be

no competition or charging an entrance to sweepstake classes.

Sweepstakes should be confined to one breed of each class of

stook. and not be offered for all breeds of that class. At Sao-

ramento last year the sweepstakes on best bull and best cow

of any age or breed went to Shorthorns, whereupon the

Hereford men withdrew their herds and declined to show
againBt the Shorthorns for the "sweestake herds," alleging

that the judges were biased in favor of Short Horns. At this

juueture'the committee was changed and the Hereford men
came into the ring again, and whilst the new committee was

at work the writer discussed the merits of the herds with

one of the judges that had just been replaced- It was the

opinion of this geutleman that the Herefords wonld now get

the premium, and he stated that he would have voted that

way if still on the committee, as he considered the Hereford

a better rustler and a better baef auinlal than the Short Horn.

I stated that the t»pe linethenin use by the committee would

tell whether the Heretords on exhibition were better than
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the competing Short Horns on beef points, to which he
replied thai he did not reqaire a tape line that he could and
would jadge by his eye aud what he knew of the two herds,
and that that Mid him the Herefords were the best and
would win. Well, they didn't. One of the Short Horn hards
wou by considerable (I do not now recjll the number of
poiuts). Here is an instance where the tape told one tale,

whilst this judge in the strength of a mistaken vision and his
knowledge of other cattle than those in the ring, would have
awarded the ribbon when actual measurement showed that
it did not belong.

The writer was one of a committee on horses at the Bay
District Fair last fall, and it fell to this committee's disagree-
able lot to decide hetweeen a Cleveland Bay and a Standard
trotter with a record of 2:21, for the Sweepstakes premium
which admitted all classes of horses. It so hapueed that the
committees* prejudices were in favor of tue trotter, all of them
being bieeders and Iovt-rs of the trotting horse, b.ton dis-

cnssin_ the matter we found that we were agreed on one
point, viz.. that the Cleveland B*y would better till the bill

for "general purposes" than the trotter, and so the Cleveland
Bay was awarded the premium There are horses and
hordes, cattle and cattle, dogs and dogs. "Where would a
committee place the ribbon in a sweepstake in which the
entries happened to be a bulMog, a greyhound and a pug?
Let us have a conference by all means and decide to do away
with these differences and absurdities that appear in our
premium list. The result cannot but be beneficial to the
fairs. Sosoma.

Roaring in Horses.

How Apollo Won the Derby.

Apollo will always be remembered in connection with the

Kentucky Derby of 1882, and his victory in that event was
about as sensational an affair of its kind as the American
turf ha6 ever witnessed. It was in thit year that the English

system of book-making was getting to be well understood in

this country, and in imitation of their brethren across the

water the American book-makers were laying long odda in
the winter of 1881 on the fixed events to be contested the
following spring at the principal Southern aud Eastern
tracks. The crack two-year-old of 1SS1 had been the bay
colt Runnymede, a son of Billet, while the three-year-old
that had swept all before him was the redoubtable Hindoo.
Both these horses were in the Dwyer stable, and both
were engaged at the Louisville meeting. These engagements
had been made for the colts by the men who owned them
before they had passed into Dwyer stable by purchase, aDd
as Runnymede was known to outclass, sj far as public form
went, anything that was to stirt agaiost him in the Derby,
the public took to backing him the winter previous to the
race. Somehow or other the impression gained ground
among the book-makers that the Dwyers would not send
their horses that had engagements at Louisville to that city to
meet them. They had never run their stable in the TVest or
or South, and it was against their expressed policy to do so.

Jast how the book-makers came to be so sure that this policy
would continue to be followed is not clear. There was talk
at the time that a man who was supposed to know all the
secrets of the Dwyer stable gave it out confidentially to cer-
tain book-makers that they need not be afraid to lay all they
could against Kunnymede for the Derby and Hindoo for the
Louisville Cup, as neither of them would be there to take
part in the race. The Dwyers also had the famous Luke
Blackburn in the Merchant Stakes and Cup, and between him
and Hindoo there was not much to choose. And so the
book-makers, relying implicitly on thd popular belief, con-
tinued to lay against Runnymede in the Derby and Hindoo
in the Cup, until three firms stood to lose something like a
quarter of a million dollars should the Dwyer cracks go to

trie front in both races. When spring came there was no
sign that the stable would go to Louisville, but a couple of
weeks before the races began they pnt in an appearance
there, and when it was seen what fine fettle they were in the
men who had laid such long odds against them when they
thought they were playing a sure thing were dismayed, be-

cause there was nothing in the Derby that was supposed to

be able to exercise Runnymede, and as for Hindoo in the
Cup, it was true that Checkmate was on hand,"bul with
Hindoo at his be3t the other one could not live with the
famous son of Virgil.

This was the situation on Derby day when the horses for

t be great race came to the post, with Runnymede looking
fine as a fiddle and fit to run for a man's life. As to oppo-
nents, it did not look as if he had any. It was true that

Bengal, one of the other starters, had won the Blue Ribbon
Stakes at Lbxinston the previous week, but the company he
met in that race was very moderate indeed, and his perfor-

mance, even under such circumstances, was not such as to

warrant tha belief that he could live in a contest with Runny-
mede. Another stake winner was Apollo, but when his

record came tn be looked over it was even worse than that of

Bengal. He had won the Cottrill Stakes at the New Orleans
meeting several weeks before, but in that race several of his

competitors had fallen down, and among the lot was the gray
filly Anglia, a daughter of Virgil and Lag, that up to that

time had not been beaten, winning her races in such hollow
style as to show her far the superior of any other three-year-

old at New Orleans. That a horse should have been victorious

in a race where all the cracks fell down was not mnch of a

recommendation for a Derby candidate, and yet this was all

the record Apollo had when he faced the starter at Louisville.

Green Morris, who ownei him, is one of the shrewdest men
on the running turf, and yet he did not think that Apollo
had any chance to win and did not back him for a dollar.

Spellman, the stable's jockey, was not put up, the mount
being given to a stable boy. The race wa3 a simple one.

After the horses had run a mile there was nothine in it but
Runnymede, Apollo and Bengal, and half-way down the

home stretch Runnymede had the others beaten and was
finishing alone, when he was seen to suddenly falter, and, as

Apollo came with a rush just then, he managed to win by
half a length. It was the greatest deliverance on record for

the book-makers, and, as a matter of fact, had Runnymede
won some of the weaker ones would have gone to wall. After

the race was over it was found that Runnymede had been cut

one of his flanks by another horse, and as the wound was a

painful one it no doubt caused him to falter ]ust at the

critical moment, and the result was that be lost the race,

being beaten before he could again get into his stride.

After this notable performance Apollo had a long career.

Sometimes he won and sometimes he lost, but whenever
there was an event of importance on hand John Spellman
always had the mount on the chestnut horse, and it was
meet that they should go out of the world so close together.

The horse was gaunt from starvation caused by lock-jaw

when he died, and his old-time jockey's once bright face was
seamed and furrowed by dissipation. Both had outlived '

heir days of usefulness.

—

Breeder's Gazette.

There can be no doubt that this dire malady, commencing
ordinarily with whistling in the first stage, proceeding in the
second to roaring, and ending finally in broken wind, is on
the increase among British horses. The evidence taken
before Lord Iiosebery's celebrated committee of 1873 prove 1—if it proved nothing else—that, in consequence of the dete-
riorating facts scattered broadcast by unsound stallions man-
ufactured out of five and six furlong races, there is a vast
increase in the number of Eoglish horses of which the respir-
atory organs are affected. The late Mr. John Maunington,
of Brighton, one of the ablest veterinary surgeons in this
country, and an intimate friend of the late George Fordham,
stated in his evidence that "there are a lot of stallions travel-
ling the country which poison the breed of horses. Every
year we see upon the turf thoroughbred horses which are as
good as th^ir predecessors ever were, but the generality of
these now in training are not so sound as when I first went
into practice. Ltmene.-s m the kne-s was almost unknown
before Wild Dayrell. but ever >nu-e his stock have been about
the country we have lots of horses lame in the knee, bred
from him and his descendants. As for roarers, they are more
numerous than ever. Blair Athol gets an enormous number
of them. People win persist in sending mares to a superior
racehorse despite that he is unsound. He, in his turn,
becomes the father of some good two-year olds and three-
year-olds which are thick -winded — a defect which they
impart to their progeny; and so the mischief spreads to gener*
ation after generation." In a letter addressed to a friend by
the Earl of Coventry, he says, "Short races make people care-
less whether they breed from sound horses or not, for roarers
can win over a short course, but are generally useless over
courses exceeding six furlongs. Roaring is the most heredit-
ary disease known among horses, and yet people breed from
roarers, and will continue to do so as long as there is a pre-
ponderance of short races."

It is to be feared that the extraordinary prowess displayed
at Ascot by the Duke of Westminster's Ormonde will make
breeders of thoroughbreds more indifferent to roaring than
ever. That the Derby and St. Leger winner makes a noise
cannot be denied, but whether he is a confirmed ioarer like
his relative, Prince Charlie, we should hesitate to assert.
Roaring, when it has assumed a chronic form, arises most
frequently from a paralyzed condition of the dilator muscles
on the left side of the windpipe, although there are, undoubt-
edly,many other causes which give occasion to this grave
defect in equine respiration, and to one of these latter some
of the best judges iu England believe that Ormonde's case
belongs. For many weeks Dr. Fleming has applied electric-

ity to Ormonde's windpipe, but thus far, we fear, without
materially affecting the imperfect respiration of that noble
horse. If Ormonde's roaring proceeds from a wasting of the
left muscle of the larynx, we do not believe that electricity or
exportation to a milder and drier climate will ever restore him
to health. In our opinion Ormonde would never have been
able to beat Minting aud Bendigo over the stiffest mile and a
half in England if he had been a roarer of the ordinary type.
Every good judge of horse-racing, for instance, who closely
watched the Doncas'er St. Leger in 1372 will remember that
until the field of starters were close to the Red House Mr.
Joseph Dawson's Prince Charlie had the other competitors at
his mercy. At that point, however, the magnificent miler in
question stopped as though he had been shot. Towards the
close of 1SS6 Ormonde, although his wind complaint did not
prevent his winning the St. Leger, was distinctly heard by
many disinterested witnesses to make a noise; but there seems
good reason for doubting whether he is a roarer in the ordin-
ary sense of the word. Assuming this hypothesis to be cor-

rect, it is by no means improbable that the transference of
this valuable thoroughbred to a dry climate such as the Cape
of Good Hope, or Australia, or California—a name which, by
the way, is derived from two Spanish words signifying "hot
furnace"—would restore to him the clear pipes from want of
which he is disrespectfully numbered at present with steeds
which have "joined the band." That there have been thick-
winded and noisy horses in abundance upon whose damaged
pipes the Cape of Good Hope and Australia acted with the
most beneficent effect can be established beyond question. It

has often been stated in print that the late Lord Charles Som-
erset, uncle to the present Duke of Beanfort, imported sev-
eral race-horses from England to the Cape when he was gov-
ernor of that colony. Among those thoroughbreds were
included some with their respiratory organs affected, and
almost without exception they recovered in the fine, clear,

bracing air of the Cape. Every physician of experience is

aware that for consumptive, bronchial, and asthmatic patients

a dry atmosphere is more necessary than warmth. For
instance, it has long been the habit for medical men to send
patients with affections of the respiratory organs from the
damp and foggy coast of New England during the winter
months to the cold, but perfectly dry, elastic, and stimulat-
ing air of Minnesota and Colorado. In both those States the
glass frequently registers thirty, forty, or even fifty degrees
below zero, and the snow lies on the ground for months
together. But overhead the unclouded sun shines with bril-

liant effulgence day after day; high winds and storms are of

very rare occurrence, aud in Colorado the ground sends forth

electric flashes by night when scratched with the finger.

No such malady as consumption is said to exist there among
human beings or as roaring among horses, and we have lately

seen a statement, put forth with apparent authority, that

among the thousands of horses bred during these last few
yews upon Governor Stanford's monster stud farm at Palo
Alto, in California, not a single roarer has been included.
The Dake of Westminster has lately sent one of his horses

—Newton by name—to the West India Island of St. Kitts'

with a view to curing the malady of roaring, with which the
four-year-old in question was affected when he left England.
It will be very interesting to all lovers of horseflesh to watch
the results of this experiment, although the climate of the
West Indies is hardly so dry, and certainly far less bracing
than that of the Cape, of Colorado, or of California. The
late Mr. Thoma3 Parr, in whose hands Fisherman won count-
less Queen's Plates, and Weathergage, who cost his last

owner and trainer no more than £35, won the Cesare^itch,

used to maintain that half the roarers in England picked up
that distressing malady in the hot stables of trainers. It was
Tom Parr's custom to have Fisherman, Rataplan, Saucebox,
Weathergage, Mortimer, and all the many good horses which
passed through bis hands, standing in rough-boarded loose-

boxes, through the open chincks of which the wind whistled

with cutting keeDness in mid-winter, while a single rug was
thrown over the loinsof his horses. Moreover, he rode these
habitually as hacks along the roads and occasionally with
the hounds, as had been done many years before by Mr. Fer-

gassoo, who is said to have been asked in the hunting-field

what he would take for his horse, and to have replied,

"Seven thousand guineas." The horse in question was Hark-
i^ay, who would have been cheap at that price.

"The world is still in its youth," exclaimed the late Mr.

Darwin, and before many more decades have sped it is prob-
able that many discoveries will be made as to tho origin and
possibly as to the cure of roaring. In the meantime, it is
fortunate that Ormonde should be the property of a noble-
man whose opulence is only equalled by his love for horses.
From the experiments made in this interesting field of inquiry
by the Duke of Westminster we trust that much instruction
for his horse-loving contemporaries and successors will be
forthcoming after many days.— Telegraph.

Occident Stake, 1888.

The following have made second payments in the Occident
Stake for 1S3S, and upon which third payments will be due
January 1st, 1883:

Palo Alto's b c Monteith by Electioneer, dam Mamie C. by
imp. Hercoles.

Palo Alto's b f Doe by Electioneer, dam Dura by Dun Victor.
Palo Alto's blk f Georgina by Ansel, dam Glericora by

Mohawk Chief.

Coombs Bros.' b f Ztofandel by Steinway. dam Dolly McCann.
L. J. Rose's br f Nehushta by Stamboul, dam Neluska by

Sultan.
Jos. Cairn Simpson's b or br c Antasus by Anteeo, dam Avola.
Jos. Cairn Simpson's g c Anteire by Anteeo, dam Queen by

A. W. Richmond.
Chris. W. Smith's blk f Little Dorrit by Abbotsford, dam

Beauty (dead).

Ariel Lnthrop's b f Grace Lee by Electioneer, dam Addie 1*e,
Mr. Hogoboom's br c Waldstein by Director, dam Nellie W.

by Electioneer.
Wm. Corbitt's ch f by Guy Wilkes, dam Blanche by Arthur-

ton.

Mr. Corbitt's blk c by Guy Wilkes dam Sunny Slope Belle.
Mr. Corbitt's b c by Guy Wilkes, dam Lady Sigoal by Signal.
Mr. Corbitt's ch c by Guy Wilkes, dam St. Clair by* Arthurton.
Mr. Corbitt's br c by Guy Wilkes, dam Sable by The Moor.
S. Solomon's b c by Guy Wilkes, dam Flora Langford by

Langford.
A. McFadyen's b c Redwood by Anteeo, dam Lou Milton by

Milton Medium.
A. L. Whitney's ch c Pilgrim by Dawn, dam Gazelle by

Gen'l McClennan.

Santa Rita Stock Farm.
Mr. Valensin, having purchased the Santa Rita ranch in

Livermore Valley, has removed his stock to the new place,
and is adding the necessary buildings and other auxiliaries aa
fast as the weather will permit. He has retained the old name
and christened the ranch Santa Rita Stock Farm. He made
the first sale from the new location last week, the weanling
(five months old) colt Thistle to Messrs. Salisbury &
McDowell for $1,200. Thistle is by Sidney, dam Fernleaf, 2:28
by Flaxtail; second dam Fannie Fern by Irwin's Tuck-
ahoe, etc. Fernleaf is the dam of Ivy, two-year-old trial 2:26;
Roseleaf, two-year-old trial 2:3-5; Shamrock, two-year-old stal-
lionrecord 2:25, and Goldleaf. This last-named filly was sold to
Mr. Salisbury last season, and is credited with showing fast
trials in her two-year-old form. The fact that her owner and
driver have bought her full brother Thistle would indicate
that they have a deal of confidence in the family. Sidney will
make the season of 18S8 at Santa Rita farm.

King Fish.

Horsemen will regret to bear of the death of that excellent
two-year-old King Fish, by Virgil, out of Kith, by imp. Aus-
tralian. He was purchased as a yearling at D. Swigert'a
annual sale by Messrs. Dwyer Bros, of Brooklyn, for $2,225.
That the famous brothers made no mistake in their selection
is proved by the fact that he won five races, ran second the
same number of times, was three times third, and ran un-
placed five times. His winnings for the season footed up to
the splendid sum of $31,665. For some time he has suffered
from disease of the kidneys, which finally culminated in
death on Friday, December 2d. The following record speaks
for itself.

In the Hudson Stake at the Brooklyn Spring Meeting ha
won his first victory, five-eighths of a mile." With 115 lbs. up
he defeated Guarantee, 120 lbs.; Tea Tray. 115 lbs.; Omaha,
112 lbs.; Mercury. 115 lbs.; My Own. 112 lbs.; and Umpire,
115 lbs

,
in the fair time of 1K)2J. At Jerome Park, in the

Juvenile Stake, distance half a mile, he disposed of a field of
ten, winning by six lengths in 51j seconds. The Zephyr
Stake at Coney Island was captured" by him in the very fast
time of 1:15, with 120 lbs. in the saddle. At Monmouth
Park he_won a great race in the Junior Champion Stake.
With 115 lbs. up he won in a canter by three lengths from
Los Angeles, 115 lbs, second; and Sir Dixon, 115 lb3. third.
Sixteen started, and the time was 1:15§.

At Saratoga he won the Flash Stake, half a mile, with 110
lbs. up, in 50 seconds; Badge, 110 lbs., second; Van Leland,
110 lbs, third; Cantolet, 107 lbs., fourth; and Tatian, 112J
lbs., fifth. Cn the first day of the Brooklyn Spring Meeting
he ran a good second to Guarantee in the Expectation Stake,
distance half a mile, and the time was fifty seconds.
At the spring meeting at Jerome Park, in the Sequence

Stake, five-eighths of a mile, he ran second to Tea*Tray,
each carrying 115 pounds. The track was very heavy, and
the time was 1:05$. At Hrrse Haven, in the Saratoga Stake,
three-quarters of a mile, with 112 lbs. up, he ran second to
Emperor of Norfolk; Satan, Quotation and Puente were
behind him. The time was 1:17. At the same meeting, in
the Kentucky Stake, he again played second fiddle to the
Emperor, in 1:16. In the Equity Stake, also at Saratoga,
with 105 lbs. up, he was second to Los Angeles, 103 lbs;
Satan, 109 lbs.; Geraldine, 102 lbs.; Persimmons, 104 lbs

,

and Albany 99 lbs., finished in the order named. In the
Foam Stake, at Coney Island, he ran third to Omaha and
Guarantee; and in the Spring Stake, at the same meeting, he
run third to Satisfaction and Fordham. In the Virginia
Stake, at Saratoga, he ran third to Emperor of Norfolk and
Satan. Iu the Atlantic Stake, at Monmouth Park, he ran
unplaced to Prince Royal. In the Select Stake he failed to
get a situation, the race being won by Sir Dixon; in the Flat-
bush Stake, at Coney Island, he again ran unplaced to Sir
Dixon, and in the Great Eastern Handicap he failed to get a
place.

The loss is a serious one to the Brooklyn stable, and the
questiou arises, what is left to take the place of King Fish
in the big events of the year. W e may expect to see one or
two good ones purchased in the spring.

—

Chicago Horseman.
*

Eiward H. Garrison, better known as "Snap]
finally signed a cootract to ride next season for Mr
gin, agreeing to waste from his normal weight of 1'

down to 106 if he can. Ilis salary is reported to

a year as a retainer, with $25 for etich winning a:.

each losing mount in addition.
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Horse Notes From Sacramento-

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Not rnauy weeks ago

the lover of horse-flesh, or retailer of horse gossip, would

have found little to call him to A ricnltural Park. The

annual migration of traiuers and boys after the State Fair left

the Btalls vacant, and about that time the lessee abandoned

his lease. To come iuto the precincts of Agricultural Park

during the quiet, hazy days of autumn, made one feel tnat

the "melancholy days" had indeed come.

But such a state did not last as long as we, the old habitues,

feared it might, for when Messrs. Gardner «fc Craig became the

occupants of the long row of rooms under the great grand stand,

a number of signs of vitality came to light. Even I efore their

lease was signed they had begun giving purses fur races, and

we think all signs will fail if they do not arouse the apathy of

Sacramentans toward our local racing. Being largely inter-

ested in trotting horses themselves, ihey naturally love the

sport of racing, and they appear to uudti'atand that contests

are the places to triug out trotting merit. We believe they

will be sustained in their efforts to rebuild interest in o.ir

smaller Sacramento raceB.

While 1 have not made a reporter's search, I note the fol-

lowing new comers to our list of troting stock, brought here

lately by H. Hogob >om, W. Gardner and N. Craig. Mr. W.
Gardner has Alpha, br s by Privaieer, dam Fawn by Mariou;
Cbeek, b g, I 3 ear, by Prompter, d*m by B ccaueer; Little

Ko'>, ch c. 1 year, by Alpheus; gr c, 2 years, by Sterling,

dam by Turn Hal; Tbis-le, b f weauLug, by Pa-la, 2:33, son
t-f Ecao, dam by Brigadier, 2:22, son of Happy Medium;
g dam by Cal. Dexter, son of Whipi.1 's HamUeunian. He
also has a bay weauling colt by Washington, trie pacer.

Mr. Newton Craig has Harold Cossack, b c, 2 years, by Don
Cossack, dam by Harul.i. This is a well-brert colt v»ith a

good wav of goiog. The blood can not be t jo higbly held,

;.nd is rare in this State. Mr. Orai^ lately bo ight of T
Snyder ttie b c, 1 year d 1, by Sterling, dim by Tom Hal. I

have seen him move oue-half mile iu 1:20, and as he is a

nervy specimen I expect him to tiain on well. Mr. Craig also

owns the trotting mare Dolly Bloudsb ne; Ma apple, br c, I

year old, and three weanlings, one ol tuem by Don Cossack.

Mr. H. Hogoboom, the well-known driver of the Northern
Pacific section of this Coast, has announced bis inteut'on to

drive down his pegs and camp witb us in future. He haB
bionght from "the wilds of the Oregon north" several colts,

weanlings and yearlings by Bedouin, son of Sultan. They
are from Bellfoundt-r mares, and ti e cross should insure

quality as wed as speed. He bionght with him a gray pacer

tuit he is more tban careful to say very little about. Mr. Hogo-
boom bought three mares at Mr. R se's sale at Los AngeleB in

October, and his later purchase of the two-year-old "Wald-

stein by Diiector, dam Nellie W. 1 y Electioneer, shows that

he is in the business to stay for a while.

It may not be generally known that Dr. M. W. HickB has
been kept in his room for two weeks past by paralysis of the

motor nerves of the lelt side. To a man of his active habits

and many out-door interests tbis nicsi bea severe trial. How
ever, we can repoit that he is slowly recovering, and in time

hope to see him enjoy the f ill use of his bodily powers.
a well a'tended and enthusiastic meeting of the patrons of

the Sacramento Colt S ak< s was held December 10th. The
old association was reorganize-!, and the addition of several

active men as officers has strengthened the hands and
increased the willingness of those who have managed the

stakes for two years past. The election resulted as follows:

President, Frank P. Lowell; Executive Committee, E. I.

R ibinson, N. Craig, S. C. Tryon; Secretary, WilberF. Smith.
The time of closing stakes for 1SSS was set for February
1st, 18S3. Ii was thought adv sable t<> have one stake for Sac-

jamento Co jnty representatives, and the Executive Committee
will decide upon the t-debatad and vexed question of eligi-

bility and residence. The proposed stakes will be published
in the Breeder and Sportsman in time so that every horse-

man in the State may have "a hack" at them.
I may add that I am the possessor of what I esteem to be

the latest trotting-bred colt foaled in this bountiful year of

1887. When I bought the m»re at Los Angeles in October
ma ly and wise were the opinions pronounced by horsemen
us t ) whether the dam of this new-comer was in foal or not.

T bey hud tests akin to superstitions that I was advised to

j'Pply and abide by. Each friend of mine used his own
hocus-pocus, and the universal conclusion was that she might
have a colt. Well, she has had one and hurried up as fast as

need be. a. brown filly (no marks), foaled Dec. 2, 1887, by
Stamboul, dam Belle Blanche, by The Moor, grandam Belle-

view Maid (dam of Centre), by Peck's Idol, great grandam
Sue Munday by Pilot Jr., ggg dam Kate Taber by Mam-
briuo Messenger. I think this is a strong trotting pedigree,

tnd in view of her late (or early) appearance, I remember my
old friend Fred Warner, and console myself with the thought
ibat I may save money by being debarred from entering her
with colts near her own age. Fred Warner missed one of his

best cobs by Battler. Far and wide over the plains of Solano
he rode in search of the promising youngster. "At last he
found him in a gully—dead. Musing awhile, he turned to his

companion with the remark ''that it be just as well thus, for

the rascal might have goDe to trotting, and then we wonld
have lost some money on him." Truly yours,

Wilber Field Smith.

A Winning- Owner of 1887.

The horsi s owned by Mr. Haggin were this season trained

iu three distinct divisions. Tbe first division was handle i

i»y Mitt Byrnts, and raced exclur.ivtly in the East. The
second division wasin charge of C. Littlefield Jr. and trained

by Albert Cooper, while the third Wis under the manage-
ment of W. Claypool.

Mr. Haggin opened hi- season witb the Bpriug meeting of

the Pacific Coast Blood Horae Association at San Francisco,

The horses of the stable did fa>rly wtll at this meeting, win-
ning three stakes and four puise lacen Shasta captured the

Ooeiu Stikes on the secoud day, Sobrat-te the Gauo StakeB
ou the third, and Aureha the Cuyauia *ud Shasta the Resaca
S akes on the foartb day.

Anrelia and Bosalind were winners iu purse events, and
the f irmer ran a mile in 1:41), with 90 lbs. in her first start

for the year.

Thid aivisiou was shipped to St. Lonis where it won a
urml er of rices during the spring meeting of the St. Louis
F.,ir Jockey Club. Daruua w^s iue principal winner at this

meeting, and along with a purse race she captured the Mer-
chant's Eclipie Stake, bt-atiug Volante. and then had a walk-

?er for the Busch Stakes ou the last day of the meeting.
I'.ithesome begiin his raciug career by bealiog a good field

..'-." t le St. Louis Sialliou Stakes, aud Rosalind, Dynamite and
Buccacio each won a purse race.

At Chicago the hor es of tbiH division were eveu more suc-

e>sfnl, and their winnings at the great summer meeting of

(he Washington Park Club made a substantial addition to the

erand total of the year. Zuleika beat a large fitld for the

Lakeside Siukea, going the five furlongs in 1:02£; and Daruna
ciptured the Maiden Stakes, one mile, in 1:43 with her Stable

companion. Miss Motley second. Aureha captured font

puree events out of five Btarte, in one of which she ran a mile

iu 1:41, while Rosdind landed four straight winB. Miss Mot-
ley, Daniellaand Daruna also won money in purse events, and
from the good form displayed by the members of this string

it is fair to presnme they would have made a big winning if

they had been better engaged m the rich stake events.

This part of the stable was moVed on to Saratoga where
it was joined by the third division, direct from Cal-

ifornia. In the meantime the Eastern Btring had been act-

ively engaged.
This division began its season with the spring meeting

of the Brooklyn Jockey Club, aud on the opening day three

horses went to the post. Ichi Bau Btarted in the first race

and finished third to Bankrupt. Guarantee beat King Fish
and eight others in the Expectation Stakes, one-half mile, in

50 second*, and Hidalgo ran third to Dry Monopole and
Blue Wing for the Brooklyn Jockey Club Handicap, the three

finishing heals apart in 2:07, over a mile and a quarter of

ground. This still stands as the best on record, the previous
record being 2:07£.

On the second day Guarantee finished second to King Fish
in the Hudson Stakes, while conceding him five pounds; but
on the sixth day he biat a fine field in the race for the Tre-
ujuLt Stakes, packing 122 pounds and running the six fur-

longs in 1:1s 1
. The pievious day saw Mercury and Fitz

Jumes run fiist an1 t-eeond fur the Bedfurd Stakes, while

Goeon had won the Brooklyn Cup on the fourth day of the

meeting. Firenzi beat a field of five in the race for the Gazelle

Stakes, run on the tenth diy, this being her only start during
the meetiug.

Ichi Ban was the only winner in purse races, but Hidalgo
aud Faux Pas each captured a second money.

At Jerome Park the stable wou but two races. Firenzi cap=

tared the Lidies' 8take, an I Ichi Ban finished first in a han-
dicap sweepstake.
The spring gathering of the C ney Island Jockey Club

next cliiiue i the attention, hut at this point they were but
little more successful than at Jerome uark.

Ben Ali went to the post a well backed horse for the Sub-
urban Handicap, ! ut was left.

This incensed his owner to a no small degree, and as Ben
Ali beat the winner in a renewal of the event on tbe next rac-

ing day iu 2:0S—four seconds better than was made in the
original race— with the same weight up (118 lbs ), it can be

readily seen what a good chance he had to have won. The
only other stake winner at this meeiiug was Firenzi, who
captured the Mermaid Stakes, one and one-eighth miles, in

1:56. Meicury ran second to Torchlight in the June Stakes,

and Guarantee was second to Magnetizer in the Surf, to

Omaha In tbe Foam, and third to King Fish in the Zephyr
Stakes.

At Monmouth Park the stable won a number of races and
a large amount of money. Firenzi was the largest winner,
and she ca t red the Monmouth Oaks, the West End Hotel
Stakes, and ran second to Laggard in the Omnibus, and sec-

ond tu Hanover in the Champion Stakes, beside winning a
sweepstake. Fitz James beat a large field in the race for the
Sapling Stakes, and then repeated the performance by win-
ning tbe August Stakes from a field of eight in 1 . : iG\ packing
120 Ids. Iu addition to this he ran second to Sir Dixon in the

Select otakes while conceding the winner 5 lbs. Ben Ali cap-

ture 1 the Fourth of July Handic-ip, Hidalgo the Long
Branch Handicap, and Woden the Hopeful Slakes. Preciosa
won a handicap sweepBtake and ran second in four others.

Nune of the other starters won a stake race, but .Mirabeau,
Glendora, Milton and Figaro added to the stable's account
by a purse win or a second m"ney.
At Saratoga the two WeBtern divisions, with a few horses

from the Eastern string, were lairly successful in purse races,

but none of the hortes earned a winning bracket in a stake
event. Hidalgo ran second to Ejle in the race for the
Kearney Stakes, and Firenzi finished third to Wary and Griz-

ette in the Pocahontas Stakes, for three-year-old fillies. In
purse races, however, Touche Pas, Anrelia, Miss Motley,
Rosalind, Santa Rita and Faux Pas were winners, while
Blithesome, Fleurette and Oscar captured second moneys.
The stable enjoyed but moderate success at the fall meet-

ing of the Coney Island Jockey Club, at which point all of

the divisions were united. Rosalind was the only stake win-
ner, and she captured but one, namely, the Green Stakes, at

one mile Touche Pas and Santa Rita eaeh won a sweep-
stake, however, and Dauiella earned a third money by run-
ning to that place behind Van Leland in the race for the
Dash Stakes.

At the Fall meeting of the Brooklyn Jockey Club the united
stable did not win a race, and had not Daruna finished sec-
ond to Kingston iu the Fulton Stakes, worth §500, and
Blithesome to Leo H. in the Willow Stakes, worth $200, the
stable would have been completely whitewashed at this meet-
ing, although they started no less than fifteen horses during
the eleven day's raciDg.

The autumn meeting at Jerome Park saw a different order
of things, however, as Firenzi, who did not start at Brooklyn,
won the Hunters' and the Jerome Slakes, and Ben Ali cap-
tured two handicaps and ran second in another, while Rosa-
lind earned two second moneys and Santa Rita one.

Firenzi, Hidalgo aud Glendora were the only starters at the
Baltimore fall meeting, and the former was the only one to
earn her way, which she did by running second to Kingston
in the Oriole Handicap, and Linden in the CitizenB' Stake.
This meeting closed the stable's season in the East,

but prior to the racing at Baltimore several of Mr. Haggin's
horBes ha 1 participated in a number of races run during the
holding of the California State Fair at Sacramento. These
horses, however, were a lot that had remained at the Raocho
Del Paso faim aud none of them had been EciBt with the big
Btrings of uctive racing material. When the fall meeting of
the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association began this string
was moved on to Sau Francisco, aud it succeeded in win-
ning a majority of the races contested during the runuing of
the events at this point. Kenney won five raceB out of eight
starts, aud Shasta captured two, one of which was the Vestal
Stakes, aud rau second in his other four starts. Glen Eoho
won two purees and ran second in anothfr, while Welcome
won one and ran second iu two others. Tom Daly started
butonce and he finished unplaced.
During the season of 18S7 no less than sixty-one horses

started iu Mr. Haggin's name and under his colors. This is

the largest uuiuber of horsea that ever ran in America in one
mau's name during a season, and the three divisions of the
stable must have contained nearly seventy-five horses, as it is

known that they had a number in training that did not Btart.

Ahhough the winnings of the stable aggregate some thou-
sands mure than the grand toial of last season, yet consider-
ing the magnitude of tne etables and the number of meetings
they covered, th ? grand total rolled up for the year is no
doubt much below the expectation of the Messrs, Haggin—
futher and son.

Firenzi was the largest winner of the stable, with Fits
James, a first class two-year-old, nest on the list.- Guarantee
is found iu fourth place with four figures opposite his name,
and considering bis limited noinber of starts he ranks w 11 up
with the best two y»ar olds of the season.

The stable IobI by death the four-old filly Guenn after she
bad won one race, and Ichi Ban, Ontario and Oscar have been
sold to other partieB.

In 1886 Mr. Haggin's horses Btarted in 121 races, of which
they won 38, rau secoud in 19 and third in 13, winning a total

of $88,343.
The following table gives the winnings for 1887 in det iil:

Firenzi, 3, by imp. Glenelg— Flnrita ,

Fitz James, 2, by Eyrie Daly—Flecta
Daruna, 3, by imp. Mortemer—Explosion
Guarantee, 2, by Sensation—Elizabeth
Woden, 2, by imp. Woodlands Beresina
Ben All. 4, by Virgil—Ulrica
RoBalind. 3 by imp. Billet—Walling
Blithesome, 2. by Onondaga— Beatitude
Aurella, 3, bv Algerlne—imp. Santa Lucia
Hidalgo, 5, by Joe Daniels—Electra
Mercury, 2, by Imp. King Ban—Flora
Guenn. 4, by Flood—Glend w
Zulelka, 2, by Enquirer—Bribery ..

Shasta, a, by Spendthrift—imp. Bombazino . .

.

Toucbe Pas, 3, by Spendthrift -My Nannie O....
Preciosa, 4, by imp. Glenelg—Stamps
MIbs Motley 1 a, by imp. Billet Lady Hdtley ...

Kenney; 3, by Duke of Mdntro.-t**, daih' by Virgil
Santa Rita, 3. by Virgil Malatne Dudley
Pobrante. 2. by imp Kyrle Daly—Carrie O.

Ichi Ban, 4, by Joe Hooker—Queen
Glen Echo. 2, Ly imp. Glenelg—Echoless
Figaro, 2 by Falsetto—Anxieiy
Mirabeau, 2, by Enqui.er— Fannie Mattingly .

.

Daniella, 2, by Joe Daniels Rebecca
Dynamite, 3, by Joe Hooker -Chestnut Bell ..

Boccacio, 3, bylmp. Fechter—imp. Dry Toast...

Welcome, 2, by Warwick — Aeolia
Faux Pas, 2, by imp. Prince Charlie- Blunder.
Katisha, 2, by imp. Eyrie Daly
Fleurette, 2. by imp. Glenelg—Florida
Tom Daly, 4, by imp. Eyrie Daly—Columbia .

.

Oscar, 2, by Onondaga— Fan Fan
Allannah, z, by Duke of Montrose—Alleen
Venceance, 2. by Virgil - Regan 1

Glendora. 3, by imp. Glenelg -Susie Linwood .

Milton. 3, by Onondaga—Sana
Cleo. 2, by imp. Ill-Used—Cleopatra
Agnes, 3, by Onondaga— Skylight
Sentiment, 2, by Sensation— Minerva
¥um Yum, 2, by Onondaga—War Over
Music, 2, by imp. Glenelg—Acoustic
Prodigal, 3, by Spendthrift—Alta Vila
Dixiana, by imp. Kins Ban—Dixie's War Flag .

Eiamath. 2, by imp. Glenelg—Alix
Don Carlo8,2, by lmp.Prince Charlie -Anna Bush
Sleepy 2, by imp. Uhlan—imp. Sleepy Eyes
Magenta, 2, by Duke of Magenta—Gyptis
Banbridge.a.by imp. King Ban - Dixie's WarFlag
Ontario, 3, by Enquirer—Vanilla
Charlotte, 2, by Imp. Prince Charlie—Themis
Repariee, :, by Virgil—Retort ;.*

I
Love Knot. 2, by imp. Kyrle Daly—My Love..
Alcalde, 3. by Reform— Flora
Napa, 3, hy Enquirer -Baudana
Faust, 2, by imp. Billet—Franca ca ...

Gilmer, 2, by Imp. Kyrle Daly—Cinderella . .

.

Alfaretta, 4, by King Alfonso -Quickstep
Turk, 3, by imp. Great Tom- Saxony
"Ac ton, 3

Monterey, 2

Grand Total 71 59 51 187 jl01.620.l'0

=:

Sir j so 00
VtjBQ 00
6.857 50
5,58 141

5,440 00
4,746 OU
4,600 00
4 .075 00
3,377 50
3.1M5 00
2,660 00
2.6^8 00
2.8 1 u OU
2.470 09
1.976 00
1,750 0.1

1.650 DO
1;550 id

1;610 ()0

1,446 OU
1,4^5 00
775 00
COO 00
500 00
60U 10

500 00
500 00
455 00
390 00
856 VO
220 00
200 00
2r0 CO
160 00
100 00
100 00
190 00
60 00
5U 00
60 00
25 00

"Finished first but disqualified.

BECORD BY MEETINGS

.

San Francisco
St, Louis
Brooklyn
Jerome Park
Coney Island Jockey Club
Chicago
Monmouth Park
Saratoga .

Coney Leland Jockey Club (Fall)

Brooklyn (Fall)

Jerome Park (Fall)

Baltimore f Fall)

Sacamento (California State Fain..
San Francinco (Fall)

Grand total..

==

#4,J0U.0O
8.632.50
13,586.00

3,625.00
6.600.0D

10,26 i.OO

34,370.00
3,387.60
3.485.10
700.00

7,54i'.0O

BuO.O'.i

755.00
3.780 00

59 51 d69 $101,620.00

ROD.
Our readers will accord with us iu proffering salutations to

Mr. E. M. Tod, who sends a "Christmas greeting" from far-

away old England. Few can phrase so perfectly as Mr.
Tod the experiences of the angler, and it appears that be is

princeps amoDg the craftsmen by virtue of nearly a genera-
tiou'b span devoted to stream side recreations. Mr. Tod 6nds
it hard to understand what a "brushy trail" is, bnt if he
could tight his way through the chapparal along a few of the
worst of California br >oks he wonld agree with ns in thinking
that without utter devotion to the sport no man wonld fish

them twict* . Certain it is that except in a few favored spots

none of our readers can u'nd trout streams flowing through
meadows by comford'.ble farm cottages. Mr. Tod is Gray-like
in describing tbe return from the day on the river, and we
can envy bim the delight of each astioll. Bnt it ia not un-
likely that mora expletives than devotional words wonld
embellish an account by him of a tramp to Sausalito after

fishing Thrjckmorton Creek. Onr thanks, with those of the
angling ilk, go to our far-away friend, and warm reciprocation
of his kind greetings. Long Bpans of virile years to him and
his good rod.

Mr. John T. Pat.ick, Commissioner of Immigration of North
Carolina, is endeavoiing to attract the attention of sports-

men and pleasure seekers to the Eastern shore of his State

where game and fish abound. To that end he arranged an
exhibition of oysters, tish and game, at Beaufort,' N. C, on
Dec. 14th, 15th and 16th. which was very interesting and
successful. A huge tank containing such tish as are usually
caught in North Carolina waters was shown, together with a
complete collection of the birds and waterfowl of the Slate.

The Menhaden industry was fully shown, as well as the Por-
poise, The display of crabs, escallops and shrimps was very
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attractive and included rare specimens of the famous stone
crab, fonud ooly in the vicinity of Beanfort. A feature
of the fair was an "Editorial Lnnch Counter" npon which
the choicest varieties of all the exhibits were at all times
awaiting the editorial fork.

»

A Christmas Greeting.

Editor Beeedee and Sportsman:—As Christmas is rap-
idly approaching, and us yon and your readers most kindly
appreciated my little article reprinted from the English Fish-
ing Gazelle, I thought that I might venture to write a few
lines personally to yon, sir, 6rst to thank yon for the kind
words with which yon introduced my paper on "Hornets,"
etc, and to ask yon to convey a very hearty and a very kindly
greeting to the many American consins, your readers, who
are good enough toperuBe my rambling and discursive essays
without harsh criticism.

I suppose that I have not the slightest notion what your Cal-
ifornia rivers are like, but from one of your own letters to
me I fancy that I see the fisherman coming out of some of
your rivers after this fashion: He carries his basket by the
tag in his te th, his rod and landing net he holds up vert-
ically overhead in one hand, and with the other elbow he
shields his face. Before him lies a thicket of thorny shrubs
with creepers entwined, and through this he has to go in
order to cross over to the road, or to a bend of the river. It
is a slow process and a tiresome task, but it most be done.
Srould one of my "hornets" fly in his face, or should he come
on a hanging nest with his nose I need not say that the pos-
ition is as ridiculous as it is perplexing. He can't run away
without leaving his clothes hanging un the bushes, and he
would be rather clawed about by the thorns if he did. Then
suppose he finds a snake at his feet! How lively!! I have
a fairly good knowledge of some of onr Australian scrubB,
and from them I can juBt imagine wnat your "brushy trails"
are like. Is my picture still underdrawn, sir? If so I trust
that your clothing is of rhinoceros hide, and bIbo that I may
never have to make acquaintance with your "brushy trails,"

though I confess I would like to see San Francisco and wan-
der in an ecstacy of delight through the Yosemite Valley, of
which the mere photographs are truly wonderful. And what
trees! Not that we in Scotlind, England and Ireland have
no valleys woith visiting, far from that. I went for a week
to the Valley of the Dove, in Derbyshire, in October, and,
sir, I venture tu think that your readers would be interested
to follow me as I went to the old fishing house of Izaak Wal-
ton and Charles Cotton, built 213 years ago. My paper, no
doubt, has been read by you, sir, already, in the London
Fishing OazetU.
How well do I remember salmon fishing in the Tweed in

the autumn of 186:1, with Mr. Fox, a merchant of San Fran-
cisco, and who was one of the earliest settlers in that then
rowdy place where revolvers were drawn as freely as beer at
every bar. If this should meet his eye I hope it will remind
him of an old friend who once stood godfather by proxy for
one of his children, in Dean Ramsey's old church in Edin-
burgh (the genial writer of "The Reminiscences of Scottish
Life and Character, " now, alas, gone over to' the majority.)
Mr. Fox was then not only a good salmon-fisher but dressed
a capital salmon fly. He was also an early riser, and many
a time on a cold morning has his rod point tapped at my win-
dow pane while I lay smothered in the bed clothes. If he
is, as I trust he is, alive and well, I hope that he will not be
annoyed at my mentioning his name, a -id wishing him and
his wife and family every good wiBh, in your columns. I
should be most happy, sir, to do anything in my power to

benefit Transatlantic fishermen, and if you carry out yonr
kindly threat, viz., "to write and consult me on various
angling matters," I shall deem it a privilege to reply to the
best of my ability.

In many ways you American cousins are so go-ahead that
I fear I can teach but little not already well known to every
American angler of experience, and I know that in many in-

stances I would gladly accept the position of pupil instead of

teacher. What, sir, is more delightful than trjut fishing?

Let me sketch my early recollections when I was a citizen of
Edinburgh, my native place, and young and as ardent a fisher-

man as ever handled a rod. The following is not altogether
imaginary, and takes me back twenty-one years at least.

The cold, bleak months of an E linburgh winter have passed
away, and "genial spring," so called, is trying to usher itself

in by fitful gleams of sunshine, converted into a hollow
mockery by reason of the bitter nor'-east winds which make
Edinburgh, in early spring, nothing short of a "meteorologi-
cal Purgatory.

"

One morning the post brought me a letter from my old
schoolfellow and friend D d (he is my firm frieud to this

hour), and he writes: "The 'March browns' are on the water
and the trout are feeding keenly." Then he adds a verse of

an old Border ballad, and no man is more conversant with
such literature than he

—

"Though 'Cheviot's powt be frosty,
He's green bel&w the knee;

So don your plaid and tak' ye gadt
And come alang wl' u. e."

• A range of hilla The Cheviots. tHead. JRod.

What delightful visions as I go and unearth my fishing gear
and pack up my traps, jumping on my coats, etc., to sqnash
them into the necessary small space—my portmanteau, pay
a visit to worthy old Mrs. Hogg's fishing tackle shop in

Prince's street, go to the railway station, and after three hours
by rail find myself on the banks of the Teviot and nnder the
hospitable roof of my friend's mother. Next morning I am
out by 10—early enough in spring with its frosty nights

—

and I find myself at work jast below the wooden bridge which
spans the river at Nisbet. Nothing comes of it, however,
till midday, and then a few "March browns" flutter about
the surface of the rivet. My blood is now on fire. There is

a rise, and then a second. I am "over him" in a moment,
and then comes that delightful wherve which tells the fish-

erman he has hooked a nice fish nearly one pound. In due
course it is basketed, and as "the rise" comes in, more
deaths follow. And then comes a change. The streams lit-

erally Bwarm with "March browns." Yon couldn't believe it

if you were not there, but the water is a mass of flies, and the

quiet eddies soon get gorged with the dead and dying bodies.

Now the trout cease to look at your artificial fly, and this is

a rule. I suppose it arises thus: they have so many abso-

lute certainties for the eating that they reject anything, how-
ever pretty, which is only a pretty possibility, and at last they
get choked and sullen and lazy by reason of their gluttony.

That is the worst of early spring fishing. If a moderate
"birth" of these comes on, or if a few flies here and there set

the good fish on the feed, you ought to make a splendid bas-

ket if the day is mild and the sky grey. Likely tens of mil-

lions of flies come down the river. You will find that you
make but little of it, except when the "take" is coming in or
going out. I have noticed the same phenomenon in evening

j

fishing before it is dark, and after a warm summer's day.

"Too man; cooks spoil the broth," and too many flies spoil

the day's sport. But we will take another day now. Some
pale dun flies come on the water, and I mount a cast forth-
with. The rises are few but good: no wild iashing with the
tail, but a quiet, firm, business-like rise followed by a hearty
pull, and av.ay we go! Now a lusty trout, now a whileling (the
seatrout of Tweed aud Teviot after spawning) aud a good
whiteling from 2 to 5 or 6 lbs. weight on tine tackle leads you
a dance, I can assure you. It is a strange fact that these
fish which ascend the Tweed in the Autumn in tens of thous-
ands will seldom or never rise to the fly at this season, and
yet, after spawning, they are as keen as razors. It is quite
legal to take them and they afford capital sport.
The day is at last over so far as the fishing goes, and with a

light heart and a heavy "creel" I am wending my way home-
wards. The sun is slowly sinking behind the hills, and a red
glow is lighting up the clouds which hang over the horizon.
The wind, too, has fallen, and familiar sounds come from
every farm house rr cottage as I pass along, telling me that
the carts are comiuo home for the day aud the wives prepar-
ing a welcome for their husbands, and that labor once again
has had its brief day. and then I toll to thinking and am just
becoming quite the goive aud thoughtful young man, when
my hosts cheery voice greets me with, "WelL what luck, yon
poaching fellow ? Have you left any for me ? ' and I walk he'uee
to his bright fireside, h.ippy as youth, health and a success-
ful day can make a young chap, and *ith never a thought for
the many troubles which have come and eone since we two
lads walked borne together in the twilight of that April
evening.
Was it a waste of time, Censor? By Heaven, I Bhonld still

hit out from the shoulder at any money-grabbing "grizzler"
who said it was. No! I believe that the truest and warmest
friendships are formed and cemented at the riverside, and as
there is a time for work and as work demands recreation, in
Heaven's name see to it that all our recreations are as pure,
innocent and health-giving as Irout fishing. Let the youth
learn the art before he is engrossed in the whirl of life, and
then, when he is a useful citizen, his holidays will have a
special charm for him as he renews the invi ation of Nature
yearly and recalls the days which are no longer, but feels
the younger and the belter man for the very remem ranees
of the past. Oh! how different the reflections of the blase,
dissipated "young man about town" when old age begins t >

creep on him.
. So I say to young and to old— fish! Fish

—

while it is yet day; and again I say— fish!
I have been tumbling along like a mountain brook from

pool to stream, from one subject to another, but in one thing
I will not be rambling or discursive, and that is, sir, in
wishii g you and the angling readers of the Breeder and
Sportsman a very happy Christmas now, aud a happv New
Year in 1888. I am yours faithfulfv,
Brighton Eng., Nov. 23, 1837. Ewen M. Tod.

*

Steel-Centred Rods-

As an old professional angler, and one who in his time has
killed some thousands of both trout and grayling, and who.
in 1830, between the last day of March and the first day of

September, took thirteen and a half hundre lxe :ght of trout,

all caught with the fly, worm and minnow, in clear water,

will you allow me to say a few words on this subj-ct?

I will begin by endorsing the sentiment of " Fifty-Nine "

when he " boldly asserts that these steel centred rods are all

bunkum." I find the greatest drawback is not in making
long casts, but in making short ones. I am a purely up-
stream angler, and fish in wooded glens, where the fishing is

much cramped and v< r.
- difficult. I seldom buy any cisting

line . I usually take a walk up one of our rivers on the day
after Good Friday, and on Easter Tuesday and the diy after

other Bank Holidays, and from my friends, the trees, I cull

my supply for the season. In five or six miles of water, I can
usually pick up a couple of dozen fine casts, a stray artificial

minnow or two, and some^sundries One of these sundries on
last Easter Tuesday was a very handsomely-colored meer-
schaum pipe, an egg in an eagle's claw, a clouded amber mouth-
piece, and asilver band with initial letterseDgraved thereon. If

this should meet the eye of the lawful Owner, my friend, the

Editor, will on application give himni\ name and address, and
on sending me all particulars as to where lost, and letters on
band, etc., he can have his "sundry." I must, however,
hark back to the subject under discussion. My great objec-

tion to steel-centred rods, or to any built cane rods, is that

they require very heavy reel lines to get them to go at all, and
in making short casts the impetus required to get out the

line causes the point of the rod to come, or rather to spring

baok too suddenly, and this spoils the effectof the cast. There
is, to my mind, altogether too much vibration ; and I consider

it utttrfy impossible with one of these rods to lay your flies

down on the water straight, aud with the delicate precision so

essential to successful fly-fishing, and which is so easily

obtained from a properly-constructed and well-balanced rod

made of any of the ordinary woods used for that purpose.

Heavy reel lineB are objectionable in more ways than one. but

the great objection I have to them is that they sink and form
too great an arc, and the pressure of the stream on the line

causes the flies to come round too rapidly, and it also does

away with anything like quickness and precision in striking,

which is. as a"rule, another great essential point to success in

fly fishing. Another great objection to cane-built rods, either

with or without steel centres, is their general inaptibility

in boisterous weather; in fact, this applies also to greenheart

rods and all other rods built on the same principle as cane-

built rods—that is, with very thin butts that spring right

away from the hand, it is almost impossible to get any hue
away at all against one of those moderate breezes in which
the fly-fisher delights, and in consequence of this and wind-

ing streams, one has either to be constantly crossing and
recro8£ing the water in order to get into favorite holes and
corners, or to leave muoh desirable water unfinished. But
with a properly constructed rod of good tongh hickory and
ereeuheart, or pine and lincewond, one can command every

inch of water against almost a gale of wind. I have an old

favorite rod which I like very much, and whioh I have just

done up for next spring. It is a two-piece splice-rod of ten

feet, the butt is of pine, and the top is of lancewood ending in

two feet ot cane. I consider the Moltumin Parvo rods turned

out by Ogden. of Cheltenham, excellent. With regard to steel-

centres for salmon rods and to built cane s-ilmonrods generally,

I have just the same complaint to make, they want pith. They
are,I consider, only fine-day rods, and are not adapted for rough
fishing from the bank of a river. The quotation from the

Field by Messrs. Hardy, as to Mr. Burnett killing 7,210 lbs.

of salmon with one of their steel-centred rods, is, I consider,

no criterion at all to go by, as in all probability the fishing was
done entirely from canoes, and when there was no casting

against adverse winds and from high banks. Fishing in

either lakes or rivers from a boat or a canoe is one thing, and
an art easily acquired by the merest tyro, but fishing in a

stream, especially one with thickly wooded banks, is another
thing, and in this angling is, I consider, a high art, and
one to be acquired only by practice, observation and expe-

rience, and for thia land ot angling I consider cane-built

rods generally ate indeed "all bunknm." With regard to
Messrs. Hardy Brothers' work I find no fault at all. It is
artistic and high-class, but these are merils which do not
conduce to successful angling, or make steel-centred rods
desirable tools to work with.

—

Land and Water.

Why Do Fish Take Flies.

Salmon fly dreisershave a better chance of concealing their
art than is the case with trout fly-makers. However, the
time will come, if, indeed, it has not already arrived, wheu
the whole question of flies must be viewed in a new b>ht.
It is wise to remember that he who does not study the°urt
of-fly-dressiog in its relationship to natural characteristics,
and distinctive types and features derived from life, can never
rise to fame on a salmon river. Readily do I admit— if I may
bo express myself — that we come in conlact with many
unspecified features which have to be viewed, as it were,
through mist, so that it is not likely we can compass, or
expect clearly to discern, every element, and be certain that
this or that will succeed, happen what may. But by having
certain impressions and regular theories, we are olt=n led on
to practical ends.
Compare the present day with that when there was a total

absence of all principle in salmon fishing, and see the marked
difference between a fisherman with a set principle and ore
who catches salmon accidentally and by chance with old gear
and undecided patterns! Let me briefly say that, like ruauy
of our discoveries in art and science, the birth of a principle
in fishing may be traceable to some exciting incident, jnsli-
tying the remark that, ' looking on the effect, we sometimes
discover the very agent by which it was produced."
"What do salmon take flies for?" is of itself a questi. n

upon which seems to rest a considerable amount of doubt
aud some astonishment People have different opinions- I
for instance, have m n», and venture to broach the subject'
whether my notions tell for or against any particular theory!
To a conference of fishermen a much easier subject of

inquiry, one better understood, and conseoutntly more
widely appreciated, would be set forth in the words, "W: at
d i trout take flies for?" Being, however, of a rather ioqni--
llive nature myself in these matters. I would prosecute the
icqniry further; therefore, by way of argument, let us just
pop in the word "fancy," bringing the query to— "What do
trout take fancy flies for?" It is the word in italics to which
I would draw part cular attention. At all events, we will
begin with bleak; how is it with them ? See how difficult it
is to decieve these acute little fellows! Anything the least
atom coarse and they tnrn away in disgust, apparently.
Mark the word "deceive." Passing on to dace wnat kills
better than the closest imitation in size and color of a red
ant or other of the living insects? Leaving the gluttonous
chub to themselves, as we all know they will take anything
in the way of "grub," and, ambling on towards trout, what
kills better than a downright fancy fly?—the "Alexandra,"
"Governor," or "Hofland's Fancy." for examphs Does any
one of these flies, in general, or the "Alex ,ndra" in particu-
lar, actually deceive the wary trout? If so, in what way'
What do they lake it for? Who can eay? So thoroughly
however, does it lure them, that in many rivers, like the killl
devil itself, the nse of the "Alexandra," with its bewitching
silver body, its fanciful light blue throat and tine peacock's
herl wing, is prohibited altogether.
Onr next step brings us to salmon. What now? Why,

whereas in trout fishing we have, perhaps, a dozen fancy fl es
to choose from, we have in salmon fishing hundreds with
which to try to deceive fish, and we succeed. But, on the
other hand—and please mark this, too,—how many patterns
are there—also successful—whose perfection lies in thest'ict-
est imitation of nature? Any quantity. To begin with, the
"Red Under-wing" is the image of a moth whose dull, black
front wings have a narrow stripe of scarlet—represented by
the dresser with Turkey and Ibis—and a con pie of red spots
—for which he uses Jnngle dyed red—on the outer murgin,
while the hind wings, being scarlet-red with a black margin]
are admirably represented by the Australian black C uk.
This is a superb killer in localities where the living insect i-i

found. Equally, or more so, is the caterpillar, wSioh i» of
a golden yellow color with black rings, each color alternating
On that I need not dwell, but it is by the aid of very large
ostrich that we imitate the head, naturally sprinkled over
with short b ;ack hairs. To tell the difference in use even
cails for more than the keen and detective eyes of the salmon
tLemsetves. While talking of the chances of concealing art
in fly dressing, it should be remembered that salmon inspect
flies and determine to take them many yards from the point
of presentation, a distance which is considerably reduced in
other fishing

Another great favorite, which I and many friends swear i.y
on a few rivers, especially the Don and Usk. is » fac simile of
the female of a moth intimately known at liamsgate and
glorying in the name of the spotte 1 "Footman," or large
"Footman." Differing from the common "Footman"—

a

much smaller moth—it has two distinct black spots on the
orange wings, right and left. Jungle fowl-dved orange pro-
duces the appearance and challenges comparison, while the
effect over swan-dyed orange is very striking. As a change
fly—and a once-noted pattern on the Esk (Dumfries) I can
speak favorably of that called "The Collier" (Lilhoaia Rubri-
collis is, I think, the scientific nomenclature of the insect)
Thia is a smill moth, having black wings, in front of which
over the throat, is seen a belt of orange, the tag being a
bright, decided yellow. I am told that this particular in-
sect was the one which led the fashion of using hackle-
coll ired flies, such as we see on "The Major."

It was an accomplished naturalist who first incited me to
these experiments, and I shall never forget the days when I
used to enjoy exceptional sport in the Dareuth, after dress-
ing a representation of a moth abounding in Kent, called the
Beautiful Swift.

In summer weather, when the water was low, another
excellent addition to the usual flies employed on this charm-
ing water, which I fished for thirty years, mav be here men-
tioned. We used to call the pattern "Re" Diana " after
Pyrodes Khediana, I snppoee. Although a very sm ill moth
our imitations of it were invariably made still less in size'
increasing rather than lessening the tone of the color in the
wings

If, therefore, in trout fishine it is feasible and legitimate
sometimes to heighten the effect of nature by art, whv not so
in salmon fishing. As an apt illustration, who has ever come
across a crawling "hackled-maggot?" But let this be as it
may, that gentles are favorite bait with most anglers none
will deny. With some they are so highly prized as to be
actually kept in their pockets; while one, far frou
nescieut of the nervous system, keeps them in hi- -

So the story goes of a c -train enthusiast whose br.s
him day by day to the sick and suffering. Twas
in a moment unguarde 1, when an uninvited
himself tp a pinch of— well, living rappee, let us
that, too, in the presence of one of his delighted pat
loved fishing himself.
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Can anyone doubt that salmon, impounded and hungry,

would be likely to refuse gentles, living or artificial, any more

than '.hey would worms and their dearly-loved prawns? If

so, I would urge him to try the experiment when the oppor-

tunity comes, using proper precaa tions in offering the natural

bait and Ihen, with judicious care in presenting the "grab,

he will soon find out "what's up," and no mistake.—Geo. M.

Kelson.

Here Lies!

[CI Git, in "Land and Water.'
1

]

The following verses were inspired by an unprovoked

assault (foi'tanately with no deadlier weapons than pen and

ink) upon the life of that excellent fisherman, Thomas

Wheeler, of Moulsey, who is familiarly known among some

of hie friends as "Mouldy." When I heard the report I

exclaimed "Never; old Tom's a great deal too tough to go

under just |ytt; there must be years of life in him." And
prognostications turned out to be true, for the report was

promptly contradicted in the next issue, to the great joy of a

numerous circle of Tom's admirers and patrons. More power

to his elbow with Take and rypeck, and when be next doth

punt abroad may I be there to see.

Here might have lain (but don't) the bones

Of Mr. Thomas Wheeler;
For of this ancient mariner
Death tried to be the stealer.

He fished for Tom with ague cold,

And cramp, but never took him,
And since he couldn't strike him fair,

Determined to foul-hook him.

He cooked a lying paragraph
About poor Tom's condition,

And craftily contrived to get

The rumor Bpread in "i'ishin'."

No doubt he hoped the editor

The dismal news would swallow.
Thinks he— I'll get a leader first,

And "Wheeler's" sure to follow.

"I've got a writ agin ye, Tom,"
Says Death, "So ship your tackle,

And come aboard old Charon's pnnt.
Says Wheeler, "Cease your cackle:

"This punt is good enough for me,
What do ye mean by 'Chair on?'

I've got a pair of 'em a'board,

So try and keep your hair on,

"The writ be blowed; just hand it here,

(Tom, like bis hooks, was baited),

You ugly thief, the writing's forged,

And the time is antedated!"

Whereat he laid his pole in rest

And charged the King of Terror,

Who turned and fled, resolved no more
To serve a writ in error.

As back he slunk, the shades all laughed,
And Charon Bala, "I told ye

Twould take more than a drop of ink
To make 'Old Tom' turn 'mouldy.' "

That fish can be made to understand and appreciate kind-

ness, and know their benefactor, has recently been demon-

strated by Colonel J. M. Doling, who owns a beautiful park

three miles north of Springfield, Mo. In the midst of this

park is a beautiful lake, covering about three acres of ground,

and having an average depth of five feet. No one is permit-

ted to angle there without the consent of the owner, who for

the past ten years has been stocking it with game tish from
all parts of the country. The result is that he has a lake

full of the most beautiful fish, and they have learned to know
and love him. Not a day passes without his going to the

lake to look after his pet3, aud it is one of the prettiest sights

in the world to see him feeding the fish. He has a platform

extending into the lake some thirty or lorty feet, and only a

few inches above the surface of the water. Going out ou
this platform every morning and evening, he rings a cowbell

very vigorously for a few minutes, when the water around
him becomes perfectly alive with fish. They churn it into

foam with their antics and sports, and seem to be literally in

a whirlpool of joy and excitement so long as their friend and
benefactor is in sight. From a basket he scatters bread and
morsels of meat upon the waters, and such capers as those

fish cut it does one's soul good to see. The German carp are

the most bold and voracious, and the black bass the most
timid. The larger portion of the number are splendid speci-

mens, ranging from 1 lb. to 6 lbs. After the feast they

linger around the platform so long as Colonel Doling remains.

If he takes a boat for a spin across the lake they show their

appreciation and friendship for him by following him like so

many dogs, proviug beyond all question that they know him.
They will respond to the ringing of the bell at any time.

There is nothing very unusual in this taming of fish, which
we very strongly suspect to be nothing more than cupboard
love. The cod, it is known, is highly susceptible to taming,

and we remember well seeing some follow Mr. Lloyd, when
that gentleman superintended the Crystal Palace aquarium,
and allowing themselves to be freely handled. Abroad the

same thing is to be seen. In parts of Upper Burmah, for

instance, the fish in certain ponds come to the side at the

sound of a bell, whilst high up on the Irrawaddy shoals of

fish will follow the boats. Some of these fish have been
removed from the water and gilded by the people on the back
and then returned to their element.—Ex.

THE RIFLE
Repeaters For Army Use.

An English writer to The Rifle speaks of the recent test of

repeaters in England, as follows:

The new repeaters for the army have been under trial at

the Small-Arms Amunition Factory, at Dum-Dum, the results

of which, for various reasons, have not been made public
There is no question that both the Lee-Burton and improved
Lee are bad; but as to which is worse there seems room for

much difference of opinion. As a matter of fact the Ameri-
can rifle, the Lee-Burton, has given the best shooting, but its

excessive weight and clumsy stock are drawbacks which
there iB no getting over. The magazine, too, is awkwardly
placed and is difficult to use from the lying-down position,

and the American sights are a novelty which would be a

stu ubling block for some time to the British soldier. This
might be overcome with time and patience, but the weight of

th.; rifle is alone sufficient to put it out of the question as the

amy of the future. Though named the "Lee-Burton, "it has
i X yet been discovered, apparently, how it differs from the
1 rfcon pure and simple. In the Lee, on the other band,
th. Enfield authorities seem to have labored to turn out a
rifle as un-American in appearance as possible, its calibre,

grooving, shape of stock, sights, breech mechanism and mag-
azine all being different. The weight, moreover, is greatly

reduced, but at the expense of the strength. It has been

effected by cutting away the breech mechanism until the parts

have been too much weakened to stand the test of rapid fir-

ing. Nearly 80 per cent, of the rifles tested have failed in

some way or other, aud the deflection of the bullet to the

right at 500 yards is stated to average four feet..

The conspicuous failure of these rifles seems likely to cast

fresh doubt upon the principle of a fixed magazine, so clearly

have been shown its inseparable drawbacks. Where the

cartridges are carried under the barrel or inside the stock we
get an awkward, ill-balanced weapon, while if the cartridges

are grouped around the breech action, the arrangement is

clumsy to work, and, moreover, but few rounds can be car-

ried in this form. The conclusion would seem to point to

the preferability of a movable magazine, either of the Lee or

some other pattern, to be attached or removed at will, and
the compromise has much to recommend it. The indiscrim-

inate waste of ammunition would be better controlled if the

men could keep their magazines in reserve and only attach

them by word of command when required. Whether this

could be carried out in the din of battle must be left to the

judgment of those who make these matters a practical study.

A detachable magazine seems to promise a combination of

the advantages of the single rifle and the repeater.

The Lorenz Ammunition.

All military and sporting rifles, both in Europe and Amer-
ica, being, as a general rule, of the calibre of .45 or there-

abouts, giving a muzzle velocity of from 1,300 to 1,500 feet

per second or thereabouts, with a comparatively high tra-

jectory and its attendant disadvantages, the attention of

experts in Europe was directed to the solution of the problem
how to lower tne trajectory and fit a longer "point-blank"

range (that is to use a figure of speech). After five years'

experimenting the military authoritesin Great Britain deter-

mined to adopt a calibre of .40, and by thus reducing both

the calibre of the rifle and the weight of the bullet, they

raised the muzzle velocity, which in the Martini-Henry is

1315 f. b., to 1570; but experience showed that the lighter

bullet was more affected by the wind in the proportion of

about 10 to 7 at 800 yards. But while the British military

authorities bad been experimenting with the old combination
of ordinary gunpowder and a paper-covered bullet, experts

on the Contiuent had been successful in getting rid of the

paper altogether, which, of course, is a source of weakness,

owing to its liability to absorb moisture, by the substitution

of an envelope of Borne lighter but stronger metal than lead;

and it was found possible to reduce the calibre, the weight of

the bullet and the weight of the powder charge, aud, by the

expedient of compressing the powder, to obtain a velocity of

nearly 2,000 feet. Amougthe experts who made this depart-

ure were Monsieur Kubini, holding an official post in Swit-

zerland, Professor Hebler in Switzerland, and Herr Wilhelm
Lorenz at Earlaruhe in Germany, The principles of the re-

duced calibre and covered bullet have been definitely adopted
by the principal European powers, France, Austria, Great
Britain, Belgium, Portugal, and, la^tbut not least, within the

last few weeks, Germany.
The first experiments tried were with a lead bullet covered

with skin of copper, but it was found that the penetration of

such a bullet was very inferior to one with a steel skin; but
the class of mantled bullet, of whatever metal the skin or

mantle might be composed, was found to be very inferior in

penetration, as compared with the "c impound" bullet, in

which an intimate junction is furoied between the lead

core and the mantle by soldering the two together. The proc-

ess of manufacture of the compouud bullet i-i as follows: A
fiat disc of steel, copper, or other metal is made by a punch
just an inch in diama'er; this is stamp-id i'i various machines
exactly in the same way as th" bris-i stielh or cirtridg- -ca-.es

are prepared, until it u'timattly assumts the fo tii of a bul-

let, but too long; this is then turned inside; a core of lead,

just fitting the inside is then introduced; heat is applied

which melts the tin, and an intimate junction is formed be-

tween the mantle and core; this bullet is then subjected to

enormous pressure, which gives it its fiual shape; the base

end is then cut off in a lathe, .itid the finished bullet is the

result.

Herr Lorenz has tried all kinds of experimen's to deter-

mine the smallest calibre that can safely be adipied; the

proper weight aud shape of bullet; the powder churge, aud
best method of dealing with i'; the cut of rifling and twist

which gives the best results; and personally informed the

writer that the margin lay between .32 and .34. If the cal-

ibre is made smaller than .32 the bullet becomes too small in

proportion to its length. It requires an excessjve degree of

twist, and Herr Lorenz is of opinion that the Hebler bullet,

which is .29 is too small in diameter and has passed the limit

of safety. The calibre fixed on by France, Austria, Germany,
Belgium and Portugal is .32 or thereabouts. It is possible

that no two of the principal powers will have identically the
same cartridge for obvious reasons; but .32 of an inch, or
eight millimetres, may be taken to be the standard calibre for

military purposes for the future, as that of .45, which was
determined by Sir Joseph Whitworth's elaborate experiments
undertaken at the request of the British government and at

the expense of John Bull, has been the standard military cal-

ibre of the past.

The penetration of the .32 compound steel bullet may be
judged from the following fact: Three dead horses were put
in a line, tandem fashion, and a steel-clad bullet went clear

through all the three horses; another bullet went through a
block of pine timber 26 inches thick.

In May, of this year, the writer tried some experiments at

the works of the LoreDz Ammunition Company, at Mil wall,
near London. Several 480-graiu hard-lead bullets, in a reg-

ulation cartridge with 85 grains of powder, were tired into a
block of beech 3} inches thick, but not one came through, and
the rear side of the block was not bulged; subsequent experi-
ments made at Wimbledon proved that a regulation Martini-
Henry cartridge wonld send its bullet through three inches of

beech (see October Rifle, page 12); the path formed by the
hard-lead bullet was a perfect cone, and the several bullets

were recovered flattened and out of shape. Several Lorenz
steel compound bullets were then fired and penetrated seven
inches of beech, in two planks, each 3A inches thick, and
from six to seven inch planks of deal set in a rack behind;
none of the steel-compound bullets were seriously distorted

or out of shape, but were slightly oval in form owing to the
pinch of the grain of the wood.

Several Martini regulation cartridges were then fired into a
rack of inch deal boards, and the bullets passed through six-

teen planks and were recovered, having assumed the form of

button mushrooms. Several Lorenz steel compound bullets

were then fired from the Martini, and penetrated all the sev-
enteen deal planks and buried themselves au inch and a half
deep in a block of beech at the rear; but the penetration of a
.45 steel compound bullet ib, by reason of Hb great diameter,
far inferior to that of a .32 steel-compound bullet.

—

The
Rifle.

THE GUN.
All sportsmen who can do so should attend the field trials

next month at Hanford.

Dr. A. E. Buzard, whose excellent article about "Jaundice
in DogB," published this week will well repay study and pre-
servation, writes from Fort Grant, Arizona, that he is haviDg
great sport with the deer and quail which have been driven
down into the foothills about Fort Grant by the snow. The
Doctor states that both the Gambel and Bock quail are there
iu myriads, and are hunted best without dogs.

The full value of your powder trials may be yet to be dis-

covered. Since carefully examining the new data which you
have given to us, it has occurred to me to ask whatever coDld
have been the use of long barrels—I mean barrels of upwards
of -24 in. long. Clearly in the time of our fathers, who used
very fine powder in their flint and steels, there could nothave
been more energy developed at the muzzle ends of their bar-
reU than was the case with the powders tried by you. For
all the benefit these powders give, after the passing of the pro-
jectiles 21 in. of their course, I cannot admit the wisdom of
carrying an extra ounce. I am less inclined to believe that
our fathers were fools than some people seem to be, and I
think they must have had excellent reasons for the length of
barrel which they have handed down to posterity as a fashion
without a reason. I wish, therefore, to ask some of your gun-
making readers whether it is possible to make a 24 in. cyl-

inder shoot well. I do not mean a modified choke-bore but a
cylinder such as was made before the invention of choke-
bores. I cannot help thinking that in the days of cylinders
length of barrel was the only means known to gun-makers of

keeping the shot together sufficiently to make a good target;

if this is the case, then, sir, is there any remaining reason
why guns Bhould not be shortened? Length in these days of

choke-bores has not the advantage of keeping the shot
together. The choke does that, and the short barrel in this

respect is now fully eqaal to the long one. If length has
ceased to have that advantage has it now any other ?

—

Shooting.

Goose-Shooting in Washington Territory.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Shooting at Eureka
Flat, on 7th and 8th inst., Messrs. Al. Eberley and John Fos-
ter killed in four hours 54 geese. Shooting was over
decoys on old stubble fields. They killed thirty the first

morning in forty shots. The second day they flew very high
and shied from the decoys, yet they pulled down 24 in good
style, but it took more shooting. Both men use full choked,
ten bore Parker guns, and as a team they form quite a lively

pair. Gatjcho.
Walla Walla, W. T m Dec. 10, 1887.

Quail or Partridge?

Mr. Parker Gilmore may offend some Americans in the

remarks which follow, but since he is indisputably right there

is no remedy but to reform the vulgar nomenclature. He
says, with reference to a report of a day's sport with Bob
White in Texas:

As there are no quail proper {Coturnix communis) in either
North or South America, I fail to see how the sport therein
reported could have been obtained.
Sportsmen are surely well enough educated nowadays to

know the difference between a quail and a partridge, a wood-
cock and a snipe, or a turkey buzzard and a wild turkey. The
last-named error many readers would deem to be impossible
—merely a fabrication of my brain—but such is not the case,

for well I remember, when shooting some years ago on the
Embaras bottom lands in Illinois, a new "chummy" from,
the Eastern states knocking over one of these disgusting but.
useful scavengers, and being induced by some of the "larky
ones" of our party to carry his supposed valuable game sev-
eral miles to my house, in spite of the redolent smell of putrid,
carrion which it emitted. However, misnaming birds and.
quadrupeds is constantly taking place, both in Great Britain
aud across the Atlantic, by persons who should know better,

and assuredly profess to do so. Thus you will find an illus-

tration in Mr. Greener's ponderous tome on shooting and.
game, which is stated to represent the Coturnix Communis..
If he had told his readers that it was a woodcock he would
have been less culpable, for the difference that markedly
exists between the bird represents iu the eminent ganmaker-
and sportsman's plate owns a long tail, while the scolonax:
has a long bill. But, not to be hard on so great a celebrity,,

let me inform him that the drawing in question is a very goor?
picture of one of the sand-grouse genus.
In using misnomers, American sportsmen are, as a rule,

more careless than their English confreres, but then, in simple
justice it must be stated that theirs; is a new country, and
further, that the squatters or first European inhabitants
who took possession of those mighty western lands, between
hostile Indians and constant attention to their farms, had
something else to do than study natural history; so they chris-
tened the original inhabitants of their new homes after those
specimens of the animal creation that they had known ere
entering their adopted country. From father to son the apel-
latiou descended, the youth knowing no better, and never
for a moment doubting the correctness of his sire's designa-
tions.

In the Far West the Wapiti deer is always spoken of as an
elk, whereas the moose is the elk, and so on and so on. These
instances might be repeated ad nauseam.

It is not because such errors were pardonable half a century
ago that they should be so now. The United States were then
comparatively in their childhood, but at the prasent time they
are the most robust of mature nations, and have produced
orators, statesmen, poets and historians that would do honor
to any country that exists. They have also been the schools
of Bound, praotical naturalists whose memory and works will
continue verdant when the writings of Buffou and many
others of his contemporaries have passed into oblivion. The
names of these eminent men of science are Audubon, Bache-
man, Wilson and Agassiz.

Wit i the works of theBe great men in their hands, sports-
men need never be in ignorance of what they have got iu
their game-bags or fish-creels; and whpn time or weather
does not permit them to go forth practically to enjoy field

Bports, in a snug armchair or quiet corner they may almost
have as much pleasure in studying the habits and modes of
life of those treasures of creation that have so often afforded
them hours of unalloyed happiness.
The bird alluded to is the American partridge (Orlix virgin-

ianus), and well may he aud his three friends have enjoyed
themselves when, after their labor, they found that they had
102 brace for their day's reward— 102 brace of the most per-
fect and possibly the most beautiful game bird in the world.
Because I speak in suoh strong terms of the Virginian par*
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tridge, that ia no reason that your readers should accept my
dictum; no, nothing of the kind. If anyone will prove that I

am in error or guilty of partiality, I am open to conviction;
bat before they attempt to do so let them go to America and
enjoy a day in Texas, or, nearer at home still, on the eastern
shores of Maryland and Virginia, shooting Ortix v'trg'mianu*,

when the belligerents will both be eqnally armed for so inter-

esting a controversy.

In some of the finest coverts of Ireland I have enjoyed won-
derful woodcock shooting, on the prairies of the Western
States magnificent snipe shooting, and both on the Kankakee
and Chesapeake the tiuest duck-shooting that the world pro-

duces. I have had a large experience of the game ot China,
Japan, India and Africa, but never have I enjoyed the sport
of shooting more than when I bave been in pursuit of the Vir-

ginian partridge.

One reason for this is that it is essentially a description of

game that displays all the sagacity, intellect or talent that

well-bred setters or pointers possess. I have often thought
that if our special breeds of field dogs were not made for

bagging these birds the birds were made to show to what per-

fection breeding and breaking can be brought to.

Out in the open—for instance, in a slubble field—the sub-
ject of this communication is far from an easy bird to hit; but
wheu it has taken shelter in Bwales, timber, or partially-

elearedland, where brush he*ps have been left, well, it re-

quires quick and correct markmanship, or else the reward for

yonr day's labor will be far from satisfactory.

lam a great admirer of American spoilsmen. No better

have I ever met. They shoot well, and invariably hunt and
break their own dogs, the majority of which are descended
from the best strains Europe possesses. The United States

is essentially a setter's or pointer's elysium, for, independent
of the abundance and variety of game that can be killed over
them in that country, their masters, I almost would say, spoil

them with kindness, not only making companions of them in

the tield but in their homes.
But this goodness of heart to their dumb friends deserves

its reward, and the reward our transatlantic cousins derive is

being possessors of the most perfect bird for field sports, the

Virginian partridge, not unfrequently known by the familiar

homely name of "Bob White."
m —

Powder Trials for Pressures Within Gun Bar-
rels.

In connection with the interesting article by "Guacho,"

which appeared last week, may be read the results of a series of

experiments conducted by Mr. S. B. Allport and the editor

of Land and Water, in Eogland, for the purpose particularly

of ascertaining the peculiarities of the varionB nitro-com

pounds, all of which are quite similar, we believe, to the

ordinary wood powder. The experimenters mentioned report

as follows

:

Experiments for the trial of internal pressures are common
enough as applied to big gnns, but it is a carious fact that

until a few years ago, on the introduction of new powders,

no one had thought it necessary, except by rule of thumb, to

settle what strain an ordinary charge of gunpawderdeveloped
in a sporting gun. A few burst guns, which had given way,

after proof, to ordinary charges of Sehultze powder, set people

enquiring whether the blow delivered by the explosion of nitro-

compounds was greater or of a different nature to that given

by the burning of black powder. Several experiments were

carried out by various gunpowder makers and they obtained

a certain amount of credit from the public because they were

stood sponser to by the edi'.orof a spirting newspaper of good

position. In making these remarks we do not allude to some
crude attempts to discover pressures by the explosion of

powder in lead cylinders and afterwards measuring the

amount of expansion of those cylinders. This plan was open

to no check whatever, and it was impossible to say whether

one cylinder bore any comparison in strength to another,

because there was obviously no meansof testing them. More-

over the lead used was by no means of good quality, and ex-

hibited many air cavities when cut. It was not, therefore,

to be wondered at that some very curious assertions should

have been made on the basis of results from theBe lead

cylinders. Some of these were highly in favor of nitro-

powders, and, as the army authorities are now considering

the use of these powders for the new army rifle, we think the

results obtained by us will have a very general interest

amongst those who hold the proficiency of the British army

in high esteem.
We may, perhaps, say a few words on the history of public

opinion in regard to the nitro-powder3 before speaking of the

knowledge acquired from the present experiments. The6rst

users of the Sehultze powder, the first of the class, experi-

enced many curious sensations when using it, amongst them

the prolonged hang-fire, the gentle fizzle and the sharp crack

peculiar to dynamite or gun-cotton. We have experienced

them all. It was discovered, apparently, in a hundred quar-

ters about the same period, that the turning over or the

initial resistance had a great deal to do with the shooting

qualities of the powder. The reason of this was afterwards

made clear—some five years ago. It waB owing to the fact

that the power of all nitro-powders depends upon the unity

in point of time of ignition of each granule. It was shown to

differ from black powder in this, that the strength of black

increases as its combustion—practically with the smallness

of its grain—and the strength of the nitro-compounds is

wholly dependent upon keeping them or their developing

gases together in as small a compass as possible until the

whole of the granules have ignited; and in this case ignited is

equivalent to exploded. It was shown that a cartridge which

had become damp or wet and afterwards dried would be

enormously increased in power, because the turning over

would have become stiff and would therefore not give way

as soon afterpartial ignition of the charge as would have been

the case prior to wetting and drying.

It was then discovered by the lead cylinder teBt that the

drying of theBO powders caused much more powerful explos-

ions and no doubt this was the only service the lead cylin-

ders did render. Unfortunately, however, some time after

this the Sehultze Company professed to have discovered a

means of rendering their powder waterproof, so that it could

not be dangerously dried. This new production was sub-

jected to the lead cylinder test again, and the claim of the

powder-makers was supposed to have been established.

After this the crusher-giuge teat was applied by the com-

pany and the results appeared confirmatory to the lead

cylinder results. These crusher-gauge trials placed the

highest pressure in the barrels from Sehultze powder at a

point between 2 in. and 3 in. from the breech, and that from

black powder of all kinds at 1 in. from the breech.

The experiments which Mr. S. B. Allport and ourselves

have carried out go, we are sorry to say, to disprove these

results in both of the most important points. First, as

xegarda the point of highest preBBure oi the mtro-powderB,

and second, as to the effect of drying on these powders, for

although the small caps were used in Ely's ordinary salmon-
colored cases, the iguition was rapid enough to ensure the

highest pressure being felt in all cases with ordinary charg-
ing at the plug 1 in. from the breech. Second, the drying of

E. C. and Sehultze for one and a half hours at 160 deg. Fahr.
had the effect of producing double energy at this point

—

equal to tine grain black powder. And about double the

energy" developed at this point by seventy grains of the

same powder in the state in which it was delivered to us from
the mills. But although this large charge of Sehultze pro-

daced no great increase of energy at this point in the barrels,

its effect at 2^ in. from the breech, and at 6 in. was enor-
mously increased beyond normal pressures at these points.

It will therefore be obvious that a proof charge of Sehultze
powder cculd only be used with effect by being stimulated in

its ignition. This, as we have shown, can be done by dryiDg,

and it can also be done by igniting the Sehultze by the tianie

produced by the combustion of black powder. This priming
with black powder was one ofMhe tests used five years ago, in

order to settle the caose of variations in these compounds,
when they were found to depend wholly npon ignition. It

may be accepted that Sehultze powder is not sensitive of

ignition to the flame produced by its own explosion, bot that

it is sensitive to it if dried, and that it is at all times sensitive

to the flame produced by the combustion of black powder.
Two grains of this powder used to prime Sehultze powder
has a wonderful effect, as Mr. S. B. AJIport has discovered in

his many previous careful experiments.
It will be noticed that iu speaking of the effect produced

on crusher-gauges we have used the word "energy," and we
think advisedly, for the following reasons: The lead crusher-

gauges used have been subjected to the same tests of pres-

sure, and have time after time been measured to record the

same amount of compression to the l-1000th nf an inch by
impacts of similar forces. It was found, however, that these

crushers, when subject to dead-weight pressures, went on
crushing for hours, days, and even weeks, and herein lies

an element of uncertainty of all crusher-gauges as tests of

highest pressures; because, although the time occupied bv
the expulsion of the shot from the gun barrel is very short,

yet it is after all "time;" and as it is so, effects got during
time, and varying according to spaces of time cannot be
regarded as the basis on which to calculate highest pressures,

which may be said to be delivered at a point of time, not in

a space of time. As it was obvious that these crusher-gauges
would be affected by the pressure of the gas until it became
bo weak as not to overcome remaining resistance, we are

compelled for the present to confine ourselves to represent-

ing the effect in energy which represents in our own opinion

the accumulative force exerted upon any given point of the

barrel during the period from ignition to the time the shot

has left the barrel. To overcome this defect in the ascertain-

ing of highest pressures, Mr. Allport, seeing the desirable-

ness of corroborating the results of the crushers to iusnre

accuracy, invented the application of a spring as a check
upon the accumulating pressures which go to make up the

energy recorded by the lead crushers. The springs which
were used for this purpose were three in number, and each

one had been tested by impact, aod the effects on them tab-

ulated with the effects produced by similar impacts on the

lead crushers. The finding of highest pressures was not

only brought by this means within the range of the practical,

but a very interesting study hts been opened out as to the

different nature of the blows inflicted by the different pow-
ders, different loads, and by the drying of the powders. Mr.

Allport, however, intends to check both the lead crashers

and the springs by other lead crushers so graduated to the

blow expected to be received that nothing but the highest

pressures at the points where they are placed will be suffi-

cient to contract mem, and inferior pressures will not over-

come their initial resistance; by this means he will not only

do away with the uncertain quality of accumulating pres-

sures, but he will be able to check another unknown quantity

—that of the accumulating resistance offered by springs.

For, when the initial resistance of the springs is more than

overcome, an equal element of uncertainty is introduced,

increasing with the lineal contraction of the spring. Our
scientific readers will not require to be reminded that a blow

or impact of a falling body upon a spring cannot be faithfully

recorded by it except the spring be set in a manner to register

at the instant of highest velocity; that is, before the resis-

tance of the Bpring has itself materially reduced velocity.

These springs, for instance, were tested with a falling weight,

which, of course, gives an invariable blow; yet they would
only record the true energy of the blow given when it waB

administered npon a spring so strong as barely to register at

all. Every extra contraction of the springs reduced the

velocity of "the falling body, and it did not, of course, collapse

to its full extent until a considerable amount of time had

elapsed from the first impact. It is clear, therefore, that

unless the pressure from the powder was developed upon the

spring by d'egrees of time sufficient to collapse the spring in

equivalent degrees, that the highest pressure could by no

means be discovered upon a much compressed spring. Our

own opinion is that the highest pressure, given immediately

after the passage of the wad over the plug, would be very

sudden and as suddenly removed, and that this removal

would not allow the highest pressure to be registered except

on springs set, as we said before, with an initial resistance

equivalent nearly to the highest pressures developed at the

point. This is Mr. Allporfs opinion also, and he therefore

chose hiB springs to give low lineal compressions. He is not

however, satisfied that he has done this to a sufficient extent,

and he is now engaged in having more made, just as he is

having more crusber-gaugea made to eliminate opposing

sources of inaccuracy in order to carry out his scheme of

pressure tests to absolute perfection. Then we shall have

the pleasure of correcting possible inaccuracies nd adding to

the tables we now give.

The gun used for these experiments was a cylinder with

seven plugs at distances from the breech of 1 in,, 2iJ in., 6 in.,

9 in., 15 in., 21 in. and 27 in. The leads were used in all

cases towards the breech, and the springs at the same time

were placed one plug-hole nearest the muzzle. The arrange-

ment for the crusher-gauges was nearly similar to those used

in the service for big guns, and the spring arrangement is an

invention, and a very clever one of Mr. Allport's. It will be

seen that by this arrangement the highest pressures were

never prevented from acting upon the crusher-gauges, as the

powder wad has. of course, to pass before anything more than

the lateral pressure of the charge of shot is developed upon

the barrel. We may take it that the spring was slightly

affected by the increased space in the barrel caused by the

compression of the lead nearer to the breech. It will be

observed that we bad no sufficiently weak crushers to take

pressures at the 27-inch hole, and in some caseB they did not

register even in the 21-inch plug-hole, but the springs did in

each case, and we have no doubt that we shall find that the
2

nearer the muzzle we get the more will results from the two
| i

and highest pressures attained. The reason why this should
be so is that near the muzzle the velocitj of the projectile is

greatest and the distance it still bas to travel is hmallest,

hence accumulative pressures are reduced to the minimum;
and. on the other band, as springs record at less lineal con-

traction, two sources of inaccuracy are greatly reduced.

We will suspend our further remarks until another occa-

sion. Io the menntime we throw our columns open to crit-

icism of these trials to the powder companies inttresed, and
we shall be pleased to describe or explain anything we
have not made clear.

We should add that Mr. S. B. Allport has carried bis exper-
iments much further, with the object of settling proof charges,

and, although we know what results he has ob'ainnd with
crushers of varying initial resistance, we have no right to give

this to the public without Mr. Allport's leave.
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Half-and-Half.

Before taking up the illustration presented by half-

and-half sires, we will complete the sketch of the

great brood-mares. Sketch it can only he, as a full pic-

ture would require a large canvas, and entail a vast

amount of work on the part of the artist who undertook

the task. An etching is all that it can be termed when

only a few columns are taken, though as oftentimes mere

outlines will give a very good idea of a scene, brief state-

ments may be of service in calling attention to works

where fuller knowledge may be obtained. In the De-

ember number of Wallace's Monthly the editor dnvc s

people who have requested his advice regarding Btallions

to carefully peruse a long letter which he had written on

the subject. The epistle referred to is the "Tear Book"

and it is a laudable feeling which prompts the compilei

to call at*ention to what has cost so much labor, and

with work so well done. The article in the paper o'

last week mentioned Fleetwing the dam of Ruby and

Stamboul, We have learned within a few days that

Fleetwing was dead, and though the loss is a serious one

to Mr. Rose, having left a son and a daughter owut d by

Wm. Corbitt of such high stan_p as the two named
amends are made for the loss. The pedigree of Fleetwing

is given iu the table by Hambletonian (10), her dam by

Geo M. Patchen (30). These are trotting strains although

backed with thoroughbred blood not far distant. But as

Sultan is the sire of both Ruby and Stamboul, it comes

within the legitimate province of enquiry to take his blood

into considerai ion. His blood lines are emphatically "ti ot-

ting strains." Although the dam of The Moor, the sire

of Sultan, is now claimed to have been got by a Copper-

bottom colt, we have not seen the evidence which justi-

fied the change. John Williams, who knew Belle of

Wabash from colthood up, who drove her in many if

not all of her races, is emphatic in characterizing the

lately given pedigree as false, and that the former was

true. Be that as it may the bearing is so slight that

whether by a Copperbottom colt from his own dam or

Lieutenant Bassinger, the facts are that The Moor got

trotters and that his son, Sultan, gets them nearly every

time. But the progeny of Fleetwing is potent evidence

in favor of inbreeding when the right kind of blood is

doubled, and in the case of Ruby and Stamboul three

plies of Hambletonian cord in the rope.

STAMBODL, 2:17£...

f Sultan...

|
2:24.

The Moor
2:37.

Sultana..

i Hambletonian)
Delmonico.

( Fleetwing
(dam. (Geo. M. Patchen

\ 2:23fr,

The above tabulation shows that Hambletonian was

grandsire of Stamboul on the side of the dam. Delmon-

ii o, the sire of the dam of Sultan, was by a Bon, and his

dam a daughter of Hambletonion. This gives Stamboul

'ive-sixteeuths of the blood. Now, no one of any sense

will claim that there are any near thoroughbred crosses

,.i this, the second fastest (when measured by actual

record) stallion ever bred in California, for even if there

was no dispute about the dam of The Moor, it would be

as far off as that in the grandsire of Hambletonian, Mam-
brino

We have to reiterate and proclaim in nearly every

article bearing on the subject that we do not deny the

excellence of what is termed trotting blood, and still

those who take the opposite side are prone to represent

that all of those who advocate racing strains in fast trot-

ters ignore "plebeian blood" in toto. In the last number

of Wallace's Monthly the associate editor "L" (and who

by the way is a forcible writer) endeavors to lessen the

mtrit of Ansel. He writes that one hundred and seventy-

six have trotted faster than 2:20, but is careful not to say

how many of them were entire horses, and does not

allude to Palo Alto, Vbo, at four years old, trotted within

a quarter of a second of it. If Ansel and Palo Alto were

from "unknown" mares, due credit would have been

given and a fairer balance struck. But to resume,

Ruby and Stamboul trace to Mambrino Chief and an-

other branch of the Clay family through Geo. M.
Patchen. The Mambrino Chief came through a family

which has produced Ericsson, Clark Chief, PhallaB and

others. Clark Chief is a "full brother" in blood to

Celeste, the dam of Sultana, their dams being sisters.

Phallis has two crosses of Mrs. Caudle, the dam of

Ericsson, Big Nora and Little Nora. We will heartily

agree that the trotting lines are very strong and that the

union of Sultan and Fleetwing should result in produc-

ing fast trotters. There is another prominent feature

in the table of great brood-mares which cannot be lost

sight of, that being the piling up of the evidence in favor

of inbreeding to Hambletonian blood. Alley, by Ham-
bletonian, her dam by Flying Morgan, is the dam of

Milton, 2: 19^, and Albert France, 2:20^, both being by

Geo. Wilkes. Belle Brandon by Hambletonian, her dam
Jenny by Young Bacchus, is the dam of Amy, 2;20£, by

Volunteer, and Gov. Sprague, 2:20$, by Rhode Island;

Duroc Maid by Messenger Duroc, her dam by Edward
Everett, is the dam of Editor, 2:23$, aud Femme Sole,

2:20, both by Princeps, who is a great grandson of Ham-
bletonian. Factory Girl by Hambletonian is the dam of

King Phillip, 2:21, by Jay Gould, son of Hambletonian.

Reina Victoria is a singular case of inbreeding. Her
dam, Hyacinth by Volunteer, was bred to her grandsire

Hambletonian. Reina Victoria is therefore five-eighths

the blood of her sire. She was bred to Glenview, in-

bred to Alexander's Abdallah, his sire being Belmont by

Abdallah and his dam Fadette by Abdallah, and the

result was Euclid, 2:28$. It may be as well to tabulate

this pedigree in order to obtain a proper conception of the

mingling and remingling of the blood:

1 Hambletonian
(Abdallah.. 1

f Belmont (

f Glenview \
l AMaHiin... ( Hambletoni in

(Fadette 1 \

EUCLID i

(Hambletonian
( Hambletonian

(Volunteer..
(

Hyacinth \

Reina Victoria was bred to Princeps, with a result of

Princeton, four years, 2:23^ Inasmuch as the inbreed-

ing to Gleaview was closer than to Princeps, it may seem

that it had been carried too far, but as Euclid is the

only one of the get of Glenview which is in the list, while

Princeps has fourteen, the greater speed of Princeton can

be credited to greater potency in the sire.

While cogitating over inbreeding, it may be well to

bring Ned on the witness stand. That a mare should

be dubbed Ned is one of those inscrutinable things so

often met in nomenclature. She was by Berkley's Ed-
win Forest, her dam by Mambrino Chief, second dam
by Grey Eagle. Magic was by American Clay, his dam
Lualaba by Berkley's Edwin Forest, second dam by
Grey Eagle The coupling of Ned and Magic pro-

duced Clemmie G.,2:15$, Post Boy, 2:23, and My story,

2:25|. Ned had also Alice Stoner, 2:24$, by Strath-

more, being one of the very few mares with a quartet

which have beaten 2:30..

But there are two mares which were brought to Cali-

fornia by L J. Rose in 1870 or 1871, which demand
a place among the greatest brood-mares; these were Gret-

chen by Mambrino Pilot and Minnehaha by Bald Chief

(Steven's.) The dam of Gretchen was Kilty Kirkman, a

fast pacing mare by Canada Chief, son of Davy Crock-

ett, second dam by Fanning's Tobe, and her third dam
by imported Leviathan. Among her progeny are Inca,

2:27, by WoodfordMam brino; Sable (dam of Sable Wilkes,

2:18) by The Moor; Del Sur, 2:24$, by The Moor;
Romero, 2:'19$, by A. W. Richmond. Sable had probably

the greatest turn of speed of any of her colts, as Mr.
Rose has often told us that up to her time she was the

fastest trotter he ever saw. As the dam of the cham-
pion three-year-old, and that championship won by so

wide a margin, there is scarcely a question that she will

excel her mother by many points. She is comparatively

young yet, having been foaled in 1875. Another of

Gretchen's daughters, Neluska, was also very fast, and
she is the dam of Nehusta by Stamboul, which is reported

to be a veritable flyer. A fast family is not expressive

enough when writing of the progeDy of Gretchen in the

first and second generations. Sable Wilkes is the first

f i om Sable which has been regularly trained, and as Mr;

Corbitt has more of the "same sort" there is not much
risk in making the rosiest kind of predictions as to the

future of the family.

Minnehaha was a fitting companion—Alcazar, 3 years,

2:23, by Sultan; Sweetheart, 3 years 2:22$, by Sultan;

Eva, 2:23$, by Sultan; Beautiful Bells, 2:29$, b> The
Moor, are a portion of her offspring, and she takes rank

in respect to numbers with Ned and Maid of Clay, Green

Mountain Maid the only instance of a dam with five

"regulation" preformers to her credit. The dam of

Minnehaha was Nettie Clay by Strader's CassiusM. Clay

Jr., second dam by Abdallah, third dam by Engineer

2d, the sire of Lady Suffolk. To prove that it was no
chance shot in favor of the California climate, when
Gretchen was outdone by her daughter Sable, Beautiful

Bells has already excelled her mother in the way of

speed production, and in fact diopped three seconds

from the records of the family. Sh^ has three in the

list, although her first was dropped in 18S0. Hinda
Rose,3years. 2:19$; St. Bed, 4.y»»rs, 2:24fc Bell Boy, 2

years, 2:26, and Chimes so close after these paragons

that he is likely to catoh up in the not-far-off future.

A few more half-and-half illustrations and we will

bring this number of the series to a close.

/ Hambletonian (10).

RYSDYK )

") (Mapdelene.
(Lady Duke I (Medor*.

(Loxington... <

(Daughter.. 1 Sumpter.

fourth dam by Buford's Eclipse, fifth dam Maria by
Craig's Alfred, etc. Rysdyk is half Hambletonian the

other half thoroughbred. Now if a purchaser contem-

plated buying a half-and-half sire, and were to consult Mr.

Wallace's long and very able letter to aid him in select-

ing a stallion, he would scrutinize this pedigree very

closly and the "performances" which had resulted. He
would find:

Bertrace, b m, dam Polly Barber, by Bullv King,
2:27$.

CliugBtone, b g, dam Gretchen by Chosroes 735, 2:14.

Geo. M. Rysdyk, b g, dam Lady Patchen by Geo. M,
Patchen 30, 2:29£.

Maud A., b m, dam JesBie by Rosebud, 2:26£.

Victor, b g, dam Dolly by Phencmenon, 2:21$.

Clingstone being the fastest he would trace his course

with the greatest interest. He would find that Harold.

Dictator, Happy Medium, Conklin's Abdallah and Vol-

unteer were the only sires which had progeny of greater

speed at the close of 1886, the two fastest being from

mares with the same amount of thoroughbred blood as

Rysdyk possessed. On the side of the dam of Clingstone he

would find American Star and Long Island Black Hawk
blood, and in ber sire Chosroes another strain of Ham-
bletonian, and the grandamof Chosroes by the thorough-

bred horse Post Boy. Looking over the Palo Alto cata-

logue Ansel would "strike his eye" as baing something

after the pattern of Rysdyk. Putting Ansel's pedigree

in tabular form it would stand thus:

!

Hambletonian 10

Green Mountain Maid
ANSEL 4

i Lexington
I
Annette

( dam f Grey Eagle
( Mary Morris by Medoc

fourth dam Miss Obstinate, by Sumpter, and so on until

the twentieth dam was the Layton Barb mare. The

points of resemblance are apparent. Half as much
Hambletonian blood as Rysdyk, the same amount of

Lexington, each with a cross of Medoc and Sumpter,

with a Grey Eagle between Lexington and Medoc in the

case of Ansel. The advantages which Ansel possesses

are first three heats "in a race" in 2:28, 2:20, 2:20,

whereas RyBdyk had no record. Electioneer has nine

sons and daughters which have trotted in 2:20 or

better. Hambletonian has only three. Never having

seen Rysdyk we cannot compare the forms of the two

horbes, though it is seldom, indeed, that a "better-shaped'

'

horse is found than Arsel. So far the result of the study

would not discourage a purchaser from buying a half-

and-half stallion of that class. A close scrutiny of that

comprehensive letter will reveal many startling facts.

As we have written before, there is a mass of infor-

mation, and that in a shape which can be understood.

Still, it requires some knowledge of pedigree to "get at"

the truth, or if without that knowledge a more thorough

research. Were the second dams of the winning sires

and great brood-mares given it would facilitate enquiries;

but with so much to praise it would flavor of hyper-
criticism to find fault. We will reBume the subject here-

after.

Mr. John H. Shults, proprietor of the Parkville Farm,
Long Island, has gone to California, and it is understood that

his visit to the Pacific Coast is for the purpose of purchasing,

if possible, the great Btallion Gay Wilkes, 2:15J, by George
Wilkes, dam Lady Bunker, by Mambrino Patchen. Mr.
Shults has a very long purse, but I do not believe that he
will bse the g*me he is supposed to be be gunning after.

—

N.
Y. Sporting tf orld.
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More Light.

"L." claims that there have been thousands of

attempts to breed fast trotters from thoroughbred mares.

If this be the case vhere must be some evidence to sustain

the position. We get catalogues from all the main
breeders of trotters, and outside of Palo Alto it is rare,

indeed, to find a thoroughbred mare in the list.

Some years ago a writer went over Bruce' s American
Stud Book, and as the plan followed in that is to class

every colt not got by a thoroughbred as the son or

daughter of a trotter, he blew his trumpet loudly over

the discovery. Horses never heard of outside of their

immediate neighborhood were set down as trotters, and
to follow that rule, every H. B. in England could be

classed as trotting-bred.

How many thoroughbred mares did Hambletouian
serve? "We can recall two, viz : the dams of Edward
Everett and Bysdyk, the first hiving twelve representa-

tives, the second five Stallions which stood in Kentucky
had a better chance, and we find that Pilot Jr. served

the dams of John Morgan, Tattler, Midnight and Miss

Russell, Mambrino Chief served Utilla by imported Mar-
grave, and got Ashland, and his blood has proved

"potent." Mambrino Chief, from a thoroughbred mare,

got Ashland Chief, the sire of Black Cloud, 2:17£, and
two others. From Susie, by imported Margrave, he got

the dam of Hambrino, and further search would, in

all probability, show others which have not been entire

failures. Mambrino Patchen served Estrella, by imported

Australian, and got Alma Mater, the dam of Alcantara

and Alcyone, and as the dam of M. P. was by the thor-

oughbred horse Gano, there was a doubling of the red

currents. As so much appears this week in regard to

this phase of the question of the breeding of fast trotters,

further consideration will be postponed.

In the meantime, however, we will be highly pleased to

l*arn no x many thoroughbred mares there are on the trot-

ting breeding farms of the United States outside of Palo

Alto. It has been stated that the late R. A. Alexander bred

a great many thoroughbred mares to trotting stallions.

In 1864 he determined to "sell out," and sent us a list

of his mares, thinking that one division might be pur-

chased in Illinois. There were fifty-seven all told.

He had three stallions, Lexington, Scythian and Buric.

He made three divisions of nineteen mares and one

stallion in each, and the prices for the mares ranged

from $300 to $8,000. If Mr. Broadhead will refer to

the old books of the Woodburn stud he will be able to

state exactly the number of thoroughbred mares bred

to trotting stallions. If our memory be correct, the

fastest bred at Woodburn up to 1863 was Tattler.

Out of the "Woods.

bred. No more thoroughbred in ours. Mr. Wallace has

blazed the path to lead us out of the woods, and we
cordially thank him.

We cheerfully acknowledge that Mr. Wallace has

proved that imported Messenger was not thoroughbred.

The "leader" in the December monthly establishes the

point, and his arguments cannot be controverted. In

fact there are no thoroughbreds when to constitute such

all of the lines must end in oriental ancestry. That is,

with the exception of a few imported Arabs, and about

the only man in England who has a thoroughbred stud

is Sir Wilfrid Scawen Blunt.

After the first shock resulting from the dethronement

of the idol so long worshipped there is a feeling of relief.

There is no longer a necessity for going over the dusty

tomes of long ago. Race-horses are not thoroughbreds.

Can a horse be shown which is entitled to wear the purple

it is a hundred to one that he is not a race-horse.

Although an animal may trace on both sides to the

"royal mares," there will be intervening currents flow-

ing from the unknown region; that is if he and his

ancestors have secured rank on the turf. Hereafter we

will endeavor to discard the word thoroughbred.

It has no significance, it is only appropriate from

habit and expresses nothing. According to our remem-

brance Mr. Wallace is the originator of "running-bred,"

and though at first it had a grating Bound to the ear of

those who had been so long accustomed to other appella-

tions, it certainly signifies the intention to breed an ani-

mal which can run. As all horses can run it may need

further improvement. How will racing-bred do? There

is a difference between running and racing. The former

is within the compass of every animal which is not

crippled, only a few of even the quondam thoroughbreds

can race, and still fewer of those outside of the pale.

We are absolved from a great deal of trouble. "No

thoroughbred has ever trotted in three minutes," shouts

an opposer of that blood. "Captain Jenks has a record

close to 2:30," is the reply. "Yes, but what is his sixth

dam?" is retorted, and though you call attention to the

good races he ran, that ends it.

Venture, 2:27£, was bred for a race-horse, but the sire

of his dam had only three thoroughbred crosses, so that

Venture had one part in thirty-two of unknown blood.

As he was the sire of Chance, from the dam of Ansel, a

rattling good race-horse, we can call Venture racing-

The Golden Gate andG. M. Chase.

We think that when due consideration is given, the

Golden Gate will reconsider its action in expelling

Mr. Chase. The laws will not sanction the punishment,

and if they did there would be an end to the sports of

the *urf and track.

Briefly expressed, it stands: At a meeting of the Board
of Directors of the California State Agricultural Society

a violent attack was made on the management. The
Board was accused of wrong -doing, and the accusations

couched in language not only disrespectful but abusive.

Mr. Chase retorted, though not exactly in the language

reported. The attention of the accuser was directed to

wha*. had been done in another society of which he was
also a director, and the much stronger grounds for anim-

adversion presented. A reporter changed the matter

so as to implicate the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Associ-

ation, and this Mr. Chase requested to be corrected in

the Breeder and Sportsman, which was done. The cor-

rection is the ground for the iudiotuidnt. If an action

would stand on that basis every paper which gives space

to chronicle the turf sports would be liable. Every

editor and reporter could be ostracised, and private pique

or enmity on the part of a few managers bo" gratified,

The rules very properly protect the judges in the dis-

charge of their duties. No matter if fraud is so palpable

that all can see the swindle, should the judges err in not

properly punishing the perpetrators, they must be pro-

tected from abuse, But their authority only extends

over the grounds on which the rac^s a.-e held. Outside

of chat they have no jurisdiction. When they attempt

to punish a man for words spoken in a body convened a

hundred miles away, ana months after, it borders on the

ridiculous. A judge, when holding court, can inflict sum-

mary punishment on a person who is in contempt, but

no matter how abusive a person may be outside of that

court, he cannot commit.

John DoVaull. Jr.

JOHN DeVATJLL JR.—In San FraanciHCO, December '0. at 7:40 p.m.,
of heart disease, -John Jr , eon of John and Mary DeVanll.

All such notices as that just written bring sadness

in measure proportionate to ties of relationship or

friendly intimacy, and it is with an acute sense of per-

sonal loss that we record the departure of our valued

young associate and esteemed fellow-sportsman, poor

John De Vaull Jr. Born in San Francisco, on Novem-
ber 20th, 1866, he had passed from a pure childhood

tlirough an unusually thoughtful and temperate adoles-

cence, into a manhood of rare gentleness and beauty.

Studious by nature, and thoroughly devoted to a father

and mother who are proud to live in their boys, John

had developed sll that was best in his nature, and had

avoided all that would have debased or besmirched his

character. And without diminishing his capacity to

meet the djmands incident to active business life, he

was quite the embodiment of tenderness and conscien-

tiousness,

A San Franciscan by birth, he received a thorough

elementary education in the public schools, graduating

early, with honor, from the grammar grade, and enter,

ing at once the employ of the San Francisco Street

Sweeping Corporation, where he remained in a position

of trust until death brought relief from years of distress

caused by organic derangement of the heart.

Slight in physique he was nevertheless capable of

enduring almost any amount of fatigue, and was from

childhood devoted to the sports of the field. When only

nine years of age he was a good shot with a rifle. At

ten years he was given a Remington shotgun and

instructed in its use by his father, in whose company

most of his shooting was done. He soon developed

remarkable skill in the field, and when sixteen years old

began trap shooting, at which sport he soon became so

proficient as to rank with the first-class of trap shots

Almost from the beginning he rarely visited a trap

meeting without bringing away some evidence of ability

in the way of prizes. Beginning at artificial targets, and

then entering the California Wing Shooting Club of

which he was made secretary, his scores compare favor-

ably with those made by any of the distinguished marks-

men of whom so many can be called to rnind. In shooting

his style was a model. Standing erect, and using a gun

with perfect ease, he was quick and accurate, although

at all times adhering strictly to rules In all of his trap

shooting he never challenged a bird, preferring to lose

rather than to annoy a competitor. Iu social relations

with the friends of his life, John was generally accorded

the position of confidant and adviser.

The youths of the neighborhood found in him an

arbitrator in all little disputes and went to him without

I reserve, because it was one of his peculiarities to inspire

1 confidence in those with whom he came into contact

Gifted with an insight that sometimes seemed marvel-

ous, his judgments were always iu perfect accord with

equity, and were so tempered by kindliness as to deprive

even the refusal of a request of unpleasantness. He
exercised a great influence over the men with whom
he was associated iu business relations. No man so

poor or rude that John could not enter iinu sympathy
with him if iu trouble, and it was a pleasure to be about
assistiag some one all the time. His friends were many
and were strongly bound to him by ties both of love

for his milder qualities and of respect for his sterling

strength. On Tuesday last, a requiem was sung over

his earthly tenement, and an eloquent discourse pro-

nounced at Plymouth Church by the Rev. Mr. Scudder.

The church was filled by friends, and floral pieces in

profusion only made the gloom deeper by contrast.

Nine of his young friends. Messrs. W. P. Lewis, J.

Newbauer, F. Bauer, J. Schroder, F. Applegate, Geo.
Brown, J. Schwartz, F. Casey and F. Nippert bore

him tenderly from the sanctuary, and with burdened
hearts laid him at rest in the windowkss chamber.
Embodied he has gone, but the essential man and gen-
tleman t?i11 live on in the minds aod hearts of all who
knew him—and they are many. Toward his idolizing

parents goes our sympathy, not less siucere because of

no avail in assuaging grief so bitter it seems that heart-

strings must break. They have done well in guiding

to perfection a son so true and so polished.

AuctioD Sales.

On Tuesday Dext Killip & Co. will offer at public

auction, on the Bay District Course, some finely bred

animals.

Mr. Prather of Maryville, Mo., has lately brought to

this coast four very fine stallions. At the head is

the English-bred thoroughbred stallion Intruder, a

grand horse in every respect. His breeding is of the

best, the most fashionable strains represented in his gene-

ological tree. He is of commanding size and of very

high for jj. His stock are in demand at the East, Intru-

der mares being highly valued in the stud. A son of

Almont, from a mare by Mambrino Chief, and his second

dam a thoroughbred mare, is a capital representation of

this celebrated family. He bears quite a strong resem-

blance to Piedmont, and is three-quarters of the same
blood. A grandson of Almont is in the list, and the

saddle stallion would stand in the front rank in coun-

tries where the breeding of saddle-horses has been

reduced to a science.

Owing to ill health Mr. Waldstein has determined to

close out his horses without any reservation. The dam
of Albert W. is at the head of the string, and from her

appearance it is reasonably certain that she is in foal to

Autevolo. The young animals are of great promise.

The "twin filly" by Albert W., and the "white-legged

colt," are sure to trot fast, and the "boys" cay that there

is another still better. We have seen enough of the filly

aud colt to feel warranted in giving a recommend.

The Field Trials.

Few pleasures can be so cogently defended as participation

in field trials. So many elements enter to form an intelligent

appreciation of the work of pointers and setters that

the result might almost be termed a liberal education.

No other sport with which we are acquainted engages so

many faculties and leaves so little to regret. One must pos*

sess a fair degree of physical power or he cannot endure the

days of hard walking or riding. The power of observation must
be cultivated or he lose much of the finer work of the dogs.

Calmness and patience in large degree are essential to success

at trials. Knowledge of the habits of quail, and fair skill

jn shooting, conduce largely to the enjoyment of the recrea-

tion, and last, but not least, there is necessity for scrupulous
regard for tbe rights of competitors.

It is little wonder that so many of the better sportsmen of

the State are preparing to visit Hanford on January 16th,

when the Pacific Coast Trial* begin. A rare company will be

present, and the trials will be by far the best ever held on the
Pacific Coast. If those who can go will communicate the fact

to President J. G. Eiwards, at 320 Sansome street, city, they
will confer a favor.

The American Trotting Association Notice of
Reinstatements.

The following persons and horses suspended for non-pay"
ment of entrauoe have been reinstated:

J. W. Mitten, Corsicana, Texas, and s g Charlie 11., sus-
pended by order of the Detroit Driving Club, Detroit, Mich.;
claim paid under protest.

M. Campbell, Wiener, Neb., and gr g St. John (pacer),
suspended by order of the Kansas City Agricultural and
Horticultural Fair Association, Kansas City, Mo.; claim paid
under protest.

Laurtl«ood Stable (W. L. Appleby, Prop.), Santa Clara,
Cal., and ch f Carmen (runner), suspended by order of the
Sixih D s'riot Agricultural Association, Los ADgeles, Cal.-
settled by member.
M. F. Tarpey, San Francisco, Cal., and ch f Ni

ner), suspended by order of the Sixth District

Society, Los Angeles, Cal.; settled by member.
Detroit, Dec. :i, iaS7. J. H. Btei>
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THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to send for publication the earnest possi-

ble notices of whelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and deilua

In their kennels, in all instances writing plainly names of sire and dam,

and of graudpaieiits, colors, dates and breed.

Whelps-

Mr. T. N An Irews' St. Beruard Lily whelped, Nov. 16>

1S37, eleven, to owner's Jumbo; sis living—five dogs.

Same owner's St. Bernard Midget whelpsd, Dec. 4, 1SS7,

eight, to owner's Sailor; three living—one flog.

-o-

Oakland Coursing Club.

The dabfmet on December 7th, and Mr. A. A. Bouton was

present to substantiate charges of improper conduct made hy

him against a member named J. Harkins in connection with

the recent coursing meeting of the club at Stockton. Mr.

Bouton reflated his charges in open club, and Mr. Harkios,

who was present, admitted that they were correctly stated, at

the same time tendering his resignation from the club. The
resignation wss accepted without opposition.

Eastern Field Trials Club All-Age £ etter Stake.

The stake "began on Friday, November 25tb, and ended on

December 1st. The weather was favorable throughout the

competition, except for a short rain. Birds were plenty, and

a large number of spectators attended. The winner ot first,

Gloster, by Dashing Hover—Trinket, was bred by Mr. Edward
Dexter, at the Charlottsville Kennel, Virginia, and purchased

by Mr. James L. Breeze during the All-Age Stake last year.

Gloster is a dog of medium weight, very good form, although

not particularly racy. He is very level-headed, and a thor-

oughly cautious, good do^ to shoot over. There is nothing

of the brilliant about him, but he shows good nose and is per-

fectly stannch. Second was won by the Memphis and Avent

Kennel's Chance, by Rjderigo—Bo Peep. ChaDce is an ani-

mal of high lorm, and is an accurate, stylish performer, albeit

the fact ihat one side of his face is black gives him a queer,

homely appearance. Last year he was disposed to be a little

headstrong, but in the opinion of Colonel Merriman was a

very likely dog. Third was divided by Jean Valjean {Mingo

—Twin Maud) and Nat Goodwin (Eoderigo—Bo Peep), both

owned by the Memphis and Avent Kennels. Aide James is

very plain in markings, but is very fast and a superb little

creature on birds, while Nat Goodwin, the especial pet of

Colonel Merriman, is a very handsome dog, and as full of

business and snap as could be desired. At High Toint last

year he "got little birds in his head," in the opinion of Colonel

Merriman, but that gentleman prophesied then that this year

Nat would show himself a great dog.

Ihe judges were Messrs. D. C. Bergundthal, Washington

A. Coster and H. B. Dnryea, and they did their work well,

although t bey were rather too lenient in permitting some of

the handlers to jockey. Boading dogs were cut out by
opposing handlers and much work allowed that should have

been forbidden.
Friday.

Joe B—Count? Nellie II.—At 11:41 Joe B., by Baron-
Nellie, handled by H. Haight, and Nellie II, by Count Noble

—Rosalind, handled by W. Tallman, were cast off in an

open weed field on completion of the Derby. Joe began the

work by pointing a bevy in some sedge along the edge of

woods; Nellie backed nioely; both were steady to shot and

wing. Joe pointed iu pines where the scattered birds were

marked down; Haight said a bird Hushed from the point,

but the cover prevented a gocd view of the work. Tallman

shot and killed to Nellie's point on a single in sedge, and she

retrieved. Joe made a false point. Nellie flushed a bevy

and dropped lo wing, and the birds went to the oak woods
near. by. Nellie pointed and moved on; Joe pointed, roaded

a few feet and flushed a bird. A few yards fuither and Joe

flushed again and was slightly unsteady towing. Some open
fields were drawn blank. In sedge grass, in pines, Joe

pointed a bevy; Nellie came down with a swoop and backed

instantly when she saw Joe on point; about riCty yards ahead

of the point Haight flushed, shot and killed, and Joe "made a

poor retrieve. After making a false point Joe poioted, roaded

and pointed a single bird nicely, and Nellie, twenty yards

ahead, flushed. The heat ended at 12:15. Joe was the

wider ranger, with better stylo in motion; in pace they were

about equal, ihe party then went to lunch.

Jean Valjean—Daisy F.—At 1:14 the Memphis and
Avent Kennel's black, white and tan dog Jean Valjean, by

Mingo—Twin Maud, bandied by J. M. Avent, and Messrs.

Dudley and Fisher's lemon and white bitch Daisy F. by
Gleam—Dean, hamiled by D. E. Bose, were cast off in an

open weed field. Daisy pointed, then began roading. Jean,

tiity yards further on, pointed the bevy; both were stea.iy to

shot; Jean made a good retrieve. On one of the scattered

birds Daisy made a good point and only a fair retrieve. In a

dense thicket Jean made a good point on a single bird, and
his handler called two other points for him, but the cover

was so dense that it was very difficult to see the work, and at

times impossible. In the thicket Daisy pointed a bird in

thick briars; the bird was not far from her nose; when it ran

Daisy jumped in, it having the appearauce of a wounded
bird. She was steady to wing. Some fields were drawn
bljuk. Daisy, in sedge grass, pointed a bird and Jean backed

handsomely. Moved on, Jean roaded to a point on two or

three birds; he was steady to wing and shot. Daisy roaded

about two hundred yards in a point ot sedge, probably on the

back trask of the bevy, as she failed to locate. Jean flushed

a bird, then pointed nicely. The dogs were ordered up at

2:16 and Jean won. Daisy ranged better; Jean was faster

and had better style.

Gloster—Galatea.—At 2:26 James L. Breese's black,

white and tan dog Gloster, by Dashing Rover— Trinket,

handled by Charles Tucker, and E. E. Fray's black, white

and tau bitch Galatea, by Mac B.—Chica, handled by W.
Tallman, were cast off in an open field. Soon after starting

Gloster pointed by a fence on some birds scattered during the

last heat. By a run Galatea pointe 1 and Gloster backed;
Galatea moved, Tucker sent Gloster in and he pointed up
wind of the birds. The bevy was floshed to Galatea's point;

Tal'man shot and killed, and Galatea retrieved nicely. Next,

Galatea pointed false. In oak woods Gloster pointed a single

bird and was steady to wing; next he pointed in weeds by the

e^geof a thicket, and two birds flushed wild while he was
boing held for Galatea to back. Gloster roaded to a point

uud retrieved well. The handlers flushed a bevy while walk-

ing along. Galatea next false-pointed; soon afterwaid Gloscer

oiuted a single bird. The dogs were ordered up, and Gal-

'itea had a point on a single bird at the same moment. At
.= .52 the beit ended. Gloster was the wider ranger; iu speed
Bud style they were nearly equal.

Nat Goodwin—Ruby Buckellew.—At 2:57 the Memphis
and Avent Kennel's black, white and tan dog Nat Goodwin,

by Boderigo—Bo Peep, handled by A. Merrimen, and T. W.
Stotenburgh's orange and white bitch Baby Buckellew, by
Backellew—Brimstone, handled by A. J. Gleason, were cast

off' in an open sedge field. Nat soon found abevy and pointed
it nicely, and was steady to wing. Next he pointed on the

foot scent of a bird which had flushed. In weeds Buby
pointed, discovered error and moved on. Nat took a cast

back and pointed in some thick weeds by a small creek.

Nothing was found to the point. Buby pointed and nothing
was found. In a hollow in sedge Nat pointed and Buby
backed. Nat began roading down the gully on the trail.

liuby went in an opposite direction. Buby made three

flashes on the birds of the bevy. In the sedge grass Nat
pointed a bird well, and was steady to wing. Moved on Nat
soon found and pointed another bevy, and was backed
promptly; both were steady to shot. Nat retrieved a dead
uird which was thrown out bv one of the judges. Nat won.
Time, 3:34.

Belle of Piedmont—Boyal Prince II.—At 4:15 Edward
Dealer's black, white and tau bitch Belle of Piedmont, by
Dashing Rover—Banee, handled by Captain C. E. McMurdo,
and Frank Leonard's black and white dog Eoyal Prince II,

by Sir Allister— Novelty, handled by Luke White, were cast

off in open sedge. The heat was hardly up to the aver.ige in

point of merit. Belle roaded and pointed, and roaded into a

hollow and pointed on what proved to be the back track.

Prince pointed, then moved on and flashed a single bird

where h^ had pointed. One of the judges flushed a bevy
where Prince pointed. Prince pointed one of the scattered

birds. "White flushed and killed. The bird was crippled

and in a bad piaee, and Mr. White objected to retrieve it.

Prince soon afterward made another point on a single in

briars in oaK woods, and retrieved well. Balle was lost for a
short time and was found on a point in a thicket. She drew
about and pointed; but failed to locate any birds. Along
hunt was then taken without finding. In oak woods Prince
ran through a bevy without being aware of its presence.

Beile repeated the same act. McMurdo shot and wounded
a bird bat it did not drop. Moved on and Belle pointed

nicely on one of the birds, an 1 at the same time
Prince pointed a woodcock. Belle roaded the bird, which
McMurdo wounded, to a flush and broke in, probably to

retrieve it, recognizing that it was wuunded. At 5:10 the

heat and running for the day ended. Belle was superior in

raDge, pace and stjle.

Saturday.

The weather was uncomfortably ' warm, although clear.

There was no wind in the forenoon; during the afternoon a

gentle wind would blow from the southwest at times for a

few moments, then it would become a dead calm. Birds were
not found so plentifully as ou previous days. A start was
made at the Snow farm.
Allle James—Can Can.—At 8:17 the MemphiB and Avent

Kennel's lemon belton bitch Allie James, by Mingo—Twin
Maud, handled by A. Merriman, and Dr. K. I. Hampton's
black, white and tan bitch Can Can, by Couut Noble—Belle

Boyd, handled by D. E. Bo3e, were cast off in oak woods.
Can pointed soon after starting, and discovered error and
moved on. In an open field iu weeds Allie was close to a

bevy that flushed wild. Can flushed a single bird of the

bevy that was left. The birds went to oak woods and were
followed. Allie pointed and the point proved false. Can
backed. Then Can secured a point on three or four birds,

and shortly afterwards repeated the performance. Both
roaded but could not locate. Iu a hollow Allie flushed a

single bird by the edge of a cornfield. In sedge Allie pointed

a bird. Can backed. Allie retrieved moderately well. Next
Can roaded to a bevy, and both dogs pointed the same bevy.

On the scattered birds Can flushed one. They were ordered
up at 8:54. Allie won.
Roy Monarch—Foreman's Lass.—At 9:01 Chas. C. Gray's

black and white dog Boy Monarch, by Dashing Monarch

—

List, handled by Tom Aldrich, and C. Fred Crawford's black,

white and tan bitch Foreman's Lass, by Foreman—Grace B.,

handled by W. Tallman, were cast off in a cornfield. Boy
drew to a point on some tame turkeys. Several fields were
drawn blank. As Aldrich was crossing a ditch with Boy
close in front of him, they flushed a bevy. Lass flushed one
of the scattered birds. Lass roaded to a flush on a single

bird. Both dogs pointed on foot scent. Moved on and
Boy pointed on bare leaves in oak woods. Two birds were
flushed near him by judges as they rode up. Next Boy
pointed; ordered on and Lass flashed a single near where
Boy pointed. Moved on and Lass flushed twice. Several

birds then flashed wild. At 10:16 Boy won. The heat was
not very high in point of work. Bange, pace and style about

alike.

Dashing Noble—Boger.—At 10:38 the Pittsburgh Ken-
nel Club's black, white and tan dog Dashing Noble, by Count
Noble—Dashing Novice, handled by W. Seager, and L.

Gardner's black, white and .tan dog Roger, by Count Noble

—

Queen Meg, handled by Tom Aldrich, were cast off in open
sedge. Boger soon made a false point. Noble pointed two
birds very neatly in sedge, and was steady to shot. A large

field was drawn without finding birds. Roger pointed in

open sedge, Noble refused to back, drew up and took the

point. Nothing was found to the point. In weeds Roger
pointed a single bird; Noble backed; Roger drew on a short

distance, lost scent and abandoned the bird which was
flashed by the handlers immediately afterward. The dogs
were watered. On the scattered birds of a bevy which flushed

wild, in sedge grass by the edge of some pine woods, Noble
pointed a bird and was backed by Roger. He was steady to

wing and retrieved. Noble took a cast into the hollow and
flushed two birds while Seager was bringing the dead bird to

the judges. The heat ended at 11:20 and Dashing Noble
won. Range and pace about equal. Both were styliBh, bat
had entirely different styles.

Breeze Gladstone—Cassio.—W. A. Buckingham's black,

white and tan dog Breeze Gladstone, by Gladstone—Sue,
handled by Charles Tucker, and the Memphis and Avent
Kennel's black, white and tan dog Cassio, by Count Noble-
Lizzie Hopkins, handled by J. M. Avent, were cast off at

11:31 in open sedge and corn. Breeze poioted a single bird

in sedge grass in pine woods, and was steady towing. Cassio
soon afterward made a point, discovered error and moved
on. Breeze then made another fine point on a bird in

pine woods in sedge grass and was steady to wing and shot.

The dead bird conld not be found. One of the judges
threw out a dead bird and Breeze retrieved it nicely. In a
bottom Cassio pointed a bevy, Tucker whistled Breeze into
back or to get him closer to him, and as Breeze came into
order he pointed a bevy and the point was allowed. The
rule that when a dog was locating or had birds he should be
allowed to get the benefit of his find without competilion,
was repeatedly violated and wholly ignored. Avent flushed
a large bevy to the point and killed, and Cassio retrieved well.

In pine woods Cassio pointed and was well backed by Breeze.
The bird waB flashed by a horseman. In sedge Cassio
pointed and was steady when his handler flushed the bird.
The scattered birds of the main bevy were followed, and by a

rail fence at the edge of the pine woods, Cassio pointed and
Breeze backed. The birds were across the fence in the woods.
Cassio was ordered over and resumed his point. Avent
flushed u bird in front of him. He was ordered on and came
to another point within a few yards. A single bird was
flushed to the p:int and several birds flushed wild a few
yards ahead. Moved on and CaBsio pointed on the foot scent
where the birds had been. After going about one hundred
yar I* in the pine woods Cassio pointed a siDgle aud was
web backed. Both were steady to wing. About two hun-
dred yards further Cassio dropped instantly to a point while
going at full speed. He was steady to shut and wing. At
12:U5 they were ordered up and the judges held a consulta-
tion. At 12:15 the dogs were ordered on. Cassio pointed by
the fence along the pine woods; he jumped over and held his
point. Nothing was found. It was then vt-ry close and
warm. They were taken out in the open to where a bird
was marked down in thin sedge. Cassio flashed the bird
down wind. The dogs were ordered up at 12:25 and Breeze
Gladstone won. Cassio had the advantage in speed, range
and style in motion; in >tyle on point Breeze was superior.
The decision was decidedly erroneous.
King Leo—Boyal Victor.—At 1:27, after lunch, E. F.

Thomas' black, white and tan dog King Leo, by Count Nobld
—Hamilton's Ruby, handled by John Lewis, and the Pitts-

burg'- Kennel Club's blae belton dog Boyal Victor, by Sir
Allisici —Novelty, handled by W. Seager, were cast off in
open se>'ge. In a hollow by a ran, Victor flashed a bevy.
There was hardly any wind blowing at the time. Leo flushed
three or four remaining birds of the bevy. On scattered
birds, in oak woods, Leo pointed and Victor flashed a bird.

Next Victor dropped to a point on the foot scent. Next Leo,
in a pine thicket, pointed a bird and was steady. A run was
crossed into some pine woods. Victor pointed, Leo backed,
then roaded. Leo pointed and was backed by Victor. A
bird was flushed to the point. At 1:52 the heat ended.
King Leo won. He had the advantage in pace, range and
style.

Chance—Dan Noble.— At 2:00 the Memphis and Avent
Kennel's black, white and tan dog Chance, by Rodeiigo -Bo
Peep, hundled by J. M. Avent, and the Pittsburgh Kennel
Club's lemou belton dog Dan Noble, by Count Noble—Lewis'
Nellie, handled by W. Seager, were cast off iu an open held.

A large tract of land was drawn blank. Dan pointed some
tame chickens near a house and Chance took a long cast in an
open field and pointed a bevy in sedge grass. Noble backed
bat did not hold his back. Chance had a decided advantage
in pace, range aud style.

Keystone had a bye.

SECOND SERIES.

Joe B.

—

Keystone.—They were put down at 2:48 in an
open field. Joe flashed a single bird and was steady to wing.
Keystone backed. In an orchard, in high weeds, Joe pointed
a bbvy and was backed by Keystone. Haight killed and Joe
refused to retrieve. Id oak woods Keystone pointed one of

the scattered birds and Joe honored the point. Both were
steady to wing. Next Joe made a mistake in pointing. By
tbe edge of a cornfield Keystone pointed a bevy and was
steady to shot and wing. He made a good retrieve. Both
pointed in pines and nothing was found. The owner of

the land suggested the propriety of going elsewhere,
at this juncture. Crossed the roan and Joe dropped to a
point ou a bird in open sedge. Keystone backed. Both
were steady. Joe flushed a large bevy io woods. There was
hardly any wind blowing at the time. On the scattered birds
in woods several flushes and mistakes were made by both
dogs. Joe dropped to a point on a single bird and Keystone
backed. They were ordered up at 4:00. Joe B. won. Rang*1

,

pace and style in motion about equal.

Gloster—Jean Valjean.—At 4:05 they were cast off in

open weeds. Several fields were drawn blank. Both dogs
made a false point. Moved on Jean roaded and pointed.
Jean moved. Tucker sent Gloster in ahead and both pointed.

They roaded further and both pointed the bevy. Avent shot
and killed. Ordered on Jean moved on about ten yards, and
pointed a single and was steady to shot. Gloster was sent
in to order of the judges and retrieved the dead bird. The
judges threw it on the ground and Jean retrieved it well.

Moved on Gloster pointed a bird, and at the same time Jean
had a point. Tncter flashed and ehot. Jean moved forward
on the trail. Tucker rushed Gloster in ahead and stole the
point. The judges consulted a few moments and ordered the
dogs on again. Jean pointed in briars nnd the bird flushed
at the same moment. Moved on in thick briars and Jeau
pointed after going a few yards. The birds began to flush
wild. Moved on and Gloster pointed nicely on a single bird.

At 4:52 Gloster won. He had the wider range. In pace and
style Jean was euperior.

Nat Goodwin—Belle of Piedmont.—They were cast off

at 5:08 and ordered up at 5:21. No work was done on birds.

This finished the running for the day.

Monday.
The weather changed from the uncomfortable warmth of

Saturday to cooler weather. A cold drizzling rain set in
daring the forenoon, and heavy clouds threatened a heavy
rain-storm, but at noon the weather cleared up and turned
cooler, a raw wind blowing from the northwest. Birds were
difficult to work, being wild aud disinclined to lie to a point.
A start was made at the Glass house. „

Nat Goodwin— Belle of Piedmont.—At 8:23 they were
cast off in a cornfield. Capt. McMurdo suffered so much
from an injury to his eye, caused by the limb of a small tree

striking bim in the eye while he was handling his dog on
Saturday, that he was unable to continue the running, and
returned to his home. C. £. Buckle handled in his place.

Soon after starting Nat pointed some tame chickens. In the
cornfield Belle made a staunch point, and as the judges and
handlers were going toward her they flashed the bevy some
BeveDty yards from her. On the scattered birds each secured
an independent point ou single birds, and both were steady
to wiDg. Belle backed indifferently—to Nat's point od foot

scent, which he made soon after being ordered od. Then
Belle pointed and Nat made a handsome back and the point
proved barren. Belle pointed a rabbit and Nat false-pointed,

both in sedge grass. Nat pointed a sparrow. Nest, in pino
woods, Nat pointed, probably on foot scent, as a bird was
flushed close by by spectators. Belle backed well. He next
pointed a bird which was flashed by the judges as they rode
up. Then several flashed wild. At the edge of a thicket
Belle pointed a bird and Nat backed. Belle dropped to wing.
Next Belle pointed on foot scent. They were ordered up at

9:05, Nat Goodwin winning. Both had good speed and range.
Nat had the better stjle. There was not sufficient work done
to determine which was the better dog. The heat was decided
on very little actual work.
Boy Monarch—Allie James.—At 9:12, they were cast off

in open sedge. In oak woods Allie dropped to a point and
was backed promptly by Boy. They both began roading and
pointiug. They roaded quite a distance but failed to rind

any birds. In a hollow ic sedge grass, Allie pointed and
Roy again backed well. Roy roaded about one hundred
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yards to the right and pointed the bevy and Allie backed well.
Both were steady to wing and shot. Soon afterward Roy
roaded and pointed, and repeated the act several times, and
passed the bevy, which was flnshed by the judgeB. The
scattered birds all flushed wild. In oak woods AUie found
and pointed a single bird and was steady to wiDg and shot.
Nest she flnshed a single and was slightly unsteady to wing.
Roy made a point in leaves in the woods. Aldrich shot and
killed and Roy was not qnite steady, he retrieved well. The
heat then ended, time 9:53, being given to Roy Monarch.
Breeze Gladstone—Dashing Noble.—They were cast off

at 9:59. Soon after starting, Noble flushed an outlying bird
of a bevy, then pointed the bevy. Breeze flushed five or sis. A
bevy flushed wild. Moved on and Breeze flushed a bird and
Noble pointed. After pointing one of the scattered birds in oak
woods Noble was slightly unstea'dy, Breeze turned to a point on
a bevy in some sedge. Two of the birds were killed and fell on
bare plowed ground in plain sight of Noble. Oue of the birds
fluttered and Noble attempted to break in and retrieve, but
after going a few steps Btopped to order. Each secured a
good retrieve. The heat then ended; time, 10:16. Both
ranged well and had good pace and style. The heat was no
test of the relative merits of the dogs. The work and errors
were too trifliog and the time too short to form a correct
estimate of the dogs' relative merits.
Chance—King Leo.—At 10:25 they were cast off in sedge.

Soon after starting Chance made a long cast and stopped to a
point on a single bird. Leo backed, the bird wa3 wounded.
On the top of a hill, in pines, Chance pointed a bird which
was wounded and Leo backed well. Avent beat about in

front of him and at last flushed the bird, a wounded one.
Both were steady to shot and wing. Moved on and the dog3
began drawing and roadiDg on scent. Leo found the wounded
bird and retrieved it. In sedge Leo pointed and was backed
promptly by Chance; they then roaded and pointed. Chance
crossed a fence, flashed a single bird, then poioted in a fallen

tree top. Two or three birds were flushed to the point. The
point was not allowable as the judges had told the handlers
to take their dogs in another direction, and Leo was bo taken.

At the edge of some pine woods Chance pointed and was
. promptly backed; the point proved false. In pine woods
Chance pointed a bird, Leo forty yards to the left made a

false point. At 10:5S the heat ended, Chance winning.
Chance had the advantage in speed, range and style in

motion. On point, they were about equal in respect to style.

THIRD SERIES.

Gloster—Joe B.—They were cast off at 11:32. A cold

drizzling rain had set in and the reporters left. The account
of the work done in this heat and the following heat was
obtained from the judges. Gloster roaded aud pointed a

bevy and Joe backed, they were steady to wing and Gloster

retrieved. On a single bird v.hich was marked down, GloBter

got a flush. In woods Gloster pointed and moved on. Joe
pointed. Gloster moved on about ten feet and pointed a
single bird. Gloster had better pace, range and style, and
won easily.

Nat Goodwin—Roy Monarch.—At 11:32 they were cast off

and a long walk was taken without finding. Aldrich flashed

a bevy, and it was marked down on a hillside. Nat was out

of sight and was found on a point on a bevy, and it was
flushed to his point. Nat got a point on one of the bevies,

and Roy came in and flushed. Thoy were ordered up at 12:35

and Nat won. Nat had the advantage in pace, range, and
style on point. In motion Roy had the advantage. The
party then went to lunch.

Chance—Breeze Gladstone.—They were cast off in a

sedge field. Breeze pointed nicely in a cornfield, then took a

short cast, came back up wind and flushed the bevy, a small

one. The birds were followed into oak woods. Chance soon

made a good point and was nicely backed; both were steady

to shot and wiog. Nest, Chance pointed a bird which flushed

wild. The heat then ended. Time, 2:27. Chance had the

advantage in pace, range and style in motion; on point- their

style was about equal. Chance won.

FOURTH SERIES.

Gloster—Nat Goodwin.—They were cast off in sedge in a

thin growth of pines. Gloster pointed a sparrow. A large

area was drawn blank. In weeds Nat pointed a bird and was
steady to shot. Gloster was not near. Gloster made a false

point and Nat backed; they both drew on and pointed;

Tucker beat the ground over but failed to find. Nat took a

long cast and on mowed ground, three hundred yaids away,

made a stylish point; Gloster backed indifferently. Nothing

was found. Nest, Gloster false-pointed. Gloster pointed a

bevy nicely and was steady to shot and wing. Nat started

the closer ranger, bat was ranging the wider when the heat

ended. Up at 3:30. Pace was about equal. Nat had better

style in motion and a trifle better on point.

Chance had a bye.

FIFTH SERIES.

Gloster—Chance.—At 4:00 they were cast off in sedge to

contest the final heat for first place. Chance had a decided

advantage in speed, range and style of going and point. In a

hollow in a cornfield Chance pointed a bevy nicely. Avent

shot and misBed and the dogs were steady. A circle was

taken to get the wind of the birds. Chance pointed a single

in the pines; Gloster backed; Chance made a good retrieve.

Moved on and Chance flushed, down wind. A few yards

further on Chance pointed, Gloster backed; both were steady;

they had gone but a few steps when Gloster pointed a bird,

and both were steady to shot; Gloster got another point sjcn

after starting on; after which each, at the same time, pointed

different birds some yards apart. The birds could be seen

running on the ground in the pine thicket, and the judges

ordered the dogs up. Chance was called-in by his handler,

but Tucker called two points afterward, he being a few yards

away and probably not hearing the order. It was no test of

the dogs, and the judges ordered the dogs out into the open

away from the thicket. Tucker turned up the hill to the

edge of the thicket, he being but little more than out of it,

and GloBter got a point in the place where he had been

ordered out of. In scattered pines GloBter false-pointed.

Chance false-pointed aud Gloster backed. Nest Gloster false-

pointed. In sedge Gloster pointed a bevy and was steady to

shot and wing; he retrieved nicely. The judges consulted

from 4:26 to 4:37 and then ordered the dogs on. Gloster

pointed and Tucker claimed that the bird had flushed wild.

In an oak thicket Gloster roaded and pointed a bird which

flushed wild. The judges consulted for a few minutes, then

ordered the dogs on. Chance pointed a single bird nicely in

sedge on a side hill; Gloster backed. Crossed a fence after

some of the scattered birds. Gloster pointed, and after he

had been Bent on a bird was flushed near his point by one of

the spectators. Gloster nest pointed a single bird and was

steady to shot and wing. Then the dogs were ordered up at

4:50 aud Gloster won. The heat was very imperfect as a test

of the finding qualities of the dogs. It was a test, in a great

measure, on single biras.

The next two to compete for second were Chance and Nat

•Goodwin. Both dogs were owned by the same owners, and

they signified their willingness to have the judges decide it

without running? As it would not interfere in any way with
the rights of other dogs, the judges placed Chance second,
and Nat Goodwin and Jean Valjean third.

Htgh Poijtt, N. C, November 25th.—All-Age Setter Stake.—
Open to all setters, except any first prize winner of any All-Age Stake,
or winner of any special setter cup In All-Age Stakes at any recog-
nized field trials. 1st prize SdOQ; 2d €150, and two equal thirds of S5U
each. Forfeit S10, and S20 additional to nil. f'loaed Oct. 1, 1887, with
fifty-five entries. Judges—D. C. Bergundthal. Washington A. Coster.
H. B. Duryea.

O. H. Boyden'a black, white)
and tan dog Joe B, by ' ^ , t
Baron-Nellie, f

Deat

Memphis and Avent Kennel's i

black, white aud tan dog ' H .

Jean Valjean. by Minjo—
f

° l

Twin Maud
James L. Breese's black, white
and tan dog Gloster, by
Dashing Rover—Trinket,

Memphis and Avent Kennel's i

black, white and tan dog (_

Nat Goodwin, by Koderigo
(— Bo Peep, '

Edward Dexter's black, white
and tan bitch Belle of Pied-
mont, by Dashing Rover-
Ranee,

Memphis and Avent Kennel's
lemon belton bitch Allie
James, by Mingo — Twin
Maud,

Chas. C. Gray's black and
)white dog Roy Monarch, by (_

Dashing Monarch—List,
[

Pittsburgh Kennel Club's
)

black, white and tan dog
'

Dashing Noble, by Count fNoble—Dashing Novice, J

W. A. Buckingham's black,
jwhite and tan dog Breeze (

Gladstone, by Gladstone— {

Sue. )
Earnest F, Thomas' black,
white and tan dog King Leo,
by Count Noble—Hamilton's
Ruby,

Memphis and Avent Kennel's
black, white and tan dos
Chance, by Roderigo-Bo
Peep,

Mount Washington Kennel's
black, white and Ian dog !

Keystone, by Gladstone-Sue
f

(a bye). )

Joe B. beat Keystone.
Gloster beat Jean Valjean.
Nat Goodwin beat Belle of Pied-
mont.

C. Fred Crawford's black,
white and tan bitch Nellie
II, by Count Noble—Rosa-
lind.

Dudley and Fisher's lemon
and white bitch Daisy F., by
Gleam—Dean.

r beat Y

E. E. Pray'a black, white and
tan bitcn Galatea, by Mac B.
—Chica.

T. W. Stoutenburgh's orange
and white bitch Ruby Bnck-
ellew, by Buckellew—Brim-
stone.

Frank Leonard's black and
white dog Royal Prince II,

by Sir Alllster -Novelty.

\ R. I. Hampton's black, white
(_ and tan dog Can Can, by
i Count Noble—Belle Boyd.

\ C. Fred Crawford's black.

( white and tan bitch frore-
' f man's. Lass, by Foreman

—

; Grace B.
L. Gardner's olack, white and
tan dog Roger, by Count
Noble—Queen Meg.

\ Memphis and Avent Kennel's
(_ black, white and tan dog
i Cassio, by Count Noble

—

' Lizzie Hopkins,
i Pittsburgh Kennel Club's blue
f belton dog Royal Victor, by
f Sir AlliPter -Novelty.

\ Pittsburgh Kennel Club's
lemon belton dog Dan Noble
by Count Noble — Lewis'
Nellie.

Gloster beat Joe B.
Nat Goodwin beat Roy Monarch.

Glostei beat Nat Goodwin.

I

Hoy Monarch beat Allie James.
Breeze Gladstone beat Dashing
Noble.

|
Chance beat King Leo.

HI.

I Chance beat Breeze Gladstone.

IV.

|
Chance a bye.

V.

Gloster beat Chance and won first.

1st—Gloster.
2c

1—Ohance.
„

.
I Nat Goodwin*
\ Jean Valjean*

Divided.
PBEVIOUS WINNEBS.

f
Foreman, by Dashing Monarch—Fairy JJ. ..1

High Point, N. C, 1884. \ Diana II, by Dash III—Diana 2*

I
Paul Gladstone, by Gladstone—Lavelette.. 2*

/ Gatti's Mark, by Gath—Gem 1

High Point, N. C, 1685J B6^e
ne
°
e
£ Pledmont

'
by Dashing Rover-^

(princess Helen, by Thunder—Bessie 2*

| Bob Gates, by Count Rapier— Belle of

| Hatchie 1

High Point, N. 0., 18HP. -j Gloster, by Dashing Rover—Trinket 2*

i
Belle of Piedmont, by Dashing "Rover—

L Ranee 2*

•Divided.

Jaundice in the Dos-

[By A. E. Buzard, M. R. C. V. S. L.]

The words jaundice and icterus do not "properly designate

any particular disease but a symptom of many diseases, the

seat of -which is variable. All who are concerned in the

practice of medicine well know this. The symptom is a yel-

low discoloration of the skin, and the mucous membranes

of greater or less intensity. I have no intention of writing a

monogranh of this stain of the integument, but will confine

myself to jaundice in the dog, of which in my practice I have

had opportunity to study numerous cases. This symptom in

the dog almost always announces the existence of very

serious disease, as inflammation of the liver or of its excretory

ducts, or of the gall-bladder, or inflammation of the stomach

or small intestines, or contraction or obliteration of the

excretory ducts of the liver inconsequence of inflammation of

these vessels, or the presence of certain concrete substances

formed from the bile. I have twice opened dogs io which I

certainly have not been able plainly to detect any of these

lesions. They had been ill during a long period aud had

labored nnder violent diarrheas, the fsecal discharge being of

that white color which characterizes distemper, and some
other states of intestinal disease. Tha dogs in which I have

found the most decided traces of iuflammation, had, on the

contrary, labored under diarrhoea of a reddish brown or black

color, for one, two or three days. The stomach and intes-

tines always exhibit symptoms of disease in these cases.

Although I cannot physically prove that certain dogs jaun-

diced have serious lesions which cannot possibly be appre-

ciated by our usual observation, yet I believe thiB to be the

case, for these dogs do not appear to be m any way ill if they

are not jaundiced. AH the functions seemed to be naturally

discharged and the jaundice disappears spontaneously in

about eight or ten days. In these cases 1 have remarked

that the jaundice was preceded and probably caused by some

influence of a moral character: the dog had been separated

from or had lost its master, it had been deprived of its usual

liberty, or it had been ill-used, or was in fear of ill-usage.

The causes, on the contrary, of serious diseases that are accom-

panied by jaundice are chiefly over-fatigue (thus greyhounds

are more subject to it than setters aud pointers). Immersions

in water, righting, vomits or purgatives administered in over-

doses, the injection of poisonous substances not sufficiently

strong at once to destroy the animal, the injection of an

enormous quantity of those medicaments which are iu the

hands of every pretender, a* salt and tobacco, the swallow-

ing of -enormous quantities of indigestible food, contusions of

the abdominal viscera, especially about the region of the

liver. Instances of jaundice, referrable to one or another of

these causes, have often come under my observation during

my eighteen years experience. The most serious, if not the

most common cause, ia cold after violent and long-continued

exercise, and especially when the owners of the dogs, seeing
them refuse their food after a long hunt, give them powerful
purgatives or emetics.
The rational treatment, and whioh is far from being always

successful, ought to have strict relation with the real or sup-
posed cause of jaundice, and with the more evident concom-
itant circumstances. Some of these symptoms are constant
and others variable. Among the first, whatever be the cause
of the jaundice we ought to reckon acceleration of the pulse,

fever, with paroxysms of occasional intensity, aud a clear or

ruddish-yellow discoloration of the urine. Among the sec-

ond are constipation or diarrhcea, the absence or increase of

color in the feecal matter, whether solid or fluid. When they
are solid they are usually vofd of much color; when, on the
contrary, there i3 diarrhcea, the fasces are frequently mingled
with blood more or less changed. Sometimes the dejections

are entirely black, and then they are composed almost entirely

of vitiated blood, mixed with mucus. It is not unfrequent
for a chest affection to be complicated with the lesions of the
digestive organs which are the cause of jaundice.

With these leading symptoms there are often others con-
nected which are common to an infinity of maladies, such as

dryness and heat of the nose, dryntss ot the mouth, a fetid

smell from the buccal membrane, a staggering gait, roughness
of the hair, and particularly that of the back, an insatiable

tbirst, accompanied by the refusal of all food, loss of flesh,

which occasionally proceeds with astonishing rapidity, a
tucked up or corded belly, and the hardness and tenderness
principally referrable to the anterior part of the belly. The
jaundice which is not accompanied with fever, nor indeed
with any morbid change but the color of the skin and mucous
membranes, will require very little treatment. It will usually
disappear in a reasonable time, and I have not found that

any kind of treatment would hasten that oisappearance.
When any new symptom becomes superadded to jtundice

it must be immediately combat led. Fever, injection

of the vesselu of the conjunctiva (membrane covering the eye
and lining the lids) constipation, diarrhcea, or the discolora-

tion of the urine, requires depletive treatment. Small doses
of tincture of aconite are recommended, (I used to bleed); also

the use of mucilaginous drinks. Purgatives are always
injurious at the commencement of the disease. I consider
this of the utmost importance; and, indeed, it was principally

in order to bring this fairly before the public that I have
ventured to write this article. Almost the whole of the dogs
that have been brought to me seriously ill with jaundice have
been purged once or oftener, or, at least, salt, or tobacco, or

jalap, or syrup of buckthorn, or tartar emetic, or some
unknown purgative pills have been administered. If the

fever continues or the animal coughs keep on with the deple-

tive treatment, or even if the respiration is accelerated. "When
the pulse is subdued, if the excrements are still void of their

natural color, if the constipation continues, or the animal
refuses to feed, drench the animal frequently with linseed

tea. If watery diarrhcea should supervene, and the belly is

not hot and tender, a drachm or more according to the size of

the dog of sulphate of magnesia or soda should be given, and
this method should be repeated if the purging continues.

More especially should this aperient be had recourse to when
the faeces are more or less bloody, there being no fever or

peculiar tenderness of the abdomen. When the liquid excre-

ment contains much blood, and that blood of a deep color,

all medicines given by the mouth should be suspended and
frequent injections should be thrown up the rectum consist-

ing of starch with a few drops of tincture of opium. Too
much cold water should not be given at this stage of the dis-

ease. I neglected to say that during the febrile stage let the
animal have access to all the cold water he wants. These
injections are the means most likely to succeed in the black
diarrhcea which is so frequent and so fatal, and which almost
always precedes the fatal termination of all the diseases con-
nected with jaundice. Graat care should be taken with regard
to the diet of the dog that has had jaundice with bloody or

black diarrhcea, for the cases of relapse are frequent and seri-

ous and almost always caused by improper or too abundant
food. Bread and a little butter, or, better still, toast and but-

ter will constitute the best nourishment when the dog begins

a little to recover his appetite. From this he may be grad-
ually permitted to return to his former food. Most especially

should the animal not be suffered to take cold or to be left in

a low and damp situation. This attention to the food of the
convalescent dog may be thought to be pushed a little too far,

but experience has taught me to consider it of the utmost
importance, and it is neither expensive nor troublesome.
Fort Grant, A. T., Dec. 5, 18S7.

American Kennel Club.

At a special meeting of the A. K. C, at 44 Broadway, Dec.
6, 10:45 A. m., President Childs in the chair, the following

were present: American Fox-Terrier Club, Thos. H. Terry;
Cleveland B. S. Association, K. E. Hopf; Hartford K. C, C.
D. CaeXe; Hornell K. O., Jas. Watson; New England K. C,
Jean Grosvenor; New Haven K. C, S. R. Hemingway; New
Jersey K. C, C. J. Peshall; St. Paul and Minnesota K. C,
H. F. Schellhass; Westminster K. C, J. O. Donner; Phila-
delphia K.. C, J. H. Winslow.
The amendments to the Constitution, of which a draft was

given in the Breeder and Sportsman of Nov. 12, were consid-
ered. Amendment to Sec. 1, Art. IV, carried; to Sec. 2, Art.

IV, lost; to Sec. 1, Art. V, carried; to strike out Sec. 2,

carried; to Sec. 3, Art. V, carried; to Sec. 4, Art. V, carried;

to Sec. 6, Art. V, lost; to Sec. 7, Art. V, carried; addition

to first clause, Art. VI, carried; change in second line of

second clause, carried; change in Art. IX lost; change in
Art. X carried.

Amendments to By-Laws:—Sees. I, II, III, IV, and V,
carried. Amendments to Rules 2. 3, 4, 5, 6. 10, 11, 12, 13
and 15 carried. Rule 6', substitution of "p. m." for "noon,"
carried. Best of amendmeuts lost. Insertion of a new
Kule 17, amendment of Jas. Watson, lost; insertion lost;

Kule 18 carried; Kule 21, striko out on second line begin-

ning with "exhibition" to word "association" and substitute
"person," lost; remainder regarding deposit of $5 and inser-

tion of word "show" before "committee," carried. Other
amendments carried.

Notice of meeting and forfeit clauses adopted. Kule 22,

part relating to suspension, disqualification, etc., carried;

addition at close of second paragraph, carried; addition of

new rule, "No person under suspension, " etc., carried

;

Rule 23, carried; Kule 24, portion referring to payment of

prizes, etc., carried; balance, insertion of new rule, "The
person presenting," etc., carried; amendment to Rule 25 car-

ried. List of recognized shows adopted, with following
additions: Fox-Terrier, 1S87; Hornell, 18S7; London, Ont

,

prior to 1S86; Milwaukee, 1837; Manitoba Pet Stock, )*-"

Meriden prior to 1885; St. John, N. B., 18S6; St. Pan"
Minnesota, 18S7. Amendment to Article II lost; amei
to Article V, Section 3, lost; substitute for Rule 1.

drawn.
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Quarterly meeting; of the Executive Committee, held Dec.

6tb, at 44 Broadway, 2:45 p. m., President Child in the chair.

1'resent, the American Fox-Terrier Club, T. H. Terry; Hart-

ford K. C.
t

C. D. Cugle; New England K. C, Jean Gros-

venor; New Jersey K. C, C. J. PesLull; Philadelphia K. C,
J . H. Winslow; St. Paul and Minnes )ta K. C, H. F. Scueli-

hass; Westmiuater K. C, J. O. Donner.
Minutes of last meeting accepted as read. Treasurer's re-

port accepted as reed. Report of Stud Book Committee
accepted as read. Committee on Haldeman matter reported

that the matter was settled; accepted and committee dis-

charged. Iu St. Paul and Minnesota K. C , O'Shea's evi-

dence read. Mr. Peshall moved to suspend U'Shea for six

months. Mr. Donner amended to strike out "for six months."
Amendment carried. Motion of Mr. Ptshall as amended
carried.

Communication of J. Otis Fellows, Secretary of the Hor-
nell Kennell Club, in matter of disqualification of T. J. Far-
ley, laid over.

Motion of Mr. Peshall, as follows, carried: "That whereas
James Watson, Esq., who is now the honored delegate of the
Hornellsviile Kennell Club, and that whereas the said James
Watson Esq. is now engaged in publishing, and as editor of

the American Kennel Register in opposition to the American
Kennel Club Stud Book, and as editor of the same, and as

editor of the kennel department of tbe Philadelphia Sporting

Life, uses his positions in opposition to said Stud Book pub-
lished by the Association, therefore be it resolved that the
Horuell Kennel Club be respectfully requested to name some
other delegate to represent said club, and that the Secretaiy
be requested to send a copy of this resolution to Mr. Watson
and a copy to the Hornellsville Kennel Club.
Motion of Mr. Cugle, seconded by Mr. Winslow, as follows,

carried: Rule 2. "Every dog entered at any show held under
these rules must be the bonafide property of the person mak-
ing such entry, on the day of closing the entries, and
must be registered in the American Kennel Club Stud Book.
In case a dog has not been registered previous to date of
entry, owner must rill out registration blank and forward
same with fee of fifty cents together with show entry to the
secretary of the show, who shall mark the dog as registered

and forward blank with registration fee to the Secretary of the
American Kennel Club." { 1 he above to take effect January
1st, 1888.) Then follow with second clause as in old Rule 2.

Mr. Donner moved to change Rule 21, Paragraph 2, to read
as follows: "The Conimittea shall at once meet and decide
upon any objection lodged during the show, and from their

decision an appeal may at once be taken to the local delegate

or to any member of the Executive Committee of the Amer-
ican Kennel Club, who may be called upon by the show
committee ." Carried

.

On motion of Mr, Peshall, seconded by Mr. Winslow, the
American Mastiff Club was unanimously elected to member-
ship,

On motion of Mr. Peshall, seconded by Mr. Donner, appli-

cation of Stafford Springs K. C. laid over.

On motion of Mr. Winslow, seconded by Mr. Schellhass,

the application of Winsted K. C. rejected.

Resolution re Horuell K. C. delegate, offered by Mr,
Peshall, seconded by Mr. Donner, carried.

—

Forest and Stream.

Answers to UorresDondents.

Questions answered only through these columns. No replies hy
mail or telegraph. The name of the writer should accompany all

questions, not tot publication, but as a guarantee of good faith . Let-
ters received without the writer'u name cannot receive attention.

Daring cur late sickness there was an accumulation of cor-

respondence, part of which demanded personal attention.

That portion which required answers by letter was so large,

and our time has been so much engrossed that delay was

inevitable. Next week we hope to catch up, and as there are

a number which have a general bearing, and on topics which

do not necessitate an immediate reply, we trust that the delay

will not be prejudicial. There are a few which will be the

basis for long articles, in fact, cannot be properly answered

without the allotment of a good deal of space. In other
cases an answer entailing only a few words may compel
hours of research, and not infrequently without being able
to return a suitable reply.

Joseph Cairn Simpson, Esq., Sao Francisco, Cal., Dear
Sir:—From The Horseman, Chicago, I obtained your book on
Tips and Toe Weights and read the chapters with a good
deal of interest. As I noticed that Anteeo and Antevolo
some years since entered the :20 list, it would afford me
pleasure to know whether your method of shoeing them with
tips was continued until they made that creditabie record.

If, therefore, you have published the continuance of your
experiments in pamphlet form or in any other way where
they can be had together, will you kindly inform me thereof
and much oblige. I notice also that Gov. Stanford's Palo
Alto catalogue was very highly commented on, and there-

fore would like to obtain a copy of it. Will you also
let me know whether Mr. Stanford would send me one on
application to him. If so kindly inform me of his address.

I am not exactly in the breeding business, but have read
considerably in the matter, and if your method of shoeing
was successful to the end should like to adopt it for the few
colts and horses that I have. Yours very respectfully

Peoria, III., Dec. 7, 1887. Chas. T. Lothy.

Answer—Anteeo never had a shoe on his forefeet until after

I sold him. That was the fall after he was four years old.

I drove him a public trial in 2:20£ when at leaBt 30 feet of the
inside of the track was harrowed deeply for a running race,

and I had to go outside of that portion. Antevolo has never
worn anything but tips before or behind. Since the pamph-
let was published the experiments have been fully as satis-

factory as thoBe recorded, and several improvements in the
shape of tips made and adopted. The intention is to embody
what has been done since the publication of the first book in
another volume, and if the necessary time can be given it will

be ready by the 1st of March nest, perhaps sooner. Write to

Ariel Lathrop Esq , San Francisco, who will send you a copy.

D. J. M., San Jobs, Cal.

Could you inform me of the breeding of Capt. Fuaer, the
sire of Simcoe that paced in Sacramento Cal., Sept 16th, 1875,
In 2:26? Also, if he was bred in this State or brought here,

and by whom, ?

Answer—Capt. Fisher was bred in the E*st and brought
ucrosB the plains by Samuel Crim in 1861. The pedigree
then given waB: Sired by.Yonng Sir Thomas; dam by CUy-
bank a Virginia stallion whose breeding was unknown.
Young Sir Thomas, by Woodyear's Sir Thomas, son of Young
Diomed, he by imp. Diomed.

James Biggins, Sonoma, Cal.

Your matter will be laid before the Board at its first meet-
ing.

C. H. Condee, S n Bernardino. Give pedigree of thorough
bred Bastion. •

Answer.—Bastion, b c, by Commodore. Dam Ambassador
mare, bred and owned by L. J. Pol't, Tennessee, by im-
ported Amdassador. 2d dam by Outrage. 3d dam Sally

Copely, by Marion. 4th dam by Davis Escape. 5th dam by
imported Sir Harry, 6th dam Highland Mary, sister to Sir

Archy, by imp. Diomed. 7th dam imported CaBtianira by
Rockingham.

HEKD AND SWINE.
Selection of the Brood Sow.

The season of the year being now at hand when every
thrifty farmer will begin to look about and make his selection

and breeding of his brood sows for early spring litters, per-
haps a little of oar experience will prove a benefit to some
one. While it is true that, as a rule, the pig is one of our
most profitable domestic animals, it is also evident that the
amount of profit he can be made to bring will be governed
largely by the differences in methods of breeding and the
intelligence or skill with which he is handled. But one of the
most important steps to be taken in the rearing of hogs is the
stlection of the breeding animals. Every man has his ideal

hog, or at leaBt he ought to have. Unless he has a favorite

breed, or is breeding always toward a certain standard, suc-
cess will hardly be his. There is a science in the breeding of

hogs the same as there is in any other kind of stock. Stand-
ards of excellence have been established for the guidance and
direction of young breeders and others. If none of the many
standards suit yon, and you have an ideal hog in your mind,
breed for that. You will soon discover whether you are right

or wrong. If you like white hogs, breed white hogs. If you
like black hogs, breed b'ack hogs; or, if you like spotted

hogs, breed spotted hogs. But some breeds of hogs are bet-

ter suited to certain climates than others. This is for you to

ascertain.

The most popular and the two best breeds of swine are,

however, the Berkshire and the Poland-China. I long since

selected the former, but the fact is there is little difference to-

day between the two breeds. It matters not which one a
man takes; he will noc miss it far if he gives them the proper
care and attention. The hog, perhaps, has to endure the
most neglect and ill-treatment of any of the farm animals,

yet he will and does prove the most profitable if only given a
chance. Having determined the breed you will seek to

improve, the next great point is the breeding. The brood sow
should be fully a year old before she is bred if you want to

grow large and healthy hogs. She should be of the greatest

length obtainable; legs as short as possible; broad back and
hams; straight top, sides, and bottom lines; short head, with
good width between the eyes; well haired, and not without
twelve or more good teats. The most imp irtant of all is that

she should be a good milker, or one whose ancestors were
good milkers, for remember that without milk tbe pig cannot
thrive. The more milk the better the pig. However good
the sow may be in otber r -specie if deficient in this she
should hardly b retained as a breeder.

It is not alwajs possible to decide with certainty whether
or not a young sow will prove to be a good milker, but as

with cows, so with pigs, we may learn from observation and
trial to know in some degree, judging from their general

appearance, what to expect. Much will depend up >n the
dam and grandam in this regard. Milking qualities are as

surely transmissible to progeny in swine as in cattle. Thus it

is as true of swine as of cattle that this trait may be greatly

improved by retaining only good milkers for breeding pur-
poses, as well as by feeding them when young with a view to

their development as milk producers rather than as fat pro-

ducers. For this reason spring and early summer litters are
usually the best from which to select young brood sows.
They can be kept through the summer almost entirely upon
grass, which if abundant and in variety will make them grow
nicely and at the same time the exercise required in grazing
will keep them in good health and thrift. By the time cold

weather sets in and corn is to be fed they will become nearly

old and large enough for service.

But even after this continued care should be taken that too
much corn or other fat-producing food should not be given
them. We must, however, bear in mind that at this period
all animals naturally lay up fat which afterward goes to

enrich the milk. Hence, while they should not be allowed to

become over-fat they should be so fed as to supply this

demand of nature and to retain the general health and vigor
of the system. The disposition of the sow should not be
overlooked. By all means she must be of a mild and quiet
disposition.

—

Breeder^ Gazette.

A Pair of Texas Steers.

Not long ago Orin Tarbox, of Packerville, Conn., bought a
pair of Texas steers and was proud of them. They were stal-

wart and wiry animals, with long, wicked looking horns, and
in their eyes was an inscrutable gleam that could have been
kindled nowhere else but in Texas. After looking them over
carefully one of Mr; Tarbox's neighbors let fall the remark:
"Them steers of yours, 'square, remind me of the hogs

they used to raise out in Michigan in the woods, and which
could flog a bear and outrun a wolf. Luk out for 'em,
'square."
Mr. Tarbox did look out for them, but one day they got out

of the enclosure, and, it is said, traveled aoross two townships
before they were captured and locked up again in their
owner's high-walled yard. This exploit was only a mild
sample of what they could do. They got loose again the
other day, and made more excitement than eastern Connecti-
cut had experienced since the early Indian wars. They first

broke into Caleb Bishop's cornfield and overturned several
acres of corn shocks. People who siw the act at a safe dis-

tance say that a western cyclone could not have worked more
rapidly and destructively. As they rushed through the field

they husked with their sharp horns corn enough for a break-
fast, which they swallowed on the run. To save his crop
Mr. Bishop ran into his lot, armed with a pitchfork, and con-
fronted them, but when he saw both steers bearing down
toward him, he threw away the fork and scampered. He
barely escaped with his life. The foremost steer helped him
over the wall, and he landed on his face in the highway.
Both animals cleared tbe fence at a leap. It was lucky for

Mr. Bishop that Jare 1 Phillips' peddler cart was halted at C.
J. Brown's house, which was not two rods from where .Mr.
Bishop cleared the fence "without teching it," as he said
afterward; if the steers had not caught a glimpse of a bright
tin boiler on the cart. Mr. Bishop must surely have been
trampled and gored to death. The steers oharged straight on
the boiler, which dangled from oue side of the wagon. They
struck Mr. Phillip's cart and the boiler amidships, and it

went over with 4 crush and a rattle that were heard by Jared

and the Brown family, who were dickering with him in the
kitchen over an exchange of twenty pounds of rags for a
washboard and a tin dipper. They rushea to the front of the
house, g^ttins there just after the cart had exploded. F .r

two or tUiee yards the street was sprinkled with all sorts of
shining tinware, fryingpans, iron pots, bags, steelyards,
waBhboards, olothespius, and lemon squeezers. The horse
liy in the ditch on its side, gazing steadfastly, an expression
of docile amazement on its aged face at a rolling pillur of
d i^ down the road, which betokened in what direction the
Tarbox steers, which had been startled by the explosion of
the cart and the fusillade of tinware, were flying at a furious
pace.
The steers and the whirling cocoon of dost speedily passed

out of sight. It was teamed later by the band of farmer . that
Jared Phillips and Mr. Brown organized to go in pursuit of
them, that the animaU leaped a wall, struck across the
country for a mile, and swam the Quinnebaug river into
another town. Riot and wreok marked their progress. They
tore up a fine field of cabbages for Charles Waldo, gored
Guerdon Ames' colt so seriously that it had to be shot, spitted
with their horns several cattle of George L. Steoson, ripped
up fences, and ravaged cornfields. Farmers rallied from all
sides to hunt the infuriated beasts, and the chase swelled in
the number and grew hotter in the ire of the huntsmen at
everv mile. Nearly every farmer in two or three towus was
on t .f warpath, armed with pitchforks, stable forks, eel
spears, -art stakes, shotguns and revolvers, and every firmer
had swum that he "would kill the critters and no quarter."
Out of breath after several hours of running, or anxious for

more s r»rt, the steers finally halted in a lot not far from
Westminister for their pursurers to approach, but as soon as
they saw the magnitude of the hostile demonstration they sec
off on a iuah again. They disappeared in the woods beyond
Westminister, and the latest reports from tho front bring no
tidings of either Bteers or irate farmers. The damage they
wrought is estimated at $500.

—

Ex.

ANTEVOLO.
THIS CELEBRATED TROTTING STALLION WILL MAKE THE

ensuing season from February 1st to June 1st ,1888.

Terms.
One hundred dollars the season for mares served before May 1st, and

one hundred and fifty dollars the season after that date, and in those
cases the season to run to July 1st »nd no longer. The object of
this fs to shorten the time in the stud so as to give a better opportun-
ity for training before the Fall Circuit commences. Last year it was
nearly the first of August before he was through, and consequently
he could not be KOt into condition in time even for the State Fair
In this connection it will be well to state that there is no deviation
from the price, and emphatically no free list. Tbe terms are cer-
tainly low for a horse of the class of Antevolo and there were several
applications where the applicants expected an increase <^f price.

Form and Color.
It is rare to fin! a horse of such high form, and I am not alone In

considering bim as being as nearly as perfect a type of equine form as
was ever seen in a trotting-bred stallion. He is sixteen hands and
half an inch in height, 69 inches from point of shoulder to point of
buttock, and weigbB, in ordinary condition, over 1,100 pounds He is
very muscular, limbs as good as the most critical could desire, and as
highly finished as a great majority of (thoroughbreds. In color be is a
rich Beat brown, with lighter shading in flankB and muzzle, black legs
mane and tail, small star in forehead and oil hind pattern white.

Perlormances.
He has been eminently of tbe improving kind. As a yearling be

trotted in 3:02; two-year-old in 2:41; three years old 2: 29J; four years
old 2: 194. the fastest record for a stallion of that age, and In his five-
year-old form he trotted in from 2:16i to 2:17 m all of tbe four beats
of the big trot which Harry Wilkes won. As he only made one break
in that race, notwithstanding the great speed of the contestants h*
must be credited as remarkably "steady," almost phenomenally so for a
horse of his age. Had it "ot been for an accident which temporarily
disabled him it can be stated with confidence that he, would have
trotted in 2: 15 or better while he still ranked as a five-year-old His
endurance was such that the intention was to start him against tbe
two-mile record, confident of lowering it, and also quite sanauine ofhim trotting in i :4U.

Progeny.
From a few mares served in 1885, his first season In the stud six

foals were dropped, two of which were killed. Their owners were bo
well pleased that large offers have been refused. One owned by G R
Lewis of Oakland. Is only a short distance from my Btables. and which
can be seen with a few minuteB' loss of time ; and D. T. Sexton of San
Francisco ha i another. Every man who had an Antevolo bred to him
again. As he served 65 mares last season, and, as nearly as can be
told at present a large proportion of them in foal, tnere will l-e a
good chance to judge of his procreative qualities. Next to a horse's
own colts the beBt proof is that of near relations. Eli "full brother ''

Anteeo, has already gained the reputation of being one of the beat
breeders, and for uniform excellence in his progeny cannot be sur-
passed.

Pedigree.

The mOBt exacting critic, if moderately intelligent, cannot find fault
with his blood lines. His sire Electioneer is, beyond question tb*
greatest trotting sice of any age when all things are C0n8jdered '

HI*dam Columbine is tbe only mure which has two entire sons which
have beaten 2: 20, 2: 16* by a six-year-old, 2:19J by a four-year-old Ante-
volo stands in the same relation to the thoroughbred as Maud S Jay-
Eye-See. Nutwood and many others of first celebrity. In Stud 'Book
form the pedigree is as follows:
Antevolo, brown colt, foaled May 12, 1881, bied by Jos •Caira

Simpson, Oakland, California, by Electioneer.
FirBt dam Columbine by A. W Richmoni
Second dam Columbia by Imp. Bonnie Scotland.
Third dam Young Fashion by imp Monarch.
Fourth dam'Fashion by imp. Trustee.
Fifth dam Bonnets o" Blue by Sir Charles.
Sixth dam Reality by Sir Archy.
Seventh dam by imp. Medley
Eighth dam by imp. Centinel.
Ninth dam by Mark Anthony.
Tenth dam by imp. Janus.
Eleventh dam by imp Monkey,
Twelfth dam by imp, Silvereye.
Thirteenth dam by Spanker.

1 place Antevolo ag\ln before the public with the feeling- that fur-ther recommendations are justified. Owing to a sllobt lameness in *h*
left hind ankle he could not be put to work nnMlTlataE? t!I seasonas to preclude the hope of getting him in proper condition. He didnot leave the stud until the middle of August, and short brushes was
all that could be given thereafter. He did not fully recover fromThelameness until November, and then I was laid up until the 1st ofDecember. I drove him through the stretch in 32 seconds, and on oneoccasion Matt Storn timed him a furlong in 15 Beconds This increase

^.T.l /^
erwb^ h

.
e

*J
ad 8hown the Pilous year warranted thebelief that he would trot very fast. Iu the race with Harry WilkesGuy Wilkes. Arab and Charley Hilton, November 27th, 1886. on the Bav

District Course, he was separately timed in 2:16*. 2*16f 2-17 2-ltiialthough he had to trot outside of two horses for the whole' distanrn
In that race he beat Arab »nd Charlie Hilton, and demonstrated capa^
ity to trot in 2:16 under more favorable circumstances. Prior to that
race his fastest quarter wis 32jf seconds, and his fastest furlona 16 sec-
onds. Hia colts, bo far as looks go. will rank with the beet. There areonly four of bis get which were foaled in 1886 (thee* are bis oldest)Three have been broken and show a Dromlsing gilt. There are a number of foals of I887,and of tbes« enough in my vicinity to satisfy visit-
ors of the character of his Btock. William Ballingal has a colt foaled
on the 1st of Ap.il. 1887, whica, in October, was driven by the aide of
his dam a furlong in 27 secondB. Ab his "full brother" Anteeo hasdemonstrated his ability to beget speed, it ia a justifiable inference
that Antevolo will also do so.
TbetermBare certainly bo reasonable that ownera of good marm

can afford to avail themselves of bis services.
"

lOS. CAIKN SIHPSOX.
Addreas Job. Cairn Simpson, BnEKDEB and Sportsman ^n

Francisco, or 2111 Adeline Street, near 32d Street. Oakland The latter'address where the horae la kept.
*«»«>*.
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Wounds in Animals.

There are two principal method^ writes

ati English VeteriodrJ surgeon; by which

wounds are repaired. The first df these; and
]

the more favorable of the two, is the niethed

termed by snrgeons healing by the first in-
j

teution. Under favorable circumstances this

takes place in nn incised wound when the cut
surfaces are brought carefully together and

,

maintained in close contact after bleeding has
j

ceased. The two surfaces then become
]

cemented together by the formation of a thin

intermediate layer of new tissue.

The other principal m de of rep rir is heal-

ing by the second initiation. That is what
takes place in large incised wonuds when the
cut surfaces cannot be brought and main-
tained in apposition, and it is the invariable

method of repair in punctured and lacerated

wonuds. Here thegap in the texture becomes
filled up with the growth of new material,

taking place from the bottom of the wound,
while a new skin grows inward from the edge
of the wound. The skin, however, is not

exactly similar to the natural, healthy skin
from which it extends, beiDg thinner, more
delicate, and without any hair.

A third and much rarer process of healing

in wounds is what is termed immediate union.
In this, it is said, the divided surfaces being

brought into accurate contact unite without
the intermediate growth of any new texture.

It is questionable if such is rtally the cade,

but it is certain that sometime^ in Small

wdundS the ciit surfaces when plaeed together

unite so speedily and exactly that no scar is

left. In an incised woutid treatment in the

firet instance should be directed toward favor-

ing union by the first intention. The essen-

tials are—a sound constitution on the part of

the animal, accurate and close contact with
the divided surface, and the absence of inflam-

mation in the wound. Without man's inter-

ference this process would- stldom or never

ensue in the lower animals, for in all wounds,
except the smallest, the cup surfaces gape
apart, unless some means be adopted to keep
them together. The means commonly adopted
by surgeons for this purpose are the applica-

tion of atrips of plaster across the surface of

the wo >nd, or the passing of sutures through
its edge.

In adopting the former pUn, a few' strips)

according to the length of the wound, phould
be applied at intervals, but the entire surface

Bhould never be entirely covered by the

plaster. The Surfaces, moreover, should not

be brought together until bleeding hfts been
arrested, for should a clot of blood be effused

into the wound it would prevent healing by
this method. Sutures are simply stitches

used to tie or sew the edges or surface of a

wound together. They are used of various

materials, such as thread, horse-hair, catgut

and wire.

Nothing further need be said about the

application of these, since their insertion into

a wound should always be left to a veterinary

surgeon. In a punctured or a contused or

lacerated wound, where the surfaces cannot

be maintained together, or where inflamma-

tion ensues in such a wound, then the treat-

ment must be that favorable healing by the

second intention. Inflammation, shown by
redness, swelling, and great tenderness of

the edges of the wound, should be combated
by assiduous bathing with hot water. In a

contused and lacerated wound, such as

"broken knees," particles of sand and other

foreign matter must be carefully and lightly

sponged from the surface. In punctured

wounds, or stabs, it must be made ctrtain that

nothing remains in the bottom of the wound;
and in all cases of wounds healing in this way
provision must be made to allow the discharge

from the wound a ready escape.

"With the last object it is often necessary, in

a punctured wound, to enlarge the opening,

or to makewhat is called a "counter-opening,"

that is, one running from the surface upward
to the deepest pait of the wound. The neces-

sity for a free escape from a punctured wound
is seen in the case of "pricks" of the feet.

These are generally simple in their effects if

the track of the nail be carefully followed and
enlarged; but if not the nail-hole is apt to

become obstructed, and prove insufficient lor

the escape of the discharge from the wound.
In that case the discharge accumulates within

the hoof and gradually forces its way toward

the surface in the direction of least resistance,

and hence comes to burst out at the top of

the hoof. In all wounds union iB promoted

by putting the part at rest. In the case of

such large animals as the horse this is always

extremely difficult; and sometimes it may be

necessary to put the animal in slings.

Healthy wounds are Beldom much benefited

by the application of lotions or ointments.

"When the wound is of small size it is best to

leave it uncovered, and if it be in summer,

it may be Bmeared with zinc ointment or with

forty parts of olive oil to one of carbolic acid.

In large wounds the surface should be lightly

covered with a oloth kept wet with a solution

of carbolic aoid in forty parts of water. When
a wound shows what is called "proud flesh"

it should be rubbed over at its most promi-

nent part with Bulphate of copper (blue-

stone), or washed with a solution containing

two ounces or a pint-bottle of water.

The Pacific Coast Field Trials, beginning at

Hanford on January 16th will deservedly rank

with those of any of the other clubB. A v. ry

good derby will be run, and the All-Age Stake

will bring out some first rate dogs. A reduced

fare of $9 for the round trip from San Fran-

cisco has been secured and sIbo a moderate

hotel rate, A large attendance is insured,

To Gnaw or Not to Gnaw-
Mr. Everett L. Smith, Boston, Mass.

writes;

"I have just returned to town and on open-
iog yoi-r letter, Went to several prominent
hdrsemeu concerning the information of which
Mr. Corbitt i8 desiron^. The first thing
which suggests itself is that the teeth must be
the cause ol the animal's cribbiug, but friend
Graham snegest* that while bis never do it he
thinks it is owing to the presence of Idam in
and about the yards, paddocks, etc. Of this
the animals partake, and it seems to furnish
them something which neither food, salt, nor
water supply. I know friend Tourtelotte, of
the Bates Farm, is once and awhile troubled
in consequence, but he keeps edges of boards
and corner pieces wiped over with oil of tar,

or cayenne pepper which they very much
abhor."
Mr. Fred Akers, of Mount Eden Stock

Farm, New York City, writes as follows:
'T should like to determine the cause of

horse stock guawing wood. I once thought
it was for want of salt, but after being salted

I found they%till adhered to the habit. I

visited Mr. Schult's place this summtr and
found the box stalls and enclosures painted
with feroline, and was informed that it

btopped the undesirable work. ImBgine hav-
ing to wash a whole farm with the preventive.
I would as soou attempt to lower the Califor-

nia phenomeuals record in our changeable
climate us undertake to assign the cause of

horses acquiring the taste for wood. Idol
Girl is just off the Foughkeepsie boat heavy in
foal to Favorite Wilkes. If the goIc comes all

right it ought to be worth raising."

Mr. D. B. Herringtonj Manager Hudson
Eiver Park and Stock Farm, says:

"Tell Mr. Corbitt to try wood ashes mixed
with his colt's feed occasionally. In some
cases potash or soda will brtak up the habit,

as horses need a certain amount of alkali in

their stomachs. Ashes, too, have alkaline
properties which tend to neutralize acids."

Geo. H. Hicks, of Beacon Park, Boston,
Mass., says: "I think colt's gnawing is caused
from teething. Some older horses have
decayed teeth, and often indigestion will cause
a hofflp io * a ;

"

FORSALE.
MISCHIEF, Standard,' b m, 151 hands high,

foaled 1875, sired by Youfcg Titckaho, by f laitail; son
of Pruden's Blue Bull, dam Lide byFlaxtafll grafl-
dani Fanny t-ern by Irwin's fucfeaho, son of Herod's
Tuckab", by ruckab.o, by Florizel, by Diatnede; great
grandam by Lfeffls'fl Counsel ton of Shepherd's
Counsel, by Bdnd ;s First Counsel. Recorded in 3d
Vol Wallnoe'a Trotting Register". Mischief ig the
damof Dr. Hicks' fast young stallion Briiliafct, that
showed a iwo-minute gait to cart this summer. Her
last year's colt w«s by Director, which is * Bquare
trotter; and shows fast, for which cl.CLO has recently
been refused. She has a weanling by fcallis, a
square trotter, and shows even more promising than
the Director colt. She is again with foal by Fallis
(6on of Electioneer) and will be due about Feb. 30th,

I*ANSI", Standard, sorrel filly, 153 bands higlj,-

foaled 1884, sired by Sterling, by Egmont, by Bel-
mont (sire of Nutwood 2:18^). Sterling's dam is Mary
by Haxtail (dam of Apex, four-year-old record 2:2fi).

Flaxtailis the sire of the dams of Buccaneer (five-

year-old public trial 2: 244); of Pearl, record 2:32$; of
Fawn, 2:3.'iJ;of Flight, 2:29; of PrMe. yearling rec-
ord 2:4<i .and two-year old 2:33}; of Shamrock, two-
year old record 2:25. and of many others that are
showing fast. Pansy's dam is Mischief, pedigree as
above Pansy can undoubtedly be made to pace or
trot very fast with proper handling as she is full sis-
ter to Brilliant. Price for holh mares $600 cash if
sold before the 1st of February. Apply to

F. P. EOWEEX.
17de4 Sacramento, i'al.

AUCTION SALE
OF

Thoroughbred
AND

Trotting Stallions,

BAY DISTRICT
TRACK,
AT 1 1 A. II ON

Thursday, Jan. 12, 1887.
PROPERTY OF

COL. CALEB DORSET.
THuROVGHBREDS

.

BIrdcatoiler, brown horse, 8 years, by Spectre

—

pet by Melbourne.
Pickpocket, chestnut horse, 4 years, by Joe Dan-

iels— Mattie C. by Spectre,
Trouble, brown colt, 2 years, by imp. Partisan

—

Fartlsana.
Fred Archer, chestnut colt, 3 years, by Thad

Stevens—Brown Bess.

Tlieo Winters, chestnut colt, 2 years, by Joe
Hooker-Mattie 0.

TROTTING STALLIONS.
<"rescent, sorrel horse, 6 years, by Nutwood—Pet

by Melbourne.
Ebony, black colt, 3 years, by Revolution—Lady

Early by imp. Nena Sahib. Revolution Is an inbred
Hambletonian.
Catalogues giving full pedigrees now ready.

KILLIP & CO.
Auctioneers, 2)2) Montgomery St., S. F.

lOdfiff

STANFORD

STAKES
1890.

A sweepstakes for trotting Colts and fiillies of 1887t
S175 each, S25 payable on the 2d of January, 18«S,
at which time the stakes will close: £25 on the Is,
of January, 1889, 825 on the first of January 18-JO,

and $10.) thirty days before the day fixed for trotting, i

whatever amount up to be considered forfeit, audi
the neglect to pay at the stipulated time incurring'
forfeiture of the previous payments. The race
to be heats of a mile. Lest three in 6vp, to har-
ness. First to receive six-ninths of the whole sum,
the second two-ninths, the thin ono-ninth In ad-
dition to the stakes and forfeits the proportion of
the gate money, profit on pool sales, and all other
sources of emolument will constitute the gross
amonnt, to be divided in the foregoing proportions.
Five or more subscribers to fill The race to be
trotted in 189H, not sooner than the 1st of August.
The exact date to be fixed and announced on the 1st
of April, 1890, or sooner.
On the 2d of January, 1888, there will be due the

following piym nts iu the Stanford Stakes, to wit:
Second piymenl in Stanford Stakes for 1889, §25.
Third payment in Stanford Stakes t"or 1*88, $25.
The stakes for 1890 will ctoa.- Jamnry 2d, 1888; S.5

entrance.
Race to be governed by the Rules of the National

Trotting Apsociation. Nominations to be made io
N.T. SMITH. Treasurer, S P Railroad Office, Fourth
and Towmend s'reets, or JOS. CAIRN bl UPSON,
tcreUry, Bbekdeii a^d SposrsMAS office, on or

before the 2d day of January. J888. The colts must
be named, the name and pedigree, so far as known,
given.

rJuder the new trolling rules letters legibly post-
marked January 2d will be eligible.

W T. SMITH. Treasurer.
• JOS. «A1RN SIHPSON, Secretary. 10de4

The Occident Stake
FOR 1890.

ATrottiag3take for Foals of 1887

To be lrdt«d *t the Calfornia St*te Fair of 1890
Entries to d fl« January 1-t, 1>8*, with Edwin F
Smith -'• vief.'ti )'. ur office in Sacramento. One hun-
dred dollars e irauce. of wl.icb glO must accompany
noiuina 1 n J 5 \o l»- p^id January 1st. 1889; S25 to up
paid 1-9

i
til *.-.() thiny days before the race. The

Oce"rd#ui i up at the value of Sn to be added by the
Sociely iii)e iif-nts, three Jn five, to harness. Virst
colt to r- o-iv i up and six- tenth"; secon 1 colt three-
ten'hs; and l> i d colt oue-tenlh of strike. Five to
enter^ Ibtdfl i<> Mart, otherwise N. T. A. Rules to gov-
ern.

L. TX SHIPPBE, President.

SDWIN F. S MI rH, Secretary.
10iie4

Trotting and Running

Stallions

IMPORTED BY

J. B. Prather, Esq.
OF MARYYJXLE, MISSOURI.

To be Sold At

Public Auction
AT J I A. M. OH

Tuesday, Dec. 20, 1887.

BAY DISTRICT TRACK,
SAN FRANCISCO.

Jester O. 5626, bay horse, foaled 18S0, by Al-
mont, dam Eonense by Messenger Duroc. grandma
Nel'ie McDonald by Colossus, (thoroughbred).
Allen, bay horse, foaled 188i. by Smith's Alroout

dam by Salt Fiver, son of Allen's Pilo , lit by Pilot
pacer, sire of Pilot Jr , who sired the dams of Maud
S. and Jay- Eye -See.
Robert K Lee. My bor*e, foiled 1881, by Oo

Time, by bt-mewal! Jackson, dam i.y Ned Fores'.
Lee is an inbr.-,l Denmark, Thw is the greatest
Baddle-gait strain iu the world.
Intrmler (thoroughbred}, bay horse, foale ! 187!

imported by D. D. Withers, E«q., New York By Cra-
ter, son .-f Orlando, and Vesuvientie by GUdiitor

1st dam Lady Bountiful bv Rii :.pl u
2d dam Plentiful by Uon John.
Pd dam Plenty by Bay Middleton.
The above horses may be seen at Bay District

Track unlit day of sale.
- Catalogues giviDg extended pedigrees and descrip-
tions may be had upon application.
Satnfaelory guarantees will be given as to Mr

Prather's responsibility and authenticity of pedi-
grees. r

At the same time and place will be sold Standard
Mares and Fillies, property oi Mr. A Waldstein.

KILLIP Ss CO,
AncUoueers, '£2 Montgomery St., S. F-

10de4

TO ARRIVE!
Thoroughbred Clyde and Shire

AUCTION SALE
OF

Standard Bred Trotting

Stallion,

Mares and Fillies.
-PROPERTY OF-

Stallions and Mares.

Our Annual Importation!
<'«>N.SIGNM£.\ r <>F

MR. JOHN SCOTT,
MELBOURNE.

Per Australian Steamer due about Janu rry 10th, we
will be in receipt of our Annual Consignment of
Clydesdale and English Shire StaUfnns and Mares,
selected with the (zreatest care by Mr. John Scott
The former importations of Messrs. Bookless* Scott
were received with great favor br California Stock
Breeders, and we are assured the animals to arrive
are fully up to the high standard of those Imported
duriDg the last five years.
Catalogues will be issued immedia tely upon arrival

KILLIP & CO.,

Live Stock Auctioneers,
19no8 2fc Montgomery SI., S. F.

FOR SALE.

MR. A WALDSTEIN,
AT 1 1 A. SI. AT

BAY DISTRICT TRACK,
SAN FRA>ITSI'0.

On Tuesday Dec. 20, '87.
The ill-heallb of Mr. VTaldstein compels the per-

emptory sale of all his trotting stock. Among the
anim.ls are the dam of Albert W., his noied Elec-
lioneer stallion, which has a record of 2:20 and 4:51
in a two-mile heat. This mare is with foal by Mr.
Simpson's stallion Antevolo. The stallion Bonanza
is ' y Arihurton (sire|of Arab, 2:17) out of Albert W.'s
dam. This young horse trotted a mile in 2:M5 when
a three-year-old. Also fillies and geldings by Albert
W. out of mares by Elmo, Roach's American Star,
Nutwood John Nelson, Whipple's Hambletonian and
other well-kncwn Standard s-ires.

Horses may be seen at Oakland Trotting Park until
December 18tb, after that at Bay District Track Cat-
alogues are now ready giving full particulars and
pedigrees.
At same time and place will be sold Trotting and

Running Stallions, property of Mr. B. Prather,
Maryville, Mo.

KILLIP & CO.,
Auctioneer*, S2 Montgomery St., S F.

indeJ

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.R.C.V.S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh.

Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies
Medals for Horse Pathology, Anatomy, Physiology
and Histology. The Williams" Prize, '84-'8.,

i. for high-
est works in professional examinitions.and .six first-
clasH certificates of merit. Honorary Member Illinois
State Veterinary Medical Association.
OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
». Mc«'ARTY, l*rop.

II2U Market St. S. F., Bet. 7th un<1 Htli.
Telephone No. 3117.

No. 1.—Bay Mare, foaled spring of 1881. by
Terror.

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Musidora's dam by
eon of Bertrand.

Terror by Woodburn, 1st dam by Owen ale; 2d
aam Musidora, by Belmont, etc.

No. *2 -«'liestmit Mare, foaled spring of 1882,

by Ware's Bismarck.

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Musidora, by
Belmont.

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Ron of Bel-
mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Blr Arcby) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Poche

These are extra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to the blood of Belmont.
No. 1 is in fo*l to a son of Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

For further information address

W- M. WILLIAMSON,
ooHtf San Jose, t'ai,

HUNTERS, MARK!
-JUST OPENED—

TheWalker House,Boudin Island
Fine accomodation for hunters. Reasonable rates.

Splendid shootingll
Take Steamer T. C. Walker, Mondays, Wednesdays

and Fridays. I>. R. JVRGENS. Prop. 3de4

! Youx Name oa this Pencil Stamp, 25o,

rwlthIndia Inlc, agt's terms & c

pAgts. are selling hundreds ofthe
Thalman lift. Co. , Baltimore,M

'

„L«ding Importers 8c Wholesale Starr.,
-

MeO
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Improved Horse ClothinG.

becursd by Letters ratent reissued march 29, issi!

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-
ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims
granted

1. An improved blanket or covering, consisting of
the bodv-piece A, flap (J.anrt the uxti-nsiou B, formed
or united together, so ;is to cover the body and legs of
the animal, substantially as herein described.

2. The blanket or covering a, having the flap C, and
the extensions B, to lit the fore and hind legs of the
animal, fro nt fastenings F G.and the permanent straps
or bands E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

3. The blanket or covering A, with its extensions B.
permanent seeuring-hands E, and the front fastenings
F Li, in com i dnation with tlie elastic neck-extensiou H,
substantially as aud for the purpose herein described.

4. The blanket A and hood J in combination VTtlithe
elastic connecting-strip J, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

5. The close- tilting hood J, having the elastic band L,
beneath the jaws, so that they mavbe allowed to move
without disturbing the fit. and adapted to be Becured
to Hie cover by means of straps, substantially as herein
described.

6. The improvemert in covering.Mankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the blanket A, having the flap C,
and permanent Btraps or bauds fixed to it to secure it
around the body, wi ereby the use of loose surcingles
is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by

L. D. STONE & CO.,
482 and 434 Battery St., SAN IKAJK ISCO, I'AI..

KILLIP & CO.,
IFE STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCTIONEERS,

29 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO BALES OF

High-Bred Horses and. Cattle,

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell in All Cities and Counties ol

the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Green, Hon. J. D. Cabb,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. NAKGKNT, ESQ., HON. JOHN BOQOS
Sargents. t.'olusa.

Hon. L. J. Robe, Hon. A. Waleath,
Lob Angeles. Nevada.

J. B, Hagoin, Esq., San Francisco
Represented at Sacramento by Edwin F. Smith,

Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At san Jose by Messrs. Montgomery & Rea, Real

Estate Agents.
Ueing rue oldest established firm in the live-Btock

business on this Coast, and having conducted the
important auction sales in this line for the past
fifteen vears, amounting to one-half a million of
dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live stock of every description
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-
fiondents embraces every breeder and dealer oiprom-
neuce upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us to
give full publicity to animals placed with us lor sale.
Private purchases and sales of live stock of all
descriptions will be made on commission, and Btocb
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose names ar
appended.

KIIXIP A C4V.22 Monteomory fcHwt
ond

ESTABLISHED 1355.

Race Goods.
Largest auii Be«t Stock on the Coast

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. P.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENTS FOB
I'KNNELL'S OTNTHIANA HOBBE BOOTS,

J. H. Fenton'b Chicago Specialties,

Db, Dixon's Condition Powders,

sb2& Gombaolt'b Caubiic Balsam

S.B.WHITEHEAD& CO,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
A UCTIONEERS.

AEE PREPARED TO CONDUCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters
And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Onr Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for fifteen

years successfully managed all the principal

sales of high-class stock on this Coast.

REFERENCES
(Ry permission).

ARIEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOK, ESQ.,
J. B. HAGGIN, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ ,

R. P. ASHE, ESQ.. W5I. CORBITT, ESQ.,

and otbers.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
to Lefdesdorfl* Street, -

lymartf san Francisco.

Outing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Imsel

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OOR FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DUKING THE YEAB THERE WILL BE ARTICLES UPON

Exploration, Travel and Adventure, Mountain
Climbing, Camping. Popular Forestry, Hunting and
Fishing, Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting. Eowinr
Canoeing, Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.
Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing, Tobogganing and Skating.

Conduoted by POCI.TNEY BIGJELOW

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.
Single numbers (wemj-fivo cents.

1 40 Nassau Street, New York.

Tips and Toe

A Natural and Plain Method of

Horse Shoeing

.....WITH AN APPENDIX
imrtlnff of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter a.

Instantaneous Photography.

By Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraittua

•*Eound-lioo£fi, Bhort-jpinted, fetlocks shag and long."
—-Shakespeare-

o »

lips and Toe Weights.—We bare receive-! from Mr. Joseph Calm Simpson, Editor and Proprie-
tor of the Bbeedeb and Spokesman, San Francisco, Cat , a copy of his book entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-sboeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse anc. *<-• ler as shown by instantaneous photograph v. Toe and Side-Weights." Mx. Simpson
baa had many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining lo the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years be has been experimenting with tips In the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of the many hooi
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he had hoped for, and wo believe every horseman
who reads the result of bis experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit io both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full shoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that „he common system of Bhoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to horses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to

do with our conversion. We would not take S50 for for this book and be without it. and on behalf of the
•most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, $1; cloth, §1,50-—We"**rn Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

M TipS «nd Toe Weights,'* ft natural and rlain method of horseshoeing, Is the title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen 01* Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Bbeeder and Spobtsman. The author in hid introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest cndorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step oi

the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory ana
experiment into play to support bis argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has real it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a liieTary charm, which holds the audience to

the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to vho attention of the public—Chicago
News.

,

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently Identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has given a great
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting lor a
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to he a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats

of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Bbeedeb a>:d Spobtsman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Bbeedeb and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc. , and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope,—N. Y.
Spirit, May 10th.

T^ps and Toe Weights.—Jos. Cairn Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a bock
byaoo-i- ^*1e which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyie. • ^ iron shoe that gives no play or expansion to the horse's foot. He baa found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. Ho is a beliver in the use of Iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the toot. By theinise, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted When four
years old in 2:20*. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-
quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send $1.60 to him anl he will
send yon the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Bural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,
trotting a public trial in 2:20£, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds 'while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for $10,000, with othel
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a sboes and
owing to an injury to his foot when afoal it was the universal impression that he never could trot fast,

lie did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, $1,221," in which he got a record of 2:293, last half in 1:13J; first money in purse at Sacramentoi
$300; second money at Stockton, S250;the Stanford Stakes, $1,672; and the Embryo, $870, makingacash
return for the season of $1,614. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first pnt in
training bewouidhave been hopelessly crippled.

In the Bbeeder and Sportsman will be given a complete history of the treatment of Antevolo, show-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscoplst to

make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall and scle, and all the tissues which compose the foot
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman.
Fully convinced by practical results, tbat this nart of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as
thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. . anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from th'i

revelations of the microscope. Job. Cairn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send order* tc

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

THe. &bove_treatise"will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

DUPONT'S
New Brand Sporting Powder.

"SUMMER SHOOTING"
SUPERB IN aUALlTY,

Shoots Moist arid Clean.
This powder has just been made specially by Du-

pont & Co. to suit the Pacific Const Climate.
It shoots .Hoist, is high grade, and of superior

excellence as to quality..

For Bale by all dealers and by the Agent,

JOHN SKINKER,
*58 Market Street S. F.

Price $9.00 per keg, Smaller packages in pro-
portion, oo tl

CHILD'S < AKIJOTX ItVSTAI, SHEEP DIP.
"Patented in Europe and America,"

SHEEP

A x>osltlvc scab i'ii i-o. A liqnitl, soluble In
cold n ater. It is absoi ntely nou-

pofsonous.

The cheapest and most effective dip on the market,
one gallon making one hundred gallons of waBh.

Price, $1.25 per gallon.
Special discounts and terms to agents and large

consumers. For eampleB and other Information ap-
ply to
I/VSJDE £ IIOI7GH, Agents for Pacific Coast.
116 California St.. San Francisco, CaL

l-eeplia
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave and are dne to arrive at
San Francisco.

From Dec 12. 188?. |A B. RIVE

8:00 a M
4:00 f m
3 :30 P M
9:30 am
10:30 A M
5:30 p M
•6:00 a M
17:30 a u
12:00 M
;:3U A M
4:00 P m

•4:30 P M
9:30 A M

3:30 P M
13:00 a M
V&-3Q P m
7:30 a a
3:00 P M
8:00 a M
8 0)
7:30 .

8:00 .

8:30 a m
8:00 P y
4:00 P if

6:30 P m.

1:00 P M
8:30 A M

110:30 a
12:00 m
8:00 P m
•4:30 P M
3:30 P m

..Calistoga ana Napa..

..Gait via Martinez

..Haywards and Niles..

. Haywards _ c
..Haywards c

. .lone via Livermore _..

...Knight's Landing .:

...Livermore and Pleasanton...

...Los Angeles, Deming, EL

.... _™. Paso and East -

...Los Angeles and Mojave

...Martinez and Tracy ....

...Milton ......

...Ogden anu East
..Ogden ami East
...Red Bluif via Marysville
...Redding via Willows «...

...Sacramento, viaEenlcia
via Benicia

" via Livermore.,
" via Benicia
" via Benicia
" via Benicia

...Sacramento River Steamers..

...San Jose...™—

6:10 P m
I0:4'J a m
12:40 P u
3:41 P M
8:40 p M
•8:10 a m
tlO:4H A M
2:40 r M
5:40 P M

10:10 A M
•8:40 A M

4:40 P m
10:1 a M
tE:lG p M
5:4u P M
6:40 A M
7:10 P u
5:40 P M
6:10 P M
6 -40 A M
6:10 P M
5:40 pm
7:10 p M
10:10 a m
7:40 A M
•6:00 A M
•3:40 P si

J3:40 p v
8:10 p M
9:40 a m

..Santa Barbara _

..Stockton via Livermore.. ..

" via Martinez
..Slskiyon A Portland

10:40 a M
5:40 p -A

10:40 a M
7:40 a M

tUCAL FERRY TRAILS.

From San Francisco Daily.

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1888,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send fiive cents in stamp3 to prepay postage.

THE FOURTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in nse at Fairlawn.

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

165 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTTERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE,
THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1888

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or farther information, address

Sy COMPANY. -Ql

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and fourth Street*
San Francisco.

In effect December 1, 1687.

12:01 f .... ..Cemeterj and San Mateo... .... 2:i0 *

trm a i'

S:30a I •8:00 a
1 BM a

•3:30 p . ..San Mateo, Redwood and.
4:30 p -:.;:

1 p
"5:10 P 4:3d P

tU:4oP. K. J \ 17 :50 P

It'f..
)p,V.

4:30 p. I

m "t i 9:08 a
.Santa Clara, San Jose, and.... . 1 i*10 02 a
.... Principal Way Stations [ * £*> i

1G:3UA| Almadtn

. and Monterey..

..Hollister and Tres Pinos ..

S:;i0a l WatBonvillfr.Aptut, Su^ue! ( *10M A
3:30 p' \ (Capitola)and Santa Crnz.. f' t6:40E

a .on , I I Soledad, Paso Robles, Templeton i ,
- ,.

"•JUA l>tSanLniBObispo) A Way Stations, f I

6:4° p

TO EAST OAKLAND— «6:00—6:30—7:00—7:30—8:00—
g.30—9 :00—9 :30—10 :00—10 :30—11 :00—U :30—12 :00—12 :30
—1:00—1:30—2.-00—2:30—3:00— 3:30—4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5-30— 6:00— 6:30— 7:00—8:00—9:0ii-10:00- 11:00—12:00

TO 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO
EAST OAKLAND" until 6 :00 p.m., inclusive, also

at 7:00—8:00 and 10:00 p.m.
TO FRUIT VALl!J—*o:UU—e:30—7:00—7:30—S:O0—3:30—

3:30—4 ;00—4:30- -5:00—5:30—6 :00-8:00—10:00.
TO FRUIT VALE(vla Alameda)—•9:30—*2:00- 6:30—

12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—*6:00—*6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00— *8:31.—

9:00 —9 :30—10 :00—110 ;30—11 :00—111 :30—12 :00—112 :3 —
1 -00—11 -30—2 :00—12 : 30—3 :00—3 :30— i :00— 4 :30— 5:00—
5 :30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12:00

TO BERKELEl'—'6:00—"6:30—7:0y—*7:3u— tt:00—•8:30

9-00— 9-30— 10:00— 110:30—11:00—til :30—12:00-tl'2:*>
1 00-11:30-2:00—12:30—3:00-3:30—1:00— 4:30—5:00-
5-30—6:00—6:3ii—7 :i«J—*:00—9:00—10:00-11:00-12:00

TO WEST BERKELEY -Same as "To Bebket.ey."

WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.
3jan52

THE PARKER GUN

10 >au t run'iii-u l»all>.

FROM FRUIT VALE— 6:50—7:20—'.:50- 8:20-8:50—
9^0— •10:19-2:4^—4:20—4:W—5:20-o:i.0-6:.0 -6:50—
8:50-10:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— •£ ::i—5:51—
19:15—•2:38—•8:15,

FROM 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55—7:"
7-55—8:25—8:55—9:25—9:55— 10:25— 10;55- 11:25—1130
12:25—12:55—1:25—1:55-2^5—2:55—3:25—3:55-4.25—
4:55—5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55— 10:53.

FROM EAST OAKLAND— 'o:30-6:00- u.aO— 7:0.—
7 .30—8 :00—8 :30—9 :00—9 :30—10 :00—10 :30 —11 ;00— 1 1 £U
*2:00—12:30—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4.-00—
4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 8:00-"9 00- 9:o7—
10:57-

PROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 m nutea later

than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA—"5:25—5:55-'6:25—6:55 -•7:25—7:55

•8:25-8:55-9:25—9:55—110:25—10.55- 111:25—11:55—
112:25— 12:55— 11:25— 1:55— (2:25— 2:55— 3:25— 3 :55—
4:25—4:55—5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—9:55—
10:55.

tvROM BERKELEY— *5:25—5:55—*6:25—6:55—*7:25—
7-55 —•8:25— 8:55— 9:25—9:55— 110:25—10:55- Jl J :26—
11:55— 112:25-12:55— Jl :25- 1:55- 12:25-2:55-3 :25-
3-65— 4:25— 4:55-5:25—5:55— 6:25—6:55—7:55—8 :55—
9:55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "Fbom Bebk-
eley."

(KEEK KOUTJE.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO—•7:15—9:15—Ua5-ld5-
3:15—5:15.

FROM OAKLAND—*6:15—8:15—10 d5 —12 :15— 2:15 -

4:15.

A for Morning. P lor Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted. tSaturdays excepted; tsnndaye

C—Tate ferry train and change cars at East Oakland

Standard rime fumlsnedby Licg Obseevatoby.

A. H. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager.

T. H. ti(M>DMAS,
Gen. Pass. ATtk A*'.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SA3J FBA3ECISCO, «'AI«

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 410 ±*UVE STREET
G. L. BRANDER President

J. L. FLOOD Vice-President

C. P FARNFTELD Secretary

I. S. ANGUS Assistant Manager
Banker-*- Nevada Bank of San Francisco.

16atl

At the two principal events of the year— at the World's Trap Shoot-

ing Carnival held at Wellington. Mass., May t
J to June A, 18f", 'he Par-

ker Gun won the leading prize for hest avprage for five day's .-booting:

alsoat Seattle W T„ June 9, 10 an "". 1887, the leading prize and Lest average was won wi. u the P-irker

Gun adding victories to I8P6 as follows: The Second Annual Tournament of the ChamberLn Cartridge

Co 'helJ at Cleveland, Ohio. September M. 1886, out of eighty-seven entries from representative shots,

renresenting fourteen States, the Parker Gun won first and third money, winning -Muu out of the SI,^00

Durse offered a [ding another victory to 1885. which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament

for th* championship of the World, held at New Orleans, La., heb. 111b to lfith. Among the contestants

shooting other guns were such champions as Carver, Bogardus. Cody. Stubbs, Erb and others,

A-Wormng p.—Afternoon.
•Snndayeexcepted. tSundaysonly (Theatre train Sat
nrdays only.

Trains run on Pacific Standard Time.

Nearly all rati line to San Luis Obispo. Only zi
miles staging between Templet-jn and Sdn Luis
Obispo. Time from San Francisco 12 hours. Through
rate §8.50.

PARKER BROS., Makers,
New York Salesroom. 97 Chambers St., Meriden, t't.

FISHING RODS.
\Ve would call the attention of

THE TRADE
To onr Catalogne of Fishing Tackle for 1S88, which we will be pleased to mail to

Dealere upon application. Address,

THOS. H. CHUBB,
nol2tf POST MILLS, VT.

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.
Mixes instantly with cold Water.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing five Imperial gallon

equals nearlv 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 180

sheep at a cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nourisher of wool, a certain cure

for Bcab.
ALSO

UTTXETS PATENT POWDER DIP.
Poieonous, miies instantly with cold water. Sold i n

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 .Sheep; in a
seven-pounds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per pound,

CATTON, BELL & CO.
SUCCESSORS

I'.llKMB, BE 1. 1. A CO.,

24sep 406 California Street, AUESTS.

ioOiois "f~

\W^g:J
SHOTGUN... CARTRIDGES^

Flagrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of dcld Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest rice paper used. ESTABLISHED

1S46. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHES 1ER, N. Y.

25dec52

IMPORTED BEEKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize wieners at all the fairs in California and the

entire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Pair

Sacranento, 1886.

importations made direct from England every year .,

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the 'p

best blood and most fashionable families of Dish-

faced Berbsbires, regardless of cost, and all re-

corded in English and American Berkshire records.

Young pigs from these importations, male and

r*male from entirely different families for sale at

reprice, and every p,g ^nteed. Add— ^SSSSl
35deco3

FOR SALE.

A Thoroughbred Bull Bitch..

Apply at 305 Washington St.

HEA11TS
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The most popular school on the Coast.

P. BEALD President. O. 8. HALEY. fWy.

Special Round-trip Tickets, at reduced rates—to
Gilroy and Paraig. Springs.

Special Notice—Hound-trip tickete to the famona
Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton) ckii be 1 ad at ;iny
of the Company's Ticket Offices in tan FrancLaCo
Rate, 55.5..

EXCURSION TJ4KE!S.
E.n. cnn/lavR *„!.. i Sold Sunday Morxixg;* ooFor Sundays *nlj ,| for TetnTn same (laT
ForSaturday, ( Sold Satubdax and irxuAronly

Sunday and< good for return until following ilon
Monriav, ' oav,inclPSiv*-,at Hie fallowing rattB.

Round Trip
from San

Framv&co to

San B.yno....
Millbrae . ..

Oak Urove. ...

San Mateo
Belmont
Redwood. ...

Fair Oaks
MenloPark..
Mayfield
Mount'n View

kt.

Satto
lion.
!Tkt.

RounuTrij
from San

b>ancieco to

-iin.

Tkt.

M~50
1 75

1 75
2 75

Lawrencee
>anta Clara

"oliister
AptOS..
Lens Pri^ta...
Soqoel ...

Satto
Mol
Tkt

i 50
5 (X

5 0.

5 CO

Ticket Offices.— Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, Valencia-street station. So. 613 Market street,
Grand Hotel, and Rotunda, Baldwir Hotel.
A.C.BASSETT, H. R.Jl'DAH,

Superintendent Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Aft'.

rSead for Circalar octd

ro

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
REBPECTFUXLY CALLS ATTENTION TO TKE

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BY THFJ "XORTHERJS DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best Places in the State for

Sea Bathlnjf, Sbooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO I/aILY FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHARMTN9

Summer and Winter Resort of tlie
Pacific 4'oa--i.

with Its beautifnl Groves and delightful Drives, front
Ln abundance can be obtained froci the se\eral streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the beat of abootirg
may l-e had in season.

THE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is ".oted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bai-
.ic:ida, Pompiuo, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEI
MONTE." have made Monterey a paradise for sporto.
men.

THE BATHING FACILITIES

"HOTEL DEL MONTE,"
ABE T/NSTTRPASSED,

baring a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOCSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm salt water plunge and swim*
mlng baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with doncbe and shower facilTtiea-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SO^CEi AXI> SANTA CRCZ
18 VTA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of San Mateo, Santa Clara. San Benito, Santa Crux
and Monterey, each of which abounds ln game In greB
variety Notably

iiuail. Pigeon, Snipe, Duck, Geese, Oeer
and I tear.

Lakes PILARCITOS and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo (or those well-known Retreats, PCRIS
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PEsCADERO. We
wonld particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO fcnd McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a short distance from Sac

Francisco and offer special Inducements to the lovera
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Tlcke

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DOGS

when carried in Baggage Cars and put in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are Instructed
to issue CHECKS for all dogs receved ln Baggage
Cars.
OS"In order to guard against accidents to Djc

while in transit, it Is necessary that they be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Guns and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Gnj ken apar
and securely packed ln wood or leather <

taken ln Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES-Passenger Depot,

street, Valencia Station, and No 613Mi>r
Hotel

C. BASSETT. A. H. r.

Superintendent, Asst. Pa&j* m
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HORSE BOOTS,

EC

RACING MATERIAL <(Q
IN ENDLESS VARIETY AT

J, A. McKEERON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Streel, - - - San Francisco.

Notice. GLOVER'S ALBUM.

C. BRUCE LOWE,
STOCK AND STATION AGENT,

A uclioneer, Horse, Cattle, and Properly
Salesman.

Is prepared to accept orders from breeders in

imerica to select and forward stock from the Aus-
tralian Colonies; or will undertake to receive and
dispose of stock from America; or act as Agent
for California firms.

References kindly permuted to J. E. Haggin, Esq.,

and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.

C ItRl'cK LOWE.
Wright, Heaton's Buildings,

Pitt Street, Sydney,
3de N«w South Wales

IMPROVED

Blind. Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by Letters Patent, July 3ft, 188V
Having thus described njy invention, what I claim

as new, and desire to secure my letteid patent, is:

1

.

The part D.Bupported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into wliich the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with tli- - ^tensions D,
tiie curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.

:.. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-
sions D. blindB F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
Bet, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
pieces D and blinds F, as shown, the straps or bands
O and H, connecting the branches or extensions abr-ve
and below the eves, and having the adjusting slides or
buckles, substantially as an I tor the purpose herein
described.

5. In a bridle, and In com Lnation with the blinds F.

supported and pivoted to the bridle so as to be moral
ble about the point of support, the adjustable Iron-

straps or band? G and H, and the tear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the Minds, an<i ad-
justable, substantially as herein describe t.

The above are the claims allowed by ci patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be untie r-

sood.
It meets with universal approbation, doinc awa>

with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
BTni-thing of the same eftect on the action follows as
la induced by toe-weights. This is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the anee without the strain of weights on thp
reel.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. noKEKBON.
Va. 23 and 232 Flllls RL San Frnnclsco.

Ha-ry E. Carpenter, M.O.C. V.S.,

VETERINARY SURUEON-

Honorary (J radii ate ol

on in ri.i Veterinary Col,

lc^e. Toronto. Canada
SST Ridslings < astra'ed.

' riaary Infirmary, 33 1 Natoran St
Qesidence, 966 Howard St., San Francisco.

lmosa

A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

DOG MEDrCTrJER.
Ha»se fur**. - 50<* iHntemper 1'nr- si. on
Blooil Purifier. 5<>c. Vermifuge, - - 5<l«
< anker W«s*h, 50*. Eye lotion, - 50«V
Diarrhoea* ure. 50c. Cure (or 'it*, - 5«c.
To»»ic - - 50c Liniment. - 50c.

Kennel and Stable Soap, best dogsoap known, price
25c.

These remedies are sold by druggists and dealers
in sportsmen's goods.

ALL DOG DISEASES TREATED
H. CLAY GLOVER, D.'v. S.

Veterinarian to the Westminster Kennel Club, New
jersey Kennel Club, Rhode Island Kennel Club,
Hartford Kennel Club, HemsteadFarm Lompany.etc.
22oc'3 l«0» Rrnailwar. W«*w Vnrlr

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Peta, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and alj

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

tither from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood eic.

for illuetra'ion purposes, furnished.
H. HOY I). Vrti .i

Qortf is poet lr-t i .

AMERICAN
KENNEL CLUB

STUD-BOOK.
Blanks for registering in the official stud

book will be mailed on application.
Entries will close for part Four o i Decem-

ber 30, ISS7. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club.
Non. 44 and 46 Broad ivn .

fif^h New Yor .-

DO YOU WANT A D OS
iS DOC BUYERS' GUIDE. L
^ Colored plates, lOO engravings K

of different breeds, prices they are
f

worth, and where to boy them.
[(

Mailed for 15 Cents. V|
. ASSOCIATED FANCIERS, F,

Jg337 S. Eighth St. Philadelphia, fa. |
flapr

STUD POINTER.
RUSK T., (3751 A. K. R.>. lemon and white, by

Sensation (217 A. K. R.),exSeph G. by Dart—Seoey,
in the stud to approved bitches. Fee$30. Rush T.
is a dog of Rood size, good mirki rigs, rare form, excel-
lent tetniier, high courage and marked 6eld instinct
In breeding he has no superior. His sire was a grand
fielder and a bench winner. His dam is a winner on
the 'lench and an uncommonly good field performer,
The kennel is breeding Irish red setters of unexcep-

tionable Btrains. A. B.TRUMAN.
EM'HO K.E.MNELS,

sep2M II e Eleventh sir<< 1. s F.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman

HUNTERS' OUTFITS.
M. J. FLAVIN & CO.

"We offer a most complete stock of Hunting Goods, snch as

SUITS, COATS, PANTS, HATS and GAPS,
CARTRIDGE;VESTG, etc,

all of onr own marrrffactur*, and all warranted, up to the standard of former years.

spobtsmbS;attention !

IaIi,
924 to 92*8 Market Street,

MUX" TIIK BALDWIN.

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"O. fc N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. B. R's., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and TJnequaled Equipment for the Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own or in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight Ccains.

Co nmodious Rest, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all along

the line.
:o:

Over 6-OIIO miles ol first-class road running West, North and North* West from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT IINE,

tor further information apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD,
fienfiral Acent. San Francisco. C it

L C. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Bolted
BREECH—LOADING GUN!

Jgf*

» I N G GUN!

L. tt SMITH,

? o
— »
tie
eg.
5s '
•i « H

"r w
= P
- -

Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammerless Guns.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

A Demonstration of the Shootins: Qualities of the "L. C. Smith Gun.

At tbe Cleveland Cartridge Co.'s tournament, held at Cleveland, O., from September 13 to 1G inclusive
the "Smith" gun won first money in every elass. It also won nearly iwo-thirds of the entire
amout (S',000) of caBh prizes, and championship tropby for the b' at average in the 90 class. In tbe 90-
class it won the 1st, 2nd and 4th moneys; in the 80-class it toot the 1st, 3rd, 4th and 6th; in tbe 70-class it

cook 1st and ?nd, with the 1st and 6th in ihe 60-cIass, making a total winning nearly four times greater
than any other gun, of either foreign or home manufacture.

We think this a most excellent showing, as there was seven different makes of guns used hv tbe nineteen
L onteBtants in the ninety class. L. G 'SMITH.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE ( ATAXOGUE AM> PRICE I 1ST anuCtl

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES
PURE AND UN ADULTER A T .bJ ^

Vve offer for sale on favorable terms to the Trade.

CATHERA'OOO'S lESJ^BKATFD FINE OLD WHISKIES
of the .ollowing brands, namely:

t ranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A- A., Old Stock, Henrp tiull

Double B, and .Monofirrani. Very Old and Choice.
AIbo, In caaea of 1 doz. quart bottlea each,

Brunswick Club (Pure 01.1 Rye) and Upper Ten (Very Old and Choice).

S3T For excellence, pnrityand evenneBe of quality tbe above are unsurpassed by any whistles 1 uoorte
l'h'3 only objection to be mode to them by the manipulating dealers being that they cannot he improve

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
SOLE AGENTS, SAM FRANCISCO, CALM ./ ...,ia
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General Topics.

"We are informed by a note from a correspondent at Los
Angeles, Cal., that the noted California stallion Hock-Hock-
ing died at the Santa Anita Stud on the 23d nit., from con
gestion of the bowels. He was running loose in his paddock
and was caught in a shower of rain, giving bim a cold which
settled in his bowels. Hock-Hocking was a chestnnt horse,

bred by Mr. J. C. Simpson, in Ohio, in 1870, and taken to

California in 1873. He was a son of RiDgiuaster (eon of Ring-
gold and Minnie Mansfield, by Glencoe), from Fashion (for

Young) by imp. Monarch; 2d dam the famons Fashion by Sir

Charles. He was a good race-horse, and as a stallion did very
well.

ThiB was cut from the N. Y. Spirit of Ike Times of Deoem-

ber 10th, and there are errors which should be corrected.

Hock-Hocking was bred by John Heber of Lancaster, Ohio, of

whom I purchased him the winter of 1873, and brought him

to California, April, 1874. Hisgrandam, "the famous Fashion,'

was by imported Trustee., and her dam Bonnets o' Bine by

Sir Charles. In all probability the substitution of Sir

Charles for Trustee was a slip of the pen. That he was a

good race-horse is beyond question, and that he would have

been a great race-horse had it not been for an injury to his

feet I firmly believe. In the first strong gallop of a mile he

was given in California he sprang quarter-cracks on each of

his front feet, the fissure extending from the coronet at least

one and a half inches. The track was very hard in places,

and his feet were not good from the time I bought him. The

injury to Hock-Hocking was the primary cause of my experi-

ments with various patterns of shoes, and eventually with

tips. Qaarter-crackR were frequent in California, which I

ascribed to the dry season and the hardness of the traokB,

and my first experiments in the State were directed towards

finding a remedy.

Poor Hock-Hocking! Knowledge did not come in time to

curtail the greater portion of his suffering. Bar shoes, plates

made after that pattern, plates of brass screwed on to the

sides of his feet, soakings, poultices, a whole chapter of direc-

tions followed any number of nostrums. The worst of all

was permitting Dunbar to operate upon him. The first time

I ever met Robert Bonner he explained, as far as his promise

of secrecy would permit, the "sjstem." It was so novel that

I could not express an opinion at the time, but after thinking

it over came to the conclusion that it was wrong treatment.

Some time thereafter Dunbar was met in Chicago. He showed

his abnormal specimens, and dilated for hours on his dis-

coveries. He claimed that by far the most important of his

teachings were confined to his pupils, and solicited that I

should join his class. He offered to make a present to me

of what he was charging others two hundred dollars for, and

the only escape was to tell him plainly that no information

would be received regarding horses or horse management that

I could not write and Bpeak freely about. Mr. Dunbar was

in this State when I came, April, 1874, and he had many con-

verts. Among them men who were of keen judgment and not

likely to be imposed upon . He renewed his offers of free teaoh-

ing, which were again declined, though I resolved to get some

inkling of his esoteric doctrines, if close attention would

furnish a clew.

Thinking that there might be something in it from the

endorsement of men in whom I had the utmost confidence, I

concluded to let him try his hand at Hock-Hocking. Three

CheerB had bound a tendon, and he insisted that he would

turn them out positively sound. He sent for two sets of

shoes to the blacksmith, shoes which would weigh at least sis-

teen ounces each, and with nail boles punched to the extreme

end the same as in racing plates. The nail holeB were

punched fully half an inoh from the edge so as to insure a

hold on the horn, the size large number six, if my memory

is correct. He set his son at work on Hook-Hocking while

he gave the orders. The sole and bars were cut down until

there waB a puddle of blood. The frog was cut nearly as

badly, though the insensitive portion of the inteiior oi the

foot was nearly eradicated and the sensitive tissues grievously

vtounded. The shoe was then nailed on an instrument con-

sisting of a double-acting screw placed between the ends of

the shoe, and so much force applied as to tear tbe shell away
from tne adjacent parts. Before one foot was finished I had

enough of the system which Mr. Bonner had eulogized and

others endorsed, and though I exceedingly regretted after-

wards that I did not put a stop to the inhuman practice the

moment I saw what the operation was to be, I took measures

that Three Cheers Bhould not be subjected to such scientific

treatment. One of the shoes prepared for him was thrown

into the well, and it was too late in the afternoon to order

another.

Since shoes have been discarded I have not had a single

case of quarter-crack, not a corn or bruise of the sole. Had
the shoes been taken off Hock-Hocking when the cracks were

first sprung, and his exercise restricted to walking until the

rowth of horn was sufficient to give, say, half an inch of new
material, then slow gallops could have been resumed. In all

probability the growth would have been normal and without

any necessity for transverse firing or cutting at the coronet,

when the lower part of the foot was permitted to have motion.

Quarter cracks unquestionably come from putting arigidband

on the ground surface, destroying the elasticity of the foot.

The complete immunity of barefooted horses from this

trouble is ample proof that the cause is in shoeing, and the

most reasonable conclusion is that the natural motion is

restricted and the horn tissue more fragile.

Boston, a grandson of Sir Archy, and the dam of Ringgold

Thus Binggold had as much Sir Archy as one of his get, viz.,

was Flirtilla Jr. by Sir Archy, her dam Flirtilla by Sir Archy.

one-half. Fashion had one-quarter of the blood and the

grandam of Ringmaster, the sire of Hock-Hocking, was by
Bertrand, a son of Sir Archy.

The first race Hock-Hocking ran in California was at the

State Fair the fall of 1874. General McMahon won the first

heat. His owner, Tom Atchison, and myself were stationed

near the three-quarter pole in the second heat,' and when the

horses passed us McMahon was two lengths in the lead. Both

were going apparently easy, and I called to the jockey to go

along. The track was dusty, and when half way down the

stretch the position of the horses could not be determined.

"You have got me," I remarked to Mr. AtchiBon. He

listened an instant, and replied: "You have got me; it has

come to a drive and the game is np." This was corroborated

when we reached the stand. Hock-Hocking had won the

heat. The third he won with comparative ease. There was

a tragic circumstance connected with the race. After the sec-

ond or third heat I noticed an old man looking at a mare

which had run in the race. His arms were folded across his

breast, and there was extreme dejection portrayed in his

'

countenance as well as in his attitude. Pleased eb I was at

winning, there was a feeling of sympathy for the old man

which forbade any outward show of exultation. Could I have

foreseen what was soon to happen I should have sympathized

stiil more, aod, in fact, regretted that he had not won. Thut

night he billed himself, leaving a note which finished the

story of which his looks were the preface. It was this: "Too

old to work; too honest to steal; too proud to beg," bidding

his wife good-bye in as few words as possible.

Part of the hiBtory of Hock Hocking I dislike even to think

about much less to recall by oral or written description.

That he would have won one of the large $30,000 purses

heats of four miles, if fairly dealt with, is the opinion of a

large majority who witnessed the race, but that is a thing of

the olden time which will be no benefit to resuscitate. For

the opportunities he had he was fairly successful in the stud.

BeaconsfieU, before he met with injury, could be rated as a

tine race-horse. St. David, from what I learned from com-

petent judges, could be called a great race-horse, and others

ha^ some pretensions to the name. In all probability there

was not a living horse before Hock-Hocking died which had

so much of the blood of Sir Arohy. l'here was close in-

breeding on both Bides. His great grandam, Bonnets 'o Blue,

was by Sir Charles by Sir Archy, her dam Reality by Sir

Archy. His grandBire on the paternal side was Ringgold by

Flirtilla Jr. had a filly by imported Priam, which, on account
of her great speed, had a handle taoked to her name, and
after an exhibition of her swiftness she was always written of

as the "flying Cassandra." This was an outcross, Priam
being by Emilius from CieBsida, by Whiskey, though his

grandam was Young Giantess, by Diomed, the Bire of Sir

Archy. But Cassandra had quite a number of foals, the best

of which was Prophet, by imported Monarch, a son of Priam,
so that there was close inbreeding again. From the illus-

tration in the paper of last week regarding the doubling up
of Hambletouian blood in fast trotters, and what can be
Bhown from the Stud Book and Racing Calendar, the fear

thatsome have of near coupling is without a sound founda-
tion. The whole subject may thns be stated: If sire and
dam are of proper form there is little danger from consan-
guinity. Proper form is rather indefinite, for if even the con-
' guration might be such as to meet approval, should there be
slight defects in each of the prospective parents there is

little question that there will be a tendency to intensify the
blemishes. Still further, should the family which both descend
from be subject to any weakness, although it is not shown
in the pair selected, there will be more than an equal chance
for reproduction. Thus let us suppose that the family char-

acteristic was a lack of endurance, Notwithstanding that
there was & deviation from this in the pair to be mated their

progeny will be likely to revert to the original. To sum-
marize, good qualities are intensified, defects also. There is

no danger in coupling tbe best, however clusoly related, Bure

disappointment in bringing together inferior specimens of

even a good family.

Mrs. Skinner's ^ale-

In another column, Mrs. Silas Skinner offers an excel-

lent opportunity to secure some trotters of first-rate

breeding. The brood-mares are exceptionally good, and
the fillies are by standard horses. The late Mr. Skinner
was a thorough horseman, and gathered only unexcep-

tionable animals about him.

Mr. Waldstein'e Sale.

The sale of Mr. Waldstein's trotting stock, conducted by
Messrs. Killip & Co., at the Bay District Track on Tuesday
last, resulted in a clearing out, although to Bay the prices
were good would bring a vigorous protest from their former
owner. The horses belonging to J. D Prather were suffer-
ing from influenza, and bat one of them was offered, the
saddle stallion Robert E. Lee, which was sold to J. Garrity
for $350. The Waldstein stock sold as follows:
Bay filly, 4 years old, by Albert Y7—Pacitio Maid: B C

Holly, $430.
Sorrel gelding Albert, by Albert W, dam by Roach's Amer-

ican Star; W. B. Bradbury, $430.
Chestnut stallion Bonanza, by Arthurton, dam by John

NelBon;R. Havey. $350.
Chestnut gelding, 2 years, by Arthurton, dam by Nutwood*

B. C. Holly, $130.
Chestnut filly, 2 years, by Albert W, dam by John Nel-

sod; H. B. Headley, $165.
Bay filly, 2 years, by Albert W—Gipsy, J. S. Matthews.

$125.
The old brood-mare Gipsy sold for $25, while the dam of

Albert W was knocked down at $80.

That hard-working jockey Ike Mnrphy, in speaking of the
very promising middle-weight jockey Henry West who lost
his life in a mad rush of two-year-olds at Saratoga last sum-
mer, paid he had determined not to ride as ofteu next
as last. He fears that in keeping below his normal •

132 lbs., his constitution suffers great injury. Gar
also much troubled for the same reason,
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With Byron Moore at Flemington.

[New York Sportsman ]

The shades of night were falling fast, and the public charge

£
%

affairs of the V. K. C. was stftly bumming an evening

hymn preparatory to closing up for the day and retiring into

the I osoin of his family, when there entered the office a mild

Bnd inuffensive-lookiDg youth, with a loDg, shaggling, rat-

colored moustache, -who timidly inquired fur Mr. Byron
Moore, the Secretary "Call to-morrow morning," said

friend Miles, '*aud you'll see him. Perh»[ s I'll do as well
"

"Well. yt"i see. I'm 'Kay Foo,' Australian Sj ecial to The
New York Sportsman," replied the gnilehss pressmau. ''As

we are g iDg to make a big boom iu our paper on the nest

Melbourne Cup, with a view to popularizing oiu joumdiu
the colonies, I waut a sketch of Flemin2ton Course as a iront-

ispiece." "Great EeaveD, young man," said our astonished

friend Mr. Miles, "that'll you Yankees want next? A special

reporter for the Cup! EU! You'll go 10 the South pole, I

snppose, in your return journey to write np i-he sport there.

"WVU, come in to-morrow and see Mr, Moore hiniself at 11

o'clock."

As the cleck struck eleven on the patriarchal posloffice I

again meandered into the Y. R. C, and was this time met by
a tall, pleasant looking gentleman who at once extended to

me the rieht hand of fellowship. **Meet me at the 9 o'clock

train to-morrow nioiaiug" said he, "I'll take you over the

course."
The faithful Boots at my hosllery having awakened me

half i»n hoar earlier thun was my wont, I repaired to Speuc r

street and there found the genial V. R. C. Secretary, with

one or two friends and reporters ready to start in the Gred-
den train.

A few minutes brought us to New Market, where a trap

was awaiting us, S3 away we went till we reached the
flower-lined avenues which marked the appro ich to the
Flemingtm Course. The beautiful spring morning, and the
fields with verdure dad. remind me of days iu Southern Cal-

ifornia, that 1ml of fl »wers and fruit, where the thermome-
ter remains almost ttnionary at a deligLtfal temperature all

the year round. The course at Fiemin^ton is au Australian
Garden ol E len, and with the combined efforts of Mr. Mocre
aud his trusty henchman Joudhiu, who knows what frt6h

development-* aud beauts we shall see each year as time
goes by.

First, said Mr. Moore, after alighting from the wagonette,
let us go ou the hill. This is, as it were, the stalls in price of

admission of Fltmiogton, the dress circle or grind stand,

being the reverse of things theatrical, by its lo a ion under-
neath on the slope of the hill, a id the gallery or flat, lower
stil', in the center of the course Here w? have retiring

rooms for ladies summer houses and >-mple S| ace for a small
nation of picnickers to c >ngregate. Every care is taken of

the middle classes as well as the '"upper ten" of society. Hot
and cold watar, convenient nooks for enj >ying an alfres o
meal whilst waitiug for the next race. Nothing has been
omitted by the careful secretarv, even lo the lunch baskets
for waste paper, so that no unseemly mess may be made iu

the grounds. The improvemeLts in this part of the track
are in their infancy, for when the trees and shrubs attain their

full growth, this will, in my opinion, be the most comfort-
able put of the race conrse. A recent raising of the earth
near the hill stand will afford sight room for 7 COO additional
spectators. The stand its-lf has very wisely been bereft of

seats, so that, though the weary may find rest, yet double
the number of people may see the races by standing two deep
ou the spacious tiers.

On descending from the hill paddock one cannot fail to be
struck with the excellent arrangements for ingress and egress
There can be no crushing and pushing between hill and lawn
people, for each has a separate entrance and exit, and the
designing of this work in arches and bridgeways is another
instance of the existence of a gigantic brainpower somewhere.
One of the party noticed some logs placed along the road on
the way down. "Would these not be better away?" said the
reformer. "Oh, no!" r< plied Mr. Moore, "they are useful as
seats." So here there is a reason for everything. We now
reached the new or Maribyrnong stand, erected at a co«t of

£27,000, placed to the left of the grand stand, which affords
additional room for 40,000 people. Underneath the stand is a
huge refreshment room for the use of private partieswho may
hive brought their lunch with them. On race days caterers
will be in attendance to supply tea or coffee if necessary, and
the club has arranged with a crockery firm to supply even
cops, plates, etc., should the visitors not care to risk their
own crockery in transportation. On the occasion of the last

Cup as many as 2,386 servants were employed by the club at
the course, and everything haviog been arranged beforehand
there was no hitch of any sort in working them.
Next on our way was the grand stand, the rooms at the

rear of which are well worthy of a visit. Take, oh! reader,
one of the most elegantly-furnished residences in your most
aristocratic suburbs, go into its best rooms, and you have a
veTy good idea of the V. R. Club's retiring-rooms. The Gov-
ernor's suite is replete with every luxury (as the hotel adver-
tisements say). In the centre is a small reception-room, to
the right of which are two compartmeats, one a dressing*
room forthe Governor's friends, and the other for the friends
of her ladyship. The private dining-room in this suite con-
tains several valuable pieces of Satsnma ware, and is fitted

np in the best of style with a pantry of every requisite for the
proper enjoyment of a sumptuous banquet.
Then there are the ladies' rooms, which astonished us

beyond measure. Every couvenieoce is provided for the fair
sex, even to bottles of smelling salts, in case the result of
some race should upset the nerves of some lovely creature,
who, by the victory of ber favorite steed, may have secured
enough "haberdashery" to last her for the term of her nat
nral life. Here we find ribbon and bilk of every hue under
the sun, so that if a oharmer's dress meets with an accident
Bhe may repair the damage, and, without fear of captious eyes
and sneers of envious rivals, pursue her conquests on the
lawn, as she do°s that promenade of which for the last year
she has so fondly dreamed.
Then there are the steward's, committee and members'

rooms, the designing of which are models of skill and thought
in respect to comfort, and after a short re-pite we next view
the electiic arrangements in connection with the scratching
boards. It will easily be conceived that with the secretary's
well known connection with telephonic and eleclric appli-
ances the latest invention in this respect would be fitted up,
aod the clnb is now able to work all the scratching numbi rs
from one point simultaneously. There are quite a number
of the boards all over the lawn, hill and flat, and all these
are operated from the central office. We are now at the bird-
cage, by which is meant the wired enclosure around the
saddling paddock. This will be the means of keeping off many
curions individuals who may hardly tell a horse from a cow,
but who, as a role, on race days crowd the paddnck and pre-
vent those who are anxious to 66e and look at the horses

before they start. An extra charge thiB time, I understand,
will be made for admission here. The comforts of the grooms
and jockeys are not forgotten, for there are two pavilion?,

one for liquor and the other exclusively fur coffee aud tea.

'Ihe commirt-e being of opinion that these latter articles

are not so well retailed in conjunction with intoxicants, the
liquor-seller pushing the spirit trade, out of which there is

doubtless more profit. Standing near the weighing-room,
like a small island on a smooth green lake, is a pretty kiosk.
This is a f^igar stand where only cigars of the best brands
{parsed by the committee) will be sold. It seems there haB
been a good deal of disappointment at the quality of smoking
material purchased at the bars in past year?, and the com-
mittee have had their eagle eyes open on this subject.
The ar angements for the convenience of the press are

more complete than I have seen on auy race-course in the
world, and the multiplicity of rooms for the use of the
"boyB" with telegraph operators, would astonish some of
my brother journalists in New York. At some American
race tracks, where we are sent every summer, there is but
little accommodation beyond a row of seats opposite the
post, but here there are two or three Btands for the press,

and right in the very beBt positions, too. The reason for this

I will, however, discuss later.

Passing along the sweet-scented shrubberied rows of flower-
bordered walks, throngh the hot-houses covering the choicest
of tropical plants, we pause for a moment on the bridge going
over the flit to note a very ingenious device for blocking in-

truders. It sometimes happens that even carriage folks are
not over particular in ringing one or two extra people on
their tickets. If such a thing occnr the sentry at the first

(Tip rail gives the ofnee fcn the guard at the next rail, and the
party are run into a kiod of sliding till the matter is settled,

the other vehicles following going on without a block, as
would occur under ordinary circumstances.
The ground is in excellent condition, and, at present,

some thirty regular hands are employed all the year round
keeping the place in order, but before Cop time Mr. Moore
estimates some two hundred workmen will be engaged at the
course.
Th-re is nc question of the fact that the Flemiogton track

far surpasses anything I have seen ont of England, and the
reason for this is obvious. In most countries racing tracks
are the property of private companies or individuals, and
are worked for purposes of gain. Iu this case we have a
government grant for rueinc purposes, and the long tenure
warrants this wealthy racing clnb in spending part of their
income in luxurious improvements.

It is al-o worthy of note that the V. R. C. give annually
some £22,000 in prize money, aud receivo nothing from own-
ers in return, all ihe emrnnce money. etc., going to the st^ke.
Even the jockeys' flues go t >sweil tnedistres-ei j ckevs' fun ',

no that the liberality of thiB great clnb compares well with
other simil.tr organizations in other p^rts of the world.

A Short Review.

The Cultivator, in giving a table of the 2:20 performers and
better in 1887, says:

"Ou the 1 4th of August, 1867, the brown gelding Dexter
was started at Buffalo, N. Y. agniost time, to beat Flora
Temple's record of 2:19^. and astonished the world by trot-
ting the mile in 2:17j. borne of the best informed horsemen
of that day thuugbt thatthe limit of trotting speed bnd then
been reached. Since then, however, not less than 50 other
trotters have equaled Dexter's re- ord, and forty-two of the
number have placed their marks at from 2:17 to 2:08£.
Grouping these fit ty-oue fast trotters together aud analyzing
their breeding, the most striking feature of the table thus
formed is the laige proportion of the lot which trace throngh
their sires to Rysdyk's Hambletonian. This number is not
less than thirtv-three, or about sixty-four per tent, of the
whole. On» of these is by Rysdyk's Hambletonian, twenty
by sons of that noted trotting progenitor, eight by his grand-
sons, three by his great-grandsons and one by a great-great-
grandson.
"The Mimbrino Chief family has furnished sis represen-

tatives in the list, none of which were by the founder of that
family, however, yet two were by his sons, three by his
grandsons, and one by a great great-grandson. The Clay
faimly is represented by three, aud the Morgans by the same
number. The remaining six are of miscellaneous stock, four
of which trace in the paternal line to pacing ancestors, and
one to a Norman. The breeding of Conklin's Abdallah, sire

of Rams, is unknown, but it basbeen claimed that he was a
son of old Abdallah, and many believe such to be the fact,

although it wes not possible to establish the claim by proof.
"The son« of Rysdyk's Hambletonian most prominent in

the list are Alexander's Abdallah and George Wilkes, each of
which is represented by Beven decendanis. Among the
representatives descended from George Wilkes are three sons
and one daughter: Dictator is represented by three sons;
E'ectioneer two sons and one daughter, and Aluiout by a son
and a daughter.
"There have been at least twenty-five additions to the 2:20

trotting list during the past season, seventeen of which are
descendants in the paternal line of Rysdyk's Hambletonian,
seven, or twenty-eight per cent, of the whole being by sons
of George Wilkes; three trace to Mambrino Cinef, two of
which are through Woodford Mambrino; one to Henry Clay,
through Sultan: three to pacing ancestors, and the other to
Biggart's Ritiler.

"The total number of heats won in 2:20 or better by the
entire lot is 823. The number won by members of the
Hamblato an family is 604, an average of 18 10-33. The
avernge record of the Hambletonians is 2:15 10-11. The
Clays show the highest average both in records and hoats,
the former bei g 2:15 7-12, aud the average of hea's twen'y-
nine. The avernge record of the Mambrino Chiefs is 2:16,
and their averaee number of heats 15J. The Morgans Bhow
a 1

' average n£ 2:16 7-12 iu time, and 7£ in heat,6.

"The 2:30 lisr, though cumbersome, and growing more so
every year, will alwayB be a popular one *moog the average
breeders A 2:30 trotter is fast enough for au ordinary
gentlemen's roadster and is likely lo be for years io come.
Many prefer faster ones, it is true, but a trotter capable of
miking a record of 2:30 iu a ra-e can gen?rally brush a
quarter in thirty-six seconds or betier. The breeder of
gentlemen's r a leters is mi-re interested to know what sire
gets 2:30 speed with the greatest uniformity, than to consult
tables which will show wuat horses produce a limitea number
of record breakers or trotter* cap lble of making their mile iu
2:20 or 2:25. It will be rather a severe t»x on the compilers,
but greatly to the interest of average trotting horse breeders,
to have the 2:30 tables continued for a long time yet."

Objections Answered-

In corresponding with a number of gentlemen actively and
officially connected with the management of trotting associa-
tions, we lind a very general disposition to knock out all
performances made singly aud against time merely for the
purpose ol getting iuside of the 2:30 list.

This seems lo be a general conviction, but very few have
ever thought of what could be put in its place. The objec-
tions to amending the rules so as to give every horse in a race
a lecord that asks to be timed for a record, dou'tseem to have
been thought i ut and matured, hence there is so little in
ttem that they 6carcel} amount to tbjeetions. We well take
the following as representit-g many

:

"In regard to changing the manner of perfo'fnances agaiLst
time itis a matter rtquiriug more thoogbtthau I have been able
logivo to its consideration; besides the whole subject is one of
far more importance to the breeding iLteresls than to tne so i-

eties holding trotting and pacing meetings. For all practical
purposes of protection to ibe societies ami horsemen, a bar is

as effective as a record. Any move tending to incr -use the
number of entries would meet with favor at the hai-ds of
societies, who are really the law-makers, but itstnkts me
that your plan of having horses separate.y timed and awarded
records is impracticable. Suppose half a dozen men should
ask for separate timing and records in the same race. Think
of the Duinbtr of official timers it would require, and the end-
less squabble that would ensue, if the time of the third horse
was made faster than ihe time of the heat, or the time of the
fouith horte was caught faster than that of the ihird, etc., to
say nothing of the mistakes bable to occur by the tunera
catching time on the wrong horse. Wonid it tend to promote
the character of the contest to have one or more horses in a
race witn the avowed purpose of onl} getting a record ? That
there^s great dissatisfaction with the present method cannot
be gainsaid, and I know of no one so likely to suggest a
BUitabie remedy as yoinself."

That this question "is->f far more importance to the breed-
ing interests tnau to the societies holding trotting aud paciug
meetings ' is self-evideni, toi the bieedeis do all they can to
get records, while the re^ul.ir trackmen do all they can to
avoid them. To accommodate the ormer without interfering
with the latter is just what this plan proposes to accomplish.
There is no daoger of either confusion, dicagieementoi un-

certainty in timing the (.ifferent horses as desigm.ted and
pointed out to the iiiffeient timers. It is just us easy lo time
the hor&e that may be i.urth at the tinibii as the Loise ihat
may be first. Tnis everj Lciy knows. At auy trotnn^-meet-
ing of any importance whatever, there aie at least twenty men
wnn just as gooo watches and jusi as i-apaole ot usiu« them
with accuracy us tne judges iu the tt nd.
The danger of a mob ot timers in tne judges' stat-d is all

imaginary. The special nm. r.-, two and two to tlitir respec-
tive hor.-es, can do their uoik just as well (.pposiie to the
judges' stand as in it. They don't need to go mere at ail.

That there would be any danger of the third hoise getting
a faster record thau the rirst, aud the fourth fa ter than the
third, etc., is even worse than imaginary, for it implies that
all ihe timers would be not only rogues but fools. Each
pair of timers would be a check on all the other paits, and
every mau designated to hold a watch, whether in the- stand
or out of the staud, would be on his mettle to get the true
time to a quarter of a socodo. Is this not i-o?

The fear, as expressed, that the special timers might make
a mistake aud get on the wrong horse has nothing in it tnat
amounts to an intelligent objection to the practicability ol the
plan. If the judges in the stoLd tan place each one of ten
norses at the finish of each heat, certiinly two intelligent
men can lecogmze at the hnish a particular horse that was
pointed out to them betore he started.

The judges would start the race, impose penalties for vio-
lating the rules by running or otherwise, and place the horses
at the finish of each heat just as they would in any other
race. The announcement of the time of the leading horse
would necessarily follow.

We can easily understand how there might be discrepancies
of fractions of seconds growing out of the manipulations of
the different watches and still every man be thoioughly cap-
able and h.j Lit st. It is not unusual lor the most competent
timers to vary a quarter of a second in timing the same per-
formance. Hence all the timers enould confer and adjust
their fractions of variation before the time is proclaimed. Is
not this just what official timers do in all races?
The La?is of this plan rests wholly upon the the wants and

necessities of the breeder. He has certain lines of blood that
he believes are good, but his profits from those lines depend
upon the developed speed of their repiesentatives. He
enters hb* colts iu the stakes and employs a trainer to handle
them. They promise well, but just as he is about to make
bis final payments he hears ot some colt of phenomenal
speed in the eame stakes. He knows his can trot iu 2:3oaud
might win second place, but this fails to secure him the
much-coveted record, and he keeps his colts at home. Now,
assure him that his colts will receive an official record for
the best they can do, and they will be there and start, and
there will bu no more walk-overs. This meets his w tints and
necessities.— Wallace's Monthly, Dec.

De-Horniner and Docking.

Mr. John A. Goldsmith has gone East to spend the holi-
days at the old homestead, "Washingtooville, Orange Co., N.
Y. He will return 6ooaaud resume training.

Societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals have
brought io book the mutilators of live stock, both dishorners
and tail-dockers, but in each case the detendants nave pleaded
custom and profit and have come off victorious. One of the
latest instances of invoking the power of the law to prevent
the docking of horses' tails came up in an English court not
loDg sime, wheu two men were arraiuged lor docking a lot

of eight horses, two of which died of lockjaw as the result of
the operation. The prosecutor pointed io the cruelty and
uselest-ness of the opbiation, which, he declared, was prac-
ticed mrrely as a Ireak of f.ishiou, aud asked a decision from
the court deprecating the practice. One of the defendants
answered that he had made it a business to dock horses and
had operated ou over one hundred each year without loss up
to the cases alluded to. lie alleged a general belief that
docking the tails mate h irses stronger aud firmer in their
backs, aud tuat it cvrtainly helped their appearance and
value. The court found for the defendants and declared
that docking, when properly performed, was useful. Just
what physiological lawB were cited to prove that docking
horses' tails makes them stronger and firmer in their backs
we do not kno*. but we imagine that well-informed pertona
cau scarcely repress a smile at a statement which savors so
much of ignorance and superstition. We are glad that this
senseless practice obtains but little in Ihis country. Theonly
beneficial result that can arise from it is the possible cor-
venience of keeping the lines from under the tail in driving,
but no reinsmau who prides himself on his skill in "hand-
ling the ribbons" will resort to any such scheme. To sensi-
ble admirers of the horse a long flowing mane and tail are
essentials to beauty aud additions to value,

IM
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Climatic Changes.

[Hoof Jtui Horn.]

The construction and workiog of thb Mexican Central R.i -

way i'6 woou El .Pasj, Texas ami the C.t* 01 MoSiC i ssctus t >

be bringing about a radical cuiiigc uf climate uvcr soujb of

tlie heretofore arid dislriciB of couutry through which the

ruiway line ptsses, and occasionally abundant raiufa la

occur mpoitiui'S of the conntry which have heretofore been
no hit'g better than parched deserts, says the Cuicogo Urovtrt'

Journal.
Aw yet, according to the reports, these rainfdls are cou-

tiue 1 io a ratuer udiu« strip of cjU' try ou eicu aide <£ cue

railway hue. but n n cooie-. to be ful y deinoi sir ited tuai

tha bnildiug aud worth.g of a ra lroa 1 turou^h a given p -i-

tion of couutiy will ufar chiuge the canine as to give tae

ueede 1 ainouut of riiutall over goonly r.iz d tracts ofland, to

encourage and stimulate farming i>p rut OuH in a u muni
way, it uiust certaiuly operate us a kind of a < cable spur >n tue

vriy uf pu.-uiui: i'l.l.'/d;. buibiiug through a g-iod miuj por-

tio' s of 01 1 Mexico aud some of me Sooth A.nier.cau cuqu-
tries as well, where agricultural rur^ons have alwtys hereto-

fore beeu cousidercd out of the question ou account of the

c tuhtaui drouth, though the s olmay be ever so rich- Even
the j^reai Sahara Desert in Alriea is uow 1 kely to bec^md a
habitable part of the earth, before mauy years, through tnis

kiud of agency; atlea-ta goodly portion of this de-eit is

likely to be recniineri. 'Within the pa>t three or four years
ceitiiu enterprising Frenchmen have been siukin^ arie.iiau

wells in diflf-reui localities a oug the outer edges of the des-

ert, aud it seems thai they are, in m >&t cases, obtuiuiug a

good supply of good water, and the ojs'is is gett'ng to be a

couiujon sight over considerable por loue of tbe groat waste.

As snon as these artesian wells become stifficieutly nunierjus
to afford waiet tuuply it will be in order tj t-u 1 1 aud operate

railway lines through certain portions of the great desert,

just as th- California roai has been built ihrongu me here-

tofore impassible desert in tne lower part of the Siate. Irrt-

uatiou by artesian well-, water diawu fmm the Colora io

river, with some rainfall, is likely to make tbis old Death
Valley a nabiubie pt»rt of the conntry.

The in -st remarkable C-ise of climate changes that has

tak<n place in our country is now being wade over what,

tweny-five years ago, was widely known as the Gieat Amer-
ican Desert, a large district ly<ng between the »ast t>a-.e uf the

Ricky Monnaiusaud the Miss ud river. In the early da>s

uf ihe em graut mjveme t across the mo'iLt'dua a good mauy
of the i migraut p*rtie> endured great hardships iu cro^siug

this then p itcuea deceit, wui h. according f.> general opi-oou.

was to reo;aiu a permanent w«st . Tue s ul over all tuia

witd waste was s:cK enough l»nt w th 'Ul wiit-r au . u ltc of

\eg- tatiuu uf evsry km ', w th a ram e-.s *.li .oate ai all 'imes,

it did not give promises in t if e irlj days nfever cjuiiug io

the front as an aynculLurl region. The deseit emi>riced a
goorllj sh«rr of Weeteru Ncurnska an 1 K<in->a.s, aud » p<etty

l«rg- slice of ftthtero Cjiom to- Xu one time the IJ .iou

Pacific ami tue Kausas Pacdic Railways were built through

tbe American De-.trt au 1 a won lerfnl climate chaoge s on
fol owed these impiuveineu s. Copious rainfalls began t > move
westward o^er the desert, aud fann-rs he4au io m ^ve in *n I

take tbeir chauces in crop production, and it wa-i s jou (ouud
that go« d euortgh crops t-oni 1 he raised we.l out ou what had

so lately been a r.iiule'B district.

Notes by "M. T. G." in "The Jazette."

A neighbor of mine went d*o-vu into S j -them Ijwa a yeai

or more ago to buy a son of Adrian Wilkes, be was off -red

a atuut, bloCKy. brown colt for $2o0 th«t snite i htm admir-

ably, ouly tbe dam's breediug coold not be definitely traced.

He tionghi auoth.r better eqriippe l m tins respec, which he

was nuf.inoua.e euunaU to lo^e. At R >cbester, art^r the "2:2U

paciug iace, my neigub -r, Mr. Frank Millet, calle t my ateu-

ti m to tbe winner, saying: "There w the $'JoO colt without

auy breediug on the dam's side." Roy had beat j n a stroog

tield over a r-lo* track in. 2:21, 2:22, 2:21. At Hamliue the

next week this fonf-year-ol i with hall a pedigree was in the

free-for-all pace, the gre-tteet race of tbe year. He had appl-
et tly about as luncu foot as any of them, finishing close up
iu every heat Nile-, his -(river, i awe -o the stan 1 with to-

co upUi'it tbit V-tu Nf-ss, «ith G 'S-ip Jr^ ''had dnveu him a

d«rtv uml " Bo<h silkies fieely attested th- foul, but as to

tbe driver in fanlt it was not so easy to detetrnine. Splan

wa< readv with a lecture f r N les aB to his maunerof d*riviug;

I que^tiiued the m tive of the ia'^ aud was nut sara that

Xiles .leserved it. Bnt ihese are point-i of miuor cou^eqaeuce

in this connection. Tbe salient feature u^jw is the fact that

a f .nr-y^ar-old w s cl s« euough to bother these great cam-

paigue^. In tbe second beat, which -wis a pole-team race

bet*eeu Jewttt a d M ke Wildes, the latter winning in 2:15$

— hi- r c »r-i—R y w-s ri^ht at them with Gtssip Jr , EI
Auuan and Joe L. behind him- In tbe fourth heat, won hy

G >-*~ip Jr.iu 2:14:^, Hoy was a- it last. Iu f id. he was so close up

that I did uot que^tiou the statement that he bad paced from

wire t> wire in 2:16 Perhaps there is not another pa -er liv-

ing tbat can so r-a tily rectify an error or is so li:tle liable tc

make one Give him more age, with a chance to mature,

and why should he not be 'he greatest pacer of the Wilke-*

fa-ui y po far as they have yet shuwu np in races? Adrian

Wilk-s has a tbree-year-o d daughter more precocion* than

R iy. It i-! c
;a^med that she wa-j broken last Juue and s^w a

tri'-k for the first time in Jnly. I oaugbt her with my own
«a ch a quarter in 35 seconds in Ssptember, wh Id eutireK-

tra-uwor hy pnrties as^ared m- that me went an easy-work-

in-* mile iu 2:27 the day before. She is a bemtiful little bay

ma le ou tho i>1 >cky order like Roy. Niles drives her aud

she is a ere Mt to him. Few young men have ever had the

Inck to develop such a pair as Roy and this filly. "With a rich

patrou and a warm climate N les might have set a three-year-

old mark with this filly equal to that of her famous relative

Sable Wilkes. L 1 .

Tbe milk started list spring on a mare belonging to my
famdy phy-ician. He a-ked me what to do wiih her, an 1 I

handed hi'm The Gazplte containing Mr. Warden's advice io

such cises. The ductor wens home a-"d aided the mare in

safely delivering a foal, a little weak owing to its over-reteo

tiou, but soon up and doine. The doctor says he is convinced

that" earlier action would have been better for the foal, an I

tbat he shall uot hesitate in future to act promptly. This

conclusion of a successful human practitioner strongly cor-

roboiates Mr. "Warden's theory of the situation and commends

his advice as timely and valuable.

A horse with a peculiar history is the pacing stallion Presi-

dent, -ecord 2:23^ io his second race. He is a son of Swigert,

aud was a trotter -with, it is claimed, a record of ^:47.

althongh I cannot find it in the books. Mr. S. E. Larrabie.

of Deer Lo 'ge, Mont . bouaht bim in"Wi-consin and took

him over the mountains. Aft^r a while he concluded, as in

the case of Herod, to Fell, and consigned him for tbHt pnr-

p >se to E. F. Nash. Decorah, la. Mr. Nash traded him to

G 1) Cole, Lake Renton, Minn., for a piece of land some-

thing more thin a year ago. Mr. Cole says the horse cost

uiin just $75, that being the amout invested iu the laud.

Al'iug iu the wiuter after the trade Mr. Cule wrote me tbat

he had beeu n-ong h<'hi-les on Presi i*nt aud that the ho^e
ba i learned to p,«ce a 2:20 clip, aud ask<-d me wfat dri ver he
had bbttei givi- him to. I replied that beyond a d >ubt Mr.
G. D. Cole was just thf man. Any persun who could teach
Pr- sideot to go » 2:20 clip should by all means continue bin

education. But tue doti«s ol a bank cashier wonld uot per-

mit of this, so Presideut ww placed in the very cap ble

hauds of Merrill Clungh of R iche-* f er. Minn. President soon
wei t an e sy mile iu his hau Is iu 2:2U and showed quarters
iu 32 s courts. He ha-* oily started iu two races; in his first

our a collision, tuiougu ih? fanlt of a ioibe r
,
de^t.oved nis

cuaucts f<n tiie race. The -ulky w as -m i--be l np «n 1 Pr-*--

ident *e> t awav pacing aud ruoniug f.<r saveia' miles, bn
seemed i ot mu -h tbe worse for it aud mnch lesn rattled than
m »st h'-r-es would have beeu. A uew su ky was not and he
coutiuned in the ra -e. eoing a mile iu 2:27 timed t-ep^rately

tVitn such a rougb esperieuce m hi- first race it is n it sur-

prising that he suoold act a little wild in his second, but fur

all that he won a heat and made u dead heat with a party of

good oues.
I am a little super -tttious—some people claim more than a

little—and one of my fixed beliefs is tbat when Mr. s. E.
Larrabie gets ready to sell a stallion, fame and dis ioc iou

speeliiy await the horse in the hands of his new owne>\
Cl*rk Cbi<-f Jr., Herod, President, Maxim, and last the fnll

brother to Hamlin's Aim -nr. Liok for a big crop of fast

tr "iters from tbis *on of Almont io his new home.
Mr. Juhu C. Kathan, for some yi-ars lessee of the Preston,

Minn , track, has miived to Osage. la. An employe of miue
will move into the house on the grounds nest week, and the
comfortable new barn will be tenanted hy a few youog^tdra
from Preston stock farm, together with fi*e belongings to

other owners. Ovt-rtased eyes hive driven me more ami
more into the sulky and cutter, until I have »t last broken
over tbe rulp of years and decided to accent a few horses for

r.t'ier owners. The list is abont complete and when the

stal*s are tilled The Gazette shall know about the occupants,
so that its readers miy j idge. wiien the record for 1838 is

mate np whetbt-r good selections have beeu made or not. I

do not mean to accept «n animal that will not in my opinion
„ive a good return for the labor expanded.

*.

Pacers lu History*- A-nnigat and Modern.

Oue of.the greatest hindrauces to the spreid and lodge-

ment cf rorrect information on the subj j<H of horse hi t >ry is

tue tendency o f well-meaning writers to dilate and dilute their

facts nmil the po nt is so blunted that it fails to enter the
uri-'er-t inrli'i^, O her writers, agaiu, either fail o know
wua ihey undertake to teach, or ih-y snppreas such of thf
facts as -e-m to m tke asain^t tbe conclusions they wish io

reach. "Writers of this class may be ever so persistant, but
they amount to nothing more than fonienters of traosieui

cunt-n:ions that are swept away the moment the whole truth
is presented. A gie t deal has been said aud written about
the origin and hisiorv uf the paomg-borflp, and all modero
E gl sti writers, until within the past f >nror five years, have
stoutly maiu ained tbat the pace was an uuuatur-d gait, aud
was acquired by traiuing Smcs the part al exhi'lts of the
facts that have been made from time to time in the M 'Uthly

several E iglisb wdteraof ability have taken up tb>ir own
hois* htst»ry and verified all that we have previously
advamel. Tbe subject is a verv broad on?, but like all

other departments of history it has many distinctive steps,

and we wtll try to give a few of the more prominent ooes of

tuem in tbeir chrouuloeical order. If our metho 1 of treating

tbe subject is called "dogmatic." we will have to submit to

tie use uf tae term, for onr purpose is to present the naked
irnth in the fewest possible words.

1. The earliest records we have of the picing-horae are in

sculpture, dating back some four hundred years before the

Chris ian era. Ou the frieze of the Parthenon at Athens were
represented many horses in action, and qnite a number of

th*m clearly and unmistakably showed the lateral or pacing
habit of a<-*iion. Manv portions of this Grecian frieze are

uow preserved in the British Museum, where we have seen
au i studied them.

2 Che four brouze horses on St. Marc's in Venice are in

th* p icins at i'ude. Tbe fore foot will not strike the ground
quite so soon a-i the hind foot, but the whole action is <-l-;ariy

a id uumistakablv the lateral action. Tbe date of these

bosses is li'Bt in hintorv, but it is supposed that they were
cast iu Koine abont the beg'nningof the Christiau era. Their
cao'ure in Kome ani transfer to C >nslanMnople, then their

capnre by th-- Venetians a jd transfer to Venice, nest their

c i.' ure i y Napolean and transfer to Paris, and their return

1 1 Ve ice agaiu. re all matters of history.

3. Wh n the Romans reached and cmquered the greater

part ot Britain, about the b^eioni tg of the Christian era.

i hey fonnd mu'titudes of horses and chario's of war. Dur-
ing th^ period they h-ld Great Bri'ain, nearly five hnn 're I

vears. they designated their d fferent kinds of horses by
names indicating their habits of action or the uses t j which
tney were put. The trotters they called "Cruciators" or

"Tormeutois." the pacios-hor^e they nailed "Ambulatura,"
the ranuing-horse '"Celeres," etc. 'Tha Ambulatura, or

ambl--, as we call it." remarks the best of all the old English
authorities, 'was perhaps the universal and traveling paje of

the fiomans."
4. Iu the tweift' century, and ab-mt seven hundred years

after the Romans left Britain, we meet with the fir>t sati-fac-

tory aceonnt uf th« pacer that has been furnished by any
Euglish writer. Fitz-Stepben, the Monk of Canterbury,

miuntelv describes tbe action of the pacer just as we wonld
describe it to-dav, and gives bim the place of honor as tbe

saddle horse used by tbe nobility and gentry, while the

trotters were as-igned to their retainers.

5. Abom this p-riod a succession of the great seals of the

sovereigns represented a koight in armor mounted on a pac-

ing-horse. That of King John attached to Magna Cbnrta at

Rnnnymede was so emblazoned.
6. Iu 1553. the year that Queen Elizibeth ascended tbe

throne, Mr. Blnndeville, one of the earlv Euglish writeis on
the horse, says: '"Som^ men have a breed of great horses.

meete for the warre and to serve in the field. Others brte 1

ambling horses of a mean- stature for to journey and to travel

by the way. Some agame, a race of swift runners to runue
for wagers or to gallop the backe, bnt plaine countrymen will

have a breed only for draft or burthen." Here we have
tbe pacer as a breed.

7. At the time of the planting of the American colony, no
variety of horse was more common nor more popn'ar io En-
ql md than the pacer. He was too small for war. but he was
the universal favorite for tbe saddl-. It is not claimed that

all the first imoortations were pacers, but it is certain that a

very large p-ri-entage of them knew no other gait. This is

the source from which came the American pacer.]

8. Upon the restoration of Charles II to the throne the

great impetus giveu t racing su 1 j=>*i's and rac n2-blool be_'au

t> tell upm the hith<-r;o nucha l-n^e I popiiliriiy of t >e

P tca t. Iu this reigu the irupoiiaiio • of £i t-n b!o »d rom-
uieuced in earnest, and just in pr >portiou as its v. .lame
inc-eased the pacer disappeared Tj s habit ot actiou that
bad been prized aud preserved f r more t ju.ii seveuteeu
centuries, as e-ttablishe by the uleaiest historical evidence,

was wiped out by the blood of the Barb and the Arab. It

tookahnnlred years to doit, but when it was dune it was
well done, for not a p-iciag-hor&e has been seen in Ejgland
f. r tn»re than a ceutirv.

9. Wuat is true in E gl*n 1 is true here tin 1 no mm. living

or d«i I, ei her in En.daud or in tiis conu r>, has ev^-r >eeii a
-i ricily i ho i' unbared horse that was a natnral pacer Iu this

assariion we have wetghed well onr wc'S, a d we wish to

'-muhasize this declaro'it'n. H If a d zen exceptions have
been urged, but in every single exc-ptiou so urged the ani-

mal was either not a thorrnahbred or *"S not a pacer.

10. Some of rhe eirly writers lay it do*n »s a general truth

that the northern h-»rse walks an 1 trots (nr paces), w ile the
southern horse walks and galh-ps only. However this may
be it is very evident, from what is koown of the horses of all

countries, that the pacer is wholly of northern origin, and
that probably the lateral is as old as the diagonal habit of

action.

1 1

.

Circumstances all point to that vast semi-barbaric region
north and east of the Black Sea as the original habitat nf the
pacer, the same region tbat has been designated by historians

as tne cradle of the equine race. The'ce he wis carried to

Western Europe and to Britaic. He still abonnds in Eastern
Russia, and ling before the days nf the Orloff trotters be was
the midd'e horse in the famou^ Drosky teams of three horses
ahrea^t. Judging by our own experience, if there ha 1 been
no pacers there would have been no Orloff trotters, for no
country has produced trotters without pacers, and the fur-

ther Great Bntiin gets away from the pacar the less she has
of the trotter.

12 In this conntry the colonies of Rhode Island and Vir-

ginia, followed in due time by Pennsylvania, took the lead

in prodncing aud dsveloping tbe best and fastest pacers.

In each of these colonies they bad race-tracks and pacing-
races for wagers and other prizes, probably in the latter part

of the seventeenth, and certainly in the very early part of the

eighteenth ceutnry. The Rhode Islanders and Virginians
bad matches and return matches between their pvers, and
while we hive no summaries of those races nor records of

the tirn^ made, we have the contemporaneous evidence of

Dr. M'SpiTao, an Episcopal clergyman, who says. "I have
-een some of them p ice a mile in a little more than two min-
utes, and a good deal less than three." It should be boroe
in mind that this w is 1 >ng before there wis auy snch thing

as a ''tnoroughbred" borse in existence, either in England or

in this country
13. The h >rses of Rhode Island, under the name of "Nar-

ra.-ausett pacers," attained great celebrity in tbe seventeenth
century, and were shipped largelv lo the American colonies,

and probably to the French in Canada also. This was the
only colony in New Eogl-.nd where pacing races were toler-

ated, and where valuable prizes were awarded* Some of

tnese prizes io the shape of silver goi lets are still preserved,

t is said, among the descendants of the old families. These
race? and prizes wonld naturally bring together .the best and
fastest pacers of all New England. They were wise enough
to atil'ze the blood of the best and fastest, and this is what
gave Rhode Isl <n 1 the ascendency as a horse-breeding centre,

which she held for more than a hnn tred years.

14. Most wonderful Biories have been- invented and circu-

lated abont the origin of tbe Narragan^ett pacer. One is that

he was caught wild in the woods by the first set'lers; another
that he was washed overboard in mid-ocean and fonnd a

week af erwards eating flags on a sand-bar. These stories

will do to langh at, but there is another, coming from a
respectable source and calculated to mislead. *It is to the

effect that the original pacer was bronght from Spain by Gov.
Robinson. Now, there are two objections to th>s represen-

tation: (1) They never had any pacers in Spain, and (2) Gov.
Robinson was born in 1693, and ihe Narragansett pacer was
famous throughout all the American colonies long before

that.

15. For generations the home of tbe picer has been on the

frontier, and when he appease 1 in civilized life his phenom-
inal speed was looked upon as a passing wonder, bnt still he
was literally dejected and despised, and this was only a
dozen years ago. Tu-d-y the descendants of the Narragan-
sett pacers are to be seen first at the wire on every trot-

tinu-course. and their blood is to be found on every breeding
furm in this broad land Truly the career of the pacer has
beeu a checkered one.— Wallace's Monthly.

A Correction-

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—The following summary
s appearing iu the horse publications of the country which

reported tbe Madison, "Wis., races of last October:

Purse i2n>>: three-year-old 3.

Nnbio, b h by Herol 1 X
Harry Drake, b g hy AbdalUb 2 3

Time, t-AQl. 3:4n.

The name of the winner of the above r ice is Nablios nnd

he was not sired bv H*rod but hy a s >n of his calle 1 Herod

Jr. belonging to Mr Trainer of Madison. Mr. D auiel Camp-

bell of Madison writes me that "Nubbins trotted our track in

40 with ease aud without a break; be could have trotted a

goud track that day in 36 or 37." The- Madison track is a

figure eight and notoriously slow. Herod Jr. is a trotter

himself, and could, wilh ao opportunity, take a fast record,

and hy is the ouly one o Hero l's sons lhat I know of with

progeny old enough to train. Io this connection I desire to

say that the criticism so freely made of Herod in some quar-

ters for his lack of thirty performers shou'd be accompanied

by the fact that practically he never served any mares until

recently. Of the limited number of bis get abont Madison,
it is well known that a season's work aud races wool 1 put the
Trainer hor.--e in the thirty li>t. Mr. Dan Campbell drives

a pair oo the road one of which, Burdt-tte, started io a race

and got a record ot 40. though in fact the h<at was trot'ed io

37. The Herod mare driven beside him has more speed than
he. She has uctstarted in a race and is n<>t likely to nnless

Mr. Cempbell can be coaxed to sell her. I make this st de-
ment simply to show that if Herod's progeny had been man-
aged like (be get of many other stallions bis rank as a thirty

sire would need no apol gv. A. few weeKs' work, a goo 1 day
and track, tbe three mentioned above might go out aud v-

Kentucky "t n-cup" records With that kind of a &ho^
bios would be a phenomenal <o't ins'etd of hiviu
an honest three-year-old record of 40 in a race.

M. T. Gea
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Luxurious Stables. The extensive stables of Messrs. G. N. FergU6on & Son,

on West Fifty-second street, are generally considered as

In that portion of Manhattan Island weBt of Foirth Ave- models in their Hue. They contain 120 stills, all of which

nne and between Thiity-fourth and Fifty-ninth streets, are the aI6 filled. The ordinary sta'ls have a uniform size of five

honieB of an immense nnmber of fine horses that are famons ,eet i,y twelve, the bos stalls proportionally larger. The

on the tnrf or known on the road or in the Park. Oat of the methods emDloyed are, as a rule, the same as at the Van Cott

myriad of people who pass these Btables daily there are but 6 t.dbl* s . The office is a spacious, handsome apartment, its

f«» who know much of the interior of these luxurious ^rig literally covered with pictures. On the other side of
, — -i— si 1 ii,»;_ .. .- _ i i «m a number of

these luxurious

eau^neToardTng houses, or who have any clear idea of their , ue ma jn entrance is a Urge harness room. A number <

eitent or of the cunning devices in use to promote the (be horses are quartered on the ground floor, but the great

comfort of the horses and to facilitate the workof theirattend- - ..
-

u,. ,„-,;>,
i

,,l...i

The common idea of these stables is that they cuntain

principally horses and vehicles for hire; but the fact is that,

with few exceptions, they are exclusively bearding stables,

and that tbe profit of the business is almost entirely drawn

from tbe gentlemen vrho drive or ride on the road.

The established price per montb for the service is SdU lor

i common stall and $35 for a box stall, tbough there may be IeporterB, bat which is authentic

one or two stables where the price is $:io and $40. This cov-

portion are on the 6ecoud floor. A noticeable point about

tbise stales is the unusual width of the gangways and the

excellent light and ventilation.

A team kept here, composed of Steve and George W.,

trotted Fleetwood track on one of the most unfavorable days

of last fall in 2:26}, drawing a top wagon weighing 190 pounds

a performance which seems to have escaped the notice of

i _i..-..i, :.. ~_ti*„n t;,. —Sporting World.

one or mu biouido > —..**. .— ,
-

ers all ordinary expenses for the animal, snch as feed, attend- 1

ance care of harness and wagon and the general duties

appertaining to the use of the horse. Special care by a vet-

erinary in case of sickness is charged extra. Competition is
|

directed to superiority in appointments and in the faithful-

ness of the stable work.

It mav be taken as a general rule for feeding road horses

in these" stables that they get twelve quarls of oa's and ten

The Rival Fairs.

["Daily Call," December 21at.]

The Trustees of the Mechanics' Institute ,met last night

vice-President David Kerr in the chair and J. H. Culver

Secretary.

Secretary Culver, in answer to a letter forwarded to the

„ ,,,- .i. uu> ,,,,, , I State Board of Agriculture, received a reply stating that a

to twelve pounds of hay daily, with a bran ruaBb two or
j

committee from the latter body had been appointed to conter

three times a week Of course the amount varies some-
\ w jta B committee from the institute lor the purpose ot

what as horses, like the human animal, vary in the vigor arranging dates for 18S8. so that there would not be any con-

of their aopetite's. The quality of the feed furnished is n jct as -was the case this year.

invariably' of tbe best, for, of corns-, no stable where » vbI-
; Tne communication had hardly been read when the com-

nable horse would be placed would fail in obtaining tbe b. st. I mittee from the State Society entered the room.

A volume might be written on the evolution of the modern
j a cpmmunica'ion from Marcus D. Boruckwas read, stating

stable The original id^a contemplated only a shelter lor the i

tbat Governor Waterman would appoint A. S. Hallidie as

horse and a secure place in which he might eat his ra'ions.
j
Commissioner to the Interna ional Exhibition to be^beld in

The i'dea of the lirst-class stable of to-day take."

THEJJTO
In Memoriam—John De Vaull Jr.

[By Wm. Lovel Eyre.]

Put bi8 Bhotgun away, be will want it no more,
Tell bis dog tbat bis master won't need biro;

Tbey will wander no longer o'er bill and by Bbore,

And tbe hand of anotber must feed bim.

Put bis shotpun away, for no more he will wake
With its music the echoes of morning;

Ere the top-knotted quail whistles out from the brake,
Wilb his shrill note the bevies' first warning.

Put his shotgun away, he will never cry •pull"
Any more as the traps be Is facing.

For his poor arms are nerveless. Mb keen eyes are dull,

As he sleeps in the cold earth's embracing.

Put bis sboignn away; when bis club meets again

At San Bruno, tbe season approaching.
Not a heart but will feel with a keen paug of pain
Johuny's lose and death's cruel encroaching.

Put bis shotgun away. None knew as well
How to handle that tried friend so truly;

Whose pop has so often rung out tbe death knell

MidBt the quail, or the ducks in the rule.

Put bis shotgun away-yet stay-one last shot

O'er hiB grave; were there sound that could wake him
And cause bim to rise from tbe lone burial spot,

"Pia the bang of the gun that would make him.
raAKClsco, Dec. 20, 18bi.

a far wider

.
,

i It must be conveniently located" for the use of its

patrons. It must be sufficiently spacious to provide box

6talls for a large nnmber of horses. It must be well lighted

and aired, and so arranged as to secure perfect drainage.

There must be mechanical appliances, such as elevators to

carry feed and wagons to the upper floors, steam to work

pumps and to warm the building; and shoots to transport

giaiif automaticallv, to the different floors of a large establish-

ment and there must be handsome offices, and waiting rooms

for the dispatch of business and the accommodation of

patrons and visitors. These are all essentials in such stables.

Bat aadoubtidlv the mos t necessary element to business

succesB in this line is the right kind of a managing head to

control the stable. With this the result has always been

satisfactory in New York. Without it failure has been cer-

tain, as it would be in any otner business. As a rule, the

important stables of New York have snch heads to control

An examination of a few of the well-known stables recently

made by a reporter, developed many interesting pomls. The

first one visited was the Wintield Stables, on West Fifty-

jgbtb street, near SeveDth avenue, the proprietor of which

is Mr. Thomas Canary. These stables have passed through

several hands in recent years, but have always maintained a

high reputation. Aside from the principal business of board-

ing road horses, sales of valuable animals are frequent nere.

'these stables have stalls for over a hundred horses, includ-

ing box stalls. To the left of the main entrance is a hand-

somely furnished and spacious parlor, and opening from it

are toilet rooms and closets for the use of patrons of the

stables. There are a few box stalls on the first floor, in one

of which is quartered the famous champion mare Novelty,

2:23, and in a separate corrirlor to the right a number of

ordinary stalls. Connected with these and in the fa nt, with

a separate entrance from the street, is a well-concucted wine

room and bar. The floor above is wholly blled with com-

fortable stalls and is especially light and airy. An elevator

conveys the vehicles from the ground floor to the top story.

The water supply is famished by means of a steam pump
which fills a large tank on the roof, from whence it is drawn

through the building. Fire hose on each floor would, in an

emergency, flood the building.

Among the trotters of note stabled here were Cuba, by

George Wilkes; Harry Mills the great pole horse, toughest of

the sous of Sweepstakes; Little Dau, the gray mare Lizzie

Almont and a number of others.

The Eockingham Stables, on Br >adway, between Fifty-

fourth and Fifty-fifth streets, Mr. O. S. Bailey, proprietor,

are very exclusively boarding stables, and the 150 stalls are

very nearly filled by a high clasB of horees. In its arrange-

ment it is very similar to the Winfield Stables, but has an

extensive basement filled with stalls and a goof-sized yard,

which, when graded, will be very useful for couliog off horses.

The stalls are spacious and comfortable, and the general

appearance of the stock proves careful atientiou. The elevator

is worked by a gas engine on the top floor. Among the noted

horses here were the veteran Castleton, by Cheeseborough,

2:21; Molly Mack, 2:30J; Perallo, 2:26J, and Shamrock,

2'25e.

Mr. W. H. Van Colt's elegantly appointed stables on West
Fifty-eighth street occupy a modern and perfectly arranged

building, embodying the results of the proprietor's life-long

experience in the care of horses. The parlor and office are

elegantly famished, and the walls are hung with a remark-

ably fine coll. ction of paintings, principally portraits of

famous trotters. Mr. Van Con is not a believer in the use of

disinfectants, but he is ardent in his advocacy of stable

cleanliness. Every toot of floor and eveiy inch of gutter is

thoroughly scrubbed once a week. Manure is not allowed to

remain about the stalls, but is at once swept to the shoots

and conveyed to the dung heap beneath the sidewalk, from

which an air shaft conveys the exhalations to the top of the

building. The heap is frequently treated with several

buckets of water and a little lime. The arrangements lor

ventilation and light are admirable.

This is a very aristocratic stable in the quality of its

horses, and of its one hundred stalls but two are vacant.

Passing through the stable the reporter found an old friend

in that wonderfully staunch and speedy mare Western

Belle, that has shown innumerable miles this year over

Fleetwood track betterthan 2:30. She was having her to let

made, and looked wonderfully well. Further down the same

corridor was Pequot, by Piedmont, dam Lady Duval by

Teal Shooting Club.

Paris in li-SS, in compliance with the request of the Mechan-

ics' Iostitute.

After the transaction of some routine business an adjourn-

ment was had. . ,

Tbe Institute Committee then, with the State Agricultural

Committe, went into Bession and an informal discussion

ensued. .

Mr. Sbippee led off by asking wnat time of year was most

suitable for the Institute to hold its fair.

Mr. Kerr thought the same time as this year would do.

Mr. Shippee said there would undoubtedly be greater suc-

cess with the fairs held at different times.

Mr. Green coincided, and said that the county exhibits,

which had proved so successful there, would undoubtedly

exhibit here if the Mechanics' Fair was held either before or

after the State Fair.

Mr Shippee said the State Fair could be moved up a week,

but not backward, as that crowded the seventeen district

fairs fnto the rain too much. If the Mechanics' Fair would

open up on the 7th of August and close on tbe 8th of Sep-

tember it would answer admirably.

Mr. Bassett said to get between the fog and rain, and to be

open when San Franciscans were at home, the Mechanics

Fair Bhould open about the 15th of August and close Septem-

ber 15tb. . .

Mr. Starbird thought September 1st preferable, and the tak-

ing in of one-hslf of August was a concession.

Mr Bassett thoueht that owing to the national political

campaign being raging about that time it might be advisable

to begin early so as to get through earlier.

Mr Shippee said: "We can change our fair opening any-

where from" the 3d to the 12th of Septemb r, but earlier or

later than those respective dates would lnconvemenceus very

much. It would be a great accommodation to us, gentlemen,

if vou could arrange to close the Mechanics' Fair on the Sth

of September. If yon can so accommodate ns this year we

will see if we cannot accommodate yon next year."

"How would it do for you to mo-se backward a week this

year?" asked Mr. Kerr. '

"That is just what the farmers are fighting. They object

to being crowded into the rain."

"I think I can promise that our Board will sanction auy

action we may take," said Mr. Starbird, "and if we close on

the 15th you can open on the 17th of September."

"We want the half of September, anyway, Bald Mr.

Mahoney. "That will give you half of the month with us.

"Like the hunter and the Indian," said Mr. Green. "The

hunter to the redskin said, 'You take the buzzard and I take

the turkey, or 111 take the turkey and you can have the buz-

"We have got to accommodate the farmers," said Mr.

Shippee. . , ...

After further desultory conversation the two committees

separated and discussed the matter.

Coming together again, Mr. Stump read a resolution

adopted by his committee, resolving that the Mechanics Fair

close on September 15th, providing the State Fair opened on

Monday, September 17th, but this action not to be a prece-

dent for future fairs.

"All we can do is to submit it to our Board, but 1 don >

believe anything can be done with it," said Mr. Shippee.

The proposition was evidently unsatisfactory, as the whole

discussion was brought up again and gone over.

Mr Starbird said he felt that the Mechanics' Institute was

conceding a great desl when it agreed to close three weeks

errlier this year, when it was again demonstrated that Sep-

tember was the profitable month for the fair.

"We closed this year on October Sth, "he said, and we

are willing to move three weeks. You are willing to move

but one week."
. c

"Out of twenty-two years we closed six limes prior to Sep-

tember 15th, and our resources show that closing after that

date has invariably been more profitable.' added Mr.

Mahoney. _ ,.

Nothing more could be done in the matter and an adjourn-

ment was had. , _ . . ,

,

Before leaving the hall, Mr. Shippee stated that he would

recommend to bis Board that the State Fair be opened on

either tbe 27tb of August, the 3d of September, or, at the lat-

est, the 10th of that month.

From indications the visitors evidently had deoided on one

or the other of these three propositions.

An interesting table has been prepared showing "Lucky'

Strader's Cassius M. Clay Jr. This fellow enterel the 2:30
| Tjai^iu'u stable winnings the past season. Emperor of Nor-

list this year and is safe to lower his record materially next

season. Morgan and Garry, a very striking team of bays

that Weeks drove in 2:264, occupied box stalls, as did Maj.

Dickinson's faet team, Flora Huff and Cora Belle, that beat

2:20 over Feetwood last fall. Mr. de Cordova's promising

yonng mare, Sentress, by Volunteer, dam Sentiuella, by

Sentinel, was also here, as was the old trotter Dan Smith,

2:21 J, by Reporter.
Mr. Van Cott's reply to the question, "What do you con-

sider the most important points about the stible?" was,

"Good drainage and freedom from manure."

folk heads the list with twelve times first, and $36,890 in

prizes- Los ADgeles was eight times first aDd netted $22,431;

Volante winning fifteen times with $20,147; Miss Ford won

five races and took in S10.231 in purses. For the entire sea-

son the stable shows sixty-three times tirst, forty-six limes

second, thirty-one times third, with the total of $111, /33

winmnss. A neat summer profit.

"Wm. M'Guigan, who has beeo under the ban of expulsion

for twelve years, for hiB complicity in the celebrated Small

Hopes Campaign, has been finally reinstated.

Duck shooting apotheosized is the central idea after a

visit to the Teal Club. Formed on August 30, 1882, by

Messrs- G. Frank Smith, W. F. Whittier, John Taylor, \V

.

P. Fuller, Richard S. Floyd, A. C. Titcomb, W. W. Tray-

lor and W. S. Hopkins, all men of wealth the cluu

bought out all louses and lights owned by Messrs. Payue
aud Beckwith in a large tract of swamp land lying aluug

the Suisun slough in SoLno County. The club has ad.ied

tract after tract to its possessions until it controls several

thousand acres of the bent shooting ground in the otate.

The land is so situated as to be perfectly accessible, the

California Pacific railroad running directly through it, and a

station having been established at the clubhouse. Wells

slough winds about through it for seven or eight miles,

affording the best of opportunities for 6culling upon birds,

and a doztn or more smaller sloughB, serve to conduct fresh

water to the twenty or mere good ponds which have been

located and are in use by members. The original phint in

the way of buildings, was an ark which had been used for

several years by Mr. Payne. The club rebuilt it, tearmg

out partitions, adding a kitchen entirely separate from the

ark, the latter being elegantly fitted up as a dining room.

Crystal, elegant services of china, appropriate pictures, rich

carpetings, "heavy furniture aud a tasteful sideboard make
the dining room a very haven to the wearied ones after

days on the marsh. A large ark was built for use as sleep-

ing apartments, each member having a comfortable room
whh all conveniences, and beds to the eomloit of which

ample testimony is to be had from the lavored ones who
have shared the hospitalities of the club. The "sleeping

ark," as the members modestly term it, is in fact a perfectly

appointed dormitory in which retirement is assured, and
which is several feet removed from the other departments

of the club, although one roof covers the whole system of

erections. An airy game room, stabling, work-shop and

house for the employes complete the list of buildings. The
arks rest upon the bank ot Well's slough and boats are

entered from the porches.

Four persona are employed throughout the shooting sea-

son one of whom is an excellent cook, the others being care-

takers and attending members while shooting. It need not

be said that the commissariat is as nearly perfect as command
of the San Francisco markets can make it. A visit to the

club is a revelation to one who has been accustomed to per-

form all the little labors incident to duck-shooting. Reaching

Teal Station, all parcels aDd guns are cared for by the

attendants. The members retire to their rooms and prepare

for dinner, which may include anything from ecrevi6Bes to

elk, but which always is furnished forth with President

Smith's favorite rice and codfish, reminiscent of his "West

Indian years. After dinner such talk as is only to be heard

where sportsmen of the better sort gather fills a short time,

and then sleep until a five o'clock breakfast, at whioh the

only formality is that all shall appear in readiness to go

immediately after the meal to the ponds. Breakfast finished,

the boats are taken, guos cartridges, and luncheons having

been placed in them by the attendants, and members are

rowed to the ponds alloted to them by drawing numbers.

Reaching the ponds, the shooters fix themselves in comfort-

able blinds, while the attendants set out the decoys, and tbe

iun begins. The best ponds are heavily baited, andwhen it is

said that the Teal Club has had and is having better average

Bhooting than any club in the world, we think there is no
exaggeration. The ground before beiDg baited and improved

was famouB for great bags, and the shooting is much better

i ow than then. The personnel of the club has ohanged

si ghtly since its formation. Admirable Senator Traylor died

on Jan. 18, 1883, its first season. Mr. Titcomb resigned in

*S,, and Mr. Edwin Goodall was elected on Oct. 3, 1883, as

was Mr. Isaac Upham. In *84 Mr. Hopkins resigned. In

'cS6 Mr. Upham resigned, and Messrs. Geo. W. Prescott.

Horace L. Hill and Henry Wadsworth were elected. Mr.

G. Frank Smith has been President since the formation of

the clab. Mr. W. F. Whittier is vice-President, Mr. Edwin
Goodall Secretary, aod Mr. W. P. Fuller Commissary.

I he bags made have been pheuomtnal. On each of two

occasions Mr. Edwin Goodall has killed one hundred and
sixty-eight birds in fair-flight shooting. Mr. Smith has

bagged over one hundred several times, and has gone us high

as one hundred and bfty-two. Mr. "Whittier can show several

Bcores of one hundred. Other members have done nearly aa

well, and the gross number of birds killed haB been enormous.

In the first season the score was: canvasbacks 827; sprig

1,131; teal 1,031; widgeon 511; mallard 92; spoonbills 192;

gadwall 27; biuebills 95; white geese 512; curlew 1, a total of

4,444. The average bags of that year ranged between 20J aud

36. In '83-84 the total was 3,604, the averages between 25$

and 43J. In '84-85 a total of 2,934 was made, the averages

varyiog froai 35^ to 48J. In '85-'86 the total dropped to

2,073, but the averages ranged from 31 8-12 to 554-5. Iu '86-

'S7 tbe shooting was better, 2,668 birds being retrieved,

though tha averages were lower, tb.6 lowest being 21 J and the

highest 363. For the present season the outlook is eocourag*

ing. More birds have been killed than at corresponding

dates previously. Up to Saturday last, the score book shows

that 2,934 h.ive been counted, the averages differing between

21£ and 50. Tbe general average for '87-'88, so far, is 30J
birds to each gun on each day, a result that is flattering to

the skill of the members and attests the excellence of the pre-

serve. Since the organization of the club, 18,657 ducks and

geese have been killed and presented to friends by the mem-
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bers and guests, a showing which we do not remember to
have seen equalled.

Certain provisions in the organic law of the dab are
peculiar. Thns, the by-laws begin in the e words: "We,
the undersigned, having formed a club for the purpose of
aquatic shooting and other sports have also made and
entered into this agreement, whereby we covenant and prom-
ise to faithfully observe and keep the following compacts, all
the provisions of which, including penalties and forfeitures,
being mutual covenants, made one with the other, and each
with the whole; and we hereby obligate and bind ourselves
so long as we continue to be members of said club to ad-
here to and abide by all the provisions and conditions therein
expresssd. And we further specifically covenant and agree to
accept as final and abide by all adjudications and decisions of
said club and of its officers, made in matters appertaining to
the management and control of its affairs, and in all issues
or controversies that may arise between one or more of us and
said club." The covenants are excellent and might well be
adopted by similar institutions.

Another wise provision is that the clnb "as an indivisible
entirety, is the owner of, and possessed of all property Real
and Personal, together with the rights and easements apper-
taining thereto; and beyond the privilege of use member-
ship confers on individuals of said club no claim thereto, nor
right of fractional ownership therein: and except in the event
of cancellation of memberships, members of the said club
hereby specifically agree that they will claim none."

Still another peculiar by-law is that, "upon the resigna-
tion of a member, the club may donate as a voluntary gift to
said member, whatever sum of money it may thiDk proper,
bnt said donation shall not be deemed obligatory." Upon
any membership becoming vacant, the share reverts to the
club to be disposed of as it shall determine. -

The wives and children of members enjoy all the privileges
and benefits of the club without limitation as to invitations,
duration of visits or accompaniment of members, such as
define the status of ordinary guests of the club. "We know
no such perfectly organized shooting club, and there is
certainly none at which all appointments are so perfect. An
invitation to shoot over its preserves is to be highly esti-
mated, and to visit it, is to store most pleasant recollections
of the sport, and the cordiality of its officers and members.

A Day With the Duck and Snipe on Sauvie's
Island-

tBy John O. Cadman,]

Business having called me to Portland, Or., I determined, if

possible, to devote one day to an investigation of the "busi-
ness ability " of the ducks and snipe, which I hadfrequently
heard were to be found in great number in that vicinity. And
I will state right here that their ability (I assume it was their
business) to keep ahead of the shot was unsurpassed even
by the ducks and snipe of wonderful California. Meeting my
old '"Frisco" friend Capt. Jack Coffee, not the "Poet
Scout" but a royal good fellow and a capital shot, I
expressed to him my desire; a moment's hesitancy and he
said "walk down the street with me a short distance, and I'll

introduce you to one of the nicest fellows and the best shot
in Oregon

—
"Will Moore." The formalities of the introduction

over, we proceeded to talk "dog and gun." "With the weak-
ness common to all sportsmen it was but a moment before he
went to a corner of his studio and returned with his "pet,"
a Parker ten-gauge of the best class; to this I was also intro-
duced, likewise to Trash, a curly coated retriever, who now
demanded recognition, and in whose intelligent upturned
face we could plainly see an unexpressed desire to accompany
ns on the morrow. Arrangements completed, we parted like

old friends instead of new acquiantincee, to meet the follow-
ing morning at 3 o'clock on board the hunters' boat, a
Bmall stern-wheel steamer called the Calliope, our objective
point being Sauvie's Island, situated in the Columbia river,

near the mouth of the "Willamette. How often have I envied
the man who can slumber peacefully the night preceding a
day with the rod or gun, and how often have I laid and
watched the dying embers of a camp-fire, and wooed in vain
the tickle goddess sleep, while my companion snored sweetly
on. Aud yet I know not bat what the keen anticipation
which prevents my sleeping is more pleasurable than a good
night's rest, although the lattermay bemore conducive to good
shooting and a large bag. Be this as it may the time finally

came to turn out, and I was soon aboard with my friend.
Oar guns and traps safely deposited in one corner of the
cabinj we looked around to see who was aboard. It was a

new and pleasant experience to me, and one that I shall long
remember. There were probably seventy-five or one hundred
men, with their gnna and dogs, and gathered in little groups
or from two or three to six or eight, were eagerly discussing
the prospects for the day or recounting past experiences.
One would now and then catch portions of the conversa-

tion, and hear of wonderful shots and enormous bags; two
or three of the party had guitars and whiled away the time
by playing and singing college son^s and the popular airs of

the day. It was truly a picturesque sight, and one that

would bring joy to the heart of any true deBciple of Nimrod.
There was a noticeable absence of the "cattle-killing, fence-

destroying" ruffian and his boon companion the whiskey
bottle, and all on board seemed bent on having a day's sport

iu a gentlemanly manner. After about an hour's time "Will

said we bad better take our things out on the bow, for we
will soon be at the landing. In a few minutes the speed of

the boat was checked and her nose run upon the bank, a

plank was shoved ashore and we stepped off. A lusty "all

right, sir" from the mate and the boat continued on its

journey to the lower end of the island, distant about twenty-
five miles, stopping every now and then to let some party off

at their shooting ground. Carrying our traps up tho bank
and into an unoccupied bam, we passed the remainiog hour
before daybreak in discussing the relative merits of the differ-

ent makes of guns. Soon the first gray streaks of dawn
appaared, so patting oar guns together and filling our pockets

with shells, we started for two small Wapatoo lakes, where
two weeks previously Will had a good shoot on mallards,

and where he thought we would have the best shooting

to-day. 'Twas a morning to raise one's expectations, a
"southerly wind and a cloudy sky," and the reader must
judge whether or not our hopes were fulfilled.

But I confess I had grave doubts about our meeting with

much success, for in the dim light I could see nothing that

looked even a little bit "ducky," we were, in fact, in the

midst of heavy timber; from this, however, we soon emerged
and crossed an open swale which, "Will informed me, was a

favorite place for snipe, and which we would visit in the

afternoon; on the opposite side of this we passed through
some more brush, beyond which lay the two little lakes or

ponds mentioned above; these were surrounded on all Bides

by willows, aud in the edge of these the "blind" was located.

It was still too dark to see distinctly, but to me, whose duck
shooting had been confined to the tules of California and the

wild rice beds ef the Middle States, it looked like a very poor

place for ducks. When, "presto, change!" a sound reached
my ears that made my blood fairly boil. "Will had coughed
and started the birds in the nearest pond. Such n quacking
I never heard before and never expect to again. The place was
liter.illy swarming with mallards; we coald now see them
flying in all directions over our heads, but iu the dim light
they looked more like large bees than auything else. Will
intimated that he thought it best not to begin shcoting until
the flash from the gun would no longer be discernible, and io
this I heartily concurred. It was, however, one of the hardest
jots I ever undertook; but before long he said, "Well, let's
open up on "em."
In a moment a single bird "pitched" into the pond; bang!

bang!! goes my gun, and I look under the smoke to see the
effect of the second barrel. "No, you didn't do it that time,"
s tid Will, and I cot sole myself with the remark that there
wt-re "no flies" on that fellow. A moment more and a bunch
of four or rive swing over our heads; this time better luck for
I close up a pair. I tried to look unconcerned, but confess I
felt a little proud as I removed the empty shells from my gun.
Mark! "to your left," says Will, and I reload in time tomat-'e
a bad miss with my first but a fair kill with the second. My
companion had not yet tired a shot, and I asked "Why don't
you shoot?" " Oh," he replied, "I want to see the way they
do it in California." Our conversation was interrupted by
the entrance of a bunch of fifteen or twenty from which Will
landed a pair in tioe style, and I one, a cripple. The sport
continued lively and Will sustained his reputatioD, bnt at
nine o'clock we ran out of shells and bad to return to the
landing for more. Ou our way over Trash flushed a pheas-
ant (ruffed grouse] which we took into camp with oor last

shell. Arrived at the landing we eat a bite of lunch and
enjoyed a cigar, then, taking the remainder of our shells, hur-
ried back to the ponds but found the morning flight a'ont
over, as we only killed six or eight birds between that time and
noon. Will now suggested that we adjourn to the house for
dinner, after which we would devote an hour or two to the
snipe. So gathering our things together we counted our
bir's and found we had bagged fifty-one, forty-seven of
which were mallards, the balance sprig and widuenn. Ah!
what a beantiful bag it was! All things considered the most
beautiful, I think, I had ever seen. A large majority of the
birds were drakes and their brilliant plumage was but
slightly soiled, for but few, if any, had fallen in the mud or
water.

_
Dear Reader, did you ever carry twenty-five large ducks,

sixty or eighty shells, a nine and a half pound gun and a
large overcoat for half or three-quarters of a mile? If so you
can realize how we felt when we reached the house. What a
relief it is to drop your load, and how soft a hard-bottom
chair is aboat that time. After a few minateB* rest we per-
formed our ablutions and were ready for dinner Anything
would have tasted good. But stop a moment. Take into con-
sideration our keen appetites, and then imagine a dinner of
broiled pheasants with Saratoga potatoes, delicious bread
and batter, and for dessert an old-fashioned apple pie, two
inches thick, the whole washed down with about a quart of
fresh milk. Te gods! how good it was, and what justice we
did it!

Our cigars finished we were off for the snipe bottom; this
we skirted for about half a mile in order to hunt it down the
wind; we put up a few birds, but the fun did not begin in
earnest until we turned. We had taken but a few steps
when scape! scape!! one flushed from almost under my feet;

he swung to the left, and, in the parlance of the "trap shooter,"
was a "present"; but I missed him with both barrels, much to
my disgust and to Will's delight, who loudly exclaimed
"rats." This would never do, for it was Oregon vs. Califor-
nia, and I had the reputation of the State to sustain. I seri-

ously doubted my ability to do so, especially as Will now
made a very pretty double. The birds were plentiful and it

was nip and tuck, but when we returned to the house an
hour and a half later California was ahead with twenty-one
to Oregon's eighteen, though I must acknowledge no record
was kept as to the number of shots fired by each. I shall
never forget the look of amazement on the faces of Mr. and
Mrs. Howells, our host and hostess, when I counted out more
birds than Will. Another short rest and we returned to the
ponds for the evening shooting; but the wind now died away
and soon it began to rain as it can rain only in Oregon. As
a natural result but few birds came in, and we returned to
the house empty handed. Had we remained on the bottom
there is no knowing how many snipe we could have killed
for the place was teeming with them. But no regrets were
expressed and why should there be ? Had we not a royal day's
Bport? Were not oar hopes fulfilled?

Fifty-one ducks, thirty-nine snipe and one pheasant.
Trnly a grand big. Supper over and oar guns carefully
cleaned and returned to their cases, we recalled and discussed
the events of the day, and enjoyed the genial warmth of an
old-fashioned wood fire, while waiting the return of the boat.
Soon we could hear her exhaust, and bidding good-bye to our
friends carried our birds and traps to the landing. Before
long the boat hove in sight, and we were soon aboard.
About an hour later we were in Portland, and thus ended
one of the most enjoyable days of my life. Enjoyable because
of the excellent shooting, but particularly so by reason of
the whole-souled genial companionship of Will M., and the
kind hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. Howells and Will's wife, a
charming little lady and a shot of no mean repute.

CANOEING.
Oakland Canoe Club.

The canoeists were out in force on Sunday, though the
breeze remained light all day. Most of the boats had their

largestsails hoisted, and the Pirate had a big bonnet attached,
giving her a large area of mainsail. Flirt and Mystic had
also their racing sails out, and meant business. After some
cruising around in the morning, all proceeded to Brooklyn
for lunch, in the hope of the breeze improving, and at about
2:30 were again afloat, aud, with a little more wind, decided on
a scrub race from the farther end of the basiu. The Whisper
and Bonita got started some time before the otherB, but the
Pirate, Mystic and Flirt got off to a beautifnl start; from the
first the Flirt commenced to leave her opponents, outfooting
the Pirate, and both outpointing and outfooting the Mystic,
and finally won, beating the Pirate by about 20 yards. Whisper
3d, and Mystic 4th. The latter has not been up to her usual
form of late, and the Commodore cannot make out what is

the matter. There will be several additions to the fleet

shortly, a Joyner canoe being the most interesting, and which
is being ordered by one of the members. There are rumors
of the Alista changing hands. The Flirt will take a three
days' cruist to Sansalito and about the bay at Christmas, and
may be accompanied by some of the others. She will hoist a
new cruising rig of fresh pattern and out. Commodore Blow
has the line of a new canoe from Douglas, of Chicago, and
will probably order shortly,

ROD.
How Three Members of the

Fishiner.

Fair Sex Went

[By PtTRONELLA.]

NO 1—CAUSE AND EFFECT.

The truths of life lie over-deep for mortal eyes.

Are you interested iD women, good Header? "Oh dear

no!" you say. Ah, bat the superlative indifference of your

tone has betrayed you, and a full confession must follow.

And why hesitate even an instant to voice a feeling that

places you at once in good company? Be patieut. I bavo

not the least intention. I assure you, of enumerating the

many instances where men of gecius have been led upward

by the "noblest of her sex;" neither shall I sirg the praises

of Beatrice and ol Laura, nor say aught in favor of the clever

queen to whose spirit mirthful Rabelais addressed the lines

beginning
"Esprit abstrait, ravy et, ecstatic."

much less venture the snggestion that the celebrated fnueral

oration composed by Pericles owed mnoh of its polish to the

wit of Aspasia. I will only remark very meekly that this

feeling on your part links yon at once with the memory of

one of the truest geutLjman the world has ever seen—Wil*

Iiam Thackeray—that "Steadfast Greatheart" who fraukly

confessed his inability to live without the tenderness of some
woman.

"But if I confess you will want me to specialize."

Decidedly; aud I ask you without more a to to concentrate
your iuterest, fur the present, at least, on threo member:* of

the fair sex who live iu Oakland.
"What! cross the bay? full into the wiles of an OdbLind

blonde or brunette? Merciful goodnees!"
Yes. just that; and while we are ou the way I will try to

ease y^ur perturbed spirit by the presentation of a f*-w facts.

Chief of this trio, then, is Mrs. Braudt, wife of MiIj Braudt,
a comfortable, good-natured merchant of San Francisco,

whose business bus reached that desirable point where a day
or two may be stolen for pleasure and no unpleasant conse-
quences follow. As to Mrs. Brandt, were inquiry made of her
friends concerning her the result would be a mass of contra-
dictions requiring careful sifting. Oue would tell you most
confidential y that she was "of a literary turn" and raiher too

fond of gentlemen's sports, at the same time assuming a tone
that would seem to iudicate the sports in question as being
somewhat remarkable in character; another would hint that
women like Kate Braudt were becoming altogether too numer-
ous, and, as a consequence "old-fashioned house keeping"
was getting to be a lost art, while a third would say very
plainly that Kate's general "qneerness" was the remark of her
circle, bat fail entirely to specify in what that qneerness con-
sisted. All, however, if questioned closely would dismally
argue that her manner was charming and frank, her bouse
"seemingly" well kept and her bospi'ality unbounded. So
much for the verdict of friends. But let it not dismay us, for

were we submitted to a like test in what a plm-ked condi-
tion would we come from under it! Do we strive after good-
ness? Some one would instantly find os stupid and namby-
pamby. Are we impulsive? straightway we are looked upon
as too dynamic and uncertain for the ordinary purposes of
existence, and "genuine," slow-moving creatures pass ns by,

possibly lest we blow up the insufferable conceit of a very
young man, or set tire to what George Eliot calls the unfath-
omable ignorance of a respectable middle-aged gentleman.
Has nature made us demonstrative? At once persons whose
hands never exceed the temperature of the traditioual mol-
lnsk see that our feelings have no depth. And can we expect
it to be otherwise? Surely nut. How should tbe calm and
equable bivalve, lying contentedly in its bed of mud, under-
stand the fierce thirsts that make the lion's life now «n over-
powering desire and now a delirious intoxication? Out of
this jungle of human judgments and opinions we might
apparently find a way by attributing their severity aud harsh-
ness to our utterly commonplace quality. But this will not
answer since men highest in tbe scale of greatness have
shared even a worse fate. Homer, we nil know, was mocked
and ill-treated by Cumaean fishermen whom he had known
as friends; and in all Florence but one heart remained true
to Dante. This, too, in ages (if we may credit the autiqnar-
ians) when life was more natural and rational than in the
present era ef electricity and nitro-glycerine, physical speed
and spiritual waste.

Applying the moral thus painfully worked out to the case
of Mrs. Brandt, it would seem better to seek her and see for
ourselves than to give ear to Rumor's idle tales. Such a
course will probably discover her "literary turn" to be noth-
ing more dangerous than a desire (common to many ambi-
tious persons who have not yet turned thirty five) to tell us
something of Gregory the Second, or of John Damasceuus,
which she believes Gibbon and Sismondi have not rejected
but forgotten; or it may disclose a capacity for writing rhymes
after the manner of the early Troubadours, or a desire to

read iEschylus in the original, or even a talent for the three,
which, in our age of broad enlightenment and universal
genius, shouli not occasion the slightest surprise.

As we look in upon her and her friend, Mrs. Holden, who,
it might be as well to mention is No. 2 of the trio, this

delightful May morning, her thoughts would seem to declare
in favor of the first supposition as correct, since in spite

of good intentions toward her companion she finds herself

absent and preoccupied by reflections on Home in its period
of decadence. But false estimates and hasty judgments go
hand in hand, so we will wait until better acquaintance
permits us to decide, only remarking that because Mrs.
Brandt's miud refuses just now to part with its image of Leo
tbe Is-iuriun is no indication that to-morrow it may not be
full of visions from Prometheus Desmotes, or of scenes of
romance from the Langue d 'Oc. And now, lest your imag-
ination picture the two women as flying through space, let

me say they are not, that is, only in a general way like the
rest of us, but are passing the morning in a cosy room on
the second floor of the Brandt home. This room, for reasons
not strikingly obvious to the naked eye, is known as "The
Nest." Mr. Brandt bestowed the OHme because, be will tell

you in a jocular way, the many schemes hatched there
deserved to be recorded. Of one thing we are assured at a
glance, that its rich, wine tiuts are singularly becoming to the
black eyes and pale cheeks of its mistress, and none the less

so to her handsome blonde friend who, believe me, knows
just how picturesque she looks lying lazily on the dark
lounge in a loose white dress, her firm, round arms thrown
above her bead so that tbe slenier hands may lose themselves
in Boft waves and ripples of pale, gold hair. Thai she has
recently been crying does not detraot from but rath?- adds to
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her beauty, giving a child-like, pleading expression to the

fall, red lips, and deeper color to the round bine eyes. An
artist seeing her like this would paint her as Helen mourn-

ing the absence of Paris. Nothing had so puzzled and still

continued to puzzle Oaklaud wiseacres as tne friendship

between Mrs. Holdeu and Mr*. Brandt. The intimany

between Miss Aune Staples (No. 3 of tne trio) and Mrs.

Braudt w.is easily comprehended, since Anne—to use their

rather uukind expression—was a maiden whose girlish sum-

mers were so far iu the past that she might easily be termad

classical, had a good understanding of "The Republic," and

was said to have read the words of the Prophet Isaiah in the

original, therefore she must be odd aud like odd company.

But what Gertrude Holden —beautiful Gertrude—who had

been the belle of three seasons before she was married could

find to delight her in "such" society they could not see.

Some few there were who argued from an opposite premise

aud expressed themselves astonished tuat Kite and Anne

should spen.l valuable time on a fashionai le "scatu r-brain"

like Gertrude. To anyone, however, who knew Kale well

there was nothing strange in this attachment. For her, Ger-

trude was a wonderful, enimated picture to be looked at

with admiration aud handled with care. To demand any-

thing from her like depth of thought or constancy of feeling

was not for a moment worthy of consideration. We ask no

return from the lily for the love and care we bestow save

that it blossom freely under our hand, but from the mignon-

ette we expect fragrance. Why should we not look upon
our friends in the same way? Surely oue can not yield what

God has not given, was the thought that lay at the bottom

of Kate's friendship and made her always patient, even when,

as this morning, Gertrude was fuil of fretful complaints and

robbed her of time she would gladly have bestowed else-

where. Gertrude's daily food when alone was Ouida and

"The Duchess." This gave her a kind of mentnl dyspepsia

which colored everything green and indigo, and turned her

little misunderstandings with her husband into tragical

romances that, for ihe time being, completely overwhelmed

her. But three years in the full blaze of fashionable society

had taught her some caution and she carried her plaints

only to Kate, because she seemed to realize iD a dim way,

much as a pet bird will divine our affection from warmth of

treatment, that Kate had a true tenderness for her and would

not make mince meat of her affairs for the delectation of

certain gossips on social feast dajs. A woman of finer

intelligence would have found the reason for this in Kate's

character which was loyal to a degree rarely met with, but

Gertrude Dever reasoned esrept from the premise of self, and

the patience and consideration shown her here only made
her feel that she really wa6 a thoroughly misunderstood

woman at home.
Tuis morning she had ushered herself in with scant cere-

mony, thrown herself on the lounge and begun to cry, not in

a boisterous fashi n' with loud, passionate sobbing as Kate

would have done had need called for it, but quittly aud deli

cately after the manner of a thoroughly well-behaved Scotch

mist. When things of this kmd occur with the periodical

regularity of a Freueh crisis or an Indian outbreak, the most
sympathetic and judicious of friends is apt through force of

their very fnqueucy to grow, not indifferent, perhaps, but

careless; so Kate, with her mind full of Leo aud Iconoclasts,

t iuk no bee i, but kept her small, round head -a p.eity head,

covered thickly with short, black rings of hair like a boy's

—

turned toward the hills that lay far in the west, until a

piteous "On, Kate, won't you tell me what you think?" made
her leave the chair by the window and take one near her

friend.

"What I think about what? The political outlook, or the

Btate of the lumber trade?" There was a roguish, teasii'g

expression on Kate's face that parted her carving lips over

teeth as even and white as a child's, and made her eyes glaam

like jewels.

"No. You understand peifectly; about Ralph."
"Your husband? "Why, I think him, notwithstanding a

certam yellow light in his otherwise handsome brown ejes

—

as tne novelist would say—a fairly good fellow; somewhat
given to thiuking of himself as a conquering hero, perhaps,

but, in other re.si-ei.-ts, quite harmless. What do you ihink?"
"12 l

:

ve given up thinking," said Gertrude with uointen-

lional frankness, beginning to cry again. "Ouly last week he

promised faithfully that I eoul.l go to San Rafael with him to

see mjther, and set this afternoon as the time that would Le

most couv'-nient because D> coration Day is so near."

"Well?" asked Kate, loosing rath&r grave, perhaps because

Bhe felt assured of what wouid follow and was troubled leal

Gertrude might think she had not been true. The loyal

heart knows no sharper pang than to feel itself distrusted.

"Why, yesterday he came home and said a party o! friends

were going off hshing and he was going with them. Never
asked me a thing about it. I suppose your husband and
Squib went, too. I hate that mau Squib. I know he leads

the others away." This conclusion—an entirely new one on
Gertrude's part—g°ve her occas on for a fresh burst of weep-
ing, since the inference was natural that if her husbana could
he led away by Squib he thought more of him than he did

of her.

As for Kate, the bare mention of Squib in snch a role

robbed her of every se.ious th mght, and she laughed until all

the little rings on her head shook, if not in sympathy, cer-

taiuly in accordance.
lustautly Gertrude felt injured and was guilty of what in

a child woul i be termed whining. "I think you are too mean
for anything this morning. Kate; you never made fun of me
before, aud 1 don't like it," she said, then added slowly, "I
believe you knew all about it."

The doubt so freely exposed hurt Kate less than a secret

one, still it r-tuug just enough to chauge the langhing light in

her eyes to som.tuiug stronger as she said firmly:

"I did not, Gertrude. My husband s rid he was going with
some friends. It was his pleasure. I asked no questions.

Aud now, think of the very absurdity of supposing that Sqnib,
with his gracefully slender ngure aud lovely bl mde whiskers,

should make a great, big, loose-j tinted, tiery-tempered mau like

Milo Brandt uo anything he did not want to. And I have
my doub.s concerning the easiness of lead ng your husband."

"I fen >• I cau't lead him I coul 1 once, but that's all past.

I am a p<irt of him, he thinks; but he ru-iy rind I can change
that. Divorces have been h-ard of before now."
Kate moved closer ao'l 1-tid her small, brown hand on h6r

frieud's head, saying softly: "Poor old Gertrude! Life has
lost all its glory for you this morning, hasn't it? And now
have you patience to listen while I tell you just what I think
- -not about yonr husband— but about man and his love?"

Gertrude nodded and Kate went oo:
" Yuu remember in ' The Spanish Gyp^y' where Fedalma

Bays to Sdva:

—

" Our rlear yoUQg Iovp, Its breath was happiness,
But it b l l grown up id a liruer life

Wild b tore its roots aminder.

" Saeh a tmtu it seems to me is expressed here. For a
womau's love, Gertrude, in one sense of the word, always
grows upon a larger life, the life of the throbbing world be-

yond her hearth, where man becomes one with the forces of

existence. It is this * larger life ' which so modifies the love

that man bears for woman. For a short time, truly, he can
set it asid*-, ut the boundary is rix<-d and unchangeable, aud
when the limit is reached he must to his battle again. Rest
he needs, after his efforts, aud by the very manner of his

construction is often unable tn find it iu the smaller, finer

life where woman pours out the treasures of her heart aod
mind. The calm of nature is then to him a necessity, because
it gives h<m all and demands nothing in return."

" Veiy poetical, beautiful and high-minded, but clearly

lactring in practical truth, for we all know thai some men
are quite contented with the saloon for relaxation, others

are even said to care for cards at the clan, and it is fuither
whispered that to not a few the pretty face of an

"

" Anne Supies! Anue Staples! stop and don't get so red in

the face," saia Kate, jumping up quickly and trying to shake
the new comer, to whom ua.ure hid been most lavish in the

matter of adipose tissue.
" Go on and finish. Anne," said Gertrude sitting up. She

uuderstood the plain unvarnished statements of tbe famous
" old maid " much better than the thoughtful opinions of

Kate. Then the 1 >gic suited her. even while she felt that

torment instead of rest would be tbe result.
" Well," said Anne, seating herself in a generous armchair

" I was ouly aoout to add that love is nothing but an episode

in a man's life anyway. Soon dies, soon dies !"

" Man's love is of bis life a tling apart.
'Tis women's wbole existence I"

'* Got a headache, Ger.ru 3e? Your eyes look red. Spring'8

always apt to unsettle one."
" I think you're ten times more apt to unsettle one, than

Spring or anything eise." said Kate, glancing apprehensively
at Gertrude. " How in tbe world did you manage to steal

in upon us so entirely unsuspected."
" Why nothing was easier," answered Anne, removing the

bread hat, under which her humorous face and twinkling
brown e^es were qaite hidden. Wheo people will iusist on
leaviLg the front ooor ajar aud guarded only by an easy-going

setter oog, alrtady over-burdened by ihe name of Alcibiadts,

when every other door in the house is roiled wide open * nd
the space between covered only by gaping porlUres, what is a

poor inquisitive mortal like me to do? And then your voice,

Kate, I'm quite sure you have no idea of its stductiveness.

Why, if the r.ctor of our church could throw into his vocal

organs but one-half of the earnest sweetness nature put in

yours, his congregation would double within the mouth.
Come in, Alcibiades. I hope your mistress will not Bcold y^u
very much. Ju-.t fancy, Kate, he wouldn't let me stir over
the sili until I let him see your book, which, please, do not
forget that I have biought hack. After he saw it there wasn't
a numeut's he.-itatiou. But then you know jour old bache-
lor auntie, don't you, AlcibUdes?"
The djg, a handsome crtature with mild eyes, kept looking

apprehensively at Kate, and finally nat down and gave a short

bark to attract htr attention. She called him to her tide and
patted his head, then polled bis ears and shook her finger at

him. Instantly he dropped his eyes, wrinkled his brow and
looked furtively at Anno as much as to say, 'You are the

cause of my uiagrace." Kite Unghed, ami puttii g ner arms
rouud the strong, yet gra eful ntck, laid ner cheek softly

agaiust his nose. Ih it satisfied him c jwpletely. He was sure
Ue had behaved as became a we.1-trained and Hentiemauly dog,

aud he trotted back to the front duor as proud aud happy as

wh,en the loviLg hauds of his mistress had placed upon mm
the silver collar that bore his nam-.

"Well do .e," said Anue, as he disappeared. "And how
beaatilul his eyts are when he lo k-i at you! Tis not the

same expression at all as when he looks at the rest of us I

declare he Coul J teach the muj j-ity of met. a lebSou. They
throw their lasciuaiiu>; ^lauces right ail left, while he

"

"Anue, Anne, do let the puor men &lone. I don't wonder
people say you've been crossed in love. I 6uould, too, did

I not btliuve that to love well once broadens the heart for-

ever. To my mind men are grand creature*, noble, brave
aud strung. Why think of the temptations that beset them,
and how they "

"Yield to them beautifully and gracefully. Oh Kate, how
good you are! But then you have not bve brothers to enlaigc

your view."
"Nonsense," answered Kate laughing, but a trifle- uettled.

" There is no Satisfac ion id talking with you on such a sub-
ject; it is like hewing out, roads to a pit

In truth Kate wasgettiug very anxious a >out Gertrude, who
had risen and w. s preparing to go home fuller of doubt and
distrust than when she came.

" Why," said Kate to herself, lookiog sharply at Anue who
was carefully inspecting the shade of an exqu site table

lamp, " why can she not see that here is not a case for heroio
treatment. I am sure she suspects the facts from her very
peiverseuess. What can I do? Geitrude most m>t steal away
in such a mood; she is ready tor anything." At this point a
sudden inspiration came to her aid. "Don't go yet, Ger-
trade," she said easily, as though what sue was auout to

add had been in her mind for a long time. "I have a prop-
osition to make; suppose we three go fishing without saying
a word to anyone."

" Bravo!" cried Anne, turning to Gertrude, " You must,
you must."

" Bat how can I go?" wailed Gertrude; '* I have no dress,

and don't know the least thing about it. Perhaps I may not
like it."

"You will Gertrude, you will," came enthasiastically from
Kate. " Why just to feel the force of a stream against you
and to conquer it is the purest delight, and then the sweet
odors and musical sounds, tne biauty of twiuing branches
with br<ght rifts o: suul gbt slealiug between—

"

" Yes," broke in Anne laughing aud copying Kate's m in-

ner, " and the appetite yon get; m.king bacon aud liied

potatoes, ye-> even ouioos, d-liciously eniiiiug, aud then the

royal ex.rcise of c 'oking aud dish-washing; ah, it's glorious!"
" But my dress." said Gertrude again.
" First" said Kate, " let me tell you where I think of go-

ing and then we cao set'le about that. Mrs. £ oo sent me the
keys to her cabin on Sulphur Creek, this morning, thinkiug.
I suppose, that Milo and I m got like to spend Decoration
Day there ; but he had pi tuned auo'.ber trip aud was gone
before they came, so it occurred to me that we might go
instead."
"Grand!" exclaimed Anne, "and under such circum-

stances. Gertrude, you can wear any plain dnss for the
trip and take yonr bathing suit to fish in. I will lend
you a pair of gum boots, and Kate, I dare say, has a rod and
some flies. My! What happiness looms up before me."

" Arise! Arise! Ob Deborah.
Ari3et Ansel and lei .by voice be beard."

" Anne, what is the matter with you to-da>? Stop brand-
i-hng my paper-knife in that way. Oue would tbiuk jou had
lost your wits," said Kate.
"Why you don't enthuse enough; I want to rouse you up.

Again, and in English

" Awake, awake, Deborah.
Awake, awake and ntter a sons''

said Anne, twirling like a Dervish, and seizing Gertrude by
the shonliers.

"Don't, Aune, please, I am trying to rememherabout a rod.
I think Ralph lei t one at home. Suppose I ran over and
see!" With all her intentions to court gloom Gertrude was
growing brighter. Not that the proposed excuision bad
mnch of a charm for her; at any other time she would have
voted it tiresome, but just now she seemed to be stranded,
and here was a way of getting into some Bort of a channel
and then let the tide float her on wherever it pleased, she did
not care.

"Bring your dress over, too," said Kate, giving her a bright
smile as she went away. Left alone the two friends eat in
silence for some minutes. Anne was thinking about this
strange sensation called love — passionate, soul-devouring
love—which so upsets the world^of men and woman; and
Kate wondering whether her plan would produce good or
evil results possibly both, she thonght.
"Depend upon it," said Aune, at length, as if following out

sime train of thought, ''depend upon it, Kate, Gertrude will
eventually become a cat to her husband."
"A cat?"
"Yes, in this way. Whenever he doesn't suit her she'll

scratch at him and as a result we'll have another divorce
soit. Then the men will say: 'Great Heavens! did the fel-

low want the earth? He married the baw'soinest women in
Oakland.' And the women will say: 'I knew Gertrude Hol-
den would never be satisfied to settle down. She had too
much attention before marriage; her head was turned by
men.' And yon and I will sit here and feel heartsore."
"Has Gertrude ever said anything to yon?" aBked Kate.
"Not a word; but that romancing domestic of hers is

enlightening the town. I wish Gertrude could have some
kind of a stroke that would make her see things in a differ-

ent wav. She flies into a passion at every little thing because
she thinks its a duty owing to society. Society! aa ape that
jumps as you pull the string. Don't let us speak of the sub-
ject any more. I hate all these things," Haid Anne, forgetful
of the fact that she had commenced it. "Tell me of what you
are thinking."

"Of how character is formed while we are young, and
wondering what opportunities Gertrude has bad. Did I ever
tell you of a severe lesson I received when I was about t*elve
years old? No? Well, it happened'in Ibis way: I had a great,

blick Newfoundland dog, which 1 loved more than anything
else about our Summer nome (my childhood was passed in
the E st, you remember) But the poor frolicsome puppy
Required a habi of eating eggs, which made him an object of
di^like*to everyone inter- 6ted iu the poultry. They tried all

ways of hr^akii-g him, but Done proved effect-ve, aud one
day while I was at school my fatt er, who was a very stein,

Bevere man, shot the dog. When I came home he told me.
I was a passionate, hasty child, and eveu now the recollec-

tion of with what force I threw my books at his feet and told
him I wr.nld neither write norstady again, is strorg within
me. 'You are biddeD to do some writing to-night?' he asked,
•Yes,' I answered. 'Pick up your b »oks, iben,' he said
firm'y, 'go to your room and do it. Put the dog out of your
head, and do not mention him ' It neve-r came into my
head to disobey my father— I dared not— but my heart ached
sadly as I climbed tbe stairs Daring the afternoon we had had
a shower, but the clouds were now br3ken, and into my
room, which faced tbe west, tbe sunlight was stealing. I
looked from my window. A light, westerly wiDri was blow-
ing the cl u Is (now but ethereal binds of vapor) swiftly be-
fore it. Even as I stood there, the whole aspect of the
heavens was changed. This struck me at once, aud my
heavy little heart said, 'that is the way with life, change, all

changp.' I would write about it. Quickly I laid my wrap-
pings aside, seized paper aud pencil, aud wrote until my
thoughts were exhausted. Straightway I carried it to my
father who looked at me sharply, but aporovingly, and called
me good. 'Just because I pleased you,* was my rehellious
th ught. Then I r«n back to my room and cried for my dog,
but the lesson of change came and told me we must have

i
parted some time; it had come a little soon, that was all. Bat
iu s >me way I most show the love 1 had felt for him, aud it

came to me to save my money and buy a little marble t » put
above him. I did so. And on the marble, at my bidding,
was cut:

Nevermind, Nero, you would bave grown old and died and left
rue just tbe dime .

Not long after the plnce passed into strangers' hands. They
often laughed at the childish philosophy, but would never
disturb the stone. This experience formed a trait in my
character which has helped me through muny a gruesome
place in life. And when things are at their very best I never
fasten myself closely to th^m because of feeling insecure;
and when they are at their worst I know it can not last for-
ever."
"And yet you are so loyal! I don't think I like your

theory of things; it makes me Hhiver."
"Loyal I try to be, surely; but when some strong force

seizes me I seem to lose my natural power and float with it.

I am only human, you see."
: 'That's why you are so lovable. Do you think this

peculiar way of looking at things has helped you in your
married life?"

"Greatly, because I do not expect a man to stay alwaj's at
ODe point. To suit me he must grow, and growth naturally
presuppose change."
"But there is deterioration which is only growth in an

undesirable direction." Anne was certainly gettiug in
rather deep, anl floundering, as we all do when anxious to
determine something out of our mental reach. But Kat bad
thonght the Bubjpct over too many times not to see where
they were tending, and w.is ready to cut it short bv Baying
all things and all beliefs grounded somewhere, when Gertrude
shook the portiere by way of announcing herself. Exercise
had taken the leaden quality out of her appearance, and
made uer cheeks a warmer crimson. Kate justly felt proud
of herself and her scheme.
The rod, when taken from the case, proved to be a handsome

Leonard, which Aune wisely objected to for Gertrude, as it was
Ralph's property, and an accident happening it might make
more trouble.

''Bat I don't care," said Gertrude; "If something happens
it will teach him a lesson."

''Yes you do care, too," said Kate, makiDg a saucy face at
her. "Here, take my little Chubb und make no more re-
marks. It has done plenty of duty and is tqual to plenty
more."

"You're a regular solid, Kate," said Anne, admiringly. I
wondered what >on were fumbliug around in that closet for;
and n >w we'd examiue the dress,"

This proved to be a dark green bloomer suit which had
been made £.»r a camping trip and was voted quite iu order.

•'Only," said Ann*, "I feel bouud tj reniarlr, quite under
my breath, that the bathing suit might be found useful, too*
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And now, Kate, produce your 18S7 calendar and let's see when
we cau be off

"

"I'll be the calendar," ar.swered Kate. "To-day is Thurs-
day, the 26. h of May. Decoration Day will be on Monday.
Suppose we start to-morrow afternoon? What do you say,
Gertrude?"

" The sooner the bttter for me."
"And you, Anne?"
"I woul 1 prefer starting to-night, but since 'tis impracti-

cable, to-morrow will do. There's your lunch bell, Kate.
Good bye."

'No no," snid Kate, grasping her arm. "You must both stay
here with me uutil our p aos are all settled. Provisions,
provisions my friends we need. And perhaps after Gertrude
has had some chocolitowe may show her the propriety of

taking her mandolin to Eton Lodge."
"Good, very good," said Aune. "Gertrude must take the

mandoln, and I will tike pay my respects to Alcibiadts and
tell him oe is unc ot ns."

"He'll not unud unless you call him (Kib.' That's Mill's

pet name for him. Come Gertrude. Oh Anne dou't sDoil

the beauty of your browu locks by patting them in that way.
They look belter rough Forwur n! March! the smell of toast

permt-aies the air," aud Kate rau swiftly down stairs.

On the way Anne said to herself: "Cause—two husbands
go off on a quiet excursion. Effect—two wives decide on a

tishiug trip. Incidental—one old bachelor woman in an
earthly paradise."

A Day's Poaching.

If there is an anomaly under the blue arch it is a poaching

chaplain, and when such a graceless character appears it is au

invitation to homilists. But the particular devout poach.fr

tells his stoiy so engagingly that if one leads the recital

pardon is assuie ', even if the Euglish Fishing Qazttte. chap-

lain had not funded with anglers, large claims to charity for

any possible falliug from grace. Mr. Hevit writeB in the

curr nt issue of our delightful coutemporary as follows:

Some years ago I was compelled to spend a fortnight in

London on impoitant business. It was towards the end of

May, aud the wbath«r was fearfully hot. As I don't like

Loudon, and hate all busiuesp, I was supremely miserable.

FaLcy, then, n>y joy when the hall-porter at my club one day
handed we a note from an old college frieud, neggiDg me to

come and spend a few days with him in his bachelor home in

the Midland Countit-s, aud holding out as a bribe-the promise

of a good day's trout-rishing. For the nest iwo da}S I tro I

the burniDg pavements with a jaunty step. While the law-

yers were pointing out to me interesting—to them, at least

—

p jiots iu musty old deeds, I was dreaming happily of green

meadows, rippling shallows, and the grateful shade of gnarled

old willows. I knew the stream, but had never had the

chance ol tishing it. I tehgrap'ied to ray wife to send a cer-

tain box which she knows well, and which contains a couple

of trout rods and all necessary t-ickle, to Penbridge; and on

the following Monday evening I stepped out of the train at

that station to receive the warm greetings of my old friend

Norman, aud to b'nd my box all ready for me. A three-mile

drive in a high dog-cart, with a fast-trotting horse, soon

landed us at Norman's most comfortable cottage. As you,

sir, like your articles ''boiled down," I will not linger over a

description of the place, our dinner, or the delightful chat

over old college days and friends, and I certainly will not

reveal the number of tumblers eniptitd and pipes smoked
before we went to bed. (My wife sometimes reads the "F.

G")
Norman was a doctor— a very clever, but rather eccentric,

man—who, having some little private fortune, preferred a

email country practice to the hard work and severe strain of

trying to right his way to the iront in the medical world of

London, or one of our large towns. He attended all the best

families in the neighborhood but one, and was thus able to

get me leave for a day's tishing from Squire Thornton, one of

the large landed proprietors of the district.

Next morning, at breakfast, he handed me a letter, sealed

with a grand coat of arms, giving me permission for a day's

tishing, and expressing regret that he, the squire, could only

give me one day, as he had several friends coming to fiBh;

bat adding that, at a luture time, I Bhould be welcome to two

or three days, and windiug up with a request that, if I had a

good day, I would send him a brace of trout in time for

dinner, as he had an old friend dining with him that day to

whom trout were a treat.

I had tied together my rod and got all ready before break-

fast* so as Norman started on his round to visit his patients

I started for my fishing, with the following distinct directions

from him:—"Go down the road for about a quarter of a mile,

get over the fir^t stile on your left hand; follow the path

across two tields which will bring you to a foot bridge. From

the foot bridge you can fish op the valley on both sides of the

stream till you come to the park wall."

Arrived at the foot bridge, I was sorely tempted by a lovely

stream below it. Two or three nice trout were rising—

I

could cover them from the bridge; no one was in Bight. But

virtue triumphed; I simply noted that they were taking

Olive Duns, and having mounted one, I resolutely turned

my back on temptation, and wended my way up stream.

The water for about two hundred yards was dead, with

scarcely stream enough for the dry fly, but it looked just the

water to hold big trout, and I noted it for future attention

Bhould a breeze spring up during the day. I had been told

that Squire Thornton's water was much 6shed, as he waB

very liberal in giving leave; naturally, therefore, I had rigged

up specially fine tackle. At the head of the dead water was

a Bbort stream, and here I sat down behind a bush to watch

and prepare fo.r the strife. The report was that there were

a good many pounders in the water, and one or two of nearly

2 lbs. It was a good while before anything moved, and I

oocupiel the time in looking out a few flies and picking out

a few strands of fine gut and putting them in my wet box.

Twice I had seen a movemeut close to the bank on the other

side; but it was so slight tha' I could not tell whether it was

an eddy or a rise. However, as it was a likely spot, and I

could see nothing else, I took a cast. In doing so I touched

a tree behind me, and the cast was as bad as it could be—the

gut all falling in a coil just over the very place where I had

seen the movement. Instantly, in spite of coils of gut and a

BDlash which would have frightened a pike, up came a big

trout, took the fly like a lion, and smashed me before I had

time to realize what had happened. These are your shy

trout, are they? There are none above 2 lbs. in_ the water,

are there' If that was not a good three-pounder 1 never saw

one were my thoughts, as I sadly repaired damages. Mov-

inga little higher up I came upon a charming spot. Two
or three bushes huog'over the water on my side, an i sitting

behind them I could see a pretty bit of water both

Not having disturbed the watermuch, I sat still and wiited.
Ou the other sine of the sireani appeared one whom I took to
bd the keeper, walking slowly up the bunk, and not lookiug
about him half so shaiply as I should have liked h..d t.e been
my own keeper. I <*e trmiued, if he did not see me, to Ut
him pass; ho would pr.'bjbly meet me on his return beat,
and I could then give hiui his modest tip. and send a braoe
by him to the squire. I hate having a keeper at my back
when I am tishing » stream. He passed oo, with his eyes on
the ground, and never saw me. After he whs wdl out of
sigut I peered through the bushes to see if there were any
good trout about. The water was some tbree feet deep and
quite quiet. Suddenly I saw a splendid fish sail slowly by.
Now f r a bit of shade-fishing. I look off my c-sL-line, put
a good—ized Alder ou a stout bit of gut, which I fastened to

ihe reel-line, aud puttiug the point of my rod cautiously
through the bush, let it lian^ over the water. After long
wait ng I saw my friend sail slowly back again. The fly was
aoout an inch above the wattr. Mv heart beat fast a-. 1 shw
him stop and look up at it. Slowly I dropped it. Almost
before it touched the w,iter he had it. Then began one of
the hardest fights I ever had with a Huh. My tackle was
strong, no doubt, but so was the fish. It was impossible to
raise ihe point of the rod—I was obliged to play him from the
reel. Time after time the case seemed all against me. The
rish fought with a dogged pertinacity for a hole under the
roo s of an old willow tree on the opposite aide. Twice I

had to hold on, aud risk all ou the s.reugth of my gut. At
last he began to give in, aud I got the net under as gallant a
three-pounder as ever fought his best for bis life Th° fuht
had so disturbed the water that it was necessary to move on.
For a while a t it.il change came over the aspect of affairs.

The fish rose well, but I fished t-adly. Most men say bey
had bad luck when things have gone wr na with t 1 em; but
I think that old anglers will bear me out when I say that
there are times when the best of us take a fit of fishing badly.
The trout were taking a Dun of no very pronounce. i iyp ,

and though I trie i various flies which seemed io ma like the
naturai «.ne ou the waier, I could do nothing. "When in
doubt try a Vvicknam," is an old aphorism I did. If ever
fish went mad they old then. The natural fly whb de-erttd;
all their usual caution was cast to the winds (or, in this case,

waters), and I believe I could have rilled a small cart had I

been so minded. The question at once confronted me

—

What was the limit? The owner ot such water would prob-
ably limit anglers to a certain nnmber of brace. Now I

wished I had stopped and interviewed the keeper. There
was, however, nothing fur it but to use my own judgment.
Had the water been mine I should have limited everyone to
whim I gave leave to four brace; so wishing to do as I would
be done by I set that limit to myself. I hud three brace

—

one was a good three-pounder; and how m toy fish I returned
to the water iu the next two hours I should be afraid to say-
some of th*m were getting on for '2 lbs. I took one wnieh turned
the scale at _] lbs., and just as I was landing one of 2 lbs. and
over the keeper turned up. I always like to have the first

word on such occasions, so spying, "Xou are the keeper, I

suppose?" I handed him my letter of leave, and told him that

the squire had asked me, as he would see at the end of the
letter, to send him a brace if I had a good day. Whits he
was looking at it I picked out my best brace—oue 3 lbs. and
1\ lbs.—and handed them to him with 5s. He looked at me
with a puzzled air, and asked, "Who shall I say sent np the
6sh?"

"

"Oh," I said, "the squire will know"; but that there

might be no mistake, I took a blauk card which happened to

be in my fishing-book and wrote on it, "With Mr. Hevit's

compliments."
"Well, sir," said the keeper, "you're a lucky man to have

got leave. Master's got some gems coming to fish and he's

been a-puttiu' a lot of big trout in the water a-purpose for

them, and I didn't think he would have given anybody leave

till they was gone "

"Yes," I auswered, "you will see by the letter that is why
he can only give me one day at present. By the way," I

added, "how many brace does your master allow to be. killed

in a day?"
"There's no restrictions, sir." was the answer. "When

his grand friends is staying here they kills as many as they
likes."

With that he left me. A breeze having sprung up, I

made for the still water above the foot bridge, killed a brace

of good fish, and was back at Norman's cottage in time for

dinner, with four brace aB fine trout as man could wish for.

With considerable pride and self-satisfaction I arranged the

fish on the laigest tray which the establishment could boast.

When Norman came iu he surveyei them in silence for a

while, and then looking at me with a queer expression on his

face, remarked:
"Either you are a belter fisherman than anyone who ever

comes here, or you have been playing some game which I do
not understand. But come aloog to dinner."

"I assure you, my dear fellow, I have used nothing but the

artificial fly, and 1 never got so far as the park wall. I killed

all these fish, and a magnibcent brace which I sent up to the

squire by the keeper, in less than a mile of the water."

"Weill let us have dinner, I am tired and hungry. Ton
shall tell me all about your day's fishing afterwards."

When dinner was over, and we had drawn our chairs to the

bay window, and were critically considering the contents of

a certain ancient bottle which had been hunted out of the

innermost recess of the cellar, I gave Normau p. detailed

account of my doings, dwelling with some pride on my vari-

ous captures. "Well," he said, after thinking awhile, "I

cannot understand it. I never saw such fish out of the

Bquire's water before. Which way did you go after you got

to the foot bridge?"

"To the left hand, up the stream, as you told me, of

course."
"I told you to fish up the valley," he shouted.

"So I did; up stream must be up the valley."

"Good Heavens!" he cried, exploding with laughter, "I was
thinking of the train when I said up the valley— the up-train

to London ru os down the stream. You have been fishing

Old Podgers' water. What a joke! he is the most ill-condi-

tioned old curmudgeon that ever lived. Won't give a soul

leave; keeps all his fishing for what he culls his aristocratic

friends from London. Won't there be a row? However, as

you did not tell him you were stopping here he will prob ibly

never find you out. His keeper cannot read or he would

have seen by the letter what was wrong. As you »re obliged

to be off to-morrow morning I will write and tell you what
happens."
About a week afterwards I got the following note from

him:

—

"Dear Hevit:—Old Podgers is like a ragiog lion. The
local policeman ha3 your card. Podgers is asking everyone

he meets if they know anything of a poaching rascal of the

name of Hevit, who, as he puts it, 'Not only poached my
water, but had the insolence to send me a brace of trout

Au Affray With Poachers.

The Monrne was iu spleu iid fet'le, and ihe three of us had

been flogging it m rniug, noon and night for the biBi part of

a week, and couldn't touch a fish. We tried all we kLew,

and fished every rising fish with everything wonh wetting

and never took a roll out of one. And the river was full of

them. We could see schools of peal on the fords, aud roll-

ing about in the heavy water above them; but they scorned

anything we could show them. At last we could stand it no

longer.

Four fellows from Derry had promised to jo :u us as soon
as we should let theni know it was wur.h while ciming, and
every day we -ere having inquiries from them, whiiL showed
that ihey just thought we were kteping ihe spott to our-
selves; s > . t last we s ut tuem word to come aud iry ih> ir

luck, and the lour arrived by the laSL train on Saturday nt

N. Stewart. The seven nt us tinned all day on Sunday, and
hook«d one fi-h foi.l two which broke a^ay. aud tueu we
ma le up our minds. If fair int-aus wouul not do, tuere was
one other lesource left, aud so ou iMouday night—a cloudy,
dirty night it was, too— we started for S up the river

with a couple of sacks, a toicu, and two "weapons." Wi
took 'hree young cbap^ from ih^ town that we cou.d tiu-a io

act as scouts, aud having arrived at the ground au.l n.ly

posted the look-out, we commenced operations Tney came
then. Ab mt t>vo u'o.ock in the morning, aw it was breaking
day. youug Buffer ty ran up io us out of breath, and, glancing
back oVcr his shoulder, tried. "L ok!" and cmiinned h>s

run homewards. The w .ter-ba liff *.i8 up n u»! A s r .ppiug
felow, too, Mick LawL r, ami he iilwhys ujem t business.
^ e Were altogether, and had but a ml> uie <>rtv\0 o make Dp
out m nds. "Snail we run for n?" (-aid Bra iy, ir m Dei ry .

' He ca-.'t kttch us all." * No," sain I; "Out h knows us
jclups, and he'll uvertike us long be ore Wo reach ihe town
Law lor cau run any man iu the couuiry."
There w is a ti^. r.iw-ooutd cLap anions the iel o vs from

Dtrry, one Hail, whom I hail ueverst-eu t>ef.»ir. He La i not
said a word u to this, i.ui qnie-ly kepi waichiuti ine uauitf,

who was coming al-»ug at his ta-.e by the bank, a. d was « ov
about 6U0 i arcs off.

'Now off with yon chaps home along the bank us f»st *s

ye can and have him to us four fel ows trim Dcrry. He
wou'i kuow u.-; aud teepymreye behiud yer, for I' 1 w.>nt

ye ag in I exp« ci; it's too early to stup the sp..r<. ye . Go."
Hall said thin in the quiet, e^isy manner of a inau tn»t

knew what he was aouut. And so off we made lor town
without another word, and on looking liehind, there we saw,
sure enough, Lawler commencing to run, too. To have any
caance of overtaking us he must piss the other fellows by,

and he tried to do it. But they closed on him like lightning,

and iu a few minutes, in spite of his struggles, they had his

bands tied, aud into the empty sack they clapped him aud
tied the mouth with a grass baud.
When we saw this we came back and Hall aud I carried the

ssck to the edge of the bank.
"Bjvb, for God's Bake don't drown us!" came from the

sack.

"Not a word out of you!" said Hall. "Now, boys, "said the
latter, sitting down by the prisoner, "on with ye for another
hour or two; that sack can hold a few more fish. I'll sit here
for fear this fellow might feel a bit lonely, and if he talks

above a whisper, by Jove, in he goes, sack and all!"

A couple ot hours later we cleared out of that with a sack-

oad of salmon that we carried in turns, two and two, and
warned the bailiff at pirting not to distress himself by kick-

ing about too much fur fear he'd kick himself into the liver.

"And what did you do with the fish?"

"They were suited, safe and sound, every one; and half

the people in the town knew their flavor before the last of

them was gone. Some of the police, among the rest, knew
how they tasted, too, but I don't think they knew exactly
where they came from."
"And the bailiff?"

"Well, he lay there till abont eight o'clock, when a cub
(i. e., a lad) going after some cattle, seeing the £ack, came np
and gave it a kick, when suddenly a yell from it (he thought
we were coming back, I puppo-ie) near drove bim out of his

senses, aud home he rushed in terror to tell his father the
devil was tied up in a sack on the bank of the river! Some
of the neighbors hearing about it went down and one of them
knew the voice and let poor Lawlor out, half dead from fury
and suffocation."

"A dastardly outrage, I call it, Kelly. What do you think
of it now, yourself?"

"Well, I was young at the time, and I thought it very nate,
anyway; and, besides, yon see, we did not drown him after
all!"

—

Mona, in English Fishing Gazette.

Steel-Centred Rods.

down u , . -

nhovfland below which I could command without moving. .

A Cee of nfoe fish rewarded me, one of about 1 lb. and one |
by my own keeper, with his— compliments.^

of 1£ lbs.
Yours sincerely, J. Nobman.

An Euglish firm of rod-makers says of fteelcentred rods:

We are glad to have faults pointed nut to as at any time,
so that the manufacture of our rods may be still further im-
proved.
What are the qualifications which compose the "perfect fly

rod?" Kigidity, toughness, lightue=»sand spring. It is an ac-
knowledged faot that bamboo cin-j is stiffer, lighter, tougher,
and has more of that steely spring so essential iu a fly rod than
«ny knowu wood, and that tempered steel is the most power-
ful known agent in the matter of spring. Seeing that bamboo
cane i* so much stiffer and tougher than wood, it staucs to
reason that the system of buildiug sis equilateral triangles
together gives much additional strength. Surely this is a
great advantage.
Now for the addition of steel. If the cane-built rod is in

itself bo much stronger and lighter, and steel Buch a very
powerful spring, surely then, a rod which is a combination
uf these two in correct proportions must be infinitely supe-
rior? The question at issue is material, and we say, with-
out fear of contradiction, that a lighter and stiffer rod can be
built on this new system than ever could oo the old.

Provided ihe material is good, there is little difficulty in
anyone pro It cing a good wood rod. But in the case of hexa-
gonal cane built, the matter is much more difficult, aud in a
double built steel-ceutre still more so. We claim that such
rods are the highest class of work and far removed from
ordinHry wood rod-making.

All improvements have a deal of opposition to meet. The
generation who have beeu educated, and whose rosv d*ys of
sport were mixed up with some trusty old rod, when such
things as cine-built and stefl-centre r ids were uukuown, will

be certain to set their faces against them and catch at the
slighest fault in order to condemn them. It must bi '

in mind that in any new manufacture there are mar
to learn, and that, as a rale, urst attempts are n
sQooeBsful.
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Racing-bred.

As a rule inventors have a full appreciation of the

merits of what is usually the fruit of a good deal of labor.

Be it a complicated piece of mechanism or the most simple

contrivance, it is cherished with, fondness. Even the

naming of a favorite colt entails an amount of labor

which is anything but a light task, unless there is a

happy inspiration which does away with the trouble,

something akin to the swinging of the lamp in the cath-

edral or the fall of an apple.

We must acknowledge that a full quantum, of satisfac-

tion has followed the adoption of the name which is at

the head cf this article, feeling quite confident that diffi

culties heretofore existing have been surmounted, at leas'

the hill which Bunyan so graphically described has been

rendered easier to climb.

Racing-bred is assuredly comprehensive. It has a defi-

nite meaning:—an animal which can race, or which is

likely to race from that quality being demonstrated in near

kindred. These measurements are comparatively easily

made. The horse can race. He can compass a reasona-

ble distance of ground in fast time, and get to the winning

score first when contending in "good company." He is

a race-horse if not lacing-bred. But when be gets prog-

eny from mares which are fairly endowed with the same

qualities, when that progeny proves also capable of per-

petuating the qualities, then he will be entitled to a place

in the Stud Book as well as in the Racing Calendar.

When this faculty has been perpetuated for several

generations the classification will be proper, though if

there should be a lapse there must be a cutting off of

credits. So let us put it this way. A real race-horse must

be racing bred or else he could not race. The best

possible proof is the capacity to win when contending

with competitors which are also race-horses. But there

are lots of horses which can race, and race well, which

fail to beget race-horses, and we lose faith in the old,

old maxim that "like begets like."

As Mr. Wallace has clearly shown that Messenger was

not thoroughbred according to the definition accepted

by critics, that all the ancestors must be known and

traced to an Eastern origin, it is just as clear that thor-

oughbred blood is not essential in race-horses; always

assuming, however, that the above definition is correct.

For instance, in the second generation from Messenger,

his grandson American Eclipse was the great race-horse

of his day. As a progenitor he led his contemporaries,

and then again his son Medoc, for the short time he

was in the Btud, had phenomenal success. Few will dis-

pute therefore that Messenger was racing-bred, and that

the flaws which Mr. Wallace points out in his genealogy

were not a drawback to success in the stud.

But Mr. Wallace does not insist that the rigid rule of

requiring oriental ancestry shall be enforced, basing his

argument on the lack of five uncontaminated crosses

in the pedigree. In order that Mr. Wallace's position

may be fully understood, in place of copying parts, we
will reprint the whole article, feeling confident that our

readers will be interested in the result of his researches.

There is one position that will not stand analysis. In the

last paragraph he states:

"Complete and conclusive as these facts may be, there

is still another fact equally complete and still more con-

vincing. Messenger possessed and transmitted qualities

that no thoroughbred horse in the experience of man
ever possessed or transmitted. This, however, opens the

door to the literature of the whole subject of trotting,

upon which it is not our intention now to enter."

In our opinion there was a horse one degree nearer the

thoroughbred than Messenger, which was far superior to

him as the progenitor of trotters. This was his son Mam-
brino, and fortunately it does not require long arguments

to prove it. It will not do to say that the whole honor

belongs to the sire, as in that case it will have to be

granted that the Bire of Messenger, Mambriro, is entitled

to the credit, back of him Engineer, then Sampson,

Blaze, Flying Childers, Darley Arabian. Strike out

Mambrino, and Messenger would be left high and dry

on the sands. A share in the merit of the Bashaws and

still less in the Clays, the three great strains of Hanible-

tunian, Mambrino Chief and Champion Missing.

There was the same amount of the blood of his dam in

Mambrino as that of his sire, and she is lawfully entitled

to her share of the credit. There is a general disposition

to ignore the claim of the dams of our great horses,

especially of our great trotters, though in this respect

there is a change for the better. The "Tear Book" is a

valuable tutor to teach a better philosophy, and the day

close at hand when the matrons of the trotting stud

will be awarded a proper share of honor.

Messenger has been so prominently placed before the

public as to completely overshadow the claims of his

son, and hereafter we will endeavor to present the case

Mambrino, by far the greatest of trotting progenitors,

a clearer light. We mean by the greatest the founder of

families which are represented by so large a proportion

of the fast trotters of the present day that there is

scarcely room for comparison.

Before closing it may not be out of place to call atten-

tion to the fact that the racing- bred Mambrino has done
more in the way of laying the foundation for fast trotters

than all the other sons of Messenger.

Fairlawn Catalogue-

When the New Tear is "handy by" it is pretty sure

that the Fairlawn catalogue will not be far off. It is

usually the forerunner, the precursor of others and ie

always welcomed. This has been a great year for that

great trotting-stud farm. Tho Happy Mediums have

shown wonderfully well, and Almont, though dead, does

not lose any of his renown. Aberdeen is well worthy to

be associated with them, and the youug stallions give

promise of perpetuating the fame of the grand blue-grass

farm. From the accessions to the list of Happy
Medium during this year it is evident that be will be

close to the leaders in a very short time with a good

prospect of passing them in the race for supremacy.

Thirty-nine which have trotted or paced in 2:30 or better,

sixty-eight with 2:40 for the limit, and no luss than

ninety-six which have shown three minutes or under.

The fastest entire sou to his credit, the fastest team and a

n jinber of sons which show "representatives" in the high

test domain. Within a few months of twenty years ago we
saw Aberdeen taken from the paddock hitched to a sulky

for the first time since the previous fall and driven by
his owner on the road which followed the windings of

the Passaic. He was driven bj his then owner, the late

Captain Isaiah Rynders, and rough and barefooted as he

was showed so fast a clip and such clean action that we
felt there was not the least risk in predicting a brilliant

future.

There is little necessity for dwelling on the excellence

of the stock at Fairlawn. In every State in our Union,

in every country where fast trotters are valued, their

worth is recognized. There is another point, however,

which, though nearly as well known, cannot be given

too much prominence or too often repeated. That is

General Withers' methods of business.

When Fairlawn was organized there were few farms
where trotters were bred on a large scale. Apart from
the few gentlemen engaged in breeding, rearing and
selling trotters the business was in the hands of men who
had little scruple in misrepresentation. A horse-dealer,

in the general acceptation of the term, was a synonym
for fraud, and though the rogues in the profession were
limited in comparison to the number of honest, straight-

forward men, the few were taken as exemplars of the

whole body. We do not say that General Withers dif-

fered in the respect of honesty from other men who were
breeding trotters. No "higher-toned" men could be found
than many of those pioneers in the breeding of trotters.

But he had the ability to present, in a forcible manner,
the position he occupied, and by a strict adherence to

rules adopted, and judicious advertising he gained the

confidence of the public, and has never lost the esteem bc

worthily won.

The Fairlawn Catalogue for 1888 is a handsome vol-
ume. There are 252 animals listed, and an immense mass
of information in regard to breeding and performances.
Address Gen'l W. T. Withers, Lexington, Ky.

Stanford and Occident Stakes.

One week yet before the above stakes will close, and
we hope to see by far the largest list of nomina-
tions which has yet been published. It cannot well

be otherwise now that the breeding of trotters has
increased so largely. Every man who is engaged in

breeding trotters for market cannot afford to stay out. If

colts are worth rearing they are certainly worth engag-
ing in stakes, especially when there is little risk to take.

The cry has been that there was no chance to compete
with Palo Alto. With the exception of L. J Rose this

was the burden of most of the lamentations, and though
not bo often heard now as in previous years, it is still

presented as a reason for staying out. Granting that

Palo Alto, Sunny Slope, San Mateo Stock Farm, Mr.
Salisbury, Mr. Talensin and some others have a wider

range to select from, there is a corresponding increase of

expense. There is no absolute certainty of winning. It

not infrequently happens that a single nomination carries

off t he prize wheu other subscribers have a score of repre-

sentatives.

There have been six Stanford Stakes and four Occi-

dent Stakes decided. A single entry has won two of the

former, two have been won by Palo Alto, one by Mr.
Rose and one by Mr. Corbitt. The first Occident Stakes

was won by the only nomination the subscriber had, and
so far it has not been won twice by one person. This
certainly does not show that a large number is necessary

for success. If even a great many are engaged it does

not follow that such a course will insure victory.

When selections are obligatory before the colts are a

year old there is little opportunity to learn what they are

likely to do. A better guide is the breeding, and that

oftentimes is illusory. The best is frequently over-

looked. By all odds the best two-year-old which showed
this year has no engagements, and his value that much
lessened.

We have said there is little risk. To name in the Stan-

ford $25 is all; in the Occident only $10. Should there

be any doubt of future progress these are the only risks,

though it is not expensive to keep the colt iu until some-
thing definite regarding its capacity is known. Then
again, an engagement means education. When a yearling

colt is named to trot in his three-year-old form it is an
incentive to good care and proper instruction. There are

few nowadays who do not concur in the advisability

of early training.

It has been thoroughly proved that old ideas which
taught that colts should be starved to maks them hardy,

and allowed to run wild until fully matured were errone-

ous. There is a better understanding than that which
prevailed some years ago, and there is no hazard in

asserting that hereafter the best horses for any purpose
requiring speed and endurance will be those which have
had the best care in their youth. And "handling," too.

A yearling can be thoroughly broken with very little

trouble, and with only a minimum of dauger and a

maximum of good qualities, such as reliability and
gentleness.

But there is little fear of these stakes being neglected.

There is more danger of their being overlooked, for-

gotten in the hurry of other business, and then regrets at
the omission. We look for a long array of names, and
i hese basked by as good breeding as there is in any
country. The respective advertisements will give all the
necessary information.

The Two Fairs.

Elsewhere will be found an account of the meeting of

the Committees appointed by the California State Agri-

cultural Society and the Mechanics' Fair, to arrange, if

possible, so that there will be no further dashing of

dates. It appears to be a hopeless task, as the San Fran-

cisco managers seem determined to suit their convenience,

irrespective of the bearing on the other Society. The
State Fair must be held at the usual time in order to

give District Fairs an opportunity before the fall rain a

get fully under way. While it is something of a draw-

back to the Pavilion exhibit; it does not make any
material difference to the display at the park. After the

experience of last fall it is altogether unlikely that the

managers of the Mechanics' Institute will combine a

stock show, trotting and racing with its regular business.

Again, the trial was unsatisfactory all around. The
Golden Gate Fair suffered, for if our information be cor-

rect there was an actual loss and the accumulated fund

had to be drawn upon to meet expenses.

Fortunately there is plenty of material in California for
grand exhibits at two places, if even the dates are the
same. The two are bound to be successful'so long as the
management is efficient. That of the State Fair, as has
been shown before, has been eminently successful, and as
the same men tire in charge there are sound reasons for
Btating that it will be equally as good in the future

Bl
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"Ordering" Man.

The article copied from the San Francisco Chronicle of

last Sunday, gives some -very valuable hints in relation

to the ordering of those who desire to prepare themselves

for athletic feats. Not only valuable to the class for

which it is intended, as, if carefully read, the trainer of

horses will flud suggestions which he can use with

advantage. There are wide differences, of course, be-

tween biped and quadruped. Still more divergence

between man and horse. In one respect the advantages

are on the human side, cr it will be better to say that in

some features the training of man is the least trouble-

some to the tutor, in others the horse has the best of it.

Man can explain his feelings after certain "work has been

given, but he can also be obs'.iuate and sec up his notions

in antagonism to the idea of his trainer. There are cer-

tain analogies, however, aud what will be proper treat-

ment in one case will apply to the other. The differ-

ence between the handling of stout and thin men and
the working of gross aud lean horses is very slight. The
suggestions of the Chronicle writer will apply to both.

Frequently the same errors, as those which are pointed

out in the article, are noticed among trainers of horses.

The fat horse is sweltered under clothing long before

his system is in a condition to stand the drain, and the

one which is so emaciated that there is little left save

skin and bone is sent along from the first. "Make haste

slowly," is a sound maxim in both cases. There is great

danger in hurrying the removal of a mass of adipose

matter, and nothing gained by calling for exertions

which require a full share of muscular power to accom-

plish.

Years ago we had many conversations with Wax. B.

Curtis on training and its effects on man. He was

among the first to break away from old notions, and,

being a man of intelligence, and more than that a think-

ing man, he could always give reasons for his deviations

from standard rules. Many of those reasons were, in a

manner, applicable to the conditioning of horses, and

rarely, indeed, were the results different. He had the

resolution to train himself, and if our recollection be cor-

rect, never employed a trainer. Without question he

was the best "ail-round" amateur athlete of his day, and

retained his "form" to an age, when a vast majority of

men fall far behind their previous gauge. Since that

time, nearly a quarter of a century ago, we have

watched quite a number of pedestrians in their training

exercises, and must say that we have profited by the

example. Therefore we feel that all of our readers who
take an interest in ordering either men or horses will

be pleased with the article copied.

Messenger Was Not a Thoroughbred Horse.

We will ask our readers not to be startled with this decla-

ration, but to consider carefully the proofs that we will pre-

sent. It has recently been found necessary to go over this

whole ground mure thoroughly and more laboriously than

ever before, and the evidence seems to be positive and com-

plete that Messenger was not thoroughbred. There is a cer-

tain class of minds, or perhaps we should say a certain class

of men without minds, who will not be convinced, not because

they know anything about the question, but because they

dou't know anything about it. The practical horsemen who
personally knew Messenger have all passed away. It waB

our good fortune, many years ago, to meet with perhaps a

dozen men who knew Messenger well, and they were all able

to recall him hi all his make-up and peculiarities. With a

number of these men there was a very strong conviction that

he was not a thoroughbred horse, and this conviction was

forced upon them, not by what they knew or did not known
about his pedigree, but by the structure and appearance of

the horse himselr.

Some twenty-five or thirty years ago there appeared in some

of the newspapers quite a well-written and elaborate article,

maintaining that Messenger was not thoroughbred, and in

our callowness we wrote an indignant reply, squelching oui

opponent with the remark that "The pedigree could be traced

in the English Stud-Book, and that was the end of it." Thu
was among the first of our contributions to the horse literal

tare of the country, and like all beginners and others, whether

old or young, who never get beyond the beginning point,

whatever we found in a book must be taken as conclusive an I

without question. Some eight or ten years ago our conn

dence in what we found in bookB, especially in the English

Stud-Bood, received a paralytic shock fromwhichit has never

recovered. When in London we called to pay our respects

to Dr. Walsh (Stonehenge), the greatest of living writers ou

the English horse. As the conversation ran along pleasantly

we had occasion to remark upon the great reliability of

English pedigrees, while those in America were so very unre-

liable. '-Reliability of English pedigrees," said he in evident

surprise. "Thomas, let Mr. Wallace see some of the early

volumes of my office copy of the stud-book." While the

young man wan getting the books we never can forget that

look of compassionate regret with which he Beemed to con-

template our ignoiance. After glancing through the volumes

and observing some of the great numbers of corrections,

eliminations, etc., we saw we had "put our foot in it," to use

a very homely phrase, and that "Stonehenge" must conclude

that we were very ignorant of the work which we had under-

taken to praise so highly. In this paralyzed condition we

soon brought to a close an otherwise pleaBant call.

A very able writer in the Edinburgh Review for 1864, in

speaking of the early pedigrees as recorded in the English

Stud-Book, says: "The early pedigrees are but little to be

relied upon, as they seem for the most part to have been

taken from traditional accounts of the stable, from descrip-

tions at the back of old pictures, and from advertisements,

none of which had to pa^s muster at the Herald's College.

Here we get a fair conception of the materials out of which

the early volumes of the English Stud-Book were made.

Englishmen of hfty or a hundred years before there was any

Btnd-book were no better and probably no worse than Ameri

oaos Hfty or a hundred years before there^was an American
Stud Book. There wa*> an inborn tendency in both people to
exaggerate and lie in the direction of the good and the famous,
and the same disposition to coneeal in the direction of the
bad and the unknown. But we must get down to the spec-
ific aud special enqniry before us. The right male line

through which Messenger is descended is as follows:
Darley Arabian, Flying Childers, Blaze, Sampson, Eng-

ineer, Mambrino, Messenger.
Now, as we have undertaken to prove a definite proposition

we must at the very start determine what a thoroughbred
horse is. In order that we may not be charged with being
too exacting in (he rale we may lay down, we will not insist

upon tbe English rule requiring every line iu every cross to
end in oriental blood, but we will take the lowest aud easiest
rale that has ever been suggested or accepted in this country.
As we understand it, tho easiest and lowest rule requires live

known and nncontaminated crosses, or if any line is shorter
than that it must terminate in oriental blood. This is the
rnle which we will apply, and certainly nobody can find
fault with it, for it is the broadest that his ever been recog-
nized by any authority or any usage. % We will pass over the
first and the second of the column, as the Darley Arabian
was of oriental blood, and without a thorough examination
we will concede that Flying Childers waB thoroughbred.
This brings us to the third in the column.

Blaze was a bay horse, foaled 1733, got by Childers, dam
Confederate Filly by Grey Grantham; grandam by Duke of

Rutland's Black Barb; yreat grandam, a mare called Bright's
Roan, of unknown breeding. The elements of this pedigree
will appear more fully and satisfactorily in the following tab-
ulation.

I

Darley Arabian

fChildera J
Careless

( Betty Leeds .... 1 Sister to Leeds

BLAZE, 1733.,

I,
Confederate Filly-;

(Daughter of .

( Brownlow Turk
/ Grey Grantham \ Unknown

I

Black Barb
Bright's Roan,

unknown

This pedigree is just as Mr, Weatherby gives it in his Stud
Book, and it will be seen that insteid of embracing rive nncon-
taminated crosses, it runs into the woods in two places it

going three generations from the horse himself. In remark-
ing upon this pedigree of Blaze, Mr. Eureu, in the introduc-
tion to the English Hackney Stud Book, uses this language:
"There would thus appear to have been a large proportion of

English blood in the dam of Blaze, though no one can say
what was its character—whether running, trotting, or amb-
ling." We need not add another word about this pedigree,

for it is apparent on its face that the horse was far from being
thoroughbred.
Sampson was a great, strong-boned black horse of the

coaching type. He was foaled 1745, was got by Blaze, aud
was said to be out of a mare by Hip, she out of a mare by
Spark, she out of a mare by Snake, and she out of D'Arcy's
Queen. This is the maternal line as given by Mr. Weatherby,
without qualification, and this is the pedigree under which
the horse was advertised for public service. As a matter of

course, as we have just demonstrated that bis sire Blaze was
not a thoroughbred horse, this son con Id not be thorough -

bred, even if we accept all that Mr. Weatherby has claimed
on the side of his dam, but the best evidence goes to show
that this pedigree of the dam was wholly fictitious. Iu 1778
Mr. John Lawrence, an eminent writer aud the author of

several works on the horse, employed a Yorkshireman to do
some work for him in the way of investigations. This man
was then about sixty years of age, and was intelligent, cap ible

and honest, for all of which Mr. Lawrence avouches. A3 it

turned oat, this man had been in the employ of Mr. Preston,

the breeder of Sampson, for several years, and he took the

mare to the cover of Blaze, from which cover came Sampson.
This man bitted aud broke Sampson, and had him in charge

when he appeared for his first race at Malton, where he was
laughed at for bringing a coach-horse to run for the Cup, but

Sampson ran and won it. The horse was then sold to Mr.
RobinBon, and he went with the horse into the service of bis

new owner. He said the dam of Sampson was called a Hip
mare, but that her breeding was really unknown. Mr. Lawrence
afterward veriried the truth of what this man said by all the

horsemen in the neighborhood of where Sampson was bred,

and fully satisfied himself that the breeding of the mare was
unknown. He says this was farther cofirmed by the appearance
of the family, down to and including Mambrino. With the ex-

ception of Bay Malton they were all coarse and coachy in their

appearance. These facte were reached by Mr. Lawrence iu

1778, and they go to the very marrow of the question. The
man who took the mare to the horse was twenty-seven years

old at the time; he had every opportunity to know whereof

he bhirmed, and his intelligence and truthfulness are fully

avouched for. There is no way, therefore, that we can get

around this evidence, and we are compelled to accept it in

preference to a mere copy of a "cooked-up" advertisement

that Mr. Wetherby published in 1803. The difficulty about

Sampson's pedigree, therefore, in claiming for him thorough-

bred rank, is far greater and more immediate than the fact

that his sire was not thoroughbred, for the breeding of his

dam was really unknown, and that excludes him forever from
that rank.
Engineer was a brown horse, foaled 1755. He was got by

Sampson and out of Miner's dam, by Young Greyhound;
grandam by Curwen's Bay Barb. This is just as Mr.

Weatherby gives the pedigree, and it is all that either he or

Mr. Pick gives. The following tabulation will show the

defects more clearly:

Elft_fi (Childera
1

\ Confederate Filly

f Sampson.

ENGINEER .

( Greyhound
r Young Greyhound ( Pet Mare

Miner's Dam..
j
Bay Barb

( Daughter of \ Unknown

We might dismiss this pedigree on the grounds that hie

sire was nut thoroughbred, and hence it is impossible that

he should be thoroughbred, but there is still another vital

reason for rejecting him. It will be observed that his third

dam is unknown, and that of itself throws him out.

Mambrino was a large gray coaching stallion, foaled 1768,

got by Engineer, dam by Cade; grandam by Bolton Little

John; great-grandam Favorite, by a son of Bald Galloway;

great-great-grandam by a foreign horse of Sir T. Gascoigne's,

and there the pedigree stops short of tbe fifth dam. This

is the iorm in which Mr. Weatherby gives this pedigree,

and there are two points of especial interest in it. What

was the dam of this "Son of the Bald Galloway?" And
what was this "Foreign Horse?" These points are vital,

and none of our Eoglish authors have given us any infor-

I
mation about them. Although the maternal side of this ped-

igree is better than that of hia sire, hia grandBire or his

reat-grand sire, it is still far short of "five uncon'aminated
crosses" in several directions, and must be pronounced not
thoroughbred, under the rule, even if we tial not already
demonstrated that his sire was not thoroughbred. Mam-
brino was a great race-horse, but he left not ii> g behind that
even approache i his own powers. The point about fthich
W3 are most interested here is the fact that he possessed
phenomenal trotting action which be trausmilted.
Messenger was foaled 1780, got by llambrino, as we learn

from the raoing calendar; dam said to be by Turf, granrinm
by Regulus, great-gran. iam by Starling, and she ont of
Snap's dam, etc. We don't know to this day by whom
Meesenger was bred. When brought to ihis c .untry it wa-*
stated that he was bred by John Pratt, while iu Voiums III
of the English Turf Register it is stated ihat "he whs bred
by ,md the property of Mr. Bullock." There Is a great deal
that is mysterious and unknown about this horse, not ouly
as to the question of who bred him, but also as to wbo
brought him to ihis country. Neither his breeder nor his
importer has been clearly identified, and in fixing nprn
Thomas Benger as the man who brought him to thiscouu-
try, we have been dependent upon a number of outsi'le
circumstances rather than upon direct and positive inforruH-
tion. It is to the breeding of his reputed dam, however,
ihit we now wish to cad particular attention. In ordtr to
get all the facts and circmn-tancts before the miuds of our
readers, we mu-t a^ain present tbe record of the family as
it appears in Mr. Wtatherby's Stud Bojk.
Regulus Mare (sis'er lo Figurante), her dam by Starling,

out of Snap's dam.
PRO* UCE.

17G9, b f by Herod, (dam of Alert).
| M, Vprnni,

1770, blc Hyacinth, by Turf.
(

e no"-'

1771, bl c Leviathan , ift. Mungo), by Marsfce, Lord Abingdon.
I77.i, — f by Turr.

,

1774, - f by Ditto tdam of Messenger), f L d Groavenor
1777, bl f by Dux.

f
1* " ^roavenor-

17-i0, b f by Justice (dam of Equity). /

1782. b c Vulcan, by Jusilco. .Mr. Ponton.
I7"3, b c Savage, by Sweetbriar. i

1781. b f Ariel, by Uig..flyer, [dam of Sir. Hamilton's [ Mr. Bullock.
Swindler, by Bagoi). )

The first impression marie upon the mind by an examin-
ation of this family of the Regulus Mare is that tbe insertion
of Messenger in this place was an afterthought It is very
evident that tbe Turf Mare was not furnished to Ml.
Weatherby for registration, or her color would have been
given. If this mare h,td beeu bred by Lord Grovesuor, as
Mr. Weitherby says, or any other prjmiuent breeder, and if

her pedigree had been correct, we would have found some
ot her trace of her somewherein the Stnd Boob. In his i'urf

Register Mr. Pick says this repuied Turf Mare was bred by
Lord Bolingbroke, but he gives nj evidence that he knew
anything about it. Under the=e circumstances, and from all

the information that is given in the records of these two
authorities, if the pedigree were to come to us to-day for reg-
istration we would, iu all good conscience, be compelled to
reject it. In order to determine whether the breeding of the
dam of Messenger, as here r presented, was a myth, we have
carefully and laboriously gone through all tbe recorded ped-
igrees of the last century to see whether any trace of either
of these two Turf Mares could be found, either direct or col-

lateral. It is needless to say that our search was wholly
fruitless, for neither in Weatherby or Pick is there any shadow
of evidenca that such mares ever existed, except iu this one
entry.

In 1803 Mr. Weatherby published the first volume of his
Stud Boob, and this volume went through two or three sub-
sequent editions. Upon a careful comparison of the first

with following ed.tions we Had that he threw out about 10 per
cent, of the matter in bis tirst edition as not trustworthy. In
reaching the amount of matter thrown out we counted ODly
the entire families, as the fumily of the Regulus Mare above.
Beside these families we found a great multitude of individ-
uals excluded in later editions that were members of families
retained. It was so in the case of the Regulus Mare before
ns. A number of her descendants appear in subsequent edi-
tions and volumes, but the two reputed Turf Mares seem to
hrtve been excluded ever afterward as spurious. As a matter
of course we cannot assert as a recorded fact that they were
excluded for this reason, but we can assert that they never
appeared again, and this is the reasonable interpretation of
their exclusion. In his revision Mr. Wetherby seems to have
drawn the line at 17S0, and beyond that line he treated all as
traditional, aud assumed no control or power of correction in
families, whatever he may have done with individuals. From
the incomplete <i ad unsatisfactory nature of the original entry
of these two repute.d turf lillies in the Stud Book; from the
fact that the breeder is unknown, and could not have
been kuowu wheu the entry was made; and from the fact
that neither they nor their descendants were ever admitted
in any other form, we reach the conclusion that they were
probably spurious, aud we therefore do not hesitate to
reject them, just as we have rejected a thousand other ped-
igiees with even belter evidence in their support.
The whole case may be summarized as follows: Blaze was

not thoroughbred because, iu his pedigree, and only three
removes from him, we strike two lines of unknown blood.
Sampson, the son of Blaze, was not thoroughbred because

(1) his sire was not thoroughbred, aud (2) his dam, as shown
Oy contemporaneous evuleuee, was of an unknown breeding.

Engineer, son of Sampsou, was not thoroughbred because
[1) his sire was not thoroughbred, and (2) we strike unknowa
blood on the side of his dam only three removes from him.
Mambrino, son of Engineer, was not thoroughbred because,

(1) his sire was not thoroughbred, and (2) the fifth dam is

unknown, besides other nnknown and undefined elements in
other lines.

Messenger, son of Mambrino, waB not thoroughbred
because (1) his sire was not thoroughbred, and (2) his dam,
never fully identified, seems afterward to hive been rejected
by Mr. Weatherby, and as there is no evidence, direct, col-

lateral or circumstantial to support the pedigree as originally

given, it must be rejected here.

Complete and conclusive as these facts may be, there is

still another fact equally complete aud still more convincing.
Messenger possessed and traosmitted qualities that no thor-
oughbred horse, in the experience of mau, ever possessed or
transmitted. This, however, opens tbe do>rto the literature

of tbe wbo'e subject of trotting, upon which it is not our
intention now to enter. The only argument that cau be
urged against this demonstration of the truth that Messenger
was not thoroughbred is the fact tbat all the horses we have
named in tbe male ancestrnl line of Messenger were race-
horses. It is true they ran and woa races at all distances,
but how fast did they run? It is true, also, that some of
these r ce.i were for the distauce of four miles, >uzt where can
you find an ordinary plug that is not able to run four miles
if you give him time enough? Some years ago a "half-bred"
horse won the English Derby, and the fastest horse, at all

distances, by the record, that this country has ever produced,
was not thoroughbred. The rule is that "ti _ the
pedigree the better the ohauce for a race-h-
rale has many exception.
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Bipedal Traioing.

[Sanday Chronicle, Dec. l*tb .]

The art of training, as tbe tDrui is used by professional

a bletes, is :i.t iuy more or lea^ t a<i tbe <>rt of pelting thin

:iu i =ir jug at the ^ame time Sun.e medical men do not hesi-

tate to a-s^rt tbat fatoi adipose tissue, as they call it, is tbe

evidence uf disease. According to tbis opinion btout people are

all unhealthy. Doctors, however, are not mfalliule, and it not

uulr tiqemij happens that a miu attains robust health by per-

sisting m s nie course wuich his medical advisers asturedhim

would cut short h s life. Professional athletes, wlo are noth-

ing if not b«!.ltijy. do ujHny things that are abhorred by meoi-

caTmen, aud yei surviveloa g .udrouud dge The last advice

which a pr.«:e^sio^al athlete or profession.il trainer looks or

i, the advi-b oi a physician. Toe prufe^sioual traiuer who
nu lerstau is his business has very s mple aud yet effectual

remedies for curing the sqj dl ills that afflict athletic flesh.

Medicine is Lis last recour.-e, aua when be de*-ms the advice

of a doctor essential he looks on the patient as no longer a

souud mm but an invalid who demands extreme measures.

Sutiib people might attribute this prejudice of the experi-

enced professions trainer to ignorance. Tbe successful

lr iiner, however, is not a man iguoraut of the laws of hy-

giene. U dettered he may be, but be knows how to perserve

health and a Id to a man's store of vitality and strength. Too
many puysicians, aud especially the younger members of tne

pr.de-.sion, look with moie ur less contempt on the study of

hyg eue. Their ambition is to disperse ailments and rout

disease by pills aud prescriptions. To the man who is

sirctched on a bed of p in, from which it is possible he may
never again rise, they are a great solace aud blessiug. To
the person, however, who is still stroug enough to attend to

his daily work, but who feels the need of some change in his

method of hviig. they aie frequently no advautage. They

Bound his cbest, test his heart and examine bis tongue, and

if they hud no evidences of organic distass dismiss him with

a pres^-np ion that costs him a few dollars. The empty
medicine uotile or pill box is perhaps all he has to show foi

his "consult iiiuD with the man of Eiculapian wisdom. He is

still troubled with tbe cousciousut-t-s of physical infirmity,

thai inighi be greatly aLeviated oi compl tely removed by a

corrmon sense compliance witn tbesioiplest laws of hygiene

The sam- man, if submited to a modification of the system of

traioiug athletes, would, in all probability, be made agiin

hale both in body aud mind. Some mm who have attained

considerable promioence in athletics in this country were

lea i into tbe development of their muscular system by con-

siderations of heilth. The late Charles Bennett, once so

famous as the ehampiou athlete of the Olympic Club, attained

his great strength by diligent exercise.

Keunedy, the oarsman, whoa few years ago was deemed a

mutch for Hanlan, and on whom much money was staked by

his coutident backers, would never have practiced rowing
were it not that he found Borne outdoor exercise a physical

necessity. Systematic attention to the laws of health

brought'him up in the physical scale from a weak-chested
watchmaker to a rugged oarsman, whose speed and stamiua

were considered equal to those of such a phenomenally
healthy ani powerful man as Haulan had shown himself at

the time The race only demonstrated, however, that the

man born wi h a great constitution is, while his physique

is unimpaired, the superior of the man who achieves

strength through physical exercise. Hanlan won with ea-^e

e.'ter a mile had been covered, his superior vitality enabl ng
him to wear out the more artificial stieugtb of his com-
petitor. This brings us back to the statement at the begin-

ning with r^g*rd to fat people. That fat is in a moderate
degree the best evidence of health, is shown by such men as

Haulau, Sullivan and various other professional athletes who
have exhibite i marvelous stamina in their contests. The
professional trainer regards with lack of confidence the athlete

who does not possess the digestive ability to add rapidily to

Lis weight as soou as his exercise is lessened or suspended.

The iuclinaijn to carry a superabundance of flesh when idle

is the best possible guarantee that if the man's heart and
lungB are ad right he can be trained with ease, and made
pbeuotnenHlly strong when reduced to his proper performing
weight. The best athletes in the country purposely increase

their weigbt occasionally so that their vitality may not be

impaired by remaining too long in training. John L. Sulli-

van, who is the most notable example of combined strength

and activity in the athletic world, is almost violently addicted

to carrying superfluous flesh. So is almost every acknowl-

edged ch impion among the professiooal athletes. Here and
there one may see a man who seems an exception to the

rule, but his success is generally brief, and he either suc-

cumbs to the rigors of training or is easily defeated by some
man who posses-es the power to raise or lower his weight

from tif een to thirty pounds. Such a feat seems impossible

to mmy people who Hud themselves steadily falling into flesh

without knowing ho* to remedy it. The way is plain, how-
ever, and any person exerting the necessary amount of

muscla an 1 determination can accomplish the feat. The
mauner of traijiug professional athletes as been so often

described ih -t most people who take any interest in sporting

evtnts have s jdh notion of it. Ideas on training, however,
have changed with oih-r things, and what was the estab-

lished rule teu years ago is do longer the law with prolessional

traimrs. Common sense is coming more into play all the

time, and the result is shown in the wonderful feats of

muscle year a?t»_r year placed ou record as proof that man
improves rather than degeuerates. Some thingB never

change however, and one of th -so is the fact that the first

essential for a great athleta is a large score of vitality and some
superfluous ftVsb, if he ueeds it. The athlete with a uu 1-dog

neck add the the*s of a quar'er horse was the favorite type of

runner on ttie 200-yards course of the aoc ents, and the same
style of man to-day holds the supremacy. All the great

spriut-runuers are men of prodigious muscular power, who,
out of training, carry from ten to twenty pounds more flesh

than they deem necessary for a ruce.

The amateur athlete is constantly falling into the error of

thinking that what suits the professional must exactly agree

with his ooustitution. This U natural enough, but it is alto-

gether erroneous, and often productive of physicaliujury. There
is much tbe same difference between a champion professional

athlete aud an average amateur that there is between a bar

of iron aod a lomp of putty. Tbe professional ohampion,in
the first pi ice, must be a man of extraordinary physique or

he nev cr could have attained prominence in the athletic

world. He may not be a giant in stature or muscle, but he is

o phenomen of vitality, and it is that which brings him to

t\ie front. He has the appetite of a horse, and the digestion

of an o-tneb, and could grow stronger daily on exercise that

".Tould cripple an or unary man in a week. The most impor-
ant consi leratou however, is that the professional athelete

tm-t nothing else to do than improve his stamiua and tought n
is mu-cles daily. His mind runs to musculur develop-

ment, and his brain is purposely left untaxed by anything
but thoughts of how to improve his physical condi'ioD.

Even in this light mental labor he is assisted by his trainer,

whose ambition is to make his man a perfect muscular
machine, and subdue any nervous and mental activity that

might detract a yard from his speed or an ounce from his

stiength.

The ama'eur who foolishly proceeds t) improve his

strength by following the same ruies observed by the pro-

fessional athlete boou finds himself degenerating. He begins,

perhaps, by making the mistake of sopposiog that his vitality

is extraordinary Even if he be right in tbis respect he for-

gets that his daily work, whatever it be, takes away a certain

amount from his strength and nervous system. The exercise

which makes the sturdy and easy-minded professional go to

his bed with a perfect circulation ani quiet nerves, semis the

overworked amateur between the sueets with the symptoms
of incipient fever. Instead of the quiet, refreshing sleep of

the infaut, he obtains only the imperfect rest of an invalid,

and unless he modifies his system of exerciBe daily prows

weaker rather than stronger. He is particularly unfortunate

if his exercise be taken in a closed gymnasium, for there the

disadvantages of impure air are added to the evils of excessive

muscular work. The average man who has to earn his live-

lihood in an office or store needs very little exercise after his

day's work is done. An hour's gentle walking in the park

will do him as much good as the same time spent lifting

heavy dumb-bells in an improperly ventilated gymnasium
will do him harm. Much depends, of coarse, on whether he

is stout or thin.

In our gymDasiums any day we may see fat men commit-
ting the indiscretion of doing violent gymnastics or rushing

along the running path at the risk of inducing aneurism.

The slim man who needs fat more than muscle can be seen

tugging at huge dumb-bells that stiain his muscleB and take

away the remnants of his small store of vitality. Both these

misguided enthusiasts suffer rather than benefit by exercise.

The slim man can, by judicious exercise and attention to

his diet, grow strong w.thont making a beast of burden of

himself, and the fat mau a mold of form without trying to

wipe out the records of the race-*.rack. Violent exercise in

any form is injurious to all men aod to those of sedentary

ocenpa ions, aud in middle life positively dangerous. Tbe
professional regime for an athlete in training, if observed

with common-sense qualifications, will make all men or

women, not originally diseased, stroug and vigorous. It

will add to the weight of the unduly thin ones and reduce the

girth of those distressed by fat. Perfect cleanliness of the

skin is the first desideratum. A sponge bath and a vigorous

rubbing with coarse towels should begin the day. The red-

der the skin becomes and the longer it remains pink after

the bath the better. The amount of cold water that cau be
beneficially applied to the skin can be gauged by the quiok-

ness with which tbe redness of the skin appears, indicating a

vigorous surface circulation. If the reaction be slight apply

the cold water sparingly at first, avoid showers, and depend
mere on the vigorous applications of the towels. As the

training proceeds the circulation becomes more active, so

that tbe most violent Bhower-bath will not do aoy harm
Neither will it, as a steady thing, do good. The best athletes

take showers only after exercising, when the blood is still

rapidly coursing through the skin and the reaction from the

shock of the cold water is instantaneous. Some people think

that a cold shower on a perspiring man is dangerous, yet this

is what some of the strongest do with impunity. Sea water

baths are preferable if obtainable, but swimming before break-

fast and long walking or other exercise before breakf tst, are

not as a rule to be recommended, except the person be very

stout and vigorous. The best athletes are satisfied with a

stroll ot a mite or so before breakfast to tone the stomach aud
benefit the lungs after the night. Breakfast should be a

moderate meal, without hot bread, hot cakes, doughnuts,
strong black coffee, or any of the other aids to dyspepsia and
indigestion. A broiled chop or chops, some graham bread

and a cup of tea is an athletic breakfast that can be slightly

embellished and do good service to the person in quest of

health. No exact details can be laid do n for anyone.
The gtneral rules hold good, however, that whether thin or

fat one shonld avoid hot bread, pastry, and other dyspeptic

food, and also dispense with stroug stimulants. Appetizers

before any meal are fatal. "Walking is most to be recom-
mended, as it costs nothing but time, and is more efficacious

to make the weak vigorous and the fat symmetrical than any
other moderate exercise. For this reason a walk to busi-

ness and from it is beneficial. The thin man will do him-
self good by taking soup not too highly flavored at his lunch
and dinner, and the fat man by avoiding it. Stews not too

BUggestive of condiments will increase the weak man's weight
and rare roast beef with a small allowance of vegetables aud
oeer or wine will prevent the corpulent person from gaining
additional fat. Boast chicken, broiled steaks or chops,

boiled eggs, and in fact any meats but pork, properly cooked
in any way but in a frying-pan, are allowable for dinner,

vegetables and drinks being regulated to the physique of the

diner. A bottle of good English ale or porter is to be greatly

recommended to the man Id search of strength, aod to be

avoided by the corpulent. For the latter the rule cao be laid

down as infallible that fluids of every kind increase the bulk.

Drinks after or before meals, with the exception of a glass of

pure cold water before breakfast are not good. No corpulent

man, except by the most violent exeroise aud persistent

sweating, can reduce his weight while he adheres to stroug

coffee or alcoholic drinks, or even strong tea. Any business

man cannot walk too much, if he but walk at a natural pace.

If he be thin the more time be spends in the open air the

greater the benefit, and the same rule holds good if he desires

to reduce his weight. In one case he needs light clothing,

in the other heavy, and after his long walk he should invari-

ably change his under garments aud take a sponge bath and a

vigorous rub. Exercise is not beneficial until an hour or so

after eating, and the bath should never be deferred until after

the meal, but should be taken directly the walk is ended
Some members of walking clubs in this city do a Bpin of six

or seven miles before breakfast, but they Iobs iu vitality

more than they gain in muscle and lung power. The best

athletes never take their heavy exercise until after breakfast,

and some defer it even till the hours between the midday
meal and supper, believing that the system is then in betier

condition than in the early hours of the day.
It is a golden rnle to begin any kind of exercise in modera-

tion, and the violation of tbis principle is what makes futile

the efforts of the weak to gain flesh and the corpulent to lose

it The first impulse of the man who determines that physi-
cal exercise is necessary, is to rush into a gymnasium or out
on the Cliff House road, and attempt to eclipse the feats of

Sullivan or O'Leary. Next day he is either prostrated by
fatigue or eorjBomed by iutemal fever, that compels him to

swallow bnckbts of water, and the first effort at training is

productive of positive injury. Staying-power is the gieat

quality in tbe successful professional athlete. Staying-power,
which is ouly auother term for grit and persistency, is what
is essential to the man who would grow strong or thin as the

|
c-tse may be, by physical extr.i.e. Comparatively few have

the necessary staying-power. Theix enthusiasm or energy
so -n dies out and the struggle is abandoned. Tbe important
fac is not borne in mind that it takes a lung time to reuew a
debilitated constitution, or to safely reduce a corpulent frame.
Exercise cannot change in a montu the natural resuliB of
negligence or intemperance in foou or drink. Aoyoue who
would remember this fact and take to heart the simple lesson
taught by a sensi le haud-book on physical training, should
be able t - attain that degree of phjsual and mental comfort
and healtbfuluess which is the guarantee of a happier exist-

ence if not a more successf n 1 carter.

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to ueud for publication tbe earneBl possi-

ble notices of wLelps, sales, aameu claimed, presentations and deatLs
In their kennels, in all instances writing pUiuly names of uirt>ana dam,
and ot grandparents, colors, dales and breed.

Visio.

California Kennel's English setter Sweetheart (Count Noble
—Dashing Novice) to owner's Harold (Gatu— Gem) ou Decem-
ber 4, 18&7.

California Kennel's English setter Janet (Count Noble

—

Dasl- n » Novice) to owuar's Load=tjue (Gladstone—Flounce)
on Dumber 5, lb*S7.

Death-

Mr. Win. Schreiber lost by death, on Dec. 18th, the pointer

Martin B., by Tom Piuch—Lassie.

The judges chosen for the Held trials are very goo! men,
and Ihvr all had more or less experience at trials. Mr. B*t-

terthwaite was for a time connected With tne sportsmen's
press, and has attended severa trials, b< si ies judgiug in this

State last year. Mr Van ievurt has hand e i at trials and
should make a good judge. Mr. Faft has also area many
good dogs woik.

It will be learn d with regroc that Mr. Schreiber has lost

another of his Tom Piuch—Lassie pupp.es, and one of the

best. He s ill owns one, and Mr. Harry Win of tbis city is

tbe fortunate possessor of another. A singular fatality natt

followed the litter.

Pacific Coast Field Trial Club.

A meeting of the Executive Committee was held last week,
at which President Elwards aud Directors Schreiuer and
Post were present. Messrs R. T. Vandevort of Pasadena,
Cal., F. A. faft of Truckee, aud Franklin oatterthwaile of

Newark, N. J., were aunounced as judges for the coming
tri Is. A special committee sent to Hantord to inspect the

grounds eelected for trial u-e, reported that for some reason

the birds had migrated, and could not be found in any suit-

able locality near Ilanford. It was therefore or lered that the

trials be not held near Hanford. The committee will i-ecnre

a suitable plase and announce it in the next issue of this

paper. It will probably be either in Sonoma County or near
Copperopolis.

_

Eastern Field Trial Club's Pointer Stake.

For the Pointer Stake, begun on November 29fch, at High
Poiot, there were thirteen starters, mist of them of very high
quality, although they did not average bo well as the entries

in the Setter Stake in held work.

The judges were Messrs. D. C. Bergnndthal, Washington A.
Coster and H. B. Duryea. The winner of hrst, T»mmaoy, is

quite plain in appearance, but is a steady worker, with tin*

nose aud excellent judgment.
His winning the ''double event" was taken in good part

by his han iler John White, who very modestly put it this

way: "Tammany is now High Pointer; he beat Buckellew,
who beat Gloster, who beat R iderigo, who beat Gath's Mirk,
who beat a lot o f others, ergo he has beaten all the btBt dugs,

including the champion, and is the best dog iu the World.
He will now retire on his laurels and give the others a
chance." Tuesday was a beautiful day. with scarcely a cloud
to be seen. It was quite cold, however, and even with heavy-

overcoats it was not possible to keep comfortably worm on
horseback. Scent was apparently good, although the birds

did not run about much, and at times were haid to rind.

Tuesday.

Neversink—Springbok.—Put down at 8:36, Neversink,
handled by Luke White, aod Springbok by John Wnite. In
pace, range and style Springbok was much the best, going
at a fairly good rate of speed and moving nicely. He also

showed fair s y e when on game. Neversink also went
fairly well, but appeared to be rank aud would not baok.
Spring fomd three bevieB, two of which he pointed nicely

and oue he flashed a portion of and dropped, and then pointed
the remainder. He also retrieved, but had no opportunity to

back, aB the only point that Neversink scored was to the tirst

bevy after Spring had found it. None of the scattering birMs

could be found except two that were flushed by tne handlers.

At 9:25 Springbok was declared the winner.
Dcke of Hessen -Nick of Naso.—Considerable interest

was manifest in this brace. Duke was imported last May,
and won tirst at New York iu the light-weight class. He was
a winner in the Euglish Derby, and great things were ex*

pected of him. He is a very stylish going dog, with a fair

turn of speed and ranges well. In these respects he is supe-
rior to Nick. The Utter was more stylish on point, and has
had more experience on our game, aud had tbe best of it in

the work. He did not come op to his form of last year, hav-
ing slowed down somewhat and shortened his range. At the
end of one hour they were ordered up, aod the heat was
awarded to Nick. Duke refused to back, while Nick backed
in elegant style. Nick retrieved, but not in first-class form,
Duke having no opportunity.
Cornerstone—Tammany.— This -brace was put down at

10:42. Cornerstone, handled by Gleason, divided third at

the Western Trials last year. He moved fairly well, but is

not fast. In pace, range and style Tammany had the advan-
tage. He also had the best of it in the work, and at the end
of 36 minutes Wd6 declared the winner. The heat was far

from being a brilliant one, both dogs going slow a large por-
tion of the time, and it was very fortunate for both that the
other dog did nothing. Finally Tammaoy woke up, made a
cast, and found a bevy in good style, and had much tbe best

of the work among tbe scatter? d birds.

King of Kent—Ben.— Were put down at 10:23. King is a
recent importatioo. Ue is a very good-looking dog, fast and
stylish; a good ranger, and goes with his head well up. He
also shows up well when ou game. In the absence of Capt.
MoMurdo Buckle handled him, uu as he had never run him
before King was under a disadvantage, bb he was continually
looking for the Captain. Bon is far from handsome, goes at

a slow, lumbering gait, and his no pretentions to style. Ha
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is said to be a very killing dog, but he evidently did not
undtsrstiiid the noise and bus;le of a field trial. King beat
him at nil points, aud at 12:25 was declarod the winuer.
Dos's Dot—Match II.—At 1:25, after lunch, John E. Gill's

liver and w hite bitch Don's Dut, by Vaudevon's Djo—
Beulah, bandied by Charles Tucker, and Dr. H. G. Prestou's
liver and white dog Mutch II, by Baug Bang—Bellooa,
handled by S. G. Bradley, were cast off in the open. Soon
after starting Match pointed a bevy which flushed wild to a
good point. Match roi-U-d to a flush twice m pine woods on
single birds. A large area was tliawo blank. Tucker walked
into a bevy on one side of it as Djt came into it in the other
aud flushed it. Djt flushed a bird aud in a short time after-

ward secured a poiit uu a single and was steady to wing aud
shot. Tue bevy flushed wild a few yards away. Match
pointed and roaded One of the scattered birds. On a single

bin! whicb he puiuted Match mate an in liffereut rerieve.
Then Dot poined and wa-. steady to wiug aud shut. Dot
rttrieved a bird thrown out by tbe judges. There was Utile

difference in pace, style and range. Up at 2:37.

Lalla Rookh—Jetsam —At 2:44 Col C. H. Odell's orange
and while b.tjh Lalla Rookh, by Sensation's Sou— White's
Grace, handled by Luke* Wane, an I the Pit s urgh Kennel
Club's ulaek pointer bitch Jetsam, by Sam'iu—Diana, were cast

off in au open tielJ. L ilia poinded soun nfter .-tirtiii; aud was
b tcked by Je sam; Lalla di covered error and moved on. A
few yards further on, on snort grass. Jetsam dropped to a

point on a single and was steady to shot. Jett-am again
dropped to a point, after going a few yards on some of the
runuiug birds; Laila flushed and dropped to wiug. In an
orcbar J Lalla pointed nicely and Jetsam dropped to order;

Lalla ruaded a few y.rJs, the bird flu.-med and Lalla dropped
to wing. In pine woods on the scattered birds, Ldla pointed
and Jetsam ua.-ked to cautiou; both were steady to shot and
wing. Laila ha I the advantage in pace, range aud style.

Ordered up at 8:02. Lalla Rjolsh woo.
Dana bad a bye.

SECOND SERIES.

Springbok—Dana.—At 3:04 bpringbok and Geo. J. Gray's

liver aud white bitch Dana, by Cornerstone—Nedie Drew,
handled bj A. J. Gleason, werecaBt off. Spring pointed near
the judges' horses' ftec, and was steady to sbot and wing. As
Springbok moved on a single flashed wild. Next D ma false-

pomted, aud soon afterward made a point on a bird and was
steady to shot and wing. Springbok false-poiuted. In
pine woods he retrieved nicely after pointing the bird and
behaviug well to wiDg and shot. Nest Springbok and
Daua oth pointed; Spr.ngbok roaded three or tunr yards
aud flushed the bird. Next Daua backed Spiingbok's
false point. In a cornfield a bevy was flushed by the

judg*-s, Dana being near but not to blame. The dogi were
ordered up then. Time, 4:00. Spiingbok won.
Tammany—Nick of Naso.—At 4:16 they were started in a

cornfield. Soon alter staittng Nick poiute I a hevy in sedge

grass in a bottom, and held bis point well. Tammany flashed

the bevy. It was marked down in sedge grass ou top of a

hill. Nick stopped tn a flush on a single, then pointed and
Lewis flushed several more. At the same time Tammany, a

few yards to tbe right, pointed a bird and it flushed wild; he
retrieved the bird lairly well. Tammany stopped to a point

near the judges' horses and two birds flnshed a few yards to

one side. Tammany stoppe J on a stylish point on a single

marced down in an open neld; Nick backed; botu were steady

to shot. Tammmysoon poin ed agaiuuna bird; g >od point.

A bevy was flushed by the judged an t marked down in pines

close by. Tammany pointed a single bird, and Nick, forty

yards to the rear, backed. Tammany was a little unsteady to

wing. Soon after going on he pointed another bird well.

The dogs were ordered up at 4:41, and Tammany won. Beth
were ttylish. Tammany had better pace and raDge.

King of Kent—Don's Dot. —They were cast off at 4:54 and
ordered up at 2:02. No work on birds was done.

Wednesday.
The day was cool and cloudy at Jimes. A. raw wind blew

from north to rforthwest. A start was made at .he Glass

House.
King of KenI—Don's Dot.—They were cast off at 8:30 m

an opeu neld. Kent had greater speed and range and opened

the work by pointing a bevy uicely in a small piece of se^'ge

in the corner of a field. Dot bacted for a nunient then brose

Lack aud was a little unsteady t.> wing and shoe. Kent
retrieved the dead bird well. Dot pointed one of the scat-

tered birds and was well backed. Dot moved on and King
joined in the roading and both were responsible for tue flush

which fodowed. Next Dot poiuted and moved in and flushed

and was steady to shot and wing and retrieved. Nest Dot
false-pointed aud the heat ended. Tima 9:00. King of Kent
won.
Lalla Rookh had a bye.

THIRD SERIES.

Springbok— Lalla Rookh.—They were cast off at 9:01.

Springbok false-poiuted in oak woods and Lalla shortly after-

ward naif pointed and moved on. Nest, in sedge grass in

woods. Springbok pointed, moved on aud roaded about thirty

yards across wind aud poiuted a bevy nicely. Both dogs

were steady to shot and wing. Springbok retrieved nicely; a

very g »od piece of wora. Ou some birds marked down by

spectators Springbok caught scent of a bird and sprang in

and flusned. Next Laila secured a good p jiut on a bird in

pine woods and was well backed. The dogs were harried too

much and consequently the work done was not as perfect

as it otherwise would have been. By the edge of- souih pine

woods Springbok pointed a bird uud Lalla backed well.

The bird was flushed afler the dogs were ordered ou. Shortly

afterward Springbok poiuted another bird, moved on, and

L-illa whipped ahead and stole the point. White shot and

killed and Lalla retrieved. Another point on a bird and a

goo i baok for Lalla and the heat ended. Time 10:33. Sprmg-

lok bad a wi er range; in pace aDd style they were about

equal. Springbok won. A. number of false-points were

niai e dnnug the heat.

Tammany—King of Kent—They were cast off at 10:40.

Tammauy got the first (.oint ou a bevy in sedge grass in pine

wools King flushed a bevy. Soon afterward, on ihe scat-

tered birds Tammany flusued. N^xt the dogs roaded well

but got upwind of "the birds which were flushed by the

judges as they rode up. Tammany secured a point on a sin-

gle and was steady to sbot ad wiug. Next Tammauy
flushed and dropped to wing and would not Btir. He had

scent ot some remaining birds which his handler flushed to

his point. King m tide a flush and the heat ended. Time

11:59 Tammany had the pace, range and style over Spring-

bok. As both dogs belonged to the same owner, the judges

decided nrst place without further runuiDg, the rules per-

mitting them to do so. Tammany was declared the winner.

FIFTH SERIES.

Springbok— Nick of Naso.—Nick of Naso was selected as

the btst of tue dogs beaten by Tammany, to run for second

place with Springbok. They were cast off at 11:44. The

heat was a long, tiresome one, and both dogs were ranging

very close at the end. So far as merit was concerned there
was little difference between thtro aud there was such a

scramble between the handlers that neither dog had au
opportunity to sbow his real merit. From 1:30 to 2:22 was
occupied in lunching. Ihe beat ended at 2 46 and Spriug-
b. >k won secoud. Ther« was Very little difference in the
quality or quantity of tue work.
Tbe judges decided third place without further runuing.

Nick of Naso and Lalla Rookh were placed third.

High Poivt. N. C, November 29. 1887.—All-Age Pointtn Stake.—
Open to all pointers, excepting any first prize winner of any All-Age
SUke. or winuer of an> spt-cial pointer cup in All-Age SUkeB at any
recognized eid trials lat prize S:iuQ; 2d SI5Q <ind two equal thirds ot

£50eacb. Koifeit $10, and »2ti addilional to fill Cloaed Jet. 1, 18H7.

Judges—D. (J. Berfiundinjl, Wasbingtonwiih twenty-nine entries.
A. Coster, H 3. Duryea.

F. It. Hitchcock's liver and)
white dog Springbok, by

'

Mainspring—Cur-few,
[

C. J- Peahall's liver and white i

dog Nick of Naso, by Naso
'

II—Pe tigo,

F. B. Hitchcock's liver and
white dog Tainmany, by
Tory— Moonstone,

Edward Dexters liver and
white dog King of Kent, by

JPriam—Kent's Baby, )
J. E. trill's liver and white 1

bilco Don's Dot. by Vande-

[

vort's Don—Beul ih, )
Col. (J. d Udell's orange and i

white bitch Lalla Rookh, by f

Sensation's Son — White's f
Grace, )

Geo J. Gray's liver and white 1

boch Dana, by Cornerstone
[

—Nellie Drew (a bye). )

/ Neveraink Lodge Kennel's

) liver aud white dog Never-
j

sink, by Croxtetb — Lady
(. Gwendoline.
[
F. K. Hitchcock's liver and

) white dog Duke of Heaven,
i by Luck of Hessen— Blar-

V ney.
1 A. A. "Whipple's liver aud

J
white dog Cornerstone, by

( Meteor—Accident.
(J. M. Shevlin's liver, white

J
and tan dog Ben, by Bob—

( Sensation.
i Dr. H G. Preston's liver and

J
white dog -Match II, by Bang

{ Bang—Bel lona.
i Pitisuurgh Kennel Club's

J
black pointer bitch Jetsam,

\ by Sam bo - Diana

.

II.

Springbok beat Dana.
Tauim-ny beat Nick of Naso.

Springbok beat Lalla Bookh.

I King of Ke it beat Don'a Dot.

| LUla Bookh, a bye.

HI
| Tammany beat King of Kent,

IV.

Tammany waa placed firat, over Springbok, both owned by aame owner.

V.
Springbok beat Nick of Naso and won second.

VI.

Nick of Naso ao\ Lalla Rookh plic-d equal third,

lat—Tammany.
2d—Spingbok.

j Nick of N*so *

3a_
I Lalla Rookh.'

PREVIOUS WINNERS.

{ Drake, by Croxteth—Lass ,

High Point, 18&4.. I YLiinspring, by Mike -Romp 2*

( Scout, by Croxteth - Belle b"

j
Mainspring, by Mike -Romp 1

I Bang b.Liib', by Oaampion B^ng— Princess Kate, 2

I

Robert le Diable, by Croxteth—Spin^way 1

Bang Bang, by Champion Bang—Princess Kate..^*
Prince, Ly Minnesota Priuce - Countess 2*

High Point, 1885

High Point, 1886

Divided.

i HAMPi0> STAKE.
The Champion Stake wa3 run ou Thursday, Deo. 1st. The

day waa quite eold. Iu the morning the air wa^ full of frost

and a cold raw wind blew from the uortb. Birds were diffi-

cult to find doriug the day, the cold weather preventing
them from moving about much. A great deal of in ere-t waa
manifested in regard to the result, aud the runuing was

watcbed with the keenest interest by the few spectators who
were present. The luuning of the stake unfortunately failed

to bring the best dug to the front. The quality of the work
done in the stake throughout the running showed Kodengo
to ba the best dog; Gath'a Mark, Bob Gittes and Maiu-
spriug iu the order mentioned; aud .Foreman and Gloster

next.

The judges were Messrs. F. K. Hitchcock, D. C. Bergund-
thal an. i W. A. Coster.

There were eight starters out of the nominations, and the

quality ot the work done enlitled the stake to wear the title

of chimpiou worthily. AU the spectators expressed them-
selves as being amply repaid for tue trouble m taking long

journeys to be present, by the superior aud tinuhed work of

the competitors.

Gloster—Mainspring.—At 8:45 James L. Breeze's black,

white and tan dug G.o^ter, by Dashing Trover—Trinket,

handled by Ctarlts Tucker, and Joseph i\ Peikiu's liver and
white pjinter dog Maiuipnug, by Mike—Komp, hauoled by
C. E. Bocklb, were cast oft m the open. Soon afitr starting

Gloster pointed in sedge grass aud was well backed. Nothing

was found to the point and the handlers ordered the dogs ou.

Globter roaded rapidly to the right about one hundred yams
and found Hnd pointed the bevy in sedge grass. Mainspring

backed and both were steady to shot and wing. The bevy

was followed into some oak woode. Mainspring stopped on a

point for a moment, then discovered error and moved on. In

sedge in woods Maiuspriug pointed a single bird and Gioster

backed the point. Both were steady to snot and wing. They
were then worked in a large weed held. Gloster was lost

from sight for a few minutes. He got wind of a bevy iu the

ouen weed tiel-t aud pointed it as Mainspring was Carefully

loading it down wind. Tucker shot and missed and both

were steady. The heat then ended. Time, 9:21. Main-

t-pr.ng had the better and more uniform range aud greater

speed. Gloster made an occasional wide cast and hunted
well, but did not go with the dash aud good judgment shown
by Mainspring. The actual lest on birds was too limited to

test the a. tu<tl merits of the dogs, although such mb it was it

was iu Gloster's favor, yet to offset this waa Mainspring's

speed, stvle and range. Glos'er won.
Kobert le Diable—Richmond — At 9:26 the Highland

Kennel's liver and white ticked pointer dug Robert le Diable,

by Croxteth—Sp'nawa , handled by Hart Height; and John
E. Gill's liver aud white pointer dog. R chuiond, by Don

—

Beulah, handled by Charles Tucker, were cast oft in au open
sedge held. Robert pointed and moved onsjon after start-

ing, and the judges flushed a single bird near where he

poiuted. Richmond roaded the bevy dowu wind aud the

bevy flashed wild. Followed the scattered bevy to pine

woods. Robert p anted, Ricbmoud backe I, Robert moved
ou and the bird flushed wild. Next Richmond poiuted a

single bird and Robert backed; both were steady to wiug and
Rk-hmond retrieved nicely. Robert flushed a bird and

pointed on the foot scent. Nex^ Richmond false-puinted.

Robert got a good point ou two bir> s. Richmond again

false-pointed, aud shortly afterward Robert did the like; then

a short distance farther ou he roaded a bird which flushed

wild. Both dogs did some roading and pointing that proved

to be without satisfactory results in pine woods. Bdh dogs

made game; a hundred yards further iu sedge grass near a

sma.l clump of plum bushes Ricumoud pointed and

Robert backed; they move 1 on and iu ubout ten yards

Robert poiuted the bevy; Ricbmoud, a few yards ahead, was

pointing but had drawn by the bevy. Both were steady t

»

shot. At 10:11 the heat ended and Richmond won. Neither

dog ran equal to his form as exhibited in past competitions.

Robert started slowly but his range improved as the heat
piogressed.
Bob Gates—Foreman.—At 10:21 White Bedford's black,

while an i tan setter dog Bub Gjtes by Ctunt Ra ler— Belle

of Hat;'bie. hauiiled by Charles Tucker, i^nd C. Fred Cr«w-
ford's black, white and tau setter tlog Foitman, by Ddol i ig

Monarch—Fairy II, handled by W. Tal'man, were cast off in

sedge iu scattered pines. Bob faUe-poiuted iu au oicLard.

On a side hill near the edge of a thicket Foremnu puiuted a
bevy very nicely and stylishly. Bob bucked promptly aud
well. Tallman shut aud killed. Both dugs were steady.
Foreman made au elegant retrieve. Moved on about one
hnudred yards aud Foreman ma le a lalse-point and Bob
backed. Moved on an l Foreumn pointed. Tailm.iu failed to

flush, but a bird was flushed by ihe suec ators after tue cogs
had been ordered on. A bevy of birdH had been marked dowu
by some spectators and the dugs were worked to bnd it. Bub
pointed t»y a fence in a cornfield aud Foreman backed. Bo j

moved on and both roidel about one hunlred yards aloug
the fence, evidently on the back track. Both haudlt-is c .me
running back, and there w »s a scramble for which could pt-.t

rirst to the birds. Tucker cast Bub over tbe feuce near where
Bob first poiuted, and Bo > poiuted the bevy clo^e b> . Fi re-

man backed. Both were st>ady tj shot aud wing. Bob
r.-t-ieved well. On the scattered buds Bob secured a point.

Foreman backed aud tin heat' enJed. Time, 11:36.

Bjb won. He had occasional wider casts, and on tue
vrhole was the wider rauger, but he did not woik
his grouud with the judgment that Foreman displaced.
Both had good style. Foreman haviug the better iu motioD.
Foremau found one bevy ludepeudeutly, while botb of Bob's
points were on bird- that were marked dowu, and fur which
little could be claimed for the tinding poweis uf ihe dog; it

simply determined the pointing qualities. There had uot
been sufficient work i'one during the heat to determine the
relative merits of tbe two dogs.

Kodkrigo—Gath's Mark.— At 11 :50 the Memphis aud
Aveut Kennel's black, white aud tau dog Roderigo, by Cuuut
Noble—Twin Maud, handled by J. M. Aveut, »nd Dr. Jam>s
N. Maeliu's black, white aud tan dog Gath's Murk, by Gath

—

Gem, handled by Charles Tucker, were cast oli in a laige

field. Both dogs started off at a rattling pace. Gath's M rn.

t iok a long cast out of sight aud was lost for some minutes.
Roierigo was held for Goth's Mark tj be found, and a-, he
was beiug brought np, R-jderigo slipped off aud was lost for a
few minutes. They were brought together and worfied to-

ward the schoolhouse where the party was to lunch. At 12:07

toed g-i were ordered up; at 12:35, aiter la uch, the heat was
continued. Roderigo pointed a bevy iu elegant st^le aud was
backed quite as elegantly by Gath's Mark; ihe elegance of

the point aud back called forth many expressions of approba-
tion from the spectators. Both were steady to shot. Rotier-

igo retrieved the dead bird nicely. The scattered birds went
into very bad cover and were not followed. Roderigo made a
point in an oak thicket which proved to be false. While
working in au open field Aveut walked into a bevy whi.e
going down wind. Roderigo was found just the other side of

it where he had been pointing it or dropped to wing. The
scattered birds were followed; Roderigo pointed a bird nicely;

Tucker whipped Mark in ahead and got a. point on another.
Both dogs were steady to shot. Wuile huuting for scattered

birds Roderigo fouud and pointed a bevy in a cornfield;

he was steady to wing. At the same time Mark made a faise-

puiut in the woods close by. Tue heat theu ended. Time,
1:11. Gath's M«rk was the wider ranger, but his lauge Was
very irregular and he was disobedient, payiug but little heed
to the whistle. Roderigo worked his ground with rare judg-
ment and ranged wide. B.)lh had excelieut style aud ran with
grjat dash and speed. Bjth sbo ved excellent nuses. Their
perfurmance showed that they were the dogs of the stake.

SECOND SERIES.

Gloster—Robert. —They were cast off at 1:15. Soon after

Btartiug both dogs pointed, then roaded a short distance, lost

the scent aud nothing was found. Gloster pointed a bevy in

a hollow iu sedge. Tucker weu; a.-ross wind iruiu him trying

to flush instead of going up wiud as he should; Glister was
ordered ou and road el iutu the bevy aua flushed. Boih dogs
did some roading and pointing shortly after ihis whicn proved
valueless. The road was crossed aud some p.nes worked for

seattere I birds. Both dogs roaded aud pjiuted. The bir is

flushed in front of Height who shut aud killed; Rjbrrt
retrieved well. Next, Gloster roaded a few yards, tnea
poiuted; roaded again aud pointed, fucker did nut beat the
ground thoroughly and the bird was flushed by spectators
after G-ovter had been orderei on. Rjbert retrieved a
wounded bird which he found. Robert pointed a bird in
sedge grass aud retrieved it well af'.er being steady to wiug
and shot. Next Gloster puiuted iu sedge grass aud was wall
backed by Robert; both theu drew about, but could not
locate the bird; it was fl ished by Height while beating the
grouud over. Next Robert poiuted ou the same grouud,
prot ably foot scent, as nothing was foand to the point. In
a ruu iu ihick cover Gloster poiuted two birds handsomely,
makiug a very good piece of work; he was sieady to shot
aud retrieved. At 2:25 the heat ended. Gluster had the
advautage in pace, range and style in motion; ou point
Robert had tbe better style.

Roderigo—Bob Gates.— They were cast off at 2:12. Soon
after startiug, Roderigo to>k a cast up a hollow and pointed
a bevy by a Urge clump of snidli trees; B.jb backed aud tue
bevy rlnsbed wild a moment afterward. Rjderigo held his

point but there were uo birds remaining. Moved ou aud
Bob poiuted a siogle bird by the edge of a thicke , and at the
same time Roderigo, a few yards away, false-pointtd. The
scattered bir is of tbe bevy were followe t to some woods close

by. Sjon afier entering the woods Rodeng» half turned to

a stylish po ut on e bird indry leaves aud was steady t ; wing.
Several birds then fl ished wild. Moved on aud Roderigo
poiuted, after taking a turn of a few yards aud the birds Were
flushed i. ear him. They were then ordered up; time 2:38.

Bob took a longer cast At times, but did not work Lis ground
with the same judgment, or sbo* as much quality with his

work ou birds. Roderigo had the better style. Roderigo
woo.

THIRD SERIES.

Gloster—Roderigo.—At 2:46 tbey were cast off to com-
pete in tue final heat for fir^i pluce an I priz«. Iu a holljw
n thick brush Gloster pointed a b.vy; he was steady to shot
and retrieved. Roderigo was not near to back. Ou tbe scat-
tered birds both pointed a few yards from each other, aud each
had birds to his point. In tbe pine woods, huuting for the
scattered birds, Gloster made three false points. Io au open
weed Held each made a false point. Iu a hollow in weeds Glos-
terp i ited, then drew on as if on scent and nothing was found.
Uoderigu was lost during s me minutes, aud was found some
distance away, on mowed around near aclump of bushes, on a
stanch p dDt. Nothing was found to the poiut. Thed
taken to a bevy iu pioe woods, wbi'jh were marke 1

the spectators. Gloster poiDted five or six birds

and was Bteady to &hot aud wing. While going d

some birds flushed a few yards away from Rode
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bird.3 were followed into some oak woods near by. Roderigo

pointed and was backed well byGloster. Tbe bird flashed

n bo at twenty yurda ahead of Roderigo. After the bird

flushed Gloster puinted another bird a few feet from where
he backed. Both were steady. Tnis ended the heat.

Time, 4:10. Boih dogs were fatigued during the latter part of

the heat, but Koderigu was raugiug the wider and staying

out at his work the better. He nad much better style and
was tuft best dog in the stake if tbe quality of the work is con-

sidered. This does no injustice to Gloster, for he is an excel-

lent d.»g, bnt he was outclassed in this stake. The unreli-

ability of the present application of the rules is evident

where tbe results vary so much from day to day; for instance,

iu the AleiiiUers' Stike, Roy Monarch beat Gluster; Nat Good-
win beat Roy Monarch m the All-Age, and Gioster beat Nat
Goodwin. Therefore, constructively, Nat Goodwin is botn

u superior and inferior dog to Gloster. Buckellew beat Glos-

ler, and Tanoiauy, winning the Members' Stake and ihe Ad-

Age Pointer Stake, and beasiug the dog that won the Ail-Age

and Champiun stakes, has constructively beaten the whole
gathering. Ibis is mentioned merely to show tbe inaccuracy

and inconsistency of the present system of determining the

best dogs.
High Foist, S. C„ December 1st, 1887.—Champion Sweepstakes of

All-Aged Stakes.—Opan to all previous winner.* of first prizes at any
recognized field triila. $10 forfeit; $15 additional to fill. Entries closed
October 1st, 1»B7, except tor winners of 1887. winch qualified the night
previous to running at $ IS. Two entries to start to miKe a race. Club
adds S100 cash, and the ''American Field" donate 1* a valuable silver

cup (cash StU'.'J; all to go to winner of first.

James L. Breeze's black, white \ / J. T. Perkins' liver and white
and tan dog (jloster, by ( . .

J dog Mainspring, by Mike

—

Dashing Rover — Trinkei
f J

Romp (pointer).

(Better), ; {
Highland Kennel's liver and i / J. E. Gill's liver and white
wnite licked dog Robert le ' , . ) dog Richmond, by Don

—

DiaUe, by Croxteth—Spin- f \ Beulah tpointer).

way (pointer), / {

Wbyte Bedford's black, white i / C. Fred Crawford's black,

and tan dog Bob Gates, by f . .
J

white and tan dog, Foreman.
Count Ropier — Belle of

f

peau
i by Dashing Monarch Fairy

Hatchie (setter), ) (, U (setter).

Memphis and Avent Kennel's i
|
Dr. J. N. Maclin's black, white

black, white and tan dog ( . .

J
and tan dog Oath's Mark by

Hodwrigo, uy Count Noble— f "\ Gath—Gem (setter).

Twin Maud (setter), ) \

II.

GloBter beat Robert le Diable.
|
Roderigo beat Bob Gates

Gloster beat Roderigo and won first

Birmingham Doff Show.

The London Shooting Times discusses the recent dog show

at Birmingham with exceeding frankness, and apparently is

within tbe facts. It is surprising that such an institution has

not perfected its methods sufficiently to preclude abuses such

as are de-ciibed by our caustic contemporary in these words.

The great Midland Dog Show has come and gone, and
there has been nothiog at all specially interesting to mark
the 28th annual gathering from any oi its predecessors; with-

out it is pemaps alack of that enthusiasm which has character-

ized many previous meetings in Ourzon Hall, and none more so

than the last Jubilee show, which was att nded by his Royal
Highness the Prince of "Wales, and from which the present

exhibition shows a marked falling ofF. Strongly as Birming-

ham Show has for years held—and in many cases justly

—

the affections of the great body of the sporting and exhibiting

public, there are, nevertheless, defects in its constitution and
administration which have had a most baneful influence

upon their minds, and which, unless something is done to mit-

igate or remedy the evil, must, souner or later, assuredly ini-

tiate the decay of this popular fixture. The grievances we
refer to are first, the long period which the show embraces,

the dogs being "cribbed, cabined and confined" upon their

benches for a whole week, and including transit and return,

actually extending into the second wesk in some cases; sec-

ondly, the great inequality of the prize list, where four and
five prizes, ranging from £7 and £6 downwards, are given in

some classes to merely a brat and second of £3 and £1 in

others—notably many terrier, spaniel and nearl> all toy

clasbes, whilst exactly the same subscription or entrance fee

is charged! And by way of adding "insult to injury," as it

were, there is, in coustqoence of the meagre entry in these

latter classes—and it would be strange if it were otherwise

—

invariably a wholesale withholding of prizes! Lastly, the

manner in which private judging—a tine tning theoretically;

in fact, the greatest desideratum to modern dog showing, and
no doubt one of the mainstays of Birmingham—is carried out

here, is, to say the least of it, vicious. Take, for instance, a

class of thirty five collies, with about three kennelmenonly to

show them, in the narrow aisles of the show, chained to

their own or other dogs' benches, or entangled amongst the

men's legs, with a lot of neighboring dogs barking at them,

how is it, we ask, possible for mistakes not to occur, or for

them to be judged with any degree of accuracy, however
capable the judge may be. This is a descriptioj, and not a

colored one, of how the judging is conducted at Birmingham,
yet it is on this account that Birmingham enjoys the nnique
reputation of being the "honesteBt show in the kingdom,"
and the reason that a Birmingham award carries with it the

weight that it does. There can be no doubt that the Birming-

ham Executives are actuated by the honesteBt motives in the

course they adopt, and that they so far merit the reputation

they have earned. Unlike many committees whu nave the

appointment ot the judges, few, If any, at Birmingham are

interested in winning the prizes the gentlemen tuey have

engaged have to distribute. But nevertheless the value of

the Birmingham win, is, on the grounds Bet forth, to a great

extent a spurious one, for perhaps at no other show in the

kingdom is there, and has there been, such an elevation of

obscure and very moderate dogs to high distinction, or such
reversals of all previous and well-recognized awards. We
could name many past Birmingham winners who, upon the

laurels achieved at this show, illusory though they have been,

have succeeded iu carrying a few citadels afterwards, but

their career haB been, as Shakespeare says, "like woman's

Nove, briof," whilst there are other Birmingham winners who
lasre afterwards in vain struggled for a prize. On the other

land, we have records of mauy of our universally admitted

a canine celebrities receiving ignominious defeat at "Brum,"
f notably Mr. Clarke's lox-terrier Kachel last year, and Messrs.

Maxwell and Cassel's Miss faylor, the one being despatched

without a card and the other, though entered, not being

shown. It is accounted for by not only the meagreness of

the staff assigned to show the dogs, but to their absolute

unfitness for a post which often requires great tact in the case

of young and shy dogs. It is a well understood thing that a

cosmopolitan kind oi dog, one that will show himself well

with anybody, will always have an advantage over a superior

and higher dasB but shyer animal. Existiug facts prove it,

and that the system is a cruel aud unjust one. Of course it

may be said that exhibitors enter the contest with open eyes,

and it is this wherein, no doubt, lies the solution. But see-

ing that exhibitors' are so generous as to oontinue to support

the show, notwithstanding its shortcomings, that with the
poet they say, "with all thy faults I love thee still," we i.hink

the Birmingham Executive might lend a credent ear to these
just causes of complaint, and instead of rilling their coffers

out of exhibitors' and subscribers
1

pockets, expend a little of

the proceeds in remedial legislation. Why not utilize the
spare ground adjoining the hall, now used for exercising the
dogs, forjudging by erecting a temperorary covering, which,
with an addi'ional staff of kennelmen somewhat practiced in

the arts of dog showing, would effectually pot the seal of per-

fection on the desirable system of private judging? In all

other respects tbe general management of the show is excel-

lent; nay, even faultless, and the officials, if not uver-courte-

ous, some of them are, at least, civil. Messrs. Spratt's name
is legion iu the matter of kennel comforts for the dogs, as

regards bctb bed and bo^rd.

Another excellent contemporary, the Stock-Keeper andFan-

ciers Chronicle, says of the same show:

By the time these lines are in print the Twenty-Eighth
National Dog Show will have been held. Birmingham Btood
for many years the premier show of the year, but slowly
though surely other fixtures nave crept up to it in importance
as well as in the number and quality of its exhibits, till at

last we have in the present year the melancholy task of

recording that in the majority of its classes the once proud
Birmingham cannot compete with many of its contempor-
aries—indeed, it was almost a painful task to wander through
the well-kept aisles between the benches and note the great

falling-off in q lality, and in numbers, also, many of the breedB
clearly Bhowed. Why is this? we hear our readers exclaim.

Well, tbere are many aud varied reasonB for the defectiou.

There is no don bt that although recently relaxed very much the

restrictions at Birmingham are most unnecensardy severe and
stringent. There iB an entire absence of that free-and-easy,

hail-fellow-well-met feeling between the ixhibitors and the
executive. Hours are fixed for exercise and grooming, and time
is kept to the second. There are no exhibition passes giving
access whenever aud wherever required—in short, everything
down to the minutest detail is conducted in a stiff and formal
mann. r, highly irritating to tbe naturally easy mind and tem-
per of the dog fancier par excellence. Then, again, there is

the long confinement wnich the poor brutes have to undergo
—from Friday night to Thursday night. This, we submit,

is totally unnecessary. Why cannot the dogs be taken in on
he Monday morning, publicly judged during that day, and
removed on the Thursday night? This would entail a Sun-
day's journey we know, but what of that in comparison with
the present evils? Then, again, there is that great bugbear,
"private judging"'—that most hated of all the characteristic

Birmingham institutions. We have heard it often expressed
by exhibitors, "I never show at Birmingham; leading out and
showing my dogs is the best fun in the ring;" and so it is.

We are told that space is not available for public judging. If

this is really a fact, we sympathize with the Birmingham
council, but we cannot help tuinking this difficulty could be
arranged, for even the present exercise ground is nearly
large enough for the purpose. Then there is the obnoxious
subscription of one guinea for each two dogs entered, together
with the entry fee of 7s. 6d. in addition. We do not admire
the classification either. For instance, there are classes for

b th Yorkshire terriers and rough toys. Surely if this clasB

were abolished and one for novice fux-terriers instituted in

us place, the exchequer would benefit to the tune of a score
oi pounds. This is only one instance of the misarrangement.
We believe that these are some of the reasons that make the
National Show of less popularity than of yore. We mention
them in a suggestive and not a censorious spirit, trusting that

by the adoption of these, or some other reforms, tbe old

show will once more be "the" show, aud that no canine
career will be considered complete unless, as at one time was
the case, a wid at Birmingham be reckoned therein. There
were the familiar features again present. The same keepers
in the same uniforms, the same benches, with their admir-
able tethering arrangements, nearly the same arrangement of

dogs, the same clerks, the same bustling members of the

council and the same secretary, a little unbent of late years,

we fancy, a thorough business man, whose only fault is that

he is not "doggy." The same ladies watching over, in many
cases, the same toys as before. In fact, nothing new, except
the decrease of quality getting more and more marked year
by year. We may add that the Sauitas Company disinfected,

and did their work in a thoroughly satisfactory manner. It

will be seen that amongst the following list of judges many
new names appear. Of the work of the debutants we shall

speak as we reach their classes. We need only say here that

in several instances the selection of judges was badly received

by the exhibition world.

Still another contemporary, Land and Water, in speaking

of the Bhow, makes several suggestions which will meet gen-

eral approval. There is little doubt that the chief interest at

shows centres in what are styled "sporting breeds" aud it

would, we think, be easy to demonstrate the propriety of

such preference:

The show week at Birmingham has for many years been
established as a gathering not to be neglected, and on the

Monday after fhe judging fields are small when hounds meet
in the Midlands as far as the borders of Wales. Country gen-

tlemen, ladies and farmers, who care little about show cattle

and cocks and hens, and less about show 'logs, come in from
miles round to see and to be seen, so that the Birmingham
week is a feature of interest which would demand our con-

sideration even if the animals on view were neither useful nor
ornamental. In these times of depression in agriculture,

when landlords live on incomes prospective upon times when
the inevitable protection of British industries shall have
restored their rent-rolls, it is pleasing to find the Birmingham
week holding its own in comparison with previous years.

The connection of business wifn pleasure is always more or less

fascinating, and to this connection, perhaps, the Birmingham
Show week owes a good deal of its attraction. From consider-

ations of cattle and condiments, aud the relative fattening

merits of the different breeds, it is an easy transition to the

admiration of tbe fantastic feathering of fowls, or the ortho-

dox ogling of the fittest survivals, according to Darwin and
the dog show.
The latter we can hardly treat with that seriousness with

which—being Englishmen—we should like to take our sports.

As a country gentleman's newspaper we cannot treat pets,

be they cats at cat shows or dogs at dog shows, as worthy
serious critioism in these earnest times; and we have, there-

fore, usually confined ourselves to lamenting over or rejoio-

iug at the decay or improvement of those cultivators of the

physique of Englishmen known as "sporting" dogs.

Of these classes at Birmingham we have in years gone by
expressed the highest satisfaction; but for several years we
have noticed an increasing objeotion amongst the best kuown
sportsmen to send their dogs where .£1,000 is given in prizes

and only £4 to sporting merit. We oannot wonder at it; the

abaenoe of pointers and setters from all the crack kennels is a

feature which cannot be ignored. The pointers and setterB
of Barclay Field, Haywood Lonsdale, Purctll Llewellin, Lloyd
Price and Colonel Cotes, form at any time a show of the
greatest interest in themselves; but they are all absent, every-
one of them, and their places are occupied, but not supplied,
by meaner sorts, such as we have uever yet determined satis-

factorily to ourselves to classify as sporting dogs in any sense
except the dog-show one. A few exceptions to the general
suspicion of toys undoubtedly are present at Birmingham,
an a few c there—a very few—which, by their beauty, make
us long to deceive ourselves and our readers and call them
working dogs. Three field-trial BetterB put in an appearance,
two being Irish, and wiuners at the Irish Field Trials only.
Four pointers were entered, including one crack in Mr.
Htrrop Beck'B Kapid Bee, a dog which, when we saw him run
at the Shrewsbury trials, we piedi.ted to win the Derby the
next week, and t lis he did with flying colors. We wish we
could inform our readers that the great lot of pointers entered
by this gentleman were equally entitled to credit as good
workeis; bnt the majority of them are ''dark horses" as far
a« tieldtiials go, and we therefore can only surmise that they
would have been public performers if they had been good
enough. This argument, we fear, ht Ids good with most of
tLe crack show setters at Birmingham, as Mr. Cockerton's
eld-tnal representative is a decided disappointment, and if

the be«t of the lot, as we have a right to assume he is, reflects

but bu.-ry credit on his kennel companions. Mr. Elias Bishop
tils u-. Lis Prince Knpert II is a fairly good dog at work, and
his animal is bred somewhat similar to Mr. Cockerton's; but
we notice that Prince Rupert does not represent Bishop at

field tr-als, although, as even one knows, if a dog can run
and puint sometimes, he stands as good a chance at a field-

trial with Elias Bishop behind him as many a better in worse
nands. Nothing can he more beautifnl in contour and grace
than Mr. Cockerton's English setter bitch Lune Belle, and
ye\ in spite of her beauty, she does not fill the eye of a man
who is in the habit of appreciating the stamina of animals in

long days upon tne moors.

ANTEVOLO.
THIS CELEBRATED TROTTING STALLION WILL MAKE THE

ensuiDg season from February 1st to June 1st ,188B,

Terms.
One hundred dollars tbe season for mares served before May 1st, and

one hundred and fifty dollars tbe Beason after tbat date, and In tbooe
cases the season to run to July 1st »nd i»o longer Tbe object of

this Is to shorten tbe tim* in the stod so as to give a better opportun-
ity for training before the Fall Circuit commences. Last year it was
nearly the first of August before be waB through, and consequently
be could not be not into condition in time even for the State F«ir

In this connection it will be well to state that there is no deviation
from tbe price, and emphatically no free list. Tbe terms are cer-

tainly low for a horse of the class of Antevolo and tbere were several
applications where tbe applicants expected an increase of price.

Form and Color.

It iB rare to finl a horse of sucb bigb form, and I am not alone in
considering bim as being as nearly as perfect a type of equine form as

was ever seen in a trotting-bred stallion. He is sixteen hands and
half an inch in height, 69 inches from point of shoulder to point of
buttock, and weighB, in ordinary condition, over 1,100 pounds. He is

very muscular, limbs as good as the most critical could desire, and as

highly finished as a great majority of thoroughbreds. In color he is a
rich seal brown, with lighter shadingin flanks and muzzle, black legs,

mane and tail, small star in forehead and off bind pattern white.

Performances.
He has been eminently of the improving kind. As a yearling he

trotted in 3:02; two-year-old in 2:41; tnree years old 2: 29J ; four years
old 3: 194. tbe fastest record for a stallion of tbat age, and in bis five-

year-old form be trotted in from 2:16J to 2:17 in all of the four beats

of tbe big trot which Harry Wilkes won. As he only made one break
in that race, notwithstanding the great speed of tbe contestants, b j

must be credited as remarkably "steady," almost phenomenally so for a

horse of his age. Had it »-ot been for an accident wbicb temporarily
disabled bim. it can be stated with confidence that be would have
trotted in 2: IS or better while he still ranked as a five-year-old. H1b
endurance was such that the intention was to start him against tbe

two-mile record, confident of lowering it, and also quite sanguine of

him trotting in 4 :40. »

Progeny.
From a few mares served In 1865, his first season in the stud, six

foals were dropped, two of which were killed. Their owners were eo

well pleased tbat large offers have been refused. One owned by C. R.

Lewis of Oakland, is only a short distance from my stables, and which
can be seen with a few minutes' loss of time; and D. T. Sexton of San
Francisco hai another. Every man who bad an Antevolo bred to bim
again. As be served 65 mares last season, and, as nearly as can be

told at present a large proportion of them in foal, tbere will le a

good chance to judge of his procreative qualities. Next to a horse's

own colts the best proof is tbat of near relations. Hio ''full brctber,"
Anteeo. has already gained the reputation of being one of the best

breeders, and for uniform excellence in bis progeny cannot be sur-

passed.

Pedigree.

The most exacting critic, if moderately intelligent, cannot find fault

with his blood lines. His sire Electioneer Is, beyond question, the

greatest trotting sire of any age when all things are considered. Hia
dam Columbine is the only mare which has two entire sous which
have beaten 2: 20. 2- 16i by a six-year-old, 2:194 by a four-year-old. Ante-

volo stands in the same relation to tbe thoroughbred as Maud S., Jay-

Eye-See, Nutwood and many others of first celebrity. In Stud Book
form tbe pedigree 1b as follows:

Antevolo, brown colt, foaled May 12, 1881, bied by Jos. Cairn

Simpson, Oakland, California, by Electioneer.
First dam Columbine by A. W. Richmond
Second dam Columbia by imp. Bonnie Scotland,

Third dam Young Fashion by imp Monarch.
pourtb dam Fashion by imp. Trustee.

Fifth dam Bonnets o' Blue by Sir Charles.

Sixth dam Reality by Sir Arcby.
Seventh dam by imp. Medley

.

Eighth dam by imp. Centinel.

Ninth dam by Mark Anthony.
Tenth dam by imp. Janus.
Eleventh dam by imp Monkey,
Twelfth dam by Imp. Silvereye.

Thirteenth dam by Spanker.
1 place Antevolo again before the public with the feeling that far-

ther recommendations are justified. Owing to a slight lameneBS In tbe

left bind ankle he could not be put to work until so late in the season

as to preclude tbe hope of getting him in proper condition. He did

not leave tbe stud until tbe middle of AuguBt, and short brushes was
all that could be given thereafter. He did not fully recover from the

lameness until November, and then I was laid up until tbe 1st of
December. I drove bim through the stretch in 32 seconds, and on one
occasion Matt Storn timed him a furtong In 15 seconds. This increase

of Bpeed over what he had Bhown tbe previous year warranted tbe

belief tbat be would trot very fast. In tbe race with Harry Wilkes,

Guy Wilkes, Arab and Charley Hilton, November 27th, 1886, on the Bay
DiBtrict Course, be was separately timed in 2:161, 2:l6i, 2:17, 3:164,

although be had to trot outside of two horses for the whole diatance.

In tbat race be beat Arab and Charlie Hilton, and demonstrated capac-

ity to trot In 2:15 under more favorable circumstances. Prior to tbat

race hlB fastest quarter was 32| seconds, and bis fastest furlong 16 sec-

onds His colts, so far as looks go, will rank wltb the best. There are

only four of his get which were foaled in 1886 (thee* are bis oldeuLl

Three have been broken and ebow a promising gait. There are a num-
ber of foals of 1887,and of thes<* enough In my vicinity to satisfy visit-

ors of the character of bis stock. William Balltngal has a colt foaled

on the 1st of April, 1887, whlco, In October, was driven by thesideof
his dam a fnri"ng in 27 seconds. As bis "full brother" Anteeo has
demonstrated bis ability to beget Bpeed, It Is a justifiable inference

that Antevolo will also do so.

Tbe terms are certainly so reasonable that owners of good mares
can afford to avail tbemselveB of his Bervices.

los. CAIRN SIMPSON.
AddresB Jos. Cairn Simpson, Breeder and Sportsman-, San

Francisco, or 2111 Ad* line Street, near 32d Street, Oakland. Tbe latter

address where the horse Is kept.

J
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Coney Island Jockey Club Stakes

for 1883..

The grand list of strikes offered by the
Coney Island -Jockey Clab, to close Jan. 1st,

next, is as follows:

For tb.%, Juue meeting, 1883, there are

twenty-one stakes as follows:

Eleven for all ages—The Snbnrl an Handi-
cap, mile and a quarter, $5,000 added.
The Bay Rid^e Handicap, mile and a half,

$1,500 added.
Tne Sheepshead Bay Handicap, nine fur-

longs, §1. 500 added.
The Knickerbocker Handicap, mile aud

three furlongs, $1,250 aided.
The Universal Haudicap, nine furlongs,

$1,250 added.
The Equality Stakes, mile and three-six-

teenths $1,000 added.
The Coney Island Stakes, nine furlongs,

$1,25) added.
The Rapid Stakes, seven furlongs, §1,000

added.
The Coney Island Cup, mile and three-

quarters. $1,500 added.

The Sporting Stakes, one mile, $1,500
added.
The Selling Stakes, nine furlongs, St ,000

added.
Five for three-year-olds — The Volunteer

Handicap, nine fnrlongs, $2,000.

The Swift, seven fnrlongs, $1,250 added.

The Thistle, formerly the Beacon, mile and
three-sixteenths, $,250 added.

The Emporium, mile and a half, $5,000
ad ied.

The Spendthrift Stakes, mile and a quarter,

$1.500added.
Five for two-year-nlds, all six furlongs.

The New Stakes, $1,500 added.

The Zephyr Stakes, $1,000 added.

The Spring, $1,000 added.
The June, $1,000 added, and The Great

Two Tear Old Selling, $1,0^0 added.

For the Fall Meeting 1888, seven stakes

Four for three-year-olds—The Flight, seven

furlongs, $1,000 added.

The September, mile and three-quarters,

$1,500 added.
The Bridge, mile and a half, $2,500 added,

and The Siren, for tillies, nine furlongs,

$1,500 added.
Three for two-year-olds—The Autumn sis

furlongs $1,500.
TheFlatbush, seven furlongs, $1,500 added,

and The Great Eastern Handicap six fur-

longs, $5,000 added.

The above is a grand list of stakes, and

the conditions are most liberal. Other stakes

for the fall meeting will be duly announced.

For the above stakes it is not necessary to

claim allowances at the time of entry. In

addition to the above stakes, which close on

January 1st, the following stakes already

closed will be run. The Foam, tor t-wo-year-

nlds, 103 entries; The Surf 107 entries. The
Tidal, for three-year-olds, 13S entries; The
Mermaid, for three year old tillies, 91 entries

and the Coney Island Derby 136 entries.

The First Futurity will also be run at the

Fall Meeting in 18S3. The Futurity Stakes,

to be run in 1890 will also close on January

1st, the entry of mares whose produce of

1888 are eligible lo start. The conditions

are as follows:

A sweepstakes for two-year-olds, foals of

1888, by subscription of $25 each for mares

covered in 1887, and of $50 each for the prod-

uce of snch mares unlesB struck out by July

15, 1889, or $100 unless struck out by July

15^ 1880. All Btarters to pay $250 addi-

tional, all of which shall go to the second and

third horses, as further provided. The Coney

Island Jockey Club to add $12,500. The sec-

ond to receive $2,000 of the added money and

two-thirds of the starting money. The third

$1,000 of the added money and one- third of

the starting money. The breeders of the wio-

ner and of the second horse namely, the

owners of the mares at the time of foaling, to

receive $1,500 and $1,000 of the added money
respectively, whether they be the owners of

the horsos when the race takes place or not.

Colts to carry 118 lbs.; tillies and geldings

115 lbs. "Winners when carrying standard

weight for age, at the course where the race

was run, of $3,000, 3 lbs.; of two such races

of $3 000, or of one such race of $5,000, 7 lbs;

of two of $5,000 or one of $10,000, 12 lbs.

extra. The produce of mares or stallions

which have not produced a winner prior to

January 1st, 1887, allowed 3 lbs., of both 5

lbs; the produce to be entitled to such allow-

ances at time of starting whether claimed or

not in the entry of the mare. Maidens al-

lowed 7 lbs., which allowance shall not be

cumulative. Three-quarters of a mile.

The club calculates that this stake will be

worth $100,000, ba^ed upon the following lib-

eral estimate: From subscription of mares,

1.000 at $25 each, less 20 per cent, for void

entries and Hrst declaration, July 15, 1889,

$20,000; produce left in by July 15, 1839,

800 at $50 each, $40,000; left in July 15,

1890. 400at$50 each, $20,000; starters. 30,

$7 500; added money, of which $2,500 to the

breeders, $12,500; total. $100,000.

The entries will close on January 1st, 1888.

and all entries and communication a must be

addressed to J. G. K. Lawrence, Secretary

Coney Island Jookey Club, 5th Avenue and

22d Street, New York City.

To Gnaw or Not to Gnaw.

A Scientific Opinion. — "Fearnanght"

obtained the following views and advice from

Dr. H. A. Woodroffe, of Lexington, who is

considered by many stockmen the veterinary

surgeon of Kentucky. He is a member of the

Royal College of Vettrinary Snrgeons. Lon-
don, Eog., and formerly in Her Majesty's
Army service. He says:

"Before giving a definite answer as to the
canse, it is necessary to know exactly how the
animals are fed, the nature of the soil on
which they gr.^ze. A brief geological descrip-
tion of the locality where they are fed and
watered, and also a statement of their con-
dition. The one symptom which you men-
tion may be produced by a variety of causes,
snch as acidity of the stomach, worms, or irri-

tation of the bowels or digestive canal. The
treatment, of course, would depend on the
cause. Are your buildings painted or white-
washed? "What kind of wood enters into the
construction of yonr fences? Isolated cases
spring up here, bnt they are of rare occur-
rence. The fallowing may prove effective ee
a general remedy: Give "dose of turp-ntiue
four ouoces, and twelve ounces li. seed oil to
three-year-olds and over. Half the quantity
to youuger c tits. Administer on an empty
stomach.

Mr. W. B. Wickerman of Mamaroneck, N.
Y., gives as a preventive of gnawing the fol-

lowing:
Becommend to your readers a safe, efficient

au<1 inexpensive method of preserving tences,
tre?s, and trie wood-work of stables from any
marks of horses' teeth. In the spring of 18S4
I built a large horse barn, and having care-
fully investigated the wood-preserving quali-
ties of fernolioe, a recently discovered distil-

late of yellow pine, directed that all the sills

and the entire interior of an apartment where-
in were sixteen box- BtaUs should be well
covered with two coats of this material, laid

on with whitewash brushes. After the expira-
tion of a year, during which time the stalls

were in constant use, a tooth-marK could not
be found upon them. I then built some pad-
docks. p*»-*l7 <-t spruce and partly of piue
lumber, and though they were io use all last

winter and have been much used through the
summer, they are as smooth as when built.

In one of these paddocks are three large apple
trees, and the colts, when turned in last win-
ter, commenced guawing the bark from them.
"We applied one coat of fernolire from the
ground to a point above where they could
reach, and the trees have not since been dis-

turbed, nor were they in anyway injured by
the application. Sprue and common pine
lumber, after being treated with fernoline,

have the color and appearance of yellow pine,

aud the odor from it resembles that of yellow
pine wood, while it is also entirely healthful.
I have also used fernoiine in kennels and
chicken houses to rid them of vermin, etc.,

and with entire success.

Your flame oa this Pencil Stamp, 25a,

STAMFORD

STAKES
1890.

A sweepstakes for trotting colts and nillies of 1897,
-175 each, >-!i payable on the 2d of January, 18*8,

at which time the stakes will close; $25 on the 1st
of January, 1889, 825 on the first of January 1830.

and SIOj thirty days before the day fixed for trotting,
whatever amount up to be considered forfeit, and
the neglect to pay at the stipulated time incurring
forfeiture of the previous payments. The race

(o be beats of a mile, best three in fivf, to har-
ness. First to receive six- ninths of the whole sum,
the second two-ninths, the thiH one-ninth In ad-
dition to the stakes and forfeits the proportion of
the gate money, profit on pool sal^s, and all other
ources of emolument will constitute the gross
amount, to be divided in the foregoing proportions.
Five or more subscribers to fill The race to be
trotted In 1890, not sooner than the 1st of August.
The exact date to be fixed and announced on the 1st

of April, lSQft, or sooner.
On the 2d of January. 188?, there will be due the

following paynv nts iu the Stanford Stakes, to wit:
Second payment in Stanford Stakes for 18t-9, 525.

Third payment in Stanford Stakes for 1888, Sjo
The stakes for 1890 will close January 2d, 1688; ?2?

entrance.
Race to be governed by the Rules of the National

Trotting Association. Nominations to be made to

N. T.SMITH, Treasurer, S P Railroad Office, Fourth
and Townsend streets, or JOS. CAIRN &1SIPSON.
ecretary, Beeedeh and Sportsman Office, on or

before the 'id day of January. J888. The colts must
be named, the name and pedigree, so tar as known,
given.
Under the new trotting rales letters legibly post-

marked January 2d will be eligible.

38. T. SMITH, Treasurer.
JOS. CAIRN SlMPSO>\ Secretary. 10de4

^ a^t'sterms& outfit free
vAgts. are selling hundreds ofthese st'ps.

XhalmanM%, Co. , Baltimore, McL, TJ. S. A.
Lcadi ng Importers & Wholesale StampH»u«e.

Mrs. Hlas Skinner of Napa is compelled by busi-
ness inttre-ts to return to Oregon, and has decided
to sell the trotting stock now upon her ranch at

Napa.

Several Hambletonian and Clay brood-mares, with
crosses "f Mam rino Chief and Pilot Jr., are to be
sold at low prices.

Some young stock by Alcona 7:0, and Alcona Clay
2756, is offered, all of them being Standard bred.

Three weanlings by Alcona Clay, and one by Sitka
Fry, be by Alaska, he by Electioneer, are in the list.

Also a weanling by a son of Inca 557.

Five '.v-.Dlmj- and three yearlings are still unsold,
all of them fillies.

Two three-year-olds and one four year-old, all f 1-

lies, are offered..

For particulars, either call at Ihe ranch or
Add i ess

MRS. SILAS SKINNER,
NAPA, CAL 17de4

THE

Washington Park Club
p

CHICAGO, ILL

,

Announce the following stakes, to close January 16tb, 1888, and to be run at their summer meeting of

1888, beginning Saturday, June 23d and ending Saturday, July l*th.

The Gre»t Western Handicap.
A sweepstakes for all ages, S5Q each, h. f., or ODly

glO if declared out on or before May 1st, 1888.

Declarations "void unless accompanied with the

money; $1,0 added; the second to receive $200, and
the third $100 out of the sUkes. Weights to be
announced April iBt, 1688. A winner of any race after

the publication of weights, of tbe value of 51,000, to

carry 5 lbs.; of $1,500, 7 lbs. extra. ODe mile and a

half.

Tne Oakwood Handicap.
A sweepstakes for all ages, $50 each, h. f., or only

$10 If declared out on or before May 1st, 1S88.

Declarations void unless accompanied with tbe

money; $800 added; tbe second to receive $200, and
the third $100 out of the stakes. Weights to be
announced April 1st, 1688. A winner of any race

after tbe publication of weights, of the value of

31,100, to carry 5 lbs. extra. One mile and a iurlong.

Tne Boa'evard Stakes.

A sweepstakes for alt ages, $25 *aoh. $10 forfeit;

Tne Dearborn Handicap.

A sweepstakes for three-year-olds, (foals of 1885),

$50 each, $15 forfeit, with $t00 added; the second to

receive $150, and the third $50 out of the stakes.

Weights to be announced by 12 m,, two days before

tbe day appointed for tbe race. Starters to be named
through tbe entry box at the usual time of closing,

the day before tbe race. One mile aud a fnrlong.

Tne Mnlden Stakes.
For three-year-olds, (foals of 1835». that have not

won a race previous to January 1st, 1888; $50 entrance,
$35 forfeit, with J750 added, of which $200 to the
second horse. Maidens at time of starting allowed
5 lbs. One mile and a furlong.

Hie Lake View Handicap.
A sweepstakes for two-year-olds, (foals of 1886),

$50 each, $15 forfeit, with 3800 added; tbe second to

receive $150, and tbe third $50 out of tbe stakes.
$750 added; the second to receive $200, and the third

I Weights to be announced by 12 M.. two days before
$10" out of tbe stakes. A winner in 1888 ^.f two races tbe day appo in ( ed for the race. Starters to be named
of any value to carry 5 lbs; of three or more races of through the entry box, at the usual time of closing
any value 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 7 lbs. One the day before the race. Tnree-qnarterB of a mile,
mile and a quarter. '

Tne Qnlckstep Stakes.

A sweepstakes for two-year-olds, (foals of 1886), $25 each, $10 forfeit. $760 added; tbe second to receive

$200, and the third $100 out of the stakes. A winnerof two races of any value to carry 5 lbs. extra. Maid-
ens allowed 5 lbs. Half a mile.

* t- -c tt -,- \, aa ,»0flnTi tn foAl elated Please observe that in the above stakes declarations are permitted for a small forfeit.
Mr. H . is. riarper Das reaiiuu kj w<" °' B ° Turfmen falling to receive entry blank* can obtafn them by applying to the Secretary, or at the offic* of

over his recent acquisition of tbe imported
tbe Briedrb and spobtsman.
Nominations and all communications to be addressed to tbe Secretary, Palmer House, Chicago, 111.

A Programme will also be arranged for an Autumn meeting, beginning Sept. lit, for which Sevan Staksi
stallion RoBimgton, a* before bedtime on the i

night of Ws_porchaBe the horse's book™ I^ ^ u„MmA lndue Mme( to cIoae ln Mftrcb
filled at $150, and the owdgt asked to go

at $250. It is reported that RoBSington is

blind in one eye,

The Occident Stake
FOR 1890.

ATrottiogStake for Foals of 1887

To be trotted at the California State Fair of 1890.
Entries to close January 1st, 1888, with Edwin F.
Smith Secretary, at office In Sacramento. One hun-
dred dollars entrance, of wfcicb $10 must accompany
nomination; S! 5 to be paid January l&t 1889: $25 to be
paid 189ii; and $50 thirty days before tbe race. The
Occident Cup of the vrilue of ?4i to be added by the
Society. Mile beats, three in five, to harness. First
colt to receive Cup and six-tenths; secon.l colt three-
ten'hs; and third colt one-tenth of stake. Five to
enter, three to start, otherwise N. T. A. Rules to gov-
ern.

L.XJ. SHIP PEE, President.

EDWIN F. SMITH, Secretary.
10de4

AUCTION SALE
OF

Thoroughbred
AND

Trotting Stallions,

.

Wdel
P. H- SHERIDAN, Lieut-Gen. 0- S. A., President.

J. E. BREWSTER, Secretary

BAY DISTRICT
TRACK,
AT tl A. 31. OS

Thursday, Jan. 12, 1887.
PEOPEKTT OF

COL. CALEB DORSET.
THoROlGHBRFD«.

Birdcatclier. brown horse, 8 years, by Spectre-
Pet by Melbourne.
Pickpocket chestnut horse, i years, by Joe Dan-

iels- Mattie C. by Sp-ctre.
Trouble, brown colt, 2 years, by imp. Partisan-

Part i^ana.
Fred Archer, chestnut colt, 3 years, by Thad

Stevens—Brown Bess.
'f lieu Winters, chestnut colt, 2 years, by Joe

Hooker—Mattie 0.

TROTTING STA I.I low
Crescent, sorrel horse, 6 years, by Nutwood—Pet

by Melbourne.
Ebony, black colt. 3 years, by Bevolution -Lady

Early by imp. Nena Sablb. Revolution is an inbred
Hambletonian.
Catalogues giving full pedigrees now ready.

KILLIP & CO.
Auctioneers. SS Montgomery St , S. F

lCdeo

TO ARRIVE!
Thoroughbred Clyde and Shire

Stallions and Mares.

Our Annual Importation!
» (>S>It;VME> i OF

MR. JOHN SCOTT,
MELBOURNE.

Per Aootralian Steamer due about Janu'rvlOth we
will be in receipt of our Annual Consignment* nf
Clydesdale and English Shir, stallb.ns S™mI; res
selected with the greatest care by Mr. John ^cott'The former importations of Mepsrs. Bookless A t^cottwere received with great favor by Caliiornia Stock
Breeders, and we are assured the animals to arrive
are fully up to the high standard of those import-d
during the last five years.
Catalogues will be'issucd immediately upon arrival

KILLIP & CO,
Live Stock Auctioneers,

19no8 "2S Montgomery St., S, F.

FOR SALE.
No. 1.—Bay Mare, foaled spring of 1881 by

Terror. *

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam Musidora's dam by
son of Bertrand. *

Terror by Woodburn, 1st dam by Owen ale- 2daim Musldora, by Belmont, etc.

Xo. «. -Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882
by Ware's Bismarck. *

1st dam by Owen Dale: 2d daib Musldora by
Belmont. ' *

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Son of Bel-mont and mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Arcby) dam by Yorkshire Boy, son of imp. Pocbe
These are extra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to tbe blood of i
' •

No. 1 is In foal to a son of Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

For farther Information address

uoartf

W. M. WILLIA1T
San.:
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MPROVBD Horse Glothin It.

Secured by Letters -Patent reissued march da i88i^

The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-
ing the improvements in the hood. Tne folJowing are the claims
granted

V-.fl.ipU,
or covering, cons sting of
id tlit exi- iision H, lorincl
c..verihe burly di.d ](-«»' of

theaiiiinai.sulistmitiallj as hen-in il-scrihert.

I. flic bl'inket r covering *. haying the flap C, and
the extensions B, in nt tlie fure ami hind legs of the
uniiii.i], front fiistenm_a V U.a <\ the. permanentstntpB
or bawls E, subt-taiitiaUy as and for the purpose herein
described.

3. The blanket nr covering; A. with its extensions B,

permanent scouring- itmds E,an<i the front fasti mugs
F is, in cum nidation wit lit e clastic neck-extension H,
substantially as and tor ihe purpose herein described.

4. The blank 1 1 A and bond .1 in c-imbi.iatit n vUlithe
elastic ctmiieuting-s rip 1, Kiilmtantiallv aB uehcribed
ami fur the. ptizpuse s>-t forth.

ft. I he clus.-- tit ting hood J, having the elastic band L,
beneath the jaWB, suthattliey may be allowed to niovr
without disturbing the fit and adapte I to be secured
to ihe cover by meai.s of straps, subs UntUlly as herein
described.

G. The improvemeit in covering-' lankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the bl.tnket A. having the flap C,
and permanent straps or hands fixed t" it to secure it
around the body, w ereby the use of loose surcingles
is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and tor sale by

L. D. STONE & CO.,
42S and 424 Battery St., SAN IFKASi ISto. CAIL.

KILLIP & CO.,
IV K STOCK AND GENERAL

AUCT10NEERS,

zz i5oQigomer> Street. San Franetw

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO BALES OF

High-Bred Horses and Cattle

At auction and private sale.

will Sell in All Cities and Counties* o<

the Mate.

REFERENCES.
Hun. C. t*REKN, Hon. J. D. Cask.
Sacramento. .-laliuas.

i. t. '-AKiiKNT, FjSQ., Hun. John Buses
Sargents. « olusa.

Hon. L. J Kohb, Hon A. Wal.b-.tb,
Lob Angeles. Nevada.

J. B. Haootn. Krq., Kan hVanciscn
Represented at sonramento by Edwin F. Smith,

Secretary siate Agricultural societv.
At >an Jose by -Messrs. Montgomery &. Rea, Real

Estate Agents.
tieing r ne oldest established firm in the live-stock

buBiuesB on t
1 is Coast, and having conducted tile

Important auction sabs in this line for the past
fil'tein vears, amounting to one-half a million ni

dollars, we Eeel justified in claiming unequalled facili

ties for disposing of live stock of every description
either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-
pondents embracer* every breeder and dealer o I prom
[lie nee upon the Pacific Coast, thus enabling us tn

give fill publicity to animals placed with us tor sale.

Private purchases ahd sales of live stock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and atock
shipped with tlie utmost care. Purchases and sales
made of land of every description. We are author-
ized to refer to the gentlemen whose naineB ar

appended.
K II I.II' A ««» . 22 MnntennvTY b'r<>. t

oud

ESTABLISHED 1355.

Race Goods
largest and Be«t Stock on the Con

J. O'KANE
767 Market St., S. P.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALLli

HARNESS and SADDLERY.

AGENTS FOB
I knell's Gynthiana Hobse Boots,

j. fl. fenton'b chk3ago specialties,

Db. Dixon's Condition Powdeiis,

S e.M Gombault's Caustic Balsam

S. B.WHITEHEAD& CO,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS.

REFERENCES
(By permission).

A MEL LATHROP. ESQ., SETH COOK. ESQ.,

I . B. HAGBIN, ESQ.

,

THEO. WINTERS, ESQ ,

R. P. ASHE, ESQ., KM. COBBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
10 l.ekl«N<lorlT Slice!,

1 "ii'ftHf San FrniH'lNfn.

.Outingr
Tie Gentleman's Magazine of SjjoH, Irzvel

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED
OUR FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD.
DURING TBE YEAR THERE WILL BE ARTICLES UPON

Exploration, Travel and Adventure, Mountain
Climbing, Camping. Popular Forestry. Hunting and
tiehing. Walking, Yachting, Ice Yachting. Rowing
Canoeing, Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.
LacrosBe, Snow-shoeiDg, Tobogganing andSkating.

Conducted by JPOIILTNEY HltiKLOW

THREE DOLLARS A. TEAK.
Single numbers twemy.flve cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York.
S9jal3

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plair Method of

Horse Shoeing

WITH AN APPENDIA ..

JLjrwttlxie of the Action of the Race Horse and Trotter a -own irt

Instantaneous Photography.

B* Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraitura

"Bonnd-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."—Si

flps and Toe Weights.—"We have receive-1 from Mr. Joseph Calm Simpson, Editor and Proprle-
bdt of the Bseedeb and Sportsman, San Francisco, Cal , a copy of bis book entitled "Tips and Toe
Weights; A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse ant *wiieras shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights." Mr. Simpson
has had many years of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
writer on matters pertaining to the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and best
works on "training" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hope
that they might be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe and act as a preventive of tbe many boot
ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our borses' feet. These experiments have
alreads demonstrated that tips will accomplish all he bad hoped for, and we believe every horseman
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion in shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. We are a willing con-
vert to tips as against full Bhoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by tbe author
of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that -he common Bystem of shoeing has caused
more suffering and done more damage to norses than can be traced to any other source, has had much to

do with our conversion. We would not take S50 for for this book and be without it, and on behalf of the
"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of its teachings. Price, in paper, §1 , cloth, $1.50.—Wee^era Sportsman and Li ve Stock
Journal*

M Tips JJid Toe Weights." a natural and plain method of horseshoeing, Is th« title of a very
clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen ot' Joseph Cairn Simpson, tbe Editor and Proprietor of
the Bbeedee and Sportsman. The author In hid introduction presents "his little volome with apolo-
gies;" he had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence of careful thought, bis arguments are well
worked out, the results of bis experiments are placed In the most perspicuous manner before hia

readers, and his researches Into the past show lhat he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the borse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest endorsation from his famous colt

Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a Btep oi

the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory ana
experiment into play to support his argument, and whether the horsemau believes in bis conclusions or
not, be will not quit the book till he has real it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds tbe audience to

tbe last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to ihe attention of the public.—Chicago
News.

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on tbe subject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has given a great
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting for a
number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in boob form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain methoJ of horseshoeing. It treats

of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San FranciBco News Company, or to the .Breeder akd Sportbman, San
Francisco, Cal. Mr. Simpson is the Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted to the interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N, V.
Spirit, May 10th.

T*ps and Toe Weights.—Jos. Calm Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a book
byaoc/ "*'f which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He does not believe in the
rigid, unyie. _ iron shoe that gives no rlay or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, ami everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the loot. By tbeiruse, and without ever havingputa shoeon Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:20£. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-

quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send §1.50 to him ani he will
sendyoutbe book and it will be as good an investment an you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Rural
World.

ARE PREPARED TO CONDDCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters |
And every other description of live stoek,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Our Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for njteen

yearB successfully managed all the principal

sales of high-ilass stoek ou ihis Coast.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the ov^tem*
trotting a public trial in 2:20j, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongs in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for §10,000, wi*h other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antevolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a Bboe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that he never could trot fast.

He did well as a yearling and two-year-old, and this past season, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, 81,221, in which he got a record of 2:29?, last half in I:13£; first money in purse at Sacramento,
3500; 6econd money at Stockton, §250; the Stanford Stakes, 51,672; and the Embryo, S870, makings cash
return for the season, of S-i,514. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first p;t In
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Breeder and Sportsman will be given a complete hiutory of tbe treatment of Antevclo, snow-
ing with exactness the trials and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent microscopist to
make full examinations of the horny deposit in wall und sole, and all the tissues which compose the foot
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breeder and Sportsman,
Fully convinced by practical results, that this nart of the anatomy of the horse is not understood as

thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. * anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from th-j

revelations of the microscope. Jot>. Cairn Simpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.60

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TERMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send order* U

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The. above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

DUPONT'S
New Brand Sporting Powder.

"SUMMER SHOOTING"
SUPERB IN OUALITY,

Shoots Moist and Clean.
|

This powder has just been made specially by Du-
pont & Co. to suit the Pacific ConM Climate.

I

It Bhoots Moist, is high grade, and of superior
excellence as to quality.

I For Bale by all dealers and by the Agent,

JOHN SKINKEP.
758 Market Street S. F.

I Price $7.00 per keg, Smaller packages In pro-
portion, ootl

41III J> s CABBOM'RYSTAI, SHEEP DIP.
"Patented In Europe and America."

SHEEP

A positive sc»b cure. A liquid, soluble In
co'd it ater. It In absu utely uou-

poisonous

The chenpest And most effective dip on the market,
one gallon niHktnp one linn'red {rations of wash.

Price, $1 %5 per crallon.
Special discounts an < terms to agents and largo

consumers. For samples and other information ap-
P LlMtEA MOM.II. Agents for Pacific Coast

116 California St., San Francisco, Cal.
nseptia
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

rains leave and are due to arrive at
San Francisco.

From Dec

3 It'll A M
1:00 p M
3 :30 P M
9:30 am
0:30 A M
5:30 p M

•fi:00 A M
t":30 a M
12:00 m
s:3U a m
i oo p m

*4 30 P M
7:30 a h

3:30 p u
t3:3n p *
:0am

b .00 P M
8 00 A u
8 0"M
7:0am
8:00 A u
";3u a u
5:00 P m
1:00 p m
6:30 P m
1:00 p *

8:30 a
1 1 1

1 :3« a at

12:00 m
3:00 P U
•4:30 P V
3:30 p si

8:30 a i

3:30 p i

..Calistoga and Napa..

..Gait via Martinez

..Raj wards and NileB...

. Haywards .

..Haywards..

.lone via Livermore
,

..K night's Landing ..

..Livermore and ) leasanton.

..Los Antilles, Deming, EL..,
Paso and EaBt

..Los Angeles and Mojave ....

..Milton. „

..Ogden anu East

..Uguen and East

..Red Bluff via AlaryBville....

..Redding via Willows.".

..Sacramento, via Benicia....
" via Benicia ..

" via liivermore..
" via Benicia
" via Benicia

,

" via Benicia. ....

..Sacramento River Steamers,

..Ran Jose..

..Santa Barbara
,

..Stockton via Liivermore..
via Martinez

..SiRkiyon A Portland

10 Uu A M
6:10 p a
11:10 A M
12:40 p a
3:40 P M
8:10 p M
*C:10 a M

J10:4!> A M
^:40 r M
5:4(1 p m
10:10 a m
•a:40 a u

6:40 P H
11:10 a h
•5:4- " h
8:10 A m

10 :4U a m
5:40 p m
6:10 p m
8 10 a M
6:10 p i£

6:40 p u
10:40 a H
10:1U a m
7:40 a u
•6:00 a a
3:40 p M
t3:40 P 4
8:40 P M
9:40 a d

11:10 a a
6:40 p <
11:10 A m
7:10 a X

LUIAL FEHKV TRAILS.

From San r*ranci»co Rally.

TO EAJST OAK.LAJ»JL>— *t>:00—6:3U—/:GQ—7:30—e:JU—
8 :30—9 :00—9 :30—10:00—1Q:3U—11 : 00—11 :30—12:0J~ 1£ :S0

—1:00—1:30—2^0—2:30—3:00 — 3:30— 4:00— 4:30 — j:on
5:30— 6:00— «:Wi— 7:00—8:00-9:0:1- 10:00- 11:D0—12:00

TO 23D AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—same as "TO
EAST OAKLAND" until 6;00 P. M , Inclusive also
at 7:0.i—8:00 and 10:00 p.m.

TO FRUIT VALH--d:uu—6:a0—7:00—7:30—5:0.—3:30—
3:30—1:00—-1:30- -5:00—5:30-6*0- 8:00—10:'»0

TO FRUIT VALEtvia Alameda)- -*9:3u— '2;0O 6:30-
12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—*6:00—*6:30—7:00—•7:30—8:00— *b:3 —
5:00—9:30—10:00—tl0:30—11:00—tli:3U—12:00—J12:d —
1:00—tl:30—2:00—J2:0- 3:00-3:30—1:00—4:30- 5:00—
6:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—y;0u—10:<U—11:00— l'i:im

TO BERKELEY—'6:00—*ti:3u—7:00—*7:3o--a:00—*S:"W
9:00— 9:30— 10:00— Jl0:30—11:00- fll :3U— 12:00- ili:3

1 00—tl:30 -2:0O-t^:3ll—3:00- 3:30— 1;00— 4:30—6:iA>-
6:30—6:00—6:3"— 7;' itt— :Wi—9:00— 10:00—11 :0O-U:<«

TO WEST BERKELEY -Same as "TV Bkbkk ,ky."

To .sail fr'raneiNvu 1pu1I>.

8:20-8:50—

:.l—5 11—

FROM frKLUT VALE — 6:50— ::i0-
9.-20— *lu : 19- 2 : l j— iUO—l:W—5:i0-o:tu
8:50 10:50.

FBOM HKL'IT VALE (via Alameda)—
t9:^-J2:38-*8:l5

FROM23D AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55-7;-«
7:55-8:25—8:55—9:26—9:6.6— 10:25— 10:55- 1 1:2^—11.06
12:25—12 »5— 1:25-1:55-2 £5—2:55—3:25— 3:56— 4.25—
4:55—5:25—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:55-8:55— 10:53.

FROM EAST UAKlAiMj- "o:30- ft:uu ..^0— 7:0.—
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11 :0i— ii -»i

..2:00—12:30—1 :00— 1 :30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3 :30— 4 *0—
4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00 — 8:00 --9 Oo - 9:o7—
10:57

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND-7 m nuto.- later

than from East Oakland.
FROM ALAMEDA-*o:iv -5:^5 -•6:25—6:55 *7:25-7:55

•8:25-8:55- 9:25— 9:55— 1 10.25— I 0.55- 111:25—11:55—
±12:25— 12:55— jl:25— 1:55— f.2:25- 2:55—3:25—3:55—
4:25— 4-J5— 5:25—5:55— 6:25—6:55— 7:55—8:55— 9:55—
10:55.

--BOM BERKELEY— •5:25-5:55—•6:25—6:55-'7:25-
7 :55 —•6:25— a ^5— 9:25 —9:55— 110:25—10:55 - til ;25—
11:55—112:25 — 12:55—11:25— 1:55- ±2:25—2:55—3:25—
3:55— 4:25— 4:53-5:25—5:65-6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9 :55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "Fsom Bebk-
ELEV."

"

4 ki;kmv route.
FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—11 05-1 d>-

3:15—5:15.
FROM OAKLAND—•6^5—8:15—10 J5— 12-15— 2;lo-

4:15.

a for Morning. P for Afternoon.
•Snnaaye excepted. tSaturdays excepted; taundays

only
C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland

Standard lime turoianeU by Lick OBaEBVATOBY.

A. fS. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager.

T. H. WOODMAN,
'Jen. Pass. A frk &j .

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAX FRiXUSiO. ( AL.

FIRE AND MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
Ol'FI* E 41U PINE STBEET
G. L. BRANDEB President
J. L. FLOOD Vice-Pretident
C. P FARNFIELD Secretary

2. S. ANGUS .Assistant Manager
Ranker*. Nevada Bank of San FranciNCO.

lfiail

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Shkep Dip.
Bflxexi instantly with cold Mater

.

Price $1.25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in Iron drums containing five Imperial galloi..-

en iiiils nearlv 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
witli 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 180

sheep at a cost of lesn than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nourisher of wool, a certain cure

tor scab.
ALSO

LITTLE'S PATEXr POWDER DIP.
Poisonous, mixes instantly with cold water. Sold i n

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 2n Sheep; in a
Beven.ponnds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per pound.

OATTON, BELL & CO.

21aep

SUCCESSORS
FALK NEK, BELL A CO.,

406 California Street. AUENTS.

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1888,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send flive cents in stamps to prepay postage.

THE FOURTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in use at Fairlawn.

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of abont

1G5 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTrERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young Stallions,

Fillies and Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1888

WILL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or further information, ad.'reea

WM. T. WITHER^, Lexington, KyVnck Kot 3%<>

THE PARKER GUN

At the two principal events of the year— at the W ond'a i'mp Shoot'

Ing Carnival held at Wellington, Mass., May :-0 to June :i. IB* 7
, 'he Par-

ker Gnn won ibe leading prize for best averaeefor five day's ho >img.

oleo at Seattle, W. T„ June 9, 10 an " ", 1B8-7, the leading prize and nest average was won tv.. ^ um Pirker

Gun, adding -victories to i8b6 as follows: The Second Annual Tuuruameiit of the Cbanibt-rlin Cartridge

Co., hell at Cleveland, Ohio. September 14, 18tJ6, out of eighty seven entries from representative shots,

represenling foarteeD States, the Parker Gun won first and third money, winning $9W out of the $1, 00

puree offered, a ding another victory to 18r<5. which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament
for th° championship of the World, b*id at New Orleans, La., 'd', lllh to lfith. Among the contestants

shooting other guns were such champions as Carver, Bogardus. Cody. Siubbs, Erb and others,

N<>w York Salesroom. 97 (bambers St..

PARKER BROS., Makers,
Herldcn. « I.

FISHING RODS.
We wonld call the attention of

THE TRADE
To our Catalogue of Fishing Tackle for 1S88, which we will be pleased to mail to

Dealer3 upon application. Address,

TH0S. H. CHUBB,
POST MILL.S, VT.ol2if

F>pgram Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of bold Cigarettes

STEAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they cannot be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only the purest nee paper used. ESTABLISHED
1846. 14 FIKST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHES . ER. N. Y.

26dec52

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize winners at all the fairs In California and the

entire list of sweepstakeB premiums at State Fair

Sacramento, 1886.

importations made direct from England every year

from the most noted Breeders, selected from the'

beet blood and most fashionable families of Dish

faced Berkshirea, regardlesB of cost, and all re

coTded in English aEd American Berkshire records

Sonne pigs from these importations, male and

female, from entirely different families for sale at

reasonaDje prices, and every pig guaranteed. Address. AA«<
Or at VIM California Street. San Pranofpco,

FOR SALE.
A Thoroughbred Bull Bitch..

Apply at 305 waaklDeton St.

HEALDS
Business College, 24 Post St

The moat popular school on the Coast.

P. HEALD President. C. 8. HALEY. R*r'y.

*4T-Send for Circular oct d

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger De-'

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Stre.,'
San Francisco.

In effect December 1, 1887.

12 Ui r .. i

t7 lllA
9:3Ua

I

10 .30 a I a ya a
"3:30 p J San Mateo, Redwood and. '

1 Menlo Park (

•l":i2 a
4:31) p t3 30 P
'5:10 p 4:3(i P
6 :i0 p

\ \ b.4u P
tl! :4 p V ) ft :-V> P

8 :3U a (
10:30 a I E
•3:30 p,l
4-30 P' I.

"1
i 9:u.> a

..Santa Clara, San Jose, and.... , !
j

*10 -02 a
Principal Way Stations f I 36 i

J\ 6:40 I

..Allu.lH- 11 j .1 W .11 >U

*3:30P't Salfnas and Monterey.,

.. Hollleter and Tres Finos .

.. Wateonville, Aptos.feoquei * *10;02 a
..(Capitolaiand frauta Cruz f

1

ti>:40i-

i/in. tSoledad, Paso KobWs. Tt iniik tun ( .

'•'' ') (.San Luis Uljispo) & Way StatloiiB. ( i

a—Morning p —Afternoon.
•^undayBeicepted. tSundayBonly {Theaire train sat
urdavs only.

Trains run on Pacific Standard Time.
STAt.it ctix.NECTiuNs are made with the B 3n a m

Train.

Nearly all r.iil linr to >an Luis Oliisvo. Only 24
miles staging between Teniplet.tn a n't >^n Luis
iHiispo. 1 inie from San Fram-isco 12 hours. Through
rate »*,50.

Special Rucnd-tkic TicKKTa.at redm Bd rutes— to
Gilrov and ParajB. Spri'tP.

Special Notice—Kunnd,-trip ticV,eif iv ti>t rami ue
Lick observatory (Mt Hamilton] can be ! ad at any
of the Company's Ticket Ofiices in ^all Francbici,
Rate, $5.5 .

EXCURSION TH'HEO.
For S„„dar s „nly ,{ £*£££»£. iST™" <0 °

For Saturday, { Sold Sati'bija v and SiKDAVonly
Sunda\ and - good for return until hjlluwin^ Mi n
Mnnil^, I dav.ini-hisiV' ,at Mie li.lL.w ing rait p.

Trip
from San

Franc sc.i t-

~au 15.ano ..

MilUirae .

Oak Urove.
Mateo

Belu
Rfitu. od.
Fair uaks...
Menlo Park
May6eld
Mount 'n View

I Of' I £>

f'r

Lount. Ir.
(

from --,;i

cIbto tu

ants ' iiir;. .,

an Jose....
lilroi
'i.Pifiter 4 50

u

1 25 I 51> Loma Prieta...
I -lb 1 »50 >o.mel
1 lb I 7S Santa Cruz i

1 50 2 i* Monterc> ,.

Passenger Depot . Townsend
street, Valencia-street station. No «l- M-irktt street
Urand Hotel, and Ro'unda. Baldwir Bottl
A.C. BASSETT, H. h.JlhAH,

snperintendeni Asst Ps'-s A TVt. Ag .

Ticket Offices. -

ro

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO
RESPECTFULLY CALLS ATTENTION I

SUPERIOR PACILITi E

AFFORDED BY THE "NORTHERS IJYIMI .

of its line for leaching with speed and comfort tl

best ••laces in tb State Eor

«<ea liailiiii^. Shooting and Fishing
TBAEN8 LEAVE SAN FBANCWCO L.^XLY FOB

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CBARMINS

MiiniutT and Winter Kewori of tl e
Pacific 4'oaxi.

with its beantlfol Groves and aeligbtfnl Drives, Trunt
In abundance can be obtained from the several stream s
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shootii g
may l-e had in season.

THE BAY OF MONTEREY
It; nuted for the extent and variety of nsh whiL-h
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Ruck Cod, Bai-
. ii.i., Pompino, SpaniBb Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, In connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superiui
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEI
MONTE." have made Monterey a paradise for spoils-
men.

THE BATHING FACJL/T/ES
AT THE

"HOTEL DEL MONTE, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
hartng a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure wblti
sand for snrf bathing The EATH-HOt'sE contalnp

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(150x50 feet) for warm Bait water plunge and swim

-

mingbathB, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
Individual baths, with donche and shower facilities.

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

A2TOS, MMHTEL AND SANTA «*RC/
IS VIA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runB through the counties
of S»' Mateo, Santa Clara. San Benito, Santa Cruz
and Monterey, each of which abounds In game in groe
variety Notably

4|aall. Pigeon. Snipe, Ruck, tieese. Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOS ami SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daili
at San Mateo lor thoBe well-known Retreats, PL'RIM
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PEsCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO h.nd McMA-
HON'S for RIFLE PRACTICE.
These resorts are but a Bhort distance from Sac

Francisco and offer Bpecial Inducements to the lovers
of this mtnlv sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Sportsmen and others presenting Passage Ttcke

will be entitled to
FREE TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR DO'*-

when carried In Baggage Cars and put In charge A
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are inBtruc'pd
tolssne CHECKS for all dogs receved In Baggage
Cars.
d»"Iii order to guard against accidents to D •

while in transit. It Is necessary that thev be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Gnna and Fishing
Tackle will be carried free ofcharge. Gunstaken apar
and sec u rely packed in wood or leather cases may b
taken in Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICES-Passenger Depot, Townse-d

street, Valencia Station. and No 8)3 Market et
Hotel

C. BASSETT, A.H. R. JT'D '

Superintendent, Asst. Pasa %ud T:
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RACING MATERIAL Op
IN ENDLESS VARIETY AT

J, A. McKERRON'S,
228, 230 and 232 Ellis Street. .... San Francisco.

Notice.

C. BRUCE LOWE,
STOCK AND STATION AGENT,

Auctioneer, Horse, Cattle, and Property
Salesman,

Is prepared to accept orders from breeders in
iinerica to select and forward stock from tbe Aus-
tralian Colonies: or will undertake to receive and
dispose of stock from America; or act as Agent
for California firms.

References kindly permuted to J. B. Haggin, Esq.,
and Major Rathbone of San Francisco.

C KKI'C'K I.OWE.
Wright. Ueaton's Buildings,

Pitt Street, Sydney,
3de v *"<r ««»ith Walaa

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured by Letters Patent, July V/>, f 88V
Having thus described my invention, what I claim

as new, and desire to secure my letteirj patent, is:
t. The part D.Bupported by the side straps of the bri-

dle, extending back as shown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination withtbo extensions D,
the curved blinds F, secured to such intensions, ana
as shaped, to give full freedom and ventilation to the
eve while circumscribing the vision, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F, and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
Bet, substantially as herein described.

4. in a bridle, and In combination with the cheofc-
8feces D and bunds F. aB shown, the straps or bandB
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyes, and having th>- adjusting slides ft

buckles, substantially aB and for the purpose her!
described.

5. In a bridle, and in com ination with the blinds "",

supported ard pivoted to the bridle bo iib to be nmv.it
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
straps or band? G and H, and the iear band I and the
tbroat-lalch or lash connected with tun blinds, an-i ad-
justable, substantially as herein describe I,

The above are the claims allowed by t
1
! patent

office, and though the corresponding letters lo not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be mider-
BOOii.

It meets with universal approbation, doing awa>
with all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line oi

vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the Barue eftect on the action follows as
is induced by toe-weights. This Is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the «tnee without the strain of weights on tbe
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A- IHeKRRRON,
Ida. 23 i and 232 PIIIIh St. Ran Francisco.

Harry E. Carpenter, M.O.C.V.S.,

VETERINARY SCRGEON.

Honorary Graduate of

Ontnrlo Veterinary Col.

lege. Toronto, Canada,

A3T RldcIIngs Castrated.

Veterinary Infirmary. 371 Nat oma St
Residence! 966 Howard St., San Francisco.

lmaSa

GLOVER'S A.LLUM.

A TREATISE ON CANINE DISEASES.

CONCISE AND PRACTICAL.
Handsomely Bound and Illustrated.

PEICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

GLOVER'S IMPERIAL

DOG MEDICINES.
Maw»Ke <tir«\. - 50* Distemper Cure $1-0
Blood Purifier, 50c. Vermltnse, - 5<»
tanker W»sh, 50c. Eye Lotion, - 50e..
Oiarrlioeature, 50c. Cure tor Fits, - 50c.
Tonic, - - 50c Liniment. - 50c.

Kennel and Stable Soap, bestdogsoap known, price
25c.

These remedies are sold by druggists and dealers
in sportsmen's goods.

ALL DOG DISEASES TREATED
H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

Veterinarian to the Westminster Eennel Club, New
iersey Kennel Club, Rhode Island Kenau Cluti,
Hartford Kennel Club, Hemstead Farm -ompany. etc.
22oc'3 I '2W3 KrnniltvnT. .Mew Vnrlc

Animal Portraits.
Domestic Pets, Field Dogs, Horses, Cattle, and ilj

descriptions of Live Stock drawn or painted to order,

either from photograph or from life.

Original designs or drawings on stone, wood e c.

for illustration purposes, furnished.
K. UOYI). Vrn .i

ffo^tf IB Post tr-.. .

AMERICAN
KENNEL CLUB

STUD-BOOK.
Blanks for registering in the oSScial stud

book will be mailed on application.
Entries will close for part Four o i Decem-

ber 30, 1887. Address,

Sec'y, American Kennel Club
Noa 44 and 46 Broadwar,

KM- New Vortc.

DO YOU WANT A DOS <

IS DOC BUYERS' GUIDE. L
n Colored plates, 100 engravings fi

of different breeds, prices the? are f
worth, and where to buy them, fj

Mailed for 15 Cents. «
ASSOCIATED FANCIERS, I

337 S, Eighth St, Philadelphia, Pa, f

STUD POINTER.
BrSH T., (3761 A. K. R.), lemon and white, by

Sensation (217 A. K. R,),exSeph G. bv Dart—seney,
in the stud to approved bitches. FeeS30. Rush T.
is a dog of good size, good markings, rare form, excel-
lent temper, high courage and marked field instinct
In breeding he haB no superior. His sire was a grand
fielder and a bench winner. His dam is a winner on
the iiench and an uncommonlv good Geld performer.
The kennel is breeding Irish red setters of unexcep-

tionable strains. A. B.TRUMAN.
ELCHO KERNELS,

sep2* i\t Eleventh street, k. F.

SUBSCRIBE FOB THE

Breeder and Sportsman

IMPORTANT TO

Horse and Stockmen
THE

"C. fe N. W. Ry."
In Connection with the C. P. & U. P. B. R's., forms the

"CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO SHORT-LINE"
With Splendid Track and Unequaled Equipment for tbe Speedy and Safe Transportation

of Horses and Live Stock, in its own nr in Private Cars, on Passenger or Freight C-nins.

Co amodions Rest, Water and Feed Stations Situated at convenient distances all along

the line.

Over 6.O0O miles of first-class road rnmiliiK West, Norih and North-West from Chicago.

The Original "CALIFORNIA FAST FREIGHT IINE.

tor further information apply to

HENRY P. STANWOOD,
Rennral \<reni. San Franclwo. C-il.

L. C. SMITH' Top Action, Double Cross-Bolted

L. tt SMITH,
Manufacturer of both Hammer and Hammerless Guns. I

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

A. Demonstration of the Shooting Qualities of the "In O. Smith" Gun.

At the Cleveland Cartridge Co. 's tournament, held at Cleveland, O., from September 13 to 16 inclusive
the "Smith" gun Avon tirst money in every class. It also won nearly two-thirds of the entire
amout (SViOO) of cash prizes, and championship trophy for the b'st average in the 9P class. In tbe 90-
class it won *be Is*, 2nd and 4tb moneys; in tbe 80-class it toot the 1st. Hrd, 4th and 5tb; in the 70-clase it

cook 1st and 2nd, with ih" l»t and 6th in the 60-class, making a total winning nearly four times greater
than any other gun. of either foreign or bom» manufacture.

We think this a most excellent snowing, as there was seven different makes of guns used bv tbe nineteen
Contestants in the ninety class, i,. c SMITH.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTTYE CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. auefti

CHOICE OLD WHISKIES!
PURE AND UNADULTERATED.

We offer for sale on favorable terms to the Trade.

fAXHERAOOD'S CE5J3BRATED FINE OLD WHISKIES
"ft of the -ollowing brands, namely:

-ranston's Cabinet, Century, A. A. A., Old Stock, Henry- £ull,
Double B. and Monogram, Very Old and Choice.

Also, in cases of 1 doz. quart bottles each,

Brunswick Club (Pure Oil Rye) and Upper Ten (Very Old and Choice).

S3T For excellence, purity and evennese of quality the above are unsurpassed by any whiskies J nnorte
Cbi only objection to be made to them by the manipulating dealers being that they cannot be improve
upon.

DICKSON, DeWOLF & CO.,
SOI. I' AGENTS. SAN FKAN< 1MO, <AII1U..MA

Dr. Thos. Bowhill, M.RC.V.S.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Graduate New Veterinary College, Edinburgh

Awarded the Highland and Agricultural Societies

Medals for Horse Patbologv, Anatomy, Physiology
and Histology. The Williams' Prize, '84V85, for high-

est works in professional examinations, and dix 'irst-

clasR certificates of merit. Honorary Member IllinolB

State Veterinary Medical Association,

OFFICE:

RECORD STABLES,
». Mccarty, Prop.

1139 Marfcet St. S. F-. Bet. 3 th and 8tn.
Telephone No. 3113.

HUNTERS, MARK!
—JUST OPENED—

TheWalker House,Boudin Island
Fine accomodation for hunters. Reasonable rates.

Splendid shooting! I

Take Steamer T. C. Walker. Mondays. Wednesdays
iideland Fridays. D. B. JURGENS, Prop.

FORSALE?
MISCHIEF, Standard,' b m, 15i< hands high,

foaled 1876, sired by Young Tuckaho, by Flaxtail son
of Pruden's Blue Bull, dam Lido by Flaxtail; gran-
dam Fanny Fern by Irwin's Tuckaho, son of Herod's
Tuckah", by Tuckaho, by Florizel, by Diainede; great
grandam by Leffle's Counsel fou of Shepherd's
Counsel, by Bond's First Counsel. Recorded in 3d
Vol Wallace's Trotting Register. Mischief is the
dam of Dr. HickB' fast young stallion Brilliant, that
showed a two-minute gait to cart this summer. Her
last year's colt wns by Director, which is « square
trotter, and shows fast, for which *l,Oi has recently
been refused. She has a weanling by l-allls, a
square trotter, and shows even more promising than
the Director colt. She is again with foal by Fallis
(son of Electioneer) and will be due about Feb. 20th.
PANSY, Standard, soirel filly lPj bands high,

foaled 1884, sired by Sterling, by Egraont, by Bel-
mont (sire of Nutwood 2 .] 8$). Sterling's dam is Mary
by Max tail (dam of Apex, four-year-old record 2:2fi).

flaxtail is tbe sire of tbe dams of Buccaneer (flve-
year-old public trial 2: 24$>; of Pearl, record ?:32£; of
Fawn. 2:30J; of Flight, 2:59; of Pri^e, yeailing rec-
ord 2:444 ,and two-year old 2:83$; of 8hamrock. two-
year old record 2:25. and of many others that are
showing fast. Pansy's dam is Mischief, pedigree as
above Pansy can undoubtedly be made to pace or
trot very fast with proper handling as she is full sis-
ter to Brilliant. Price for bolh mare* $610 cash if
sold before the 1st of February. Apply to

F. P. LOWELL.
17de4 Sacramento, Cal.
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There is quite an interesting letter in Outing for December

frjm a young lady to her chum in New York. It is descrip-

tive of a canoeing rendezvous on Lake Champlain, and the

p cture of camp life is happily drawn. But the canoeing I

reul of nowadays is very different from that I was familiar

with just forty years ago. Then I was employed surveying

linda belonging to the Bingham Estate in Clinton County,

Pennsylvania. Tbero were some fifty odd thousands of acres

extending from Young Woman's Creek to near the month of

the Sinnemahoning on the north sile of the west branch of

the Susquehanna river. It is a rough mountainous district,

traversed by rapid streams, which, at that time, wero bounti-

f illy supplied with speckled trout, plenty of deer, a good

niitny bears, and once in a while a panther. There was an

unbroken forest for seventy miles, the settlements restricted

to small "bottoms" along the river, and a trail which could

hardly be called a road following the river bank. Nearly all

the business, and by far the largest portion of the travel, was

by canoes, and going up stream paddles were of no avail to

stem the swifc current. Iron-pointed poles were used, strength

and dexterity being necessary to accomplish much headway.

Dexterity of greater consequence than strength, as many of

the women and girls were competent to handle the craft

fashioned from a single log of light wood. Water boilingover

and between huge rocks, counter currents which would catch

an end of the long and slender vessel, and if the pole was not

deftly managed an upset was sure to result.

The headquarters of the party was at the mouth of Kettle

Creek on a point of land which laid between the creek and

the river. The farm, store and a mill belonged to a Mr.

Butler, and it was altogether the best location, within miles.

Saturday nights, Sunday and Sunday nights were spent at

Mr. Butler's, the rest of the week camping where night over-

to >k us. I hid a cousin who was chief draughtsman of the

Bingham office, and he came to see how the work progressed.

He had been in the employ of the British Government and

was stationed in Australia, a member of the Engineering

Corp from 1838 to 1843. It was a beautiful afternoon, that

of a Sunday early in September, 1847, and I proposed to my
cousin that we should paddle across the river where huckle-

berries were abundant, and he assenting I took my seat in

the stern of the canoe, being somewhat vain of my ability in

that line. A large rock protruded from the water about three-

q-iurters of the way across, the deepest and roughest water

Leiug on the other side. "Iain going above that rock," I

sail, giving the bow the proper slant; "Yon had better go

b^low," was hiB quiet reply. The swift current caught the

prow, hurled the light vee6el athwart the rock a little astern

of midship. I was thrown into the air and fell on the far side

of the rock. My cousin was instantaneously submerged. The

ca joe hnng scarcely an instant, and, there being a slight eddy

below the rock, I swam to it and succeeded, with paddle in my
hand, in getting astride the bottom, and, looking around, saw

that B could not swim. He had presence of mind, how-

ever, to flounder towards the shore, and the rapid water

carried him to land.

1 Wny in the world did you not tell me you could not swim

and I would never have ventured such a fool-hardy attempt?"

was my greeting. "What good?" he replied, "I saw that you

were determined to show your canoemanship and I did not

want to spoil the display." I took it for granted that a life of five

years in Australia had taught him that accomplishment, and

never gave a thought to the risk. I was as thoroughly

frightened as a young fellow could possibly be, and the return

voyage was made in the safest water. Chaffing, badinage,

ridicule, guying was no name for what I had to suffer. Our

host's wife and pretty daughters could not restrain their

mirth, and I welcomed the early dawn of the next morning

which started us for the week's work in the woods.

The canoes which were used at that time on these rapid

streams would Dot "611 the bill" nowadays. A3 to a sail,

the least spread of canvas would have rendered an upset a

certainty with a slight puff of wind. The larger crafts which

were made to carry a load might stand the pressure when
the burden sank them to some depth in the water, but the

smaller were so cranky that caution was necessary to get

aboard, and then the seat had to be within a few inches of

the bottom to preserve the equilibrium. To the best of my
recollection eighteen inches was about the average width,

with a length of about twenty feet. The narrowness was of

great advantage, as when the water was low it would have been

difficult to get an ordinary skiff through some of the channels.

The canoes were brought into active use during the sur-

veying trip. Towards the litter part of September there was

a continuous rain of nearly a week's duration. At first it

came gently, toward the latter part of the storm a fierce down-

pour. We staid in the woods until Friday noon, and then,

from the long soaking, were thoroughly tired and disheartened.

It must be borne in mind that tents were as far beyond our

reach in these mountains as brick houses. Blankets could not

be carried as there was load enough in the necessary provi-

sions, as the rule was to camp where night overtook us.

There was plenty of hemlock timber, and that was depended

on for shelter and bed. No thoughts were given to shelter

when the weather was fine, and then a bed was made of the

small hemlock twigs, huge fires the dependence for keeping

warm. When raining, "forked" sticks were driven into the

ground, stout poles reaching between, and on theie supports

the branches of hemlock were laid to quite a thickness. This

was only a slight protection in a rain storm which was at all

prolonged.

There was a happy party that night when we exchanged

the discomforts of the wet woods for the good cheer of our

host. Never a supper better relished, and as the hickory

logs crackled and shot the bright flames up the wide chim-

ney, it did not require the fragrant Monongahela to give

life and inspiration to the party. The river had been rising

for a couple of days; it steadily increased in volume during

the forenoon of Saturday. Shortly after midday it came

with a rush. The dams had broken on the upper streams,

and in one hour there was a "rise" of five feet. The house

and adjacent buildings were on a point of higher land than

that between the elevation and the mountain. Frequently in

the highest freshets the lower ground had been submerged, but

where the house stood was supposed to be above the very

highest floods. But it became evident that this time was to

be an exception. The orchard was flooded, there was water

close to the doorstep before the rise, which came with

an increase of an added inch for every minute of time. The

stock were swum across to the mountain, and Mr. Butler

moved his family and some necessaries in the canoes. All

of our party, with the exception of my cousin and myself,

accompanied them, and earnestly we were urged to fly to the

high ground. There was comfort in the house, misery in

the eodden woods. The canoes had been run into the

kitchen and dining-room, and when the last loa Is were taken

out those who managed them had to lie flat to get under the

top of the doorway. But there were soft feather beds in the

upper story, and a roof which did not permit a drop of flaid

to get through. Something like the man who solicited Noah

for a passage, and when refused toll the patriarch "to go to

with his old ark; he did not believe it was going to be

muoh of shower," I thought I had a sure point that the

water had reached its maximum and that the main danger

had passed. The feather beds and the dry apartments carried

the day, and when I signified my determination to stay my
cousin joined in the resolve.

The building was a two-story "block-house," of large nize

for that country, with a log kitchen joined to the side next

the river. A block-house was a building in which the logs

were hewed on two sides to a uniform thickn€S3, whereas in a

loghouse the trunks of the trees were laid up without other

preparation than "notching'' the comers. In both the inter-

stices were "chinked" with pieces of wood split to the proper

thickness, and "daubed" with clay, or, where lime was to be

had, with mortar. There was a large chimney built of stone,

and when the main house was erected it was on the outside

of the building, but the added kitchen enclosed it as high

as the roof of the lean-to. The fireplace was so large

that a four-foot backlog c:>uld be put in place, and in severely

cold weather nearly a quarter of a cord of wood would be

burning in one fire. My pointer was a picket fence which

cut off the "door-yard" from the rest of the premises. I

noticed that the tops of the pickets were above the watersome

time before sunset, and when Mr. Butler came to paddle us

to the mountain side, when it was already dusk, the sharp-

ened ends still showed. Soundly we slept. One night had

not made amends for the loss of repose in four prior vi ils,

and as I was completely oblivious when under the dominion

of Morpheus, I knew nothing until B. woke me the next

morning. Butler had awakened him, as when there was day-

light enough to see his course he had started, without the

slightest hope of seeing us or the house when he reached

where it had stood

.

Had I been as 6asily awakened as my cousin I should have

been fearfully scared. A creaking and tearing away of timbers

woke him, and soon after a crash which made the solid block-

house tremble. He supposed that the bouse had started, and

jumped out of bed. There were two beds in the room, and

though when all were in the luxury of having a bed all to

one's self could not be granted, there were many without a

single occupant that night. He put his hand on my arm
with the intention of arousing me, but before he could get me
conscious he felt that the building was at rest. Then he sup-

posed that some drift wood, or perhaps a floating building,

several of which passed during the afternoon, had struck ours

and been deflected from striking at an angle, and making sure

that there was no movement on our part returned to bed.

The cause of the shock Mr. Butler discovered at the first

glance. The kitchen was gone, and all that saved the block-

house was the huge chimney shaft and stone underpinning

which protected the foundation. From marks on the moun-
tain Bide Mr. Butler was aware that the rise had continued

during the night, and the doorway through which the canoes

had passed the evening before was now completely under

water. We had to lower ourselves from an upper window
into the canoe, and yet there was my pointer still above the

raging flood. The solution was not difficult. The pickets

wero swaying in the current, or, rather, vibrating backwards

and forwards. The lifting power of the water had raised the

posts in that portion of the fence, while the ends held, and

so as the water increased the points still remained above.

That memorable freshet put an end to that survey for the

time. Nearly everything was washed away. Corn in the

shock, grain and hay in the stack, many houses swept away,

maoy farms ruined. The road was completely gone. My
cousin had driven a horse when he came; the only way horse

and wagon could be got back was to loa 1 them on a raft

which had been rnn down the Sinnemahoning, and which

landed at Butler's. The surveying corp, with the exceptiou

of an assistant and myself, took the same means of getting

out of the country, while Mason and I were left to make fur-

ther examinations. The object of the survey was to make an

estimate of the valuable timber, and in order that there could

be a de6nite location the lines of the warrants bad to be rnn,

the intention being to sell it in parcels. Some
an examination had been made regarding coal and

a noted mineralogist had made many "trial openiL _

were not marked on the map. These had
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located, and it would have taken at least another month to

complete the wort. As it was it had to be abandoned, as

provisions could not be gotten before the winter set in. All

that conld be done was to look over the portion not surveyed

an i form an approximative estimate of the quantity and

quality of tbe timber. My cousin, therefore, directed Mason

and myself to stay long enough to make that kind of an ex-

amination.

We to >k a still more primitive metbol of journeying there

by cauoe from Kettle Creek to Young "Woman's Town, which

was selected as the base of operations. There was plenty of

drift lodged along the banks, and a couple of light logs with

cross-pieces of slabs made a comfortable raft. Tbe river had

got between bankB, and as the water was still falling, the raft

of itself, was inclined to keep the middle of the stream, so

that gently, very gently, we floated with the current. I

made provisions for two days in the woods, and pointing the

place where Mason was to meet me, the union of the two

main branches of the creek, directing him to pursue his

couise along the top of the mountain to the west, while I

followed the crest of that to the east. Matches were scarce,

and the few we had were in Mason's posse sion. He car-

ried a gun while I had an axe, which was an essential whin

the camp had to be made. The sun was at least an hour

high when I got to the trysting pi ice. there was a sharp

air, however, on that clear October afternooD, with every in-

dication of a heavy frost during the coming night. He

siioull have got there before I did, having a good deal less

distance to travel, and, after waitiig some half hour, I

6houted, expecting an answer. No response, and after the buu

had ceased to tinge tbe crest of the high mountain to ihe

eastward, I became convinced that Mason bad lust his course.

To stay in ihe woods without a tire on such a night was out

of the question. The creek had been beared so as to float

shingle bolts to the mouth, and there wasa path, or rather a

deer tiail, following the bauks, much sbo:ter than tbe route

taken t-> get there, though many rule* from the nearest

ho lse.

There were few woodsmen who could cope with me in

speed in those days when the course wjs through these Penn-

sylvania forests, and I broke from the start at a pace which

would have troubled an Indian (o better. The narrow trail

crossed and rtcroi-sed the creek, the crossings being where

there was a lipple and consequently shallow water. While

there was a glimmer of light sume progress conld be made,

when darkness came there was trouble. Witeh-haz'e and

laurel fringed the trail, aad those who have had any experi-

ence with these tangle- legs can realize the difficulty of pro-

gression. After a few falls the ax was thrown aside to avoid

danger from the sharp edge, Tumble after tumble, one of

them into the creek, and getting out of the woods while the

path was beset with such difficulties was out of the question.

A partial shelter was found under a shelving rock, but

the wet garments, added to the frosty air, made exercise

impeiative, and a tree was selected which had space enough

free from underbrush to permit of a small circle being nego-

tiated. Before crawling under the rock my knapsack was

laid on top of it, and not long after I heard a footstep. That

was followed by the knapsack (in which was some cold ham
and other provisions) being pulled eft tbe rock. The sup-

position was that it was a bear, and the hunting knife was

drawn from its sheath, though, whatever the marauder might

be a shout frightened it so that it dropped its prize and made

ofl. Never the grey dawn more heartily welcomed, and in

two hours thereafter I was doing ample justice to a warm
breakfast at the hotel. Noonday came and no tidings of my
comrade. I became alarmed at his non-appearance, and after

getting a fiesh supply of provisions—matches were scarce so

that a few only could be obtained, so to make sure a flint,

steel and a store of punk was added— and t took the back

track. I met bim a few miles from tbe hotel, and a more

woebegone looking individual is seldom seen. He bad wan-

dered too far to the westward, lost all knowledge of his

whereabouts, was so frightened at his lone night in the woods

expecting to feel the claws of a panther or the hug of a bear

every instant during the night. He had a fire, and that would

have been such a boon that I would have been as happy

as need be had I possessed his store of matches. He was at

a loss when daylight came which course to lake, but finally

concluded to follow a Bmall stream, doubtful, however,

whether it flowed into Young "Woman's Creek or waters

which ran into Kettle Creek. This was his first camping

trip, his former experience being the survey of farms and
engineering work on the Susquehanna Canal.

On the south side of the river was a large body of land,

120,000 acres, owned in Philadelphia. It differed from
the Bingham estate possessions in being nearly without tim-

ber. Barren mountains with scrubby growth of yellow oak,

plenty of huckleberry bushes, and rattlesnakes in profusion.

The trustees of the estate had sent a city engineer to make
an examination, empowering him to engage assistants, and
render a report when the work was done. Williamsport and
Lockhaven had more charms for him than mnning lines over

barren mountains, and the nearest he had been to the lands

was the hotel at Young "Woman's Town, where I met him.

A jovial fellow withal, and as good company as could be de-

sired, even if he had no inclination for life in tbe woods. He
showed me his report, which he asseverated he should pre-

sent to his employers. After a long preamble he stated that

he was forced to tbe conclusion that the land could only be

utilized in one way. There was plenty of material to make
capital charcoal, naming the different kinds of scrub growthi

but after a still more diligent search, he could not find earth

enough to cover the pits.

It may be that retrospection, when so many years have

elapsed, may color that wood's life too brilliantly. Hard as

the work was I greatly preferred the outdoor, spring, sum-

mer and autumn work to the confinement of tbe office work

in the winter. The only bright spots in the latter were when
maps had been made and the summer's notes put into

shape, the play lime from then until the spring came again.

Northern Pennsylvania and Southern New York was a grand

play ground forty years ago in the winter time, and a young

fellow who could not enjoy himself with leisure weeks and

some money, had small faculty for enjoyment. But while

the remembrance cf both are fondly cherished, there is an

aroma which still prevails when memory recalls the moun-

tains, hills and streams, the "big woods" of nearly half a cen-

tury ago. At that time there ware forests in nearly

every county in Northern Pennsylvania, and in the north-

eastern counties, in addition to trout streams, were a

great number of small lakes where there was fine sport.

Miles from the "settlements," perhaps, gems of sylvan

beauty, especially in the early summer when tbey were em-

bowered amoDg the dark green leaves, and tbe white, pink

and scarlet laurel blossoms. Still by far tbe best sport in

the way of fishing was in the streams. Forty-three years ago

I was carrying chain on lands belonging to the Meredith and

Clymer estate, and which laid on both sides of the Lacka-

wanna, some distance above Carbondale. ThiB body had

not been offered for sale, and there was not a break in the

woods for many miles. The LaekawanDa was the beau ideal

of a trout stream, that is that portion of it which flowed

through this land. It was wide enough to give plenty of

room to make a cast on either side when wading in the cen-

tre. At an ordinary stage ot water there was nothing in the

way. Not a pool, a clear ripple from bank to bank, "with

now and then a projecting rock, in the eddy of which it was

nearly a sure thing to catoh a big "speckled beauty." The

fl.7 would scarcely touch the water until there was the well-

known sash of the spread tail, and as the hook struck the

rush which made the reel sing and the nerve3 of the fisher

vibrate.

The last job of that kind of surveying I did, viz., resarveys

and divisions of large tracts which had not been settled, was

in the fall of 1850, on tbe head waters of the Tioga river. I

had taken it by the mile, and employed another surveyor to

assist me. Thus there were two corp3 of four men in each,

and I also hired a man to hunt and make camp. The chain-

bearers were young men from the village were I lived, and it

was their first experience in camp life. The lines which

were to ba run on the opening day brought both parties to

the same point, and there I directed the hunter to make the

first camp. When it wa9 reached, about sundown, everything

was in order. He had killed a deer, a nice fat doe, and the

fire had burned down so that there were plenty of glowing

embers to oook the venison to a turn. Gourmets may
throw up their hands in horror at the thought of eating ven-

ison the day it was killed, but a young doe, fat and juicy,

broiled over hardwood coals and eaten by men who had only

a cold bite for the noonday lunch, breakfast by candlelight in

the early September morning, climbing bills, breathing air

pure as the atmosphere of Eden, and ladened with balsamic

odorB, was the quintessence of epicurianism. Then the

coffee and the rashers of bacon, and the hot cakes and other

etceteras made abanquet that cannot be equalled at thefamed

rotmerks of Europe or America. My young men, unaccus-

tomed to such fare and such condiments, sat up nearly all

night roasting the venison ribs. It was a good sized deer, but

after breakfast next morning there was not a bit left.

Camp life! I have read many descriptions of it, none that

gave an idea of the sort I was so familiar with these many
years ago. There could not be much impedimenta. Blankets

even were too burdensome. In this last survey it was pos-

sible to arrange the work so as to occupy the same camp for

several nights. The original "warrants" contained from four

hundred to eleven hundred acres with the usual six per cent,

allowance made by the State. This I had to divide into plots

from fifty to two hundred acres; and, as the river was made

the boundary for the lots on both sides, the stream had to be

"meandered." So long as the work was on the river lots

camps were made near the bank. The water was equally

good, as the water-.hed above was from unbroken forest with

few swamps. Hemlock was the grand desideratum, and

apart from gathering a plentiful supply of twigs, the rest of

the work was mainly confined to a supply of fuel. The com-

missary department was fully equal to the task, and as he

comprised the whole corps there was no bungling of orders.

This enabled the surveying parties to work until there was

just time to reach camp before it became dark, and my extra

man added at least twenty-five per cent, to my profits.

Never a day that I did not clear ten dollars, some days

three times that.

There were cold nights even as early in the season as Sep-

tember in that country. Clear frosty weather, with coatings

of ice on the pools and occasional rains and flurries of snow.

Three huge tires were built, and in the enclosed square the

hemlock twigs were piled to a thickness of a foot or more.

Quite Sybarite in onr tastes. Only the daintiest feathered

6prays were permitted, and what with the softness and del-

icate aroma of the bed it was far away in the lead of the

heather-beds which Walter Scott desoribes. During that

trip we were rarely without venison, plenty of trout, and

occasionally a pheasant. The noon feed was a cold bite,

with only a few minutes to discuss it; that at night was a

long-drawn banquet, strong coffee taking the place of wine,

and huge pipes doiag duty for a smoke, taken with a higher

degree of relish than the best Cuban production in these

latter days.*

"O sleep! it is a gentle thing.
Beloved from pole to pole.

To Mary Queen the praise be given.
She sent the gentl* sleep from heaven

That slid into my soul.

So sang the Ancient Mariner, but in that pure air, and with

accompanying adjuncts, sleep came without solicitation. You
might watch the stars twiukle through the overhanging

branches, sparkling with unusual lustre, and as they became

indistinct, visions brighter than wide-awake imaginings.

My first field work was also done in Tioga county, com-

mencing to "carry chain" when sixteen years old, with

only occasional compass tuition, for two year3. The greater

part of the time I was in the corp of the best woodsman I ever

met, and the knowledge obtained, supplemented by practice,

was the means of my winning the only foot-race in which I ever

had the glory of earning brackets. A young Englishman paid a

visit to the town in which I resided, and it was not long

until he wore the champion belt for walking, running and

jumping. He bowled over our best men from, one hundred

yards to any distance he could find competitors, and bis uni-

form success was somewhat galling to our pride. I proposed

to run him for a champagne supper, provided he would grant

me the right to name tbe distance and the ground to run it

upon, "All right," he said, "so that the distance is not

more than five miles, and you shall name tbe party after the

race is finished." The latter clause in the agreement was not

to saddle me with the expense of too many guests, as he felt

that the race could only end in my discomfiture. He had
plenty of money and was not at all chary in spending it, while

all that kept me in funds to an amount that would warrant

such an expenditure was the months in tbe woods where

it was impossible to "spend a cent. " I proposed that the

loser should have the naming of the guests, which was ac-

cepted.

Some few miles above the little town the Tioga river broke

through a chain of mountains, that on the east of the river

known as Bald Mountain, The top was bare of timber and

for some distance down the north side there were oniy a few

bushes and masses of conglomerate rock, better known in

that country as "pudding stone." After the barren ground

was passed there was a ''windfall," viz., trees blown down at

some prior date, and among the fallen timber was a thick

growth of underwood and brambles. There was probably

half a mile of that tangle, and then a mixture of big timber,

laurel and witch hazel. The Blossbury and Coming B. R.

skirted the base of the mountain, and from that point to the

hotel was about one and a quarter miles. At the time agreed

I chose the top of Bald Mountain as the starting point, the

finish to be opposite the bar-room door of the hotel. Ee was

somewhat staggered at the selection of the course, but as he

said afterwards he thought he could beat me in the straight

run in, if even I had a furlong the best of it when the rail-

way was reached. It was much easier to reach the starting

point by a more indirect route than a straight line between

the points, which gave me another advantage, my competitor

being in the dark in regard to the ground to be run over.

When the word was given he ran at his ease alongside

of me, and I saw that he hoped to keep near enough

not to lose sight of me in the wood's part of the race. He
knew notbiDg of the windfall, however, and I had it all my
own way in that sort of going. He was nearly six feet in

height and of admirable proportion, though carrying too much

weight to get over or under the mass of fallen trees nimbly

enough to keep within striking distance. Through the wind-

fall and I listened a moment but could not hear him, though I

did not slacken my gait, but went with a rush through the

intricacies of the forest. Jumping over logs, dodging under

overhanging branches, a swing away from a direct course to

avoid the tangles of laurel and hazel, and when I struck tha

railroad there wa6 only a momentary pause to listen for the

breaking of dry twigs which was sure to be heard if a man

was running not far behind. Not a crackle, and I still kept

up a pace which was very near my best. Some of our friends

had taken a position where they thought we would first strike

the track, but they had gone too far south and a curve shut me
from their view. Brown had lost his course in the windfall and

as it was late in the afternoon of a September day all the

guide he had was to make westing. The hotel was only a

few degrees to the west of north, and my familiarity with

"points of the compass" as well as woods practice was a big

advantage. He was surpiised when they reported I had not

been sighted, and there was a good deal of anxiety on my
account. "I am afraid the poor lad has broken a leg,"

remarked Brown, "as the last I saw of him he was going over

those trees as though there was a mattress on the other side

to light on. I would not for all the champagne dinners and

suppers in the land that anything serious has happened him,

for it was clever if he did get the best of me." When the

straight part of the railway was reached and I was not in

sight, there was nearly a certainty that I had broken down;

but I bad been in so loDg that I had plenty of time to "cool

cut" and don a clean suit of clothes to greet my competitor.

"With one exception it was tbe grandest "blow out" ever bad

in that part of the country. Brown invited as mauy as the

dining room of the hotel could accommodate, and orders

were given to the barkeeper to give outsiders all they could

drink and cigars ad libitum. J. C. S.
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Pleasanton Items.

Since writing my last a stock company has been organized,

and the track property lias passed into the hands of the

"Pleasanton Stock and Farming Co." Articles of incoipor-

ation have been, filed, and the following well-known gentlemen

have been elected directors for the first year: Col. Harry I.

ThorntoD, Geo. F. Gordon, Walter S. Stone, Ward McAllis-

ter Jr. and Edw. B, Yoang, all of San Francisco. The capi-

tal stock is §100,000, and the objects of the corporation are

to breed, raise, bay, sell and own livestock; purchase, own

and hold real property, and to improve and sell the same.

I suppose that the track property will take snch a change

in the near future that we old residents here will not know

the place. The track has been in the very best condition,

and there has been considerable work done with the young

ones. Besides the horses being worked by Messrs. McDow-

ell, Knox, Miller and Alviso, as before mentioned, we can

find every morning Mr. Valensin on the track with his horses,

and while speaking cf this let me ask, Where is there a town
or track in the State, or, I may as well say in the United

States, on which one cau see in the course of a day, snch a

combination of fast, stallions as we have here?

First comes that great horse Director, the winner of the

§10,000 purse at Hurtord, ConD.,in 1SS3, and of other races too

numerous to mention, the history o F which all cf your readers

well know, with his record ol 2:17.

Second, comes Monroe Chief, with his unbeaten two-mils

stallion record of 4:4G, made at Oakland.

Third, we may mention Shamrock, with the two-year-old

record of 2:25 un! -eaten.

And fourth, Valensin, with the fastest fourth heat on record

fur a three year-old, 2:23.

And again, the horses, mares and geldings, both trotters and

pacers in this vicinity (and when I say this vicinity I mean
within two end a half miles from the town) that have got

records under 2:30, cannot be counted on the fingers of both

hands; and, laying all jesting aside, there are as many more
oue, two, and three-year-olds in training that will also pass

the golden mark iu the course of the nest two or three years,

if the action3
, cait and speed now shown in their work is car-

ried to the end of the mile.

The stallion Zilophone, by Altamont, dam Belle Price by

Doble, eight years "old, with a four-year-old record of 2:35,

belonging to Messrs Husman, StoDe & Anthrend, of Yreka,

Siskiyou Co., arrived here on the 17th, in charge of Mr.

Soutberland, from that place. He was left here iu care of

Mr. McDowell to receive some winter work, as such work

cannot be given him in his country on account of the weather.

Mr. G. H. Cos, who has charge of Mr. A. Patterson's

horses, was here on the 19th and 20 th. He went up to Mr.

P.'s hill ranch, and brought down a foui-year-old sorrel

gelding, by Venture, dam Belle by Belmont, which he sold

here, and a four-year-old black gelding, by Don Pedro (he by

Belmont) dam Maud, by Nutwood. Mr. J. M. Alviso has

charge ot them at present. They are both large, fine-looking

colts, and from their breeding should make good ones. He
has brought his pacer, Fred Ross, out of his sickness all right,

and the horse is commencing to look like himself again.

On the 20th two horses belonging to John Goldsmith were

brought here and turned out on Mr. Valensin's Santa Rita

ranch. '

A description of Mr. Valensin's Santa Rita stock farm,

together with the work and improvements being done and

completed, and an account of his stock there being taken care

of, is most too much for this letter, and so I will have that

subject form the nucleus for my nest. Till then, adios,

Don.

The Question of Duty Upon Imported Breeding
Stock.

that oan be done to insure success. It is a question involv-

ing hundreds of thousands of dollars in the aggregate.

—

Breeder's Gazette,

Thoroughbred Blood in the Trotter.

I have always been an ardent admirer of the Clay familyi

and apart from their wonderful speed, they possess an
elegance and vim which is never seen in the Btrain with
which the whole country is overrun, unl- ss strongly out-

crossed with the finer bloods—and that i hey should have
been swept into oblivion by a strain of lazy, gummy-legged
nondescripts, utterly destitute of spirit or biains or ability in

their own right to perform at any gait, is the wonder of the
19th century, but like Banquo's ghost they will not down.
Is it not very funny, Mr. Editor, that the two very best

eutire sons of the great Hero of Chester, also, the very best
of his son Volunteer should have Clay mothers? Clay and
Star mothers carrie I the animal hide, hoofs, tallow and horns
to the pinnacle of his fame, as the records plainly show.
That Dexter was a mosG stupendous steal from the Clay
family is with very rare exceptions believed, bet his reputed
breeding has passed into history, therefcre we must let it

rest.

I am, however, impelled to take esception to the assertion
of Mr. Armitage that thoroughbred blood hasn't helped the
Cl-iys, and inst.ince the great St. Jalien to prove it. He has
seemingly overlooked the fact that the dam of Volnnteer was
very largely, or wholly thoroughbred, hence his great superi-
ority to his sire. Iustauces could be multiplied to prove
that thoroughbred blood is just as necessary ior the Clays as
any other strain—George M. Patchen, for esample, was by fax

the bast of the get of Gassing M. Clay; his dam was by a

thoroughbred. Lucy distances all of his get. and her first

and second dams were by strictly thoroughbred horses.
Neither the Clays nor any other strain can bear dilution, as
eventually they will exist in name only.

Now in regard to the two wonderful yearlings Norlaine,
2:31$, and Sudie D., 2:35f. Mr. Armitage pronounces the
former the best, and credits her superiority to her two Clay
crosses; but while she carries two Clay crosses, she also
carries two Shanghai Mary crosses, and a Grey Eagle to boot.
And that she is better than Sudie D. is yet to be proven, as
there is a difference of five months in their respective ages.
Now, Mr. Editor, a difference of five months b.twe^n six-

year-olds is no advantage to either, but five months between
yearlings means a great deal.
Mr. Clark is a very foolish man indeed to ruin that baby

in^the attempt to beat the time of Norlaine; they will not be
on equal terms until they are five years old. For a twenty-
one months filly to beat one but sisteen months old is no
triumph.
How about this animal called Sherman's HambUtonian,

the reputed sire of the wonderful filly Sndie D. ? He is said
to be by the great Hero of Chester, out of a daughter of
American Star, but why is his name nowhere to be found?
Will some one give us the name of the breeder of this animal?
The probabilities are, however, that the paternity of that
wonderful filly will never be known. It is amusing to note
the numbers of the get of Sherman's Hambletonian that have
recently bobbed to the surface. Every Tom and Bill switch
in the land seems to have one or more sons or daughters of
Sherman's Hambletonian.
What the sire of Sudie D. was is of little consequence.

She had a mother of esactly the right sort, by American Clay
(whose dam was also the dam of the great Vandal the best
son of Glencoe) and second dam by Gano, sire of the dam of
Lady Thome.

That, Mr. Editor, is the kind of mothers to which we are
indebted for ninety-nine hundredths of all the stars that have
ever appeared.

—

Lexington, in Western Sportsman.

A j jiut meeting of the several committees appointed at the

late convention of importers and breeders was held at the

Sherman House, Chicago, on Dec. 17th, afternoon and evening,

thu main business being an esamination of the bills that had

been prepared for presentation to Congress concerning duty

on imported breeding stock. The meeting, which was quite

largely attended, was entirely harmonious, and the following

bill was agreed upon:

A Bill to amend title thirty-three of the Revised Statutes of

the United States, as amended and rewritten by chapter

one hundred and twenty one of the Statutes of the United

States, passed at the second session of the XLVIIth Con-

gress, entitled "An act to reduce internal revenue tasation,

and for other purposes," approved March 3. 1883.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of

the United Slates of America in Congress assembled: That

section 2.503 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as

amended and rewritten by chapter one hundred and twenty-

one of the Statutes of the United States, passed at the second

session of the XLVIIth Congress, entitled "An act to reduce

internal revenue tasation, and for other purposes," approved

March 3, 18S3, be, and it is, amended by adding thereto the

following:

In any action or proceeding of any kind now pending, or

which may hereafter be commenced, in any court of the

United States to recover duties upon animals alleged by the

defendant to have been imported specially for breeding pur-

poses, or to recover any penalty or forfeiture, or to enforce

any penalty or liability, by reason of the importation of any

animal or animals alleged by the defendant or owner to have

been imported specially for breeding .purposes, it shall be a

sufficient defense to such action or proceeding for the defend-

ant to prove by competent evidence that he has fairly com-

plied with the rules and regulations prescribed by the Secre-

tary of the Treasury in force at the time the animals were

imported, and that the animal or animals were actually

imported for the principal or leading purpose of breeding

therefrom; and the fact that said animals were or are

intended for sale shall not render them subject to duty if it

shall also appear, upon the trial of said action or proceeding,

that the special or leading purpose of the importer was at the

time of importation that said animals should be used for

breeding purposes.
_

It was decided to send a special delegate to Washington to

press this bill upon the attention of Congressmen, and with

instructions to slay there and follow it up until it ts put

throunh both branches of Congress and becomes a law. Messrs.

Alesander Galbraith, George E. Brown, Charles Burgess, I.

L Ellwood and S. D. Thompson were appointed a special

committee to select a delegate for this work and to solicit

contributions from importers and others interested to defray

the necessary espenses. There ought to be no delay in this

matter, and it would seem that there could be no reasonable

opposition to the passage of the bill; but it is not wise to

take anything for granted and nothing should be left undone

Draft-Horse Breeding.

In his recently-published "Hints on the Breeding and
Rearing of Farm Animals," Prof. Thos. "Walley of the Royal
Veterinary College, Edinburgh, one of the be3t-known writers
of Britain, interpolates in his text the following, intended
especially for breeders of draft stock, and as at least a por-
tion ot it bears upon a subject recently discussed in these
columns, we quote:
So far as I can gather, one of the great objects of bleeders

in the past has been to obtain horses with plenty of hair on
their legs—"well feathered," in other terms; and I would
ask at once, of what benefit is this superabundant growth of

hair on the lower part of the estremities? If horses were
lifee Ooehin-China fowls or pouter pigeons, required for no
more important purpose than to strut about in a dignified

manner and to please the eye of their owners, I could under-
stand the anxiety of some breeders to increase—even by
questionable artificial means—the quantity of this hirsute
appendage; but seeing that horses are intended to subserve
a useful purpose, I fail to see wherein they are advantaged
by the possession of a plentiful supply thereof on the pos-
terior aspect of their limbs. Indeed, considering the great
disadvantage its possession entails upon animals in hard
work and in dirty weather, I marvel that men can be found
to advocate its production. That a large quantity of hair on
the legs improves the appearance of an animal I have yet to

learn; and if this were the case how is it that the absence
thereof on the legs of light horses is accepted as a mark of
beauty aud a sign of good breeding? A profusioo of hair
presupposes a coarse skin, and a coarse skin means a corres-

ponding decrease in vitality, aud consequently a greater lia-

bility to diseases of malnutrition—such as grease, thick legs,

and cracked heels. It further means a more highly lym-
phatic constitution, and as a consequence a greater tendency
to such affectioos as weed. Bushy hair is also a splendid
harborer of dirt and an effectual screener of laziness; more-
over, being very retentive of moisture it predisposes to

sloughs and hacks of the pasterns and coronets, and leads to

escessive irritation and itching.

Another great point aimed at by some breeders is the pro-
duction of plenty of bone. This in itself is laudable enough,
but I would snggest that if a little more attention was given
to quality of bone a greater and more valuable desideratum
would be ubtained than can ever be got by mere quantity.
In comparison the small bones of the thoroughbred ore, in

strength, as two to one of the ordinary cart horse. Quality
of texture—not excess of testure—is required, and I would
prefer the Cleveland Bay, with hi3 flat shanks and cannons,
before the rouod-booed heavy cart horse we so frequently
meet with for fatiguirg and straining work. A broad, flat

cannon bone is usually associated with well-developed ten-

dons, the whole measuring between five and six inches in

width. The round cannon, on the contrary, is usually asso-

ciated with ill-developed tendons, the whole measuring be-

tween three and four inches in width. The former will stand
any reasonable strain on the tendons; the latter is a proline
source of contracted and straightened limbs. In conjunc-
tion with such conditions as these we want, what are fre-

quently overlooked, big joints and well-developed muscles.
If we have the former we get freedom and elasticity of motion,
with plenty of room for attachment of the more active agents

of locomotion; and if a horse possesses the latter he pos-

sesses the means of co-ordinating the movements.of his limbs,

and is thus less liable to suffer from ligamentous, teDdinous,
and joint lesions. If greater care were exercised in the pro-

duction of big aims and big thighs we should see fewer "calf-

kneed" and "sickle-hoeked" brutes than we now do, and
"knuckling over at the fetlocks" would be a rare deformity.
In regard to the shape of the pasterns opinions seem to

differ very widely, some minds favoring a comparatively
straight and consequently a short pastern; others a very
oblique and consequently long pastern. In both extremes
there is danger, and in every case a happy medium should be
aimed at. If the pastern is straight and short it favors con-
cussion and the production of ring-bone and side-bone and
pre-diBposes to strain of the "check" ligaments at the back of

and below the hocks and knees, while opposite extremes most
certainly do not, as a rule, add to the strength and traction

power of the limbs. Personally, however, I prefer the latter

extreme.
Other points which add to the traction-power of an animal

—and that by virtue of affording space for attachment of mus-
cles, as well as by increasing leverage—are well-developed
leverage bones, such as the ilium (point of hip), the olecra-

non (point of elbow), and the calcis (point of hock or "nap");
and well-developed floating bones, as the patella (stifle cap),

the trapezium at the back of the knee, and the sesamoids at

the back of the fetlock. In the Clydesdale some of the bones
mentiooed are conspicuously short, and most notably so in

the rase of the calces, the shortening leading to great prom-
inence of the flexor tendons, which gives to the hock the ap-
pearance of being the subject of thorougbpin, a disease to

which snch hocks, in my experience, are not particularly

prone, though they are frequently, from their narrow forma-
tion, affected with bone-spavin.
In the estimation of some judges. I am afraid, gross con-

dition counts for more than do good points, and I suspect
that many a horse that in our show yards appears to be a
"splendid creature" would be only of use for the purpose of

a "clothes horse" if reduced in condition to the level of a
working animal; and this abuse and absurdity will continue,

to the disadvantage of the horse, until those interested begin
to recognize that "fat is not power" and that "it hides a mul-
titude of sins of conformation."

I know that an objection is sometimes entertained against

the breeding of big horses from their, theoretically, greater

liability to become roarers and to develop side-bones, etc.,

but this objection would not in any sense be valid if strict

attention were paid to soundness and conformation. In
speaking of big horses I do not necessarily refer to mere
height, but rather to a well-developed, bony frame-work with
plenty of room for the respiratory, circulatory and digestive

organs, plenty of muscle, good shoulders, haunches, arms
and thighs; big joints, and short shanks and cannons, and
good open feet. The animal that is required for heavy town
work can be described in the single sentence "A mountain
in a mole heap." We do not want long-legged, narrow-
chested, flat-barreled animals with long, thin necks and heads
set on at an acute angle. They are neither useful nor orna-
mental, but are deficient in constitutional stamina, and, as a
rule, are the first to fall victims to enzootic and epizootic

affections aud the first to succumb to serious sporadic ma!u-
dies. For town work big horses are required, not only on
account of the great weights that have to be drawn, but also

on the score of economy. "With rates of cartage as low as it

is possible for them to be fixed, and with the present high
price of libor, one horse requires to be strong enough to co
the work of two before a reasonable profit can be obtained;

and if our breeders neglect to provide snch animals they must
expect to see the Shire horse replace the Clydesdale; and not
only so, bat when the day comes, as it most assuredly will,

that the present foreign demand slackens, they must expeot
to have a large number of animals left on their hands to be
Bold at unremunerative prices. The best customer of the

breeder and trader, in my opinion, is the steady and certain

employer of horse labor.

—

Breeders Gazette.

Charley Ford.

Jerry Monroe some time ago sold the gray gelding Charley
Ford to Judge White of Chicago. Despite hiB hard life and
bad associations Jerry has a tender spot in his heart for the

faithful old horse. An old-timer, referring to the sale of

Charley Ford, told a Chicago reporter the following stjry:

"Upon the evening of the day when he sold the horse to

Judge White, Jerry went into the little saloon at the corner
of Twenty-fifth and State streets, and resting his head upon
bis hands at the little table which stood behind a pile of ale

boxes in the corner, cried like a woman, the tears runnitg
down his hardened face until it was wet with a moisture it

had not known for years. The other afternoon Jndge "White

took the horse from his stable and drove him to his house on
Wabash avenue, beyond Twenty-fifth street, where he
hitched him and entered the house. The day was chilly and
the old horse shivered a bit in the cold wind as Jerry hap-
pened to pass. A look almost of tenderness came over the

old dive-keeper'Bface, and this deepened when the aged trot-

ter whinnied when he felt his former master's hand upon Lis

neck. Jerry glanced at the house, and when the Judge him-
self appeared at the door in answer to Jerry's ring, said:

'Excuse me, Judge, but the old horse is out there nncovore !

.

He ain't used to it, Judge, and he's getting old like. I know
he's your horse, now; but say, Judge, I rather take eff my
overcoat and cover the old fellow with it than to see him
shiver another minute.' The big-hearted Judge smiled, and
going into the house came out with a wool blanket, which he
threw ovar the old racer's bacE. 'Thank'ee, Judge, said

Jerry, *I didn't want to interfere, nor nothin', but old Char-
ley was my pet, and I'd go hungry to-day to give him a square
meal.'

"

*>

The 6tallion Director, 2:17, that went to California from
Kentucky not long ago, made the journey under the care of

J. W. Knox, well known as the former owner of Nutwood
and other celebrated horses. Director's two seasonB iu Ken-
tucky were not as great a success as his owner had antici-

pated, and it is probable that when his colts begin to reaoh
maturity Kentucky breeders will wish they had made more
use of his services. Mr. R. S. Veech, at whose place Direc-

tor stood one year, having been leased for that purpose by
Mr. Veech, has a fine crop of colta by the great son of Dicta-

tor. In California Director is more thought of than else-

where, and there will be no trouble in filling bis book at

almost any figure that his owner chooses to fix upon.
—Breeders Gazette.

— »
G. H. Todd is to be entered in the Suburban b-.

D. J. McCarty Jr., and is expected to start for the r .
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Graceful Acknowledgements.

"With few exceptions the Eastern "breeders have grace-

fully accepted the situation, and acknowledged that

California leads the world in young trotters. It is

pleasing to see this evidence of good feeling, and scarcely

proper—under such circumstances—to boast too loudly

of what has been done.

There has been a "noble emulation" between the

country which is east of the big rivers and this which is

washed by the waves of the Pacific. It cannot be said

that there has been contention, that is when contention

means wrangling, and the races for the first place, while

exciting, has not been characterized by ill-feeling on

either side. A noble emulation to excel, and we must

not lose sight of the fact that on our side there has been

good fortune as well as good management. Although

there are wide gaps between the 2:3 1£ and 2:35£, the

marks for the yearling; 2:21 and the next fastest for an

Eastern two-year-old; 2:18 and 2:19£ in three-year-old

class, and 2:16 and 2:1SA the rating of tbe four-year-olds.

Where all are so good it may appear somewhat odioas

to make comparisons, and unquestionably there would

be a wide diversity of opinion as to which of the cham-

pions was entitled to the highest place in the temple of

Fame. Many would claim that a foil cf 1S86 to 'rot in

2:31£ in the yeir 1887 should be credited with front

rank. O.hers would say that 2:21 was tbe most difficult,

and that ten and a half seconds for a year, when that

was subtracted from so "close to thirl y" was ihe premier

performance. Still others would arguj ih.it a three-year-

old stallion which had been "laid up" only a short time

before and trotted in 2:18 had set the hardest stint of

all. Without que-tiomug the judgment which arrived

at these various awards, after full consideration, we shall

crown the four-year-cld with the Chaplet. Two sixteen

was made in the third heat of a race, and that after first

and second heats in 2:22, 2:22£.

Pre rious to that in a race with old horses among them,

Belle Hamlin, with seven starters, .he first and second

heats were won in 2:16£, 2:19J, and after the fastest

record was made, trotting three heats in 2:17^, 2:19^,

2:20, and at the same time defeating the best two Eas:ern

colts of the age.

It does not detract from the merit of the other perfor-

mances, that "actual contests" should rate higher than

"
: rials' ' against time. In man y cases there are as

favorable opportunities iii races as otherwise, though as a

rule the situation is more trying.

We hope to see eveiyoue of these recjrds lowered;

we shall certainly emulate the chivabic acknowledge-

ments granted by our Eastern competitors Bhould that

section prove victorious, albeit our cheers may be

louder when the Occident is on top

Stanford and Occidental Stakes.

We can hardly recall an instance when, after a stake

had closed, there were not several people who
wanted to get in. Some overlook the date of closing,

others change their minds desiring to get a chance when
it is too late. The better plan is not to wait until the

last moment, and a majority of our readers will get thi8

number thirty-six hours before that last moment arrives.

The trotting rules now recognize the legality of an entry

when the envelope containing it is plainly post marked
with the date of closing, but it must be borne in mind
that letters depesited in the San Francisco and other

offices are stamped on the day that they leave, and if

deposited after the last mail has been made up the

stamp affixed is of the succeeding day. There sliould be

a long list of nominations in both see advertisement.

Valinsin Stock Farm
STALLIONS.

When gathered it was found that the eloquence of MessrB.
Fulda and Jacoby had drawn more than a hundred dollars,
which, with the large snm given by the club, made
handsome Christmas present for the deserving lady.

up

THE KENNEL.
Dog owners are requested to Bend for publication the earnest possi-

ble notices of wbelps, sales, names claimed, presentations and dealbB
In their kennels. In allinstances writing plainly names of sire and dam,
&nd of grandparents, colors, dates and breed.

SIDNEY.

Fresnotes.

Editor Beeeder and Sportsman:—Thinking that a few
items re'ative to the horse interests of this section of the

State would be acceptable, particularly since Fresno is becom-
ing quite an equine center, I venture to send a list of the

Btables now located in and about here. At the Fair grounds
Mr. John Donahue nas the largest stable, including Apes, by
Pionipter, record 2:26; Black Trince, the pacer, record 2:33;

Johuny Hay ward, record 2:36; Puscora Hayward; Nephew
Jr., by Nephew, dam by Chieftain; a bay stallion by Nephew;
a four-year-old black stillion by Nephew Jr. and a bay racing
gelding, three years old, by Nephew Jr. The latter is a very
promising horse, and if nothing nappe os to him he will go
very fast or I sha'l miss my guess. 1 think he is the fastest

pacer in this pait of the State of his age.

Mr. C. G. Clark has Napa Wilkes, three years, by Guy
Wilkes; Frank Arthurton by Hermit; Jasper H., a gelding

pacer, and a two-year-old stallion by Arthurton.
In Mr. Charles Bowers hands is the bay stallion Waterford,

record 2:33, by Abbotsford, dam Safety.

Mr. Sam Brown is handling a two-year-old bay stallion by
Nephew, dam by Sedgewick.

This includes all the horses at the fair grounds of any note.

Mr. S. N. Straube, of this town, owns the brown mare Baby
S., reoord 2:37, by Nephew. Mr. Geo. H. Barnard is the
owner of the very promising young bay stallion Oregon Boy,
three years, by Alcona, dam by Almont. He is an easy mover
and going faster week by week. In breeding be is gilt-edged

and should make a great stock-horse. Several roadsters are
owned about here which can go in 2:50—a very good show-
ing for a town of the size of Fresno. Of race-horses there are
several likely ones in the vicinity. Mr. A. Hemmig haB
Eobson by Joe Hooker —Manetta, al.o a bay colt by Norfolk
and two other thoroughbreds.
Mr. Lee Blasingame has on his rancho Hermes by Bayonet,

Le-ip Year by Norfolk, and tbe short horse Confidence.
Owens Brothers have several trotters and thoroughbreds on
their place. Ora by Norfolk, Goldeu Gate, Serpolette, filly by
Norfolk, Mattie Gleu, Carano, also by Norfolk, and Gold
Cup by Enquirer. Their trotters are Barbero, record 2:30, by
Lon Bose; Romeo by Sultan; a bay colt two years old, brother
to Komeo; a bay yearling colt r.y Stamboul, dam Josephine;
Daybreak, three years, by Dawn, dam Gazelle, by General
MeClellan. This list includes all the horses of any note in

the country.
The fair Association will prol ably hold a race meeting in

t ae spring. I will keep you posted on horse matters in this

section. H. M.
Fresno, Dec. 20, 1887.

We shall be very much pleased to receive such communi-

Sidney, seven years, by Santa Claus, 2:17^, dam Sweetness 2:2i&bv
Volumes r. 1" a rich bay lo .-.': h inds high, tricing to 2:20 or better proli-
ablvcftener than any stallion on the Pacific Coast, and. of Taster progen-
itor fianany horse offered for puulic patron 'g« or otherwise. As ani indi-
vidual Sidney showed wonderful speed and would h-.ve classed among
the faattettiotters in t'je world but for an accident wbieh interrupted
hie training. 1 hat blood will tell, that great speed comps from ances-
tors of great speed ou both sides lie has demonstrated by his merit and
bytuatof his c»1ts. Although imperfectly trained none of those be got
wiien a three-jear-oll, if handled at ?11, have covered a mile slower
tliau2:10as two-year-olds; several much faster »wi out of differently
bred mares. I insist on this fact because it shows that he is a uniform
producer.
A. 0. Dietz'scolt. dam by Dasbaway, Bhowed a mile in 2:10, half in

1:16. John Kowen's colt, dam bv Echo, one mile in 2:rjy, halE in 1:1S,
quarter :55& Uennis Uannon'sdam by Whipple's Hambletonian one
quarter in :38, hardly broken, turned out ever since.
Memo, dam by Buccaneer. lapped Grandee in 2;i2, 2:31X-
Sister V., dam by NelBon, trained three months, 2:32 fourth heat, one-

qnsrteT in :36.

Uoldleaf, dam by Flax tail, mile 2:24, half in 1:07.

Adonis, dam by Capt. Webster, mile in 2::15. These are all two-year-
olds. George V., dam by Buccaneer, who is winner of all the yeaning
Bt^kes of lSo/.rtcord of 2:57>i, trial 2:45
These, to my *nowledge, are all the colts by Sidney which have been

worked, and 1 have neit ier heard nor read of any other stallion who, as
a three-year-old, produced as much average speed or of so high a rate.
For further proof of the merit of his colts I will state that one yearling
brought$l.5UJ; one weanling $1,200. one two year-old 32,000. at private
sale, while Cupid, i.iiperfectly broken, brought $1,110 at public auction
before a small attendance.
Terms SHO cash *"or tbe season commencing Feb. 1st to end July 1st

16S8, due at time of service.

VALBNSIN.
Vales-sis, five years, by Crown Point, 2:21, dam Nettie Lambert by

John Nelson; second dura by Fisherman; third dam by Kentucky Gray
Eagle, tbroughbred, etc. etc.; is a rich chestnut horse, l"6:3 high, of great
substance and quality. He has a record of 2:23, made the fourth heal
as a three-year-old. As a four-year-old he showed ao easv trial in 2:23,
2:2, 2:21 ToCART.bnt a slight lameness during the circuit kept him from
Btarting in races. This trial to cart goes to prove that he certainly
would have be it 2:2'.! as a four-year-old.
Terms $! cash for the season, commencing February 1st to end

June 15th, 1S88.
Good pasturage at33 per month; bestof care, but no responsibility

takeu for accidents or escapes.
Mares not proving in foal may be returned respectively, free of

charge, next season, providing I still own the horBes.
For further particulars or inquiries address

«. VA1.EXSIN, Prop.
31de J'lea -anion, Alameda Co., <"al.

cations as "H. M.'' may desire to make.

The Highly Bred Trotting Stallion.

YOUNG SANTA OLaUS
TXTill make the reason of 1888 at (lie Whipple Stock
VV Farm, near San Mateo, San Mateo County, California.

Terms for the Season, $4(1.

Pedigree.
Yonng Santa Clans, b c foaled April. 1681, bv Santa Claua, record 2;17,N,

First dam by Governor Booth, by George M.Patchen.
Second dam Demirep, bv Young Melbourne.
Third dam Methilde, by imp. Sc>thian.
Fourth dam Peggy, by Boston.
Fifth dam Too-Soon, by Sir Leslie.
Sixth dam Little Peggy, by Gallatin.
Seventh dam Trumpeter,* by Hephestion.
Eighth dain Peggy, by imp. Bedford.
Ninth dam imp. Peggy, by Trumpeter.
Peggy was imported by Col. John Taylor of Virginia, and the com -

pilerof the Stud Book, Colonel «. D. Bruce, adds a note: "Many of the
best racers in America trace to this mare."
There is an excellent combination of trotting strains in yonng Santa

Claus. HiB sire combines Hambletonian and Mambrino Chief; his dam
Geo. M. Patchen and thoroughbred. Santa Claus had two strains ol
Mambrino Chief. Young Santa Glaus inherits the blood of the three
great trotting families: Hambletonian, Mambrino Chief and f'lay. The
sire of Santa Claus, Strathmore, has eighteen sons and daughters which
have trotted in 2:30 or better, two which have beaten 2;20. Santa Claus
won sixteen races, defeating many of the very best horses of tl.s day,
among them Nutwood, Elaine, Piedmont, "Werigewood, Voltaire. Han-
nis, Black Cloud, Jerome Eddv, Edwin Tborne, Fanny Witherspoou and
others of celebrity. He was sold for $2-5,000.

Due care will be taken to prevent accidents, but no liability. Pasture
W.itO per month. For further particulars address Kyron O'Grady. San
Mateo, Cal. 3ide

ATHLETICS.

Mr. Sam. Gamble haB moved to tbe city from Cook Farm
for the winter. He brought down ten head of colta, the get
of Steinway, which he will beep at tbe Villa Stables, near
the Bay District Coarse.

The California Athletic Club on Friday evening last was
entertained by Messrs. Paddy Ryan, ex-champion pugilist of
the world, and J. M'Auliffe, a local light. The clob offered
a handsome reward for the exhibition, and its rooms were
crowded by club men who expected to see an interesting dis-
play of skill. Mr. Ryan was quite out-clnssed by his oppon-
ent, and after three rounds felt nnable to continue Mr.
McAuliffe showed unexpectedly good form, being cool and
waiting, as well as using his hands dexterously. In the first

round Mr. Ryan made a heavy right-hand lead for his oppon-
ent but missed, and before recovering Mr. McAuliffe placed
bis right glove on Ryan's neck eo forcibly as to practically
decide the bout. Mr. Ryan was sent up afterwards only to
receive hard knocks, but made no returns. A pleasant inci-
dent of the evening was an appeal made by vice-President
L. R. Fulda on behalf of the widow of the late manager of the
club, Mr. Seymour. Mr. Fulda stated that the club had done
much for the lady, but that she was quite in need of funds,
and he asked permission to donate a sum from the club treas-
ury. The 6um mentioned wbb large, but the veteran Philo
Jacoby at once moved to increase it, and suggested that in
addition to what might be presented by the club, those pres-
ent might consider it a favor to be allowed to contribute. Mr.
Fulda intimated a willingness to receive and forward suoh
contributions, and silver rained upon the floor in a flood.

From a Fi^ld Trial Judge-

A gentleman who will judge the coming trials of the Pacific

Coast Club writes us this week a few words which might, with
propriety, be preserved by every one on whom it may rest to

act in that capacity. The latter portion of the Dote will espe-
cially recommend itself to aJl who look upon trials in a
proper way. The writer says:

"I haveaccepted the position in reply to a letter saying that
I wes one of the three judges selected. In accepting I have
requested that in the meantime if they can find another party
competent to rill the position to do so and let me out. If I

act let it be understood that Irish, Llewelliu, Gordon, Laver-
ack, Pointer or Dropper will be looked at with the same ej e.

I am a friend of tbe dog— not of the owner."

Given a fair degree of competency, a man who could write

such words an"! live up to their intent could not be bttter
fitted for judging. After capaci'y to judge, the most e?sen-
tial auality is ability to put aside pielerences for breeds, and
last should follow the determination to do justice, even though
at cost of personal friendsjips. R-ice prejudices are perhup*
most difficult to eradicate, and it is no mean honor to he
able lo sa> truthfully that as between setters of the vaM'-us
breeds and pointers, one can ju ; ge with perfect impartiality

A note from Mr. J. M. C ssford Jr. says that he an Pres-

ident Edwards of the CiiilClubaie out looking f<r grounds
and Mr. Bassford adds chnricteristicatly, "It Mi.Eiwuids
will stay with me we will find them." It stems rniher l« e to

be about such a quest, but there are goo t reasons for the fact,

and the interest taken iu tbe (rials is so great that ihtir

success is assured wherever tbey may be held.

Entries to the All-Aged Stake close to-morrow, Jan. 1st,

and uoue can be acctpted which do not bear a postmark of

that date. We are not clear upon the point whether $20
entrance should accompany tbe entries. It is cuBt<»m r\ to

pay up nn starters on the evening before ft race, and ib.ro

seems to be no reason why the local flub shonl ti i -i e

from the habit of other and similar organizations !h Pr< a-

ident of the club ue ieves that entries should be receiver! f

accompanied by a forfeit of live dollars., and thai 1 <•-

of the eutrance money should hi pai « be • etai

makes the draw for places on the night before me stake is t

be called.

There are many dogs about of which a go id d' ai is said,

and it would be gratifying to be able to measure them in a
public competitiun. But they will hardly be entered for the
reason that .their owners are not quite sure of winning, a
feeling which iB ODly to be dissipated by wider experience
than usually falls to the lot of the setttr or pointer owner.
It is vastly easier to sit about and eulogize the work of one's
dog, or quote laudatory expressions from one's friends, than
it is to get an animal into training and put him through a
series of heats creditably under the cold and unspariDg criti-

cism of expert judges. The private "good dog*" usually do
not amount to much under such conditions, but it is utterly
impossible lo make their owners admit the fact until a few
hard knocks in the way of adverse decisions have taken some
of the conceit out of them. Too many men bandy the words
used by trained writers abont the work of dogs, and
imagine that they really understand what they are talking

about. It is rarely difficult to get the measure of such men,
but it is not worth while to attempt to argue them inro

accord with enlightened interpretation. Their best school is

the field trial, and there only can they enter into the higher
classes in the handler's college.

To Bit and listen to the informal chat of some of the older
trial attendants of whom so many gather yearly at High
Point and the other trial centres, is o wonder that mere fancy
can lead to such studious refinements in whac is commonly
thought to be the very simple art of dog handling. Bat when
grave business men, of prominence in business circles and of

the highest social Btanding put aside all ordinary engage-
ments for the sake of a week or two in the field behind point-
ing dogs, the presumption is raised that the sport is Bach as

appeals to the serious and thoughtful, and it is but natural
that in the practice of such men constant advancement should
be noticeable.

"What is to us a pleasant departure in field trial reporting

will be noted in the report of the American Field Trial Derby
which is based upon that made for the American Field, and is,

in so far as notes of the running goes an accurate reproduction
of the report made to our esteemed contemporary. There
has been unnecessary expansion of heats heretofore. The
reporters are undoubtedly the best judges of the work done
aud hold their positions simply because of special fitness for

them. It is therefore quite as satisfactory to know the gen-
eral qualities upon whioh judgments are based as to read a
minutely dt tailed statement of succeeding bits of work. Last
year the matter of reporting was much discussed by the pen-
cilled at High Point and Grand Junction, and we then advo-
cated such a chauge as is now made by the American Meld,
but the majority thoaght that readers had come to expect
about what they bad received in the past, and the change
seemed too radical to venture npon. Sash a change very
much simplifies trial reporting, and removes much of the
labor which makes such a detail almost unendurable. We
hope our friends, Dr. Rowe, Hammond, Waters, Ohl Irwin,

White and others will adopt the new style.

The California dog Sirius was again put out in the first

round at the American Trials. A perfectly competent jadge
writes that he is a good bunting dog but lacks fire, pace and
range. The re-ult was fully anticipated both by his owner
and others, although it is regretted. Big dogs stand but lit-

tle chance as against those of medium weight and racy form.

The Memphis and Avent Kennel again scores a double win,

this time placing Jean Valjean, by Mingo—Twin Maud, first

in the All-Ape Stake of tbe American Clab, and Chance, by
Roderigo—Bo Peep, second in the same stake, beside taking

second in the Derby with Joey B., by Roderigo—Lillian.

The kennel stands on its merits, and the fact that it wins so

often establishes it as the best English setter kennel in the

world. There may be dogs as good, but we know no kennel
directed by men so competent, energetic and fair as Col.

Merriman, Mr. GateB and Mr. Avent. Their dogs are bred
with judgment, raised discreetly, and handled perfectly,
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Mr. H. T. Payne writes from Los Angeles, regretting that
he field trials are Dot to be ht-ld at Haoford, and addB: "If
you will tell that committee to.come down here I will show
them as good ground as they can possibly ask, and promise
them and all who attend a number-one time in all respects.
I am sorry the change has been made, for I have been antic-
ipating a good time. Besides, I had induced several of onr
friends here to go up to Hanford, but if the trialsare held much
further away they may back out."

American Field Trials 1 Club Derby.

On December 12th, at Florence, Alabama, the first meeting
of the recently formed American Field Trials Club began
with the Puppy Stake. The club was organized with the
hope of eradicating certain pernicious practict-s which had
from long tolerance become customary at the meetings of the
National Club, and which were weakening that club and
lessening interest in its tiials. The new club attracted a
large number of the very choicest of the sportsmen of the
country, and began its work sustained by the confidence
which its officers and members could not but create in the
minds of those who knew them. General W. JB. Shattuc,
the President, Mr. C. W. Paris, Secretary, and Messrs. J. \V.

Eenfroe. B. P. Holliday, H. W. Fuller, and F. I. Stone,
members of the Board of Control, were in attendance, pre-
pared to insist upon strict observance of the rules, and rigid
enforcement of all provisions likely to contribute to the suc-
cess of the meeting.
The judges were T. H. Brumby, J. H. Whitman and H.

M. Markley, the first from Marietta, Ga., the second from
Chicago, and the third from Eaton, Ohio. They rendered
good service throughout, judging closely and with the utmost
impartiality. General Shattuc had enlisted the services o!
two old-timers as maishals, Messrs. John Davidson and John
Bolus, both of whom were vigilant and most efficient. Every
part of the management was under the direct supervision of
the president, and it is not too much to say that to his extra-
ordinary executive ability and untiring energy niuch of the
success of the meeting is due. The grounds used were good,
being open aDd not too rough, but birds were not plenty and
cover was soant.

There was a large attendance of representative sporlsmen,
and they followed the running each day with unceasing inter-

est. Among t je visiting sportsmen were Messrs. J. K. Stice,

Jacksonville, 111.; P. T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind.; E. O.
Hurd, Cincinnati, O.; G. A. Longee, Holly Springs, Miss.;
W. M. Strickland Jr., Hudsonville, Miss : F. J. Waddell,
Chattanooga, Tenn.; R. S. Waddell, Cincinnati, O.; J. W.
Martin, Atlanta, Ga.; R. M. Dudley, J. M. Lasseter, Nash-
ville, Tenn.; Dr. J. N. Maclin, Major Murnan, Keeling,
Tenn., Major J. H. Trexevant, New Orleans; A. Young,
Nashville; J. H. Mack, New York; C. G. Stoddard, Dayton,
0.; H. W. Fuller, Louisville, Ky.; W. B. Gates, Memphis,
Tenn.; J. G. Gilbert, Lexington, Ky.; Jas L. Anthony,
Netherwoodj N. J., and m .ny others, there being about fifty

following the trials each day. A ball was given to the visi-

tors, which was well attended and an elegant affair.

The Derby was won by Dave R., a son of Daisy F., the
titch which ran so well lust year. Dave R. was sired by
Gath's Hope, a brother of the California Kennel's Harold,
and is a well-framed, fast youngster of wide range, and show-
ing the level headedness and judgment of his dam.

Joey B., winner of second, owned by the Memphis and
Avent Kennel, won the Eastern Derby 'ast month and, is by
Roderigo—Lillian. He is a brilliant worker.

Monday.

The wind blew mildly from the northwest. The Bky was
overcast with clouds in the forenoon; iu the afternoon the

clouds broke away and the sun shone at times. Birds were
scarce, consequently the progress was slow.

Miss Thompson—May.—At 10:10 the Memphis and Avent
Kennel's black, white and tan bitch Miss Thompson, by Rod-
erigo—Bo Peep, handled by A. Merriman, and Dr. James N.
Mai lin's black, white and tan bitch May, by Gath's Mark

—

Dell, handled by owner, were cast off in an open field. Miss
Thompson had the advantage in quickness aud accuracy on
birds, pointed well, had au animated, stylish way of going,

and ranged with good judgment. May snowed good quality.

Nearly all the work was done on scattered birds in woods,
and the range and pace were tested in the open. They wtre
ordered up at 10:40 and Miss Thompson won.
Ollie S.—Count Paris.—"W. T. Bowdre's black, white and

tan bitch Ollie S., by Gladstone—Lottie, handled by B. Steph-
enson, aud C. W. Paris' black, white and tan dog Count
Paris, by Count Noble—Champion Dido II, handled by W.
C. Nelson, were cast off at 10:44 in the open. Ollie had a

decided superiority in range and pace. Both had good style,

Ollie a trifle the bet'er. She beat Count in quickness and
judgment in working on birds. She found and pointed one
bevy, and the heat was soon determined. Ollie won. Time,
11:08.

Latonia—Qceen Noble.—General W. B. Shattuc's black,

white and tan bitch Litonia, by Count Noble—Champion
Dido II, handled by Charles Tucker, and J. I. Case and F.

K. Bull's blue belton bitch Queen Noble, by King Noble

—

Belle Belton, handled by Charles Barker, were cast off at

10:15. Queen Noble hid the wider raDge and both ranged
well, Latonia showing a decided improvement on her per-

formances at High Point. Latonia was the merrier worker,

and had an advantage in stjle which was good as displayed

by both. The weather was warm, birds difficult to find and
there was no water. Latonia had found and pointed a bevy
nicely which Queen had begun roadiog, about the same time,

seventy-five or eighty yards away. Both suowed signs of

fatigue and were ordered up at 12:27 to be put down again.

At 2:46 they were cnst off again to finish the heat. Queen
roaded a single bird to a flush and the heat ended. Up at

3:02.

Jacobin—Ossian.—"W. W. TituB' white, liver and tan dog

Jacobin, by San Roy—Nettle, handled by owner, and P. J.

Madison's liver and white pointer dog Ossian, by Croxteth

—

Annie, handled by D. E. Rose, were cast off at 12:28. Ossian

had a decided advantage in range and dashing, stylish way
of going; he ranged well aud worked his ground with judg-

ment, and the quality of his work on birds was better than

that of Jacobin, although the latter was very stylish and had

the most points. At 1:14 the running was suspended while

the party lunched. At 2:03 they were again started and the

heat ended at 2:37. Jacobin won. We consider this decision

erroneous, os the work of the pointer was superior in every

respect, buning the simple number of points.

Hector -Little Gift.—Gen. "W. B. Shattuc's black, white

and tan dog Hector, by Count Noble—Chamnion Dido II,

handled by Charles Tucker, and Bert Crane's black, white

and tan bitch Little Gift, by Roderigo—Queen Bess, handled

by N. B. Nesbitt, were cast off at 3:15, and were ordered np
at 4:00. Little Gift had the wider range, performing excel

particular; he pointed with greater firmness and style, and
more precision and qnickneBB; he won.
King's Mask—Sirius.— J. I. Case, Jr., and F. K. Bull's

blue belton dog King's Mark, by King Noble—Belle Belton,
handled by Charles Barker, and Thomas Bennett's orange
and white dog Sirius, by Sportsman—Sweetheart, handled
by Charles Tucker, were cast off at 4:07. King's Mark
showed superior range, while that of Sirius was narrow and
his pace was slow and heavy. He backed and pointed well
showing good style when doing so. King's Mark won at
5:03. This finished the running for the day.

Tuesday.
The ground was covered with a heavy, white frost in the

morning. The day waB clear and pleasant.
Cinch—Trinket's Cash.—The Memphis and Avent Ken-

nel's black, white and tan dog Cinch, by Roderigo—Bo Peep,
handled by J. M. Avent, and E. F. Stoddard's white and
liver ticked dog Trinket's Cash, by Croxteth—Trinket, han-
dled by R. B. Morgan, were cast off at 8:49. Cinch Bhowed
greater pace and range and quickness in finding and point-
ing. In style on point aud in motion the pointer was excel-
lent, although in motion Cinch was the better in this respect.
Cinch was a bit unsteady which impaired his work. Up at
9:32. Cinch won.
Jack Modoc—Samuel S.—Edward Dexter's black and

white dog Jack Modoc, by Buckellew—Ida, handled by D.
E. Rose, and W. T. Bowdre's black, white and tan dog
Samuel S., by Paul Gladstone—Lottie, handled by B. Steph-
enson, were cast off at 9:43. Jack had better style, pace and
range, and was far superior in his work on birds. Samuel
was timid on single birds, and required a great deal of urging
to make even a showing of work on them. Up at 10:33.

Jack Modoc won.
Dave R.

—

Lady W.—Jas. S. Fisher's orange and white dog
Dave R., by Gath's Hope—Daisy F., handled by D. E. Rose,
and F. 1. Stone's lemon and white bitch Lady W., by Heno

—

Lady Washington, handled by S. L. Porter, were cast off at

10:39. Lady was a small pointer, but a merry, industrious
worker, and showed a great deal of merit. Dave had the
wider range, a slight advantage in speed, and on birds he
showed some superiority. They were ordered np at 11:24
and Dave R. won.
Sunshine—Trinket's Count.—At 11:35 the Latonia Ken-

nel's black, white and tan bitch SunBhire, by Count Noble

—

Lit, handled by "V7. C. Nelson, and E. F. Stoddard's white aud
liver ticked dog Trinket's Count, by Croxteth—Trinket,
handled by R. B. Morgan, were cast off at 11:35. Trinket's
Count had the wider range at times, but it was irregular.

Sunshine was faster and was superior in work on birds in
precision,' quickness and judgment. Up at 12:06 and Sun-
shine won.
Lilly B.

—

Claud.—W. R. Holliday's black, white and tan
bitch Lilly B., by Roderigo—Lillian, handled by "W". W.
Titus, and the Memphis and Avent Kennel's black, white
and tan dog Claud, by Roderigo—Lillian, handled by J. M.
Avent, were cast off at 12:12. Claud was the wider ranger
and was faster. Both had good style; Claud the better style

when in motion and Lilly the better on point. The heat was
a poor one and unsatisfactory as a teBt. At 12:46 they were
ordered up and were put down again at 3:52 and up at 4:00.

Lilly showed some unsteadiness on the two points which she

secured. Lilly B. won.
Laddy—Billy B.—The Memphis and Avent Kennel's

black, white and tan dog Laddy, by Roderigo—Bo Peep,
handled by A. Merriman, and Gen. W. B. Shattuc's orange
and white dog Billy B., by Count Noble—Champion Dido II,

handled by W. C. Nelson, were cast off at 12:54. Billy B.

ranged very wide aud with judgment, having a decided

superiority over his competitor in this respect. At 1:40 they

were ordered up and the party went to lunch. At 2:17 they

were again cast off, and soon Laddy pointed a bevy nicely

and, on the scattered birds of the bevy, he performed nicely.

Billy also pointed well, but did not show as much experience

and quickness in locating his birds as Laddy; the latter's

range improved after lunch. Up at 2:45, Laddy won.
JoeyB.—Blue Chief.—The Memphis and Avent Kennel's

black, white and tan setter dog Joey B., by Roderigo—Lil-

lian, handled by J. M. Avent, and J. I. Case Jr , and F. K.

Bnll'B blue belton dog Blae Chief, by King Noble—Elsie Bel-

ton, handled by J. Barker, were cast off at 2:58. Joey was
superior in pace, range and style, in quickness and accuracy

on birds and in judgment. Chief made several bad flushes.

He had a sore foot which, his handler stated, shortened his

range.
SECOND SERIES.

Ollie S.—Miss Thompson.—This was a very close heat.

Ollie showed the wider range, while Miss Thompson had the

moie speed. Miss Thompson showed greater accuracy in her

pointing and roadiug, Ollie having made several false points

or points on foot scent. Miss Thompson was superior in

style. Both backed well. It was a good working heat, and

the work done by both was very superior. The heat lasted

40 minutes. Up at 4:50. Ollie S. won.
Wednesday.

There was a heavy rainfall during the night. As the dogs

were cast off a drizzling rain began to fall, which continued

for about an hour. The remainder of the day was cloudy. A
light wind blew from the northeast.

Jacobin—Latonia.—At 9:02 they were cast off. Latonia

showed the better speed and style. She showed some unstead-

iness on birds. Jacobin performed the better on birds and

won. They were ordered up at 9:33.

King's Mark—Hector.—They were cast off at 9:48. Hec-

tor showed Borne unsteadiness to wing. King's Mark had the

wider range. In speed they were nearly equal. AIbo in style

and motion. On point Hector was much better in style.

King's Mark made several false points, yet performed the

better on birds. They were ordered up at 11:02. King's

Mark won. _.

Jack Modoc—Cinch.—At 11:06 they were cast off. Cmch
Bhowed some uusteadiness to wing. Jack was the wider

ranger, and had an advantage iu style of going, but he showed

some irresolution where scattered birds were plentiful. The

heat ended at 12:25.

Dave R.—Sunshine.—They were cast off at 12:23. The

quality of Dave's work on birds was the better, and he did

more of it than Sunshine. The latter showed very superior

merit in every particular. Dave was the wider ranger. Both

had good style. Dave R. won. They were ordered np at

12:47.

Laddy—Lilly B.—At 1:29, after lunch, they were cast off.

Laddy had the wider raDge and more uniform speed. Both

had good style in motion and on point. Both performed well

on birds, Laddy having the advantage. They were ordered

up at 2:25. Laddy won.

Joey B, had a bye in this series.

third series.

Joey B.—Ollie S.—At 2:40 they were cast off. Cllie took

a very long cast at the start, but after this the range waB

heat, Joey winning both on the quality and quantity of his
performance. Up at 3:08.

Dave R.—King's Mark.—At 3:13 they were cast off. Both
showed wide range, Dave the wider. Dave was much more
accurate in his work on birds, besides finding more. He had
some advantage in style. They were ordered up at 3:33.

Jacobin—Jack Modoc.—At 3:39 they were cast off, and
were ordered up at 4:52. Jack had a great advantage in

range, working wide and with judgment. He was also speed-
ier. On birds Jacobin secured the greater number of points,

although the quality of his work was fully equal to that of

Jack Modoc. The latter won.
Thursday.

The morning was clear and pleasant. A mild wind blew
from the north-west in the forenoon; in the Afternoon

the wind was raw and stronger. Birds were difficult to find

and several heats were prolonged on account of the difficulty

in finding birds. The heats in the Derby were remarkably
good on this day.

fourth series.

Dave R.

—

Laddie.—They were cast off at 9:03. Neither
ranged as wide as in some of their previous heats. Dave
showed the better work in finding bevies andi working on
them, while Laddy was quicker in his work and more pos-
itive on his points. In style in motion Laddy was the mer-
rier in his way of going, and on point he showed more firm-

ness in his attitudes. Up at 9:39 and Dave R. won.
Joey B.—Jacobin.—They weie caet off at 9:51. Joey had

the greater speed and a slight advantage in style. The heat
was a good working heat throughout. Jacobin made some
errors in flushing and showed unsteadiness. Joey was much
quicker in locating and pointing his birds, and the quality of

his work was superior, yet Jacobin showed himself a dog of

superior merit.
FIFTH SERIES.

DaveR.—JoeyB.—Were cast off at 10:38. Dave ranged
wider and kept out at his work better. Joey showed some
unsteadiness in pointing, although he was much quicker and
positive in bis work on birds, yet Dave proved himself an
excellent finding dog and deservedly won.
Joey B. and Laddy were run two minutes and Joey won.

The judges then placed DaveR. first, Joey B. Becond, Laddy,
Olive S., Jack Modoc and Jacobin equal thirds.

Florence, Ala., December 12, 1887.—American Field Trial Club's
Inaugural Derby.—Open to all pointers and setters born on or after
January 1, 18B6. S10 to «>nter and S15 to atart. Purge $750; S300 to first,

?250 to second, and @200 to third. Closed May 1, 1887, with sixty-one
nominations. Judges—J. H, Whitman, H. M. Markley, T. M. Brumby.

Memphis and Avent Kennel's l /Jas. N. Maclin'a black, white
black, white and tan bitch ( h . 1 and tan bitch May, by Gath's
MIbs Thompson, by Roderigo [

Deac
1 Mark—Dell (setter).

-Bo Peep (setter),

W. T. Bowdre's black, white
and tan bitch Ollie S, by
Gladstone—Lottie (setter),

W. B. Shattuc's black, white

)

and tan bitch Latonia, by [_

Count Noble — Champion
J

Dido n (setter), )

W. W. Titus' white, liver and 1

tan Jacobin, by San Boy— >

Nettle (setter), )

W. B. Shattuc's black, white
)

and tan dog Hector, by
Count Noble — Champion f

Dido II (setter). /

J. I, Case Jr. and F. K. Bull's \

bine belton dog King's I

Mark, by King Noble— Belle f

Belton (setter),
*

Memphis and Avent Kennel's i

black, white and tan dog \,

Cinch, by Bogerigo — Bo [

Peep (setter),

Edw. Dexter's black and white
dog Jack Modoc, by Buck-
ellew—Ida (setter),

Jas. 8. Fisher's orange and
white dog Dave B., by Gath's
HopB—Daisy F. (setter),

Latonia Kennel's black, white
and tan bitch Sunshine, by
Count Noble—Lit (pointer),

W. E. Holliday's black, white
and tan bitch Lilly B, by
Kodertgo—Lillian (setter),

Memphis and Avent Kennel'B
black, white and tan dog
Laddy, by Roderigo — Bo-

Peep (setter),

Memphis and Avent Kennel's
black, white and tan do«
Joey B, by Roderigo— Lil-

lian (setter),

Ollie S. beat Miss Thompson.
Jacobin beat Latonia.
King's Mark beat Hector.

Jack Modoc beat Cinch.

Joey B. beat Ollie S.

Dave R. beat King's Mark.

j- beat
-j

C. W. Paris' black, white and
tan dog Count Paris, by
Count Noble — Champion
Dido II (setter)

J. I. Case Jr. and F. K. Bull's
blue belton bitch Queen No-
ble, by King Noble—Belle
Belton (setter).

SP.
J. Madison's liver and

white dog Ossian, by Crox-
teth—Annie (pointer).

i B. Crane's black, white and

J
tan bitch Little Gift, by Rod-

1 erlgo—Queen Beas (setter).

!Tnos. Bennett's orange and
white dog Sirius, by Sports-
man—Sweetheart (setter).

i*

E. F. Stoddard's white and
liver ticked dog Trinket's
Cash, by Croxteth -Trinket
(pointer).
'. T. Bowdre's black, white
and tan dog Samuel S., by
Paul Gladstone—Lottie (set-

ter).

F. I. Stone's lemon and white
beat \ bitch Lady W. . by Heno—

Lady Waahineton (pointer).
. F. Stoddird's wblte aud
liver ticked dog Trinket 'e

Count, by Cioxteth— Trin-
ket (pointer).

i Memphis and Avent Kennel's
, . J black, white and tan dog
Deai

"J
Claud, by Roderigo-Lillian

{ (Better).

i W. B. Shattuc's orange and
white dog Billy B., by Count
Noble — Champion Dido II

(setter).

J. I. Case Jr. and F. K. Bull's
blue belton dog Blue Chief,
by King Noble—Eliie Belton
(setter).

> beat (

beat -

beat

Dave R. beat Sunshine.
Laddy beat Lilly B.
Joey B. a bye.

I Jacobin beat Ja k Modoc.
I
Laddy a bye.

Dave R. beat Laddy. | Joey B. beat Jacobin.
V.

Dave R. beat Joey B.
1st-DaveR.
2d—Joey B.

/ Laddy.
JoilleS.

3d 1 Jack Modoc.
(. Jacobin.

Show Judging.

leVtiy"well Yn UnaVesnecV she also waa"verV stylish when in nearly eq.ua!. Joey had the greater speed and was quicker

motion. Hector was stylish but hardly equal to Gilt in this ' and had more style wlien on birds. It was a good working

The merits of private vb. public judging is a question which
periodically occurs as a matter of controversy. I eee that it

has been agitated of late in some of the papers given to such
subjects, and it may therefore bot be amiBa to say a word upon
it. I strongly suspect that this cry for public judging comes
from those who have not much practical familiarity with the
working of dog shows.
The one argument on which they rely is that, under a sys-

tem of private judging, a judge cannot be nuduly influenced

by exhibitors. Now, to that I have two words lo say. Firstly,

if a judge cannot be trusted to go Btraight with his eyes open
he cannot be trusted iu blinkers. You must "Trust him all

in all or not at all." If a judge has to be manoeuvred into

honesty he had better be kept at home. If judges cannot be

found who can be thoroughly trusted, the sooner dog shows
come to an end the better. It is, however, hardly worth dis-

cussing that point. If a jndge and exhibitor who desired a

private arrangement could be thwarted by private judging
they would be not only knaves, but fools. Ab I ooce beard
said of a no'orious turf robbery, "He not only pulled the

horse, but he pulled him like a tailor."

But perhaps I sha'l be told, "It is not dishonesty that we
fear, but timidity." A judge shrinks from passing over a dog
led out by a well-known exhibitor. Here, ugnim

argument applies in a measure. A man who tu

reliance enough to discard all the antecedents
exhibitor is hardly the man forjudge. Bat it is

*
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the point to remember that in nine cases out of ten the judge

does know the crack dogs of the breed on which he officiates,

no matter who leads them.

These considerations, however, have been set forth before.

There are, however, one or two others which I think have

not been noticed.

1. There is no better teaching for a young judge—I mean
for one who is to become a judge—than to stand at the ring

side and see how an old hand deals with his class. People

are very apt to forget that what one may call the mechanical

routine of judging is a necessary element of success. The
man may have a good eye for a dog, and yet may not so

arrange a large clas* as to give himself the best chance of

comparing them satisfactorily.

2. A moment's reflection will show that private judging, so

far from beiDg a check upon fraud, greatly facilitates it.

"What is to prevoot a keeper from changing the numbers of

the dogs? Such a fraud might, of course, be detected when
the judge went round the benches afterwards. But suppose

the judge does not revisit the show. It is a poor story if a

committee cannot find an honest judge. But it would be an

optimistic view of human rjatnre to suppose that there would
never be black sheep among the staff of keepers; or, even

setting aside fraud, look at the chance of errors. Even with

public judging wrong numbers are sometimes given. But in

such cases the discrepancy between the cards over the dogs

and the award as given in the ring is almost sure to be de-

tected by some exhibitor or by-stander. With private judg-

ing the judge, and the judge only, can correct his own over-

sights.

Lastly, how do the advocates of private judging expect to

get every dog led ont? I have always found when judging

that it was hard work to get committee men and keepers to

supplement the labors of private exhibitors. If you require

all the leading and tending to be done by the staff, nine-

tenths of our shows would collapse.

—

J. A. Doyle, in Kennel

Gazette.
<*

Waltonian at Altcar.

Edisor Breeder and Sportsman:—If ever there was an
unlucky coursing meeting the aristocratic Altcar Club could

claim a front seat. All up to the day of meetiDg the weather

was simply fine— all that could be desired from a couising

point of view. "We rose from our slumbers bright and early

on the day of the meet, only to rind that vagabond Jack Frost

had been doing a heavy business, which he is famous for in

this part of our Jubilee Qaetn's dominions. Nothing dannted

I hitched up my little "Welsh pony of twelve hands and made
a start for the plains of "Waterloo, having picked up a com-
panion from Balleymoney looking the picture of frost-proof,

water-pr_of and bullet-proof, with his many thicknesses of

Blarney tweed, while your humble servant was weighed
r'.own in his Scotch tweeds. The wee nag had to drag live

weight about 400 pounds; this was unusual and the beast

did not forget to look round at my friend from the green Isle

of Erin; anyway a kind word of encouragement sent her

along. When wo got into open country the surroundings
were white with hoar frost, the roads in spleDdid condition

for making fast time, so that the teet of our fiery steed were
plainly heard and going as fast as demi-semi-qnavers from a

.kettledrum. It was bitter cold and soon made our noses the

color of the lantern at the rear end of an Express train. We
arrived at the battle ground just in time to be told that the

coursing would be postponed until the next morning; only a

slim attendance of the general public turned up. I, for one,

did not expect anything else, as there were nineteen other

events to take place in the same week, and it may turn ont
that coursing just now is a little bit overdone. We now turn

our nag's bead for home; our course is south-eaBt with a fair

wind, when we come in collision with the Blundell Arms, a

wayside tavern, and soon put out of sight a couple of hot
Scotches. They soon found out our weak spot and enabled
us to get our Bhouldersin their proper places, as no doubt
for hours we looked as though we were flitting with the

family Bible on our backs; however, we had another good
send off, and before reaching home Old Sol shone out brightly

and soon cleared away Jack Frost's handiwork. Everything
looked rosy for the morrow's work; but no sooner had the

sun dipped behind the hills than the rascal Jack made play

in such a fashion as to compel the abandonment of the Altcar

meeting. There was an item in the morning paperB calling

on the lovers of the leash to support the club by leaving their

penny papers behind and purchase coursing cards at half a

crown. "Well, sir, during my life I have attended many
meetings and always purchased a card no matter what the

cost, at the same time half a crown is too much. No wonder
a great many refer to the penny paper to piloi them through
the programme; they would, I am sure, reap a large benetit

by charging the reasonable sum of one shiilirg. Anyhow,
in "Wales it appears that the frost did not interfere with the

meeting at Bangor; perhaps the enteiprising Welshmen had
sent Mr.' Frost a plentiful supply of "taffy." Everything
goes in time of war, so they had splendid sport and were able

to get through two thirty-two dog stakes in fine weather.
The members of the Bangor Club have been so well sup-
ported by coursing men that next season they intend to add
to their programme and make it a three-days' event. More-
over, the genial Irish gentleman, Mr. Swinbourne, has offered

them a valuable cup for puppies, providing it is run out to

the bitter end. It is on the cards that there will be a large

number from the Irish kennels, as Bangor is easy of access,

only an hour or two to cross the channel.
I am now pleased tc record a change in the weather; the

frost has all disappeared, and Haydock Park will get the moat
of my company for this week. For a starter we have the
November Stakes, for tweDty-six all-ages, at £5 each; Newton
Slakes, for thirty-two puppies, at £5 each; Maiden Stakes, for

thirty-two all ages that have never won more than three
courses in any one stake, at £4 each, and the Grand Prize for
sixteen all-ageB, at £25 each, with a cup value of £50 added,
the latter small in numbers but giants in performance—such
as Greater Scot, Herschel, MulliDgar, Huic Holloa, Hermes,
and that celebrated little bitch Penelope II, now in her fourth
season. As soon as it became known amongst the would-be
competitors that such flyers would step on the carpet they
came to a juBt conclusion to keep their coin in their pockets.
On the morning of the meet we were treated to a regular
downpour of rain which lasted the whole of the day. The
great attraction which the Grand Prize presented made the
attendance fairly good, despite the wretched weather. The
reining all through was of a most interesting character, hut
the excitement of the day was the trial between the champions
and the dividers of last year's "Waterloo Cup, Greattr Scot
b id Herschel, kennel companions, half brothers, and trained

y old Archy Coke, or, at least, superintended by him, bs he
'ow is over eighty years old.

The first brace of dogs handed to the slipper for discussion
or the Grand Prize was the two Irish dogs Tullochgorum
and Salammbo. The former won with plenty to spare. It

fairly rose to concert pitch when Herschel and Greater Scot

were seen trotting along to the slipper. Puss soon came
along, and Tom Wilkinson sent them from one of his best

slip3 on their journey. Herschel gradually began to draw
ahead and scored the first turn fully a length and a half in

advance. The Scot now got placed for one point when
Herschel raced up on the inside close to the scot when he
fell, but soon got on to his feet, drew up to the Scot before

he had time to put in his work, and dro?e his bare before

him to the escape in an artistic style, winning easily. Greater

Scot ran a good dog, fully up to his puppy form—not dis-

graced, but beaten by a superior greyhound.
Coursing men will never forget the race, as each "crowned

head" made use of every opportunity. Mullingar, another top-

sawyer, ran fast but cunning not on the tine of his game nnd
got what wdb in store for him—a good dressing from the game
and true Sorcerer. Hermes, another flyer, soon settled the
pretensions of the moderate Winfarthing, Hui3 Holloa, an-

other celebrity, and the unbeaten puppy Duke McPberson.
At one part of the course it looked as though the young Irish

Duke would raise a flag, but Huic got in some extra work at

the finish and won a plucky trial behind a dodging hare.

The Scotch dog Rival Chief showed a fine turn of speed,

leading and beating Glenkirk all ends up. Swiftness and the

little wonder Penelope II, now in her fourth season, were
then sent on their tour of inspection. Swiftness led up two
lengths for first turn, then the little bitch took her trick, and
never left the course in dispute. The way she spun round
Swiftness was a brilliant display. The running in the other

stakes was quite up to the mark, considering the nasty wet
weather.
On the second day great was the change thereof. A bright

sun greeted us as we entered the coursing park. It is a long

time Bince I saw so many people at Haydock; the grand stand

wis full of the upper crust, with quite a number of ladies

Business Boon began with the November Stakes, when Bir

mingham, an old acquaintance, soon polished off High
Admiral, and Companion settled the bill for old Clamor, and
Burnaby sent the divider of last season's Produce Stake

(Miller's Rab) back to his kennel with a flea in his lug

Second round for the .Grand Prize brought together Tulloch-

gorum and Herschel, with nine to two freely offered on the

latter. They got a good send-off, as straight as an arrow. The
favorite Boon forged ahead; but no courser was prepared to

see the Irish dog led for first turn by four lengths, in fact

Herschel stuck so close to the afterpart of his game that it

was impossible for the Irishman or "any other man" to get a

Bniff, and thus Tullocheoium was sent on the same errand as

my" favorite. Greater Scot.

Sorcerer was too fast for the Scotch dog Arbury and drove

a fast hare to the escape. Huic Holloa and Hermes were
well matched for speed. Huic just got the turn when Hermes
niekedinand killed. The hat came off in the second trial,

when, to my surprise, Huic led three lengths. It was plain

to be seen that Hermes wasn't trying, as he threw up his head
during the course and was easily beaten. Rival Chief led the

little bitch Penelope three lengths, and, putting in excellent

work, it looked any odds on the CLief. but thanks to a strong

hare Penelope got a chance to pull the course out of the fire,

which she did by sticking close lo her game to the finish,

winning a brilliant victory over the Chief. Third and con-

cluding day, third round in the grand prize, Herpchel and
Sorcerer were sent after a rattling fast hare, when the crack

soon began to show in frenfc. He "was fully three lengths in

advance for the turn. In coming round puss made a fine

break away which just suited the extra ^peed of the crack and
enabled him to run up a big score before letting Sorcerer
have a chance, who soon becume as busy aB a nailer until

the hare broke away, and Herfchel marie a go by and won a

well-contested trial. Huic Holloa and Pinelope tried conclu-

sions with a fast harp, in which Huic ran clean away from
her. although the clever little bitch riid a little w rk in the

middle of the comsf ; she could not hold her game wLtn
Huic raced past, and won all one way. For ihe final Her-

schel was made favorite at 5 to 2. Tom "Wilkinson, from a

pretty slip, sent the pair on their way rejoicing. 'Ihe favor-

ite led all of three lengths, brought his bare ruund to Huic
Holloa who went to work in good style, scoriDg rapidly.

When puss broke away the favorite Bhot past and to the fin-

ish never left the cour.-e in oubr. When the red flag went
up it was the signal for cheers for Mr. Hornsby and hiB

unbeaten dog. The November Stake was won by Mr. Glad-
stone's Companion, runner-up Mr. Large's Lammas. New-
ton Stakes was won by Mr. Hornsby's Hellice by Macpherson
—Starlight, runner-up Mr. Pilkington's Philamon, by Phoe-

bus—Phyllida. Maiden Stakes divided by Mr. Hornsby'

s

Headband, and Mr. Armstrong's Patent Stopper. Other small
stakes were added. The meeting from first to last was quite

a success. Now, my noble Editor, before I wind up my long
ditty I will just mention that I have seen nearly all the

Waterloo talent run, and most likely the following dogB will

contest for the Blu6 Ribbon of the Leash: from Ireland,

Duke MacpherBon and Prince Alexander; Scotland, Wigtown
and Scotia Yet; England, Harrington, Greater Scot, Breaksea,
Huic Holloa, Fluttering Fersen, Fenton Fairy, Maggie Park,
Forget-me Not and Companion. These are all heavy metal.

But I must now draw the curtain and run up to the mast-
head the winner of 1888 Waterloo Cnp "Herschel."
Liverpool, Dec. 10, 1887. Waltonian.

THE GUN,
Duck shooting about Pleasanton is good, and large bagi

are made by those who can wade about in the miry swamp
near that town. Many English snipe have been killed there
since October, but the birds have gone further south now.

The wind storm of Monday last made the shooting on the
salt marshes about the bay very good. Almost all returned
with heavy strings, and some of them were very large.

Seventy was not an unusual number, while hardly any fell

below two dozen. Singularly enough the shooting aloug the
buisun was markedly poor on the windy day. Messrs. Hall
McAllister Jr. and Will S. Kittle and a guest shot at the Ibis
Club on Christmas day and all did well. The day was calm
and rather warm. The following night was tempestuous as

well as the succeeding day, and heavy bags were looked for,

but absolutely no flight was had, and but a half dozen birds

were killed by the party.

At the Tule Belle Mr. J. M. Adams killed a good many teal,

while at the Cordelia rather better luck was the rule—sprigs

predominating. On the Teal there was no shooting done, the
members preferring the pleasures of the home circle.

The question of short versus long barrels in shotguns is

one of considerable importance both to builders and users of

the weapons. The Bhorter barrels balance belter, are easier
to handle, and if properly proportioned and bored seem to

shoot quite well enough. The gun, with a pair of twenty-six
inch barrrels, mentioned iu these columns recently as having

been built by Messrs. Clabrough & Goleher for Mr. John
M. Adams of this city, is in constant use by that gentleman,
and is quite equal to the longer guns used by the other mem-
bers of his club in killing power. It shuts up ducks and
geese very certainly, and last week Mr. Adams let down a
swan at long range with it. There seems to be no doubt that
the short guns can be sighted closely enough for all practical
purposes, and if it is determined that in pattern and penetra-
tion they equal longer ones, a radical change may be looked
for. They seem peculiarly adapted to the use' of the nitre-
powders which are coming into such general use.
We should be pleased to receive the opinions of Mr. Du

Bray, Dr. Knowles, and other experts about them.

Schultze Powder.

The present water-proofed, granulated Schultze gunpowder
is the most perfect practical outcome of the endeavor to
utilize the discovery of the effect of nitric acid upon cellulose
(converting it into an explosive) for small arms, says Mr. R.
W. S. Griffith.

It was early found that gun cotton, the cotton forms of the
nitro compounds, though giviDg such tempting results in
total absence of smoke and solid residue, were far too violent
and sudden in their action and combustion for use in ordi-
nary firearms. Attention was then turned to other forms of
woody fibre, and the actual woody portions of trees were
chosen as giving the most pliable compounds with nitric acid.
The first Schultze gunpowder (so-called from the name of its

introducer) after having given satisfactory results in the home
of its invention, Germany, was offered to the English public
about twenty years ago. It was rapidiy appreciated by EDglish
shooters, and a company was at once formed to manufacture
it in England, which company continues at the present day
as the oldest and most experienced of the makers of nitro-
compounds and smokeless powders for small arms, ha^iug
succeeded in overcoming difficulties and prejudices, and in
making their manufacture a commercial success. Their
latest form of Schultze gunpowder, which they wish now ta
bring before the shooting public of the States, has been
generally acknowledged as the perfect nitro-eompound for
shotguns.
When first manufactured in England, nineteen years ago,

the Schultze gunpowder was in the form of little particles or
cubes of wood, cut transversely from the trunks of selected
trees, and treated with the chemicals necessary to render
them capable of burning with sufficient rapidity to act as a
"gunpowder." And in many respects tnis "cube" gun-
powder was very satisfactory, the great drawbacks being the
want of regular density in manufacture and the Bpecial load-
ing, hard ramming, required to develop good shooting results.
To overcome these difficulties the granulated form was

introduced ten years ago, and this beiug of even grain and
regular density, requiring no ramming or special loading,
giving as great facilities, lor loading as does black powder,
marked a great advance on the cube form, and the "Granu-
lated Schultze" gained ground evtrywhere as a safe, reliable
gunpowder. It was, however, to a certain extent, subject to
the effect of atmospheric influences, damp weather weaken-
ing and dry weather strengthening it. These drawbacks were
completely overcome about three years ago, by adopting a
process at one stage of the manufacture by which every
separate fibre is water-proofed before being formed into grains,
and the rapidly-increasing demand for this water-proofed
granulated Schultze gunpowder for traps and general shoot-
ing, and the perfect safety to users of it, warrant the manu-
facturers in calling their gunpowder perfectly safe, reliable,
effective, smokeless and cleanly in use. The company's
factory is kept in a high state of efficiency, and the procefses
are carried out with the greatest care. In evidence, it may
be mentioned, it is now ten years since the slightest accident
occurred in the manufacture. An excellent record for a
powder factory.

The shooting raDges with the testing apparatus are very
complete, and no expense is spared on this head to adopt
every known method of any value for arriving at the true
force and behavior of the gunpowder made. In writing on
a visit to the factory the editor of the London Field made
these remarks {Field, Nov. 10, 1886):
"Their works contain the most perfect and complete set

of instruments for carrying out experimental investigations
connected with sporting guns that it has ever been our fortune
to meet with." The process of manufacture is briefly as
follows: Soft timber of clean growth is selected, and after
being torn into fragments is treated chemically until the
whole of the resinous and soluble matters in the wood are
extracted, and the pure finely divided cellulose remains;
this is carefully dried and treated with the usual acids.
A long course of purification then commences; it is washed

with cold, warm and boiling water successively, continued
for a month until the nitro compound is perfectly free from
every trace of decomposable matter, so that it may pass the
very stringent test fur purity imposed by the English author-
ities on all explosives in the British Isles.

TMb test ensures perfect safety in storage and handling,
and is a guarantee that "Schultze" gunpowder is a pure
stablo compound; and that the authorities are satisfied with
th6 way in which "Schultze" passes the tests is evidenced
by their annual report, in which they state the whole of the
samples of "Schnltze" gunpowder teBted passed the test for
purity very satisfactorily.

The nitro-compound so formed is then ground to a minute
state of division, and at that stage water -proofed. Chemicals
to regulate the rapidity of combustion are then added and
the whole mixture is formed into grains. These are sub-
jected to heavy hydraulic pressure to regulate the exact
density of the grains, aud h'nally dried and sifted. But one
quality, strength and size of grain is made, and this is known
throughout the shooting world as Schultze gunpowder

—

granuated and water-proof.
When finished the powder undergoes exhaustive tests for

its strength, bursting force, rapidity of combustion and
ignition, etc., and if satisfactory is passed to magazines,
where it is kept for three months. Again it is exhaustively
tested, and if quite up to the mark is packed aud issued.
This second testing is adopted to make assurance doubly
sure.

It is made in very large batches, each one consisting of
many thousands of pounds, a most important point in all

gunpowder making io secure perfectly uniform results. And
now aa to the properties of "Schultze" gunpowder. Those
which the public require in a nitro-compound are in the
chief place; (1) safety, aud (2) Bmokelessuess, for given those
with (3) good strength, no one would be satisfied to use
the black with its smoke and dirt; among the miner points
required are (4) cleanliness, (5) no action on the gnn barrel
(pitting), (6) less gun recoil, (7) quick ignition, and (8) per-
fect regularity. A word or two on each of these points:

1. Safety —The measure of pressure on gnu barrels is a
point always carefully tested, and the total absence of acci-
dents in England with "Sohultze" gunpowder is the beet
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proof that the powder is rendered safe. Many elaborate
experiments have been carried out to show actnal bursting
pressure on gun barrels; none of these perhaps give the exact
figures in pounds pressures, but they give comparative results
perfectly.

The method adopted principally at the company's factory
is described in detail in the London Field, Nov. 20, 18S6.
This is too long for reproduction here, but the results show
"Schultze" to give less pressure on the powder chamber
than, black gunpowder (taking No. 4 as the standard), meas-
ure for measure. But on this point an outside opinion would
carry weight, and we are happy to find the gentlemen who
form the Proof House Guardians of Birmingham and London
have largely experimented in this direction, and have found
"Schultze" to give less pressure, charge by charge, on the
gun barrel than No. 4 black powder, and even Messrs. Cnrtiss

& Harvey admit, in a recently issued pamphlet describing
experiments carried out by themselves, that "Schultze" gives

less bursting pressure on the powder chamber than does
their own No. 4 black gunpowder. In neither case were
these experimentalists lisely to be biassed in favor of

"Schultze" gunpowder.
The editor of the London Field, a veteran experimentalist,

recording the result of his experiments in the issue of the

Field of Feb. 14, 1SS5, reports the "Schultze" gunpowder to

be perfectly safe, and to give less pressure than No. 4 black
powder, even under varying conditions of temperature and
dryness, even when dried to absolute dryness; and reporting

upon the crusher system of testing pressures in his issue of

Nov. 20, 'S6, he says: "Black invariably shows a greater

strain than Schultze at the first crusher gauge."
2. Smokelessnesa—This "Schultze" possesses to a marked

degree, being of all gunpowders offered to the public the mo3t
free from smoke.

3. Strength—"Schnltze" is always issued, giving a trifle

greater propelling foice than double the weight of black

powder or measure by measure with black No. 4; the strength

is measured by various methods, but the crucicaltest adopted
is the velocity given to the body of the charge of shot pellets.

These are collected on a specially designed sectional target,

and the velocities of the pellets measured by electrical chro-

nograph. The general acceptance by the shooting public of

"Schultze" as the hardest hitting powder, especially where
money ie depending on the result, is the best proof that the

manufacturers are not wrong when they claim for their

"Schultze" gnnpowder greater penetration than black.

4. Cleanliness—In this, also, Schultze is in the van. The
solid residue (amounting to 25 per cent, of the charge against

that from black powder amount to 65 per cent.) is white, or

nearly so, and condenses into dry particles which roll from
the gun or are driven out by each discharge. There is no
greasy residue or accumulation in the barrel, Dor hard in-

crustation.

5. Pitting in the Barrel—There is a total absence of this

with "Schultze." The residue is alkaliue and dry, and
never corrodes the barrel. It is not, thtrefore, so necessary

to clean a gun when using "Schultze" as when using black

powder. It is noticeable in guns in which "Schultze" is fired

from the first and black from the second barrel, after some
months of usage, that the "Schultze" barrel is perfectly bright

while the black barrel may be, and often is corroded.

6. Less Gun Recoil—The manufacturers who do not aim at

making a powder which gives a very low gun recoil, knowing
hat to be incompatible with good propelling force and safety

in use; but as a matter of fact, "Schultze" does give about 7

lbs. lesB recoil in a 12-bore and 11 lbs. lesB in a 10-bore gun,

using corresponding charges than black. This is principally

owing to the fouling being so much less with "Schultze"

than with black. The friction and dead weight of the solid

residue is much less with Schultze; tor instance, 4 drams of

"Schultze" in a 10-bore gun—the usual charge—will give a

solid residue of 14 grains, while the corresponding 4 drams of

blaok will give a solid residue of 73 grains, giving 59 grains

more of residue to be moved in the case of black than in the

case of Schultze. This is equal to an extra one-eighth ounce

ot shot. This explains the seeming parados that Schultze,

with equal propelling force to black, gives less recoil.

7. Quickness of Ignition—There are two distinct opera-

tions performed when a gun is tired—the ignition of the

oharge of powder by the primer, and its subsequent combus-

tion when ignited. The quicker the combustion the greater

the strain on the gun barrel, while the quicker the ignition

the greater the comfort to the shooter. "Schultze" is there-

fore made to ignite readily and to burn comparatively slowly,

the whole time taken by the two operations from the fall of

the hammer on the primer and the leaving the muzzle of the

gun of the shot occupying, with the standard English Eley

primer and Schultze gunpowder, about .0090 of a second.

This is regularly tested so as to guard against any tendency

to hang fire. Experiments carried out with American shells

and primers show these to have a strength, compared with

Eley's standard primer and Belgian primers, as follows:

American No. 2 6

Eley's ordinary 9
" stronger 12

Belgian 15 to 17

As it is possible, therefore, that the American primer is

hardly strong enough to do justice to the "Schultze" and to

obviate the necessity of priming with black powder, the Win-

chester Repeating Arms Co. and the Union Metallic Cartridge

Co. are kindly experimenting with a view to issue a shell

with a primer of same strength as Eley's ordinary, and this,

if carried out, will give satisfaction to users of black as well

as of nitro-compounds, as with a stronger primer even black

powder gives more satisfactory results.

8. Lastly, perfect regularity is attained by great care in

manufacture and by making in very large quantities at a time

so that any small differences are lost in the great body of the

batch. In conclusion, allow me to state that we have opened

an agency for the sale of "Schultze" gunpowder at 8 Murray

street, New York, as will be seen from your advertising

columns, and all information as to loading, etc., will be

gladly offered. It may be as well, however, in general terms

to give a few simple rules for the loading of Schultze, so as to

give satisfaction.

Too large a charge should not be used, 3 drams [42 grams

by weight} in a 12-bore and 4 drams (56 grains by weight) in

a 10-bore gun are good charges, and generally sufficient.

Load exactly as with black, placing a tight-fitting card or cloth

wad over the powder and seating it firmly.

Do not ram the powder. Allow sufficient shell for a fair

crimping in, but not too much.

By following these rules cartridges will be loaded to give

the excellent results obtained by the large English cartridge

loaders, whose Schultze cartridges now bear a large Propor-

tion to the black cartridges issued and are used by the bulk

of the customers of the chief houses in London and Birming-

ham, etc., with entire and growing satisfaction.

"Schultze" gunpowder is issued of one density and strength,

exactly one-half density and fully double strength of black

No. 4. So for use take one-half by weight or equal in meas-

ure to the oharge of black No. 4.

Cleaning Guns.

Part of the price ordinarily paid for sport is cleaning the

guns after the day out—and a large part. Appliances are

numberless, and most of them fairly effective if well used,

lightness required, shaved it down exceedingly thin where in

reality the actual pressure does come? It is evident from
the tables th.t such must have been frequeutly done, for they
completely reverse iu many instances the accepted aud estab-
lished opinions. Tfccse who use these guns made on the

o».«-,/--,« „~~~~~*~ *i,: ™ .u j v- t. mi i ,. mistaken lines may find food for thought here. Moreover,
6/iooting suggests this method which will seem slow to these -i *. i_ * • j j *.- * £* j- i.u Iy *** oocxu oiuw w tuuBo

lt appears t De a fu]r deduction from these discoveries that
who use modern conveniences

Many years ago, as a boy, at the house where I spent most
of my early days, I can well remember watching the game-
keeper cleaning the guns, and I paid the more attention to
him because it waa under his tuition that I was first entered
to sport. I need not describe his plan for muzz'e loaders,
which were, of course, for years the only guns that were in
use, since these aTe now obsolete, but when breech-loaders
came in the plan he adopted was as follows: There were
always a dozen or so of long, plain, wooden rods standing in a
corner of the gunroom, made by the village carpenter, which
I imagine must have been almost precisely the same as those
of "Knifed Grouse," except that instead of having the ends
notched as his are there was a slit bored through the eni.
The gamekeeper used to take the shortest of those rods and
a few lumps of tow, which he worked up into balls in his
hands. Opening the gun he theu placed one of these balls,

which was the siza of the diameter, into the chamber of the
gun, and, turning the barrel up so as to stund the muzzle on
a soft wooden board laid on the floor, he pushed the tow
through carefully with the rotL The game to the other bar-
rel; and he repeated this pushing of balls through until the
barrels were bright. Understand, he did not wrap the tow
on the rod or attach it in any way, bat pushed it as a ball

right through and out. Then, and only then, he took a lon-
ger rod, ou the end of which a slit had beeu made, and
inserting the end of a strip or ribband of tow wound it round
the end of the rod. Tnis rod he rubbed well up and down
the barrels till all was thoroughly dry. The next move was
to take a third rod with oily rag or tow, and oil the inside of

the barrels. I have always cleaned my gun? myself, and
have to this day followed his lead in first pushing balls or
lumps of tow or wa„te right through the barrels before begin-
ning to rub them with anything. This plan has always
appeared to me superior to the usual one of rubbing even at

the commencement. The rubbing process, until, first of all,

the dirt is pushed out, is a waste of time aod of cleaning stuff

besides the risk of smoothing down the dirt on the inside
of the barrels whereas nothing can so effectually expel it as
to push it clean out of the barrel in the way I describe. I

prefer to expel it to bringing it tack into the barrel and rub-
bing it well into it, a? is done when the tow is attached to

the rod. First drive out the worst of the dirt till all is bright .

and then rub the iron as much as you like, your correspon- I

dent makes no mention of load, but, unfortunately, the worst
cause of injury to barrels is from leading, and the most diffi-

cult to remove. Bo I understand that the process he
describes, viz., merely rubbing with felt and with vaseline,

is sufficient for all purposes of cleaning, including lead

removal? In my experience no gun will tire even twenty
Bhots without beginning to deposit lead.

I hope some of your readers will be able to give me an
answer to the question I asked, viz., whether there is any
harm in using "waste" in the inside of barrels. I have been
told that it injures them, but I do not see how it can. It is

composed of a quantity of cotton threads and odds and ends
{

of cotton, and I cannot see how these can injure a barrel. I

prefer it to tow on account of those threads and lumps, be-

cause they supply just the inequalities and roughnesses which
seem to me so useful to rub oat the dirt. Tow has nothing
of the sort, and is, when wrapped in a rod, altogether smooth
and passes smoothly over the dirt. I believe the roughnesses
of the cotton waste give the necessary amount of unevenness
wanted to dislodge this. Although rougher than tow, yet I

do not see how lriction with cotton waste can injure iron. I

should be glad to know more on this point, however.

most, if not all, of the powders exert a pressure at distances
further prolonged and continued forward up the barrel than
was believed to he the case. Here again we see a source of

danger through the building of barrels by gnumakeis on old
mistaken lines. Guumakers, supposing that the prepsures
exerted their force at a point not far forward, thought them-
selves and their customers safe if they placei fcuffi lent mt-tal

at that part, and that they might thou, with impunity, lighten

the barrel at the forward point. It is quite a conim- n thing
to see barrels shave 1 and bevelled away externally towards
the middle of the barrels; indeed, there is hardly a barrel

which is not thus externally bevelled. Now it seems the gon-
makers have miscalculated the points of pre^snrp, and that

that very part which they thns fancied to be free of pressure
endures a strain. Can we wonder that, if the gun was extra
light, or some mischance happened to increase the ordiuary
strength of the explosive within it, a burst was the conse-

quence? The more anyone studies the report of the experi-

ments, the more he is forced to the conviction that guumak-
ers have (the generality of them) been buildin? gnn barrels on
a principle which r^sts on a foundation of mistaken ideas and
false authorities, and that what has now been discovered of

the action of these nitro and black explosives is no less than
a revolution on all that had been previously accepted. This
is now proved to have beeu the result of faulty experiments.

THE RIFLE
Bennett Versu.3 Paine.

How Shall Guns Be Built.

The recent inventions in the way of hitro-powders seem

likely to cause speculation among the gun builders. It can-

not be doubted that the points of greatest pressure differ with

different powders, and that with some of the best of the new

powders the explosive force is of such a pecnliar rending

character as to necessitate greater strength in barrels at those

points than has been necessary when black powders alone

have been used. The article published last week in refer-

ence to the subject will well repay close study, and in con-

nection with it may be read some notes by a thoughtful

writer who says:

There is no question that in various respects these results

have been contrary to what was believed by gunmakers to be

the conduct of certain nitro-powders in the exertion of

pressure upon particular points of gun ban-els. In these

days of light gun building such discoveries as have been pub-
lished are of the utmost importance, and a study of the

tables of respective pressures of the different powders leads

to the conclusion that some of the makers of light guns may
thank their fortune that they have had no more accidents on
their consciences than they have. I have no intention of

mentioning names, but those who are acquainted with the

structure of the guns of individual makers of these light guns
will easily be able to see for themselves which of them come
nearest to the model pointed out by the trials, for that they

do differ immensely in that respect I can vouch from my own
knowledge. There is another consideration in connection

with the subject of barrel making and internal pressures, viz.,

that the mode of making guns extra light by piling up metal

just where it is supposed to be required and lightening it

excessively elsewhere can now be estimated at its value.

Even supposing that the judgment of the exact spot where the

metal should be left thick is correct, still the risk is immense.

The gun is built specially strong at one spot to resist pressure

of a certain powder. It goes ioto the hands of an ordinary

sportsman, i. e., one who does not dive very deeply into the

question of pointB of internal barrel pressures, if, indeed, he

has an idea that such things exist. His gun, in order to be

of a certain light weight, has been carefully built up for. let

us say, Schultze powder. He runs out of cartridges during

the day, and his friends supply him with some of theirs, say

black (Curtis and Harvey). They none of them think that,

if he pulls the trigger, the force of this powder will strain the

barrel with the whole of its power at a different spot to that

of the powder for which it was built, and that he is incurring

a terrible risk by firing it.

If this is dangerous, what shall we say of the matter if we
remember that the gnnmaker, when he built the gun for

Schultze powder, was wholly under a mistake in taking its

pressure to be at a particular point, and had, under that

impression, piled up the metal at a point which is now shown
to be the wrong one, and, to get the gun to the excessive

Mr. F. E. Bennett of Boston, who disputes with Chevalier

Ira Paine the title to the pistol championship of America,

recently said:

The result of my revolver shooting at Walnut Hill last

week has brought about a controversy. I would like to

make public a few facts. Mr. Paine has stated that when he
made his record of 341 points he used ammunition purchased
for him at random, in stores where it was allowed to lie,

probably for years; the powder was caked, and was conse-
quently unfit for record shooting A letter is on tile at tbe
office of The Rifle from the parties from whom tbe ammuni-
'ion Mr. Paine used was purchased, and reads as follows:

"The ammunition purchased from us by Mr. Paiae in

March last was from a lot of cartridges received bat a few
days before from the factory, and was fresh and in perfect
condition."
There is also another letter at the sime place from the

manufacturers of the ammunition n?ed, from which I copied
the following: ''As to the cartridges in question, they are
practically the same as those made for years past, with only
a slight change in the profile of the bullet, aul the grooves
for lubricant being inside instead of outside the shell, con-
siderable had to be overcome to make the present bullet give

as good target results as the old one, but we now think it

does quite as well, its length and weight being practically

the same, and the special powder as adopted by the Russian
government, which is kept up to standard, was used in

all these cartridges. Regarding outside lubrication (the

kind Mr. Paine used) we feel assured from experiments that

under the same ordinary conditions it will give equal. 11

not superior, results to inside lubrication (the kind Mr.
Bennett used), but it is objectionable where cartridges are
carried i n belts cr loose in the pocket."
Mr. Paine asks if "any sane marksman supposes a man i«

38 or 40 points better off in one day than another." I would
reply to this by saying, look at his score made in public at

Walnut Hill, Oct. 15, 18S6—791 points; ihen observe his

aggregate at same place March 18. 18S7—841 points. Not a
difference of 38 or 40 points in bis shooiing but 50 points.

He is publishing scores he says he made with a 3S-calibre

revolver, instead of a 44-calibre, claiming that he lost 12
points by so doing. Every marksman knows that as you
decrease your calibre, you gain an advantage. The National
Rifle Association of Great Britain bars «ll revolvers under 44-

caHbre. In this country they bar under 32, and rules are

about to be made handicapping all revolvers under 44-calibre.

The 38-calibre revolver wh.'ch Mr. Paine has is the only one
of its kind in existence, as is proved by another letter from
Smith & Wesson, which says: "We would be glad to send
you a 38 44 revolver, but have rot one of the model on hand.
In fact the only one we ever made of this kind is the one
Mr. Paine has." This is an advantageous pistol, and there

is not a cartridge on the market for it. He consequently
prepares all his ammunition, and is putting the results he
obtains before the public in comparison with my work with
an army revolver 44-calibre with factory ammunition.
As to the results I have obtained, here is my best score

made on the tiret day of my shooting last week: 91, 89, 93,

90, 85. 94, 82, 88, 90. 84—8S6. Mr. Paine has issued a chal-

lenge to me. I shall have to admit my inability to equal him
in the size of my pocketbook, but as this is rota question
of comparing the amount of money each possesses, but of the

ekill of each of us, I beg to state that I will be pleased to

shoot a match with Mr. Paine for the sum of $2-30 a side,

and the revolver championship of America, to be shot at

Walnut Hill, at any tiuie he may name between April 1 and
Jane 1, 18S8. The condition of the match is as follows:

"One hundred shots a day, for six consecutive days, on
Standard American target, at a distance of 50 measured
yards. Revolver, any with barrel not over eight inches in

ieDgth including cylinder, and of calibre not leas than 44.

Factory ammunition in unbroken boxes of any of the follow-

ing makes: United States Cartridge Company, Union
Metallic Cartridge Company or Winchester Repeating Arms
Company, to be furnished by the referee. Any open
sights revolver to have a three-pound trigger pull, to be
tested each day by the referee before the shooting. Privilege

of cleaning revolver between each 10 shots. Each man to

choose a judge, the judges to choose a referee whose decision

shall be rinal, and who shall also be the stake-holder. The
referee to give each man two cartridges as he goes to tbe
firing point. The shooter shall not be challanged or inter-

fered with in any manner while shooting. Either party violat-

ing this rule shall forfeit the match. The shooting to com-
mence betweeu 1 and 2 o'clock p. m. each day. The party
securing tl e highest aggregate io the six days' shooting to be
the winner. This challenge to remain open for six days
from date."

"To save further newspaper controversy," contiu

Bennett. "I will announce that these are th^

tions under which I will shoot a match with Mr. 1

Mr. Bennett posted a forfeit of $100 as a guarai

aitfc.
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Don't Fail to Write.

Should this paper be received by any subscriber who does

not want it, or beyond the time he mtends to payfor it, let him
not fail to write ub direct to stop it. A postal card (costing

one cent only) will suffice. We will not Knowingly send the

paper to anyone who does not wish it, but if it is continued,

through the failure of the subscriber to notify us to discon-

tinue it, or some irresponsible party requested, to stop it, we
shall positively demand payment for the time it is sent.

Look carefully at the date on the label of your
paper.

Complimentary Samples-

Persons receiving this paper marked are requested to

examine its contents, terms of subscription, and give it their

own patronage, and, as far as practicable, aid in circulating

the journal, and making its value more widely known to

others, and extending its influence in the cause it faithfully

serves. Subscription rate, $5 per year. Extra copies mailed

for 10 cents if ordered soon enough. If already a subscriber,

please show the paper to others.

Christmas and New Years.

Christmas came upon us so suddenly this year that we

did not realize the position until it was too late to offer

the customary greetings. Caught napping, and Santa

Clans came with such a rush that his sleigh went whiz-

zing by ere we could get into a stride that would land us

at the post first.

Not that we were oblivious—not that we did not wish

our readers, and, for that matter, everybody else, a Merry,

Merry Christmas, but Time was nut taken by the

forelock, and the feast was spread and the guests at the

table before we could wish them joy of their repast.

There is little danger of forgetting that Christmas is

coming in our old Eastern home. The glorious Indian

summer days are monitors of what can be expected.

Though the sun shines red through the haze and there is

warmth in the atmosphere, the yellow, red, russet, purple

and brown leaves are warnings that ere long there will

be rain changing into snow. Then comes the skirmish

line of the advancing army. Snow and frost and an

occasional blizzard, and maybe a real out-and-out old-

fashioned nor'-wester, with an intensity of cold which

native Californians cannot understand.

For all these discomforts a real Christmas must have

the Frost King as a part of the pageant. The yule log

will burn its brightest when the mercury is close to zero

and the air is refrigerated into positive dryness. Still we

must express a preference for Christmas when roses and

other flowers are blooming, and there is a mellow air

without the necessity of the yule log to give warmth, if

even it leads to forgetfulness.

Bat there is still time to wish everybody a happy New
Year. Happy the first day of Anno Domini, 1888, and

happy every day in the year, and for as many more as

are vouchsafed. "With anything like a fair run of luck,

Californians should be the happiest people in the world.

With a moderate share of fortune's favors there is every

incentive to enjoyment. A climate which is conducive to

health and which makes out-door life pleasant at all

seasons. There may be a chilly day once in a while, and

at times fog drifting in from the ocean, though the worst

day we have ever witnessed in Oakland, in a residence

i f nearly fourteen years, cannot be termed really disa-

greeable from an Eastern point of view. Happy let ns

endeavor to be, and if the favorite colt gets beaten when

we have held that victory was assured, make the best

of it and congratulate the fortunate owner. "Were all

the races we run through life a series of conquests, there

would be a strong probability that the charm would

vanish, and racing be pronounced a bore.

Close of Volume XI.

"With this number volume eleven will be completed.

Five and a half years since the first number was issued,

and that is a long time in this fast-moving wcrld. Since

July 1st, 1882, there have been fast movements on the

part of California in the departments all are the most

interested in. In all matters connected with the soil

and its products there has been rapid advance. In the

race for supremacy in the horse-producing line she has

advanced at a rate which has placed her in the fiont of

all competitors in many points. When the first number

of the Breeder and Sportsman came from the press, Cal-

ifornia held the first place for yearling and two-year-old

trotters. Since then every stage of fast colthood is rep-

resented by sons and daughters of the Golden West, and

that by gaps which give greater significance to the

aceoro plishment

.

California race-horses have performed admirably on

the courses of the East. A few years anterior to 1882 it

would have been thought a foolish venture to "carry'
(

California-bred colts to racing centres, and to-day Cal-

ifornia owners rank second and third in the list of win-

ners. Since 1882 the largest thoroughbred scud in the

world has been organized in California, and there is

probably at least five times as many thoroughbred mares

in the State as there were five years ago. In five years

there have been bo many additions to the stock of the

State that if accurate statistics could be obtained the

result would be startling. Additions in the number of

animals, great as the increase has been, is not so won-

derful as the quality of those which have been lately

produced. Breeding trotters in this country is of recent

date. Although, as has been shown, the importation of

good foundation stock commenced soon after gold was
discovered, there was too great an excitement to take

proper care of parents and offspring. The absorbing pas-

sion was the accumulation of gold, and a small pro-

portion of the Argonauts came with the intention ofmak-
ing homes in California. In fact, very many of the

pioneers now residing here went "back home," but the

experience of a few years, though gained in the turmoil

of mining camps, was sufficient to engender a longing

for the "glorious climate" and other advantages, and a

return for gcod resolved upon.

S. B. Whipple was the first to engage in breeding

trotters in a systematic way. If not the first actually,

his farm at San Mateo was the premier move towards

breeding, rearing and training trotters. He imported

stock which, at the time, stood high, but has since occu-

pied the very highest peak of the mountain of Fame;
sons and daughters of Rysdyk's Hambletonian and
other descendants of that famous horse.

It was nearly ten years after Mr. Whipple's importa-

tions that L. J. Rose brought the foundation of his suc-

cessful stock from the other side of the mountains.

Although it may appear anomalous, the lack of apprecia-

tion of Hambletonian stock at that time by Mr. Rose has

been of great service to the trotting interests here. He
brought what has since proved one of the very best of

the best outcrosses for Hambletonian blood. There were

Clay, Mambrino Chief, and Pilot strains, and the most

potent argument to prove the value of the combination is

a reference to Sultan, Stamboul, Hinda Bose, St. Bell,

Bell Boy, Sable Wilkes and several others. Although

Governor Stanford had some brood-mares previous to the

first purchase of land which has since become famous all

over the world as Palo Alto, that may be said to be the

commencement of his breeding operations. Depending

on memory, that was in 1876, and late that fall Elec-

tioneer was purchased with a number of others from

Stonyford. H. W. Seale bought Elmo some years before,

and Wm. Corbitt brought Irvington and Arthurton from

Orange County in 1874. Mr. Beavis, of Chico, organized

a breeding farm, in the early seventies, with California

Blackbird at the head of the stud, and there were a

number of breeders of trotters throughout the State,

though on a smaller scale than those mentioned. Among
the most successful of breeders who did not engage in the

business largely was L. H. Titus, of San Gabriel, with

Echo as sire. Hancock M. Johnson did very well with

A. W. Bichmond and some mares of high breeding, and
Jesse D. Carr, with Carr's Mambrino, by Mambrino
Patchen, bred some valuable animals.

To enumerate all of those engaged in breeding prior to

1880 is not within the scope of this article, though it

may not be out of place to remark, that when we came
here in April, 1874, and for some years thereafter, there

was a general feeling that California horses were not up
to the standard of those of the East, and many driving

horses were imported. James McCord made several

trips to the East, the main business being to provide

roadsters and trotters for his clients, and though superior

animals could be obtained of native production the

glamourie of old-time notions befogged the judgment.

Since that time the importations have been mainly for

breeding purposes. Some grand specimens of horses

have been imported since our initial number came from

the press. Three thoroughbred stallions from Australia,

highly formed, of the very best blood in the world, and

one of them already standing high as a progenitor. Nor-

folk, Joe Hooker, Grinstead and Rutherford have estab-

lished their reputation on all of the prominent race-

courses of the Orient, and when to these are added the

get of Darebin, Sir Modred, Warwick, Kyrle Daly, the

other Rancho del Paso stallions, and those at Palo Alto,

there is little fear that our racing colts will not play well

their part.

Since July 1st, 1882, Guy Wilkes and Le Grand have

been added to the list of our trotting sires, and Sable

Wilkes and Grandee give evidence that their sires are

worthy coadjutors in keeping up the prestige of Cal-

ifornia trotters.

Five years ago there was not a California-bred stallion

which had trotted in 2:20; Now there are eight which

have gone that fast, six of them inside of 2:20. As the

oldest of these was foaled in 1878, the youngest in 1884,

there is little risk in predicting that there will be great

reductions, none at all in prophesying that in five years

more there will be a still greater number to add to the

very fast division. Long before the close of Volume
XXI we hope to chronicle a score of stallions of Cal-

ifornia birth which have made a mark in the teens, and not
at all doubtful that the present number will be doubled
in two seaaonB more. At the time this is written there

are several which have only a short gap to close, and
with such an array of youngsters coming on there is no
lack of reinforcements.
As to the past of the Breeder and Sportsman we have

little to say. It has spoken for itself, and very gratify-

ing, indeed, are the kind words that have been given it.

We hope to merit in the future a continuation of favors.

A Stallion Stake.

Let us commence the consideration of a Btallion stake

with a list of California stallions which are so close

together as to give promise of a "horse-race."

Antevolo.4 years 2:19}Guy Wilkes 2:15i
Anteeo 2:16J
Director 2:17

Stcznboul 2:174
Sable Wilkes, 3 years 2:18

Woodnut 2:19i
Dawn 2:19}

(Separately timed io a race .. 2:16£)
Ansel... 2:20
Albert W 2:20
Palo Alto, 4 years 2:20i
Mount Vernon 2:21
Monlo 2:21}

and only beaten a short head by Lot Slocum at Petaluma

in 2:18£. We leave out Piedmont, 2:17£, Monroe Chief

2:18| and Brigadier, 2:21^, as it is not likely that either

of these will be trotted in the future. But there are

others which are liable to come in, which, as yet, havenot

obtained a record to class them with the fast division.

Among these are the Nutwoods owned by the Sargeant

brothers, Alio, etc. We learn from good authority that

Jim Mulvenna can trot so fast that the sulky spokes sing

a merry tune when he goes for a brush, and we hava

seen Brown Jug show a clip which, if kept up, would land

him far below 2:20. There are eleven of the above

which have trotted in 2:20 or better, fourteen in ail.

Now if a stake were gotten up free for all stallions, it

might induce Eastern owners to make nominations,

though from previous trials this is rat her unlikely. For-

tunately the home material is all that can be desired, and

and there is not a question of enough being named to

make it the grand trotting event of the year. Our sug-

gestion is to make the first payment moderate. Thus in

a stake of §500 each let the first payment be $100.

Close the stake on the first of March, at which time

$100 shall be paid, $150 on the first day of August, and

the remaining $250 three days before the time fixed for

trotting. In order to give horses a chance which had

made a long season, it might be better to put the date

some time in October, and at that season of the year

there is usually good weather. The race could be trotted

either on the San Francisco, Oakland, Stockton

or Sacramento track, though inasmuch as there are bet-

ter facilities for reaching this section, and all the accommo-

dations desired, in all probability a majority of owners

will prefer to trot in this vicinity. If Mr. Hinchman or

Mr. Levens will open a stake of this kind, there is little

doubt of it proving the biggest kind of a thing. Some-

thing after this plan might answer:

Free-For-All Stallion Stake.— Sweepstakes of $500

each, with following forfeits: $100 to be paid on the first

of March next, when the stake will close, $150 on the first

of August next, and $250 three days before the date fixed

for trotting. Heats of a mile, best 3 in 5 in harness, good

day and good track. Should the day designated not be

good, or the track not in fair order, the race to be car-

ried over until the conditions are favorable, but not to

exceed a space of two weeks. Five or more subscribers

necessary to fill the stake. Should two horseB start $—
will be added; three, $— ; five or more, $— added by the

proprietor. Should only two horses start the whole

money will be divided, two-thirds to the winner, one-

third to the second. If only three starters, the first to

have sixty per cent., the second twenty-five per cent.,

the third fifteen per cent, of the aggregate amount; if

four or more horses start then the first fifty per cent.,

second twenty-five per cent., third fifteen per cent, and
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the fourth ten per cent. Race to be trotted on the

day of October, 1888, and to be governed by either the
rules of the American Trotting Association or the Na-
tional Trotting Association.

It might be will perhaps to grant each starter $250,
bo that it would virtually be a forfeit to snoh if only
$250, and tbe chance to win a slice of a big stake. Let
us calculate on a basis of twelve nominations, and that
eight of these make the second payment; this will amount
to $2,400, which five starters will swell to $3,650. "With
six starters $1,500 can safely be added, so that there

will he $5,150 in the pot. Even if the clause was incor-

porated guaranteeing $250 to each starter, there will be

$3,900 to divide. $1,950 to first, $975 to second, $585 to

third, and $390 to the fourth, on an entrance of $250.

That a race between these renowned California stallions

will be the event of the year is beyond question. The
trotting world at home and abroad would be excited, and
many visitors from the East be in attendance. Any
stallion engaged in the race which made a good showing
will attract attention, and should the owner desire to

sell, find a purchaser at a round figure. The breeding

of all that are mentioned is unexceptionably good. There
are five by Electioneer, four by Nutwood, one by George
Wilkes, one by Guy "Wilkes, one by Dictator and one
by Sultan. The dams are of the same stamp, Fleet-

wing, the dam of Stamboul is by Eysdyk's Hamble-
tonian, and she has two in the very fast list, viz., 2:20.

The dam of Guy "Wilkes is a half-sister to Joe Bunker,

and has the royal blood of Mambrino Patchen as a
portion of her dower. Sable "Wilkes is from one of the

very fastest of Sunny Slope's rearing, and her dam hag

three in the list, one inside of 2:20. "Woodnut is from
the dam of Manon, the dam of Menlo, by imported

Hercules, and the dam of Mt. Vernon by Chieftain.
The dam of Dawn is by Whipple's Hambletonian, the
dam of Albert W. by John Nelson, and also a half-sis-

ter to Aurora. The dam of Palo Alto is the thorough-
bred Dame Winnie, and it is beyond peradventure that
she is destined to take very high rank among the queens
of the trotting Btud. The dam of Ansel is by Lexing-
ton, and Anteeo and Autevolo are from Columbine.
We have implicit faith that a

a
stallion stake which will

bring together the horses mentioned, will attract at least

five thousand spectators with a good prospect, for double
that number.

The Time Test.

An article copied from the Melbourne Sportsman pre-

sents the prevalent Australian idea of the value of the

watch in measuring the capacity of race-horses. The
author certainly presents sound arguments in favor of

the practice of timing horses in order to obtain a line as

to their ability, and the policy of accepting it as a guide

to investments is placed in a clear light.

There is a wide difference in the race-courses of the

"United States and those of England, and from the

knowledge we have there are also points of divergence

between the tracks of this country and Australia. The

race-courses here are of uniform distance and nearly of

uniform shape. They are kept in the same manner, and

when in like condition there is very little dissimilarity in

opportunities for "making time." Should there be much
variation in the point of adaptability for speed, it is not

long before trainers and owners can measure it with a

great deal of accuracy. Thus a trial run which would

be accounted a good performance at Jerome Park would

be inferior at Coney Island, and at Monmouth Park an

average showing. But as an adjunct to training opera-

tions the watch is indispensable. American trainers of

the present day would be totally lost without a time-

measurer.
Exercise, when at all fast, is invariably regulated by

it, and directions given to the rider to gauge the pace by

minutes and seconds. By marking the time of the frac-

tions he learns what will suit the animal the best, and

whether to go from end to end or wait until a certain

distance has been accomplished the proper course to

pursue.

In England the courses have no regularity of shape

and the lengths are variable. In many of them time can-

not be tafcen with any degree of accuracy, and the topo-

graphy is such that a variation of seconds in a mile

may readily occur, tfor instance the fastest Derby on

record is 2:43. The weight carried, 122 pounds, does not

account for the slowness when compared with our record

of 2:34. While it is true that Luke Blackburn, three

years old, only carried 102 pounds, and Jim Guest,

which made the same time, 98 pounds, and was a year

older than Luke and Derby winners, that does not

account for the discrepancy. Even with an allowance

of twenty pounds in a race of one and one-half miles

three seconds would be a liberal estimate, and a major-

ity of turf-men will not rate it so much.

According to Ruff's Guide, the "New Derby course is

exactly a mile and a half, and somewhat in the form of

a horseshoe, the last half-mile being straight. The first

half mile is on the asuent, the next third of a mile level,

the bend into the straight run home and until within

the distance on the descent and the remainder on the
rise."

The "rise" for 240 yards has been described to us as a

steep grade, and doubtless this is a trying ordeal after

colts have run so far with heavy weight. On our

courses when the distance is a mile, or multiples of a

mile, there is as much down grade as up, though as every

effort is made to bring the surface to a level it is rare

that there are great differences from a level. There was
only eight inches variation from a "dead level" in Dexter

Park, Chicago, and we suppose that Washington Park
is about the same. The courses at Sacramento, Stockton,
San Jose, Marysville, Santa Rosa, Petaluma and Santa
Cruz are practically level. There are a few feet from an
absolute level on the Bay District, and probably about
twelve feet between the highest and the lowest portions
of the Oakland track.

The Time Test.

It is more than probable that there is no particular feature
in connection with racing and private trials, in which a
greater diversity of opinion exists than inthesubjectnownnder
notice. The question becomes doubly interesting from the
fact that our English turfmen are despite the advancement of

the world's notions, and in face of the importance in whioh
the matter is regarded by the Americans and Australians

—

two rapidly improving sections in racing and its attribute?,

most emphatic ir. their non-belief, and are ever ready to rid-

icule the idea as one opposed to all reason, and not worthy
consideration. Such a stubborn contention from the rockers
of the cradle in which we Australians yet bat slumber,
most carry its load of consequence, and as tbeir views are
in direct opposition to those of the majority of Colonials who
have devoted time and attention to tbe training and racing
of the thoroughbred, it presents an excellent held for con-
templation and argument.
For the benebt of The Sportsman readers I now propose to

ventilate my ideas on the point, which will, I trust, prove of
sufficient soundness to engage the attention of those inter-

ested.

It may benefit my case if I say a close application to rac-
ing, race-horses, and the general attributes of the turf, which
has now extended over a fair number of years, has placed me
in possession of an ordinary share of what is termed racing
knowledge, or, to put it more modestly, the inB and outs of
tbe Colonial run of the game. An ardent enthusiast in track
operations ever, the principal racing centres have each
received considerable attention from me in season. A backer
(whether successful or otherwise affecteth not the point) for

yeers, and an association with the majority of owners,
trainers, and jockeys has marked my career in this particular
line. Perhaps these few facts should be sufficient to qualify
me to express an opinion on the subject of this artiole.

To commence, I think it advisable to deal with the time-
test as applied to training operations and private trials.

This, it will be apparent, is in keeping with the proper order
of things, as the preparation and trial precede the actual
racing. It is a generally understood thing that English
trainers when necessary try their horses for important
engagements with animals of proved calibre, and according
to the adjustment of weights and the result of the trial, bo
they form their estimate of each particular horse. Equally
well is it known that the watch on such occasions is relig-

iously discarded; in fact, as I have before stated, its presence
would be the signal for open ridicule. Colonial trainers, on
the other hand, (be it understood that I speak generally) rely
with the greatest confidence on the record shown by the
chronometer, and in nine cases out of ten the only help a
horse in Australia receives when running a trial is from ao
assistant or assistants stationed at a certain post or posts,

from which they juiup away to bring the horse under trial

home at the termination of his distance. For the sake of

argument it is better to accept the distance to be not less than
a mile. If the elements are favorable for making time, and
the track on which it is run in good order—two very impor-
tant considerations which an astute trainer never fails to

note—the result is gauged by the watch. Of course a trainer

of ordinary skill will observe how his charge finished,

whether strongly or otherwise, and in this he gains a deal

from marking exactly how the lad has ridden his gallop in

respect to judgment and pace. Let ns turn for a moment to

the sand gallop at Flemington. Circumstances suitable, an
average free worker, a Derby colt with about 8 Bt. would not
be considered as having a hundred to one chance if he could
not, with a helper, run his distance inside of 2:48 with a

shake of the whip or hand riding. It must be borne in mind
that it is very rare to hear of a trial with shoes off. There
are innumerable things to consider when endeavoring to

gauge the strength of variouB gallops, the least of which is

not by any means the position of the respective borses on
the track when running their trials or gallops. Many
trainers and touts are deluded in this manner, never for a

moment pausing to consider whether A hugged the posts,

or whether B kept well out in the center of this roomy track

when the times made by the respective animals are within
a second or seconds of each other. Another thing Colonial
trainers do not, as a rule, try their horses legitimately.

When they know they possess a good one they, in the course
of its final preparation, send it a sound gallop from end to

end, with or without assistance, as the case may be, and
ascertain its present form by holding the watch and judging
from the result. As a rale, two-year-olds offer us the bet-t

example of the reliabitity of a time-trial as believed in by the
Australians, and it is well known that a youngster up to

Maribyrnong Plate form must carry its weight over the rive

furlongs in about 1 min. 5 sees., or its chance of annexing
the coveted juvenile event is not a rosy one. One of our
most successful trainers of two-year-olds looks for 1 min. 4

sees, as the required standard, and would not back a young-
ster under his care who failed to perform that. As to the

soundness of his judgment and test, it will do to say he has
won the Plate once, a dead-heat once, a position once, and
recently proved if his colt had been judiciously handled he
must have been extremely near to the winner. And this

within double tbe number of years of the deeds enumerated.
It must be remembered be tries his youngsters legitimately

and on turf. Odd as it may appear, English trainers do not

differ materially in their ideas with Colonials os regards

sound pace being the proper thing in a trial, and I am
indebted to one of our foremost trainers, who has servtd a

severe apprenticeship in the best stables in England,
for the information that at home they go "ding-dong" when
being tried. This is apparent when we consider their cus-

tom of testing, by means of a well-known performer. Bat
the usefulness of all this is thrown away, as the gen-

erality of English races are run in quite a contrary

manner. Australian racing, as we know, is, from the
flag-fall to the judge's box, and in a truly-run contest.
On a fine day the field generally is but a short remove from
its top from Brst to last. Australian trials are conducted
on exactly the same principle naturally, hence the adoption
of the watch as a test of the merit of a trial. A man can gen-
erally rely upon a race in which a fair field is engaged in being
run in the customary Colonial manner, therefore he never
dreams of trying his horse in any other way— that is from
end to end. There is a margio, and, in my opinion, a pretty
safe one relative to what is required from an animal from
four furlongs up to two miles. Track experience and obser-
vation are of wonderful assistance in this respect to both
trainer and tout; and nothing iB more delusive to the would-
be backer of winners than to run down to the track a couple
of mornings preceding the race, with watch in hand, "clink-
ing" everything that jumps away. A trainer, with an ordin-
ary share of brains, endeavors to study the strength of the
field he has to meet, and therefore knows it is not always
necessary to have a Suburban handicapper show him what a
Cup nag should be. Coming to the merit of the watch as a test

I am convinced, by long experience and observation, tnat it

is of tbe greatest possible advantage in Colonial racing and
training, and in conjunction with a reliable and proved horse
assisting in a trial its value (annot be over-estimated. It is

certain that it puts beyond all doubt how the horse or horses
are going, and tells if their form is what it was or should be.

This applies to the assibtant as well as to the horse being tried.

I defy any man born to stan 1 on the Flemington Course,
without the aid of a watch, a:id say, with any degree of cer-
tainty, whether a Trident or a Commotion ran as good a gallop
as they may have done a few mornings previously. Again, one
of the very strongest proofs in favor of the watch as an indis-
pensable article in Colonial training is that those who have
cast in their lot from English stables with us, adopt the "split
second" as a means of gauging the existing form of their
horse. This fact bears its significance, not merely because
they follow the adage of "doing as Eome does," but because
they come upon the scene set strong with prejudice or con-
viction, and before a season is over their heads they discover
Australian raciDg and training is so widely different to that
with which they have been accustomed, that the utility of
the time-test is soon made apparent, and the old idea is forced
to give way to the new. Many who have studied racing at
home contend that their system of trying a horse is more
reliable than that followed by Colonials, but on this point I
fail to see how they have the best of the argument. Let the
reader bear in mind that I think Australian trainers could
beDetit themselves by conducting their trials more legit-

imately—such as by having weights up, shoes off, horsemen
in place of inferior lads, a proved animal to go with, a special
preparation for the trial—and run, not in the ordinary course
of the morning's work, but at an arranged hour. But as I
said before, I would as soon rely upon a Wilson, a Morrison
or a Foulsham with a watch as I would upon a Dawson, a
Day or a Peck with their customary gauge. In the days of
Australia's premier trainer, Mr. James Wilson Sr., it is
beyond dispute if he asserted that he -had an animal that ran
him a trial equal to the record, provided that animal met with
fair luck in the race, and was an honest one and faultlessly
bidden, it was Flemington to Hurlingham Park that his asser-
tion would be verified, if necessary. And Mr. Wilson is not,
by any means, the solitary exception to the proverbial rule,
as I could, if space permitted, instance several of our astute
trainers who have backed their charges with spirit, from the
record shown by the watch, and have landed their dollars, too

.

Even so recently as our last cup furnishes me with forcible
material in favor of the reliability of the time-test.
Dunlop Bhowed his trainer one of the best gallops
ever seen or chronicled at Flemington some time be-
fore the meeting; and it is worthy of note that he
was single-handed in the trial. And his party, recogniz-
ing the wonderiully good time made by the son of Neckers-
gat, kept it to themselves, and were certain they could equal
or clip the record, provided all was well on the day. That
they made no mistake history now can tell, and that thev
backed it spiritedly, showing their confidence in the time
test, is well known. That the time test is infallible I do not
for a moment contend, but it is as reliable as any other mean-
as governed by the law of circumstances; and the horse that
covers a given distance in a csrtaiu time is, all things being
equal, sure to beat one that has shown a slower trial. The
thoughtless at once arm themselves with a conspicuous case
and attack the believer in the match with "did not so-
and-so run the fastest gallop of the season at Flemington, and
yet failed to get a place in the Cup?" and with this indisput-
able fact they pride themselves upon having shattered the
reliability of the time-test. I admit they frequently have
such evidence to fall back on. But may I ask do they pause
to thiok that the animal instanced may have been badly ridden
in the race, may have gone off, made have had bad luck during
the contest, may be of a "funking" disposition, or may be what
is generally known as a track-horse ? And to those who assert
that the Colonial system is unsound, and that the old coun-
try method is superior, let me say how many failures have
there been on the English turf with animals that have
answered satisfactorily every test as practiced there in priv-
ate, from some_ of the causes above enumerated? It is

Bimply one of the innumerable things for which we cannot
account, and one which lends to the turf much of its glo-
rious uncertainty. Lads riding gallops, it is Bafe to assume,
receive very different instructions from their trainer, so it is

no hard-and-fast rule that A's should be better than B's
because the former runB his distance a second or so faster
than the latter. Frequently have I seen a gallop which has
taken a couple of seconds longer to accomplish than that
done by another animal, and which has carried my pittance
in the actual race, and successfully, too. Drawing to a con-
clusion, I may mention that we often hear the supporters of
English racing say, ' 'I don't take the slightest notice of time,

"

even though they are forced to admit that a certain race has
been inn at a phenomenal rate, but let those who argue in
this way just consider the many exceptional requirements in
the thoroughbred, the trainer and the jockey that this
slighted lime-making develops. Stamina, pace and courage,
thought and pradence in the preparation, and strength and
judgment in the horsemanship are a few of the items caused
by this woudeiful time-making. A Beudigo with 7 at. on his
back, ridden an ordinary English race, would have as much
chance of catching a Malua in a soundly-run Melbourne Cup
as would tbe reader. Making time simply metiue racing from
end to end as regulated by a good jadge of pace. I am well
aware that Australian courses are in the season conducive to
making fast records, and also that the English turf, gener-
ally Breaking, the opposite; and that the preparation of the
horse would naturally differ materially for the respective
siyle of racing, but I confidently predict that ere manv vears
eUpse our English fathers will alter their old -faeLi

toms, and will, when favorable circumstance offein

far greater respect on the record of the watch thai
erto been the case.

—

Athot, in Melbourne Sportem..
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The Laborer is Worthy of His Hire.

Our State Boards of Agriculture are just now confronted

with the problem of providing competent judges for the live-

stock divisions of the annual State Fair exhibits. The call

for reform in this regard is clear-toned and unmistakable.

An indignant public, both visitors and exhibitors, has long

enough submitted to the domination of the "pick-up" com-
mitteeman, and there is now a determined effort to shake off

this bondage which has become too odious for longer tolera-

tion. Upon the decisions in our principal show yards hang
the reputations of breeders and untold thousands of dollars.

Men buy and sell on them; breeders rise and fall by them.

Not only at home, but abroad, are these awards quoted, and
the tone of the market, both home and foreign, takes its

pitch in large measure from the winnings of this or that

breed or strain. It is idle to deny that the gravest charges

can be successfully sustained against much of our show-yard
management that relates to the selection of the judges who
tie the ribbons. In some instances ignorance and in others

downright dishonesty can be laid at the doors of onr "picked-

np" commif.ees, and in either case the result has been the

same—merit has gone unrewarded and mediocrity has borne

away the palm. The time for a cessation of these practices

has fully come. The keenness of the contests between cattle

brought to the highest degree of perfection of the breeder's

and feeder's art, the prominence of our leading exhibitors,

and the vast interests dependent upon the outcome of these

competitions, all demand reform.

The common way of selecting judges has been for the

superintendent of each department to pick from the crowd
vben the ring is called men recommended—generally by
some interested party—and without question as to experi-

ence or fitness set them to work. These men labored for

i>e brief and fitting "glory" of their occupation, being

willing to "work for nothing and board themselves" for the

honor of serving on an awarding committee. A fondly
imagined reform was instituted when the superintendent
wrote to men a few days before the fair requesting their

attendance as judges and enclosing a free ticket of admission.

The further allurements of a free lunch were sometimes
temptingly held oat, but it is needless to say that the men
who were really wanted rarely responded to Eueh induce-

ments and the "picked-up" committee would again get in its

work. Jnst when the sensible idea originated of making a

definite contract with a thoroughly competent man for a

stated consideiation to come and pass on certain classes we
do not know, but it is enough to say that nothing short

of the adoption of this business-like plan will ever be accepted

by our exhibitors as a satisfactory solution of this problem.
Wherever fairly tried—that is, wherever a compentent man
has been secured—it has given the greatest possible satis-

faction, and it is to-day the ideal method of show-yard
judging. There are two things that stand in the way of its

universal adoption throughout our "Western fair circuit

—

the indifference of our fair managers and the expense.

It is with deepest regret that we note the unmistakable
and inexcusable indifference of many of our State Boards on
this subject. "We suggested last week a plan of bringing this

matter to their attention in a way that would likely turn their

indifference into interest, if not earnestness, and that is by a

sharp correspondence from their constituents. There
remains yet another way, which, as a last resort, may have
tu be adopted in order to secure this reform. If the present

members of our State Boards will not heed this call of their

constituents it may be necessary to replace a few old fossils

who have served their day and generation with younger,
fresher, and more progressive blood. Such things have hap-
pened, and may happen again.

The chief difficulty, however, in securing the one-judge-
competent and-well-paid plan will be the expense involved.

Every breed demands a specialist, and ought to have it.

This necessitates considerable outlay, it is true, but it is more
than repaid in the satisfaction of the exhibitors and the re-

spect shown the awards of the association that provides snch
judges. It is a fact that among the "knowing ones" but
little confidence is placed in the decisions of a«oertain great

fair, for the reputation of that fair-ground for "jobs " and
farcical decisions is quite in keeping with the character of its

opulent association, which is too stingy to pay $3 a day and
expenses for a competent judge. Expert judges must be

secured, and it cannot be expected that men will sacrifice

comfort and business interests in order to assume the haras-

sing duties of a judge at fairs without reasonable compensa-
tion. It is not just that they should, for the laborer is

worthy of his hire in this no less than in other fields which
must utilize taleut of a high order. This, then, is the ques-
tion, "Will our State Boards provide a reasonable compensa-
tion for expert judges? If they will they can get them. If

they will not—we will see what we will see. It is your battle,

gentlemen exhibitors, we are fighting. AVe can not fight it

alone. A. letter right now to your member of the State Board
is what is needed. Make it hot. Let this be the text "The
picked-up committee mustgo!"

—

Breeder's Gazette,

Darebin as a Sire.

"We take from the Melbourne Sportsman, two notes about

the get of Mr. J. B. Haggin'B great racing Btallion Darebin.

That paper says:

The most successful sires at the Victoria Eacing Club's

meeting were Darebin and Chester, who were each repre-

sented by two winners and three wins. Darebin only had
two representatives, and Maggie won one arfd Australian

Peer two races. For Chester, Carlyon won two races and
Cranbook ore. Richmond was well represented by "Venture,

and Napoleon by Silvermine, who appropriated two races

each, and the following sires had representatives who won
one race each viz., Yattendon, First King, King Arthur,
Tubal Cain, King of the Ring, Melbourne, Locksleys, Lapid-
Ut, Neckersgat, The Mute, St. Albans, Grand Flaneur,
Grandmaster, Leolinus.

Another of Darebin's get has come to the fore, Mr. W. H.
Kent's Fine Lady, by Darebin—First Lady, winning the Spring
Sapling Stakes on the Prince of Wales' birthday at- the

Queensland Turf Club meeting. There were ten starters,

and the race was woo easily. Fine Lady was "bred by Mr.
A. Gordon in Queensland, and is half-sister to Grand Flaneur,
both being out of First Lady, who was bred in England in

1865, and is by St. Albans, from Lady Patroness by Orlando,
from Lady Palmerston by Melbourne. Taking into con-
sic^ration her breeding, and the successes of Grand Flaneur
£ \ a sire, and Australian Peer on the turf, Fine LaHy should
h'vve a pretty big reserve on her. At the same meeting
T ouchstone, a three-year-old, by Vespasian—Grey E-sper-

ice, appropriated the Queensland Cup. Grey Esperanee
* by Yattendon, the Bire of Grand Flaneur, Loru Heading-
o -., by Melbourne—Lady Headington. won the Derby.
Lady Headington is by Attila, a son of Yattendon, so there
i ihe same strain of blood running in the veins of the three
inners.

Don't Fail to Write-

Should this paper be received by any subscriber who does
not want it, or beyond ike time he intends to payfor it, let him
not fail to write us direct to stop it. A postal card (costing

one cent only) will suffice. We will not knowingly send the
paper to anyone who does not wish it, but if it is continued,
through the failure of the subscriber to notify us to discon-
tinue it, or some irresponsible party requested to Btop it, we
shall positively demand payment for the time it is sent.

Look carefully at date on the label of your
paper.

Complimentary Samples.

Persons receiving this paper marked are requested to

examine its consents, terms of subscription, and give it their

own patronage, and, as far as practicable, aid in circulating

the journal, and making its value more widely known to

others, and extending its influence in the cause it faithfully

serves. Subscription rate, §5 a year. Extra copies mailed
for 10 cents if ordered soon enough. If already a subscriber,

please show the paper to others.

Names Claimed.

By Col. Jas. McNasser, Sacramento.
Stanford, for bay colt, left hind foot white to ankle, foaled

April 18, 1887, by Joe Hooker, dam Ada C. by Revenue,
from Sally Morgan by imp. Emancipation.
Parnell, for bay -colt, stripe in forehead, left forefoot and

both hind feet white, foaled April 6, 18S7, by Norfolk, dam
Flora, by Joe Hooker, from Illusion by Alarm.

CANOEING.
Oakland Canoe Club-

There was considerable Bailing done during the holidays,

and most of the canoes were out one time or other. The
Flirt, manned by Messrs. Harrison and Campbell, took a

long and successful cruise, leiving the clubhouse at 3 p. M.
Saturday before Christmas, in company with the Pirate,

which went to the city. She arrived at Goat Island about
5 o'clock. Camp was made in the cove, and a pleasant eve-

ning enjoyed. At 9:15 Christmas morning, after a swim and
hearty breakfast, the hardy canoeists re-embarked. There was
a fresh south east breeze and a favorable tide which made
fast running, so that in one hour and ten minutes the easterly

end of Raccoon Straits was made. Down the straits the
breeze was very light, owing to the shelter of Angel Island,

but beyond it was picked up again and at noon Sausalito,

their destination, was reached. There is fine sailing ia Rich-
ardson's Bay. and during the afternoon the Flirt was in great

demand to sail the ladies around. Tae ships were gaily dec-

orated and the beautiful green on shore combined to make a

lovely scene. The canoe was comfortably housed at Captain
Johnson's boathouse, and her crew left her to participate in

Christmas festivities on shore. The outlook ou Monday
morning was not very encouraging. It was blowing stiff from
the north-west, which would make a heavy sea with the ebb
tide in the channel. However, everything being snugly
stowed, the apron was hooked away aft, leaving only a foot of

open cockpit, and the sails being closely reefed they started

at 9:25. Everything waB splendid till off the lighthouse on
Angel Island, where there was a nasty chop sea from Raccoon
Straits. The breeze kept increasing, with heavy squalls, and
by the time they were abreast of Alcatraz the sea was terrific

for a small craft. Dropping the driver into the lazy jacks,

the canoe was run under a double-reefed mainsail, whieh was
more than she could carry, and it was very hard to keep her
straight. Occasionally she would run her bow under till it

looked as if Bhe would turn a somersault, and it was with a
big feeling of relief that the canoe made the island and ran
round the west shore into comparatively smooth water. The
mouth of the creek was reached juBt two minutes less than two
hours from the time of leaving Sausalito, and this in a heavy
sea against a strong ebb tide, with a double-reefed mainsail.

The run down the creek to the bridges was made in twenty-
five minutes. On the creek canoes Mystic, Pirate, Gypsy,
Water Lily and Agnes were doing some tall Bailing, and in a

race round the course the Pirate beat the Mystic pretty badly.

There was very low water, which made it unpleasant, the

boats continually striking the mud. In a scrub race later on,

in which the Mystic, Pirate and Gypsy took part, Mystic
won, Gypsy second, but the Pirate was not sailed by her
owner and consequently had not justice done her.

ROD.
January Outing will offer a rich feast to shooting, fishing

and athletic readers. An article by Mr. Felton about tarpon
fishing in Florida will be of especial value.

Mr. W. C. Harris proposes to issue, from the office of the
American Angler, a series of plates of the fishes of North
America, accompanied by proper text. Fish will be shown
in an upright position, and care will be taken to give the
coloration in life, wiih specific markings. The plates will be
iBSued in monthly parts, each containing two portraits with
descriptive matter. It is proposed to issue forty parts, begin-
ning at an early date. Correspondence may be addressed to

Mr. Harris, at 252 Broadway, N. Y.

Mr. Charles F. Murphy, a noted builder of split bamboo
rods, at Newark, N. J., died on December 15th. Mr. Murphy
was one of the first to lay up rods of bamboo splits, and was,
beside, a famous angler and sportsman. He made good rods.

A Bit of Experience With Salmon.

On salmon rivers, in distriots overcrowded with fishermen,
strong and many are the claims made upon the angler, not
infrequently resulting in his having, for ever afterwards, a
kind of reverence for some particular cast. The love of local-

ity—the charm and attraction which seemingly impregnable
pools possess to one forced to master their intricacies—is a
remarkable feature, not uncommonly met with in the man
who can honestly lay claim to distinction.

In connection with fly work alone, such is the power of
intuition as well as association, that often does the skilled
dresser give evidence of an ability unsuspected amongst
his artlesB companions. From the very fact of his haviug
scientific acquaintance with objects unseen and uncared for

by others, we are told that to be a model fisherman he must
in himself be an optimist. His mind, over which few doubts
cross, is bent upon one main objeot—the power of discerning

what is wanted. Having that power, like Carlyle's Carnot
(the grandfather of the new President of the Republic), he"i3
the "organizer of victory, with cold, mathematical head and
silent stubbornness of will, far-planning,imperturbable, uncon-
querable," solving problems as if he were to the manner born
On such grounds no praiss is too high for the common argu-
ments he advances, or for the clear recognition of facts that
have in recent years characterized the conduct of his affairs
Is it, th-n, from actual sight, or sight of faith, that such anm picks out for himself a certain lire cf action where the
path is at once smooth and luxuriant? Be that, however ss
it may, to give an apt illustration of these remarks I propose
to unfold a tale, and presently, for the first time, throw some
light upon an account which appeared in print not many
years ago in connection with the singular success of a well-
known sportsman.
Here id what was said of him: "I never saw anyone cast

and catch in thispool before; Derhaps the rod or the line had
something to do with it."

The rod and the line had, indeed, very much to do with it,
and in the estimation of the fisherman so had the "Fairy
King."

If a fish is forty yards off, it is desirable to reach it some-
how or other; but that is not always oossible. Properly
appointed, however, with rod and line, and given sufficient
space, the angler may accomplish the feat even in the every-
day fas'iion—overhand. But there are other wavs of doino
it, particularly with accommodating tackle that will respond
to every legitimate call made npon it. Forty yards, or more
than fifty, might be done with folded arms, for the matter of
that, with almost any tackle, could one shape one's course so
as to command within the radius of the rod a yard or two on
each side of the catch completely hidden by foliage in the
distance. In faot, I have Been much more than this done,
and done well and effectively. People with limited experi-
ence and those who have a liking for light lines, with which
they throw the fly as in trout-fishing, may well wonder. Here,
however, is one authenticated instance which I have chosen
from numerous others, some of my notes being rich in such
reminiscences.
Fishing once on the river Don, with Mr. Marston, and

Brown of Aberdeen, I had taken my turn down the best
pool on the water, which was low, but fairly full of fish.
Several opportunities had been afforded to rising fish for tak-
ing flies cast in the ordinary way; but no, they would look at
nothing. Trusting to the flies of the river—which no one
should make a practice of doing—I, for once, was without
my fly-making miterials, and had to do the best I could with
what patterns I had by me. However, seeing the course,
though shaped by natural agency, was not so very unfavor-
able, I determined to risk a ducking and wade into the mid-
dle of the rapid at the head of the pool. The water there was
not deep—up to one's knees is depth enough in such a run SB
that. By hook, or rather by crook—after a time, and after
gathering way crab-like, or like a knight's move at chess—

I

safely reached the exact spot decided upon. My watch and
cigar case I had left ashore, and I took with me no more in
the shape of ammunition than was absolutely required. With
all my care, more than once I felt the cold splashing of the
waters above my waders. But no matter. Having no
"exaggeration" at hand, my only chance was to show the fish
a monster fly, and that, too, in a fresh form. For this pur-
pose I selecte 1 a Tay-sized "Jock Scott," more than double
the size of any fly presented in tbe pool before. I never
made a single cast. As the fly fished the water, so did I

—

not with folded arms, decidedly not—pay out line, now when
the rod was well over my right side, and now. after it had
gently see-sawed across, covering each catch, in the opposite
direction. This, as we term it, was fishing "within the
radius of the rod," the point of which the whole time was
describing a semicircle in its transit. Sic transit gloria
mundi! Thinking I had gone over the whole of the water,
Mr. Marston resumed operations some sixty yards below me;
but "time discloses all thingB," to use another Latin proverb.
AH of a sudden by his side there was a commotion, and as
suddenly he exclaimed:

"You've got him!"
I knew it. The fish was on; and on went the battle. And

in the briBf but busy period which elapsed before we parted
company many interesting peeps did we get of his silverv
sides. It was juBt when I was endeavoring to reach the land
that he settled me, and well he might under the circum-
stances. Still, man never worked his passage back again
more hopefully than did I. Of old I knew what to do. The
fly had passed over several fish, and, for aughtthat was seen,
might have moved many. In a little while it was again on
its way, and again welcomed, though this time unadorned
with its showy "sides." I had, as usual, under such circum-
stances, taken the precaution to nip off the Jnngle. * * *

We soon had a fish on the bank, hooked in the self-same
place as the one before. Nor was that the only one taken by
surprise, and, as some would say, by sharp practice.
But to our other inquiry.
For convenience sake, let us call the hero of our storv the

Colonel—every mortal soul on tbe Usk having been in the
army. In private water this gentleman's attention was, as it

appears, once directed to fish rising in a catch forty-seven to
forty-eight yards from the bank. That was the nearest point
from which he could by any ordinary method get to cast.
In order to condense my observations, I should briefly state

that "the Colonel," known to be well up in all the details of
salmon fishing, had been specially invited to see whether he
could do anything with fish no one else could catch. There
waB a large party of his friends being entertained at the
mansion adjoining the property. About seventeen rods, all
told, in about as many days, had been trying all the schemes
krjown there to beguile the few remaining fish, which, for
the most part, had without doubt been pricked and inter-
viewed. During that time there had been no run of fresh
salmon, and the occupants of each of the few pools were inti-
mately known by Bight. The particular rising fish referred
to were the only ones in the whole water that had not (it was
thought) been interfered with. Taking extracts from his
long and interesting letter to me at the time, this is what
"the Colonel" goes on to say:

—

"I knew I was goiog to meet novices who had certainly
scared every fish they conld reach; still I went * « » *

Passing down the water, I came at last to one place they
could not reach—a place I fished when a mere lad * * * v

How it had changed! How its troes had grown and its rocks
hidden from their yet unceasing influence! "What a secret
love I had, and still have, for that very spot whioh, even
with all its attractions, I thought so lightly of before I under-
stood it! Just there I used to fish from the center channel,
reaching it by first walking in up to my neck. I had no
alternative, all other pools were everlastingly engaged, so I
simply dressed in flannels and went at it, and was never the
worse. But, as you know, another turn of Fortone's wheel
has brought in a proper method to meet all men's needs.
Of course I went prepared for every emergency. * * " To
my disgust I was told the center channel waa now the deepest
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part. However, I was determined to command the catch
somehow, and now I had the meaDs of doing it—frightful

low range that it was! " * * I went in for the 'Gov-
ernor's Cast,' and hit off the distance within a yard or two
the first shot, covering every inch to my liking after only
once resetting the stage. * * "Whether the fish had
made rjp from the pool below I know not, but I had a rare

job with them. After all, I took two, both with the 'Fairy

King,' one of which had a fly (lost a week before) in its

mouth. I did several little things which, I think, taught
some of them, for the first time, to think."

—

Geo. M. Kelson.

HEED AND SWINE.
Care of the Brood-Sow.

The brood-sows having been selected the nest step of

importance is the selection of the boar, and tbe breeding of

the sows and their care. It matters not whether you intend
the produce for the slaughter-house or for breeding purposes,

a thoroughbred male should be used. Use a thoroughbred by
all means—one with a pedigree, aud as good a one both indi-

vidually and on paper as your means will permit yon to

secure. Buy of some well-established breeder who bas good
stock and who ia reliable. It is quite likely that you will be
offered a male by some one that is claimed to be a thorough-

bred, but cannot be pedigreed, for a great deal less money
than a pure-bred will cost; yet our advice is to avoid pur-

chasing anything excepting a pedigreed hog. Take a step.

You will buv a better one nest year, for the improvement will

I e so great this year that your ambition will hardly permit
you to stop short of raising as good as anybody.
The boar having been secured, build a good bouse for him,

with a half-acre lot attached, well set in grass for him to run
io. Have it inclosed with a good, substantial fence, one that

he cannot possibly get through, for if he learns the habit of

breaking fence you will discover him to be as hard to stop as

a mnle. Dou't think of confining him to anything like an
SslO pen, for if you do you will soon have an impotent, stiff

and cramped up hog. Use him as sparingly as possible. One
service to each sow is sufficient, and two sows a week is

enough for him. The less you tax him the better the off-

spring will be. The month of December is the one in which
the most breeding is done. Sows bred the first week in

December will be due tn farrow the last week in March.
Count sisteen weeks from the day the sow is served aud you
will know when to espect the youngsters. Tbe sows having
been bred should be provided with good, warm and dry quar-

ters to sleep in, with not more thaa four or five to each run.

Do not crowd them, and yet enough should be quartered

together so that they may be able to keep warm in the coldest

weather. Tbe feed should consist of bran, shorts and ground
oats mixed, with a little oil-meal and salt added. These

articles of feed should be covered with enough water to thor-

oughly soak the mass by feeding time. In cold weather a

little hot water may be added, which will put the food in a

pleasant condition for the hogs. "We like to feed warm food

in cold weather. Nor is it much trouble to prepare to heat

water and food. Most every man has an iron kettle of some
fifteen or twenty gallons—if he hasn't he ought to have— nd
a pit dug in the ground in some old building, and the kettle

put on will enable one to heat most anything as rapidly as

can be done in any other manner. "We cannot speak too

highly of oil-meal as a food; it promotes digestion, keeps the

bowels nicely open, hnir soft and sleek, and, taken aB a

whole, is a most valuable food. Our English cousins have

found' this out. it seems, before ourselves. They can feed it

profitably after buying it in this country at our very doors,

ship it home, paying the same for it that we would have to

pay besides the freight over a much longer distance.

Endeavor to keep your sows in good condition. Don't

adhere to the old method of keeping sows down to skin aud

bone and then especting larper and better litters than if they

were kept in a high state of flesh. It is all a mistaken idea.

"We have tried it, and the result is we have learned better.

"We do not mean that they shall be loaded with fat made by

corn, but good solid flesh, so made by feeding bone and flesh-

forming food. The condition a sow is in does not determine

the number of pigs in a litter, but it does determine the

quality. Some have said that they did their feeding after far-

rowing time. The fact is you can't feed enough to a sow to

enable her to support her youngsters in good shape. That is

she can't eat enough—that is if she has a large litter. It ia

natural for the female of every kind to accumulate flesh after

impregnation. So it is with the hog. The sow shows a dis-

position to take on flesh then more rapidly than at any other

period of her life. But do not confine her diet to corn. We
grow corn, and for that reason feed it many times when we

ought not to. Most farmers know that an esclusive corn diet

soon gat? a hog's system out of order and everything goes

wrong. The animal becomes costive and the system feverish,

and when she farrows there will probably be something

wroDg some bad luck; either the pigs are dead, or she has

to be relieved of them. If not she will probably eat them all

by the time they are two weeks old. I believe that corn

should not be more thnn one-third of the brood-sow's rations;

let the balance of the rations be gTass, bran, shorts, etc., aa

before stated. "With such food the aninial'B system iB kept in

a proper condition, and there will seldom be trouble or bad

luck. ,. .

We have endeavored in our preceding papers to give, in

aslplain and concise a manner as possible, the treatment the

brood sow should have up to within a few weeks l f her

period of gestation; and the writer hopes that he has

already proven of some benefit to some one if not to several.

Two weeks before the sow is due to farrow she should be

separated from others that she may have been keeping com-

pany with and placed in an apartment or lot to herself,

where she may be absolutely free from any molestation what-

evei by other stock. She should be provided with good warm

aud drv Quarter?, and an opportunity given her to take

exercise' dally. Exercise and proper feeding are the key-note

to success. , , . . .

Her house or sleeping quarters need not be expensive but

we have found it profitable to construct houses 8x8 ft.

square on the inside, 3i in the rear, and 5 or 6 ft. high in

front- a good tight floor on 2s6's for aills—aboot three is really

nece4arv The 2x6's can be shaped like sled runners, and

in case it is desirable to move the house, a stout rope can be

thrown around it and a team can pull it like a sled anywhere

The roof Bhonld be of good plank, and all cracks covered

with £s2 inch strips. A top and lower door on the south

and you are well-prepared to welcome the little fellows. But

some one savs it is too costly to build a house like that. Well,

it may cost at farthest 36 or $7, but remember you can

raise many a litter of pigs in one. and it is quite a decided

improvement over a straw cover in a fence corner. It will

pay you handsomely to take unusual care of the pigs next

sprint for, if we mistake not, hogs are going to be in greater

demand, and consequently better prices will prevail than has
been known for many a day. Then save tbe pigs. Give tbe

sow nice clean material for bedding—timothy hay is the best.

Feed her regularly, yet her food for at least sis or seven days
before she is due to farrow need not be rich, but should
consist of something cooling and easy of digestion. She may
be thirsty oftener than at any other time, so do not fail to

supply her sufficiently with clear cool water. If permitted
to consume as muoh water as she likes ahe is not so apt to

become eostiv--, which often give3 considerable trouble.

Treat her kindly. Visit her occasionally, always giving her a

kind rub or scratch. Eudeavor to get her as gentle as pos-
sible—so gentle that she never becomes alarmed at your
approach.
From twelve to eighteen hours before farrowing milk will

accumulate in her teats, and will be easily observed. The
time is near and you had better give her a change of bedding,
letting her work it up herself and arrange it to her notion. If

you think she is likely to overlay her pigs you had better

watch for them, and after letting them draw a little milk, put
them in a warm p^ce out of her reach, although it is best to

keep one at her side continually in order to encourage her.

To save the pigs from a crush, tbe best plan we have found
to be is to provide a box large enough to hold the little

fellows, and not so large as to prevent handling conven-
iently. Put them in it and return them to her every hour
and a half or two hours. Treat them thus until they are

thought to be sufficiently strong to take care of themselves.

If the sow shows a disposition to eat the afterbirth, by all

means let her do it. The beet breeders in the country do so,

and we always had ill-luck when we did not. Feed her lightly

for a period of some five or six days on bran principally,

giving hei all the water she desires. Tincture of aconite

should be given after pigs are delivered if she shows a dis-

position to be restless and not let them suck. We have
given it so heavily that the sow would lie all night without
lising, and the little fellows would progress nicely. But it

is hardly necessary to almiuister it so heavily. About live

or sis drops is a good dose, though it is best to pour ont

more than enough if you think she will not drink all the

water. If anyone is to be with a sow it is generally our-

selves, and we have thus had opportunities of observing
many peculiarities of nature. We could write pages of our
experience in welcoming the little youngsters into this

world, but space here foibids our being more explicit.

Many people will hoot at the idea of giving this little

attention to a hog, yet if everything does not terminate

satisfactorily they are ready to "cuss" the sow and their ill-

luck. Often have we taken a blanket and curled up along-

side a valuable sow and wai'ed for our expectations to be

realized. The fact is we would rather sleep with some of

our hogs than some men we have met in this world. The
treatment the piggies should have from this on until weaning
time will be our topic next.— Jno. B. Thompson, in Breeders'

Gazette.

A curious story comes from Bangor, Me. It appears that
some time ago Swift opened a large refrigerator in that city

which met with such success that Armour jumped right in
with an opposition dressed beef depot. The result was snch
sharp competition that beef can be bought at Bangor for 6£
cents, the cost upon arrival being fignr d at from $6. GO to

$6.S5 per hundred. Each firm receives one car a week, theie
being about ten tons in a car. Tbe car sometimes contains
seventy aides, while the smaller ones hold rifts sides. In
olden times when western catile came to Bai g r alive, the
usual load was from fourteen to seventeen head. Now the
cattlemen cannot compete with tbe Chicago men either in

quality or price, and as Boston now Ukfcs no Bangor-dressed
beef, they are holding od, hoping the competition will tcon
end.

Pickling arid Drying Beef.

In the first place get good beef. The part designed for

drying is cut into uniform pieces which are packed into the

bottom of a clean, sweet barrel, with the boiling pieces on
top.

To make tbe pickle take a thirty-quart kettle, put it over
the fire and till it to within two and one-half inches of top

with water. When the water begins to get hot dissolve salt

in it until it will bear a (clean) medium-sized potato on top,

so as to show about one-fourth inch of it above the surface.

Now add one quart New Orleans molasses, or two and one-

half pounds clean brown sugar, dissolve one-fourth pound
saltpetre in a basin of hot water and pour in. Stir well a few
minutes and when near the boiling point remove all scum
rising. As soon as it boils thoroughly, take off and set away
to cool. When nearly cold poor it on your beef. If it cov-

ers it all right; if not, make enongh more to cover the

pieces; then place on a weight to keep the meat under the

pickle. I have some inch-square bars so nailed as to form a

sort of lattice cover to keep the entire beef under the liquid.

Two or three large clean bricks should be-laid on the lattice.

In about six weeks take the meat all out of the barrel, rinse

in clean water and let drain. Hang the pieces for drying in

a room where the temperature is about 75 degs. Scald and
skim the brine. Put the beef for boiling back into the bar-

rel and when cool pour the pickle on the beef again. If

kept until warm weather the meat must again be taken out,

rinsed and put back in the barrel, the brine scalded and
skimmed, a little fresh salt added, and when cool poured on
the meat again.

TROTTING STALLION

WOODNTJT,
Record 2:19K. and full brother to Manon, record 2:21, will make ©

seaon of 18SS at the Vallejo Fair Gronnds.

Description.
Foaled in i8Si Dark chestnut, with star in forehead; i

1
" hands high,

weight 1 lGO pounds.

Pertizree.

Bv Nutwood. Vara Addie by Hnmbletonian Chief; second dam
by Sayre's Harry Clay, record 2:29.

Terms.
$100 for the season, to close July 1st. 1SSS. Mares not proving in foal

to have the privilege of returning free next year, providing the horse
does not change haudB in the meantime. Fee payable at time of service
or before mares leave th"e premises. Mares from a distance wiU be
kept at good pasture for S3 per month; for stabling and hay $10 per
month will be charged. Every care taken but no responsibility as-
sumed for accidents or escapes.

For further particulars applv to

1888. ftANCHODEL BIO. 1888.

The Thoroughbred Stallion

5L1626 B. r. HOILY, Vallejo, Cal.

JOE HOOKER,
By Monday, flam Mayflower by imp. Eclipse from Hen-

nie Farrow by imp Sbamrnck,
Will make the season of 1388 at Ranchodel Rio, five milts from Sac-

ramento, on the Freeport roud.

Limited to twelve niares of approved breeding besides
tbe owner's.

Terms $ 1 00 the Season.

Good pasturago at reasonable rates. Every precaution taken but no

responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes.

Address H.B.BAGWILL,
3ide Care of THEO. WI3TTEBS, Sacramento, Cal,

ANTEVOLO.
THIS CELEBRATED TROTITNG STALLION WILL MAKE THE

ensuing season from February 1st to June 1st ,1888.

Terms.
One hundred dollars the season for mares served before May 1st, and

one hundred and fifty dollars the season after that date, and in those
cases the season to run to July 1st and no loua«r. The object of
this is to shorten the time in the stud so as to give a better opportun-
ity for training before the Fall Circuit commences. Last year it was
nearly the first of August before be was through, and consequently
he couIJ not be trot into condition in time even for tbe State Fair
In this connection it will be well to state that there is no deviation
from the price, and emphatically no free list. The terms are cer-
tainly low for a horse of the class of Antevolo and there were several
applications where the applicants expected an increase cf price.

Form and Color.
It is rare to find a horse of such high form, and I am not alone in

considering him as being as nearly as perfect a type of equine form as
was ever seen in a trotting-bred stallion. He is sixteen hands and
half an inch in height, 69 inches from point of shoulder to point of
buttock, and weighs, in ordinary condition, over 1.IC0 pounds. He is
very muscular, limbs as good as the most critical could desire, and as
highly finished as a great majority of thoroughbreds. In color he is a
rich seal brown, with lighter shading in flanks and muzzle, black legs,
mane and tail, small star in forehead and off hind pattern white.

Performances.
He has been eminently of the improving kind. As a yearling he

trotted in 3:02; two-year-old in 2: 41; three years old 2: 29?; four years
old 2: 19i. the fastest record for a stallion of that age, and in his five-
year-old form he trotted in from 2J.6J to 2:17 in all of the four beats
of the big trot which Harry Wilkes won. As he only made one break
in that race, notwithstanding the great speed of the contestants, he
mast be credited as remarkably'steady," almost phenomenally so fora
horse of his age. Had it rot been for an accident which temporarily
disabled him, it can be stated with confidence that he would have
trotted in 2:15 or better while he still ranked as a five-year-old. His
endurance was such that the intention was to start him against the
two-mile record, confident of lowering it, and also quite sanguine of
him trotting in 1:40.

Progeny.
From a few mares served in 1885, his first season In the stud, six

foals were dropped, two of which were billed. Their owners were so
well pleased that large offers have been refused. One owned by C. R.
Lewis of Oakland, is only a short distance from my stables, and which
can be seen with a few minutes' loss of time; and'l). T. Sexton of San
Francisco ba-i another. Every man who had an Antevolo bred to him
again. As he served 65 mares last season, and, as nearly as can be
told at present a large proportion of them in foal, there will I e a
good chance to judge of his procreative qualities. Next to a horse's
own colts the best proof is that of near relations. Hi* "full brcther,"
Anteeo, has already gained the reputation of being one of the best
breeders, and for uniform excellence in his progeny cannot be sur-
passed.

Pedigree.

The most exacting critic, if moderately intelligent, cannot find fault
with bis blood lines. His sire Electioneer is, beyond question, the
greatest trotting sire of any age when all things are considered. His
dam Columbine is the only mare which has two entire sons which
have beaten 2: 20, 2:l&i by a six-year-old, 2;19£bya four-year-old. Ante-
volo stands in the same relation to the thoroughbred as Maud S., Jay-
Eye-See, Nutwood and many others of first celebrity. In Stud Book
form the pedigree ia as follows:
Antevolo, brown colt, foaled May 12, 1881, bied by Jos. Cairn

Simpson, Oakland, California, by Electioneer.
First dam Columbine by A. W. Richmond-
Second dam Columbia by imp. Bonnie Scotland.
Third dam Young Fashion by imp. Monarch.
Fourth dam Fashion by imp. Trustee.
Fifth dam Bonnets o' Blue by Sir Charles.
Sixth dam Reality by Sir Archy.
Seventh dam by imp. Medley.
Eighth dam by imp. Centinel.
Ninth dam by Mark Anthony.
Tenth dam by imp. Janus.
Eleventh dam by imp. Monkey,
Twelfth dam by imp, Silvereye.
Thirteenth dam by Spanker.

1 place Antevolo again before the public with the feeling that fur-
ther recommendations are justified. Owing to a slight lameness in the
left hind ankle he could not be put to work until so late in the season
as to preclude the hope of getting him in proper condition. He did
not leave the stud until the middle of August, and ebort brashes was
all that could be given thereafter. He did not fully recover from the
lameness until November, and then I was laid up until tbe 1st of
December. I drove him through the stretch in 32 seconds, and on one
occasion Matt Storn timed him a furlong in 15 seconds. This increase
of speed over what he had shown the previous Year warranted the
belief that he would trot very fast. In tbe race with Harry Wilkes,
Guy Wilkes. Arab and Charley Hilton, November 27th, 16S6, on the Bay
District Course, he was separately timed in 2:lGi. 2:16$, 2:17, 2;l6i.
although he had to trot outside of two horses for the whole distance.
In that race he beat Arab and Charlie Hilton, and demonstrated capac-
ity to trot in 2:15 under more favorable circumstances. Prior to that
race his fastest quarter was 32J seconds, and his fastest furlong 16 sec-
onds His colts, so far as looks go. will rank with the best. There are
only four of his get which wera foaled in 1886 (these are bis oldest)
Three have been broken and show a promising gait. There are a num-
ber of foals of lS87,and of thes* enough in my vicinity to satisfy visit-
ors of the character of his stock. William Ballingal has a colt foaled
on the 1st of Apiil. 1887, whicn, in October, was driven by the side of
his d.im a furlong in 27 seconds. As his "full brother" Anteeo has
demonstrated bis ability to beget speed, it is a justifiable inference
that Ante^ lo will also do so.
Tbe terms' are certainly so reasonable that owners of a<

can afford to avail themselves of his services.
JOS. (VIK SI»

Address Jos. Cairn Simpson, Beeedeb akd s

Francisco, or 2111 Adeline Street, near 32d Street, Oakland,
address where tbe horse 19 kept.
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Col Valentine Baker.

Horsts lose a good friend through the death

of Coi. Valeiitiue Buker. No one gave bitter

evidence thau he did when examined before

the Roseberry Commission, and there were
fewer better horse regiments than the Tenth
Hnnsars "wheu he was at its head. It will be

recollected Ihst we gave an. account about

three years ago of the Colonel's Turcoman
horse which he brought from Merv, and which
is now the property of Lord Charlemont, and
serving mares at Moy, in the County of

Tyrone. The deceased's white charger, a great

favorite, seems to be a Barb, like Napoleon's

famous white steed which was exhicited sixty-

one years ago—saddle, bridle, boots, and all

—at the "Waterloo rooms, 94 Pall Mall, and
attracted much attention, the groom in charge
giving inteiesiing descriptions of the spirit

displayed by the famous horse in battle. Gray
horses have always been favorites as chargers,

and the Scuts Grays are still well mounted,
though possibly not one single horse in the

regiment is low bred in Scotland, where the

color seems now to be in disrepute.

—

London
Live-Stock Journal.

The celebrated race-horse Glenmore, by-

Glen Athol, out of Lotta, died of pneumonia,
on the 3d inst., at the home of his owner,

Mr. William JenningB, Glengar Stock Farm,
Mount Washington, Md. Glenmore was bred
by Mr. A. J. Alexander, at Woodburn. in

1875, and was sold at his yearling sale in 1876

for $175. The wonderful performances of

this turf hero are what laid the foundation

and built the first story or two of Mr. Jen-

nings' fortune. During five years of his turf

career he won over $100,000. On June 30,

1879, at the West Side Track, Chicago, with

Shaner up, he beat Checkmate two miles in

3:37$, the latter giving him five pounds—both
of the same age. Probably his greatest race

was when he won the Coney Island Cup
against Monitor, Luke Blackburn, Parole,

Uncas and others. This was after Parole had
beaten Ten Broeek. He had won the Bowie
Stakes, four-mile heats, making the fastest

three heats ever run, Willie D. in this race

broke the first heat on Glenmore, winning the

heat in 7:29A. His opportunities in the stud
have been limited, and the oldest of his get

are only three years old. Among those that

have faced the starter are Strideaw&y. Glen-
brook and Glenmound, the latter a good colt

and stake winner.

A writer says the first horses lauded in the
United States for breeding purposes were
shipped from England to Jamestown in 1609.

The cargo consisted of six mares and one stal-

lion, which laid the foundation of the first

fine horses in Virginia. Some authorities

have claimed that M. L. Escabot, a French
lawyer, imported the Norman from France
into Arcadia previous to this date. However
these dates may conflict with the introduction

of French horses into the United 6t*tes, they
were soon after introduced into Canada,
and became the founders of the famous French
ponies of that province.

There are probably very few owners of fine

horses that would not consider it a great hard-
ship if they had the -same kind of food set be-

fore them at every meal fora month, no matter
how fond they may have been of it at the

outset. It is but natural to suppose, then,

that the same rule will apply to the horse,

and yet this noble animal is too frequently

restricted to the same diet for months at a

time. It is only sheer hunger that makes
them eat their food with seeming relish. A
good way to test this matter would be to place

as many kinds of food as possible before a

horse at one time, and see whether he would
eat corn, oats or chop-feed three times a day
without changing one to the other. This
would illustrate the dictates of nature, which
are usually for the best. An occasional

change of food is very beneficial.

The American Dairyman says that there is

one point that Bhould be deeply impressed
upon the dairyman's mind, and that is, if he
wants to make a first-class article of butter he
mast churn often. Never let the cream get

too old; cream after three days old will get flat

and frinky; if sour, the lactic acid will eat up
the most of the butter globules, thereby caus-

ing considerable loss. To avoid such disadvan-

tages churn as often as you can. Cream will

"ripen" in thirty-six hours as well as it will

in a week.

LOSTJDOG!

!

Wednesday night, a red Better bitch, from No. 14

Washington Street. Had collar and tag. Answers to
the name "Da," Is yard-broken. Sio reward for re-

turn to Beekdeb and Sportsman Office, No. 313

BtiBh Street. 2edi3

Mr. Jerry Slattery,
Late of San Francisco, will please send his

address to his sister. Important news for

him. 31de2

| Your Kama ontHs Penoil Stamp, 25o.

/vrithlndialnk.agt'sterms&outfitfree
pAgts. are selling hundreds ofthese st'ps.
r 1

Ihab3iaiiMfg.Oo. l
Baltimore,Md,

1
ir.B.A.

^— . Ltadinglmporters & Wholesale SUmpH«u««,

THE

Washington Perk
CHICAGO, ILL.,

Announce the following stakes, to close January 16th, 1888, and to be run at their summer meeting of
lSi-8, beginning Saturday, June 23d and ending Saturday, July 14th.

The firent Western Handicap.
A sweepstakes for all ages, $60 each, h. f. , or only

glO if declared out on or before May 1st, 1888.

Declarations void unlesB accompanied with the
money; 51,0(0 added; the second to receive $200, and
the third £100 out of the stakes. Weights to be
announced April 1st, 1888. A winner of any race after

the publicaiion of weights, of the value of $1,000, to

carry 5 lbs.; of S1.500, 7 lbs. estra. One mile and a
half.

The Oakwood Handicap.
A sweepstakes for* all ages, S50 each, h. f ., or only

810 if declared out on or before May 1st, 1888.

Declarations void unless accompanied with the
money; 8800 added; the second to receive $200, and
the third S1C0 out of the stakes. Weights to be
announced April 1st, 1888. A winner of any race

after the publication of weights, of the value of
51,000, to carry 6 lbs. extra. One mile and a iurlong.

The Boulevard Stakes.

A sweepstakes for all ages, $26 each, $10 forfeit;

$750 added; the second to receive $200, and the third

flOfi out of the stakes. A winner in 1888 of two races

of any value to carry 5 lbs.; of three or more races of

any value 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 7 lbs. One
mile and a quarter.

The Quickstep Stakes.
A sweepstakes for two-year-olds, (foals of 1886), $25 each, $10 forfeit, $750 added; the second to receive

$200, and the third $100 out of the stakes. A winner of two races of any value to carry 5 lbs. eytra. Maid-
ens allowed 6 lbs. Half a mile.

The Dearborn Handicap.

A sweepstakes for three-year-olds, (foals of 1885),

$50 each, $15 forfeit, with S800 added; the second to

receive $150, and the third $50 out of the stakes.

Weights to be announced by 12 m., two days before

the day appointed for the race. Starters to be named
through the entry box at the usual time of closing,

the day before the race. One mile aud a furlong.

The Maiden Stakes.
For three-year-olds, (foals of 1885). that have not

won a race previous to January 1st, 1888; $50 enircnce,
$15 forfeit, with $760 added, of which $200 to the
second horse. Maidens at time of starting allowed
5 lbs. One mile and a furlong.

The Lake View Handicap.
A sweepstakes for two-year-olds, (foals of 1886),

$50 each, S16 forfeit, with $800 added; the second to
receive $150, and the third $50 out of the stakes.
Weights to be announced by 12 m., two days before
the day appointed for the race. Starters to be named
through the entry box, at the usual time of closing
the day before the race. Three-quarters of a mile.

Please observe that in the above stakes declarations are permitted for a small forfeit.

Turfmen failing to receive entry blanks can obtain them by applying to the Secretary, or at the office of
the Beeedee and Spobtsman.
Nominations and all communications to be addressed to the Secretary, Palmer House, Chicago, 111.

A Programme will also be arranged for an Autumn meeting, beginning Sept. 1st, for which Seven Stakes
will be advertised indue time, to close in March, 1888.

P. H. SHERIDAN, Lieut-Gen. U. S. A., President.
Ide4 J. E. BREWSTER, Secretary

IMPROVED

Blind Bridle & Winkers

FOR RACE HORSES.

Secured l>y Letters Patent, July 9A, 188*B

Having thus described nay invention, what I claim
*8 new, and desire to secure my letteis patent, is:

1. The part D.supported by the side straps of the bri-
dle, extending back as Bhown, the front having an
opening into which the blind is fitted, substantially,
as herein described.

2. In a bridle, in combination with the extensions D.
the curved blinds F, secured to such extensions, and
as shaped, to give full freedom, and ventilation to the
eye while circumscribing the vlBion, substantially as
herein described.
3. In a bridle, and in combination with the exten-

sions D. blinds F. and side straps A, the screw, nut
and washer E, to secure the blind and allow it to be
set, substantially as herein described.

4. In a bridle, and in combination with the check-
SieceB Band blinds F. as shown, the straps or bands
and H, connecting the branches or extensions above

and below the eyes, and having the adjusting elides or
buckles, substantially as and for the purpose herelr
described. .

5. Inahridle, and in combination with the blinds F,
supported and pivoted to the bridle so as to be movat
ble about the point of support, the adjustable fron-
straps or bands O and H, and the i ear band I and the
throat-latch or lash connected with the blinds, and ad-
justable, substantially as herein described.

The above are the claims allowed by the patent
office, and though the corresponding letters do not
appear on the cut, the general principle will be under-
sood.
It meets with universal approbation, doing away

frith all the objections urged against blinds, and at the
same time giving complete control of the line of
vision. By throwing the lower portion of the blind up
something of the same ell ect on the action follows as
1b Induced by toe-weights. This Is especially the case
when young colts are the pupils, teaching them to
bend the Knee without the strain of weights on the
feet.
For bridles of all descriptions apply to

JOHN A. McKERRON,
N«. 23iJ and 222 Ellis St San Francisco.

Harry E, Carpenter, M.O.C.V.S.,
VETERINARY SURUEON.

Honorary Graduate oi
Ontario Veterinary Col-
lege, Toronto, Canada.

03T Ridallngs Castrated.

Veterinary infirmary, 371 Natonm St
Besidence, 986 Uoward St., Bat; Jb'ranol&co.

STANFORD

STAEES
1890.

A sweepstakes for trotting colts and fiillies of 1887,

$175 each, S25 payable on the 2d of January, 1888.

at which time the stakes will close; §25 on the 1st

of January, 1889, 625 on the first of January 1890,

and glOu thirty days before the day fixed for trotting,

whatever amount up to be considered forfeit, and
the neglect to pay at the stipulated time incurring
forfeiture of the previous payments. The race
to be heats of a mile, Lest three in five, to har-
ness. First to receive six- ninths of the whole sum,
the second two-ninths, the third ono«nin1h. In ad-
dition to the stakes and forfeits the proportion of
the gate money, profit on pool sales, and all other
fources of emolument will constitute the gross
amount, to be divided in the foregoing proportions.
Five or more subscribers to fill. The race to be
trotted in 1890, not sooner than the 1st of August.
The exact date to be fixed and announced on the 1st

of April, 1890, or sooner.
On the 2d of January, 1888, there will be due the

following payments iu the Stanford Stakes, to wit:
Second payment in Stanford Stakes for 1889, S25.
Third payment in Stanford Stakes for 1888, §25.

The stakes for 1890 will close January 2d, 1888; §25
entrance.
Race to be governed by the Rules of the National

Trotting Association. Nominations to be made to

N. T. SMITH, Treasurer, S. P Railroad Office, Fourth
and Townsend streets, or JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON,
Secretary, Breeder and Sportsman Office, on or
before the 2d day of January, 1888. The colts must
be named, the name and pedigree, so far as known,
given.
Uuder the new trotting rules letters legibly post-

marked January 2d will be eligible.

>. T. smith. Treasurer.
JOS. CAIRN SIMPSON, Secretary. 10de4

The Occident Stake
FOR 1890.

A Trotting Stake for Foals of 1887

To be trotted at t

Entries to close J
Smith Secretary, at
dred dollars entraD
nomination; Si 6 to
paid 1890; and 350
Occident Oup of thi

Society. Mile heat
colt to receive Cup
ten'bs; and third i

enter, three to start
em.

he California State Fair of 1890.
vnuary 1st, 1»88, with Edwin F.
office in Sacramento. One hun-

ce, of which $10 must accompany
be paid January lbt, 1889; S25 to be
thirty days before the race. The
value of 34(j0 to be added by the

a, three in five, to harness. First
and six-tentbn; second colt three-
olt one-tenlh of stake. Five to
, otherwise N. T. A. Rules to gov-

L.U. SHIPPEE, President.

SDWIN P. SMTIH, Secretary.
100 el

AUCTION SALE
OF

Thoroughbred
AND

Trotting Stallions,

BAY DISTRICT
TRACK,
AT it A.M. ON

Thursday, Jan. 12, 1887.
PHOPEKTI OF

COL. CALEB DORSEY.
THOROUGHBREDS.

Birdcatcher, brown horse, 8 years, by 8pectre

—

Pet by Melbourne.
Plrkpocket. chestnut horse, 4 years, by Joe Dan-

iels— Mattie C. by Sppctre,
Trouble, brown colt, 2 years, by imp. Partisan

—

Partisana.
Fred Archer, chestnut colt, 3 years, by Thad

Stevens—Brown Bess.
Theo Winters, chestnut colt, 2 years, by Joe

Hooker—Mattie O.

TROTTING STALLIONS.
Crescent, sorrel horse, 6 years, by Nutwood—Pet

by Melbourne,
Ebony, black colt, 3 years, by Revolution -Lady

Early by imp. Nena Sahib. Revolution is an inbred
Hambletonian.
Catalogues giving full pedigrees now ready.

KILLIP & CO.
Auctioneers, 218 Montgomery St., S. F

I0de5

TO ARRIVE!
PER ZELANDIA

Abont January 21, 1 888,

Thoroughbred Clyde and Shire

Important

SALE.
Mrs. Silas Skinner of Napa is compelled by busi-

ness interests to return to Oregon, and has decided
to sell the trotting stock now upon her ranch at

Napa.

Several Hambletonian and Clay brood-mares, with
crosses of Mambrino Chief and Pilot Jr., are to be
sold at low prices.

Some young Btock by Alcona 730, and Alcona Clay
2756, ie offered, all of them being Standard bred.

Three weanlings by Alcona Clay, and one by Sitka
Fry, he by Alaska, he by .Electioneer, are in the list.

Also a weanling by a eon of Inca 557.

Five weanlings and three yearlings are still unsold,
all of them hllies.

Two three-year-olds and one four-year-old, all fil-

lies, are offered.)

For particulars, either call at the ranch or
Address

MRS. SILAS SKINNER,
NAPA, CAL. 17de4

STALLIONS
From three to five years old.

Our Annual Importation!
• CONSIGNMENT OF

MR. JOHN SCOTT,
MELBOURNE.

Per Australian Steamer due about January 21, we
will be in receipt of our Annual Consignment of
Clydesdale and English Shire Stallions, selected
with the greatest care by Mr. John Scott. The
former importations of Messrs. Bookless & Scott
were received with great favor by California Stock
Breeders, and we are assured the animals to arrive
are fully up to the high standard of those imported
during the laBt five years.
Catalogues will be issued immediately upon arrival

KILLIP & CO.,
Live-Stock Auctioneers,

19no8 *£'£ Montgomery St., S. F.

FOR SALE.
No. 1.—Bay Mare, foaled spring of 1881 by

Terror. ' '

1st dam by Little John; 2d dam MuBidora's dam bv
Bon of Bertraod.

Terror by Woodburn, let dam by Owen ale- 2ddam MuBidora, by Belmont, etc.
'

No. a.-Chestnut Mare, foaled spring of 1882
by Ware's Bismarck. B

1st dam by Owen Dale; 2d dam Mueldora by
Belmont. ' *

Ware's Bismarck, by "Jack Trimble "(Son of Bel-mont ajd mare by Limber John, son of Kosciusko by
Sir Archy) dam by Yorkshire Boy, sonof imp. Pocbe
These are extra fine young mares of superior trot-

ting action and well in-bred to tbo blood of Belmont
No. 1 is in foal to a son of Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

For further information ,address

W. M. WILLIAMSON,
ooM" San Jose, cat.*
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I Horse C]MPROVBD HORSE ULOTHING.

Secured by Letters Patent ^jg^^olV™-
The above cut represents the body-piece, the patent also cover-

ing the improvements in the hood. The following are the claims
granted

1. An improved blanker or covering, consisting of
the body-piece ,\,n<ip C.aml tin- e:t usion B, formed
or uuite'd together, so as Ui Cover the body rind legs uf
the animal, substantial^ :>6 Uerein describe d.

2. The blanket < r covering a , lia\ ing the flap C, and
the extensions 3, tu tit the fore and Itind legs of the
animal, front fastenings F U, a it the permanent straps
or bands E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

3. The blanket or covering A, with its extensions B.
permanent securing-bands E, and the front fastenings
F G, in combination with tiie elastic neck-extension H,
substantially as and tor the purpose herein described.

4. The ulan* Ft A and hood J in combination with the
elastic c. un ciuu,-atrip I, substantially as described
and tor the purpose set forth.

5. I he close-tit ting hood J. having the elastic band L,
beneath th« jaws, so that they maybe allowed tomovi
without riintuxbing the fit and adapted to be secured
to l he cover by means of straps, substantially as herein
described.

0. The improvemert in covering-'lankets for ani-
mals, consisting of the blanket A, having the flap C,
and permanent straps or bands fixed tn It to secure it.

around the body, w erebv the use of louse surcingles
is avoided, substantially as herein described.

Manufactured and for sale by

L. D. STONE & CO,
42 -

i and 1«4 Battery St., SAN FKANI ISCO, CAL.

KILLIP & CO.,
IV E STOCK AND GENERAL

A UCTIONEEBS,

tt Montgomery Street, San Francisco

SPEC] AL ATTENTION PAID TO BALES OF

High-Brod Horses and Cattle.

At auction and private sale.

Will Sell In All Cities and Counties ol

the State.

REFERENCES.
Hon. C. Green, Hon. J. D. Cabb,
Sacramento. Salinas.

J. P. Sabgent, Esq., Hon. John Bobgs
Sargents. Colusa.

Hon. L. J. Hose, Hon. A. Walbaxh,
Lob Angeles. Nevada.
J. B. Haggin. Esq., San Francisco

Represented at Sacramento by Edwin F. Smith,
Secretary State Agricultural Society.
At San Jose by Messrs. Montgomery A Rea, Real

Estate Agents.
, L ,

Being 'he oldest established firm in the live-stock

business on this Coast, and having conducted the

important auction sales in this line for the past

fifteen years, amounting to one-half a million of

dollars, we feel justified in claiming unequalled facili-

ties for disposing of live Btock ot every description

either at auction or private sale. Our list of corres-

{tondente embraces every breeder and dealer of prom-
nence upon the Pacific Coast, thns enabling us to

give full publicity to aninialB placed with ns for sale.

Private purchases and sales of live stock of all

descriptions will be made on commission, and stock
shipped with the utmost care. Purchases and sales

made of land of every description. We are author-

ized to refer to the gentlemen whose namea are

ftppended.
KIIX1P «S CO . 22 Montgomery Street,

ond

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Race Goods.
Largest and Beit stools on the Coait

J. O'KANE,
767 Market St., S. F.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER
IN

HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

AGENTS FOR
Fenhell's Oynthtana Hobbe Boots,

3. H. Fenton's Chicago Specialties,

Db. Dixon's Condition Powdebb,

gdil aOiIBAOI.r'8 AUBTIO BALSAM

S. B.WHITEHEAD& CO.,

LIVE STOCK AND GENERAL
AUCTIONEERS.

AKE PREPARED TO CONDUCT SALES OF

Thoroughbreds, Trotters
And every other description of live stock,

At any Point on the Pacific Coast.

Our Mr. S. B. Whitehead has for fifteen

years successfully managed all the principal

sales of high-class stock on this Coast.

REFERENCES
(By permission).

ARIEL LATHROP, ESQ., SETH COOK, ESQ.,
J. B. HAGGIN, ESQ., THEO. WINTERS, ESQ
B. P. ASHE, ESQ., WJL COHBITT, ESQ.,

and others.

S. B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
30 LefUestforfr Streel.

19marti San Francisco.

Outing
Tlie Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, lr%vel

and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED

Tips and Toe Weights.

A Natural and Plain Method of

Horse Shoeing
WITH A¥ APPENDIA ..

ArtDdnt: ot the Action of the ttace Horse and Trotter a. -own *k
Instantaneous Photography.

Br Jos. Cairn Simpson, Author of Horse Portraiiura

"Eoand-hoofd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long."
—-Shakespearr.

o

lips and Toe Weights.—We have receIve-1 from Mr. Joseph Calm Simpson, Editor and fropiie
»» ui the BitEEPE3 and Sportsman, San Francisco. Cal., a copy of his book entitled "Tips Bud Toe
Weights, A Natural and Plain Method of Horse-shoeing, with an appendix treating of the action of
the racehorse an . -leras shown by instantaneous photography. Toe and Side-Weights.** Mr Simp.-on
has had many \ ears of experience in training trotters and runners, and is besides a most able, pleasant
wriler on maUnrs pertaining \o the horse. His "Horse Portraiture" was one of the first and be»t

I

works on •tuiuing" we ever read. For several years he has been experimenting with tips in the hoie
', that they rui^ht be made to serve every purpose of a full shoe an 1 act as a preventive of the t.iany hoin

I

ailments entailed by the ordinary method of protecting our horses' feet. These experiments have
i alreads demonstrated that tip3 will accomplish all he had hoped for, and wo believe every horseman
j
who reads the result of his experience will conclude with us that Mr. Simpson has inaugurated a revolu-
tion In shoeing that will prove of incalculable benefit to both horse and master. "We are a willing con-
vert to tip3 as against full Bhoes, and reading the plain, unbiased reports of actual trials by the author

I of "Tips and Toe Weights," together with the knowledge that .he common system of Bhoeing has caisi il

I
more suffering itud done more damage to horses than can. be traced to any other source, has ha I much io

,
do with our conversion. We would not take £50 for for this book and be without it. and on behalf of the

|

"most faithful friend to man" would urge every reader of the "Sportsman" to secure a copy of it

and test the value of Its teachings. Price, in paper, >1, cloth, 81.50.—Western Sportsman and Live Stock
Journal.

** Tips &nd Toe Weights," a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. Is the title of a very
Clever, ingenious and practical book from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson, the Editor and Proprietor of
the Biieedeb and Spobtsman. The author in his introduction presents "his little volume with apolo-
gies ;" be had no need to do so, every chapter gives evidence cf careful thought, his arguments are well
worked out, the results of his experiments are placed in the most perspicuous manner before his
readers, and his researches into the past show that he is at once an enthusiastic and veracious student
of the horse. His great argument on tips receives its strongest cndorsation from his famous colt
Anteeo, whose history from his first shoeing to the time of publication is exhaustively treated. The
opening chapter is a plea for a better system of shoeing, and each succeeding chapter is a step o;

the ladder towards that final conclusion which the author has arrived at. He brings history, theory anu
experiment Into play to support his argument, and whether the horseman believes in his conclusions or
not, he will not quit the book till he has real it through, for in addition to the perfect knowledge of
the horse which the author possesses, he surrounds it with a literary charm, which holds the audience to
the last sentence. We heartily commend "Tips and Toe Weights" to the attention of the public.—Chicago
News,

Tips and Toe Weights.—J. C. Simpson has been prominently Identified with trotters for many
years, not only as a writer on the Bubject, but as an expert handler and developer. He has given a great
deal of study to horses' feet, and the best way to improve their action. After experimenting lor a
Number of years, he has put the result of his researches and practice in book form. This work,
entitled "Tips and Toe Weights," claims to be a natural and plain method of horseshoeing. It treats
of the action of the racehorse and trotter, as shown by instantaneous photography, and gives the sub-
ject of tips and toe weights a thorough ventilation. The work is meeting with a large sale, and is

deserving of a place in every horseman's library, no matter whether he agrees with the ideas advanced
or not. Send orders to the San Francisco News Company, or to the Breeder and SroBTsaiAN, San
Francisco, Cal, Sir. Simpson is the Editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, which is a weekly journal
devoted, to the Interests of breeders of fine horses, etc., and the advancement of all legitimate sport.
It is the chief medium and representative of the breeding interests on the Pacific Slope.—N. \.
Spirit, May 10th.

T*ds and Toe Weights.—Jos. Calm Simpson of San Francisco, California, has just published a boot
byaoQ'- J * 1 e which is almost worth its weight in gold to every horseman. He doe3 not believe in the
rigid, unyt£. i * iron shoe that gives no rlay or expansion to the horse's foot. He has found that shoes are
unnecessary, and everybody knows they are hurtful. He is a beliver in the use of iron or steel tips to pro-
tect the toe of the loot, By their use, and without ever having put a shoe on Anteeo he trotted when four
years old in 2:'20>. He claims that for ordinary use even on macadamised roads tips are all that are re-
quired; that that fearful cause of lameness, contraction, is entirely avoided by the use of tips. We are
going to use them, and advise others to do it in the manner he recommends. Send 51.50 to him anl he will
send you the book and it will be as good an investment as you ever made for the money.—Coleman's Bural
World.

Since the book was published, Anteeo gave still more convincing proof of the efficacy of the system,

trotting a public trial in 2:20j, and showing half-miles in 1:08 and furlongB in 16 seconds while a
four-year-old. The best evidence of the genuineness of the trials was his sale for $10,000, wiUi other
parties ready to take him at the price. Antovolo, two years younger than Anteeo, never wore a shoe, and
owing to an injury to his foot when a foal it was the universal impression that he never conld trot fast,
lie did well as a yearling and two-year-oid, and this pastseason, when three years old, he won the Occident
Stakes, £1,221, in which he got a record of 2:293, last lialf in 1:13J; first meney in purse at Sacramento,
S"00; second money at Stockton, $-23; the Stanford Stakes, £1.672; and the Embryo, S870, makings cash
return for the season of 51,514. I am satisfied that if he had been shod with full shoes when first r-nt in
training he would have been hopelessly crippled.

In the Ereeder and Sfohtstjan will he given a complete history of the treatment of Antevclr^ sT'bw
ing with exactness the triald and results. I have made arrangements with an eminent miciuscopist to
mako full examinations of tha horny deposit in wall and sole, and all the tissues which compose the foo*
of the horse, which will be incorporated in the forthcoming articles in the Breft^b, and Sportsman.
Fully convinced by practical results, that this part of the anatomy of the horse 'js not understood as
thoroughly as the other portions of the frame. » anticipate valuable accessions of knowledge from th-j

revelations of the microscope. Jos>. Cairn Stmpson.

PRICE RETAIL: In Paper Covers, $1.00. In Cloth, $1.50

TRADE SUPPLIED ON USUAL TEEMS.
Mailed to any part of the United States or Canada on receipt of price. Send Older? tc

San Francisco News Company, or

Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco.

The above treatise will be sent free to yearly subscribers, who send
orders direct to the office.

ODB FIELD IS THE

OUT-DOOR WORLD,
DURING THE YEAR THERE WILL BE ARTICLES UPON

Exploration, Travel and Adventure, Mountain
Climbing, Camping. Popular Forestry. Hunting and
Fishing, WalkiDg, Yachting, Ice Yachting, Rowing
Canoeing, Bicycling, Tricycling, Amateur Photog-
raphy, Court and Lawn Tennis, Archery, Cricket.
Lacrosse, Snow-shoeing, Tobogganing and Skating.

Conducted BI POUI/Ir¥EY BIGFLOW

THREE DOLLARS A TEAR.
Single numbers (utmr-tivc cents.

140 Nassau Street, New York.

DUPONT'S
New^BrandlSportingiPowder.

'flJMMER SHOOTING"
ISUPERB IN aUALITY,

Shoots Moist and Clean.
This powder ban just be^n made specially by Dn-

pont fc Co. to suit the Pacific Coast Climate.
It Phoots Moist, is high grade, and of superior

excellence as to quality.

For sale by all dealers and by the Agent,

JOHN SKINKEF,
458 Market Sliwt S. F.

PrtceisJ.OOlpor.kes. Smaller packages in pro-

portion, ootl

(IIILIls; < '.tm»:i.< II V.nTAL SflEEP DIP.
"Patented InJEnrope anfi America."

SHEEP DIP.

A positive scab cure. A liquid, soluble In
co'd « nter. It Is absoi uteiv non>

poisonous.

The cheapest and most effective dip on the market,
one gallon making one Immlred gallons of :

)•..

Price, $1 %5 per sallort.
Special discounts anl terms to ngenf« nnH Urge

conBnmerB. For samples and other lni< r. n-

ply toMM.EA HOI <.ll Agents for P
116 California St. San Fi

.

17septla
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Southern Pacific Co.
(PACIFIC SYSTEM.)

trains leave and are due to arrive at
Sau Francisco.

From Dec Si, 1883.

8 :00 a m
4:00 P M
8:30 a m
3:30 PM
9:30 a si

10:30 a m
5:30 P M
*6:00 a M
17:30 A M
12:00 u
8:30 A
4:00 P M

*i :30 P M
7:30 A m

3:10 P m
t3 :30 F M
7: CO
5;00 P M
8:0i. A M
8.00
7:00 -

8:0)
8:30 a M
5:00 P m
4:00 f m
6:30 f m
1:00 p m
S:30 a ij

Jl0:30 a u
12:00m
a ami p m
•4:30 p M
3:30 p m
S:3U a M
3:30 pjAi
6:30 p'm

..Calistoga and Napa

..Colfax via. Livermore.,..

..Gait via Martinez .....

..Haj wards and NlleB

ffayvards
c...Haywards

....lone via Livermore

...Knight's Landing

...Livermore and Pleaeanton..

...Los Angeles, Deming, El
_... Paso and East

....Los Angeles and Mojave
...Milton.
...Ogden anu East
..Ogden and East
—Bed Bluif via Marysville
...Redding via Willows __™
....Sacramento, via Benicia

" via Benicia ....
" via Livermore.
" via Benicia
" via Benicia
" via Benicia

...Sacramento River Steamers.

...San Jose —

..Santa Barbara

..ytocKton via Livermore
" via Martinez

..Siskiyou A Portland

10 :10 a M
6:10 p U
5:40 p M
11:10 a M
12:40 P M
3:4'J P M
8:10 p if

*8:10 A M
£10:40 A a.

2:40 p m:

5:40 p si

10:10 a M
*d:40 A M

6;40 P m
11:10 A M
*5:4u p m
8:10 A II

10:40 A M
5:40 P M
6:10 P M
8-10 A M
6:10 P M
6:40 p m

10:40 a m
10:10 a u
7:40 a m
*6:0J A u
*3:40 p M
13:40 p M
8:40 P M
9:40 a M

11:10 a m
5:40 P A

11:10 a m
7:40 a m

IO€At PERRY TRAINS.

From San Francisco SJally.

TO EAJST OAKLAND— *tj;00—6:30—7:00—7:30—S;30—
8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00—11:30—12:0J—li:30
—1:00—1:30—2:00—2:30—3:00— 3:30— 4:00— 4:30— 5:00
5:30—6:00— 6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00-10:00-11:00—12:00

TO 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—Same as "TO
EAST OAKLAND" until 6:00 P.M., inelusiv3, also
at 7:00—S:00 and 10:00 p.m.

TO FRUIT VAL.E—"o:iju—S-.30—7:00—7:30—8:00—8:30—
3:30—4*0—4 :30- -5:00—5:30—6*0-8:00—10:00.

TO FRUIT VALE(via Alameda)—'9:30—*2:00- 6:30—
12:00.

TO ALAMEDA—*6:00—*6:30—7:00—*7:30—8:00— *S:3C—
9:00 —9:30—10:00—J10 50—11 :00—Jll :30—12:00—J12:a—
1:00—11:30—2:00—i2: 0—3:00-3:30— 3:00— 4:30- 5:00—
5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00—8:00—9:00—10:00—11:00—12 :uo.

TO BERKELEY*—*6:00—«6:30—7:00—•7:30— B:O0—*S;30
9:00— 9:30— 10:00—^10:30—11 :C0—til :3U— 12:00 -J12:30
1 00-ti :30 -2:00—1.2:30—3:00-3:30—1:00— 4:30—5:00—
5-30—ti-oo—6:9t—7:Wi—1:00—8:00—10:00—11:00—1^:00

TO WEST UERKELEY-Same as "To BKRKE7.KY."

FAIRLAWN
NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1888,

Is now ready, and will be mailed free to all who send fiive cents in stamps to prepay postage.

*>ltl tr r illCH'l tinny.

FROM FRUIT VALE— b:50—: :J>—i :50 - 8:20—8:50—
9^0—*10;19-2:4*—4:20—4:W—5:i0-5:i.0-6:d»—6:£0—
8:50-10:50.

FROM FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *::. 1—5:51

—

la:15—»2:3S-*3:15.
FROM 23d AVENUE, EAST OAKLAND—6:55-7:**

7:55-8:25—&:>>—t):2o—9:55— 10:25— 10:55- 11:25—11:55
12:25—12:55-1:25-1:55-2^5—2:55—3:25—3:55—4:25—
4:55—5:2-5—5:55—6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—10:53.

FROM EAST OAKLAND— "o:30- 6:00- u:oO— 7:0J—
7:30—8:00—8:30—9:00—9:30—10:00—10:30—11:00— 11 i-u

*2:00—12 :30—1 :00—1 :30—2:00—2 :30—3 :00— 3 :30— 4 *0

—

4:30—5:00—5:30—6:00—6:30—7:00— 8:00-9.00- 9:67—
10:57.

FROM BROADWAY, OAKLAND—7 m nutos later
fthan from East Oakland.
fcROM ALAMEDA—*5:25-5:£5-*6:25—6:55 -*7:25—7:55

•8:25—8:55-9:25— 9:55— tl0:25—10:55- 111:25—11:55—
±42:25— 12:55— $1:25—1:55— (3:25—2:55—3:25—3:55—
4:25—4:55— 5:25—5:55— 6:25—6;55— 7:55—8:55— 9:55—
10:55.

FROM BERKELEY/— *5:25—5:55—*6:25—6:55—*7 :25—
7:55—*S:25— 8:55—9:2-5—9:55— ±10:25—10:55- til :25—
11:55— $12:25— 12:55— jl:25— 1:55— J2 :2-5—2:55-3 :25—
3:55—4:25—4:55—5:25—5:55-6:25—6:55—7:55—8:55—
9 ;55—10:55.

FROM WEST BERKELEY—Same as "From Bebk-
ELET."

CREEK ROUTE.
FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15—9:15—11 05-1:15-

3:15—5:15.
FROM OAKLAND—*6$&—8:15—10 :15 —12 -15—2-15-

4:15.

A for Morning. P for Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted. tSaturdayB excepted; (Sundays

only.
C—Take ferry train and change cars at East Oakland

Standard Time furnished by Lick Observatory.

A, K. TOWNE,
Gen. Manager.

T. H. GOODMAW,
Gen. Pass. ATtk Aen.

ANGLO-NEVADA
ASSURANCE CORPORATION.

OF SAV ^RAXCISCO, CAl,

FIRE AKD MARINE.
CAPITAL $2,000,000
OFFICE 410 P1XE STKEET
G. L. BRANDEB President
J. L. FLOOD Vice-President
C. P FARNFIELD Secretary
J. S. ANGUS Assistant Manager
Bankers, Nevada Bank of Nan Francisco.

16apl

LITTLE'S

Chemical Fluid
Non-Poisonous Sheep Dip.
Mixes instantly with cold Water.

Price $1 .25 per Imperial gallon.
Sold in iron drums containing Ave Imperial gallons

equals nearly 6 American gallons. One gallon mixed,
with 60 gallons of cold water will dip thoroughly 160
sheep at a cost of less than one cent each.
Easily applied, a nourisher of wool, a certain cure

for scab.
ALSO

UTT1F8 PATENT POWDER DIP.
Poisonous, mixes instantly with cold water. Sold In

a two-pound package sufficient to dip 20 £heep; in a
seven-pounds package sufficient to dip 100 Sheep.
Price 17 cents per pound.

OATTON, BELL & CO.
SUCCESSORS

1MLK5XB, BELL <£ CO.,
21 ?p 406 California Street, VCiEM S.

THE FOURTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE
Contains Descriptions and Pedigrees of all the Broodmares and Stallions in use at FairlawD

It also contains descriptive pedigrees and prices of about

165 HEAD OF HIGH-BRED TROTPERS,
—CONSISTING OF—

Standard-Bred Young- Stallions,

Fillies atsd Driving Mares,

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1888

flLL SOON APPEAR IN THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

For Catalogues or farther information, address

loci, *»* 3*0. WM. T. WITHERS, Lexington, Ky.

THE PARKER GUN

At the two principal events of the year—at the World's Trap Shoot-
ing Carnival held at Wellington, Mass., May 20 to June H, 18*7, the Par-
ker Gnn won the leading prize for best average for five day's shouting;
alse*at Seattle, W. T., June 9, 10 an" ", 1S87, the leading prize and best average "was won witu the Parker
Gun^adding victories to 18^6 as follows: The Second Annual Tournament of the Chamberlln Cartridge
Co., beliat Cleveland, Ohio, September 14,1886, out of eighty-seven entries from representative shots,
represemiDg fourteen States, the Parker Gun won first and third money, winning S9W out of the gl.'.'OO

purse offered, a lding another victory to 18P5, which was the Second International Clay Pigeon Tournament
for tb« championship of the World, held at New Orleans, La., Feb. 11th to Ifith. Among the contestants
Bhooting other guns were such champions as Carver, Bogardus, Cody, Srabbs, Erb and others.

wiHiRirlcris

TIME SCHEDULE.
Passenger Trains leave and arrive Passenger Depo

(Townsend Street, between Third and Fourth Streets
San Francisco.

In effect January 1, ]

1^:01 B | Cemetery and s>an Mateo...

t;:00A
5 20 A

10 :30 a

c

1

1

....

>

6;40A
•S:00 a
9:03 A

1 t-i <:0 P
4:36 P
6:40P

J7 :50 P

'5:10 p
6:S0p

flirts? ! J
8:30a' (
IO:30aiJ 6
•3:so p,1
4:30 pi t.

~1
I 9:03A

.Santa Clara, San Jose. and.... . ! |*10-02a
Principal Way Stations... .. f 4:36r

6:10 p
:

)l
..Almadena^d Vi'ay .Sta'ions

| 4 :36 P
Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville, * i*10:0Z a
SalfnaB and Slonterey... i 6 :i0 p

...HolliBter and Tres Pinos ,.

S:30a ( Watsonville,Aptos,Sot;Hel ) »|0;C
'i:50 P f (Capitols) and Santa Crnz i +G:^

c.oo . I
( Soledad, Paso Kobles, Templeton /" A

i uSanLuisObisiJOj & Way Stations. \

a—Morning p.—Afternoon.
'.snndaysexcepted. tSundaysonly JTheaire train sat
nrdays only.

Trains run on Pacific Standard Time.
sb coxnisctioxs are made with the 8:8(1 a. m

Nearly all rail line to San Lnis Obispo, (julv 2i
miles staging between Templeton and San Luis
Obispo. Time from San Francisco 12 hoars. Tiirouoh
rate $8.50.

Special Rouxd-trlp Tickets, at reduced rates—to
Gilroy and Paraiso Springs.

Special Notice—Kound-trip tickets to the famous
Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton) can be had at any
of the Company's Ticket Offices in San Francisco
Rate, ?5.o?.

EX4XK8IOS TICKETS.
For Sundays only,-* t

So.dStJXDAY Mornjns;rvi oiunuijo U"J-V * (for return same dav.
ForSaturday, ( Sold Saturday and ^cx-day- only

Sunday and-' good for return until following Mod
Monday, f day,inclusive, at the following rates.

Sound Trip Sun 8att0 Round Trip
from San

.lit.
M o n_ from San Tkt.

$1 50

Franc sco to Tfcfc Francisco to Tkt
^an Bruno > DO Lawrences *2 25
Willbrae C-5 >-anta Clara
Dak Grove 90 San Jose 1 75
San Mateo. 75 1 10

1 00 1 25 FTollIster
Redwood I 00 1 40 Aptos
E"a;r Oaks 1 25 I 50
MenloPark...
May field

1 25
125

1 89
1 75 Santa Cruz 5 LO

Mount'n View 1 50 200 Monterey 5 00

XewXorlt Salesroom, 97 Chambers St.,

'ARKER BROS., Makers,
Meriden, < t.

FISHING RjnS.
"We would call the attention of

'

A jfTi

THE TRADE
To our Catalogue of Pishing Tackle for 1S8S, which we will be pleased to mail to

Dealers upon application. Address,

nol2tf

TH0S. H. CHUBB,
POST MILLiS, VT.

Fragrant Vanity Fair, Superlative and Cloth of kold Cigarettes

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES.
REGAL AND NOBLESSE.

Our Cigarettes were never so fine as now, they caiinpt be surpassed for

purity and excellence. Only tue purest rice paper used, ESTABLISHT3D
1846. 14 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.,
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS, ROCHES 1ER, N. Y.

25dec52

IMPORTED BERKSHIRES.
REDWOOD DUKE 13368.

Prize winners at all the fairs in California and tbe
enlire list of sweepstakes premiums at State Fair
Sacranento, 1886.

Importations made direct from England every year
from the most noted Breeders, selected from tbe
beat blood and most fashionable families of Disb-
faced Berkshires, regardless of cost, and all re
corded in English and American Berkshire records.
Yonng pigs from these importations, male and

female, from entirely different families for sale at

reasonaDie prices, and every pig guaranteed. AddresH,
25dec52

AKDRKW SMITH, KeUtvood « tly.
Or at 218 California Street. San Francisco.

F0XMSALE.
A Thoroughbred Bull Bitch..

Apply at 305 Washington St.

HEALD'S ,
Business College, 24 Post St

San Francisco.

The moat popular acbool on the Coast.

P. HEALD President. O. S. HALEI, Seo'y.
•WSendfor Circular octd

Ticket Offices.— PasBen^er Dei-ot. Townsend
street, Valencia-street station. No. 613 Market street,
tirand Hotel, and Balundit, Baldwin Hotel.
A. C.BASSETT, H. R. JTJJJAH,

Superintendent Asst. Pass, k Tkt. Agr.

TO

Sportsmen & Pleasure-Seekers
THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
RESPECTFULLY CAIXS ATTENTION TO THB

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
AFFORDED BT THE "NORTHERN DIVISION
of its line for leaching with speed and comfort the
best places in the State for

Sea Bathing;, Snooting and Fishing.
TRAINS LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO IfAXLT FOR

MONTEREY,
THE MOST CHAEirTNS

Summer and Winter Kesort ol the
Paeifle <:oast,

with its beautiful Groves and delightful Drives. Trout
in abundance can be obtained from the se\ eral streams
in the vicinity of Monterey, and the best of shooting
may Tie had in season.

TBE BA Y OF MONTEREY
Is noted for the extent and variety of fish which
abound in its waters, notably Salmon. Rock Cod, Bar-
acuda, Pompino, Spanish Mackerel, and Flounder
The above-mentioned attractions, in connection with
the low rates of fare, rapid transit, and the superior
accommodations furnished at the "HOTEL DEI
MONTE," have made Monterey a paradise for sport*.
men.

'THE BA THING FACILITIES
AT TEE

"HOTEL DEL MON TS, "

ARE UNSURPASSED,
haring a MAGNIFICENT BEACH of pure white
sand for surf bathing. The BATH-HOUSE contains

SPACIOUS SWIMMING TANKS
(160x50 feet) for warm Bait water plunge and swim-
ming baths, with ELEGANT ROOMS connecting for
individual baths, with douche and shower facilities-

THE FAVORITE ROUTE to those well-known
Watering Places,

APTOS, SOQUHL A3£D SASfTA CAUZ
IS VTA THE NORTHERN DIVISION,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC ROUTE,
(Broad Gauge)

The Northern Division runs through the counties
of Ban Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa Crnz
and Monterey, each of which abounds in game in grea
variety Notably

ijuail. Pigeon, Snipe, Duct, Geese, Deer
and Bear.

Lakes PILARCITOF and SAN ANDREAS are
reached by this line. Stages connect with trains daily
at San Mateo £or Those well-known Retreats, PUR IS
SIMA, SAN GREGORIO and PEsCADERO. We
would particularly call attention to the unlimited ex-
tent of range at and about SAN BRUNO and McMA-
HON'B for RIFLE PRACTICE. .

These resorts are but a short distance from San
Francisco and offer special inducements to the lovers
of this manly sport.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

FREE TRANSPORTATION CF THEIR DO«3
when carried in Baggage Cars and pnt in charge of
Train Baggagemen. Train Baggagemen are instructed

rt®"Iii order to guard against accidents to Do°
while In transit, it is neceesarv that they'be provided
with COLLAR AND CHAIN. Gnus and Fishing
Tackle will be carriedfree ofcharge. Gunstaken apar
and securely packed in wood or leather cases may b
taken iu Passenger Cars.
TICKET OFFICKS-Paseenger Depot, Townsend

street, Valencia Station, and No 618Marketet. Graa
Hotel

C. BASSETT, A. H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent, Aest. Pass end Tkt Agent
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